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ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY MAGAZINE,

Irtljiitd, fisiipttr, Crastnicte, &

CONDrCTED BY

GEORGE GODWIN, F.E.S., F.S.A.

Honorary ^leniher of various Societies; Author of “ History in Ruins’' “ Toivn Swamps and Social Sridyes,

Another Rlowfor Life," ^’c.

“Every man’s proper mansion-house, and home, being the theater of bis hospitality, the seate of selfe-fi-uition, the comfortablest pait

of his own life, the noblest of his sonne’s inheritance, a kinde of private princedome, nay, to the possessors thereof, an epitome of the

whole world, may well deserve, by these attributes, according to the degree of the master, to be decently and delightfully adorned.

“Architecture can want no commendation, where there are noble men, or noble mindes.” Sni Henivy Wotton.

“Our English word To Bdild is the Anglo-Saxon Byl&an, to confirm, to establish, to make firm and sure and fast, to consolidate,

to strengthen
;
and is applicable to all other things as well as to dwelling-places.” DrVEBSlONS or Pdbley.

“Art shows us m
the contemplation of a



WYMAN AND SONS,

CLASSICAL, LAW, NEWSPAPER, AND GENERAL PRINTER',

GREAT QUEEN STREET, LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS.
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INDEX TO YOLEME XX Y.

iBBEY, IIanphraon(1, 47'1

icsdomy of Design. New York, 21

Lcademy Royal, see “ Royal Academy ’’

kCademy, Royal Scottish, architecture in, 160,

183: see also “Exhibition"
icademy, Royal llibernian, and State aid, 938
Lcoident : damage by fall of chimneys, 66 ;

fall of a chimuey in Newcastle, 737
j

fall of

brickwork, 694 ;
fall of a house at Croydon,

S55
;

fall of houats in York-road, Battersea,

787; fatal, in Nottingham,—responsibility

of contractors, 613 ;
lire at Crystal Palace,

2; on Metropolitan Railway, 6, 49; suf-

focated in a cesspool, 6o8
;
(The) at Wel-

lingborough new church, 474; with nitro-
glycerine, at Newcastle, 937

Lccfdents, 6, 100, 115, 168, 194, 299, 369, 649,

695, 716, 762, 787, 824, 911, 927
IccidcDis : more kitchen boiler in the North,
60 ;

railway, iu 1866, 258
Lcoustics : the new discoveries in, 628 : see
also “ Sounds"

Lotion for nonfulfilment of contract,—Peard
& Anotberu. Baugh, 930

Lotions, architects’, see “ Architects’ Actions
’’

Lddress to Paris architects,—Mr. Cole's, 831
Lgreements, Peel v. Matthews, 84
Lgriculture and en^gineering, 814, 877
L^culture, steam and electricity in, 875
Lir and light, see “ Light and Air"
Lir, fresh, 7c^
Llarum, a cheap, 195
Ubany, Canada, the capitol at, 494
ilbert Hall (Royal) of Arts and Sciences, 365,
687 ;

the architect of, 376
;

Cl’he) trans-
mission of sounds, 653: see also “Horti-
cultural Gardens "

Alfred's (King) remains at Uyde, 297
Alkali Act (The), 166
1,11 Saints’ Church, Little Munden, 852
llmshouses. Freemasons’, Melbourne, 714
llnwick and old times, 301
Unwick, ducal fetes at, 408
Utar-rails, 168
lltar-table, Westminster Abbey, 823
Altars, ancient, 516
Altars, ancient, in Germany, 470
Amalgamated Society of Engineers, see ‘'En»
gineers

"

America, from, 687
America, ventilation in, 693
American Institute of Architects, see “Insti-
tute”

Amiens, labourers’ dwellings at, 291
Amphitheatre, the new, Holbom, 367
Amusements, 946
Ancestors, the^home of our, 848
Ancient buildings, preservation of, 907
Angers, the churches of, 609
Annaudale, sketches in, 663, 621
Antiquarian discoveries at Holme Cultram,15
Ants and flies, 899
Antwerp Congress, 673
Annuities, Law, Government, 296
Apprentices and employers, 367
Aqueduct, Croton, 666
Aqueducts, ruined, of Rome, 164
Arbitration, Bodcock c. Clark, 376, 398
Archbishop of York on Arcbteology, 669
Archroological Association, British, 163, 244,
267; congress, of, 297; the Romans in
England, 211 ;

at Ludlow, 682
AxchKological Congress (International) at
Antwerp, 673

Archteological Institute (The),—Howden and
Selby, 606

Archasulogical items from Rome, 69, 147, 184,
423, 936; see also “Archaiology" and
“ Rome"

Arohmological meetings and eicursions, 448
Archeological Society, Glasgow,—the Roman

inscription, 931
Archeological Society, Sussex, 607
Archeolo^cal Society, Wilts, Congress at
Hungerford, 779

Archeologist’s Handbook, 883
Archeology and Art in idome, 147: see also
“ Archeologicsl"

Archeology, the Archbishop of York on, 669
Arches, 486, 536
Arches, oblique, 922
Arches, stability of, 937
Architect (An) at the Antipodes, 228
Architect and builder, 635, 677, 613
Architect, Judge Jeflyeys’s, 246
Architect, novel mode of electing an, 913
Architect of the Xangham Hotel, 859. 878,

898, 913, 929
Architect (The) for Holborn Talley improve-
ment, 678

Arohiteef8 studies, an, 49
Architects, a proper building for, 15
.^chitects, a puzzle in names of British, 668
Architects’ actions,—Rees e. Potter, Ac., 416
Architects, advertising, 667
Architects and architecture in the United

States, the condition of, 144
Architects and builders, 175, 375, 396
Architects and dealers in provisions, 118, 266
Architects and diocesan chnrch architects, 429
Architects’ and Engineers’ Assistants’ Bene-
volent Society, 15, 654

Architects and engineers, payment of, 8S9
Architects and quantities, 735
Architects and their assistants, 700
Architects’ assistants,— restoration, 453
Architects’ Benevolent Society, 211
Architects, conspiracy against, 929
Architects' charges, 868

Architects, Derby, and surveyor, 433, 475
Architects, Government, payment of, 397, 677,

699
Architects, Manchester Society of, see
“ Architects, Society of"

Architects, Manchester, the views of, 850
Architects of buildings and designs illus-

trated : Adams & Kelly, Messrs., Chnrch
Institute, Leeds, 60; Andre &, Hornblower,
Messrs., buildings and plans for Sefton

Park, Liverpool, 626, 627; Asbpitel, Mr., a

tomb in Brompton Cemetery, 10 ; Barry,
Mr. E. M., design for Law Courts, 371;

Barry, Mr. B. M., plans for the proposed
Law Courts, 112; Barry, Mr. E. M., design

for proposed Law Courts, 191 ;
Barry, Sir

Charles, works of. 872 ; Brandon, Mr.
David, Junior Carlton Club Honse, Pall-

mall, 630, 631 ; Brandon, Mr. R., design for

Law Courts, 293 ;
Brodrick, Mr. C., Leeds

New Mechanics' institution and School of
Art, 696, 697 ; Bryant & Gilman, Messrs.,

proposed hotel at New York, 671 ; Burges,
Mr. W., design for Law Courts, 311 ; Clarke,

Mr. G. 8., Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard,
891 ;

Cranston, Mr., Parkfield, Birmingham,
873; Denzinger, Mr., Eatishon Cathedral,
as proposed to be completed, 691 ;

Francis,

Messrs., reredos in Christ Church, Mayfair,

292; Ferrey, Mr. B., carved pulpit, 8t.

Mary’s, Taunton, 608; Fisher, Messrs. J.

& R., Toowomba Railway Station, Queens-
land, 391; Fuller, Mr. H., International

Memorial Church, Kingsland-road, 430,

431 ;
Gamier, Mons., fa?ade of the new

Opera House, Paris, 749; Goddard & Son,

Messrs., the Paxton Memorial, 351; Godwin,
Mr., proposed reredos and scdilia,— church
of St. Mary Redclilf, Bristol, 171 ;

Godwin,
Messrs. G. & H., Elmdale Honse, CKfton
Downs, Bristol, 704, 765; Godwin, Messrs.

G. & H,, Eoekhurst, West Hoathley, Sns-

sex, 276, 277; aleo details of same, 360;
Habershon, Brock, & Webb, Messrs. Nor-
manhurst, Battle, 411 ;

Hayward, Mr. C. F.,

St. Andrew's, Haverstock-hill, 681; Hilly,

Mr. J. F., London Chartered Bank of Aus-
tralia, Sydney, 97 ;

Holmes, Mr. E.,

Mseonio Hall and Ciuh buildings, Dnbljn,

712, 713; Jones, Mr. H., Smithfleld Meat
and Poultry Market, 261 ;

Lockwood, Mr.,
design for Law Courts, 208, 209 ; Moore,
Mr. R. H., Hop and Malt Exchange build-

ing, Borough, 731; Moye, Mr. J. 8., Cork
Warehouse, Southwark, 78; Neumann, Mr.
F., Museum of H.R.H. the Duke of Saxe
Coburg, in Gotha, 490, 491; Norton & Masey,
Messrs., international College, Spring
Grove, Middlesex, 131 ;

Psramor, Mr. R.,

on builders’ troubles, 175 ;
Peddie A Kin-

near, Messrs., new court-house, Greenock,

45 ;
Pennetborne, Mr., University of

London, Burlincton-gardena, 854, 866;
Picton & Sons, Messrs., infant schools,

Kirkdale, 310; Roberts, Mr. E., design for

St. Saviour's Parish Schools, Paddington,

213; Ross, Mr. J., Grey Towers, Nunthorpe,
924, 926; Rumsey, Mr. E., new Supremo
Court, Auckland, New Zealand, 170; Scott,

Mr. G. G., design for Law Courts, 225

;

Scott, Mr. G. G., reredos and altar-table,

Westminster Abbey, 821; Seott, Mr. Q.G.,
reredos, Boxgrove Church, 461 ; Slater &
Carpenter, Messrs., St, Saviour’s College,

Ardingly, Sussex, 836, 837 ;
Stadtz, Mr.,

church of St. Mauritius, Cologne, 803;
Stadtz, Mr., plan of cathedral at Linz, ou
the Danube, 802; Stephenson, Mr. G. W.,
March new cemetery, Isle of Ely, 662;
Street, Mr..G. E., design for proposed Law
Courts, 645*; Truetitt, Mr. G., St. George's
Church, Worthing, 460 ;

Vaux, Withers, &
Co., Messrs., YaleCoUege Memorial Chapel,
Connecticut, 748; Walker, Mr. Robert,
house architecture. Barbican, 160; Water-
house, Mr. A., design for proposed Law
Courts, 151

;
White, Mr. W., 8t. Saviour’s

Church, Aberdeen-park, Highbury, 660,

651 ; Wight, Mr. P. B., National Academy
of Design, New York, 29 ;

Wilkinson, Mr.
W., tomb, Middleton Cheney, Oion, 390;

;
Wyatt, Mr. D., inner court of the India

,
OlUce, 782, 783

Architects' responsibilities, 700
Architects, remnneration of, 1,346

Architects, Royal Institute of, see “Institute”
Architects, Society of, Manchester, 493. 906;

the views of Manchester architects, 860
Architects, tendering, 398

Architects, the American Institute of, see
“ Institute”

Arohitects, the professional practice of,

—

Manchester, 443
Architectural and Archteological Society of
Northumberland and Durham, 613

Architectural aspects at Genoa and Turin,

401
Architectural aspects in Florence, 441
Architectural Association, 13, 61, 117, 163,

246, 297, 394„ 495, 897, 906 : contracts, 353 ;

convenazione, 808; fignre-orawing class of,

229
;

on a country-nouse, 309
;

painted
decorations in connexion with ecclesiastical

architecture, 440 ; shop fronts, 81 ;
works

in Paris Exhibition, 836
Architectural Association, Manchester, see
“ Architects, Society of"

Architectural Association, Northern, 767

;

borough surveyors and private practice, 449

Architectural Conference, International, 593

Architectural doings in Germany, 692

Architectural drawings in Paris Exhibition,

see “Exhibition
Architectnral education, 800, 868
Architectural Exhibition Society, see “ Exhi-

bition
"

Arcbitectural Institute of Scotland : the

mined temples of Cambodia, 291

Architectural medals, Paris Exhibition, see
“ Exhibition"

Architectural: Mems., 16; Museum, cottage,

65; Museum, see “ Museum"
;
news from

Germany, 207
;
Publication Society, 433

;

remains in India, 823; sculpture, condition

of, 003; Societies, 493
Architectural Society, Birmingham, 819

Architectural Society, Bristol, — proposed
alteration in contracts, 134

Architectural Society, Cambridge,—the ex-

plorations at Jerusalem, 943,—see also

“ Jerusalem”
Architectural Society, Exeter, — Bells and
woodwork, 642

Architectural Society, Glasgow, 227; condi-

tion of Glasgow, 778
Architectural Society, Liverpool, 333, 761

;

dwellings for poor, 174 ;
excursion, 473

Architectural Society, St. Alban's,—mixture

of styles in a buiJdmg, 801

Architecture at Academy Exhibition, 385

Architecture, coloured, 829

Architecture, ecclesiastical in Germany, the

present condition of, 793, 901, 928

Architecture, free trade in, 264
Architecture in 1867,—something of what has
been done, 933

Architecture in Royal Scottish Academy, 166
Architecture, Irish, 409
Architecture, nature the standard of truth in, 7

Architecture of the day : see “ Architecture,

Writers on”
Architecture, on the principles of proportion

as common to both Classic and Gothic, 161

Architecture, our future, 385

Architecture, reflections on the position and
prospects of, 126

Architecture, the cradle of, 239
Architecture, terra cotta, of North Italy, 604
Architecture, the history of, 217

Architecture, University College, 473

Architecture, writers on, influence of con-
temporary, 461, 483

Arques, the Castle of, 648, 605

Art and archaeology in Rome, 147 : see also
“ Romo"

Art dinner at the Mansion House, 4i9

Art education, 761

Art education for artisans in Paris, 501

Art, Female School of, Queen-square,—on the

use and abuse of ornament, 222

Art, fine, Minton and, 228, 265

Art galleries, Birmingham, 449
Art in Rome: see“Rome"
Art, industrial, in France and England, 6-17

Art, modern and ancient, 186

Art, modern, in Florence, 833

Art notes from Florence, see “Florence"
Art, on Egyptian, 227
Art, on, especially sculpture, 938

Art, schools of, drawing and design at, 898

Art, pre-historio, see “ Pre-historic Art"
Art, School of, the Birmingham, 174
Art, School ol', Cape Town, 81

Art, School of, the Female, 133, 927
Art, School of, Gloucester, 923
Art, School of, Leeds, and Mechanics’ lusiitu-

tion, 695
Art, School of, for Macclesfield, wanted, 180
Art, School of, St. Martin’s, 906

Art, School of, West London, 222
Art, School of, York, 839
Art, Schools of, 8, 31, 63, 860, 876, 889, 942

Art, the Paris Exhibition, and, 187 : see also

“Exhibition"
Art-treasures, new, and reproductions at

South Kensington Museum, 124
Art-nnion of London, 77 ;

report, Ac., 303 ;

works selected by prize-holders, 854;
pictures bought by, 674; exhibition, 612

Art-union of London (The) and the Lord
Mayor, 805

Art.workmanship, prizes for, see “ Society of

Arts

"

Artesian wells for London, 464
Artisans and Labourers' Dwelling Bill, 348

Artisans, art-education for, in Paris, 501

Artist life, 99
Artistic furniture, 187
Artists, Female, Society of, 63

Artists, Society of British, 244, 266

Arts and Sciences, Royal Albert Hall of, see
“ Albert"

Arts (Fine), Imperial School of, Paris, 694
Arts Institute, Associated, 818

Arts, Society of; the art-workmanship com-
petition, 42, 94; prizes, 206, 413

Asphalte pavement, 296
Assembly-room, the New, Brighton, 279

Assistants architects',—restoration, 453
Associated Arts Institute, see “ Arts "

Association for Improving Dwellings, see
“ Dwellings"

Auckland, the new Supreme Court, 170

Auction-mart, new, Tokenhonse-jard, 889

Australia, an architect in, 228

Australia, see “Melbourne,” ic.

Averages,^the Mystery of, 365

Aytoun, late Mr. William Edmonstoune, 668

BADCOCK V. Clark,—arbitration, 376, 398

Baddeley, late Mr., C.E., 266
Baden-Baden, the new English Chnrch of,

716
Bailey, tho late Mr. Edwai'd Hodges, R.A,,

sculptor, 387
Bakers’ furnaces, smoke from, 677
Bank, Birmingham and Midland, 593

Bank, London and Coimty, 136

Bank of Austraba, Chartered, Sydney, 98
Bank, H^ifai and Huddersfield Union, 407

Bank, the New District, Stafford, 409
Barometrical observations at sea, the value of

careful, 904
Barristers and their habitations. 396

Barrow-in-Fumesa, opening of docks at, 711

Barry, Sir Charles, and the late Mr. Pngin,

535, 677, 699
Barry, Sir Charles, life and works of, 865

Bars and Gates in London, 634, 594, 787
Bath, sanitar)' short-comings in, 911

Bathing, 630, 649; a few hints on, 474
Baths and washhouses, St. Marylebone, 613

Baths and washhouses,—Marylehone and
Westminster, 930

Baths, Hemelhempstcad, 163
Baths, hieh-pressure boilers for, 65, 83, 118
Baths, pimlic and private, 155
Battersea, drainage of, 365
Beaumont, Sir George Howland, bait.,

painter, poet, patron, 307
Beech (The) 684
Beer,—our Devonshire village, 798
Belfast,—Congress of Social Science: see
“ Social"

Belgium, houses for working classes in, 248

Belgravia to South Kensington, proposed new
road, 819

Bell and clock towers, 115

Bell, the great, of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 012
Bell, the great, of York, 34
Bell tower, Hothenburg, Bavaria, 470
Bells and bell ringing, 946
Bells and chimes of Royal Exchange, 768
Bells and woodwork, 642
Beils, “ clocking" church, 414
Bella for public clocks, 154; shape of, 686
Bells : see also “ Clock" and “ Chimes"
Bennet, late Mr. C. H., artist, 266

Berkhamstead (Great), the drainage of, 268
Betts, Mr. E. L., the contractor, 781
Bewick, Old, Northumberland, 781
Bills, contagion in, 123
Birmingham, 780
Birmingham and Midland Bank, 693
Birmingham and Midland Institute, see

“ Institute”
Birmingham Arcbikectural Society, see
“ Architectural Society"

Birmingham art galleries, 449
Birmingham at the Paris Exhibition, 931
Birmingham Concert HaU, 897
Blasting rock, boring-machine for, 369
Blue has lime, to test, 64, 101
Blundellsunds sewerage, 615

Board of Works, Meiropoltan, 60, 05, 943;
line of iront, 135; report of, 32; see also

under “Metropobs"
Boards and Surveyors, 630
Boards, local, surveyors and, see “ Sur-
veyors "

Boiler explosions, high pressure, 101

Boilers, high pressure, for baths, 66, 63, 118
Border tower (A), 729
Borough-road, the neglected, 397
Boulevard, 101
Bdves, castle of, 848
Books, pamphlets, engravings, &c. j notiees,

reviews, and articles as to : a new Sketch
Book, 657 ;

Anderson on Poor of Edinburgh
and their^Homes, 250; Armstrong’s Smoke-
burning made easy, 777 ; Ashpitel on Archi-
tecture, 416; Austin on the Sanitary Act,

1866, 166; Barlow on Strength of Materials,

810; Barry’sLife ofSir Charles Barry, 866;
Blackburn’s Pyrenees, 617; Blue-book on

S
iblic health, 774; Bowditch on Gas, 157

;

raidwood on Fire Prevention, &o., 4;
Braude’s Dictionary of Science, &o., 319;
Bright & Lardner's Electric Telegraph, ^6

;

Bruce on Roman Wall, 235; Casolani on
Malta, 936; Chalmers on Channel Railway,

103; Chamock’s Terba Nominalia, 887;
Cole’s Antiquities of Hastings, 827; Daly's

Revue Gi^niiral de 1’Architecture, 182

;

Dentu’s Exposition Univeraelle de 1867,

637; Dirck’s Inventors and Inventions, 536;

Donaldson on Oblique Arches and ^iral
Courses, 022 ;

Felkin on the Hosiery Macn-
facture, 408; Fergusson's History of

Architecture, 217 ; Fry on Schools and
Colleges, 230; Godwin’s Handbook for

Engbsh Archfeologists, 882 ;
Godwin’s

“London Shadows," 813; Grant on Ce-

ments, 318; Gruner on Terra Cotta Archi-

tecture of Italy, 604; Gwilt's Encydopaxiia

of Architecture, 356; Hallett’s Wages
Table, 536; HaakoU’s, Sc.'s, Architect’s

Guide, 318 ;
HaskoU's Engiueer’s and Field

Book, 476; Haskoll on Bridges and Tia-

ducts, 719 ;
Hobday Excursions of a Natur-

alist, 436 ;
Hotten on Abyssinia, 947; Ignotus

on a Mining District, 678 ;
Index to Foreign

Publications in Patent Office Library, 756

;

James on Abbey Dore and other Churches,

437 ;
Jones’s Studios of Bible Edifices, 636;

Krepps’s Sewage Question, 476; Lankester

on Sanitary Legislation, 118; Latham on
Window Lights, 330; Lemon’s Up and Down
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the London Streets, 136; Littlejohn on
Sanitary Condition of Edinburgh, 40 ;

Mackay's Studies and Sketches, 49S

;

Mspother’s Lectures onPnblic Health, 203 ;

Martin’s Memoirs of Aytoun, 658; Medley’s
edition of Eoorkee Treatise on Ciyil En-
gineering in India, 791; Mnnicipal Institu-
tions, on Extension of to Metropolis, 336;
Old London, J37; Owen Jones on Chinese
Ornament, 826 ; Palgrare's Anglo-Saxons,
636 ; Papers on Royal Engineer Corps, 35

;

Perrj' and Henman on Durham Antiquities,
636; Photographs of English Cathedrals,
137; Pidgeon on Hsughmond Abbey, -tl?;
Ravensteiu and Hulley on the Gymnasium,
771 ; Report, &c,, of Select Committee on
Smoke Preyention, 777; Report of Arm-
strong and Whitworth Committee, 197

;

Report on International Horticultural Ex-
hibition and Botanical Congress, 1866, 232

;

Report on the Ribble, 8; Revue Generale
de TArchiteeture, 182; Roberts on Irriga-
tion in Spain, 633; Rogers on Wood
Carving. 899 ; Roney on the Alps and
Eastern Mails, 667 ; Rnmsey on Medicine,
899

;
Seddou’s Rambles in Rhine Pro-

vinces, 907; Smdes’s Life of Telford,
899; Smith on Mushrooms and Toad-
stools, 719; Stanuah's Tables for En-
gineers, Ac., .338; Stewart and Jenkins on
the ^'ew Sanitary Act, 543; Stoney on
Girders and Materials, 18 ; Sussex Archmo-
logical Collection, 702 ; Sutton & Dawson's
Dictionary of Photography, 138; Tate on
Alnwick, 301; The Golden Leaf, 843;
Thomas’s Science of Moderation, 86;
Thomson's Recent Exeajatious in Romo,
86 ; Timlis on Wonderful Inventions, 015 ;

Timhs’s Year-book of Facts, 214; 'Town-
send’s Manual of Dates, 476; Trade, 16;
Transactions of Society of Engineers, 810;
Trench on Health of Liverpool, 221 ;

Trower on Law of Building Churohes, &c.,
612 Tyndall on Acoustics, 523; Dre’e
Dictionary of Arts, Ac., 393 ;

Variornra, see
each weekly number

;
Taughan’s edition of

Paradise Lost, illustrated by Dor5, 51;
Winkworth’s edition of Lyra Germanica,
811; Water Question, Better on, 68;
Wheeler on the River Witham, 268;
Winslow on Light, 319; Young on Fouling
of Iron Ships, 557

Brsklford Exchange, 207
Brick 0. stone, 551
Brick church, St. fiaviour’s, Highbury, 619
Brick Company, Great Northern, 6
Bricklayers’ labourers’ wages in America
and Irish emigration, 683, 699

Bricks, black, 133, 196
Bricks, coal, 638
Brickwork and concrete, comparative streneth

of, 353
Brickwork at new Foreign Office,
Brickwork, fall of, 501
Bridge (A) on bones, 61
Bridge, Clifton Suspension, 173

Camberwell, 747
Cambodia, the ruined temples of, 291
Cambridge Architectural Society, see “Archi-
tectural Society”

Campanian discovery, 413
Canal, a proposed, 911
Canal purification at Manchester, 257
Canal, Suez, 291
Cauopied sanctuaries, ancient, 281
Canterbury drainage and water supply, 165,619
Cape Town School of Art, 81
Capital (The) at Albany, Canada, 491
Carlisle, Earl of, Yorkshire memorial of, 633
Carlisle, remains of the Romans in, 27
Carlton Club House (The Junior), 629
Carlyle on London buildings, 611
Carved stall ends, Chichester Cathedral, 889
Carvings of Grinling Gibbons, 611
Castle, Leicester, 437
Castle ofBoves, 848
Castle (The) of Arqnes, 543, 665
Casual wards, new, for Marylebone, 71

1

Cathedral, Chichester, re-openmg of, 852
Cathedral, Durham, 911
Cathedral, Frankfurt, loss of, 620
Cathedral, new R. C., Cioyne, 753
Cathedral, Old Machar, in Scotland,—pro-
posed restoration, 483

Cathedral (R. C.) Sligo, 619
Cathedral, St. John’s, Brisbane, 230
Cattle market, the proposed new Metropo-

litao, see “Market
Caves, early, in the chalk, Oil
Ceilings in iron houses, 34, 63
Cellar, something like a, 193, 211
Cement, a new, 668
Cement of oxychloride of magnesia, 631, 747
Cement, Portland, rain through, 275, 316
Cemeteries, the Ashton and DukinQeld, 334
Cemetery chapels, Hillingden. 275
Cemetery, March, near Isle of Ely, 661
Cemetery, proposed, for East Qrinstead, 735
Central Hall of Arts and Sciences, see “Albert

Certified foremen and clerks of works, 474
Cesspool, sulTocated in “

‘

Bridge, proposed
Paddington, 299

Bridge, railway, so
Brighton,

Carlton-terraoe,

e under “ Railway”
lew assembly-room, 279;

Pavilion Dome Assembly and Concert
Room, inauguration of. 429

Brighton Sanitary Association, 183
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, 316; St.
John’s Cathedral, 23t)

Bristol, 841)

Bristol, Clifton,— Eimsdale House on the
Downs, 767

Bristol Architectural Society, see “Architec-
tural

”

Bristol, intended now theatre. 173
Bristol, stones and trees of, 134
British Archatological Association, see “Ar-

chteological ’’

British Association at Dundee, 685, 675, 691.
70S, 726

British remains, ancient,
Derbyshire, 694

British Museum, 573
Bronze, measure, ancient,
Bronze work, ancient, 332
Bronzes, 669
Brussels, drainage of, 02
Builder and Architect, li

1 Yorkshire and

613
), 373, 396, 635, 577,

BuUders (master) and their workmen, 649
Builders, responsibility of, servants or sub-

contractors, 41

4

Builders’ Benevolent Institatlon, 414, 676-
dinner, 826, 898

Builders’ Clerks’ Benevolent Institution 231
650, 717

'

Builder’s Fire” (The), 196
Builders’ liabilities, 156 ; troubles, 175
Builders’ tenders, 299
Building Act, Metropolitan: cases under,

515, 760; cases under,—exemptions, 316;
cases under,—open areas, 495 ; concrete
walling sod the, 786; concrete houses and,
737, 754, 763 ;

district surveyors under
• election of surveyor, St. Gaorgt ’

’

Hanover-square, 435
;
flues, rendering face

of, 82; hot water and pipes, 34; imperilling
houses, 116 ; neglect of notice to district sur-
veyor, 249 ; window in party walls, 929

Building; concrete houses, apparatus for. see
“Concrete”; contracts, 930

;
firm, a Wilt-

shire, the works of, 193; for architects, a
proper, 15; in a London graveyard, 716

;

in metropolitan districts, 78/’
;

line, Euston-
road, 946

;
of churches, law of, 612 ; prices,

474; progress in Montreal, 493
Buildings: ancient, preservation of, 907 ;

for
Great Exhibitions, 321 ; London, Mr. Thos.
Carlyle on. 614

;
records of our, 49

Burlington House, screen, 594
Burlington House, site, 264
Bursting of embankment, Fleetwood, 434
Bury irrigation works, opening of, 247

CAB question (The), 111
Calcntta, improvements in, 6

Chamber of Industry, a Sheffield, 715
Champ de Jlars, notes from, 349, 374, 393, 409,

i-'j f 468 : see also “ Exhibition, Paris ”

Chapel, new Wesleyan, and schools. Haver-
stock-hill, 781

Chapel, Welsh, Grove-street, Liverpool, 183
Chapel, Yale College Memorial, New Haven

Connecticut, U.S., 7-47

Chapels, Cemetery, Hillingden, 275
Chaplain, the late English, at Rome, monu-
ment to. 332

Charcoal filters, 335
Charges of architects and engineers, 858
Charitable (The), an appeal to, 213
Charlton, St. Paul's, cunseeration of, 263
Chateau Gaillard, 643, 733
Chester, new public park for, 260
Chelsea Sanitary Board, 299
Chicago Waterworks, 614
Chichester Cathedral, the re-opening of. 853
Children, save the, 927
Chimes and beUs of Royal Exchange, 768
Chimes and carillons, uiuaicsl, 64
Chimes, periodical, 316, 375, 398 : see “ Bells”
Chimney, a noisy, 195
Chimney, fall of, in Newcastle, 737
Chimneys, damage by fall of, 65
Chimney, furnace, height of, 101
Chimneys, the highest in Yorkshire. 825
Chisel (The), 677, 693
Cholera and ventilation, 169
Chorlton Union Hospital, 323
Christ Church, Albany-street, 355
Christ Churcb, Marylebone, picture for, 03
Christ’s Hospital, — its churches and

worthies,” 396
Church of All Saints, Little Munden, 852
Church, Brick, St. Saviour's. Highbury 749
Church, Christ, Albany-stroet, 355
Church, Croydon, 25
Church, English of Baden-Baden, 716
Church, Grey Friars. 414
Church, international memorial and lecture-
room, 430

Church, iron, for Paris, 133
Church, iron, opening of at Sheerness, 117
Church, Lower Slaughter, near Moreton-in-
Marsh, Gloacesterstiire, 313

Church, new, near Luton, 763
Chnrch, St. Andrew’s, Haverstock-hill, 683
Church, St. David’s, Neath, 354
Church, St. George’s, Tufnell Park, Holloway,

Clifton, Bristol,—Elmsdale House on
Downs, 757

Clifton Suspension Bridge, 173
Clock, the sentinel and the, 946: see also
“ Bells"

Clock towers, 115
Clocks, public, bells for, 154 : see also “BeUs ”

Cloisters (The), 41-3

Cloisters, Westminster, 435
Close (The) at Exeter, 7M
Cioyne, new H. C. cathedral, see “Competi-

tion
"

Club-house, the Carlton (Junior), 629
Coal bricks, 636
Coal cellarette, 695
Coal-fields of the future, 602
Coal-plates, 913
Coal supply, 1 18

Coffee-houses and our Sunday, 763
Cole, Mr. H.’s address to Pans architects, 831
College, International, Spring Grove, Middle-

sex, 129, 510
Ciffiege, St. Nicholas, Lancing, and its schools,

Church, 8t. George’s, Worthing, 430
Church, St. Lawrence’s, Reading, 495
Church, St. Martin’s, Exeter, restoration, 716
Church, at. Mary-le-Bow, Cheapside, H76
Church, St. Mary’s, Gaiuford, restoration, 133
Church, St. Mary-le-Tower, Ipswich, 84
Church, St. Paul’s, Charlton, consecration, 263
Church, St. Peter's, Brompton, 599
Church, Shottesdon, Shropshire, 413
Church, Tvthing, Worcester, proposed. 615
Church, Wrexham, 821
Church-bnilding news : see weekly number
Church bells, clocking, -41-1

Church design about Sheffield, 716
Church Institute, Leeds, see under “ Leeds ”
Church restorations in East Anglia, 851
Churches, dimensions of, 791
Churches, lighting of, 50, 83
Churches, new, and restorations about Wor-

cester, 13
Churches of Angers, 509
Churches, the law of the building of, 612
Churches, single span, 661, 700, 716
Churches, three thousand pound, 81, 101
Cistern for roof, 912
City (A) of the Severn revisited, 397
City railway improvements, 877
Clam shell for fountain, 768
Clerkenwell explosion, the, echo of the, 917
Clerks of works, -Ijl; in civil service. wiJoss

of, 84

College, St. Savionr’s, Ardingly, 835
Colliery explosion, 394,—a caution, 825,
Cologne, old house at, 41
Colour and sound, harmony in, 705, 741
Colour and smnd, quantitative theory it
Colour (On), 874, 888
Coloured architecture, 829
Columns, monolithic, Liverpool, 414
Commission of monuments at Liege, 763
Commons, House of, notes in, 247
Compensation, 156 ;

claim at Liverpool, I

Compensation case, Derby, 265
Compensation cases, 81, 102, 194, 594
Compensation for damage while executing
railway works, 373

Compensation, tenants, 60
Competition

: (A) abroad, 577’; an advertised,
—a warning, 913, 929; Bedford Middle-class
School, 397, 414, 435, 434; Canterbury
drainage, 619 ; Cioyne Cathedral, 753, 786

;

Darlington workhouse, 786, 803, 825; Board
of Works, Poplar district, new offices, 397,
694, 603,681); Folkestone, 155,375; Gates-
head Town-hall,—-designs, 736; for de-
tached labourers’ cottages, 229, 249

;

labourers’ dwelling>, Liverpool, 883, 902,
931,—plans, 701; Law Courts, see “Law
Courts”; London Orphan Asylum, 775,
857

:
Luton Coen Exchange, 768 ; Manches-

ter Police Courts, 434
;
proposed Manches-

ter Towu-hall, 185, 223, 248, 612, 625, 660,
687, 731; National Gallery, see “National
Gallery”; Nottingham Mechanics’ Hall,
475; Rvde church, 841, 857; South Hay-
ling, 660, 683; Stratford Town-hall, 761;
West Ham (Stratford) Town-hall, 753;
Winchester drainage, 315, 33-5,—plans, 434,
613, 630, 702, 718,—premiums, 752; work-
house, St. Martin’s-m-the-fields, 333, 367.
660, 636, 701 ; Worksop now church, 660

Competition committees, 088
Competition desigus for houses, Great Yar-
mouth, 163

Competition designs, recovery of charges
for,—Hopkins e. Thompson, 415

Competition drawings from the Schools of
Design, 485

Competition plans for working men’s dwell-
ings, Liverpool, 701

Competitions, 34. 99, 136, 156, 168, 189, 207.
229, 296, 317, 334, 493, 614, 715, 803

Competitions, future, 630
Competitions, the management of, 700
Concert-hall, Birmingham, 897
Concrete budding, 495
Concrete buildings, comparative strength of
concrete and brickwork, 353

Concrete for cottages, 213, 249
Concrete construction, 677
Concrete constmelions in France, 253
Concrete : cottages, 74 ;

atone, 464 ; tar, 495
Concrete houses, apparatus for building. 594.

630, 663
Concrete honsea in metropolitan district, 716
Concrete honsea and the Building Act, 737

754, 763, 788
Concrete walling and the Building Act, 788
Concrete walls, strength of, 841, 878
Condition of peoples, see under “ Exhibition,
Faria”

Congress, International Statistical, 290
Congress, Social Science, see “ Social Science"
Congress, Statistic, see " Statistic”
Congress, theAntwerp, see “ Arohmological”
Conspiracy to defraii'i architects, 41
Constantinople, private and public buildings

Continental news, 736; see also “Florence,”
“ Rome,’'“Paris,” &e.

Contract, action for nonfulfllment of, 930
Contract, incomplete, estimation of an, 688
Contractor (The) and the workman, 275
Contractors' responsibility in accidents, 613
Contracts, 353
Contracts, building. 930
Contracts, proposed alteration in, 134
Cool houses, how to, 629
Co-operation, a theatre by, 893
Co-operative movement CThe), 803, 927 ; the
producer, middleman, and consumer, 634

Cork warehouse, Lant-stveet, Southwark, 77
Cornices, drippings from, 249
Cornwall, prehistoric remains in, 897
Correctors of the press, 701
Cottage Architectural Museum, 65
Cottage designs, 375
Cottage Improvement Society (central), com-

petition For detached labourers’ cottages,
229, 249

Cottage plans, 631
Councils, equitable, new act on, 847
Court-house, Greenock, 44
Court-house, Manchester, proposed, 415
Courts of Justice, see “ Law Courts"
Coventry and Midland Exhibition, see “Exhi-

bition ”

Cowper’s summer-house at Olney, 716
Cradle (The) of Architectiu'e, 239 ,

Cr|morae Gardens,—Chelsea Sanitary Board,

Criticism v. Development, 649
Croton aqueduct, 665
Croydou Church, 25
Crusade, the ninth,—recovery of the site of
the Temole, 881: eee also “Jerusalem”
and “ Palestine”

Crystal Palace, 111, 53-4; a suggestion for,
8/7; fire at, 2; restoration of, 195; the
models in Kieff Bridge, 31

Candy, the late Mr. S.amuel, mason, 464
Cundy, the late Mr. Thomas, architect, 697

D.ULY’ BREAD (Our), 830
Damp walls, see “ Walls”
Dargan, the late Mr. William, 117
Darlington Workhouse: see “ Competition ’’

Daylight in the mines, 264
Dead, 266 : see also “ Deceased "
Death, life and, at sea, 53
Death-rates, see under" Sanitary ”
Deceased: Mr. Baddeley, C.E., 266; Mr.

C. II. Bonnet, artist, 286; Mr. Samuel
Cundy, mason, -464; Mr. Thomas Cundy,
architect,

_
697 ; Mr. William Dargan, 117 ;Mr. William Edmonstouno Avtoun, 658;

Professor E.-iraday, 659 ; Mr. Charles
Fowler, arehitecc,76l

;
Mr. John Hardman,

408; Sir William Snow Harris, 77; M.
Hittortf, architect, 266, 287; Mr. Edward
Hodges Baily, R.A., sculptor, 387; M.
lagras, 63 ; George Lorimer, Lord Dean of
Guild of the City of Edinburgh, 453; Mr.
Herbert Minton, 296

;
the Duke of

Northumberland, 647; Sir Robert Smirke,
237, 33-3, 6 )4; Mr. Alexander Smith, the
poet, 74; Mr. Clarkson Stanfield, R.A.,386;
Mr. James Walt, line engraver, 403

Decorations, mural.—paintiugs at Walling-
ton, Northumberland, 933

Decorations, paiuied, in' connexion with
ecclesiastical architecture, 443

Decorations, plaster, 205
Deering and Wyatt, 631
Derby borough surveyor aud the local archi-

tects, 453, 475
Design, academy of, New York, 21
Design and drawing at our schools of art, 893
Design, in form and colour in Paris Exhibi-

tion : see “ Exhibition”
Design, the schools of, competition drawings

from, 685
Design, who shall, 355
Designer (The) and the draughtsman, 434
Designs, English, French views of, 461
Designs, exhibition of, 65: see also “Law
Courts ” and " National Gallery ”

Designs, in competition, recovery of charges

Destruction, wanton, 198
Development o. Criticism, 649
Devonshire village (Our) 798
Diarrhma, summer, m large towns, 743
Discoveries in Kildale Church, Yorkshire, 629
Dock approaches, model of proposed now,

Liverpool, 353
Docks at Barrow in Furness, opening of, 711
Domes, stability of, 100
Door, rood-loft, a restored, 700
Doorways, church, German, 80
Dor4 and Tennyson, 435
Dore's Paradise Lost, 54
Dover straits, submarine railway tunnel

across, 195
Drainage: Act, the Land, 877; and water

supply, 136; competition, see “Competi-
tion ”

; Don "Valley, and water supply, 195 j

of Great Berkhatnpstead, 258; house, 630;
of Canterbury, 649; of The Fens, 259; of
Kidderminster, 116; of the metropolis and
the Thames Embankment, 33 ;

of towns in
Thames Valley, 737 ; town, 581, 847 : see
also "Brussels," “Edinburgh,” &c., and
“ Sanitary ”

Draughtsman (The) and the designer, 454
Draughtsmen's Benevolent Association, 554
Drawings, architects’, action to recover,
Murray v. Giles,—Langham Hotel, 869, 878.
898, 913, 929

Drawings, architeotural, in Paris Exhibition

;

see “ Exhibition’’
Drayton Beauchamp, Herts, 150
Dry rot, 686
Dublin, 49, 82, 129

;
industrial tenements, 13

Dublin, Queen's Institute, see “ Queen’s”
Dudley Gallery Exhibition: see “Exhibi-
tion

”

Dundee, British Association at, 685, 675, 691,

Dunkirk, 315
Dachara, building operations in, 43
Durham Cathedral, 911
Dust and ashes, 17-4

Dwelling-houses for the working-classes, 116
Dwellings : Company, Leeds Industrial, build-
ings of, 173; for the poor, 174; of the
poor, association for improving, 473; of
poor,—soe also “Evicted”; for working-
classes in Ireland, 188; healthful, and cheap,
513, 527 ; labourers', at Amiens, 291 ; town,
for the poor, 429 ; working class, in Liver-
pool, 354; working men’s, Liverpool,
plans for,—see “Competition": see also
“Artisans',” “Competition," “Homes,”
“ Houses,” &c.

EARLY English domestic architect—John
Thorpe, 205

Eastbourne sewerage, 453
Easter at Westminster, 283
Ecclesiastical architecture in Germany, the
present condition of, 793, 901, 928

Ecclesiastical architecture, painted decora-
tions in connexion with, 446

Edinburgh, 488, 608; St. Giles’s Chnrch, 779 ;

sanitary progress in, 674; the new town
of, its drainage and water-supply, 33; sani-
tary condition of, 106

Education, annual report on, 553
Education, architectural, 800, 858
Education : art, 751 ; industrial, 693
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fJducatinn of tho workman, 816
W iucatioQ, physical, 759
ItiJucation, scientiUc, 637
iJ iucfttion, technical : see Technical

"

Uducation, tho question of, and tho operative
Qint-^lass makers, 767

b iucational view of tho Paris Exhibition, S67
I'i^vptian aud Carapauian discovery, -115
;il4fptian art (On), 237
dlieccncity in agriculture, 875
iilesmcre raeaiorial, 570
i?iuudaie House on the Downs, Bristol, 757
li abaakment, bursting of, Fleetwood, -131
V. nbankments, Thames: see “ Thames "

Jioaustic painting, 431
Cai^ma and its solution, 303
m^ioeoring and agrioiUture, 811; the Land

- Drainage Act, 877
Jngineering, civil, in India, 791
lagineering, physical, from Cheops to Said
Pacha, 931

1 igineering trades (The) and Factory Amend-
ment Act, 320

Jagineers, nmalgamated society of, 393
i'ngineers' Assistants’ Benevolent Society : see
“Architects' and Engineers’,” Ac.

iogineers’ charges, 858
jogineors, civil :|and pupils, 13; in India, 911
mgineers, civil, institution of: sea “Institu-

;ngineers, institution of, Liverpool, 100
engineers: important to, 359; payment of. 899
jagineers, society of, 63. 699
iieland and the Paris Exhibition, -13: see
' also “ Exhibition ”

England, industrial art in, and in France, 017
iOglish exhibitions at Paris Exhibition : see
under “ Exhibition”
)pping, the sanitary state of, 578
jquitable CounoLle, now Act on 617
Ktimates (The), 133
Itching on stone, 237
aston-roarl. building line, 916
veniog and Saturday afternoon rosorts, 803
ivicted poor, 33 ; Government and tho. 37
xcavations at Ostia, 317
xchange, Bradford. 207
tchange buildings, hop aud 'malt, South-
wark-stroat, Borough, 730

ixeter Architectural Society: see “Arohi-
‘tectaral”
ceter, St. Martin's, nice work at, 636
ithibitiou, Arclutectaral, 169, 306. 323 •

iS^iety, 169, 29S
« » » .

iihibition. Art, proposed, in Leeds, 43
iChibition, the Coveutry aud Midland, 473
smbttion, Havre International Maritime. 839
Khihitioa, General, of Water Colours, 113
iichibition, the Islington, prizes of, 43
iichibition, International of 1837,’ at Paris
1,13, 163. 233. 253, 269, 375, 437, 519, 619 j au
leducational view of, 887, 893

;
and art, 137 •

iiand England, 43 ; and Law Courts competb
’ ®'*‘chiteotural arts court, 238

nil; architectural drawings, 229 -121 503’
rarchitectural medals, 383; Birmingham at!

form and colour in, 381 •

fiaghsh exhibitors at, 613; excursions o’fworking meu to, 334; historical paintings
i. n. by French and English artists, 322; in
ttlnstnal art in Prance and England, 617

Qo,
P*"**®® fordoing good, 5; progress

,kt, dw7 ; some wrought metal work in 533
ishe inquiry in connexion with, into the con-

people of different countries,
'i<S7

;

wood-working machinery in 614-
:vorkmen'8 excursions to, 299; workmen’s
peports on. 876; works in, 835: see also

“P ‘^® notes from”
ihibition of Portraits, second National, at
'1‘oath Kensington, 1893-18JO, 324,
ilso under “ Portraits”
’^'Jiltton, Eoyal Academy,—Architecture,

Polk loro, 621
Folkestone competition, see “ Competition "

Font, St Thomas's Church, Dudley, 679
Pouts, metal, Wurtzburg Cathedral, 831
Fonts, modern, 260
Food question (The), 330, 911
Force, lecture on, 16
Foreign Office, the brickwork at, 393
Foremen, certified, 474
Foundation, a thirteenth century, 877
Fountain, clam shell for, 763
Pountaius, ruined, of Rome, 101
Fowler, the late Mr. Charles, architect, 761
France, concrete constructions and, 253
France, industrial art in, 617
Frankfort Cathedral, loss of, 620
French empire, public works of, 690
French Gallery Exhibition, see “Exhibition ’

French views ofEaglishdesigas, 431
French workmen, 553
Freshwater, Isle of Wight,—Value of land

515
Friendly Societies, 857
Front, the line of, 135
Fruits, scarcity of home grown, 733
Furnaces, bakers, smoke from, 577
Furniture, artistic, 187

Horse Hepository, City, Barbican, 150
Horticultural Gardens, neighbourhood of, 611
Hosiery manufacture, 498
Hospital, Chorlton Hnion, Manchester, 323
Hospital, new in Suffolk, 837
Hospital, new St. Thomas's, 577
Hospitals, water-pipes in, 4g
Hot-water pipes, stop-cocks in, 877
Hotel, a large, for New York, 631
Houndsditeh market, 929
House agents’ charges, 737
House drainage aud ventilation, 630
House improvement, medals for, 928
House of Commons, 429 ; round numbers for.

Rl;!?
’

I country,

GAILLARD, Chateau, 613
Gaols in India, condition of, 433
Gardens, public, 852
Gas, 116, 193, 259, 614, 667, 737
Ctts aud gas pipes, 675
Gas, spontaneous combustion of, 129
Gas works (The), of Manchester, 332
Gatehouse (or old prison), of St. Alban's
Abbey, threatened destruction of, 831

Gates and bars in London, see “ Bars ”

Gateshead town-hall designs, 730
Genoa, architectural aspects at, -191
German church doorways, 89
Germany, ancient altars in, 479
Germany, architectural nows from, 207, 692
Germany, the present condition of ecclesias-

tical architecture in, 793, 901, 928
Gibbons, Grinling, the carvings of, 611
Gibbs's fireplace lintel, 282
Gibraltar, tenders for drainage and water
supply for flushing, 898, 913

Girders, condensed water from, 155
“ Give everyone his own,” 285, 2S1
Glass: new stained window in St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral, 168; floors, 913
Glass painting, ancient and modern, 75
Glass painting, business and art of, 100
Glass, stained, see each weekly number
Gloucester, Kiugsholmo 3t. Cathoriue, 335
Glasgow, a run through, 325
Glasgow Architectural Society, see “Archi-
tectural”

Glasgow: condition of, 778 ;
the sewage ques-

tabitioB of Hi, Eoyal 8--otMali Ao.deny,
jo3 : see also “ Academy*’ -

ihibition Society, Architectural, 153

hibitions, 738
hibitions. Great, the buildings for, 331
ntbitions, winter, at the French Gallery andle Dudley Gallery, 816

^

nlosion at Clerkenwell, see “ Clerkenwell ”

CTORIES Amendment Act and the en-
eneering trades, 329

^
of bandings, see under “Accidents”

ladsy, the late Professor, 659
iffi, poultry, 737
im, the Lodge, Barking, a visit to, 511
irastead. a new, 115
•9r: in Guildford, the late attack of
57 : see also under “ Sanitary ”
ilale artists, see “ Artists”
ii district inundations. 359
lan explosion, see “ Clerkenwell”
3, drainage of the, 258
are-drawing class of Architectural As-
loiation, 329
isra, charcoal, 335
iQce, railway

: see “ Railway Finance ”
" art, see “ Art”
t brigade report, Metropolitan, 330

f' fiy°
“n'lmst, 313, 387, 637

I, the JJaUder, 193
a

:
great, in London, 491 ; inScotland, 767 •

I^414^3Ti” prevention

J, for the middle-classes, 393
t, the river, a chat about, 670

f
'’“••“kiMnt .b. 131

II stoues on London atroels, 474
lenca: Architectural aspects in. 411 • art
tes from. 5 ;

iu 1867, 517 ; modern art in; notes from, 711 ; statistic congress in!

tiou, 927
;
what has been done

there is still to do in, 521
Gotha, the museum in, 499
Gothic, see “Architecture”
Goverument architects, see “ Arcliitects”
“ Qrsphice,” Sanderson's, 1658, 167
Graveyard, building in a London, 716
Grey Friars Church, 4U
Grey Towers, Nuuthorpe, 923
Greek fire, indignation meeting of workmen

as to use of by Fenians, 929
Greenock Court-house, Scotland, 41
Qrmdiug-mooey, 118, 197
Griostead, East, proposed cemetery, 755
Grosmont Castle, 274
Grosvenor-place and Pimlico improvements,
see Pimlico”

Guards' Institute, 635
Guildford, the late attack of fever in, 837
Guildhall, London, 591
Guildhall, the picture of, 1-19

Guildhall windows, York, 576
Gulf of Lions, 835
Guns, the construction of, 513

House: Old at Cologne, 41; o
309 : see also " Dwelling,” Ac.

Houses, competition designs for. Great Yar-
mouth, 163

Houses, concrete : see “Concrete”
Houses for the labouring classes, 491. 853
Houses for working classes in Belgium, 213
Houses, how to cool, 639
Houses, imperilling, 116
Houses, iron, ceilings in, 34, 65
Houses, on old, 535
Houses, provision of healthy, 99
Howden, 608
Hungerford, archteologlcal congress at, 779
Hurricanes, the late, 912
Hyde Park Corner, the proposed road im-
provement at, 139, 153, 2)7, 265, 282, 335

Hyde Park, the lamps in, 929
Hydrabad, water supply for city of, 355

s, overheated, 31, 82
«, rendering the face of, 83

HABITATIONS : of the metropolitan noor.
49, 99 : see also “ Dwellings”

Hair, mildewed, 213
Hall, Henham. Suffolk, 194
Hall of Arts and Sciences, see “ Albert ”
Hall, Public, the Walthamstow, 371
Hamlet, the play scauein, 937
Handwriting on stone, 688
Harbour, Preston, improvoment of, S
Hardman, the late Mr. .John, 403
Harris, the late Sir William Snow, 77
Haugmond Abbey, 174
Havre, international Maritime Exhibition, 839
Hayling, South, a little difference at, 736
Health: and wages, 922; ofirish public, 203 •

reports of medical officers of, 781 ; the
public, 753 ; the public in second quarter
of 1887, 582 ;

the public, last Blue-book 00,
774; see also “ Sanitary”

Healthful dwellings characterized by ohean-
ness, 513

^

Hemel Hempstead Waterworks, Baths, and
Washhouses, 153

Henham Hall, Suffolk, 191
Henri Deux ware, 111
Her Majesty's Theatre : see “ Theatre ”
Herbert, Sidney, memorial of, -413
Hibernian Academy. Royal, and State aid, 933
Hillingdon Cemetery Chapels, Middlesex 275
Hints, 4-51

Hittorff', the late Mous., architect, 266, 237
Holbora Vraduct, 9)1; and London thorou'^h-

fares, 747 “

Holboru Valley improvement, the architect
for, 578

Holborn Bar and Viaduct, 803
Holme Cultram, antiquarian discoveries at

loO '

Hombonrg, 913
Home, Prudhoe Convalescent, 433
Home (The) of our ancestors, 818
Homes for the middle classes, 15, 83
Hop and Malt Exchange Buildings, South-

wark-street, Borou-'h

ILLUMINATED M3S. by Englishmen of the
time of King Charles I., 34

India ; architectural remains in, 823 ; civil
engineering in, 791; Civil Engineers in,
911; condition of Gaols in, 433; how to
cool houses in, 629 ; local museums in, 912 ;

Office, Westminster, conctyard of, 781 ; the
road to, 773

Indian appointments, something about, 181
Industrial Education, 693
Industrial p.artuership, 738
Industrial tenements, Dublin, 13
Industry, chamber of, Shelfiold, 715
Industry encouraged, 578
Infant mortality, 768
Infirmaries, metropolitan workhouse, 116
Infirmaries, workhouse, improvement of, 912
Infirmary, proposed 3c. Paneras, 825
Ingres, late M., 63
Injury by neighbour, 31
Inquests, 454
Iiisiitute, the Birmingham and Midland, 751
Institute, the Guards', 535
Institute of Architects, tho American, 586;

convention of, 810
Institute, Royal, of British Architects, 037;

the Royal gold medal for architecture, 186;
Conversazione, 437 ; the presidency, 208,
329, 331; opening meeting of, 818

Institute, Roval, of Architects of Ireland, 614
Institute of Painters, see “ Painters”
Institute, Queen's, see “Queen’s”
Institution of Civil Engineers, 16, 231, 857,912;
annual meeting, 9T3

; Clifton Suspension
Bridge, 173; premiums awardad by, 51-1;
Purification and supply of water, 393; a
students' class at, 653 ; Suez Canal, 291

Institution of Civil Engineers in Ireland, 156
Institution of Engineers, Liverpool, 100
Instruction, public, abroad, 84
Insurances, Government, 296
International Architectural Conference, see
"Architectural”

International Scale, 355
International College, see “College”
Inundations, Fen d.strict, 253
Invest, how not to, 141
Ireland, dwellings for working classes
Ireland, from, 32, 115, 374, -496, 648
Ireland, Railway Commission for, 786
Ireland, the round towora of, 229
Ireland, the waste lands of, 14
Ireland: see also “Dublin”
“Irish architecture,'' 40J
Irish emigration and brioklaye
wages in America, 683

Irish railways, 709
Iron monumeuts, 175
Iron pavement of the dockyards, 398
Iron, the quality of, as now used, 832
Ironwork, ancient, 332
Irrigation works. Bury, opening of, 2 47
Isle of Wight, Freshwater, value of land, 315
Islington, sanitary condition of, 574
IsliugtouEihibition; see under “Exhibition'
Italian battle-field, 886
Italian Opera House, the Sultan at the, 534
Italy, North, terra ootta architecture of, 504

in, 133

' laboorcra’

JAIL, St. Alban's now, 83

1

Jails in India, condition of, 433
Jeffreys, Judge, and his architect, 216
Jerusalem, 34; the excavations at, 852 ; the

explorations at,—Cambridge .\rchiteotural
Society, 913 ;

the Ninth Crusade,—recovery
of the site of the Temple, 881 : see also
“Palestine” and “Temple”

KENSINGTON, SOUTH, to Belgravia, pro-
posed new road, 319

Kensington, the portraits at, 321: see also
under “ Exhibition *'

Kidderminster drainage, 110
Kieff Bridge, model, in Crystal Palace, 31
Kildalo Church, Yorkshire, discoveries iu, 629
Kingsholm St. Catharine, Gloucester, 335
Kitchea-boUer accidents : see “ Accidents ”

LABOUR and prices in Sydney, 631
Labour Bill, new hours of, 681
Labour, economic and reformatory in prisons,

Lamps (The) iu Hyde Park, 939
Land, value of. Freshwater, Isle of Wight, 513
Landseer Lious, 91

i»wrougu, /ou Landse

Law annuities. Government, 296
Law Courts competition, the designs for the,

13, 65, 69, 81, 89, 108, 141, 164, 190, 20.8, 223,
333, 292. 301), 396, 414, 444, 474, 535, 693,
007, 630, 644, 853, 884, 936; Westminster
Palace and, 99 ; fair-play for, 135. 154, 175,
193; debate as to, 141; and Paris Exhibi-
tion, 213

; a word on the new, 246; and the
public, SIg : see also, for special designs,
under Illustrations,-“ Law Courts”

Lead pipes aud potassium,—a query, 103
Lead, white, see “White-lead”
Leamington sewerage, 786
Lecture on force, lb
Lecture.room, international memorial, and
church, 430

Leeds: Church Institute, 63 ;
health in, 155;

Indnstrial Dwellings' Company, buildings
01,173; Mechanics’ Institution aud School
ol Art, 695 ; new Theatre Royal, 624; sani-
tary condition of, 1S3 : see also under“ Exhibition”

Letters, writers of: Adams & Son, Messrs. W.
8^ on the brickwork at the now Foreign
offices, 398; Adkins, Mr. B.. on concrete
for cottages, 249; Allen, Mr. C. B., on
Trafalgar-square, 118; Allen, Mr. C. B.,on
Minton and line art, 228 ; Alien, Mr. C. B.,
on tho cloisters, 413 ;

Allen, Mr. C. B., on
the Paris Exhibition and art, 187

;
Ambrose,

Mr. K., on sun dials, 374 ; Ambrose, Mr. H.,
on sun dials, 397 ; Austin, Mr. C. E., on
plan for cleansing rivers, 495; Banka &
Barry, Me.ssrs., on New National Gallery
Designs, 188; Barlow, Dr. H. C., on the
National Gallery, 50; Barry, Mr. E. M., on
disfigurement of Travellers' Club-house,
Pall-mall, 916; Barry, Rev, A., on the
Houses of Parliament, 494 ; Baxter, Mr. C.
J., on tube wells, 899

;
Beil, Mr, E. J

, on
water-pipes in frost, 913 ; Blenham, Mr. J.,
on ventilation of sewers, 877 ; Bowker,
Peak, & Bird, Messrs., on Murray v. Giles,
878; Brown, Mr. J,, on “An Advertised
Competition,” 929

;
Bruce, Mr. J., on

Norgate, the illuminator, 50 ; Buckeridge,
Mr. C., on accident at Wellingborough
new church, 474; Buckham, Mr. T., on
atmosphere of underground railway, 355;
Burges, Mr.W., on our future architecture,
385; Butterfield, Mr. W. H. on London
improvements, 899; Carson, Mr. W. R., on
views of Manchester architects, 860 ;
Collins, Mr. H. H., on proposed new avna-
gogiie, London, 677; Cowper, Earl of, on
Bedford Middle-class School competition,
454; Crump, Mr. W. T., on high pressure
boiler explosions, 101; Cullingford, Mr. W.
H., on high pressure boilers for baths, 84 ;

Cunningham, Mr. P., London “revisited,”
257

;
on early maps ofLondou, 64:); on John

Thorpe, 206; on illuminated MSS. ,31; on
Sanderson's “Graphice,” 167; on Sir John
Soane, 64

;
Davies, Mr. H., on working men

in Wrexham, 495; Donaldson, Mr. T. L., on
the late H. Minton, 206; Donaldson, Mr.
T. L., on Minton and fine art, 285

;
Dormer,

Mr. P., on flat roofs, 614
;
Dudman, Mr.

E. J., on traffic over London bTidge, -105

;

Edgley, Mr. T. C., on strength of ooncrete
walls, 878; Eldridge, Mr. J., on high-
pressure boilers for baths, 84; ElUs, Mr.
G.

,
on Temple Bar, 155

;
Farrow, Mr. R.,

on house drainage and ventilation, 630;
Fergusson, Mr. J., on law court designs,
239; Ferrey, Mr. B., on pulpit in St.
Mary's Church, Taunton, 6U8; Field, Mr.
H.

, on London bridge traffic, 299; Fisher,
Mr. F., on stop-cooks in hot-water pipes,
877 ; Fyfe, Miss B., on Christ Church,
Albaay-street, 355; Gaue, Mr. W., on
periodical chimes, 375 ; Garbett, Mr. E. L.,
ou getting light into rooms, 15 ; Gibbs, Mr.
J., on a cheap alarum, 195

;
Giles, Mr. J.,

on Langham Hotel plans, 929; Gingell, Mr.
W. B,, on builders and architects, 375;
Godwin, Mr. W., on the Paris Exhibition,
375

;
Goldie, Mr. G., on Cloyne new R. C.

Cathedral, 753
; Goodchild, Mr. T., on

atmosphere of Underground Railway, 298;
Graves, Rev. James, on punishment for de-
facing monuments, 768; Grantham, Mr. R.
B., on engineering and agriculture, 877;
Halliwell, Mr. J.O., on Thames steamers
aud their dangers, 554; Hardingo, Mr. T.
H., on waste land^ and wasted resources of
Ireland, 11; Hayes, Mr. J., on rain through
Portland cement, 316 ; Hendry, Mr. W. H.,
on international arcliitectuval conference,
593; Homershain, Mr. 3. C., on constant
water-supply and frozen pipes, 135 : Johns,
Mr. J., on derivation of names, 826, 899 ;
Keeling, Mr. B., on black bricks, 193 ; Lang-
head and Way, Messrs., on grinding money,
118; Lawrence, Mr. E., on inlornational
scale, 355 ; Lewes, Mr. C. H. E., on figure-
drawing class of Architectural Association,
229; Lloyd, Mr. W. W., on tho New Law
Courts, 881

; Lockwood, Mr. J., on Moorish
towers, 241; Lovegrove, Mr. J., on re-
moval of snow, 65 ; McCarthy, Mr. J. J.,
on Cloyne new R. C. Cathedral, 7-53 ; Mar-
tin, Mr. H'., on Cottage Architectural
Museum, 65 ; Martin. Mr. H., 00 tenders
for Central Cottage Improvement Socie^,
349; Masey, Mr. P. E., on gold medsl for
architecture, 187; Masey, Mr. P. E., on
public mortuary bouses, 423; Midland aud
Baker, Messrs., on Bedford Middle Class
Bchooi competition, -454; Morgan, Mr. R.,
on the hit’hpst phimnp»< in Vnrksbire. S2.n:

ocuooi competition, -lot; xaorgau, 3ir. It

on the highest chimneys in Yorkshire, 82;

Morris, Mr. J. 3., on submarine rai
way tunnel across Dover Straits, 19;

Mortimer, Mr. J., on houses for workii
classes, 858; Moxon & Co., Messrs., c

Dori.5 aud Tennyson, 435; Murray, Mr. J
on Langham hotel case, 913 ; Neill, Rober
on builders and architects, 396; Newmai
Mr. H., OQ premiums, Winchester drainagi
752; Nichol, Mr. S. J., on a Pugin roj.
365 ; Nicholson, Mr. J., on ancient oaoopie
sanctuaries, 264; Nicholson, Mr, W, H
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on the smote nuisance, 6S7; Nugent Mr
J . C., on Cowpw’s summer house at Olney,
716 J Oppert, Dr. F., on water-pipes in
hospitals, 49; Pagliardini, Mr. Kto. onhomes for middle classes. 83; Parkioson,
Colonel C. F., on artesian wells for London,
«4; Perkins, Mr. A. M., on hieh-nressure
boilers for baths, S3; Phaiips.^M?. Johnon removal ofsnow, 49

;
Plant, Mr. T. L.,

’
V, Duuw, »!»

;
r^iani, Air. T, i,.. on

colliery esplosions. 825 ; Plant. Mr T L
oji the pubfic

-.w.wuo,
f xiaut, jur. J. . Jj,

^,......,0 health, 753; Plant, Mr T Lon weather and public health, 4S5; Poole& 8o^ Messrs., on Westminster cloisters.
435; Pritchett, Mr. J. P., on Darlington
•workhouse competition, 808

;
Proctor Mr.

on Elmdale House, Downs, Bristol,’ 757;
Pugin & Ashliu, Messrs., on Cloyne Cathe-
dral competition, 786; Pugin Mr E Won Pugin roof, 281 ; Pugiu. Mr. E,' W., on

fic
the late Mr. Pugin,

industrial
art, 647; Rees, Mr. W., oa a central body
lor sanitary -works, 229; Boddia, Mr. J.

of arcWtecturai sculpture’
w3, 945; Hoot, Mr. J., on ancient altars,
616 ; Ross, Mr. D., on wages in New Zea-
land, 929; Rowell, Mr. Q. A., on ventila-
tion of sewers, 840; Rust, Mr. J , on pre-
servation of alone, 731 ; Ryde, Mr.
P-, on the FoDteatone competition, 376'
Sanders, Mr. 8., on dimensions of
Cheches. 701; Scargill, Mr. W.. on Grey
hriars Church, 414; Scott, Mr G Gon designs for the National Gallery’ lo'-’
Sherman. Mr. M., on Bedford Middle-class
School competition, 414 ; Slagg Mr C ontown sewage, 649; Smirke, Mr. S., oQ’’the
late Sir Robert Smirke, 335; Smith, Mr.
0. 1., on tenders for detached cottages, for
Central.Cottage Improvement Society, 229 -

Smith, Mr. E,, on scarcity of h-imo-growii
fruit 763; Smith, Mr. W., ou an Siuc,

«« n
Exhibition, 867, 893;

w improvement atHyde P.irk-comer, 153; Spiller Mr J on
preservation of stone, 765 ; Ststham, MrH. ±1., on the practice and pro.ipects of
architecture, 126 ; Stevenson, Mr. G. W -

on Winchester sewage competition, 335’-
1

° Courts, 316
Stopford, Mr. W. H., on drawing anddesign at our schools of art, 898

; Strong,Mr. A on architecture in Germany, 923

’

m 71 t'
ooocrete construction, 579 -

J-- o“ concrete houses and theBuilding Act, 754* Tarbuek, Mr E L onconcrete houses and the Building Act ’75.4
786; Tarbuek, Mr.E. L., on Judge Jeffreys
and his architect, and on the new Law
Courts 246; Tarn, Mr.E, W.. on stability
of arches, 937 Tarring, Mr. J..;on the new
street, Blacklnars, 213

;
Tarver, Mr E Jon plastic dworation. 265 ; Templeton. ‘Mf’

K,, on ventilation, 677; Thomas. Mr C on
the quantitative theory 767 ; Thomaa 'ilr
C., on the wience of moderation, 213-

C-, on the squares of Loudon,
17o

; Timmis, Mr. J. C.. on architects and
quantities, /3o: Tomkins, Mr. A J on
arches, 486; Vulliamy, Mr. G., on'’hot-
v^ter pipes and the Building Act ti-
Walcott Mr. M E. C.. on tKnUnt’l and

struck thirteen, 946;.

*^K-
bell-ringing.’^

946; Widesbv.^Mr. T., on bells and pWfo
of St. Paul B Cathedral, 913; Walesbv Mr
1., on musical chimes, 4c,. 64; Wa'lesby.Mr. T., on periodical chimes, 398, 316 •

TVdeaby, Mr. T., on shape of bolls forpublic clocks, 686 ; Walesby, Mr. T on the^Is aud chimes of the Royal Exchange,
r68; Valter, Mr. H., on ceilings in iron
bouses, 65; Warburton, Mr. R*^E E onroad at Hyde Park corner, 282; Watersoo.Mr. J. P., on market in Houndsditch, 929 ;Westrop, Mr H. M.,on the round towers
of Ireland, 229; Wheeler, Mr W H on

Surveyors.
473 ; White, Mr. J on sewage irrigation

supply. 737; Wilkinsonf Mr
V-

0“ Singstoo-on-Thames surveyor-
ship, 83; Williams, Mr. E. O., on town ofLuton, Beds, 858; Wilson, Rev. D., appeal
to the charitable, 313

; Worasam, Mr. Won baths, 155; Worssam, Mr 8 W on

bitmn'^U^^
machinery in Paris Evh; .

Leicester Castle, 497
Libraries, Free, Manchester, 204
Lu^e, the commission of monuments at.Lue and death at sea, 63

"» l6gsl question.

[The BuOder, Jan. 11

24; names of places in, 475; posts and
pa-rements, 293; “revisited," 236; some
rehes of very old, 404; squares, suggestions
for improvmg. 175; stiU in, 617 f streets,
flint stones on, 474; thoroughfares, 747-
the mam causeway of, and St. Paul’s 839-
water supply, constant, 58,—and frozen
pipes, 13o; water supply question, 169-
water supply, an American view of, 655-
vest-end street without a turning, 92l - see
also “ Metropolitan ”

^ of Guildof the City of Edinburgh, tablet to, 453
ouvre, the ancient, Paris. 32

w ..uc ui x<uinourgn, t
Louvre, the ancient, Paris, 3;
Lowestoft, 612
Lucca, the industrious, 601
Ludrate, 243
udfow, British Archtcological Association at.

Luton Corn Exchange, see “ Competition
Luton. Beds, 8o3 : see also “ Straw Plait”
Lyttelton, New Zealand, tunnel through an

extinct volcano lu, 599

MACCLESFIELD, a school of art for
wanted, 189 ’

Maohar Cathedral (Old) in Scotland, 493
Macfonery, stonecutting and faeint', 361Magic (The) ofmaaoury, 143
Magnesium light, 264
Malts, 936
Manc^sfer, 649 ; canal purification at, 257 •

tree libraries 204
; gas works, 333

;
police

courts, see ‘ Competition proposed court-
house, 415; socieiyof architects, soe“Archi.
tects

; town hall, site for, 116, 830, see also
Competition ”

Mansion House, art dinner at, 449
Manuscripts, illuminated, of the time of King
Charles I,, 34 ®

Maps, early. ofLondon, 643
Market at Houndsditch, 929
Market Hall, new, Shrewsbury 77
Market for London, 796

^877 ^89*7^'^ ho’T metropolitan cattle,

’ ^doo'*
poultry, Lon-

,

' Marske, St. Jlark’s, at, 807
^

,
Marylebone, sanitary proceedings in, 315
Masonry, malicious damage to, at Padding.

ton, 853
**-*6

Masonry, the magic of, 142
Masters and apprentices, 101

mea?"““'^
•' "Trades Move-

Master and servant, the law of, 667
Mayer Museum, gift of, to Liverpool, 115
-Medal: see “Institute"

Exhibition - see
Exhibition

Melbourne. Australia. 62, 143, 293. 383. 693
6-4, /63, 786, 938; Freemasons’ Almshouses’

Museum, Architectural, 839
Museum, C-ittage Architectural, 65
Museum, South Kensington, new art treasures
and productions at, 124

Muaeom (The) in Gotha, 489
Museums, loc^, in India 942
Music, 6
Musical chimes and carillons, 64

NAME, what is your, who gave it you. 721Names, derivation of. 826, 899
^

Names of places in London, 475Namur Theatre, destruction of, 163
^aples, want of harbourage at 319
National Gallery, the new co’mpetition and

for, 23, 49. 60, 56, 65, 70, 81 92
115, 13 d, 167, 169, 196. 193, 247, 369

’

Navigation in Prussia, 63
Neighbour, injury by, 34

^lions' 91
^'^f'^Sar-square, the

Neweastle-npon-Tyno
: the health of. with

“fo^renee to its condition, 505; theatre

Newgate, 245
Newport Pagnell, condition of, 607

Academy of Design, 21; census
of, 291

; large hotel for, 561
“Ze-taia. ^•ow;" sooal.0

“Auckland
Newspaper press fund, 612

^

Nj'ght Watchman (The), 661
Nitro-giyoerine, 8 ; accident with, at New-

castle, 937
Norgate, the lUnminator and Herald, date of
the death of, 50

Normanhurst, Battle. Sussex, 410
Northern Architectural Association, sea

Architectural"
Northumberland, the late Duke of, 047
IS ottmgham Mechanics’ Hall Competition, see
“Competition”

Pipes
: exposed to frost, •94G - fr,

constant water supply, 135; hoM
the Buildmg Act, 34; hot-water, 1

in, 87<; iron, radiation from, {

potassium and, a qnerv 102 135

Plague pita in excavating for aubu
ways, 293

Plaster decorations, 265
Plasterers’ Company, prizes of, 653
Plumbers, educated, 83
^O'lr-ratas, equalization of motropi

Poplar district Board of works, ne
see “ Competition"

Porcelain, on English, 397
Porch, Ratisbon Cathedral, 611
Portraits, national exhibition of-
Joshuas,” 444; the “Sir ,Thor
reQce8,"482: see also under “ Ex

Portland cement, rain through, 282,
•^°®^“^g^leeraph scheme, the Go^

Poultry farm, 737
Pre-historic art. relation of early coimen and organization of races t
variations of style and character,

Pre-historic remains in Cornwall,

Memorial Chnroh and lecture-room, inter-
national, 430 ’

^l^orial. Dowager Countess of EUesmere,

Memorial of “Sidney Herbert " 413
Memorial, Paxton, 353
Memorial tablet to the late George Lorimer
the Lord Dean of Guild of 'the City ofEdinburgh, 453

^

I-ord Carlisle,

I

OBITUARY: see “ Deceased ’’

I

Oblique arches, 923
I

O'Connell national monument, 913
Odours from newspapers, 155

of^761°^
—fbe early constitution

Offices, new. Poplar board of works see
Competition ”

public, for Liverpool, see “ Liver-

Opera and the stage, 453
Opera House, Paris, the new, 751*
Operative Hint glass makers and education, 767Orange-peel pavement danger, see “Pava-

Ornament, on the nse and abuse of, 22Orphan Asylum, Loudon
; see “ Competition"Orphan houses, the new, Ashloydowo. 831

Ostia, excavations at, 347
Overcrowding iu Paddington, effects of, 929
Oxford improvements, 780
Ozone, wholesale manufaciure of, 183

- .w it3iu*iu9 in uomwaii, I

Pre-historic sculptile remains 481•D-— .- - rde
'

.—.—.w leiuaiuB, .*51
Premiums awarded by Institution
Engineers, see “Institution"

Preston: improvemout of, 8; towi
parks, opening of, 746 ; interior 0:

P^ons, labour in, economic and ref

underProfessional practice,
tects

’’

Professional skill in high life, 165
Professional sparring, 826
Provincial news .-.see each weekly m
Provisions, dealers iu, and archit
“Architects"

Prudhoe convalescent home, 433
Prussia, navigation and telegraphy.
Proportion, on the principles of, ai
to both Gothic and Classic archite-

Pugin, the late Mr., and Sir Char]
635, 677, 699

;
see also “ B-irry ’’

Pulpit in Church of St. Mary M
Taunton, 607

QTJANTITATIYE theory (The
and colour, 767

Quantities, 763
Quantities, architects and, 735
Queen’s Institute, Dublin, for the trt
employingof women, 241

Queen’s Th-'*— -Theatre, Long-acre, 728

PACIFIC RAILWAY, see under “Rail-

Memorial, Thomas, Llandaff Cathedral, 6

bition°698
in the Paris Exhi-

Metropolis : the local government of, 33 - the
streets and honses of. 135 : see “London"

Metropobtau Board of Wforka: see under
-Board of Works

Metropolitan Boilding Act t .e. mder
“Building Act”

Mettopolilen : C.tll. Market, lb, proposed
n®w, 8.7, 89/

; districts, buildini/s in 787-Mumcipal Association, 433; Municipa
Government Bil b. fi’B- - -r

Paddiugton, 13 ; sanitary proceedings in. 249
Painters in Water Colours, Institute of, 333,

Water Colours, Society of, 373,

Painting, encaustic. 434
“L'^Valimgton,—murul decorations,

disoociaiion, _ ^
G-oromment Bill,, 629, pivtog, e"o",t‘rf;
6-9; poor, habitatious of: see

Light (Da^ getting into rooms, 15.'"“.y j-oLtiug into
Lighting of churches, 60, aa
Lightning, numerous casualties from. 691
Limited liability, the age of, 201
Linneau Society, presideut’s loirce, 333
Lintel, Gibb s fireplace, 283
Lias, blue, see “Blaeinas’'
Lions, Landseer, 91
Lions, the gulf of, 825
Liverpool:

; Ardutectural Society, see
approaches, seeDock

; free public libraries, 942; foul
water-supply at. 313; gift of Mayer Museum

^®66, 220; new public
offices for. 819; Sefton park. 625; sinking

Bocal lK,„d., 274; pajmenl by. 677
Local Government returns, 194
Lodge farm Barking, a visit to, 514
London : and County Bank, see “ Bank/’ and

= 5 bars an^ gates

bniMi! vr®’
traffic, 299, 495;buildings, Mr. Thomas Carlyle on, 614-

oistncts, change of name in, 229, 365 ; early

wrl* 594; health of in18W, 163
: how long will it be habitable

623; improvements, 899; mud, the cost of

• wii see “Habita-
tiona; street bars: see " Bars Traffic
Act, New, 669; water supply, 674: see also

MetropoUtan"
Middle-elasses, homes for the, 15
Miner, Tranent,—autheatication wanted, 249Minton and fine art, 333, 265
Minton, the late Mr. Herbert, 206
MiseeUanea

: see each weekly number
Model for a fiower stand, payment for, 4d5Moderation, the science of, 213
Monolithic columns, Liverpool 414Mont Cenis Tunnol, 876

•cbitocl of theSamte Chapelle, and hia works, 404
Montreal, building progress in, iS'S

^Fenians^
5^^ Canadian Volunteers killed by

MoQumeut, the O'Connell National 943

RoTeraSS*"
Chaplain at

“°“g“®^al, 63, 313, 393. 609, 665, G79, 694,

Monuments, historical, removal of 878 931
Mouunieuts, iron, 175

’

Monuments, punishment for defacing. 768Monuments, the commission of, at Lfoge 76’
Moorgate, 215

go, /«-

Moorish towers in Alegaire. Portugal, 2-il
Mortuary-houses, public, 423
Mortuary, the St. Marj-lebone, 613
Mosaics, 464

’

Mouldy substances in rooms, 913
Mnlreadv s nroie/'t* rnr ;ry.r,w—

Paintings, bistorioal, by French and English
artists m Paris Exhibition, 323

^

Paintings, wall, Paris, 403
Palestine exploration fund, 534
Palatiue (The) diggings oa, see "Rome"^
Papier Macho in Romsey Abbey Church, f
Papier Macho in Romsey Abbey unureti,
Pwade-ground (The) aud the spade, 674
Paradise Lost,*’ DorO's 64

P.ri. , (Prom), 659, 714; aud Lcndon.-Tilal
Statistics, 273 ; architects, Mr. H Cole's
address to, 831; Champ de Mars, notes
from, 349, 3/4, 393, 409, -427, 446, 468 —see
also ‘Exhibition;’’ Imperial School ofPine Arts, 694; iron church for, 133- new
Opera-house, 751; old. 189; sanitary and
social accommodation in the streets of, 833 •

sewers in, 4; the ancient Louvre, 32; the
Freneh Opera and the Theatre Rosini. 289 -

wall paintings, -J03
' ‘

Parkfield, Birmingham, 871
Park-laue improvements, 237, 335 : see also“ Hyde Park ”

Park, new public, for Chester, 260

857
Portsmouth, the Queen and.

RAFFAELLE and his works, 33
Kails, altar, 163
Railway: accidents: see “Accident

eonverting, 911 ; bridge, gigant
the Mersey, 433; (City) impi
877 ; commission for Ireland, 7b6
the legitimate audit of, 845 ; ma
383, 293, 335, 395, 667, 665, 752,
ters,—a sore in the body politic
riopolitau, and Thames Embaukn
Pacific, 633

; paralysis, 254
redemption of, 270; shareh'il’de
times for, 344; station, new, at Cr
station, new, at Wakefield, 35-)
across Dover Straits, 105; tunu
Cenis, 876 ; tunnel through au ei
cano, Lyttelton, New Zealand, 639
ground, mephitic atmosphere of
'iKtz COO. - ii. r,', _1356, 668 ; viaduct, the Solway, 9;
compensation for damage while
376

ouoabotices in rooms, 913

Municipal Association, Metropolitan, 433
Municipal government of the Metropolis, 32Mumcipal government bills, metropol t

Room, Trinity College, Cambridge,

Murray v. Giles : Action to recover architect's

Park, Southwark, 663, 786
Parhament, the architect of the honses of,

PalLe^’®
** Parry," and “ Westminster

Parliament-square, 728
Partnership of industry, 738
Pastoral staves, 189
Patentees, a hint to, 33
Patents, brick, 231

^6^9° 810^*801°^®^ boilding, 18, 334, 435,

295; danger, orange
peel, 84, 118; iron, of the dockyard, 309;
metropolitan, cost of, 629

Pavements; and posts, London, 293; ob-
strnctions of our, 228; slippery. 64

Paxton memorial, 353
Peabody fund, 156

* ” -action foruon-
lallllment of contract, 930

Peel r. Matthews : agreements, 84
renzaoce public baildint's 635
Photography, 13
Physical education, 759
Picture for Christ Church, Marvlebone 63Picture (The) of Guildhall, 149

’

Pictures in the Haymarket, 433
Pimlico and Groarenor-place improyempntBby the Marquis of We3tminster.^l21

*

Railways, 689, 893, 913 ; Irish, 709
land, station buildings of, 393 -

)

mission on, 492 ; street, 229 •

Blague pits in excavating for, 298
OTn through Portland cement, 232
Rainfall in the sewers, the late grcai
Rainwater, the storage of—town dr^
Rates, taxes, and impositions ns

tenant, 84
^

Ratisbon Cathedral, 599; porch 611
Rats, 633
Record Office, Fetter-lane, 258
Records of our buildings, -49

Recreation, evening and Saturday s

Rees c. Potter,—architects' actions
Reports on the French Exhibili
men's, 876

Rerodos and aedilia, proposed, foi
RedcliffChurch, Bristol, 170

Reredos, Boxgrove Church, Chiehe'
Rerodos in Christ’s Church, Mavfai,
Reredos, Westminster Abbey, 823
Re.^erroirs, leakage of, at Tunbridge
Respirator for noxious fumes, 213
“ Revue Giin^rale de TArchitecturc,
Khiue Provinces, Romanesque bui
907

Rights of way and geometry, 397
Rivers, plan lor cleansing, 495
Rivers, the pollution of, 821
Road, Borough: see “Borongh-roi
Road improvement, proposed at I
Corner, 129, 153, 265, 232 : see aL
lane ’’

Road-makers' liabilities, 654
Hoad, proposed new, from Belgravi
Kensington, 819

Road-rollers, steam, 767
Rock-boring machine for blasting 'c

Eockhurst, West Iloathley. Sussex,
Roman: stamps, ancient, 244; Wall
Romanesque buildings of the Rhine
Romans, the remains of the, in Car!
Rome, a ramble among the ruined

i

and fountains of, 164
Rome ; art and archmology in. J-l]

47
: archasological items from, 59

^5 diggings on the Palatine, 5(

siastical celebrations at, 626; moc
the late English chaplain at, 332
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with some ohjections, 05i

j^msey Abbey Church, a slip at, 593
^^.eod-loft door, a restored, 700
Lloof cistern, 912
Ooofa, flat, 614
i^o'oms, getting daylight into, 15
Rough ’* materia], conversion of, 867

l' Roughs," the manufacture of, 813
' .outes aud gardens, public, 852

al Academy, 333 j
students, 16 : see also

ler “ Exhibition”
' Commission on railways, see under
^ilways ”

B Church, see “Competition”

J’iAFES, English v. American, 648
.. it. Alban’s Abbey gatehouse, threatened de-
I strnetion of, 834
. It. Alban's Architectural Society, see “ Archi-
t tectural”
-It. -Alban’s clock-tower, 763
.it. Alban’s new jail, 834
-it. Andrew’s, Haverstock-hill, 683
.it. Darid’a Church, Neath, 354
-it. George’s Church, Tulhell Park, 763
^Jt^^George’s, Hanover-square, surveyor, 436,

-It. George’s Church, Worthing, 450
-it. Giles’s Church, Edinburgh, 779
-it. James’s tower, Taunton, 9^
,it, John’s Cathedra], Brisbane, 230
.’t. John’s Priory, CleakenweU, an architec-
1 turol notice of, 43-1

,tt. Katherine’s Steam Packet-wharf, con-
d.^einnation of, 99

Lawrence’s Church, Reading, 495
I % Mark’s at Marske, S07
!<. Martin’s, Exeter, nice work at, 686
restoration of, 716
Marylebone Baths and Washhouses, 613
Marylebone Mortuary, 613

,

,Mary-le-Bow Church, Cheapside, 876
Mary-ie-Towcr Church, Ipswich, 84
Mary Redclifl', Bristol, proposed teredos
nd sedilia for, 170
Mary’s Church, Gainford, near Darlington,

:jre8toration of, 133
* Nicholas College, Lancing, aud schools, 836

Pancras, Old, 656

Jj
Paul’s and main causeway of London, 83D
Paul’s Cathedral, new stained glass win-
w in, 166

-.-.Paul’s Cathedral surroundings, 779
’’Taul's, Charlton, consecration of, 263

’
. Peter-Martyr, Titian’s, destruction of, 666

.. Peter’s, Brompton, 609
L Saviour’s College, Ardingley, 836
r. Stephen’s, Vienna, and the Sultan, 603
i. Thomas’s, aeo ” Virgin Islands ”

t. Thomas’s Hospital, new, 677
i-tinte Chapelle, the architect of, 403
I Salary" and ” Wages,” 435
ijpisbury v. Southampton, 639
iknctusries, ancient canopied, 204
laaderson’a “Grapbice,’^ 1658, 167
london Hall, narrow escape of, 211
landnngham, news from, 807
isnitary Act of 1806, 31, 166
iWitary Act, proceedings under, 701
anitary Act, the new, a medical and legal
[Opinion of, 543
xnitary and social aocommodalion in the
streets of Paris, 832
xnitary Association, the Brighton, 1S8
snitaiy Association, Ladies’, Cardiff, 206
initary Board, Chelsea, 299
Wiitary condition : of Edinburgh, see “Edin-
burgh"

j of Glasgow, see “Glasgow"; of
Islington, 574; ol Leeds, 188; of merchant
'Vessels, 77; of Newport Pagnell, 607! of
Bouthampton, 101
iuitary tight, the, 928
imitary improvements, effect of, 81
uitary inspector of 8t. Pancras, where is
the, 176
nitary laws, the, revision and consolidation
pf, 249
nitary matters, 31, 43, 63, 265, 369, 736, 763,
te3, 897; cholera and ventilation, 160;
drainage and water supply of Canterbury,
168 ; drainage of -Battersea, 355 ; dust aud
^hes, 174 ; fresh air, 758 ; health in Leeds,
155

;
health in Liverpool in 1866, 220; health

M^ndon in 1866, 163; health of the Irish
bublic, 203 ; living and dying in the third
quarter of 1867, 815; lui-king places for in-
ection in dwellings and towns, 494; re-
Dorts of medical odicers of health, 781

;

lummer diurrhcca in large towns, 743;
Iwansea and, see “ Swansea the health of
‘Ifewcastle-upon-Tync, with reference to its
sondition, 505 ; the late attack offerer in
iuildford, 887; the public health, 763 ;io weather and the public health to the
9th of June, 485; town death rates for the
«rst three months of 1867, 305; workmen’s
dwellings and the late cholera epidemic
19: see also “Dwellings,” “Health,"
ISowagp,” “Sewerage,” “Vital Statia-
acs," “ Water Supply," &c.
iitary proceedings in Marylebone, 315
aitary proceedings in Paddington, 2-iO
oitary progress in Edinburgh : see “Edin-
iurgh”
iitary shortcomings in Bath, 011
litary state of Epping, 678
dtury works, a central body for, 228
inga banks, Government, 296
le, international, 366
ool competition : see “.Competition”
lool, infant, St. Mary’s, Battersea, Wands-
•orth Common, 100
ool of Art: see under “Art”
ool of Fine Arts, Imperial, Paris, 694
'Ools, Liverpool paruchi^ infant, 309
iools, increase the, 43
ooU of art: see under “Art”
ools, the intended parish of St. Saviour’s
laddington, 211
mce, another new, 624
fntific education, 687
tland (From) 82, 279, 295, 334, 304, 419,

676, 587, 634, 685, 695, 809, 823, 840, 867,
913; llres in, 767; matters professional in,

467; Murray’s, 623: see also “Edinburgh,”
“Glasgow,” “Greenock,” &e.

Scotland-yard, 776, 806
Screen, Burlington House, 694
Sculptile remains, prehistoric, 481
Sculpture, 852 ; architeotnral, condition of,

903,945
;
(On), 938

Sedilia, proposed, and reredos, church of St.
Mary Redcliff, Bristol, 170

Sefton Park, Liverpool, 625
Selby, 606
Sentinel aud clock, 9'16 : see also “ Bella
Sewage: difKcnlty, 799 ;

irrigation and water
supply, 787; irrigation, results of, 395;
Leamington, 786; of towns, 686,—how to
use, 649 ;

question, 149, 678, 807
Sewage question, Glasgow, 927
Sewer ventilation, 694
Sewerage: Blundell Sands, 415; Eastbourne,

453 ; in the Potteries, 780 ; Metropolitan,
see under “Drainage"

Sewers : in Paris, 4; the late great rainfall
in the, 614; ventilation of, 840, 877

Shakspeare, something new concerning, 686
Shareholders and customers, 126
Shareholders, wanted a manager for, 653
Shareholders, railway, see ‘

‘ Railway ”

Sbe^scar iron church, opening of, 117
Sheffield Chamber of Indnstry, 716
Sheffield, church design about, 716
Sheffield trades-xmions, see “ Tradcs-nnions"
Shop, a sweet, in Oxford-street, 807
Shop-fronts, 81
Shoreditch new vestry-hall, 631
Short time movement, 63: see also " Trades
Movement”

Shottesdon Church, Shropshire, 413
Shrewsbury, the new market hall at, 77
Silchester, a walk and a talk about, 341
Single-span churches, see “ Churchee”
Sketch-book, a new, 667
Skill, professional, in high life, 165
Slating, defective, 60
Sligo (R. C.) Cathedral, 648
Smirke, the late Sir Robert, 287, 335, 604
Smith, the late Mr. Alexander, the poet, 74
Smithfleld meat and poultry market, 263
Smoke from bakers’ inrnaees, 677
Smoke in the Potteries, 780
Smoke nuisance, 697, 777
Snow, the removal of, 49, 65
Boone, Sir John, the latest about, 6-i

Social progress in 1866,

1

Social Science, National Association for the
promotion of, 563

Social Science Congress in Belfast, 723
Societies, Architectural, see “Architectural”
Society of Arts, see “Arts”
Society of British Artists, see “ Artists ”

Society ofEngineers, see “Engineers”
Society of Female Artists, see “ Artists ”
Solway viaduct, 928
Sore (A) in the body politic, 603
Southampton p. SaUsouryl 639
South Hayling, Hampshire, — Competition,
see “Competition”

Sound and colour, harmony in, 705, 741
Bound in Her Majesty's Theatre, 015
Sound, the quantitative theory in, and in
colour, 767

Sounds, transmission of,—Albert hall, 653
Southampton, sanitary condition of, 101
South Kensington Museum, see “ Museum ”
Southwark-street, aud its architecture, 348
Southwark Park, 668, 786
Spain, public works in, 689
Spade_(The) and the parade ground, 674
Sparring, professional, 8'26

Sparrow s on the church top, 299
Squares, London, improving, 175
Stables, new, in Swallow-street, 787
Stage (The), and music, 6, 453, 666, 695, 762

806, 857
Stained glass, see each weekly number
Staircases, 118
Stall ends, carved, 889
Stamps, ancient Roman, 244
Standard Theatre (National), Shoreditch, 943
Stanfield, the late Mr. Clarkson, R.A., 360
Station, railway, see under “ Railway”
Statistic Congress in Florence, 759
Statistical Congress, International, 290
Statues, see “ Monumental”
Staves, pastoral, 189
Steam-boats, Thames, and their dangers, 654
Steam power in agriculture, 875
Steam road-roUers, 767
Stone: catting and facing machinery, 364;
handwriting on, 686; Ransome’s concrete,
•461; preservation of, 754, 768, 807; the
decay of, its cause and prevention, 710

;

V. Brick, 654
Stones and trees of Bristol, 134
Stopcocks and hot-water pines, 877
Stratford town-hall : see “ Competition”
“ Straw-plait distress," 946
Straw.plait workers, poor,—appeal to ladies,

825 : see also “ T.ntnn "

Hanover-sqnare, election of, 435, 47-1; the
Derby borough and the local architects,
463, 476 ; town, of Newcastle, the death of,
-accident by nitroglycerine, 937

Surveyors and local boards, 50, 615, 630
Surveyors, borough, 614; borough and pri-
vate practice, 449

Surveyors, borough, association of, 473
Surveyors, Governmenr, 699
Surveyors, local, and practice, -153, 476
Surveyors, town, 101, 169, 679, 700
Surveyorship, Fishmongers’ Company, 409
Surveyorship, Kingston-on-Thames, 83
Sussex Archffiologioal Society : see “-Arehmo-

logical Society
"

Swansea, health of, 833 ; water-works, 634
Sweet shop in Oxford-street, 807
Sydney : labour and prices in, 631 ;

the Lon-
don Chartered Bana of Australia, George-
street, 96; ten shillings a day at, 106;
trades movement in, 80

Symmetry and its development, 3-42

Synagogue, Borough, consecration of, 263
Synagogue, proposed, London, 615, 677, 613
Synagogues, ancient, in Central Europe, 9, 75

TAjMWOETH castle, 405
Technical education, 641, 875, 897
Telegraphic progress, 257
Telegraphy in Prussia. 62
Telegraphy, postal, 193; Government scheme

of, 363
Temple Bar, the removal of, 165
Temple (The) the building of, 685 : see also
“Jerusalem"

Temples, the ruined, of Cambodia, 291
Tenants (evicted): aid association, 33: see

also “Evicted ”

Tenby, vandalism in, 175
Tendering architects, 398
Tenders, builder’s, 299
Tenders,—worse and worse, 454
Tennyson and Dord, 435,
Terra-cotta, 270
Terra-cotta architecture of North Italy, 604
Testimonial to Dean of Norwich, presentation

of, 213
Thames Embankment, 249, 031 ;

and Metro-
politan Railway. 280 ; and the sewerage, 33

;

at "Whitehall and the railway, 677
Thames embankments, how getting on, 635
Thames steam-boats and their dangers, 654
Theatre (.A) by co-operation, 898
Theatre, Her Majesty’s, the tiultan at, 534;

destruction of, 903, 929 ;
sound in, 945

Theatre, intended new, lor Bristol, 173
Theatre, Namur, destruction of, 63
Theatre, Queen’s, Long-acre, 728
Theatre Rosini, Paris, 289
Theatre Royal, new, Leeds, 624
Theatre, National Standard, Shoreditch, 043
Theatre Royal, Newcastle, 649
Theatres, a French survey of English, 381
Things not generally known, 154, 230
Thoroughfare, No, 23
Thoroughfares, London, 747
Thorpe, John, an early English domestic

architect, 205
Tiles and terra-cotta. 270
Titian’s “St. Peter Martyr,” destruction of.
665

Ventilation, 676; cholera and, 169; honse,
630 • in America, 693 ;

sewer, 694, 840, 877
Vessels, merchant, sanitary condition otj 77
Vestry-hall, Shoreditch, new, 631
Viadnet, Holborn, see “ Holborn Viadnet ”
Viaduct, the Solway, 928
Victoria tower, photograph of, 737
Virgin Islands, the dangers of, 871, 904; the
packet station, 020

Vital Statistics, London and Paris, 273

WAGES, a question of, 260
“ Wages” and “ Salary,” 436
Wages, bricklayers’ labourers, in America and

Irish emigration, 683, 699
Wages, health and, 923
Wages in New Zealand, 929
Wages, starvation,—who ffist to blame, 175
Wales (From), 663, 676, 667
Walhalla on the Thames, 715
Walls, concrete, see “Concrete”
Walls, damp, 229
Walthamstow public hall, 374

825 : see also ‘
‘ Luton

Street, a west-end without a turning, 921
Street, new, Blsckfriars, blot in, 213
Street railways, 229
Streets .- and houses of the metropolis,—see
“Metropolis” and “ London barred,—
see “ Bars ” ; London, flint-stones on, 474

Strike, bot hear! 272
Strikes, 279
Strikes v. Trades’ Unions, 945
Studies, an architect's, 49
Style, new, 273
Styles, mixture of, in a building, 801
SuDcontractors or seiraats, -114

Suez Canal, 291
Sultan (The) and St. Stephen’s, Vienna, 693
Sultan (The) at the Italian Opera House, 634
Snmmer-house, Cowper's, at OIney, 716
Sunday aud the coffee houses, 768
Sun dials, 293, 374, 397
Surveyor : assistant, Poplar, election of, and
competition for new office designs, 397

;

building, Manchester, 299; St. George’s,

Tomb, Middleton Cheney, Oion, 388
Tomb of novel design, 9
Tower, a Border, 729
Tower, bell, Rothenburg, Bavaria, 470
Tower, clock, St. Alban’s, 763
Tower, St. James’s, Taunton, 946
Towers, bell and cMck, 115
Towers, Moorish, in Algarve, Portugal, 241
Towers, the round, of Ireland, 229
Town drainage, 581, 847
Town-hall Competition, see “Competition”
Town 0 . country, 785, 808
Towns, elevation of above level of sea, 948
Towns in Thames valley, drainage of, 737
I'rade law union, 666
Trade laws, how they act against poor, 428
Trades councils, 876
Trades movement (The), 33, 48, 63, 80, 06, 116.

149, 311, 3S9, 332, 360, '375, 396, 429, 609,
629, 666, 841, 9<i6; the law of master and
servant, 667; in Sydney, 80; malicious
damage to masonry at Wddington, 853;
master and apprentices, 101; Strike but
hear I 372; strikes, 379; the nSw hours of
labour hill, 684: see also “Master,” “Syd.
ney,” “ Wages,” &c.

Trades union : commission, 280, 296, 314, 333,
448 ; horrors, Sheffield, -419, 473 ;

inquiry at
Manchester, 736; of carpenters and joiners,
206

;
rattening and ribbanding, -WS

Trades unions and counter unions, 315
Trades unions and anti-trades unious, C83
Trades nnioua v. strikes, 945
Trades unions. Sir Robert Kane on, 805
Trafalgar-square, 118
Traffic Act, new Metropolitan, 669, 787
Tranent miner,—authentication wanted, 249
Travehera’ Club-house, disfigurement of. 946
Trees of Bristol, 134
Trinity College, Cambridge, the muniment
room in, 295

Tube wells, see “ Wells”
Tunnel, Mont Cenis, 77, 376
Tunnel,—submarine railway, across Dover

Straits, 105
Tunnel through an extinct volcano, 589
Turin, architectural aspects at, 401
Tutbury Castle, 186
Tything Church, Worcester, proposed, 615

UNDEEGRDU-ND RAILWAY, see “Rail-
way ”

United States, the condition of architects and
architecture in the, 144

University College, architecture, 473
Lniversity of London, 853

‘ Wanted, a Manager,
Warehouse, Cork, Lant-street, Sonthwark, 77
Warfare, the spade in future, 674
Warming and ventilating of buildings, 807
Watchman, the night, 661
Water colours, general exhibition of, 143
Water colours, painters in, see “ Painters”
Water colonrs. Society in, sixty-third exhibi-

tion of, 373
Water pipes, hot, see under “ Pipes ”
"Water pipes in hospitals, 49
Water pipes, safety of, in Ji-ost, 899, 013
Water, purification and supply of, 393, •436

Water supply, 694, 737; and drainage, 138;
constant, for London, 66 ; constant for
London, and frozen pipes, 136 ;

Don Vajley
and drainage, 195; Hydrabad, 365; foul, at
Liverpool, 313; from the Thames, 428;
Metropolitan, 169, 674; of London, an
-American view of, 656; (our), 618 : see also
under” Sanitary Matters”

Water they drink at Doncaster, 436
Waterworks: Chicago, 614; Kernel Hemp-

stead, 153; Swansea, 534
Watt, the late Mr. James, line engraver, 403
Weather (The) public health to 29th June, 485
Welsh news, see “ Wales ”

Well-sinking in half an hour, 787, 877, 899
Wellingborough church, see “.Accident”
Wellington Monument for St. Paul's, 8-43

Weils, artesian, for London, 454
Wells, foul air in, 940
Wells, tube,—the American system of sinking

pipes for water, 787, 877, 889
West Ham (Stratford) Town-hall, see “Com-
petition”

Westminster cloiaters, 435
Westminster, Easter at, 285
Westminster Palace, 118, 49-4; and the in-
tended pubhc buildinga, 09

Wharf, St. Katherine’s, condemnation of, 99
Whitefriars, old, a remnant of, 848
Whitehall, Thames Embankment at, and the
railway, 677

White lead, 134Widowa of clerks of works in the civil service,
see “ Clerks ”

Wilts Arcbtcological Society, see “.ArchsB-
oIoct”

Winchester drainage competition : see under
Competition”

Window gardening, 665
Windows, York Guildhall, 676
Wirksworth Wonder, 265
Wolverhampton, 754
Wood, preservation of, in damp and wet

situations, 25, 47
Wood working machinery in Paris Exhibition.
614

•

Worcester, new churches and restorations
about, 13

Workhouse competition, see “Competition*’
Workhouse, Hertford Union, 768
Workhouse infirmaries, see “ Infirmaries”
Workhouse: proposed, for St. Martin’s-in-

the-Fields, 333 : see also “Competition”
Workhonses, metropolitan, question of cubic

space in, 222
Working-class houses, 858
"Working ciasses, the technical education of,

875, 897

"VANDALISM in Tenby, 176
A eal, the white, infamy, 434
Ventilating and warming of buildings, 807

Working men in Wrexham, 495
"Working Men’s Club aud Institute Union,—
the reconciliation of classes, 447

Working men's dwellings, Liverpool, plans
for: see “ Competition

”

Workman, the British, position of, 928
Workmen (The) and the contractor, 275
Workmen, education of the, 816
Workmen : indignation meeting of, as to
Greek fire, 929 ; French, 663 ; master build-
ers and their, 649

Workmen’s dwellings and the late cholera
epidemic, 919

Workmen's excursions to French Exhibition,
299

Workmen’s reports on Paris Exhibition, 876
Works, public, in Spain, 689
Works, pablic, of the French empire, 690
Worthing, St. George’s Church, 450
Wrexham Church, North Wales, 824
Wrexham, working men in, 495
Writers on architecture of the day, on the

influence of some contemporary, -461, -483

Wroxeter excavations, 761, 869
Wyatt and Deering, 631

YALE College memorial chapel, New Haven,
Connecticut, U.8., 747

York, Archbishop of, see “.Archbishop”
York Guildhall windows, 576
York, note from, 9-15

York School of Art, see under “Art’’
York, the great bell of, 34

ZEALAND, New: a tunnel through an ex-
tinct volcano in, 589; an architect in, 228j
wages in, 929 : see also “Auckland"



ILLUSTEATIOM
ACAOJEMT OF DES^G^^ National, NewYork; Mr. P. B. Wight, Architect, 2&:
Carved Capitals, &c., 21

Andernach Chnreh, 908
Apollo as Mithras.—Sun Worship. 243
Architecture, Domestic, Ancient, Cologne, U

Architecture, Terra Cotta, of North Italy 610Arques,
^ ormandy, Castle of. Plan, 607

Albert HaU of Arts and Sciences, the Royal
Kensington, 368 ’

Albert National Memorial, Hyde Park
metal Spire, 690j Cross on a large

‘he Fourth Cohort ofthe

Altar-table and Reredos, Westminster Abbey •

Professor G. Q. Scott, R.A., Architect, 821
.^tar to Many Gods, found at Maryport, 2i2A tar to the Unknown God, Antenociticus, 212

in the Carmelite
Church, in the Cathedral, and in the Churchof St. Severin.Erfurth, 471

Angers Cathedral, 603
^’oh'^nhonse Yard, London :Mr. G. Somers Clarke, Architect, 891

11. London Ch„l.

ieto Sir Charles, Works of, 872
^
47^

Kothenburg, Bararia,

... =410 iiiuiouion, z3h

a'Sc?,«T'‘' O' O' s™tt,

Brompton Cemetery, a Tomb in, 10Bronze and Iron Work,Ancient, 331
Ancient, Ochsenfurth, A.D.

Cork Warehonse, Lant-street, Southwark-
Mr. Joseph S. Moye, Architect, 78

Courthouse. New, Greenock, Scotland

:

Messrs. Peddie k Kinnear, Architects, 45
Court, Inner, of India OlBoe, Westminster

;

Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, Architect, 783
Court, Inner, of India Otiice,—part of Upper
Story enlarged, 782

Court, NewSupreme, Auckland, New Zealand:
Mr. Edward R.amser, Architect, 170

Courts of Justice
; see Courts of Law

Courts of Law, the proposed, plaus of, 113
Courts of Law; the proposed, design for by
Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, Architect

j
Viewin

the Strand, 151
Courts of Law proposed, design for : by Mr
E. M. B:irry, A.H.A. 191

Court* ol Law, the proposed, design for; by
Mr. Lockwood, View in the Strand, 209

Courts of Law, the proposed, design for,—Mr.
Lockwood’s Key Plan, 208

Courts ot Law, the proposed, design for : by
Mr. G. G. Scott. R.A.,—View in Strand, 225

Courts of Law, the proposed, design for; by
Mr. Raphael Braudon, Architect The
Strand anrl West Fronts, 293

Courts of Law, the proposed, design for • by
Mr. W, Burges, Architect, 311

’

Courts of Law, the proposed, design for: bv
Mr. G. E. Street, A. R.A. 645

Cross on wrought-metal spire of Albert
National Memorial, Hyde Park, 59i}

Crypt, Wilfrid's, Hexham, 212

LAW COURTS, the proposed. Plans of 113

HT proposed, Design for, byMr. Alfred ^Vaterhouae, Architect View
in the Strand, 151

'

Law Courts, the proposed. Design for. byMr. E. M. Barry, A.R.A., 191
^

Law Courts, the proposed. Design for by MrLockwood,—View in the Strand
^— ._..„w=, . ,11 lUB otrann, auyLaw Courts, the proposed, Design for,—MrLockwood's Key Pian, 203O lAoj A mu, 6U3

^ P^Loposed, Design for, byMr G. G. Scott,—\ lew in the Strand, 225Law Courts, the proposed. Design for. by Mr
Raphael Brandon, Architect,-the Strandand W eat Fronts, 293

'Af.
P/oposed, Design for, byMr. W. Burgess, Architect, 311

Lazzanstpkirche Vienna; Herr Friedrich
Schmidt, Architect, 909

Leeds New Mechanics’ Institution aud School
iJrodrick, Architect,

Rathhaus Bell Tower, Eothenl

C«£nS % ^ '

.
Carved Capitals"

^ n
House, Junior, Pall Mall; Mr.

^'cbiteot. 631
; Plans, 630

Carving, Details of, Rockhurst, West Hoath-

ri»a ofi-“r- Stautz, Architect, 802
Ratisbon, 609

^ P^'oposed to be com-
Archi.ect, 691Cemetery, Brompton, a Tomb in 10Cemetery Marct. New, Isle of Ely, Cam-

S.®663“'®'
• Stephenson. Archi.

DARNICK TOWER,—South East, view 730
Decorations, mural, at Sir Walter TreTelvan’s
Wallingtoa, 940

’

Design for laying out Sefton Park, Liverpool •

bv Messrs, Edward Andr6 and Lewis Horn^
blower, 626; buildings for, 037

Design fur parish mortuary house and Inquest
room, ground plan of, •421

Designs for proposedJLaw Courts : see «' Law
Courts”

Design for proposed National Gallery • see
il Gallery "

teet, 66l

Mb...., Taui. Wither., A Co.. Archit.et.

f'
A"’"*"*.« Londoo, M

Chateau Gaillard, Plan of, 641
Church, Andernach, 908
Church Doorways, German, 79

'^ri'e'h Seh“°S‘';‘' “"'“HI Herr Fried.rich Bchnudt, Architect, 909
Church luetitute, Leed.; Me.ir,. Adume sKelly, Architects, 61

Interior of Lecture

Memorial, Kingsland-
Af'-'hitect,

THm^Vk .t /
^‘““'ch and Lecture Room. 430^ Vicuna; Herr Fre-derich Schmidt, Architect, 909

Haverstock-hiU, Lon-on
,
Mr. Charles F. Hayward, Architect,

National Gallery
Design, the National Academy of, New York

P-
•‘I'

'Vright, Architect, 29; carved
capitals, io., 21

Domestic Architecture, Ancient, Cologne. 41
Doorways, Church, German, 79

Lmz Cathedral, on the Danube, Plan of- Mr
Stadtz, Architect, 802

Lendon Chariered Bank of Australia, Sidney-

T
^vf-.S'hy^-A-rchitect, 97; Plans, 98

^

London University, Burlington Gardens
; MrPeunethorne, Architect, 855; Plan ofGround Floor, 854

^Ij^II^-ALE house, Clifton Downs, Bristol
Mt-sai-s George HearyGodwin, Architects!
7bo

;
plan, 761

Exchange, Hop and Malt, Southwark Street-
Borough; Mr. R. H. Moore, Architect, 731

FACADE ofthe new Opera house, Paris M
Gamier, Architect. 749

’ '

Font, St. Thomas's Church, Dudley, 680
ileet, the River, 670
Font, Limburg Cathedral, 903
Fonts, Modern:—St. Mary’s, Acton

; Christ
Church, May Fair, London

; Messrs.
Francis, Architects. 260

Fiinfhaus Church, near Vienna
; Herr Fried-

rich Schmidt. Architect, 909

5U
France. Interior

Worthing, Sussex; Mr.George Truefitt, Architect, 450

rretoLtsra"’"”*-
Church, St. Saviour’s, Aberdeen Park, High-

rte' -Arcliltect, 651* ®
Church, St. Saviour s, Aberdeen Park High-bury, Intenor View of, 650

^

Churches, Single Span, Ancient :—Angers

MamfSs’
1* CoiluretLe

'’’ohSS'
G.nnan ; - ranfhunj

GAILLARD, Chateau, Plan of, 611
Gates, the Nonvieh,— Paris Exhibition, 683
,, “»e proposed, design for bvMr. E. M Barry, A.K.A., 371;^ Plan o^
Principal Floor, 370

Genius (The), of the Roman Camp, 243
Grey Towers Nunthorpe: Mr. John Ross,
Architect, 92o

;
Grouud Plan, 921

C.ub Buildings. Dublin -

Mr^ Edward Holmes, Arch.teot, "13; Plans!

TT-
'‘vuua; me Luzzansten.

Clc X Tower of the Rathhaus, Prague, 113Clr , Buildings Masonic HaU and, DubUn;
• r. Edward Holmes, Architect, 713 ; Plans,

Club House, the Junior Carlton, Pall Mall;Mr. David Brandon, Architect, 631 ; Plans,

^ Memorial, Connecticut;

College,Jntemational, Spring’Gro^ve! M'fddle’-
1 2c Ma- '

*=4...uc.4^ouBi, opnng Orrove, Mxddle-

131 i Rans?iw"‘°“
^ Masey, Architects,

of. International Education

Grove"'
‘ International, Spring

College, St. Saviour's, Ardingly, Sussex-

<’
* Carpenter, Architects, 837

am - ® po‘‘?ge3, SelUng, Kent; Mr. B.Adkins, Architect, 74

HaU of Arts and Sciences, the Royal Albert
Kensington, 388 ’

Hop and Malt Exchange B uilding, Southwark-
®‘'ee^^Borough

; Mr. R. H. Moore, Arohi-

HospitalVeatilation, Arrangements for, Chorl-
tou Union, 330

Hotel Proposed, opposite the entrance to the
Central Park, New York; Messrs. Bryant« Udman, Architects, 671

House, Burbicau; Mr. Robert Walker Archi-
tect, 150

House, Elmdale, Clifton Downs, Bristol

-

Messrs. Godwin, Architects, 765
; Plan 764Hurricane, the “Solent "m the, 006

Hyde Park Corner as it is and as it might be,

MALT AND HOP EXCHANGE, Southwark-
street. Borough; Mr. It. H. Moore, Archi-
tect, 731

Mansion, Elmdale, Clifton Downs. Bristol -

Messrs. George & Henry Godwin, Archil
tects, /65; Plans, 764

Mansion, Grey Towers, Nunthorpe; Mr. J
Boss, Architect, 925; Ground Plan 924

Mansion, Normanhurst, Battle, Sussex -

Messrs. Haliershon, Brock, & Webb, Archi-
tects, 411 ; Plan of Ground Floor, 410

Mansion, Parkfleld, Pershore-road, Birmmg-
ham; Mr. Cranston, Architect, 873

Mansion, Rockhurst, West Hoathley. Sussex •

Messrs, George it Henry Godwin, Archi!
tects, -<7; Plans, 270; details of Carvingand Iron Work, 360

March New Cemetery, Isle of Ely, Cambridge-
shire; Mr. G. W. Stephenson, Architect,

Market, Sinithfield Meat and Poultry,—Cen-

tect og ' Mr. Horace Jones, Archi-

Tokenhouse Yard. London;
Mr. G. Somers Clarke, Architect 891

M.jon.o H-ll a„d Club BoiUiag,', DuMin,
-Hr, Edward Holmes, Architect, 713; Plans,

Rathhaus, Prague, Clock Tower
Ratisbon Cathedral, Angular Po
Ratisbon Cathedral, as propose

Dieted; Mr. Denzinger, Archi
Reredos and Altar Table, Westmi
Professor 6. G. Scott, R,A,,A

Reredos & Sedilia, proposed, (
Mary, Eedcliff, Bristol ; Mr. Gi
tect, 171

Reredos, Boxgrove Church, nea
Sussex; Mr. G. G. Scott, At
Farmer, Sculptor, 451

Reredos in Christ Church, Mayf
Messrs. Francis, Architects, 28

River Fleet, 670
Rockhurst, West Hoathley, Susi

G. & H. Godwin, Architects,
276; details of Carving and

Roman Wall and Roman Art :

Altar to many Gods, found i

The Mile Castle, Castle Nick.
Crypt, Hexham. Altar to t
God, Antinocitiens. Altar er
Fourth Cohort of the Gauls,
of the Camp. Sun Worship
Mithras, 2-42, 2-13

Roj-al Albert Hal] of Arts and Sc
smgtoD, 368

^Ancient Bronze, Ochsenfurth, A.D.

Meat and Poultry Market, Smithiield,-Cen-

tect
Mr. Horace Jones, Ai-chi-

Mechanics’ Institution aud School of Art,
Leeds, new

; Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, Archi-
tect, 696, 607

Memorial Chapel. Tale College, Connecticut

;

A^ssrs. Vaux, Withers, & Co., Architects,

Memorial Church, International, Kingsland-
road, L'ludon

; Mr. Henry Fuller, Archi-
teet, 431; Plan of Church and Lecture
Room, 430

I by Me>jrs.
Goddard & Son, Architects, 351

Metal Work, wrought, in the Paris Exhibition

:

Spire ofthe ^allonal Memorial of the Prince
C^ojisort,-and the Cross, on a large scale,-

Mile Castle, Castle Nick, 242
Mortuary House, Parish, aud Inquest Room,Ground Plan of, 424

at Sir Walter Trevelrau’s
VVallington, 940 ^ '

MnienmofH^.H. llie Doke otSs,. CoburB
Gotha, in Gotha; Mr. Franz Neumann,
Architect, 491 ; Plan, 490

I^DIA OFFK^, Westminster, Inner Conrt

T 5'' 'Vyatt. Architect, 783
India OlLce. Inner Court of,—part of UpperStory enlarged, 782

"
Infant Schools, Kirkdale, for the Parish of

Liverpool; Messrs. J. A. P.cton k Son

T Floor. 310Institute, Church, Leeds; Messrs. Adams &
Kelly, Architects, 61

Of I-ecture

International College, Spring Grove, Middle-

131 • Sans'’*i30°’'*°“
^ Architects,

International' Memorial Church, Kingsland-
road, London

;
Mr. Henry Fuller, Architect,«1 ; Plan of Church and Lecture Room!

Iron and Bronze Work, Ancient, 331
Iron Work, detaUs of, Rockhurst. We'
Hoathley, Sussex. 350

JFNIOE CARLTON CLUB HOUSE. Pall
Mall; Mr. David Braudon, Architect 531-
Plans, 530 ’ ’

"fh® T in Cnibodi.,-
the Temple ofNakhon Wat, 23'4

of Design, New York
; Mr

WU &c n'*
Capi-

National Gallery, the proposed, Design for bvMr. E. ^ fiarry. A.R.A., 371; Pian of
Principal Floor, 370

Normanhurst, Battle, Snssei; Messrs. Haber-
^ Webb, Architects. 411 •

Plan of Ground Floor, 410
Norwich Gates (The), 588
Notre Dame de la Couture, Le Mans, 663

^ HOUSE, Paris, the New, Facade of-M. Garmer, Architect, 749

I'ARISH SCHOOLS, intended, St. Saviour’s.
Paddington; Mr. Edward Roberts. Archi-
tect, 212

Parkfieid, Pershore-road, Birmingham - Mr
Cranstoun, Architect, 873

Pastoral Staves, Jlodarn, 190
Paxton Memorial, designed by Messrs Godd-
ard k Son, Architects, 351

Porch, Angular, Ratisbon Cathedral, 609
Pmiliry and Meat ilarket, Smithfleld,—
Central Roadway

;
Mr. Horace Jones, Archi-

tect, 261
Prince Consort National Memorial : see
“Albert”

Pulpit, Carved, St. Mary’s Church, Taunton-
Mr. B. Ferrey, Architect, 603

RAILWAY STATION, the Toowoomba,
Queeualand. Australia

; designed by Messrs.
J. k R. Fisher, 391

ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH, Ha
London

; Mr. Charles F. Hav
tect, 691

^

St. George’s Church, Worthing,
George Truefitt, Architect, 450

St. Mary Eedcliff Church, Brist
Reredos and Sedilia for; Mr.G<
teet, 171

St. Mauritius’s Church, Cologne;
Architect, 803

St. Saviour’s Church, Aberdeen
bury; Mr. W. White, Architec

St. Saviour's Church, Aberdeen
bury, Interior of, 660

St. Saviour's College, Ardingli
Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, Ar

St. Serge Church, Angers, Frat
of, 611

Schools, Lower and Middle Clast
Ground Plan of, 836

School of Art, New, and Meehan
I

‘ion, Leeds; Mr. CuthbertBroi
tect, 69fi, 697

I

Schools, New Infant, Kirkdale fo
of Liverpool; Messrs. J. A Pic
.^chiteets,310; Plan of Ground

Schools, Parish, intended, for Si
Paddington; Mr. Edward Rob
tect, 212

Sedilia and Reredos, proposed, St
cliff Church, BriatoX 171

Sefton Park, Liverpool, Design
out, by Messrs. Edward Andrd
Hornblower, 626; Buildings d
same, 637

8mgle_ Span Churches, Ancient
Cathedral; Notre Dame dela(
Mans, 663

Sraithdold Meat and Poultry Ma
tral Roadway; Mr. Horace Jo
tect, 261

“ Solent’’ (The), in the Hurricane
Spire in Wrought Metal Work i

Albert Memorial, Hyde Park —
on a large scale, -690

Stall Ends, New, Chichester Cathi
Standard Theatre (National), Shoi
Station, RaUway, the Toowoomb
^nd, Australia, design by Mess
Fisher, 391

Staves, Modern Pastoral, 190
Bun Worship : Apollo as Mithras,

'

Supreme Court, Auckland, New Ze
Edward Rumsey, Architect, 170

Synagogue, An Ancient, at Worms

TEMPLE OF NAKHON '

Architecture, Cambodia, 224
Terra Cotta Architecture of Nc
Theatre, National Standard, SI
Tomb in Brompton Cemetery

-

Architect, 10
’

Tomb, Middleton Cheney, Oi.
Wilkinson, Architect, 390

Toowoomba Railway Station,
Australia, designed by Mes'
Fisher, Architects, 391

To^^er, bell, of Rathuus, Eothenl

Tower, Clock, of the Rathans, 1
Tower, Darnick, south-west view

UNIVERSITY OP LONDOK
Gardens; Mr.Pennethorue.i
plan of ground lloor, 854

VENTILATION, arrangement!
Union Hospital, 330
entUation of rooms,—plan of

WAREHOUSE, Cork, Lant
wark, Mr. Joseph S. Move
I'ilfmH-B, ri.— r_ rr-..i.y_

’

WiUrid’s Crypt’Tn, HeihXm! 2
the late Sir Charles IWorks of thL i

Worms, an ancient Synagogue
Wroughtmetal work in the Pai

Spire of the National Me
Prince Consort, Hyde Park,-— a larger scale, 690

YALE COLLEGE MEMORI
Connecticut, Messrs. Vaux 1
Architects, 748

’



tho larger of the two headwater lakes. There is

honour enough for each patient investigator,

—

honour that is in no way diminished by being
shared. Thus if we see that the principles of

politics, viewed as a science, in contradistinction

to the maxims of politics viewed as a trade, or

politics followed as a hobby, are becoming more
and more appreciated by the intelligence pf the

day, we are ready to congratulate our brother

writers, and to congratulate our fellow-country-

men, without yielding to the weak selfishness

that is always crying out, "You have stolen my
thunder,” or “You have taken the path which I
was tho first to point out.”

In the practical comprehension of many of

the principles that underlie a healthy social life,

the very building principles of society, wo think

that a marked progress has been made in 1866.

Distinct from the subjects of building as a craft,

of architecture and of engineering as sciences,

of pictorial and plastic art as methods of adorn-
ment and as means of edneation, are those ques-

tions in the treatment of which the engineer or
the architect has to deal with politics, strictly

80 called, that is to say, with the cardinal points

on which tho welfare of the comraunicy hinges.

Such is the true political spirit which distin-

guishes the founder of a city from the constructor
ufa row of houses,—the man who would build bis

fame from tho man who seeks only to fill his

pocket. The sanitary state of towns, involving

the important questions of drainage, of water-
supply, of ventilation, of consumption of smoke,
—the provision of homes for the poor, and of
hospitals for the sick,—the communications of

town and of country, internal and external, in-

cluding roads, footways, railways, telegraphs,

docks and harbours, locomotive and water-going
steam engines,—the supply of food, and the im-
provement of agriculture,—tho supply of cloth-

ing, and the progress of manufactures,—the de-

fence of the great centres of national life

involving questions of arms and of fortifications,

of monster guns and of iron-clad steamers,—and
the direction of the intelligence and the industry

of the country in those channels which alone
lead to a sound and permanent prosperity 5

—

these are the main divisions of that practical

political science which ranks among its disciples

all men of earnest thought, from the statesman
who moulds petty communities into great states,

to the practical mechanic who discovers that
chilled iron will advantageously replace the cost-

lier material of steel.

In some of the subjects which we have thus
cursorily indicated we think that the year 1866
has witnessed an appreciable progress 5 the pub-
lic mind is far more fully awake than at any for-

mer time to the importance of sanitary ques-
tions. We will not refer to the numerous
disabled pumps that disfigure the metropolis in

support of this assertion, though even here both
scientific labour and social courage have been

needed in dealing with a convenient and popular
source of danger. But generally speaking, the

vital importance of a pure water-supply has
been constantly kept before the public. A know-
ledge has been attained on the subject which
must, to some extent, influence all future legis-

lation. Reports on the sanitary state of certain

districts, reports on the purity of water, refer-

ence of the mortality of cholera to a great pre-

disposing cause,—impure sources of service,

—

have not only filled the public journals and occu-

pied the piiblio mind, but we are beginning to

see the benefit of the attention already given to

the subject in the stately walls that bid fair to

girdle the Thames, in the re-appearance of fish

in its waters, and in the fact that the mortality

from cholera during its presence in London in

1866 was at the rate of 8 in the 10,000 in place
of the 120 in the 10,000 that fell before the

visitation in the year 1819.

In the vital question of national defence, wo
have the satisfaction of feeling that, in the event
of war, our troops will nob bo matched against

an enemy possessing a weapon so confessedly

superior to their own as to convert a fight into a
hattue at their expense, as was the case with tho

brave Danes at Diippel and with the imperial

troops at Sadowa. Bat the satisfuction due to

our tardy adoption of a breech-loading rifle is

alloyed by the remembrance of the melancholy
death of the inventor, whose plan we adopted,

a death hastened, or altogether caused, not, we
candidly believe, by human malice, but certainly

by the malignity of red tape. We trust that
among the millions whose sleep will be all the
safer, if not all the sounder, for the eight

years’ toil of Mr. Snider, will be found some to

inquire what tardy reparation may yet be offered

to his representatives. For larger arms, as well
as for the vessels that are to carry them afloat,

we can only say that experiment and discussion

have been actively, if not very systematically or

successfully, pursued
;
and that if no one should

attack us till we have made up our minds on
the subject, and then carried out the result of
our deliberations, wo shall probably be in a very
imposing position of defence when that time
arrives. The greatest boon of the year in this

respect is the application of the process of chilling

to iron shot and shell, and the advantage thns'r

secured to offensive operations. We have learned,

too, at some cost, in the instance of the Northum-
berland, how not to lay the ways for launching

an armoured vessel.

The absence from our Cabinet of that im-
portant officer, a Minister for Public Works, •

led daring the past two years to the application '

of the cumbrous and expensive expedient of a
Royal Commission in three several instances.

The Railway Commission and the Coal Com-
mission have as yet given no utterance as to

their labours; the River Commission, as our
readers are aware, have added to their hurried

AST-FLYING Time,

while bringing its

changes, leaves its

memories also. As
occasion first arises

to replace by a new
series of figures the

familiar d-ate which

has lately headed our

pages, wo are led to

glance with some-

what more than usual

gravity both at the

past and towards the

future; to inquire

what the outgoing

year has left, behind

in the shape of solid

acquirement and ma-
terial progress, and

what reason may be

safely assigned for

the hope and pro-

mise of its successor.

Especially does the

season call on those

public writers whose
1 object is not the mere perfunctory produc-

i(tion of a certain number of columns of letter-

ipresB, bub who have the higher aim of doing

eservice to their contemporaries and to their

i;conntry by their consistent advocacy of right

rprinciples and faithful pursuit of truth, to

>review the field of their exertions, and to see

what progress has been effected by their labours.

Not that it is often given to any individual work-
imau of this honourable guild to trace the results

:of his own toil, or to attribute the success of any
igreat principle to the service of his own pen.
At all times in human history new veins of
ithought, whether in theory or in practice, have
?been contemporaneously reached by independent
(workers. The priority of a few days may be
disputed by the friends ofNewton and of Leibnitz
hf Le Terrier and of Adams, but the fact of the
lindependent original discovery effected by the
owners of these great names admits of no denial,

^peke and Grant pushed their explorations in
one portion of the great river system that feeds
ithe Nile, while Baker, in another locality, made
discoveries as to the cause of the annual flood
ibhat shed far more light on the solution of this

great geographical problem than did even his
heroic persistence till he bathed in the waters of

Social Progress

in 1866.
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report,—hurried, as we have reason to believe,

not by their own fault,—much valuable informa-

tion, to which we have more than once taken

occasion to refer. It is to be hoped that the

instructions to the Railway Commission are

each as to allow the commissioners to deal, so

far as recommendation of legislative or admini-

strative measures goes, with such gross cases of

railway swindling as have shaken the public

confidence, and impaired the national credit,

within the past year. The press has shown
no hesitation in publishing facts which need no

comment, and which of themselves form an un-

qualified condemnation of their perpetrators,

however high the names of these persons may
have previously stood. But it is only very

recently that there has appeared in any portion

of the public press any active support of the

opinion, which we felt it our duty in the first

instance to express, that illegal acts for the pur-

pose of raising money should not only be called by

their right names, but should be visited with

their appropriate peualty. The unexampled
chronic panic which has reigned since the month
of May seems not unlikely to continue, so long as

financiers who execute on a large scale operations

of a nature smaller attempts at which are visited

by the treadmill, may be “unfortunate” with

impunity. The wise and liberal legislation of

which the tendency is to render debt a point of

honour, and to refuse to allow tho officers of the

law to aid the reckless and improvident creditor,

will fail in its object, or will do more harm than

good, unless it be accompanied by increased

stringency in all cases of actual fraud. If a

bankrupt business is to bo bought and sold for

a premium of half a million sterling
;

if deben-

tures are to be issued contrary to legal provision;

.if in any instance one of the harpies who make
many poor in order to make one or two very rich

is detected in passing the strictest limit of

legality, the atonement due to wronged society

should be exacted
;
nor should it bo left to

individual sufferers to set in motion the sharp

machinery of the criminal law in a case of

swindling any more than in a case of violence.

A suggestion has come before the public,

rather as the convenient discovery of a political

secret than as a positive proposal, to supplement

the best managed of English institutions, the

Post Office, by the committal of electro-

telegraphy to the same able and successful

management. English habit and English preju-

dice are, or rather were, very strongly opposed

to the interference of Government in matters

that have been of late years handed over alto-

gether -to private enterprise. But the con-

Bpicuons failures of private enterprise, the waste

and loss incurred in the construction and ma-
nagement of railways, the disregard of public

<x>nvenience which railway boards display, the

want of provision for obvious need, or of mutual

arrangement where both public and proprietary

are the sufferers, as in the ill-considered tangle

of conflicting railways that obstruct one another

at London Bridge, the collapse of limited

companies, stand in such strong contrast with

•the cheap, punctual, profitable working of the

Post Office, that a change in public opinion is

far from improbable. If a Government official

do wrong, there is, at all events, some respon-

sible person to attack, some one who cannot dive

for shelter beneath the green cloth of a “ board,”

and in all cases where regularity of administra-

tion is the main requisite, we think it probable

that the most regular and capable administra-

tors will be those chosen by the Government of

the country. To tho report of the Railway

Commission, we shall look for much valuable in-

formation on this bead. The enforcement of a

uniform, intelligible system of accounts, showing

to the plain sense of men of moderate skill in

•calculation the two great facts of the worth and

cost of their property, and of the gross and net

amount of their income, with stringent and easily

recoverable penalties against those who should

withhold or “cook” such half-yearly accounts,

is another point which recent great scandals

and misfortunes should induce the public loudly

to demand.
That peculiar feature of the national character

which renders Englishmen in the mass so

patiently submissive to unnecessary and avoid-

able inconvenience, provided that it arises

from want of forethought, arrangement, or

organization, still marks many of the habits of

London. No provision has yet been made for

theaccommodation of the immense and overgrown

street traffic, increasing at the rate of per

cent, per annum, and driven into fresh eddies

by the opening of each additional railway

station. The stream of passengers from east

to west that converges at St. Paul’s and at the

Mansion House is yet forced through the narrow-

channel of Cbeapside. The powers that rejoice

in covering the carriageways at inconvenient

seasons with -l-in. cubes of broken granite have

successfully resisted the attempt to introduce

the steam-roller, although the macadamisers of

Hyde Park have amused themselves with tho

solemn promenade of a horse-roller, somewhat

more efficient than a child’s perambulator.

The scavenging of the streets in muddy wea-

ther is still committed to volunteers, who levy a

black mail at every crossing, at a cost of time

and of labour ample to effect the decent and

efficient cleansing of the thoroughfares. Our

main highways are still, as of old, obstructed

from time to time by the sudden appearance of

men armed with planks and barrows, who pro-

ceed to pull up the pavement, or to pnll down

the bouses, or to sink mines and tunnels be-

neath the carriage-way, with as imperturbable a

serenity as if the thoroughfare of a crowded

city was the natural scene of action for the

“ navvy.” Still, as of old, gang succeeds gang
;

and no sooner is the road relaid over the sub-

railway than it is taken up again for the water-

works; no sooner is it replaced by the water-

works than it is afresh invaded by the gas folk.

Still do English architects persist in building

houses without chimneys,—that is to say, with-

out chimneys that will free the apartments from

smoke ; and the habitation of any new building

is announced by the outbreak on the roof of

those curious, varied, and unmechanical cowls,

tubes, and wriggling spouts in which the smoke
doctor and the chimney quack delight. Still do

we persist in sending a large per-centage of our

costly coal through these wonderful structures,

to pollute the air we breathe, and in getting rid

by the same means of the greater part of the

beat produced by the consumption of the re-

mainder. Last, we are submitting to the

greatest injury that can be inflicted on the

atmosphere of Loudon by failing to preserve

Hampstead Heath, which is now invaded by
the builders, and thus about to poison, with

the products of animal, vegetable, and mineral

combustion, the one pure fresh wind that sweeps
through the streets of London.

In addition to the large increase in our power

of national defence which we owe to Mr. Snider

and to Major Palliser, the chief features of our

national advance in 1866 are the nnion of the

Old and the New World by the Atlantic cable, and

the opening of a sure and providentially arranged

system oT railway accommodation for a portion

of the suburban traffic of the metropolis by the

completion of the Victoria Bridge. The patient

courage, the devotion of time, of science, and of

capital that have achieved the great work of

telegraphic union, and the yet more surprising

feat of the recovery of the lost cable from the

bed of the Atlantic, have been gracefully

acknowledged by the Queen, and are receiving

an ample and well-earned meed of pecuniary

recompense. The public have not, in this

instance, been the sole gainers by the enterprise

of the Company ;
and many who would never

havo contributed even a word of encouragement

during the bard times of the undertaking may
now grumble that the convenience of the sub-

marine wires is not more appropriated to the

amusement of the readers of daily newspapers

than to the commercial service of the Company
and their customers. In this, as in other cases,

we hold that the true rule is the establishment

of such rates of charge as will best remunerate

tho proprietors of the telegraph. We should

thiuk that rates considerably lower than those

now charged would ultimately follow from the

application of this rule, but that is a point on

which the first half-yearly reports will furnish

better materials for judgment. At all events,

the Atlantic telegraph is not likely to fall into

the condition of tliat which transmits from

Bombay messages so utterly unintelligible that

the persons who are expecting the information

they ought to convey are unable to decipher

their meaning. The very recent date at which

the great Victoria Bridge has been opened

enables us to do little more than chronicle the

fact that the science and experience of one of the

few remaining lieutenants of Robert Stephenson

has been wisely appealed to by the directors of

the three lines the enormoos traffic of which

converges on this important point, to an extent

that will require the passage of nine hundred

trains daily over the Thames. The care which

has been given to attain the result on which we
have so often insisted as indispensable, the

perfect independence of the routes for the

several streams of traffic, so that the swift

through trains shall not have their progress

throttled by the risk of collision with the frequent

short local service, has yet to be appreciated by
the public; but it is clear that the servants of

the company have in this instance,—and in this

instance, with one exception, that of the Metro-

politan Rail way, alone—a fair chance of apunc tual

and satisfactory discharge of their duties.

When the absolute block that followed the open-

ing of the Cannon-street Station, a block which

twelve months previously we predicted in these

pages, and the present imperfect service from

the Charing-Cross Station, which entirely pre-

vents the company from carrying the erormous

traffic, which the employment of due provision,

. such as that designed by Sir Charles Fox, would

have secured, come to bo contrasted with the

service that is now practicable at the Victoria

Station, the public will feel the force of the

arguments we have urged, and will insist that

time shall be no longer scandalously wasted,

nor human life recklessly endangered, because

railway companies run across their own lines in

the way in which the Legislature has prohibited

them from crossing the less important and less

frequented routes of the country highways.

A feature not less important than hopeful

marks the closing month of 1866. The voice of

common sense, and of that wise charity that

begins at home, has begun to make itself hetird

above the false rant. The working men of

Staveley have heard the voice of the delegates

of the strikemongers in the very words which

we ventured to put into the mouths of these evil

missionaries. The fact that the iron producers

of Belgium are so well prepared to run a dead

beat with those of England that the latter can

no longer afford to carry the dead weight ap-

plied by bad regulations of trades unions or of

political unions is becoming daily more clear to

those most deeply interested in its existence.

The strong mother-sense of the straightforward

English workman has been appealed to, and the

appeal has been answered by the workman him-

self, in all the nervous unlettered eloquence of

Buuyan,—“ I have a union of my own at home,

a wife and six little ones, and that is the nnion I

mean to stick to.” Let this spirit, and this in-

telligence, awake and spread
;
let the working

men pause before they forsake the auvil, the

bench, the loom, for pot-house agitation. Let

them determine that every man shall have per-

fect liberty of action
;
that no rules to keep all

down to one dead level be permitted; that every

man be enabled to do bis best
;
and we may fear-

lessly raise our old cry of “ England against all

the world,” “ So England to herself do prove

but true.”

THE FIRE AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

A RUDE practical commentary on a vulgar

idea concerning the “ ferru-vitreons ” method of

building, was made on Sunday afternoon last

;

when the northern end, called the Tropical

Department, of the Crystal Palace, was almost

entirely destroyed by fire; and invalnable speci-

mens illustrative of some of the chief arts and

sciences were buried under heaps of broken

ironwork, or consumed and lost. Such a com-

bination of delight for the eye, with educational

agencies, there bad never been before, at one

spot, in or near London ;
and there is not now in

any capital in Europe. Here, rather than in

portions of the building appropriated often, as

they are at this moment, or in great part, to the

less instructive of the items of attraction, was

realized something that approached to the origi-

nal ideal of some of those individuals who were

the founders of the Crystal Palace Company, or

advisers of the first Board of Direction. The
beauty of nature and of art; appliances for

education and study ;
tho nucleus ot a collegiate

institution; books and news: in short, the

Academic Grove, the Museum, and the London

Club, were there together : there, even in winter,

within the walls of glass, was moderate warmth
;

and in summer was a balcony where the visitor

to the reading-room might sib in the open air,

with book or paper, or enjoying one of the finest

prospects in England. London had no public

reading-room so comfortable or so bountifully

provided
;
and one of the recommendations of

the room, as well as of its adjuncts, the lectures

and classes, consisted in the fact that the advan-

tages could be bad by ladies. The temporary

deprivation, and in many respects total loss,

as regards the Tropical Department of the
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Crystal Palace, is therefore of eerions import-
ance to families resident in the vast suburb that
has grown about the Crystal Palace, and which
extends now fiom London to Croydon. The
destruction of the building would have had an
important effect on the value of land and
houses in the neighbourhood

; and the entire
destruction would certainly have taken place,
had the wind, instead of being from the west or
south-west, been in an opposite direction. Archi-
tects have to regret the partial destruction of
the Alhambra Courts, to which Air. Owen Jones
gave so much assiduous care, after years ofstudy
of the original models,—and which if they became
the most popular of the FineArts Courts, hadbeen
the most costly in their wall-decoration

; and they
will regret the greater havoc that the fire has
made in the Byzantine Court (one of Mr. M. D.
Wyatt’s reproductions), and the total destruction
of the Assyrian Court,—the embodiment of Mr.
Fergusson’s theories,—of the collections ofmodels
of building-contrivances, engineering works, and
ships, and of the Indian and Chinese collections.
The great seated figures copied from the temple
at Aboo Simbel are greatly disfigured, or in
part destroyed

;
and the avenue of lions couchant

is gone, along with the greater portion of
the marble-margined fish-canal. The northern
one of the two bronze fountains by Monti is
represented by a shapeless mass. One loggia of
the cloistered walk, enclosing the Byzantine
Court, copied from the Church of St. Mary at
Cologne, indeed remains, or on the western side,
with its ceiling unharmed, and the painted
decoration even, of its exterior, scarcely injured

j
whilst in the centre itself of the court still stands
the fountain of Derbyshire marble produced
after that of Heisterbach on the Pbiue. But
the remaining sculpture in this northern end of
the Palace, excepting the southern one of the
bronze fountains, is either lost or greatly injured :

the valuable copies of the JEgina marbles have
wholly disappeared. The recumbent efiigies of
the Crusaders, in the Byzantine Court, are covered
with rubbish

; and some of the copies obtained
at 80 much pains from Fontevrault, of the tombs
of the Plantagenets, may perhaps need to be
again compared with the originals ere they can
be restored satisfactorily, a he casts of fonts and
otherworks importantto the historyofBritish and
Irish art lie broken to fragments, and mixed
with indescribable rubbish out of which protrude
leaves of the files of the Times or the Moni-
teur. Even southward of the glass- and canvas-
screen, in parts of the building which remained
intact,—excepting as to glass-breakage, and
as to flooring removed in order to cut off
the southward extension of the conflagration,
sculpture was thrown down, in the baste about
saving the body of the building, and pro-
perty belonging to the numerous stall-keepers,
and in removing the Christmas-tree which stood
near the screen ready to add its fuel to the fire.
In this way alone, much loss is to be regretted

;

albeit many of the casts in the Palace have long
been undergoing such marked deterioration,
added to what they received during the original
construction of the building, as to suggest the
desirableness of procuring fresh casts from the

'

originals. The whole collection of living animals,
excepting a very small number of the birds, is
destroyed. It included a chimpanzee, and a
young hippopotamus

;
the latter, alone of the

specimens of different kinds destroyed, was
valued at 1,OOOL
Even the architect, or decorative artist, should

regret the disappearance of the bulk of the
plants

j which were many of them from the cele-
brated collection of Messrs. Loddige, and
perhaps cannot be replaced. In the library
were about 6,000 volumes of books, including
most of those which were consulted by Mr.
Jones, Mr. Wyatt, and their associates, in the
production of the Fine Arts Courts.

Of that portion of the building which was the
scene of the fire, nothing remains but foundp.-
tions, and the columns and coupled arch-ribs of
the intersection of the nave and transept, or
excepting here and there a column hardly
noticeable in the general scene of ruin. But the
nave, southwards from the transept, to the screen,
is much of it perfect; although the ridge-and-
fnrrow roofing over the courts on each side is
gone, leaving such decoration as might be made
to serve again, exposed to the destructive effects
of the present weather. The Hall of the
Abencerrages indeed retains its ceiling; and the
Cast-room, southward of it, is almost uninjured,
even to the casts and the model of the original
Alhambra : but the Hall of Justice, and the room
of the divans, have their tiled flooring sunk down

amongst the ruins of the supporting construction,
and their finishing coats of ornamental plastering
peeled off to a large extent by the heat; the
Court of the Lions is strewn with fragments of
the red tiles of the corridor-roofing

;
and the

colouring and gilding of the walls, where not
peeled off, are much discoloured, as also is the
marble of the fountain. But for the discoloura-
tion, much of the decoration here might be
restored, at considerable deduction from the
original cost of the w’hole. A portion of the
Roman Court, within the screen, or next the
Alhambra, is also injured

;
whilst, on the other

hand, so much of the Mediaeval Courts as are
within the screen may be described as perfect.
The great heat of the fire is made evident by
the remains of three bells, of Eastern manufac-
ture, which hung near the gallery-stairs that
led up to the Indian and Chinese collections.
The material of them is found fused into
irregular shapes.

Besides the Tropical Department of the main
building, generally known to the public, there
was a considerable extension of the basement
northwards in the direction of the tower

; and
from this extension there was another eastward,
forming the wing corresponding in position with
that which is entered from the station of the
West End and Crystal Palace line of railway.
The north-eastern wing was divided into two
principal portions, of which the easternmost was
at a lower level than the other, that is to say, at
the foot of the terrace. This latter portion,
forming the orangery, and which is the part of
the structure that was blown down by a storm
some few years since, remains perfect or nearly
so ; the remainder of the wing, and the connect-
ing line to the main building, form part of the
general ruin. One part of the connecting line
was used for storage of articles that were some
of them inflammable

; and the adjoining portion
of tbe wing was used as the carpenter’s shop.
The great flue from the boilers of the Tropical
Department ran in the direction of the tower, to
the staircase of which the chimney -shaft forms the
newel. This flue, carried on arches, horizontally,

duced in building,— namely, the perspective
of the interior of the Sydenham structure,

—

the fact remains, that there was no architoct’a
work in the building, pervading it, as there
should have been ; and that the architects who
were employed on the Fine-Arts Courts were not
the architects of the foundation on which they
built. The tile-flooring of the chief portion of
the Alhambra Courts was, from all present ap-
pearance, laid on the wooden boarding,—instead
of as Mr. Owen Jones, we may be sure, would
have laid it, on brick-arching or solid concrete.
But above all, the hot-water piping seems to
have been laid with wooden flooring in dangerous
proximity to it, that is to say, in oblivion both
of the increased susceptibility to fire, by desicca-
tion^—of which the fact might have been obvious,—but of the fact, authenticated by experience,
that heat will travel to a considerable distance
along hot-water pipes, even those which are at
low pressure.

When the news came to the London railway-
stations, on Sunday afternoon, that the Crystal
Palace was on fire, and (as the report said) half
burnt down, we suspect that the first impression
of three persons out of four, not architects, was
one of wonder what there could be in the struc-
ture to cause a conflagration. Certainly, we
have the best means of knowing what were
actual words of some persons. It shonld bo
apparent now to all, not only that there was a
considerable amount of inflammable material in
the structure, and in the contents of the building,
but that, further, there is something appertain-
ing to parts of the construction that people
usually feel convinced are “ fireproof,” which are
not correctly so designated, and which even con-
tain elements of destruction. That the flooring
of the Tropical Department of the Crystal Palace
was of wood, as is the flooring of the rest of the
building, may have been known to all; and
many persons must have noticed places where
the heat, coming through the flooring, was, com-
paratively with the rest of the space, intense.
Those, however, who had examined the con-
struction of the building were well aware that

throngh the distance leading up to the storage- wood entered, in a very important degree, into
space, and through that very space itself, is sup- ' ^ ^ 1 — i— .

posed to have had much to do with the disaster,
whether otherwise arising from spontaneous com-
bustion, or from generation and explosion of some
kind of gas. The truth is, however, that so many
conditions and circumstances were existent to
produce tbe fire, and there is so much difilculty in
making ont what was the plan of tbe baaement,
from the ruins, that we are not able to say much
more as to the cause of the fire, than that
any one of the conditions and circumstances
might have set the train going. This only we
know from the drawings of the building as it

was first erected, and from what those who have
visited the Palace are, most of them, acquainted
with : that immediately behind the basement
which forms tbe ground-story on tbe garden side,
is a long roadway of communication between the
two ends of the building,—in which way is the
flue before referred to, or two flues similar to one
another, each communicating with the chimney
of a water-tower,—and that behind this space,
must be another (taking, in part, the slope of the
hill,) in which are to be found the supports to the
iron columns, and those to the boarded flooring,
the service-piping generally of the building, the
hot-water piping to heat the Tropical Depart-
ment, and whatever stores may be kept acces-
sible by the traps that are to be noticed by
visitors. As important perhaps as anything
else, there must be in this space a great collec-
tion of dust, and, with it, some refuse, to be set
on fire easily, or by spontaneous combustion
accelerated by heat,—this refuse resulting from
use of that really ingenions adaptation from con-
seiwatory-flooring, made by Paxton in the 1851
building,—which flooring he expected could be
kept clean by the sweeping-machine,—and which
he found required little more than was
effected by the dresses of the ladies, even before
tbe perfect adaptation of the garments, as
recently, to street-sweeping purposes. The
supports to the columns are, of course, brick;
but those to the flooring, like the flooring itself,

seem to be entirely of timber. This flooring
was, if we remember rightly, laid down much of
it after the mechanical system of building which
came in with Crystal Palaces, or by mere exten-
sion of square feet of construction, without
regard to possibility of modification according to
size of what might have to be placed at some spot,
or to weight that might have to be supported.
Giving all praise to Paxton as the author of one
of the finest pieces of effect that has been pro-

the formation of the rool's and external enclosure,
and into the framework of the Fine Arts Courts,
as it does into the large amount of the fittings

and furniture. Of course, many of the exhibited
articles are inflammable.
The Handel Orchestra, alone, seems calculated

to produce, should it catch fire, almost as great
a conflagration as that of a theatre : indeed
now, whilst the Christmas festivities are going
on, there is, or including the concert-room, an
amount of material destructive and to be de-
stroyed, such as should demand incessant
watching, like what there is in places of public
entertainment in Paris, and, in case of fire,

instant action aided by far more accurate
knowledge of the conditions of inflammability
and fire-conductivity than prevails generally
with the constructors and the guardians of
whatever public or private buildings. As to
the original Crystal Palace, the opinion of
the best authority on the subject of fires and
fire-prevention, the late Mr. Braidwood, was
very plainly expressed

;
and it is much to be re-

gretted that Lis several statements respecting
“ fire-proof” construction itself, are not univer-
sally known. They are exceedingly important as
bearing upon the inquiry into causes of the
calamity at Sydenham, and as supplying the
explanation of the picture presented by the
ground over which the conflagration raged;
where the utter destruction is what could not
have been equalled by tbe burning of a building
constructed with brick-piers and the beat kind
of timber-flooring, pugged and under-ceiled. For
absolute safety, indeed, neither the system of
construction adopted in difl’erent portions of the
British Museum, nor the modified Crystal Palace
system of the South Kensington Museum, can
be considered absolutely safe; and it is to be
regretted that the exigencies of lighting debar
us from what seems to be the only construction
that is really fire-proof, that of brick-vaulting,
and solid filling-in wherever there might have
been hollow space in other methods of construc-
tion, as in the formation of roofs. We cannot
have features which were those of the Roman
baths : yet something might have been utilized
of their lessons, even in the Sydenham building ;

and the utilization would have involved, to say
the least, avoidance of the planked and timber-
supported flooring in the Tropical Department
of the building. To Mr. Braidwood’s conclu-
sions we shall return.

Our own observation of the fire did not com-
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mence mnch before half-past five o’clock, tvheu
men of the A division of police, under Chief
Superintendent Walker, arrived from London.
The two tigures from Aboo Simbel were then
burning and exposed to view ; as that end of the
transept, like the eastern end, and the whole of

the portion of the Palace north of the transept,

had fallen. Soon after seven o’clock, tho writer

was able to pick his way to where firemen of
the London Brigade stood with the branch-pipp
playing upon the wreck of the Alhambra and
Assyrian Courts, and thence over broken
columns and girders, past the end of the build-

ing, to the ’top of tho wall of the place where
the stores had been. Here tho lire still blazed,

as well as far beyond in the remains of the car-

penter’s shop. Tho lire was being revived by
the rising wind

;
but the stream from a li-in.

jet-pipe, nr nozzle, was being directed with
telling efltct. It seems wonderful that no life

was lost
;
but the danger of buildings of iron

construction is well known, at least lo the suc-

cessor of Mr. Braidwood and his men. Still,

even at the place of comparative safety at which
we stood, a stumble over the hose would have
pitched one headlong into the furnace that there

was some 15 ft. below
;
and the wan at our side

seemed careful to direct tho attention of any of

his comrades, approaching, to the danger that
was in their path. The balcony at the top of the
tower was burning like a beacon-light; and
large fragments were falling, or being thrown
down. Some of the lower floors were reported
to have been on fire; but the writer saw no
evidence of this in the bottom-story, which he

been soon destroyed. The great heat acting

upon the screw-ends of bolts such as form the

main strength of the Paxton gotiers, allowed the

ends to be drawn out of tho nuts; and cast-iroM

cracked, from several causes, such as the dimi-

nution of strength which is one effect of heat,

from subjection to cross-strain and torsion which
the forms had not been designed to resist, or

from the application of water. Webs and flanges

of wrougbe-iron became bent like ribbons. Of
these effects of the fire on iron, the ruins afford

ample illustration. Even the columns still carry-

ing arch-ribs, about the intersection of the nave
and transept, seem out of the perpendicular : so

that they should scarcely be used again, except-

ing after being taken apart, and separately ex-

amined by competent persons. The official

statement, of the evening of the fire, that tho

"iron framework of the tropical end is mostly
standing, and apparently not severely injured,"

must have been written after a view from the

screen only; for, certainly, the bulk of the

columns are down, as well as the roofing that

they carried. One of tho meatures attempted to

stop the progress of the fire, was the cutting
across the whole building, as by taking out
boards of the ground-flooring, and of the floor-

ing of the galleries. This cutting-out, of course,

should have extended to the woodwork of the
roofs aud sashes,—as perhaps to some extent
it did. According to the appearance of things,

however, at the building now, the operation de-
scribed could have stayed' the fire only at some
distance southward of the screen

;
whilst, actually,

much of the nave northward has been saved.
was able to enter at the hour mentioned in one
of the newspapers as the time at which the
whole was on fire. If a.-i little reliance is to b;‘

placed on published reports of the commence-
ment of the fire, as we have found is to be
given to some of those referring to its termi-

nation, there should be no dependence upon
the newspapers when attempting to give par-

ticulars of occurrences not witnessed by the
reporter himeell', with the time duly noted. The
writer of the siirnniary of news in the leading-

article portion of one paper, stated that the fire

extended to the Handel orchestra. The trnth is :

it never extended southward of the great screen,

excepting as to some trifling breakage of glas-s
;

and, as we have seen, in the nave it did not get
near to the screen.

The tire was discovered by tho small num-
ber of persons within the building, somewhere
before two o’clock, and, independently, about
the same time, by many persona outside. The
latter saw an tinusual appearance in the smoke
of the chimney

;
and it is aflirmed that the efl’oet

was nob that of an ordinary foul flue, as also

that from the great draught through the flue, the
flue could not have become foul. Au explosion

seems to have been heard by a person passing
the building

; but whether the gas came from
the mains, or was generated in a banked-up firo

that might have beeu practically a retort, is not
clear, more than the way in which the mi.xture

with atniopplieric air took place. It seems that,

on the discovery, the policeman and fireman,
inside, iuiinediatvly set to work; and those out-

side endeavoured to train admittance. Some
time was lost before much of the large water-
service of the Palace could be brought to bear
on the fire. As usual in such cases, wrenches
of plugs aud cocks were not at hand at the
moment when they were wanted; and canvas-
hose proved too weak for the strain upou it.

Heverthelesp, some accounts say that tho fire

was practically got under before the first engine
from a distance, one from Croydon, arrived,

about four o’clock. Captain Shaw, with his men
and engiues, did rot arrive before half-past four
o’clock; or. according to one account, the tiuno

would be even later. The delay in this case is

attributed to the present system of electric tele-

graphy; acct>rding to which, communication by
the wire either is not permitted during hours
when it might be especi.ally wanted, or is made
to consume more time than a despatch by traiu

or horsed conveyance. The north-east corner of
the main building, or some place near thereto, is

indicated by nil observers as the spot where the
fire broke nuU. Thus, a.s to the main building, the
fire spread westward and southward, or against
the wind

;
and the fact of the general westerly

direction taken receives confirmation from the
direction iu which the fnlleu columns lie, that is

with their heads towards the east. Coming to
the great stem of the Wdliniitiinea gigantea, the
flames no doubt shot up the hollow, to the roof.

The Queen’s apartments, and the rooms for

classes, in tho north-eastern angle, must have

Eeverting to the inquiry into the origin of the
fire, let us observe that this is one of the cases
that might be well met by an inquest, such as
the inquests that Mr. Payne, some years ago,
held ou fires in the City of London, and like the
inquest on the fire of Covont Garden Theatre.
At the latter inquiry, Mr. Braidwood gave very
important evidence, teuding to show tho ex-
ceeding importance of spontaneous coynhustion as
a can.se of fires, and other evidence bearing upon
the inflammability of desiccated woodwork.
Some time ago, a valuable collection of Notes on
Spnutaneons Combustion, 'giving what were
well-anthenticated instances, and what were re-

garded as such by Mr. Braidwood himself, was
published by Mr. Wyatt Papworth. The entire
experience shows that whilst spontaneous igni-

tion is generally accelerated by heat, it may
take place in sawdust in contact with vegetable
oil, in cotton, cotton-waste, hemp, and most
other vegetable substances, and in dust-bins
under particular conditioDS. Sometimes, heat
makes the whole difference between an immu-
nity for years, and a conflagration in the same
number of hours. Paiut-stores have caused
many serious fires. Hags with which oil has
been wiped up have proved very dangerous.
Dust-bins have caused heavy losses, as in one
instance where 30,0001. to 4-O,OO0L were lost

from hot ashes being thrown into a dust-hin.

Mr. Bi'iiidwood said, " No collection of inibbisb

or lumber of any sort should be allowed to be
made in any building of value.’’*

Can it be said of the Crystal Palace that this

condition of tho maintenauce of a “ building of
value” has been observed. As to floes, Mr.
Braidwood said that none should be permitted to

be used from furnaces or close fires, unless pre-

pared for the purpose ; otherwise the flue might
be dangerous throughout its course. As to

heating by hot air, steam, aud hot water, he
spoke of them as “ objectionable,”'—one of the
reasons being that the pipes are kept out of
sight as much as possible. He said,—" By this
means they are constantly liable to produce
spontaneous ignitiou

; for, there apj^ears to be
some chemical action between heated iron and
timber, by which fire i.s generated at a much
lower temperature than is necessary to ignite
limber under ordinary circumstance.” He quite
recognized that fires may occur even from pipes
that are left open

; and he showed that the bent of
water at the furnace may be more than 212’.

Some fires from hot-water pipes have been
known to occur after ten years of apparent
safety. It is for those who are acquainted with
what was the state of the furnaces, flues, stores,

liot-waterpiping, timber-flooring, and space below
the floor of the Tropical Department, to say how

* Fire Prevention and Fire Extinction : by James
Braidwood, Firat Superintendent of the London Fire
Brigade. Including lire-proof Biructnrea, ilre-proof aafes,
public fire-brigadea, private means fur suppressing Cres,
fire-engines, fire-annihilators, portable firc-esespes, water-
supply. \Vith illuatriitiona. London: Bell & Daldy,
JBdd.
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far any of the conditions here pointed to were
existent in the Crystal Palace.

As to the sufficiency of iron-construction, use-

ful information may be got out of a comparison
of Mr. Braidwood’s views with those of Mr.
Fairbairn. The latter authority stated, iu 1837, at

the meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, that oold-blast iron

suffered a loss of strength amounting to 10 per
cent., by an increase of temperature equal to
164°, and hot-blast a loss of 15 per cent., by an
increase equalling 169°. Cases have occurred in

which such an increase as the last-stated, or
from 21° degrees to 190°, would have been
sufficient to cause the ruin of a building. The
iron beams of a floor have becu known to give

way from the mere heat of burning materials on
tiles which the beams carried. Aud, a chapel at

Islington being burned down in 1848, it was
found that of thirteen cast-iron columns sup-

porting the galleries, only two were perfect,

—

most of the others being broken into small

pieces, and in some parts melted,—and that,

although the pillars had been strong enough to

support the galleries when filled with people, as-

the fire reached them they crumbled under the
weight of the timber only, albeit lightened as the

latter was by the fire. A knowledge of such

facts will help to explain much of the appearance

of the iron-work fractured, and lying amongst
the general rubbish, that forms the sad spec-

tacle which there is now on Sydenham-hill, aud
may serve to emphasize what would be our re-

commendation touching any proposed restora-

tion of the Tropical Department, already suffi-

ciently adverted to.

No more need be said unless in expressing

hope that the directors will see their way
to tho restoration of as much as may be
restored of the beautiful effects of nature and
art-work, and the educational advantages that

the Crystal Palace lately had, combinea with
such iuiprovementB as may lessen the chance of
another disaster.

SEWEB.S IN PARIS.

The great general collecting sewer of the left

bank of the Seine commences at. the junction of

tho Quai Henry IV. and the Boulevard Bourdon.
It follows the line of the quays, crosses the
Place du Chatelet, and, opposite the Pont de la

Concorde, turns at right angles towards the
north, passes under the Rue Royale, continues
under the lower portion of the Boulevard Males-
herbes, leaving Monceau on tho left, and
debouches at Asnieres below the briilge over
which passes the departmental road of Argen-
teuil. Its development is about 5i miles

;
the

inclinations 1 in 2,500 from the Boulevard
Bourdon to the Rue de la Pepmibre, and 1 in

2,000 from that point to the Seine. In section,

the height is 15 ft. 1 in. from the bottom of tho
invert of the canal to tho crown of the arch,

which is elliptic; the width is 18 ft. Sin. at tho

springing. The canal at the level of the twO'

banquettes on each side is 11 ft. 6 in. wide, and
4 fc. 5 in. deep. The masonry is of nicuUere, laid

in hydraulic mortar, tho whole being lined with
.
Vussy cement. There is no dressed stone used
in the construction.

This sewer receives, at the Boulevard Hauss-
mann, what is termed the collecting sewer of
the hill-side. Running parallel to the circular

railway, this latter turning off from the route

Imperial©, No. 34, or Avenue de Vincennes,
traverses the Rue du Faubourg St. Antoine, at the
commencement of the Rue de Montreuil ; after

having touched upon the Boulevard du Prince
Eugene, tho Rue du Faubourg Poissonniere, at

4U0 metres from the boulevard, aud the Placo
du Havre, it gains the debouebe above men-
tioned in tho neighbourhood of the Rue de la

Pepiniere. Thanks to the 3 rofetres difference of
level between the Place du Chatelet and Asnieres,

the level of the invert of the new sewer can ho
made 2 metres lower than that of thu ancient

sewers, and the cellars can be drained iu that

part of Paris which lies beyond the so-called

hill-side collector.

The Sebastopol sewer, which establishes a
junction, under the boulevard of that name, be-

tween the great collector of the right bank, and
the contouring collector, allows the surplus and
storm waters of a great portion of this side of
the river to be poured iuto the Seine. Besides
this there is the Rivoli sewer, another affluent

of the great collector, which can divert the
overflows to the Seine, when otherwise the
streets would be flooded, at tho Quai de la Con-
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fcrence, and thus relieve that part of the great
collector which lies below tho Place de la

Concorde.
In sewers through which a large body of water

flows, cleansing them by manual labour and
sweeping is out of the question; so recourse is

had to a boat provided with a vertical board
which exactly fits the section of the canal. This
board is placed at the head of the boat, and is

pierced with holes
;

it can be raised or lowered
at pleasure. Carried by the current, this board
or sluice forms an obstacle to the passage of tho
water, and there results an eddy which gives an
impulsive force to the board, so that it pushes
before it the solid matter deposited on the in-

vert, but restored to a state of suspension by the
fillets ot water which pass throngh the holes.
The result is, as experience has proved, that

this sluice-board amasses before it the sandy
deposits, leaving a horizontal column in suspen-
sion, generally from 100 to 150 metres long. Tf
a pole be immersed in the water above stream,
it will touch the bottom, and the masonry will

be found clean and free from all deposit. On
the other hand, if the pole be placed at the other
end of tho boat, it will penetrate a heap of
muddy deposit, and stand upright of itself

;
it

will also remain upright, and drift along with
the boat and the heap of deposit.

Thus the boat travels of itself, under tho
euperiutendence of two workmen. Its rate of
moving is variable, and does nob exceed in gene-
ral two feet a minuto. In winter these boats,
which have relays at every two kilometres,
work day and night, and it is not too much for

the requirements of the cleansing.
In the canals of small section, as that of

Sebastopol, tho boat is replaced by a chariot,
running on rails laid on the hanqxiettes, and
carrying also a flushing board. The deposits of
the sewers are carried down aa far as Asnieres,
where a sorb of bar or delta is being formed,
which must be removed by dredging, and can
bo utilised for agricultural purposes.
The quantity of water passing through the

great sewer is, as may be supposed, extremely
variable; it is generally 1 metre per second,
giving 4 cubic metres or I-IO cubic feet per second.
This velocity, according to the usual hydraulic
data, should roll stones the size of an egg,
bat the viscous nature of those eewago deposits—
street-sweepings containing much organic mat-
ter—prevents tho water from carrying off any-
thing that is not mechanically stirred up into it.

These sewers are liable to inundations like
rivers, by sudden torrents of rain, so that the
vault is widened out at every 2 kilometres, and
stairs or ladders are provided leading to safety-

chambers.
The total length of all the sewers in Paris is,

up to the present time, 294 miles.

Great exertions are made to terminate tho
great collecting sower of the left (south) side of
the Seine. It will absorb the Bievre river, cross
the Seine by two tubular syphons of enonnous
diameter at the Pont de I’AIma, follow the
Avenue Josephine, pass under the Place de
rficoiie, and, traversing the district of Cour-
celles, will fall into tho Seine at Asnieres, a little

above the point where the Chemin do Fer de
rOuest crosses the river. Thus the Bievro will
join the Seine seven miles lower down the river
than it does at present.

OFFERED PRIZES FOR DOING GOOD.
THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

OuB readers know that a distinct order of re-

ward han been instituted “ in favour of persons,
establishments, or loeabties, which, by a special
organization or special institutions, have de-
veloped a spirit of harmony among all those co-
operating in tho same work, and have provided
for the material, moral, and intellectual well-
being of the workman ;” and that these rewards
consist of ten prizes, of tho total value of 4,000h,
or 4Li0i. each, and twenty honourable mentions.
One grand prize of 4,0001. may, in addition, be
awarded to the person, establishment, or locaiiiy,
distinguished under this head, by a very excep-
tional superiority. At the first meeting of tho
International Jury, held in Paris, on the Ist of
December last, curtain principles were adopted,
and we print thorn as serving further to define
the object :

—

“Ist. The jury may doubtless take into accouD(>
amonfr the facia presenti’d lor its consideration, the spirit
of cht- rity and beneficence ; but it is uot specially chan-ed
to reward acts of that character.

“

2nd. To constitute them the basis of a claim to reward,
the fiiots adduced must have been the oonsequeuce of a
free and apoiitaueous initiative, and not of legislative
enactments.

Jrd. It will not sniBee that the work be praiseworthy in
itself; it must at the same time be compatible with sus-
tained and progressive prosperity.

4th. The circumstances of the position in which com-
petitors may be found should be duly considered. To have
maiiitaioed intact traditional circumstences of harmony
and happiness, whilst progressing in agricullaral or indue-
trial pursuits, is a good ground of claim

;
but the intro-

duction of improvements -where antagonism and aufi'ering
previously existed is not less meritorious.

6th. The jury has not thought it right to exclude from
the competition individuals or societies which, althoogh
not engaged in agricultural or manufacturing pursuits,
have founded durable and prosperous institutions, contri-
buting to the propagation of good feeling and happiness,
of which it is desirable to seek the best examples.”

We are anxious that these prizes should be
widely known of, and well understood, so that
claims may be made for aa many organizations
and individuals in Great Britain as fairly comply
with the conditions. Blank forms aro obtainable,
we believe, at the South Kensington Museum,
and the claim must be lodged there on or before
the 2«Jth insE.

THE MONUMENT FOR THE
CANADIAN VOLUNTEERS KILLED BY

TEE FENIANS.

The citizens of Toronto having determined,
at a public meeting, to erect a monument to tho
memory of the volunteers killed at Linieridge,
on tho 2tKl of June last, in repelling the Fenian
scoundrels, appointed a committee to carry out
the arraugements. In answer to advertisement
tho committee received sixteen separate designs,
from which they selected one by Mr. C. E.
ZuUikofl'er, of Ottawa, as first in order of merit

;

and awarded to it the first premium, the second
being given to Mr. J. Smith, of Toronto. Tho
selected design, which is to be erected on a site
in the Queen’s Park, Toronto, is a square temple,
formed by twelve Corinthian columns on pedes-
tals (three at each angle °

,j), which carry an
entablature and pediment on each of the four
faces. The tympana of the pediments are to be

1

filled with the royal coat of arms, the arms of
the province, and the arms of the citizens of
Toronto and Hamilton respectively.

Within the inclosed area at the four angles
formed by the columns will be life-sized statues
illustrating the four branches of military service

;

and in the centre will be a sarcophagus, support-
ing a figure of Britannia reclining on a demi-lion
couchant, mourning the loss of her subjects.
The roofs of the four pediments carry at their
intersection a pedestal, with a crowning figure of
“ Victoiy ” 12 ft. in height.

The whole of the carving will be executed in
freestone from Nova Scotia; the shafts of the
columns and the sarcophagus will be of Arnprior
marble, and tho remainder in Halton freestone.
The floor will be laid with encaustic tiles. Tho
monument will be placed effectively on a wide
spreading basement, consisting of a sloping
embankment, with steps in the centre of each
face, and on that a pyramidal flight of steps,
which continue up between the pedestals (or
rather the broken podium) on which the columns
stand, so that the floor of the monument will
be level with the bases of the columns.

While we give praise to this “ planting ” of
the monument, and to the general proportions
of the structure as a whole, we must raise a
voice against the crowning figure and pedestal
standing on the roof as they do. The apparent
weakness of the arrangement will be excessively
unsatisfactory and disagreeable. If carried out
it will be a lasting offence to every tasteful eye
in Toronto. We trust this observation will lead
Mr. Zollikoffer to reconsider and alter this por-
tion of his design.

ART NOTES FROM FLORENCE.

When on tbe 15th of December the Italian
Parliament was opened by the king, in the
Great Hall of the Palazzo Vecchio, a brilliant

sun aud most mild temperature contributing to .

the happy auspices of the day, as well as to the
beauty of the scene presented in the line of
streets from the Pitti Palace to the Piazza della
Signoria, all the ingenuity and taste of the
Floreotines in decoration, all possible devices,
trophies, banners, and tri-colour hangings, had
been profusely prepared for the occasion. In
the centre of the great piazza stood a lofty mast,
with the national standard, and around its

basement statues of Prudence, Justice, Tempe-
rance, and Fortitude, prepared in the usual
style for such ephemeral art-works. In the
loggia of Orcagna was a gorgeous display of all

the Italian banners and embroidered epigraphs,
that seemed to convert those majestic arcades
into a festive pavilion. But in the midst of tho
ornamentation for the day, under tbe vaults of
Orcagna’s structure, stood a nobler object now
attracting more attention than all the apparatus
of fete, for on the morning previously had been
uncovered the colossal group, by Fedi, of Pyrrhus
sacrificing Polyxena, raised on its basement here
60 long since as the 2nd of October, but up to
this time concealed by a high wooden shed,
within which were finished the w'orks for en-
crusting that basement with marble. It comprises
four figures—the Pyrrhus carrying the hapless
girl to the altar fur sacrifice

;
the Hecuba pro-

strate, in vain intercession for her child; and a
youthful son of Priam stretched in death, as just
struck down at the conqueror’s feet. It occupies
the extremity of the loggia, near tho Palazzo
Vccchio, iu position correspondent to that
of Gian Bologna’s “ Centaur,” at the other
side

;
and it is only to be regretted, that in

this otherwise most favourable location, a part
of the group is concealed to the spectator stand-
ing in front of the archway, at whoso centre it

rises, as seen from the piazza, by the intervening
figure of Cellini’s “Per.<?ou8” above the parapet
between the great pilasters. This admirable
group having been, long since, purchased by
subscription of the citizens to become a public
ornament to Florence, and destined by the
Municipality for its actual place, the voice of
criticism Las already been heard from various
quarters, aud little notice has been taken of it

by the journals since its exposure, except simply
to announce the fact. We bajipened to find
ourselves on the piazza at the moment of the
nneovering, about eight o’clock on a dull, wet
morning, and were surprised to see so little

,

attention excited, so complete an absence of
JeZat, iu tbe whole proceeding. As to the merits
of the work we have formerly expressed our-
selves. In tragic power, movement, and just
equilibrium, in all tbe technical qualities, it

strikes us as faultless; in the heroic beauty and
action of tho Pyrrhus, the sad loveliness of his
victim, aud the pathetic character of the
mother’s figure, the story is conveyed with
dramatic truthfulness. But the subject is re-

volting, aud, perhaps, incapable of being exalted
by any merits of treatment; and as the most
historic centre of the Italian capital, an episode
in the siege of Troy, and one that illnstrates

the withering force of superstition alone, re-

deemed by nothing ofpatriotism or magnanimity,
seems to the last degree unsuitable. As a
classic motto for such a group, we can think of
no line more appropriate than

—

“ Taiilum religio potuit suadere malormhy”

And, to criticise details, the fault generally
found is one that ail may perceive in the dis-

proportionate slightness and dirainutiveness of
Polyxena compared with the warrior who raises
her figure with the left arm while aiming
a blow with his sword (an unnecessary atro-

city) at the prostrate Hecuba
;

also, a heavy
and clumsy appearance in the drapery that
covers the lower part of the mother’s figure

;

and a certain rhetoric action iu the left arm
and hand of this unfortunate young princess,

as she vainly straggles in tho grasp of her
destroyer. But neither these, nor tbe more
serious moral objections to be urged, can forfeit

for Fedi’s work the high place now assigned to

it by public opinion, nor prevent us from award-
ing the tribute of praise due to the classic gran-
deur, the blending of power and grace, in the
whole composition.

A detail now observable, and a novelty since

wo saw this group in the studio, is the tinting

of the nude parts with a pale pinkish colour,

approaching, though, indeed, but faintly, to that
of flesh, and which adds a warmth without im-
pairing tbe purity of efleeb. We may describe
this more precisely by stating that, from a dis-

tance, it is but the natural hue of the marble,
only, from nearer points of view, wliat is arti-

ficial strikes tho eye.

The other monumental sculpture of recent
origin in Florence, the colossal *• Dante,” on the
piazza S. Croce, by Pazzi, was uncovered so far

as to display the principal figure, though not the
reliefs and accessuries, a few da^s ago; and we
understand that the artist will soon have ready
the four bas-reliefs illustrative of the “ Divina
Commedia,” for the basement, aud the lions to
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be placed at its angles. Public criticism bas
found fault with the mournful and severely in*

dignant expression of the head as unsuited to

the triumphs of apotheosis, in which the poet
is here before uaj and the more youthful, the
more serene type supplied in Giotto’s fresco
might have been preferable for the Dante of this

movement
; but it should be remembered in

Pazzi’s justification, that his statue was not
begun or ordered for the appropriation by which
it has been finally honoured,—an afterthought
not to be foreseen in an undertaking guided by
personal feeling. The Minister of Public Instruc-
tion has interceded for the careful preservation
due to several frescoes by Poccetti and his school

in the vaults of rooms lately abandoned, after

being used for custom-house purposes, in the
Casino Medicis, a once grand-ducal palace on
the piazza S. Marco

;
and the municipality has

exerted itself for a like interest, ordering the
transfer to the Medisoval Museum in the “Pre-
torio” of a Crucifixion, in fresco, attributed to

Andrea del Castagno, and of unquestionable
merits, hitherto left in a niche under glass on a
wall of a fortifying cincture soon to be taken
down, near Porta San Gallo. The same minister
lately ordered, and with laudable purpose, the

drawing up of a map of excavations, to serve as

g^ide, not only for all places where such labours
have yet commenced, but for all to which it

is judged that explorers should direct their

attention, in hope of archmologic discovery ; and
antiquarians of repute— Conestabile, Fiorelli,

Spano—have already pledged their assistance

for this desirable object. In the range of such
discoveries we hear of diggings carried out with
valuable results by an enterprising arch-priest

of Vado, near Savona, who, on his own risk and
speculation, as it seems, began the works near
his church for seeking the extant remains of
Vado-Sabazia, a Homan city, soon brought to
light in various interesting ruins and antique
implements

; an aqueduct with leaden conduits
passing under a mountain to the extent of 1,400
mfetres ; the pavement of streets, still with the
ruts of carriage-wheels, and besides piles of
formless ruin

; some marble busts of different

size, amphora;, specimens of glass manufacture
noticeable among those of antique produce,
marble lamps, epigraphs, and coins in chrono-
logic series from Tiberius to Valentinian. Amidst
other circumstances ofpublic life, sucb a treasure-
trove might have excited greater interest and
been more fully reported on : as it is, we must
satisfy ourselves w'th very scanty notices in

journals respecting the hitherto labours and
successes of the reverend padre, among those
relics of Vado-Sabazia, which have followed the
vicissitudes of one antique object, the Iron Crown
of Italy, towhich intrinsic importance is attached;
and have now to mention its restitution with
much oflScial pomp and ceremony, received by
capitular clergy, the Prefect of Milan, and the
local magistrates, to the basilica of Monza, 7th of
December; also, the presentation to the King
of a casket to contain bis crown, wrought with
much artistic skill by Montenari, of Perugia,
from which town it was brought to Florence by
a deputation of chief citizens. The idea of a
preparatory exhibition at Florence, of works to
be sent to Paris, is quite abandoned. An
English artist, long resident here, Mr. Bunney,
has been exhibiting a set of water-colour land-
scapes and peasant-life scenes, from subjects in
and around this city, prior to their being sent to
London, for the display in Piccadilly : altogether
a pleasing series of records of Tuscany. Mr.
Stark, another English artist long here, who is

considered to have imitated the colouring of

Titian with signal success in his numerous
copies from that master, has lately finished an
original picture, “ Venus standing in a Shell.”
that evinces his best capacities, and has been
much praised.

THE STAGE AND MUSIC.

The Kaymarlcet.—A promising boy leaves the
quiet home, goes to college, and is a “man”
exposed to many temptations and left to himself
for defence. He is led into extravagances, falls

into debt, makes the acquaintance of money-
lenders, loses his chance for “honours,” and
half ruins his father. This is the story (it has
occurred in hundreds of instances, and will

occur in hundreds more), well told by Mr. Tom
Taylor in his new comedy, “A Lesson for Life,”

now being acted at the Haymarket, Mr. Sothern
playing the hero, Harry Vivian, Mr. Chippendale
his father, and Mias Moore, with much delicacy,

a ministering angel in the shape of his cousin.

Mr. Sochem shows himself in this piece an ad-

mirable actor. His ease and naturalness of
manner in the lighter parts of it are perfect;

but when he desires to become more impressive,

he is more artificial, and must guard himself
against seeming to “ preach.” Mr. Walter
Gordon plays with great heartiness an under-
graduate friend of F-itnoTi’s. The piece is well

written, sound in structure, and very interest-

ing. Mr. Compton, Mr. Howe, and Mr. Kendal,
a promising young actor, help in it.

The Princess’s. — Mr. Planche’s capital extra-

vaganza, “ The Invisible Prince,” has been re-

vived here very successfully, Mrs. John Wood
playing the principal character with great dash
and cleverness, and Mr. G. Honey, the very
bad Prince Furibondo, with much original

humonr. This piece was first played twenty
years ago, and when we say that it has been re-

produced without the alteration of a line, and
goes admirably, the difference in the extrava-
ganzas of those days and the burlesques of these
is made evident. The piece has been produced
by Mr. Vinmg, with rich appointment, and Mr.
F. Lloyds has painted for it some capital scenes.
We must note especially the last, the elegance
and beauty of which are remarkable.
A Concert for Charity.—The proceeds of a

concert, to be given by Mr. Henry Leslie this

(Saturday) evening, the 5th, in St. James’s Hall,
are to be applied to charitable purposes. All
the artistes, iucloding Madame Sainton-Dolby,
Madame Lemmens-Sherrington, Mr. Sautley,
and other eminent singers, will give their services
gratuitously.

THE ACCIDENT ON THE METROPOLITAN
RAILWAY.

The inquest on the three persons killed by the
fall of a girder from the Smithfield market works
on the metropolitan railway has resulted in a
verdict of manslaughter against the foreman,
Wilmot, and the ganger, Chaney. It appears
that no arrangement whatever existed for staying
proceedings while a train was passing below,
although the steam of the engine prevented the
workmen from even seeing what they were about
at the moment. From the evidence it seems
clear that the girder was pulled, by a donkey
engine, too far across the other girders, till it

lost its balance and canted over; and there was
not even a check rope to regulate the speed or
the progress of the girder, it was admittedly
improper to use the donkey engine at the
moment of the misadventure, and it pulled the
girder several feet forward at a time when it

ought not to have gone more than one foot.

ACCIDENTS.

Manchester.—A partition wall, in the rear of the
warehouse ofthe Messrs. Berhen, Brothers, O.xford-

street, has fallen, killing one man almost instan-

taneously, and injuring six others seriously. The
seven men were labourers in the employ of Mr.
Davis, contractor, and they were engaged at the
time in removing a quantity of ddbris that was
lying about, preparatory to an extension of the
premises that have their front in Bale-street.

The partition wall, the only one which has been
left standing, was about 40 ft. in length by 20 ft.

in height; and this served as a front, two
stories high, to some premises in the inner por-
tion of the property.

Edinhtirgh.—The temporary service bridge at
Abbeyhill, erected for the formation of the new
branch of the North British Railway from Edin-
burgh to Leith and Granton, has fallen, burying
in its ruins two men, a couple of horses, and two
wagons filled with sand. The bridge was con-
structed of beams, about 15 iu. square, covered
with sleepers and rails, for the purpose of con-
veying earth and other material to form the em-
bankment now in progress. Mr. Grainger, the
contractor for the works, had given strict orders
that not more than one wagon should pass across
the bridge at a time, which order being neg-
lected was the cause of the bridge giving way.
On the men being taken out, it was found that
both were only slightly injured : neither were
the horses much injured.

Leeds.—During a late gale of wind and rain

an iron church, in course of construction, on
Hunslet-moor, for temporary use until the com-
pletion of the permanent stone church now
being erected there, was blown to the ground.

The temporary edifice was being built of
galvanised iron, for the accommodation of about
300 people, at a cost of about 3001., and the
skeleton of the structure had been fixed and the
roof covered in, but the whole of this was
demolished, and part of the woodwork perma-
nently injured. The damage done is estimated
at about 30Z. or 40Z.

Durham.—A labourer employed in building
the Gaol wall was standing on a plank on
the scaffold, when he got too near the end of
the plank, which toppled up and precipitated
him on to the ground, from a considerable
height. He fell upon his head, which was much
cub.

Ardinghj, Sussex.—An inquest has been held
into the circumstances attending the death of a
bricklayer, who was killed by falling from a scaf-

fold. Deceased was working on the scaffolding of
some new huts, and was in front of a fireplace lay-
ing bricks. While stooping to take up mortar, he
fell forward to the ground, face first. A surgeon
deposed that he saw deceased, but could distin-

guish no bruise or fracture whatever. In bis-

opinion deceased died from breaking his neck by
the fall. The jury returned a verdict of “ Acci-
dental death.”

THE THOMAS MEMORIAL, LLANDAFF
CATHEDRAL.

A MONtTMENT in memory of Mr. Henry Thomas
many years chairman of Quarter Sessions,

Breconshire, has been erected in Llandaff
Cathedral.

The design and general execution of the monu-
ment are the work of Mr. Prichard, architect.

The reliefs were designed by Mr. Armstead, and
executed by Mr. Clarke, of Llandaff. The monu-
ment occupies a deep recess in the wall of the-

north aisle, beneath the first window from the
west end. The recess is fronted by two low-
pointed arches, having a rich moulding of sculp-

tured flowers, and springiog from a central and
two lateral columns of dark variegated marble.
The capitals, bases, and other mouldings are of.

oolite, as are two outer piers which flank the
whole, and support a square hood, the central

spandrel of which is occupied by an armorial
shield within a sunk foliated circle, while
on either side are seated figures of Justice
and Mercy, carved in relief. Within the
recess is vaulted in two bays, with riba along
the lines of groining, springing from foliated

corbels. Upon the raised floor is laid a coffin-

shaped slab of black marble, upon which is

inlaid a red cross, adorned with a nimbus, and
having at its foot a Paschal Lamb in Sienna
marble. The tympana, formed by the two vault-

ing bays, are occupied by carvings in high relief

;

one representing the Delivery of the Law by
Moses, and the other the Judgment of Solomon.
Below, between these and the floor, is the in-

scription.

A large three-light window above the monu-
ment is filled with stained glass by O’Connor,,
in memory of Evan, Henry, and Llewelyn
Thomas, representing the three last generationa
of the family.

GREAT NORTHERN BRICK COMPANY.

This company, formed some twelve months
since for the purchase and development of works
at Arlesey, near Hitchen, for the manufacture of

patent perforated and solid whitebricks, have now
nearly completed their buildings, which are on
an extensive scale. The machinery will consist of
two horizontal high-pressure steam engines,

working up to SO-horse power each, and having
boilers 30 ft. long and 7 ft. diameter, with brick-

machines, crushing-rollers, and appliances, and
capable, it is stated, of making from 20 to 25
millions of bricks in a year. The bricks are

dried by steam power in inclosed sheds. The
whole of the shares of this company are sold.

The works have been carried out at a cost of
some 20,0001. Mr. C. N. Foster, of White-
friars, was the general contractor. The en-

gines, mills, clay-rollers, and machinery were
supplied by Messrs. Garforth, of Dukinfield,

Ashton-under- Lyne
;
the iron roofs by Messrs.

Hemmings. The buildings, drying-sheds, kilos,

and all arrangements of machinery and con-

struction have been carried out from the designs

and undei' the supervision of Mr. John Ellis,

architect.
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NATURE THE STANDARD OF TRUTH IN
AROHITECTDRE*

It is not in my power, and 1 doubt if it be in

tbe power of any one, correctJy to define the

limits where architectural truth ends and falsity

begins. It is said “there is no disputing in

matters of taste j” and art is so much a matter

of feeling that it would be impossible to set

down fixed rules which would be universally

acceptable. The very life of art depends upon

its freedom
;

like knowledge, it has no limits

but those of necessity
;
and good taste is shown

by the moderation and propriety with which that

freedom is used. I propose, therefore, to submit

to yon some of the restraints which you should

put upon the freedom allowed you (for the mind
is as easily enfeebled by too much latitude as by
constant restraint)

;
and in what way you should

look to nature as your pattern and guide
j
and

the reason why I would have you to look there

for guidance is, that it is there, and there only,

where you can find works which are in them-
selves perfect.

If art, then, is to be judged by the standard

of nature, it should be true; for there is nothing

false in nature,—absolute truth is an attribute

of the Great Architect.

A tine building must have certain qualities to

render it interesting and worthy of beiug ranked
amongst the efibrts of genius

;
and these qualities

will depend upon the bent of the designer’s

mind
;
whether or not he is earnest in his pro-

fession, and looks upon it as a noble one, demand-
ing some sacrifice on his part, or whether it is

to him viercly a means by which he may earn

his daily bread. To the last class of architects

I have nothing to say
;
they are tradesmen, and

not artists
;
they will never produce anything

gi’eat, for their sordidness is certain to show
itself in their works

;
the hand cannot execute

anything higher than the mind can inspire. Do
not for a moment suppose I wish you to work
for fame only, such is not the custom iu these

our days; but as surely as you keep a high aim
in view, and have the ability to reach within a
moderate distance of it, so surely will your
reward bo the greater, even in a pecuniary point

of view.

Tbe first thing to be considered in designing

a building is its situation and purpose : if it is to

be a large one, breadth and simplicity should be
aimed at

;
if small, richness and elegance. Such,

you find, is the characteristic of the works of

nature. The vast expanse of the ocean stretch-

ing away to the horizon, the mighty mountains
“ baring their naked shoulders to the sun,” the

ragged rock, and the knotted oak, all teach the

lesson that breadth and mass are the elements
of tho sublime. A large structure formed of

numerous minute parts can never be grand
;
in it

detail sbonld be subordinate to mass, so that

when viewed as a whole no part should obtrude
itself upon tbe eye.

The mountain side is studded with harebells

and mosses, lichens and heath ; but these are

unseen when its bulk fills the sight: it is only
when you ascend its slopes and peer into its

crevices that these present themselves to your
notice

;
and when you reach the summit the

barren rocks and everlasting snow repose there
in solemn grandeur. Place, then, rich and
minute ornaments on your grand structure

where the eye can search them out and rest upon
them without fatigue, and aim after broad lights

and deep shadows.
And with what profusion does Nature deck her

minuter creations ; the spotted butterfly flitting

from flower to flower on its fragile wings, the
flowers on which it rests, touched with a delicacy

the limner strives in vain to imitate, tbe spangled
breasts and glittering wings of tbe feathered

tribe, all point to tbe fact that small objects are

those most richly decorated. Reverse this order
of nature and you produce monstrosities

; a
butterfly the size of an eagle would be ridiculous

—an eagle reduced to the size of a butterfly

contemptible. Eoslyn chapel increased to the
dimensions of Durham cathedral, and the cathe-
dral reduced to the dimensions of the chapel,
would, in like manner, upset all ideas of

fitness and propriety. And yet some of our
modern designers do not perceive even this

plain and palpable truth. In our cemeteries we
see temples with colnmns the length of a walk-
ing-stick, and sarcophagi capabIe-.only of con-
taining the dust of a sparrow. In close affinity

to this is the practice of “ using models of archi.

* From a paper by Mr. "VV. G, Sliiells, rend at a meet-
ing of the Edinburgh Architectural Association.

tecture to decorate architecture,” which, says
Mr. Ruskio, “is one of the chief follies of the
Renaissance; and, in tbe present day, the prac-
tice may be classed as one which distinguishes
the architect.s of whom there is no hope.”

In nature you ever find that the means are
the best adapted for the object in view. It is

almost superfluous to illustrate this proposition.
I need only refer you to your own bodies, “ fear-

fully and wonderfully made.” Can any of you
suggest—dare any one of you think it possible
he could iniprove upon that wonderful mechan-
ism ? Is not each part the most suitable for
tbe functions it has to perforin, each having a
direct relation and proportion to the other, all

being in harmony without and within ? In how
few instances do we find this to be the case in
the buildings we see around us ; the exterior
often bears no relation to tbe interior, being
often unsuited to tbe climate, and ill-fitted for
the purposes for which it is intended. Look at
that Doric temple, divided into numerous small
rooms. It has an upper floor, though you would
not think so till you found it out on entering
the vestibule. See the vain attempt to hide the
chimneys, features capable of great beauty, but
not beiug classical oues, they must be ignored
and, if possible, kept out of sight. It is a fine

building, doubtless, displaying much classical
refinement, but it is nevertheless a sham. Look
wo next at this other building

; it is Gothic—
Gothic with a vengeance ! Every available
angle has a little turret attached to it ; tbe roof
bristles with little domes of every variety of
form

;
and you look in vain for any morsel of

rich detail or carving on the face of the barren
walls: these turrets are useless in themselves,
worthless as a decoration, an excrescence better
lopped ofl'. Here, too, at the lodge you have
them repeated on so reduced a scale that they
had to he built solid. Is this art? is there
thought displayed here ? any attempt to adapt
means to an end ? I leave you to form your
own individual judgments on the subject.

The Jliddle Ages were characterized by a
restless and vigorous spirit, and earnest and
truthful love of the beautiful, which found vent
not only in architecture, but in the chivalric
devotion to the fair sex, the pomp of the tourna-
ment, and the romance of the Crusades. And
when Greece was at the acme of her greatness,
when philosophy and patriotism wore more
loved than luxury aud self-aggrandizement, art

flourished aud she produced marvels of beauty,
subjects worthy of the closest study, full of the
spirit of harmony, replete with subtle refine-

ment. Think you the relined Greek would have
stuck ugly black tubes on the roofs of his
temples, for the smoko to escape through, had
such been necessary ? Would he not rather have
sought how to decorate what was a constructive
necessity, aud produced a “ thing of beauty ?”

This is the spirit in which I would have archi-
tects act, not to copy Greek or Gothic, but to
design what is required. If it is not in their
power to do so, then it cannot be helped. The
true artist will not content himself with merely
copying details, but, having imbibed the spirit

of the style, he will design for himself, producing
new combinations, and securing variety and
originality. In our ancient baronial mansions
we find that tbe turrets were constructed for

defensive purposes, and were accessible from
within, and they now form snug retreats aud
convenient closets for their modern occupants

;

they were not excrescences, but useful features
decorated.

It is not always possible to make a building
outwardly express the purpose for which it is

erected, but it is often made to appear what it is

not. The facade of an Italian palazzo placed iu
front of a series of iron sheds roofed in with
glass is made to do duty as acorn exchange, the
one part having no relation to tho other : here if

anywhere an architect has a subject on which to

exercise his originality, he has no precedent to

trammel him, no tradition to follow, and he has
all the produce of the field as suggestive detail;
but imitation is easier than creation, and up goes
the false frontj It is not necessary to truth-
fulness to exhibit construction. Nature clothes
with beauty all that is unseemly, however ne-
cessary it may be, but she never places the
covering appertaining to one object unon
another

;
the skin of the leopard is never seen

on the tiger, nor tho bark of the oak upon the
birch.

A perpetual exhaustless vitality is one of the
most prominent characteristics of Nature : she
hates uniformity, and delights in variety

;
each

hill and valley has a different outline
;
no two^

trees are alike
;
every sheep in a flock, the

shepherd tells us, he can distinguish by head-
mark, and seldom indeed do we see two human
beings so much resembling each other as to be
scarcely distinguishable. It is not at all proba-
ble that a real “ Comedy of Errors ” will ever
take place

;
two Dromios, each having an An -

tipholus for master, are not likely ever to be
found in the history of our globe.
The craving after uniformity I conceive to be

a most unhealthy sign. What a dull prosaic
place this beautiful world would become if some
folks had their will ! But with all their striving
they cannot produce perfect uniformity : nature
rebels against it. The very stones from tbe
quarry, to their great disgust, assume a variety
of tints by e.xposure to the air. They erect uni-
form rows of buildings, and one inhabitant,
requiring more accommodation, adds a story to
his quota, aud another erects a porch in front of
his, and the cherished uniformity disappears. If
you will put rows of houses in uniform, do let

some individuality appear on the face of each
dwelling. The eyes of all the soldiers in a regi-
ment are not of the same colour, their noses and
mouths are not all of the same contour, let the
War Office regulations be as strict as they may ;

nor, were they so, would the corps appear to
greater advantage, or the men bo better sol-

diers. Give us, then, some variety iu tho
window-dressiugs and doorways of our terraces
aud squares,—make them uuiform in stylo, if

you will; but give us some little variety iu
detail. And what sacrifices you have to make
in order to produce this uniformity ! Windows
are placed where they are not wanted, aud they
are absent where required. Let us ascend this
common stair. Here we are at the landing.
What means this ? Half of a window at our
feet and half of another above our heads, and a
solid wall where tho greatest amount of light

can be admitted. What means this absurdity ?
“ Oh,” you reply, “it is in order that the windows
may appear ou a uniform line in the street eleva-

tion.” And is the effect good, after all, on the
street front ? I think not. In my humble
opinion, a little variety in the line of windows
would give some life to what is dull aud mono-
tonous. I could point to a public building in
this city where a mock chimney-stalk is built
upon an iron girder, merely because a true ebim^
uey occupies a similar position upon another
part of the facade ; and this very building has
been held up as a specimen of common.sense,
unpretending architecture.

It appears to me that we derive an amount of
pleasure in contemplating a building correspond-
ing to that which the architect derived in design-
ing it, aud to the amount of thought ho displays
in so doing. Speaking for myself, I can say
that some buildings abounding in faults afford

me more gratification than others which are
comparatively free of such. I would rather see
a work amenable to severe criticism than one
which is commonplace and devoid of interest.

Such I conceive to bo tbe reason so much in-

terest is attached to the works of the lledim-
valists, some of which, if repeated now, would
be looked upon as rude and unworthy of notice.

It is for tlio same reason that work cast from a
mould and repeated is so lifeless as comj^ared
with tho handiwork of the artificer; and the too
general use of tho compasses iu drawing mould-
ings and details produces a similar result. Tho
sketch has more life and spirit than the finished
drawing. Music produced by machinery may be
perfectly correct, but it cannot be expressive.
On the other hand, there is often too much eflbrt

and too little thought shown in our modern
work

;
a small church has the details of a cathe-

dral crowded into its moderate limits, the parts
elbowing each other iu the most uncomfortable
fashion. The effort to be picturesque is seldom
successful

;
picturesquesuess is generally the re-

sult of accident, the work of dift'erent minds, a
combination of grouping and light and shade,
which was unforeseen

;
where, however, a pic-

turesque result has been secured by the eflbrt of
the designer be deserves a high rank as an
artist. A picturesque result may be very
easily spoiled by the introduction of a fresh

object into the scene
;
and this leads me to

remark that there is often too little considera-
tion shown by an architect for the works of his

compeers : the aim seems to be how to over-

power the existing work by tbe greater
pretentiousness of the new

;
but, in most

instances, the attempt recoils upon the delin-

quent, the result beiug altogether unsatisfactory.
Strive rather to produce pleasing combinations

;

sacrifice some of your own prepossessions for the

a
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Bake of others, and you will, in the long run,

derive greater satisfaction than by following the

opposite course.

The revival of ancient symbols in the decora-

tion of our churches, is, I think, a species of

untruthfuluess. When these were in general

nse the laity were ignorant of the use of letters,

the invention of printing had not opened the

gates of learning to the masses, hence the

necessity of teaching by means of symbolism.

To the majority of the people of this century

these symbols are a dead letter ; to the antiquary

and the archmologist they form an interesting

study, affording a pleasant field for investigation j

reproduced in modern work, they are as much
out of place as contorted figures introduced into

new stained glass. There are some symbols,

however, such as the lamb, the dove, and the

cross, the meaning of which is obvious, and
which are beautiful in form : to the introduction

of snch there can be no objection ; I refer to those

hieroglyphics which only the initiated can under-

stand, which few take the trouble to decipher,

and which are not good in form, or worthy of

being used as simple decorative features. I make
these remarks with diffidence, as it is much a

matter of feeling, and some seem to derive

pleasure, and it may be profit, from the practice.

Feeling is the source and fountain-head of all

true beauty in art. The strictest adhesion to

rule will not make a designer an artist : as well

attempt to write a poem by role as to design a
beautiful structure by rule. Unless the poet’s

soul be in the man, his work will be prosaic.

He must have experienced himself the sensations

he wishes to create in others. A man may be
deeply learned and a profound thinker; but,

unless he is endowed with a peculiar organiza-

tion, and has special qualities of mind, he will

be deficient in taste, and remain blind to much
that is beautiful in art, and which is keenly felt

and easily discernible by a less gifted mind.
We are at the beginning of a great social era

;

social forms are rapidly changing, and wealth is

increasing in the land to an unprecedented
degree

;
the love of art is spreading, and the

skill of the architect is more and more in

request. It rests with yourselves what use you
will make of your opportunities,—whether you
will lead or be led by your clients, whether you
quietly acquiesce in demands for what you know
to be bad art, or whether you will strive to plant

a little piquancy into the too general common-
place. Many of you whom I am addressing are

at the outset of a noble profession. You will

either leave behind yon works which will be a
source of pleasure to future generations, and
which they will love and cherish, or things

which will encnmber the earth, and which they
will be eager to clear off its surface as blemishes.

Be earnest, be truthful
;

let everything yoii do
be the best of its kind that yon can do. Your
productions should last for ages, and teach

others as you have been taught. “ The true

secret of genius is to suffer no fiction to exist

for US; to realise all that we know in the high
refinement of modern life, in arts, in sciences,

in books, in men; to exact good faith, reality,

and a purpose; and first and last, and without
end, to honour every truth by use.”

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Stourbridge School .—At the annual meet-
ing of this school the prizes and certificate.s

gained by the students were distributed by Mr.
H. W. Foley, M.P., who presided. The report

of the Council stated that the works executed by
the students during the year, showed that satis-

factory progress had been made. The number
of students continued to increase, but it was a
matter of regret that so few glass-makers entered
the classes. The present system of Government
examination of drawings had been as beneficial

to the students as to the school. The result of

the elementary examinations at Oldswiuford,

under Mr. Raiobach, had been highly satisfac-

tory. The report further stated that Mr. Keen
bad been appointed assistant-master, in the place

of the late Mr. Rose.

T/ie Chester ScImoI. — The students of this

school recently presented to Mr. E. A. Davidson,
their head master, a token of their regard on his

leaving Chester, after filling the sitnation of

head master of the school for nearly fourteen

years. The chair was occupied by Mr. Griffiths,

assistant drawing-master. An address to Mr.
Davidson was read by one of the senior pupils,

asking him to accept, as a small token of their

regard, a handsome inkstand, in walnut wood.

A small silver plate on the inkstand bore the

inscription. A number of gentlemen, also, who
have been connected with Mr. Davidson in his

capacity of a professor of drawing, together with

a number of the elder pupils of the Chester

School, have presented Mr. Davidson with an

English skeleton timepiece, embellished with a

figure (in gold)' of her Majesty the Queen, and
50L, in recognition of that gentlemen's services

as master of the School of Art. The Mayor
presided.

The Munchester School .—The annual distribu-

tion of prizes awarded by the Department at

South Kensington, to students in this school,

took place in the lecture theatre of the Royal
Institution

;
Mr. Thomas Bazley, M.P., president,

in the chair. There was a numerous attendance

of ladies and gentlemen. The Chairman said

he could not omit noticing the works contributed

by the female students : they were certainly

running bard in the race, and he felt sure he
should only be doing justice to the male stu-

dents if he said that, in the spirit of gallantry,

they would be glad to be eclipsed by their

female competitors. To the teachers a great

debt of obligation was due
;
and to Mr. Muckley,

the head master, in particular, because he had
not only been the instrument of teaching the

young how best to pnrsue their studies, but

had contributed beautiful works in the exhibi-

tion which now adorned the Royal Institution.

Ho was glad to hear that at present the school

numbered some 300 students, for every one of

those students ho regarded as a missionary of

good and refining taste, as well as a missionary

for the elevation of his fellow creatures. Mr.
W. J. Muckley, the head master, then addressed
the students on the subject of their studies. He
said that patience must enter as an element into

all their efforts. For the most part, success was
measured in everything by the patient endurance
one could bring into the composition of one’s

labours. It mattered not whether the student
might be artificially engaged or otherwise, the

ingredient of patience must be largely in the
compound of all studies in order to ensure dis-

tinguished success. He spoke also of the essen-

tial necessity of progression, and passed on to

notice the two classes of students—those whose
tendencies were to become painters, and those

who wished to apply their knowledge to pur-

poses of decoration. Without wishing to dis-

hearten any of the students under his care, ho
would ask them to consider to what their engage-
ments in the institution were leading. He would
have them recollect that the calling of an unsnc-
oessfal painter was one of much wretchedness.
Europe was absolutely inundated with bad
painters. The alternative was the taking up of

that department of art (the humbler department,
certainly), for which many of the students were
capacited—the art of applying the beantifnl to

the useful in the wide world of the decorative

arts. The greatest geniuses in art had thought
it worthy of their consideration to devote much
of their time to the application of art to industry.

The vast gatherings of merchandise in the
varions industrial exhibitions showed clearly

enough how much might be done in this direc-

tion, notwithstanding the great growth of the
ornamental arts during the last fourteen years.

Many of the students of this institution had
long made the decorative arts their exclusive

study, and after a comparatively short career
had, without difficulty, procured honourable ap-

pointments, and certainly much more remunera-
tive than any engagement they could have ob-

tained in connexion with other walks in art.

Let them not forget that the Manchester School
of Art possessed such machinery for the fur-

therance of the knowledge of ornament as no
other school in the provinces had at command.
Mr. Bazley distributed the prizes.

The Cork School .—The annual distribution of

prizes and distinctions awarded for works exe-

cuted by the students of this school, took place
in the Eotundo of the Athenseum. The pre-

miated works and many others executed in the
school durint; the year were exhibited, and
attracted great attention from the large number
of persons who visited the Rotundo. The master
of the school (Mr. James Brennan) read the re-

port for the past year, from which the following

is taken ;

—

" The nhmbers altendiog the school for 1865, when con-
trasted with the present year, stand as follows— 102 fnr
the summer period of 1865, against 125 this year for the
same period

; and li'U for the winter session, against 112
this year, so that there is an increase in the number ot

stodents attending the school this year. Amojgst the
successes which students of the school have obtained this
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year, I may mention the following. Two of our lady
students, Miss Anne Baker and Mrs. Henry Hill, for-
warded original paintings to the Exhibition of the Society
of Female Artist", London, where the former lady was
fortunate enough to dispose of oce of her paintings to an
English gentleman the first week of the opening. A num-
ber of drawings from the various schook of art were sent
in to the International Horticultural Exhiliitiou, for com-
petition, and *0 one of our students, Mrs. Henry Hill, the
second prize was awarded for drawings of orchids, Lon-
don taking the first prize, and Edinburgh the third.

With regard to the prizes oll'ered by the Department, the
list has been increased and improved. They offer for next
year's competition ten gold medals, six of them for design,
twenty silver medals, fifty bronze medals, and prizes of
books in addition, perfect freedom being left to the stu-

dent in the choice of subjects for competition in the
various stages to which prizes attach.”

IMFROYEMENT OF PRESTON HARBOUR.

PuESTON occupies a position of gi-eat business
importance; but its river, the Ribble, like the
Clyde oflast century, is uselessfor vessels of any
size worth speakieg of. It appears, however,
from a report to the Corporation, by Messrs.
Bell & Miller, C.E.,* that for a sum of 110,0001.
not only could the Ribble be efl'ectively deepened
so as to admit large vessels to the town, but
from thirty to sixty acres of docks could be there
secured in the vicinity of the present <|uay3.

The report makes it quite clear that the im-
provement of the Ribble presents no difficulties

compared with those which have already been
overcome on the Clyde. Messrs. Bell & Miller

point out, in the first instance, that in the Ribble
(which is tidal, and seventeen miles in length
from Preston to the sea) there are great facilities

for forming and maintaining a comparatively
straight and uniform channel of easy access.

This they propose to do by deepening the river

from Preston to Naze Point, and by removing a

I

ridge or bar of marl and gravel at Bank Nook.
1 The training walls of rubble which serve to

1

contract the channel and guide the current ter-

I minate at present near Naze Point
;
but they

I

propose that the south wall shall be carried some

I

distance beyond Lytham Pier, where it may be

I

said the sea channel begins. The river bed, we
I are assured, presents remarkable facilities for

; deepening, the levels are in every respect suit-

I

able, and the nature of the strata of the river

bottom aftbrds facilities for its removal, as it is

I

composed of sand along nearly the whole of its

I

course below Preston.

I

The cost of these improvements on the channel
:
of the Ribble, the engineers estimate at 28,0001.

I

If the lock of the proposed harbour be placed at

I
Ashton quay, something like 36 acres of dock

I accommodation would be obtained, at a cost
I estimated at 74,0001. ; but if the lock be placed
' at the point indicated lower down the river, a
dock area of 60 acres would be obtained, at a
cost of 80,0001.

The Ribble committee of the Corporation have
had the report upon its improvement under con-
sideration, but they have come to no resolution
as yet on the subject.

Preston is an enterprising place. The in-

habitants have spent large sums in the drainage
and other improvements of their town, and it is

only surprising that they have been so long in fol-

lowing such examples as those given by Glasgow
and other important and thriving towns. The
district of Lancashire in which Preston is

situated is a very thriving and populous one,
and the Ribble is quite as much fitted to be its

outlet to the sea as the Clyde is of Glasgow.
The advantages of such improvements as those
contemplated would be immense, and it is to be
hoped the people of Preston will not rest satis-

fied now till they be carried out.

NITRO-GLYCERINE.

Amongst the latest batch of Acts passed
during the leist Session is one relating to the
“ Carriage and Deposit of Dangerous Goods,”
which is of some public importance. The I'right-

fol explosions ofnitro-glycerine which have taken
place abroad caused the late Government to bring
in a Bill to regulate the transmission of this

dangerous explosive. The Act is dated August
6th, and it provides that nitro-glycerine, or
glonoine oil, shall be deemed “ specially danger-
ous and also gives power to her Majesty, by an
order in council, to declare auy other goods to be
“ specially dangerous,” within the meaniug of

• “Report to the Mayor and Corporation of Preston
npon the Irnprovemeut of the River Ribble, and the Con-
struction of Docks and other tVork", at the Port of
Preston.” Bell A Bain, Glasgow. 1866.
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the Act. No person is to deliver any specially

dangerous goods to any warehouse owner or

carrier, or deposit such goods on any quay or in

any warehouse or ship, for transit, without

distinctly indicating the nature of the contents

on the outside of the package
;
and at the same

time giving notice in writing to the owner of the

warehouse or quay, or to the carrier, stating the

exact nature of the goods, and also that they are

specially dangerous. The infraction of the law
is punishable by forfeiture of the goods and a

fine of 5001., or imprisonment, with or without
hard labour, for any term not exceeding two
years. Section 6 provides that no warehouse
owner or carrier shall be bound to receive or

carry any goods which are specially dangerous.

With regard to the storage of nitro-glycerine,

the 8th section provides that the “Act for the

Safe Keeping of Petroleum ” (25 and 26 Tic.,

c. 66) shall extend to nitro-glycerine, and shall

have eifect as if nitro-glycerine had been men-
tioned in addition to petroleum

5
with this

difference, that the part of the Act which specifies

the maximum quantity of petroleum to be kept
without a licence shall not apply in the case of

nitro-glycerine, “ and any quantity whatever of

nitro-glycerine shall be deemed to be subject to

the provisions of the said Act.” The same rule

is also to apply to any other substances which
shall hereafter be declared “specially dangerous”
by an order in council. The Act will probably
have the effect of entirely stopping the trade in

nitro-glycerine in this country until its use has
become a little more familiar.

A report on the dangerous nature of nitro-

glycerine was presented to the underwriters by
Captain Grant, one of the officers of Lloyd’s
Salvage Association, who placed himself in

communication with Professor Abel, of the
Royal Arsenal Laboratory, Woolwich. Appended
to the report is a copy of a circular issued by

the Prussian Government respecting the trans-

port of nitro-glycerine. It is to be packed in

' bottles made either of tin or strong glass, which
must be closed by a stopper of cork, not of glass,

and they must be cased with cork, and have an
inside lining of straw. As u further precaution,

the bottles are to be packed with hay, straw, or

the like, in tight wooden cases, and the pack-

ages are to be marked Sprengoel (blasting oil).

Particular care is to be exercised in the transit

of nitro-glycerine during cold weather, as it

freezes into a solid mass at low temperatures,

and is then, it is said, peculiarly liable to ex-

plode by concussion. As regards the ware-

housing of blasting oil, the same orders have to

bo complied with as those applying to gun-

powder and other explosive articles. The penalty

for an infraction of these rules is not to exceed

ten dollars (about 308.), so that it will most
likely be found cheaper to disregard the regula-

tions, and, if detected, pay the fine. In the

United States, the laws affecting the transport

of this substance are very stringent. It must
not be conveyed in any vessel or carriage carry-

ing passengers, under a penalty of 5,000 dollars.

In case of death from a violation of the law, the

parties are liable to be indicted for murder.
Nitro-glycerine is not to be transported unless

packed in a metallic vessel separate from all

other substances, and labelled, “ Nitro-glycerine
— Dangerous.” Violations of this clause are to

punished by a fine not exceeding 3,000 dollars.

Some interesting particulars have been com-
municated to the Academy of Sciences by
M. Kopp, who stated that nitro-glycerine had
been introduced into the sandstone quarries

of Zorn, on the Lower Rhine, where it had been
exclusively used for six weeks. JI. Kopp is of

opinion that the transport of nitro-glycerine

should be entirely forbidden, and that it should

be prepared on the spot
j
and he gives the details

of the method of preparation which he thinks the

best. The properties of nitro-glycerine, as given
by different experimenters, appear to vary very
much, scarcely any two observers agreeing on
the subject. M. Kopp is a very eminent chemist
and a well-known careful experimenter, and is

moreover unconnected with the trade, so that

his results have more value than any of which
wo have previously been possessed. He finds

that when nitro-glycerine is exposed to the pro-
longed action of a moderate degree of cold, it

crystallises in long needles, in which state it will

explode by a sudden blow. It may now be
handled easily and without much danger. When
spread on the ground, it takes fire with difficulty

by contact with a burning body, and only burns
partially; a flask containing nitro-glycerine may
be broken upon stones without explosion taking
place

;
it may be volatilised without decom-

.

position by a regulated heat, but if it boils,

detonation becomes imminent. If a drop be let

fall on a metal plate moderately heated it evapo-
rates quietly, but if the plate be red hot, the

nitro-glycerine takes fire immediately and burns
like gunpowder, but noiselessly. If, however, the
plate without being red hot, is hot enough
to make the drop boil immediately, it decom-
poses suddenly with a violent explosion. II. Kopp
accounts for the recent disastrous explosions by
stating that nitro-glycerine, especially when
impure and acid, is liable to spontaneous decom-
position, accompanied by an escape of gas and
the production of oxalic and glyceric acid. When
the substance is enclosed in well-coiked bottles,

the gases cannot escape. They exercise an
enormous pressure on the nitro-glycerine, and
in this state the least shock and the slightest

movement will cause an explosion. M. Kopp’s
paper is translated entire in the Chemical News
from the original in the Conyptes Itendus of

the French Academy for the 23rd of July.

Several methods of preventing the accidental

explosion of nitro-glycerine have been proposed.
The inventor has suggested to dilute it with
wood naphtha, which may be removed when
desired by the addition of water. The naphtha
mixes with the water, and the pure nitro-

glycerine sinks to the bottom. There are

several objections to this. It is expensive, and
probably there would be some chemical action

between the two liquids. Naphtha vapour,
moreover, forms an explosive mixture with air.

It has also been proposed to store nitro-glycer-

ine mixed with sand, which is to act somewhat
in the same way as the silicious matter used by
Mr. Gale for “protecting” gunpowder. It is

not very clear how the sand is to be removed
when the nitro-glycerine is required for use.

The most sensible proposal seems to be that put
forward by Professor Seely, of New York, who
appears to have given the subject a good deal of

attention. It congists in oxeroising more care

in the original preparation of the compound, and
in keeping suspended in the oil a small quantity
of neutralising substance, so as to destroy the
acid as it is formed, and thus check the ten-

dency to spontaneous decomposition.

The nitro-glycerine sent out from Messrs.
Nobel’s mannfaotOTy at Hamburgh is contained

in wrought-iron bottles, about four-lifihs full,

and packed in iron-bound boxes, each bottle

being separated from its fellow by a layer of

marl, so as to avoid any chance of explosion by
the accidental striking of one against the other
during transit. It is stated that boxes packed
in this manner have been flung about and sub-

jected to all kinds of rough usage, with the view
of testing the safety of this mode of transport.

The latest novelty introduced by Messrs. Nobel
is a signal-rocket, which is capable of ascending
to the height of 800 to 1,000 ft., although the
body is not more than in. diameter, and 2^ in.

long.

TOMB OF NOVEL DESIGN.

CoNsiDERAiiLE difficnlty has been found lately

in designing the tombs uf the departed. The old

Pagan emblems of blazing urns and extinguished
torches, and even the broken column, do not
point out the hopes the Christian has for the
future. On the other band, the Medimval styles

may be incongruous with the habits and the
customs of the present day. What can be more
ridiculous than to see, as the memorial of a late

liberal member for a metropolitan borough, a
portraiture in incised brass let into the pave-
ment armed in all points like a knight of

Edward III.’s reign ? One is tempted to say, in

the words of George Canning, “ No waiter ! but
a Knight Templar.”
The tomb of which the enclosed woodcut is

a perspective view has just been erected in the
Brompton Cemetery, to the memory of a gentle-

man many years member for an important
borough in the West of England. It has been
designed by Mr. Asbpitel, in the style of those
of the early Christians, as found in the catacombs
at Rome. The body is of Portland stone

;
the

frieze and plinth are of green Forest of Dean, and
the pilasters of polished Peterhead granite. The
most novel features of all are the statues of the
four Evangelists, in bronze, by Messrs. Potts, of

the Art Works, at Handsworth, near Birming-
ham, which are cast by their new process, and
are undercut and chased up by baud in a very
satisfactory manner. They were modelled by
Signor Bnicciani. On the top is a plain cross

;

on one side, the monogram of Constantine
;
and,

on the other, an interlaced Alpha and Omega.
It seems curious that so little attention has
been paid to the works of the early Christians.

It is allowed on all hands, by all sects and
parties, that the Christian religion was then in

its purity
;
and, besides this, it was an age of

great refinement. Of course we are no advocates
for mere dry copyism, but we think some good
aspirations might rise from the study of a style

that clearly cannot be called Pagan.

ANCIENT SYNAGOGUES IN CENTRAL
EUROPE.

On first thoughts it may seem strange that
the Jews have left us so very few Medimval anti-

quities, but on farther consideration one ceases

to be astonished, as the persecutions which that

ancient people endured from time to time, and
their almost nomadic condition, allowed them
little opportunity to pursue the fine arts, par-
ticularly architecture. The only remains of any
importance in central Europe that can safely be
ascribed to them are the synagogues at Worms,
Prague, and Frankfort. All these buildings arc
small, and none of them can be quoted as first-

rate specimens of the architecture of the date
at which they were erected.

The earliest is the synagogue at Worms. This
building consists of a nave about 50 ft. long by
about 35 ft. wide, divided down the centre by two
cylindrical columns, and a kind of transept or
aisle built at right angles, opening into the nave
by two sharp-pointed arches. The capitals of
the columns of the nave are very remarkable,
and show considerable elegance of design and
skilful execution. Each cap is carved out of one
solid block of stone ; the shafts are also monoli-
thic. These columns support a simple Roman
vault, of very solid construction, but entirely de-

void of ornament; and the contrast between the
richly-sculptured capitals and the plain vaulting
gives rather an Eastern appearance to the inte-

rior of this singular building.

The windows are mostly semicircular-headed;
two of them, however, are pointed; bub the
splay of the head is made to take a semicircular
form internally. Above some of the windows
are simple round openings. The “ ark,” or
tabernacle for keeping the sacred books, is a
work of the latter part of the sixteenth century,
and is in rather a barbarous Italian style

; but
very peculiar. In the centre of the building is

what we should call the choir in a Christian
church, with a stone desk

;
this portion of the

building is raised one step above the rest of the
nave, and surrounded by a low iron railing.

From the roof some very fine chandeliers, of
seventeenth-century work are suspended : seve-

ral of them are adorned with scroll-work, and
have the imperial eagle over them.
The exterior of this building is nearly as sin-

gular as the interior
;

one is first admitted
into a court, three sides of which are occu-
pied by buildings, and the fourth side is open to

a kind of cemetery. The first side of this court
consists of a sort of gatehouse, of no very early
date

;
the next side is formed by the before-

mentioned transept, which, by the way, is de-
voted to the use of the female portion of the
congregation

;
a stone bench runs along this

building, protected by a kind of penthouse roof.

The third side is formed by a portion of the nave
of the building and a small late addition called

the “ Raschi Chapel.” The earlier portions of
this synagogue are probably as early as the
twelfth century. The people at Worms claim
for it a much earlier date, but the peculiar style

of the caps fixes the date almost beyond a
doubt. It is singular that one of these caps
bears a strong resemblance to one in the Church
of the Nativity, at Bethlehem.

This synagogue is now being restored, and the
whitewash with which it was disfigured is being
scraped off. In the view, made specially for

our pages, the benches are omitted, as they are
quite modern, and very ugly.

The synagogue at Frankfort * is of the same
general plan as that at Worms, with the excep-
tion that there is no transept or aisle. The
vaulting is curious; it is arranged in an oblique
form, BO that a pendentive comes opposite to

each arch. The date of the building may be
half a century later than that of Worms.
The synagogue at Prague is exactly similar in

plan to that at Frankfort; it is a building of
the thirteenth century, and very pure and good

* We fear tbie buildinR baa been destroyed durinK the
alterntions of the last few years.
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ID all its details. The columns are octagonal, with
1
crockets. The women’s gallery looks into the ’ ment at present in existence is of an earlier date

capitals that form a star on plan : each ray of ' synagogue only by three small segmental win-
.
than the sixteenth century. The monuments

this supports one of the vaulting ribs, which dows.
;

greatly resemble those in English churchyards
are well moulded. The windows are simple

,

Near this last is a very small synagogue, pro- of the last century: simply a large head-stone,
lancets, except at the east end, which is lighted , bably of fifteenth century work. It is simply an

1
with a good deal of bad “Eococo” carving over

by two plate tracery quatrefoil openings, inclosed I
oblong room, with a prettily vaulted ceiling. All ' the upper part of it.

in circles. The “ Ark” is very singular, and ' the windows have been modernised, and the in- The synagogue at Eatisbon is a fifteenth cen-
looks like a piece of Italian Gothic of the four- terior was refitted daring the last century. There tury building ; but we were unable to find out
teenth century. It is composed of a kind of is a large old cemetery belonging to the Jews in whether it had always been used for its present
grey limestone, and has twisted columns, and a Prague; but although it, has been used for over purpose.

pediment adorned with regular Italian Gothic
|

ten centuries we do not think that any monu-
, We are not aware of the existence of any

other old synagogues iu Germany; nor do
know of any in France.

Spain is said to possess one or tvvo, but we
have been unable to gain any information re-

specting them. In England the only building of
the kiud is the old borough gaol at Bury St.

EJinimds, which is known originally to have
been a synagogue. It is a very small Earlv
Norman building, 36 ft. long by 27 ft. wide. At
one end are two well-moulded semicircular
headed windows. The interior of the building
has been so much mutilated that it is quite im-

Until
a recent period this building went by the name
of “ Moses’s Hall.” The fact which most strikes

'

an observer in all these synagogues is their

great similarity to Christiau buildings of the '

same date. And one is led to wonder how it

was that a people so isolated from those who
surrounded them as the Jews were, should have
condescended to have adopted the style of those
amongst whom they lived, particularly iu their
religious buildings, where it might be expected
that anything like ‘‘Christian architecture”

would have been most scrupulously excluded j

and this leads us to the conclusion that the
synagogues we have described, although built

for the Jews, must have been erected by Chris-
tian workmen. On the other hand, however, the
similarity of plan to be observed in these build-

ings would seem to point to some traditional

arrangement which the builders were unwilling
to depart from for many centuries ; and this

would appear to indicate that these synagogues

j

were, even if erected by Christian workmen,
!

planned by the Jews themselves.

we
j

possible to realize its original condition.
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PHOTOGRAPHY.
£1. Neipce de Saint-Victor states that the

obtaining of the black tints in hcliochromie is

certainly more extraordinary than obtaining
colours. There are four processes by which
these results can be produced. The first ofiers

most interest, because it allows pure black tints

to be obtained either in the camera or by
contact. These results are accomplished by the

reaction of a highly alkaline liquid upon chloride

of silver.

M. Silvy has sent to the Photographic Society
of France some photographs obtained by the aid

of the magnesium light, of the vaults of the
Chapel Eoyal of Dreux. These vaults, without
being subterranean, are excessively dark, and
only receive the daylight through painted win-
dows placed at a considerable height, and very
intense in colour

j
so that, without artificial il-

lumination, it was impossible to take photo-

graphs of them. The lamp he used is so arranged
as to bum at the same time four ribbons of
magnesium passing through two parallel tubes,

and the light produced by it is exceedingly beau-
tiful. A great portion, however, of it is lost, or
rather intercepted by the part of the ribbon
which, having been burned, does not detach
itself fast enough, and so obstructs the brilliancy

of the flame, exactly as a candle which wants
snuffing. It would be very easy, however, to
obviate this inconvenience if, while waiting for

some better contrivance, these primitive lamps
were a little improved. As, in this actual case,

a great surface, that of an entire tomb, had to be
lighted up, the lamp was obliged to be placed at a
certain distance, and moved nearer to or farther
ofl', according to the effect to be produced, and
the time of exposure was rather long ; it was
never less than six or eight minutes with plates
prepared with wet collodion. The lamp used
was furnished by Mr. Solomon, of Ked Lion-
square, London. The six tombs reproduced are
those of the Duchess dowager of Orleans, the
Duke of Orleans, Princess Marie Duchess of
Wurtemburg, the Duke of Penthievre, Made-
moiselle de Montpensier, and the Angel of Grief.

NEW CHURCHES AND RESTORATIONS
ABOUT WORCESTER.

Owing to the large increase of the population
in Worcester and its neighbourhood during the

last few years several new churches have sprung
up, and the enlarging and restoring of others

is being rapidly proceeded with. The local

CJironide gives an account of these, from which
we quote. A new edifice has been erected near
the Shrub-hill Railway Station for the parish of

St. Martin, which has become too populous for a
single church, and another at Barbourae. Only
a few months back the new Presbyterian Chnrch,
in Castle-street, was opened

;
and now efforts are

being made to build another chnrch in connexion
with the English establishment in this, the
Tything district. The site selected for this

church is nearly opposite St. Oawald’s-walk, in

the Tything. It is intended to re-pew St.

George’s Church.
St. Nicholas’s, Worcester, is being generally

repaired and reseated. The roof, which was in

a lamentable state, has been for the moat part

renewed. The old pews have been removed and
open sittings substituted, by which means addi-

tional accommodation will be obtained. The
high gallery front has been removed and replaced

by an open one, in which wrought-iron work,
executed by Skidmore & Co., of Coventry, has
been introduced. The building will be warmed
by means of Haden’a hot-water apparatus. It

will be lighted and ventilated by a central sun-

light gas-burner. This edifice was always con-

sidered a dark and gloomy one, and it was
rendered still more so by the erection of the new
City and County Bank, but it will, owing to these
alterations, be rendered much lighter, especially

when the side windows have been re-glazed.

The rebuilding of Hallow Church is also being
rapidly proceeded with by the contractors,

Messrs. luwood & Osborne, of Malvern, from
plans provided by Mr. W. J. Hopkins, the
diocesan architect. The site is central. The
edifice will consist of a nave and chancel, north
and south aisles, vestry, south chapel for the
children, south porch, and a western tower. The
tower is not included in the present estimate.

The nave will be 4-2 ft. high from the floor to the
collar-pieces of the roof, 60 ft. in length, and
20 ft, in breadth. It will be divided into four

bays, the arches to which will be supported by
circular columns, having corresponding responds.
Over each of the columns and responds, and
spanning the whole width of the nave, will be
stone arches supporting the roof-timbers, answer-
ing the purpose of ordinary wooden principals or
trusses. The thrust of these arches, and those
of the corresponding ones over the aisles, will be
counteracted by means of external flying but-

tresses. The body of the church will be lighted by
means of a large five-light western tower window,
having rose tracery

j
circular clerestory windows,

having alternating patterns of tracery
; and the

several tracery two-light windows in the north
and south aisles. The chancel will be 32 ft. in

length by 18 ft. in width, having a lofty open-
timbered roof. It is lighted by an east window
of three lights, and north and south windows of
two lights. The children’s chapel is placed at
the east end of the south aisle, and the south
window of the chapel is rendered distinctive by
being gabled. The vestry and organ-chamber
are placed in a corresponding position at the end
of the north aisle. The tower and broach spire
will be 143 ft. high, if built. The church is of
the Early Decorated style. It will be built

entirely of stone, given by the Earl of Dudley,
and chosen by the architect from one of the best
quarries on the estate. It will be fitted up with
plain open deal seats, and the pavements will

be laid with red and black encaustic tiles, from
the manufactory of Mr. Godwin, near Hereford.
A slight polychromatic effect will be produced by
the introduction of grey stone with the neigh-
bouring red stone, in the columns, arches, and
other portions of the building. Earl Beauchamp
intends giving a reredos.

At St. George’s, Kidderminster, an improve-
ment has been made, by the erection of a reredos,
extending the whole width of the sanctuary, and
formed into three compartments, by means of
three horizontal bands. In the centre, over the
altar-table, is a canopied recess, surmounted by
an alabaster cross, enclosing a large sculptured
group, the subject of which is the Ascension, by
Mr. Wm. Forsyth, of this city. The floor of the i

sanctuary has been raised, and laid with en-
caustic tiles. Several other improvements have

j

been made in the arrangement of the east end of

:

the church, and the walls are being decorated so
,

as to harmonise with the new reredos.
;

The old Chantry Chapel at Kidderminster
has been restored, by Mr. Hopkins, at the ex-

pense of the Earl of Dudley. A new open-
timbered roof has been substituted for the flat

modern plastered ceiling, A new floor has been
laid, and the whole of the building renovated.
The builder was Mr. Haigb, of Kidderminster.

CIVIL ENGINEERS AND PUPILS.

Considerarle discussion has from time to

time taken place at the Mersey Dock Board
relative to the restrictions placed upon the en-

gineer of the Board fMr. Lyster) as to taking
articled pupils. Last week a proposition was
made to abolish these restrictions, and letters

were read from the engineer-in-chief of the
London and North Western Company and other
eminent engineers, stating that it was one of
their privileges to take articled pupils. It was
pointed out that the Mersey Dock Board Estate
ofi'ered a field unequalled in the world for young
aspirants to engineering skill and fame. Ulti-

mately the proposition was adopted, the arrange-
ment being that the engineer should be allowed
to take three pupils, which it was estimated
would add about 300Z. a year to Mr. Lyster’s
income, which is at present 3,500Z.

PADDINGTON.

Among other improvements going on in this

important parish is the erection of a bridge over
the canal at Westbourne-green, commonly called

the Lock Bridge. The Board of Works guaran-
teed to subscribe the sum of 1,500Z. The work
was at once commenced. A temporary bridge,

built for the traffic during the construction of
the new one, was opened in September last.

The work, according to the contract, was to be
completed in four months; but, owing to the
great obstacles that had to be contended against,

and the temporary bridge being found to stand
well, a further grant of time is allowed to the
contractors, who are Messrs. Dixey, of Abchurch-
lane, City. The cost will be 5,040Z., which will

principally be borne by the parish, the Board of
Works paying the 1,500Z. as above named. The
bridge will be constructed chiefly of iron. It is

being manufactured at Birmingham, and is on its

way to the works. The aides will be 6 ft. high
on each side, to prevent the nuisance that was so
great on the old bridge to foot-passengers,
through so many idlers standing about. The
new bridge will be about 30 ft. wider than the
old one. The work is being carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. E. H. Thomson,
resident engineer, on behalf of Mr. W. Kinipple,
C.E., and the Vestry of Paddington; Mr. Cook
being the principal on behalf of the contractor,
Mr. Dixey. Messrs. Vigers have erected large
wharfs on the right of the bridge; and a new
road is formed, called Ambley-road, likewise a

terrace, opposite the hospital
; and in the coming

summer there will be upwards of 400 houses
commenced on the fields across to Kilbum.

INDUSTRIAL TENEMENTS, DUBLIN.

The first atone of the new model dwellings
about to be erected in Meath-street by the
“ Industrial Tenements Company ” was laid on
the 20th instant by the Lord Mayor of Dublin.
The plan of the buildings represents a series

of double dwelling-houses four stories in height,

each floor affording two complete family tene-

ments, comprising living-room, scullery, and
bed-recess, with two extra bed-rooms, each com-
municating directly with landing, or inclosed at

pleasure, with external door at entrance, the
staircase being in the centre, upon each lobby
of which an open gallery has been provided,
having cinder-shaft on one side, and water
supply with sink leading to drain on the other.

The ground-floor fronting Meath-street has been
appropriated for shops, the entrance and stairs

to dwellings over them being in the centre, and
the basement Being intended for storage. The
ground-floors are intended to be paved with tiles

on concrete, the upper stories having boarded
floors. The laundry and drying-rooms, with
“closets,” will be provided in the airing-ground
at rear of all the buildings. It has been con-
sidered desirable to give the buildings more the
appearance of a number of commodious dwell-
ing-houses than that of a public institution, as
being more suited to the tastes and habits of

those for whom they are intended, aft’ording also

greater safety from contagion, fire, or other
casualties. The entire buildings will afford 120
rooms, with two extensive shops and stores on
basement for letting. The contract has been
taken by Messrs. W. & J. Beckett for 4,365Z.,

and will be carried out with all speed under the
direction of Mr. Charles Geoghegan, architect

to the company.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held

at the House, in Conduit-street, on Friday
evening (the 2l3t ult.), Mr. E. J. Tarver in the
chair.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the Association :— Messrs. Lovejoy,
Drury, Coltbart, Woodcock, Winks, Capes,
E. Skerritt, &c.

Mr. L. W. Ridge called attention to a class

which had, he said, been established to fill the
place of the Voluntary Examination Class, and
the object of which was to promote the know-
ledge of practical subjects. The mode of study
would be by question and answer

;
and ho hoped

that as many members of the Association as

could spare time would attend it.

Mr. G. H. Birch then read a paper “ On the
Conventual and Parochial Churches of the City
of London and its ancient Wards.” In reviewing
the history and describing tbe more salient points

of many of these buildings, he expressed his

regret that there was no conservative spirit

abroad to save sneb historic monuments from
desecration and destruction. Of the 114 churches

in the City of London and the wards belonging
thereto, which were in existence before the

Fire of Loudon, eighty-nine were destroyed

by that great disaster. The East Minster, so

called to distinguish it from West Minster,

and founded by Matilda, the wife of King
Stephen, was removed in order to make room
for St. Katharine’s Docks, which might just as

well have been placed a little lower down the

river. Having referred to several other churches,
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of which uo vestige now remains, Mr. Birch con-

cluded by entering a protest against the pro-

posed destruction or removal of City churches.

Such relics of Old London ought, he thought, to be

dear not only to the antiquary and archiuologist,

but also to the architect
;
and he hoped that no

utilitarian considerations would be allowed to

disturb them.
Mr. Bidgc called attention to the gigantic

railway station lately erected by the South-

Eastern Company, in Canon-street, which, he
said, completely shut out the view that used to

be obtained from London Bridge pf St. Paul's

Cathedral, Bow Church, Christ’s Church, and

other buildings, and which used to form so

pleasing an architectural combination. He re-

gretted that no measui’eshad been taken in time

to prevent this, as he saw no reason why the

roof should have been carried to such a height.

The Chairman suggested that it would be vejy

desirable that the members of the Association

should visit the old City churches still left.

WASTE LANDS AND WASTED RESOURCES
OP IRELAND.

Or all the great questions that agitate the

public mind, and which are daily growing in

intensity, those relating to Ireland are the most
nmmentous at the present crisis. It was pro-

posed in 1S52 by the party now in power, just

before the ministry collapsed, to enact a law for

the establishment of tenant right; in subse-

quent sesaioiis various other measures of im-
provement were debated, such as the modification

of the Church of England, and a more equitable

appropriation of its revenues in that country :

but no definite and pronounced plan has ever

been mooted for the attainment of objects which
would, beyond all others, promote the prosperity,

happiness, and content of the people
;
and these

are, fii'st, the reclamation of waste lands; and,

secondly, an extended system of education.

Seeing that one of the most fertile regions of

earth, in the temperate zone, in close aftlnity

with Great Britain, should at this epoch, with a
redundant and energetic population, bo culti-

vated in only one-fourth part of its extent
;
that

the people, to the amount of one-third of their

number, are wholly untaught and steeped in

ignorance
;
under these cii-cumstances, coupled

with the fact that five-sixths of them differ from
i

the established and endowed religion of the

,

country, it can excite no surprise that dis-

affection should widely prevail amongst them,
and that they should seek upon a remote Conti-

nent fields for cultivation and homesteads which
were denied them at home.

Representing over a fonrth part of the United
Kingdom, the condition of Ireland is a standing

reproach to the ruling authorities. Since the

first invasion and subjugation of the island by
Stroiigbow, a continued series of feudal strifes,

revolts, and massacres, kept the country in a
constant ferment, until Cromwell, under his

lieutenancy, in IG 17, established a firmer, if not a

better, order of things
;
and from that period

when, under the Act of Settlement, the greater

part of lands were forfeited, a laree infusion of

English soldiers and settlers took possession of

almost the whole extent of three out of the four

provinces, locating the extruded popnlation in the

province of Connaught, vast numbers of Scottish

families having previously settled in Ulster,

under the reign of James I.

In the year 1672, the first recorded census
returns the population as 1,320,000 souls; in

1754' it was 2,372,631
;
iu 17U2 it was 4,088,226,

from which period, and subsequent to the union

with Great Britain, in the year 1841 it had
increased to 8,196,507. In consequence of the
famine of the year 1817, caused by the disease of

the potato, and the failure of that crop, a rapid

decrease had set in, until the year 1861, when
the census returns gave the number as 5,798,967,

being a reduction, in twenty years, of 2,397,630.

Owing to the default of manufacturing enter-

prise and the dearth of employment iu other

than agricultural labour, famine effected fearful

ravages
;
but the decrease of population was

chiefly owing to emigration, which carried off to

America a million and a half between the years

1851 and 1863.

The insufficiency of cultivated superficies in

Ireland for a population thus redundant, and the
conditions of land tenure, coupled with latent

disafiection in the multitude, unable to obtain

patches of ground to grow their only subsistence

—the potato—lured them across the Atlantic,

where, on a less fertile soil, and in a less genial

climate, they at last found scope for that

industry which, when encouraged by the actuality

of freeliold possession and an open market for

labour, soon realized so much independence as

enabled them to remit to Ireland in ten years as

many millions sterling, and thus they attracted

their relatives to share the land of their

adoption.

The whole area of Ireland, very little im-

proved by reclamation or drainage, represented

originally, as it now does, in round numbers,

21,000,000 acres.

Of this superficies, according to authoritative

returns of 1864, the quantity actually under

tillage was 5,705,636 acres. Of this extent the

quautities are as follow :—Cereal crops, 2,257,461

acres; potatoes, 1,039,282; turnips and other

green crops, 436,253 ;
flax, 301,860 ;

meadow
find clover, 1,608,124; and fallow, 32,656. Thus
it appears that of the five millions and a half

acres, over one million consisted of potatoes,

which was the staple food for a nomade popu-

lation.

As to the social condition of the multitnde, a

very fair inference may be drawn from the educa-

tional returns of the decade between 1851 and
1861. Iu the former year the total number
of persons who conld read and write were

1,938,685 ;
of those who conld read only,

1,203,046 ;
and of those who could neither read

nor write, 2,766,283
;

whereas, in 1861, the

numbers I’an, of those who could read and write,

2,105,958 ;
of those who could read only,

1,022,787 ;
and of the utterly ignorant, 1,973,382.

From these authoritative returns we perceive

an apparent advance in the year 1801 over 1851,

which might argue a great improvement in

mental culture of the people; but, unhappily,

the census returns also furnish an estimate of

the number of ignorant persona who emigrated
within the decade, and seta dowti the probable

number as 458,901, who transferred at least their

physical forces to a foreign allegiance.

Owing to the influx of English and Scottish

farmers since the year 1820, and perhaps to an
improved system of agriculture, the profitable

lands of Ireland were let out in more extensive

tenures ; to cfl'cct which small farms were dis-

continued to a great extent
;
and proprietors

generally became averse to granting small te-

nures or cottage-holdings
;

whilst hordes of

families were evicted in favour of the new sys-

tem: thus the extended population, unable to

find work or wage, added to the miseries of the

time, and to the discontent or disafiection of the

masses.

In the present condition of the country there

is not room and location for its population,

although reduced by something over two mil-

lions? IVbat, then, is to be done for the un-

settled portion ? There is a remedy
;

for, inde-

pendent of the unprofitable wastes, there yet

remain five millions of acres capable of reclama-

tion, and of conversion into the richest pastures.

These lands or wastes are possessed in fee by
great proprietors, and, if purchased by valua-

tion, an average, perhaps, ofli. sterling per acre

would be an ample compensation
;
or if taken

in perpetuity at a chief rent, then 2e. per acre,

or 10 per cent, on the improved value or rental,

would fully compensate the owners in fee, giving

them a fixed income out of sterility.

These works of arterial drainage and recla-

mation would be, however, too extensive and too

costly for private enterprise ;
therefore by the

interposition of Government alone could such
works be carried out.

Of the whole area of wastes, peat or turf bog
covers 2,850,000 acres

;
being nearly half as

much as the portion in cultivation, and one-
seventh of the whole island ! This desolation,

consists of 1,576,000 acres of level or flat bog,

superimposed upon limestone plains
;
and of

1,254,000 acres of mountain bog, detached
amongst the various mountain and hill ranges.

That such a condition of the island most
increase the humidity of its climate is but too

palpable
;

and it is equally clear that, by
drainage of these immense morasses, a more
genial temperature might be secured, whilst the
health of the popnlation would be improved, and
the climate rendered more equable and attrac-

tive for perennial residence. Many parts of
Lincolnshire and Yorkshire fens thus treated
are wholly changed in character

;
and from

having been agueish and unhealthy, have be-

come agreeable and populous. If this, then, be so

upon a small scale, how much the greater must
be the efficacy when extended throughout the
entire surface of a land not now considered un-
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healthy—the worst characteristic whereof is its

constant rainfall and humidity.

As this drainage and reclamation would desic-

cate and improve the climate, so it would also

yield ample returns for the outlay
;
producing

live stock for the English markets, and bestow-
ing greater aptitude for cereal crops upon the

now existing tillages, which,owing tothehumidity
of the atmosphere, grow but a very small pro-

portion of wheat.
By a maximum outlay of 51. per acre, in-

cluding the purchase of proprietary rights, the
most fertile pastures might be formed upou an
extensive scale, the annual rental whereof may
be estimated on an average of 10s. per acre

;

for at such a rental small holders would regard
such leases as independent possessions.

Such a system could be undertaken by Gover-
mental authority only

;
for no company, and

therefore no individual laudowner, could do it.

So long back as 1675, Sir Wm. Petty, a great

authority in his day, who was Surveyor- General
under the Commonwealth, Charles II. and
James II., and by whom the celebrated Down
Survey was completed, drew out a treatise,

with this unpretending title,— “The Elements
of Ireland, and of its Religion and Policy, by
Sir William Petty, Fellow of y"^ Royal Society,

1687.”

The drift and chief object of it was to convert
the whole extent of Ireland into a stock farm ;

to withdraw a million of the inhabitants to

England, leaving only 300,000—one half herds-

men, and the other 150,000, dairy-women !

The dedication to the king, being terse, is

given as written, viz. :

—

“ To Hio King’s most excellent Mojesty.
"When I fin<l out puzling and perplexed Tiiatters that

may be brought to tearms of number, weight, and mea-
sure, and consequently may be made demoiisti-able

:
and

when I hud things of vast and general conuenimeiit,

which may be discussed in a few words, I willingly engage
upon such uudertnkings, especially when they tend to

your Majesty's glory and greatness, and the happiness of

your people, being one of them myself, and
lour Majesty's most humble,

Faithful, and obed' Servant.
W.M. Peity.”

After this dedication, follows a brief metrical

Latin heading, selected discursively from Virgil,

and not inaptly strung together.

From these short introductory specimens of

the MS. essay, no one could imagine what the

author was about to reveal, although he admits

that he delighted “ in political pastimes and
paradoxes;” butthe secret is fully communicated
to hia readers, in the following language :

—

“Some have imagined, there being about IjS'fO.OOO

people in Ireland, that to bring l,Otwi,Oi)CI of them int"

England, aiulto leave the other 301>,UOO for herds-men and
dairy-women behind, and to quitt all other trades in

Irelaud but that of cattle only, would pH't'ct the settle-

ment, improvement, and union above propounded
;

l)ut

against this method there lies this gross and obvious
objection, viz., that the transporting of a million of
people will cost a million of pounds; that the housing
and other goods in Ireland which will be lost thereby are

worth two millions more
;
nor is it safe to estimate other

damages and expenses consequent on this undertaking, at

less than one millioD more, iu all at 4,000,OOOT of exj>fnse

and damage.
To which objection there is a gross answer, which is,

that by bringing l,000,000peopleiuto England, where are 7

already, the King's Kevenue of Customs, Excise, and
Hearths, will rise from 7 to 8, that is, to two hundred
thousand pounds per annum, which increase, at 20 years’

purchase, is above 4,000, (tOO/., and more than the loss

above mentioned. Now, when the King’s Kevenue shaO
nsturally and spontaneously increase, it is rotionally

to bo supposed that the people’s wealth may increase 30
times as much, the Public Revenue being, almost by a
law of nature, part of the people’s expense.
Wherefore, suapeuding any further answer to the said

gross objection, we proceed to say, That the transplant-

ation, aud new cattle trade above propounded, will pro-

duce the eli'fcts hereafter mentioned."

Without quoting in extmso from the MS.,
these effects, as predicted by the theorist, may
be summed up in the complete tranqiiillization

of the country, the reclamation of its wastes,

and their utilization for the sustenance of the

whole kingdom.
How much more would such a national un-

dertaking, as I have outlined, benefit the State

under existing circumstances : it would give em-
ployment and wages to the whole industrial

people
;
but, farther, it would give them loca-

tions, homes, pastures and gardens, and stop

the exodus before the land is depopulated, turn-

ing their disaffection to quietude, if not loyalty.

The temper of the time is manifestly to make
just concessions to the demand, and necessities

of the Irish people ; the educational question,

equalization of the churches, land tenure or

tenant right, and others,—all these w'ould fall

,

like manna upon the land, if the great reclama-

tion scheme were at once set on foot
;
but with-

out that, the bestowal of civil and religious privi-

leges is utopian. A man must be located and
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itoQsed, and thns personated, before he can be

dentified as a free subject : education will then

Ibllow. The sons and daughters of the soil leave

treland, not because they love America the

more, but because they have no employment, no

jiome, and, consequently, no protection in their

native land.

It cannot be denied that there has been, within

. wenty years last past, an obvious improvement

n the condition of the people
;
but still the

range of pasture land is increased, whilst the

e,rea for tillage and cereal crops is being pro-

•^ressively reduced, and at the same time land

lenures under five acres are merging fast into

rarger farms : thus the food of the people be-

tiomes more stinted, and their cottages and
iiomes are razed, driving them of necessity to

eeek new homes and occupations; for if in

Ereland, there is no manufacture or industrial

;abour, they are forced to seek it abroad.
' There are good landlords who deplore this,

i4nd who, being resident on their estates, address

themselves to the physical and moral improve-

inent of the country; but for the wide tracts

ileld by absentee proprietors there can be little

jope, unless a new field be opened under Govern-
mental auspices. In other countries, and notably

Q France, national funds are applied for national

improvement
; the waste lands of Ireland offer an

mviting field, and a sure return for such an ex-

penditure. T. H. Hardinge.

AHCHITECTS’ AND ENGINEEES’
' ASSISTANTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

5 SiH,—In your paper of the 16th ult., one who signs

nmaelf “ Assistant " wants to know why we should not
rave a BeneTolent Institution. If this is the desire of
>Dore gentlemen than this one let them come forward and
ay so.

1 After the rerelationa which there were in the same
week’s paper concerning references, I think it is most
necessary that there should be some institution where
.'Oor refereneeless fellows can get relief; but I do not
lelieve that architects' assistants should depend upon the
eel'erences of an employer, but that they should all enter
heir profession in a right and honest manner. They
ibould go as students of the Royal Academy, or of the
'Dslitutc, aud try for some [travelling studentship, and
like honours, which will show they are real architects,

there is a scholarship ofl’ered by the Royal Academy, for
irhich 1 understand there has been no competition for the
Ut two or three years

;
and I think that this is shameful,

itud should like to know more about it. If young men
I’ould take the proper means for their education they
could be able to get certificates from other sources, which
could enable them to snap their fingers at their late em-
doyera. For other prol'essions a man is obliged to show
special requirements. Even in a trade a man cannot get
n unless he has given bis whole attention to it; but it

ippears to be growing more apparent every day that any
tau that likes can, m»y, and does call himself an arcLi-

'3ct. This greatest of all professions is in great danger

;

it us join together and try to save it.

t As to the Benevolent institution, I believe it would be
•ery useful to us. I think we ought to be able to start
:jch a society even without the aid of onr friends the
Tcbitects an5 engineers

; but I am sure they would give
19 all the aid in their power. And finally that, if you will

« so kind as to receive names, those gentlemen interested
iad willing to work can send theirs to you ; and, perhaps,
Q assistant who has some spare time may be inclined to
:tke the leadership in this matter. J. W. A.

- PROPER BUILDING FOR ARCHITECTS.

) 8ie,—Are there no Pugins left? Has his “green
tothusiasm'' died quite out ? Is there nut one architect
ft who will raise his voice against this money -mad
enei ation of architects ? Hot one true, real enthusiastic
mist in our ranks P

Ilf such were the case, wo should be most miserable;
nt, I believe,—though much depravity has crept in

—

sere are among us men of whom we ought to bo proud;
sen who are working hard because they love art, and
ilsh to elevate their fellows. Should we give up all love
ir art, and turn our whole attention to muuey-grubbing,
Sat day- would be one of the most miserable days on
soord for us and all England. Oh ! may the rising
leneration of architects keep alive their “ green
htbusiasm j

’’ and may “ the chill winds and damp fogs
4' winter” pass over it without taking the freshness otf
leieafl [Amen, say we.^
Let us remember that, though we can dobut little towards
le elevation of the present generation of architects,
le formation of the rising generation lies in our power

;

lid that upon the way in which we each perform our part
epends the honour or disgrace of English architecture,
oreign countries have been allowed to get sulliciently
uead of us. Let us each determine that we will do all we
in to prevent their further ascendency.
iCan nothing be done to persuade the Museum authorities
b build aa iron building now, as was done at South K.en-
;DgtoQ

;
and wait until subscriptions can be got in, or a

lompany formed, to build au Architectural House? I
ope we are not so infected by the current love of money
aat the latter part of “ScripsiTa’’ letter is what we
eaetically believe.
IWo have seen enough disaster and disgrace caused by
taking tiaste to get rich ; if there are any artists who have
lined in this rush, let them now turn their backs on
ueir late folly, and begin a new year with an eflbri to
tow the world that they love art more than money, and,
aerefore, will have a proper building for architects.

Adelehi.

DESIGNS FOR THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The competition designs have been sent in,

and are about to be hnng in the Royal Gallery

at the Houses of Parliament. They will be open
to the public on Wednesday, the 9th.

The following letter bears on this subject :

—

“ As my name has usually appeared in the list of those
invited to compete for the Sew iS'ational Gallery, I think
it right to state that I have found myself obliged to retire

from the competition, owing to the claims upon ray time
of the concurrent competition for the New Law Courts.

Geoeqb Gilbbet Scott."

GETTING DAYLIGHT INTO ROOMS.

It was by no means intended to suggest as a

substitute for Sir David Brewster’s arrangement,
or for the “ Patent Daylight Reflectors,” a hood
projecting with only a slight fall or slope. This
would doubtless be open to most of his seven
objections, or even to all of them if the ground
side were upward. It was only mentioned to

enable a reader to follow better the reasoning

that leads to what I ultimately suggested as

most practicable in London, a hood falling at a
steep inclination, in no case less than 60*. This

would not project sufficiently to affect the win-

dows of a lower story more than cornices or

eaves usually do already, nor nearly so much as

our shallowest balconies or railed window-sills, or

as the Patent Reflectors must, if ever used else-

where than on the ground floor. I assumed that

no practical builder would ever turn the ground
side of the glass outward. If he did, the fourth

objection would apply just as much to the ver-

tical window as to my plan ; and the turning it

inward—as we always must, from the rain and
dirt—actually involves, in the vertical window,
a very alight sacrifice of light—not, indeed, worth
considering

;
while in my plan it is optically

quite indifferent which way it is turned. The
outside being smooth and inclined at least more
than 60*, would be no more liable to the third or

fifth objections than a vertical window (to which
snow will stick at Limes, and from the upper
sheltered parts of which the rain cannot remove
the dost). The sixth and seventh advantages
are simply and very properly forbidden us iu our
chief cities by Building Acts, which require all

our wood to be kept back behind a clear 4^ in.

of brickwork.
OtherwiBe, or where no such regulations are

in force, the easiest way of applying this prin-

ciple would be, I think, in common domestic sash
windows, to omit the bars of the upper or outer

sash, and carry out its sides and top in the
manner of a box, so aa to receive ground glass

retained by a thin metal rim quite flush with
the outer wall. This glass need not extend so

low as to the meeting bar, for the bottom of our

box is beat made to slope inward at an angle of
more than 45*

;
and if this and the sides and

top be then all lined with reflecting material,

—

say tinfoil protected by varuisb,—as well as the

fixed soffite and linings, we have the upper half

of the window completely assimilated to the
philosopher’s ideal

;
and the lower is compara-

tively of no importance. E. L. GAEnETT.

HOMES FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.

Sir,—Much is now done for the benefit of the
working classes. Has any one thought of the

great need existing among the middle classes of

small means, yet compelled by their vocations

to live in London, and of the difficulty, nay,

impossibility of finding moderately-rented houses
in respectable situations ? The only alternative

for families thus situated is to brave the miseries

of unfurnished apartments, fully to appreciate

which, they must, perhaps, have been experienced.

The many discomforts need not here be enume-
rated

;
many of your readers will, doubtless,

endorse my statement. Why does net some
enterprising capitalist come forward, and con-

struct buildings, to be let out, something on the

plan of the Edinburgh “ flats,” but with the

modern improvements of the “ model lodging-

house,” or “ Familist&re” of M. Godin-Lemaire,
at Guise ? Reuts of from 301. or 40J. to 501. or

601., according to the number of rooms, &c.,

might adapt the “ flats ” to various pockets, and
at the same time ofier a good investment to the

builder. These “flats” beiug entirely shut in,

would offer the comforts of home, which cau exist

only in name in an ordinary house inhabited by
more than one family

;
and where each one is sub-

jected to more or less interference, to espionage,

and to causes of irritation more than enough to

destroy the realisation of that popular fallacy of

every Englishman’s house being his castle. If

ray suggestion were adopted, families of small

means would also be spared another source of

constant torment,—I mean by the mistress being
obviously more independent of “servant-galism.”

To combine economy and comfort, it would be
an additional recommendation were a restaurant,

baths, and even a laundry included in the build-

ing. In my own small circle many are ardently

wishing for a movement in this direction
;
and

practical people are of opinion that as in the

case of the “model lodging-house,” hundreds
would rush to secure a chance of homes such as

I have endeavoured to describe. W. A.

ARCHITECTURAL MEMS.

1. Every country develops by degrees its

own literature, art, and architecture.

2. Architecture in its earliest stages is con-

structive ; decorative character follows in later

ages
;
perfection, therefore, is not in one age.

3. Architecture in early ages, though con-

structive, is often barbarous and crude in its

decorative forms. Savages construct well, but
decorate rudely.

4. When a country has developed its cbarac-
teriaticB there is no further necessity for the
introduction of foreign traits. English archi-

tecture was the result of climate, material, and
race—a combination of Celtic, Norman, and
Saxon elements—Aryan; but we have no necessity

now of new Aryan traits from hot climates like

India or South of France.

5. The development of English architecture

has been continuous : every successive age has
given ns something new,—fourteenth century,

: exquisite tracery forms ;
fifteenth century,

magnificent east windows ; Elizabethan and,

Jacobean, admirable mansions, excellent farm-
houses, half-timbered, weather-tiled, mullioned
according to county and material

;
Queen Anne,

town brick houses, with the most practical of all

forms of window, viz., the segmental arch and
white sash frame; Elizabethan and Jacobean
ornament, most lovely from the certain classic

element in it.

6. Old English gardens, with terraces, straight

walks, clipped hedges, aud fishponds, had.

design, which the modern imitation of nature
called landscape gardening has not.

7. All old work from lOUO to 1800 was good,
and should be kept, historical

;
if a building is of

various dates, keep each part in order accord-
ingly.

8. Art education should lead to an apprecia-

tion of northern picturesqueness, high roofs, &o.,

as well as to the refined proportions of southera
classic facades—each in its climate. W. S.

ROYAL ACADEMY STUDENTS.

Sir,—

M

ay I ask you to give publicity to the
following, as I think it is of some public import-

ance—certainly to art students and those who
now do the work of our art capitalists and
employers of art labour.

President Sir Francis Grant the other evening,

at the distribution of the Academy medals,

expressed himself so unlike a regular and
orthodox President, and so kindly as regards
the Academy students, that I have felt en-

couraged to ask him to bring before the Council
of the Royal Academy a very long standing griev-

ance
;
one, indeed, dating from the very founda-

tion of the Royal Academy. You know that any
artist fortunate enough to obtain an entrance
into the Academy as a student, is, or rather was,
admitted for a term only of ten, years; it has
since been reduced to seven. After that term
has expired studentship ceases, aud all the helps

and aids which the Academy can so well and
easily give are withheld

;
and the student is no

longer such, and the Academy doors are tinally

closed to him. Why this should be so it would
be difficult to understand, as no art student can.

possibly finish his art education in so short a
time as seven years, or even iu twice that number
of years. I must ask you to bear in mind,

too, that the ranks of the Academicians and
associates are mainly, nearly wholly, made up
from the ranks of the student class, i.e., the

Royal Academy wquld cease to exist were
the student class to become extinct. Suppose,
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therefore, at fifteen, a student enters thoAcademy

;

at twenty-two he ceases to exist in the Academy
sense, but it may be at thirty or forty he may
be thought worthy of the Associateship : so that
through the moat valuable years of his art-labour
life, he is deprived of all help and aid from that
institution which was expressly formed for his
instruction and help. The library is closed when
he most needs it

;
the antique is shut up from

his view
;
the life-school is dead to him

j and the
lectures he can never listen to, though the
lecture-room hold empty benches in abundance.
Why is all this, and who is benefited by it ? I

have many times been in the library all day
solus. Of what use is an institution, if those
who need it, and might use it, are excluded
from it ?

The Academy is to he reformed, we are told,

and an unlimited number of associates are to

be added to its ranks. I hope they will bo
compelled to furnish specimens of their personal
art-power—not clerks and students’ work, but
their oicn. If then the associates are thus
thought of, why not the students, who need it

more ? I have, therefore, respectfully asked the
President of the Hoyal Academy to take into his
kindly consideration the following:

—

First, that a student once fully admitted into
the Royal Academy, should be a student for life,

unless he becomes an associate, that he may at
least have the privilege of further study within
the Academy walls.

Secondly, that liis name as a student should
be printed, and appear in the list of the mem-
bers of the Academy, of which be may form in
the future,—and must, in some cases,—a distin-

guished member.
I will add but one word more. At tho Academy

dinner, which would you rather boast of, as pre-
sident, the fact of there being 1,000 students of a
great Academy, the select art-energy of tho time
and country, or only fifty ? C. B. A.

LECTURE ON FORCE.

An able lectnro was recently delivered by Dr.
Monckton, in connexion with the Literarj* and
Mechanics’ Institute at Maidstone, on “ The
various Forms ofForco; or.Niagai'atheCoallline
of the Future.” The lecture was illustrated by
some brilliant experiments. In commencing. Dr.
Monckton said that it hud long been considertd
by philosophers that matter, out of which natu-
ral objects are evolved, is one single thing, indi-

visible and unchangeable. That it was quite
understood to consist of but one elementary
form—a molecule or minute atom—out of which
every ponderable body was manufactured, from
the light gas to the ponderous metal. This
foreshadowed the fact that various forms of force
had sometliing to do with each other. The lec-

turer then entered seriatim into a detailed and
experimental illustration of this tliesis. It was
the convertibility of one force into another, and
the fact that if you possessed a sufficient com-
mand of one form, others could be extracted from
it, that was present to his mind, bo remarked,
when he spoke of the Fails of Niagara being the
coal-mine of the future. It would be perfectly
possible to heat and light Buckingham Palace
by the agency of that great cataract; it being
only necessary to convert the force of the fall

i

into motion by wheels or turbines
;
that into

electricity by friction
;
conduct this current to

England by the present Atlantic cable or other
wires

;
reproduce heat in a coil, and distribute

the same by hot-water pipes or other apparatus
throughout the building. Of course he was
expressing no opinion as to the exhaustibility of
coal, and feeling no desire to suggest, that
these substitutions were at present practicable
in daily life ; bub the principle was sound
now, and the application possible hereafter.
The fountain whence our supply of all these
forces [attractive as well as repulsive ?] was de-
rived existed in the sun. [?] This great luminary
was incessantly flooding space with waves of
force-motion, that is, in the shape of ethereal
undulations. It was not strietiy correct to say
that the sun gave off light and heat; for half-

way between us and him no light and heat ex-
isted, all was pitchy darkness and eternal frost

;

be gave off motion, which traversed space inope-
rative, and only became developed into light,

heat, and chemical tension, when it was received
into, and transmitted hy, material bodies; just
aa the motion of the clapper of a bell under an
exhausted receiver is not converted into sound
so long as tho bell swings in vacuo. But if we

received this motional energy from the sun,

whence does he himself derive it ? In all pro-

bability, from motion too. The meteoric theory
affords the most plausible explanation of the con-

tinuous renovation of the sun’s expended energy.
A few weeks since the air was alive with meteors

;

the earth had been traversing, in its orbit, the
long end of the oval plane of small planetary
masses which constituted the Zodiacal light

:

there was every reason to believe that space
was filled with planetary matter sufficient,

by its constant impingement with great and
violent velocity on the sun’s body, to extricate

an amount of heat, or converted motion, folly

equivalent to his yearly emission. At the close

of his lecture, Ur. Monckton said he would
venture to suggest, and as he believed for the
first time, that the ignition of meteorites was
partly due to the arrest of their motion, brought
about by the attraction of the earth’s mass. It

w.as certain that if a meteoric body travelling
forty miles per second in free space was reduced
suddenly to a rate of twenty miles by the earth’s
attraction, violent heat would bo evolved, unless
the reciprocal gravitation of the meteor should
itself replace the motion lost, as an equivalent
form of force : and on that point, without
further reflection, he would not decide.

TRADE BOOKS.

A NEW edition, issued by Messrs. Maw & Co.,
of their Pattern Book, deserves a few words of
commendation. They have evidentlyendoavoured
to make it as comprehensive as possible, giving a
fait’ selection of examples of the various branches
of their manufactures, end have spared no ex-
pense in the fioe-arb part of the work, or its

engraving. The Messrs. Leighton, too, have
done justice to the designs by Messrs. Digby
Wyatt, Street, Seddon, Burges, Garling, Goldie,
and Owen Jones. The designs and engraving
have coat, we are told, over 1,4001., independ-
ently of the cost of the printing. The price
book accompanying it (a very important ad-
junct), is arranged with special regard to easy
reference. Every pattern is consecutively num-
bered, and a price is given in the list of every
individual tilo or design, saving the necessity of
classification of the different descriptions of
manufacture, which very few people under-

'

stand : they have also kept to a single series
'

of figures throughout, the list, the paramount
advantage ot which few bi-okmukers and cata-
Ittgue compilers sufficiently appreciate. We

,

Lake the opportunity to remark that tile-

'

makers generally would do well to make better
!

arrangements for London customers than at
present exist. Without special reference to

'

Messrs. A. or Messrs. B., we must complain (on
the part of many) of the great difficulty with

'

which anything at all out of the common way I

can be obtained, and the time that is required
'

even when the thing needed is not out of the
common way. We couid tell some funny stories
on the subject, but this hint may perhaps
suffice. Me.ssrs. Peard & Jackson’s new book,
“ Examples ol Metal-work,” contains a large
muuber of good (Mediteval) designs for braitish-
ing, vanes, lamps, grilles, gas-standards, desks,
and so on, with accompanying price-list to each
page. The whole of the examples were drawn,

—

and very well drawn, too,—by Mr. W. G. Smith.
“ How to Make and Fix Paper Texts or

Emblems, to Decorate Churches or Rooms”
(Beal, St. Paul’s-churchyard), will bo found
useful to the considerable number of ladies and
others who now cuke interest in such matters.

substantially meet the wishes of the memo-
rialists

;
but that they could not support the

proposal for a subsidiary and self-governed
society. The members were reminded that,
under the will of the late Mr. Joseph Miller, C.E.,
a sum of 3,0002. hud been left in trust, to be
applied in awarding premiums or prizes to the
students of the Institution.

In order to show the progreea of the Institution during
the latter half of its existence, extending over a period of
twentj.four years and a half, or from June 30, 1843, to
iNovember 30, 1866, two tables had been compiled, from,
which it appeared, that at the former date the total
number of members of all classes was 525, ns against
1,339 at the 30th November last, showing an actual increase
of 814, or 155'2 per cent. The annual increaaa per cent,
during the past six years had been 1'61, 6'81, 4'00, 6'29,
9'86, and 11 39 respectively. Duriogthe same period, the
honorary members have been relatively diminished from
6'6 to I'o per cent., aud the graduates from 12'9 to 0'6 per
cent.; while the number of members had been increased
from 34'5 to 40'‘1 per cent., and of associates from 45‘9 to
57'6 per cent. Or, in other words, taking the honorary
members and the graduates together, they had, at the first

date referred to, amounted to nearly one-filth of the
whole number of members, whereas at the present time
they only constituted the one-fifeiethpart of that number.
Nearly one-half of the members and associates were resi-
dent in London and its vicinity, one-third in other parts
of the United Kingdom, and the remainder in British
possessions abroad and in foreign countries.
An analysis of the statement of receipts and expendi-

ture for the year ending the 3'lch of November, 1806,
showed that there bad been received, including in each
case dividends on investments, 4,94oL on the general
account, 9941. in respect of the building fund, and 3601.
on trust funds, making together 6,, 2991, The expenditure
had been 4,1531. on the general account, and 1311. for
premiums under trust, while 2,9711. had been invested, on
diflVrent accounts, in Consols, and in debenture stocks of
the Great Northern, the North-Eastern, and the London
and North-W-stern Railway Companies. This showed
an excess of disbursements over receipts of 9561., by which
amount the available balance at the bankers' bad been
reduced. The nominal value of the different funds now
belonging to the corporation together, amounted to
26,7<'9L 11s. 2d. as against 24,3937. is. 6d. at tho date of
the lust report.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

The report read on the ISth nit., Mr. C. H.
Gregory, V.P., in the chair, referred to a memo-
rial recently received from a number of engi-
neering pupils aud assistant engineers, soliciting
tho sanction aud patronage of the Institution in
I’avonr of a Junior Engineering Society, pro-
posed to bo established with the avowed purpose
of mutual eelf-improvement in professional know-
ledge, and more particularly in that Bcieutitio
knowledge of theory, which was becoming more
and more essential to the success of tho young
engineer. The council informed a deputation of
tho memorialists, that they would endeavour to
devise a plan for the consideration of the mem-
bers of the Institution generally, which should

,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

j

Ashby Farrva (L^^tter^vorth).—We are requested

;

to state that Messrs. Law & Son were the

I

builders employed in restoring the church here,
, aud Mr. Jas. P. Sc. Aubyn the architect.

!

Ipswich.— St. Stephen’s Church, Ipswich, has
been re-opened for divine service, having been
for some months in the builder’s hands. Altera-
tions have been effected, which give the interior

a lighter appearance, and increase the number
' of sittings. The old pews in the nave and south
aisle have been replaced with open benches of
white pine, stained aud polished. Thegalleiy at
the west end has been taken down, giving a clear
view internally from west to east. A new window
has been inserted in the tower. The chancel roof
has been renovated. The columns of the arches
have been cleaned, and prove to be Purbeck
marble, and, like those in the Temple Church,
have never been polished. The number of sittings

is somewhat more than before, notwithstanding
the removal of the west gallery. The church is

heated by hot water pipes, arranged by Messrs.
Turner, 'i’he gas-fittings were supplied by Messrs.
Archer A Gross ; and the organ was put into the
hands of Messrs. Godball. The contract baa been
carried out by Mr. Godbolt, of Harleston, from
the plans of Mr. F. Barnes, architect, the cost
being about 4502.

Gloucester .—Two new designs for the church
for St. Catherine having been obtained, Mr.
Gambler Parry was requested to select one, which,
he did, and which turned out to be that sent in

hy Messrs. Medland & Maberl)*, who were re-

quested to prepare the necessary working plans
and specifications, that tenders might be adver-
tised for and a faculty applied for should the cost
nob exceed the estimate of the architects. The
internal width of the church will be 28 ft., length
of the nave to the chancel arch, 68 ft., depth of

the chancel, 24 ft., width, 22 ft., and transepts,

13 ft. The pulpit will be on the north side, against
the chancel arch, and the reading-desk on the
south side. At the north-west corner there will

be a porch, 8 ft. by U ft. Ornamental bands of
red and white bricks will be carried along the
walls within aud without. There will also be a
bell-turret 20 ft. h'gh.

Clay Coton. — Ttie chnrch here has been re-

opened. The old church of St. Andrew, Clay
Colon,, consisted of a nave, chancel, and a low
tower, and whs, previous to its restoration, in

au exceedingly dilapidated condition ; indeed it

was found literally impossible to restore the
nave. The church was built in the Decorated
style of arcbiteccure, and this style has been
adhered to in the re-building of the nave, the
shape being a simple parallelogram, which has
bet-u preserved in the restoration. There are
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6ree •windows on the south side and two on
•lO north, and there is also a Decorated porch

1 the south side. The chancel has been re-

lored, a new vestry havinji been added on the

•>rth side, whilst a new Decorated window has

•3en iuserfed at the east end, the glass being

imple cathedral glass, with a greenish tint,

(be old church seats, some of which were quaint

a character, have been refised, and several deal

oats have been added at the west end. The
Jing for the chancel is not yet down, bnt the

sjsign is being executed by Messrs. Maw & Co.,

f Broseley. The walls of the chancel before

?ie restoration inclined outwards considerably,

int now they are kept in position by two but-

jesses on the south side, and tho vestry on the

ortb. Tbo old roof of the chancel has been

Bstored. Tho roof of the nave is quite open,

Jnd has six pairs of principals, with carved

iDoulded ribs supported on stone moulded cor-

bels. They have embattled cornices, and are all

itained and varnished. Almost all the stone

esed in the restoration was that •which formed
toe old church. The architects of the restora-

(inn were Messrs. E. F. Law & Sons, of North-
tmpton, and the contractor Mr. John Gee, of

daventty.

Altrincham .— St. John’s church has been
roDsecrated. The site of the new church is the

"lot of land between the east end of St.

idargaret’s schools and Ashlcy-road, not far from
Jowdon station. It is close to the large and
{apidiy-increasing pt'pulaiion of New Town,
j'he architect is Mr. J. Medland Taylor, of

slanchesterj and the contractor Mr. Joseph
i'hompson, of the same city. Accommodation

p provided for about 950 persons, all of whom,
ixcept a few iu a small gallery over the western
itorch, will be seated on the ground-floor. The
alan consists of a broad nave of five bays, with

torth and south aisles, and north and south
iransepts. There is a largo western porch

;
and

j.djoining it, on the north side, is the bapistery,

vhich is marked ofi’ from the north aisle by a
iimall triple arcade. On the south of the porch
13 the steeple. The chancel is of large dimensions
,md terminates apsidalJy to the east. The chancel

jisles open by arches into the chancel and trau-

jepts, and these arches are filled to the height of

<bont 7 ft. with arcaded wooden screens. The
ytyle is Early Decorated. The material is stone,

•f three or four kinds for the outside, and for

the pillars and other similar features inside.

Ii'be steeple rises to a height of upwards of
Iv-iO ft. 'The three apse windows are filled with
loloured glass in grisaille patteroH, by Lavera &
lalarraud. The vestry and baptistery windows are

[Idled with similar glass, and have also, as part
I'lf the pattern, Scriptural inscriptions suitable

)ror the respective places. The heating apparatus
i B Haden’s. The builder’s contract was 5,3301.

Sydenham .—Holy Trinity Oiurch, Sydenham
ti’ark, has been consecrated by Bishop Anderson,
“leceutly of Rupert’s Laud, North America. The
tihurch is situated in Sydenham Park, near the
ui'oad leading from the railway on the side of the
liibarp ascent, to which it stands at right angles,

'tfhe ground on which it is built was given by
Mr. Robert Harrild, of Round-hill, who suh-
[•Bcribed liberally iu addition. The exterior pre-

?Dent8 no particular pretension to any arcbitec-

ir,ural display, and a tower is wanting. The
rbrincipal entrance is at the west end. The roof
i s lofty, and the ceiling of stained wood with
ojorderiugs. There are no galleries. On either

i(iide of the middle aisle are scone columns, fluted

Dind capped. Tho seats are all open, and the
iljdifice, we understand, will contain a congrega-
iaion of 1.200 persons. Pendent from the roof

nre gas chandeliers, of a temporary character,

'Ifhe floor is composed of encaustic bricks, and
hche reading-desk and pulpit are east and west of
h;he chancel. There is no reredos, and at pre-

sent the communion-rails are not constructed.
ItBetween the pnlpit and the vestry is the organ
bjhamber, which contains an instrument erected

pj Messrs. Hill & Son. There is but one stained
(window at present in the church, which is placed
ain the west side of tho chancel.

Shfppertoii.—St. John’s mission chapel, which
,ms just been erected here, has been opened for

iiivine service, by licence from the Bishop of
/London. The chapel is a plain brick building,

[60 ft. long by 20 ft. broad. It has an apsidal

ecermination at the east end, with a small bell

akurret at the west. The duor is on the north,

mnd a small vestry on the south side. The site

ibas been given by Mr. John Walter Lea, of the
(Grange, Shepperton-green, the rector’s son-in-

ilaw. The architect, Mr. R. P. Pnllau, of London,
thad intended that there should be an entrance

porch, bnt owing to want of funds this has not

been erected. The builder was Mr. R. G. Hop-
ley, of Shepperton-green. The contracted price

for the building itself was 3551., which has been

raised by subscription, with the exception of

501., which was granted by the committee of the

Church Association for the United Deaueines of

Hampton and Staines.

Gloucester .—The plans of Messrs. Medland &
Maberly have been accepted for the church to

be built on the site of the old church of St.

, Catherine. The building will consist of nave,

two transepts, and aspidal chancel. The internal

width will bo 28 ft., the length of nave 6S ft.

The material used will bo brick, of which there

will be ornamental bands.
Bristol.—Emmanuel Church, which is being

erected in College-road, is designed for the use

of the district severed from Christ Church,
Clifton

;
but tho completion of the main build-

ing, as well as the addition of a tower, being at

present delayed for want of fund.s, the consecra-

tion has been postponed, and the body of tho
building has been opened for divine service.

Birkenhead.—The foundation-stone of a new
church in Cathcart-street, Park-road, has been
laid by Lord Grosvenor. The now church is

intended to supply the wants of a section of the
large pariah of Holy Trinity, which has a popu-
lation of 22,000, and has hitherto had only one
church

;
and is to provide accommodation for

700, and to cost 2,400Z. The site will coat 8751.,

and it is also proposed to raise an endowment
and repairs fund of l,'l'50h The patronage will

be vested iu the Bishop of Chester. All the seats

in the church will be free.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Exmouth (Devon).—The chief corner stone of

a new Congregiitiunal Chapel has been laid here.

The chapel (which stands on the site of an old

building erected by Lady Glenorchy in 1777) id

at the corner of the E-xoter-road and Meeting-
street, and consists of nave, side aisle, with tower
and spire at tho south-west angle, under which
is the principal entrance. There are vestries

arranged to be tlirowu into one by means of a

moveable partition. The style adopted is Early
Decorated, and the materials local (Borrybead)
stone, iu black mortar, with Bath stone dressings.

Tho roof will be open, carried out in fir, and stained

and varnished : an arcade will be formed between
the nave and aisle with wood columns and
diagonal struts, the spandrels being filled in with
quatrefoil piercings and other devices. There
will be 450 sittings, which will be open benches
stained and varnished. A minister’s, or chapel-
keeper’s house will adjoin the chapel on the

south side. The contract for the chapel and
house is taken by Mr. George Gibbs, of Ilfra-

combe, for 1,2001. Messrs. Habersbon & I’ite,

of Eloomsbury-square, are the architects ; and
Mr. J. E.. Manning is clerk of the works.
Richnansworth .—The Wesleyan Chapel in this

town, which was destroyed by fire a little more
than a year ago, has been replaced by a new
building, which has been opened for divine

service. The chief subscriber to the building
fund was Mr. McMurray, of Loadwater, a mem-
ber of the Scottish Presbyterian Church. Tho
new chapel is situated partly on the site of the

old one, bub covers a larger space. It is in tlie

Early English style, and its chief external fea-

tures are an octagonal tower and spire, rising to

a height of 75 ft. The material of the building

is brick, with Bath sbono dressings. The tower
is at the north-west angle, and contains a clock

(with three faces), by Benson, and three bells,

two of which strike the quarters, and one the
hour. The clock and bells cost about 2003., and
are the gift of Mr. McMurray. Tho spire is

covered -with tiles relieved by green bands, and
is surmounted by a weathercock. A school-

room adjoins the chapel, under the same roof.

Internally, the chapel measures GO ft. long, and
30 ft. wide. The available sittings number
altogether about 350. Above the communion
table is a stained glass window, which is the
chief feature of the interior. The •window i.s

the gift of Mr. McMurray, and was executed by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. It is divided

into three principal compartments, and repre-

sents thB crucifixion of our Lord. The cost of

the -window is about 703. The total cost of the

erection has been about 2,5003. Mr. Thos.
Pearson, of Batohworth House, was the archi-

tect; and Messrs. C.& J. Waterman, of Watford,

were the contractors. The stone work was

done by Mr. Coney, of Watford ;
and the gas

fittings were supplied by Messrs. Hart & Son
of London.

Bury .—The Independent Chapel, Whiting-
street, Las been re-opened for Divine service,

after undergoing alterations and renovation, the
principal feature of which is the erection of a
new Gothic front, in -white brick, with Bath
stone dressings, in the centre of which, above
the doorway, is a traceried window of four lights,

with two smaller ones on either side. The old

rectangular pewing in the body of the chapel has
been replaced by benches of stained deal. The
windows at the side are new, and new three-

light gas-burners and other fittings have been
put up. The alterations have been effected under
the direction of Messrs. Bacon & Bell, architects,

whose designs have been carried out by Mr.
Tooley, builder, and Mr. Farrow, stonemason.

The open palisading in front of the chapel was
wrought by Mr. Andrews, ironmonger, from the

arcliiceota’ design. The entire cost of the altera-

tions is about 6003.

Liverpool .—A new Wesleyan Chapel, at Rock
Ferry, has been opened . The edifice is dedicated

to the Trinity, and situated in New Chester-road.

It is in the Italian style. The front and sides

are faced with red bricks, with dressings of
Stourton stone. The main feature of the build-

ing consists of two square towers, surmounted
by a mansard roof, and 65 ft. high from the

level of the New Chester-road. In each tower

there is a staircase leading to the galleries, and
the space between them is connected by a
colonnade, covering all the entrances to the

chapel. The colonnade is approached from the
road by a flight of York stone steps, as the level

of tho chapel floor is raised considerably above
that of the road, in order to secure plenty of light

and ventilation to a spacious school-room and
two class-rooms underneath. The entrance to

tho schoolroom, which, like the chapel, is 63 ft.

by 50 ft., is from tho back, and two staircases

leading from it communicate with the body and
galleries of the clxapel. The chapel has class-

rooms and a minister's vestry behind the body.

The body will seat 600 persons, and the gallery,

which is circular, has accommodation for 350.

The work has been carried oat by Mr. John
Hogarth, builder, of Rock Ferry, under the

superintendence of Mr. Joseph Brattan, of
Birkenhead, architect. The entire cost, including

the price of the land, is estimated at 5,5003.

STAINED GLASS.

Gloucester Cathedral .—Tho public memorial
of the Rev. H. Burrup has now been placed in

the east walk of the cloisters of this cathedral,

by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham. The sub-

jects of the windows in tho cloisters, as remarked
by the local Chronicle, in giving an account of

this nieroorial, are after a design which was
settled some years ago by Bishop Jenne. The
present window is the first of the series, and re-

presents our first parents in the garden—Eve
ofi'ering Adam the fruit, and the Angel driving

both from Paradise. It consists of four main
lights. Tho tracery lights and the lower lights

are filled with decorated glass and designs, one
of which is that of the Crown and the Palm.

All Saints, Camlridye.—Upon the death of
Lady Affleck, tho wife of the late Master of

Trinity, her friends in the University seomed
desirous to keep alive the memory of one loved

by many and esteemed by all. The vicar of All

Saints’ made a proposal to them to fill the east

window of her parish church, of which she laid

the foundation-stone, with stained glass, as an
appropriate and lasting memorial. A large sum
of money was at once promised for the purpose.

A window, according to a design generally

approved, was ordered from Messrs. Morris &
Co., London, and is now placed in tho church.

It is a five-light -window. In tho centre light,

at the top, is I’cpresented Christ in Majesty,

BuiTounded by angels. The rest of the window
is filled up by four rows of figures. The highest

contains the patriarchs Adam, Noah, and Abra-

ham,—with Eve
;
the next, kings,—David in the

centre, with Edward the Confessor and St. Louis,

as historical kings, on either side, and Melchi-

sedek and Judas Maccabeus at the .two extre-

mities. In the third row are Apostles and
Prophets,— St. Peter in the centre, St. James and
St. Stephen on either side, Elijah and John the

Baptist at the two extremities. The last row
represents female saints,—St. Rhadegund in the

centre, as queen and abbess, patroness of Jesus
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College} with four martyrs,— St. Barbara, St.
Agnes, St. Dorothy, and St. Catherine. The
figures are on a gronnd of grisaille, where
flowered quarries alternate with bands on which
the names are written. The cost of the window,
with certain attendant expenses, was about 360i.

Episcopal Church, North Berwick.-~-A stained-
glass window has been erected here by Colonel
Denny, in memory of the officers, non-commis-
sioned officers, and soldiers of the 71st Royal
Highland Light Infantry who died in their
country’s service in Canada, the West Indies,
the Crimea, and India, and who served with him
from 1842 to 1857. The subject is Christ raising
the widow’s son, “Young Man, arise.” The
colours and badge of the regiment are intro-
duced in the base panels. Messrs. Ballantine &
Son, Edinburgh, were the artists.

Old West Church, Greenoch .—Two additional
memorial windows have been placed in this
church. One in memory of John Hunter, ship-
master. The subject illustrated is Christ walk-
ing on the sea, “ It is I, be not afraid.” The
other window is in memory of Mrs. Denniston,
erected by her son. Subject, the Presentation
in the Temple. The artists were Messrs. Ballan-
tine & Son.

St. Mary’s, Diss .—This church possesses some
good specimens of stained glass, and the south
side has been recently beautified by the addition
of two memorial windows, by Mr. Hughes, of
London. One is in memory of members of the
rector’s family, — Thomas Manning, Edward
Bosworth Manning, Susan, wife of John Shear-
man, and Frances and Anne Manning, and
represents “ Joseph’s Dream,” “The Cup found
in Benjamin’s Sack,” and “ The meeting of
Jacob and Joseph.” The other is in memory
of the late Samuel and Harriet Farrow, and con-
tains “ The Good Samaritan,” “ The Parable of
the Talents,” and “ The Wise and Foolish
Tirgins.”

Pounch Church.—The chancel of this church
has just been further adorned by the erection of
another stained-glass window. In this case the
donor is Mrs. Moore, in memory of her deceased
husband, the late Mr. W. Moore, of Elm Bank.
The window was designed and executed by Mr.
George Rogers. The subjects selected are the
Bearing of the Cross and the Resurrection of
our Saviour, in panels. Beneath are the symbols
of the Pelican and the Cross, with the sacred
monogram I.N.R.I. The quatrefoil at the top
contains the Dove ; a rich groundwork of the
vine upon a ruby forms the background, and is

surrounded with borderings of roses and foliage.

which will be presented to Parliament during
the forthcoming session. The proceedings in-

cluded a motion to the effect that the sum of
258,0001., intended for the completion of the
docks at the north end of the town, be excluded
from the Bill, which embraces additional bor^

rowing powers. After a long debate the propo-
sition relating to the exclusion of the 258,0001.
was rejected by a majority of seven, and the Bill

as originally drawn out, which carries its bor-
rowing powers to the extent of 1,100,0001. was
adopted. This Bill will enable the Dock Board
to complete the new docks, basins, and carriers’
sheds now in course of erection at the Bootle
end of the dock estate. The present Southern
Hospital at Liverpool being too small for
the demand upon it, a movement was com-
menced for erecting a new building on another
site. A sum of 40,0001. is required, and at a
meeting held at the townhall, subscriptions to
the extent of 24,0001. have been announced.

The New Exchange Company have entered
into a contract with Messrs. Parker & Son, for
the stonework of the two remaining wings of the
new exchange buildings. The amount of the
contract is 72,4501.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Ware .—The foundation-stone of the proposed
corn exchange, at Ware, has been laid.

As/itoitm.—The manufactory which Messrs.
M. Bond & Co. are erecting at Hanging Bridge,
about a mile and a half from Aahbourn, has
been completed, so far as putting on the roof.
The building stands on the site of the New
Mills, destroyed by fire a few years ago. The
new building is three stories high, the mate-
rial being pressed bricks, with alternate string
courses of blue brick and freestone, and
brick pilasters. The dimensions inside are :

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.
Machine for Pressing Bricks. — H. A.

Dvfrene. A communication. Dated January 13,
ISGG.—This invention consists in an improved
construction of pressing machine for the manu-
facture of bricks and other like articles made of
brick earth or clay, by which more uniformity is
obtained in the thickness of the articles than by
the ordinary apparatus. This press is con-
structed of two parts, an upper and a lower
part, acting on the middle of a frame of the
lorm and dimensions suited to those of the
articles to be pressed. The press receives a
continuous motion from an eccentric worked by
steam or hand power, and which, in its rotation,
is made to move apart and bring together the
said two parts of the press, between which the
brick earth is placed and is compressed. The
upper part is fixed to two rods, united by a
striker or buffer fixed by four rods to a sliding-
piece or block united to the collar of the eccen-
tric, which sets it in motion. The lower part
is free, and is raised by the striker or buffer
during its ascent, and falls back of itself during
the descent of the striker or buffer. The quan-
tity of clay or brick earth exceeding that re-

'

qnired is thrown back by the press itself by
means of a hole, which may vary in its dimen-

of the pans as a secondary consideratioi
and effects the intended object by surround
ing the seat or portion occupied by th
person when sitting down with a continuou
hermetic joint at the upper part of its circum
ference, thus enclosing the pan (and the part
contiguous thereto) in the limits within whicl
the matters, whether solid or liquid, can be pro
jected. By this means, not only are the fceca
matters arrested, but also any others whicl
might adhere to the interior of the space abov
mentioned. In order to do away as much a:

possible with any obstacle which might stop thi

descent of the solid matters, the sides of the pai
are made vertical instead of inclined as usual
With regard to the urine, it is arrested by th<
front projections set in such a manner that i^

prevents splashing, and forces the liquid to flov

down inclines into the receptacle below.

|5nohs Pfreittit.

The Theory of Strains in Girders and similat
structures, with Observations on the Applica-
tion of Theory to Practice, and Tables of tht
Strength and other Properties of Materials.
By Bindon B. Stoney, B.A., Memb. Inst. Civ.
Eng. &c. &o. London ; Longmans, Green, &
Co. 1866.

To every earnest student in the engineering
profession Mr. Bindon Stoney’s book on the
theory of strains will be a welcome friend. One
of the principal reasons why many English
engineering students never pass beyond the
grade of moderately good draughtsmen is, the
difficulty of acquiring from books a proper
understanding of the subject of their profession.

This is not the case with engineering students
abroad. In the Polytecbnical schools of Ger.
many, the pupils are well grounded in the
theory of engineering, and come over to England
and beat the young English student on his own
ground.
Most of the English authors of authority on

engineering write in too high a style for the
comprehension of young beginners

;
and as, in

an engineering office, an individual instruction
to all the pupils is altogether out of the question,
a pupil, except in instances of rare perseverance
and ability, after having duly served his period
of apprenticeship, finds himself a draughtsman
and not an engineer.
There are no gradations by which ho may rise.

He must encounter at the first step such an
array of formulm and equations that he cannot

Bious, made in one of the s'idea of the part of
them alone, and ao ia

the press on which the pressure is exerted.
' settle down

Length, 137i ft.
j
width, 54 ft.

;
height of rooms,

12^ ft. There are about 170 windows, the
majority of which are 7 ft. 6 in. high by 4 ft.

wide. The top room has 45 such windows, be-
sides 14 skylights. The staircase is built of
Macclesfield stone. In the turrets are two iron
tanks, supplied by Messrs. Wright, Brothers, of
Goscote Ironworks, Walsall, capable of contain-
ing -4,-400 gallons of water, to be available, be-
sides their use in the daily operations carried
on, in case of fire. The building is surmounted
by two angle turrets, with ornamental finials,

and a clock-tower with two faces ; and at one
end of the main building is a coonting-house,
with ornamental ridge and finials. Besides the
main building described, there are in course of
erection—gas-honae, boiler-house, and drying-
room, stabling, coach-house, &c., and a dining,
room for the hands. Attention has been bestowed
on the ventilation of each division and room of
the new mill. The building was designed by
Mr. Sugden, architect, Leek

;
and the execution

of the work by Mr. John Mathews, builder, also

Machinery for Making Bricks, Tiles, Ac.
C. G. Johnson. Dated Januarv 13th 1866

: ’
This invention relates to that class of machinery

to the drudgery of the
profession.

The results following from this state of things

for^ making bricks, tiles, and similar articles, ...

which a stream of clay is expressed from a pug-
mill through a moulding die or dies, and is
afterwards cut into lengths. In constructing
machinery of this description according to this
invention, the patentee places the knives or
blades of the pug-mill on the same axis as that
which carries the screw that is employed for
forcing forward the stream of clay through the
moulding die or dies. The portion of the outer
casing of the pug-mill in which the screw works
is by preference made of smaller diameter than
the part of the casing in which the blades or
knives of the pug-mill work. The exit end of
this contracted portion of the easing of the mill
is enlarged into a bell or enlarged mouth, and
the end of this bell or enlarged mouth is closed
by a fixed plate, which carries a bearing to
receive the end of the shaft of the pug-mill.
On one side of the bearings of this shaft is
placed the moulding-orifice or die through which
the clay is to be expressed. By forming the exit
end of the pug-mill in this manner, the stream
of clay ia not diverted by the bearing of the
png-mill shaft as it is when the moulding-orifice
is placed opposite to the centre of the shaft, as
ia now the case. Above the top of the mill,
whore the clay is arranged into the machine]
the patentee places a pair of rollers, between
which the clay has to pass before entering the
png-mill; these rollers crush any stones there
may be in the clay. The rollers are driven from
a wheel on the png-mill shaft.

of Leek who died somewhat suddenly on the Lmi-rovements applicable ‘to Water-closets
AND COMMODE-PANS. — H. E. NcwtoU. *

Liverpool.—At a special meeting of the Mersey
Docks and Harbour Board, a long discussion
took place recently in reference to the new Bill

are becoming serious enough to invite special
attention. It is questionable, indeed, whether
the prodigious arithmetic sometimes brought
into force be necessary at all to the elucidation
of numerous matters to which, by the force of
habit, it is applied ; and as has been lately noticed
by some writers, tho entire science of modern
geometry is becoming so overlaid with symbols
and figures that the subject of inquiry is often
buried beneath them.
The portion of Mr. Stoney’s work treating of

transverse strain and deflection, is, we fear, still

not what is required for learners
;
but nothing

could be more admirable than the chapters
on bracing, and various other portions of the
book. Perhaps Bow’s treatise on bracing does
not include so many examples, and so ample a
definition of the various kinds of bracing in use,
as we find given in the first volume of Mr.
Stoney’s theory of strains.

The style in which the book ia put together
must also be commended, affording simple and
unusual facilities for reference, which in no
way interfere with its being read through con-
tinuously.

VARIORUM.
The Art-Journal gives some particulars of the

Albert Memorial in Hyde Park, especially of the
metalwork. Wrought-iron is employed for the
whole of the framework, and cast-iron for the
structural parts that are to be built upon this
framework. All the more distinguished visible
portions of the work, the bases and capitals of
columns, the cornices, crestinga, finials, and
other similar details, and with them the cross

munication. Dated 15th January, 1866. — that is to crown the entire edifice, are to be of a
iho inventor of the present improvements fine bronze. Mr. Skidmore has covered with
looks upon the closing of the direct orifices

|
lead the whole of the ironwork that otherwise
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would be visible, and consequently would be

exposed to atmospheric action. “ Lead and

bronze are the only visible, and therefore the

only assailable, metals. This same lead-work is

wrought into an elaborate series of exquisite

surface-designs, of which the leading motire is

to form settings for innumerable pieces of

polished agate, onyx, jasper, cornelian, crystal,

marble, granite, and other richly - coloured

hard substances, together with inlays of

enamels of various hues. The cross that forms

the finial of the memorial is a work of great

dignity, executed in bronze, with inlays of stones

and rich gilding. It is a Latin cross, severe in

outline, and yet at its bead and other extremi-

ties, and also at the intersection of its limbs, a

strict simplicity of form is not maintained. It

stands upon a highly enriched globe, which, in

its turn, rests upon the foliated capital of a

single cylindrical shaft, wreathed towards its

head with spiral enrichment : and, lower down,

wrought to an octagonal section, having four of

its faces studded with gem-work, while a statue

is placed in front of each of its other four

faces. Sixteen bronze statues, of various

heights, the four principal ones being 8 ft.

high, are grouped about the several stages

of the spire, and add greatly to the digni-

fied beauty of the whole composition.”

Hardwicke’s “ Science Gossip ” goes on, and im-

proves as it goes. It has evidently found a

public. A paper “ On Water-Filters
” by Dr.

Divers, in the Popular Science Review, deserves

attention. The British Workman and Band of

Hope Review (the yearly part of each is just out)

are specially noticeable for the excellent wood-

cuts, of large size, with which they are filled.

•One of these, in the British Worlcmayi, is drawn
from the notice against swearing affixed by Sir

Christopher Wren to the walls of the Cathedral.

A capital sheet almanac, for a penny, is issued

with each of these serials.' The ‘‘ Financial

Eeform Almanac,” at the same price, exhibits at

a glance a large amount of financial informa-

tion. The January Fraser is a very entertain-

ing number. It includes Lord Stanhope’s lec-

ture ” On the Influence of Arabic Philosophy in

Medimval Europe.” “ Among South-Western
Cathedrals” is too slight to satisfy architects.

The Gardener (W. Blackwood & Sons) pro-

mises to be an agreeable and useful cheap

monthly. The editor wants specially to make
it useful, be says, to that large and increasing

class of the community who, previously to the

development of the railway system, lived in

•cities, but who now live in the country.

Jfiiscclhnua.

The Local Government of the Metro-
polis.—The Right Hon. S. H. Walpole, the

Secretary of State for the Home Department,
has appointed Tuesday next, the 8th inst., at

two o’clock, to receive the deputation agreed to

at the recent public meeting at St. James’s Hall,

called by the Metropolitan Municipal Association

for Promoting the Better Local Government of

the Metropolis.

Atlantic Cable Dividend.— The Anglo-
American Telegraph Company have announced
that the net profits of the company have ex-

ceeded the rate of 25 per cent per annum from
the date of opening the cable for public traffic

on the 28th of July last, it has been resolved to

distribute to the shareholders, early in February,

a dividend, on account, equal to 10 per cent, on
their shares, leaving the remaining 15 per cent,

to be disposed of at the annual meeting to be
held in July or August next.

SuppLT OP Gas to the Metropolis. — At a

meeting of the Strand District Board of Works,
held on the 19th ult., resolutions were passed
condemnatory of the monopoly afforded to the
gas companies as highly injurious to the con-

sumers, and directing a petition to the Board of

Trade that steps may bo taken during the next
session of Parliament to repeal the present Gas
Acts, and provide for a good supply of pure gas
for the public. The subject was very fully dis-

cussed, and the resolutions passed unanimously;
the general feeling throughout the discussion

appeared to be that the improvement of the

quality of the Has was of paramount importance,

and that this would only be accomplished by the
Metropolitan Board or some other municipal
authorities having the whole management of the

gas vested in them, as is the case in many of the

municipal towns in the provinces.

Drainage of Horncastle.— The recently-

formed Local Board of Horncastle have resolved

to proceed, at once, with drainage works for the

town, and Lave instructed Mr. Lawson to pre-

pare the necessary plans.

New University College, Glasgow,— By
direction of the Building Committee of the New
University College, of which Mr. G. G. Scott,

R.A., is the architect, plans were submitted by

several engineers for the ventilation and warm-
ing of the building. Ultimately those of Mr.

W. W. Phipson, C.E., London, were accepted.

The cost of the building will be about 200,u00l.

Mr. Thompson, of Peterborough, is the con-

tractor.

Workmen’s Lodgings in Spain.— A Madrid

letter in the Courrier de Bayonne has the fol-

lowing:—“The question of workmen’s lodging-

houses has been discussed during the last few

days by the Epoca of this city, and by the

ProOTTicias, a journal of Valencia. The inquiry

into subjects intended to insure or increase the

comfort of the necessitous classes seems to me
more important than any others, and for that

reason I insist more particularly on them. The

Society of Friends of the country of Valencia

has, on its side, been examining the most
economical means of procuring lodgings for the

poor.”

Improved Ventilation or Mines. — A plan

for the ventilation of coal mines has been in-

vented and patented by Mr. Joseph Lang, over-

looker at Mr. Outram’s Castle-street Mill, Moor-

lane, Preston. The ingress of fresh air by the

descending shaft, and the expulsion of foul air

by that ascending, are secured by mechanical

agency. At the mouth of the ascending shaft a

fan is connected with the cupola. Upon the fan

being set in motion, ascending pipes act as

“ suckers,” and remove the gases received below

in junction boxes. As the bad air is thus ex-

pelled, fresh air enters the pit by the descending

shaft, and thus a continuous current of fresh air

is secured, proportionate to the foul air expelled,

while the former forces the latter to the junction

boxes, giving it no opportunity for accumulating

in the several workings. The quantity of air to

be admitted and expelled can be simultaneously

regulated at the will of the operator
;
so that »

hurricane of wind might be improvised, on the

one hand, while on the other a gentle breeze can

be had with equal facility.

Smoke Consumption.—A new appliance for

the consumption of smoke has been in operation

at the works of Messrs. J. Wade & Sons and
Messrs. Rouse & Co., of Bradford. The design

has been for some time patented by Mr. Charles

Gall, an engine tenter, of Bridgenorth, Shrop-

shire, and has, it is said, been already applied

with success at various establishments in Bridge-

north, Wolverhampton, and Blackburn. The
bridge is fitted with an air-valve below the level

of the fire-bars, the valve being slung in the

same manner as an ordinary throttle-valve. A
short distance behind the main bridge is formed

another of considerable height, this second

bridge being fitted with a “ striking plate,”

which deflects upwards, the air entering the air-

valve. When the air-valve is opened, the air

entering through it is directed upwards, and
mixed with the heated gases escaping from the

fire, thus supplying the oxygen necessary for

their complete combustion. The simple self-

regulating arrangement which forms the princi-

pal feature of the plan, is to admit the quantity

of air required according to the state of the

fire. This consists of a pair of vessels capable

of containing water, the pair being connected

by a bar which turns in a centre fixed to the

boiler. The bottoms of the vessels are also con-

nected by a small pipe furnished with a stop-cock,

and another pipe of large diameter leads from the

bottom of one vessel to the top of the other.

The bar connecting the two vessels is furnished

with a couple of tappets, these being acted upon

by the pin of a small crank fixed at the npper

end of the binge-pin of the fire-door, this pin

being prolonged upwards for the purpose of

carrying it. To the underside of the one vessel

there is attached a link, the lower end of which

is coupled to a lever fixed in a slight shaft which
extends along the ashpit to the bridge, this shaft

carrying near its inner end another bent lever.

This bent lever acts upon another lever, which
is connected to the upper part of the air-valve

by a short link and staple, and thus by depress-

I

ing the lever the air-valve will be closed, the

manner in which the valve is hung tending to

make it fall open.

Sanitary Responsibility of Corporations.

Mr. Brumback, of Louisville (U.S.), who lost his

wife and daughter by cholera, has sued his city

corporation for damages in the sum of 25,000

dollars, alleging that if the streets in his vicinity

had been properly graded, no deaths would have

occurred.

The Lighting of Durham Cathedral.—The
system of gas-lighting adopted some time since

in the cathedral having recently been found in

an unsatisfactory state, the dean and chapter

have lighted a portion of the nave in the man-
ner adopted in the choir of York Minster and

round the dome of St. Paul’s. The mode of

lighting is by pipes laid on the string-coarse

immediately over the nave arches, each pipe

having about ninety small jets projecting from,

it, and giving the effect of rows of brilliant

beads of light. These pipes are supplied by

large mains carried along in the triforium, and
have each separate taps, so that the different

portions can be lighted either singly or all to-

gether. The general wish seems to be in favour

of its extension to the choir. The work has

been carried out by Mr. G. Newby, under the

direction of Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, architect.

Thaxted new Gas Works.—These works are

now complete. The contractors for the buildings

were Messrs. Cole, Brothers, of Thaxted. The
retort-house, coal-shed, and other erections are

of white brick with red piers. These are in the

low part of the town. The chimney-shaft is

tubular, and about -lO ft. high. The roofs are

covered with Taylor’s patent red tiles. There

are two double pipe condensers in front outside,

and throe retorts, two of which will be worked

in summer and all in winter
;
two purifiers with

patent centre valve, and the gas-holder is self-

acting, 31 ft. in diameter, 8 ft. deep, and calcu-

lated to hold 12,000 ft. of gas, with five extra

strong columns. The grounds are inclosed with

white brick walls and red brick copings. Many
private lights have already been burnt; and it

is expected that 180 will bo commenced with, at

63. 8d. per 1,000 cubic feet. The public lamps

are twenty-four, provided for by a district rate

on the inhabitants of the town at 6d. in the

ponnd.

Miss Hosmer’s Monument to Abraham
Lincoln.—A model of “The Freedmen’s Monu-
ment to Abraham Lincoln ” has been set up for

exhibition in the Art Gallery of the Boston

Atheumum. It recently arrived from Italy, and

is the last work and the masterpiece of Miss

Harriet Hosmer. It will be 60 ft. in height, and

the base 60 ft. square. The architectural work
will be of New England granite ; the figures, the

ornaments, and the bas-reliefs of bronze. It

will cost a quarter of a million of dollars. The
idea originated with a negro woman, who
volunteered a 5-dollar bill to begin with, at the

time of the president’s assassination. The freed

people have already contributed 23,000 dollars.

The salient features of the monument comprise

a temple, with thirty-six female figures, hand-in-

hand round the base, representing the states

;

the emancipation of tho slave, represented by
four bas-reliefs; and the preservation of the

Union, by representations of four events of the

war, one of these being the assassination. The
temple contains a statue of Abraham Lincoln,

on a sarcophagus, with four Victories mourning
bis death.

The Streets of Rome.—The correspondent of

the Telegraph writes,—“ The filthiest streets of

Rome are in the Borgo, and the Borgo is com-
posed of the streets immediately surrounding

St. Peter’s. “ Tu es Petrus,” runs the great

inscription in mosaic round the drum of the

dome, in letters every one of them as tall as a

Life-guardsman,—“ Tu es Petrus, et super hanc

petram codificabo ecclesiam meam but uudei-

neath the rock of the Church priestcraft has

built up a dunghill. One loses patience alto-

gether with the splendour of the Roman churches

when we contrast that splendour with tho squalor

by which it is environed. At least, among us

heretics, consigned by the Romanists to eternal

torment, the ehnreb goes haud-in-hand with the

trim school-house, full of clean and rosy children,

with the hospital, the asylum, and the reforma-

tory. But here there is but one step from

Ratfaelle’s pictures and Bernini’s statues to

Beggar’s Bush and the Cadger’s Arms. Bra-

inante and Fontana’s great facades only screen

the nest of hovels behind; and all the loath-

some losels of the Roman Alsatia wash their

rags in fountains adorned with saints and

angels.”
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SuEVETOR OF POLICE BviLDINGS.—The anr-
veyorship of police bnildings in the metropolitaii
diatrict, and of county oourta, held by the late
Mr. Seeves, has been given to Mr. T. C. Sorby,
architect.

Dundalk.—A Louth correppondent ofthe Free-
vnan s JouytkiX states that the engine-driveris
employed on the Belfast Junction Railway have*
given notice of their intention to resign their
places in consequence of the frequency of
attempts to upset trains on that line.

The Statue of the Queen for Liverpool.

—

Mr. Thornycroft, with the assent of the Queen,
has been selected as the sculptor for the eques-
trian statne of her Majesty to be erected opposite
St. George’s Hall, Liverpool, in a line witli that
of the Prince Consort. The statuo is to cost
5,000Z.

The Street Gas Explosion, near Leather-
—The coroner’s inquest on the three per-

sons killed by this accident has not yet been
concluded. Prom the evidence already led it
appears that the men employed in the street
by the Chartered Gas Company left work on
the Saturday of the accident without sufBciently
securing the gas in the main, where they were
at work

; and some hours afterwards, the explo-
sion took place, knocking down two houses, and
killing three persons, at Nos. 4 and 5, Summer-
court, Eyre-atreet-hill, between Little Bath-
street and Back-hill.

Archaeological Investigation in Westmoh-
LAND.—Investigalions have lately been made in
five sepulchral tumuli, situated in the moun-
tainous country about Appleby, Brough, and
Kirkby Stephen. The excavations have yielded
remains of ancient Britons, both burnt and un-
bnmt, and in two cases showed the practice of
Anglo-Saxon adoption of older barrows for
burials in a barrow slightly to the south of
Kirkby Stephen, a British burial having there
been disturbed by Anglo-Saxons to insert the
rough log cofRn and body of an Anglo-Saxon, as
shown by the funeral accompaniments.

Re-opening of Spitalfields Chuecii.—This
church has been re-opened for Divine worship,
after having been kept closed for a period of six
months, during which it has undergone extensive
renovations. It was originally built by H.-iwks-
more. The windows have been enlarged, the
columns have been freed from the encumbrances
by which they were defaced, and the ceiling has
been thoroughly cleansed, and its decorations
have been brought into relief. The architect
under whoso superintendenco these changes
have been effected is Mr. Christian. The total
cost of the renovation is estimated at 6,680L

Re-opening of the Royal Chapel at Wind-
SOR. — The Royal Chapel near Cumberland
Lodge, in Windsor Great Park, has been re-
opened for divine service. The new edifice, the
iihajicel of which was consecrated some time
buck, has been erected in the Early English
stylo of architecture by the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, from designs by Mr. Salvin
and Mr. Teulon, the works having been super-
intended by Mr. Morris. The plan includes a
nave, an aisle, chancel, and transept, while the
open-pointed oak roof is carried partly by the
north wall and some carved atone pillars sepa-
rating the nave from the south aisle. lu the
chancel is a memorial window to the memory of
the late Duchess of Kent. Separated from the
chancel by an oaken hand-rail, and on its south
side, is the royal closet, which Las a stone
screen dividing it from the end of the aisle.

Power op Burial Boards over Inscriptions.
In the case of the Doan of Carlisle and the
Carlisle Burial Board as to the right of Burial
Boards to interfere with monumental inscrip-
tions, Chancellor Barton, in tlie Consistory Court
of the Diocese of Carlisle, has given judgment.
After reviewing the Acts of Parliament relating
to the subject, the Chancellor said the law-
directed the ground to be consecrated

;
and it

was to be noted that every deed of consecration
of burial grounds, whether under the anciently
accustomed regulations, or the principle of
cemeteries, saved all episcopal rights and
jurisdiction. That was an invariable condition.
The 33rd section of the 15th and 16th of Yietoria
gave Burial Boards the right of “erecting or
placing auy monument, gravestone, tablet, or
monumental inscription” in their ground, but he
considered that the Act only had the incumbent
in its eye

;
the bishop's authority may still

permit the inscription or may still refuse it, or
may order its removal. He held, therefore, that
while the Board may object to any particular
iuscription, as ministers and churchwardens have
heretofore objected

; ou the other hand, any
person hindered by the Board may appeal to the
Court.

Architectural Prizes, Paris.—At the recent
public meeting of the French Acad.'my of Fine
Arts, the Deschaumes prize of 1.500 francs,
founded to aid young architects without fortune,
who have relatives dependent on them, was
divided betwoeu M. Marcel Boisvert and M.
Meqner.

^

The latter artist was, at the age of
twenty-six, a workman in a factory, when hispm was broken liy machinery

;
the limb was

incompletely cured, and he was compelled
to seek a new occupation. He studied archi-
tecture, while getting his living by writing, and
afterwards obtained employment as conductor in
the department of the Ponts-et-Chauesees, and
supported his mother and sister. The 'priv
Leclere was awarded to M. Dutert, architect, for
a desit-'n for a monument commemorative of the
visit of the Emperor to Algeria. The subject
proposed for the same prize ueib year is “a
monnmptal bridge, sitnared in the midst of a
great city, at the point of an island, magnifi-
cently decorated, and presenting an edifice
consecrated as a souvenir of a universal exhi-
bition of industry.” Tneee terms ac-cord exactly
with the position of the Pont Neuf, which
touches the point of the island of the old
city of Paris, where stands the equestrian
statue of Henri IV., and the rebuilding of
this bridge, and of the quaint old triangular
Place Dauphine, once a court quarter of the
town, has long been under cousiderarion. The
subject for the Bordin prize for 18GS is the
analogies and difierences which appear between
Greek and Roman architecture

;
the authors

being instructed to point out, either on the evi-
dence of facts, or by deduction, what artists and
artisans contributed to the construction and
decoration of the public and private edifices
either of Greece or Italy, and what was the
civil and social condition of such artists and
artizans.

_

The Man.vcement of Fences.—The sub-
joined is an extract from a paper read by Mr. H.
\V. Keary, at the quarterly meeting of the
VVenlock Farmei-s’ Club:—“Although I depre-
cate most strongly an unnecessary number of
fences, I am convinced that true economy points
to the maintenance of good, strong fences, and
such as will really answer the purpose for which
fences are made. Aud this will not be found to
be !i work of any difficulty, if only a little atten-
tion and method are shown in their manage-
ment. If possible, only one, or, at most, two
men should be employed to cut the hedges on a
farm, and great care should bo taken to furnish
them with proper tools. A fow lessons, and a
little firmness at first, will be quite enough to
t«ach a handy labourer how to do his work, and
I believe that the very fact of his having a parti-
cular branch of labour entrusted to him operates
aa a stimulus to do the work well. On very light
sand I have sometimes observed old trimmed
feuces become a little cankered on their lower
stems. This, however, has been entirely remedied,
and at a small cost, by throwing up the soil to
the roots on each side

; aud, indeed, it is not a
bad plan to treat one or two fences in this way
every year. The soil is naturally washed away
after a lapse of time, and I know nothing that
renovates a weakly fence more. The system of
pleaching fences is so generally adopted in this
district that it appears necessary to say a few
words respecting it. The skill of the workman
18 quite as important in this branch of hedge-
cutting as is the one I have just considered.
Great care should be taken to cut down all the
large aud thick pieces, and to lay or pleach only
those that aro likely to live under the operation.
The pleachers should not be too long, and plenty
ot stakes should be used. On pastures I think
it desirable to use binders on the top, otherwise
the cattle are apt to disturb the pleachers with
their horns, and materially injure the fence in its
early growth after cutting. At the time of
pleaching, the ditch, if any, should be well cleared
out, and ail weeds well cleaned away from the
roots of the thorns

;
fresh soil should then be

thrown up and worked well into the face of the
hank; the bank should also be reduced to its
proper size, and left with a sofficient slope.
Many old banks are much too large, and may be
reduced with great advantage; but care and
judgment are required even here, for if a bank is
cut down too steep and too close, the roots of the
fence aro exposed, and will gradually die away.”

South Kensington Museuji.—The number of
visitors during the Christmas week was 24,108.

The Restoration of Gloucester Cathedral.
The youthful Earl of Eldon, who owns consider-
able property on the Cotswolds, and whose
coming of age was celebrated a few weeks ago,
has forwarded to the Dean of Gloucester 500L,
to be applied to the restoration of the cathedral.

Bust of the late Lord M.tcAULAY.—A bust
of Lord Macaulay has, with the permission of
the Dean and Chapter, been placed in West-
minster Abbey by his sister. Lady Trevelyan.
It stands upon a bracket, designed by Mr. Scott,
and is placed in the immediate neighbonrhood
of the grave and of Addison’s state©, in Poet’s
Corner.

Carpenters’ Apprentices. — In a case just
tried it has been decided that a master is not
justifiable in employing an apprentice in domestic
or other uses unconnected with the bnsineaa he
is learning,-—such as in beating carpets, or even
in stacking boards. The judge gave a verdict
against the master, with 151. damages, the claim,
however, being 501.

’

Cost of L.and, London.—Mr. Mechi writes

:

“ The great city of London is comprised in an area
of only 632 acres and a few poles

;
in fact, the

size of a farm which in the country could be had
for a rent of 600Z. to 1,000Z. per annum. My
country friends will be astonished when I tell
them that the last cheap thing I lieard of as
purchased land in Lombard-street was over two
millions sterling per acre, or nearly 70Z. per
square foot of area.”

Glass Trade, Ajierica. — The making of
window and bottle glass at Pittsburg (U.S.)
gives employment to 1,800 men and boys, whose
annual wages amount to 1,396,516 dola. The
amount of silica consumed is 242,000 tons, and
it is chiefly brought from Missouri. The annual
value of the manufactured glass is estimated at
2,160,000 dols. These reports are of the window
and bottle glass work alone, and do not include
the nineteen flint-glass factories, which are valued
at 1,298,100 dols., pay weekly wages amounting
to 19,000 dols., and annually consume 2,095.806
bushels of coal, employ 2,304 hands, and make
2,000,000 dola. worth of glassware.

Proposed Infirmary for Wigan Colliery
District.—It has been resolved at an influential
meeting of the inhabitants of Wigan and its
neighbourhood that an effort be made to raise
30,000Z. for the erection of a suitable building,
and as a part of the endowment fund, for an
infirmary, which should contain some fifty or sixty
beds, aud the working expenses of which would
be about 3,000Z. anuually. A committee has
been appointed, and a donation list opened. The
employers of labour are advised to confer with
the operatives in order to secure a donation of
Id. per week from each person. The subscrip-
tions promised in the room amounted to 14,50UZ.

Memorial of the l.vte Archdeacon Coxe.—
The memorial of the late Venerable R. C. Core,
Archdeacon of Lindisfarne and Vicar of Egling^
ham, has taken the shape of a porch to Egling-
ham Church, according to plans approved by
the late archdeacon, aud were found in
his libi-ary. The committee are about to record
the dedication of the porch to the memory of
Archdeacon Coxe by placing a brass plate therein
with the following insoription :

— “ Unto the
memory of Richard Charles Coxe, M.A, Arch-
deacon of Lindisfarne, Canon of Durham, and
during 12 years Vicar of Eglingham, this Porch
was erected by his Neighbours and Friends;
whereby was followed out a plan which had been
designed under his own eye to provide a worthier
vestibule to the Church. He died, venerated by
the clergy and beloved by his people, August
25th, 1865, in the 66th year of his age.” Mr.
F. R. Wilson was the architect. The total cost
has been 104Z. 18s. 8d.

TENDERS
For a row of four labourers’ cottaRes at Hadlow, for

Mr. W m. Crundwell. Mr. Henry Stupley, architect—
Hatumond HaUa 10 0

For a detached villa residence, to be built iu tho Eidee-
wny.road, Enfield, for Mr. H. V,'. Draper. Mr T J
Hill, arcbitMt. Quantities supplied by Mr. R. L. Coitis —

^

Moreland & Burton £2,159 0 0
Field lit Sons 2 100 0 0
Fairiiead q q
Cushing 0 q

. 1,860 0 0
Patman, Brothers 1,849 0 0
Webb & Sons 1,757 0 0
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The New York National Academy

of Design.

E W YORK came
forward nobly for

tke erection of a

bailding for the

Academy of Design,

and that, too, at a

moment when en-

gaged in civil war.

In the early part of

the autumn of 1825,

there was formed in

the City of New
York, a “ Drawing

Association,” for art

study and social

intercourse, which

embraced, amon^
its members the

greater portion of

the artists then in

the City. This Asso-

ciation prospered in

such a degree, that

it soon became
necessary to extend

its field of opera-

tions, and the result

was the foundation,

on the 19th day of

January, 1826, of the .

present National

Academy of Design.

The first Annual

Exhibition of the

Academy was held

in the year 1826, on

the second story of a building at the south-west

corner of Broadway and Roade-street. One
room only was occupied, and that a small one,

being but 50 ft. long and 25 ft. wide. It was

lighted in the evening by six ordinary gas-

burners, and this is said to have been the first

occasion on which gas was used for an exhibition

of pictures. In 1850, the Institution purchased

property, and a suite of six galleries was erected

on it j and was so ably managed, that, after

years of patient labour, it produced the first

means of any amount ever in the possession of

•the Academy. After five years of occupancy, this

property was sold for about one hundred and

twenty thousand dollars, giving the Institution

a clear return of sixty-nine thousand dollars, and

leaving, after the payment of all outstanding

debts, a balance of nearly sixty thousand dollars.

After wandering for some time, the Academy,

in 1860, purchased a site, at the cost of 50,000

dollars, and invited designs from the leading

architects of the city. The design submitted

by Mr. P. W. Wight was selected, and steps

were taken to appeal to the sympathy of lovers

of art outside to raise the funds that would be
required. With this end in view a new class of

members was established, with certain stipulated

privileges, on the payment of 100 dollars for a

life-interest, or of 500 dollars for the same
interest in perpetuity, with power in the latter

case to transfer or to transmit it. The citizens

of means and taste responded with such libera-

lity, that after only a few weeks the council felt

fully assured of being able to realize their

plans in the amplest manner. Many men, in-

deed, with a munificence quite unexpected, con-

tributed not merely the sums required by the

terms of the fund, but in large excess of it

;

so as to leave no doubt of the successful comple-

tion of the new edifice and the endowment of

the Academy in such a manner as to enable it to

worthily achieve its important ends.

On the 2l8t of October, 1863, the first stone

was laid, when several excellent addresses were

made. One of the speakers, alluding to the

mighty straggle in which they were engaged,

as a tempestuous spring - time to which

would follow a glorious summer of intellectual

growths, said,—“May we not hope that out

of the throes and convulsions of our dark-

ened and strenuous present may be born a

future of grandeur and radiance ? Nay, may
we not discern on the very smoke-wreaths of

battle the same glorious bow of promise which

the Divine Benignity paints on the storm-clouds

when the tempest is overpast?”

“ But, to attain that lofty consunimation,” the speaker
continued, “ our artiste and our public must learn to esti-

mate art in its true dignity and character, not as a frivo-

lous pastime, like the antics of Harlequin; not as a
minister to ostentation, like a fashionable upholsterer;
not even as a better sort of schoolmaster, teaching a finer

selfishness
;
but as, indeed, it truly is, the purest and best

elTorts of the purest and best minds in their purest and
best hours. Art amuses us, it is true, like many meaner
things, but it elevates while it amuses

;
it delights us, but

it ennobles us through that delight
;

it instructs us, butit
informs us, or forms us inwardly, while it instructs. The
genuine products of a mysterious fusion, which blends
tbe sense that sees all beauty with the wisdom that per-
ceives all truth and the love that sympathises with all

life, it has no other fnnetion and no other sphere than to

speak to the whole of man’s higher nature,—to his most
exquisite sensibility, his shaping imagination, his pene-
trative reason, and his vivifying soul.”

In 1865 the buildiog was ready for occupa-

tion, and the 17th of April was named for

opening it. On the 15th of that month the

world was startled and saddened by the murder

of President Lincoln, and the members of the

Academy immediately passed resolntions expres-

sive of their regard for the memory of their

late chief magistrate, and postponed the inaugu-

ration till the 27th of the same month. Ou that

day it took place, when the president delivered

an address, and tbe venerable William Cullen

Bryant, the poet, followed him with eloquence.

He did not overlook the fact that the new build-

ing had an old one for a typo
j
but saw in this

“ an historical congruity to the purpose it will

serve, since it was for the adornment of buildings

not dissimilar in style that the art of modern

painting put forth its early efforts, and advanced

to that stage of perfection which gave us the

great colourists of the Venetian school.” “ I am
confident in the expectation,” he said, after-

wards, “that a day of great glory for art in this

country is at hand—a day of which wo now
behold the morning, coincident with tbe signal

overthrow of a mighty and feai’ful conspiracy

against our national existence, and with the

near prospect of returning peace. The tem-

perament of our people and the influence of our

climate are, I think, highly favourable to the

cultivation of the fine arts. Some quality in the

air of our part of the world, which I do not

pretend otherwise to define, promotes, unless I

am greatly mistaken, the activity of those

faculties which conspire to make the great painter

and sculptor.”*

The new building, of which we give an en-

graving, j- stands at the north-west corner of

Fourth-avenue and Twenty-third-street. It has

a front of 80 ft. on Twenty-third-street, and a

front of 98 ft. 9 in. on Fourth-avenue. The
principal entrance is in the middle of the nar-

rower front, facing southward. It is on the

level of the floor of, what is called there, the

second story (with us it would be the “ first-

floor”), and is reached by a double flight of

steps.

On this story, as shown on the plan, is a wide

* A Report of the proceedings on this occasion, and of
those at the laying nf the corner stone, has been pub-
lished by Mr. G. H. Mathews, of Jlew York, only a small
number being printed. It is excellently got up, and a
credit to all concerned,

t See p. 29.

hall, extending from the principal entrance

nearly the whole length of the building, with

stairs leading to tbe top story. To the right of

this hall, entering the building, is a range of

four large rooms, lighted by the eight windows
which are shown in the engraving, and by the

three windows of like design which open in the

shorter fa9ade. The first is a reception-room;

the next two are used for tbe library of the

Academy of Design
;
and the fourth is a meet-

ing-room for the council or governing body of

the institution. There are three similar windows
to the westward of the main entrance. The
first of these gives light to a treasurer’s office,

the others light a ladies’ parlour. Behind these

small rooms, is a lecture-room, intended to accom-

modate 300 persons
; and with a private stair-

way, leading to the story below.

The stairs which lead to the upper story are

in the centre of the building, occupying the

whole width of the hall, and are an important

feature of the interior. The top story is wholly

occupied by exhibition galleries, conveniently

arranged around the central staircase, and all

communicating so as to admit of passage all

round. These are lighted from the roof, and need
no side windows, except in one gallery, which,

being intended for sculpture, has a large north

window. The circular openings, filled with

tracery, shown in the engraving, are ventilators

communicating with the picture-galleries.

The lowest story (called the first, on the plan)

is principally devoted to the School of Design, but

some rooms in it are intended for the residence

of the janitor. The entrance to the School of

Design is at the side. The three large double

windows near it give light to three studios,

which, with a large hull opening into them, are

the rooms of the Antique School. Adjoining is the

hall of the Life School, which is used only in the

evening. This room, the lecture-room above
it, and tbe sculpture-gallery, on the top floor,

have windows opening upon a small court-yard,

taken from the regular parallelogram which the

plan of the building would otherwise occupy.

The interior of the building is well and expen-

sively fitted up. The greater part of the wood-
work is of oak, walnut, ash, and other hard
woods, oiled and polished, so as to show the

natural colour and grain. Each of the four

large rooms on Fourth Avenue has an open fire-

place, with a hearth of ornamental encanstic

tiles, and a mantel-shelf of oak. The windows
of the Library and other rooms are fitted

with plate-glass in sliding sashes, and inside

shutter-blinds. The rooms are connected by
large arched openings, two of which are fitted

with folding-doors, glazed with plate-glass. The
vestibule at tbe main entrance is floored with an
ornamental pavement of inlaid marbles of differ-

ent colours
;
and the floor of the main hall is of

walnut and maple, in ornamental patterns.

The Academy is the only Gothic building of

any importance, other than a church, yet erected

within the city limits, and is more richly de-

corated with sculpture than the exterior of any
bailding in America. The double flight of steps

leading to the main entrance—renderedneoessary

by the small size of tbe plot on which tbe build-

ing stands, a sufficient staircase within being an
impossibility—is an ornament to the building.

It is very richly carved with floral ornament,

and is built almost entirely of white marble. It

affords, also, a good place for the drinking foun-

tain, which occupies a triple arcade under the

platform of the stairs.

The walls of tbe lower story are of gray

marble, from Westchester County, New York.

The darker bands are of North River blue-stone,

selected and smoothed pieces of the same stone

as that of which the flags are made which cover

our side-walks. The arches of the small windows

of the janitor’s rooms, in the Twenty-third-street

front, are of white marble, the dark band of

blue-stone passing over them. The little circles
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in the white marble arcbivolt, jnst seen in the
engraving, are filled with a flower each—the
flowers being all different. The coupled arches
over the door and windows of this story, in the
Pourth-arenne front, are constructed of alternate
vonssoirs of blue-stone and gray marble. The
clustered columns that support these are of gray
marble, but the carved capitals and bases are of
white marble.
The sculptured capitals throughout areof a very

ornamental character, reminding us ofsome ofthe
best works of the kind in this country. The three
dlnstrations given are selected, in Fig. 1 from the
Fourth-avenue side of the bnildiug, and in Figs.
- and 3 from the entrance in Twenty-three-street.
In Fig. 1, as well as in the right-hand capital of
Iig. 3, is carved the well-known Virginian
creeper

—

AitvpelopsiB hoderacecc; the former
apparently mingled with some species of pitcher
plant, and the latter with the Iris-like “day
lily.” In the left-hand capital of Fig. 3 is the
exotic garden-rose and the rhododendron; whilstm Fig. 3, it is easy to detect, on the left, the
noble garden-lily, lilium candidum, and a small
narcissus; and in the right-haod capital the
azalea, with another plant probably belonging to
the same natural order.
The carving in the spandrels, and on the capi-

tals of the drinking.fountain, i-. particularly
good and appropriate, though too small to
be seen in our view. In the spandrels arc
reeds, lilies, and aruvts or caladiums, the large
gre^ leaves of which so beautifully spotted
withbrilliantred, so many will long remember as
displayed at the Ilorticultnral Congress in May
last. In the capitals are ferns and other plants
appropriate to the situation, and (as throughout
the rest of the building) mostly of American
origin.

The wall of the next story is of white West-
chester county marble, with bands and alternate
vonssoirs of blue-stone. The shafts in the
angles of the windows are of the same gray
marble as that of which the walls of the lower
story are built. The capitals of these columns
are of white marble, carved with designs com-
posed of leaves of forest trees. The tympana of
these windows are of white marble, pierced with
foliated openings, after the fashion of plate
tracery. In the spandrels of the arches of these
^^dows, on the Fonrih-avenue side, are open
circles which show the brickwork of the wall. It
is intended to fill these, at some future time,
with medallion portraits of white marble. The
irregular specea about these circles and the
spandrels of the arches on the Twenty-third-
street front aro to be filled with mosaic of
coloured marble or tile. There are spaces to be
decorated in the same manner in the great gable
over the main door. But the principal needs of
the building, as it_ stands, are, at other points,
also near the main doorway. The two great
buttresses which flank the entrance and the
gable are, for the present, finished with caps;
bub they are designed for statues whenever sneh
may be presented, or nan be bought. The tym-pMum under the arch of the great door is to be
filled with a mosaic, if possible, representing
some subject or scene in the history of art.
Of the walls of the upper storj’, it is only

necessary to say that the materials are white
and grey marble. The cornice is wholly of
white marble, but under each little arch is a
square of coloured tiles. The cost of the building
was about 150,000 dollars.
We may add that the National Academy of

Design, when it was instituted, January ISth,
1826, consisted of the following members:

—

Samuel F. B. Morse, Henry Inman,* Thomas
Cole,* Rembrandt Peale* William Dunlap.*
A. B. Durand, Charles C. lughnm,* Thomas
S. Cummings, Frederick S. Agate,* John Evers
Edward C. Potter,* Hugh Reniagle,* John L.
Morton, James Coyle,* D. W. Wilson,* John W.
Paradise,* Nuthaniel Rogers,* J. Pariaien,* John
Frazee,* Mosley J. Danlbrth, Cbas. C. Wright,*
William Main,* Peter Maverick,* Martin E
Thompson, and Iiliiel Town.* It was char-
tered April the 5th, 1828. The number of works
of art exhibited in the first year, 1826 was 170 •

the number in 1865, 647. The Academicians
appear now to be 78 in number, and there are
/8 associates.

,

_

One of the local chroniclers of the inaugura-
tion meeting says at the close of his notice,—
Our hope took shape. Beanry, art, culture,

shall yet be ours, shall yet love America.” We
earnestly echo the aspiration, and fnlly coincide
in the belief.

* Deceased.

“NO THOROUGHFARE.”
The Geysers of Iceland have long ranked

among the wonders of the world. It is not alone
as perennial fonntaina of hot water that they
have excited the attention of the traveller. We
have hot springs in this country

;
and the baths

and gold-fish pools of Matlock are fed from an
incessant and babbling spring, which, when an
Icelandic atmosphere surrounds it, gives visible
proofof its high temperature in clouds of vapour.
But the peculiarity in the Geysers which strikes
the imagination even more than the contrast
between the boiling spring and the surrounding
winter, is the intermittent nature of the flow.
A jet of hot water, springing boldly from the
surface of its own little crater-like pool, becomes
by degrees feebler and feebler, and at last alto-
gether ceases to rise. The orifice appears to be
closed, and the communication with the hidden
tires is for the time entirely cut off. After an
interval, however, of longer or shorter duration,
the explosive force of the subterranean steam
has accumulated to a pressure that overcomes
the temporary obstacle,’the escape-pipe is cleared
with a burst, and the full column of the Geyser
agmn springs high into the air.

Not a few of onr public affairs in England
seem to be conducted on the principle of the
Geyser. All the conservative elements in the
national ebaraotor, and we have plenty of these
elements, respectable and disreputable, tend to
form_ a deposit that chokes the channels of
activity, and throttles the efforts made for im-
provement. Men who labour without pay in
the service of their fellows lose heart by degrees
in face of the constant dead weight of obstruc-
tion with which they have to contend. Old habits
become more inveterate, and more intolerant, by
virtue of their very age. Official routine gra-
dually becomes stereotyped, and red tape is
triumphant. At last the block becomes so pal-
pable and so unendurable, that the impatience
of the country is raised to an overpowering
tension, public indignation explodes, and the
obstructive nuisance, or the obstructives who
have carefully built it up, are blown suddenly
away. In the Geysers, the process is one of
constant repetition,—we hope that the parallel
may not be absolutely trne.
Not a year, we might say not a month,

passes without affording an illustration of this
method of conducting public affairs. We have
just had an instance on a scale of imposing mag-
nitnde. On the second day of 1867, the inhabi-
tants of London awoke in a new world. Those
who are fortunate enough not to have their
rising on dark mornings absolutely regulated by
the clock, were surprised to find how late it was
when they awoke, and how unusually disinclined
they felt to get ont of bed. Those who rose
early soon bad reason to consider whether
it was not the part of wisdom, as well as of
comfort, to return to their warm beds. It
did not seem ns if they would do much good
elsewhere. That which so often occurs in indi-
vidual streets, with a frequency that seems to
mark it for an especial amusement of the autho-
rities, had taken place all over London,—

a

gigantic ‘‘ No thoroughfare ” bad been every-
where exhibited, by no less a power than that of
onr old friend. Jack Frost. The impasse was
complete. Railway-trains came slowly to a
standstill in some deep cutting, and steam
refused to move the driving-wheels. From
New-cross to London became a distance of
three hours’ journey. Omnibuses simply had
disappeared.

_

Cabs were not to be found,
until, later in the day, they were to be dis-
covered in the new form of tandems. The
architecture of the streets assumed a novel and
imposing aspect, from the massive shade given
to the string-courses by heavy coverings of
snow. The clocks denoted contradictory hours
or were altogether veiled in white. The statues
which so remarkably adorn London had assumed
robes more majestic than their usual attire, and
King George III. wore the same flowing full-
bottomed wig with which, Mr. Jesse tells us,
his Majesty so much horrified his beholders on
a great official solemnity. Sir John Franklin
alone, among these ghostly denizens of the
metropolis, looked in his natural element.
London seemed in the coarse of forty-eight
hours to have been shifted to the latitude of
Sc. Petersburg.

This was all very well for a time; bnt the
snow-fall ceased, and the obstruction to our
traffic continued. Men sought to go about their
business, and there were no paths by which thev
could do 80 . Business had to remaia undone.

The daily papers became fnU of the complaints
of correspondents, loud in their denunciations
of those who let matters take their conrse, or
rather made no effort to prevent the evil of
there being no course to take. Day succeeded
ay, and nothing was done; or, in some cases

worse than nothing. And as public inconve-
mence gave rise to public indignation, and the
vestries, who are supposed to have control over
the communications of the various districts into
which London is inconveniently and absurdly
divided, became the objects of uncomplimentary
remark. An officer and champion of one of
these governing bodies came forward to assure
the public that nothing would, or could, or
should be done when it happened to snow. Un-
fortunately for the value of his opinion, this
gentleman committed himself to figures. He
told us that it would require 1,500 carts and
3,000 horses to remove 3,000 loads of snow from
Regent-street. TVe can only say that if such be
the estimate formed by a surveyor of the capa-
bilities of the plant and stock of a contractor,
tJie work of the latter under bis orders must be
most enviably lucrative.

We confess that we regard this great stoppage,
unprecedented as it is in its magnitude, as a
hopeful symptom. It cannot be called the straw
that has broken the camel’s back, for it has been
a load ample to overpower many caravans. Its
completeness, its persistency, and the manner in
which it has brought into relief not only the
helpnessness of the local Boards, but the un-
blushing complacency with which they regard
their helplessness, and even seek to juscify it, is
enongb, we would fain hope, to raise the public
indignation to a pitch that shall blow away the
vestries (not the vestrymen) to keep company
with last year’s snow. No event could have
occurred better calculated to strengthen the
hands of Lord Ebury, and those of his fellow-
labourers, who are anxious to provide a better
local government for the metropolis. Men who
are unfit to deal with an emergency that is
rather in accordance with, than an exception to,
the ordinary laws of climatology, should not be
allowed to mnddle away the time, the conveni-
ence, and the money of their fellow-citizens.
Worse alarms at times occur than those caused
by a snow-storm, and where should we be
then ? We have been content to regard the
Great Fire of 1666 as the last great fire
possible in London. Is it so ? Although our
roofs are no longer thatched, how much is
there of combustible matter stored in the mate-
rials and furnitnre of our houses ? If, as we
have bnt too unfortunately seen, onr principal
waterworks are allowed to catch fire; if the
reservoirs of the great fountains of the Crystal
Palace were allowed to be unavailable on the
only occasion on which there has been a real
necessity for their use, who shall sleep secure in
a city which for a week has been left impervious
to the engines of the fire brigade ? What would
be our condition if an earthquake, such as has
just devastated Algeria, and of the possible
visitation of which we have not been without
significant

_

hints, should suddenly shake St.
Paul’s. It is the part of wise citizens to read the
lesson set us by the blockade of the 2nd of
Januarj’ as one of timely and salutary warning;
and, il we fail to do so, we may be sure that
worse will come of it.

It ought to be a rule with all great public,,
and even great private, establishments, to have
an alarm given at periods of sufficiently frequent
recurrence, to ensure sufficient action in the
hour of real need. How such an obvious pre-
caution could Lave been neglected at the Crystal
Palace is matter of wonder—or rather would be
matter of wonder if precaution were not with us
the exception rather than the rule. By the
employment of this slight touch of the quarter-
deck, plants and animals, sparkling Alhambra
Court, noble tree-ferns, gorgeous parrots, and
all the rich tribute of nature and of art, which
have been accumulating for more than ten years
at Sydenham, would now have been unharmed.
We beg to urge most emphatically on the
authorities at our great museums the necessity
of this rule. There are buckets visible enough
at South Kensington. Is there any water to fill

them?—any one who knows the way to the
supply ?—any one to give orders ?—any prac-
tical, efficient, organized system to be adopted,
and that on the instant, in case of an alarm of
fire being given at that storehouse of such rich
treasures ? We hope to hear that an alarm of
fire is given there within a week. It is the only
way to be secure against what often gives no
alarm, till too late,—the actual outbreak of fire.
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What, too, are the precautions adopted at the

National Gallery ?

The subject is one for the attention of the

insurance companies. It ought to be insisted on

in the policies of all heavy insurances. It is

universal for the owners of valuable and com-

bustible property to insure for its amount, and

then to leave all but the very simplest precau-

tions at the risk of the under-writers. No office

ought to insure such a building as the Kensing-

ton Museum or the Crystal Palace, either wholly

or in part, without providing for the instant ap-

plicablity of the resources of the establishment

in case of the outbreak of fire.

Twice within the week have we had a warn-

ing. What shall we deserve if we pay no heed ?

The waste of available power, the absence of the

right thing at the right time, the helpless blaze

of the Crystal Palace, around the very bases of

the great water-towers, might have been warn-

ing enough. But there are men too busy to read

the newspapers—men whose golden minutes are

too profitably occupied, or whose precious eye-

sight is too severely taxed, to allow of the re-

laxation,—men whose daily thoughts are limited

by the walls of their place of business. So the

hint has come to them, so loud that they could

not fail to hear, so unpleasant that they can not

readily forget. There is not a single inhabitant

of London to whom the first week of ISfi? has

not brought positive proof that things are not so

ordered as they should be in the great city in

which he dwells. If, after such a warning, we
fail to set our houses in order, it is in accoi’d-

ance with all that we know of human history to

«xpect that we shall have cause bitterly to rue

our neglect.*

THE DESIGNS FOR THE NEW NATIONAL
GALLERY.

For thirty years nearly, or ever since its com-
pletion in 1838, the building that has occupied

what we have become tired of hearing described,

in Sir Robert Peel’s words, ns “ the finest site in

Europe,” has been the best abused building in

Europe. Getting somehow, at once, and even

more from causes now undeterminable, than from

those which are obvious, a bad name,—that
“ worst of woes that wait ” on tbe reputation of

a building as on that of a man,—^it soon became
tbe favourite example for quotation by the art-

critics of the newspapers ;
who are never so

happy as when they are demonstrating the utter

inferiority of architectural work that is accom-

plished, to the standard which the reader is to

suppose them acquainted with. Generally, we
think, in no subject handled by what is called

the public press is such inferiority of treatment

shown as in the snbject of architecture
;
and the

worst part of the matter is that neither is the

ignorance confessed, nor are the pains taken

which might speedily produce qualifications for

effecting some amount of good : on the contrary,

condemnation is taken as the tone, because of the

unlearned or unthinking writers’ incapacity for

such pleasurable appreciation as it has been

lately said, and not ill said, is the proper office

of criticism. Simple blame is more easy of

expression than judicious estimation of the right

and tbe relative wrong
;
and the former has

this advantage to the ordinary self-constituted

judge, that it gains him with the public to whom
he addresses himself, the reputation of superior

knowledge. Observations similar to these whiob

we have just made, may have been made before

;

but we offer them here because they are imme-
diately suggested by the recollection of what has

appeared in connexion with the subject of the

building in Trafalgar-sqnare, and by what is at

present appearing with reference to the designs

for the new or modified building.

These designs, sent in competition by ten

architects, are now on view, or on the last four

days of each week, in the Royal Gallery of tbe

Palace at Westraioster, and have already been
noticed in tbe daily papers, and, we might say,

adjudicated upon, with a facility and a concln-

aiveness which we are unable to emulate. It is

essential to recollect what the problem set be-

fore the competitors really is, or was. The
solution of such problem is not necessarily

started in the production of even the most oare-

fally-exeouted set of drawings ; and the par-

ticular probelm includes not alone the doing
justice to the “finest site,” &c., bat also the

• The deatruction of Croydon Church, couaumed while
the fire-engines were delugea by the Bno>Y, forma un
empbatio comment on our waruiug.

provision of suitable quarters for the national

pictures. It is a problem, too, that is by no
means free from difficnlty as to the site; and is

one that, as presented to the competitors, was
not exactly definite : since there are two, or

even three, problems, rather than one, of which
the collateral solution was asked by the late

Government.
We could not be satisfied to give this week

much more than a general notice of the com-

petition and drawings. We must defer par-

ticulars of the majority of the designs; although

the rapidity with which non-professional judges,

and even professional, get through their work,

may make us in arrear.

The architects who have sent designs are

Messrs. Owen Jones, C. Brodrick, G. E. Street,

F. P. Cockerell, J. Murray, E. M. Barry, F. C.

Penrose, G. S. Clarke, M. D. Wyatt, and Banks
& Barry. Of these ten, each one has sent in

two designs as required by the instructions

;

and tbe greater number of the ten have sent, in

addition, one or more variations of their main
design. Consequently there may be about

thirty designs, in fact, for the consideration of

the judges. The drawings altogether not being

numerous, it has been possible to arrange them
in the Royal Gallery much better than compe-

tition-drawings are arranged usually. Besides

the walls at the sides of the Gallery, for a

portion of the length, and similar space at

one end, there is a screen down the middle

of the Gallery : thus there has been no neces-

sity to place drawings so much above the

eye as to preclude examination of them,—ex-

cepting with the help of steps or ladders,

—

contrivances such as were required on the

last occasion, but were not made use of.

The Royal Gallery is however an nnsuitahle

place, at this time of the year, for exhibition of

any number of architectural drawings. At two

o’clock in the afternoon, this week, tlae light has

been quite inadequate. Amongst the sets of

drawings, remarkable for number of the draw-

ings, as well the execution of them, are those

contributed by Messrs. Cockerell, Murray, Clarke,

aud Wyatt. Mr. Murray’s drawings are on
twenty-seven straining-frames : Mr. Wyatt’s are

on twenty-fonr
;

Mr. Cockerell’s on twenty-

two ; and Mr. Clarke’s on twenty-one. Mr.

Cockerell’s drawings are perhaps the most
skilfully executed; though several others, as

Mr. Wyatt’s, are almost equally good, whilst

very different in general appearance. Our non-

professional readers are requested to bear in mind
chat good drawing mayor may not be associated

with good design. Architects should not require

to be reminded of the distinction that there is

:

though, we are obliged to say, they are more
impressionable by good drawing, even than the

public. As regards the uses of the building,

nearly all the designs seem to be the result of

careful study of the requirements
;

albeit the

gallery of tbe Sheepshanks Collection, at South

Kensington, having been mentioned to the com-

petitors in a letter from the Office of the Works,

when a description of it was furnished, the usual

consequences of such references in instructions

may have accrued, in many of the designs, in

tbe omission of a certain exercise of judgment.

The original “ Circular to Competing Archi-

tects,” with the “ Instructions to Architects,”

was sent from the Office of Works on the 15th

of February, 1866. It will be recollected that,

before this, the question of site had been for

many years under discussion. Different quarters

of the metropolis, including one or other of the

parks, and Kensington Gardens, andmost recently

tbe Burlington House site, had been named. Also

nnder discaesion bad been the South Kensington

estate, or part of it, that is to say, the locality

in whioh the pictures of the Sheepshanks col-

lection were ;
and where the whole of the

modern pictures, including what were in Tra-

falgar-equare, are at present, as well as the

cartoons removed from Hampton Court. Some-
where about 1851, there was a proposal to

appropriate Buckingham Palace to the purposes

of the National Gallery. In that case, the

present building in Trafalgar-sqnare would have

iseen given up to tbe Royal Academy
;
and a

Royal Palace would have been placed in Kensing-

ton Gardens. The project in connexion with the

Burlington House site was at one time so far ad-

vanced, that a design bad been made by Messrs.

Banks & Barry. In this design, the limitation

of the galleries, or exhibition-space, in fact the

building generally, to one story, combined with

appropriation of the whole ground, or without

courts, was the characteristic. It was considered

that talking into account both light and wall-

surface, more was obtainable by the arrange-

ment here referred to than by that of galleries

in two stories. We may mention that Messrs.

Banks & Barry’s present desieO) or for the

Trafalgar-sqnare site, much resembles the pre-

vious one for the different site. Our allusion to

the question of multiplication of stories versus

appropriation of the ground that would have

been given to courts, may help the public to

the reasons of differences between the ground-

plans of designs, as to space left for lighting;

which diflerences, certainly, are at first very

remarkable.

The decision in favour of the Trafalgar-sqnare

site, with additions, being considered final, it

only remained that tbe boundaries of the ground

to be taken, should be settled, along with the

question as to the existing building, of which

the eastern portion is to be vacated by tbe Royal

Academy. The new ground, since acquired or

about to be, is bounded on the east by St. Mar-

tin’s-place, on tbe north by Hemming’s-row, and

on the west by Oastle-street, or rather by the

wall of the barrack-yard. This area is now
occupied by the workhouse, by different premises

at the east (which include one house occupied by
several literary and scientific societies, a savings-

bank, a house let as offices, and a shop), and

by Archbishop Tenison’s Library at the west.

Tbe present passage along the back of the

National Gallery, or Rnyal Academy, would be

absorbed. Besides the immediate appropriation

of the area described, tbe competitors were to

bo at liberty to contemplate the western exten-

sion of the buildings in the rear, as a measure

for the future, that is utilizing in some way
ground now belonging to the barracks. The
“Instructions” say: buildings “ hereafter erected

over the barrack-yard.” Nearly all the oom-

petitors have understood this as involving,

or allovring of, the entire removal of the

barracks; and some of them show a street

from Pall Mall East, in which there would

be a western frontage to the building as they

propose that it should be eventually. Much
was said at one time about building a portion of

the addition to the Gallery on iron columns over

the barrack-yard
;
but whatever may have been

intended by those who framed the “Instruc-

tions,” the competitors are right as to the thing

desirable : any arrangement of a building on

columns would be most objectionable ;
whilst

the new street at tbe west is much wanted. The
new ground is by no means rectangular ;

and tbe

eastern end of the entire site is very irregular.

Hemming’s-row, with its prolongation, and the

line of frontage of the present building, are not

parallel : the line of the new street, of some of

the competitors, at the west, would bo consider-

ably longer than the distance is of the east end

of Hemming’s-row from Trafalgar-square. As
regards the eastern boundary, it will be recol-

lected that the houses in St. Martiu's-place, up

to Hemming’s-row, are considerably in advance

of the end of the present build ing of the National

Gallery. None of the competitors have thought

fit to sacrifice the eastward projecting piece, or

to give it up to the street : though for the latter

course there might have been arguments. Most

of the competitors place here an apsidal projec-

tion from the main block.

The “ Instructions ” required designs under

two alternatives, preparatory to a decision on

the best mode of laying out the new site, and

on the question of “ retaining the existing

building,” or “ reconstructing or remodelling

it.” By the first alternative, buildings would be

erected on the site already described
;
and these

would communicate with the existing building

;

wherein no costly alterations would be made.

By the second alternative, the work would in-

clude the demolition and construction, or the

remodelling, of tbe existing building. The
Trafalgar-square front was “ to be arranged so

as not to obscure the view of the portico of St.

Martin’s Church from Pall-mall East, or from

any part of Trafalgar-square.” This stipulation,

as worded, seems to have ocoasioued difficulty

to some of the competitors. It will be recollected

that the similar injunction laid upon Wilkins,

was tbe cause of that setting-back of tbe ends

of the building, wliich has been attended by a

reduction of the Hccommodation, whilst it has

cont^-ibuied to architectural effect,—as it certainly

has even iu the National Gallery building itself.

But Wilkins made the portico projecting con-

siderably : on the other hand, he sacrificed one of

the finest features of a portico, steps in front,—so

well displayed in bis other work, the London

University College. The entrance to the building

the “ lustructious” said, was to be as at present
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but there were to be exita into St. Martin’s-
place and Hemming’s-row. There was to be a
residence for the keeper, and one for the porter.
The largest possible extent of wall-space for
hanging pictures was to be obtained, so far as
“ consistent with grand architectural effects.”
Top-lighting was preferred

j but side-lighting was
made admissible for cabinet-pictures and original
drawings. A width of 50 ft. was prescribed for
the largest galleries, because, as the “ Instruc-
tions” said, ample floor-space was needed for
the accommodation of the multitude thronging
the galleries. Thorough and easy ventilation,
warming by hot-water pipes, “fireproof construc-
tion,’’ and tanks of water on the roof were also
mentioned. Each architect was to be paid 2001.
for his drawings and statements

j
which were to

become the property of the Commissioners of
Works. The First Commissioner did not engage
to ^opt any of the designs

; but if one of the
designs were adopted, the author of it would be
employed to carry it into effect, being paid “the
usual commission of 5 per cent, on the outlay,”
inclusive of all expenses of measuring.

Several of the competitors had gone to work
when, on the 29th June, the competitors received
a copy of a reply by Mr. Wornom to a letter
addressed to him from the Office of Works, re-
quiring information as to the accommodation
that should be provided for receiving, storing,
and cleaning pictores. The reply gives, under
twenty-seven heads, the designations of rooms
and particulars of accommodation that would be
required in connexion with the business of the
establishment. The plain jndicions course would
have been to apply to Mr. Womum before the
issne of the original instructions.

In the letter of the 29th June, it is stated that
the committee ofjudges” to “be appointed to

decide upon the plans” would “ include within its
members not less than two professional archi-
tects.” The time originally named for sending
in the plans was three months from the 15th
February, 1866

j but the 31st October was after-
wards named, and afterwards the 1st January of
this year.

There are merits in the present building of
the National Gallery

; although there has been
general agreement amongst the public as to cer-
tain defects. The lowness, the central dome, and
the terminations stigmatized as “pepper-boxes,”
have had no defenders

; and they should not have.
Features of the building also defective, but less
frequently mentioned, are the blank-looking
podium-wall carrying the columns, the somewhat
too low pitch of the pediment, and the side-por-
ticoes without semblance of utility. In addition
to these features of the building itself, those of
Trafalgar-sqnare, as designed and carried into
effect by Sir Charles Barry, have often been
objected to. In nearly all the designs retaining
the present front, each of the features of the
boilding itself, which have been named, is got
rid of; and in several of them the retainiog-wall
and balustrade of the terrace-road is either
omitted, or greatly modified. The Square was
indeed not one of Barry’s best works. A flight
of steps in the centre has sometimes been re-
ferred to as what should have been provided.
Some of the competitors have introdnced this
feature

;
and at least one design, Mr. Brodrick’s,

does away with the wall and balustrade entirely,
and substitutes a flight of steps occupying the
whole width between the pedestal of the statue
of George iV., and the corresponding pedestal.
The dome and “pepper-boxes” of the building
are got rid of in the designs generally

;
and a

larger dome, or other more commanding feature
than the present one, in the centre, is substituted

:

the building is heightened, as by the addition of
an attic : the podium-wall is rusticated, or other-
wise decorated; or the portico is entirely altered,
BO as to admit of steps

; and the wings are im-
proved, as by the connexion of the side-porticoes,
by columns, with the central portico. The stair-
case-hall, adapted in size to a larger boilding
than the present one, is made to revert to the
arrangement that it had as left by Wilkins, with
the opposite flights of stairs, bat with inserted
columns in the ground-story.

In the plan of the upper floor, the present
rooms of the western half of the building, and
the exhibition-rooms of the Academy, considered
by Mr. Wornum to be very good rooms for their
purpose, are generally retained : this is the case
even in designs that modify the building con-
siderably. Where new galleries are designed for
the larger pictures, the prescribed width, 50 ft.,

has been adhered to : but this width is greater
than necessary

;
and such is the view taken by

many of the competitors, and by Mr. Wornum

also. Wall-space is the first consideration. The
galleries for cabinet - pictures, generally side-
lighted, are of course narrower than 50 ft.

;

and some designs provide two stories of these
galleries in the height of one story of the
principal galleries. One disadvantage of great
width is that it requires corresponding, that
is unnecessary, height. It used to be ob-
jected to the present rooms of the National
Gallery, that pictnres of the largest dimensions,
like some of those of the Venetian School,
conid not be hung in them; but the truth is

that such pictures would so seldom be obtainable

,

that it could not be desirable to arrange every
room as in preparation for them : one room
would be quite sufficient. Mr. Street’s design
is Gothic; and so is one of the designs sub-
mitted by Mr. Somers Clarke. Mr. Wyatt’s de-
sign is remarkable for a peculiarity of the
arrangement for top-lighting the ground-story,
as also remarkable for both elaboration and
novelty in the decorative design, including de-
tails. But we will at present express no judg-
ment on comparative merits of the designs, and
suitableness for selection. Previously to judg-
ment, facts of designs must have been got at from
the drawings; and some of these data we have
yet to collect. But, next week, we will give
farther particulars of the designs.

The judges appointed to adjudicate on the
designs are,—Viscount Hardinge; Lord Elcho,
M.P.

j
Mr. A. J. B. Beresford-Hope, M.P., presi-

dent of the Royal Institute of British Architects

;

Mr. W. Tite, M.P.
;
Mr. W. Russell, trnstee of

the National Gallery; Mr. W. Boxall, R.A.,
director of the National Gallery; Mr. David
Brandon, architect; Mr. T. Gambier Parry; and
Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A., inspector-general, Science
and Art Department.

THE COST OF LONDON MUD.
The city of Turin deservedly attracts the

admiration of the tourist. We rejoice that the
steady progress of the great Mont Cenis Tunnel
bids fair to remove, within a reasonable time,
the chief obstacle to visiting the sub-Alpine
capital. Our architects and engineers, and all
those interested in the improvement and in the
comfort of London, might draw from the ex-
ample of a city which might, for its size, be
lost in one of the great outlying districts of the
English metropolis, unseen and unknown to
many who pass three hundred days out of the
year in the City precincts, a lesson to which we
now take leave to refer.

We are not about to describe the broad streets
and steady boulevards of the gallant little city,
or to dwell on the noble panoramic view that
rewards the ascent of the hill which commands
the fall current of the Po. With the exception
of a very small portion, the most ancient part,
of the town, the perfect symmetry and regu-
larity of the plan gives a high idea of the
organizing habits of the builders. The palace
of the Dukes of Savoy, now a royal Italian
residence, looks straight through the main street
of the city down a vista closed by the rival
structure of the railway station, as if the genii
of the past and of the present, the ghosts of
TSte de Fer and of Robert Stephenson, the
embodied expressions of feudalism and of steam
power, were resting on their arms in presence
of each other. We are not about to dwell on the
efficient and unpretending military defences of
the place, on the revetted moat that protects the
City from a coup de main, and on the manner in
which the communications of the place are so
contrived as to be free, open, and convenient,
and yet capable of immediate closing is case of
need. Bot the point to which we now wish to
call attention is this. People can walk about in
Turin all the year round without ruining their
boots or their skirts. Violent thunder-storms
from the Alps burst at times over the city with
a force that converts every street, for a few
minutes, into a stream, and covers the pave-
ment with an inch or two of water. But half
an hour after the rainfall has ceased its traces
have disappeared, and patent leather boots or
satin shoes can trip from the Station to the
Palace, and from the Palace to the bridge over
the Po, with less damage than would attend the
passage of a single crossing in Regent-street, or of
ten yards’ distance from any of onr metropolitan
termini on half the days in the year.

It is obvious that it is more easy to clear the

ways of a city that includes a population inter-
mediate between that of Bristol and that of Leeds
than of one sixteen times its size. But the very
reference to the names of those smaller English
cities that occur as illustrative of the size of Turin
will convince us that the question is not one of size
alone. The three quarters of amillion passengers
who daily enter the City of London constitute a
traffic marked by peculiar features, and neither
chemistry nor chance has produced elsewhere a
substance that could be mistaken fur London
mud when the streets are what is appropriately
called “greasy.” But the neglect and the filth
of the London streets are not wholly due to th©
magnitude of the traffic. Pimlico is as dirty as
the Strand; Bayswateris little or no better than
Newgate-street. Withont disrespect to Bristol
or to Leeds, without even asserting a bad pre-
eminence over those towns, we may well call
London signally and abominably dirty, neg-
lected, and uncared for, as regards the comfort
of the pedestrian.

Who and how many are the pedestrians who
tread the streets of London we have recently
seen. What a wet day costs them (and we have
157 wet days per annum in London), it is not so
easy to reckon. If we say that three millions
sterling are spent every year in shoeing the
London population, we shall probably be far
within the mark. If we estimate that to plunge
daily through mnddy streets, especially for those
pedestrians who have not a sufficient number of
pairs of walking-shoes to allow the wet ones to
be slowly and thoroughly dried, will shorten the
duration of two-thirds of these articles by 25 per
cent., we shall, no donbt, have the assent of un-
fortunate experience. That would give us a
waste in shoe-leather alone of half a million
sterling a year, in conseqnence of muddy
streets. The tailors of London amount to only
two-thirds of the number of the shoemakers.
The outlay incurred in clothing men’s legs
in trowsera, will be only a fourth or a fifth of
our tailors’ bills. But then comes the question,
of skirts. A hundred and twenty thousand
women enter the City daily, of whom ninety
thousand walk. That is for the City alone.
Over the whole metropolis we cannot reckon
that less than three-fourths of a million of skirts
daily perform, inefficiently, it is true, but still at
a ruinous expense, the duties of the scavenger.
With the exception of the comparatively few
ladies who drive in their own carriages—and
even they can hardly be at all times altogether

*

exempt—the whole female population of London
is subjected to a tax of which we will not ven-
ture to estimate the amount, by the neglect of
the streets. Who would contract to make good
the unnecessary destruction of garments of all

kinds by the mud of London for a million ster-
ling per annum? If we add the costofaddi-
tional washing, of the hire of vehicles, of the
wear and tear of vehicles and of horses, and of
medical services rendered necessary in conse-
quence of colds and worse disorders canght from
wet feet, we shall find that a very large annual
sum, not easily calculated, but amouuting, at all
events, to seven places of figures, is annually
Wasted by the residents of London in conse-
quence of the neglected state of the streets.

If such be the cost of our London mud, the
question naturally suggests itself, why should
not the mud be removed or prevented ? Would
the coat of an efficient system of street-cleaning
approach that incurred by street-neglect, to say
nothing of the contributions exacted by the
volunteer corps of crossing-sweepers ?

Why should English people, who are wont to
pride themselves on their personal cleanliness,
suffer their streets to remain in a state that
would be found intolerable in continental cities ?
Why should London, and Bristol, and Leeds be
worse for the pedestrian than Paris, or Turin,
or lazzarone-hannted Naples ?

The question is not one to be answered by a
simple recommendation to sweep the streets
more frequently. We must consider the dift'er-

ence in the arrangements for the sewage, as
well as for the scavenging, of English and of
Continental towns; and we must inquire how
our roads are made and maintained, before we
can reply to the inquiry how they are to be
cleansed.

The first difference to be considered is that
which relates to sewage. In London, the main
object of the large cost incurred iu the construc-
tion of the sewers is the self-acting purification
of the dwellings. The cesspools common in Paris
are, very properly, not permitted in London,
ihe rainfall, it is trne, makes the best of its

way into the subterranean channels; but it is
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considered important to prevent it from sweeping
the mud of the streets in its co'irse, as it does in

Continental cities, and the attention that is

given to secure the health and comfort of private

dwellings forms an obstacle to the most natural

mode of cleansing the streets.

On the other hand, we must bear in mind that

the streets of moat Continental cities afford to

the inhabitants an accommodation rigidly denied

to the Londoners, that, namely, of a dust-heap

and dunghill ;—that great part of the refuse of

the houses is systematically thrown into the

streets, and, after passing under the inspection

of the members of the vagrant profession of

chiffoniers, who live upon this humble prey, is

carted away by scavengers paid for the purpose.

If, then, more facility exists for removing purely
liquid mud in Paris than in London, it must be
borne in mind that in the latter city we have
only to deal with the mud created by the wheels
of vehicles and the feet of horses, and with the
natural consequences of a large vehicular traffic.

Prevention is better than care. Before we
inquire bow best to get rid of our mud, it is well
to ask whether we cannot avoid making so much.
For it is a costly product. The water that goes
to form it, indeed, we get for nothing; but
the solid mineral constituent has been brought
to our roads at a considerable expense, broken
by hand labour, and comminuted by a more
costly machinery than we have yet constructed
for crushing Californian quartz. Before our mud
is removed from our streets it has cost us pretty
nearly as much per ton as the coal which we
burn in our grates.

The selection of the material for pitching as
well as for metalling the streets of London ap-
pears to have been made on mechanical grounds
alone, without reference to the no less import-

'

ant question of chemical constitution. The
granite which floors so much of the carriage-way
has a structure that resists attrition in a con-
siderable degree, and that is also capable of

being worked by the pick into regular form.
For curb-stones to keep the foot-paving in place,

and to ward off the occasional inroad of a
carriage-wheel, granite is well adapted. But
when the constant friction of heavy traffic

grinds the surface into powder, whether in

pitched or in macadamised roads, the felspar
which forms a main constituent of the rock, is

decomposed, and the mineral which, geologically
speaking, is the mother of clay, gives forth an
aluminous mud. Our roads may almost as well
be coated with London clay itself as with
powdered granite, and this, mingled with horse-
dung and with soot, forms our peculiar mud.
The flinty pebbles used in the formation of some
of our quieter streets, may be more readily
powdered than the granite or limestone; but the
difference in cleanliness and in facility of drying
between a felspathic or a calcareous and a flint

road may be any day observed by passing from
the inner to the outer circle of the Hegent’s
Park, or from the Portsdown-road to the Edge-
ware-road. The mere substitution of a siliceous

stone for that at present used in the macadam,
ised streets, would be a most important gain to
the cleanliness of London.
Two thousand years ago cities were founded

;

now they spring up unawares. In old times
they were designed, now they seem to agglome-
rate by chance. The Cloaca Maxima of Home
dates from the 150th year of the city; the main-
drainage system of Loudon was constructed
eight centuries after the Norman Conqueror
gave a charter to the capital of his new domi-
nions. From Rome to her great Neapolitan
port, the Via Appia, yet to be traced, was solidly
constructed of blocks of lava 18 inches square.
From London to Westminster, to Kensington, to
Highgate, no record exists to show that any
road was ever constructed at all. Bit by bit the
original cattle-paths and foot-tracks have been
gravelled, widened, occasionally straightened,
partially paved, inconveniently macadamised,
and so on

;
but at no time in our history has the

question of metropolitan road-making been
thoroughly investigated and resolutely grappled
•with. It was the chance observation of a coun-
try magistrate that led to the adoption, within
the memory of man, of that great improvement
of our former country-roads that is known by
the name of Macadam. Without more ado, the
macadamised turnpike-road has been adopted
for the greater part of the stceet-communication
of our cities, and inconveniences that are tole-
rable for long lines of rural highway, where
traffic is sparse and where it is a question of the
cost per yard of maintenance whether you can
have any road at all, have been accepted as un-

,

avoidable under the very opposite conditions of
our city streets. A shilling per yard, 881. per
mile, from London to Holyhead, was a matter
of great importance. As referring to the paving
of Oxford-street, such an item has only an infini-

tesimal value. Can we do no better than trans-
plant a fair make-shift country-road into the
heart of our great cities ? It is strange that the
question should need putting at this time.

Not, absolutely, for the first time, for private
enterprise has brought forward several attempts
at patented improvements, without a larger
success, however, than might have been pre-

dicted for the eflbrt. We have been fated to

slip and slide over wood, and to grind over iron,

always coming back to our mud. One point we
must for the present take as settled, and that is

that setts, or small solid blocks of stone, when
laid on a carefully-prepared bed, afford the most
convenient support to the enormous traffic

of these main highways with which we are as
yet acquainted. A pavement of this kind has
many defects : it is noisy and liable to displace-

ment, but it forms less mud than other roads,

and it can readily be repaired and kept clean.

It affords foothold to horses, and it supports
heavy weights. The extension of solid paving
along more of the main lines of traffic is highly
to be desired.

For streets of the second order, streets which,
while forming no part of the main throngh-
system of east and west or north and south
communication, yet accommodate a large traffic,

we should most strongly advise the adoption, at
least experimentally, of one of two systems
common in Italy. Large square blocks, like

those of the Via Ap{)ia, and those with which
Naples is paved, might be adopted with equal
advantage in London

;
or long, broad paving

blocks for the wheels, with the intermediate
spaces pitched with setts, would not be less

available in London than in Turin. The suc-

cessful application of either of these methods
to streets of a secondary traffic would be an
immense improvement.
For streets of the third class, where the traffic

is light and rare, a solid stone pavement is

not absolutely requisite. But none the less

carefully should such streets be guarded from
becoming fountains of mud. The duty of pul-
verising and rolling the road metal should no
longer be performed by the most expensive and
the least efficient instruments, namely, the wheels
of carriages built on springs. The roadway
should be carefully laid with properly-broken
stone of a purely siliceons nature, the interstices

filled in with a sharp grit, cemented by the use
of hydraulic lime, and consolidated by a steam
roller, before any vehicles are allowed to pass.

Thus constructed the durability and cleanliness

of the qnieter streets would be great, and the
entire metropolitan system of roads would be
in a condition to form the minimum quantity of
mud, and thus to present the most favourable
area for the operations of the scavenger.

We may add, that the best roads in England
are some in the neighbourhood of Bromsgrove,
which are formed irom tho primitive siliceous I

rocks of the Lickey Hill. Whether this rock
is capable of being quarried in blocks fit for

paving we are uninformed
;

if so, no stone
could equal it for the purpose. For the concrete
or macadamized surface of unpaved roads we
have never seen any material, in any part of the
world, to compare with that laid on the roads
round the Lickey, and the employment of this

stone for our London streets, if once tried,

would never be abandoned.
We cannot just now examine the question of

cleansing. We can only add, that in the eflbrt

that is being made to secure a ratisual system of
municipal government for the home of a sixth

part of the population of England, we see a
hope and a promise that it will not be always a
pure waste of time to ofier such observations as

the above, but that we may hereafter meet with
a set of men who -will not only take an en-
lightened interest in the physical welfare of
their fellow citizens, but be able to give eflect to

that interest ;—a governing body who first will

be anxious to ascertain what is best to be done,
apart from fear and from favour, and who,
having arrived at the conclusion, will then Go
AND Do It.

The Shropshire County Surveyorship.—At
the general quarter sessions of Shropshire, Mr.
Thomas Groves, jun., has been appointed to the
office of surveyor for the county, in the room of
Mr. Edward Haycock, resigned.

CROYDON CHURCH.
Last week’s calamitous and always-to-be-

regretted fire at the fine old, almost archi-
episcopal, parish church of Croydon, in Surrey,
will give satisfaction alone to one person—the
lucky architect who is likely to get the task, not
of restoring, but of replacing it. Two facts con-
nected with English art deserve special note

:

one is not mentioned by those who have written
about the church in this century, and the other
has been overlooked in the Life of one of the
very ablest of our Anglo-American artists.

The Croydon half-recumbeut effigy-tomb of the
famous Archbishop Sheldon, to -u-hom Oxford,
and all who speak tho English language, owo
Sir Christopher Wren’s Sheldonian Theatre
(still a wonder in a wood-roof ceiling), has been,
destroyed. It was of Italian marble, not of the
purest, but good of its kind, and was the work
of Latham, the City architect (temp. Charles II.)

and Bonne, as Walpole tells ns in his “ Anecdotes
of Art.” What we have to add is very far
indeed from being generally known.
The capital engraving of this statue to be

found in the first volume of the Messrs.
Lysons’s “Environs of London” (see “Croydon”),
was made, they tell us (vol. i., p. 183, ed. 4to,

1795), from “ a beautiful drawing by Mr.
Lawrence.” This “ Mr. Lawrence,” we have to
point out, was the future Sir Thomas, president
of the Royal Academy of Arts iii London, and
something more. The draining must have been
exquisitely just and delicate.

John Singleton Cople}’, R.A., is the capital
painter of two fine English historical pictures,

—

“ The Death of the Great Lord Chatham,” and
“The Death of Major Peirson,” bought (IdGi) at
his son Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst’s sale, for

the nation, price 1,6001. Sir Charles Eastlake
was the purchaser.

This unhappy fire at Croydon Church has
told us where Copley lies buried. The fire

revealed his grave,— an inscribed stone, and
nothing more. This fact is not to be found even
in that useful work, Britton & Brayley’s
“ Surrey.”
Many who visit tho Church of St. J'ohn the

Baptist, Croydon, will take special care to stand
by the charred gravestone of a great historical

painter, and the father—as well— of Lord Chan-
cellor Lyndhurst.

Fire ! thou hast been too much a master

;

witness the Houses of Parliament—the Tower of
London—Doncaster Church—the Austin Friars’

Church — the Savoy Church — the Crystal
Palace — and, now — Archiepiscopal Croydon
Church. Which of our national treasuries will
fall next ?

PRESERVATION OF WOOD IN DAMP AND
WET SITUATIONS.*

No introductory apology for the theme of this

paper is judged necessary. A few plain state-

I

ments will show that the subject is one of vast
though unheeded importance.

The annual drain which is exhausting our
forests is startling when we remember the large
areas ofour country utterly destitute of timber

—

when we learn, for instance, that “ upon the
55,000 square miles of Illinois, there grows not
a single pine large enough from which to fashion

a board.f Statistics show that, in 1865, above
5,000,000,000 feet of lumber, 2,000,000,000 of
shingles, and 900,000,000 pieces of lath 'vv’ere

sold in Chicago alone.;*; Michigan and Wisconsin
almost entirely supply that market. 6,000 feet

of pine lumber per acre is an average yield.§ No
formal calculation is necessary to show us that,

with the present demand, a single generation
will exhaust the supply which those states can
afford.

But the consumption increases in a rapid
ratio. It has already raised the prices. Clear
lumber sold for 18 dols. per thousand in 1855,

for 24 dols. per thousand in 1860, and for 45 dole.

* The following paper, writteo by Mr. H. W. Lewis,
University of Michigan, for the Journal of (he Franklin
Inttituie, gives useful references to informution on an
important subject scattered over the pages of the Fuilder
and other journals.—

E

d.

t Hunt’s Mercharit'e J/uy., Feb., IS66, page 105.

J I/iitnber, 6,089,1133,033 ft.
;

shingles, 3,660,09.3,212;

lath pieces, 938,297,743.— Hunt’s Merchaiif' s Mag.

§ “An average estimate of the product of lumber of
all tho pine lands in the State is 6,000 ft. to the acre.

Some sections will overrun, some fall short, of this

amount." • * • “Seven years will exhaust all the
pine lumber within five miles of any of the navigable
rivers.”

—

The Pine Latnle and Luniier Trade of 3fichigan,
page 4.

a
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per thonsand in 1865.* And following close on
Chicago, in this trade, are Albany and Pitts-

burgh.f
Improvidence will soon, we fear, make ns as

dependent on foreign snpplies of timber as is

England, who has already granted numerous
patents for processes promoting the durability
of the lumber every enlightened nation must
have.

Shall we employ those processes whose utility
experience has demonstrated? Self-interest
returns but one answer. But in American rail-

way management, self-interest seems to be dis-

regarded. While the average life of English
railway sleepers is fifteen years, that of Ameri-
can sleepers is only seven years.J Allowing
2,112 sleepers per mile, at 50 cents each,§
1,056 dols. per mile of American railroad decays
every seven years. Thoroughly impregnate those
sleepers with sulphate of copper, at a cost of
5 cents each, and they would last twice as long.
Thus would be effected a saving of 880 dols. per
mile

|[
in the seven years, on sleepers alone. In

the United States are 33,908-6 miles of railroad.^
The whole saving on these lines would be
29,839,568 dols., or upwards of -1,262,795 dols.
per annum.

Again, English engineers deride American
wooden railway bridges. Eight years is their
average duration.** Creosote them and they are
good for double or treble that time.ff For ordi-
nary railroad purposes they cost 40 dols. per
linear foot.++ The use of Bethell’s process would
effect a great saving on such a line as the Grand
Trunk Kailway, whose wooden bridges measure
9,355 feet upon the Montreal and Portland
division alone. §§ Further illustrations of the im-
portance of preserving timber from decay seem
unnecessary. Let us proceed to the discussion
of this desirable object.

In situations so free from moisture that we
may practically call them dry, the durability of
timber is almost unlimited. The roof of West-
minster Hall is more than 450 years old. In
Stirling Castle are carvings in oak, well pre-
served, over 300 years of age. Scotch fir has
been found in good condition after a known nse
of 300 years,

|| ||
and the trusses of the roof of the

basilica of St. Paul, Home, were sound and good
after 1,000 years of service. T*!” After these well-
attested examples of preservation, the further
consideration of wood in this state seems
unnecessary.

Wood constantly wet in fresh water is quite as
durable. Piles wore dug from the foundations of

through every part. After the rot has begun,
the mere contact of decayed and sound wood
seems sufficient to ensure, by a catalytic action,
its spread through the latter. This has probably
led some observers to their conclusions, that the
accompanying parasitic plants, Merulius laclm/-
mans (or L. vastator) and Polyporus hydridus,
cause the decay. But the highest authorities
now regard these growths as accessory, and
beginning only after a suitable habitat has been
prepared for them.* Thus the fungus acta the
part of a scavenger and converts corrupt matter
into new forms of life. The presence in the
timber of the fun^-i spores is easily explained.
The researches of Pasteur show that atmo-
spheric dust is filled with minute germs of
various species of animals and plants, ready to
develop as soon as they fail into a congenial
locality. He concludes that all fermentation is
caused by the germination of such infinitesimal
spores.

-f-
That they elude observation does

not seem strange, when we consider that some
infusoria are only of an inch in length.^
Admitting that they are only ten times the
linear dimensions of their germs, the latter will
be u.iu'oo6 of inch long. Bat with the best
microscopes we cannot perceive objects mea-
suring less than of an inch. These germs
might find; their way into the growing plant
through both roots and leaves. The whole tree
is thus filled with the seeds of decay, awaiting
suitable conditions to spring into growing
organisms. The prolonged vitality of spores,
made necessary by this theory, cannot be a
serious objection, when we remember the vigour
of the “ mummy wheat,” and the unknown plants
which start from the eartli raised from deep ex-
cavations. Indeed, time, even when measured
by centuries, seems hardly to affect the vitality
of vegetable germs.

But what prepares timber for the germination
of the fungi spores P Probably fermentation of
the juices and semi-solids of the moist wood.
For fermentation, five conditions are necessary, §
VIZ. :

—1. Presence of water. 2. Temperature
I

from 40° to 110° Fahr. 3. Presence of a fer-

1

raent. 4. Presence of a fermentable body. 5.
Exposure to the atmosphere.

sills, sleepers, and lower floors is not surprising
where neither wall-gratings nor ventilating flues
carry off the moisture rising from the earth, or
foul gases evolved in the decay of the surface-
mould. In the close air of cellars, and beneath
buildings, the experiments of Pasteur detected
the largest per-centage of fungi spores. Kemove
the earth to the foot of the foundation, and fill in
the cavity with dry sand, plaster-rubbish, &c., or
lay down a thick stratum of cement to exclude
the water, and provide for a complete circulation
of air, and lower floors will last nearly as long as
upper ones.*

arious expedients have been resorted to in
order to hasten the seasoning process. Mr.
P. W. Barlow’s patent provided for exhaostiug
the air from one end of the log while one or
more atmospheres press upon the other end.
This artificial aerial circulation through the
wood is prolonged at pleasure. Howevei- excel-
lent in theory, this process is not practicable.
By another method, the smoko and hot gases of
a coal fire are conveyed among the lumber,

' placed in a strong dral't. Some writers recom-
mend the removal of the bark one season before
felling the tree. All good authorities agree that
the cutting should take place in the winter
season.^

An impervious covering upon undried timber
is very detrimental, for by it all the elements of
decay are retained and compelled to do their de-
stroying work. The folly of oiling, painting, or
charring the surface of unseasoned wood is there-
fore evident. Owing to this blunder alone, it is

no unusual thing to find the painted wood-work
of older buildings completely rotted away, while
the contiguous naked parts are perfectly sound.

In concluding this part of the subject wo may
say, thoroughly season your lumber, afterwards
cover it with varnish, paint, or pitch, or main-
tain around it a constant and thorough circula-
tion of air.

We can remove the fermentable body, or
chemically change its nature.
Woody fibre consists chiefly of cellulose and

lignine. The former is very durable, and the
latter moulders away bub slowly, when exposed
to air and moisture. But permeating through

Inreo ot these conditions almost always pre- these, and increasing from the heart to the
vail. Very rarely, if ever, can we maintain the
temperature of any timber constrnction below
-10 Fahr., or above 110° Fahr. Probably count-
less numbers of ferment spores are annually ab-
sorbed Jnto the fluids of the smallest sapling.
Completely excluding any construction above

old Savoy Palace, in a perfectly sound state, after 1 earth and water, from the atmosphere
having been down 650 years. The piles of old
London Bridge were found sound and perfect
800 years afeer they were driven.**''-

While the acidity of bog-water retards decay,
it seems to us that part of the preservativ'e
property attributed to tho stagnant liquid fff
should be ascribed to tho salts of metals or alka-
line earths held in solution, and deposited among
the woody fibres.

In the above situations, the action of natural
agents cannot be improved

; but in certain other
conditions, man must resort to preservative
processes to secure permanence of structure.
For convenience of discussion wo have introduced
tho following classification :

—

1. When wood is damp we have to guard
against dry-rot.

2. When wood is alternately wet and dry we
have to guard against wet-rot.

3. When wood is constantly wet in sea-water
we have to guard against Teredo navalis and
Limnoria terebrans.

1. Hood -in Damp Situations.—When unsea-
soned wood is surrounded by dead air, it very
rapidly decays, fine fungous growths extending

t Hjid., p. 105.

t yew American Ci/clop<sdia, toI. xiii., page 734.
§ Seieniijie American, February 17, 18U6. Also Col

Berrien’s (Chief C.E. of M. C. K. E ) estimate of their
eo8t lor tho past two years on the “Michiean Central
llailroad.”

|{
Kve cents, at 7 per cent, compound interest,

amounts, in seven years, to 8 cents. 50 cents - 8 cents= -13 cents saved on each sleeper at tho end of seven years.
0-42 dols. X 2,112 = 887'04 dols. saved per mile in seven
years.

De Bow’s Review, February 18SC, page 207.

y Cioil Engineer'! Journal, vol. xsiv,, page 282.
+t A properly constructed raUway bridge of suitable

materials may be tolly relied on for twenty years."
Journal Franklin Inttilute, vol. xxivi., page 1.

tt CidR Etiqnieer't Journal, vol. xxiv., page 382.
§§ Journal Franklin Ivetitute,
|:|l The Builder, vol. ii., pnee 638'« Ibid., p. 616.

^

Ibid., p. 616.

ttt Vivil Engineer't Journal, vol, xxi.

tically impossible. Tho two remaining condi-
tions wo can generally prevent.

1. We can remove the water by thorough
seasoning, and in damp situations we cun prac-
tically prevent its return by ventilation or
resinous coatings.

Examples of remarkable durability of wood
have been cited. With equal care in selecting
and preparing the lumber, modem constructions
might last as long. But while the wood of those
old edifices was drying through years of prepara-
tion, tho timber of modern constructions is
translated from the primitive forest into a
painted and varnished city dwelling in less than
a single year’s time. No wonder that in a very
few decades, the whole structure is unsafe,

||
and

that an odour of decay makes the mouldering
rooms untenable.
Thorough ventilation is indispensable to the

preservation of even well-seasoned naked wood
damp localities. The rapid decomposition of

"There is uo reason to believe that fungi can make
of organic compounds in any other than a state of

decomposition.’’—Carpenter’s Comp. Phyeiologv, page 165.
tnee also Enrf/elnn,pdlit subj^t

)

alburnum, are nitrogenous substances of the sap
and immature wood, mostly vegetable albumen.
These are the fermentable bodies we desire to
remove or change. A patented process has been
proposed to wash out the albumen by water
flowing in at one end of the log while a vacuum
was pi-odnced at the other. Theoretically satis-
factory, this method does uot seem to have been
adopted. Boiling and steaming partly remove
the ferment spores, but may not destroy the
vitality of those remaining. For, according to
Milne-Edwards, he has seen tardigrados resist
tho prolonged action of a temperature of 248“
Fahr., and has known them to survive a tempe-
rature of 284° Fahr.§ That low forms of vegeta-
tion are fully as tenacious of life cannot be
doubted.

Boiling and steaming also coagulate the
albumen at 140° Fahr. Although coagulated
albumen is insoluble in water, the water of solu-
tion is, by this heating process, sealed up in the
wood, and the cohesion of the latter is said to bo
dimiaishcd.

(See also Encyelopiedia Brita-,

f " Powders suspended in the air are the exclusive
origin, the first and necessary condition of life in infu-
sions, in putrescible bodies, and in liquids capable of
undergoing fermentation .’’— See translation of Pasteur’s

'

experiments in vol. xxxii., page 9, of American Journal of
Science.

t “ Some infusoria are not more than
in diameter, and if we suppose the spores to"be only
the parent’s linear dimensions, there must be an incal-
culable amount of germs no larger than of an inch
in diameter. Since, according to Sullivant and’ Wormley,
T^ion, with the most powerful microscopes, is limited to
objects of of an inch, we need not be surprised that
we do not always see the lloating germs of animals and
plants. —Note by the translator of Pasteur’s researches.
Ai»eriean Journal of Science, vol. xxxii., page 9.

§ Notes on Prof. A. B, Prescott’s "icetures on Orga-
nic Chemistry ” in the University.

II
For an account of the rapid destruction of the floors

and joists of the Church of the Holy Trinity, Cork, Ireland,
by dry rot, see Cioil Engineer'! Journal, vol. lii., pageSDs!
For an account of tho decay of floors, studs, &c., in a
dwelling, see the Builder, vol. vi., page 34.
" la some of the mines in France the props seldom last

more than fifteen months."—Anna/es des Mnei.

Albumen is also coagulated by sulphate of
copper, pyrolignite of iron, chloride of mercury,
chloride of zinc, &c. Some of the compounds
thus formed are albuminates of the metallic
oxides. Probably this is the reason why some
of those salts are such excellent preservatives.
But the researches of Kcenig

||
show that, when

blue vitriol is employed, a certain portion of
basic sulphate of copper remains combined in
the pores of the woqd so that water will not
wash it oitt. The most resinous woods retain
the most of the basic salt. Impregnated woods
also contained, he found, less nitrogen than

* The Builder, vol. xi., page -16.

t Cii'. Eng. Jour., vol. xii., p. 422.

} Experiments detailed in the Coirnot show conclusively
that wiuter-eut piue is stronger and more durable than
that cut at any other season of the year,

—

Ann. Sc. Dii-
coeeri/ for 1861, page 346.
"Oak trees felled iu the winter make tho best tim-

ber."—Tho Builder, 1859, page 138.

§ "Although, in ordinary cases, the death of animals
takes place when the temperature is sufficiently high to
coagulate the hydrated albumen in their tissues, we know
that this is not always so in the case of those previously
dried. I have seen taVdigrades resist the very prolonged
action of a stove whose temperature stood at i2y° C., and
in the researches of Mr. Doyere, the heat was carried to
140° C. (334' F.) without death ensuing from the heat.’’
Mr. Edwards on ‘‘Spontaneous Generation.”

—

Am. Jour.
Science, vol. xxvii,, page 405.

Am. Jour. Science, 2nd series, vol. xxxii,, page 274.
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Datural. It is even possible, he states, to remove
all the azotized compounds by long immersion in

the sulphate solution. The albuminous sub-

stances first precipitated by the solution, are

re-dissolved by excess, as in case of concen-

trated sulphuric and muriatic acids.* The opera-

tion of such solutions should, therefore, be one
of lixiviation. Kcenig hopes, similarly, to explain

the action of the chlorides. A recent experiment
on animal albumen by Professor Prescott shows
that its precipitate by the chloride of mercury,
is also soluble in excess of the chloride solution.

Prom this we may conclude that ihe antiseptic

qualities of the chlorides depend, at least partly,

on their dissolving out the albumen.
But could all the nitrogenous substances be

removed, thereby preventing fermentation, the
cellulose and b’gnine of unprotected wood would
slowly decompose. Eenoe the salt used should
act on those substances also. According to

good authority, sulphate of copper has this

action. M. Weltz maintains that, after a time,

the sulphuric acid leaves the base, and acting
upon the timber, carbonizes it. He has seen the
props in a mine, opened 1800 years ago, charred
by the free acid thus eliminated, and iji a perfect
state of preservation, while their surfaces were
covered with metallic copper in regulus. +
The use of corrosive sublimate was patented

by Mr. Kyan in 1832
5
that of chloride of zinc

by Burnett iu 1838. M. Boucherie has used
solutions of blue vitriol and pyrolignite of iron.

Easy impregnation of the wood is the great
merit of his method.

Bach process has in turn excited the most ex-
travagant hopes, and neither has justified a
tithe of the expectations formed. While "kyan-
izing,” “ bumettizing,” or the nae of any salt

whatever, has not prevented the ravages of
Teredo navalis or Limnoria tereirans, each of the
processes named improves the durability of wood
exposed to dampness. Bach is, therefore, worthy
of explanation here.

Kyan’s specified solution J was one pound of
chloride of mercury to four gallons of water.
Long immersion in the liquid in open vats, or
great pressure upon both solution and wood, in
largo wrought-iron tanks, is necessary for the
complete injection of the liquid. The durability
of well-kyanized timber has been proved, but
the expensiveness of the operation will long for-

bid its extensive adoption.

For “ bumettizing,” § a solution of chloride of
zinc, one pound of salt to ten gallons of water,
is forced into the wood under a pressure of
130 lb. per square inch.

Boneberie employs a solution
||

of sulphate of
copper one pound to water twelve gallons and
a half, or pyrolignite of iron one gallon to
water six gallons. Ho encloses one end of the
green stick in a close-fittiug collar, to which is

attached an impervious bag communicating
through a flexible tube with an elevated reser-
voir containing the salt liquid. Hydrostatic
pressure soon expels the sap at the opposite end
of the log. When the solution makes its ap-
pearance also, the process is completed.
He finds the fluid will pass along the grain

—

a distance of 12 ft.—under a lower pressure
than is required to force it across the grain,
three-fourths of an inch. The operation ^ is per-
formed upon green timber with the greatest
facility.**

THE EEMAINS OF THE ROMANS IN
CARLISLE.

At the last meeting of the Cumberland and
Westmoreland Antiquarian Society, Mr. J. A.
Cory read a paper on Carlisle Cathedral. Sub-
sequently, Dr. Bruce gave an account of the
Roman remains recently found in Carlisle. As
Englishmen, Dr. Bruce said, we must be in-

terested in the past history of our country.
Unhappily a large part of the earliest history of
Britain is mainly dependent npon the researches
of the antiquary : it must be dug out of the
ground by the spade and the pickaxe. Even in
cases where ihe historian does come to our aid,
the researches of the antiquary are often neces-
sary, in order to correct his chronology and

* Brande and Taylor’s Chemistry, page SSi.
+ Annual Sc. Diacov., 1966, page 61.

t CicU Sngineer'a Journal, vol. t., page 202.
§ Ibid., vol. xiv., page 471.

|] Hid., Tol. 3X., p. 406.

•f As a modificatioD of this method he also cut a chan-
nel in the wood throughout the circumference of the tree,
fitted a reservoir thereunto, and poured in the liquid.
The vital forces speedily disseminated the solution
throughout the tree. •• To bo continued.

rectify many of his statements. For example,
the statements of Gildas, the first British his-

torian, as ho is called, can only receive full

credence when they have been sifted and recti-

fied by the Roman inscriptions and the hordes
of coins which are turned np from time to time.
Even in cases where we have to deal with his-

torians of undoubted credit, the researches of
the antiquary lend additional interest to the
pictures of the analist. Tacitus, for example,
tells us that Agricola commenced the battle of
the Grampians by ordering forward some Tun-
grian and Batavian cohorts. How interesting
it is to find buried in some of the wildest parts
of the North of England, where they must have
lain undisturbed since the days of Roman occu-
pation, slabs and altars carved by Roman hands,
which mention both Batavian and Tungrian
cohorts. The stone gives vitality to the lettered
page. In Cumberland a vast field opens itself

to the labours of an artdimological society. The
ancient roads of this part of the country are yet
to be accurately traced. In Northumberland
much has been done in this matter, and that
almost entirely through the agency of one
honoured individual—the late Duke of Northum-
berland. At his request Mr. Lauchlan not only
surveyed the Roman Wall, but the Watling-
street from the Scottish border to the Tees, the
Devil’s Causeway, and the various branch roads
communicating with these. He also surveyed
the ancient British and the Saxon and Danish
encampments in large districts of that county.
He is now laying down the combined results of
all his investigations in a map of ancient
Northumberland. It is, perhaps, not too late to

undertake a similar work for Cumberland. It
may bo that some large-hearted nobleman with
ample means will resolve that it shall be done.
But if it be thought too great a task for individual
enterprise, the combined efforts of a society like

this might accomplish much. The facilities for
doing it are greater now than they ever were.
The sheet plans of the ordnance survey form an
excellent groundwork for such a map. No doubt,
where the ancient roads are still to be seen, they
will be laid down by the ordnance surveyors

;

but, in the majority of instances, these roads
have been ploughed up, and their former exist-

ence can only be ascertained from the testimony
of old men and the records of the local historians
of the last centm-y. There is no time to be lost

:

each winter makes sad havoc amongst those w'ho
were plough-boys in 1801. I am the more
anxious upon this subject, for I feel sure that
important results would appear. It seems tc
me that the Romans took a firmer grasp of
Cumberland than of any other part of the north
of England. Besides, the stations on the wall,
including Burdoswald and Bowness, and all

between, a chain of forts, the chiefof which was
Maryport, has extended all along the coast.
These have evidently been intended to prevent
the enemy, whether from Scotland or Ireland,
landing within the wall. A road has connected
these coast defences. Besides all this, several
stations some miles removed from the wall and
the seacoasfc, have been planted in the interior,

with the view of Buataiuing the garrisons that
would have to bear the first brunt of hostile
aggression. Such were Old Carlisle, Plumpton,
Papcascle, and others. A network of roads has
evidently connected all these camps together.
How desirable it is that all these stations, and
fortlets, and roads should be clearly set down in

a map of ancient Cumberland. And besides,
every ancient British barrow and camp, every
Danish camp, every Border tower and Peel
bouse, ought to be carefully marked. There is

another matter connected with Roman antiqui-
ties that some members of this society might
undertake. I refer to the formation of accurate
catalogues of Roman coins that have been found
in any particular locality. Such catalogues
would be of historic importance. Coins give us
an approximate idea of, the time during which
any station has been occupied by Roman troops.
[Having given some examples in illustration of
this. Dr. Bruce proceeded :—] On examining a
list of coins yon can form some idea of the de-
gree of activity which has prevailed at different
times in the station in which they were
found. I bad the advantage of examining
last week the coins at Nether Hall, which
had been found in the neighbouring station of
Maryport. They have been carefully arranged
by the Mr. Senhouse of the last generation. I

am disposed to think that the station was first

occupied by Hadrian, the personal friend of his
father, Marcus Mcenins Agrippa, whose name
occurs on some of the altars found. There was

possibly an engineer employed in its construc-
tion. At the time Hadrian visited England,
A.D. 120, the coins of his predecessors Irajan
would constitute the larger part of the currency
of the empire. It would be mingled also with
some of the coins of previous reigns and a few
pieces of the republican era. After the time of
Antoninus the coins diminish in number. It is

remarkable that the only coins of the time of
Severus are one of his wife and one of his
youngest son. From evidence akin to this I am
disposed to think that Severus chiefly expended
his energies in the central part of the line—the
path that he chose in his advance into Scotland,
and by which he probably retreated. At all

events, a carefully constructed catalogue of all

the coins found in the various localities occupied
by the Romans in Northumberland and Cumber-
land would throw light upon this subject. To
revert once more to the collection of coins at
Netherhall, I notice that the number increases
during the reigns of what are called the “ thirty
tyrants,” several of them being supposed to have
assumed the purple in Britain and Gaul. The
number belonging to Constantine the Great is

considerable, 13. Tbe usurpation of Carausius
and Alectus had been put down, and Britain,
in common with the rest of the world, enjoyed
peace. The intercourse with Rome must have
been considerable. Tbe station must have been
in a state of poverty towards the close of the
series. Of Valentinian I., who died in 375,
there is only one coin ; of Theodorius, who died
in 395, there is only one

j and the same is the
case with the last reign of which there is au
example, that of Honorius. The date of this
last coin I take to be .4 .0 . 417. In a year or two
after that time tbe station was probably aban-
doned. Objections will, I know, be brought
against any conclusions derived from a single
collection of coins. Accidental circumstances
may influence it. That is true, but if wo have
a numerous body of catalogues to reason upon,
we may build our conclusions with safety, for in
this case the law of averages comes to our aid.

Amongst the coins at Netherhall are several
pewter denarii. As they were dug out of
the camp there is no doubt that they arc
ancient forgeries. As early as the period of
Claudius false coins were imported into Britain.
I have been speaking of Roman coins. A col-

lection of English coins has a corresponding
value. If all the coins of the fourteenth century
that have been found in Cumberland had been
carefully catalogued, we should have been able
to trace with greater accuracy the marches of
the three first Edwards to and from Scotland.
One thing I wish much that this society would
undertake, and that is tbe preparation of an
accurate history of Roman Carlisle. I am per-
suaded that Carlisle has been a place of great
importance in the Roman period. It was the
seat of comfort and luxury, and hence, also, pro-
bably of commerce. The ornaments and vessels
found in it are much superior to those found in

the stations of the Wall. If all that are still iu

existence could be collected in oue place it would
be found to what an extent the elegances and
luxuries of life were enjoyed iu it. A map might
surely be prepared marking the course of the
wall which probably surrounded it,—its gates,
its principal streets, the spots where the most
important remains have been found, its wells, its

burying-ground, and other details. A memoir
of Roman Carlisle, after the model of Mr. C. Roach
Smith’s Roman London, would be an effort

worthy of this society. Another point of great
importance which may be accomplished by this

society is the preservation of the sculptured and
inscribed stones in which this neighbourhood
abounds. In the south cf England there is an
almost total absence of these memorials of an
era long past. We are rich in them. On us
devolves the responsibility of taking care of
them and rendering them easily accessible to all

who wish to study them. An individual digs up
an altar, be is pleased with it at first, but when
the novelty is worn off he ceases to care about
it and gives it away. It is soon lost sight of, and
then is destroyed. And then again great labour
and expense is imposed upon those who study
Roman antiquities by the wide diffusion of the
remains of even a single station. In the course of
ray own investigation of the antiquities of the
Wall, I have often had to undertake a whole
day to travel to see a single altar; and to save
myself a journey and voyage to the Isle of Man
I had to have sent me the cast of an altar which
had been taken from Maryport to Cascleton. It

is important that the antiquities found in this

neighbourhood should as much as possible bo
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concentrated together. If a mnsenin could be
formed in Carlisle upon a permanent basis much
good might result—if it cannot be formed I would
recommend that the inscriptions that are at
present scattered about should bo sent to
museums that are already established, and of
whose permanence there can be no doubt. I
have to apologize for my boldness in making
these suggestions. I pray you give them only
so much attention as they are found worth. Hy
interest in the subject and my desire for your
prosperity have influenced me in sayino' thus
much. Having read so far, Dr. Bruce said that
circumstances had prevented him writing more,
and he proceeded to describe ex tempore a number
of Roman altars recently discovered in Cumber-
land, illustrations of which were placed in the
hands of the visitors. When he was recently
examining some antiquities at Netherby an
intelligent farmer had expressed his surprise
that “ the Romans had copied so famously our
English letters.” Children at school were little

aware from what source they derived the very
first elements of knowledge—the Romans were
their first schoolmasters. Among the altars
which Dr. Bruce proceeded to describe were
some found during the excavations iu Carlisle
for the sewerage works, and for the offices of the
Carlisle Journal, one found at Maryport (now in
the possession of Lord Lonsdale) and one dis-
covered the other day at Silloth. With respect
to the altar found at Silloth, Dr. Britce said it
was about 10 in. high. At Skinburness there
had been an ancient harbour or creak before the
year 1301, and there was a thriving borough or
port ; but a great eruption of the sea carried
away the harbour and greatly damaged the town.
The making of a harbour at Silloth recently had
changed the sweep of the sea, which had exposed
a quantity of boulder stones upon the shore, and
this altar had been found. The conclusion be
drew from it was that the Romans bad had a
little fortress at Skinburness. The altar bore
the inscription “ Matribus Parcis.” Dr. Bruce

also described a Roman coin of which there wa&
an illustration upon the sheet in the hands of the
members. Those Roman coins, he remarked,
were wonderful productions, aud it was important
to have contemporary portraits of the rulers of
the earth in those days. They could be perfectly
certain as to their accurateness. Unlike the
portraits of the Queen upon our coinS'—'which
were always the same—we frequently found their
growth from youth to age. Nero he had found
on many of the coins as a chubby-cheeked
innocent-looking youth, and at last as a bloated
sensualist. Commenting upon the names found
upon some of the altars, Dr. Bruce said they
showed that Spaniards, people from Languedoc
or elsewhere, had been among us, and they proved
how virgorous were the efforts made by the
Romans to subdue England and to keep it in
their possession. Ho had no doubt that the
discipline the people of this country underwent
in those times had been of the greatest service
in forming the English character.
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THE SANITARY ACT OF 1866.

The regnlations under tiis Act relating to

lodging-liouseB, and for which we long fought,

are now coming into operation. Kulee ap-

proved by the Home Secretary have been
issued by several of the districts in the me-
tropolis. Those issued by the Board of Works
for the Poplar district we have already spoken
of. The rules for the St. Giles’s district are also

very stringent. Among the most important it

is specified that no person shall let any house,

or part of a house, in lodgings, or to be occupied

in lodgings, by memijperB of more than one
family, and in which more than two persons

shall sleep in one room, until such house, and
the person proposing to let the same, are regis-

tered in the office of the Board of Works. In
no case will an accommodation of less than 400
cubic feet of space be allowed to each person.

Persons letting such house, or part of a house,

must have the walls and ceilings of every room,
&c., thoronghly cleansed and limewashed at

least four times every year. Cellars are to be
cleaned out once a week, and limewashed as

often as needed. The rooms are to be venti-

lated, &c., to the satisfaction of the medical
health officer. Proper accommodation must also

be provided for washing, and such a supply of
water for the use of lodgers, with proper covered
cisterns, as shall be satisfactory to the health
officer. The cistern must afiJbrd at least fifteen

gallons a day to each inmate. The dustbin must
bo emptied once a week, and for every twenty
persons a separate water-closet is to be pro-
vided. Every house is to be properly drained.
Every owner not resident in or near the re^s-
tered house must appoint, as agent, some person
who is resident in or near to the house to see

that the regulations are carried out. Every
house and room shall be open to the medical
health officer for inspection between the hours
of eight o’clock a.m. and ten o’clock p.m. Any
persons violating the regnlations will be liable to
a penalty not exceeding ‘iOs. for any one offence,

with an additional penalty, not exceeding 20s.,

for every day during which a default in obeying
such regulations shall continue.

As we have already said, great discretion will

be requisite in the carrying out of the powers of

the new Act. There is otherwise a risk not only
of inflicting much suffering as well as inconve-
nience on the struggling poor, especially those
with large families, but of rendering the Act
utterly inoperative, useless, and impracticable,

from attempting too much at the outset.

One of the most annoying results of sanitary
pioneering has been tbe ridiciilous lengths to
which the desired change of pnblic opinion is

apt to go, and the false teaching of quasi re-

formers under soch oircnmstances. Take the
metropolitan omnibuses as an example. They
used to be close and stuffy, and utterly devoid of
ventilation, as indeed a portion of them still are.

Since the public, however, have been better
taught as to the importance of ventilation, tbe
wiseacres who construct many of our omnibuses
have them (on tbe principle apparently that
there cannot be too much of a good thing), stuck
all over with “ventilators,” and especially in

front, iehindj the horses and drivers; so that,

while the omnibus is thus turned into a com-
plete funnel with draughts, the passengers, at
the same time, have the benefit of breathing the
cast-oft' steam and gases from the horses and the

sitters on tho front outside
j
and it is a fact that

not unfrequently the most nauseous smells enter

through these funnel-holes, which for the better
“ viutilasbin ” of the ’bns, are actually now
made for winter no less than summer use on the
open and fixed venetian-blind principle appro-

!

priate to stables and cow-sheds

!

Wo are sure that our strictures and warnings
will not be misunderstood when it is remem-
bered that the conductor of the Builder himself
was tbe first public suggester and advocate of the
new sanitary powers with reference to lodging-
houses, which have recently been adopted by the
Legislature. All that is requisite is to bring
these powers to bear upon the present state of
things hy degrees and gently, even in cases
where there is glaring need for amendment.
Let Festi/na lente be the motto of the authorities,

and all will be well.

There is one point on which we may say a
word for taste and art in a humble sphere before

we conclude. Hundreds of the lodging-houses
with which the new Act is empowered to deal
have their walls papered with cheap but cheerful

and pretty paperhangings, in which, often, both
lodger and landlord take a pride. Are all the,

walls of such lodging-houses to be henceforth

stripped entirely of their ornamental coverings,

in order that they may be “limewashed at least

four times a year ?” We are quite aware that
there are evils connected with old and bad
papering of room walls, but surely these might
be regelated and remedied without so harsh an
interference with the tastes and comforts of the
poor. The papers usually put on (often by the
lodgei's or landlords themselves) are extremely
cheap,—from 5d. for twelve yards :—could it not

be ordered that such papers shall be removed,
say once a year, and the walls scraped and
cleansed before now paper is put on ?

SANITARY.

Proceedings of the Chelsea Sanitary Com-
mittee.—When cholera threatened the parish,

a committee of nine members was appointed by
the vestry to watch its progress, and to take all

proper preventive and other measures forits dimi-

nution. The committee appointed five medical
visitors, with salaries of 10 guineas a week, and
ten assistants with salaries of 3^ guineas, and
other active measures were adopted, all of which
are now detailed in a full Report of the Pro-
ceedings of the Committee, printed by authority
for private circulation among the members of

tho vestry. These proceedings, no doubt, greatly

checked the progress of the epidemic, and
facilitated its final removal from the parish.

St. MuTylebone Parish.—The medical officer of
health for this parish has just issued his report

for the year 1865. The annual rate of mortality

for the entire parish was 24‘95 per 1,000 popu-
lation, being nearly 1 per 1,000 below that of

the previous year. The mortality was highest
in Christchurch sub-district, small-pox, fever,

measles, being most prevalent and fatal. The
annual death-rate in that sub-district was 28
per 1,000 living. In Cavendish- square snb-

district the proportional number was only 18
per 1,000. Some striking instances have oc-

curred of the apparent efficacy of sanitary
measures in arresting the progress of cholera

;

and it is suggested whether these measures
might not bo adopted with similar success during
the prevalence of smallpox, which has broken
out with frightful activity in the vicinity of
Lisson Grove. It is mentioned that the progress
of sanitary works has been satisfactory : 1,240 ft.

of new sewers were constructed, 7,688 ft. of new
pipe-drain laid down, 83 cesspools have been
abolished, and water laid on to 326 closets. The
water is supplied to the parish by the West
Middlesex Company, whose source of supply is

the river Thames at Hampton, Middlesex.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Keighley School.—The annual meeting of
this School has been held in the hall of the
Mechanics’ Institute, at Keighley. There was
only a small gathering. Mr. T. H. Ingham, of
Marton Hall, occupied the chair

; and, in course
of his address, said, in reference to general
education, that after all there were schools suffi-

cient, and the difficulty was to overcome the
inertia of parents in getting them to send their

children to schools
;
and he believed they would

never overcome the difficulty until they adopted
a system which had an ugly name, and that was,
compulsoiy education. National interests—for

the wealth of the nation depended on its manu-
factures—were involved in Schools of Art. As
an institution, they were quite new in the
country. They only began, as it were, after the
Exhibition of 1851, when our deficiency in

artistic manufacture was very manifest
; but

when the Exhibition of 1862 was held it was
shown what advantage had been derived from
the Schools of Art ; for, instead of being out-

stripped in design, we were outstripping our
neighbours. National interests, therefore, were
involved ; and the question was one for all

classes
;
and the working men had shown what

they could do if they only received encourage-
ment. They would remember the story of
Benjamin West, tbe painter. When a boy, he
was left at home by his mother to rock tho
cradle, and while alone he made a drawing for

which he received a kiss when his mother
returned. That kiss, he said, made him a
painter

j
and, said the speaker, what that kiss

was to West, let their smiles and encouragement
be to the Keighley School of Art. The report

stated that daring the past year 71 students had
attended the male classes, with an average
attendance of forty for each term. The ladies’

class, which had been formed this year, had been
attended by seven young ladies, and the work
they had executed was considered very creditable.

The classes are still under the superintendence
of Mr. Walter Smith, head master of the Leeds
School of Art, and are regularly taught by Mr.
Andrew Stevenson, assisted by Mr. W. H. Jack-
son, late a suceessful student in tbe school. The
prizes were ultimately distributed.

THE MODELS IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
THE KIEFF BEIDGE.

Among the many works of art consumed by
the late fire at the Crystal Palace, were the
extensive and valuable collections of naval and
engineering models, placed in the galleries of the
Tropical Department. Conspicuous among these
was the model of the great suspension-bridge,

half a mile in length, over the river Dnieper,
at Kieff, in Russia, erected about fifteen years
ago> hy Mr. Vignoles, F.R.S., for the then
emperor, at a cost of nearly half a million

sterling.

This model was first shown in London at the
Exhibition of 1851, and was subsequently placed,

on loan, in the Crystal Palace, where it had
remained many years. It was considered a
remarkable work of mechanical skill, and was
constructed at an expense of several thousand
pounds. The loss to Mr. Vignoles is irreparable,

though a duplicate model remains in the Engi-
neering Gallery at Sc. Petersburg, placed there
by the Emperor Nicholas I., to whom it had
been presented, with the Imperial permission.

A few notes of the bridge will not be out of
place with reference to the beautiful and singular

work, destroyed, with so many other most
interesting objects of nature and of science,

exhibited in the Crystal Palace.

The architecture of tho river piers is rather

novel, and of a striking character, harmonising
with that used in the extensive range of first-

class fortresses which crown the heights of Kieff.

The portals through the piers have a clear

breadth of 28 ft., and a height of 35 ft. to the
soffit of the semi-circular arches. The platform
has nearly 53 ft. of extreme breadth, of which
nearly 35 ft. is for carriage-way. The platform
is suspended from four chains, all on the same
horizontal plane, two on each side of the road :

the footpaths project beyond tho chains, and are
carried by cantilevers round the piers exteriorly

;

so that the foot-passengers are completely sepa-
rated from the horsemen and carriages.

The chains are composed of links, 12 ft. long,

each link weighing about 4^ cwt. Eight links

form the breadth of each chain
;
the total length

measured along their curves being nearly two
English miles.

For the swivel bridge the iron employed
therein is almost exclusively malleable. The
bridge is moved horizontally (on the same prin-

ciple that locomotive engines are sent round on
the largo turn-tables at a railway statiori), and
by the eflbrts of a few 'men only, acting on a
very simple apparatus. The construction of the
plat/orm of the bridge presents several^novel com-
binations of wood and iron, and is of most re-

markable stiffness, to resist the violent action of
the eddies of air in violent winds, which have so
often injured and even destroyed the ordinary
platforms of saapension-bridges in other places.

The total weight of iron used in the construc-
tion of the bridge was about 3,500 tons, including
the machinery used in the various stages of its

construction.

A whole village of warehouses, offices, shops,

sheds, dwelling-houses for the superintendents,

and comfortable cottages for the numerous
workmen, was erected on the left bank of the
river, on ground expressly raised for the pur-

pose above the flood-level
; a regular commissa-

riat was attached to the establishment
;
and the

whole organization of service made very com-
plete.

Not the least remarkable part of tbe estab-

lishment was that for the manufacture of the

hydraulic cement required for the foundations

and masonry. It is, in fact, an “ artificial puzzo-

lana,” made from a peculiar clay found in tho
Kieff hills, and prepared on the principles laid

down by the celebrated French engineer, Vicat,

in his recent publication on puzzolanas. The
buildings for this purpose were very extensive,

,

being gigantic laboratories, where the operations
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were carried on day and night. Eight large
roasting OTens, besides nnnaerons grinding mills,
in constant action, manufactured upwards of
300 bushels (or about 500 cubic feet) in every
twenty-four hours.

This bridge is, perhaps, the largest in Europe,
the length being nearly half an English mile,
and covering an area of 140,000 square feet,

—

considerably more than 3 acres.
The bridge was opened with great ceremony

on the 10th of October, 1853, by the Grand
Duke Nicholas of Russia, the third son of the
Emperor Nicholas, attended by all the ecclesias-
tical, military, and civil authorities, and almost
the whole population of Kieff. It has since
been constantly travelled over, particnlarly by
artillery, cavalry, and troops entering and leav-
ing the fortress, which is the great central mili-
tary dep6t and arsenal of the South of Russia.
The total cost was about 432,000Z. sterling.

THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF THE
METROPOLIS.

abridgment. There is also another question of
some importance, viz,, the exact legal value of
the new document. Supposing a discrepancy to
exist between the specification and the inven-
tor’s “ abridgment,” will it be possible to make
this want of agreement a foundation for setting
aside the patent in a court of law, as is now
done, in case the provisional and final specifica-
tions do not agree ? The commissioners, we
believe, will have no power to refuse an inspection
of these documents; and will also, if we under-
stand 16 & 17 Viet. c. 115, sec. 4, be bound to
grant office copies, which could hardly be denied
as evidence by a judge. In case these abbre-
viated descriptions are printed intact, the
abridgments will have an official character
which they do not possess at the present time,
inasmuch as they will contain the inventor’s own
description of his invention. But we do not con-
sider this to be ofany advantage, inasmuch as the
eommissiouers’ abridgments were never intended
to “ supersede the necessity for consulting the
specifications,” to use the words of the notice
prefixed to each volume. No two patentees,
moreover, will form exactly the same idea
of the commissioners’ requirements as re-

Ox Tuesday last, a numerous and influential
|

gards the nature and length of the abstract
deputation from the Metropolitan Municipal

|

required, and as a nu.tural consequence, there
Association for Promoting the better Local a want of uniformity — some will
Government of the Metropolis, waited upon the I

be too long, others too short. Supposing
Secretary of State for the Home Department,

j

however, that these documents be found to re-
in accordance with the terms of a resolution

i

quire examination by a skilled person to see if
passed at a recent public meeting at St. James’s i

they really do give a concise and intelligible
Hall, with the view of inducing the Government

[

account of the essence of the invention, then we
to initiate immediate legislation on the subject. I

S't a loss to understand what advantage will
The deputation was introduced by Lord Ebory, bo gained. The person who is able to judge
the president of the association. Mr. Buck- ^’bether the abstract comes up to the standard,
master, bon. sec., Mr. J. Beal, Mr. C. Buxton, ^

^onld also be capable of abridging the speeifi-
M.P., Mr. T. Hughes, M.P., Mr. Reardon. M.P., * cation

; and the time occupied in the two pro-
Mr. J. M. Ludlow, Mr. Godwin, the Hon. F. cesses would, in most cases, be about the same,
Pyng, Mr. Begg, Mr. Dresser Rogers, Mr. Peter so that there would be no saving of expense
Graham, and others having addressed the Home under this bead. We shall be curious to see
Secretary,

_ ^ |

how the system works, and to know the legal
Mr. Walpole said, it would be premature for i

value of the new document. In the mean time
me to give any opinion at present as to tho details would advise inventors to be very careful in
of tho measure to be submitted to Parliament,
bub I may say that I hold the opinion that the
government of the metropolis might be greatly
improved, and that one of these improvements
Would be the establishment of larger areas with
smaller authority

;
but having said that I hope

yon will excuse me from expressing any further
opinion. I will only say in addition, that I will
give the subject my best attention, and will take
care to communicate to her Majesty’s ministers
what has passed, but I hope you will nor ask me
to give any further pledge.
Ws shall return to the object the Association

has in view.

A HINT TO PATENTEES.

The Commissioners of Patents have just issued
a new order which is of importance to all intend-
ing patentees. The order runs as follows ;

—

“After the 31st day of Decemljer, 1966, everr applicant
for Xetters Patent shall deliver at the Office of the Com-
missioners, with his provisional specification, or (when a
complete specifioation is filed with the petition and decla-
ration) with his complete specification, an sbridiiTnent, in
duplicate, of such provisional or complete specification
The abridgment must describe, in as short a manner as
possible, the features of novelty which constitute the
invention. The abridgment and the copv thereof must he
written upon sheets of foolscap paper, and upon one side
only of each page, leaving a margin of one inch and a half
on the left-hand side of the page.
Dated the 17th day of December, 1866.

(Signed) CnsLUBFORP, C.
RoiltLLY, M.R.
JoHX Rolt.
John B. Kabslake.”

We do not quite understand the object in
view, but it is apparently intended to make nse
of this document as “copy” for the series of
abridgments published by the coramissionera,
and thns to save the money now paid to the gen-
tlemen who are engaged on the work. We have
already expressed our opinion of the value of
these abridgments,* but we do not think that
this is the way to increase their usefulness, and
inventors will not thank the commissioners for
adding to their burdens. The inventor has already
to deposit duplicate copies of his provisional and
final specifications, which are used as printers’
copy. An extra copy of the drawings has also
to be deposited, which is only of use during the
few days that the original is in the hands of the
lithographers. In some cases, these extra copies
are very costly, and now the inventor will be
put to a further expense in preparing this

drawing up their “abridgments,” and suggest
that they should, where possible, use tho exact
words of their “Timvisinrinl ” ny /-.r yTyiyy
_

ords of their “provisional,” or of their claim
in the “ final

”
specification.

ditch. Tho precise date of its foundation is
unknown

; bat it is known that in 1204 this
tower had been but recently built, since in
that year Philip Augustus declared that he
owed 30 sols to the prior and brethren of St.
Denis-de-la-Cbatre on account of the tower of
the Louvre, which he had built on their land.
At this period, the edge of the river which
bathed the Louvre was called the Rivage de
St. Denis. The new tower being, moreover
in the seigneurie of the bishop and chapter of
Notre Dame de Paris, they were entitled to com-
pensation, and the king charged the provost of
Paris to make the Parisians pay the indemnity.
Celebrated in the feudal annals, the terror of
vassals and a st’jour de distention, the tower of
the Louvre was also employed as a place of
deposit of the royal treasures. Access was
gained to the upper portions by a winding
staircase. The entrance was defended by an
iron door with numerous locks and bolts.

This donjon was also the centre of royal
authority, and the great functionaries of state
came there humbly to take the oaths of allegiance
and homage. After about three centuries and a
half of existence, the tower and buildings forming
the en^cmile of the parallelogram of the castle
were demolished, and Francis I. laid the founda-
tion of a new palace, after the designs of Pierre
Lescot. Among the materials brought to light
by the excavations in the court of the Louvre
some evidently belong to a period anterior to the
epoch of Philip Augustus. There exists a
diploma, reported in the history of the University,
which affirms that in tho seventh century a royal
mansion was built on this site, in the reign of
Dagobert; and that in the twelfth century a
chateau was built. The fortress of Philip
Augustus succeeded this last construction.

REPORT OF METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
WORKS.

FROM IRELA27D.

* Builder, vol. xxiv., p. 663.

Lcighmciiey.—^t. Mary’s Church here has
been consecrated. The edifice is built from a
design famished by Mr. William Atkins, of Cork,
architect. It stands close by the bank of the
Innoshannon river, near the fine, old, umbra-
geous woods of Shippool, having in its front the
castellated and ivy-clad ruin of that name. In
form it consists of nave and chancel, with semi-
circular termination

; tower, spire, porch, and
robing-room. The spire is supported by eight
marble shafts resting on the upper part of the
tower. The porch also rests on marble pillars.
The masonry is enriched with bands of red brick
and voussoirs in the arches. Internally the
walls are lined with red, yellow, and black brick
and tiles, arranged in patterns. The steep-
pitched roofs are of stained deal, the principals
carried by stone corbels. The passages of the
church and chancel are paved with difterent
coloured tiles. Tho sittings, which can accommo-
date about 80 persons, are all open, and of deal
stained like the internal roofing. The site of the
church was granted free of rent by Mr. T. B.
Herrick, of Shippool.

TEE ANCIENT LOUVRE, PARIS.

The excavations in the court of the Louvre to
discover the site and boundaries of the Philip-
Augnstus tower are nearly all filled in and
levelled. Some openings are to be left leading
to

_

the underground story, for the purpose of
gaining access to it if necessary. The vaults
which were filled with earth have been com-
pletely cleared.

The great tower of the chateau of Philip
Augustus and of Charles V., which has been
laid bare by the excavations in the court-yard of
the Louvre, and known by the names of Tour
Neuve, Philippine, and Ferrand, stood fronting
the entrance opposite to the Pont des Arts. The
foundations are of considerable depth, and com-
menced at the ancient level of the bank of the
river. This building was 96 ft. high, with walls
12 ft. thick, and was surrounded by a deen

The Metropolitan Board’s report for 1865-6
has been published.

Amongst the various important subjects
treated of are the claims in respect of tho
Thames Northern Embankment, which were
for freeholds, leaseholds, &c., 311,257Z. Us. Id.,
which were settled for 211,37-H. lOs. The claims
for the new street to the Mansion House were
freeholds, leaseholds, &c., and yearly tenancies
1,184,7231. 7a. 5d., which were settled for
1,059,234?. 68. The claims in respect of the
Thames Embankment (South) were—freeholds
leaseholds, to., 142,742?. 14s. 5d., which were
settled for 109,975?. The whole of the building
plots in Garrick-street (which was opened to the
public in March, 1861) have been let on leases
for eighty years, with one exception, where the
term is fifty years. The aggregate rental re-
ceived for these plots is 2,484?. per annum. The
Board would have proceeded to sell these ground-
rents, but they deemed it inexpedient, owing to
the state of the money market, to do so as yet.
The cost of the properties required for the for-
mation of this street was lU2,881Z. Os. Sd.,
which, with other expenses, including profes-
sional and law charges, gave a total of
121.353?. 13s. lid. In Southwark-street, which
baa been open for nearly three years, out of
200 plots, into which the surplus land in
the line of the street had been divided, 177
have been let on lease, and the income de-
rived from the ground-rents, including the
rent of some warehouses purchased by the
Board, but not pulled down, is 6,904?. per annum.
The cost of the properties and interests pur-
chased by the Board was 476,222?. lls. 2d., and
the professional and other charges swelled the
total to 582,630?. lls. 4d. The cost of the
removal of Middle-row, Holborn, is estimated at
61,152?. The compensation claims for freeholds
and leaseholds amount to 17,566?. 10a., and the
settlements thereof to 15,950?. The net cost of
the Whitechapel improvement is estimated at
115,361?., and the Board have been engaged in
purchasing the properties requiredup to March 31.
The Board agreed to settle claims for three free-
holds and four copyholds, Ac. The sum claimed
was 47,708?. ; settled for, 42,818?. The quantity
of land purchased for Finsbury Park was 120
acres, which cost 56,650?., or about 472?. per
acre.

The report states that the experience of lasc
year fulfils the anticipations of the benefit to be
derived from the increased purification of the
river. These benefits are evidenced by the fact
of the return of fish in large numbers to those
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p
parts of the river which had before been in a

p
polluted state; and further improvements are

i anticipated as arrangements for purifying the

D upper waters become matured, and a more
e efficient system of water-supply is organized.

On the subject of the Metropolitan Gas Acta,

t the report expresses the belief of the Board that

t these Acts “have been evaded by meter-makers,

I
gas companies, and others.”

A considerable portion of the report is devoted

t to the embankment and drainage works, with
I the progress of both of which we have already

D occasionally made our readers acquainted. It

i also contains an important communication by
) Mr. Bazalgette on the Ventilation of Sewers.

' THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND THE
SEWEEAGE.

Mr. Bazalgette presented, at last meeting of

; the Metropolitan Board of Works, a report, the
i substance of which is as follows :

—

On the Northern Embankment (contract No. 1,

j between Westminster and Waterloo Bridges),

1 about 3,730 ft. in length of iron caisson and
; timber coffer-dams have been constructed or

i are in various stages of progress : 2,637 ft. of
; the Low Level Sewer, 2,123 ft. of the subway,
I 2,925 ft. of the 4 ft. by 2 ft. 8 in. sewer hitherto

i discharging on the foreshore of the river, and
1 284 ft. of the flushing-sewer have been com-
jpleted. About 3J ft. above Trinity high-water
: mark of the Westminster steam-boat pier for a
I length of 320 ft. have been completed ; 45 ft. in

I length of the Charing-Cross steam-boat pier, and
i 306 ft. of the river-wall have been brought to

: heights varying 1 ft. to 4i ft. below Trinity
1 mark. The Adelphi landing-stairs are pro-

:
greasing favourably

;
filling to the extent of from

i 400,000 to 500,000 cubic yards has been carried
I out behind the walls and works of the Embank-
1 ment. The works that are dependent upon the
I] operations of tbe Waterloo and Whitehall Eail-

^ way are still in tbe same condition as at tbe date
) of the engineer’s last report. The upper parts

) of the Embankment works to the westward of
. this point are waiting generally for stone to com-
)plcte them. 8,2691. worth of work has been
''done during the last mouth. Between Waterloo
IBridge and Temple Gardens (contract No. 2)
.labout 60 ft. of river-wall, sewer, and subway are
I completed to within 4 ft. of Trinity high-water
[mark. Beyond this theonly remaining portions
' of the work to be executed to complete the con-
itract are the parapet and the upper part of the
'Temple steamboat pier, the stone for which is

arriving on the ground. The approximate value
lof the work done, and of the materials and plant
upon the ground, is 206,6161. Of the total

lamount, the proportionate sum of 195,3191. is

; or works, 8,2971. for materials, and 3,000Z. for

plant. But little progress has been made during
I the past month with the Isle of Dogs branch of
Ithe Low-level Sewer, in consequence of the con-
[templated alterations in the line of sewer near
Ithe East and West India Dock entrances. The
lvalue of the work completed is 59,5581., of
•which sum 3,213i. represent the progress of the
post month. Fair progress has been made at
the Abbey-mills Pumping-station. The value of

• the work completed is 93,230i., 5,2301. being for

the progress during the last month. On the
Southern Embankment a length of 2,370 ft. of
dam and staging has been driven to a depth
averaging 15i ft. Within the dam about 1,600 ft.

1 in length of the river-wall have been brought up
I to levels varying from 17 ft. 4 in. to 6 in. below
'Trinity high-water mark, and about 300 ft. of
1 the wall have been brought to a level of 3 ft. 9in.

1 above that mark.

THE TEADES MOVEMENT.
Manchester .—With a view to offer tbe more

! effectual resistance to the combinations of em-
ployers, and the action of locks-out, a movement
originated in Sheffield, last July, for the forma-
itiou of a national alliance of associations of the
employed. The scheme has proceeded so far that
Ithe first conference of the alliance has been
opened in Manchester, with fifty-six delegates
accredited from fifty-four diflereut trades in

various parts of the country, including Scotland,
and representing, it is said, an aggregate of
'50,830 members of workmen’s associations !

Neath.—The masons employed by Mr. Joseph
: C. Eees, contractor for the Wesleyan chapel, have

struck work “ in consequence of a disagreement
with the clerk of the works, whom they consider

not a practical man.” Other masons employed
by the same contractor threaten to strike unless

Mr. Eees gives those already on strike other

work not connected with the chapel
;
and every

mason resuming work at the chapel while the

clerk is employed on it will be held liable to a
fine of 21. until the strike be settled.

Sunderlcmd .-—Nearly 100 carpenters employed
by Messrs. Taylor & Scouler, Sunderland, have
struck work, in consequence of their employers
not complying with their request to give them
beer at three o’clock in the afternoon. It appears

that in order to make the most use of the short

days, Messrs. Taylor & Scouler caused their men
to cease work 20 minutes to half an hour before

time, and then gave them the beer. Their own
men did not complain, but the union interfered,

and the men are ordered to cease work until

their employers agree to their request.

Hertford.—A convivial meeting took place at

the Dicker Oil Mill, at Hertford, on Monday in

last week. The men in the employ of Messrs.
Inskip & Manser are in the habit of entertaining

their employers to supper on Christmas Eve;
and OP this occasion the annual gathering was
made the occasion ofgiving permanent expression

to the feeling of confidence and good will between
the firm and their working men.

EVICTED TENANTS’ AID ASSOCIATION.

A NUMEROUS deputation from the Evicted
Tenants’ Aid Association waited upon the Earl
of Derby, on Wednesday last, for the purpose of
bringing under the notice of the Government
the evils and miseries entailed upon the poor of

the metropolis by over-crowding in their dwell-
ings. The deputation urged that Parliament
should he asked to pass measures compelling
railway companies to provide dwellings for the
poor evicted by their works; and, further, that
Mr. Torrens’s Bill of last session, for the re-

building of dilapidated houses, and for otherwise
providing houses for the poor, should be passed.
Lord Derby replied,—I can only say there is not
one of you feels a greater interest in this question
than I do. It is a most difficult and painful subject

to deal with
; and I may say, on the part of my

colleagues, it is one that has commanded our very
'

anxious attention. If we can see the moment
for introducing a measure at all satisfactory, we ^

shall be most happy to carry it throogh, and to

receive the co-operation and assistance of those
j

who have studied the subject, and can render us
valuable and efficient co-operation and assist-

!

ance. It is not a question of party in any sense.
]

It is a question of humanity, and it is also a

'

question with respect to which we mnst bear in

mind the maxims of economy. We cannot, on
the part of the Government, make it a question
of mere charity and philanthropy. If any mode
can be shown by which we can mitigate the evils

which are most excessive and painful, nothing
•will give ns greater pleasure than to carry a
measore which shall efloct that through Parlia-
ment.

EAFFAELLE AND HIS WOEKS.

Under this title Mr. Beavington Atkinson
gave an interesting lecture at the Eoyal Insti-

tution, Bristol, on the 7th inst. After elucidating
the first and second styles of Eaffaelle by
alluding to the Madonnas and holy families, of
which he painted no less than fifty—the best
known were especially commended for the sim-
plicity and purity of their Christian sentiments

—

Mr. Atkinson remarked with reverence that
Christian art, if true and positive and of any
worth, mnst follow in the footsteps of Him who
was at once human and divine. He then pro-

ceeded to discuss the questions of genins, and
inspiration, and beauty in art, remarking that
the Christian art into which Eaffaelle threw him-
self was the embodiment of Christian truth and
beauty. Eaffaelle joined physical and spiritual

beauty, and so made that enduring and ideal

humanity which reconciled as it represented two
natures. Thus laying aside all pretension to in-

spiration (the lecturer remarked) in auy sense,

ho had endeavoured to show how from merely
natural powers and materials Eaffaelle matured
Christian art. Tbe genius he had ascribed to

him infused into the manner of the period
vigour, beauty,—in short, nature. Of the painter’s

third, or Eoraan period, it was remarked that it

I

brought with it a vast development ;
and to it

1
belonged the greatest pictures the world con-
tained. When at the age of twenty-six Eaffaelle

travelled to Eome, he did nob get rid of his

Florentine manner
;
the two periods overlapped

each other ; there was no break in continuity, no
sudden revolution, but merely progress through
developmeut. Directing attention to the Eoman
school generally, of which Eaffaelle was the
founder and chief ornament, the lecturer, the
better to illustrate his observations, glanced at
the intellectual and religious condition of Eome at
the time, and thenwentontoshowwhat compensa-
tions and advantages came to the Eoman school of
paintings under the changes he had just traced.

He denied the charge that Eaffaelle owed the
greatness of bis Eoman style to Michelangelo,
partly because, with the exception of one or two
6gures, such as Isaiah, there was nothing in
common between the works of tbe two contem-
poraries, and also because there were other
causes amply sufficient to effect the change from
the Florentine to the Eoman manner. Eaffaelle

had in style and mind grown into the man, and
in Eome he entered a great and busy world
which called forth his power. The support of
patrons and the rivalry of the greatest artists of
the age s-timulated to utmost effort. He was
also accustomed to take counsel of the learned
men and leading intellects of the time, and thus
they could in some measure understand how
Eaffaelle was called to the highest arguments,
and as a painter representative of the times.

Eaftaelle, so far as he was not self-made, was
fashioned by his age ;

in part he founded the
Eoman school, but that school had never been
known had the city of Eome not existed. That
city demanded a school

;
and it was not from

Michelangelo, but from sculptors of a prior age
that the school found patronage, whose works
were then exhumed from the. debris of the
Eoman empire. Indeed, no artist was removed
from this world-wide influence. In the Eoman
style of Rafi'aello this painting of many genera-
tions obtained its consummation. Eaffaelle

made the old art live and move; he saw nature
through the classical, and from the classical he
drew that which was eternally true. He made
no dead transcripts from the Greek, but worked
as the Greek artists would had they received
from Julius and Leo commissions. They recog-
nised in bis lines the same grace, in his forma
the same beauty, in his compositions the balance
and the symmetry, in his humanity the ideal

and transcendent types which brought Greek
art so near perfection. This was the Eoman
school of which Eaffaelle was the founder, or
rather tbe reviver. The stern grandeur of the
Greek was in his hands softened

;
it was in this

blending of two schools, the Christian and
spiritual of Florence with the grandeur and
simple nature of the Greek, that the perfection
of EaS'aelle’s Eoman manner was reached.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Walsall .—The completion of the Town- or
Guild-ball has been celebrated by a banquet
given by the Mayor. The new building covers
the same area as its predecessor, bub is made to
afford a greater amount of accommodation.
The style is Italian. The chief facade towards
High-street is a composition based upon a story
of the Doric and Ionic orders of architecture.

The inferior order which forms the lower part of
the fa9ad 0 is Doric, upon a rusticated and ver-
miculated plinth, and presents a centre recessed
with two corresponding wings. The centre is

flanked with three-quarter columns, and the
wings with tripled pilasters of the same order,

supporting an entablature. The peculiarity of
the site enabled the architects to introduce a
Mezzanine story, which, although it to a certain

extent destroys the harmony of the fa9ade, has
been artistically treated. The three windows,
the magistrates’ private entrance, and the three
windows of the court room, form the centre, and
are deeply recessed—each window having de-

tached columns raised on pedestals, and carrying

a denticulated entablature forming an impost,

the walling throughout being rusticated. The
keystone to the principal entrance, and also the

keystones to the court windows, are enriched

•with carved beads, representing the four seasons,

or rather four stages in life from childhood to

old age. The superior order is Ionic, forming an
arcade in connexion with the wings of five

arches, tbe walling being executed in red brick-

work, the main columns and pilasters having
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enriched capitals with swags of frnit and flowers
from the volutes and columns supporting the
arcades. In the apertures between the columns
are the windows of the council-chamber and
ante-rooms on the same floor. Part of the
fagade is slightly broken up by the introduction
of a_ niche, in which is placed the statue of
Justice, from the entrance of the old guildhall.
Three of the compartments, forming one arcade
of the Goodall-street front, are in character with
those composing the High-street front. The
other part of the Goodall-street fagade corre-
sponds with the Free Library, which at some
future day will no doubt be connected with it.

The ground-floor comprises the court-room, the
magistrates’ private room, witness-room, and
the Inland Revenue Office. From the day-room
to the prison, which is underneath the court, a
atair communicates with the dock, so that the
prisoner passes direct from one to the other.
On the Mezzanine floor is the grand jury room.
The upper floor comprises the council chamber,
mayoi^s private room, and the town clerk’s
room. The ventilation is effected by the intro-
duction from the exterior of the building of cold
fresh air, which is warmed, and passed through
a series of flues to its destination. Fifty cubic
feet of pure air per minute can be poured into
the cells. The foul and vitiated air is drawn by
means of a series of flues and channels into an
extracting shaft, and so carried away. The
building has been erected by Mr. Charles Bur-
cott, of Wolverhampton, the amount of whose
contract price was 5,0831. ;

and the warming
and ventilating part of the work has been carried
out by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge. The
erection has been superintended by the architect,
Mr. G. B. Nichols, of West Bromwich and Lon-
don. Mr. Burton acted as clerk of the works.

COMPETITIONS.

Sheffield .—A new chapel is to be erected in
Sntherland-road for the Primitive Methodists.
The trustees invited designs for a chapel to seat
1,200, vestries, and schools, &c., from four
gentlemen in a limited competition] and, after
meeting several times, adopted the design sub -

1

mitted by Messrs. C. J. Innocent & Brown, of
Sheffield, and appointed them the architects.

JERUSALEM.
Sib Moses Montefiobe, Bart., has determined,

eince his return last spring from the Holy Land,
to erect another hospice at Jerusalem for the
residence of several poor Israelitish families.
This building will be on a large scale, and built
near to that which was erected in the year
1859, under the superintendence of Mr. William
Edward Smith, architect, ofUpper Bedford-place.
The contemplated new building is entrusted to
the same architect.

THE “OVER-HEATED FLUE” MISERY.

Sib,— How soon, I am bold to ask, are likely
to cease irreparable destruction of fine old
churches, or injuries to grand modern erections,
(vide Croydon Ghnrch and the Crystal Palace),
through the actually sickening recnrrence, for
some time, of “ overheated flues ? ” And, pray,
where might not be the next effect of the ill.

omened flue ?—St. Paul’s, Westminster Abbey,
or St. George’s Chapel, Windsor ?

The supposition is irresistible, that there must
be often some great unskilfuluess or inattention
in those who manage them. But if they do not
know their bnsiness, others should be employed
who do. One can easily guess now, instantly,
the cause of fires in public buildings. Really,
sooner than this, we had better revert to the old“ open-air registered stoves ” (I think that is the
title), with ascending pipe.

Reasonable comfort to persons in church is

one thing
; danger to the buildings from some-

what “ Sybarite” luxury in exotic heating (which,
if “cleanliness” be, is hardly also “next to
godliness”) is another. I dare say good St, James
would not have discouraged the moderate warm-
ing of churches; but I am sure, if present in a
London winter, he would have bid us remember
the densely cold dwellings of the poor before
iuxnrions seats in the temple.

Of the monuments sacrificed, Oxford should
mourn Sheldon’s, who so liberally ornamented it.

The organ, I remember to have read, was pro-
nounced by Avery his best and favourite work.
He was, I believe, the first “ great man ” in
pedal pipes, and put in those at Trinity College,

Cambridge (the previous builders being Schmidt
& Green), the finest organ in that university.

On the whole, and such catastrophes—-a “ mur-
rain on your pestilent flues”—is the rough
thought of Jonathan Oldbdck.

INJURY BY NEIGHBOUR.
SiE,—Will some of your readers kindly inform mo if I

hare any redress, and what, for a very serious grievance,
viz., 1 am the landlord of a house let to a highly
respectable widow with invalid daughters, and the next-
door neighbour has just raised his house two additional
stories

;
in consequence of which all the chimneys in my

hoose smoke to that extent that the windows are obliged
to be set open day and evening while the fires are alight.
I have received notice from my tenant, who pays eighty
guineas per annum, that she is going to leave in conse-
quence of this annoyance.
Both houses are detached though only about 5 ft. apart

2 . 2 .

CEILINGS IN IRON HOUSES.
Sir,—

I

have a two-storied building at the Cape of Good
Hope, with an iron roof, the upper story of which is
nnbearablein the summer months, on account of the heat
Can any of your subscribers inform me of the best and
cheapest material of which to form a ceiling that will act
as a non-conductor to the intense heat ?

I may state, that the building is 70 ft. long by 34 ft.
wide. Planking or matchboard lined with felt is gene-
rally recommended, but the land carriage {being 300
miles from the sea) makes plank expensive.

I have a notion that some sort of coarse flannel or
blanket, lined on the upper side with brown paper and just
stretched from wall to wall, would anewer every purpose-
but not being a practical builder, I hesitate to incur the
expense without first asking for the experience of those
well versed in such matters.
I may add, that should any inexpensive and efl’ective

ceiling be offered, a very large demand would immediately
spring up.

THE GREAT BELL OF YORK.
Sib.—

I

t is seriously urged that the great bell of York
Minster should be re-cast, “ reducingthesize to harmonise
with the other bells, and attaching it to the clock, so that
in future the quarters would be struck upon four bells,
instead of two as at present

; and the hours upon a clear|
distinct, yet ponderous bell, heard without difficulty in
every part of the city.” Now, I would remark upon this
plan, that to re-cast the great bell would spoil one of the
finest and largest bells in Europe. The late Mr. Aspiiial,
of the Minster Gate, York, got up the subscription for
this bell : and he had a list of subscribers’ names, at the
bead of which wss the Archbishop of York, for procuring '

machinery for the striking of the hammer to mark the
hours on the beU, which subscription unfortunately was
not carried out owing to his death. I heard the great
bell of York Minster rung shortly after it was hung: the
old foreman of Mears, of 'Whitechapel, London, where
the bell was east, refobing to leave York till it was rung,
which was done by having sixty strands of rope attached
to the main rope, and sixty men pulled it. Now, the
machinery wm estimated to have cost 30iiL for striking
the hours, which Mr. Aspinal was gettingthe subscription
for. Let such a sum be raised for that purpose, and a
further sum, the interest of which may pay the men for
rinsing on the great festivals of Christmas Lay and Good
Friday, and the old tower of York Minster will be used
for what it was intended by our ancestors.
The late Dr. Canage, of York, took great pains to have

the great bell of York Minster oast to the tone of the
great bell of Notre Dame, at Paris, which is the finest
toned bell in the world. I may mention that the great
bell would he heard twenty-three miles round 'Fork if the
hammer struck it with the machinery as a propelling power
proposed by the late Mr. Aspinal.
When I heard it rung it was the most magnificent tone

I ever heard of the kind; it sounded not like a bell, but
the roar of old ocean. Yobkisi.

HUT-WATER PIPES AND THE BUILDING
ACT.

The Snperintending Arcliitecfc of the Metro-
politan Board of Works -writes to us as follows:

“ I enclose copy of a correspondence between Mr. Berry
and myself respecting the heating apparatus lately put up
by him for this Board under my superintendence which
was referred to by Mr. Berry iu an inquiry before Mr.
Irail, when a case was heard with respect to another appa-
ratus supplied by Mr. Berry, all of which was reported in
your paper, and several others.* I am sure you will say
the correspondence is very conclusive

;
and in justice to

myself I must ask you to insert as much of it as you may
deem necessary in the Builder, in order to place me right

a public officer before the public.
GbOBGB VULLlAilY,”

It is, indeed, quite conclusive. After a bung-
ling attempt to evade the real question, Mr. Z.
D. Berry (Pimlico), writes,

—

“In no part of your building are the pipes vUhin the
distance, and the coils in your ease stand upon bricks
9 in. by 44 in. by 3 in.”

Mr. Traill was led, therefore, to give an illegal
decision, by an altogether incorrect statement.

* See vol. iiiv., p. 961.

ILLUMINATED MSS. BY ENGLISHMEN OF
THE TIME OP KING CHARLES I.

In the last number (the New Year’s nnmber)
of a small quarto weekly (nay, healthy) favourite
with all scholars, “ Notes and Queries,” there
is a nobelet, full from the beginning to the “

post-
script” (that essential appendage to a lady’s
letter) of new matter about the last— to my
thinking—of illuminatinj heralds attached to
the venerable and valuable office of the Earl
Marshal of England—rich in its names with
“ the blood of all the Howards.” The writer of
the article is Mr. John Bruce, a ripe scholar in
English history and biography. How he can, in
hishumorous, roguish way, and with his richmines
of reading and remembering, puzzle by “Queries”
they cannot answer and he can !—but I am not
in your columns for “ panegyric praise,” only to
relate something new and about the last of our
Heralds’ College, Heralds encouraged by the
Earl Marshal of England and the nobility of
England.

Mr. John Brace asks from “ You and Yonrs,”
“ Pray what was a chain organ ? ” The answer
to that “ query ” I leave to our friends Mr.
William Chappell and Dr. Rimbault, long well-
skilled correspondents. What I have to tell is
who Edward Norgate was.
When a clerk under the Commissioners of

Audit in Somerset House, many a Saturday
afternoon hour (attendance closed) I have spent
in the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Official Will
Office in Heraldic and Prerogative Doctors’ Com-
mons. Those were hard-paying separate shilling
Calendar searchings in those days, and my
dinner was often reduced in quantity by this
longing for learning. There was no access such
as now (Sir Herbert Jenner Fust then reigned),
and I have—-without bragging—often reduced
two chops to one, for this, to me, pleasant and
unprinted information.

Well, I found this information out touching
Edward Norgate, and it is what in part Mr.
Bruce asks to receive. There is an additional
pleasure in being able to oblige a friend and a
scholar—who rarely needs information bnt he
knows where to find it for himself.
Edward Norgate, Clerk of the Signet to King

Charles I., and Windsor Herald, made his last
will and testament in 1649. It was proved in
1651. Our skilled illnminatorand herald desires
to be buried in the churchyard of St. Beuet’s,
Paul’s Wharf, in London, or in the churchyard
of the Cathedral Church of St. Paul. He
appoints his wife, Ursula Norgate (what was her
maiden name?') his executrix; and attribntes
his leaving so little to the many disorders of
the times. His unfinished picture drawings,
engravings, and books, he bequeaths to that son
who had caused him “ the greatest trouble.”
Why ? There are odd, unaccountable legacies
to strangers, or omissions of the names of sons
and daughters in thousands of wills, commencing
In the nemo of Ood. Amen.”

Petek Cunninqh.\m.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Treeton.—The chancel of Treeton Church has

been restored, according to the Sheffield Inde^
pendent, and the edifice re-opened. In the re-
storations the original design of the chancel has
been so preserved that no old stone has been re-
moved from the building. The interior was pre-
viously plastered and whitewashed, presenting a
very unsightly aspect. Both plaster and white-
wash have been removed, and the old stone-
work has been cleaned and pointed afresh. The
chancel is of the twelfth and thirteenth century
style of architecture. The restoration to its
ancient form has been superintended by Messrs.
Hadfield & Son, of Sheffield. Mr. Joseph Rod-
ley, of Sheffield, has exeimted all the stonework,
and Mr. Arthur Hayball, of Sheffield, all the
woodwork. The four paintings of evangelistic
symbols in the reredos were done by Mr. West-
lake. Cutside the church the mullions and
tracery of the window at the east, and the other
three windows, have been restored to their origi-
nal form. Two pinnacles at the east end and a
cross have had to be replaced. Ere long the
church will be farther beautified by a stained-
glass window, a gentleman having promised to
provide one for the chancel.

Kiddemniwiter .—The alterations to St. George’s
Church have beeu brought to a conclusion, the
whole of the east end having been re-modelled,
altered, and improved, sinoe the removal of the
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lit and reading-desk from their former posi-

i The first alteration comprised removing
screens, and throwing the additional space

3 obtained within the commonion-rails. One
he pnlpita was also lowered. On the wall of

east end a carved reredos of Caen stone has

a erected, tho centre portion containing a

;e grouped carving of the Ascension. The
oration of the wall above the reredos has been

e b; Mr. Preedy, of London. Within the

imnnion-rails encaustic tiling in a warm
mr has been laid, supplied by Mr. Godwin, of

{wardine. Around the front of the communion

)s a metal railing, with suitable standards of

shed brass, has been fitted by Mr. Skidmore,

loventry.

'•oiithsea.—The district church of St. Simon
been opened for divine service. The cost

been 4,000f. The church has been erected

n the designs of Mr. Thos. Hellyer, of Hyde,

hitect, by Mr. Lawrence, of Southsaa. It is

It chiefly with white bricks, relieved with red

;k bands, with moulded bricks in the interior,

the nave arcades and chancel arches, Bath

. Portland stone being used for the windows,

imns, caps, and bases. The style is Early

•orated, and the whole treatment is baaed on

brick architecture of the Continent. The
af peculiarity of the church is its wide and

y nave, its width being 44- ft. from centre to

tre of the columns supporting the nave

ade and clerestory, whilst tho ridge reaches

height of 70 ft., with a length of 92 ft. in the

ir. There are north and south aisles, each

Ft. by 14 ft. ;
chancel, with apsidal end, 33 It.

18 ft. ; chancel aisles, 21 ft. by 9 ft. j also

er story of future tower at the south-east,

I the vestry at the north-east angle of the

Iding, making a total length from west to

t of 136 ft., including west porch, and a total

•th of 82 ft. from north to south. In addition

ihewest porch there are four other entrances,

,
north-west, south-west, and south-east

ehes, and entrance through vestry. There is

) a west gallery, in which at present is placed

organ, by Messrs. Gray & Davidson. The
rch will accommodate 1,000 on the ground-

r, and eighty more in the west gallery. The
fs are open and stained throughout, that of

chancel being groined in wood,] with molded
3. The nave is lighted by a clerestory, con-

ling twenty-four two-light windows, with
:eried heads, and three large west windows,

ich, with the five apse windows, are all glazed

h tinted rolled cathedral glass : the apse in

lition contains five large quatrefoils, filled in

h stained glass, by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.

8 Hampshire Independent gives the following

aewhat curious account of the progress, if

may so call it, of the works :—

•

It was originally intended to build only the nave and
Dcel wiib ii8 aisles, and to add the other portions es

ds were obtained. \\ ich this view the work was corn-

iced in 1864. The Archdeacim of Winchester laid the
t stone in September of that year, and the work pro-
ded as funds were collected uriil the22nd of November,
5, when, the roof being partly on, a heavy squall tore
ly the temporary braces and swept the whole olT the
Ja, except one pair of principals, which turned com-
teiy over, describing a semicircle of 70 ft. diameter, in

ich position they remained stationary, thereby saving
clerestory walls and nave arcade, which at that time
od without any support from the aisles subsequently
led; the timbers deatrojiug in their fall the chancel
h, and damaging a trifonu in the chancel walls. The
if was commenced again immediately, and boarded in

the 11th of February of the present year, when the
rifle gale of that day moved ihe whole of the roof
lily 6 in. from south to north, thrusting the north wall

; of the perpendicular to that extent, and dragging in

south wall to the same amount; the Fortlund stone
.fta of the nave arcades were by this means thrown out
their vertical position, and two of them split from lop
aottom. Means were immediately taken by the builder
jeonre the building by fixing chains to (he feet of the
ncipuls on the north side, and securing them to balks
timber on the outside of the foundations of the souih
spoiaiy wall; and after anxious deliberations Ly the
riding committee, it was decided to build the north and
ith aisles, the contractor undertaking, in consideration
the sum of 2UUL being paid bim towards the expenses,
get Ihe roof back to itsnorniBl position, to pull down
1 rebnild the clerestory walls, also the west wall to the
ent of 6U H., and to fui ther strengthen it by additional
ttresses, and also to cut out the broken columns and
ilace them with new. All this with the additional work
I now been accomplished succesefuUy, the mode resorted
being the erection of a strong timber stage 30 ft. from
I ground, loading it with 3(i tons of materials, and
icing it sufficiently firm to obtain a fulcrum for twelve
ewjacks, by which the roof was thrust back in its place,
1 is now lirmly kept there by additional braces and wall
Its secured to the roofs of the aisles.’'

Livescy.—The chief stone of a chnrch, to be
dicated to St. Andrew, has been laid at

veaey, near Blackburn. The building will be
im designa by Mr. E. G. Paley, of Lancaster
d Merton, and after the type of ecclesiaatical

uotures erected in England during the twelfth
itury. The ground plan is in tho form of a

cross, having an apsidal termination at the east

end, and consists of a nave 85 ft. in length,

transepts (north and south), 25 ft. 6 in. in width,

and 64 ft. across. The seats will be open benches,
having monlded ends and division framing. The
north transept is devoted to children’s benches.

The chnrch will be built of Darwen pier points,

with quoins at the angles, the spire being built

of ashlar.

§o0ks
Papers on Subjects connected with the Duties of

the Corps of Royal Engineers, contributed by

Oficers of the Royal Engineers. New Series.

Vol. XV. Printed by Jackson & Son, Wool-
wich. 1866.

This volume of professional papers contains,

amongst others of a more strictly or exclusively

military character, a useful paper on Repre-
sentation of Ground, lie., in Sketching, by Cap-
tain Webber, E.E., and another on “ Founda-
tions on Treacherous Soil,” by Captain Mitchell,

R.E., the inventor of the screw pile. Of course,

on the principle of “nothing like leather,” Capt.

Mitchell, ignoring concrete, recommends screw

piles in such cases. The use of concrete in other

circumstances is treated of by Lieut. Ardagh,
R.E., in a “Report upon Concrete Revetments
built at Newhaveu Fort.” There are other

papers of some value on proposed substitutes for

gunpowder, by Professor Abel, F.R.S., V.P.C.S .

;

on demolition with gun-cotton charges, by Major
Miller, R.A., V.C. ; and on the Fire-alarm Tele-

graph at Montreal (with map), by Lieutenant
Grover, R E. The first paper consists of “ Brief

Notes on the Career of the late Captain Fowke,
R.E.” by Mr. Hepry Cole, C.B,

^lisrclltiiua:.

Workshops for the Blind.—In August last

the Association for the Establishment of Work-
shops and Class-rooiDS for the Blind opened
their first workshops in a three-storied ware-
house in Commercial-Street, Spitalfields, near
Spitalfields Church

;
and last week the members

of the committee invited the workmen and
their friends to a substantial dinner in one of

the rooms, which was decorated for the occa-

sion. The committee has at its head the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, and includes such names
as the Earl of Shafeesbury, the Bishop of

London, Lord Ebury, Mr. G. Moore, Mr. Samuel
Morley, Mr. R. C. Hanbnry, M.P., and many
others, who were moved to undertake this work
from the knowledge that there are 3,000 blind

persons in London, and that the greater part are

in destitute circumstances.

Tee Dry-earth Closet System Proposed
FOR Norwich.—A communication has been
addressed to the Sanitary Committee of the

Norwich Board of Health, by an inhabitant of

the city, recommending the dry-earth closet

system for Norwich, instead of the proposed
system of sewerage, which is to cost 60,0001.

It is to be hoped the IocaI authorities will not
listen for a moment to the adoption of a system
which, however well it may look in theory, is

certainly impracticable with the mass of our
town populations. Were they all sanitary re-

formers, or all blessed with intelligent discretion,

such a system might be tried; but the case is

notoriously otherwise, and the system in question

would in reality become no system at all, but an
abominable and general nuisance.

Private Bills in Parliament. — Session
1867.—According to the “General List” pub-
lished by the Private Bill-office of the House of

Commons, there are 317 bills in Parliament this

year, 152 of whicli ai’e railway ones ; but of the
152 very few are for new railways. The others

are for gasworks, waterworks, enclosures, im-
provements, and other miscellaneous works.
The most important and, no doubt, the greatest

fighting Bill of the session will be the Metropolis

Gas Bill, by which it is proposed to put all the

gas companies witliin the metropolitan area (of

which there are twenty-two), under the control

of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and to sup-

ply to the public gas of pure quality at uniform
rates in all the districts, the rate proposed being
Ss. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet. The Metropolis

Gas Bill will, no doubt, receive great support
from the public, and unanimous opposition from
the various gas companies.

Yorkshire Architectural Society. — Tho
annual meeting of this society has been held ia
the School of Art, Munster-yard, York. The
attendance was but small. The twenty-fifth'

annual report was rend and adopted. It stated
that the society maintained its ground, and was
steadily advancing in position and working
power. The Rev. Canon Raine read a paper,
titled “ A Survey of the Abbatial Honse of
Howden,” with several extracts from the origi-

nal survey : and the Rev. J. R. Lunn, of Marton-
cura-Grafton, read a paper on “The Ecclesiology

of the Rural Deanery of Aldborough, Ripon.”

Kitchen Boiler Explosion in Hull.—The
liability to explosion of kitchen boilers in the
North of England is a remarkable circumstance,
of which we have before taken note. An ex-

plosion has just occurred in Hull, from frost, it

ia believed, having arrested the flow of water
into the boiler till it became red hot. One per-

son was killed and another injured, while two
windows were blown out by the explosion.

Whether it be that many more boilers are fitted

up with pipes in the north than in the south of
England, or that there is some defect in th©
arrangement, is a question worth inquiring into-

In the present instance, the pipes commnnicated
with a cistern which was more exposed to the
action of frost than it ought to have been.

St. George’s, Kidderminster.

—

The east end
and part of the side walls of this chnrch have
been beautified by the addition of a reredos, from
the design of Mr. Jeffery Hopkins, of Worcester.

It is of alabaster and inlaid marbles, with th©
Ascension, carved by Mr. Forsyth, of Worcester.
An altar-rail and encanstio tile pavement have
also been added. The upper part of the wall and
first bay of the roof have been painted, from th©
designs and under the supervision of Mr. F. Preedy.
The large surface of the wall is covered with a
delicate diaper, on a parchment-coloured ground,
and rich borders. There are eight medallions
containing angels, on blue grounds, the larger

and lower being the four archangels, Uriel,

Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael ; the other angels
have instruments of praise. The roof is bine,

with an ornamental centre, and powdered with
stars, the bosses being gilt.

The WiNCHESTF.R Drainage Plans.—At a
meeting of the town council acting as the local

Board of Health, the committee reported that,

in answer to advertisements offering premiums
of 1501., lOOZ., and 50i. respectively for the best,

second, and third plans for the main drainage
of the city and suburbs, including schemes for

disposal of the sewage, twelve plans had been
sent in, and three other engineers had applied

for an extension of time, which could not b©
granted. In answer to an inquiry from th©
committee, Mr. H. Newman, the surveyor to th©
Board, admitted that he was the author of one
of the plans sent in, but he said he would with-

draw it as a plan competing for a premium ;
but

there it was for the use of the Board hereafter,

if they chose to make use of it in any way. Th©
report was adopted, on the understanding that
the plans would be open to the members, but
nob to the public.

Traffic Receipts.—It appears from a Parlia-

mentary return just issued that the total re-

ceipts on railways in the United Kingdoin for

the year 1865 amounted, on 13,289 miles, to

35,890,1131,
;
and for the year 1864, on 13,789

miles, to 34,015,5641.
;
showing an increase in

the mileage of 500 miles, and in the receipts of

1,874,5'49Z. The total receipts for passengers,
mails, &c., in the year 1865, amounted to

16.572.0511., against 15,684,0401. in 1864;
showing an increase of 888,0111. The total

receipts for merchandise, minerals, and live

stock amounted, in the year 1865, to 19,318,0621.;

and for the year 1864', to 18,331,5241. ;
showing

an increase of 986,5881. The total working
expenses amounted, for the year 1865, to

187.149.0731., or 48 per cent, of the receipts,

against 16,000,3041., or 47 j>er cent, in 1864;
showing an increase of 1,148,7651. The total

number of passengers (exclusive of holders of

season and periodical tickets) conveyed in the

year 1865 on railways in the United Kingdota
was 251,862,715, against 229,272,165 in th©
year 1864, showing an increase of 22.590,550.

Of the 251,862,715 passengers 151,416,269 were
third-class and Parliamentary, 70,783,241 se-

cond-class, and 29,663,205 first-class; against

136,301,581, 65,269,169, and 27,701,415, re-

spectively, in the year 1864 ;
showing an in-

crease of 15,114,688 third-class, 15,514,073 se-

cond-class, and 1,961,790 first-claafl.
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The Dudley Surveyoeship.—The Borough

Snryeyor (Mr. Batemau) has resigned his office,
stating that he finds it impossible to conduct his
private bosiness and that of the Conncil without
the interests clashing. There is said to be a
strong feeling in the town with reference to the
surveyor devoting the whole of his time to the
duties of his office. The matter has been referred
to the Public Works Committee.

I

Congregational Memorial Hall.—The Con-
gregational denomination of Dissenters are
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Another Victim to a Bad Drain.—We are
informed by one who ought to know that last
autumn a medical man of station drew the
attention of the local police to a foul drain
passing close by the house at Wardie of Mr.
Alexander Smith, the poet, and assured them
that cholera, diphtheria, or typhoid fever would
prevail if it were not cleansed. It was, we
believe, by one of these discreditable disorders
that Mr. Alexander Smith has been carried off.

Spurgeon’s Almshouses and Orphan-
,

ueiiommation oi Dissenters are Mr. Spurgeon’s Almshouses and Orphanabout to erect a momonal ball ia London with age.—Tho Eev. 0. H. Spurgeon has just con-tho two.fold object of commemorating the ejeo- cinded the pnrohase of 25 aoree of land, adjacenttion of the 2,000 Nonconformist ministers from to Clnpbam Common, npon which the buddings
in 1662, and of providing for the purposes of a now orphanage, under hissuitable offices for the various societies m con- ’ auspices, will be erected. It is, however notneiion with the Congregational or Independent

,

intended to commence the whole structure atUnion of England and Wales, and also a large ' once. In the centre of the site, the schoolshall for public meetings. An eligible freehold chapel, and other necessary bnildings, will bdhas been purohas^ m the neighbourhood of the first proceeded with; after which small housesMansion House. The works will be immediately will be reared, in which the children can live to

7o'nm»“T’ “"I
number of ten or twenty to each. It is tr’ne,

70,000i. Towards this snm 50,000!. have been as stated some time since, that a benevolenta ready raiseffi Mr. Titns Salt has just added lady has placed a snm of 20,0001. at his com-hia name to the subscription for 5,C0OI.
j

mand for the purposes of the orphanage but it

Co-OPMATIVE Societies in Switeehiand.-

'

n condition that only 8,000!.

A communication from Berne, m the Mmitom ta tn ? [ 1

spent, the remaining 12,000!.

publishes information as to the Swiss eo-opera- v,
*

p
aceonnt for the permanent

live societies. Those for consumption,SwS tnhan
the mechanism ia the most simple, have alone da^seh T The almshouses and
taken a large development as yet Switterland. nofila„ Tab "’‘“'i "'u'That of Lausanne confines iLlf to procuring d“t|“ L, H 7

are now suffi.

for its members articles of food of primary no to2t.on stone
°

cessity at as low a rate as possible. The finan -

1

oial statement for 1864 shows a sale of butcher'a Saw Teeth.—A patent has been recentlv
amount of 143,566 fr. ; bread, allowed in the United States to Mr W P

filler, of San Francisco, for saw-teeth con'proat ol B,5,-2 fr. In 1865 the amounts de- stmeted upon an improved plan which are

+ ^ ^^0,948 fr
.

;

and for bread, claimed by the inventor to possess the followino-
^ advantages over all others, as reported in thewhich supplies every one, and acts as a kind of American Gaslight Journal “ The teeth beiuffsavings-bank fur Its members, producing results nearly encompassed in the plate, are renderedmuch more considerable, is that of Zurich, the

,

immeasurably stronger than even solid teeth
““

bi'Toc eS?
teiig 1.078.I541 fr.,

;

formed on the plate. Eor the reason of theirWith a net profit of .6,884 fr. After that come great stiffness laterally, these saws may be fullythose of ^ evey, Neuchatel, &c. A considerable one-fonrth less in thickness than solid teethnumber are noyv m existence in Switzerland, and
,

and one third less than other insertable teeth’fresh ones are being daily established.
, saws. The teeth are self-attacbiog and adjust-

The Liveeeooi. Sanitary Association.-AI a ^ r™
hSl aieWna.Lr”reporf“ tL‘preree“rg^ tTe" '’““T .'-“I"”. 1=7 "imply tnrnin"

eftheeaeontive '’with Vard to tL^^JgTatorS
H-ej will attain

and presentation of the m^emorial to Zma;:^ J: ired°
^

and corporation on the water-supplv of the ov!e(l
repaired. These saws remain

town,” was received and adopted. The memorial reund noj bSoe”"V” ““''y ““ “f

sot forth that the comfort of the inhabitants ^“y Th"? "aunot by any means
necessitated a very large and constant snnnlv of

^ ll=™wn out of their sockets, and hence the

pure water, and Jat the sanitary cCges'which Sat'r in IrSTed t
it was proposed to introduce would reSder such

m order need not be reduced to ao.

a provision absolutely indlsprnsable The me 1

rnay be dull or broken,

morialists, therefore, respectfully rconested that ' IveT
‘ .“PPy"'''® ‘o circnlar saws of

the authorities would, with all oMvenient Ipeed
j

lilrly aTpted fo1°™lLroT““^ “'i? ’’T'determine upon such a large and compreheLive splhtil;”?
““‘"e-aff >aws, as well as for

schema as would efibctuallxT mppti t.h:«
^ °

^

English Enteemise in Ehssia.—A telegram
informs us that on Tuesday evening last, the
works of the Moscow Gas Company were opened,
that the city was lighted, and the whole a great
success. Mr. Frederick Leslie is the company’s
engineer. Allowing for the difference of time
between the places, the news came from Moscow
to Piccadilly in five hours.

The Supply of Water.— Her Majesty’s Com-
missioners for the purpose of ascertaining what
supply of unpolluted and wholesome water can
be obtained by collectiug and storing water in

,

the high grounds of England and Wales, either
by the aid of natural lakes or by artificial reser-
voirs, at a sufficient elevation for the supply of
the large towns (the Duke of Bichmondj Sir

Thwaites
j Colonel Harness, R.E.

j
SirB. S.

Phillips, one of the aldermen of the City of
London

j Mr. T. Elliot Harrison ; and Mr. Joseph
Prestwich), are to report— 1. Which of such
sources are best suited for the supply of the
metropolis and its suburbs

; and, 2. How the
supply from the remaining sources may be most
beueficially distributed among the principal
towns. ^

TENDERS
Honae Tavern, East India-

road. Mr. \V. Barrett, architect;—

£1.096 0 0
1,068 0 0

•rl^mipa ygQ q q

T V A
‘ a

houses, with shops, m Eotherfield-street.
Islington, for Messrs. Tubbs, Lewis, & Co. Mr, Williambmuh, architect. Quantities not supplied

£3.079 0 0!
*l“dgin 1^700 0 0
Johnson 1^455 0 g

1,478 0 0
1,396 0 0

^rabb 1^380 q q
1,362 0 0

0 0
Cuhutt 1^1,21 0 0;

For alterations, No. 164, Feoehurch - street. CitrMessrs. John Young & Son, architects;
Estimates.

vuobB 01 vevey, isenchatel, &c. A considerable one-fonrch less in thickness than solid teeth rb«»»,„v, Total.S insertable teeth-’ UshSTsorneriS S S S 0esh ones are being daily established.
1
saws. The teeth are self-attaching and adjust- ^86 0 0 ... 477 0 0 ]’283 0 0

I fiKlo i.„A* A.-- , vw . ~ I V\ehb& Sons,,. 793 0 0... 447 0 0 l’,24o 0 0

...AWAA cA itiigo tAULi oouipreueuBive
scheme as would eflectually meet this difficulty
for a long series of years. Mr. Samuelson said
the fact had beeu elicited that whilst it only cost
the town 21, per million gallons for water from
Rivington, it cost 81. per million gallons from the
wells. Manufacturers were charged 9d. per
1,000 gallons, which was something like 361. per
million gallons. He was of opinion that a report
should be prepared showing how far salt water
could be utilised.

St. Mary Magdalene’s, Waikeringham.

—

A scheme for placing a stained-glass window in
St. Mary Magdalene’s church at Waikeringham,
near Gainsborough (diocese of Lincoln), was set
on foot three years since. This Advent has wit-
nessed the consummation of the etforts made by
the vicar’s wife and her “ Mary " friends. The
stonework having been restored from the designs
of Mr. Drury, of Lincoln, at a cost of 251., the
stained glass has been added at an outlay of 75J.
more. There remain, however, about 101. to be
made up by Marys (or in devout memory of
Marys) not yet enrolled. The subjects, designed
and executed by Mr. Preedy, of London, are the
Epiphany, Purification, Plight into Egypt, Doc-
tors in the Temple, Marriage at Cana, Entomb-
ment, and exorcism of the patron Saint (intro-
ducing the Mary of Scripture, and illustrating
the rites of churching, catechizing, wedding,
burial, and absolution), with legend, ^ “The
west window was restored A.D. mdccclxvi., the
stained glass thereof being given to this chnrch

.

of St. Mary Magdalene by more than 700 name-

'

sakes of the Blessed Virgin and the Penitent
Saint who loved much.’’F

Tenant’s Rights in Minerals.—A case of
some public interest, as affecting the right of
tenants for life under settlements to work
minerals, was decided by Vice-Chancellor Wood
on the 19tb ult. Tenants for life may work
mines already opened; but if not empowered to
commit waste, may not open new mines for
their own benefit, and the' question has been
often raised,—what amount of previous working
renders a mine open, so that tenants for life may
work It for themselves? The plaintiffs in this
case were Colonel Stepney and his two sons,
who are the present owners of the Stepney
estate, in South Wales

; and the defendant was
Mr. William Chambers, who ia the executor of a
late tenant for life of the estate, who was

I
not by the terms of the will of the settler autho-
rised to commit waste. On coming into posses-
sion of the estate, however, ho granted a lease
of all the coal under certain farms forming part
of the estate, and the suit in question was
instituted for the purpose of recovering the
amount of the royalties received under this
lease. The defendant contended that the mines
were open ones at the date of the settlement,
and that it was consequently not waste in a
tenant for life to work them; and in support of
his view he proved the existence on the farms
of an old trial pit, and a considerable amount of
superficial working at the outcrop of the various
heams of coal on tbe side of the mountain. The
Vice-Chancellor, however, held that workings of
this description did not amount to an opening
of the mine, and gave the plaintiff's a decree
with costs.
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Government and the Evicted Poor,

NE of the fathers of natural

history, when a student at

a northern university, was
accustomed to enliven his

lonely rambles on the sea-

shore by collecting speci-

mens of the algce thrown

up by the tide. When
the collection had attained

some respectable magni-
tude, and the strange and
graceful forms of the then

unclassified marine plants

had attracted the admira-

tion of tho fellow students

of the self-taught natu-

ralist, he was encouraged
to submit it to the notice

of the professor who was
the official teacher of na-

tural history. The great

man glanced superciliously

at the carefully-gathered

specimens, and pushed
them contemptuously away

with the remark, “ Pooh, sir, a lot

of weeds!” The name of the

]
professor would now only be remembered

1 by virtue of the light reflected from that of the
I student whom he snubbed, while the “lot of
weeds,” scientifically arranged, are the subject

I of many elaborate botanio works, and are
I favourite objects for the herbarium of the araa-
1 teur or the tyro botanist.

An anecdote of this nature is of value, not
( only as enabling us to bring clearly before the
1 imagination the giant strides which the science
I of natural history has made since the time, and
i in consequence of the initiative, of Linnaeus, but
: also as serving to show the very difierent man-
I ner in which we are becoming accustomed to
1 regard facts, when compared to the habits of
t thought common in previous centuries. In-
( ductive knowledge is especially grateful to the

1
practical English mind, and it is a hopeful and

i striking feature of the present times that we are
f endeavouring, confusedly perhaps and feebly,
I but still with a definite purpose, to render the
s same sort of service which Linnmus performed
f for the organic, and Cavendish and Dalton for
t the inorganic, kingdoms to that more recondite
a and more important branch of science which
I Aristotle calls politics, and which Comte termed
fl sociology. The proper object of all labour,
T whether of the brain or of the arm, is to increase
t the welfare of the human race. The highest,
t therefore, of all sciences, is necessarily that
V which unfolds the working of the laws which
r regulate social life. As all other sciences are
B subordinate to this master-knowledge, so is this,
0 of necessity tho last that we can hope to perfect;
b but it by no means follows that its foundations
t cannot be laid broad and deep long before we
h have a clear perception of the symmetry of the
fl future structure. It is, therefore, a sign of pro-

g gress when we find the great questions that lie
,

a at the root of the national welfare to be removed
fl from the arena of party contest, when we have
t to record the fact, and to admire the tone of
8 such a discussion as took place the other day
b between representatives of the Legislature, the

p philanthropists, and the first minister of the
Q Queen.

Imperfect scientific knowledge is for the most
part dogmatic and intolerant in proportion to

tho narrowness of its range. In science, as in

religion, a man must not only have learned

much, but must have acquired the habit of re-

garding a subject from different points of view,

before he attains the large and wise tolerance of

a truly Catholic spirit. It is therefore in ac-

cordance with the whole history of human
thought, that when a clear and vigorous thinker

attacked that master-science which had made
little or no progress since the great Alexandrine

era of intelligence, set himself to collect the facts

that contemporary knowledge offered, and to

reason on the laws that affect the Wealth of

Nations, theories that are incontrovertible while

confined to their proper object should be stretched

by less original minds to an undue extent, so that

moneyed riches were confounded with wealth or

well-being, and men were led to believe the

affairs of the mart to be those of the common-
wealth. Those who regard, as so many do, the

science of political economy as more than a con-

stituent and minor part of the science of politics

are thus in the constant habit of drawing false

inferences from true principles, and of con-

founding skill in buying and soiling, in manufac-
turing and in transmitting, with statesmanlike

ability in the government of mankind.
In this confusion of thought among many of the

writers and speakers of the day, a confusion not

accidental but essential, and which is thus liable

to vitiate the whole structure of their argument,

we trace one cause of the extreme difficulty

which all admit to attend the solution of the

question of housing the homeless poor. Questions

of very varied nature have to be solved, as it

were, by the same operation, and in the absence
of that clear scientific grasp that should at once
strike out the limits of the subject, deciding how
much falls within the province of philanthropy,

how much within that of commercial action,

how much within that of the duties of the State,

there is no room to wonder that we have re-

mained so long paralysed in face of a great and
admitted evil, and, what is more, of a great and
crying injustice.

The state of things—we do not say which the

deputation laid before the Premier, for the

Society, to our minds, started on somewhat
wrong grounds, and on the occasion in ques-

tion were not very clear as to what they wanted,
but which originated the necessity for both the
interviews of the association so respectably re-

presented—is briefly this. Our London poor,

the very poor, are homeless, houseless, almost

altogether shelterless. Daily their numbers are

augmenting; daily the numbers of such poor
and unfit abodes as are within their reach is

diminishing. While the metropolitan population

is doubling itself within forty years, it is stated

that public and private enterprise has had the

effect, within the last four or five years, of de-

molishing so many of the poorer dwellings as to

thrust some fifty thousand of their former in-

mates into the scanty room already overcrowded
by some four hundred and fifty thousand of their

companions. The cases of personal hardship,

of injury to health, and to morality, of irresistible

and therefore of unjust and wicked stress put
upon so large a number of those of our fellow

citizens who are just the least able to withstand
it, are such as to raise the alarm of all who know
them, and that not for the injured half million

alone, but for the whole three millions of Lon-
doners. It is not necessary in these pages to

dwell on the frightful magnitude of the evil.

The sole question is as to the nature of the
remedy or remedies best to be employed. It is

of course in this, tho therapeutic part of the

subject, that the difficulties make their appear-
ance. How is the accommodation so urgently
required to be provided ? By organised private
charity, is one reply. Very noble have already

been the efforts of private charity. Very muni-

ficent the charity of one honoured name, as to

which, though we ought not to regret that it is

American, we are at liberty to lament that its

princely philanthropy has inspired so little emula-
tion in our own country. But private charity can
do little more for the great destitution than the

collection of Peter’s pence can effect for the

chronic and fatal impecuniosity of the Roman
revenue. It is a drop in the bucket. *' Philan-

thropic and enterprising persons and associations

have succeeded in providing improved dwellings ”

for how many of the evicted ? For ten thousand

out of the fifty; that is to say, a number equal to

the average increase of the actually evicted poor

during eight years ! for less than the average

natural increase of the half -million ill-lodged

poor daring a single year. Say that the demoli-

tions now complained of have occupied a term of

five years. Daring that time fifty thousand have
been evicted, sixty thousand have been born or

have come to the metropolis. A hundred and
ten thousand souls have sought for shelter, and
philanthropy and enterprise together—generous

Englishmen, a noble American, shrewd minor
capitalists, and,builder8 anxious for work,—have
among them altogether provided shelter for ten

thousand. Nor is it beside the mark to inquire

how many of these ten thousand lodgings have
been appropriated by members of a less needy
class.

If we now turn to the political economist for

aid, we shall be told that the demand has only

to attain a certain urgency to ensure supply;

but the rule, golden as it is when wisely applied,

here altogether breaks down. The demand=
110— the 8apply!=10. The equation will not

work out. An important element has been left

out in stating the sum, and usually is left out

in similar arguments. Demand ensures snpply

when demand and supply are congruous—not

otherwise. Take a well-to-do, rent-paying de-

mand, an 8 per cent, return on investment

demand, and supply will follow sure enough,

—

although in this matter of house-building the
quality of the snpply is not altogether to the

taste of the intending tenants. But take a
demand which, as in the present case, may
represent a 4 or 5 per cent, return for capital,

and even that uncertain, and requiring special

exertion for its collection, and the supply is not
likely to increase. The philanthropist does

something; but he does it alone. The com-
mercial man would do all

;
but it must be made

worth his while. Attempt to fuse tho two, and
you break down altogether. Ensure by wise

arrangements an ample return for the capitalist,

not exorbitant, but ample, and what do you do
then ? You provide comfortable dwellings, into

which small tradespeople and others, nowill and
expensively honscd, but forming no part of the
half-million, will readily gravitate, and your
houseless poor are honseleas still.

Again comes the question, what is to be done ?
and that in a tone too urgent to be considered

in our usual English manner,—that is to say, by
being left to answer itself. Lord Derby remarked,
‘‘ The Government could not be looked to to find

lodgings for the poor.” Wo will not impugn the
general statement, although it is familiar to

one so versed in English history as the noble
premier, and is tolerably evident to the most
casual traveller through our country, that, since

the time of Elizabeth, the Government has been,

to a certain extent, both expected and accustomed
to find lodgings for the very poor, and that the

same authority that provided the stocks for

“ masterful beggars ” has provided through our

country parishes a last refuge for the otherwise

homeless.

There is, however, a peculiar feature in the

case before us to which we think that attention,

has not been sufficiently, if at all, directed, and
that is the question of direct responsibility. In
the happy anomaly of our instimtions, we often

find much that is clear to the instincts of
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Englishmen without being altogether capable of

presentation in an acceptable form to an intelli-

gent foreigner. The glorious uncertainty of the
law, as typified in what used to be called the
palladium of our liberty, trial by jury, is a case
in point. Another is to be found in the carious

and often highly complex compromise by which
legislation and administration are to some extent
amalgamated and shared between Parliament
and the Cabinet. The invariable tendency of
representative assemblies to gather all possible

power within their grasp has not been unfelt in

the House of Commons. Thus more and more of
what is properly the judicial function has been
assumed by the two Houses; and when the
occasion for a new branch of administration has
sprung np, as in the instance of railways,

Parliament has readily occupied itself with
details into which it was naturally incompetent
to enter, instead of deciding on principles, and
handing over details to a competent tribunal.

Thus our railway system, as we have recently
pointed out, has ennTged in such a patched and
crippled form from the scrambles of Parliam^n-
tai7 committees, as to have cost ns two hundred
millions sterling in excess,—a tax of 101. a head
on every s.oul in England and Wales, if we leave
out Scotland and Ireland,—a wasteful and useless

expenditure, equal to adding a fourth to our
National Debt.

This, accordingly, is a not unnatural result

of a mode of legislation which is just like de-

puting the appeal duties of the House of Lords
to any casual sub-committee of half-a-dozen lay

peers, or of debating all the clauses of all the
evidence of a divorce Bill after a whip in the
House of Commons. It is, therefore, hard, per-

haps impossible, to lay the blame on the due
shoulders,—to say the Cabinet did this, the
House did that

;
this is due to the Government,

this to the voice of the country.

Into questions of this nature neither the 50,000
homeless poor, nor the 450,000 quasi homeless
poor, nor the 2,500,000 of Londoners pained,
perilled, and damaged by the existence in their

midst of a daily-increasing nomade population,
can be invited or expected to enter

j but there
is one broad fact patent to them all,—Cabinet,
Senate, House of Commons, it is all one to

them,—their governors, as a body, have done
them this great injustice. Their governors, as a
body, have passed, one by one, special laws, em-
powering other persons for their own, and may
be for the public advantage, to turn them out of

doors. It is by direct ad hoc legislation that
officers of the legion whoso name is Railway
have been armed with artillery powerful enough
to destroy, not only their poor dwellings, but
even their native constitutional right to hold
their English homes as their castles. Who does
not remember the glorious burst of oratory with
which a great statesman declared that, wind-
swept and raiuwashed as might be the poor
man’s home, the King of England dared not
enter it if forbidden. That which the majesty of
the law respected for so many centuries, public
expedience has set aside. The legislators of the
country have, by new legislation, unhoused
50,000 Londoners,—poor, ragged, very likely

dirty, naked, destitute, but still Englishmen;

—

they have turned them adrift, pro feono publico,

by the strong hand : they are bound in right and
in conscience to shelter them.

If public attention, in and out of Parliament,
bo once fixed on the aspect of the case which we
now present, a first and a most important step
will have been taken towards the removal of the
evil. We are at a loss to imagine what argu-
ments can be urged against the truth of our
view. As matter of special pleading, indeed, it

is easy to produce arguments on either side of
any similar question ; but the doubt and hesita-
tion which so often will arise in the breast of
the conscientious man as to which is really the
right side of a case are here, we think, quite
excluded. It is a case like that of a trustee, who,
with no bad intentions, has neglected bis duty,
and allowed the funds of his trust to be tam-
pered with. Perhaps he knew nothing about it,

and only signed some paper, of the contents of
which he was ignorant, and which he was told

was a mere formality. Nevertheless, the Law
says he must pay; and Justice, in this case,
accords with Law. Thus when the Legislature

has given power to private companies to nn-
house 50,000 helpless poor,— poor who must
live, if they live at all, God help them, within a
certain area,—and has neglected to insist on
due provision being made to supply the want
thus created, the Legislature, the careless

trustee in this instance, must pay. It has

allowed the companies to go scot-free—it must
stand in their shoes.

If this be once admitted,— regarded as a

national and not as a party question,—as the

noble premier most justly puts it, the way out

of the difficulty is, to a groat extent cleared. We
can, in this case, at once provide for the evicted

;

and, by the time that we have succeeded in so

doing, we may have collected information and
experience enough to enable us fairly to deal

with the^ whole great question of housing the

City poor. What is immediately requisite is, to

do for the poorest class at once, somewhat less

than private enterprise now annually effects for

the enlargement of London. We might, indeed,

say very much less, if wo regard the nature of

the accommodation required, the number of

cubic feet per tenant that should be allotted in

the new streets and terraces that mnst replace

much of the crumbling, wasteful, ruinous back
yards laid open in so many instances by the

course of railway demolition. Private enter-

prise accommodates 75,000 new inhabitants of

London, of all classes, per annum
;
the restitu-

tion now demanded by the evicted is that of

dwelling accommodation for 50,000 of the very
poorest. The cubic space to be occupied by the
requisite buildings cannot be the half of that
which is annually roofed in by the London
builders.

The mode of providing this accommodation
will readily suggest itself to those accustomed to

deal with public works, so soon as Government
or Parliament admits its fair responsibility.

Nothing can be simpler. We speak without the

authority of any of those beneficent and active

friends of the poor who have been, and who will

be, at the front when required, but we feel that

we can speak in their names with little hesita-

tion. Let Parliament guarantee five per cent, per
annum on a certain maximum sum to bo ex-

pended in providing decent and frugal accom-
modation for the evicted metropolitan poor, of

course with proper stipulations to obtain the
right sort of dwelling. Power must also be given
to obtain the removal of positively uninhabitable

dwellings, and sites for the new ones, by means
of such a bill as that brought in by Hr. Torrens,

amended as may be needed, and philanthropy
will do the rest. Men will gladly come forward
to consecrate their time and their talents to the

task, as well as to advance their money, with
this one assurance, that they are not to lose it.

The organisation familiar to Englishmen for the

execution of great works can be at once com-
menced. The names of an efficient and a trust-

worthy board of directors can almost be decided
on by acclamation. Responsible architects and
engineers must be properly engaged. Over the
whole expenditure ofthe association, in purchase
of sites, and in building, as well as over the rate

and mode of collecting rental, the Government
will be bound, in virtue of their contingent re-

sponsibility, to exercise just that species of con-

trol which will be most useful, so that there shall

,

be no chance of any misappropriation or any
sentimental extravagance. The Poor Ulan's

Home Association, to which all who would assist

the poor man will gladly contribute all the aid

they can afford, commanding an adequate capital,

expecting no profit, but secured by Government
guarantee from losing the ordinary interest on
their advances, bringing all that science can
effect and that philanthropy can wisely suggest
to bear on the removal of that which, if longer
neglected, will be a national crime, would raise

its head with honest pride among the munificent

associated Institutions of Loudon.

THE NEW TOWN OF EDINBURGH : ITS
DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY.

We promised to return to the questions of the
drainage and water supply of the New Town of
Edinburgh, as affecting its sanitary condition.*

Before doing so, however, it may be as well to

glance,—and we shall do so very shortly,—at its

situation, the variations of climate and tempera-
ture, the prevailing winds, and the annual rain-

fall. It stands, as we have seen, in close

proximity to the Frith of Forth, at a consider,

able elevation. The valley of the Princes-street

Gardens is 169 ft. above the level of the sea

;

George-street is 226 ft. above it, and from this

the New Town descends gradually down about
180 ft. to laverleith-row, where it is about 45 ft.

above the sea. It is situated in So® 57' north

* Tol. iiiv.,p. 518.
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latitude, and 3° 14' west longitude from Green-
wich. The average temperature is 47° Fahren-
heit; but the alternations of temperatm-e are
very great, having been observed in the same
day to vary from 30” to 40°. The annual mean
of atmospheric pressure, as iudieated by the
barometer, is 29 52 in.

;
and the annual rainfall

is 24*33 in. The coldest months are January,
February, and March. The mortality is, how-
ever, greatest in the months of November and
December, when, althongh the barometric cold
is not so great, the city is blown over by piercing
east and north-east winds.
With regard to the supply of water, both the

old and the new towns are fortunate. Private
wells are unknown in the New Town, as indeed
they are in the old ; and thus the inhabitants
are exempted from the evil of the sewage escap-

ing from defective cesspools into them, and so

polluting the drinking supply. There are but
two public wells in the New Town,—one in the
Upper Water of Leith district, and the other in

the Calton and Greenside district. There
is a number of drinking -fountains chiefly

erected by the late Miss Catherine Sinclair,

of Ulbster, to whom, by the way, the city

is indebted for the numerous wooden benches
which are to be seen placed alongside of

the various gardens under the grateful shade of

trees.* These fountains are of simple action. By
pressing a valve stud the water is made to flow

into the metal cup, attached to the fountain by
a chain, while an ample waste-basin prevents the

water ftom wetting the pavement. Most of

these fountains are made of iron, but there are

others of granite, a species of well-case with self-

acting tap fixed to a wall front ; but they are

too few in number; nor is it creditable to the

town to leave their erection to the generosity of

private individuals. Edinburgh appears to be
amply supplied with good water from the Craw-
•ley and other springs on the Pentland Hills by
the Edinburgh Water Company, which was
formed in the year 1819. At various times, as

the population increased, the company have had
to make application to Parliament for powers to

acquire new springs. The Crawley springs dis-

charge their waters into a covered cistern, which
is 45 ft. long, 15 ft. wide, and 6 ft. deep. Thence
they are conveyed to town, a distance of nine
miles, by a chain of pipes varying from 20 in. to

15 in. in bore. Towards the town termina-

tion of the line the pipe is carried through
a tunnel 2,160 ft. in length, and about 80 ft.

under the surface of Heriot’s Green. Then, as
it crosses the Grassmarket, it bifurcates by one
branch to a large reservoir on the Caatle-hill,

and by another 120 ft. beneath the reservoir,

right through a tunnel 74-0 ft. long cut through
the rock, of wliich the ridge leading to the Castle

is composed. Branches are laid through all the

principal streets. The pipes, the joints of which
are spigot and faucet, were tested before being laid

down by a pressure equal to a vertical column of
800ft. ofwater. The branch leading to the reservoir

can deliver into it 253*56 cubic feet of water per
minute. In 1843 the company obtained power
to bring in the Black Springs and those of

Listonshiells and Bavelaw, situated respectively

nine, ten, and twelve miles and a half from
Edinburgh. In 1847 the Bavelaw and Liston-

shiells springs, about forty in number, were
made available by being conveyed in clay pipes

into a stone cistern at Westrigg, distant twelve
miles from town. They are thence conveyed for

nearly five miles through an aqueduct to Torphin

• It is intended at once to proceed wifh the erection of
a memorial of that ladj. The monument, which is to be
placed at the junction of tforth Charlotte-street and Bt.

Colme-itreet, will resemble in design some of the old
English market crosses, such as those of Winchester and
Leighton Buzsard, or those erected «n memorium of Queen
Eleanor. The structure, which will be placed above a
flight of three seeps, will consist of a basement and two
superinenmbent stories, and will attain a height of about
60 ft. The basement, which is octagonal in plan, and 23 ft.

in diameter, will have its eight compartments separated
from one another bj* buttresses, which, divided into stages
by set-offs and ornamented by projecting gargoyles in the
shape of grotesque animals, will terminate in pinnactea
enriched by crockets and finiale. Each compartment
will contain a semicircular canopied niche, surmounted
by a high triangular pediment with crockets and
floial. The niches will be occupied by statues, placed
on pedestals resting on elaborately

.
carved brackets

or corbels, which in their turn will be supported
by shafts. A gallery, protected by a parapet pierced
by flamboyant tracery, runs round the top of the base-
ment, and is broken by the heads of the buttresses and of
the pediments. Within this parapet the first story will be
carried up octagonal, and will resemble the basement,
except that there will be no buttresses, and that the niches
will be empty. The second story, diminishing in size,

will be similar, and will be terminated by a massive
crocketed pinnacle, surmounted by a finial and the figure
of au angel with outspread wings. The architect is

David Bryce.
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Hill, and from that to EJdinbnrgh by an iron pipe,
with an internal diameter of 16 in. These
works were designed by Messrs. Rendel & Beard-
more, of London, and carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. Leslie, C.E., of Edin-
burgh. The total storage of water in the com-
pany’s reservoirs at Loganlea, Clubbiedean,
Torduff, Glencorse, and Bonally is 109,619,786
cubic feet. These reservoirs alone can supply
350 cubic feet of water per minute for a period
of four months without rain.
In 1863 the total sum expended by the company

amounted to 485,937L 53. Id., and the daily
supply of water amounted to 31-12 gallons for
each inhabitant. By their Amendment Act,
passed in the same year, they obtained powers
to raise 46,000J. for the purchase of new springs,
&c., and it has been calculated that when these
have been, added the daily supply will reach 39
gallons.

• The Lord Provost, magistrates, and council of
the burgh and city have adopted various clauses
of “ The General Police and Improvement (Scot-
land) Act, 1862,” by one of which it is made
compulsory on all proprietors of houses to intro-
duce water into them, and the writer believes
that this provision has been generally enforced.
The water-rates are lOd. per pound on four-
fifths of the actual rent or value of houses above
ten pounds; 48. on houses under five pounds;
and 3d. per pound on four-fifths of the rental on
shops.

The supply of water has contributed much to
the oomfort and health of the population by
enabling them to have baths and other con-
veniences easily and cheaply.

It is believed that, situated as it is on high
ground, and at no great distance from the sea,
Edinburgh may be readily relieved of its surface
waters and the washings of its streets, as well
as of its sullage (by which is to be understood
its oloacal matter and washing and kitchen
waste) by a single system of sewers, and snob is
the system there in use. Each street is pro-
vided with a main sewer, into which the sullage
IS carried by a branch drain lending from each
tenement, while the surface-waters and washings
of the streets are conveyed into it by gutter-
ways lying between the foot-pavement and the
causeway. The main sewers, which drain the
western portion of the New Town, have hitherto
discharged their contents into the Water of
Leith, converting into a great festering open
sewer what many persons remember as a pure,
unpolluted stream, abounding in speckled trout!
The horrors of this dying nuisance have been so
often exposed in the pages of the Bnildffr that
It 18 unnecessary here to make more than this
passing allusion to the subject, the more so as
the Water of Leith Drainage Works, which
are expected to remedy the existing state of
matters, will, in all probability, be completed in
a very few months. These works consist of a
ma,in conduit and ten branches, and extend from
Colt Bndge_ to the Black Rocks in the Frith of
Forth, a distanoo of about five miles and a
quarter. They commence at Colt Bridge with a
briok culvert or tunnel 4 ft. high and 2 ft. 8 in.
wide, which is carried through below the
Colt Bridge-road to the Colt Bridge dam.
irom that poiut to the Caledonian Railway
viaduct, the sewer consists of a 2 feet cast-wn pipe, placed in the bed of the river
From_ the viaduct to opposite Donaldson’s
Hospital, lb 18 again a culvert of the same dimen-
sions as above. From the hospital down to
Canonmills Bridge, for the most part the great
sewer, which is placed in the bed of the river
consists of cast-iron pipes, varying in diameter
from - ft. to 2 ft. 9 inches. Between Stock-
bridge and Malta Green Ford, there is a pipe on
either side of the river, the one on the north
side, a 12-mch pipe, being intended to intercept
the Deanhaugh drain, and the other drains on
that side of the stream. From Canonmills Bridro
to below Bennington dam, a brick culvert, 4^ fc.
high by 3 ft. wide, is substituted for the iron
pipe. Down to this point the great sewer is
entirely finished, as are nearly all the lateral
drains connected with it. Between the dam and
the new Sugar-house at Bonnington, the works
are m active progress, and from the Su<rar-
house down to the Old Town, at the shor°e of
Leith, they are completed. Along the shore the
sewer is constructed of iron pipes, 3 ft. 6 in in
bore, while above that there is a culvert 5 ft 3 in
in height, and 3 ft. 6 in. wide. The great sewer
crosses Leith sands, and up to Tower-street con-
SMts of iron pipes of the same dimensions as
those aloDg_ the shore. The pipes, which cross
the sands, lie upon a framework of green-hearted

timber. The culverts, so far as they have been
completed, are already in use at the Water of
Leith village, Stookbridge, Canonmills, and the
shore, and the sewage at these places is no
longer discharged into the channel of the river.
The works for the drainage of the mill-lade, at
present a highly dangerous nuisance, have not
been commenced as yet. They will be of a very
light description, and will not occupy any length
of time. They will commence near St. Bernard’s
Bridge, and terminate at the old ford below
Warriston Cemetery. The Messrs. Stevenson
are the engineers, and Mr. T. C. Hunter, the
contractor.

^

The works will supply drainage for a popnla-
tion of 80,000. The expenses will be defrayed
by an assessment of 2s. 6d. per pound imposed
upon the proprietors of the Water of Leith dis-
trict. The Act of Parliament also allows a
charge ultimately to bo imposed for their main-
tenance.

While it is to be regretted that so much
valuable sewage should be thus thrown into the
sea instead of being turned to account, we mustV. uc.og Luriittu LO aucounc, we mnat tasen lor granted that all the houses in the New
congratulate the citizens of Edinburgh upon 1 Town erected before the year 1854, as weU as

der malaria, nor act in any appreciably hurtful
manner on the health of the human beings inha-
biting their neighbourhood.” It may be so, and
Dr. Strang’s opinion is entitled to much weight

;

but we confess to being very sceptical on the
subject, especially when we reflect on the two
following facts. In 1849, the village of Restal-
rig, which is situated in the midst of the cele-
brated Craigentinny meadows, was more than
decimated by cholera. The returns gave the
large proportion of one attacked out of every
five, and one death out of every nine of the popu-
lation ! And within the last twelve months the
Army and Medical Commission have condemned
Piershill Barracks as the most nohealthy in
Scotland

; in consequence of which the head-
quarters of the cavalry will be removed to
Hamilton.

In connexion with the branch drain which
leads from each house to the street sewer, there
is generally a cesspool placed in the front sunk
area.

_

The superintendent of streets and build-
ings, in a recent report, stated that it might be
taken for granted that all the houses in the New

PLAN
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their riddance of the Water of Leith nuisance.
We cannot doubt that the medical officer of
health’s report for next year, should other neces-
sary ameliorations take place, will show a great
diminution in disease and mortality in the upper
and lower districts of Water of Leith, of Cannon-
mills, Bonnington, and the shore at Leith.
The north-eastern portion of the New Town is

drained by a sewer, which, terminating at Lon-
don-street in a canal, flows past Gayfield-square,
and finally falls into the Water of Leith above
the harbour. The sewage of the houses on the
Calton Hall and vicinity is carried to Leith in
ditches between the London-road and Leith-
walk, chiefly covered in. The contents of all
these sewers, except those falling directly into
the Water of Leith, aro used in irrigation.
Nearly 1,000 acres of land in all are so irrigated
in the vicinity of the city, the grass raised on
them letting annually for from 251. to 50i. an

'

acre. It has been confidently asserted that this
sewage irrigation of meadows is not prejudicial
to the health of the city. ” One conclusion then
alone admits of being drawn from the facts col-
lected,” says Dr. Strang,* and that is that the
irrigation of meadows with the sewer-water from
a town does not appear in this climate to engen-

"Inquiry into somo Points of the Sanitarr State of
Edinburgh." By James Stark, M.D.

many built since that time, have each a cesspool
These cesspools have proved a prolific cause of
discomfort and disease. Here it is necessary to
observe that an Edinburgh cesspool is a very
different thing from what goes under the same
name in England, which is either a covered
receptacle for sewage, unconnected with any
drain, or an uncovered receptacle for ashes, in
connexion with a privy. The accompanying
plan and section will enable the reader to under-
stand the construction of one of these Edinburgh
cesspools, which, we may mention, cost from
'SI. 10s. to 51. lOs. A pit, B C, 7 ft. 4 in. long
by 5 ft. wide and 5 ft. deep, is dug in the coarse
of the branoh-drain or house-sower, D E, which
runs along the ground-floor of the house, and
joins the Btreet-aewer. The cesspool is laid with
pavement, and its walls are made with rough
masonry, often of the ” shivers” or chips struck
oft by the mason in shaping his stones. Across
the cesspool, and resting on its aide-walls, a
tongue, A, descends about midway, somewhat
beneath the lower edge of the house-sewer D.
An opening is carried up at C, covered with a
square flag, with a riug attached. This admits
of the cesspool being inspected and cleaned.
The cesspool, of course, fills up to the level of
the drain E, by which the overflow is discharged
into the street-sewer. The tongue A thus
separates the air on the side of the street from

«
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that on the side of the boose. It further serves
the purpose of preventing rats from finding their

way into the bouse from the street-sewer.

Into these cesspools are discharged the ejecta

from the watercloaetsand the kitchen and wash-
ing watte. As we have said, they are a constant
source of discomfort and disease. The first evil

attending them is a very o'p'parent one. The
solid matter of the sullage carried from the
house into the cesspool is of course deposited,

and each time that water passes into it the
whole of the seething putrescent mass in the
division C is disturbed, evolving sulphuretted

hydrogen and other noxious gases, which find

their way into the honse by the drain D. If

wo consider that the compartment C has an
evaporating surface of nearly 7 square feet, we
may form some idea of the extent of these fmtid
emanations. Although there is a very simple
and cheap remedy for this state of matters, it

has been only very sparingly employed as yet.

A syphon pipe, like that shown in the woodcut,

and which only costs a few shillings, possesses

these advantages. It is water-tight
; it efl’ec-

tually prevents the entrance of rats ; and by
allowing the water to flow for a few minutes,
it prevents the sullage from being arrested luug
enough either to deposit sediment or to throw
off noxious gases. The water gradually fills up
the space A, tintil it reaches the level of the

outlet at C, which is usually about 2 in. or 3 in.

lower than the inlet B. The quantity of water
retained, although somewhat less than 3 cubic
feet, instead of 37, as in the present cesspool, is

sufficient to form a trap.

Further, cesspools are seldom water-tight, in

which case the basement story is invariably

foand damp. The grnen moss and fungi, which
are so often found on the area walls and round
the edges of the flagstones, are in nine cases out
of ten caused by the leakage of the cesspool.

Stringent as are the regulations of the Edinburgh
Police Acts, to which we shall advert by-aud-by,
regarding the removal of ashes and solid refuse
from the houses, it is to be regretted that there
is none requiring the periodical cleaning out of
those receptacles of all abominations. Will it

be credited that in many parts, even of the New
Town, such a cesspool common to the six or

eight flats of a tenement, and receiving the
discharges from the soil-pipes of as many or
more families, frequently remains uncleaned for

several years ? Yet that such is the case is

attested both by the medical officer of health
for the city, and by the superintendent of streets

and buildings. In self-contained bouses this

happens comparatively seldom, but iu a tene-

ment of fiats, where the e.xpense of clearing the
cesspool, which is considerable, is distributed

among the diflerout proprietors or tenants, the
latter of whom are continually changing their

place of abode, it is difficult to obtain the
mecessary consent of all the parties. Before
this has been done and a thorough cleansing
effected, “each house,” we quote Ur. Littlejohn,

“has been filled with emanations from the
sewers. The windows have been kept open in

order to dilute the nauseous smell : and al-

though the object is partially effected, the
sewage gases are sucked into the house in

greater volume, on account of the draught
which has been occasioned. It is not to be
wondered at, if. nnder such circumstances, ill-

health, in varying degrees of intensity, should
he the result, requiring, it may be, little medical
attendance, but causing great discomfort.

Should epidemic disease of any kind allect the
inmates, the illness is intensified, and the ail-

ment may assume a character of malignancy,
which can only bo accounted for by the faulty

sanitary state of the house. Bnt it must be
remembered, that the air in the street also

becomes tainted. A cesspool filled to overflow-

ing, and leaking, can be recognised in the street

by its odour. It is placed iu the area, and of

course the emanations escape in all directions.

It is urged as au amelioration of the nuisance,

that a survey should be made of all the cesspools

in the city, that a register be kept of them, and
that the city engineer be instructed to have
them inspected from time to time; and enforce

the regulation that every cesspool within the

municipal boundary be cleaned out at least once

a year.”*

The remedy proposed would abate the evil,

but there would still remain the nuisance of the

intolerable stench, which is caused the exist-

iug method of emptying cesspools. Cases have

occurred where the men employed in doing so

have been afflicted with temporary blindness by
the ammoniacal vapours given off. If they must
be retained, the plan adopted in the City of New
York might be considered. Attached to an air-

tight cylinder, which baa its air exhausted, is a

large leathern hose. The hose is lowered down
into the cesspool, when, on opening a valve, the

whole sullage, solid and liquid, is quickly forced

into the cylinder by the atmospheric pressure.

The hose is then drawn up and coiled into its

barrel, which is filled with disinfecting fluid.

The New York cesspools are provided with a'lid

or cover, which is tightly keyed down, and
which is removed at night when the cylinder is

brought round at stated periods. The only

proper remedy is to get rid of the cesspools

altogether.

Still further mischief arises from the imperfect

construction of the house sewer or drain. Made
in most cases of shivers, it allows the drainage

to escape through its crevices in all directions,

and the fcctid exhalations find their way into

the house. The form, too, of the house-drain is

radically faulty. It is a large square drain, com-
monly called a box-drain, and permits a greater

or less quantity of black pntreacent filth to ac-

cumulate in its interior with such deleterious

results as might naturally be expected. It is

impossible iu any private house to command a
stream of water sufficient to carry away the

deposit which collects in this manner. These
box-drains should therefore be at once got
rid of, and smooth tubular pipes should be
substituted.

The evils attendant upon defective cesspools

and house-drains are clamant for a remedy
;
but

so long as the authorities have not the power to

enforce it,—so long as landlords are apathetic,

selfish, and money-grasping, and so long as the
general public is ignorant of the real and serious

extent of the evil, little will be done. The
Local Police Act, 11 & 12 Yict., cap. 113, sec.

190, does indeed provide that any person, who
“ shall suffer any cesspool to become stagnant,”
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty

shillings
;
but the enactment is practically a

dead letter.

In too many instances the main drains of the
streets have been constructed on the same faulty

principles as the house-drains, being built of

rough fragments of stone roughly cemented to-

gether. The consequence is, that the sewage is

arrested in its onward flow by the ragged and
uneven surface over which it has to pass, and
oozes ouc on all sides, soaking the ground and
polluting the atmosphere, while admittance is

given to rata. From all this it frequently results

that the street gives way and falls in.f

THE DESIGNS FOE THE NEW NATIONAL
GALLERY,

t

Having last week made our readers ac-
quainted with the conditions,—or so far as by
the Government they were set forth,—of the
problem comprised in the alternativo projects

for the National Gallery reconstruction or re-

building, we are now iu a position to invito

attention to detailed particulars of some of the
designs. To such particulars we must mainly
confine ourselves at present : for, examination
shonld precede judgment; and such examina-
tion, if the judgment is to bo of value, must
necessarily be of a deliberate and painstaking
sort. The ten or other number of competing
designs, in any case, are like the same number
of books on a given subject

;
which, to be critically

estimated, must have been read. It may not
require so much time to read a design as to read
a book: but, there is this difficulty for the un-
trained observer, that nothing is completely
represented on any single sheet ; or, so to speak,
the nouns are on one page, the verbs on another,

and the adjectives on a third. Thus, there are

impediments to examination of architectural

drawings in an exhibition; which the general
public, who cannot be said to attempt the ex-

amination, and who would be incompetent for

* “ Report on the Sanitary Conthtion of the City of
Ediohurgh.’’ By Henry D. Littlejohn, M.D., Medical
Officer of Health for the City, p. lOa.

t To be continued. % See p. 23, ante.

it, have no idea of; and which even the com-
petent men, professional architects, habitually

disregard, ignore, or forget. An opinion ex-

pressed merely from the examination of a per-

spective-vievr, cannot be conclusive, even as to

the decorative part of an architectural produc-

tion
;
and, of course, it leaves entirely untouched

the question of the suitableness of the design to

the uses of the building, that question which
must be responded to before the effect shown in

the drawing can be deemed possible of execu-

tion,—unless by a negation of the special art,

architecture.

As it is, opinions are freely pronounced con-

demnatory of the whole number of the designs

in their decorative character
;
and so much so is

this the case, that “ Wilkins’s design ” is said to

be the best. We alluded in our last article to

the fact that there were merits in the present

structure. But any conclusions formed without
examination of the geometrical drawings,—those

which really, and alone entirely, have in them-

selves the materials for the formation of a judg-

ment of the appearance of the building when
erected, must be worthless, and should especially

be steered clear of by architects, whose art and
profession both are so much misunderstood

through the erroneous manner, on the part of

the public, of looking at drawings.

It may be that this competition repents the

experience of previous cases, iu merely affording

hints, without supplying the exact design that

should be adopted in building. There is cer-

tainly (we say so, after much careful examina-

tiou), less evidence of art in the designs, than

the profession should have presented; and even

the questions of arrangement and lighting are

not conclusively solved in conjunction with the

production of good decorative character. Of
one or two of the competitors it may be said

that they have expended a liberal sum out of the

2001. of each, on the mounting and getting-npof

drawings; whilst money would have been better

earned by a devotion of their personal study of

the subject and their originative thought. We
must, however, refer to what we said in our last,

as to the “ Instructions.” Architects call out for

instructions; whilst the need is at most of sug-

gestions. In the present case, arrangement
and lighting of the pictures should have been
mentioned along with whatever might be the

views of such men as Mr. Wornum and Mr.

Redgrave. Instead of this, we are constrained to

believe that the “Instructions” have in one way
or another run counter to both those authorities,

without leaving the competitors room to choose

or think. We differ from the conclusions to

which Mr. Thos. Fairbairn arrived in his letter

this week in the newspapers, as to the essential

superiority, for pictures of every size, of the

wide, lofty galleries of the 1863 Exhibition

and the Mauchester Art-Treasures Exhibition

;

though, also we by no means agree with him
that there was superabundance of light iu 1863

on the frequent rainy days, whether of the sum-
mer of that year, or of the approaching winter.

Extent of wall-surface, which may be somewhat
increased by lessening dimensions of width to

42 ft. at most, is one consideration for a National

Gallery
;

whilst another, not mentioned, and
tending, it might be said, the other way, or

against small rooms in public galleries and mu-
seums, is that such rooms would not permit of

required supervision of certain classes of visitors

to the Gallery. But as to side-lighting, set down
in the “ Instructions " as admissible for cabinet-

pictures and drawings, there is much to be said

in deduction from the advantages which it mi^ht
give for planning the building generally. The
wall in which the window is, is worthless for

banging pictures upon, and bad best be given to

the largest area of opening. The wall opposite the

window is a bad place, for small pictures more
than any others; because the spectator’s head
will be apt to cast a shadow upon the pictures.

On the sides of the rooms, or recesses, the
pictures are not lighted as they should be

;
and

the shadows of the frames have to be considered :

whilst there is a necessary deduction for the

doors of entrance and exit. These disadvantages
were very clearly exemplified at South Kensing-
ton on the recent occasion of the Exhibition of

Portraits. The conclusion is obvious, that no
one of these points of planning and arrange-

ment of the galleries, should have been named
either dictatingly, or as thongh it would be a
thing likely to meet with approval. An archi-

tect deserving to be selected to compete, and to

be paid 2001., should have been credited with
power of selection and judgment as to data that

might have been offered him.
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Whatever the results of this competition,
however, we would by no means revert to
the system of unlimited competitions. The
public will not readily learn that these latter
competitions defeat their object: bat no one
with an architect’s experience could ofcen
advise them.
With all the improvement as to arrangement

of the drawings, and space provided for them,
that the exhibition of the National Gallery de-
signs affords, there is one capital omission in it.

It is, indeed, generally made in such exhibitions.
The plan of the ground, documents, and In-
structions,” which were the basis for the com-
petitors’ labours, are not to be seen.

In noticing the designs, we shall not place
them with reference in any way to merit. Acci-
dent in this case seems to have determined the
order in which they are disposed, and are gene-
rally examined by visitors.

Mr. Owen Jones’s design made in response to
the demand for a project involving “ no costly
alterations” in the “existing building,” and
which he distinguishes as Design B, contem-
plates no change in the present building, but of
course appropriates the new ground, or what is
occupied by the workhouse and the premises east
of it, and by the passage at the back of the Eoyal
Academy. In planning the additional buildings
he has observed the same distribution as in his
design A, to which then it may be sufficient to
confine description. Mr. Jones believes that it
will be impossible to add to, or improve, the
present building, so as to produce a satisfactory
result; and he makes this remark;—“It is as
difficult for one architect to alter the work of
another as to forge handwriting; and if the
building is to remain, it had better, he thinks,
remain as it is—a record of the state of the
art of architecture at the time of its erection,”
an excellent remark,—though there has been an
architect, Sir Charles Barry, who was particu-
larly Buccessful in altering the work of others,
and yet leaving the mark of his own hand

' distinctly.

Mr. Jones’s chief design (A) deals with the
whole of the ground, inclusive of the site of the
barracks as well as of the workhouse and present
National Gallery; which last he would remove,

; and erect a new frontage of buildings of entirely
different character, and set back considerably.
Viewing the complete plan, it is distinguished
for its extreme rectangularity. In several of
the designs, the eastward projection of the new

;

ground, in St. Martin’s-place, has led to an
obliquity of the line, on that side, with the line

I of present frontage, and to angles which are
more or less acute, unless where the angle is

. rounded off. Again, Hemming’s-row and its
I coutmualion, Orange-street, not being parallel
with the frontage, but tending somewhat north-
ward, and a line of frontage being carried along

: that side, the north-west angle of the plan as
; intended when the barracks are removed, is
1 made acute.

^

But Mr. Jones has no frontage
I taking the lino of Hemmiug’s-row

: his rear-
' ward line would be parallel with that of the
I mam front and of the Square. The two lines
' would be intersected by three others, leaving
{
ground for two large internal courts. The

E southern ends of these lines of the plan become
c centre- and eud-paviliona of the Trafalgar-aquare
f front

;
whilst the northern ends differ from one

a another in projection, according to the rake of
t the ground. The only deviation from this rect-
8 angularity, is as regards a portion of the build-
i ing which occupies part of the eastward projec-
ttion next St. Martin’s-place. This portion is
E semicircular on plan, and incloses its own court.
H Thus, in the building, there would be that
fi simplicity of distribution of the galleries which
V would bo important for the easy circulation of
c crowds. The entrance would bo as required
1; by the “Instructions,” namely as at present;
a and there also would be the way of exit. Visitors
V would enter a grand circular hail, from a wide
p porch or projecting loggia of arches, ascended
b by steps, and would have in face of them the
8 staircase, and, right and left, galleries of the
g ground-floor. This circular hall has a balcony
r round it, carried by columns, aud has a vault
a after the manner of that of the Pantheon,
a at Rome, as regards the lighting, but with
t the coffered ornamentation disposed on diagonal
1; lines, somewhat after the method adopted by
3 Mr. Jones in several of his recent works. From
t this hall, or rotunda, the visitors, having turned
ti to the left, would make the entire circuit of the
b building: from the hall again, they would
a ascend the stairs : from the top-lauding of these
I they would pass south to the gallery round the

hall : thence they would pass westward, to make
the circuit as before. The principal gallery
would be 300 ft. in length by 51 ft. 6 in. in
width; aud an arched ceiling is shown, with a
light in the centre, and effective ornamentation.
The longest projecting block, on the north, 95 ft.

by 51 ft. 6 in., would be devoted to purposes
other thau the exhibition of pictures. In the
central projection towards Hemming’s-row,
would be the keeper’s residence. It may be well
to mention, referring to what was said some
time since respecting the provision of a resi-
dence in the present structure, that the keeper is

required to reside in the building. As to the
amount of provision in the designs now at West-
minster, it varies considerably. We do not quite
make out that in the design before us, the pro-
vision is adequate. Near to the residence in
this design, is the unpacking yard; and it
is considered that the keeper would command
the galleries, as well ’as supervise the mat-
ters of business requiring his attention. The
re-entering angles of the two chief courts are
filled with little blocks of building, containing
r'ooma for police, attendants, and the service
generally. Side-lighting is of course the princi-
ple, in this design, for the entire ground-floor:
it also obtains in the second story or first floor,

for the south and east fronts of the building, or
for drawings and cabinet-pictures, to be “ placed
on screens at right angles to the windows,” Mr.
Jones says, “ as they were in the National Por-
trait Gallery at South Kensington.” He adds that
this method “ admits of increasing the hanging-
space as the collection may require it.” If the
increase be meant as contrasted with what might
be got in top-lighted galleries, we think we
should hardly admit the force of the observation.
The piers of the building are narrow, and the
openings wide : the former are 15 ft. from centre
to centre

;
which, therefore would be the dis-

tance of the screens. The side - lighting
allowed by the “Instructions” has furnished
“the key-note” of the design. Mr. Jones ex-
presses as his opinion, that “ a fa(^:ade without
windows would be like the human face without
eyes, and be void of all expression,” We think
this the wrong way of roasouiug in matters archi-
tectnral, and a way that Mr. Jones, judging from
what he has written, would not have followed
excepting by an inadvertent subjection of him-
self to the ever-troubling “ Instructions.” The
first question for the competitor’s decision was,
or ought to have been,—what is the best, or the
sufficient, mode of lighting ? It might be that
Mr. Jones would have replied, as he seems dis-
posed to do, side-lighting, considering what are
other conditions of the planning; but, had he
felt obliged to say with some others, top-
lighting, we hardly think that he would have
therefore made a bad building. Sarely, a
building may be without windows, and yet
not void of expression. Indeed, are there nob
old styles in which the window plays hardly
any part,—the Greek, for instance ? Though,
we should nob deduce from that, that'* a
picture-gallery must necessarily be columnar.
Mr. Jones knows how many ways there are of,
decorating a wall : even Soane’s attempts, dis-
pensing with windows, at the Bank of Eng-
land, would show that something may be done
without them. Or if top-lights there would be,
might they not be made to contribute to the
external decorative character ? The cha-
racter as ic is in Mr. Jones’s design, may
be called a variation of Italian; bat, as
usual in productions possessing originality
and art-character, the decorative expression
and details of this design cannot easily be
stated in words. There are seven major
divisions in the length of the front, including
the ends. Three are pavilions : each of these,
with each of the two recesses next the centre,
has its own roof hipped at the ends, — the
central pavilion, however, having the roof-
covering, of the rotuuda, circular on plan.
The centre, in the highest part, is made just
the same as the loftiest feature in the present
building. All these roofs being about the
same height, there is defective groupin'-'

;

which was never the result from their pro-
totypes, the French roofs. The character of the
front is mainly resultant from the details

; but
general features nob described, of the designs,
,are a podium-base, two stories of modified
orders,—the lower order being of panelled pilas-
ters, and the npper one of columns clustered
with pilasters, and the group having somewhat
elongated shafts,—and an attic filled in with
large panels for sculpture, whilst the piers be-
tween are terminated by anthemions. In the

inteiqDilasters of the lower story, the windows
are sqnare-headed, and have moulded and
enriched splays, aud sills which are carried by a
peculiar feature including two bracket-forms
placed parallel with the wall-line, instead of
projecting from it. The windows of the upper
story have sub-arches, carried by an elongated
baluster-mullioa in the centre. There is much
good ornament in the panels of the pilasters,
and in the friezes of both orders, especially
where anthemions are introduced. It is right
to say that the different intimations from the
Office of Works as regards the drawings, such
as that none of the perspective-views should
bo in colour, that no drawings to a larger scale
thau 16 ft. to an inch would bo received, and
that the elevations were to be in line only, or
etched with Indian ink, but not tinted,—disVe-
garded,_one or more of them, by some of the
competitors,—have all been attended to in the
design that we are examining. Mr. Jones’s par-
ticulars, however, state that he would use terra-
cotta, of varied colour, and some coloured
marble, in the south and east fronts. One jour-
nal has stated that the upper windows iu this
design were blanks. It will be understood that
this was an error. Mr. Jones’s approximate
estimate for design B, is 95,5001. That for
design A, taking in the ground of the barracks,
is 375,0001.

Mr. C. Brodriok’s drawings, which come next,
comprise three designs, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. They
display considerable ingenuity in planning

;
and

for the chief design a somewhat imposing effect
of columnar architecture. Design No. 1 would
preserve the present building, only making the
staircase with the opposite flights. The build-
ings would form three sides of a courtyard, of
over 150 ft. each way, the south side being formed
by the half of the building now in the occupation
of the Royal Academy. In this yard there seems
to be lost space. The eastern range of building,
transverse, is not at right angles, but askew
with the main front. From this eastward range
there is a large semicircular projection; that is
to say, it is similar in position to the semicircu-
lar projection on plan in the design last described.
But there is here no court. Tfie semicircle and
that part of the line to which it is attached, are
arranged somewhat ingeniously, for side-lighting.
The divisions, or screens, in the semicircle, ra-
diate from the centre, or rather from a small
semicircle about the centre. This latter curve,
on the inner side, is filled in with niches; and
being enriched with columns, it would, properly
treated, form a very pleasing feature in the
plan

;
whilst as to the divisions of the larger

space, the radiating arrangement would miti-
gate greatly the short-comings of aide-light-
ing. The space not in the semicircle or apsis ia
divided in the ordinary way. The north gallery,
following the lino of Hemmiug’s-row, would be
280 It. iu length aud 50 ft. in breadth. As de-
signed, the internal effect of this gallery would
be highly satisfactory. The divisions of the
length are formed by arches and aide-openings,
the arches carried by columns, and the spandrels
enriched. These features carry an entabla-
ture, continued from that of the room. From
this latter rises an arched ceiling; which has an
opening for light in the centre. Both the gene-
ral features aud the ornamentation resemble, in
some measure, what may be seen at the Louvre
and Versailles.

The design No. 2 includes the site of the
bari'acks

; whilst as to the ground, bounded
by Homming’s-row and St. Martin’s-place, the
plan corresponds with what we have described :

in. effect, there are two large courtyards,
instead of one,—the western one, of course*
being the larger. But as regards the site of the
present building, or rather building itself,, the
treatment is important, both as regards what
would bo built and what would be left

;
for, in

the latter category there is much. Thus, whilst
the decorative character of the building would be
entirely changed, though still kept columnar,

—

or rather, made markedly so, by a profusion
of added columns,—the present exhibition-rooms,
which we have taken care to inform our readers
are liked by Mr. Wornum, (or, at any rate,
three of them at each end of the building)
would remain unaltered. A new staircase-hall,
of large dimensions, would be added in the
centre

;
and in advance of it, there would be a

recessed portico, of fourteen columns between
antm, in the front, and of eight internal columns,
placed two together, or dividing the length into
five spaces of three intercolumns each. This
portico has a flight of steps iu front. The order
Corinthian, is continued, or with six columns
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on each side, to the ends of the biiilcUng,
where there are quadrants, each formed with
two columns in the space. The centre-portico
has no pediment

j but ten of its columns, in the
front, carry the same number of columns of the
front ofa temple-formed attic-building, which has
eleven columns on each side, and of which what
we may call the noos or cella is the upper part
of the staircase-hall. This attic-building has a
pediment, of which the tympanum is charged
with sculpture. There is an attic, or balustrade,
to the order of the wings

j and the piers, corre-
sponding with antae, are terminated by groups
of figures. Where the attic would be interrupted
by the portico of ten columns, the cornice-lines
of the attic-pedestals are carried across, or
partly round the shafts. This device is no doubt
intended for tieing the different parts together;
but the aim is not reached; and the shafts of
the upper order look stunted. The larger order
runs along the east end of the building, and
round the semicircle or apse, where there are
two stories of niches. In the rear-walls of the
porticoes are sculptured slabs. The staircase-
hall would be highly effective, judging from the
plan and section. There is a centre flight of
steps up, opposite the entrance ; and there are
two parallel flights at the sides, down. Eound
the hall are columns, twelve on each side : the
entablature of these forms the base for a passage-
way and arcade,—the archivolts of the latter
being carried by Persians or Caryatides, which
are set in the reveals. Behind the arches are
windows in the intercolumns of the attic-build-
ing. The front for Hemming’s-row and Orange-
street presents an effectively decorated wall,
with a pavilion for the centre. Mr. Brodrick’s
design is set off by two large and effective views:
indeed the drawings are complete, and the design
matured, as compared with his design on the
kst occasion of a competition of which the draw-
ings were exhibited in the Royal Gallery; when
he was so fortunate as to get the third premium
for what could not have been executed in the
way that the drawing showed the work. Mr.
Brodrick proposes to alter the arrangement of
the Square by taking away the terrace-wall, and
substituting steps for the whole length between
the two large pedestals, of which one bears the
statue of George IV. It has beeu suggested to
us that Sir Charles Barry’s choice of the balus-
traded wall in preference to steps, must have
been governed by the design of the National
Gallery, and made different from what it would
have been had a flight of steps been a
feature of the portico. The courts in Mr.
Brodrick’s design are characterized by extreme
plainness. The principal galleries are 50 ft.

in width.

Design No. 3, by the same author, is ex-
plained in a mere plan, which shows the
spaces of the courts of the other design,
nearly filled by parallel galleries, each 30 ft.

in width.

We must sometimes reverse the order in which
tbe two chief projects are taken up by the com-
petitor. We adhere to the order in which they
were originally stated by the Office of Works.
Thns wo arrive at Mr. Street’s design for the
“ Enlargement of the Existing National Gallery.”
Of the drawings in this case, he says it is not
necessary to say much in explanation. He has
prepared them because “desired to do so; not
because it will even be possible to enlarge the
present Gallery with satisfactory i-esults, irnleas,
indeed, the existing building is so much altered
as to make the work nearly as expensive as a
reconstruction.” He notes that the ground-
floor is useless for exhibition-purposes

; but, if
side-lighting be admissible, we imagine that the
main objections to the gi’ound-floor now are as to
the two ways through the building, and the steps
down from the entrance-ball. He also notes the
universal condemnation of the chief front;
and he points ont that the front to the rear
would require treatment—apparently forgetting
to note that there must be a new rear-front in
any case, at least to Hemming’s-row. His de-
sign consists of an addition, in the Gothic style,
to the present Greco-Iialian front. Retaining
the present entrances, the staircase would be
formed out of the large room lately added. The
50.ft. galleries would run north from this, and
would have side-lighted cabinets at the side.
With other galleries, these would form a
quadrangle, — much as he has the arrange-
ment of his other design. The floors would be
raised considerably above the levels of the floors
of the present building, “ so as to render the
ground-floor rooms really available as exhibition-
rooms.” The area of galleries and rooms for

pictures would then be as here given, stating,
however, the floor-space :

—

The Gallery-floor :

—

Existins Galleries
Additional Galleries

Cabinets

Total
The Ground-floor

E-risting: bnildiog (.•pace of an
inferior kind), TurnerGallery
and drawings of old masters...

New Building:—
1. Gallery and Booms

for drawings and
rints in East Wing 6,430
'ational Portrait

Gallery on north
side 9,145

3. Booms on weet side
of quadrangle, suit-
able either for water-
colour drawings or
original drawings ... 10,138

25,813

33,152 ft.

Total Exhibition-space 74,677 ft.

We have modified the form of statement; but
the figures of course are the competitor’s. Mr.
Street points out that a great portion of the
74,577 ft. would not be so valuable as in the
other design. He has certainly succeeded in
designing an addition as incongruons as possible
with the present structure, decoratively re-
garded.

In his design “ for rebuilding the whole
Gallery,” he has been in his due position

; and he
has expounded his views, and given particulars
of his intentions, in an elaborate pamphlet.
Whatever be our estimate of the result of
Mr. Street’s work, in his drawings, we must say
that his written statement, however we may
sometimes differ from what is said in it, cannot
be read without advantage. He says that the in-
vitation to compete was one that he felt it was his
duty to accept, as ic had long seemed to him
that the public mind was unjustly biassed to-
wards a particular style of architecture “ for
our great institutions.” After an expression
(which, from him, we were gratified to read)
of his distress and surprise at any disparage-
ment of the Houses of Parliament, he says
there has been a return, with bad results, to
the old course wherein it seems to be assumed
that some adaptation of Classical or Renaissance
architecture is the only style allowable for
museums, picture-galleries, and other such
buildings. He mentions the fact that when
his name was first uttered in connexion with
the proposed competition, objection was imme-
diately taken to him in the House of Commons
on the ground that he would be sure to de-
sign a Gothic gallery, and that such gallery
must needs be a failure. Now it seems to us,
without expressing any approval of the decora-
tive part of his present design, that Mr. Street
is just as much in the wrong in hia way of
answering these remarks in the House, as
were those who made the remarks. Is it not
clear that the moment any architect allows
the decorative character, chosen or imparted, of
his design, to influence disadvantageously the
servioeableness of the building, his production
departs so much from good architecture ? The
operation of designing the gallery, in fact, shonld
make the style, or help to do ao: the gallery
must not bo adapted to n style. If our archi-
tects, whether Classicists or Gothiciats, as de-
signated, are unable to produce a well-lighted
and otherwise suitable building for a National
Gallery, the cause must be that they are alike
moving in courses which are nearer to those of
copyism and subjection to precedent, than to those
which are the proper ones for the architect, and
artist-architect, of his day. Mr. Street himself
gives evidence in the mere matter of the writing
to hia drawings, of this subjection. When an
architect prints “National Gallery” in such a
guise that the greater number of people will
read “ Paciopal,” or perhaps “ Episcopal,” Gal-
lery,—and when for “ Pictures” he writes what
looks like the French for “ Cigars,” he not
merely cuts off from himself his object,—if he
does not even offend,—but he also helps to
narrow hia own mind. We could also believe
that the seemingly-studious bad drawing of the
portico of St. Martin’s Church, in ono of the
views, had some similar explanation.
In Mr. Street’s chosen arrangement of the

galleries and rooms, as in much of his statement
of principles of the planning of galleries, there
is, as we have intimated, matter that deserves
attention. He however overstates, we think,
the element of the problem, comprised in the
ground and site for the National Gallery.

He says that when a gallery for pictures
occupies one of the most costly sites in London,
it is “criminal” on the part of the artist to
waste land. Of course, he points here, and
rightly enough, to the uneconomic planning of
the present building, as regards its ground-
floor, and its means of access to the portico. But
he proceeds to say that “ a Gothic building does
not involve any ofthese difficulties,”—as though
the defects of Wilkins’s building had neces-
sary connexion with present possible nse of the-
style or models that Wilkins used. He has the
truth of the matter lurking in his mind, where
he says afterwards that he has “ never seen a
gallery yet, which was specially adapted for dis-
playing pictures well, which had much archi-
tectural style of any kind in the planning or
detail of the rooms,”—that what there is, “ con-
sists usually of decoration and nothing else,” and
that he “cannot conceive” why the “sort of
work should present the slightest difficulty.”
He then states essentials of a gallery for
pictures, very clearly

; but he winds up by saying,
he maintains that “these can be more easily
obtained in a Gothic than in a Classical build-
ing.” We cannot however go into all the
points of the argument upon which Mr. Street
has entered, or do justice to our own position,
which is that in a right condition of our art, such
questions would not be raised. It remains only to
say with reference to the matter, that the Gothic
influence has helped to satisfy Mr. Street of the-
advantage of covering the entire ground. His
front to the Square is as symmetrical as that of
any classic structure

; but the eastern end of the
building follows as nearly as possible tbe irregu-
larities of the ground. He has not recollected
that there would be some reason for giving up-
ground to the street.

We have yet more to say of Mr. Street’s design,,
but must leave it for our next article.

PRIZES TO ART-WORKMEN, SOCIETY
OF ARTS.

The works sent in on the present occasion are
107 in number, and, though fewer than might
have been anticipated, considering the numerous-
prizes offered, include works of greater merit
than were found in the previous competition.
The ironwork is much more satisfactory, and a
piece of repousst^ work in metal deserves especial
commendation. The prizes have been awarded
by Mr. Redgrave, R.A., and Mr. M. D. Wyatt,,
with the secretary, Mr. Le Neve Foster.

INCREASE THE SCHOOLS.

Tift principal changes sought by the deputation
from the Social Science Association who attended
the Lord President of the Council on Tuesday
last, were that a “ certificated ” teacher be not
necessarily required “in town schools in which
the fees in the aggregate do not amount to more
than one-ninth of the total annual expenses,”
in order to obtain the Government grant

;
that

the grant for average attendance be raised,
except in infant schools, from 4-3. to 53., and the
grant after examination from 8s. to 9s. ; further,
that wherever additional expense is incurred for
industrial teaching a grant in aid be given.
The Hon. A. Kinnaird, M.P., introduced the
deputation, Mr. G. W. Hastings read the
memorial setting forth what was asked; and
the Rev. W. Clay further set forth the
various points in it. It was shown that
It is vain to expect that schools for this class
of children aimed at can be permanently main-
tained by benevolent persons, for the burden is
too heavy. In other elementary schools, the
subscribers have to provide only about one-third
ot the annual income, the children’s fees and the
Government grants furnishing the rest; but in
these the fees range from nothing to about one-
ninth of the total cost, while experience has
shown that schools frequented by the children
of poverty-stricken parents, even if tbe con-
ditions of the Revised Code were complied with,
moat always fall below the average standard,
and consequently obtain, on the present terms,
very small assistance from Govereraent. That
as to a certificated teacher, the existing require-
ment places poor schools at a great disadvantage,
because the more efficient certificate-holders will
not take charge of a school for destitute children
in a squalid neighbourhood, unless induced to
do so by a high salary. And with reference to

14,300 ft,

20,950
' 35,250 ft.

7,175

42,425 ft.

6,339
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the asked-for grant in aid of industrial teaching,
that however desirable industrial teaching may
be in other elementary schools, in those for
“ neglected and destitute children ” it is almost
a necessity

j
partly because from their habits

they are unfit to bear long mental exertion, and
partly because they have to be taught in school
to earn their livelihood.

The Bev. G. n. H’Gill supported the views
set forth with illustrations from his own labours
in the East of London. Mr. Charles Katcliff

(Birmingham) showed how the changes were
needed in his town. From Manchester, evidence
was given by one member of the deputation
that masses of children were growing up with-
out going to any school whatever. Mr. Godwin
set forth, from his own experience, the condition
•of thousands of children in the metropolis whose
only education was downwards, and who served
to keep np the ranks of the criminal classes at
great cost to the country. Mr. E. C. Hanbury,
M.P., Mr. James Heywood, F.E.S., and others,
also made confirmatory statements. The Duke
of Buckingham and the Hon. Mr. Corry, who
was with him, entered fully into the matter, and
promised it should be considered by her Majesty’s
ministers.

In asking for exceptional treatment in favour
of poor town schools, two dangers have to be
avoided. In the first place, no indncement
should be held out to any schools to lower their
fees and their standard in the hope of obtaining
larger grants; and, in the second place, parents
able to pay the usual fees should not be tempted
to send their children to free or very cheap
schools. The first danger is guarded against by
the moderation of the petition now forwarded.
There are not many town schools in receipt of
Government aid where the charge is so low as
2d. a week, and almost non© where it is less.

The demand is so moderate that, if granted, it

will not be worth the while of any school now
charging 2d. to lower the charge to Id. Against
the second danger it will ba for the Education

• Department to guard. Bub as it has been
found quite practicable to exclude from the
existing schools a higher class than that for
which they were intended, so it will not be diffi-

cult to confine the humbler description of schools
which we wish to help to the use of the really
poor. For our part, we go much further than
the Association, and would insist upon ednca-
tion to good for every child. We assert, as we
have often asserted before, that if this were
done, even at the country’s expense, the country
would be the gainer, as well in a pecuniary
point of view as in others more important still.

PAEIS EXHIBITION AND ENGLAND.
At the last meeting of the Commissioners,

presided over by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,
it was determined to appoint a committee to
promote a proper representation of Indian archi-
tecture. The Prince, on the same day (January

presided at a meeting of the Associate
Comraissionors, when deficiencies in certain
classes were made known. We find that Terra-
cotta, Bronze Castings, Plans and Models of
Farm Buildings, and Plana of Cheap Dwellings,
as matters at present stand, will be very inade-
quately represented in the E.xhibition. Some-
thing should be done to remedy these defi-
ciencies.

PAEIS EXHIBITION OF 1867.

The concession of the International Theatre
has been granted to M. J. Eeynier by the Com-
mission, who has decided also that the internal
decorations may be regarded as objects ex-
hibited, after having been received by the Com-
mission. Consequently they will be inscribed
in the catalogue, and can compete for the
prizes.

Russian peasants have been for some time in
Paris : they are occupied during the day in con-
structing, in the park surrounding the building,
huts after the model of their country. Accord-
ing to the French papers, they are anything but
happy in their new life. They seem to be plunged
in an incurable melancholy state. The snow
enlivened them a bit, and gave them reason to
exclaim that there was at least one good thing
in Paris.

As to the Russian section, it occupies 1,000
square metres (square mlitre equal to 10| square
feet nearly) in the rectangular part of the park,

situated between the Exhibition building and
the Avenue de Suffrein. We remark there :

—

1. A large outhouse, two stories high, the
lower portion being for exhibiting agricultural
machines, and the upper story containing an
inquiry office, lodgings for six moujiks, and the
forage store.

2. Opposite, the office of the Russian com-
missioners,— a wooden pavilion, very orna-
mental, in the style of the boyards of Northern
Russia. All the mechanism of constrnction is

apparent. The chimney, of terra-cotta, is, as is

the custom, capped with an iron pot turned
upside down, and the bottom knocked cat.

3. A great isbah, or peasant’s cottage, com-
posed of three buildings grouped together. There
is, first, a building of red deal, forming a com-
plete habitation. The walls are composed of
round trees, barked and squared with an axe.
The lower end of each piece is mortised, to re-

ceive a tenon on the top end of the lower piece,
and the joints are made tight with tow.
The ground floor is laid out in stables -and

cow-houses. The upper story, divided into two
rooms, comprises the habitation of the peasant
and his children. In the angle is placed an
immense stove, serving the double purpose of
warming and bakiug. The staircase is outside.
Adjoining the building is a covered courtyard,
serving specially for sheltering the farm-carts
which the Russians construct rather tastily.

Next follows a small habitation without
stables, in white deal, pnt together as in a great
house. It is a sorb of guard pavilion, preceded
by a portico.

In these different constructions there is

neither nail nor peg. The whole of the isbah
is a special article exhibited by the Domaine,
under the direction of M. Gromoff, one of the
greatest wood-merchants in St. Petersburg.

4. A vast construction, 249 ft. 4 in. by 23 ft.,

with pavilions at each side, aud projecting main
body in the centre, is intended for stabling the
horses sent by Russia. These types of Russian
breed will be arranged longways parallel to the
wall, so that a visitor can see them to advan-
tage

;
provided, of course, that one side of a

horse is the same as the other side, and we think
that it is. On the upper story there are lodgings
for ten moujiks.

This building is well ornamented; the style
being an application of the Russian bospodar art
of the centre of the country to modern usage.

5. A yourta, or tent, 19 ft. 6 in. in diameter, in
the form of a bee-hive, of felt sewn together.
Above is an aperture for letting in light and air,

aud giving an exit to the smoke. How the air
can go both w’ays wo will nob atop now to ex-
plain

;
suffice it to say that it is the national

habitation of the Cossacks and the nomade
Tartars.

Among the curiosities 'of nations to be pre-
sented to the public at the Exhibition we may
cite the Chinese portable kitchen.

One man carries it on his shoulders and
serves out his culinary produce to customers. It

is a structure of wonderful lightness; especially
so by the employment of bamboo cane, to which
it is suspended. The contrivance is 2 metres
high and 3 metres wide. One hand of the car-
rier steadies the machine while the other minds
the cooking, tends the fire, and serves the pub-
lic; in the front compartment, on the first shelf,

are plates and dishes well arranged; on the
second shelf, wood and matches

; on the
“ ground-floor ” is arranged the cooking appa-
ratna. The back compartment contains all that
can comfort man, in a raw state. Meat, poultry,
fish, vegetables and herbs, peppers, spices, &c.
For an extremely small sum a workman, in
China, can have a comfortable repast without
quitting his place of work

;
all he has to do is to

beckon to the restaurant-man, and up comes the
dinner.

Another ambulatory occupation is that of
barber. This Chinese “shaver” has a boiler of
hot-water on his head. On his shoulder is a
bamboo, carrying at one end the provision of
cold water, at the other end the traditional

shaving-dish, a razor, and towel. He not only
takes off the beard, but the hair of the head
also, leaving a small tuft, enjoined by the Mand-
chous under penalty of death.

A bull-fight circus, to accommodate 15,000
persons, is to be erected. The horns of the bulls

in action will be balled, so as to render them
innocuous, and the sword blunted

; so that, in-

stead of blood, the only vital element spent will

be money in the shape of costumes, which are to

bo represented in the moat sumptuous manner.
A lecture-building is being constructed in the

park, in the form of a theatre, by a company of
whom M. Pierre Petit, the photographer (photo-
graphic concessionisb for the Exhibition), is

director. It will hold 500 persons seated.
Sevoral lecturers have been engaged to explain
the progress of science, arts, manufactures,
the machines exhibited, &c. These lectures,
given in French, English, Italian, Spanish, and
German, promise to be extremely interesting.

PROPOSED ART EXHIBITION IN LEEDS.

The prospects of the proposed “ National
Exhibition of Works of Art,” to be held in Leeds,
in 1868, appear very promieing. The guarantee
fund amounts to 110,0001., or some 35,0001. more
than the Manchester people raised for the Art
Treasures Exhibition in 1857.
The Right Hon. the Earl Fitzwilliam is the

president of the general council, and Mr. W.
Beckett Denison, chairman of the executive
committee.

Castle Howard and Chatsworth are placed at
the disposal of the committee, and the Exhibi-
tion bids fair to be one of truly national import-
ance; wo hope even surpassing that of llan-
chester in 1857. Mr. J. B. Waring is the general
manager or chief commissioner.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Chorlton.—The monthly report of Mr. G.
Greaves, the consulting medical officer of the
Chorlton workhouse, states that, on November 30,

there were 13 fever cases in the hospital, nearly
all of which were convalescent, 15 more were
admitted to December 31

;
during that month

one patient died, 11 were discharged cured; and
on the 31st of December, 16 remained in the
hospital. Mr. Greaves wrote, under date Janu-
ary 1, that the only unsatisfactory feature iu the
returns was the increase of typhus in some Darts

of the union, which some months ago had almost
disappeared from the wards. Fifteen fresh

cases had been admitted, most of them within
the last fortnight. Two entire families had been
admitted, and, having visited the house from
which one of them came, he thought it right to

lay before the guardians the result of his inspec-

tion, The house was in Riga-street, Hnlme, a
low and crowded neighbourhood, and very near
the river Medlock. The back windows over-
looked Riga-court, which was closed at one end,
and at the closed end, under the windows of the
house, were some filthy and dilapidated public

conveniences. The drainage of the surface and
the ashpits appeared to be imperfect. No attempt
had been made to purify or disinfect it. The
floor and walls were very dirty. He was in-

formed that the furniture had been seized for

arrears of rent after the fever had broken out,

and, after passing through the broker’s hands,
had moat probably been distributed over the
city, carrying with it the infection, which was of
a most malignant type.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne. — Another of the local

medical men has been cut off by fever. Mr.
Gilchrist, surgeon, after attending to fever

patients located in some of the most filthy

places in the town, there caught the fever of
which he died. Newcastle is notorions for fevers

and a high rate of mortality.

Winchester.—Eleven competition plans have
been sent in for the sewerage of the city. There
is a surmise that the estimates for the main
drainage works will range from 13,000Z. to

20,OOOZ., but nothing certain was known of the
result. In connexion with the utilization of the
Winchester sewage, the Hampshire Independent
gives the following extract from a letter in a
daily paper :

—“ I do not know what difference

there may be as regards productive capabilities

between sand recently removed from the sea-

side and the sand of those immense plains in

which Berlin is situated, and which, extending to

the Baltic, are, I presume, of marine origin

;

but this I can state with absolute certainty, that

of all descriptions of manure, sewage is here in

the greatest request, and that very abundant
crops are produced by its application to the sand
soils of this district, which have not any surface

vegetable soil, and are certainly 10 or 20, or

more, feet in depth.”
Carnarvon.— Dr. Seaton, who was sent down

to Carnarvon by the Privy Council, has just

made his report on the cholera in that town. Dr.

Seaton found that, out of a population of 9,000
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persons, there had been durinof the five weeks
preceding his visit not less than sixty deaths
from cholera. The disease has not been confined
to any particular portion of the town, nor has it

by any means been limited to the very poorest
people. One-third of the deaths have, however,
occurred in a single street

5
and in the county

gaol, which is situated in a narrow street, in a
low part of the town facing the Menai Straits,

there have been, in a population of thirty
prisoners, six cases of cholera (fonr of which
have proved fatal), and three or four of diar-

rhcea. Of the sanitary state of the town Dr.
Seaton speaks thus:— “In Carnarvon there
exists everything to invite and give intensity to

an outbreak of cholera, or any other infectious

or epidemic disease—great overcrowding and bad
house construction, bad water-supply, bad drain-

age, absence of privy accommodation, and accu-
mulation of surface nuisances.” The overcrowd-
ing he describes as being of the worst kind.
Not merely are the people crowded into houses
numerically incapable of holding them, but the
houses themselves are huddled together on a
wholly insufficient space of ground.

OLD HOUSE AT COLOGNE.

Notwithstanding the ravages of time and the
|

worse destruction caused by the requirements of
modern times, the ancient city of Cologne still

possesses many fine specimens of Mediasval
domestic work.
The houses are of two distinct classes

;
first

the ordinary gabled half-wood buildings common
in all old bjwns; and, secondly, large stone forti-

fi.ed houses of very superior architecture and
construction. Of these latter, perhaps, the
“ Gurzenich-hans ” is the finest example.
Our illustration, drawn on the spot, represents

the angle of one of these fortified houses near
the Kach-hans.

GKEENOCK COURT HOUSE, SCOTLAND.

The principal front toward Nelson-street, of
the new Court-house, for Greenock, presents a
fatjade 100 fc. in length, and three stories in
height, with a massive tower in the centre. The
tower is finished above, at the angles, with cor-
belled turrets, and is surmounted by a spire,

which rises to the height of 112 ft. from the
ground. The door, which penetrates the base
of the tower, is flanked with columns, and
buttresses on either side supporting the lower
part of the tower. A boldly moulded seg-
mental arch springs from the capitals of the
columns. Above tho level of the street floor,

and extending up to a level with the ridge ofthe
roof, the tower is square, having no projection
or break

; but each angle of the front is re-

cessed, the recess containing a shaft carved
in a spiral form. Above the door is a win-
dow, with label and panel over it, and open-
ing upon a stone balcony, carried out above
the doorway, and having a parapet of cusped
tracery. This window is on a level with the
fii-st-floor of the building. Above it, and level
with tho second-floor, there are two windows
with plain segmental arched heads, having
above and between a large circular carved
panel, with a shield on which will be engraved
the arms of the town. On the level of the ridge
of the roof, and at a height of 57 ft., the upper
portion of the tower is carried out, and flanked
with circular turrets, flniahod with conical
roofs. From the corbelling rises a parapet,
and behind and between tho corbels the front
of the tower is finished with a high gable,
filled with a semicircular-beaded window of two
lights, the gable being crocheted, and sur-
mounted with a lion sejant ra7npant. The roof
of the tower beginning in a square form, becomes
octagonal, as it tapers upwards to a height of
30 ft., from which altitude rises ao octagonal
lantern, with a conical roof, the lantern having
columns at each of the eight angles, with
bold bases and capitals. The facade on each
aide of the tower shows a row of three windows
in each story. Those on the ground-floor have
segmental arched heads, with label mouldings
over them. Those on the first-floor are simple
sqnare-headed windows. Above the first-floor

is a parapet carried on corbelling, from which
rises the upper tier of windows, projecting from
the roof, and finished with gablets furnished
with crockets and finials. This portion of the

building presents at each end a double gable.
Between the gables there rises a high orna-
mental chimney-stalk

; and flanking the gables
on the outside are circular turrets, somewhat
similar to those on the tower, between which
the corbelled-ont parapet is continued on the
same level as that described in front. The
turrets are supported on shafts spirally cut, like
those in front, and resting on the top of the
buttresses, which extend up through the ground-
story of the building. On the north gable the
principal feature is the great window of the
staircase, extending through two stories, and
divided into a large centre division of two
lights, and two side divisions of one light, each
moulded and finished with label mouldings. In
general style, the building may be said to belong
to the Scottish Baronial.
The building is divided into two portions, the

front portion, which extends back about 50 ft.,

being three stories in height, and containing
offices for the sheriff, the sheriff’s clerk, the pro-
curator fiscal, &c., with a dwelling-house for the
keeper. The entrance-hall is lighted, when the
door is shut, by narrow windows on each side of
the doorway. This hall is 16 ft. wide, 22 ft. in
length, and runs into a corridor 17 ft. wide, and
about 60 ft. in length, having at ^one end of it

the public staircase, giving access to the upper
portions of the building. Opposite the door, at
the further end of the corridor, is the Court-
room, forming the back part of the edifice.

This apartment is 47 ft. long by 38 ft. in wi dth
and the roof is placed at a height of 31 ft. On
either side of the Court-house there are narrow
corridors leading at right angles from the large
corridor, and giving access to the different por-
tions of the floor appropriated to the accomme-
dation of the jury, witnesses, &c. The back
building is only of one story, but it rises to the
height of the second story of the front J^art of
the building. There is a smaller Coart-house,
situated for the sake of convenience in the front
building. This apartment is on the right-band
side on passing through the door into tho
entrance-hall, and has rooms for the sheriff

attached to iL

The architects arc Messrs. Peddie & Kiunear.
The foundations of the building have been

laid, and the works are being proceeded vvith as
speedily as the present state of the weather will
allow.*

• The following ig a list of the contractors

3faton'g Work.
John CoghiU & Co., Yoker £5,001 0 0

Joiner's Work.
Stewart Alison, Greenock 2,373 0 0

Plumber's Work.
Malcolm Chalmers, tort Glasgow 603 0 0

FUisterer’s Work.
Colin Paul, Greenock 311 0 0

Slater’s Work.
Shaw & Imrie, Greenock 109 10 11

Total. £8,338 10 11
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ART IN ROME.

We liave seen the gronps execated by the
Danish sculptor, Jerichau, for the Princess of
Wales, as already mentioned in the English
papers. His “Adam and Eve,” at the moment
the former awakes to find his newly-created
spouse at his side, is impressive and original, :

admirable for the expression of astonishment and
delight, tempered with tenderness, in Adam
(whose head is nobly beautiful), and for the
modest, timid sweetness of Eve, who kneels
beside his half-recumbent figure. The group of
“ Girls Bathing,” or rather leaving the bath in

alarm at some stranger’s approach, represents a
younger and elder sister, the former taking
refuge in alarm on the bosom of the latter,

—

the sitnation presented with much grace of
movement and outline. This artist’s statue of a
hunter taking away the cnb from a panther, and
defending himself from the enraged dam, ordered
by Sir Francis Goldsmid, is the reproduction of
a work first executed several years ago, and
hitherto the most popular of all he has done
during a residence of many seasons in Rome.
Among other novelties that we have seen in

Roman studios within the last few weeks, we
may mention with praise such fine examples of
portrait-sculpture as the bnst and statue of Mr.
Gladstone, and the bust of Lord Brougham
(mtat. 89) by Mr. Adams, alike admirable for
the expression of calm power and for strongly-
marked individuality. If, as that aged states-
man declared to him, no other artist is to be
honoured by sittings from Lord Brougham in
his future life, Mr. Adams’s likeness will indeed
acquire additional and extrinsic interest for

posterity.

THE PRESERVATION OF WOOD IN DAMP
AND WET SITUATIONS.*

In 1846, eighty thousand sleepers of the most
perishable woods, impregnated, by Boucherie’s
process, with sulphate of copper, were laid down
on French railways. After nine years’ exposure,
they were found as perfect as when laid.+ This
experiment was so satisfactory that most of the
railways of that empire at once adopted the
system. We would suggest washing out the sap
with water, which would not coagulate its

albumen. The solution would appropriately
follow.

Both of the last-named processes are compara-
tively cheap. The manufactnring companies
of Lowell, Mass., have an establishment for
“ Bumettizing ” timber,J in which they prepare
sticks 50 ft. in length. Under a pressure of
125 pounds per square inch, they inject from two
to eight ounces of the salt into each cubic foot of
wood. The cost, in 1861, was from 5 dols. to
6 dols. per 1,000ft., board measure.g Boucherie’s
method must be still cheaper. It costs leas than
creoBoting by one shilling per sleeper.

||

An American engineer, Mr. Hewson, for inject-
ing railroad sleepers, proposes a vat deep enough
for the timbers to stand upright in. The pressure
of the surrounding solution upon the lower ends
of the sticks will, he thinks, force the air out at
their upper extremities, kept just above the sur-
face of the solution, after which the latter will
rise and impregnate the wood. In 1859, he
estimated chloride of zinc at 9 cents per pound,
sulphate of copper at 14 cents per pound, and
pyrolig^ite of iron at 23 cents per gallon. He
found the cost of impregnating a railway tie

with sufficient of those salts to prevent decay,
to be—for the chloride of zinc 2 8 cents, for blue
vitriol 3-24 cents, for pyrolignite of iron 7’5

cents.^

Among the numerous other preservative com-
pounds, may be mentioned, Le Gras’s mixture**
of double salt of manganese and lime (or zinc)
with creosote, Payne’s solutionsff of sulphate of
iron and muriate of lime, forming by double
decomposition an insoluble sulphate of lime
among the wood fibres

j
Margery’s solution of

* See p. 25. ante.

t Journal of^ the R-anlelin Institute, Tol. xxxii., pp. 2, 3.

t Nete American Cyclopedia.

§ The Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Baltimore Rail-
road Company have uaed the process since 1800 with
complete success. The Union Paciflc Railroad Company
have recently erected a large building for this purpose.
Their cylinder is 75 ft. long, 61 in. in diameter, and
capable of holding 250 ties. They “ Burnettize" two
batches per d&y.—Beport on jPac^o Bailroad, by Col
Simpton, 1805.

II
Journal of tho Franklin Instituis, vol. xxxii., pp. 2, 3.

H Ibid. vol. xivii., p. 8,
** Civil Enpineers' Journal, vol. xviii., p. 20.
tt Ibid., vol. vi., p. 207.

acetate of copper, and Ransom’s liquid silicate

of potassa.* Payne’s process met with some
favour, but neither of the last is of appreciable
value.

Vessel-owners had long ago observed that
those ships which have early sailed with cargoes
of salt are not attacked by dry-rot

j
indeed,

several instances are well attested of vessels

whose interiors were lined with fungi, having all

traces of the plant destroyed by accidental or
intentional sinking in the sea. Acting on such
hints, a trader of Boston salted his ships with
500 bushels of the chloride, disposed as an
interior lining, adding 100 bushels at the end of
two years.f Snob an addition of dead weight
(35,000 pounds in this case) is sufficient objection

to a procednre which has other great disadvan-
tages.

The unpleasant odour of creosote is greatly
against its use upon lumber for dwellings, and
Bethell’s process, therefore, is not described
here, although the most satisfactory known.
Pyrolignite of iron is offensive, and also highly
inflammable. The affinity of the chlorides for

water keeps the structure into which they are
introdneed wet

;
besides, they corrode the iron-

work. Snlphate of copper is free from these
objections, and is at present cheaper than the
chlorides

j therefore, for protecting wooden struc~

tures against dry-rot, in damp situations, like

mines, vaults, and the basements of buildings,

sulphate of copper seems preferable, and Hewson'

s

or Boucherie's method of injecting it cheaper and
more eicpedient, according as the timber is short

or long»

II. Wood alternately wet and dry.—The sur-

face of all timber exposed to alternations of wet-
ness and dryness gradually wastes away, be-

coming dark-colonred or black. This is really a
slow combustion, but is commonly called wet
rot, or simply rot. Other conditions being the
same, the most dense and resinous woods
longest resist decomposition. Hence the supe-

rior durability of the heart-wood, in which the
pores have been partly filled with lignine, over
the open sap-wood, and of dense oak and lignnm-
vitre over light poplar and willow. Hence, too,

the longer preservation of the pitch-pine and
resinous “jarrah” of the East, as compared with
non-resinoua beech and ash.

Density and resinonsness exclude water
j

therefore our preservatives should increase those
qualities in the timber. Fixed oils fill up the

pores and increase the density. Staves from
oil barrels and timbers from whaling-ships are
very durable. The essential oils resinify, and
furnish an impermeable coating. Bat pitch or
dead oil possesses advantages over all known
substances for the protection of wood against
changes of humidity. According to Professor

Letheby,! dead oil, Ist, coagulates albuminous
substances

;
2nd, absorbs and appropriates the

oxygen in the pores, and so protects from ere-

macausis; 3rd, resinifies in the pores of the
wood, and thus shuts out both air and mois-
ture ; and, 4th, acts as a poison to Ibwer forms
of animal and vegetable life, and so protects the
wood from all parasites. All these properties
specially fit it for impregnating timber exposed
to alternations of wet and dry states, as, in-

deed, some of them do, for sibnations damp and
situations constantly wet. Dead oil is distilled

from coal-tar, of which it constitutes about '30,

and boils between 390° and 470° Fahr. Its anti-

septic quality resides in the creosote it contains.

One of the components of the latter, carbolic

acid (phenic acid, phenol) Cia Ha O2 , § the most
powerful antiseptic known, is able at once to

arrest the decay of every kind of organic
matter.

II
Prof. Letheby estimates this acid at

* Fifty poUDds of carbonate of potassa are dissolved in
water, and a little lime is added to neutralize any free
acid; 100 pounds of dints are added, and the whole ex-
posed ten or twelve hours to a temperature of 300° F.
This solution is evaporated to I'oOO at 60°.—Civil Engi-
neer’s Journal, vol. ix.

t American Journal of .Setfnee, vol. ii., p. 17.

j Citiii Engineer's Journal, vol. xxiii., p. 216.

§
' Creosote from coal undoubtedly contains two homo-

logous bodies, C,,, Hg, O,, andC j*, H„ 0,, the first

being carbolic and the second cresylic acid.”— Ure’e
Eict. of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines, vol. ii., p. 633.

[I

“ I have ascertained that adding one part of carbolic
acid to live thousand parts of a strong solution of glue
will keep it perfectly sweet for at least two years. . . .

Hides and ^ins, immersed in a solution of one part of
earboHo acid to fifty parts of water, for twenty-four hours,
dry in air and remain quite sweet.”

—

Prof, Crace Calvert,
Ann. Sc. ELscoo., 1865, p. 66.
“ Carbolic acid is sufficiently soluble in water for the

solution to possess the power of arresting or preventing
spontaneous fermentation. Saturated solutions act on
animals and plants as a virulent poison, though contain-
ing only 6 per cent. of the acid,"— Civil Engineer's Jour-
nal, vol. xxii., p. 216.

. "Farasitic and other worms are instantly killed by a

i to 6 per cent, of the oil. Chrysilic acid
Ci4 Hg O2

,

the homologue of carbolic acid, and
the other component of creosote, is nob known
to possess preservative properties.

Bethell’s process* subjects the timber and
dead oil, enclosed in huge iron tanks, to a pres-
sure varying between 100 and 200 pounds per
square inch, about twelve hours. From eight to
twelve pounds of oil are thus injected into each
enbio foot of wood. Lumber thus prepared is

not affected by exposure to air and water, and
requires no painting.f A large number of
English railway companies have already adopted
the syatenj-I Eight pounds of oil per cubic foot
is sufficient for railway Bleepers.§
The cost of “ creosoting,” as this process is

sometimes called, was given in 1855, by Ronald
and Richardson, at somewhat less than 4d.
per cubic foot,|| in England. Ac la. per gallon,^
tho price at which dead oil was obtainable in
England in 1863, 4d. per cubic foot would, we
presume, be sufficient.

A process recently patented, and described in
the Scientific American, February 17, 1866, pro-
poses to introduce highly heated oleaginous
vapours among the timber, confined in an iron
tank. The patentee** hopes, that as fast as the
moisture is expelled from the wood, the vapour
will take its place. Whether this snbatitation.
would not soon arrest itself, should it even com-
mence, is in our mind a debatable question.

While an external application of coal-tar pro-
motes the preservation of dry timber, nothing
can more rapidly hasten decay than such a coat-
ing upon the surface of green wood. But this

mistake is often made, and dry rot, instead of
wet rot, does the work of destruction. Tho
reason must appear from what has been said on
dry rot. Carbonizing the surface also increases
the durability of dry, but promotes the decay of
wet, timber. Farmers very often resort to one
of the latter methods for the preservation of
their fence-posts. Unless they discriminate be-
tween green and seasoned timber, these opera-
tions will prove injurious instead of beneficial.

In this connexion, we remark, that inverting
a post from the position in which it grew, is by
some supposed to retard decay. According to
the president of the “ Northern Architects’
Association,” England, “the valves” close
against moisture ascending through the ducts
from the earth into tho post. But, according
to Gray, thin places only separate contiguous
ducts. Fluids can pass through them in one
direction as well as in the other. When age
obliterates these thin mediums, nothing opposes
the flow upward or downward. Furthermore,
the passage of fluids through wood is not con-
fined to ducts : it takes place on all sides of
them as well. In face of these facts, very careful
experiments will be requisite to convince ns
that a post is more durable in the inverted than
in the normal position.

III. Timber constantly Wet in Salt Water.—
We have not to guard against decay when timber
is in this situation. Teredo navalis, amollusk of
the family Tubicoldria, Lam., soon reduces to
ruins any unprotected submarine construction of
common woods. I quote from a paper read be-
fore the “ Institute of Civil Engineers,” England,
illustrating the ravages of this animal :

—

“The sheeting at Southend pier extended
from the mud to 8 ft. above low-water mark.
The worm destroyed the timber from 2 ft. below
the surface of the mud to 8 ft. above low-water
mark, spring-tide; and out of thirty-eight fir-

timber piles and various oak-timber piles, not
one remained perfect after being up only three
years.” § § Specimens ofwood, taken from a vessel
that had made a voyage to Africa, are in the

Bolution containing only i per cent, of acid, or by expo-
Bure to the air containing a small portion of the acid,
. ... By examining the action of a leaf, we find the
albumen is coagulated. Ail animals with a naked akin,
and those that live in water, die sooner than those that
live in air and have a solid envelope.”

—

Er.I, Zetnaire^
Ann. Sc. Eiscov., 1865, p. 238.

• Ronald and Richardson’s “Technology,” p. 739.

t Ure's “ Dictionary of Manufactures and Mines.”
X The Great Western, fforth-Eastern, Bristol and

Exeter, Stockton and Darlington, Manchester and Bir-
mingham, and Loudon and Birmingharn,

—

Tire's Eie-
tionarg ofManufactures and Mines.

§ Journal cf the Franklin Institute, vol. xliv., p. 275.

II
Chemical Technology, p. 737.

if Dr. J. G. Ashby in the London Mechanics' Magazine^
July, 1862. He says, “ Crude carbolic acid can be ob-
tained for one shilling,” but undoubtedly means dead oil.

•• Louis 8. Robbins, New York City.

tt According to Col. Berrien, the Michigan Central
Railroad Bridge, at Niles, was painted, 5^ore r#a«o»iny,

with “Ohio flre.proof paint,’’ forming a glased surface.

About five years after it was so badly diy-rotted as to
require rebuilding.

Jt The Builder for 1866, p. 79.

§§ Civil Engineer’ s Journal, vol. xii., p. 333,
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mnseara, and shovr how this rapid destruction is

effected.

None of our native timbers are exempt from
these inroads. Robert Stephenson, at Bell
Rock, between 181-i and 1813,* found that
green-heart oak, beef-wood, and bullet-tree were
not perforated, and teak but slightly so. Later
experiments show that the “jarrah” of the
East, also, is not attacked.f The cost of those
woods obliges us to resort to artificial protection.
The teredo never perforates below the surface

of the sea-bottom and probably does little in-
jury above low-water mark. Its minute orifice,
bored across the grain of the timber, enlarges
inwards to the size of the finger, and soon be-
comes parallel to the fibre. The smooth circular
perforation is lined throughout with a thin shell
which is sometimes the only material separating
the adjacent cells. The borings undoubtedly
constitute the animal’s food, portions of woody
fibre having been found in its body.§ While
upon the surface only the projecting siphunoles
indicate the presence of the teredo, the wood
within may be absolutely honey-combed with
tubes from 1 in. to 4 in. in length.

^

It was naturally supposed that poisoning the
timber would poison or drive away the teredo

j

but Kyan’s, and all other processes employing
solutions of the salts of metals or alkaline earths,
signally failed. This, however, is not sur-
prising. The constant motion of sea-water soon
dilutes and washes away the small quantity of
soluble poison with which the wood has been
injected. If any albuminate of a metallic base
still remains in the wood, the poisonous proper-
ties of the injection have been destroyed by the
combination. Moreover, the lower vertebrates
are unaffected by poisons which kill the mam-
mals. Indeed, it is now known that certain
of the lower forms of animal life live and even
fatten on such deadly agents as arsenic.

||

Coatings of paint or pitch are too rapidly
worn away by marine action to bo of much use

j

but timber, thoroughly creosoted with ten pounds
of dead oil per cubic foot, is perfectly protected
against teredo navalis. All recent authorities
agree upon this point. In one instance, well
authenticated, the mollusk reached the impreg-
nated heart-wood by a hole carelessly made
through the injected exterior. The animal
pierced the heai't-wood in several directions, bub
turned aside from the creosoted zone.^ The
process and cost of “ creosoting ” have already
been discussed.

A second destroyer of submarine wooden con-
structions is limnoria terehrans (or L. perforata,
Leach), a mollusk of the family Assellotes,
(Leach), resemblingthe sow-bug. It pierces the
hardest woods with cylindrical, perfectly smooth
winding holes, l-20th to 1-loth of an inch in
diameter, and about two inches deep.** Prom
ligneous matter having been found in its viscera
some have concluded that the linmoria feeds on
the wood, but since other mollusks of the same
genua, Pholas, bore and destroy stone-work, the
perforation may serve only for the animara
dwelling. The Ivnnoria seems to prefer tender
woods, but the hardest do not escape. Green-
heart oak is the only known wood which is not
speedily destroyed,ft At the harbour of Low-
estoft, England, square 14-inch piles wei;e, in
three years, eaten down to 4 in. square-JJ

While all agree that no preparation, if we
except dead oil, has repelled the limnoria, an
eminent English engineer has cited three casesm which that agent afforded no protection. §§We do not find that timber impregnated with
water^lass has been tested against this subtle
foe. The experiment is certainly worthy of a

concerning preservative processes. Their employ-
ment seems to excite very little interest, and the
very fewworks where they are being tested attract
hardly any attention. Those railroads which have
suspended their use assign no reasons, and those
upon which the timber is injected publish no re-

ports concerning the advantages of their par-
ticular methods. Even the National Works,
upon which Kyan’s process was formerly em-
ployed, have laid it aside, and now subject lumber
to dampness and alternations of wetness and
dryness, without any preparation beyond season,
ing. When sleepers cost fifty cents and creosot-

ing thirty cents each, it is cheaper to hire money
at 7 per cent., compound interest, than to lay
new sleepers at the end of seven years. Allow-
ing any ordinary price for the removal of the old
and laying down the new ties, the advantage of
using Bethell’s process seems evident. If some
cheaper method will produce the same effects,

the folly of neglecting all means seeking to in-
crease the durability of the material is still more
palpable. H. W. Lewis.

THE DESIGNS FOR THE LAW COURTS.

The designs have been sent in, and will be . ., j —.g,.
hung forthwith. To admit of certain preliminary promises of support, and several eminent manu.

Darlington the same contractor is building a
new county police station and courts

5 amount
of contract, 3,0001. At Castle Eden is also being
built a new police station and courts, at a cost
of 1,200L

; and at Ryhope and Washington vil-
lages, second-class police stations and cells, at a
cost of 4501. each. Plans are also in course of
preparation for two new wings to the Sedgefield
Lunatic Asylum, for 320 patients, at an esti-
mated cost of 10,0001. Mr. Crozier has charge
of all these works, and has designed and carried
out during the last seven years for the county
upwards of 50,0001. worth of work, consisting
of additions to the gaol, lunatic asylum, police
stations and courts, and three large militia bar-
racks at Hartlepool, Barnard Castle, and Dur-
ham respectively. The magistrates at their last
meeting increased his salary 1001. per annum,
besides presenting him with 4001. for past extra
services.

TEE TRADES MOVEMENT.

A SOCIETY, we hear, is in course of formation,
having for its object the succour and protection
of those members of the working classes who
disagree with the tenets held by the trades
unions. The society has already received large

trial.

A mechanical protection is found in thickly
studding the surface of the timber with broad-
headed iron nails. This method has proved auc-
cessfuI.IIK Oiydation rapidly fills the interstices
between the heads, and the outside ofthe timber
becomes coated with an impenetrable crust, so
that the presence of the nails is hardly neces-
aary.

we cannot but express surprise
that so little is known in this couutiy (America)

L
"Engineer' $ Journal, toI. xs., p. 1C.

r The Builder for 1882, p. 511.
J Cioil Engineer’» Journal, vol. :

§ Ibid.,
.

,

Natur., tome
ol. :

, p. 382. Also Diet. CniTer. d'His.

11,
Briiiih and Eoreign Medical Jleoieui.
Civil Engineer'! journal, toI. xii., p. 191,
Diet. Unirer. d’Hia. Katur.

il Engineer' t Journal, vol. xxv.. p. 206.
Zt Ibid., Tol. xTi., p. 76.

§§ Ibid., Tol. II7., p. 206.
IJIJ Ibid., vol. xii., p. 3S2.

arrangements they will not be open to view till

next month
;
probably on Friday and Saturday,

the 8th and 9th of February, for private view by
members of the Government, peers, members of
the House of Commons, judges of the Superior
Courts, foreign ambassadors, and other distin-
guished persons. After the first two days the
exhibition will bo open for four weeks, i.e., as at
present arranged, till Saturday, the 9ch of March.
On Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, to the
Commissioners and their officers, the legal and
architectural professions, and to artists. On
Thursdays, to the public—by cards obtainable at
the office of the Commission. Fridays will be
reserved for the special work of the Com-
mission

} and Saturdays for members of the
Government and members of both Houses of
Parliament.

We understand that the cost of the shed in
New-square for the exhibition of the designs has
been exaggerated. Including furniture and
matting, it amounts to about 1,1201.

Previously to any decision on the designs, the
Architectural Clerk is to examine them and report
as to how far the instructions have been attended
to, and on the comparative merits of the plans
with reference to other matters ascertainable by
calculation. In this, we believe, Mr. Geo.
Pownall and Mr. John Shaw, architects, will
assist.

We have received letters from the provinces
bpgging that efforts may be made to keep open
the Exhibition of the National Gallery designs
till those for the Law Courts cau be seen, or, at
any rate, tilj nearer this time than the 2Gth insfc.,

now spoken of for closing it; so that architects
and others from the country may bo able to see
both without sacrificing nearly three weeks.

DUBLIN.

A coxsiDER-vuLE addition has been made at
74, Grafton-street, Dublin, enclosing with the
front house a court in the centre, like several of
the dwellings in Paris. The arches of the win-
dows are varied on each story, and are sur-
mounted by hood mouldings and fasoias which
are continued on the front. A tank has been
built of brick and cement, to hold a large quan-
tity of water, to flush and cleanse the drains

;

and care has been taken to prevent damp in the
foundation-walls. Mr. Oliver Healy, of Dublin,
was the architect; and Mr. Peter Casserly, the
contractor.

BUILDING OPERATIONS, DURHAM.
At the Quarter Sessions, held on the 2nd

instant, the magistrates agreed to expend the
sum of 5,0001. in remodelling the Assize Courts,
Irom plans prepared by the county architect,
Mr. William Crozier, assimilating the internal
arrangements and ventilation of the courts to
the ilanchester Assize Courts. The county
architect has the following works in course of
construction, viz. :—a new men’s w-ing, contain-
ing 126 cells, &c., at the county prison, Darham

;

Mr. D. S. Appleby, contractor; cost, 7,0001. At

facturers have consented to sit upon the com-
mittee.

Leamington. — A meeting of the Master
Builders’ Association has been held to further
consider the application of the operatives for an
increase of 3a. per week in their wages, raising
the amount to 30s. It was decided that the
present condition of the building trade in Leam-
ington would not justify a compliance with their
request.

Liverpool.—Half the shipjoiners on board the
Great Eastern, those employed by Messrs. Joues,
Quiggin, A Co., have struck for an advance of
wages from 5 b. 6d. per day and Is. a day river
money, to 6s. a day and Is. river money, as paid
to the other half of the men by Messrs. W. H.
Potter & Co. The men on strike are paid full

wages by the society ofjoiners while they remain
idle.

Carlisle.'—The strike among the stonemasons
which has been going on for so many months
is nominally continued; but virtually it may be
said to be at an end. The builders, while per-
sistently refusing to accede to the regulations
which the society sought to impose, as to the
apprentices and other matters, have conceded
the advance of wages 23., and the local Journal
states that all the masters have now as many
men as they require. The new bank at the top
of Botchergate is making much more rapid pro-
gress, there being now about a dozen masons
employed upon the work, ia addition to the ap-
prentices. After they decided to give the masons
an advance of 23. a week, the masters sent word
to the bricklayers that in the summer the same
advance would be given to them. With this,

however, the bricklayers are not, it is said,

content, and they have asked for an increase of
43. instead of the 2s. off'ered. The master
joiners of this city dined together at the Lion
and Lamb Hotel on Wednesday evening before
last.

Lancashire.—The strike of operatives in Lan-
cashire has come to an abrupt termination, and
the men, 5,000 in number at Darwen alone, who
refused to proceed to work on the reduced terms,
have intimated their intention to retnrn to their
employment. Similar decisions have been arrived
at by the operatives in other towns where a dis-
pute was anticipated.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRIZES OF THE
ISLINGTON EXHIBITION.

On Saturday afternoon the ceremony of dis-
tributing the prizes won at the Metropolitan and
Provincial Working Classes’ IndustrialExhibition,
at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, took place at
Exeter Hall. Mr.G. J. Goschen,M.P., presided. A
pretty pamphlet, forming a record of the exhibi-
tion from its opening to its closing, was presented
to eveiy person who attended the ceremony. The
awards numbered altogether 461, of which 55
were silver medals, 187 bronze medals, and 189
certificates of honourable mention. In addition
to these, which were one and all got up with
taste and appropriateness, a framed view of the
late Exhibition had been prepared for presenta-
tion to every one of the 1,500 exhibitors. There
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were, besides, the special prizes, wliich amounted
1 to &71.

I

In addition to the silver medal, the highest of

t the prizes, which was the sum of lOL, the gift of

I the directors of the Agricultural Hall Company,
' was carried off by Mr. H. A. Major, a letter-

k carrier, for the best painting in oil in the exbi-

1 bition. Mr. Dockree, of the civil service, was
i the successful competitor for the second best oil

,

]
painting, the gift of Mr. C. Comfort, director oi

t the Agricultural Hall. Miss Alice Haselden,
: aged 17, in addition to the silver medal, received

: a prize of 51., the gift of Mr. J. Harris, for the
1 best water-colour drawing in the exhibition. In
3 addition to silver medals two silver cups were
1 awarded to A. M. Franklin, smith, of Bedford,

f' for his model plough, this prize being given by
i the Messrs. Howard, the agricultural steam-
e engine manufacturers, of Bedford. A cup to

J Mr. W. H. Myers, printer, was for an invention

i in railway signals. Two bronze medals were
j awarded to Mr. E. J. Broughton, printer’s reader
( of the Bell's Life and Observer office, for a bou-
f quet of flowers made of wafers, and a carving in

1 limewood. At the conclusion of the prize pre-

f sentatioD, which occupied upwards of an hour,
the framed and glazed representations of tho

c opening ceremony were presented to the rest of
t tho exhibitors,—1,200 or 1,400 in number, by
I the chairman. At the conclusion of this lengthy
: and tiring proceeding,

Mr. Beresford Hope addressed the assembly
( on tho intimate connexion of labour with art. A
t table, he said, was in a certain sense as much
( connected with art as the painting of a picture.

1 For a handicraftsman to despise art was to
[ despise the means of making the most of the
] labour of bis hands. There had been too much
c of the idea that workmanship was one thing and
0 art another—that the workshop was the solid,

f practical thing, and that art was merely some-
i thing pretty and beautiful—that the workman-
3 ship was the week-day clothes and that art was
1 tho Sunday. This was all a mistake—a fallacy.

1 He contended that art meant good work, and
;! that all good work was art.

1 THE ACCIDENT ON THE METEOPOLITAN
EAILWAY.

SiK,—In the transit and removal of heavy
1 loads, every precaution suggested by an intel-

1 ligent foresight, and tending to diminish the
! risk of accidents, should undoubtedly be adopted.
1 It is deeply to be deplored that in this painful

( case no such foresight was exercised, and, con-
i sequently, no such precautions taken as might
1 have averted the untoward disaster which re-

li suited from so unfortunate a combination of
i( circumstances. But it sometimes so falls out,

I that accidents and casualties will happen, in
i spite of all the studied plans and skilful arrange-
I ments which the mature experience of able men
1 may devise. Unfortunately, in tho case before
1 us, even this plea cannot be urged in favour of
I those to whom the work of removal was iu-

t trusted, as not even the most ordinary care was
t taken to ward oft' and prevent the catastrophe
\ which ensued, in consequence of such egregious
I neglect. At the same time, however, I am firmly

c convinced that it is quite '^•ithin the range of

{
possibility for the accident to have arisen in such

: a manner as, if proved, would go far to exonerate
I these men from the most serious charge of
( deliberate carelessness, and resolve it into one of
' want of judgment.

In your last week’s impression may bo found
I the following passage :—“ It appears that no
; arrangement whatever existed ibr staying pro-
( ceedings while a train was passing below,
: although the steam of the engine prevented tho
\ workmen from even seeing what they were about
i at the moment.”

It is upon a careful perusal of this sentence
t that my opinion is based, the which I will

( endeavour to demonstrate as intelligibly as

]
possible.

It appears from the evidence that it was found
I necessary to haul the girder one or two feet in
I order to bring it to its intended destination, and
' which might in the ordinary course of things
1 have been done without any serious risk. Whilst
I this operation satisfactorily progressed the
I approach of a train was announced. According
I to superior orders signals were immediately
I transmitted to stop the engine. This was at
( once accomplished, bnt the immense tension on
t the connecting rope, generated by the traction
( of the engine and resistance of the load, un-

avoidably remained. Now, from this it occurs
to me that the steam from the passing locomotive
coming in contact with the rope, already strained

to a veiy great degree, caused its contraction,

thereby still more increasing its attractive

tendency upon the girder. At the same time,

the vapour of •water impinging upon the latter

acted as a lubricant, consequently diminishing
the friction developed by the insistent pressure

of the girder in question. It resulted from this

aggregation of contingencies, in conjunction
with the vibration caused by the moving vehicles,

that the increased tension of the rope, and the
decreased resistance of the girder, allured it

beyond the insufficient margin allowed for safety,

and caused it to cant over and topple into the

cutting below, where the ill-fated train at that
moment happened to be. The consideration of

the fact that the girder descended after the
primary portion of the train had passed, still

stronger imbues my mind with the truth of the

theory above enunciated
;

as, according to the
doctrine of probabilities, there is more reason to

conclude that it would have fallen either just

previous to the arrival or subsequent to the

departure of the line of carriages.

All the refined argument and cunning
ratiocination in the world will not, however,

extenuate censure of the executive for the lack

of caution displayed in not employing some
means to check the girder in case its progress

should become too rapid, as actually occurred.

lu conclusion, sir, I think you must concur
with me that overhead work of this description

ought not to be attempted during the regular

traffic, unless, indeed, the intervals of time
between the trains are rather considerable

;
so

that no work should take place within, at least,

a quarter of an hour of the arrival of each, in

order that there might be ample time to give

warning to the guard of the expected traiu in

case of accident. S. W. WoiissAii, Jux.

WATEH-PIPES IN HOSPITALS.

Sir,—I wish to draw the attention of builders

and architects to the condition of the lead-piping

I

in hospitals during the late cold weather.

I have just visited Yorkshire and Lancashire,

where I saw some very fine recently constructed

buildings. Therewerehardly any of them where the
supply of water had not been partly interrupted.

Lavatories and water-closets were in a lamentable
condition for a day or two, the water being frozen

up in the piping. I know quite well that the

piping can and ought to be protected against

the cold by covering or wrapping it up with
hemp, flannel, or cloth

;
but could not greater

care be taken of the pipes when the hospitals are
'

constructed ? The mischief done in private houses

is bad enough, but in hospicals matters are worse.

In those hospitals which are now in course of
construction I hope better care will be taken to

prevent freezing and leakage of the water-piping

in cold weather. It must be simple enough to

provide for it by properly placing and encasing
the pipes. F. Opi’ert, M.D.

THE EEMOYAL OF SNOW.

As a heavy fall of snow in London streets

causes not only considerable inconveniende, but
serious expense and loss to the inhabitants, it is

necessary that means should be provided for

clearing the streets of tho snow as it falls, or ns

soon after it has done falling as possible. This
is, or should be, the duty of the local Boards
and vestries, in whose care the streets are

placed. The plan of carting away the snow to

the Thames, or elsewhere, is far too slow and
too expensive; I would, therefore, with your
permission, propose a different scheme, as

follows :

—

Let snow-shafts be formed by the sides of the

main sewers, from 200 ft. to 400 ft. apart, with
water-tight tanks at bottom, and overflow doors

discharging into the sewers. Let also moveable
horizontal gratings be placed in the shafts, and
strong roughed iron covers fixed flush with the
streets. And near each shaft let a stand-pipe

be set up, with screw nozzle, in which a length

of hose, with a fan-spreader, may be screwed.
Immediately a heavy fall of snow occurs, let

the officers of the Local Board and vestries col-

lect a sufficient number of men, dust, slop, and
rubbish carts, trucks and barrows, shovels and
scrapers, and other appliances, and set them to,

work in tho chief thoroughfares

;

some to open
the snow-shaft covers and screw on the hose

;

some to scrape the snow into heaps ;
some to

shovel it into the carts, or trucks, or barrows;
some to tip and shovel it down the shafts, and
direct streams of water on it by means of the
hose, and some to assist the discharge into and
along the sewers. Tho snow, if only partly

melted, as washed into the sewers, would soon
melt there, as the temperature of the sewage
and the sewer air ranges from 70 deg. to 80 deg.

;

and the strong cuirents of water in the sewers
would carry it away.

It is evident that, by this method, the chief

streets of traffic could be not only quickly, bnt
economically, cleared of the snow

;
and, in con-

clusion, I would observe, that at many places

the gullies themselves might be used as snow-
shafes, the snow being washed down them by
the hose. John Phillips.

Since the above was in type we have received
a communication from Mr. George Jennings
(Stangate) suggesting that for the future any
snow that may impede thoroughfares should be
melted in chambers formed in accessible places,

and warmed by hot-water pipes or melted over
gullies in central situations by jets of steam from
portable engines hired for the occasion.

HABITATIONS FOE THE METEOPOLITAN
POOE.

Sir,—

I

have read with great interest a report

of the deputation to Lord Derby on this subject.

It appears to me that some of the difficulties of

legislating on the subject would be obviated if

the Bill contained a preliminary clause providing
” that upon any dwelling being judicially con-
demned, the owner should be compelled to pull

it down, and then have liberty to rebuild it,

conformably to the ‘ Act ;’ or failing that, then
that he should be compelled to sell the land to

the local authorities, who should be authorised
and compelled to buy the site, the value to be
fixed by mutual agreement, or by arbitration

—

j

the distinction being, between buying what the
I landlord calls a dwelling-house, and what the
judicial condemners of it consider a vacant plot

of ground,—a much more (as I conceive) equit-

able view of the matter. JustiTiA.

EECOEDS OF OUE BUILDINGS.

Sir,—Can there be anything more absurd and
eccentric than the usual practice of hermetically

sealing up written documents and coins of the
realm under the foundation or corner stone of
our buildings ? secreting invaluable information

for centuries, perhaps for ever, from the anxious
inquirers that shall come after us, when a grand
pile erected in this and subsequent periods, from
age, may become a tottering ruin, with its walla

here and there supported against the storm by
the turning ivy, similar to many once noble
buildings which have now almost vanished Irom
us, and from the remains of which writers
assume their date.

It seems to bo very desirable and important
that records should be carefully written, pre-

served, and handed down to tho rising genera-
tion. Let them be written with an iron tool on
polished granite, built on tho inside of the edifice

during the progress of the work, with its plan,

section, and elevation laid down to scale engraved
thereon, so that its history shall be read at a
glance ; and let those engaged in executing a
noble work, in an age of advancement like the
present, be it a cathedral, town-hall, mansion, or
cottage, like tho Assyrians of old, delineate on
stone their handy works, which shall be read by
all people and fur all time. Onwards,

AN AECHITECT’S STUDIES.

Sir,—At the last meeting of the Architectural

Association, something was said of the course of

study which students should pursue
;

several

books were mentioned, the-names of which I did

nob catch.

Many of us students have not parents who
can afford to give them that long and expensive

education which we should like,—and perhaps

ought,—to have ;
and we should be most thank-
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ful if yon, and any other member of the pro-
fession who has fought through his freshmanship,
would give ns some advice as to what books to
read, and in what order

j what style to begin
with, and how to progress

; what places in
England and abroad to visit, and how to go to
work in the cheapest and most profitable man-
ner; what courses of lectures they think neces-
sary and best; and so on.

To study with system is the best—the only
way to succeed in anything

; and in a profession
demanding so much and such varied study as
ours a system is most necessary if we ever mean
to get on. That we read the right books, that
we study the right subjects and in their right
order, is very necessary, and therefore we shall
bo much obliged by suggestions. We all have
our own masters, whose advice we shall always
be anxious to receive

; but I venture to believe
that “ in the multitude of counsellors there is
safety,” and therefore hope that many architects
will come forward to aid the rising generation.

Beginner.

TEE DATE OF THE DEATH OF EDWARD
NORGATE, THE ILLUMINATOR AND
HERALD.
Allow me to thank my kind friend, Mr. Peter

Cunningham, for his information respecting the
will of Edward Norgate, the Clerk of the Signet,
Herald, Illuminator of Royal Letters, and Manager
of Royal Organs, in the time of Charles I.

Norgate is accused of having written a Trac-
tate on Limning, which remains in manuscript
at Oxford, after he was dead,—an unusual
offence, the evidence of which lies of course in
the proof of two facts

;
first, when he died •

'

and, secondly, when the Tractate was written!
Mr. Cunningham has established that Norgate
was alive in 1649, and that he was dead in 1651
I make no doubt, therefore, that the date which
Noble has given to hia burial,—the 23rd of
December, 1650,—will turn out to be correct.
But nobody believes Noble, and therefore it was
that I wished that the date given by him should
be verified. Mr. Cunningham has partly done
this m his very interesting letter; and if inquiries
Wnlf^n T tiTn ..1

TENANTS’ COMPENSATION.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Star calls attention

to the manner in which the Metropolitan Board
of Works are endeavouring to obtain possession
of the various properties required under their
Parliamentary powers. Being extensively en-
gaged in condnoting claims for compensations,
he states his attention has been directed to this
subject, owing to some clients—yearly tenants—
on the line of the proposed new street to the
Mansion House having been served with a six
months’ notice to quit by the Board of Works,
who have purchased the landlords’ interest!
The case of one of them is a very hard one. He
is a man who for many years has been labouring
to establish a business, and has been at a con-
siderable expense in adapting the premises, and
his removal will entirely destroy his prospects.
Yet the only answer received to an application
requesting an appointment to consider his claim
is “that the notice was given in due course,
and vacant possession will be required when
such notice has run out.”

This is a question affecting some thousands of
tradesmen and others who are subject to com-
pulsory removal for the various railways and
other public works in and around the metropolis,
and it is to be hoped that some of our popular
representatives will ventilate the subject on the
re-opening of Parliament.

LIGHTING OP CHURCHES.
_
Sir,—

I

should like to see this subject treated in your
Touraal. The mode of lighting one large room (whatever
De us size) 18 simple enough, viz.,—by a series of coronm
symmetrically placed

;
but where the huildine consists of

several compartments, if they may be called so —as for
example, in the case of a church with chancel, nave
aules, and west tower,—the question is not so easily
Bolved : at any rate, architects propose plans which are
open to obvious objections. j ^

DEFECTIVE SLATING.

the sort of thing to set down in the grande place, the
Capitol, 80 to speak, of our British metropolis. Neither
flo we desire, in these days of progress, to be carried,
even in imsgination, back to Mediteval London with all
Its associations. In looking at these new designs, it is
not ditncult, methinks, to point out some of their sources
01 inspiration. The uninstruoted public can find out
well enough, likenesses to St. Paul’s and the Bank The
Baptistery at Pisa, certain buildines at Bologna theLombard architecture of Northern Italy, and the new
gallery at Dresden, would seem to have suggested various
leatnres; while other inspirations appear to have been
derived Irom nearer home, from Paris, with its Pantheon,
Its Luxembourg, its Louvre, and Le Val de Grace.
Admirable as all these may be, showing what may be
done, at least upon paper, there are other designs which
are more to our purpose, showing how the beat abused
building in London might easily be restored to favour
and made one of the greatest ornaments to our metro-
polls. A tenth part, or less, of the decorations bestowed
on sonie of these new designs would make it splendid.
alter all. We have only to remove the “ pepper-boxes,"
and wplace them with such ornamental structures aaMr. Barry has suggested, and to raise, and enlarge, and
beautifr, the dome in the centre, as suggested by another
aetot designs. With these, and a generous, though not
extravagant, distribution of figures, bassi-relievi, and urns,we shall get just what we want,—an elegant and classical
building, indicative of its purpose, and of the good sense
ot our rulers in not pulling down in one generation what,
witb care and cost, had been raised in the previous one-
and we sbaD thus escape being made the laughing-stock of
Europe, as if we were little children, who never koevr
what wo wanted. H. C. Baelow, M.D,

Bi.,OK letLtir; uuu ii inouinea of your correspondents advise as to any

The Tractate""'''”! i

[”“4/°“" cSLStlf, “if"!™;tne Tractate on Limnine: really was writtpn tieable to get at the underside to “toreh" - ^ •

“t3 ““ ooouiu piuve mat
tne Tractate on Limning really was written
by an Edward Norgate, and several years after
the entry of the herald’s will at Doctors’ Com-
mons, as given by Mr. Cunningham, all we can
then say is, either that Norgate was guilty of
the offence I have alluded to, or that the Trac-
tate was vyritten by some other person of thf,t
name, of whom hitherto we have known no ,**^^r* “r.*

pretent huildinq of theKuown no- National Gallery." These words in your last numbertniug,—perhaps by that very son of the herald cannot be too well remembered, nor too largely insistedwhom Mr. Cnnniufirham has brnuf/ht fr. BryVif I

“P'’",- them where they
T -’.7 viiau very son oi tne neraiQ
whom Mr. Cunningham has brought to light
and who was bis father’s “ greatest trouble.”

’

An enrolment of the warrant which I com-
mnuirated to Notes and Queries, proves that
'chaine organ” should have been “cliatre”
that is, “ choir organ." John Bruce.

’

tieable to get at "the undersid'e To°'
rafters being ceiled on the inside ?

torch" them, the
A Vicnii.

SiB,-

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

MASTERS AND MEN.
writes,-On the evening of Friday,tne lltli inst., a trades-union meeting, interesting in com-parison with the general attitude assumed bTween

®'^ Crown Works, South Lam-
ilV,’.

premises of Mr. William Higgs, builder.Almut 600 men, wives, and children were entertained,
t«timonial, lu shape of a timepiece, was presented

® respect and esteem, from hisclerks and foremeo, and a few of hia oldest handsVT=_”
uuu a lew OI nia oiuest hands.Vanous ^eecbee were made, andthe Rev. C. H. Spurgeon

•ds gave his lecture, entiUed “Sermons in
afterwa
Candles.

LOCAL BOARDS AND SURVEYORS.
Sib,—

T

he conduct of the Local Board of Health at
Kingston-on-Thames, with regard to the election of their
surveyor, will certainly, when made known, be a caution
to gentlemen who seek such appointments as that ofcorporation engineer or surveyor. Some short time
since the corporation of Kingston advertised for a “ gen.tleman, of proper qualification, to fiU the office of sur-
v^eyor, and the result was no less than 137 applications.
These applications and testimonials the Board wentthrough the farce of referring to a committee for exami-
nation, and their conclusion was to invite the personal
attendance of ten of, as the committee supposed, the best
qualified gentlemen. What actually transpired relative
to these pntlemen I know not, but at the last meeting of
the Local Board, it was proposed and passed without any
substantial dissent, that the person holding the office of
collector should receive the extra amount of 201 perann^ for undertaking, in addition to his other duties,
tne functions of town surveyor.
Now no one can doubt that ont of so many applicants,

at least one could have been found eligible for the ap
'

POintment. tha i.>i.Aa«a.KllA j_ ..t., . ^

.‘ “'V V,- f -
Kratilying to read them where they

stand. W ilkms could not have designed a bad building
or one inappropriate to its situation. Whatever the present
edifice exhibits of shortcomings was not due to anywant of capacity in the architect, hut to a failure of the
luncia tor tiuiahing it as intended. The National Gallerv
has never yet received its proper completion If I mm
take not, when first we got it the public, to ssr nothing ofthe profession, were pleased with it; and, on one occa-
aion, at least, the word eplendid was applied to it Thenation did not discover that it was undeserving of its
position and purpose, though the trick played off upon usby the Hoval Academy was enough to disgust everybodybut themselves. The cry raised a few years after againstthe la9ade. that it was utterly unworthy of a National
Gallery, was a tnck devised hy the enemy for a specialpurpose. There was nothing then said of pulling it dow^
lor that was foreign to the intent, and would have del
feated the object lu -new, which was that the RoyalAcademy might obtain the whole of it. Subseouenth-
however, the cry of “ Down with it! down with it i" wasset up by thoao who were convinced, like John Knox inthe olden lime, that the only way to get rid of the rookswas to pull down their nests It is devoutly to be hoped
that the gentlemen rooks will go away quietly, without
bringing the whole building about their ears. It would be
a wicked lolly to demolish the National Gallery for beingsomewhat unfinished, and before we have given it a fair
trial, simply because an interested party has decried itdown, and a foolish multitude has believed them
Besides the serious objections to such a vandalism

which must suggest themselves to every one who con-
siders the subject, there are positive reasons for lettine
It remain, some lew alterations and additions being madeto the frontage, and extra galleries provided as oircum-
stances may require.
The huildine, Ihongh still in it, jurenilo d.,,. ha.

already become hmioncal, we like to see it, dear
familiar face, and most of us have invested more or lessof our affections in it. It suits the situation admirablyand is in harmony with its surroundings, There are
points of view m which it is seen tomuch advantage The
effect, looking Irom Pall-mall East, with Gibbs’s churchbeyond, forms an architectural vista scarcely surpassed

London. The general impression pro-duced by the new designs now on view, tends greatly toconfirm the desirability of retaining what we have got

talent, taste, and imagination. The merits of some may
justly be described as ttupendou,

:

at the same time itmust be confessed, that however some may be suited tothe situation, others are decidedly not. There is such a
architecture as propriety, which many

MORE KITCHEN-BOILER ACCIDENTS
IN THE NORTH.

An inquest has been recently held at Preston
on the body of a woman named Shaw. The
deceased lived in Back Sydney-street, and on
the previous day she went to clean the cellar
kitchen of an unoccupied house in Stanley-place.
She set a fire in the grate, and some time after-
wards the kitchen boiler exploded with a loud
noise. She was badly scalded, and had one of
her legs broken. A police officer and others con-
veyed her to the House of Recovery, where she
died in a few hours. The boiler which exploded
was constructed on the self-feeding principle,
and it is supposed that the pipes had got closed
up through the frost. A verdict of “ Accidental
death ” was returned. A sad accident has
also occurred at Alton Albany mansion-house,
Ayr. In consequence of the inteuse frost, the
water froze in the pipe leading up to a cistern
connected with a kitchen boiler, and hot water
could not be got. In ignorance of the danger
the fire was lighted, steam was generated in the
boiler, and a sudden explosion took place. A
boy was blown against the opposite wall, and
killed on the spot ; two other children who were
in the kitchen were severely scalded

; and the
mother of the children (a coachman’s wife) was
also much injured. Part of the boiler was pro-
jected, as from a cannon, through the retaining
wall, about 30 ft., into the library. We must
again warn our readers of the risk attendant on
the careless use of kitchen boilers at this season.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the_ last weekly meeting, eleven tenders

were received and opened for the construction of
works required for the diversion of the Limekiln
Dock, and Blackwall sewers. High-street, &c. A
committee of the whole Board, after examination
of the tenders, recommended that the tender of
Mr. Webster for 20,0001. should be accepted, sub-
ject to the usual inquiries.

On the motion for the adoption of the report
being made, an amendment was moved that the
tender of Mr. Ritaon for 18,500L should be
accepted.

For the amendment g
Against i!!"!!!!!!!!!!

*'

22

Majority against the amendment... 17

The report was adopted, and the tender of
Mr. Webster accordingly accepted on the usual
terms.

u.vii OF ina UBjriLEUBN.
I
St. Mark s, vmh its companion campanile, is not eiacUy

Skaters’ Follies.—Something must be done
to “put down” suicide by skating. Persons
should not be allowed to distress their friends
and otherwise derange the relationships of
society, sometimes pauperizing their families
and throwing the burden of them on the public,
by their own destruction through an insane and
uureaaoning love of sliding along. It should be
made a criminal offence to go on to public ice
certified to be unsafe. The fear of three months
with hard labour might deter many who would
not be kept off by the chance of losing their
life.
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THE AROHITEOTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The usual meeting of members was held on

Friday evening, the 4th inst., at the House, in

Conduit-street, the president, Mr. R. W. Edis, in

the chair.*

Mr. Lacy W. Ridge read a paper “ On the

Inilucnce which the Architecture of the Past

should have at the Present Time.” Having
remarked upon the persistent manner in which

we constantly recurred to the past for copies

until, in the nineteenth century, a heathen

temple (the Parthenon), no bigger than the

church of St. Martin’s-in-tho-Fields, was still

regarded as the model of art, and glanced at

the works of Inigo Jones, Sir Christopher Wren,

Chambers, and others, Mr. Ridge commented
upon the marvellous change which the genius

of Pugin had wrought in the public taste, and
the impetus which be had given to Gothic art

;

and observed that, in his opinion, one of the

great evils of the present day was, that archi-

tects looked too much to the examples of the past

without reference to the materials with which
they had to deal. He recommended the students

of architecture to endeavour to rise above the

level of mere copyists of ancient works
;
and,

instead of going back to the remote antiquity of

Greece and Rome, to study the architecture of

the North-west of Europe from the eleventh

to the thirteenth century. The propositions

which he ventured to submit as a solution

of the problem involved in the question which
he had raised, were—first, that the archi-

tecture of the past ought not to influence

the plan and arrangement of our buildings

;

secondly, that the architecture of the past

ought nob to influence the construction of our

buildings, when inconsistent with the materials

of the present; thirdly, that the architecture

of the past ought not to influence the mode
of executing utilitarian details so as to interfere

with their usefulness
5
fourthly, that the archi-

tecture of all good styles should have great in-

fluence iu educating the mind of the architect in

outline proportion, and all the principles of

design
;

and, fifthly, that the details of our

buildings should be in accordance with the style

in which the architect works, although the gene-

ral inspiration be drawn from another style.

Mr. Blashill having expressed approval of

much that had fallen from Mr. Ridge, remarked
that ho did not think blame could fairly attach

to architects who might have two important

works in totally different styles going on at the

same time
;
because, although an architect might

have a speciality for Classic as against Gothic,

or for Gothic as against Classic, he would not be
justified in refusing a commission for that one
which might happen not to be his favourite

study. The success of the great monuments of

art bequeathed to us by our ancestors of monas-
tic times, was, no donbt, to be attributed to two
causes. The first, that the monks thoroughly

understood good architecture; and the second,

that they were not controlled in the matter of

time and expenditure by clients. The ouly way,

in his opinion, to got a new style, would be to

avoid servile copies of the past, and to take a
thoroughly practical view of the work which
they were actually engaged to carry out.

Mr. Phen6 Bpiers thought that the groat erils of th®
present day were that students of architecture did no^
study from old works, but from those of their masters, or
of professors

;
that they were more inclined to design

than to obtain a thorough knowledge of construction
; and

that they looked out too soon for remuneration for their
work before they gave themselves time to study. He
would be glad to see a system introduced into England
similar to that which prevailed on the Continent, namely,
that the student should begin by a careful examination of
the best examples of the old masters. He would com-
mence with the study of Classio architecture, so as to
ascertain the principles upon which the old masters
worked. After that he would begin Gothic, and take for
his special study the Early English style, than which do
better examples could be found than in our magnificent
cathedrals. After this he would begin to design, always
bearing in mind that be would have to adapt bis designs
to the requirements of the present day. One of the great
dilBculties with which the architects of the present day
had to combat wss involved in the matter of contracts.
In olden times our great cathedrals were built by degrees.
The works extended over many years,—twenty, thirty,
even fifty or sixty

;
and the architect was thus enabled to

avail Limself of all the improvements which time and
progress might develop. Now, however, no matter what
might be the magnitude of the work, the architect was
bound down by inflexible contracts, which shut him out
from those advantages which his predecessors in olden
times were enabled to enjoy. As aniDustration, he might
state that he believed Mr. Woodward had scarcely got
his new building at Oxford 2 ft. above the ground, before
he wished heartily to be able to remodel the whole of it.

• The following gentlemen were elected members of the
Association: Mr. Chas. Moxon, Mr. Williams, Mr. H.
Jeckell, Mr. Turner, Mr. Bainbridge, Mr. H, Jaokiers,
Mr. Seare, and Mr. Parkon.

After some discussion, in which Mr. Potter, Mr. Tarver,
end other gentlemen took part.

The Chairman, in putting a vote of thanks to Mr. Eidge,
observed that he thought too much had been said and
written about the absolute necessity of copying old
examples. He saw no more reason why we should do so

in respect to architecture than that we should go back to

the very primitive attire of the earliest period, and take

to fig-leaves and bear-skins as items of apparel. The study
of the works of ancient times was valuable, no doubt, in

an educatioual sense, but be deprecated that sort of pro-
fessional iustruction which led to servile copies instead of

original ideas. Neither could he agree with those who
held that “ Gothic men ” were higher in the scale of fame
than “ Classic men.” The object of education and travel

was to enlarge the mind and expand the intellect, to imbibe
original inspiration, and not to copy, but to emulate the
greatness of those who had gone before us. With regard
to the paper read by Mr. Ridge, he considered that gentle-

man was entitled to credit for having grappled with a
subject which other members of the Association had
hesitated to undertake, even for a prize.

VARIORUM.
“ The Prince of the Fair Family,” by Mrs. S. C.

Hall, published by Chapman & Hall, is a charm-
ing qaaint story, told with all the author’s usual

grace aud purity of feeling. It will interest and
delight others besides the little people to whom
it is more especially addressed. The greater

number of the illustrations are by the veteran

Kenny Meadows, whose hand (we might say,

literally, for that important member is a favourite

object of illustration with him), appears throogh-
ont the book, and Mr. "Walter Allen. Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Ward, and Mr. Noel Paton also co-

operate effectively; and the result is a book
that may be most safely recommended. The
“Emblems” of Francis Quarles gives pleasure

to only a certain number of persons, but no one
can dip into it without proGc, and few books of

its class have been more often reprinted or imi-

tated. None of his imitators have equalled him,
much less surpassed him. The now edition,

published by Tegg, “ Emblems Divine and
Moral,” is well got up, and soundly bound, and
will doubtless command the same steady sale

that has followed other issues of the Hierogly-

phics of the Life of Man.

River Steamers cutting through Sand-
banks.—It is said that a Prussian engineer has
made an invention by which steamers on rivers

can cut through or cast aside sandbanks. The
invention is not described

;
but if it does what is

said, it will be very useful iu many countries,

especially on the Continent, where rivers navi-

gated by steamers are frequently obstructed
with sandbanks. Might not a machine for deep-
ening rivers be constructed upon some such
principle P

“The Parlour Steam-engine.” — The toy
issued under this title by the Stereoscopic Com-
pany is calculated to be very serviceable to boys
and girls, and may be made the means of con-

veying to them knowledge as to the rarefaction

of air by heat, the pressure of air, centrifugal

force, and other scientifio phenomena. More-
over, it pleases while it instructs. Although
from its name some may expect to find the little

machine in a different shape from what it has, it

is in truth a reproduction of the first known
engine in which motion was produced by steam,
that of Hiero, invented, if we remember rightly,

some 400 years before the Christian era. We
do not observe that this has elsewhere been
pointed out.

The New Oil Trade of North Stafford-
shire.—A new and very extensive field of in-

dustry has recently been opened up in North
Staffordshire, under Young’s process for extract-

ing oil from cannel coal, the common shale of

North Staffordshire possessing similar properties.

This shale abounds in millions of tons near the

North Staffordshire ironstone seams, and has
hitherto been considered as worthless refuse, a
premium having been frequently paid by colliery

proprietors for its removal. Young’s patent
bas expired, and nearly 100 tuns of crude oil

are now being produced every week within a
short distance from Barslem and Tunstall,

though, as compared with its future magnitude,
the trade can scarcely be said to have begun.
Refining works have been opened. They have
been built at a cost of 12,OOOJ., midway between
the Barslem and Tunstall stations. j

Effect of Cold.—The Registrar General’s
return says,—The effects of the cold are now
visible in the returns, for instead of 1,436,
and 1,4.37 deaths, as in the two preceding weeks,
there appear on the registers of last week 1,891
deaths. The change of temperature has killed

about 455 people in London. Few were directly
frozen to death; the majority having vital force

enough to struggle against the freezing cold, bub
nob enough to prevent them from succumbing
under bronchitis and other affections.

Making and Taking.—Recently, commenting
on an assertion that the iron-trade was leaving
us, the Exaviiner quoted, against such a belief,

a statement of facts as from the Mining Journal.
Thereupon the Birmingham Daily Post re-

marked,—“ The quotation here given as from
the Milling Journal was taken by that paper
from our own leading columns, word for word,
without acknowledgment.” On which, down
comes the Iron Trade Circular with,—“ The
editor of the Birmingham Daily Post has omitted
to mention that he took his facts and figures

from US, and we may as well say that ours were
supplied to us by the Economist.” Something of
the same kind has happened with a paragraph of
our own, as to the importation of joiners’ work
from abroad, with which paragraph, quoted, by
the way, as “ from a London paper,” ^the walls
of two or three provincial towns, we are told,

are now placarded.

Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway
CoMFANY.—The report read at the ordinaiy half-

yearly meeting of this company stated that the
revenue account for the six months ending
December 31, admits of the payment of the
same dividend as that of last half-year—namely,

3J per cent., or at the rate of 7^ per cent, per
annum

;
and that the very large outlay recently

incurred by the Brighton, Great Western, and
London, Chatham, and Dover Companies, in
making the new approaches to the Victoria
Station, both north and south of the Thames,
and in widening the bridge, and the approaching
connexion of the Victoria Station with a station

of the Metropolitan District Railway, are calcu-

lated to place the maximum aggregate rental of
33,125Z. (which commences on and from the Ist

of April next) in the highest class of freehold
ground-rents. The report was adopted, and a
dividend of 3J per cent, for the half-year
declared.

A Romance of the New York Sewers.

—

A
strange story of “untold treasures” having
been found by a young girl and two companions
in tbe Now York sewers, is related by a cor*
respondent of an American paper. The result

of a week’s search is roughly estimated at
1,500,000 dollars, in realizable value, of jewelry
and other treasures. “ A bushel ” of jewelry
contained diamond rings worth some thousands
of dollars each. One plain gold ring was in-

scribed in Dutch,—“Peter Stuyvesant to his

Wife.” Altogether, however, the story has an
air of improbability about it

;
and if it were

true, the New York sewers must be managed in
a totally different way from those of London.
“ Miss Walker (who took the hint from an old
newspaper) and her brother, who find themselves
thus lifted suddenly from penury to great wealth,
intend to proceed to England, where they have
relatives,” and where they will no donbt visit

the Loudon sewers, and report wonderful pro-
gress in the New York papers !

The Art Studio of Messrs. Randel, Jewel-
lers, Birmingham.—Nearly a year ago we re-

corded the praiseworthy example set by Messrs,
Randel, goldsmiths and jewellers, Vibtoria-street,

Birmingham, in erecting a spacious and well-

appointed studio for the promotion of gratuitous
art-education amongst their workmen and ap-
prentices. 1 he result, it appears, is a decided sne-

cess. The whole scheme has been organized and
superintended by Mr. J. J. Allen, sculptor, who
is the designer and superintendent of art-works
to the firm. Prizes, consisting of books (given

by the editor of the Art-Journal), colour boxes,

and other appropriate articles, were lately dis-

tributed to the most deserving of the pupils,

whose art-works were exhibited at a meeting for

the purpose, attended by a considerable number
of workpeople and other invited guests, who
partook of a cold collation in the studio. Mr.
Randel presided, and the mayor and various

other gentlemen interested in art were present.

The average attendance at the school is about
forty-five nightly for two nights weekly. The
firm compel every apprentice to learn drawing
lOD tbe work
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Steam in Venice.

—

It ia proposed to organize
a service of steam gondolas on the canals of
Venice. The lovers of the picturesque think
this a desecration, and the gondoliers are equally
indignant, from less disinterested motives.
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Museum OF Practical Geology.—Thismuaenm
has been lighted np at night, and the Lords of
the Committee of Council on Education have
ordered that in future the museum shall be open
to the public on the evenings of Monday and
Saturday in every week. The throwing open for
the inspection of the working people of the
metropolis of an interesting and instructive
museum such as this, at the only time at their
disposal, is a boon which, when properly known,
will, no doubt, be extensively availed of.

Coal in Shropshire.—The works in con-
nexion with the sinking of a pair of shafts in
the reputed dead ground at Prior’s Lee, the snc-
cessfnl issue of which has opened up a new
coal-field, are now complete, the miners having
reached the “ clod coal,” the ultimate stratum

j

8th inst., in the Old Castle, Newcastle^,* Mr.
of the bed. The original estimate of the yield J. Johnston, vice-president, in the chair.

” Central Cottage Improvement Society.”

—

Competitors are complaining that the results of
the competition have never been properly made
known, and that they cannot get back their
designs.

Bridlington Harbour.—A considerable im-
provement by the extension of the north pier
has been effected in this harbour, which until
recently was very unquiet in gales of wind from
certain quarters of the compass. The new works
have been executed from the design of Mr. John
Coole, C.B.

; the contractors being Messrs.
Simon & Thomas Crawshaw, of Askham Bryan,
near York. In addition to the quieting effect of
the new pier extension, there are 4J- ft. more
water at the entrance than previously. The
additional depth has been gained without any
expenditure in dredging.

Northern Architectural Association.—The
eighth annual meeting of the Northern Archi-
tectural Association was held on Tuesday, the

from this mine is fully confirmed by the work-
ing, and it is computed to contain upwards of
10,000,000 tons of coal. The shafts have been
named the Granville Pits, in compliment to Earl
Granville, one of the principal partners in the
Lilleshall Company, who are working the mine.

Discussions at the Society- of Arts.—The
cotmcil have decided to set apart the first Wed-
nesday in each month, during the present
session, for the discussion of various questions
connected with Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce : these discussions may commence either
with or without the reading of a paper. On the
evening of Wednesday, the Gth of February, Mr.
Henry Cole, C.B., will introduce the following
subject :

—

o eiistine legal regulations in reference to the
Cab_J;are8 m ine Metropolis, and their effect in rendering

M. Dunn, in the absence of the secretary, read
the annnal report of the committee, which
stated that there had been an increase of mem-
bers and associates during the ye,ar. After
meeting all expenses there remained a balance
in hand. The vice-president read a paper, in
which he reviewed the past history of the asso-
ciation, its present position, and its prospects for
the future.

Explorations in the North.—The late Mr.
Bhind bequeathed 400J. to the Society of Anti-
quaries of Scotland, for tho archajological ex-
ploration of a rich field of antiquities in the
upland dutricts of the counties of Caithness,
Sutherland, and Ross. The secretary of the
society, Mr. Stnart, has lately examined the
districts, and he finds that around Wick espe-

........ oially there is an accumulation of important
remains not to be found elsewhere. The objects
referred to comprehend, — 1. Piets’

theVehielee . .. v.uri
Capitals and the large Municipal Towus of this Country.’

The Railing Round St. Paul’s.—The Com-
missioners of Sewers have recently appointed a
deputation to wait on the Dean of St. Paul’s,
for the purpose of endeavouring to have the
railing of the churchyard set back, so as to
widen the thoroughfare surrounding the cathe-
dral, and a correspondent thinks the present a
favourable time to suggest the removal of the
railing altogether. He does not seem to be
aware that this is a subject which bas been
repeatedly mooted in the Builder already. We
would not wish the railing altogether removed, or
at least the space thrown altogether open, but
we think, as we have all along done, that a re-
arrangement should be made, and a portion of
the space thrown into the roadway, where it is
most needed.

Growing Coloured Woods.—We hear of
invention by Mr. Hyett to make trees imbibe
colour while growing. The results were exhibited
lately at the conversazione of the Cirencester
Royal Agricultural College, in the form of sections
and planchettes of wood, stained with various
hues. Metallic salts are introduced into the
substance of the growing tree, apparently carried
up by the sap, and forced into the fibre and cells
of the stem. It is not said what metallic salts
are nsed as dyes. The idea reminds ns of some
carious experiments recorded, though nob the
same, in the Builder many years since, in which
dahlias were varied in colour by meaua of sub-
stances such as charcoal imbedded with the
bulbs in the soil. W e think, too, we have heard
of colours being infused into dead woods under
exhausted receivers.

London Association of Foremen Engineers.
The fourteenth annual meeting of the members
of this society took place on the evening of the
5th instant, at their rooms in Doctors’ Commons,
City. The assembly-room, notwithstanding the
exceptional inclemency of the weather on the
occasion, was crowded. The sitting was devoted
to the election of six or seven new members, the
reception of the previous half-year’s audit of
accounts, the annual address of the president

Jos^pb Newton), the election of ofiicers foi-'

186/
,
and the completion of arrangements for

the anniversary festival of the institution, ap-
pointed for the 16th of February. Mr. Newton
was re-elected with acclamation. Mr. Keytewas
chosen vice-president

j
and Messrs. Danson,

Edmonds, and Irvine, jun., committee-men. We.
understand that this society now numbers 160
members, and that it has a balance of 1,2001. at
its banker’s.

castles,
variously called round towers or brochs

; 2.

Eirde-houses, or weems, which at times are
double

; 3. Circular hut foundations, with and
without an underground chamber; -1-. Groups of
small cairns, frequently in connexion with the
hut-foundations

; 5. Large cairns, long, circular,
oval, and “horned,” with one or more central
chambers or galleries

;
6. Standing - stones,

single and in circle; 7. Rows of standing-stones
radiating from cairns; 8. Rows of standing-
stones without any apparent connexion with
cairns; 9. Hill-forts of stone ramparts; 10.
Hill-forts of vitrified stones; 11. Stones and
boulders with cup and ring [or concentric
circled ?] markings. Sir. Stuart recommends a
certain course to be followed in the investiga-
tion, and it ia probable the Society will forth-
with aothorise the thorough exploration of these
interesting remains.

Communications between Passengers and
Guards.—Notwithstanding the mnltipHcity of
plans and the fact that it is not from want of such
plans that railway authorities are slow to adopt
means of communication between passengers
and guards, still invention is at work in devising
plans; but perhaps one of the oddest is that
now under notice. A number ofrailway directors
and gentlemen connected with mechanical science
have just been attending a series of experiments
with it made on trains running between Victoria
Station and the Crystal Palace. The apparatus
is applied to a carriage, or any number of car-
riages, by simply drilling a hole in the roof. A
tube, having a slight slit in it is then in reach
of the passenger. lu the slit is a pair of jams
or jaws, covered with a chemical composition
of an ignitable character, but which can only
be ignited by the touch of another composition
having affinity to it. This second composition
is to be supplied by touching the passengers’
tickets with it, and the insertion of a ticket will
at once explode a rocket! which can be heard
from end to end of the train, and ignite coloured
fire, which will flare up for several minutes on
the roof of the carriage, so pointing out where
the explosion came from. The passenger’s
ticket will show who caused the explosion. The
exploded rocket, one would think, or its vacant
place, rather, would also speak for itself. Of this
lucifer ticket, might we suggest, that since that is

the ticket for safety (?) it might contain also a
life assurance security, so that should the pas-
senger fail in seenring hie life, it would at least
be insured for behoof of his heirs, should the
rocket explosions lead to fatal accident, such as
by delay of the train or otherwise.

The Roads.—In Kensington and Brompton,
during the frosty weather, the roads have been,
and are being, well sprinkled with sand early in
the morning, by means of which much inconve-
nience and suffering have been avoided. W^e
give credit alike to Mr. Broadbridge, the parish
survejor, and the vestry under whom he acts.

Memorial of Lord Palmerston.—It bas been
decided by the committee that the memorial of
Lord Palmerston shall be the putting in of a
stained-glass window at the west end of Romsey
Church, and if the funds are sufficient, the east
window also; and that a statue shall be erected
in the Market-place of the town. The latter is

to be placed entirely in the hands of the Hon.
Wm. Cowper to carry ont.

The Croydon Fire.—It has been resolved to
call a public vestry of the parishioners, in order
to consult them as to what is to be done as to
Croydon Church. The general opinion is, that
the remaining walls and tower are so calcined
by the intense heat that it will be better to clear
the ground, and have an entirely new chnrch.
There can now, it seems, be no doubt that the
fire was occasioned by the over-heating of the
Gurney stove at the south-west corner of the
church.

TENDERS
For the erection of casual wards, at St. Marvlebone

Workhouse. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect. Quantities
supplied ;

—

Ebbs & Sons £1,347 0 0
Brown 1,316 0 0
Nightingale 1,263 0 0
Hall 1,253 0 0
Kelly 1,243 0 0
Higby 1,1<13 0 0
Pabey 1,176 0 0
Potter & Sons 1,130 0 0
Shaw 1,117 0 0
Crabb t Vaughan 1,083 0 0

For building St. Matthew’s Church, New Kent-road.
Mr. Henry Jarvis, architect:—

Church. Spire.
Patman & Fotberingbai
Thompson
Gammon
Dove, Brothers

£7,276

Myers & Son*
Higgs

' Mr. Higgs naviDg maae i

670
6,370
6,335
6,184
6,075
5,265 ... 618

mistake, Messrs. Myers &
Son’s tender oeing the next lowest, was accepted.

For villa residence in the Seven Siaters-road, for Mr.
H. Taylor. Mr. William Smith, architect:

—

Wscfarlane £1,680 0 0
East 1,665 0 0
Grover 1,648 0 0
King 1,640 0 0
Johnson 1,626 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan (accepted) ... 1,689 0 0
Dimsdale 1,540 o 0
Blanch 1,123 0 0

For alterations to 164, Fenchurch-street. Messrs. John
Young & Son, architects:—

Chessum £1,395 0 0
Ashby & Horner 1,350 0 0
Henshaw 1,263 n n
Webb & Sons 1,245 0 0

For the erection of two warehouses in Aldermanbury,
for Mr. Meyerstein. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect. Quan-
titles by Messrs. Hovenden & Heath :

—

Scrivener A White
Hill & Sons,.,

Macey
Patman & Fotheringhai
Newman A Mann
Eilby
Henshaw
Conder
King A Sons
Browne A Eobinson ...

7,167 0 0
7,169 0 0
6,789 0 0
6.371 0 0
6,310 0 0
6,196 0 0
6,117 0 0
6,098 0 0
6,974 0 0

For alterations and additions to premises, 85, City-
road. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect;

—

Bishop £390 q q
Berry 31a 0 0
Anley 303 0 0
Sabey 294 0 0

For alterations and_addition9 to No. 231, Upper-street
Islington, for Miss Tubbs. Mr. William Smith, archil
tect. No quantities supplied—

Waters £755 0 0
oabey 495 0 0
Muctarlane 450 0 0
Hunt 3B0 0 0
Cubitt 232 0 0

For alterations at No. 20, Kensington Park-terrace
Bsyswater. Messrs. Bird A Walters, architects :—

*

Huggett A Hussey £501 15 q
Newman A Mann 379 0 0

360 0 0
\V illisms A Son 347 0 q
Kelly, Brothers 337 0 0

For alterations to tho Sun Tavern, Eanelagh-street
Pimhco. Messrs. Bird A Walters, architects —

Henshaw £6.17 q q
Ebbs A Sons 689 0 0
Williams A Son 667 0 0
Brown 649 0 0
Newman A Mann 639 0 0
McLachlan 610 0 0
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Life and Death at Sea.

IRE lately have been
the losses at sea. In a

maritime country like

ours there are few per-

some time or other

I'i Xfi? ‘Ur^
unxious for one who

^ husines-s in the great^ waters, and to whom
the voice of the storm,

as heard in the driving

rain and moaning wind,

does not now and then
bring a message of
anxiety, if not of fear.

The dangers of the deep
are continually beino

brought homo to ns,

and no one of a reflec-

tive disposition can
hear the raging of tho
storm without bestow-

ing a thought of pity

upon those who go
down to the sea in

ships. Such being the

case, the annual publi-

cation issued by the

Board of Trade, and
known briefly as tho 71 reck Register, must, or
at least, ought to, possess very general and wide-
spread interest. We may remark that these
returns refer solely to “wrecks and casualties
which occurred on and near the coasts of the
United Kingdom.” The volume for I860 has
been recently published. Let us see what storv
it tells.

The number of wrecks and casualties from
all causes on the coasts of the United King-
dom, and in the surrounding seas, amounted
to 1,656, against 1,390 in 1S6-1. Tho annual
average number of casualties during the five
years ending 1S59 was 1,204, and during tho
five years ending 1864, 1,483. Referring to this
alarming increase in the number of accidents,
the report says, “ As has been before observed,
the general average number of casualties reported
will probably increase from year to year, owing
to the increase in the number of ships frequenting
our coasts and narrow adjoining seas.” This
passage requires a little closer consideration.
It is well known that the authorities at White-
hall issue certain rules and regulations respecting
the lights, chain cables, boats, &c., to be carried
by vessels

3 and in the case of steamers, the
boilers must be inspected and passed by an
oflicer of the Board. The Board of Trade have,
of course, no authority over foreign vessels,*
but nearly 1,700 of the 2,012 ships to which
casualties happened were British ships, and
therefore subject to Government regulations. On
the present occasion we have nothing whatever
to say as to the value of these rales and regula-

tions, and we shall not inquire whether they were
ever really instrumental in saving a single life

or preventing a single “inevitable” accident.

Assuming, however, that the system is a good
one, it appears to follow, as a matter of course,

that it must always be capable of improvement.
New inventions ought to furnish new means of
preventing accidents, and the experience of one
year should yield some hints for the improvement
and extension of the system during the next.

Improvements are constantly taking place in the
construction and fitting of vessels, and there ap-
pears to be no reason why the requirements
of tho Board shonld not be made stricter as

science provides us with ready and simple

methods of fulfilling those requirements. It is

quite evident, however, from the sentence we
have quoted above, that the Board is now, in its .

own estimation, perfect, so far as the enforcing

of precautionary measures is concerned. “ We
can do no more,” the officers seem to say

5

are quite satisfied with the results
3
and, as the

shipping trade increases, so will the number of

casualties. We cannot do any more good, and
we promise not to do any less harm.” Having
protested against tho implied opinion of the
Board of Trade, that they may now fold their

arms in mute admiration of the perfect machine
which they have invented and set going, wo
return to the immediate subject of our article.

Although the number of casualties reported in

the year under consideration amounts to 1,656,

the number of ships lost or damaged reached

2,012, representing a registered tonnage of up-
wards of 377,000 tons. The number of ships

eight fishing vessels, it will be seen that the
number of vessels employed in the regular
carrying trade that have suffered from wreck or
casualty during the year is 1,914. If this

number be again sub-divided, it will be found
that about half of it is represented by the nn-
seaworthy, overladen, or ill-found vessels of the
collier class, chiefly employed in the coasting
trade. For the three years ending 1865 the
number is more than half.” There is another
point which is brought out in the report, viz.,

the great age of some of the ships to which
casualties have happened. During the lastyear
1 of the vessels wrecked was more than a
century old

5 between the ages of 91 and
100 there was 1 5

between 81 and 90, there
were 5 3

between 71 and 80, 9 3 between 61
and 70, 20; between 51 and 60, 51; be-
tween 41 and 50, 84 3

and between 31 and 4-0,

145. “The state of rottenness and want of
. repair of some of tho ships above 20 years old
often calls for remark. Even at the age of 25
to 30, it sometimes happens that a ship is so
rotten as to fall to pieces immediately ou touching
tho ground, without giving the crew the slightest

chance of getting out their boats.” What, then,
are we to expect in the case of ships 40, 50, 60,

70, and even 100 years old ? We wonder whether
the owners of rotten craft like these, which
ought to have been sent to the ship-breaker’s

yard long ago, ever think that they are in some
degree responsible for the deaths of the often
notoriously insufficient crews who work these

vessels. If they ever think of the matter at
all they probably say, “ Well, we know that these

exceeds the number of casualties, because in vessels are rotten, we know that the crew is
cases of collision two or more ships are involved I insufficient, but the voyage is short, and shonld
in one casualty. The number of ships in 1865

|

the vessel meet with a misfortune the cargo will

* 1863, certain regulations were agreedupon by tins country and France L the purpose oTpre^venting col is.ons at sea. Since that dale thirty-one offierguvei-nmeuts have adopted the same regulations! wK
to

^ universal. It does not appear, howevertohave hadthe aligbteat elFect either upon tho absolute

The nf
collisions which take place annually.The proportion between the number of eoQisions and the

w!thhra!f
collisions was tho same

dilibr!d bnf lif[r
anddiUered but little from the proportion in 1862 The

£1863’““^^'’ steadily increasing

is in excess of the number in 1864 by 271, and
is larger than any number yet reported.

Passing now to a more important part of our
subject, we find that no less than 698 human
beings were swallowed up by the pitiless sea
during the year 1865. This is in excess of the
number lost in any year, excepting 1859, when
the loss of the Royal Charier brought the return
up to 884. It is very interesting to notice that
the whole of the lives lost in 1865 were lost in

161 ships. Out of the 2,012 to which casualties

happened, 124 were laden vessels, thirty-three

were vessels in ballast, and in seven cases it is

not known whether the vessels were laden or
light

3
131 of these ships were entirely lost, and

thirty-three sustained partial damage. Of the
698 lives lost the very great number of 275
were lost in vessels that foundered, fifty-three

lives were lost on board vessels in collision, and
335 in vessels stranded or cast ashore. The re-

maining thirty-five were lost from various
causes, such as by being washed overboard in

heavy seas, by explosions, &c.

We find then that the fury of the storm was
only appeased by tho sacrifice of 698 human
beings. How far has this enormous sacrifice

been necessary ? Let us see to what extent the
loss of the 275 lives in vessels that foundered
was due to causes altogether beyond human
control. We find, on reference to the return,

that they were lost in forty-three vessels, but
it does not state how many of these vessels

were unseawortby. It appears, however, that
of tho eighty-five vessels which foundered in

1865, thirty, or about one-third, are returned as
unseaworthy. We may, therefore, say that one-
third of the lives lost in foundered vessels are
due to causes which human foresight might have
avoided. It is melancholy to think of the number
of lives which are annually sacrificed by the
cupidity of owners, who, rather than go to the
expense of keeping a vessel in proper repair, will

risk the lives of the crew in a craft which is

scarcely fit to make a voyage from London to

Gravesend. What says the report ? “ In 1865
there were ninety-eight casualties to smacks and
other fishing vessels. Excluding these ninety-

be covered by the iusnrance : aud, as to the crew,
they will in all probability be picked up by some
life-boat or passing ship 3” and the conscientious

shipowner sends his guinea subscription to the
National Lifeboat Institution, and thinks no
more about the matter. It may be that the
multiplication of lifeboat stations has a ten-
dency to make owners more careless, in the
same way that foundling hospitals are found to

encourage immorality. Be this, however, as it

may, it is most gratifying to learn, that during
the year 1865, no less than 4,162 persons were
rescued from a watery grave, some by life-

boats, some by rocket apparatus, some by
the ships’ own boats, and some by passing
vessels. It is not our intention to speak here
of the lifeboat crews, whose bravery is, as a rule,

beyond all praise. The number of lifeboats in
the United Kingdom, now amounts to 192. In
1855 it was 127.

There is some difficulty in dealing with tho
53 lives lost on board vessels in collision. The
number of fatal collisions was 20, whilst the
total number of collisions amounted to 354. Of
this number 86 are put down as being caused by
bad look-out, IS by neglecting to show proper
lights, 22 by want of seamanship, 27 by general
negligence and want of caution, 30 by inevitablo

accident, and 31 by error ofjudgment. We may
fairly attribute the casualties classed under the
first four heads to causes entirely under human
control. The total amounts to 153, or about
two-fifths of the whole number of collisions. We
may conclude, then, that 20, or two-fifchs of the
53 lives lost by collision have been needlessly

sacrificed. It is to be noted that the number of
lives lost in collision is, with one exception, less

than the number lost from the same cause in

any year siuco 1858.

We now come to consider the 335 lives lost in

vessels stranded or cast ashore. 'The return

does not furnish us with the materials necessary

for determining with much exactness how far the

loss of these lives was due to negligence. The
number of casualties other than collisions and
cases of foundering for the year amounts to

1,2153 of which 236 were due to “inattention,
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carelessness, or neglect,” and fifty-six arose
from ” defects in ships or equipments,”—292 in

all, or about one-fourth of the total nnmber of
casualties other than collisions and founderings.
Thus upwards of eighty lives, or one-fourth of
the number lost by strandings and founderings,
might have been saved. The neglect of the lead

in cases of doubt, as revealed in the course nf

the ofiicial investigations, is nothing less than
scandalous. The stranding of the Loxiisana on
the old Head of Kinsale is a case in point. This
vessel, with a cre-w of eighty-one hands and 500
poaBenger.s, left Qneenstown on the 12th of April,

l&Go, and in little more than two hours after-

wards she was ashore. ” In commenting upon
this casualty,” says the return, ” which took
place within two hours after leaving port, the
Court were much struck with the want of com-
mon prudence on the part of the master in hanl-
ing the ship to the westward when the fog came
on, as he had the wholo Irish Channel open to

him ; nor had ho any reason whatever for ap-

proaching the land, having left port so recently
;

and althmigh the fog wus very dense and
the position of the ship uncertain, the important
and necessary precaution of using the lead was

'

entirely neglected.” Fortunately no lives were
lost, but the Board suspended the captain’s cer-

tiheate. So long as Board of Trade certiBcates
are granted to men capable of committing such
fatal errors, " the general average number of

j

casualties will probably increase,” to use the
Board’s Eelf-satieCed utterance. The B;/zantium,
which was stranded on the Gunfleet Sands in

Februai y, 1S65, with loss of fourteen lives, might
have been saved had the lead been used. The
i'.'hpsr, stranded near Hartland Quay on the 5th
of Ajn-il, was lost “ by the gross neglect of the
lead.”

We must omit the consideration of the thirty-
five lives which were lost from “ various causes,”
from want of the necessary details, and we will

admit, fur argument’s sake, that they were all

purely accidental. We have, however, clearly
shown that of (598 lives lost last year on our
coasts, at least 200 have been literally thrown
away and wasted. The most enthusiastic special
pleader would, we think, hardly venture to argue
that a ship is lost “accidentally” when the

|

captain neglects the ordinary rales of naviga-
tion ; that a collision is “inevitable” when, ns
in the case of the steamer Alcj^po, the officer

,

keeps in his course, without slackening speed,
because “he supposed the schooner was taking
the same course as the steamer;” or that it is a
matter of surprise that ships built about the
time of the battle of Trafalgar should founder by
the dozen whenever a sudden storm overtakes
them a few miles from land.

'

With reference to the geographical distribn-
!

tion of shipwrecks, it appears that by far the

'

largest number of casualties happen on the east

!

coast. Last year the numbers were : east coast, I

8G8 ; west coast, 386 ;
sonth coast, 187 ; Irish !

coast, 1-iG ; other localities, 69. The number of I

lives lost is, however, greater on the west coast.

During the past year the lives lost from the Fern
Islands to the Nf»rth Foreland amounted to 113,
whilst the Irish Sea (between St. David’s Head
and Carnsore Point in the south, to the Hull of
Cantire and Fair Head ou the north) swallowed-
up 139. The disproportion is more striking if

we take the totals for the last seven years, which
give 825 and 1,736 respectively. The most fatal

wind is that from the south-west, and the least
so that from the north. Westerly gales are far
more fatal than easterly gales.

Sluch has been said and written lately about
the advantages and disadvantages of extending
Government inspection to ships’ compasses, and
the subject has occupied the attention of the
Koval Society. It may be well to seo how far

the casualties of 1865 were doe to compass
eiTOrs. Wo lind accordingly that six casual-
lies, none of which, however, were attended
by total loss of the vessel, were caused by
“local attraction and defects of compasses," but
the return does not show what loss of life took
place in consequenco of these accidents. Refer-
ring to theprt^cis of special inquiries ordered by
the Board during the year, we find that the

which was stranded on a sunken rock
oS' the island of South Uist on the 19th of Jane,
was lost from this cause. Before leaving port,

the vessel had undergone extensive repairs,
which had altered her permanent magnetism.
The compensating magnets of the steering com-
pass had been removed, and not replaced. The
court ao()intted the master of blame. In the
case of the Hector, which was stranded off

Wicklow Head on the 9th of November, the

master was acquitted. “Either the compasses
were inaccurate, or the evidence of che witnesses

as to the courses steered was false; and the

Court being reluctant to come to the latter con-

clusion, and finding the evidence as to the state

of the compasses conflicting, gave the master
the benefit of the doubt, and returned him his

certificate.” The master had only joined the
ship a few days, and before leaving Liverpool he
wished to have her re-swung, as he had heard
that the compasses were inaccurate

;
but on the

assurance of the former master, he proceeded to

sea on the assumption that they were correct.

Amongst the vessels lost abroad we find that tbo
Eastern Province, which was stranded eighteen
miles west of L’Agullas, on the 26th of June,
1SG5, was lost in consequence of a defect in the
compasses. “ It appears there always had been
a great difference between the vessel’s com-
passes, for which the master made allow-
ance, but for which he could not account.
The Court were of opinion that up to the time
of reaching L’Agullas the deflection of the com-
pass was constant, and that the vessel was kept
on her right course, but that after passing
L’Agullas some change unaccounted for oc-
curred in the performance of the needles of
the compasses, which put the master out of his
reckoning. The present state of our knowledge
of the variation of the compass on iron ships is

I

most unsatisfactory, and it is doubtful whether
Government control would be attended with any
good results. It may be laid down as a general

j

rule that any attempt to maintain by legal
enactment a higher state of efficiency than has
already been proved to be practicable is bad.

I

Before quitting the subject, we take the op-
' portunity of protesting for the hundredth time

j

against the reckless waste of precious human

j

life which takes place every clay, and which is

I

either justified by the “ pressing demands of a
high state of civilization,” as if civilization were
a Moloch only to be appeased by the annual
sacrifice of a certain mimber of human beings,
or is put to the account of “ inevitable accident.”
Human nature always was and always will be
infirm, and wood and iron are sometimes as in-

effectual as a broken reed in resisting the fury
of the storm. But until we give human nature
a chance, for instance, by not allowing the look-

out man to remain at his post some hours after
he should have been relieved, we can hardly
plead negligence, and we refuse to recognise ac-
cident when a veSvsel fails to ride out a gale with
a cable notoriously weak and in bad condition.

Viewed even in the abstract, the preservation of
human life is a sacred duty with all. It is not
that the life of a particular individual is of ap-
parently little ornoviilue either to himself, to his
own circle, or to the community at large that it

is not precious. It is not that the life of a man
who is poor, insignificant, and wretched is of any
Ices value in the abstract than that of one who is

rich, famous, and happy. It is still a life,

—

something which ingenuity cannot create and
wealth cannot buy. Property may as a rule be
replaced—not so human life. The waste of ma-
tetial possessions is reprehensible, but who shall
estimate the sin of needlessly sacrificing human
lift! ?

DORE’S PARADISE LOST.*

“Arts LONGA,” said the alchemist, “Vita
hkeyis.” Yet, wide as is the domain of art, it has
its definite and natural limits, and no artist can
attain the highest degree of excellence who is

not aware, either by theory or by instinct, both
of the nature of those lines of demarcation, and
of their relation to bis own genius, his own skill,

and his own material and method of expression.

With his skill, indeed, the true artist is never
wholly content. Let his progress be as rapid as
has been that of any great master before him,

,

the ontward expression will never adequately

:

convey the full force of the inspiring idea. At
times we may recognise the intellectual presence
of an artistic spirit in one to whom deficient

education or even niggard nature has almost
entirely denied the faculty of expression. It is

impossible to look at the works of Haydon
without a saddening impression of this kind, an
impression, moreover, that must have been but
too keenly experienced by that unfortunate
limner himself. Ac the other extreme of the
scale may be ranked such a master ofexpression

• Milton'8 “Paradise Lost,” i'luBtrated by G’J'fave
Doti\ Edited, with ^o^CB and a Life of ililtou, by Hubt.
Vaiii;ban, D.D. Londou : Cusseb, Petter, & Galpiu.
156tl.
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as Titian, in a comparison between whose earlier

and later productions we may trace the mode in
which minute and conscientious attention to

detail has educated the hand until it seemed able
to counterfeit life almost without the mechanical
intervention of drawing—to throw on canvas the
thoughts of the artist, or the likeness of his

subject, by means that can neither be copied nor
altogether comprehended. In some of the later

sketches of Gainsborough this marvellous power
is fully evinced. One may be particularized as
an example in which a donkey seems all but
alive, although, on a close inspection, you can
define neither the eye nor the ear. In the
gradual change of the style of Turner, after

the culmination of his powers we trace some-
ihiug more than the carelessness of conscious
power, wo detect the growing imperfection of
the artist’s eyesight. Some of these latest of his

productions,which look at first mere unintelligible

puzzles, become actual outstanding nature if

gazed at through nearly closed eyes.

Of the three chief forms under which art ap-
peals to the imagination, that which forms the
province of the sculptor is by far the most
narrow. The aesthetic limit of delicacy of detail

in marble is almost as confined as is the mechani-
cal limit. The architect may fret hia tracery

into lace work, and the only clieck upon the
exuberance of* his fancy, or the delicacy of his

detail, is to be found in the texture of the stone

which ho employs
;
but if the sculptor force his

work to smell of the chisel and the file, if be
obtrude upon the sense any tour de force, the im-
pression produced is rather that of wonder than
of admiration. Take, for instance, that highly
elaborate statue in the San Severino chapel, at

Naples,—the man in the net,—or its equally

finished veiled companion. No fault can be
found in the detail. The anatomy is perfect.

The net might have been taken from a fisbing-

boat in the bay, and only petrified after being
entwined around the limbs of a finished statue,

or of a man turned to stone. And yet the im-
pression produced on the mind, if compared to

that left by the bronze Mercury in the Musoo

I

Borbonico, is like the recollection of a visit to

Madame Tussaud’s museum, rather than of one
to the Elgin marbles. Again, the subjects fit

for sculpture in relief may be unfitted for

statuary. Few figures are more admirable than
the “Evening” of Thorwaldsen, but that great
artist was instinotively aware that his art could
embody that poetic idea only -i'n relievo. Tie
great anatomical difficulty of adding a third

pair of limbs to that vertebrated skeleton of
which alone we know the homology, can only be
evaded—it cannot be mastered, aud the hint

which is given by the prophet who saw in vision

winged intelligences, aud which seems to bo
consonant with that singular osteological pro-

vision which has given a double shaft to the

extremity of each vertebrated limb, has never
yet been taken by the artist.

Again, the sculptor, more than any one, suf-

fers from the restriction and from the changes
of fashion. It was long before the artists of
Greece dared represent the nude form, and the
habits aud temper of a people who dwelt in a
climate where clothing is at times an incum-
brance, and whose chief national solemnities

included the contests of the Palmstra, had to bo
duly respected by the sculptors, no less than by
the philosophers of Athens. The nude, when
once arrived at, might be thought to be beyond
the pale of the caprices of fashion. Yet it seems,
even to ns, incongruous to find Roman empe-
rors represented by pure heroic statues. It would
be intolerable to see our own kings or captains
so represented. The sculptor, then, is driven
either to an adoption of the costume of his time
which in a couple of generations seems to bo
grotesque, or, as we call it, old fashioned, or ho
is forced to adopt a sort of conventionalized
drapery that is destitute alike of truth aud of
meaning, that is a sacrifice to a confused idea
of decency and of expedience, and that would
have been well avoided even by the earlier con-
trivances of terminal figures, or of partially un-
wrougbt forms. In the first instance, where, from
a longer lapse of time, the costume ceases to bo
old-fashioned by becoming antique, the work of
the artist who is true to the costume of the day
will regain or exceed its original value— the
work of the conventioualizer will be despised.

No more illustrious instance can be cited of
the struggle of genius with this great difficulty

in a branch of art that forbids the use of what
is vague and undefined, than is presented in the
works of Roubiliac, the artist whom Lord Ches-
terfield called a sculptor among stone-cutters.
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No sculptor, of any age, appears to have exer-
cised more perfect:, if so perfect, command
over marble. Of tbe life-like expression that
he could communicate to countenance and to
form, as in the bead of Sir Isaac Newton in
the ante-chapel of Trinity j the hand and
arm of Mrs. Nightingale; the attitude of the
Argyll “ Eloquence,” the statue which Canova
pronounced to be the finest in England, there
has never been but one opinion expressed by
any competent critic. In the drapery of his
figures there is equal command of the chisel

—

equal truth to nature,—patience without any
parallel

;
bat the very truth to the nature of the

last ceutury is unfavourable to a full apprecia-
tion of many works of this sculptor in our own.
It^ has been the fashion for some persons, ad-
mirers of a meagre /j'ansi-classic elegance, or of
a servile portraiture that could bo equalled or
exceeded by mere mechanical means, to speak
of the works of Roubiliac as being inconsistent
with their own more excellent taste, becanse of
their allogorioal nature. A sneer at the terrible
“ Death ” of Roubiliac is consistent with the taste
of an age in which the progress of sculpture is re-
presented by that of the Nelson Column, and its
pui-ity and dignity by the forms of Wellington on
thearchway,andofGeorgeIV.inTrafalgar-sqnare.
It is true that in the groups that adorn the nave
and transepts of Westminster we see the same
habit of thought and motive of taste that gave
us the stately verse of Pope or the nervous vigour
of Johnson; but the word “allegoric” maybe
used as a reproach to Phidias as truly as to
Roubiliac. The Minerva of the Parthenon is as
allegoric a subject as the Minerva of the Argyll
monument. Tho “ Eloquence ” that stands beside
her is as ideal as the antique and not more beau-
tiful pleading figure in the Louvre. The moment
she departs from pure portraiture. Sculpture can
only produce symbolic figures, and in the choice
between those afforded by the Parthenon, and
those to_ be copied from tho Missal, the real
artist will feel that he has but little room to
hesitate. Fame, Love, Death, from the chisel
and burin of the scnlptors and gem-cutters of the
age of Praxiteles and of Pyrgoteles are members
ot the same Homeric, Dantesqne, or Miltonic
himihes that contain the Death, the Time, the
Fates of the great Frenchman. The Apollo
Delvidere is as true to tho heroic costume of the
Olympic games as is the Newton of Cambridge
to that of the fellow students of the great
philosopher.

The artist who covers plain surface with his
productions, whether of brush, of chalk, or of
pencil, has a far wider field and more unlimited
range than the sculptor. He can, if a master of
his craft, leave that which he dares not too
minutely define in almost as much uncertainty
as can the poet. But the limit of tho painter
lies in another direction. The artist who repre-
sents form by the chisel appeals to the same^nse of beauty in whatever age ho labours,
lie IS impeded only by that which conceals his
ontlines, and he will ever be admired by those
in whom the same blood and race produce the
sanio apprcciatiou of beauty. The Greek Venus
will always stir tho pulse of the European. The
Egyptian kings and gods shed a solemn awe into
the minds of men of like blood with themselves.
But in the wide field over which the draughts-man revels we find the too opposite and con-
temporary principles of Gothic and of Latin art.
Ihero 18 a marked opposition between the
schools—an inability of mutual comprehension,
ino Italian artists, of whom, in this respect
Raffaelle may he taken as tho loftiest type’
worship beauty and idealise nature in the
effort to

_

render human beauty more divine.
The imagination of tho Gothic artist, when once
he departs from exactitude, turns to the gro-
tesque^ and the diabolic. Beauty with him is
realistic, the portraiture of modest and true
maiden, of comely youth, or stalwart man; he
does not elongate the limbs, and diminish the
head, contract the mouth, and lower the brow
When he is anything but truthful, he becomes
cither unmeaning or quaint and grim. In the
Dutch painters and Flemish artists we find the
realism of tho Gothic school most fully displayed •

in the portly beauties of Rubens, in the clumsy
forms that are invested with the marvellous lio-ht
and shade of Rembrandt. The imaginative
element, which peopled tho black forests and
giant mountains with gnomes, and trolls, and
elves, we find in such men as Albert Durer or
Retzsch. It may be true that the Virgin Mother
of Bethlehem, if we recall her blood, her country,
and her age, is not more truthfully represented
by the Sistine Madonna than by the hard-

featured vrows of Durer. But the poetic, super-
human purity of the moat prominent object of
Italian worship is embodied in the divine con-
ception of the Italian painter. The Gothic
artist, son of the race who in the time of Tacitus
owned simulacra nulla, can only converse with
the grotesque when ho leaves the region of the
real. Let tho Italian attempt the grotesque
and he produces only the disgusting. The
political caricatures attempted by the new-born
press of Italy since 1860 have proved most con-
temptible failures.

Of the two great opposing schools of art there
can be no question as to which has the right to
claim the gifted illustrator of tho Contes Drola-
tiques. There is, no doubt, a classical school in
Franco, of which it is not here needful to speak,
and that the less so since neither in poetry nor
in painting, neither in tho tragedies of Racine
nor in the pictures of David, does it commend
itself to our insular taste. But there is also a
widely ditierent class of art, which is characte-
rized by all the pointed wit, and by much of that
dramatic action which wo uncivilly call the
grimace, of our politer neighbours. Its object is
to excite a smile, and very ofceu the smile is of
that bitter kind that we term sardonic. A great
master of this pictorial form of satire has just
laid^ down his pencil; a satirist who was to
Paris what our own lamented Leech was to
London, save that where Punch chastised with
whips, Gavarni chastised with scorpions. The
field of an artist of this nature is very closely
limited, and perhaps the more perfect is bis
command of his peculiar class of subject the
more restricted is the range of his powers. The
“ Enfans terrihles ” of Paul Chevalier would
have been impossible of depiction to Leech

;

the Frenchmen of the latter were not tho gamws
nor the loreitos of Paris, the loungers of the
Boulevards, nor the bearded lions of the Pays
Latin, but the vagrant Gaul, sea-sick, igard, and
uncomfortable, as we meet him in steamers or
see him wander forth in search of “ Leester-
squarr,”—the foreigner who eats cold crumpets
at the pastry-cook’s,—the Parisian as he is not
at home. Gavarni, on tho other hand, when that
artist visited London, not only failed to catch
the idea of the Englishman, but is said to have
been actually spoiled by our gloomy climate for
the use of his native pencil. With all the fire,

and with more than the power of Gavarni,
Gustave Dord has inscribed his name in tho
admirable illustrations of the Contes Drolatiques,
as a realist rather than an idealist, a Gothic
rather than a Latin artist,—a lover of force, of
truth, and of humour, rather than 8. worshipper
of beauty, if we except the beauty of landscape.
In the whole range of literature, it would be

hard to produce a work more incongroona to the
genius of such a designer than the “ Paradise
Lost.” A great artist,—and Doid is a great
artist,—unrivalled in fecundity, unsurpassed in
power and truthfulness of drawing, masterin'^
the difficulties of torsion and foreshortening

who, looking forth from the early darkness
which he shared with “blind Thamyris and blind
Mmonides, and Tiresias and Phineus, prophets
old,” saw an Eden peopled by such glorious
forms as have appeared to no mortal vision since
the ladder was beheld by the Syrian patriarch
that reached from earth to heaven. Such was
the man to whom the English penplo are in-
debted, if we may not say for their theology, yet
at all events for that organised and detailed
interpretation with which they have been wont
nnconsciously to overlay the simple gi-audenr of
the Hebrew Scriptures. That the Paradise of
Milton is not the Eden of the Pentateuch, is
admitted by those admirers of our great poet
who tell us that he drew his ideas from the
whole of the Bible, or, in other words, that
wherever a beautiful idea could bo culled from
the language of sacred allegory, or of prophecy,
or of comfort, ho repeated it in his melodious
diction, and applied it to the scenery of his
divine drama. Nor has the price been light that
our days have seen paid for yielding to the se-
duction of Milton. Aa science has decyphered
the stony records of the past,—as we have slowly
learned that many of the things long most surely
believed among us, are incousistuut with the
certain record that God has left of his works,-
the creed which rested mainly upon imagina-
tion has been rudely shocked, and tho pulpit baa
echoed the accusation that Geology contradicted
Moses,—when it only contradicted Mikon.
Between the genius of such a poet as Milton,

and the genius of such an artist as Dore, no very
lively sympathy can e.xi8t. That M. Dore should
have attempted the illustration of “ Paradise
Lost” speaks much for ins courage. It speaks
yet more for his genius that wo should have to
speak of the work as a qualified pucceas, and
not as an_ unqualified failure. The splendid
volume which has been published simultaneously
in London and in New York is one of tho noblest
that has issued from the press. A picturesque
life of Milton, from the veteran pen of Dr. R.
Vaughan, is followed by a brief introduction to
the poem, written in a fair and moderate spirit,
rho only fault to be found with tho letter-press
is the frequent deforming of the page by notes,
as to which it is difficult to conceive what class
of readers they are intended to benefit. It irri-
trtes the eye to be attracted from the even flow
of the metre of Milton to receive tho intelligence'
that “grand parents” moans “first or great
parents;” that “wituessed” iiie.ins “ex-
pressed that to “ suffice ” means to “ satisfy.”
Sach comments are rendered the more inex-
cusable by tho great beauty of the page, .and
the injury which it suffers from the small
typo of the importinont und idle comments.
There is no list of plates, — an omission the
more to bo lamented as tho order of their in-
sertion is not that of tho numbering engraved
on their margins

j so that it is only by counting
them one by one, and by assuming that tho copy
consulted contains all, that wo arrive at the

.MO uii.iouiL.cB ui Loitiioa anu loresnortening
|

consulted contains all, that wo arrive at thewith a touch that recalls that of tho great
j
number of fifty. Of those fifty plates we hare
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Florentine, massing light and shade with a
brush dipped in the gloom and glow of Rem-
brandt, depicting animal life, np to a certain
point, as faithfully as Landseer orRosaBonheur,
and possessing an acquaintance ivith tho manner
in which tho direction and massing of lines give
at will, either height, or breadth, or distance,
which seems to be peculiarly hia own,—such an
artist may say. Nihil humanum a me aliemim
puto. Who shall forbid such a one to enter into
Eden, the garden of God? The attempt we
cannot lament; of tho success we must speak
with high, if not with unrestricted admiration.
Dore has achieved much, but ho has not achieved
a miracle. It is not for the artist who could
paint the very knight that Cervantes drew to
limn the chaste matronhood of Eve, or the
prood though fallen majesty of Satan.
To realise the scenery of the “ Paradise Lost,”

wo must rsmember who and what was its author.
An English puritan, with the education of a
classical scholar, whoso slowly maturing genius
had been ripened by the bright skies and lovely
scenery of Italy, and whoso bardic talent was so
fired by his religious sentiment that he failed to
distinguish, in his verse at least, between the
poetio and tho prophetic inspiration. A puritan
who would love to linger in the dim religious
light of the cathedrals built by his Catholic
ancestors. An Englishman who read and who
wrote, Greek, Latin, Italian, both in prose and
in poetry, to whom Homer, Dante, Virgil, were
familiar friends, a man of earnest thought and
ardent action, of personal beauty as remarkablediuenc action, oi personal beauty as remarkable eye as the mechanical instruments of flight,
as his personal purity was unblemished

;
and

|
Christian art, improving after its fashion

.... LMaac lil.^y pJilLVB 'VO UaVO
a few words to say, regarding them as naturally
consisting of six several groups.
The drama of “Paradise Lost” is mainly

divided into the two distinct scries of human
and superhuman action. To tho latter class of
scenes M. Dore has devoted more than half of
his designs, no less than twenty plates giviuf^
the fall, the struggles, and the councils of the
evil angels, and five being devoted to the deni-
zens of Heaven. A difficulty of great magni-
tude awaits the artist at the very threshold of
his task. We can present to the imagination
flying anthropoid forms under one of three pos-
sible suppositions. We may conceive the human
body to be raised by the direct exertion of some
occult spiritual power, such as is attributed by
the Roman Church to the ecstasies of her saints,
and is represented by the great Italian masters
in the Apotheosis of the Virgin, or the rapture
of St. Paul. Such, too, were the classic repre-
sentations of the gods, whether arriving, like
Iris, with a message from Olympus, or fading
from view like tho Venus of Virgil from the side
of .^neas. The classic artists never gave pinions
as instruments by means of which celestial
beings passed from earth to heaven. Wings
with Phidias and his contemporaries were sym-
bols alone, given to Victory and to Love, indi-
cating in Psyche tho resurrection of tho soal bj'
the allusion to the butterfly, bound on the tala-
ria, the caducous, and the petasus of Mercury,
and shading the madness of Medusa

; but in
none of these instances are they presented to the
eye as the mechanical instruments of flight.
nhviQt.ifiTi nvf
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on the men in -white garments seen by the
apostles, and on the earlier messengers from
heaven, -whose nature was recognised only on
their departure, peopled the sky with repetitions

of the classic victory. The artist who follows

in this inartistic course has to contend with
the impossible. The more profound his know-
ledge of anatomy, and his sense of weight and of
poise, the more impossible is it for him to satisfy

himself with the delineation of figures supported
and moving in the air by the mechanical agency
of wings. His angels writhe, and flap, and
flounder,—but fly they do not. The wings are
inadequate to the -weight of the figures, the
positions assumed are not those which are con-

sistent with their flight; and yet the simple idea
of the ancients, the wingless volitional flight of
which we are moat of us conscious in dreams, is

forbidden by tlie introduction of these un-
manageable pinions. It is true that a third
method may be drawn by fancy from the
analogy of nature. If we suppose the angelic
forms to be destitute of gravity, or, rather, to

possess the specific gravity of the surrounding
atmosphere, we may consistently regard them as

hovering around, and we may then imagine the
wing to be employed, not as that of a bird to

sustain weight, but as the fin of a fish to give
impulse, and tlio difficulties of proportion and of

position will then no longer exist. But in this

case the artist must be able at the same time to

piesent to the mind the etherial nature of his

celestial subjects, whether delineated by such
lines of light as Doie has occasionally and very
beautifully employed, or indicated by some
eflTect of transparency or of pervious and aerial

structure which destroys the sense of weight.
Such an effect, to some extent, has been attained
in the outlines of Retzscb. But the very accuracy
of the drawing of Dore is opposed to this mode
of eluding the difficulty, and the eye accustomed
to the requirements of physiology and to the
observance of the laws of dynamics will, for the
most part, wander ill content through the winged
hosts ibat soar or that struggle on his pages. The
happiest exception to this criticism is to be found
in the group of angels circling in chorus of praise.
In this plate the aerial poise of the figures is

most masterly, and yet it will be observed that the
most perfectly floating figure is one without
wings. The effect is no doubt heightened by the
absence of any ground-line. There is not, how-
ever, a single beautiful face in the group, and
the two undignified figures in the centre will
not find favour with many English readers of
Milton. Again, in the flight of Ithuriel and
Zephon round the Garden, we have eagerly-
moving, well-poised figures, the sense of mo-
chanical weight being relieved by a delicacy in

the treatment of form and of drapery that
suggests an ethereal nature in harmony with the
posture of the angelic guards. The direction of
the main lines of the figures in this plate is

signally skilful and happy. We cannot say as
much for that which has been selected by the
publishers as the sample to adorn the prospectus,
the Descent of Satan towards our world. The
body ofthe fiend is palpable and material

;
indeed

it seems as if the artist had purposely sacrificed
the aerial lightness of the figure for the better
intimation of his moral character. For the
same reason, we presume, his attributes are
gradually changed

;
the feathered pinions de-

generate into bat-like wings, the feet turn into
hoofs, horns appear in the later scenes, and the
armour and clothing of the Archangel is gra-
dually laid aside, so that in the most carefully-
drawn of the representations of Satan, in which
be sits contemplating the Serpent asleep, the
highly-finished figure is perfectly nude. In the
flight towards earth, the apparent weight of the
body is such as altogether to overpower the fore-

shortened wings, and the effect of the figure,

carefully and accurately drawn, is that of a
tumbler, the backward movement of the foot

rendering the unpleasant conclusion irresistible.

In this plate, moreover, is to be noticed an over-
sight most rare in the works of Dore. The
small size of the globe of earth is, of course,
intended to denote its distance from the fiend,

and the effort which the observer has to make,
is to realise its position as a planetary body,
delineated as -sve sometimes see the dark side
of the new moon by earth shine. Bnt this
illnsion is dispelled by the shadow which a cloud,
BO near to the eye that we detect its structure,
casts on the very body of the planet, thus entirely
destroying the sense of distance.
More imaginative, but, we think, less suc-

cessful than the angels, are the marine monsters
evoked from the abyss by the wand of the artist.

The revelations of paleontology might be studied

with profit by M. Dore, with benefit to his own
future works, and with great benefit to the

geologist, who might hope for a better rendering
of the forms of those extinct monsters, of the
anatomy of -which so nioch more is becoming
kno-wn than is at present to be learned from any
attempted restorations. In the work before us,

the Leviathan, though wonderful in its render-

ing of the idea of length, is neither a dragon
nor a fish, but a gigantic Proteus or Syren. Its

head is decidedly that of one of this batrachian

family, and the position of the second claw
renders the succeeding length of tail homologi-
cally impossible. Of the dragons that fill the
hall of Pandemonium, we can only sny that they
are diabolic, as no doubt they were intended
to be.

In the third group of plates, those presenting
single figures, or groups of two or three care-

fully elaborated forms, we must note the draped
sworded figure in the group of Sin and Death,
as meriting the appellation of sublime. Death,
wo cannot doubt, is the subject

;
but if so, the

companion figure by no means will answer for

the representative of Sin. The first plate, where
the fallen archangel nprears himself from the
gulf, gives one of the finest single figures in the
book; but here, again, the recumbent figure

bears so close a resemblance to the succeeding
representations of Satan, that we are in doubt
as to the meaning of the artist. In the clam-
bering of the fiend over the wild and fearful

rocks of another plate, we again are made to
feel that a figure armed with such wings could
not have been so painfully dependent on his
hands and feet. The most carefully finished of,

all this series of plates is the one to which we
have before referred, of Satan seated and con-
templating the Serpent. The figure is superb;
but the head, though a fair representation of the
monkish Satan, falls far below the dignity of the
Archangel of Milton.

Apart, in their idea and composition, from the
other groups of designs are the three episodical
plates of the building of the Ark, the Deluge,
and the Descent of Moses from Sinai. The first of
these gives one of the striking contrasts of light

and of shade so characteristic of this remarkable
master; although the size of the vessel, of which
the riba stand out black against the sky, is but
that of an ordinary bark. The patriarchal figure

with the frame-saw is evidently unaccustomed
to the use of that implement. The Deluge
recalls the plague of darkness in Egypt. The
figure of Moses, though small, is fine and
dignified.

In approaching that division of the designs in

which the chief human interest of the work
centres, we desire to keep as free as possible from
any disposition to carp or to cavil at the works
of a great artist, the feeblest of which possess
much to excite respect and admiration. Yet it

is impossible not to feel that the very truth and
accuracy with which M. Doro represents nature
as he sees it, has excluded him from the Eden of

,

Milton. In almost every instance in which he
has drawn the inhabitants of the fairy scenes ,

which he conjures up, wo feel that their eyes
have been opened. There is a sense of some-
thing slightly uncomfortable or improper clinging
to the figures—they are not unclothed, but
stripped. The feet, too, of Eve, have evidently
not only been shod, but seem never to have
been otherwise than well and luxuriously
shod,—they are not the feet of a woman who
walks barefoot. The attitudes of Adam,
true as is the drawing, are those of a model.
There is one perfectly unconscious Eve,— the
one asleep

;
but the figure, though an admirable

representation of a sleeping woman, is not that
of a beautiful woman, nor of one whose attitudes
are instinctively graceful. The face never is

beautiful. In the scene in which the pair are
listening to the recital of the angel, that of Eve
is from a fourth to a fifth larger than that of
Adam. Had M. Dore filled his memory with
glimpres of the unclothed tribes of Africa, with
the dances and the baching, not of negi'oes, but
of the well-formed races that resemble animated
bronze, and that regard clothing as an imperti-
nence

;
had he even lingered by the side of the

ilediteiTanean during those hot months that
drive strangers to the north, and natives to the
sea, his truthful pencil would have limned noble,
free, unconscious forms, clothed only in their
native grace, and thinking no more of drapery,
or of its absence, than do the antelopes or the
swans.
Among these groups it is a pleasure to dwell

,
on one that affords room for unrestricted ad-

miration,—that in which the approach of the
angel through a glade, throwing the glances of
his own light on the seated figure of Eve, unites
the charm of landscape, of figures, and of that
effect of light and shade in which Lore so emi-
nently excels.

We have reserved the landscape for the last.

Although nob equal to the wonderful tropical

scenery of the Atala of the same artist, they are
generally charming. The separation of the
waters in the second day of creation is the finest

representation of a chao'-io scene with which we
have ever met. The river pouring into Paradise
is a study, and a marvel of rush and movement.
The evening of the sixth day, although it sutlers

from the fidelity of the artist to that description

of the poet which cannot be graphically repre-

sented without exciting a feeling of incongruity,
is another scene of great beauty

;
and the two

recumbent elephants, in especial, are wonders of
animal life. Above all, the representation of the
fifth day, the sharp lines of the engraving, and yet
the effect of river mist and the aerial perspective
which they afford, the delicacy of the plumage
and the grace and truth of the forma of the
birds, the harmony of the rustic landscape,
present a scene in which we find no element of
discord or room for hesitating admiration. Isor

must we omit to mention the wonderful train

of angels descending after the fall, although the
human figures in the scene are disagreeable ; the
departure of the angel into heaven, where the

fading form of light is watched from the bower
of Adam

;
or the steady, evil, terrible progress of

the Serpent towards his unconscious victim. In
these eight plates alone there is enough food for

admiration to render the volume worth the pur-

chase of those who can afford the price.

We would ofl'er one word of suggestion to the
gifted artist, and to his enterprising publishers.

For the prolific pencil of M. Dore wo can only

express two wishes
;
one, that it should ever and

anon be dipped into fresh scenes of living nature ;

that the artist seek, at times, repose from hia

labours in travel, especially in eastern or in

southern travel
;
and secondly, that it should be

employed on subjects of a nature germane to the
genius of its master. There are two English
poets who come much more naturally uuder this

description than does Milton. The illustrations

that Dore could give us of the “ Faery Queen”
might combine all the excellences of his best

works. Satyrs would peep tbrongli the ivy, and
the quaint tilting armour of the fifteenth cen-

tury would gleam on the magic page. And for

a Christmas book for 1867, leaving aside the
historic plays, which the patriotism of a French-
man would forbid him to illustrate to our satis-

faction
;
avoiding Falstaff, so eminently English;

if we turn to the scene in which Shakspeare
gave the reins to his imagination, we shall have
all that the artist needs. No work that ever
issued from the press ought to exceed the beauty
of the “ Midsummer Night’s Dream,” illustrated

by Gustave Dore.

THE DESIGNS FOR THE NEW NATIONAL
GALLERY.*

In our last number we described the several

designs of two of the competitors, for the
enlargement or reconstruction of the National
Gallery, and for a building nearly or entirely

new ; and we noticed the design fur the enlarge-

ment, by a third competitor, Mr. Street
;
whose

views as to lighting, principles to be observed in

planning, and style or decorative character, we
adverted to. We have now to describe the
design for a new building by this last-named
competitor.

As Mr. Street does not deal with the site of the
barracks, we shall be spared trouble in descrip-
tion. On the ground now occupied by the work-
honse his plan shows an open court

; which, as
may be understood, is not rectangular. The
entrances to the building are, advisedly, two
only; and they are placed, one, as directed, in
the centre of the chief front, and the other at
the north-east angle of the ground. The chief
features of the front towards the Square are a
lofty dome, in the middle of the range of building,

and an advanced porch,—the latter, from its door-
way and other features, very ecclesiastic in
character. This porch is tripartite on the
ground, and in arrangement of its roofing. It is

flanked by circular features of the plan, which
are dome-capped; and the general parapet would

* Sea pp. 23 and 40, ante.
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stop upon tlie curve, in the case of each of these
small domes, in an unsightly manner : had the
drawing been correct, this would have been ob-
served. From the porch, the entrance leads into
a groined hall under the large dome. The fioor
here is 6 ft. above the pavement outside.
Opposite the entrance, is a doorway from the
hall; whilst flanking this doorway are the com-
mencements of two flights of stairs which
afterwards rnn parallel with the transverse
axis of the building, and lead to the floor above.
There is a considerable slope upwards from
Trafalgar-square to Hemming’s-row

; and instead
of getting all his steps in the front, Mr. Street
raises the floor-line of the portion of the building
on the new ground, and places steps to the door-
way from the hall. The several features of the
liall are shown in one of the effective views that
Mr. Street knows how to make. Eight and left
of the hall are the galleries for the drawings.
The ground-floor, including the rooms round the
quadrangle, according to Mr. Street, should
provide also for the National Portrait Gallery, for
engravings, and perhaps for an art-library

; and
we hope that the two latter requisites in a
Na,tional Gallery will not be omitted in the
building that is to be built. The wing to the west
of the ball contains the rooms of the keeper’s
residence, and others. These are arranged in two
•floors; and the division is masked externally by
a transom of tracery, which is repeated in the
other windows of the front. The external
decorative character of the wings is produced
chiefly by a range of arches. These arches
spring from columns : they carrygable- or canopy,
mouldings; the columns carry tabernacles;

- and the arches, or bays, enclose besides the
windows, traceried, to which we have alluded,
and which are coupled,—certain openings, ap-
parently nob to be glazed, that would light a
corridor which is external to the line of galleries
of the first floor. These corridors, with others,
are intended to assist the free circulation of
crowds

;
and this point seems to have been well

studied by Mr. Street, llis Trafalgar-square
front, however, is anything but satisfactory ;

indeed, it is open to some of the gravest charges
that the Gotbicists have brought against Classic-
ists.

_

It reminds one of a church that has lost
an aisle, where piers and arches have been filled
in with new walling and windows. The portion
of the front that is most satisfactory is the dome,
with its octagonal tambour decorated in a man-
ner that recalls Pisan models, and with a clever
setting of tho octagon upon the square of
support, aided by pinnacles at the four angles.
Before leaving this front, let ns say that
Mr. Street would introduce a Sight of steps
in the middle of the terrace of the Square.
He advisedly dispenses with railing like that
enclosing the front at present. We have no
space to describe the end- and rear-fronts

;

though these contain parts that are suffi’
ciently picturesque. Amongst them is a feature
that is placed in a re-entering angle, near to
where the raking line of Sc. Martin’s-place
and the line of the main frontage meet.
Another feature forms the north-east angle of
the whole building, where the secondary en-
trance i8_: here the roof is carried up; the
staircase is reflected in the stepped arrangement
•of the windows

;
and there is a cluster of

tabernacles, or niches and sculpture, on the
angle. In the east front ther.e are arches,
but somewhat difierent to those of the
chief front. All the galleries of the ground-
floor are side-lighted

; but the disadvanta-^es
comparatively, of the system, are sought to be
OTercome by giving great height to the rooms.
This would increase the number of steps

; but
Mr. Street shows that his design has not more
steps to the principal floor-level than there are
in the cases of the Dresden, and the two Munich
galleries. On the principal floor, the galleries
occupy the four sides of the quadrangle (or in-
eluding the galleries in the eastern half of the
main front) and the western half of the front.
The 50 ft. galleries are top-lighted

;
and, in themam front, the light to these galleries, by an

arrangement of the roof, nob appearing towards
Trafalgar-square, is taken from the north. A
double skylight is rightly deemed essential.
Alongside of the large galleries, in most cases
is a range of galleries for the cabinet-pictures

;

and these latter galleries, which are side-lighted
are placed in two stories, that is, two in the
height of one story of the large gallery. The
opportunity for making this economic arrange-
ment is certainly an argument for the side-
lighting system, albeit not conclusive. The
galleries for cabinet-pictures are divided into

compartments by screens, which are 15 ft.

in height.

Mr. Street’s pamphlet testifies to attention
that he has given to the subject of picture-
galleries, aided by examination of such gal-
leries as there are at Dresden, Berlin, and
Munich. Besides general features, he has
attended to details, as the provision of a lift for
pictures, of closets in the walls below the pic-
tures, and of receptacles iu connexion with dust-
shoots, for the sweepings of the floors. As to
the 50 ft. width, prescribed, he, in common with
so many others, thinks it excessive. He would
have no gallery more than 40 ft. to 45 ft. ; he
points out that the Dresden Gallery is only
31 ft., and the Pinakothek at Munich about
38_ft.

;
and he justly says that the increase of

height in top-lighted galleries, operates not for
the advantage of the lighting, but as a tempta-
tion to bang pictures where their finer qualities
cannot be seen. He differs from several of the
competitors in one respect : he provides no
sculpture-gallery. He regrets the omission; but
he thinks, were sculpture provided for, that
sculpture and paintings should not be brought
close together : according to him, the effect “is
generally found to be conflicting.’’ Comparing
his provision of space for paintings with that in
other galleries, he gives some useful particulars
of the galleries at Dresden, Munich, and Berlin,
from his measurements; though we see that his
dimensions are only those of /oor-spaco. The
Dresden Gallery be considers the best of the
number,— thai is, four, counting two at Munich.
At Dresden, the gallery-floor contains 24,700 ft.

The ground-floor is appropriated to engravings
and casts. Of the floor, or floors, alone
appropriated to paintings, 8,700 ft. are top-
lighted, 8,000 ft. are side-lighted, and 8,000 ft.

in the upper cabinets are top-lighted for the
most part. None of the galleries are more than
46 ft. Gin. in length by 31ft. 2 in. in width;
whilst the cabinets are generally each 14 ft. 6 in.
by 16 ft. The Pinakothek Gallery at Munich is
badly lighted ; the cove is too large, and the
skylight too small

;
whilst, as there is no second

skylight, blinds are necessary to exclude tho
sun; but which then exclude light. The en-
trance at the end of tho gallery, instead of iu
the middle, is said to be tho cause of unneces-
sary traffic through the rooms at Munich

; and
the cabinets, 12 ft. 6 in. by 17 ft. 6 in., and 12 ft.

in height, seem to be’ too small and too low.
The Berlin Gallery, of recent erection, Mr. Street
supposes to be the worst-contrived in Europe.
As to the Louvre, he mentions Sir Cuarlee
Barry’s estimate, 62,000 ft., and that given in
the Summary at the end of the Appendix to the
Eeport of the National Gallery Site Commission
(1857), which was 80,000 ft.

;
but he is not dis-

posed to place auy reliance on the dimensions in
the Summary. The area of the exhibition-
rooms in the present National Gallery, he gives
as 9,734 ft., and that in the Eoyal Academy as
7,462 ft.

; which would make a total of 17,3 96 ft.

The area provided in Mr. Street’s design, of
course excluding corridors, keeper’s residence,
offices, and the like, would be :

—

Oa the Gallery-floor:— Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.
Principal Picture-calleries 3s,8ja
Cabinets on the (jallery-floor 8, llU
Do. on floor above the giillery-

floor 8,93-i

^ Total 60,203
On the Ground.floor :

—

Turner Gallery i QgQ
Gallery for Drawings of old

’

masters, and exhibition-rooina 11,G79
Water-colour Galleries 5,690
Library or Drawings (Eastern

Gallery). 3,467
National Portrait Gallery 8,056

Total 30,781

Grand total : Floor-area ofEoomsfor Pictures
and Drawings 86,9Si

So that, without building on the barrack-yard,
the ground would allow, according to Mr. Street,
on the gallery-floor alone, space exceeding by
about 46, 500 ft. that now provided in theNational
Gallery, or space about equal to that of the
Louvre galleries. We give these dimensions
without thereby intending at all to designate
Mr. Street’s design as that which should be
selected, and without feeling that we are bound
to give the estimates of other competitors.
Neither can we enter into any comparison of
figures

;
though we must point out that it is one

that the judges are bound to make. We give
the estimate for whatever interest it may have
with our readers, and as affording some approxi-
mation to an idea of -n-hat the future build-
ing may be, as to the provision for pictures.
We would, however, observe that difficulty of

comparison, for the judges or ourselves, is
occasioned by the differences of reading of the
Instructions,’’ as to what works of art space had

to be provided for. Here, indeed, “ Instructions’*
should have been definite. As the case is, some
of the competitors provide for sculpture, in-
clusive of antiquities from the British Museum :

others exclude sculpture entirely, or in the main,
but include the National Portrait Gallery

; whilst
some express an opinion, not without grounds,
that a collection like this last, which is interest-
ing not chiefly in connexion with the art of
painting, but otherwise, should be excluded from
a gallery of art-works. We may add that Mr.
Street estimates his building as likely to cost
374,000Z., inclusive of 25,000?. for sculpture
upon it.

Mr. Cockerell’s designs are three in number,
and are marked No. 1, No. 1a, and No. 2. The
drawings are somewhat mixed together in the
Galleiy, as compared with those of designs of
other competitors. The design for altering the
present building is the No. 2. The design No. 1 a,
however, retains the portico of the centre, and
would use again the columns, pilasters, and
entablature ol tho present front; whilst by a
slight modification in the arrangement of the
decorative features, the existing galleries might
be preserved. No. 1 is the design for an entirely
new building. Galleries on the site of the bar-
racks are shown on the plans

; but descrip-
tion of the designs should here exclude them.
The design No. 2 would involve but little puUing
down of what is existing. The present dome and
the “pepper-boxes,” would be removed; and
there v>'ould be added an attic and two domes in tho
centre, and two other domes to the wings, making
four domes to the front. These domes would bo
carried on columns or iron-supports. The arrange-
ment would involve the removal of the present
staircases, and construction of a new staircase.
The attic would be decorated with terminals or
caryatides

; and round the springing of each
dome, or upon the tambour, would be obelisks.
The galleries in the new ground would be the
same as in the designs “ 1 ” and “ 1a,” (which
we are about to describe,) excepting as to a
slight difference in the matter of floor-levels.

In design No. 1a, tho dome and the lan-
terus of the wings are removed as before;
but, whilst tho present portico is in fact re-
tained, a very different character is given to it,
as also to the rest of the building. We should
mention that tho two staircases are not retained j
but that iu the centre of the front-range of
building, a large staircase-hall is planned, with
balconies round, which are reached by three
different flights of steps from the landing be-
tween the stories

; to which landing there is a
single flight opposite the entrance. One of the
three upper flights, without turning from tho
landing, leads straight to the new galleries on
the line of transverse axis of the plan : the other
upper flights, returned back, give access (0 the
balcony-landing; leading from which,the galleries
of the front aro entered. As regards the portico ;

for the present podium-wall are substituted an
upper and a lower stylobate; the latter being a
continuation of the same feature, which is added
to the whole length of the building, and is rus-
ticated with horizontal channelling; whilst tho
upper stylobate, to the portico itself, has ordi-
nary cornice- and base-mouldings of a pedestal.
Flanking the portico, and not interfering with
its columns at the sides, two-storied and dome-
capped masaes, square on plan, are added to the
main line of the building : in these aro the
entrances, flanked by salient columns

; whilst the
upper story is piiaatraded, and contains niches.
Between these two masses, and forming tho
back-ground to the roof of the portico, there is
an attic-wall, with niches

; and above and to tho
rear of this is a square mass, slightly enriched,
enclosing the upper part of the central space of
the staircase-hall. The order is continued to
the ends ot the building: the columns hero are
salient; aud they stand on the bold set-off or
base which corresponds with the lower stylo-
bate of the portico. The salient portiona
of the entablature, over the columns, carry scroll
buttresses to an attic

;
and upon the latter are

vases. From behind the attic rises the steep
slope of the curb-roof. At the ends of the front,
however, masses are carried up higher than the
general line of attic, or as pavilions. Decora-
tively, they add a super-order to the main order,
their features being pilasters, and salient columns
carrying a central pediment in each face, besides
niches. As termiuation to the whole, there are
obelisks,—which Mr. Cockerell seems to be
enamoured of. A good termination, other than
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statnp, to the piers, or pedestals of an attic, of a
building of the classic character, still remains to
be designed. The intercolumns of the main order
in this design, are filled with very lofty -windowa,
each with a pediment, and a decorated mullion-
and-transom window-frame. On the whole, we
prefer the design to the No. 1. Tho description
of the plan and arrangement of this last-named
will answer for No. l.\, with the exception of what
is connected with the staircase.

In his design No. 1, Mr. Coclcerell, like so

many of the other competitors, has adhered
to the raking lines of the ground, next Hom-
ming’s-row and St. Martin’a-place. To avoid
the eyesore of acute angles he Las substi-

tuted for them, circular forms on plan, on
the principle observed in the triangular block
containing the Lowther-arcade, in the West
Strand. This very arrangement, however, as to

the north-western angle in Hemming’s-row,
would become a defect in the event of a pro-

longation of the line of building, westward

:

indeed, this appears in an elevation which shows
the combined or extended frontage. We may
confine description, as in previous cases, to the
design non-inclusive of acy buildings on tho site

of the barracks and barrack-yard. The lines of
the chief frontage aro the same as in the present
building, excepting that the general lino for tho
wings is advanced 4 ft. This would preserve a
view of the portico of St. Martin’s Church, to

any spectator standing at the portico of the
College of Physicians, or at some distance west-
ward on the opposite side of the street. One
competitor, whose design we have to notice, felt

so much doubt as to tho interpretation of the
" Instructions ” on this point of tho view of the

St. Martin’s portico, that he has prepared
alternative plans. Mr. Cockerell’s building
would be entered, in the middle of the front,

through a loggia of arches approached by side-

flights of steps. This loggia has five arches in

front, and has one arcli at each end, or to tho
projection from the main line of building.

Arches corresponding witli those of tho loggia
aro the chief features of tho general frcmt

j

where, however, they are filled in with walling
containing window-openings. All tliese arches
rest on a podium, channelled horizontally, and
pierced with circular openings at long distances.

The arches of the loggia and front have no im-
posts or consoles. In their spandrils are wreaths.
Tho piers have some kind of cable-formed de-

coration up the face of each. They stand on
dwarf-pedestals of peculiar appearance. Tho
ends of the loggia break forward slightly in

front, and on the returns, to form square masses
on plan: these carry dome -capped turrets.

From the loggia the way leads into a circular

entrance-hall
;
from which stairs lead, right

and left, to galleries of the principal floor;

and from which the galleries on the trans-

verse axis of the plan are entered. The
entrance-hall has an opening in the centre, in

the ceiling, for light from the ball above.
Tho latter hall is lighted, through a domical
ceiling, from openings in a lefty outer dome
which is tho main feature of the building
externally. Wo must say, however, that the ex-

ternal dome has been made an inelegant feature.

The external details generally of the “Design
No. 1 ” are inferior to what Mr. Cockerell can
accomplish

;
but those of tho tambour of this

dome—a sort of “ Debased Italian”—are really

bad. They are ns inferior to much of the work
of the period of tho original “ Debased Italian,”

aa work of a village-mason striving to imitate
that Italian, might be to the original. As to the
dome itself, the openings proposed to be filled

with glass-tiles,—by which means, according to

Mr. Cockerell, “tho effect of a conservatory'
would be avoided, and tho dome would have
a solid appearance,”—wonld not in our opinion
conduce to tho solidity or other ingredient
of the effect externally. Internally, as to the
domical lighting of the circular h^l and the
decoration, the case is very different. The ceil-

ing, or vault, is divided into two parts in the
height, by mouldings. Tiie lower division, which
is entirely decorative, presents, at the b.'ise, a
series of lunette-spaces enclosing sculpture in

relief: above these are circles enclosed by
wreaths of laurel, and containing portraits of

celebrated .artists : in the intermediuto spaces
round the springing, are winged figures holding
the wreaths; and ornamentation is carried up
as support to the dividing-mouldings before
mentioned. The space above, to a central
“ eye,” is divided into compartments

;
and these

nre filled in with large panes of glass in bars
arranged on a geometric pattern. The “eye”

is capped by a small lantern. On the walls, in

the drawing, the Cartoons are shown; but these

works would surely be too large, either singly, or

altogether, for any hall of no greater circum-
fci-ence than that which Mr. Cockerell proposes.

Eound the well-hole aperture in the floor, there

is a seat ; which is made an architectural feature.

The entrance-hall below is divided by columns
of tho Phigaleian Ionic order. Besides tho fea-

tures of the exterior that have been described,

there are pavilions to tho ends of the front,

somewhat as in the other designs. They have
rusticated piers, and an emphasized centre, and
pediment, in the lower part

;
whilst there is, in

each case, a super-order of columns and pilasters,

with arches, and niches; the whole being
crowned with vases and obelisks. The general
front, or between the wings and centre, also is

terminated by vases, on an attic
;
and there are

obelisks to the angles of the turrets in the
centre. The lunette-spaces in the arches of
the front are filled in with what seem to be
raised panels. Tho best bit of contrivance in

the exterior is comprised in the arrange-
ment of the steps to the entrances. In this

design, as well as the other, there i.s almost
too much of buililing up, merely to get sky-line :

indeed, this is becoming a common fault : it is

seen in several designs in the Gallery. Mr.
Cockerell’s masses above the general cornice-
level, as in the case of the pavilions at the ends
of his front, are indeed enclosures to portions of
the actual height of rooms in that part of the
plan. But the idea of two stories internally, is

given by the exterior
;

and the question is

whether the actual arrangement, of square halls

at these parts, which are of gi’eater height than
tho galleries intermediate, is not what should
appear. In tho arrangement of tho galleries and
rooms, taking in the new ground, a four-sided
central space is first enclosed by buildings which
follow the lines ofthe ground; and the enclosure is

then divided so as to leave four courts, by galleries.

Of these galleries, those parallel with the front

are of but one story in height, and are lighted
from above. The principal gallei'ies are, of course,

50 ft. in width
; bnt there are others narrower.

The angles of the rooms are generally cut ofl’, so

as to allow pictures to be shown tho more advan-
tageously. Side-lighting is designed for galleries

which are to contain cabinet-pictures, as also
for all galleries of the ground-floor that have
other galleries over them. Some portions of

tho plan are arranged with galleries in which aro
screens that are at an angle with the wall wherein
the window is. Mr. Cockerell rightly advocates,
and has provided in his plan, iurgo and small

[

rooms alternated
; and he quotes Eastlake and

I
Dyce in arguing that small pictures should
not be exhibited in the same rooms as large
ones.

Tho observations of these authorities (in a
report on the lighting of tho Taylor and Ran-
dolph Galleries at Oxford) have also led him to

' suggest a system of top-lighting modified from
that one wherein a horizontal screen below the
skylight is a feature

; though, in his drawings,
he adopts tho South Kensington system, to which
the attention of the competitors was called.

The principle is the same as is exemplified in

one of the galleries at Munich; of which gal-

lery one of the competitors in the present case
adopts the arrangement nearly. The arrange-
ment advocated by Mr. Cockerell has for its

chief feature the lighting the pictures by a
direct light from the ceiling; whilst the source
of light is in some measure screened from the
eyes of the spectator by a breadth of cen-
tral 'plafond, the length of the gallery. One
objection brought to the Munich arrangement
being that the result is tho tricky eS'ect cf
a panorama; he believes that he avoids this by
leaving the ceiling at tho level cf the top of the
cove, or little lower, instead of bringing it further
down

;
whilst he proposes to form his ceibng

with thick double-ground glass, so as to relieve

the heaviness, whilst preserving the effect. A
curtain wonld be hung in summer, from the apex
of the outer skylight, or dividing the roof-space

ubovo the ceiling into halves, to screen the direct

rays of the sun, without detracting from the light.

The intersections of the smaller galleries are
made very effective by the use of an arrange-
ment of domical light, similar to that of Hanover
Chapel, Regent-street. We should mention that
the space for pictures in this design is estimated
as, on the ground-floor, 1,3G0 lineal feet of wall-

space, and 2,001 ft. of screen-space; and as on
rije principal floor, 3,611 ft. of wall-space, and
620 It. ofscreen-space : the total being 7,628 ft. :

out to this may be added 550 ft. of screen-space
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in a second-floor gallery that there is towards
Hemming’s-row

; and which is suggested as
suitable for the National Portrait Collection.

The building is estimated to cost 269,0001.

;

whilst for No. 1a the amount would be 251,0001.
Design No. 2, retaining the existing building,
would be 143,5001. Mr. Cockerell proposes no
alteration in the Square : indeed, the competitors
who suggest alteration are fewer than wo at first

supposed.

Wo have stilt to notice many of the designs.

ON THE CONSTANT SUPPLY OF WATER
FOR LONDON.

The City Officer of Health having pronounced
so strongly as he has done against the prac-
ticability of a “constant” supply of water foi*

Loudon in lieu of the “ intermittent,” it was
desirable that some one who could speak with
authority should say what there is to be said on
the other side. This was done on Monday even-
ing last, at a meeting of the Health department
of the Social Science Association, by Mr. Bate-
man, C.E., who has constructed, iu whole or in
part, the waterworks of some twenty-five or
twenty-six different towns and cities, varying iu

size from 7,000 to 600,000 persons, and con-
taining a gross population of upwards of
2,000,000. In all these towns there are, wo
believe, but three which, at the present time,

give an intermictent supply of water, and these

are towns iu which waterworks existed pre-

viously. In one of these, the town of Belfast,

the system will be discontinued as soon as new
works now constructing have been completed.
In many places, and most importantly those oT
Manchester and Glasgow, the mode of supply
has been changed from the intermittent to tho
constant system, and it was his experience
specially with reference to these cities, and the

change of systems, that he laid before the meet-
ing. We give some passages from his address.

The question of constant supply is one which
most materially affects the comfort and con-
venience of the poorer classes, and the inha-
bitants of smaller houses. Iu larger houses
ample cistern space is generally provided to

secure the equivalent of a constant supply
;
but.

where water is constantly laid on from the street

mains there is scarcely any occasion for hons&
cisterns, except for the supply of water-closets-

By proper arrangement, little or no inconvenience
is experienced from the occasional shutting off

of water for the changing or attaching of house
services. The first cost of introducing the water
to tho houses is reduced to the lowest possible

point, and the pollution which more or less

commonly attends the storage of water in houao
cisterns is entirely prevented

; the water is de-
livered in the purest, freshest, and coolest con-
dition

;
and very much of the annoyance and

inconvenience arising from frozen ciaterna and
burst pipes, which are the common attendants
of the winter season, is avoided. There is no oc-
casion for exposed pipes in out-of-the-way places,

for cisterns in roofs or tho tops cf tho bouses to

be filled with soot and dust in summer and to be
frozen in winter,—and a man may live in toler-

able comfort without the dread of the water
bursting above his head, and deluging the apart-

ment in which ho resides. But the advantage of
constant supply to the consumer has boen so
often and so clearly demonstrated, that it is use-
less to dwell further on this branch of the sub-
ject. The question of its adoption does not en-
tirely rest with the consumers ; but with those
who have to provide the water. It is believed
by many that the consumption under tho con-
stant supply system is so great that no company
or waterworks c:m meet tho demand,—it would
be ruin to them if they attempted it. I cannot
but think that all this is a delusion,—it is not
that more water is actually consumed for the use
of tho individual under the one system than
under the other; but that the amount of icaste

which results from bad pipes and bad fittings

constantly supplied with water is so great as to
occasion serious loss and inconvenience to a
water company, and perhaps in some cases to
exhaust their supplies. The experience of those
towns where tho supply has always been on the
“ constant system,” and where every precaution
has been taken for tho purpose of securing good
workmanship, the best and strongest materials,
and the most improved apparatus, the cousump-
tiou of water per head is certainly not more, pro-
bably less, than it is in towns similarly circum-
atanced in all other respects, but supplied with
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•water on the iutermittent syatem. This is abund-
antly proved by the statistics of water-supply in

such places. For instance, the average consump-
tion of water in the manufacturing towns of Lan-
cashire and Yorkshire is from sixteen to twenty
or twenty-one gallons per head per day for all

purposes, including trade, and of course, all the
waste which may be takiug place. In llanches-
ter, the quantity consumed by about 600,000
persons, and by the trades demanding water
within the district supplied, varies from
12,000,000 to 13,000,000 gallons per day. Of
this quantity it is estimated that one-third is

supplied to manufactures, leaving the net quan-
tity consumed for domestic purposes, including
waste, fourteen gallons per bead per day.
The experience of Preston, Plackbarn, Bolton,

Stockport, Halifax, Warrington, and all the
other manufacturing towns in the north of
England is identical with that of Jfancheator;
and if this be compared with the consumption
which obtains in towns supplied under the inter-

mittent system, it will be found that scarcely in
any case does the supply fall to so low a point
as under the constant system.

In London it is thirty-two gallons per head
per day, and in Plymouth, Devonport, Shrews-
bury, 0.vford, and other places s^^pUed on the
intermittent system, the consumption amounts
to thirty gallons or moi'e per day.
The quantity required in different to^vns no

doubt varies according to the class of inhabitants,
the circumstances, and the habits of the people;
and it is universally found that where water-
closets exist as a general rule, the consumption
is greater than where they are comparatively
absent.

At Hewcastle-on-Tyue the water has always
been delivered on the constant supply system

;

but the consumption gradually increabing to an
extravagant point, a vigilant inspection was in-
troduced, and means taken for checking the
wasteful expenditure of water, sufficient powers
having been granted to the company by a recent
Act ot Parliament, and this was effected to a
great extent.

Shortly after the introduction of a new and
ample supply of water into Manchester in the
year 1850, the old system of intermittent supply
was superseded by that of the constant system;
but it was only gradually introduced. The city
was divided into small districts, and nil means
were taken for seeing that all the pipes and
Vi’ater fittings wore of the best description, and
suitable for use under the constant supply system
before the inhabitants were allowed to eujoy that
advantage. At my suggestion, the corporation
in whose hands the water supply was, adopted
the plan so successfully pursued in other towns
of being their own plumbers

; bat the clamour
and opposition of the plumbers of the city was
too much for popular representation, and the
system was gradually relaxed. They discon-
tinued the plumbing, but they established a ware-
houeo or shop for the sale of fittings, purchasing
the very best, and, as far as possible, compelling
the plumbers to purchase from them, allowing
the adoption of none -^yhich were nob approved.

After a time this was discontinued, and a
certain number of plumbers were licensed or
authorised to do the requisite work on certain
conditions, with which they wero obliged to
comply. These regulations are still continued,
and there is probably no great water supply in
the world which is administered with, as little

waste and with as much convenience and comfort
to the inhabitants.

It will be thus seen that where overythiug is

in good order, and both the water provider and
the water consumer do their respective duties
properly, there is no disadvantage to either
party by the supply of water on the coustaut-
eupply system, while the advantage to the con-
sumer in the facility with which he obtains
water, and the trifling cost at which it can be
introduced into his premises, are incomparably
greater than can be enjoyed under the other
system. Where, however, the intermittent sys-
tem has hitherto prevailed, the desirableness,
and indeed the practicability, of abandoning it,

and adopting the constant supply, depends very
much upon the consumers. If they will submit
to such regulations as are necessary for prevent-
ing waste, there can be no difficulty in intro-
ducing constant supply

;
it will occasion no

more waste than the intermittent system.
The only changes which are required are the
abandonment of all bad fittings, such as common
ground taps, leaky cocks, and wasteful water-
closets. The cisterns already existing in houses
which have been adapted to the syatem hitherto

employed may remain, if it be the will of the
owner or occupier that they should. If they
are large enough they do now pi-actically give a
constant supply, and it is only just to the pro-

vider of water that caro should be taken to pre-
vent improper use. Those who prefer to abandon
their cisterns and to take their water direct from
the pipes, can do so at very little expense. In
all new buildings there would be no necessity
for the expensive paraphernalia of cistems. A
stop-cock on the service-pipe of the house would
enable the water to be turned oS’ whenever
repairs or alterations were requii-ed to be made
within the house. Little inconvenience is felt

by grouping a number of houses together, com-
manded by one stop-cock; and, indeed, it may
bo said, that complaints of inconvenience arising
from interruption to the supply of water are
scarcely ever heard in towns where the constant
supply is at work. If the public will not sub-
mit to introduce the best description of fittings,

and to prevent waste, and will not subject them-
selves to the vigilant inspection which ought to

be exercised by the provider of the water, and
be willing to correct everything which requires
correction, it will be difficult, and in some
cases impossible, to introduce tbe constant
supply.

I must not omit, however, to notice the great
consumption of water which obtains in many of
tho Scottish towns, and notably in the city of

Glasgow. There, under both the intermittent
and constant system, the quantity supplied has

ARCHiEOLOGIC ITEMS FROM ROME.

The immutability of Rome and the absence of
all signs even of the life that desires outward
improvement or inward progress, seem par-
ticularly curious and characteristic, now that
such clouds of uncertainty are hanging over her
political horizon, and such inevitable destiny of
change is threatening to overtake her, whether
with or without her co-operation. .Amidst all

that can be urged against tbe Papal Govem-
meut, and whatever the feebleness or inertness
that may be endangering its vital interests,

there is still a token of some regard for intel-

lectual claims in the activity with which certain
antiquarian researches and works for the illus-

trating of the past are at this moment ad-
vancing,—in some instances matured, in others
incipient, or but promised. We find the range
of catacomb-excavations continually enlarging j

we see at the S. Calisto bypogee on tbe Appian
Way, most interesting among those subterranean
cemeteries for art-objects, a set of labourers daily
at work, and, in consequence, a daily admission of
visitors with tickets; and at the supposed most
ancient of all these catacombs, those of S. Pris-

cilla, the diggings are also in continuance, though
we are informed (and here is the other side of
the picture) that—so little can authorities
afford for such undertakings,—not more than
sixteen men are actually employed upon all

these labours iu Rome’s sacred subterraneans !

It is ditferent at the Palatine, where the works
been enormous

;
but it is easily accounted for,

^

directed by Siguor Rosa, in tbe gardens pur-
aud might be remedied. chased by Napoleon III., are proceeding with
Under the old system of intermittent supply,

j

vigour, aud where every Thursday brings crowds
when the water was pumped from the Clyde, the

j

of visitors admitted by gratuicous tickets. And
gross consumption was at the rate of forty gal -

1

if, indeed, ns Rosa concludes, the vast mass of
Ions per head per day, thirty -six gallons of this

;

ruinous substruction, apparently belonging to
being due to domestic consumption and waste, an extent of terraces, can be identified as tbe
the latter element being mainly chargeable with

|

Temple of Jupiter Stator, or at least its enclosed
tbe extravagant consumption. I promises, tbe discovery is indeed important for

After the ill-use of water-closets, one of the
j

historic illustration. Not that anything like
great causes of waste iu Glasgow was tho ' architectural elevation has been added to the
wretched character aud condition of kitchen-

,

monumental range on the imperial mount ”

taps aud the water-fittings generally.
!
by the researches of the last year. Some beau-

In one tenement, while one careful man wasted
j

tifui sculpture-fragments are now on view in the
nothing, another negligent fellow ran down his

!

magazine within the gardens
;

the finest a
sink-stone, for no useful purpose to himself, no

I
draped and headless female statue ; but ear-

less than 850 gallons a day. passed by the antiques now represented here
This waste is principally caused by the tini- ^ only in plaster, a torso resembling tho Faun of

versal custom iu Glasgow, of using the common! the Capitol, ascribed to Praxiteles, aud a Cupid
ground-tap—the worst description of tap for ' with part of the limbs but no head, the marble
water under pressure which can be adopted, and

;
originals of both which truly exquiste works

which has long since been exploded in all im- have been sent to Paris.
proved and well-regulated water-works in Eng-
land.

Other antiquarian undertakings lately an-

,

nounced, as ordered by- Government, at a nieet-
The total consumption of the city from Loch ' iug of the Roman Archicologic Academy, are the

Katrine aud Gorbals together is 22,000,000 gal -

1

resuming of labours initiated some years since
Ions a day, being at the rate of about 50 gallons on another part of the Palatine, the slopes and
per head, aud just twice, in gross quantity, as
much as Manchester and Sulford take lor a
larger population.

This case of Glasgow will no doubt be much

low ground ut the north-western angle not in-

cluded in the Emperor’s purchase
;
also the ex-

cavations at Ostia, necessarily suspended on
account of malaria during the summer. Signor

relied upon by the opponents of the “ constant
j

Guidi (a well-known e.xplorer) is going on, at his
supply eyetem but the extravagant consump-
tion is clearly due to causes which may be
remedied, and to the fact that the Corporation
have never resolutely aud perseveringly set to

work to apply the requisite remedies. The
people of Glasgow look upon Loch Katrine as
practically inexhaustible. The works are con-
structed on a scale for bringing more than twice
the quantity now used. They are their own
property, and as the water is supplied by
gravitation, tbe excessive waste which takes
place costs them nothing at present. In con-
clusion, Mr. Bateman said, I see no reason to
doubt that if in this great metropolis the pro-
viders of water and tho consumers of water will

each do their duty and work harmoniously
together, the citizens may enjoy the inestimablo
benefit of an unlimited supply of water con-
stantly laid on, without consuming a gallon
more water, if, indeed, as much as is now sup-
plied by the water companies.

Telegraphic Progress.— A prospectus has
been issued at New York, of an East-lndian
Telegraph Company, with a capital of 5,000,000
dollars, for the purpose of “connecting all the
principal seaports of tho Chinese Empire with
tho Collins lino, across Behring’s Straits, with
San Francisco and New York and tho llussiaii

Government line to St. Petersburg, aud with
London, Paris, and all the principal cities of

Europe.” It is stated that there are now wanting
only 850 miles of wire to connect New York
with Pekin.

own risk, with the some three years since com-
menced diggings just beyond the southern limits

of the Caracalla Thcrincc, where the exten-
sive rains of halls and passages brought to
light far below the surface of the gardens that
extend round tbe vast imperial buildings, must
certainly pertain to some residence of superior
scale and splendour. Five of tbe chambers, into

whose dai-k interiors we can look through broken
doorways or at depths below our feet, are at present
explorable, for the sinking in of soil has frustrated
much of what the labourers had accomplished,
conctaled (we are told) much that had been dis-

covered of artistic character; bub we penetrate,
stooping, into three small chambers under the
same span of heavy brick vaulting, on whose
walls we see decoration in flowery and foliate

designs well preserved ou the stucco surfaces.

And still more curious are the mosaic pavements
of rooms now roofless,—one, in particular, that
comprises four large figures, in black aud white,
and sea monstei-s, each ridden by a male or

female figure almost nude, the designs exhibiting

a certain degree of knowledge and spirit ;
one of

the nondescript creatures having a goat’s head
to a dragon body, another being a robust speci-

men of the sea-centaur, half man, half dragon.

In diidy aud dismal Trastevere, within

the area of a wretched little court, amidst
squalid cottages, near the old church of S.

Crisogono, we find another excavation for

antiquarian interests lately begun by a Siguor
Giigluirdi aud another proprietor, also at
private cost and risk, which has resulted in

tho uncovering of a great extent of walls iu good
(though not the best) ancient brickwork, tru-
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versed by two arcbwajs of large tiles above en-
trances into chambers, ideiitibed as a military

station of the Ylgiles, and reported to be that of

the 7th cohort belonging to that corps; the
interiors here opened being still adorned with
some frescoes on walls and some mosaic pave-
ments, but not, we regretted to find, accessible

at present, owing to a similar disaster us at the
other newly-oponed ruins,—the sinking of tho
soil so as to fill up the areas just cleared out. In
their present state we look down upon these
structures as they rise against one side of an
oblong excavated space; and if the parties in-

terested can obtain permission to extend these
j

diggings after the demolition of some paltry
|

houses above, greater results may be expected,
i

Near them rises another ruinous wall iu the i

same ancient brickwork, with the traces of a I

vaulted chamber leaning to the outer side, high
j

above, and enclosed within the filthy court !

of a small house,—pi’obably another remnant of I

the Vigiles’ station, which has long stood con- I

spicuous, but scarce noticed in this wretched
Trastevere quarter. Visconti has written a
full report on the discoveries of this site, to bo
roiid, iu translation from the Italian, to the
English Archmological Society.

As to the proceedings of that still youthful
association, we have to report signs of activity,

and things that promise. The nucleus of an
archaeological library, hitherto collected through
donations, has been formed, for the use of its

members, at the consulate, the place of rendez-
vous hitherto. Within ten days we have attended,
since the 28th of December, two meetings,
before numerous audiences at the same English
consnlate, at the first of which Mr. Shakspear
Wood, tho sculptor, and secretary of the same
society, read a paper “ On the Appian Way,”
translated from the Italian of Signor Pellegrini,

a Roman antiquary,*conveying a very full but
somewhat dry report on the entire range of
monuments upon that classic way between
Rome and Albano. At the second, Mr. J. II.

Parker delivered (for we should not say
read, seeing that, but for tho use of a few
notes, all was extempore) a learned lecture
” On Roman Aqueducts,” referring to all the
remains of those structures iu the obscurer
as well as the best-kuown examples, and
illustrating his theme, as bo went on, by a
series of excellent drawings, plans, and photo-
graphs prepared by a French artist expressly
the occasion. Mr. Parker's support was never
more ably given to tho new association

;
and it

struck us that, of all we have hitherto heard at
its meetiuge, this lecture on aqueducts was the
master-piece. Weather did not permit the re-

suming of the study under the same efiicient

guidance, on two successive days of peripatetic
investigation, for which the lecturer had invited
his he.arers to accompany him, as well to the
sites of all aqueduct ruius within the walls as to
the more reinurkablo of such antiquities on the
Cauipagua; which promising expeditions have
not, however, been put oil’ sine die.
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REFERENCE TO PLANS.

Grou7id Flan.

A. Reading-room and
Library.

B. Eotrancp-hall.
C. Principal Staircase.
D. Clergy-room.
E. Corridor.
F F. Class-rooms.
G. Secretary's Room.
H. Back Staircase.

Firii-Floor Flan.

K. Lectnre-haD.
k. Platform.
L. Council-room.
M M. Class-rooms.
N. Landing, Principal Stairs,

and Eutranco to Lec-
ture-hall.

Gr;ou^I^pL/\^J

I

:c;\U Of
71-001

^
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The foundation stono of this building was
laid not long ago by the Archbishop of Can-
terbury. The design selected in public compe-
tition is by Messrs. Adams & Kelly, architects,

of Leeds. It is in the Decorated style of archi-

tecture. The principal fronts face Albion-placr

and Land’s-lane. That towards Albion-placo is

divided by buttresses into five bays, which are

gabled and finished with stone coping and carved
finials

5 at the spring of the coping are gargoyles,

carved with grotesques, and supported on
coloured shafts. The traceried windows are of

stone, and light the library and large lecture-

hall. The bay next Messrs. Hebblethwaite’s
premises has a projecting gabled porch, over
which are flying buttresses. The principal

feature towards Land’s-lane is the large gable,

pierced with coupled three-light traceried win-

dows, with circular one over. This window also

lights the lecture-hall : on each side of it is an
arcading, and beneath it traceried windows
lighting library and reading-room, also secre-

tary’s-room. The clergy and council room have
also windows in this front. The building is of

brick, with stone dressings and coloured brick

bands. The tympana and spandrels of arches

are filled in with pattern brickwork.

The roofs are covered with slates, laid in

bands of two colours, and surmounted with
ornamental iron ridge cresting. In tho centre

of the lecture-hall roof rises a fl&che, tenninating

with a metal cross and fiuial : this, together with
the piercings in the end of the large gables,

serves for ventilation. In the basement floor is

the librariau’s-room, with kitchen and pantry
attached

;
coal-place, heating - chamber, large

kitchen fitted np with boilers, &c., for institute

purposes, and store-room. A lift is provided fur

the several floors above. The ground-floor has a
spacious hall in direct communication with
principal staircase, which is lighted by a stone
traceried window; reading-room aud library,

with secretary’s room. At the back of the library

runs a corridor communicating with class-rooms,

clergy-room, and back staircase. On the first

floor is the large lecture-hall, 48 ft. span, and
extending the whole of tho frontage towaids
Albion-place. The roof of this room is formed
of principals, with curved braces aud hanuner-
beams, supported on moulded aud carved corbel

shafts. The ceiling is boarded, and divided into

panels by chamfered ribs at the end. Next
Land’s-lane is a raised platform. At the back
of this room runs a passage communicating with
class-rooms and councii-roome. The second-floor

is allotted to bed-rooms.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Chicheiier .—The report of Mr. Arnold Tayler,
the inspector recently sent down to Chichester
by tho Home Oflice to report upon its sanitary
state, has been presented to the Town Council.
It represented the necessity of works for drain-

age and tho supply of water, and directed that
the town council should take immediate action
in these respects. Upon this report being pre-

sented aud considered, the town council, true to

its opposition to all sanitary improvements in
the city, expressed, through Mr. Councillor
Adames, the opinion that Chichester did not
sufier more from disease than other parts of the
county which were drained

;
that if thei’e were

any powers under the Sanitary Act to compel
them to adopt a most expensive system of drain-

age, it was a most despotic enactment, and more
outrageous than any tyranny ever practised in

Russia or Austria
;
and that, with such an enor-

mous increase in the rates as that contemplaterl,
hundreds of people in Chichester would be
ruined. It was ultimately decided that the
town clerk should acknowledge the receipt of the
report to tho Home Office, stating that it had
been laid before a meeting of the Council, called

expressly for the purpose ; and that, in order
that the report might be in the hands of every
one interested, the council bad ordered it to be
printed and distributed among the council and
the inhabitants generally.

Wolverhampt(/n .—We deeply regret, says the
BirmivgTiam Jmmial, to observe that the town
council of Wolverhampton, following tho bad
example of the town council of Birmingham,
have refused to appoint a medical officer ol

health. The sanitary committee did tiieir duty
in recommending the appointment, but the cor-

poration lamentably failed in theirs in upsettinj;

the decision of the committee. The grounds on
which the council ai-rived at its decision—if,

indeed, the grounds stated were the real ones,

which we much doubt—were that the sanitaiy

inspectors were able to do all that was neces*

sary up to a certain point, and that at that cer-

tain point they could call in a medical man to
do all that was necessary. Tho fallacy of such
reasoning is so obvious that one would scarcely

expect a deliberative body of intelligent men to

fall into it. It is like setting a builder to erect

a boose, and calling in an architect when the
builder has got into such a mess that he can get
no farther. When the advocates of bad smells

and tho owners of small house property are in

the majority, it is in vain to urge sanitary

’reformation.

Liverpool.—There is a prospect of an early ac-
complishment of important sanitary reforms,

—

the substitution of water-closets for open middens,
the closing of existing slaughter-houses, and the
erection of abattoirs near the Stanley market.
The town council has given its sanction to the
clause in the Improvement Bill, which seeks
power to close the slaughter-houses and to erect
abattoirs, on the proposed site outside the town

;

and the health committee have passed a resolu-

tion in favour of application being made to Parlia-
ment to grant compulsory power for the conver-
sion of privies into water-closets, a proportion of
tho cost to be borne by the Corporation. Both
schemes, however, are threatened with opposi-
tion.

DRAINAGE OF BRUSSELS.

At a recent meeting of the common council of
Brussels, the mayor, M. Anspach, made an ex-
planation with regard to the arching of the river

Seiine, which, as our readers are aware, has been
undertaken by tho Belgian Public Works Com-
pany (Limited). Tho question has been dis-

cussed for some years, and has been reported
upon repeatedly by all sorts of commiseionB,
committees, and boartls. The citizens a2}pearto
be getting impatient, aud the mayor explained
at the meeting above referred to that the works
were to have been commenced on the 22nd of'

January, but iu consequence of the severity ofi

the weather tho company were not ready, and
|

the opening has been postponed until the middle I

of February. The King is to perform the prin-
!

C'pul part of the ceremony, and it was felt that
tho opening should not be a merely formal one, 1

but should mark the coiumeocement of the w^Jrk
'

in good earneet. It will take four years to com-

'

plete, and the purchases of the houses and com- •

pensatlons will be made in May; but, so far as
j

the middle of the town is concerned, no notices
.

to quit will be served this year at all events, as 1

the operations in the outskirts will occupy some
j

moutbe. Part of the work has been sublet by
the company to Messrs. Mantion, contractors, of;

Liege. M. Cognioul is to superintend the works
on the part of the Government, and M. De Rote

j

is to look after the interests of the town of
Brussels. These appointments have not yet
been confirmed by the Government, which delay
has in some measure necessitated the postpone-
ment of the opening ceremony.

PRUSSIA.

SAVIGATIOH AXD TELEGBAPHY.

Ax influential committee is now being forbied
at Berlin, for establishing, under tho patronage

'

of the Prussian Government, an important line

of piickets between Germany and the United
States, rid Southampton. The service is to bo
made by packets of large dimensions, which will
have, as an auxiliary port, that of Geestemunde,
a Hanoverfan port near Bremerhaven, now made
Prussian by the recent annexation. It is to carry
the European mails directly to New York

; each
of the vessels, seven in number, is to be built
in France or England, and is to carry 100 first-

class passengers, 100 second-class, GOO third-
class, and 1,000 tons of freight. The project is

said to bo backed by the Count Bismark and
other ministers.

We will give some details of the telegraphic
system iu Prussia. The department of national
telegraphs is under the auperiiitendence of a
director, who is directly under the orders of the
prime minister. In the central station at Berlin
may be seen an apparatus connected with all the
lines of the country, and many foreign ones.
Among the objects of special interest, the mag-
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iietic accumulators, the permutator, which is

the largest in the world, are tho most remark-
able ; also there are worthy of interest the
machine for daily meteorological despatches,
and that by means of which the same corre-

spondence can be transmitted simultaneously to
ail parts of tbe kingdom.
The lines, as well as the stations, are classed

in such a manner, that the system of centraliza-

tion in no way prevents direct communication
between neighbouring places. The service is

carried on by a special staff of telegraph clerks,

except on the lines called omnibus^ which are at
the disposal of small towns and villages, and
which are worked by the post-office employes.

On these secondary lines the needle or some
other simple machine is used instead of the
Morse system applied to the great lines.

With a good organization, and by the adop-
tion of the most simple mechanical combinations,
the Prussian public, it is said, are served at a
cheap rate and rapidly

;
moreover, the excess of

the receipts over the expenditure has much
encouraged the Government to lower the tariff.

The lowest price is 8d., and the net profit for
|

the last year has been 100,0001.

FROM MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
|

The Intercolonial Exhibition, preparatory to
*

the Universal Exhibition of 1867 at Paris, has
'

been opened with Jclat by his excellency the •

Governor of Victoria, Sir J. H. T. Manners
|

Sutton. The building is so arranged as to form
hereafter a permanent addition to the public ^

library. Tho first addition was found to be
,

inadequate to tbe purposes of the Exhibition, and
,

a new annexe bad to be built. The whole space
available for exhibitors throughont the Exhibi-

tion buildings, is 39,500 superficial feet. The
\

chief feature is the central hall, designed by
i

Messi's. Reed & Barnes, containing an. area of
]

17,200 superficial feet.
j

“ Its noble prnporKotw [jays the Melbourne are ^

aeon to the greatest advantage Irom opposite the organ
EBllery. Looking down the avenues ou the right and left,

j

with their annexes, some conception may be formed ot"
]

,
the number and great variety of the exhibits. Buspeuded c

' from the arched roof are tbe banners ond insignia of the

I

municipalitiee throughout the colony, which, from their

j

variet}' and rich decorations, add materially to the ge-

j

neral edect. The visitor, if he pleases, may pass into tbe

;

rotunda on the right of the grand hall; or enter the '

eastern annexe, devoted to the display of carriages and
. other vehiclee manufactured in the colony. In tho !

I

rotunda, the superlicial area of which is 3,000 ft., the
exhibit# are of a very interesting character, consisting

i principally of articles of verlu, some of which are of great

;

value. At the southern end of the grand hall, bc-iieaih

;

the organ loft, access is obtained to the picture gallery,

i

where the chief attraction will consist in tbe numerous
photographic views of localities throughout the colony.

I
A very large collection of water-colour drawings and oil-

paiulings, contributed by various individuals, will elicit

the admiration of visitors. The department allotted to
machinery is at the northern end of the grandhall. Steam

I

power employed for the working of tho machines is sup.
plied by Messrs. Wilkie, Welch, & Co., tho exhibits
including several which show the manafacture of many

1
familiar articles of ordinary use. The quadronglts north

' and south of the rotunda are embellished with fotiutHins,

aud caslingBinbrouceandplesterl^m the antique model.
Extensive aceonimodatiou is provided beneath tbe grand
hall for retVeshmciits, access to which is obtaiued by steps
leading from one of tbe quadrangles.”

An excellent project is in hand for the im-
provement of the National Gallery in Melbourne.
The Fine Arts Commissioners have resumed
their lafiours, and taken practical steps towaids
Ijrocuring some additions to the gallery. On
the death of Sir Charles Eastlake, it became
necessary to make a new arrangement for this

purpose; and it is understood that commuuica-
tious have been addressed to several of the most
eminent artists in England, stating the circum-
stances uuder which the project of a Victorian

National Gallery originated, and requesting each
to furnish such a picture as ho can for the sum
of 300L The gentlemen to whom these over-

tures have been made are said to be Messrs.
Stanfield, Creswick, Leighton, Phillips, and
Maclise. Should the overtures be responded to

in the genial spirit which is anticipated, the
National Gallery of Victoria will become another
link of intellectual sympathy with the mother
country.

The inaugural ceremony of the Victorian Deaf
and Dumb Institution took place ou the 13th of.

October. The building was formally opened by
the governor. The building is situated adjacent

to St. Kilda-road. It was stated that the cost

of the present building, including the fencing
and outbuildings, was G,800J. Towards tbe
liquidation of that amount, the Parliament had
voted 4,0U0i. ; and a sum of 1,8001. had been
received from private subscriptions

;
leaving
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DOOZ. still to be provided. Tho building is sur-

ounted by a lofty tower.
Tho congregation of tho Independent Church,
Colline-street, are erecting a new place of

arship. It is to be completed in nine months,
a cost of 12,OOOZ., and it is designed to accom-
odate 200 persons.

An attempt has been made to get up a
imonstration of unemployed, for political pur*
•see, it is said, but the attempt was a total

ilure. One of the deputation to the chief

cretary, from a meeting of at the utmost 200
irsons, was a working blacksmith, who con-
seed that ho had thrown up his employment
cause his employer refnsed to give him more
an 4Z. 10s. a week. Other meetings were to

I held, but the result was nil.

The Registrar-general’s report on the vital

atistios of Melbourne and the suburbs, for the
onth of Auguet, is published in the Onvernment
jaetio. From it we learn that 218 persons
ed during the month. Tho deaths were
fver by 20 than tho average of the month in

ven years, and this notwithstanding the dis-

cts have greatly increased in population during
e period. The deaths of males and females
misb a proportion relatively to tho whole
artality of 57 per cent, and 43 per cent,

jpectively. Deaths of children under five

hibit a proportion of 44 per cent, to tho whole,
:ainst 49 per cent, in August, 1835 ; 34 per
ut. in August, 1864; and 49 per cent, in
igust, 1860. Porty-nine deaths, or 22 per
at. of the whole, took place in public instibu-

•iong. viz. :—30 in the Melbourne Hospital,
n the Lying-in Hospital, 5 in tho Benevolent
lylum, 2 in the Immigrant’s Home, 3 in the
irra Bend Lunatic Asylum, 4 in tho Industrial
hnols, 3 in the Melbourne Gaol, and I in the
ison hulk Success.

The Qoeltmg Register states that the Geelong,
oollen Cloth Company’s building, on the banks
the Barwon, is nearly completed. The build-

? first erected is of bluostone, and the main
>m is 111 ft. in length. The new bnikling
w being erected will also contain a room
1 ft. long for the reception of looms, besides
ongine-room, and the long room is 44 ft.

de. Between the two buildings there is an
sn space about the same width as the room,
lioh it is intended to roof over and inclose at
jh end, so that there will eventually be a

j

ige of three large buildings all conjoined,
l

ming an immense factory. Tho building now
ing completed is on a plan sent from England,
e main room will be the snmo length as that
the old building, but will be 44 ft. wide in the
ur.

THE SHORT-TIME MOTEMEXT.
An experimeut has recently been tried at
ilhouse, by M. Jean Dolfus, so well known for
numerous philanthropic schemes, with very

.jab success. It occurred to him that the
ii'kiDg-day of twelve hours might bo shortened
one hour without any decrease in the qnan-
y of material produced, and that the loss of
lo would bo compensated by tho increased
wer of production in the workman. For tho
it fow weeks the quantity fell off; hut it in-
jasecl gradually, and eventually from one to

3 per cent, more work was dono in eleven
urs than had formerly been done in twelve,
ere is also a large saving in the wear and
r of machinery, and the cost of warming and
hting the mills.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Stoclcport.—The operative masons employed at
j New Connoxiou Chapel, Wellintrtou-road,
TUck work, on the ground that Mr. Peirce was
saeuriug their work, a practice they would not
:rmib. The masons at the St. Peter’s Gate
tdge were all taken away. Mr. Peirce, nob
uhing the works to stand still, gave his word he
luld not repeat what was objected to. He was
iin required to pay them their wages for the
;ie Giey had been stopped, and was informed
» would not be allowed to go on until this was
?ie. To this last demand Mr. Peirce objected.
0 men, apparently ashamed of their conduct,
mmenced work again, having lost their time,
e matter is to be brought before the master
nsons and the General Builders’ Association.
Nottingham.—At a meeting of tho Nottingham
[Umber of Commerce, Mr. A. J. Mundella re-

ferred to a paragraph in the annual report which
liad relation to arbitration, and remarked that
there ought to be something done to allay the
state of chronic warfare which now existed
throughout England on the question of wages.
In the hosiery trade they had found a board of
arbitration work most satisfactorily. During
the last two years the state of matters in the
hosiery trade had been of a very anxious charac-
ter, bub they had been able to take their con-
tracts without fear of strikes. In fact, they
considered a strike an infraction of the rules.

The Board consisted of seven workmen and
seven employers, and they bound themselves to
stand by the decision which should be arrived
at, and they were able to settle their difficulties

in the most amicable and satisfactory manner.
They had found that, during the last six year.g,

all the decisions of the board of arbitration had
been agreed to. Mr. Hill said the workmen
appreciated the board of aibitration, and con-
sidered it a great blessing to them.

Wolver]i.Q.mpton.—An address and a silver
inkstand have been presented to Mr. Rupert
Kettle for his able services in the cause of arbi-
tration, by the master builders and operative
carpenters and joiners in this town. Most of
the architects and builders were present at the
presentation, as well as many operatives.

THE LATE M. INGRES.

The town of Liege possesses a very beautiful

work by this artist, which was painted by him
when a very young man. It is a portrait of
Bonaparte as first oonsnl. In 1801, just pre-
viously to the establishment of the Empire, the
consular government decided that the portrait of
the first consul should bo sent to the principal
cities of the Republic, and M. Ingres was tho
artist entrusted with the work. The original

painting, of which several copies were made, was
placed in the town-hall at Liege. In compliance
with the wish of it. Ingres and tho French
government, it was sent to the Paris Exhibition
of 1855, the municipal authorities having first

stipulated that it should be insured for 20,000
franca, and conveyed to Paris under the personal
supervision of a deputy to be appointed by the
artist, and returned immediately the Exhibition
was closed.

PICTURE FOR CHPJST CHURCH,
MARYLEBONE.

We have before now mentioned the large

picture intended for tho east end of Christ

Church, Miirylebone, on which Mr. W. Cave
Thomas has been for some time at work. It is

now completed, and will probably be placed iu

its intended position next week. In form it is n
flattened arc of a circle : tho subject is the diffusion

of tho gifts of the Spirit, as suggested by the
text, “And when He had ascended on higli. Ho
sent them gifts.” Christ, the central figure,

seated, is despatching his angels loaded with
good gifts. On the one side' are sailing earth-

wards Power, Wealth, Beauty, and Plenty; and,

on the other, Faith, Wisdom, Justice, and Honour.
'The figure of the Saviiuir is one of dignity and
power, the drapery admirably painted : the heads
of the variona angels are expressive and beauti-

ful. The result, as a whole, is more than ad-

mirable; and we congratulate alike Mr. Cave
Thomas on his most successful completion of a
not easy task, and the congregation of Christ
Church on the possession of a fine work of art.

The background, according to a Russian
method, is sanded and gilt, tho nimbus of the
Saviour being alone of flat gilding.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Cirencester School.—The distribution of
prizes gained by students of this school in local

and national competitions took place at tho Corn
Hall, Earl Bathurst in the chair. Numerous
drawings by students of the school were hung
upon tho walls. The report states that the Ciren-
cester School has snccessfuliy maintained the
high position which it has achieved in previous
years, and is now ranked amongst the best
schools in England. At the last national com-
petition Cirencester out-diatauced some of the
largest towns iu the kingdom, carrying off,

amongst other prizes, a national schalarship and

three medals. This gratifying result is at-
tributed to three causes—the industry of tho
students, the careful superintendence of tho
committee, with their secretary, Mr. Zachary,
and above all, to the great experience, ability,
and assiduity of the art-master, Mr. Miller.
Having obtained one silver medal out of twenty,
and two bronze medals out of fifty distributed
among the 100 schools in the kingdom, besides
other prizes, says the report, we congratulate
the students on the fact of their snccess in the
Third Grade Examination, having ranked ua
with tho best schools, as we have been surpassed
only by nine of the largest, including the Metro-
politan. Mr. J. B. Atkinson, of London, after-
wards addressed the meeting at some length on
the subject of art.

SOCIETY OP FEMALE ARTISTS.

The ladies make a better show this year in th©
gallery ofthe Architectural Union, Conduit-street,
than they did last year. 396 works aro exhibited
(three being pieces of modelling), and include
some very good pictures and drawings. Madlle.
Rosa Bouheur sends a graceful drawing of “ Doe
and Fawns” (64) ;

Madame Henrietta Browne a
good “ Study of a Head ” (54) ;

and the Dowager
Countess of Westmoreland, “ Wellington writing
his Despatch after Waterloo” (14*). “ The Con-
script’s Departure ” (212), Mias E. Brownlow;
“The Orphans” (215), Miss Kate Swift; “Per-
sev'ere ” (208), Miss G. Swift

;
Mrs. Lee Bridell’s

capital contributions; “Moved on,” Miss F,
Claxton

;
and Mias Jeykll’s “Jehu ” (235), are the

best figure subjects. In works of another class,

Madame Bodichon, Miss Williams (239), Miss
June Deakin (“the Old Tower”), Miss S. S.
Warren (77), the Misses Rayner, Miss E. Wal-
ter (127), Miss Florence Peel, Miss F. Minns
(“May Blossoms ”), Mias E. James (300), and
Mrs. F. Miirrable, who sends a number of vigor-
ous skwtehes from nature, stand out prominently.

MONUMENTAL.
Mr. Noble, the sculptor, is charged with

tho execution of the statue of Lord Pal-
merston, to be erected at Eomsey; and the
memorial window in the Abbey Church will be
executed by Mr. Clayton. Mr. George Wight-
wick, architect, has designed a public monu-
ment, which, according to the Gloucester
Chronicle, it is proposed to erect on the Dewer-
Btone, Dartmoor, to the late Mr. N. T. Carring-
ton, “ the poet of Devon ” (father of the late
Mr. P. G. Carrington, of the paper alluded to),

'rbe Dewerstone is a huge cliff, overhanging the
valley of tho Cad—one of the most charming
scenes in south-west Devon. The design com-
prises a bust of tho poet, placed on a pedestal
resting on a platform approached by three steps,

and surmounted by a canopy fixed on granite
columns. Preliminary steps have been taken
for the erection of a public memorial of the late
mayor of Margate, Mr. G. Y. Hunter, who died
during his mayoralty. ThoEmperor ofAustria
has given 40Z. towards tho erection of a monu-
ment, in the town of Arezzo, to the monk Guido,
the inventor of the musical notes.

SOCIETY OP ENGINEERS.

On Monday evening, being the opening of the
session for the present year, the president Mr,
N. H. Lo Peuvre, delivered an inangural
address, in which he congratulated the mem-
bers on tho position the Society of En-
gineers had at leugth attained. It at present
numbered amongst its members some of the
foremost practical men of our time, and not in
one branch of the profession alone. It might be
said, indeed, that there does not exist a society

with kindred objects possessing so many and
varied elements of future success within it.

Amongst its members and council were men of

large experience iu w'orks of design, construc-

tion, and art; in boiler and marine engineering,
electrical engineering, iron ship-building; gas,

ordnance, railway, and hydraulic engineering;

inventors, and designers of some of the most
valuable processes of machinery employed in

coimpxion with the arts and manufactures of
our time. Tho Society also possessed the privi-

lege of having upon its council the representa-
tives of leading scientific journals.
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In Lis address the president said,

—

I would desire to call vour attention also to a eiroum-
stance which has lately begun lo assurae a serious jiu-
portance to us as engineers, and which promises to
endanger one of the inoBt extensive of our manufactures,
that is, the production and manufacture of iron. This
has been carried on to such an extent now in Belgium,
that after an interval of a very few years, the run of com-
petition is altogether on the side of Belgian mauufacture.
They successfully compete with the most extensive of our
iron-works in England. As examples, I would mention,
that daring the progress of the Eihibiliou lately erected
in Amsterdam, it was found that while the earlier portions
were being constructed, it was cheaper to import he
ironwork from England

;
but before the works were com-

pleted, a considerable quantity of ironwork was supplied
Irom Belgium aud Holland, as it could be obtained at a
lower price, and from that period to the present the com-
petition has run hard between those countries and our
own. lu the new Pimlico "Wheel Works, in London,
which, as may be known, perhaps, to most of you, were
constructed by our firm, we had also to give way to the
importation of ironwork from Belgium

;
and it is the case

also with regard to some works we are now carrying out
in India, where the ironwork is actually shipped from
Belgium to London, and re-shipped to Bombay, at a less

cost than it could be purchased from English manufac-
turers. I cannot but view these circumstances with regret
and apprehension; and I hope that, before such a state
of things is permitted to become more serious, some
co-operation may be induced amongst our leading manu-
facturers, eo that this branch of our industry may not be
altogether wrested from us. I mention th»ee instances as
facts which have come under my personal observation and
experience. We find one of our leading railway com-

f

ianies (the Great Eastern Itailway) being provided with
ocomotives from France, which resulted after a competi-
tive tender, to which our leading firms were invited. The
inroads of foreign competition have at length reached to
such an extent, that one of our leading r dlway companies
invited a French firm to compete with our manufacturers
for the supply and erection of the ironwork of their ter-
minal station in London. I cannot, therefore, but repeat
that there are good grounds for the fears entertained with
respect to this branch of our industry, and trust that
these remarks may lead to some practical suggestions
being made during the present session, with the view of
ameliorating the present condition of our iron manu-
factures."

Speaking of tLe difEcaltj which the state of
the roads had interposed on the occasion of the
bnrning of Croydon Church, the speaker said,

—

“ Sanitary engineering has not yet safEciently impressed
itself upon our own profession, and I cannot but wish aU
onr engineers would exercise their skill and influence in
pointing out the necessity of devising the best scheme,
irrespective of cost, for the drainage of our large towns
and cities. The difficulty is an increasing one, aud alarm-
ing to all thinking minifs. The population of our large
towns and cities increases daily. The sauitary measures
which have already been carried out in some of our towns
have had a must marked improvement in the health of
those places

;
but they have, at^lhe same time, materially

deteriorated the watercourses of the country, many of
which, after receiving the abominations attendant on
sewage, are used as the only source of water-supply to
largo populations. From a paper read before this society
in session lb65, we were informed (hat a quarter of a mii-
lion of money has been made out of a portion of the
sewage of Edinburgh, and that every acre of Isnd under
its iiillnence produces ten times the amount of the average
of agricultural land in the country. The question of the
drainage of our large towns will come under the conside-
ration of Parliament during the ensuing session, as the
conservators of the river Thames have introduced a bill
with a view to prevent all sewage matter flowing into the
Thames; and if this measure becomes law, it will be a
precedent which will afi'ect all the rivers aud streams in
this country, and no doubt it would be far preferable
that Parliament should interfere, and legislate on this
important subject.

The character of prevailing architecture cannot fail to
be of interest to a society like ours. We have still to re-
gret the absence of anything like conformity in the seve-
ral practices of architects and ergineers, and no doubt
the character of our nation, judged by its architecture
alone, would not stand very high. We have, of course,
no modern undertaking which for style could be compared
with Westminster Abbey or St. Paul's. The mote we go
back into the architecture of our country, the more grand
and refined it seems to stand out. We have at length
reached no style or character of architecture at all. I
consider this to arise in a great measure from the
attempted estrangement between professions which are
analogous, and the failure of modern architects to accom-
modate their desigus to the progress of engineering
science. A system is now being extensively adopted with
regard to modem buildings which may be called, more or
less, a system of iron architecture. The immeuse gain in
strength and durability, in building where this material is
employed, is undeniable. Architecture is the science of
building, and therefore the engineer, to an iron bridge or
other structure in which iron is employed, is as much an
architect as the designers of Gothic structures with stone
roofs, flying buttresses, and piunacles. Considering the
Church _of St. Peter, at Home, and the Cathedral of
Bt. Paul, and other so-called architectural works, from
a constructive point of view, it will be found that what is
DOW called civil engineering was exercised by the archi-
tects of these structures iu a very great degree. They
built with the materials convenient to be used, according
to the locality of the structures, and their works have
remained commanding andimperishable. Until itiscon-
ceded that there can be but one science of building, we
cannot look forward to any works likely to deserve our
own admiration or the admiration of others."

As to the streets ;

—

‘‘Our metropolis, containing a population of3,000,000,
has been for nearly a week in a helpleas state of iiiuciivity
in consequence of the inefficient means we have at our
disposal for clearing awsy the snow, and the utter waut of
system and care iu the paving, lighting, cleansing, and
traffic arrangement, is well worthy the attention of our
profession. The snow might be removed at night by
means of snow ploughs, und rapidly melted by beat at
convenient places. The relaying ol our pavernents and
streets might be effected by improved machinery, and a
diminution of time and inconvenience would thereby
ensue. The introduction of subways, as suggested by

the Metropolitan Board of Works, would tend to prevent
the incessant breaking up of our main street. The light-

ing of our public thoroughfares is a disgrace to this city

;

the design of onr lamp-posts and lamps is neither novel
nor elegant; onr finest streets are in comparative dark-
ness as soon as the shops are closed. The cleansing of
our streets is effected by means of manual labour at the
most inconvenient hoars of the day

;
the watering-carts

lay the dust, and, raising mud ankle deep, destroy the
macadam, create dirt, bespatter our persons and car-

riages. The encounter of the mud-cart and its two or
three attendants completes the delights of a summer-day's
walk, ride, or drive in town.
The traffic arrangements ib our streets in the metropolis

must shortly receive attention, as we are informed from
statistics obtained that more accidents and loss of life

take place in the streets in our metropolis, than on the
whole of our railway system in the United Kingdom.
How is this occasioned ? we may naturally inquire. The
immensity of the traffic might be relieved by employing
the present area of our streets in a twofold manner, viz.,

by constructing subways for traffic under or viaducts
,

above our existing streets.
"

DESTEUCTION OF THE NAMUR
THEATRE.

The theatre at Namur was totally destroyed
by fire on the llth inst. The representation of
Fausthad finished at a quarter-past eleven, and the
fire was discovered at one o’clock next morning.
The entire building was one mass of flame in
a short time afterwards, and at two o’clock the
roof fell in. Fortunately no lives were lost, and
the library and part of the wardrobe were saved.
The cause of the fire is said to have been an
over-heated flue. The Namur theatre has been
singularly unfortunate, no less than three fires

having taken place within six years. The old
building was destroyed on the 17th of November,
1S60 5 it was rebuilt, and again burnt down on
the 25th of September, 1862. Another building
was erected from the plans of M. Fumiore, aud
opened in October, 1863, but only to share the
fate of its predecessors. The building was
insured for 350,000 francs.

A BRIDGE ON BONES.

Mr. C. a. Elliott and Mr. Bryant, engineer,
engaged on the new Blackfriars Bridge, brought
before the British Arcbmological Association on
Wednesday evening last the carious fact that,

after they had got up the foundation of the
second arch, on the Middlesex side of the river,

as they were dredging up the ground from under
the foundations, they dredged up a quantity of
bones, fully 15 ft. below the bed of the river, and
below the masonry for the whole foundation,
which did not go down to the clay. In the
gravel and near the clay they got up a large
number of bones of the ox, the sheep, the horse,
and a few human bones. It appears that the
foundation of the old bridge was upon these
bones. The bones were darkened, bnt in a liigh

state of preservation.

THE LATEST ABOUT SIR JOHN
SOANE.

The last “wills and testaments” of English
architects are very little known—and yet our
architects, from Bishop William, of Wykeham, to
Sir Charles Barry, have died—sworn under a
good figure, aud with characteristic clauses, be-
quests, and conditions, in their wills. The writer
who signs this communication was the first to
turn attention to, and the first to print, the will
of Inigo Jones. It is his purpose, from time to
time, to print in the Builder extracts from the
wills of English architects, or matter of interest

connected with them.
The great Will benefactor among architects

to Great Britain was Sir John Soane. The
general tenor of his will is known beyond the
regions of law and lawyers. What I have now
to tell about is new aud of moment.
On the 22nd of November of the year just

past, the trustees of the Soane Museum in

London had (as by will directed) to open, and
exhibit, certain locked and sealed repositories
in the hidden and secure cellars of the Museum.
'I'his direction was duly performed, and in great
state, and what was opened was found to contain
some pounds’ weight of slips of blank paper,
cuttings from books and magazines—the Gentle-

man's and the Ladies’,—a mass ofold newspapers,
a parcel of old circulars, sundry small and use-
less things, like old visiting-cards (not so good
as the lot Miss Banks, Sir Joseph’s sister, be-

queathed to the Print-room of the British.

Museum)
;

letters (hundreds in number) ad-
dressed to him between 1780 aud the last days
of his vanity. All were in a mass without classi-

fication. Many, however, were endorsed, bnt
few have proved of interest. Begging and
asking letters predominate,—some from John
Taylor, of the Stm newspaper; others from James
Perry, of the Morning Chronicle, and from B. E.
Haydon. There are not a few letters, too, from
John Britton and Mrs. Hofland. A passage of
letters between Sir John Copley (Lord Lynd-
hurat) touching a debt due to Soane from John
Singleton Copley, R.A., the Lord Chancellor’s
father, will be read with interest.

We were attracted additionally by one paper

—

an inquiry from a man in authority relative to
the charge per lamp for illuminating the Bank
of England, for the rejoicings of the peace of
1814. A tender was made to the Bank archi-
tect,-—lOd. a lamp if for one night; 7d. a lamp
for two or three nights.

Lord Stanhope, the learned biographer of
William Pitt, will be pleased to learn that
England’s great prime minister. Fox’s formidable
rival,—dabbled in architectural elevations (his

father, the great Lord Chatham, was fond of
landscape gardening), aud that among “ Soane’s
Papers” (jnat opened) is a brief note from the
minister, and an outline pencil plan of a house,
endorsed by Soane as drawn by William Pitt.

The present curator of the Soane Museum is

performing his work well.

Petee CvN.V1NGHA3I.

SLIPPERY PAVEMENTS.

I take the liberty of calling public attention,

through the medium of your columns, to the in-

completeness of the police request, that every one
shall keep his own door clean afeer a snowfall,

for we may observe that pedestrians choose to

walk in the road on such mornings as we have
had lately, as the scraped pavement is far more
slippery than where the snow is allowed to lie

;

und I would suggest that an addition be made
to the request now in use, desiring householders
to plentifully bestrew the footpath before their

houses with ashes. Sand is thrown into the
roads, and is of great utility ; ashes cost less,

aud will serve the purpose equally well. Many
folks already do this, and, after slipping about
elsewhere, it is quite pleasant to feel something
underfoot that will not liorizontalize you ; und,
although as a rule, it is not a pleasing sensation
to scrunch ashes, the process is preferable to a
broken limb obtained on a “ clean ” pavement.

J. G.

MUSICAL CHIMES AND CARILLONS.

Most persons who have listened to the de-

lightful music of the carillons, iu Belgium, or
certain other parts of the Continent, must, I

think, regret that we have so very few sets of
chimes in England that can play even a plain
and easy melody in a satisfactory manner. By
the word “ chimes,” as here used, I mean a set

of eight, ten, or twelve bells—of which we
possess many fine examples in our church
towers—“ tuned to the modern musical scale,

and struck bj hammers acted on by a pinned
cylinder or barrel, which revolves by means of
clockwork.” Sacred or secular melodies are
thus performed at certain intervals. “ I never
hear chimes,” says Robert Sonthey, “ that they
do not remind me of those which were formerly
the first sounds I heard in the morning, which,
used to quicken my step on ray way to school,

aud which announced my release from it, when
the same tune methought had always a merrier
import. When I remember their tones, life

seems to me like a dream, and a train of re-

collection arises, which, if it were allowed to
have its course, would end in tears.”

Now, the mechanical chimes at present exist-

ing in this country, with here and there an
exception, have clumsy wooden barrels, the pins
of which are fixtures : so that if tunes as inap-
propriate and detestable as "Drink to me
only,” and certain others of a similar class, have
been set upon a barrel, one or other of snch
tunes must be played so long as the same barrel
is used. A far better apparatus has, however,
been made, the most prominent feature of which
I will now endeavour to point out. Instead of a
wooden barrel, a hollow metallic cylinder is

introduced, which is so constructed that any
tune or tunes of suitable length, the notes of



hick correspond with tho several sounds of the

alls, can easily be set upon it by any intelligeut

lUsician. And as the pins of the cylinder are

lovable, by merely turning the nuts of the

5rew8, new tunes can be substituted for the old

les on the same cylinder as often as you
lease.

These few hints are therefore offered in the

3pe that they may lead some of our influential

juntrymon to take up the subject.

With regard to carillons, or Continental chimes,

may observe that, in several instances, these

ave from -10 to -1-8 bells, which are tuned to the

aromatic scale, and worked by a pinned cylinder

r enormous dimensions
;
so that a machine of

ich a magnitude is capable of performing ap-

popriate selections of music, certain passages
sing hannoiized in three or four parts.

Many towers also contain an instrument
Qown as le carillon A clavier, having a set

keys and pedals—the former for the hands,
le latter for the feet,—communicating with
le bells as those of the pianoforte and organ
) with strings andpipes. “ These keys are pro*

cting sticks, wide enough asunder to be struck

T the hand sideways, without hitting the neigh-

mring keys.” In some places an organist

Jrforms on this instrument two or three times
week.
I may take this opportunity of stating

.at carillon is likewise the name of a small
»yed instrument, now but little known, to
iitate a peal of hand-bells, the tones being
•oduced by box hammers striking metallic
irs of- different lengths. Handel, it is

lid, used to accompany his air in Milton’s
llegro, “Or let the merry bells ring round,”
i this instrument

5
and in Saul, the chorus,

Welcome, welcome, mighty king.”
In conclusion, permit me to add that it

ffpears to be very desirable to have superior
achiuery constructed to play at certain in-

rvals of time upon the ordinary peals of
ills at many of our English churches; and,
:some particular inscancea, if a very few new
ills were added to the peal, so much the better,

pit. Laving surveyed the bells in the tower of
itwerp Cathedral, as well as those at the Hall
; Bruges, and often listened to their music, 1

luld say,—Do not for a moment think of intro-

icing a set of chimes on the Continental scale
'loss you are in a position to order a set of bells,

b largest of which shall be considerably heavier
an is the tenor of any peal in Great Britain, i

renture to throw out this hint, because it was
aposed some time ago to place in the beautiful

!

ever of one of our country churches a set of.

times, “equal in extent to those of the Belgian
I

tvns,” by adding thirty-six smaller bells to the 1

lesent peal of eight. And I happen to know i

tit the weight of the tenor, or largest bell of
B peal is only 22 cwt. It may, therefore, be
lely assorted that it would be well to place
lihin the lofty tower a set of excellent chimes,
i a moderate scale

;
and, for this purpose,

tren bells added to tho present peal would bo
)lply sufficient

;
but, to carry out such a scheme

tithe above-mentioned, would be as great a
Istake as that of substituting in a very large
jQcert-ball a small pianoforte for a “ Broad-
dod’s grand.” Thomas Walesby.

mentally, that there must be a current of air

constantly circulating iu this space between the

two coverings. Even if, however, there was no
current, the layer of air would servo the pur-

pose of a non-conductor of beat excellently well,

just as it does when double windows are used.

Probably, therefore, your correspondent” G.P.”
will diminish or cure the evil he complains of by
patting on a second skin of corrugated iron, a

loot or more above the present one, and leaving

the space between as uninterruptedly open as

possible, with free ingress and egress for the

external air. He had better, also, paint it white
outside, a well-known precaution. T. K. S.

In reply to your correspondent from the Cape
of Good Hope, I think the best and cheapest
non-conductor of heat for bis ceiling, will be
some good thick brown paper, well stretched,

and tacked on some slight woodwork, about 6 in.

from the iron. The cost of brown paper will be
from 2-Is. to 30a. per cwt. 1 cwt. will cover

about 60 ft. square. E. F. D.

lx answer to the inquiry from your correspondent, as to

the best menus for cooling the rooms of his iron houses,
and as cheapness seems the object, the followiug he will

lind to answer his purpose:—Itave a number of holes

mude as near as possible below the spring of the roof,

the size of an ordinary air-brick, at 4-fc. or 5-Jt. intervals
;

then place light timber midway between tbe holes, size

about 7in. by 1-Hn., and fli a zinc or iron pot as near the

I

roof as possible, with bell mouth. Place a common 3-)n.

'pipe to the outside of the building, between the timber,
I 10 the middle of the room, then canvas and paper the

I upper sides of the joist, bringing the ends down where the

1
holes are to the midcle of the .same, iiy this means tho

hot air that is generated will be expelled through the

j

shaft
;
then, by iinishing the under sides of the joist with

;

canvas and paper, and perforating holes in differeut places,

I

and making a hole in ihe centre to pipe, will form as cool
a room as any European room in summer-time.

M. B. (Mechanic).

and a more than ordinary strong gale at balf.psst
Thu scale went Jrom Cl to 12. Ou ihac day the force

of the wind was 11. The accounts were published every
morning in the Times. If the wind blew with a force of
J2 no ship could carry any sail. Such a force ofwind had
not been registered for several years.
Tho jury found for the plsintilf, but thought the de-

feudaiit was not aware of the dilapidated state of the
chimney.

EEMOYAL OF SNOW.
Sir,—

O

n tho Saturday following the recent snow-storm,
I employed a number of the road-men in collecting the
.snow in trucks from the narrow and important thorough-
fares, und had it shot down the side entrances into the
sewers, where it passed awsy with the stream as fast as
the Workmen shovelled it in. 1 am so satisfied with that
experiment, that should another fall of snow occur, carts
will be employed in lieu of trucks, and by that means a
considerable extent of ground will be soon cleared. Tho
warmer temperature of the sewer air and water quickly
reduces the snow to water. Jamrs Lovrgrove.
Huckney JJuard of ^'orks.

Iir reference to tbe question os to “ceilings in iron
bouses,” I beg to rcmarli that lUt is a non-conductor of
heat : so, at least, it is generally admitted. The questiou
is, therefore, how to apply it. I would suggest that a
ceiling should be formed of felt, stretched or supported
by a metallic wire-rope from waO to wall. This mode of
construction dispenses with timber, Slc.

n. AValter.

EXHIBITION OF DESIGNS.
•IE,
—

"With much pleasure I read in your journal some
union of the desirability of prolonging ihe exhibition
n'he Designs for the National Gallery until the time
iu those of tbe “Law Courts” will bo on view. If,

nsugli the medium of your paper, you would endeavour
illnfluence the miuds of those in poirer to accomplish
m au end,—or, at any rate, to have the former ou view

!s say a fortnight, during the term allotted to the exhi-
iiDu of the latter,—I believe you would be the means of
iiferring a great convenience on coumty architects.

One or the Numbbs.

CEILINGS IN IRON HOUSES.

j:.MONG the Peninsular and Oriental Company’s
illdings at Bombay, is one of which the top
7*y is roofed with corragated iron, but in the
’ f two skins of iron are made use of, about a
a apart, and free access is left for the external
loto the cavity between them, and good venti-
imn is given to the room itself at the ridge.
h have been in this room in tho hottest part
liihe day, and its temperature was then not
e e than two or three degrees higher than
c of the two lower floors. I considered it

aiain, though I did not teat the fact experi-

COTTAGE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
Sir, —In reply to your remark in last week’s Builder, I

beg to say that there has been no real delay on tbe parr,

of this society. The matter has been under the anxious
deliberation of tbe council ever since they provisionally

awarded the prizes. Every eObrt has been made to ob-
tain a suitable site on which the buildings are to be
erected. The prizes cannot actually bo given till the con-
tracts are made, as the essence of the whole competition
is, that the cottages should be erected complete for the
one hundred guineas. And I now hope we are iu a fair

way of obtaining the land. II. Martin, Secretary.

HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS FOR BATHS.

Sir,—

I

n a new house, in course of erection, I have
attached to my kitchen stove a small high-pressure
wrougbt-iron boiler, fur supplying a balh on the story
above, and reading the account of the dixastrousexplosion
at Mayor Constable's, near Hull, I begin to feel anxious
lest tbe pipes (1 in. diameter), sDould ever get frozen, and
then consequently (there being no valve, or any way of
escape), tbo boiler would burst. I have spoken to the
ironmonger wlio is doing the work, and he assures me
such a thing is not likely to happen once in ten years. I
tell him it might be just once in ten years too often, and
that nothing will sati.sfy me but having some valve or

other mode of outlet when the pipes are frozen, and the
water thus hermetically sealed, lie tells me that valves

nearly always leak, and are very troublesome. Can none
ofyour readers help me out of my ditliculty ? I would
rather dispense with my bath altogether than run such a
risk as I shall do without some outlet, in case of sloppugo
of pipes from any cause whatever. Beta.

DAMAGE BY FALL OF CHIMNEYS.

In the Bail Court, at Nisi Prius, before Mr. Justice
Shee and a Common Jury, the case “ Kingsl'ord p. Wells"
has been decided.
The plaintifl' was a dentist carrying on business at 51,

Piccadilly, and the defendant was a jeweller at 55, Picca-
dilly, and the action was brought to recover damages
against the defendant for negligence, in not having pro-
perly repaired his stack of chimneys, so that on November
22. 1655, the chimneys fell through the roof of tho plain-

litPs house and greatly damaged it.

The defence was that the plaintilF’s roof was not in a
proper state of repair. The defendant, upon taking pos-
session of tho premises, in 1859, gave a builder insiructions
to go over the premises, and put everything in n proper
state of repair, and such repairs were done. The weather

October and November, 1865, was extreiuelf boisterous
id stormy—a sort of “ whirlpooly ” wind. On the 23Dd

of November, 1865, the stack of chimneys, which was
built about fifteen years ago, was blown down.
One of the assistants of the meteorological department
the Board of Trade stated, that he was in Loudon ou

the 32nd ofNovember, 1805. The state of the weather on
that day was blowing a strong gale at eight in the morn-

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Fulford, York.—A new church at Fulford, near
York, which has been erected at the cost of
nearly 5,000J., and designed by Mr. J. P. Prit-

chett, architect, Darlington, has been conse-
crated and opened by the Archbishop of York.
The style of tbe church is the Early Decorated,
aud at the south-west corner is placed a tower
aud spire 1-10 ft. high. The name of the church
is St. Oswald’s, and the contractor for the works
was Mr. Weatherley, of York. The pulpit and
reading-desk were executed by Messrs. Forsyth.

I

& Co., of Loudon ; the altar-rails were supplied
by Messrs. Skiduioro & Co., of Coventry; and
the carving was done by Messrs. Buratall &
Taylor, of Leeds.

Fast Rainton (near Durham).—S. Cuthbert’s
Church, East Rainton, has been consecrated.
Tho church consists of nave, chancel, south
porch, aud vestry, and affords accommodation
for 1 5U people. It is built in the Early Deco-
rated style. A simple bell-cot over the west end
contains a bell. There are two atained-glaes

windows, by Mr. Wailes, ono in the chancel of
the “ Good Shepherd,” and one in the nave re-

presenting S. Cuchberb. The church has been
built from the design of Mr. C. H. Fowler, archi-
tect

; Mr. Gradon, of Durham, being the general
contractor; aud Mr. Thornton doing the mason-

;
work.

I

ll'i'fjon.—The church of St. James the Great,

j

Haydock, has been consecrated. The church,

I

which stands to the east of the highway leading

1

from Haydock to St. Helen’s, is built mostly of

I

brick, aud it adjoins a new schoolroom which has
been added to the old building, while in tho
interior there are large doors opening into both,

these rooms, so that the space for those who wish
to worship may be increased considerably beyond
the west wall of the church proper. The style

is Gothic; and, owing to tbe material employed,
nearly the simplest form of Gothic has been
chosen by the architeets, Messrs. W. & J. Hay,
of Liverpool, and carried out by the builder, Mr.
George Harris, of St. Helen’s. The church con-
sists of a nave and chancel, with a porch and
vestry. The porch is at the south-west, and some
few of the dressings here aro of stone

;
the nave

is about -10 ft. by 20 ft., and 35 ft. high to the
apex of the roof. It is lighted with nine single

light lancet windows with stone silts, and fllied

with cathedral glass, surrounded by a border of
stained glass. The roof is open to tho summit,
aud all its timbers are stained aud varnished.
The sittings, which will accommodate 160
persons, are of pitch pine, stained and varnished;
and the pulpit, reading-desk, lecteru, aud fald-

stool, which stands at the chancel entrance, are
of the same material. There are also seats in
tho chancel for the choristers. The chancel arch
is, like all tbe other arches in the church, of
coloured brick, aud in addition it rests upon
carved stone corbels. The chancel itself is 16 ft.

square, and the floor gradually rises by six atepa
to the altar. It is lighted by a threo-lighb

window filled with glass of the same character as
in tbe navo, and by a couple of smaller windows
to the south

;
ou the opposite side being the

vestry. Staffordshire red and blue tiles form tbo
floor of the church. The interior of the walls

are not covered with plaster, aud the effect of

the red bricks, relieved with the darker shades
round the arches, is not altogether a disagreeable

one. The whole of the seats are free and un-
appropriated. '1 he cost of the building is between
1,3U0L and 1,-1001.

iitockhridye.—Tho Bishop of Winchester has
consecrated a new parish church at Stockbridge,

a
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where the old parish church had become so
decayed and dilapidated as to be wholly nnfit for

Divine service. The new building has been
erected by Messrs. Paul & Sons, of Southampton,
from designs furnished by Mr. J. Colson, of
"Winchester, architect

;
the total estimated cost

of the structure being 2,800Z. The east window,
of stained glass and three lights, was a gift from
Mr. John Day, of racing celebrity, and cost 100
guineas.

Cheltenham.— St. Mark’s Church, which was
opened for divine service five years ago, has
now been completed by the addition of a tower
and spire, and it was opened by the Lord Bishop
of the diocese, on Thursday in last week. The
additions were part of the original design of the
architect, Mr. Middleton

;
they were not carried

out when the church was built on account of the
want of funds. The site is high, and the spire
is a conspicuous object in the town landscape

;

it is at the west end of the nave, with which it

is connected by a lofty arch, with clustered
columns. The lower part is intended for the
Sunday school children

;
a gallery above sei’ves

for the choir. The west door and the window
above are good specimens of the general style
of the church. The former has blue Forest
stone mixed with white in its arch, and red
Forest stone jambs with foliated caps. The
tracery of the west window is boldly marked and
richly cusped

; the upper stage of the tower is

lighted by four two-light windows, with deeply-
recessed jambs and arches, with red Forest
shafts. The tower has a comice and four pin-
nacles, hexagonal in plan. The spire is plain
and severe in outline, being simply pierced with
alternate rows of trefoils. The works have been
carried oat by Messrs. Wingate,/Of Gloucester.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Scarborough.—The chief stone of a Baptist

new chapel has been laid at Weatborougb.
Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of London and
Bradford (the architects of the South Cliff
Congregational Church), are the architects. The
chapel will form the central and prominent
feature of Albemarle-crescent, in the middle of
which it will be erected. The style of the build-
ing is Geometric, and the principal front will be
built of Bradford rag wall stone, and with
dressings of Whitby ashlar. At the south-west
angle, a tower 12 ft. square, and surmounted by
a spire rising to a height of upwards of 100 ft.,

will be erected. Internally, the church will
consist of a nave and side aisles, divided by cast-
iron columns, with foliated capitals, and sup-
porting spandrel arches and auopen timber roof;
also, of transepts, baptistery, and organ chapel

;

and minister’s and ladies’ vestries. A small
gallery is placed across the end of the chapel,
over the vestibule, and which may at any future
time be carried round the whole of the interior.
The seats will be of open timber work, and, with
the other internal woodwork, will be carved and
varnished. The accommodation will be at
present for about 850 adults

;
and the cost,

exclusive of ground, about 4,5001. The works
are being carried out by Mr. John Barry, jun., of
Scarborough.

Bishop Stortford.—The now Wesleyan Chapel
has been opened. It has been raised on the
site of the fire in South-street, by members of
the Wesleyan denomination. The building has
been erected by Mr. Todd, ^of Cambridge; the
architect being Mr. J. Cowell, of London. The
Gothic style of architecture has been adopted.
The interior will accommodate 220 persons.
The vestries in the rear extend the width of the
chapel, and will afford accommodation for the
Sunday schools.

Tarporhjy.—The Wesleyans are about to erect
a place of worship in Tarporley. Plans have
been advertised for, and a competition amongst
the Chester architects took place, the design
sent in by Mr. Krolow being accepted. The
plan of the chapel is a rectangle, 62 ft. long by
about 39 ft. wide. The total length, including
the singing gallery, will be about 79 ft. The
design is in the Gothic style. The principal
front consists of a central gable containing a
five-light window

;
beneath this there are four

small windows separated from each other by a
dwarf column with cap and base. The height
of the tower will be abont 76 ft. The chapel is

seated with open pews, and accommodates about
300 persons. The main timbers of the roof are
visible, but the upper part of the roof is ceiled
considerably below the ridge level, to assist the

acoustics of the building. The whole of the

woodwork and fittings are to be stained and
varnished. The stone used in the erection is a
self-faced even-bedded local stone.

Chester.—A new Welsh Calvinistic Methodist
Chapel has been bnilt in St. John-street, Ches-

ter, and opened for divine service. Attached to

the chapel is a school-room, the whole structure

involving an outlay of upwards of 5,OOOZ. The
design of the chapel is in the Early Pointed style,

the French school being followed in the general
details. The principal front to St. John-street
consists of a gable about 65 fc. high, terminated
by a foliated finial somewhat resembling a Prince
of Wales’ s feathers. The two entrances in this

front are protected by a large open porch, con-
sisting of five pointed arches, supported on stone
piers, and polished red granite columns, having
carved capitals and bases. Over the porch is

placed a rose window. The window is 22 ft. in

diameter. The chapel is seated for abont 650
persons, principally on the ground floor, there
only being a small gallery at the west end. The
interior is lighted by day with large windows
filled with ornamental glass, and by night with ,

a series of large wall gas brackets, in wrought
iron. The school-room, situated in the rear of
the chapel and vestries, is a room about 60 ft. in

length. The architects were Messrs. W. & G.
Audaley, of Liverpool

;
the builder being Mr.

Thomas ITogheB, of Aldford. The carving was
by Mr. Stirling, of Liverpool ; and the whole of
the ornamental iron work, by Messrs. Charles
Smith & Sons, of Birmingham.

§o0l!S lUrcibcJj.

The Water Question; a Letter addressed (by

permission) to the Earl of Derby. By J.

Bailey Denton. London : Stanford.

In this pamphlet Mr. Denton proposes to

supply the metropolis from the higher sources
of the Thames, in conjunction with the storage

'

of surplus water, in preference to the more
costly schemes of late proposed. The cost of

Mr. Denton’s plan he estimates at 4,500,OOOZ.

He stipulates for the purification of the sources
of supply, where requisite, by the removal of all

sewage water, puiified ” or not purified, from
the streams used

;
bat thinks that such water

might be allowed to be taken to the sea throngh
the Thames below such water-supply sources as
are reijuiaito. Ho gives evidence that no purifi-

cation can render sewage water, however much
diluted, fit for domestic purposes. For the
water withdrawn from the streams he proposes
to compensate mill-owners and others by means
of surplus reservoirs for flood waters. The head
of his proposed works would be the fork formed
by the Thames and Severn Canal, extending
from its summit at Thames Head to its junction
with the Thames at Leclidale, and the North
"Wilts Canal, which it was proposed to convert
into a railway, not being profitable as a canal,
and therefore to be had at a moderate price.

The supply would be given to the present com-
panies, and would not, without lifting, provide a
constant supply at high pressure, as the grander
schemes would do. Mr. Deutou, however, re-

gards the expense of re-arranging the whole
system of service-piping as a set-ofl’ against the
cost of lifting iho supply to existing reservoirs.

VARIORUM.
“ Bauonies of Forth and Bargey, County

Wexford, Ireland : an. Inquiry into the Origin
and Philological Relations of the Antique Dia-
lecc formerly spoken in this District.” By J. A.
Picton, F.S.A. Liverpool: Printed, for private
circulation only, by D. Marples. This paper was
read before the Literary and Philosophical

Society of Liverpool. It gives a learned and
interesting account of a dialect based upon Old
English, Danish, and other ancient sonrees, but
now obsolete. The district where it was spoken
is an almost insnlated corner of Ireland, jutting

out south-eastward towards England, whence
it was finally settled by emigration of the
Anglo-Normans, who, in 1169, landed under
Strongbow and his companions, and took pos-
session. The two baronies were then created

;

Forth being bestowed upon Robert Fitzstephen
and Bargie upon Hugh de Montmorency. The
dialect presents sufficient internal evidence that
the population was largely reernited from Devon-
shire and the western coasts of England.

[Jas. 26
,
1867 .

Vallancey, the Irish arclimologist, of whom Mr.
Picton speaks respectfully, seems to have first

drawn the attention of philologists to this dis-

trict in the ” Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy for 1788.” The two examples of the

,

dialect given from Vallancey and Mr. Here, of
Wexford,— the only two in existence,—are

, thoroughly analyzed by Mr. Picton, and are very
curious. “Companion to the Weather Glass
for 1867.” By the Rev. R. Tyas, M.A., F.M.S.
London : Bemrose, Paternoster-row. This seems
a very useful annual to all interested in the
weather,—and who aro not ? It contains a
calendar for the present year, with a column in
which to note down the weather as it occurs. It

also treats fully of the barometer, the rain-

gange, and the thermometer, as well as of clouds,

winds, &c. ; and is illustfated by engravings.
“ The Garden Oracle for 1867 ” contains a

now selection of the best varieties of garden
fruits, descriptions of new plants, new flowers,

and new fruits. Also selections in all the classes

of show and decorative plants, in which are
enumerated the best roses, dahlias, hollyhocks,

gladioli, and pansies.

Iflistillitiiiin:.

The Contract for Works at CnATnAJt Dock-
TAUU.—The contract has been signed at the
Admiralty for the construction of the basins,

docks, factories, and other works connected with
the intended enlargement of Chatham doclcyard.

The estimated outlay is a million and a quarter
sterling. Although several of the most eminent
of the railway, engineering, and other firms in

England were invited to give in tenders for the
execution of the works, they either shrank from

j

the undertaking, or tendered on terms which the

j

Admiralty deemed to be inadmissible, and the

I

contract has accordingly passed into the hands

j

of Mr. Gabrielli, the head of an Italian house,

j

Mr. Gabrielli, we believe, executed the enlarge-
ment of the naval establishments at the Royal
Dockyard, Malta. The works will be com-
menced in a few weeks, when 2,000 hands will

be taken on in the first instance for the prelimi-

nary excavating operations.

The Law of Contr-VCT between Master an]>
Servant.—A meeting of the subscribers and
friends of the Law Amendment Committee of
the Social Science Association has been held, to
hear a paper “ On the Law as regards Contracts
of Service "between Masters and Servants,” read
by Mr. Edgar. Mr. Clarke occupied the chair.

Mr. Edgar stated succinctly the existing law upon
the subject ; considered the grounds upon which
it is supported, and the objections to which it

appears to be liable ; and made some remarks
upon the resolutions agreed to by the select

committee of the House of Commons. He was
persuaded, he said, that any legislation founded
on the report of the committee would go but a
short way towards putting an end to the dis-

satisfaction and discontent which undoubtedly
existed on this subject, and which bo believed
would continue to exist until the same measure
of justice was meted out to the working man as
to the rest of the community.

Decoration of Horsham Church. — The
church of St. Mark’s, Horsham, has been
decorated in an inexpensive manner by Harland
& Fisher, of London. The arrangement is as
follows :—A broad band with a text is carried

beneath the wall-plate. The text on the north
side is, “ Surely the Lord is in this place : this

is none other but the House of God, and this is

the Gate of Heaven !
” That on the south side

is, “ I have hallowed this house, to put my Name
there for ever, and mine eyes and my heart shall

be there perpetually.” The outline of the arches
has a pattern of crocheting in red, carried round,
bordered with a line of grey. On the splay there
is a flowing pattern in grey, while on the soflits

is painted a broad red hand. From the floor to
the springing of the arches is filled with a pattern
of masonry. The stone corbels which carry tho
roof are picked out with grey and gold. Tho
chancel arch and east end are treated more orna-
mentally, a text, “ Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God
Almighty,” being painted round tho curve of tho
arch; a row of crocketing beyond that

;
while a

painting of the " Agnus Dei,” and “ The Pelican
and her young,” are introduced at the springing
of the arch, the intervening spaces being filled

with geometric diaper work. The chancel itself

was decorated by tho same artists a few years
back.
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' The Licensing System.—Many pereons being
lesiroiis of seeing some change for the better
nade in the present system of licensing public-
looses and beershops, especially in reference to

•hat clause in the Beershop Act which allows of
Irinking on the premises, it is proposed to hold
i conference on the subject iu Exeter Ilall on
he 29bh and 30th of January. The Earl of
Jhaftesbury will preside.

i New Cemetery for Belimst.—The committee
ippointed by the town council for the purpose of
UTestigating the various plans for the new
lemotery, on the Ealls-road, have, we under-
tand, selected the design of Mr. Gay, ofBrad-
ord. The area of the cemetery is forty-five acres
yithiu the walls, and the laying out ofthe ground,
•lanting, draining, and boundary-walls is esti-
aated to cost about 10,000Z.

' Museum for the East of London.—The iron
luildiiigs at South Kensington, which years ago
.nd when the design was only on paper we
hristened the Brompton Boilci-a in the endea-
our to obtain an improvement in their appear-
nco (a name that has stuck), are to go to a
iece of land in Bethnal Green. The Treasury
as sanctioned the expenditure of a considerable
nm of money to form a musenm there for the
astern half of the metropolis.

L.'INd in London.—At the last meeting of the
inion Bank, Mr. P. N. Laurie, chairman, said,
le Corporation, having determined to widen
fansion Honse-street from the bottom of the
oultry, have taken possession of the frontage
* the buildings which the Union Bank were
oout to erect at that spot. For this little strip
’ ground, measuring, according to Mr. Laurie’s
latemeut, 15 ft., the Corporation have had to
ly 43,0001. ; the bauk having failed to establish
jeir claim for a larger sum. Allowance must
3 paid for a proportion of this amount allowed
>r works commenced.

Proposed Pleasure-grounds for Eochester.
project is under the consideration of the eor-
iration of this city for leasing the whole of the
iBtle-gronnds, now let for market-gardens, and
inverting them into properly laid-out pleasure-
rounds for the inhabitants of the city

j the
rporation also, at the same time, taking over
e ancient Castle. We understand that the
cent for the Earl of Jersey, to whom the Castle
id the adjacent grounds belong, has expressed
3 willingness to accede to the proposal, and,
deed, enters very warmly into the project,
hder these circumstances thore is every pro-
.bility of the contemplated iirrungements being
Tried out by the corporation.

Damage to Plymouth Breakwater. A
Government survey of the damage has been
made, and its amount is reported to be about
10,0001.

The Removal of Mud. — A correspondent
(“ P. E. M.”) suggests, with reference to the
necessity for the immediate removal of mud
from London streets, that if manual labour be
too expensive, a useful combination for the
purpose might be made of the old sweeping-
machines and noiseless smoke-consuming loco-
motive engines,

A Gas Fire-lighter.—An invention has re-
cently been patented, under the name of gas
fire-igniter, which is intended as a substitute for
wood and paper in lighting fires. A row of three
gas burners is fitted on below and behind the
grate bottom, with a tap at one aide, so that
when a fire is wanted the gas is lit, and the
flame passing amongst the coals sets fire to them
without the aid of wood or paper. In summer,
water can be boiled by the gas alone, as in au
ordinary gas fire.

An Architect's Libb.iry.—M. Alexandre du
Bois, a Paris architect, who died recently, in hia
eighty-second year, has left behind him a library
of 20,000 volumes, exclusive of pamphlets, sedu-
lously collected during his life. Amongst other
literary works nearly completed by him at the
time of his death are a Bibliographic des Beaux-
Arts ct SpScialenient de I’Architecture, in three
volumes

;
and a Bibliographic des Architectes

anciens et 7nodernes, also in three volumes.

Gas Explosion at Sunderland.—A cottage
has been blown to pieces and the furniture
smashed by an explosion of gas in an instance
where no gas was laid on. A street lamp stood
on the pavement opposite the door, and the lamp-
lighter had injured the gas-pipe so that the gas
filled the hollow of the lamp-post, and got under
the pavement and into the house. The smell ofgas
alarmed the inhabitants, aud the tenant stupidly
struck a light to see whore the escape came from,
when immediately the explosion tookplace. The
walls of adjoining cottages were also shattered,
but no one was seriously injured.

A Statue for Shakspeare.—A citizen of
Loudon reviving the opinion, that the Thames
Embankment, fronting the present Temple
Gardens, utfords a good site for a statue of

The Fatal Gas Explosion in Guay’s-inn-—The coroner’s jury in this case gave the
flowing verdict

“

We find that the deaths of
isini. Villa, and Cole were caused by an ex-
3sion of gas through a fracture in one of the
lartered Gas Company’s sen-ice-pipes

; which
) much regret, knowing that the company
ere aware this service had not been renewed
• many years. AVe are of opinion that the
lartered Gas Company, knowing this, should
iVo given special instructions to their servants
thoroughly examine the whole of the service-
pes, including all pipes as far as the meter.’^
le foreman said the jury had but one opinion

: the subject, and were unanimous iu returnin"
Is verdict. The coroner said that that was
uivalent to a verdict of “accidental death,
used by the defective service-pipes of the
lartored Gas Company.” He would enter that
rdict, and transmit the resolution of the jury
it read to the gas company.

Explorations at Repton. — A discovery of
ne interest has been recently made in the
mnds of Repton Prioiy. The boys of the
aool have been for some time engaged in
•elling a part of the enclosure known as the
sper Paddock, with a view to form a new
icket ground. In tho course of this work they
covered a considerablo number of encaustic
39, and a structure believed to have been used
! the monks for the manufacture of encaustic
?s for the Priory Church. This is not the first
icovery of a tile manufactory in connexion
th a monastic establishment. It was, indeed,
imerly a question among antiquaries whether
f ornamental tiles were made iu Great Britain,
t the kilns found several years since at Great
dvern, and in Farringdon-street, London, have
iclusively answered the question. The Repton
lavations supply additional evidence, while in
.n aud construction they are unlike the other
0 examples, and are said to be unique.

Accojimod.ytion for the Paris Exhieition
Visitors.—An excursion-manager has 8<?nt to
the periodical press an account of the result of
his inquiries as to the probable cost of accommo-
dating visitors at hotels, and otherwise, during

j

Shakspeare, says,

—

the Exhibition. His movements, especially if ho
|

» If the public saw a good design, I am satisfied funds
have imitators, will simply have the etfect of ' would be forthcoming. I therefore

increasiug tho groat expectations of Parisian
i

“’V to oiler a pre-

o»,,i ir. n ! J 1 J- ..

' “onn ARy guineas for the best design, twenty for thehotel keepers and landlords, and leading to great Bccond, and ten for the third."
^ ^

charges which will keep away thousands of mu . i.u ^ r- •,.i r,.i

risiturs. Muoli bettor be quiet at present.
I

guarantees the good faith of the
^ ^

!

proposer, bub something more must be done to
A Good Snipe-ground rut a dad Barrack-

!

get useful fruit from the suggestion. Precise
YARD.—The British Medical Journal says,—The

|

terms must be laid down, and a proper tribunal
cantonment of Dum Dum, in India, is notoriously named.
sickly and fatal to the European troops quar-

j n -..e, w i, n j At.
tered there

i
it is aptly described as a giid snipe 1

“ '!'=
’'T- , w °

ground, but a wretched cantonment. The Slst ' f which obstruct the me-

Highlandera having been jadiciously removed
and are glad to observe that

thence, the 20th Enniskillens have been substi.
’

““ Metropolitan Board of Works are now moving
tmed for them for reasons past comprehension.

!

“ ““ ““““r. It was proposed by Mr. Shaw to

Only tho other day the 56th Eegiment marched
P^'-^ent by petition, bat eventually

from Dam Dum reduced and enfeebled by sick-
'

™ ^
ness. Tho Erirad 0/ India presumes that; when Works and General Pnrpoaes

tho 29th becomes sufficiently sickly and ineffl- i

into their consideration the

dent, when a sufficient number of men have
™ “f ““ metropolis of many

died to justify the urgent remonstrances of ,,

>'»ro‘ero,gates,anaprivate tolls, to the obstruction

medical man, it will also doubtless be removed ““““eTs

But why are they sent there ?
i

“0“"““ thereon, and to report their reeommenda-
' tion to tho Board.” The Chairmau suggested

^

Moscoiv.—A correspondent writes us from this
I

that there might be a difficulty in the way, as
city :—On Sunday, 13th inst., being New-Year’s- proprietors might be liable for breach of contract
day here (Russian old stylo), the Prince Governor

I

'vilU persons who had taken premises on the
General gave a grand reception at 9.30 a.m.

,
faith aud understanding that they should have

Eveiy person invited had to apjiear in full even-
j

quiet possession of them. But is not that the
ing costume, or in uniform—tho latter most

\

case, as regards possession, where persons have
gorgeous. The day was lovely, a brilliant sun -

1

been expelled altogether from premises without
slime fi.Tid /if . ii- —...e. even compensation ?shine and 4° Reaumur of heat

:

it was 20'’ of
Reaumur cold a few days previously. The stair-
case was lined three deep with 100 footmen in
gorgeous liveries, and altogether it was a magni-
ficent sight. At the opening of the Moscow Gas
Works the English engineer had to march with
the Prince Governor General; and, as repre-
senting the Company, he had to be blessed,
sprinkled with holy water, and to kiss tho cross.
The alterations in temperature at Moscow seem
very great. Such a mild winter has nob been
known for many years.

The Telescope for Victoria.—The Legis-
lature of Victoria having voted the sum of 5,0003.
for the construction of a large reflecting tele-
scope, to be erected at Melbourne, for the pur-
pose of effecting a thorough survey of the
nebulas aud multiple stars of tho southern
hemisphere, the president and council of tho
Royal Society (whose advice and co-operation,
our readers have heard, had been requested)
selected Mr. Grubb, of Dublin, the eminent
opticiira, to construct this instrument. The
impossibility of obtaining discs of glass of the
requisite purity has rendered it imperative to
employ catoptrics instead of dioptrics—reflection
rather than refraction—when a telescope of large
size is to be constructed. An image is formed
in the focus of tho mirror, and is examined by
suitable eyepieces. The tube has a diameter of

ft., aud is of proportional length. The
diameter of the speculum is but 6 iu. less than
that of the tube, or 4 ft., beiug in. in thick-
ness, and weighing about 27 cwt. The grinding
was performed by a polishing machine and
steam-engine, constructed for and belonging to
the telescope, and which will accompany it to

Sensitive and Singing Flames.—Not lovyers’
“ Flames,” bnt Dr. Tyndall’s. At the Royal Insti-
tution last week the doctor delivered a lecture
“ On .Sounding and Sensitive Flames,” in course
of which he amnsed his audience with a variety
of very curious experiments, which culminated
in his addressing some poetical lines to a
flame by which he seems to have been smitten.
Two gas flames were burning at the same timo,
one of them being long, straight, and smoky,
and tho other short aud brilliant; and when a
whistle was sounded the long flame became short
and brilliant, and tho other was converted into a
long, dull, aud smoky flame. By increasing the
pressure of the gas a jot of flame about 20 inches
loug was produced which was peculiarly sensi-
tive. On the slightest sound it sank down to
8 inches; aud the crumpling of (pink note-?)
paper seemed to throw it into convulsions. By
some sounds, however, it was not in the least

afflicted; and it was interesting to observe, when
Dr. Tyndall repeated the lines of poetry alluded
to, how the flame was flattered and affected by
some of the expressions and was insensible to
others. Whether it was a compliment or a declara-
tion of love which most fluttered it, the reporter
did not note. On uttering the not very poetical
word “boot,” however, the flame remained
steady

; but at tho word “ boat”—Byron's “boat
is on tho shore,” perhaps—it started

;
and a very

ungailant threat to “beat” it threw it into

violent commotion, aud no wonder
;
but it was

yet more powerfully affected by the sentimental
exclamation “ ah !

” To sibilant sounds it was
particularly sensitive : a hiss sent it down to

the lowest point of humiliation. When a mnsical
Melbourne. The weight of tho telescope, when

j

snuff-box, however, was put in action, it .

completed, will be about 10 tons, and it will be got over its low spirits, and dancea ud amj
moved by clockwork.

J
down to the tune
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Church Work.—"We are asked to add to our

notice of the Wealeyan chapel, Rickmansworth,
that the warming of both chapel and school is

effected by hot-water apparatus erected by
Messrs. J. Jones & Sons. Also to the notice

of church at Sydenham, that it is paved with

encaustic tiles supplied by the Architectural

Pottery Company.

Skating.—A subscriber writes,—On reading

your sensible observations on skating, or the
“ suicide of skaters,” where parties will still

persist
; the question is whether some additional

suggestion might not be made for the preserva-

tion of human life, and it has occurred to me
whether some simple contrivance in the form of

a raft or grating might not be adopted, and kept

atone end of the ice. It should be made about 12 ft.

or 14ft. square or less, of slight timbers, say 6 in.

by 6 in., bolted together, having sufficient spaces

between for parties to raise their beads and

shoulders above the ice
;
and which would still

float when the ice gives way and could be pro-

pelled forward.

Further Discoveries at Malton. — Some
more Roman and British remains have been dis-

covered in the cuttings for the Malton Water-
works, which, however, have now been com-
pleted. The Roman station was engrafted on
an earlier British one, as clearly shown by the

cuttings
;
in which Roman pottery, coins, and

skeletons Lave been found overlying the original

alluvium, in which the remains of red deer,

flint implements, and bone pins were the chief

relics. The cuttings just completed extend from
the Lady’s Spring, at the south-east corner of

the great military station of Derventio, to a
point just opposite the Prietorian Gate and the

Roman ford across the river.

Metal Door.—Mentioning the works in Miss
Hosmer’s studio in Rome, the 3Ioming Post

says,—One of the most important is a door,

15 ft. high, to be cast in bronze and gold, for

Lord Brownlow, who intends it for the eutrance-

door to a sculpture-gallery at Asbridge. The
upper semicircular compartment represents, in

flue bas-relief, the three elements,-—earth, air,

and water,—two of which, earth and water, are

further illustrated, practically aud poetically, by
four oblong compartments, inclosing above a
vintage scene on the left, and a fishing group on
the right, and below centaurs and nymphs, and
tritons with sea nymphs. The centre panels

between these four corners are divided into

twelve compartments, with charming figures

and groups allusive to the twelve hours of the
night. The jambs and upper arch will be of
marble, inlaid with Byzantine mosaic. Another
fine work, almost completed, is a fountain exe-

cuted for Lady Marion Alford, surmounted by a
syren, to whose song four Cupids on dolphins
below are listening with npturned heads.

Professor Leone Levi upon *' Our Work-
FIFN.”—A lecture, under the auspices of the
Nottingham Mechanics’ Institution, has been
given by Dr. Levi, at the hall of that society,

the subject being, “Our Workmen: their La-
bours, Rewards, and Trials.” The mayor, Mr.
J. L. Thackeray, occupied the chair, and there

was a large audience, amongst whom was the
Duke of St. Alban’s. The lecturer delivered au
exhaustive address of about an hour and a half

in duration. In speaking of trades’ unions, he
said, let them not do them an injustice. They
did good in the discipline and order which they
enforced upon the different trades, which acted
as a check against riots and excesses, and how
often were they made to subserve the purposes
of charity and munificence. There were points

in their action, however, decidedly objectionable.

The restriction they put upon the number of

apprentices, and every other hinderance imposed
upon the freedom of labour, admitted of no
defence whatever. They could not dispute the

right to influence others living with them ; but all

coercion or intimidation used for that purpose
was illegal, and reprehensible. If they desired

independent action for themselves they must
allow it to others. But what should ho say in

favour of locks-out ? Not a word in their favour.

Nothing could be more injarious to tbe masters
or to tbe operatives than such an extreme mea-
sure. Concession on either side was better, and
arbitration was better still. One great source of

absorption of the working man’s earnings was
drink. It was a very sad fact that in the

United Kingdom as much as 70,COO,OOOZ. a year
were spent in ardent spirits, exclusive of wine;
and of that amount 50,000,0001. or upwards
came out of the pockets of the working men !

The M.\.nchester Albert Memorial.— The
memorial of the late Prince Consort, in the

centre of Albert-square, Manchester, has been

inaugurated by Dr. Fairbairn. A view of the

monument will be found in a previous volume

of tbe Builder.

An Observatort Burnt.—On Sunday last,

the observatory connected with St. Gregory’s

College, Downside, near Bath, was totally de-

stroyed by fire. It originated apparently in tbe

heating apparatus, which kindled the joists of

the ground-floor.

Model Dwellings in Halifax.—Mr. John
Crossley has erected, in Halifax, a stone building,

in the Venetian style of architecture, at a cost

of about 3,000Z., as a model-lodging house. Mr.
Crossley has conducted a model-lodging bouse
at the Mulcture Hall, Halifax, for fifteen years, and
the institution has pecuniarily been successful.

The Outbreak of Fires.—A correspondent,

R. T., suggests, that while water aud firemen

are being sought for, every fireplace in a house,

by previous arrangement, mi^ht be closed up by
pulling a cord connected with an iron plate in

the chimney-stack; and that a policeman, by
breaking a hole in a fanlight, for example, might
not only do this, but also break some fragile

vase, hermetically sealed and containing fire-

extinguishing materials, so arranged as to be
thus brought into action. Or such a vessel could

;

be carried to the locality of the fire and
thrown in.

Inauguration of a new Building at Ryde,
FOR the Young Men’s Christian Associa-

tion.-—Tbe building in Lind-street, Ryde, nearly

opposite the town-hall, which has been recently

erected for the use of this Association, has been
inaugurated. For the designs the society is

indebted to Mr. Tliomas Dashwood, honorary

architect. Two rooms on the ground-floor, fitted

with shelves and bookcases, are set apart for the

circulating and reference libraries. On the first-

floor is an apartment capable of being used as a

general reading and news room. There is a
small apartment; on the same floor, suitable for

a conversation or retiring room for members.

On the second floor there are two rooms of

nearly equal dimensious, which are intended to

be used as class-rooms.

The “Builder” Fire.— The accomplished

author of “ Ten Thousand a Year,” Mr. Samuel
Warren, Recorder of Hull, has recently borne

voluntary testimony, in a letter widely printed,

to tbe value of the mode of economically burning

coals in grates which we described some years

ago, and which is pretty well known in many
parts of tbe country as our fire,—the Builder

fire. Mr. Warren, however, omits in bis other-

wise excellent letter one of our especial points,

namely, that, when the bottom of the grate has

been covered with a thin plato of iron (or, more
cheaply, by spreading over it some fire-clay),

and tbe coals have been put in, the fire should be

lighted atthctox<. This necessitates lighting the

fire some little time before it iswanted, or the mass
will not have become incandescent

;
but the gain

in point of economy, avoidance of trouble, and
amount of steady heat, is very great indeed.

From a fire thus lighted, properly, scarcely any
smoko escapes, another very important ad-

vantage.

Bradford New Exchange.— Tbe exterior,

with the exception of the final touches from the

bands of the carvers in stone, is now all but

finished
;
and the great hall, it is hoped, will in

a month or two be completed. The medallions

which aie now being sculptured along the front

of the Exchange represent men among states-

men, navigators, engineers, and manufacturers

who have cleared the way for trade, and to

whose lives and labours towns such as this owe
their prosperity. Next to the tower, in tbe

place of honour on the Market-street front, the

head of Cobden is appropriately placed
;
and

next to that is a head of Mr. Titus Salt. These

are all that are finished on this front, but heads

of Stephenson and Watt are partly completed,

and there are to follow in order Arkwright,

Jacquard, Gladstone, and Palmerston. The floor

of the hall is now being paved with Maw’s
encaustic tiles. Along the sides the walls are

tiled to tbe height of 5 fr. with encaustic tiles in

low relief. At their bases tbe beams supporting

tbe roof are ornamented with figures carved in

wood, symbolical of justice, commerce, science,

navigation, &c. The crown of the roof is of

sraiued glass. Messrs. Lockwood &Mawson are

the architects.

The Coliseum, Rome.—According to the

Revue Artistique, M. Visconti, architect, has been
commissioned by the Pope to restore the upper
part of the Flavian amphitheatre.

The United Excavators’ Society’s Annual
Meeting.—The first annual meeting of this

society was held at the Lambeth Baths, on
Monday evening, under the presidency of Mr.
G. M. Murphy. After an address from tbe
chairman, the secretary stated that, notwith-

standing the inclement season and the unsettled

year through which they had passed, they had
still fourteen lodges, comprising some 800 mem-
bers, with a balance at the banker’s of 3201.

Infringement of a Building Act in Pale.
STINE.

—

Mr. George Williams writes from King’s
College, Cambridge, on behalf of “ the smallest

nationality in the world.” This, it appears, is

the Samaritan community, consisting of only

150 souls, who have experienced a literal fulfil-

ment of the proverb, that “Ho that exalteth his

gate seeketb destruction.” They had heightened
the street-door of their synagogue at Nablous
or Shechem, the ancient capital of Samaria,

from 4 ft. to about 5 ft. 6 in. ; they had also re-

newed some part of the ’pavement of the syna-

gogue itself, which had become decayed. These
repairs were declared illegal by tbe Turkish
official, who, accompanied by a mob of 200 or

300 fanatics, went himself to tbe synagogue, in

the south-west quarter of the city, where he
directed and superintended the demolition of the

new work, which was left a complete wreck, and
its owners are not allowed to repair this their

only place of worship.

TENDERS
For tho erection of Premises, Leadenhall-street, for

Messrs. Pound & Sons. Messrs. Humphreys & Son, archi-

tects ;

—

Myers £0.179 0 0

Rider & Son 8,991 0 0
llenshaw 6,979 0 0
King ic Sons 6,960 0 0
Sparks 6,890 0 0
Eunor 5,890 0 0
Ashby & Sons 6,875 0 0

Hart .
6,831 0 0

Ash'iy & Horner 6,800 0 0

Brass (accepted) 6,634 o o

For the new drapery establislunent, SheiBeld, eiclusiro

of stoves, chimney-pieces, warming apparatus, gas or
any fittings, for Messrs. Cole, Brothers. Messrs. Flocktou
& Abbott, architects :

—

Wilson £10,350 0 0
Robertson 10,300 0 0

Huddleston 10,132 0 0

Barber 9,966 10 6

Gomersail (accepted) 9,Gu0 0 0

Clubley IE Stringlellow 9,494 0 0

For extensions to the Wolverhampton Union Work-
house. Mr. Yeall, architect

Highani £1,100 0 0
Livatt . 1,085 0 0
Birkett 1,066 0 0
Boberts 999 0 0
Plank . ... 974 0 0
Thompson (accepted) 935 0 0

For rebuilding house No. 7, Green-street,' Bethnal-

green, for Mr. G. Baugh. Messrs. Tobey & Dale, archi-

tects

Withers £768 0 0

Forrest 748 0 0
Higgs (accepted) 677 0 0

Accepted for Kent County Lunatic Asylum, new office

buildings, dining-hall, &c. Mr. Martin Buimer, architect.

Quantities supplied hy Mr. G. Ruck and Mr. T. Ladds :

—

Builder's Work,
Stiff £16,767 0; ,0

Smith and Founder’s Work.
Weeks & Son £1,285 0 0

Flumler and Glazier's, ^c., Jf'orA-.

Aldridge £2,638 0 0

For new sewer, Yeomau’s-row, Brompton, for the
Kensington Vestry :

—

Bond ... ,£587 0 0
Williams . 400 0 0
Atkins..., 397 0 0
Moxon & Mutton 395 0 0
Thackeray 395 0 0
Lacey ,,, . 385 0 0
Wigmore 374 10 0
Thirst ... , 349 0 0
Wbiltick (accepted) 295 0 0

For alteration at the Rising Sun Tavern, Strand. Mr,
Ym. Niinn, architect :

—

Auley (accepted) £521 0 0

For rebuilding the Couutess of Huntingdon’s Chapel,
Mount Ephraim, Tunbridge Wells. Messrs. Wimble 5s

Taylor, architects:

—

Edwards, Brothers £5,611 6 0
Walker 6,Sul 13 0
Grensted 6,<66 2 9
Dove, Brothers 4,570 0 0
Sims & Marten 4,534 0 0
King S Sons 4,277 15 0

Auscomb -4,073 0 0
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Designs for the Proposed Law
Courts,

HE Designs for the

proposed Law
Courts, STibmittedin

competition, aro ad-

mirably hung in the

temporary building

erected for the

purpose in New-
square, Lineoln’s-

inn. The competitors

are eleven in number,

it will be remembered >

namely, Mr. Abraham,

Mr. E. M. Barry, Mr.

Raphael Brandon, Mr-

Burges, Mr. Deane, Mr-

Garling, Mr. Lockwood,

Mr. Seddon, Mr. G. G.

Scott, Mr. Street, and

Mr. Waterhouse, The
drawings of each com-
petitor are hung in a

separate chamber, so to

speak, formed right and

left of a central pathway, and

lighted from the top. Great

praise is due to those who
have the conduct of this com-

petition for the endeavours so

ir that have been made, with a view to obtain the

est possible design for the contemplated build-

igs. The amount of information afforded, and

be completeness and clearness of the schedules

imished, are remarkable, and do great credit

0 those who constructed them. An impossible

erfection is shadowed out by them, and to this

le competitors have had to work up with such

access as each could master.

The Commissioners have farther shown their

Ight appreciation of the difficulty there is in

oming to a proper decision in such a matter by
ranting Mr. Burnet, the architectural clerk, a

irge staff of assistants for several weeks, with

le further aid of Mr. G. Pownall and Mr. John
haw, to ascertain how far the various points of

ae instructions have been attended to, especially

B to the sizes of rooms and courts, provided by
kch architect, and as to the comparative merits

f the plans with reference to other matters

acertainable by calculation, such as light, quiet,

hd facility of access. There will be another

samination by Officers of the Law to show the

ommissioners how far and how well each

5heme will supply the special wants of each

mrt and department. Mr. Pownall and Mr.

haw will doubtless give their opinion too as

tchitects; and then, with these statements

efore them, the appointed Judges of Designs

he First Commissioner of Works, chairman;
le Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Lord Chief

ustice of England, the Attorney-General, and
Ir. William Stirling, M.P.) will proceed to make
reir selection.

. There are circumstances connected with the

krly arrangements for the competition that, but

•r the evidence before us of a strong desire to

0 right, would lead us to enforce the snpplica-

nn for impartial consideration, made by one

‘the competitors,

1 It is no boy’s task, as he says, which is to be
jalt with as a mere trial of strength. It is,

probably, the greatest and most arduous labour

ever imposed upon the members of a very

laborious profession ;
it is a work which has

employed the best thoughts, and time, and

aspirations of the competitors, for three-quarters

of a year. It is no academic competitive

examination, but a most serious work of real

life,—a herculean labour for a great practical

and national object. Do not, then, we beg of

you in all respectful earnestness, cast aside these

labours on any trifling grounds, for they aro the

best efforts of carefully-selected minds, and the

result of long, and anxious, and painful endea-

vours, stimulated by an ever-present sense of the

immense importance of the object, and under-

taken at a vast sacrifice of other professional

demands. Above all, let us beg that the judges

will rigorously impose upon themselves the rule

which judges urge upon juries, to dismiss in

Umine from their minds all that they have pre-

viously heard or felt on the subject, for they have

a work to perform in which justice to a number
of selected and invited professors of a great and

noble art is united with a most onerous and

reponsible duty to the nation for whose use this

mighty edifice is to be reared.

With perhaps one exception, the competi-

tors have set forth their designs in drawings

of great excellence and beauty
;
some of the

drawings, indeed, are exquisite, and by means
of writing around them, called for by the Com-
missioners, the levels of the various floors, the

extent of the departments, the purposes of the

different rooms, and the general scope of each

design, are made remarkably clear. All the

designs are Gothic in style, only one competitor,

Mr. Garling, sending an alternative design

Italian in character. This gentleman, by the

way, who avoids a central hall, has materially

lessened his chance of success by covering the

whole site, as Mr. Burges in a less degree has

done by giving his building a military aspect

instead of civil
; and Mr. Seddon by a tower,

with fourteen ranges of windows, which has

little consonance with the London of the nine-

teenth century. His front next the Strand is

very picturesque and clever. Mr. Deane’s weak
point, since we have fallen into this line, and
with reference to appearance only, is the fact that

the design takes the shape of several buildings

which may or may not belong to each other. It

is elegant, nevertheless. The first consideration

for the judges is plain,—who beat fulfils by
plan and arrangements their multifarious re-

quirements. Still the building must be a public

monument, and the art-question must have full

weight in making the selection. No matter

how good, for example, might be the plan sub-

mitted by Mr. Abraham, to whom the other

competitors are under obligations, the selection

of elevations such as he has put to it is out of

the question.

Mr. Waterhouse, as was to be expected, has

submitted a very complete scheme, marked by
thorough knowledge of the subject, and set forth

in thirty good di-awings. Dividing the buildings

into Courts (with rooms immediately contiguous)

and Offices
;

the first, as having the greater

claim to quiet and the advantage of a central

position, he masses together in two -internal

lines of building running east and west, with a

long internal area or open street, 53 ft. wide, on

each of their outer sides, and divided by a large

covered hall, from which access is obtained on the

one side (the north) to the Courts of Equity, on

the other (the south) to those of Common Law.

The offices he places in the external ranges of

building which front respectively to the Strand,

Carey-street, Bell-yard, and Clement’s Inn, so as

to form a complete barrier between all noise from

the external traffic and the courts which they

shelter.

By these two streets, which he calls Equity-

street and Common Law-street, he lights the

rooms within the building. They aro on the

Strand level, and are approached by carriage-

archways through the outer Strand range of

offices. The accompanying plan shows broadly

the arrangement adopted.

As to the best arrangement for the Courts,

both inter se and with reference to their posi-

tion in the building generally, he gives the fol-

lowing reasons for placing them, with little

exception, in two parallel lines divided only by a

central hall.

1. They are ttos brought as closely together as possible.
2. The greatest possible simplicity of arraiigemeat is

thus obtained,
3. The Central Hall affords for barristers, solicitors,

and, in fact, for all who are within the building on busi-
ness, a place of meeting from which each of the Courts is

immediately accessible.

4. The arrangement is one which secures a certain
amount of elasticity for any future modificutiou in the
special purposes to which each indiridual Court is applied.
In fact, it prevents any group of courts becoming so
cr3'stalliBed, il' 1 may so speak, as to make such modifica-
tion difficult or impossible

; e.g., if the Courts of Equity
should hereafter increase in number, the Admiralty Court
might be converted into a Court of Equity, and the Court
shown in the plans under the former name be removed
elsewhere, without any detriment to the general scheme.

6. A proximity is thus secured between the Courts of
Law and Equity which mtf^ hereafter be turned to account
in the event of any further fusion between their respec-
tive systems of procedure, or between the Equity and
Common Law Bars.

Besides the main entrance,—which is in the

centre of the Strand front,—there are two arch-

ways on the south side, each wide enough for

two carriages, through the Strand range of

offices into “_Common-Law-street,” One of

these opens from Pickett-street
; the other is

situated immediately to the west of New Temple
Bridge, and by this access is obtained not only

to the eastern end of “ Common-Lawstreet,”
but also by means of an archway of equal width

under the offices to the east of the court blocks

into the eastern end of “ Equity-street,” which

is, for carriages, a cul de sac. The central por-

tion of the archway just alluded to is lighted by

CAREY STREET.

STRAND.
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four areas open to the sky. A broad pathway
is provided for foot-passengers at the side of the
carriage-way.

In addition to the two principal entrances in

the Strand and Carey-street some twenty-five

subordinate entrances have been provided at

varions points in the external and internal

streets. These give access either to particular

portions of the building, the varions depart-

ments and oCices, or are intended for particular

classes of persona. Thus, at the north-west
corner, there is a private entrance for the
judges’ carriages, giving an access to the judges’

private corridor by means of a carriage-way up
to its level. At the north and south, at the ex-

treme eastern end of the building, at a level of

17 ft. 6 in. above Carey-street, are entrances in-

tended for the eschisivo use of the bar and at-

torneys, who would thus approach the apart-

ments appropriated to them after passing along
the bridges provided for their use from Lincoln’s

Inn and the Temple.
The entire width of the court block between
Equity-street ” and “ Common-Law-street” is

traversed on a level with those streets by two
balls in a line with each other, which, in fact,

would be but one, were it not for the central
hall above and between them. They are each
Ci ft. wide, with an average length of 83 ft., and
a height of 32 ft. The width of each is divided
into a nave, so to speak, 32 ft. wide, and side

aisles. Over the aisles are galleries on a level

with the central hall, which are approached at

their north and south ends by bridges across the
internal streets opposite the maiu entrances in

Carey-street and the Strand. The transverse
halls themselves are entered by doorways in

the internal streets immediately beneath these
bridges. The space between these halls is open
to the roof of the central hall above, excepting
where crossed by the bridge uniting the two
halves of the latter.

The great central hall covers an area of 478 ft.

by 60 ft., -and is Ou ft. high to the apex of the
roof. It is divided longitudiiiaily as to its floor

space into two nearly equal portions by bridges

which ^nite the coi-j'idors and oflices on either

side-of the court level. The roof would be sup-

ported by ornamental wrougbt-irou principals,

resting on projecting stone corbels, and but-

’-tresacd by the main walls of the coarts. The
designer proposes that the roof should be divided

tlnto alternate bays of larger and smaller size,

the larger being covered entirely with glass, the

emaller being boarded and decorated.

The sides of the liall would be appropriated to

three stories of witness and consultation rooms
attached to the several courts, with windows
looking into the hail itself. Between each set of

these would ascend a staircase, leading from the

floor of the hall to the barristers’ corridor, and
giving access to the witness and consultation

rooms themselves.

The great hall in the centre of the building is

intended for a falic dcs pas perdus

;

a place of

rendezvous for all who liave business to transact

iu the courts, as opposed to the general public

who come only to see and hear, and who would
have no access to it.

The style adopted is that of the thirteenth
century. Admitting that to be the stylo in which
a building should be erected in Loudon in the nine-
teenth century the building is effectively com-
posed. The mass includes two lofty towers for the
deposit, one (284 ft. high) of Wills, and tho other
(354ft.high) of Registered Copies. Aclocktower
rises from the Strand front, and there are two
other towers appropriated to smoke and ventila-
tion. Pricing the main building at la. Id. per cube
foot (obtained by adding 40 per cent, to the cost
of the Manchester Assize Courts, which was
9id.), and the towers at Is. 9d. per cube foot,

we get 1,339,3281.; or, with Temple Bar, roads,
approaches, and so on, 1,419,8421,

The edifice, it may he added, contains 1,141
apartments, as required by the instructions, and
163 extra rooms to meet future requirements.
The sum originally suggested to the com-

petitors was 750,0001.

Mr. Scott has sent tho largest number of
drawings of any competitor, and a very fine set
they are. lie is greatly impressed with the
magnitude of the task :

—

“ On first entering upon the consideration of tho sub-
ject, two impressions force themselves upon the mind :

—

the nobleness of the project, and the vastness of the
labour of carrying it out, even upon paper

;
and, strong

as the first impression must be of the labour to be under-
taken, I think all of ua must have found it ao much

,

greater in reality than iu idea, that, had we on first enter-
ing upon it realized its magnitude, we might well have
shrunk back from the task ; indeed, it is only the gran-
deur of the undertaking which has enabledone to face out
the almost incredible labour of the design. Others may
possibly have greater facility of arrangement than my-
self, though I have probably had as much experience in

arranging large biiihlings as any man
;
but I may say that

to me the labour has been such that, though I embarked
on it vigorously on the very day after I agreed to join the
competition, I have ever since been hard at work upon it,

often giving to it eight hours or more a day for many
days together."

Broadly speaking, Mr. Scott bas adopted Mr.
Abraham’s early plan

;
that is to say, an outer

shell of buildings containing the departments
less connected with the courts, au internal street

within this shell, and a central block containing
the courts with their appurtenances, and such
departments as are more directly connected
with them; this block including in its centre an
open apace round which the courts are arranged.

It is 80 far varied as to limit the outer shell to

three sides, so as to bring the central block for-

ward to the front. Twenty-two out of the
twenty-four courts required are placed in the
central block, throwing off two only into the
outer shell, the Matrimonial and the Bankruptcy
Courts. These are connected with the general
gronp of courts, each by a bridge (“ perhaps of
sighs ”) across the internal street.

Mr. Scott claims to have carried ont in its

integrity Mr. Webster’s scheme of concentric

circles,

" MycireZe* (to use Mr. Webster's term, and considering
the middle space as their centre) are, first, a spacious and
(ns I should wish) magnificent ambulatory of nearly 30 ft.

wide, running round a central area (about 201) ft. by
116 ft.). This is of two stories in height, the one being
used only by those immediately interested in the business
of the courts, the other one by them and by the public
jointly. Round this comes the second circle, consisting of
the courts themselves, with their iuterveuing areas and
passages; external to this is tho third circle, consisting of
the judges' rooms and those for the juries, with tho neces-

sary staircases and appurtenances
;
next to these is a cor-

ridor all round, for the bar and attorneys, beyond and
opening out of which are the rooms appropriated to their

use, audio that of the various officials, &c., connected
with the courts.'*

The accompanying plan shows the position of

the twenty-one courts which surround the main
ambulatory. We can specify only some of them,
(a) and (6) mark the Courts of the Lord Chan-
cellor and the Master of the Rolls

;
(c) is the

Lords Justices’ Court, and (d) Vice-Chancellor
Kindersley’s Court

;
(e) and (/) are the other

Vice-Chancellors’ Courts. The three Courts of
Queen’s Bench Qihh) are to the east ofthe central

area. On the eastern part of south sido are the

three Courts ofCommon Pleas (i i i) ; and on the

western part the three Courts of Exchequer

O'j j)- The centre of the south side is given to

the spare court (fc), which exceeds all the others

in dimensions, and which Mr. Scott calls tho

“Sensational” Court. The three courts at

the western end of the area are severally tho
Exchequer Chamber (/-), the Admiralty Court
(m), and the extra Ecclesiastical Court (n).

It must be remembered as to the designs gene-
rally that the site, viewed roughly, may bo said to

be level from east to west, but to rise some 17 ft.

from south to north—the lower line of boundary
facing the Strand, the upper one facing Carey-
street; and the sloping-end boundaries facing

severally Bell-yard and Clement's-inn. The lead-

ing fact to which this gives rise is that the north
frontage is an entire story above that of the
south, so that what is ground-floor on the north
is first-floor on the south, and what is ground-
floor on the south is basement on tho north.

Mr. Scott gets between the level of the Strand

and the level of the floor of the courts a lofty story

for public offices, and regards this as a reason why,
without serious disadvantage, there cannot be a
central ball in the sense in which that term may
be most naturally understood; that is to say, as

a hall from which the courts would directly open,

like Westminster Hall, or that designed by Sir

Charles Barry for the Lincoln’s-inn-fields site.

,
“This would be only practicable,” he thinks, “were
the courts on the ground-floor

;
for, if adopted in

the case of elevated courts, it is clear that little

or no light could be given to the space below
such hall, or to the lower stories of the parts

surrounding it.” It is this which has led him
to give a double width to his ambulatory, that

it may take the place of such a central hall. Ho
adds to it, however, a central hall in tho middle
of the open area. Xu tho centre of tho central

hall rises the great staircase. The hall is a
largo octagon, overshadowed by a magnificent

dome. The court level is reached from the

Carey-street entrance, without the aid of the

central staircase, by a direct corridor.

In adopting the Gothic style, Mr. Scott claims

it as aiibrdiug the greatest facilities for the

developments suggested by modern require-

ments, modern materials, and modern modes of

construction, and in many parts of his design ho
has evidently worked in this spirit. An im-

mense amount of painted and sculptured decora-

tion is shown, though not insisted on. The inner

portico of the Strand entrance would be a fine

work ; so also the interior of the dome. A mas-
sive tower for records is a prominent feature.

Tho cubical contents of the building at Is. per

foot cube give 1,253,626L, exclusive of figure

sculpture and figure painting. Is. per foot is

taken on the ground that the Foreign Office is

being built at Is. OJd. per foot, and that the stone

fronts there bear a larger proportion to the whole
mass than would be the case at the Law Courts.

The contract for Glasgow University, a less

expensively-finished building, gives 7-}d. per foot

cube : both materials and labour, however, are

cheaper there than in London. Wo must break
off for tho present.

TEE DESIGNS FOR THE NEW NATIONAL
GALLERY.*

Examination of competition-designs, on tho
part of the public, the judges in the case, or the
profession itself, has hitherto been, from various

causes, quite ont of proportion with the efforts

of competitors, and with the benefit capable of

being realized in whatever there might be of
suggestion in the designs, or of full response to

the appeal of the promoters of the competition.

Advantage accruing, whether to either of the
parties, or to the art and science of architecture,

has been but trifling : designs on which much.

,
• See pp. 23, 40, & 58, aiilt.
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labour and money-outlay had been expended,
have gone back to their authors, to be thence-

forward lost to sight, having left no result what-
ever influenced by their preparation. Accu-
mulated observation of the facts has led us,

therefore, on the present occasion of the compe-
tition of designs for the National Gallery, to

attempt to supply what has not been attained

even in the exhibition opened in the Royal Gal-

lery of the Palace at Westminster, and to leave

on record particulars that might be valuable,

and might otherwise be lost. Onr readers must
be content with the speed at which we acquit

ourselves of our duty.

We have, so far, noticed the works of four of

the competitors, comprising about ten different

designs. Mr. Murray’s designs, which come next,

are classed by him as three in number
;
but with

the different alternatives of plan or decorative

treatment, we should count them as five or six.

Of the three, his “ Design No. 1 ” would involve

an extensive remodelling of the existing building,

together with the erection of new galleries on
the ground to the north-east :

“ No. 2 ” is for an
entirely new building “ in the Greek style and
No. 3” is for a new building, “ Italian in style.”

The treatment of the two latter designs so

entirely comprises the ground occupied by the
ibarracks, that a western front, forming one side

of a new street from Pall Mall East, is shown in

each of the views. St. Martin’s-street would be
widened, and prolonged to Leicester-square;

whilst the College of Physicians would form an
leffective termination, southward, to the new
jopening. Mr. Murray has chosen to design each
lof bis buildings “ in what is commonly termed
i‘ Classic,’ ” because of the character of the build-

ings of the locality.

As regards the first design : from the present
ibuilding would be removed the dome, and the
ilantems or “pepper-boxes”

;
the portico, which

'Hr. Murray regards as too small for its situation,

would be taken down
;
a larger portico would be

erected 5 and a colonnade would be added to

I each wing, for the greater portion of its length

—

using the displaced columns, and leaving those
'of the side-porticoes. The central intercolumn
of these last being wider than the side-inter-

oolumns, whilst a similar arrangement is that of
ithe pilasters of the other projections from the
^wing, we doubt whether the effect would bo
good. case of a long colonnade is different to I

!that of tne Yitruvian eustyle portico; as to which
even, we are not sure that the effect was
quite pleasing. Above and in the rear of the

I central portico, would be a square attic, termi-

nated by a cornice and antefixm, and groups at

ithe angles: this would form the upper portion
<if a hall for sculpture, of 100 ft. in length by

ft. in width. The terminations of the present
kside-porticoes would remain much as they are :

but in place of each lantern on the wings, the
massof the projection on plan would be carried
up as an attic, and terminated by a balustrade:

:four statues would be placed over the columns
;

and in the centre would be a panel for sculpture.

iBut to this arrangement there is an alternative,

(Comprising a much larger pavilion-mass pro-
rjecting from the wing. The staircases would be
.altered

;
as would the last new gallery : but the

(other galleries would remain. The ground
would bo enclosed with, in place of the present
i-railing, a balustrade

; to which would be added,
I lamps, and steps at the ends. The terrace
land steps of the Square would remain as
iat present. The arrangement that the author
r would recommend for the new portion of
Itho ground, is not quite clear; but wo may take
lib to be as shown in “ Design No. 2”; excepting
Ithat “ Design No. 1 ” has at the eastern end of
1 the ground, a large semicircular double-columned
(portico, entirely open, or without wall at the
(back of its columns, other than the wall of the
' end of the building on the line of its diameter

;

1 whilst the other design has an ordinary portico
.of six columns. In each design a considerable
'portion of this end-ground is given up to the
I street. According to one arrangement, the
1 lines of the eastern frontage would be at right
! angles with the chief front

;
whilst, parallel with

ithe eastern front, would be galleries, covering,
iwith the galleries parallel with liemniing’s-row,

.

Ithe entire ground, or leaving only a very small
:(CODrt between the present galleries and the ends
( of the new ones, and allowing of mere air-shafts
. at the other ends. The ground-floor would be
[•used chiefly for storeage. There would be stair-

cases in the centre of each of the three fronts.

(The northern galleries, of 50ft. in width,—like
Ithe others, to which wehave referred, of which the
r width varies from 50 ft. to 22 ft.,—would be top-

lighted, and would have rooms alongside of

them, which might be lighted from the street.

A design, which is an alternative to “ No. 1,”

has the line of the end of the building, and other

lines, askew, instead of at right angles with the
front,—the'hexastyle portico taking the place of

the semicircular
;
whilst in place of what would

be the acute angle, north-east, there is a quad-
rant with columns. In the latter part of the

plan, a oircnlar guard-room is shown. In this

design there is an attic like that over the portico

in the other case, but developed to occupy a
large portion of the entire area of plan.

“Design “No. 2 ’’is columnar; but it is in

other respects different to “ No. 1 though
it resembles the alternative of the latter de-

sign in those features of plan that we have
particularized. Otherwise the plan in “No. 2”
may be described as having the whole range
of buildings, including the site of the bar-

racks, grouped about two courtyards, of which
tho smaller measures 95 ft. by 85 ft. The
main entrance, in the centre of the Trafalgar-

square frontage, is under a grand portico of

fourteen columns in the front, and of six inner

columns : behind this is a space of 100 ft. by
27 ft.

;
beyond which again are a vestibule and

staircases. The landing of these latter, with the

entire space, is open to the portico,—the arrange-
ment resembling as nearly as possible that of

the portico and staircases of the Museum by
Schinkel, at Berlin. It is an arrangement that is

of doubtful propriety,—whether for the climate

of the capital on the banks of the Thames, or for

that of the capital on those of the Spree. The re-

semblance to the Berlin structure is continued in

the portico; which is without pediment. Thespace
over the staircase-hall and entrance-hall is car-

ried up as an attic ; but in this, the resemblance
to the Berlin structure is not so great as in the
attic of design No. 1. Thespace ia arched over,

and hypa^thral-lighted ; and the external frame-
work of this covering ia a temple-like structure,

with ten square autm in front, in place of

columns, and with a sculptured pediment. The
order of the principal portico of the bnilding is

continued, wiih three-quarter columns, on a rusti-

cated stylobate; and the angles of the building

take the quadrant-form on plan. The ground-
floor windows have pediments

; and the wall over
them is enriched with sculpture. The portico of
the eastern front has a pediment. The external

walls generally are surmounted by a well-de-

signed attic,with dwarf-piers, panels, and statues.

The ground-floor is devoted almost exclusively

to sculpture. If sculpture be to be provided
for, probably that would be the best appropria-

tion of the ground-floor, as compared with pro-

vision there for the National Portrait Gallery
along with the Turner and other drawings.
Sculpture is seen to more advantage by a
side-light than a top-light. In Mr. Murray’s
design, the larger galleries, 50 ft. in width,
for sculpture, are lighted by large win-
dows from the courts. The north-east and
south-east angles of the building are occupied
by the residence

;
the rooms of which are joined

by a corridor across the space in the centre of

the east front, where one of the staircases ia.

Although the competitor has considered that the
instructions required him to provide staircases at

the north and east, he does not advise that there
should be so many altogether as he has shown.
On the upper floor are the galleries for paintings.

The grand-staircase would lead to a vestibule,

103 ft. by 20 ft., in the Trafalgar-sqnare front

;

whence on three sides galleries of 50 ft. width
would open ; and from these last would open
galleries of 25 ft. Top-lighting is recommended
I'or the galleries along the north, as for all

the others. The elevations towards the courts
have a certain decorative cbai’acter, as they
should have if they can he seen from windows.
The design “ No. 3 ” is in plan a modification

of “ No. 2 but in decorative treatment it is

very different. The wide sculpture-galleries are
made external

;
whilst the ncwrou; ones are

lighted from the courts. The characteristic

feature of the front, the staircase open to the
air, is suppressed

;
and in place of it there is an

entrance-hall, 97 ft. by 50 ft., over which the
picture-galleries run in an unbroken line

;
whilst

the staircase itself is seen, on entering, beyond
the entrance-hall, and through a perspective of

columns. The narrow picture-galleries would be
side-lighted. The Trafalgar-sqnare front would
display two stories on a rusticated podium ; the
ground-story would have rusticated arch-headed
windows, and the upper story a Corinthian
pilastrade, niches, and statues. In the middle
of the front, the drawing shows a double-storied

portico of columns, coupled in the thickness,

—

the order below being Roman Doric, with rusti-

cated shafts, and that above, Corinthian,—and
the lower portico being approached by side

flights of steps, and the upper one crowned
at the top by a balustrade and statues. This
is not the sorb of design that we wish to

see carried into effect. If a building that is

new be an art-work, there must be novelty
in it. Such element, required, need be bnt
small ; indeed, in presence of coueiless attempts
that realize no more than nov ity, and with
recollection of the difficulty of combining
novelty with taste, we would restrain rather

than urge the flight after noielty. But some
novelty is required. All which we have often

said. Mr. Murray estimates the cost of hi

design “ No. 1,” or including the remodelling of

the present building, at 210,0001. But leaving

the present structure as it is, and building upon
the north-eastern ground only, he estimates that

the cost would be 161,0001. His estimate for

the entire design “ No. 2 ” is 326,0001. ;
whilst

“No. 3” would be 330,0001.

Mr. E. M. Barry’s designs are marked respec-

tively A, B, and C ; but including variations of
plan, they may be reckoned as more than three

in number. “Design C” is that which deals

mainly with the new ground, and makes only

alterations in the present structure. “ A " and
“ B ” are designs, not very dissimilar to one ano-

ther, for an entirely new structure
;
and both of

these deal with the ground, entire, and inclusive

of the site of the barracks. In all the designs,

the principle of distribution of the galleries and
rooms occupying the north-eastern ground is the

same. In all, the eastern boundary of the plan
is at right angles with the front ; and in all, the
present arrangement of the teirace and steps of

the Square is retained. In designs “A” and
“ B,” there is a frontage to a new street at the

west.

In “ Design C,” the dome and the pediment
to the portico are removed. The three prin-

cipal rooms of each end of the building,

for pictures, are retained,—as are also the
“ octagon-room ” of the Academy, and the

room in the projection from the front cor-

responding with that in which the octagon-

room ia. The lanterns on these projections are
removed. In place of the pediment, a raised

attic is shown, with balustrade and statues.

This feature forms the upper portion of a
large staircase-hall, which has galleries and
columns on the four sides. The projections from
the wings are terminated by attics simi-

lar in treatment to the large attic. lu
planning the buildings for the added ground, Mr.
Barry has nob availed himself of the ground-
floor for purposes of exhibition, unless excep-
tionally, as for the Turner di’awings. In his

opinion, picture-galleries cannot be considered

satisfactory without top-light
;
and he believes

that, though a large additional waU-space would
be gained should ground-floor galleries be
considered admissible, a larger wall-space is

provided by any of bis plans than would be likely

to be required for many generations. Confining

our description, first, to the gallery-floor, and as
regards the new ground : the plan comprises a
group of buildings consisting of galleries sur-

rounding a quadrangle, in the centre of which ia

another group, and of a range of buildings in the

rear, or following the line of Hemming’s-row.
The group within the quadrangle is square on
plan, but having the angles canted off

;
galleries

of 22 ft. in width form the outer circuit; whilst

the four angles are planned as octagons. In
the centre of this group is a space of 66 ft.

square, which is entered on its four sides by short

passages. Spaces of the form of the letter L
are left at the angles, between the 22 ft. galleries

and the 56 ft. square space, for tho object of light

to the rooms below. The central space is

planned somewhat after the model of the so-

called landscape-ijallery at Munich, of which the

competitor gives a section. The principle is the

same as that of the arrangement advocated by
Mi. /.ockerell,—with only this diflerence,that the
suspended ceiling is brought much lower in the

Munich example, as well as in Mr. Barry’s design,

than it would be according to Mr. Cockerell’s

suggestion, which greatly resembles wbat was
carried into efiect some years ago by Mr.
F. E. H. Fowler in the gallery of the Society

of British Artists. Mr. Barry, however, like

Mr. Cockerell, and for much the same reasons,

would relieve the heaviness of the pla/ond, by
openings or coffers, which would be glazed. The
method is “suggested’’ by Mr. Barry “as
being very suitable for landscape and subjecb
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pictnres of moderate size but we should say,
that if the principle be the right one for pictures
of any kind, it can have no special snitableneas
for either landscapes generally, or works of small
size. As to the latter, the observer would neces-
sarily approach so near to the work, that the
source of light would no longer be concealed :

thongb whether this would affect the principle,
we must leave others to decide. We believe
that, as might be supposed, the proposal does
not find favour with those of the judges who
have paid moat attention to the arrangement of
galleries. It should, however, be well consi-
dered. But if the principle be correct for one
gallery, it would seem to be so for others. The
principal galleries in Hr. Bariy’s plan are re-
spectively 50 ft., 45 ft., and 42 ft. in width. He
does not omit to state that the prescription of

the 50 ft. has exercised an important influence on
hia plan, and on the extent of accommodation he
has been able to provide. Whilst expressing his
preference for top-lighting, he has provided a
few side-lighted galleries for cabinet-pictnres.
In the floors of each of the large galleries are
openings for light to rooms below. This arrange-
ment is one that, having regard to chances of
fire, would have to be well considered before
adoption. It is a leading feature in n design
that we have yet to notice. The ground-floor in
Mr. Barry’s design is planned so as to be capable
of adaptation to different requirements. There
are a staircaso and a covered porch on the
Hemming’s-row side; and there is a large

ing-apace. Mr. Barry observes that this in-

crease would be attained at a certain " sacrifice

of grand architectural effect.” There appears
to be an opinion, however, that the longer a
gallery, the more monotonous would it be. The
truth is, that lengths of rooms, or galleries,

should be varied, and the architectural features
also,—though these last are necessarily coufiued
to the ceilings, for the most part. The difference
in the levels of the ground, which, according to
Mr. Barry, is about 13 ft., led him to the arrange-
ment of the ground-story, or, it would seem,
chiefly to give height. In the space under the
dome, he would place allegorical groups, and
statues of the old masters. The staircase and
its galleries he would reserve for statues of de-
ceased British architects, sculptors, and painters;
and by such arrangement he thinks “ the pub-
lic would be led to form correct ideas as to the
past history of art,” and that “honours would
thus be paid to British artists, similar in degree
to those so often accorded to their foreign bre-
thren, although not 'hitherto customary to any
great degree in their own country.” The best
features of these designs, “A" and “ B,” deco-
ratively, appear to us those of the interior,
as in the treatment of the points of inter-
section or meeting of the lines of galleries
on the plan, and in the hypmthral lighting of
the staircaso and its side-galleries. The de-
sign “ C ” is estimated to coat 220,0001. : the
estimate for “A” is 460,0001., excluding the
portion of building iu the site of the barracks

carnage-porch, with coupled columns as the
(

and barrack-yard
; and that for “ B ” is 4S0 OOOimam feature, to an exit-way that is at the In a concluding paragraph of the paper accom-'

c-n/l rtf flirt 'VK.x i_?_ j • ....eastern end of the building. The author thinks
it right to state that he has prepared his “ De-
sign C ” in obedience to the “ Insti'octions,” but
that he cannot recommend it as “ an adequate
or satisfactory way of supplying the want ” of a
National Gallery.

In his designs “ A ” and “ B,” Mr. Barry has
allowed himself more liberty; and, as we have
said, he has dealt not only with the site of the
present building, and with the north-eastern

pauying his designs, Mr. Barry alludes to steps
that should be taken to obtain a satisfactory selec- i

tion from designs proposed. He considers that “ a
'

small body of judges, however eminent for their
ability and architectural knowledge, would be
liable to be led astray by strong prepossessions
in favour of a particular style or mode of treat-
ment:” he rightly adds,—“The consideration of
such a subject, and even the power thoroughly to

present building, and with the north-eastern understand the various plans and sections, re-
pound, but with the site of the barracks. He

j

quire considerable professional qualifications ”
had some difficulty m understanding the condi-j&c.; and be suggests the Eoyal Academy and
tion that the front was “ not to obscure the view

, the Institute of Architects as “ suitable bodies
of St. Martin’s Church, from Pall-

j

to be requested to co-operate with the Govern-
Mall Last, or from any part of Trafalgar-equare,”

I meut, and such lay judges as maybe appointed.”
since the present building obscures the

.

to We are now obliged to depart from the order in
a certain extent. He has therefore shown which we had at first arranged to notice the
alternative designs, so far as the lines of front

! designs.
pe concerned,—involving of course in one of the

I
The designs by Mr. M. D. Wyatt are two in

designs, diminished convenience. The chief
|

number. A design marked “B” comprises
feature of the building viewed from the Square, additions and alterations to the existing build-
would bo a large dome, in which the newspapers

I ing
;
and one marked “ A ” is for an entirely new

bare discovered too much resemblance to that
[

National Gallery. Each design is very com-
o St. P^ul s, and which certainly resembles that i pletely shown by drawings, including an unusualhp niodel m pving columns about the tambour.

|

number of perspective views. They are accom-
^ panied by a brief report; in which however the

which has turrets at the four angles, forms the
centre of the front, and projects in part as a
portico or loggia of Corinthian columns carried
on rusticated arches. The columns, eight in
front, and eight internal, are placed between
piers that carry two of the tmvets. Besides
the central dome, there are two other domes
to the front, that is to the ends, where the
angles are massed square on plan. These smaller
domes are without the feature of a very lofty
tambour. Each of the other two angles of the
entire building would have a dome similar to
those last mentioned

;
though the acute-angled

form ofthe ground to the north-west, would throw
the dome there out of what would be its proper
place, symmetry being considered. Opposite the
entrance, and beyond the space in the plan
covered by the dome, is a grand staircase and
sonlpture-gallery, with a vaulted ceiling carried
by columns which are at the sides, and which
separate the side-galleries from a central straight
flight of steps, broken by landings. The stair-
case is lighted through coffers and lunettes.
In the two recesses of the front, or between the
masses of the wings and centre, in each case, is a
loggiaof balustraded archesjbavingloniccolumns
on the piers. It is lower than the adjoining
Corinthian order; and forms a covered way
parallel with the chief galleries of the front.
There is a portico to each of the end-fronts,—the
columns being on the upper story. One of these
is not sufficiently different from the portico of
Covent Garden Theatre. The design “B” has
quadrant-corners to the building : the other
design, “ A,” has re-entering angles to the same
parts of the plan, or in place of the quadrants.
This^ appears to be the chief difference between
“A” and “ B.” There is, however, a plan
showing an arrangement of the galleries with an
extra number of cross-walla for additional hang-

author’s conclusions from examination of the
site, constituting the guiding principles for hia
design, are set forth in terms that should be
duly considered : for, assented to or the reverse,
they may conduce to a right decision. There
can be no doubt that Mr. Wyatt has given great
attention to the subject of picture-galleries. As
to the present matter, he expresses an opinion
that the general wish of the public is to have an
entirely new Gallery, worthy of the country, and
that to lose the opportunity would be disgraceful,
and would prove the source of future regret.
As regards the design “B,” it has proved “an
even more difficult task ” for him than the other.
In dealing with the present building, he would
remove the dome, and the lanterns on the wings.
He would also remove the side-porticoes

;
but he

would attach others to the projections of the
wings, (using doubtless the displaced columns,)
and would crown each of these new porticoes
with a pediment. The columns of the principal
portico would be as now ; but the pediment would
be altered, at least so ffir as that it would be
charged with sculpture in the tympanum, and
upon the acroterium of the apex. Above the
general cornice, an attic would be added to
the building, composed of square antco with
Corinthianesque capitals, and a cornice and
antefixaj, and of a filling-iu of panelled masonry
to the interantaj, for about three-fourths of their
height, or leaving opeu space below the cornice,
between the capitals. At each of the two projec-
tions, the drawing shows decorated masses carried
up to a greater height than the general line of the
attic-cornice. In the centre, beyond the portico,
is a larger crowning mass

;
which takes the form

of a structure having a portico ofcaryatides in the
front, and a similar portico to the rear. This
mass is the termination to the entrance-hall.
The hall, internally, is flanked by columns; which

separate it from two other halls, and new stair,

cases, that are shown on the plan. Here in each
of the flanking staircase-halls, a central flight,

parallel with the transverse axis of the building,
leads to a landing from which the upper flights
branch right and left

;
whilst from the entrance-

hall, steps in front of the entrance descend to the
new galleries. The entire arrangement is capable
ofbeing made highly effective. On the further side
of the ascending stairs of the eastern portion of
the front building, is a second descending flight
to a rotunda with columns. The rotunda forms
part of the plan on the new ground, and is the
vestibule to galleries in the middle of that
ground, which are cruciform in plan. The stairs
of descent first-meutioned, lead to a gallery of
28 ft. 6 in. in width

; at the north end of which/
is a rotunda similar to the other, and placed
like it at the end of an arm of the cross.
At the eastern end, opposite, is a third rotunda,
with an intervening compartment of plan
wherein there are large semicircular recesses.
Several such features are to be found in
the plan

;
which generally is devised with

great regard for the pictorial effect resulting
from circular forms, and from the effective
introduction of columns. The particular column
used would be, in design, greatly varied from
those of the classical orders. The base and
lower part of the shaft would approximate to
the Egyptian type, in outline, and in the decora-
tion. All the galleries on the new ground, with
the exception of those which are circular, and of
the gallery reached directly from the entrance-
hall of the main front, are placed parallel
with, or at right angles to, the raking line of

j

Hemming’s-row. The principal gallery, on the
north, would be 50 ft. iu width

;
and those

of the cruciform disposition would be 43 ft.

6 in. in width. Outside the latter, and be-
tween them and the presenc building south-
ward, and the 50-ft. gallery northward, are four
open courts, these being in addition to a court
more to the east, as well as to different small
courts. In the re-entering angle at the meet-
ing of the line of St. Martin’s-placo with the
end-line of the present building, a colonnade, or
portico, quadrant-shaped and curving inwards
on plan, would be placed

; whilst attached to this
would be an apsidal recess, with colnmns on the
same radii as columns in front. The axes of the
entrance, halls, and calleries are planned, to
accord with one another, in a manner that de-
serves much commendation. In this design “ B,”
the Square would remain as at present

;
though,

in the other design, some alteration would seem
to be contemplated. The ground-story would
provide for the National Portrait Gallery and
the Turner Gallery. It would be side-lighted in,

some parts
; but generally Mr. Wyatt advocates

top-lighting
;
and he proposes an arrangement,

that is peculiar, for so lighting a story that has
rooms over, which we must mention in speaking
of his principal design, “ A.” An argument
used by Mr. Wyatt in favour of an entirely new
building, is that the present structure could not
be made fireproof unless with almost entire re-
construction.

Mr. Wyatt’s views with reference to an en-
tirely new National Gallery, are so far impor-
tant, that we feel called upon to give them at
some length, prior to describing his “ Design A;”
though we should have preferred his starting
with the consideration of the internal planning
of the building, and with an inquiry iuco modes
of lighting, instead cf setting out with exa-
mination of the special conditions for external
effect. Looking, however, at these conditions,
which are of the site, he observes, first, that the
most important view of the building would be
from the south-east, and to persons going towards
St. Martiu’s-lane, and that consequently, the
angle next St. Martin’s Church should be
the central feature of the whole composition.
Secondly, he observes, that the next most im-
portant view would be that from the southern
side of Trafalgar-square, wherein the Gallery-
facade would be cut in half by the Nelson
Column, whilst the terrace-wall and steps would
constitute the platform of the building. Where-
fore he concludes that it would be “

a grave
error of judgment ” to adopt any central feature
of the facade, and that the existing symmetrical
diriaions of the terrace-wall should govern the
disposition of the facade of the Gallery, so that
the former might appear as the original podium
to the latter. Mr. Wyatt, therefore, places a door-
way ofthe main entrance to hisbuildingcoincident
with the axis of the principal flight of the steps
at the north-eastern corner of the Square. The
few returned steps are taken away, and others are
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placed as top-steps to the present flight : the road-

way is then widened
;
and the top of the flight is

flanked by two pedestals and equestrian statues,

instead of one pedestal and statue. He places a

doorway opposite a correspondingly-altered ar-

rangement of the steps westward. Thirdly, he

finds that the next most important viow must be

from Pall-Mall East
;
and says that “ that form of

design which, dispensing with a central feature

in the southern facjade, provided leading eastern

and western motives to close a long range

of regular, large, and monumental features, say

oither colonnade or arcade,” would, he “ at once

saw, compose most attractively when seen both

from Pall-mall East and from Dnncannon-street.”

He shows, in drawings, how his budding would

look from each of the points
;
and he considers

that no building should be deemed satisfactory

that would not look well from each. But we do

not quite see that his design accords with his

<!onditions. Having decided upon the south-

eastern angle as his central feature 5
having

placed there the doorway mentioned, which
gives access to the grand-staircase to the gal-

leries 5 and having also emphasized the angle by
a circular feature, and by two domes,—whereof
one is over the entrance in the front, and the

other in the return-end, or side, of the building,

—

he establishes at the other end, features pre-

cisely similar, in everything, with the exception

that westward there is but one dome. In short,

the design is a compromise between the first-

stated principle, and that of exact balance of

two ends of a facade. Either there is a dome
wanting ; or there is one too many.
The western doorway of the facade gives

access to the National Portrait Gallery

;

which, thns, rightly, would be as distinct as

it well could be, if in the same building,

from the National Gallery proper. Mr. Wyatt
noted an authoritative statement in the

House of Commons, that accommodation would
be provided in the New National Gallery for

the other collection, as well as that it might
be desirable to provide in the Gallery for works
of art other than pioturea. General features of

his design, besides what have been named, wore
established on oonolusions, one of which was as

: follows : that “ no building could appear monu-
mental, and exhibit a becoming repose, which

I
should have a ground-floor lighted by windows,

I and a first-floor, either without'any openings, or,

. what would be worst of all, with sham windows.”
, The curious reader will mark the divergence, on
this occasion, of two practised onunoiators of

;

principles, Mr. Owen Jones, and Mr. Wyatt.
' We are scarcely overstating the facts in saying,

1 that one allows his plan to be under subjection

1 to a notion that a front should necessarily have
I windowsfor effect, whilst the other allows his to

I be subject to the idea that the front must either

I have windows in each of its stories, where there

I are more stories than one, or have no windows
! at all. However, Mr. Wyatt’s conclnsion led

1 him to devising “means,” as he says, “of light-

) ing ” his ground-floor by top-light entirely, or ox-

t cepting the case of narrow galleries in internal

I court-yards. He considers that thus he has ob-

I tained three advantages : first, the giving the

I building “ a fine solid plinth and dado, by way
I of base to rest upon ”

;
second, the utilization of

1 the recesses necessary for effect of light and
• shade; and, third, the doing away with “the
: distracting and dazzling effect produced by day-

1 light, which, when seen in immediate contrast

' with any picture however brilliantly painted,

i invariably make it look dead and colourless.”
' The main feature of his facade towards the

i -Square, consists of seven arches on the level of

' the second story, and formed at the back as

large niches. Immediately under each of these

. is an oblong panel for sculpture. This feature

1 has a pediment that forms the front to a little

;
glass-rcof through which light is obtained to a

1 recess belonging to the gallery of the ground-
i floor. Corresponding niches and pediments ap-

I
pear in a portion of the front towards St. Mar-

t tin’s-place, and have similar nse. In the former
( case, each of the arches corresponds with one bay
i in the length of the principal gallery of the

t ground-floor, devoted to the National Portrait
I Collection; where the floor above is carried by
I columns similar in character to those described

in speaking of “ Design B.” In the rear, each
; alternate recess corresponding to one of those of

the front,' is similarly top-lighted, but through a
larger area of glass. There are similar lighting

. arrangements for the galleries on the new
{
ground. In this part of the plan, the galleries,

' with the exception of one that is semLciroular,

I next a court, and with the exception also of

tho gallery that is next St. Martin’s-placo, are

at right angles to or parallel with the principal

front. But there are other features of tho plan

besides those of tho reoeases, intended to be

subservient to the top-light of tho ground-floor.

These consist of well-hole openings from the

floor of the gallery above. Their purpose is of

far more importance than that of the few open-

ings mentioned as provided in Mr. E. M. Barry’s

design
;
where the rooms below are not meant

for exhibition of pictures. Mr. Wyatt would

seem to rely upon them for tho bulk of the light

that he would get to the middle of tho area of

his ground-floor galleries of the greater width

;

but, it seems to us that only tho apace imme-
diately under tho well-hole would be adequately

lighted, or from the top-lights of tho galleries of

the principal floor, and that a large portion of

the area in the ground-floor would be much
worse lighted than it would have been had he

substituted windows in the walls, combined with

adequate height of the ground-floor story. More-

over, the same objection would apply to this

arrangement as we have noted of Mr. Barry’s,

that it would negative the “fire-proof” con-

struction that Mr. Wyatt recognizes the im-

portance of. As regards tho distribution gene-

rally, of the parts of the plan, the author of the

design under notice has considered that looking

to the great value of land in the situation, “ and

its limited extent when compared with that

allotted to similar galleries in other great capi-

tals of Europe,” “ as much of the land as should

be consistent with ensuring due light and venti-

lation to eveiy part ” should bo occupied with

buildings; and he holds that his system of top-

light for the ground-floor generally has enabled

him to effect the object referred to, more com-

pletely than ho could have done had ho relied

mainly on side-lighting
;
in which latter case, as

ho rightly says, his court-yards would have

had to be larger, and his buildings fewer

in number and lower, so as to admit unin-

terrupted rays through vertical windows. Ho
adds that utilizing the present site to its full

extent would probably render unnecessary future

acquisition “of moat costly laud;” for it will

have been understood, he has designed no
extension over the site of the barracks and
barrack-yard. As wo have shown, however, wo
do not think he has quite succeeded in demon-
strating the superiority of his system to that of

comparatively large courts ;
which, indeed, are

necessary for ventilation, air, and the prevention

of continuance of dampness of soil and walls.

The proper size for courts, with reference to light-

admission to rooms, and height of buildings,

should surely be better understood in the pro-

fession than it seems to be, judging from the

different methods of treatment that we observe.

Mr. Wyatt appears to contemplate a consider-

able provision for sculpture ;
and there is this

difference between him and Mr. Street, that,whilst

the latter doubts whether sculpture and paintings

should be in the same gallery, Mr. Wyatt con-

siders that it would be best not to separate them

;

he would rather group the works of the two
kinds “ freely together, as in the Tribune and
other galleries of the 'Uffizi at Florence.” He
adds,—“ Such a mixture greatly relieves the

strained attention of the visitor, while adding to

the decorative eflect of the whole structure. In
fact, to take sculpture from a museum and place

it where it enhances rather than detracts from
architectural grandeur, is to redeem it from mis-

application and to restore it to its legitimate

function.” We incline to this opinion, whilst

recognizing that what is the best manner of

lighting pictures is not necessarily best for

sculpture, and that the convenience of a ground-

floor cannot be overlooked where weight is in

question. Tho principal galleries in Mr. Wyatt’s

plan are of course 50 ft. in width, as required by
the “Instructions;” but he, differing from
other competitors, considers this tho proper

width. In place of wall-surface above the

height to which pictures would be hung, he

would spring a decorative vaulted ceiling

from the level, agreeing with the semicircular

form which is that of the main ribs of his roof.

Along the middle of this would be the opening

for light. He says that, besides saving brick-

work, his system “ offers the great advantage
(for a picture-gallery) of presenting surfaces

receding from the light, and so falling into half-

tints, thereby enhancing the luminous effect of

the vertical surfaces ” on which the pictures

would be hung. Between the transverse ribs of

the ceiling are lunettes. At the intersection of

the galleries the space is domed over from pen-

dentives, so as to produce a good feature of eft’ect.

The entrance to the National Gallery proper,

and that of the Portrait Galleiy, are, as

we have explained, in corresponding positions

towards the ends of the front. Beyond each of

them, there is a quadrant-corner of the build-

ing, with a columnar arrangement of the lower

story, affording a needed place of shelter, as for

persona waiting for carriages. Tho entabla-

turo of the order hero carries arches which
are over the intercolumna. Above these

there are several decorative stages or

stories : bub the whole is a mere piling up of

incongruous parts, or quite beneath the art of the

rest of the design. It should be understood that

the centre of the fa9ade, containing the niches,

has considerable elaboration of detail. Each
recess would contain a statue of some celebrated

painter; and the relief below would set forth

some incident of his life. In the spandrels of

the arches would be heads representing some of

the artists’ scholars. In the frieze there would
be decorative panels of marble or granite ; and
red granite columns would be attached to the

narrow spaces separating the niches. These lass

would be coffered in the vaulting, and enriched

with vitrified materials ; and generally, a rich

polychromatic effect would be attempted with

the aid of terra-cotta. A balustrade, and tenpedes-
tals for statues of Apollo and the Muses would
crown the whole. In each of tho blocks where
the entrances are, and which support two of the

domes, there is some beautiful composition. To
the doorway itself there is a species of balcony

carried by cantilevers and Persians ;
and above

the balcony is tracery, as though to tho

head of the door. Flanking the doorway are

very large granite tablets, that sdme of the news-

papers say are sepulchral, for names of great

painters, with the dates of births and deaths.

Above the doorway is a long panel, in a frame,

like that of a picture, for sculpture. Above
and below tho panel, tho mass is enriched with

good mouldings. Each dome is combined with

its supporting mass in a manner that is highly

effective, and, we think, new. With tho tambour
are grouped four dormer-windows terminating

the sides of tho pavilion ; attached to which are

seated figures. Wo have stated that the south-

eastern entrance leads to the grand-staircase.

Next to this, and so that, between the stories,

there is one landing, is a second staircase- Both
stairoases ore shown, os they would appear, in

one view. In the principal staircase a vaulted

ceiling is carried in tho oentre, by a small arch

from the entablature-blocks of two Corinthian

columns which stand on pedestals that are joined

together by a panelled piece of masonry. Borne

of the principal details of this staircase have a

Benaissance character. The internal colouring,

with the exception of that of the staircase, it is

proposed should be quiet in tone, or as vellum-

colour, gold, grisaille, and sparingly in low reds,

greens, purples, &o., not overpowering any of

the pictures.

Mr. Wyatt has estimated the lineal feet of

walls and screens for pictures, in each of his

designs ;
and he makes tho total quantity in

“ Design A ” about 400 ft. more than in “ Design

The figures in “ A” are thus stated :

—

National Gallery :

—

Ground-floor,

—

Ft. lin. Ft. lin.

First-floor,

—

1,001

Screens, nil.

National Portrait Gallery ;
—

Ground-floor only,

—

l,04i

Feet lineal 6,8S9

According to an experienced surveyor, the

design “B,” retaining the present building and
making the additions and alterations, would
cost 275,0001. ; whilst the design “ A ” for the

entirely new building, would cost 420,0001.

We have not yet noticed designs by three of

the competitors.

Machinery pok Making Bkicks.—Mr. 0. H.

Murray, in a patent dated June 8 , 1866,

claims catting the clay into the form of bricks

by forcing the clay forward by means of a push-

ing board, or otherwise, against a series of fixed

wires, so arranged that the clay is pushed on or

forced past the wires on to a movable board pro-

vided with handles, so that twelve or any other

convenient number of bricks may be removed at

the same time, as described.
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OONOBETE COTTAGES, SELLING, KENT. Mk. B. Adkins, Akcbitkct.

fnjctJ-j- LUVaj-iciJ

CONCRETE COTTAGES.
Our engraving shows a pair of labonrer’s

cottages just boilt at Selling, near Faversham,
for Mr. E. Neame, under the directions of Mr. B.
Adkins, architect, Faversham, and which from
their economy of construction will, doubtless,
interest those who are anxious to see the dwellings
of the working classes improved.

These cottages are built of concrete, composed
of gravel found near the site and Portland cement,
and have been entirely completed ready for occu-
pation at a cost of 100 guineas each. The same
material was used for all paving, sinks, hearths,
and other places where stone is generally used.
The external walls are 9 in. thick, and the in-
ternal 6 in., and they are formed by laying con-
crete between sliding boards, the surfaces being
floated over with a little fine cement and sand as
the work is carried up. By these means a suffi-
ciently smooth surface can be obtained to dis-
penae with the usual inside wall plastering : the
outside surface is afterwards jointed in the
manner shown, and when dry enough coloured
in the usual manner.
The use of concrete for theselpurposes enables

the introduction of a common and inexpensive
description of material generally found near the
site, for if gravel is not handy, stones gathered
off fields, or broken clinkers and burrs from the
brickyard itself, mixed with a small proportion
of sand, may bo used, and with proper care
stronger and dryer walls can be built with
these than of ordinary 9-in. brickwork. Mr.
W. Goodman, of Whitstable, is the builder.

In proof of the economy of this description of
construction, these cottages when compared with
a block of three similar brick cottages recently
built in the same neighbourhood under a close
competition, show a saving of about 501. per cot-
tage. A greater question, however, even than
cheapness arises, and that is the absorbent or
non-absorbent qualities of materials. Bricks
such as are too often used in such constructions
absorb a large quantity of water, during rain for
example, and retain it a long time. Experiments
upon well-made stone concrete seem to show
that its power of absorption as compared with
that of brickwork, is very small indeed, espe-
cially if the concrete be made with cement.

A. Porch.
B. Living-room,
C. Pantrv.
D. WftshhoQse.
E. Wood and Coala.

KEPEHEN’CES.
w.c.

G-. Oven.
H. Lobbj.
J. Cbambor.
X. Store-cloeet,

THE DEATH OF ALEXANDER SMITH,
THE POET.

With regard to the sanitary circumstances we
have referred to as connected with Alexander
Smith’s death, we must always remember that an
individual member of a community or a country
is of necessity as snbject to its malpractices in
government—sanitary or otherwise—as he is to
any other part of its constitution. A man who
chooses to reside in Scotland must make np his
mind to certain risks. Just as Count Cavour
was bled to death by ignorant physicians, so may
the poor poet be said, on similar principles, to

;

have fallen a victim to the sanitary police of his
country. Those who choose to read what we
printed in a recent impression (Jan. 19th) with
regard to the sanitary condition of the new town
of Edinburgh, will see that even the modern
Athens is anything but a bed of roses. But the
new town is a paradise compared to the old town

;

and the Edinburgh University, where Smith had
his office, is situated in the very centre of the
old town, which has been for centuries one of
the filthiest of modem cities.

The secretary’s office itself has been described
to us as a sort of mural cell—excavated rather
than built—in one of the piers of the stupendous
arches which cover the roadway into the very
handsome and stately quadrangle of the Edin-
burgh College, At best it is only fit for a porter’s
lodge. How it is heated we cannot say ; but it is

lighted and probably ventilated by entresol win-
dows only, of fanlight pattern, one of which, the
southwindowjopens upon thewell-known College-
street cab-stand. The opposite pier of the cen-
tral archway—6 yards or so from the secretary’s
door—is converted into the public urinal of the
college; and our readers may judge how much
the atmosphere of these conveniences would con-
duce to the salubrity of the secretary’s office.

We will say nothing about the dissecting-room
on the one hand, or the hospital on the other.
But round the north corner, right under the
“principal class-room’’ windows, is one of those
horrible public privies for which Edinburgh
has become infamous, and which of itself is

enough to pollute the atmosphere within the
radius of half a mile ! Was ever a poor poet so
environed ? Yet here he sat from ten till four
every day for nine months in the year.

It was in all probability in order to escape
from these compound nuisances that he fixed his
residence close to the sea. But here he was
perhaps as badly circumstanced. The village of

Wardie lies half-way between Newhaven (one of
the most uncleanly fishing villages in the British
islands) and Granton, near which there has re-
cently been erected an extensive manufactory of
artificial manures, the smells proceeding from,
which were sufficient last year to drive Sir John
Macneill and his family from Granton House just
as if it had been invaded with pestilence. 'This

was bad enough, but this was not all, Tho
beautiful slopes which spread from Edinburgh to
the sea are irrigated more or less with the Edin-
burgh sewage, and the natural surface-drains
or water-courses are thus filled with sewage.
Sometimes in hot weather the flow is abated
and tho contents become stagnant. But wo
need not dwell on details which we have often
given. In the midst of these “ Elysian fields

the poet had his little villa, and here he cultured,
we shall suppose, moss-roses and anemones, or
grew some wild thyme and lobelia upon tho
arid banka.
He might try, perhaps, to console his nature

during his sufferings by “ gazing out into
the ever-surging waves.” But here, alas ! was
perhaps his most fatal enemy,—a bitter, cold,
biting, acrid, and nnextinguishable draftof north-
east wind. If such a neighbourhood caused the
death of the powerful and robust Edward Forbes,
it is no wonder it proved fatal to Alexander
Smith,
The immediate cause of his death was diph-

theria—a name given by M. Bretonneau to a
class of diseases which are characterised by a
tendency to the formation of false membranes,
and which afi'ects all the dermoid tissues, but
chiefly the mucous membranes of the throat and
air passages. Such diseases have invariably their
origin, it is thought, in some form or otherof blood-
poisoning, and the present case will add ad-
ditiunal strength to the belief. Those profound
physiologists who roundly assert that there is no
danger in bad smells will take warning from
this case, perhaps, and amend their philosophy.
But we will not dispute with them on their nice
speculations. It is enongh for us that Alexander
Smith is dead ; and a valuable life has been pre-
maturely extinguished,— more than possibly
by sanitary neglect and misgoverninent. Who
is responsible for this it would be tedious to
inquire. In Scotland they manage those matters
so as to divide and evade, often to destroy, re-
sponsibility. In Edinburgh, at this moment,
there is a medical officer of health, a superin-
tendent of streets and buildings, two or three
sanitary inspectors, besides the ordinary staff of
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icavengers and their oSiciala. Bat all these are

mbordiuate to a committee of the town council,

which consists chiefly of respectable tradesmen,

rhere is a similar junto in the burgh of Leith.

Fo discover the responsible party in this series

}f local authorities would puzzle a better in-

restigator than we profess to be. We therefore

'est the onus upon the whole of them.

We have little else to say. If we speak strongly

m such a subject, ic is because we feel strongly.

)Yithout going the length of the Pantheistic

loctriue so finely illustrated by Sir Walter

Scott :

—

“ Call it not vain ! they do not err

AVbo say that, when the Poet dies,

Mufe Nature mourns her worshipper.
And celebrates his obsequies !”

iVithout going this length, we may say that we
liold the opinion very strongly that the death of

1 poet or man of letters like Smith is a loss to

he country. But how much are our feelings of

regret intensified when we find this death due
o circumstances which we may not ouly control,

>ut, with some carefulness, prevent ! Indeed,

ve confess that indignation in such cases often

l;ets the upper hand of our softer sentiments.

3ut we have taid enough. It only remains to

i.dd a single word concerning the poet’s hurial-

ilace. Alexander Smith lies buried in Warriaton
remetery, within a pistol-shot of his residence at

Wardie. He lies, says a spectator of the funeral,

n a sunny spot, commanding one of the finest

news of the city whose beauties he had so

doquently described
;

and the cold but rich

light of the early sunset seemed yesterday in

melancholy harmony with the last scene of his

iright hut brief career

!

! ANCIENT SYNAGOGUES IN CENTRAL
EUROPE.

(i
Quoting and commenting on onr recent

irticle on this subject, and the View of the

cncient Synagogue in Worms, the Jewish Chro^
:dcle says,

—

' “It is true that no very ancient monuments are found
ti the cemetery adjoining the synagogue referred to at

'/raguc, as the populace, at the repeated risings against
eaeJewB, during the Middle Ages, was wont to vent its

jage as much upon the dead as upon the living, and to
jestroy the tombstones. There are, nevertheless, a few
oaonuments in it dating, we believe, from the fourteenth
nentury. Some years ago there appeared a very interesting
itublication, containing copies of all inscriptions on the
pspulchral stones in this cemetery, as iar as they could be
jiade out."

] If it is really true, as the writer asserts, that
ithere still exist in the cemetery at Prague monu*
ments of a date as early as the fourteenth
nentury, they can only be plain inscribed stone,

amd as such are of no value architecturally.

;»Iany of the tombstones in this cemetery com-
lenemorato persons who lived as early as the tenth
Qtnd twelfth centuries

;
but the original monn-

leients have been destroyed, and those which
ifeplace them are sixteenth and seventeenth
nentury works.
“ "A splendid synagogue, almost entire, still exists in
5ipaic. It is situated at Toledo, and was built by Rabbi
marauel Hannaghtd, the floance minister of Don Pedro the
Ttruel. The synagogue, we believe, was bnilt in the four-
e^enth century. A description of this ancien^lace of
•yiTorship was given, among others, by the late E. H. Lindo,
In his ‘ History of the Spauisb Jews,' and who had paid it

ti visit ill person.”

I It has been supposed by many people that the
Diuilding called the “ Jews’ House,” at Lincoln,
iayas originally a synagogue

; but the fact of its

eieing on two floors, and the remains of ancient

fiihimneys, are sufficient proofs that it can never
B'.ave been anything else than a dwelling-house,
ichough one of no ordinary class. This building
i 3 late Norman, and has a very pretty little

jK.oorway. With reference to our observation as
JO the isolation of the Jews, the writer in the
f/eioish Chronicle remarks,

—

j" *' There is abundant evidence to show that this isolation
liid not exist then, but that the intercourse between the
! »ews and Christians was habitual and most cordial

;
thet

'here existed no ghettos and scarcely any of those excep-
i^.onal laws which in subsequent ages brought about that
iiimentoble isolation which in process of time led to a
•Teat estrangement between the followers of Moses and
nesus. It is principally two agents which brought about
iihis isolation. The first was the fanaticism gradually
laoused in the general population by bigoted monks,
•iiriests, and the decrees of the councils; secondly, the
rivalry of the guilds and the traiug classes. Wishing to
did themselves of the competition of the Jews, they were

: It all times ready to join in the outcry agaiust the Jews
t y bigoted priests

;
to propagate all kinds of false reports

ligainst them
; and bad influence enough with the autnori-

eies to obtain decrees which either kept their rivals
tdtogeiher from the field of competition, by banishing
ifnem from the cities, or deprived them of all means to
interfere with trade, by confining them to special quarters,

and keeping them, as it were, in prison under lock and
key. Most of the expulsions of the Jews, confiscations of
their property, and even massacres, can be traced to one
of these causes, or to a combination of both. The isola-

tion of the Jews was only gradual, and the work of centu-
ries. We need not, therefore, be surprised to find that
the Medifcval synagogues have so much in common with
Mediieval churches."

Now, although it is perfectly true as stated

here, that there were no penal laws against the

Jews in the earlier centuries of the Middle Ages,

yet it is quite clear, from historical evidence,

that the Jews kept themselves aloof from their

Christian brethren, retaining their own peculiar

manners, customs, and dress; and this being the

case, it is difficult to imagine that they should

have copied Christian churches in the erection

of their synagogues.
There can be no doubt that the ill-feeling

which existed against the Jews, during the

Middle Ages, was not only a religious prejudice

or commercial jealousy, but even a far deeper

feeling than either: it was the antagonism of

race. The feeling against the Jews in the

Middle Ages was what we now see exemplified in

the bitter hatred of the white man to the black

in America
;
and even at the present time there

are many persons who are utterly inditiferent to

all kinds of religion, and care little for com-
mercial interests, who retain the most cordial

dislike to the Hebrew people
;
and it is a singular

fact, that until the year 1848, no Jews were
allowed to live in Nuremberg, and no one would
accuse the Nurembergers—the most Protestant

people in Germany—of being led on by monks
and priests.

M. Viollet-le-Duc, in speaking ofthe synagogue
at Worms, seems to doubt the fact of its having
been originally built as such. He is most cer-

tainly in error; for not only is there the strongest

historical evidence, but the fact of the plan
being nearly identical with the synagogues at

Prague and Frankfort, forbids belief that this

building could have been erected for any other
purpose.

GLASS PAINTING; ANCIENT AND
MODERN.

On this subject Mr. T. Gambier Parry has
been lecturing in Gloucester, and here is part of
what he said :

—

With peace restored at home, and leisure to

return to the arts of peace, the relics of old days
and old things at home, of home history, home
romance, home devotion, soon begin to touch
people to the quick, and to engage a warmth of
cordial afl'ection which all the copies from
Athens, Rome, Spalato, or Corinth could never
command. Among the relics of our national

arts none engaged a more general attention than
those associated with our national architecture,

and pre-eminently that of painted glass. It was
valuable for its heraldry, its costume, its

legends; but some loved it for its beauty, and
caught the first glimpse of the refinement of its

art, which for centuries had shared in the con-
tempt of all things Gothic. People had been
tanght to look at everything through Palladian
spectacles. All avenues to really national taste

had long been closed. This country had been
overwhelmed by three centuries of invasions—
religious invasion of the old form of faith, demo-
cratic invasion of the old forms of government,
invasions of Dutch arts and notions with a
Dutch king and Dutch nobility. But things
began to settle down. People began to yearn
for something of their own. The old national
arts were revived with all the interest of novelty.
Their very principles had been forgotten. Italian
fiddlers, French cooks, Flemish painters, and
Dutch architects had put out all memory of
them. But the national arts, once dear to all

our people, were soon to live and flourish again.

The first glass-painters of this modern Renais-
sance in England were unhappily no artists.

They floundered about in a perfect mosaic of
difficulties. They were staggered by multiplicity

of styles
;
they had no good art in themselves,

no good materials in their workshops. There
seemed to be no standard of excellence

; there
was no standard of public taste. The contrast
between the vigour of the old work and the
poverty of the new grew more and more painful

;

the old savoured of art, the new savoured of the
shop. What was to be done ? To imitate ? Yes,
to imitate

;
and to the necessity which drove

them to it will be hereafter traced the cause of
the pre-eminence which I firmly believe our
artists will attain. Imitation the most laborious
is the very foundation for all hope of ultimate

success in the education of artists. The processes,

the theory, the rationale of art, need to be
analysed before the mind can digest them. Imi-
tation is not base, except in this—that it is the
very base of all success. The most heaven-born
genius must first have learnt to spell. England
did not stand alone in difficulty. In Germany
the art was taken np with spirit, but the old

examples were too soon cast aside. The reasons
of their beauty, the nature of their materials,

the very alphabet of the future language of the
art, were neglected. In Germany the only real

success has been in an art unsuited to the large

scale of windows, in the beautiful cabinet ex-

amples of enamel-painted glass, principally of
copies on a small scale of old pictures of their

own school. Their merit is in technical dexte-

rity—no more. For the high purposes of an
independent art such works are but hinderances,

influential only for bad. I know nothing more
futile, more unhappy, in matters of taste, than
the attempts to mimic the productions of one
art by the processes of another. The attempt to

reproduce in glass the works of the oil or

fresco painter might be made in a modest admira-
tion of the great works of other men

;
and so far

the motive could be respected, but no further.

Glass-painting is no mere supplement to any other
art. It has an individuality all its own : it will

stand or fall on its own merits, and for them it

need not fear. The Germans have been among
its most unfaithful followers. In other styles of

art their painters are not strong colourists. It

is strange that this should be so ; for as a nation
Germans are the greatest of musicians, and
music is essentially the art of colour

;
but their

painters, with rare exception, do not share in

this great gift. It was therefore not unnatural

that in an art of which colour is the great
characteristic they should fail to seize the true

ideal : they failed even to perceive the true pro-

perties of their material. Regardless of the
principles of old art, they formed a dull ideal of

their own
;
they went to work on glass as if it

were canvas or paper. They worked as if they

were afraid of it; they coated their glass with
enamel

;
they did all that was possible to get

rid of it; they reduced it to the condition of
transparent calico, and then painted upon it,

but with the veriest abuse of glass,—brilliant,

glancing, jewelry of glass! such as in the days
of Gothic art filled their cathedral windows with
a glory a? yet unrivalled, and blazed and sparkled
with a reckless brilliancy. With such as this,

the genuine use of glass, our modern Germans
have but little sympathy, at least if we are to
judge them by their works. I must be under-

stood to be speaking thus in general terms.

There are honourable exceptions among German
artists of glass-painting, pre-eminently in their

cabinet copies of old pictures. It is hard and
thankless work to try to make people see what
they cannot see. In matters of this kind they
are in general satisfied if only they find things,

as Irish people call them, “ pretty.” There
is little or no perception of aptitude and inapti-

tude in works of art. If glass is made to look

like calico, or calico made to look like glass, so long
as it is “pretty” indifferent people say, “Who
cares?” In modern Italian glass there is very
much the same radical error. But then the
Italian is essentially a colourist. In glass, how-
ever, he, like the German, has begun at the
wrong end. The Italians never had much
sympathy with Northern art. They rather

affected to despise their Gothic neighbours,

—

they ignored those Northern Teutonic schools of
art, which nevertheless bad covered church walls
with paintings, and windows with storied glass,

and had matured an art, marked with ail the
individuality of national character, well nigh

100 years before Giotto dipped his first brush in
colour. And now, too, in their modern (Italian)

revival of glass painting they ignore those
schools again, from which the first lessons of the
true art in glass can best be learnt. They have
missed, too, those identical principles, even
when displayed in their own glorious cinque-
cento windows, the principles of translucent
colour. They have rather gone in for a style of
art more suited to paper than to glass. They
have produced some designs, tempered certainly

with great beauty and refinement, and they
have transferred these designs to glass. But
why to glass ? Why to great sheets of fragile

glass, toned down with dense enamel, worked
and laboured at till all the glass was lost sight

of, changed, got rid of, treated just as oiled

cardboard might have been treated, and with
precisely the same result? Again, we look in

vain for the glancing jewelry of glass ; instead

a
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of it we find pictures, which in treatment, tex-

ture, and effect resemble precisely large colonred

lithographs varnished into transparency—labour

misapplied, art misplaced—one indeed in which
we admire the frequent beauty and merit of

design, and delicate execution; but it is not the

Art of Glass. Refinement and tenderness are

merits indeed, but they become morbid and
vicious when they occupy exclusively the heart

and hand of an artist, leaving no room for other

qualities such as vigour and decision. "Why are

the glories of old glass at Florence and Venice,

at Chartres and Bourges, passed by, rich as they

are with many a lesson which a glass-painter

need leam, examples which illustrate the entire

powers of the art, and its scale complete, from
gorgeonsncss to solemnity ? Let those old works

be equalled first, before there be any pretence to

improve upon them.
In France and in Belgium the revival of this

art has been carried on with much the same
feeling as in England. The principle that has

appeared to guide the best men in these coun-

tries has been to keep one hand stretched out

behind with firm grasp upon the past, while the

other was stretched out toward the future. They
took no heed of the taunts about copying. They
knew that they were but working out great

secrets of past excellence to be the groundwork
of their own. There has been, indeed, a most
mean and miserable copyism, carried on by men
who could do no better

;
and through their ill-

doing the reproach has been misapplied to all.

They knew all the while what they were about.

They knew well what was good, what bad in the
j

works they studied. If in the Gothic Mediceval

art of France and England figures were painted

in ignorance of anatomy, and architecture in

ignorance of perspective, what matter! Ton
might as well look for the word “ photography ”

I

in Johnson’s Dictionary as for the rules of the I

Academy in a Gothic window. No
;
the grand I

old fellows of those Middle Ages did their best.

!

They felt with poetry, and they worked with i

earnestness
;
but, what is more to onr purpose

;

now, and for onr study, they had a most thorough
i

knowledge of the use of glass. That is the

lesson we have to learn from them. We may
draw better, onr technicality and science may be
greater. How could it be otherwise when each
generation does but light its lamp from the one
that has gone before ? But those dull genera-

tions between them and ns unluckily let the

lamp of glass go out. So we, to light onr own,
must reach still farther back to the old lamp of

onr forefathers, which is bright and glowing
still. The revival of this art on such right

principles as this gives, not only hope, but confi-

dence in ultimate success. One may grieve at

the atrocities which have filled cathedral and
other windows with disgrace in modem days

;

bnt there have been some grand things done. If

there has been one fault more prominent than
another, it has been that both the artists and the

public have thought too much about the subjects

painted, and too little about the glass itself.

The result has been in too many cases that glass-

painters have consecrated works to the genius

of the arts which onght rather to have been
consigned to the simpler genius of the pestle and
mortar.

Of the early history of the art very little is

known. There appears no reason for supposing
that colonred glass was used in windows before

the Christian era. The early Egyptian and
Greek colonred glass, so far as we can acquaint
ourselves, was but semi-transparent

; commonly
used for coating earthenware and in making
small ornamental vessels. Somebody has lately

taken out in England a patent for glass coffins.

He must have a very high opinion of his friends.

The Egyptians and Parthians made glass coffins

between 200 and 300 B.C. There are some in

the British Musenhi. There were few colours

made in glass in those times, but a good many
varieties of tints. A good red is not to be found.

There are tints of deep and pale blue, ochre and
straw colour, browns and greens. About the
use of glass in windows before our era little or

nothing is known
;
what is described bears no

analogy to our system of fiat sheets set in

frames. That glass was used in windows at

about the beginning of our ora we know from
the remains at Pompeii, and Wroxeter in Eng-
land. Bat we have no trace of colonred glass

used for the purpose. Pliny’s expression about
glass is that Nulla est materia sequacior aut

pictwa accommodatior,” which at once suggests

the idea of a pictured window. I conceive that

in reality it refers to opaque enamels and to the

ornaments in the glass bottles and vases of his

time, which were made with many-coloured

pieces, twisted or drawn out when hot, and
worked into all kinds of forms by means of their

extreme ductility. Many materials besides glass

are described as used in Roman windows, snch

as talc and alabaster. The Japanese used the

same expedients, and in addition to them large

transparent shells. St. Wilfrid, of York, de-

scribes church windows in his time (he died

A.D. 702) as filled with transparent stones. The
rareness of glass in windows would be inferred

from the very few notices of it to be found in

two such writers as Philo and Lactantius, who
refer so intimately to the habits and usages of

domestic life in tbeir times.

The earliest pictorial use of colonred glass was
in the tesserm of the mosaics ; and it is by no
means improbable that glass-coated materials

and glass itself in flat sheets were used in the
polychrome decoration of walls. Some of the
most beautiful early examples of designs on glass

are those of figures of the early Byzantine school,

engraved in gold leaf inlaid between two layers

of transparent glass. But the way was being
fast prepared for coloured glass in windows. The
use of tesseras in mosaics on walls and floors was
the natural suggestion for asimilar use ofcoloured
glass in windows from the first moment that a
perfectly translucent quality of it was made.
Figure subjects had been common in mosaics—

•

why, then, should they not be introduced in

coloured glass ? Thus the art of painted glass

must naturally have begun ; but the earliest

positive information I can find of coloured glass
being nsed in windows is in Pmdentins’s notice
of it in the Basilica of St. Paul, at Rome, in the
fourth century. We next hear of it at a chui-ch

at Lyons in the fifth century
;
and the colonred

glass there was an-anged in patterns. The next
in point of time distinctly spoken of are the
windows of St. Fortnnat, Bishop of Poictiers, in

the sixth century
; and in the same century we

hear of the introduction of it in a church at

Tours by St. Gregory. So that by that time the
use of painted glass in windows had spread
commonly and to a great distance. But in Eng-
land we had not been so fortunate. St. Wilfrid,

in the seventh century, laments that makers of
coloured glass were nob then found in England

—

BO he went to France in search of them. In the
next century, the eighth, we find Pope Leo the

Third filling the apse window of the Lateran
church with colonred glass in the year 795. But
up to this time we hear nothing definitely of
painting upon glass.

After all the pains which antiquarians have
bestowed in the research, it does not appear
that any account of figure subjects can be traced

with any reliable authority earlier than the
middle of the eleventh century

;
and the ex-

ample cited is the subject of the mystery of St.

Paschasins in a window of a church at Dijon,

mentioned by the historian of the monastery of
St. Benigne, A.D. 1052. The French King
Charles lo Chauve was the first great patron of

glass-painters. Soon after his time the art became
universal. The treatise of Theophilus, of about
that period, describes almost every process

necessary for a complete window, with the whole
detail of its design and colouring of patterns,

figures, and draperies. So that it is impossible
not to infer that an art so complete as he
describes it, must, to have attained such com-
pleteness, have been practised long before,

although wo can find no written account of it.

All that actually remains to ns is in small pieces

coloured separately and inlaid, as in vitreous

enamels, mosaics, and encrusted ornaments, or
bits of glass in imitation of gems, on book-bind-

ings, church vessels, rings, and so forth. At
about this time (the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies), glass painting became a very distin-

guished profession. Its professors were honoured
by privileges and dignities at Tenice, and in

Normandy by the semi-noble distinction of a
title, that of “ gentlemen glaziers.” In those

miscalled “ dark ages,” those " benighted ”

Gothic times, when Christian art first sprang
forth in all its freshness and beauty, schools of

art were established in religious communities,
and the artists of those times, trained in the

whole range of education then open to them,
appear to have practised all the arts of design

connected with architecture, so that wall paint-

ing, designs for sculpture, illumination, and glass

were followed equally by the same persona. In
the earlier styles, the artistic composition of

picture subjects was made effective, and the
groups of figures relieved from each other by
contrast of colour, rather than (as in more re-

cent work) by opposing and contrasted forms.

Their shadows consisted of little else than lines,

so that the glass was honoured throughout, and
the right principle of a window was maintained
as a thing of light. But as time progressed,
and the arts of mural painting and illumination

became more realistic, glass-painting followed in
the same strain.

TraT’sIucent glass-painting for the purpose of
windows has been entirely confined to Christian
use. I instance Pompeii and Wroxeter for their

evidence of the use of glass used in windows of
Pagan times

;
but they were not coloured.

Coloured glass has from early times been used
by Mabomedans, but it was not painted. Painted
colonred glass is therefore solely Cliristian. In
Mahomedan mosques the ornamental glass was
used on the principle of transparent mosaic.
The design was cut oat of their plates of
alabaster or stone, or moulded in plaster, and
the glass, most beautiful in colours, was let into
them, as gems would be set in jewelry, in

patterns of flowers, foliage, or any other con-
ventional design of geometrical ornament. The
effect was exceedingly rich. Specimens of these
works are still to be fonnd in Constantinople, in

the mosqne of Hebron, and in other Oriental
buildings. That is glass mosaic, not glass

painting.

The improvements in the Christian arts of
painting during the fifteenth century were very
rapid. Those improvements, of the oil painter
and the fresco painter were, however, the first

poison drops which ultimately ruined the art

applied to glass.

About the middle of the fifteenth century the
treatment of pictures in glass became more and
more relaxed. The artists had hitherto been
guided by the safe principle of deference to the
architecture of which their work formed a part.

After that time the architect’s design seemed to

be beneath the notice of the glass-painter, who
spread his picture over the whole window-space
regardless of all obstacles. A little later in date
than tbis a magnificent style of glass-painting

was developed in Italy. Glass was treated

pictorially indeed j but, like most genuine
artists, as they were, the Italian designers ofthose

pictures felt intuitively that the compositions and
resources of other styles of painting were nnsnit-

able for glass. So they went in for light and
colour like men, and designed for breadth of
contrast and vigour of effect, figures, architec-

ture, fruit, flowers, animals, and then leaded
them all together, regardless of atmospheric
effects, without much care for perspective, and
with an equality of colour throughout and relief

in the detail just enough to save all the objects

from confusion. The effect was the most power-
ful that glass could produce : it was fiat, archi-

tectural, and grand in the extreme. The success

of those windows consisted in this, that their

designers were first of all consummate artists

themselves, and then that they had the genius
and wit to seize the true and complete idea of
the materials they had to work with. Theirs

was the last blaze of that fine art for many a
long year. Their ancestors adopted a new
system by painting upon glass with enamel
colours. The result was the rapid decline of the-

art. They would paint. The art of glass, there-

fore, was no more. It had throughout borne
witness to the fact that architecture was the
master art. The harmony which had ever ex-

isted between the various styles of glass-painting

and architecture arose, not only from the painters

employing the same general character of orna-
mentation, bnt far more from the deep current

of a mutual sentiment which pervaded all the
contemporaneous arts of the Middle Ages. When
the purity of feeling declined in one, it declined
pari passu in the other

;
and it was but natural

that it should do so, because art is only the re-

flection of the hearts and minds of men, and it

rises and falls with them. Snch was the fate of
glass-painting south of the Alps. In the north
much the same result occurred. Religious and
political troubles far and wide completed its

ruin. Bnt here and there, and more particularly

in Holland and Flanders, the old vigour of the
art was revived. But the taste of the times was
coarse, and the idea of art was too realistic to be
attained in glass, without straining it beyond
its proper functions. Some grand effects were,
however, produced by combining the inlaid

system of the best times with the enamel paint-

ing of the worst. The inferior artists revelled,

as usual, in the vulgarity of violent effects. The
public taste of their day was low, and was grow-
ing lower. There was no demand for good art

so there was no supply. And thus the art

dwindled away, till it fell, as I described at the
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beginnmg of this address, into the hands of the

plumbers

!

After this sketchy review of the progress and

decline of the art, the subject which remains

to ns seems to divide itself into two parts, re-

lating to its practice, viz.,—1st, the treatment of

ornamentation ; and 2ndly, the treatment of

figure compositions. Of the first of these a great

deal is to be said
;
but as the second would be

more interesting to you and more profitable for

our present purpose and limited time, I will not

delay on the subject of ornament, but pass on

to that of figure subjects, or what might be

called “pictures in glass.” It might, however,

make what I have hereafter to say more clear,

and be of use to those whom I address who are

not well acquainted with the processes of this

art, if I make a short digression to say a few

words on the nature and use of the materials.

This art is very little practised by amateurs. It

is, perhaps, more admired than understood.

When glass-painting is spoken of you should

know that it does not imply the use of colours

in any way similar to that of other arts. The
artist makes no colours, but purchases them
in the coloured glass supplied by the manu-
facturing glass-stainer. The process by which

he produces a painted window is this. The
subjects are first designed on paper (oalled

from its size “ a cartoon”) in black and white.

The colours for the various parts of it

are determined, and glass of the colours required

is chosen for them. The design is then laid out

on a table, and upon each part of it, as for flesh,

draperies, background, ornaments, &c., the pieces

of glass, already chosen for them, are cutout and

laid. The glass being transparent allows the

drawing and shading of the design beneath to be

seen, and these are traced and drawn upon it

with a brush, as any one would trace upon
tracing paper. The material used in the brush

is a powdered oxide of iron and copper of a

uniform colour, much like sepia, which is mixed

with gum and water, and this is eventually fused

into the surface of the glass by the heat of a

furnace. Golden tints and ornaments are usually

produced in a different manner j
they are com-

monly added subsequently by the transparent

yellow stain of oxide of silver fused upon the

opposite side of the glass. And thus the work
is done, so far as the artist is concerned. Each
piece is then leaded together into its place, and

tbe window is completed. All this sounds a

very simple process, and, indeed, it is so 5 but the

same might be said of the mere processes of any
other art. The really great difficulty is proved by

the rarity of success.

THE LATE SIK WILLIAil SNOW
HARRIS.

It is with deep regret that we have to

announce the death, on the 22ad ult., of Sir

William Snow Harris, one of our most distin-

guished scientific experimentalists. He was born
at Plymouth, in the county of Devon, in the

year 1792, and was consequently in the 76th year

of his age. He was educated in the Grammar
School of his native town, and thence he
proceeded to the University of Edinburgh to

study for the medical profession, which he
practised for several years with great sncceas

;

but bis whole heart and soul being in the physical

sciences, be soon abandoned his practice in order

to devote his attention to the study of the

elementary laws of electricity and magnetism.

In 1820, he made a valuable invention for the

protection of ships from lightning, which he
submitted, together with an interesting account

of his invention, to the consideration of the

council of the Royal Society, of which Sir

Humphrey Davy was the then president. After

much investigation on the subject, the Council

of the Society warmly approved of his invention,

and communicated with the Admiralty urging its

immediate adoption in the Royal Navy. In 1831,

he was admitted a Fellow of the Royal Society
;

and in 1835 the Society awarded him the Copley
medal, one of the highest honours in its gift.

The value of the invention will be readily

I appreciated when we state that loss or damage
in the Royal Navy from lightning has ever

' since that time been absolutely unknown, while
previously the material damage alone had been
estimated at 10,0001. per annum. In 1847,

her Majesty, in recognition of his valuable
' services, had conferred on him the honour of

knighthood, and he had on several occasions

; been honourably mentioned in both Houses

of Parliament. In 1860, he was appointed

scientific referee to the Government in all matters

connected with electricity
;
and in this capacity

he had to superintend the fitting of the con-

ductors of the Houses of Parliament, the powder
magazines, Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle,

and the Royal Manaolenm at Frogmore, in

which are deposited the remains of the late

Prince Albert. He was also the inventor of an
improved mariner’s compass, and the unit jar for

measuring out definite quantities of electricity.

Sir William was one of the original members
of the Philosophical Club of the Royal Society,

and had been a valuable contributor to the
" Transactions of the Society,” and to the

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.

THE ART-UNION OP LONDON.

“ Pity ” is the title of the plate provided by
the council of this association for every sub-

scriber of the current year. The original pic-

ture, by Mr. he Jeune, A,R.A., represents, with

much feeling, three young girls, who have found

a wounded robin in the snow, and are endea-

vouring to coax it to them. The subject is not

of the high and grand character possessed by
some of the other works now in progress for the

Art-Union, such as Armitage’s “ Parents of

Christ seeking Him,” or JIacHse’a noble wall-

paintings in Westminster Palace; but there is

pathos about it, and the touching expression in

the girls’ faces will find many admirers. An
institution whose aims should be catholic in

matters of art, must vary the character of its

productions. Mr. Lemon has engraved the plate

with great delicacy in the pore line manner;
and in these days when publishers demand tbe

rapidity and cheapness of production affoi'ded

by tbe chalk or mixed or mezzotinto process, it

is to be observed that the Art-Union of London
almost alono gives encouragement to the higher

class ofpure line work; just as in the production of

high-class bronze works and medal-die engraving,

it represents almost exclusively the amount of

aid extended in England to these branches

of art.

Apropos of these matters, wo may remark
that the English commissioners have gladly

accepted an offer of the council to lend some of

tbe society’s bronzes for the Paris Exhibition.

Some of their later engravings, also, will be found

on the walls of the English Court.

A model, reduced by Mr. Birch from his statue

of the “ Wood-Nymph,” for which he received

the society’s premium of BOOL, has been placed

in the hands of Messrs. Brown, Westhead, & Co.,

for production in parian.

THE NEW MARKET HALL,
SHREWSBURY.

The chief stone of this new hall has been
laid. The edifice will be in the Italian style of

architecture, and will be built of black, blue,

red, and white brick, with Griushill stone dress-

ings. Its total length will bo 322 ft., and its

greatest breadth 148 ft. On the basement will

be twenty-eight vaults for the storing of goods,

with two inclined roads leading thereto. One of

these approaches will be 10 ft. wide at tbe

entrance, and in the centre about 24 ft., so as to

allow a oart to turn. Both lead into Claremont-

street. On this floor there will also be seven
shops, and a large fish-market, with ice-house,

and heating apparatus. The whole building is

to be warmed by hot air. The ground-floor will

consist chiefly of the general market. There
will be six entrances to this portion of the build-

ing. The principal entrance will be at tbe
Mardol end of the building, and will consist of

an arcade, 17 ft. wide, with rows of shops on
either side. On this floor there will also be a
batcher’s market, fruit market, the hall-keeper’s

office, water-closets, and other conveniences. On
the first-floor, over the fruit-market, will be the
corn-exchange, a room 89 ft. long by 45 ft. wide.

Over the shops will be a gallery, suitable for

the sale of light market goods. In Claremont-
street a covered cartway will be erected for the

landing and unloading of goods in wet weather,
and the roof of the building will be covered with
Bangor slate. The windows and doorways are

all circular-headed, and the doors will be made
to slide in a groove in preference to hinges. The
front on the Shoplatch side will be 88 ft. in height,

and that of the tower which rises near it, 151 ft.

The latter will be surrounded with an ornumental

iron vane. This front will stand some feet further

back than the line of the old buildings. The
other side of the building in Claremont-street
will resemble the one in Shoplatch.
The plans were prepared by Mr. R. Griffiths,

of Stafford ; and the contract is being carried

out by Mr. Barlow, Stoke-upon-Trent.

SANITARY CONDITION OF MERCHANT
VESSELS.

It is satisfactory to find sanitary reforms to

the necessity for which we have long been calling

attention now urged on all sides. The Lancet
has brought its reports on the Present Sanitary

Condition of the Mercantile Marine to a con-
clusion. The third and fourth reports deal with
the accommodation provided for the men on
board, their clothing and personal hygiene, and
the farther improvements necessary to ameliorate

the condition of the men. The old forecastles

and top-gallant forecastles, which in a large pro-

portion of ships are still maintained, are rightly

condemned. “ Imagine a small triangular space
in the bows of a ship, the maximum dimensions
of which required by law are 74 cubic feet for

each individual, flooded by the waves, and prac-

tically uninhabitable if above deck
;

filthy, dark,

damp, and nnventilated if below : no pains

being taken to provide such simple contrivances

as mangers, hawse-pipes, ventilating funnels,

rain-awnings, and fnrnitm'O, which might exclude

water, admit fresh air and light, and somewhat
mitigate their comfortless condition. Compared
with such abodes the worst workhouse ward or

Irish cabin is almost palatial.” True, in fine

weather, the crew may sleep and eat in the

open air
;
but, in bad weather or in harbour, the

forecastle is the home of all : at no time is there

any other refuge for the sick, whose condition

is, therefore, most deplorable. Years ago we
pointed out this, and the evils of the sleeping-

places generally. See, too, our sketch, “ A Berth
that brings Death,” reproduced in “ Another
Blow for Life,” p. 104.

THE MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

The Turin Opinione Nationale gives the fol-

lowing return of the state of this work on the

Slst December, 1866 :—On the Bardonn^cho side

3,940 metres had been completed, and on the
Modena side the work had advanced to a
distance of 2,434 metres, making a total of

6,371 metres, of which 1,025 m&tres were exca-

vated during tbe year 1866. The entire length

of the tunnel is 12,220 metres, so that it is now
more than half completed. Supposing the pre-

sent rate of progress to be maintained, nearly

six years will be required before the line is

finished. It is expected, however, that this

year’s returns will show an increase, inasmuch
as the boring on one side daring the past year
was rendered more difficult by a bed of quartzose
rock, the position of which was predicted by the

geologists, from a careful survey of the dip ofthe
surrounding strata, within a hundred feet or so

of the place where it was actually met with.

CORK 'WAREHOUSE, LANT STREET,
SOUTHWARK.

UxDEtt the direction of Mr. Joseph S. Moye,
architect, Hertford-street, May Fair, a cork ware-
house of considerable size and good appearance,
has recently been erected in Lant-street, Borough,
for Mr. Thomas Feet. The building is faced with
white Suffolk bricks, jointed in black mortar, red
and black bricks being introduced in the bands
and arches. The comice is also executed in whited

moulded bricks. The whole of the facings were
supplied from the Woolpit kilns, by Mr. C,
Stutter.

The warehouse has a frontage in Lant-street,

of 45 ft., with a depth of 65 ft. The goods
entrance is situated in Vine-yard. The total

height of the building from the basement floor

is 71 ft. 6 in., and 60 ft. from the pavement
level. The floors are carried on girders, 12 in.

deep, supported by two tiers of 8 in. cast-iron

columns, bolted toother, and mnning the entire

height of the building. Internally the ware-
house is fitted with every convenience to suit

the requirements of the trade. The contract

was taken by Mr. Walton, of Museum-street,

[
and the total cost was about 4,000L



COBK WAREHOUSE, LANT STREET, SOUTHWARK. Mr. Joseph S. Mote, Architect.
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GERMAN OHUROn DOORWAYS.

Et£N the TDoefc enthusiastic aSmirers of Eng-

lish Gothic architecture must admit that there is

one point in which we were far behind our Con-

tinental neighbours in the Middle Ages, and

that is the treatment of church doorways.

Those who have stood before the fronts of Wells

and York, and have in thought compared them

with Notre Dame, Paris, or Ratisbon Cathedral,

cannot help being struck with the fact that the

Continental fronts owe much of their superiority

to the great dignity and importance given to the

doorways. At Ratisbon this is singularly the

case, for the great doorway is perhaps the only

really well-designed feature of the whole front

;

and yet who can help being struck by the grand

and dignified effect of the whole ?

The German architects do not seem to have

turned their attention to this feature so early as

the French
;
bnt when they did they made up

for lost time by making the doorways the chief

feature iu their buildings.

The Romanesfiue churches in Germany have

generally plain doorways with a tympanum,

which is sometimes ornamented with carving ;

but is more commonly left quite plain. A very

fine and rich example is to be found at the

Scotch Benedictine Church at Ratisbon. In

Transitional and First Pointed doorways the tre-

foil arch is frequently used generally, without the

tympanum. Fig. 1 ia a good specimen from the

cathedral at Wurzburg. The detail is singular.

It is not until the fourteenth century that we

find the double dooi-way ;
and even then they

are never so common in Germany as in France

;

however, at this period the doorways are gene-

rally very lofty, and of very noble design. Fig. 2

Is a remarkably elegant specimen from a dese-

crated church at Wurzburg. The doorway in the

southtower ofCologne Cathedral is about the same

date. The doorways to the transepts at Ratisbon

andErfurth cathedrals are doable, and are noble

examples. Later in the style double doorways

become much more common, and they are gene-

rally very highly adorned with sculpture and

foliage. Fine examples exist at Nuremberg,

Augsburg, TJlm, and Munster cathedrals; St.

Mary’s, Wurzburg; Thein Church, Prague;

Ocheenfurth, &c., &c. Third Pointed doorways

are generally double if of large size, and are

very frequently protected by a kind of projecting

canopy or suspended porch. The finest example

is the western portal of RatLsbon Cathedral,

where the porch projects in a triangular form

from the wall of the church, and is snpported at

the angle by a pier profusely ornamented with

statues, carving, &o. At St. Ulrick s, Augsburg,

the porch is semiliexagonal, and is supported

upon two slender piers. At St. Martin’s,

Landahut, is a doorway, the porch over which

forms two triangles in plan (see Fig. 1), and is

unsupported by either pier or shaft : the part

forming the junction of the two triangles hangs

down and forms a pendant. The detail of this

doorway is very rich and beautiful. The church

to which this doorway belongs contains four

others almost equally elaborate, although the

building itself is very plain and simple. After

the fifteenth century, the Germans appear to

have given up large doorways. The late Gothic

specimens are generally small, single, devoid of

sculpture or carving, and simply ornamented with

interpenetrating mouldings. Sometimes the

heads of these late doorways are most singular

and eccentric in form, and are nearly always very

ugly. This kind of doorways continued iu use

until the revival of Classical architecture at the

end of tho sixteenth centnry. The drawings we
give hnvc been made on the spot for us by Mr.

H. W. Brewer.
EEFESEXCES.

1. Doorway, Wurzburg Catbedral.
Moulding stop to jamb.

b, Mmtlding stop to arch.

e. Impost.
2. Doorway to desecrated chorch at Wurzburg.
3. Arch-mould of the same.
•i. Doorway, St. Martin's Church, Laudshut.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Ulcgaliiy '^/Trades rnions.—At a numerously-

attended meeting of trades society delegates,

held at tho Sussex Hotel, Bouverie-street, Fleet-

street, in relation to tho late Trades Reforir

Demonstration, at the conclusion of the regular

business, Mr. G. Potter, the chairman, brought

before the delegates the subject of the recent

decision given in the Court of Queen’s Bench,

by T/hich trades unions were held to have no

whose average earnings are about 28s. per week.power to recover by law any sums of money
that might be embezzled from their funds by

any officer or member of the society. After

some discussion, a delegate from the plasterers

moved, and a delegate from the carpenters

seconded, the following resolution :
—

“

That the

Working Men’s Association be and is hereby

empowered by this meeting to convene a meet-

ing of delegates from the trades societies of the

metropolis, for the purpose of taking into con-

sideration the position in which trades unions

are placed by the recent decision in the Coort

of Queen’s Bench in the case of the Boiler-

makers’ Society, and to determine the course

to be adopted thereon.” The resolution, was
unanimously adopted.

Coventry .— The members of tho Operative

Bricklayers’ Society have given three months’

notice to the masters, dated January 1, that they

will discontmue working under the present

rules. They require the second rule to be ex-

punged, and ask for a slight alteration in their

wages. The secretary to the Coventry Builders’

Association, replying to this demand, states in

effect that the masters see no cause for any
alteration in the rules, but are willing to submit

the matter in dispute to arbitration, under Rule

No. 1.

though a maiority of the artisans get 328.

Limerick .—The frequent strikes of the dock
labourers in Limerick and their demands, it is

thought, will have the effect of diverting the
import trade of that port to other localities, as

serions injury has already been inflicted on the
trade of the port. The men have demanded 10s.

a day on some occasions, and have now orga-

nised a society to maintain them in these

demands.
Netu York .—In speaking of the distress in

New York arising’ from strikes and other causes,

a local paper says,

—

'* The Poor Association state that there are hundreds
and thousands of good mechanics, artisans, and labourers

: in. New Torlc who formerly had permanent situations but
are now left to the precarious subsistence afforded by
ocoaeional jobs, and who owe tbeir inf^citous position

and the sufferings of their families to the system of
strikes which has become so fatal a habit with certain
classes of labouring men In' New York and
Brooklyn there has been a perfect mania on the subject of
strikes. The painters, the barncsstualcers, musicians,
lightermen, ’longshoremen, carpenters, masons, plas-
terers, plumbers, all sorts and conditions of men, followed
tho example of the car-drivers, and generally attained tho
same measure ofill-luck for themselves and their wives and
children. The community would be startled if they knew
the vast numbers of unemployed men, the sick-hearted

women, the hungry, shivering children that are at this

timo in the city of New York."

The Potteries .—The carpenters and joiners of

the Staffordshire Potteries have given notice to

their employers of a demand for an advance of

6d. a day in their wages, raising them to 308. a

week, and a reduction of the hours of labour to

the extent of two and a half hours a week, the

change to come into operation ou the Ist of

May. The builders, in reply, have offered the

men 6d. an hour, making the wages 293. a week,

but they decline to reduce the hours of labour

below fifty-eight hours a week. The difficulty

with the bricklayers, which has been pending

since May last, and has ever since prostrated

the building trade of the district, has only just

been removed by a reference of tho dispute to i

arbitration.
!

Stafford .—Professor Levi has been giving his
'

lecture on the condition of the working classes,

from which we quoted last week, in the Shire-

hall, Stafford. The Earl of Harrowby occupied

the chair.

Plymouth .—In reference to the trades move-

ment here, a local paper, referring more espe-

cially to a threatened strike of the masons,

says,

—

“There is abundant evidence daily produced by the

press to 8ho\v that the state of trade in aimnet every part

of the country is in a lamentable condition of depression
;

there are thousands of men out of work; and the dtati-ess

consequent upon that, as much as upon the recant severe

weather, has been so great everywhere, that the benevo-

lent of all classeb who con help have united in one great

: endeavour to relieve it, and prevent wholesale starvation.

The privation and suffering found to exist in this neigh-

bourhood as well as elsewhere, through want of food and
clothing, has been startling. Money has, therefore, been
readily given in large sums to provide the necessaries of

life
;
soup, bread, and blanket societies have been opened,

and have daily distributed their needed benevolence. In

the midst of all this, it does sound disgusting to hear of a
“ strike ” by men amongst whose class this suffering exists,

and to relieve whom this profuse benevolence has been
granted. For the sum of (id. a day extra—which they

have yet to prove they are fairly entitled to— they will

stubbornly throw themselves out of work at this critical

period ! The course those operative masons propose to

pursue in this particular is certainly very short-sighted on
the part of themselves, and inconsiderate and ungrateful

to the public to say the least of it. It has especially

annoyed those workmen who are solicitous for the success

and reputation of trades anions in general, and who are

most anxious to disabuse the public mind ofan impression
which is widely entertained, namely, that trades unions,

as a whole, are but a means through which one class of

workmen seek sedfsbiy to promote their own interests at

the expense of all other classes of workmen."

Blackburn.—The wages a^tation in the iron

trades has extended to Blaokburu, The whole

of the Amalgamated Engineers — comprising

engineers, smiths, mechanics, dressers, joiners,

&c., and the iron-moulders employed in Black-

burn and its immediate vicinity, with the

exception of those employed by Messrs. Yates,

Can^ Foundry, and Messrs. Clayton & Good-

fellow, Park-road, have received notice that on

and after the 2Dd and 4th of February next,

those earning 25s. per week will have their

wages reduced Is. per week. The earnings of

the rest will not be for the present interfered

with. A meeting of the Amalgamated Engineers

has been held on the whole question. Event-

ually a resolution was agreed to, to the effect

that if the employers persisted in making the

reduction proposed, the operatives would as a

body refuse to work more than four days per

week so long as that reduction was kept in

operation. The iron-moulders also met, and
passed a similar resolution. It is calculated

that there are from 4,000 to 4,500 men engaged

in the iron trades of Blackburn and district.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT IN SYDNEY.

Delegates from the joiners’, painters’, brick-

layers’, and labourers’ societies in Sydney have
sent a memorial to “ The Amalgamated Society of

the United Kingdom,” a copy of which has also

been forwarded to us. The chief object of the

memorial appears to be to disabuse English

workmen of the idea that wages are high and
work abundant in the colony or city of Sydney.

On the contrary, they declare, a great deal of

distress exists; work is, and has long been,

scarce
;
and wages, though apparently high, are

really inadequate, from the high price of provi-

sions, clothing, rents, &o. 8s. to 10s. a day
seem to be the average wage in the building

trades, while rents arc something like lOs. to

203. a week
;
bread lOd. a 4-lb. loaf

;
cabbages 8d.

a-piece; milk 8d.aquart; bacon and cheese ls.6d.

a lb., and so on. Beef and mutton, however, do not

seem to be so dear, being only 5d. per lb. It is

remarkable that, while our own workmen not

only complain of masters taking more than a

certain very small number of apprentices, but
absolutely restrict them from doing it, com-
pelling them, by threats of strike, to reduce

the number of apprentices to the minimum
;

one of the causes of complaint urged in this

memorial as being “ of a very serious nature,” is

that “ there is nob the slightest inclination on
the part of employers to take as apprentices any
of the thousands of. young Arabs, as they are

colonially called ; aud the consequences are that

,

they are entirely dependent on their parents.”

EQUALIZATION OF THE METROPOLITAN
POOR-RATES.

A DEPUTATION to the President of the Poor-

law Board, composed of the representatives

of various ratepayers’ associations, boards of

guardians, and other bodies connected with the

East of London, waited upon Mr. Gathorne
Hardy, at the offices of the Board, Whitehall, on
the subject of the equalization of the poor-rates

in the metropolis. The deputation included Mr.
Locke, M.P., Mr. Ayrton, M.P., Mr. Buxton,

M.P., Sir C. Bright, M.P., Mr. Hanbury, M.P.,

and Mr. Alderman Salomons, M.P. Mr. Earle,

M.P., the Secretary of the Poor-law Board, was
present. The deputation was introduced by
Mr. Ayrton, M.P., and Mr, Alderman Salomons,

M.P. The important subject in question was
ably urged by various speakers, and especially

by the Rev. Mr. M'Gill, rector of St. Georgo’s-

in-the-East, who presented a memorial from his

district setting forth the facts of the case, which
were really appalling. In the largo district of

Shoreditch half the men are now out of employ-
ment, and the consequence ia a rating of the

poor is made higher and more difficnlt to collect.

In some of the parishes in the West-end the

poor-rate is only sixpence in the pound, while in

Bethnal-green and the surrounding parishes it

is Ss., 43., ay, and in some cases, 5s. 6d. The
memorial urged the justice and expediency of

having an equalised rate on the whole metro-

polis, which would amount to a uniform sum of
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about la. 5J. iu tbe pound. Tbene were five

parishes in this great metropolis which really

did not contribute justly or fairly to the relief of

the poor. These were the City of London, St.

George’s, Hanpver-square, Paddington, Isling-

ton, and Kensington. He did not believe the

wealthy inhabitants of these districts wished for

auch a state of things, because during the late

distress they subscribed cheerfully and liberally

to the poor of the East-end an amount which he
had no hesitation in calling “ conscience money,”
because they paid generally but 6d. in the pound
for poor-rates, while the parishes in the East

were compelled to give Ss. 6d. Sir Charles

Bright, il.P., drew attention to the bread riots

in the east of London, which, though highly

reprehensible, really arose from the inequality of

the rates and the undue and intolerable pressure

on the ratepayers of the East-end, and showed
that an equalization was urgently called for, and
ho hoped they would cordially support him. In

reply, Mr. Hardy said that early in the ensuing

session it would be his duty to state what the

Government proposed to do. His attention

would be particularly directed to the question of

management and the uniformity of assessment,

and a great many others, that in a week or two
he should bring before the House of Commons.
At a conference held at tbe London Coffee-

house, on Wednesday night, on the subject of

equalising the poor-rates of tbe metropolis, a
resolution was passed to the effect that iu the

opinion of the meeting the time had arrived

when it was the duty of the Government to

introduce a Bill for the equalisation of the poor-

rates within the metropolitan district, and a
deputation was appointed to wait upon the Poor-

law Board to impress tbe great importance of

this measure upon the Government.

EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGNS.

Wk are requested to state that the exhibition

of the National Gallery designs will not be closed

till after the opening of the exhibition of the
designs for the New Courts of Justice to the
public. Architects from the country will thus
have an opportunity of seeing both exhibitions

without being detained in town. Many will feel

much obliged by this arrangement of tbe Chief
Commissioner of her Majesty’s Office of Works.

EFFECTS OF SANITARY IMPROVEMENTS.

The report of the committee of the Leek
Burial Society gives some important statistics

a^opos of the improvement of the sanitary
condition of Leek. The members of this society

compose a large proportion of the poorer inhabi-

tants of Leek. Mr. R. Farrow had been re-

quested to analyze tbe public documents of tbe
Society during the last six years’ experience out
in comparison with the six preceding years,
showing the results of the public drainage and
other improvement works, which had now been
in operation six years.

“Daring the first sii years the mean nutnher of mem-
hers was 5,178, and the total number of deatha 981, the
annual rate of mortality being a little over 30 in 1,000 of
the living, and the total expenditure in funerals 3,387J. 8s.,

which WdS 13s. Id. to each living member. During the
latter six years, the mean number of members was 6,088,
and the total number of deaths 608, tbe annual rate of
mortality being 17 in 1,000 of the living, and the total ex-
penditure in funerals 2,433Z. 2s., being Ss. Ijd. for each
member.”

He found on further analysis that,

—

“The actual decrease of the number of funerals, cor-
rected for the increase in the number of members, was
475, and that the actual decrease in mortality was 13 in
1,000 of the living, the increase in the value oF life being

years to each person, and the total amount saved iu
funerals, corrected for the increase of members, 1,6301. 4s.
It was found by experience that twenty-Ove cases of sick-
ness attended each death, and, therefore, the number of
•weeks’ sickness prevented amounted to 49,400; and sup-
posing every ease of sickness to cost lOs., wbieh was a
very low estimate, this represented a saving of 5,9371. lOs.
It was also found by experience that one-third of the total
amount of sickness and mortality among the population
occurs between the ages of fifteen and fifty-five years, and
if the earnings of this portion of the members were esti-
mated at lOs. per week for males, and Ss. for females, tbe
loss of wages prevented amounted to 6,1741. ISs., which,
with the actual saving in funeral expenses, and the esti-
mated cost of sickness prevented, amounted to no less
a sum than 13,7421. 9s. This saving was not prospective,
but had actually taken place. There were various other
items which ought to have been brought in, but which
had been omitted, and taking only the three named,
it would, provided that this experience continued during
the mean after-life of the present members, result iu the
saving of 61,978L lOs., besides the addition of 8^ years to
the life of every member. This experience was not con-

fined to the members of this society alone, as the increased
value of life in tbe whole popnlation of the town had been
more than seven years during the same period, the mor-
tality being, for the first period, 31 in 1,000, and for the
second period, 22^ in 1,000."

Tbe poorer classes of tbe people were, he con-

tended, the greatest savers by sanitary improve-
ments, and the greatest losers where sanitary

matters were neglected. He found, as a general
rule, that he experienced little difficnlty in con-

vincing the poorer classes that filth and aqnalor

were attended with the worst possible results,

pecuniary and otherwise, both to themselves
and the public. He had not been so fortunate

in convincing some of the wealthier members of

the community.

CAPE TOWN SCHOOL OF ART.

We are glad to learn that the Exhibition made
by the School of Art at Cape Town at the close

of last year was a great success. More than
2,600 people visited the rooms, and the distribu-

tion of prizes at the end of the Exhibition week
was a capital wind-up to the whole.
The judges who awarded the prizes said in

their report :

—

“ Taken as a whole, these works are highly creditable
to the students and their master, Mr. Lindsay. tVe wish
especially to notice the excellence of the system, which
diaconrages all meretricious and pretentious work and
mere artistic display, and which tends to develop taste
and talent in the practical shape which can benefit the
architect, builder, and mechanic.’*

Especial interest was excited in one of the
students, John Brown, a youth both deaf and
dumb, bnt who had evinced snob a precocity

that he had been taken from one of the orphan-
ages of the city by Mr. W. de Smidt, and placed
under the tuition of Mr. Lindsay. At the con-
clusion Mr. Lindsay presented to Mr. Foster, the
founder of the school and its honorary secre-

tary, an address and a silver inkstand, pur-
chased by subscription amongst the students.

COMPENSATION CASES.

The following cases have just been decided in

the Mayor’s Court, Guildhall :

—

(Before the Right Hon. Rneseil Gurney, Q.C., M.P.,
Recorder, and a Special Jury.)

Wadmore V. H.M. Postmastbb-Gbxebal.
Mr. Locke, Q.C., M.P., and Mr. Harrison appeared for

the claimant
;
Mr. Coleridge, Q.C., M.P., and Mr. Collier

for the Post-oiDce.
Mr. Locke said that the claimant in this case was the

Rev. H. K. Wadmore, who was the freeholder of the house
No. 26, St. Martin’s-le-Grand, which was to be taken
down for tbe purpose of enlarging the General Post-ollice.
The property, which was known as Williams's Coffee-
house, had been in the possession of the family for many
years. In 1859 a new lease was granted for seven, four-
teen, or twenty-one years, at a rental of 160L per annum,
terminable by the tenant at seven years, and by either land-
lord or tenant at fourteen years. If it were now in hand it

would let for double the money. There 'were six years
and three-quarters unexpired of the terra of fourteen
years. He believed that the jury would find that to be
worth some 872/. What would the premises be worth per
annum at the end of the unexpired term of six years and
three-quarters ? That was really the only question which
the jury had to consider. He sliould call several experi-
enced witnesses, who would state that tbe premises were
really worth at least 3001. a-year. If the jury were of that
opinion, tbe claim would come out at a sum of somewhere
about 6,7t6/.

Mr. Trist (Norton & Trist), Mr. E. H. Burnell, and
Mr. E. Parmer (Debenham, Tewson, & Farmer) all valued
the premises at 3U6/. a year, and, according to their
evidence, the claim varied from 5,188/. to 5,706/.

Mr. Coleridge then addressed the jury, and said that
they had been brought there solely at the instance of
Mr. Wadmore, because, in the first instance, he sent in a
preposterously exaggerated claim. The highest that the
Post-ofiico auihorities couid make of it was 4,8u0/., while
Mr. Wadmore sent in a claim for 10,120/.

Mr. Clifton, Mr. Vigers, and Mr. Shaw valued the pro-
perty at 200/. per annum, and tbe entire claim at 4,083/.
The jury, without troubling his Lordship to sum up the

case, returned a verdict for 5,000/.

(Before Mr. Commissioner Kerr and a Special Jury,)
Flight v. The Metuopolitan Eailwai- Coupa.vt.
This was a claim for tbe leasehold interest in the house

and premises, No. 40, Broad-street-buildings.
Mr. Huddlestone, Q.C., and Mr. Philbrick appeared on

behalf of tbe claimanl; Mr. Lloyd and Mr. HoUway for the
company.
From the opening statement of counsel it appeared that

the premises in question were held upon lease by the
claimant, from the Corporation of London, of which fifteen

and a quarter years 'were unexpired at Christmas last, at
a rental of 200/. per annum, 'i'lie total claim was valued
at from 3,850/. to 6,606/.

Mr. Ellis (Gadsden & Ellis) valued the property, to let

as olBces, at 825/. per annum. From that he deducted
the reserved rent ol 200/., and a further sum for repairs,
rates, taxes. Slc. He capitalised tbe improved reutal upon
the 6 per cent, tables, to which he added 10 per cent, for
forced sale, making the total claim 4,80u/.

Mr. Bt. Quintin (St. Quintin & Notley) expressed his
opinion that the premises, let out as offices, would fetch
822/., from which he deducted the reserved rent, 200/.;
repairs and contingencies, 164/., leaving a net improved
rental of 458/., which, capitalised on the 6 per cent, tables,

with the addition of 10 per cent, for compulsory sale,
brought out a sum of 4,662/.
Mr. H. E. Murrell made the total claim 3,950/.
Mr. Farmer (Debenham, Tewson, & Farmer) valued

the claim at 4,6^/., and Mr. Fletcher at 6.604/.
Witnesses were then called on behalf of tbe company.
Mr. G. Fownall and Mr. John Shaw valued the claim-

ant’s interest at 2,200/. Mr. E. N. Clifton at 1,980/.
Mr. E. Ryde thought that the premises might let as

offices for 660/. per annum, from which he deducted 200/.,
the rent reserved, and 116/. for repairs, rates, and taxes,
leaving a net improved rental of 235/., which he valued at
2,208/.

Mr. Clark (Farebrother, Clark, &, Co.), gave similar
evidence. He said that chamber proper^ was not now so
valuable as it was. Everything was inflated for a time,
but they were now assuming a more natural state.
The jury awarded the claimant 2,550/., the loss of rent

and value of fixtures to be settled out of court.

(Before the Right Hon. Russell, Gurney, Q.C., M.I*.,
Recorder, and a Special Jury.)

SnEPPAEii e. THE Methovolitan Board op Wobes.
Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., and Mr. Talfourd Salter represented

the claimant, and Mr. Lloyd the Board of Works.
Mr. Howkins said the claimant, Mr. William Henry

Sheppard, bad for a period of between twenty and thirty
years carried on the business of a bellhanger, locksmith,
gasfitter, &c., with a very considerable amount of profit,
upon the premises, No. 10, Bucklersbnry, which premises
were required by the Metropolitan Board of Works, for
the purposes of the new street from Blackfriars Bridge to
the Mansion House. Mr. Sheppard had tho good fortune
in 1861 to obtain from Mr. Nash an agreement to let the
premises from the expiration of his lease for a further
term of twenty-one years, at the almost nominal rental of
8''/. per anuum. This lease would expire at Midsummer,
1883. Of the lease sixteen years ana a h^f were unci-

S
ired at Christmas last. Notice to treat was given in
uly, 1666, and a claim was sent in amounting to 4,000/.

After thirty years of persevering industry, the claimant's
business now yielded a net profit of 760/.
The jury awarded the claimant 3,192/.

(Before Mr. Thomas Chambers, Q.C., M.P., tho
Common Serjeant, and a Special Jury).

Robd an'd Dow v. Heb Majestt’s Postmastee-Getteiial.
This was a claim for the leasehold interest of the house

No. 33, St. Martin’ s-le-Grand, whore tho claimants carry
on business as surgeons and chemists. There was also a
claim for removal, fixtures, loss of business, &c. &c. The
house forms part of the property required for the enlarge-
ment of the Post-office.

A verdict was taken by consent for 2,600/.

(Before the Right Hon. Russell Gurney, Q.C., M.P., and
a Special Jnry.)

Bpox axd Asotheb c. The Metropolitan Board or
Works.

Mr. Giffarcl, Q.C., Mr. Britcher & Mr. Horace ILloyd
appeared for the claimants; Mr. Lloyd for the Board of
Works.
Mr. Giffard, in opening the case, said that the claimants,

Messrs. F. N. & W. Spon, were engaged in the book
trade, which they inherited from their father, and which
was formerly carried on in Queen-street, Cheapaide.
In 1850 they took a lease of their present premises.
No. 16, Bucklersbury, of which four years would be un-
expired at Lady-Day next, at a reserved rental of 106/.
Upon their removal to the new premises in Bucklersbury,
which were now required for the new street, they began a
business of a very peculiar kind, viz., that of pnblishing
and trading in books of a purely scientific character. Any
person requiring any book in relation to any of the arts
or sciences was sure to be able to procure it at “ the shop
in Bucklersbury.” In fact, the claimants were the only
publishers engaged exclusively in carrying on such a kind
of business within tbe wells of the city. Their profits,
during tbe first year of their basinefs operations in Buck-
lersbury, were 4i)0/. During the seventeen years their
profits had risen to 1,300/. or 1,400/. They started with a
stock worth 500/. Their present stock was worth 6,000/.
The claimants let off the first, second, and fourth floors,
at an aggregate rental of 110/,, so that, in fact, they car-
ried on their business there rent free. With every desire
to get suitable premises near to their old spot, they had
been unable to succeed. The claimants would have to
cancel the title pages in all their stock in order that tho
proper address of The publisher might be inserted. They
only sought an indemnity, and not a profit.

It. transpired that the original claim sent in was for
for 7,700/. Os. 3d.
The jury awarded tho claimants 2,760/.

SHOP FRONTS.

THE ARCHlTECTLTutL ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Association held on
Friday evening (the ISth ult.), at the House,
in Condaib-street, Mr.Michael (Burton-crescent),

was elected a member.
Mr. T. Blasbill, in submitting some notes on

Shop Fronts, observed that to a nation which
had been termed a shop-keeping people the
question of shop fronts was one of some import-
ance and interest. The shop differs from the
office and the warehouse in which goods are sold

wholesale, either by sample or in bulk, and which
require to be in a convenient rather than in a
public situation. The shop depends upon retail

trade, possibly upon casual customers, and it

must be in a public situation, so as to attract

business by its display of goods. We find the

types of our modern fronts in the open-fronted

shops of eastern and southern countries, and in

the stalls of continental fairs, in which the sole

shelter is given by a shutter which is hinged
above

5
and being propped open affords shade by

day, and being let down closes in the front at

night. The first effect of the introduction of
glazing was to diminish the convenience with
which goods could be examined from the street

j
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but by the use of large squares we have regained
the original convenience, with the moat complete
protection from weather and other sources of

injury. The front, as we ordinarily see it, being
a necessity of trade, it is useless to exclaim
against it on artistic grounds ; the whole eleva-

tion of the building should take its character
from this, which is its most important part.

There are two parts of a shop front. First, the
structural arrangement of piers, columns, and
bressummer, or arches which carry the super-

structure—equivalent to the whole construction
of ancient fronts

;
and, secondly, the more modern

sash and its framework, which is merely a fitting

of no permanent character. In construction, the
bressummer is to be preferred to the arch, which
requires abutment, for each building should be
able to support itself without the aid of adjoining

houses. Very wide spans are unnecessary, for

the size to which plate-glass can be obtained
at moderate cost is limited, and sash-bars are

necessary. These, however small, disturb the
eye, and should be dispensed with to a great

extent, so that the sheets of glass may be joined
only at the columns which help to support the
bressummer. Columns may then be more nume-
rous, for one of 6 in. diameter will interrupt the
view less than two sash-bars ofl^in. each. It

is an error, in fronts of importance, to put the
glass out to the utmost limit allowed by law.

It is often better to place it behind the columns.
The increasing value of the basement has

an important effect on the arrangement of shop-
fronts, for it requires to be well lighted and
ventilated, and therefore the stall-board should
not be made too low. It is useless to place
small objects so low that they cannot be closely

examined without stooping, and larger objects

can be so placed that a stall-board of 2 ft. in

height is not too high for them. There should
be a narrow glazed grating over the area, and a
window of rough glass to the basement. There
should be no step at the door. Glass shelves
are to be preferred. Silvered glass should never
be so placed in a front that it refiects the figure

of the observer or objects in the street : its office

is to enhance the appearance of the wares. The
window-fittings should be designed by the archi-

tect with reference to the particular trade. As
to gas-lighting, generally a large quantity of light

reflected from white surfaces, or coming through
ground glass, is favourable to the appearance of

goods in respect of their colour and texture
;
but

when their beauty depends upon their glistening

appearance, light from naked flame is best. In-

scriptions are intended to be read and should be
as clear as possible, and not in queer characters
which give trouble to those who are searching

for a particular house. Signs speak all Ian-

guages. No man has a right to make his shop
difficult to find, inconvenient to examine, or

awkward to enter; trivial things keep away
hesitating customers, and their entry is easen-

tial to the proper and reasonable objects of the
tradesman.

ilr. Blashill treated at length of plans, sec-

tions, fittings, and minor details, which however
trivial in appearance have great influence on the
success of that portion of the tradesman’s pre-

mises which is often his sole means of introduc-

tion to the public by whose custom he must
live.

A member observed that he quite agreed with
Mr. Blashill in recommending that shop fronts

should be set back two or three feet if possible,

and referred to some cases in Throgmorton-
street, where the plan had been carried out with
the best effect. He also called attention to a
new shop-front which had been put into a
baker’s house in New Bond-street. The pro-

prietor had stoutly resisted the innovation of
plate-glass, mahogany, or metal sash-bars and
other improvements for more than half a cen-

tury, but had at length conformed to the

spirit of the age
;
and the result was a very

handsome front, with not only plate-glass, but
also coloured marble pillars, and some exceed-

ingly tasteful metal work.

The chairman (Mr. J. D. Mathews) thought
the first thing an architect onght to do in

designing a shop-front was to take his client’s

opinion, who, in all probability, had thought
much over the matter, and had studied the

effect of other fronts in his neighbourhood. For
his own part, he (the chairman) did not admire
a front composed of one large sheet of glass.

Such a sheet of glass was, in the first place, very

expensive
;
the risk of putting it np was con-

siderable, and the cost of insuring it was also a
consideration. Moreover, he thought the sash-

bars were an improvement in this sense, that

they relieved the eye, and at the same time
enabled the shop-keeper to arrange his goods in

a more convenient manner. With regard to

steps up to shops, he deprecated them to the
full as much as Mr. Blashill, and experience
showed that the public did not like them.

Mr. Ware (an American professor of architec-

ture now in London) observed, that for some
years past the custom had prevailed in New York
and other cities of the States, to do away with
shutters altogether, especially in buildings contain-
ing valuable property, such as banks, jewellers’

stores, &c. When business was brought to an
end for the day, the curtains were drawn up, the
gas was lighted, and there was nothing between
the street and the interior but the plate-glass.

The consequence was, that no one ever thought
of breaking in by the front, while if any one
were to get in from behind, the police would at
once detect him. This principle had been tried
with the greatest success, and robberies were
very uncommon.

After a short discussion, a vote of thanks was
passed to Mr. Blashill.

A member brought under notice the propriety
of discussing the manner in which the Peabody
Trust had been administered. He understood
that the subject had been discussed at the In-
stitute, but with what result he did not know

;

but it seemed to him that the benevolent inten-
tions of the donor had not been carried out, and
that the funds had been diverted from the pur-
pose for which they were originally intended.
The object which Mr. Peabody had in view was
to provide decent dwellings for the very poorest
workers

; yet this was the very class which was
virtually excluded from all participation in the
fund. Indeed, so patent was this fact that he
doubted whether a Court of Equity might not be
induced to interfere, in order that the intentions
of the founder might be carried out.

Mr. Edwards said the subject was one of great
interest, and expressed a hope that it might be
discussed by the Association.

The Chairman said that Mr. Darbishire, the
architect of the Peabody buildings, had attended
at the Institute, and had made explanations
which were deemed to be satisfactory. The
question now mooted had been incidentally
raised in the paper read by Professor Kerr at

the Institute
;
but as the trustees of the fund

appeared to be satisfied with its application, he
feared no good would result from the discussion
of the subject by the Association.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Allton (Bencic’kslnrc).—The new parish church
has been opened for divine service. It is now
more than three years since it was considered
that, owing to the dilapidation of the old parish
church at Ayton, it was desirable that steps
should be taken for having a new one erected. The
heritors of the parish had several meetings, and
Mr. Wardrop, of the firm of Brown & Wardrop,
architects, Edinburgh, was appointed to report,

and in consequence of his report it was deter-

mined that a new church should be immediately
erected. The necessary steps were taken, and
the foundation-stone was laid on September 8,

1864', by Mrs. Mitchell Innes, of Ayton Castle.

The locality selected for the erection of the
church is a piece of ground near the toll-house,

at Ayton, given by the lord of the manor. The
style adopted is the Early English of the
fourteenth century, and the edifice consists of a
nave, with south transept and side aisle. The
exterior is built with free dressed stone, and
the principal entrance, which is at the south-

west angle, is surmounted with a broached
spire, 120 ft. high. On the north-east side is the

vestry. The gallery is at the west end of
the church. The roof is open, and the church
is heated with double rows of hot water
pipes, laid along the aisles. At the east end
of the chancel there are three twin-light

windows, all with tracery, and representing

the Six Acts of Mercy. The south transept
window consists of four upright lights and
tracery. The subject is “The Adoration of the
Magi and the Shepherds,’’ who are represented
offering their gifts to the infant Saviour.

The north transept window consists of three
upright lights and tracery. The subject is

Christ’s Sermon on the Mount. There is a large

wheel-window at the west end of the church,
which is filled with geometric and foliated glass.

The other windows in the church are filled with
cathedral glass in quarries, with coloured bor-

ders. The windows are from the manufactory
of Messrs. Ballantine it Son, of Edinburgh. The
contractors for the different works in counexion
with the church were :—For the maaon-work,
Mr. James Berry, Ayton; joiner-work, Messrs.
Turnbull &, Son, Stow; slater and plasterer
work, Mr. George Whitlaw, Ayton

;
plumber-

work, Mr. R. Sidey, Berwick. The architects
were Messrs. Brown and Wardrop, Edinburgh

;

and the clerk of the works Mr. Taylor, Edin-
burgh. Mr. Mitchell Innes has been at the
entire expense of the windows, besides incurring
a great deal of other expenditure. It is esti-

mated that the total expense of the church will

be 10,000J.

DUBLIN.

An extensive building, designed partly for

hotel purposes and partly as a commercial
establishment, is iu cour,se of completion at the
junction of Lower Sheriff and Guild streets,

Dublin. The frontages to the above-named
streets are respectively 40 ft. and 60 ft.

;
and the

height to ridge about 55 ft. On the exterioi- of
the ground floor is a series of French rusticated
piers, separating the window and door openings,
and surmounted by an ornamental entablature
in cement, with vases over each pier

;
and above

rise two other stories, in a superstructure com-
posed of red bricks, with Ferguslie white brick
quoins, dressings, &c. A belting course of
granite, encaustic tiles, and white brick sepa-
rates the first from the second floor; and a
deeply moulded and bracketed cornice, with
steep cantilever roof, ornamented with scolloped

slating and metal crestings and finials (from the
Sun Foundry, Glasgow), and displaying a series

of dormers to light an attic story, crowns the
whole. The angle is bevilled off and sur-

mounted by a clock structure, with encaustic
tile panelling. Ten of Clark’s patent self-

coiling steel shutters inclose the openings on
the ground floor. Mr. Lyons is the architect

;

Mr. Stephen Breen is contractor for tho brick
and stone work ; and Mr. llearney for the plas-

tering. Mr. Connolly is foreman of the works.

RENDERING THE FACE OF FLUES.

METROPOLITAN ISUILDINU ACT.

O.v tho loth ult. Messrs. Wurne & Co. ’were
summoned before Mr. Flowers, at Bow-street
Police Court, for not having complied with the
requisitions of a notice served by the district

surveyor of St. Giles’s.

It appeared that the work complained of was
in a building erected by defendants iu Gate-
street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields, for tho use of the
company, Messrs. Day Sons. The brickwork
internally was not plastered, and the district

surveyor required that the portion forming the
ontsido of the flues should be rendered, according
to sec. 20, rule -i, of the Act.

For the defendant it was contended that tho
rendering of the outside was not required by
the rule in question, which was worded in such
a confused manner ns to be unintelligible. The
District Surveyor admitted the meaning of the
rule was obscure, but contended that it must
have .<io»ie meaning, which he must leave for the
decision of the magistrate.

On the 22od instant, Mr. Flowers having taken
time to consider the matter, gave his judg-
ment :

—“ That the inside of every flue must be
pargetted, or lined with fireproof piping, and the
back or outside (unless forming part of the outer
face of an external wallj, must be rendered.”

THE “OVER-HEATED FLUE” MISERY.

The great importance of the subject makes me
think that the following little budget of expe-
riences may not be unacceptable ;—On a small
scale they are, perhaps, a history of “ how these
things are done ” on a large one. I have for some
eight years past had my house partially warmed
by hot water. There were concerned in doing
the work, or advising upon it, a presumed “ ex-

pert ” who had dabbled in a patent for a stove,

a practical worker iu metals, and a bricklayer :

besides this the employer, who had some expe-
rience in architecture, had heard what was to

be said upon the subject by other persons willing
to be employed, but rejected on the score of ex-

pense or otherwise.
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One result of our united wisdom was tlie

erection of a flue to our furnace, composed of

glazed drain-pipes, which, curving over near the

boiler, runs some 10 ft. nearly horizontally. This

had not been in use very long before a con-

spicuous crack made its appearance in that

.

length of pipe which formed the bend.

Without removing anything, I had the whole
horizontal flue “ jacketed ” with bricks and
tiles laid in fire-clay. I think the workmen
mixed fine ashes with the clay. All has hitherto

,

gone on without accident. There have been,

however, conspicuous cracks in the outer surface
I

of the fine clay, where it is used as a oompo
over the bricks. I dissected some of the work
a few days ago, where some cracks were very
obvious, facing upwards towards the wooden
floor which stands overhead. It seemed to me
that the fire-clay, where inclosed in the tiles,

was not nearly so hard as on the oitter surface

where applied as a compo. Neither did it adhere
well, for I easily scraped down to tho drain-pipe

within, which was bright and fresh, I draw the

conclusion that the pipes are tolerably trust-

worthy when used for flues, provided that, while
heated within, they are well shielded from the

contact of cold air without. Further than this,

I suggest as a subject for experiment, whether
the cements, &o., found to resist the most in-

tense heat, when used for fire-work on temporary '

occasions, as Stourbridge clay, founders’ loam,
do not babitnally deteriorate with continual use
in course of years in a flue.

With regard to the steps an architect should
,

take in arranging with a contractor for heating
apparatus, I suggest that the road to safety lies

in this direction, namely, allow so much room
for the flues and their surroundings, that a mass
of earth may be placed sufficient by falling in

over a cracked flue utterly to smother, choke,
and extinguish the flame ; furthermore to insist

that such earth shall bo applied by the cart-load,

if needed; for I apprehend the following source
of opposition to the means of safety :—The
person who makes up a fire likes to see a speedy
result to his work; he has, therefore, a motive
to prefer thin flues, that shall easily transmit
the heat and diffuse speedy warmth. There may
bo no real economy in this, for a large mass of
solid matter retaining its heat a long time, even
after the fire has gone out, may bo exceedingly
Qseful ; but the fire-maker cannot in this case
perceive a quick result to his work, nor point
out, “ You see how soon this stove operates.”

G. M.
P.S.—I take the opportunity of bearing testi-

mony to the exceeding benefit, in point of health
and comfort, of my hot-water pipes. Not to feel

jontinualiy impelled to desert one’s writing or
irawing table,in order to shiver over a fire, and not
<3 be thoroughly chilled in a cold bedroom, after

leaving the warm fireside of a sitting-room, are

1 couple of negatives well worth some expense
and trouble.

HOMES FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.

I PERFECTLY agree with your correspondent
?W. A.” (January 5th), and am delighted to see
the subject of “ Homes for the Middle Classes”
iaken up with such earnest discrimination. If
lome enterprising capitalist, and some sensible

and able architect, will follow ont ‘‘ W. A.’s”
suggestion, and erect handsome and spacious
ramilistires in the various quarters of London,
daey will not only do much to free this town from
(ho reproach of being the ugliest and most in-

lonvenient capital in Europe, but will confer an
euestimable boon on thousands of persona holding
B certain position in society, but whose limited

(hough independent incomes make the choice of
> suitable home a problem next to impossible to
lolve.

1 This class includes small annuitants, half-pay
ifficers, rising or retired professional men with
imall families, or married couples with no family,

D whom may be added daily governesses and
ither female teachers, obliged to live in expen-
•ive neighbourhoods,—all persons who neither
pquire a whole house of ten rooms, nor are
justified in incurring such an expense

; yet,
ifho, by education, connexions, and habits, are
tatitled to a more refined style of living than is

lithin their reach under the present paltry
I'Dglish “ Every-man-his-own-house” system of
iaiiding, which has made of London a huge
iiartiatic overgrown Hanoverian village.

T They are, therefore, reduced to the uncom-
•trtable expedient of taking upon themselves the
ipsponsibilities of a house beyond their wants

and their means, and letting a part of it to

strangers
; or of renting part of a house, subject

to perpetual annoyances, as well as to the dread
of seeing their furniture and personal property
seized for their immediate landlord’s rent and
taxes,—and, in either case, abdicating that home-
independence which is one of those conventional
myths that most Englishmen still believe in

;

but which is, in reality, only enjoyed by persons of

good incomes—the upper one hundred thousand
—as the number of small bills in parlour windows
sufficiently prove.

Now “ W. A.’s ” proposal answers to this want
in every respect j it is therefore earnestly to bo
hoped that it will not fall a dead letter. A few
Familistcres, the outward decorations of which
will admit of every variety of style, while the in-

ward arrangements will afford comfort and
privacy to thousands such as the monotonous
rows of little ill-built “self-contained” band-
boxes called houses never can,—with the sup-
plement of restaurant, baths, laundry, infant and
preparatory schools, and other necessities which
can only be brought within every one’s reach by
means of a large and comprehensive scheme,

—

such convenient buildings, I say, would secure

at once their full complement of tenants
; for in

my circle, also, many “ would rush to secure a
chance of such homes.”
But as one fact is better than a bushel of

arguments, allow me to add that in our second
visit to the familist^e last September, our well-

considered enthusiasm for this palace of labour
only increased. The suite of apartments
M. Godin-Lemaire courteously placed at our
disposal were, in respect of dimensions, light,

air, closets, stoves, &c., the counterpart of those
which are inhabited by the least of his work-
people

; the only difference consisted in the
papering, decorations, furniture, and so forth

;

and we may safely say that could we obtain six

such rooms on one floor in London, wo should
think them cheap at 901. or 1001. a year. We
were in nowise inconvenienced by oor neigh-
bours, as the thickness of the walls and ceilings

effectually prevented any sounds from reaching
ns, which is not often the case in London
houses.

As all social reforms must ultimately fall into
the hands of architects, to whom can we look for

assistance but to you, sir, whose ably-conducted
journal forms so essential a portion of their

several professional libraries ?

Tito Pagliardini.
P.S.—I should be most happy to give finan-

cial details concerning the Famtlistdre of Guise
to any architect or capitalist interested in the
subject.

EDUCATED PLUMBERS.

A CORRESPONDENT, “ P. T.,” complains, and
with reason, of the assumption of the term
plumber by men not duly qualified. He thinks
the present would be a good time to test some of

the whims exhibited by inventors of “ closets.”
“ Some say,” he goes on, “ that strength of work
is the decay of trade. I believe it causes a great
deal more trade to be done : it should be said bad
work will create a new whim. It is economy
to employ every man in his own capacity. Our
class should understand the effect of temperature,
atmospheric pressure with all the allowances,
affinities in metals, rates of expansion, and all

other technics necessary to make any building
dry, and give plenty of water in frosty weather.”

THE LIGHTING OP CHURCHES.

Sir,—

I

am glad to see the subject of lighting
churches opened out in your columns, and hope
that it may be taken up by abler pens than mine.
The subject may naturally be divided into the
consideration of the treatment of ancient and
of modern churches.

The lighting of ancient churches is in itself

rather a wide subject,—a subject that can only
be generalised about, as each particular church
may require a different treatment. Ancient
churches were not designed to be lighte(3, at least

in the manner we are now considering
; for deco-

rative effect on great festivals they were pro-

bably illuminated, but generally the old religion

rather affected a gloom, that dim religious light

we so often hear spoken of. Light was not re-

quired to enable the congregation to follow the
service, and where light was required there it

.was concentrated; such as in the reading of.

the epistle and gospel, when lighted tapers were
held for the officiating priest. Again, at the
high altar many lights were constantly burned,
partly for their symbolical signification, and
partly for their use during service.

From this wo may infer that to light an
ancient church, the object would in olden days
have been to have centralised most light in the
chancel, and there, where the service is mainly
conducted, will be fonud our most effective point
for our most brilliant light, due provision being
made, I need hardly add, that the practical nse
of our light is first effected, that of affording

light to the congregation.
“ J. E.” in his letter speaks of a church as of

various (jompartments, each one to be lighted as
brilliantly as the other; and instances the lighting

of a room of any size as a problem easily solved.

But if that room be of irregular shape, or, as in

a hall of justice, requiring peculiar duties to
be transacted at a particular part of it, the
simplicity of that problem is lost, and we
find it necessary to light the room np,—lead
up the light, as it were,—to one more prominent
part

;
and so in a church, our object will be best

effected by lighting up to one given point, and that,
as before stated, the chancel or entrance to it.

We may also infer that in brilliancy the various
parts should be subservient, the nave to the
chancel, the aisles to the nave. I think we may
all agree that wo should, if possible, make our
light a handmaiden to our architecture, to bring
it out and more clearly define its moat salient'

points. To speak more definitely depends so
much on the exact form of the church itself that
oue cannot say much. If the church is very
lofty, with well-marked clerestory, the string-

course of that clerestory seems fittest for the
light : this has been effectively done in the choir
of York Minster. If, on the other hand, the
church is low and straggling, the nave piers
suggest themselves as n basis for our lights. If,

again, our nave is lofty and open, almost a
preaching nave and without clerestory, coroom
seem best fitted to give that broad effect of light.

A string-course of light has always appeared
to me the most effective method of lighting the
chancel, if the string-course is of sufficient

height; if the roof is vaulted, a corona. If
neither can bo had, I prefer standards. I have
not mentioned standards for the nave, for the
other methods suggested seem to answer tho
purpose better. Standards in this position
intercept the view, give out great heat, and are
too low to afibrd light, except to such as are
very near.

Of the lighting of modern churches I have
little to say, as the arrangement is always best
eft’ected in the design and construction of tho
church. I instance two as very effectively

lighted— that of St. Martin’s-on-the-Hill, Scar-
borough, and of St. Peter’s, Vauxhall-road,
London

;
the latter lighted in the nave by

corona), suspended between the nave arches.

C. J. F.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES SURVEYORSHIP.
Sir,—

W

ill you permit me to aonouDce, through your
columus, that theolliue ol'siirveyorof this borough was, on
January 2-lth, filled up by the Council, by the election of
Mr. Charles Slagg, C.E., of Manchester. I ask you to
do this partially because the adrertisement for tho oUloo
was inserted in your columns, aud more especially be-
cmiae most of the applicants for the otUce are no Joubt
subscribers to your journal.
lu making this announcement it is scarcely necessary

that I should notice the statement which appeared in your
columns, signed “ One of the Gentlemen.” Whoever your
anonymous correspondent may be, he appears to havo
been most egregiously hoaxed.

Walter M. Wilkinsox, Town Clerk.
*,* As we received letters from two correspondents to

the same effect, the “hoax" was not confined to “ one
oflhe gentlemen.’'

HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS FOR BATES.

In reply to your correspondent “ Beta,” I beg
to describe a safe substitute for the high-pressuro
boiler with which he now heats his bath.
Let him fix in his boiler a coil of iron pipe, to

which attach the two pipes which supply the
bath. Then make a hole in the top of the boiler,

aud fit in it a lid, like a tea-kettle lid.

Such an apparatus would be perfectly effective

and safe, for if the pipes were to freeze up, the
coil would not burst, as it would be surrounded
by boiling water only; while the boiler having
an opening in the top, and covered with a loose

lid, might bo heated with, impunity, although
frozen up solid.
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It 13 surprising that builders and ironmongers
will continue to fis high-pressure boilers for such
purposes, when it is so easy to apply so simple
an apparatus, which is not dangerous.

A. SI. Peeki^s,

“ Beta ’’ ehouJil use one of tho " patent fusible plURB.”
If flaed riehtly he need fear no esploaion of his kitchen
boiler. The plugs fnse and faU to pieces at a heat some-
'what greater than boiling-water, so that should the pipes
become stopped by frost or any other cause, the plug
melts, and thereby forms an outlet for the steam and hot-
water before any portion of the boiler could yield, unless
it be a very bad one. The boiler of “ Beta’s" apparatus is

<jf course of wrought iron, end the pipes ehonJd be those
known as “ lap-welded steam-pipes."

VT. H. CuLLisQroiiD.

In reply to inquiries respecting the bursting of high-
preesnre kitchen boilers by the freezing of the pipes, I
think where the pipes ere left exposed, abranch pipe close
to the boiler should hare a weighted or epring vake,
which can be made water-tight at a moderate cost ;

then
there wonld be no danger from bursting. As a second
snbstitate, Iwonld recommend a draw-olToook fixed in the
inlet or outlet pipe

;
then the servant should bo instructed

to draw ofl" one gallon of water from this cock (which is

the content of a pipe 1 in. diameter, and 30 ft. high).
Tho cock should be fixed just above tho range. If either
of these plans were adopted, no accident from tho burst-
ing of boilers could happen.

J. Eldbiboe, Hot-watei Engineer.

TO TEST BLUE LIAS.

Sib,—

I

shall be obliged if any of your readers will in-
form me whether there are any simple means of testing
blue lias or other limes, similar to tne teat employed by
the Metropolitan Board of Works to test Portland
cement. L. E.

TEE WIDOWS OF CLERKS OF WORKS
IN TEE CIVIL SERVICE.

SiB,—I trust that in begging your kind insertion of this
letter, you will not consider that I am unduly trespassing
on your valuable space, by referring to a subject which
may not seem of sumciently general interest to warrant it.

It has recently come to my knowledge, by means of tho
public press, that a movement is on foot amongst tho
clerks of works in the Eoyal Engineer Department, to
solicit Government for an increase of pay, and also for
pensions for their widows. It has been truly urged that
while these gentlemen hold tho relative rank of olhcers in
tho army, they are at the same time debarred from many
of theii privileges. Bequiring an education, in one
branch, at least, of a much higner order than necessary
in the army, they receive salaries quite inadequate to tho
position they ere entitled to occupy, and, consequently,
are ofreo unable to moke suitable provision fur their
families. Liable at any time to be sent, on short notice,
to any station, no matter how remote nor how unhealthy
the climate, they arc put to considerable inconvenience
and expense, in the removal of their families, and in
foreira service often fall victims to the climato. As tho
dauAter of one who for many years held the position of
clerk of works in the Boyal Engineer Department, I cun
testify to the truth of whut Jhave stated.
My father entered the service about the year 1839, some

time after a measure had been passed debarring oiEcera
from certain .privileges which they had heretofore enjoyed. .

At that time one of the regulations was, that each person
|

should contribute a certain proportion of his salary— ]

6 per cent.—to a'fund, from whicn, in time of old age or
j

hopeless ill-health, the members were to receive peusiona.
j

Subscription to this ftind was compulsory : after many
years itwas abolished. After beingnpwardsoftwentyyeara !

in the service, eleven of which were spent in a tropical ‘

country, and during the whole of which time be discharged
his duties with unremitting assiduity, the continual strain
on his mental and physical powers brought on an illness,

from which he died, leaving a widow and cnild. Application
was made by the widow for a pension, but in vain. A con-
siderable sum of money had been paid into the super-
annuation fund

;
but neither he who paid it nor

his family ever received anything from it. I ask,
is it fair that such should be the state of things?
Is it right that tho widows of those who have paid
money into a Government fnnd, from which they never re-

ceived anything, should thus be set aside ? Is it ri^ht tbut
the widows and orphans of those who perish in their
country’s service, whether that service be civil ormilitary,
should be unprovided for? Is it just, that while the
widows ofmilitary officers are pensioned off, whether the
husband falls on the battle-field or dies at his own home
in peace, the widows of civil officers, whose whole ser-
vice has been one of arduous toil, amidst ever-increasiog
anxieties, should be nncared for ? Would it not be well if

some effort, at least, were made to remedy these anoma-
lies ? Would it not be well if the widows of such oflicera

would unite in seeking that a danse be inserted, in their
favour, in the petition about to be presented, that if it

please Government to grant the request of the petitioners,

they may not be excluded from participating in any
benefits which those who may thereafter become widows
shall receive. A DiCGnTEB.

TEE “ ORANGE-PEEL ” PAVEMENT
DANGER.

A COEEESPONDENT writes :—Able observations

have appeared lately in the Builder and else-

where on the dangerous state of the pavements,
but not exactly touching at tho moment a
“chronic” abuse.

I sincerely trust there is not another capital

in Europe where there is such unchecked daily

injury to pedestrians from throwing a dangerous
substance on the pavements. It is actually

amazing to see either the great ignorance or

want of principle in those who do this, when
the least of better consideration would prompt
them to throw it on tho “ road.”

The number of accidents which occur, though
not 80 specified, from this, can, I feel sure, be

appreciated by medical men. A respectable

paper said, some time back, in half jest, there

might be some " conspiracy ” of evil-minded per-

sons to so injure the community ; bub had there

been any such arrangement, the evil, which
appears increasing every year, could hardly

have been greater.

TEEEE TBOUSAND POUND CBURCBES.
SrB,—In your Issue of the 5tb Jan., there is a notice of

a new oburcb now being built at Birkenhead, to seat 700
persons for 2,4001. As the Ecclesiastical Commissioners
are willing to provide the endowment for new district
churches, with a population of 4,600, tho desirability of
giving to the public good and substantial designs of
churches to seat 760, within a cost of 3,000l. (exclusive of
the site and fence walls), wiU be evident to all your pro-
fessional subscribers. It generally happens that when an
architect is applied to for sneh a design, he prepares one
far too elaborate and costly for the promoters. The re-
suit is, the committee is discouraged, and time is wasted.
New plans have also to be prepared, or the architect
changed. If the architect of the Birkenhead church, and a
few others, would enable you from time to time to give the
public sketches of the elevation and ground plan of snch
new churches built by them, at a cost not exceeding
3,000f., to seat 750 persons, os you might think good, a
groat help would be alTorded to those who are anxious but
afraid to begin the work in olher places.

A ScnacsiDBE ob Eifxebw Years.

“ RATES, TAXES, AND IMPOSITIONS”
PAYABLE BY TENANT.

In tho Court of Common Pleas at Westminster, on
January 22, before the Lord Chief Justice Bovill, and
Justices Willes, Keating, and Montagu Smith, the case of
Tideswell c. Whitworth was decided. This was an action
on the covenant in a lease of a bouse iu a new street in
Manchester, whereby the defendant, the tenant, cove-
nanted to pay “all rates, taxes, and impositions what-
ever, except the property and income-tax, which should
become payable iu respect of the said demised premises,
and to pay the clear yearly rent of Oitl. for the same." By
the Manchester Improvement Act, if any street or part of
a street should not be suificiently paved, levelled, and
sewered, tho Council can order the owner of the premises
to pave, level, flag, or sewer it; and if bo reiused or
neglected to do it, then the Council might do it, and all

charges must be paid by the owner, and might be levied
npoD the occupier to an amount not exeeomug the rent
due by him. Iu this case the plaintifl, as owner of the
premises, had paid charges for loveliing and sewering the
street in front of bis house, amounting to 2251., and in the
present action sought to recover that amount from his
tenant under the covenant of his lease, as a charge and
imposition payable by the tenant beyond his rent under
his covenant. A veriict having been obtained for the
plaintilT at tho trial, with leave to the defendant to move
to set it aside and enter it for the defendant, a role was
accordingly obtained.
The Chief Justice said, it was manifest that the Legisla-

ture intended that the burden of these payments shonld
be thrown on the landlord. The tenaut was not to be
called upon to pay more than the amount of his rent then
due. He thought the tenant ought not to pay, Tbeother
judges concurred.

Mr. Justice Keating said, [he word “imposition” was
classed with rates and taxes in the covenant, and he
thought the intention was, that it should mean charges of
the nature of rates and taxes only. He was not at all

sorry, iu the present case, to be able to arrive at that
decision. Buie absolute, to enter verdict for defendant.

TEE CBURCE OP ST. MARY-LE-TOWER,
IPSWICE.

Since 1863, the work of restoration has been
going on in this church. The lofty tower and
spire are now approaching completion. The tower
is yi ft. high, and the epire 82 ft., making a
total of 176 ft. from the base. They are in the
Decorated style of architecture of Edward III.’s

reign, and built of Bath stone. There is an open
parapet, with shields containing emblems of the
Twelve Apostles, carved in stone, and below are
carved, as hood-mould stops to the belfry win-
dows, the heads of the Twelve Apostles. At
fonr angles are emblems of the Four Evangelists,
namely, the Man, the Lion, the Ox, and the
Eagle. These figures are -i ft. 6 in. iu length.
The parapet is pierced entirely through, so that
the base of the spire is seen between the open-
ings. At each angle are carved crocketed
finials. Inlaid flint panelling is introduced in

bands round the tower, above the door, and
under the belfry windows, dividing the strnctare
into stages. The top stage is relieved with
chequered flint and stone work.
The spire is crocketed np each angle. The

spire lights are filled in with ornamental iron-

work, and the upper part is relieved with stone
tracery. The whole of the stone-work, both in

spire and tower, as it is being cleaned off, is
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washed down with a strong mixture of soap and
water, with the view of hardening and preserving
it from the action of tho air.

The niche in the old tower boa been restored
and re-fixed in the new one, above the sonth,

door
;
and in pulling down the old brick porch,

the remains of the stone carved figure of the
Virgin, that stood originally in this niche, was

:

discovered. This fignre, we understand, will bo
restored and replaced j the work of restoration
having been intrusted to a London sculptor.

The entrance below will be groined in stone
supported by strong clustered shafts, with carved
capitals, and the deeply-moulded outer and inner
doors will also have their capitals carved with
emblematical figures. The two small single-light

windows at the entrance will bo filled with
stained glass.

Tho ringers* floor is reached by a circular

stone staircase, 6 ft. in diameter, and the belfry

windows will be filled with slate louvres. Orders
have been given for two more bolls so that there

may be a peal of twelve, instead of ten as in the
old tower ;

and the funds to defray the cost are
nearly subscribed. The cost of changing the
peal from ten to twelve will bo something like

700i.
;
and tho entire value of tho peal, when

complete, will be about 1,6001. The weight of

the tenor bell will be 81 cwt. The enlarging

and re-hanging of tho peal have been undertaken
by Messrs. Warner & Sons.

The entrance-doors will be of oak, covered
with wrought-iron hinges, and the floor of the
tower will be laid with Minton’s encanstio tiles.

The designs for the work were provided by
Mr. E. M. Phipson, of Ipswioh and Norwich,
architect, under whose sole direction, this, as

well as the entire work of restoration, has been
carried out. Mr. J. Stanley, of Norwich, was
tho contractor for masons’ work, and the stone-

carvings were done by Mr. Barritt, sculptor, of

Norwich. Mr. Miller was the clerk of the works.

A farther contract has just been entered into

for tho completion of the south aisle and tho
nave. Much also remains to bo done in the
interior of tho church in benching, heating,

paving, and carving, ond the entire restoration

of the ohanoel, with new vestry, and many other

works necessary to render tii© building com-
plete. Tho cost of tho tower and spiro is about

4,0001., and the total outlay, wo believe, up to

the present time, amounts to 11,000L or 13,0001.

AGREEMENTS.
TEEL V. MATTHEWS.

TuE plaintiff in tkis case (in Vice-Chancellor’s Court,
before Sir W, P. Wood), had sold in lots some land for
building pnrposes, and had required the purchasers to
execute a commou deed for the purpose of preventing
them from building upon land marked in front of streets
which were intended to be laid out. One of the pur-
chasers was allowed in I860 to build a wall in direct oppo-
sition to the covenant in the deed, and in 1862 anotnep
purchaser was allowed to do the same thing. The defend-
ant executed the deed in 1803. The plaintilf alleged that

defendant bad broken tho covenant, and the bill asked for
an injunction against him.

Mr, Amphlett and Mr. Douglas were for the plaintiff,

and Mr. Chitty for the defendant.

I

The Vice-Chancellor said the plaintiff, by allowing the
, covenant to be broken in respect of part of the land, had
forfeited his right to ask for a performance of the cove-
nant with regard to any other part of the land. The
Court could not decree specific performance of part of au
agreement. The plaintili might have a remedy at law for
damages, but his bill for an injunction must be dismissed.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ABROAD.

The report presented by the Prefect of the
Seine to the Municipal Council of Paris gives

the following statistical details as to public
instruction in the department of the Seine. The
sum allowed in the budget for 1867 for primary
iuBtraction amounts to 237,0131., including the
expenses of the Chaptal College, which amount
to 30,7461. This will be sufficient for tho main-
tenance not only of tho existing schools directly

or indirectly at the charge of tho town, but any
new communal soboola or asylums that may be
required to be provided for in 1867. The teach-
ing of design, which the municipal authorities

are so anxious to promote among the working
classes, so as to preserve for Paris its superiority

in works of elegance and taste, can be extended
to 122 communal schools for boys and girls, and
32 for adults of both sexes. If to this sum of
237,013J. we add 6,3201. for maintenance, repairs,

and furniture of the schools, and 1,0341. as an
assistance fund for ancient teachers, of both
sexes, we shall have 244,3671., as the snm to be

I

expended in 1867. Comparing this with the
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)recediDg years we have the following items ;

—

h 1862, the number of schools, asylums, adult

ilass-rooms, work - rooms, and special schools,

imounted to 103. Now, there are 522, an
ncrease of 119 in four years.

The Correspondance Rii^se gives very interest-

ng statistical details as to the establishments of

mblic instruction in the town of Moscow in 1865.

["his town, which contains 365,000 inhabitants,

jossesses no less than 167 schools, 69 for boys
ind 58 for girls, and 40 mixed. The number of

mpils is 11,366 boys, and 4,950 girls; and there

ire 1,521 masters or professors, and 70 female

eachers. The higher branches of education are

pven in a single establishment,—the university.

Besides this, there is an academy of agriculture,

ind a recently - founded conservatoire. The
lecondary education is given in five high schools

or boys, the number of pupils being 1,719 ; three

nilitary schools, with 1,426 pupils
;
and six in-

ititutes for young women, with 3,263 pupils. '

lIoreovGr, a hundred private establishments

five primary and secondary instruction. There
,

ire only 66 primary schools, with 4,786 pupils,

> very small number relatively to the population
if the inferior classes which is 72 per cent,

if the total population. The establishments,

:ept up by the State, by the town, or by chari-

able societies, require an annual expenditure of

1,56(>,000 roubles. In this sura the university

igures for 426,000 -roubles, and the school of

irofessovs for 130,000 roubles.

PRIZES TO ART-WORKMEN BY THE
SOCIETY OF ARTS.

The following is a list of the competitors to

rhom prizes have been awax’ded :

—

Works generally executed from prescribed

designs.*

Cauving in Stone.

1. Panel, after chimney piece by Donatello, by
'. Daymond, jun., 4, Edward-street, Vauxhall
{ridge-ro4d, S. Price 8Z.—(2nd prize of 71. 10s.)

2. Gothic bracket, by E. J. Price 5Z.—(Prize

f 41.)

3. Ditto, by John Edward Daly, 33, Medway-
treet, Westminster, S.W. Price 151.— (Prize

f 31.)

4. Ditto, by John Barker, 4, John-street, Marl-
orough-road, Chelsea, S.W. Price 121.— (Prize

f 61).

* 5. Flowers carved in Caen stone, by IF. H.
Tolnies, 101, Dean-street, Soho, W. Price 51.

—

Prize of 51.)

* 8. Carving in marble, by Otcen Thomas,
larmood-street, Camden Town.— (Pidzo of 51.)

Carving and Gilding.

* 14o. A glass frame, designed and carved by
V. M. Holmes, principal part of the flowers by
fouatt (deceased), gilt in double mat and
urnished by Messrs. BucTi/ioltz, Venning, Chowne,
en., Ettershank, Connor, and Allen

;

exhibited by
H. Wyatt, 101, Dean-street, W. Price 2301.

—

Prize of 101.)

Repodsse Work in Metal.

15. Executed in iron, after the Martelli bronze
airror case at South Kensington, by Q. Page, 39,
luglos-street, Northamptou-road, Clerkenwell,

J.C. Price 201.— (1st prize of 101. j also, North
iondon Exhibition prize. f)
18. " Rafi'aelle’s Three Graces,” in silver, by

'oseph Hakowski, 59, Frith-street, Soho-square,

V. Price 201. Copies at 151.—(Prize of 21.)

20. “Three Graces,” in copper, by Alexander
)ufovr, 36, Cleveland-street, Fitzroy-square, W.
Irice 111.—(Prize of 41.)

*22. Portrait of the late Viscount Palmerston,

y TF. Holliday, 14, Nailour-street, Islington, N.
Sold.)—(Prize of 41.)

Hammered Work in Brass.

: 26. Adapted for use as a bracket, by Albert
idxcard Millward, 13, New Compton-street,
-oho, W.—(Prize of 61.)

Hammered Work in Iron.

: 27. Adapted for use as a bracket, by Alfred
iillioard, 35, Little Clarendon-street, Somers-
own, N.W.— (Prize of 31.)

* Those marked with an asterisk (•) are not after the
rescribed designs.

t This prize consists ofthe interest of 167/. 73. 3d. Consols,
STested in the name of the Sociefr of Arts, to be awarded
f the Council “for the best specimen of skilled work-
lanship" at the Society's Exhibition.

28. Ditto, by G. E. Price 51. lOs.— (Prize

of 21.)

29. Ditto, by James OwilUm, 19, Sidney-
square. Mile-end, E. Price 151.— (Prize of 21.)

30a. Panel for a screen, by W.Lethe^-en, Lhus-
down Iron Works, Cheltenham. Price 201.

—

(Prize of 101.)

* 32. Bread-basket, designed by Mr. A. TF.

Blomjield, architect, for East Sheen Church

;

executed by T. Winstanley, 7, Stanhope-street,

Clare-market, W.C. Price 121.—(Prize of 21.)

Chasing in Bronze.

35. Bust of “ Clytie,” produced for Art-Union
of London, by H. R. BaUhelor, Jun., 149, St. John-
street-road, E.C. Price 141.—(Prize of 41.)

36. Ditto, by T. Nichols, 4, Everilda-street,

Hemingford-road, Islington, N. Price 151.—
(Prize of 61.)

37. Ornament, after Goutier, by R. Reynolds,

15, Oak-village, Kentish-town, N.W. Price 151.

—

(Prize of 21.)

38. Ornament, after Goutier, by G.—(Prize of

21.)

39. Ornament, after Goutier, by H. J. Hatfield,

16, Alfred-street, Tottenham-court*road, W.C.
Price 151.—(Prize of 41.)

* 40. Gronp, “ Jacob Wrestling with the
Angel,” by the above.—(Prize of 31.)

* 42. Statuette of “Caractacus,” by H. Hatfield,

sen., 46, Bolsover-street, N.W. Produced for the
Art-Union of London.—(Prize of 51.)

43. Engraving on metal, after arabesques, by G.

8. B. Price 31. lOs.-—(Prize of 21.)

44. Ditto, by Q. Berry, 31, Brewer-street,

Golden-square, W. Price 41. 43.—(Prize of 51.)

* 49. Ditto, on silver cup, by Gilles McKenzie,
Tudor-street, Sheffield.—(Prize of 21.)

Enamel Painting on Copper.

*51. “Boy and Doves,” after Raffaelle, by
TFalter J. W. Nunn, 10, Gardour-street, Brome-
head-street, Commercial-road, E. Price 51.

—

(Prize of 31.)

Painting on Porcelain.

53. “ Two Children,” painted on a vase, by TF.

J. TF. Nunn, Messrs. Battam & Son, Gough-
square, E.C.— (Prize of 21.)

57. “ Two Children,” by TT tlliam H. Slater,

Oak-hill Cottages, Stoke-upon-Trent. Price

51. lOs.— (Prize of 21.)

59. Ornament, by Alexander Fisher, 5, Clyde-
street, Stoke-upon-Trent.— (Prize of 31.)

60. Ornament, plateau in blue, after design by
Maestro Ludovico, by the above.— (Prize of 31.)

61. Pair ofdoor finger-plates, majolica style, by
Miss L. Leila Hawkins. Price 51. 5s.—(Prize

of 21.)

* 62 & 63. Circnlar-plates, subjects from the
“Siguatura” ceiling, by IF. P. Rhodes, School
of Arts, Stoke-upon-Trent.—(Prize of 21.)

Decorative Painting.

64. Ornament, by John Slater, Field-place,

Stoke-upon-Trent. Price 31. Ss.— (Prize of 41.)

66. Ornament, by Charles Pfdnder,2S, Baybam-
street, Camden-town, N.W. Price 61. 53.—(Prize

of 2L)

67. Ornament, after a picture-frame in the
South Kensington Museum, by the above. Price

131. 10s.—(Prize of 41.)

Die Sinking.

71. By Albert Heness, 3, Egbert-street, St.

George’s-road,N.W. PricelOl.lOs.— (Prize of 21.)

Glass Blowing.

72. Exhibited byDr. Salviati, 431, Oxford-street,

W. Produced by Ifarco Seguso, of Murano.

—

(Highly commended, but ineligible for a prize,

not having been produced in this country.)

Bookbinding.

73. After an Italian specimen, Quintus Cur-
tins,” by John Jeffrey, 23, Upper Marylebone-
street, W. Price 71.— (Highly commended, but
ineligible for a prize this year, the producer
having taken the Ist prize last year.)

74. Early Florentine style, “ Histoire do la

Porcelaine,” by Louis Genth, 30, Brydges-street,

Covent-garden, W.C. Price 351.— (Prize of 51.)

76. Case specimen of Mosaic, by Louis Genth,

30, Brydges-street, Coveut-garden, W.C. Price

101. lOs.—(Prize of 31.)

Illuminations.

77. Specimen by Charles Pfdnder, 28, Bayham-
street, Camden-town, N.W. Price 61. iOs.—
(Prize of 41.)

Works executed without prescribed designs.

Wood Carving.

(a.) Human figure in the round, in alto, or in

bas relief. Animals or natural foliage may
bo used as accessories.

81. “Autumn,” female head in satin wood, by
G. F. Bridge, 3, Vincent-square, S.W. Price-

51. 10s.—(Prize of 51.)

83a. Panel, in Ebony, “ Boy and Moth,” by R.
Flipping, 67, Charrington-street, Oakley-square,
N.W.— (Prize of 21.)

(b.) Animal or still-life. Fruit, flowers, or natu-
ral foliage may be used as accessories.

85. Panel. “ Bird and Flowers," by E. Du-
jardin, 46, Camberwell-grove, S. Price 101.

—

(Prize of 21.)

(e.) Natural foliage, fruit, or flowers, or conven-
tional ornament, in which grotesque figures-

or animals may form accessories, preference
being given where the work is of an applied
character for ordinary decorative purposes,
as representing commercial value.

86. Panel in Lime Wood, by J. S. Booth, 19,
Maiden-road, Kentish-town, N.W. Price 101. lOs.

—(Prize of 41.)

8Sa. Panel of Flowers, exhibited by Messrs.
Gillows & Co., carved by R. A. Brangan, 54,
Foley-street, W.— (Prize of 31.)

TForlts Executed a/nd Finished bg Machine.

Exhibited by Charles J. Hill, 6, Albany-street,

Regeut’s-park, N.W. :

—

96-98. Three Groups in Ivory. Price 151.

99. “ Head of H.M. the Queen,” in Ivory.

Price 51.

100. “ Greek Head," in Steel. Price 81.

101. Ditto, in Malachite. Price 51.

102. Case with Two Proofs from Engravings on
Steel for Surface Printing, and two “Medusa’s
Heads.” Engravings and dies in hand. Price
41. each.

(The above are highly commended, but ineligible

for these prizes.)

A meeting of the competitors was held at the
Society of Arts on Wednesday evening last, bub
we must defer report of the proceedings.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Gelligaer.—The nave of the parish church of
Gelligaer, Glamorganshire, after being closed

for sixteen weeks for the purpose of restoration,

has been re-opcned by the bishop of Llandaff.

The work has been undertaken as an instalment
only, the chancel still remaining to be done, the
total cost being 1,2001. The church, which is

an ancient one, is supposed to have been built

by Maenarch, Earl of Hereford, in memory of
Mabon, an old Welsh saint, whose niche, still

partly coloured, bas been found on the side of

the cliancel-arch. There is an entirely new roof

of Memel timber. The walls have been strength-

ened by means of buttresses. The floor has
been lowered to its original level, that is about
15 in. During the excavations, which were
necessary for this purpose and inserting the
heating apparatus, the bones of fully 200 people

wore found. Around the wrists of some wreaths
of box still perfect were discovered. The ohan-
cel-arch, which is a peculiarly narrow one, has
been entirely rebuilt. On either side it is sup-
posed an altar once stood, as in the old north
wall the old piscina, still perfect, has been
found, and in the south wall, immediately oppo-
site, tbe opening for the other, exactly corre-

sponding in dimensions, &c., has been discovered.

The cavity for the stoop on the south side by
the porch has also been discovered, but the stoop
itself has disappeared, along with the second
pisciua. The doorway to the rood-loft has also

been found on the north side of the chancel-
arch. All these old relics have been preserved
and exposed to view. In this church, and also

in the Church of St. Tyfaelvy, Pontlottyn, within
the parish, erected in 1863, there are baptis-

teries, which are used by the people. The
architect of the restoration was Mr. Charles
Buckeridge, of Oxford. The east window is of

stained glass, by Clayton & Bell. During the

past four years a new chnrch, three chapel

schools, and one school-room have been erected

in this parish, and, including this present work,

at an outlay of 5,0501., of which 5501. still re-

main to be collected.

Ha&leton.—The parish church of Hasleton, on
the Cotawold Hills, has been re-opened, after a
general restoration and the addition of an aisle.

Prior to the restoration the edifice was in a very

mean state, aud its accommodation was alto-
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getter insufficient. A. nortt aisle has been
added ; a new roof has been put to the whole

—

panelled in the chancel, and open in the other
parts ; and open seats have t^en the place of
the old high pews. There is a new pulpit of
Painswick stone, and the floor is laid throughout
with Messrs. Godwin’s tiles. Messrs. Medland,
Maberly, & Medland were the architects, and
the work was carried out by Messrs. Earle «S:

Sons, of Northleach, carpenters, and Mr. Barn-
field, mason, of Shipton, the adjoining pariah.

The east window, which is of Norman character,

is filled with stained glass representing the
Crucifixion

; and a small window near the font

has been filled with painted glass representing
Our Lord’s Baptism. This window was the gift

of the architects. The glass was prepared by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. There are
Boreral specimens of ironwork in the church

—

among them the altar-rails, door furniture, and
font lid, which are by Slesars. Chew, of Stroud.

BritanFerry [South TFales).—The Church of
St. Clement has been consecrated. The new
edifice has been erected npon a conTcnient site

presented by the Dowager Countess of Jersey,

who, in addition, contributed the donation of
1,200Z., supplemented by a contribution of lOOi.

from her ladyship’s grandson, the present Earl
of Jersey. The church has been erected from a
design by Mr. John Pritchard, the diocesan
architect

j
the builder being Mr. R. Roderick, of

Margam. The edifice consists of a nave, with
north and south aisles, south porch, and north
and south transepts. The chancel is apsidal,

and has on its north side a sacristy and chapels
for organ and choristers on either side. The
nave is 62 ft. 9 in. long by 38 ft. wide, including
the aisles, which are 9 ft. wide. The transepts
are 17 ft. 3 in. by 13 ft. The chancel is 36 ft.

6 in. long, by 18 ft. wide. The whole afibrds

accommodation for 468 persons. The style is

First Pointed, slightly partaking of the Early
French feeling, and extremely plain and simple.

There is a double bell-gable over the chancel
arch. The whole of the seats are entirely free
and unappropriated.

Newctxstle-upon-Tyne. — St. Andrew’s Church
has been re-opened for public worship, after
having been closed for several months, during
which period it has undergone an extensive re-

atoration. Mr. T. Oliver, architect, Newcastle,
was employed for the work

;
and Messrs. John

Burnup & Sons were engaged as the contrac-
tors. The floor of the church has been lowered
to its original level, and, with the exception of
the modem sittings in the south transept and in

the chancel, the church Las been reseated
throughout with open benches. There is now a
free circulation of air underneath the flooring;

and a solid layer of concrete has been laid upon
the immediate surface within the entire area of
the walls of the church. The benches are simi-

lar in design to those in the south transept, but
more commodious, and having sloping backs. A
considerable- number of these have been retained
as free sittings. By the removal of the organ
gallery, the tower archway is exposed to view,
and seats are placed in the tower. The pulpit is

of Caen stone, with grey polished granite enrich-
ments. It is after a design by Mr. Pugin, and
the sculptors were Messrs. Potts & Moat, of this

town. The ancient windows have been almost
altogether restored, the original size and detail

being adhered to, and their mode of construc-
tion reproduced. The last window is entirely

new, and consists of three large bays separated
by stone mnllions and three compartments
caused by their intersections under the arch,

the new window having been built upon the
same lines as that which it has replaced. The
entire window has been filled with stained glass,

the subject selected being “ The Ascension.” In
the upper part of the central light is the figure

of Our Lord, surrounded with bands of conven-
tional cloud and rays of light; the lower por-
tion of the same compartment being occupied by
a kneeling figure of St. Andrew,—the patron
saint of the church. The lateral bays contain
each a group of the apostles and scriptural

women, numbering thirteen figures in all. The
subject is elevated upon a base of foliage and
surrounded by similar canopied work in the tops
of the arches. The tracery openings have, at the
apex, the Agnus Dei as the emblem of our Lord’s
victory over death, and two angels bearing the
legend iu scroll-work,—“ In my Father’s house
are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for

you.” The side chancel window, also consisting
of three lights, but without tracery, has likewise
been filled with figure-glass. The entire light

represents “ The Resurrection the figure of
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Our Lord, surrounded by a halo of light, rising

from the sepulchre, occupying the upper por-

tion, and the afl'righted Roman soldiers the

space below. On the right are depicted the
two figures of Peter and John coming to the

sepulchre, and on the left two of the holy women
coming with ointment and spices to embalm the

body. The windows have been executed by Mr.
Wailes, of this town. The nave arches and piers,

the tower arch and piers, and the Norman
arch leading into the chancel, have had the paint

and whitewash removed from their surfaces, and
the stonework exposed to view. The works have
been carried out by Messrs. John Burnup & Sons,

for the masons’, joiners’, and general work ; by
Messrs. Mills & Sons, for the gasfitting work

;

and by Messrs. W. H. Walker & Son, for the
heating.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Liverpool.—The foundation-stone of a Welsh
Independent Chapel has been laid at the comer
of Park-road and Northumberland-street, Toxteth
Park. From the designs of the architect it would
appear that the style of the chapel will be an
adaptation of the Early Pointed period of archi-

'

lecture, with plate tracery, crisped and lancet
windows, and circular windows in the gables.
The front staircases will form features at each
side of the principal gable, and the back stair-

case will terminate by a square tower with
pointed roof. The main roof will be surmounted
by a spirelet rising to the height of nearly
100 fo. above the street level, and, whilst acting
as a ventilator, will give effect to the building,

and bo one of the prominent features of the
neighbourhood. The walls will be built of York-
shire parpoints or shoddies, with all the angles,
door and window jambs, arches, and other
dressings, of Stourton stone. The building will

be arranged as follows:—Chapel, 41 ft. wide,
and extreme length 70 ft., with room for 700
people. School-room, behind same, with two
vestries, water-closet, &c., on ground-floor, and
large school-rooms above, together with boiler-

room and gas boiler apparatus complete. The
interior of the chapel will be divided into nave
and aisles by light iron columns, from which will

spring the main timbers of the roof, all of which
will be deeply cut and moulded,—those over the
nave circular, and circular or arched timbers
will also run from column to column, dividing
the nave and aisles. The pulpit or rostrum is to

be at the west end, and will have in front of it a .

largo raised dais or deacons’ pew, -with stalls on
each side and a table in the centre, a screen
forming a front to the choir

;
and a circular

window in the recess behind and above, will com-
plete the effect of this end of the chapel. Mr.
C. 0. Ellison is the architect, and Messrs.
Nicholson & Ayre are the contractors. The
cost of the building, including the site and other
expenses, will bo about 5,500Z., of which 1,100Z.

have already been subscribed. It is expected
that 1,800Z. will be realised by the sale of the old

chapel.

• STAINED GLASS.

Wolverhampton Collegiate Church.—A memo-
rial stained-glass window has been placed in

the chancel of this church by the family of the
late Mr. J«seph Underhill, of this town. The
window is situated on the south side, and is

in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Underhill. The
arrangements of design and spaces are effected

so as to agree generally in levels, <tc., with the
“Campbell” window: at the same time all the
details are varied, and differ from what was
previously done. The main figures of the
“Underhill” window are,— Abraham, Sarah,
(in tho centre), and Barzillai. These figures

are surmounted by canopies of foliage, the
feature of which is the poppy flower and leaf.

Below are three groups, viz.— first, Abraham
buried by his sous, Isaac and Ishmael

;
second,

Jacob setting the pillar npon Rachael’s grave
;

third, Jacob blessing hia children before his

death. The tracery of the window is treated
symbolically, as there was not room for figures.

A meaning and subject are given to this portion
by emblems having reference to the Resurrec-
tion, the scenes below portraying death : thus,

in the upper portion of the centre main light is

shown the Greek monogram Alpha, Omega

;

and in the centre of the tracery an idea of the
New Jerusalem, the Lamb on the Altar, and tho
Four Beasts worshipping. The artists were
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Messrs. O'Connor, of London, who carried out
the “Parke” and “Campbell” memorial win-
dows, and are now engaged npon the “ Nesbitt ”

stained glass for the same church.

Filton Church, near Oundle.—A stained-glass

memorial east window has just been fixed in the
chancel of this church. It is in remembrance of

Mr. F. R. Hodgson, ofWithington, in the countyof
Lancaster, father of the Rev. R. Hodgson, the pre-

sent rector of Pilton, and is the work of Messrs.
John Hardman & Son, of Birmingham. It com-
prises a story of twelve subjects : eight are from
Old Testament history, commencing with the
creation of Ad;im, and four from that of the New
Testament, which are the Nativity, the healing
of the daughter of Jairus, the Crucifixion, and
the Ascension of our Lord.

§00lis l-Daibttt.

The Science of Moderation ; or, the Quantitative
Theory of the Good aiict the Beautiful; Formative
Ethics. By W. Cave Thomas. London : Smith,
Elder, & Co. 1867.

Mr. Thomas has now collected his essays on
“ The Golden Mean,” with most of which our
readers are already acquainted, into a volume,
under the title here given

;
and whatever objec-

tions may suggest themselves to the perusers of
this volume, its thoughtful pages cannot but bo
read with interest by every reflective xuiud.

Though Mr. Thomas’s theoiy has been developed
by degrees in the Builder itself, we confess we
do not always follow him with conviction of its

truthfulness; and we have already expressed
some of our ideas on the subject in a review of
a previous volume of Mr. Thomas’s, entitled,

“The Conformation of the Material by the
Spiritual

;
to Imperfection by the Spirit of

Error
;
to Perfection and Beauty by the Spirit

of Truth : Christian Idealism.”* Since our
strictures were written, Mr. Thomas inclines

rather to speak of “scientific idealism” than
“ Christian idealism,” and he now insists rather
upon the power and influence of the “moral”
mean to develop physical beauty and perfection

in man, than on the power and influence of “ tho
awakening of a holy spirit in the soul of man ”

to do so. In this we think Mr. Thomas is quite
right; inasmuch as he evidently did not mean
the Holy Spirit or Holy Ghost (who is the “ Lord

i for the body,” which body is the temple of that

lord and m-aster), when he spoke of the awaken-
ing of a “ holy spirit.”—“ a spirit of rectitude”
or “righteousness”—in man, as the means of
bringing the human body to the perfection of
physical beauty : it was simply to the cultivation

or exercise of moral principle, not to the infusion

of the Holy Ghost, the comforter and refresher,

he alluded. And there it was we differed from
Mr. Thomas. But into that branch of the
subject we need not again enter.

There is another phase of the author’s theory,
however, of which we may here take some slight

note. In speaking of vitality iu positive and
negative aspects, he regards the two extremes
which flank what he considers to be the grand
mean, or moral force, the one as being “positive
or uncontrolled energy,” and the other “ nega-
tive or inert.” But the negative is not neces-
sarily inert, unless it be proved that there is bub
one species of energy ; and we will venture to

predict that this will not be proved of life prin-

ciples
;
and one species of energy may bo the

negative of another, and yet be in itself any-
thing but inert. In this view tho awakening of
the Holy Spirit in tho soul of man is tho infusion
of another species of energy altogether from that
of the soul of man himself; and although each
be negative to the other, each is equally an
energy, and neither is inert. If neither suffice to

overpower its fellow, that is much liker inertia in

the core of Mr. Thomas’s very “ mean ” itself

than anything else. So is it with physical forces

:

the negative electricity is no more inert than tho
positive. But the mean,—the neutralization of
the one by the other,—is inert! So is it even
with mechauic.al force and motion : take a
pendulum, for example. The swing to one side

is negatived by the swing to tho other; bub
neither of these two extremes is inert : it is the
grand mean between the two which is inert!

The mean, in short, in this view is liker dual
death than life either single or dual. We can
conceive a mean, however, of another descrip-

tion altogether, in the diurnal alternation (as in

• See “On Christian Idenlism,” in Builder of August
16th, 1662.
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waking and Bleep) of two opposites or extremes

that wonld, indeed, be “a golden mean” con-

sistent with life and energy, both human and

divine, although enjoyable only by a daily death.

How is it,—ifmere “ moral ” perfection or self-

righteousness,—and not the transcendental and
transmutative “ righteonsness of God,” who "is

oar (transcendental) righteousness,” or rectifier

of a lost balance transcending selfhood,—be the

sufficient and effective cause of physical beauty
and perfection,—and not be in itself the mere
"fruits of the Spirit,”—that the grand exemplar

of this very moral perfection is said to have had

no beauty in him that wo should desire him,”—“no form nor comeliness,”—“his face marred
more than any man, and his form than the sons

of men ?” Is this then what the highest moral
perfection will bring us to ? Ah ! llr. Thomas,
there is a mystery here the depths of which yonr

I mere “moral” plummet of “righteousness”

cannot fathom.

This mystery, nevertheless, the principles in-

tcnlcated in our strictures on Mr. Thomas’s
: Christian Idealism are capable of fathoming in

perfect consistency with the idea that physical

'and moral perfection are simultaneously attain-

able, both of them merely as fruits, or effects,

by “the awakening of the Holy Spirit in

I the Soul of man ”—that Holy Spirit’s Servant;
and in the Body of man—that Holy Spirit’s

’Temple.

lEecenf Excavations in Romo. By Alexander
Thomson, of Banchory. Issued by the Archi-
tectural Institute of Scotland. 1866.

IMr. Thomson’s papers on excavations in Rome,
to which we have before now referred, having
interested the members of tho Scottish Institute,

Ithe Council suspended the usual issue of litho-

)graph8, and have given to each member a copy
fof tho last paper read by Mr. Thomson. It is

lillustrated with thirteen lithographs, several of
ithem showing restorations on the Via Appia, as

•proposed by Canina, and makes avery interesting

little volume. Mr. Thomson gives a view and
;aecount of the odd tomb of Eurysaces, the baker,

,at the Porta Msggiore. The second story of the
imonument is formed of the mortars which he
aased for kneeding his dough. Placed on their

.sides, they look very like siege mortars. On
the frieze above were represented tho various

Avorks of a baker,—grinding the corn, making
the dough, baking, and so forth. On the south
front, a sarcophagus, in the form of a bread-
ibasket, held the ashes of the baker’s wife !

VARIORUM.
“ Glimpses at the Origin, Mission, and Destiny

fof Man
;

with Miscellaneous Papers. By Mr.
iLawrence Heywortli. Williams & Norgatc,
Covenb Garden.” The miscellaneous papers
lalluded to in tho title of this volume compose
the greater portion of it, and relate to taxation,

peace, war, the Sabbath, intoxicants, &c.; and
rare intended to show that “ unwise fiscal Icgis-

liation'is the great impediment of our day to

universal commerce, to social amelioration, and
to intellectual advancement : customs duties are
[human barriers, nefariously erected everywhere,
[across the Heaven-designed channels of human-
iizing commerce.” “ Analogy of the Laws of
iMusical Temperament to the Natural Dissonance
fof Creation. By Vernon. London : Whit-
itingbam. Frith-street, Soho.” We candidly
[Confess that we have not devoted sufficient time
[to a perusal of this little volume to enable us to

pass an opinion on its merits, but it seems to be
[full of thought, and will doubtless prove inte-

sresting to those who happen at one and the
[same time to be amateurs iu melodic and har-
imonic acoustics, geology, astronomy, and the
imnsic of the sjJheres. “ A Shilling Arithmetic,
for Elementary Schools. By J. W. Colenso, D.D.,
iBishop of Natal” (Longmans, publishers), needs
coo recommendation from us : all wo need do is

»bo announce this cheap re-issue of a standard
work.

IflisccIInnia:.

The late Mh. Pakkin Jefecock.—We go a
tittle out of our usual course to mention that
tnhe Rev. J. T. Jeffcock, of St. Saviour’s, Hoxton,
[is preparing a Memoir of his late brother, Mr.
Parkin Jeficock, civil and mining engineer, of
Derby, who lost his life with an exploring party
tib the Oaks Colliery after the terrible accident
[([here last December.

A Ne'w Church fob Poplar.— Mr. Henry
Green, the shipbuilder, has given 6,0001. towards

the building and endowment fund of a new
church at Poplar, to be dedicated to St. Stephen.

The ladies of the new district have presented a

stained-glass window for the chancel, at an

expense of 200 guineas. The seats in the church

arc all free.

Glasgow Architectural (Assistants’) Asso-

ciation.—The usual fortnightly meeting of this

Association was held on Monday evening, the

28th ult., at the Architectural Society’s Booms,

138, Bath-street. Mr. Myles, the president, in

tho chair. Mr. James M. Monro read a paper

entitled “ Symbolism in Churches.” A lively

discussion followed, as to the propriety of intro-

ducing symbolism in designing churches of tho

present day. At the close, a vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Monro for hia paper.

The Sudurhan Villages and General
Dwellings Company (Limited). — The firat

general meeting of shareholders has been held

at the offices of the company. No. 1, Westminster-

chambers. The company have held back in their

operations, not having been able to procure a

desirable estate to commence upon, and inconse-

quence of the extreme deadness in the money
market. They had been offered an estate

situated near to four railway stations, and
desirable in all other respects, from the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, upon very advantageous
terms, and had accepted the offer. The sanguine

expectation of tho directors was, that so soon as

the public saw tfforts being made to carry out

the objects contemplated by the company, they

would have a large increase iu the number of

their shareholders.

The Leamington Sewage Case.—The case of

Heath v. Wallington has been before the Vice-

;
Chancellor’s Court upon several occasions during

the last two years, and the operation of the

injunction has been from time to time postponed

in order to give time for filtering or deodorising

tho sewage before pouring it into the I’iver,

whero it was decided to be a nuisance to the

complainant. The Vice-Chancellor (Sir W. P.

Wood) has now granted a sequestration against

the Leamington Local Board of Health, in the

terms of that awarded against the Banbury
Local Board in January, 1860, observing, that if

the defendants were unable to discharge the

sewage of Leamington into the river without

creating a nuisance, they could not be allowed

to pour it in at all, as they had no more right to

discharge it into tho river to tho injury of the

plaintiff and his property than into his drawing-

room.

The Barking Sewage Experiments. — Mr.
Hope, as manager of the Metropolis Sewage
Company, has addressed a letter to the Morning
Herald, a writer in which paper had stated, in

referring to the experiments on the sea-sand at

Barking, that the depth of sand was only 1 ft.

Mr. Hope says,—
“ In reality the sand is 2 ft. deep, and was purposely

laid 2 ft. deep iu order to prevent the possibility of any
one attributing the growth of the grass to the inlliteuee of
the soil beneath. Of the 10 acres of land at Barking re-

servoir irrigated with sewage only one is covered with
sand, the other nine remaining in their natural condition.
I am, therefore, able to answer your question of ' how
much less sewage would have produced the same result on
rough, uncultivated ground?’ And I am happy to inform
you that the result on tho sand was decidedly superior to

that on the 9 acres. As you allude to my old controversy
with Baron Liebig, and suggest that perhaps the baron
would point out that there was a dili’creuce between sand
t7» 0U11 aud sand ‘ truuaferred,' I must ask you to refer

back to Baron Liebig’s letters to the Lord Mayor that wo
heard so much of about two years ago. lie there com-
plained that 1 had never made an experiment even with a
flower-pot filled with sand and watered with sewage,
showing that be himself did not regard it as importimt
whether tho sand was tn sitji, or whether it was ‘ trans-
ferred.’ Moreover, he entered into a long dissertation to
show what he meant by the word ‘ sand,’ and furthe.r com-
mitted himself to the following very distinct aud definite

BiatenDeuts First, that it ‘ would he necessary to form a
superficies, 1 in. in thickness, ’ of clay above the sand
before anything could grow upon it; secondly, that ‘we
know with almost mathematical certainty that there must
be something besides to make h plant grow in sand
manured with sewage, and that an acre of sand, even with
the largest dressing on it, would not produce a hundred-
weight of hay ;’ thirdly, that ‘no Imid plant can grow of
itself in a medium of sand to which the nourishing ele-

ments are applied in a state of solution.’ Kothing can he
more clear aud distinct than these three statements;
nevertheless, off au acre of sand at Barking we have in

some plots at a single cutting obtained a weight ofgrass
at the rate of upwards of 29 tons to tho acre, uud we have
brought various other laud plants to maturity under the
same circumstances—•mangel wurzel, celery, radishes,
carrots, Ac., aud a rape seed which was accidentally
dropped into the sand grew into a perfect bush. I am
happy also to be able to inform you that nothing can be
more satisfactory than the progress of the company's
larger experiments at the Lodge Farm, a short distance

1 beyond Barking."

Dangerous State of a Railway Bridge.

—

The bridge at DuktDfield spanning the river

Tame, about 100 yards below the station, was
discovered by an engine-driver, while passing
with his train, to be in au unsafe condition. He
told the station master, who found that it had
given way, and at once gave instructions to stop

all traffic.

Removal of Fire-damp from Mines. — A
Mr. Williams, from Blairfin, Wales, has been
illustrating, at Barnsley gas works, a scheme, by
which, he states, coal mines may be cleared of

fire-damp. The desired result is proposed to be
obtained by the use of a very simple apparatus,
consisting of an inverted syphon, to which is

connected a pipe from the mouth of the shaft.

The short end of the syphon is inserted in the
place containing inflammable gas, and the pipe

from the top is attached to the other end. The
air first being extracted from the pipe, tho gas,

which is lighter than tho atmosphere, will rise to

tho top. The experiments were, it is said,

successful, and were witnessed by several mining
engineers.

Washed through a Sewer. — A singular

occurrence, which well-nigh proved fatal to two
men, has taken place at Birkenhead. A mason
and a labourer were working on a raft in a large

sewer, connected with the great docks of Birken-

head. Suddenly the water from one of the
graving-docks was let into the sewer, and the

raft was swept away by the current. The mason
managed to get off the raft and stay himself near
the Dnko-street Bridge, where he was got out,

after an interval of some five hours, in a very
exhausted state. The labourer was, however,
swept away on the raft through two miles and
a half of sewer, and at length reached the
Morpeth Dock Basin, where tho raft was for-

tunately stopped by a half-open flood-gate;

otherwise it would have floated into tho river.

He was rescued by means of a rope.

Opening of the New Agricultural Hall
AT Bridgnorth.—A public dinner in the new
Agricultural Hall, Bridgnorth, inaugurated the
opening of the building. The Hall is situated

in High-street, and adjoins the Crown Hotel,

and has been erected by Messrs. Nevett, Bro-
thers, of Ironbridge, from plans prepared by
Mr. R. Griffiths. The hall is entered from tho

street by a lobby and vestibule. On each aide

of the lobby are shops and ticket-taker's office,

with a largo market-room over to front the

street, j/lt the south end of the hall is a settling

room, a convenience long needed by the farmers.

Over the settling-room, approached by a private

entrance, is a billiard-room. The underground
vaults are three in front and two beneath the

hall. The buildings are Gothic in style. Tho
front next the street is built with red bricks and
white stone dressings. The exterior side walls

are built with white aud blue bricks. The roofs

are covered with Bangor slates. The interior

of the hall is lined with white bricks, relieved

with red brick piers aud arches. The hall is

heated by hot water, -with a double vow of pipes

running on all sides, covered with iron trellis-

work at floor level. The room is chiefly lighted

by a lantern light, ruuning the full length of the
building.

The Leeds and Yorkshire Land, Building,
AND Investment Company (Limited). — The
first general meeting of the shareholders of this

company has been held. The repoi't stated

that tho directors had resolved to recommend
that out of available profits, amounting to

1,5131. 193. 9d., they should pay a dividend at
the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, which would
absorb 33‘il. 5s. 8d. j to carry to the reserve fund
750l . ;

and to carry the balance 4291. 143. Id., to
next year’s profits. Out of 25,000 shares of lOL
each, which constituted the capital of the com-
pany, it is proposed that only 10,000 shall be
issued at par, and of these about 8,000 are
already taken up. Two estates luid been pur-
chased, one in Meadow-lane, and another atNew
Wortley. 'Ihe former had been sold at a fair

profit, aud the latter, which consisted of build-

ings aud thirteen acres of laud, was rapidly

being taken np, the whole of the buildings had
been sold, and laud in addition for the erection

of about eighty houses, a number of which were
already built and tenanted, and others were in

course of erection. Advances had been made on
mortgage securities to the extent of 9,6481. 173.,

of whicii 1,4891. 13s. lOd. had been repaid, and
the balance was repayable at short dates or by
monthly instalments. The report aud balance

sheet were unanimously adopted.
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x)srow Gasworks.—

W

e are asked to state

At the company’s works were designed and
^^^ecnted by Mr. J. M. ran der Made, O.E.

The “ Golden Series ” of Photographs.

—

Under this title Mr. Holyoake is pnblishing from
the Alexandra Stndio in Great Coram-street, an
interesting aeries of portraits on a gold mount,
which gives a novel and agreeable effect. The
specimens we have seen, chiefly of actors,

actresses, and dramatic writers, are faithfnl as

likenesses and excellent as photographs. The
studio has additional claim as being formed to

afford employment to women.

Miss Glyn’s Readings.—These readings, as

we expected and they deserved, have increased

in attractiveness as they proceeded. “ Hamlet,”
given on the 25th of January, was attended by a
very large audience, who went away delighted.

Miss Glyn shows a power and versatility which
only a few of her hearers were awaxe she pos-

sessed. Every character has its proper weight,

and the effect left on the mind of the auditor is

that of completeness. On this, Friday, evening,

the Slat of January, the reading of “Antony
and Cleopatra,” will be repeated, and will con-

clude the present course.

Metropolitan Board of Works. — At the
last ordinary weekly meeting of this Board, the

Works and General Purposes Committee recom-
mended that the request of Messrs. Doulton and
Stiff that the Board would approve the forma-
tion of dock entrances under the roadway of the
Thames Embankment (south), opposite their

premises, in lieu of the subways agreed to be
constructed by the Board, be not complied with

;

and that the engineer be instructed to carry
out the work in accordance with the terms of
the original agreement, which was agreed to

:

they also recommended that a double 10-foot way
be formed under the roadway of the Thames Em-
bankment (south), at White Hart Dock, with a
headway increased to 8 ft., as proposed by the
vestry at Lambeth, in lien of the Ferry-street
entrance, as authorized by the Act, which was
adopted. They also submitted a plan of an ap-
proach to the steamboat pier at Lambeth, and
recommended that the same be approved, and
that the Vestry of Lambeth be informed ac-
cordingly, which was agreed to.

Co-operation in Coal: the Joint-stock Coal
Company (Limited). — This company, at its for-

mation, in 1S64, commenced with a small capi-

tal, upon the expectation of paying a good
dividend to its shareholders as investors, and
also especial advantages to its shareholding pur-
chasers by way of a bonus upon their coal con-
anmed. As the result of its first year’s opera-
tions the company paid a dividend of 10 per
cent., and returned to its consuming shareholders
28. 6d. upon each ton of coal they had pur-
chased. The advantages thus obtained will be
best seen by the following illustration :—A B
has ten shares in the company, upon which he
has paid 51., and on the shares he would receive
10s. dividend, bnt, supposing he has also con-
sumed 12 tons of coal during the year, upon
these he would receive a bonus of SOs., so that
in reality he obtains 40a. dividend upon his 51.

investment. The close of the second year’s
working shows results equally satisfactory. The
first capital of 50,000 shares was quickly sub-
scribed, and the second 50,000 shares are being
rapidly allotted.

Maidstone Cottage Improvement Society.

—

From the directors’ annual report, it appears
that the company now possess forty-seven cot-

tages
;
and that the subscribed capital amounts

to 3,7151., shares to the amount of 7201. having
been subscribed for during the past year. The
rents, after deducting rates and taxes and 5 per
cent, for collection, amounted during the year to

2361. lOs. 10d.,'ontof which 5 per cent, dividend,
clear of income-tax, has been paid. This leaves

a balance of 381. ISs. 8d. to be added to the
reserve fund, which would thus reach the sum of

1261. 3s. 6d. The amount spent for repairs, in

cementing damp walls, &c., was 321. 4b. Four
years’ working, adds the report, has shown that

the company offered a sure investment, and had
improved some of the worst parts of the town ;

but very many cottages still urgently needed
improvements such as would never be made by
the generality of private owners. AH the sub-

scribed capital of the company had been invested,

and the directors therefore asked the share-

holders and the public at large to take more
shares, so ns to enable the company to extend Us
operations.

Assistant Surveyorship, Maidstone. — The
local Board of Health have appointed Mr. James
Harrison to be their assistant surveyor, at a
salary of 701. a year.

The Norwich Drainage.'— We are glad to

observe that after considering a report by their

surveyor, Mr. Alfred W. Morant, to their Sani-

tary Committee as to the dry-earth closet system
which it was proposed to adopt instead of a

system of drainage, the Norwich Board of Health
have resolved, with one dissentient, “ that the
system of earth closets is not applicable to this

corporate district.”

The Canterbury Drainage and Water
Supply.—Mr. Pilbrow’s conclusions with refer-

ence to the proposed new drainage and water
supply for Canterbury have been published. He
estimates the cost of drainage at 18,0001. It is

not intended, it is said, to erect new water-
works, bnt to induce the existing company to so
perfect their property that it may be made avail-
able for the future supply of the city.

Sale of a Railway Company’s Plant. — A
“great sale of rolling stock ” has taken place at
the George Hotel, Shrewsbury. The stock was
the property of the Bishop’s Castle Railway
Company, whose line, running from Craven Arms
to Bishop’s Castle, with a projected continuation
to Montgomery, was lately seized by the sheriff,

and the company being unable to satisfy the
claims of the suing creditors, their available
property was ordered to be sold by auction. The
total sum realised was 3,5221. A gentleman
from Birmingham, stated to be the representative
of the Midland Wagon Company, was the princi-
pal purchaser.

The proposed Macclesfield Neav Infirmary.
The snb-committee appointed to visit various
infirmaries, and report to the general committee
as to the plan it might be advisable to adopt for

the proposed Macclesfield Infirmary have visited

those of Leeds, Birkechead, Cborlton, and Ash-
ton, and reported in favour of the pavilion plan
of the architect, Mr. Stevens, with minor altera-

tions suggested by medical men. The general
committee have approyedthe plans as presented,
and resolved to lay them before a general meet-
ing of the subscribers. The probable cost of the
building is estimated at 12,0001. It is proposed
to lease or purchase additional ground from the
Free Grammar School authorities, on whose
ground the proposed site stands, or rather from
the Charity Commissioners.

Another Kitchen Boiler Explosion in
THE North.—One of these accidents, attended
with fatal results, has occurred near Brechin.
Towards evening, a female servant had lighted a
fire in the kitchen range. The boiler had been
empty, and owing to the late frosts the water in

the feeding-pipe was frozen, so that no water
got into the boiler until that was red hot, and
then when it did reach there an explosion took
place. The whole of the range was torn out, the
roof of the kitchen was blown off, and the doors
and windows of the wing were destroyed. The
poor woman was severely injured, aud thrown
back on the floor. Then her clothes caught fire,

but she managed to get to the snow at the door
and roll amongst it, so as to extinguish the
flames. She died, however, next day.

The Proposed Assize Courts for Sheffield.
The Improvement Committee of the town coun-
cil have unanimously resolved to recommend the
council to proceed with the Bill which is now in

the hands of the Parliamentary agents, the
words “ town council of the borongh of Sheffield ”

being sabstituted for “ Justices of the West
Riding of the county of York.” This alteration

is proposed to be made in consequence of the
threatened opposition of the West Riding to the
Bill. If passed, as contemplated, the “Sheffield

Assize Courts Act, 1867,” will include the follow-

ing among other leading provisions :—The coun-
cil will bo empowered to provide, in or near the
borongh, “ commodious courts, lodgings of her
Majesty’s judges, offices, lock-ups, and all other
accommodations that may be necessary or con-

venient.” The expenses are to be defrayed out
of a special rate. A plan is generally approved
by the committee which will entail an outlay of

from 20,000Z. to 25,0001. This plan is to buy up
the lease of the Black Rock, the premises imme-
diately adjoining the old townhall, and to buildnew
premises on the site of both structures. As there
are now police-offices contiguous, it is thought
that the contemplated site will furnish space
enough for all the necessary courts and offices.

The judges’ lodgings would be elsewhere.

TENDERS
For alterations at 164, Fencharch-street, for Mr. Kino.

Messrs. Young & Son, architects. Quantities supplied;

—

Ellis.... £1,323 0 0 1

Brass 1,257 0 0
Lark 1,234 0 0
Webb 1,208 0 0
ChesBum 1,165 0 0
Henshaw 1,034 0 0
Newman & Mann 769 0 0 !

For the erection of two rilla residences, Stoke Ne'
ington, for Mrs. Burdett. Mr. T. Hill, architect :

—

Nash £2,897 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 2,575 0 0
Carter & Sons 2,530 0 0
Longmead 2,447 o 0
Kine & Sons (accepted) 2,360 0 0
Maclachlan 2,152 0 0

For farm buildings. Elmbridge Court, near Gloncester.
Messrs. John Money & Son, architects :

—

Farm Buildings. Water Supply.
Teague £1,498 0 0 ...£134 0 0
Jones & Sons ... 1,376 0 0 ... 134 0 0
Clutterbuck 1,175 0 0 ... 112 0 0

For Bristol City Hotel. Messrs. Foster & Wood,
architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. A. Clark :

—

Hirk £49,100 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 48,260 0 0
Brass 47,829 0 0
Eigby 46,488 0 0
Bater 45,944 0 0
Call & Pethick 44,444 0 0
Warburton, Brothers 43,725 0 0

For alterations and additions to 533, Oxford-street, for
Professor Holloway. Mr. J. Dale, architect;

—

Carter & Sons £1,080 0 0
King & Sons 894 0 0
Parsons (accepted) 750 0 0
Strudder 682 0 0

For the erection of new factory, Hill-street, for Messrs.
Waterlow & Sons. Messrs. Lee & Beck, architects :

—

Allen £13,616 0 0
Ashby & Sons 12,194 0 0
Webb & Sons 12,125 0 0
Woodman 11,986 0 0
Conder 11,496 0 0
Perry & Co 11,160 0 0
Browne & Kobinson 11,096 0 0

For additional works at the House of Correction, Cold-
bath-fields. Mr. F. H. Pownall. architect :

—

Sawyer £11,149 0 0
Lovatt 11,071 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 10,880 0 0
Mansfield & Price 10,843 0 0
Webb A Sons 10,778 0 0
Eaton iS Chapman 10,490 0 0
Mann 0,765 0 0
Heushaw 9,283 0 0

For sundry alterations to premises in Goodge-atreet and
Charlotte-court, for Messrs. Winter & Co. Mr. W. A
Baker, architect. Quantities
ardsoD & Wughorn :

—

Scrivener A \Vhite
Mauley & Eogers
Kelley A Co
Tracey & Co
Moultrie

supplied by Messrs. Eich-

£1,222 0 0
. 1,145 0 0

907 0 0
925 0 0
888 0 0

For sundry alterations to the Crown public-house,
Cleveiand-Btreet, for Mr. Makepeace. Messrs. Lynes &
Hivett, architects:—

Eichurda £610 0 0
Ellis 666 0 0
Moultrie 652 0 0
Lawrence & Baugh 649 0 0
Hartlaud 473 0 0

For rebuilding Nos. 2 and 3, and alterations to No. 4,
Finch-lane, City, lor Mr. Alfred Purssell. Mr. Herbert
Williams, arciiuect. Quantities supplied by Mr. C,
ReilJy :

—

Turner & Sons £3,299 0 0
Barnsley & Sons 3,180 0 0
Ashby A Horner 2,890 0 0
Ashby A Sons 2,869 0 0
Conder 2,72L 0 0
Newman & Mann (accepted) ... 2,637 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Q. W. F. (we have no particular prate. The eervanU ehonld be ma

to do M thc'7 are told),—E. W. S. (commmiiCEtc wiib Editor of the
Suit er).—U. H. (In tjp«).—R. A—T. I’.— J. A K.—An Old Sub-
Bcrlber.—a. G.—A A K.—W. T. C.—A, W. aL-^-T. W. T.—J 0 —
W. M.-H. A-C. J. E.-W. U, S.-J. F. L.-W. S.-W. W. A Son.—
B.C. H.-P.8.-D. C. T,-G. J. H.-C. R.-P. M.-6. M-Q.F.C.—
T. J. 8.

We are compelled t« decline pointing out booka and giving
Bddreases.

AU statements of fsots, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied by
the name aud addrese of ihe sender, not ueceesariJy for pubUcaUon.

Ni/rs.—The reeponeibilit; of signed articles, and papers read at

public ineellnifa, rests, of course, with the nuthum.

Advertisements cannot lie received/or the current

week’s issue later than THREE o’ciock, p.m.;

oji THURSDAY.
The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the O^ice in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.
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TOL. XXT.—No. 1253.

Designs for tJte

Proposed Law

Courts,*

EW of the cotnpetitora

seem tohavemanaged

the accesses and the

retention in conve-

nient places of the

sight-seeing or idling

visitors to the Palace

of Justice so well as

Mr. E. M. Barry.

This is his strong

point, and will count

for much when the

weighing of merits

comes. The chief

points, say the Com-
missioners, to be kept

constantly in view,

and to be treated as

superseding, so far as

they may conflict, all

considerations of

architectural effect,

are the accommoda-

tion to be provided

and the arrangements

to be adopted so as in

the greatest degree

to facilitate the despatch and the accurate

transaction of the law business of the country;

and in carrying out this design the first object

should be to provide ample uninterrupted com-
munication and accommodation for those who
have legitimate business in the new building.”

They further point out that the accesses to the

courts for mere public spectators should be

entirely distinct from all the other accesses, and
as far as possible from each other, and should

enter directly from the street, and never cross

on a level or communicate with the accesses and
passages used by the profession, the witnesses,

jnrors, and others engaged in the business of the

courts; so that while spectators may he readily

admitted to each court separately, they should not,

for the purposes of mere sight-seeing, be tempted

to pass from one court to the others, and to make
the round of them.

Some of the competitors have overlooked alto-

gether this determination on the part of the

Commission, and have not remembered either

that while the utmost facilities of communication

should be afforded to departments which are

associated together in the conduct of public

business, it is not desirable that those facilities

of communication should be a source of disturb-

ance to other suites of offices.

In Mr. Barry’s design a Central Hall, not so

large as might be desired, serves as vesti-

bule or entrance-hall to all the courts, with
which it communicates by a corridor. The floor-

level of the courts is 36 ft. above the Strand, as

prescribed. This height appears to us regrettable,

but it is said that it was well considered, and
that the required number of rooms and offices

could not have been otherwise obtained on the

site.

* See p. 69, ante.

The courts are parallelograms, with the cor-

ners cut off _in some cases. Their widths vary

from 30 ft. to 32 ft. The bench is entered from

the judges’ rooms behind, on a level. Separate

access and stairs are provided for witnesses from

their waiting-rooms under the court. Similar

separate access and stairs are allotted to the

jury. The jury retiring-room is placed on the

floor above, and is approached from the jury-

box by a private staircase. The public are

altogether excluded from the court floor, which

is strictly reserved for those who have business

to transact. Each court is furnished with a

gallery round three sides. The end gallery is

for the public ; that on the left of the judge is

for the jury, as has been already described, and

the opposite gallery is for the grand jury, magis-

trates, or distinguished visitors. The access to

the public galleries is by separate and distinct

staircases, entered directly from the street with-

out any communication with any other part of

the building. The staircases are circular on

plan, and Mr. Barry describes them as arranged

like, the great circular staircase at the Chateau

of Chambord. “ This plan may be described as

a screw with two threads, each thread being

quite distinct and never joining the other. By
this design two separate publio staircases are ob-

tained in each circular space. There are four of

these circular staircases, eachcontainingtwosepa-

ratesets of stairs.” We must confess to no liking

for circular stairs in public buildings. Private

staircases are also provided for the Appellate

and Spare Court, so that there are ten staircases

for the exclusive use of the public for approach-

ing their galleries in the several courts, which

are arranged in groups corresponding to the

number of the staircases. The approach is direct

from the street, and it would be impossible for a

spectator to pass from one group of courts to

another without descending to the street, and

ascending again by another staircase. The ap-

proach from the publio staircases to the galleries

on the upper level is so arranged that the public

may be able to see the Central Hall and corridor,

but can have no direct communication with them.

The plan includes four double and two single

public staircases, six double staircases for the

bar and persons engaged in business, one single

staircase for a similar purpose, and six public

staircases in connexion with the offices. These

are exclusive of the stairs to the bridges over the

Strand and Carey - street, and of numerous

private staircases for the Judges, Masters, Vice-

chancellors, and officials, and give a total (exclu-

sive of the latter) of twenty-nine staircases.

The provision for the documents of the Probate

Court is afforded by a dome and the central mass

on which it rests. This he considers a more

compact and convenient arrangement than a

tower or towers, which, to afford the amount of

accommodation required, must necessarily be of

great height.

Mr. Barryhas departed fromthesuggestion made

by the Commissioners, that as a matter of con-

venience the Equity Courts should be placed on

the side nearest Lincoln’s-inn, and the Common-
Law Courts nearest the Temple; the Chancellor

and Vice-Chancellors’ Courts being placed in

his design at the Temple Bar and Bell-yard side.

The offices are situated, for the most part, in

the building forming the outer ring of the plan ;

entirely distinct from the centre building and

one another.

The style adopted is fourteenth-century Gothic,

and the aspect of the pile is sufficiently palatial.

The central dome, on a large square basement,

is, of course, the principal feature externally

;

but smaller cowers and spirelets around, and a

lofty clock-tower at Temple Bar, are brought in

to form the ensemble. Touching the cost, Mr.

Barry, justly enough, is no believer in estimates

by the foot cube. The cubical contents of his

structure, however, are 24,751,424 ft.
;
and he

puts these at one shilling per foot, which would

give 1,237,5711., exclusive of Temple Bar and
Carey-street bridges and subways,—say 40,000i.

more.

We must express our conviction that Mr.

Barry has produced an excellent plan.

Mr. Eaphael Brandon is one of the competitors

who adopts a Central Hall, the courts being

arranged round it: the judges’ rooms are placed

round, and open into, the courts with which they

are connected
;
outside these a corridor or gallery

is provided, by which the judges can enter their

respective rooms, or communicate with each

other.

The block of the building as proposed measures

about 687 ft. from east to west by 445 ft. 6 in.

from north to south
;
taken to the outer face of

the external walls
;
from these the two Record

Towers for fireproof accommodation, and the

Clock Tower, stand detached. The north-eastern,

north-western, and south-western angles of the

plan are rounded off, and with these exceptions

the building is a parallelogram in form with com-

paratively very small projections, so as to make
all the space available, the architectural effect

being produced principally by the skyline, which

includes two lofty towers and spires in the west

front, with the two Record Towers in front of
them.

The site proposed by the Commissioners

to be dealt with by the competing architects

measures 510 ft. from the general Strand front

northwards to Carey-street. The north front of

the building is set back 15 ft. from the

Carey-street line, and extends to within 33 ft.

of the Strand frontage of the site, which

allows the most projecting part of the building

and the area walls southward to stand clear of

the quadrant formed by Pickett-street on the

north side of St. Clement’s Church. Two large

halls in this front form entrances to the Central

Hall, having two other halls corresponding in

position on the north or Carey^- street front.

Those for the public, after crossing the internal

areas by means of light iron bridges, unite in a
lower hall, from which a double flight of steps

leads up to the large Central Hall.

The dimensions of the Central Hall may be

stated as 365 ft. long by 130 ft. wide. This

space he divides into a central chamber 250 ft.

by 60 ft. wide
;
round this runs an ambulatory

17 ft. wide from the centres of shafts, and from

this ambulatoiy the corridors between the courts

are reached by lobbies 25 ft. by 17 ft. ; between

these lobbies areas of about 23 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft.

6 in. are formed to give light to witnesses’

corridors and other accommodation below the

court floor. In these areas are placed the stair-

cases for tho public spectators and all partiea

not engaged in the suits.

It may be objected that Mr. Brandonhas adopted

a thirteenth-century cathedral for his type, with

the main arches dividing nave and aisles, tri-

forium, clearstory, and groined roof. Exter-

nally, too, with its flGche, tho Hall suggests the

Paris “ Sainte Chapelle ”
^ and some similar

buildings. In selecting the style to be followed,

be claims to have taken that which showed

the greatest amount of purity, elegance, and

strength, and applied it freely to the requirements

of the building, “ allowing [he says] no mere
reproductions to creep in, buc endeavouring to

deal with the whole as I believe the old archi-

tects would have done if it had been built in

their day, looking mainly to the wauta of the

several departments; and, trusting to a faithful

attention to the conveniences of arrangement,

clothing the whole with artistic mantles, thus

producing the effects naturally, bearing always

in mind the general outline and light and shade

intended to bo produced.” Nevertheless, the

details of the south or Strand front will not fail

to recall Wells.

The floor of the Central Hall would be 40 ft.

above the level of the Strand,—24 ft., therefore,

above the level of Carey-street.
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Ill Queen's Bench Courts.
2 2 2 Kxi-hequer.
33 2 Cuinmon Pleas.

4 Spare Court.
5 Appellate Court.
6 Buukruptcj Court.

7 Ecclesiastical Court,
a Admiratly.
9 DiToree.

10 Lord Chancellor.
11 Tice-Clianeellor .'*tuart.

12 ATce*Chaucellor Kiiidcrsley.

The centre building, marked 7 on plan, contains the Eiehcqni

13 Lords Justices.
1 1 Master of the Rolls.
15 Snare Court.
16 Vioe-ChanceHor Wood.
' Entrance Halls at the angles.

• Chamber.

As to cost, tho building cubes to 35,250,000 ft.,

and is priced at 9id. per foot, founded on the
admeasurement and valuation of various portions
of the work. This produces 1,395,3131., and with
bridges and glass roofs, 1,414,913Z. As in other
estimates that we have given, this does not
include water-supply (10,793Z.), hydraulic lifts

(13,2501.), warming and ventilating (22,6801.).
Mr. Barges, after consideration, arrives at the

conclusion that a Central Hall is not desirable,
and these are the reasons he gives :

—

_

“ It introduces the public, and to a certain extent pub-
lic traffic, into the middle of the building, where quiet is
moat essential. It is also apt to place the judges’ apart-
ments and corridor on the exterior, and those of the bar
and legal public in the interior, thus rerersing the order
of things

; for the judges’ apartments should ubriouslj be
placed in the interior, so as to secure quiet, and to enable
them to consult with each other with facility.
A central hall is doubtless a very attractive feature, but,

however mnch adapted to a county assize court, it
appears to me that there are grave objections to it in the
present instance

;
for, in the first place, it most materially

diminishes the areas for light and air, and, should it be
circular, it has the extra disadvantage of causing sundry
of the open areas to assume an inconvenient shape. In
the second place, it is a very serious addition to the ex-
pense, if carried out on a proper scale."

He adopts the “ zone system the outer zone
containing offices. The second zone contains
the courts, with connecting corridors for the
use of the legal public on the outside, and a
similar one for the judges on the inside.

The block-plan we print will best explain his
general arrangement.
The innermost buildings form a third zone,

and are devoted to the accommodation of the
judges. They communicate with the judges’
corridor, and consequently with tho courts, by
means of light iron bridges. The central space
is divided into two areas by means of a block of
buildings containing judges’ apartments, the
Exchequer chamber, and a small central hall.

The courts are 40 ft. from the Strand level,
and are lighted by double-glazed windows high
np in the walls.

The cost, adopting an average price per foot
cube of Is. O^d., with an addition for cost of main
tower, is called 1,409,4091.

;
or, with heating,

water-supply, sculpture, &c., 1,584,5891.
lu his observations on choosing a style

(strange position of onr architecture that this
should be necessary

!)
Mr. Burges gives his

reasons for arriving at the conviction that
French Gothic of the thirteenth century is the
best, and thinks that “the whole edifice should
become one of those books in stone, telling us
not only of the deeds of our ancestors, but of
the wondrous progress of the nineteenth century
in science and literature,”—though, as we must
conclude, not in architecture.

There are some valuable points to be observed
in Mr. Burges’s an-angements for the admission
of the public.

Mr. Lockwood has a very lofty Central Hall,
236 ft. long and 72 fc. in width, and this is sur-
rounded by a corridor 20 ft. wide. Between the
Central Hall and the principal eastern and
western entrances are secondary halls, respec-
tively named in the plans the ” Probate Hall,”
and the “ Exchequer Hall.” These balls, each
120 ft. by 60 ft., handsomely designed, give
access to the courts and corridors. Along the
north or Carey-street side of the great hall the
seven Equity Courts are placed

; to the south of
the great hall, and to the right of the great
corridor from the Strand, are the Queen’s Bench
courts and rooms ; and on the left of the same
entrance are the Common Pleas courts and rooms.
Around the Exchequer Hal], the Exchequer
courts and rooms and the Exchequer Chamber
are grouped

j and around the Probate Hall, the
Probate Court, the Ecclesiastical Court, the
Admiralty Court, and the Spare Court are
arranged.

A belt 30 ft. in width separates the courts and
rooms attached, from the outer mass of building,
containing the whole of the departments in which
the official business of the country is transacted.

On the one side of the judges’ corridors (which
are on a level with the bench) are the entrances
to the courts, and on the other side are the
judges’ private and retiring rooms, each room or
set of rooms being immediately opposite the
jeourt to which it belongs. At the opposite end
jof the courts to that occupied by the judges are
^corridors for the connsel and attorneys. They
are connected with the great Central Hall by
spacious lobbies, and with the Probate and
Exchequer Halls by inclosed arcades,

i

The entrances for public spectators are distinct

from all accesses, and are entered directly from
|the street. The spectators are admitted to each
pair of courts separately; but cannot pass to

other courts, or make the round of them.

I

On the subject of acoustics Mr. Lockwood
speaks more dogmatically than the other com-
petitors. He says,

—

I
“ There is probably no subject of . higher importance ia

a court of justice than the science of acoustics. In few
courts yet erected has success been achieved. Some
might be named (though it would be invidious to do so)
in which the amount of failure is moat serious

;
and in

nearly all various schemes have been propounded for
remedying the defect. Like the laws of all oluor scieuces,
those which regulate the transmission of sound are most
simple. They depend entirely upon proportion. Given,
the height of a platform or bench, to this add the height
of a person sitting or standing, as his duty may require,
and one half the width of the room. These three dimen-
sions, viz., the height of the plaLform, the height of the
speaker, and half the width of room, being added toge-
ther, should be the height from the floor to the ceiling.
The voice of a person speaking from this position w3l
strike the two side walls and the ceiling at the same
moment of time. Beverberation is thus reduced to a
minimum, and the result of repealed practice shows that
this rule is perfectly successful, even to the extent of a
room twice its wioth in length

;
in other words, a double

square. This simple law has been adopted in many build-
ings with uniform success. When a room is as high as it

js wide, the voice has to travel nearly twice the distance
;to the ceiling that it has to the side walls, and the conse-
Iquence is that the auditory receive the second word from
lU speaker, in a direct line, before the reverberation of the
first word has reached it from the ceiling.” “ In the
icase of a law court, the continuous rise of the plat-
forms for the counsel somewhat reduces the general
height of the room, and, theretbre, a little excess upon
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tli6 ftboT© rule may b© permitted
;
but if tfae widtb of a

court be reatrioted to 32 ft., it is recommended that the

height should not exceed 27 ft., instead of being made
30 ft. as required by the instructions."

There are several points in the planning which
deserve study : some, on the contrary, that

would produce great inconvenience. For ex-

ample, the “ Spare Court,” as it is called, is so

placed that there would seem to be only one

way in for everybody. The Centre Hall is hand-
some, with a roof of the Westminster Hall type.

The cubical contents of the building as de-

signed, is called 27,435,389 cubic feet. Nearly
half of this being priced at 9d. per foot, and the

remainder at prices ranging from 8d. to 2s. (the

great tower), we have a total of 1,235,5831., in-

eluding the bridges. In support of his estimate,

the designer mentions that the Inns of Court
Hotel, stone fronted and in parts an expensive
structure, has cost 9d. per cubic foot.

Some little misunderstanding exists as to the
names of the judges of Designs, and we may as
well remove it. Although the First Commis-
sioner of Works, the Chancellor of theExebequer,
the Lord Chief Justice of England, and the
Attorney General of the time were appointed, it

was by name, and with the clear understanding
that a change of ministry should not change the
tribunal. The judges, therefore, really are the
Right Hon. W. Cowper, M.P.

;
the Right Hon.

W. E. Gladstone, M.P .

;

the Right Hon. Sir Alex.
Cockburn, hart.; SirRoundell Palmer, M.P. ; and
William Stirling, esq., M.P., with such assistance
as they may think tit to take.

THE LANDSEER LIONS.

London is unrivalled among the cities of
Europe for its public statues. Other towns will

not be anxions to dispute the peculiar supremacy
of the metropolis in this respect. In no other
spot on the face of the earth has so much money
been spent for purposes of decoration, nob only
without taste, but under the influence of the most
violent and rampant bad taste. When we have a
good statue, we spoil it by the selection of an
unsuitable site, of which latter fault the Iron
Duke on the top of the gateway is the largest

example in the world.

It is, however, happily impossible to deny that
a great improvement in public taste, as regards
decorative art, has occurred since 1851. At no
period of history, and in no part of the world,
have the taste and cultivation of one man done
more for the artistic education of a great people
than has been the case in England since the
opening of the Great Exhibition. Tho Prince
who projected that noble school of art has left

for himself a monument more imperishable than
brass in the improved taste of the nation. We
trace this efl'ect not only in the embellishment
of domestic life,—in the glass, porcelain, and
bronzes that till the windows of the shops,

—

but in tho nearer approach to beauty in street

architecture, and in the gradual disappearance
of that style of houses which owed its origin to
the window-tax.
Under these circumstances every lover of art

will gladly hail any approach to such an embel-
lishment of London as he can consistently
admire. The completion after so long a delay of

the Nelson monument is an occasion of the kind,
It is a noble work, of which any city might be
proud. We do nob disguise our opinion that to

place an effigy on the top of a column is worse
than a mistake. On this point there may yet be
some hesitation among those qualified to decide,
and we merely refer to it as a proof that it is

possible to construct a fine monument on a
questionable plan. Undoubtedly one of the
reasons why Nelson looks so much less insignifi-

cant and unmeaning on the capital of his column
than does his neighbour the Duke of York, is

the shadow afforded by the Admiral’s hat. A
bare-headed statue in our streets gives a very
painful sensation to the spectator three days out
of four. It is unfitted for the climate, ib is a
blunder as a question of light and shade, and it

is an unworthy representation of a great man,
because it places him in an undignified, if not in

an abject position. Bub, notwithstanding the
dislike W0 feel to “mast-heading the Admiral,”
the column itself is graceful and well propor-
tioned

;
the bassi relievi are spirited, and har-

monize with the general design
; and the pre-

sence of the lions on the base gives unity to the
entire monument, and has been a greater im-
pr'ovement to the coup d’ceil than it was possible
to foresee. Let us not forget, what onr con-
temporaries appear to have forgotten, that to

Mr. Railton, the architect, is due the credit of

the monument as a whole.
The lions have been spoken of in terms of

unmingled praise. We think them objects

worthy of great admiration, but to say they

afford no ground for criticism is to glorify the

artist at the expense of art, and to show greater

power of appreciating excellence, however dis-

played, than knowledge of the requisites and of

the power of sculpture. Sir Edwin’s lions are

majestic, and life-like. Their heads are slightly

conventionalised, so as to produce on the mind
an impression recalling (with a difference) the

Spbynxes of Egyptian sculpture. This effect,

'

which is far from undesirable, arises in part from
the mode in which all sculptors have found them-
selves compelled to deal with the brow of the

lion. The eye is the great difficulty of the

sculptor. To represent the feature which is the

very seat and expression of life by a dead surface

is the most severe trial to which the resources of

art can be exposed. Some of the very finest

statues of antiquity fail in this respect. Some
|

of the great artists in bronze attempted to

overcome the difficulty by the insertion of

silver pupils. Shadow from a projecting brow,

or large, downcast eyelids, best converts failure

into triumph. The statues on the tombs
of the Medici have a wonderful vitality, or

rather supernatural power, in their shadowy
eyes. There is a Perseus, well known to

lovers of gems as the work of Pyrgoteles, in

which the down-cast dreamy eyes give the effect

of life itself. The manner in which the great

Florentine laboured at this feature may be
realised by study of an unfinished marble in the

Kensington Museum, in which the two eyes are

totally dissimilar, the least effective of the pair

having no doubt been destined for conversion

into the more successful form. But in dealing

with the eyes of animals, every sculptor knows
that tho difficulty attains its maximum. There
is no eyelid to cut, no shadow to be thrown.

Reproduce the actual form of the glassy ball in

marble or in bronze, and the result is a cold,

unmeaning stone. Sculptors, therefore, since

.^sop’s days, have been obliged to lend a frown
to the lion which does not exist in nature, and
this is visible on Sir Edwin’s lions.

Another reason of the somewhat Egyptian
expression of these fine statues is a want of
incisive finish in the mane, and particularly in

the beard. Here, again, it is hard to draw the
exact line between a merit and a defect. No
fault can be greater than a finical minuteness
of detail in colossal sculpture. Broad massive
forms, intended to throw sharp defined shadows,
vi.'ible from a considerable distance, are most
effective when boldly handled. Too mneh finish

weakens the effect. But then the point of view
has to be regarded. A subject treated in this

manner must not be too closely approached.
In the present instance the main defect in

these sculptures is the evidence they present,

that although the work of a great artist, and,

above all, of a great master in the representa-

tion of animal life, they are not the work of a

sculptor. We seem to trace the very sweep of

the brush or stroke of the crayon on the mane
;

we miss the vigorous impact of the mallet.

It could not be expected to be otherwise. We
do not speak merely of the technical education
of the hand, for the eight years devoted to the
work would have been enough to accomplish
this, in a younger artist, but in the essential

difierence in the style by which the painter and
the sculptor seek to attain their object. You
can conceive of the sculptor painting. He is then
only sketching his real work ; but for the painter

to assume the chisel is, for the most part, a
mistake. Da Vinci and Michelangelo were not
merely painters—they were finished and perfect

artists. In the Nelson lions we think that a
sculptor would at once recognize the treatment
of Landseer’s animals as that of a painter.

In these remarks we by no means seek to
depreciate a very noble work of art. It was a
bold act on the part of the Government to

entrust the execution to a painter
;

it was a bold

act on the part of the painter to accept it. The
public are the gainers. It would have been
difficult, if not impossible, to place the task in

abler hands. The want of the savage tangle of
mane, which a great sculptor might have hewed
out, and a certain unfinished and rather feeble

treatment of the paws, exhausts the vials of
criticism. Few in the millions who will gaze on
this great monument will miss these features of

artistic power. The few who do miss them may
be made the wiser by the reflection. For a
painter at Sir E. Landseer’s time of life to have

produced such a work is a singular and a great
success. Our tribute of admiration should be
the more acceptable from the fact that it is nob
undiscriminating, and therefore, to seme extent,

unmeaning.
Another consideration appears to have been

present to the artist. The monument is in
honour of Nelson, not in honour of lions. They
are subservient, not principal figures. What
they might be supposed to signify, if ours were a
people to care for such a question, it may not be
so easy to say. In our earliest history lions

stood for independent provinces. The two lions

which the Norman kings first bore on their

escutcheons were increased to three on the
accession to their dominions of the rich dower
of Eleanor of Aquitaine. But the number
required by the architect is not thus attained.

Emblems of naval victories would best suit the
base of a monument erected in honour of a naval
hero. But, then, these should have been sea
lions. The name of the British lion has been so
often invoked in turgid oratory as to have a
tendency to raise a smile. But if we regard the
creatures neither as the crest nor the bearing of

our king8,neither as emblematical nor allegorical,

but as reproductions of our well-known heraldic

cognisance, we may reconcile the herald to the
architect. Thus regarded, the subservience of
the four giant guardians to the central features

of the memorial, when the whole is seen at a
little distance, and their eft'ect on the bas reliefs

is not visible, is happy and harmonious.
No less appropriate is the material. Setting

aJide a sort of throb of national pride which the

idea whence that material came may awaken,
the thought how fitly captured cannon may be
employed in founding a monument to the captor,

nothing is so well suited to onr variable climate,

and, especially, to the sulphur-laden atmosphere
of London. Marble cannot co-exist with coal

smoke. Stone, if we except polished granite,

appears a poor material for sculpture, until time
has invested it with an archmological interest.

For durability, for plastic obedience to the artist,

for the effect of colour under cloudy skies, and
for facility in being cleaned without great
damage, no substance is equal to bronze. None,
unless it be the very purest marble, is so noble a
material for sculpture. The finest sculptures in

the world are bronze. The Tired Mercury in the
Museo Borbonico, at Naples, is the very c7ie/

d'ceux're of classic art. Who can forget the

Horses of the Sun at Naples and at Turin ? Very
few mable statues of Venus can compare with a
bronze copy of the Venus di Medici, that is, or

was, in the possession of Lord Clarendon. A
recent triumph in bronze is the grand gorgeous
head by the Countess Castiglione, now at Ken-
sington. When time and exposure have dealt

somewhat with the Nelson lions, they will take

no ignoble position among works in this royal

material.

One person only, it seems to us, can feel

aggrieved at the completion of the Nelson Monu-
ment. The owner of Northumberland House
can hardly look on with satisfaction, and see hia

own glories dimmed. The Percy crest, which, fall-

ing to the spindle, has become the bearing ofthe
heirs of SirHugh Smithson,was, as displayed over
the gateway of the ducal residence, one of the
marvels of London. Our country cousins always
paid it a visit. It is now shrunk to the size of a
lap-dog beside its bigger brothers. Is it nob
consistent with historic truth that such should

be the case ? What were the chiefs and heroes

of Border warfare,—the defenders of Alnwick or

of Berwick,—the gallant knights of Lancastrian

struggles for the diadem of England ?—or rather,

what were those intestine feuds themselves when
compared to the mighty struggle in which
England fought for very life,— fought at one
time almost single-handed with the world ? Yet
in our earlier records we can see what was the

stuff out of which English soldiers and sailors

have been hewn. A high place in the educational

lore of onr fathers must be assigned to the ballad

of Chevy Chase. The Percy lion should recall

the honoured name of Widdrington no less than
that of Hotspur

;
and all who feel proud of the

history or of the hopes of England, who rightly

trace how the present has grown out of the past,

and how it points to the future, will rejoice that,

though not completed until more than sixty

years after his glorious death, a monument, in

the finest site in the city of Westminster, should

record the undying fame, and represent the

simple and manly features of the great captain

who so well sustained the honour of our flag,

and who fell in the arms of Victory at “ fatal

Trafalgar.”
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THE DESIGNS FOR THE NEW NATIONAL
GALLERY.*

Ouit detailed description of these designs ap-
proaches a termination. We arrive at the draw-
ings of Messrs. Banks & Barrj*. On considera-
tion of the question of the retention of the
present building, or in connexion with the con-
struction of new galleries in the rear, Messrs.
Banks & Barry came to the conclusion that this
was “practically impossible with dne reference
to public convenience and architectural pro-
priety." They say that a new facade, long “

de-
manded by the public taste," would be impera-
tive on the “ erection of more lofty buildings ”

on the side of St. Martin’s-place and Hemming’s-
row

;
that the principal floor-level of the present

galleries, 27 ft. above the Square, is “incon-
veniently high as a general level for a new build-
ing" (the italics are theirs), “and would be
unnecessarily so in reference to to the street-
levels in St. Martin’s-place and Castle-street,"
where the ground is higher than on the south

;

and that the present rooms are too large for
cabinet-pictures, and too small for principal
galleries,—especially when in connexion with
galleries of 50 ft. in width and proportion-
ate height

5 whilst that the expense of attempt-
ing to throw together and convert the galleries,
added to that of the new /.ifacZc, would go far
towards the cost of a new structure entire, and
he less satisfactory when done. They therefore
suggest that the present structure should be re-

tained only until galleries behind it are ready,
-and that, finally, new buildings next the Square
should be erected. J^evertheless, they show in
a design, “No. 1,” a mode of connexion that
would only entail the expense of two staircases
and their accompaniments.
From all the considerations, they have, they

say, preferred, in fact, only one complete design,
“ No. 2." It comprises not only the site of the
present building and the north-eastern ground,
but the site of the barracks and barrack-yard.
A new street is contemplated on the west, pre-
cisely as in designs by Mr. Murray and Mr. E. M.
Barry. Between these competitors and Messrs.
Banks & Barry, there is also this agreement,
that their designs would, none of them, alter
the terrace and steps of the Square.
The principle of arrangement adopted in the

plan of Messrs. Banks & Barry, is that of a large '

central area appropriated to all the galleries
requiring top-light only,—and wherein as much
plain unbroken wall as possible could be pro-
vided for pictures,—and of an outer circuit of
buildings, of two or three stories, with highly
decorated external fronts, and having on the
upper floor, ranges of side-lighted rooms of
moderate dimensions, which could be conve-
niently devoted to special collections such as
those given to the nation, as in the case of the
Sheepshanks collection, the Turner collection,
and the Gibson sculptures. The lower floors

would be for the ofticial and residential accom-
modation. “Thus,” they say, “the effect of.
huge buildings and plain walls, which would be
painfully out of scale with all surrounding build-
ings and objects, is sought to be avoided.”
Excepting as to the northern range of building
which follows the line of Hemming’s-row, and
excepting at the eastern end of the ground,

—

where the semicircle is adopted as the form on
plan, for a side-lighted gallery,—all the galleries
are parallel or at right angles with the line of
the principal front. The Turner gallery would
be to the east, on the line of diameter of the
semicircular gallery, and inclosing, with the
latter, a court. We are speaking of the princi-
cipal floor. Just westward of the Turner gallery,
and like it at right angles with the front, is one
of theuO-ft. galleriPB,—separated only, at its end,
from the main building, by a breadth of open
court. On the transverse axis of the plan, or
opposite the principal entrance, is another 50. ft.

gallery. Each of these same transverse lines has
upon it, northwards, or at the end of the 50-ft.

gallery, a room of square form
;
moreover on the

transverse axis, northwards, is a staircase and
entrance next Hemming’s-row. Between the
two square rooms, there runs another gallery of
50-ft. width. Thus, omitting mention of a clear
space that there is along the entire length of the
back of the building of the Trafalgar-square
front, the 50-ft. galleries may be said to inclose
again a quadrangular space. This latter is

divided by a line of galleries that are 35 ft. in

width, and are at right angles with the line of
the front. Between this central line and the
lines of the 50-ft. galleries, but at right angles

* See pp. 23, 40, 56, & 70, ante.

with them, and parallel with the front, are
on each side, three 20-ft. galleries,— leaving
courts, of 15 ft. in width, or at one end
more. The moderate sizes of the courts,
and their distances from one another, have of
course been settled with reference to the idea of
appropriating the ground-story to other than ex-
hibition-purposes. The large galleries and the
small ones have the same floor-level

;
and both

are lighted from above. In the proportions of
skylight to width and height of room, and in
their positions of skylight with reference to walls
for pictures, they are similar to the galleries of
the Exhibition Building of 1862. The principal
staircase, in the middle of the front-range of
building, has a central straight flight of steps,
broken by landings, opposite the entrance; whilst
on the second story, at the sides parallel with
the line of ascent, are loggie. Each division
of this staircase-ball is domed over, and lighted
through the vaulting. The architects claim to
have given much attention to ensuring easy
access and circulation for visitors. In decora-
tive character of details, the building would be
a reproduction of the Venetian type of classical
Italian architecture, or, we might say, of the
manner of Sansovino, and that of Inigo Jones,
welded together. The chief art of the design is

in the massing of parts. A projecting centre is

flanked by square pavilions rising higher
;
and at

each angle of the building, there are two smaller
pavilions, or one to each front, separated by a
quadrant on plan. Each pavilion is terminated
by a belvidere-story

; to which, in the case of the
two pavilions of each corner of the building,
there are dome-cappings crowning the angles.
On the pavilions of the centre-block there
are domes of larger dimensions. In general
features of the pavilions, the design bears re-
semblance to Highclere House, one of Sir Charles
Barry’s works,—though that building is rather
Jacobean than Venetian Italian. Otherwise there
is a resemblance to the character of Messrs. Banks

& Barry’s design for the Foreign OfBce. There
are three stories in the fronts. Superimposed
orders, rustication to the ground-story, and
arouation in the third story, with perfectly
studied details, may be said to constitute the
decoration of the exterior; which has but two
faults, — the one the not being as distinc-

tively difl'erent as a building for exhibition of
pictures might be, or should be, from other
buildings, whether public oflices, or palatial

residences,—the other the fault of being defi-

cient in the slight amount of novelty that is

indispensable for art. Messrs. Banks & Barry,
in making their design, felt the difficulty of

observing, or understanding, the instructions as
to preservation of the view of St. Martin’s
Church

;
and they offer an alternative plan,

according to which their design would have
the coupled towers at each end of their foijade

grouped on one plane. This design they chink
would be more effective than the other, as also

that the National Gallery should be first con-
sidered, rather than the church. We would
merely express hope that under no circum-
stances will the present effect of the portico be
interfered with. To say that the choice is be-
tween injuring the one building or the other, is

surely an erroneous statement of the position :

there would be ground enough, for present
needs, even after giving up a great deal in front

and eastward. From our previous notices it will

have appeared that the whole ground, inclusive

of the site of the barracks would provide for

more works of art than the nation is likely to

possess,—at least exclusive of sculpture. The
apprehension under which architects are, as to

setting-back frontages and losing ground, has its

reasons : but it becomes an evil,—architectural
effect alone considered.

Messrs. Banks & Barry have made a full state-

ment of the space that each of their designs
would provide, both for pictures, and on the
floors of the galleries

;
we give it as it stands :

—

AcconnixG to Desiox No. 1—
In the main naileries on nrinninal flnnp
In cabinet galleries adjoining the fame
In Turner gallery and room for Turner drawings
In special galleries and rooms on upper floor .

In the existing building when the rooms occupied
by the Eoyal Academy are given up about

The present accoinmodation for the National Gal-

Lineal feet in

the eight line
Superficial

feet of wall.

Superficial
feet of floor.

Assumed available'

height for hanging
pictures.

i

1,270
67«
186
691

1,900

31.364
8,064

3,720
10,638

31,400

21,866
4,8(.X)

4,450
6,087

19.100

26 feet. 1

11 „
‘

IB 1

16 „

4,623

950

83,186

16.200

66,303

9,660

Additional aceoTOmodnfion nrovided 3,673 71,986 46,763

ACCOBDIIfG TO DeSIGK No. 2

—

In new main galleries on principsl floor
In cabinet palleries adioinine unme
In Turner gallery and room for Turner drawings ..

In special galleries aud rooms on the upper floor...

The present accommodation is as above about

Additional accommodation nrovided

Lineal feet in

the sight line,

Superficial feet

of wall.

Superficial feel

of floor.

Assumed available
height fur hanging

pictures.

2,1-10

188
1,2S9

63,033
0,7>2
3,720

23,2(12

36,916
6,412
4,450

14,703

26 feet.
i

14 „ 1

20 „ 1

IB „

4,317
950

89,656
16,200

62,-481

9,650
i

3,367 73,4.56 62,931

The estimate for “ Design No. 2 ” would
appear to be non-inclusive of the extension
over the site of the barracks and barrack-yard :

for, they say they would suggest that on the
occasion of such extension, several of the halls,

galleries, and rooms then to be erected should be
appropriated on a liberal scale to sculpture. The
“ extension would also then provide additional
space for paintings,” or for about,

—

2,300 feet liseal on the eight line,

47,333 feet superficial of wall-space,
28,518 ,, ,, of floor-urea.

They estimate that their design " No. 1”

would coat about 283,6501., and their “No. 2”
about 44-9,2001.

The designs of Mr. G. Somers Clarke are two
in number; but neither of them toikes any
account of the exiaiting building. They are
marked respectively “A” and “ B.” As to one

' of the problems submitted to the competi-
tors,—that involving retention of the present
structure or parts of it,—Mr. Clarke felt that he
could not furnish drawings that would assist the
Commissioners : thus he has “refrained purposely
from any positive action on this head.” lu
giving his reasons for avoiding any “ patchwork
modification,” as by additional galleries, he alludes
to “ bald and meagre character of the present
fa<jade ” (which “ no professional tinkering could

successfully remedy"), aud to the contracted
height and width of the structure.

Each of his designs takes in the whole ground,
inclusive of the site of the barracks

; but he has
not suggested any new street. In the general
airangement, the two designs have such features
in common as would, he says, “ render the adop-
tion of either of the exterior elevations one of
selection only." The plans are prepared with
the object of providing for a great variety of
works of art, and others, for exhibition. Be-
sides providing for the pictures and drawings
at present in Tratalgar-square, and for the
Sheepshanks and Vernon collections which are
at South Kensington, and for the National
Portrait Gallery besides, be further proposes
(and this he says is “ the key ’’ of his “ scheme
throughout”) to “ utilize the lower floors under
the main galleries, having lateral lights only,”
as well as a “central scnlpture-hall, which has
both lateral and top lights,” for “ reception of
the whole of the ancient sculpture and antiqui-
ties now very inadequately accommodated at the
British Museum.” His building, as shown in his
“ Design A,” which is Venetian Gothic (the other
design being sixteenth or seventeenth century
Italian), would consist of three floors, namely a
vaulted lower story, of 17 ft. 6 in. in the clear
height

j a second story, of 27 ft.
;
and the gal-
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iry or principal floor, of 50 ft. to tlio horizontal

ght of the lanterns. In the height of 50 ft.,

irther, there are two stories next the front. The
mission of windows at the top of the building,

1 the case of this design, has not been compen-
ited for by anything supplied. Such compensa-
on we of course did not mean to say, when
oticiug Hr. Owen Jones’s opinions, was of no
nportance. Mr. Clarke shows a mass of wall,

ot very unlike what there is in the front of the

>oge’B Palace at Venice. This defective manner
I very striking in his elevation for the front

Dwards St. Martin’s-street. Surely those who
opy should at least select. There is plenty of

vidence of art-power in Mr. Clarke’s work,

hough this is not in his details, or in the grandio-

ity of one or both of his projects. Is it, for

xample, desirable to have to ascend some eighty

teps to a principal floor, when the height

evolves inconvenience additional to that of the

scent,—in this case, one of deteriorated light to

ower rooms ? Mr. Clarke’s lower galleries in the

ront range of building, as may have been under-
tood, are lighted entirely from the courts.

The entire plan consists of buildings that sur-

ound four courts, and of a projection jutting out

astward at the north-east angle, as well as of a
imilar projection westward, next St. Martin’s-

treet. In other words, there are three longitu-

inal ranges of building,—of which one is the
irincipal front, another follows the line of Hem-
aing’s-row, and another is intermediate; and
here are three principal transverse ranges. Of
hese the most important, architecturally, is the
lentral transverse line, which is almost entirely

ppropriated to the sculpture-hall. The re-

naincler of the plan, on the principal or top
loor, comprises galleries

;
which are chiefly of

he 50 ft. width : but the eastward projection

;ontains the residence, and a large hall and
itaircaso. Here there is a very lofty square
lOwer, which, at first, from its position, recalls

,he clock-tower of the Palace at Westminster.
But on examination, the details are seen to be
mtirely different : the straight sides and the
lecoraiion of the summit, indeed, are formed on
Italian Gothic models. Besides this end-tower,
here is a large dome in the middle of the front-

ange of building: within and beneath this is a
lomical ceiling, which covers a square hall that

brras tliB vestibule to the sculpture-gallery, and
0 staircases that are right and left of the hall.

[?bo sculpture-gallery, 225 ft. by 85 ft., without
he recesses, and 105 ft. in height, is carried up for

he height of three stories. The length is divided
nto three parts by semicircular arches across,

ind at the ends, and by side-arches. The
launches of these arches are filled in with pen-
lentives

;
and the arches and pendentives carry

hree domes ; each of which has an “ eye ” at

he top, for light. The three bays on each side

)f the hall are filled in with a balustraded gal-

ery ofcommunication onthe level of the first-floor,

fhis gallery is carried by pointed arches of the
.talian Gothic character, which spring from
lolumns. The spandrels of these arches are
sharged with sculpture of Gothic character; and
ound the lower portion of each domical vault
hero are figure-subjects, which seem intended to

16 sculptured also. The tympana of the end-
ircbes, and perhaps those of the niches at the
idea, would be painted in fresco. The soffits of

he arches themselves are decorated with orna-

nent of Byzantine character. It would be quite
neffective in execution. Indeed there is a
general flatness in the whole decoration : though
he maiu forms are so good, that detail that
vould wholly destroy effect of such a hall

vould have to be very bad. The building is

mtered in the principal front by two long flights

if steps, exposed to the weather. The line of
iscenb of each is parallel with that of the front,

ind leads into a loggia which forms the lower part
of the central mass of the front. This centre pro-

ects from the general line, as will have been un-
lierstood

;
and it has six arches in front, in this

lower story, with statues in them, and six open-
ings to aloggia that is above. To theselatter open-
mgs there are balconies, projecting on cantilevers.

Co the central mass there are angle-turrets. The
)peniugs of the lower story are continued to

1 loggia along the general front : those of the
upper story are continued as windows, to light

i narrow gallery,—one of two, on different

levels, that have been already alluded to. At the
ends of the front are square towers, with large

ivindowB wherein the stepped formation of stair-

jases, that are within the tower, appears in square
panelled-forms that are built in with the mnl-
lions or shafts. Only two stories of openings
appear in the recessed portions of the front, or

general line,—the lowest story, excepting that

there are ways through it to the courts, being

blank-wall externally : the centre and ends rise

higher than the general line ; and the turrets are

finished by elaborately-decorated pyramidal cap-

pings. The square mass on which the dome is

carried has angle-turrets. An alternative to the

external dome is shown, in the form of a conical

roof rising from a wall that is crowned by gables

;

and it is terminated by a lantern and spire-

capping. The lowest floor, which is partly below
ground in front, though wholly above next the

courts, would be appropriated for storage, and
various other purposes, and, where light from the

courts would suffice, to the exhibition of the heavy
sculptures and antiquities from the Museum.

,

Next the courts, both in this story and the story

above, the largest area of window-opening that

could be formed and constructed, is provided.

The competitor says that, similarly, openings

might beintroduced opposite : bnt he also says that
“ such features though diminishing the amount of

dark storage, and increasing the quantity of”
exhibition-space, “ would greatly deteriorate in

an msthetic point of view from the monumental
character of the building, one that I have
endeavoured in both designs to achieve.” We
must observe, once for all, that we have no faith

in this sort of reasoning. We do not think, indeed,

that fine-art character is to be obtained by mere
provision for use : we rather urge consideration

of the former, from the first starting with the

arrangement of plan, and a movementparipassu
in the direction of both ends. But we do not

allow that the msthetic expression of a building

can be served whilst there is a diminution of

convenience : such diminution is productive of

dissatisfaction that checks any pleasurable

emotion from the art-element, and is moreover

opposed to the manifestation of the special art

:

it is under any point of view unnecessary
;
and

it allows to be lost what are real opportunities

of bringing forth new forma and phases of effect.

“ 'Tis use alone that sanctifies expense,
“ And splendour borrows all her rays from sense.”

On the floor above, or second story of the build-

ing, the galleries between the courts would be
lighted on both sides

;
and those of the front

building would be lighted on one side from the

court, and on the other from the arcade. The
arrangement would allow of no wall-space; so

that the sculpture or drawings would be placed

on screens which would connect the narrow piers,

between the windows, with two ranges of

columns that there would be for the support of

the flooring above, and dividing the bearing

into three spans. The columns would be made
ornamental. On the principal floor, besides the

wider galleries (of 50 ft., and 45 ft. in width,

with one gallery of 37 ft.)
,
there would be within

t'le 50 ft. height of one gallery, the two stories

of galleries of 15 ft. wide, the lower of the two
side-lighted from the front by windows, and
the upper one top-lighted. Mr. Clarke gives

a lengthy description of the internal finishings

and decoration of his projected building
;
and

he puts forth certain arguments in favour of

his choice of a style, winding np with,

—

“ In short, in my humble judgment, no style

admits of such freedom from conventional

trammels as the one I have adopted in this

design,”—to wit, the Venetian Gothic.

In Mr. Clarke’s other design B,” the plan is

varied as to the extent of accommodation, which
is considerably less than that of “ Design A.”
The central line of galleries parallel with the
front is omitted. On the level of the principal

floor, the lower, or side-lighted, narx'ow galleries

are omitted, and open loggie take their place.

Thus there are loggie on two stories in this

design. Above them there is a third story in

the decorative treatment. Each story has a

range of arches, and columns on the piers,—the

top-story having the arches filled in with walling,

wherein there are, we think, niches in place of

windows. The central feature has considerably

more importance in this design than in the

other : the square mass, with angle-turrets,

carries a second stage, set in, of the same
form on plan, and also terminated by angle-

turrets; and upon this is a dome. There is

considerable merit in some of the details of

this part of the design
;
but the whole feature

of the centre is too gigantic and costly for

even a National Gallery. The raison d’etre of

such a feature is not like what there would be
for some kind of elevated termination in the case

of a church; and the identity between the dome
here, and the requisite covering to a hall or

rotunda, is not quite satisfactorily made out.

Mr. Clarke sets forth the amount of space that
he provides in his principal design “A,” thus:

—

Boor..paoe. „
I''"!! and

^ Screen Space.
Bnp. Feet. Sup. ioet.

Gronnd-floor 37,200 23,050
Firat floor 80,865 37,000
Principal floor 73,800 119,070
Upper gallery, over loggia, (wall-space.)
south front 4,050 6,620

Totals 196,005 186,140

In the “Design B” the areas would be as

under :

—

TT, Wall and
Floor-space,

Sup. Feet. Sup. Feet.
Gronnd-floor 4-1,038 18,046
Fir8^ floor 67,275 29,620
Principal floor 61,176 84,900

Totals 162,498 133,465

The cost of “ Design A ” he estimates at

779,0001., aud that of “ Design B ” at 788,OOOZ.

Mr. Penrose’s drawings have received a consi-

derable share of the ridicule that has been so

freely indulged in by those who had not the
qualifications or the patience for appreciating

designs of the different competitors. Such treat-

ment Mr. Penrose seems to have got for himself,

chiefly because one feature of his principal de-

sign. is a circular court. One of his perspective-

views however is too obviously unfinished, to

escape notice of those who look at drawings
without realizing what these show; and another

of his views might have been better appreciated

had the large dog in the foreground been
omitted. Looking, however, into the principal

design, we find more than a first impression

from the drawings might convey. Mr. Penrose
shows in his drawings, and refers in his report,

to what are called two designs
;
but in both of

these, the entire removal of the present build-

ing is contemplated, at least ultimately. The
buildings for the north-eastern ground are the

same in both cases
;
and no attempt is made to

” harmonize ” this part of the design “ in respect

of style with the existing buildings.” But levels

and communications have been “ studied so that

the new galleries might be used in combination
with the old until the time should arrive for

completing the design.”

Confining attention to the “ Second Design :

”

the buildings on the new site are arranged
“ round an oval but nearly circular court,” of
which the longer diameter is IGO ft., and the

shorter 150 ft. This court would be accessible for

carriages
;
and Mr. Penrose suggests that there

might be there a garden, with a fountain, or
with groups of sculpture,-—a statue of the Queen
being made the central object. The principal

story of this court is arranged with loggie; of

which each recess is covered by an elliptical

arch, springing from horizontal architraves, or

lintels, that are carried in front each by a
column, and at the other end of the lintel, by the

rear-wall. The circuit of these loggie is broken
by a staircase-block, wherein the ends of

the steps are expressed decoratively. In his

line of front, Mr. Penrose, alone of the com-
petitors, has thought fit to advance the south-

west angle of the building np to the line

of the fronts of the houses in Pall-Mall East,

whilst keeping the south-eastern angle much
as that of the present building is. This, he
says, whilst making use of a considerable

space of ground now unoconpied, is “calculated

to impart more dignity to the facade.” In his

ground-plan he provides a museum, to be entered

from the circular court, under an open arcade
occupying three arches of the periphery. Two
other arcades, symmetrically placed, form the

carriage entrance and exit,—the former from
St. Martin’s-place, and the latter toHemming’s-
row. The principal entrance to the galleries

of the upper story is recessed in the centre

of the Trafalgar-square front, and is reached
by external winding - steps. The doorway, on
this upper story, leads into an octagonal ball

;

which has two ranges of arches, and is sur-

mounted by a dome of the same form on plan.

The gallery over the lower range of arches is

accessible by a special staircase, or from the

repairing-room. The octagonal hall has doors

leading to the galleries in three directions. The
decoracive character of the design is that of late,

but not “debased,” Italian. With much that is

not inconsiatenb with the purpose of the building,

and with even considerable beauty and sug-

gestiveness in many of the details, there is how-
ever a lack of monumental character, and some
room for revision of details themselves, as where
there are busts on brackets.
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We have now noticed the whole of the designs.
There are reports of an intended fresh com-
petition, of the unlimited kind

; but there is

no reason to believe that this course would be
more likely to procure the right kind of design
than the appointment of some one of the pre-
sent competitors. Objection may fairly be made
to every one of the designs

; but there are men
amongst the ten competitors who can do much
better than they have here done. Each of the
competitors seems to require to further study
his subject; and for this, the collection of designs
now being exhibited, or about to be re-exhibited,
affords the best opportunity. Such an exhibi-
tion should be largely used, not only by the
architects who are competitors, but by the rest
of the profession, and by the public. That there
are a right way and a wrong way, however, of
looking at architectural drawings, requires to be
apprehended

;
as this i’act is not at all recognized

at present.

THE AET-WOEKMANSHIP CO:irpETITION,
SOCIETY OF AETS.

At the meeting of Competing Art-Workmen
on the 30th ulb., Sir Thomas Phillips, chairman
of the council, presided. A report from the
judges, and the list cf rewarded candidates,
which we published last week, were read. The
report said,

—

“ The moat marked progress is shown in the class of
hand-wrought metal work, more especially in iron. To
two art-workmen in this class—Mr. G. Page, of Clerken-
well, and Mr. W. Lethoren, of Cheltenham—we hare
without hesitation awarded your prizes of lOL each; to
the former for a reproduction of the celebrated Martelli
hroiize mirror case, in sheet iron, repouui: and to the
latter for an excellent panel for a screen, a specimen
emulating (he fine old smith's work of the fifteenth cen-
tory. To the former we would olso recommend should be
given the special prize known as ‘ the North London
Exhibition Prize,’ be having produced the object which
we consider manifests in the highest class the most
skilled workmanship in the whole display. In Mr. Page’s
case we reward not only eieeiienee but novelty, since we
have not heretofore observed any such indication of power
on the part of an English art-workmen to compete with
what has been hitherto almost exclusively produced in
this most difficult branch of industry in France and
Spain."

The secretary read a letter from Mr. Digby
Wyatt, eipressiug his great regret that he was
prevented by illuess from atteudiug the meeting
that evening. A letter from three workmen
was also read, stating that the piece of repoussd
work in iron (No. 15), produced by Mr. Page, to
whom the first prize had been awarded, was
“ not embossed from the flat, but struck in a coat
die obtained from the plaster cast issued by the
Society.” The secretary said he had thought it
right to make inquiry into the matter, and had
been informed by Mr. Page that this was not
the case.

After some conversation,

—

Mr. Page begged to state that the parties by
whom the exception had been taken were under
a false impression in supposing that the work
had been struck from a die

; and he had no
objection to tell two or three of bis fellow-work-
men the plan on which he proceeded. In the
first instance, he soldered the plate upon a piece of
block tin. Having explained what he considered
the advantages of this plan, Mr. Page said that,
as to the work having been struck in an iron diei
those who entertained that idea could have little
conception of the cost of producing such a die ;

and it must be further considered that to strike
iron into such a die would be an extremely diffi-
cult task.

It was ultimately arranged that the judges
should hear the objections on the one side, and
Mr. Page’s explanation on the other, and decide
whether, under the conditions of the competition,
he was entitled to the prize or not.
The prizemen who were present having come

forward, by invitation,

—

The Chairman said it was gratifying to find
that the appeal made by the Society had received
so satisfactory a response. It appeared to him
that the competitors generally, and especially
those who bad been successful in obtaining
prizes, had creditably maintained the high cha-
racter of their own class by the works they had
produced,—works which, although inmost cases
they were merely reproductions of splendid ex-
amples of the taste and skill of former times,
were, he might venture to say, scarcely inferior
to them in excellence. It was certainly most
gratifying to the Society of Arts, which had now
for several years endeavoured to stimulate the
art-workmen of England, to find that they had
among them men whose taste, knowledge of
colour and of form, and skill in execution, had

enabled them to produce works which had called
forth the approbation of such distinguished
artists as the judges in this competition. He
trusted that those who now, it might be for the
first time, had thus distinguished themselves
would have frequent opportunities, on future
occasions, of showing their fellow-countrymen
that they were resolved, as far as in them lay,
that England should not be behind the rest of
the world in works of industrial art. He begged
to offer them his cordial congratulations, and he
hoped to see them again in che same honourable
position in future years. He trusted they would
feel, at all events, that the Society warmly sym-
pathised with them in the struggles they must
necessarily make in endeavouring to maintain
and improve the position they had acquired. He
would now invite the art-workmen present to
intimate to the meeting any views they might
have formed as to the competition which the
Society had instituted. The council desired to
know whether it seemed to them that any altera-
tion in the arrangements would contribute more
effectually to the objects in view in these com-
petitions.

Mr. Ashe desired to make the following sng-
gestions : — That in all cases the judges should
have the original article placed before them at
the time of awarding the prizes, as well as the
copies sent in for competition; that the copy
should be made in the same material as the
original, or if _the material is to differ from the
original, that such change should be made in the
following year or years

; for instance, should the
material be of iron, then the copy in the first

' year might be of iron, in the second of brass,

I

&c.
;
that no specimens sent in shall be either

painted, bronzed, or have any artificial coating,
except transparent lacquer; that, where it is

possible, the model selected be placed in the
society’s rooms, or in some other accessible
place; with regard to the photographs published
for the use of competitors, that the background
should be so arranged as not to in any way con-
fuse the outline of the object.

Sir. Holliday, Mr. Campin, and Mr. Nichols
having made other suggestions,

Mr. W. Hawes said the great object which the
Society had in view in establishing this competi-
tion was to bring out the individuality of the
English art workman, and thus give him a
greater incentive to improvement. In foreign
countries a workman had opportunities ofobtain-
ing a personal reputation which enabled him to
dispose of his services at a much more valuable
rate than when his name and talents were only
known within the limits of the shop were he
worked, and his productions were only distin-
guished as those of the firm who employed him.
The Society was therefore anxious, without
wishing in any way to disturb the community of
interest which ought to exist between masters
and their workmen, if possible to stimulate the
workman to strive after that excellence the
attainment of which would be equally beneficial
to himself and to his master. The difficulties
were considerable in the first instance. They
had first to find out the means of making the
great body of workmen in the country acquainted
with the intentions of the Society. They had
then to overcome many prejudices; and besides
this it happened that during the last three or
four years almost every art-workman was so
fully employed that but little time was left him
to enter into such a competition. Indeed, on the
last occasion the number of works sent in was
less than in the previous year, and the number
of prizes awarded was less. Considerable
discussion took place as to the cause of this
decrease, and the impression the Council

'

received at the time was that the conditions
required some relaxation. This was done, and
in the present instance they had not only given
examples to be copied, but had allowed the men
to send works produced from their own or other
designs. The result was that they had on the
present occasion a number of works made from
designs other than those prescribed by the
Council, and he thought it was in a great measure
to that they owed the increase in the number of
works sent in, which was nearly double that on
the last occasion

; the number of prizes awarded
being also considerably greater. He could not
but feel that a society like this, established for
the encouragement of arts and manufactures,
was undertaking a duty which was specially
incumbent upon it, in endeavouring thus to
benefit, not only the working men themselves,
but art-workmanship generally, in this country;
and if they were doing that, there could be little

doubt that they were promoting the best inte-

rests of the country at large. The works before
them certainly proved that the prizes offered
had stimulated men to exertion in their spare
time, and had resulted in the production of a
number of very beautiful works, which bad
called forth the warm commendation of the two-
gentlemen who had acted as adjudicators—than
whom none were more competent for the task.
He could not help hoping that in a few yeara
this branch of the Society’s operations would
progress as much as its educational examinations
had done, in which, from a beginning of about
fifty candidates, they had now nearly 1,200, lu-
like manner they might expect a similar increase
in the number of competitors for their art-work-
manship prizes. He would say a word or twowith
reference to the objection which bad been raised
against the work sent in by Mr. Page. He bad dis-
tinctly told them that his work was not struck in a
die, and had explained to them how he bad con-
trived to execute it. It had, however, been sug-
gested by a preceding speaker that nothing
onght to be admitted for competition bnt what
was done in the old-fashioned way. Repouss<S'
work, they knew, was produced in a particular
way, and it was argued that no specimen ought
to be entitled to a prize unless it was produced
in the manner in which all repoKs.s^ work
had hitherto been produced. Ho thought if
they imposed a limitation of that kind they
wonld be acting in direct opposition to every-
thing they proposed to accomplish by these
prizes. They not only wished to reward the-
workman who had the greatest mechanical and
technical skill, but also to encourage the adap-
tation of any improved appliances which his in-
genuity might suggest for producing the required'
results. It had been more than once suggested-
that these prizes ought not to be adjudged by
one or two gentlemen selected by the council,,
but that there should also be a jury composed of
workmen and employers of labour. This, be
thought, would certainly produce much delay,
and would not work satisfactorily. They had
had, on this occasion, two highly educated men

one much engaged personally amongst work-
men, and well known as possessing special know-
ledge of such works

;
the other a gentleman-

whose artistic taste was of wide renown, and he
thought they had thus the greatest possible
security that the prizes were properly awarded,,
and with the most perfect good faith to the-
society and towards the workmen themselves.

Mr. Godwin, as a member of the committee-
for the selection of the examples for reproduc-
tion, was happy to be able to coincide in the
opinions expressed as to the superiority of the
collection of articles this year above those of
previous years

; still it must be remembered
that not half the sum offered by the Society had
been claimed

; and it was to be hoped that in,
future years there would be a more extensive-
response to the munificent offers made. With
regard to the piece of repouss^ work to which-
reference had been made, he would state that
when the design was selected by the committee
they were fully aware of the great difficulty of
the task, and if that by Mr. Page were a genuine
piece of repoussd work, he accorded the greatest-
praise to it. At the same time he claimed that
it should be found to be true repoussif, for he
could not go with Mr. Hawes in saying that the
mode of production was comparatively unim-
portant. For instance, by means of the electro-
type a fac-simile might be produced without
that manual skill which was required in the
production of repoussd work. He quite accepted
Mr. Page’s assertion that it was a genuine work^
but he felt obliged to make this observation in
reference to the remarks of Mr. Hawes.* Touch-
ing the bronzes on the table, there was one
figure exhibited of especial interest to him

—

that of Caractacus, produced for the Art-Union
of London — because it reminded him that-
twenty.four yearB_ ago, when the Art -Union
decided on producing artistic bronzes, and when
Mr. Woodington executed for them a reduced
copy ^of Sir E. Westmacott’s “ Nymph and
Child, ’ there were scarcely works in London-
in which such bronzes could be made ; and so
great was the difficulty in getting the caatinga-
that the artist himself erected works to produce
them. They went on, however, year after year,
and the late Prince Consort was so struck with
the efforts that were then being made by th&
Art-Union in this direction, that he requested
to have, and did have, at his own cost, an
example of each bronze that had been produced.

* Mr. Page has since completelysatisfied the judges and
his fellow craftsmen as to his right to the premium.
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He might point to the bronze before him as being

equal to anything of the sort that could be done

abroad : it was a work well entitled to the praise

that had been bestowed upon it. The hammered

ironwork of Mr. Letheren was also exceedingly

good : as was also some of the brass work.

Touching the glass exhibited by Dr. Salviati, all

would be glad to see the ancient mode of making

glass in Venice revived. At the same time he

would enter a protest against regarding every

form, because it was copied from old Venetian

glass, as beautiful. He confessed he thought

the specimen before them was essentially inappro-

priate in form. No doubt it presented great diffi-

culties in the manufacture
;
but he thought Dr.

Salviati could have exhibited others of greater

beauty. In reviving the art of making Venetian

glass, it was important that the models should be

well chosen. In conclusion, he wonld express a
hope that the art of drawing would form a part of

every artisan’s education to a greater extent

than had been the case hitherto. He would like

to see it made a part of the education of every

artisan’s child, from the conviction he enter-

tained that the greatest advantages wouldresult

from it in after-life.

The Chairman, in concluding the proceedings,

said he had to announce what he was sure it

would be agreeable to the meeting to hear, viz.,

thatauotherof the great City companies, namely,
the Goldsmiths’, had promised its co-operation

in the efforts of the Society to encourage art-

workmen, and had given a donation of 251., a
portion of which was to be applied as prizes for

workers in the precious metals, and the rest in

furtherance of the educational examinations.

Many of these great guilds owed their distinc-

tion, in former times, to the extent to which
they contributed to the extension and perfection

of various manufactures
;
and he thought in no

other mode could they better contribute towards
the same object than by co-operating with the
Society of Arts in stimulating and encouraging
industrial art. He was happy to find that

several of them had already done so. On pre-

vious occasions it had been announced that the
Salters’, the Clothworkers’, the Plasterers’, and
other Companies had agreed to contribute to-

wards this object, and he was glad to find their

example had been followed by the distinguished

Company to which he had just alluded.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

Injurious and Offansivo Trades in London .

—

A deputation from the Metropolitan Association

of Medical Officers of Health attended the Board
at its last weekly meeting to present a memorial
praying that in any Bill introduced into Parlia-

ment for the amendment of the Building Act a
provision should bo made to ensure proper sani-

tary arrangements in the dwellings of the poor,

and to require that all offensive and injurious

businesses should be removed from London.
The following points were specially urged :

—

“ (1). Your memorialista cooceiva that, as a measure
of public health, every street should be efficiently paved
and drained before any house in it is allowed to bo inha-

i bited. (3). They desire further provision for proteotine
the open area adjoiningto inhabited houses. They would

. wish absolutely to prohibit the erection of any building

{even of a ‘ leau-to ’) upon the minimum area of ground
reserved by sec. 90 of the proposed Bill, unless the

special consent of j'our Board, or of the Local Board of

Works, had been obtained to suoh erection. (3). They
' would wish to see see. 38 of the Bill so modified as to

prevent the piecemeal construction of new dwellings, with

all the faults of those which they replace, an evasion of

the intention of former enactments that they know to

have been put in practice. (1). They have also expe-

rience of buildings that were never constructed for human
habitation having been used as dwelling-houses without

. alteration and being very ill suited for that purpose.

They would suggest that such change in the use of a

building should not be made without the express consent

of your Board or of the Local Board. (5). They would
I urge that the provisions of sec. 96 in the proposed Bill

: should be extended to require at least 8 ft. of height in

I every dwelling-room
;
and they desire to be assured that

I under sec. 96 the Board purposes to take power for regu-

1 lating liy by-laws the size, position, and mode of construe-
I tion of windows and other ventilating openings. (6).
' They do not observe that provision is made for placing in

> each dwelling-house a water-closet in the best possible

I sitnalion
; or for securing that the foundation of every

bouse shaU be so planned as to prevent the rise of damp.
They regard these as points which it is especially desirable

to direct by by-laws.’’

Dr. Druitt, president of the association, sup-

ported the prayer of the memorial, and it was
referred for consideration to the specialcommittee
on the Building Act.

Hampstead Heath .—The Works and General
Purposes Committee presented their report upon
the result of the negotiations between Sir John
Thwaites, the chairman of the Board, and Sir

Thomas Maryon Wilson, as to the purchase of

his rights over Hampstead Heath. The report

states that,

—

“ Sir Thomas argued that he saw no reason why he
should sell his property at Hampstead for the purpose, as

he alleged, of gratiiying and benefiting certain parties who
had for years opposed him in obtaining his rights.^ Upon
being urged by the chairman to favour him with his views

us to the value of his interest iu the heath, Sir Thomas
Wilson stated that, having regard to the price which he

obtained for some land at Charlton, sold by him to the

South Eastern Railway Company, he was of opinion that

the property on Hampstead Heath was worth from 5,000Z.

to 10,009L per acre. The chairman expressed his asto-

nishment at the amount mentioned by Sir Thomas, in

which expression of opinion your committee fully con-

cur. Your committee, whilst they cannot but express

their regret at the result of the negotiations, are of opiuion

that it would be advisable to refer the subject back to

them to watch the proceedings now pending before the

Master of the Rolls, and from time to time to report the

progress of the same, together with such other particu-

lars as they may consider desirable, and they recom-

mend that course for adoption.”

Mr. Freeman said they must all, of course,

regret the way in which they had been met by

Sir Thomas M. Wilson ;
but so long as he, the

lord of the manor, considered himself as the

freeholder of Hampstead Heath, it would be

useless to try to negotiate any further with him.

He moved that the report of the committee be

approved and adopted.

The motion was seconded and carried unani-

mously.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Sheffield.—A meeting of file manufacturers

has taken place at the Council-hall, Sheffield,

and from what transpired it appears almost

certain that before long Sheffield will be visited

by another disastrous strike. Two or three

months ago, the file-grindera in the service of

Messrs. Turton A Son, Sheaf Works, gave notice,

and left their work iu a body, because Messrs.

Turton claimed the right to erect and use a file-

grinding machine. The masters resolved to

support Messrs. Turton, and a general lock-out

would have been resorted to, but that the trades’

union permitted the machine to be used, and the

grinders to resume work. During the time the

grinders were out, Messrs. Turton engaged a

grinder named Jeflcock, who was unconnected

with the trades’ union, and had four apprentices,

a number that is not sanctioned by the trade.

When the men resumed work, Jeffcook was
retained, Messrs. Turton considering that it

would be unjust to torn him adrift, after assist-

ing them in their hour of need
;
and also, that if

they deprived him of work, the union wonld set

their faces against him, and keep him out of

employment. The union applied to Messrs.

Turton to dismiss the man, and as they declined,

they received notice from all the grinders that

they should cease- work in a fortnight. The

matter was laid before the masters’ association

on Monday week, and it was resolved unani-

mously, under the exceptional circumstances of

the case, to afford to Messrs. Turton the heartiest

assistance. The workmen’s unions, on the other

hand, are, we are told, determined to have the

man Jeffcock tamed out of his situation.

BraiJ/ord .—Some weeks ago a notice was given

by the Society of Operative Plasterers to Mr.

C. Holroyd, master plasterer, in which they

warned him that, if his sons—not being part-

ners—did not become members of the society

within one week, his men would strike work,

and would not return thereto till their demand
was yielded, and all the expenses incurred were

discharged. The sons of Mr. Holroyd refused to

comply with this requirement, andMr. Holroyd’s

men struck work, and are at present out. The

rest of the masters strongly sympathised with

Mr. Holroyd on this arbitrary proceeding, and

have since made efforts, bat in vain, to prevail

upon the society to reconsider their decision,

and to induce them to permit the men to return

to Mr. Holroyd’s service without exacting the

conditions of their notice. The consequence is

that the following employers have locked out all

their men who are members of the union, viz.,

Messrs. Benjamin Dixon & Co., Messrs. Duck-

worth & Son, Mr. Hargreave, Mr. 'William

Tattersall, Mr. Samuel Sugden, and Mr. Matthew
Bland. The masters, regarding the proceeding

on the part of the local society as unwarranted,

are about to make an appeal to the executive of

the society at Liverpool. About sixteen months

since, the employers and employed agreed to a

code of rules for the regulation of their conduct,

signed by six masters and six operatives. One
of these rules distinctly stated that no altera-

tion should be made iu the rules until twelve

months’ notice had been given. At the time

they were ratified the operatives gave their

employers twelve months’ notice of a reduction

of five hours and a half per week, to take place

on the 1st of May next, and about seven months
ago they gave them further notice of their inten-

tion. to require, also, an advance of wages from

the same time at which the reduction in the

hours of labour is to commence. The masters

made no demur to either of these notices
; in-

deed, the first was regarded as strictly legal.

But about four months ago the employers each

received, through the post, a copy of new rules

which had been adopted by the Operatives’

Society in violation of the rules agreed upon be-

tween the masters and the men eighteen months
ago, with an intimation that, if any explanation

were required they could have it on application

to their committee, which sat at the Oddfellows’

Hall.

Elachhum .—The journeymen plasterers have

sent in a three months’ notice to their employers

for a reduction in the hours of labour, from fifty-

five hours to forty-nine hoars per week, and an

advance of from 28s. to SOs. per week in wages.

York .—The half-yearly general meeting of the

members of the Yorkshire Association of Master

Builders has been held at the North-Eastern

Hotel, York. The attendance, in consequence

of the importance of the business to be tran-

sacted was largo, and represented the principal

building firms iu all parts of the county. Mr.

Archibald Neill, of Bradford (the president of the

Association), occupied the chair. In the circu-

lar calling the meeting a number of recom-

mendations of the committee were given, the

first and most important of which was, “ That

the Yorkshire Association of Master Builders

join the General Builders’ Association ;
but that

we retain our present arrangement as a York-

shire Association.” A very lengthy discussion on

this point was introduced by Mr. Mault reading

the rules of the General Builders’ Association.

The advantage of snch a junction was acknow-

ledged on all hands, and it was urged that it was
only by this that reforms which were wanted
could be brought about between the masters and

the men, and that architects could be persuaded

to furnish and guarantee the quantities, and

adopt articles of agreement. During the dis-

cussion on the amalgamation of the two societies

the evils of the day system of working were

pointed out, and the advantages of the hour

system both to man and master descanted npon

;

and a variety of inconsistencies on the part of

the workmen were also referred to. Of the

latter it was stated that in some places bricks

were not allowed to be manufactured by ma-
chinery, or stone dressed by the same means.

These were fetters upon the building business

which, along with others, must ultimately be
broken, and with this end in view, a junction

of the Yorkshire with the General Builders’

Association was but the initiatory step. In fact,

it was stated that, in certain places in the county

(York included), notice had already been given

to the workmen of the intention of the masters

to adopt the hour system. Ultimately the full

recommendation of the committee was carried.

By further resolution the secretary of what had

now become the Yorkshire branch of the General

Builders’ Association was instructed to give

certain notices of strikes impending, and the

names of men likely to be or already on strike

were also requested to be furnished to him by
employers. This was a step which, from the

discussion, appeared to possess some impor-

tance, in order that men on strike might

not migrate to other towns, and find em-
ployment from members of the Association.

An important discussion next took placo on the

best means of adopting the hour system through-

out the association. Mr. Mault, whilst stating

that the Birmingham association of masters had
determined to try their strength with the men
on this point, added that the General Builders’

Association had deemed it unwise at present to

take the initiative in such a matter. It was one,

however, to which he thought it was moat de-

sirable the builders of the country should give

their attention, in order that a uniform system

might be adopted in this matter throughout the

whole of the trade. It was ultimately resolved

“that this Branch Association recommend to

the General Association, at its annual meeting,

the consideration of the desirability of giving a

general notice for the adoption of improved

trade rules, including the hour system, at as

early a date as practicable.” The subject of the

best means to be used to induce architects to

furnish and guarantee quantities, and to adopt
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articles of agreement, was referred for considera-
tion at the next meeting of the General Asso-
ciation of Builders, to be held at Bristol, and
the Association was requested to bring the
matter to a satisfactory settlement as early as
possible. A sub-committee was then appointed
for the purpose of watching over any bill or
bills brought into Parliament affecting the trade,
and also to consider any question not brought
before that meeting.

Nottingham. — la the midst of bickerings
and recriminations, it is pleasant to turn to
a subject such as the following;—A number
of framework-knitters, who have been in the
employ of Mr. Samuel Morley for many years,
were lately invited to the establishment in
Fletcher-gate, and after having partaken of re-
freshments they were addressed by Mr. Morley
in a kindly manner, the substance of his obser-
vations being that he felt deeply interested in
their welfare, and was desirous of promoting
their happiness. Acting on these feelings, he
had decided upon allowing each of them a
pension of 78. 6d. per week for life. Some forty
of these aged workmen had this weekly allow-
ance granted them, independently of their earn-
ings, and arrangements were made for its

regular payment. On a subsequent occasion,
about the same number of framework-knitters,
employed by the firm, bnt rather more favour-
ably circumstanced, met Mr. Morley, also at the
warehonso in Fletcher-gate, and after being
supplied with refreshments, were addressed by
him iu similar terms : to each of these workmen
a sum of 51. was presented. The Nottingham
Express understands that it is the intention of
Mr. Morley to continue this system of kindness,
the allowance being determined by age and
circumstances.

Manchester .—Professor Jevons, of Manchester
has written a letter setting forth the advantages
ofpartnerships between employers and employed.
The scheme has been somewhat freely criticised,
and among those who disprove of it are Messrs.
Creed &. Williams. In spite of the weight of
opinion, however, the Professor is confident of

the theoretical soundness and practicability of
such partnerships. Tho working of the plan is

as follows :

—

‘‘ Tbe men have advanced to them by the capitalist such
ordinary wages as are sufficient to meet current ejpendi-
ture. The masters receive current interest on their capi-
tal, as is done in ordinary partnership arrangements. The
capital is kepfintaetby a sinking fund. Efficient manage-
ment and labour on the part of the masters is then com-
pensated by an additional 5 per cent, if realised; and,
lastly, the teal and care of all concerned in the works are
rewarded by a fair division of all profits exceeding 10 per
cent.”

The scheme has been tested in the iron trade by
Messrs. Pox, Head, & Co., of Middlesbro’, and
in the coal trade by Messrs. Briggs. Professor
Jevons holds that this arrangement, oronesimilar,
is tho only means of secariog the identity of
interest between masters and men, as “ it con-
tains the great vivifying principle of political
economy—that reward should be in proportion
to desert.”

Belgium .—Tho Journal de Charleroi of Feb. 2
contains the following:

—

“ Yesterday morning a strike took plaeo almost instan-
taneously in all the metal works of Marchienne, includiog
the_ works at Couillet. This strike is attributed to a
notice which was posted throughout the various establish-
ments, and intimated that the wages of the men would be
reduced by 10 per cent, from the lat February, owing to

'

the depressed state of the iron trade.”

Telegraphic intelligenco states that a violent
conflict has taken place between the military
and miners in the same district, who had gutted
a flour-cnillj and that some lives have been lost.

THE LONDON CHARTERED BANK OF
AUSTRALIA, GEOKGE-STREET, SYDNEY.

The directors of tbe London Chartered Bank
of Australia have recently erected a new Bank-
ing-house on the site of their old premises in
George-streeb, Sydney (illustrated by our en-
gravings). The architect was Mr. J. P. Hilly,,
of Sydney. The plan of the new building in-

1

eludes a recessed poich for the entrance to the

bank from George-atreet, an entrance - hall,
18 ft. by 11 ft., with a manager’s room and a
board-room, 18 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft. 6 in., one
on each side. The banking-room, on the left, is

50 ft. by 29 ft. ; it runs the whole height of the
two stories, and is lighted by a circular panelled
ceiling with glass panels : over this is a second
roof with sashes all round, to afford light to the
panels, and also ventilation for the great room
below; an arrangement of perforated beams
serves this purpose. On the right of the tellers’
room there is a corridor from tho board-room to
the strong-room (entered from the tellers’ room),
giving access to the porters’ rooms, and a
stationery-room. A private entrance in tho
centre of the Jamison-street front, with a stair-
case, leads to six rooms above, with closets, &c.,
and there are stairs to the roof for the porter to
ascend with ease to clean the glass and atteud
to the ventilation. The style of the building
may be called Mixed Italian. It has largo
arched windows with full dressings. Tho
base course consists of very large stones,
moulded; the string-courses are mouldetl and
richly carved, with good projections. Tho cor-
nice has modillions, with a carved frieze and a
lofty balustrade, the piers to be surmoiiiitt’d
with vases. The effoct is sought to be obtained
by mass. The tellers’ room is furnished with
a Corinthian entablature all round, supported
by pilasters

; tho floor will be of marble, and
the hall will be appropriately finished.
Tbe material used is the Sydney red sand-

stone, an excellent and durable building stone,
as we understand, from which tho greater part
of the city has been constructed. Tho bank
was established in Sydney in 1852, and possesses
a paid-up capital of one million, with a reserve
fund of lOOjOOOZ. The first chairman and
founder of the bank was the late eniiuenfe
merchant and shipowner, Mr. Duncan Dunbar,
who, upon his decease, was succeeded by Mr.
Fane de Salia, also one of the founders, a gentle-
man long engaged in Australian commerce, and
distiognished as one of the originators of steam
communication with Australia.
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CONDEMNATION OF THE ST.

KATHERINE’S STEAM.PAOKET WHARF.

Recently attention has been drawn in the pages

)f the Builder to the bad condition of Loudon
wharfs. Knowing the rainons state of some of

ihem, we delayed to speak, hoping that steps

would be taken to improve their condition.

Fhe danger to be feared at last grew so immi-
nent that we could hesitate no longer in pro-

nouncing an opinion,—an opinion founded on a
personal inspection of the wharfs in question.

We particularly pointed out the stores and
landing • stages of St. Katherine's Wharf as

neing in a most ruinous state, remarking that

some jobbing attempts were being made to stave

off the danger.

The danger was so apparent that we antici-

pated it would not bo left to exist very long.

We are glad that we were right in our con-

lecture. Last week the wharf was visited by
;he Customs’ surveyors, and was at once con-

iemned. Strict orders were given to land no
more goods alongside, nor to use the stores in

jonnexion with the company’s steamers until

jhe premises and landing-stages were recon-

structed and put in a safe and proper condition

’or the shipment of goods.

We should be sorry that anything said in the
Builder should lead to the injury ofa company or
m individual, or that any number of dependent
working men should suffer thereby through
ack of employment.
Such may now be the result, but the preserva-

iion of human life is paramount to the interests

)f a few
;
and a state of things fraught with

xjnsiderable danger should not be allowed to
jxist from any false delicacy on the part of
(hose whose duty it is to prevent it. We are
jlad to see the work of demolition as an
idvent to restoration is now. going on at St.

Catherine’s Wharf. It is to be hoped that the
mprovement this time will be thorough, and
lot according to the “ penny wise and pound
bolish ” policy. Our river architecture, if we
nay be allowed to use the word, should begin to
jxhibit a little taste. The frontages of our river

varehouses offer a new field for a little fresh

ievelopment.
' The present appearance of the sides, except
kt very short intervals, is not in any way
remarkably picturesque, as seen from a boat,

t is, however, not too late. With a Thames
flmbankment above London Bridge, with the
eonsequent river frontage that it will eventually
ievelop, no reason should exist why improve-
nent should be limited in extension to London
Iridge.

Returning, we hope that the owners or lessees

if other wharfs on the line of the river will look
o the state of their holdings, and do in time
vbat is necessary to be done, for their own
redit’s sake, and not from sheer public com-
lulsion.

COMPETITIONS.

I New Church, Worthing .—A church is to be
irected at the east end of Woi thing, and is to
le of atone, with tower and spire, and to cost
*,0001. The designs of Mr. Truefitt submitted
n competition for this church have been selected

y the committee.

WESTMINSTER PALACE AND
' THE INTENDED PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

. Admiral Sir Augustus Clifford, dating
irom the Houses of Parliament, writes to us as
bllows :

—

1 We are about to erect several public buildings,
namely, the Courts of Law, the Public Offices in
Oowning-street, and the National Gallery, and
lO spend large sums of money upon them, and I

tink it a duty to point out the defects in the one
a which I am now residing,—Westminster Palace.
\ Whatever may be the merit of the elevation or
the beauty of the public chambers, which I do
lot deny, nothing can be worse than the interior

rrrangement of the residences. The passages
Old corridors are dark and gloomy

;
the windows

a their iron frames most inconvenient] when
diut difficult to open, and uice versd; and
he upper diamond panes are often blown open

y the wind
;
but above all, the ventilation,

—

(here is scarcely a day or a week in which the
cooms are not full of smoke and soot, damaging

and destroying the public furniture and the
property contained in them. Instead of having
built ornamental chimneys, like Burghley, Cob-
ham, or Longleet, and many other houses in

England, the smoke is attempted to be carried
along a horizontal shaft to two hideous iron

turrets, one over the Peers’ Entrance, discredit-

able to those who planned and those who built

them. I am sure that all I have stated would
be corroborated by Lord Charles Russell, by
Sir Denis le Marchant, and all who reside in

the palace. It may be now too late to remedy
these defects

j
but it will be some consolation to

endeavour to prevent their being repeated.

THE PROVISION OF HEALTHY HOUSES.

Mr. M’Cullagh Torrens has given notice
in the House of Commons that on Wednesday
next he will bring in a Bill to make better
provision for the dwellings of mechanics and
labourers in large towns.
We would urge strongly that the Social Science

Association and the Committee of the Society of
Arts, who have jointly framed a Bill with the
same end in view, should seek, rather than press
their own Bill, to co-operate with Mr. Torrens,
and obtain, such a measure as may best meet
all views.

THE HABITATIONS OF THE POOR.

An inquest has been held by Mr. Humphreys,
at the Green Gate Tavern, City-road, relative to

the death of Catherine Shay, aged two years
and two months.
Prom the evidence of the mother of the

deceased, it appeared that the family, consisting
at one time of the husband (a printer) and her-

self, with four children, occupied for some years
a wretched little room at No. 10, Frederiok-
place, St. Luke’s, the rent of which was Is. a
week. The husband and an elder daughter died
there within the last two years. She was quite

unable to account for the child’s death. She
found her dead in bed.

Mr. R. Bruce, parish surgeon, said he had
constantly been busy about the people in that
house. The eldest girl died under circumstances
precisely similar to those of the deceased’s case.

He measured the room carefully, and found
that it did not contain cubical space sufficient

for the breathing of one adult, much less for two
adults and four children. The cause of death
was blood-poisoning from want of proper space
in which to live. The house in question was
the one in which the first case of cholera that
occurred in the parish broke out. It was alto-

gether unhealthy.
The jury returned a verdict, “ That deceased

was found dead from blood-poisoning, from want
of proper space wherein to live.”

ARTIST-LIFE.

At the meeting of the Cirencester School of
Art mentioned in a recent number, Mr. J. B.

Atkinson said, in the course of his observa-

tions,—I think there has seldom been a country
and seldom a time in which the art student has
had more to encourage him in his labour, and
more promised in return for his talent and
industry. What is needed is not a great work,
but an honest work, downright work ;—not a
hasty ambition, but slow and sure steps, so that

the height may be attained possibly in the end,

but not too hurriedly for fear of an overthrow.
And perhaps I may be allowed to speak to yon
of the danger which I think frequently besets art

students—the danger of ambition. I think there

is frequently this danger— that the student
desires to be before his time an artist, and
he therefore becomes rather impatient of the

intermediate steps. The very fact that reward
comes soon is perhaps a snare. It is a laudable
ambition that a youth should desire to support
himself—that he should gain an independence

:

and yet, I repeat, the very fact that a youth can
so soon earn money is itself a difficulty in the

way of future study. For this reason I hold it

to be desirable that each young man should set

himself this problem—to win independence, and
at the same time day by day to maintain the
character of an art student. It is not altogether
an easy thing to do

;
but I believe that men who,

in art and every other intellectual pursuit, have

attained to greatness, will have been met at the-

outset by this difficulty, and will have found
means to conquer it. The best things do not
immediately pay ; and depend upon it, it will be
better for you if, in your art studies, you seriously
consider, not so much what will pay at once, as
what will pay in the long run, and what your
position will be ten or twenty years hence.
And therefore, as I have said before, it will be
well for you to combine art study with the call*

ing of an artisan. Let the two work in harmony,
and be carried on together. But I have some-
what diverged from the point to which I just now
adverted—that of ambition. Ambition is laud-
able, but it requires to be checked aud guided.
Nothing is more common than false ambition—
that vain and vaunting ambition

;
and I think

that some of the most corrupt and worst
periods in art have resulted from ambition ill-

directed—from a vain, showy ambition
;
not the

desire to do that which is good and great,
but a desire rather to obtain the instantaneous
and hollow applanse of the multitude. Now,.
it is well that a man should make friends with
his conscience,-—that ambition and conscience
should join hands,—that the man should feel

that it is more important to do duty than to
obtain applause,—and that he should try to do,
however small the work may be, a good work

—

a work that will last—a work that be himselfcan
look upon in after time, and say, “ This work
was honest ; into this work I threw much labour j
it is the result of many hours, of many days, of
many weeks : it expresses the aspirations of my
mind,—a desire to do something worthy of my-
self, and that may speak as art to the world.”
I will suppose, as I am bound to suppose, that
yon are in earnest, and wish to do something
good and worthy of yourselves. I will suppose
that you have the power by nature (and if you
have not some power by nature it is a waste of
time to devote much labour upon art),—I will

suppose, I say, that you have the natural power
and the industry which, under the direction of
your excellent and assiduous master, will enable
you to obtain a knowledge of the rudiments of
art. With some expenditure of time yon will

master those rudiments, you will obtain accu-
racy of eye and precision of hand, and you will

gain a knowledge of perspective, of geometry,
and just those things which constitute the gram-
mar of art. And then, having obtained these
powers of expression, it will remain to be seen
what thoughts are in you, what ideas you have
to express. Let me just speak to you a few
words of nature. Nature is the great store-

house to which you will have to go. Nature is

everywhere, infinite, all around you, and your-
eye must be open to gather the materials : for

from nature you must get all that yon have to

put in your pictures. Let me refer to the experi-
ences of one or two well-known men. When I
have been in Rome it has been my privilege to be
acquainted with the late John Gibson

;
and I see

among your casts one of his well-known works,
a bas-relief of “ The Hours.” I spent one even-
ing at his house, and I need not tell you how
much interested I was in looking through a
series of volumes containing pencil jottings of
subjects picked up during a long life. It was-
his habit when walking from his studio to the
caf4, or when in the country, to mark accurately
whatever he saw. I have seen him stop as a
horse passed through the street, and he would
observe the points of the horse, how the rider
held his seat, and he would go home and make a
note of what he had seen,—not in words, for he
kept his journal in lines and forms. In the same
way, if he saw two children grouped, he would
stop, observe the lines, notice the figures, and
put down the group ; and so these volumes con-
tain the journal of a long life, aud subjects
too numerous for his hand ever to carry out.

Let me now beg your attention while I say a
few words upon the conduct of life and, perhaps,
even the relation of religion to art studies. Th©
student has need of quiet, of leisure, of medita-
tion. Late hours, dissipation, and indulgences
are absolutely destructive of the artist’s life.

I believe that such excesses not only lead to a
waste of time and the undermining of health,

but that some of the most corrupt periods in art

have been allied to social dissipation. I need,
for instance, only refer to the state of art before

the French revolution. Art then was as rotten

as the body politic. As to religion, it would,
perhaps, be presumption in me here to speak of
it. Of course, in the general view of art, all

divisions and sects go for little or nothing. I
would merely remark that almost all the greab
art epochs the world has known have derived
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their best inspiration from religion. I may also
Bay that there is a natural religion which will
give sanctity and high purpose to art, and that
the more you look at nature as Providence and
the workings of an all-present God, the better
will be your art developments, and the higher
and purer the beauty infused into your works.
And if I may apeak from my own limited
experience, I would say that such works as
Palsy’s “Natural Theology” and the “Bridge-
water Treatises ” will give to your art studies
an aspect and a direction which will make your
works all the better. I think you will then, in
the changing aspects of the seasons, in morning
and in evening, in the twilight, in sunrise and in
sunset, and in the various workings of Provi-
dence, which expresses itself in these the works
of nature, see that which yon may presume
humbly to imitate and interpret through art. I
see the papers of to-day tell us of the death of
the French metaphysician, Victor Cousin, whose
chief work was on “The True, the Beautiful,
and the Good.” It would scarcely fall within
onr province now to indulge in such specula-
tions, bat I may remark that the theory he
promulgated was that there was an indissoluble
oneness between beauty, truth, and goodness,
and that that is the highest work which shows
that triple union. It may not fall to the lot of
many of you to build a church or to paint
directly a sacred picture, but the more that you
can connect with the smallest humblest work a
sense of duty, the higher that work wilt become
in intention and expression, and it will then
become in some sort a service to God. Pursuing
art in this spirit, I think it will he delivered
of much of the corruption which you can-
not fail in observing throughout the'courseof
art history. It will lose the taint of evil in some
great degree, and will attain to greater purity
of expression. In conclusion, I would say that
if you desire to acquire what is good in art, you
must moke yourselves good. You must live the
beauty you would seek to portray. The character
of your works roust necessarily be in accordance
with the complexion and structure of your
minds

; and if yon sncceed in making those
minds honest and good, then your art as by
necessity will become praiseworthy and ad-
mirable.

ACCIDENTS.

Four men at Wolverhampton have been sent
to the South Staffordshire Hospital, suffering
from the effects of the giving way of some scaf-
folding at premises that are in course oferection at
the south end of Gladstone-terrace, on the North-
road

5
and the honse-surgeon fears that two of

them will not recover. The building was being
put up for Mr. Baker, of Dudley-street, by Mn
Ford, builder, of the North-road, and Mr. Owen,
carpenter, of Montrose-street, jointly. The
scaffolding came down in consequence of the
breaking of the pudlock, which was of pine, 5 in.
wide by 3i in. thick, and broke at about 2 in.
from the wall. Upon examination it was found
that it had fractured at a knot, which ran dia-
gonally through nearly the whole width of the
beam.^ The scaffolding was put up chiefly by
the injured workmen.
At Cirencester an accident has occurred at

extensive bacon-ciiring buildings, which are
being erected at Pit-acre, reducing a consider-
able portion of the structnre to a state of ruin.
The frost having penetrated the new material,
two of the arches in the cellar collapsed, and a
large wall above soon after gave way, doing
damage to the amount of 300Z. or 4001. The
supports of the arches were removed a short
time before the accident. Fortunately the men
had left work before the casualty occurred. Some
of the walls left standing are in a very shaky
and unsafe condition, and will probably have to
be polled down and re-built.

At Bristol a workman has fallen from a scaf-
folding while working at some houses in course
of erection in Pembioke-road. The fall was
10 ft., and the man fractured his thigh, and
received other injuries.

A shocking accident has occurred in one of
the tunnels on the deviation line of the Cam-
brian Railway, between Glandovey and Aber-
dovey. The tunnel is on the line to Aberdovey,
aid is about 700 yards in length. For some
time past men have been employed in carrying
out certain alterations, in accordance with the
directions of the Government inspector of rail-
ways. About the centre of the tunnel there is
a disused shaft, which bad been formed f* the

purpose of drawing up materials, and on the
completion of the tunnel, this shaft was filled
up and arched over. A short time since this
arch was observed to have given way about
15 inches, and orders were issued that the
arch should be taken down and a stronger one
erected. The men, ten in nnmber, had not been
at work for more than a quarter of an hour
when the props which had been supporting the
shaft gave way, and a mass of material, esti-
mated at about 100 tons, fell, burying the two
men and injuring several of the others.

LIVERPOOL INSTITUTION OF
ENGINEERS.

Tnis association, which was founded in October
last, has issued its rules, and is getting into
work. The objects of the Institution are the
reading of papers and the interchange of ideas
on engineering, and kindred scientific subjects.
The Institution will consist of members and
associates. Members must be mechanical, civil,
mining engineers, or shipbuilders. Associates
shall be such persons as are not eligible as
members, but who are engaged or interested in
scientific pursuits. Mr. Donald Pope is the
honorary secretary.

THE STABILITY OP DOMES.

Among the papers read at the Royal Society
in the course of the past year, were two that had
a direct bearing upon the science of architec-
ture. Mr. E. W. Tarn, M.A., was the author of
the papers alluded to, which treat of the strength
of various kinds of domical structares, built of
solid materials, as stone or brick.

In the first paper the hemispherical dome of
uniform thickness was discussed

; and in the
second paper the same principle of investigation
was extended to Gothic domes of different acute-
ness of “pitch”

j to the parabolic dome, the elliptic
dome, the ogival or Moorish dome, and the hemi-
spherical dome ot‘ varying thickness.
We propose to lay before our readers an out-

line of the method of investigation adopted by
the author, and of the results obtained.
A thin slice or rib is supposed to be enb out

of the dome by two planes, making a small
angle (say 2°) with each other at the axis of
the dome

;
this rib is then treated as an ordi-

nary arch, by the methods adopted by modern
writers on the subject. Take EP as one of the
joints of the domical rib, and let N represent
the horizontal thrust of one-half of the rib upon
the other half, and acting at the crown or
vertex

;
and call P the weight of the portion of

the rib included between EF and the vertex,
which weight acts at its centra of gravity!
Then the tendency of these two forces being to
produce rotation of the tipper part of the rib
abooc the inner edge E of the joint EF, the
“ moments ” of the forces P and N taken about
E will balance each other. Thus, if x is the
lever-arm about E of P (acting at the centre of
gravity), and y that of N, tho equation of
equilibrium is

—

N •

1/ = P • .r,

which gives

N = Pf
y

from which equation N is found when P, x, and
y have been calculated.

To find P and x, it is necessary to make use
of the ordinary formula? of the integral calculns
for finding solidities and centres of gravity,
according to the carve which forma the contour
of the dome. The value of v is at once obtained
by the geometry of the section. Having thus
found the algebraical expression for N for any
given joint EF, its arithmetical value for various
positions of the joint can be calculated, until we
find that at which N is greatest, or at which
the dome itself is weakest. (This laborious
process is necessary, as the ordinary rules for
finding a maximum will not apply to these
formulm.) The position of the weakest joint is
that which it is of the greatest importance to
discover, since the dome will, of course, have a
tendency to fail at that part

;
and by know-

ing its position, the architect will be’ able to
strengthen the dome and counteract its thrust
on the “ drum ” by means of an iron belt placed
around the structure at its weakest part.
The following Table exhibits the position of

the weakest joint in domes of various forms, and
also the horizontal thrust at that joint of a rib
forming the ISOth part of a dome 20 ft. diameter,
12 in. thick throughout, and weighing 1251b. to
the cubic foot :

—

Form of Dome. Position of TV eakest Thrust
Joint. at Uoakest

Joint.

1. Hemiaohern Makes angle with 02-01 Ih.

2. Gothic : the radius
drawn to the ver-
tex, inakiug with
the vertical an

springing line of 20®

Ditto ditto 17° S8'7 „

angle of 10°
3. Ditto ditto 22i®
4. Ditto ditto 30°
5. Parabolic : height At BoriuL’int' tine

trom springing
being equal to
half span

6. Elliptical ; axis- One-third of length 90-867 „major vertical;
major to minor
axis as 6 : 5

of semi-msjor axis
above springiugliue

7. Ogival : contonr
the “ curve of

One-sixteenth of tho
span above the

sines ” springing line

In the hemispherical dome, whose thickness of
springing is twice that of the vertex, the weakest
joint is found to be at a height of I-lltbs of the
external radius above the springing line; and
the thrust of a rib forming the 180th part of
such a dome, whose span is 20 ft. and thickness
at springing 12 in., is eqnal to 55-78 lb.

The height of tho pier or “drum” which
supports the dome being given, the thickness
requisite to resist the thrust has to be calcu-
lated. To do this the forces N and P are trans-
posed to the point E (by the principles of
mechanics), where they act in their original
directions, and have the values previously
calculated. We then ha%'6 four forces whose
tendency is to turn the pier over on ics
outer edge

;
namely, N and P, acting hori-

zontally and vertically (respectively) at E

;

F, the weight of the portion of the rib below
E F, acting vertically at its centre of gravity;
and p, the weight of the pier itself, also acting
vertically at its centre of gravity. The moments
of P, F, and Q about the bottom edge of the pier
will act in the opposite direction to that of N

j

since the moment of N about that point tends
to throw the pier over outwards, and those of
P, F, and Q to draw it inwards. In order to in-
sure stability in the structure, twice the moment
of N is equated to those of P, F, and Q ;

and the
equation thus obtained is of the third degree iu
respect of t, the thickness of the pier; a solu-
tion of which can be easily found by Ilorner’a
well-known process.

The following are the values of t obtained for
the several domes above mentioned, the height
of the pier being 50 ft. and its weight 150 lb.
per cubic foot :

—

Hemisphere, uniform thickness
throughout t= 2'45 ft.

Hemisphere,epriuging twice thick-
ness of crown t = l-9 ft.

Gothic, pitch 22i“ t=2'259 ft.

Parabolic t= 2-24-l ft.

Elliptic t= 2-44 ft.

Ogival t= 2 ft.

No allowance is here made for the domes
being strengthened by a belt at the weakest
part.

Althongh it was necessary to use the integral
calculus in finding the formulm from which
these resnlts were obtained, yet in their prac-
tical application the only mathematical know-
ledge required is a little algebra and trigono-
metry, with which any person may calculate the
strength and stability of a dome of given dimen-
sions, whose contour and proportions ar'ree with
any of those named above.

INFANT-SCHOOL, PARISH OP ST. MART
BATTERSEA, WANDSWORTH COMMON.

’

This school has recently been completed, and
consists of a room 38 ft. by 19 ft., with a class-
room attached, 12 ft. by 10 ft. It is built of
stocks, banded with red brick, the beads of the
windows being fiUed in with herring-bone work.
The roof is covered with tiles, and surmounted
fay a hexagonal bell-turret. The greater part of
the expense of the building has been borne by
Mr. P. Cazenove, of Clapbam Common. Mr.
Ferrey was the architect; and Mr. Jarretr, of
Croydon, the contractor.
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THE SAFITAKT CONDITION OP
SODTHAIIPTON.

The sanitary coramittee have prepared a long
report for presentation to the local Board of
Health at their next meeting. In it the reporters
say,

—

‘‘The committee have to report that the last death from
cholera within this borough occurred on the 11th day of
October last; the first death having taken place on the
16th day of June preceding. The cholera visitation, there-
fore, lingered in Southampton over a period of four
montbs, and from which cause 100 deaths occurred oat of
320 cases. In its early stages nearly two out of every
three persona attacked died; but during its progress, and
particularly towards its close, a much smaller proportion
of cases proved fatal."
“ The committee regard these results as being of the

most Rutisl'actory character
;
and, however painful it may

he to lose as many as 100 of the inhabitants by cholera,
there is every reason to believe that, under Providence,
the means placed by the local Board of Health at the dis-
poaal of the committee, and the energy with which they
were applied, tended in a marked degree to limit the
spread ot this epidemic—if truly to he so called—and to
oondne the visitation to a limited portion of the town."
‘‘The committee call attention to the fact that the

visitation in question, viewed as au epidemic, has mani-
fested itself in the slightest possible degree. It has not
traversed the town, and has not visited the neighbour-
hood; it has been most severe on one side of the river
Itchen, it has not attacked the other; and although the
west bank of the river is thickly populated, the east bank,
that receives the prevailing winds that pass over South-
tmptou was not affected

;
whilst portions of Portswood

: and St. D.-nys, lying on each side of the higher part of
the river, and very unfavourably situated, have likewise

• escaped, Part of Portswood is almost a continuation of
, hi unham, which latter place BnlTercd considerably, but
. cholera Lis not extended beyond it. The parts of the
1 borough of Southampton, exclusive of Portswood, which
1 have suffered, are ihe lower portions of the town, such as
I are almost exclusively occupied by the industrious and
]

poorer classes of the community; whilst the upper and
I middle parts of the town, with the exception of one very
« defective habitation, and all the better classes, as they are
I

generally distinctly called, have escaped.”

TO TEST BLUE LIAS LIME.

In reply to your correspondent "L. E.,” I beg
;i to inform him that a direct and easy method of

testing blue lias lime is the following Calcine
I two or three cubic inches of the stone into a
: crucible

j pound the calcined lime, make it into

a a stiff paste with water, and form it into a ball,

r which immerse in a glass of water. If it is

b hydraulic it will set under water, so as to resist the

p
pressure of the finger, in a time varying from

t twenty-five hours to a fortnight or three weeks,
a according to the nature of its composition, and
i if its quality is good, in a month it will be as
h hard as weak limestone. S. M.

HIGH-PRESSURE BOILER EXPLOSIONS.*

In reply to the inquiry of “ Beta ” as to the
I best mode of preventing explosions in boilers
c under pYesanre of a column operated in con-
D nexion with kitchen-ranges and hot-water sup-

I
plies to baths, and for domestic purposes, I beg

t to submit the following efficient and inexpensive

j plan, which I have applied with unfailing suc-
c cess for the last few years.

The disastrous and fatal boiler explosions
which have occurred during the late severe

« winters led to its application and adoption.
The danger arises in consequence of the flow

a and return pipes connected to the boiler
b becoming frozen solid, thereby preventing the
e expansion of water, which increases according
k to the temperature imparted by the fire around
t the boiler, and unless relieved, will certainly
b burst the boiler or pipes at the weakest place.

To prevent this, I attach to the flow-pipe, as
n near the boiler as possible, or even to the boiler
i! itself, at any part of same most convenient,
a a wrought-iron tube, half an inch or 3-8ths in.

i diameter, bent JJ shaped, like a siphon, which
b being made as many iuehes in length from top
b to bottom as the height of hot-water cistern or
ii feed-cistern to same (if the hot-water cistern is

ft fed and worked under a column of water) is in
ft feet from bottom of boiler to the top of feed-
c: cistern, allowing three or four inches to spare.

This bent tube being half filled with mercury,
>twill balance the column of water under pressure
fifrom the hot cistern and supply to same. A
C( column of one inch of mercury will balance a
cicolumn of one foot of water.

If any undue pressure arises in the interior of
tithe boiler in consequence of the flow and return-

p pipes being sealed by reason of frost or deposit
olof lime from very hard water, the mercury is

* See also p. S3, ante.

quietly displaced, until a vent is given and
boiler relieved. If one end of the bent tube
have a cast-iron cup (sufficiently large to contain
the whole of the mercury), and a small bend to
conduct the same into the cup, will prevent loss

of mercury whenever blown out, and by un-
screwing the small bend, the mercury will pass
into the syphon tube for future use.

This plan is perfectly self-acting, and can
never fail, there being no “ sticking ” of valves,

which never work when required, nor leaking of
fusible plugs, which I have tried without
success. The mercury cannot set fast or become
frozen at any temperature we experience iu this

climate.

This plan is equally applicable to hot-water
heating apparatus for churches and other build-

ings, where frequently, owing to the fire not
being lighted during the week in frosty weather,
the pipes or the boiler itself become frozen, and
explosions occur, which have proved fatal iu

several instances.

"Wii. Thos. Crump, Engineer.

SiE,—Tour correspondent “Beta" need bo under no
apprehension of danger with a properlj-coiistructed high-
pressure boiler, if ho will take care to have the following
arrangements carried out:

—

The cold-water, or pressure-pipe, should take its supply
from a cistern in the roof, and not direct from Iho street
main, as in the latter case the pressure is often irregular,
and generally greater than is necessary for forcing water
up to the first floor only.
An expansion pipe should he carried from the boiler np

to a height of a few inches above the cistern, and bent
over into it; the hot-water service can be continued up-
wards for this purpose if sufficiently large. This is, in
fact, a safety-valve, and will allow the escape of steam or
water when the pressure is too great. Care should be
taken to have the cold-water pressure on only at such
times as the water is likely to be required in the chamber
or bath-room

;
at other limes the boiler should be used as

an ordinary kitchen boiler, and supplied by a small feed-
cistern, with high-pressure ball-lap, and screw-valve for
shutting oil' the connexion with the boiler when required.
By means of this simple arrangement the cold water can

be used at pressure, or turned off and made to supply the
boiler for domestic purposes iu the usual manner, aud
there can be but little dauger of the pipes rising from the
boiler being frozen. 13. A.

BOULEVARD.

As a good answer may always be given to a
stupid question, you may perhaps not object to

answer this query:—What is the real meaning
of the term “ boulevard,” as applied to a street ?

I am under the impression tliat it means a con-
tinuous street merely : in this sense the Maryle-
bone- and City-roads are “ boulevards.” The
general impression is, that it means a wide road,
with trees in it, as this description applies to the
old boulevards so well known in Paris. Rotten-
row is now very generally called a boulevard

—

why, I do not know; and the late Sir Joseph
Paxton BO designated the great glass arcade that
he projected for the metropolis.

An enterprising friend of mine is about build-

ing some tenth-rate bouses, in a tenth-rate
street near Islington, and means to call the said
project a ” boulevard.” I should like to have
your opinion as to whether this is a correct
designation for so magnificent an undertaking.

Ignoramus.
*#* Boulevard or boxtlcvart means literally, in

French military language, a bulwark or rampart.
The walk formed on the site of abandoned forti-

fications came to be so termed.

THREE THOUSAND POUND CHURCHES.
Foe the information of your correspondent, I beg to

state that the contract for St. John's Church, Union-
road, Battersea (as advertised at the time in yuur
columns), was 2,S5<’J,, accommodating 736 persons, in-
cluding a western children's gallery and space for a large
organ: a few hundred pounds were afterwards spent in
extra foundations, &c., Ac.
This church was built to the approval of the Incor-

porated Society for Building Churches. And I beg to
suggest that the fairest way of giving the information re-
quired would bo to give a list of the churches and the
names of the architects who have built them at the above :

coat.

It is in the details of conslructiou that the economy is

achieved, and a sketch of building would not and should
not be all-sufficient for the purposes of your corre-
spondent.

If committees require to bo reassured, such a list of
churches as you might give would be the best assurauce
they could have, and these who have solved the problem
might reap the benefit.

Ho small sacrifice is often made by an architect in bend-
ing his mind to the design of cheap churches

;
although,

by the study of outline aud effective massing of the parts
of a plain building, he is as often rewarded by the increase
of his knowledge of proportion and the uses of light and
shade, and so receives some compensation for the absence
of those beauties of detail which especially charm his
heart. A Sudscuujee of Skvexteen Yeabs.

THE POSITION OF TOWN SURVEYORS.
A SURVEYOR to a town is generally a stranger

who comes from some distance, and is, at the
taking np of hia appointment, put to some ex-
pense and inconvenience

j
but in good faith he

moves his family aud goods to a new home.
He has one thought, which gives him confidence
and supports him in all bis doubts and in all

his embarrassments,— one thought which no
other can equal

;
and if once lost, no other in

the whole range of his mind could supply its

place. It is not the fair records of his past
career which helped him to success, though
they are consolation

;
but it is the character he

carries in his heart, which he knows will never
deceive him as long as be never deceives himself.
The inward consciousness of right exercising
itself is the standard under which he fights the
battle of his livelihood.

But, sir, why must a town surveyor be a
target for a party to shoot at, which, in. too
many instances, he is ? He ought to hold his
office quite independent of and invulnerable to
local feuds, and he wishes to do so. His desire
is to do his work, and not to interfere with any.
body’s bickerings and petty jealousies

;
and, on

(he other band, these party broils ought not to
jeopardise the position of a town surveyor, who
really has nothing to do with them. A sur-
veyor ought not to care who are the members
of the board he serves; but he is actually
made to dread a change, because Ur. Some-
body is coming in who intends to upset every-
thing that was sanctioned by Mr. Somebody
else who is going out, and all done, of course,
for the good of the town. Well, then, Mr. Some-
body else who comes in aims his blows at the
surveyor, because the surveyor was elected to
office by Mr. Somebody who has just gone out.
If the surveyor cannot stand all this of course he
can resign, pack up his things again and be off
to where be came from. And then Mr. Some-
body else who has just come in will have the
pleasure of voting his own man to the office of
town surveyor, who will be a very clever and
honest surveyor indeed, until another Mr. Some-
body shall arise and repeat the ruthless game.

I have laid this matter open to you
because facts which are grievances must be
uncovered iu order to be cured. And, I be-
lieve, the evil I complain of is national and
requires to be dealt with by the Legislature.
For it not only affects the position of surveyors
of towns, but it afi'ects the inhabitants as well.
It must be detrimental to a town to disaffect or
remove its surveyor. If he is disaffected, can
you expect him to feel all that interest in the
welfare of the place which he would like atwi
ought to do ? And if you discharge him, will

another at once fill the office as efficiently ? Will
it not take some time to become familiar with
the new situation ? aud will the newly-appointed
man not alter many things the other did, and
involve fresh expenditure ? It always is so.

It also destroys confidence, and civil engineers
will despise such appointments, rather than
compete for them ; though they ought to be posts
of houour as well as of emolument.
Perhaps some of your readers will communi-

cate their views upon the subject, and suggest
some Legislative measure for revising the pre-
carious tenure upon which town surveyors hold
their office. A Town Survey'oe.

HEIGHT OF FURNACE CHIMNEYS.
In buildinc furnace chimne]/s, can any of your corre-

spondents inform us as to what are the considerations, or
data, br which to properly determine the height they
should be carried ? "NV. Jl.

MASTERS AND APPRENTICES.
At the Petty Sessions held on the 23ih inst., at Sun-

bury, J. J. Jordan, of Union-square, Islington, appeared
to answer a summons taken out by his master, Mr. B. W.
Maughan, grainer, of Goawell-road, ‘‘for that he, being
an apprentice, did, on the 21st and 23rd of January, 1867,
iiegieut and leave his work at Teddington." The plaintiff
said, on the 21st of January I sent niy apprentice to Ted-
dington, to proceed with the graiiiiag at Mr. Colman's
houses. He left for that purpose, but went to Kingston
upon pleasure. On the 22nd his went to work, and on the
23rd I wont, iu company with Mr. C. Powell, my foreman,
to Teddington, and I'ound my apprentice absent from hie
duty. He did not arrive tillfi'Sit, two hoars and a quarter
behind time. Mr. Taylor, painter, proved that the de-
fendant went to Kingston on the 2ist on pleasure. The
foreman corroborated Mr. Maughan’s statement, and
proved that there was nothing whatever to prevent the
work being proceeded with on the 2lBt. That the Tues-
day, whep Jordau did work, was colder weather; and
further said, that in the ordinary course of his duties he
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failed the work on the previona Saturday, and found the
defendant idling away his time.
The defendant in reply to the charge of going to King-

Bton, said he had the face-ache, and that it was too cold to
work

; and on the Wednesday he intended to commence
his day a work at 9-30.

The Bench informed the defendant that he was liable to
a month 8 unpnaonment : that it was clearly proved that
he had worked on Tuesday, a day equally cold with thiMonday

;
and that it was quite impossible to allow him to

commence his day's work at any time he pleased, contrary
to his master's orders. That it was not sufficient for him to

^ “t his work, but that he must work hard and properly,He wua fined one week's wages, ISs., and Os. 6d. costs,
ihe Bench further remarked, that if summoned again he
would receive a month's imprisonment.

POTASSIUM AND LEAD PIPES.

A QUERY,

interesting and valuable scientific
journal, of September, 1863, is the following paragraph

—

Dr. Schwartz, a chemist, of Breslau, has made a dis-
coyery that cannot be too highly esteemed in a nsnilary
point which is, that by passing a hot solution of
the sulphide of potassium through leaden pipes, the in-tenor taco is transmuted from the metallic state to that of

menBon ” minutes, at a coat too insignificant to

nn amount ofthe public as that through which your journal finds itsway, must doubtless have been tested by this time and its
value pretty weU ascertained : may I, therefore, be per-muted to inquire, through its columns, whether any of itsreaders has lonnd this simple process to answer, especially

the kingdom as, for instance, in Scotian/,
’ naturally very free Irom solid

Mr. Marsh Nelson g_ave detailed evidence, illustrated
by reference to plans presented to the jury, as to the
nature, extent, and causes of the damages to the pre-
mises. The subsidence of the floors, the cracking of the
walls, the injury to the doors and windows, and generally
the structural damage, which he estimated could not be
made good, sound, and substantial, fit for habitable and
business purposes, under 3181.

;
and in the mean time,

while the waU was being rebuilt and repairs made, which
would take about six months, the value of the house would
be diminished. Light and air were so much obstructed
as to materially diminish the value of the house. As the
houses originally stood, they were worth 3001. a year;
and if the plans tad been carried out fur building at the
back, they would have been worth 601. a year more. In-
deed thej; would have very much ,increased the value of
the premises, but they were uow precluded from building
by the fact that the railway works came close up, aud
shot them in. He estimated the capitalised loss from
light and air at 6761., in addition to the cost of repairs,
Mr. Nelson was subjected to a long and minute crosa-

examioatioD by Mr. Shiel, and re-examined by Mr.
Chambers, his evidence in chief remaining unshaken, or
rather materially strengthened by the new points brought
out.

where the waters i

stituents ?

^•8-—It '"ould be desirable that it shouW be 7tft?ed,whether the pipes tried were quite n
been some time in use.

r that they had

COMPENSATION CASE.

Ax the Surrey Sesaions-houee the case of Price r The
Bouth-Eastern Hailway was tried before Mr. Under SheriffAbbott and a special jury of seven members.
ior the claimant there appeared Mr. Montague^ambers, Q.C. and M.P., Mr. T. Hughes, M.P., andMr J. O, GrilBts. For the company, Mr. Lloyd and Mr.

In opening the case Mr. Chambers said that the house was
the ‘ Welhugton Arras," in the Waterloo-road, in respect
ol which this claim was made. Mr. Price was now and had
been for many years a licensed victualler, carrying <

very excellent trade in the house, which was held upon two
leases that had still eighteen years to run, at a rental of
1201 10a. a year. When the Charing-Cross station
London Bricge Junction were commenced, tlie course
pursued by the company was almost incredible. There
were three dwelling-houses on the right-hand side of
John-street. They bought the two intermediate houses
adjoining the house of the claimant, pulled them down— ly left a bit of wall standing. The eflPeot was to

formerly an internal wall belonging to the
make what
plaintilf at

rain, which it
, ,

8 never intended to stand. The company
pulled down the internal walls of the two intermediate
houses, and did the work in such a clumsy manner that
they left bits of lime and pieces of paper oo the plaiutifl''B
internal wall, which was left exposed to the elementsand the weather. The result was that cracks soonmade theu appearance m the wall, which showed thatwhat surveyors cell structural damage had taken place
The company dug up at the foot of the end or internal
wall a deep pit below the old foundation, put a lot of cou-
crete in it, and then built their back pier over a portion of
the looting of the dividing-wall. It was obvious that the
greater the weight put upon the footing the farther down itmust go, and the consequence was that the cracks imme-
diatelv appeared. If meddled with at all, the wall shouldhave been underpinued, or, as be would call it. self-sup-
ported by concrete, just as the company supported theirown wall. There was no other proper course to adopt.The result wm structural damages to the wall. Some time
atterwards the company set workmen to fill up the vaciut
space between their wall and the wall of the " Wellington
Arms, and they did so with dirt and muck of a similar
character, which converted a dry cel'ar and kitchen into
unusable places, where water continually oozes The very
carelessness and clumsiness with which the work had been
done would of itself haye given a claim for damagesAnother ground for claiming damages was that, after a
certain time there was a right to light and air. The headsunder which damages were claimed were.— first, striic-
tural damage, whereby water was admitted

;
second, the

necessity for rebuUding tbe wall, which had been im-
properly exposed to the elements, and got cracked and
daugerouB; and, third, the deprivation continuously of
the light and air which the premises formerly possessed.The South-Eastern Company had since, in fact, become
the landlords of the whole premises, having paid Mr
Littlejohn, Mr Price's original landlord, 7,00i.>/. for his
interest; and they bad, therefore, a right to insist uponMr. Price keeping the premises in good and substantial
repair, while by their own act they injured the whole
building rendered the basement useless, and. by shutting
in the house, made the bed-rooms unleltable, while the
walls m every direction were cracked. Mr. Price batl to
pay 120i. a yew- rent

;
at that price it was a profitable in-

vestment, so long as not interfered with; but, when thecompany came and knocked down his very valuable busi-
ness by buying the two houses next to him, pulling them
down, and then snapping their fingers at him, it was time
to seek for redress. That redress had been sought ever
since April, 1863, but the company had persistently de-cimed to give any compensation.

Littlejohn was called, and examined by
M.r. Griflita. He deposed that he was formerly in bnsi^
ness as a builder at Lambeth, and took the land in ques-Uon for building six houses upon originally. They were
built under the superintendence of Mr. Field, the gVonud-
landlord, very substantially. This witness corroborated

°ot"’ithstaDding cross-

Mr. \Villiam Lovejoy, examined by Mr. Hughes.—Was
an auctioneer and valuer. Got experience in valuing
public-house property. In consequence of the railway-
bridges being built and the blocking the house up, Mr.
Price had been damaged to the extent of 5001. The house
would sell for that much less than before. The other
damage was loss of trade to the amount of lOOL a year,
and the loss of beds. To capitalise that at five years'
purchase would make the loss 1,0001.
Other witnesses were examined for the plaintiff.
Mr. Lloyd then addressed the jury at some length for

the defendants. The true theory, ho said, was that the
cause of damage was iu the internal alteration and con-
struction of the house and the weakness of the walls. If
any portion of damsge was due to the construction of the
railway they were bound to pay it, but he would call evi-
dence to show that it could be done at very small expense.
No doubt the house was worse off as to light and air. But
what was air? No one feels the air. He contended that
there was no damp or cracks caused by the railway

; for
was It not strange that Mr. Price should let cracks remain
and deteriorate the structure of his house, when by a very
slight expense it could have been prevented ? It was
gross negligence on his part to permit the continuance of
the damp and cracks. It was his own fault and neglect,
and the amount of damage caused by the railway would
be very small indeed. It was atrocious and monstrous to
make such a claim as that of Mr. Lovejoy. As a matter
of law Mr. Price could not claim any compensation for
loss of trade profits by reason of the use of the railway
Mr. Lovejoy would not say what was the amount of
damage by loss of light and air; but any neighbour had a
right to build and block in unless prescriptive right, ob-
tained by twenty years' possession, prevented it. Neither
vibration nor noise was a ground for compensation by use
of the railway itself. As to "blocking up," which Mr.
Lovejoy called SOHi. loss, no such claim could be main-
tained against the company.
Mr. Kobert Hitchie, surveyor, said he was in great

practice, and accustomed to appear for railway companies
and also for claimants (thinks morefor railway companies
than claimants). Had examined those premises, and
knew what were called structural damages. The south
side had not subsided at aU. He saw no fracture, nor
was any pointed out to him. It was impossible to say
what was the cause of cracks in such a buildi " '

which two houses had been converted into

built as a single house. Tbe cracks
they do not go through the waU. There was uv ncucsaiiy
to take down the wall

; 2nL would be sufficient to stop up
ell cmeks and fulfil Mr. Price's covenants to keep in good
repair; and perhaps 30L more, over all SOL, would be
BuUicient to make good the foundation, by stopping the
percolation of the water into the cellar and kitchen

°

Mr. Charles Stephenson (of the firm of Hunt & Bte-
phenson, Government surveyors), Mr. Edward Norton
Llifton, architect and surveyor, aud Mr. Frederick Mar-
rabies, architect, were successively called for the defence
and gave evidence which substantially agreed with that of
Mr. Kitchie.
Mr. Lloyd, in addressing the jury, offered to put the

foundation of the well in good repair, at the cost of the
company, and to agree to any compensation for the injury
which hud been caused by their works to the basement.
Ho also admitted that the damage from deprivation of
light and.air might be taken at 20L a-year, and capitalised
at ten years and a half purchase. If the plainliJI* put the

ri^ght^^
lie would stand upon his strict legal

Chambers, in a lengthened reply, summed up all
the tacts which had been proved by the witnesses for the
plaintill, and contrasted these facts with the utter break-
down ol the suggested rather than stated theories of the
witnesses for the defence; but, in conclusion, rather than
raise any future legal question involving possible future

he withdrew any claim for either increased

terminates in a bay window, whiob ligiits the
sessions-rooms : on the eastern side is a flat
window lighting the pablic room

; and on the
west a similar window to the magistrate’s re-
tiring-room and snperintendent’s office. The line
across the letter H represents a two-storied part
of the building which is on the floor, divided into
a sitting-room on one side for the superintendent,
and on the other for a constable. Between these
rooms runs a corridor with fire-place, and from
it access is gained to two cells for prisoners. On
the line with the sitting-room are duplicate
kitchens and out-houses for the superintendent
and constable : above the sitting-rooms are twe
bed-rooms. The gronnd extends all round the
building, the front and sides being laid out orna-
mentally. The sessions-room is 7 yards long by
6 yards wide. The cells are well-ventilated and
warmed from the corridor. The contractors were
Messrs. Richardson, Treson, & Tyers, of Yaxley j
and Mr. Hutchinson was the architect. The
builders’ contract was for 1,16-il.

Bury .—The entire renovation of the Athe-
nmam Lecture-hall is now nearly complete. The
designs of the ceiling and cornices have been
restored, and the wails coloured in the original
tints. The dais under the windows and in front
of the principal entrance has been removed, the
orchestra taken away, and that end of the room
made good, while at the same end two doors in
keeping with tbe rest of the hall open into a lobby
giving access to the street, and to two artists'
rooms, the whole forming a suite, which by
throwing back the folding doors will form a com-
modious and conveniently sitnated supper-room.
The chandelier, purchased second-hand at a cost
of 2001. many years ago, will be removed, and
the AtheDcDum-hall will be lighted by seven glass
gaseliers originally made for the room, the
larger ocenpying the centre, with three on each
side. The architects employed were Messrs.
Bacon & Bell; and the contractors, Mr. Frewer
and Mr. Jackaman.

Wedneslury .—The Local Board of Health now
occupy their new offices. These public buildings
are situated in Holyhead-road, opposite the
Post-office and Rassell-street, a very prominent
and convenient position. The style of architec-
ture adopted is Italian. The flat surfaces of the
elevatious are executed with best front stock
bricks. The base is of Codsall stone, ashlar
drafted, and pitched in square blocks, and
finished on the top with a mould of Attlebury

sBch a buildiny as this,
!
stone, in which material the principal portion of

Oliver e
;

the stonework is executed. At each angle of
soperficial; .

the front are stone quoins, rubbed on the faoo
necessity

: and chamfered iu tbe joints. These project from
brick work to form pilasters,,

running from the base to the whole height of
the elevation, and are supplied with bases and
caps. The doorway, in the centre of the far.ade,
forms the principal entrance, on each side of
which is a brace of columns of the Roman Dorio
order. Above the doorway is a central window,
with a pilaster on each side. The basement
consists of cellars. The ground-floor contains
vestibule, entrance-hall, offices for surveyor,
assistant surveyor, clerk, clerks’ assistants
nuisance inspector, and collector. There are
also a side entrance-hall, water-closet, and lava-
tory, and principal staircase. The entrance-
hall is laid with bine and white Bedford squares
and the staircase is constructed of York atone[
and has a mahogany band-rail and ornamental
cast-iron banisters. The first floor contains a
landing, waiting-room, stores, committee-room
and the board-room, which is 36 ft. by 24 ft

he would be content with a lump sum for'tlie whole
damage.
The Under-Sheriff having briefly summed up,
The J ury retired, and, alter an absence ol' about twentv

minutes, returned into court, when they gave a unam’-
mous Verdict for the plaintiff—Damages, 75i]l,

gM or loss by non-letting of the beds, and said i

^ *“• i*! S'l'ea, and 15 ft. in height. The fencing
1 be content w.ih » i,.-nr- r.-. .i- 'forming the boundary to the Holyhead-road

consists of a dwarf wall, coped with Derbyshire
stone, and ornamented with cast-iron palisades
of ornamental design, with spaces between for
three pairs of gates. The architects were Messrs.
Loxton Brothers, of Wednesbury

;
Mr. J. Wilkes

of Birmingham, was the contractor. The cost
was l,7tl0J.

Chester .—The Custom House in Watergate-
street is about to be razed to the gronnd. A new
erection will be raised adjoining Trinity Church,

PROVINCIAL.

Norman Cross.—The new Police-station and
, „„ oejommg irimtv unuroB,

sta„k°a™Who" thf 1

““O construction, the plans of Messrs.stands flush with the turnpike road near the
Norman Cross Inn, and adjoining the field where
once stood Norman Cross barracks. No money
has been expended on ornamental purposes. It
is^ a plain edifice of the grey bricks made at
V'hittleaea, and stone dressings for the principal
windows : of the ground plan an idea may be
formed from the letter H. with the stroke in the
lower portion. The building stands north and
south, the latter or front aspect, which is of one

Kelly & Edwards, architects, of this city, being
approved of; and Mr. Hughes, contractor. Aid-
ford, being appointed the builder.
Bawlish .—There was a very severe storm at

Dawiisb, Devonshire, lately, and the sea carried
away about sixty yards of the Terrace-walk,
near Kennaway tunnel, with the piles which
protected it.

Peiizam.ee.— The borough surveyor, says the
Cornish Telegraph, has just completed plans, and.u c \

^ rA,
uttB juoL uuuiuieieu plans, ana

Story, having three forks. The centre fork
^
accounts of the expense, of recent improvements.
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with the view of submitting the same to the
Secretary of State, whose approval must be had
prior to permission to borrow the money on the
security of the district rates. The Alexandra-
road, now open for eighteen months, has cost

2,539i. 178. 7d., viz., in works, l,294i. Gs. 5d. ; in

land, the very heavy price of 1,187J. 178. lid.
j

in memorial drinking-fountain and pedestal,

571. 13s. 3d. Alverton-lane was from 18 ft. to

21 ft. wide, it has now been made a uniform
width of 30 ft., with a terrace 10 ft. wide, and a
sharp hill has been very much eased ;

this cost,

in works, 96Z. Ga. 5d.; in land, 2G4I. ISs. lld.=
3G1Z. 2s. 4d. Parade Passage, from 4 ft. to 5 ft.

wide, is to be made 10 ft. in the clear, for a
length of 115 ft., at a cost of 65Z. The eastern

Esplanade is to be lengthened 100 yards, and the
carriage-road widened. This is 23^^ ft. above
the West Cornwall Railway, and overlooks the
whole bay. A wall 26i ft. high, 4ft. thick, and
165 ft. long, must be built, and 300 ft. of curb
laid down. This will cost about 6501. 2,000Z.

have already been borrowed : 1,600Z. more are
needed, and have been lent, subject to the Secre-
tary of State’s sanction.

Shrewsbimj.—The foundation-stone of the new
Market-hall has been laid by the mayor, in

presence of the corporation and others. The
architect is Mr. R. Griffiths, of Stafford, and
the contractor Mr. A. Barlow, of Stoke.

Bradford.—The chief stone of the new building
for the Institution for the Blind has been laid.

The site of the intended building is in a new
street, to be called Cambridge-street, near Christ
Church, and between North-parade and Manor-
row. The edifice, the style of which will be
Gothic, will bo erected from the designs of

Messrs. Knowles & Wilcock. The plot of land on
which it is to be erected has a frontage of 60 ft.

to North-parade, and of 160 ft. to the new street,

which will terminate at the corner of the new
Club-house, iu Manor-row. The buildings will

' consist of largo work-rooms for the blind, with a
I shop and offices for the sale of the goods made at
1 the institution, besides other accommodation for

the purposes of the charity. Attached to the
building will be two shops and premises in

North-parade, which will be let for the purpose
' of securing a return of rent. The works have
been let to the following tradesmen :—Masons’
contract, Messrs. J. Burnley & Son

j
joiners’,

Messrs. Garforth & Walmsley; pinmbers’, Mr.
John Schofield; plasterers’, Mr. Thos. Cordingley

;

slaters’, Messrs. Hill & Nelson; painters’, Mr.
John Lupton. The total cost will be about

I 6,0U0Z.

STAINED GLASS.

Bonian Caiholic Church, Dudley .—Four memo-
rial windows have been placed by subscription
in this church, two being to the memory of the
Hon. and Rev. G. Spencer, one to the memory of
the Rev. Thos. A. Moore, and one to the memory

I of the Rev. James O’Sullivan. The windows are
in the aisle, and consist of one lancet light each,

; and have been designed, drawn, and coloured in
: accordance with the period of the architecture,

—

I the thirteenth century. The objects chosen for

i illustration are full-length figures of the patron
{ eaints of those memorialised, viz., St. George,
I St. James the Greater, St. Ignatius the Martyr,
f and St. Thomas; and inscriptions appear at the
I base of the lights, pointing out to whose memory
{ the windows are erected. The figures are on a
\ white grisaille ground, and the work has been
< executed by Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Sir-
I xningham.

I DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Hudder^eld .—The large new chapel for the
1 New Connexion Methodists, situated in the
1 Eigh-atreet, is now rapidly approaching comple-
t tion

;
and although not quite finished, has been

c opened for divine service. It has been designed
i in the Decorated style of the fourteenth cen-

t tnry, by Mr. William Hill, of Leeds, archi-

t tect, who was selected in a limited com-

I petition of architectural designs, publicly ex-

i hibited previously to selection. It was at first

t thought that 6,000Z. would be sufficient to cover
t the cost of the new structure. The Building
( Committee, however, by accepting the design
T which approved itself to their judgment, mate-
r rially augmented their liabilities, making the
e estimated cost of the edifice, with the organ

{
(which will be opened about April next), nearly

1 10,000Z. The general design of the exterior of,

the building—the architectural and artistic de-

tails of the facade—the high-pitched timber roof,

together with the genernl finish of its several

parts, have rendered the building an object of in-

terest during its erection. The new building

occupies the site of the New Connexion Metho-
dist Chapel built in the year 1814, and stands
clear of others—the four elevations being built

of pitched-faced wall-stones in courses
;
this

stone being from the Longwood-edge quarries.

The ashlar and other hewing-stuff are from the

contractor’s quarries at Crosland-hill. The
ground plan is a parallelogram, 96 ft. by 60 ft.,

with transepts, vestries, and staircases project-

ing from each side, and at the north end, making
a total width of 88 ft., outside measurement,
and total length 96 ft. The principal and most
picturesque /a^ode faces the south. The ground
or floor-line is set up, or raised, 3 ft. 6 in. in the

centre of the front from the causeway. Two
towers flank the main or south front, and rise to

a height of 84 ft. from the plinth. Above the

roof, the towers are octagonal on plan, each
side being ornamented with an elongated open-
ing with panelled base and trefoil head.

The whole of the woodwork is stained and var-

nished throughout the building. Seats are pro-

vided for upwards of 1,3U0 persons, allowing

20 in. for each. The gallery is lighted by six

brass polished coronas, containing each twenty-

four lights, suspended from the roof. A number
of starlights light the ground floor. These and
other gas-fittings have been furnished, under the

direction of the architect, by Messrs. Hart &
Son, of London. The total cost of the build-

ing will be about 9,5001. The contractors

for the works were Messrs. Graham & Sons,
|

for masons’ work; Robert Whiteley, for joiners’,

carpenters’, and smiths’ work
;
H. Garten, for

plumbers’ work
;
John Brook, for painters’ work

;

and D. Tunnacliffo, for plasterers’ work. Mr.
William Smith has acted as clerk of works,

j

The stone carving has been executed by Mr. S. I

Ruddock. The chapel has been warmed by
|

Messrs. Haden & Son’s hot-air apparatus. On I

each side of the organ gallery is a memorial
window. The one on the right is in memory of

Mr. Joseph Robinson, erected for Mrs. Robinson
and her son. It was supplied by Mr. Bai-uett, of

Newcastle. The subject is a full-length figure of

Christ, with the text “ Feed my lambs.” That

'

on the left side has been erected by the teachers

and scholars of the Sunday school, in commemo-
ration of the Sunday-school jubilee, held in 1866.

The subject also is Christ, and the text is,

“ Suffer little children to come unto me.”

§00lis lUtcibtlj.

The Channel Railway connecting England and
France. By James Chalmers. Second edition.

London: Spon, Bucklersbury. 1867.

In this second edition of Mr. Chalmers’s scheme
for a tubular railway at the bottom of the
British Channel, the author states that his

scheme will be illustrated by drawings covering
120 ft. of space in the Paris Exhibition this

year ; and in a letter to railway shareholders in

England and France in the Appendix, he says,— ;

“A model of the Channel Railway, which would not
cost over 6,000Z., could, with the consent of the
French Government, be placed in the Lake of
the Bois de Boulogne. Such model, if decided
on by the beginning of March, could be ready
by the middle of April, when it could be sub-

merged, and connected from shore to shore in

three days; and, if only one in ten of the mil-

lions that will visit Paris next summer would
pass through it at half a franc each, it would not
only pay for its construction, but leave a profit

of 100 per cent. As a Railway Congress in

Paris during the ensuing summer could discuss

this and other interesting questions with much
advantage, I respectfully commend the subject

to the attention of railway shareholders.”

Society ok Engineers.—At the meeting of
the Society of Engineers held on Monday, the
4th instant, Mr. W. H. Le Feuvre, president, in

the chair, a number of gentlemen were balloted
and duly elected members and associates. A
paper on Safety-valves, by Mr. Thomas Balwln,
was read and discussed.

St. Audoen’s Church, Coun-market, Dublin.
The paper on this old building, read by Mr.
Thomas Drew, at a meeting of the Institute of
Architects of Ireland, and to which we referred

at the time, has been printed, and includes a
plan. Pains have been taken to make the writing
to the latter as illegible as conld be desired by
the warmest admirers of the fashion.

Roman Resiains in Bath.—The Bath city

architect, Mr. Charles E. Davis, writes suggesting

the formation of a local museum, for the preserva-

tion of all portable remains of the Romans found
within the corporate bounds, the corporation
appointing a competent person or officer to seek
after and make drawings, or obtain possession,

of all antiques discovered within these limits.

Strange that such a suggestion should still be
necessary

!

The “ Black Sea,” Wandswoeth-common.

—

This favourite spot, says a paper called the
Parochial Critic, “is in danger of being de-
stroyed. Hitherto a long lease has preserved it,

but that protection has been removed. Can
Earl Spencer legally sell the ‘Black Sea?’
Ho was checked in his contemplated appropria-
tion of portions of Wimbledon-common. Custom
and long usage are against him. The inhabitants
of the locality should be up and doing. Large
portions have been enclosed, others destroyed,

and a village is already spreading itself over the
common.”

Burn tour own Smoke.— “ R. T.” writes,

—

Stir the fire and let the blaze mount amidst the
reeking smoke, then note how the flame con-
sumes it (buoyant particles of coal made light

by heat before being arrested by Constable Com-
bustion). I propose placing a gas detective up
the chimney to entrap General Smoke, and his

army of blacks. In an inverted funnel to re-

ceive the smoke, a round burner should blaze in

the centre of the tube. It would increase the
draught, and prevent the smoke from puffing

into the room. [It has been questioned by men
of science whether blacks once formed can be
consumed in this way.]

A NEW “Pacificator.”—An “infernal ma-
chine” for war is described by General Daulie,

of the French engineers, in La Libert^. It is

a cannon with divergent tubes to throw musket-
balls. They are so arranged that at a distance
of 600 metres the balls will be spread over a
space of 15 mitres, and at nearly equal distances
from each other. The charge of powder is cal-

culated to propel two balls at once from each
tube. Thus a field-piece will be capable of hold-
ing 16 tabes and discharging 32 balls at once,
which at a distance of 600 metres will strike

upon a space occupied by 50 men in two ranks,
those of the second rank being liable to be
struck by the balls which have passed through
the first.

Stone Cutting and Polishing Lnvention.

—

Mr. E. W. Ureu has obtained a patent for two
machines for dressing granite and other stone.

The tools, which are of the ordinary description

of those used by stonemasons, are attached to a
vertical ram, which acts after the same manner
as a Nasmyth hammer, and can be propelled by
steam, water, or other power. The tools are so
arranged as to be able, it is said, to do all the
work which is at present performed by manual
labour, including all the varieties of clefting,

scabbling, fine pick dressing, tooth-axe dressing,

Ac., and at less cost. For surface polishing

another machine is had recourse to, having a
rotary instead of a vertical motion. A number
of stones can be dressed at the same time.

The New Fish Market at Yarmouth.—The
whole length of the quay of the new fish wharf
will be 750 ft., beginning immediately con-
tiguous to the gas-works, and extending as far

as the boat-house of the Naval Asylum. Run-
ning parallel with this, and of oblong geo-
metrical figure, the market, 750 ft. long and
40 ft. deep, will be built. It will be paved, and
quite open like a shanty to the quay, which is

also, or rather was to be, paved. The market
on the west side will be level with the quay,
that is as to its floor. At its back will run a
macadamised road 60 ft. broad, and stretching

as far as the paved quay. This road is to be
3 ft. below the floor of the market, in order to

make the process of loading carts with herrings

as easy as possible. A double line of tramway
will run along a 60-ft. road at the back of the

market, and a site for refreshment-rooms within

60 ft. of the building is also provided for. A
look-out of good altitude is to be built.
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lIiDDLE-RoiT, Holborx. — The Hetropolitan
Board has placed 26,OOOZ. to the account for
carrying out the removal oflliddle-row, Holborn.

Eestoration of Ckoydon Church.—

T

he eab-
scriptions now amount to upwards of 12.000r.,
which, with the money received from the in*
Burance companies, furnishes 22,0001. to begin
operations with. A large number of men have
already been employed in removing the ddbris
from the interior. The tower and exterior walls
are to remain, being considered by the architect
perfectly secure, so that the exterior aspect of
Old Croydon Church will be retained.

hiEw Use for Paraffine.—

D

r. Stenbonse, who
is well known for his applications of chemistry
to practical uses, says “Chambers’s Jonrnal,”
has recently discovered an additional use for
parafHne, namely, that it renders leather water-
proof. The leather, being coated several times
with paraffine and oil, is exposed to heat after
each coating, by which rapid absorption takes

British Institution. — The collection of
modern works now open consists of 624 paint-
ings and twelve pieces of sculpture, mostly
small. It includes a few pleasing pictures,
principally amongst the landscapes, but does
not call for detailed description.

Mortaiity.—The annual rate of mortality last
week was 28 per 1,000 in London, 30 in Edin-
burgh, and 47 in Dublin; 31 in Bristol, 26 in
Birmingham, 30 in Liverpool, 32 in Manchester,
31 in Salford, 29 in Sheffield, 32 in Leeds, 30 in
Hull, 32 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and 35 in
Glasgow.

£850 0 0 f

.. 711 0 0

.. 666 0 0
CIS 0 0

The Leicestershire Architecturai, Society.
The annual meeting of this Society was held on
Monday in last week, in the Town Library, Guild-
hall, Leicester, the Eev. J. H. Hill in the chair.
After the transaction of business in committee,
the financial secretary, Mr. G. C. Bellairs, pre-
sented a statement of accounts for the past year,
showing a balance in favour of the Society. Mr.

place. Like gutta-percha soles, paraffined-leather
I North, honorary secretary, read a report for

soles give out a wooden sound when struck
;

I the year 1866. Mr. North contributed a paperand boots and shoes made of paraffined leather
]

showing the measures taken durinc^ and pr^ious
of Elizabeth, to ensure the destruc-

ordinary leather.

The Falmouth Breakwater and Docks,

—

These structures have suflered a great deal of

tion of Church “ ornaments,” which account for
the paucity of specimens now in existence.

Testimonial

691 0
678 0
672 0

For new stores to brewery at.Staines. Mr. T. Worma. •

cott, architect :

—

Dexter
Sabey
Surridge
Shepherd
CoUirer

Johnson
Walker
Palmer & Son
Gibson, Brothers
Wilkinson & Co
Simpson

Jeffry

Jenkins
Simonds
Cades
Warren
Poion

For reseating, &c., St.
James L. Pedley, architect

Sewell & Son ;

Colls & Son
Ashby Jc Horner
Browne & Robinson (accepted)

Mary.le-Bow Church, Mr. 1

For additions to Laurel Villas, Bexley Heath, Kent, for 1Mr. A. J. Spacknian, Messrs. Wm. Gosling A Son, archi-
j

Vickery (accepted) £475 0 0

. mi i_ .
® — I

iw inc. Ex - Surveyor oflateby gales. The breakwaters are constructed Coventry.—

I

n the Coventry City CouncU awith piles. The eastern one, which is moat ex-
1

resolution has been passed “that Mr. J. E.posed to the weather, is
_

1,4-00 ft., and the Greatorex having been appointed to the office of^s^ternmost^ one^l,o00 ft., in length. Being in engineer to the Board of Portsmouth, this coun-an unfinished state, they have been unprotected,
' cifdo record its cordial acknowledgment of his*and fiVi^Ti fho Hnr.L-a *1^— 1 1 _i_t_ . P . _even the docks, although they have been able and faithful services durincr the period of

fl rftr Hnmo tirriQ iiool- c. . i ° _ v
mi,„ 3

’ •—-- J— _ycaio uo ueiu i,uo ouice oi Surveyor to
J-he wooden piles at the outer breakwater are the Corporation aud Local Board of Health ofmuch bent, and very much shaken. The cnViTicr ' ihia . otm-i .o..-- ,.e ii..-,„ v.i- --- '-Ttie giving ' this city; and that a copy of this resolntion

caused a depression of nnder the common seal be delivered to him.’’
nearly 18 inches in the causeway.

Petroleum and other Liquid Fuel.

I

The mover of the resolution passed a high eulo-

- The their late surveyor in reviewing the
Admiralty have permitted the petroleum boiler

important and useful works done under
at Woolwich Dockyard to be worked by Mr. C.
J. Richardson, the patentee, for one week, from

his superintendence at Coventry.

The Profosed New Town-hall for Man-
the 4th tothe 9th of February inclusive, with ' Chester.—A number of influential gentlemen
Bbale oil as fuel. By carbonising and burning have met at the Town-hall to consider the plans
water-gas it is said to evaporate with ease and of the projected new Town-hall and have re-
certainty,

_

with 1 lb. of oil, from 16 to 20 lb. of solved “That in the opinion of this meeting the

For alterations and additions to a villa at Hampton-on-
Thames for Mr. H. E. Knight. Mr. Herbert Ford,
architect. Quantities not supplied

Rnwlius
; £847 0 0

Bird 747 0 0
Dunkley 708 10 0
Wheatley (accepted) 670 -0 0

Accepted for alterations and additions to Caberconlish
House, county Limerick, for Lieut. D. F. Gabbett, 2nd
Life Guards. Mr. Fogeriy, architect:

—

Cavanagh £2,460 0 0

Accepted for a pair of semi-detached villas on the
Appian Way, near Dublin, for Mr. J. Sibthorpe. Mr.
Fogerty, architect:

—

J.&W. Beckett £1,300 0 0

Accepted for
of the Wesleva
tect :

—

BusaeU £1,050

w road on the property of the Trustees
College, Beliaai. Mr. Fogerty, archi-

For taking down and rebnUding No. 7, Pope’s Head-
alley, CornhiU, for Mr. Frederick King. Mr. G. Judge,
jun., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. E. L.
Curtis :

—

water, without smoke, ashes, or clinker. The ground plan of the new Town-hall is most objec-exhausb steam IS decomposed m the burning of tionable in shape, and inadequate to the prospec-
tno lUel. The firn -la Tinf nT— U,,:. ; _f ,1
J- - • mu i- • *

I
® ... auu L\J tli

tno luei. ihe fire is not only smokeless, but tive requirements of the city; and that 'the
^mechanmal management.

^
The

^

town council be requested to revise the same,
price ot shale oil is at present from 5Z. to 61. Ss. ' with the view of obtaining a lareer square block
Der ton • but n. mirfrira nf D mJfV, C ' :-l. : r ^

. . Jper ton
; but a muxture of it with other oils of a ' with easier access from the adjacent streets ’

like Irinrl wne fn Hq —..I.--. mi-_ ,. ., -like kind was to be tried, in order to reduce the The meeting appointed a committee to com-
without impairing

.
mupicate with the town council, and adopt

its effect as fuel.

j

guch other steps as may be advisable in the
Threatened Enclosure of Eppino Forest.—

^ hoped the council will agree
A public meeting has been held at the Beaumont

,

Institution, Mile - end - road, to consider the
|

Lecture upon the History of the Iron• _ , ....O
I

lacy iiiaiUKl Ol- TUD iron
^reatened encroachments on Eppiug Forest. Trade of Great Britain.—The third lectureThe Marquis Towushend presided. A resolu-

j

this season in connexion with the SouthwarkJ.- ,, " . , I

•— - “— YTivix i/uo oeutuwarR
tion w-as unanimously passed to the effect that it auxiliary to the Society for the Improvement ofwas ot vital imnnrt.Hnrp tn fhp .-f n..- Kfn.., i i

^
. - ....-via lu. iJittuumoLuiieB was given irLast ol London to preserve from enclosure the the St. Peter’s School-room, Pond-yard New-

Forest of Enmnrr. wbmb for npritr-iVc H 'park-street, by Mr. James Robertson, of the firm
Forest of Epping, which for centuries had been -
place of popular resort, and that the meeting
viewed with especial displeasure the recent en-
closure of Loughton, Woodford, and Wanstead.
Eesolutions were also passed providing that legal
advice should be taken to ascertain the rights of
the lords of the manor to enclose the waste lauds
VYithin the forest, and appointing a committee
with a view to raise a fund of 10,000Z. to defray
the necessary expenses.

A New Magnesium Lamp.—The American
Magnesium Company, of Boston, are manufac-
turing a new aud improved magnesium lamp.
In the Journal of the Franlclin Institute it is
thus described :

—“ The clockwork, by which the
motion is produced, is inclosed in the square-
shaped portiou below, and at the back. In the
rounded front are the parts for feeding the
ribbons, &c.^ These consist of two little rollers,
between W'hich the ribbon is passed, and regu-
larly delivered by their motion. They are placed
immediately over the front opening, at which
the ribbon is ignited and burned. Below this
opening work eccentric cutters, which nip off
the ash thread from time to time. The ribbon
is supplied from flat bobbins, from which it
passes into the chimney and to ihe rollers. The
whole structure is exceedingly compact, so as to
fit easily a common magic-lantern box. The
most important novelty in this instrument is
the arrangement of the chimney and draught.
The draught blows directly into the face of the
light, thus sweeping off the smoke, and making
the intenseat light exactly where it ought to be.”

j

of Robertson & Macnaught, Bankside, the sub-
ject of the lecture being the “History of the
Iron Trade of Great Britain.” Mr. Edward
Easton, presided. There was a large audience
present, including some ladies. The lecture
embraced a wide field, extending as to time from
Tubal Cain to the present date. The informa-
tion given was carefully selected. The statistics
were few, and only such as were really required to
illustrate the subject, and to give a correct idea
of the lecturer’s intention.

TENDERS
Accepted for offices, Chancery-lane, MancheBter, for

Mr. \V. Conliffe Brooks. Mr. Iruefitt, architect :

Brickteork.
Healey £1,366 0 0

Carptnter and Joiner’ s Work.
Bowden, Edwards, A Co 2,-185 10 0

Zlaion'i Work.
PatteBon

Plaiterer, PoiWer, and Paperhanjer'i Work.
Lomas 61)3 0 0

Plumherand Glatier'i Work.
^ard 1,223 10

Ironmongery,
BcUhouae & Co 2,075 0

Slater'i Work.
Ashcroft 75 jq

Accepted for agent’s house and kitchen offices at Kells,
county Meath, ou the property of the Marquis of Headfort.
Mr. W, Fogeriy, Dublin, architect ;

—

Sharpe £3,000 0 0

Chutter
Simms & Marten ...

Madgin, jun
Hunt
Bennett
Nutt & Co
Henshaw
Mann
Kelley, Brothers ...

Nightingale
Eaton & Chapman
Langmead A Way

.

Eivett
Webb A Sons

..£•1,338 0 0
.. 3,990 0 0
,. 3,930 0 0
,. 3,820 0 0
. 3,469 0 0

3,460 0 0
3,4-U 0 0

,. 3,245 0 0
.. 3,195 0 0
. 3,128 0 0
. 2,974 0 0
. 2,957

‘

. 2,923
0 0

For the erection of a station at Old Ford for the North
London Bailway Company:

—

Patmau A Fotheringham .

Abraham. ..

Simms A Marten
Jay
Scrivener A White ..

Eaton A Chapman
Bracher A Sous
Johnson ....

Myers
King A Sons
Hill A Keddcll
Henshaw
Alford
Mann
Kelly, Brothers
Perry A Co
V*ebb A Son
Hedges
Eigby
Chuppel
Wat IS

..£8,796 0 0

.. 8,396 0 0
,. 8,385 0 0
.. 8,363 0 0
.. 8,336 0 0
.. 8,260 0 0
,. 8,200 0 0
.. 8,020 0 0

7,980 0
7,960

7,676
7.659 0
7,650 0
7,675 0
7,480 0
7,474 0
7,289 0
7,153 0
7,148 0
7,049 0
6,891 0

0

Mather A Bead
Thorpe
Carter A Sons ...

Perkins
Selleck
Wills
King A Sons
Hammond

£1,800 0
1,799 0
1,768 0
1,5-40 0
1,619 0
1,479 0
1,330 0
1,079 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A. C.-

0. 4 Sod.—E. 9. B,— F. F.—Uri. U.—J. L.— SeoUanJ.— P. E, M—
. M. D.-J. W. B.-T. N. D.-H. 8. S.-H. D.-H. H.—W. L.-W. B.
.-H. F.-L & W.-J. IL-W. F.-W. B.-S.—a. W. B—0. T.-Bii

Lord E.—C. P.— C. B.—G. M. H.—D. P.—A. W. —W. B.—B.
_ .:“• f E-_8--T. H. V.—B. F,—A. W.—F. W.-B. K-U.

I^S.-A Eeader.-B. W. W, (in tjp«).-G. P.,Q, (various plais hive
been given in oar pages from time to time).—

E

bv. H. B. (tickets to
National Gallerr Designs may be obtained at tbe Office of

Works. Whitehall. Tickeu for the Law Court Designs are to be ob-
tained at the Office of the Commlnioo. 33, Lincoln'e-lnu-Flelds).—
T. F. R. (aiUo).-M. M. (ditto).- J. P. . {thanks. We do not use
’ithographs). — W. J. R. (see tbe Loudon price books). — Lyceum
'heatie (we have no doubt Mr. Leflwich's letter U correct. The
aaertlon that staircase bad been forgotten was a simple absurdity).—
K. H. ('• overcrowded ” ourselves).—Baths (In type)—Alarum (ditto).~
Oalnfotd Church (dltto.)-8, C. H. (dlllo).-Twe Teaia’ SubecrlDer
(tend a stamped envelope properly directed).
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Ten Shillings a Day at Sydney.

HAT is the worth of

money ? The reply

to that simple qaes-

tion depends very

much on the fact of

who is the ques-

tioner. For, practi-

cally speaking, mo-

ney means different

things to different

people. So much is

this the case, that

even intelligent and

thoughtful persons

are by no means
agreed among them-

selves as to many
points relating to the

nature of money. A
ten- pound note, on
the face of it, means
an order to the Bank
of England to pay to

the bearer something

more than two ounces
and a half of stand-

ard gold, certified by
legislative authority

as to its pnrity and its weight. We have at
least this element of certitude. What the value
of gold itself may be to-day, or to-morrow, or
ten years’ hence, legislation can no more directly

fi-v than it can alter the value which gold had a
century ago. How many pounds of flour, or
hundredweight of coal, or carats of diamonds,
an ounce of standard gold will purchase, de-
pends not on legislation, but on the relative

abundance, from time to time, of gold, and of
flour, of coal or of diamonds. Every man has
to make his own bargains. All that Govern-
ment can do to help him in this respect is to
provide him with a convenient and intelligible

set of counters, by the aid of which he may
make them the more readily. And the value,
that is to say the difficulty of obtaining the
material, of which these counters are made, is

one great element of their perfect convenience,
and of their fitness for their object.

Even this simple, intelligible, truthful view of
the pMonnd-note is disputed by many persons,
who, perhaps, ought to know better, but who
would feel affronted to be told that they were, in

this respect, at least, simply uneducated. But
leave their case out of view for a moment. A
bank-note being, philosophically considered,
such as we have stated, how different an object
does it appear to different persons. The very
rich man has no need of money. He knows
little or nothing of coin or of notes. Except on
occasion of going abroad, he may not require for
weeks or months together to see the colour of
money. Accounts, indeed, he has to do with,
and so will he tell you

; but his payments are
made by signing his name on a printed slip of
paper. Of what use are notes or gold to him ?

His ordinary expenditure is regulated by his

house-keeper, or his steward, or his bailifi', and
paid by cheque. If he fancies any purchases,
they are sent home to him, and paid for by

( cheque. He requires no loose cash for cab-hire,

I for his carriage is at call. If he wants a rail-

' way-ticket, his servant takes and pays for it for

- him, and it goes into his weekly account. An

odd half-crown for charity is forthcoming in the

same manner. To men of this mode of life

—

and they are not rare in England—a ten-pound

note is. an object of little more regard, and of

less practical utility, than a sheet of note-paper.

Look at the other extremity of the scale. See
the poor, cold, hungry child, to whom the cor-

ner of a silk handkerchief, carelessly peeping
from the pocket of an infirm old gentleman,

presents great and sore temptation. For it needs

only a twitch and a run, and that handkerchief

will be his own, and readily convertible into

food and warmth. It will make to him, for

some hours at least, the difterence between keen
suffering and positive enjoyment of life. What
is a ten-pound note to him ? Set aside the

difficulty chat ho would have in cashing it—for

respectable cashiers would be sharp in their in-

quiries as to how he obtained it, and his friend

the dealer in silk handkerchiefs would exact a
discount approaching close upon all per cent, for

performing'that needful office,—leave this out of

the question, and let the symbol be the fair

equivalent of two hundred shillings—of two
thousand four hundred pence, and what a road

to decency, honesty, and comfort might the pos-

session of that sum open to the child who yet

lingers on the verge of theft ? It would form the

difference between want and luxury to his

parents for the whole bitter and murky winter*

To another class the ten-pound note is an
object of even keener interest, for it is not

absolutely unknown to them. It is an object

that at times comes within their grasp,—though
its visits are like those of angels, short in dura-

tion and far between. So much, with more or

less certitude, is the annual income; so much
the weekly expenditure. Unfortunately, it is the

former that seems always to partake of the leas,

and the latter of the more. But somehow or

other, by hard striving, or by hard pinching, or

by more or less of both, ends are made to meet.
Christmas comes round to a household out of

debt, and respectability is maintained. How
welcome to such a household, whether that of

anxious clergyman,of maiden or widow annuitant,

of young professional man living on hope, or of

thousands in the like condition, is an unexpected

ten-pound note. It means the counsel of the

physician for the sickly wife—the turning point

between hope of recovery and languishing illness

or death itself; it means the extra half-year’s

schooling for the hope and future staff of the

family; it means the certitude that the faded

silk or the rusty and disreputable great • coat

shall not have to run the gauntlet of the centre

aisle of the church for yet another winter. It is

to those who can barely subsist in respectability,

and who, 80 to do, are often compelled to live in

discomfort, that money, when it comes as a god-

send, brings perhaps the keenest enjoyment.

Reflections such as these arise in the mind
from the perusal of a very remarkable document
which the craftsmen of Australia have lately

addressed to their English fellow-workmen. An
idea of how different a thing the same sum of

money may be to different people comes out

forcibly as we read. Ten shillings a day for

wages!—what a golden land! Who would stay

in the old country that can secure a passage to

the new ? Who need chaffer about 6d. a day more
or less, when he has but to reach the antipodes

in order to double his wages ?

So many have thought and do think. So it is,

upon paper, say those who have tried. But,

first of all, wages in the new country, whatever
be their amount, are more bard to be earned

than in the old. There is more shifting from

job to job. There is more difficulty in finding

jobs at all. There are more blank days in the

year, not at the order of trades-union com-
mittees, but because bands are more plentiful

than work. And then work, when you get it, is

harder to be performed, because there is an

absence of the numerous appliances and aids to

labour which the stored-up labour of centuries

has created in this country. There are no well-

lighted, well-aired, well-warmed shops for car-

penters; no lofty smithies, with the obedient
slavery of the steam-engine urging the blast for

the smiths and turning the lathes for the fitters,

and doing all the drudgery for all sorts and
conditions of craftsmen. In England the skilled

and able workman can (if he set up no tyrants

of his own manufacture), as a rule, command
steady work, and perform it under circumstances

of great comfort. lu Australia he has to

scramble for work, and to execute it, when he
obtains it, out in the air, as best he may. What
is a wet day to a London carpenter ? It involves

the expense of an umbrella. Six shillings thus

laid out will serve him for two or three years.

What is the result to an Australian carpenter ?

The loss of his day. A wet day costs the one

2s. or Ss. a year ; it costs the other 10s. every

time it occurs. That is one item in the account.

Thus, then, stands this account. “ Employ-
ment is always hard to obtain, and, when ob-

tained, is mostly of short duration.” Under
this qualification, masons and bricklayers earn

10s. per day
;
plumbers the same. Carpenters

and joiners, 9s. per day; plasterers the same.

Painters, Rs. per day. Bricklayers’ labourers,

8s. per day. Quarrymen, 8s. to lOs. per day.

Iron trades from Ss. to lOs. per day. In quali-

fication of the rate of earning comes the amount
of employment. Masons, carpenters, and joiners,

bricklayers and plasterers, about two-thirds

only employed. Bricklayers' and plasterers’

labourers, only about one-half
;

painters only

about one-third ; in the iron trades only about

two out of ten in employment. “ They are in a
most deplorable condition.”

Against this hardly-earned rate of wages
what is the per contra of expenditure. For a
house of four small rooms, from 143. to 203. per

week rent. Firing and lights, 43. per week all

the year round. Vegetables 250 per cent, more
than in England; 8d., for instance, for a small

cabbage. Bread and meat are cheaper : 5d. for

the 2 lb. loaf; 5d. per pound for beef and mut-
ton

;
pork and veal, 7d. ; bacon and cheese.

Is. fid. ; milk, 8d. per quart
;
groceries about

the same as in England, only very inferior

;

boots and clothes about the same, but so much
less durable as to cost some 120 per cent, more
than in the old country. No apprentices taken

by employers
;
and no occupation for the young.

Such is the account of their condition which the

Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Society of Sydney have
furnished to the Amalgamated Society of the

United Kingdom.

At a time when the relations between the

producers and the employers of labour are in so

unsettled a state, it is a service to both parties

to call attention to the prospect of the labour

market in other countries. An accurate ac-

quaintance with the condition of the foreign or

of the colonial workmen is of no little import-

ance to him who remains at home. Emigra-
tion is looked to as a powerful means of en-

forcing demands which are obstinately con-

tested on either side. That capital can emi-

grate, and that readily, we all know. No less

certain is it that labour can do the same. The
question for the labourer to consider is, what
becomes of the emigrant? Does he better his

condition, or the reverse ? It is in this respect

that information is of value; and it will prove

more reliable the more fully the facts that are

reported coincide with the natural operation of

any ascertained principles of social life.

There is no room to doubt that when a virgin

and fertile country, possessed of a favourable

climate, and unburthened with political restric-

tions, offers its acres, at an almost nominal price,

to the tillage of emigrant labour, the benefit that

may be secured by emigrants of a certain class

is very great. For the man who can use the

axe, the hammer, and the spade, who has youth-
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and health, who can put his hand to any requi-

site work, who can build his log-house, and clear
and till his garden and his fields, and rear a
teeming family with a healthy and active help-
mate, emigration from the crowded courts of a
great European city is almost tantamount to
translation to a better world. But bow few
reared among such courts have the arm, or the
pluck, or the wit, to snatch a homestead from
the verge of the forest. Very rapidly do the
outskirts of colonisation become affected with
some of the worst evils of the old civilisation

left behind, and that without the counterpoise
that existed at home. And the moment yon
have to deal with occupations other than agri-

cultural, the question becomes altered. The
joiner, the bricklayer, the plumber, cannot do
more work at the antipodes, provided he can get
it to do, than ho can do at home. On the con-
trary, he cannot do so much. In every craft in

onr own country that stoi'ed up labour of past
years which we call capital has been long
applied to facilitate the manual labour of the
craftsman. Convenient shops, warmth, light and
shelter, the greatest facility in procuring mate-
rial, the best and the cheapest tools ; and, above
all, the ever-present, never-tiring service of the
steam-engine, that most efficient of slaves,—all

these are at the command of the workman in

the old country,—all these are generally absent
in the new. Therefore the amount of work that
the craftsman can, with comfort to himself, turn
out of band in ten hours in Eugland, will take
him twelve, fourteen, sixteen, or even more
hours, to execute in discomfort in a new country.
The silent presence of capital, and the benefits
it returns to the workman, begin to be appre-
ciated, like so many of our blessings, most fully
when their absence makes itself felt.

Look at the iron trades. Some of these work-
men in our own country are more than inde-
pendent. Few persons will argue that the
quantity of ale consumed by the monlders, for
instance, and the number of hours for which they
may be relied on to work, are such as to be the
moat conducive to the welfare of either them-
selves or their families—to say nothing of their

employers. Look at the perfect independence ofa
good foreman smith at Birmingham or at Wolver-
hampton. Look at the position taken by the pnd-
dlers. Now these men, able and skilled workmen
as they may be, looking only to the labour of
their own good right hands for a comfortable
maintenance, are too apt to forget how far, in

very truth, they are served and aided by capital.

What has reared the lofty smithy, built the
cupolas, brought the precious minerals to the
door, and urged the incessant blast through the
tuyeres ? The labour of the past—that is to say,

the capital of the employer. In Sydney this

does nnt exist,—what is the result to the emi-
grant iron-worker ? Employment two days out
of ten,—such is their own account. English
labour, served by English capital, can, and ever
must, so far beat English labour deprived of
English capital, that it is far cheaper to manu-
facture goods at Birmingham and ship them to
Sydney, than it is to manufacture them by Eng-
lish hands at Sydney itself.

There is another consideration which will be
readily understood by the English workman.
In this country he has the choice of a market.
The tools he uses, the clothes he wears, the pro-
visions he consumes, may not be the very best
of their kind, but he has his choice, and, within
certain limits, is sure of his money’s worth.
But what is the case when a six-mouths’ voyage
lies between the producer and the consumer ?

What is likely to be the character of shop-goods
when the pnrchasers are reduced to “ Hobson’s
choice?” If in our own country we hear con-
stant complaints of dishonesty in the manufac-
ture and in the sale of goods, what is likely to
be the case with goods that are manufactured
for sale at the antipodes ? If the Canadian
emigrant finds that the best axe which he can
purchase in London will not stand against the
timber he encounters, what will be the quality
of the axes shipped from London for sale at
Sydney ? At home, notwithstanding that the
general race is for profit rather than for excel-
lence, a wholesome competition is apt from time
to time to restrain the delinquencies of the too
greedy maniifuciurer. The pint-bottle may have
shrank to a most profitable capacity

;
the web of

broadcloth may have contracted to the most
economical number of inches; the purchaser
may have been reduced insensibly to the very
minimum of return for his cash, when up starts
some new competitor for custom, and advertises
imperial junts, or cloth of a warranted width.

Interpose an Australian voyage between supply
and demand, and the tendency to make goods,
not to use, but to sell, will lose its most whole-
some check. Such, it is natural to expect, will

be the case, and the complaints of the Sydney
operatives do justice to the expectation.

What may be the state of affairs in other por-

tions of the world to which the stream ofemigra-
tion has been directed, we shall rather wait for

the workmen themselves to inform us than
describe from other sources of information. We
know how heavy is the burden of taxation that a
fierce war has imposed on the industry of the
United States. The expenditure of that country
for 1866, if divided among the population ascer-
tained by the last census, amounts to no leas

than 27 dollars per head, which, compared to
the present rate of expenditure in the United
Kingdom, of 21. 5s. per head, is about twice and a
half as much ! We know that conditions similar
to those complained of at Sydney must be more
or less present at all the great centres to which
emigrants flock. In each instance, no doubt,
there are peculiar features. At Sydney we see
that bread and meat are cheaper than at home,
while all the other requisites of life are far
dearer. The disproportion between meat and
vegetables is remarkable, and, in the absence of
further information, not readily intelligible. It

would seem as if there had been an absence of
market-gardeners from the lists of emigrants.
Still more surely do we trace one pernicious
effect of the rapid growth of our great manu-
facturing towns. 'Thirty years ago, even in
London, a garden was not out of the reach ofthe
occupant ofmany an humble abode. Thejourney-
man found time to tend his favourite flowers, or
to raise many valuable vegetables, and some of
the choicest favourites of the horticulturist have
been first reared in the poor man’s garden. As
building has covered all available space, not
only has this healthful and elevating occupation
been denied to the workman, but his children
have grown up almost in ignorance of the exist-

ence of garden flowers. Thus among those nume-
rous young people who have no occupation at
Sydney, the natural and healthful employment
that may be derived from the cultivation of the
merest patch of ground seems unknown. If this

were noc the case, wo should hardly find that
a small cabbage—a plant which requires so very
little for its production—is not to be purchased
for less than eightpence. A strong proof is thus
afforded of the difference between emigrants and
settlers.

Thus, then, again comes the question, what is

the worth of money ? The reply is of the utmost
importance to the intending emigrant. Ten
shillings a day in Australia is not the same thing
as ten shillings a day in Middlesex. You take
more counters for your day’s work, but you have
to pay away more counters for your day’s living.

And, as your earning is one, and your expendi-
ture is manifold, the balance is likely to be very
much against you. What has produced this

difference in the worth of money is another
question, and one into which we have not now
space to enter. It is a difference that is felt

more or leas all over the world, and it is partly
real and partly only apparent. To that subject
we may hereafter recur, our present object is to

call attention to the important fact that the
nominal rate of wages is only one out of many
circumstances that regulate the welfare of the
workman.

It must be noticed that anonymous criticism

has questioned the accuracy of the statement of

the Sydney workmen. We can only give their

figures. Bight or wrong, they have brought
them formally under the notice of their fellow
workmen in England, and they have set their

names to their statement. There may, or may
not, be more or less of bias in their motives, but
the very imputation thrown on the accuracy of
their statement should form a fresh reason for

the intending emigrant to weigh well his decision,

and to sift with jealous care the information with
which he is supplied.

The Liverpool Tramways.

—

The general good
feeling entertained in respect to the laying
down of street railways in this town is evinced
by the fact that within a few days no fewer than
14,000 of the inhabitants have affixed their

signatures to petitions to both Houses of Parlia-
ment, praying that the standing orders may be
dispensed with in their favour, and that the bill

authorising their construction may be at once
proceeded with.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OJF THE
NEW TOWN OF EDINBURGH.*

In Edinburgh at the present day there is

nothing to prevent (and it frequently occurs) a
whole district being built upon, and drains laid

down of the most defective description, without
the plans being submitted to any competent
authority on a matter of such vital interest,

while the public officials are powerless to inter-
fere until the new houses are inhabited, and a
special complaint lodged by their neighbours.

Water-closets have been introduced into the
houses in all the streets in the New Town, with
certain notable exceptions, which we shall ad-
vert to presently

; but from tho insufficient
mode in which they have been erected and the
objectionable places they have been made to
occupy, so as to ventilate now into the kitchen,
then into one of the sleeping apartments, it has
been doubted by competent authorities, such as
Dr. Stark, whether they have not done more
harm than good in a sanitary point of view. Few
of them are air-tight, and the consequence is

that the foul gases which are generated escape
into the other parts of the house. The nuisance
is bad enough in self-contained houses

j
but it is

still worse in those entering from common
staii’s. In the latter all but invariably, — it

would almost seem to be out of nialice prepense
on the part of the architect,—the water-closets
are made to ventilate by a small window into

the common stair, and there being six or eight
to each stair the pollution of the atmosphere
may he more readily imagined than described.

The staircase skylights (where such exist), in-

stead of having holes to permit the exit of foul

gas, are almost invariably closed, and the inha-
bitants themselves increase the evil by persist-

ently keeping tho stair windows closed down.
Accordingly, whenever the street-door is opened
the fresh air thus admitted forces the impure
back into the houses. So offensive is this state

of things that many persons living in flats,—espe-
cially in the upper ones,—cannot inhale the air at
their own doors without experiencing nausea and
sickness. Let not our English readers fancy
that we are romancing. It is an “ ower true
tale,” as evidenced by Dr. Littlejohn (Report,

pp. 105, 106). It is even yet more extraordi-

nary that in the most recently-built streets the
architects persist in ignoring the best-known
laws of sanitary science, and placing the water-
closet in the very worst possible part of the
house for the purpose. While it should be in a
situation of easy access, it should in eveiy case
be against an external wall, and have full means
of constant ventilation to the open air. Some-
thing, however, might bo done to prevent the
escape of foul gas into water-closets. Charcoal
filters would at any rate alleviate, if not entirely

remove this nuisance. As recommended by
Professor Stenhouse, a little below the valve of
the closet a subsidiary pipe should branch off

from the main pipe, and be carried a few feet

above the closet seat. The extremity of the
pipe, across which should be stretched a few
wires, should penetrate to the extent of two or
three inches into a charcoal bed or filter six or
eight inches thick.

Many of the streets of the New Town are

totally destitute of “ closets,” more particularly

the by-streets, such as Rose, Thistle, Jamaica,
Cumberland, and William Streets, and nearly
all those in the populous and over-crowded
quartier of Stockbridge. These localities are

principally inhabited by artisans and small shop-

keepers. Each family usually occupies but two
apartments (sometimes only one); or, if more,
one of them is in the ordinary case let to a
lodger. In some cases, a waier-cistern and soil-

pipe are furnished to each family; in others,

they are common to all who live on the same
floor: but there is no convenience. The death-

rate in these by-streets rises far above that of

those streets in the same locality in which they
have been introduced. Thus in the year 1863
(and we take that year as the latest the

sanitary statistics of which are at our com-
mand), while the cases of death in the
upper New Town district were 17'38 per 1,000

fo the population, in the side streets. Rose
and Thistle Streets, siinated between Prince’s,

George, and Queen Streets, the deaths rose to

20'40
;

so, too, in tho same year, the death-

rate for 1,0U0 persons in Jamaica-street and
Cumberlaud-street w;l3 22, while in the other
streets of the lower New Town district it was
no more than 17‘38. So, also, while the death-

* See p. 38, ante.
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rate of the upper Water of Leith district was
only 19 per 1,000, that of oce portion of it,

namely, the triangular area bounded by India-
place, Saunders-street, and Kerr-street, which is

allbut totally destitute of water-closets, was 26'86,
while that of children beneath five years of age,
rose to 106'67. Again, in the district of the
Icwer Water of Leith, the total death-rate was
17 per 1,000, while in certain streets of it, such
as Dean-street, ilary-place, Allan-street, Cheyne-
street, Bedford-street, Hermitage-place, &c., all

unprovided with conveniences, it rose to 25‘02,
and the infant mortality as high as 69 07. It is

right to remember that in the second last in-
stance the locality is intersected by an open
mill-Iade full of all abominations, and that the
inhabitants are crowded in the proportion of
516'7 to the acre, and that in the last instance
the density of the population is 336'9 to the
acre. Waking due allowance for the bad effects
of overcrowding, these figures show the urgent
necessity of the immediate introduction of water-
closets into every house in the New Town.
And this leads us to observe that the New

Town is miserably deficient in the number of
public “ closets ” and conveniences for the ont-
door male and female population. In a city like
Edinburgh, which attracts so many visitors from
all quarters, the duty of making such provision
is all the more incumbent. For the whole of the
New Town with a population (in 1861) of 6-1,956,
there are but eight public conveniences which
can accommodate fifty-seven persons only. None
of these are set apart for females. In the whole
of the three districts of the Upper New Town,
the Lower New Town, and the West-end, which
together have a population of 37,702, and which
are so much visited by tourists and excursionists,
there are but cne water-closet range of eight
compartments and four urinals, and those hidden
away out of sight, and not to be come at except
by the initiated. This is not as it ought to be?
but both the municipal authorities and the
inhabitants of the Wodern Athens are fastidiously
thin-skinned on this subject,* and something
very like a howl of indignation, if not of execra-
tion, is raised against the indecent innovator,
who urges upon them the recognition and supply
of such wants. The offenders against good taste
are not those who point such requirements out,
but rather they who object to comply with
them. Let that be done, however, and there
will be no need ever to mention the unsavoury
subject.

We are not nearly done with our account of
the nuisances of the New Town, One other is
that which results from the faulty construction
of the rain-water pipes, which convey it from
the house-roofs to the drain. Where they are
not properly trapped, they act as a shaft for the
conveyance of the sewage gases, which, escaping
at the top, enter in at the dormer and attic win-
dows in the roof, and so find their way into the
whole house. Numerous cases of typhoid fever
and other diseases have been traced to this
source. It is a most noteworthy circumstance,
for which Dr. Stark vouches,* that on the second
visitation of cholera to Edinburgh all the fatal
cases— and, indeed, almost all the cases

—

occurred in two parts only of the tenements,
namely, on the lowest and highest floors. While
Dr. Stark ascribed the presence of the disease on
the ground floor to the sewage gases, the damp-
ness, and want of cleanliness on the part of the
residents, he accounted for its appearance, after
skipping the intermediate flats, in the attics to
their low roofs, the smallness of the skylights,
and the confined area. We have little doubt,
however, that its occurrence in the topmost
stories was due to the gaseous emanations from
the mouths of the rain-pipes.
Yet another and frequent source of disease io

the filthy and unwholesome condition of the
water-cisterns and their connexion with the
drains. Unless the overflow pipe, which com-
municates directly with the house-drain, is
properly trapped, and ic rarely is so, it affords
a means o‘ ingress to the sewage gases, and the
water becomes perilously tainted. The cisterns,
besides, are too often left uncovered, and ex-
posed to the pollution caused by dust, rats, and
mice

; while, owing principally to the frequent
change of tenancy, they are often left uncleaned
for years. Ic is by no means a pleasant thought
that the water you are drinking has been taken
irom an open lead cistern, situated in the water-
closet above the seat, but that is a common
occurrence in Edinburgh. There is no more

fertile source of illness than contaminated water,
many eminent medical men ascribing to its use
mainly all cases of choleraic attacks. “ No more
frequent cause than this,” says Dr. Littlejohn,
speaking of untrapped overflow pipes, “ has come
under my notice in the upper stories of largo
tenements, which from their elevation appeared
to be far removed from all possible effluvia from
drainage.”

On entering an Edinburgh kitchen or scullery,
the olfactory nerves are apt to be assailed by an
offensive smell emanating from the sink, which
is sometimes made of lead, but more frequently
of stone. In either case the stench arises from

opened for ventilation, are kept close to exclude
the disagreeable and noxious fumes.

_

One decided source of discomfort, if not of
disease, prevails to a great extent, and even in
some of the most fashionable streets. On the
walls of the butchers’ and fleshers’ shops, which
are_ ordinarily placed in the most prominent
positions at the street corners, may be seen
exposed the carcasses of oxen, sheep, and pigs,
together with their skins and offal. These are
not only eyesores, destroying the amenity of the
neighbourhood, but they taint the surrounding
atmosphere with a strong effluvium. We are
glad to see in the Provisional Order, which we

Inquiry into ecme points of the sanitary slate ofEdinburgb, by James aturk, IJ.D,

,, . . _ , I o j*A exiQ j. xoviDiijiiUji '-'luer, 1

the chemical action of the water upon the sink.
' hope soon to see law, that such offensive exposureThe remedy, it is well to know, is the substitu-
1
will be made a police offence, punishable bv fine

tion for the stone or lead, as the case may be, of
,

and in default by imprisonment. The Edinburgh
slate or of glazed stoneware. This is not so un-

,

butchers’ and fishmongers’ shops, bavincr in fewimportant ^ matter, as some people are inclined ' instances been specially built for the purpose
to think It, for the gases so generated diffuse are very deficient in the requisite sanitary safe-tnemselves over the dwelling, and besides being guards.
disagreeable to the nose, exercise a powerful. There is still one other nuisance to be advertedand deadly influence when the state of the to, which is all the more vexatious that it is ofatmosphere is favourable to cholera and other recent creation. A little to the west of thezymotic dise^es.

,, , , „
Haymarket Station of the North British RailwayWe have already alluded to the leakage from stands the Caledonian Distillery, the larirost

badJy constructed cesspools and box drains, as work of the kind in Great Britain This
causing dampness of the basement floors. There distillery, without taking any steps to render its
IS yet another very frequent cause, namely, the offensive and dangerous refuse innocuous, throws
neglect properly to dram the back green, which it into the Lochrin Burn, an unclosed drain
18 attached to almost every house. Especially which irrigates about ninety acres of meadow
in the back greensof those houses, whichare built ground, and travels westward a distance of 300
against the elope of the ground to the north and yards or so, nntil it debouches into the Water ofsouth of George-street the rainfall is left to seek Leith, tainting and polluting the atmosphere of
the lowest level, which is that of the founda- the whole neighbourhood, and consequently
rion. The consequence is that the ground- deteriorating the value of the streets and villas
floors are rendered damp and musty, the joists

,

which have been recently erected there. It isand flooring decay while the d«?bns of shavings to be regretted that the authorities do not possess,and other vegetable matter, which are allowed
,

as they do in France, the power of preventin^^
to lie among the fonndation, are speedily decom- the erection of manufactories in towns, until aposed and putrefy. It cannot be too strongly committeeofeminentscientifiemenhavereported
impreMed upon people that damp dwellings are

|

that the site is a suitable one, and that noininry
produotivo ot rheumatic affections, dysentery,

;

will accrue to human health. In Edinburgh theand fever, together with mental depression, and ' only remedy available to the sufferors by raoh aa disposition towards, nay, an almost irresistible nuisance is the tedious, enpensive, and hazardous
desiro^ lor, intoiic-ating liquors. In every case , ordeal of a trial by jury.

=? propsrfy
1

We have probably not noticed ail that iskeyed of the rainfall, either by laying down tile deserving ot condemnation in regard to thedrams or by paving the entire area. The water ' hygiene of the New Town;* but wo do feelmay then be coudncted into the main drain of more at ease now that oar iavidions task isthe dwellmg, which it would assist m flushing over, and that we have come to the last count

LrtSfwhn't'b°f°'% 1 1 - j
in onr indictment. It is with real satisfaction

^ nv,
=‘"'5 gene-

I

to ourselves that we have now to invite atten.
ral health, the New Town has few manufactories,

,

tion to the arrangements made by the Edinburghand we should cousequeutly eapect to find it ei. authorities for the daily oollectiou and removalempt from smoko pollution. Eleven glass, two ' of the filth and solid refuse of the city In nochemical and thirty.one metal works may ho
;

other city or town, we believe, is such removalsaid with the eaoeption of the printing osta.
;

so cffleiently and economically, or rather, lucra-bhshmenls, to be the only works which pollute tively carried out. It pots a largo sum into thethe atmosphere with smoke or steam. There ' civic treasury, thereby saying the inhabitante
are no fewer than twenty.five printing establish- as mnch as 3d. per pound in the rate of assess-

1
“ i“a

/>«>,S>noko,meut for general police purposes, at the sameNuisance Abatement AoE and the Local Police time that it supplies the farmers in the vicinityAct are continually belching ibrth volumes of ' with a cheap and valuable manure. Darim- thesteam and smoke. Perhaps it is only indirectly twenty years preceding Whit-Sunday, 1859 (asthat this occ.asioua detriment to health; but ' appears from a report in conneaion with thepeople resident m their neighbourhood are fain, cleaning department, rend in the town oonuoil)
It they would preserve their iurnitnre, to keep the solid refuse collected from the streets of the’their windows closed, and m this way free venti.

,

city amounted to 830,000 tons, which were soldlation of their dwellings is impeded. We are for 158,000i. This gives a yearly average ofnot, however, surprised that this nuisance is Ueai-ly 8,0001., which are thus saved to the city,allowed to exist, when we find that three differ-
;

For the year ending 15th May last the sument oflioials are empowered by the Police Act to realised by the sale of manure w.as 8 0721.prosecute offenders of this description, namely. It cannot but be interesting to know how this is
and Dean of brought about. The Edinburgh Police ActGuild s Courts, and the superintendent of streets ' requires that all offensive matters shall daily beMd buildings instead of Its bemg the imperative! taken in pails or buckets, or other suitableduty of one of them. Tessels, to the street, thero to be emptied into theOne other uuiaanee IS the condition of the dust-carts by the scavengers or carters. Failure

SJr nf
7'®"'

’J.™.
comply with this requirement of the statute

1 ather ot the old out-houses or stables, which are
j

is punishable by a flue not exceeding forty shil-ns^ as snoh. Between 800 and 900 cows are : lings for each offence. Sixty-five Lst-w^agonaloused m these, or, at least were immediately are daily employed in this service. A large bell

mediciroffi
The attached to one of the trams announoef theirmedioal officer of health complains-and our own approach. They visit the Old Town and the

iTccrer quartiers of the New Town, both morning
aad evening

j bnt a morning visit alone is fonud
sufficient for the greater portion of the New

justly—that these byres are too often kept in a
constant state of dampness and filth. From the
want of proper flagging and drainage the liquid
refuse and byre washings satnrate the court or
lane, and at the same time there is a constant
fermentation of the manure in the middens going
on. The effluvia arising in this way, and from
the_ animals themselves, and the preparation of
their food, are highly offensive, more especially
in dry weather. What are used as byres have
rarely been built for the purpose, while the cows
are overcrowded, and light and ventilation all
bub excluded. From the sitnatiou of the byres
and stables, and their adjuncts, the middens, it

j

results that many windows, which should be

Town. There is a staff of 135 scavengers em-
ployed, and 147 in winter, under the superinten-
dence ofthe inspector of cleaning, assisted by eight
overseers or district inspectors. The scavengers,
each of whom has an allotted beat, begin work

* We have barely hinted at the overcrowding, which
eiista in too many loealitica. To give a single esmnple,
the house, 23, 8t. James’s-street, although as originally
erected with good-sized airy rooms, has been so sub-
divided as to give, two years ago, accommodation (is the
word admissible here ?) to 220 human beings. 220 human
creatures in a single house, in which there were but
eleven sints and one water-closet! We had almost for-
gotten to ssy that the lowest story is occupied by shops.
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at five a.m. during tlie snmmer montLs, and at

six a.7n. in winter, and, with an boor’s interva],

continue at it till four p.m. On first going on
duty, the scavengers prepare the ashes and
refuse so as to be the more rapidly transferred

to the dnst-wagons, which is effected in the New
Town between six and seven o’clock, and in the
Old Town between seven and eight. After the
dust-wagons have passed, the scavengers go
over their beats again, and sweep up whatever
may have been left. The stuff thus swept up
they convey in their wheelbarrows to covered
dust-bins, which are placed in various parts of
the city, and which are cleaned out once a day.

These dust-bins, which are usually about 8 feet

long by 4 feet broad and 6 feet high, are kept
locked. The refuse thus removed from the houses
and streets is taken to depdts in the suburbs if it is

not carted direct to the difterent railways, which
it usually is, as the demand for it for some years

past has more than exceeded the supply. Con-
sisting principally of ashes, bones, and decaying
vegetable and animal matter, it makes an
admirable manure, well adapted for soil of a cold

clayey description.

The contract to remove this refuse is exposed
to public competition, and the successful com-
petitor is required to find security that he will

conduct the removal within a given time to the
satisfaction of the inspector of cleaning, who
is directly responsible to the Town Council.

Farther, the contractor must possess a capital

of 3,0001. to enable him to provide the requisite

men, horses, and tools. The cleaning plant is

made and repaired in central public workshops,
situated near the King’s Stables, which were
erected at a cost of 8,000Z. by the authorities.

The horses are stabled here, and the dust-wagons !

and carta put np. From a paper by Mr. Mac-
j

pherson.C.E., superintendent of streets and build-

ings, read a week or so ago, it appears that
about 1,342 wngon-Ioada of mud from paved
streets, called “ sludge,” which is largely mixed
with horse droppings, is collected and removed
to the depCts; and after lying some time is sold

at a cheap rate as a manure. There are also

about 4,937 wagon-loads of mud collected and
removed from the macadamized roads annually,

which are carted away to any place of deposit

suitable and convenient at the time
;
no use as

j

yet having been found for it. Such is a short
'

account of the manner in which in Edinburgh
the solid refuse is removed and utilised. Those
interested in this subject will find it more fully

explained and disensaed in a paper read in 1863
before the Social Science Association by Dr.
Henry D. Littlejohn.

The charge of lighting the city is also en-

trusted to the inspector of cleaning. The Edin-
burgh gas enjoys, it is said, the reputation of

being the very best in the kingdom, and being
moderate in price

;
not only are all the streets

lighted with it, but it is introduced into every

shop and private dwelling-house. So pure is it,

that it is used without any bad effects in all the

jewellers’, silversmiths’, and booksellers’ places

of business. There are two rival gas companies,
the Edinburgh Gas Company and the Edinburgh
and Leith Gas Company, both of which supply
the whole of the city with gas at a coat of

four shillings and tenpence per 1,000 cubic

feet. Excellent, however, as is the quality

of the gas, Edinburgh is but badly lighted after

all. The street-lamps are much too few and far

between. Owing to this circumstance, and to

the early closing of the shops, even the principal

thoroughfares, on a moonless winter’s night, are

but dismal promenades. The street-lamps, al-

though of simple design, are not deficient in

elegance.

The rates for watching, cleaning, and lighting

the city, and maintaining the fire brigade (why
is it that they have not a fire-escape ?), it may
be mentioned, are a halfpenny per pound on
four-fifths of the rent on houses of ten pounds
and upwards, and eightpence on four-fifths in

the case of houses below ten pounds. They may
be taken as equal respectively to elevenpence
farthing and sixpence halfpenny on the gross

rent.*

• A correspondent, with reference to the observation in

the description of the water-suppl}' and drainage of the
New Town of Edinburgh in our pages, that “within the
last twelve montbs the Army and Medical Commission
have condemned Piershill Barracks as the moat unhealthy
in Scotland,'’ says,—“ I have ascertained that the Secre-
tary of State for War "

is not aware “ that the barrack at

Piershill has been condemned. What is the ground for

that statement in the Jiidlder ? I inquire because many
are ansious to ascertain what eliect the application of
sewage to landhas on the health ofhuman beings?" The
statement in question appeared in the local papers, and
was the subject of much conversation in all circles, civil

DESIGNS FOE THE PEOPOSED
LAW COUETS.*

To make clearer the description we have
given of Mr. E. M. Barry’s project, we annex a
key plan,+ showing the general arrangement,
the appropriation of the various portions of
the building, aud the mode of access to the

public galleries by separate staircases, entered
directly from the street without communication
with any other part of the building.

Those conducting the business of the courts

would in no case have to pass through or across

the part in which business is transacted.

Judges, jurors, witnesses, counsel, all have their

separate entrances, and would have no neces-

sity to move about the court or intrude on each
other.

A general corridor has not been thought a
convenient arrangement, for the reasons stated

in the instructions. The offices are as far as

possible distinct from each other, and separated
into blocks by the interposition of the courts,

party walls, or fireproof halls and staircases. By
this arrangement the building is divided into

many fireproof compartments, any one of which
could be shut up on cessation of business, or

during its vacation, without interfering with the
access to the othei-s.

The form of the plan would separate the
traffic to the courts from the general and ordi-

nary traffic of the streets. The inner street

round the central block containing the courts
J

would be closed towards the Strand by lodges

and gates, and would thus be kept private for

the sole use of those having business in the
building. Bridges not shown in the plan con-

nect the central block with the offices around.
Hr. Barry, aud in this wo agree with him,

considers skylights for the courts very objection-

!

able. He has, therefore, designed them with 1

j

high aide windows, and has provided that these

,
shall open. The heating would be by hot-water I

pipes, and fresh air would pass into the court
j

from a chamber under the public corridor.

“ The ceiliDg is designed on a similar principle to that
\^Lich has been found successful for acoustics, lighting,

and ventilation in the present House of Commons. The
centre of tbo ceiling is perforated, and a vitiated-air-

chsmber is formed above it. This chamber communicates
nilh powerful air-shafts situated over the public stair-

,

cases. Gas burners are placed above the roof, and when
lighted aid the ventilation very elTectually, while all heat
and priidncts of combustion are prevented from entering

I

the court, and are carried off at once by means of tbo
j

viiiated-air-chsmber ito the air-shaft. The architect has i

so arranged bis plan that the boiler-flues from the base- I

ment pass up the newelin the centre ofthe staircase. The
I

upper part of these flues would be formed of iron pipes, I

the heut of which passing through the vitiated-air-
|

I shaft would create a strong upward current. As some of i

these boilers would he in constsnt use for the hydraulic
j

i machinery of the lifts and for other purposes, the system
|

would be self-aeliug
;
but in case of ihe temporary disuse

of the boilers by accident or otherwise, provision would be
made in the upper part of the ventilatirg-towers for a fire

of coke to assist the draught, as is now done at the House
of Commons.”

To tbe elegant (Gothic) detail of some of Mr.
T. N. Deane’s external work we have already

referred. The clock-tower, at Temple-bar, is

remarkably well designed. His plan is also

noteworthy for tbe extent of open space afforded

by areas throughout the building, an important

consideration with reference to both light and
air. The corridor by which the public gain

access to the several courts is approached by
four main staircases, separate from the business

staircases
J
tbe first in Carey-street, the second

in Bell-yard, the third in Clement’s-ina, the

fourth being tbe main staircase in the Great
Hal). Mr. Deane claims that,—“The public,

having thus reached the court corridor, cannot
possibly obstruct any one employed or having
business in the courts, inasmuch as tbe corridor

to be used by such persons is on a difl'erent floor

of tbe building.” Tbe Central Hall is somewhat
small, aud heavily filled up. The weak part of

the plan is its straggling character, and the

want of that concentration which is being
aimed at.

The cost Mr. Deane puts at 1,074,2781., pro-

clnced by 25,554,939 cubic feet, at lOid. per

foot.

Mr. Street’s'' design includes a Central HaTI^

190 ft. in length and 57 ft. wide (with stone

vaulted roof), round which a certain number of

the courts are ranged ; on the north, the Courts

of Equity
;
on the south and east, the Common-

Law Courts
;
and on the west, the Divorce,

and military,—the townspeople regretting the threatened
loss of one ofthe military Lauds they liad been accustomed
to. The writer concluded that the statement, if unfounded,
would have been contradicted at the time.

• See pp. 69 and 89, ante. t See p. 112.

Admiralty, and Ecclesiastical Courts
;
and all

these are approached as much as possible from
the north and south only. On the outer boundary
of the site are the offices connected with the

courts : and to avoid the creation of noise these

are to be entered from the outer side.

A key-plan, however, will explain with fewer

words the general arrangements, and the archi-

tect shall describe it himself.*

Tbe courts are separated by areas, which serve

to light the rooms under the courts.

In bis arrangements as to the admission of
the general public Mr. Street seems to come a
little into collision with the Commissioners’ views,

to which we referred in our last. He appreciates
the objection there is to the way in which, in

every court of justice in this country, the general
public is mixed up and interferes with the work
of those who have business to conduct in them.
There can be no necessity, be says, for admitting
any large number of curious visitors to any court.

All that is required is that there shall be just

so much accommodation for them as shall make
the proceedings of the courts public, and, at the

same time, that they shall be so isolated from
those who use the business parts of the courts

as to make it unnecessary that the two classes

should ever come near each other. In his plan,

the public have two entrances.on the south, and
two on the north. These are by staircases at

tbe northern and southern ends of the public

corridors, which run north and south at each end
of the public hall. All these staircases are for

the use of the public only, aud lead to tbe

Central Hall and public corridors
j
and out of

these are doors leading directly to the upper

part of the galleries in every one of the courts.

The public corridoi’S command each a certain

number of courts, as may be seen on tbe plan,

where also is shown the position of the grilles

to keep the general public in their way to tbe

gallery of four of the courts from spreading over

the Central Hall. One of the courts (b 4 on the

plan) would have no means of access for the

public but by the Central Hall.

Now, as to checking the circulation of the

general public, the Commissioners go farther

than Mr. Street. He says in his explanation:

—

" I observe, in the instrnelions to architects, a reqaest
that the gallery of each court should be separately
reached from tlic street. This appears to me to be au
impossible arrangement without vast loss of space and
preat expense, and therefore an impossible arrangement
in so restricted a site as that with which we are dealing.

With ordinary care, there is no reason whatever why any
inconvenience should bo felt according to my arrange-
ment. When tbe public gallery seats are all lull, it wUl
be the duty of the policeman in charge of the door to

refuse admittance altogether till there is a vacant seat.

So that it will never be likely to happen that peojile will

be taken round, as they now are, to all the courts in suc-

cession to see what is going on, in satiifaction of tbe idlest

curiosity.”

That the arrangement desired is not actually
“ impossible,” is shown conclusively by more
than one of the competitiors

;
and should the

Commissioners not bo led to attach less import-

ance to the requirement than they originally

did, both Mr. Street aud Mr. Scott will probably

find this part of their plan counted against

them.
Mr. Street gives two good open areas within

the pile—one east, the other west. One object

kept in view has been to prevent any part of

tbe building being made use of as a passage-way

from the Strand to Lincoln’s-inn, or from east

to west by persons who have no business in the

building. For this reason ho has provided no
carriage exit from the inner quadrangle on the

east side, so as to discourage the entrance of

vehicles.

The great tower for the records, which he has

placed on the triangular projection on the

western, or Clement’a-inn, side of the site, is

well designed, and forms an effective feature.

The total cost of the building, including

fittings, farnitnre of courts, warming and venti-

lating, lighting with gas, exclusive of subways
and bridges beyond the site, is put at 1,314,3601.

;

and the additional cost of bridges and subways
outside of site, viz., across Carey-street, Strand,

and Bell-yard, 16,1501. These estimates include

warming and ventilating, also gas and water.

The cubical contents of tbe entire building are

26,485,713 ft., and are priced, after measure-
ment and valuation of several sections of the

building, at 9d., la., and Is. 3d. per foot cnbe,

according to position.

Mr. Abraham cubes his design to 23,500,000 ft.,

and prices these at lOd. a foot as an average.

Adding certain sums for the eastern tower, the

• See p. 112.
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central tower, concrete, enclosure wallB, and
bridges, he makes the total 1,234,1G6Z.
Mr. Seddon brings the cost of his design to a

much higher figure. Thus to the main building
be gives,

—

B. d. £.
9,698,031 cube blocks of buildings in

inner courts 0 10 40-1,087
main blocksofbaildinga 1 2 1,606,546
towers commencing at
abont 120 ft. abore
Strand level 1 6 193,083

57,540,77i

3,614,432

' 781, SCO

3,186,147

Corridors and Approaches,
glazed covered way and
terrace o

corridors aad entrance
gateway, &c., &c 1

£2,200,714

4 13,025

0 159,307

Making a total cost of. £2,379,046

Mr. Seddon’s plan may be described as a com-
plete parallelogram, of 670 ft. in length by 430 ft-
in width, and consists, firstly, of an outer range
of building, 50 ft. wide, surrounding this area,
and containing the several chambers and offices.
Secondly, in the space comprised within this
outer range, a central building, bisecting it cen-
trally in the direction from west to east, parallel
with the Strand, and containing a general hall,
refreshment-rooms, and libraries; another, of
less width, intersecting it in the centre, like a
transept, containing the principal entrances and
staircases; and lastly, within the four smaller
•areas left between these buildings are the various
courts and their appropriate rooms, which are
considerably less in height.

The upper floor of the offices looks over the
roofs of the courts, and the lower floors into
areas 22 ft. in width.

The courts are in two ranges, running east and
•west, one on each side of the Suitors’ Hall.

lu this arrangement of the Law Courts, within
the four internal areas of the buildings, the
nature of the site prevents the spaces between
them from being of greater width than 12 ft.

;

the courts themselves are lighted from the top’
as well as from clearstory windows

; and the
rooms which are necessarily placed below them
are those which are appropriated as witnesses’
waiting-rooms and jnry-rooms.

The author says,—“The general public can
enter the Great Hall by the four principal en-
trances in the centre of the four sides of the
building, and by the recesses in front of each
court to the space allotted to the public under
the gallery in the court.” The public, we fear,
would be able to do, in short, eiaotly what the
Commissioners have shown it must not be allowed
to do, namely, range from court to court at its
own sweet will.

We might fairly praise Mr. Seddon for the
cleverness with which he has given an archaic
aspect to his elevations, and the ability shownm some of his drawings

; and we might explain
as to his enormous tower, that it is for the pur-
pose of storing the wills

; that the windows are
arranged, as desired by the Probate depart-
ment, extending from top to bottom of each
floor, and close enough to each other to throw
light between each range of shelves

; and that
it seemed to him desirable to explain externally
this practical character, rather than to design a
tower having more the look of a belfry without
bells. But as we are disposed to think that the
plan can scarcely go into comparison with some
ot the others submitted, this would after all be
useless.

Nor, witu tho best feeling, and much admira-
tion for artistic ability displayed, can we arrive
at any other opinion with reference to Mr.
Garlmgs design. The whole ground is too
closely covered

; there is a want of simplicity in
the arrangement

;
and there is no striking central

teatnr^ Mr. Garling objects to a Central Hall,
and eflects communication by wide corridors
one 30 ft. wide and 3S0 ft. long. The public,
however, if wo understand the plan rightly

access only to a gallery raised
above the business portion, and communicating
solely with a staircase descending at once to the
basement. There appear to be some good
^rangements to get under and across the courts.Ho objects to top-lighting, especially whore the
sides of the opening in the ceiling are lofty, as
unfavourable to sound. A central tower, with
low spire and two short towers at each end, with
truncated roofs, a series of close buttresses, and
ranges of pointed-headed windows, are the prin-
cipal features of the Strand front.

Mr. Garling estimates the cost of bis buildintr
at 1,090,06H., making the cnbical contents
28,832,/ 90 ft., and pricing these at sums varying
from 3d. (foundations), to Is. 6d. (central tower)

per foot : the bnlk of the work being put at lid
Touching these prices, he says,

—

“I have always been in the habit of ascertaining the
price per cubic foot of any buildings of which it was pos-
sible to get the price accurately calculated, and I have
found that, executed by the best London builders

—

OlBces in the City, most substantially
built, and with ornamental stone
fronts, cost per cubic foot od. to lOd,

Churches of the medium expense of
decoration

Ordinary substantially built weii-
Cnished dwelling - house, with
moderate external decoration 7.Jd. to 8d. or Od.

Nobleman's mansion or club-house,
with decorated stone front, and
finished handsomely is. to Is. 2d.”

The Royal Exchange and the Bible Society’s
premises, with an expensive stone front, cost
lid. per foot.

Mr. Garling is the only competitor who has
sent an altemative design of Italian character.
It appears to have been understood from the
beginning that the Law Courts were to be in the
Gothic style, and Gothic they, doubtless, will be.
Probably, indeed, such has been the course of
study in England, we shall thus get a more
agreeable building, for the time, than might have
been the case had another style been worked on ;

but we should belie often-expressed opinions if

we admitted that it is thus that the century is
likely to arrive at the possession of a noble
vernacular architecture of its own. The
erection in the midst of the City of a large
pile of Gothic architecture, pure and simple,
would have the effect of driving off for a
farther time the wished-for advent. Let us hope
that the Gothic adopted may be such as will best
admit of the developments suggested by modern
views, modern requirements, modern materials,
and modern modes of constructiou.

THE BUSINESS OE GLASS-PAINTING,
AND THE ART.#

To go to the second part of the subject, it is

evident that the greatest difficulty lies in the
treatment of pictures in glass. You have seen
in the slight sketch of the art how as the other
arts advanced the glass-painter was tempted to
push his also forward, not only from an ambition
to rival them, but that bis eyes having become
habituated to a more artificial and academic
system, he followed onward with the stream of
his contemporaries. But he found at last, as
many other reformers have found, that advance
is not always synonymous with improvement.
In his time (I mean that of the end of the
fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century)
perspective bad become a science. Theories of
composition, of the balance of lines, and of the
balance of colour, were taught as axioms of
art. Pictures were no longer suggestions or
reminiscences, but actual representations, with
all the natural eflects of sun and shadow, night
and day. And why was not all this to be effected
on glass as well as on canvas or on a wall ? The
glass-painter of that period, with his eyes con-
founded by the dazzle of other arts, seems to
have gone on asking himself this question. And
now in our time people are asking it again. They
are demanding pictures for their windows

—

family legends and local traditions figured in
painted glass for their halls, sacred subjects for
their churches. How is the modern glass-painter
to proceed ? He certainly stands on the vantage
ground of experience. The successes and failures
of past days aro all before him. He has, with
few exceptions, tho whole array of materials for
an equal success; he has himself only to blame
for equal failures. His difficulties are the diffi-

cuUies of abundance rather than of poverty.
Style after style is open to his choice. Science
is at his bidding. Galleries and museums are
open to him everywhere. And the skill of the
modern artisan sets him at ease about matters
of technicality. But it is just in all this that his
trouble lies. He is impelled by all around
him to the idea of advance. The notion of
accepting the principles which were brought
to perfection in a less educated age is to him a
notion of retrogression. And there are other
rocks than these also for him to wreck upon.
There is the preoccupation of everybody around
him in all the absorbing objects of this busy
age, which unfits them for the quiet atmosphere
of art, and greatly disqualifies their judgment.
Then there is the unsettled state of architectural
taste, which keeps all the arts associated with it

* By Mr. T. GamWec Parry, See p. 75, a/iie.

in the same unhappy condition. Then there is
that most fatal commercial element to contend
with to which, indeed, be all honour and re-
spect paid within the broad limits of its proper
action for individual and national enterprise.
Bat when commerce invades the realm of the
arte, and presses one of the finest of them, as
it now does glass-painting, into its service no
loose stone in a foundation, no poison in the
food, no worm in the bud, could be an element
of more certain ruin than it. I know that here
I touch on a very delicate subject. I know that
the artist must live by his art. I know, too,
that it will be replied to my objection that the
artist is under great obligation to the man of
commercial energy for giving him the means of
constant employment. So far so good

; we are
quite agreed so far. The evil is not here. The
evil does not lie in the man of commerce supply-
ing the artist with the means of constant em-
ployment, but in tho simple reversing of those
words, viz., that it is the artist who is pressed
to supply the commercial man with the constant
employment of his means. That is the evil, and
a serions one. The very energy of the employer
is the ruin of the artist he employs—ruin I mean
of his art. He may fill his pockets perhaps, but
he empties his talents. His talents are over-
pressed

; the fertility of his invention overtasked

;

orders pour in, customers become impatient,
work must be completed, or, in its commercial
sense, “ turned out,” in a specified time. The
result is repetition, inferiority, and routine.
But a still worse state of the case is this,
and a common one, that the contract price
keeps down the quality of the work—and
quality in a commercial view is a matter of
time, and time is money

; and thus a man’s
genius and higher feeling are fettered and
crushed because one breath of it more, one step
of it further would not pay. Its rich stream of
genius must be diluted down to the necessities
of trade. Genius is become an article of com-
merce, to be sold by the pound, or to be mea-
sured at so much per foot, as we see every day
in glass-painting. I ^assert that this is utter
degradation of art. No art can live long in such
an atmosphere, nor come to perfection under
such a pressure. Thus far indeed it might rise.
And for such a purpose the lower powers of art
are not improperly applied. There are, for in-
stance, very many things, objects of universal
use and trade, of which the value is very legiti-
mately enhanced by a certain amount of artistic
excellence. For such purposes let such a system
prevail,—such as for carpets, curtains, silks, and
ribbons, tables, embroidery, earthenware, clocks,
and ton thousand other things, in which dealers
must deal, and which manufacturers must supply.
The more they civilise and cheapen their wares
tho better. But there are occasions also here,
where a rather high character of art is sonie-
times applied

; as, for instance, in the painting
of the finest porcelain. But I never heard of
even that being degraded as our glass is. I
never yet heard of a Sevres vase, or a Dresden
group, or a Chelsea bowl, being sold by the
measure of their surfaces, or by any other test
of value but that of their artistic excellence. I
know that the glass-painter must live by the work
of his hands. The greatest men before him have
done the same. The greatest architects have built
for money, the greatest sculptors have modelled,
the greatest painters have painted for money;
but where was ever one such as they found who
would yield for one moment to the bondage of
the money for which they worked, or who would
not, with poor old Palissy, have rather burnt the
last leg of his last chair, and the last rail of his
garden fence, than bear to fail in the full excel-
lence of his work ? If glass-painting in our day
is to be submitted to such pressure as would have
crushed the genius of a Raffaelle, it has small
chance of vitality, and none of perfection. But
I must not be misunderstood. I desire) by
no means to pass a sweeping censure against
the combination of the commercial man and the
artist. Our whole social state is changed since
the days of those peaceful contemplative poets of
art who began their work with prayer, and
mingled their colours with devotion, making
religion as much a medium of art as art a
medium of religion—men who worked the live-

long day, maturing their thoughts in the quiet
of the cloister, and refreshing their spirits and
their eyes on the tranquil sceneiy around them.
Bub do you reply, “ Yes j but those men often
undertook great works on contract, and at a
fixed price and fixed time, too.” Yes, they did

;

but who made the contract ? Who fixed the
time ? Not any commercial business partner who
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iad to make money out of the artist’s brains.

No
;
for no art ean reach excellence, the comple-

ment of a man’s full power can never be
attained, but in the freedom of undisturbed
thought. If there is any vital element in art, it

is that which is akin to poetry. It is a strange
mixture in itself of delicacy and power, qualities

which, in the execution of its work, maintain
and modulate each other. Delicacy would other-

wise degenerate to weakness, and power would
swell into vulgarity. Art cannot live as a slave

to commerce, but it can live as the friend of

commerce, to share its wealth, and raise its sen-

timent. When Perugino grew avaricious he
prostituted his art. It was lucky for the arts

and for hie reputation that in his younger days
he had said his prayers. In those days he had
acquired a power of refinement and expression

of the most exalted character, for which all after-

ages have venerated his memory. He had been
a poet,—be-had, indeed, been a poet

;
but when

his studio was lowered to a manufactory, the
volume of his glory closed. I must repeat most
explicitly that I by no means object to the com-
bination of the man of business and the artist

in an establishment for glass-plainting. On the
contrary, I think it would be one of the greatest
service. I only demand that the two men
shonld be in their proper places.

But I must come now to the practice of the
art. If there be one error greater than another
that an artist can commit, it is in transgressing
the nature of his materials. The more evident,

•the more distinct that nature is, the greater is

his offence. Now, if there be any material at

his disposal, of which the qualities and resources
are more clearly marked than any other, It cer-

tainly is glass. If in oil colour, the charac-
teristic qualities are those of depth and power;
if of water-oolonr, delicacy

;
if of fresco, sobriety.

Of glass they are pre-eminently those of light.

I by no means infer from this, what I might be
mistaken to mean

, a garish gaudy use of the raw
material. But I certainly do mean that the
degradation of so beautiful a material as glass

into the condition of cardboard, as is done too

often by the Germans, or into oiled calico, as is

done by the Italians, or into a very bad style of
whity-brown paper, as is frequently done by the
English and French, is an insult and an abuse.

As I said before, glass is a thing of light and
colour, which calico, cardboard, and brown paper
most certainly are not. The abuse, as we have
seen, arose at the time (the fifteenth century)
when glass was manufactured thinner and more
clear than before. The painters at that time,

and now, too often stipple it over with brown
enamel to hide its poverty. Glass is wanted for

all varieties of effect, and, rightly used, it can bo
gorgeous without being gaudy, and solemn with-
out being dull. The first step to its improve-
ment for art purposes must be the work of the
manufacturer. The ruby, the green, and the
white, would be better made thick, the bines
more grey, the whites very various in hues, and
a more refractive and translucent rather than
transparent glass made for them all. Some
manufacturers, especially lUessrs. Powell, of

Whitefriars, have already taken much pains in

this direction, and with great success. The
next step, the artist’s, is not so easy to describe.

If he has the right kind of glass, which certainly

can now be got, there will be little need of veil-

ing it at all, to enrich its poverty or to tone its

garishneas, beyond the broad lines of the draw-
ing, the lightest possible indication of shadows,
and so on. Such, indeed, I feel shonld be the
law of the glass-painter. But now, having pro-

gressed 80 far, comes the great question : how
is the glass-painter to treat his pictures ? There
can be no real difficulty in this except in the
practice of humility and self-denial. The first

thing for the artist under such circumstances is

to make up his mind that he is in truth and
deed “ a glass-painter.” If only ho is quite sure
of that, half his difficulties are over.

Now let us for a moment compare the cbarac
teristics of a picture on canvas and a picture on
glass; and the conclusion will be obvious. lu
the first place, then, the element of form is

common to them both, and equally within their

reach. Their chiaroscuro, the whole law of
which runs in the simple sequence of ” high
light, half-tint, shade, refiected light, and cast

shade,” is also equally within the reach of

both—for glass can be blackened as black as

night, and high lights filed out as bright as the
the snn : I say they can be, I don’t say they
elionld be. Then “ colour”—that is common to

them both. Where, then, is the difference ? I

answer mainly in this, that although all things

may be possible, all things are not expedient.

But now look at the opposite view of the case.

Take two subjects only,—those of “ ronndness ”

and “ atmospheric perspective.” The way in

which an artist produces the effect of rounduess
is by modification of colour and by loss of out-

line. These are among the most powerful means
in the hand of a painter to produce to the eyes
of others the effects of nature, and among the

most favourite resources of his art. But these

two, the primary essentials to the painters of

pictures, are simply and entirely impossible in

glass-painting, because in glass the outlines

must be marked by lines of lead, and the colours

can only be tempered by the common expedients
of mere light and shade. There can be
modulation of colour in glass. I must not be
mistaken. Of course, the surface of glass may
be ground into semi-opaqae white, with the
texture of cardboard, whity-brown paper, and
calico, I mentioned jnst now, and painted on in

many ways with water and oil colours modulated
as you please

j
but that is not glass-painting in

what is (without any quibble about words)
really meant by it. It can also be effected

by enamels; but that is glass-enamelling, not
genuine glass-painting, and very objection-

able it is. So then, truly, there can be no

discrimination in such matters to keep those

workers of atrocities in check.” Bine illoi

lacrymee ! Bat what, then, unreservedly, are

these powers, and what are the limitations of

the glass-painter ? His powers ! He has the

whole beauty of the rainbow and the whole
power of the snn at his disposal. What are his

limitations ! They resolve themselves into two ;

first, the impossibility of colour-gradation, be-

cause the colour is unchangeably burnt into the
glass before he touches it; and secondly, the
rigid obligation of severely-marked outlines in

the use of his leads. The result, therefore, is

that his works are characterised by a certain

flatness of effect, more in the character of
sculpturesque relief than of the atmosphere of a
picture. This peculiarity is by no means con-

fined to the essentially Chl-istian and Gothic-

art of glass-painting. At a period of classic art

in Greece, perhaps unequalled by any other for

severe and refined purity of design, wall-painting

was constantly executed in this manner. Figures-

and even groups of figures were often thus

painted with hardly more than a mere faint

line to stand upon, and without any accessories

of background. It is impossible to imagine
the science of design put to a severer

trial, or a more perfect and pure ideal than that

modulation of colours on glass. How, for I which such a system affords of painting in con-

instance, can the painter get the grey between
!

nexion with architecture. I suspect that sciilp-

the light and the purpled shadow of a ruby- 1 tors would mostly design far better for glass than

coloured drapery ? How can he get the thousand-
|

painters. It was so with those great Florentine

and-one tints of sky and earth into its reflected sculptors, Ghiberti and Donatello, who delighted

light ? How can he soften off its edge ? Then con- ' in designing for glass. I adjure the glass-painter

aider for a moment the effects of “ atmospheric ' not to disguise this essential peculiarity of his

perspective.’*’ These are mainly producible by
|

art, and so to falsify it. It would be as uurea-

the same processes of modulation. Things in sonable for a musical composer to complain that

nature are cleared from each other not by any his single instrument had not the powers of an
means so much by their colours as by the air orchestra, or for a sculptor that his marble was
between them. There is nothing more delicate

!
debarred from the accessories of atmosphere and

to be produced than this in all painting. But perspective possible to canvas, as it would be for

these are unattainable by the glass-painter. He a glass-painter to complain of the limitations of

can only approach them by the ingenious use of
,

hia glass. In respect to the variety of styles,

—

forms, and by suggesting (however untruly in a
|

the Classic, Gothic, Eenaissance, and Modem,.
realistic point of view) the idea of proximity by which is most intimately connected with the

strong colours, and distance by the more delicate, subject of glass-painting,—there can bo no doubt

In spite of all these limitations to which he is of this, that to reduce everything to the mere
subjected, I do not feel that his art is lowered, dead level of modernism would be to deprive

For art does not depend on perfection of repre- the world of that invaluable meiins for expressing

sentation. Such perfection would at once be the ' the many phases of beauty which depend entirely

loss of all its poetry. It would only affect the upon the characteristics of particular styles ;

spectator’s knowledge, not hia imagination. I —that they are, in fact, the expression of the

believe that each art has its distinctive genius
,

widest range of human feeling; for, excepting

and capabilities—that there is a something which literature, all that remains to earth of the hearts

each can do the best, and that failing that, the ' and souls of the best men is in their arts. The
fault lies rather with the artist than with his ' objection is made,—“ But why copy them ? Why
materials. Michelangelo would be ns great in bind down your wider knowledge to the limits of

terra cotta as in the finest marble. What, then, their comparative imperfections?” I can only

is the glass-painter to do ? I am confident that
|

ask in reply, “ Who, in his senses, would ever,

the secret of his success lies in this ;—that his
,
or what man with a spark of genius ever could.

designs must be made entirely with reference to I
advocate such a course?” The objection is on©

the powers and limits of his peculiar materials; ' of those bugbears which gentlemen of certain,

that the designs of Michelangelo himself would
:

opinions are constantly raising—gentlemenwhos©

be utter failures unless made unreservedly upon judgment seems to be a good deal affected by

such a principle. An idea is prevalent that
j

temper, and still more by prejudice. The im-

copies may be made for windows from great I perfections of old art are most evident, and

old pictures, or that designs may be obtained, followed only by those who know and are

th great advantage, from the leading artiste of

the day. Bnt I am confident that it would be an
injury rather than an advantage that artists,

however great in figures, landscape, or genre,

should be so employed unless they do so with a
thorough knowledge of the peculiar qualities

and limitations of the materials in which their

designs are to be executed. That in their pictures

they may revel in the poetry of shadow, but
that in glass they must design for the effects of

light. That their canvass may be a broad open
space to work for

;
but their design for glass, on

the contrary, must be cut up into many small

pieces, and bound together by the harsh outlines

of lead. In a word, the composition for a
picture in painting mast of necessity be totally

different from that of a picture in glass
;
indeed,

if anything, the principles of glass design for

figure subjects are even grander and more
powerful than those in picture painting, because

the very nature of the materials of glass-paint-

ing forces the design to be broad, large, simple,

and consequently sculpturesque. I can easily

imagine any one remonstrate on hearing this,

and ask, why then do we generally see such

wretched things in windows? I can simply
answer, “ Because the persons who design them
have no knowledge of what they are pretending
to do

;
that they are manufacturers, not artiste

;

that the demand has induced them to start, not
in art, for they never had any to start with, but
in business, becanse they had plenty of capital,

and the general pnblic engaged in the various

capable of no better. But I hold it, there is a

living poetry beneath the cloak of those imper-

fections that such gentlemen have failed to per-

ceive ;—that the works of those early artists

exhibit a vigour and delicacy, an earnest pur-

pose and a poetic sense, an adaptation of their

designs to the materials they worked upon,,

with an utter absence of personal conceit in

themselves, which it is impossible to over-

rate. I grieve at the discredit that has been,

brought upon old art by the atrocities committed
by incompetent imitators. To such persons the

mere archaisms and exaggerations of expressions

have appeared to be the sole cbaracteristics of

those earlier arts. They have missed the latent

beauty, and have made bad copies of the crust.

Those artists of old days felt beauty as we do»

though they had no academical rules for its dis-

play
;

they felt all the poetry of human sym-
pathy and passion as we do, though they had no
axioms for its embodiment in art; and under
their exceeding disadvantages, with no rules to

guide, no experience of the past to enlighten

them, it is less their fault that they expressed

their strong feelings faultily, than it is ours that

we are so blind—eye blind and heart blind—to

misunderstand and miaappreciate them. Neither

do I perceive at all that the modified flatness of

representation necessary to glass deprives it of

the means of aiming at and of attaining a very

high order of art. For what is high art ? Sorely

the greatest art is that which expresses the

greatest idea. And as I believe that this great

work of life have had but little knowledge or 1 result overrides all technicalities of material, I
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see no reason why its attainment is not as possi-
ble fur tho glass-painter as for them who find
expression for the yearnings of a big heart in the
other poor and weak resources of stone or mar-
ble, of metal, or of paint. And I would that the
glass-painter would lay such an ideal bcfure him— that even if it were possible glass-painters
could form themselves into a guild, and exclude
those unworthy pretenders who do but poison
public taste, and dishonour the credit of a noble
profession.

But such a happy result would be dis-
allowed by the axioms of modem liberty. The
only other hope for the elevation of this beautiful
art lies in this ;—that those who have power
should refrain from its abase

; that in all the
honourableness of self-discipline they should put
quality before quantity

j and then work for the
high aim in their art rather than for high
balances in their ledger. With such senti-
ments, then, as these, would I close this ad-
dress to all the artists and amateurs interested
in this beautiful art. Let the glass-painter do
honour to his glass ! Let there be no hesitation
about it, no wretched condescension to mislead
those who gaze upon it,—let it be glass without
mistake

;
parading nothing, pretending nothing

;

but hououred even in its weakness, and treated
with justice even to its defects. Why envy the
qualitios or even the excellences of other arts ?
or why dread the genuine light of day, the open
sun and passing clouds (which are as death
and destruction to theoil-painter and the fresco-
painter) ?

If I were addressing glass-painters in this
room, I would say, Have you not gems to
play with—a very flood of gems to toss about
and to let your thoughts revel in ? Do you
fear their gayness and vivacity? What if the
diamond, ruby, and emerald, have a fire which
no art can equal, except yours alone, have you
not also tho mellow richness of the jacinth, the
softness of the chrysoplirase, and the terderness
of tho pearl ? If you feai- them, leave them !

If you use them, do use them and glory in them
;but use them within the limits of an edu’

cated sense — treat them with that mingled
modesty and confidence which have ever been
and ever must be the characteristics of disci-
plined genius. Yon have entered the temple of
the arts with the most precious jewels in your
hands. Ignorance and self-conceit are sacrilege
here sordid notions are sacrilege here. It might
have been well for the great men of former days
to have played with their art, confident in their
own priticiples, and modest in themselves. But
glass-painting is no easy and light matter. The
mere material itself is so beautiful that the eyes
of the vulgar are dazzled and deceived by it

5

but it needs the utmost tact in its management,
and genius and labour long and hard for its sue’
cess. Let then no wilful, no untrained hand
meddle with it; let no conceited spirit of self-
taught genius intrude upon it

;
for such a one

who thus violates the sanctity of the art will cut
the throat of all Lis hopes and reputation as cer-
tainly as the glass will cut his fingers.

HENRI DEUX WARE.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
A COMMITTEE is being formed, on the sugges-

I tion of Mr. Francis Fuller, for the collection of
B subscfipcions for the restoration of the Fine Art
t Courts of the Palace

; and Mr. Scott Russell has
t been promoting the objects of the movement by
d delivering a lecture on the Crystal Palace at the
I Royal Institution. At the close of this lecture
I Mr. Russell said,— ’

“Surely such a building ought not to be allowed to co
i down. It the company are not rich enough to do it i!the luBunince companies wiU not pay the fuU insurance,
tt the public ought somehow to help them. In other
0 countries u great educational institution like this would
li. bo helped by the Government. lu England iu such a
tt matter as tbia. tho people are the Government. Let
II them, therefore, help both the directors and themselves to
K restore and mamtaiu so grand a temple of art. education
*1 and reliiiement

; lor to do
' '

Bi national reputation.''
i matter aifecting the

Much as we wish that the movement may
sifincceed, we fear that a commercial company
li like that of the Crystal Palace are not likely to
bibo aided iu their object by public subscription to
a a Bufiioienb extent, and we feel that it would be
alalmost useless for us to urge the public to do it.
T(Towards the restoration of the Library, however'
ptpublic aid, by contributions of books, is a much
remoro hopeful prospect. The Crystal Palace
LLibrary, which was completely destroyed, com-
irprised upwards of 5,000 volumes, composed ex-
:lclasiveJy of presentation works.

Mr. Chaffers is delivering at the Society of
Arts a valuable aeries of lectures on Pottery and
Porcelain, under the Cantor foundation. In the
third of them, delivered on the 4th inst., the
lecturer described the very peculiar ware (of
which we have before now made special refer-
ence), manufactured at Oiron, nearThouars, from
1520 to about 1550, coeval with the best period of
Italian majolica, called Henri II. ware, which is

of a distinct character and ornamentation to
every other class ofpottery. After briefly quoting
the opiDionB_of writers on the subject durino- the
last thirty years, be alluded to the discoveries
of M. Fillon, who solved the problem and
cleared up the mystery as to the origin of this
ware. Two artists assisted in the work, a potter,
named Fran(;oi8 Charpentier, and Jean Bernard,
librarian and secretary of Helene de Hangeat
Genlia. While in her service the. latter had fur-
nished numerous designs for ornamental book-
bindings. After her death they entered the ser-
vice of her son, Claude GoufBer, whose arms are
found on a plateau in the South Kensington
Musenm.

Mr. Chaffers next described the monograms,
which are those of the Dauphin Henri, Anne
of Montmorency, and of Claude Gouffier—the
arms, emblems, and devices which are found
upon the pottery of Oiron. He then spoke of
the distinguishing characteristics of this curious
waVe, the body of which is a creamy white pipe-
clay, very compact and of fine texture, so that it
does not, like ordinary fayenee, require an
opaque white enamel, but merely a transparent
glaze. Instead of being painted with enamel
colours over the surface, it is actually inlaid
with coloured pastes, in the same manner as the
champleve enamels or niello work on metal.
The lecturer continued,—I will endeavour to
give some idea of tho complicated process of
constructing a piece of this ware, from a veiy
careful examination of a fractured specimen in
the Sivres museum. The foundation of the vase
being first modelled into the required form by
baud—quite plain and hatched all over with
crossed lines, that the outer crust might the
better adhere to it—one or more thin plaques or
bauds of moist clay were then laid on a flat
board, corresponding in size to the portion of
the vase to be covered. These plaques were
stamped by the bookbinders’ tools into various
patterns. The string borders of frets, gnil-
loches, foliated scrolls, rosettes, &c., were accom-
plished by swivel-stamps, held in the hand,
and rolled from one end to the other

;
the inter-

laced arabesques and diapered grounds were
produced by means of metal stamps, such as
were used for gilding the leather surfaces of
books- These cavities or incised patterns were
then filled in with difi'erent coloured clay, the
superfluous portions being removed by a sharp
chisel, and the bands were applied to the shaped
foundation, and pressed closely to it. The next
process was the application of ornaments in
relief, such as brackets, masks, shells, terminal
figures, &o. ; these were either modelled by hand
or pressed into moulds, and stuck on to the
vase, together with the handle, and placed in the
kiln for the first baking. The piece was then
removed, and dipped into a thin, transparent
lead glaze, with here and there some enamel
tints ofpurple, blue, green, and yellow, sparingly
applied, and again subjected to a less degree of
heat in the moflle-kiln, sufficient to melt the
glaze. From the manner in which theincrusted
pattern was applied round the exterior of the
vase, it would be next to impossible to make it

correspond exactly at the jnnetion of the two
ends. This trifling irregularity has given rise to
the supposition that the ornamentation was
merely a printed design, transferred to the
surface of the ware. This, to a superficial
observer, appears very feasible

j bnt if we look
beneath the surface, and examine the section of
the fractured vase at Sevres, it is clear that the
coloured pastes were inlaid, the sharp angles of
the grooves or furrows presenting too r^nlar an
appearance to have been caused by the mere
absorption of any colouring matter, either by
surface transfer or with a brush. It will also be
observed, that the furrows in which tho coloured
pastes have been inserted are slightly depressed,
from shrinkage in the kiln, thus essentially differ-
ing from painted earthenware, which would
rather produce a low relief. The number of
pieces of this ware known to be iu existence is

fifty-three. They are equally divided between
France and England, each possessing twenty-

The odd one belongs to Russia.

THE CAB QUESTION.

A DISCUSSION on the metropolitan cab question,
introduced by remarks from Mr. Henry Cole,
C.B., took place at the Society of Arts on
Wednesday in last week. Mr. Cole considered
our cabs to be a disgrace to the metropolis. The
sixpenny mileage fare he held to be the chief
cause; not being sufficiently remunerative for a
good cab and a good horse. There is much
truth in Mr. Cole’s views. Sir Cusack Roney
said he did not think the London cab-drivers
were much worse specimens of humanity than
others. He had often found, too, in his railway
experience, that every line of railway was the
worst managed in the kingdom in the eyes of
passengers by that line. Fixed fares were
essential, and existed in every city. Mr. Charles
Hill said Mr. Cole had shut out every other con-
sideration except that of fares, the point objected
to being their limitation by law. In most Conti-
nental cities, and in the principal towns (and
especially the watering-places) of England, a
municipal regulation of the cab fares existed.
If the cab business in London was nnremuuera-
tive, they ought to endeavour to see how it could
be made more remunerative. He thought that
would not necessarily follow from increasing the
fares. The question was how they could create
a larger demand for cabs on the part of the
public. At present, from some cause or other,
there was a disinclination to use cabs, and bo
mentioned cases in which people arriving at a
railway terminus preferred walking to their
destination, even in wet weather, rather than
take a cab. He believed this repugnance to cabs
arose, in the first place—especially in the case of
ladies—from the frequent disputes that took
place about fares. A remedy for this, to a great
extent, would be found by some instrument being
attached to the cab, by which the distance
travelled would be indicated

; and he thought it

was quite within the province of this Society to
endeavour to obtain such an instrnment and get
it adopted.

It is to be hoped we shall not have to return
to tho intolerable state of matters which existed
before the late legislation on the subject. Cab-
men not seldom, even now, would as soon think
of voluntarily returning change as giving thanks
for an extra sixpence

;
bnt, iu general, avoidance

of abase is thus insured
;
and were the extra

sixpence pub upon the first mile, the minimum
fare being thus Is., perhaps the present regula-
tions might otherwise be left as they are, and
the result be not only a less unpleasant inter-
course between the public and the cabmen, but
improved cabs, from more profitable returns and
their more general employment. That cabs
should be taxed to the extent of 15Z. per annum,
or only 11 . less than omnibuses, is iniquitous, and
ought to be amended. So ought the power of
the cab-owner to imprison his cabman for being
short of his day’s proceeds. There are some-
times no fewer than twenty of these poor
fellows in prison at one time, it is said, on this
account.

In the diacuBsion several gentlemen spoke of
the Hansom cab as being better than the four-
wheeler. This we cannot see. They do go a
little faster, but there their superiority, we think,
ends. We have seen, on several occasions, both
passengers and cabmen pitched head-foremosfc
out of their seats, by the sudden stumbling of
the horse, and we think it must bo a curious
“safety cab” which does that. An improved
four-wheeler is what is wanted. The Hansom is

not only dangerous, bnt incommodions and
dranghty. First and second class cabs were
suggested in course of the discussion.

Mr. Alderman Lawrence, M.P., who took part
in this discussion, asked the Home Secretary,
in the House of Commons afterwards, whether
he will be prepared to introduce a measure
during the present session to consolidate the
various Acta relating to metropolitan hackney
carriages; to revise the tariff, with a view of
enabling the pnblio to have the option of obtain-
ing a superior class of hackney-carriage at an
increased fare

; to take away the power at
present possessed by the cab owners of im-
prisoning their drivers in Whitecross-streefc
Prison in the event of their failing to pay the
daily hiring

; and other questions bearing on the
same subject.

The Home Secretary, in reply, said that a
Bill in the House of Lords relating to the
street traffic would contain clauses which it was
hoped would improve the hackney-carriages, but
he had no intention to introduce any special
measure on the subject.
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PLANS FOR THE PROPOSED LAW COTJRTS.*
Afr. E. Af. Barrj/s Key Plan.

a. All the rooms for the Bar are uoder Central
Hall, close to all the courts. The Bar re-

quire the inner line of communication,
having to practise in all the courts. There
is a continuous passage ^r Bar through all

the courts at the end nearest bar-rootns,
under public galleries.

51toi23. The courts. All on the same level. 5 1 to
b 7, Equity Courts, i 8 to i 10, Courts of
Queen’s Bench, i H to 6 13, Courts of
Common Pleas. 6 14 to 6 16, Courts of
Exchequer, b 17, Exchequer Chamber.
b 18, Spare court. 6 19, Extra court. 6 20,
Probate and Divorce Court, b 21, Ad-
miralty Coort. 6 22, Ecclesiastical Court.
b 23, Appellate Court, b 24, Bankruptcy
Court and oilices.

c c c. The judges’ corridors, continuous throughout,
and accessible only to judges.

d d. Judges’ rooms. Level with bench in all the
courts. Each set opposite its own court.

efq. Principal entrances forjudges.
h. Entrance in Strand for jurors, witnesses, and

parlies to suits. Principal stairs here lead
to a second hall on first floor, and from
thence by a bridge and flight of stairs to

Central Hall. There are separate entrances
and stairs for witnesses and jurors who
wish to go at once to their rooms without
ascending to Central Hall.

k k. Corridors for general public (each 175 ft. by
16 ft.), reached by four public staircases.

From these access is gained to the lobbies
behind the galleries in courts. The Central

N.B.—The Scale of the Plana is different.

Hall is not used hy the general public, but
it and these corridors are level, and persons
can pass by permission from one to the
other by means of doors in the iron screens
which separate them.

I 1. Carriage quadrangles, with arched entrances
from Strand and Carey-atreet. These are
for the judges' access to their porches.

Below c e is a corridor for the use of the Bar and at-

torneys only. Itopensto the consultation-
rooms, which are under d d all round.

Below this is another corridor for jurors and witnesses
only. The jury-rooms are under the con-
sultation-rooms {d d), and the witness-
rooms are all under the conrts.

rnm m m. Enclosing block of law offices.

A Conrts of Law.
B. Bar Attorneys an Professional Public.

E. Offices of Courts of Law and Equity

-

F. Public Stairs and Waiting Halls
' '

Afr. Street's Key Plan.

QarlY
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BELL AND CLOCK TOWEES.

No one who has been in the habit of looking

over old views of cities and towns as they

appeared two or three centuries ago can help

being struck with the fact, that although these

same towns may have gained in size and import-

ance, their general aspect has, in nearly every

instance, decreased in grandeur and dignity.

This is of course more the case in England than

on the Continent. Oxford and Durham are

nearly the only towns in this country that pre-

sent a grand and magnificent outline when seen

from a distance
5
whereas all modern English

towns, such as Liverpool, Manchester, and Bir-

mingham, when seen from a distance, appear

like a collection of dirty villages. Some people

will be inclined to lay the blame on the tall fac-

tory chimneys
5
but suppose the chimneys re-

moved, and what have we f a long, dull, dismal,

flat, and unbroken sky-line
;
look, for instance,

at Brighton ; what can be more thoroughly un-

interesting than the view of that immense and
fashionable town from the sea ? One is really

inclined to wish that there were a few tall

chimneys, or in fact anything to break the

dreary monotony of that everlasting horizontal

sky-line. Those who have seen Prague and
Wurzburg from a distance, or have gazed upon
the even more glorious panoramas presented by
Borne, Venice, or Verona, cannot help being

struck with the squalid and beggarly appearance

of our large towns when the first glimpses of

them strike the eye. Now why should this be
so ? What is it that we miss when looking upon
modern towns ? It is simply this,—we see no
towers. .And why have we no towers ? Of course

we no longer require them for purposes of de-

fence, but we still make use of bells and clocks

of large size, both of which seem to suggest
that we have not yet overcome the require-

ment for towers. And how many fine exam-
ples of towers, applied to these purposes,

are to be found in the ancient cities of

Germany, Italy, and Belgium. The great
“ belfries ” in the last-named country are

celebrated, but in Germany nearly every little

town has its watch-tower or bell-tower. Prague
possesses very many examples, the finest of

which is represented in our engraving. It is

attached to the Bathhaus, and is a fine speci-

men of fourteenth - century architecture. The
clocks, for there are two,— occupy the basement
and the top story of the tower

;
the upper one

has four faces. It is much to be regretted that

they have all been modernized, but the face of

the lower clock is wonderfully interesting. There
are two dials, one chronomical, the other astro-

nomical
;

both, together with the framework
which surrounds them,' are of stone, beautifully

and delicately carved, and retaining vestiges of

coloured decoration.

A tower of very similar aiTangement and
design is to be found at Wurzburg. Here
the clock is in the highest story but one ; the
dial is ancient—fifteenth-century work,—and
there is a very interesting wooden canopy over
it. The basement portion of this tower is

Bomanesque work, and there is a singular

arrangement of shafts supporting a trefoil-headed

arch, which looks uncommonly as if it had
formed part of a clock-face in a similar position

to the one described at Prague.
At Batisbon is a lofty clock-tower attached

to the Bathhaus
; the clock is in the top story.

This tower is capped with a low pyramidal roof;

the story below the clock is occupied by large

three-light windows. It is a work of the latter

part of the fourteenth century.

The clock-tower adjoining the Bathhaus at
Cologne is a magnificent structure. It is in plan
octagonal, with four large and four small sides.

The whole tower is covered with niches and
panelling, and lighted with two-light Pointed
windows in each story. This tower is capped
with a tall octagon spire of slate, at the base of
which is an open balcony; half-way np the
spire is another balcony and open spaces,
through which the bells are visible. The clock-
face is in the top story, and is partly ancient.

The tower of the Bathhaus in the New Stadt
at Prague is very similar in general arrange-
ment to the one already described in that city;

it has, however, no clock-face at the basement,
and is inferior in design, and later in date than
the one we have illustrated. At Sweahurg, in

Bavaria, is a very picturesque example, very
similar to the Prague ones. At Kitzingen, near
Wiirzburg, the clock-tower is circular in plan,
and quite isolated from the Bathhaus ; it is

capped with a tall slate spire. At Eothenburg, •

in Bavaria, is a very original and pretty example ;

it grow^ out of the gable of the Bathhaus, and is

square in plan for two stories
;
it is then broached

into an octagon, with four statues standing on

the “ broaches ;
” at the top is a projecting cor-

nice supporting a light iron parapet railing
;
the

whole is capped with a bulbous spire of two
orders.* At Augsbm^ is a very tall tower, over

300 ft. high, detached from the Bathhaus. It has

been rather modernized, and is not earlier than

the beginning of the seventeenth century
;

it is,

however, very good in outline. It is square

three-fourths of the way up ;
the remaining

portion of the tower forming an octagon lantern,

:
crowned with an ogee dome. The tower of the

Bathhaus at Gotha is probably of the same date

;

it is attached to the building, and is neither

very lofty nor beautiful. At Oberwesel, one

of the towers of the fortifications has been
converted into a clock-tower at a late period.

The clock-face is placed in a kind of largo

dormer : the effect is very picturesque. The
same arrangement occurs in one of the towers

of the castle at Wertheim.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies building towers for these purposes was
discontinued, and the modern pepper-box was
used in their place. Great praise is due to the

late Sir Charles Barry for his bold revival of this

noble feature in his new “Palace of West-
minster.”

THE NATIONAL GALLEBY DESIGNS.

The rumour gains ground that it is intended

to throw all the competitors overboard whole-

sale, without making any selection. This would
be a clear breach of faith, as Mr. Cowper gave
them distinctly to understand that one of them
would be employed.

It would make the having been invited to

compete a serious professional injury to each

one of the competitors. If one be selected, the

rest cannot complain j but if no one be chosen, all

will have a right to complain, as they will

thereby be stigmatized as ignorant and incom-

petent.

The Chief Commissioner personally is inca-

pable of an act of injustice, but our iuformatiou

is good, and we fear the matter has not been
fully explained to him. We trust it may not be

too late to obtain re-consideration.

A NEW FABMSTEAD.

A LARGE farm-steading, arranged for a system

of feeding cattle entirely under cover, and carry-

ing on all indoor farming operations under the

same roof, has just been completed at Griukle

Park, Yorkshire, for Mr. Charles M. Palmer.

The building may be described as forming a

hollow square, covering nearly half an acre of

ground, the centre of the square being occupied

by the feeding-bores, twenty in number, each

10 fc. square, and sunk 3 ft. below the surface

;

the roof rises high over this portion, and is sup-

ported by thirty metal columns. Around this

centre are arranged the following departments :

—

Commencing on the north side with the barn and

and the thrashing machinery (supplied and fitted

up by Mr. William Trotter, of Stocksfield), with

engine-house, smith’s shop, spacious straw-house,

implement-house, cart-sheds, &c. On the west

side is a range of ten stalls for the farm horses,

with harness compartments for each horse, and

behind these, again, ranges of loose-boxes for

brood mares, with hay-house and corn-stores, &c.

On the south side are a large fold-yard for the

store cattle (open by archways to the south)
,
pig-

house, bull-house, &c. On the east side is pro-

vided accommodation for the milk cows, and

calf-pens, with boiling-house, oil-cako store,

turnip-house, &c. The patent metal fittings in

the stable, loose-boxes, byre and cattle-boxes,

have been procured from Messrs. Musgrave &
Co-, Belfast, each animal having a separate

trough for water, supplied through a system of

pipes, and of which there is a never-failing

supply (of pure spring water) at a high pressure.

The system of cemented passages throughout

the building, in connexion with storehouses, and

the use of small rolling wagons for the purpose

of carrying the food, enable the feeding opera-

tions to be carried on with the most economical

employment of labour. The lighting and venti-

lation of the building, which are mostly effected in

the roof, are quite successful, as well as the system
adopted for collecting and saving the manure,
both solid and liquid. The stackyard stands to

the north of the buildings, adjoining the bai’U.

At the west side, at a short distance from the
building, a semi-Gothio house has been built for

the farm-bailiff, to which is attached a roomy
garden

;
and on the east side are six new cot-

tages of four rooms each, with gardens in front.

The architect is Mr. Archibald M, Dunn, of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; and the buildings, in-

cluding machinery, have cost about 4,600Z,

The contractor for the whole of the works is

Mr. Thomas Liufoot, of Whitby ; and Mr. John.

Dixon acted as clerk of the works.

EBOM lEELAND.

Dublin .—In Stephen’s Green an enormous
pile of building is almost finished. This is the
new Shelbourne Hotel, erected by Mr. William
Jury, ot Dublin and Belfast ; Mr. Charles Cotton,

of Cork
;
and Mr. Goodman, late manager of

the Edllarney Eaiiway Hotel. The front to
Stephen’s Green, overlooking the grounds, seems
to be about 170 ft., while that along Kildare-
streeb is as much more, presenting a square of

170 ft. The edifice overtops the mansion of the
borough member, hitherto considered one of the

finest on the north aide of the Green, by two
stories. A telegraph office, lift for guests from
story to story, several exits, with fire escapes,

baths, and all modern improvements, have been
provided. Besides the gentlemen’s coffee-room

and puhlio dining-rooms, there is a ladies’ coffee-

room furnished, uud a newsroom equal to that of
the Beform Club. The kitchen is detached from
the main building, so that there is no smell from
the culinary department. In a separate wing
are smoking and billiard rooms. The whole coat

will be over 8O,000Z.

GIFT OF TEE MAYER MUSEUM TO
LIVERPOOL.

The celebrated Mayer collection of antiquities

has been presented by Mr. Joseph Mayer to the

town of Liverpool, and will form “ The Mayer
CoDection,” under the superintendence of the
Library and Museum Committee. This collec-

tion, as is well known, is a very valuable one, in

many respects unique, and has cost many
thousand pounds, and taken many years to

form. In one department—the iilnstrations of

Wedgwood-—as remarked by Mr. Picton in an-

nouncing the gift, there is no collection in

existence which at all equals it
;
and in gems

and in Media>val works of gold and silver, and
works of that class, it is also exceedingly rich,

as it is in Egyptian antiquities. The cele-

brated Fawcett collection of Anglo-Saxon an-

tiquities is included in it, with many other
valuable and beautiful works. Altogether, the

gift is a very noble one, and entitles Mr. Mayer
to the gratitude of more than his townsmen.

ACCIDENTS.

London .—In boring a tunnel from a building

in the northern or South Hackney enclosure of

Victoria Park to the main sewer for the insertion

of drains, the excavation fell in while four men
and a boy were at work, burying all but the boy.

Two were got out alive, but the other two were
dead when dug out. There is said to have been
some neglect in the securiug of the sides by
planks and cross struts.

Chatham .—An accident has occurred at the

drill-shed now in course of completion at the
roar of the Royal Marine Barracks. While a
number of painters were engaged in painting the

inside of the roof, one of them overbalanced

himself, and fell a distance of 30 ft. with fearful

violence, striking against a block of stone. His

head was badly cut and his thigh broken.

Bedford.-—A bricklayer in the employ of Mr.
Mercer, whilst at work on the third story of new
buildings now in course of erection on the east

side of St. Mary’s-street, was in the act of pulling

up a bucket of mortar, when the rope broke, and
the sudden jeik throwing the man off his balance,

he was precipitated bead foremost to the base-

ment, and was seriously injured.

Kirkdale.— Just now there is in courpe of
erection an additional wing to the gaol premisesWe will give a sketch of this on another occasion.
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at Kirkdale, and a large nnmber of men are
employed at the work. There is a shed sup-
ported by two arches at the north-west corner of
the gaol. About forty men had assembled in
this place at dinner-time, when suddenly, with-
out warning, some twenty-two or twenty-three
of them were precipitated into the cellar below,^d partially buried in bricks and mortar.
Unfortunately some of the men were seriously
injured.

Brighton .—At the new Brighton West Pier an
accident has happened to the structure. The
hull and a large portion of the framework of a
brig stranded near Shoreham drifted along the
coast, struck the pier near its shore-end, and
smashed through the iron piling by which it is
supported. Seven of the piles, with all the inter-
mediate stages and bracing, were carried away,
and the pier was thereby rendered unsafe for
public use.

Hastings.—The drainage works on the beach
have been damaged by the sea during a gale. A
hoarding and piles were carried away, and the
trench filled up to the original level of the
ground, so that the work is all to do over again.

THE DRAINAGE OF KIDDERillNSTER.
A SCHEME for the drainage and water-supply

of the town of Kidderminster was submitted to
the Sanitary Committee on the 30th ult by
Mr. Curley, C.E., of Hereford. He proposes to
filter and clarify the sewage in filtering tanks,
near the point where the Hoo Brook joins the
nver Stour, and to convey the filtered water
mto the river below the dam at the Wilden Iron
Works. The total area to be drained is 450
acres, for which Mr. Curley considers that a
main outlet sewer 3 ft. in diameter is sufficient.
The total length of main sewers, as laid down in
the plans, is 15 miles; and the estimated cost
including gullies, flushing wells, overflow cham-
bers, filtering and deodorising tanks, is 20,0001.
He also submits a scheme for water-supply,—
a water-tower 56 ft. h^h, and surmounted with
a wrought-iron cistern capable of holding half a
million gallons, is to be erected near the site for
the filtering-tanks. The water is to be pnmped
from the Hoo Brook, the stream which supplies
the motive power for the Wilden Ironworks,
and which is said to be of very good quality, by
two 25-horae engines. The rates proposed to be
levied are,—one penny per week for cottages of
fit. per annum, twopence per week for lOJ.
houses, threepence per week for 201. houses,
fourpence for 301. houses, and so on. There are
about 4,000 houses in the borough, the popula-
tion, according to the last census, being about
18,000. The total annual revenue from tbe
waterworks is estimated at 2,1331., and the cost
of construction at 20,0001.

sources. If that Act was amended, so as to
give three-fourths instead of one-half, the com-
pany would avail itself of it, but not otherwise.
Lord Derby said that although the Act of last

year had not yet been acted on, he fully expected
that it would. Should, however, the Act re-
main inoperative, the question of amending it
might then be considered

; in the meantime he
was not prepared to advise Parliament on the
subject.

Ox Tuesday evening Mr. M'Cnllagh Torrens
obtained leave to introduce a Bill to provide
better dwellings in towns for artisans and
labourers. He introduced a similar Bill last
session, and it was referred to a select committee,
who reported, and the Bill he now proposed was,
on that report, the same as the House and com-
mittee left it. All the information he had re-
ceived since last session led him to the conclusion
that matters were getting worse rather than
better, for the amount of misery and overcrowd-
ing far exceeded any supply of their remedy
which voluntary enterprise could afford, not-
withstanding that many good people, from bene-
volence, had endeavoured to supply the want.
They, no doubt,_ improved certain parts of the
town, but nothing had been done adequate to
what was really required by the metropolis.
Mr. Walpole expressed his approval of the

Bill, but, of coarse, he would endeavour to care-
^lly guard the property of private individuals.
The Bill was read a first time.

DWELLIXG-HOUSES FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES.

A DEPUTATION from the Metropolitan Building
Society waited on tbe Earl of Derby on Saturday
last, by appointment, at his official residence in
DowniDg-sti-eet, with the object of obtaining a
loan of 500,0001. for building extensive ranges
of workmen’s houses in the metropolis.

The prospectus of the company, which had
been previously sent to Lord Derby, states that
the want of workmen’s houses was so great and
pressing that it would require at least 500,0001.
per annum to bo expended for the next five years
to mitigate the evil in any sensible degree. That
outlay would supply house accommodation for
100,000 persons. Without Government assist-
ance, nothing like that accommodation could be
had, as it pays much better to invest capital in
high-class houses, showing the absolute necessity
of Government interference, if the evil is to be
remedied.

_

Lord Derby called the attention of tbe deputa-
tion to the "W orkmen’s Houses Act of May, 1866
and read several extracts from it, showing that
any company might obtain loans under that Act
to the extent of one-half the cost of the build-
mgs, at 4 per cent, interest. Mr. Alison stated
that that Act was passed when tbe interest of
money was 10 per cent., and then it offered
great inducements to the public to act upon it by
obtaining money at 4 per cent. Bat now it
offered no inducements, as the interest of money
IS 3 per cent,, and loans to the extent of one-
half can now readily be obtained from private

SITE FOR MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL.
The Manchester City Council on Wednesday

last came to a decision regarding tbe proposal
to enlarge the site of tbe Town-ball about to be
erected, and to make a square instead of a
triangular building. The latter is estimated to
cost about 500,0001., and it was asserted that
the adoption of the new proposal would add
about 300,0001, to the amount. Tbe Council
decided to keep to their original site. Surely
the shape of the site might be improved without
necessarily spending such a Idrge additional sum
as that named. The shape of the original site is
very awkward. We must applaud Alderman
Kmg for his endeavours to get it improved.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Courts of Conciliation.—ln the House ofLords,

Lord St. Leonards has laid upon the table a Bill
for the establishment of courts of conciliation
and arbitration. He explained that the Bill was
similar to the one which he had introduced last
session, and its object was to provide for the
settlement of disputes between masters and
workmen. Courts of conciliation already existed
in France, and had been found to work satisfac-
torily. He believed that the establishment of
similar institutions in this country would tend
greatly to put a stop to strikes. The Bill was
read a first time.

Sheffield .—A meeting of tho members of the
File Mauufacfcurers’ Association has been held
in reference to an attempt on the part of the
trade nnions to compel Messrs. Turton & Sons,
Sheaf Works, to require a file-grinder in their
employment to conform to the rules of the union.
Messrs. Turton refusing to do so, their file-
grmdera and smiths have given a month’s notice.
The file manufacturers, after hearing the cir-
cumstances of the case, resolved “ That the
File Manufacturers’ Association claim the right
to employ such workmen as they please, and mil
not submit to unreasonable dictation on tbe part
of tbe trade nnions.” This resolution is under-
stood to apply not only to the case of Messrs.
Turton & Sons, but to all attempts on the part
of the unionists to compel mannfactnrers to
employ union men or pay the contributions of
men who get in arrear with their payments to
the unions.

Ectford .—The bricklayers are out on strike at
Retford. It appears to be principally directed
against Mr. Thomas Hopkinson, builder, who is
engaged in erecting the new town-hall, sham-
bles, and corn and butter markets. Mr. Hopkin-
son has kept on his men at full wages during
the short days of the winter months, and now
that “full time” is approaching the men want
their time reduced and their wages advanced.

GAS.

IMPERILLING HOUSES.
the metropolitan building act.

At the Wandsworth Police Court, on the Gth
inst., Messrs. Mulliner & Cooper, builders, of
Wandsworth, were summoned for neglecting to
give notice to the district surveyor, under the
Building Act.

Mr. HiscoeVs, the district surveyor, said the defendants
fiad dug out and formed a celLr under tho ground-Uoor
heJew the foundations of the walla of a dwellinc-house
and shop, in the High-street, Wandsworth, within or less
than 3 tc. of the lootings of the waUs, and for a length of
60 it., thus forming an embankment, thereby iraperillinff
the safety of the house.

^ ”

The Magistrate (Mr. Ingham) said he could not find
auythioc in (ho Metropolitan Building Act relating to
digging below the bouse for a cellar.

I’he District Surveyor said he could only refer to the
general rulea laid down (lat Schedule, Preliminary), as to
walls being built on solid ground, and this could scarcely
be called solid ground; and to Part I., rulea 1 and 2 de-
teiTOining the thicknesses, lengths, and heights of walla •

and he submitted that, although he could not point to any
rule that required walla to he underpinned, yet sec 9 he
considered, taken with the contest, was intended.’ toembrace all that was necessary for the due security of the
walls. ^

The Magistrate said it was a very proper case to bring
before him but there was a defect in the Act: and hewould be pleased if Mr. Hiacocks would take it to a higher
Court, and get their decision. He therefore dismissed
tbe summons.
The District Surveyor said he did not wish to press tbe

cose against tbe defendants, as it was this particular point
only that he w ished decided; and slated that a Bill would
be introduced this session for the amendment of the Act.
Tho Magistrate hoped this case would be mentioned.

*#* We are forced to differ from Mr. Ingham.
The Act is perfectly sufficient to prevent the
dangerous irregularity complained of. “ First
Schedule: Preliminary,” says,—“Every build-
ing shall be inclosed with walls constructed of
brick, stone, or other hard and incombustible
substances,” whereas tbe lowest story of the
building in question is now inclosed merely with
earth, no walls at all. If the district surveyor
did not point this out to the magistrate, he
should obtain another summons at once. If he
did do so, the magistrate might find himself in
an awkward position should an accident occur
Ed.

The Ramsey Gas Company have declared
a dividend of 7i per cent, for the last year,
besides adding to their reserve fund.
The Wymondham Gas Company have declared a
dividend of 8 per cent, for the past year. The
Frodaham Gas Company have declared a divi-
dend of 7^ per cent, and a reduction of price to
5s. lOd. Mr. Edwards, in advocating “ an in-
creased dividend and a redaction in the price of

gave a statistical account of the progress
of the company since its formation in 1857. The
price then charged for gas was 8a. 4d. per
1,000 ft. He had succeeded in persuading them
to reduce the price on three previous occasions,
and the result had been remarkable. When tho
higher price was charged the company paid li
per cent, dividend, but when it was reduced to
7s. 6d._, 6s. 8d., and lastly to 6s. 3d., the con-
sumption doubled, and the dividend rose to
5 per cent. He strongly advocated a reduction
in price as a true principle in commercial eco-
nomy. Mr. James Rigby stated that when Mr.
Edwards proposed the last reduction in price he
opposed him, but he was glad that he was wrong
and Mr. Edwards right, and he now supported
the further reduction. The new gasometer at
Yarmouth, capable of bolding 100,000 cubic feet
of gas, was almost destroyed in a great gale
early in December last. Since then the con-
tmetors have undertaken to restore the works
at their own expense. The cost will bo about
l.OOOh

THE METROPOLITAN WORKHOUSE
INFIRMARIES.

The medical officers of the metropolitan work-
houses have had a number of questions sub-
mitted to them in a circular from the Poor Law
Board, with respect to the condition of the
infirmaries

; and their answers, given in a
Parliamentary paper, show the shortcomings a
very little time since.

Mr. Simmonds, the medical officer of St.
Mary’s, Newington, states that accommodation
should be made for 250 patients, epidemics not
existing

;
that the existing accommodation would

properly admit 135, including insane, itch, and
another class of diseases, and that on a specified
day there were 233 cases in the wards. He had
no exact experience as to the cubical space

;
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but he could say, “ At night our wards stink

overpoweriugly.” The remedies he proposed for

the many evils ho knew to exist are very sug-

gestive, and point to a shocking condition of

things.

The deficiencies of Bermondsey workhouse

infirmary were described by Mr. Cuolahan, the

medical officer. The space was insufficient in

all the day and night wards, and he believed

recovery from illness was retarded in diseases of

the lungs through deficiency of space and conse-

quent overcrowding and irregularity of ventila-

tion arising from the efforts mad© to compensate

for deficiency of space. He considered there

was room only for 51 sick, while provision should

be made for 94. The cubical space he recom-

mended was 1,000 ft., and 80 or 90 superficial

feet for fioor space for each patient.

Bethnal-green infirmary was described by Mr.

Smart, the medical officer, as having accommo-
dation for 318 sick, while accommodation was
needed for 600. The beds were too close and
crowded. Recovery from illness, ho said, was
retarded by the overcrowded state of the wards :

more space, better ventilation, and increased

supervision, both by medical help and by nurses,

were needed.

Of Clerkenwell workhouse infirmary, which
is considered by the authorities very defec-

tive, a few of the defects, and not by any

means the worst, are given in the answers of

Mr. H. J. Brown, the medical officer. He states

that by the existing accommodation from 100 to

125 should be properly admitted, but that room
should be provided for 250. The space, ventila-

tion, light, and air, nursing and attention to the

sick, are all marked as “ deficient.” Recovery

from illness was retarded in the house, but the

causes were not specified. The remedies sug-

gested were “ day rooms for the insane and other

patients able to leave their beds, increased space

in the w’ards, exercising grounds, paid nurses to

each sick ward (not paupers) both for day and
night, improved system of ventilation, and water-

closets.”

These illustrations of workhouse infirmary

management are taken haphazard from the

official papers.

In the House of Commons, Mr. Hardy, the

president of the Poor Law Board, has brought in

a Bill for the establishment in the metropolis of

asylums for the sick, insane, and other classes of

the poor; and of dispensaries, and for the distri-

bution over the metropolis of portions of the

charge for poor relief, and for other purposes
relating to poor relief in the metropolis.

OPENING OP SHEEPSCAR IRON CHURCH.

The first of the temporary iron churches now
in course of erection nnder the anspices of the

Leeds Church Extension Society,- was opened at

Sheepscar on the 30th ult., and the long and
much-experienced want of additional church
accommodation for New Leeds and its now
populous and fast-increasing neighbourhood,
happily no longer exists. Although a temporary
church, the building of which wo now speak is

by no means flimsy and unsubstantial.

The edifice has been erected in an open
space on the Chapeltown-road, fronting Bedford-

terrace. It is in this space also where the per-

manent stone church will be erected, the founda-

tions of which have been commenced. The total

cost of this church has been 490?., in addition to

which 251. have been expended in gas and warm-
ing apparatuses, and 10?. in the formation of

roads and approaches to the several entrances.

The principal entrance is placed at the west end
of the church, and at the north-east and south-

west corners a special entrance is contrived for

the vestry and the choristers. The seats in the

body of the church are arranged to accommo-
date 300 persons, and, like the side walls, are

composed of polished deal. Three large win-
dows on each side, and one still larger at each
end, serve to dispel all signs of gloominess, and
the whole has a very cheerful aspect. In respect

to the lighting and warming of the place due
consideration has been observed for the comfort
of the congregation.

The erection of the church was entrusted to

Messrs. Francis Morton & Co. (Limited), of Liver-

pool, engineers and contractors. Two other tem-
porary churches are now in course of erection

by the Leeds Church Extension Society, one at

Woodhouse Moor, and the other at Hunslet. A
fourth is also under contemplation.

THE LATE MR. WILLIAM DARGAN.

Ireland has lost a benefactor under very sad

circnmstances. Mr. William Dargau expired on

the 7th inst., in Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin, after

a prolonged and painful illness.

Mr. Dargan was an Irishman and a self-made

man. He was the contractor for the first line of

railway in Ireland, aud then but little known.
In the execution of the extensive works carried

out under his direction there was observable a

marked improvement in the condition of the

labourer, in striking contrast to the demoralising

influence which the public works in other dis-

tricts but too often exercised
;
so that it may be

said that Mr. Dargan really did more to elevate

the character of the labourer of his country than

perhaps any individual of his time. One of the

first occasions upon which he occupied a promi-

nent position in connexion with those public

works with which he was subsequently so closely

identified, was in the conscruction of the great

Holyhead road designed by Telford. When this

was completed he returned to his native country,

and the experience he had gained in England
pointed him out as the person best fitted to con-

struct the then proposed line between Dublin and
Howth. The line ofrailway from Dublin to Kings-

town was the first and, for several years, the ouly

one inireland. Considering the locality through

which it passes, its construction must have been

then attended with considerable difficulties.

There was, however, no hesitation on the part

of the directors in confiding the execution of it

to Mr. Dargan, and, taking everything into

account, this line must be considered a triumph

of engineering skill and ability. On being asked,

at the outset, how much ho thought the line

would cost, he made some calculations in pencil

on the back of a used envelope, and announced
the result. On being told that not much de-

pendence conld be placed ou such an estimate,

he at once offered to construct the line on that

estimate, and he did so, to the entire satisfaction

of the directors.

After the completion of the Kingstown Rail-

way many years elapsed before much progress

was made in extension of the system in Ireland.

The tender given by Mr. Dargan for the con-

strnction of the Ulster Canal was accepted, and
the work completed within the specified time.

The manner in which the groat work was ex-

ecuted increased his already established repu-

tation, and the formation of the Ulster, the

Dublin and Drogheda, the Great Southern and
Western lines of Irish railway followed in rapid

succession, in all of which the services of Mr.

Dargan were invaluable in effecting an extension

of the system. The Great Southern and Western,

and the Midland and Great Western Railways of

Ireland are, however, his great works. To
enumerate all his works of this class would be

to give a list of the railways, there being but

one or two exceptions, and these of compara-
tive insignificance. In connexion with the de-

velopment of the railway system in Ireland, Mr.

Dargan rendered mneh more important services

to the Irish railways than the mere construc-

tion of lines. At the time, railway enterprise

in Ireland was at a fearful discount : even
for the completion of the smallest lines funds

were with difficulty made available. It was
in vain calls were made upon shareholders;

and the Government refused to advance any
subsidy until certain portions of the capital

had been paid up by tho shareholders.

These were the circumstances under which Mr.
Dargan was found to render indispensable ser-

vices. He came for ward, and invariably

contributed out of his private purse until the

undertaking was completed.

The next memorable work with which Mr.
Dargan identified himself was the great Indus-

trial Exhibition of 1853, in Dublin, of which he
may be said to have been the originator and
founder. This was undertaken with the patriotic

view of developing the resources of his native

country, and giving an impulse to native enter-

prise. For this purpose he placed 30,000?. in the

hands of a committee consisting of the leading

citizens, empowering them to erect a building,

and to defray all the expenses connected there-

with. He undertook, moreover, to guarantee
whatever additional sums might bo required to

carry the enterprise to a successful issue. In
fact, before the E.xhibition opened on May 12,

1853, his advances were said to amount to nearly

100,000?. It had been arranged that if at the

close of the Exhibition the profits were sufficient,

Mr. Dargan was to bo repaid his advances, with

5 per cent, interest : if insufficient the loss was

.

to be entirely his own. Mr. Dargan experienced

a loss on tho transaction of some 20,000?.

When the present National Gallery in Dublin
was erected, a bronze statue of Mr. Dargan, sub-
scribed for by his fellow citizens, was placed in

front of the building. Her Majesty ofi'ered him
the honour of knighthood, which however he de-

clined. His subsequent career, though not oi

such a prominent character, was associated with
every great work promoted in this country.

About a year ago, Mr. Dargan had a fall from
his horse, by which his system was so shaken
that his recovery was for sorao time doubtful.

Since that he had had another fall, but not so

serious. Probably the ill state of his health

brought on a confusion in his affairs which re-

cently resulted in his stopping payment, and in

an arrangement with his creditors; though his

assets, it is confidently said, will pay much more
than 203. in the pound. His embarrassments,
however, seem to have deeply affected his health

and habits, and brought on a disease which his

powerful constitution failed to withstand. We
should blink the truth, nevertheless, if we
omitted to say it was aggravated by a personal

failing.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held

on Friday evening (the Ist instant), at the

House, iu Conduit-street.

The chair was occupied by Mr. R. W. Edis.

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of tho Association :

— Mr. A. W. Hand, Mr.
Humphries, and Mr. A. Webb.
The Chairman announced that the annual

soiriij would be held on the lat of next month,
and expressed a hope that, as its object was to

bring the members into friendly assuciatiouship

with each other, as many as possible would
attend, aud also contribute drawings aud suit-

able works of art.

Mr. Turner called attention to the library,

and to the increasing demand for the books. He
suggested that a special appeal should be made
for donations of books and money.
The Chairman observed upon the importance

to architectural students of good books of refer-

ence, and remarked, that if means could be
taken to briug the wants of the Association more
directly under the notice of the members of the
profession, many persons having duplicate copies

of books might be willing to present them to

the library.
*

Mr. J. P. Seddon then read a paper on “ Oyster-
culture architectorally considered.”

In the course of a short discussion which ensued,
Mr. E. W. tJodwin observed that the luaiu question

opened up by the paper just read was, what was the pure,
healthy, educated stylo from which the youu;; arcliitect

should start? His own experience led him to believe that
thirteenth-century art was not sufficient, for it was as
full of variation aud of bad architecture as that of any
other aye. lie did not know any Perpendicular or lie-
naissancebuildinywhichcouldboinferior to certain modern
specimensof thirteenth-century art. Then with regard to
the “ thoroughness," or rather want of thoroughness, of
the works, be was bound to say he was olten disappointed
and disgusted at the absence of that quality iu Gothic
buildings. The outside was Gothic enough, but tho inside
resented the appearance of the ordinary vernacular
uilding of the ago. Where, he asked, was the Gothic

roof or the Gothic wall P There was a large building in

the west of England to which he would not further refer
save as au illuatration of want of thoroughueas. His re-

comniendatioo, therefore, was that whether the building
be Classic or Gothic, it was always desirable to keep
“ thoroughness ” in view, because there could be no good
architecture without it. Then there were the iiutionalistic

and tho Conveutioual styles, aud if they wauted to see
good examples of them, let them study the Assyrian work
m the British Museum.
Mr. Burges having been called upon, said that having

promised to read a paper ou “ Our Architectural Future"
(May 2-ith), he would reserve hia defence, merely ob-
serving that he intended to treat the subject as a very
serious oue indeed.
Mr. P. Edwards commented upon the extraordinary

want of unanimity that appeared to exist among archi-
tects, which he thought WaS more marked aud striking
than even that which characterized the members of the
medical profession. As an illustration, he stated that be
bad ou one occasion submitted the same design to the
criticism of three architects, and that aU three had ex-
pressed difi'erent opinions upon its merits.

Professor Ware (of Boston) remarked that he quite
agreed with what had been said as to the necessity of
thoroughness iu work, whatever might be the style. It

should, however, ho thought, be borne in mind that the
interior of a building should be founded upon tho needs
and requirements ot those who were to use it. This might
always be accomplished, while at the same time harmony
might be observed between the exterior and the interior.

Mr. L. W. Ridge denied that architects of particular

schools did’ered upon the principles which governed their

art, although they might not agree upon details. In his

opinion, the true principle to keep in mind, when design-

ing a building, whs to combine utility with beauty.

A vote of thanks having been proposed,
The Chairman, in putting it, observed that the paper

of Mr. Seddon was useful, as calculated to remove falla-

cies ou the one hand, aud as an incentive on the other to
cast aside the prejudice of the schools, in order to producs
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works exEibitiDg eamestneBS, troth, and etudv. Those
who were acqoamted with what might be termed the
jnner life_ of the Architectural AsBoeiation, were aware of

Ju
which its members were making to obtain

that knowledge of true principles which could alone guide
the architect to just conclusions, and enable him to pro-
duce thoronghneaa in his works. The majoritj of the
Association was composed of young men who were at
work, for many hours each day, in the offices of their em-
ployers; but, notwithstanding, they found time to devote
three or fonr evenings a week to study in classes, and to
obtain that practical knowledge of their profession un-
obtainable in the ordinary routine of business. While
schemes for architectural education were still in nuhibut
in other directions, the Architectural Association had
put its shoulder to the wheel, and had provided for itself
a life school, a class of design, a class for practical sub-
jects, and other aids and appliances, whicn proved that
whatever short-comings might exist elsewhere, they were
at least earnest in their work, and deserved sympathy and
encouragement, instead of apathy, and possibly sneers.
There was no doubt a great deal of frivolity in the art-
work of the last two or three centuries, and anything like
perpetuating it in modern times was to be deprecated. It
was not, however, to bo supposed that the influence of
bad examples could be obliterated in a moment, nor was
It to be supposed that the architect, of the present day
could do just what he pleased. He might desire to avoid
the reproduction of old works, and to carry out something
altogether original, hut he was frequently controlled by
clients, who, as a general rule, objected to art-work on the
score of expense.
At the next meeting of the Association, Mr. T. Wells

will read a paper on the influence of Eastern and Western
Art.

WESTMINSTER PALACE.
Mr. E. M. BiRKY writes to ns as follows :

I have seen the letter of Sir Aaguatus Clifford,
which was copied into other papers from your
columns, and in which he complains of the in-
convenience he suffers from smoky chimneys. I
join with Sir Augustus Clifford in hoping that
what has happened at the WestminsterPalace may
be remembered as a warning by those now in
power. Perhaps he is nob aware that a general
system of dispensing with chimneys was forcfed
upon my late father after his design was ma-
tured, and in spite of his earnest protest. After
this system had been pronounced against, the
building, which had been constructed in accord-
ance therewith, was consigned again to the
architect to deal with as he could. Under these
circumstances I am only surprised that the evils
of which Sir Augustus complains are not far
worse, as indeed they would have been had not
my fatiier’s foresight provided extra flues and
other arrangements, so as to provide, as far as
he was able, against the failure he foresaw, bat
was powerless to avert.

I would propose to take Nelson down from
his present uncomfortable perch and place him
on a worthy pedestal, between the two foun-
tains

j
to take off the capital from the column

and raise it some hundred feet or more by a
bronze shaft, terminating in a gilt crown, and
thus to convert it, the column, into a colossal
flag-staff, from which a Union Jack should always
float. This would be a novel and perpetnally-
commemorative idea, and would always remind
people of the meaning and intention of the
monument. Nelson facing it would make it
still more intelligible and significant. He stood
by his flag in life, why not now he is dead, in
idea at least, and as reminding all that he did
so ? This, too, would give some little significance
to the lions, as supporting and guarding

; now
they mean nothing. You know the three flag-
staffs in the square of Venice

;
pray let us have

one worthy of London
! C. B. Allen.

part of the time which he claimed for was occapied in
poing from one place to another, at the request of the de-
lendant’s foreman. Mr. Barker said that this aommons
would ho dismissed, and il' the complainant hud a remedy
It was not at this court. The work for which he had
power to make an order to pay in case of the default of
the master to pay was clearly laid down in the statute,
and. the work here sought to be paid for was not such
work. The summons was then dismissed.

" 192, Gray's-in.
—Concerning the above, as v

•road, Feb. 5, 1867.
had not un oppor-

“ ARCHITECTS AND DEALERS IN
PROVISIONS.”

Sin,—Permit me to direct your attention to the inclosed
cireularof anewtirm in Liverpool, where (as it would
appear) the profession is so unremunerative that it is
requisite to couple with it a trade in provisions, Ac.
lou have frequently pointed out the iuoougruity of a

person hemp an architect and builder; is not this more
incongruous? And it may lead to worse; for, if the issuers
of the circular succeed in business, they will have imita-

“THE ORANGE-PEEL PAVEMENT
DANGER.”

tors, one of whom will probably astonish the world
Abchitect and Tbipe Dealbb.

* • The advertisers in question do positively set forthwth all gravity that they are building surveyors, and are
thoroughly competent to prepare plans, take out quan-
tities, and value property

; and that, having a connexion

'a*
trade, they can dispose of every kind of

American and home produce to undoubted parties, on
the very best terms

!

“HIGH-PRESSURE BOILERS FOR
BATHS.”

Sib,—

I

observe your correspondent, "Beta,
his bath-boiler exolodinj» dnrin " ’

properly done,
,

hot-water circulating cistern containing from fifty to eighty
gallons, it is an impossibility for his boiler to burst, if the

you wm allow us to trespass on your valuable'3pace'’wit'h
the tollowing statement of facta.
The plaintiff, F. Wiffen, was discharged from an out-

door job, and received from the foreman of the works a
ticket for the number of hours be bad worked, as well as
an additional half-hour to enable him to collect his tools.
Inis ticket he produced at our office, and received money
equivalent to the number of hours stated thereon, even
before the time expired. After receiving the same he
demanded gnmling-money, which was refused

; but at thesame time he was informed that the vard crriiidinfr.»toTi«informed that the yard grinding-stone
at his service, of which ho availed himsoll', and also

ol tne assistance of the yard labourer.
The value of the time thus occupied was the cause of

the summons to appear before the magistrate, who imme-
diately dismissed it

;
and we now hope the pkiutiffwiU

give us an opportunity of having this oft-veied question
settled by a decison in the County Court.

W. Lakgmead &, Wat.

§00lis litrciliCij.

A Dictionary of Photography. Edited by Thomas
StmoN, B.A., editor of “ Photographic Notes j”

and G eorge Damson, M.A., Lecturer on Photo-
graphy, Ring 8 College, London. Sampson
Low & Co., Ludgate-hill. 1867.

The first edition of this work has been for
some years out of print. The present editors
have remodelled, condensed, and improved the
work, adding new matter and deleting obselete
and inferior processes. Many of the articles
have been rewritten in a spirit more consonant
with the present comparatively advanced state

I AVAS much struck lately at Florence by the
perfectly clean state of the streets, and the en-
tire absence of orange-peel. I found that orange-
peel is not allowed to be thrown into the streets—the act is punishable. The perambulating
vendors of the frnit carry on their trucks baskets
to receive the peel—a convenience for those who
wish at once to devour their purchases. And
why should we not have a similar law in London,
and get rid of what is certainly a most fruitful
cause of accidents ? p. E. M.

STAIRCASES.

Sir,—

I

saw whilst in Florence a geometrical
stone staircase totally free from any wall snp.
port, with a central stone shaft crowned by a
statue of Ceres or Flora. It was in the building
just being appropriated by the Government from
the Convent of Santa Maria Novella. I thought
it one of the most beautiful objects in modern
architecture. Can any of your readers kindly
direct me to any similar object in or near
London, and thus oblige one who is

No Architect.

range is in use every day
;
for as the water continues to

circulate as long as there is an unequal temperature be-
tween the hot-water cistern and boiler, there is not time
between 11 o’clock p.m. and 7 a.m. (being about the
time the fire would be out) for the entire quantity of
water to get down to freezing point.

If the cold-water supply ceases, and through evapora-
tion the boiler becomes empty (which would be a very
tedious process), and then if the cold water is suddenly
introduced into the almost red-hot boiler, an explosion
mu»t be the result

; but such an accident could onlv arise
from gross carelessness, as the want of water would be
felt for several days previously. The boiler should always
be full of water, and, consequently cannot contain any
steam. There should never be more than two holes drilled
in the boiler, viz., for the flow and return pipes

; a draw-
off cock from side or bottom of boiler should always be
avoided. j_

paration and properties of the various chemicals,
andofthe theory and constrnctiun of the different
optical instruments in use. It would have been
well, in condensing the matter, had such a repe-
tition as that given under the heads " Lead,
Protoxide of, or Litharge,” and “ Litharge

;

Massicot,” been avoided : the articles are nearly
word for word the same throughout. The volume,
however, is a valuable one to photographers.

STRENGTH OF PIPES.
WiLi one of your renders inform me if 12.in. diameter

fauset-jointed fire-clay pipes, ordinary thickness, jointed

i'A
puddle, are capable of bearing

~ ‘lave been successfully
Fii’elateb.used as mains ?

GRINDING MONEY.

TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
Sir,—I believe the Builder, with reference to

the Nelson column, early pointed out the ab-
surdity of putting up the statue of a man so
high in the air that it is impossible to see his
face. Now that the guardian lions are round
him, this is even, if possible, more provoking
than ever

; and poor Nelson, for whom the whole
square was built, is completely lost sight of, and,
it is to be feared, well-nigh forgotten: for his
sake, therefore, will you allow me to offer a
suggestion ?

At Clerkenwell, Mr. William Langmead, builder,
Gray’s Inn-road, was summoned before Mr. Barker bv
Frederick Wiflen, a carpenter, lately in his employ to
show cause why he did not pay him «br six hours’ work
which he alleged he had done while he was in the employ
of the defendant, and by hia orders. Mr. Bannister soli-
citor, attended for the defence; Mr. Ricketts, solicitor
watched the case for a society that was interested

' ’
’

matter. The complainant stated that he had been
•mployofthe delendautin the erection of a publichousem Clerkenwell-green, and on the day named in the sum-
mons he was told to leave that job, and to take his tools
to the establishment in the Gray’s Inn-road. When he

he told the foreman that his tools required grind-
ing, and the foreman told him that he had better grind
them, and sent a man to assist him to do so. When he
had floiabed, the foreman ^old him that he did not require
his services any longer, and discharged him, and when he
applied for payment of the money he had earned while
grinding his tools he was refused piiyment, and hence the
present proceedings. It was a rule of the trade that the
men should be paid for the time they were occupied in
grinding their tools, and every shop in London paid the
money, and he was surprised that the defendant refused
Mr. Bannister submitted that this was not a case in which
t_he^ magistrate had jurisdiction, and he was surprised to

Notes for a History of Sanitary Legislation. By
Edwin L.ankesteb, M.D., F.R.S. London*
Chapman & Hall, Piccadilly. 1867.

These notes are an extension of the paper on
Sanitary Science written by Drs. Lankester and
Letheby for the “ Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,”
and were to have appeared in their extended
form in the Je^urnal of Social Science, had not that
journal ceased to be published. The pamphlet
contains an interesting review of sanitary pro-
gress so far as regards legislation, and the addi-
tions made to the original notes bring the subject
up to a recent date, tbe whole forming a useful
refresher to the minds of sanitary reformers as
to what has been done for the science by legis-
lation, with suggestions for farther legislation
which is still requisite.

We may quote a passage from the conclusion
of the pamphlet :

—

O J— W1.A4 uc « l>a O Ul Ul IS

And that the process of the court had been issued aac
supposed the facts had been kept from the knowledge of
the learned magislrate. Mr. Barker said he told tbe com-
plainant at the time he asked for the summons that if itwas only on the question of the grinding that he had
better not take the summons, but the applicant then said
that he wanted the summons for actual work and labour
done. The applicant replied that the foreman ataiob
bIwbvb examined a tnon’o ...- u_ _

- ,
man’s basket or chest when he

enced work, and that was why a man before he lelt a
to put his tools

' ' -job was allowed tin
1 order. Besides,

“ In spite of all this activity and spread of sonitary know-
ledge in various directions, there is still a want of a sound
knowledge of the laws of life manifest in all classes of
society. The deficiency in teaeting the natural sciences
in the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge acts most
niifavourably on the whole educational system of the
country. Our legislators enter Parliament utterly unpre-

Our clergymen, with whom so large a power of instruct-
ing and guiding people in sanitary matters throughout
the country, frequently pass from our universities without
the slightest knowledge of the structure or functions of
the human body. Our lawyers are alike uninatrueted;
and It 18 not uufrequent that our diatinguisbed magistrates
and judges have to decide upon cases concerning public
health, the facte of which, lor want of any training in
natural science, they are unable to comprehend. If
amongst those who are the natural leaders of society this
knowledge is not appreciated, it is not to be wondered at
that those lower in the social scale should neglect to cul-
tivate it. There is, in fact, no systematic attempt made
to teach in any of our educational establishments the
great laws by which the health of the body is maintained
and preventable disease and death avoided : the conse-
quence is, that the mortality of the large towns of
England la in many instances augmenting

;
and in pro-

portion as the nation gets wealthier, and the means of
indulgence are increased, the population becomes more
subject to epidemic disease and emly death. This ought
not to be. Increasing intelligence and wealth ought to
be powerful aids to kealth, and they would do so, pro-
vided the minds of the people we-e directed to the causes

-voidable diseases and untiinviy death.’’
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Post-office Savings Banks fob Feance.

—

M. Rouher, it is said, in addition to a Pnblic
Works Loan, means to import into France
our system of Post-ofQce Savings Banka.

Resident Engineer for the Montrose Com-
missioners. — The Police Commissioners of

Montrose have appointed Mr. Charles Tebbntt,
C.E., of Loughborough, to be their resident

engineer, in order to carry out, under his personal

snperintendence, the works of the proposed
drainage scheme for the burgh. The engineer’s
salary will be 250i. per annum.

The Metropolitan Water Supply Commis-
sion.—A meeting of the Water Supply Commis-
sioners has been held at 6, Adelphi-terrace,
Charing-cross. There were present—The Duke
of Richmond, Sir Benjamin Phillips, Colonel
Harness, R.E., Mr. Joseph Prestwich, F.R.S.,

Mr. Thomas Harrison, C.E., Sir John Thwaites,
and Mr. Ai’thur Lennox, secretary of the com-
mission.

The Renewed Outbreak of Cattle Plague
IN Islington.—Dr. Ballard attributes the out-
break of cattle plague in the exact spot (Mrs.
Nicholl’s dairy, Liverpool-road), where it before
broke out, to the use of old bricks for repaving,
taken from a shed nsed at the last outbreak as

a hospital shed. Whether this be the case or
not, one can only wonder at the carelessness of
the act.

The Aoe of Bronze.—M. Delmille, a Belgian
advocate, has just found in the Lake of Tirelles,

belonging to the Prince de Chimay, the remains
of a laoustral station similar to those explored
for many years past in the lakes of Geneva,
Constance, and Neufchatel. The drag has
brought to the surface of the water remains of
all kinds, the nature of which authorises the
assumption that the locality was inhabited in

the pre-historic period called the age of bronze.

The Brechin Boiler Explosion.—A Brechin
professional correspondent informs us that in this

case the boiler was full of water, as also all the
pipes in connexion with the same, and all frozen
up when the fire was lighted. The conseqnence
was—first, the frozen water in the boiler ex-

panded, and there being no room for steam, and
no escape while the pipe was frozen, the boiler

was overcharged with steam before the pipes
got thawed and clear of ice, which was the cause
of the accident.

The Hyde Park Railings.—Mr. Nicol asked
(in the House of Commons) when the present
barricade around Hyde Park was likely to be
removed, and what description of fence was to

bo erected in place of it. Lord J. Manners said
the Park-lane section was under contract to be
finished by the 15th of October next—(laughter)—
and the other parts by the 15th of Jnly in next
year. (Renewed laughter.) The character of
the fences would be, he believed, substantial,
and, he hoped, to a certain extent ornamental.

Round Tower of Ardmore.—The pointed
atone forming the apex of that venerable relic

of antiquity, the Round Tower of Ardmore, in
the county of Waterford, which had withstood
the storms of many centuries, was hurled from
its position by a terrific storm last week.
Being a remarkable object in the neighbourhood,
the stone was missed from its old place. It was
at once sought for, and found embedded deep in
the earth at the foot of the tower. The rector
of the parish had the atone removed to a chamber
in the building, where it now remains for the
inspection of the curious. The stone stands
2 ft. 6 in. in height.

Inquiry as to Trades Unions.—The Com-
mona have allowed the Home Secretary to
bring in a Bill for facilitating, in certain cases,
the proceedings of commissioners appointed to
make inquiry respecting trades unions and other
associations of employers or workmen. The
trades outrages at Sheffield are to form a special
branch of the general inquiry, which has been
agi’eed to at the request both of trades unionists
and masters. The president of the commission

. will be Sir William Erie, late Lord Chief Justice

.
of the Common Pleas

; and the other commis-
i eioners will be Mr. Thomas Hughes, Mr. Roebuck,
I Lord Elcho, Sir D. Gooch, Mr. James Booth, and
! Mr. Herman Merivale to represent the Board of
] Trade

j and Mr. W. Mathews and Mr. F. Harri-
) eon as members in whom the trades unionists
1 have special confidence.

Institute op Painters in Water-colours,
London.—At a meeting of this society, held on
the 4th ult., Mr. Edward Hargitt was elected an
associate by twenty-four ont of twenty-seven
votes recorded. There were above a dozen can-

didates.

Honour to Art.—Her Majesty has signiSed
her intention to confer the honour of knighthood
on Mr. George Harvey, president of the Royal
Scottish Academy of Painting, Sculpture, and
Architecture

j
and on Mr. J. Noel Paton, R.S.A.,

her Majesty’s Limner for Scotland.

Proposed Fever Hospital for Bradford.

—

Mr. Alfred Harris has given 3,800?. for the pur-

pose of founding a fever hospital, the principal

to be expended on the erection of a suitable

building whenever that shall be held desirable,

and the interest to be applied till then to the
payment of rent for convenient premises.

Chester Arch.eological Society'. — The
fourth monthly meeting of this session has been
held at the Society's Room, St. Peter’s church-
yard, with a good attendance of members and
friends. The Rev. Canon Blomfield took the
chair, and introduced Mr. Thomas Rigby, the
lecturer of the evening, as a gentleman well

known among the agriculturists of tbe county as

an 'able writer and speaker. Mr. Rigby then
read a paper “ On Delamere Forest and some of
its Associations ; with a short Account of the
ancient City of Edisbury.”

Noting Localities.—We are glad to be able

to say that the Society of Arts has commeuced
the work of publicly marking localities interest-

ing for their connexion with notable men or
historical events. A tablet noting the place
where Byron was born has just been attached to

the house No. 24, Holles-street, Cavendish-
square, by permission of the occupiers, Messrs.
Booscy & Co. It is intended to follow up this

with others from time to time, as permission can
be obtained from the owners of houses. The
tablet is of terra-cotta., with a deep-blue face,

the inscription being in white letters upon it.

Princess’s Theatre. — The new drama,
“ Shadow Tree Shaft,” written by the author of
the very excellent play called “Ours,” has many
elements that go to ensure success : it includes

a number of good parts, two or three situations

of remarkable power and interest, and some
most effectively painted and built-up scenes.

Although very well played throughout, it is, with
the exception of the parts sustained, admirably,
by Mr. Yining, M. J. G. Shore, Miss Katherine
Rodgers, and perhaps Mr. H. Forrester, under-
acted. Sir Walter Kenyon and Richard Darkyn
are capital parts. Mr. Neville in one, and Mr.
Belmore, for example, in the other, would make
a sensation. We mention this not in disparage-
ment of what is done, but as showing what the
play is capable of. Mr. F. Lloyd has evidently
studied his Mine on the spot. The descent is

very cleverly arranged, and the view of the
Black Country, when the spectator rises from
the mine, as it were, and finds himself on the
surface, is admirably painted. The fir coppice
covered with snow is another realistic creation
of remarkable merit.

Government Inquiry at Slough. — Mr.
Robert Morgan, an inspector under the Local
Government Act, has held an inquiry at Slough,
by direction of the Home Secretary, to whom
the local government Board had presented a
petition, praying him to authorise the Board to

put in force the powers of the Lands Clauses
Consolidation Act 1845, with respect to the pur-
chase and taking otherwise than by agreement
of two pieces of land,—viz., a site for the water
tower aud well for flushing purposes, proposed to

be constructed in a field adjacent to the place at
which the Windsor branch of the Great Western
Railway crosses the Bath-road, and a site for the
sewerage outlet and deodorizing tanks, which
the Board propose to erect upon a piece of land
in the Slough and Datchet road, immediately
contiguous to Upton Park. Mr. Sawyer, in-

structed by Mr. C. T. Phillips, appeared as coun-
sel for the local Board

j
Mr. Darvill appeared, by

order of tbe Court of Chancery, for the owners
of Upton Park, and also for the trustees under
tbe will of the late Mr. John Pocock, whose
property adjoins the park

;
and Mr. F. Charsley,

the registrar of Eton College, appeared on be-

half of the provost and fellows, who had dis-

sented from the project that their land should be
taken as a site for the water-tower. Evidence
was taken jpro and con., and the inspector will

report the result to the Home Secretary.

Metropolitan Local Government.—The fol-

lowing is a list of the Select Committee on
Metropolitan Local Government, &c. : — Mr.
Ayrton, Mr. Tite, Mr. Bazley, Mr. Locke, Mr.
Alderman Lawrence, Mr. Knatchbnll-Hugessen,
Mr. Mill, Mr. Ilanbnry, Lord J. Manners, Mr.
Beecroft, Mr. Turner, Sir W. Gallwey, Mr. Ben-
tinck, Mr. Sandford, and Mr. Kekewich.

Sanitary State of Chester. — The town
council have agreed to a proposal for publishing

regularly the registrar’s returns of births and
deaths in Chester, aud the first week’s return

has been issued. The death-rate was 25 : the
week before it was higher, and this time last year
ic was 42. The general average for last quarter
was 36f, including 27 cholera cases, and even
without these it was 28.

Art Gallery', Birmingham.—At a meeting
held in the Town-hall under the Mayor’s auspices,

it has been resolved, “ That it is desirable to

form an association, having for its object the

acquisition of works of art for presentation to

the Corporation Art Gallery, and that a com-
mittee be appointed to consider the best means
of accomplishing that object.” Accordingly a
committee was appointed at the meeting.

Money spent on London Workhouses.—

A

Parliamentary return states that since the pass-

ing of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834,

sums amounting to 1,069,489?. have been by the

Poor Law Board authorized to be expended in

building, altering, or enlarging workhouses in

the metropolitan district} about three-fourths of

the amount in building, and one-fonrth in alter-

ing or enlarging. This is exclusive of the value
of workhouses provided before 1834, many of

which are still in use, and the value of them
very great.

The Spread of Fever in Chorlton, Man-
chester.—Mr. Greaves is following up his

investigations as to the way in which fever is

propagated in Chorlton. He has traced it in a
way to prove that there is a total want of effi-

cient preventive measures, or of sanitary police.

Goods taken from infected honses are allowed to

be sold and scattered about, aud new tenants to
take possession of the houses without proper
disinfection. Persons ill of fever are allowed to
change their residence, and infect others, without
any attempt being made to prevent it. Details

of such matters have been published by Mr.
Greaves in the local papers, and it is to be hoped
that his important and useful exposures will

show the necessity for better sanitary supervision

by the local anthorities.

The Hoaee Memorial.—At a meeting of the
representatives of the Church Institution, the
Convocation Society,and theChurchwardens’ As-
sociation, convened to consider the best mode of
commemorating the labours of Mr. Henry Hoare,
lately deceased, it was resolved, having regard
to the essentially practical character of Mr.
Hoare, and to the fact that an attempt is now
about to be made, in accordance with the sug-

gestions of the Queen’s Advocate, to provide for

a great want, by building upon freehold ground
a church house, that in the opinion of this meet-
ing a chapel or hall for the said house would be
a most appropriate memorial, and that a copy
of this resolution be forwarded to the Bishop of
Oxford (who had previously expressed his per-

sonal approval of the scheme), with a respectful

request that his lordship would communicate
the same to the committee of convocation upon,

the subject.

First Sanitary Report on New York.— In
Mai’ch, 1806, the Metropolitan Board of Health
created by the Legislature ofthe State ofNew York
began its operations, and the first report is more
a bill of indictment than a record of improve-
ment. It describes the mortality of New York
as much exceeding that of London, and attri-

butes this partly to the annual arrival of large
numbers of immigrants. In New York and
Brooklyn the Board found 250 slaughter-houses,

the sewers leading from them being often ob-

structed, and the refuse making its way under
the floors of buildinirs. The tenement-houses of

New York, more than 4,000 in number, were
found crowded, ill-ventilated, ill-drained, and in

a filthy state. The Board are setting to their

work in earnest, and have already made more
than 25,000 peremptory orders for the abate-

ment of nuisances. The deficient drainage, ex-

cept in first-class houses, is a constant source of

disease, although about 60,000 loads of night-

soil are removed from New York every year in

carts.
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Tbe National Gallery Designs. — We are
requested to state that tbe public will be admitted
to view the designs for the New National Gallery
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
from ten to four o’clock, until the 16th of March.

Assistant Building Surveyor to Birken-
head Commissioners. — Mr. John M’Neil has
been appointed as assistant building surveyor to
the Birkenhead Commissioners on the recotn-
mendation of their Health Committee, at a salary
of 1201. a year ; and Mr. William Halsall, as
assistant inspector of nuisances, at SOs. a week.

Health in the Year 1866.—In the United
Kingdom 1,013,070 births and 665,859 deaths
were registered in the twelve months, thus
making the natural increase 347,211, or at tbe
rate of 951 daily. The recorded number of
emigrants was 204,882, or 561 daily. The dif-

ference between the emigrants and the regis-
tered natural increase was 390 daily. The
birth-rate per 1,000 of the year was 35‘47, the
death-rate 23'03, for the United Kingdom, after
a correction for the defective registration of
Ireland. The birth-rate per 1,000 of England
proper was 35-51, the death-rate 23-62, the I

numbers for the previous year, 1865, are 35 63
and 23-41

;
tbe shade of excess in the death-

rate of 1866 being due to cholera, for the mor-
tality is lower in all the divisions except those in
which cholera prevailed. The eleven divisions
may be thus arranged in the order of annual
mortality :—The deaths per 1,000 were, in tbe
South-Eastern Counties, 19; Eastern Counties,
20; South Midland Counties, 20; Sonth-Western
Counties, 20

;
North Midland Connties, 21

;

West Miolaud Counties, 22; Monmouthshire and
Wales, 23; Northern Counties, 24; Yorkshire,
26

;
London, 26 ; North-western Counties (Lan-

cashire and Cheshire), 29.

Breaking of a Wire Bridge and Curious
Electrical Phenomenon.— During the late
intense frost, the small river which waters the
valley of Glenelg was, like others, covered with
ice varying from 6 in. to 9 in. in thickness. This,
when partially dissolved by the thaw, was broken
up into large plates, and rapidly carried to the
sea, except where it met with obstacles. One of
these consisted of a slight wire foot-bridge,
which formed a communication between two
parts of the minister’s glebe, which the river
divides. This bridge was supported by four
pairs of wooden posts, standing in the bed of the
stream, and against these a great quantity of
the ice had been collected, until the water,
obstructed by it, rose several feet above its

natural level. The whole structure was at last

carried away, some of the wires being broken,
and the others torn from their fastenings. A
vivid flash of coloured light accompanied every
fracture of the wires. This appearance was
observed by several persons, one of whom had
just crossed the bridge. The phenomenon was
probably cansed by the wires being strongly
charged with electricity, developed by the
breaking up of the ice and the friction of the
detached masses,—separation of parts and fric-

tion being both known sources of electric action

The new Docks at the Isle of Dogs.

—

Enormous excavations for these docks have now
been made, by 3,000 men, who have of late been
at work on them, and the outline of docks,
wharfs, and warehouses can now be traced. The
freehold property purchased by the company
comprises an area of 200 acres, having a circum-
ference of about 2i miles. Thirty-five acres
and a half have been excavated for the purposes
of a floating dock, having two basins, one of 25
acres in extent, the remaining 10^ acres being
occupied by the other. The depth of water in
each will be about 28 ft. or 29 ft. All the mate-
rials excavated have been available for making
embankments and a roadway. Every foot of
excavation has added 2 ft. to the depth of tbe
projected dock, for the sand and mud dng out
have been thrown up on the embankment, so
that in some places the surface has been raised
as much as 10 i ft. A large graving dock is

being constructed. This dock is 420 ft. by 86 ft.,

and will have an entrance 65 ft. wide. The
docks will have a frontage of 7,700 ft., which is

to be occupied as wharfs or sites for warehouses
and manufactories, while the other parts of the
land will be hereafter made available for dwell-
ing-honaes. The portion that has been quayed
has been formed to a level of 4 ft. above high-
water mark. All the gates, bridges, warping
capstans, and other machinery are intended to
be worked by hydraulic power. The contract,
according to its terms, ought to be completed on
the Ist of September.

TENDERS
For two bonseH at Wimbledon. Mr. Henry W. Broad-

bridge, architect:—
Surridge £087 0 0
Sawyer 983 0 0

CoUirer . 0 0

For hoQBe at Fairfield, for Captain Fearon. Mr. John
Newton, architect

Field... ,£5,220 0 0
Keeble 4,600 0 0
BracberiSon 4,492 0 0
Fiper 4.480 0 0
Wilson 4,272 0 0
Dove 4,26.5 0 0
Till .... 3,718 0 0

For the Prndhoe Conraleacent Home, to be erected at
Whitley, Northamberland, exclusive of engineering works,
gate-lodges, fence-walling, drainage, Ac. Mr. Thomaa
Oliver, architect. Quantities supplied by the architect:—

Gibson £16.400 0 0
Simpson l.i,523 0 0
Welton 14.440 0 0
Jackson 14,300 0 0
Howard 13,687 0 0
Hndspitb 13,582 16 0
Robson 13,410 0 0
Scott 13,433 0 0
Elliott 13,363 0 0
Eobineon 13,137 14 4
N. 4 R. Reed 13,989 0 0
Brewis 12,918 0 0
Kyle (accepted) 13,746 0 0

For constructing brick sewer in old Brompton-road, for
tbe Kensington vestry. Mr. J. Broadbridge, surveyor :

—

Williams £2,330 0 0
Goodair 2,3^2 0 0
Thirek ?.,219 0 0
Whitlick 2,096 0 0
Wigmore (accepted) 1,993 10 0
MoionA Mutton 1,950 0 0

For warebouse, Bruoswick-road, Poplar, for Mr. Cole.
'. W. R. Kiuipple, arc hitect :—

Heiser £1,776 0 0
Finch 1,550 0 0
Killby i,,;30 0 0
Curtis 1,425 0 0
Harris 1,415 0 0
Walts 1,301 0 0
Tanner 1,279 0 0
ShefBeld 1,239 0 0
J. Sbellield 1,229 0 0
Goldiug 1,160 0 0

For alterations, &c., to Deacou'a Coffee House, "Wal-
brook. Mr. Wm. Nunn, architect :

—

Mavor & Reed £I.8''0 0 0
Thorpe 1,799 0 0
Carter 4 Sons 1,768 0 0
Perkins 1,540 0 0
Sellick 1,519 0 0
Wills 1,479 0 0
King & Sons 1,330 0 0
Hammond, 1,079 0 0

Accepted for National Schools, Tweedmonth, for the
Rev. Thomas Procter. Mr. P. R. Wilson, architect :—

2faion'» Work.
Bryson £410 0 0

Joiner and Carpenter' t Work.
Richardson 234 0 0

Slater'i IT'ori.
Turner 70 0 0

Flaeterer'g Work.
Weatherston 39 0 0

^lumber and Glazier'e Work.
Sidey 45 2 6

Fainting.
Pattison 30 6 0

For eleven cottages proposed to be built in the village
of Clewer, Berks, for Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart., M.P. Mr.
William Sim, architect :

—

Allowed for Old Cottages,
Gray £3,090 0 0 £110 0 0
Kelly 2,750 0 0 ' 200 0 0
Fish 2.7l)0 0 0 160 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
** Befljctinns on the Position of Architectnie” aosvotdablv post-

poced.—K. & Co. (Invention hw hern meuUoned alreB'.ly).— 8. 0. M.
— (we cannot pnfl a niaterisl of which wo know nothing).—H. B. A.
(thanks). — Coantry Architect (oulb collections are now open).—
Hsssn. O'C.—4lpha.-H. F. L.-J. M.-A. M. D.- Alpha.—A. J. H.—
H. F,-A Lady.-K.-A Subscriber.-H. B. G.-T. C. fl.—T. H. V.—
Observer.-Dr- H.-S, 4 W.-P. E. M.-H. H. R.-J. H.-Mr. 0 —
W. P.-A Buhscriber.-H. J.-W,-W. M. H.-W. H. R.—T. G—B. B.
—K. 4 fiont—J. K.

3 are compelled to decline pointing ont hooka and giving
addresses.

AU statements of facts, list* of tenders, 4c., most be accompanied by
le name and addresa of the sender, not necessarily for puhUcatlon.

Nora —The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read >4
public meetings, rests, of coursa, with the authors.

[Advertisements.!

The BATH STONE COMPANY, Limited,
having opened new Quarries, are now prepared to
supply any of the following STONES, viz., Box,
Ground, Corsham Down, Farleigh, and Combe
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J. W. Benson, having erected ateam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at
the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
furmah to clergymen, architects, and committeea,
Estimatea and Specificationfl of every descrip-
tion of Horological Machine, eapecially cathedi^
and public olocka, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
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great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
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Established 1749.
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The Grosvenor-iiilace and Fimlico Improve-

ments of the Margniis of Wcsimiiister.

F the shade of Sir Charles

Grandison,or “ Sir Plume’s

conceited Ghost,” could

see the many changes

wrought in the aspect of

London since he handed

ambrosial toast to ladies

who rejoiced in blach

patches on their cheek

and black pages behind

their chairs, it would be,

perhaps, most astounded at

those now progressing on

the Grosvenor estate in

that last-century region of

which Tattersall’a may be

said to have been the heart

and Kanelagh the head,

or vice vcrsd. Could his

Sedan-chair be summoned

to carry him down Gros-

venor-place, his chairmen

would lose their way before

they passed the first turn-

ing. The irregular belt of

brick houses, sloping down

hill, and built or fitted with various con-

trivances for obtaining good views into the

Green-park before them, is gone. The buildings

whence patched and painted dowagers watched

the gay doings of “ hot blood ” when George

III. was newly seated on his grandfather’s

throne, have vanished. And not only these but

those in the rear of them, for many a valuable

acre, and those facing them, after the boundary

of the Green Park is passed, and those departing

to the right and to the left of them in brown,

dingy streets, have been razed to the ground ;
in

a word, the site of hundreds of houses occupied

by the wealth and fashion of a former age now
lies as bare as the bottom of a gravel-pit. No-

where else, too, could Sir Plume’s shade gain a

moro impressive realization of the progress in

social life and sanitary requirements made since

bis day than that whicli would bo afforded it

from an examination of the scheme which

supplants the former disposal of the site and of

the details of the mansions of which it is com-

prised. The cramped, low, many-paned plain

brick houses which Clarissa, Belinda, and

Pamela filled with chintz, china, mirrors,

cabinets, and card-tables, appear seedy and un-

attractive to the last degree by the side of the

lofty, airy, ornamented dwellings for which their

descendants have created a demand. This

magical clearance of a neighbourhood so famous

in the chronicles of fashion, most of our readers

will be aware, is the result of the determination

of the Marquis of Westminster to remodel his

estate ou the expiration of the leases granted by
his predecessors. The large tract of land we have

mentioned, with the substantial crop of houses

upon it, comes into bis hands, at the present day,

as an expired lease on a large scale; and he has

set about improving this accession of property in

a correspondingly grand manner. A magnificent

scheme has been laid down, aud time, money,
and space have been given to carry it out. Un-
fettered, to any considerable extent, by the

tedious and sometimes inconsiderate claims, or

requisitions, of owners of iutermediate pro-

perties, Lord Westminster has been able to

make now roads, leave garden spaces, or bnild

mansions, exactly on the positions recommended
to him by his architect, Mr. T. Candy, jun., the

destination of these being governed only by the

exigencies of existing public thoroughfares. Thus
the new district is the well-considered and com-
prehensive scheme of a trained mind, instead of

the thwarted, curtailed vexations which too

many improvers’ plans become through such op-

position. There was, indeed, one nnoxpired

lease, in the occupation of an ironmonger, upon
an important comer site which appeared, at one

time, likely to be a blemish of an ugly kind upon

the improvements for forty years to come ;
but

this has now been purchased for 4,0001. by the

National Bank, whose directors will proceed to

remove the weazen metal mart, and replace it

with a structure more in accordance with the

new neighbonrhood that is rising around it.

And, again, there are instances in which the

new district will bo extended, probably before

the whole of that now proposed will be brought

to completion, by the falling in of more leases of

adjoining areas which have ten years longer to

run. This is the case concerning the large site

occupied by Mr. Godiug, near the present gate-

way through Barrack-yard, into Knightsbridge,

which will bo covered with convenient stables at

the expiration of that period. Large ground

landlords would do well to observe the imperative

necessity of granting all leases of adjoining pro-

perties for periods of duration which will bring

the ground into his hands, or those of his

descendants, intact or nearly so. A neigh-

bourhood, where only street by street, or bouse

by house, can be treated, will never be able to

rise in importance as this will now do. But
the Marquis’s scheme ceases with the planning

of the site and furnishing the exterior designs

for the mansions. The actual building opera-

tions are in the hands of various building firms,

who have obtained leases of the newly set-out

sites from him. The several blocks appear, how-

ever, to remain in as many hands, each builder

undertaking a separate one. We proceed to

more exact details.

First, as to the roads. What we may call a

main artery is to be made from Hyde Park-

corner to the Grosvenor Hotel. It is to be a

wide, straight road of grand honses running as

straight as may be from Piccadilly to the open

space in the Chelsea-road, on which stands the

great hotel. After passing the wall of the Royal

gardens, where it is intersected by Lower
GroBvenor-place and Grosvenor-street West, this

main artery runs through the centre of a St.

Andrew’s Cross formed by four additional roads.

The four limbs of this ci'oss are foi'med by

Ranelagh-street, running from the south across

the main artery to the north
;
and by Upper and

Lower Grosvenor-gardens, which cross the main
road nearly dne east and west. These roads are

not, it must be understood, uniformly bounded

by houses on each side of them, as we shall

presently describe. The Ranelagh-streot arms
of the cross give spacions access from Lower
Grosvenor-place to Belgrave-street South and
Lower Belgrave-streot, aud so on into the heart

of Belgravia. The Upper and Lower Grosvenor.

gardens arms of the cross stretch from Grosvenor-

street West to the point in the Chelsea-road

which opens into Vauxball Bridge-road.

Starting from St. George’s Hospital down the

gently declining hill, we come upon continua-

tions of a new crescent, to be called Grosvenor-

crescent, which is to turn out of Grosvenor-

place towards Belgravia, immediately upon the

boundary of the site of this institution. This

now feature, opening out the cul de sac, will be

an immense boon to the public, and will add a

third frontage to the noble, and certainly

fortunate, charity. The odd corners which will

result from the sweep of this curved road will be

probably planted as gardens, aud will give the

approaches a pleasant leafy freshness. We might
call this crescent the pheenix that is about to

arise out of the ashes of Tattersall’s, if it were
not for the fact that the horsey institution in

question is by no means consumed, but, on the

contrary, re-organized and removed westward,

where it is flourishing with unimpaired vigour,

and to the great annoyance of the neighbour-

hood, especially on Mondays. Londoners, how-
ever, will be long before they forget to point out

that it was hereabouts that the head-quarters of

the turf once existed. No formidable commence-

ment has been made here towards the new
works, save the wojiderful clearance of the site

and erection of sheds, as extensions of the hos-

pital are in contemplation, and the nature of

these will in great measure depend upon the

arrangement made with Lord Westminster as

to the ground, and this accommodation will

in its turn have to be considered in reference to

the prospects of the crescent. Passing the

entrance into the proposed crescent, Grosvenor-

place follows its former route for some little

distance. A handsome block of honses will

occupy the frontage between it and Halkin-

street, consisting of five mansions, the fifth,

which is at the corner of the street mentioned,

being destined for a magnificent town mansion

for the occupation of the heir of the Marquis of

Westminster, Lord Grosvenor. This is under-

taken by Messrs. Smith & Taylor. In the rear of

this block will run Pembroke-mews North, which

will open into Halkin-streot, at the termination

of the return frontage of Lord Grosvenor’s

house. His lordship’s stables, on the west side

of these mews, are expected to be the most com-

plete in London. Grosvenor-place proceeds

thence in another fine range of houses, eleven in

number, bounded by Halkin-street on the north,

and Chapel-street on the south, Pembroke-mews

stretching in the rear between these two streets.

It may be as well here to state, that each block

of new buildings is arranged as a distinct

feature of the whole scheme. Every block is

treated separately, and has a centre or double

centre, with well-marked terminal distinctions.

The width of each house in the block is varied

according to its position or the composition,

and thus the vain repetitions which produce the

eftect of being manufactured by dozens at a

time are not perpetrated. Every block looks

like what it is,—a palazzo divided into separate

dwellings. Besides the contractors we have

mentioned as having undertaken Lord Gros-

venor’s house, Messrs. Jackson & Shaw and

Messrs. Piper & Wheeler are at work in this

field.

It is, however, when we come to the large

clearance to be intersected by the roads in the

form of St. Andrew’s cross that we are most

struck with the gigantic nature of the scheme.

Two of the triangular spaces between the central

main road and those intersecting it transversely

are to be left open as gardens—one to the right,

and the other to the left some distance beyond ;

and the rest are marked out as plots. And here

considerable progress has been made. Already,

vast piles have reached their full height, and are

roofed in. These we shall presently describe,

but we must first remark upon the absence of a

church in tbe scheme. In many of our new
districts new churches have formed leading

features in the first disposition of the site; but

the Marquis, though sacrificing space for gardens,

and lending an open band to St. George’s

Hospital, has not appropriated space for a church.

We must nob omit to add that the poor he has

nob forgotten. Besides the snug houses occupied

by the wealthy in this fashionable quarter, there

were mews, aud small dark streets of small smelly

houses, ia which dwelt the industrious poor who

ministered to their rich neighbonrs, in the shape

of small tradesmen, workmen, and work-

women, laundresses, &c., as well as stables for

horses, aud dwellings for coachmen. These have
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shared the fate of more important strnctares,
and have been swept off the face of Pimlico.
Their inhabitants, however, have not been
unoared for. With the present demolition of
the mews, the coachmen found their occnpation

i

removed, if not gone; there was, therefore, no
necessity to provide for these; and the small
shops, too, could scarcely be required in a region
now bared to a desert

; but the working classes
who found homes in the locality have been pro-
vided for by the erection of two model lodging-
houses in the Commercial-road, Pimlico, out of
means lent for the purpose by the Marquis.

After the roads, before we give details of the
buildings, we must mention the great boon to
the neighbourhood afforded by the proposed
underground railway. One of the plots into
which the estate is divided has been apportioned
for a station for this subterranean roadway. By
means of this communication the inhabitants of
the superb mansions will be placed within a few
minutes’ distance of the Houses of Parliament,
and in connexion with all the railways that de-
part from London. As Londoners are gradually
ceasing to talk of miles in favour of reckoning
distances by minutes, it is, perhaps, of the first

consideration that the bnilders of those man-
sions should be able to state that they are within
four or five minutes’ distance of the heart of
Westminster. The Victoria Station already
places them in direct communication with Paris,
and thence with all the civilized parts of the
globe.

As a specimen of the character of the houses
we will first take one of the mansions in plot
No. 1, now in coarse of construction by Mr.
Waller, and approaching completion, premising
that plots 1 and 2 are grouped into one com-
position, consisting of a fine frontage, over-
looking one of the triangular garden-plots,
which has two central towers covered with Man-
sard roofs, and large double bouses at each end.
Ten of the northernmost houses are undertaken
by Messrs. Waller & Son, of Lyall-street, Bel-
grave-square

; the remainder by Messrs. R. Watts
& Sons. The new offices of Mr. Cundy, with a fiat

over them, at present occupy a portion of the
site immediately in the rear of the latter. This
gentleman’s staff includes six clerks of works,—one for the estate generally, and five for
various plots in progress.
The designs of all the frontages are from the

pencil of Mr. Cundy
;
and beyond the necessity

of seeing that these are faithfully carried oat,
there are various clauses in the leases which are
necessary to be observed and enforced. The
interior arrangements are left to the discretion
of the builders, or the convenience of purchasers,
and are to some extent dependent upon the
size of the houses, as these are not uniform.
Thus the fittings of the honsea in this block,
built by Messrs. Watts, are slightly different from
those erected by Messrs. Waller; and again,
both vary them to meet diversified requirements.
The frontage of this magnificent block of houses
shows five stories above the basement. It is

built of the best brown Portland stone, from
Whit bed, with bands and panels of red Mans-
field stone and terra cotta, and roofed with slate
placed in red and green bands, ornamented with
\ ieille Montague zinc. Four lofty mansards
break the sky-line, one at each end of the block,
and two in the centre. Each honso haa a por-
tico, the columns of which are made of polished
red granite, or serpentine. The fenestration and
the ornamentation of the whole facade, from the
ruddy columned portico to the very lofty chim.
ney tops, in Portland stone and Mansfield bauds,
may be called Renaissance of the Chateau
Henri Quatro type, for the sake of conveying I

some idea of it. The windows of the dining-
room and drawing-room floors are square-headed

;

those of the two principal bedroom floors are
round-headed

; the third bedroom floor lights are
dormers, of a French character. The balconies
are stone, and balustraded at the first-floor and
porticoes, and richly and boldly ornamented in
iron for the other stories.

We will examine No. 10, of plot 1, or Upper
Grosvenor-gardens, as a sample of the houses
Messrs. Waller are now finishing. The value of
the ground is made evident at the fii-st step into
it, in the economy with which every inch of it is

used. Not ouly do the domestic offices exceed
the bounds of the site by spreading underground
in front of the honse, but the space generally
left at the back of houses for a yard is covered
in for a kitchen, and the scullery is actually
thrown out underground below the coach-house,
till the uttermost limits are gained at the back
of the house

; and the coaches on the way to

their places must be wheeled over the window
that gives part light to necessary offices. The
basement within the walls of the main house is

occupied by a housekeeper’s room, with closets,

cellars, and a servants’ hall
;
projecting beyond

this, and lighted from the area, are the footman’s
room and pantries, and projecting behind it is a
large kitchen, lighted and ventilated by sky-
lights, the larders, and the scullery spoken of as
extending below the coach-house into the mews
beyond. There are also two W.C.s in the base-
ment. The lighting has involved some skilful

management
; and the ventilation on so closely

covered a space has not been without its difficul-

ties
; but it is supposed that the long passage-

way extending from the scullery in the rear to
the area in the front will afford sufficient security
for the latter; and gas must, if needs be, be
brought to the assistance of the former. The
footmen’s room is fitted with slate sink and slate
filter; and the housekeeper’s room has a slate
sink in front of the window, with a convenient
locker on either side of it. In her room, too, we
perceive the contrivance that is one of the special
features of the interior economy. This consists
of six metal plates in the wall, which open into
as many flues, and enable a man to sweep all the
chimneys in the house from the basement floor.

A second set of metal plates rearwards, which
open much in the same way as so many oven
doors, provides access to all the flues of the back
rooms of the house. No sweep need ascend a
single stair in the house, and the defacement of
furniture, the great discomfort and labour at-

tendant upon the necessary cleansing operation
in question, when chimneys are swept in the best
rooms, are nearly done away with. As the
broom ascends the flues, it closes the double-
action register-door belonging to the grate of the
room it passes in its passage upwards to the top
of the chimney-stack. There is a clause in the
lease which prohibits the erection of the multi-
form pipes which disfigure so many of our build-
ings for the purpose of caring smoky chimneys.
To meet this prohibition extra precautions have
been taken to provide against the perpetration
of a misfortune for which external remedies are
thus cut off, by the insertion of ventilating flues,

and tubes below the floors to bring a draught of

outer air immediately in front of each grate.

We hope it may answer. It does not always do so.

Leaving the basement, we find the floor, slightly

raised above the level of the road, to consist of

an entrance passage-way divided into two parts,

so as to form a lobby, and* three rooms. The
dining-room occupies the frontage. Behind this

is a breakfast-room, which looks, through ground
glass, out upon the glass skylight of the kitchen,
occupying the adjoining space below. At the
end of the passage, beyond the back as well as
front staircase, which are both built of stone, is

a third chamber, which haa a bow window also

abutting upon the skylights of the basement
floor. Upon nearly the same level, are the five-

stalled stable, the loose-box, and coach-house,
which are entered from the mews. Some houses
built upon the estate have internal communica-
tion with the stables by means of a light iron
bridge and stair

;
but this has not. We may as

well mention here that over the stable there is

a loft with a shaft down which to throw the
corn, &c. ; and over the coach-house is a dwell-
ing-room fitted with a kitchen grate, and two
bed-rooms for the use of the coachman and his

family. Part of the light for one of the bed-
rooms is gained through the shaft mentioned.
The ascent is made by means of a steep straight
staircase between the coach-house and stable.

The drawing-room floor contains but three
rooms,—two drawing-rooms opening into one at

will by the withdrawal of sliding-doors, and a

bow-windowed boudoir over the third room
below. The front drawing-room measures 23 fc.

6 in. by 23 ft. 6 in., and is 13 ft. 10 in. high.

Out of the back drawing-room opens a conserva-
tory, which overhangs the buildings on the

basement. This can be also approached from
the boudoir. The first bed-room floor is divided

into four rooms
;
the next into three. The one

above this, and counting from the basement we
are now on the sixth flat, is quartered ; and the
roof contains six small rooms without fireplaces.

Along the whole length of the block of houses
on the ontside of the roofs is a passage-way by
which to escape from fire.

The ceilings of the principal rooms are deli-

cately panelled, with flat cinque-cento oraa-
ments in low relief, and have cornices and
brackets. They are of different degrees of rich-

ness, the richest being apportioned to the front

drawing-room. In like elegance the chimney-

pieces of the chief apartments are of white
marble. It is expected that the selling price of
houses in this class will be from 10,000i. to

12,0001., and they seem to find purchasers as
fast as they are built.

Plot No. 3, which also looks upon the triangu-
lar garden faced by plots Nos. 1 and 2, only from
the opposite point of view, is also well advanced.
This is a block of first-class mansions in the
hands of Messrs. Trollope. Plot No. 4 is situated
in the rear of this, forming what we have heard
called a flat-iron, between Ranelagh-street and
Lower Grosvenor-place, and it provides for the
inevitable exigencies of life in the form of a block
of firat-claas shops. These are also the specula-
tion of the Messrs. Trollope. The fifth plot is

not yet commenced, but it is destined to receive
a group of first-class mansions, to be erected by
Messrs. Holland & Hannen. This is in the form
of a triangle, bounded by Belgrave-street South,
Ranelagh-street, and the direct or main road
through the estate. The sixth plot, close to
Victoria-square, will be covered with a large
coach manufactory, erected expressly for the
well-known carriage-builder, Mr. Thorne, by the
Messrs. Trollope. This will be surmounted by
handsome ranges of dwellings in flats. The
seventh plot is allotted to the Belgrav^ Man-
sions Company (Limited), for the erection of a
series of ECtels meuhlds, or first-class famished
lodgings. These are now nearly completed, and
require further description at our hands. One
of the triangular garden-spaces we have men-
tioned lies in front of them, and beyond this the
view in front will he bounded by the handsome
mansions we have mentioned as being about to
be erected by Messrs. Holland & Hannen. One
side is bounded by Ranelagh-street, and the
other returns into the Chelsea-road, just where
it takes the name of Victoria-road.

The Belgrave mansions are built of pink
brick, with white stone ornamentation, and
with their carved couronnements to windows
and doors, their oval, carved trussed and
pedimented lucarnes, their profil de Veritable-

merit, consisting of massive Portland stone
cornice, and their casements, mobiles and dor-

rnants, present an appearance as thoroughly
French as the Tribunal de Commerce, on the
Boulevard du Palais. Firat-class shops will ex-

hibit their attractive stores on the street level.

Over them, to the vivid realization of their

French character, is an ente'esol. And above
rise the suites of ready-furnished apartments,
suitable for the occupation of the wealthiest
classes, which have hitherto been unattainable
nearer than Paris. The central shop is appor-
tioned as another French feature, a first-class

restaurant, from which the lodgers can procure
any dish they choose to order, at a fixed price.

The proprietor is bound to provide a handsome
coffee-room, into which the lodgers may descend
to take their meals as at a French hotel, but
they are equally at liberty to be served in their

private apartments. Every kind of facility for

extraordinary attention to the wants of the
residents has been provided. A wine and beer
merchant’s office has been organised; laundresses
and tradesmen of every kind appointed to call

daily for orders, whom the residents may em-
ploy omot as it suits their convenience. Gas,
fires, baths,—sponge, hot and cold,—and attend-
ance, are to be found by the company, and
charged for in weekly rent-bills. In fine, it will

be possible to enjoy in these mansions the
Parisian mode of life. We will now describe the
plan of the apartments. The length of the front-

age of the block of apartments is 282 ft. Midway
down the breadth of the principal floor runs a
corridor, out of which open doors giving admit-
tance to the various suites of rooms on either
hand, the more costly lodgings, of course, occupy-
ing the front of the block, and the less so the
rear. The back front is not a plain surface, but
consists of a series of receding wings, with a
small open court between each, a suite of rooms
occnpying, for the most part, each wing. Three
ample staircases give access to the corridor
from the street, one at the centre, and the others
at each extremity. Besides the apartments there
are offices on this as on every floor, consisting of
a still-room, which is the head quarters of all the
sendee of the mansions, porters’ and waiters’

rooms, servants’ hall, besides lifts, speaking-
tubes, and bath, &c.
We will DOW enter a mansion built by Messrs.

Trollope, and now ready for occupation, in
plot 3. It is at the corner of Upper Grosvenor-
gardens and Lower Grosvenor-place, one of the
most magnificent sites in London, as far as pro-

,
spect is concerned, for there is a view from
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it of Grosvenor-place and into tlio gardens of

Buckingham Palace, and into the maze of

flower-beds that will occupy the triangular en-

closure at the side of it, called Grosveuor-gar-

dena. It contains about thiity-five rooms, has

taken only two years to build, and is worth

about 20,0001. It is five floors high above the

basement, and has another flat of rooms in the

high Mansard roof, and is altogether one of the

finest mansions on the site. As this is a corner

house, it is larger than those in the composi-

tion forming the rest of this group, except that

which will balance it at the other extremity,

which is the National Bank about to be built on

the ironmonger’s long-withheld site. The design

for the facade is perhaps a trifle bolder than that

of plots 1 and 2, and that it is equally pleasing

is seen in the fact of the immediate purchase and

occupation of the first two of them that are com-

pleted. The plan, too, differs from those on the

plots mentioned. On the basement-floor, the

Grosvenor-gardens frontage is occupied by the ser-

vants’ ball and footmen’s room, and beyond these

by the butler’s room and strong room. The
frontage round the corner looking towards the

Royal Gardens contains the housekeeper’s room,

larders, cook’s room, scullery, and kitchen, in the

order we have mentioned them. To make the

last of these offices shapely, in consequence of

the retreating line of site, it has been necessary

to excavate under the footway for more space,

and the scullery is vaulted in that position.

There is the same contrivance for sweeping the

chimneys from the basement used here as in the

house previously described.

The principal entrance from the street, through

a richly carved and decorated stone portico, with

red granite colnmns, gives access to a spaciona

entrance-way, 10 ft. wide, which extends from

the Lower Grosvenor-place front to the main
w'all which divides the Upper Grosvenor-gardens

frontage from the next house. In the centre of

it, on the right-hand side a door opens into a

noble dining-room, 33 ft. square and 15 ft. high,

and on the left hand another, opposite to this,

gives access to a bay-windowed library, 21 ft. 6 in.

by 15 ft., and of the same height as the dining-

room. A corridor in the rear of the library

conducts to a cloak-room, a gentleman’s

room, and bath, the two latter being built over

the kitchen, which is not kept down in height,

as in the house first described. A staircase,

10 ft. wide from wall to wall, rising from the

entrance-way opposite the street-door, carries us

to the drawing-room floor. Tliis possesses two
handsome salons de reception, extending over

dining-room, entrance, and library, being thrown
open into one of G5 ft. in length, 16 ft. high, and
lighted with six windows aud a spacious bay over

that in the library. There is also a boudoir on this

floor, with a dressing-room. The ceiling of the

front drawing-room and that of the dining-room

ui’e both divided into nine cofiered panels, elabo-

rately enriched with cinque-cento plaster orna-

ments. The bedrooms, on the next floor, are

11 ft. high. A large bedroom, with dressing-

room, is over the drawing-room, a dressing-room

over the entrance-ball, a bedroom over the

library, and a suite of bedrooms over the boudoir.

A closet” on the landing is lightedandventilated

by a shaft. The floor over this is arranged with

a similar sequence
;
and the mansaifi roof con-

tains three more rooms, which, in their turn, are

surmounted by one more at its utmost height.

Stepping into the next-door house, whose only

frontage looks upon Upper Grosvenor-gardens,

and which is of smaller dimensions generally,

though of equal magnificence as to arrangement
and fittings, we find the entrance only proceeds

through the house as far as the dming-room ex-

tends on the right-hand side of it, when the

stone staircase, with its iron balustrade, begins

to ascend, and a passage-way, turning aside,

after skirting the breakfast-room, aflbrds com-
munication with a gentleman’s room. The
latter is lighted by a bay window abutting on to

the skylight of the kitchen, which is treated in

a similar manner to those in Mr. Waller’s house,

first described, being covered with a skylight,

and thus affording ventilation and light-spaces

for the rooms on the upper floors. The corner-

house having two frontages was free from this

necessity. Neither are the rooms of this second

house so lofty as those of the spacious comer
mansion. The dimensions of the dining-room
scarcely exceed those of the library of its

superior neighbour, being 26 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft.,

aud 13 ft. 6 in. high. Here, however, as in other

instances, special dispositions have been made
to suit intending purchasers aud occupiers.

The drawing-rooms, in this instance, ai'e

thrown into one large apartment, the necessary

supports between the two being provided in

Corinthian columns. In other cases, in the

houses completed in this group, we observed

similar deviations, such as provision of good

nurseries. We may add that preparations are

in active progress to continue the works. Foun-

dations are being put in, scaff'olding and

travelling-machines are ready, and large quan-

tities of stone are lying about the site, and being

sawn by machinery on the spot. Coach-houses

and stabling, with residences for coachmen and

their families, form part of this group, as in the

first-mentioned.

Plot 4 is separated from the corner mansion

we have just mentioned by the entrance to the

mews, which contains the stabling and coach-

houses in rear of it, and the group of which it is

so conspicuous a feature. This contains a set of

first-class shops, over which are built, also in the

French fashion, handsome private dwelling-

houses, which have quite distinct approaches.

One of these shops is already let to a confectioner,

another to a picture-dealer, another to a dealer

in China, and th© fourth, which is a corner site,

to a chemist.

We may add that the whole scheme is a

wide piece of comprehension. In the first in-

stance, mansions are built for the ultra wealthy

;

a smaller claes of house, equal as to taste and

locality, is provided for those equal in degree,

though not in requirements
;

first-class shops

are brought into the district to provide fortbemj

their dependents are provided for; and a bank

established
j

the result promising to be an

ornament to tbe metropolis, and creditable and

profitable aliketo tbe Marquis, the purchasers,tbe

speculators, the architect, the tradesmen, and

the builders.

In these improvements of the Marquis of

Westminster at Pimlico and Grosvenor-place,

tbe immediate sacrifices made correspond with

tbe largeness of tbe projects. More than 200

houses have to be razed to tbe foundations, vary-

ing in rentals, from Tattersall’a, at 2,0001. a year,

and first-class residences in Grosvenor-place, at

500J., to smaller dwellings at 501. Tbe total

sacrifice of rent fallen in is probably not less

t h an 12,OOOZ. per annum. The improvements,

however, will realize an income to a future gene-

ration of more than 100,000Z. per annum.

CONTAGION IN BILLS.

The fable of tbe goose and the golden eggs

conveys a lesson not leas needed in our days

than in those of JEsop. Self-interest, according

to the economical philosophy of the day, may be

relied on as a safe guide to individual welfare.

But in all self-acting machines a great deal of

preliminary work has to be done before tbe

outomatic action commences. So it is enlightened

self-interest alone on the guidance of which you

can rely, and when you have to go through the

previous process of enlightenment, tbe task is

not so simple. Among those members of society

who may be regarded as somewhat cannibal,

living upon their fellows, subsisting fur tbe whole

year on the profit earned during two or three

months of touring or holiday-making, the con-

viction of the foliy of killing the goose has nut

yet made much way. Probably one reason is

that the slain bird is not the only one of tbe

species. Les hadauds, Robert Macaire observed,

no passeront jamais. Individual travellers may
vow that they will never enter such and such a

town again, but they are succeeded by others,

who, in their turn, are to be fleeced and to be

diegnsted, and in tbeir turn are fated to gain an

experience that is but little available for the

common advantage.

Perhaps, after all, tbe goose-stickers are in tbe

right. We will not dwell longer on the question,

as we are interested, not in their welfare, but in

that of the geese. Pare skies, and golden sun-

light, and glorious prospects, have such a mag-
netic power over those who can afibrd to flee

the capricious inclemency of an English winter,

that the hotel-keepers and lodginsi-house keepers

of southern Europe, whatever be their delin-

quencies, are pretty sure of an annual supply of

those on whom, or, at all events, by whom, they

live. Advice from us would not be likely to

reach their ears. It would certainly, if it did

so, be regarded as interested and suspicious, and
therefore proper only to be read backwards.

But it may be an essential service to those whom
the fear or the presence of pulmonary disease

drives to seek an Italian winter, to call their

attention to one of the modes in which Italian

housekeepers often effectually slaughter the

gold-dropping bird.

Throughout Southern Italy tbe convenient

prejudice exists that consumption is contagious.

We say convenient, because the superstition on

the subject is so framed, like others we might
name, as to have a direct pecuniary force. It is

not the living patient that is to bo shunned.

Such a suSerer is a good source of income, and
therefore is to be welcomed and cherished as-

long as possible. Not a word do the anxious

relatives hear of the danger incurred by the

family of their well-paid host in consequence of

the residence of the fading object of their solici-

tude. But when the end comes that comes to

all, the tone of welcome is changed. The
establishment is broken up; tbe survivors are

on the wing
;
and as a rider to the last account

comes mine host’s cliarge. “ Indemnite pour re-

faction des meubles et de la chambre occupee par

le dufunt, 1001. sterling.” And tbe most curions

part of the affair, that which shows how
thoroughly obedient superstition is to covetous-

ness, is, that it is tbe mere accident, so to speak,

of death in the house, on which the charge is

based. A consumptive patient may have lin-

gered for months in a set of apartments, may
have left them half an hour before death, and no

charge will be made; but let him breathe his last

in tranquillity in bis bed, and the necessity for

burning the furniture, for scraping, lime-whiting,

and papering the walls, arises from that sad and
simple fact. We are wrong—we should not say

the necessity for so doing—but the necessity for

paying for its being done. As to the apiflioation

of the mulct, the hotel-keeper may settle that as

best he likes between his conscience, bis doctor,

and hie priest
;
and very likely, in the hurry of

business, poor man, may delay consulting the

two latter enlightened guides until the circum-

stances of the case have somewhat faded from

his memory.
It does not seem that tbe faculty of medicine

unanimously back this atrocious demand. It is

true that the physicians with whom we arc

familiar in the pages of Moliore are to be found

in flesh and blood in many a Southern city.

Were this the fit occasion, we could tell many
an anecdote of the fraternity worthy to have

been immortalised by the author of ” Tartuffe.”

But to affix the damage with scientific precision

to the moment of expiration would baffle even

the acumen of those learned men who bled

Count Cavour seventeen times before his hearty

constitution succumbed to tbeir insatiate lancets.

So we fip H that in the Hospital of the IncurabiJi

at Naples, consumptive patients are placed with

the other sick, although a separate ward exists

for their accommodation. Thus, after all, the

prevalent superstition on the subject can peep

under the bandage with which it is blindfolded.

The important thing for English travellers to

know is, that there is no legal ground for a

claim that is often made just at the moment
when the power of resistance is most feeble. It

is not necessary for us to enter into the merits

of the sanitary question. The infectious or

non-infectious character of consumption is not a

theme for our pages ;
the communication by the

patient of a fatal miasma to the walls of the

chamber, or to the furniture it contains, is not a

subject on which English physicians have raised

doubts, or English builders been called on to

obviate any possible danger. Nor is it a ques-

tion of moral justice to the foreign landlord : it

can hardly be called a question of respect for hia

habitnal prejudices. Tbe manner in which the

claim originates is one that seems to prevent

any hesitation in forming the conclusion that

the demand is purely and simply extortionate.

So it is well to know that it cannot be enforced.

The civil law is silent on the subject. The case

can be regarded alone according to custom, and

to support such a claim a previous contract

explicitly or implicitly including a provision to

that eflect is necessary. In most cases of casual

tenancy no such contract exists. Where, however,

a house or an apartment is taken for longer time

than a weekly tenan(^ a document is advisable,

aud is customary. In these documeuta a clause

is very frequently inserted (as a matter of pure

formality, an Italian lawyer will tell you), under

which the tenant will find himself saddled with

this ill-timed and distressing penalty, in case of

the loss of a member of his family by pulmonary

disease. The very question of the nature of the

complaint, or of tbe cause of a death that may
in no way be refenible to consumption, will be

discussed by greedy claimants. We can not too

strongly advise any of our friends who seek a
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temporary abode in the garden of Europe to
refuse signature to any contract containing a
clause of this nature

; and, in the event of losing
a friend by death in an Italian apartment, to
refuse and ignore in into a charge that is a
scandal to the nineteenth century.

KEW ART-TREASDRES AND REPRODUC-
TIONS AT SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
We perceive that some valuable additions have

been recently made to the art-collections at
South Kensington. Great activity prevails
among the officers, and several of the courts are
occupied by workmen engaged in nnpacking and
putting toeotber recent acquisitions. The last
of these new arrivals are some full-sized plaster
casts of magnificent candelabra, which are now
in the process of being put together. The finest
cf these is a cast of tho seven-branched colossal
candelabrum in Milan Cathedral, that was the gift
of Giovanni Battista Trivulzio, the archpriest
at tho cathedral in 15fi2. Tt is of sixteenth,
century workmnnship. The seven branches de-
part from a richiy-ornninented stem, rising from
a base of extraordinary beauty, four dolphins
forming the angles of a mass of interlaced and
complicated bossed and figure open scroll-work
of much delicacy. It has been cast by Pietro
Pierotti, Milan. A second candelabra is a cast
from the bronze of Annibale Fontana, in the
Certosa of Pavia. This has no branches. The
four sides of the base are decorated with groups
of ecclesiastical utensils in low relief, the cor-
ners representing winged male figures in high
relief. Above these, four monsters support a
stage having four sides, on which are repre-
^Lted, in low relief, tho Annunciation and
Presentation in the Temple, both subjects, with
singular frugality of design, being repeated. A
third candelabrum has figures of exquisite grace

^ form angles to the base, and a duplicate of
Faith and Charity to form a four.sided stage in
the course of the height of the stem. This is
also from a bronze by Annibale Fontana, in the
Certosa of Pavia. They are all, at present, mere
•white casts, and of course, therefore, give
only a fac-similo of the design, not of tho eftbet.
We may draw attention, too, to a plaster cast of
a fonntain in the gardens of the Royal Palace at
Munich. A wido basin is supported upon an
ornamented balnstercd-formcd pedestal, out of
which rises a rocky or rustic base, upon which
elevation is a fine group of sculpture, represent,
ing Perseus standing on the prostrate and
decapitated body of Medusa, whoso Lead ho is
bolding up in the air in his left hand.
A much larger and more important work,

however, is the mil-sized cast of tiie great triple
western portal of the cathedral of San Jngo de
Compostell.n, known in tho realms of Christian
art as the Porta della Gloria, It was this superb
piece of decorated architecture that Mr. Street
chose as a frontispiece to his work on Spani.sh
Gothic Architecture; and, truly, it is as noble a
frontispiece for a cathedral as mortal man has
yet designed, and therefore a fit preface for any
description of kindred works. It consists of
three semicircnlar-headed doorways, tho centre
one being 22 fc. 4^ in. wide, and those on either
side of it G ft. 4 in. in width. The central portal
is divided into two by arichly-sculptured colnmii
carrying a full-sized, or more than full-sized
representation of St. James. Its jambs are sup-
plemented with pillars also carrying figures,
Muses, Isaiah, D.-iviil, Peter, Paul, Santiago,
John

; and from these springs an immense label]
or archivolt, in which art: closely seated twenty-
tour crowned figures, ])luying various musical
instruments. The tympanum is still more re-
•markable; it is one vast group in alto-relief,
-showing our Lord seated in tho centre, with
Matthew on his right liand, John on his left;
•behind him and iniraedintcly below these]
Mark on his left hand, and Luke on the right.
On either side of this central group of five
Bgnrea stand, on the ground line, three angels,
the last on the right bolding a large cross before
it. In the background, above this noble com-
pany are rows of smaller angels, worshipping.
The augnst subject, the starding whiteness of
the material in which it is rendered, give, at first
sight, an impression as of a vision of a multitude
of angels, whose raiment is too bright to look
upon. The theme of the whole conception seems
to be praise. Oar Lord blessing all

;
the Evan-

gelists bearing witness; angels holding the
objects that represent the Passion, with the
cross erect; crowned musicians rejoicing. Some

portions of the superb portal are now lying in
the north conrt, where it was at first thought it
would be erected. But its colossal proportions
would have entailed a coat of 2501. to pub it up,
an expense which has precluded this intention
from being carried into effect; and it is now
being placed, temporarily, in the lobby leading
to the long gallery in which architectural casts
are now hung. As there is not sufficient height
hero to admit of its being put together, the
varions portions are treated as separate works,
and placed apart from one another. Thus the
archivolt, so densely fall of seated fignrps, that
should surmount tho tympanum, is placed on an
adjoining wall. The general effect will, there-
fore, not yet be realised, although tho marvel-
lous, powerful details may be studied.
We note, in another department, a fine copy

of agorgeously-coloured fresco from the Riccardi
Palace, Florence, some 12 ft. or 13 ft. high, and
abont 16 ft. wide. The subject of it is a hunting
procession, and the arti.st, Benozzo Gozzoli:
date, circa 1408—1478. In the foreground are,
perhaps, fifty figures in swift procession; and
in the background and di.stance are ns many
more. The ripeness and intensity of colour are
well reproduced by the Italian copyist, who, we
understand, received 250i. for his work.

In the electrotype department there are some
valuable additions in Russian art. Copies of these
have been made, by arrangement, by Messrs.
Franchi & Son, in triplicates, for the conveni-
ence of the public. They consist chiefly of
noble tankards with covers, bowls, cups, chalices,
other driuking-vessels, and salt-cellars. They
may be seen in the case containing tho repro-
ductions of the gilded christening font, 3 ft.
high, of Charles IL, the ivory sceptre of Anne
Boleyn, the altar-dish of William aiid Mary, and
other of the glories of the regalia preserved in the
Tower of London, close to the cast of the grand
chimney-piece for the CliAteau cle Seigneur de
Villeroy. The originals of most of this gorgeously
glittering store are in the possession of Mr.
Moffat, M.P. They are silver gilt. One globular
bowl, rising to a height of 5i- in., and spreading
itself out to a diameter of in., before con-
tracting again to receive an inscribed belt at its
month, was a presentation from the Czar Peter the
Great to a Cossack chief. It is ornamented with
elliptic bosses of diaper-work, alternating with
conventional foli.age, in rej^nusf^ or beaten work.
A copper-bronzed copy of this can bo inirchased
by collectors or others, of Messrs. Franchi,
for 31., or a silver and oxydized copy for -II., or
a gilt copy for GL, or, still moie highly prized, .a

parcel-giit copy, such as an abbot of any of our
riohest monasteries -w-ould have been proud to
place upon his hospitable board, for 71. One of
rite noblest of the Russian tankards stands H i- in.
high, on three ball-and-claw fret. It is em-
bossed with flowers and folioge, in repoussd.
Like most of tho other specimens, it is of
eighteenth-centnry workmanship. Another fine
tankard, 8 t in. high and 8.V in. wide, having a
plain burnished drum, supported on three
foliated ball feet, is considered to bn of Swedish
workmanship, as in the centre of its cover,
within a series of rings, in rrpoitssJ work, is a
medal of Ulrica Eleanora, Queen of Sweden,
1719 to 1741. A copy of this royal flngon, in gilt
or parcel-gilt, is worth 121. A second tankard,
attributed to Swedish artists, has a medal of Gus-
tavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, IGll to 1G33,
inserted in the cover. This is scarcely so large
as that of Queen Ulrica, being but 7 in. high and
6;, in. wide, but, like it, it is embossed with
foliage and flowers in repouss4 woi-k, and is sup-
ported on three foliated ball feet. A tankard
and cover, indisputably Russian, is gracefully
surmounted with the figure of a swan.
The Russian salt-cellars are peculiarly in-

teresting, as their character is so markedly dif-
ferent from that of familiar Italion models. The
largest is about 5i in. in height and 5 in, in
diameter. It is of a cup-form on a short stem
with a broad base resting on three ball feet. The
base and cup are both ornamented -with rude
foliage and scroll pattern in repoussd work. A
duplicate can be purchased of Messrs. Franchi
for 41., and a copy in bronze for 21. lOs. The
next salt-cellar is of a somewhat similar form,
though of 2 inches lees height; but the third
example is a circular dish, only l-J- in. high,
and 2-" in. in diameter. This is chased 'wTth
conventional foliage, and has two scroll and
mask handles : it rests on four small ball-
and-claw feet. A enp or drinking - vessel
near them is worthy of note. It is of hemi-
spherical form on a circnlar foot, and has a flat
projecting handle. The inside is embossed with
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marine monsters; the outside, with less question-
able taste, is ornamented with birds and foliage.
Around the cup runs a Russian inscription, of
which a translation is engraved under tho
handle, “ Cnp of an honest man to drink to
health and to joy.” It stands but in. high:
the diameter is 2| in. That all seventeenth-
century Russian drinking-cups were not of this
low stature we have evidence in a chalice of tho
same period standing 7f in. high, though but
3^ in. high. This has no inscription, but a band
of filigree work round the lip, and three scroll
ornaments on the stem. Before turning from
these gilded novelties, which summon up pic-
ture after picture to the mind’s eye, beginning
with the Beef-eaters and tho Tower, and ending
with El Dorado, we must enumerate among them
a delicate tazza of beaten work Laving figures of
Jupiter, Diana, and two other deities whom
the authorities on such subjects hesitate to name.
Sir Walter C. Trevelyan, bart., of Wallington
Hall, Northumberland, is the owner of the ori-
ginal, which is silver, and bears the English
Hall-mark for 1G83. Like the .articles in the
possession of Mr. Mcffat, it has been triplicated
by the Messrs. Franchi.
Those who take interest in Scandinavian relics

will hear with pleasure of the addition of casts of
tho remains of the two fine crosses in the grave-
yard ofKirkBraddon.in the Isle of Man. They are
small compared with some of the Celtic crosses.
Three sides of one of them are covered with ser-
pentine decoration, the fourth bearing an in-
scription in Runes, -which, being translated, tells
that ” Thorlaf Neaki erected this cross to Frach
his son, the brother’s son of labr.” There i.s

but a portion of the shaft of the second cross.
'Iho front and back of this are also ornamented
with serpentine decoration, and one side shows
a Runic inscription, which has told tbe waves
and the winds, and tho swooping sea-gulls, and
all who have looked upon it, for more than a
thousand years, that, “ Octar erected this cross to
his father Frakka, hut Thorbjorn, tho sou .

and here the piousVecord ceases.
Newly unpacked, and still lying on the ground

in pieces, nro two plaster casts of fiftcenili-cen-
tury altar-pieces, of large dimensions, which will
also form valuable additions to the art-treasures
already on view. Tlio original of one of these is
in tho Certosa, Pavia, in marble. The subject
represents, iu high relief, the disciples and the
holy women weeping round the <le!ul body of
Christ. In tho backgronnd the various events
of tbe Passion are represented iu low reii^-f. In
the predc'lla is tlie Annunciation. The fiiiasters
are decorated with Renaissance scroll-work. The
original is attributed to Giovanni Antonio
Atnadeo, a Milsneso sculptor, circa 1480. The
second is also taken from amarhlo altar-piece iu
the Certosa, Pavia. Tho central subject of this
one is the Adoration of the Magi. The predella
shows Christ in the sepulchre with groups of
men and angels adoring. From amidst the
Renaissance scroll-work of the pilasters project,
busts of the prophets in high relief. Recontlv
placed upon the walla of one of tbe principal
courts is the reredos of an altar, a cast of that
which was formerly in the Church of San Frau-
ciso, and is now in Campo Santo, Pisa, sculn-
tured by Tomaso Pisano in the latter half of the
fourteenth century. The centre is over-shadowed
with a canoi)y in three compartments, ami
flanked on either side by three niches, with a
figure in each. The Virgin with the Child
stands beneath the canopy.
A fine bronzed knocker, of a circular medallion

form, must be mentioned among the miscel-
laneous novelties ns being a reproduction of one
attached to one of the doors of the Castle at
Lausanne, of Gerram workmanship, in tho
second half of tbe twelfth century. Prom the
centre of it projects a finely-marked lion’s head,
holding in its nioutli a foliated ring. And when
treating of bronzes, we may call attention to a
recent purchase of a bronze bast of La Gorgone.
llie artist is the Duchess Castiglione-Colunna,
and the price realised by her work, 1051. The
beautiful determined face is wreathed with
locks of snakes, and from the shoulders depends
a lion 8 skin. It would bo difficult to conceive a.

face that tells its own story better than this
does.

Some modern Bavarian fictile ivoiy casts and
statuettes, by Schwantha-ler, produced between
the years 1802 and 18-18, are of new interest.
And among the curiosities of modern foreign
art, those who have sympathies tvicli Oriental
taste will look with pleasure at a set of circular
playing-cards from Scinde, painted iu gold and
colours, and covered with tran.sparent lacquer.
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placed in a painted and lacquered wood-box. A
Persian mirror-case and lid, too, is carious for
the portraiture of a girl in European costume,
in contrast to a Persian lady and her attendant,
ainidat embossed ornaments of birds on “ strange
bright wings,” and flowers scarcely less un-
common.
But we have not yet exhausted the list of

recent acquisitions in European art. Amidst
the sparkling and jewelled collections that make
each court like the sumptuous interior of a
palace, we come, here and there, upon bits of
the exterior world of old time, calling up rugged
contrasts to the richness, luxury, gracefulness,
and splendour of surrounding objects. Standing
within reach of glorious items kings would
prize and contend for, here expressly purchased
and preserved for public iustruction and delight,
we may turn to treasures brought from all parts
of the earth, to the simplest, quaintest curio-
sities which, perhaps, but a handful of clay has
sufliced to produce, their sole value consisting
in the skill with which they have been so
formed. Here we have a tile of enamelled
earthenware, faced with blue, of Moorish
work, from the ancient casbah or citadel
at Tunis. There is a brick, the upper surface
of ^which is ornamented with figures in low
relief, apparently representing the arrest of
a prisoner in civil costume, in Flemi.sh work-
raansbip, though fonnd at Walsoken, Norfolk.
We need take but a few steps to see a dulcimer
over which ran the fingers of a fair Signora in
the sixteenth century, whose armorial shield is
displayed upon its front; or an ivory diptych,
carved in high relief, with the flagellation and
crucifixion, by an impassioned German in the
thirteenth century; or, say, a pectoral golden
cross, set with diamonds upon white champlevii
enamel, containing relics beneath a crystal plate,
made by an inspired Spaniard in the sixteenth
century

; or a silver-gilt sweetmeat box, bright
with enamel plaques of flowers on a white ground,
into which the tips of an infanta’s fingers
may have dipped in the seventeenth century,
all of which are recent acquisitions to the
Museum.
A mahogany table, presented by Ferdinand VII.

of Spam to the Marques de Altamora in the
latter part of the eighteenth century, ornamented
with gilt metal masks and festoons, with a top
of Sicilian alabaster, has been purchased in
Madrid for 16i. 16s. 8d. A silver-gilt cross, for
processional use, of Spanish workmanship, orna-
mented with statuettes of saints and their
emblems, amidst foliage, has been lately pur-
chased at a cost of 2101. 10s. 5d. And two other
additions from Spain have been recently made

;one being an oblong, ivory group, carved in high
relief, and sunk within the thickness of the tusk
representing St. Francis translated to Heaven,
ascribed to Alonzo Cano, an artist who lived in
the first half of the seventeeeth century

;
and

the other, a reel, with distaff, winder, and two
opmdles, turned and carved in walnut wood,
with box-wood collars and carved ivory studs
The former of these coat 361. 163. 8d. ; the

purchased in
Madrid.
The long galleiy, recently occupied by the

Architectural Museum, now contains the fine
series of pictures embodying incidents in Chevy
Chase, which are destined to fill the spandrels of
the arcade in the reception saloon and loggia
Wallington nall._ Mr. W. B. Scott has divided his
very choice subject into four parts, the going
out and the chase, the battle, and the morning
after. No one can look upon these without
wishing they were destined for Alnwick Castle to
supersede or supplement the foreign decorations
there, with a narrative in colours so closelv as-
sociated with the history of that edifice and its
owners. Mr. Scott also exhibits in this place
cartoons for a series of wall paintings for the
circular (newel) staircase, Penkill Castle, Ayr-
shire, illustrating the deliciously quaint and
regal poem of “ the King’s Quair,” written by
James I. about 1420. We hear that this artist
IS to decorate oue of the staircases in the
museum.

Preparations are in progress to aid the proper
representation of English art and industry at the
Paris Exhibition. Many of the specimens are
exhibited on skilfully contrived rotatory stands,
out of which project frames which move to and
fro upon hinges, so that one stand of frames will
exhibit conveniently upwards of fifty subjects,
and yet nob occupy much space. The history of
labour is about to be exemplified in these stands.
Finished instalments are placed, temporai-ijy, in
the museum for public edificatiou.

SHAEEHOLDERS AND CUSTOMERS.
The decision of the Vice-Chancellor’s Court

in the important case known by its connexion
with the name of Overend, Gurney, & Co., is
one that deserves more than a hasty glance or a
casual comment. The question before the court
was in itself of no trifling nature; but the
questions incidentally raised by, or involved in
the main investigation, are yet more serious.
The pecuniary interests dealt with are measured
by millions sterling. Creditors from all classes
of society are directly concerned, the loose cash
of tho millionaire and the hard-earned savings
on which the age of a laborious life had de-
pended, being alike swallowed up by a great
catastrophe. Still more grave than the pecu-
niary questions are those affecting character.
Who was responsible for a failure that shook the
city of Loudon, now nine months since, with a
financial earthquake, from the terror of which it
has not yet recovered ? There are thousands of
men now pining in enforced idleness who would
have been honestly aud merrily at work but for
the results of tho failure of Overend, Gurney,
& Co.

; and, if we could fairly test the statistics
of the case, we should, no doubt, find that the
evil

_

indirectly caused by the deatrnctiou of
public confidence, has been far greater than the
evil directly caused by the lose of deposited
money. Beyond all this there are certain ques-
tions affecting the character, and indicating
somewhat of the tendency, of our social lif^
which it did not fall bo the province of tho law-
yers to investigate, bub the elucidation of which
seems to be about the only valuable rcsnlt to be
gained from this national disaster.

sides in this part of the case. It may be urged
that, the new directors having made their bar-
gain, the old partners were functi and had
no business to prejudice the property of other
people by any late qualms of couscionce. On the
other hand, it must bo remembered that the fact
of the double deed implied, to some extent,
double-dealing; that the private and the public
documents were as much the act of tho old pro-
prietors as of tho new; and that the intent of
hoodwinking the public (for their advantage,
may be, but none the less hoodwinking), must
have been that of both parties at tho time of
executing the two deeds. Perhaps this part of
the question would have received less scrutiny
but for the position of the persona in question
as members of a sect professing straighten
morality than their neighbours, and assuming
by broad marks of dress and speech the
motto, “ I am holier thau thou.” The lesson
that those who would excel the men among
whom they dwell in religion, should be in tho
first instance doubly careful not to fall behind in
the decent principles of morals, is perhaps the
most certain inference from the story of the
double deed.

We are not about to complain that certain of
the new proprietary, on finding how they had
become thus qualified, endeavoured to escape the
consequences of their leap into the well. For
the entire new proprietary to have agreed on
one definite course of action would, no doubt,
have been far more respectable for all parties.
But Bucb is not our English way, and it often
happens that the obstinate creditor or the un-
reasonable juryman, who refuses to make things
pleasant by going with the rest, does, indirectly,

ta.»x.uumuiojsaster. pleasant by going with the rest, does, indirectly,
shareholders in the good service to the state. Small thanks ner-Limited Company who have sought to escape baps, are due to him for so doiu^-. His motivesfrom the consequences of having joined it on the may be questionable, or purely selfish —hisplea of having been fraudulently induced to do breeding may be detestable

; but ho stands out
so, profess themselves dissatisfied with the deci-: till the full breath of complete investi-ation
Sion of an Inferior Court, and promise to do sweeps through every hole and corner of thewhat m them lies to prolong incertitude by the case, and thus the public are the gamers, afterprocess of appeal. Without assuming how far all.

b j

the decision of the Yice-Chanccllor’s Court may
|

The point that comes out most clearly at thisor mnj not be Msailab e m matter of law, we
!
stnge is, that whatever be the amount of fraudmay yot draw sufficient light from accepted and

;

and concealment between tho proioetor and his
if not to

i
flock, third parties are not to bo endamaged by
it. Whether this be law or not, it will be for the
Court of Appeal to say. That it is justice, no
oue can doubt who takes the trouble to state the
case plainly to himself. A, B, and C enter into
partnership, and trade with D, who trusts to
their ioint reannTTailiilif.TT Afrn.- n

adorn a tale.

It is admitted on all hands that the lato
partners in the long-establishod and most lucra-
live business of Overend, Gurney, & Co., dis
satisfied with the profit of 190,0001. per annum...... i-L-r aunum, parciiersuip. ana trade with D, who trusts towhich a quiet and regular oourso of business

|

their joint responsibility. After a time theflRRnrftn t.nPTn onfoy.aH r.ifrt ( _ _ . .
* — _ _

“ ....... KjL uuaiucais
assured them, entered iuto speculative business
of such a magnitude as not only to swallow up,
by taking the wrong turn, this enormous income,
but to place them as a house and as individuals
iu a position which, if squared up, was half a
million worse than nothing. It has probably
been thought that the fact was its own punish-
ment, and little comment has been made on the
haste evinced by these gentlemen to grow more
than rich.

^It is further admitted that the sudden stoppage

business turns out amiss
;
B and C turn round

upon A, and say, “ You have misled us. You
induced us to think that wo should gaiu money,
and instead thereof wo have lost.” Now if they
go on to say, Therefore refund to us our ven-
ture,” they have a certain degree of right on
their side

;
but if they go on to say, “ Therefore

wo will not pay D what wo unitedly owe him,”
they eudeavour to redre.S8 one wrong by perpe-
trating another. The whole gist and practice of
social equity in such a case is the decision,

—

B rdl" T.\fl TT T1 V< , « .c ..1 .. Z . .._J J-T-.

. — ci.juii.j' ju ssueu a case is me aecision.

—

of a house as well known as tho Bank of England first pay D his just claim, and then get your
Itself was a. calamity to be deprecated no less for

;

revenge out of A. It is lucky for the directors
the public interest than for that of the partners

,

of the ” limited” company that the recalcitrantinthehouse. -Nor did it seem otherthan a sound shareholders have been more discontented than
practical view that a business enTnmnnfUnQ' Qiir>Vi i

— V/LUUl Luau ib OVJUJIU

practical view that a business commanding such
au income was not, even with its large liabilities,
to be sacrificed without wanton loss. The steady
business over the counter would pay a handsome
interest on a new capital of three millions
sterling, and the idea of purchasing it for half a
million, with the introduction of new owners of
a new capital to replace that which had been
swallowed up, was in itself sound and just.
The hitch lay here. The aid of the public

was wanted to find this now capital. But this
aid would not be obtained if the facts of the case
were known. So it became— we cannot say
necessary, but it was resolved—to obtain the
support of the public by telling them only so
much of the facts as would induce them to come
in. That the new directors, •p.'ho did this, were
sanguine of a great success, and themselves
largely invested in anticipation of this success,
is, no doubt, true. Let them have the merit of
this error of judgment, if error it was

; but that
can in no way alter the fact that they drew
together a large proprietary and raised a large
capital by the suppressio veri.

From active participation in this, which
legally is termed a fraud, and which moralists of
the old school would have called by quite as un-
qualified a name, every one seems anxious to
exonerate the old partners, who have paid, it is

thought, penalty enough for their unsound busi-
ness. There is something to bo said on both

logical.

There remains the investigation of those ques-
tions to which wo have referred as touching the
state and development of our social relations,
questions of confidence between man and man
in the conduct of the daily bu8ine.ss of life. The
point to which we more especially refer is this :

How far is each man responsible for taking care
of his own interest, and how far is ho to look to
the law, or to the public code of morals, to do
this for him ? There has been, since the earliest
dawn of civilization, a great disposition to place
private interest under the safeguard of the
public officer. Tho whole ancient law relating
to debt testifies to this disposition. The prison
of the Mamertine at Romo was an early in-
stance of this mode of legislation. Forasmuch
as he had nothing to pay, the unfortunate debtor
was condemned to bo sold. In our own time we
take it for a happy augury that tho tendency of
legislation is in tho opposite direction. The
importunate creditor is told that ho should have
better heeded whom he trusted. It is a less
paying speculation to lure the young collegian
into debt, with the good hope of making his ill-

used father pay the piper, than some of us can.
remember to have been the case. It is obvious
that public morality is the gainer by tlie change.
Credit, enforced by law, is a pernicious aud
demoralizing form of speculation. Credit, based
on confidence in known uprightness of charac-
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ter, is one of the most ennobling bonds of society.

The less law can interfere in any cases but socb
as are criminal, the better for the tone of society.

Empty prisons are a sign of improved morality
among tradesmen. The movement of the day is

to place moral responsibility in the place of

artificial responsibility enforced by law.
Now in this respect the result of the great

Overend case is, we think, matter of congratula-

tion. It is a further warning to ns all to see

to our own business. It is the want of this

old-fashioned piinciple that underlies all the
financial trouble of 1866. People who knew
nothing of banking, of trading, or of manufac-
turing, thought that they should at once become
rich as bankers, tradesmen, or manufacturers,
by the simple process of taking shares in a new
company. “ I am a director of so and so,” says
Colonel A. :

“ rather a good thing.” So the
good colonel, who would have shown any one the

door who proposed to him a sound bojid fide

trading partnership, takes his shares, and his

seat at the board, and his guinea or two for

attendance, and is much disgusted when his

natural unacquaintance with the details of his

new business, joined to the equal ignorance of

many of bis coadjutors, produces its natural

result. Now liere we have a fresh proof that

this haste to gain the tradesman’s profit without
the tradesman’s education is dangerous. If the

shareholders in Overend’s Company could have
backed out of a loss because they had been mis-
led, it would have been an encouragement for

the incautious, and therefore for the designing.

The reality of business has been lost sight of.

People have thought they would have all the
sweet, and none of the bitter. By gigantic com-
bination of capital the humble tradesman was to

be extinguished, andhis means of livelihood were
to be made over to the limited shareholders.

We have another rude, but not untimely, lesson

that this plan will not succeed. We must mind
our own business; and if we go to the Law to

complain that we have not done so, the Law
tells ne, from the bench ofthe Vice-Chancellor,—
“ That, gentlemen, is jour own fault, and your
own misfortune.”*

KEFLECTICNS CN THE PCSITICN AND
PROSPECTS OF ARCHITECTURE.

In oifering a few remarks on this subject, I

feel that I may not unreasonably be accused of

taking too much upon me, in putting forward
my immature ideas on a topic so important, the
adequate treatment of which might furnish

scope for the abilities of the most learned and
experienced among us. But if it be thought
that “age should speak, and multitude of years
should teach wisdom,” it may be pleaded, on the

;

other hand, that it is to the younger among us

—

to those just about to commence the practice of
their profession—that the subject is most per-

sonally interesting. The older architect, the
man of long standing in the profession, has in

most cases settled into his groove; he has long
since chosen the particular style of art which
commended itself to his fancy or his judgment,
and pursued it with that steadiness of purpose
without which no success in life can be attained

;

bnt with the younger man, pausing to choose his

path amid the multifarious styles of the present
day, the case is ditlerent; and if he be one
determined to carry on his profession with a
fixed aim, and not as a series of per-centage
jobs, bis position is not a little perplexing. Like
the lady in Milton’s “ Comus,” he seems to be
surrounded by

—

“ Calling shapes and beckoning shadows dire.”

On the one side he sees vistas of columned por-
ticoes and long vanishing lines of cornice,
flanked by the neat respectability of engaged
columns and peclimented window-heads

; on the
other hand, he is courted by every variety of
style which the use of the pointed arch is sup-
posed to comprise under the general term
“Gothic;” from the direct reproductions of
feudal architecture which now stand somewhat
modestly in the backgi'onnd, to the last new
freak of coloured brickwork which glares perti-

naciously in the foregronnd in all its fantastic

ugliness, the varieties of which succeed each
other as rapidly as the fashions of dress, and with
apparently no better reason than that furnished

• It bas l)ppn arranged that the appeal from the judg-
ment of the Viee-Chaucellor shall be carried direct to the
House of Lords.

t Read before the Liverpool Architectural Society.

by the tailor, who, if you inquire concerning
the change in the cut of a coat, replies, with a
bland smile, “ We’re making them so now, sir !”

What wonder, then, if the beginner, in the midst
of this chaos of styles, is sometimes fain to sit

down bewildered, and to wish that he had chosen
a profession where at least the path to be fol-

lowed was clear and unmistakeable.
There is a remark made by Coleridge, in the

course of a poetical criticism (in the Biographia
Literaria), which seems to throw some light

upon the path before us. He says,—“ To ad-

mire on principle, is the only way to imitate

without loss of originality.” Leslie, transferring

this maxim to his own art, has placed it on the

title-page of his “ Handbook for Painters.” We,
in turn may surely, with equal propriety, adopt
it ; for is it not evident that architectural history

for the past fifty years is simply a succession of

failures, the result of imitations adopted from
fashion and the desire of change, independent of
any principle of selection ? Had there been the
slightest approximation to such a principle, could
two styles so utterly opposed to each other as

pure Greek and pure Gothic have been suc-

cessively adopted as the one thing needful, and
successively dropped, during that short period ?

This state of things, however, should not sur-

prise us, if we consider how few there are who
have leisure or inclination to take that cempre-
bensiveview of past and present by which alone
our actual position and requirements can be cor-

rectly estimated. For broad principles in art,

as in other things, result from the application of
former precedents to present conditions : and as
the soldier engaged in actual fight knows less of
the battle than the spectator who from an emi-
nence takes in the whole field, so the man who
never lets his thoughts travel beyond the prac-

tical routine of his profession is in no position to

judge of the real tendency or value of the move-
ments going on around him. It may be worth
while, then, te place ourselves in imagination at

a distance from the scene of action,—to take a
rapid survey of the field, and arrive, if possible,

at some definite conclusion with regard to our
present position, whereon to base our principles

for the future.

Glancing at the past history of our art, to read
what lessons it may have to give us, we are

naturally attracted to the two points at which
alone there have arisen, out of the medley of
immature and uncompleted national architec-

tures, two styles perfectly complete in their

artistic expression, and consistent in all their

parts. And it is remarkable that not only are
these two styles (as before observed) totally

opposed to each other in character, but that the
institutions of the countries and periods in which
they flourished— the Hellenic Greece of the

third century B C. and the Teutonic Europe of

the fourteenth century A.D.—exhibit the same
definite consistency and the same sharp con-
trasts. In politics we see in Greece the spirit of

federalism, in Mediaeval Europe that of feudal-

ism—in religion the Pantheism of the one is

opposed to the Ascetiam of the other—while the
art of the two countries represents, in its most
complete and un-allojed form, the antagonism of

the two great schools now known as the Classi-

cal and the Romantic. This definite and com-
plete character, then, of these two periods, ren-

ders them in some degree typical positions, in

which we may with more than ordinary advan-
tage note the relations between architectural

styles and their surronnding circumstances.
What then were the conditions under which

Greek art arose ? In a country remarkable for

the clearness and purity of its atmosphere, and
of a character of scenery which we may call

elegantly picturesque (being equally removed
both from tame flatness and rugged sublimity),

and possessing a climate warm but temperate

—

in such a country we find a people ardent, viva-

cious, and quicksighted
;
with a keen perception

of sensuous beauty, an inquiring intellect, and a
high critical faculty

;
of no very high standard

of morals, little given to deep thought, but
characterized rather by a certain childlike buoy-
ancy of spirits which is only found in the early

history of a nation
;
and naturally, under these

circumstances, practising a religious form which
appealed much more to the intellect and the
senses than to the moral faculty. What style of
architecture a people so conditioned might have
evolved, had they been entirely unbiassed, we
can only conjecture

;
for the Greeks were not,

more than any subsequent people, independent
of those who preceded them. In the back-
ground loomed the dark recesses, the colossal

statues, and the vistaed colonnades of Egypt,
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casting their shadows over the sunny landscape
of Greece, and giving the starting-point of her
architectural style. Here was undoubtedly the-

source of the massive and thickly-columned
Doric order, which in its general propurtions is

no offspring of the Greek mind
;
but the form

which it took on Greek soil is highly charac-
teristic of the people, and of their climate and
scenery. For it is in those countries where,
as in Egypt, man is dependent on or overawed
by natural forces, that there is fostered that
spirit which gives to art and religion the gloomy
grandeur which is the outward expression of
that indefinable dread of external nature which
we call Superstition. But to the Greek,

—

“ From him who on the mountain lea
By dancing rivolets fed his flocks.

To him who sat upon the rocks,
And fluted to the morning sea,”-—

there were none of these terrors; his landscape
was sufficient to delight, but not to overawe,
the mind

j
and his religion, and consequently

: his temple, taking their tone from the scenery,
lost indeed in mystery and grandeur, but gained
immensely in concentrated effect and cheerful

aspect. The influence of the critical intellect of
the Greek was even more marked : he could not
be satisfied with the mere optical gratification

derived from the profuse employment of colour,

nor allow of the incongruity obvious in the us©
of natural forms, such as the palm and lotus, to-

support a heavy architrave
;
but transformed the

column and capital into regular, angular, and
strictly architectural forma, in harmony with th&
other lines of the building, but designed, never-

theless, upon broad natural principles.* But it

is in sculpture that the peculiar genius of tho
Greek mind is pre-eminently shown. Here we
see on the one band the most intense love of
physical beauty, aud triumphant skill in the de-
lineation of it, in figures and friezes suffused

with that blithe and joyous spirit which could
only subsist in an age when men had not learned

to think deeply, and were undistracted by the

questionings, the doubts, the anxieties, which ia
later days were to stir the human mind

;
but, on

the other hand, we cannot bnt be sensible, both
in the building and the sculpture, of the entire

absence of that spiritual feeling which gives th©
last and highest value to a work of art.

The great characteristic of Greek art, in

addition to this tone of buoyancy and severity

which pervades it, is the artistic self-restraint

displayed in the breadth and simplicity of treat-

ment, both in the building and the scnlpture.

But, as it has been well remarked by a recent

writer in the West7ninster Review,

—

“ This generality or breadth has nothing in ooirnnon
with the lax observation, the unlearned thought, the

flaccid execution, which have sometimes claimed supe-
riority in art on the ground of being ‘broad' or
‘general,’ Hellenic breadth and generality come of a
culture minute, severe, constantly renewed, rectifying,

and concentrating its impreasioas into certain pregnant
types."

Passing from the antique, we are led into the-

more modern world through the gates, as it

were, of that great city where, though little waa
practised that could really be called art, the arts,

sciences, and literature of the then known world,

amid a luxury and wealth almost incalculable,

were collected together, as in one huge reservoir,

ready for the use of the Gothic nations who
were to form the new blood of Europe. Long,
however, waa it before any order was evolved

out of the chaos which sncceeded; and for

centuries architecture wandered iu bye-ways,
trying her hand at this and that fashion, strug-

gling between the old forms aud the new spirit

;

and when at last a consistent style was struck

out (simply by the substitution of the construc-

tively correct buttress for the constructively

false engaged column and pilaster), we are in-

deed in a new world. The chief monuments
are still temples

;
but this very fact serves to

emphasize the contrast with the Greek style.

Nor are the causes of such contrast difficult of

comprehension. The writer in the IVestminster

Review, before quoted, remarks that “religions-

brighten under a bright sky ; they become
liberal as the social range widens

;
they grow

intense and shrill in the clefts of human life,

where the spirit is narrow and confined, and
the stars are visible at noonday.” No words
could more precisely describe the condition
and origin of Mediteval religious art. De-

* For some striking remarks oathepeneiis of the Doric
column and capital, see Garkett's treatiso on the “ Prin-
ciples of Design,” pp. HI and 149.

t January, 1S67
;
under the heading “ Winckelmann.”

This admirable essay is welt worth the attention of those
who are iuterested in Greek art.
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prived of tlio cheerful influencea and free thought
tinder which Greek art waa nourished

;
placed,

both metaphorically and literally, nndera gloomy
sky ;

the lamps of science and literature with-

drawn
;
hemmed in on every side by doubts,

fears, and snperatitions, what could the hnman
mind do but rise upward, in almost frantic aspi-

rations, in the only direction permitted to it

;

leaving ns, in default of books, the record in

stone of its struggles to be free? The men who
worked, too, are in strange contrast to the Greek
artist; a race of little refinement, little endowed
with physical beauty, and with very limited

power of delineating it, but possessing much of

that sense of moral beauty, that spiritual feeling,

which we noted as absent in Greek art
;
and, on

the other hand, entirely deficient in that in-

valuable quality of breadth and simplicity, that

faculty of “knowing where to stop,” without
which a man must always run the risk of spoil-

ing his own work. We see also that the feeling

of dread or superstition, which is again present

as the dark background of life, has induced that
prevaleuce of gloom and mystery that we notice

in the Egyptian style, giving also an intricacy

and extension to the building, which makes it

approach more nearly to the feeling of landscape
ai't than any preceding style. The influence of
-climate is of course obvious—we can no longer
do with flutings and facias and such delicate

sources of eff*pt
;
under this dull northern sky,

we must have deep hollows and large rolls in

the mouldings, deep shadows in the foliage and
capitals

;
indeed, the Medimval mason would

sometimes cut and gash into the stone with a
•certain grotesque vigour, which has led to the
remark that genuine Gothic has something
“ wolfish” about it.

Amid the commercial towns of North Germany,
with their Federal constitution, we do indeed
find, in their cloth-halls and stadt-houses, some-
thing more of breadth and repose, some escape
from that nneompromiaing spirit of aspiration

which pervades the religious edifices of the
period

; and in the sunny Republic of Venice
something of the old Greek brightness shines
through its Gothic veil. But, on the whole, the
art of the time is that of minds ent off from the
lessons of the past, and pressed upon and encaged
by feudal and religious terrorism, the joint influ-

ence of which cast a gloom over both the visible

and the invisible world, and justified more than
any other consideration the often-applied epithet

of the “ Dark Ages.” This darkness, however,
waa ere long to be dispelled. Already, through
the resuscitation of the long-buried literatures

of antiquity, men’s minds were awakening to

the perception of a far wider horizon of thonght
and feeling

;
already the first streaks of sunshine

were appearing, and the feverish dreams of
Medimvalism were growing faint and pale in the
morning light. So rapid, indeed, and yet so
blending, waa the transition, that the last and
greatest temple built under the dictates of the
old feeling took, nevertheless, as it were uncon-
sciously, the artistic expression of the new. The
peculiar and significant position occupied by St.

Peter's Cathedral in history has been so elo-

quently commented upon, in one of the most
remarkable books lately written, Mr. Lecky’s
“ History ofRationalism,” that I cannot do better
than quote the passage :

—

“ Of bD the edifices which have been raised by the hand
of man, there is none that presents to the historian of the
human mind a deeper interest than St. Peter's. * • *

The most sublime associations that could appeal to the
intellect or the religious sentiment cluster thieJdy around
it, but an association of which none had dreamed has con-
secrated it, and will abide with it I'or ever. The most
sacred relics of the Catholic faith are assembled within its
•wails. The genius of Michelangelo, Kallaelle, Braroante,
Cellini, Thorwaldsen, and Canora have adorned it.

Mosaics of matchless beauty reproduce the greatest
triumphs of Christian painting, and mingle their varied
hues with those gorgeous marbles that might have ab-
sorbed the revenues of a kingdom. Beneath that majestic
dome, which stands like the emblem of eternity, and
dwarls the proudest monuments below, rest the remains
of those who were long deemed the greatest of the sons of
men. There lie those Mediceval pontitt's who had borne
aloft the lamp of knowledge in an evil and benighted age,
who had guided and controlled the march of nations, and
been almost worshipped as the representatives of the
Almighty. * * * But ineipresaibly great as are these
-associations in the eyes of the theologian, the recollection
of Luther and the indulgences and the Reformation will
tower above them all

;
while to the philosophic historian

St. Peter’s possesses an interest of a still higher order. For
it represents the conclusion of that principle, growing out
of the anthropomorphic habits of an early civiliaation,
which had led men lor so many centuries to express their
religious feelings by sensuous images of grandeur, obscu-
rity, and of terrorism. It represents the absorption of
the religious by the msthetic element, which was the sure
sign that the religious function of architecture had termi-
nated. The age of the cathedrals had passed. The age of
the printing-press had begun."

Here, then, was once for all a complete change
in the conditions of architectural ijrogress. It

was no longer possible for a nation to work out

its own style with that singleness of aim and
nncoDscions freedom from external influences

which rendered possible the concentrated unity

of expression and steadiness of purpose which
we find in the Greek and Gothic, and in a lesser

degree in other styles before this date. Not
only had the antique past been resuscitated,

bnt, through the invention of printing, it waa in

some sense no longer the past ; the ideas which
had formerly been lost in the distance being
thereby floated down over the sea of Time, and
“brought home to men’s business and bosoms.”
Hence arose that vacillation of style,— that

tendency to copyism and consequent absence of

definite expression which has characterised

architecture since the fall of thelledimval style,

and has been, with good reason, so much de-

plored by the most thoughtful of recent archi-

tectural critics. For when a generation of men
who have been ab work npon their own style,

isolated by the conditions of time and place from
the acenrate. knowledge of any other style or
form, and therefore unconscious of anything like

a principle of selection, simply because they had
nothing to select from,—when men so placed sud-

denly had a wealth of new ideas opened up to

them, without time to mature any principles, it

was inevitable that they shonld immediately be
seized with the desire to imitate and adopt all

that seemed so admirable in this newfield, with-

out much thought of its fitness for their own
purposes. In process of time, indeed, some de-

gree of selection was arrived at, in so far as

some things were seen to be more worthy of

imitation than others; but that clear though
unconscious unity of purpose with which the
Gothic architects worked is gone /or ci'er ; we
can never revive it

;
it depended npon a con-

dition of things which the state of modern
society and education has rendered for Europe,
at least, an impossibility.

The vacillation and mixture of styles conse-
quent upon the newly acquired knowledge of the
art and literature of other times, was rendered
still greater by the increased inter-communica-
tion between difierent countries, which the ad-
vance of civilization and commerce induced and
rendered possible. Yet, strangely enough, this

influence of foreign travel, which for a long time
fostered the multiplicity of art-fashions, by giving
to different nations just sufficient intercourse to

enable them to borrow one another’s ideas, with-

out the opportunity of arranging aud systemati-

sing them on any concerted principle,—this

very habit and facility of locomotion, when raised

to the comparative perfection in which we now
see it, seems likely to afford the best means of

regaining that unity of art which was lost in the
fifteenth century. For if the invention of print-

ing was a triumph over time, making the past to

become present with us
;
surely the invention

of the steam-engine mayjbe called a triumph over
space, whereby distant countries are brought
into comparatively close union and brotherhood.
Forty years ago it was remarked by Carlyle,*

that the increased means of communication
seemed likely to unite Europe into one nation ;

and Mr. Matthew Arnold, in a recent essay,

f

observes “ Europe tends constantly to become
more and more one community, and we tend to

become Europeans instead of merely English,

French, Germans, or Italians. So whatever
aptitude or felicity one people imparts into a
spiritual work gets imitated by the others, and
thus tends to become the common property of
all.” This is a significant sentence, and is fully

borne out, I think, by fact; When we notice the
incessant stream of travellers and tourists pass-
ing from end to end of civilized Europe (in which
epithet I do not of course include Russia), when
we remark the prevalence everywhere of the
languages of tho two leading nations, and ob-

serve how completely the literature of any one
nation, even down to its reviews and periodicals, is

the property of all literary Europe; when, looking
at our own profession, we see eminent men among
ourselves employed on great works in Germany
aud elsewhere, and eminent architects from all

parts of the Continent contesting our own com-
petitions with ns; when we look at our own archi-

tectural alliance (which but for railways would
have been impossible), and consider the facilities

that are and may be offered for similar associations

on a far more extended scale,—it is not difficult

to see where all this must land us. The old bar-

riers are breaking down, the old landmarks
are being submerged, the old prejudices and

* “ Mi9co'.laDeou3 Raseys:" “Goethe.”
t Id the CorvhiU iTaj^azine for July, 1866.

nationalities are fast fading away, and we may
Ifiok forward with confidence to the development
of a European style of architecture.

"What turn would such a stylo probably take,

and upon what basis, amid the present embar-
rassing wealth of materials, might it be with
any firmness fixed The styles which have
shown moat unity and stability hitherto have
been those which most represented the spirit and
feeling of their day. Reasoning from analogy,
if we would have a style with any permanent
life in it, it must be in accordance with the prin-

cipal moving spirit of modern Europe. But
what is that spirit? “Oh!” some will say,
“ that is easily answered

;
any one may see

that the prevailing spirit now is the romantic

—

the Medimval.” Granted, Just no^v

;

bnt bow
long will that last ? On closer inspection, it will

be seen that the present century has hitherto

been, in a peculiar degree, a period of rapid
oscillations of thought and feeling, of which the
Medimval mania is merely the latest phase.*
These changes on the surface, which usually
accompany a transitional state of society, but
are much accelerated by tho increased inter-

change of thought in the present day, should
make us careful lest wo mistake for the great
movement of the age a mere passing fashion,

influencing, in fact, only a section of the com-
munity. But were I to describe in one word
what seems likely to be the characteristic spirit

of tho present age in Europe, I should call it

emphatically the age of Political Economy. It

is this spirit (taking it in its widest sense

as the eft'ort to seenre tho greatest happiness
and convenience of all men) that underlies

everything else, and is viewed and studied
with interest by men of all nations and
parties

;
and it is the more likely to be a

lasting influence, for some time to come, because
it is yet in its infancy

;
we are only just becom-

ing conscious of its mission
;
only, to use Mr.

Mill’s words, “ touching with the tips of our
fingers” the great social questions which it in-

volves. “ But what has Political Economy to do
with Architecture?” Much every way. An
age which is engaged in investigations, in all

directions, for the solution of problems so im-
portant and so eminently practical as this

science involves, will certainly not, in the long
run, choose for its architectural expression a
style characterised entirely by upward aspira-

tions. The effort to provide suitable dwellings
for the poor, which is only a branch of the sub-

ject, is already leading us to numerous experi-

ments in planning and construction. The Wages
question, again, will indirectly affect the style of

construction. A great modern wTiter has ob-
served, speaking of the Pyramids of Egypt, that
“ the mere appearance of those huge and costly

buildings is a proof of the state of the nation that

•erected them. To raise structures so stupendous
and yet so useless, there must have been
tyranny on the part of the rulers, and slavery

on the part of the people. No wealth, however
great, could meet the expense that would have
been incurred, if they had been the work of free

men, who received for their labour a fair and
I honest reward.”f Contrasting such a state of
things with the rising power of what are called

the “working classes,” and the increased de-
mands made by labour upon capital, it is evi-

dent that political economy will produce struc-

tural economy, and that a class of buildings not
yielding a per-centage will necessarily be at a
discount. Let the advocates of the "free-cburch
movement” take this into consideration.

There are two other, less deep-seated perhaps,
but still prominent characteristics of the present

age, which must certainly influence our future

style. One is the ardent desire for knowledge
and light of every kind, the greatly increased
faith in the progress of science, of which we
have daily larger evidence. This feeling will

certainly render it impossible for us to be satis-

fied, for any length of time, with the roughly-

cut forms and unscientific sculpture which have
characterised tho Gothic school of architecture;

nor will the comparative gloom and mystery of

that style be at all acceptable to an age which
has shaken off all superstition, and seems
inclined indeed to ignore the supernatural

altogether. To such a state of feeling the

carefully-studied sculpture and the cheerful

* “ That gr^at reaction acainst the roaterialisni of the

iaat century, * * • which produced in art a renewed
admiration for Gothic architecture; in literature, the

aubatitution ofa achool of poetry appealing powerfully to

the DBsaious and the imai’iniiiion. tor tho tririd intellee-

tualfam of Rope and 'Voltaire, is everywhere passing

away."

—

Licky’t “ Eutionulixm," vol. ii., p. 4U7.

t Buokle’a “ Hiatorv of Civilization.”
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aspect of the buildings of the Classic schoc
will certainly be the most acceptable modeli
while the increased perception of the law an
symmetry everywhere pervading the natura
world will not dispose ua to accept the wil
irregularity of plan and outline which has beei
carried to such a fantastic excess in some ancien
and many modern Gothic buildings. On th
other hand, the serionsness of thought of whic
we first observed evidence in the works of th
Jlediajval artists, combined with a certain in
describable grasping after infinity, which is

peculiarly modern feeling, and which probabl
originated the present love of landscape art, anc
of external nature, with its lofty hills, clouc
shadows, and sweeping distances,—all this tend
to dissatify the mind with the restricted, rigidlj
symmetrical, and comparatively cold and colour
less beauty of the pure Classic school. In short
the whole tone of modern thought, considere(
on all sides, seems to demand in art a blending
of the artistic refinement and severe training o
the Classic school with the deeper, more earnes
feeling, and (in a chastened form) something o
the jiicturesqueuess and colour of the Romantic
school. Tho two types of art have been left us
each in its unalloyed unity and completeness
onr task is to aim at a higher perfection thar
was attained by either, by selecting the higher
and enduring elements of each, and rejecting
the lower and transient. This can scarcely be
said to have been fairly attempted yet in archi-
tecture

; but that such a union in art is pos-
sible, and with the highest results, has been fully
proved in some of the most beautiful designs of
Flaxman and Thorwaldsen.

It must bo remembered, however, that while
the influence upon architecture of national habits
and tone of thought is one that changes with
time, there is another powerful influence over
it, which changes with place and not with time;
I mean that of climate and atmosphere. And if
we look into it, wo shall find, I think, that while
the former influence has most effect upon the
general plan and design of buildings, the latter
will regulate the character of the details. lu an
age, for instance, where the ecclesiastical spirit
is predominant, and where churches are the
principal buildings, a vertical style is likely to
predominate. But let the same nation, in a time
of advancing prosperity, become engaged in com-
merco as its principal object, and the result will
probably be a preference for a horizontal style in
its architecture, both from the more commonplace
and less aspiring spirit that would be induced, and
also because the increased value of laud and the
large accommodation required for carrying on
business would necessitate buildings of several
stories one over another, which, on true architec-
tural principles, would be marked on the extei-nal
design. But the atmosphere remaining the
same, the style of mouldings and foliated orna-
ments which was effective at one period would
be equally so at another. And there can be
no doubt that, in our own climate, whatever
dignity and symmetry of general design we may
derive from the Classic principles, we shall still
require the deep undercutting of mouldings and
the masses of shadow which characterise our
original English style, if we are to make our
buildings effective. Let any lover of Classic
purity who doubts this go up into the portico of
the Liverpool Free Library on a day of ordinary
clearness, and thence contemplate the west flank
of St. George's Hall, and contrast the admirable
effect of tho colonnade of square massive pillars,
relieved by the deep shadows between them,
with the tame and spiritless aspect of the shallow
panellings over the windows, and the faintly re-
cessed facias of the architrave round the north-
ern portion of the building, and he will pro-
bably come down again convinced. Returning
along Dale-street, he may see in the new Pablic
Offices that details, Gothic in spirit and perfectly
effective in this climate, may be applied to a
regulation Classic building with a consider-

able heightening of its effect; and if he continue
his walk to Old Hall-street, he may there see,
in that admirable building the Albany Offices,’
a design perfectly horizontal in character, com-
pletely expressing the purpose intended and the
high civilization which renders such bnildings
necessary, yet enlivened with ornament perfectly
Gothic in type, and adapted to a northern
atmosphere as completely as the roll mouldings
and deep-eut foliage of the Medimval artist.

If the foregoing views be in any degree cor-
rect; if there are glimpses of a progress, un-
certain indeed and wavering at present, towards
a possible unity of architectural principles and
style; if the present vagaries of design and want

1 of definite aim bo admitted to be highly nnsatis
, factory, it were well to consider for a motoen
1 what may be the causes of this state of things
1 what the obstacles to our arriving at the desirec
1 haven. And, first, with regard to our profession
. it is much to be deplored that its present statu
t is so low and its limits so undefined

;
that ther

3 is, in fact, no recognised enfra7ice to the pro
1 feasion

; and that any jerry-builder who haf
3 perpetrated a shop-front for a friend, may dul
- himself architect, and play his fantastic trick
1 before high heaven to his heart’s content, with

out let or hinderauce, rendering the aspects o
our streets pitiable enough, and degrading the
profession in the eyes of educated men. This
will never be stopped until all who wish tc
practise as architects are subjected to the tes'
of a compulsonj examination. This is the only
core—the evil is a crying one, and half-
measures are useless. And with regard to the
question, what such an examination should com-
prise, it may be said that the education of the
best section of the profession at present is too
broad, and not high enough

;
they are expected

to be conversant with a variety of subjects, such
as no one man can possibly master, and many
of which have no necessary connexion with
architecture; while no provision is made for
raising and strengthening the tone of the mind
by the study of history and general literature.
Yet it is only by such studies that the habit of
thought and power of generalization are
fostered, without which a man is at the
mercy of every caprice of fashion, and for
want of which many men of high talent, and
possessed of every necessary capability of hand
and eye, are at this moment employed in carry,
ing out, with great industry, buildings which the
next generation will infallibly regard with dis-
gust (if it regard them at all). No doubt, power
of manipulation with the pencil is indispensable,
and should be acquired by every architect

; but
something more than this is necessary, namely,
the power of thought, without which a man is
not a designer, bat, only a draughtsman, and his
dexterity with his tools may amount only to an
extensive capability of doing mischief. Yet it

must be admitted that in a large number of the
buildings designed even by onr cleverest men,
there is but little evidence of anything like the
requisite amount of thought having been be-
stowed, especially upon details. Too often there
are the indubitable marks of hurry and want of
time; mouldings and ornaments with no appear-
ance of having been designed for their place, or
carefully considered with reference to the total
effect of the building

; but having a stuck-on
appearance, and encumbering instead of em-
phasizing the expression of the design. A great
deal of the ornament ofmodern Gothic just at pre-
sent seems to consist in cutting circles in every
available place : church windows aro seen com-
posed entirely of round holes of different sizes
pierced in a plate of stone

;
and the same feature

re-appears ad nauseam in buttress-gables, bench
ends, pulpits, &c., &c. This is a I’ery easy way
of designing. Much of the hurried appearance
of modern work is owing to the fact that archi-
tecta in large practice have generally more work
than they can possibly attend to in person; and
for this the architect himself, perhaps, is not so
much to blame, as the clumsy per-centage svstem
of payment, which makes bis income depend not
on the quality but the quantity of his work

;

whereas, if he had the power, as a painter or
musician has, of raising his terms in proportion
to his reputation, he. would be preserved from
the necessity of overtasking himself, and could
afford to restrict himself to such an amount of
work as he could really give bis whole mind to.

But with the present system comes the necessary
but very serious evil of working by proxy, whereby
the architect, instead of being an artist and con-
structor, is turned into a sort of art-capitalist,
and his office into a manufactory, where we might
write up, “ N.B. Designs in all styles turned
out with neatness, finish, and despatch.”
Another injurious influence in modern prac-
;ic0 is the constant desire for novelty, both on
ffie part of the architects and the public.
Hopyism is wretched work, no doubt; but why,
on the other hand, should a building resemble
nothing that has gone before it ? And why,
when a man has designed a really successful
ornamental detail, for instance, should he not
;epeat it in suitable positions ? The Greek and
iothio architects did so continually. But no

—

his is not to be allowed
; and so the design is

iltered, not in order to improve it, but simply
or the sake of alteration,—and ten to one it is

polled. From a similar feeling arises the de-

• mand for sensational effects and preposterous
t skylines, to which all breadth and simplicity are

too often sacrificed. It is really difficult now to
find a design with sufficient breadth of wall-
space and unbroken continuity of line to consti-
tute anything like repose or dignity of effect.
It is to be feared that the system of architec-
tural competition, where every man endeavours
to attract attention to his own design, has done
much to foster this sensational style. If so, the
inroads made by that system upon onr pockets-
anjl our time are the least of the evils for which
it is responsible. Some of the most instructive
developments of this style are to be found in tho
treatment of inlaid and pierced woodwork in
cabinets, organ-casesj&c. Some of these look like-

the productions of an enterprising Feejee islander,
who had nothing better to do, rather than the-
work of educated European minds.

Upon the question of round arches versus-
pointed, the importance of which has been so
much exaggerated, it does not seem necea.sary
here to say much. Wo are all beginning to per-
ceive that the Classical or Romantic schools ofi
design are not necessarily dependent on either
form. In a general way, it may be said that
could we divest ourselves of the present prejudice-
in favour of the pointed arch, we should probably
perceive the round one to be artistically the best
form, especially on a large scale, and where
dignity and grandeur of effect ^e sought for.

The beautiful effect of the pointed arch in pure
Gothic arises chiefly from its complete adapta-
tion to the constructive necessities of the vaulted
roof, to the perfect execution of which it is indis-
pensable. But a style of roofing so expensive-
and so wasteful of material is not likely perma-
nently to find favour in these days

;
and the

principal formative influence of the pointed arch
being thus removed, it does not seem consonant
to sound art that the feature should be retained
in the secondary parts of a building

;
and it seems

more likely that, in high-class works of archi-
tecture, the noblest of internal features, the
dome, would give the keynote of the modern-
style

;
for whatever form of construction, whether

lintel, pointed arch, or round arch, be adopted iu
roofing a building, should, I imagine, be carried
out in the minor parts of the building also z

certainly much of the satisfactory effect of the
Greek and Gothic temples is owing to this unity
of construction. The principal use of the pointed
arch, in future practice, would seem to lie in its

constructive value, in all cases where weight has
to be concentrated on the crown of an arch

;
and

it is not improbable, therefore, that its future
employment may lie more -with the engineer
than with the architect.

Lastly, if anything decisive is to be done by
our prol'ession towards advancing the art of
architecture, and raising it to a higher and more
satisfactory state, it is necessary not only that
we should establish principles of action, and
assist and encourage one another therein by
mutual co-operation and criticism

; but also that
the public, our employers, should be awakened
by every possible means to more interest in th&
art, and a better understanding thereof. This
is the more necessary because we have now ta
deal with hundreds where we formerly dealt
with units. With the rising of that great new
power, the People, the patronage of art has been-
taken from the bands of a few of the influential
among the upper classes (who had some oppor-
tunities of learning something about art, if they
cared to do so), and is distributed among the
numbers constituting what is called the middle
class, for whose education in art our public schools
and universities furnish no provision worth
naming. And onr own art seems to fare worst of
all ; for how often do we meet with intelligent
ind educated people who have a fair apprecia-
fion of a picture or a piece of music, but who,
on the subject of architecture, are in Egyptian
darkness,— ignorant of its first principles

—

gnorant, indeed, that it has any principles at
all. How are we to pierce through this gloom ?
.n the absence of organized instruction in archi-
iecture in our schools somethiug might be
effected if those in our profession whose abilities,
age, and standing, would give them some influ-
ence, would take opportunities, when possible,
of lecturing publicly on the subject, and thus
stirring np, if it may be, an interest iu it among
hose to whom at present it presents no meaning
3r attraction. Something also is perhaps being
effected by societies consisting, like our own, of
orofessional and amateur members,—a consti-
ution which has been found fault with lately,
ery unwisely, I think

; for by this mingling of
he amateurs with the professional architects,
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the interest of the former in the stibject of
architectnre is certainly stimulated, and they
in turn may influence others "who are out
of our reach, all which is manifestly for

our advantage
; not to speak of the valuable

hints which we may, and often do, receive

from our amateur friends. But above all it

is necessary that architects should fully realize

the fact that they are bound to be the leaders
of public taste, not to be led by it; that
they are untrue to themselves and their art

when they consent, for the sake of pleasing a
captious and ignorant client, to build that which
they know to be bad. It is no answer to say,
“ I must not offend my client and lose my com-
mission;" The making of money is not the
business of an architect, or of any artist what-
soever. His aim should bo to do the utmost,
according to his talents, to advance bis profes-

sion, and to carry out the work entrusted to him
in the best possible manner; any payment that
he may receive for it is simply the means neces-
sary to enable him to prosecnte his calling. To
make money,—to produce capital,—is the legiti-

mate object of our friends on ’Change : may
they prosper therein ! Our part is to help them to

spend it in a useful and ornamental manner, not
upon works which will be a nuisance and an
eyesore to future generations ; for of those who
build badly it may truly b© said,

—

“ The evil that they do lives after them j"

—

and, until architects are prepared to give up a
commission rather than erect an ill-planned or
inartistic building, there will be little hope of a
high standard of architectural taste being estab-
lished among us.

Such appears to be the problem—such the
principal difficnlties—presented to the modem
architect. To fnse into one complete and living
whole the two complementary elements, as I may

DUBLIN.

Gkeat exitement has of late existed in Dublin,
in consequence of a leakage in the large reser-
voir at Yartry, which is of the dimensions of a
good-sized lake. The leak happened the more
unfortunately that the safety-valve and condnit
regulating the supply were out of working order.
A cut in the by-wash was opened, thus discharging
70,000,000 gallons per day. The water continued
to diminish at the rate of about 1 inch in the hour,
an enormous quantity over such a great area.
The leak was not altered in quantity, and every
precaution was being taken against any possible
accident. The contractors weighted the bank,
and a large ball, with which a defective dis-

charge-pipe was stopped up, was got out. The
engineers anticipated no danger; and in the
House of Commons, a day or two since. Lord
Naas, in reply to a question on the subject, said
that the Government had received satisfactory
assurances in regai'd to the safety of the works.

Mr. Dargan’s funeral, in Dublin, was the most
numerously attended within the recollection of
the citizens. The fftn^loyis of the Dublin and
Wicklow Railway, of which Mr. Dargan was a
director, walked before the hearse, aud the
remains were interred in the “ O’Connell Circle

”

of the Glasuevin Cemetery. It has transpired,
for the first time, that a sum of 2,0001., for the
purchase of pictures aud other works for the
National Gallery of Dublin, anonymously be-
stowed in 186-1, through the late Irish Lord
Chancellor, was a gift by Mr, Dargan to the
institution.

THE PROPOSED ROAD IMPROVEMENT AT
HYDE-PARK CORNER.

30 that we are unable to give an opinion as to
its probability. It must be remembered that coal
gas is a perfectly stable compound, and is not
Liable to spontaneous decomposition or explosion,
as some other gases are. The well-known lecture
experiment, in which a mixture of chlorine and
hydrogen is exploded by simple exposure to the
sun’s rays, will probably occur to most readers.
Considering the number of lives lost annually by
explosions of carburetted hydrogen, any theory
explaining them, however unpromising at first

sight, is worthy of examination.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE, SPRING
GROVE, MIDDLESEX.

This college, of which we give a view in our
present number, is now being erected for the
International Education Society, at Spring
Grove, and is intended, when completed, to
aflbrd accommodation for 150 pupils, with six
resident masters. The head master has a sepa-
rate residence. The ground-floor contains two
schoolrooms, each 51 ft. by 25 ft. 6 in., designed
as wings, and two stories high

;
series of class-

rooms and masters’ rooms, approached by a
corridor running the whole length of the front
building; and dining-hall, 49 ft. 6 in. by 25 ft.,

extending from centre of front to back building,
which contains the offices. The lecture theatre
and laboratory are thrown out from the back
of the front building.

The firot floor contains the secretary’s rooms,
committee-rooms, masters’ bedrooms, and daily
superintendents’. A sick ward is provided, with
separate staircase and entrance in the back build-
ing. The second and third floors are devoted to
the dormitories and contingent offices of the
pupils. Each dormitory is distinct, and so-

ft, high. The stair-
. r 11 *

i. .

Oua readers will recollect of Mr. Snell’s pro -

1

^
term them, of all past art, each of which, at its

j

pogal iu the Builder to convert the Pavk-road, I

^ partition .

highest point of development, has been crystal -

1

from the Corner, up to Park-lane, at Stanhope- I

throughout are of stone, those for the
hzed and preserved for our use

;
to join to the

( gate, into a public road, thus obviating the ^ P"P^*® carried up, at each end of the corri-
brightness and technical perfection of the Classic ' costly necessity of wideninfr the Piccadillv end ^ features,
school the energy and passionate feeling of the

; of Park-lane, and saving to the rate-payers nine-
1

masters’ stairs are on oue side of the
Eomantio

; and to work oat these elements with
^

tenths of the 106,0001. which the sohemo of the '

'Jn'ing-l'all, and approached from the corridor,
all the increased constrnctire knowledge and Metropolitan Board of Works will cost. Mr. ' bnilding will bo constrncted of brick with
yarioty of material now at oar command,—this gaell has since addressed the Testries interested

' dressings, faced with yellow malms, with
IS surely a great task, and worthy of the highest

: on the subject, and has also sent a detailed com- I

“urses and diapering of red bricks. The total
efforts ofoar profession And the present cen-

j

omnication as to it to the Metropolitan Board 1™®^ about 30,000!. The portion now

IT/ 'i
“ fittmK time for Each an ooloured plans, showing both schemes and !

*1“ contracted for by Messrs,
attempt. To all who study history comprehen-

j

how he proposes to alter the position of the i

Holland & Hannen, of Dako-street, Bloomsbaiy,
swely It mast bo evident that there oooar from ' Park Gates, clear of Apsley Hon^, so as to face of about 13,000!., and will accommodate

Eotten.row and the orherUoads r'adiating from
’

times when a new spirit moves upon the face of
society; when there is a “stirring among the dry
bones,” and men, as by one consent, show a com-
mon impatience of the old paths, of the worn-out
forms which no longer satisfy them, and rise up
with the determination to awaken a now spirit
in art, or religion, or politics, and to find a new
scope for their enlarged perceptions and aspira-
tions.

“ On such a full sea are we now afloat :

”

never, perhaps, in the history of the world has
there been a time of such intellectual activity,
such Btreuuous exertions in every department of
thought and industry, as at present

;
and no-

where is this more conspicuous than iu the great
works which are employing the time aud abilities
of BO many of our profession. It is for us to take
care that we do not let this opportunity pass
without making the most of it; that we leave to
the generation to come after us works evidencing
careful and original thought, and such as may
be worthy to give the key-note for the future
style of Europe. But if we would do anything
towards this great work, we must turn from the
trivialities in which so much time is being
wasted, and direct our thoughts rather to the
future than to the past. Surely it is very
pitiable work to see talented men consuming
their energies over church millinery,—engaged
in acrimonious squabbles as to the scraping of
an old cathedral, or the position of a crozier in
the right or left hand of a monumeutul statue,

—

when a great European civilization is opening
out before them

;
promising now forms of thought,

increased social and artistic communion, new
developments, on a greatly extended scale, of a
higher and nobler art than has ever yet been
practised,

—

“ And all that else the years will show.
The Poet-forms of atrouger hours.

The Tast Kepublica that may grow.
The Federations aud the Powers

;
Titanic forces tukiug birth

In dirers seasons, divers climes
j

For wo are Ancients of the earth,
And in the morning of the times.”

Tennyson'i "Day-dream."

H. H. ST.A.THAM, JUN.

the Corner, together with the new Park-road to
Stanhope-gate, which he proi^oses to form in
lieu of the nearly parallel, one, to be used as a
public road

.

The chief objection would probably come from
the owner of Apsley House, though there is the
general objection to alienating any part of the
Park. Nevertheless, the proposal has much in
its favour, and should receive careful and im-
partial consideration.

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION OF GAS,

In the course of the inquiry into the cause of
the disastrous explosion at the Oaks Colliery, a
letter was read by the coroner from Mr. John
Marshall, of Stewarton, Ayrshire, stating that
under certain conditions coal gas became ignited
spontaneously. Mr. Stewart does not g^ve any
details, but says, in conclusion, “Notwithstand-
ing the present systems of ventilation and the
use of the Davy lamp, the fire-damp iu mines
will sometimes explode through activity of the
latent causes to which I have referred.” Mr.
Stewart’s letter remiuded us that the subject
was brought before the Society of Railway
Engineers of Berlin, on the 9th of January, 1866,
by Herr Busse. The author called the atten-
tion of the society to a fire which took place at
the goods station of the Stettin Railway Com-
pany, which broke out two hours after all the
lights were extinguished. An escape of gas
was, we presume, known to have taken place,
and Herr Buss© gave an account of a theory
according to which a jet of gas is liable to spon-
taneous ignition. Herr Schwartzkopff men-
tioned a fire which took place in his own manu-
factory, in consequence of the ignition of a small
jet of gas, which escaped notice, during the
operation of tiying the pipes with a lighted
candle, suggesting at the same time that the
fire mentioned by Herr Basse was due to the
same cause. The source of our information, the
Zeitschrijt fiir Bauwesen, 1866, p. 473, unfortu-
nately omits the details of Herr Basse’s theory,

eighty-four pupils. Messrs. Norton & ilasey are
the architects.

The idea of international education seems to
be traceable to the great International Exhibi-
tion of 1851. It was then felt that it would be
a great advantage to every nation to gain some
knowledge of the arts and the industry of other
nations, and that an honourable competition
might thereby be created, which would be highly
beneficial to the progress of all. The reaulc
answered the expectations, and both the social
and commercial intercourse among the civilized
nations has since increased to a degree to which
history furnishes no parallel. Suoh a sfate of
things could not bat call for some change in the
system of education, at least in this country and
in France, in both of which the study of foreign
modern languages had not received any great
enconragement in the public schools. The vastly
altered circumstances began to demand that our
young men—those intended for the learned pro-
fessions, as well as those destined for mercantile
life—should bo tolerably well acquainted with the
leading languages of Europe. These considera-
tions, coupled with the extreme unwilliugness
of our great schools to reform themselves in such
a manner as to satisfy the demands of the age,
led a number of gentlemen, about two years ago,
to form a society fur the promotion of interna-
tional education. Their aim was to establish
schools or colleges in England, France, Germany,
and Italy, in all of which the same system of
education was to be followed

;
so that a pupil at

any time, and without any interruption in his
ordinary studies, might be transferred from one
school to another, and thus acquire a practical
as well as a theoretical knowledge of the lan-

guage of the country iu which for the time he
might be residing. The Society was at first

headed by the late Richard Cobden, whose noble
efforts to establish amicable relations among the
peoples of Europe have endeared his memory
to all who are interested in the progress of
humanity. The vacancy caused by his prema-
ture death is practically filled by his friend, the
treasurer, Mr. A. W. Paulton, to whose indefati-
gable zeal and large-hearted generosity it is in
reat measure owing that the Society has been
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THE LONDON COLLEGE OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SOCIETY.

able to erect the building at Spring Grove, of
which we have given a representation. The
building will be completed about Midsummer,
but in order not to lose any time in carrying out
its plans, the Society has secured a temporary
house in the immediate neighbourhood, which
was opened for the reception of pupils on the Ist

of May, 1866, under the head mastership of

Dr. L. Schmitz, late rector of the High School of
Edinburgh. Negotiations are in progress for

founding a similar institution in France, and
Dr. A. Baskerville has recently been appointed

as the Society’s representative in Germany
(Lindenthal House, near Cologne), where ptipils

receive the same kind of education, and on the

same tenns, as at Spring Grove, in England.
Besides the acquisition of modern languages,

the object is to impart a sound knowledge of the

natural sciences, which unfortunately are even
more neglected in our great schools than the

modern languages. Nor should it be imagined
that classical studies are pursued with less

energy than in other public schools. The fact

that Dr. Schmitz is the head master is a suffi-

cient guarantee that justice is done to this de-

partment. But in the new College the study of
the classical languages is not commenced until

the pupils are familiar with the grammar of their

mother tongue, it being held that by this mode
of proceeding greater and more rapid progress

is made than by boys beginning their linguistic

studies in a foreign language so different from
'

their own as the Latin.

The London College of the International
\

Education Society, to sum up, professes to afford

thorough instruction in classics on an improved
and rational system, and in the subjects which
are commonly too much, if not altogether, neg-

lected,—modem languages and natural science.

That the Society’s scheme is duly appreciated
;

by the public is evident by the number of appli-

cants for admission, for we understand that at
present there are very few vacancies remaining.
We wish the undertaking every possible suc-

cess : the country is sadly in want of a better
system of education than that usually enjoyed
by the higher classes of society.

REFERENCES.

A. Entrance-hall.
B. Dining-hall.

C. Lavatory.
D. Lecture-theatre.
E. School-room.
F. Pupils’ stairs.

G-. Principal staircase.
H. Class-room.
I. Eeception-poom.
J. Yard.
K. Gymnasium.
L. Covered way for exer-

M. Kitchen.

N. Serving-room.
O. Housekeeper.
P. Store-room.
Q. Scullery.

E, Pantry.
S. Larder.
T. Coals.
F. W.C.
V. Master’s bedroom.
W. Bath-room.
X. Linen-store.
Y. Dormitories.
Z. Housemaid's closet.
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THE FEMALE SCHOOL OP ART.

The Royal Society’s lavgo room at Borlington
House was filled on Saturday last, to witness
the presentation of prizes to the successful stu-

dents. Earl Granville, the Countess with him,
officiated, and many old friends of art in general,

and of this school in particular, were present.
Professor Donaldson read the report, which
stated that by the erection of a spacious and
lofty gallery for the study of the antique, and by
extensive improvements in the original building
in Queen-square, such as adding other class-

rooms, dressing and luncheon rooms, improving
the ventilation, and other alterations, the school,

the committee believe, is now rendered as com-
plete iu all its various departments as is possible,

both iu regard to the studies of the students, as
well as their personal convenience, health, and
comfort. At the last competition the number of
medals offered was ten gold, twenty silver, and
fifty bronze

5
100 schools competed, and 0G8

works were selected from the schools for the
competition. This school had obtained one gold
out of the ten, one silver, two bronze medals,
and one pidze of books ! The report farther
stated that the dress and veil of Honiton lace
woru by Princess Helena at her marriage were
designed by a student of the school, Miss
Margaretta Clarke. Hiss Bryant, a former stu-

dent, had designed successfully a Honiton lace
flounce for Mrs. Treadwin, of Exeter, which was
to appear at the forthcoming Intern.ational Exhi-
bition in Paris. Messrs. Kindon &, Puwell, of
Old Kent-road

; Messrs. Lapworth, of Old Bond-
street; and Miss Bell, of Alton, had offered
prizes for designs. The gratification with which
the committee saw the completion of the build-
ings, and the general satisfactory condition of
the school in other respects, was considerably
tempered by the fact that they had found them-
selves compelled to incur a debt, which, although
it might not be very large, considering the im-
portance of the objects gained, was still heavy
enough, if allowed to continue, to hamper the
future operations of the school.

We can mention only a few of the reci-

pients :

—

Prizes presented bv tbe Commitiee of the School to
those Students whose Works were selected for tfational
Competition :—Alice Williams, painting of flower.s from
the flat; Virginia Hart, painting the figure and land-
scapes from flat copies; Marv Howes Dennis, painting
the figure from tbe life

;
Fanny Seddon, drawing the

figure from the life; Hannah Cole, drawing the llguro
from tbe east

;
Emily Flint, study of flowers from nature

;

Jane Chapman, sheet of proofs of woud-engraving.
Turks t'EiZKS for Designs for Oilcloths, presented by

Messrs. Kindon & Powell, of Old Kent-road:—First, Alice
Bailey; second, Mrs. Stead; third, equally divided be-
tween Charlotte I'Ols, Wheeler Smith, aud Maria J.
Andrews.

Mbdai.s and Prizes presented to those Students whose
Works were successful in tbe National Competition
Mary Whitemau Webb, a book prize for outline from the
cast

;
Mary Julvan, a bronze medal for study of flowers

;

Catherine Banks, a bronze medal for study of flowers
;

Alice Bailey, a silver medal for elementarv designs
;
Alice

Manly, a gold medal for study of grapes from nature.
Tfao Lords of the Committee of Council on Education

also presented the Second Princess of Wales’s b'cholar-
ship to Alice Manly as having taken one of the two
highest prizes of the year awarded to the female students,
in the national competition of all the schools ol art.

The Chairman then addressed the meeting in
his usual agreeable manner, urging at starting
the desirability of getting rid of the debt, about
1 ,0001 ., when the school would, doubtless, prove
self-supporting; and the worthy snperiutendent
of the scliool would be able to devote the
whole of her time to the care of the school
itself, the development of the institution, and
making known among all classes in the neigh-
bourhood the facilities which this school affords

for the study of art. Afcer urging the value of
learning to draw, believing it to be most con-
ducive to the interests of all classes, of immense
advantage to the nation at large, that the pursuit
of art contributes to our material prosperity, to
the elevation of our sentiments, and adds im-
mensely to the charm of life, the Chairman con-
tinued, with respect to those who, either from
want of sufficient time or from other causes,
have not been successful to-day, I would say
persevere. To those who feel they have no
natural disposition or taste for art—if there are
any such among you—I would say, notwith-
standing the possible frown of your excellent
superintendent. Miss Gann, or the committee,
give it up and leave the school. To you, how-
ever, who feel that the instruction given has
produced increased facility of conception, in-

creased power of observation, greater accuracy
of both hand aud eye, I would implore you to go
on in a course of study which is one of the most
fruitful sources of hiippiness and pleasure I cau'

possibly conceive. To those of you who have
been successful iu different degrees the best

advice I can offer is to beg you to persevere in

the course upon which you have entered, and do
not allow yourselves to be diverted from con-
tinuous labour by the great and brilliant successes
you have achieved.

Mr. Beresford Hope said schools of art like

that tended to break down tbe old pedantic bar-

riers which formerly circumscribed and hemmed
in the artist, and separated him from those who
were students of the variety of forms of nature
and art for the purpose of making them their

own, and reproducing them iu various branches
of manufacture. That pedantic rule would “ dub ”

him or her an artist who would paint some pic-

turesque old gate, or ruin, or landscape, but
would refuse the name to one who produced with
great care and elaboration a design for a screen
or a grille to be reproduced afterwards in metal.
Miss Gann had set herself the task of breaking
down that barrier, and she was engaged in fight-

ing tbe battle not only for the present time, but
for future generations. The great end for which
this and similar schools of art were established,

was to show by the works which were produced
the great law of proportion, of mutual depend-
ence of size, which must govern not merely all

constitutional forms, but the very possibility

and the existence of all things in this material
world. True art was the essence of proportion.

Art was tho chemistry of form, just as much as

chemistry was the art of elementary substances.
Every one had his faults. Men were hard, dry,

and calculating; they worked by form, rule, and
numbers, and wanted the impulsive element.
Women, on tho other hand, were gushing and
impulsive, and were not disposed to take bard
matter-of-fact views of things. It was necessary,
he said, to sober down tho light hues, to bring
into harmony those darker spots which floated

before tho sunlight of woman’s infinite perfec-

tion.

Professor Westmacott proposed a vote of
thanks to the chairman, which was seconded
by tho Rev. Emilius Bayley, aud of course car-

ried unaiiimoualy.

We must ofi'er our own praises to JLies Alice
Manly, Miss Julyan, Miss Isabella P. Smith,
Miss Cons, Miss Chapman (wood engraving),
and some of the other young ladies whose woiks
we have seen at the school.

A concert will be given by “Tbe Wandering
Minstrels,” in aid of tho school, on the 2nd of
March, and a bazaar, with the same end in view,
will be held in June next.

THE ESTIMATES.

Mr. Osrorxe wanted to know, in the Ilonso

of Commons, under who.t circumstances Messrs.
Banks & Barry had been appointed Architects

to the Office of Works, and how it was they had
prepared designs for a new National Gallery at
Burlington House, at a coat of 5,0001., when tho
House expressly refused to remove the National
Gallery to that site. Fur the first time they got
the coat of the meeting in Hyde Park. The
estimate for that was 3,372L That was the cost
of the meeting, though it was put down to the
railings.

Lord J. Manners said, Messrs. Banks & Barry
had consented to reduce their charges by 3,COOL,
on condition of their being appointed architects

to the new buildings at Burlington House. The
charge for Hyde Park was au exceptional one.

Tbe money Lad been expended iu replacing, in a
temporary manner, the railings that bad been
pulled down

;
and it was obvious that this year,

and not next, was the proper year to be charged
with the expenditure.

Discussion ensuing as to the money that would
be required for the Paris Exhibition,

The Chancellor of the Exchequer gave the
following details:—“Internal fittings, 1,0101.;

supplementary buildings in the park, 23,670Z.

;

ancient and modern art, 11,050/.; Govern-
ment departments (Admiralty, War Office, &c.),

11,490Z.
;
management, watching, and lighting,

14,755/.; house e.xpenses, 17,300/.; jurors,

12,6001.
;

royal commission, expenses, 2,750/.,

and others, making a total of 117,650/.

The French Government, it appears, have
thrown a larger expenditure on foreign Govern-
ments than was expected.

The sum of -15,271/. was voted for the pur-
chase of the BlaCiis Collection, now iu the British

Museum. Tbe Chancellor of the Exchequer
observed that the purchase bad been made

under fortunate circumstances, and on terms
which for his part he should never regret. More
than one State in Europe were disappointed at
its being now stored iu the national collection of
England.

Mr. Gladstone said,—“ I do not see how the
wealth of the country can be beneficially em-
ployed if it bo not in the acquisition of trea-

sures of this nature, which are themselves not
only a perpetual and an unfailing source of
delight to multitudes of cultivated persons, but
which are likewise most powerful instruments of
practical education for the people.”

IRON CHURCH FOR PARIS.

A CONTRACT has been entered into by the Paris
Church Committee, with Messrs. Cox & Son, of
Southampton-street, Strand, the church furni-

ture manufacturers, to supply on hire for the
English church service an iron church, to hold

500 persons, to be erected close to the Exhibi-
tion building. The nave of the church will be
seated with chairs, but we understand it is th&
intention of the firm to fib up the church hand-
somely, with carved oak pulpit, desk, table,

stalls, and brass altar-rails, illuminated reredos,

and other appropriate fittings, so as to show our
foreign friends how an English church should be
fitted.

RESTORATION OF ST. MARY’S CHURCH,.
GAINFORD, NEAR DARLINGTON, ON
THE BANKS OF THE TEES.

This church is one of considerable interest to
the archmologist. Although Roman and Saxon
buildings existed on the site, the present edifice-

was entirely constructed iu the thirteenth cen-
tury, and consisted of a west tower, supported
on arches, aud open to the body of the church,

a nave with north and south aisles, under one
immense roof, which lefc the aisle walls un-
usually low, whilst the nave was of considerable-

altitude : the nave roof, being continued, formed
that of the chancel, so that the side walls of the
chancel were very lofty compared with the
aisles. In the fifteenth century alterations were
made. The church was pewed at various times
and ceiled ; the arches of the north aisle and the
tower filled with galleries, the latter being lik&

hustings or the stage of a wild-beast show, the
tracery taken out of the windows, aud two large

windows of tasteless design inserted on the south
side. After a complete destruction of all architec-
tural features, the church was permitted to fall

into a still more deplorable condition by neglect;
the caves were allowed to drip over the walls,

the earth to accumulate round about them, and
dampness and decay with its accompanying-
inuscinees (tho floor iu some places being broken
up with raC-holes), made the church thoroughly
disgusting. The west arch below the tower and
the south aisle wall showed signs of giving way,
large cracks being observable in many direc-

tions. The bells consisted of three, one of which
was cracked, aud there was an old clock greatly
out of repair. Ashpits and other abominations-
were close to tbe main entrance of the church-
yard, and iu tho churchyard. Such was the
state of tho church iu April, 1864, when the
restoration commenced

;
Mr. J. A. Cory being th&

architect. The south wall and tower were taken
down; the old stones rebuilt so as to preserve
their original character. A new roof has been
pub on the nave and chancel of the original pitch ;

the whole of the church lilted with solid open
seats of oak, and carved pulpit and desk of the
same wood

;
tbe chancel has been laid with

encaustic tiles, and stalls and communion-rails,
also of carved oak, have been placed in it. Two
arches have been opened, one into the chancel
(north side), the other into tho east end of the

north aisle, and a chamber built, in which is

placed a beautifully toned organ of considerable

power, having twenty-eight stops and four
couplers, aud every recent improvement. Below
the organ chamber is a cellar for the hot-water

apparatus, which successfully warms the church.

In making the alterations a great number of

curious stones were discovered— five evidently

of Roman workmanship, two of which are

inscribed (see Gentleman’s Magazine, Sept. 1866),

one with part of a Saxon inscription,—and
remains of several largo upright Saxon crosses,

slight remnants of Norman work aud tombstones,

or coffin lids, of all later periods. The whole of

these have been carefully preserved
; such as
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bare only one side scalptured (includingf some
which were found ia rebuilding the vicarage
kitxjhen wing) are ranged in a new north porch,
and the others are intended to be placed in a
sort of cloister, where they can be inspected by
the antiquary and preserved from injury. Several
coins of Alfred the Great were found.
An excellent clock and a fine peal of six bells

have been placed in the tower, under the
directions of Mr. E. B. Denison. Provision for
the more decent interment of the parishioners
has been made by enclosing half an acre of land
and adding it to the churchyard, and new gates
and boundary wall have been erected.
The restoration has cost 2,0001., including 398Z.

for the chancel, which sum was found by Trinity
College, Cambridge, the patron and owner of the
great tithes. It is almost inconceivable that the
church of a living in the gift of that noble
foundation should have been suffered to fall into
such a state; but allowance must be made for
its distance from Cambridge, a consideration,
however, which the easy access to the place by
railway now puts out of the question for the
future. The oigan and bells cost about 1,0001.

;

the clock about 1201.

PROPOSED ALTERATIONS IN
CONTRACTS.

BRISTOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

A MEETI.VG of the professional committee of this
society was held on the 15th inst., to which all

the architects in Bath and Bristol, not members,
were also invited. The chair was taken by Mr.
Hansom, one of the vice-presidents. The hon.
secretary, Mr. C. J. Phipps, read letters from
the Architectural Associations of London, Liver-
pool, Birmingham, Newcastle, Nottingham,
Manchester, and Glasgow, and from a number
of architects who could not attend, but who
sent their opinions in writing npon the subject
for which the meeting was called, viz., “ To dis-
CUBS a circular issued by the General Builders’
Association, addressed to the architects of Great
Britain upon the subject of building contracts.”
The circular was signed by the representatives
of fifty-two builders’ associations in England
(including those of Bristol and Bath)

;
but it

was a matter of remark that none of the London
builders had signed it. The gist of the circular
ia, that the builders suggest the following altera-
tions in contracts :

—

1. To omit all irodefioitc clauses.
2. To make the bills of quantities a part of the oon-

tract, subject, in case of inaccuracy, to the measurement
of the work during progress or at completion, with pro-
vision for arbitration.

3. Allowance for time in case of lock-outs or strikes
4. Provision for settling oR disputes during the pro-

gress of the works (hitherto in every case referred to the
architect) by arbitration.

A long discussion ensued, during which a form
of contract, suggested by Mr. Plevins, of Bir-
mingham (and published in our pages), was
read, it having been drawn up specially with a
view of setting the matter upon a proper footing.
It was felt that, in these days of low estimating,
it was absolutely necessary for the architect to
have considerable power in dealing with builders,
but no architect of any standing or position
would use that power in an arbitrary wav

;
if

so, builders could refuse to tender under him
;

and it appeared unfair to urge conditions upon
architects as a body which were only applicable
to persons calling themselves architects, with no
pretensions to the honours or responsibilities of
the properly-qualified practitioner. Eventually
the following resolutions were unanimously
agreed to :

—

“That a building contract being an engagement be-
tween an employer and contractor, it being open to one
or the other to make special conditions to meet the spe-
cif req^uiremema which arise io nearly every case, it
being also open to contractors to decline any contract
where the conditions are not such as they can accede to,
It IS the opinion of this meeting that the conference be-
tween a committee of architects and the General Builders’
Association, as suggested by the latter, would be perfectly
useless, and lead to no satisfactory result.
The system of quantities being taken out by architects

for their own buildings ia deprecated by the rules of the
Eoyal Institute of British Architects, and it is considered
by this meeting objectionable to make the quantities a
part of the contract, but it suggests that the plan adoptedm Government works, and by a large section of the pro-
fession, should be generally adopted, viz., to allow the
buUder whose tender is accepteU sufficient lime to prove
the accuracy of the quantities as representing the mea-
enrementof work contained in the drawings and speci-
fications, after which no question as to their accuracy to
be raised.”

The form of arbitration suggested by clause 4
of the Builders’ Circular was conBidered objec-

tionable in the highest degree, as opening the
way for endless disputes and complications, it

being generally agreed that, as heretofore, the
architect during the progress of the works should
be the sole referee upon all questions of pay-
ments due, quality of materials, and workman-
ship,— in fact, the carrying into effect the
designs

;
and that the arbitration clause should

be confined to all matters arising after the com-
pletion of the contract as to any amount due to
the contractor, &c., according to clauses 15 and
16 in Mr. Pievins’s suggested contract. As re-
gards clauses 1 and 3 in the Builders’ Circular,
no objection could be raised.

WHITE LEAD.

At the last meeting of the British Association,
a paper by Mr. P. Spence, “ On a new Process in
the Manufacture of White Lead,” was read in the
Chemical Section. It runs thus White lead
is one of the staple chemical products, of almost
first necessity. It has long been in use as the
basis of nearly all the pigmeuta employed in oil

p tinting, few, if any, of the colouring bodies
h iving tbe qualities that are required for paint-
ing in oil

5 and although, from its susceptibility
to discolouration on the slightest contact with
sulphuretted hydrogen, and also from its poison-
ous character, substitutes for it have been
eagerly sought after, as yet nothing has been
found to supersede it. Anhydrous oxide of zinc
has, to a certain extent, been introduced, but
does not appear to make any way. It has not
an equal covering quality with carbonate of
lead ; but its chief defect ia its want of per-
manency. White lead forms an almost inde-
destrnctible compound with the oil, while oxide
of zinc forms only a mixture. The various modes
tha’- have more or less been adopted in the
mmufacture of white lead are historically known
to those interested in chemical manufactures.
Almost all of these processes are based on the
action of acetic acid upon lead or lead oxide,
with the exception of the process patented by
Pattinaon in 1841, which is founded on the
decomposition of galena by hydrochloric acid,
the formation of chloride of lead, and the decom-
position of the chloride by alkalies, or by alkaline
earths, sneh as lime or magnesia. Practically, this
process is now confined to the production of
oxychloride of lead, which seems to act with oil
to a great extent like white lead. The oldest,
most successful, and most generally practised
mode of producing white lead, is that called the
Dutch process : by this mode the object ia ac-
complished by placing castings of pure lead cf a
suitable form one over another in stoneware
pots, in the bottoms of which acetic acid or
vinegar is poured

;
the pots are then loosely

covered and piled in masses, the whole being
then covered over with spent tan or some other
slowly fermenting body, which' will generate a
small degree of heac for a cousiderable period.
This evaporates the acetic acid, which acta on
the lead, oxidising it and partially carbonating
the oxide, and in abont eight weeks the greater
part of the lead is corroded and converted into
oxide and carbonate of lead, the acetic acid is

spent, and the crude lumps of white lead are
ground, any metallic lead left being picked out,
and after washing, the article is ready for use.
Nearly all the white lead now made in this
country is by this mode. The German and
Austrian procc.=ia is the same in principle as the
Dutch, but differs in detail. A good many
attempts at the manufacture of white lead have
been founded on the fact that acetate of lead in
solution has the property of dissolving lead
oxide, forming a basic compound.
My reasons for presenting to the Chemical

Section of the British Association a process
which may at first sight appear only as one of
the many futile attempts to improve upon the
established mode of producing white lead are
two First, that the process is new, being in
altogether a different direction from any attempt
that I can find recorded, and although based
upon a known law, yet that law never having
been seen to point to this process, it ia techno-
logically a discovery. My second reason is, that
a very important feature of the process as dis-
tinguished from all others ia, that by it white
lead can be manufactured from materials now
useless. All other modes deal either with the
purest metallic lead or equally pure oxide oflead.
Pattinpon’s process must deal either with the
purest galena, free from iron or copper, or the
chloride of lead must subseqaently be freed

from contamination by these metals or others,
before it is used for the precipitating of
oxychloride. By the process I shall now
describe, any ore or mineral that contains
eight or ten ounces of lead can be used for
the production of white lead, and it is of no
consequence what other metal the mineral con-
tains; the process separates the lead directly
without touching the other constituents of the
mineral, and the white lead is perfectly pure.
This being so, practically, I expect that all the
white lead required may be made from ores or
minerals now consigned to the rubbish heap as
being too poor to work; and I know of large
qnantities of minerals useless as lend ores which,
will be economically adapted for the production
of white lead. The process is based on the fact
that oxide and carbonate of lead are soluble in
solutions of caustic soda or potash, and are in*
soluble in the carbonates of these alkalies : the
process, therefore, is effected by taking any
mineral that contains oxide or carbonate of lead,
or lead in any form that can by calcination or
otherwise be converted into oxide or carbonate
of lead, and by either macerating or boiling the
mineral in a caustic solution all the lead is dis-
solved and extracted in a limpid and colourless
solution. If the mineral contains oxide of iron,
copper, or zinc, the caustic solution does not
touch any of those oxides, and only attacks the
lead. The lead solution has now passed into it

carbonic acid gas, by which the alkali being
carbonated, the lead is instantly precipitated as
oxide and carbonate. The alkaline solution ia

now eausticised by quick lime, and is ready for
a second action on mineral containing lead
oxide. The precipitated white lead has only,to
be washed to separate the solution of carbonated
alkali, and then dried for use. It has been tried
for painting, and is said by the painter, who bad
it used in various ways by his workmen, to be
equal to any white lead he could procure. It
has also been tried as a glaze in the potteries,
and declared to be equal to any white lead the
firm had in stock.

STONES AND TREES OF BRISTOL.

SPEtNGiNc from the label-moulding of a
window in the tower of St. Mary Redcliff
Church, is a tree more than fijty years old. It is

a specimen of the well-known magic witchen or
rowan tree,—the mountain ash (Pyrus ancu-
paria). The tree naturally delights in monn-
tainous districts, and the seed of this specimen
was probably inserted by one of the birds known
to dearly love the orange-coloured frnit. As
might be expected, the tree is small, hard, and
wiry, and old inhabitants can remember it for
more than fifty years past. Its occurrence is
not, however, so remarkable as the many young
yew trees to be seen growing on Pencoyd Chorch,
Herefordshire, where the penetrating roots of a
number of the young trees have actually dis-
placed the stonework.
On the top of the tower is another fruit-

bearing tree, a specimen of onr common black-
iDerry {Rvhus fructicosus), that annually displays
its white rose-like fiowers, and produces its

sweet tiny black fruit. (By the way, the black-
berry was recently referred to, with amusing
ignorance, by a reviewer, as the original of
our garden-raspberry !) On other parts of
the church may be seen the fern known as
Asplenium Ruta muraria, the me-leaved spleen-
wort or wall rue; the stone-crop (Sedum acre),
ivy, and a good many grasses and plants of
lesser note.

The roof of the sonth porch and some of the
tower staircases are littered with twigs and
small branches, brought to the church for build-
ing purposes by the loquacious and whimsical
jackdaws. These birds find an irresistible
attraction to the church in the many ancient
padlock boles that go right through the thick
walls into the belfry and tower staircases. Owls
are not to be seen there, but pigeons and other
birds frequent the church in company with the
water-loving wagtail.

Near Bristol, and just over the Suspension
Bridge, are the rocky, precipitous Leigh Woods,
where may be seen a good number of well-grown
trees, principally oak and ash : many of the old
ash trunks present an appearance seldom met
with to such an extent as may be observed in
these woods. The trunks of several of these trees
are studded and bossed from top to bottom with
hard, woody, jet black, polished, hemispherical
projections, ranging in size from the diameter of
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a walnnt to that of a large orange. The hard

knobs Bometimes in place of being polished oie

covered with a sooty down, which really consists

of millions of the black seeds or spores of this

woody parasite, which is a hard fungus (Hypoxyhn
concentricinn)

,

quite peculiar to the ash.

The old oak trunks are overgrown with two

other fungous parasites—the exclusive property

of the oak—both jet black, shapeless,wicked-look-

ing, and gelatinous
j
the first, Bulgaria inquinans;

the second, Exidiaglandulosa. The latter is very

tremulous and gelatinous, covered with small

black papilla), and may be immediately known
by the touch and appearance of the under side,

which feels and looks exactly like black crape.

A day in January is not the time to observe

living nature; had our visit been on one of the

beautiful humid days of a wet October these

notes might have been extended ten-fold.

W. G. S.

FAIR PLAY FOR THE NEW LAW COURTS.

Sir,—

I

have reason to believe you prefer prin-

ciple to person, and are not afraid of speaking

plainly when necessary. I ask you, therefore,

and have little doubt as to your compliance, to

let me tell the Secretary of the Commission for

the New Law Courts, Mr. Edwin Field, that he

is acting neither wisely nor well. His partizan-

ship is the object of general remark on the part

of all who have had occasion to frequent the

building containing the designs : and I could

tell instances by the score, and will, publicly and

by affidavit, if this note should have no efiect, of

his endeavours to bias persons in favour of one

particnlar set of designs, and to prejudice them
against others. In fact, it is going on all day.

ily chief object in writing is to express a hope

that the report of the Architectural Clerk and
his assistants will be forwarded to the judges

independently of the secretary. All the costly

arrangements of the commissioners to ensure

the fullest and fairest consideration for every

competitor in this arduous undertaking will go
for nothing in the public mind if the present

system of touting and depreciating, obvious to

all, be not put an end to.

One on the Spot.

SiK,—I waa at the exhibition of the designs yesterday,

and noticed a gentleman actively engaged in pointing out

and eitplaininp to persons round him,— myself for one,

—

the plans and arrangements of one particular designer.

I thought no more of it, considering, of course, it was
some one appointed from the architect's own office, and
was surprised, when informed this morning, that it was
the Secretary to the Commission. Would you kindly in-

form me if it is usual in competitions for the Secretary to

the Commissioners to attend and explain to visitors one
particular set of drawings. A Clekk of Wouks.

** A Chancery Barrister,” and "An Arehilect’s Clerk,”
write to the same efiect. We are quite ready to attribute

the proceedings complained of to excess of zeal, and have
BO ooubt the hint here given will lead to greater modera-
tion in the exercise of it. It is greatly to be desired, in

fact absolutely necessary, that two proiessional architects

should be added to the judges, and that they should be
chosen by the competitors themselves.—

E

d.

THE CONSTANT SUPPLY OF WATER FOR
LONDON AND FROZEN PIPES.

In tbo report of Mr. Batemru’s valuable

lecture on the above, given in your pages, it is

stated that when the constant supply of water
to London is introduced, “very much of the

annoyance and inconvenience arising from
frozen cisterns and burst pipes, which are the

common attendants of the winter season, will be
avoided.”

Agreeing, as I do, in the main with Mr. Bate-

man’s lecture, and with the principles laid down,
in which, probably, most engineers, having ex-

perience in the construction and management of

water-works, have long since, for the most part,

concurred
;

yet, >vith the statement I have
quoted respecting frozen cisterns and burst
pipes, I must say my experience is not in unison.

Frozen cisterns, so far as cisterns may be
abolished, of course, would cease ;

but with re-

spect to burst pipes, I have known 70 to 80
per cent., or more, of the consumers of large

districts, supplied from impounding reservoirs

by gravity, even on the system of constant sup-

ply—for instance, the town of Ashton-under-
Lyne, in Lancashire—to have their service-pipes

frozen and burst in time of very severe frost.

When any town or district is supplied by
river-water, or from surface water collected in

open impounding reservoirs, or by means of

water led through long distances, in open aque-

ducts, the water, in cold, frosty, and snowy

seasons, necessarily passes into the mains and

service-pipes at a temperature only a few de-

grees above freezing. For instance, the average

temperature of the water in the Thames, for a

whole month, in a cold winter, is frequently as

low as 35 or 36 degrees Fahr.

Water of such a cold temperature can hardly

fail to get frozen, and in freezing to burst the

tenants’ service-pipes in bouses as usually con-

structed, especially those of the middle and

poorer class, whether supplied on the constant

or any other system.

My experience teaches me that, in order to

remedy the great inconvenience and loss arising

from water freezing in cold weather in service-

pipes, and thus bursting them, it is necessary

that the water should be supplied into the mains

and distributing pipes of waterworks, not at a

temperature of 35‘' or 36^ Fahr., but at a tempera-

ture of 60° to 52° Fahr., which is the normal

temperature (summer and winter) ofspring water

about London
;
and that care should be taken to

lay the service and distributing pipes at a suffi-

cient depth below the surface of the ground, say

the top of the pipe 3 ft. to 4 ft. below the surface

of the ground, in order to prevent the water

being unduly cooled down before it reaches the

consumers.
When water of the normal temperature of 52°

Fahr. is conveyed, without exposure to the air,

direct from its source into properly covered

reservoirs, and is distributed thiougb mains and

pipes laid at a sufficient depth below the surface

of the ground into tbo houses of the consumers,

and care is taken to place the draw-tap indoors,

say in a scullery or wash-house, so that the tap

in the cold weather may be slightly opened to

permit a small quantity of water to drip from it

without inconvenience
;
then, owing to the well-

known great specific heat of water, the compara-

tively warm water from the mains slowly passing

through the draw-taps and service-pipes keeps

the water in the service-pipes from freezing, and

thus from bursting the pipes and taps used to

supply the consumers.
In confirmation of the above I may state,

that although tbeCaterham Spring-water Works

have been in operation for more than five years

past, and are situated on a high hill, at an

altitude of 700 ft. above the sea, and supply

a district of country varying in altitude from

700 ft. to 400 ft,, yet such a thing as a water-

pipe bursting, from being frozen, is rarely

known. Still, it most be borne in mind, that

should a water-pipe burst, say at night, or in an

empty house, without being at once attended to,

a greater, rather than a less, flooding would be

the result of constant supply.

The water, in the case of Caterham, is derived

from a deep well in the chalk
;

the water is

pumped direct from the well into a covered

reservoir, and the mains and service-pipes are

laid below the surface of the ground, to the

depth hereinbefore named ;
and, I may add, the

water is supplied on the system of constant

supply. The Kent Water Company supply 33,000

bouses with spring-water, from wells sunk in the

chalk, of the normal temperature of about

52° Fahr. ; and water of this normal temperature

is supplied to the towns of Brighton, Croydon,

Hull, and very many others.

With water of such a normal temperature,

frozen and burst pipes, on the system of constant

supply, with proper care, may be prevented

;

but when water, already nearly at the freezing

point, is distributed from water-works deriving

their supply from rivers or open reservoirs, or

from long open ducts, I must say that I have

never found that the water could be prevented,

at least in ordinary houses, from freezing in very

cold weather, and thus bursting the service-

pipes, even when distributed on the system of

constant supply.
Samuel Collett Homeksham.

THE STREETS AND HOUSES OF THE
METROPOLIS.

SiB,—It must be ackoowledRed that the ploa for the

renaniing and renumberiag of the etreetB of London
haa proved, bo far as it has been carried out, a great biic-

oess, to the convenience of the public in general, and the

rapid delivery of the post in particular. The thing to be

regretted is, that the system has been only partially

adopted
;
the Act of Parliament, in a certain sense, being

only permissive, that is, the Metropolitan Board ofWorks
have no power to order alieraliona of names, &c., except

on the previous request of parishes or individuals; and
we know what slow coaches vestry boards are, and at the

present rate of progress it may well take fifty years be-

fore the metropolis is reduced iu its numerona Johns,
Thomases, Williums, OloDcesters, Carltons, Clarences, and
other favourite names in every quarter of London. There
is a new Building Act expected to pass through the
House of Commons this ses-ion,—would it not be well to
give to the Metropolitan Board the power to take the
initiative in these matters? I live iu the district of St.

John’s Wood and Edgware-road, and we have two Carl-

ton-roads, two Canterbury-roads, two Clifton-roads, two
Blenheim-roads, and a number of short streets rejoicing

in three or four names. Would it not be well to simplify

matters, and get rid of subsidiary names, &c. ? And as to
the Edgware-road, in particular, it should be divided into

three names,— Edg'vare-road, Maida-vale, Kilburn-road ;

at present nobody knows where the Edgware-road ends or
where it begins

;
and so of many other parts of London.

I submit the building trade is much interested in this

apparently trifling matter. A. B. C.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY
COMPETITION.

We have reason to believe that our few words

last week about the National Gallery Designs-

have not been without effect, and that the

injustice meditated will not be fully carried out,

though the report may still be unsatisfactory.^

THE DESIGNS FOR TUE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

Sin,—I am one of many who think that the designs for

the National Gallery have not met with fair play at the

hands of the critics. With some exceptions they seem to

me highly creditable, and much of the criticism bestowed

upon them might more fairly have been directed against

the vagueness of the conditions, and the strange difierenoo

of opinion which exists among artiste as to what consti-

tutes a good picture-gallery. It also seems to me that the

designs labour under a great disadvantage by reason of

the place where they are exposed, for I cannot say seen.

It is almost impossible, even on a light day, to make a.

carefol examination of the drawings. At Lincoln’s Inn all

is light and cheerful, and each design is well exWbited
and easily seen. At the Royal Gallery the effect is dtfl),

dark, and dispiriting, and it is most diflicuit to eiamino
the designs.

I cannot believe, however, that the First Commissioner
ofWorkswill allow the gross injustice hinted at in your
last number to be carried out

j
as, if so, there must, as it

seems to me, be an end for the future of Government
competitions. A SrnvixOB.

BLACK BRICKS.

SiH,—"Will some of your readers kindly inform me of a

well-tried and permanent black stain or dye for fancy

brickwork? I am aware that black bricks are made, and
they are undoubtedly the best

;
but it frequently happens

Chat the readiest and least expensive method is to black

the bricks after they are built in. B. A.

POTASSIUM AND LEAD*PIPES.

Sir,—

W

ith regard to the inquiry suggested by^your
correspondent, "P. Squire,” Febrnary atb, as to the
efl'ect ofDr. Schwartz's discovery, I never tried it myself,

not knowing how to prepare a “hot solution of the
sulphide of potassium,” and entertaining the opinion that

this singular coating, if not soluble itself by the same
water which solves the oxide of lead, and thereby renders

the pipes poisonous, would be at all events so Uable to

erosion and abrasion from the numerous curvatures and
joints which the pipes have to undergo in the process of

laying or fitting, that it would turn out, even if theo-

retically correct, to be practically useless.

The only safe means I know of to render leaden pipes
innocuous is to give them a thick coaling of tin on the in-

ternal surface
;
and for this process there are at least two

patents existing, M.

TEE LINE OF FRONT.

At the Hammersmith Police Court, Mr. E. H. Corbould,
the artist, was summoned for erecting a building beyond
the general line of frontage, as determined by the Super-
intending Architect of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
Mr. Raymond, on behalf of the Kensington vestry, who

were the complainants, gave an ontlino of the case, from
which it appeared that the defendant’s house was situated

at the comer of the A’ictoria and Eldon Roads, with a

frontage in the former road. A studio, with a conserva-

tory, &c., in the Eldon-road, had been taken down, and a

new and larger building erected. The general line of other

buildings in the Eldon-road was considerably behind the

line of the new building. He said the summons was taken

out under the 75th section ofthe Metropolis Local Manage-
ment Acts Amendment Act, but the 74th section also

applied, and he argued that both sections should be read

together. The 74th seotion of the 25th and 26tb Viet.,

cap. 102, stated that in ease any building which shall in

any part project beyond the general line of the street in

which the seme may be situated, or beyond the front of

the building, wall, or railing on either side thereof, shall

at any time be taken down to au extent exceeding one-

half of the building, it shell be lawful for the Board to

require the same to be set back into such a line and in

such a manner for the improvement of any street as the

Board shall direct, provided that the said Board shall

make compensation. The 76th section stated, “That no
building, structure, or erection shall, without the consent

in writing oi the Metropolitan Board of Works, be
erected beyond the general line of buildings in an

street,”
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for the defendant, said the case was of

considerable importance to Mr. Corbould, who had es-pended I.IOOZ. upon the bnilding. He (Mr. M‘Leod)
arpued that the 76th section was inapplicable to the ease
i^nasmueh as the defendant only pulled down a portion of
his premises, upon which a larger studio was constrocted,
The house and studio were all one premises, having an
internal communication, and therefore did not come

. .u
•“« “waning of the section. He also contended

.V
not applicable, because one-halfof the bnilding had not been pulled down. If it hod

then the Board might proceed to set it back, and pay the
detendant compensation.
Mr. Raymond, in reply, referred to the other words in

The section, “ stracture or erection," being used.
Mr. Ingham decided against him, as he thought the

prerniaes were one whole thing. Ho also thought that
the 75th section was iuapplicablej as it applied to new
buildings.

Mr. Raymond intimated an intention to submit a case
for one of the superior courts.
Mr. Ingham then dismissed the summons, and ordered

the vestry to p»y five guineas cost*
Without giving any opinion as to the annoyance caused

to neighbours, or otherwise, by rebuilding ihe studio of
larger size than It was previously, we have no hesitation
in saving that there was no ease under the sections quoted
to take before the magistrate.

^
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mentary estimate, and to ascertain from him
how far it could bo reduced so as still to give a
sufficient supply to Maryport, Mr. Lawson’s ex-
planations of the various items were held to be,
upon the whole, very satisfactory. The reduc-
tions, he thought, might safely be put down at
from 5,000L to 6,0001., and the entire coat might
be brought within 20,0001. Detailed particulars
of his reduced estimate he promised to furnish
to the trustees.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

COMPETITIONS.
Neio Town.hall, Grantham.—The Town Council

of Grantham are about building a new town-
hall and gaol for prisoners, and for this porpose
mvited designs. Twenty-seven were sent in,
And on Friday last the first premium was awarded
to Mr. Watkin, of Lincoln, the gentleman towhom the Corporation of Doncaster lately
awarded the first premium for their Corn Ex-
change and market extensions.

LONDON AND COUNTY BANH.
Some shareholders of the bank ask ns to point

attention to the advertisement in our last
showing the declaration of a dividend, makint^
the dividend of the whole year 25 per cent. We
willingly do so. There is the fact, and it will
doubtless have its weight. But when they go on
to say the balance-sheet proves this and proves
that, then we demur. The balance-sheet proves
nothing. It is utterly valueless, and one item will
establish the truth of what we say,—the item that
shows the “ Discounted bills and advances to cus-
tomers” to be Hi millions and more. Of what
value, in comparison with this, are all the other
items of the statement ? Absolutelv none
Everything depends on the nature of tbe sectiri-

rtiu matie. me
may be worth Hi millions, and doubtless are
but they may be worth nothing. To talk of a
banking company’s balance-sheet proving any-
thing, IS simple nonsense. Without the guarantee
of impartial and able examiners that these
advances are made on sound securities, it would
be nonsense to talk of proof: everything must
be taken on trust. All tbe other items are abso-
lutely of no consequence at all in the face of
this one entry, concerning which nothing is
known. It will be readily understood that we
are not seeking to cast the remotest slight on the
fiucceesful and respectable banking company
which has afforded us an example. Our ob-
servation applies to a system.

RumholdswhyTce (nearChichester).—The chnrch
has been re-opened after repair and restoration
Mr. Gordon M. Hills was the architect, and
Messrs. Bnshby & Son, of Littlehampton, the
builders, by whom the changes have been
effected. The church consisted of a nave and
chancel

;
the oldest feature being the chancel

arch, which probably is Saxon work. The door
and the -vvindowa were of the thirteenth century
inserted in the older walla. In the progress of
the restoration some mural paintings were dis-
covered in the chancel. These were of different
dates (from 1200 to 1700), painted one over the
other. The walls were found to be largely bnilt
of Roman brick near the arch mentioned. There
are two piscina?— one in the south wall of the
nave, and the other in the chancel.
hedcar.—In addition to the improvements in

the heating apparatus in St. Peter’s Church,
and the new organ recently erected by Messrs!
Forster & Andrews, of Hull, tbe turret clock
shown at the York Indostrial Exhibition has just
been fixed in the tower. An addition has been
made since the clock left the exhibition of
striking apparatus and two bells for the quar-
ters. Ihe cost is about 200i. The incumbent
has now turned his attention to the windows,
which he proposes should be filled with patent
cathedral glass, instead of the common glass by
which the chnrch is at present lighted (except
at the east' end).

^

Istradyfodivy.— The parish church of this
village has been re-opened by the Bishop of
Llandaff The edifice has been considerably
altered, under the superintendence of Mr.
Buckc-i'idge, of Oxford, architect. Little has
been done to the exterior, but the windows
which in the former building were very low
and square, are now large, and oblong, with
’vrow-headed arches. The two windows at the

trate them, we gladly repeat. Mr. Mark
Lemon, to whom as much as to any man living
all are indebted for wholesome amusement, has
not pretended to write a new book about the
metropolis, or to set himself up ns a fresh
authority on the subiect; but he brings the old
stories together cleverly, and tells them
pleasantly and well

j
and his book will greatly

increase for many the pleasure of future walks
“ np and down the London streets.”

WATER SUPPLY AND DRAINAGE.
Doncaster.—Tbe town eonncil have resolved to

advise with Mr. Eawlinson, C.E., as' to the best
means of obtaining _an adequate supply of pure
water, aud of disposing of the town sewage.

Stockport.—A Bill is now before Parliament
applying for powers to supply this borough with
wat^, and also to purchase the present works of
the District Water Company. The corporation
are the promoters of the Bill. Their water
supply committee offered 130,0U0i. for the works
payable by mortgages redeemable at seven’
fonrteen, and twenty-one years, with interest in
the meantime at 4 per cent., being nearly
twenty-two years’ purchase upon the present

Bateman, C.E., chairman
ot the District Water Company, seated in reply
that the oiler was not one which the share-’
holders would accept, and that the question
should be determined by arbitration. The coun-
cil have also agreed to petition Parliament
against the Manchester Water Bill so far as it
affocta Stockport.

Maryport.—At a meeting of the Waterworks
and Sewerage Committee held to confer with

denote the change. The building is entereThy
a porch opening to the north. The lath-and-
plaster ceiling has been removed, and the roof
thrown open. The roof, which forms a pointed
arch, is held np by five supports, which, in
uniformity with the roof, rest on carved stone
brackets. The chancel is divided from the body
of the church by a Gothic arch, which rests on
two dwarf columns, with fuliatecl bases aud
capitals. The chancel is paved with glazed
encaustic tiles in colours, put in by Mr.
Harding, of Hereford. Over the altar-table a
sculptured red marble cross is inserted in the
wall. The interior walls of the building are nob
defaced with plaster or stncco, but the open
brickwork is presented. Fire-bricks have been
employed, relieved by alternate lines of red
bricks

; while the red brickwork is also brought
into service in the formation of the arches over
the windows, doors, &c. As there are no means
of lighting the place with gas, paraffine-oil has
been used, and a chandelier, containing four full-
sized lamps, depends from tbe roof, in the centre
of the chancel, while ranged along each side of
the church are brackets attached to the wall
holding each a light. The pulpit is formed of
white sandstone, chiselled into a circular shape.
Ihe pews are new. The building is warmed by
menus of a hot-air apparatus. Mr. James Price,
of Cardifl, was the contractor employed.

§ool:s

Up and Dou-n the London Streets. By BIark
Lkmo.v. London: Chapman Hall. 1867.

On the first hearing of these sketches, in the
shape of lectures, at the Gallery of Illustration,
in Regent-street, and afterwards as they ap-
peared in the pages cf ” London Society,” they
received our commendation

; and this, now that

VARIORUM.
The current number of the Fine Arts Quarterly

Reviexv (Day & Son) contains, amongst other
papers, a very interesting account, by Mr.
Gei^ge Scharf, of the Westminster Portrait of
Richard II., illustrated by Mr. Scharf’s correct
pencil. Success appears to have rewarded the
very bold and risky steps taken by Mr. Henry
Merritt, under the direction of Mr. G. Rich-
mond, R.A., to get rid of the over-paint. If ifc

had not dona so, we know very weR what would
have been said of those steps. Mr. Scharf
bears strong testimony to the skill with which
the work has been done. The number altogether
IB a good one. “ Journal of the Transactions
of the Victoria Institute or Philosophical Society

1^67. Hardwicke, Piccadilly.
This volume contains some able papers and dis-
cussions, preluded by an Introductory Address by
the Rev. Walter Mitchell, BI.A., one of the vice-
presidents, in 'which he dissects pretty sharply
some portions of Mr. Grove’s address to the
British Association. The paper by Professor
J. R. "ioung, “ On the Language of Gesticulation
and the Origin of Speech,” is a very interesting
and able one, no less ably controverted in the
discussion which followed the reading of it.
JIucli suggestive matter also occurs in the paper
on iliracles, by the Rev. W. W. English, and the
discussion on it

j
and another paper on tho same

subject, by BIr. E. B. Penny, adds to the inte-
rest of_ the subject. A paper on Geological
iormations, by Mr. Evan Hopkins, also merits
notice. '“Phases in the Developmental His-
tory of Infusorial Animal Life,” by Jabez Hogg,
F.L.S., is a reprint on a curious subject from the’
Intelleclnal Ohserver. BIr. Hogg ig the senior
assistant surgeon to tho Royal Westminster
Ophthalmic Hospital, and author of various
scientific treatises, especially on the micro-
scope. The elucidation of tbe mystery which
snrronnds the beginnings of organic life and
the discovery of the living principles which exert
so powerfnl an influence on all animated
creation, are noble subjects for study, notwith-
standing the fear of timid and superstitious
minds that such study is on encroachment on
forbidden ground. Mr. Hogg treats the subjectm a philosophic and interesting manner.
“Destitution in Poplar : a Letter to the Earl of
Derby, with practical Suggestions.” By T.
Loud, Honorary Secretary to the Relief Com!
mittee, Poplar. Tweedie, Strand. Mr. Lond
suggests that Government might order the con-
struction of some ships, on which the ship-
building trades at the east end might be em-
ployed

; and he deprecates the “ foolish and
wicked” conduct of those who, in the face
of such distress as has of late existed at
the east end of London, preferred throwing
themselves entirely out of work, to enabling
their employers to undertake new contracts
at a lower rate than usual, by submitting
to a reduction, of 6d. a day from 7s., as the
workmen’s share of the relative loss.* BIr.
Hogg explains, however, that tbe great weight
of the distress has had nothing to do with this
transaction, in which only a comparatively few out
of the “30,C00menwho are at the present momentm the moat abject state of utter destitution
aud wretchedness ” took part. There are
hundreds of shipwrights out of employment, he
says, who would be thankful to work for 6s. Gd.
a day if there were work for them to do, and no
tradea-onion to prevent their doing it. Mr
Lond admits that “ the efiect of this refusal on
the part of tho shipwrights has been to close
the hearts and purses of thousands against the
necessities of the starving mechanics:”—the
more is the pity that a minority of misguided
men should have made the majority so to suffer
by their folly. BIr. Lond suggests that the

* Even as we write we observe from the Thames Police
reports, in the daily papers, that a new strike has taken
place amoiifist the irou-shipwrights. and that intimidation
'® u?ed sgainst, those who have remained at work,
it IS full time something were done for the protection ofworkmen apaiDSt the stupid and merciless conduct towardsthem oi their own idJy-iuolined fellow-workmen.
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workhouse regulations ought to be relaxed in the
present instance, as they certainly ought ere
now to have been. Lord Derby, in reply, reminds
Mr. Lond that the distress in Poplar is nothing
to the cotton famine in extent, which is rather n
little too much in the Job’s comforters’ style of
consolation, in a case where the depth of distress
may be no leas severe, though not so extensive
as that of the cotton famine. His lordship
declines to order ships to be built “ which are
not I’eqaired for the public service,” and as to
the relations between capital and labour which
Mr. Lond suggested should bo taken into con-
sideration by the Legislature for the curbing and
protection of both labour and capital, Mr. Lond
is indirectly referred to her Majesty’s speech.

Keith Johnston’s Royal Atlas : Africa and
Prussia. Blackwood A Sons, Edinburgh. These
two new maps, engraved for Dr. Keith Johnston’s
Royal Atlas, comprise the explorations of recent
travellers in Africa, and the marvellona trans-
formations effected by the seven weeks’ war and
subsequent negotiations in Prussia and neigh-
bouring states. The proprietors appear resolved
th.at no exertion shall be w.auting to make this
atlas a perfect one of its kind.

A " Hall op Justice,” for Brighton'.—The
town council have resolved “that, as it is de-
sirable that all the buildings for the adminis-
tration of jnstice should be contiguous and
erected on public property, the Pavilion Com-
mittee be instructed to bring up a report, with
plans, showing what portion or the Pavilion
property is available for such purposes.”

Theatres.—In the House of Commons, Mr.
O’Beirne asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department whether it was his intention
to introduce any measure this session for the
better regnlation of theatres and places of public
amusement in Great Britain. Mr. Walpole said
that be hoped to be able to bring in a Bill on the
subject involved in the hon. gentleman’s ques-
tion, and that Bill would embody several of the
recommendations of the committee.

Limited Liability Companies.—

O

n Wednes-
day morning was issued a return to Parliament
of the number of companies registered under
the Limited Liability Act during the years ISGi,
1865, and 1866, with the amount of capital pro-
posed to be raised in shares. The summary of
the return is as follows 1864 : 992 compauies

Writing on Glass.—We hear of the prepara-
tion of an ink with hydrofluate of ammonia and
hydrochloric acid, properly thickened, with
which, using any pen, ineffaceable characters
can be traced on glass.

The Cost of Casting the Nelson Lions.

—

Public disapprobation is increasing of theasserted
fact that Baron Marochetti is to receive 11,000L
for supplying the metal and making the castings
of the lions in Trafalgar-square. About 6,500Z., it

is stated, would be a full price. Moreover, was
nob some of the metal given by the Government ?

Other Four Lions. — The four Lions are
now being placed in front of the Leeds Town-
hali. Two of the four have been uncovered,
ill the presence of a large number of spectators,
inolnding the sitting magistrates

;
the architect,

Mr. Brodrick
;
and Mr. Wm. Day Keyworth, jun.,

ot London, the sculptor selected to execute the
statues. The two placed animals, though similar
in size and general effect, their height being
5 ft. 6 in. and length 11 ft., differ in expression,
countenance, and position of head. The lions
are in a superior kind of Portland stone. The
mnnes are disposed in large bold masses, the

registered, with a proposed capital of
|

surfaces of each lock of hair being tooled, to
237,437,083Z. 14s.

; 5 compauies wore registered
|

convey the impression of smaller locks. Thi
witboub nominal capital—total, 997. 1865
1,013 companies were registered, with a pro-
posed capital of 205,391,8182.

j 20 companies were
registered without nominal capital—total, 1,033.
1866 : 758 companies were registered, with a

less covered parts display the liiige anatomy of
the king of boasts, and the suppleness of the
limbs.

Fall of the Hoe Pillar at Wokino.—

T

his

proposed capital' of 76,599,8232.'^; 10 companies faUen into a complete niin

were registered without nominal capital
^

total, 768.

lllisCtllElUit.

Fall of a Floor.—A sad accident has just
happened at Monte Rocca Dona, in Sardinia.
Tlie mayor, Pietro Masala, who was highly
esteemed, died, and the people wishing to testify
their respect hastened to visit the mortuary
chamber. About a hundred persons were assem-
bled in the room when suddenly the flooring
gave way, and the whole of them, as well as the
corpse, were precipitated to the lower story. The
neighbours hastened to their assistance, and
after some hoars’ labour they were extricated,
but one woman was found dead and several
other persons were more or less injured.

The Liability of Public Bodies for the
Negligence of their Servants.—

A

n important
decision was given in the Court of Exchequer

height; a, tbe S„.ou aa,n= do!

of their servants. The vestry of Bermondsey
were making a sewer in Blue Anchor-road, when
ailr. Juniper stumbled, in the dark, over a heap

dirt left by the workmen, which caused his
death. Mrs. Juniper then brought an action,
nud obtained a verdict, with 8752. damages,
which the vestry appealed against, and now
moved for a rule to set aside. In giving jaflg-

i

ment, the Lord Chief Baron said that recent

„ a recent gale. The ti-aveller by the
South Western Railway, when passing the

I

Dramatic College, may have noticed a slender
Rating of Gas-works. — Certain gas-works shaft, octagonal in form, rising to the height of

were rated to the poor in respect of the occupa-
[

60 ft., or upwards, amid the group of elms by
rion of land by the Company’s pipes. The ^ which it was surrounded. This was the Hoe
Company claimed deductions in respect of their ' 1‘illar, of Woking. Within memory, it was sur-
meters, retorts, purifiers, steam-engines, boilers, ' mounted by a wooden cupola open on all sides,
and gas-holders. The meters were supplied by ' which served as a Belvidero by day, and a lan-
tho Company to each consumer on his prcmi.ses,

j

teru by night. This bein" negle'cted by its
and were their pi-opcrty. The other articles

|

owner, the Earl of Onslow, was blown off some
were commonly used in gas-works, and such as

;

filhicn years since, and then the work ofdestruc-
a tenant carrying on such works would have to . tion began, which weather and the subsoil
tako^to atid^find capital for working. It was plough have since completed. The Hoe Tower,

them, except the meters, should he considered as J
notes, was built to light benighted wayfarers

forming, if not part of the freehold, at least so across the trackless heath, or to show the way
far connected with it as intended to be perma- to the royal liunting parties overtaken by dark-
nently attached thereto, and therefore should be ness. Though of no great altitude, it could
taken into account in determining the rateable

;

throw its light into Middlesex, Hampshire, and
value of the land so occupied by the pipes. Tliis ' Berkshire. Some veara after the death of thewas the case of the Queeu v. The Inhabitants o/ DuobeHs of Cleveland, which did not occur till

.
1707, the property passed into the family of the

....... recent! D«-EI.LI^(1S OoMPAKr.-Several '

J*'®
tower like that cf Pisa.

cieoisions had flnallT settled the principles of the “f Parliament and other gentlemen who '
inclin ed on one side bnt without any

law as applicable to cases of this nature
; and it

interest in the question of providing
i

decay and would have stood two
' •• • ' house accommodation for the poor, were present

'*'*^ *^

at the half-yearly meeting of the Improved In-'®“ Nothing now remains but the
dostrial Dwellings Company, at which Mr. '

chamber at the base, and a few old elm
Alderman Waterlow presided. The chairman, in
moving the adoption of the report, said Le

{

St. Luke’s New Vestry-hall.—Theold work-
thought Government should give some assistance : house of St. Luke’s, a p.arfi of which has so Jontr
trt tnrt nKtiurtf AIv. i_ _ . a i* . . _ V

> was authoritatively settled that the membi-rs of
a public body, created for public purposes,
although having only public duties to perform,

i receiving no salaries, and having no fuuds out of
i which to pay damages, were liable for the
damages caused by the negligent performance of

: their duties. The rule was refused, and the
1 verdict therefore stands.

Roman Villa on Lansdown. — The Rev.
I P^rebeuclary Scarth has read a paper to the Bath
'Natural History Society, entitled “ A Notice of
: a Roman Villa which stood on the old Harbour
Farm, in the Parish of Wick, near the ancient

; Cromlech, and which was excavated in the years
1 1865-6 by the Bath Field Club.” The building
'i consisted of fourteen chambers, with the remains
j ol two suspended floors and their hypocausts
land heating apparatus. The lecturer went into
•Ithe probable nature of the walla of Roman
• villas, and considered them to have been con.
itfitructed of timber and earth or clay, and upon a
I foundation of stone, probably about 4 ft. high
(from the fouudation. He gave iustauces in sup-
xport of this conjecture, from the wall-plaster in
mother villas having been found to contain upon
t it impressions of straw-bands, which revealed
bthe construction of the interior of the wall. The
'cob-walls of Devonshire, and the walls of some
liof the barns and out-buildings in other couniies,
leseemed still to perpetuate this kind of building.
[.This mode of construction, ho suggested, may
iihave been introduced by the Romans, though
nmany considered it to bemuch older than Roman
iiimea, as it is a mode very generally followed in
Ifihe East, and in Africa among the Moors, and
iimay have owed its oi'igin to Phcenician settle-
nmeuts. If the walls of Roman houses were so
'tconstrncted, it would account for the great mass
if)f earth that now covers the site of Roman towns
mnd villas.

to the object. Mr. Samuel Morley said it M'as
quite a mistake to suppose that the investment
of money in improved dwellings did not pay,
fur 8,OOU2. he had invested in such undertakings
was now increased to 5,0001. The Right Hon.
G. J. Goschen, M.P., in moving that a dividend
of 5 per cent, per annum be declared upon tlie
paid-up capital of the company, said ho saw
that it would pay commercially to invest money
in such undertakings. The company had proved
that it was possible to pull down dens and build
good houses in their place at a profit instead of a
loss

; the reason being that they could choose
their own sites, and escape the expenses of arbi-
tration. Thus by a selection of economical sites
good business might be done. The direction was
entirely honorary

; all the expenses were cut
down to the very lowest point; and bo hoped
that a large amount of capital would be attracted
to the work. The 50,00U2. or 00,0002. expected
to be obtained from Government would help the
company very much ; and that afternoon he
intended to ask the Secretary of the Treasury
why the gi-ant had not been made sooner. Ir.

was true that these new dwclHugs did not house
the extremely poor, but the enhanced rates were
cheerfully paid, and hundreds of tenants try to
get into any vacant rooms when they are to let.

The rents vary from 4s. 6d. to 78. 6i1. per tivo
rooms, averaging 23. 5d. per room. The share-
holders would bo glad to learn the fact that each
block of buildings erected by the compozjv
yielded by itself a profitable revenue. Hu knew

been used for vestry offices, is now superseded
by fi building, in the Italian style, of simple
design, at a cost of 6,4002. The dressings to
the windows and doors are of Portland stone, and
the front of Suffolk bricks. The main front
towards the City-road is divided into two stories
above the basement. The entrance porch is of
Portland stone, with carved capitals to the piers,
nud leads to a vestibule protected by an enclo-
sure. Ou the ground-floor are offices for the
vestry clerks aud their assistauts, the surveyor,
the beadle, and a waiting-room. A corridor
separates these offices from the vestiy-liall and
nnie-rooms in the rear. Tiie vestry-hall is about
50 ft. long, 25 ft. -wide, and 25 ft. high

;
it has

ail elliptical coved ceiling, containing eight
lights, and springing from an ornamental
bracketed entablature, which is supported by
Corinthian pilasters of polished Parian : it is in-
tended to have records of the sevei-al charities
placed between the pilasters. A stone staircase
leads to the first-floor, on which are a large
board-room, committee-room, and waiting-room.
Another corridor corresponding with the one on
the ground-floor, runs from end to end, giving
acecs.s to all the rooms. The basement story
contains kitchen and waiting-rooms, muniment-
room, bread-rotims, &c. Mr. Christie, the sur-
veyor to the vestry, arranged for the rooms of
the several officers, but had not time for the
completion of the drawings and superintendence
of tJic works. The vestry, therefore, applied to
Jlr. F. Warburtou Stent, of Westminster, to

of no reason why the company should not always complete the designs aud siijierintend the works,
realize good dividends.

|
Jlr. Sawyer, of Dulwich, was the contractor.
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New Lighthouse at Bombay. — The chief

stone of the new lighthouse on Kennery was

laid on the 19th of January, by Sir Bartle

Prere.

Chaeing-cross Hotel Company'.—A dividend

for the half-year haa been declared at the rate

of 10 per cent, per annum.

Lead-poisoning.—M. Marmise points out a

novel source of lead-poisoning, viz.—the painted

woodwork obtained from the demolition of old

houses, and which being used for fuel gives off

smoke charged with lead, that may be dissemi-

nated and taken in with the breath. According

to the Lancet, five out of ten dealers in old panel-

lings in the city of Bordeaux have suffered more

or less from lead colic, and in some instances

the metal has been found deposited in the chim-

neys of those fireplaces in which old woodwork

has been burnt. It is also said that the handling

of freshly-printed journals, inasmuch as the ink

contains litharge, may also account for the exist-

ence of symptoms clearly referable to the in-

jurious influence of lead.

Meteopolitan Common Poor Pund.— The

following charges are, by Mr. Hardy’s Bill, to be

paid out of the Common Poor Fund, in addition

to the relief of the houseless poor already

charged upon it :—The expense of the main-

tenance of lunatics in asylums, registered

hospitals, and licensed houses, and of insane

poor in asylums under this Bill, except such

expenses as are chargeable on the county-rate

;

the maintenance of patients in any asylum

specially provided under this Bill for patients

Buffering from fever or small-pox ;
medicine and

medical and surgical appliances for the poor in

receipt of relief; maintenance of pauper chil-

dren in district, separate, certified, and licensed

schools 5
salaries of clerk to guardians, chaplain,

medical officer, relieving officer, master, matron,

nurse, and porter of workhouse, and of the dis-

pensers in the proposed dispensaries
;
compen-

sation to any medical officer affected by the

determination or variation by the Poor-Law

Board of a contract for medical relief in the

workhouse ;
fees for registration of births and

deaths ;
and fees and expenses of vaccination.

The Amalgamated Engineers. — “ We
stated in a paragraph, some months ago,”

says Engineering,
“ that the authorities of the

Amalgamated Engineers had determined, if

possible, to put an end to piecework, and that

the cost of many varieties of work was regularly

sent in by foremen, workmen, &c. These state-

ments were at once denied by the secretary of

the union, but we have since had further evi-

dence of their truth. Unless masters can bring

sufficient pressure upon the men, the whole sys-

tem of piecework is doomed, and the slow and

slovenly workman will be placed upon the same

footing as the most active and efficient. We know

superior workmen who have earned 21. 10a. to 31.

a week at locomotive factories and repair shops,

by taking piecework at low prices, and we know

that they are marked men, with all the grudges

and jealousy of inferior workmen,—the latter

leagued together in a powerful body,—upon their

shoulders. It is impossible to say to what a

depth of inferiority the overthrow of the piece-

work system would sink most kinds of me-

chanical labour.” We may here note that we
observe the Great Eastern Railway Company are

purchasing French locomotives, and that they

obtain them 200Z. below their former prices.

New Lighthouse at Guernsey'.—The struc-

ture which has been for some time in course of

erection on the eastern extremity of the Castle

Breakwater, at the southern entrance of the

outer harbour, is now all but completed. The

edifice, to the point of the vane, stands 56 ft.

above high-water mark, the masonry being

41ft. 4 in. The light will be furnished with a

third-class dioptric lens, and will show 43 ft.

above high-water springs, and 59 ft. above mean-

tide level. The lantern and lens are supplied by

Messrs. Chance, Brothers, of Birmingham.

TENDERS
For building Fire Brigade Station, for the Board of

Works, Sheppard’s-lane, Brixton. Quanlities by Mr.

Young:

—

Johnson ..

Barriers across Streets,—At the last meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Board of Works, the

Works and General Purposes Committee brought

up a report, recommending that a petition be

presented by the Board to Parliament, to repeal

any authority given to private individuals to

erect gates or barriers across streets or thorough-

fares so as to obstruct the traffic therein, in

cases where the lighting, cleansing, and paving

of such streets or thoroughfares is paid for out

of the public rates. The committee had taken '

counsel’s opinion on the matter, with the

view of advising the Board. The report was

agreed to.

D.angerous Papee.—There is a great differ-

ence in the combustibility of common paper.

Enamelled card paper, on account of its compact

body and the presence of mineral matter, white-

lead or barytes, is quite disinclined to bum ; in

fact, some kinds are practically fireproof. White

writing and printing paper can seldom be lighted

by a spark, and when ignited by a flame it

requires dexterity to keep it burning. On the

other hand, there is a common reddish yellow

paper, which, in some circumstances, according

to the Paper Trade Review, is as dangerous as

gunpowder. It takes fire by the smallest spark,

and burns like tinder. When once lighted, if left

alone, it is sure to be consumed completely. All

the yellow and buff paper, out of which envelopes

are made, partakes more or lees of the same

character. There is no doubt that such paper

has been the occasion of some of the fires in

paper Yvarehouaes and offices of professional men.

Braabier
Taylor
Jackeou & Sbav
Eaustace
Sabey
Piper & Wheeler
Oliver & Co
Nuit i Co
Kelly, Brothers
Webb & Sou
YVigtaore
Mauley & Rogers
Eaton‘& Champmau

.

Fish
M'Laclan
Nightingale
Marslaud & Sons
Sawyer
Rigby
Mann
Cooper

..£2,220 0

.. 2,220 0

.. 2,130 0

2,046 0 '

2,043 0
1,987 0
1,986 0 '

1,984 0
1,980 0
1,918 0
1,941 0

1,8

1,873

1,843
1,835

1,714 0
1,687 0

1,637 0

For villa residence, at Blackheath,for Mr. A.W . Gibbs.

Mr. C. W. Courtney, architect

Hart
Welby
Prince
Webb & Sons
Green
Bland

..£1,995 0 '

.. 1,994 0

.. 1,983 0

.. 1,836 0

.. 1,874 0

.. 1,834 0

For villa residence, at Longhton.
Bedells, architects ;

—

Manley & Rogers
YVilliams & Co
Dobbs
Dove, Brothers
YVebb & Sons
Grover
Maun
Eg-a

Messrs. Lander 8^

.£1,475 0 0
1,4
1,443 0
1,3«5 0
1,283 0
1,278 0
1,219 0
1,201 0

..£4,470

For new Congregational Church, Tynemouth, ^ orthum-

berland, exclusive of foundations, which are already m.

Mr. Thomas Oliver, architect. Quantities supplied by the

architect :~
Henderson
Scott 4,ana u

Welton 4.345 0

EUiott 4,137 0

Jackson 3,900 0

Robinson {accepted) 3,880 0

Hardwick (tender incomplete) 3,769 0

Longitude by the Atlantic Cable.—The
difference of longitude between England and

America has, hitherto, rested upon the chrono-

metric expeditions instituted by the Coast Survey

during 1849-51 and 1855. Fifty chronometers

were transported three times in each direction

across the Atlantic. The probable error of the

result of these expeditions was estimated at

19-100th8 of a second. When the success of

the cable provided telegraph trausatlantic con-

nexion with England, parties of the Coast

Survey were formed, under the direction of Dr.

B. A. Gould, to take advantage of these means

of obtaining a result still more precise. The

probable error of the resulting longitude is now
estimated at about 4-lOOtha of a second. A
distance of about 1,900 miles haa thus been

measured, and the measure is considered to be

probably not more than 40 ft. from the exact

truth. The time required for a signal to pass

through the cable haa been discovered with still

greater precision to be Sl-lOOths of a second,

which is regarded as being probably not in error

by 1-lOOth of a second. This is equivalent to

a velocity of 6,020 miles a second, and is notably

less than the velocity of the electric force upon

land lines, which numerous observations have

shown to average 16,000 miles a second.

BoiLEE Explosions.

—

The report for the past

year of Mr. H. Hiller, the chief engineer of the

National Boiler Insurance Company, Limited,

has been printed. It states that the business of

the company is making satisfactory progress :

no explosion had occurred to any boiler under

the company’s inspection, while in other cases

throughout the country nearly sixty explosions

bad taken place in 1865 and seventy-four in

1866,in the latter instances causing seventy-seven

deaths and injury to 152 other persons. Over-

pressure caused twelve out of the seventy-four

explosions, external corrosion nine, deficiency of

water eight, and weakness of internal flue tubes

eight. Of the exploded boilers, twenty-two were

one- or two-flued, and externally fired, and twelve

plain cylindrical ones, externally fired. The

boilers exploded by over-pressure were three

small vertical ones with internal furnace, two

Cornish one-flued, two portable (locomotive

type), two marine, one Galloway, one plain

cylindrical, and one balloon. The report con-

tains much useful information on the subject of

steam boilers.

For five villa residences, at Hornsey, for Mr. T. Lawes,

Messrs. Bacon & Bell, architects. Qaantities by Mr.

James Gandy
Emery & Co £7.661 7 6

Carter &, Sons 7,325 0 0

Killby 7,289 0 0

irancis 7,143 0 0

Auley 6,961 0 0

Porter, jnn 6,365 0 0

Spearing & Condys 4,600 0 0

For erecting new relief offices and dispensary, for

Soiiihampion Incorporation. Mr. T. A. Skelton, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. H. Pether

Stevens ..

Conway...
Martin
Sanders..

Gambling
Phillips

Bull A Sons (aced.)

£1,298
1,230

1,250
1,198
1,178
1,128

1.090
1,115

Allowed for old

materials to be
taken down.

£76

236

For alterations to the Crown and Shears public-house,

Minories, E. Messrs. Humphrey & Son, architects:

—

Stephens E Watson £975 0 0

Sparks 739 0 0

Scrivener & White 738 0 0

King & Sons 638 0 0

Ennor (accepted) 613 0 0

Labouring Classes’ Dm'ellings.—In the Com-

mons recently Mr. Goseben asked v^hether any

applications for loans bad been made under the

Act of last session “ for enabling the Public

Works Loan Commissioners to make advances

towards the erection of dwellings for the labour-

ing classes,” and how any such applications bad

been, dealt with. Mr. Hunt replied that there

had been ten applications for Joans under the

Act. No money was to be advanced unless the

Board of Works certified that the buildings were

suitable for dwellings for the labouring classes.

Of the ten applications sent in, six did not give

sufficient information to justify the plans being

sent to the Board of Works, and they bad been

referred back for further particulars. By-laws

had been agreed upon within the last few days,

under which the remaining applications were to

be dealt with, and one of the plans bad received

the sanction of the Board of Works, and been re-

ferred back to the commissioners to ascertain

wbat sum should be advanced. Another of these

plans was under consideration ;
and as to

another, it was expected that a loan of 20,0001.

I would be asked for.

For new warehouses. Oat-lane, City, for Mr. Charles

Beckwith. Mr. George Elkington, architect

Gammon & Sons £3,738 0 0

Browne & Robinson 2,706 0 0

Kilby & Co 2.S31 0 0

Brass it Co 2,464 0 0

Piper & Wheeler 2,398 0 0

Coleman 2,378 0 0

Henshaw 2,348 o 0
Wells (accepted) 2,293 0 0

For public-house, at Acton, for Mr. J. J. Sterne. Mr.

M. C. W. Horne, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
Sidney Young;

—

Rutt...! £1.725 0 0

Langmead & YVay 1,697 0 0

Robson 1,607 0 0

Mann l.&lo 0 0

Salter 1,650 0 0

NiBbtingale 1,533 0 0

Eborall 1,466 0 0

For works, at Cambridge House, Ladbrooko-grove,

Kensington Park, for Mr. J. T. Thomas. Mr. C. E. Davis,

architect :~
Jenkins £1,083 0 0 !

Piper E YVheeler 1,063 0 0

Colley.. 1,044 0 0

Richards OOO 0 0

Johnson 868 0 0

Butt 868 0 0

Nighiineale 81^ 0 0

Neale .
783 0 0

Eborall (accepted) 748 0 0

Norton, Brothers 598 0 0!
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For building tbrpo ^illa residences, for the "Walton

7illa Company, at Walton-on-Thames. Mr. R. Einnipple,

rcliitect. Quantities supplied :
—

To Architects,

Civil Engineers,

Boilders, &c.

^ competent Man, "who
7 V thorcnghly nndersUnds PLUMBER’S BRA«8 WORK, and

ili« genera! business of a Plnmber'a Brass-wotk Establishment.—
Address, 62 1, Offloe of " T he Bniiiler.”

Herratage 4,427 0 0

Johnson 4,400 0 0

Stevenson 4,206 0 0

Neale 4,030 0 0
Wame & Co 3,875 0 0
Nightingale 3,670 0 0

l\
1

THE NEWEST

1
j

DESIGNS

TO BRICKLAYERS.

Wf ANTED, an experienced Man as
VV WORKING POERMAN at JOBBING or BUILDING, for

almnt Ten Bricklavera. Hu<t oe steAdy and of regular habits.—
Apply to Mr. K. PARAMOB, Builder, SU, Upper Marine-terraoe,
Margate.

Harris 3,589 0 0
Hunt 3,364 0 0

For new warehouse, Southwark New-street, for Mr.
Sates. Mr. B. Bates, architect. Quantities supplied by
he architect :

—

Hart (accepted) £2,740 0 0

lamp posts,
Dwarf Gas Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,

. Gates, Bailings,

^ Balcony Panels, Stable

Fittings, Columns,

will, upon reeeiptofpar-
ticuJars, be forwarded
free, on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
-J

—

i ‘
1 ^ Ironfounders, Engi-

A^ANTEID, in a Country Builder’s and
V Y Surveyor’s Office, a nseful. praciie il, and experienced

CLERK, well up in accounts, accusiemed to superintend and mea*
sure up works, taking ont quantities, estimating, and the usual rou-
tine of au Office.— Apply, stating terms and reference, to SUR-
VEYOR. Post-office. Andover.

‘117’ANTED, in an Architect’s Office, a com-
VV peUnt ASSISTANT—Apply to Mr. ELKCNGTON, Architect

aud Surveyor, 95, Cannon-street, City.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O. E- B. A. (we cannot allude to it without particular*).—Lux

mnat look back for blmMilf).—A. D. (;e>. Look to the BoUiiing

.ct).—A Wanderer (In type).— J. G.—B. A.—A. & Co.—W. W, L.

—

r. 0.— H. D—E. W. 8.—Me»»r«. H. A 8oai.—J. A. P.—Conitant
Je«der.-Me«»r». C.—H. D.— B. It. N.—E. B.—T. W. 8.-J. D.—T.—

. A. 8.-P. C—J. H. a.—W. 8.—J. D. P.-C. J. P.—B. S.~J. 8. M,—
0. J. H.-W. M'H.

We are compelled to deoUne pointing out hooka and giving

/ddresaea.

All itatementa of facta, Hats of tenderi, kc., mnat be accompanied by

le name and addreaa of the sender, not necessarily for publication.

Note.—

T

he responaibilUy of signed articles, and papers read at

ubllc meetinsra, rests, of couraa, with the authors.

TO SLATERS.

IX/ANTED, for a Permanency, a GOOD
VV WOBK.MAN. One who could an up his time at Plastering

or Brlcksettlug.—Apply to SMIT H. BROTBERd. Northamolon.

T^ANTED, by a BUILDER, &c. an ener-
V V gelio and competent CLERK.—Must be good at prime cost,

estlmAtlog.measiiriog, 4c.—Address, statiugage, salary required, and
pariiculars. to Mr, Stpwell, 9, Sbepberd-alieet. May Fair. W.

1 _ ) Thames-street, E.C.

aCHOOLS and SCHOOL HOUSES, Paro-
cblal and National, in the Gothic. Old English, Tudor, hud

FJizabeihan Styles, Hlnat.rated by Series of Plant. Elevritiona. aud
persue-tive Vl-ws, with Bttimates.and De>ci4ptlvs Letter press.

By H. E. KENDALL, Jon. M-l.B, A. F B.A.

Twenty-one beautiful l.ilhngraph'C PUtet. Small folio, halt-bound

morocco. Publtshed at 21. T)». 6d now offered at 11. 8<. by

BRADLEY T. BAT8FORD. Aveliltectural aud Eiiglueerlng Bookreller,

52. High Hi.lbom, London. W.C.
N.B.—A very fewcopiesfor sale at. this prive. Post-office orders

payable at the HnlDom office.

TO THE TIMBER TRADE.

WJ" ANTED, an experienced TOWN
V V TRAVELLER—Apply to Mr. BURTON, 15. George-streat,

Mioislon House. City.

WANTED, a PLUMBER and GAS-
VV FITTER.—Apply, by letter, at 36, Church-street, Croydon.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current

veek's issue later than THUEE o'clook, p.m,
•71 THURSDAT.
The Publisher cannot be responsible for Oai-

3INAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

^dvertiseynents, a/nd strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

TO PLUMBERS AND OASPITIERS.

T^ANTED, a steady Man — a thorough
Y y workman. A married man preferred.—Apply, stating age,

salary, and refvcenoe, to WILLLaM GREENE, Plumber, 4c. S^ron
Walden, Essex.

A EOHITEOTUBAL and ENGINEERING
BOOKS.— A large COLLECTION of New and Second-hand

Enellsh and Foreign BOOKS, relating to Architecture, Building, and

Decoration. Civil aud M'cnanical Engineering, etc. etc. *t the biwest

prices, will constantly be found at BRADLEY T. BAT-4FORD3
Archlteolnrai aud Engineering Book DepOt, 52, High Holbom,
l^ondon.W.C.
N.a—A Catalogue forwarded gratis and post-free on application

as above.

TO MARBLE CARVERS, 4c.

WANTED, a FOREMAN, for an extensive
VV Marble Works. Must be a good draughtsman, and able to

carve. Weg-s, 6da a week, and bouse free.—Apply to ALEX. COU>ES,
Kilkenny, Irvlaui).

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOW READY. The TWENTY-FOVRTR
VOLUME of THE BUILDER" (bound)

, for the

near 1866, Price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price

{’tuo Shillings and Ninepence.

i COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

S SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLU2IES will be bound on

leing sent to the Office, at a cost of Three

'hillings and Sixpence each.

^OYAL POLYTECHNIC.—Tbe Head of

JLv the Decapitated Ppeaking. and the Eldotropa, in Profeitor

PEPPER’S Sclentiflc Enteriaiument, dally, at half-past 3 aud half-

past 7,
•• Ariel.” in a beautiful SUr (constructed by Messrs. Defries),

appear* to Float In the Air. The Christmas Carol, by the kiud

permlM*on of Charles Dickens, esq, with Ghost Effects, given tiy

F. DAMER CAPE. Es i. dally, at 4-15 and 9'15- The Story of Whit-
tloetoii and his Cat. told by J. L. KINO. Esq. VocalUt, Miss Blanehs

Reeves.—Open from 12 to 5 and 7 to lU—Admission Is.

YIT'ANTED, for a Constancy (if suitable), in
VV the neighbourhood of Bsm^lmry, Islington, an energetic
WORKING FOREMAN of CaRPEN I'BRS. — Addreae, elating age,
w»ges required, 4o. to 418, Office of "The Builder."

"X^ANTED, in a West-end House of Busi-
V Y De*s. a CLbRK of active business habits, well acquainted

wllh book-keeping and uiessurlug. and aocustenned to the manage-
ment of men in the Bnlldtng trade. Good references required.—
Addrees, U. W. 15, Great OasUe-etreet, W,

/"WILDERS’ SOCIETY, King’s Arms,
VT Poland-steet. Ogford-street, W.-To BUILDERS. DECO-
RATORS, and PAINTERS —GU.DRkS, esperieuced in every branch
of the tnule, may be ENGAGED at the above Soiiety House. PosUl
communication Immediately attended to.

J. TUNGATE, Secretary.

TO ARCHITECTS.

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in
TT the Office of a Londm Architect, as ASSISTANT. Several

years' towu experience, and lirst-dass references.—Address, H.
iu. Lavender- Vi las. Battenea.

CEWER VENTILATION.—DETAIL
DRAWINGS and particular* of the most effeotnal system of

6BWER VENTILATION will be supplied to Engineer* aud Archl-

tseta. on application to EDWARD BROOKE, Field House Fire Clay
aud Sanitary Tube Works. Hndilersfleld-

TXTANTED, a Permanent or Temporary
VV ENGAGEMENT, by a DRAUGHTSMAN of considerable

experience. Is able to prepare and finish drawing* from rongh
sketches. Classic style. SaUry moderate.— Address, J. M. C.

20, Mjibledou-pUue, Euston-road.

[Advertisement.J

C CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
dnd improved machinery for clock-making, at

ehe mannfactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to

ramiBh to clergymen, architects, and committees,

ilatimates and Specifications of every descrip,

ion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral

(fad public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
f bellB. A descriptive pamphlet on Church

oloclcs post free for one stamp. Watch and
olock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

E.R,H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

ereat clock for the Ejchibition, 1862. 25, Old
tond-street, and 33 &, 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
latablished 1749.

PERFECTION in BOOK-KEEPING.—
T Builder* desiring a really good system, can have a Set of

Models for Kullnara’ Books by Dimble-Eiitrr, to which was awarded
tbe Prize offrrad in *' The Builder.” of last September, and which ba#
been adapted by many large firm*. Also a modified nrraogemeut, by
Single-Entry, suitable for small BQlIdera. —Address, E. A. 4, St.

TO ARCHITECTS AND CONTRATIORS.
Tiranted, by a practical Man, of many
VV yean’ experience, a RB-ENGAGBMBNr as CLBRK of
WORKS or GENERAL FOREMAN. Good drsughUman and sur-
veyor. Well up lu all bi-auuhas of the building trade. Good testi-

monials. Towu, country, or abroad.—Address, D. W. care of Mr.
Psus*ey, Stationer, lixeter-etreec. Bloane-sCreet, 3.W.

rriHE SHIRLEY LOCAL BOARD of
1 HEALTH, Soutbunipten.—WANTED, a st»ady. honest, and

thorcmghly competent FOREMAN, or Superiuteudeut, for tbe
Shirley" Drainage Worka— Applications, giving reference to previous
engageineuU, and stating salary required, to ba made, in writing
only, to J, G. POOLE, Aiuhitect and Surveyor, 21, Porllaud-street.
Southampton.
February 9th, 1867.

TO ARCHTTECTS, 4c.

\X7ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV competent CLERK of WORKS, who has just completsd a

church at tbe Weit-end. Good references.—Address, A. D. Z. IS,
Cnichester-Ktreet, Pimlico. S.W.

TO PLUMBERS AND CO-nTRACTORS.

VTT"ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
VV a permaueut SITUATION as PLUMBER and OASPITTER

,

cxn do QUziiig arid Falutlng if required. Wages not less than 7id.

per hour. Good refereuces.—Address, Mr. WOODMAN, Stonemason,

4, UemerToad, Hackney Wick.

TARAINAGE, DEODORIZING, and
1 / SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, WATER SUPPLY. 4c,—An

E'lg'neer of experience la prepared to Furulsh PLANS aud ESTI-
MATES of ibe above, either approximate '<i in detail, ou the most
miKierate terms.- Addr»*B (or caH on). ALFD. ELWIN, C.E. Moultord
House, Kennlngtoii-green, London, 8.

ENGINEERS anil CONTRACTORS assisted
in Monthly Meaeoremeutr and Taking out Q-antlties, Level* given.

Railway Curves or Trigonometrical Liuea set out. Girders aud Iron-

work designed. Plans of Sea-walllng aud Groining on a new and
approved principle.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUlLDERi
YX/’ANTED, by a Young Man, who is a
T V first-class Plumber, a SITUATION as PLUMBER or Three-

brauch Ilaiid. Fir.-t-class references if required.—Address, J. W.
3. orowndsle-road. St Pancras, N.W.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

;^^EWSPAPERS and MAGAZINES. —
MsBsrs. WYMAN * SONS, Prlnt^n of "THE BOILDBE,” and

TO MASTER PLUMBERS. 4o.

VTiTANTED, a JOB, by an experienced
VV Plumber, aged 30.—Aduresa, F, L Plumber, 7. Bury-etnot,

Bloomsbury, W.C.

rber First-class Pubilcutlc'DS, beg to cal) the attention of Proprietors
Si Newspai«c8 and Periodicals to tbe unusual Facilities tbelr Esta-
idsbmeut presents for the prodnetion of the above class of Work
t tb regularity and in tho best style,—Llncolu's Tuu Steam Printing
lUtrlu, 74-73, Great Quern-street, W.C.

TO BUILDERS.

PARTNER WANTED. — The Advertiser
L bits been eetahlUbeil as a DECORATOR and BUILDRR lu ilie

West of London eight years, and la deeiruue to extend tbe Building
Branch, for which he requires a PARTNER, with at least l.Odilf. at
command. Active or otherwUe. — Address, 455, Office of " The
Boilcipt."

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.W A N T E D, a SITUATION, as CLERK
VV of WORKS or FOREMAN, «o take chaige of Job. Tbe

Advertiser is a thoroughly etSjienC jcioer, wito a kuowledge o
drawing, 4a Upwards uf srveu year*’ uuexcepliunable refereuc
from present employer.-Address, B. A. 67, Queen Margaret's-grov
Mlldmay Park, Kliigsland, Loudon, N.

fiCIENTIFIC BOOKS, published by
5 ATCSLEY A CO. 106, Great Russell-sireet, Bedford-square,

-.C. on E.nGINEERINO, ARCHITECTUKR, SURVEYING. MILI-
lYRY.crVIL.andUliCdANIOAL BUILDING, MONOMENTd and
L'dCOKAlTuN. A new Llstseut free, If amount of books reiaitted,
lalaarriage paid.

PARTNERSHIP.—To ARCHITECTS and
1 ENQTNEEBB.—A moderate premium will be paid by a Gentle-
man, who is a good penpeetlve and other draughtsman, fora euitable
FARTNERSHlP lu town or conutry.— Address, by letter only, with
partlcuUra, ZBTA, 23, PorCeus-road, Paddington, W.

TO BUILDERS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 20, an
VV ENGAGEMENT in a Builder’s office lu Lendon. Can square

climeusious, copy and trace drawings, aud nuderacands the practical

port of the trade. Good relerences,—Aidreas, J. U. S. Post-office,

LilUehamptou.

TJEW COURTS of LAW DESIGNS.—
An important Descriptive and Critical Article upon these

iiaigns, by an eminent Wraer «n Architecture, will appew in the
S*RCK numoer of " BELGKiVIA," — a London llagarlue. cun-
ucted by M, E BHaDDuN. Ready February 26. Price One Shilling.

Office, Warwick House, Pateruoster-iow.

rpo CAPITALISTS.—WANTED, a Sleep-
X log PARTNER, with from l.OOftf. to i,5l)0Mo join tbe Adver-
tiser In carrying on a Brlckfie'd. sltnated in tbe eeuire of a good
building iieigbbouvkood, where the bricks cen be sold ou tbe ground.
The field is in good working order.— For full iiarilciilar* apply, iu first

lUeUnce, by letter, to U. J. U. SO, Baaingball-sireet, City, E.C.

TO COUNIRY PAINTERS.

XXT'ANTED, by a steady Man, a constant
VV SITUATION os PAINTER, GLAZiEK, PAPERHaNGKB,

aud DISTEMPKRtR; generally useful.—Address, T. W1DDEB3,
5, Portlaud-iilacc, Wandaworth-ruad.l/jANUAL of HYDROLOGY.

Jri By N. BEARDMORE. CK
i.Olvlslrn I,—Hydraulic and other Tanles for computing the flow of
i<scer. Gas, aud other flaids through pipes : with descriptive

•lOiriilou If.—On Rivers and Volums of Water
; on Percolation

j
on

Halls and Springs ; ou tbe Flow iu Severs, and Water Supply, with
oboda of Rivers, aud other chaiacteriatics of their hydraulic con-

•nOlTlslon III.—Oh Tides, Tidal Rivera, and Estuaries
;
showing tbe

Hiulltlou assumed by tides where there is the bore, and where the
illal wave vanlrhes

;
on the Effect of IinprovemenU in Tidal Rivers,

t Ih plates of lidui curves, sections of rivers, coiidai line., Ac.
lirMrisluh IV,- Ou Ralufall and Evaporation—coutaiulng Tables of
Ulufali at every elevation throughout the British Isles, France,
luniiany, Iraiy, Russia, North Aiuerlua. AusUiilla, aud Itidla, with

beat expenmcuis ou evaporation iu various climaiea
at new issue of this work is now ready at the reduced pries of 24s.
tblUbed by WATEKLOW A SONS. 49. Parliamsut-street, West.
I'luster; and may be bad of SlMPKiN & CO. ;

WB.aLKS; F. & N.
'.NON

; WILLIS A BOrUEB.AN ; or through any Book^lers.

A RESPECTABLE LAD WANTED, as
r\ an APPRENTICE to ihe Painting, Graining, aud Writing. A
premium required.—Address, 12, RutlanJ-tarrace, Abbey-road, St.

John's Wood.
TO PAINTERS.

\\TA'NT'ED, by a steady Young Man, a
V V oonstaat BlTUAflON as PAINTER and GLAZIER ; gene-

rally useful. Wages not so much anoDji-ot as a cunstaucy.—Address,

0. COLLINS, 5, Portland-pbtee, Wamisworlh-road.
pITY of LONDO N.—SANITARY
Vy IN3PECTOR.-Tbe Commissioners of Sawen of tbe City of
L’lndon will meet In the Ouildball of the said City, ou TUESDAY,
the i2th day of MARCH next, at TWELVE o’clock at noon pre-
cisely, to ELECT a SANITARY INSPECTOR, at a saUry of 140L per
uinum, Ciindldatea must be praciiciHy acqualuied with bunding
works; and are to send in their applications and tesliiuouials, stating
fu'l particuiara as to pa>t employm lit. 4c. with csri ficatu of age,
addressed to tbe uudertigueil, on or before MONDAY, the 4ili

March next, and will have to attend a Committre foi examination
on aday whb'h will tben be communicated to tlieiu. Tbe iier'ou
elected must give up bis whole time to the du'ies of the <>ffice,

paiUculaxs of which may be had on applicalioo to the uiuiemigurd,
JOShPH Daw, Piinuipil Clerk.

Sewers Office, Guildhall, 19lh February, 1867.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

WTANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21,

VV »'ih lliree yearn’ experleucB iu carpentry and joiaeiy, a

SITUATION as IMPROVER —Address, T. B. Posl-ofilee, Dorking,

TO BDILDEB-i.

VILANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
VV a RE E.SUAGfc.MbNT as SHOr FoKnUAN of JOINERS.

Guod rrfoienoe. Towu or couuiry.-sAddrcss, R. K cire of Mr. Judd,

No. 9, 8ktuner-street, Olerkeuwa;!, E.C
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TO DECORATORS AND Pl/ILDRR*.

"OrANTED, by a Young Man of education.
TV » B00.1 dr'UghUmnu.iiid of sorns »ipi.rlfnfe. » SITUATION

ntiy nf rxttncllbg h s kfowi^Igo of tbo bugin«M.—Apply to A. R. 27,

W^INT ED, a RE-ENGAOEMENT as
. . CLERK if WORKS or (lENF.RAD VORUMAN. Wfll y.

In *11 the hnl'ding hr>iDcb«. Full particoUrt on eng»g»ii
Country preferred.—Addreii, A. B. No. 4, Linton-atreet, South 1»:

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTOPS.
T^ANTED, by a thorouahly practical Brick-
V V Uyer of eyjiertence. a SITUATION as FORK.MAN or IS''PEC-

TOR of WORKS. Jb a good flraughtennm. well up in aetiu g uut
works, or won'd take Brickwork. g*ngework or polnllne. Town or
couiitry.—Addren, X. B. 8. i’ick»riug-plRce. Bayawntrr, W.

WANTED, a SITUATION, in an
ArebilecfB Office, by one who can make out workiog draw-

ings with details, can make show drawingn, line perspeciWea, Ac. and
ha.B a thorough knowledge of the geuer.il da'ies required. G in-l

reference*.—Addree*, Q. K. 18, Godolphlu road, Sbephera’B-bueli, W.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,

VV a Carpenter and Joiner by trade, a SITUATION as a
GENERAL WUHKINO KORKUaN. Town or country.—Address,
409, Ofllee of "Tlie Builder.”

TO PLUilBERS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION where 1 e could make biiuielf uarful iu plumbing and

zineworking. Thorough knowledge of jobbing —Address, U. \V, care
of Mr. Thoinae, Aruhitect. 2. UiilotiToan, t'iaphsm, S.

AS/"ANTED, by the Advertiser (educated as
V I an Anhi'iot), an ENGAGEMENT aa CLBBK of WOKK-.

W ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
hy a first-clae* estimator, ijuantUy tak-r. measurer, prlme-

'•o.‘. aecnnn'niil, and to take t,h» 1-ading wnrk of a huiMer's or coo-
inctiir’s oflic-. Ate 39. Un-X''eptiooahlererereiic'i from architect*,
'iiii'der*. And »nrv-yor«. Eleven yetrs’ eiptrience — Address, C. D.
No 4, Welllugton-place, Wellington-road, Camberwell, S.

TO BUILDERI
TTT-ANTED, the CHARGE of a JOB. Town
TV orcouulrv. Carp?nie- and Jdner hr trade. Reference to

TO 8URVETOR1. BUILDER-S, Ac.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Man. w.’ll acquainted with biilltling. drawing, mrasurtng,

taking off qii'inlitle*. estimating. Ac. Ten y-ar.a' referenceeiii town.
Addrers, W. B. 6J, iJaldeld-street, Stamford -street, S.

X^ANTF.D, by Two steady, trustworthy,
Vv prseticat STONEHASON'S, auy qnsatltv or kind of labour

of MASON’d WORK, to t*k* Buh-outract, at the lowest prices,
Chtirsher, Ilmises, Cemetery-work, R-palra, An. No objection to
country work. Keferences given from arehltec's aod present
rruployprg If re-iuirnl,— .adriros*, O. Q. E. J6, St. Albm'a-road,
Victoria-road. Keosiugion, Loudon.

TO ARCaiTGCTTS OR ENGINEERS.

WANTED, immediately, an ENGAGE-
T V JIENT. by aiieniclent ASSISTaN f, who haa a thnr.mih know-

ledge nf the varioii* styles of afobltectiirr, and is accustomed to dedgn
and prepire working and detill drawings, Ac. from rough tketohe*.
roll colour, and uudcratuids perspective.—Address, 427, Office of
“Tlie Builder."

0 ARCTtlTECTTr.

\T7"ANTRD, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
V V Voiing M.iti. ageii2'I. Is well up in deUil and working draw-

1 practioe.—Address, E. F. 33,

'

-in n'-jr<

:-squac.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner, a
vV RE ESGAQENlivNTM SHOP orOBNERAL FOKF.M‘N. nt

to Take Piecework. Town or country.—Address, T. H. No. lo3. West-

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION** jobbing PIUMUKK. Painter and CL.4Zn'.U,

Ac.—Address, H, B. N. 15. R'lnlngtoo-atreet, Citj-ioad, N,

TO ARCHITECrd, ENOIN’SKR-i. AND (ONfRACTORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
a thorooghly practical m«n, as CLERK of WORKS c.r

MANAGER, Just c .mpletrd some very ezleuslve woiks. Used to
surveying, levrlliug, Ac. No objection to go abroad.—Address,
M. D. H. 167. New Nonh-road, N.

WANTED, by a Married Man, without
eiiciimlirance. wbn Is a thoroughly praclliail Working Pinitli,

the MANaOKMKNT and WORK on a GeulleuiaL’t Estate in (he
Country

;
to keep in lep dr the klb lien-fitiiogs, stoves, tools, grates,

traps, and alijtblog requiring emith’s work, Cau he well revotn-
lueoded.—Aild/ere. W D. at U. New A Co.'s Estate Agents, S. Tavi-
stock -row, Coveiit Garden, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUfLDERS.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young
Man, aged 50. Neat draughtsman and book-keeper.

—

Ad'lret i, W, T, H. 210. Old Keiit-road.

ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
GENERAL PORI' MAN, or as FOREMAN of CAEPENTRRS

JOINBIIS, or CLERK of WullKd. by a reepeeUble Man, practl-
racqnainted with the buiUIlng inde In all lie iirancbe*. Uiiiler-

dssrtllng out and measuring up work*, taking r lf qaantbiea,
nailiig, Ac. ; abo pirpariug wmking or ffni*heu diawinga Traii-
ilas as to ability, honesty, and sobriety, Tnwu orcuuutiy.—

w

WANTED, by a Young Gentleman, who
h»* hail upwardsof four years' experienue lu good provincial

C.flb-es. a BITUATIUN, io the Office of a Lonoou architect.- Adores-,
W. J HOLMK*. ] ,

Weslrootelaim-rood. Talbot-road. Rayswater.

w TO -MASTER J.iINEltS.

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
JOINER, In London.-Addiesa,

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS,WANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, a
SITUATION as’cLRRK to the above. Undo siaiids time-

keepiog ai d boekkceplng, cuu prepare nr train dinwiugs, and la a
good penman. Jla> b.ru six years iu present office. Good refereuce,
if required —Addiese, stating salary, Pj C, B. care of Mr. Bailoy,
Statiouer.Streathaiii-pIaee, Grlxtou Hill,

w ANTED, by a Young Man, a EI'i'UA-
TTON, M THRKE-BRANCH HAND. Can do gnsBttiug.—

A. 7, Alpha-pbcn. lUglan-street, Kentish Town.

WANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man.
a RE-KNGAUEMENT as OUT-DUOlt FOREMAN i.r I'LERK

of WORKS, Middle aged. Juiuer by triuie.— Address, C.
offi' e. IIG, Cauideu.road, N.W.

w<. . Iher < f the abt.ve offices, as SUt-VEYOR and DUAUGUTS.
MAN. Aged 22. Ouid references.—Addiess, F. H. 5, Park-cioaoeut,
Brighton.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, by a Young Man wbo under-

y r sUnd* the routlue of the oQire, a BITUATION a* CLt KK to

w ANTED. EMPLOYMENT as
DRAUGHTSMAN. COLOURIST, QUANTITY CLERK,

CLERK of WORKS, sc, Aged 3-1. Mariicd. No objection to a fne-
trnctoFs, Euyineer'*. &c. 'I'erma 32-. per we.k.—Addrcar, Mr,
DAMU.-ON. 76. tiiiekiTigham-ri.al, Klogslaiid

,
N.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
AN TED, by a practical, middle-aged

1 V Man. a joiner by trade, a biTUATlON os GENERAL 1-OKE-
out plal

The Cduntri
luynarJ-pUce

TO BTII.DKR3, IRONMONGFIlS, AND GASPITTBRS.

AA7 AN'I’ED, EMPLOYMENT, as apractical
VV GASFirrRK. and BRASS FI.VISKER, or os Working F ire-

man, In town or country.-Address, F. W. 43. Aveane-ronl, Cura-

TX/’ANTED, for the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V* TIONm improver to the MASONRY.— Address, A, H.

Post-office. I'isbury. Wilis.

To LIME, CEMESr, AN" BBfCK MSBCHANfS.
AX/’AN I'KD, by a Gentleman, a RE-EN-
VV OAGRMENT as CLERK nr TRAVELLER In (hs above

Traijss. K 1- IV c uiuexi'in In the w—leru suburbs.-Address, J. A.
25, Oilbrr-- ire-t,Gro5vsnor square. W.

TO ARCHITECTS
WANTED, by a practical CLERK of
V V WORKS of many years' exiierience on flist-cl-uis work*, h

RE-KNGAGKME.NT--Allan;*.. 0. W. Po-t offlee, St. Albuis. Herts.

TO CARPENTERS ANO BUILDERa.

AA/’ANTED. by a Young Man, a Joiner,
T V ated 21, n SITUATION whe-e he may improv* in 8n«li and

Btalrcase or any otb-r gciod work. I- well up lu the trade generally.
Ailoiev, t ill. I'tfice of " TIm Bulbler."

TO BUILDERa AND CONTRACTORS.

\A7ANTED, by a steady, practical Man, an
VV ENGAOEMENTaiOFNERAL FOREMAN. Well up In sot-

ting out III! klrOa of work and ki-.plng acoou''ta. Carpenter anil

Joiner. Well accii»lom“ii to all bi-Hucbps nt th“ trade. Aged 31'.

Oocxl ref*reiice*.-.Addre*t. W. A. University Coffee-house, Totten-

TO BBTCKMaKESS.
rriHE Advertiser wishes for a RE-ENGAGE-
L MENT a*. BETTING BRICKS. CLAMP KD N WORK. Can

bava good refvroooe from hU 'a,t -iiipbiyer.—Ai'dr.M, J. A. care
of Mr* Peica. HM. Vork-.lreet, Coaim.rcial-rnad. Loudon.

TO ARCHITECTS, SCRVEYORS, AND OTHERS
^HE Advertiser is open to an ENGAGE-
1 MENT. li a good gvtiera! iir»uglii.m»t>, colouidsl, and nir-

veynr.-AddreM, T. J. K 53, Kivcvhall slrvet, Wandaworth-road,
Foiilh Lambe’h. S.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

T'HE Advertiser will be at liberty in a few
1 day*, and d-.lres to meet with a RK-RNOAGSMENT. Is AU

c*u abetraot, bill. «e. and w utU prove extremely iKefiil lu aaslutliiir

nt uu-nstiil-ig up or lakiug out qnaulUies.— Address, B. 8. II.

7, Ru*.oU-trrrace,0*kley-sTiare. N.W.

TO MASTER PLUMBERJ, &c.

^HE Advertiser is in WANT of a JOB as
1 PLUMUF.n, or Pliira'ier and Ovsfitier; can do plain zinc

work,-Addre*i, E M. U. 23. Myatl'.-road, Camberwell.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDING FPRCULATOR3, ic.

^HE Advertiser, with many years’ expe-
1 rl.iioe, is open to an ENGAGEMENT lu Design Buildings and

Piepsre Pi'icUchI Working and Detail Drawioge,—Address, No. 499,
Olflve of "The Builder "

rpEMPORARY ASSISTANCE offered to
1 ARCHIT'OTS in PREPARING COMPErlTlON nr oiler

DF.AWIS04, Rf tlieupual terms of as-lstani*.

Ihorough excellence of d/Anglii.manahip guaranteed.-Apply,
MB. C- THOMAS,

3, roet's-comer, 01 1 Palare-yarJ, 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOR'^.

^HE Advertiser desires an ENGAGE-
_i MENT. Is i« fair, genera', ai d penipac'ive draugh'smiii, and
posaeur* a good knuwleilgs nf Uiiii eurveying. Good lererences—
A'Jdress, Q. U. 186, Uigh->treet, Liucolu.

TO ARCHITECTS, *0.

TVEQUIRED, by the Advertiser, who com-
JL\j pitted hi* ATtlcle* wiih an Architect iu the City, an ENGAG E-

.MoNT. Competent to prepare d'awlngi from mogh tke'che*. and
nnd.rs'auds the general rourinn of an offias.—Address, UMLOA,26,
Hudsou’s-r'iad, riuDJstsad, Ksot.

pVENINGEMPLoyMENT.—WANTED,
Jjj a Person to INSTRUCT a YOUTH, in ARCHITECTURAL
DKaWISG. twice a week. fromStVe.N to NINE n'ulovk.—Apply,
In-lween SEVEN and NINE in the eveniug, at Mr. MADGIN’B,
linllder, 31 ,

Alblon-g'ove W. st, Burusbury.

TO AF-CHITECTR.

A N Artistic ARCHITECTURAL
DR.VUQHTSMAN, experienced In Renaiss.vnee desicn and

detui. and well un iu ornament and perspective, oostrei nn ENGAGE-
MENT,—Addresa, E. A. P. London and County Bank, I'lickheatb,

TO BUILDERS. ROAD MAKERS, AND CONTRACTORS.

A THOROUGHLY Practical Carriageway
Pavinr, Footway Mason, and Omnvtsl Dresser, wishes to take

WORK by the PIECE (latmur ouly). Plenty of good plant. Well
experienced in Government work. Ooid testimonials and leferencss
if required.—Address, JAMES GBUFCHLEY, 7, Jomes-plsce, North-
street, Poplar,

TO ARCHlTBCTi

A GENTLEMAN, of very considerable
practical experience as a Qoantity Sorveyor and Measurer, is

willing to make atrang-n.ants wito Arvhlu-cts for the same. Quan-
tities guaraiitcel.-.Address, SURVEYOR, 3, Hartley Villas, Loas-

TO ARCHITKCTd AND OTHEB&

A YOUNG GENTLEMAN, aged 21,
desires a RE-ESr.AGE«ENr. Is a good draughtsman, aud

has a good knowledge of perspective and c douring. Salary not so
much KU adij-ct as a ilasire to see aood practice. Guod rofereuces,—
Address, C. W. 8. We8tbonroe-p''ice, Pail iluvtoo. W.

A gentleman, who has had seven
Tests’ experience In the profetsiou, desires a KE-ENOAGB-

MENTasanASSISTANT. Prmclpallv acoua'omed to Onthio work,
fair draughtsman, acciubimet to toe ordluary rou'luo of an offic-.

—

Good references can be given.—Address, No. 435, Office of "Tbs
Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND DECOR.ATOR8.

A GOOD practical PLUMBER and HOT-
Xk. WATER M.aN. InL-a'l or Iron, is open to a RE-ENGA-E-
MENT, References unexes tionable.— .Address, H. B Oloster ColTee-
house, 51. Kiug's-roal, Cbelsea, S.W.

AS CLERK to a BUILDER or Sur-
veyor, or AS T.aveller to a M.ii.ufac'uier. The Advertiser,

aged 26. is of activa busine-s habits, go >d a’ldre-s. and has had varied
experience Lu building operations, and po«ses-es a good knowledge of
drawing, bookkeeping, Ac. — Address, M. A. M. 05, Bucklughaui-

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDEBa
A YOUNG MAN WANTS a SITUA-
J:\ TION as IMPROVER to the CARPENTERING and JOINER-
ING. Is pretty well up lu joinery. — Address, T. M. 42, Willlam-

'
' Begeut’s Park, N.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A SSISTANCE iu Design, Details, Per-
I~\ spective, aud Coliuiiug, tempuraiy or otherwise, by ft*
Adveitlae;

ful In Important
. W,C.

us.—Address, T. 8. 25, Woburn-

A GENTLEMA-N is open to an ENGAGE-
MENT in an Arcultect'a Offlie. Well up In Gothic detail,

couBtriicUoo, aud perspeoiive.—AldcesS, C. J. M. ISl, Gower-street,
Bedforil-iquare.

A
TO ARCHITECTS, NOBLEMKN, AND CONTRACTORS.

BUILDER, who has bad 2U years’ varied

LBllK of WORKS. Msnagvr o' \Voik< on a Noblaranu’s I

is willing to tiike the BMlire ebarae uf any extensive work
tractor’s agent. Can prepare drawings, speoiffcations,

TO ARCaiTECTd AND SURVEYORS.

An efficient GENERAL ASSISTANT
is just DISENGAGED. Qiinl fl'-atiotu :—Fair, working, and

der-iil drawings, penpeutive, Ac. — Address, A. K. Mr. Arnold's,
193. Gray's Inu-roaO.

TO BUILDERS.

A YOUNG Man wishes to ARTICLE
himself to the CARPENTERING and JOINERY TRADE,

witu pi i-uiiuuL—Address, B S. 1. Btaiham -street, Westbourue-t«r-
loce Noitn.

A
A

TO BUILDERS,

N efficient PRIME-C(.)ST and GENERAL
CLERK requires a SIl'UATION. Six year*’ exiierience.

4.—Address, E. W. 4'j, Or at Punlaud street. Oxford-street, W.

GENTLEMAN, thoroughly conversant
with Office roullue, Book-k-eplog. C .rrejpandence. Ac. espe-

n the Building trade, deeliiM a BS-ENUAUEMENi'.—Address,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

A RESPECTABLE Y<,>UrH wishes to go
ss an IMPROVER tb- Plumbing. Age 18.—Apply to H. W.

1, H..ll-.l*ce. Hall Park, Pa’l lng u .-.ir—

n

A-
'JO ARCHliEircy,

N efficient ASSI6TAN L' is open to an
ENUAGtiMENr. Perap-ctive.— Addro‘6, A. B. C. 11, Wake-
rect, Brunswick-square, W.C,

A
TO BUIIDRBS AND CONTRACTORS.

RESPECTABLE Young Mau wishes to
meet with an ENOAGE.MRNT as ASSISTANT CLERK,

isl-olUce, Bsseodun, H

TO SURVEYORS' A«SiSTANTS.

A QUANTITY SURVEVOK REQUIRES
a competent aud fully qualifled ASSISTAN I — Address,

stating fuU particulars aud eal<ry required, to 423, Office ul " The
Builder."

A N ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT desires
A4. an KNOAOEMENT Well up in construction, working draw-
lugs. perapictive. Ac.—Addro**, 453, office of " The Builder."

A GENTLEMAN, of sixteen years’ practical

general balldliig*. is Opi*U lu an KNGAGKMe.NT, early uoxt month,
as HUPRRISTE.NuENT or CLERK of WOrtKn. at borne or al.roatl. A

ALPHAj25*Qr*tmuaerr.ica. MaUIaud'^Pal'k, N.

7 ANTED, by a Mason, a JOB, as
I Fixer, who haa bad great experience lu the fixing of stair-

la,—Addin., 413, office of The Builder."

To CAP.PESTERS .AND JO'NERS.WANTED, by a Youili, who has been three
jesn mu' a hail A' II e Un '*. a 81 fUATlON na IMrP.uVE.l

)n a w|ipciablc s' op.—AJdieSi, H. G. Mr. Grunt, Vlcaiagc-l.uie,
fcual/urd, E.

pLEKK of WORKS.—WANTED, an EN-
OaGEMFNT aa above. Flrst-clajs UsUmoniali.—Addreis, No.

411, Office of ' Ihs Builder."

A S BRITISH and FOREIGN CORRE-
J:\. SPONDF.NT.-Wanted, by * Norwegian Gentl.maa, tho-

roughly experUiiceil in eivry inauch of the ‘liiiiher Trade, with a

Freiivb, Swedi»h.'’*i)d*' English uoa^--!** blTUATIO.V,*iii a first-

claaj h, use*. Kxcelleiit te.tiuinnlnis from l-adiiig luerchaut*. and
London leferencea. on applioxlibQ to NORWhUlAN. Puit-ofiiue,

Uoub’a CulJuiI-sucbi, W.C.

A-
Tu AHUHllECTS.

N ASSISTAJNT, of considerable practical
ce, wishes to meet witn a Rk-ENGAOBMENT.—

CambrldgB-terrace, Notllug-bilL

10 UUlLUBRa.

A YOUNG Man, Joiner by trade, who is
thoroughly ni'CU-Pimed to the duties of a builder's office, de-

sire. -i KE-ENOAOEMENT Hi an Office (t.wo or country) where a
good pracllcnl kiiowledge of the trade would be ooualdered an odvnn-
iage.-Addrte*, W. 35. Windmill stroet, lottenhaui-courl-road, W.

A CORRECT and efficient LAND SUR
VEYOR and LEVELLER ie lISENGAQEU. He is a nea

txpcdiUuUi di^ighUman.-AdUie.-s, K. D, office u(" The Builder."
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Old Moore.’

EW subjects have

attracted more

constant atten-

tion than pro-

gnostication of

weather. Rules

of more or less exactitude are

given us to enable us to ascer-

tain what the morrow will, in

this respect, bring forth, by

authors of every grade. Wo
find them in the Georgies of

Virgil, and we find them in the

almanacs of Zadkiel and of

Weather forecasts were but the

other day published by the aid of the English

Government. One only drawback has been

found to attend the efforts of the astrologer, the

naturalist, the man of science. The rules, no

doubt, are right enough, but the weather will not

go by the rules ;
so, after all, we are reduced to

the simple and cumbrous precaution of carrying

an umbrella on all occasions as the only absolute

weather wisdom in the latitude of London.

There is, however, one sort of observation as

to the weather that possesses a positive value.

When we know what is the state of the barometer

at different points of Europe at the same time,

wo then form a very tolerable g^iess at what is

coming. When barometers are high in the

northern countries and low on the Atlantic and

Mediterranean coasts, the resulting north wind

is pretty sure to bring cold weather. In this

case we do not so much predict as infer, from the

action that is indicated as taking place, the natu-

ral results that will follow. We do not prophesy.

contain within themselves the elements of suc-

cess are accomplished. Par from it. On every

side, at home and abroad, a careful examination

will detect much that requires to be done,—much

that, if properly executed and managed, would

amply repay those who undertook the work. The

returns on our railways are slowly overtaking

the rate of dividends that was thrown away in

184-5. In spite of a profuse and lavish expen-

diture,—in spite of the sums wasted in Parlia-

mentary conflicts,—most of the old lines are

steadily increasing the dividends on their swollen

capital. The effect of the application of science

to the service of man is becoming daily more

apparent, and that in spite of the reckless man-

ner in which the promise of increased wealth has

been so often discounted. The commerce of

Great Britain was never so extended as at the

present time. The condition of the revenue and

of the expenditure of the empire was never so

satisfactory. At no period of our history did

there seem such a fair field open for legitimate

enterprise, and at no period has there been less

apparent probability of its resumption.

The cause of this apparent contradiction is

not far to seek. In every quarter you will hear

the same cry. There is a want of confidence.

Money is not only plentiful, but is becoming

moro than plentiful—it is lying idle. Men prefer

to let it lie idle rather than risk it. The dog

has been so badly burned that it dreads not only

the fire, but anything which can convey the

sensation of warmth. We aro balancing a period

of extreme and baseless confidence by one of

equally groundless and equally injurious mis-

trust.

This general feeling is by no means confined

to the enterprises regulated by the engineering

and architectural professions. It is not merely

commercial, not exclusively even financial ;
nei-

ther is it confined to our own country. Every-

where man seems to look with suspicion on his

neighbour; and the worst of this is, that it is

at the same time an impractical and a destruc-

tive suspicion. It is the case of the patient who

will neither take the advice of his doctor, nor

bestir himself to recover health by any exertion

of his own.

We have instances of this morbid state

of feeling on the largest scale. They seem

^ I

present in the bosom of more than one

’’“in rh7“™snal!y depressed state of that of those deliberative assemblies on which

which, to so many of us, has for some time been

a more serious matter of observation than the

weather, namely, the public confidence, the

barometer of Lombard-sbreet has been long and

anxiously watched for symptoms of change.

Nothing has been read for many a month but

the doleful couusel, “ Expect much rain about

this time.” At last the constant fall has ceased,

out no gentle and steady rise, so grateful to the

expectant of fine weather, has succeeded. The

financial atmosphere has remained in the most

capricious state of unstable equilibrium. Thun-

der-storms there have been ;
but they have not

cleared the air, and the oldest observer cannot

remember such a period of prolonged gloom.

That the time of change must come, experience

forbids us to doubt. It may be rapid when it

sets in
;

it may be gentle and steady. That can

be only prognosticated as a guess. But when

we find indications of the variation of pressure,

or of the return of a more buoyant state at other

stations, it is natural to expect that the change

will, before very long, affect our own shores.

One of these indications has just reached us.

While the City barometer still remains with

unaltered index, we hear of a rising of the mer-

cury on the Continent. “ The German loan-

markets,” we are informed by a very competent

authority, ” have rarely been so buoyant as at

present.” What does that buoyancy promise ?

A period of great activity in our own public

works has been sneoeeded by a period of stagna-

tion. It is not because all suoh enterprises as

the hopes of so many repose. Any effort to

grapple with the great questions of tho day is

met with a chorus of depreciation. The general

condemnation of every attempt at progress can-

not be called criticism, for criticism involves a

knowledge of the subject. It rather results from

that state of suspicious and ignorant incredulity

which is the most formidable barrier to any kind

of improvement. Abuse may defeat its own

object, direct attack may be turned upon the

assailant ;
but a shrug and a sneer are as un-

answerable as they are ofeen fatal.

There are some features in our own social

condition that indicate the probability that this

general and hopeless state of distrust may have

the result of throwing on the executive govern-

meat responsibilities which each person is so

anxious to shift from hia own shoulders. Our

chronic fear of undue governmental influence is

swallowed up by our acute fear of being unable

to watch onr own interests. A nation which in

three years, or, rather, in two years and a half,

found a sufficient number of subscribers to the

new form of limited companies to register capital

to the amount of 519,428,7211., is now leaving

its spare cash unemployed for fear of being

taken in. What more likely than that the next

feature in our unreason will be a rush to invest

in such securities as bear the sanction of Public

Law. All must go wrong if a Government ceases

to pay. Foreign Governments, es a rule, have

paid with exemplary regularity the interest on

their loans. It is, therefore, by no means an

unlikely supposition that the buoyancy of the

German loan-market may indicate a coming

buoyancy in the English market for foreign,

loans.

Why not ? £ Why should people be content

with per cent, when they may receive 5 per

cent ? 1,000L invested in English Consols will

only return 34L 63. 8d. per annum. Why not

invest in French Rentes, and receive 43Z. 5s. for

your interest ? Why not, even more eagerly,

invest in Italian Stock, and find your income

raised to 92L 10s. ? What is the reason that

what we may call, to coin an appropriate name,

the Peneometer, stands at suoh a different height

at London, at Paris, and at Florence ?

Something, of course, goes for convenience.

It is worth something to have your dividends

paid in sterling at the bank, instead of in francs

or lire, which have to be remitted to yon through

a foreign banker. But diflicnlties of this nature

are moderate in their amount, and, if they wero

all, would rapidly evaporate before a profit of

nearly three to one. There remains, then, the

ugly certainty that, after all, the investor has

more confidence in the English than in the

French or the Italian funds,—much more con-

fidence,—confidence that, represented by a pecu-

niary measure, is in the extreme difference nearly

as three to one.

Now, when tho foreign loan-market becomes

buoyant, this nervous want of confidence dis-

appears. That is the meaning of buoyancy.

People are not afraid to buy. It is true that

they may not buy with the view of a permanent

investment. They may buy in the hope of a

rise, and with the intention to sell at a profit.

So long as such investments aro not the fashion,

a man has to rely on the dividends alone. He

may have no good reason for anticipating any

hesitation as to their payment, but his property

will not be readily convertible. Convertibility

is, with many, as important a desideratum as

good return. A rate of dividend, therefore, that

will not attract the bonAfide investor, when alone,

will attract with magnetic force when the in-

vestors count by tens instead of by units. It

will cause a notable rise in price when the tens

amount to hundreds.

And after all, in nine cases out of ten, what

other gnide has the would-be investor than the

rush of his fellows ? Who among ns has the time,

or the means of information, or tho patience, to

sit down and make a calculation for himself?

Thus might ho reason. If I purchased at the

present rate, I shall have 6 per cent, for my

money beyond the return which I should have

for an investment in Consols. If such-and-such

a Government, then, satisfies its creditors for

twalve years, I shall have recouped my principal,

and my stock will, by that time, have cost mo

nothing. Whatever it is then worth will bo so

much to the good. How long, therefore, can I

count with tolerable certitude on tho stability of

the Foroi'^n Government, and on tho maintenance

of its good faith ?

An investigation of this nature, sound as it

may be in its principle, is not to be expected

from tho generality of men who are seeking to

invest their money. They do so on the ground

that A, who ought to know, says it is a good

thing, or that prices have gone up t cent,

while they have been making up their minds.

Unfortunately A, who ought to know, cares

more to he sure that B, C, and D will follow hia

example, or, as the case may bo, his advice, than

to make the moro troublesome inquiry on his

own behalf. So when, by some of those impulsea

which never fail when the season is propitious,

the movement commences, it continues with

increasing momentum, and takes its rank in

that great decennial wave of flow and ebb

which has brought ruin to so many firesides

since 1825.

We can offer a little light to B, C, and D. Bnt

a rushlight, it may be j
but still enough to make
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them s^e the proi riety of working out, each for
himself, the simple formula we have stated. We
can tell him how much our foreign friends will
have to borrow,—of ua if we will let them, of
somebody at all events,—in the nest ten years,
We can tell them this, not as matter of predic-
tion or prognostication, bub as matter of deduc-
tion from well-ascertained data. We cannot
even say that the eflort will be crowned with
sucoees, but we can tell the alternative. Three
ways, as usual, lie before us. We think that a
careful study of the map will deter any traveller,
not hopelessly urged on his journey, from fol-

lowing either path.
There was a well-known English nobleman

who was ultimately distinguished, even more
than by his csalted rank, historic name, and
princely seat, by his gigantic embarrassments,
and by results thereof unusual to men of bis
order. This nobleman had a peculiarity which,
according to the testimony of those who should’
know best, cost him something disproportionate
to the luxury of its indulgence. He never would
be without a certain sum of money—l,000h or
BO—in his possession in notes or gold. He made
a point of it. In the state of the ducal revenue
this sum was only to be obtained by the ex-
pensive process of borrowing

j and the loan
had, of course, to be negotiated, not in the City,
but at the West-end, where the Bank minimum
does nob rule the rate of the day—or rules it

only when multiplied by ten. So long as there
is something hard upon certitude of ultimate
payment, loans are always to be had on these
terms (or were at the time we refer to) in the
parishes of St. James and St. George. The
upshot was, that his Grace always had his
money

j that he often made no use of it—that is,

of this habitual reserve
; so that when the three

months’ promissory-note on which it was ad-
vanced came due, the identical bank-notes which
he had furnished were handed back to the lender,
with, say a tenth more for the three months’
interest. The plan had this radical defect, that
if the nobleman could have made up bis mind
to do without this reserve of unused cash in
hand for the short period of two years and a
half, he would have saved the full amount by
the mere delay.

Now those who would borrow the money of
John Bull are in even a worse predicament than
the nobleman to whom we have referred. They
cannot afford to wait. They do not, indeed, bor-
row at -40 per cent.,—at least, nob as yet. But
borrow they must, or else they must cease to
pay for that which they have already borrowed.
How much they will need between this and 1876
we may tell with some accuracy -from totting up
how much they have borrowed between this and
1856.

_

We must just make a very honourable excep-
tion. If ilynhecr wants our money we cannot
do better than accommodate him ; but then he
does not waut it. Alone in the world the Dutch
government has, within the last ten years, paid
off 16 per cent, of its national debt. All honour
to the Dutchmau!
Belgium and Great Britain must also be

spoken of with respect. Omitting to notice
some of the smaller and more prudent German
powers, because no one is yet in a position to
say what will be the effect of the war of 1866 on
their

_

financial position, Belgium and Great
Britain alone, of European states, have paid the
dividends of the last ten years out of revenue.
The debt of Belgium, and the united debt of
Great Britain and of India, have, during the
last ten years only increased respectively by
4 and by 3-4 per cent. For nine years out of
ten these countries, therefore, have faithfully
satisfied the public creditor out of their revenues.
In doing so they stand alone.

It requires no great effort of the imagination
to impersonate the remaining powers of Europe
as visitors to the well-stored bank of John Bull.
The Spaniard stalks by, with the corner of his
cloak thrown over big shoulder, and casts side-
long glances at the cash-box. He does not beg,—
not that he is ashamed, but that ho knows it
would be useless ;—but he cannot resist the fasci-
nation of the jingle of counted gold. Most
Southern people seem to feel that the very aspect
and neighbourhood of money have something of
the nature of sunlight; they like to get as near
to it as they can. The Greek and the Italian
are more hopeful than their experienced and
repudiating cousin. They draw nigh with intent
glances and agreeable smiles, and with a very
consistent and dramatic story ready, so soon as

cigar in his mouth, and the needle-rifle in his
grasp. He, too, thinks the moment inopportune.
It is the Frenchman who, with an easy air, takes
the pas to which he is no doubt entitled.
“ Mon cher Boule,” says he, “ I have no want of
you. My own countrymen will supply my need.
The discovery of the day is to go to the millions
for your loans, not to the individuals. I find the
idea to answer. During the last ten years I have
borrowed 160,000,000 of what you call sterling.

Iipay 10,000,000 sterling ayear in taxes more than
you do. I spend 30,000,000 a year more than I
did when I adopted the Imperial vigime. My
income will soon equal my expenditure,—next
year, or in 1868 at farthest. Meantime the mil-
Hard that I mean to spend in pubHc works will
be forthcoming if I lift my finger. It would be
only out of neighbourly feeling if I let you sub-
scribe for ever so small a part of it. I shall only
require two or three other milliards between this
and 1876 to do aa I have done for the last ten
years, and I shall thus readily pay the interest
on my rente. I am in a proud and enviable
position, and am happy to give you a lesson. It
is not every one who can increase his funded
capital at the rate of 16,000,0001 a year for ten
years running. I can, and I mean to go on.
Some of my neighbours you can make a good
thing by helping. My friend here, who has only
increased the amount of his rente by 57 per
cent, during the last ten years, will require
lOO.OOOjOOOZ. sterling to make a railway to
Siberia. My Hungarian neighbour would be
glad of a similar sum in order to resume specie
payments. My Italian friend and proteg^ will
require nearly twice as much in order to make
both ends meet, while he is trying how to fare
da se. These are the chief investments which
offer themselves at present. I am not particu-
lar for a month or two, or even for a year or
two; but, if you will take the matter en hloc,
you will find that nine or ten of us have bor-
rowed; rather more than 700,000,000z. sterling
since 1866, and that, to pj^y a regular interest on
this, and on what we borrowed before, we must
have at least an equal sum before 1876, or the
consequences will be unpleasant. In fact, as I
am not in the market, Ido not mind saying that
we have had to borrow all the rente we have
paid for the last ten years. To do without
this assistance we should have to raise our taxes
all round 30 per cent. People cannot stand that

;

so, when yon cease to lend, we,—very reluc-
tantly,—shall be obliged to cease to pay ! You
see it is to your interest to go on.”

It is possible that our neighbour might not be
BO frank. The outline of the case, indeed, is

thus correctly stated, but it might be thought
prudent rather to rely on questions of detail.
So much goes to the thorough examination of a
matter ! Every man of the world acknowledges
the duty of putting the best foot foremost. Thus
the Frenchman may tell you with truth that bis
annual expenditure, per head, of the population,
is 58. less than that of England

;
that the actual

commerce of France is greater than that of Great
Britain; that her area is nearly double, and
her population eight millions more nume-
rous

; so that her national debt amounts to
only 16L per head, instead of the 30i. per
head owed by the Englishman. All that is

true. But it may be regarded in another light.
The area and the population of France are
much larger than our own, but the density of
her population, that sure gauge of prosperity in
an old country, is as 38 to 51. Her com-
merce is larger in total amount, but, taken
per head, it is only as 11 to 17 compared with
that of Great Britain. Her debt is less in
amount and less per head, but it has increased
nominally cent, per cent., and virtually 58 per
cent, daring the last ten years, so that every
sous paid to the public creditor with one
hand has been borrowed from him with the
other. That is the view of the same case with
the other leg put forward.
We hope, therefore, when the great reservoir

of unemployed money that is weekly swell-
ing more and more within its dykes shall at
last overflow, as it assuredly must do, that the
diversion of the fertilising stream will nob be
turned to rendering buoyant foreign loans. If
we see further indications of such a tendency,
we shall gladly strengthen the dykes by the
rude statistical facts of which we have above in-
dicated some of the results. Better take the
debentures of the A, B, and C railway, which, if

they represent neither capital nor interest, at

THE MAGIC OF MASONET.
Of late years our discarded superstitions have

come into vogue again for a new purpose. It is
supposed that some of our old household stories
sayings, spells, and beliefs in fairies, goblins, hob-
goblins, and other varieties of supernatural
beings, are fragments of some old mythology
that obtained among men in pre-historic times

;
that the deeds of the giants, dwarfs, imps, and
elves to which we used to listen breathlessly
were, possibly, articles of faith to the men of the
iron, bronze, and stone ages, and, certainly, ac-
cepted facts with thousands iu the Middle Ages

;

and that by gathering these together, piecing
them, contrasting them w’ith the forms the same
legends have taken in other countries, we may
recover some long lost lore. As we have sfiid, it
is only recently that the idea of considering
these old wives’ tales in the light of traditions
handed down orally from Celtic or pre-Celtic
people has taken root. Bishop Percy and Sir
Walter Scott, the revivers of popular interest in
Medimval literature, put in no claim for so re-
mote an origin for the “ great thoughts of heart ”

they collected. But when we* consider the
tenacity with which man clings to ancient
enstoms, especially when undisturbed by much
contact with other peoples, something may be
said for those who suppose that the lip-lore in
question has the antiquity now assigned to it.

The sacrifice of animals to avert some threatened
calamity is not unknown among us at the present
day, and yet science and theology have been
equally opposed to such a proceeding for cen-
turies. Yet the custom is clung to by some
minds. Mr. Henderson, Durham, records that
lees than fifteen years ago one of a herd was so
slaughtered in the county of Moray when
threatened with the murrain

; and, going farther
back, but not beyond the bounds of the en-
lightenment of modern civilization, in the records
of the Presbytery at Dingwall there are entries
that show that the sacrificing of bulls and pour-
ing libations of milk on mountains was practised
at the island of Innis Maree, in Loch Maree,
down to A.D. 1678 ;

especially, that several
members of the Mackenzie family were cited be-
fore the Presbytery “for sacrificing a bull in
ane heathenish manner, on the island of Saint
Knfus, commonly called Elian Moury, in Lochew,
for the recovery of the health of Ciretane
Mackenzie, who was formerly sick and vale-
tudinaire.” Now, if the tradition of this
Drnidical custom remained in details vivid
enough to court a trial of the efficacy of
the cure, how can we deny the same vitality
to some of the legends of the same period ?

And, when we find enrions legends full of
uncouth power in the possession of country
people, especially among those living in out-lying,
hilly, aud secluded places, in which the incidents
as related are alike as defiant to scientific facts
as to common souse, aud could have only
originated in minds that were totally unfettered
by the exigencies of probabilities and possi-
bilities, and yet were bold, plastic, and fanciful,
we may suppose that we have the thread of
some old story in our hand that was woven
before our primeval forests were felled.

Among this quaint lip-lore there are a few
statements relating to masonry, which we give
as we have met with them. In the iustanoes in
which supernatural beings have endeavoured to
prevent building on certain spots, we should
probably not be wrong in assigning an Oriental
origin for the main facts of the legends. The
abandoned tower of Babel, still standing in the
likeness of a mighty mound of ruin, as described
by Mr. Layard, would not bo without influence
or celebrity

;
and tribes moving westwards would

bring its wondrous story with them. A general
beliefthat supernatural beings occasionally inter-
fered to prevent the progress of building would
find fresh expression in particular iustanoes

;
and

is, probably, the root of the particular traditions
wc are about to mention. In various parts of the
country it is stated by the local residents that a
certain house in the neighbourhood, generally the
hall or castle, was attempted to be builded on a
difterent site

; and after every commencement
the work was always found overthrown next
morning till the site was altered, when the
building was allowed to proceed. A stoiy is

current to this effect concerning Callaley Castle.
The edifice is seated on low-lying ground at the
base of a lofty hill, about five miles north of
Eothbury, in Northumberland, which is clothed

tlievfincl -L mommf .,-1
=• credit on the bank of hope, than I with wood, ferns, and heather to its summit.

fieTm
“ or hope for profit, in the nerer Prom the hill

"_ -
..

......ou XJI uuMtj lUl- MfOUl/, IIOerman looks on with a frown, a contribution J satiated quicksands of foreign loans.
a lovely prospect is gained,

j
The rich vale of WhittingLam on one side,
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to make use of this huge cairn-like heap of mate-

rial for repairing the roads, the base and

fragments of a cross, raised on a platform four

steps high, were found in it. This confusion

between things that are sacred and things that

are supposed to be accursed, is puzzling. It

crops out again in the belief that the first person

who enters a new church is the property of the

devil. This is a German fancy. And here we
may quote Jlr. Baring-Gould again. “ At Aix-

la-Cbapelle is shown a rent in the door, which is

thus accounted for:—The church was ready for

consecration, and before any one entered it a dog

was driven in. The devil, in a rage, seized the

dog, and flew away with it, shivering the door.

In various parts of Germany, and in Norway, a

dog or pig was buried in the churchyard as an

ofi'ering to the devil. He is thus outwitted, and

receives a beast instead of a man as his tribute.”

In connexion with the last subject, Mr. Hender-

Burutiuic-a w.avviiiiy, .tv.xig Bon mentions, in the interesting work we have

left no male issue,’ but his daughter’s history
!

before referred to, that a clergyman of the

and that of her descendants have made Callaley a Church of Scotland informed him that there was

centre of interest for the historian and antiquary. ' a great difficulty in bringing bis ne\y churchyard

She had four husbands
;
by the second of whom, ,

into use, for no one liked to bury their dead there,

Ralph Nevill, of Ruby Castle, she had two sons.
;

as it was thought the first body interred wou d

In the space of six generations Lady Eva Claver- be a teind to the evil one. This feeling was on y

ing numbered among her descendants a king of ' oast aside after a poor tramp was found dead

England, a queen of England, a duchess of York on the road and buried in it. Mr. Henderson
.. n. lr.fr..... r.r l-.n Ir .....TTtI 0/1 I V. O f". fl. B1 tTl 1 1 ft.?-

(who 1

and the low country watered by the Coquet

on the other, the one hemmed in by the

Cheviot Hills in the disttmee, and the other

bounded by the green and grey hills around

Rothbury, are spread out at the feet of those that

climb the towering crag
;
and it is at this eleva-

tion that it is believed the first builders en-

deavoured to plant the castle. The oldest

portion of the present edifice appears to be of

Edwardian antiquity. Whether it is this early

portion of the stronghold or some previous

work now lost sight of, that is supposed to

have been interfered with by the fairies, does

not appear
5

but the story goes, that three

attempts to build upon the hill were as many
times defeated ;

upon which it was decided to

try the plain at the foot of it, where no further

opposition took place. Callaley Castle was

granted by Gilbert de Callaley, in the reign of

Henry III., to Robert Fitz-Roger, whose son was
Bumamed Clavering, by King John. This son

it now. He called a little army of workmen
together, and built it in one night. The second

gives something of the character of a fulfilled

prophecy to the Britannia Bridge, between Car-

narvonshire and Anglesea. Hundreds of years

ago a Welsh poet prophesied that the island of

Anglesea would some day be joined to the oppo-

site shore
;
and, as we know, unlikely as this

seemed, it has come to pass. There was a par-

ticular spot near Porthaeth-hwy where a natural

jetty of small rocks appeared, as though it had
once stretched across the channel, till the sea

had washed away some support which caused

the greater part of it to give way and tumble
into the bottom of the channel, the rocks shiver-

ing and splintering as they fell. Perhaps the

Welsh poet, wandering along the shore and noting

the hollows and cavernous interstices formed by
the masses of these fallen rocks, and seeing and
hearing the sea eddying and boiling in the deep

pools it formed, was uplifted by the grandeur ofthe

scene, and so moved to prophecy. Frail fact as

this is, it is a link between minds of a very dif-

ferent order over an interval of centuries. Our
folk-lore, however, is supposed to have had no such

interval, though extending over as many cen-

turies, and possibly many more. From lip to

ear, and from ear to lip, it has been handed
down from generation to generation from we
know not what remote time. When and where,

for instance, originated the belief that it is a
sign of good luck to the occupiers of a house for

swallows to build under the eaves ? This is the

1 her turn was mother of two monarchs ' relates, of his own knowledge, that a similar

of the house of York and grandmother of a
,

dread existed with reference to the churchyard

third), a duchess of Clarence, a duke of Bedford, round St. John’s Church, in the parish of Bovey

a marquis of Montocute, an earl of Northumber-

1

Tracey, South Devon, which was long unnsed,
_ r * 1, v. 1 Pa..rr,nr,i/. T.0 /.C1

land, Westmoreland, Salisbury, Kent, the Earl of the country people averring that the devil would
|

g«“eral impression of the whole Germanic race.

Warwick, besides several otherperBonages whose
,

seize any body laid in it; and that interments, as e coming o

deeds are part of the history of the country. The did not take place till a stranger, the servant of
[

approach of summer to the hardy Scandinavians,

castle has^ remained in the ocenpation of the a visitor in the parish, was buried m it. In and so of open seas, with fresh sea ezplo to and

descendants of the first Olavering down to the Aberdeenshire the workmen employed to pull plunder and a season
°/

^

nresent dav • iown an old church on the completion of a new i

or was the confidence of the bird an assuianoe

^ We take' our second example of supposed
,

one, manifested some reluotonoe to take out the of a genial climate and generous soil to tribes

supernatural interference in the progress of
i

first stone of it for the purpose of pulling
j

weaned with wandermg thousands of years

buildings from a Devonshire story. It may
,

it down
;
but this difficulty was overcome when belore tins t

be referred to in the appendix of Household
,

the agent for the estate pulled it out, as the

Stories affixed to a new work on Folk-lore, by
j

second stone did not seem to involve the same

Mr. Henderson, which we have before men-
j

terrible consequence. It was alleged that who-

tioned. It will be found to the following
!

soever pulled out the first was liable to a violent

effect:—When Sir Francis Drake, the Eliza-
,

death. It is deemed just as unlucky to begin

bethan navigator, proposed to build himself a
j

to build on a Friday as it is to commence any

house at Buckland Monachornm, he brought
,

other task, except that of a journey through life

;

workmen from Plymouth, Exeter, and Tavistock,
;

for, curiously, in some parts of the country,
’ ’ •• Friday is thought well of as a birthday, as wit-

ness the saying,

—

who worked with so much goodwill, some squar-

ing the stones, others setting them, that they
reached a height of six feet from the foundation

the first day. Next morning, when they meant
to resume their task, they found every stone re-

moved to a great distance. This occurred twice.

On the completion of the same height for the
I

" Friday’s child is loving and giving;

Saturday’s child must work for its living.”

The ruined residence of a giant was pointed

oat, not many years ago, at Charlton (West), on

GENERAL EXHIBITION OF WATER-
COLOURS.

third time. Sir Praiiois hid bimsclfmatreeanijitbeNorth Tyne. This encompassed an acre of

watched till midnight, when he perceived a ground, with strong walls built of large ashlar

multitude of little devils step out of the earth, stones, 4 ft. thick. Its size, strength, and anti-

who, with much laughing and talking, began to ' fluity. m the absence of any exact knowledge of

carry the stones away again till cockcrow, when history, impressed the minds of the country-

they vanished, leaving the masons’ work again
|

peopIe in the vicinity that it had been the habi-

demolished. Nothing daunted, the walls were ,

tation of some mighty giant in the days of old.

rebuilt for the fourth time, when as evening ap -

1

This, ready belief in the potency of unknown

proached. Sir Frauds dressed himself in white, I

beings and unknown powers is an easy way

and hid himself again in the tree. At midnight
|

Pepplo used to have of accounting for many

the little devils appeared once more upon the
j

things connected with building and the arts,

scene, and were about to commence their mis- Most of the Roman relics found on the great

chievous operations when the great sea-captain

flapped his arms and cried out with a loud voice,
“ Kikkeriki.” They took the great white figure

in the tree for a bird which had come to an-

nounce the end of the world
;
and dropping the

stones they were removing, disappeared, scream-
ing with fright. We must add that this incident

in the life of Drake does nob appear in Dr.
Johnson’s account of the navigator, although he
goes into various details, including his burial at

sea in a leaden coffin. Hitherto it has been lip-

lore only. Mr. Baring-Gould is doubtless right

in deeming it only a fragment of a household
tale that has sufi'ered anthropomorphosis. There
are many other instances of the application of

this kind of magic to masonry in various parts

of the country. Wo content ourselves with
calling attention to the fact and to these ex-

amples of it.

Great building powers are attributed to his

Satanic Majesty. The number of Devil’s cause-
ways, Devil’s dykes, Devil’s gaps is curious.

Near Wooler, at East Lilburn, there was formerly
a large heap of stones which Satan was accredited
with having brought there. It was called bis

“Apronful of stones.” When it was determined

• The popular local rhyme in which this supposed inter-

ference is recorded is as follows :

—

” Callaly Castle built on the height.

Up in the day and down in the night;
Builded down in the shepherd's shaw.
It shall stand for aye and never fa’.”

Roman wall were mutilated in the Middle Ages
to dispossess them of any power with which
their heathenish proprietors might have invested

them
;
and many of the objects of Roman art

found in the Thames seem to have been pur-

posely mutilated for the same object. Unknown
evil spirits lurked in ruins, ghosts promenaded
in churchyards, shades of various degrees

haunted hundreds of houses. People used con-

tinually to see these things and to hear them :

yet, where are they? Judges and juries sat

upon witchcraft cases, and frequently adjudi-

cated death, with a ffiarless inconsistency, to

aged people who, if they bad been able to prac-

tise any occult arts, would surely have turned

their most evil eye upon them for their verdict

and sentence.

We have two other short stories connected

with the magic of masonry to tell. The first we
must call the magic of gallantry. At Heidelberg

the cicerone shows strangers a handsome stately

gateway leading from the castle grounds intoa fair

garden overlooking the windings of the river in

the plain below and the academical town at the

foot of the hill on which the mighty castle

stands. It was here that Elizabeth, daughter of

James I., was brought on her marriage to the

Prince Palatinate. At that time there was no

gateway between the castle grounds and the

garden. One day the princess said to her hus-

band, “ I wish there was a gateway here,” and
behold ! next morning there it stood as we see

The sales at the “ General Exhibition of

Water-colour Drawings,” at the Egyptian Hall,

have been very good up to this time. They
amount, we understand, to 2,7001. The colleo-

tion, consisting of 678 frames, is an interesting

one. Observers must be struck with the simila-

rity of manner and feeling observable in the

majority of the works exhibited
;
so much so, in

fact, that many of the artists might be thought

to be pupils of one master. This of course re-

sults from the proclivities of the hanging com-

mittee, who had an enormous number to select

from. The number submitted, indeed, was so

great, that many of the drawings could scarcely

be looked at. Last year, the majority of female

heads exhibited had the “I’m a weary” and
“ He will not come” expression; and the samo
aspect, in a somewhat less degree, will be ob-

servable in the present collection. We mention

this, by the way, not in disparagement, by any

means, but as indicating the school. Amongst
the most finished and complete works will be

noticed “Jack o’ Lantern” (63), H. S. Marks;
16G, by J. D. Linton,

—

“Mueic that softlier on the spirit lies

Than tired eyelids upon tired eyes.”

“Myrtle Blossoms” (177), by Simeon Solomon;
“Moonshine” (196), by Adelaide Claxton (an

improvement on her Ghost Scene at the Aca-

demy) ;
“ Cordelia’s Portion” (2-19), by F. Madox

Brown; “ Holmbury Hill” (274), a brilliant

landscape, by Vicat Cole
;
and “ The Island of

Graves, Skye ” (291), by Walter H. Paton. Mr.
Raymond Tucker’s “ Boat ” (27) is well afloat;

and Mr. A. B. Donaldson, “ Tobias and the

Archangel” (91), emulates oil painting. The
works of Mr. Halliday, Mr. Thomas Danby, Mr.

Poynter, Mr. Waite, and others, would have
comment if our notice were more extended.

There are nearly fifty-nine ladies amongst the

exhibitors.

Vandalism at Tenby.—The town council of

Tenby have doomed to destruction one of the

ancient gateways of their town. Few like it

remain. Are there no common-sense men in

Tenby (we say nothing of antiquaries, lovers of

the past, artistic hearts) who will move to pre-

vent this wanton and irreparable injury to the

place. To destroy a point of interest in such a

town as Tenby is an act of suicide.
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THE DESIGXS EOE THE LAW COUHTS.
j

present the strongest claims for

The desitms nre no loorror cn f I
!
eeesiderationonthepartofthoaen’hoaretomake

ey were T^hennWie
^ '’-'“‘i™- I” Present number we giye a

I Ihepabho interest m them appeared yiew of the Strand nr aonfn front „f ti..

utv. a.w Bu irueijon view as
they were.* Thepublic interest in them appeared
undiminished to the Jnst. Day after day, although
admission was limited to those who had procured
tickets ofpermission, throng after throng lounged
before those clever prospects which but a short
time ago were but sparkling, or anxious, or de-
spairing, or brillinnt thoughts, in the brains of
the men whose pencils have made them more
apparent. Here and there a wigged and gowned
barrister was to bo seen among ihe constantly
changing groups that were passing all day longer
from drawing to drawing and from court to
court; and there was no lack of fair specta-
tresses of the architectural tourney. Now the
stream was arrested, as it were, before the fine
vision of Mr. Burges. Eager gazers took in its
wealth of towers and turrets, and refreshed them-
selves m a dreamy sense of power. In another
compartmental ait-le there were as many eyes
wondering at the pencilled thoughts of Mr. Sed-
don; and into one after another were to be seen
groups melting away or concreting as tlie case
might be. There was no particular preference
exhibited for either of the works displayed, if M-e
1 1 iflV I'fil.ro tIig 1 ...nIi. 4- .1 ^ .. A..

\juL picBCLiu uuiuuvr we give a
view of the Strand or south front of the design
by Mr. Waterhouse.* A block plan of the arrange-
ment, and some descriptive particulars, will be
found in a previous number.-f The main entrance
to the courts and central ball is nearly iu the middle
of the front, and would he approachedby a private
carriage-way, separated from the Strand by a
parapet wall, and passing under the great porch,
so as to set down persons thus arriving under
cover. The Temple Bar Bridge, on the right of
the view, has an archway for this road. The
Clock Tower, and the Ventilating and Smoke
Tower are seen on the same side. Into this
Smoke Tower it is proposed to carry the smoke
from all the open fireplaces, brought in the first
instance downwards through vertical flues com-
muuicating with larger horizontal flues under
the streets, and opening into the Smoke Tower
at the foot, or 300 ft. below the top of the shaft,
where it would finally escape. The chimney
stacks seen in the view, instead of being used to
emit smoke, are intended for the supply of fresh
air to the various rooms. The enormous system
of artificial ventilation shadowed forth seems tornfl-o- tnl-o ri.« /-r 1

II we ot artiUcial ventilation shadowed forth seems to

ebsOTbefl bpforB 2
'““““‘clftl as the material for the eyterior

j::.rr“«SatJS it
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competitors. \'h!y ha“ SC andf.J
^ dying; Shaw and Mr. Pownall that they aek toa “hte
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^ towers mth their corbelled
i gentlemen should bo plitced on the list nf rim

Lwe^sVafe^hhWob'
o'"'? Judges with equal votes, and that the competitors

torfo- SInkfeP be p ^
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‘^t thia
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request will he complied with,same spectators arrested but a few minutes i

^

afterwards by Mr. Raphael Brandon’s eclectic
witcheries, or by Mr. Street’s picturesque and!
powerful strokes. “ See what can be done with

'

only three strokes,” we heard above the faint hum i

and rustle. At another time it was impossible
'

to get sight of Mr. Barry’s capital plan, or his i o.v •

Mr. Deane’s cronn of Renamto V call <l attention to the eshmates lor the des gns
ncpara .0 pnrpS^'md iTadmircra f“S Iw
Abrah.am’8 ntilitarinni™

: Mr. Lockwood’.. ca“ t'

’ ° following motion

reticent manner, as though he had but to Jet his I islt
‘

n''*’
of.tWs House, it is erpedieut

pencil free and a biiadro^d towe„ wonld° e^rfog
j

Ifr?!' £rS„“' .tfup wnero ne now keeps them down; and Mr.
|

"f Government.''
Garling’a ycreatilily, had their duo share of ad-
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Mr. Boresford Hope, fo reference to the re
““'il lie was sorry his bon. and learned

tionfo^air”'
^®‘’°“'‘-’"“**“f“"“‘oonsidern-

I

friend had prejudiced bis case by giying an
I

iipluion which lent a colour to tlie supposition

others than the eleven distinguished architects
who had sent in so magnificent a series of de-
signs, and he trusted there would be no varia-
tion in the intention that this edifice should bo
of English architecture.

Mr. Cowper said he wished to assure his bon.
friend that there was no question at issue as to
relieving the Government from responsibility
with respect to the erection of the buildings to
which the resolutiou related. The Commission
had been appointed simply to consider and report
on the subject. On that Commission all branches
of the legal profession, including several judges,
were represented. The estimate of 750,000z!
was, he still maintained, quite adequate to secure
the amount of space it was then intended to
provide. The Commission were, however, of
opinion that it would be a pity to lose the oppor-
tunity thus afforded of going beyond the imme-
diate wants of the Lour. As to the question
whether the Government or the House were
committed to the carrying out of those views of
the Commissioners, his answer was that neither
was bound to adopt them unless they chose. As
to the designs themselves, it would, he thought,
be admitted they were admirable by filiuost
every one, except the hou. member for White-
haven, who, althougli very’ fond of talking about
art, and possessed of great taste and ability, had
shown himself on all occasions to be quite
incapable of seeing any merit iu the Gothic style.

Lord J. Manners said that as the, appointment
of the Commiesiou had been decided upon before
the present Government came into office, he
thought it right to allow a member of the late
Administration to explain tho circumstances of
the case before he ventured to speak on tho sub-
ject. Having heard from the right lion, gentle-
man who had just sat down that explanation, he
bad no wish to add to it a single word. Of
course, everything would be dono with a view
of keeping the e.xpendituro within reasonable
bounds, but he must say that any motion which
at the pivseut moment would intercept alto-
gether the action of the Commission would be a
great misfortune.

Mr. Bentinck then withdrew his motion.

DEBATE AS TO THE NEW COURTS OF
JUSTICE.

O.v the motion for going into Committee of

Tho anrn-l rRa rf !,« j l • r
. a colour to the suppositionllio actn..l site r,f the proposed courts is fast i that some artistic or personal obiection to tho’Coming a scene of utter doRolatioT,

oojeccion to tliebecoming a scene of utter desolation, though iu
the heart of the Jicart of Loudon. The wide
courts, the narrow courts, the fine old mansions,
with their Renaissance plaster ceilings, chimney

”

pieces, oaken staircases with carved balustrades,
and carved oak wainscottings, window-shuttersl
and doors

; the smallerhouses with their leas ample
doorways an dplaiiierpanellings.areputtingon tlio
most forlorn appearance, ns one after another is
disused and deserted preparatory to demolition.
Shut-up shops, broken windows, unswept I'oot-
ways, uncleaned doorsteps, dirt and rubbi.sh
drifting into every one of the many nocks
and corners, denote that the destroyer is at
hand. Though most of the houses and shops,
too, were dingy in the extreme, there were, and
will he for a few weeks, among them some speci-
mens of interiors of the days of William and
Mary and Queen Anne that are well worth more
than a passing glance. Antiquarian and arcLa?

J'VJ awijjil u^jeutiou to tile
designs underlay it. Admitting, us ho did, in
the lullest manner, tho legal eminence of the
commissioners, be must contend that the First
Commissioner of Works ought not to be relieved
from bis responsibility in the construction of the
new Law Courts. As the representative of the
architectural profession, ho had presented a me-
morial to tho Government asking them to amend
the tribunal. The answer lie received from the
Treesuiy was—“You are too late;” but it did
not say one word in answer to the claim. He
could not go with his hon. friend in his objec-
tions to n larger expenditure than 750,0001. That
was originally set down as the price, but then
there were further requirements

; and when the
architects were ordered to carry these out, it was
not ^fair to blame them for exceeding the esti-
mate. In the instructions to the architects not
one word was said about style. His hon. friend
said that if the matter had been left in the hands

..y antiquarian and arcLce-
j

said that if the matter had been leftin the hands

SiafS r’H
" -l-t of ths Govetotooat the architoe have™ * Pto»o>-™tieli be out betii that of motlern times.

^

He presumed thatof the question.

We propose to publish views illustrating the
external aspect of three or four of the designs

TVe are asked to say that the Desiens will, after this
present month und until further notice, be open to the
public on Thursdays only, and to Members of bothHouses of Parliament, and other Special Visitors on Satur-
days only; the remaining days being required for thework of the Commission.

..-..t-o. XJ.O jjicBumuu LiiaL
by' modern style his Lou. friend referred to the
architecture of Ilarley-street aud Baker-street,
and that he would have Lad the Courts of Law u
repetition, OD a large scale, ol No. 73, Upper Baker-
street.

_

He hoped that his hou. friend would not
press his motion to a division. Parliament would
not, he thought, wish to rtler this subject to any

• See p. 161, t See p. 69, anle.

THE CONDITION OF ARCHITECTURE AND
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES. •

At a recent meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, Mr. W. II. Ware, of Boston,
United States, member of the American Insti-
tute of Architects, gave an address on this
subject.

Seeking, as we have long done, to connect in
our sphere the two countries, we gladly welcome
Mr. Ware amongst us, and print the pich of his
observations, not alone because they will interest
our readers, but iu the hope that the publicity
thus given may serve to aid the objects he has
specially in view.

Mr. Ware said: The invitation I received a
fortnight ago, to ,tell you something of the con-
dition of architecture aud of architectural educa-
tion in the United States, came with the Jbree of
a command. The wishes of our benefactors aio
imperative, and I have eujoyed too many favours
at the hands of this Inciicuto and its individual
members not to be glad to do anything that would
even seem to repay them. It is some months
since, at the instance of my kind friend Professor
Donaldson, your honorary secretary for foreign
correspondence, favoured me with a circular letter
of introduction, which has obtained for me in
every part of England aud in Scotland courtesies
and kindnesses from the Fellows and Associates
of this Society for which I cannot sufficiently
express my obligations, and which I am glad to
be able thus publicly to acknowledge.
But I am particularly willing to make the use

you have indicated of the time put at my dis-
posal, because I may perhaps thus best serve
the two institutions whose minister I am, tho
American Institute of Architects,—a society con-
stituted in most respects like your own, and
whose scat is in New York,—and the Massa-
ebusetts Institute ot Technology, established
within _a few_ years in Boston, the educational
institution with which I am myself especially
connected. In saying what 1 wish to say of
their history and prospects, I shall perhaps best
cover the ground you have staked out lor me.
The condition of the profession on the other side
ot the water may perhaps be most distinctly set
forth in relating what the Institute is tjying to
do for its improvement, and our modes of build-
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ing, in explaining the structures shown in the

photographs, with which you have done us the

honour to cover your walls. The condition of

arcliitectiiral education may best be shown in

speaking of the only institution of learning

which, so far as I know, has taken up this work

in earnest.

Up to a very recent period,—indeed I may
say up to this time,—the condition of architecture

in the United States was very similar to that

which it lield in England twenty or thirty years

ago, previous to the eatabli-^iliment of this Insti-

tute, or of the architectural periodicals which

have done so much for its improvement. Build-

ing, in general, was to a small extent only in the

hands of professional architects, and was, for the

moat part, carried on by builders and contrac-

tors. The professional architects of most of the

large cities of the United States might be counted

on the fingers of one band, and their works were

almost entirely confined to the more important

public buildings, such as state-houses, churches,

custom-houses, and banks, the great bulk of the

general work being done by masons, carpenters,

and contractors, of one sort and another, in which

the interests of art were left to take care of thom-

aolves. In tho last century this state of things

perhaps did not do so much harm. At that time

tho respectable practice obtained of following the

rules of Vignola
j
and the consequence was, though

there were no architects engaged in the work,

the carpenters and mechanics following those

rules covered the country with houses, not very

novel indeed, bet comely and decent. Amongst
the photographs on the wall will be found il-

lustrations of the works that were done under
that r^dime ,—cubical buildings with classical

cornices and details, a repetition in wood of the

sort of buildings erected iu England during the

last century, monuments of what the song calls

the “ good old colony times when we lived under

the king;” these were the dwellings of the

squires and local aristocracy, and the smaller

houses were, iu their degree, like unto them.

The neighbourhoods around Boston are full of

them, dating from before the American Eevolu-

tion, and some have attached to them a good
deal of historical and local interest. One of tho

best of these old hoii.ses, of more than ordinary

pretensions, is standing on tho outskirts of Cam-
bridge, being the house which was occupied by
Ueneral Washington during the siege of Boston,

and now acquiring a new title to fame as the

resideneo of the poet Longfellow.

This state of things has long been overthrown,

and a succession of styles has since prevailed,

•faint adumbrations of tho phenomena which
European architecture has meantime exhibited.

The influence of Stuart and Revett, and of Pugin,

of the Italian school, of the German school, aud
of tho French school, of the rage for cottages,

and of tho rage for castles, may easily be traced,

together with any number of styles which native

enterprise has concocted out of these various

elements, making the confusion worse by con-

founding everything. This enterprise would
have lacked its most obvious and characteristic

manifestation, and the chaos would have re-

mained incomplete, if its agents had not every-

where assumed the title and degree of architect.

Under this dispensation the rules of professional

procedure became corrupted and lost, artistic

work pretty much unknown, and even the tradi-

tions of professional etiquette aud the old-

fashioned way of doing business, so far as we
had ever inherited them from the mother
country, fell into abeyance and w’ero forgotten.

Such cLauges were, of course, natural to a

society wRich, from being part of an old nation,

had come to be a part of a new one : they were
tho phenomena of a state of transition, of which
other things as well as the arts of building folt

the influence.

But a state of transition is an uncomfortable

one, as those architects found who, in spite of

everything, endeavoured to conform in their own
practice to an ideal standard. It is bard for iso-

lated individuals to stand against the current,

and vain for them to try and turn it. Feeling

tliab it was only by acting together that they

could do anything to ull'ect public opinion, that

it was only by helping each other that they could

themselves advance, a few architects in New
York, eminent alike for professional attainments

and for professional zeal, combined to establish

a society, professedly modelled upon your own,
its objects being, as its constitution declares,

“to promote the artistic, scientific, and practical

perfection of its members; to facilitate their

intercourse and good fellowship
;
to elevate the

standing of tho profession
;
and to combine the

efforts of those engaged in the practice of archi-

tecture for the general advancement of the art.”

In these objects it has succeeded to tho extent

of promoting good will and confidence among its

members, and establishing among them a con-

siderable uniformity ofprofessional procedure. It

lias also, by admitting them to its privileges as

Associates, been of great service to young men,

mostly the pupils of tho older members, who

have thus enjoyed the society aud counsel of tlie

most distinguished men of the profession. It

has also, as I have said, by extending its fellow-

ship to architects of other cities, been the means

of producing an intercourse which has been of

the greatest advantage to those who have shared

it. They have not as yet attempted to enlist

within their ranks the members of the profession

at large, wisely preferring to try their experi-

ment on a small scale at first; bat they are now
enlarging their operations, and rapidly extend-

ing their numbers and usefulness. I had the

pleasure of handing to one of your honorary

secretaries at the last meeting one of the printed

papers of our Institute, in which it has been

attempted to establish amongst the members

of the Institute, and thus in the profes-

sion at large, fixed rules of procedure in their

business, similar in its general character to that

which has been issued by this Institute. Within

these last few months it has been proposed to

establish, under the direction of the Institute, an

architectural journal, which shall at the same

time benefit the profession and interest the pub-

lic in architectural matters. From the circular

issued by a committee of the Institute I will read

a single paragraph, which fully explains its

objects and character :

—

“It IS proposed that the journal shall contain illustra-

tioDsj so much of the minutes of the Institute as would

be of interest to the public
;
papers on the principles of

design and freneral art criticism ;
discussions of problems

of construction
;
correspondence from uierabera, at home

or abroad, both professional aud honorary ;
notes of

travel by architectural tourists
;
extracts and translations

from foreign architectiiriil aud scientilio periodicals
;
tost

.

cases of uvchitcctural litigation
;
prices current of build-

|

ing materials at the principal business centres
;
and other

items of interest to the architect, or instructive to the

public.”

Nothing decisive has yet been done upon this

scheme, and this circular was only issued to the

members of the Institute iu order to elicit their

counsel and advice. Still it shows, as far as it

goes, the direction in which the lustitution is

moving, aud the field of usefulness which it pro-

poses to occupy.

It may be interesting to you to hear some-

thing of the men by whom this Institute was

originated, and of their works
;

to make, as it

were, the personal acquaintance of your friends

over tho water. To this end I will give a brief

account of the architects of the American Insti-

tute, beginning with those who have been bred

as well as born in tho United States. They were

not iu all cases the persons who have tho largest

professional practice
;
tho largest share ot work

still falls into the bands of men who look upon

architecture not as a profession, but only as a

business, and who naturally possess tho confi-

dence and sympathy of a business community.

Yet we are not without men of great and de-

served repute ;
and of these the most eminent,

and one whose eminence is illustrated by the

photographs before you, is Mr. Thomas U. Wal-

ter, one of the vice-presidents of our society, tho

architect of the famous Girard College in Phila-

delphia, and of the extension of the Capitol at

Washington.
The English architects belonging to our

society are Mr. Withers, a name familiar in this

place, and Mr. Diaper, still one of your members.

Mr. Vaux, well known iu this country by his

publications, was formerly associated with Mr.

Downing in the introduction into the United

States of the English system of landscape garden,

ing; and of late years, since the sudden aud

lamented death of Mr. Downing, he has largely

devoted his attention to this branch of art, not,

however, abandouing the practice of his profes-

sion, as these photographs attest. The bridges

aud other architectural embellishments of the

Central Park, in the city of New York, have been

erected chiefly from his designs.

Another Englishman, Mr. J. W. Mould—once,

I believe, a pupil of Mr. Owen Jones, and a

coadjutor with Mr. Vaux in the Central Park

—

was one of our earliest members, an architect

whose works, though not numerous, show great

vigour and fertility of mind, besides exhibiting

the characteristics, rare on our side of the water,

ot the school in which he was trained. These

circumstances have given him an influence, and

an influence for good, as marked and extensive,

perhaps, as that of any one of our number. Tho
best qualities of his work are but inadequately

exhibited iu the photographs contributed to this

collection.

The influence, however, of Mr. Upjohn, our

beloved aud venerable president, has been for

thirty years far greater and more salutary than

that of any other man in his own line of work.

He was the first person in the United States to

practise with thoroughness and fidelity tho

classical Gothic, if such a combination of terms

is allowable in this audience. Well versed in.

the different English precedents, he set himself

to build well-advised and defensible examples of

the different styles in which he worked, and his

first work of magnitude, Trinity Church, in New
York—standing at the lower part of Broadway,

at the head of Wall-street—was and still is the

most conspicuous and most extensive Gothic

structure, perhaps, in the United States. The
erection of this church, between 1840, 1 think,

and 1845, was an era in the architectural his-

tory of the country.*

Mr. Ware, after speaking in more detail of

these and other architects and their works,

especially of Mr. Eidlitz and Mr. Lienau, who
represented the German and French influence,

of Mr. Wight, the architect of the new Academy
of Designs, and of Mr. Richard Hunt, the most
eminent of the Americans educated abroad, and
describing severally the illustrations of their

work furnished by the photographs, which, as

members of the American Institute, they had
presented to this society through his hands, ex-

plained that the incompleteness of the collection

was due to tho haste in which it had been

gathered together, these gentlemen having

emptied their portfolios and stripped their walls

rather than let him come without this mark of

; their respect and goodwill. He then proceeded
' to speak of tho peculiarities of construction

\

these buildings exhibited, especially in the
' methods of building in iron and iu wood. Tho
' new dome of the Capitol, 100 ft. iu diameter,

and 285 ft. high, was the most important ex-

ample of the first, built entirely of cast-iron,

inside and out, for tho upper 216 ft., and braced

and framed with iron trusses, as was shown in

the photograph of the section taken from Mr.

Walter’s drawing. This structure was quite

unique, but cast iron had been used a good deal

!
for facades, instead of stone walls, both alone

I and iu conjunction with brick. In design these

I

iron fronts vary from the perfectly simple forms

adapted to warehouses and workshops, to elabo-

' rate imitations of Venetian Renaissance palaces,

I

sometimes backed up •«-ith brick, sometimes

lined with only a lath and plaster partition.

I

The extent to which wooden buildings prevail,

!
he continued, and their excellent quality, seems

I not to be understood in England. In the towns

the buildings are of brick, the fronts often faced

with stone. Bub in the country almost every-

where wood is the universal materia), aud the

houses and churches built of it are perfectly

firm, tight, and warm. They only difier from

stone or brick houses in the outer walls, tho

partitions within being, of course, of the ordi-

nary construction, vertical studding, faced on

each side with laths aud plaster. The outside

walls are built in the same way, lathed and

plastered on tho inside, but covered on the out-

side with two sets of horizontal boarding. That
next the studs is common rough boarding, 1 in.

thick, on which is nailed a peculiar board, called

clap-boards, from 4 ft. to 6 ft. long, G in. or 8 in.

wide, laid lapping so as to expose a weather face

of from 4 in. to 4i in., and of a wedge-shaped
section, about half an inch thick at the lower

edge, and tapering off to a feather edge where

it is covered. They are planed on the outer

surface, to shed rain more easily, but left rough

underneath to make a tighter joint.

The frame into which this outer studding is

fitted consists of sills, posts, girts, plates, and
braces, which are all tenoned and pinned to-

gether. The sills lie horizontally at the bottom

of the wail all round, and the plates at the top,

just like any wall plate. Between the sill aud
the plate are the vertical posts which stand at

the corners of tho building, and at convenient

intervals along the sides. If, as is usually the

case, there are two stories, beams called girts

run between the posts at the level of the upper

floor, those parallel with the floor joists being

on a level with them, aud those which cross

their ends and support them being sunk to re-

ceive them. The lower floor joists are cut into

* Mr. TJjijobn lias been elected Honorary and Corre-

apouding Member o! the lobtitute of Britisli Architects.

—Ed.
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the sills, 60 as to come flash at the top, and
those of the third floor rest either on the plate
at the top of the wall, or upon plank halved
into the upright joists at a somewhat lower level.
The junctions of the posts with sills, girts, and
plates are strengthened by braces, about 6 ft.
long, tenoned and pinned, as are all the other
articulations, with oak pins. The timber is
generally spruce or pine, but the sill, as being
exposed to rob from the dampness of the ground,
must be of pine. In the north a cellar is dug,
and the stone wall carried above the surface of
the ground to receive the sill. In the south,
where there are no cellars, the cill is supported
by posts driven into the ground. The roofs are
like all roofs, bub covered either with slate, or
with shingles of pine or cedar, sawn or split.
The sawn lie closest and are warmest, but decay
soonest. 'Ihe split cedar, shaved, are the best.
In all cases the rafters are covered with a close
boarding, to keep out snow and wind. We have
no tiles.

The construction of the inside partitions pre-
sents no peculiarity, except, perhaps, this, that
we avoid the use of large beams at the floors, to
save shrinkage, putting only a 2.in. strip of
southern pine or chestnut at the top of the studs
below, as a partition head, and resting the floor

:

Joists and studs of the story above directly upon
it, taking care to bring their bearings as nearly
over the studs below as possible.

Walla or outside partitions, sncli as I have de-
scribed, with only the clap-boards, the rough
boarding, and a coat of lath and plaster between
the air within and the wind without, though
generally thought sufllcient, are rather thin and
cold, and a variety of things are done in the
better class of-houses to improve them. A layer
of tarred paper or felt between the clap-boards
and the under boarding is the most common
and most effectual device. The under boarding
is itself often tongued and grooved. Sometimes
bricks laid in mortar, either flatwise or on edge,
are built up between the joists, but this is not so
mneh done as formerly. It was at one time the
fashion to fillet the studs and cut in laths be-
tween them, so as to give what was called back-
plastering

;
but the best opinion at present is

rather in favour of covering the entire inner sur-
face with a second coat of lath and plaster, sepa-
rated from the first by inch battens. Any one
or any two of these measures—and it is not often
that more than two are employed—makes a wall
impervious to wind, rain, cold, or boat. The
thickness of the walla is altogether between
6 in. and S in.

In this way nre constructed the “shingle
palaces,” which Washington Irving celebrates,
light, cheap, dry, and warm. They are not ex-
posed to any agency that will not equally injure
a stone or brick building, except the decay of
the sills. This makes very old houses crooked
and shaky. But against this we now take pre-
canrioDS, and by giving the sills plenty of air and
letting no water get to them, hope to save the
buildings of the present generation from decrepi-
tude in their old age. As to fire, isolated houses
never catch fire from without, and the wooden
bouse is no more likely to catch fire within than
any other. When it does burn, it burns up clean,
which is rather an advantage.

’

It is hardly worth while to go more into these
details, which it is difficnlt to explain without
diagrams. The photographs show how the
window frames and cape, the cornices, strings,
and bases, and the corners of the buildings, are
finished with joiner’s work. They also show how
we are trying to introduce, influenced remotely
by German or Swiss example, a form of building
and a kind of finish, more suited to the material
in hand than the classical details employed by
our ancestors.

The newer parts of the country are full of
extensive and costly buildings, but they do not,
so far as I know, present any nnusnal features^
except, indeed, the gigantic warehouses for corn
erected in the western cities. But these can
bardly be explained without drawings.

The lateness of the hour prevents my going, as
I could wish, into the second branch of my
subject — the condition of Architectural Educa-
tion in the United States, past, present, and
future. So far as the present is concerned,
indeed, the chapter need be no longer than the
famous chapter on the snakes of Iceland. We
have at present no system of professional
education, young men educating themselves and
picldng up in offices what they may, some as
pupils and some as draughtsmen, of whom the
latter are rather the best off, as it is important

thing, while the pupils, who sometimes pay fees
and sometimes not, are left pretty much to their
own devices. Any system of regular apprentice-
ship is quite unknown to this generation, so far
as my information extends, except that Mr.
George Snell, an Honorary and Corresponding
Member of this Institute, and personally known
to many of you, has made an effort to introduce
in Boston the English usage in this respect, in
his own practice, and with valuable results.
The only scheme of education which has

existed within my own experience, other than
this desultory work in offices, was established by
Mr Richard Hunt, whose name I have mentioned,
and who, after his return from Paris, opened in
New York an at^clier, upon the French system,
and for four or five years had a small class of,
students, who enthnsiastically pursued, under his
electric influence, the study of architectural
drawing and composition. A mere private
establishment of this sort, dependent upon the
energy and devotion of one man, suffered, of
course, from the lack of the regulating and
sustaining influence which the £cole des Beaux
Arts exerts upon the ateliers which supplement
it

; and Mr. Hunt’s ^lei'eswere, of course, utterly
without the systematic instruction by lectures
in history, science, and construction, which, bo a
certain extent, supply in Paris the deficiencies of
mere atelier education. But he was able to
breathe into it what was more important than
all this,—the atmosphere of the Paris school

; and
his sudio, while itlasted, was a real home of art,
a real fountain of inspiration. From this school
were recruited many of the younger members of
the Institute, who, joining it as Associates, sat at
the feet of their elders during their noviciate,
and have since ascended to the upper seats.
Some years later than this, finding a good deal

of difficulty in obtaining assistance of the sort I
needed, I attempted to repeat this experiment in
Boston, on a smaller scale and chiefly for my
own behoof. Beginning by myself, I soon after-
wards enjoyed the powerful co-operation of Mr.
Van Brunt, who had been a fellow pupil with me
at Mr. Hunt’s, and who has, since 1863, been
associated with me in my business. Following,
in general, the same course that had been followed
vrith us, we endeavom-ed, so far as other avoca-
tions allowed, to add some practical informatiou
to this purely theoretical course, and achieved a
very satisfactory success, perfectly answering
our own immediate purpose, of obtaining a
valuable company of auxiliaries, and we accumu-
lated a capital jMrtfolio of drawings made by
them during their pupilage, which was quite a
show among our friends. It was this snccess
that attracted the attention of the managers of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
led to their inviting my co-operation in’ the
Architectural Department of their School, and
to the organization of that department, so far as
it has been organized at all, in the form it now
presents.

I will say but a single word of tho nature of
this organization and of the character of the
work in hand. The architectural classes are a
part of a general school of applied science—the
only part which touches the domain of fine art

;

though drawing, as a useful accomplishment and
a natural language, is taught in all the depart-
ments. In the exercises of these departments
the architectural students may learn what they
require of mathematics, physics, chemistry,
engineering, construction, mechanics, and the
modern languages. All this work is taken off
our hands. Whatever we need for our students
can here be supplied. Our own work thus relates
only to our own profession and our own art.

In the performance of this work we propose to
do nothing that can be dispensed with, leaving
matters that can bo learned in offices to be
learned there, and not encumbering the student
with useless and irrelevant lore. At the same
time we recognise the fact that many practical
matters whose details may best be learned by

' office work, need _a systematic and theoretical
discussion for their proper comprehension, and
this discussion we propose to afford. We also
recognise the architect’s need of a liberal culturem his art and extensive learning, at least to the
extent of having explored the field it covers, and
knowing where to find detailed information. Nor
do we consider an acquaintance with the other
arts of design either useless or irrelevant, but
regard a practical knowledge of what are called
the industrial arts, so far as it can be obtained,
as being even more serviceable than a technical
knowledge of the fine arts, in developing and
disciniininp' the T/lono nf

tion and^ contrast, upon which architectural
composition depends. la historical research and
in the study of construction and professional
procedure, we propose to treat our classes rather
as students than as pupils, leading them, under
the necessary guidance and control, to pursue a
course of independent study and individual in-
vestigation, each contributing to the common
stock the result of his labours. The Class of
Construction in the Architectural Association, a
society which, if I may say so, seems to be
doing more for professional education than any
agency now at work in the kingdom, affords an
example of the application of this co-operative
system, which I have observed with the greatest
interest and satisfaction. Its continued success
will afford to our own undertakings the greatest
encouragement.
The constant practice of design, which, when

the topics chosen and the data given are suited
to the student’s state of development, seems to-
be the moat efficient and wholesome, as it is
undoubtedly the most stimulatiug method of
study, we propose to employ with great freedom,
not only as an exercise in modern architectural
composition, but as an auxiliary to the study of
the history of the art, just as boys compose in
Greek and Latin to perfect their acqnaintance-
with those tongues. In these exercises, compe-
tition rather than co-operation comes naturally
into play, and we propose to establish real or-
nominal prizes, as circumstances may determine,,
as an incentive. The occasional delivery of
special lectures on special subjects, by poi-sons
specially qualified to treat of them, is the only
remaining feature of the plan that need be men-
tioned. By these lectures, as well as by our
collections, and by the accumulation in the course
of time of much valuable information, we hope
to be of service not only to onr own classes, but
to the profession at large and to the general
public.

Of the personal material with which we have
to deal, I will only say, in conclusion, that
besides^ drawing in the pupils and draughtsmen-
and assistants already at work in offices, we shall
have students devoting their time exclusively to
the school, and pursuing a stated curriculum
within it. The increasing number of young men-
of liberal training and culture, who of late years
have turned their attention to architecture (a
band that wonid have been much larger than it
is, there is reason to believe, had any satisfactory
means of education been open to them), gives
cause for the most satisfactory anticipations in
this regard.

I have laid npon your table a copy of a
pamphlet, explaining in somewhat greater detail-
the ground this school proposes to cover, and
the principles by whose guidance we propose to
fashion our educational structure. A portion of
this paper Mr. Godwin has done me the honour
to re-print, in the last June part of the Builder.
To collect the materials for this structure, the
photographs, casts, prints, books, business docu-
ments, drawings, and sketches, which must form
our educational apparatus,—or to learn where
they can be got, to perfect our plans by the
study of European schools of art, and to chasten
our judgments and correct our aims by the
counsel of men whose insight or experience fits
them to be our counsellors,—this is the quest
which brings me to your shores, and has
directed my footsteps to your door. We need
the best advice and information, as well as good
apparatus, to enable us to set out upon our path
W'ith confidence, and pursue it with a reasonable
assurance of snccess. For the valuable sugges-
tions and sagacious counsel I hafe already
enjoyed, I oannot too strongly express my
obUgations.
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Sir M alter James said he bad listened with great frati-
neatioD to Mr. Ware's address. He thought it wonhv oi"
note that that gentleman should have come over to thie
country to take notes here, and to elicit information as to
the state ol the architectural education in this me-
tropolis. He felt that a great compliment was paid to thie
Institute and to th** architecle of JJngiaud by the circum-
stance : and he considered whatever instruction they were
able to give Mr. W are would in the course of a short time
be amply repaid to them by the redected light which
would be returned to them from that new continent
where, to use this gentleman's own phrase, architects
have, perhaps, rather a freer swing than was the case in
this country.
Mr. T. L. Donaldson, Fellow, said that, but for the

latenesa ol the hour, they might have wished to have
elicited more information than they had received from tho
simple, uualleoted, and plain statement they had heard
Irom their American colleague. Nothing, he was sure,
could be more agreeable to their feelings than these
opportunities of giving a welcome to their professional
friends, from whatever part of the world they came, more
particularly those who held the relation of brethren both

“““ feeling. It was with great pleasure they had
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indebted to America for manj notions. Possessing in a

large degree the genius of inrention, that nation had,

perhaps, shown greater aptitude in the improvement of

the inventions of ulhl^^, as well as great intelligence in

the application of them to the necessities and purposes of

life. The finer arts in connexion with architectnro did not

appear us yet to have been cultivated as they deserved in

America, because the first necessities of a people had to

bo supplied before attention could be paid to the higher

refinements of the human mind; but it was now found
that their American brethren were coming forward in this

respect, and there were numbers of their fellow-country-

men studying in Italy, particularly as sculptors, and those

who had already studi.-d there had distinguished them-
selves by their prodnetions exhibited in this country, for

which we had given them all honour. They must all be
gratified at seeing the energetic movement now being

made with reference to the architectural education of the

young men who would hereafter enter into the profession.

There was no question that elementary principles were
necessary; but it seemed, as in Europe so in America,
there was a great notion of leaving genius to itself, un-

trammelled by the theories of a by-goiie age. America
possessed many fine architectural monuments, and be
trusted they would improve themselves by an adherence
to those rules of previous centuries which had produced
the buildings of which this country and Europe generally
boBSted. He was sure they had all been greatly interested
by the communication Mr. Ware had made to them in so

simple and unaffected a way, as well as gratified by the
warm interest he had manifested in the proceedings of

this Institute, lie begged, iherefore.to propose aoordial
vote of thanks to Mr. Ware for liis highly interesting

communication.
Mr. M. Digliy Wyatt, Fellow, said it was with feelings

of great pleasure he rose to second the motion. They
nmst all have been greatly interested in the picture of
American art, and the early stroggles of that art, which
had been laid before them; and they could not fail to

have been struck with the lecbuical dexterity which the
Americans had displayed in the structural use of wood,
iron, and stone. It was from that cause, as well as from
the educational course which Mr. Ware was endeavouring
to bring forward, that he augured a successful future for

American art. Sat there were two great stimulants which
that country possessed in a great degree, and must lead to

genius,—urgent requirements on the one hand, and on the
other enormous wealth aud unbonuiled resources. These
were incentives to good art, and would constantly mani-
feat themselves in a more powerful form. If we were to
look upon America in future as a great commercial bead,
we must also look to her, like ttorence of old, for the
development of the arts which she possessed. What
might have been even more interesting, he thought, than
the narrative of these early struggles, would have been
some definite account of the way in which the great
monster Necessity in America was supplied. He would
have liked to have seen the plans of the great hotels of the
country, and an explanation of their working and ad-
ministration

; as also of the great stores and warehouses
which Mr. Ware had spoken of, the details of construc-
tion of the floors, &c., and the extent to which the fire-

proof system was adopted. Those buildings in Cincinnati
and Ehiladelphia were carried out upon an enormous
scale, and far surpassed those of London. He would have
liked to have heard how they had met difiioultiea which
must assuredly have been encountered with ingenuity. He
hoped, if Mr. Ware favoured them by appearing before
the Institute again, he would come prepared with infor-

mation on these interestiug points. At the same time he
(Mr. Wyatt) felt very grateful to that gentleman for his
comiiimiication this evening, and he was delighted to bold
out the hand of fellowship to him and other brethren of
the profession who might arrive here from that country.
Professor T. H. Lewis said, having had the pleasure of

seeing a good deal of Mr. Ware since his arrival in
England, he would bear witness to the assiduity with
which that gentleman had prosecuted the objects he bad
in view; aud he (Professor Lewis) was satisfied, from
•what liad passed, that their visitor would carry back with
him to America pleasing recollections of his sojourn in
this country. The point on which, il'time had permitted,
he should particularly like to have heard a more de-
tailed explanation, was as to the system of architectural
education proposed to be adopted by the dillercut insti-
tutions, more especially that with which Mr. Ware was
personally associated. He could only unite moat cor-
dially in what had fallen from the gentleman who had
preceded him, and join most heartily in the thanks
accorded to Mr. Ware.

Mr. George Godwin, Fellow, said as it was his privilege
to make the first address of Mr. Ware known to English
readers, he was glad to be called on to add his humble tri-

bute ofthanks to that gentleman for his straightforward and
interesting statement. The names be had meulioued had,
no doubt, recalled many ioieresting circumstances to the
minds of those present. It was gratifying to find that
men known to them a few years ago were now acting so
good a part in America. The portrait ofMr. Walterwhich
Mr. Ware had brought with him particularly interested
him, because he had had the pleasure of that gentleman’s
personal acquuiutance during his visit to England years
ago, soon after be had completed the erection of the Girard
College. He had had the satisfaction also of considerable
correspondence with another gentleman mentioned—Mr.
Eowniug, at the time of tho publication of his work on
Landscape Gardening—a book which had done great good
in America. Mr. Vaux, too, had been hie correspondent.
He concurred to the fullest extent in the hope expressed
by Mr. Wyatt that Mr. Ware would, in some form or
other, fevour them with further details of the modes of
construction adopted m the buildings of America.
_Mr. C. F. Hayward (Hon. Sec.) would say one word

with respect to the Institute with which Mr. Ware was
connected, the Institute of Technology at Boston. One
great feature in the course of instruction in that Institute
was, that while a four years’ course was required, the
first two years were devoted rather lo general than
technical education

; but from tho first not only mechani-
cal but freehaud drawing was made a necessity. An
institution which embodied that omoog its general re-
^juirements was, bo thought, deserving of particular
mention; because ho thought none of the institutions of
the present day suUiciently recognised the importance of
drawing us a branch of education.
Tho President (Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.) said be

would only trespass with one remark, which he was sure
Mr. Ware would take in good part. They had listened
with great interest to Mr. Ware's narrative of the gradual
development of architecture in America, aud the recog-
nition of its professors; they had also heard with pleasure
how the kindred art of luudscape-gardeniug had been
fostered there, and fostered as the President ulvvays eon-
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sidered it should be, as a branch of and connected with
architecture, a thing which in England they had too

much lost sight of. He would invite Mr. Ware’s attention

lo one point, and would ask him whether there was much
hope that architecture would hereafter be called in, as it

had not been before, in ihs planning of the American
streets, 80 that the too prevailing monotonous plan of

rectangles and squares wonld he abandoned in favour of

some more natural methods of laying out towns?
_

The
radiating plan, of which Washington was a distinguished

instance, did not exist, he believed, in any other city

north or south; which were, like New Orleans and the

new parts of New York and Boston, laid out uniformly on

the rectangular plan. That system of planning towns
was most distasteful and disadvantageous to the proper
appearance of the public buildings of these towns

;
and

he was sure if the American Inaticutes, with the intimate

knowledge they possessed of the susceptibilities and ten-

dencies of their country, would direct attention to the ad-

vantages of tho radiating plan, so as to make the great

public edifices the principal objects, it would give a great

impetus to the growth of architecture, of which they had
already seen such vigorous young shoots.

Mr. Ware, acknowledging the vote of thanks, said, with

regard to the points raised by the President he would
say, he felt that architecture and landscape-gardening, in

connexion with each, were more likely to have way than

had hitherto been the case; and with respect to the

planning of towns, although Washington was bnilt upon
the radiating plan, it was considered one of the most in-

convenient cities in the United States, in regard to

strangera finding their way about. Of late, architecture

in connexion with landscape-gardening had been called in

aid, in laying out not new towns, but new parts of towns.

With regard to fire-proof construction in America, the

plan was that which was familiar in this country, of

wrought-iron girders and brick arches. With regard to

the remarks that fell from Mr. Hayward and Professor

Lewis, he assured them it was at the sacrifice of personal

feeling that he had pnt the Institute with which he was
more intimately connected in the background, and bad
placed the American Institute of Architects in the more
prominent position. He thought, coming here as he had

done, it was best to touch upon those subjects which
were likely to be of most interest to them, rather than
advance any personal views of his own, or the objects he
had most at heart.

ART AND ARCHEOLOGY IN ROME.

One of the studios of Rome still open to the

public, and still called by the great artist’s

name, who is no more,—that of Gibson,—may
now excite a peculiar and mournful interest.

Many of its contents, both casts and marbles,

are packed in boxes ready to bo sent to England ;

but many others, and among them the finest of

those produced within recent years, arc still on

view. With renewed pleasure must we now con-

sider the sculptor’s last work, the “Theseus
slaying the Robber Chief,” to which he was about

to apply himself at the very moment tho mortal

stroke first rendered him helpless, and which those

responsible have judiciously caused to bo cast

from the unfinished model, without any attempt

to complete in the clay what had been left as

we now see it,—an imperfect but noble work,

wanting mneb of anatomical detail, especially as

observed at the back of both figures, but still so

far elaborated as to present in impressive truthful-

ness the entire conception and feeling. Nothing
could be finer than the indignant but calm
energy with which Theseus stands over the

prostrate robber, about to slay him with the

sword held aloft, and in an action that throws

out the finest attributes of the heroic beautiful

in form. This group had been sketched in the

clay about thirty years ago, and in that state

seen by Thorwaldsen,who expressed approval
;
and

the idea of completing it had frequently occurred

to the artist, who at last applied himself to the

long-postponed work with some feeling of pre-

sentiment (to infer from what hia assistants tell

us) that it might be his last, or that he might

not live to finish it.

At Ronzoni’s studio, the principal work lately

produced, and just completed in marble, is the

group, above life-size, of the “ Flight from

Pompeii or Diomed assisting the mother with

her infant at the dread catrastrophe, as described

in the well-known romance
;
and whatever we

may think of the inapprojiriateness of such a

siibjeot for sculpture, we must admire this

wonderful example of difficulties overcome in a

scene of utmost agitation aud terror, hurried

movement and confusion, presented with pathos

that at once touches the heart, whilst conforming

to the ideal standard of the sculptor’s sphere

;

the noblest quality being the predominance of

the moral feeling, in the generous humanity of

Diomed, and the motherly tenderness of the

female, over the selfishness of fear as over the

physical horrors of tho situation. In the acces-

sories, ornaments, vessels, *tc., strewn on the

ground, are exact copies from Pompeian antiques
;

aud this striking group is to be placed by its

purchaser, a Mr. Stephens, of Now York, in the

centre of a hall fitted up and decorated so as

exactly to reproduce one of the aristocratic

interioi'S in tho lava-buried city. We hear that

Teucrani, now a septuagenarian, has commis-
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sions on his hands sufficient for ten years'

labour, but has dismissed several of his work-
men, yielding to tho irritation in his mind (such,

at least, is tho report) at the generally unfavour-
able criticism passed on his monument to
Pius Till., when that colossal work was first

exposed at St. Peter’s, about a year ago. In.

that criticism on the Papal monument rare

merits have been overlooked, oven granting, as

we may, that the figures bo less impressive when
grouped together than ns seen in the studio. No
new work of importance has been undertaken
within the last year by Tonerani. Mr. Rogers,

one of the most successful and constantly en-

gaged of the American sculptors in Rome, has
received a commission for one of the many
monuments to bo raised in the cities of the

United States to the President Lincoln.

Much decorative and restoring work has been
in progress in Rome’s churches, and much is

still continuing, begun in the last or in previous

years. Our general impression is of splendour,

lavish use of rich material, marbles, gilding,

bronzes, &c., sometimes in suitable accord be-

tween the new adornment and the architectural

character viewed as a whole, but not of any
exalted merit or feeling in sacred art, still less

of any intelligent appreciation for the Christian

antiquities thus too often marred or tastelessly

altered in the intent to embellish. The restora-

tions and paintings, by Cogbetti and others of

bis school, at S. Maria in Trastevere (in its oldest

parts a church of the twelfth century), are still

progressing, and, we are told, are to involve the

outlay of 200,000 scudi, half given by Govern-

ment, half by the capitular clergy. Along the

high attics have been executed large fresco

figures of sixteen male aud female martyrs,

divided by pilasters with gilt capitals
;
and above

the chief portals have been opened three round-

arched windows, with glass paintings, large size,

of Cornelius, Calixtus, and Julius I., sainted

pontiffs who contributed to the building or

restoring of this church. The fine Meditoval

pavement of inlaid marbles has been taken np,

but will, we are told, be replaced in similar

style, and with the same materials. S. Maria
in Aquiro, better known as the Church of the

Orphan Asylum, a modern edifice of indifferent

architecture, has been renewed interiorly with

much magnificence,—colossal fresco paintings,

coloured marble incrustations, stucco reliefs, and
gilding. Along the flat spaces of the heavy
piers between nave aud aisles, large figures of

Greek and Latin fathers, executed with a cer-

tain breadth and boldness, in which we recognise

the student of Michelangelo ;
on the wagon-vaolt

roof the four Evangelists with their emblems,
angels

;
and along a frieze below, scenes from the

life of the Virgin Mary
;
in two ample lunettes at

the end walls, the Visitation and the Assumption
of Mary, with a group of saints and Pope
Paul III., patron of this orphanage; in the

cupola, Moses, Jeremiah, David, and Isaiah, asso-

ciated with four sibyls ;
and on the pendentives

below, Joachim, Joseph, Zeebariah, and St. John
Baptist, here admitted as personages connected

with the Virgin in life,— all by Cesare Mariam,
a professor of the St. Luke Academy, now in

high repute among Roman artists, and certainly

entitled to a high place in this local school. Tho
restorations of the same church, modern Italian

in style, are by the architect Gustavo Morichini.

More noticeable for historic importance is

the lately - completed renovation of S. Niccolo

in Carcere, a church that liad been shut, on

account of these repairs, for nearly twenty
years, and which stands above the rains of three

temples, partly preserved within its structure,

to Hope, Piety, and Juno Sospita, a subterranean

beneath being the supposed site of the story of

the “ Roman Daughter,” not, however, accord-

ing to archmological authorities. Entering this

church, which is of the basilica type, we are

struck by the splendour of the renewed interior,

as contrasted with the insignificant front. Along

its attics we see the frescoes, in ten scenes,

illustrating the life of St. Nicholas of Myra
(patron saint of Bari), by Guidi

;
and in the apse

two larger scenes, one from the same biography,

the other representing a vision of the Saviour

and the Virgin in glory, by Pasqualoni—two

artists not yet very well known, nor hitherto

(we believe) engaged to adorn any other public

buildings
;
iheir "works here being, if not of the

worst, certainly not among the best, lately ad-

mitted into Roman churches. Over the high

altar we notice a soperb canopy of bronze and

gilt woodwork, resting on feur columns of

Oriental alabaster. Another ancient and his-

toric church, renovated by recent labours, ia
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S. Bartolomeo, on the Tiber Island, founded by
the Emperor Otho III., A.D. 1000, on the site of
the Temple of .^sculapius, frequently restored,
but still of the same basilica tvpe, and now rich
in newly . placed marbles and gilding, also
adorned with frescoes by Fra Bonaventura, one

Franciscans of the adjoining convent,
who has painted along its attic and coffered
ceiling scenes in the life of Mary and heads
of apostles. At S. Agostino (a church long iu
part closed to allow of extensive repairs),
Gngliardi is still engaged on a series, begun
several years ago, of frescoes along walls and
vaults, illustrating the lives of St. Augustine
and other saints of his order, besides numerous
figures of apostles, patriarchs, martyrs

;
and at

the grand old basilica of S. Lorenzo (the late
restoration of which we must protest against),
an artist of new-born renown, Fracassioi, is now
employed in fresco-painting. The works at St.
Paul s are still carried on with activity, all the
windows along the minor aisles being now
painted with large figures (too large, it strikes
ns, for their location), and the mosaics on the
facade advancing to completion, though in no
part yet visible. At two of the leas prominent
churches, S. Maria in Monticclli, and S. Lucia,
the above-named Signor Mariani has either
nearly or entirely finished other paintinr^s,
spoken highly of in the Roman journals.

°

At the last meeting of the British Archmologic
,

Society, at the English Consulate, was read
by Mr. Shakspere Wood, secretary, a translated
paper by Visconti, on antique Roman construc-
tion and modes of building, explained with much
learning and fulness of detail, by the Italian
witer. Bat moat of all did this lecture derive
interest and importance from the many illus-
Rations in coloured drawings by Mr. Charles
Cooper Wood, brother to the above-named secre-
tary of the society

; these drawings, of spirited
execntion and admirable effect, representing their
subjects, chosen among Rome’s classic ruin-piles,
were on the same scale as the originals, and with
exact transcript of the details pecnliar to suc-
cessive periods. For such treatment of the

j
as was thus provided,

addressed to eye and mind, thanks were dne^
and with like emphasis, to the learned writer of
the paper, and to the artist of the illustrations.
Since that occasion the society has twice as-
sembled in the open air, to visit, under Mr. J. H.
Parker’s guidance, the most interesting remains
ot aqueducts, both within the city walla and on
the Campagna, at certain distances. At the last
meeting of the society’s committee, it was re-
ported that members, up to that day, were 66
in number, associates 172. The Archaiologic
library is developing, thanks to many donations,
and the catalogue has just been printed.
The diggings in Trastevere have further

brought to light the remains of what is inferred

“ ^
station of the Vigiles, where several

gniffiti have been found, besides other antique
objects of some value. Much interest is excited
by the announcement of a discovery, through
works directed by Visconti, of a buried city near
Albano, assumed to bo more ancient than Rome •

a paper referring to the ruins on the site of
which was lately read by that gentleman to the
Roman Archmologic Academy.

COAL SUPPLY.

The question started some time since as to the
length of time onr coal was likely to last has led
to inquiries by our Government as to the coal
supply of other countries, and the result must be
very reassuring to those (if there be any such)
who fear that the world will be short of coals
some three or four thousand years hence. The
information appears in the form of a blue-book,
containing reports which have been received
from secretaries to various British Embassies
and Legations respecting the prospects of a
supply of coal, if need be, from abroad. The
return includes reports from Austria, Baden,
Bavaria, Belgium, Brazil, France, Prussia, Russia’
Spam, the United States, and the Zollverein!
France, in 1865, produced 11,297,052 tons and
imported 7,108,286 tons, of which 1,455,206 tons
were imported from Great Britain. Every year
shows an increase of coal consumption in that
country. Prussia is rich in mineral fuel,
especially in very good coals. The working of
the coal-pits is rapidly and continuously in-
creasing. No coal is exported from Russia,
which is supplied in a great degree from other
countries, prominently Great Britain. Burin':’'!

1863, the latest date from which statistics are
snpplied, the coal produce of Spain amounted to
401,297 tons. No coal is exported from that
kingdom. Austria, Bavaria, Belgium, and other
continental countries all seem to have well
stocked coal-celiars to fall back upon.
In the year ending June 30th, 1866, the pro-

duce of the United States was 20,553,550 tons,
being an increase of 3,447,049 tons as compared
with the previons year. It has been estimated
that the capacity of the Pennsylvania mines alone
is fully equal to 20,000,000 tons a year. In nine
counties of the State of Missouri there are about
3,500 miles of coal lands, which average a mean
thickness of 11 ft. Professor Snealow’s com-
putation makes out 38,000,000,000 tons of coal
in these nine counties alone. In forty counties
of the same State there is said to be sufficient
coal to last 3,000 yeai-s of 300 working days
each, if an average of 100,000 tons were mined
every day. Professor Rogers has estimated that
the Illinois coal-fields are six times as extensive
as those of Great Britain, and that it would take
100,000 years to exhaust them. South America,
too, has abundance of coal.

British Columbia, Falkland Islands, Mauritius,
Newfoundland, New South Wales, and New
Zealand are all reported on in an Appendix. In
none of these, however, is there coal in any
quantity, with the exception of New South
Wales, where this vahiable mineral is described
as abounding. The exports of coal from the
colony are extensive, and are rapidly increasing.
Coal, too, has been discovered in Natal, so that
the notion prevalent among men of science in
England that there is ‘'not an inch of coal in
Africa’’ requires qualification. The coal of
Natal is of good quality and large quantity,
forming a huge watershed, draining a very large
area into_ one natural outlet, the channel of the
Tugela river. The coal occurs in seams over
6 ft. thick, which alternate with beds of shale,
and it may be seen running directly into the
face of the hills. It is richly bitominous, burns
readily, makes excellent fires, and cokes well.
It is already in almost universal use among the
blacksmiths of the colony. There are no engi-
neering difficulties between the coal-field and
the sea which would prevent the speedy con-
struction of a railway, and the coal could thus
be sold at the port for about 11. sterling per ton.
Steam-vessels of large burden could be made to
perform profitable voyages of six and seven
thousand miles, with a speed of twenty miles an
hour, if they could obtain coal at this price, and
Natal is leas than 7,000 miles from England, and
much less from India.

So much for the world’s coal supply, and for
our own position even were wo to run short of
coals at home.

FROM MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

The old Olympic Theatre, in Lousdale-street,
has been totally destroyed by fire. The founda’
tion stoue of this building was laid by the late
G. V. Brooke, in 1855, and within six weeks the
theatre was opened. The building at the time
was facetiously termed the “ Iron Pot,” in refer-
ence to its having been constructed of iron, with
the exception of its foundation, which was of
brick. Since then improvements have from time
to time been effected, the iron walls having given
place to brick. When more commodious theatres
had been erected, the tide of fortune deserted the
Olympic; and, after remaining closed for some
time, part of it was nsed for Turkish baths, and
the theatre and front offices passed into the
hands of the German Association, who had pos-
session, as tenants, of it at the time of the fire.

The amount of damage is estimated at over
3,0001., the loss falling on several insurance
companies. The German Association are heavy
losers, having lost a quantity of valuable music,
and all the fittings of their gymnasium.
At a recent meeting of the Melbonme press,

held at the London Tavern, it was resolved
that steps should be taken to erect a memorial
to the late Mr. G. V. Brooke, and a committee
was appointed to consider and report on the
form that memorial should take.
A new joss-house, or temple, has been erected

at Emerald Hill for the Chinese residents, and
was recently devoted to its purpose. It stands
near the southern extremity of Clarendon-street,
and is partly European and partly Chinese in its
style of architecture. The erection consists of a
central hall and two wings; the central hall
being the main place of worship, the door of
which opens directly into the sanctum of the

Buddhist rites. The main entrance opens on a fc

lobby, or, by its peculiar construction, a portion
jjof the hall, as it may be. A few feet from the &

door are two pillars, with doors so attached as i
to be capable of making a partition or not, as

jj

may be desired. There are pillars ranging right E

across the hall, and dividing it into three parts,
the centre being devoted to the priests, tho oat-

'

side to the worshippers, who, at the opening,might
|

be seen standing in respectful and silent atti- I

tades, fully intent, to all appearance, on the object E

for which they were assembled,—the acquisition
[

of bliss, through the rites and ceremonies, all fl

appealing to the wandering mind and aiming at i

the captivation of the soul by sensational effects.
;

These rites and ceremonies, accompanied by ^

strange music, gunpowder explosions, and other
[no doubt Chinese soul-stirring accompaniments,. L

were renewed at short intervals throughout the I-

.... jThe Exhibition is regarded as a success. One I

yrould scarcely expect to find a Medimval Court I

iu an exhibition of the products of a new '

colony
;
but such a court there is, illustrative of !'

ecclesiastical architecture; and it constitutes,
perhaps, the most pictorially effective part of
the whole building. Messrs. Fergusson, Urie, &
Lyon, glass-stainers, Melbourne, exhibit a deco-

jrated chancel, the ceiling of which has for a
j

centrepiece the J<jnv.s Dei, surrounded with I

Scriptural texts and Gothic clouds. The other
jportion of the ceiling is divided into twelve com-
;

partments, having the emblems of the twelve
j

Apostles. The walls are diapered with a simple i

pattern. It is lighted with five stained-glass
[

windows, the subjects of which are, the Nativity,
j

Passion, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascen- I

sion. These windows are made for the chancel •

of the church at Caaterton. At the altar are li

two illuminated tablets of the Commandments, !

Lord’s Prayer, and Creed
;
also an illuminated

'

painting of the Last Supper. A considerable
[quantity of stained glass is exhibited, in eccle- \

siastical and domestic styles; also, numerous E

samples of stained and embossed borders and
|

small subjects. Cu the right-hand side of the I

court is a carved baptismal font, in Caen stone,
|

designed and executed by Mr. John Young, con-
[

tractor, Melbourne. It is all colonial workman- t|

ship. The upper portion is octagonal, repre-
senting the Four Evangelists. The base repre-
sents evil spirits, in the form of dragons,
emblematical of the sacrament of baptism casting
them down. The lid of the font is of carved ,

colonial blackwood, polished, ornamented with :

wrought-iron. In this department are also
some ornate water-fonts, sculptured by Mr. F.
Utyco; a number of figures carved in wood, for
the internal decoration of St. Patrick’s Cathe-

i

dral
;
an altar and fittiuss, some hand-rails, and

several statues of saints. The Australian News,.
a spirited colonial illustrated newspaper, gives a !

good engraving of the Medimval Court.
The arbitrators in the metropolitan lunatic

asylum case have decided in the plaintiff, Mr.
Young’s, favour, to the extent of 10,8871.—that
is, 7,000L for profit, 450Z. for work done, and the
balance for the plant on the ground when the
contract was stopped.
The Committee of the West Melbourne Lite-

rary Institute have accepted a tender for the-
erection of the front portion of their new insti-

tute. The building is to be erected on a site at
tho south-east corner of William and Little
Lonsdale streets, granted by the Government for
the purpose, and is to be constructed of blue-
stone and brick, with cement dressings. Tho
cost, when completed, will be about 2,20OZ., but
it is intended to finish the front portion only at
present, the contract for which is 637Z. 10s.

Strenuons exertions are being made to obtain
sufficient funds wherewith to erect another
hospital in or near to Melbourne. The site on
which the present hospital stands is considered
unsuitable. It is understood that over 3,U00Z.
have been subscribed for the new building. '

Messrs. Greenwood & Co. are now making
good progress with their contract at the Malms-
bury waterworks. They have been engaging
men as fast as they offer themselves. Tho pug
mills are at work, and 200 men are now employed
at the aqueduct. It is intended to carry on this
work as far as the Expedition Pass, by nieana of
day labour. At the Pass, and at Stoney Creek,
near Geelong, the works are also reported to be
satisfactorily progressing.
The building trades in Kyneton are fully em-

ployed. A local paper observes :
—“ Wo were

informed yesterday by a master builder that he
found it necessary to send to Custlemaine for
men to complete works on hand. Prices for
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labour have cot advanced, but the abundance of

employment and cheapness of food must be

beneficial to the working men, and betoken a

cheerful Christmas.”

A movement is on foot to induce the Govern-

ment to place an import duty of 15 or

20 per cent, upon all manufactured ironwork

imported into the colony. A mistake.

A meeting of the timber merchants of Mel-

bourne and suburbs has been held, for the pur-

pose of obtaining redress for losses suffered at

the hands of importers of timber. After some
discussion, it was resolved “That the American

timber was incorrectly marked, and that the

meeting should not bid for it
;
that undressed

timber should not be bought by superficial but

by actual measurement
5
that should a deficiency

of one per cent, occur in dressed timber, full

measure should be required, as well as the im-

mediate delivery of at least half of each auction

purchase.”

It is understood that the Government has ac-

cepted a tender in the sum of 8,500Z. for the

erection of industrial schools for the Ballaarat

district, the site for which is designed to be

rising ground some distance to the north-west

of the Botanic Reserve. It appears that about

two hundred acres of land will be appropriated

to the uses of the institution
;
and, as this tract

has to bo placed under cultivation and irrigation,

the Government desires to arrive at some ar-

rangement with the Ballaarat water supply com-
mittee as to a supply of water.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Birmingham.—The Public Works Committee
of the Town Council have now submitted a
definite plan for the disposal of the Birmingham
sewage. They have procured the offer' of laud,

on lease, adjoining the sewage outlet at Saltley,

and suitable for irrigation. Mr. Adderley’s

agent has again reminded the council that the

pollution of the Tame continues unabated, not-

withstanding the order of the Court of Chancery,

and hints at the possibility of a more peremptory

edict being procxired from that tribunal.

Oxford.—The drainage question has advanced

a stage by the report of Mr. Bateman having
been laid before the local Board, and ordered to

be printed. The original idea of Sir Wm. Cubitt

was to convey the sewage and water of Oxford

to Sandford, in sowers 6 ft. in diameter. The
plan was approved by Mr. Bazalgette; but the

surveyor strongly urged the desirability of

separating the storm-water, and so reducing the

dimensions of the main sewer to 4 ft. Gin. The
Board determined to send the rainfall to the

river—the sewage to the soil
;
and Mr. Galpin

has been co-operating with the eminent water-

engineer first mentioned to secure the result.

All previous plans have included the carrying of

the sewerage system beneath the bed of the

river, to reach the Berkshire shore
;
and it was

formerly intended to discharge the sewage of

about 30,000 persons into the stream at Sandford.

Mr. Bateman proposes to provide for 45,000

inhabitants, on the principle of applying the

sewage to land. He agrees with. Mr. Galpin as

to the separation of water and sewage, as well as

the lines the sewers should generally take. He,
however, departs from all previous proposals by
taking the sewage under the river, by inverted

syphons. It appears that a similar modxis

operandi has been adopted successfully in the

city of Hamburgh, and is also being applied at

Barking Creek. By this means all the difficul-

ties of sewering beneath the river would be
avoided. Under the head of “sewers” Mr.
Bateman estimates a cost of 57,0001. The land

to which the sewage is applied must not be
water-logged, but of a friable absorbent nature,

and the quantity must be strictly regulated to

the limits of fertilization, in order to ensure the

greatest possible utilization of the sewage. High
ground, near Oxford, must be selected; that
near Bagley Wood was accessible and in every

way suitable
;

if more were required, the system
could be extended to Littlemore. The cost of

pumping the sewage would be 35,0001. The
quantity of sewage on which Mr. Bateman’s
figures depend is several million gallons a day.

In Edinburgh and London, the sewage is undi-

luted, and there 600 acres of ground would be
the limits which that quantity would fertilize.

In Oxford, with a smaller fall, and the neces-

sary flushing required, it would be diluted, and
more land wonld be required, but he could not
say exactly bow much. Authority is not agreed

as to the proportion of sewage per acre
;
but the

balance of testimony being in favour of 5,000

tons, for a four-fold increase of crops, he based

hiS calculations on that amount. For an outlay

of about 100,0001., Mr. Bateman thinks the irri-

gation scheme may bo carried out with pecu-

niary advantage. At a low estimate of its

value, even below that of Mr. Morton, the

sewage wonld be worth ^d. per ton for sale

to the farmers. The quantity in Oxford will be,

say 4,000,000 gallons a day, but being diluted

with water for flushing, its value is reckoned at

2,500,000 gallons of the rich fertilizing elements

when not diluted. This will realise 8,4861. 10s.

per annum, showing a surplus of 4,0001., after

paying interest and working expenses, should the

co-operation of the agriculturists be secured. If

the Corporation have to apply the sewage them-

selves, and become, as it were, their own farmers,

there will be a further outlay : but the sewage

may then be made, it is said, worth Id. per ton,

or 16,9721. per annum, when, of course, the

profit would be double.

Tunbridge Wells.—]4r. Bazalgette has just

made a report to the Local Board of this town,

in which he states that, after a personal exami-

nation of the northern (or Tunbridge) and
southern (or Groombridge) valleys, he concurs

in the views expressed by Mr. Lawson (the engi-

neer whom the Board had previously consulted),

that the lands in the southern valley are best

suited for irrigation with sewage. He suggests

that, before designing works for such distribution

of sewage, it wonld, of course, be prudent to

treat for suitable lands for its reception. The
lauds which are available and can bo irrigated

by gravitation ai'e known to the Board, and whe-
ther they should purchase and lease such lands

and farm themthemselves, or sub-let them, or lease
the sewage to any of the present occupiers after

conveying it to them, could be best determined
' by the Board, upon negotiations instituted by
some land surveyor on their behalf. lu selecting

the position of such lands, it might be roughly

estimated that the cost of conveying the sewage
to a distance in acovered channel would possibly

be at a rate of about 6,0001. per mile. Mr.
Bazalgette agrees with Mr. Lawson that about

200 acres will bo required, and says that when
available lands have been selected, the plans

and estimates of the cost of conveying the sewage
thither can bo more definitely determined.

THE PICTURE OF GUILDHALL.

The Court of Common Council, at their last

meeting, determined not to purchase the picture

painted by Mr. and Mrs. Melville, representing

the interior of Guildhall on the occasion of pre-

senting the Freedom of the City to His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales, though the City

'

Lands Committee had recommended it should

be bought, at a price not exceeding 5,000L It

is a very large picture, includes a great number
of portraits, and has occupied the artists three

years continuously. The result must be some-
thing like ruin

;
and if, as is asserted, they were

misled to believe that the picture would cer-

tainly bo purchased, the case is a very hard one.

The painting has considerable merits, though
when we saw it much work was wanting to bring

it together as a whole. Many of the portraits are

good, but, by the arrangement of the picture,

the important personages are in the background

;

and, concerning the majority of the gentlemen
and ladies represented in the foreground, though
doubtless very eminent and beloved in their

respective circles, posterity probably will not
much interest itself. Justice, however, is jus-

tice
;
and if Mr. and Mrs. Melville have been

led by members of the Corporation to this devo-

tion of their time and abilities, they are bound
to prevent the sacrifice of the artists. The price

named was preposterous, and probably contri-

buted to bring about the decision of the Court.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Termination of the Masons’ Strike, Newcastle.

After long dispute, the question at length nar-

rowed itself to that of the men accepting 11. lOs.

for working ten hours a day, or 55^ hours a

week
;
or the masters should concede to the

men the nine hours per day, or 50^ hours a
week, at the old wages of 11. 7b. per week. Mr.
A. Carse made a suggestion through the press

that a meeting of the employers and the em-

ployed should be held in the Lecture-room, and
the question finally settled by the ballot. This
was at once accepted by both sides, and the
meeting was held in the Lecture-room, Nelson-
street, Newcastle. Each person entitled to vote

was provided with a perforated slip of paper, on
one side of the perforation of which was printed
“ 9 hours,” and on the other “ 30 shillings,” so
that when the proper time came the holder
could easily divide the piece of paper, and put
the piece which represented his particular view
of the case into a large glass jar provided for

the purpose. After a statement on the part of

the masters had. been read and the men had re-

plied, voting commenced. At the close, the
Chairman said that 422 had voted, and of these

401 had voted for the nine hours and 21 for the

30a. a week. The result was received with loud

and prolonged cheering.

Trades’ Unions.—At the invitation of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers, a number of

members of trades’ unions met at Exeter-hall,

on the 2l8t ult., to consider the recent de-

cision of the Court of Queen’s Bench as to the
legality of trades’ unions, and also the issuing of

a royal commission to inquire into the law re-

lating to these bodies. Mr. Wm. Newton, engi-

neer, presided. The hall was full. After an
able address by the chairman, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted:

—

“That in the opinion of this meeting the recent de-
cision of the Court of Qxieen's Bench in the case of
Hornby i>. Close virtually destroys the protection which
trade societies have enjoyed since the passing of the
Friendly Societies Act, and takes from them the privileges

the Legislature intended to give in the passing of that
measure. It therefore calls upon all trade societies to
support the following requisition to the Home Secretary
in favour of Mr. Neate’s Bill.
“ That in the opinion of this meeting no commission of

inquiry into the doings of trade societies can give satis-

faction to the working classes unless they bo represented
on the commission by members of their owu order; and
that, as the royal commission appointed to inquire into

the organisations of trades’ unions contains no such direct

representation, we feel bound to express our disappoint-
ment and regret that the commission has not been more
equitably composed."

Mr. Walpole’s Bill has been printed. It gives

to the Royal Commission power to enforce the

attendance of witnesses aud the production of
documents, and gives to any witness, not being
the actnal perpetrator of any act of outrage or

crime, and making a full and true disclosure, a
certificate of indemnity against any civil or

criminal proceeding in respect of any matter
touching which he has been examined; but no
person is to be compelled to answer questions

tending to criminate himself as such actual per-

petrator. No evidence taken under this Bill is

to be admissible against any person in any civil

or criminal proceeding whatever.
Bradford.—The plasterers of Bradford are

taking a most arbitrary and unjustifiable course
of action. Among other regulations they insist

that no plasterer shall be allowed to work in

Bradford unless he is a member of the society,

or to serve “ any firm consisting of more than
two masters, unless every partner’s name is

publicly stated in full.” They even go so far

as to dictate what work shall bo done and what
work shall not. They demand that no employer
shall, under penalty of a strike, be allowed

to dismiss any plasterer unless the rest choc^e,

or to employ more than one apprentice to every
five journeymen, each boy being under fifteen

years when he joins the trade. In one case
the men struck because a master plasterer had
some of his sons working under him who were
not members of the society.

—

Albion.

Masters and Workmen.—Lord St. Leonards has

written a letter to a gentleman in the north

with regard to his Masters and Operatives Bill.

He says,

—

“ You have probably seen that I introduced my Mastera
and Operatives Bill into the House of Lords last evening.
The only alteration which I have made is to extend the
authority of the arbitrations to future wages for a period
not exceeding twelve months. Both masters and opera-
tives have asked me to extend the Bill to future wages
generally, which I have declined. ... I have reason
to be satisfied that the operatives generally are willing to

accept the Bill. The masters, who were once strongly in

favour of it, appear now to think that it will be of no use

to them. This, I think, is a mistake. The Bill, you will

observe, is simply permissive. Ihe Government intends

to inquire into strikes. I told Lord Derby that, althongb

I approved the step, it wonld be found very difficult to

deal with trades’ unions. They have become national,

and they have attempted an international union, and they

are now joining the Koform League. Their organization

is surprising, and their poner very great. . . . I told

Lord Derby in the House last evening that I wished to

co-operate with the Government, and I would therefore

either resd my Bill a second time and take the sense of
the House upon it, or let it be referred to hie committee
on strikes, and he is to read the Bill and let me know his

views."

Birmingham.—A special general meetin? of

the Master Builders’ Association has been held

a
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to receive a report of the results of the recent
conferences with the trade delegates with refer
ence to the proposed alterations in the loca
trade rules. Mr. W. Webb presided, and ther.was a veiy good attendance. The alterations ii
the masters proposed code of rules were unani
monsly adopted by the meeting, and ordered tcbe circulated amongst the master builders ol
Jlirmingham, and sent to the various branches ol
operatives m the town. Itwasalso derided that
the rules should be signed by the Association if
they were agreed to by the men. Shonld the
operatives refuse to agree to these rules the
masters were prepared to meet the operatives at
a public meeting, when delegates should be an-
pointed on both sides, and the question decided
by arbitration.

Wolverhampton.—^As the operatives in nearlv
every branch of the building trade have given
notice fur an advance of wages and other privi-
leges, the delegates of the master builders and
ot the operative carpenters and joiners and the
plasterers have met and discussed the claims
under the presidency of Mr. R. Kettle, the um-

qaestious were fully and fairly arguedwith the best spirit on both sides, and the deci-
9ion rests with Mr. Kettle, who has taken time
to consider the grounds relied upon by the
respective sides. The operative carpenters and
joiners have resolved, at a recent meeting, that
It would be desirable for them to form a co-

association on the limited
liability principle, and have appointed a com-
mittee for the furtherance of the end in view.

South irales.—The notice of a reduction inwages at the South Wales Ironworks has expired
at the majority of the establishments, and themen have unreservedly accepted the drop of
10 per cent. Owing to the activity in the coal
trade the wages of the colliers have not been
interfered with, and they continue on the old
scale.

ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERIES AT HOLME I

CULTRAM.
A Mo^u-lrE^-T.4^, slab of one of the abbots ofHolme Cultram has been discovered. The

inscription imns thus: -“Hie jacet Willms.Ri—KAn, Abbas xx. de Holme Cultran, cuius
aie propicietur Teas. Amen.” The letters be-tween y and k in the surname are unfortunatelv
broken out. A correspondent of the Carlisle
Jovrnal says,—” The late character of the work
would lead one to suppose it of about the same
date as that of the west porch, A.D. 1507 and
probably the work of the same abbot, Abbot
Chambers. William de Redekar was abbot in
i‘iJT (see Dngdale’s Monasticon,’ vol. v. p. 593 )and was the immediate predecessor of Abbot
Uhambers; so that this monument is undoubt-
edly to the memory of William de Redekar.
or Rydekar, and probably erected by Abbot
Chambere.’ The material is red sandstone,
Ta in. thick. Interesting as this discovery is
thereare now lying in the churchyard the remains

r
surpassing it in interest,—that

of Abbot Chambers himself. The fragments are
sculptured in high relief. The abbot, the central
hgure, IS represented in his robes, mitred, with
the staff in his left hand.

AROHITECTURE, BARBICAN.—M. EoB.ax AKcH.XBor,

DRAYTON BEAUCHAMP, HERTS.

a ^een restored, in memory of
the judicions Hooker,” formerly rector of the

parish. It 18 a small church, but has many
points of interest about it. The plan is, a nave
with aisles, chancel, west tower, and north

a*-® of four bays, of simple
bold First Pointed work. The rest of the
church is of late Third Pointed date, with clear-
stories and insertions of very debased work.Ihe font IS a fine Norman one, with small sunk
arches round the bowl. At the east end of the
aisle 13 a beautiful Third Pointed reredos, formed
by quatrefoil and other shaped panels, bearin<>
traces of their original paintino-. There are
several brasses of the Cbeyne family, who lived
here as early as Richard 11. ; and in the chancel
3s_a great tomb of the same family. The east
window, before the restorations commenced, was
filled with stained glass, taken from other win-
aowB (it IS said). It was greatly injured, but
there remained the figures of the Virgin Marv
and some of the Apostles, with armorial bearings
below chiefly relating to the Cheyne family.
Ifie whole has been re-arranged and repaired by

Messrs. Clayton A Bell. The atraotaral works
undertaken have been, repairing the ancient
flat.pitched oak roofs of the nave and aisles, a new
oak roof to the chancel, new battlemented para-
pets to nave aisles and chancel, the old parapets
having been entirely destroyed

; rebuilding the
chancel aisle, and reseating the whole area withnew oak seats following the old seats, which
have been retained in their former positions.
During the progress of the works a number of
ancient tiles were discovered; these, together
with others previously in the chancel, have been
reproduced by Minton, and the chancel has been
^id with them, m patterns, divided by borders.
The pulpit is of oak, on a stone base, octagonal“ ®®®^ f^ce of it is an angel,
-rt. 6 in. high, bearing an emblem, and with its
outspread wings covering the whole aide. Anew carved pyramidal font-cover, of oak, has
been placed on the ancient font; this, together
with the pulpit and the carving of the chancel-
seats, has been executed by Mr. Forsyth.
The external facing, of flints and stone, in

chequers, has been restored, having been covered
over with rough cast and cement. The tower
still remains to be done.
The works have been carried ont, under the

aroliiteots, Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, by Mr.

c.erK‘Ll^"°^-
_A brass plate has been let into the pnlpit

.
with an inscription. ^ ’

CITY HORSE REPOSITORY, BAEBICAX,

. 1,
alterations are in progress ithe Royal City Horse and Carriage Repositor

Barbican, of which Mr. J. S. Gower is the p.i
pnetor. The stabling and yards have been ii
creased by the pnrehase of a largo freehold sit
at the back of the Clarence Hotel in Aldersgate
street, where an additional entrance has bee
formed, nearly opposite the new station of th
Metropolitan Railway.
The portion of the property facing Barbicai

has been pulled down and a new buildin«
erected, as shown in the above engravine. I
comj^ises _a large arched entrance-gateway t(the Repositoiy, with foreman’s residence overand a warehonse on the right-hand aide- r
senes of loose boxes and a three-storv granarv
have also been erected in the rear, and an addi-
tional range of stabling, with offices and build-
ings over, will be shortly commenced

In consequence of the heavy traffic to the nre-
mises great care has been taken to round all the
external angles of the buildings, and for the same
reason the columns supporting the front are of
cast-iron, weighing about 1^ ton each, and rest-
ing on granite bases. The arches and entabla-
ture over are in Portland stone, and the rest of
the dressings in Portland cement.
The first portion of the contract is being exe-

cuted by Mr. Andrew Kilby, of Limehouse. Mr-
Robert Walker, of London, is the architect.
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THE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD WATERWOEKS,
BATHS, AND WASH-HOUSES.

The contract for the erection of these works

was taken by Messrs. Atkins, gas and water

engineers, London, who erected similar works at

Berkhanistead last year. A piece of land was
purchased for a site opposite Marlowe’s Chapel.

The buildings are of considerable extent. There

are two entrances to the baths, with arches sup-

ported on stone pillars with carved capitals.

Between the two entrances is the pay-ofBce, and

on tho left are the private rooms of the managers

of the works. There are six baths in each

department, four first-class and two second. The

bath-house is heated by steam pipes, and venti-

lated. Waiting-rooms are provided for the

bathers. The second-class baths are but little

inferior to those of the first-class. The washing

processes are carried on by the company them-

selves.

A single steam engine supplies tho town with

water, and impels all the machinery in this esta-

blishment. The superfluous steam from the

boiler, passing by pipes through a tank of water,

is condensed into water again, and tho water in

the tank is thus heated, the boiler replenished,

and the baths and laundry supplied with hot

water.

The company obtain their supply of water

from an artesian well, 212 ft. deep, in a chalk

and flint formation. Erom this well the water is

pumped, by steam power, iuto a covered reservoir,

in Chapel-street. A continuous high-pressure

supply is given from the reservoir to the con-

sumers’ houses, and storage tanks are rendered

unnecessary. The company state that their

pumping apparatus enables them to deliver water

to the highest elevation in the district. Mains
are laid on in all the principal thoroughfares ;

and fire-plugs and stand-pipes are placed at

different parts for watering the streets, extin-

guishing fires, and for other purposes. Tho
charge for a supply of water for domestic use,

supplied by meter, is Is. Gd. the 1,000 gallons.

The engine and pumps were designed by Mr.
Atkins, and made by Messrs. Tidcombe & Son,

of Watford. The boiler is a Cornish one, 6 ft.

in length and 21 ft. in diameter. It was manu-
factured by Mr. William Wilson, of Glasgow.

THE AECHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held

at the House in Conduit-street on Friday even-

ing (the 15th ultimo), Mr. R. W. Edis in the

chair.*

Mr. Turner brought under notice the desira-

bility of increasing the library, either by volun-

tary donations from members or others, or by
assistance from the funds of tho Association.

Mr. Armstrong suggested that the better

course to adopt would be to raise a fund of 1001.

or 150J. in the first instance, either as a gift from

individual members, or by way of loan, to be

repaid in future years by crediting the annual

subscriptions with a portion of the money lent.

If it were known that the Association possessed

a really good library, he believed it would be the

means of attracting many additional subscrip-

tions, becauBO there was no other architectural

library in the metropolis which allowed the

members to bring the books to their own homes.

After conversation, Mr. J. D. Mathews (hou.

secretary) said the committee could not see their

way to devoting their funds in the proportion

mentioned, even to so valuable an object as the

formation of a better library
;
and he for one

would object to setting aside a portion of the

annual subscriptions in the manner suggested.

His own opinion was that, if it were more gene-

rally known that the Association wanted abetter

library than it now possessed, the senior mem-
bers of the profession would come forward and
help them. In fact, many gentlemen had volun-

teered subscriptions to the Association, but, as

their rules prevented them from accepting such

offers, all he could do was to suggest that the

volunteers should become members of the Asso-

ciation, and in that way many senior members
of the profession had joined them. He believed

that, if the members would invite their profes-

sional friends to assist them in making the

library more useful, assistance would not be

refused.

* The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Association:— Mr. A. J. Hewitt, Mr. Wall, Mr. R. T.

Dolman, Mr. Fitzpatrick, Mr. Taring, Mr. Collier, and
Hr. John Scott.

Mr. R. Plnmbe thought the great want of the

Association was a large room for tho use of the

members, and for its general business.

Mr. T. Roger Smith inquired whether any sur-

plus books had been received from the Institute

lately.

Mr. Mathews replied that none had been re-

ceived for two years.

Mr. Smith said that in that case ho would

place in the hands of the Secretary a letter he

had received from Mr. Beresford-Hopo on the

subject, and that ho would recommend them to

agitate a little until they got what they wanted.

He suggested whether, without seriously treuch-

ing upon the funds of the Association, a small

percentage of the subscriptions might not be

applied to the extension of the library. Good

books were the most valuable agents which the

student of architecture could have in acquiring

a knowledge of bis profession; but he thought

it would be more desirable to accumulate them

in the library than to take large premises, as

the library being a lending one, the books could

be taken home. He was not aware that the

senior members of the profession had been asked

for assistance.

Ultimately the subject was referred to the

Committee.
The Chairman drew attention to a letter which

he had received from the Secretary to the Archi-

tectural Museum Society inviting assistance

towards their new building near Westminster

Abbey. Tho subject had, he said, been brought

under the notice of the Committee, who had

arrived at the conclusion that they would not bo

lustified in voting any of the Association funds

'to the Museum unless they got something in the

way of an equivalent. Under these circum-

stances, they had asked for fifty tickets, but they

had not yet received any answer. Should their

proposal be favourably entertained, the Com-

mittee would subscribe. He understood that the

new buildings in Westminster would be con-

venient and comfortable for art students.

Mr. T. Wells then read a paper on “ Tho Influ-

ence of Eastern and Western Art, and more

especially on that influence as exhibited through

the medium of Constantinople.” These influences

he considered under five principal heads—first,

in Greece and Rome before the transfer of the

seat of empire from Rome to Constantinople

;

secondly, in tho effects of the political, com-

,

mercial, and artistic relations between Europe

on the one side, and Constantinople and her
|

dependent cities in tho Levant on the other;

thirdly, in the effects of the ocenpation by the ^

Saracens of Spain, of Sicily, of much of the
j

shores of the Adriatic, as well as of the European

coast of the Mediterranean
;

fourthly, in the

results of the Crusades
;
and, fifthly, in the art

j

of Modern Europe. To the explanation of tho

second of these manifestations Mr. Wells chiefly

applied himself, contending that the arts of

Europe were in past times greatly indebted for

their excellence to the graceful and fertile

imagination of tho East. In his opinion much
of the inferiority of the art of modern Europe

was due to the lack of that stimulus of emulation

once provided by the compulsory existence of a

powerful, cultivated, aud, in Mahoroedan times

at least, a rival condition of society in tho

Levant. This emulation was excited and con-

tinually renewed by the fame of edifices, of

admirable invention and beauty, rising in never-

ending succession in all her famous cities, by a

familiar acquaintance with the examples of her

art in all classes and degrees of excellence, which

she day by day sent forth (whether under the

regie of Constantinople or other sovereign cities)

to pass freely as articles of commerce from band
to hand throughout the length and breadth of

Christendom.

A short discussion ensued.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

The report of the Council shows that the

current expenses of last session were fairly met
by the receipts, though the amount paid by the

public for admission was very small. This, of

course, means that the exhibitors had a much
smaller public than it is desirable should be

gained for them. The council have put them-

selves in communication with the committee of

the Architectural Museum, and the lectures of

the two societies will be made to form one list.

The council are striving to render the next exhi-

bition a good one. Drawings must be sent in

by the Gth of April next.

BRITISH ARCHiBOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

At tho meeting on the 27th of February, Mr. H.
Syer Cuming, V.P., in the chair, Mr. E. Roberts,

F.S.A., exhibited the known portrait, by Zincke,

of Sbakspeare, denounced in pp. 22, 23, in

Wivell’s Supplement, for the examination of the

Society, ns few persons of tho present day are

acquainted with it. Mr. Bailey exhibited an
enormous tooth of a Seal, fouud in London-wall

iu December last, at a great depth. It was dis-

covered in the usual black soil, but as it appears,

to be the only known example found in England,

information was requested. Mr. Irvine exhibited

drawings of Roman antiquities in Cirencester

Museum. As regards an assumed sacred mono-

gram, I. H. S., on some pottery, it was hoped

the specimens themselves would be sent up, as

doubts were entertained, firstly, of the accuracy

of the sketch; and, secondly, of the meaning
attributed to it.

Mr. Cato exhibited a very beautiful and per-

fect Roman glass bottle, having a globular-

shaped body indented on four sides, and a long,

narrow neck, found in Dover-street, in December
last. Mr. Cuming stated that it is of a very rare

type. Mr. Gunaton exhibited some of tho most

recent bone forgeries.

These and numerous other exhibitions caused,

discussions, which left little time for the consi-

deration of the paper by the chairman, on the
“ Cross Tau of St. Anthony,” giving an account

of this early emblem
;

its being found iu the

hands of Egyptian divinities
;
having been worn

by Pharaoh’s subjects
;
used by the Druids

;
used

as charms in Gnostic, Hebrew, and Knights

Templars’ times
;
and subsequently known as the

emblem of St. Anthony.
In the brief discussion which ensued, Mr.

Roberts, followed by the Rev. W. S. Simpson,

threw out the suggestion that this emblem, like

the triangle, always was applied to a triunion of'

almighty powers.

THE PROPOSED ROAD IMPROVEMENT AT
HYDE PARK CORNER.

Sir,—In tho notice you have done me the

honour to take of the improvements at Hyde
Park-corner suggested in the Builder of the

15th December ult., you state that the proposi-

tion to alienate part of the Park is likely to be

objected to.

Permit me to draw the attention of those

likely to make such au objection to the fact that

the proposal is nothing more than a repetition of

what has already been done in St. James’s Part

by the formation of Birdcage-walk
;
for this road-

way was originally part of the Park
;
and then

let me ask them to look at the question in the

following manner.
Imagine Birdcage-walk roadway not to exist,

and the question now to arise for the first time,

what is tho best way of providing for the passage

of traffic between George-street, Westminster,

and Buekingham-gate ? Imagine, further, that

the Board of Works answer the question by a

proposal for carrying-tbe traffic round Victoria-

street, and that a counter proposal is started for

the formation of the present Birdcage - walk

roadway. They have then a case analogous to

the one now before the public for the improve-

ment of the roadway between Stauhope-gate

and Grosvenor-place, and with the same probable

public objections thereto : that such public-

objections have not prevailed against the forma-

tion of the Birdcage-walk roadway is a sufficient

reason that they shonld not be allowed to militate

against my proposal, especially when it is evident

that the benefits resulting to the public from the

adoption of my plan would be more than treble

those afforded by the Birdcage-walk scheme.

But who can read your interesting article last

week on the Grosvenor-place and Pimlico Im-
provements without regretting that what you

call “ a main artery from Grosvenor Hotel to

Hyde-park Corner” should be stopped short in

its course at Piccadilly, while au opportunity is

offered for, and a saving of 91,0001. is to be

effected by, continuing that grand thoroughfare-

in an almost direct line to Oxford-street.

The direction of aud want for this “main
artery” now being constructed by the Marquis

of Westminster, is caused by the erection of the

Victoria aud Paddington Railway Stations, and

the consequent increase of traffic between these

two points
;
clearly, therefore, a plan having

for its object the coutinuation of this enormous
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stream of traffic in a direct coarse to its desti-
nation, is better than one which wonld make
that stream stop short in the middle of its
^urse, tarn sharply off at an acute angle, and
then, after a passage of 300 yards, make another
turn at a still more acute angle, before it couldagmn assume the direction in which it was ulti-
mately tending. And this, sir, you will see on
reference to the two plans is really the difference

scheme of the Metropolitan Board
oi Works and my own.
Yon truly state that “the chief objection tomy plan woidd come from the owner of Apsley

House. ’ His Grace will, however, have learned
irom the result of the opposition by another^gh personage to the formation of the Thames
Embankment, how impossible it is for an indi-
vidual to successfully oppose a public improve-

Hejjey Saxo.v Snell.
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THINGS NOT GENEBALLY KNOWN.

XT ^5/^^
sinking of the caissons for pier

;Wo. 3 (the second from the Middlesex side) of
2sew Blackfriars-bridge is to be commenced,

meat
^ Meat-market is to give us

When the Circus at the comer of Comhill
Gracechurch-street, &c., is to be made.
When the circus is to be formed at the bottom

ol Ludgate-hill.

When the railway-bridge over Ludgate-hill is
to have its side staircases opened.
When the widening of the road at the top of

Ludgate-hill is to take place.
When Contract No. 1 for Northern Thamea

Embankment (Weatminater-bridge to Somerset
House) is to be finished.
When Contract No. 3 for Northern Thamea

Embankment (Temple to Blaoktriara) is to be
commenced !

Chelsea Thames Embankment
(Chelsea Hospital to Battersea Bridge) is to be
begun. ^

When the part of the Southern Embankment
which reaches from Ferry-street Dock, Lambeth
Bridge, to Gun House-alley, Vauzhall Bridge is
to be completed. °

When Albert Bridge, Chelsea, is to be finished.When Wandsworth Bridge is to be commenced.When Southwark Park is to exist

!

When Finsbury Park is to be.
When Park-lane is to be widened.
When Middle-row is to be removed!
When St. Clement’s Church, Strand, and St.

Mary s Church, Strand, are to be removed : and
the wretched “ Strand Middle-row,” which forms
the south side of Holywell-street, is to be taken
down, and the Strand made of a decent width
as an approach to the new Law Courts.
When the sixty or seventy houses which now

lorm a barrier to a straight road from the Strand
to Hampstead, by way of Newcaetle-street, Lin-
coin s-inn-fields, Gate-street, and Southampton-
row, are to be removed.

When the opening from Whitechapel to
Commercial-road is to be commenced
When the Pneumatic Kailway (Whitehall to

Waterloo) is to be in operation.
When the Metropolitan Biatriot Bailway ia to

begin to run trains.

When the East London Kailway will commence
tunnelling under the East Dock of the London
Docks.
When the side streets running from Victoria-

street (the Blessed) ai'e to have their names
put up.

When PhUlipa- street, Tiotoria - street fthe
street which runs behind the noble new distillery)
18

,
after twelve years’ of unfinishment, to be pro-

ceeded with and opened.
When the Metropolitan Bailway will reach its

destination, the Crescent, Minories.
When the carriage road in front of the Metro-

po it^ Board of Works Office. Spring Gardens,
will be thrown open to the public.
When Waterloo, Charing Cross, Lambeth.

Yanxhall, Chelsea, Pntney, and Hammersmith
bridges are to be free bridges.
When the bridge from the Tower to Bermond-

sey IS to be built.

When Old and New Bond-street are to be
renumbered, and form one street,—Bond-street.
When Wood-street and Cripplegate-bnildings

to be renumbered, and form one street —
Wood-street. ’

TOen the wildernosa of ground on three sides
ol Battersea Park is to be bndt upon and
Civilized.

When Dowgate-hill, Cannon-street, is to be
cleared

; and Walbrook to be widened.
When the Metropolitan Board of Works will

acquire all the property needed for New Earl-
street.

When the notches in Newgate-street are to be
filed off.

When the Westminster Bridge-road is to bemade of the same width as Westminster Bridge.

_

When the Tottenham and Hampstead Junc-
tion Railway is to be completed.
When the new Blackwall Railway Bridge is to

be built over Leman-street, Whitechapel : and
when the widening of Royal Mint-street is to be
completed.

Tavom-gap (a delioious spot), Bat-
Clin Highway, is to be made a carriage thorough-

it

wus to have been inserted here,

• L
Victoria-street is to be completed,” but

It has been suggested that that is a thing gene-
rally known. The answer being, — “ Neyer.”
inis, therefore, is omitted.]
When the press is again going to report to the

world the monthly money progress of the
bouthera Thames Embankment, commenced
September 21, 1865, and last reported by the
press September 29, 1866

j when 67.0001. had
=

materials, and labour, about
5,6001. a mouth.
When the Thames is to be embanked from the

Victoria Tower to Lambeth Bridge.
When buddings which are to last for many

agea ap to be so planned as to allow of easy
alteration to admit of new improvements and in-
ventions, and not be open to the objections
which Sir A. Clifford recently most righteously
brought forward against the New Houses of
rarliament.

When architects will learn that steps at the
street-doors

_

of buildings, whether churches,
Strand Music-halls, shops, or any other build-
ings, are almost necessarily a nuisance and a
defacement,-a relic of the times when, there
being no pavements, a man was compelled to
build hia house high to keep himself free from
floods.

When the electric telegraphs of the country
are to be placed under one management, and ave^ small uniform charge made for messages.
When Tower-hill, and all round the Tower, are

to be Lighted and properly paved.
When a popersystein of public urinals, 'lava-

tones, &c., is to be established in London, with
directions at the corners of the streets as to
where they may be found.
When notice-boards on church doors are to

Sr shabby with old partially-defaced

travelling in London ia to be (as it
might be) half its present price, with double its
present convenience.

A Wandeeee and a Wondeeeh.

best founders m the world, we find year after
year the fonowing “vulgar errors” repro-
duced 1. The finest old bells had silver in
their composition, which accounts for their sweet-
ness of tone. 2 . “Bells for turret clocks should
be made m the hemispherical form.'’
Now, with regard to the first point, I may say

that m fragments of some old bells that havebeen subjected to analysis, a very small propor-
tion of other metals, such as zinc, silver, &c., has
been detected, in addition to the usual alloy of
copper and tin. But experiments have beenmade, the result of which clearly shows that the
notion that bells would be improved by silver isa delusion. It rather injures their sound.
As to form, everybody knows, that for

house-clocks, &c., bells of the hemispherical
lorm are very properly used. Nevertheless, if
you want a bell for a tower or turret, to producea good volume of sound, and a fine quality of
tone that shall be heard at a reasonable dis-
t^ce, itmust be made of the long-established
shape and proportion of ourbestchurch-bells. Andwe know the reason why. Bells of the hemi-
spherical form weighing about 4 cwt. may answer
tor cemeteries for obvious reasons. Bat the
sound of heavier bells of that form ia generally
tubby, extremely doleful, and offensive.

Thomas Walesby.

BELLS FOR PUBLIC CLOCKS.
Certain well-known dictionaries and cyclo-

pmdias tell us, that a bell ia “ a vessel or hollow
body of east metal, formed to make a noise by
the act of some instrument striking against it

”
And the fact must be admitted that numeroiis
bells, ol various kinds, are “formed to make anoise,”—m too many instances a dreadful one- -
and nothing more. Nevertheless, I maintain
that a bell, properly so called, is “a musical
instrument oi percussion;” and that no “vessel
or hollow body,” the tone of which is offensive
to a good ear, ought ever to be introduced for a
public clock, or, indeed, for any other purpose

Moreover, knowing that the sound of a really
good bell is often marred in effect by that of its
neighbonr, I have long entertained the opinion
that when a tower or a turret contains a clock
with a fine-toned and truly efficient bell, no other
bell, the note of which is not in accord or harmony
with that of the former, should be put up for any
other public clock within a reasonable distance
from such tower or turret. Accordingly, when
consulted some years ago respecting a clock bell
lor a new edifice standing near an old church
tower containing a powerful hour-bell, being the
tenor of a peal in the key of E, I proposed to
design one to emit the dominant note of that
Key. bo that whether the two clocks happened
to strike simultaneously or otherwise, no dis-
agreeable effect wonld be produced.
A word on the coiapositiou and form of bells

j

for notwithstanding the statements ofour highest
j
authorities, baaed upon the experience of the

FAIR PLAY FOR THE LAW COURTS
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

Y

ou have given good help. The letters
which you published last week,—but especially
your own remarks appended to them,—in which
the matter was put so kindly, and yet only fairly,
as every one must admit who knows the secre-
tary’s genuine integrity, had a very good effect;
but the help must be continued, or the compe-
tition will end in disgrace yet to every one. There
are pretty decided indications that the batteries
are only "masked” for the present.

I enclose a printed paper, which will show
what I mean. It was handed to the Solicitors’
Committee,— of whom I am one,— and the
Bar Committee,—for whose guidance it had
been prepared,—and one or two of us who had
examined the designs saw that it was substi-
tuting a new teat for the only one which the
architects could accept, viz., the book of “ In-
structions;” and, worse stUl, that the new test
was constructed on the basis of one design, that
of Mr. Waterhouse; so that while it might admit
one or two other designs on some minor points,
it would admit the first-named design alone, on
those points which the paper declares to be
vital

!

The Bar Committee refused to look at the
paper.

_

We, the Solicitors, received it, but had
it reprinted as “confidential.” It is being
worked upon : so, you see, means are still being
adopted to force the one favoured design into the
first place. T could name several, but I content
myself with one more instance which has come
to my knowledge in a curious way.

Dr. Percy was invited to report on the various
schemes as to capability of ventilation, as well
as on the systems proposed. He wrote a private
note to say that he must warn Mr. Field that he
was greatly prepossessed in favour of Mr. Water-
house. Most persons would have thought that the
writer, by this candid and very proper intima-
tion, was disqualified from acting in the pro-
posed capacity. No such thing. It is nnder-
stood that he has now accepted the duty, and it
remains to be seen if hia first note will be laid
before the Commission. Pray continue to keep a
vigilant eye on the whole business.

A Member of the Solicitors’
Committee.

AS TO THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS.
Sir,—I have read with much interest the

description in the Builder, of the plans now being
exhibited for the new courts, intended to be
erected near Temple-bar

; and having had con-
siderable experience of courts of justice, my
vocations having caused me to attend them for
many years, I may be allowed to have acquired
some knowledge of what ia required, although
not an architect.

I am a Londoner, and know the site in ques-
tion, and observe that it is called the Strand,
but I will call it Pickett-place, which I believe
to be more correct. The ground rises gently
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from Pickett-place to Carey-street. I am against

a central hall, and snggesb an inner conrt-yard,

tho Law Courts fonning four sides of a square,

tho chief entrance to bo from Pickett-place,

through an archway, protected by gates : and

after the judges have alighted from their car-

riages, tho egress to bo through an archway into

Carey-street, with a porter’s lodge at each gate-

way.
You will perceive from the above that I mean

tho judges to ascend to the judgment-seats of

their respective courts by entrances from the

courtyard.

I propose that there should be eight distinct

blocks of buildings, separated from each other by

a passage-way, with a side entrance for the

barristers and attorneys, and a front entrance on

the four sides for witnesses j with a staircase

leading to a gallery for the public, with three

law courts in each block : this would allow of a

fourth part of the block for a consulting-room

for the barristers and attorneys, the arrange-

ment being one court on the ground-floor, and

two courts on the first floor, with rooms above

for any purpose deemed necessary. This plan

would meet the wish of the authorities, and pre-

vent idlers from passing from court to court,

unless they left one building before they entered

another.

The judge's bench in each court to have tho

windows of the room on the right and left of the

judge, which will give him a good light, and
preserve a current of air, from side to side, by
allowing the window sashes to be slightly raised

in very warm weather. The judges’ benches to

be parallel to each other, with a room between
the two walls, having two doors, one on each
bench, behind the chairs of the respective judges,

to which room they can retire for consultation

or other purposes.

Over the front gateway a clock-tower to be
erected, with fire-proof chambers for the records.

Over tho Carey-street gateway, apartments for

the hall-keeper and other attendants.

In the centre of the inner court-yard an
octagon building, with rooms for barristers,

robibg, and other purposes.

It will be seen that by this arrangement of the
building twenty-fonr law courts are secured,

—

which, it will be acknowledged, are as many as will

be required,—and numerous rooms on the second
floor for the officials attending on the judges, d'C.

From studying the matter, I think an inner
conrt-yard would be a groat advantage, par-

ticularly as it would give the judges an easy and
convenient entrance to their courts, and obtain

good light and air, a very important considera-

tion. Mentoe.

PUBLIC AND PKIVATB BATHS.

The bath prevailed to such an extent amongst
the ancient Greeks and Itomans, that at last its

use came to be looked upon more in the light of

a necessity than a luxury, and it was even cus-

tomary for the host, immediately on the arrival

of his guest, to offer him the refreshment of
lavation, with all the concomitants of costly per-

fumes and rich garments. This practice still

obtains, in a certain degree, with the higher
order of Orientals, who have their bath-i'ooms

fitted np in the most superb style, and replete

with every convenience to increase the exhilara-

tion of the process. In striking contrast to all

this is the disregard which the majority of Eng-
lishmen appear to pay to the hygienic and other
beneficial effects derivable from a free use of the
bath. Unquestionably, in the case of public

baths, this indifl'erence and apathy is partly to

be attributed to the laches of parochial authori-

ties, in not taking proper steps to introduce
them into tho districts over which they exercise

surveillance. For instance, in the parish where
the writer resides (Chelsea), with a population
of about 60,000, ihere does not exist a single

public bathing establishment, and those of the
inhabitants who during the summer months wish
to indulge in the healthful and delicious recrea-

tion of natation can only do so by making a
journey to Pimlico or Lambeth. This state of
things naturally reflects discredit upon those in

power, more especially as there are generally

plenty of people ready to invest capital in any
enterprise likely to be remunerative

5
and no

reason is deducible why the erection of public

baths and wash-houses should not prove as
profitable as avast number of other investments,
if regulated and maintained in a proper spirit.

If it is really desired to eigidicate some of those
infections diseases that make such terrible havoc

amongst us from time to time, and which are indu-

bitably in a certain measure due to want of clean-

liness on the part of the poorer classes of the

community, some action should be immediately

taken in the matter, so that, at least this re-

proach would be removed from our doors. Sup-

posing the purification of the Thames, owing to

the improved system of drainage, continues to

progress in an even ratio to the present, it is

not Utopian to premise that some day we shall

find baths floating upon its pellucid surface simi-

lar to those of the Seine, Rhine, and Danube.

The only objection to this mode is that the water

cannot be made tepid in proportion to the cool-

ness of the weather ;
but bathers will put up

with almost any discomfort rather than total

deprivation, and the plan seems to answer ex-

ceedingly well on the rivers just referred to.

The importance of some such realization is

considerably intensified at this moment by reason

of the observations which the calamity in

Regent’s Park has called forth. Many persuns

hold the opinion that had more of the unfortu-

nate sufferers been able to swim the terrible

results of the disaster would have been greatly

mitigated. Such sentiments are not entirely

without foundation, for two or three of the sur-

vivors affirm that they owe their lives to a

knowledge of this art, although at first sight the

excessive frigidity of the water certainly appears

to militate against such a possibility. However,

be that as it may, the fact nevertheless remains

patent that the chances of escape must have

preponderated immeasurably in favour of swim-

mers, as in all probability they would have

continued comparatively tranquil until sucoonr

arrived, and not exhausted their strength in

vain and ineffectual struggles, as unfortunately

too often happens.
Concerning baths in private dwellings. From

the frequency of accidents lately through the

failure of cerrain details of the apparatus

arranged to produce hot-water, it might be sur-

mised that there are difficulties in the way of

obtaining suitable means for this purpose. But

it is not so. The principal solution of the

problem is the fact that men are engaged

who have scarcely any idea of the mociits

operandi, and much less of tho laws which

govern the circulation of water, and the expan-

sion and contraciion of metals : consequently, the

whole concern gets fixed in a most confused and

unsatisfactory manner, totally irrespective of the

influence exerted by these laws. The only sure

remedy is to employ none but those who are ex-

perienced
;
this being, as in almost everything

else, the unfailing insurance of competency.

The practice in vogue in order to secure a

constant supply of hot-water for the bath is

either to locate the boiler at the back of the

kiteben-rango in such a manner as to be in

direct and immediate contact with the fire, and

subject to its full effect, or to pose it somewhere

low down in the chimney, exposed to the in-

fluence of the hot gases arising from the com-

bustion of tho carbon beneath. A great draw-

back to the first arrangement, however, is the

inaccessibility of the boiler, when after some

time, in spite of the circulation of the water, in-

crustation supervenes. The sediment has to be

removed by means of a scraping tool inserted

through a plug-bole into the boiler, or the latter

must bo disconnected from the range, which re-

quires to be drawn outfor thatpnrpose, operations

consuming time, and always accompanied with

trouble, and inconvenience. Therefore tho plan

which places the boiler above the fire is pre-

ferable, as an aperture panelled on ordinary occa-

sions can be formed in the chimney-breast to

admit of inspection or extraotion, as the case

may be. Again, to diminish the chances of mis-

hap from frost, supposing the fire to become by
any means extinguished, the pipes and cisterns

are invariably situated within doors, and the

former, where convenient, are ranged in close

conjunction to those intended to supply cold

water to the upper chambers, thereby preserving

them likewise from the same all-powerful action.

Extra precautions are also taken by fixing a

small lever or spring safety-valve to tho “ re-

turn ” pipe, and placed in a wooden box pro-

vided with an overflow tube to carry off the

waste water. The surface line of the water in

the cold cistern is shown through the instru-

mentality of a glass gauge similar in many re-

spects to those ordinarily seen on steam boilers.

In instances where a magazine of hot-water is

not imperatively demanded, a periodical supply

is efficaciously attained by affixing a gas furnace

to the bath itself, with the nsual .adjuncts of

flow and return pipes
;
these are naturally much

shortened, and expensive fittings almost entirely

dispensed with. Moreover this furnace is capa-

ble of receiving sundry appliances for warming
linen and other domestic articles, no mean oon-

sideration to matrons of schools, and establish-

ments, &c. It is true that the time needed to
convey sufficient caloric to the cold water i&

rather extended, but then compensation is

afforded by freedom from danger and decreased

cost of erection and maintenance.
S. W. WOESSAM, Jun.

CONDENSED WATER FROM GIRDERS.

Sir,—

I

have lately been concerned in the

erection of a school-room for the use of the

working-classes. The room is frequently used
in an evening for lectures, and occasionally for

social meetings, and is generally crowded. The
roof is sustained by seven iron beams of a semi-

circular form, about 12 yards in diameter.

These beams are cased in wood, with the excep-

tion of a band about 2^ inches wide. When the

room is full, the warm air condenses on this iron

band, and a constant dripping of water takes

place, to the great annoyance of bald-headed men
and gaily-dressed women. “ There is nothing

new under the sun,” we are told j
and if so,

this inconvenience is nob new, and probably

you or some of your readers may be able to

suggest a remedy. I shall be grateful for any
practical suggestions that may cure the evil.

Aiiquis.

The obvious remedy is to cover with ab-

sorbent material the exposed part of tho girder,,

though efficient ventilation might render this-

unnecessary.—

E

d.

THE REMOVAL OF TEMPLE BAR.

It having been proposed to fix the old land-

mark as one of the entrances to the Temple in

Fleet-street, I beg leave to move as an amend-
ment, that it be placed at the entrance to Temple
Gardens, where it would be better seen in an
ornamental point of view than if crowded in

among the houses in the street, to say nothing

of the ground it would occupy,—at least enough

for five or six bouses, which, at a rough,

calculation, would produce 3,0001. a-year : rather

too expensive a lodging for our old friend. The
entrance to the ornamental inclosure, opposite

the Horse Guards, would be a better place than

the Temple, but I suppose there is an objection

to its leaving the City. George Ellis.

ODOURS FROM NEWSPAPERS.

PiB,—Can yon, or any of tho readers of your journal,

explain how it is that such a horrible stnell proceeds from
some newspapers, — particularly when held, as they olten

are, between the reader and a hot fire ? It cannot be the

aper, I should think : if not, then it must be the inkj

ut whatever it may be, I assure you 1 have olten been
nut merely disgusted, but sickened by it. On one occa-

sion I had accumulated a pile of newspapers and maga-
zines in a closet of my bedroom, and the smell resembling

rotten cheese, which I ultimately traced to its true source,

was such £13 to render the apartment almost uninhabitable.

As you are a sanitary authority, and as the Builder never

smells bad (whatever places it describes may do), 1 be-

thought me of writing to you on the subject. I have not
the least doubt others have suliered from the same cause.

FOLKESTONE COMPETITION.

Sir,—

H

as any one heard if the South Eastern Rail-

way Directors have arrived at any decision on the plana

submitted in this competition at Christmas last ?

A COJIPETITOB.

HEALTH IN LEEDS.

Saxitary matters here seem in a ludicrous

condition. Tho town-council appointed an officer

of health; and, poor innocent man, he actually

began his work, uprooting nuisances and foul

abuses militating against public health. All

Bumbledom was rampant, and in public meet-

ings he was recommended to “ go to the place

from whence be came, for Leeds didn’t want

him.” Ominous hints were given to him that

those who paid his salary might possibly with-

draw it, if he insisted too much on new-fangled

notions of there being any virtue in cleanliness.

The West Riding motto—and Leeds par excel.
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ience is the West Ridirp:—is, “ Where there’s
mack there’s money j” and he mast bo conserra-
tive of mock, or there might be lack of money
to hia account especially. And bo the poor
officer IS simply extinguished. Nothing has been
heard of him for months.
The Society for the Prevention of Crnelty to

Animals has, in conjunction with private persons
in the town, appointed a resident; officer in
-Heeds, Inspector Temperly, and week by week
we seo the result, in cruel human brntes being
fined at the police courts for illtreating briice
animals. But not so wich the sacred privileges
of landlords. The people puy for the ofiicer of
health, but seldom hear of his earning bis salary,
when the sufiurers he is appointed to protect are
mere human beings.

RAILWAY HATTERS.
A XEW station has just been opened at Crewe’

which has been buih by Messrs. Parnell, Son, &
Bennett,

_

of Rugby, at a cost of about 3G.0001.A deviation hue, about a mile long, is also beingmade north of the station for the Chester line
which at present passes through the Crewe
VVoika. Extensive shopping is being added to
the already great pile, in which the manufacture
of sleel rails, locomotives, carriages, &c., is con-
ducted at this rapidly growing railway town.A project has been proposed to the North-east
Bailway Company of Switzerland to cross the
-Lake of Constance by floating the trains over.A train of fourteen to sixteen carriages is to bo
placed upon a ateam-Tessel, which will bo fur-
nished with rails for the purpose. The boat or
ratr, will be propelled by an engine of 200-horee
power.

Government has given the Berg.
Markisch Railway Company permission to build a
bridge across the Rhine at Hamm, just above
Dosseldorf, on condition that the piers am con-
Btructed in such a manner ns to admit of bein'’-
blown up at any moment below the water, and
BO effe^ually as to make its repair a woi-k of
time._ The company is also required to build
sufficiently strong works for the protection of the
bridge against a cnu-p-de-main, to secure the
power of destroying it before it can bo forced by
the enemy.

puddling, and which abounded in India, where
the KurJkce of the gronnd was essentially water-
tight, and where they had clay without broken
sandstone. He described tlie various methods
oi coiistructingresorvoirs in England, and stated
that It did not follow that because there was a
leakage m an embankment there was necessarily
auy danger, or that there need bo any apprehen-
Sion of a disaster to the works

; and he also
Illustrated, by means of a large diagram, the
cause of the catastrophe which occurred at the
Hrudtord reservoir some few years ago. The
chiet cause of tliat unhappy occurrence was the
portion of the bank which gave way being laidon a Bhppery foundation of sloping rock.

'40,9S2h This statement relates altogether to
the original gift of ISO.OOOh The subsequent
gift of ^100,0001. is iu Hudson’s Bay Company’s
Stock, .and is to accumulate till 18G9. Free-
hold sites may be purchased in anv locality
within ten miles of the Boyal Eiohnnge, acces-
Bible by railways.

EQUALIZATION OF METROPOLITAN
POOR-RATES.

COMPETITIONS.

COMPENSATION.

clRim, heard l.y the HikhLai.ill of \\estnnnster, exceeded 6,0-'(i/., for leasehold

loss eoriAeniieiit on removal. The damianta as boot-

veirK
’ a business, and the profits were

tl‘Ht they should sustain a loss, and
. ‘i*"' “f

ock«f3iVJ00, about 2.1,000 volumes would
!'/ '•aliJe ofproperty in theStrand had greatly increased, and thepresent rental valueOl the house m question was estimated at 420/ a vearAn instance was given of the rise of property, in thelact that ilr. Archer, a tobacconist'^at Westminster

fletreri>
had been demolished by theMetropolitan District Kailwiiy, had taken a place iu the

a nreu’i“‘
‘^“"^y-sircet, and hid to pay as

5 fi
expend 6,000/. on new premisesand then to pay a rental of 250/., -Ahich would iiiako the

Mr. Kencaly), for the claimauts, represented the case na
o«.„,p.cnh„rl,,dsliip. Iheyl.d.'v.wlLd.hn™™and were patronized by the legal prolbssion andlivtlici^

/w?trwb''““
^ ® -’'I'-- Huwkinsf Q C

c'lilled
-Mahon), for the Commissioners,

Tbi HiVh T1 n/r’- “u
f'’"'lk«itied of the claim made!

nature ^.o-^ia
pointed ont (o the jury the

6.™ LoidSf'rss?.' '«"»

BUILDERS’ LIABILITIES.

IVath Cery,etery.—Tho design submitted by
Mr. J. D. Webster, of Shrlfield, archkect, has
been uDanimously adopted by the Burial Board,
and the buildings will be commenced forthwith
J-he cost will be about 1,300L

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINE^IRS IN
IRELAND.

_

A GENERAL meeting of members has been heldm the Museum Buildings, Trinity College, Dub-
lin. The chair was taken by Professor Down-

Meadows Taylor read a paper on
lank Irrigation in Southern India, wirh tlie

native construction of Dams, Sluices, and Escape
Weirs. ’ The paper, which whs of a practical
kind, commenced with a brief description of the
-various soils, and the means of irrigation by use
of tanks and reservoirs in the south of India
touching on the various historical events by
which these inventions were brought about, re-
enlting in the most noble hydr.aulio works in the
world, which had existed and would continue to
eimt for opmnriea. He gave lensthcacij andmmute descriptions of several of the principal
reservoirs visited by him in India, and grmt
credit to tlte native skill by which they were
constructed. lie also described waterworks he
had constructed while holding an official position
in India. The lecture was illubtruted by dia-
grams, and lasted nearly two hours.

C.E., remarked on the
differenco between the construction of such
works iu India and in this country, arising from
different surrounding circumstances and mate-
rials available in each case. There were not the
difficulties to contend with in India that there
were in England and Ireland in constructing
water-tight embankments, especially as regarded
the foundations on which they were laid. Here
the engineers had to contend with broken strata
and unfavourable soil generally, as well as want
of proper material in sufficient quantities for the

in
*V Common Pleas (Sittings at ITiBi Prius

urvrth "li le b"
Lord Chief Justice Boi^l and a specM

nV’ Jr J been decided.

h ’ 10 cros." tlie road, and waa steDD'iijv

bruibcd. Ihejomt waa permanently injured.
^

i''.rthpdeleneoitwa9?aidthat the defendant did nothear of the accident until a month after it JiarhaCnedIhemvesncation which had, however, been then 'set onfont led to these conclusions;—That the building was atthe time only basement high, and that it was not wanted

£eTnonTwe"“Ta'‘^-‘'‘^'?- raised. VJd,"im
. K 1

there. A numberof men emploved uuonthe building, and the policemen on the beat wer^calfednd they all stated that they never knew of any accidentuntil after the commiinicalioii from the plaintill'- and it

A CONFERENCE afc the instance of the Tower
Hamlets Association for the Equalization of Me-
tropolitan Poor-Rat-^s,ba8 beenheldat the London
Tavern, for the purpose of considering whether
any, and what, action is necessary with respect
to Mr. Gatl-.onie Hardy’s BUI. The chair was
taken by Mr. Locke, M.P. The Rev. H. G.
M'Gill, after referring to the desirableness of
having Mr. Hardy’s Bill passed into law, especi-
ally as it recognised the iirinciple that the poor
panslies of the metropolis ought not to be called
ou to support all the poor in these parishes, but
that the burden should bo equally distributed
over the metropolis, moved the following resolu-
tion :

—

“ That this moeting. while cordially approving of the
general principles of Air. Hardy’s BilJ, is of opinion that
the charges proposed to be placed upon the common fund
ol Ihe metropolis should be extended, so 08 to include if
not the whole expenses of tlie )ndo\>r sick, at least ’all
cases ol cancer, paralysis, .-ind other acute and easily re-
parable diseases, as also the whole of the expenses of
Imiiding under the Act; and that a pronaion should bemade lor levying a rate in aid in event of any special
emergency pressing upon any particular district.”

,

The Rev. G. T. Driffield seconded the motion.
Mr. Ayrton, M.P., thought there was very little
use in arriving at any specific resolutions on the
question, or offering any public opposition to it,
as it was certain to be lor years the subject of
amendment Bills, and to involve the loss of
100,0001. If they attempted to criticise the Bill
he did not know where they could stop, as the
Bill was obviously defective. He thought it beat
for a deputation to wait on Mr. Hardy with
reference to the question. The Rev. Mr. M'Gill
adopted the suggestion, and embodied it in

i

his resolution, which he moved in its amended
form. Sir T. Fowell Buxton, M.P., seconded the
resolution, which was then carried.

THE ALKALI ACT.
In a recent article on this subject, we meu-

THE PEABODY FUND.
According to the “Statement” of the trus-

tees for 1&G6, four blocks of buildings ac-
commodating 195 families, have jus“ been
completed at Sliadwell, and named, like those
at Islington, Pcabody-square. These when
tilled, together with the others now occupied
will contain above 4C0 families, nnniberiug
about 2,000 persons. Tiie amount of capital
invested m the land and buildings at Islino-
ton IS 40,3971. 2s. Id., the gross rents from which
lor the year amounted to 1,717L IGs. 94., and
after deducting 543L 16s. 4d. for taxes, workin"
expenses, and charges for repairs, alteratioE8°
and in^provements, there remains a net return
of 1,1741. Os. 5d. The investment in land and
buildings atSpitalfie]dsis27,215Z.ll8.3d.,and the
amount of rents for the year, 1,0191. 83. Gd. De-
ducting 37i)i. Gs. 4d. for taxes, working expenses,
and charges for repairs, alterations and improve’
ments, there remains a net return ol'64 H. 2d. 2d.
The cost of the general management of the trust
during the year, including printing, stationery,
salaries, and small snndrieti, was 3171 lls The
trustees have laid out 4,G32L ou land at Chelsea
and 4,8911. at Bermondsey. The coat of land

I
and buildings at Shadwell to the present time is

- V/ vfu njicj Esuojout, we men-

^

tinned that the evidence ofthe inspector was often
ol the greatest value to manufacturers in cases
of actions brought against them by individuals
for injury to their crops or goods. The inspector

,
was able to come into court and say that the
systetn of condensation was so perfect that the

I quantity of hydrochloric acid sent into the
atmosphere was too small to be estimated. Seve-
ral actions have, in fact, been decided for the
defendants on the impartial evidence of the
inspector, and the proprietors of alkali works
began to think that they were at last free from
the harassing and vexatious law-suits, to say
nothing of heavy damages, to which they were
continually subjected. A recent decision in the
Birmingham County Court entirely upsets this
view. An action was brought against Messrs.
Chance, the well-known glass manufacturers, by
a draper, for clainugo to his goods caused by
noxious emanations from the defendant’s alkali
works at Oldbury. In spite of the evidence of
Dr. Angus Smith, and the other Government
inspectors, and ol some local chemists, as to the
perfection of the coucleiibing aiTangeinents, the
court gave judgment for the plaintiff’. The
amount claimed was small, only 4Z., but the
principle involved iu the decision is a very im-
portant one. It was admitted by Dr. Smith
that a condenser which liad worked so well as to
allow only 7-lUtb8 per cent, to escape, had sud-
denly been found to give out nearly 7 per cent
of acid.

STAINED GLASS.
St. Ann's, Brighton.—A. stained-glass window

by Messrs.^ O’Connor, has been erected in this
church. The window consists of a central six-
foiled circle, surrounded by eight smaller circles.
In the central circle is placed a figure of the
ascending Saviour, surrounded with a glory, and
having the globe bt^eatb its feet. Four of the
outer circles contain the signs of the Evangelista.
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In the remaining four tlie triumph of the Cross

is indicated by crowns in the two upper quatre-

foils, over crosses in the two lower. By an

ingenious treatment of the colouring the four

quatrefoils at the principal points are made to

form the terminals of a largo cross, rnuning

tbrougli the length and breadth of the window.

A special effect baa been produced by rendering

the face and upraised arms of the Saviour in

glass of delicate hue, on which a halo of light is

reflected from a small portion of pale green glass

in the outer- part of the window.
St. ilattheio’s, Edgdey.—Ur. Bailey has erected

a stained-glass window in the south aisle of St.

Mattliew’s Church, Eclgeley, in memory of his

late daughter, Mrs. J. Smith, and her children.

Tho subject selected is the raising of Jairus’s

daughter. The window was by Messrs. Hard-

man, of Birmingham.

§o0l'iS Pctcibclt.

The Analysis, Technical Valuation, Purijication,

and Use of Coal Gas. By the Rev. W. R.

Bowditcm, M.A., F.C.S., Incumbent of St.

Andrew’s, Wakefield. With numerous Illus-

trations. London : Spon, Bucklersbury. 1867.

) Op the Rev. Mr. Bowditoli’s long-continued, and

rwe hope to liimsolf profitable, efforts to improve

lOur gas-light, we have more than once spoken
.favourably in the JiuilJer. He appears to have

imastered tho subject in all its bearings, and the

:present learned and useful volume is tho result,

tit is somewhat curious To note hero the calm
land effective way in which the author iuei-

(dent-ally exposes the ignorance of some of hia

[quondam detractors, who ougltt to know better

iwhile sneering at one who evidently does know
imoro of their own subject than thc-y them^
.helves do.

On the nature and mode of carburotting or

•luaphthalizing gas wo shall quote a passage or

^wo for the purpose of showing how tho author

ideals with his subject.

The foltowirg is I’rofesBor Bunsen's sUtemeut (' Oas-

jsnietrj-,’ p. 113) ;

—

Analysis of MANCHE-srEa Oas. In 100 P.vrts.

Sl'wlsr-iaperceBt.
Letl-produeiT. \o.rbouio ojide 0111 j

iiwSrji':::::::::
o-mperent.

Sulpluiietted

Illuminants .,

100-00

blbis is cannel pas. In common gas, such as that of

oLondon—which has little more than half the illuminating

ouower of Manchtatcr gas— Ihe proportion of illuminants

U smaller, and of non-iiluminatjug heat-producera is

iiiiirger. The mean of results obtained by many chemists
tthowB that common 12-euucllp gas does not contain more
:lbsD -1 per cent, of illuminating conatitiieuts, the other 90
eper cent, being non-iliumiimtinp heat-producing com-
opounds

;
that is, 4 It. in 100 yield light, and 06 ft. yield

ebeat. It seems extraoidinary, that when we buy and burn
AOO cubic feet ofcuunel gas, we obtain and use only Oi ft. of
ASseful ihuDiiimms, and are obliged to take 87 ft. of gases

Iwhich do not furnish any light. An unseieotillc person is

papt to exclaim, “ Can this be ? And if it be, is it noces-

iBiiry ? Cannot the illuininmits be made and sold without
itbe heat-prudueere ?” This is impossible. Gas cannot bo
.made without its built being non-illuminating. But still

laomething can bo done to «wcre<ise proporfioti ol illu-

minanls, and this is called iiuphthalising or carburelting.

iWo llnd by experiment, if we pass gas oxer tho highly
iicarburelted substances called nuphiba, that erery foot of

S
as carries aw-ay with it as vapour a part of the naphtha

;

tat the naphtha vapour burns with the gas
;
and that the

slight-giving power of the gas inert-asea with the quantity
lof nnphtha vapour so rer.ioved and burnt. We can meii-

^Bure the gas, weigh the naphtha removed, determine the
)increaso of light oblHined, and iliua ascertain exactly the
lilluminating value of each grain of naphtha burnt with
ithe gas. The naphtha, thus added to gas, does not burn
iwith a red ilame, which gives olfmuch smoke, ns it does
Iwhen burnt alone

;
but it gives a bright, white, smokeless

iBame. This result is due to Ilia non-illumiuHting but
eheat-producing compounds of the gas. The naphtha con-
sltains somuchcarbou and so lit tie heat-producing hydrogen,
Ithat when it is set on lire alone the carbou is not heated
iSnfTicicntly to burn if, still less to render it highly luminous;
hwherefore its light is feeble, and much ot the carbon is

fdeposited as soot. But when it is burnt with gas the
' -beat-producers in the gas raise the carbon of the naphtha
)to a Buil'icieiit tempevaturo to enuble it to give offa bril-

idiant light, and to burn without smoke. Thus the heat pro-
liidncers are rendered directly useful. They raise the carbon
ato the temperature required for illumination and combus-
:<tioo. The naphtha, on the other biiiul, remedies the want
ifof illuminosiiy in the gas by adding to it much carbon, in

[which it is delicieut, and but little hydrogen, in which the
igas itself abounds. Experience shows this to be a mis-
ifake, and proves chut the illuminating value of a grain of
loaphtba depends upon the i elation which it hears to the

'\ibulk icith which it is hurni, and that, within certain
inimits, its illuminating value varies greatly. . . . The
fipparutus I employ [for carbun fting] consists of a gas-

ifi^t metallic vessel to hold tho hydrocarbons, from which
lelepends a gaspipo currying one or more burners. Tho
ijliydrocarbon vessel is provided with a screw-plug for con-
eresience of fUling, and with an inlet for gas, by which it

can be attached to ordinary fittings. The hyirocarbon
vessel ia placed above the gss-fliime, so that it may be

heated thereby to the temperature required to enable the

gas in its passaga to combine with and carry forward a

suitable quantity of hydrocarbon vapour. Seven inches

between tho burner and the hydrocarbon vessel are found
in practice to be the most suitable distance to secure
enough, but net too much, vapour. When the gas is first

lighted it gives but little light, owing to the fineness of the

burners through which it passes; but as its heat warms
the hydrocarbons, their vapour passes with the gas which
sweeps over their surface, and the light graduafiv improves
until the fall illurainatingpowcris at ruined. This happens as

soon as the hydrocarbons have obtained their normal tem-
perature. The vapour of these hydrocarbons is more than

four times the density of air, and consequently their ten-

dency is to descend. Their spceilloheat is so small that they

condense very readily, and tho union between them and
the gas is dependent upon the maintenance ofhigh tempe-
rature; wherefore I place the pipe which carries tho

burners below the hydrocarbon vessel, that the fiow of

heavy vapour may be facilitated by gravity. This pipe,

moreover, is so placed as to be heated considerably, so as

to prevent condensation, and thus ia secured an illumina-

tion which cannot be procured otherwise. The light is so

placed in reference to the pipes as to bo shudowless. In
some aitualiona this form of apparatus ia unsuitable, and
I have therefore adopted a modified form suitable for

chandeliers, &c., but still retaining the principle of heat-

ing tho hydrocarbons, and passing them and the gas

through heated tubes. In gaseliers the hydrocarbon
vessel is heated to the proper temperature by a small

subsidiary jot of gas, and the arms which catry the
burners extend from the vessel but a very short distance,

so that they may be kept hot enough to prevent condensa-
tion. . . . The superiority of carbiicettcd over unear-

buretted gns-light ia shown— 1. By tho steadiness of tho

former as compared with the latter ;
and 2. Bythecarhu-

retted light enabling us to distinguish colours with almost

tbe same distinctness and accuracy as w-e distinguish them
by day-light. The imperfection of ordinary gus-Iight in

the latter purticulur ia well known."

Photographs' of Old English Cathedrals. Mason
& Co., Old Bond-street.

The second part of this work consists of five

views of Ely, with a brief account and hst of

bishops. Ill the view of the west end the lines

are scarcely so upright as might bo desired
; tho

details, however, are presented with great fidelity.

An excellent view ia given of the choir, with tho

fine reredos and other modern work.

VARIORUM.

The current number of “ Nature and Art ’

concludes an interesting account of Holbein in

Germany, with copies of portraits of himself and
his wife, the latter coarse enough to almost ex-

plain why he remained in England without her.

Jlr. Aaron Penley’s hints on Sketching from
Nature are continued. Black’s “Guide to

Paris International Exhibition of 1867,” at 6d., '

is a misnomer. It is a guide to Paris, not to the
|

E.xhibition 5
and though, of course, only an out- I

line, is compendious, and will bo found very useful I

for the pocket. It is edited by Mr. D. T. Ansted,
j

and has maps. “ Dobrett’s Illustrated Peer-
j

age ’’ is very convenient as to size. We find in
|

the 1SG7 edition, the addition of clubs, seats,

and residences, tho biographies of tbe younger
|

sons aud married daughters of peers
;

the

,

name of tho eldest son (if any) of the heir

apparent or presumptive of every peer; full ac-

count of tho colonial bishops; and biographies

of every new peer and bishop up to the date

of publication. Debrett’s “Baronetage”
matches the “Peerage,” and appears carefully

brought up to the latest moment before jiublica-

tion. It claims to bo the oldest publication of

its class. Lockwood’s “ Buildei-’e and Con-

tractor’s Price Book for 18G7 ” has been revised

by tho editor, Mr. G. R. Burnell, to meet tlie

present state of tho trade of building. The
“ Engineer’s, Architect’s, and Contractor’s Pocket
Book ” (for iSG7) contains its usual largo amount
of valuable information. Its interest does not

end with the year.

Ifliscilliuuit.

Explosion of Gas at WiiiTEnAVEN.— For
some time past there had been an escape of gas

from a pipe connected with tho shop of Mr.

Robert Douglas, draper. King-street, and tlie

gas so escaping had rnado its way into the shop

of another Mr. Douglas, also a draper, who
occupies the shop adjoining, thereby causing him
conaiderablo annoyance. He procured a ladder,

and, with a lighted caudle in his hand, mounted
it for the purpose of inspecting tho pipe com-
municating with the lamp which hangs in front

of hia ueiglibour’s shop. A loud report took

place, and tbe sign bejuing the naiiio of his

neighbour was blown across tbe street, and
deposited in front of a shop opposite. Beyond
this, however, no damage was done.

The GiiAPnrc.— At the next meeting, to be
held on tbe 13th inat,, ladies will he admitted.

State Supekintendence of the Telegraphs.
In reply to a tjuesdon in the Commons, Sir S.

Norl bcote states that Government have the ques-

tion of briuging in a Bill for placing the tele-

graph lines ill the kingdom under the superm-
tendeuco of the state under consideratiou.

The New Cluh House, Lincoln.—The direc-

tors of the Lincoln Club Company (Limited)

have accepted Mr. Huddleston’s tender to erect

their new club-honso for 2,GG5Z. Tho building,

which has been designed by Mr. Drury, archi-

tect, will ho four stories high, and 63 ft. long,

occupying the site of tho present club premises

aud the stone-yard atljoining. Tho material is

to be red brick with stone dressings.

A PiiOTOJiAGNETic CoiiPASS. — An ingenicus

contrivance has been recently invented by a
naval engineer, M. Corridi, fur ascertaining a

shin’s course during a voyage. On the dial of

the compass, instead of tho star which indicates

the north, a circular opening is made, furnished

with a small lens. Tho light shining upon the

comjjass penetrates through tho lens, aud traces

!i black mark or lino on a sheet of sensitivo paper

underneath, which is m.ade to move at a certain

speed by means of clockwork. The sensitized

paper turns w-icli the ship, and, as the needle

remains perfectly steady, every deviation or

alter.atiou of the course is photographed on the

paper.

Discovery or the Site of a Lost Village.

The site of one of tho Domesday villages in

Yorkshire, to which tho traditional name of

Thurndule has attached, has been brought to

light. Mr. R. Mortimer, of Fimber, has

examined the place now known as Tbornrlale,

and has found the traces of numerous foundations

of the lost village. This examination was made
consequent on the finding of an ancient well in

one of the fields. Tho well to some depth is

w’alled, and it is -13 yards deep, aud has at the

present time 16 yards’ depth of pure water. Tho
discovery in a country so badly watered.as the

wolds will prove of very great value, independent

of its antiquarian interest.

Evening Opening of Museums. — A public

meeting has been held in Peckham, to promote
the opening of museums on week-day evenings,

aa reconimended by a Parliamentary committee
which sat in 1860. Tho following resolution was
carried :

— “ That owing to the great success

which has attended the early closing aud Satur-

day half-holiday movements, the great majority

of the working classes could oocasionally or

habitually visit the museums on week-day
evenings, as proved by the large attendance in

the evenings at the South Kensington Museum,
and the industrial exhibitions held in various

parts of London, and that the petition to Parlia-

ment rend be adopted.” Mr. Hill, who seconded
the resolution, remarked that 2,210,000 persons

had visited tho South Kensington Museum in tho

evenings since it hitd been opened three nights

per week, and at the recent Industrial Exhibition

held at Islington more than 500,000 persons paid

for admission in ten weeks, the great mass of

whom were of the working class, who attended

in the evenings.

Wire-Rolltng for the Paris Exiiiiution.

—

Messrs. Johnson & Nephew, of Bradford Iron-

1 works, near Manchester, tho wire manufacturers,

have rolled, in their serial wire-mill, a telegraph

wire rod, of No. 3 gauge, 281 lb. weight, and
530 vards long, without a weld or joint in any
part. This extraordinary length of wire, says

the Engineer, was made from one bloom, and
rolled into a 1', -square billet GO ft. long. This

ut the same heat was bent into a serpentine

form, that it might he more readily placed in the

heating furnace, which is of gigantic dimensions,

heated by gas on Siemens’s latest improved re-

generative principle, at the month of which is

placed Mr. G. Bedsun’s patent serial wire-rolling

mill. Tho billet is placed in the furnace at the

opposite end, and in a few minutes is sufiiciently

heated to enter tho rolls, aud is gradually drawn
out of the furnace by tho mill itself. During this

operation one portion of the billet is leaving tbe

furnace, whilst the other end is being coiled

finished wire, about -i iuch in diameter. The
time occupied in heating tho billet was only

seven iiiiuutes, aud in three minutes more it

was passed through tho mill complete. Tho
rolling speed aud present capability of produc-

tion in the mill are upwards of 100 tons per

i week.
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Litebart Fvnd Annivers.ary.—The Very Eev

DeanMilman will preside at the ensuing dinner!

“Great Eastern” Steamship.—47^ per cent
J^dend last year, and 10 per cent, for the recent
^If-year, with better prospects for the present

!

What do the old shareholders say about this and
the clever fellows who managed the sale of the
vessel

?

Gallery op Illustration. Mr. and Mrs.
German Reed’s Entertainment.

—

“The Family
Legend ” will be withdrawn at the end of this
week, when the gallery will be closed fora few
days, in order to prepare a new entertainment
by _Mr. T. W. Robertson, the author of “ Ours.”’

^ is a Venetian story. The scenery is by Mr.
O’Connor, and promises

Gymnasium, Newcastle-on-Ttne.—It is pro-
posed to erect a gymnasium on a site in Bath-
lane, in this town. Mr. Thomas Oliver is the
architect.

The Hull Town Hall.

—

At a meeting of the
Town-hall committee, Alderman Bannister (the
chairman) stated that the pulling down of the
old Mansion-house, the erection of the new
Town-hall, the extension of the building, and
the whole of the furnishing, together with archi-
tects’ charges, amounted to 21,6651. 8s. lOd.

building a new church at Cassop-onm-Qaarrirg
Dorham. Mr. Withers, architect

”

5®** 0 0Keadehsw
g

Lowes .... 1^672 o 0
tsimpson Jk Co. (accepted) 1,450 0 0

Chandeliers and Foot-lights.—The Messrs.
Defries, of Houndsditch, have been exhibiting a
Crystal Candelabrum,” manufactured for the

Nizam of the Deccan, and a model of their
Patent Float or Footlights. The Candelabrum
IS a fine thing of its kind. As to the footlights
experience must decide their value. We are
bound to mention that the accoonts which
reached ns from the new theatre in Liverpool
where they are used, were not, in the first in!
stance, wholly satisfactory, and that some altera-
tions were then about to be made. We have
long urged the want of improvement in this
item of the stage, and shall be very glad to hear
that the objections which were found to attend
at first the arrangement made by Messrs. Defries
have been successfully overcome.

Indian Guarantees.

—

On the general subject
01 Indian railways, or any particular points con-
nected with it, no man is listened to with more
respect than Mr. W. P. Andrew. We are glad
therefore, to see him come frankly forward to
vindicate the Indian Government, with respect
to the good faith which it had always observed
in the matter of its guarantees. “ I have been
a party to no less than fonr contracts with the
^cretary of State for India in Council conferring
the advantages of the guarantee of the Govern-
ment of India on the several undertakings with
which I am connected, and in no instance has
there been for a moment the slightest cavil as to
the amount of interest due from Government or
a day s delay in the payment of the amount ”
ibis 18 no more than ought to be said about the
good feith of the Indian Government

5 but it is
well that it should be said on high authority.

Artistic Furniture.

—

We have seen some
very elegant pieces of furniture manufactured by
Mr. Leonard Collmann, of Grosvenor-street and
intended for the Paris Exhibition; notably a
piano-forte of satin wood and amboyna wood
and a cabinet to match. The metal work and
the carving are exceedingly well executed : heads
ol the muses appear in the frieze of the piano-
forte, and their Greek names are found amongst
the foliage below. The great merit of the furni-
ture, however, is that there is no extra size,—that
there are no extra and awkward projections, for
the mere sake of ornament. Like some other good
things, its merits are discoverable rather than
protruded. Mr. Collmann, who has the advan-
tage of being himself a good draughtsman,
supplements his exhibition with some capital
views of apartments in the British Museum that
were decorated by him, and a very rich ceiline
executed by him in Lancashire.

Gas. The Liverpool Gaslight Company have
declared their usual dividend of 5 per cent, for
the past half-year The Malvern Link Gas
Company have declared a dividend of 6 per cent
for the last year. The Stafford Gas Company
have declared dividends at the rate of 10 per
cent, per annum on their old shares, and 8 per
cent.^ on new for the last half-year.- The
Ipswich Gaslight Company have declared a divi-
dend of 10 percent, on original shares and 7 i^on
new, free of income-tax, for the last year, over
and above a balance of 227J. carried forward to
next year.

Ticarage, WorcestersiMr. Withers, architect :

—

Halford & George £499 0 0
491 10 0

"''It 475 0 0
Osborne & Co 413 q 0
Meddings (accepted) 398 15 0

For buUding a new church at Coihoe, Durham.
Withers, architect

£2,926 0 0
2,599 0 0

Oradon 2 IW 0 0
Robson & Son 2’298 0 0
Lowes 2,270 0 0
Spencer & Co 1,390 0 0
Bimpson & Co. (accepted) 1,785 0 0

IN East London.—

T

he manager
ot the Millwall Ironworks suggested, that as on
the lat of April m each year the War Depart-
ment order from 9,000 to 10,000 tons of iron to
be manufactured for guns and gun-carriages, if
It could be so arranged that a portion of that
order, say 1,000 or 2,000 tons, could be given
out immediately, the company with which he
was connected would at once take on abont 800
workmen, equivalent to the relief of 3,000 people.
This suggestion was very favourably received by
Lord Derby, who promised to lay it before Gene-
ral Peel and Sir John Pakingtou as the heads of
the War and Naval Departments. The result
has been favourable. Last week the Millwall
Ironworks Company received an order from her
Majesty s Treasury for 1,000 tons of iron, in ad-
dition to the quantity the company were already
under engagement to supply for the use of the
manufacturing departments of the army. The
company at once took on 400 additional work-
men. It is stated that, with the concurrence of
hi8 colleagues, Sir John Pakingtou is about to
give out several contracts for ironclad vessels
without waiting for the passing of the navy
estimates. ^

For bouse and shop at Snaresbrook, Essex, for IBodger. Mr. Marshall, architect:
Lose £676 0Muady & Hutchinson (accepted) 650 0

For the erection of a new Station Hotel, Ascot.
Messrs. Langton, Burrows, & Co. Messrs. Wm. & J.Brown, architects

0 0
Fether (accepted) 1,190 0 0

For the erection of an earthenware macufactorr
Hanley, for Mr. Thos. Worthington. Messrs. R. Scrivei& Sod, srchitects. Quantities supplied—

Wooldridge £3,250 0 0
Bailey 3,234 0 9
CoUis & Hudson 3,215 0 0

3,*167 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 2,997 0 0

For completing Convent Church, Magdajen-road,
Le<ward’3-oD-8ea, Sussex, for the Rev. Superioress, I
G. Goldie, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Jar
Schofield:—

Hunt
Nijfhtingale
Simms & Martin..
Roberta
King & Son
Frittcher
Simpson

Contract A. Contract I
£4,100 £1.191
4,100 1,043
3,785 096
3,325 926
3,232 891
3,1)90 807
2,882 718

For building four bouses for Mr. Allen, at NorwoMr. A. Bridgman, architect :

£1,720 0 0

^ fH’® 1,245 0 0
Johnson

1 lao 0 0
hightmgale 1103 0 0

For building two houses for Mr. Nightinffsle.
Bridgman, architect :

—

Mr.

Ipswich Public and Music Hall. — A site
for the proposed hall has been secured in West-
gate-street. The hall itself will be built away
from the noise of the street, the frontage to u- , • u. v
Westffate-strftftt bninw Lu- - houses at Barking, Essex, for Mr. Haw

Ir. J. »V . Dennison,

Wallis..
Johnson
Nightingale .

Water Supply, Deais.ige, aed Textilatioe.A practical and useful lecture was lately uiven
in conueiion with the Hastings Mechanics' Insti.
tntion by Mr. John Banks, of Bleak House, the
subject being “Water Supply, Drainage, and
Ventilation, as affecting the public health. In
the course of bis lecture Mr. Banks spoke of the
plans adopted at Croydon and Worthing for the
utilization of the sewage, and in continning said
there is no doubt that legislation is much wanted
in the matters of water supply and drainage.
Ihere is no reason why Local Boards should not
have powers over watersheds, or catchment
baams. Why should a town, situated at the
upper part of a valley, have the power ofdam^i^ water which runs towards the lower
part? To look nearer home, why should not
the governing body of Hastings have power to
prevent pollution of any kind taking place in the
valley m which it is situated ? That it would
come to this he had no doubt. The lecturer then
offered some remai-ks upon the various points
connected with the subject of ventilation, point-mg out the way in which it is neglected and
giving some useful hints in regard to it.

— -A,..--. A.. „AAc oKiccL, uue ironcage t(
vyestgate-street being appropriated to the erec-
tion of two or three shops and as many private
houses. The length of the haU (including the
orchestra), will be 125 ft., the width 53 ft and
the height 50 ft. There will be accommodation
on the floor for 1,000 persons, the orchestra will
accommodate 250, the first gallery, at the upper
end of the hall, 370, and the second gallery 210-
BO that in all the hall will seat 1,800 persons!
There will be two entrances : one from Westgate-
street (which it is proposed should be 20 ft.
wide) will lead to the second-class seats and gab
lerips, and the other from Museum-street to the
reserved seats. Provision will bo made by theway of ante and retiring rooms, and from the
Museum-street entrance a covered way will lead
to a porch, which will lead to a large room, 56 ft.
by 25 ft., to be used as an ante-room to thelarge
hall, and also available for public dinners and
other meetings. From this room broad flicrfats
of steps are to lead to the great hall. In°the
basement there will be a kitchen for public din
ners and tea-meetings, and with a lift to a re-
freshment-room in immediate communication

I

with the halls. The architect is Mr. F. Barnes.
,
The promoters anticipate an income of five per
cent, on the money invested, and calculate that
the total coat will be ll.OOOh, made up as fol-
lows Coat of site, 3,00ui., of the front build-
mgs, 2,000L (after allowing 500h as the value of
the old materials), of the hall, 4

,
2001., of furni-

ture, 800J., and for extras, a margin of l,000ii. is
allowed. About 350 shares have already been
applied for.

— AAk/iAoco ub AaurKiUif. .Di

Mr. J. IV . Dennison, architect :

—

Asbmole £1367 0
•• 1,743 0
•• 1,500 0

Withers (accepted) 1^390 0

cottages at WiJnecote, Warwickahi
Mr. 0 . \V . Dennison, architect :

£5,000 0 0

For building additions and making alterations and n
shopfronts to 21, 22, and 23, Victoria-road, FimlicoMr. F. Gorringe. Messrs. Walfbrd & Donkin, architec
Quantities supplied by Mr. Doughney —

Turner* Sons jE4,316 0 0
Lawrence * Sons 3 n ,2 n n
G. H. & A. By water 3,771 0 0
Ramsey

q q
Pi ewman & Mann (accepted) 3,434 0 0

Accepted for improvements on Crown propertv
O^ford-atreet, for Mr. T. Holloway. Mr. J. Dale, arc

Slone Front.
Carter* Son £1,678 0 0

Fittinge gf Qround Floor ar.d Library.
Carter & Son 1^937 g 0

Flattering Worlc.
Parsons 750 0 0

Ornamental Ceiling,
Jackson 260 0 0

LCoitt.
Johnson 70 0 0

For works per schedule of prices. The foUowing trad
•ere accepted “

Iron Shullert.—ClaTko * Co.
Decoraeinni.—Cowtam & Co.’
Seagliola .—Dopson * Son

Fngineering and Copper IForAs.—Pontifox & Wood
General Fillingt.—Ashton.

TENDERS
For the erectiOD of two cottage, at IteaJmg for Mr.

I'- Brora. ioS;

Belcher (accepled) „

WakL.‘„”„° ‘‘at™ M « So.re.btook, for Mr.»2JKi^pn. Mr. Marshall, architect:—
Rivett

ggg g gMundy & Hutchinson (accepted) l’325 0 0

For the erection of two new houses and sho
Shepherd-street, Maylair, for Mr. \V. H WhitehouMr. Joseph B. Moye, architect. Quantities supplied-

£1,857 0 0

‘'^*‘1^0°
1,682 0 0

For plMtering at Sadly Hall, near Harrow. Mr. J<Dale, architect

V -£363 0 0
Ford (accepted) 24810 0
fowling 240 14 4Harvey 235 0 0
fn'IrewB 215 0 0

198 10 0
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For alterations and additions to warehonso. Noble-

inet, City. Mr. Wm. Smith, architect :
—

Mortar £330 0 0
Crabfa & Vaughan 328 0 0

Greenwood 398 0 0
Babey 291 0 0

Hunt 271 0 0

Palmer & Son loO 0 0

TO COERESPONDENTS.
T. H. (baker may reinore oven, during term of hU lea»e, *et up by

ilm for the pnrpnaee of bU traile. Trade flxture* are generally re-

>jorable).-A. J. P. (amagi«trMe would prob*h!y gire the relief

igught),—W. 0. T. (next week).—Scottish Academy (ditto),— J. S. M.

dltto).-J. U.—W.-T. C.-W. A.—B.-B. W.-B, 4C.-J. M.B.—

3. a_Y,—8. & Son*.—J. D. W.-O. M.-W. B.-W. & D.-J. W. D.—

1. It. Jun.—N. A. H.—E. P.—An Old Founder.—Barrister. —Law
[ssUtutlon,

We are oompelled to decline pointing out booki and giricg

4dreesee.

All atatemente of facta, Hate of tendere, *fl., mnet be aocompanted by

be name and addreea of the lender, not neceesarily for poblicatlon.

Notk.—

T

he reaponslhlllty of ilirned articles, and papers read

FUblio meetings, reaU, of conree, with the authora.

Ad/vertisements cannot be receivedfor the curren

veek’s issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.

m THURSDAY.
Tho Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

5INAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

id/veriisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

[Advertisements.!

The bath STONE COMPANY, Limited,

iaving opened new Quaxries, are now prepared to

lupply any of the following STONES, viz., Bos,
Grronnd, Corsham Down, Farleigh, and Combe
•)own.—Prices and terms on application to E. A.
ducKER, Manager, 4, Railway-place, Bath.

: CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
Ind improved machinery for clock-making, at

he manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
ndsh to clergymen, architects, and committees,
ilstimates and Specifications of every descrip*

ion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral
ind public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
If bolls. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Mllocka post free for one stamp. Watch and
idook Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

S.R.n. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
'sreat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
nlond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
llstablished 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

•DROFESSIONAL papers on INDIAN
ENGINEERING.

Edited by M.ijor J. G, Mt-Di.RY, R.E. Amoo. Init. C.E.
ullld Fublliued Qumterly, ut tbe Ttaoiuiwoa C.B. College, lloorkee,

Ecat Iuui-8,
Khch Quarterly NnmbeTCODtatT>i 104) pages, with several niustrs-
u. Speuimetis can be seeu at Measrti. SMITH, ELDER. 4 CO.’&
CorDhllt, L'lMlnu, where eubsurlbera' names will be reeeived.

1 1st aud Sud Vulumes (aimprUlug Nine Qu-u-terly nuinhen), are
r ready. Tike of either. DUs. ueaUy buuuu In cluth.

To Architects,

Civil Eugineers,

Builders, &c.

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarf Gas Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,

Gates, Bailings,

Balcony Panels, Stable

Fittings, Columns,

&c. &c.

will, upon receipt ofpar-
ticulars, be forwarded
free, on application to

TURNEE & ALLEN,
Zronfoanders, Engi-

neers, &c. 201, Upper
Tbames-street, E.C.

li
ANUAL of HYDROLOGY.

By N. BEARDMORE. 0 K.

.

»lru I.—Hydraulic aud other Ta'-les for computing the flow of
Iter, Gas, aud other fluids through pli>es : with dtscrlptlve
rtter.

rUTlsion If.—On Rivers and Volume of Water ; on Percolation
;
on

liUs and Spriiigi
;
on the tGow iu Sewers, ahd Water Suiiply, with

dods ofRlvurs,aud i-ther cbaraulerlstica of their hydraulic con-

ilvlslon III —On Tides, Tidal Rivers, and Estuaries ; showiog the
li'dIUon assumed by tides where there U the bore, iiud where the
'alwave vauiKhe.

; ou (he Kjfrct of Improvements iu Tidal Rivera,
ib plates of tidal curves, sections uf iiveis. coiidal line*, 4c.

irrivlslou IV,- Oil Halofall and Evaporation—ooulaiuiiig Tables of
nfall ut every elevation throuxhnut the British Isles, France,
many, Italy, Russia, North Amerlci. AustialU, aud ludia.witb

new Issue of tnt- work la now ready at (be reduced price of 2I».

LsUshed by WA'l'EKLOW Ai hONe. 41). T»rlb.liie..t-sti e-t, West-
.taster; aud m.y be hail of 8I.MFK1N 4 C(4

;
VVEALI S

; F. 4 N.
i.\)N

i WILLIS 4 eOTUEBAN ; or tbiough any Booksellers.

QOIENTIFIC BOOKS, publishea byO ATCHLEY 4 CO. 106, Great Ruisell-stre-t, Redford-square,

W.C. ou E.VOINEERINO, ARClllTECTURF.. SURVEYING. MILI-
TARY. CIVIL, and MKC tJANICA L BUILDING, MONUMENT.-) and
DRCOKATtON. A new LUt sent free. If amount of boolcs remitted,
seht carriage paid.

New COURTS of law designs.—
An important Descriptive aud Critical Article upon these

Ue-Uns. by an emlQoiit Wr-ter on Architecture, appears in the
MARCH number of " RELGRaVIA," — a Loudon Magaiine, con-
ducted by AI, E BRAOD >N. Now Ready. Price Oue Shilling,

Otilce, Warwick House, Patemoster-row.

THE ADVANCE OP SCIENCE AND ART.
New Volume, now ready, for 1S67, with Portrait of Trofee.or Wheat-

stone. D,n,L. I„L.D. F.K8. P'ioe 15s. clo'h (i^stage 4d.),

The YEAR-BOOK ofFacts m science
and ART ; exhibiting the most important Improvements

and Discoveries uf the past Year in Mecbank-a and the Useful Arts,

Natural Philosophy, Electricity, Cflemistry, Zoology and Botany,
Geology and Alineialogv, Al-ceorulngv. aud Aatruuomy.

By JOHN T1MB3. F 8.A.
Author of •' Ourloailies of Scieoee," 4c.

*' Ably and honestly compiled.'’-AfAentcum.
*.* The Volumes foe 1601 to 1866 are still lii print, nrioe St. each,

os well as the e'x’ra Volume (Interuatlonal Exhibition, 1852), price 6s.

LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7, Stationers' H-ill-oourt. E 0.

Books on architecture, fine
ARTS, PAINTING, and SCULPTURE, Published on theCon-

tlueiil.-rfree WILIIAM8 4 NOROATE'jS FINE ARTS CATA-
LOGUE. Post free on# B’amo.
WILLIAMS 4 NUKOATB, 14. HenrietU-atreet, Oovent Garden,

Loudun
;
aud 20, South Frederick-street, Edinbargh.

PARIS EXillBITIuN. 1867.
The First Part of the il-LOSTKATBD CATALOGUE, published in

the Arc Journal, will appear in the April Number.

rr^HE ART JOURNAL, fur March (price
J 2«. 6d.) contains :—LINE ENGRAVINGS—" Aiitolycus," after

C. R. Le lie, R.A.
; "Art-Critic* In Brittany," after A. 8 lomnn

;

The Fl.h Mirket." after R. P. Bonington. LITERARY CON rui-
BUTIONS-’-The Kuighls of the Middle Agee." by the Rev. E. L.
Cutis, BA. Illus'riited

;
"Sculptors’ Quarriet-the Oolites. Bath

and Caeti Stone." by Frofessor Aneted
;
" Modern Paintsrsof Bel-

gium—A. Dlllens, P. Vnn Scheiidel, Uadniue Geefe," by James
Daffome, Illustrated; " Phystology of BluiKiular Vision." by A.
Ulaudet, FK.a with Diagrams; ' Hisiorlo Devices and Badgt-s " by
Mrs. Bury Falliser, Illustraled

j
" Textile Fabrics of India," by

Colonel Taylor, 4c. 4c.
Loudou ; VIRTUE 4 CO. 26. Ivy-lane, Paternostar-row.

PERFECTION in BOOK - KEEPING.—pE
l Builders desiring a really good system, can have a Bet of
Models for Builders’ Books by Double-Rutry, to whlob was awarded
the Prize off-red in " The Builder," of last September, and whinh baa
been adapted by many large flrma. Also a modified arrangement, by
hiugle-Eutry, suitable for email Builders. —Address, B. A. 4, Bt.

Geurge's-road, Regent's Park,

TO JOTNBH8.

GOOD JOINER WANTED, imme-
diately.-Apply to Mr. ALLEN. Builder, Ware.

A GOOD FIGURE PAINTER Required.
Also ONE for SCROLL WORK. Constant employment—

Inquire at 63, <1ty-road.

OOKKEEPER WANTED, one with a
B' pnctlcal knowledge of Building or Ironmongery preferred,

would be for apremanaucy. references must be nudenlable.—
AppllcHUtsto state age, experience, and talary.—Address, 574, Oflico

of "The Bonder."

niTY of LONDO N.—SANITARY
\..7 INSPECTOR. -The Commisaioner* of Sewers of tho City of
Loudon will meet in the Guildhall of the said Citv, on TUESDAY,
the 12th day of MARCH next, at TWELVE o’clock at noon pre-
cisely. to ELECT a SANITARY INSPECTOR, at a salary of 1401. per
annum. Candidates must be practically oc inalated with bnildlug

works
;
and are to send iu their aoplicationa and testimonials, stating

fu'l particulars as to past employm-nt. 4’.. with earkifl.vita of age,

addresaeii to the undersigned, on or before MONDAY, the 4tli

March next, and will have to attend a Gommltt»e for examination
on aday whioh wilt then be communicated to them. The perma
elected must give up bis whole time to the du'ies of the office,

particulars of which may be had on aopllc ition to the undersigned,
JOSEPH DaW, Principal Clerk.

Sewers Office, Gnililhatl, Iflth February, 1867

H’^HE PRACTICAL MECHANIC’S
Jl .luUBNAL for MARCH. Price la With two plate Engravlogs
of " Wright’s Direct Action Stamping Mill " aud " Van Bruyssel’s
Bleclric Clock.” and Twenty-nine WoodcutA

Original Ankles on Soma Points of Practice in Iron Founding
;

On tho Prvveiirion of the Fouling of Screw Pr.ipellers
;
The Great

Lattice Iron Viadnot of Bnsseau d'Ahuu Junction, Monlliicon and
Limoges Railway; The " Abntineut’’ Engine; Whitworth'* Im-
prove Artillery Cartridges ; Krauis’s Oil Vestel for Locomotive
Cylinders.
Keceut Patents.
Law Reports, Reviews of Books, Mechanic’s Library, Correspond-

ence, Scieutlfic Societies, Marine Memoranda, Monthly Notes, List of
f-’--‘8.4c.

THE BOOK of FARM IMPLEMENTS
and MACHINES.

By JAMES BLIGHT and R 8. BURN.
Edited by HENRY STItPHKNS, F.K.S.E,

Eoyal 8vo. with 875 Engravings. Price 2f. 28, half-bonnd. May be
hsd seiiarately, viz.—

I. ARCHITECTURAL and ORNAMENTAL.
On the F.irmalion of Gardens—Construction, Ueaii.ig, and V-ntlla-
latlon of Fruit and Plant Houses, Pits, Frames, and other Garden
Strnotni-es.wiih Practical Details. lUustrated by 1,073 euxravinei
pp. 776. 2f lOs.

II. PRACTICAL GARDENING.—Contains :

Directions for the Culture of the Kitchen Garden, the Ho'dy fruit
Gardeu. the Foioing Garden, and Fiower Garden, inuludlng Fruit and
Plant Houses, with selsut Lists of Vegeiables, Fr'ilti, aud Plants
Pp. 808, with 279 engravings. H. 178. 8il.

WH, BLaC'KWouD 4 SONS, Edinburgh aud London.

T?ITZVVILLIAM MUSEUM, Uuiveraity of
1 ' Cambridge —The Place of CURATOR of the BUILDING U
now VACANT. Hie duties are to taka charge of the butldlog, to

wauh Itsoondltion. and to report any repairs that invy be from time
to time required ; to attend to the wirmliig appiralus and to the
cleaning of the building and fixtures; and to manage the ndmisslou

of visitors to the Museum according to ruks laid down for that pur-
pose. Oneiervant will be assigned to him. The curitor's salary is

' 1001. a year. Caudldates should send all particulars. Itt writing, of

j
their qualifications and experience, accompanied by testimoulals. to

' u*. endorsed " Curator. Fiizwilliam Mu-.euiu," on nr b-fore BATUE-

j

DAY. tho 16th of MARCH instant. bUMPTER 4 CRANE.

I

8. Free Scbool-Una, Camhri' lge, March 1, 1867.

FORRMAN WANTED, a thoroughly ex-
perienced Mao, for two years certain, to un-lortoke the entire

siiperiiitendeiice of the Erection of Ten and Tweivs-roomed bouses.

None bnt energetic and thorongbly coiQoete .t men, with personal

raforeuces from last employer. No testimonials only will be eatei-

,
talued.—Address. 608. Office nf " The Builder."

A Bandy MAN also WANTED, Used to Time and Storekeeping.

OFFICE BOY WANTED in an Engineer’s
Office. An intelligent Youth who writes well w mid have

; opportnultiBB of improvement. Salary small.— Apply, stating age

;
aud lertoB, to E. F. care of Mr. lagram, 9, Parliament-street.

PLUMBER WANTED.—A good Plumter
may obtain Constant Employment, if a steady and respectable

man Wages 5i, 2d. pee day.—Apply to Messrs, GEO. COOPER 4
, SON, Wiuuaor.

T>EQUIRED at once, by a Builder in the
country, a Young Man as JUNIOR CLERK. Hemustwrite

a good baud, he correct at figure*, trace and draw neatly, and be
as and refereuces mutt be stated

U. Post-office, Worthing.

' PURVEYOR and INSPECTOR of NUI-
O 8ANCBS -WA.NTED, by the Local Boanl for the District of

Bicup, a Person c imi.etent to undertake the d-itlei of SURVEYOR
and INaPBOrORof NUI3AN''K8, as speciQe.i in the By-IjiwBof the

B latd (a copy of which may be ha-l on application to pie)^

portHgo slarop. He will be required
------

RAILWAY COMPENSATION,
ESTA’BES, AS3K8SMENT.

By THOMAS MORRIS, Architect.
2(id Edition. 4t. cloth.

Contains Articles on Real. Copyhold, aud Life Eitates
;
Personal

Casualties, Leases, Annuities. Reversions, Raaeiuents, Fixtures,
Nuisances, Classification of Interests, Tables of Values th* Mode of
Pieparlng ami Prnsecntlng Claims, Parochial ABsessuieut, Ac.

DILAPIDATIONS (Ecclesiastical and
Getieral). By THOMA3 MORRIS, Architect. 3a. 6d. cloth, Ha*
chapiers ou Freeholder, Teuant without luiiieacbiueut. Incumbent,
Impropriator. Churchwarden, Tenant-at-Wlll, Yearly Tenant, Lessee,

irt, E.C

whole of hU time
B -ard, ail 1 to reeide ill the towu. Salary 1301,

-r annum.—Applications, elating age. experieuori.and qnalirtcatlons,

loompaoylug 'eotimonlals. to be sent >o me, marked " Application

-r Office of Suiveyorand Nuisance Iu«pector.’’oii or before the 8th of

ARCH next. E. M. WRIGHT. Law Clerk.

Bocup, uoar Manchester, February 21, 18S7.

TO PAINTERS, 4o.

j

TXrANTED, an experienced DECORATIVE
! VV PAINTER and PAPERHANGER. Constant.—Apply to

T. PACKER, Decorator, i:

llfANTED, a FOREMAN for i

VV IBRICKFIELD—Apply, by letter, W. Q. D.

I small
Post-office,

TO ARCHITECTS.—PARTNERSHIP.—
A GENTLEMAN, lately commenced practice, desires fa

JUNIOR PAkTNEKRIIIP. Uos bad esperlmue iu first-rate offices,
and U a goorl draughtsman and designer. An elderly gentleman
deeiruus of being released from the m-ire arduous duties ofiuperiu-
tending a practice, would find this an excellent opportunity nl
securing an a"!" and earnest coadjutor.—Address, etatmg full paiti-
cnlurs, to AKCHII'ECT, Fust-office, Highgate, N.

PARTNERSHIP (1,000Z. to 3,000?. avail-
able) —Mr. J. LILWaLL has several eligible Clients, with

capital as above, and two or three with larger sums, ready to embark
in some sound Mercantile Eo'erprise, an eatablisbed proved Buriness
preferred, a safe investment being a primary ohjeot.—Comuiuuica-
tluns (oonfidautiall to I. SL Swlthiu’s-Inne. E.C.

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. 4o.

Gilders thoroughly experienced iu House
Work, may be OBTAIN ED at the Honse of Ca'I, Uarlborongh

Inn, Bienheim-steps, Oxfurd-sU-eet.— Address to the Secretary.

GILDERS’ SOCIETY, King’s Arms,
Poiand-Steet. Oxford-street, W—To BUILDEBS, DECO-

RATORS, and PAINTERS — GIl.DEttS, experienced In every branch
of the trade, may lie ENGAGED at the above Doriety Huuae. F-isUl
couimuulcatiun immediately attended to.

J. TUNQATE, Secretary.

SEWER VENTILATION.—DETAIL
DRAWINGS and particulars of the moat effectual system of

SfsWEE VENTILATION will be supplieil to Engineers aud Archi-
tects, on epplicatioii to EDWARD BROOKE, Field House Fire Clay
aud Sanitary Tab# Works, Huddersfield.

D RAINAGE, DEODORIZING, and
SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, WATER SUPPLY, 4c.—An

Erg user of experiruce is prepared to FuruUb PLANS aud KBIT-
MATES of the abuve, either approximate or in lieiail, on the moat
mndereie terms.— Address (or caU ou), ALFD. ELWIN.C.K Uontfurd
Hourr, KeiiiiLogtnii green, Loudo -, S.

ENGINEERS aud CONTRACTORS assisted
Monthly Jlrasiireuieiiti aud Taking out Q-anlities, Level- given,
il^ay Ciirvjs orTflgoiiriraetricrii.ineB selji-il. Girders and lr..ii-

jroved principle.

YAT*anted, by a BUILDER and DEOO-
V V RATOR. employing about 50 hands, an energetic Man to

AStlST In the MANAGEMENT of the BOelNESA Mutt be com-
petent to aatim-ite for repairs, take out qaantities, and superintend

works, aud postees a ebaraoter that will bear the strictest luvestlga-

tluD. To a suitable man a cnnstaucy, with a liher-il aud iocreasUig

Salary, is offered.—Address, slating age, .lUalificetious, and salary, to

A. care of -Mr. Horton, 92, Paekmgtr)u-stT.-ot., N.

TO ZrcCWORKEKS.

WANTED, a ZINCWORKER. One who
thoroughly nuderstandi the trade, who Is also cle”*'

steady, A single yuiig mau preferred.—Apply, by letter, I

1, Chatbain-hou-es. Brixton-hlU, P.

0 G. C.

ANTED, an experienced energetic Man,
FOREMAN in the kiecUon of soma Building*. Required
-ge of materiale, measure up work, 4c.— Apply on Muuday

Qt Ivetween Oue and Uaif-past Thiee), to PALMER 4 SON, Palace

iirks, Old F.ir l-rn»l. Bow.

w
Wanted, a respectable Youth as OUT-

DOOK APPRENTICB, with a morierate premium, tn the

Graining, Ma-hlmg, and Uo.nrsclng —Apply at No. 2iJ, Upper North-
street, Caledoninn-ro .d. Kluir's-crova, N.

Also an IMPROVER ; o-.e u*ed te spirit oak.

WANTED, an active, energetic MAN, as
MANAGEE of SAW-MILLS aud Sh.C''ND FOREMAN at a

Timber-yard lu the c.iuntry. All applieati-ius must be io owu hand-
writing, and give full particulars of previons employment, salary

requited, ond whet references can be given.—Address, B. Post-office,

Luton. Beds.

WANTED, by a large Building Firm,
60 miles from London, a CLERK. Ho mn»t be a fair

dmughteman, with a good knowledge of ocoouuts, estlraatiog, 4c.—
Adurors, sUiUtig terms and references, J. D. No. 6, Hattou-gorden,

Loudon, E C.

TO SURVF.YORS.

WANTED, a SITUATIUN in a Surreyor s

Office, by an effirleut ASSI3T.ANT. Good references.—

Address 608, OtBce of " The Builder."

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS, 4c.

WANTED, by a respectable steady Person,
well AOiinalnted with hmti tha foreign and Kiiglioh timber

trades, a SI fOAl U)N as FULKMAN or CLKKlL Uighiy svtUfacto^

r--(eieusv* uaii be gi«u.—-Address, 'C. K. No. 2U, Steffjrd-plaoo South,

Wes till ins ter.
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-m- 1 CONTaACrORS.
T^ANTJiD, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as»» SHOP FOaFJIAN of JOiNEKHAddr»M.BATH.8, Barth--orr«-p u

Kferenre.-

[March 2, 1867.

. ..it-ebiM --...iiioiiiiiiii
: ik-eo rr'erpopo

dX"“’ Counly dab, 43 i! J

QBNKRAL ]

I AlbeniArle eCri

a RE-ENGAGEMENtTTs
hr»nohps. Ko objycHon%<i mwn “ ‘J*

'07
'anted, by a Gentleman of g:reat ex-

l.V COrraAS<ik '"S?"S:.',
SlbOATlox „ AOENT

— , ,, -AHD royTRACTORfl,IMA NT ED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
FORRMAN

• - .. ofert.SO.Hll
oifico, I/tamlogtoD.

-ASONS br
glTB g.jod rofcreoccs.—Addre.*, H. B. Po»t-

I TTX A COyTRACTOES.O/^ANTED, by a practical Man, of man
*• ccebk 1

TXT A ATm-T-T^'^
FHILDER3 AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by a respectable Younc Man
KNOAOEMEST ina ^a11 FsUbH.hmoal. t,

FAnasey, SUtlouer, Exetor-itreer. 81<wiia-street ’s W ' ^
Aged Cl _

115, Hnckney-r.iAd, N.E.

- B - . TO BDILDERS.

\{[
anted, by the Advertiser, aged 20, ai

dilLlo®^ eon°v\nf
B'X.'der-a office Id Loudoa. C^D eqnu,

TO ARrHITE'’T.S. Ac
ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, in

In worVii>CRD(t’onfr'!?7’*’^i*
ASSISTANT, -trill ,ip

ENGAOEMENTii

nert' of' tZl'
trace drawim,-!. am) underaUnHs the practical

T T (PriCDCP In
,

to A CONTRACTOR. No obj.
before.—Add rete. 58A, Office of •'

T1 r A
PAINTERS.

\V ^ Steady, Handy Man,

W^tSx™’b'’S e
“ SITUA-

»"‘l do the detail dia'wiiTs,.

XT7- A
HOUSE DECORATORS.

constant employ
not oMect to mi’no

experienced Paperhanger. ironic
oughly

FAL’coNKR. 34_ gaJy

. - Paperhanger. ........

tlitired. Country only ^
'ish. B.U

country, by a wetl-(]1j-.

.— --^'-hed drawlop. oetAtl, and qua _

WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Young

XTT A
BUILDERa

Y\/ ANIED, by a Young Man of education

ln^ar,t-i®«ho^«e*‘aiSr'n^7’»°^mueV*'’*''*"‘^^

rwell.

r-r-r , AND surveyors.vy AJNi lED, by a Young Man, who has been» T Bctivelyeiiga.ed for the laet fix yeara UDon railway work

AddreasF.A.J.VolthamU?e HaT. D«"kugb5^

T-r-T- .
SURVEYORS, BUILDERS. Ac.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a Younc

drawiug. ineaaarlnl

Add?e« VTiT«- *=• Ten y-ars- refer/ncea
*

Addreta, W. B, Gi, HatUeld-etreet, Stamfjrd-i
' ' “

XX-r A AND OTHERS.ly ANTED, by a respectable Young Man, i

A^Jeea. '4^^ou*th’’.^y«ft®'^'V.to®".?,1

P''‘'':H':aI Man,

XXX A f’O^'TRACTOES, Ac.

“bont the finish of

i;he, of the hoildl.ig tradA Pirat-cloM
t^roarenor-row, Pimlico, aw. I

WANTKD. by a steady Young Man, j

a w®?" IMPROVER In the PLUMBING.-
x.oo.yej. W. B. 41. Bermoiidaey Nsir-road, Old KeD'-r-aA

XXX A
I>FroRAT0E3.W AJN lEJ), by a good Grainer, &c. a JOB.

Bnilder”^*^
or Piecework. - Addreaa 688, Office of "The

Ranted, by a YmuiH M.an, acerl 21 a
eoce. Good referenore.—Addreee. C. P. m ttv-- — •

,*. ^*I’cri-

and HOUSB DKCOBATORaWANTED, a SI'IUaTION, as FORE-
AddL, al^SL wtJ?cSiJie«,'H".‘‘rrX

'

Bntid

P.rightou.

ITT A KNOINEERP.
ANTED, by a Young Mnn, who has had

Dicbliieiy, huUdinga, Ac.--Adar*3s.

XXX «
BDILDERS.

\y ANTED, by a Young Man, who is a
.' nr Three

o SITUATION or .JOB, a, PLUMBER
,
3. CrowDdale-road, Obi S? P«7r« N W "‘"“^'‘^-Addreae. J. W.

-a Siirrejv,
“rry out working dmwinga
A. B. Poat.office, Croydon.

XTr A "NTT
and OTHERS. ni':

Mf., “ KE-ENGAGEMENT as
metlerete. Onod refcrenee. .... .,17“

,

J J .
fLKRK nf WORKS. RENERAL FOREMAN. Well

^

Te.ye_d in all bnildlng braacliea. Carpenter and j.do.r by trade

•'ho'«a°8W
®“eleyer>'-—AddrMS.W.M, No. G, Sloane-

W^ANTED. by a respectable Young Man

bury.
"" Particular*. B. 5. Su'eex-terrace, York-place. Bama-

w
I ro*d. I'amden Towu, N.E.

ANTED, by a Person, practically
*11 the building trade*, a SITUATION iiWale.-,.

2J_
.a- a.CLERK'of Works.

tlmonlftla.—AddreM,
the Hackney-road,

XXX A XTmT.r^°
B^ILUF.r.S AND OTHERS.

yU ANTED, by a very respectable Lad, acred

Fell bau7 a, Timekeeper. Vri7« a

H. 40, BezaDdalO'i:

XXX A
EUILDERS. Ac.' iTWANTED, by a Young Man. .aged 21, the '

....u... ..tin mu some knnwiedge of beokkeepin'g. '

Salary l

Andm-Vf Ha^U.
refore'ioea,—Addreaa. B. R. Poet-oU

and Colour!:
paring ei'lniate*. all'

llcu’am. to H. B. D.
garden.

6 of C. Dorre

T\7'ANTRD, by a respectable Yountr Jlan

I curlty If reqiilreH—Adiir..., C. H. Sfl. Lee-.treet, Klng*Und-?°ml

TOTO PLUMBERS AND HOUSE DECORATORS.
-NIED, to apprentice a respectablt
YOUTH, m-ed 17 , for four years.—Apply, 43, Brunawick
tackuey.road.

TO RUILORRS.
11/^ANTED, a SITUATION as GKNEEA
T f FOREMAN, in the neighbourhood of Teddington. Gowfereiicea aa to aobriety, houratp. and ability Ail, Ip.... t nr »i

..i3,aukaiurmHKi 01 jeuoingcoD. uooi
sty, and ability,—Addreaa, T. W. tht

X^ANTED, by a Young Man, acred 21, a

T\t M I«PR"''KS. 1" g”d J.lner-a Sl?op.-Add«»
I. a. M.

, , Sidney-place, Nottlug-dale, Nottiug-hlll.

_T0_BUII,DER8 AND CONTRACrORS.^ . ^ ,
TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACrORS.

ANTED, plastering to any araoiu
T 7 by Ibe PIF.CB, by a praclS-al Mao. No objpciion totcountry. Labour only,—Addtesa. U4l. office of “The Ri.udar”Wl, Office of'“Tho Bill'd

WANTED, a SITUATION, as thorout
«s loSSoVt

r~r~~~ TO BUIIDBBS.
i
WANTED, by a good PLUMBER andTWANTED, an ENGAGEMENT as .kST’ki'';"'

A™""'!"*"'’'"*''™'''

Id, Shard b road, Peokbam, Surrey.
KennliigtoD-laue. 8.

A ihoronghiy
d 111 BnSldlug work Is a gurvi dranghtsuiaa.

raa, a. I. CLERK, 3, Alblon-place, Upper '

„ iiupi>bHiiiiB natn-
•rV. Would not object to All np
I takeu.—Address, R. P.

— SURVEYORS.

Young \V
asal.tant. a P-K-ENcJAripsi wv!- *"'* Frorial in Loudon.—Address, W. P. M. Holly 'K.m«. ni.i

tT®
KNGI.SEBRS AND SURVBYOBS

J’ H E Advertiser i.s desirous of a REENGAOBMENV on some WORK, at borne or abroad
; hmwui|.-twl a torrl^gu ebgAgern*nt. Flret-cl-iaa teitluioulala.—

ess. F. J. B. cire of W. Hi.pcrAfi. 1, MlooiDg-Uiie. E 0.

rxttrx A •
builders.^HE Advertiser, who has served his article}

a R..!Td'rl'‘‘
‘‘“‘JArchlt-it. WANTS an ENOAGEMENTlla Buildfr j Office Iwbere he would have an opiv.rtuully la see th

• ....... ,,xu jiim, wno IS a good
Asal.tant. aRB-EIii3A0KME,Vr (n a„
Builder’s Office, Gnod r-f»r«nce» and salary e7r77.';iccrHA

. .1 o. L B.,k.,.T„iu7;™u7;'

1. .. r,,-i as aonre. naa np»n three yean in
Loudon.-Addreaa, W. P, M. HoUy House. 1

-- u...u.-y..-.tir,i..i.uy. a U. TO COUNTRY BUILDPRU.

atlud eye^/LSf I

London.-Addre„. A. K, 1 Morw^.J^LT'^--7i,'7r"‘’ r .v""? tf 'no joiner, and thoroughly
.
7 hraucQ ..f the biiiirting trad-. Oue able to loe.aiiro u

t7Mr"lT“if imm^dUtely, with reftto Mr. FIKB. Builder, BickmAn«w.,rfb. llerU

K. 5, Morpeth-atraet, Groen-

I

-^fy. .
BUILDERS AND OTHRRS,WANTED, a SITUATION, by a nracticil ' VV STONE-

xxx X H'TECTF. *c [

——• • - ^"‘“-O-O AI-Iiirary. .v, Mollowayrniul.

Man, aged 18, s

refereuVe..-Addrc« ta..eVe K'TTo.,

•nntr la r.sl'.lw''
— “'itu wi A.aauu«v OI mURK, to fAk* anh-contrset at Inw priceB. Church or home w„r

loiir If required. T.wn or country. Undeniable i-Addre««, H. Horwood’s Library. RT, Hullowny-rnat'

. I competent ULEVK of WORi
church at the Weat-end. Good refei
"Toe Build

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.TXT 4 TSJ'FL'
and plumbers.

t-wt- plumbers and builders

“WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a

xxx • xTrixyr-y..
ARtTIiTECTu”

Ty^ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
.itetches,

inating. ‘ Can prodocr a .p;dnie,; of h" .“irawl'if^ Triin*

W ANTED, a .SITUATION, byLTSlm’
p-teiit BUILDER'S ff.por t.

w-w-w . I? TIMBER AND STONR MERCHANTSwanted, a SITUATION as CLERK.

-WW--.- . .,..1!?
’IASTER PLUMBERS OR BUILDERS.WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as WORK-

L', J'**’ o'iicrwij^. A good plumber, painterand glaater.—Address, A. B. 36. Staif.inl.Btrret r.iue.,,...,. .,... xr or

T=
u ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, LAND AGENTS, to.

.E Advertiser, who has served hi.s articles
with a nT..Tlnf.|n1 •r-vKIkA... m«.I , ...

r^xrrt .
JO ARCHITECTS, BUEV E\ ORS, 4o.

^^HE Advertiser wishes for an ENGAGE

rxsTTra . s .
DECORATORS,

'T’HE Advertiser, a GILDER, is desirous ol

haao.
* fill °P *' painter aud paperhanger, Seteral year, experience iu first cUhs ahoir. fu town

give_references. Town or Ouuutry.—Address, 533. utUce of •' Thi

T
TO ARCHITF-Crs, SURVEYORS. AND OTHERS.H E Advertiser is desirous of an EN

OABEMENl'. la a good general Dranght.man, Colnurlat. aniourrryor.—Addreaa. T. J. K. 53. lllverbail-etreet VYelid.woVth.ro.S
South Lambeth. ’

^HE Advertiser requires an ENGAGE
-®- *" Buiider'r. Coniractor'e, or Cooipauy'-. Office. ]

sncA—Addreea, H. i

• lax A Kuin. piumoer, pair
rd-atreet, LiMou-grora, N.W

BUILDER'S CLERK. I.well,,',,

a.'ac,.mdta)
rpaira if requited.—Addreas, A. I
set. Piccadilly.

w
Wbltehone- T. I'li

W A
'PURVEYORS, to.AbiTED, by a Young Man, an EN-

Cla,,'«fe7im , Tnwr,
r-utue of au agent’. . ftr.,.

Meadowi,^ eo. ^5. M.7k°.t^rreL"creaLtf7^“*-

T^AbiTED, by a Young Man, a SITGA-
21 Good gas and

.
bot-waUr

. . TION

York'cog«.U'i^,7Q.''SumtJ,!|^^! Ma7"leto^New:ro»L'7^uaeL*^

-1-Tx .
COSTHACTOR8.

ANTED, by a steady Young Man, a
c’udopSl^ramfw.ri^VV?''?

“ au^ GASFirklLcim uo plain glue work a> <l gl-alng. Tiwu or Ck.uu'ry it.,mi r-f ..

TO GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO BUILD.A N T E3 D, by a thoroughly practical

^

Man, KMPLOYMKNT to pr-pare plana.lpeclfiratlon.^c on

'Mr. RobiosOD, Stationer, Uigh-atreot. Pu'ney, 8.W***’

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS

V\/ anted, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TE IIGN a* CLERK of WORKS, c-r BulldePs Forem.n Jolo.rhy trad*. BaNrc low. Keferenca «iti.f,un„r. »,-,i •ib-'.u.:-;.

TO BUILDERS, 4cWANTED, to APPRENTICE, a Youth,
.1 comf.

aiteudrd f„ - F-r parHi
Eyeahiui, Worceatetahlre

-y., _ __ TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
Ty^ANTED, by a steady and thoroughly
» T practical Mao. an EN3A0F-M EN 1’ « GENERAL FOREMAN

end H jub. UndcrbUntU
[

qai'- iJarpeiit.r and Inner oy UMie. Good ref
.—Adoreia, IV. A. Ualvcrhily Cuffee houae.Totteuhum

T _

TO ARCHITBCrrS.
HE Advertiser is desirous of an ENGAGE
I

In tbe office of a pr.ivin.-ial Architect in ecclealaatlci
inamice. He U cocupeiyut to dyiiign. make ti iiihod aud workmurawmga, aud la a gnoO peraijectlre draiightninan and culourtal

Hdmme“imt7‘w
32 -Addreu, A. W. 13a, Elm Orovi

TDLASTEEING WANTED, Labour ani

D
TO ARCair^ECTS, E.VOINEERS, AND BUILDERS.Rawing clerk, accustoraed to cor
structlon and detail and wrliOiga. d-sirea an ENOAGEMBNBca modeiate salary. Haa been iu arcbitrctutal aud eugineerll

firms, ^d uowa^uttobeilUenifaged.-Addrnia, H. B.No. ", CtaiGrove-terrace, Albion-JouJ, Lower Uclloway.N.

CILERK of WORKS, or GENERAL FORI
MaNT-WaNIED.hu iJvQAGKMENT.aaabove. WeUveni.

a“ SVH Blrst'Ciaaa referoucea, Ac.-Addre.
A. B.Ny. 7, Alma-place, Aiiua-ruad, B.rQioad.ey.

A competent ARCHITECT’S ASSISTANT
well up iu couatruc’ion. w.irkiug drawing*, d-eigo, aud pe

Bul'der
" B^GAaEM^iN^'.-Addre^., 678. Office of "XI

—™ SURVEYORS AND VALUERS.
GENTLEMAN of experience desiresRE ENQAGEMENI' with a Surveyor aud Valuer An a

Office^r “VhB'^Bml"a"r’^'‘‘‘“"'‘‘‘^
to.-AddxMt, R. .
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)n the Pritidjyles of Proportion as Common to

both Gothic and Classic Architecture.

N general principles ifc

would appear to be fairly

aaanraable that the Gothic

and the Classic styles, being

both architectni’al, must
have common dependence

up to a certain point upon
identical principles common
to all architecture

j and if

this is the case both styles

should prove susceptible of

common furtherance

these principles become
better understood, their ap.

plicatioQs and developments

subjected to more masterly

control. Upon this ground,

so fai’ as its just range

extends, neither one school

nor the other can arrogate

an exclusive nor even a
prior right. Here both alike

are in a stage of pupillage,

and it is at a subsequent

stage that the privileges of

independent option, and
even of individual caprice,

I

•ly accrue. There are certain conditions

propriety and dignity in a door or window
ning that must be acknowledged in the
3 instance whether the head be pointed or
izontal. Such common conditions are
eral indeed, but therefore it is that they
so universal

j and therefore it is, that they
land the earliest as well as most unremitting
Ignition. After the common constructive ob-
tions, it is in allegiance to Proportion, that
iitectural styles most importantly inosculate.

J by peculiarity of proportion no doubt that
I style becomes so strongly contrasted with
other, but this is no more than an extreme
' of the same principle of modulation, by
jh all but limitless variety is developed by
ified proportions within the conditions of the
le stylo.

le subject of jProportion as an element of
gn has occupied more or less of the attention
II the important writers on architecture,

a those who have devoted to it the fewest
Is have marked emphatically their sense of
linfiuence it exercises,—the dignity of its

turers. We freely concede, therefore, to the
writer that M. Quatremtre de Quincy cannot be
safely followed in his view, that a true system of
proportion would establish such an absolute re-

ciprocal dependence of principal parts, of subor*
dinate and of the smallest subdivisions, that
given a particular instance of relation, the pro-
portions not only of the parts but of the whole
would at once be deduciblo. Beauty is not thus
to be produced by receipt, and the enigma of
sublimity is not to be solved by overhearing a
catch-word.

Doubtless when we contemplate a truly har-
monious work we recognise an affinity between
all members, and even parts of members, and
the whole

5 the foot of Hercules affects us with
a sense of oongruity in its forms with the hand
of the hero, and both with the general muscula.
ture of body and limbs. It is even possible that
by careful study wo may work our way to some
leading principle by which the congrnity was
brought about, or a special application of such a
principle

; but the genius of the artist invented
the principle as well as effected its application.

A key-note governs a symphony,—its harmonic
relations may be as well known to us as to the
composer,—but neither the key-note nor the
very theme itself would ever have helped any
bnt the gifted musician to his symphony.
The setting of a palette is no unimportant

part of a painter’s day j bnt, after it is set, it

will be of little avail for any pencil but his own.
It were but a weak retort that if the theory of

proportion is not useful to the extent of enabling
us to evolve beautifully proportioned stimctures,

it may at once be set aside as worthless of study.
Not on such view proceeds the melodist as he
applies laboriously to the recondite mathematics
of his art,—not so the executant who practises

uuwearied scales,—not so the painter observant
and experimentative without ceasing of the
effects of colours upon each other in every
variety of mixture, and purity, and tone.

It is always a nice question how nearly theory
may be pressed forward upon practice, and the
relation of proportion to architecture is no excep-

tion. Up to a certain point, the development may
be said to be purely scientific and remarkably pre-

cise ; beyond that line there is little more to be
established than a limited codo of genera]
maxims,—limited, indeed, and general, and yet
the grand resalts of the intellectual inquiry.

The next function is for inventive imagination
to devise for ever-variable contingencies, those

combinations of elementary principles in sub-
ordination to the general, that constitute happy
and beautiful solutions.

When wo come to analyse a complete and suc-
cessful work, it is of the utmost importance to

recognise the distinction indicated ;—it is much
the same that obtains in grammar between
etymology and syntax. We may easily mistake

and it ha^, moreover, appeared that the lines
which he held of moat importance to bo brought
into proportional dependence, were the vertical
and the horizontal

j that is to say, to the appre-
hension of the Greek the architectural eye was
inevitably disposed to appreciate heights upon
the plumb-line, with reference to the several
breadths most intimately connected with them,
and vice versd. The influences that predispose
to such dominant comparisons lie deep in nature,
and are within ns and around us at every moment.
Every movement we make strengthens our per-
sonal experience of the dependence of stability and
equilibrium or balance npon the lateral diatribu-
tion of mass with reference to the vertical, and
the satisfaction of the sense of security in these
respects is the primary condition of architectural
effect. Again, the convenience of every distri-

bution of plan or opening, and the requirements
that they make upon ns for movement or use
are naturally estimated by dimensions taken
upon the vertical and horizontal lines, and to
extent of divergence npon lines at right angles
to each other.

When we look at the proprieties of the case
thus broadly, it would seem that up to this point
architectural principle is

—

Whole as the marble, solid as the rock.
As broad and general as tffe casing air,”—

and that to this primary rule architecture, as
architecture, must render allegiance until such
time as it shall be called npon to satisfy tastes

and habits in a new condition, where the all-

regulating plumb-line ceases to be at right angles
to the horizontal. Every diversity of classic

style, between early Doric and latest Corinthian,

recognised the obligation and the guidance of
the principle] nor does it appear how any other
style, however contrasted, Byzantine, or Moorish,
or Indian, or Gothic, can emancipate itself from
a rule at once so stringent and, in truth, so

That in truth they cannot, whether so ill

advised as to wish it or no, is apparent from the
universality in all architectnre of any preten-
sion to fine art, of that symmetry which is in
fact one of the most important consequences of
our principle.

A Gothic cathedral is to the full as symme-
trical a building as a Greek temple

; the preva-
lent supposition that it is nob so, is either the
mistake, or a oonceasion to the mistake, of those
who do not distinguish between original design
and alterations, and semi-restorations and patch-
work

;
who feel bound to take pleasure in the

varied styles of Canterbury Cathedral, and think
that the nave and choir of Gloucester happily
illustrate the flexibility of their favourite Gothic.

And whether the ceiling of a nave or a cella bo
arched,—be semicircular or pointed or flat,—it

will ever be estimated as low or lofty in effect

by an appreciated proportion between its height
what is but scaffolding for the building if wo arc and breadth,—it will be broad or narrow by
content ^ut to note by aid^of what lines and

j

corresponding mental comparison of its breadth
taken at right angles to its length.

iis
} of those who have treated of these more centres work was set out, and fail to observe the

jttaflj^ib may, perhaps, be said that the most
j

broad contrasts to which these details were sub-
sssful have been the readiest to admit the
ppleteness of their results, whether rela-

^ to ideal theory, or even to the fund of
piples which seem to have been within the
0 of architects who have left no works other
mrchitectnral.

e of the best introductions to remarks upon
hibjecb in itself, may be a critical survey of
unclnsions of a recent writer, and we choose
rirticle on Proportion in the Dictionary of
bh architecture, by M. Tiollet-le-Duc. If
amfutation of an erroneous system were but
tatablishment of a true, how many contro-
1 s would have long ago sunk to rest ! But,

5; systems may conflict, and yot neither be
t,t, justas vessels may come into collision,

)toth be sunk. There is good service to be
otnevertheleas, in buoying the wrecks, and
truring a happier voyage for future adren-

servient. There is, therefore, indeed, a pre-
liminary inquiry as to what scale the artist

employed
j and even this we are at liberty to

criticise as possibly but a makeshift
j but let it

have what excellence it may, the far more
important question arises afterwards as to the
principle and the success of his application of it.

Natural taste is sometimes ahead of scientific

culture, and snatches a grace that it would not
have ventured to justify, knowing not that it

was justifiable; and at other times it pays the
penalty exacted from ignorance by missing, in

its awe of the established rule, a beauty fairly

within grasp.

An e.xacter analysis of the design of Classic

architecture has brought out the result that the
Greek architect set great value upon his dimen-
sions being simple in their relative proportions,
and those executed with the nicest exactness

;

Tros Tyriusve.—Gothic or Greek: from these
spontaneons acts of indissoluble association

there is no escape, and the corollary appears to
be, that in Gothic design, as in Greek, heights
are bound to be proportioned upon the vertical

in relation to the horizontal; and the farther

presumption is as little to be overlooked that
exact execution of proportionate dimensions will

be as valuable in one stylo as in the other.

This last, however, is a last refinement, and
highly as it may enhance the last effect,—ad-

mirable effects, though not the most admirable,

are probably nob inconsistent with somewhat
negligent observation of it, especially when very

large and varied dimensions are in question.

It would follow from these premises that, if the

Gothic architects,—whatever the details and the

general proportions of their predilection,—did

not make these comparisons the basis of their

design, they must have worked upon a faulty
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and defective plan. Inventive imagination and
corrective taste may, it is trne, in favourable
cases, compensate for false theory and bad tech-
nical aids and instraments, and with such
saving qualifications the Medimvals must be
largely indeed credited. In fact, if we are to

assent,—as it seems we must,—to the expositions
of their system by Viollet-le-Duc and others, it

is only so that we can account for their practical
success, in despite of the disadvantage at which
they were placed by their theory.

This is a matter that becomes of importance
if Gothic is a style that is to live on; it can
only really live, like any other organism, so long
as it continues to grow ; and growth is dependent
on healthy roots and free circulation of air, and
resolute cutting away of whatever is dead, what-
ever is stunted, and rigorous control of what-
ever, vigorous though it be, is tending to de-
formity.

Let us follow out then, to a certain extent, the
theoretical system upon which a Gothic work
was set out, and satisfy ourselves whether it

really had much to do with the best beauty that
was realized,—whether it was not constantly
inapplicable to very important problems, and had
not to be departed from,—did not very fre-

quently stand in the way of a better rule,-

—

frequently induce distributions that bad been
better dispensed with. This is a very heavy bill

of indictment, and the greater the honour to
tho architects who in their self-assumed fetters
could still vindicate their native artistic power.
With all our respect for them, we owe it to the
common art to bring their schemes of harmoniz-
ing proportion to the test; and the great test of
all is, whether in a given instance, where it was

,

certainly applied, beauty was really achieved, i

and, when achieved, was really due to the em-

'

ployment of it,—or came by the neglect of it on
j

all critical points, and so, in fact, was con-
[

quered in its very despite. I

It appears satisfactorily made out that the
architects of tho Middle Ages adopted triangles,
and of these a certain set as generators of pro-

!

portion.

Tliejirst was the rectangular isosceles triangle

;

that is, a half square set on the diameter of the
square as its base, and with right angle at apex.

Secondly, the so-called Egyptian isosceles,—
having a base proportioned to vertical as 8 : 5.

!

Thirdly, the equilateral triangle.
jEor an example it is shown, among others,
j

that, in the Sainte Chapelle at Paris, not only !

was the clear of the pointed window-arch formed
on an equilateral triangle, but that the full

height of the windows was determined by the
prolongations of the sides of these triangles

;

the window-sill being made coincident with the
line of their third intersections. The beauty of
this chapel may well commend to our favourable
consideiation a system which manifestly had an
influence upon the design. Whether this was
the technical system employed exclusively,

—

whether it is based on true principle, and, if not,
how its defects declare themselves in the work,
or how it was that they were eflectively counter-
vailed, are further questions. Certainly the
scientific jnstification of the system as set forth
seems to demand emendation.
The proportions of architecture are based, we

are truly told, in the first instance, on stability,
and the laws of stability are dependent on
geometry

; and we may further admit that a
triangle may give a very satisfactory expression
of stability if appropriatelyapplied—but scarcely
that, as a general fact, it gives the most satis-

factory : apart from solid pyramids that are their
own abutment, inclined forms, by the very force of
geometrical stability appealed to, are suggestive
of sliding and collapse.

Still less does it appear why design should be
restricted to three particular forma of the
triangle. Marvellous variety and beauty were
certainly evolved from combinations of the
specified three, bnt this only awakens enterprise
to experiment upon those that have been passed
over. Doubtless, the selected forms present
themselves as most easily managed

;
the

rectangle in tho semicircle,—the triangle of which
the apex^is given by the intersection of arcs
strnck with the same radius, and the triangle
which can be set out by the whole numbers, 3, 4,

5, applied to half-base, vertical and inclined
side,—a form which, however, shares its advan-
tage with others, though less known. As regards
the first form, it has no special Gothic applica-
tion, being equivalent, even in the cited example
of the Cathedral of Bourges, to the system of
equal squares, which is the common property of
mechanical design in all times and countries.

The most complete example of a systematic
application of theory in the design of a great
Gothic work is, probably, Cologne Cathedral,
as elaborately analyzed by Boisseree. The
favourite equilateral triangle regulates dimen-
sions in one form or another throughout, and
the result that, at least, was not avoided, stands
thus on record:—“At Cologne, the artist has
vigorously adhered to his geometrical data

j
his

composition is a formula which makes no allow-
ance for perspective effect, nor of the apparent
alterations of curves resulting from the height at
which they are placed. Thus the choir of
Cologne is rather surprising than delightful

j
the

geometrician has overpowered the artist.” So
Viollet-le-Duc. Fergusson marks still more
distinctly that it is precisely in the msthetic
effect of proportion that the building is defective.
“ Looking at Cologne in any light, no one can fail

to perceive that its principal defect is its relative
shortness : now that the whole of the interior is

finished these defects of proportion are become
more apparent than they were before,—the
height of the nave is nearly four times the width,
a proportion intolerable in architecture, &c.”

Tiollet-le-Dnc, while stanchly asserting the
employment by the Goths of an harmonic theory,
makes claim for the French architects—specially
at Beauvais—that they avoided the rigid prac-
tice that failed at Cologne; “the artist is ever
present at the side of the geometilcian, and
knows in case of need how to make formulas
give way ” (/aire^t^c7iiV les formules)

.

If this can be approved, it is excellently said ;

but a still stancher theorist of harmony is

justified in saying that frequent and important

I

suppressions of formulas prove by their very

j

success either that the formulas were wrong, or,

:
at least, the system incomplete, and so he gains

j

a locus standi for the exposition of a more de-

[

veloped theory, that will render an account both

I

when subordinate rules must be observed and
when they either must or may be departed
from.

I

Wo will take the very cited example of Beau-
vais,—the choir, as figured and commented upon
in vol. vii., p. 551, of the Dictionary of French
Architecture. It is shown that the spacing of
the piers both of nave and aisles is determined

j

by the division of the plan into systems of equi-
;
lateral triangles. Thus the axis of the nave

j

being laid down and its width from centre to
centre of pier adopted, the axial lines of the nave

‘ piers are also obtained ; their longitudinal
spacing upon these is then determined by an equi-
lateral triangle, having one angle on the nave
axis and each of the others on the centre of a
pier; that is to say, the diagonals of the four
piers of a hay intersect the axis of the nave at
an angle of 60 degrees. The oblong plan of a
bay thus obtained has the proportion of the side
of an equilateral triangle to double its vertex, or
4 : 6 928. These numbers may seem tolerably
near to the ratio of whole numbers 4 : 7, but
the error in exactness upon a plan of 46 ft.

amounts to more feet—2-6—than a Greek would
have tolerated tenths of inches.

In general result, the spacing of the side
openings is rather more than half the width of
the nave, which may possibly be effective

; but
the advantage of such a distribution of difference
would have been as easily obtained by direct
comparison of lengths and breadths—a system
which would also have provided a large variety
for free selection.

To proceed : the prolongations of the sides of
the equilateral triangles give intersections de-
ciding the line of aisle piers or shafts, which are
placed upon them accurately

;
and then still fur-

ther prolonged, the line of the external wall,

—

the outer line.

The interior aisle has still the advantage,
whatever it is worth, of corresponding with
an equilateral triangle in the form that it is

transversely as the vertex and longitudinally as
the side,—or 1 : 1-732

;
but in the outer aisle

this fails from the thickness of the wall being
deducted from the vertex. There is thus intro-

duced a difference of width between the aisles

which may have all the general value claimed
for it, but which is only gained by the sacrifice

of the system,—and might have been so gained
under no system at all,—under a more rational
system it might have been effected consistently.

Again, the width of the bay next to the piers
of the crossing is diminished from just regard to
the responsibility of extra thrust, but the degree
of diminution is again not in any way dedneibie
from the triangles. Credit is taken forthearchi-
tect’s superiority to formulas in neglecting here
the centres of his triangulated plan; but it is

again no slight impeachment of a theory of pr
portion that it breaks down and has to be d
serted precisely where its aid should be mo
valuable,—on the verge of an inevitable modul
tion.

The incommensurablenesaes of the plan a:

propagated to the vaulting, as the span of tl

transverse arch has the same broken ratio to thi

of the diagonal again as the vertical to the su
of an equilateral triangle; in the arches ther
selves, where alone tho triangular form is real
salient, the assumed governing triangle of tl

design is set aside, and exercises no appointii

power over its successor. The transverse,—tl

more important arch,— is proportioned as
in span to 3 in height, or very considerah
flatter

; and to the height thus determined tl

diagonal has to accommodate itself ;
but it doi

not appear that the particular height was S'

lected from any common principle.

The same system is pursued not much moi
satisfactorily into the elevation of the interio

The interval from centre to centre of piers

taken as the side of an equilateral triangle fro:

which others are raised, forming a vertical serit

of lozenges, of which the limits should define tl

architectural divisions. But already at the sprk
of the arches the scheme fails, and a new con

mencement has to be assumed, and again abo\

the triforium still another commencement, and
different span. It is only in the arch of tl

window that the equilateral triangle re-appea:

beyond all question, or indeed is effective]

apparent at all.

Such a faltering application then of the equ

lateral triangle as a guiding instrument t

design seems to illustrate little else than its ii

efficiency, if the result at last was beauty con

patible with all these divarications and obscui

tics. In any case it only promises to condui

into a very thicket of incommensurablesthattri
up the principle of strict proportion at evej

step.

But even if the coincidences had been muc
more frequent and exact than they prove to b
to what would they amount ? In what manni
do they, as set forth, touch or pretend to touc

those determining lines on which the nltimal

impression of appropriate and expressive propo
tion depends ? The expositor, at least, does nt

pretend to furnish ns with a norm for the fn

height relatively to breadth, either of a bay <

of the nave transversely,— still less of lengt

of choir relatively to height ;
and yet thee

are the combinations thp.t appeal direct]

and ovcrpoweringly to our sensibilities
;
the£

are the terms between which, if anywhere, hai

mony must preside, and assert itself and ii

prerogative.

We must not, however, sacrifice the architet

to his interpreter; from the original error (

adopting units of transverse dimensions that ai

incommensnrable, he is not to be absolved, nc

from its consequences
;
bnt the diagrams supplie

seem to establish, or at least allow the assumj
tion of, a more simple process of developmer
than has been set forth.

The height from the proper level of the pav(
ment to the upper string-course of the triforiui

will be found to equal very exactly the widt
of the nave and two aide-aisles, taken froi

the centre of tho nave-pier to the wall. Th
width of the nave measures the pier from th

floor up to the capital of the side-arch, and th

extent from this point to the string-course at th

base of the triforium equals the breadth of th

first aisle, and the triforium itself equals that c

the outer aisle, which is diminished by the thiol

ness of the external wall. The difference, ho^R

ever, here lost is thrown into the dimensio:

from the top of the triforium to the springing c

the nave-arch, and makes up its height with on
width of the aisle. In this way the height o

the bay, from floor to springing, becomes propoi

tioned to the width of the nave as 5 to 2, a vei^

lofty proportion
;
the added height of the nave

arch brings out the still loftier of 6 to 2= 3 : 1.

The height of the nave, like its breadth, i

made up of verticals of tho normal equilatera

triangle, and has this to thank for its commen
Burableness

;
bnt the bay, having its spacinj

determined by the side of the triangle, does no
participate in the advantage.

In the repetition, as a vertical whole, of l

dimension that is very decided, but still brokei

into more marked divisions, horizontally, thi

Gothic architect employed a stratagem of cover

commensurableness that the Greek had practi8e(

before him, and that would be an availahl

furtherance of repose in any style of architecture
bub the operation by the equilateral triangL
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convicta itself in every case where it does not
become virtnally inoperative. In detail it leads
to the confnsion of proportion, and as regards
any pretensions it may have for saving general
effect, let us hear the independent judgment of
an architect well affected to thedeservings.if any,
of the style.

‘ No building of its dimensions and beauty of
detail can well bo so unsatisfactory as the choir
at Beauvais.”— i. 12. The architects “deter-
mined to carry the clearstory to the unprece-
dented height of 150 ft., or about three, times
the width, measuring from the centre of one
pier to that of the next (opposite). This, with a
very long nave, a very acute vault, wide pier-
spaces, and bold massive supports, might have
been not only tolerable but sublime

; but as this
cathedral wants all these qualities, the effect
now is only, &c.”

—

Fergusson, ArcJi., vol ii

p. 491..
•’ ’

We should only be travelling over the same
ground to the same results by developing in
detail the relation of the beauty of the Sainte
Chapelle to the technical theory of regulation
that there also was so lightly held in hand.
The most glorious culmination of art is arrived

i at in those rare and happy jnstances where *

f pmus IS in full possession of all traditional,'
technical, academical aids and instruments, and .

Btill can assort its supremacy in unfettered

!

mastery. The workman then has the best tools,

'

T but 18 master of his tools no less than of his ma-
terials

; the artist is neither cramped by a rule
that is wrong, nor forced to break through it.—
laudably, no doubt, but as at random so ever
precariously. The qualification of the style of
Bolingbroke by Pope,

—

“ Correct with spirit, elegant with ease/’—
; e^ctly expresses that marvellous combination
oi regularity and inspiration that gives effect to
the works of the Greeks in poetry, and oratory,
and sculpture—and in architecture perhaps most
of all. The genius of the Medimval never quite
attained—BO it seems to the writer—this last
term of accomplishment. What genius could do
iwibh imperfect instruments he grandly did; but
jas the instrument was advancing to perfection’
i.hiB chances and Lis age were past, and theory
l.alono was then unable to do more than turn cor-
!<rectne88 into coldness, and regularity into re-
straint, while^ the free daring of true genius

extravagance or subsided in

;

Two great masters, but in other arts, came
sust iu time to show the world what the Medimval
ispmt was capable of when combined with the
ujultured sense of proportion which is the world’s
iaentago from Greece. Only in the sacred pic-
iurea of Raftaelle did the most divine inspira-
Mons of Mediaeval painting attain to the fullestmd most harmonized development

; and only in
die plays of Shakspeare, which reflect in every
tet the influences, however indirectly received
1 the antique drama, did the dramatic genius

the Middle Ages break fully into

In either case, the proper Renaissance inR disparaging sense,—the revival which would
hvive the exhausted.—that would accept imi-
Kation for a new birth, came later,—or so far as
» was contemporary, ran on in parallel stream,
imt on a lower level. A Gothic Renaissance is

much to be deprecated as ever was
L Olassio m such a sense as this

; in a better
Mnse It is worth striking for; he will be at least
t the right opening who, in the spirit of onr
kedimval fathers themselves, shall be confident
hi purpose not to imitate but to surpass them as
fe>ey ever did their best to overpass their pro-
bmtors. There is still a large field open for the
idjostment of new forma to new requirements,
did espemally for the enhancement of the best
Jbthic effects, by harmony of well-understood
D.a exactly-realized proportion.

THE HEALTH OF LONDON IN 18GG.

Gas-heated Boileks.—An engine and boiler
r£Ve been erected in the warehonse. No. 50
bmnon-street, City, worked by steam generated

(
gas-heat, under the patent of Mr. Arthur

tbkson. The fire-offices, it is said, have admitted
a system to be adopted without any increase
rprcmmm, and thus in all warehouses or other
lablishments where ci'anes, hoists, or other
uaratus requiring power are in use, steam can
[applied, without stoker, smoke, ashes or dirt
niny description. No brickwork or chimney is

occupied is very small
1 the furnace is fully kindled in a few seconds,
a extinguished instantly.

The Registrar-General’s annual summary of
the Weekly returns of births and deaths in
London is at all times full of interest, and the
fact of its appearance so promptly after the close
of the year with which it deals, gives it a value,
of which too many of onr official publications
are bereft through such delay in their issue,
that the facts to which they refer have been
previously dismissed from the public mind. The
annual summary of the births and deaths in
London daring the year 1866 is, moreover, in-
vested with an additional interest from its con-
taining the first complete resume of the effects of
the cholera epidemic in the various portions of
the metropolis for the whole year.
The meteorological conditions of the year 1866,

as far as they present any variations from an
average of previous years, would appear to have
been favourable to the public health. The mean
temperature of the air was, at the Royal Observa-
tory, Greenwich, 49-8°, or only half a degree
above the average of 25 years, and whereas in
the first and last quarters of the year the tem-
perature was above the average, the summer was

I

cooler; thus neither intense cold in winter, nor
excessive heat in summer, tended to raise the
mortality. The 30^^ inches of rain which fell
during the year, was an inch above the average
of 51 years

; and the average daily amount of
horizontal movement in the air was 274 miles, or
considerably higher than it has been since 1848;
there was, therefore, no deficiency of rain, or of
movement in the air, both elements of con-
siderable importance to the health of the in-
habitants of crowded and ill-drained towns. The
effect of these apparently favourable conditions
was more than counterbalanced by the visitation
of a cholera epidemic, which raised the rate of
morality in 1 866 considerably above the average,
and higher than in any years since 1840, except-
ing only the inflnenza year 1847, the cholera
years of 1849 and 1854, and 1864 when diseases

the respiratory organs were unusually fatal.
The population of London, estimated to the

3,037,991. Dariog the year
107,992 births and 80,129 deaths were registered
in this population, thus showing, in spite of the
excess of deaths, a natural increase during the
year by the balance of births over deaths of
27,863

; the excess in the previous year had
been 33,262. The numbers of both births and
deaths exceeded those recorded in any previous
year. The 80,129 deaths give a rate of mortality
lor the year equal to 26-5 per 1,000 persons esti-
mated to be living

;
or higher than the rates in

any of the last 27 years, excepting the four
above mentioned, when they were respectively
27 0, 30' 1, 29‘4, and 26'5. The average annual
rate of mortality in London during the ten years
1856-65 was 23-6

;
and the death-rate in 1866

from all causes, other than cholera, was 24 g’

the rate being raised by an increased mortality
from diarrhcca in the autumn, in addition to
the actual deaths from cholera. The death-
rates in most of our large towns have been
steadily increasing during the past few years

;

and this undeniable fact has only recently
attracted the attention which its importance
should command. The cause of this general
increase of mortality is now beginning to be
understood, and there is, therefore, ground for hope
that before long a re-action may take place. The
growth of London in recent years has been un-
exampled in previous periods, and yet the build-
ines have not kept pace with the increase of
population. The dwellings of the labourino-
classes have been undergoing a steady process of
demolition for many years to make room for
railways, warehouses, or other erections, which
bear a higher commercial value than the poor
class of houses which have been removed. The
evicted tenants, unable and unwilling, to seek
their homes at a great distance from their daily
occnpatioDS,

_

have crowded into the remaining
houses of their neighbourhoods, regardless of the
consequences to health, and as a natural result,
fevers and other epidemic diseases have increased
in fatality, and the death-rate generally has been
higher. In the five years, 1855-60, the death-
rate in London, averaged 22-7 per 1,000, while
in the years 1861-5, it had increased to 24-5. The
experiments upon a large scale, which have been
made by the trustees of Mr.Peabody’s gift, and by
Alderman Waterlow’s company, have set at rest
many of the doubts which have been so often ex-
pressed as to the practicability of erecting model
dwellings for the poor, which should at once beat-
tractivetothe classes for which they are intended,
and prove a safe 5 per cent, investment for capital-

ists. If the attention of architects and builders
were seriously given to the subject, the examples
oi which we speak would soon be further improvedupon

; It is also to be expected that the public
convinced that this is a matter of life and death to
the labouring classes, and also that such erections
on freehold land afford good security for the
capital employed, will, ere long, support this
movement with at least a portion of the confi.
dence which, has recently been bestowed upon
the long succession of “ foreign loans.”
Of the 80,129 deaths registered in London

during 1866, 23,680 resulted from diseases of the
zymotic class. Cholera alone caused 5,577 of
these deaths; and, before passing on to notice a
few of the other principal causes of death, it
will be interesting, while the recent epidemic is
fresh in our minds, to recall a few of the facts
connected with its outbreak, duration, and re-
sults. Up to the end of June, throughout the
metropolis only 29 deaths had in the six months
been referred to cholera, mostly of a sporadic
character; bat, during the week ending the 7th
of July, 14 fatal cases were recorded, and in the
following week these had increased to 32, of which
a large proportion were of the worst Asiatic type
and occurred in Stepney, Mile-endOld Town, Pop-
lar, and Bermondsey, the very districts that after-
wards suffered so terribly. The deaths from cholera
now rose rapidly, until, in the week ending 4th

1,053 cases were registered. Prom
this date the numbers declined almost as rapidly
as they had risen to about 200 per week at the
beginning of September

; but from this point the
disappearance of the epidemic was very gradual.
Even in the week ending 17th of November,
32 cases were recorded

; but by the end of
tho month the disease as an epidemic may be
said to have died out. Only in the eastern
districts of London did the epidemic ever as-
sume alarming proportions. In those east-
ern districts comprising the unions of Shore-
ditch, Bethnal Green, Whitechapel, St. GeoTOe-
iu-the-East, Stepney, Mile-end Old Town, and
Poplar, occurred 3,931 of the 5,577 deaths from
cholera in the whole of London. In Shoreditch,
the death-rate from this disease for the whole year
did not exceed 1-07 per 1,000 persons living, butm Stepney it was 10'7G

;
in Poplar, 9 08 ; and in

St. George-iu-the-East, 8 79. Tho southern dis-
tricts suffered next most severely, showing a total
of 712 deaths

; but the disease in a severe form
was almost confined to Greenwich and Woolwich
where the death-rate per 1,000 from this causewas
2-07 and 1-69. In the northern districts, including
Marylebone, Pancras, Islington, and Hackne^
417 deaths occurred

;
tho rates per 1,000 were,^

106 iu Hackney, -6 in Panoras, *43 in Islington'Md only -3 in Marylebone. St. Giles, Strand,
Holbora, Clerkenwell, St. Luke, and the City,
comprising the Central districts, contributed
329 deaths, the highest rates being 1-57, and
1T8 iu the east and west portions of the City.
Cholera was scarcely epidemic in any of the
west districts of London, the total deaths in the
year being 188

;
the heaviest death-rate per 1,000

from this disease being -81. in Pulham, whereas
in Paddington, Kensington, and Chelsea it did
not exceed -28, -21, and -33, and in St. George
Hanover-sqaare, it was only -17. The fact of
the first serious appearance of cholera, and of
by far its most terrible ravages having occurred
in the area supplied by tho East London Water
Company, is beyond all dispute; bub whether
this company’s water either caused the out-
break, or rendered it more fatal, seems to be
beyond the possibility of conclusive demonstra-
tiou; the accumulated evidence of succeeding
epidemics is, however, sufficiently impressive to
enforce conviction upon the moat incredulous
that purity of water supply is an element of the
first value in securing comparative immunity
during a cholera epidemic.

Other diseases of an epidemic character
besides cholera contributed to the high death-
rate in London last year. Small-pox, to which
in 1864 and 1865 only 537 and 646 deaths were
referred, was fatal last year in 1,388 cases. The
unsatisfactoiy working of the present legislation
upon vaccination will, it is to bo hoped, bo
remedied during the present session. Measles
also increased from 1,302 deaths in 1865 to 2,269
last year

; on the contrary, deaths from scarla-
tina and typhus each showed a decrease.
The year 1866 was remarkably fatal to persons
suffering from phthisis, the more than average
amount of wind may in part account for this

;

in the three previous years, the deaths from this
disease had been successively 7,991, 8,559, and
8,710, but last year they increased to 9,277 ; the
rapid increase in the fatality of this disease ha*
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a very close bearit g npOQ tho overcrowding in

dwellings in bo many parts of the town, which is

not only dangerous in times of epidemics, but is

continually sowing the seeds of untimely death

in numerous and varied diseases.

Space will not allow us to enter more into

detail regarding the causes of death in London
last year, or even to touch upon many subjects of

interest discussed in the pages of the Registrar

General’s Annual Summary. The result of the

cholera epidemic in Loudon is from one point of

view satisfactory, its ravages were less extended

and less severe than in either of the former

visitations of 18-19 or 1854; in 1849 the deaths

from cholera iu the Metropolis were 1-4,137, in

1854 10,738, and last year only 5,577 ;
but we,

inhabitants of the largest city in the world,

have a heavy task before us if we would feel

secure against future visitations, and seriously

undertake to reduce our death-rate more nearly

to the established healthy standard of 17 per

1,000 persons living.

A RAMBLE AMONG THE RUINED
AQUEDUCTS AND FOUNTAINS OP ROME.

"We have already briefly alluded to tho visit

lately paid by the British Arcbmological Society

of Romo to the most remarkable ruins of the an-

tique aqueducts. The object was, uuder the

guidance of Mr. Parker, to trace in ruin and
identify by historic records the earliest monu-
ments of the uses of water for public beuofib or

more refined luxury by the Romans, and to

illustrate all ascertainable sites and buildings

mentioned by classic anthors in connexion with
the sacred fonntain, the public thermm, the pri-

vate bathing-house, and tho aqueducts of repub-
lican or imps rial origin.

For the first walking expedition the rendez-
vous was before S. Auastasia, near the north-

western base of tho Palatine hill. At a few
paces thence is seen, westward from that church,

through a cavity opened in the pavement, the
subterranean coarse of a hob spring, identifiable as

theFons Jut uma, which flows at the depth of about
20 ft. below tho modern street-level, and emerges
to view near the mouth of tho Cloaca Maxima.
Leaving S. Anastasia, the party first visited the
arch of Janus Quadrifrone, to observe where the
ancient city’s level is obviously left to this day
unaltered, at the base of the groat mur support-

ing that quadruple arch ascribed to the time of

Septimiua Severus. The ruins covering the

northern slopes of the Palatine, nob far distant

hence, present examples of construction varions

in date,—that of the kings of Sylla and the

emperors
;
and near an extent of buttress walls,

in massive peperiuo blocks, that, if not positively

referable to the city of Romulus, must certainly

pertain to the very oldest fortifications built on
this hill, wo enter a conduit hollowed in the living

rock, lofty, winding, and sufficiently spacious to

be explored for the distance of several feet, that

may have served for the supply of water to gar-

risons, or the citizens in general. Mr. Parker
observed the similarity between this conduit and
that of Alba Longa, which yawns on the rock-

side, close to the picturesque convent of Palaz-

zuola, above the Alban lake. Ascending tho

same bill, and bearing in south-eastern direction,

along the grounds where excavations are now
being carried on by Government, we reach

several imposing and, in many parts, well-pre-

served remains of imperial building, whose long

suites of chambers, still vaulted, gloomy, irregu-

lar, and labyrinthine, present a solemn effect of

dark interiors, iu which have been found many
valuable marbles, sculptured and architectural

fragments. Some of these have the appearance
of being baths, several balls having distinctly

traceable divisions for bathing purposes, ana
may be supposed among the works of Nero.
Descending the Palatine, on the side of the

Circus Maximus, we visit, below tho height
occupied by S. Balbina, known as the Pseudo-
Aventine, south of the loftier hill so called, an
extensive brickwork ruin, now divested of all

architectonic character on the outside, but with
interior divided into parallel vaulted chambers,
in the greater part entire—no other than the

Piscina Publica, or great reservoir, where were
centred the waters of the Appian and Trajan

aqaeduct, now extant in bat few remains

;

the exterior masonry, perhaps, of that last

emperor’s time, while tho interior may be
supposed republican. Following the Appian
and quitting that highway, near the chnrch
of S. Sisto, to enter into private grounds,

we visit tho recognisable site of the valley of

Egiria, below tho western slopes of the Ccelian,

undoubtedly comprised within the actual walls,

and not far from the vanished Porta Capena,

its proximity to which may bo proved by the

well-known passage in Juvenal’s satire,

—

In
vallem Egiric^ dcscendimiis et speluncam, &c.

Ascending the Ccelian, wo see, on a terrace

ground, near tho villa Mattel, and behind the

church of S. Maria, a castellum (or great re-

servoir) of the Neronian aqaeduct, that brought
water from the Clandian along this hill to the

Palatine, and a magnificent specimen of its kind

is this lofty structure, the lower part built of

large travertine blocks, the upper of finest brick-

work. Near its base we look down, at consider-

able depth, into a channel through which the

waters passed in one direction below the level

we stand on. The pleasant gardens of the Volk-
ouaki villa, near the Laterau, next site of anti-

ejuarian interest, comprise apart of the Agger of

Sorvina TuUins, and a majestic extent of the

, Neronian arcades now clothed with ivy, along
whose lofty summits we distinguish, here and
there, the leaden pipes and the spiragli (respira-

tories), conical in form, of the modern Aegua
Felice, or Sixtus the Fifth’s aqueduct, for which
many ancient structures were made available

;

in some parts, indeed, unscrupulously destroyed.

Entering another estate near the S. Croce

basilica, now traversed by the railway, we find

many remarkable ruins
;
among others a suite of

vaulted chambers (now partly serving as a
garden-house) which Mr. Parker identifies as a
castellum of the Alexandrine aqueduct—that of

Alexander Severus. Near this stands the still

beautiful decagonal ruin, with the remnant of on
ample cnpola, commonly called tho “ Temple of

Minerva Medica,” but recognised on better

authority as the great hall (like another

Pantheon) of Alexander’s Thermm, supplied

with water from the same aqueduct,—an ap-

propriation farther shown by a pentagonal reser-

voir that opens centrally to its area. On the
same estate is a spacious castellum of the
Marcian aqueduct, with lofty vaulted ebamhers,
partly subterranean, and of fine brickwork, into

which we may descend by a ruinous staircase

;

also a nympheum of the Alexandrine aqueduct,
now nsed as a wine-cellar, aud containing a

cistern filled with water
;

its antique vaulting of

very ample span, now so completely blackened,

that a most gloomy scene is presented by its

interior.

The less generally known aqueduct ruins on
the Campagna, south of Rome, formed the

object of the very interesting excursion on
which we set out from the Porta Maggiore on
the next day. After proceeding about two miles

along the Via Labicana, we struck into a by-

way that runs to the right immediately below
the arcades of the Bixtine aqueduct, following

which structures the first noticeable antique is a
aeries of the Marcian aqueduct arches restored

in brickwork of the second centnry, and almost
buried below the ground on the left of the road.

At a short distance farther on, leaving the high-

way, we see a majestic remnant of the Clandian
aqueduct, near to where it meets that of Pope
Sixtus at a right angle in a solitary field—offering

occasion to contraab the grand style of the

antique with the paltriness of the modern build-

ing. Here we see bow (as, indeed, elsewhere)

the Clandian arches have been partly filled up
by brickwork of the time of Nerva or Trajan.

In the midst of an unenclosed level ground, not
far thence, stand the mouldering substructures

of a great quadrangular brick building, with
rows of niches on the arcades that seem to have
served only os buttresses, the masonry in most
parts laterilial, in others opiis rcticulatum, and
this Mr. Parker well establishes to bo a
nympheum built by Augustus for the enjoy-

ment and use of salubrious waters on this now
solitary spot. Next is reached one of the most
finely picturesque groups of ruins that oven
Rome’s Campagna presents to us—the parallel

arcades of the united Marcian, Tepnlan, and
Julian aqueducts, and those of the more con-

spicuous Claudian that approach within a slight

distance, here divided from each other by a

gently sloping ground bestrewn with underwood,
and watered by the Acqua Crabra (the antique

Maraua), here running within a stone channel.

The Marcian arcades are of regular and massive
stonework ; the rest of the structure above them,
of concrete ; and more modem brickwork (some
imperial addition) fills up the interstices of many
arches; while ivy, of the most luxuriant growth,
in great part conceals this noble structure, ad-

verse to the studies of the archmologist, but

contributing to the effect of melancholy beauty

in this impressive ruin-scene, little known or

visited, amidst silent solitude. Not far from this

spot we find the Marcian and Claudian aque-

ducts changing sides, so that the former rises to

the left, the latter to the right, as we follow the

road in our approach to tho modern arch (i4rco

Furla) that stands in the midst of the long lines

of partly antique partly modern arcades, thrown

over the road to Frascati. Near a modern foun-

tain and beside this arch, the Marcian and Clau-

dian are seen to join, becoming for some extent

instead of two a single aqueduct. About half a
milo hence we reach the Torre Fiscale, a very

high square tower of the fifteenth century, that

rises one of the most far-seen among such

Medimval piles on the Campagna, from the aqae-

duct arcades that support it. Aud the interior of

this tower is well worth a visit; for hero we see

the junction of several specus, distinctly discerni-

ble as we gaze np the quadrangular building of

the Anio Novns, Claudian, Marcian, Tepulan,

and Julian aqueducts,—no fewer, indeed, than

five specus uniting at one centre within this

same tower, Torre Fiscale, tho name given to it

because here those baronial brigands of tho

Rome of later ages used to levy black mail

on all who passed as price of their safe journey

to or from the city. On some elevated ground

near a solitary osteria, not far from that tower,

we again find the arcades of the Marcian aque-

duct, but hero rising to no considerable height,

and we can penetrate the specus, permeable for

a few hundred feet, till choked up by soil or

ruin. From this channel it may be assumed that

about one-teuth of the water-supply of Rome
reached its destination in the Imperial period.

Wo have not to walk far from this spot to find

once more the lofcier Claudian arcades
;
and

pursuing our way under their shadow, we come

upon a sluice of the Julian aqueduct, similar in

method to the locks of our modern canals, bnt,

as the channel is here narrow, of diminutive

scale ;
aud it may be concluded that the great

villa of Commodus, whose ruius still stand im-

posingly near the Appian Way, had its water-

supply from this branch of the same aqueduct,

On the same level ground we may bo startled

by suddenly seeing a wide round orifice

yawning at our feet, fenced by railings, througl

which we look down into a mysterious anc

dark abyss, known to be the piscina o

the Marcian aqueduct
;
and Mr. Parker assurec

his auditors, ou reliable authority that w(

hero stood above a stupendous subterraneat

dome, equal in diameter to that of St. Peter’s

and with vault, of concrete, about 20 fc. iu thick-

ness, overhanging tho vast reservoir that extends

far in invisible depth below. The engineer oi

tho Roman Government, Signor Morandi, hac

lately the courage to descend and explore thii

extraordinary excavation. At a short distance

on a line with that orifice, rises a steep isolatec

mound, that might seem of natural formation

but is ascertained to be the centre shell of t

similar and not less enormous dome, pertaininf

to a piscina of the Claudian aqueduct. Fron

its summit is enjoyed a view of great extent

and BO grandly characterized, so striking in it!

features both of ruin and landscape that om
might, in contemplating it, forget all specifi!

antiquarian studies under the spells of leelinj

and association. Another similar, but less loftj

mound, at a short distance, is identified as con

nected with the Anio Novua piscina, whosf

swelling dome rises above the Campagna sur

face like the afore-mentioned ;
and on its slopei

we observe remnants of some building, perhap:

of a later imperial period, constructed upon iti

summit, or absorbing it. At this point, abou

eight miles distant from Rome, our day’s cxcur

sionhad its term. In tho course of this and th«

previous day’s studies, Mr. Parker had not failet

to point out all that is remarkable in the mon
commonly-visited aqueduct ruins on our rente

the majestic castellum of the Claudian and Auk
Novas, with the inscriptions of Claudius, Vespa

sian, and Titus on its high attic, now forminj

the Porta Maggiore in the line of Honorian walla

the castellum of the Neronian, under whid
the road passes between the Laterau and S.Croo

basilicas, and the now balf-bnried arch of tb

Julian, Tepulan, and Marcian, connected, in th-

same later fortifications, with the Porta S

Lorenzo, and bearing inscriptions of Augusts
Titus, and Antoninus Caracalla. Along the oute

lino of these Honorir n walla, between the above

named gateways, are to be observed also severs

remains of aqu^nct stroctnrea absorbed int

tho cincture; the triple ^specus, superimposec

of the Marcian, Tepulstn, and Julian, with
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massive pilaster of stonework below; a massive
portion, in peperino stone, of the Anio Vetns,
bronght to the city A.U.C. 481, by Curius Den-
tatus and Lucius Papiriua, tho censors

;
and

another specus probably belonging to a castel-
Jum of tho Julian, near a curtain wall of the
best brickwork, with windows and raodillions,
the style of which seems to indicate an edifice
of the Neronian period.

Different, indeed, is it to follow out the familiar
range of antiquities described in all guide-books,
pointed out by all cice/oni, and to quit that
beaten path for explanation based on knowledge,
or for verifying theories drawn from the study of
ancient writers, such as is the principle that
guides archaeological researches like these

;
the

energetic pursuit of which may load to the dis-
covery of more, among the hidden treasures of
Rome’s monuments, than has yet been made
known.

PEOPESSIONAL SKILL IN HIGH LIFE.

To the honour of the British aristocracy be it
said, that it numbers in its ranks many who are
not afraid of work. In the natural course of
things we do not expect a persistence in work
and a rent-roll of 30,0001. a year to go together.
Tho reason, of course, is that the rich man is
under no actual necessity to labour. It is other-
wise with the poor man, who has no choice but
to live by the sweat of his brow. Hard labour
and continuous exertion of one kind or another*
are ,his only resource. It will be observed that
we speak merely of the necessity of tho thing.
There is a higher sense in which none can claim
exemption from work, since work is the uni-
versal duty, and the great law of life. Bat while
the obligation to labour is equally binding
npon all, it is only the poor and dependent who
are under tho acual necessiby of adopting work
as a profession for support. The rich, as the
flaying is, can afford not to work. Your peermay toil,—your peasant must. The dignity and
sacrc.dness of labour fully admitted, titles,

... iiiiij' aumtiiieu, ticies,

wi-th it' I

means to make the action of the steam-

f (Xin^^^ and although his inventiontemptations to idleness, and atronerJv mrinna wn.o
’

j.j
iuyeuuon

.. auuiii.i,eu, are lormiaaoie
temptations to idleness, and strongly induce
vis inerlia on the part of tho possessor of them,
when correct principles and proper motives fail
to govern the actions of life. A desire for fame,
though a very strong incitement to exertion
with mankind generally, is perhaps less so with
the lord than the commoner, because the former
feels in some measure at least, satisfied with the
honours and distinctions that necessarily attach to
his

^

exalted position. If he is not entirely devoid
' of intellect,—if only he be able to " put in an
appearance ” in the House of Lords, the English
peer is to a certain extent a public character,
the_ holder of considerable influence, and the
recipient of many privileges,—in the eyes of the

: multitude a very enviable being. Many of the
1 mstocracy are, no doubt, satisfied with such
I distinction—that ofbirth—and are indifierent to
1 true greatness, which is neither bom with a
! man, nor thrust upon him, but is attained by
1
personal achievement. But there have been,

; and still are, many brilliant exceptions. There
t are not a few of the " upper ten thousand ” who
1 have shown that they love labour for its own
B Bake. On the whole the British aristocracy will
c compare favourably in this, as in every essential
r respect, with the aristocracy of any other country.
1 They are not all “ wise as serpents and harmless
a Mdoves;” theyarepossiblynotwhat they might
fc be

j but still many great men have sprung from
t them, and, as a class, they have immensely im-
p proved in mind, in manners, and in morals even

V
Regency. Scandal in high

ih life has not yet entirely died out, but it certainly
:ddoe8 not flourish as it once did. Vice openly
la and glaringly indulged in, is no longer fashion-
aiable.

I There is no need to point out that some of the
s ablest statesmen, some of the most renowned
B( soldiers, eminent lawyers, and distinguished
Bificholars that this country has ever seen, have
B]8prung from the aristocracy, jrames might be
aiadduced by the score. In other departments of
p professional life the nobility have done real ser-
rvice. The labours of some in science and art
f(for instance, have materially aided the cause of
cicivihzation throughout the world; others have
BlBhown mechanical skill and inventive talent in
leless ambitious ways, though with really benefi-
:icial results. ‘VValpole gave us an account of
rtroyal and noble authors,—a history of royal and
amoble workers in other fields of labour, as in the
fiffield of mechanical invention and discovery

would prove not uninteresting. And we think
it might be shown that the desire and faculty
for labour in this and other directions are being
largely developed in high places in the present
day. It is particularly gratifying to observe
that so many of our younger nobles are busying
themselves in hard, earnest work of various
kinds. We have, for example. Viscount Amber-
ley, a hardworking Member of Parliament, and
an able writer, at a very early age. The Mar-
quis of Lome, who only very recently attained
his majority, has already pronounced with judg-
ment on public questions; and wo observe the
announcement of his first work, " A Trip to the
Tropics.” The other day the youthful Marquis
of Bute, in a long letter in the Times, gave an
account of a recent visit to the Mosque of He-
bron, describing that interesting place with a
facility of expression and an amount of architec-
tural knowledge certainly altogether unexpected
from a peer in his teens. Other noblemen, like
Lord Milton, set out for wild and unfrequented
countries, and endure all manner of hardships in
order that they may earn the rewards of the
scientific traveller. All this is only in accord-
ance with the earnest and practical character of
the age in which we live.

Let us see what our nobility have done in the
field of discovery and invention. To go back a
little in our history, the first prominent name
that suggests itself is that of Baron Napier, of
Mercheaton, the greatest mathematician his
country ever produced, and who was regarded
by Kepler as one of the greatest men of his age.
Napier’s well-known invention of logarithms
published in 1614; hie “Rods,” designed to
facilitate the division and multiplication of large
numbers; and bis improvements in spherical
trigonometry, have conferred great benefits on
mankind, and earned for their inventor a world-
wide reputation. The first actual steam-engine
was constructed by a nobleman whose life forms
one of the most romantic chapters of English
history—Edward Somerset, Earl of Glamorgan
and Marquis of Worcester. He accomplished
what everybody before him had failed in,—he
provided means to make the action of the steam

o iiiB luvenvion
was nitimatcly superseded by the condensing
engine, and by more perfect inventions since, it
was unquestionably a triumph of genius, and
served its purpose. The discoveries in experi-
mental philosophy of tho Hon. Robert Boyle,
son of the Earl of Cork, belong to the same
period. The Stanhope printing-press is of purely
aristocratic origin, being the work of the eccentric
and clever earl of that name,—the “ minority of
one,”—and brother-in-law ofPitt, Stanhope. Until
the introduction ofthe Columbian and the Albion
presses, the Stanhope press was the best thing
of its kind, and a most important invention.
Though still in use, it is only in a small way,
the steam-printing machine having immeasur-
ably out-distanced all its rivals. But Earl
Stanhope’s inventive faculty did not end with
his press. He lays claim to a plan for
securing buildings from fire, to two calcu-
lating-machines, one of which performed addi-
tion and subtraction, the other multiplication
and division, as also a monochord for tuning
musical instruments, a vessel to sail against
wind and tide, and an improved method of
stereotyping. We may add that the Stanhope
family have in addition given us a new style of
coat, and a new carriage. Lord Camelford who,
in 1804, was shot in a duel with Captain Best’
was not only a young man of great literary
taste, but also a very clever chemist. The Duke
of Bridgewater’s name deserves mention as being
inseparably connected with Brindley and canal
engineering; while Lord Rosse will always be
remembered with honour for bis invention of the
great telescope which bears bis name. Arohi-
t^ture and building have had several dis-
tinguished disciples in the peerage. It is almost
unnecessary to refer to the Earl of Burlington,
who planned and designed the well-known man-
sion in Piccadilly, about which so much has been
said of late. The colonnade of this edifice is
justly admired for the beauty of its proportions.
The famous villa of Chiswick was also built from
designs by this nobleman. The late Prince Con-
sort, besides being a good architect, was an ex-
cellent turner in wood, and an efficient amateur
photographer. It is singular, we may here
remark, what a fascination photography has for
royalty, and how many princes have become
extremely proficient in the art. The latest
name added to the roll of royal amateurs is
that of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, who has
produced, it is said, some magnificent specimens

of scenery. For architectural ability the present
Earl Lovelace is perhaps the most eminent of
his class of the day. We might point to his own
mansion at Ripley, Surrey, as well as to the new
school and the inn of the village, as examples of
his lordship 8 skill as an architect. The earl’s
eldest son (Byron’s grandson), the late Lord
Uckham, inherited his father’s notions of the
dignity of labour, and carried them much,
further. Dropping his title, he entered the
ship. building yard of Mr. Scott Russell as
a common artisan. This young man cairied his
zeal almost to a monomania. He wanted, he
said, to found a great firm—“ Lord Ockham &
Company, Shipbuilders, Millwall.” Unhappily
hia career was cut short before he attained the
object of his ambition. Another peer, the Earl
of Caithness, has turned his practical knowledge
of engineering to good account on different occa-
sions. When the Princess Alexandra arrived in
London, the Earl was honoured with the direc-
tion and personal guidance of the royal train
from Paddington to Windsor. In his own country
he has transformed his carriage into a locomo-
tive, and travels the turnpike by steam. Several
young noblemen, including the Duke of Suther-
land and Earl Grosvenor, have gone in heartily
for the fire brigade,—following the example of
Lord Craven, of Charles II.’s time, who was a
constant attendant at fires. Craven used always
to have a horse ready saddled in the stable, and
rewarded the first that gave him notice of such
an accident. He usually rode a white horse,
well known to the London mob, which got the
credit of being able to smell the fire from afar
off". On these occasions Craven is said to have
been an active and efficient volunteer. His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales has not dis-
daiued the helmet and the hose

; and, after all
there may be worse ways of spending time than
assisting at a fire. By the way, the Duke of
Sutherland’s mother, the Dowager Duchess, has
exhibited decided taste as the designer of carpet
patterns, and we believe that her Grace is not
the only clever milliner to be found among our
aristocratic dames. Rumour states that the
Princess of Wales herself might instruct some of
the Court milliners in the mysteries of their own
craft. The Hon. Mrs. Darner is probably the only
instance of a lady in her sphere attaining emi-
nence as a sculptor

;
it is pretty generally known

however, that many ladies of rank of the present
day excel os amateur painters, modellers, musi-
cal composers, &c., and their claims in the field of
literature are universally acknowledged. With
the late Lord Sefton cookery was a fine art. He
showed decided talent in tho preparation of
simple dishes, while the taste which the late
Lord Poltimore displayed in laying out a table,
earned for himself a name among his con-
temporaries. Earl Granville and Lord Torring-
ton—the former especially—excel as dairy far-
mers, Lord Radnor as a breeder of pigs, and the
Earl of Essex as a sanitary reformer. Did not
Beau Brummeil confess with something like re-
morse, that he once ate a pea ? What would the
exquisite George have thought could he have re-
ceived an invitation from the Earl of Essex to
inspect one of his lordship’s favourite sewers ? or
had Lord Radnor asked him to examine some of
his prize porkers ? He must have fainted at the
idea. Brummeil belonged to the class of which
George IV., Lord Petersham, and Colonel Kelly,
were leading ornaments, and representative
types—men who had skill in cutting out coats,
and originality sufficient to invent blacking, but
who had no souls above buttons. It must be re-
garded as a wholesome sign of the time that the
mere dandy and idler is dying out, and that
work baa become the order of the day in the
castle as well as in the cottage. We deem it a
good social tendency that members of tho aris-
tocracy should leave their own circles, and take
part with other classes in tho common affairs of
every-day life. Besides offering an opportunity
for individual distinction in a now field, it helps
to remove the barriers of exclusiveness, and to
increase habits of social intercourse between
class and class. In ancient times it was the
fashion for each handicraft to have its patron
saint. Why should not each handicraft now
have its patron peer to maintain its real dignity
and right to estimation, as well as to vinicato
its utility and value ?

Hemel Hempstead Water-works.—The dl-

mensions of boiler given in our notice last week
should be reversed; the boiler is 21 fc. long and
6 fc. in diameter.
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KEW STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN
ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL.

OuK readers may rcmembjr that as long ago
as 1S61 the committee for the completion of
St. Paul’s accepted the offer of painted windows
from Mr. Thomas Bi-owu and the Drapers’ Com-
pany, giving the former as a site the west window
and the latter the central east window. The'
means that were then taken to obtain a good
result were elaborate and remarkable, and deserve
to be recorded. As a first stjp, the late Mr.
Charles TVinston was invited to join the com-
mittee. By hii advice Mr. Penrose, the Cathe-
dral snrveyor, examined the Munich glass

recently put up in Glasgow Cathedral. This led
him to report favourably of its fitness for St.

Paul’s
;
and the committee agreed that negotia-

tions should be commenced with Herr Ainmiller
relative to the intended works. In the ensuing
summer Mr. Penrose, after going to Belgium,
proceeded to Munich to confer personally with
Ainmiller. In the first instance there was a
difficulty as to the artist who should be cm -

1

ployed for the designs. Baron Hesse, who was
first invited, declined on account of age and
occupations, and jome other difficulties pre-
sented themselves at Munich; so that Mr.
Penrose thought it best to go to Dresden to
consult Professor Schnorr, as to the artist who
should be employed. From him he obtained
mnoh information, and also an indication that
the professor himself might possibly not bo indis-
posed to undertake the designs. The committee
fully recognized the importance of engaging
an artist of such high reputation, and Professor
Schnorr was invited to make the designs.
The subjects for all the windows contemplated
were arranged and approved by the Dean and
Chapter

5 and the surveyor, in concert with Mr.
Winston and the Bev. J. L. Petit, prepared
instructions for the general distribution and
scale of the figures and designs for the archi-
tectural accessories. During this period of the
work Mr. Winston and the surveyor went to
Glasgow that they might prepare their in-

structions with the Munich glass in view, and
also have the assistance of Mr. C. H. Wilson,
without whose antecedent work in preparing the
Munich glass-painters to trust to Mosaic glass-
painting, and dispense with the use of enamel
colour, success woxild have been more uncertain.
Professor Schnorr then met the surveyor at
Brussels, lhat the matter might he talked over
in sight of the windows of St. Gudnle, when he
so fully realized the effect of those master works
that he spontaneously put altogether aside studies
on which he had already devoted much labour,
and made other designs. On the receipt of
these they were drawn on glass and studied in
respect of scale, chiaroscuro, and colour, on the
large model of St. Paul’s recently exhibited in
the Royal Academy, and many modifications, in
detail, were proposed and accepted by Schnorr.
Various improvements in the architectural acces-
sories also suggested themselves, which were
then embodied in the enlarged drawings prepared
by the surveyor for this part of the work. In
addition to tho above-mentioned elaboration of
the designs, Mr. Winston was busily engaged in
preparing Herr Ainmiller for the use of a better
material than he had employe ! at Glasgow, and
the effect of his instructions seems to be apparent
in the window now set up. Ainmiller, too, we
must add, had been invited to an interview with
the surveyor at Brussels, at which Mr. Winston was
also able to be present, after which some of the
finest cinque-cento woi ka in France were visited.
The window now set up is at a great height

from the ground, and when seen from the nave
nearly one-third of it is cut off by a projecting
gallery. To provide for this, the design is in two
stories, the lower at the bottom, a colonnade of
three openings (with figures in them) carrying
a sort of attic at such a height that the upper
pictnre is seen complete from most situations.
This represi nts the Conversion of Paul, who lies
prostrate in the foreground. On the left of the
spectator a Roman soldier, bearing a flog, bends
over him alarmed, and on tho right two other
figures, one of them vc-iy vigorously drawn, re-
strain the horse from which Paul hasbeeu thrown.
Above him is a figure of Christ, with hand raised,
as^ at the moment of uttering the well-known
adjuration. The Saviour stands on clouds, with
a kneeling cherub on each side of Him, and under
the centre opening of a tripartite triumphal
arch, with Corinthian columns and pediment,
the entablature breaking round the capitals of.
the columns, and the tympanum adorned with
an eagle. The side openings of tho stnictare.

have straight heads : these are hung with green
garlands, and on each stands a cherub with
flag. The design, as a whole, reminds one a little

too strongly of some eighteenth-century title-

pages, the likeness not being lessened by the
staring lettersT and R under crowns in the upper
corners. The large ugly iron window bars left

in do not improve it. There is much dignity in
the figure of Christ, and excellent drawing in
parts, though we cannot let this praise apply to
the legs of the soldier with the flag. The colour
is much more solid than in many of the Glasgow
windows : the most brilliant piece will be found,
—at any rate in the afternoon,—in the centre
group of the lower picture.

With every willingness to congratulate the
authorities of the cathedral on their acquisition,
if we be asked if it were necessary to go out of
England for it, we should unhesitatingly answer
no. If one of our best artists had been called
in to prepare the drawing, as was done in
Germany, and the same elaborate pains taken
in other respects, the result, we are much dis-

posed to believe, would have been a better
window. Whether by this process the cost of
the English window would have been made
greater than that of the German one we have
yet to learn.

Another spandrel under the cupola of the
cathedral is being filled in with a mosaic
picture.

THE SANITARY ACT, 18G6.*

Ar edition of the Sanitary Act has just been
issned, dedicated to members of municipal
and local bodies who are charged with the ad-
ministration of the laws relating to public health
in England. It is profusely supplemented with
both legal and sanitary information by Mr. R. C.
Austin and Dr. Hardwicke. The Act is divided
into four parts, which contain sixty-nine sec-
tions, out of which our authors pick those which
refer to provisions of a novel and interesting
character. Mr. Austin at the foot of each page
gives notes, which contain references to other
Acts bearing upon the subject, and other legal
information. And Dr. Hardwicke’s contribution
follows the Act in a series of short chapters on
the subjects enumerated on the title-page. The
latter suggests tho formation of a code of sani-
tary law, which is to consist of a revision, amend-
ment, and consolidation of the whole of the laws
already passed, the Public Health Act of ISiS,
the Local Government Act of 1858, and the
Metropolis Local Management Act of 1855 form-
ing the basis upon which they are to be re-

organised, this being a similar scheme to that
recommended by the standing committee of the
health department of the Social Science Depart-
ment, assembled at Manchester in October. He
further calls for centralization of powers, and a
new appointment of the duties which are now
divided between the National Registration Office,

the Ordnance Survey, the departments under the
Secretary of State, the Board of Trade, the Poor-
law Board, the Local Government Office, and the
Privy Council. He advises that Parliamentary
blue-books should be circulated among officials

engaged in local duties in remote places, for, as
they are now printed exclusively for members of
the senate, their contents would be unknown
except in their circle if it were not for occasional
mention by the press. He then proceeds to state
his conviction of what the dnties of each depart-
ment should be. The Local Government Board
be would entrust with the management of all

matters relating to drainage, sewerage, water-
snpply, gas-works, public roads, parks, and gar-
dens, baths and wash-houses, and cemeteries; and
he commends the French example of assistance
given to local bodies by the collection of informa-
tion and plans relating to public works. District
Boards of Works he would entrust with much
extra power of jurisdiction in the administration
of works connected with drainage, of rivers,'

swamps, and lowlands, the construction and
maintenance of bridges, canals, and public roads.
The members ofsuch Boards, he wisely advocates,
should be chosen from substantial and intelligent
classes, and assisted by a suitable staff of officers.

He considers the Metropolitan Board of Works a

The Sanitary Act, 1866, with notes, statutes, 4o
By Robert Cecil Austin, of Gray’s-inu, Barrister-"*
Law. Together with copious notes and commentaries ^4,

Public Health and the Sanitary Laws of England, eon
taming chapters on Public Health and Sanitary Legiala-
lation, and Suggestions for a new Code of Sanitary Law.
By WilliamHardwicke, M.D., Depntv Coroner for Central
Middlesex. London: NichoUs, Brothers, Frederick-
Btreet, W.C, 1867.

good sample of a Board whose operations are
spread over a large area, and that its usefulness
would be still further increased but for the
jealousy of vestries and other small bodies, which
still claim power to drain, pave, light, water, and
cleanse the highways : if it were not for this

want of united action it would be a model of
efficiency. Local Boards or corporations would
still have to manage the poor, schools, hospitals,

water, gas, public baths, highways, markets, and
fairs. Concerning specially qualified officers-

for the administration of sanitary laws, he pro-
poses that the Government should institute an
examination, under the anspioes of the Privy
Council, or Civil Service Commissioners, or
entrust the universities and medical schools with
powers to confer a degree or other certificate

of proficiency for employment by the States
Throughout the work the doctor strenuously
urges the importance of the science and practice
of preventive medicine, and advocates various
other essentials so often, by us, insisted upon.
The chief merit of this edition of the Act lies

in its special adaptation to the classes entrusted
with the responsibility of making provisions for

the public health. To such we recommend it as
a condensation of much of the general informa-
tion now current upon this subject. We will

say that it is proposed to establish a village, or
town, or temporary hospital. Dr. Hardwicke
informs those concerned what are the essentials

they must strive after, where they will find the
best additional information upon the subject in

hand, and the importance of architectural skill

and experience in the erection of the necessary
building. He urges that national or district

hospitals have asjust a claim upon the county in-

which they are situated as prisons and asylums.
About 3,000,000 persons are among us in asickor
dying state, who are too poor to provide medicine
and attendance for themselves, and he rightly

contends that the cost of ministering to these
should be equitably equalised over the kingdom,,
and not made local charges. One or more large
hospitals, in suitable districts, he would organize,

where the poor could at all times receive medical,
surgical, and midwifery assistance, and to these

he would add small village hospitals for con-

valescent, paralytic, and incurable persons. No-
less than sixty of the latter, built after the
model of those at Crawley and East Grin-

stead, were erected daring the last year,

and were filled with patients, some of whom
were supported by their friends or by sick-

clubs, and others by tho guardians of neigh-
bouring unions, at a charge of from 3s. 6d. to

10s. weekly. The doctor would have such insti-

tutions provided with flower-gardens, shady
walks, and resting-places for tho old and infirm,

and in every way made as sanitary, cosy, and
attractive as it is possible their associations

would permit. If we read aright, he would pro-
cure for the poor in every county a staff of
physicians and surgeons, ou which should bo
enrolled the ablest men in the provinces, and
supplement this incalculable boon with a system
of nursing based upon tlie generous, passionate

enthusiasm with which ladies take up works of

charity. May his shadow never be less

!

Lord Shaftesbury once said, tho poor-rates

might be reduced at least 2
,
000

,
0001

.
per annum

by placing our lai^e towns under sanitary con-
ditions. How much more might be saved, and
how many lives might bo spared, should all the

dominions of her Majesty enjoy the same blessing,

would require a long calculation.

ARCHITECTURE IN THE ROYAL
SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

Tue exhibitions of the Royal Scottish Academy,
occurring as they do at a season of the year when
the sun strives to gain the ascendency over the
keen north-east winds which prevail, are a sonree
of great interest to the inhabitants of Edinburgh.
The galleries are, indeed, the fashionable lounge
and rendezvous, and are only deserted when Sol
obtains the mastery over Boreas. The present
exhibition, which opened on the 16Lh nit., is

generally considered one of the best that has
occurred for some years past, and there are more
pictures of importance than usual. As is

invariably the case, many of tho pictures are
familiar to the London public, having appeared
at the last Royal Academy Exhibition

;
amongst

these are works by Landseer, Phillip, Grant, Faed,
Millais, Ballantyne, and others; and several pro-
ductions of foreign artists still further enhance-
the interest of the display.
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Keveraing the usual order adopted in classify-

ing works of art, the catalogue begins with the
architectural works. W© must premise that
there is nothing remarkable in these, either as
regards originality or peculiarity of design.

No. 1, " Suggestion for the Improvement of
Edinburgh,” J. D. Peddle, is a large and
beautiful di’awing, in which ” it is attempted
to show what may be done, within practicable
limits, to improve the view eastward from
the Mound, and to heighten its classical ex-
pression, at present seriously lessened by the
Scott Monument only.” The drawing represents
the fountain about to be erected in the Prince’s-
atreet Gardens

j
markets on the site of the pre-

sent station for the north trains
; railway-station

buildings of the height sanctioned by the recent
Act of Parliament; a railway hotel on the site of
the present Queen’s Hotel

; the National Monu-
ment completed, and monuments in the form of
Greek temples, and statues on suitable sites on
the Calton Hill, which is thns made to assume
the appearance of a Greek Acropolis. No 22,
“ Mansion-house for Wm. Laing, Esq. ” by J, A.
Hamilton, might rather be designated as a villa,
for such it is, and not a very large one either.
It is in the Scottish domestic style, treated in a
free and lively manner, Mr. Frederick T. Pilk-
ington is never commonplace, though frequently
wild and eccentric. No. 48, “Presbyterian
Church, Cardiff,” however, has nothing in ex-
cess. The spire is well proportioned, light, and
graceful, and the body of the church possesses
only so much of Mr. Klkington’s peculiarities as
to make it recognisable as one of liis productions.
No. 29, Pilkington & Bell, is a pleasing example
of the modern style of Gothic as applied to
domestip purposes : abundance of light is given,
and variety is secured without violent contrast!
47, “ North-west View of Castlemilk, Dumfries-
shirO) the seat of Robert Jardins, esq., M.P.,
now in course of erection,” by David ’Bryce!
R.S.A., is a mansion in the Scottish baronial
style, and is by no means one of Mr. Bryce’s
happiest efforts : the general effect is dull and
heavy without being picturesque

; and it aboundsm detail which is manifestly false and extra-,
neons. Mr. Bryce also exhibits “ Sketch of a '

Monument to the late Miss Catherine Sinclair”
(No. 63).^ It is in the form of an Eleanor’s
Cross. Go, “ Selected Design for proposed
Cathedral Church of St. Andrew, St. Andrew’s,
from the South-East,” Robert Anderson. This
design has nono of the crudeness displayed in
those exhibited by Mr. Anderson last year; he
has now discovered that truthfulness and mode-
ration are quite compatible with elegance and
grace. The style is thirteenth-century French
upon an English foundation.

’

96, Perspective of a House designed on an
angle of 45 deg., cubic proportion.” 330, Ditto
at an angle of 60 deg., James Gowans, Mr!
-Gowans seems to have an idea that all designs
^onld be founded on mathematical principles.
For himself he built a large and very peculiar
house, upon the 3-feet square principle. Apart
altogether from theory, the designs exhibited are
pleasing enough, and should they ever be realizedm stone, we doubt if any one, unapprised of the

; architect’s purpose, would discover the eubtilty
I Jjndorlying the outward semblance.

89, “ Interior View of Church, Compieone
;

”

I

“ Exterior View of the same,” R. Thornton

J u A
Bngliah visitor to Compi&gne can

I hardly fail to see that this church is not the I

1 work of a French architect. The style is pure
J Early English, and the arrangements are such
i as are usual in small parish churches. A
1 well-proportioned design is somewhat marred by
t the undue prominence given to a coat of arms
C over the doorway in the spire. Mr. Shiells also
e ^hibits " Design for the United Methodist Free
( Church, to be erected at Park-place.” This
d design is of the Early German type. It has a
B slated broach spire in the centre of the main
•g .gable, with gablet lights in the angles The
a Bide elevation is tame and flat; but from the
p position the church will occupy, it will not be
DiOTch seen. The principal front, however is
e CTective.

117, “ View of Craigmount House,” and 193
‘ ‘Design for the Roseburn Free Church,” Robert.

Raeburn. Mr. Raeburn’s studies have
e- evidently not gone farther than “Batty
,LLangley:” the house has pepper-box turrets
.pperched on the highest angles of a tower, and
Itlthe church is one of those productions which
Jlfignred thirty or forty years ago as being built

alter the Gothic manner.”
118, “Grayfriars Parish Chnrch, Dumfries”

.Hand 144, “ Lanark Pai-ish Church,” by John Star-

forth, arc good specimens of pure English Deco-
rated. The spires have a family likeness, are
well proportioned, and set to the main structure.
'There is a slight weakness observable in the
doorways, however.

127,
^

New Magdalene Asylnm, Dairy,” James
W. Smith. Justice has not been done by the
draughtsman to a very meritorious building in
the style of the country.

162, “Netherby, in course of erection for Mr.
Wm. Roberts,” by James C. Walker, is weak and
ineffective, having more of the appearance of an
old house patched up, than of an entirely new
one.

^

The detail is of a heavy Renaissance sort,
used in the later French chitean.

183, “Design for proposed Churches,” John
Honeyraan, jun. We believe it is proposed to
erect this group of churches in the city of Perth.
Mr. Honeyman has made them assume the out-
ward semblance of a cathedral, and as such his
design is good; but how far the fundamental
conception of making several small churches
assume this guise is correct is another matter.
195, “ Design for English Church, Campbellton,”
Campbell Douglas. A simple, severe, and un-
affected piece in thirteenth-centnry style, consist-
ing ofwest tower transepts with double gable and
chancel. 229, “ The General Hospital, To-
ronto,” William Hay, is a large square Gothic
structure, with a tower in the centre of the
principal facade, and smaller towers at the
angles. The building assumes importance from
its size, but there is nothing worthy of com
mendation or of censure in the design.
There are many designs to which we have

made no reference: they are mostly “skyed”
so that we cannot examine the detail, and many
of them are very washy in colour and ineffective
as drawings.

SANDERSON’S “ GRAPHICE,” 1668.

There is a thin folio of the year 1658, “ Lon-
don, Printed for Robert Crofts, at the signe of the
Crown in Chancery-lane, under Serjeants’ Inne,”

,
with this attractive title :

“ Graphice. The use
of the Pen and Pensil. Or, The Most Excellent
Art of Painting : In Two Parts. By William
Sanderson, Esq.” The book is scarce, and is too
often found without “ the Picture of the Author,”
(as is the case with my copy) a marvellous head
of the author, by Faithorne, after Soest.

I have something new and suggestive to com-
municate about this thin folio.

The volume was a favourite with Horace
Walpole, who in print, speaks of it thus

“Sanderson, an intelligent writer on Art
his ‘ Graphice,’ though in tortured phrase, con-
tains both sense and instruction.”— iraluoie’s
Works, iv., 34.

“ Sanderson in. his ‘ Graphics,’ an affected but
sensible book.”

—

The same, if., 231.
Some account of Sir William Sanderson may

be found in Granger’s Portrait Biographical
History. He published several "Histories”

—

now in little esteem,—and in his prime was
secretary to the first Duke of Buckingham of the
Villiers family. In this capacity we may fairly
assume that he had a hand in the formation of
the far-famed gallery of pictures collected by
the duke.

His wife, Dame Bridget Sanderson, was
Mother of the Maids,”

—

i. e., superintendent
of the Maids of Honour attached to the court of
Catherine of Braganza, queen of Charles II.,

—

an office demanding great discretion and great
control of temper. To my thinking, Dame
Bridget must have looked not unlike the Duenna
in Leslie’s famous picture of " Sancho and the
Duchess.”
Now for what I have to tell.

Among the Harleian MSS. in the British
Museum (No. 6,000, 43 f.) is a thin folio with the
following title :

—

An Exact and Compendious Discourse
concerning the Art of Miniature
or Limning, the Names, Nature,
and Properties of the Coullours,

—

the Orders to be observed in
preparing and osing them

both for Picture by
the Life, Landscape,
and Historyes.'

Here are a few extracts, and in the writer's
own spelling ;

—

rlUA whereof I ,aw both in theT.ticen

ehSe fli.)

“°“° “ “* Cerdmal Bur-

Uiehfuf
*'•“ “““f of OUT !alo excellent Mr.ivicQolas Hilliard in making his eatina (3»).

3. Insinuated in the epitaph of yrmr late countrrmanand my dear cozen Mr. Isack Oliver
^

4. An ordinary playing card (4'').
5. The beet abortive parchment (4'’).

guage
homespun apparel of my upland Ian.

7. I'or the ground behind the picture it is comotily
Dlewe or crimson, somewhatt like a aatten or redd vollvett
curtayne (much in request w'h ould Mr. Hilliard) (7»}.

A J 1 ,

g^lery of my most noble Lord the Earle of
Arundell, Earle Martiall (8»).

9. The wooing hereof I shall tell you being taught moby ould Mr. Hilliard (9»).
as

Mi^Htlhar?(9bp*'®‘
making liquid sOver I had from

U. In a word the moat generall and absolute rule, and
universally to be observed in landscape, was taught me in
the most excellent in thiskinde now dwelling in Rome.
Iraolo Bnll, whose delightful! works are many of them
eitanto in pnnte, and graven by Raphaell and John
aadJer, hesidcs many other very rare pieces of his owne
hand, w'^ I have scene in fresco and in oyle both in theEalMB Montalto by 8“ Maria Maggiote, Cardinal!
H'jntinaglio on Monte Canallo, and in the church of

Cmcilia Traosteoerse (10'»).
12. His [P. Brill’s] observation was only this:—Only

remember that both in your loaves and trees, rivers, and
larr rtistante mountagnes, you alTect to expresse a certain
aereall morbidezza, as Paolo Brill caules it, or delicate
soitenea, w«>‘iB the next remarkable grace and ornament
to your worke (ID).

13. Those greats and feerfuli rocks wherein Momper,* of
Antwerpe, soe pleases himself as noe piece passes his hand
without them (11“).

Sir William Sanderson died intestate (I am
sorry to say) in the year 1676, aged 86, and was
buried in the north transept of Westminster
Abbey, where his grave-stone is still to be seen;
and where, on the north wall, is a clever bust of
the quaint old writer,—the sculptor’s name
unfortunately unknown.

f

Prefixed to the “ Graphice” are two copies of
verses, by Flatman,—a poor poet but inimitable
miiiiature-painter

;
and a head of the author,

aged 68, by Faithorne, after Soest, in Faithorne’s
very finest style. A copy of the " Graphice,” with
the portrait, is a rarity that commands a high
nv-ice.

One more extract from the MS. and I have
done. The following passage in the MS. may
be collated with p. 73 of the printed volume.
That the MS. is by Sanderson, or had been seen
by Sanderson, I have no doubt whatever :

—

“ But that which ia (initer omnium) a ‘ History of the
^ ® o®uio' Jesus Christ,’ done uppon a large table

of fine abortive parchment, pasted upon a smooth and
well-seasoned horde, I think of peare-troe. It is now in
the hands of my very worthy cosson, Mr. Peter Oliver
by whose incomparable father, Mr. Isak Oliver, it was
begune and allmost finished. It was a piece of the
greatest bewty and perfeccion (soe much as is finished)
that I thii^ Europe or the world cannot produce, and I
believe if Carlo Van Mander, in hie ‘ Duck History of the
ffanaous Paynters,’ had scene this picture or the inventor.
Ins booke of quarto would have growne into a tome with
the description.”—iTaW. AIS. e,u001'ol. (43 f.), (11'').

And now for a query. Through what genea-
logical tree of flesh and blood were Peter Oliver
and Sir William Sanderson coirsins ?

Peter Cunningham.

The compilers of the Harleian catalogue do
not give us the name of the writer; but my
opinion (long since arrived at, and now all but
confirmed) is, that it is in a great degree the
original of Sanderson’s affected but sensible
“ Graphice.”

THE NATIONAL GALLERA’ COMPETITION.
The Committee of Selection, before reporting

upon the drawings, in the first instance called
in Mr. W. Gardiner, of Montagu-street, to
examine them, to see if the instructions had
been followed. They had several meetings after-
wards, and came to the opinion that there was not
one set of designs that could be recommended to
be carried out, although in all cases possessing
very considerable merit as scbolastio drawings.
Their report is now in. the hands of the printer,
together with correspondence between the late
and present First Commissioner and Lord
Hardinge (their chairman) upon the subject of
recommending one of the competing architects
to be the architect for the new building. The
committee have also submitted suggestions as
to the required arrangements for a new National
Gallery, which, together with the report, will, we
expect, be published in a few days. They have
named Mr. Edward M. B-irry’s design as being
upon the whole the most architecturally merito-
rious for a new building, and Mr. Murray’s for
an alteration of the present building.

• Of Judocusde Momper there i3 a very fine specimen
at Keddleaton Hall (Lord Scarsdale’s). See Waagen,

t The following referenoee to Sanderson’s "Graphice”
may be found in Wornum’s edition of “ Walpole’s
Anecdotes Pp. 84, 173, 176, 880, 012.
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ALTAB BAILS.

At the annual meeting of the Norfolk and
Norwich ArcbEcological Society, the Eev. G. W.
Minns read a paper, by Mr. L’Estrange, upon
the subject of altar-rails. The paper commenced
by calling attention to the direction given by
Archbisop Land, in IdS-i, “that the altars were
to be railed in and that the floor at the east end of

the chancel should be somewhat raised.” Details

were given of the opposition against this by the
Puritans throughout the country, especially in

the diocese of Norwich j and the paper went on
to say that “ In 1704, three churches in Nor-
wich were without rails before the communion-
table; but it was principally in remote parishes
that they had not been erected. In Taverham
deanery, out of sixteen churches, there were only
two—Frettenham and Hainford—and in Blofield

deanery, out of thirty-two churches, but four
without altar-rails; whilst in the deanery of
Flegg, comprising only nineteen churches, there
were no fewer than eight in which the rails were
wanting. There were also other churches in

which the rails were misplaced, as at Thwaite
and Wolterton. At Hunworth the rails were
thrown by at the east end of the chancel

;
and at

"Wigton a part of the old one remained, although
wrongly placed. There was evidence that some
churches were without altar-rails as late as the
second quarter of the last century.”

Mr. Manning said that at Wiggenhall St.

Mary the communion-table was formerly in the
centre of the church.

Mr. Pitch, referring to a paragraph in the
paper stating that the rails were to be of such a
character as to keep out dogs, said that he re-
collected going to Pakefield Church and seeing a
notice to this effect : “Eemember to bring no
dogs to church.”
The Rev. J. Gunn said that in his memory the

communion-table stood in the centre of Tun-
stead Church. He should like to know whether
there were any instances in the Roman Catholic
period of altar-rails. He believed not.

Mr. Minns replied that there were no such
instances.

DRAINAGE AND WATER SUPPLY OP
CANTERBURY.

A REPORT on a scheme of sewerage and water
snpply for Canterbury has been made to the
local Board of Health by their engineer, Mr.
Piibrow.

According to this report, Canterbury is in a
most deplorable state as regards drainage and
water supply. There is no such thing as efficient

house draiuage. The whole site is surcharged
with sewage, and the water supply is pumped
from this very site.

“ In verv many caaea the well and the cesspool are in
close proiiniity on tlie eamo or adjacent premises, where
the practical action daily going on is to put the filth into
one hole, and to pump it out, little better chemically, from
another in the same or adjoining yard."

No drains or sewers now existing are at all

fit or at a proper level to form any part of a now
system of sewerage. The present drains and
sewers, however, might bo nsed for surface
drainage. The separate or exclusive system of
sewerage is recommended for adoption, with
frequent and free ventilating shafts, the prin-
ciple of which Mr. Piibrow claims as of his own
introduction about sixteen years ago. The
sewers will consist of glazed stoneware pipes,
from 8 in. by 18 in. diameter, and oval brick
sewers from 15 in. by 22 in. to 24 in. by 36 in.,

with numerous inspection and flushing shafts.

Deodorizing by layers of charcoal in the venti-
lating shafts is not approved of, as a hinderance
to ventilation, and hence promotive of escape
into houses through shallow and imperfect traps.
Open pipes above the roofs are chosen, as the
only safe and sure way to carry off the sewer
gases. If irrigation be thought of, the outlet
must be below the towns of Stnrry and Ford-
wich, but the land is there too wet, being
half-year land ;” the engineer, therefore, does

not recommend irrigation in this case, nor the
Watford method, from the cost of pumping and
other difficulties. His plan is to erect perfect
sewage works in duplicate, near to a highway
about a mile and a quarter from the city, where
the sewage will be subsided and deodorized, and
the semi-solid manure sold to farmers, while the
Bupernatent water will pass off by an outlet
sewer into the river below Fordwich, free from
either odour^or colour, on the plan established
by Mr. Piibrow at Uxbridge, where he says it

acts satisfactorily, and has paid its own expenses
for the last ten years. The estimate for the
sewerage works, including outfall, sewerage
works, &o., complete, is 18,0601.

The water snpply is recommended to be taken
from the Silver- hole spring, with a service reser-

voir on St. Thomas’s Hill. The supply, it is

stated, would be continuous and abundant, and
the quality excellent. The cost is estimated at

23,6381., besides 6,0001. or 7,0001. for the water
company’s rights, if the supply be taken into

the Board’s own hands, as is recommended.

COMPETITIONS.

Schools, Ashford, near Staines.—The committee
received eighteen designs in answer to their

advertisement, and ultimately selected that sent
by Mr. John M. Hooker, architect, for execution.

The New Church at Worksop.— In answer
to advertisements for plans for the erection of
the new church of St. John’s, for Worksop, forty

sets of plans were sent in. The plans were exhi-

bited in the Com Exchange, at the charge of Is.

each, the proceeds to go to the New Church
Building Fund. Many availed themselves of the
opportunity of viewing them.

COMPETITION DESIGNS FOR HOUSES,
GREAT YARMOUTH.

The public have had access to these drawings
for some days. There are between eighty and
ninety competitors, whose works well fill the
Yarmouth Town Hall, and include more than
the nsoal amount of rubbish, with, of course,
redeeming features. The design “ Comma il

faub” is for a terrace of houses so large as to

require centre areas
;

it is rivalled by “ Porte-
crayon” and “Alpha.” Of the single villas
“ Apex ” and “ Fiat ” produce a favourable
effect; "Suspense” gives both the single villa

and the pair
;

“ Omnia .^ternitate,” “ Valen-
tine,” and another “Alpha” may close the list.

There is more competition for the semi-detached
villas than for either the terrace or the single

villa, because in this class two premiums are
offered, and only one in both the others. In
“ Ecce A ” and “EccoB” good drawing com-
mends the design (Meditcval) to notice

;
“ Com-

fort, Convenience, and Compactness well con-
sidered,” “ Circnmspice,” “ Palmam qui meruit
ferat,” and perhaps a few others, “Trefoil”
or a second “ Omnia ...Eternitate,” may bo
noticed. When will architects give up hawking
their wares at quarter-price ?

ACCIDENTS.

Ay extraordinary accident has happened on
the Lancaster and Carlisle Railway, about a mile
and a half south of the Penrith station. It

appears that as a goods train from the south was
passing ^'auwath Bridge the axle of one of the
trucks broke and threw several carriages from
the line. Among these were a powder-van, an
iron one, constructed specially for carrying gun-
powder, and containing, it is said, about five

tons of gunpowder. Shortly afterwards another
goods train from Carlisle, and upon the other line

of rails, dashed into the overturned vans upon
the up-line, smashing the gunpowder van. A
fearful explosion immediately took place. The
engine and tender of the train from Carlisle

were driven into one another, and the driver and
stoker were killed, having been blown into the
adjacent field, shockingly mangled, and the other
wagons of the train were, many of them,
shattered to pieces. One effect of the explosion
was to set fire to and destroy the train. The
permanent way was very much injured, and
Yanwath Bridge, which crosses the line at this

point, much damaged. The explosion was heard
lor miles round. At the neighbouring village of

Yanwath, the windows and doors of the houses
were driven in by the force of the concossion.

At Field Gate, Walsall, Mr. Bradbury, of
Birmingham, had been employed to repair a well,

and one of the men had descended to insert a
kerb to support the brickwork, which was in

rather a dilapidated state
;
but he had scarcely

reached the bottom of the well, which is about
70 ft. deep, when the whole of the brickwork,
and a large quantity of earth fell upon him
and killed him.

A death has occurred at Sheffield from falling

on a chisel. Deceased was a joiner and cabinet-
maker. He was going along Fir Tree-land,
Sheffield, and fell, when a chisel which he had
in his side pocket pierced his body, severing one
of the main arteries.

An explosion of gas took place lately at
Hillhousefield, North Leith. One of the Edin-
burgh and Leith Gas Company’s men was
searching for an escape of gas, which had been
complained of by the inhabitants in the neigh-
bourhood for several days. He suspected the
escape was proceeding from a pipe close to the
common sewer, and with the view of ascertaining
whether the gas had accumulated in the sewer,
he opened one of the man-holes and stupidly put
down a light. Immediately on his doing so, an
explosion took place. He was thrown against
the wall on one side of the street, and severely
injured. His “ bonnet,” or cap, was thrown over
a three-story house, and was found in a garden
behind. The explosion must have damaged the
sewer for a distance of between 90 and 100
yards, for the paving-stones above it for that

space westwards are loosened, and the iron frame
and cover of another man-bole at that distance
were torn up, as were also the causeway stones

aronnd the covers opposite to this part. Several

windows of a dwelling-house were broken, and
the house itself shaken to its foundation.

At Dartford, in Kent, contractors’ workmen
have been of late engaged in forming the
extension line of railway leading from the
South-Eastern line into Mid-Kent. To cross the
public road it was found necessary to have a tem-
porary wooden bridge thrown over the thorough-

fare. The bridge was finished, and a metal tram-
way was laid on it. Upon this tramway was placed
a travelling-crane. The men were lifting an
iron girder by it, weighing several tons, in order
to span the road. Suddenly the bridge swayed,
first to one aide and then to the other, and, with-

out allowing a moment for escape, the structure
fell, causing the traveller to topple over with the
men on it. Some fell dear of the ponderons
machine, but were overtaken by the portions of

the fallen materials of the bridge, and became
embedded in the debris. One man was found to
be dead, and three others seriously, if not fatally,

injured. One of these has since died.

EXHIBITION MEMS.

From the Potteries a large number of works
are going to the Paris Exhibition, especially

from Messrs. Minton’s and Messrs. Wedgwood’s.
We can scarcely help regretting that most of the
principal objects are designed, modelled, and
painted by foreigners.

We do not hear good things of the allegorioa

of London, Dublin, Edinburgh, Liverpool, Man-
chester, &o., proposed to be put up as window
blinds in the English compartment.
The English Commissioner at the Exhibition

has annonneed that from 45,000 to 50,000 English
workmen will come to Paris during the summer,
and will each receive from their several com-
mittees 10a. a day for their expenses.

The Palace itself occupies an area of 140,184
square yards, with a circumference of 1,400 yards.

Its shape, our readers know, is that of a
parallelogram terminated at both ends by two
circles, having for diameter the width of the
parallelogram itself.

French products will cover a space of 61,000'

square yards. The English products will occupy
21,653 yards, and those of the United States of
America, 3,900 yards. It will, of course, be
necessary to add thereto the space occupied in
the Annexes of the Park

;
and which are of con-

siderable importance.
The specimen of English Domestic nrchitec-

turo in the park attracts great attention : the-

high-pitched roof and gables, the exhibition of
the timber work on the surface, the covering of
tiles of variegated form and colour, from black
to light-red, and, more than all, the stacks of
ornamental chimneys, constructed of moulded
cut bricks of various tints, which, like the tiles,

are of English manufacture, induce numerous
inquiries as to the country of which the style is

native. Another surprise of the same kind is

reserved for our friends abroad in the form of a
bay of the new South Kensington Museum, the
materials for which are now being prepared
under the superintendence of the son of the
architect, the late Captain Fowke. This speci-

men structure will be of largo dimensions, about
60 ft. in height, and of nearly the same width.
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and will convey a good notion of our working
in brick and terra-cotta.

The courts of Morocco and Tunis are already
blazing in gold and colours, as characteristic,

and to ns as novel, as the decorations of their

neighbours—Turkey, Egypt, and the Dannbian
Principalities

; the whole together forming a re-

markable contrast with the chaste, solid wood-
work of the Russian court close at hand.

In the park the structure now erecting for the
Imperial Commissaire-General begins to present
an imposing appearance

;
it is composed of solid

oak framing, put together in divisions before
being mounted on a rusticated basement of
artificial stone (Bdton agglomhd).
The Sultan’s mosque and the three buddings

of the Viceroy of Egypt now make an imposing
appearance. The great temple, in the style of
the epoch of the Pharaohs, is being covered
within and without with the well-known em-
blems of the period, and with copies of ancient
mural paintings in brilliant hues.
The pavilion of the Bey of Tunis, not fe.r re-

moved from the Turkish and Egyptian group, is

a
_

very large building, three stories in height,
with a facade capped by two small cupolas, the
entrance to which is by means of a bold double
flight of steps, in the form of a horse-shoe.
The Art of Music is now to be represented

in the Exhibition, in the triple point of view of
composition, execution, and histoiy. Prizes are
to bo awarded to two musical compositions, and
a sum of 10,000 fr. may besides be awarded, on
the proposition of the committee, to the author
of the work which shall bejudged worthy of being
hereafter introduced as a hymn in international
solemnities. A special committee will organise
a series of concerts, in which a small number of
eminent artistes will be convened to perform the
most remarkable musical compositions apper-
taining to various epochs and different countries.
The Great Eastern is now nearly ready for her

new duties—that of conveying passengers from
New York to Brest for the Paris Exhibition. She
has undergone very extensive alterations. The
space last occupied by the cable tanks has been
fitted up with cabins, berths, and state rooms
for passengers. These apartments, numbering
over 500, are lofty and convenient. There will
be berths for 3,000 passengers. The deck saloon
is a splendid apartment, 140 ft. long and 24 ft.

wide, and will admit of 500 persons dining toge-
ther. There are several smaller saloons. Alto-
gether 2,000 persons may dine at once. The
total outlay of this refitting will of course be
very large.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Tue director of the National Gallery has Just
issued his annual report, from which we learn
that five pictures were purchased during the past
year, at a total cost of 8,1G0J., against 17,2771.,
the amount expended in 1865. The pikures
acquired were— a "Madonna and Child,” by
Lippo Dalmasio, 40OL; "Rhetoric” and "Music,”
two companion pictures, attributed to Melozzo da
Forli, 6001.

; a " Portrait,” supposed to be a
“ Contessa Palma” of Urbino, by Piero della
Francesca, 160L

; and " Christ Blessing Little
Children,” by Rembrandt, 7,0001. Five pictures
acquired in previous years were placed in the
gallery, and two pictures and one bust wore pre-
sented to, and accepted by, the trustees. The
presentations are portraits of the Rev. George
Hoddesforde, and Mr. J. C. Bamfylde, by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, presented by Mrs. Martha
Beaumont; a marble bust of Miilready by
Weeks, presented by friends of the deceased
artist

j
and " The Remorse of Judas,” by Armi-

tage, presented by the painter. Fourteen pic-
tures have been protected with glass, and ten
have been repaired, cleaned, and varnished.
Curtains have been placed before the Turner
drawings at South Kensington, to protect
them from the action of light during the time
they are not publicly exhibited. We may re-
mark that the process of cleaning, or, rather,
‘ refreshing, ’ to use the inventor’s word, intro-
duced by Professor Pettenkofer, of Munich, seems
to have been abandoned by the trustees, ’it was
first tried about three years ago, and a very
favourable opinion of the process was expressed
by the late Sir Charles Eastlake in his report
for 1864. Since that time, however, nothing
seems to have been done with it.

®

1
during the year was

J.,ooi,J/D, showinga satisfactory increase on the
when it amounted to

1,366,369 and 1,387,254 respectively.

The popularity, amongst students, of a particu-
lar picture, may, we think, be fairly estimated
by the number of times it is copied. During the
last year the favourite amongst the old masters
was the “ Garvagh Raffaelle,” as it is called, re-
presenting the Madonna with the infant Christ
and^ St. John. Our readers may remember that
it is a comparatively recent acquisition, having
been placed in the gallery in July, 1865. This
picture was copied twelve times, and eight copies
were made of Velasquez’s portrait of Philip IV.
Next comes Vandyck’s portrait of C. Vander
Geest, better known perhaps as the " Gevar-
tius ” portrait, which was copied five times.
This is an old-established favourite, and for the
two previous years had stood at the head of the
list. Murillo’s " St. John and the Lamb,”
"Portrait of Rembrandt,” by himself, and Ruys-
dael’s " Landscape with Ruins,” were also each
copied five times. There appears to have been
a slight falling off in the popularity of the well-
known portrait of Andrea del Sarto, which was
only copied three times against six to eight
times in 1865, and 1864 respectively. Tho ex-
quisite " St. Catherine,” by Raffaelle, has not
appeared in the returns of pictures most fre-
quently copied for the last two years. Amongst
modern pictures, Reynolds’s " Heads of Angels ”

was copied nine times, “ Age of Innocence ” (the
favourite during the two preceding years)

;

Dubufe’s " Surprise,” and Dyckman’s " Blind
Beggar,” each seven times. The total number
of copies made from pictures belonging to foreign
schools, was ninety-seven, the number of pictures
copied being forty-six, by twenty-seven different
masters. Of the British school, 121 copies were
made of forty-nine pictures by twenty-five mas-
ters. It will be noticed that, with the exception
of the absolute number of copies produced, the
figures in both coses are pretty nearly the same

CHOLERA AND VENTILATION.

TiiE Committee of the Philadelphia Alms-
house call attention to the breaking out of
cholera at the almshouse in the present year,
and to the apparent effect produced by thorough
ventilation from the floor, in its prevention and
final disappearance from tho Institution.

" The disease first a1 tacked fonr patients and a nurse in
one of the wards of the Women’s Hospital, which ward,
upon close examination, was found to Le imperfectly
Tentilated. This was at once remedied, after which there
wore no more eases in the hospital.
In the insane department for females, the cholera

ocenrred in several of the wards; these were Tentilated
by the old plan, from the ceiling or by windows and doors
as the Tentilation in this department was not yet perfected’
but on the appearance of the disease strong efforts were
immediately made to posh it forward, and it is a remark-
able fact that as soon as a thorough Tentilatiou from the
floor was established, tho cholera disappeared from the
Institution. It may be proper here to remark, that heat
was introduced into the wards about two hours daily
during the prevalence of the disease, and it is also worthy
of note that in no part of the almshonse, although
crowded, was there any cholera where the ventilation
from the floor was thoroughly perfected.”

According to the Journal of the Franklin
Institute, similar results to those mentioned in
this report were observed in the case of the New
York Poorhouse, on Blackwell’s Island, " where
the cholera, after showing itself with great
virulence at first (some one hundred cases at a
time), was entirely extirpated in five days by a
judicious system of ventilation, combined with
corresponding treatment, such as exercise in the
open air and the like.”

perfect in quality. To remove these evils a number of
schemes have been proposed, and upon each of them have

a large amount of time and no ineon-
siderable expense. Each of the schemes has its sup-
porters, and the gentlemen who have prepared them are
well able to expound and defend them. They propose to
bring a supply of water sufficient to supersede all the
present sources of supply; and these schemes come re-
commended to us as the proposals of men of high pro-
fessional reputation. I will only name a few. Mr. Home--
sham proposed to supply Londonfrom the neighbourhood
of London itself, and a proposal was made for a company

the Loudon Watford Spring-Water Company; and a
Bill was prepared, and read for the first time in the Hon«e
of Commons, on February 6th, 1850. Mr. Bateman pro-
poses to supply us from a source 183 miles away—from tho
sources ofthe Severn. Messrs. Hemans and Hassard take
us a still greater distance, and propose a supply from
Lllswater, a distance of 210 miles away; and Mr. Bailey
Denton proposes to obtain a sufficient supply from the
Ihsmes watershed. Whether any or none of the plans
are adopted, tho discussion which must ensue will be of
immense advantage in bringing every phase of the
question before the great body of consumere. I speak
with the greatest possible confidence when I say that I
believe a constant supply of water in London is perfectly
practicable, and (hat it might be brought about with a
much less consumption of water than that which is now
consumed. Improvements in habits, and consequently in
morals, have always followed improved dwellings and im-
proved sanitary arrangements, and this is the great en-
couragement to perseverance in a good work."

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

Ox the Ist insfc. the annual general meetin'r
of this society was held, at 9, Conduit-street,
when the report and balance-sheet, to which we
drew attention in our last, wore read and adopted.
There can be but little doubt that, if rightly con-
ducted and the profession generally will support
it, the annual exhibition may be made useful
and attractive, not only to the profession, but to
the public at large. The Society proposes this
year to add to the attraction of the exhibition
by getting artists to exhibit their designs
and sketches for fresco and other works more
particularly connected with architecture, and
by a series of sketches from ancient architec-
tnral examples. We repeat that all drawings, &c.,
for the forthcoming exhibition must be sent to
the Galleries by the 6th of next month.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
StH,—If " the amount paid by the public fot

admission was very small” last year, would ii

not be wise to try the effect of reducing the ad-
mission fee, and even of opening the exhibitioD
free on certain days, so as to induce the public
to go and see it ? E. W.' T.

THE LONDON WATER-SUPPLY QUESTION.

A PAPER on this subject has been read by Mr.
Thomas Beggs, at the Society of Arts, Adelphi.
Mr. Beggs urged no special source of supply,
but advocated the constant system.

*

"In al]_[he remarked] about 160 towns in Great Britain
are enjoying the benefits of a constant water supply.
Then why not London ? It is said that a constant, whmhmeans an unlimited supply of water, could not be sus-tamed from tho excessive waste that would ensue, and
that all tho available resources at command would be
exhausted under a waste going on night and day. This
has been said in relation to every town, when a constant
supply has been proposed. But I have partly answered
that by showing the number of towns where tho constant
supply kas been earned out; and it can bo further
answered by showing that the waste has been much less in
the towns where a constant, supply has been introduced

,u
where an intermittent system prevails If

the difficulties are met with proper appliances and with
determination, they will disappear as they have done in
other cases. Bo far as quantity is concerned, we have at
present sufficient, if it be properly economised, to supply
tho requirements of London.

J^it generally argued as if the
iiiB Bui.jecL IB, uowever, generally argued as if the uwi.

;
ana sale

supply of London was insufficient in quantity and im- 6J. Os. 8cl. Costs to be paid by defendanti

THE POSITION OP TOWN SURVEYORS.
We have received letters from three surveyon

in different parts of tho country, setting fortl
the manner in which they have, individually, beer
treated

;
but as the statements are ex parte, anc

would provoke replies, for which we could nol
find space, we must refrain from printing them
One writer, late the surveyor of a town in the
south-west of England, who had left another town
to go thither, with very strong testimonials,
makes out a particularly hard case, having beer
dismissed, as he asserts, through an individual
enemy on the Board, Tho letter thus con.
eludes :

—

" Cannot, under these circumstances, some
means be devised by the legislative power of this
country to protect the ofiicera whoso zeal and
assiduity administer and carry out tho provisions
of one of the most beneficial Acts of Parliament
ever passed for the purpose of securing and
promoting the public health, from being dis-
missed in a summary manner? The present
system ‘destroys confidence, and civil engineers
will despise such appointments rather than
compete for them

; though they ought to bo posts
of honour, as well as of emolument.’

In the 1848 Public Health Act there was a
clause to prevent surveyors from being dismissed
without just and euflicient cause, and the con-
sent of the Home Secretary being obtained to
sneh dismissal.

The conduct which the writer has had to
submit to leaves him with a pecuniary loss,
damaged health, and a stigma upon his profes-
sional character. Is there no remedy for this
wrong ? There is.

On the 15th of December, 1866, the case
Wilson v. The North Staffordshire Coal Company’
was tried in tho Court of Common Pleas, for
wrongful dismissal. Damages, 5001. : and salarv

(37 (^™ oj i-1 j._ j._ •_ . . , . ~ - •'.

a



THE NEW SUPREME COURT, AUCKLAND.
Of the public buildings now in course of erec-

tion in Auckland, New Zealand, under the Pub-
lic Buildings Commissioners appointed hy the
General Government some time ago, the Supreme
Court, Post-office, and Custom House are now
fast progressing.
The Supreme Court, the subject of our illus-

tration, is in a forward state. The building is
situated on a reserve in front of the old House of
Representatives, and presents a prominent fea-
ture on entering the harbour. It has four fronts.
The one facingWaterloo-crescent and the Govern-
ment House is formed by an arcade of throe
pointed arches springing from clustered shafts
with carved caps and bases which forms the
principal entrance

j over which will be the
library, a handsome room do ft. by 27 ft., entered
from the arcade by a circular staircase termi-
nating with an octagonal turret. Above the
library and entrance will rise a tower 60 ft. high,
surmounted by a leaden roof with dormer.
From under the tower is entered a vestibule

or large ante-hall, 50 ft. by 29 ft., which will be
devoted to the convenience of witnesses and
other persons waiting on the court, and which

'

leads to the chamber of the Supreme Courts,
60 ft. by 30 ft., ocenpying the centre of the
building, having an open panelled timber roof,

|

and surmounted by a lantern. The court is sur-
rounded by a corridor 6 ft. wide, connecting it

with the judge’s chambers, and suites of rooms
for the judge, jury, and witnesses, and rooms for
the accommodation of counsel.

|The registrar’s and sheriff’s departments will
be on the right and left, entered from corridors

I

on either side of the buildin».

On the upper floor will be an insolvent conrt,
and snites of offices in connexion with the esta-
blishment.

The natural slope of the ground has enabled
the architect to introduce a basement story at
the north end of the building, which he has sub-

^

divided into cells and rooms for prisoners await-
I

iug their trial.

; The extreme size of the building is 145 ft. by
97 ft. It is being built of pressed bricks from
the yards of Mr. Holland, of Newton, with Bath
stone dressings. The bricks aro of a superior
character to any before used in Auckland

;
they

are of a reddish and neutral tinge, and have a
pleasing mottled appearance in the distance.
The amount of the present contract is 23,7771.,

which comprises the entire building with the
exception of the internal fittings and finishings,
which will cost about 6,0001. more.
The building is being erected under the super-

intendence of Mr. Edward Rnmsey, architect, of
Auckland, who took the Royal Academy gold
medal some time ago

; and the contractors are
Messrs. Amos & Taylor, late of Melbourne.

PROPOSED REREDOS AND SEDTLIA
5

CHURCH OF ST. MARY REDCLIFF,
BRISTOL.

,

The chief aim of the committee with whom the
restoration of the Church of St. Mary Redcliff
has rested, having rightly been the maintenance :

and re-establishment of the fabric, they have
persistently applied the comparatively small

|

funds coming annually into their hands to the
\

I restoration of the exterior, which, when thev
commenced their work, was a crnmbling ruin.
The exterior work, however, is now considerably
advanced

j and so, too, is that of the interior
j

the latter mostly by the distinct subscriptions
of individuals. The present rector, the Rev.
H. G. Randall, is therefore setting himself to

;

obtain further attention to the fittings of the
chnrch. Tenders have been received for pro-

:

perly lighting it with gas : a scheme for filling
the various windows with stained glass has been
sketched, and some now stained windows are

I

being made. The chancel has long been in a
condition little short of discreditable, but some-
thing is now to be done to remedy this, and ic
has been determined by some zealous friends to
erect a reredos in acconiance with the desi'J'n of

I which we give a view in onr present number.
It will be chiefly of Caen atone

;
the small

shafts being of coloured marbles, the statnettos
probably of alabaster, and some few decorative
portions of mosaic work. The bas-reliefs, which
it is hoped may be executed in a high stylo of

:

art, represent the Crucifixion, the Agony in the
Garden, and Christ bearing his Cross.

It was suggested by a lady at the last meet-
ing of “ The Canynges Society ” that the reredos
shonld be the offering of those of her own sex
who are interested in the restoration of the
chnrch. This idea is being acted on, and about
6201. have been already contributed towards it.

The cost, however, would be considerably more
than this sum, so that assistance is still

needed.

The view includes the sedilia, &c., proposed to
be undertaken hereafter, to render the design
complete. Statuettes of the evangelists would,
fill the niches at the sides.
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INTENDED NEW THEATRE, BRISTOL.

The tenders for this building were opened on

Saturday last, and that by Messrs. Davis & Son

was accepted, at 10,1251. for the theatre and two
shops in the Park-row frontage. This amount
does not include decorations, seating for boxes,

furnishing, or stock scenery, for which an addi-

tional d-jOOOZ. is reserved. The theatre will

stand isolated, so that lights will be obtsined on

all four sides. The area of groond covered will

be 105 ft. wide by 130 fc. long, with saloons and
shops towards Park-row 50 ft. by 50 ft. addi-

tional. The principal dimensions are as follow :

From curtain line to front of dreas circle 4-1(1. Gin.

„ ,,
upper circle 47 6

,, ,, palJory 60 0

Width of the proscenium opening 30 0
Height 27 0
Height—pit floor to ceiling 45 6
Depth of BtHge CO 0
Width of ditto between walls 04 0
Width of ditto including two scene docks 100 0
Height from ditto to gridiron floor 67 0
Depth from ditto to sinks 21 0

The accommodation provided in each part of

the house is as follows:

—

Dress circle 310
Orchestra stalls 60
Twelve private boxes 60
Pit 800
Upper boxes and amphitheatre 3G0
Gallery 800

Total 2,400

Tho architect is Mr. C. J. Phipps.

THE LIGHT AND AIR QUESTION.

In the House of Commons a few days ago Mr.
Goldney called attention to the esistiug state of
tho law as regarded the right of access of light

and air to ancient windows
j
and said that the

space applicable for commercial purposes in the
city of London and elsewhere was daily becom-
ing more limited. The only way of increasing

the accommodation accordingly was by heighten-
ing the buildings. This remedy was, however,
a constant source of difficulty and litigation, the
law being that any person within the city of
London being the owner of a small building
could stop any improvement which tended to

diminish or detract from the light or air he en-

joyed. Since the passing of the Prescription
Act of 183-1 any right of this kind that bad been
enjoyed for twenty years became a permanent
right. This right had not unfrequently been
made a subject of extoition, and a person wish-
ing to heighten his house either had to pay a
sum by way of compensation, or give up all

hopes of improvement. Almost as long ago as
the reign of Richard II. it appeared to have been
anticipated that the city would grow into some-
thing like its present size

;
and a custom, which

had been held to be good in biw, prevailed that
although a party might have had light and air

in certain windows for any time, still an ancient
tenant had the right, notwithstanding, to run
up his bouse to any height he chose

j and,
further, that a jury of twelve aldermen,
with the Lord Mayor as assessor, should sit

to determine the relative rights of these parties.

Since the Prescription Act of 1834 came into

operation, giving the right to a perpetual use of
the light and air then enjoyed, the elements of
litigation began to arise. However anxious a
man might be to improve his property, he was
deterred from doing so, owing to the present
state of the law ; and in rebuilding it he was
obliged to limit himself to the old height and tho
old style, and possibly to a very contracted
space, whereby the public interest as well as
his own materially Buffered. Surely it might be
practicable for that House, as the public conve-
nience was BO much concerned in that matter,
so to legislate that the owner of tho dominant
tenement, where his rights were prejudiced by
any improvements of that kind, should be enti-

tled to compensation by damages, instead of
being enabled to obtain a perpetual injunction
from the Court of Chancery to prevent such
beneficial improvements from being carried out ?

He wished to ask the Government, therefore,
whether they did not think ifc feasible to intro-

duco some measure by which tho law on that
subject might be put into a more satisfactory

state
;
and he would, if necessary, move for a

select committee to inquire into tlie matter.
The Attorney-General felt that it would be im-

possible for him to accede to any such motion.
The subject was, no doubt, one of great and
growing importance, although he thought the

hon. gentleman entertained somewhat exagge-

rated notions with respect to it. As late as the

year 1834, the law with regard to it had been
carefully considered, and the right of which the

hon. member complained was then settled. In
the City of London up to that time there was a
custom that the owner of the ancient tenement
might build from the old foundation, and that the

owner of the old foundation might disregard tho

rights of others. It was then thought desirable

to alter that. The owner of the tenement had a

right to a certain light
; it was his property, and

it was so declared by statute, if ho had enjoyed

the light for twenty years. The courts had held

that the construction of the statute was quite

clear. The right, however, might be taken

away when the interests of the public required

it on payment of compensation. It was impos-

sible for the Government to take up that ques-

tion, at all events during the present session.

BUILDINGS OF THE LEEDS INDUSTRIAL
DWELLINGS COMPANY.

Tins block of dwellings, in Shannon-street,

tho first of this class of buildings erected in

Leeds, was commenced in June last yeai*. Tho
ground plan comprises six dwellings, one of

which has a shop attached ; the first, second,

and third floors have external stone galleries of

communication reached by a stone staircase,

—

the object of this arrangement being to avoid

the house-dnty. Each of these floors has six

dwellings : each tenement has, alteimately,

two and three rooms; the living-room being
fitted up with coal-place, slopstone, meat safe,

and cupboard, grate, with oven and boiler, and
water laid on over each slopstone. It is to be
regretted that the plan is not square. For
ventilation there are external and internal

ventilating air bricks, and Arnott’s patent

ventilators, in each chimney-breast. A wash-
honse, fitted up with boiler and sink, and having
water laid on, is provided for the use of each
floor. On the landings of tho staircase are pro-

vided water-closets, fewer than they should be :

a dnst-sbaft, with hatches for every floor, com-
municates with an ash-pit in the basement.
The building, of a plain character, is of red

brick, with stone heads and cills to the windows.
The columns, girders, and railing of the gallery

are of cast-iron. The total cost of this block is

1,440Z. The architects are Messrs. Adams &
Kelly, of Leeds and Dewsbury.

CLIFTON SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

THE INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEEKS.

At the meeting held February 12th, Mr. John
Fowler, president, in the chair, the paper read
was a “ Description of tho Clifton Suspension
Bridge,” by Mr. W. H. Barlow. Although we
early gave a full account of the bridge, the com-
pleted particulars by the Engineer may bo use-

f'nlly recorded in our pages. In the Clifton

Bridge as executed, ho said, there were three

chains on each side, supporting longitudinal

stiffening girders of wrought-iron, with open-

work cross girders, the hand-railing of the bridge
being made also to form longitudinal stiffening

girders, with open-work sides. The principal

dimensions were — span, 702 ft. 3 in.
;
distance

from centre to centre of chains, 20 ft.
;
width of

bridge, including roadway and footways, 31 ft.

;

versed sine of curve of chains, 70 ft. ; and height
of roadway above high-water, 24-8 ft. The chains

were carried upon tho piers by wreught-irou
saddles, placed upon roller frames of cast-iron,

the rollers being made of cast-steel. The beds
of tho roller frames were at an inclination of 1

in 20, rising towards the river. At a distance

of 196 ft. from the centres of the piers, land

saddles were placed, which were similar in con-

struction to the saddle upon the piers, except
that they had no roller frames, but were bedded
upon brickwork in cement set upon the solid

rock. The distance from the land saddles to tho
anchorage was 60 ft., with an average inclina-

tion of 4-5°
;
and in this distance the three chains

gradually diverged, until they were 5 ft. apart,

where they were inserted through castings form-

ing separate anchorago plates for each chain.

The three chains were in snch a relative position

to each other as to produce an equal horizoutal

distance of nearly 8 ft. from the centres of the

suspension-rods throughout the bridge. The
suspension-rods transmitted their strain to the

chains only at the joints ; so that the links of the
chain had no other strain upon (hem than that

duo to the direct tensile strain in the direction

of their length. The duty of maintaining aa
equal action upon all three chains in supporting
the roadway was performed by the strength and
stiffness of the longitudinal girders. All the
links were tested to a strain of 10 tons per
square inch.

The arrangements for the erection of the
chains comprised a temporary suspended staging,

constructed of eight iron wire ropes, each capable

of bearing 35 tons. Six of these ropes served to

support a timbei’ platform, and two were at a
height of 3 ft. 6 in. above, to form a hand-railing

on each side. The upper ropes were attached to

those below, so as to act in conjunction with

them in sustaining any weight upon tho staging.

Another rope was fixed above, for the purpose of

carrying two light travelling frames, suspended
on wheels, which were moved as required by
light ropes, and by means of which links were
taken from the piers to the men engaged in

erecting the chains. The work was commenced
at the anchorage plates at each end simul-

taneously, the lower chain being put in first. At
the anchorage plates the whole of the links,

twelve in number, were inserted ;
then eleven,

ten, nine, and so on until the chain was
diminished to one link

;
after which it was

continued at one link and two links alternately

from tho piers, until it met in the middle of the

centre opening. Tho wire-rope staging was
designed to carry the weight of the centre

portions of the chain, formed of ono link and
two links alternately, with the men and tools

required to erect it. The calculated breaking

weight of the staging was 22-1 tons, evenly

distributed, and the weight it had to carry was
40 tons. The suspended platform was kept

below the intended level of the chains, and the

links were supported upon it by packing-pieces

which could bo raised or lowered. When the

links of the chain were united in the middle, the

packing-pieces were lowered until the chain took

its own bearing, and thus relieved the staging

from tho action of its weight. At this stage of

the proceedings tho chain was adjusted for

length, by means of keys arranged for that pur-

pose in the first links from the pier saddles.

The next operation was that of adding links on
each side of the centre links, which was accom-
plished, by an ingenious and simple apparatus,

with such rapidity, that on some days more than

one hundred links were added. The chains on
tho Bristol or eastern side having been com-
pleted, the staging was removed to the other

side, and the remaining three chains were put
np in a similar manner. When tho chains were
erected, and the snspension links were fixed, tho

suspension rods aud cross girders were attached,

by means of a moveable crane, upon a long baso

frame, weighing upwards of 5 tons, and travelling

upon a temporary railway. This crane was so

contrived aud balanced, that it could carry a

cross girder, with an equivalent length of the

longitudinal girders, a considerable distance in

advance of the wheels upon which it travelled.

Thus, when placed upon the abutment, it held

the first cross girder in its intended position,

until the men attached the first pair of suspen-

sion rods to it and to the chains. Plauking waa
then laid from the abutment to the cross girder,

and the railway was lengthened. The travelling

crane next took up the second cross girder, and
advanced with that to its position, aud held it

in like manner until it was attached to the

chain. The planking and roadway were again

lengthened, and the third cross girder fixed, and
so on from both ends of the bridge, until the

roadway met in the middle. The remaining

operations of connecting the longitudinal gUders,

adjusting the several parts of the work, and
laying the roadway were then proceeded with.

The sectional area of the chains at the pier

was 481 square inches, and in the centre of the

span 4-10 square inches. The weight of the

chains between the piers was 554 tons, and that

of the suspension rods, longitudinal and trans-

verse girders, cross-bracing, hand-railing, road-

way, &c., about 440 tons. The strain at the

centre due to the chains, was 680 tons, that due

to the weight of tho platform, &c., was 597 tons,

and that produced by a maximum moving load

of 70 lb. per square foot, was 817 tons
;

or,

together, 2,094 tons, which was equal to 4-76

tons per square inch of the sectional area of the

chains at the centre of the span. The suspension-

rods were each rather more than 2 in. in section.

The greatest weight that could come upon a pair

of rods, including their maximum load, waa
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about Id tons, which would produce a strain of
4i tons per square inch. The anchorage plates
and the bearing plates of the saddles were so
arranged, that the maximum pressure upon the
brickwork could not in any case exceed 10 tons
per square foot. In order to provide for the
effects of expansion and contraction, and to allow
for the movement occasioned by wind and by
the passage of heavy loads across the bridge, the
two extremities of the roadway were furnished
with jointed ends or flaps, 8 ft. long, which gave
perfect freedom of motion, both vertically and
the direction of the length of the bridge.
The works were commenced at Clifton, in

November, 1862, by Messrs. Cochrane, the con-
tractors, under the superintendence of their
resident manager, Mr. Airey, and the bridge
was opened for public trafiio on December 8th,
1864. The total cost of the ironwork, including
the purchase of the chains of the Eungerford
Bridge and their carriage to Clifton, was 34,9751.
Previously to opening the bridge, it was tested by
a dead weight of 500 tons of stone, distributed
over the surface, when a total deflection was
produced of 7 inches in the centre. On the
removal of the test-load the centre of the bridge
rose to its former position within one-sixteenth
of an inch, but the middle of the southern half
of the bridge did not rise again to its former
height by an inch, while the northern side rose
above its original position. This was probably
due to the change in the direction and force of
the wind before and after the testing.
The author stated that the moat severe strain

which the bridge had to resist was that resulting^m heavy gales of wind, especially those from
the north-west or south-east, being nearly in the
direction of the deep gorge of the River Avon
at the place where the bridge was constructed.
Un these occasions three effects were observed.
First, there was a small horizontal deflection
which was just sufficient to be perceptible to
the eye when placed in range with the suspen-
sion rods. Secondly, there was an undulation
from end to end of the bridge, the maximum
nee and fall being, in Mr. Airey’s opinion, as
much as 6 inches above and 6 inches below
the mean level of the roadway. Thirdly, the
land chains, between the piers and the ’land
saddles, which carried no suspension-rods, were
liable to be deflected laterally, notwithstanding
their weight, the longitudinal strain upon them
and the comparafciTOly small surface esposed to
the wind.
The author remarked that, considering the

facility with which suspension bridges could be
constructed, and the comparatively inexpensive
nature of the scaffolding or temporary staging
required for erecting them, there appeared to be
no reason why spans of much greater magnitude
should not be accomplished. The spans already
crossed by bridges on this principle far exceeded
those of any form of girder. The largest girder
ever built was that of the Britannia Bridge over
the Menai Straits, which was 460 ft. between
the bearings. The largest suspension bridge
was that at

_

Fribourg, which was stated to be
o80 ft.

; while the Niagara Suspension Bridge
was 820 ft. from centre to centre of the towers
and It had been in daily use for nearly twelve
years for the passage of railway trains. Sus-
pension bridges had not hitherto been adoptedm this country for railway purposes, under the
impression that the principle of construction
ueoessarily involved such an amount of flexi-
bility as to render them unfit for the passage of
trains but it must be considered that tho larger
the bridge, and the greater tho ratio of the
weight of the bridge to the weight of the moving
load, the less was the disturbance of form caused
by a passing load. Moreover, it was quite prac-
tic^le to stiffen a suspension bridge so as to
render it nearly as rigid as a girder, of which the
Lambeth Bridge, from the designs of Mr. P. W.
Barlow, was an example. The subject of stiffen-
ing snspension bridges with the least quantity of
material was one well deserving attention. In a
detached girder the upper and lower booms must
each be capable of bearing the strains produced
by the weight of the bridge and its load, and the
diagonals must be strong enough to transmit the
whole of those strains

j whereas, in a stiffened
suapeneion bridge, the chain was the only mem-
ber required to bear the strains produced by the
weight of the bridge and its load

; while the
diagonal bracing or stiffening, need be no more
than was sufficient to prevent disturbance from
the moving load. In relation to this snbject the
author stated he had found by experiments on
aolid bars, made in 1858, as well as from a
theoretical investigation of the case as applied to

lattice girders, that, in a continuous girder, if,

instead of using an equal depth throughout, a
greater depth and a greater sectional area were
gwen over the piers, an increase of strength was
obtained in a much higher ratio than that of the
increased weight of metal employed. Another
point deserring of consideration was the best
form of link and fastening for the chains of a
suspension bridge, to which Sir Charles Poa had
directed attention. But where the object was to
cODstruot bridges of very large span, another,
and perhaps the most important consideration,
was the employment of a stronger material. In
this respect the introdnction of steel was calcu-
lated to have a marked influence. Many of the
properties of steel were at present unknown

jbut it bad been determined by experiments that
Its tensile strength was nearly double that of
wrought iron, and that it could be made quite as
malleable. Its powers of resistance to compres-
sion did not show the same proportion of
strength,- but in the application of steel to the
chains of a snspension bridge, it was the tensile
strength which operated.

DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR.
LIVEBPOOL ARCH1TECTUR.VL SOCIETY.

At the last meeting, Mr. T. J. Kilpin, president
of the society, in the chair, read a paper “ On
Dwellings for the Poor.” He commenced by
saying that many of the poorest artisans of the
present day were better housed and fed than the
noblest baron in the Norman age

; which we
altogether deny, by the way. He then proceeded
to detail the horrible style in which many
artisans and labourers lived, and referred to the
efforts that were being made to remedy that
evil. He alluded to the bill of Mr. Torrens, at
present before the legislature, and congratulated
the town on the fact that the local legislature
had preceded the imperial legislature, in proof
of which he quoted the beneficial results that
had accrued from the grand jury presentments
in Liverpool. The corporation, he said, “recently
directed the borough engineer to prepare plans
for the description of dwelling-houses so much
wanted, and to endeavour so to arrange and
construct them if possible that they might yield
a fau- per-centage on the outlay. These plans
were completed some months since, and the
public attention has been directed to them • but
considerable apathy, I am sorry to say, has been
shown with regard to them. The builders have,
to use a familiar expression, ' fought shy ofthem/ expressing the utmost readiness and
alacnfcy to erect them if the corporation would
build them and become landlords, but respect-
fully declining to incur the risk of doing so
themselves. But it seems, from the bill intro-
duced into the House of Commons, that where
private enterprise falters, hesitates, or declines
the local authorities are to so act in the matter’
and when necessary, to be assisted by a loan!
ibis the corporation of Liverpool would not
want; but if the intended bill compels them to
act in the matter, or they should do so of their
own accord, I have no hesitation whatever in
saying, after a careful examination of the plans
a escalation of the cost of erecting them, and
of the income to be derived from the housesw en erected, that a most ample remuneration
would accrue for the capital expended. The
plans are now being revised, and still farther
improvements are being made in their arrange-
ments and construction, and will shortly I
believe, be again brought before the public
notice.

DUST AND ASHES.
The Works Committee of the Vestry of St

Pancras have received tenders for the removal
of the dust from the houses in the parish for
the year ensuing, the lowest of which amounted
to l,/70i., to be paid by the vestry to the con-
tractor. The amount of the last contract was
1,0501., paid by the contractor to the vestry
making a difference in the terms of 2,8201. The
lowest tender for the removal of road sweepinc^e
and gully soil when swept to the sides of the
streets was 6,1501.

; the amount of the last con-
tract 4,0551.

; being an increase of 2,0951. The
committee thereupon determined to re-advertise
for tenders, when the lowest of those sent in for
the removal of the dust was 1,2701., and for the
removal of road-sweepings 5,6151., which were
accepted.

yn tne receipt of the first of the above-named
benders, Mr. W. B. Scott, the chief surveyor to
the vestry, was requested to report to the vestry
upon the advisability of the vestry undertaking
the removal of the dust and road sweepings, and
in his report he states,

—

quautitv of dust and rsfuse removed from thenouses m the parish amounts to from 23,000 to 26,000 loads
to U chaldron.

J-nia dust is all screened, and picked over hy hand, andconverted into breeze, ashes, hard core, and soft core.

•inH i, •
/*- composed of the finer particles of dust,

the
for tempering and mixing with

Urcra ““"T districts containl*rge quantities of coal, are used for burning the briefc^
pickings) is used for the

oof® >8 composed of vegetable
perishable refuse, and is burnt where the dust-

and barged away into thecountry where the yards are in inhabited localities, and
A ® a half-chaldron of

thrsunolvVnm^t'V®'^''"®^
for 1,000 bricks, so that

t,.f«
>8 sufficient for the manufac

f
^ niilliona of bricks. The price of breeze this

q P®*- ekaldron. It isnow ds. to 48. per chaldron, and will probably be lower.A depreciation of -is. per chaldron will represent a differ.
tl*® parish of from

6.000L The value of the hard core does not
fluctuate much, and is not worth more in the dust-yardthan about Is. per load. The cost of barging away the
soft core IB about 29. per load

®

the Vestry would
carts for the average work, and to bo provided

for the heavy 40 carts. These carts would coat about 251.each, equal to 1,0201.
j
for these, horses and drivers could

^ ’^harfwould be neces-
sary with a staff of foremen and clerks, and then nothingmore would be required but purchasers for the manufac-

^^^® yestJT, instead of being able to dispose
of the breeze, would be unable to get rid of it at all. I

collecting the dust would bo about
e,000L ayear, without reckoning the cost of wharf or land
I am decidedly of opinion that it would not bo advisable
tor the veatrv to entertain the idea of dusting the parish.
Profit IS made by combining the business with that ofslopping and both with that of briekmaking, and in moat
cases with that of speculative building also. If carriedout by the vestry, the work would probably be done more
to the satisfaction of the inhabitants, but it is entirely amatter of expense. The ever-increasing population of themetropolis produces an amount of the material muchpeater than the increased demand. Nothing could havekept up the price of breeze at the height oflate years, butthe enormous public works that have been carried out.’’

Upon this report of Mr. Scott, the Works
Committee resolved nob to go into the business
of dust contractor.
The Works Committee of St. Pancras has

accepted the tender of Mr. Culverhouse for tho
supply of road materials i

—

T . Per yard.Loamy gravel £0 6 4
Hard core ...... q g lo
Burnt ballast 0 2 11
Dust-yard pickings 0 2 0
Clean rough gravel 0 6 6

The tender of Mr. Crofts was accepted for,—
Hand-picked flints £o 11 10
Pit flints 0 8 4

THE BIRMINGHAM SCHOOL OF ART.
The annual meeting of subscribers and friends

to this school has been held in the Rotunda of the
local society of arts. Lord Dartmouth, the preei-
dent for the year, took the chair. Tho report stated
that, notwithstanding the financial disasters and
stagnant trade of the past year, the number of
students has been 1,007, showing a decrease of
only two from the numbers registered on the
books for the preceding year. The amount of
phool fees has been 779L 9s. 6d., showing an
increase of 33J. lOs. 6d. over tho receipts of°lasfc
year from tho same source. At the National
Competition

_

of Art Schools held at South
Kensington in May last, under regulations of
the new minute of Council, one gold medal out
of ten awarded, one silver medal out of twenty,
and two bronze medals out of fifby-one, were
taken by students of the Birmingham school.
The number of competing schools was above
mnoty. In addition to these, twenty-two prizes
of books were awarded, and also fourteen prizes
at the local examination in March last. Special
prizes had been offered for the beat designs in
several departments, and the results had been
very satisfactory. At the meeting the following
list of the number of manufacturers, with the
number who were subscribing to the school, was
"iven by Mr. Aitken :

—

T> c ,
Birmingham, Subscribers,

Electro-plate and plated ware 54
Jewellers and gilt toys 350
Buttons 216
Glass trade 30
Papier machd and japatmers... 52
Die-sinkers 05
Engravers 103 _

He said he hoped that manufacturers would show
their appreciation of ornamental art, as applied
to industry, by subscribing more liberally to the
school than they had hitherto done.
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"FAIK PLAT POE THE LAW COUETS.”

SlE,—In yonr paper of last Satnrday, the 2ad

instant, you have inserted a letter headed “ Fair

Play for the Law Courts’ Competition,” and

signed “ A Member of the Solicitors’ Com-
mittee,” animadverting upon Mr. Field, the

secretary to the Courts of Justice Commission.

The Solicitors’ Committee, of whom the writer

of that letter therein alleges that he is one, is a
committee of members of the Courts of Justice

Commission, and consists of Mr. Hume, Mr.

Cookson, Mr. John Young, and myself.

I am expressly authorised by ray three col-

leagues to deny, and for myself I deny, that we,

or any of us, wrote that letter, or had any know-
ledge of it, before we saw it in your journal.

Mr. Field, the excellent secretary of the Com-
mission, needs no defence by ns, and we, there-

fore, confine ourselves to pointing out the impo-
sition practised upon you and your readers by
the writer of the letter.

Alfred Bell,
Chairman of the Solicitors’ Committee.

Sir,—

M

y letter inyonr lastnumber has cansed
a little hubbub, so I am told, and the architec-

tural clerk’s unhappy looks testify that my refer-

ence to Dr. Percy’s private letter has opened bis

eyes to the painful results of allowing one’s feel-

ings to get too much control over one’s tongue.
The secretary’s face is more inscrntable, but
there is a hubbub, whatever his looks may say 5

and that being the case, my object, I consider,
has been gained

j for it may be presumed that
“hubbub” means inquiry, and inquiry in this

case is certain to result in “ fair play.” Never
mind Itow I got my information : the doors of
the Commission stand hospitably open, and I got
it, and sent it you, and the facts it contains
are still facts, though it happens that you dubbed
me wrongly

A Member of the Solicitors’ Committee.
*#* We misunderstood a postscript of our cor-

respondent, and applied a wrong signature.

VANDALISM AT TENBY.

Mr. Edward Roberts writes as follows :—In
your last number, under this beading, it was
stated, as a fear, that destruction awaited the
ancient town gates. I am happy in being able
to say that the Mayor of Tenby and others are
alive to the necessity of preserving them, if pos-

sible. The subject was brought before the
British Archasological Association by Sir Gardner
Wilkinson, and some correspondence ensued
which resulted in an assurance that certainly

one, if not both, of the doomed gates will be
retained. I may add, that this appears to be
entirely due to the exertions of Sir Gardner and
the Association, aided by some local sauoTis.

BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.
Mr. Nisbet, secretary to the Builders’ Asso-

ciation, Edinburgh branch, writes as follows ;

—

“ I am desired to inform yon, that the directors
having sent a deputation to Messrs. Peddie &
Kinnear with reference to the conditions pro-
posed to parties estimating for St. Cuthbert’s
New Poor-house, the deputation have to day
had a meeting with these gentlemen, when they
agreed that the oflTers should be according toplans,
specification, and schedules of measurement.
In the event of a strike, additional time is to be
allowed

;
and Mr. George Young, advocate, is

named referee in the event of disputes.” The
tender is to be marked—” To the extent of the
schedule of measurement.”

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE
SQUARES OP LONDON.

No localities add more to the melancholy
aspect of the metropolis than its squares and
public places. Who would be at all surprised to
see tombstones in any of the railed plantations
east or west of Tottenham-court-road ? Can
any one promenade in these dingy sooty shrub-
beries, overlooked by drawing-rooms and nurse-
ries, with either complacency or advantage ?

Nor am I sure that the large trees in straggling
and straggling upwards towards the light con-

tribute to the health of the surrounding inha-

bitants. Seeing, then, that these gloomy plan-

tations are but the most miserable apologies for

rusticity, would it not be better to adopt some
other mode of laying them ont more consistent
with “in town” conditions? In the squares of

the dullest Continental town there is always
some life stirring about the central statue or

fountain, and the very open airiness of the- place
is infinitely more cheerful than abortive attempts
to convert similar localities into sylvan woods.
I believe the right garniture of large intramural
spaces to bo fountains, statues, flower-beds,

gravel walks, and a very moderate plotting of
tree-shrubs, large wood being, in my opinion,

altogether out of place.

With regard to Trafalgar-square, I would only
suggest that the present water-jets should be re-

moved, the basins filled with earth and set with
flowers; that the entire expanse of sloppy and
dusty asphalfce should he taken up, and the area
paved with dark slate or black marble, to be
carried in a bay round the column and its ad-

juncts, bounded by a dwarf wall, and converted
into a reservoir for clear water, which would
reflect gallery, column, and lions with magnifi-

cent eflect.

Wo require colour and water to enliven this

dull city. W. Cave Thomas.

IRON MONUMENTS.
An “ Old Founder” writes,—If any more large

lions, or other savage beasts of colossal stature,

should be required by the public, I think I can
indicate a much less costly mode of obtaining
them than paying Baron Marochetti 4001. per
ton for casting them.
There is no more practical difficulty, the

models being supplied, in casting a lion than a
column or a girder, perhaps less than in an
engine cylinder, and I shall be very glad to supply
any number of lions, griffins, sphinxes, &o., &c.,

up to 10 tons each, for 501. per ton; and I will

engage that after six months’ exposure to a
London atmosphere my cast-iron beasts or
monsters shall look as well and rather better
than the bronze ones.

Bronze is very nice for a chimney-piece orna-

ment, when you can preserve the rich colour of

the metal, which is its great charm
;
but I ap-

peal to any of the open-air statues in London
whether it is not utter folly to put this costly

material in situations where it so rapidly loses

its colour and oxidises to a very considerable

extent.

If cast iron be well soaked with linseed oil

while the iron is hot, it takes a fine rich tone of

colour, and will resist oxydation very much better
than any bronze exposed to the open air that I

have ever seen.

Sir Edwin Landseer is fully entitled to every
shilling of Ms money for his magnificent models,
but 11,0001. for casting them is—well, never
mind what

!

“ STARVATION WAGES.” “WHO FIRST
TO BLAME.”

8ie,—Tery painful aeconuta have for some time ap-
peared of starvation wages, even for excessive labour, at
Bethnal-green. Let us inquire whether the ‘‘outer”
world may not have had for a lone time something to
charge itself with

;
and what might be the antidote. No

aphorism of Napoleon I. was perhaps better than— “ ‘ Im-
possible ' is the word of fools.”

A daily paper (I am not certain which) stated, from
some correspondent, years ago, that there were two
parties mainly answerable for this,—First, the ‘‘public,”
who have a craving— I hope more thoughtless than
unprincipled— for cheapness, the actual eflect of three-
parts starving the workers; second, the ‘‘vendors,”
who seem too often quiet acquiescers in the compact.
Once, and once only, hare I known a very leading subur-
ban draper both remonstrating with (of course very
politely) and informing some ladieswho had murmured at

a trifling rise in price in some article, by telling them the
simplel truth,—that the makers there were “just begin-
ning to live,” after long starving, through the small
advance they objected to.

Surely this should be satisfactory, as I hope it was then,
to all right-thinking persons. How far making and selling

fewer things at a higher price would answer the purpose I

cannot say
;
but would it not be better for all to be will-

ing to pay more, even if they retrenched in some other
point, that the labourer might have his due ? Little need
to exaggerate the picture; but I doubt not that the miser-
able ‘‘ Song of the Shirt” is far from unparalleled in other
branches of work.

If even some ‘‘ houses ” were to charge higher prices,
and insist on knowing (with power of proof) that “ living
wages” were paid at the ‘‘fountain-head,” I can but
think that the conscientious public would rally round
them. Nor need we, I think, doubt that even royalty
might interest itself in the matter, after her Majesty’s
remonstrance with railway evils or shortcomings.

If these humble observations should lead to useful
thought on the subject, I should be thankful to Provi-
dence, D.

BUILDERS’ TROUBLES.''

Sin,—A short time since an advertisement appeared in
two papers (at least), one a local, the other yours, requir-
ing tenders for the erection of a house at Fairfield, and
stating that the plans and speoifleations might be ex-
amined at the office of the architect, Mr. J. B. Newtonj
and I, fully intending to join iu the competition, sent two
persons there (one from my residence, Margate), on pur-
pose to examine the plans, &c., when they were directed
to the surveyor's office (after having been requested to
copy a piece of paper on which the particulars were
stated, the first of which was that quantities would be
ready in a few days, and would be forwarded to the
builders free of charge). On getting there they could not
see the plans for about four hours after, as they were out
somewhere. However, after seeing them, they obtained
a promise at this office that the quantities would be sent
home all right.

To my surprise, a week ago, I saw the amounts of the
tenders in the Builder, without having heard one word
about the matter previously. I, therefore, wrote at once
to the architect, who answers me that, since the adver-
tisement, it was found desirable to have a select competi-
tion, and that bo could not find any promise had beeQ
made to me of having the quantities, although I had it ia
the particulars. Can I obtain any compensation for my
trouble ? BicnAan Faxamob.

WHERE IS THE SANITARY INSPECTOR
FOR ST. PANCRAS ?

SxB,—The Builder being the promoter both of th»
sanitary and moral condition of the public, may I trespass
on you to expose the undermentioned abuse, which is per-
mitted under the very noee of the police and parish
officials ?

In a quiet Street in St. Pancras, bounded on one side by
the vestry-hall aud by the police-station on tho other,

it is the practice nearly every evening for a number of
horses (half a dozen at a time), filthy carts, and men,
belonging to a contractor in an adjoining street, to halt

on their return home from their daily labour, and in front
of the windows of the houses, both men and horses,

commit a most disgusting nuisance, to the great scandal
of the inhabitants. The result in another respect is-

abominable. But few of the houses lately have beea
free from fever. The inhabitants have sent a written re-

quest to the contractor to stop it ;
one of the parish sur-

veyors has been asked to interfere
;
the cartmon have

been continually desired to move on
;
but all to no purposed

Though decency forbids, still they come. To tho Buitderf.

therefore, they appeal to bring public opinion to bear on
the authorities, to preserve the public health and morals,
aud induce the contractor to keep bis nuisances to hia-

own stabieyard. As Inhabiiahi-

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Ashford. — The new charoh has been jnsk

finished, at a co8tof3,800L The church is tob©
a free one, aud the sittings unappropriated. The
committee have determined not to open the
church until the whole of a remaining debt of

2001. is paid.

Eastbourne,—St. Saviour’s Church has been
consecrated. It is built from designs by Mr.

George E. Street, architect. The materials

employed are red brick, with Bath stouedresaings-

The style is Geometrical. The church consists ofa
nave, chancel, aud side aisles,with organ-chamber,

vestry, and west porch. The nave is 90 ft. long

and Soft. wide, 'fhere are six bays, the last of

which, as it joins the chancel, is placed diago-

nally, 80 as to form with the chancel-arch an
apse. The nave is lighted by a clearstory, tho-

windows of which are 10 ft. high by 5 ft. wide-

The basement of these windows is about 25 ft.

high, and is supported upon arches and stone

pillars. The ridge-tile of the nave is at a height

of 70 ft. ; but the interior roof is boarded npon
principals, which form an arch, the apex of

which is 10 ft. below this. Tie-rods of iron are

inserted, and bind the whole together. The
chancel is 28 ft. deep, and terminates in an apse.

It is lighted by four windows, 14 ft. high by 7 ft.

wide, of which the base is 15 ft. from the ground-

The roof is groined in briok, with stone ribs,

these latter springing from shafts of Devonshire

marble. The lower parts of the walla are left for

future decoration. The floor of the chancel ia

laid with Godwin’s encaustic tiles, relieved with

white marble and Warwick stone. The glazing

throughout is in three tints of green cathedral

glass, and arranged in squares of difi’ereut sizes.

In the windows of the south aisle and nave apse,

Powell’s stamped quarri‘^8 are introduced
;
these'

are marked with Mr. Street’s patterns. The
glass is very thick, giving a cool silvery effect.

The side-aisles are narrow, aud are covered

with a lean-to roof. The windows are pro-

portionally small, and are of two lights. The
building is without the tower and spire, which

are intended to rise from tho west end of the

north aisle. The slates on the roof are ia

three colours, and arranged in diamonds. The

walls throughout are 3 ft. thick, with a hollow

space of 4 in., and are bound together with iron

clamps. The work has been carried out by Mr.

Peerless, builder. The stonemason’s work haa
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been completed under the soperintendenco of
Mr. Patchett, foreman to Messrs. Parsons, of
Eastbonrne and Lewes. The sole cost of’ the
gilding, about 8,0001., is borne by Mr. George
Whelpton, who, we understand, intends also to
endow it, and wholly or in part to build a
parsonage house.

fVombwell .—A meeting of the ratepayers of
Wombwdl has been held for the purpose of
taking into consideration the formation of a
cemetery for the township. The meeting decided
that the Burial Board should be instructed to
expend 3,5001. in the buildings and site. Apiece
of ground containing about six acres, belonging
to the representatives of the late Mr. Joseph
Eastwood, was selected. The cost of the site was
stated to be about 1,2001. Three acres of land
are proposed to be laid out at present, half of
which 18 to be consecrated, and the other half
appropriated to interments by the Dissenting
portion of the inhabitants. Mr. Dobbs, of
Eotherham, was appointed architect of the works.

Newboitle .—The church here has been re-
opened for divine service, after having under-
gone a restoration, rendered necessary partly by
the lapse of time and partly by alterations madem the original structure. The chancel has now
been restored, certain windows having been
r^laced by others, and various other alterations
effected. In the coarse of the repairs of the
Chancel a sedilia, long walled up, was brought to
l^ht, as well as a Gothic window. The roof of
the chancel, and the church generally, has been
opened up, and the old pews, which were in a
mlapidated and discreditable condition have
been replaced by open seats. A new organ,
built by Mr. Bevington, of London, has been
added, and the comfort of the building has been
provided for by Rimington’s heating apparatus.
Iho churchwardens and other promoters of the

'

restoration did not think it necessary to engage
!the services of a professional architect, but they

were subsequently glad to avail themselves of
the assistance and advice of Mr. Hannaford,
who was then engaged in superintending the
^provements at King’s Sutton Church. Messrs.
Franklin & Son, of Deddington, were the builders
who also executed the carvings on the wooden
screen. The cost of restoring the chancel has
been mainly defrayed by Mr. W. C. Cartwright
and Mr. T. L. M. Cartwright. The amount cx-

on that portion of the building is about
200L The expense of the remaining repairs is
about 600L

being to the street will be the principal front.
Ihere will be a tower at the entrance corner
towards Micklegate, containing cue of the stair-
cases to the galleries. The tower is to the top
of the parapet 54 ft., and to the top of the pin-
uacles 61 fc. It will be covered with a high-
pitched roof of ornamental slating, having iron
cresting on the ridge. At the opposite end of
the front will be two gables, the one being the
school, and the smaller one the transept of the
church. The former will have a porch in the
centre, with a two-light window upon each side
Above will be a tbree-light window, having
trefoil heads, with asingle trefoil-headed window
upon each side, while above this will bo an orna-
mental circular window. The transepts will
have a four-light trefoil-headed window in the ^

bottom part, with a three-light traceried window
to light the gallery. The aisle windows will bom two tiers, divided by a moulded string. The
lower tier will have two-light tracery windows,
and the upper tier narrow three-light trefoil’
headed windows. The clearstory will be lighted
by four circular windows. The end elevation
will consist of three deeply-moulded door-
ways. The one doorway is in the tower.
Above the doorway, at the opposite side, there
will be an ornamental rose window lighting the
upper part of the gallery stairs, which will be
covered in with a high-pitched roof. Upon each
side of the central doorway, which will be wider
than the others, there will be alsingle-light trefoil-
beaded window, and above the door a three-light
traceried window. The architect is Mr. W.
Peachey, of Darlington. The contractors for
the several works are, for the brick and stone
work, Messrs. C. Bowman & Co .

;
plastering, Mr.

M. Croft} slating, Mr. T. F. Wood; carpenter
and joiner’s work, Mr. W. Belierbyj plumbing,
gasfitting, and glazing, Mr. J. Dickinson; paint-
mg, Mr. Poulter; smith and ironfounder’s work,
Mr. Bousfiekl; and warming, Messrs. J. Long-
bottom & Co. The cost, including everything
but school fittings, will be 3,5331. ; aud the total

;

cost, inclnding the laud, will bo about 6,0001.
Of this 1,0001. have been contributed by Mr. G.
E. Foster, of Cambridge, and 2,0001. more by
other friends, leaving a debt of about 2,0001.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
ror^T.—The foundation-stone of a Baptist

church has been laid here, in Priory-street,
Micklegate. It is to accommodate 700 persons
Ihe building will stand with its side to Priory-
street. The style is the Early Decorated. The
plan consists of a nave and aisles, with transepts.
The extreme length of the nave will be 78 ft. •

the width 24 ft. 6 in.
; height to the eaves above

the clearstory, 32 ft. G in., and to the collar-
beam of roof (where it is ceiled), 44 ft 6 in
The extreme width will be 44 ft. between the
aisle walls, and 49 ft. 6 in. across the transepts.
Ihe arcade below the clearstory will be of brick,
with plaster mouldings, and supported upon cast-
iron columns, with foliated capitals. A gallery
will be erected over the aisles and across the

'

ends over the vestibules. At the opposite end
an arched recess will be provided for the organ
and choir. The front of the galleries will bo in
pitch pme, witii Quebec pine panels in the lower
part, and ornamental ironwork in the upper
part’ the framing being relieved with ornamental
chamfering. The iron columns supporting the
arcade will divide the gallery front into buys, as
they are seen the entire height. The organ-
gallery front will be in ornamental woodwork
entirely. A platform will be provided instead of
a pulpit, below the floor of which will be the
baptisteiy made in Eansome’s patent concrete
Btone. Ihe steps from the baptistery will lead
direct into the vestries. The seats will be all
open benches, with ornamental ends. Behind
Uie church, with its end to the street, will be a
lecture-room, 40 ft. by 21 ft.

j minister’s vestry
tobby, and staircase to school-room, which will
be 45 ft. by 25 ft. The timberwork of the root
ot both church and schools will be exposed to

church will have curved
ribs below the collar-beam, and terminating upon
ornamental stone corbels in the spandrel of the
arcade. The exterior will be faced with stone, the
dressings will be in Whitby stone, and the wall-mg of Bradford sets, in thin beds. The aide

VAllIORUM.

The publication of the second volume of Mr.
Fergusaon’s “History of Architecture in all
Countries ”

(Murray, Albemarle-street) com-
pletes the work, the “History of Modern Archi-
tectiire’’ already issued forming the third volume.
We shall early give it that full review to which
Its importance and value entitle it. Compared
with the “ Hand-book,” the volume now before us
may be called a new work, the greater part of
tho matter and half the illustrations (which are
above 650 in number) being entirely fresh.

The April number of the Art Journal will
contain the first part of the Illustrated Cata-
logue of the Paris Exhibition. It will include
100 engravings, illustrating works of Froment
Meunce, Hunt* Roskell, Sy & Wagner (Berlin),
Elk-iiigton, Harry Emanuel, Weiae, Benson,

I

Hudotphi, Odiot, Christofle (jewellers and gold-
smiths, of Paris or London), Copeland, Minton,
the Imperial and Royal manufactories of Dresden’
and ^Berlin (porcelain), Durenne (cast-iron)!
Brecueaux (fans), Ser\’ant, Charpentier (bronzes)
Jackson & Graham, Gillows, Trollope (furniture)’
Dobson (glass), and others.

’

UlisalhuriR.
CIIIMNET-POTS IN Gales. — A Correspondent

suggests that chimney-pots might be screwed
on to metallic collars secured into the brick-
work, as the potter could easily form the worm-
ing; and a few turns on the collar would per-
manently fix the pot.

Exhibition of Historical Portraits in
Paris.—The Pompeian house build for Prince
Napoleon, in the Avenue Montaigne, has passed
into the hands of M. Arsene Eoussaye, the well-
known editor of the Artiste, who is now engaged
in preparing an exhibition of portraits. It is
said that the project has been well received, and
that the collection is likely to be a highly inter-
estiug one, including many fine and curious
works, especially of the revolutionary period.

Telegraphic.—

T

he reduction in the tariff for
messages sent by the Atlantic cable from amiDimum of 101. to 51. will take place on or about
the 15th of this month, and, as on the former
occasion, official notification will be made only a
day or so before the change.

The Eclii'se or the Sou.—The eclipse took
place on Wednesday morning at the time oal-
onlated on, bnt the condition of the weather was
such that few facta of any value were obtained,
though elaborate preparations had been made in
several quarters. A poetical correspondent got
a fancy out of the appearance that was pre-
sented in the sky, and stated it thus

“

The
clouds rushing past the sun give to it the

I

appearance of a poor persecuted victim, striving
to escape from the incubns that has fastened
on lb, and which, vampire-like, seems to be suck-
ing away its life.” Those who watched the
eclipse will recognise at once the force of the
conceit.

Increased Footway in Front of the Mansion
House —The railings in front of the Mansion
House have been removed, and the space flagged.
Although ouly about a yard in width is thus
added to the footway, the whole length of the
Mansion House front, the gain to the public is
immense, as the traffic in this part of the City of
London is very crowded. We noted a piece of
bungling management ou the part of those who
had charge of the work. Tho paviors were busy
finishing their work just at the moment the
Prince of Wales and a large company were
arriving at the Mansion House, to attend the
meeting of the National Lifeboat Association, on.
the 28th ulfc. A little extra effort might have
avoided the unseemly sceue.

The Royal Polytechnic Institution. The
ordinary general meeting of the proprietors of
the Royal Polytechnic was held on Saturday
afternoon last, at the Institution. The Rev. J. B.
Owen, chairman of the Board of Directors,*
presided.

_

It appeared from the report that
the receipts had been greater than in the
corresponding half of last year, and although
a largo sum had been expended in repairs and
improvements, therej remained a handsome
balance for dividend. The number of visitors to

5^1
during the half-year exceeded

lll,000i. The directors recommended the pay-
ment of a dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, for
the half-year, making the dividend for the year
7 per cent, A vote of thanks was passed to
Professor Pepper for the attention he continued
to give to the interests of the Institution.

Work in the Paris Exhibition.—The earth-
works of the Paris Exhibition, including all the
cutting and filling in tho park, have amounted
to upwards of half a million cubic yards
according to Engineering. The ironwork of the
building amouuts to 13,200 tons, of which nearly
10,000 tons are in the great machinery gallery.
The prices of the wrought-iron work have been,
for the great gallery, 231. per ton, with the
exception of the sash irons, which were 31?
The corrugated plates were 28?. lOs. per ton
fitted. For the inner galleries the price of the
cast-iron work, in columns, arches, consoles &c
was 13?. 5s. per ton. The Coignet b^ion has cost
It. I..s.^p8r cubic mfctre, or about 24a, per cubic
yard, ihe W'indows of the machinery gallery
present a snrface of no less than 53,700 square
yards, and the other galleries Lave nearly 25 000
square yards of glass.

'

Statue op Sir Charles Barry.—The accounts
have been closed, and stand thus. Tho expend!-
ture has been,

—

By amount of bills paid, 1661—1867 viz — ^
Mr, J. H. Foley, for the statu?, and for erect-

ing It C-Q , , ^
“arbio pHoth.'cnrViog

the bwkground, and sundry extra works 7 169 10 0Mr J.G. Grace, for gilding and emblazoning
the architectural details of the arch Ac
adjoitiing the Btafiie ’ 46 9 0Mr. J. Jlnbcy, for two small plaster models ofme statue and the adjoining portion of the
building.... 7 29 1 0Printing, writing, advertising, postage," and
sundry small disbursements 4.1 12 0

It was met thus,

—

£1,198 7 0

1S6I—1867. £ a jTo amount of aubscriplions 1 030 o' 0
” subscription from Mr. J. Lewi's

WoUe, being the balance of the account... 168 7 0

£1,198 7 0

Mr. Wolfe had previously subscribed 200?. Tho
next largest subscribers were Messrs. Lucas
who gave 100?.
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Countenanced by Smoke.—The last scientific

toy we hear of from America is in the sliape of

some cigar-holders made of paper and quill, eacli

showing a blank medallion, on which, bovvover,

a photograph is developed in a few moments

when the holder is used for its intended purpose.

It appears from experiment that the ammonia of

the smoke is the developing agent, but the exact

nature of the action has notyet been explained. .

The Sanitary Condition of Liverpool.—In

the Commons Mr. Samoelson recently asked the

Home Secretary whether be would lay upon the

table the report of Mr. Taylor on the sanitary

state of certain parts of Liverpool, and on the

condition of the dwellings of the poor in that

town 5
and whether he had received from the

local authorities any satisfactory assurance that

the recommendations of Mr. Taylor would be

promptly carried into effect. Mr. Walpole, in

reply, said that the report was a very long and
valuable one, and had only recently been de-

livered at the Home Office. He would go through

it without delay, and would then state whether

the report and the other papers on the subject

could be laid on the table of the House.

Dunfermline: The Palace Ruins. — Lord

Provost Whitelaw has issued a notice to the

inhabitants of Dunfermline, in which he says :

—

“As some misanderstanding exists as to the

virtue of the decision of the House of Lords in

this case, recently delivered, and as some ill-

advised persons and boys have forced access into

the palace grounds, the magistrai-ea deem it their

duty to announce that, nutil the judgment of the

House of Lords is applied, ihe inhabitants have

no legal right to force access to the grounds.”

In the same notice he says :
—“ The magistrates

are at present taking steps to obtain permission

from the Commissioners of her Majesty’s Woods
and Forests to open the grounds to the public,

aud also to make arrangements for the future

preservation and management of the grounds

;

and until thejndgment is applied, the magistrates

earnestly trust that no attempt will bo made to

force an entrance to the grounds.”

Gas.—The Canterbury Gas Company have

declared a dividend for the last half-year at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum. The Tun-
bridge Gas Company have declared a dividend

of 7i per cent, for the past year, besides placing

2501. to their reserved fund, and having n balance

of 1831. over. The Cardiff Gas-light and Coke
Company have declared a dividend at the rate

of 10 per cent, on their old shares, and 8 per

cent, on their new, for the last half-year.

The following resolution, moved by Colonel W.
Patten in the Commons, has been agreed to :

—

“ That it be an instruction to the Committee of

Selection that it has power to refer every gas

and water bill of the present session, excepting

those relating to the metropolis, against which a

petition endorsed for bearing before the referees

has been presented, to the Court of Referees in-

stead of to a committee of the House, with power
to tho referees to inquire into the whole subject-

matter of the bill, aud to report thereon to the

House.” The resolution was agreed to.

The Hutton Yiaduct.—The North-Eastern
Company have made great progress with the

works for the reconstruction of this large struc-

ture, which carries the main line to Scarborough
across the Derwent in an oblique direction, and
at a height sufficient to avoid interference with

the Malton navigation. The new viaduct will be
much shorter than the old wooden one, but will

still consist of four openings of about 90 ft.

each, the new viaduct being one half of tho

width of the present bridge higher up the river.

One coffer-dam has been formed on the East

Riding side, and two others on the North Riding

side, all in the lacustrine and river deposits.

These have been carried down some 16 ft.

through layers of gravel, sand, clay, and peat.

The bottoms of these coffer-dams have been

“piled” with old iron rails, and among these a

bed of concrete has been thrown, upon which
the piers for tho snperstructuro are to be built.

Owing to tho depth of water, however, the two
piers in the river could not be formed in coffer-

dams. In lieu thereof three piles of hollow cast-

iron are driven down to the rock, aud these piles

are bolted together on cast-iron plates laid on
the top, and then braced by iron bands in all

directions. Upon the iron platforms thus formed
the piers are to be built, none of the masonry
(except in flood) being in the water. The piers

will be of stone and brick, and the permanent
way will rest on sixteen huge girders of riveted

iron plates.

Bunhill-fields Burial-ground.—Thoquesbion

of this last resting-place of four acres being given

up to bricks and mortar at the end of the year is

one now exciting the attention of tho religious

world, as also of the corporation oftho City, which

public body are most desirous that it should bo

preserved, bnt they cannot como to terms with

the reversionees, the Ecclesiastical Commission.

It behoves Churchmen as well as Dissenters to

co-operate immediately in the carrying out to a

good result of some plan for the preservation of

Bunhill-fields.

The Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dwelling
Bill.—The Metropolitan Board of Works have

referred this Bill for consideration to their works

and general purposes committee. The chairman

at a recent meeting remarked that there could

be no doubt that the principle was correct, that

when a house become a source of annoyance or

danger to the persons living in its neighbour-

hood, the owner or lessor should bo compelled by

law to permit its being taken down. A magi-

strate might make the necessary order on just

cause being shown by witnesses on oath. Mr.

Saunders said he approved of the clause giving

the local authorities the power to open blind

allies, a course which was moat necessary for the

health of many London quarters. Ho did nob

believe that the Bill would lead to any increase

of taxation.

Death of Nine Children by Fire. — A
shocking catastrophe has occurred at Accring-

ton. Beneath an infant-school, where about 100

children attended, were varnishing and heald

knitting works, with hot stoves and pipes, aud

only a wooden staircase to tho school. A. fire

broke out suddenly in the varnishing shop while

all tho children were in the school, and the

staircase immediately took fire, so that only a

few of the children could with great difficulty be

got out. Ladders were proenred, and scores of

the little creatures were thus saved from a

dreadful death. Indeed, it is wonderful that

only nine were destroyed, for the place burnt

like tinder and was completely gutted. To
have so many children collected in so dangerous

a place as a varnishing shop was certainly wrong.

A verdict of accidental death has been given.

Church Consecr.ation.—The case of Parker

V. Loach was an appeal from a judgment of tho

Chancery Court at York, to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, under a proceeding

of “ perturbation of a seat ” in the parish church

of Waddington, in tho diocese of Ripon and pro-

vince of York. The question raised and decided

was whether a parish church, after alterations

and part rebuilding, should be reconsecrated ?

The church in question was, in 1825, under the

authority of a faculty, rebuilt in some of its parts,
j

and had new buildings introduced into it by way ;

of repair, but an important portion of the original
[

consecrated structure remained untouched. The
Judicial Committee held the church never ceased

i

to be a parish church, and required no ro-

1

consecration after the above alterations. It was
stated, also, that there was no authority for the i

doctrine that where the communion-table of a
j

parish church has been taken down and replaced

by a new one, it requires reconsecration, for the

oommuniou-table of a Protestant church is not

analogous to the altar in a Roman Catholic

church.

The late Mr. John Phillip, R.A.—The re-

mains of tbe late admirable artist, Mr. John

Phillip, who died at his house, Campden-hill,

Kensington, on the 27th ult., have been interred

in Kenaal-green Cemetery. Many members of

his profession and some few literary friends were

present. Mr. Phillip was bom at Aberdeen on

the 2nd of May, 1817, and had thus at the time

of his death nearly completed his fiftieth year.

His parents were in humble circumstances.

He began life about the age of twelve as

a painter’s boy, and even in his boyhood
bis love for art showed itself strongly. Eveiy
hour of leisure he devoted to painting pictures.

Mr. Pryce Gordon, an Aberdeen gentleman, was
so much struck with some of these early efforts,

that he brought the talents of the boy painter,

Phillip, under the notice of the late Lord Pan-

mure, who immediately took him most heartily

by the baud
;
and, with the view of doing him

all the good in his power, sent him to study in

London under Mr. T. M. Joy. It was not, how-
ever, till after a visit to Spain—where ho went
in search of health—in the year 1851, that

Phillip found his true field as a painter. His

last pictures were his best. The English School

has lost a great colourist.

Works of Art from Rome.—Lately-published

statistics of commerce in art inform ua that, in

the year 18GG, the modern paintings exported

from Rome represented the value of 138,841

ecudi
5
modern sculptures, 311,387 scudi j

an-

cient pictures, 7,305 scudi; and antique sculp-

tures, 11,967 scudi; tbe total amount of such
exports being 2,523,594 francs,—considerably

above that reported for the preceding year.

Public Health Act.

—

This Act (11 and 12

Viet., c. 63), gives fall compensation “to all

persons sustaining any damage by reason of the

exirciseof any of the powers” of the Act. It

was held by the Coart of Common Pleas, in the

case of Hall v. The Mayor and Corporation of

Bristol, that this extends only to damage which
would give a right of action if the works causing

it were carried out without the authority of the

statute.

Plan of the City of Worcester. — The
Streets, Water, and Sewerage Committee have

agreed to recommend for acceptance by tho

town council the tender of Mr. H. Webb, sur-

veyor, of Foregate-street, for a map of the city,

on a scale of 40 ft. to an inch, at a cost of 6401.

The committee also ordered that there should bo

a constant supply of water to the city night and

day. The new waterworks were reported aa

being iu a satisfactory state of progress.

Crippleg.ate.— Amongst the improvements

lately made in tho City, is tho removal of four

old houses in Well-street, Cripplegate, and the

erection on the site of an extensive warehouse,

having a frontage of 90 ft., and an average

depth of 35 ft. The height from paving to

coping is 62 ft. There are seven floors in all,

with staircase and lift at each end of tho building

communicating with each floor, and arrange-

ments for supply of water, so that the the building

may bo used for manufacturing purposes or

otherwise. Mr. W. Heusbawhas carried out the

works, under the superintendence of Mr. George

Grayson, architect.

Photographic Progress.—The well-known

“ghost” process Professor Mack now proposes

to apply to anatomical preparations in an ingeni-

ous way. Taking tho skull, for instance, says

Qalignani, he photographs it stereographically

on the photograph of the auricular apparatus,

so that the whole interior of the ear is seen

through the temporal bone. It is easy to con-

ceive tho immense advantages that may be

derived from this system. Suppose ic were

required to show photographically tho exact

position of tho heart and its immediate con-

nexions in a given posture of tbe person, that

part would then be photographed first from a

model and the whole body over it. The latter

would thus form a transparent outline showing

the relative positions of the inner and outer

parts. Might not the whole skeleton, too, be thus

seen, clothed with its muscular and vasculai’

systems ? This would form a highly interesting

sort of stereograph.

Mr. Ruskin on “ Co-operation and Compe-
TiTioN.”-—In a letter which has been printed

Mr. Ruskin says on this subject :
—“ All master-

ship is nob alike in principle. There are jost

and unjust masterships
;
aud while, on tho one

hand, there can be no qnestion but that co-

operative partnership is better than unjust and
tyrannous mastership, there is very groat room
for doubt whether it be better than a just and

benignant mastership. ! At present you, every one

of you, speak and act as if there were only one

alternative, namely, between a system in which

profits shall be divided in due proportion among
all

;
and the present one, in which the workman

is paid the least wages be will take, under the

pressure of competition in the labour market.

Bub an intermediate method is conceivable,—

a

method which appears to me more prudent, and

in its ultimate results more just than the co-

operative one. An arrangement may be sup-

posed,—and I have good hope also may one day

be effected,—by which every subordinate shall

be paid sufficient aud regular wages, according

to his rank, by which duo provision shall be

made out of the profits of tho business for sick

and superannuated workers, and by which the

master, being hold responsible, as a minor king

or governor, for the conduct as well as the com-

fort of all those under bis rule, shall on that con-

dition be permitted to retain to his own use the

surplus profits of the business which the fact of

his being its master may be assumed to prove

that he has organized by superior intellect and

energy.”
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ihe quarterly meetiug of the ehareholdera of this
compauy has been held. From the report it
appeared that a number of houses have been
sold during the past quarter at Leith. Sixteen
houses m course of erection at Ifaryfield are

*>e fit fo'- occupation
at Whit Sunday.

^

The building of other six
houses and a shop is being proceeded with at the

place. Twelve of these houses have been
sold during the quarter. Since last general
meeting of the company, fourteen houses haveMen sold at Stockbridge, where an additional
clock has also been commenced.

New Tile Wobks, Burslem.—The encanstic
manafactnrehas recently taken another stepm advance in the Potteries. Three or fonr years

ago Messrs. Bonlton & Worthington, of Bnriem
took oat a patent for the manufacture of inlaid
encanstic tiles from powdered clay subjected toa great pressure. This patent was purchased by
Messrs. Malkin & Co., who, in November last^mmenced operations at works erected specially
Jor the purpose at Newport, Burslem. The slip,
house machinery is driven by an engine of
twelve-horse power, and there are three kilns onWhich the ahp is desiccated

; after which it isground to powder, and is then ready for the
presses. Of these there are nine in all, some ofwhich are used for making plain wall tiles andqu^ies and others for ornamental tiles. The
plain tiles are made in great nnmbers by meansof unpatented presses. The stoves for dryin?
the tiles are heated by steam pipes, and those
Bet apart for the inlaid tiles are so arranged that
the tiles are placed in on one side by the makers,Md taken out on the other by the placers. From
the produce of the first oven several pavements
have been prepared for the Paris Exhibition,^he designs at present produced are mostly
trothio in style. *

A Feature or the Strikes.—The strikes ofmen engaged in the iron works and colleries of
the district traversed by the Midland Railway
have cost the company 10,000Z. in loss of traffic
alone.

[Mabch 9, 1867.

The M,videkhe4d Sewahe.-Iu ruply to a
letter from the town clerk to the Thames Con-
aervators requesting to be informed whether the
filtered sewage water of the town would be
allowed to pass into the Thames, the Board of
Oouservators decline to sanction it, and refer to
the chemical character of the water passed from
the Ealing sewage works as analyzed by their
analytical officer of the Board, Dr. Letheby. The
Local Board have, therefore, requested to bo
allowed to send to the Board a deputation on
the following question “ Suppose the filterin^^
prc^ess is carried out to a greater extent than
at Lahng, will the filtered sewage water then be
allowed to enter the Thames ?”

New Brighton Pier.—An ordinary general
meeting of the New Brighton Pier Company,

r
^ incorporated under a special Act

of Parliament, at a nominal capital of 30 OOOZm 3,000 shares at lOi. each, has been held in
Liverpool. The company are now erecting an
iron pile-pier at New Brighton, on the Mersey
with a promenade and saloons, the profits to be
derived from tolls for usage. Mr. E. Birch of
Westminster, is the engineer. The report sub-
mitted stated that the first column of the pier
was fixed on the 19th of December last. One-half
the foundations for the whole of the columns are
already fixed, several columns erected, and
girders and other materials on the spot. Mr.
Birch constructed the similar pier at Brightonm Sussex. ^ '

^

The Sewage Question.—At a recent meetiugm Liverpool Lord Eobert Montagu delivered an
address upou.this question. His Lordship stated,
that fifteen y ears ago he himself tried the utiliza-
toon of sewage upon laud, and so astonishedms he with the results, that he then determined
that il ever an opportunitj offered he wonld do
all m his power to urge the general utilization
of sewage thronghout the country. He spoke,
therefore, from experience. After alluding to
his well-known conuexion with the Parlia-mentary Committee and bills on the subject of
sewage, one of which, the Sewage Utilization
Act was passed in 1865, he went on to show,
firstly, the absolute necessity of ntilizing the
sewage^ of towns

; secondly, the enormous gain
that might be expected to accrue from such a
practice. After the address, Mr. J. F. Bateman
C.L., said the experiments made showed thatwhere sewage had been utilized, the result had
been a considerable improvement in the value
of land. The work proposed to be tried in
Liverpool was extremely simple. It was pro.
posed merely to carry out a portion of thescheme, so as to enable the public to realise the
lact that sewage could be utilized. The com-pany formed m Liverpool intended to try 200 or

enLuhotom™"' ““fi®

.

^^tropoeitan lifPEoTEiiENT Rate.—Mr. Ayr-
ton 8 Bill, reciting that a portion of the charge
tor permanent improvements in the metropolis
ought to be borne by the owners of rateable pro-

fu enact as follows That
the Metropolitan Board of Works in assessing on
the several parts of the metropolis the severalsums to be charged thereon for defraying the
expenses of the exeention of the Metropolis
Management Acts of 1855, 1856, and 1862, s^hall
distinguish as being assessed for a special rate,

® “ Metropolis Improvement Rate,”snch parts of those several sums as the Boardfrom time to time shall think fit, not exceeding
in any year 4d. m the pound on the rateable
annual value of the property in the several parts
of the metropolis. The rate is to be applied
towards permanent improvements authorized by
Parliament, or to which the City Commissioners
Ot bewers, or any vestry or district Board, con-
tnbute out of rates at their disposal at least half
the cost. The rate is to be borne partly by the
occupier and partly by the landlord, or the seve-
ral landlords or lessors

j
the occupier is to deduct

trom his next payment of reut “for each pound
toereof one half of the sum which he pays for
the Metropolis Improvement Rate in respect ofeach pound of rateable value, whether the rent
la greater or less than the rateable value.”

Barrow-in.Fueness.—A correspondent says =

A totvn of about 20.000 inhabitants, grown up
from a_ village of scarcely one-tenth of that
population in the short space of seven years, is
a umcnm in European geography. There have
been instances before this of quickly-grown
towns m some of the iron districts of England
such

_

as Middlesborough-on-Tees or Merthyr
Tydvil, but these precedents can hardly be com-
pared, as regards rapidity and extent of rise to
the recently-commenced and still-continuing in-
crease of Barrow-in-Furness. The appearance
ot this now important town has a striking peou-
litmty. Its streets of newly-built houses and
others m course of construction

j
its gangs of

busy workmen engaged in building, erecting
and fitting up new structures of all kinds • the’
bosthng noise, and the visible tendency which
exists everywhere to progress with the utmost
speed, bear some resemblance to the hasty pre-
parations for some enormous fair or other extra-
ordinary occasion.”

The Great Western Station at Reading.—
The new down station is now approaching its
completion. The site has been found very
troublesome on account of its being once a
valley, which it was necessary to fill up with
ballMt, m order to form a roadway to the old
station—the depth being from the surface of the
original bottom, 25 ft. 6 in. The station is in the
Italian style, very freely treated, with very low
wings, and a tower in the centre of the building
The exterior walls are of white bricks supplied
by the Coalbrookdale Company’s brickyard in
Shropshire. A close joint has been obtained
and they have been set in fine pntty, and left
a ruled joint. The dressings are of Bath stone
selected from a bed known as the Lodgestyle Bed’
on account of its durability. The centre portion
of the building and under the verandah are
entirely of Bath stone, with moulded and carved
panels and wreaths over the windows and doors
The windows generally throughout the building
are designed with carved trusses supporting the
shelf terminating with pendants of runnincr
foliage. The carving has been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Charles Allen of
Birmingham. The chimneys are of Bath stone.
The total length of the building is 221 ft. 2 in.,
and it is 46 ft. broad, and comprises first and’
second class waiting-rooms, refreshment-rooms
with kitchen, scullery, &c . ; booking, telegraph’
parcels, inspectors’ and engineers’ offices, cloak-
room, and superintendent’s residence. It is pro-
posed to approach the np-station by an nnder-
ground passage. The plans were prepared from
designs by Mr. Lane, the company’s chief engi-
neer, and have been carried out by Mr. H.

^°^^®>'^ampton, under the direction
Ofi Mr. n. Charlton. The clerk of the works was
the company’s local engineer, Mr. T. Blackall of
Reading. ’

Restoration op Wrexham Church ‘The-
aoraping of the walls of the old church have
brought to light over the chancel arch a large
painting, which as far as it can be deciphered at
present seems to be a picture of the Last Judg.
ment. They have been directed to preserve it
as perfect as possible, and some thoughts, ac-
cording to the Chester, Courant, are entertained
ot restoring it.

Impro-^-ements at Sandringham.—During the
absence of the Prince and Princess of Wales-many improvements have been carried out on
the Sandnngham estate. The new model farm
building, in which the Prince of Wales’s prizeand other stock will be fed, are progressing.They are situated on the Home Farm, at the back
ot the royal gardens, and comprise two yards,
surrounded with feeding and fattening boxes, &o..the same principle being adopted in the ventila-
tion as m the royal kennels. Seven additional
labonrers cottages have just been completed^
and are replete with every accommodation, the
prince seeking to the utmost to discharge his.doty towards the cottagers on the royal estate.The new wing of Sandringham House progresses,
and will probably be ready for use by the
autumn.

TENDERS
houses Nos. 24 and 30 Sheiv

-fife
0 0

1,794 0 0
1,582 0 0

For a pair of ae
Mr, T. Cross :

—

Stimpson....

Whitti^....
ilicharda..,.

"Wigmore (a

li-detached residences at Fulham, for

Cl,510 0 0

icepted)
,

1,450 1 0
1,414 0
1,299 10

fofw,S'enU™”” " Nortl..,„d.ro.d, FuHmm.

- - . £896 0 0-
, 800 0 0M ilaOQ -ge g gWi^gmore (accepted) 760 0 0
, 739. .0 0

735 0 0

B„.k„,0„ew.cl,.., MX.
oLi-t t w.»iGillet & Wishev

'

Mansfield & Son ..

Fafman Si Co
Myers
Piper Si Wheeler ..

Sewell & Son
Webb & Sons
Brass ....

Pritchard

..£3,200 0

.. 2,006 0

.. 3,606 0

.. 2,688 0

.. 2,600 0
. 2,578 0
. 2,630 0 '

, 2,487 0
. 2,4^ 0 I

For house, Lime-atreet-aquare
architect :

—

Kodda
Carter & Son..........'..'..'.’

Sewell Sc, Son
"

Turner
Kilby
Webb & Sons

Mr. Eobert Walter>

..£3,200 0
.. 3,180 0
.. 2,813 0
.. 2,749 0
.. 2.683 0
.. 2,598 0

for work, al Fonda. Mr. T. J. Hill, architect
VI ebb & Bona (accepted) £i 427 g q

hurdles for the Pnblic

nlipri
according to plans pre-pared by the borough aurveyor, Mr. Jamw Lemon

At per lineai yard.

Robinson
;

Ingram & Phil-
hpa 6 0

Hodgkinson ’s 6
Greening & Co. 4 8
Howell 4 6

Sc S. Clayden 4 0

Blatch .....L 0
Page & Wilkin-

St. Pancras Co.
Hernuiewier i

OlifF & Borland
Matthews & Co.

Maclean
Simpson & Co.
Fletcher

Morgan*
Fry
Hill & Smith*

Jn !No.
1

Hurdle,

j

No.

3

Hurdle.

a. d. B. d. a. d.
10 6 7 0 10 6

6 9 6 11 8 9
^ 7 IJ 5 10 11

5 31 10 3
8 0 1 Vi 8 11

0 (• 6 6
4 9 6 3

8 0 4 9 6 9

7 3 1- 7
i
5 6 4 7 5 44

i 6 8 4 ii 3 11

1 6 8 i e 3 11
< 8 0 4 1 6 6

6 3 3 10 5 2 1

6 1 . 6 9
6 13 8 5 0 1

6 1 ,
8* 5 0 i

5 6
. 3 6 2 .

6 0 1> 6 5 4 E

Quality of
Iron.

BBH Staffords,

'BH Crown
Staffordshire-

>quaj Ji

BtalTordshire

TPK

neycroft's

H Crown S
• Accepted.
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For new vaerant wards and local oCQccb, for the goar-

diane of tbe West London Union. Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs,

architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Arding &
Bond :

—

King & 8on £6,372] [0 0

Browne & Robinson 6,084 0 0

Bamford 6,067 10 0

Patman & Fotheringham 4,997 0 0

Clemence 4,994 0 0

Simpson & Son 4,898 0 0

Hill & Keddell 4.640 0 0

Phillips (accepted) 4,407 16 9

Langmead & Co 4,370 0 0

For veterinary hospital, Park-road, Liverpool, for the

Road and Railway Omnibus Compan'', Limited. Mr.
Thos. Cook.iarcbiteot, Quantities supplied :

—

Tomkinson £1,203 0 0
Barker & Son 1,123 0 0
Westmorland 1,119 0 0

Wiley 1,087 0 0

Callie 1,070 6 0
Urmson (accepted) 1,039 0 0

For fixtures and fittings of new gaol, police-coart, and
offices, Wigan. Mr. Tbos. Cook, architect. Quantities

supplied :

—

Burroughs & Son £2,299 0 0
Anderson & Son 1,990 6 0
Preston 1,935 10 0
Urmson 1,819 0 0
Faircloiigh & Son (accepted) ... 1,798 0 0
Collin & Son 1,695 0 0
Bridge 1,560 0 0

For residence at Tufnell Park, for Mr. P. Morton. Mr.
Elver, architect. Quantitie
Tracey & Co

s supplied

:

£2,807
Foster 2,6’15

Wood 2,’470

Maeey 2,4-l-4

Wamo & Co 2,384
Jackson & Shaw 2,332
Manly & Eogera 2,172

TO COREE8PONDENTS.
Forftand Cemenl.—A corretpondent asks to be directed to some

platii directions In print for tbe inamifectura of Portland Cement.
H. M.-D. L.-C. J. P.-W. P.—W. B.-H. W. B-—F. R. C.— P. C.

—P. C. P.-W, W. * 8oil-G. T. C.-R. L. B.—H. F. L,—F. W-
J. W. B.-R. W. E—A. F. P.—B. W. C.—M. W.-D. A Co.—G. H. H.
J. L.-B. K.-C. H. D.-J. F.-J. M. H -J. W.-R. C. A Son (let us
seea view, and we will reply).— J. P. 8, A F. B. (thanks).—Messrs. H.
(wo do not wish to engraro pl'lar sent Thanks).- C. G. (thanks.
Next week).-Merere. L J. (next week.—SuVsctlber (re Ashford, no).

We are ci>mx«Uftd to decline pointing oat books and giving
addresses.

All etateiuents of facte, lists of tenders, Ac., must be acscompanledby
the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publioalion.

NoTZ.—The responilblllty of signed articles, and papers read at
public meetings, reals, ofcoun*, with tbe autbon.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the curren

toeelc's issue later than THEEE o’clock, p.m.
on THURSDAT.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Ofice in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

[Advertisement.]

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clook-making, at

the manufactory, Ludgate-hOl, will be glad to

fiimiah to olei gymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-

tion of Horological Macbine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Cbureh
•Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 23, Old
Bond-sti-eet, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
Established 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO LEARNED SOCIETIES, ARCHI-
TECTS, onU ANTIQUARIES,-Merara. WYMAN A SONS,

having had great experieuce In the production of every variety ol

Work relating to Arcliieolcgy, Artblteoture, and the Fine Arts, tlielr
EstablUhiueut aOurdi- 8|iecic0 facilities for the execution of tble class
•of PRINTING, In the beat possible manner with promptitude, and at
jnoderato prices.—WYMAN A SONS, Fine-Art and Classical Printers,
74-75, Great Queen-etreet, Louden, W.C.

JBAST-INPIA-ROAD.- Valuable Freehold Building Land (land-tax
ledeemeol, bavi> g two iinportaut frontages, aud occupying an
area of about 14.400 vjnare feet, most deiirably situated iu close
proximity to the Puplar Station on the North. London Railway

;

with poisession.

Messrs, winstanley & horwood
are Inelructed to offer FOR SALE by AUCTION, at the

MART, Tokeohuuse-yard, on TUESDAY, I9th MARCH, at TWO
o’clock precisely, a valuab'e FREEHOLD PROPERTY (land-tax
redeemed), comprising an important plot of building laud, together
with the two dwelllog-houees now erected thereon, and known as
Nos. 1 and 2, Manor-cottsgee, most desirably sitnated at the corner of
Kirbey-strevt, East-Iudla-road, and nearly opposite the PopUr Sta-
tion on the Noith London Railway, nuw in direct communication
With New Biond-strcet. The property poesss'es a frontage of 7'i feet
to tbe Eas’-IiidU-ruad, aud of IdS feet to Kerbey-street. aud pre»nta
on nuuiually eligible site fer en hotel or any other bul'ding requiring
a prominent pueltlon, or it is available fur the erecUou or dweiilug-
hoQses of a moderate clnet. — To be viewed. Prloted particulars
may be obtained of W. H. 8WRPST0NE, Esq. Solicitor, Guar-
dians' Officen, York-street West, CommerciHl-rotd East. E.

;
at the

Place of Sale
i
and of Messrs. WINSTANLEY A EORWOOD, No. 10,

Ait«moatei-row, St. Paul’s.

ItOMERTON.—Important Property (nearly equal in value to Frce-
bfU). occupying an area of about 53,<100 square feet, and situated

olose to the proposed new btatioa .at Humeit-m, on the Noitb
Loudon Railway.

114 ESSES. WINSTANLEY & HOKWOOD
IV I are instructed by the Tru*t«ei under the will of the lit- Jss,

De La Mare, Kiq. to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at the HART,
Tokenbouae-yard, on TUESDAY, MARCH 19. ot TWO o'clock pre-

cltely, a bigbly valuable PROPERTY, with po-sesslnn, nearly equal

to Freehold, lielng Copyhold of the Manor of Hackney, suhieot to

fixed nominal fin.s on death or alienation, amounting to 11. 4-. 8J.

and to quit-rents of Is. 3d. per annum ;
cnmpriiiing a very eligible

Plot of Ground, having a frontage to High-street, Homerton, and
also pos euing the advantage of an entrance in Church-road, thus
presenting a mo-t favourable opportnulfy for the erection of small
tenements or model-lodging-houees, which are much in demand in

this incrassing loraliti,snd would readily let at remunerative rentals.

There is also a spacious Family Residence, with all moessary out-

builcUnge, which, if desired, could be retUueal intact, with a portion

of tbe Rsrden, while the remaluder would form an admirable site for

a public institution or warehouses, without interfering with the

comfort of the realdance. The subsoil coosUts of gravel and sand, of

excellent quality, and in great abundance. Tbe Property may be
viewed by carrU only, which, with printed particulars and plans, m y
be obtained oflMeesrs. WINSTANLEY A HURWOOD. 10, Patemostei-
row. St, Paul’s, EC. Particulars alio of Messrs. HOWARD, DOLL-
MAN, A LOWTHER, Solicitors, 141, Fencburch street, E.C. ; and at

the Place of Sale.

To Contractors. Builders, Brickniaken, Llmeburneri Capltaliets. and
Oihers.—Valuable Freehold Brickfield, having a large quantity of

malm earth already prepared for next seoson'e work, situate at

Hsrefietd, Middlesex, 4 miles from Uxbridge, possessing a cooslder-

able depth of superior brick earth, and a cliff with an unlimited
supply of capital chalk, by the sale ot which to the neighbouring
bilckfields a good profit is made ; also a foreman's house, Ac. Ac,

M
‘

* r'maTsH Till SELL by^’AUCTTON,
at the GUILDHALL COFFER-HOU.SE, on THUR3D.VY,

MARCH 14. at TWELVE (unlese previously disposed of by private

contract), In consequence of the ill-he*lth of the acting partner, a
valuable FREEHOLD BRICKFIELD, in full work, situate near the
White Horse, Harefleld. There is a convaui»ul dock on one side of

tbe estate, capable of holding numerous craft, aud a tramway run-
ning nearly the entire length, (or the purpose of rapidly loodlog

chalk. Bints, Ac. Into the boats
;
siso lime-kilns, wash-mills, steam-

engine and ecglne-house, canal-boats, cottases, stabling, sbtds, aud
other buildings, the whole in thorough working order. The property

would be let at a royalty, tbe inacbiuery and plant being taken by
valuation. The property also possesses an extensive fiontsge to tbe

high rood from Rickmansworth to Uxbridge, ai d offers valuable sites

for building purposes. It Is also expected that the branch line from
Uxbridge to Kickmansworth will shortly be opened, and have a
station near to the property —May be viewed, aud particulars of sale

obtained at Mr. MARSH'S Ofllces, 2, Charlotte-row, Mansion House.

SURHEY.outhe bordem of Brrka.—The Bikeham K.tate, offering

reiuaiksble aitractions as a sound tmililing speculation, with a
nioderate-rized lesldenoe

;
tbe whole (about i'5 acres) disposed as a

pleasure farm.

TV/TES'ES. DANIEL SMITH, SON, &
LVJ_ OAKLEY have been favoured with Instrnctions to r ffer for

SALK by AUCTION, at the AUCTION MART, Tokenhouso-yar^l,
London, K C on TUESDAY, the lUth day of MARCH, at ONE o'clock
precisely. In one Lot, tbe above very valuable aud deligbtfu' PRO-
FKRIY. situated on Egbain-bill, a neighbourhood proverbial for Its

salubiliy aud beautiea of cueuery. only 20 miles on the direct road
from Loudon, within 2 miles from tbe town aud railway station of
Fgbsin, oil tbe Staines and Woklugbam line, and accessible frum the
Loudon Watt-rlno Tcriuinus within an hour. It is also within eaty
distances from Windsor, Ascot, Virginia Water, Utalues, and oth r
fwliiouable dletrlcts. The estate, with very trilling exceptione. Is

freehold, and comprises about 175 acres, approacbed from tbe town of

Eghaiu by the high rood, to whlcb, uurthwarils, tbe mott valuable
portions abut, and present a bold, picturesque bank, nicely tluil-ered,

and of a gravelly suU, with suuth-ru aspect, olleriug choice sites fur

tb- erection of luauslous, and cummaiidlug a ujiigulliceut range aud
iiubrokeD expanse of seen ry, extending ea.stwara from tbe metro-
polis. and eiiibraoing a cheerful v&Je, with the Crystal I’a'o' e and
the Epsom Downs iu the distance, teruilnatlug weatward with tbe
bold feature of fct. Ann’s-hill, near Weybridge. The pre ent
residence is of an unpretending character, and occupies a charming
site. It cuntalus eight bed and dressing rooms, drawing-room,
dlning-reoiu, niomlug-rooiu, study, aud domestic offices, with
spacious verandah at tbe garden front, aud a coruervatory. In tbe
rear are a complete set ol farm premUcs, with convenient stock
sbed>, aud at different points ore various cottages. As an entirety, in
addition to its attrocUous as a sound builolug speouUtioii, it

pDBs BBSS all the feuturei of a picturesque pleasure farm, aud ailjolns

on nearly all sides L'rowu property, aud though iu tua midst of a
much frequented neighbourhood, is in lull enjoyment of seclusion

;

this sale, it will be offered In various tots duiing the eusuing
summer,—Full printed ]>att'culan. with pisns. may be obtsiusd at
the place of bole; ot WILLIAM TINDaL FERKlNb, Keq. Solicitor,

2. Gray'a-iun-squa’e, W.C.
;

of Meatrs, ABBUIT, JENKINS. A
ABBOTT 8, New-luu, Stiand. W.C.

;
of Messrs. COOKSoN, WAINE-

WRIGHT. A CO. of 8, Now-equaie. Llncoln’a inu. W.C. ; aud of
Mes-srs. DANIEL SMITH, SON, A oaKLBY, Land Agents and Sui-
veyoiw, 19. WaUuloo-ploce, Pall-uiall, S.W.

Building Land, near Grantham, Lincolnshire.

ll/fESSHS. DANIEL SMiTH, SON, &
Xt_L OAKLEY are anthoidsed to SELL PORTIONS of a valuable
PKUPERTY, to lire east of the town, well aiiapted In every w«y fur

the erection of good resldeu'es, on high gruuud, uverloikiug tbs
various nobleiuen's aud gentlemen's scats iu tbia locality. About
HO acres have been already coveted with good bousi-a, at large cost,

and the principal ruads are laid out, being formed and metalled up to

the eX’st’Ug buildtugs. Tbe situsiiun is rotuarkanly picturesque and
ealubriuus. Grantham is the centre of oueuf rbabe-t bunting dis-

tricts ill England, being accessible to tbe Duke of Rutland's, Cottes-
moie, Quoro, and Mr. Chaplin's boaiuie, aud has a fiiet-closi aUtion
on tbe UreaC Nuriberu Railway, the juuruoy to Luudun occupying
only 2^ hoars.— Plans of tbe property, showing its extent aud situa-
tion, with the exiaUng boosei, may be seen at tbe Office of Mr,
J. G. H. THOMPSON. Lind Agent, Grantham

; of Messrs. FAREKR,
OUVRY, A FAIUIER. Solicitors, US. Linccun’a inn flolds, Loudon

;

and of Messrs. DANIEL SMITH. SUN. S OaKI.KY. Laud Agents lUid
Surveyors, No. 10. Waterioo-ploce, Pnll-raall, S. W,

Valuable Freehold Ground-rents, in the pari-h of at, Oeorge-lu-the-
Kagt, with the Reversion to extensive Freebuld Properly of a very
large sonuxl value; also Two Copyhold Houses at PopUr. aud
tome Freehold Premises In Qcorge-yard, HuLbotn.—Preliminary
Alvertlsemeut,

MES'HS. DANIEL SMITH, SON, &
OAKLEY are Inatrucled to prepare for SALE by AUCTION,

at the NEW aUlT'ON MART, Toaeonouee-yard, E.C. la APRIL or
May next, in various lots, valuable OROUNURBN IS. amounting to
1 58(, 18«. per at.iiiim, sccared by twenty leases upon and ansiug from
iib.iut *225 dwelling boueet of various sizes, including several publie
and beer bouses, shops, stables, couimeici-il premises, &e. allsi'uate
in the piiish of St. Oeorge-tii-llie East, aud comprising the following
stcecis (or parts of tiieiu), v.z, :—Cbrlsilon-stn-ei, which leads out of
the Cuainiorclal-road, Elleu-street, Pbilip-stieet, EllcD-ploce, Mary
Ann-strei-t, Ellzabetb-street, KIIz>beth-place, Severn-sU'et, Thomas-
street, Sphdt's-terrace, and tbe adjacent courts, together with the
valuable reversions to the rock rental of tbe property at tbe expiia-
ti'in of the present lease*, which have from twenty-five to thirty-five

years to run
;
also Two Copyhold Houses, Noe. 35 aud 3d, Hlgb-

btreet, Fop’ar, producing tog-iher'OI. per annum, lUiU eome freehold
trade preoiiaes iu George yard, Holuuru

;
let on lease at a ground-

rent.— A fuller advertisement will shortly appeal, and meanwhile
further lulormatiou may bs obtained of Messrs. JENNINGS, WUii'E,
A BUCK^TON, Solicitoi-a, No. 8, Wbiieoall-place, S.W.

;
of

ANDRhW WILoUN, Esq. Suiveyur. No. 7. East India-avenue,
Lea’euball-BlreBtjaDdofMeasiB DaNIEL SillTH, BON, A OAKLEY,
l,aud Agents aud Surveyors, XU, Waterioo-ploce, Pall-maU.

NEAR CITY-ROAD.

Mr. ALFRED Day has received instruc-
tioua to BELL by AUCTION, upon the PREMIBEd, 12,

T»noiuaelo-walk. Finsbury, on TUESDAY, .MARCH 22, at IWuLVE
o'clock, without reserve, tbe valuable BUILDING MaTERJALB of
tbe above house and uulbuildiuga ; cnmpiisiug pnutUes, ratters,

joists, lead gutters, cUterns, fiuotiug-boaids, nttiugr, stoves, par-
tiiiuns, brlckwoik, sosbes aird frames, stone cUls, coping, steps,

Monday. Catalogues hod on the Premises
; uud at the Auctlolieei'a

Offices, 180, Crty-ruad.

Books on architeoture, fine
ARTS, PAINTING, and SCULPTURE, Published m the Con-

t iieut.— ride WILLIAMS * NORGATE’S FINE ARTS CATA-
LOLUB. Post free one siaino.
WILLIAMS A NORGATE, 14. Ilonrislto-atreet, Covent Garden,

London; aud 29, South Predorick-street, Bdlnbargh.

To Architects,

Civil Engineers*

Builders, &o.

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarf Gas Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,

Gates, Bailings,

Balconj Panels, Stable

Fittings, Columns,

&c. Ac.

will, upon receipt ofpar-
ticulars, be forwarded
free, on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
-y Ironfounders, Engi-
\ neers, &c. 201, Upper

..-J Tbames-street, B.(o.

Manual of hydrology.
By N. BEARDMORB. C K.

Dlvlsli-n L—Hydraulic and other Tables for computing ths flow of

Water, Goa, and other fluids through pipes : with descriptlTe

matter.
Division IT.—On Rivers and Volume ot Water; on Percolation ; on

Wells snd Springs : on the Flow iu Sewers, and Water Smply. with

Floods of Rivera, and other charaoteristlcs of their hydraulic con-

Dlvislon III.—On Tide?, Tidal Rivera, and Estuaries
;
showing the

omli'ioD assumed by tides where there is tbe bore, aud where the

idal wave vanishes
;
on the Effect of Improvements in Tidal Rivets,

with plates of tidal curves, sections of tivore, coildol line-, Ac.

Mvlsion IV.—On Rainfall aod Evaporation—containing Tables of

Rainfall at every elevatlim throughout the Biltisli Isles, France,.

Germany, Italy. Russia, North America, Australis, and India, with

the best experiznents on evaporation In various c'lmatos.

A new issue of thU work is now ready at tbe reduced price of 24a
Published by WATP.ELOW A SONS, Patliamen* ‘

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, published by
ATCHLEY * CO. 106. Great, Ru-seli-slrect, Bedford-sejunre,

WC on ENQINEBRINO, ARCHITECIURF., SURVEYING. MILI-
TARY, CIVIL, aud MECdANIL'AL BUILDING. MONUMENTS and
DECORATION. A new List sent free. If aiaonut of books remitted,

sent carriage paid.

THE ADVANCE OF BCIENCS AND ART.
New Volume, now readv, for 18S7, with Portrait of Professor Wheat-

stone. D.C.L. L.L.D. F.K.B. piles 6a cldh (postage 4il.),

rriHE YEAR-BOOK ofFACTS in SCIENCE
X and ART; exhihitlog the moat important Improvements,

‘and Disenveries of the past Year la Mechanics and the UBvfal Arts,

Natural Philosophy, Kleci.rloUy, Cheroistiy, Zoology and Botany,
Geology andMIneialcgy. M-iaorolngy, aud Astronomy.

By JOHN T1MB3. F S.A.
Author of '• Curiosities of Solenoe," Ac.

“ Ably and honestly eompiled.”—AfftenintTit.
,* The Volumes for 1891 to 18ll6 are still In print, price 5j. each.

I^ELLYb i'KACTlCJAL DUILDEKS*
tv PRfCE-nOOIC; or, Bafc Oiilde to tbe Valo.vU-jn of aU kin*

)( .Actidceri' Work
;
nntb the Xotleni I’nu'tn-e of .Mwoiirlag, aud an

sbstrort of the New llnlldiiig Act fur reipiUtlilg the Conatruction ot

Buildiiigs. ReriaeO and L'l-rm-tol by Now Calculations upim tha
preeeot Value of Matenala and luibunc. An-itiiga 1 by an Arcliiteet ot
smbieuGe. assisted by siivernl rxiisrieiicod Measnriug Bnrveyora. Illus-

trate.] aud exeiuplined by Btael Engravlags aud nuuieroiu Woodouta
Boyai Svo. price Ss. uaally bound.
London : published by T. KRLLY, Patenioster-row ; B1MPZIN and

MARSHALL; oml may be had of all Bookaellera.

Ot whom may be had. New Editions Iu Quarto, of tbe following

Practical ArchlUctural Works:—

1. PETER NICHOL.SON’S PRACTICAL
CARPENTRY, JOINERY, and UABlNBT-.MAKiNG, tUnrised by
niBOGOl.D : being a new aad romplate Byslem of Lines, fur tbe Us*
;f Workmen; founded on Oooiuetrical and Mechanical Principles,

Tan parts st Sa. or in boanls, 30i. ; containing upwards of ISO Stert

Plates, and numeroos Wowicut Diagrams.

2. PETER NICHOLSON’S PRACTICAL
liASONRY, BRICKLAYING, and PLASTERING (rovlsoJ by TRED-
OOLD), both plain aud omaiueutal

;
couLainltig a new and oowplete

Systom of Lines for Stone Cutting, for tbe Use of Workmei}
;
tbs

Formation of MorUrs, Cements, Concrete, to which Is added a variety
of new deelgns fur Mural lublets, Tomba, OravesUuies for ('eineterles,

to. Ao. ; and a deeurlptlun of the vorioua materials employed. Ten
Pert? at Ss. or tu boards, 3Ds. ; eontalnlng upwards of Ninety Steel
PUtes and Numerous Woodoute.

3. TREDOOLl) and NICHOLSON’S Theorem
(loal and Practical 1'realUc OD the FIVK ORDERS of ARCHITEC-
rUEE : oontalnliig iiiaDi aud simple Rules for Drawing .and Executing
them In tbe puiest style ; Including an blslorioal Desert ption of Qotbte
architecture. Dluniratsil by npwardi of Oue Hundred Steel Engrav-
inp, executed by .Artists of flrsl-raU talent, lucluiUug nimerctu
OlagraiBs, Ac, Twelve jiarte at 3a.

;
ot in boards, SSi.

4. DESKJNS for COTfAGE and VILLA
ARL'HITRCrD RE: eontalnlng Plans, Elevations, SecUuus, Fsra]«ctlv«
Ylewa, and Details, for the Erectiou of Cottages aud Villas. By 3. H.
BROOKS, Architect. Beautifully engraved on atoel, with Direction fox

Building, and the estimated Cost of each Bdifioe, 'Twolve parts at 3i.

;

3T In bos^s, 39s,

6. DESIGNS for PUBLIC BUILDINGS, couw
tlstlng of Plans, Blevatlous, Sections, Perspective Views and Details of
Churubee, Chapels, Rchoola, Almshouses, One Wutks. Markets, an<l
otbet bulld'.ugt for public puiqioscs. By S, D. BROOKS, Architect,
Beauttrully eiigraveil on steel. Ten Parts, at 3s. or 32s. boards.

6. THE HOUSE DECORATOR and PAINT-
GR’B OUIDR: ounlalalog a series of Deelgns for Decorating Apart-
lentn with taste, and suited to the various styles of AicbItecCure. By
. W. and A. ARUOWHMITU, House Decoreton to her Ualeety. Ten
Parts, at 3s. ; or (n boards, 32s.

7. THE HOUSE PAINTER, or DECORA-
TOR'S OOMPASION : containing a eeiuplete Treatise on tbe Art of

Rouse PaUi->i>ie(, Graining, and Alarbling ;
Includlug the Origin ot

Colour, tbe Issws of linrniaulous Colouring, ths Mauufauture of Plg-

cnenU.OIls.Vsrulsbee, «c. By W. ti, HIGGINS, Eaq. Aocompanled
by actusl Siiecimeiia of lland-Bnub GraluLug aud Marbling. Tea
Parte, at 3e, : or In hoards, 32s,

THE ENGINEERS’ and MECHANICS’
ENCYCLOPJEUIA. a uew and enlarged edition, oompreheuding Pr*o-

Hcal Illustrations of the Machinery and Processes employed In every

description of Slannfacture of the British Empire, lllusunted by
upwards of 2,009 Wood Engravings. By LUK8 UiJRBBBT, Civil

engineer, Ac. Tbe rapid |ir»grees of MecbaulcaJ Scleuue boa developed

many of the important facts since tbe first publicetton. In 1835, of ths

Bnoyclorcrdla. Tlie Inveiillous aud dlscovenos recently made hav*
engaged the seilulous att iitlon of the Editor ;

for, as the vahie of eaclt

was tested by expennieut, a deseriptlon was accordingly proi*red. By
- selection of new articles, and c^re In the revtst-- --

ion baa now become systemaliuolly onrlcbed
;

s<edition

b lettered, price 'iOa.

ts of Prootical Hon."
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W
Now ready, rojn tueV, g^!l edget. price 6f. fposUge 4i.).

}l;ALESEN<iINEER’.S,ARCHlTi!:crS

dep»rMVbre^h.er---i^ii!!hVe'’cA^^^^^^ «» “«

‘® 'Scloutlflo men."-.4rmy o;,d
“ inlerMt Hoeenntceiwe with the F«ir”-aui/cierI'‘’f’K\VOOO « CO. 7, BUtlnnerV fT«1| (!r.iir^%,P.

rpHE w2TKg-“"QuirflONT a Letter,
Ka eTnilt^tr

*' y P‘™‘''»L0P) “ 'be Bight Hon. th- E»rl of DerSv
Higvf'em 1/ “"'ropoH. from tlie

Su^plQ. WQte^
‘ »i'b the Stor.ge of

_ . , , _ By J, BAILET DENTO.V,
PrlncipM Engineer ti the Oeneral Land Dralnoge and
, .

Improvement Company.
London: EDWAKD STANFORD, 6. Cbarlng-c-ow. P.tT.

T
. .

Now ready, price 7>. 6J.HE MERCHANT SHIPPERS of
.

.leONDO.V. J8d7.
With their Trading f’.irt« and Nature of Eiuirte

a. 8TRAKER AS0S9. 12i. l-Vnchurch.a>re>L Lmdon.

w-w-v- 1 -.-err,-,,^ ARCHITECTS.
RANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

r-fe^nee.'*iA,hT-«^7k- ‘’iV’T'
eiperlencA-Ftrat-claasr ler.neen— Atldreea, K. 18. Layeoder Viliae, Batteri**

-r-r-T- a CONTRACTORS.wanted, by a BUILDER’S MANAGER
.i'd' A S'n.I” so, ynm.,.
euperinteiidiog — *oi.... — ...j .

' -o.™ ...i

UASAGER. ci
diljy.

_ Joat pubiDhed, pr.cr 1 < : noelfree la tld

]\ /TECHAMOS’ Wages table, for the

penny, tulugafaribingup to aahDUngwr hour
* ^ ®“®

„ ,
By WARRB.V A HODGSON

'

W STRANG /onrnoj._W. STRANGE. 3. Amen-coruer. Faternoeter-row, and ali Booka.liera,

]M^LOciL^^OARS\S;e
«w.g; «'l'n-e!%nd‘";ra«.\'r“wa-:r“

^rs^Wr0x\ZliTlC\niU''°Z7.^^^
ford Home, KeualngUm-gre’en, London. 8.

<=' e^Ptoeai. ilout-

A partner wanted, by a BUILDERestate AGENT, about four tnilea weat of Londiin w ii.aoapi.nl of J OOOf. Either to attend to
'

try jobe. A» tbe Advertl.er bu more tbaX“in a“ ndIhia i» genuine, it wou'd edit a rentleman l.r

‘

Principnts or their toilcUore only tr^Ud with by ai^T.name and nddre.a in full lo CBL Olflce of TheBmiJer ' ®

-a-TT' . -avmv^X? builders, EN'QtNEBRS. AcWANTED, a ^^ITUATI0N, by a steady
at ti?e flJfo^tr.he^ttd“°

^ 8a'«. *o. Can do a Job
G. TOMeSO.V, M5.' K?iiV?*hd-ri,n'“'^

“ aiuilh-a Bhop.-Addre-

WANTED, by au experienced CLERK of
JoraUo^mantllfn a

‘'’P-rif'ended large joba
^. .. _jon, also maij.lon a., d church work in the conn try. A J jluer

T TT A
ARCHiTECrS AND OrUERS.

vy AJN led, by a thoroughly practical Man,
WORKS °V«?cl.«Kmni,?l/T‘^i'’®*°‘'-““^^ « CLERK of

<;^~hf^a"iiey:8’n1totr, Exeter

WANTEr\‘’''''rSITUATrON^'‘i TIME-

•iokmakihg-Addrore. S^'. bX p'

1iVa timber MEEC1IANT3.\yAMED, by the Advertiser, a SITtJA-
tbe Tmde^A^ff ^''^'^reper. or Foreumu. Eight year, in

A-Z i;-l'lirgh.iir;v''t.
«ferencee.-Adafe...

TXT- A
DECORATORS.W by a good Decorative Painter,

drll,. “'3oT“'Lr.*;’,'‘" ?street, Doiset-.iiuare, Marylebone.
'

wanted, a SItIjaTION as PAPER-
he

^'^BR, Painter, and Glider, and usefnl at all other workreoeinmended.—Addfor.. C. HTarNRB no

“WANTED, PIECEWORK, in OARPEN-
.Moress. T. M. 8, Little College-.treet. Weiiniinstr'e

’

TXT A XTm-ri-r,
A’^dCPP-CrS. So.

\yANTED, by the Advertiser, in his 2l3t
“ JUNIOR ASSISTANT in an-Wbltect Office,-Addrea, 8. 10. Trlnldad-plaee, Wlorton, N.

TXr A SDBTEYORS.WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, bya Gen-
« good d* »^htemau.-Addrt«M^°*‘^°r^^‘'“-“-'-:‘'-‘°Office of •' The Eulldar."

"WORKING and DETAIL DRAWINGS
.aVb-n'.S"o'aa',’agi:ir

°

PAMNERshIP (I.OOM. to 3,000?, avail"

tlon. (conadcullal) to l! bt. S.^thH,^-^n.'“‘{r'’r'
°Dvct.-Comuiuiilcx.

TT-nPPQ
bvilders decorators, ac.

(t^w experienced in House
-tlepe, OAfurd-etreet.— Addrei

niLDERS’ SOCIETY, Kind’s Arms

communication Immediatofy‘lt^ndVd^to“^‘’^®
boUety Houbo. PoeUl

•

'

J. TUNOATE, Secretary.

CEWER VENTILATION.-DETAIL

TO builders, 4c.WANTED, by a good THREE-BRANOH

X-TT A AT-rt?^
BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.W AiN lED, by a respectable Married Man.

SliUA'IDN aa a thorough good Plumber^meworker. Zinc laid on lha patent rmiirovB^ i.HneV-

T-I-T A San-UEIIS.
ANTED, a Permanent SITUATION as

BbU.r.ll, .„tul.i w. !7, ib.,L-.TOt?cZloZS-ni"

v-r-r .
painters, DECOKATORS, Ao,

VV anted, a SITUATION, by a first-class

b.y..„S“^SJ; ''• “‘“-

WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
=

’lb. ““^b°;3bS.S':S::.l™^ . .b.;o.,bi, p,«a,.

'^0 Cf^WRY BUILUBRS AND CAItPENrERS.
Yy^ANTED, to APPRliNTICEa YOUTH

I’ghly r*.pe'cl«bl
»iii lie 8-rictly a't
PoBt-otflee, Klng»io:

___ CONTRAfTORS, AND OTHERS.Ty Anted, by a practical BRICKLAYER.
frrm’W V,

And log or not. Referencei~ “• ' Stoke New.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
’ ‘' ’

’
I Brick-

.- AA.,.-vA..y.T a, cu/vtv.uAtv or IN3PEC-
irV. - 1.1 .

; draughtsman, well up in lettlngo

-r~r-r , VTm.Vv ,
CONTRACTORS.

Vy ANTED, by a thoroughly practical !

museum. University of

•o Ub.. 14”?.“ T' '"7 “• ” “'"

^e. One leryant w.ll be a«rg'’u^®m him* ^
1 he

thelrqJ:?iflc.tton.'Hnd"*x^«H^V^^^^

SA3r.K.;4xs/.i4,;S’“
». T,., I>,bbbl...b., e.„,b,,J„. M.b;h 1, iStr

‘ ^

"WANTED, a roEEMAN*b7r~^a ^idl
‘r w. o. D. p„. "mi,

fANTED.-A good Pln’ii^r
_m_ may obtain Cunstaot RmidibvtTA,ne i* _ i .

-.'-.a

SON, -mndeorl"'
t* Maser., GEO, COOPER

X-r-r .
aURVRYOIlS.l^ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 25 a

» r RE ENGAGEMENT In the OllloS of the abor.. who hv, htdseveral years practical eioerl.nee. T. . an-i.i .i.„..,.v..~. ...

uuob c iiupleted eoine
levrlliLg. tir.t-fl-18. refe;
George-lane, Wauatead.

x-r-r . BUILDERS.
W^ANTED, a SITCaTIUN as JUNIOR
693, Office^®®" thi” nildef

““derate ealary.-Addrew,

TIT A
CONTRACTOE3.W persevering, trustworthy.

General
SI fUAITO.W a. JOIN -TRS’ FOREMAN, or

w:r‘&o w'rtn'rb* t, “‘“i* fGood refetenceL-Addittil B. ill OroSve“or-Tow.K^^^^

eipe.

C. B Office of The Buildi

- ---_ ,
TO BUILDERS AND OTHER-’.A^ANTED, by a thoroughly pr-ictical

MVS%NS F?."
“ RS-EN-OAGKlfKNT. « FORBdAN of

Bulldef
^ ^ ebaracter.-AdJrci. rd3. Office of ' The

yyANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, a»T BITUATIoNh BUILDEIfS CLERK. 4c sll year.' extielleuee. Good referei.fe. -Add-w.. c K o; wl.

.

W A NTrD^i?T?’^^L CONTRACrORi
AIMED, by a steady, practioal, enereetic

.1,™

i!35,3“,e£LU.™4”yHS*.n4.T^^^

TXT i
EVGINEERS.

yyanted, by a Young Man, who has had
8ivLT.s;4rrs.sr.''r;.
gTvrb:ff.'.''5,;s°‘‘

"'

-W-.-... . m,.., TO BUILDERS.
WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a

w f CLFRK, who wa^ three rear. In an nr..hit*..»-. lie au

draugh“maD“Qu“'fc ‘‘T * ‘'“‘‘der’. office. Is a n.*"

W.rf M, Fad'd?,,gtonVtrwLtV.^*'
Iwokkeepfir.-Addreae,

Tw-v . ^ ARCHITECTS.
WANTED, by a DRAUGHTSMAN of more

ledge of dt..,.. vna-uic .me »J
2<i, Mthledon-place. Euatoa-toad.

rlugitfrom muth .ketehaj. H« .urae'itoji':
«}le. Salary moderate.—AdJte,., J. a". C.

XTT A XTrr-PTN foremen,

VV “pmnmetl Man, to TAKE
p4l,.Sfi.K.rL‘ r;s‘t.ii'ng [,racj «Dd timk. B. .0. M eatmlaater Bridge-road. 8.

...a... CM, Wliu lU
provloui eugagemsute,

i

CLERK
ibjn.., .u.ibj f'!“ -

lice. Commercial-road. Lmnin--

"VVI-ANTED, immediately, in a .small Bnilder's
V .»ptn»t,b „

TV't™!™’ ^’s'-alass PLUMBEP., fora
TBVB^ pI“ube”°Maid!wle’'**’~*''" »1’I’IJ ‘o Mr. A. N

-TXT ATVrrr-pT?
AKCHlTECr,-' ASSISTANTS.

'

WAN'TED, a GENTLEiMaN well up in
,.IL-4;5 ;« .';.rrri.r4.,K‘;„

" 'i,a«oveB'lL S

^ first - chiss BUILDER’S

huthaoj, B.W'i "^lii

"W Timber Trade in South
preferred) wuh iVoL to a^.wZSlv^f aAddrt,., S. H, P„.t-offle-. Woiverhamptn"

^

-r-xx i
CONTRACTORS.WANTED, an ENGAUE.MENT by tbe

ea<uring. and »,

CAM i.oii.ion mm*—Addieu. J,

AgenU, Fiiich-la.,e. C-.rubllL

-WWW . -.-.rT,
flumbees, BUILDBkS, *0.Ty ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-

ir.vr^
'•^“EMAN PLUMBER, or THREE-BRANCHH AND, U a good Plumber, and thoroughly uuder.Uutt. ail bHicbe.

32,Robertll?r;et.HoI™mN.‘° *“P'“7“--Addre«. A. B.

w ^^CJRATORS, AND HOUSE AGENTS.
'xVNiEU, by the Advertiser, a SlTUA-

BEiN.M.t-Lhrai.rterrwelsLlobi^^^^^^
8l‘'rn.-Addre«,

wANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner
Tak^Wocl' bv

“ ‘ 8®od GENERAL HANDTake Work y the Piece, or a. Working Foreman. Goodrefer-
' -Addre.-., W. H. 69, Fembrukc-road. Keiulogtot

TXW » DECORATORS.

W^'^Birn^^Pi
^ Young Man, a Constant

iJtInn 1??
t-ABINKT-MAKERaud JOINBIL No ob-

arJi^nl .1. *1? » ** .F-'P^fOanglng. - Apply to J. E.apel-pbtce, CotL-ige-green, C'*,,,l'-v*v-ii
va o a*

^ Person of experience, a
wUK3.^m:rac'llua°,®ra7wt??,WORKS. Practically acquaints . •.tuiiii
53l til. per week Aged M year?. Got
U. HUNT, 49, Biiendalo-.trcet, Birdcage

--e -radei. Sulary
mnialB. — Addrete,
isar the Hackney

W . AND OTHERS,
ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-TION a* Foreman plumber, ©u a J.b or otherwlw,

waUr*wm)?'“'L- m?i
Underlu^dl C-

PLUMBEK,69Ser-?tre‘“t, HUmn.
tiraucbeA-Apply.

-W
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Something ahout Indian

Appointments.

HE way in wbicb

matters are ma-

naged in India in-

terests a large

body of persons

in England, so

that many of onr

readers, besides

those amongst
them who intend

presenting them-

selves in July next

for examination,

in response to the

advertisement of

the Secretary of

State for India,

may be glad to

hear something

about the Public

Works Depart,
ment in that country. What wo are about to

say must not be taken as the statements of out-

siders and mere journalists. It is the result of

combined experiences, and represents faithfully,

as we believe, the opinions of a largo body of

persons competent to judge and entitled to

speak,

It may be as well to mention at the outset,

that the Government in India stand greatly in

need of a reinforcement of civil engineers in

the grade of assistant engineers. The altered

economy of the native army, whereby every
oilicer in it is considered a staff officer, and
entitled to a staff salary, varying from lOZ. to 60Z.

a month in the infantry, in addition to the pay
of bis rank, amounting to the fixed rates of 23Z.

a month on posting; 37Z. after twelve years’ ser-

vice
;
611. after twenty years’ service, and so on,

tends to make military men uudesirous of extra

regimental employment. And as cadets are no
longer sent out, and the Queen’s regular army
is being turned to, and expected to furnish volun-

teers for the native army, there will in a year or

two not be a surplus officer to be had for a
department like that of the public works, in

which the staff salaries also range from 101. to

GOZ. in the working grades, and there are no
valuable prizes whatever, but plenty of disagree-

able and laborious work to do.

A separate engineer service, as far as India is

concerned, has been all but abolished, and we
understand the conditions of the Public Works
Department are not such as to render it particu-

larly agreeable to officers of Eoyal Engineers.

Accordingly, unless the Government are ready
to pay a fair price, they will find it soon very
difficult to carry on their public works efficiently

for want of qualified engineers. There are two
considerations that would naturally weigh with
a young man on turning his thoughts towards an
Indian career,—first, and foremost, the emolu-
ments

; and, secondly, the nature of the service.

It is true, this is not quite the European way of
judging of a profession; but as all service in a
tropical and unhealthy country must be full of
hardship and risk—as India is far oS‘ and by no
means pleasant to live in—and as work has to

be done in the midst of a population animated
with a dislike to British rule and hatred of
British ways, it would be insane in any one not

to weigh the subject of pay well before starting,

The only branch of the public service in India

that is really well paid is the Covenanted Civil

Service
; for we need take no count of the higher

grades of the military services, which are only

reached after spending the best portion of life in

an inferior and most subordinate position. A
young civilian on landing in the country is about

the same age as the young civil engineer. Till

certain examinations in the languages are passed

he receives not more than 36Z. a month. . These

over, generally in from six months to a year, he

becomes assistant magistrate and collector, on

43Z. a month. His duties are extremely light.

He tries petty police cases, examines trifling

revenue claims, issues stamp papers, and occa-

sionally takes charge of the treasury. In three

or four years’ time he rises to be the head

assistant, and receives 811. a month, and dis-

poses of business of a little more importance.

When he has seen seven or eight years of India

he developes into a sub-collector or sub-judge,

on 120Z. a month; and by the time he has been

twelve years in India, he can look to securing

230Z. to 250Z. a month for the rest of his official

life as collector, commissioner, or sessions judge.

All this period his duties have been such as call

for very little special qualification beyond a know-

ledge of the Indian penal code and vernaculars,

a gentleman’s classical education, and a ready

wit. The prospects of an engineer are very

different. Ho joins as assistant, on 20Z. a month,

has to pass two examinations in the native

languages, and through two grades, to reach that

of first assistant, on 401. a month. Daring this

time he has had most harassing and disagree-

able work to perform very often, in consequence

of being called upon to keep accounts as well as

superintend engineering operations, and in the

incessant travelling in aoouutry not in the least

civilized that making his payments and looking

after his works demands. In seven years after

joining the Department he probably gets elevated

to the charge of what is termed an Executive Divi-

sion, equivalent in extent to districts for managing
which civil servants draw not leas than 120Z. a
month, and usually double that sum. There are

four grades of executive engineers, paid at 50Z,,

60Z., 75Z., and 90Z. respectively; but of all the

executive engineers S-lGths are in the lowest

grade, 4-16th8 in the next, 4-lGthB in the next,

and only 3-16th8 in the highest; so taking the

average an executive engineer only receives G61-

all through. As he is seldom promoted to the

administrative ranks of the Department before

he is fourteen years in service, he is exactly

half as well off as the civil servant of similar

length of service. Nor has he anything ap-

proaebing what they have further to expect.

There are hundreds of appointments in the Civil

Service worth above 2001. a month, whereas in

the Public Works Department of the three presi-

dencies together there are only five such prizes

in existence. The common plan is to give a

first grade executive engineer lOZ. to 20Z. a

mouth extra, and dub him superintending

engineer,—a rank that in status and responsi-

bility is fully equal to that of collector and
magistrate, who draws double the salarj’. The
Public Works Department, then, which is forced

into the most intimate connexion with the civil

servants, does not receive fair play in the matter

of remuneration, and while this lasts the Govern-

ment cannot expect its engineers to be satisfied

with their position, or the Public Works Depart-

ment to be attractive to any who are able to make
their way at home or in the cooler colonies. It

is not at all just to compare the Public Works
Department with the Indian Army. An ensign

gets 21Z. a month, and has no travelling except

his regiment marches, and has his mess and
agreeable society, and need not possess any
scientific knowledge. He has opportunities of

rising, and in twelve or fifteen years may com-

mand an irregular regiment on lOOZ. a month.

Intermediately, he certainly is not quite so well

paid as a civil engineer, but then he has little or
no personal responsibility, and, in time of peace,

the easiest of all easy occupations. But an
ensign, it must be recollected, also can join the

army at the age of sixteen, whilst the civil

engineer scarcely ever comes to India under
one-aud-twenty, and is often older than that.

So to put his value at 20Z. a month, shows that

there is a mistake somewhere, and that a pro-

fessional training does not count for much in

India.

Mr. Macrono, writing in the Builder for August
4th last, gives the statement, that 40Z. a month
is the lowest sum upon which a young man can
live with comfort, unqualified denial. Mr.
Macrone, however, writes from Calcutta, and
has probably had no experience of the other

presidencies. In Bengal, Oude, the Punjab, and
the north-west provinces, which are the fattest

portions of India, prices have not risen in the

unprecedented manner they have done else-

where. It is possible that there Es. 200, or 20Z.,

a month might suffice for a young mau just

beginning life in the department, though

that is only a few pounds more than hia

European overseer begins with who gets

12Z. a month ns soon as ho joins, after a

ten months’ superficial course at one of tho

Indian engineering colleges, being a full

private in the army. In Madras, however, it is

next door to impossible to keep up the appear-

ance of a gentleman at 20Z. a month if single, or

on twice that amount if married. Bombay is

worse
;
and the central provinces, Eajpootana

and Burmah, arc unhealthy to reside in, as well

as expensive. What with the famines and cost

of living, all Indian officials may be said, in those

parts of the country at all events, to have been

docked one-third of their incomes. On the

Publio Works officer high prices tell severely.

He must have horses, or he is of no use
;
on

assistant one, and an executive engineer a

couple
;
and horses’ food is generally the first

thing dearth touches. If married, bo must keep

up two seta of servants, one to take out with
him, the other to leave behind

;
and, besides

having the disbursement of money, the rendering

of accounts, and the management of gangs of

labourers, he is constantly worried and perplexed

in retaining at the lowest level rates that have

a perpetual tendency to rise and upset his

estimates.

Public Works officers have an additional claim

to be respectably paid. They undertake not

only the professional conduct of works, but also

tho duties of accountants. The latter is con-

sidered by most Indian engineers the least agree-

able portion of their duty. It certainly absorbs

an undue amount of their time. As a rule,

perhaps full one-half of their attention is taken

up with matters that do not necessarily appertain

to thoir profession as engineers. This, in itself,

is enough to disgust most men on first entering

the Public Works Department; and, when they

have been long in it, to render them leas capable

than if employed solely as engineers, and not

half as engineers and half as accountants. This

fact also accounts for the reluctance of the

Government to increase the salaries of engineers

to tho civil service standard. If they did, unless

the account work was shown under a separate

head, the cost of their establishments would

bear a ridiculously high proportion to the work

turned ont. At present, a very elaborate system

of accounts is kept up at no expense, being

debited to “construction” by the simple means

of making the Executive Staff write them up.

Even if it were fair to put down to “con-

struction” the work of ascertaining what a

building or road actually cost the State, it

is scarcely so to make “ coustruction” answer-

able for tho sums being entered against

one of the numerous budget grants, or twisted

about into voluminous forms that are, when dis-
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pas^icnifely exnm'ned, of no p-ach'cal ntilit.v.

Tliere are no fewer than ninety-five different
forms in current nse in the Bengal Public Works
Department. This is quite sufficient to show,
without much further enlarging, what a differ-
ence would ensue in the percentage for esta-
blishments upon the coat of works, were all this
Sisyphean labour paid for as a separate item,
and not hid under the guise of “ construction.”
It is well worth the while of the Government oi

India to see if their engineers cannot be saved
mnch of this almost purposeless trouble which
has to bo taken at the expense of the work-
out of doors. It cannot be denied practical skill

is at a very low point among the natives, who
are, on the other hand, excellent accountants,
though untrustworthy if underpaid. The system
of accounts, according to high authority, is now
“perfected,” or, in reality, the departmental
officers have been, at last, schooled into render-
ing whatever forms the Audit Office demands

;

and it is, we fear, nob an exaggeration to say,
that far more stress is laid upon punctuality in
this respect than upon sound and creditable
engineering, which is what India stands in need
of. The management of the Department, then,
is a thing which operates to deter competent
persons from entering it.

But tho Government may always rely upon
candidates coming forward if their terms are
liberal, seeing how easily ascertained defects of
organization can be remedied

j and as certainly
may they make up their minds to see empty-
benches in the examination room if disposed to
be the reverse. The East India Company were
able to fill professional and scientific appoint-
ments at a very low rate, because they had an
over-officered army, and a medical service held
in great repute to draw from. The Secretary of
State for India, ou the contrary, must betake him
to the open market. As far ns we can judge,
201.^ a month for a man of 22— an educated
engineer—to begin upon in India, with nothintr
to look forward to except G61. a month on an
average till he has been foui teen years at the
earliest in the service, and then to receive but
half tho remunemtion of a civil servant of
similar standing ever after, is not inducement
enough to offer to men who have studied engi.
neering to any purpose to cast their lot in such
a hideous climate, and in such an artificial society
as that of India. We are not far from the truth
in asserting a ‘•hilling in England to bo the exact
counterpart of a rupee iu India. An Indian
family, ou an income of 1,200?. a year, does not
live one whit more comfortably than a family in
Great Britain on 600?. a year, and not nearly so
pleasantly. Besides, now that provident funds are
abolished, engineers must resort to the Insurance
Companies, who charge double premiums in
India

; they mu^^b also save money to enable
them to send their families home for change and
education, and for a holiday trip for themselves

;

so that after an executive engineer has paid his
premium of insurance, laid by his quotum for a
rainy day, and has paid for the keep of his two
horses, he will not have very much over out of
his 661. a month

;
he will just have a bare liveli-

hood. To counteract this weighty determent
the Government should still further improve the
position of their engineers. There is nojustifiable
reason for paying the men who improve and
open up the country at half the rate of those
who merely tax and enforce the law, in obedience
to a fusty tradition. And if the complaint is
rife that under the new system, which has substi-
tuted a delightful uncertainty for the solid
advantages the East India Company always
held our, the Civil Service of India fails to
attract University men, and has to tap a lower
stratum of society than that which used to yield
civil administrators, who of any promise or
experience in the engineering profession are
likely to accept on very inferior terms a lengthy
and most wearisome servitude?

If the higher grades of the Department were on
superior allowances, wo would not bo disposed
to quarrel with what the assistant engineers are
valued at; but considering what is expected of
executive engineers, and that in addition totheir
designing works they have to carry them out and
beep all the accounts, as things go iu India, 50?. a
month, the equivalent to 25?. a mouth in England,
is too small a salary. If no exeentive engineer
received less than 60?., and there were but two
more grades worth 80?. and 120?., a pretty fair
balance would be struck with the sister service.
Superintending engineers should, according to
all analogy, also have their salaries revfsed.
One of the faults of the existing system also is,
that this class is too few in number. Placed in j

charge of enormous tracts of country, marching
over which involves great loss of time and pro-
longed separation from house and family,
hurried runs are frequently all that are made!
The rest of tho year superintending engineers
are mere post-office's and auditors, and of much
less real use than officials of their experience
ought to be. Tho administration is one of the
weakest points of the Department; but as
intending candidates have it in their power to
call for the information they require, they can
each for himself pronounce a verdict upon the
prospects of the Department, though they must
be unfortunately in the dark as to the value of
the ludiau rupee until they cross the Isthmus of
Suez, when its purchasing capabilities will dawn
upon them all of a sudden. It is not so easy
for them, perhaps, to decide what presidency
to go to. On the whole, the Government of
India which regulates the Public Works Depart-
ment in Bengal, the Punjab, the North-west
Provinces, Oude, Mysore, Kajpootana, the Cen-
tral Provinces, Hyderabad, and Burmah, is the
fairest and best. Promotion is maintained
in a steady flow

; aud, except for the general low
average of pay, there would be no call for com-
plaint. However, prices are much higher in the
central provinces, Burmah, Rajpootana, and
Hyderabad, than in the other places, and that
makes a serious hole in every salary. As a rule
perhaps, 1?. in Bengal goes as far as 303. in the
centra! provinces. The Bombay Government
have an entirely distinct Public Works Depart-
ment of their own. It is chiefly composed of
Royal Engineers

; aud, as that presidency is tho
most like Europe of the whole, it is likely to
continue to attract those military engineers who
care to come to India. Madras, on the other
hand, is a presidency both civil and military
engineers should have nothing to say to, if they
can help it. The Madras Civil Service detest
the Public Works Department, and throw all

their influence into the scale against it; and, as
they have the practical control of tho local
finances, it fares hard wiih the engineers. The
Madras Department of Public Works is being
constantly reorganized, which gives an oppor-
tunity of reducing salaries and arresting promo-
tion. A large number of military engineers
have migrated iu consequence to the territories
under the supreme Government, and the conduct
of the Madras Government lias elicited strong
remonstrances from the Civil Engineers in its
employ, who have not been nearly so fortunate
as their compeers in Bengal. If it is possible to
withhold a benefit granted by the Government
of India, tho Madras authorities, we are told,
seize the opportunity, and declare the beneficial
ordinance - “ inapplicable to their presidency ;”

and in other ways they endeavour to throw the
Public Works Department into the background.
A civil engineer will, we can assure him, 'rue the
day he goes to Madras, where even military en-
gineers sometimes prefer regimental diify with
black troops to service in an underpaid and
wretchedly managed Public Works Department.

It is a great pity, for the sake of the country,
that the Madras Government shows such marked
animosity to its engineers, going so far as to,
when it can, not scruple to defraud them of their
allowances

; because it is tho very part of India
which owes most to its artificial irrigation, and
in which, from the peculiarity r.f its revenue
system and land tennres, the quickest profits can
be gathered from State improvements.
We have not time to discuss the leave and

pension rules the Secretary of State for India
places civil engineers under, at any length

:

compared with those of the Civil Service they
are one-sided and ungenerous, and better suited
to natives ofIndia than to Englishmen of science.
The numbers who will compete in July for the
twenty-five vacancies in the Indian Public Works
Department will give a tolerable indication of the
estimation in which the profession hold the pay
and prospects of an Indian Government engi-
neer, and many out in India will bo ou the
watch for tho list.

It may bo well for the Government to give
prompt consideration to the statements wo have
made.

Greenwich Hospital.—A movement is organ-
ising among the London merchant shipping inte-
rest to induce the Government todevote the now
half-vaoant halls of Greenwich Hospital to an
asylum for aged aud diseased men belonging to
the mercautile marine, who at present have no
other refuge than the old I}readnouffkt hulk
moored in the Thames.

THE “RETUE GENERALE DE
L’ARCHITECTUEE.”

Readers of the BitiJder do not require to be
told of the scope and excellence of Mr. Daly’s
handsome serial.* It has now reached the
twenty-seventh year of its publication. As
in former years, the number and quality of
the plates, the cosmopolitan character of tho
subjects, and the amuunt of matter in the
'letter-press, are striking. The works illustrated
by our Parisian contemporary iu the recent
months are the new Palais de Justice, by MM.
Due et Dommey; Asylum for the Insane, by
M. J. Esquie, Braqiieville (Haute Garonne);
Tribunal of Commerce, Paris, by M. A. N.
Bailly

;
a Priest-house for the parish church of

the Immaculate Conception at Lyon (Rhone),
by M. Boasan

; a Maison de Commerce, by
M. J. Cantagrel

; a Jewish Temple at Lyon, by
M. A. Hirsch; the Britannia Theatre in Lon-
don, by M. G. Davioud

; Siphon Bridge at
Grleansville, Algeria, by M. Denfert-Rochereau

;

a Private Hotel, of tho third class, Rue Balzac,
by M. Azemar. These are all given with the
fullest particulars

; and besides these there are
many sheets of minor objects, such as doorways
in the Rue Saint Nicolas du Cardonnet, on the
Boulevard Saint Michel, and on tlie Quai Vol-
taire

;
lucarnes, crosses in cemeteries, confes-

sionals, balustrades, shops, magazines, a Straa-
bourgeois balcony, zinc coverings for roofs,

gutters, and dormers, terminals in glazed terra
cotta, details of St. Paul’s Church, Paris, «S:o.

Tho restoration and aggrandisement of the
Palace of Justice has been a work of time.
M. Duly considers that the *' Batiment des
Assises” is without d^ubt the most important of
its parts in a monumental point of view, and of
this he gives plana of the first and second floors
engraved on steel. Cf the fabric generally our
rddacteiir writes :

“ The works of the artists as
eminent as the architects who have directed for
so many years this grand enterprise of the
restoration and enlargement of the Palace of
Justice deserve to be long and maturely studied.
It is but with prudence and circumspection that
one is able to appreciate talents of an order so
elevated as those of M. Due, recently named a
member of the Institute

;
and of M. Dommey,

his early and faithful collaborateur."

Although M. Daly has illustrated this im-
portant building in tho exact and minute
manner which distinguishes his "Revue,” ho
announces in the same number that contains
the plans the intention of M. le Baron Hauss-
mann, prefect of the Seine, to publish a General
History of the City of Paris, whence we may
conclude that this building will be illustrated in a
new form

;
and in connexion with the announce-

ment of this important publication, M. Daly
prints verbatim a remarkable letter of the
Emperor, approving of the scheme. It is as
follows :

—

“Palaco of CompiegTie.
“ My dear M. Hanssman,— I applaud tho happy

thought that you have of writing the geueral history of
Paris,
This collection of monographs, of plans, and of authen-

tic documents, destined to be augmented without ceasing,
will permit you to follow across centuries the trausforma-
tiou of the city which, thauks to the iutelligeut concur-
rence. of its municipal council and your indefatigable
activity, is to-day the most splendid and the most salu-
brious of the capitals of Europe.
Keceive, then, my felicitations, dear Monsieur Hansa-

maii, and believe in my sentiments of friendship.

Napoleox.'’

M. Daly adds, — The momenb seems well
chosen and most favourable. At the hour of the
transformation, so to say, of our old Paris

; at
tho moment when, one after another, those
remains of the past which have resisted time,
disappear, and the means which could yet,
imagination aiding, reconstitute tho successive
physiognomies of the city in divers ages, and in
the current of centuries, it appears to us good
that the pen and the pencil should unite to pre-
serve at least the remembrance of what was,
and the trace of that which disappears so rapidly,
80 that from to-day to to-morrow tho old city
herself knows herself no more.
The Lunatic Asylum of Braqueville, near

Toulouse, is illustrated by several plans and
sections, and the nature of the institution fully

explained in a practical manner, by two articles

to tho editor, ou the subject, all by M. Esquie,
the architect. The necessity for an increase in
the number of these asylums in France is made

Hevue Gdndralo de 1’ Architecture et des Truvaui
publics; Journal des Architectes, des Archdologuea, des
iDgdnieurs, et dea Entrepreneurs, publid sous la direolioa
de M. Cesar Daly, Architecte,” etc. Paris: A. Morel,
Libroire, !3, Rue Bonaparte.
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apparent by the atafciatics given. In 1836 there
was 1 aayhim for every 3,021 inhabitants; in
18‘1.1, 1 to 2,-165

;
in 1846, 1 to 1,965 ; in 1851,

1 to 1,676. While the increase of the popula-
tion in these fifteen years had been 6'68 in 100,
the number of insane was augmented to a pi'O-

portion nearly fourteen times greater; and
although the proportion cured was 8'40 to 100,
13 in every 100 died, 1 dying in 4-1 of the inha-
bitants in the whole of France

;
the mortality of

tho insane had been, therefore, six times greater
than in the popnlation. Tho asylum of Braque-
ville can receive 500 insane of both sexes, and is

classified in four distinct quarters appropriated
to the wants and conveniences of medical treat-
ment, according to the nature, form, and degrees
of the mal.'idy. It is divided into two parts.
The first is composed of buildings, or quarters,
for the habitation of the insane of both sexes.
The_ second comprises the buildings for the ad-
ministration and general service, the latter being
placed in the centre and at the entrance of the
establishment. The buildings and dependences
of the asylum proper are divided into quarters
for the men and women, placed right and left of
those for the administration, and include pro-
vision for the infirm, the idiots, the epileptic,
the insane undergoing treatment, the infirmary,
infants, and the aged, separate divisions being
devoted to the violently mad {malades agitds)

,

and
the destructively insane. Another portion of
the establishment provides for imbeciles and the
quiet insane (alidn^s tranquilles). The construc-
tion, arraugemeuts, and details of this establish-
ment are thoroughly well studied, and merit
attention on the part of those who are about to
build

_

lunatic asylums in this country. Full
descriptions are given of tb© dormitories, single
chambers (chambres individuelles)

,

refectory
{salle de r4uninn), staircases d V Italienno, con-
strncted between two walls, and with steps
entirely of stone, windows, cells for the violent,
baths, latrines, promenade gardens, warming,
and ventilation.

The priest’s house, or presbytery, of the parish
church of tho Immaculate Conception, at Lyon,
by M. Bcasan, is shown by three small plans of
the three stories, and an elevation of the prin-
cipal front on one sheet and a side elevation
upon a second sheet. The style of the building
is an odd mixture of French-Greek and French-
Gothic, an enrichment being produced by the
use of various building stones. According to
the architect’s statement, he had to fulfil the
foHowiog programme To find in the same
edifice apace necessary for a boys’ school

;

apartments for the cure; lodgings forthe curates
and for some of the employes in the service of
the church. These requirements are provided
for in the different stories in a thoroughly
novel manner. The site of the building is
parallelogramio. In the ground-fioor the° en-
trance is in the principal front, the staircase
being on tho left, and the porter, or concierge,
on the right

; a large class-room occupies
the whole width of the house next to the en-
trancc-hall and staircase, whence it is entered
in the centre. Beyond this is a central corridor
with two class-rooms right and left. The first-
floor has a parlour over the conciergerie, entered
from the lauding of the stairs

;
the building is

then divided by a central corridor, entered fi-om

steps, the thresholds, and the pillars in the
class-rooms have been executed in Villebois
stone (Ain). Tho white stone of Saint Just
(Drone) has been employed for the facades. The
jambs, heads, and oills, and the uppermost
cornice go through the thickness of the wall

;

the others have but 0-25 m. or 0-30 m, of thick-
ness, and only form a lining. The mnllions of
the windows of the first story requiring great
resistance are made in stone from Cruas
(Ardeche). The stone has been placed rough
(brute) on the walls, and finished after being in
position.”

The expenses of tho construction are :

—

Masonry
White stone (St. Just) .,

Stone of Cruas
Stone of I'ournus
Stone of St, Fortunat
Stone of Villebois
Carpentry
Joinery
Ironwork
Pjaetering and painting ..

Ti work,.,
Mosaic,.
Bitumen
Kough plaster .

Sculpturo

Honorarium of tho architect eal.

Total expense.,.

f. r.

.. 16,073 (1

10,279 0
930 0
186 0
792 0

4,121 0
.. 6,013 0
.. 10,355 0

9,-198 0
9,675 0

. 2,473 0
689 0
423 0

. 2,1H2 0

. 4,035 0

70,562 0

. 3,827 eo

. 80,379 60

In the letter-press we got a general insight
into the floating building news and talk in
Paris, and note the importance given in it

to some of our own public buildings. We are
surprised, too, at the number of new books on
antediluvian and Celtic subjects published in
France and mentioned in the pages of the review.
It would appear that nearly every arrondisseynnit
in Franco has its explorer zealously taking
account of all pro-historic relics. And, not
content with examining every stick and stone in
la Belle France, French travellers lose no oppor-
tunity of adding from other countries to the
general store ofarchmological information. Thus
M. Perriu, who is a general in the army of the
King of Siam, and a mandarin of the third class,
recently communicated to M. Daly an account
of some extraordinary ruins at D’Ancor-viat, in
the kingdom of Siam. Our editor prefaces
this now and interesting information with a
reminder that this is an age of scientific and
historical discoveries. Ancient Egypt has be-
come better known to ns daring the last thirty
years than it was to the Boman empire : not only
can we read its hieroglyphs, bub wo can examine
by their aid, and that of cuneiform inscriptions,
the ancient writings of Herodotns and Diodorus,
and those of the Bible. We know Nineveh and
Babylon, we exhume the monumental history of
the aboriginal Americans, and wo familiarize
ourselves with Indian antiquities in searching
among the dead languages of the East, in their
poems and their myths, as in their forests, their
subterranean abodes, and their ruins scattered
upon the soil

;
and now Siam presents us with

ruins so vast and astonishing that to examine
them is to open a page in a story in the thousand
and one nights. And truly, the General’s
account of these ruins is marvellous. He says
that none would believe the numbers of marble

the length of lifs gun! This was also of marble
hko everything else, tlie only other stone visible
being coloured stones used in borders, and for
eyes of statues. The pedestals to some of the
statues were pyramidal, higher and larger than
St. Germain I’Auxerrois.
The educated natives know not to whom to

impute this ruined city
; notwithstanding that

their literature goes several centuries bacbfurthor
than ours. lu another part of the kingdom the
General saw some enormously tall, massive, rude
triumphal arches. They were made of seven
huge roughly-hewn square-edged stones of
different sizes, so disposed as to form a tall cen-
tral way through them, and a lower one on'either
side of it. Four enormous monoliths stand in a
Hue, the two in the centre standing the full
height

; the huge monolithic lintel thrown over
all ,• the other two standing two-tliirds of that
height

; ^

the interstice between them and the
lintel being filled with another stone which, pass-
ing over the passage-way below, formed a sort
of secondary lintel below the principal one. In
a rough sketch which the General sends of this,
an eleplianb is represented passing under one of
the side openings, which is three times his
height. He asked bis escort who has made
these monuments. Ten voices reply,— “ Les
Gai.” What are these Gai, he asks ? They re-
ply, barbarous white people, come from the
country of the blacks, tall as three Siamese
men, and whose fingers of hands and feet had
scarcely any separation between them. They had
Iirge horses double the size of ours, of which
they find the bones. “ Behold,” says the Gene-
ra), in conclnsion, “ what has taken me by sur-
prise, but which has not satisfied me. I put it

to the sorans of tho country to illuminate this
question.”

In another part of M. Daly’s work, the theatres
of London are treated, and an illustration is

given, by three plans, of the Britannia Theatre
in London

; but we purpose dealing with this
subject on a future occasion.

EXHIBITION OF THE EOTAL SCOTTISH
ACADEMY.*

the same landing having successively on the ' monuments,Temples,‘Valaces, columns,rndTtah"
spare bed-room Jc?iam^re d’amis), a cases at D’Ancor-viab. » I assure yon, believe

right

salon and chamber for M. le Cure
; and on

the left, a dining-room, office, and kitchen en
suite, the whole terminating at the end of the
corridor with a room for servants and a staircase
for tho service of the second story. In the

me or not, that the most celebrated of ancient
or modern monuments are but barracks near
those I havo seen here ; our palaces, our basilicas,
tho Vatican, the Colosseum, are dog-kennels by
the side of them.” Marble was the matorial of all

0“®;arounT The natives informed the goneral thatbelow, and the central corridor divides the these magnificent ruins covered an area of tenbuilding again into apartments for four curates,
right and left bed-room and sitting-room alter-
nately, and a room for tho cure and servants at
the end.

’The different apartments are well llghted,as the
build ing is open on the four sides, but the central
corridor on each floor has no light except what
may bo borrowed from the doors of each room,
and there is an objectionable arrangement in the
plan whereby the door to the servants’ bed-
room IS in the same small lobby at the end as
that to the room of M. le Cure. The architect
gives the following account of his building,
and we add the cost of it. “ The foundation of
the presbytery dates from 1860. Tho stones
employed are of different natures and from
difterent provinces. For the masonry, the
stone of Couzon (near Lyon). Tho ashlar
of the interior is in stone from Saint Fortunat.
Ihe basement of the edifice, the staircase, the

,

leagues by twelve. He asks, “ What city can
this be ? Of what empire was this the capital ?

I havo seen temples in a good state of preserva-
tion, except the vegetation that has encrusted
them, which do not measure less- than a league
around. They have forests of marble columns

;

the whole is of marble. All the walls are sculp-
tured and ornamented. The first effect these
monuments produced upon me was stupefaction.
I wished to enter a temple which appeared well
preserved. It had eleven flights of steps, and I
know not how many flights each to arrive only at
the first of the five peristyles !” Recovering, tho
General ascended the steps that led to a high
tower, and then he ascended the tower, and
thence surveyed the ruins, where he saw marble
enough upon the ground, and below the ground,
that could rebuild, in the fashion of giants, all

the cities in the universe. He saw the leg of a
statue, of which the toe measured eleven times

Many of the most important works exhibited
are stated in the catalogue to be the property of
individuals, and it is satisfactory to observe that
an nnusual number of tho best pictures, not so
designated, have, since it was c'lmpiled, found
purchasers, so that there is no lack of encourage-
ment to artists of merit. Indeed, it would
appear that the public taste is keeping pace with
the progress of the artists; mere studies and
still-life subjects do not now meet with the
attention that used to bo bestowed upon them j

but it must, at the same time, be admitted that
many works, the merit of which consists in a
meretricious prettiness, find many purchasers.

Of the latter class are the works of Mr. R.
Gavin, Noa. 265, 278, 510, and 810, all single
figures of girls—badly drawn in several in-
stances—placed in landscapes, the natural fea-
tures of which seem to have been subjected to a
process of boiling. Mr. W. Douglas exhibits
three pictures of a highly dramatic character,

—

No. 250, “ The Whisper;” 351, “ The Conspira-
tors;” and 496, “Waiting for the Last Inter-
view.” We shall take up the last subject, which
displays both his merits and hia faults. It is a
page from the history of the Civil Wars. In the
recess of a prison cell a young cavalier is con-
fessing to a prie'st; and through the grated
window of the cell we catch a glimpse of a scaf-
fold and assembled multitude. At the door of
the cell stands the jailer, and beside him the
wife or sweetheart of the prisoner. With an un-
called-for degree of brutality the jailer is puffing
the smoke of his pipe into the face of the lady;
and this tendency of running into extremes is

exhibited in tho other pictures. The colouring
is somewhat hard and flat, but the drawing is

vigorous. No. 262, “Maud has a Garden of
Roses,” by Mr. R. Farren, presents a marked
contrast to the foregoing, being painted with
much delicacy and grace. Mr. Sam Bough is

forcible, as usual, seeking after eftVets and
ignoring details. No. 161, “’Twas when the

Seas were roaring,” is, we think, the finest water-
colour in the rooms, and, in parts, exhibits

delicate touches, which do not detract from the
general effect of a wild sea. The dashing waves
are even grand, and the very wind seems to have
been painted. No. 832, “ St. Monance,” a pic-

’ See p. 166, ante.
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ureeqn'i fishing Tillage, with fishera preparing
to lannch their boats,

—

"Into the mist.
Out into the west, as the sun went down,”

—

is a large oil-colonr, poetically rendered. No. 253,
" Willie Baird,” by W. JIacTaggart, is a picture

which appeals to the feelings of every beholder.

An old man is reading from the Bible to a fine

little boy, who anxiously asks if the dog he is

caressing will go to heaven. The head and
fignre of the old man are finely rendered,
and the innocent, earnest expression of the
child is touching. The flesh-tints are warm and
natural ; but the background is a little too

brown. No. 430, " The Murmur of the Shell,”

where three children, amusing themselves on the
sands, have discovered the mysterious tale of its

abode told by a shell, shows a happy sympathy
with and knowledge of the ways of children

;
and

the same characteristics are exhibited in this
artist’s other three works, which are illustrative

of childhood’s sports. Mr, Keely Halswell is

undoubtedly clever, but he is very erratic ; his
style is perpetually varying from year to year,
and this year the transition is great as regards
colour in his seaside studies of fisher - lasses,

Nos. 288 and 438, which are rich, but subdued
in tone, and remind us of the works of Hook.
No. 863, " The Burgomaster,” looks as if it came
from quite a different hand, and emulates Petty
in the production of broken colour and forcible
modelling. No. 506, “ Hawthomden, 1618.

—

Ben Jonson’s Visit to the Poet Drummond,” by
James Drummond. The two poets have been
strolling through the woods, when Drummond
bethinks himself of reading one of his poems to
his visitor, who listlessly seats himself on the
ground, with his back against a tree, to be bored.
The conception is poor, the execution indifferent,
and the colour raw and crude. Mr. Drummond
deserves credit as a steady adherent to historic
art, and we presume it is for this reason that he
is so liberally patronized by the Association, who
have purchased this work at a considerable price,

while there are many others of far greater merit
on the walls which could have been bad at
smaller cost.

No. 396, “ The Eve of the Deluge,” by W. B.
Scott, is a work that displays much thought and
originality of conception. Seated on the roof of
his house, under an awning, is one of the great
antediluvians amid-it his wives and attendants.
Noah and his family are entering the ark, and
some of those on the house-top aro deriding
them. The last sunset of the old world illumines
the scene, and a square heavy portentous cloud
is heaving up in the horizon, and this is only
noticed by one of the attendants, who is wildly
pointing to it. The principal group is charac-
terised by an air of luxurious langoor, and the
semi-barbarous Oriental feeling is well sustained
tfaroughf'ut.

No. 330, " The Grandmother’s Crown,” A.
Tidemad, represents a scene from Swedish life,

in which an old woman is exhibiting to her grand-
children the marital crown in her possession,
which she has taken from a cheat, on the inside
of the lid of which is pasted a print of a
battle-piece and a portrait, leading to the con-
clusion that her husband had been a soldier
engaged in active service. The technical quali-
ties of this work are excellent, both as regards
expression, drawing, and colour. Indeed, some
of our artists might draw the lesson from it, that
it is not requisite to harmony that the back-
ground in an interior should be devoid of lively
colour, in order to give dne importance to the
figures, as seems to be a prevalent idea.

343, “ Leonardo da Vinci at the Court of
Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan,” by Anniboli
Gatti, Professor of Painting, Florence, is a large
picture with numerous figures, chiefly remark-
able for the effect of light produced by two
candelabra; the higher and more important
qualities of expression and colour are deficient
to an extent that is not compensated for by
mere tricks of light and shade, although these
strike one at first sight as wonderful.

391, "Loch Maree, Ross-shire,” Horatio Mac-
Culloch. The scene is a fine one, embracing a
great extent of bill and valley, with the lake
gleaming in the middle distance. Similar to
this, and yet very different, is No. 413, " Ardlui
Locblomond,” by Sir George Harvey, P.R.S.A.
Mr. MacCulloch produces bis effects by bold and
strongly-defined lines of light and shade,—the
president by broad generalising and softening of
detail. The similarity lies in the prevailing hue
of brown which predominates in both pictures.

264, “ Drugged,” George Hay. A courier
has been drugged by his entertainer, who is

eagerly perusing the despatches
j the courier has

fallen on his back on the floor, and upset a flagon
of wine on the table. Through the open door
is seen the alarmed figure of a butler, or other
servant of the house. This figure, we think,
would have been better absent, as it tends to
distract attention from the main interest of the
scene, and is not necessary to the understand-
ing of the incident. The drawing is spirited,

but the colour is somewhat weakly and
sickly.

570, " Mountain Silence,” John MaeWhirter,
reminds ns of Mr. Peter Graham’s picture of a
blasted pine forest exhibited three years ago, in

the general impression it produces on the be-
holder. Mr. Graham’s picture was the product
of bis imagination

; Mr. MaeWhirter’s is the
realization of a scene from nature—Lcch Cor-
ruisk, Skye. The gloom and silence of the
lonely spot are ably rendered

; the deep and
sullen-looking lake lies surrounded by precipi-
tous mountains, and the rays of sunlight are
striving to pierce the overhanging mist and touch-
ing the sharp crags with spots of light.

612, “ Young Girl of the Environs of Trieste,”
P. Portaels, from the collection of the King
of the Belgians, is a work remarkable for beauty
and softness of colour. The figure is arrayed in

white, with red " facings ” (the military expres-
sion conveys the meaning perfectly), and she is

seated against a white marble wall
;
the prevail-

ing colour, therefore, is quite relieved by small
patches of red. A large bunch of blueish
flowers stock in the bosom of her dress forms a
centre to the composition. The eyes are dove-
like in their upturned devotional expression, and
the flesh tints delicate and warm.

ARCHyEOLOGIC ITEMS FROM ROME.

In the prosecution of the diggings in
Trastevere, the buildings of the station for the
7th Cohort of Vigiles have been more exten-
sively brought to light; and we are glad to
hear that the Government has afforded pecuniary
assistance to the parties who undertook those
works, in order to provide means, which (it is

said) were wanting, for their continuance.
Under the Republic, a special magistracy and

a “Nocturnal Triumvirate,” were charged with
the duty of protecting Rome from the dangers
of fires; the .^diles being also responsible, and
certain public servants stationed at the several
gates to be ready with their implements wherever
flames might break out in the streets. To
systematize this body of firemen on better
arrangement, Augustus created the seven cohorts
of Vigiles, each of which had superintendence
over two of the city’s fourteen regions, and which
were originally formed by perhaps emanci-
pated expressly for enlisting, under tribunes,
centurions, and a prefect; these cohorts being
each 700 strong, and obliged to patrol at nights
in their respective regions; an anecdote apropos
of which practice is given by Seneca (Ep. 66).
The prefect had jurisdiction over cases of simple
theft, and anch offences as the receipt of stolen
goods ; also over house-porters, and those run-
away slaves who had taken the occasion of fires

for flight, and whom he was bound, according to
his ability, to restore to their masters

;
he had

also to admonish householders to be careful
against accidents from fire, and to keep water
provided on every floor of their houses. By the
time of Antoninus Caracalla, this fire-brigade had
so far risen in respectability, that free citizens
used to enrol themselves

; and after the fall of
the Western Empire, the force was still kept in
existence, with its former duties, but now under
the designation, Zluiricarii. Their several quar-
ters are mentioned by the Regionaries, from
whom we know the fact that one stood in the
Transtiberine district; and the remains of their
barracks, found in other parts of the city, were
long since identified, in some instances proving
rich centres of antiquarian curiosities. On the
Cffilian-hill was found, long since, among such
ruins, the basement for a statue of Caracalla,
with the inscribed names of no fewer than
1,000 soldiers of the Vigiles, one with the title

“Balneator,” a proof that the bath was among
luxuries allowed to those troops in their quar-
ters. Among those ruins on the Ccelian were
traceable four great towns at the angles of a
quadrate area, and in the midst a temple, with
octagonal cellars and circular portico, presenting
a perspective of porphyry columns,—splendours,
however, no longer known to us in any extant
remanent on the spot, but solely through the

description by Eonio Visconti, who tells of what
he had seen as just discovered.

The works that have led to tho discovery of
the missing quarters in Trastevere were
suggested to the two proprietors who under-
took them, by their observations of a building in
a wretched little court near tho Church of
S. Crisogono, supposed to be some classic
antique, but now proved to be a Medimval rem-
nant of some fortified mansion in brickwork,

—

perhaps belonging to the Anguillara family,
one of whose gloomy brick towers, still called by
their name, stands on the Tiber shore, not far
from this spot. Hitherto, the most valuable de-
tails brought to light are the mosaic pavement of
an ample area, apparently unroofed, overlooked
on one side by a lofty structiire in brick, of good,
though not the beat, antique character, with
those constructive arches of large tiles, seen
more or less conspicuous in all ancient Roman
building of such material

; this mosaic, in black
and white, representing, on a large scale, figures

of marine monsters and dragons, swimming in

water, whose waves are indicated by horizontal
black lines. In this open court stands, but not
centrally, a hexagonal fountain with concave
sides, its parapet-walls of the concrete known as

opus signinum, quite unornamented, but showing
that here also was the bath, an admitted enjoy,
ment of the Transtiberine Fire Brigade. Along
the walls of the brick front extends a wainscot
of stucco painted deep red, mfetre high,

covered with or rude scratches, the
amusement of the soldiers’ leisure hours, but the
purport of which, where coherent sentences
are legible, is so curious that we may consider
this series of scribblings in a barrack-court the
best part of the treasure-trove hitherto secured
on this site. They are in round letters, not
Italics

;
some in Greek

;
and have served to en-

rich the language of epigraphy with a new term,
yet unknown, sebaciarutm-sebaciaria, i.e., tallow
illuminations, such being recorded in most of
the inscriptions here, in honour of the decennial
or vicenuial vota renewed in the tenth and
twentieth years of reigning emperors, or

to celebrate the creation of some " Cmsar,”
as adopted to the rank of heir presump-
tive by those who ruled the Roman world.
Several are enclosed within a rough sort of
cornice provided with triangular ansiu, or
handles

j
and we transcribe one of the best

written as follows :

—

L. Passeniu-s Rogatus Se-
baciaria fecit Mense Junio Feliciter j on the ansir,

Fauste ut votis X.—votis XX. ; i.e.,
“ May the

vicennial be as auspicious as the decennial vows.”
But the most interesting for connexion with the
moral facts of history is another, in the first

line of which, after " Imp.,” we see the mark
where a name has been erased, by scraping the
surface, followed by another, “ Alexander

;
” and

in which example we have record of the ab-
horrence entertained for tho memory of Helio-
gabalua, after whose mnrder, wo are told, all his
effigies and all public epigraphs bearing his
name were ordered by the senate to be destroyed.
This graff\to tells of the illumination in honour
of his virtuous cousin, Alexander, when raised to
the rank of Cmsar, A.D. 221

;
and curious, in-

deed, is this instance of strict compliance,
even in the barrack-room, with the legally-

enjoined reprobation of that infamous Syrian
emperor. On one wall of a chamber, for tho
greater part choked up with soil and dibris,
entered from this mosaic-paved area, are
some remains of decorative paintings, now
dimly seen by taper-light. Several fragments
of painted stucco and wrought marble have been
found, and among these some curious terra cotta
vessels, shaped into grotesque little figures with
large heads and bulging bodies, conjectured to
be Penates, for the private devotions of the
soldiery. The signa, or masons’ marks, on tiles

extracted, as usual in Rome, from among these
ruins, are of the time of Hadrian. It may bo
doubted, however, whether such art-works as
have jet come to light here can pertain to so
good a period in artistic story.

In the formation of a road to the central rail-

way station that runs along the valley between
the Quirinal and Viminal Hills, have been opened,
or rendered accessible, several small irregular
chambers of brickwork in an extent of ruins
along the Viminal slopes, supposed by Roman
antiquaries to be the baths founded by the
Empress Agrippina for her own sex. A few
remnants of ornamental painting and stneco
reliefs, on some of their walls, might faintly
remind of Pompeii

;
and portions of mosaic pave-

ment, in simple patterns, are also noticeable,

—

particularly one that covers a rather large
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tjnadrangnlar area in a Borfc of kaleidoecope
medley of oolonred marbles on white ground-
work, without any attempt at design. The works
on the Palatine, ordered by Government, have
been susponded, but to be resumed, and (we
understand) about the present time. Those at
Oatia, also carried on by Boman authorities, were
recommenced, after long suspense, about, or soon
after, the beginning of the year.

TUTBURY CASTLE.

The high broken ground of Needwood Forest,
contained between the Trent and the Dove, is

brought to a termination eastward by the union
of those streams upon the confines of the three
shires of Derby, Stafford, and Leicester. About
five miles above this confluence, upon the right
or Staffordshire bank of the Dove, stand the
town and castle of Tutbury, once, according to
Leland, a residence of the Saxon lords ofMercia,
and named, it is said, from the god Thoth, who
presides over Tuesday, and is thought to have
been worshipped in the inclosure of the castle.
The etymology is supported by Wednesbury

;

but however this may be, Tutbury was certainly
an ancient stronghold, and possesses in that
respect unnsual natural advantages.
The castle crowns the head or northern termi-

nation of a considerable ridge of new red sand-
stone rock, which projects from the high ground
of Hanbury and Needwood, and forms au abrupt
promontory above the broad and level meadows
of the Dove. On the south or landward side the
kill is partially severed from its parent ridge by
a cross valley, within and abont which is built
the ancient town of Tutbury, celebrated from
the days of John of Gaunt until the end of the
last centnry for its attachment to the barbarous
sport of bull-running.
The natural position of the castle is strong

and well defined, and has been turned to account
from a very remote period, and materially
strengthened by Norman and pre-Norman art.
Upon its west, south, and eastern sides the

head of the ridge has been further protected
by a broad and deep ditch, which thus covers
about two-thirds of its circumference. Towards
the north, where the hill projects upon the
meadows, the ditch ceases, and this front, rising
steeply about 100 ft., has been rendered steeper
by art, and is further protected by a wide ex-
panse of wet land, traversed by a very ancient
and broad mill-leat, and by the sinuous channel
of the Dove.
Upon the east and north-east fronts, where

the area of the promontory was inconveniently
large, two extensive semilnnar spaces have been
left outside the ditch. They are, in fact, out-
works upon a large scale, useful for pasturing
cattle in turbulent times, somewhat lower than,
and commanded by, the main works

j covering
the ditch, and scarped thongh not revetted
towards the field. They are separated by a deep
ravine, up which the main approach to the castle
ascended from the north-east, the direction of
the Dove bridge, and probably of an earlier ford.
On this, the east front, the contents of the ditch
have been thrown inwards, crowning the scarp
by an artificial bank about 15 ft. or 20 fc. in
height.

Upon the south-west and west side the earth
has been employed to form a large mound, about
40 ft. high, and 70 ft. across at its truncated
summit, and which renders this front almost
impregnable.
The space between the east bank and the west

mound, forming the south front, is occupied by
the castle buildings, which, built upon the natural
soil, crown the scarp of the ditch, and overlook
the town.

Opposite, also from the bank to the mound, is
the north front, almost precipitons, and defended,
therefore, by neither ditch nor bank. The space
thus enclosed forms the base court of the castle,
and covers about three acres. It is in plan an
irregular circle.

The best view of these magnificent earthworks
is from the summit of the mound, which not
only predominates over the court of the castle,
to its east, but westward rises very steeply about
140 ft. from the meadows. The counterscarp of
the ditch is here seen to terminate on the north-
west, at the base of the mound in a sharply
defined falciform ridge.

The masonry which has been added to these
earlier defences is composed of a group of build-
ings on the eonth front, flanked by curtains
which rnn, on the one hand, westward towards

the mound, and, on the other, eastward, along
the top of the bank by which that face is

defended. This curtain is 6 ft. thick at the top
of its plinth, about 6 ft. from the ground, to
which level it is now reduced. There is evidence
that it was abont 20 ft. high, with a rampart
accessible from its flanking towers, and by a
double flight of open steps from within. At
one point is the vanlt of a large garde-rohe,
marked in the “ Vetusta ” drawing by a bartizan
turret. This east curtain is broken by a lofty
rectangular mural tower, of which the interior
wall with a square angle-turret only remains,
and which faced the turn of the rood up to the
castle, on the opposite side of the ditch. The
bank has been removed here, so that the tower
is built upon the original soil, and its basement
entered from the court on a level. This tower is

Perpendicular in style, and has evidently been
blown up by gunpowder.
At the north end of this curtain, at the north-

east corner of the court, is the great gatehouse,
a rectangular building pierced by a portal, and
with lateral lodges. Above were other chambers
of more pretentions and larger size. This gate-
house is almost all outside the wall. Its south
face rakes the ditch, and has a small project-
ing balcony at the first-floor level, communi-
cating by a shaft with the basement lodge. Its
north face looks towards the Dove; only its
south and east walla remain. It had no
flanking towers, the wall on one side of the
gate being pierced by a loop. To it has been
added, outside, flanking the gate, and blocking
up the loop, two thick solid cheeks of wall, from
the front of which the drawbridge fell, across
the moat. The gatehouse seems to be of early
Perpendicular date, but its window recesses
have half-round heads, and a window above the
portal has something like Decorated tracery
still remaining, and rudely indicated in the
“Vetusta” drawing. The portal has a flat

segmental arch, and outside this is a low drop
arch, part of the additions. The details of the
drawbridge, to judge from the holes cut in the
stone, were peculiar. Two portcullis grooves
remain.
The masonry of the drawbridge has been re-

moved, and the ditch here solidly filled np with
earth. The road from below, to reach this gate,
is continued for some way along the crest of the
ditch, within reach of the walls. Lower down
it is commanded by the two demilunes.
From the gatehouse westward the edge of the

steep north front was crested by a curtain-wall,
probably low and light, of which there are slight
traces.

Upon the summit of the mound is a ruined
round tower, evidently an erection of very
modern times, probably as a summer-house, or
an object in a view. There is said to have been
an earlier building here, destroyed before the
reign of Elizabeth, probably by John of Gaunt,
and likely to have been a polygonal shell of
masonry. It was called Julius Tower, a not
uncommon name for such structures.
The castle buildings have been broken down,

but what remains is as sharp and fresh as though
lately executed. The outer wall and altered
windows remain of the great hall, 61ft. long by
29 ft. broad, and a group of state apartments at
the east end. Here are two very fine crypts,
no doubt cellars, entered from the court by
handsome doorways and six or eight descending
steps. They have been covered with barrel
vaults, ribbed transversely and diagonally, with
large carved bosses,—fitting receptacles for the
very best of drinks. Above these are handsome
rooms, with flush flat-topped chimney-places,
with mouldings set with flowers and the “ hart
lodged,” and what may be a conventional
pomegranate. These buildings are in the best and
purest Perpendicular style, and the profiles and
details of the mouldings are admirably suited
to that fine but sometimes rather friable mate-
rial, the new red sandstone, here of very superior
quality.

In the court is a deep well, still in use. At
the west end of the great hall is a brick building,
probably the work of some Crown steward or
lessee, about the time of Queen Anne or George I.

So far as can be observed, the castle exhibits
no trace of Norman masonry. All the struc-
tures, walls, tower, gatehouse, hall, and apart-
ments are nearly or quite of one date, and are
probably the work of John of Gaunt, who
resided here very frequently, and in regal state.

This is very remarkable, because Tutbury is

mentioned in Domesday, was the caput of a very
important Norman honour, and the principal
seat of the great Norman family of Ferrara,

earls of Derby, from the Conquest to their
ruin towards the close of the reign of Henry III.,
since which time it has been, for the most part,
in the Duchy of Lancaster.

Shaw, in his “ History of Staffordshire,” gives
two most exaggerated drawings of this castle.
Another, on a larger scale, a view from the east
side, taken in the reign of Elizabeth, is engraved
in the “Vetusta Monumenta,” vol. i., pi. 39.
This, amidst much absurd perspective, shows the
gatehouse and east tower, what maybe a obapel
east window in the state apartments, and a
round tower at the east foot of and built into
the mound, besides a west curtain with three
mural towers upon it.

Tutbury was held for the king, and taken by
the Parliament in the wars of Charles I., and
snbaeqnently, by order of the House, reduced
very nearly to the condition in which it x*
now seen.

It may be mentioned that an addition to both
the defences and the resources of the castle has
been provided in the leat, in part only, an arti»
ficial channel, known as the Fleam, which leaves
the Dove about a mile above the castle, is led be-
neath its walls, where it still works a large and
very powerful mill, and finally returns to the
river some way down, after a parallel course of
abont three miles.

Although the temporal evidence of the splen-
dour of the house of Ferrars has disappeared,
the memory, as usual, of their ecclesiastical bene-
ficence has been preserved. The parish church
of St. Mary, once the church of the Ferrars
Abbey of Tutbury, still stands a stone's throw
from the castle wall, and seems anciently to have
been included within the outer defences. It
was founded by Henry de Ferrars, in the reign
of Rufus, and has a Norman nave, clerestory,
and aisles; and its west end is one of the most
perfect and richest Norman fronts in existence.
This structnre, which had been much misused,
has happily fallen under the judicious care of
Mr. Street, who is now engaged in scraping and
restoring the Norman parts, and in the addition
of a largo polygonal apse or east end to the chan-
cel. This is probably the chapel of St. Mary
within the castle, in which (18 Ed. I.), Edmund
Earl of Lancaster founded a special mass.
Mary Queen of Scots was imprisoned in Tut-

bury Castle, under the care of George Earl of
Shrewsbury, then constable. C.

PROPOSED MANCHESTER TOWNHALL
COMPETITION.

The town council have issued the Instructions
to architects intending to compete. As we have
already intimated, from the designs sent in, not
fewer than six nor more than twelve will be
selected by the council, and the architects fur-

nishing the designs so selected will be invited to
send in finished and complete drawings in com-
petition for the new townhall, upon the under-
standing that the author of the design event-
ually selected shall (subject to satisfactory

arrangements being made) be employed as the
architect of tho building, and be paid the usual
professional remuneration on the outlay. To
each of the other competitors who may bo so in-

vited, and who may send in finished and com-
plete drawings in the second competition, the
sum of 3001. will be paid by the corporation.
The council reserve to themselves the right to
exhibit the whole of the designs for one month,
either before or after adjndication, as they may
see fit. Each competitor is to state the cubici
contents of his proposed building, and to give an
approximate estimate of the cost, baaed upon
such measurement

;
it being understood that the

elevation to Lloyd-street is to be of a similar
character to the elevation to Princes-street, and
that the external walls are to be in ashlar stone
from Yorkshire or Darley Dale, and the backing
and internal walls of brick. It is probable that
in the first selection of designs the conncil may
seek professional aid ; but, whilst reserving in

their own hands the ultimate decision, the
conncil wish it to be understood that it is their

intention to seek professional aid and advice in

the final selection of the best design, as it is the

wish of the corporation to secure in the present

important competition, so far as may be practi-

cable, the fall confidence of all competing archi-

tects. In the preliminary competition, the letter

addressed to the mayor, together with the
drawings, must be delivered at the townhall,

Manchester, on or before tho lat day of July
next.
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AET, MODEEN AND ANCIENT.
At the anDual meeting of the Hanley School

of Art, held last week, when several interesting
speeches were made, Yiscount Sandon, who pre-
sided, spoke of the value of the study of art as
attaching men to their homes. The great foun-
dation of society, he said, was the home feeling,
and that being the case it was impossible for a
right-minded man to see without regret the
state of many of the dwellings of our town popu-
lations. It was almost wonderful that the love
of home had not died out in the hearts of many,
when they saw the wretched places to which
large numbers of the artizan class wero com-
pelled to bctako themselves when the toil of the
day was over. He hoped that in the minds of
the fathers and mothers of the future a higher
taste was being developed, with a love for°the
pleasant picture, the graceful piece of furniture,
and the elegant chimney-ornament; and that by
the habit of self-denial from indulgence of the
lower propensities of our nature, many things
which might be almost called luxuries would
come to be more generally possessed than at
present. On this ground ho felt that he was not
doing a foolish thing in urging upon an audience
composed in a considerable part of working
people the cultivation of a love of the tasteful and
the beantiful. Nor should it be supposed that
the matter of female dress was a trifling one, for
when a man got a more artistic eye he became
more sensitive on this point, and it was a source
of delight to a working man to see his wife
prettily and neatly dressed. . . . One ofthegi-eat
principles to be borno in mind was that every
article should bo designed with special regard to
its fitness for the use to which it was intended it
should bo put. To be very homely in his illus-
trations, a cup which upset the tea, a handle
which it was awkward to hold, a spout which
poured badly, a plate from the rim of which the
condiments ran into the gravy, were badly con-
tiived articles

;
and, however richly they might

be painted with birds, flowers, and butterflies
were mistakes and failures. Let a thing
be first designed with true regard to fitness,
and then decorated with refinement, and it
was a good work; but to try to be fine
be.'’ore being useful, ami to cover radical
defects of design by gilding and painting
were blunders. It Lad often been objected
to the decorators of English porcelain that
they were servile copyists of nature. There was
no doubt they did copy natural objects admira-
bly, but he was not quite sure whether this was
the highest form of ceramic art. Ho was in-
clined to think that, in studying nature, the best
course to take was not to imitate her servilely,
but to see in a general way how she handled
things,—to see how she combined beautiful
colours, bow she weaved geometrical forms in
the boughs of trees, what beautiful lines she
traced m the interior of pebbles, and in what a
wonderful manner she harmonized the charms
of landscape. The object of the decorator
should be, not to copy line by line, bub to throw
into natural forms something of the human
mind, something of man’s creative spirit —

a

course which would be found to be quite con-
eistent with an observance of the harmonies of
form and colour to be met with in nature. As a
Staffordshire man he felt proud of the progress
which had already been made in the special
industry of the potteries, and was much gratified
to hear that its productions were in increasing
demand in foreign countries. Taking EnglandM a whole, it was impossible not to feel that,
durmg the last twenty years, the decorative arts
had made substantial progress. Every house^d every cottage bore evidences of the fact,
ihe whole of the outside life of the people bad
become much more beautiful and graceful : for
while they could not be blind to the existence ofmuch wretchedness in both town and countrv itwas impossible not to see that substantial pro-

tlie comforts and graces
of hie. That was surely a cause for rejoicing

ht reasonablv hone thsl. f>,«

hundreds of years ago, and preserved in some of
our museums, and the result would be, that they
would probably be less inclined than formerly to
indulge in self-congratulation. He would ask
them to accompany him in imagination to the
tombs of Thebes, on the banks of the Nile, which
he visited some five years ago. After descend-
ing for some time they came upon a series of
ch imbers cut in the solid rock, and these they
were enabled to examine by the light of torches.
On the walls of one of these chambers they saw
depicted in bright colours, laid on probably be-
fore the time of Joseph, but preserved to this day
by the dryness of the atmosphere, the furniture
of the period, with its carved arms, ornamental
legs, and rich cushions and tassels. In these
the polished life of the Egyptians was portrayed
even as in a similar manner the polished life of
to-day may be illustrated. On the walla of
another chamber the culinai’y utensils of the
Egyptians were painted

;
on the walla of the

third the arms of the period
;
and on those of a

fourth the gardening of the period
;
and in all

these cases it was impossible to help feeling that
the life led by the Egyptians very closely resem-
bled that led by Europeans of the nineteenth
century. Egypt was evidently, in her way,
pretty nearly as civilized as modern Europe, and
the impression was confirmed by a visit to the
museum at Cairo, iu which was preserved a large
and unique collection ofjewelry which had for-
merly decorated the embalmed bodies of the
dead, All these beautiful objects were fashioned
long before Greece and Romo began their tale,
and the same might be said of the beautiful
sculptures of Assyria, iu which the richness of
the robes rivalled those worn by the nations of
modern Europe. The same remarks would apply
to the discoveries made at Pompeii

;
and all these

facts together seemed to warn them against
being over-prond of the advances which had
been made in art and civilization by the present
generation. Other men had worked, and the
moderns had entered into their labours. They
would find by diligent inqiiiiy that, as far os art
was concerned, mankind had in these latter ages
invented little that was new, but had very often
contented themselves with appropriating and
adapting the ideas of bygone centuries, on which
account he thonght they should hold in rever-
ence those illustrious ones who had preceded
them, and to whom they were indebted for many
of the beautiful forms 'and devices which now
decorated their homes.

NEW NATIONAL GALLERY DESIGNS.

Tbe following is the Report of the Judges
appointed to consider the designs for a new
National Gallery. It is addressed to the First
Commissioner of Works and Public Buildings :~

most efTectaally done by ligbling the principal ealleriea.
from, the t(^, and by so regulating the space for the
admisnon oflight that it shall in no case be less than one-
hall of the saperficiea of the floor.
The height of these galleries to the ceiling light shouldm oar opinion, bo equal to their width

;
and, as regards

their length, long galleries without subdivisions appear to
us to be inconvenient to viaitora, and iU-adapted to a
proper classification of the pictures exhibited.We consider, at the same time, that a National Gallery
Bhould contain one or more galleries of the width laiddown in the instractions to the competitors, while other
ff^beries might be constrocted with a width of 40 ft. or

dimensions would be well suited for the
exhibition of smaller pictures.

especial care should be taken
that the higher galleries do not obstruct the light of the
lower ones, and that the entrances should, if possible, be
at the ends rather than at the sides of the galleries.
On the question of warming and ventilation, the appli-

ances should be so contrived as to give out the heat in the
centre of the room.
Bearing iu mind the arrangements required for the

upp^r galleries, we consider it a matter of great import-
ance that such areas should be provided os will admit of
the lower rooms being lighted from both sides, so as to flt
them for the exhibition of the Turner collection and other
drawings.
The levels of the principal gallery floors should be sa

constructed as to admit of easy access by visitors. We
would further observe that it is not, in our opinion, neces-
sary or expedient to add to the diffieaUies involved in the
requirements of a national picture gallery by appropriating
large spaces to the exhibition of senipture.
These suggestions are submitted for your Lordship’s

consideration with reference to interior arrangements.
As regards the exterior, the light conveyed through the

glass roofs should be as far as possible unobstructed by
shadows cast from domes, towers, &c. Any breaks,
therefore, which may be introduced to relieve the sky-
Ime should be subordinate to this practical consideration.

Brovision should be made for ihe sbelter of viaitora
entering or quitting the galleries, so as to give ready
covered access to their carriages.
We have ventured to tender to your Lordship these

soKfJostiona as desiderata in the erection of a gallery
table Cor the reception of the national pictures.
rVe are, at the same time, aware that they must be

subject to local considerations, to the space placed at the-
d^posal of the architect, and also to the architectural
effect required iu a public building of the kiud under con-
sideration.

\\ e do not wish it to be inferred from the above sng-
geations that these requirements have been generally lost
sight of by the competitors. We have already acknow-
ledged not only the talent evinced in dealing’ with the
question of architectural effect, but also the ingenuity
and professional skill which have been brought to bear
upon the diUiciiKicB of the task assigned to them.
Having, however, come to the conclusion already com-

municated to your Lordship, we should have faib-d'in our
duty as a Committee of advice had we not expressed our
opinion upon the general principles which should be ob-
served iu the construction of a National Gallery, and we
are led to believe from the result of our investigations
that such principles may be generally adopted, and be
found not altogether inconsistent with those architectural
eflects which should characterise a building of such
national importance.
With this view we beg to submit the above report to-

your Lordship's consideration.
Hardin
Elcho.

“

A, J. B. Beresford Hope.
W, Boxall.
David Brandon.

London, Feb. 23.”

Richard Redgrave.
William Russell.
T. Gambier Barry.
WilliamTito.

and they might reasonably hope that the course
ot progress would coutiuue. Bab when they
imagined, as they sometimes did, that there
never had been such a time in the history of the
world as this nineteenth century,—that the con-
quests which in it had been made over the forces
of nature, aud the beauty of the works which
it had accomplished had never been surpassed
It was well they should cast their eyes back-^
wards and see what had been done in the far-
ofl centuries of tlie world’s life. Let them con-
sider whether they could surpass the beautiful

_My Lord,—We Lave the honour, in aecordaoce with
theiuatructionseoQveyedin your Lordship's letter of theDth ult., to submit the following Report on the several

arclnte*ct

^ the National Gallery sent in by the competing

Our llr«t step was to obtain clear and definite instrnc-
tions as to our duties, and we subsequently inquired
whether, in the event of our considering it unadvnsable
to recommend any one of tho competing designs for
executiqn, it was expected we should specify which of
the designs appeared to exhibit tho greatest amount of
comparative merit.
Our next object in examining these designs was to

ascertain whether the competitors had in every respect
complied with the instructions of the Office of Works
conveyed to them in the circular dated the loth of
February, 1866; and with this view we obtained, through
your Lordship, tho valuable assistance of Mr. W J
Gardiner, from whose report it appears, with one or two
exceptions of minor detail, the iustroctions have beeu
strictly adhered to.

\\ e have minutely examined the several designs pre-
pared under the two alternatives proposed in the Bircular
above referred to, keeping carefully in view the relative
importance of interior arrangement and architectural
elevation

j but while we readily acknowledge the srehi-
teelunil skill shown by the competitors, and tho merito-
rious manner in which many of the difficulties of these
requirements have been met, we are bound to say, alter
full and mature deliberation, that we are not prepared
to recommend any one individual design for adoption byyour Lordship. ^ ^

We much regret that we are compelled to arrive at
this conclusion, which, we may observe, is one to which
we have unanimously assented.
At the same time we think it due to the competitors to

point to the design for a new gallery by Mr. Edward
iiurry, and to that for the adaptation of the existing
gallery .by Mr. Murray, as exhibiting the greatest amount
of architectural merit.
Having thus tar performed the duty assigned to us hyyour lordship, wo venlure to submit fur your considera-

lion the lollowiDg suggestions on the principles which
ought to govern the building of a new National Gallery,
suggestions which we believe to be in accordance with theapmt, li not the letter, of our insiructions.

are of opinion that
'

We have received a communication from-
Messrs. Banks & Barry protesting against the
report of the judges in this matter, and urging
that the “ principles ” laid down in the Report
ore exactly the “principles” on which they
have framed their design. They say, in conclu-
sion ;

—

“We see from the reply of Lord John Manners last
night to Mr. Goldschmid, that the judges having given so-
indecisive a report, her Majesty’s Government feet that the
decision is, after all, remitted to them. We trust that that
decision may be to remove entirely the present building,
as the cs-eful study which we, as competitors, have given to
the subject has convinced ua that any attempt to utilize
tho^ present building would be JiiianciaUy no leas than
ortiiiieally a failure, and auy attempt to govern the design
of a new gallery by the lines and levels of the present
building would only too probably result in making sucH
new building as unsatisfactory ao the present one is, oa
ail hands, acknowledged to be.”

THE ROYAL GOLD MEDAL FOR
ARCHITECTURE.

Tite council of the Institute having been
requested to take into consideration the rules as
to the mode in which the gold medal shall be
hereafter awarded, have reported that,

—

“They are of opinion that, in the first place, all due-
regard should be paid to the intention with which the
medal was originally given by her Majesty

; and next, to-
applying by iis means the greatest possible stimulus to
the progress of the art of architecture. These considera-
tions seem to indicate the propriety of conferring the
honour somewhat more liberally than heretofore, both oa
English and on foreign artists, or men of science, as well
as on others, not being professional architects, who may
be deemed worthy to receive the medal, as an analysis of
the list of laureates shows that the tendency of the award
hss hitherto been to retain the medal somewhat too exclu-
sivelj^ within the ranks of the profession. Of nineteen
recipients, twelve have been English and five foreign

,
professional architects: while only one English and one

COIOTB to bo znet with in Oriental porcelain ntade w"rb 'iSrHait' I‘-'viieii, wui oej With respect to the rules, or practise, in accordance
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wilh which the recommendatioa should be made, no other
change ia advised than the following, in regard to the
order. It appears to the council that the rule most con-
sUCent with the principles just recognised would be to
equalize the number of the English and of the foreign
recipients, both professional and non-professional. The
practical working of this arrangement would be, that once
in four years honour would be paid,

—

Istly—To an English architect;
2Qd5y—To a foreign architect

;

3rdly—To an Englishman not a professional architect
;

and ‘ILhly—To a foreigner not a professional architect.

The council accordingly consider that (the last two
awards having been in favour of English architects, and
the one preceding of a French architect) the person to be
designated by them for the honour this year should be a
foreigner ‘ not being a professional architect,' The order
of rotation would subsequently bo,

—

1868—An English architect;
1860—A foreign architect

;

1870—

An Englishman not being a professional architect

;

1871—

A foreigner not being a professional arehitect :

—

•the order being repeated so long as her Majesty may be
graciously pleased to continue her bestowal of the
medal."

They have since recommencled that, subject to
her Majesty’s ^acious sanction, the royal gold
medal lor 1866 bo awarded to M, Charles Texier,
of Paris.

Sin,—1 earnestly hope that the rules hitherto acted
upon in the disposal of this medal will now and hence-
forth be abandoned. Hitherto tho medal has been a sort
of close mon^oly, considered as a thing belonging
strictly to the Institute, to be handed round to its mem-
bers in rotation

; and many, no doubt, there are, though
mere art-factors, who expect the medal to come to them
as a sort of right, because they are Fellows of the Insti-
tute. Many men who have worked in furtberenee ofart,—
Britton, Fugin, Parker, and another worker for years,
lor the benc'iit ol art, as well as in tho profession, whom
you would probably not let me name in your pages, men
who have done good service, have received no recognition
from the Institute. 1 hold it as a great disgrace to those
who had (he disposal of the medal that the two first-uamed
men should have passed away without receiving the medal,
ihey were, in my opinion, far more worthy than any who
have obtained it. This, like other honours, will shine
brightest by reflected lustre. Tho deeds of the men who
receive it are what chiefly makes the honour honourable.
And what have some uf the recipients of this medal done ?
Several, in point of talent, are not one bit above the
general run ol practitioners. In looking over the names of
past recipients two noticeable things strike mo —that outofainM™n onljoneo.»n, Tiollet-lo-Doo, o.n be .triclly
termed Gothic. Tet surely this is the style in which we
have made greatest advance, and of which wo have most
reason to be proud. And only one English author isamong them. The next men who ought to have the medal
are the two I have indicated. For more than a quarter
oi a century have these men laboured ardently and
arduously as art-teachers, and to them srchicecta owe
a deep debt of gratitude. It may be necessary to say
that personally I am a stranger to both of them.

F. E. MxsEX.

THE PARIS EXHIBITION AND ART.

Now that the forthcoming Exhibition of all

tbafc the modern -world can produce is taking up
80 large a part of public attention, I -would ask
you to allow me to say a few words about it,

and on the principles on which it is based. A
very few words will suffice

;
because when a great

and leading principle of action is fairly at work,
whether it be right or wrong, we see immediately
by the results what its truo value is, und
whether or not it ought to be continued, and re-

peated, and persisted in. It must be borne in
mind that this Paris Exhibition is the fourth
great exhibition—the parents of so many other
smaller ones all on the same principle of action
and with the same aim.

All four exhibitions have had one common
idea; they have divided themselves broadly
into three divisions

—

raw materials, as grown or
dug from the earth

; m-achinery to mould these
materials into useful forms

;
and fine-art, or art

manufacture, to render these useful forms
agreeable to the eye, and wenfalJi/ useful ; and
tho final idea of them, and, perhaps, the climax
of the whole, the singling out and bringing into

public notice, and in some way or other reward-
ing those who have personally brought about
this last and final process—that of clothing the
useful with the beautiful

;
in other words, the

recognition of the work of tho artist, and the
artist himself. I say this has been tho aim of
these great Exhibitions, but it should rather be
said it ought to and should have been the aim of
thorn. Unfortunately, however, for art and
manufacture it has all resulted in almost the
reverse of this true and legitimate aim : the
artist has been completely lost sight of; the
real producer of the work has been forgotten,
and effectually hidden by the shopman or seller !

It is difficult to see how a greater iniquity and
unfairness could or can bo perpetrated, or one
better adapted to crush out art action altogether.
Indeed, has it not already accomplished its work?
I will take, with your pormiasion, sir, one single
instance from the first of these Exhibitions, that
of 1851

;
and a single case of art manufacture

—

that of the lato Mr. Herbert Minton—and the
china service manufactured by him for the
Sultan of Turkey. Mr. Minton was, I consider,
a fair aud perfect type of our present race of art
manufacturers

;
and as such, I think some of his

opinions on art topics arc worth recording : they
will be found to bear, too, on the present vital
subject. Minton often contended with me as a !

ARTISTIC FURNITURE.

Foremost amongst tho articles of furniture
that have been prepared for the fast approacb-
ing Paris Exhibition, we must name those now
completed by Messrs. Jackson & Graham, who,
bent on maintaining the position they have long
held m these tourneys of skill, have evidently
applied themselves to the work, determined to
come off victors. They send nine pieces in all,
and these include an upright case of ebony inlaid
with ivory, for works of art (part of the fittings

^ a room for Mr. A. Morrison, of Foothill
House), a charming little ^tagire (the capitals
ppitally carved), and a table of amboyna wood
inlaidwith other woods, and forming a lovely piece
of colour. In the ornamentation of the upright
case, the hand - writing of Mr. Owen Jones is
obvious. Panels at the bottom, below the glass
doors, are filled in with his conventional foliage,
in ivory, around the initials of the owner A. M.
-entwined.

,

capo (I’opera, however, is a cabinetm three divisions laterally, in the style of
Italian works of the sixteenth century. This,
like some of the other furniture mentioned, is of
ebony inlaid with ivory, and includes a few
plaques jaspar and lapis lazuli. The orna-
mentation is ol the most elaborate kind, drawn
as well the griffins and human heads as the
foliage, with great spirit, expression, and
beauty.

The excellence of the inlaying, of the engraving
on the ivory, and of the carving, is remarkable,
buck metal work as there is, too, is admirable •

we are much disposed to consider the cabinet
as a whole the finest modern work of its kind
that has been executed in England. The entire
credit of the design and drawing is given by the
manufacturers to Mr. Lormier, who has been long
connected with their establishment. The worth
of the cabinet is understood to be 2,0001., and it
IS satisfactory to know that it found a purchaser
before it was finished.

leading principle that it was now in the power
j

of a country such as England is to enlighten and '

teach artistically every other country in the
[

world, with the sole exception of France. He
j

said, “ with our vast mechanical means, and new '

chemical processes and new materials, and im-

1

proved methods of going to work, there is some-
thing which 1 cannot understand, and which
seems to mo truly absurd in your opinion that
we, with all at our command, have yet to learn
of the barbarous Chinese.” I quote this expres-
sive sentence because it embodies that emiuent
manufacturer’s opinions on art, aud also because
it is in reality the text of the Society of Arts
and of these great Exhibitions. Minton did not,
aud could not, understand the old art action, nor
the remains of it yet to be found in what are now
called barbarous countries, I need not pause
now to say what I urged in favour of that
system

; I will only mention the startling fact
that Minton allowed, with great fairness, that in

spite of all our immense advantages, all the
means and skill of his factory could not produce
a single square inch of common China ware,—Ido
not say eqa.al to, but anything like, the specimcTt
I showed him picked up for a few halfpence, and
a mere piece of ordinary ware. Material, texture,
colour, transparency, drawing, he fairly gave all

up in succession. I mention these facts to show
the position of the art manufacturer as an art

judge of his own wares, and guide to those whom
he employs, to bring them into existence.

Mr. Minton was an employer of art labour in

all forms, but he uas nothing else. He had no
great taste of his own; he simply went with
the world, aud his trade instinct was so powerful
as to completely nullify any real personal taste
be doubtless naturally had. He was, of course,
no draughtsman or puiuter himself. He was nut
a designer, nor was he a w’orkman, nor could he,

as is proved above, judge tinly of the work oi

others. To use his own expressive language,

—

I put it in the window, and the public advise
me of the worth of it.” I say, therefc*re, dis-

tinctly that this fortunate employer of artistic

labour, and out ot which he made so large a

fortune and fame, was nothing whatever bat a
shopman

;

his artists aud workmen, in cellar
and garret, produced between them the art
objects for sale, handing them to him, and he
did nought but pass them to tho customer, and
take the money, to—drop into a till. Yet do we
all know that for this very service, in the pro-
duction of which he took no xmrt whatever,
Minton not only received the Cuuncil medal of
the first Exhibition for “artistic merit” (the
artists themselves never being thought of for a
single moment), aud the medals and honours of
the Society of Arts, but he was made, as well, a
member of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects !—a member of the Institute on a level

with the highest; while the working architects,
like Minton’s artists, of whom I could say much,
can find temporary home nowhere bat in the
basement of that Institute, cannot look upstairs,
aud are now begging for books in a house fall of
nothing but books. Will tho new Reform Bill

alter this in any way—if not, what will be the
good of it ?

Sir, I name these curious things as facts, in

the hope that some one will give them a few
minutes’ thought, and not at all to cloud Minton’s
memory. Some may, perhaps, be inclined to
ask, why rake all this up, and what has it to do
with the present business of the world, and the
Paris Exhibition and art ? I answer, because
Mr. Minton is succeeded by others who are now
running tho same race he did, and will meet
surely with the same rewards. 1867 is but a
repetition of 1851. I, for one, though but one,

protest against the way in which the art depart-
ment of this Exhibition is being worked out, and
against the broad and pernicious principle of
exhibiting art objects under tho names of those

who have had nothing whatever artistically to

do with their production, and who are them-
selves incapable of all work as artists or work-
men, and who are but sellers and advertisers.

I think some one in authority, as the Institute,

and who will be listened to, should publicly pro-

test against such a system, aud that the world
should at least be made to know what the posi-

tion of those are who figure in this year’s show,
and that the public should bo made to under-
stand that it is at the world’s shopmen they
are looking and admiring, and not at either its

artists or its workmen.
One other phase among many of this great

coming Exhibition. We are told that architec-

ture is but very indifferently represented in it

;

that no adequate idea of the doings aud capacity
of British architects will be forthcoming. Why
not ? Indeed, in the absence of all that ought
to be seen, a large section, 60 fc. high, of the
1862 Exhibition building will be visible, and will

afford to the European public some sort of idea
as to what English nineteenth-century architec-

ture has culminated in. I say nothing against
it. It seems to me to be fairly representative of

modern British architecture ! But it may just

occur to some poor mortals why the real working
element in modern architectural practice is not

to be somewhere or other visible, say by the side

of the working men’s department. No common
workman, it may be presumed, will venture to

send anything,—if any workman exhibit at all,

—

that ia not really and as a matter of fact his own
worlc, and not the performance of another man.
If this be BO, then this working-man’s depart-

ment will be the sole true spot in the whole
building devoted to art. It may be rough, but
it will be true. What a pity, therefore, it seems
that the architectural assistants who supply
these very workmen with their guiding draw-
ings, aud without which they could do nothing,

should not have been encouraged,—nay, called

on,—to contribute to this world’s architectural

display. A capital of a column by an architect’s

assistant, and a capital carved by a workman,
would show all that architecture is now made up
of. Like a brick from the chimney, it would
show what the house is made of. 1 do not sec

how art and architecture can sink lower than

they are sunk.
One other 1867 marvel. Somebody once said

there is nothing so great as greatness on a low
level. It is quite certain that when imperialism

oondescends to notice aud feel interested in

common folk’s affairs aud wantp, it is a very

sublime spectacle. Tho Emperor himself is an
exhibitor, and ia to show to the world a model

working-man’s house, plans, sections, and eleva-

tions, aud we may suppose perspective views.

It is a very difficult subject indeed; everybody

has failed to produce the right thing. His
Imperial Majesty may succeed, and whip the

world of cottage builders. But is it at all con-
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ceivable that Napoleon III. will actually take up
a T square, and pencil, and compassep, and hang
over a drawing-board, and pnzzle bis mind, and
rack his body, over the mysteries of the arrange-
mentsofa labourer’s cottage; calculate dimen-
sions, and go into the question of materials,
bricks, and timber, and plaster ? Why, it seems
nothing short of treason to hint at it oven.
What, then, is even majesty to do ? for a cottage
will not come together, though but on paper,
without Stands. We must depute it to somebody.
The Minister of the Interior is said to have
been consulted, and the Prefect of Paris,
to whom we owe the New Paris, and the destruc-
tion of the Old. Will they try the square ?

The Imperial architect must be talked to, or the
world would come to an end. Will he work ?
Who, then, will ?

—

Why, his clcrJc

!

One cannot
help almost pitying this unfortunate youth in
his efforts to get at the proper dimensions of the
working man’s living-room, bed-rooms, how
many^ are there to be,—any kitchen, and what
good is a scullery, and how high are the rooms
to be ? And then, greatest of all, and deepest
and highest of problems, what style of archi-
tecture,—English or French ?—if Gothic, what
phase of. Gothic? One’s head fairly aches.
Unfortunate youth, when hie Herculean labour
is at last over, what is his next duty ? Hand it
to the master—from him to the prefect—thence
to the minister—and finally into the hands of
their Imperial Sovereign—to be exhibited to the
astonished world. What next? Everybody is
to be rewarded according to his deserts; and
it IS quite certain that his Imperial Majesty will
be accorded by the Imperial Commission a pon-
derous medal, as big as a soup-plate, for this
very cottage, thus brought into being. No one
will doubt this, for such is present architectural
practice. Has Napolean considered this ? Will
he consider it ? 1 hope he will, and that when
the Imperial Prince hands this medal to the
Emperor, he will in turn hand it at once to the
above unhappy mortal who has been for weeks
on the rack, body and soul, in trying to accom-
modate comfortably a working man and his
family; and, simply, who has done all the work
from first to last. There is nothing like Royal
magnanimity, Shakspeare says. Surely the
Emperor cannot retain that golden medal, in the
face of Europe, France, England, and facts

!

Again, then, what is architecture and art when
emperors can find fame in one, so produced,
and mere shopmen seize the other ? Pray, sir’
call public attention to it. 0. B. Allen.

DWELLINGS FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES IN IRELAND.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Institute of
Architects of Ireland, Mr. Charles Geoghegan,
architect, read a paper on the subject of dwell-’
ings for the working classes. lu the course of
it he gave particulars of some that had been
built in Dublin.

“ Each doable house, having central staircase,
a,fford3 four complete tenements, containing
living-room, with bed recess, scullery, two bed-
rooms, separate access being provided to all the
rooms to admit of one or more being let off as
may be required.

A yard or small garden having conveniences
with ashpits provided for each block of building,
the cost of each house being 3201., or about 801.
e^h dwelling of three apartments and sculle-
ries. They are all let at 43 . 6(1. per week, the
four returning 461. I 63 . per annum, from which
sum deducting ground-rent, repairs, insurance,
and all taxes, leaves 361. 16a., or 11^ per cent, on
the capital invested. And when the employer
himself becomes the landlord, the tronble, risk,
or loss in collection of rents will not form an im-
portant item in the calculation. These build-
ings have all been executed within the past
twelve months, of entirely new materials of
proper quality, and present a cheerful and
attractive exterior, available at all times for
ordinary letting property or workmen’s houses
as may bo found most remunerative, thus re-
ducing the chance of failore in the speculation
to a minimum.
The Industrial Tenements Company, Limited,

for whom I have the hononr of being architect,
are at present actively engaged in erecting ex-
tensive and commodious dwellings for workmen
on their property in Meath-street, the general
plans being much similar to those already intro-
duced to your notice, but having four stories in
height in place of two, the ground being more

valuable in a crowded thoroughfare : thus
enabling the company to obtain eight complete
tenements under one roof instead of four, as
shown on former plans. The whole building
containing 124 rooms, for which, calculating a
very moderate rental for each apartment sepa-
rately, would yield a very fair return for the
capital invested in the undertaking. Each stair-
case landing is here provided with cinder-shafe,
water-pipes, and fonl-water sinks discharging
into drains. The lavatories, drying-room, ash-
pits, and conveniences being situated in the ex-
tensive airing.gronnda in the rear of the houses,
common to all. The ground-floor facing Meath-
street being let off for shops, which let well in
connexion with tenement property in this
locality.

A very able professional writer, when alluding
to the necessity of providing homes for the Lon-
don poor, recently declared that as yet they had
not been able to erect suitable tenements for
working men at less than 1501. each dwelling,
43J. per room being the average outlay on each
room in Cobden’s-buildings, Bagnigge - wells,
while our first attempt in Dublin have shown
what can be effected at 801. each dwelling of
three apartments and scolleries

; and for their
suitability, comfort, extent, and appearance, a
visit of inspection will amply satisfy the in-
quirer.”

“ In adopting concrete in place of masonry
for the walls of workmen’s houses, as has been
most effectively done in Kent and in other parts
of England, the advantage of economy, dryness,
warmth, and solidity may at once be gained; and
as this mode of construction may be executed
by^ any ordinary labourer by the use of
shifting frames of timber, the saving of skilled
labour alone forms an important element in its
favour : when concrete is used in trenches, or
above-ground raised on a course of masonry
above the influence of alternate wind and water,
it will be fonnd a most substantial and durable
material for bnilding.

In the south of France, building en pis^—

a

superior sort of mud wall, or rammed earth
mixed with straw—is much used, and I have
seen two stories frequently built in this manner
in farm-houses and out-offices, although fre-
quently the quoins are formed ofronghly-squared
stones or brick

; and there is no reason why we
should not resort to this mode of construction
in this country for similar buildings. Walls thus
made are perfectly dry, warm, and impervious
to air and moisture

;
and, when the customary

clauses of leases do not insist upon the use of
brick or stone dwellings being erected, advantage
may be taken of this simple and inexpensive
means of providing comfortable homes at small
rents.”

Mr. Geoghegan commenced his paper with
obliging reference to the efibrta, early and con-
tinuously, made in the Builder, to obtain im-
provement in the dwellings occupied by the
labouring classes, and traced to these the endea-
vours now being made in that direction through-
out the United Kingdom.

THE WELSH CHAPEL, GROYE STREET,
LIVERPOOL.

The new chapel for Welsh Independents
erected in Grove-street has been opened for
divine service. The building is in the Byzan-
tine style of architecture, adapted to the require-
ments of the present day and the mode of wor-
ship used by this denomination, the materials of
the exterior being Yorkshire shoddies, with
coloured bands and arches in other kinds of
stone. The front has on the one side a campa-
nile tower with belfry windows divided by stone
shafts, forming a leading feature in the perspec-
tive of the street. On the other side of the gable
finishing the roofs is the staircase with a row of
narrow lights next its roof. The gable is filled

in with a wheel-window, having round and
coloured sbafes in its tracery. Underneath this
is the principal entrance doorway, having a
round-headed, carved arch, and two pnlished red
granite shafts on either sicle, with carved capi-
tals. There are two gallery entrances also in
the front, one being in the tower and the other
in the staircase referred to. Internally the chief
object is the large decorated rostrum or pnlpit.
Tbe organ is decorated in colour with gilded
ornaments; it was built by Mr. Rushworth, of
this town. The rostrum is exeented in pitch
pine, varnished, and relieved with coloured
panels. There is a gallery round three sides of

the chapel, having an ornamented wooden front
relieved by red cloth : a number of iron columns
with wrought-iron caps, decorated in colours,
support the gallery. All the woodwork is lightly
stained and varnished. The seats are all open,
and of stained deal varnished. The extreme
length of the chapel is 70 ft.

; breadth, 48 ft. ;
height from floor to ceiling, 32 ft.

;
and it affords

sitting-room for 880 persons. Attached to the
chapel is the residence of the keeper. There are
also schoolrooms under the chapel. The total
cost of the building and land is about 6,OOOZ.

;

the architect was Mr. C. 0. Ellison, of Liver-
p(X)l

; and Mr. Evan Evans was the contractor.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF LEEDS.

The exposures made some years since in the
Builder, for which we got much less praise than
blame, are nowagain justified by an investigation
which the editors of the local Mercury, urged by
repeated statements, have caused their reporter
to make into the sanitary state of some of ihe
streets and courts lying to the north of Kirk-
gate

;
and, as the editors in a leader comment-

ing on the disclosures characterize it, a ” horrible
report” it is; which, had it appeared in the
Builder, at least a few years since, would have
set a nest of hornets about our ears for scandal-
izing the sweet town of Leeds. The evils re-
counted are, of course, precisely those set forth in
the Builder,—bad drainage, bad paving, overflow-
iug privies and ash-pits, cellar dwellings, and so
forth. A flood of corroborative correspondence
has since set in, in the columns of the Mercury ;
and now that the town is being roused by such
evidence ah intra, let us hope that the town-
council will be compelled to adopt efficient mea-
sures for the sanitary iroprovementof their town.
Fever has of late been on the increase, and the
summer is approaching : there is not a moment
to lose.

THE BRIGHTON SANITARY
ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of the members
and friends of this association has been held at
the^ Royal Pavilion, Mr. Douglas Fox in the
chair. Owing to a heavy snowstorm, the attend-
ance was not nnmerons; but the Mayoress and
several ladies, by whom the business of the
association is conducted, were present. The
association appears to be mainly supported by
ladies, and established on similar principles to
those of the metropolitan kindred association

;

having for its objects the spread of sanitary
knowledge and the improvement of sanitary
circumstances amongst the poorer classes, by
visitation, distribution of sanitary tracts, and
sncb-like means. The report which was read
showed that the association, though far too
stinted as to funds, were doing their best to
promote the objects in view, and bad already
done some public as well as much private good.

THE NEW STATION AT CREWE.

This new railway station, of which we have
before spoken, has now been opened. In the
new station the main lines run straight through
the centre, as at Stafford, and they are open to
the sky. The lines by which stopping trains
approach the two platforms are rooted over, aa
are, of course, the platforms themselves, and
which are 950 ft. long and 34 ft. wide, the roofs
leaving about 65 ft. at each end uncovered. In
addition to these—the main lines and platforms
—two bays with double lines at each end and on
each side of the station to receive trains starting
from it or arriving there and not going on, form-
part of the plan. At present the bays at tho
north end are not made, it being necessary first
to remove the old station, which occupies their
site. Between these bays are platforms 270 ft.
long at the south end, and which are to be 360 ft.

long at the north end of the station. The goods
traffic is to pass entirely at the back of the
station, on the west side, and the goods station
is to be erected on that side and south of the
passenger station. The platforms aro paved
with black and red quarries, the surface being
considerably rounded to keep them diy. The
roofs are very extensive, the main part 820 ft.

long, whilst those which cover the south bays
are 80 fc., and those across the north bays 70 ft.
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span. They are snpported by cast-iron pillars,

on -which rest cast trellioed girders. From these
the roofs spring. They are of wrought angle-
iron with round tie-rods, and are painted in

colours. They contain a -yery large surface of
glass.

The station buildings extend from the bridge
southwards for a length of 270 ft. on each side.

The buildings are of white brick. The line of
wall is broken, the chief features being two bay
windows on each side. A stone cornice is sup-
ported by oi’namental trusses in terra cotta, be-
tween which is a line of panelling alternately of
buff and red in the same material. The windows
are triple h'ghts, the centre the widest, with
semicircular cast-iron heads and columns. A
segment arch of bnff teira cotta, with sunk
panels, and alternate red bands surmounts the
three lights. There are on both sides thirty-one
rooms for various purposes. The first-class re-
freshment-rooms are largo— 55 ft. by 26 ft. on
the down side, and the other only 2 feet shorter—and are lofty and very light. The second-class
refreshment-room is 46 ft. by 20 ft. on the down
side, whilst on the np side it is at right angles to
the front, and is 26 ft. by 22 ft. These rooms
are paved with tesselated quarries, and to avoid
cold and damp they ore laid on boards. Beyond
a little place on the down-line, within one of the
bay windows, and which will barely hold half a
dozen chairs, there is, strange to say, no gentle-
men’s waiting-room -whatever. Of course the
large refreshment-rooms are available, but these
by no means supply the want of a place in which
persons waiting for trains may remain and spend
the time in reading or writing.
The line is crossed, not by a bridge, but by an

nnderground passage, which is reached from
each platform by two inclines, instead of steps.
It is 230 ft. long, 10 ft. wide, and 10 ft. high. A
sub-passage has the advantage of diminishing
greatly the ascent and descent, as it requires
less elevation to pass under the line than a bridge
must have for trains to pass beneath. The new
station was designed by Mr. J. B. Stansby,
assistant engineer, under Jlr. Wm. Baker, the
engineer-in-ohiefof the company. The work has
been carried on under the superintendence, in
the interest of the company, of Mr. George
Jenner, of Stafford, as clerk of the works. The
contract for the erection of the new station was
taken by Mr. John Parnell, of Kugby, builder,
now Messrs. Parnell, Son, & Bennett, and the
amount was about 36,0003. The ironwork and
the roof have been executed by Mr. P. D. Bennett,
of Spon-lane, near West Bromwich; the terra-
cotta has been supplied by Messrs. Gibbs &
Canning, of Pazeley, near Tamworth; and the
bricks were furnished by Messrs. Burton & Son,
of Ironbridge.

decline. Wo are much mistaken if it has not
had something considerable to do with it. It
was not to the remaining silk manufacturers now
in Macclesfield that the appeal seems to have
chiefly been made, but to all and sundry con-
nected with the trades of the town and interested
in its general prosperity. One branch of the
declining staple or silk manufactni'e. it appears,
has been preserved and is in a flourishing state
solely owing to the art and skill engaged in it;
and out of a list of 23 subscribers to the School
of 'Art 20 were connected with the silk trade.
Nevertheless, out of 87 young men of the artizan
class in the school only 6 were connected with
the silk trade, a fact which seems of itself to
throw a significant light on the decline of that
trade

; but which also goes to show that there
ought to be other subscribers besides those con-
nected with the declining staple trade of the
town. Let us hope the ratepayers of Maccles-
field now really mean to subscribe to their School
of Art

; and that, though “penny wise,” they
are not quite “pound foolish.”

WHOLESALE MANUFACTUEE OP
OZONE.

It has long been an idea of ours that ozone
might be manufactured on a great scale for the
purification of close courts, and other cholera and
fever haunts; and we pointed attention to the
enormous electrical power of Sir W. Armstrong’s
electric boiler, in order to show the possibility of
this being done. It is interesting now to note,m connexion with our idea, that a sugar-refining
firm in Whitechapel is setting up oue of Wilde’s
extraordinary electrio machines on their pre-
mises for the bleaching of sugar; and we do not
despair of seeing the same power soon applied
as we originally suggested. Wilde’s machine
has recently been exhibited to the Royal Society
at Burlington House. It is worked by a IS-horso
power steam-engine, and possesses wonderful
power.^ Tho form is magneto-electric

; and it
has coils 4 ft. high and 10 inches thick, contain-
ing 14 cwt. of copper wire. The armature
rotates 15,000 times in a minute. The intensity
of the light produced by this machine is some-
thing almost appalling. It required, like the
sun, to be gazed at through coloured elasses
Rtt vnnn.-... 1 il.- ... .. ,

WANTED, A SCHOOL OP ART FOR
MACCLESFIELD.

Reports of a meeting of local ratepayers to
consider as to the adoption of the Public Libraries
Act of 1855, have been forwarded to us by Mr.
Ford, the master of tho local School of Art, at
the request of the school committee. The rate-
payers mot in much stronger force to refuse the
farthing per pound, which was all that their
School of Art required, than they would have
dono to grant it

; and when an amendment -was
moved to tho effect that a voluntary subscription
was better than a rate in aid, the alacrity of tho
ratepayers in supporting the amendment might
have induced tho simple-minded to believe that
one and all were really anxious to become volun-
tary subscribers. Tho feeling of the meeting
wus so clearly against art, and for tho retention
of the farthing, that the resolution was with-
drawn, and so tho meeting ended. By what
may bo a coincidence, bub much more probably
with an appropriate significance, the MacclesJieU
Courier printed after its report an article quoted
from the Builder, oti “ The Trade Value of Art,”
which remiuds ns that, while some of the more
enlightened amongst the speakers at tho meet-
ing were appealing to the self-interest of the
ratepayers as citizens of a town engaged in the
silk trade, as well as in various other businesses in
which a knowledge of art was of practical value it
was repeatedly intimated that the silk trade itself
was so much on the decline that au ArtSchool was
not needed, and there would be no use for it
soon. Now, wo should like to have so intimate
a knowledge of the causes of the decline of the
silk trade in Macclesfield as to be able to jud'^e
how far the want, or the inadequate support, of
a school of art has had to do -with that very.

New Offices for tlie Suuderlo.nd Gas Company .

—

Fifteen designs were sent in, out of which the
directors selected one bearing the motto, “ No-
thing venture, nothing have,” by Mr. G. G. Hos-
kins, architect, Darlington, as entitled to the first
premium. This design, which it is intended to
carry out, is for a Gothic building of red brick,
with stone dressings, and the building will occupv
a site at the head of Fawcett-street, facing the
railway-station and now extension pork.

Baths Birlcerihead.—At the monthly meeting
of the Birkenhead Commissioners, on the 5th

, __ p,— U...UV.SLX v;uiuurt;u glasses. report of tho Baths Committee in
By means of lenses tho mere rays of light set

t® the new baths was presented. I
fire to paper, and its heat could be felt 50 yards I

‘

2
PP®®red that Mr. W. E. \\’’eightman, arohitec

off. It melted the refractory platinum as if i

’

were lead ! Various uses for it are heino-
suggested. The total cost of its light is said
Tir.f. C/T OJ 1 / ....

men-at-arms. Facing this room is the door of
the chapel, which has nothing remarkable but
the height of its sole window and its ceiling :

both are pointed. Some objects of art which
wore formerly in this chapel are now in the
Museum of Cluny.
The Duke of Orleans, brother of King Charles

VI., was assassinated on the 23rd of November
1-107, about seven p.m., in the Rue Vi'^lle du Tem-
ple, as he was leaving the Hdtel Barbette. That
day Jean-sans-Peur shut himself up in this room
with a gentleman from Normandy, named Raoul
d Ocquetonville. lie had been to hear mass at
the chapel

; and in the evening this ^entZemcn,
escorted by eighteen armed men, met the Duke
of Orleans, whom he politely saluted by splitting
his skull with a hatchet, Jean himself was the
victim of a gracious reception at Montereau by
the Dauphin Charles, who gi-anted an interview,
which Jean had solicited, and then killed him.
The hdtel in the Rue du Petit Lion is a little
older than the tower, having been built about
1320, whereas the tower dates from 1390.
The Hu tel de Bourgogne, the /ufaeZe of which is

exposed by the demolitions, is only half what it
was when it bore tho name Hotel d’Artois. Tho
Rue Fran<,'oise, under the reign of Fran9ois I.
cat off a portion in 15-12, and the rest was used
for theatrical representations up to 1783, Here
Corneille and Racine played their best pieces

;

here the comedies of Marivaux* Favart, and
Sedain, the comic operas of Gretry, Philidor,
Montsigny, &g., were represented. The Hotel
de Bourgogne was afterwards transformed into
a leather hall.

COMPETITIONS.

paper, and its heat could be felt 50 yards
' that Mr. W. E. Wteightman, architect:

t melted the refractory platinum as if it I

that, after examining plana
lead! Various uses for it are heino- “®rked No. 17, they could be carried out for the

sura stipulated by the Board, viz., 8,0003. The
proceedings, including the recommendation of
the committee to award tho premium of 100

OO- v^wou VI ILO JIgUl, ]H saia
not to exceed 6d. or 8d. an hour, cost of the
machine itself included. The same sort ofmachine itself included. The same sort of

committee to award tho premium of 1(
machino is used in Manchester for photographic ^o plan No, 17, wci-e confirmed by th
purposes, bciDff preferable, it is Rniri fn “lo onn Hoard. Tho designer was found to be M

Edward Holmes, architect, Birmingham, Thei

... ......wvuvoi/cx ivi f^iiui-ugrapnic
purposes, being preferable, it is said, to tho sun
for taking photographs

! It can also, of course
bo made available by night as well as by day.

OLD PARIS.

The now Rue Turbigo, now opened out, has
completely disengaged two ancient buildings of
considerable inters st, which we mentioned some
time ago, expressing, at the same time, a hope
that they might bo preserved, viz., tho Hdtel do
Bourgogne and the Tour de Jean-sans-Peur.
This tower, gloomy and dilapidated, concealed
for so many centuries, and tho existence even of
which was unknown to most people in Paris,
seems like some old stern giant suddenly risen
from tho ground. It was completely enclosed
and hidden from view by lofty houses in the
Rue Pave6,now demolished. Its stylo is of that
peculiar character which reminds one strongly
of the Meditoval castles and fortresses, and it is
side by side and perpendicular to the Hdtel de
Bourgogne. Its form is rectangular

;
it is roofed

with bricks
; and it has an embattled projecting

platform. The height from the ground to the
ridge of the roof is about 131 ft. The entrance
into the court of the hotel and the corridors of
the tower is through the porte-cochere of No. 23,
Rue du Petit Lion. The ascent of the tower is
gained by a spiral stone staircase, of bold design
and exquisite finish. There are 118 steps up to
the top of the staircase, si.x landings on the
way, and a chamber at each landing. That
occupied by Jean-sans-Peur is on tho second
story. In tho thickness of the walls there are
issues communicating with subterranean pas-
sages. There are no windows, and the door is
very low. Historians say that hero Jean re-
ceived the headsman, Capeluche, and his faithful

were eighteen competitors.
Bangor Hospital for Infectious Diseases.— Tin

Board have selected ono of the designs sent in
under the motto “Arise la. fin." The architect;
are Messrs. Kennedy & O’Donogbue, of London
Bangor, and Glasgow.

Worhhouse, Barnsley,—Messrs. R. K. & W,
H. Blessley’s plans have been, on the reporl
of two architects called in by the committee
accepted by the Board of Guardians for tho new
workhouse at Barnsley, Lancashire.

PASTORAL STAVES.
The two of which we give illustrations thi

week have recently been made by Messrs. Pean
& Jackson, of High Holborn.

Fig. 1 was designed by Mr. A. W. Blomfiok
for the late Bishop Cotton, of Calcutta (whose
melancholy death by drowning became knowi
in this country just as the work was at the poini
of completion). The entire work is of sterling
silver beaten from the sheet, parcel gilt and sei
with two onyx pendents; the Lamb in the
centre is a beautiful ivory earring by CoIIettee
raado movable by the bishop’s desire, to be re-
placed by a jewel, because in some parts of his
diocese the meaning of tho emblem is liable tc
bo misunderstood. Behind the lamb is a cross, en-
riched with ornament in lapis lazuli enamel, the
cuspiug of the quatvefoil being set with crys-
tals. Immediately under the crook is engraved
a trilingual inscription, “ Feed my Sheep

;

Feed my Lambs,” viz., in English, Bengalee,
and Hindustanee. The largo boss beneath this is

Pierre Curlct de Cham’olaia de Marivaux was ver
conceiled in his style, hence the term martuundune give
to aflectatioa in literature at the present dsv

”
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of sheet silver, overlaid with filagree work, par-
cel-gilt, and set with twelve stones, comprised of
amethysts, garnets, cornelian, topaz, malachife,
and cbrysopraae. The knob in the centre of the
stem has four richly-chased bosses, the eyes of
three of which are enamelled, and the fonrt^i

bears a shield containing the arms of the late

bishop. The stem is of ebony. We nnderstaud
the late bishop’s representatives have presented
to the see of Calcutta this beantiful work of art,

and that it has been taken out by his successor,
Bishop Millman.

Fig. 2, made for the R. C. Bishop of Elfin

(Sligo), was designed by Mr. George Goldie,
who studied it for execution in Irish bog-oak.
It is mounted with silver, parcel-gilt, and
stndded with precious stones. The cross is of
silver, with a large malachite setting on each
side ; the arms being enriched with ornament
in enamel, and the bosses terminating the arms
of the cross are set with the same variety of
stones as enumerated in description of Fig. 1.

The crook is excellently carved as Celtic knot-
work, by Haybali, of Sheffield, the diaper-work
of the stem being set with small crystals : Iho
band of the top boss is also enriched with Celtic
ornament in ruby and green enamel, interme-
diately with which are large crystal settings.
The collar of the knob is set with cornelians and
enriched with engraved ornament. Above and
below the knob are engraved the arras of the
bifchop and appropriate inscriptions. Care has
been taken in the execution of these designs to
adopt the legitimate treatment applicable to
metal work.

THE DESIGNS FOR THE LAW COURTS.

In previous numbers of the Bvilder we have
given a block-plan of the arrangement proposed
by Mr. Edward Barry, and descriptive particulars
of his design generally.*

The illustration in our present issue shows the
front of his building towards the Strand. The
architect has excluded all the Courts from this

necessarily noisy thoroughfare, and has placed
them, as before described, in the central mass of
the building. Provision Ibr the Wills belonging
to the Probate department is made in the raised
portion forming the base of the dome which
surmounts the Central Hall. The angle octagon
turrets contain staircases and lifts for this

department. The fonr louvre turrets mark the
j

staircases for the public, and the upper portions '

of the turrets are proposed to be used as venti-

1

lating shafts from the Courts. The side en-

trances in the centre of the wings are special

entrances for the public only to their staircases

leading to the public galleries in the Courts.

The central entrance is reserved for the Bar, the
professional public, and other persons whose
business leads them to the Courts. New Temple
Bar is shown on the right, iu connexion with
the clock-tower

5
and in the front of the latter

an open staircase gives access to the bridge from
Fleet-street. The open arches at each end of

the front lead into the inner street, which
separates the offices from the central buildiug
containing the Courts. This street is uncovered
and open throughout, for the purpose of affording

light and air to the interior of tho building.

Iron gates within the arches would secure its

privacy, and its exclusive use by those frequent-
ing the building. The side buildings at the
extreme ends of the front contain tho vat ious

offices, which are arranged on the outer side of
the internal street, exactly opposite to the Courts
with which they are connected. Bridges across the
street give ready access from the offices to the
Courts, and in all cases there is provided a piivate
passage of communication for the judge. Thus,
opposite to the Courts of Queen’s Bench arc
placed the Queen’s Bench Judges’ Chambers, the
Queen’s Bench Master’s Office,and the Associates’
Office

j
and at the other side of the building each

vice-chancellor has his court placed opposite to

his chambers, with a bridge of connexion, giviug
a central corridor for the public, and a separate
passage for the vice-chancellor. The central

portion of the front contains the principal

entrance (which might well be made more pro-

minent), staircases, and the Bar accommodation,
consisting of library, refreshment-rooms, robiii>r-

rooms, and so on. Jurors and witnesses wouhi
not enter by the central entrance, but would
pass through the inner street, in which at different

places they would find special staircases loading
to their destination.

’ Seepp. 89, 108, 112.

hi b

MODERN PASTORAL STAVES.
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SOMETHING LIKE A CELLAR,
We have just now looked into a large wine-

cellar recently formed for a large seller of wine,
Mr. Basil Wood, in New Bond-street, a situation
where one would scarcely expect to find an
opportunity for such a construction. The
premises (numbered 34 and '35, New Bond-
street) stand upon the site of a hostelry once
famous as the “ Black Horse.” In excavating
for the cellars the workmen came upon the
remains of the conduit from which the neigh-
bouring Conduit-street derives its name

j
also a

- nnmber of land springs, not to mention adjoining
cesspools, which must have greatly increased
their salubrity. The red gravel having been
removed to a depth of about 10 ft., 13,000 loads
of clay were carted away to the Thames embank-
ment, and cellars were formed which cover
more than a third of an acre. A second story
of cellars is formed above, covered with the
“ Dennet” arch ; and over these is a large gallery,
which will probably be taken as an exhibition-
room, or by some society wanting a large meet-
ing place. The subterranean premises are
lighted with gas, and heated with stoves, so as
to retain an equable temperature. The ” lifts

”

for raising and lowering casks are worked by
x^draulic pressui'e, supplied from the main, so
that it is always “on.” The coat is very small, the
quantity used being regulated by meter. The
bins are all of iron, and contain upwards of half
a million bottles of wine.

Mr. Henry Christian, who was the architect,
has adopted the Lombard style, giving next
Bond-street a handsome porch with pillars of
red granite from Mull, polished at Peterhead,
surmounted by capitals of Bath stone, carved in
Situ, with appropriate devices (the fox and the
^apea, &c.). Messrs. Jackson & Shaw were the
builders, and have done the work very well
spending about 10,000i.

’

1853. Chippenham Church, Mr. Scott, archi-
tect.

1856. Mansion at Orchardleigh, near Frome,
for Mr. Duckworth (Wyatt).

1859. Memorial Church, Tottenham Park, for
Lady Ailesbury (Wyatt).

1861. Woodborough Church, for the Eev. Mr
Wylde (Wyatt)

j Lullington Church, Orchard-
leigh. for Mr. Duckworth (Wyatt).

1862. Longleat; Leigh House, Bradford-on-
Avon, for Mias Poynder.
Appealing to Mr. Wyatt as to the correctness

of parts of this list, that gentleman writes, “ I
should be gratified if you would allow mo to addmy tribute to the worth of these brothers, as
they worked for me for twenty-five years, with-
out one misunderstanding, on the estates of the
Duke of Beaufort, Lords Lansdowne, Ailesbury,
Bath, and Pembroke, and built or restored
eighteen churches for me.”

_

We are glad to have the opportunity of record-
ing such an honourable career.

for an additional gas-holder, No. 10, to complete
the storage power of the works in Windsor,
street, the tank for which is already constructed.
They call attention to the present state of the
reserved fund, now amounting to 27,219J. 93 , 7d.,
which they say is closely approximating to the
amount limited by their Act of Parliament, and
IS still increasing from its accumulating interest
and compound interest. The directors, there-
fore, contemplate the necessity of making further
reductions in the prices of gas during tho ensuing
summer, °

THE WORKS OF A WILTSHIRE
BUIhDING FIRM.

The widow of one of tho firm, Mrs. Daniel
Jones, writes to us thus I consider it my duty
to ask you to permit me to record in your over-
valued journal the close of a firm which has for
the last

_

forty years stood quietly and without
ostentation, and has received the patronage of
our noble families iu Wiltshire and elsewhere.
The beautiful estates of Lord Lansdowne at

Bowood
j
the Pembroke estates at Wilton

;
the

Beaufort Badminton estatesj Mr. Walter Long’s,
at Longleat

5 Savernake and Tottenham Parks'
all contain monuments of the skill and industry
of these three brothers, Messrs. Daniel, Charles,
& Bryant Jones, who were men eminent for their
strict intepity and good taste. Mr. Daniel
Jones survived his two younger brothers, and the
works, from after 1852, were wholly performed
under his direction. November 27th, 1866, was
the day of his departure from the scene of his
labours, deeply regretted by all his workmen
and all who intimately knew him.

1B37. At Dorking, for Mr. Hope, his mansion
at Deepdene.

1839. For the Marquis of Lansdowne, Derry
Hill Church, Mr. T. H. Wyatt, architect

;

Churchill Obelisk
j Caine Church

j
Studley

Church; Wiitou (Wyatt); Tetbury; Newntou
;

Bridgwater, for the Rev. Mr. Capes; Winsley
Church restoration.

1841. Wooton Church (Wyatt)
; Infirmary,

Salisbury.

1842. Christ Church, Bradford Wilts, Messrs.
Manners & Gill, architects

;
Lansdowne Tower

;Derry Hill Parsonage
; Tarrent Hinton Church ;’

Tarrant Gunville Church (Wyatt)
; Burbage

Church (Wyatt).
®

1843. Newtou Toney Church (Wyatt).
1844. Horningsham Church (Wyatt), for Lady

Bath; Chittoe, Spye Park; Keevil Church-
Rood Ashton, for Mr. W. Long; Steeple Ashton
jhurch.

1845. Coombe Church, near Salisbury
1816 Hilperton Church (Wyatt)

; Wilsford
1 Wyatt).
1847. Melksham Market-place and Town-hall.
1848. Mansion at Fraukleigb, for the Misses

Jailward, Mr. Glutton, architect; Upton Scuda-
nore Rectory (Wyatt).
. 1850. Preshford Schools, Penally, near Tenby
•Vales

; Thatcham, Manners & Gill, architects’
lath. ’

1 1851. Savernake Church, for Lord Bruce
ailed Christ Church (Wyatt).

’

THE NEW NATIONAL GALLERY.
Mr. J. Goldschjiid, in the House of Commons,

asked the First Commissioner of Works whether
the following statement, contained in a letter
addressed to him by the architects competing
for the Now National Gallery, was not correct,
viz., ” We agi-eed to enter the competition on
the distinct understanding with your lordship’s
predecessor, the Right Hon. W. Cowper, that
one of the competing architects would be selected
for employment and whether he did not there-
fore intend to entrust the erection of the new
building to one of those gentlemen ?

Lord J. Manners: I do not well understand
the objects of the hon. member’s question, nor
in wbat sense he expects mo to answer it. If
he means whether I place implicit reliance on a
statement made by ten gentlemen of high honour
and great professional eminence, I answer de-
cidedly in tho affirmative, that I do place implicit
reliance on their statement. But if he means to
ask if I find in the records of the Office of Works
any corroboration of that statement, I am bound
to say that on looking at the papers I do not
find any corroboration of that statement. With
respect to the second question of the hon. gentle-
man, he is no doubt aware that the judges, in
their report, do not give any recommendation as
to the reconstruction of the existing National
Gallery or the building of a new one. Thatques-
tion, therefore, is left to the consideration of the
Government. It is now under their considera-
tion

;
and I cannot, therefore, say what course

may be adopted with respect either to tho re-
construction of the old building or the execution
of a new one. When that decision is arrived at,
I cannot doubt that Government will give every
consideration to the agreement stated to have
been entered into with the right hon. gentleman
opposite by the competing architects.

FAIR PLAY FOR THE LAW COURTS’
DESIGNS.”

We have received a second letter from the
Solicitors’ Committee, signed by Mr. A. Bell
Mr. Cookson, Mr. G. Hume, and Mr. J. Young’
repeating their statement that we were im-
posed on as to tho position of the writer of the
letter signed “A Member of the Solicitors’
Committee.” As we have already shown dis-
tinctly that this signature was incorrect,
and have fully exonerated these gentlemen from
the supposition that any one of them was the
author of tho letter, it seems quite unnecessary
to print their present communication. Acknow-
ledging that we were to that extent imposed on,
or, at any rate, misled, the facts remain uncon-
tradicted, and have been repeated to us from four
separate quarters since. The excellent secretary
of the Commission bad been led by excess of
zea.1 to adopt a course that was not thought
strictly fair to some of the competitors, and an
outcry at once arose, to which we were bound to
give expression in our pages.

GAS.

At a recent sale by auction two of the 501.
shares in the Rochester and Chatham Gas Com-
pany realised the sum of 4651,, or 2321. 10s. per
share.

^

The Bromley Gas Company have declared a
dividend equal to 7i per cent, on their whole
share capital. From the report it appeared
that the gas rental had increased about 14^ per
cent., as compared with last year, notwithstand-
ing tho reduction in the price from 5s. 3d. to 5s.
per 1,000 ft. for the last three quarters. The
directors recommended that 2901. ISs. 6d. should
be added to the le5^^ve fund.

The Boughton Blean Gas Company have
declared a dividend of 5 percent, at their annual
meeting, and the chairman said they proposed
to lower the price of gas from 8s. to 7s. Od. per
thousand cubit feet, as it was time that they
endeavoured still further to increase their con-
snmption by reducing the price.

'The Belper Gas Company have declared a
dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum.
The Birmingham Gas Light and Coke Com-

pany have declared their usual maximum
dividends. The directors congratulate the share-
holders upon the continued increase in the
consumption of the company’s gas. Such in-
crease they say must be attributed in a great
measure to tho improved quality and low prices
of gas in Birmingham. They have contracted

POSTAL TELEGRAPHY.
A PAPER on ” The Economy of Telegraphy as

Part of a Public System of Postal Communica-
tion,” has been read at the Society of Arts by
Mr. Edwin Chadwick, C.B., of which we may
here give the conclusions arrived at :

—

“They are, that cheap and complete telegraphic com*
munioation, with the apeedy and punctual delivery
telegrama, nest to tho cheap, speedy, and punctual de-
livery of letters, IS of the highest inaportance to the
manufactunng, commercial, and agricultural service of
the country, as well as to the service of tho state, for the
army, the navy, and_ the police. That tho present tele-
graphic communication ot the country is made unneces-
aanlydear, by the charges of several incompleto estab-
hshments, to perform a service that miglit bo belter per-
l^ormed by one. That there are in the United Kingdom
ten thousand poat-ofGcea, and a service of twenty thousand
persons engaged in the collection and delivery of letters,
available for tho collection and delivery of telegrams as
proved by the example of Belgium and Switzerland, and
other well-governed continental states. That the private
te egraph companies have only some nineteen hundred
telegraph stations— a little more than one to five of the
postal means of ready collection and speedy and cheap
delivery. That, by reason of the charges for separate
establishments, rents, and payments for separate services
with local taxes and extra oharjes, to which trading tele-—— — .... -uoicoo, lu nuicu trailing ceie-
graph companies are subjected, they cannot adequately
miiUiply their exis iog stations and means of speedy de-
livery except at double rates of coat and at extra rates of
charge, which are practically prohibitory to tho habitual
use of telegraphic communication by the great mass of
the community. That, by the use of the existing postal
establishments pervading all parts of the coui.iry tho
postal service may—as is done by the postal establishments
of foreign states-convey telegraphic messages at low
rates of charge at a profit, which private companies cau
only convey at the same low rates, at a loss. That, by
reason of tho existing eouditions of the burthens of mul-
tiplied and separate capitals, and of the restricted number
ot stations, and distant and dear porterages, with con-
sequent high rates of charge, and in many cases slow da-
iivenes, the habitual use of telegraphic means of com-
muDication is chiefly confined to the few; to certain
classes for large transactions, such as those of the money
rnarkets, to large manufacturers, bankers, and profes-
sional persons, and to domestic uses on extraordinary
occasions. That telegraphic communication in this
country has not been brought within the means ofhabitual
use by the great body of retail traders, nor of the agri-
cultural or middle classes, nor of labourers threughout
the country. That it has not yet been brought iuto com-
plete and proper use for the public by the police, by ihe
navy or the army for the purpose of internal defence or
for the action of the chief administrative departments of
tho State, as it is by responsible constitutional Govern-
ments on the Continent. Thai out of the economy of the
charges ofthe separate establishments of separate private
companies produced by consolidation, together wiih the
increased traffic obtainable by telegraphic comm'inication
through the post at reduced tariffs, fair c impensatioa
may be made to the trading interests in public telegraphy
which have been allowed to be formed, and that the
proper responsible duties of the Government for the
maintenance of the safe and free use of all public meana
of communication, as a service, may bo advantageously
resumed without direct expense to the revenop, and with
largo indirect advantage to it by the augmentation of the
commerce and production of the country."

lo the disenssion which followed Mr. Senda-
more, of the General Post-office, took part. He
said he might state that the officials of the Post-
office had, some time since, proposed a plan.
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which was now under the consideration of the
Government, relating to this question, bnt he
was not at liberty to describe it in detail. If the
Government bad oomo to a decision upon the
subject, he would have been most happy to have
submitted the full details to such a meeting as
this. Though he had no claim to all the good
words Mr. Chadwick had said in reference to the
management of the Post-ofBce, he thought they
could do more to facilitate communication
throughout the country than the existing tele-

graph companies were able to do. By being able
to work with one establishment, with one set of

electricians, and with one set of wires, and by
reason of their having in every little village of
the country an ofBce at which some one must
remain stationed throughout the day, he had no
hesitation in saying they could do the work
more effectually and more cheaply than any
telegraph company ci'Uld do, unless they in-
curred greater c-^st than they did at present. If
the scheme now before the Government were
carried out, he should be disappoiuted if towns
with a population of 5,COO were to be the only
places to derive the contemplated benefits. It
was intended to go, without loss to the State, to
much smaller populations than that; and he did
not despair of seeing the time when, supposing
the administration of the telegraph was handed
over to the Post-office, the hues would be as
closely extended throughout the United King-
dom as they wore at this moment throughout
the whole of London.

HEKHAM HALL, SUFFOLK.

HENHAiT Hall, the seat of the Earl and
Countess of Stradbroke, lately burnt, is situated
in Suffolk, near Langford, and about twelve miles
south of Lowes tofe. The old hall, which was built
of red brick of the Elizabethan style of architec-
ture, was burnt down about 80 years since

; and
the present house was built in 1793-1795, from the
designs of James Wyatt, whose instructions seem
to have been to design a comfortable house with-
out any pretensions to urchiteetural effect. The
building, as left by Wyatt, consisted of a

'

parallelogram 100 It. by 70 ft. The interior
arrangements are spacious, and the principal

'

suite of rooms, which are on the one-pair floor,

;

are handsome and stately. These rooms have

'

lately been re-decorated at great expense. lu I

1858 and the following years some additions
were made to the exterior of the house with a I

view to giving it some architectural character, '

from the designs of Hr. Edward M. Barry, who
also laid out an Italian garden, with terraces and
balustrades. Further additions have been pro-

i

jected in the shape of wings, and a tower at the
north-east angle, but these have not yet been

jearned out. The damage done by the fire is

confined to the south-east corner of the house, I

in which are placed the billiurd-room, the state
'

drawing-room, and a few bedrooms. These are
entirely destroyed, and the parts adjoining are

'

also injured, but it is hoped that the main walls
of the house will jmovo to have sustained no
serious injury.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RETURNS,
A Pahliamentart paper has just been issued

containing returns in a tabuL r form of districts
where the Public Health Act, 1848, or the Local
Government Act, 1858, or both of them, are in
force

} of the date when such Act or Acts were
adopted, and (as far as may be practicable) of
the population according to the census of 1861,
and of the rateable value in each case. The
paper also contains returns of the districts or
places where any public Act relating to such dis-
trict or place, or any local and personal or private
Act, is in force, with the date of the passing or
adoption of such Act, os the case may bej and
the population and rateable value in each case.
The return distioguishes those localities where
the Public Health Act was applied by Order in
Council, where by Provisional Order confirmed
by Act of Parliament, where local Acts have been
obtained which incorporate parts, at least, of the
Public Health Act, and where the Local Govern,
ment Act has been wholly or partially adopted.
The paper, it will be seen, contains a large
amount of useful information

; and it comprises
about 575 towns and districts. A few towns
have refused to give information. They are
Dresden (Staffordshire), Stockport, and Wallasey.
Some of the Acts now in force are of cousiderable

age, Worcester being partially governed by an
Act passed in 170t; Plymouth, 1708; Bridport,
1722; York, 1732; Guildford, 1759; Bath, 1766;
Reading, 1767 ; Windsor, 1769; Barnsley, 1777;
Wells, 1779. The Public Libraries Act, 1865, is

iu force at Buralem, Canterbury, Cardiff, Ipswich,
Leamington, Norwich, Oxford, Sheffield, and
Warrington. Burton - on - Trent and Kendal
return the Bakehouses Regulation Act amongst
the public Acts iu force in those towns. There
appears to be some misunderstanding on this
point. The Act applies to all towns of upwards
of 500 inhabitants, so that there is no question
of “ adopting ” it. The only two other towns
included in this return where this Act is to our
knowledge carried out conscientiously are Bristol
and Plymouth, who very properly do not include
it amongst the special Acts in force iu their towns.

COMPENSATION CASES.

Last vreet, at tbo Mayor’s Court, Mr. ThomaE Cbam-
bers, M R, Common Serjeant of the City of London, had
before him a claim for compensation from the Metro-
pohtan Board of Works in respect of a dweiiiDg.house and --o

—

S«.-a..s».-The fou„aation Btone of tho new

ground and chamber floor of the masters’ resi-
dence are connected with the boys’ compartment,
so as to allow of easy supervision. The contract
for the houses was 8,139J., exclusive of fittings.
The contractors are Messrs. McCann & Everal,
of Malvern; and the clerk of the works is Mr.
Brayshaw.
Odiham .— For some time past a building has

been in course of erection in King-street, at the
expense of Mr. Henry King, who resolved to
build an Assembly-room at his own cost. The
work has been done by Messrs. Hellis & Lee, of
this town. The room is about 65 ft. long, 24 ft.

wide, and 20 ft. high ; a cloak-room forms part
of the building, and other conveniences are also
attached. At one end of the room is a gallery,
capable of holding fifty persons, and altogether
about 400 people may bo accommodated with
scats.

Wavertree .—The Wavertree Baths Company
have recently erected a largo plunge-bath, and a
commodious lecture-hall, and purpose to add
private baths in a short time. The hall has just
been formally opened. Its measurements are
60 ft. long by 37 ft. broad, and about 30 ft.

high.

street. The premises were required by the Board' for the
'

di-wuo

purposes of the proposed new street from Blackfriars to
I

Swansea has been laid. The archi-
. . .

--- r -r -..vv. ..v.,.. Blackfriars to
Iine Alansion-house. The claimant was tbs executor of a

wholesale stationer, who, in 1856, obtained a lease of the
property from the parDh for 31 years, at a rent of 1501.
The testator, by hia will, made in 1859, directed that his
ms should be at liberty to occupy the premises (paying
rent to his executor of4^0Layeor) “ so long as they „ „

esUbli.hment.'ihe'obl’eSro'f tie ieBltaTio^
together since their father’s death in 1363, and they had ('^hicb is supported by voluntary Contributions)

tect, Mr. Graham, at tho laying of the stone,
explained the plan of the building, from which it

appears that it will provide for 100 in-pationts,
and for a large number of out-patients. In con-
nexion with this latter department will be a

made a separate claim against tho Board of Works for
compensation in respect of their interest in the premises.
After the peculiar eircumalanees of the case had been
explained to the jury, a rerdiet was taken for 8,23 1. as
the full Tulue of the term vested in the executor, without
reference to the interest taken by the sub-lessees under
the will. Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., and Mr. Cowio represented

the executor; Mr, J. H. Lloyd represented

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

being to afford warm and cold sea-water bath-
ing, and medical and surgical relief, to the sick
poor from every part of the kingdom.” The
building may bo cousidered as divided into four
distinct parts, viz.,—the out-patients’ depart-
ment, tho men’s wards, tho women’s wards, and
the administrative offices, commuuication being
effected by a corridor on the ground-floor, and
by an open terrace over, affording access to the
wards on the upper floor direct from the matron’s
department. The ward arrangements are the
same for men and women, and consist of a largo
and small ward under the same supervision.
The cubic space per bed is 1,600 ft. ; the floor
space per bed, 100 ft.

; the wards being 16 ft.

, high. The wards will
'

18 now nearly completed. The building is in the
:
placed near tho wall, so as not to interfere with

Italian stylo of architecture, and will cost about the symmetrical arrangement of beds aud wiu-
dows. The ventilation of the wards will be—Tho new Town-hall, completed

,

effected by inlets for fresh air placed near the
by the Wellington Markets Company, has been

j

ceiling, aud by outlets at the ends of the wards,
inaugurated. A commodious room for public

j

the shafts being carried up separately into the
purposes has been a greatly felt waut for a long

;

towers, and terminated by louvres. The wards
time in the town. The space over the already

,

will have sash windows, 5ft. wide, opening from
erected market-house was taken into considera-

,

9 in. bolow the ceiling line to within 2 ft. 9 in.
tion, and the architect (Mr. Bidlake, of Wulver-

j

of the floor, the sashes being hung in two widths
haraptuii) adapted Lis designs to this suggestion,

;

on account of excessive size and weight. They
thus saving the cost of a site aud foundations.

;

will have, externally, the appearance of French
Entrance to the room^aud adjoining ante-rooms

j

casements. There is a basement containing a

Taunton .—The new place of business for the
West of England and South Wales Bank, which
is being erected in this town from a design by xu il.
Messrs. Fosters & W'ood, of Bristol, architects, high. The wards will be warmed by open stoves,

is obtained by a wide stone staircase. The
ceiling is panelled aud decorated with coloured
ornaments. The size of the room, clear of the
orchestra, is 59 ft. 6 iu. in length, 41 ft. wide,
and 20 ft. 6 in. high. At the one end is an
orchestra capable of accommodating nearly 100
performers. Below is a platform for lectures,
concerts, &c. Beneath the gallery are retiring-
rooms, which are approached by private stairs.
These rooms will serve as retiring-room and
robing-roora for the use of the County Court
Judge and advocates practising in the Court, the
Courts being shortly to bo held at the Town-hall.
The offices in the baaomeut are for the use of tho
Registrar and High Bailiff of the Court.
Malvcm.—Owing to the nninber of new pupils

at Malvern College, the present three masters’
houses, each capable ofaccommodating forty boys,
have proved insufficient for the requirements
and rendered the erection of others indispensable.
Plots have been laid out for nine additional
houses, two of which are now in course of
erection. These new houses have been designed
by Mr. W. J. Hopkins, diocesan architect, aud
are drawing near completion. They are situated
upon rising ground, on the north side of the
college, and are built of brick, having a few plain
free-stone dressings. The buildings are plain iu
character. Each house is divided into three
main compartments, one being appropriated to
the servants, another to the boys, and the remain-
ing one will be the masters’ residence. The
boys’ compartment contains twenty private
studios, a diuiug-room (33 ft. by 18 ft.), butler’s
pantry, matron’s room, lavatories, wardrobe, box-
room, bath-room, and dormitories, having separate
sleeping apartments for forty boys. Both the

kitchen aud necessary stores. The upper story
is appropriated entirely to dormitories for the
nursing stall’. The building will be constrncted
of coursed rubble limestone of the neigbouvhood
of Swansea, with dressings of Bath stone. The
roofs will be of slate.

ACCIDENTS.

As one of tho foremen employed by Messrs.
Wheeler, of Reading, contractors, was passing in
front of a house which is being erected at War-
grave, he was injured by a piece of timber
thrown from the roof, which struck him near
the right eye with such force that he fell to the
ground insensible. Had the blow been a straight
one it must have proved fatal.

An inquest has been held at Walsall on the
body of a well-sinker, who came by his death at
Field-gate. From the evidence of Mr. Hughes,
contractor, it appeared that the deceased de-
scended into a well, and was iu the act of scrap-
ing away some sand, when witness, who was
watching him, observed the brickwork giving
way, and called to the man at the windlass,
for your life to the windlass!” At the same
time the deceased called ont, “ Oh, Lord ! Good
God!” and grasped at the windlass rope

;
but in

an instant the sides of tho well fell in, and
buried him at a depth of about 40 ft. The jury-

returned a verdict of ‘‘ Accidental death.”
At an inquest respecting the deaths of four men

who were killed by an accident with a hoist,

which happened on tho 28ch of Januaiy at the
locomotive and carriage department of the Lan-
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cashire and Torkebire Railway Company, at

Junction-street, Miles Pjattinpr, evidence was
given by Dr. Fairbairn, who said the hoist was
of the usual construction, and was very well
constrncted, so far as he could see

;
bat the most

important feature in hoists was that they should
have self-acting catches. All hoists were now
made with catches, and the one in question
ought to have had them. He would earnestly
recommend all railway companies to have
catches pat upon their hoists, as the catches
were the great safegnarda. The jury, after some
deliberation, returned a verdict of “Accidental
death,” but severely censured the Laucashire
and Yorkshire Railway Company for not provid-
ing other and better arrangements for the safety
of the workmen.

RESTORATION OF THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

The directors, in their report read on the 14th
instant, say,

—

" That the full aTiiouTit of 38,500i. claimed from the
insurance ofRces, in respect of the portion of the palace
destroyed by the late lire, has been received. The
damaged materials have been disposed of by public tender
on satisfactory terms, and it is probable that a sum of
2,600i. will be realised from this source. A new inaar-
anc’O to the utnount of 20,OOOZ. has been effected over the
part of the building north of the centre transept, which
was DO longer covered by the previous policies. The
portion of the building extending from the screen to the
north end of the Alhambra and Byzantine Courts (which,
Ihoufjhseriously damsgodand shaken, was not destroyed)
18 being substantially repaired, and the courts themselves
covered in. The tiuiber screen alluded to in the recent
circular has been completed, and the directors are con-
fidently assured by Mr. Edwin Clark, tho eminent engi-
neer, that the nave is now perfectly protected against
the attacks of wind and weather. The directors, having
carefully considered the advisability of more effectually
providing against risk of lire, have determined, under
the advice of Mr. Clark, their engineer, on the execution
ot certain protective works in the basement of the palace,
consisting pnneipally of substantial partition-walls of
brickwork, filled in with earth, crossing the whole width
of the building at four places in its length, and carried
up (rom the ground to the under side of the floor. The
centre transept will further be similarly divided iuto
separate sections with the same object.”

original, and few things can surpass it for effi-

ciency,—none for cheapness. It may, with a
little adapting, be fitted to almost any clock, and
set for any time (the time being regulated by
the hour at which the weight is wound up over
night), and, if properly gauged, will never dis-
appoint. To use a homely simile, it is as gin-
gerly set as a mousetrap, and a slight touch of
the clock-weight sets it ringing while the clock
is striking, and for some seconds after, emitting
a thrilling noise that will awaken the soundest
sleeper. j. Gibbs,

Specifications for the rebuilding are being
prepared, and will be submitted at an early date
to public tender. The directors applied to the
House of Commons to suspend their standing
orders, so as to admit of the deposit of a Bill
empowering the company to raise a sum not
'exceeding lOO.OOOZ. by the issue of stock bearing
a preferential dividend not exceeding 7 per cent.

I per annum, and ranking next after the existing
I debenture and preference stocks. The Standing
Orders Committee have complied with the appli-
cation, and the Bill will accordingly be proceeded
with immediately after the sanction of the pro-
iprietora has been obtained.

A CHEAP ALARUM.
I HAVE fitted an excellent alarum-bell to my

bed-room clock, which I find of great use, and
Iwbich I will describe, if you will allow me, for
ithe benefit of any who may feel disposed to follow
my example.
The clock is one of the old-fasbioned kind,

iwith long pendulum and chains, that necessi-
tate its being hung up high on the wall

; and
lohe whole alarum apparatus consists of a bell, a
iitick, and a few nails. If the striking-weight is
oronnd np at (say) ten o’clock p.m., it will be
down the wall about 2 ft. at five a.m.

; then
imake a mark on the wall, level with the bottom
if the weight, or ha?/ an inch lower. Here, a
tdttle on one side, drive a nail, with a stick (say

held on it as on a swivel, the nail
evorking freely in its place, about 2 in. from one
lond. Yonr bell must be put together thus :

iiivet one end of a steel stay-busk to the bell;
iDend the busk into a half-circle

j
nail the free

Knd of it to a piece of wood 5 in. or 6 in. square
;

ihen nail this wood to tho other wall (the clock
I'ueing in a comer of the room, and with another
amll to the one it is on running at a right angle
ifith it). Let the bell be secured so as to be,
h'hen at rest, 3 in. or 4 in. below the short point
'f the stick, when the si-iclc is horisontal

;

raise
laie bell and hang it delicately on this point;
leaen drive a nail or^- the long end of the stick’
10 as to counteract the tendency of the sprint'

|0 cock it np, and the alarum is made and se^
i/hen the clock strikes (say) six, the striking-
cieight displaces the stick and so liberates the
IIjU, which rings with a loud noise.

i

I This simple contrivance is, I believe, quite'

A NOISY CHIMNEY.

Sill,—I write to you for the purpose of com-
plaining of an intolerable nuisance. I live in
what is termed a quiet, genteel neighbourhood

;

but the party next door to me has recently put
bis chimneys into the hands of a professional
“doctor,” and tho result is, in the first place a
horrible gaunt serpentine figure, like a ghost
with a broken back, superimposed upon our
common gable. Perhaps I have no right to
say a word about this distortion; but in the
second place there has been a revolving funnel
fixed to one of the chimney-pots, which, during a
high wind, or almost any wind, twirls about and
revolves with such speed, that it causes a
screeching noise exactly like a railway whistle;
and this noise lasts often the whole night

;
and

not only does it keep me awake, but also terrifies
my children from sleeping. I have already
made a polite but ineffectual remonstrance.
Have I no recourse under the law ?

An Artist.

SUBMARINE RAILWAY TUNNEL ACROSS
DOVER STRAITS.

Sir,—The subject of communicating with
Franco by railway appears to gain ground in
professional opinion, and eminent men are en-
gaged in propounding plans for the great uoder-
takiug. Pamphlets have been published, Mr.
Chalmers claiming as a novel idea of Lis the lay-
ing down iron tabes on the bed of the Strait
as a practicable scheme. Now, Sir, may I ask
the favour of a small space in yonr valuable
columns, as I believe it can be proved that the
first information offered to the public of iron
tunnels for railway communication across rivers
or straits as a proposition scheme originated
with myself, and was published in IS 11, when
our then young Brunei was engaged in laying
down Clegg’s atmospheric railway tubes on the
Sonth Devon line as a main trank to Cornwall
and the Laud’s-end.

The Haraoaze harbonr had to be crossed, and
as far south as possible, connecting tho two
counties, and which that great engineer eftected
by erecting his celebrated bridge, at a point
named Saltash, about four miles from Morrice
Town and Torpoint.

Now, it was my proposal to cross the Hamoaze
at these two points and towns, where the breadth
of the river is about three quarters of a mile, and
a sloping bottom to ten fathoms of water, a
favourable river for my sebemo, which appeared
in the Independent newspiper of Devonport in
1841, and also again in 1856, and was noticed in
yonr columns at the latter date, when M. de Mou-
dey, an eminent French engineer, was pursnino
the object in question,-—a submarine tunnel across
the Dover Stuits,—and published his scheme. I
then claimed, as I claim now, all priority of iron
tube laid on tho bed of the Straits. A brief out-
line of my scheme is as follows :

—

I build cast-iron tubes in about 1,000-fb.
lengths, of 33 ft. interior diameter, and of a
gravitating power to float when sealed at the
ends. Some ten divisions or partitions in the
whole length, forming as many compartments,
as a means for prosecuting the design

;
and these

bulk-heads, fitted with manhole doors and valves,
admit of the intended operations of partly being
fitted with water as a sinking weight, and of also
being exhausted of water by pumps when sunk
on the bottom of the strait or river, and the
building in of some 3 fr. thick of brick walls in
cement throughout the interior will give the
necessary amount of gravity to the structure to
keep its base. The removal of these bulk-heads
in succession as the brickwork is proceeded with
simplifies the practical part so far, and the work-
men are made secure.

With regard to the jointing of the tabes, a
very important part of the wort, I see no diffi-

togetber
; these lead to a matter of detail and

mechanical engineering already considered of;
and by simply making the tubing with its
temporary load to sink only, it can be hauled on
as required with little power. Anchors being
laid down along the line on each side of the
berth, and wire ropes used as guides, the tube
could be adjusted with ease, and divers assist in
the work

; and those inside, the first part com-
pleted, can act on wire ropes working through
stuffing-boxes on the drum-head, and be perfectly
safe.

Ventilating towers form the greater difficulty

—

in that
^

some engineering obstacles would ofier j
but it is possible they may be overcome : the
lifting power of the water hydrostatically con-
sidered, the resistance to the sea, and the con-
necting the towers to the iron tube, almost exclude
the practicability of air-shafts. Ventilation is,

however, imperative
; and a twenty-mile tube is a

long one for the atmosphere to be pushed forward
in, occupying an hour’s trip, probably, in a single
transit of the train. A better head than that on
my shoulders may clear the difficulties connected
with, this point of the question.

J. S. Morris, Engineer.

THE DON VALLEY DRAINAGE.
WATER SUPPLY.

I OBSERVE in your journal of March 2nd, that
tlie authorities of Oxford, Tunbridge Wells, and
other places, are making good progress in a plan
for the disposal of the sewage of those districts,

and I am glad to see they are sensibly alive to
the importance of the subject, and have a whole-
some dread of the law as laid down by Vice-
Chancellor Wood, in the case of “ Heath v. The
Local Board of Health, Leamington.”

It is very clear from that decision that local
Boards of Health have no more power or authority
to turn sewage into the rivers to foal them, than
they have to turn it iuto the drawing or other
rooms of houses situated on their banks; and
what is the use, I would ask, of Parliament
making laws, if those who are intrusted to carr7
them out are permitted to make them a dead
letter, or absolutely and unblushingly to violate
their enactments ?

It appears to me that more stringent measures
are required on the part of Parliament to put
down this one of the most crying evils of the
present day, as pure water is a necessary of life,

and the source from which it is generally derived
ought to be placed beyond the possible reach
of taint or impurity of any kind. Something
more than heavy penalties would be required to
meet the justice of the case, as few are disposed,
like Mr. Heath, to fight the battle and incur the
expense even of the difference of taxed costa in

caiTying them iuto courts of law, it being one
that may be dealt with more effectually and
promptly by imperial measures.

Sheffield and other towns still persist in
making the river Don their outfall sewer, irre-

spective of all warnings and the consequences j
and ns it is more than probable that we may
have a dry summer, and foul accumulations will
again encumber the river, and line its seething
banks with black and foetid abominations. The
last summer having been wet, the repeated
floods cleansed them away, and aided thereby
materially to preserve the health of the district

through which it flows.

I observe that a gentlemen connected with the
Health Department of the Home Office is called
in to advise with the Corporation of Doncaster
as to the best remedy, and I cannot understand
how it is that a salaried public officer can act
professionally ill such a case; and here let me
enter a protest, on the part of the profession,
against the system by which many men with
fine “nest-eggs,” in the shape of good salaries,

ai’e allowed to practise privately in this way, to
the injury of their less fortunate brethren,—nob
because they are more expert or competent,
for if you look through the list of engineers
you will see very few of our leading men who
have tho opportunity afforded them of throwing
any “ new light ” on the sanitary movement.
And this may account, in a great measure, for

the difficulties that now prevail relative to the

water-anpply and the sewage of our towns : the

beaten track is blindly followed, reckless of the
results, and regardless of the consequence, land-

ing ns in a maze of doubt, uncertainty, inex-

tricable confusion, and miserable failure.

There are but few of our towns in which the
culty, nor in securing the connecting parts f system of water-supply is perfect and incapable
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of amendment, as the necessity of the new
"Water Commission” demonstrates; and I
think there is a still leas number of towns where
the disposal of sewage is even now efficiently
conducted

; yet, in this state of bliss we have
been floundering on for the last twenty years,
with but little, if any, amendment

;
and unless

bold steps are taken, and stringent measures
adopted, we may remain in that happy state for
another twenty years. Thus thousands of inno-
cent lives, generation after generation, will be
swept away, sacrificed by these "Juggernauts”
that preside over the destinies of our unhappy
towns. B. B.

THE " BUILDER ” FIRE.

Mb. F. W. F. Woodman writes,—Having read
the recommendation of this grate by Mr. Eecor-
der Warren, I told a poor man to get one, try it,

and I would pay the cost (Is.) for it. He found
it excellent. The plan I desig^ned is, to cut a
piece of paper i in. smaller than the bottom
of the grate; get a smith to make a plate
of iron the size of paper pattern, of the thick-
ness of a halfpenny, with three small holes in
it the size of a straw. One hole in the middle
and one hole 1 in. from each end : the burr to
bo filed off level. These holes prevent the plate
from warping with heat, and being small, and
covered with fuel, do not allow cold air to pass
up, nor hot air below it to escape. On this
principle wooden straight-edges have seven
small holes bored in them, one in the middle
and three holes in each end, to keep them from
twisting. If in round wooden bread-plates a
hole the size of a small pin were bored, they
would always be flat.

WANTON DESTRUCTION.
SiH, There ib a sense in* which nil boundary fences,

walls gates, posts, piers, iron railings, ic., may bo relprded as pitbhe projjerty. Each one is. as a rule, set upto please ihe_ eye;—with what success depcndo much on
the taste and judgment of the beholder, whether h^ be the

fif
afar. It will therefore be con-ceded that the preserration, in ita full integritv and eom-

pJeteness, of any one of the abore-nsmed works is to bedesired not for its owner's sake only, but oho for the sakeof his neighbours. I had occasion lately to walk fromWar Norwood to Wait Dnlwich. Th. aSurh .id. ofibalroad IS bounded by the inclosing wall of Norwood Ceme-
th™ “» J«rd.. lo thi. laoBtlithere are fifty-aeven masswe brick piers, each one sur-

cap
: the plinths are terminated

at the ofFseC by a splayed and mitred Portland atone, and
surbase, also of Portland

ofpiers, one only has escaped
In most cases, all the four

the band of the deatroyei
mitres to each r less mutilated, and from

~e been effected by a sharp
my observation it appears to h,
la^ruraent or edge-tool, such as a lathing-hamme-r.

there ere many minor offences of a similar character
•with which we all are too familiar

;
but what I have statedmay sufGce to draw attention to this iniquitous and

brutish wantonness, that henceforth, in addition to impnsonment. a little taste of “ tht cal " may be adminis-
lered to the backs of the perpetrators. W H

Always reject those with a glossy surface, as they
are only coated, and not properly stained. In
jointing for ornamental work, the surface of the
brick should only be wiped, and not touched up
or painted with tar or any other medium. In
axed or gauged work, the brick is, of course, cut
to shape before staining. When no cutting is
required, picked stocks can be used

; bub for
good work a good kiln-burut red brick is best, and
for axed and gauged work it is best to use the
same bricks as the other work is done in.

_

I do nob agree with yonr correspondent in
either of his hypotheses, that of course black
bricks are the best, or that it is desirable to
black the bricks when up.

Manufactured black bricks are, firstly, very
e.vpensive; and, secondly, they are so soft and
brittle, that after loading, unloading, and stack-
ing, it is difficult to find a true face in a dozen

;

and in cutting and rubbing for gauged work,
there is great waste from the same cause, and
when dressing and pointing are used, they gene-
rally smear and discolour the other work.
As to painting or staining when fixed, I should

never allow it except in extreme cases to correct
omissions or mistakes in the pattern. In such
cases I use lamp-black, mixed with varnish and
turpentine, and used thin

;
but to me such a

process as a substitution is reprehensible in
principle, and is sure to produce a hard, crude,
and piebald appearance, and is one of a system
of dodges which has brought coloured brickwork
into bad repute, by producing a glaring, vulgar,
and meretricious effect when new, and a sickly
and washed-out appearance, when the newness
is worn off. It also generally happens that these
dodges are practised in combination with the
worst taste in design and arrangement of colour,
and have done much to debase ornamental black
treatment. Bassett Keeling.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

BLACK BRICKS.

In answer to your correspondent "B. A.,” in
a recent number ;

—

Never having met with any black bricks of „
^tisfactory quality, I have for years adopted the
following system, which I have always found to
answer well

; and though I will not state posi-
tively that it is original, I believed it to be so
when I made the experiment, and have now no
cause to think otherwise.

Select bricks of even texture and smooth
surface, and of true outline and sharp arris on
the one face, according as they are required for
headers” and " stretchers.” Place them with

the selected face exposed round an open fire, and
when nearly red hot dip each brick singly into a
caldron of boiling coal tar, to a depth of about
one inch from the face to be stained

; hold it in
the tar for a few seconds, and then place it to
cool and dry with the stained face npwards.

If this be properly done, the surface will be
found of a deep bright black, the stain will
extend to a depth of half or three-quarters of an
inch from the face, the surface will be without
gloss, the stain will not rub off on to a dry finger
with even strong friction, and the weather will
have no effect on it. If, however, the brick is
not hot, and the tar boiling, the stain will rub
off, and in hot weather the tar will sometimes
run. The success of the operation can always be ;

tested by the appearance of the brick when cool.

Whitburn.—A public meeting of the inhabi-
tants of Whitburn parish has lately been hold,
at which it was resolved to enlarge and restore
the village church, and also to build a chapel at
Cleadon, to take the place of the small school-
room, in which, on Sunday afternoons, divine
service is now performed. Plans and drawings
of the proposed alterations have been submitted
to the committee by Mr. Johnson, of Newcastle,
who has been appointed architect. The principal
featnres of the scheme are tbe widening of the
aisles, which will provide sittings for about 250
additional persons

;
the substitution of an open

roof for the present white-washed ceiling
; the

replacement of the pews by open seats; the
addition of a chancel arch and an organ chamber,
and various other alterations and additions. It
is calculated that tbe cost of these improvements
will be about 3,0001., and that of the Cleadon
Chapel about 6001. To these objects liberal sub-
scriptions have been already promised. It is
expected that the improvements and alterations
will not be completed before the summer of
1868.

Liverpool.—A new church, built at Everton,
at a cost of 14,000i., by Mr. T. D. Anderson, a
local merchant, has been consecrated by the
Bishop of Chester.

Kingswinford. — St. Mary’s Church, Kings-
winford, has been re-opened for divine service.
The church has undergone great internal altera-
tions, incloding the removal of the north gallery,
and the substitution for the pews of open sittings.
The only vestige of the really ancient church (a
window in the chancel) shows that the style was
Early English, and this has been followed in the
restoration. The chancel is furnished with stalls
and a stone pulpit has been placed on tbe north
side, at the entrance into the chancel. The cost
of the alterations will altogether amount to
1,6501.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—Ashort time agoitwas
announced that a movement had been originated
amongst the butchers of Newcastle, to obtain

,

funds for the purpose of erecting a new altar-
railing in St. Andrew’s Church. The efforts
thus made have proved successful, and a brass
railing has been fitted up. By a telescopic con-
trivance the rail is made to open in the centre,
for affording access to the altar. The whole has
been fitted up by Messrs. Mather & Armstrong,
of this town.

Stanhope.in-Weardale. — The contracts for
carrying out the restoration of the ancient
parish church at Stanhope-in-Weardaie have
been let to Mr. George Gradon, builder, and Mr.

J. Thornton, mason, Durham, and the work will
at once be proceeded with.

North Shields.—A new organ,, built by Messrs.
Hill A Son, of London, has just been opened in
St. Peter’s Church, North Shields. Id is fitted
with illuminated pipes and a stained deal case.

Brinsop. — The parish church here, which baa
recently been undergoing a renovation by
Messrs. Welsh & Son, of Hereford, under the
architectural supervision of Mr. W. Chick, also
of Hereford, has been re-opened for public wor-
ship. Previous to tbe restoration the old build-
ing was in a deplorable state. The face of the
masonry externally has been renovated and re-
pointed. The stonework with which the win-
dows had been partially filled up has been re-
moved and the dressings cleaned and restored,
thereby restoring the windows into their original
condition. The roof is entirely new, and a new
belfry has been also built, whilst the entrance
porch has been restored. Internally, the walla
have been cleared of all the old plaster and
whitewash, excepting here and there where faint
traces of ancient paintings have been discovered ;

these, together with some fragments of old stone-
work, and some ancient raised crosses, have
been preserved on the walls. The flooring of
the aisles has been re-laid with Godwin’s tiles,

as also of tbe chancel and sacrarium. The floor
of tbe nave has been raised to its original level.
The old plaster ceiling of the aisle has been re-
moved, and the roof restored to its original
boarded state in unison with the roof of the
nave, the whole roof being covered with asphalte
before the tiles were pat on. The foundation of
the triforium was in an unsound state, but has
now been under-pinned and secured. Stained
and varnished deal seats have supplied the place
of the original old-fashioned pews, whilst the
chancel is arranged with carved oak stalls
moulded with cusped traceried points and poppy,
headed ends. The pulpit is entirely new, being
of oak and shaped octagonally, having arched
and cusped traceried panels resting on responds,
with caps and faces and carved spandrels. The
church is now warmed by Gurney’s stove, pro-
vided and fitted by Messrs. Bennett & Brown,
Hereford. One thing wanting to complete the
exterior of the fabric is the spire, and the erec-
tion of this the funds in hand would not allow
of. The sum of 7101. has been expended up to
the present time, and it is calculated that 250L
will be required to complete the work.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Worcester.—A new schoolhouse for the Queen
Elizabeth’s School at the northern entrance to
the city is about to supersede the old and in-
sufficient premises now used for this school close
to St. Swithin’s Church. The new building will
be erected on a portion of the land at the White
Ladies’, Tything, having its frontage to the
road, from which it will be separated by a strip
of ground some 15 or 20 ft. wide, and a dwarf
wall, iron railing, and entrance-gates. Mr.
Perkins, the architect, baa chosen the style of
architecture which prevailed at the time when
tbe school was established—the reign of Queen
Elizabeth. The front elevation presents three
three-light windows, square-headed, with stone
muliioDs and transoms, and in each end wall is

a large five-light window. Ornamented gablets
surmount the front windows, with a statue of
Queen Elizabeth in a central niche. Stepped
gables, with finials, are on the cud walls; and
on the centre of the crest of tbe steep-ridged
roof is a characteristic bell-cofc, which also serves
for ventilation. The walls are to be of brick,
with stone dressings. Entering by a porch at
the south-west angle of the main building, a
good-sized vestibule presents itself, on the
right of which will be a class-room, with lava-
tory, robing-closet, and offices ; on the left, the
great school-room, 45 ft. by 25 ft., having an
opeued-tirabered hammered-in roof, resting on
corbels. This roof will be a termination, looking
from either end, to tbe great windows in the
north and south walls, no part of which will be
hid by the roofing timbers. This school-room
will be readily capable of elongation should the
circumstances of the school at any future time
require it. At the back of the main building
will be a fives-court, with offices; and surround-
ing the eastern side of the premises will be a
large play-ground. The plans are before the
Charity Commissioners for approval, but it is

not yet known when the work will be commenced.
Yarmouth.—The new school of the Church
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Sonth-end Mission has been opened. The new
bnilding cost 5001., including the boundary wall.

The architect was Mr. J. T. Bottle. At present
it maybe described as a central block : the ad-

dition of wings is contemplated, in which boys
and girls of riper years will be educated. The
style is Gothic, red brick with red and white
arches. Internally the walls are of red brick,

with white brick bands and an open timber roof,

lighted by four single windows on the south,

and by ornamental dormers on the north, under-
neath which is an open arcade. The school will

accommodate about 120 infants. The ground,
about a quarter of an acre in extent, will be en-

closed by a boundary wall. Mr. Howes was the
builder of the school.

GRINDING MONEY.
Coleman v. Minard.—The plaintiff, a joiner,

residing in Crismscott-street, Grange-road, Ber-
mondsey, sued the defendant, a builder, of

Eynsford-road, Camberwell, for the sum of Is. 4d.
for time for grinding tools.

Mr. Odr appeared for the plaintifiF, and stated that hie
client bad been emplojed to assist in the construction of
some stairs in a house in the Albany-road, Camberwell:
and that on a certain Saturday at noon he was paid o^
and now sued the defendant for the sum in question, to
which he was justly entitled, according to the custom of
the trade, to prove which he had several witnesaes in
court.
The plaintiff and bis witnesses then at great length

stated the custom of the trade : some of them contended
that if a man were employed but a single hour, he would
be entitled to some compensation for grinding-time and
tools.

I'he defendant said that the plaintiff worked for him
only from the Thursday to the Saturday, and hence he
considered that be was not entitled to grinding-money.
Moreover, the work upon which he was engaged did not
require sharp tools which were ground.
His Honour remarked that cases of that description

came before him frequently
;
and rather than confide in

his own judgment, ha had recently consulted some of the
most extensive and influential building firms in the
metropolis. The parties in that case desired him to de-
termine under what circumstances that which was known
by the name of “ grinding-money ” could be claimed by
carpenters or joiners, and he had sought to discover what
nle, if any, was now observed by the trade on this sub-
ject. The result was that there did not aj^ear to be any
fixed or established practice, but a different one in
different establishments, more or less liberal to the men,
both as to the amount and as to the conditions necessary
to earn tho allowance. Thus be found there were those
who allowed, upon discharging their men, if carpenters
and joiners, as much as a quarter of a day, or two hours
and ft half; others who allowed two hours to joiners and
one hour to carD‘nter«; others who oon8’d‘‘red one
hour's allowance sufficient in all cases; and others who
contested the claim altogether. 8o 8l«o ihere was a
difference of practice with regard to the length of employ-
ment necessary lo jusiify a claim to this allowance,
tinder these circumsfauces. it was impossible to say that
there was any certain custom or usage to bo incorporated
in the contract, and to regulate th« rights and liabilities

of tho parties to it. When the question arose before him
in a different form ho should probably be prepared to
decide that some allowance was ordina'ily made, not-
withstanding the prevalence of the hour-system; but in
this particular instance, regard being had to the nature of
the employment, and its duration, he did not think that
tho plaintiff had established hia claim to any further
allowance than that which he had already received He
could not forbear adding that it would be most desirable
if employers took care to make known the system of
their establishments, either individually to each man en-
gaged, or generally, by means of shop notices, con-
spieuously displayed. Me should rule judgment for the
oefendant in the case.

§0olis lltaiiith.

' The Report of the Armstrong and Whitworth
Committee, with a Letter thereon to Earl de
Ore]/, and Appendices. By Joseph Writ-
worth, LL.D., F.R.S. Manchester : Jos.
Thomsen & Son. 1866.

The report of the committee “appointed to
lexamine and report upon certain facts which
irequira to be carefully ascertained before any
isatiBfactory opinion can be pronounced upon the
idifferent descriptions of guns and of ammunition
iprepared by Sir W. Armstrong and by Mr. Whit-
worth,” has been reprinted by the latter com-
ipetitor. This report, or rather the record of the
sexperiraents which it contains, involves matter
lof too grave importance to be summarily dealt
rwith. We trust shortly to give to a question so
(deeply involving the character of our land and
csea defences, and the efficiency of both navy
land army, the consideration which it merits,
meantime wo call the attention of those in-
?tere8ted in the subject to a record of facts, which
itells a very different story from the easy-going
mccounts of tho Shoeburyness experiments to be
Igleaned from the political newspapers. The
}Dommittee have thought, it is charity to suppose,
ibhat the facts spoke so loudly that it was un-

necessary for the report to give a very definite

utterance on some of the moat important results

of the trials. We intend to translate some of

their principal facts into very plain English.

The question of the character of the “ dogs of

war ” to be employed, as the house and yard
dogs of Great Britain, is not one to be handled
in kid-gloves.

The Ornamental Water in Regent’s Park.

—

In reply to a question in the Commons, Lord
J. Manners has stated that it is proposed to

commence the works at this water in the autumn,
and it is calculated that they will occupy about
six months.

The Holt Sepulchre.—The Moniteur says,

—

“The work of construction of the provisional
protection under tho g^eat cupola of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem has been satisfactorily

accomplished. The first floor is finished, and
all the ceremonies can now be performed without
any danger either to the priests or the faithful.

The workmen brought from Paris by M. Mauss,
the architect delegated by the Emperor, fulfil

their task with a calm order and respect for the
Holy Place which the clergy of all the worships
unanimously recognise.”

A Telegraphic Peculiarity.—An endeavour
i

to establish telegraphic communication with
underground workings at a mine in Lake Supe-
rior, has disclosed a curious difficulty. Since the
discovery that by placing each end of a telegraph
wire in the ground the circuit is made as com-
pletely as when two wires were used, but one
wire has been employed. The wire used in the
Pewabic Mine is a i-16th copper wire. After
the line was set up, to the surprise of all, no
signals could be transmitted

;
and though the

operator of the line examined the wire, and tried

numberless experiments, nil was of no avail. So
says our authority, the Mining Journal.

The Church of St. Martin, Leicester.

—

The Messrs. W. Neale & Sons, of Leicester,
builders, have commenced the erection of scaf-
folding for the building of the intended spire to
this church, without competition, the firm having
done other works there. The summit of the
spire, when completed, will be 203 ft. from the
floor line of the church. Restorations at this

church have now been going on at intervals for

more than twenty years, under Mr. R. Brandon
and his late brother, architects, and some lO.OOOi.

have been raised by voluntary subscriptions, and
expended upon them. Much yet remains to be
done.

A State System of Telegraphy.— At the
monthly meeting of the council of the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce a special committee pre-
sented a memorial they had prepared, pointing
out that in order to secure low charges and a
full extension of the telegraphic system, it has
become necessary that Government should take
the control of the whole telegraphic system.
They urge that such a course would be a great
advantage to commerce

;
that in Belgium such a

system has been very snccessful. They believe
that under the control of ono board a uniform
rate of 6d. a message would yield a substantial
profit.

Plastic Slate.

—

Alluding to the application
of plastic slate to render woodwork fireproof,

Mr. A. Morehouse, writing to tho American
Petroleum Standard, states that the slate is

better if mixed for some time before it is used,
and observes that it may be conveniently made
in old kerosene (petrolenm oil) barrels, which
are strong, and can be bought second-hand very
cheaply. A specimen from a burned building
was exhibited to the Farmers’ Club, and,
although exposed to the full action of the fire, it

was neither consumed, charred, nor weakened.
It was a soft mastic when the building took fire.

Now it is strong, solid, and thoroughly petrified.

The roof was upon a wooden lean-to against a
brick bnilding. It was so perfectly fire-proof,

and so tightly joined to the brick, that it pre-
vented the smoke rising to blacken tho wall
above the junction, while at the side of this roof
and around the corner the high brick building
was blackened clear to the top. The super-
heated steam and air could find no egress. The
room was filled with most inflammable materials,
yet with all the fire and heat none could escape
through the roof. It blackened and stood nntil
all support was burned away

;
when it fell it

broke into large sheets several feet square.

A NEW Fireplace Lintel.

—

“ Gibbs’s regis-
tered fireplace lintel,” is a simple and nseful
mode of increasing the draught of a chimney so
as to lessen the necessity for disfiguring build-
ings with zino and other abominations on the
roofs. It consists of an iron plate (in place
of the ordinary chimney-bar), with an open-
ing in the middle, narrowing the width of the
flue when set in the brickwork. That such a
plate must have a tendency to prevent chimneys
from smoking seems obvious.

The Metropolitan Traffic Regulation Bill.
A meeting of ratepayers of the Holborn district

has been held to consider this Bill, and the mea-
sures “to be taken energetically to oppose tho
same.” The meeting was numerously attended,
and it was resolved that in the opinion of the
meeting the Bill then pending in the House of
Lords, would interfere with the free trade of the
metropolis to such an extent, that if its pro-
visions were to be enforced, it would amount to a
total prohibition of business in several instances

;

that the execution of the Act would place in the
hands of the police arbitrary and unjust powers,
and prove a step in the direction of centraliza-
tion which could not be too strongly deprecated

;

and that whilst the meeting admitted the neces-
sity for a measure for facilitating the traffic of
the metropolis, they deemed it desirable that the
execution of the law necessary to effect that end
should be entrusted to the local authorities, in

whom the management of the thoroughfares was
already vested. It was then agreed that a peti-

tion should be presented to Parliament against
the Bill.

Apprehended Strike op Twenty Thousand
Engine-drivers and Firemen. — The entire
engineering staffs of the London and Brighton,
and the North-Eastern Railways have given
notice of resignation of their posts in conse-
quence of the directors not agreeing to their
demand of increased wages and shorter hours

j

and the like result is feared on all the other
lines of railway throughout the country. Asso-
ciated as they all are with their clubs and socie-
ties, they have expressed their full determina-
tion to stand out, as they “ ask for nothing that
is unjust or unreasonable, but that to which they
are] entitled.” The men require,—“ That 10
hours a day, or a run of 150 mUes, be reckoned
a day’s work; and that overtime be reckoned
two hours and a quarter. That engino-drivera
in London and districts receive, for the 1st six
months, fis.

;
2nd six months, 63. 6d. 5 end of

twelve months, Ts. 6d. per day. Firemen : Isfc

six months, 3s. 6d.
;
2nd six months, 4s. 5 end of

twelve months, 43. 6d. per day. Engine-drivers
in country districts : 1st six months, 63. ; 2Qd
six months, 63. 6d.

5
end of twelve months, 78.

per day. Firemen : lab twelve months, Ss. 6d.

;

end of twelve mouths, 49.; and after three
years’ service, 4s. 6d. per day. That firemen bo
promoted to be drivers according to seniority or
length of service

;
and that Sunday work bo

paid as a day aud a half.” Other things are
asked for in various ways on different lines.

The New Street to the Mansion House.

—

At the last ordinary meeting of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, Mr. Tite, M.P., said
he wished to ask the superintending architect,

Mr. Vulliamy, what progress had been made in
the purchase of the property on the site of the
proposed street from Blackfriars to the Mansion
House, and if there was any probability or pro-
spect of that street being opened up before the
Thames Embankment was finished. He should
like to know, also, how many honses the archi-
tect had got hold of which he could pull down
between the present time and Midsummer. The
superintending architect said an order of the
Board had been passed for the pulling down of
120 houses, aud he had accordingly given in-

structions to Messrs. Pullen, Horne, & Eversfield
to sell the property for that purpose; and he
should soon be in a position to sell the whole of
the property between Earl-street and Cannon-
street, except the Probate-office and the Equit-
able Life Assurance building, which they had
not yet got. He saw no reason why the entire

line between Earl-street and Cannon-street
should not be cleared by Midsummer next, with
the exception of the two buildings named which
stood in the line

;
and with regard to that por-

tion between Cannon-street and the Mansion
House, the Board had purchased the whole of
the freeholds and nearly all the leaseholds, the
remainder being in course of treaty for. By the
end of the year tho Board would be able to sea
its way clear to tho speedy opening up of the
entire line.
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The iate VACANcr at the Natio'al Gallery.

The vacant trusteeship of the National Gallery
has been filled by the appointment thereto of

Gregory, M.P., whose enlightened
interest in art will render his selection highly
popular, and, no doubt, advantageous .—Sunday
Gazette.

Ne\v Bridge at Myton.—A cast-iron bridge is
to be formed at Myton Ferry. The present cir-
cuitous route from Myton to Boro’bridge, ind
Helperby, will, by this arrangement, be curtailed
from 9 to some miles. The plans for the
bridge are being prepared by a London firm, by
order of the proprietor. Major Stapylton.

Roman ANxiquiTiES.—In the Court of Common
Council, upon the motion of Dr. Saunders it has
been agreed that, a Roman hexagonal colnmn
having been discovered beneath the wall of
Aldgate in 1806, and supposed to have been lost
to the City, and being now found exposed in the
open yard of the London Coffee-house, it be
referred to the Library Committee to take imme-
diate steps to receive the same for preservation
in the museum of the Guildhall.

The British Museum.—In reply to a question
of Lord Lyveden, in the House of Lords, Earl
Stanhope said the statements which had been
circulated as to intended new arrangements re-
specting the natural history collection at the
British Musenm were entirely devoid of founda-
tion. The trustees had made no such recom-
mendation. The recommendation they did make
was made seven years ago, on the motion of
Lord Palmerston, who was then an official trus-
tee, and it was to the effect that it would be
desirable to separate from the British Museum
the natural history collection. To assert that
any new arrangement had been come to in a
contrary sense, or in any sense, was wholly
founded.

A Test for Damp Rooms. — A test of the
dampness of rooms is suggested by Dr. Coffee
Place SOOgms. of quicklime on a plate, leave it
in the apartment, and if at the end of 2-i hours
this substance, which absorbs moisture very
greedily, has not increased in weight by more
than one-fortieth or one-fiftieth, the apartment
may be considered fit to live in. In a damp or
nowly-built room it will increase in weight as
much as 5 per cent.

Permanent Photographs.—The very desirable
requisite of permanent photographs is still
exciting attention

; and Mr. Pouncy, of Dor-
chester, whoso apparently efficient method was
early brought before the public notice in the
Builder, is still engaged in the promotion of his
processes. At the last meeting of the Inventors’
Institute, he read a very interesting paper on
“ Sun-painting in oil colours,” illustrated with
mauy highly thought of specimens of the
applicability of his process to pictorial and
decorative art. The photographic prints exhi-
bited were on paper, canvas, panels, copper, &c.
The gradation of tone was considered to be quite
as perfect as the finest silver photographs, while
possessing over the latter the immense advantage
of absolute permanence. In the course of his
remarks Mr. Pouncy went through the various
manipulations connected with the process, ex-
plaining them as he proceeded :

—

“ Tlie seneitive medium need is bitumen of Judiea dis-
aoHed in turpentine, benzole, or other hydrocarbon, with
winch 18 ground up oil colour of anv desired tint. The
pasty mass IS then brushed orer a thin sheet of translu-
cent paper, aud dried in the dart. When dry the sheet
exposed under a photographic negative to daylight or _
stron^y actinic artificial light, which hardens, or renders
insoluble, those parts of the sensitised pigments to which
the trBMparent parts of the negative have permitted
aCCeSSof light. AiVo.- onma 1.- 1 * , .

For rebnildmg warehonso at Clay-comer, TarviUe-
street, Bethnal-green. Mr. T. B. Insoll, architect—

Deavine
Beale
Christoffer

Hensbaw

Langmead
Pritchard
Mitchell
Forrest
Higgs

iiiiu auumons
Maidstone, for Mr. W. Lawrence,
architect :

—

Gibbon
Clements & Wallis
Anscomb
Taughan
Ifaylar & Son
Grensted (accepted)

For Tring Main Drainage. First
]

W'ainwright

Knight
Whictick
Maun
Neaves
Wigmore
Moore
King
Coker
Chappel
Bilker
Coker, jun
Honour
Durley & Son
Cooper

I

Dickeneon & Oliver (accepted)

... £1,663

... 1,456
0
0

0
0

... 1,385 0 0

... 1,36) 0 0
1,360 0 0

... 1,347 0 0

... 1,327 0 0

... 1,316 0 0

... 1,228 0 0

... 1,217 0 0

Elsfield House,
Mr. Hubert Ben

£1,695 0 0
1,530 0 0

., 1,150 0 0

., 1,327 0 0

.. 1,287 0 0
.. 1,270 0 0

portion :-

.. £3,272 18 0

!

.. 2,S74 0 0

.. 2,641 13 8
.. 2,482 11 10
.. 2.411 0 0
.. 2,364 13 9
.. 2,310 15 11
.. 2,166 14 8
.. 2, Ml) 9 6
.. 2,1177 4 0
.. 1,904 14 0
.. 1,994 5 0
.. 1,974 3 0
.. 1,926 0 0
., 1,798 0 0

1,631 12 6
. 1,626 1 2 I

„ Tfi'.— {'ll''" uttVB pernuicea
access ot light. Alter some minutes’ exposure to light

u, ttie embryo picture is washed in turpentine, benzole
i. any other solvent of bitumen. This dissolves those por-

tions which have not been affected by the actinic rays
leaving the remainder of the pigment firmly attached torr—, nr... ~ miuiy aivucnea 10IHE Manchester AND S.alford Educational to the amount oi'iight

Aid Society-.—From the third annual report of I

permeated the different parts of the negative.”

this Society it appears that at the end of 1866, 1

picture is now complete, and may be trans
the total number of grants issued to schools in the lithographic process, to card
since the commencement of the Society was

'

^ — - rrae
2i,lb3i the number of grants current or unex-
pired at the end of December quarter, 20,915 jand the number of children attending school’
9,490. The numbers in actual attendance at
school were greater by 2.290 in 1866 than in 1865.
The report says in conclusion :

their labonrs
that out of 21,000 grants current, barely one-bslf are in
nse. The thought is depressing, that among the poorer
sections of the manual-labour classes so little value ia seton education, that even when offered free of cost it is in
so many instances impossible to persuade parents to
accept the gift. The Committee candidly admit that when
they commenced operations they were wholly unprepared
for such a result." f e

The Committee, however, state that “ in place of
losing heart, they are daily more and more con-
vinced of the value and importance of the work
in which they are embarked j” that they are
sounding "depths of ignorance previously unex-
plored}” and that therein lies the true value of
their researches-

s Ventilator.—This ventilator consists
of two tubular portions, a Perflator ” and a" Perhaustor.” In the case of a room or office,
the perhaustor requires to be fixed in the chim-
ney-front, over tho fireplace, and to enter the
flue near the ceiling. The perflator must have
one end entering the ceiling, so as to receive air
from between the ceiling and floor above, or the
ceiling and roof above

;
and the other end facing

the perhaustor. The ventilator requires a good
chimney draught} and where this is not the
case the chimney is to be " cured ” by " con-
traction at the bottom, from as high as a mason
can reach, down to the fireplace} and, if the
wind is apt to blow down the cbimnev, by a
Venetian chimney-pot, in addition, at the top.”
The manner in which the ventilator acts is ex-
plained thus:—“When an aperture ia made in
the ceiling of a room, the air between the ceiling^d floor above, or the ceiling and roof above
being much colder, and therefore heavier than
the air in the upper part of the room (partiou-
larly when gas is burning in it, or many persons
are occupying it), rushes down into the room
with great force. By means of the perflator,
this stream of air is directed into the perhaustor •

and, while it prevents any smoko from coming
out of the chimney, it helps to carry away im°
pure air. The diameter of the perhaustor is
made larger than that of the perflator, in order
to allow space for the air of the room to be
drawn by the current of the perflator, and
attracted with it, into the flue of the chimney.”

board, canvas, wood, stone, &o.
}

or, if ceramic
colours arc used, it may bo transferred to potters’
“ biscuit,’’ and burnt in as usual. Mr. Pouncy’e
process will now, in all probability, receive many
commercial and artistic applications.

TENDERS
For rebuildlDg the Boatmen's Institote, Sale-street.

Paddington. Mr. T. Heygate Vernon, architect. Quan-
tiUes not supplied

Manley & Rogers £919 q q
Cowland... 9}3 Q 0
Dove, Brothers..,. 933 0 q
Patman & Polheringham 927 0 0
Scrivener & White ggj q 0

For house at Hornsey, for Mr. J. C. Corbin. MrGeorge IruefiLl, architect :

—

Madgin, jun. (accepted) £1,160 0 0

For a portion only of new church at Worthine MrGeorge Truefitt, architect :
°

Longhurst (accepted) £2,404 2 0

For alterations and additions to a dwelling-house at
Worcester, for Mr. T. R. Goodwin. Mr. A? Coombe
architect. Quantmes supplied :

, £393 0 0
Bishop & Gnsman 393 0 q
Beard (accepted) ’ 345 0 0

For the erection of offices, Cbapel-road, Worthing
Busaei, for Messrs. Tribe & Green. Mr. Henry Car’
penter, architect. Qu.antities supplied—

Thorne £1,577 0 0
Dove, Brothers j 455 q q
Hide & Patching ]’433 g q

1,298 0 0

Garrud 1,235 q q
Loughurst (accepted) 1,195 10 0

For the_ erection of a new wing, and other alterations
and additiouB, to the oil-cake manufactory, Southtnills,
Blunhaui, Beds, for Mr. Charles Powers. Mr John
Usher, architect. Qnantities supplied

Freshwater £922 0 0
P'ckens ggo 0 0
Iwelvetrees ssg q 0
Hull 842 0 0
Horsman 7go 0 0
Winn A Foster (accepted) 729 0 0

- or alterations to the Horseshoe tap-honae, Tottenham
Court-road. Messrs. Mayhew A Calder, architects—

Turner A Son £1,265 0 0
Onel 1.210 0 0
Laurence 1,190 q q
Eaton A Chapman 935 0 0
Bracher A Son 978 0 0
Curtis 900 0 0

For building three shops, with workshops in rear in
Church-street, Bethnal-green. Messrs. Reeves A Butcher
architects:— ’

Langmead £1,473 0 0
Higgs 1 417 0 0

For a fire-brigade station at Victoria-street, West-
minster, for the Metropolitan Board of Works

Nutt A Co. (a^-cepted) £4,228 0 0

For pulling down and rebuilding a warehouse, 127
Aldersgate-street. Mr. W. Smith, architect:—

Nutt A Co. (accepted) £3,661 0 0

For additions and alterations at Dover Gaol. Mr.
John Hanvey, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.Pam A Clark:

—

McKenzie £8,722 17 0
Tunbridge 3,314 5 41
Niehiongale A Bushel 7,941 17 6
liichardaon 7,450 0 0
Adcock 7,270 7 10
Ayers 7,190 0 0
Naylor A Son 7,190 0 0
Matthews e,810 16 9

For public-house and two bouses adjoining. Mr. W.
T. Purkiss, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs.
Pain A Clark :—

Robey (accepted) £2,439 0 0

For decoralioDs and painting to tho Metropolitan
Tabernacle, Mr. Spurgeon’s:

—

Sykee £1,276 0 0
Hayward 1,200 0 0
Smith 1,130 0 0
Sayers i,o60 0 0
McLachlan i,063 0 0
ThreudgiU 1,047
Tarrant
Phillips

979 0

For rebuilding the Prince of Wales tavern, Holywell-
lane, Shoreditch, for Mr. H. Bateman. Mr. F. G.
Widdows, architect ;

—

Axf'ord A Whillier £1,413 0 0
Ingham 1,330 0 0
Bishop 1,225 0 0
Perry A Co 1,210 0 0
Bunor 1,103 q 0
Tully 1,125 0 0
Chessum 1,097 0 0

For sundry works, Glyn-street, Vauxhall, for Mr.
Fabbricotti. Mr. F. Q. Widdows, architect :—

Ashby A Sous £648 0 0
Elinor .... 695 0 0
Tully

.... 658 0 0

For warehouse, 127, Alderagate-street. Mr. William
Smith, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pain A
Clark ;

—

High
Simms A Martin ..

Johnson
Nightingale
Newman A Mann,,
Bennett

..£5 0 0
4,865 0 0
4,8(J0 0 0
4,611 0 0
4.-455 0 0

Manley A Rogers
Mann
Kelly, Brothers
Warne
Heushaw
Stephenson
Webb A Sons
Crabbe A Vaughaa.,
Nutt A Co

. 4,359

. 4,300
, 4,287

. 4,187
,

4.076

. 3.925

. 3,910
3,883

3,850 0
3,681 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. W. 8. (MS. not preearved).—A. M. (thank.-).—A J. B. (retamed;

—Rev. C. P. T. (»hall receive preoG-—YV. C, T. (next week).—Mr. S
Eiiinbureh (send a-Jdresb).—B. T. B.— D. B. W.— Q. T.— C. A —B 6

Bona—T. EL W.-W. W. L,—Mea.ie. L.—H. C.-T. H. V.-H B-
F- B.-W. 8,-A. B. C.—A. B.-J. G.-B. B.-E. H.-A Wwidere'r »'n<

Wonderer.-H. B.-W. B.-0. G —W, H.—J. T.-K. a D.-Mr. F.-
~ W. K. B.—A C.—H. W.—Amateur.
We are cotupeUed to decILae pointing ont books and glvlni

addruKS.
All statemeBU of tacts, lists of tenders, Ac., most be acaompaniedb]
Qe name and sddresa of the tender, not uecessarilr for pubJicatton.

Nora.—The reeponilbillty of signed articles, and papers read a
pobUc meeting, reats, of course, with the authors.
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Advertisements canno t he receivedfor the curren

week's issue later than THKEE O’clock p.m.
on THURSDAY.

The Puhlisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Ofice in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should he sent.

[Adveetisements.1

The bath STONE COMBANY, Limited,
having opened new Quarries, are now prepared to
supply any of the following STONES, viz., Box,
Ground, Coreham Down, Farleigh, and Combe
Down.—Prices and terms on application to E. A.
Tucker, Manager, 4, Railway-place, Bath.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLUCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at
the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
furmsh to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horologdcal Machine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 83 & 34, Ludgate-hill E C.
Established 174ft.

TO nriLDERS. DECORATORS, iu.

/^ILDERS thoroughly experienced in House
' '‘'ay ha OBTAINED at Ihe Hooie of Call, Marlborougl

(fpj, Oxford-atreet.— Addri!

I^^ILDERS’ SOCIETY, King’s Arms,
W.—To BUILDERS, DECO-

Painters —OK.DBHS, experienced to every brancli
»f the trade, may be ENGAGED at the abuTo Sotiety Home. Portal
ooinmunleattun Immediately attended ta.

J. TUNQATB, Secretary.

63, GEORGE-STREEr, PORTMAN-SQUARE. W.
IVTR. L. W. COLLMANN begs to call the

Severally to

fO.GROSYENOR-STREET, BOND-STREET,W.
.
In Architecturtl Decorallob, Cabinet Furniture, and Upholstery

particular atteut Inn is pdd In maklcgand ei-cutlr g rpecial arlistle
deslan?, os recinlred for public and private building*, in the Classic
MedlKval, Italian, Biiglisb, Elabtceaih Century, and Louis XVl’

___ TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS,

WTanted, by the Advertiser, who is a
rHRPlr nn iwnu » SITUATtO.N er JOB, as PLUMRRR or
'RRRJ BRANL’H hand. Oftod refrreucsK, If r-.ml
R. G. 17, Qaeen street. King-street, Cam.leu Totvo, N.W

rr-r i
BUILDERS.

Y^ANTED, by a practical Man, of greatr f experienoe, a RB-ENGAOKMKNr. a, CLERK ..f WOHKa a*GENERAL FORE.MAN. First-elass tee ti ra^Tals and r»Iren« if
gired.-Addres*. C. W 3 a, C

QBWEE VENTILATION—DETAILO DRAWINGS and particulars of the most effeetual system ofSEWER VENriLATIo/wiH be supplledTLSrT hf
applkatfoo to EDWARD BROOKE, Field Uoiise Fire Clay

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Books on architecture, fine
ARTS, FAINTING, and SCULPTHRE. Published rn the Con-wiLiiAMs & norgate's fine arts cata-

Lobdou

:

[), South K Ick-stn t, Edl'.l

MANUAL f HYDROLOGY.
By N. DEARDMORE. C K.

I.—Hydraulic and other TaWea for computlog the flow of

matter
flulcla through pipes: with dtscrlptlve

DlvUton II,—On Rivers and Volume of Water
; on Percolation • onWells snd Springs

;
on the Flow in Seweis, and Water Bu, ply with

oT Rivers, aud other charactoristlcs of their hydraulic con-
diliOD.

Division lII,-On Tides, THal River., nucl Eilu
ondition assumed by tides where Ihe'e is the b'

on the Effect of Tmprovemet, Is' iu Tidal' River*'

; sbo^bg tlia

GIO AECHITEOTS, SURVEYORS, and

L W.
'esiiuinster.—Apply

pERPEOiT N in BOOK - KEEPING.—
M . I

system, ean have a Set ofModels for Builders B.)«kFi hy Double-Eolry. to which was awarded
the Prize offered In" The Builder," of Isat Sepleuiher, and which hasbeen attepted by nmny Urge flinii. Al»o a aiodirted arrangement, by
Bingla-Fiitry, siiitahle for sjunll Builders,—Addrese, E. A 4 St.
George’s road. Regeiifs Paik. '

_T0 PARFNl'S AND GUARDIANS.
A WEST-END BUILDER has an openingAX for an iutelllgent Youlh os an APPRRNIICE. The flrit throe

yeais he would be lu the office, and the four following in the caroen-
ters shop The Ynulh to reply to this In own haudwiitlng,*^uid
address 804, Office of The Builder.’’

“

DRADFORD SEWERAGE.—FOREMANU of WORKS WANTED.-MuBt be able to under.tand and carry
out plans and working drawing., to set out work oi
to keep books, and accouuts of labour and materia
have a practUal knowledge of the deUiU of sower w .rk
5n .imtlar work indl.pensab'e.—Applioatious, with
statlug »ge and pres-iit employi - •

to be forwarded ‘ ' ' ' " "

instant.

alne-street, Bradford, March Bth, 1817!

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, 4c.

Y^ANTED, by a Young Man who has had
r-f wnw experience in the building Trade, a BITUATION asCLERK of Works, or on some out-donr works. No objection to the
conntry.-Adilre.., 811, Office of" The Boll Ar."

TO MASONS AND BUILDERS,
TAFANTED, EMPLOYMENT, as Improver,
T T by a Young Mau. Can work hard .tone, and ha. been used

to cemetery woik.—Address, R. W.

W .
builders AND CONTRtCTORS.ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-

ENOAGEMENT as GENERAL OUT-DOOR FOrLmAN, orto
laxe charge of Woiks, either in town or c luutry. Carpenter and
Joiner by trade. Refereuca given if required —Address. W. D N
5, Watstloo-terrace, OloucB.ier-road, Regeut’s ParlL

TO ARrilllECTa,

VyANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T Gentlemsn who Is a nest aud rapid draughtaman. with know-

ledge of deeigu and perspBCllve, 4c.—Addres-, UOTfliC, 24. Kiug’s-
road, Brighton.

. » o

WANTED, a SITUATION, in town or
» country, by a praeticU MASON, to take Marble or Stone

Chltnney-plece.. or any other work lu inaionry, by the Piece —For
prices and pirilculais apply by letter. F. M. No. 9. Churchill-row,“ -'“erton, near Loudon,

TO BUILDERS.

. , . — ... ...'quired.
Office, on or bef.ire WEDNESDAY, the 20th

CHARLES G'JTT, Borough Surveyor.

with plate* of lida
Divirion IV.- Oi

Haiufiill at every
Infail I :>d Evaporallon- cc

I Au,etlc«. Austin!

lalulug
lah Islei

^RICKLAYER WANTED, who can coni-
I .» mand three other., to take work by rod. I.abouronly, Most

^ "T two’s work- None but those whose character will

s'' to fl'rGfflc'’ of "Tr''B^''ld''*'"'
price, aud full parlicu-

PAINTER aud GLAZIER also, only jyood
sracter.—Apply as above.

°

TIMEKEEPER and STOREKEEPER.
te wages and where employed. Must be a sober, energetic, handy

Fubll-hed I

SPUN
;

’

Germany. I'niy. Rn»«ia,
the best fXperlineuis on Bvaporatlou In various c iiuaiea.

9 of till* work is now ready at the reduced uric
• WATEKLOW 4 SONS. 49. Parliameot stree

-'.ii.LiS’i Jasm'’'-
’

OCIENTIFIO BOOKS, publislicd by
k I ATCHLEy A CO. lOB. Or.., R,i...n.,fre.t, B.<ir„r,i.,nii.r;.
W.O. an Rani'WWIr T> lien a 13r'rTn.T?e-r«rT.,¥? rr

if hooks reruitteJ,

NEW EDITION BY MR. WYATT PAPWORTH
On TUESDAY, the 2fith Inalan’. will be Pu illibi-d, the Fifth

_ Rdltiob, In 1 vi»l 8vo. prii— Ji'Jt il'i. cloth.n WILT’S ENCYCLOPiEUIA of ARCHL
TKCTURB, Hi torioal, Theoreilcul, and Pracfcal ; illurtratedwuu more tbaii Bleven Hundred Bogiaving. nn W„nil. KeviBed,

with Alterations and Consider. hie AililUioiiB bv WYATT pah-WORTH. Fellow of the Rayal Institute of B^sh A cbli«
Addiilanally lUu.trate.l wHi, ..early Four Huudred KiigravTuer
Wood, by 0. Jewltt

; and more than One Hundre 1 oth-r W. .deals
Lundou : LONGMANS, QKEgN, 4 CO. Paternoater-row.

MINIATURE ILLUSTRATED EDITION
I Just published, in imperial lijiuo. price 10a CJ. oiolh, gilt edges o
•

, ^ 21s bound in morocco by mvid re,T OED MACAULAY'S L.AYSofANCIENT
J_J ROME, with 90 IlhistratlonB, Original and from tbeAuti.iu-d.aan on Wood bj O SCdARE. The whole of the Text aud Ulus'-

B, 21,
;
Ditto, gilt,

tratloUB reproduced in I.llhogranhy,
Bdltiou of Mooie’s Irhh Melodie* Ulu-tnited by M»cil-e

London: LONGMANS. GREEN. 4 CO. PateruoBt

Imp. 32mo. cloth, with Three C..h.nr»d llluslrat
with Four Colonied Illustratluns. U c,ULLIVER’S TRAVELS

By JONATHAN SWIFT, D.D.
’edition, earefuhy edited, purged of u« lude licaclts, and fitted

London ; WILLIAM TBQG, Paueras-lane. Cheapaide.

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION SOCIRV.
ri'HE UICTIONaKY of AltCtllTECTUEB

‘he Text to 1C (Keyier) and Illnatrs.
.nrtly be delivered.

tloOB thereto, are nrsrly ready for iwuo, .„u win s
Bnb criptiouB stUi outetanding should bo forwar 'c

- •u/k.i V n . a AKIHUR C.AtLb,'’hJ'i
/a, Whliehall-yard, B.W.

WANTED, BUILDING OPERATIVES
OPKRati‘vr!?.T,?i??v I*?

1‘‘ORMATION of a CO-OPtRATlVE fcOLlM Y. ibe . bjyct lu view being, by comhiuatlrm. to
seciitc a Safe Ibvesiuient i.f capital and norm in-nt ...n ..w e.,. Uh«
holdere. Parties dvslrcus of unltii.g lu su h a m?viment aM r
quested to cunmniilcate with L. W. omco of " The Bollder," ou or

recsivo notice as to time and

~ALF. ELVVliN,
_ LOCAL BOARDS and those

meuts, that he prepares esrima es

G-E. would inform
literesied in town Improve-

jlJARiJ>J LRsHIP.
—

'1 he Advertiser wishes
'of?.; . ‘I ^''v

energetic, practical man, with about 2001. or300LtoJclnhini..iexteudl..g a .mall Bull,Hug Ou-lue-s (pot .n::.®:
ilaling

; bu. ih*t might he add-d). The Advertiier i> fuit c nA ooulract for about, SOO!. aiiu his ..th-r J .bs tu view A bo.

m-uting
d chance
J. C. H.

pAETNEKSHlP (JUNIOK) WANTED,
I'^ild

^ Builder or Arolilteot.—Address, 857, Office of "’The

Y^ANTRD, a FOREMAN for a small
» V BRICKFIELD—Apply, liy letter. W. G. D. Post-office,

Y^ ANTED, iu the Timber Trade in South
’ • S'efford.hire, a PARTNER (Acllve or Sleeping, the former

Y^ANTED, by an Efficient General Fore-
TT man of long experience, a RB-UNGAOF.MBNr. A thorough

knowledge o' all the Branches of the Bulldiug trade.—Address, Q. M.
84, Hassey-itr.et, Chelssa.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS.
"Y^ANTED, by a Gentleman who will be
T f disengaged on the Ist April, a SITUATION as TRAVELLEE.. . -.jengaged

Has been filt-eu years
command a good aud .

Address. 880, Office of’ThB Builder.’

April,
lively engaged in tno I

luexlcb. Nu ohjectlon

TO CONTR.ACTOES AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-

T T TION OB TIMEKEEPER, Ac. Has been engaged on some
ss.—Address, M. N. 0. General

10 ARCHITBOrS OR BUILDERS.W ANTED, by a Person of practical
experience, a SirUATItiNas CLERK of WuRKS. or as

Geueral Foremao. Good tesUmoiiials. Town ur conatry, or abroad
not objected to.—Address, 838, Office of ’ The Builder."

WANTED,W perlSLcedt

TO ARCeirECTS.
a SITUATION, by an ex-

CLERK of WORKS, abuut to be disengaged from
. First-class tesUmonlais nod referouoes.—

Parrett, 14. Palaue-ruad, Lambeth.

VY/'ANTED, in a Timber Merchant’s Office
T T In Ihe country, a YOUNG MAN, of good address, about

;weiity-one years of age. Must be an efficient Clerk
; knowledge of

;be trade not e senti.-iL Ui excepilonable references required.-
Addresf, L. No. 1, Buuth-place, Finsbury, F.C. stating salary

WANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
aged 21. an ENGAGEMENT tn a small BuU^j or other

KstsblUhnient, te assist in the utnee, keep the workmen's time 4c
Would have no objection to fill up hii rime at the beueh. Salary

iiate. Exceliout character.—Address, A. 94, Nlchols iquAre,

TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS, Ac.

WANTED, by a first-class PLUMBER, a
T V SITUATION, either constant or a job.—Address. PLUMBER,

4, Sc, Jubu’s-piacv, Inglatou-stwel, BrlJcteu, ourrey.

WANTED, a SKILFUL PAINTBE on
STAINFD GLASS, to assist in flnhhlt g a large church

dow will, fi.-uKs.—Apply to P. P. Post-office. Caine. Wiltshire.

WANTED, a SALE CLERK, at an Upliol-
T T sterer’s and Deooratei’s at the West-oud. None but a cm-

A liberal salary give

W A N T E D, at the Middlesex County
Lunatic Asylum. Colney Hatch, a FOREMAN ot OA3-

ihoroushly iiijder;taLd Ills niBiiuractiue of gas,
charge of ihe wh.de of the gas plant aud the repairs
roughoul the Asylum. Quiniity of gas at present
I.,. w.— OS, . table house

0 the I

r by let

WANTED, an energetic, steady, prac-
licfl U»n, as GENERAL FOREMAN, who is thor,u<hl7

lequaluted with ali branches iu the huHdiug trade, taking off iiuentl-
lies. estlnjallng, 4c —Ad.lress, stating age, aud last suu.tion. to MrW. BROCK. Trmple Meads, Bristol.

W ANTED,
DEAU'^HTSMAN to fill a

ARCHITECTURAL
- SITUATION in a Builder’s E,ta-

ihment, about forty miles from London.- Address, sutlug age
salary r-quired, and where last eugaged, to No. 839, ollii

- "'* ‘

TYTANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner and
T T Cari enter, a SITUATION, as FOKKUAN, Working Fore-

Office of “
>r voUDtry. ,GuaJ ct

TO BOILDERB AND CoNTRACIOKS.WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
CLERK of WORKS or OK>aRAL FOREMAN. A tho-

roughly practical Man, well up lu all branches ot the Building
trade, London priuelpally, aud Government works.—Addles-, H. F,
5. Lisie.-terrace, Bas: euu, Chatham.

TO URICKMdKBRS.
WANTED, a SITUATION as FORE-
f V Man. Thoroughly understauds every branch ofthebuit-

ness, brick, tde. aud lluie works, Coulu manage a farm. If required.
Niueteeu year.’ character. Aged 45.^Addre»a. H. F. No. 121, Lupus*

TO ARCaiTBCTS, BUILDBR8. AND OTHERS.WANTED, a KE-ENGaGEMENT, as
GENERAL FOREMAN ot CLERK of WOHKS, in Town Or

eonntry. Just fiLiiohed a large job it

lu "The Builder." Good lesliuioniale
Address, A. B. 45, Carllonru-ad, Keuth

W ANTED, a FOREMAN, to superintend
the foimallOD of a kquare, caniage wuy and footway paving.

TO-BUfLDERS.WANTED, by a well - educated Young
Han, aged 20. an ENGAGEMENT, ss CLERK, lu a Builder”

OIme
I

Office. UndersUnds bookkeeping, a

I
lent references — Address, W. G. c
Aida Vale, Paddington.

ryANTFD, a WOEKING FOREMAN, in
T » asraallSaw-mri! in the suburbs of Lond'>u. Must be a good— Address, with refers

. 8t>7. Office of '• The

“Y^ANTED, an active, intelligent Younff
f T Man. as CLERK and TIMEKEEPER lo a Builder iu tb”

I.U.UBKISS, BUILUEKS, AND OTHERS.

WAKTiiD, by a respectable Young Man, a
SITUATION, 09 PLUMBER. Hood leferenoesif required -

Address, J F. S, 4, •eet, Peiitouvlile.

W ANTED, by a thoroiirrhly Practical
BciilJcra’ Foreroao. a RE-ENGAGEliaNl'.—Address, M. E. Q.

VYJANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
_T_T_ aKITUATlONas IMPRCiVEk to the PLUMBING -Address

TO ARCUITECTd.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
ASSlSl'ANl', in a London Office. Sevan years’ experience.

Accustomed te geitii.g out drawings iruiu rough sketches for house,
wareh ,nse, Icunwerk, 4c. Well up in jierspec ive, aud the general
louilne of an odiov. Two yeara’ first-class lelereuce.—Address, 826,
Office of " The Builaer."

W’‘ANTED, by a good Workman, a perma-
nent SirUATIoN ns PLUMBER or TUtlhE-BRANCH

TO MA'-TEK PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION as FORj£U.\N PLUMHEE nr THREE BRANCH

Hand, L) a good plumber, gas-fitter, and plain zinc-worker, and
thoroughly under.tauda oil lbs plumbing branches.—Address, W.
APPLEBY, au, Napler-slroet, H;ilou, N.

TO BUILDERS AND UONTR-4CroR=',

YylTANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
f V ENilAOEME.NT as GENERAL FOREMAN, to take the

<i joiner I

fooudatiou I

Church-terra e, Qaeeu's-road West, Chelsea, S.W.

Carpenter
i foreman, from
. No. 8, Ctulsl’s
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WANTED, by a respectable Young Man
Bged 21. % Join»r h7 Uiif. no ENOAOEHEXT in » Bnlld-r''

OffiM. Can t *cr drawlogs. and U qul-k atflgu.ea. Wa.ti not »
much on objrct aa au iinproTemant In rit'niatine ant) vnnM haT«ii

?.'* “P bl* t'me »t the beorh. or m^ko himoelf g.

,
0£Bc« of The UuilJer."useful. Excellent character.— A>

rail}

TO ENOIbBERS AND LAND SOKVEYOB'
Tl/'ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a Gen-
T T tleraan, who hu had an exientlra practice In flelJ work an

Is a good dratightamap.-Ac’dreei. U. 3 Office of "The Builder-"

TO MASTER PAINTRR.^, DECORATO »S. Ac.WANTED, a SITUATION, by a first-class
Vt GRAINER. Is a good wtKer. 4c.—

A

ddress, F. W. 4S, Sails-
bory-street. Ponman Market, Maryleboue.

TO AROHITKCTS-

W/*ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
Young Man, aged 32. ai au IMPROVEa Can prrpar-

'Otkings from rough aketehe-, hiiO
s drawtnga. Only
reef. New Nortb-

_ ,
out delalli

assist at Mt-mations. Can pi
a Binall salary expected.—Address. A. 21, South-

W TO BniLDiTR^ AND CONIRaCTOP'’.
ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
GENERAL FOREMAN, a RE EVG IGEM I'N'r. Thornuehi-

acquaint^ with tneaennng up. Ac. Re-erences and tastlmoul.ls Brs'
class.-Address. T PS, Office of The BuHrirr."

WTO BDILDEK8, EOADMAKERS, AND CONTBACTOKS.
ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, a
rajTlase-way P.Tlor. Street Mason, Grauite Dres-er, Brick

i.<utcD riinkera. and Tliea, to TAKE WORK by the PIEOB LAh..uP'-r- Plant. Giwd t-elimoolaU ar-u refer-iiccs,—A ’drea;
•s-place. North-street, P.p'iirJAMES CRDT' HLEY. No. 7. JaiU'

\\TANTED, bv a practical BRTCKLAYKR
Th\rL:^f;Pc.'n4”^.^^"tfdrawf;.^"^,yd“^
references from present emplojer. Or wonld take any discrloUon'’ofbrickwork by the piece.-Address, L. 8. 10, Vernon-sireet, Usuimer-
emltb-road.

v-.,

,
To BOILDERR.

Tl/^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
T T prMtle-.! Man. aa FOREMAN of BRICKLAYERS. Go^d

-w w-.- .
BUILDERS, JOINERS, Ac.

ANTED, a SITUATION as FOR
Thoroughly ui.de slacds making
referenuea. Ten ytar^' exierie
terric?. Chohhaai roud. 8tr«tfoi

-Aildress, J, iL No. 6. Cbobhaoj

W^ANTED, by a practical Man, with th
T T highest references as to ability sobriety and lni«t.,ii.BITUATION »B nllOP or ODT-DOOR FOREMANDor a Builder^’well acquainted with machinery.- Address. W. V. Is, George-sliee

St. John s-terrace, Laltlmer-road, Notting hill, W.
°

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. SURVEYORS, ic.

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA
,

TION In a Civil Engineer's or Burvey-r’s Office. He c.-isurrey, level, draw tplans, tra' e, 4c. and has a Iburongh kiiOwWca cthe French language.-AJdress, R. L. D, t3d, Old Keiit-iood, h E,

___ ^

^,TO MABrFR PLUMBERS. BUILDFRS, 4c.wanted, employment, by a coo
»„TLDMUEi:.wli0 can fill np time wHh palut^g or cUsln

4c. as WORKING KORFMAN or oth"rwlse.-Addf«. A B, M, |u
foid-Btr<et, HI. Miu->leI)one-road, N.W.

WANTED, a SITUATION, .as JOBBINI
coppers, repairing i-ofs.' putting y»,cnei ana
paiwr-hangliig. _ Addre^. CttARLBS COUAINE
buildings. Qravcl-lane. Southwark.

18, Down

TO BUILDERS.
W^ANTED, a EB-ENGAOEMBNT i
T T GENKRaI. POKEMAN.ortot.ke Carpentry. Piece-work.

Address, A. B. 8. WlBism-slreet, Eaat-Iiidia-road, Poplar, K.

. ,, TO BUILDERS AND rONTRACTOR-S.WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT.
T » FOREMAN of JOINERS. 4c. or General ForenieWoiks, Wellupla setting out all kinds of builders' wcik

objeclicn to fill up time with the toi.ls, if required G.icti
n^nioderale.—Address, JAMES, Post-office, Queen's-

"I^ANTED, for the country, a practicn
lUk FOKKUAN. who thorough yunder.l,uds everhr^ch of the building trade. One cap.ble of glviug ostimaie* an

Colchester
to A. 2. P^st-offio

TO SAW-MILL PROPRIETORS.
TTTANTED, by a Married Man, a SITTJA-
eslrh- “ >“ » SAW MILL. Is well np to the

nna„.u,.'d, ,1.

TTT a XTrr-n°
architects AND BUILDERS.

VV anted, by an experienced practic.il
T T Man, a SITUATION as CLi-RK of WORKS or General

" thorough knowledge of the buil.iing trade in all It.Dranehes, can prepare plans, working drawlng-,nis-aure Uowork
W«iA? Bichmoud-terracs.w aterforu-road. Fulham.

mxjxt ct
builders and other?.

rltJiE Son of a Builder, having a thoroiu
"fVsan KNGAGEMtNrin the Offl.oBuilder. Timber-yard, or Wharf, la a fair dtsiigliienj .n aidciiil

Btmde"''
*®**'^' Addrtss.BEl'A.S, Office of 1

rpIMBER TRADE.—The Advertiser, who
4unt^:h'eroV;“e^rVrsT.lrot‘^^^

re^^ub^rSu“ce:‘lVSe%rn?a%1

S attend^ to.

Bona flde application, will only'

TO C.AhPENTER8 OR PArKINO-CASE MAKERS
'PHE Advertiser, a Y'oiiiig Man, wishes to

iUKFn®'!?,^
» CARPENTER orPACKINO-CASEMAKER, and would be willing to aerv- au appreniaothlo out of

doors.-AddreM. 854, Office of Ihe Builder,"
‘‘‘’"‘“'-'•'’'“'P

^HE Advertiser, aged 20, desires a RE
ill

“ Arenitecl's Office, as l-RaUGUTSMAN
AJdrese. W, L. H. 18, St. George't-sqaare. N.W.

PHE Advertiser requires an ENGAGE
L

_
MBNT in a Buitder’e. Conitactor'e. or Company'. Office. 1

o
* “ nica,n,ji,g_ abslractlns-, bo-ukVeeptng, and cmreti ondc —Addicts, H. County Diipeniary, NoiwitU.

TO ARCHITRCI6. SURV’EVORS, AND OTHERS.
T^HE Advertiser is desirous of an EN
1_ GAGEUENT. Is a good general draughtsman, colourist, an

•cirveyor.- Andress, T. J. K. 53, Eiverhall-strset, Wandsworth road
<outh lAmb.lb, S.

ITAMPTULIOON FLOOR CLOTH,
l-X. for Chtuehes, Clubs, Office#, and Private Qoniea,

GOUGH & BOYCE,
Original Pateuteei aud Mauufacturvr. sluoe 1843.

Wareh.'iuie, 49, Cannou-screet
;
Factory. Oreenwicu-road.

\r AMPTULICON Elastic FLOOR CLOTH.
LX. SOLE MANUFACrUEERS,
BEITANNIA RUBBER* KAMPTOLICON CO.

No. 72. Cannon-street West, EC.WORKS: BOW COMMON
T1ARPAULINS, MARQUEES, &c.X for SALE or HIKE.

BOAPFOLD AND HEMP HOPE PALLS.
PIGGOTT, BROTHERS,

No. 59, Blshopsgaie-street without, S.l', Manuracturer#, by appoint*
inani to Har Malestv'a Honourable 'Rnard of Ordnance.

pOSTRACTOR'S or BUILDER’S CLERK
One who has bad e ghl years' exiierience. and is con.equenUj

well accustomed to the duties and rou'liia of the office, desires aiRNGAOKMENT of reepousibi'ity —UneieeptioiinSls refereLees.-
addrees, L. D 11. Kendal-tcrracs. Vlcloria P.rk-rosd.

A COMPETENT ARCHITECT’S
iJL ASPI'TANT, wall up In construction, working and detai
•Irawlng., peripeclire, *e. ddres au ENGAGEMENT.—Addreas, 819.
0 flee of Ti.e Builder."

A S PRIME-COST CLERK or TIME
tx. KBEPER.-WaNTBD, by a lesp-cUble Married Man. aged

35. n BR EV6AGEMRNT as shove, or In any other csiwclty o
r. usL Pxcelleiii lef-reucea and tesllmoulala— Address, W. O. 4
PriD te street, Eejfotd-rjw, W.C. VENTILATION—PUKE AIR.

Sberlngham’# (or th#

Day and Night ^ admlisloa

Vencllator of Pure Air

THROUGH THE EXTERNAL WALL.
Theso Ventilators are arranged so that the roquUite quantity ot

sir may he admitted for the due veatllation of an apartment ’without
the slightest draught beiug felt by the occupants; and a* they are
placed In the exierual wall, their action U uot Impeilnd when tha
house Is oliaed for the evening, at which timo a constant supply e(
fresh air Is most P8qulred,—HAVWAED, BROTHERS, sole Mann-
faeturers, 187 and 138 (late 117 and 1185. Union-street Borough
London.

TO RAILWAY CONTRACTORS AND OTHEEf.
A Yi>UNG ENivINEiiR is open to an

FNGAGF,MENTa. ASSISTANT. Has oad five years’ practice
uu r iilwsy w ,riii. in KngKnd and ou tin Coii.iueiit. U*u speak aud
«rile l-'ieiicb flui-uily. Has no oljecti u lo go abroad. Uu«i.-ep-
cioiiable refereucea cau be given f,..m hi. late employers.-Address.
P. E. W, 22 Kensington Paik- ten-ace North. Nottiug-hill.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N assistant seeks an ENGAGE-
MBNT. General drsigo, apecirtc.lioni, and quantUiea—Ad-

dles*. J. C. 1. Great Q'leeu-itrret, Wexiiuinster

TO MASTER JOINERS.

A YOUNG Ma.M wishes to ARTICLE
jLX. himself as IMPROVER to a Joiner In Ixndon.—Address
Y. Z 1, Halneavale-terrai o. Neir-roid, Hnmmcr.-mltb.

A GOOD PLUMBER, experienced in new
old work. Is In WANT of EMPLOYMENT. Cau fill up time

at piintlr.g nr glasii.*, .Agil :U On>d referenee If required.-
Adire-,T. W. c., re of Mrs. H.iuk,6l. Klng-»ii-e=t. Long-acre.

PLASTER ENRICHMENTS,
X CEILING FLOWERS. SHOP FRONT TRUSSES,

VA8E.S. ROYAL ARMS. CAPITALS.
And every description of omaiuent for Internal and external deco-

rations, executed lu Plas'er, Carton Pierre, CompoeiUon, aud every
kind of Ceioeot. at reduced prices,

MESSRS. HERBERT, MODELLERS,
242, EU8T0N ROAD, ST. PANCRA3.

Best Gelatine, prepared, and ready for mould Lug, 38. par lb.
Best Fine White Plaster. 2a Rd. per cwt. Coarse ditto. 2s. Sd. par cwf.

A N ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTS-Ax MAN desi’.s to me t with an ENGAGEMENT. Has had
eleven jean,' pracUoat exp-rieiice.—Terms moJerata,—Address K.
Post-office, Cl«rend..n-rr.».l. Nottiiig-hill.

TO BUILDERS, PLUilBKR.a. Ac.

A GOOD and experienced PLDMBER isxX In WANT of a SITUAT ION. CoiiM 1111 up Ume If neceiiary
atpaintiogaudglaxibg, gaa-flttlng, 4c.—Address, PLUMBER, No. 63.
MnijlBhoue-la„e, W.

NO SHUTTER BARS.

TO ARCBITECr?, Ac.

A THOROUGHLY Practical energetic ClerkXX of Works wUhci an ENGAOE tIKNT. 11*8 a general know-
Ir-'gfl of all Branches of the Buiidlgg Trade. Good refsrences.-
Adilies*. No. 871, Office of " The Builder,"

TO ARCHITECT.^.

A RAPID and effective PERSPECTIVE
xX DRAUGHTSMAN and Actl.-t‘c C.lourist, recently anjssrd
upon the Courts of Justice compatl’iou. Is ttv.inui of au E.'VOAQE-
MI-NT, tempiirary or pennaiient. As efficien' seivl"*. sra off-re I,

a libe ai reioip erallon ii expected.-Fm lefcrenc.s'and t-rms. adJreoi
EXPEKIaR, 118, Pent.iuville.road, Liiirloo.

JENNINGS’S SHOP-SHUTTER SHOE-
*.* SHOP SHCYrKRaare SHOD and SECURED by theabove atHALF THE COST OF THE UNSIGHTLY AND DESTEUCTrVB
SHUTTER BAR. Shops referred to In every public street In London

When ordering the above, .end FINISHED THICKNESS ot
Shutters, and the way they gu up,

Bold by all Ironmongers, aud the Inventor

AN ARl'L^TIC draughtsman andXX fully-qualift.-d ASSISTANT, of twenty-one ye*n>’ experience
is leslrous of au ENGAGE AES r. tvinporary or o herwise. Could
take the m .uagemeut of au office. Rarerencee lo some uf tho Hist
tufinbeis of the professloQ.— Addrvsi, R. S. Messrs. Darrell 4 Sou.
Charing c->-8*.

Engineering Depot, Palace Whart.
?tau£ate, l^mbeth. 8.

WOOD TAPESTRY (HOWARD’S
tY PATE^rD. for covering walls, ceilings, and other surfaces

wlih real wood, in lieu of painting aiiJ grninlue.—HOWARD 4
SUNS. Decorators and Upholders, 25 and 27, Berners-street, Oxford-

TO AROHITECTd AND SURVEVOBS.
A N ASSIbTAINT, who was articled to aXX London archileel and surveyor. Is de-irons of a KE- ENGAGE-

•ME-sT Has had eight year*' experl»uce,aecii tomed t) fair wurkiug

Sroet 'w ^'Vth
8*^*'““' “'ek.—Apply to T. e. 3, West-

piTY WINDOW-BLIND MANUFAC-
TORY. 2 aud 3. Creed-Une, St. Paul's— J. HULL, Bllud-

mtikrr lo the Worsiilpful the Cori»-atlou of the CUy of 1 oiidou, soil
ciu the attriitiun of ibe Trade and Public lo goueial to his WINDOW-
BLINDS^ which are^ of a_ superior quajUy and at lower pries than

TO BUILDERS.
A RESPECTABLE Young Man, quick atXV figures, can copy drawings, measure, sad having .-rknowlrdKe

of jiinery aud boilaiug, seeks F-UPL'JY.MENT a. IMPROVElt
Small salary. Good ref-reueea.-Addrea, F. 63, Demp-ev-stieet
Stopuey,

'J''0
CLITBS or HOTELS. — DINING-

i ROOM FURNITURE. - TO BE SOLD, a handrome MAHO-GANY Sf’U'E. by Moraot. in good couilii.iou. coosisiing of pedestal
Bldt board, 12 feet by 8 feet 3 Inches with paueUed hack

;
two ae. viug

tab'c*, 6fe-t 10 Inches by 2 feel 6 Inches; dnuhie set -f exomling
5*

e* tViu*he^r° a

^o.e property they ore.—Apply to Meist*. CKAC'E,* 14.*\Vlg^r^-

rrO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, aud
J_ UPHOLSTERBKB,

F. W. FlANDEk. 4 CO.
DRAINERS AND MARBLBR3, 8. WINCHESTER STREET.

WARDE.V KOAO. KKNTI3H TOWN.
Price Lilt free by pusu

TO SURVEYORS, BUILDER?, AND OTHERS
A THOROUGH GENERAL ASSlbTANTXX Is In want of a RR-ENGAOEMKNT, elthsr temporary ir

oibcrwUe. Is a fair dia-gh-siiian. uiiUeraUuds acojuut*, superiu-
teiidvi.ceof warkr. Ac. Ag-d 33. Sa'aiy moderate. -Address, A, Z.
11, WesUuorelaud-streel, M*rylebooo, W.

TO ARCHITELTS, 4o.

A thoroughly practicil and experi-XX enced CLERK of WORKS requires u SE-Eh’QAGEMLNT.—
Address, 791, Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, 4c.

A THOROUGHLY PRanTICAL
XX GENERAL FOREMAN requites a RE-ENGaOEM ENT. iu Towu
or ccuniry, Flmt-cU-s leferencej and tcstimjulals.-Address. 790
Office of •• The Builder."

rpo SEWER CONTRACTORS. — FOR
1. SALE, a quantity of DEALS and bATTUN?; also lora* Water

Bante. in gond condition.— Apply to JAMBa LONG, Builder, Mitih
Gate, Bicbmaud, Surrey, 8.W,

\ BUlLl'ER’S SON, aged 30. desires anXX ENGAGEMENT with au Architect or Bulhler. Has a good
tU'.wledae of all ihe Drodichra, aud cau b* well rv0omra»iided. Conu-
try prcDriej,— Addreae, stating desctlpll.u of job, to 788. Office of
•
'i’Ue Builder."

rpnOS. W. CAMM, ARTIST in STAINED
J- GLASS,

AND ECOLEgiAsTICAL DBCORATOR.
N.B.-IlESruNS AND EdVlBlATHS FURNISHED

SMNTKWICK. NEAR B1 RM ING U AM.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
A N experienced GENKRAL F<)REMAN
XX Isopeu to an KNGAGEMRNT. A j ilnrr by trade. Town or
loiiiCry.-Address, J. BENNEir, 31, EvorcCt-atieet, Mue-elius, Lou-

QTAINED glass and WALL
k3 PAINTING.

MESSRS. CLAYTON & BELL,
311. REGENT STHEKT. W.

AdJi.liiUig the Polytechuic Institution.

TO PLUMBERS, 4c.

A YOUNG Man, Son of a Master Plumber,XX Wlsbe, for a SITUATION as IMPROVER, or otherwise -Ad-
dtei.6, W. B. 270. Wbitvelinpel-ron-l, Im .il..u, E.

WINDOW and HORTICULTURAL
Y Y GLASS.

THOMAS MILLINGTON’S
New List of Prices appeared in " Toe Builder," November 17,

ffr.BISHtfpSOATE sTrEET WITHuU^LONDON, E.C.

TO BUILI'ERS AND CONIBACIORB.
A RE-ENGaGEMENT is sought by a tho-
XX roughly efficient BUILDER’S CLERK, well up lu the routine
of the offiue.—Address, W, B, care of Mr. Bush, 95, Qiacechnrch-
street, E.C.

A GOOD GENERAL ASSISTANT isXX DicENGAGED. H-- is a pr.icical leveUer and surveyor and
a neat diaughisuiau. a correct aud uateful hand In Ukliig town leesls
for drainage parpases.—AddiesB, K. D. Office of” The BaQder."

pKY&TAL WHITE SHEET GLASS.—
\J WHOLESALE BRITISH and FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS

WAREHOUSE,
British and Patent Plate, Crowu, Sueot. Horticultural, Stained,

Coloured. Oraamenlal, Ground, Fluted, Rough PUte,
Photograpblo.aud every Description of Glasu.

Estimates and Prlce-liata forwarded free ou receipt of buflneu card,
aildre-ned to

R. JIKPrAM 4 CO.

/"VENA MENTAL LEATHER
V-/ far BnOK-SHELVES.

M. H. D K E D,
MANUFACTURER TO THE TRADE.

Kcr. « and 42, HIGH si’Riilir, BLOOMcBURY, LONDON W.C.

JAVERS & BARRAUD
XJ ARTISTS IN GLASS and WALL PAINTING,

DESIGNERS OF MONUMENTAL BRA8SK8,
ENDELL STRKEf. BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, aud 93, BRIDGE

BTRliET. DKANbOATE, MANCHKSXKB.
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The, Age of Limited Liability.

J have had the age

of reason and the

age of faith : the

bronze age and the

stone age are also

things of the past.

When the history of

the present century

is written it will be

possible to invent an

epithet which shall

correctly describe its

prevailing feature,

and, commercially, it

may be described as

the age of limited

liability. It is this

aspect of to-day with

which we propose to

deal. Society is more
deeply indebted to

limited liability than

is generally sup-

posed. The Infants’

Food Company takes

care of us at birth,

and when the drama
of life is played out

wo are provided for by the Patent Metallic

Air-tight Coffin Company. At every step in

life’s journey limited companies are ready to

supply our wants.

Amongst the last Parliamentary papers of the
session of 18GG was a return giving the names,
objects, number of shareholders, nominal capital,

&c., of the limited liability companies registered

from the Ist of June, 1864, to the 31st of May,
1866. The second paper issued during the

present session was a return of the number of

companies registered during the years 1864,

1865, and 1866, with the amount of capital pro-

posed to be raised in shares. We propose to

omit the consideration of the companies which
existed previously to the passing of the “ Com-
panies Act, 1862,” and afterwards registered as
limited companies

; and also the associations

formed on the “ unlimited ” principle, and to

con6ne ourselves strictly to the “ limited ”

companies. Prom the last-mentioned return,

we find that the total number of limited com-
panies formed during the years 1864, 1865,
and 1866, was 2,738, with a nominal capital

of 510,000,000Z., in round numbers, or more
than half the national debt. In 1864, the
number of companies was 972 ;

and the
nominal capital, 234,600,0001. ; in 1865,

1,011, capital, 201,500,0001.; in 1866, 755,

capital, 73,300,0001. The rapid decline in the

number of companies, and especially in the

nominal capital during the last year, is very
remarkable. It will be seen from our figures

that the sum proposed to be raised in 1866 was
little more than one-third of that asked for in

1865
5
and in all probability next year’s returns

will show a similar falling off. The other return

which we have referred to is a paper of more
than 100 pages, of which we have taken the

trouble to make an abstract, a task which should

have been performed in the Registrar’s office.

The paper, as published, is a mass of facts con-

veying very little information. We have not

attempted to form any estimate of the average
life of a company, since winding-up petitions

succeed each other so fast that an average cal-

culated up to one day would be materially

modified by the proceedings of the next. Many
limited companies do not seem to get beyond a

door-plate, whilst some advance to the dignity

of palatial offices and a large staff ;
bat only to

dwindle down as quickly as they rose up. The

recently-appointed Select Committee will doubt-

less be able to collect some interesting particulars

with regard to this and other parts of the

subject.

During the two years included in the report

now before ns, no less than 1,931 limited joint-

stock companies were established in Great

Britain and Ireland, viz,, 1793 in England, 83

in Ireland, and 55 in Scotland. The sum
which was proposed to be raised amounted to

the trifle of 331,721,0001., in sums varying from

12.000.

0001.. the capital of the General Bank for

the promotion of agriculture and public works,

and 1801., the capital of the Wolverton Market

Company. Between these two extremes we have

the National Credit Mobilier with 10,000,0001.,

four companies with 5,000,0001., five with

4.000.

0001. each, and twenty or thirty with

1.000.

0001. odd and upwards. Financial

speculations are far ahead of all others,

both in the number of undertakings and the

capital asked for, and no less than 146 com-

panies of this kind were formed during the

period under review. The total sum proposed to

be raised was 108,299,0001. This includes the

humble office where the needy may be accom-

modated at twenty-four hours’ notice with
“ loans without security,” and no inquiry

fees,” in such a pleasant, easy, and gentleman-

like manner, at least on paper, that there is no

longer any excuse for a poor man to trouble his

friends. It includes also banka and “ loan-

offices ” on a larger scale, where no applications

are attended to unless the sums take at least

four figures to write them down. These call

themselves by the high-sounding names of

“ Mercantile Credit Associations,” " Finance

Companies,” ” Finance Corporations,” or " Credit

Mobilier,” a title which has an unpleasant foreign

sound to English ears. It is a curious feature of

these undertakings that the smaller the capital

the bigger the name ; thus we have the Inter-

national Bank, which suggests a million or two

at least, proposing to commence business with

the modest sum of 2,000Z. The Mutual Bank of'

England might be taken as a sort of rival to the

establishment in Threadneedle-street
; but it is

nothing more than a loan society with a capital

of 2,0001. Another company, with the high-

sounding title of London Bank of Madras and

Southern India, undertakes the business of
“ banking generally in Madras and Southern

India” with a like sum.

Thirty-eight companies for making railways,

tramways, and roads were formed, the aggregate

capital being 26,135,0001. The construction of

a railway in this country requires, in most cases,

the powers of an Act of Parliament, but we find

that some of these companies relate to railways

in England. Amongst them are the Charmouth
and Bridport, Snowdon and Portmadoc, Isle of

Man, and the Belfast and Bangor Railway Com-
panies. The object of the last-named associa-

tion is not, as might be supposed, to connect

North Wales with Ireland, but simply to make
a railway from Belfast to a place in the vicinity.

Of foreign speculations the largest is the San
Francisco and Atlantic, with a capital of four

millions, the object being to construct a railway

from the port of San Francisco to Roseville,

California. Nearly six millions are proposed to

be spent by three companies on Peruvian rail-

ways ; and the public have been invited to sub-

scribe to undertakings for making railways in

China, Rome, Antwerp, British Burmah, South

Australia, and Venezuela. Only one road com-

pany was registered, and that for the purpose of

making a road between Pont-streeb and the

Brompton-road.

British enterprise has not, however, stopped

at the construction of railways abroad
;

for we
find that thirty-four companies, possessing an
aggregate capital of 19,385,0003., have been
formed for dealing in land and erecting buddings
in various foreign counties. It is rather a sig-

nificant fact that half the capital proposed to be
thus invested goes to Italy. Thus we have the

Italian Laud Company, with a capital of a
million and a half; the Public Works Credit

Company of Italy, capital, a quarter of a million ;

the Italian Building Society, 280,0001. ; City of

Milan Improvements Company, 600,0003. ; City

of Florence Improvements Company, 2,0003.

;

CityofNaples Improvements Company, 600,0003.;

Anglo-Italian Public Works Company, 10,0003.

;

Naples Public Works Company, 1,200,0003. ;
and

Florence Land and Public Works Company,

5,000,0003. The remaining companies undertake

projects in Prance, Spain, Jutland, South Africa,

and other countries.

In the United Kingdom the number of land

and building companies amount to 296, the

aggregate capital proposed to bo raised being

29,758,0003. The details may, perhaps, be of

interest :

—

Number of Nominal
Companies. Capital.

Lands and Building generally 90 ... £16,312,000
Miscellaneous Buildings 20 ... 4,595,000
Chambers, Clubs, and Offices 24 ... 3,882,000
Hotels .. 71 ... 2,677,000
Halls, Exchanges, Markets 60 ... 1,669,000
Theatres and Music-halls 20 ... 609,000
Labourers’ Dwellings 11 ... 214,000

296 £29,758,000

Amongst the miscellaneous building specula-

tions are two Pantechnicons, two grand stands,

six baths and washhouses, an auction mart, a

horse repository, a racket-court, a working men’s

club, and a church spire above all other things.

The last is rather a curiosity in its way, but

when we know that the head quarters of the

company are in Fermoy, we cease to wonder.

The title is the “ Fermoy Catholic Parish Chnrch

Company,” the object being to erect a spire

upon the Roman Catholic Chnrch at that place.

The nominal capital is 3,0003., in 53. shares.

We do not remember to have seen the name of

this company in the share market, and we are at

a loss to understand where the dividends are to

come from. Shareholders, we suppose, are con-

tent to invest their money on earth, in the hope

of receiving their dividends in heaven. Of the

hotel companies the most ambitious are the

Crystal Sanitarium Company, and the London,

Windsor, and Greenwich Hotels Company, each

of which proposes to raise a quarter of a million.

Then wo have the City Terminus Hotel, at the

Cannon-street Station, with a capital of 14-0,0003.,

and seven others with 100,0003. and upwards.

The Emerald Isle has long enjoyed a reputation

for hospitality, whilst the Scotch have, whether

rightly or wrongly, we will not attempt to

determine, been accaaed of failing in this re-

spect. England occupies a position midway
between the two. Let the lovers of statistics

listen to this : one-ninth of the companies formed

in Ireland were hotel or dining-hall companies.

In England the proportion was about one in

twenty-eight, whilst not a single hotel company
was formed in Scotland. It is to be noticed,

with regard to the speculations classed under

the head of “halls, exchanges, and markets,”

that with the exception of two schemes for

building an exchange at Manchester, one for the

erection of a Hop Exchange at Southwark, and

three others of 50,0003. each, they are all very

small aft'dirs. The six named companies absorb

more than a million of the proposed capital*

The titles of the companies are a little puzzling.

What, for instance, is the meaning of a ‘‘ Secular

Hall,” which appears both at Sheffield and

Bradford?

The theatre or music-hall companies do not

all belong to this class, inasmuch as somo of

them were only formed for the purpose of ac-
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<juiriDg existing establishments. On© company
wishes to “ acquire and carry on the two Italian
Opera-honoes, and ocher theatres if found de-
sirable, with a capital of 2,000Z.—hardly enough
to pay the salary of the primo donna. In point
of capital the music-halls are far in advance of
•theatrical speculations

; but if matters go on as
they are now, it will be difficult to establish a
difference between the two. We should have
been glad to see the number of companies under
the next head very much larger. The names of
the schemes are as follows Highgate Dwell-
ings Improvement Company, capital 5,0001.

;

Southampton Improved Dwellings for the Indus-
trial Classes, 10,UOOZ.

j Hereford Cottage Im-
provement, 30,0001.

j London (City) Baths and
Dwellings, 50,0001.; Croydon Labourers’ Im-
provement, 5,0001.

; Operatives’ House Build-
ing, 100,0001.

; Bournemouth Cottage Building,
5,0001.

3

Eton Society for the Improvement of
Cottage Accommodation, 3,0001. Ireland had,
then, done nothing in this way

; while Scotland
comes out very well with the Aberdeen Sani-
tary Reform Company, 2,0001.

; Aberdeen Co-
operative Building, 3,0001. ; and the Dundee
Working Men’s Houses Association, 1,0001. Two
other associations have also been formed with
the_ same object in view, but, as they are on the
unlimited principle, do not appear in our table.
They are the Cleckheaton Building Association
and the Liverpool Labourers’ Dwellings Com-
pany, capital 25,0001.

Seventy-six companies were established for
the purpose of promoting inland and marine
navigation. The total capital asked for was
19,138,0001., and nearly the same amount was
proposed to be raised by seventy-two life, fire,
marine, and miscellaneous insurance companies.
Amongst the latter class are no less than

!

eighteen companies for insuring cattle against
|

rinderpest, two are for insuring plate-glass, one I

with the singular title of the “ Burglary, Rob-

'

bery,^ Fraud, and Guarantee Insurance Com-

j

pany,” one for the insurance of crops against

'

damage by hail, and we are glad to see three
boiler insurance companies. The National
Boiler Insurance Company, which was registered
in Jnly, 186-t, comes before the public with a
^pital of 100,0001

.

3

the United Kingdom Steam
Boiler Insurance Company, registered in Sep-
tember of the same year, has a capital of 2,0001.
only

3 whilst the Boiler Insurance and Steam-
power Company, which dates from February,
1865, proposes to raise a quarter of a million. It
is not quite clear whether these companies make
periodical inspections of the boilers insured, as !

the Manchester Association does, or whether

'

they simply receive the premiums and leave the
owners to work the boilers as recklessly as they
choose. If the former is the case, we wish the
companies good luck, and trust they may be the
means of preventing many an “inevitable”
accident.

The number of companies formed for manu-
facturing, dealing in, and treating textile fabrics
and growing textile materials, amounts to 110,
the nominal capital being 11,423,0001. The
largest of these is John Crossley & Sons,
Halifax, the capital being 1,650,0001., which is
followed by the International Wool Company,
with a million. Projects of this kind appear to
find most favour in Ireland, where twenty-four
(nearly one-third of the whole number of com-
panies registered there) have been formed. Only
four cotton-growing companies have been esta-
blished, viz., in Bolivar, Greece, Africa, and
Georgia, whilst three have been formed for
spinning and growing cotton in foreign countries.
A company established in Yorkshire, apparently
for the manufacture of shoddy, is neatly de-
scribed as the Leeds Woollen Extract Company.“ Shoddy ” has an awkward sound, but “ woollen
extract” is faultless.

Mines, especially foreign mines, have always
had a mysterious charm for the speculator

; but
we do nob find that they occupy a very promi-
nent position in our list. One hundred and
thirty-one companies, having an aggregatecapital
of nearly 10,000,0001., were established for the
purpose of working mines, other than collieries
and quarries, in the United Kingdom

; whilst
forty-four, with a capital of nearly 7,000,0001.,
related to foreign speculations. The locality of
most of the English mining companies is Corn-
wall, thirty-three having been registered “ at the
office for the registration of joint-stock com-
panies formed for working mines within the
jurisdiction of the Court of the Vice-Warden of
the Stannaries.” Scotland and Ireland each
furnishes one company. The foreign division
includes speculations in Norway, Spain, Switzer.

land, Italy, South Australia, Russia, and America.
The enormous mineral wealth of the New World
still continues to dazzle the sight of those who
wish to get rich in a hurry, much in the same
way that it did in the palmy days of Spain.
The largest of the foreign ventures is the
Mexican Silver Mining Company, with a capital
of 1,000,0001.

^

During the period under notice 60 colliery
companies were formed, with a total capital of
6,454,0001., whilst 68 stone and slate quarries
proposed to raise a capital of 3,395,0001. We
have also engineering, iron founding, rollino',
and working iron, 67, 9,737,0001.3 trading, 30,
6.567.0001

.

5

tea, coffee, sugar, and rice, 34,
6,470,0001.; smelting and refining metals, 27,
3.381.0001.

5
timber and saw-mills, 17, l,686,boOl!

Nine telegraph companies proposed to raise a
total capital of 5,892,0001. Three of these enter-
prises were for the purpose ofconnecting England
and America. One hundred and thirty-four gas
companies, with an aggregate capital of three
millions and a half, were registered. Some of
them related to foreign localities

; and these, as
a rule, possess the largest capital. The City of
Moscow Gas Company, to whose operations we
have referred several times, is the largest, the
nominal capital being 875,0001. Next, we
have the Rio de Janeiro Gas Company, with
a capital of 600,0001.

; and the Imperial Austrian,
with 350,0001. The home projects do not pre-
sent any remarkable features, and are mostly
for small amounts. The number of water com-
panies is small, amounting only to twenty-three,
with a total capital of a little more than half a
million. The disproportion between the num-
ber of gas and water companies is not to be
wondered at, the manufacture and supply of gas
being a comparatively simple affair, and not
usually requii'ing the compulsory powers gene-
rally necessary to the establishment of a water
company.
The supply of wine, beer, and spirits is the

object of forty-three associations, with a capital
of 3, /4/,0001. The rage for converting private
firms into limited companies does not seem to
have had much effect upon the great brewers of
the metropolis, and we only find one of any note,
that of Messrs. Coding, on the list. The most
ambitions project is the Licensed Victuallers’
Brewery Company, with a capital of a million.
With regard to distilleries, neither Ireland nor
Scotland does anything in the way of supplying
the beverage for which they each enjoy so much
renown. Twenty-two companies contend for the
honour of providing provisions of all sorts.
Amongst them we find the Australian Meat
Company, which hails from floundsditch,—

a

most unfortunate association. There is a good
deal in a name, in spite of what the poet says,
and no judicious tradesman would think of esta-
blishing a sausage-shop in Cateaton-street.
Fifceen companies, with 732,0001. capital, were
formed for trading in fish and oysters. As re-
gards the commercial success of such under-
takings, it may not be out of place to quote the
opinion, of the fishery commissioners on the sub-
ject

“ Once in the year an acre of good land, carefully tilled,
produceB a ton of corn, or two or three cwt. of meat or
cheese. The same area at the bottom of the sea, on the
best fishing grounds, yields a greater weight of food to
the perserering llsherinsn every week in the year. When
we consider the amount of care that has been bestowed on
the improvement of agrienlture, the national societies
which are established for promoting it, and the scientiflo
knowledge and engiacering skill which have been enlisted
in its aid, it seems strange that the sea fisheries have
hitherto attracted so little of the public attention.”—
(Report, p. svii.)

Mineral oil has now become a*very important
article of commerce; and we find accordingly
that it forma the subject of twenty-nine of the
companies contained in ourreturn, tbeaggregate
capital being more than two millions and a half.
The largest is Young’s Mineral Oil Company,
with a capital of 600,00Ul., established for dis-
tilling hydrocarbon oils from shale. Several
others have also the same object

; but some are
for working natural wells of “ ile ” in Moldavia,
Trinidad, Hanover, Italy, and Canada; and two
associations have vemured to compete with
native sharpness, in America. With regard
to the continental deposits of petroleum, no
sooner has the discovery been announced to
the local Academy of Sciences by some learned
professor, than a few enterprising persons
draw up a circular embodying the paper, and
straightway form a company for purchasing
the concession. The savant may be well known,
or not, it makes no difference, the company is

formed, and it lasts jnst long enongh to answer
the purpose of the promoters. These remarks

apply to all companies in whose formation it is
possible to use the name of a scientific man.
The fine arts, if we are allowed to include

photography, have been encouraged by eleven
companies, with a capital of nearly half a
million. The International Society of Fine Arts
proposes “ to develope and encourage the fine
arts,” with a capital of 100,0001. ; and the
British and Foreign Modem Fine Art Exhibition
erects “a gallery for the exhibition of pictures,
&o.j” with the same sum. Graphotype forms
the object of two associations, with 75,0001.
each 3 and photosculpture of one with 50,0001.
The Mutual Photographic Association might be
supposed to be established for the purpose of
taking every member’s carte de visite. The ob-
ject of the Blackburn Photographic and Fine
Arts Company is “ carrying on the photographic
and fine arts ittstness.” The italics are ours.
What the “fine arts business” is we do not
exactly know.
No less than thirty-three associations have

been formed for publishing newspapers and
periodicals, the total capital being 228,0001.
What sort of a life the editor of a “limited”
paper must lead we can hardly realize. Under
the most favourable circumstances — that is,

where editor and proprietor are one and the
same person—it is not always an easy thing to
keep matters going smoothly. But where the
editor is at the mercy of a board of directors,
composed probably of printer, publisher, con-
tributors, and a few outsiders, the poor man
must become a cypher, and be content to see
the policy of the paper vary with the opinions of
the majority of the board. For a journal to con-
sistently advocate any decided views, it is neces-
sary that it should be conducted on autocratic
principles. Unless the control be vested in one
individual who is able to rale with somewhat
absolute power, the result is generally a blood-
less and boneless thing, which advocates one
view to-day and the opposite oneto-morrow, and
bespatters the same author with mud or adula-
tion, as the case may be. The largest of the
newspaper companies, in point of capital, is the
Yorkshire Conservative Newspaper Company,
with 50,0001 .

3

this is followed by the Western
Morning News and the Correspondent, with.
20.0001. each

3 next come the Haynpshire Adver-
tiser, with 12,0001., and the Hertfordshire and
Bedfordshire Newspaper Company, Northern
Daily Express, and the Fortnightly Review, with
10.0001. each. Following these we have the
Shareholders’ Guardian Company, 8,0001. ; Car-
lisle Conservative Newspaper Company, 6,0001.

;

Family and Servants’ Newspaper Company,
5,0001 .

3

Reader, 5,0001.; Weekly Advertiser,

5,0001., and five others for a like sum. The most
modest scheme is one with a capital of 1501. for
publishing a weekly newspaper at Aleester, a
small town in Warwickshire. The Fortnightly
Review, by the way, is now a monthly publica-
tion

3
bat the contradiction is in reality not

much greater than in the case of a “weekly
journal,” since the word “journal” is strictly

only applicable to a daily publication.

People who are continually regretting the
“good old coaching days” may find a crumb of
comfort in the fact that a company was formed
for running coaches between London and Brigh-
ton. Nine companies were established for the
manufacture of carriages, carts, and wagons,
with a capital of upwards of a million and a
quarter, and twenty-one for carrying goods and
passengers by horse conveyances. Improving
the breed of horses was the object of the Pal-
merston Association, the Bozthorpe Stud Farm
Association, and of the National Stud Farm.
Agriculture does not seem to have met with
much favour, and only eighteen companies were
formed for its promotion, including the three
above mentioned. Only one appears to contem-
plate farming operations, the remainder being
mostly for the preparation of mannres, and the
manufacture and letting of agricultural imple-
ments.
The recent Board of Trade regulations have

called into existence six companies for testing
cables. We find among the miscellaneous schemes
a Dollar Recovery Company, which is not, as
might be imagined, a Debt-collecting Associa-
tion, bat proposes to raise sunken treasure from
wrecks. The Universal Company for the Pro-
motion of Industry and Commerce, appears to
be nothing moi’e than a company for getting up
other companies. Then we have a Merchandise
Marks Registration Association for protecting
trade marks under the Act of 1862, bnt it is not
quite clear how the company proposes to effect
.its objects. We may take this opportunity of
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correcting a very prevalent misconception, viz.,
that trade-marks may be registered at Stationers’
Hall. It is true that the authorities receive trade-
marks, but only when they a.TQ printed, and it is

simply as printed matter, and not as trade-
marks, that they may be registered. There is

no ofBce for the registration of trade-marks as
such, althongh the Bill of the Act above quoted
oontomplatod the establishment of such an office.
The names of some of the companies are

amusing. Thus we have the Gothic Mining,
Homcoopathic Provident Assurance, Prosperous
Life Assurance, Unpickable Lock, Galen Che-
mical Works, and Planet Assurance. The feeling
which gave rise to the cry of “ Ireland for the
Irish ” is also noticeable in the Irish joint-
stock companies, inasmuch as they relate with
only four exceptions to local undertakings. It is

worthy of remark, that of tho three companies
formed for utilizing sewage, two are in Ireland.
As a set-off we may mention that there are no
water companies} wli*lst Scotland shows two
out of a total ot fifty-five comnanies of all
kinds.

' ceilings of both top Doora broken, and let
lower saah in window of back room, ao that it Lad'to be
covered wuh a petticoat nailed over it—such atale would
produce colda and rheumatism; filthy privy and back
yard without a sewer—prolific cauaea of diarrhoea.'’

In Cork, from thirty to sixty human beings
crowd into similar houses, which, when built,
were destined fur the occupation of a single well-
to-do family. In Sligo there is misery of the
same character. Dr. Tucker paints an Irish
interior with a few bold strokes :

—

“ Some short time since, I noticed the homely hovel of
- small tarraer (tho tenant of a nobleman), which may be
taken as the prototype of many in country districts. It
was about 12 ft. wide und 24r it. lonp. The domesticcircle,
happy family, or menaperie, that dwelt therein, consisted
of a sick man, his wile, four daughters, one son, three
cows, one horse, two calves, two pigs, and ponitry, all in
one common undivided house—no partition. Generally,
the pigs dwelt beneath the beds, the people in them, and
the poultry over head.”

In various parts of the country evictions and
the demolition of cabins have driven agricultural
labourers into the small towns, where they often
find homes in lanes of cottages built back to
back, without any sanitary accommodation

j andWfi biTT-o 1, j. • 1 1 .
^^“Oat any sanitary accommodation} and

into th«
entering whence, too, the men labour under the addi-into tho merite of individual schemes. -VS e will tional disadvantage of having to walk great dis-

TiHTlf^AH .......... !.

V-- lUMirivjuui ouucjxica. *vowm
only remark that the passage from the cradle to
the grave is in most cases singularly rapid. For
tho causes of this high rate of mortality we
must refer our readers to the reports of winding-
np cases passim. The brutal crime of infanti-
cide appears to be no longer confined to the
physical world, and in many instances the
newly-bora company is destroyed by the hands
which should have fostered and protected it.

THE HEALTH OF THE IRISH
PUBLIC.*

Dr. Mapothee has just issued a second and
enlarged edition of the course of lectures on
public health delivered by him to the Royal
College of Surgeons, in which is contained a
large amount ofinformation respecting the habits
and condition of the population of Ireland. This
eminent physician bases his views upon the
conviction that every battle-field in Europe, the
prairies of the West, and the Australian bash,
prove that the physical type of the Irishman is
inferior to no variety of our species, and that
ms powers of endurance, freedom from crime,
and resignation to trials, entitle him to a cordial
effort to raise the particular social and sanitary
condition into which iudifterence has allowed
him to lapse. Over this groundwork Dr. Mapother
does not spare his lancet, but deliberately lays
bare the causes of many Irish evils. These are
identical with those in many another part of the

,

world, overcrowding, impure water, imperfect
drainage and sewerage, and the absence of
either, choked intramni-al graveyards, insuf-
ficient ablutions, improper diet, und a general
apathetic negligence as to the oflects of external
agencies on the health of the hnman body. In
these particulars Ireland and the Irish are by
no means despairingly behind other civilized
communities. On the contrary, Erin has ad-
vantages that are not recognised to their full
value. Tho green island knows no plague of
toads and serpents, and her sons are nearly
exempt from some of the distempers that rack
the limbs and frames of other countrymen.
Malarious and aguish diseases scarcely visit
Ireland. Dr. John Brown has said,—“ If an
Englishman is ill, all the trouble is in his
Btomach

} if an Irishman is ill, it is in
' his

heart, and ho is kilt entirely} and, if a Scots-
man, it is in his ‘ heed.’ ” But this seems scarcely
true, for many Irish ills seem due more to errors
of understauding than of the heart.

According to the last census there are 89,374
mud or 6od hovels in Ireland, containing only
one room, and 487,668 mud houses with more
than one room in them, lu the large towns high
houses m narrow streets, with every room let
out to different families, furnish another type of
Irish homes.

^

Dr. Mapother thus describes a
house in Dublin—56, Bow-lane, West:
“ Hall and stairs covered witli 3 in. of emsted filtk, first

uigut so rickety os to be unsafe
; second without abannister; lloor of second landing broken into two holes

about a square foot each, dangerous to life and limb;

r Public Health, delivered at the EovalCpUege ot Burgeons, by E. D. Mapother, M.D., Professor

f
Metropolitan Association

of Medical Olfieers ut Health, Member of Council of Sur
Societies, Medical Ollicer otHealtb, City ot Dublin

;
Surgeon to Sc. Vincent's Hospital

Second edition, W ith numerous illustrations. Dublin-
Paunin A: Co. Loudon : Longman At Co. 1867.
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lances before they can reach the scene of their
long day’s toil. Dr. Mapother owns candidly that
in British and American cities the term “ Irish

”

or “ Irish town”’ is thejust synonym for wretched
and filthy, and that good houses in such places
depress in value when let to bin countrymen

}

but he considers the disregard of neatness and
cleanliness to be the fruit of the neglected con-
dition of the habitations of the poor, and that
were the younger people to be differently edu-
cated the reproach would cease.
Arklow, in Leinster, is the picture of misery.

Tbe cabins there are usually back to back, and
filthier and smaller than any seen by the doctor
elsewhere. In one of these places, he records

—

12 ft. long by 5 ft. broad, with a roof slanting
from 5 ft. to 8 ft. high—a woman gave birth
to three children last autumn, and received
“ the Queen’s rewara.” An old coach with a
broken roof, drawn to tbe edge of an open sewer,
formed the residence of another hnman being.
The cholera took up its quarters here, as in too
many other towns.

Irish graveyards are nearly all intramural}
and no inquiry has yet been made into their
state, although many of them are in a condi-
tion the very reverse of that which is required
for the conservation of the public health. Dr.
Mapother says he has visited the churchyards of
a great many Irish towns, and has generally
found them placed on the highest spot near the
most central part, whence of course all percola-
tions must descend into the wells. One church-
yard he particularly describes, however, as differ-
ing from this site, for it lies so low that the
water from the river overflows it in wet weather;
notwithstanding which circumstance, from 30,000
to 40,000 people ai-e supplied from it. Fre-
quently be found those graveyards overcrowded,
and the boundary-walls of others so imperfect
that the bodies of infants buried near the sur-
face have been uprooted by dogs. He pleads for
the appointment of a public inspector, removed
from local influences, who should judge of the
suitability of sites for cemeteries with reference
to their soil, drainage, and position with respect
to prevailing winds. Evidence was recently
given by the doctor and others before the Privy
Council for the purpose of closing one such
graveyard that had been in use l,2u0 years, in
which it appeared that the soil of it had been
raised by interments to the second floor of ad-
joining houses, that half-decayed bodies were
frequently exposed in it, and that coffins were
only placed a foot below the surface owing to the
number of interments. Need we add that fever
and cholera raged round this death-bed P
Typhus is picked out by our author as

Ireland’s greatest epidemic enemy. He states
that it is still four times as frequent in Dublin
as in London, in proportion to the population,
and that the class of residences of the persons
attacked prove that it is defective sanitary
^angements, and not destitution, that cause
it. That this poison is more virulent when in-
troduced into the system in impure water is
shown in the fact, that typhus fever prevails
most intensely in towns watered by rivers, such
as Limerick, Ennis, Boyle, and Sligo. ’ How
much is yet required to spread a proper know-
ledge of the means by which it can be eradicated
from the ills to which the human family is liable,

'

we may glean by observing bow a typhus patient
was treated in Irish cottage homes in a former
epidemic. As soon as seized, that portion of the

cottage in which he lay was built off, and food
and medicine handed to him through a small
aperture left for the purpose. The Folkestone
people of old time have gained immortality by
proposing to throw a net over their town to
prevent the importation of small-pox

; this Irish
mode of confining typhus is equally ingenious
and calls for a division of honours. Wherever
there is an Irish-peoplcd quarter, there, curiously,
typhus occurs. He who would do good service
to his fellow men should endeavour to disseminate
knowledge of the eauspsof this arch-destroyer,
overcrowding and defective ventilation, impure
water, bad drainage, personal dirt and squalor,
and a low state of the system due to improper
dirt. This doctrine we have preached in these
pages for a quarter of a century, and glad are we
to see the word taken up in the sister kingdom
by other voices. Different people with different
sympathies have urged other requisites as of the
first importance to health. Thus, John Hun-
ter’s receipt for rearing healthy children was,
“plenty of milk, plenty of sleep, and plenty of
flannel.” The Duke of Wellington’s first pro-
vision for the soldier was a good pair of shoes,
the second a spare pair of good shoes, the third
a spare pair of soles. The French physician’s
legacy to the public was a recommendation of
air, diet, and exercise. Moses and Mahomet,
in the words of Mr. Disraeli, made cleanliness
religion. Benjamin Franklin considered that the
colour of our clothing was not without influence
upon our health

; bub it is noticeable that none
ot these things would be of avail to those doomed
to live in an ill-conditioned house, or eveu in a
clean house if it were situated in a town in
which unsanitary conditions existed.
Although the Celt is attracted towards the

West, with a power as strong as that which
draws the magnet to the pole, and the wealthy
in nearly all tbe principal European cities ex-
hibit the same preference for the west end of
them, the opulent residents of Dublin have taken
up their position in the south and south-east
portions. The chemical factories are at the east
end, where cholera has prevailed in excess be-
yond other districts. The soil is gravel and
strong yellow clay in the low levels, and calp
limestone in the higher. A company has been
recently established, called the Industrial Tene-
ments Company (Limited), for tho purpose of
acquuing, by purchase or lease, old bat sub-
stantial houses in the localities which fashion
has deserted, and fitting them np ns dwellings
replete with every sanitary requisite for the
working classes. There are 9,000 houses already
let out in tenements in the city, but no provision
whatever is made for the common decencies of
life in many of them, and they are, moreover,
let at exorbitant rents. Improved dwellings
have also been thought of in other quarters, and
u block containing 120 rooms was commenced
in December, as recently recorded. Our author
considers there are yet four things needful be-
fore dwellings for the poor cau be improved
to an extent likely to make any perceptible
difference to the public health. These are, in
his own words :

—

“ 1. The constitution of a complete controlling
authority for directing local government and
sanitary improvements.

2. The enactment of a comprehensive building
code : the passing of local Acts, being expensive,
is often avoided.

3. That our sanitary laws should be compul-
sory in eases of flagrant neglect

; the permission
to act is still very generally construed os per-
mission nob to act.

4. A generally diffused desire on the part of
employers and landowners to provide for the
healthful wants of their dependents; and this
will grow according as the masses are educated
in the knowledge of the laws which regulate the
well-being of their own bodies.”

_

Dr. Mapother agrees that there are seasons to
diseases, and thus apportions them : inflamma-
tions of the breathing organs, rheumatism,
dysentery, and scarlet fever to winter

;
these,

with the addition of croup and whooping-cough to
spring; bovrel diseases, typns fever, and small
pox, to summer; and autumn he considers, with
Tertullian, is tbe most fatal of all seasons.
English statistics do not quite corroborate this
theory, the three winter months appearing to be
the most fatal to life. He is of opinion that
consumption is more frequent in Ireland than in
any other country. This affliction, scrofula,
rickets, ophthalmia, and rheumatism, are all
traced to the potato. It is generally allowed
that the last-mentioned complaint is due to an
acid in the blood; some authorities naming
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lactic, but by our author stated to be carbonic
acid

;
which is the result of a long-continued

starchy or saccharine diet. Seeing how our navy
has been relieved from the fearful scourge of
scurvy by the simple introduction of lemon
juice, we cannot but look forward to a similar
rescue from other diseases by a like attention to
the deficiencies in the fuel with which the frame
is supplied to maintain its powers. As one
means of improving the diet of the labouring
classes, Dr. Mapother advocates the use of
Monte Video beef, when prepared according to
Professor Morgan’s plan, as an ingredient in the
popular dish called Irish stew

;
and as another,

the establishment of dining-rooms where working
people can procure a cheap and well-cooked
dinner. Eye-bread ho recommends as contain-
ing twice as much lime and three times as much
phosphoric acid as wheat, and banishing dys-
peptic complaints, and at the same time doing
away with all inducement to the use of alum,
which produces dyspepsia and constipation. It
was Cobbett’s opinion that for every man
who died of starvation, there were seven who died
from overfeeding. Our author does not find this
to be the case on his bide of the Channel, but
rather follows in the steps of Dr. Erasmus Wilson
in advocating a much more liberal diet for chil-
dren and young people than is generally believed
to be necessary. The effect of good food upon the
adult Irishman is seen in the extra physical
power and mental quickness he displays when
from home. If the agricultural labourer at
home could live as he does in America, upon
tea and coffee, fried pork and mutton, sausages,
curds, buckwheat-cakes, fried vegetables and
sour krout for breakfast, with similar choice
and plenty for luncheon, at ten, dinner at
twelve, and snpper at five, he would be as
efficient in Kilkenny as he is in Kentucky.
On the subject of baths our author gives new

inlormution. He says he has frequently asked
the poor at hospitals when they had last bathed
their whole bodies

;
and the answer was nearly

always “never,” or “not for years,” the excep-
tions being young men who have taken an
occasional plunge in the sea. He then mentions
that the law agent of the Health Committee is

the advocate of an endeavour to organize a system
of female sanitary sergeants, who shall have
power to enter bumble bouses and wash the
women and children in them, whether they ap-
prove of such ablutions or not, as he finds the
system of washing the boys admitted to a certain
ragged school to have had the best results, the
foul smell in the school-room being banished
and contagious disorders checked in their ravages.
Notwithstanding this perception of the benefits
of bathing, there is but one institution in Dcblin
which places a frequent bath within the means
of the poor man. Eighteen thousand persons
avail themselves of the privilege per annum, a
number which would be doubtless increased if

there were more baths.
It seems almost a fashion now to take up the

subject of sanitary reform as though it was quite
a new idea, and that nothing has been hitherto
done to help on the wheel of progress. We have
seen works in which no notice whatever has
been taken of previous labourers who have re-
claimed the land and made it ready for others to
plant. Discouraging, indeed, often, is the work
of the pioneer, for he bears the brant of the
burden and yet may not stay to see the results
that follow in his footsteps. But Dr. Mapother
is not a writer who avails himself of the labours
of others without acknowledgment : upon his
pages may bo found the names and words of
most of our sanitary reformers. Neither is he
one of those vrho think they can dispense with
the experience, skill, and learning of the archi-
tect. Directly he approaches the domains of
architecture, whether in the construction of
hospitals, houses, or huts, he stops and points
to the proper authorities. When we add to this
acknowledgiiient of his candour and reticence
that he has sprinkled his lectures with striking
facts we shall have given our readers a fair
idea of the way in which he has treated this
department of Irish rights and wrongs.

LivERroot Architectural Society.—At the
eleventh annual meeting of the present session
of this society, Mr. T. J. Eilpin, the president, in
the chair, Mr. J. A. Picton read a paper entitled
“Notes of a Sketching Tour in France and
Belgium, with illustrations.” The paper was
illustrated by reference to numerous drawings.

MANCHESTER FREE LIBRARIES.
Ajioxg the civic and municipal institutions,

and educational agencies of Cottonopolis there is
none that more brightly displays the enlightened
liberality of the inhabitants, or that is more
worthy of imifcation by other communities, than
the Manchester Free Libraries, now five in num-
ber, which were established in 1852, under Mr.
Ewart’s Library and Museum Act of 1850, since
amended by the Act of 1855.

It is not our object herein to descant upon the
glories of the inaugural ceremonies, although
the subject is very tempting. The auspicious
occasion brought together a brilliant galaxy of
intellectual lights. Dickens, Thackeray, Bulwer
Lytton, Charles Knight, Sir James Stephen,
Monckton Milnes, Shaftesbury, Frank Stone
John Bright, Dr. Vaughan, the Bishop of Man-
chester, and numerous other distinguished men,
“assisted” on the occasion with hearty good
will.

“

In a characteristic speech, Mr. Charles Dickens
referred, at the opening meeting, to the phrase,
“ the Manchester School,” which had by that
time become established in the national vocabu-
lary, and which, he said, had very contradictory
interpretations,—some persons maintaining that
the doctrines of the school were very broad,
and some that they were very narrow

j some
that the school was all cant, others that it was
all cotton. “ I have solved this difficulty,” said
he, “by finding here to-day that the Manchester
School is a great free-school, bent on carrying
instruction to the poorest hearths. It is this
great free-school. inviting the humblest work-
man to come in and be a student—this great
free-school, munificently endowed by voluntary
sabscriptions in an incredibly short space of
time, starting upon its glorious career with
above 20,000 volumes of books, knowing no sect,
no party, and no distinction, nothing but the
public want and the public good—that shall
henceforth represent to me the ‘Manchester
School.’” Before proceeding to notice the
" school "-houses of the Manchester free libraries,
it may be mentioned that the 20,000 volumes
with which the first free library was opened,
little more than fourteen years ago, have quad-
rnpled in number, there being now above
80,000 on the shelves of the Reference Library,
or in the hands of readers in that department,
or of borrowers from the lending libraries. The
first library school-house has had four affiliated
district libraries^ added. In three of these the
business^ is carried on in buildings erected at
the public cost, for the special purposes to which
they are devoted, and the fourth branch is
having a new boose erected for it.

It IS to be regretted much that a project so
great and so deserving as that with which the
Manchester Free Libraries’ Committee have
been entrusted should have been marred, to a
considerable extent, and have been restricted in
public usefulness, by serious mistakes from the
first step—it may be truthfully added, to the
last—in their proriaion for the housing of their
noble iustitntions.

The nucleus of the Manchester Free Libraries
was formed at Campfield, where the collection is
still known as the chief library. This was the
first library established under the Act referred
to, and the first free lending library maintained
at the public cost, out of local rates, opened in
the kingdom. If the late Sir John Potter and
his co-labourers in the grand initiatory steps
could have anticipated the experience of the last
fifteen years, we venture to think that the chief
library would never have been located at Camp-
field, and that the temptations of a cheap, but
ultimately dear, purchase, would have been re-
sisted. Several considerations operated as insti-
gations to the purchase of a site unsuitable, and
of a building ill 'adapted for a Central Free
Library of Reference, and for circulation. The
“ Hall of Science,” founded by Robert Owen and
his disciples, was a large, hideous, unfinished
brick building, in which various “ educational
efforts” were made on week-days and on Sun-
days, for the elaboration of a “ new moral world.”
In its later days the educational efforts became
degraded into orgies, indulged in by promiacnous
dancing parties of boys and girls and young
people—factory operatives chiefly. These were
not satisfactory to the more punctilious inhabi-
tants of the district, nor considered creditable to
the general community. They were resorted to
probably more as a means of meeting the liabili-
ties of the concern than as moral agencies. The
“hall” went a-begging for a buyer, and was
bought for a very small price by the founders of

the Free Libraries. The site is anything but
central, or suitable for the deposit of such a large
collection of rare and valuable works for study
and reference. It is quite on the ontaide of the
business part of the city ; and even as regards
residential passers by, can scarcely be said to be
on the road to anywhere. The gaunt unfinished
building required more money for its, at best, im-
perfect adaptation, and has required more money
since for its maintenance, than would have
sufficed to have erected a new specially adapted
building in a suitable situation. The structure had
to be almost entirely remodelled

; the window
spaces were all re-adjusted, and the walls thereby
greatly weakened. To gain an additional room,
the walls were raised, and a heavy roof placed
upon them,—much too heavy for their shattered
condition. The side front of the remodelled
building, which is in the Italian style, was faced
with^ Portland cement, which is constantly
shaking off, and necessitating repainting of the
two fronts, side, and entrance, every few years,
at a large cost each time. Heavy expenditnre
has also been incurred in the various attempts,
under the most disadvantageous circumstances,
to warm, ventilate, and light the rooms of a
radically defective building. Notwithstanding
all the disadvantages presented at the ontset^
the late Mr. Pickard, of the Architectural
Department of the Manchester Corporation, con-
trived to plan and fit up a noble room for the
purposes of the Reference Library. This apart-
ment is above 80 ft. long by 54 ft. wide, and has
a coved and panelled ceiling, the height being
about 20 ft. to the spring of the cove, and to its
top, 27 ft. It is lighted by twelve windows—six
on each side, which are 15 ft. 6 in. in height, by
5 ft. 3 in. wide. The lower room, used as a free
newsroom and lending library, is of the same
area as the Reference Library, but considerably
lower in the ceiling, and very difficult to keep
sweet, crowded as it constantly is with news-
paper readers and visitors to the lending library.
The serious disadvantages resulting from the in-
convenient situation and other oanses of the
Free Reference Library of Manchester, are
likely to be remedied by the resolution which
has been adopted by the city council, that accom-
modation shall be provided for the department
in the new town-hall

; always provided, of
course, that the protracted discussions concern-
ing the site and the extent of the proposed
town-hall should end more tangibly and sensibly
than the lively debates and voluminous docu-
ments devoted a few years since to the new
Post-office qnestioD, which ended in the Govern-
ment order,—“As you were,”—and in failure
to obtain upon either of the sites fought for
a building worthy of the city.

The outgrowths of the chief library ba»e been,
in succession, a branch library in Hulme, for the
use of the inhabitants of that district

j
another

in Ancoats
; a third in Roohdale-road

; and,
lastly, a fourth in Rusholme-rood. With the
map of Manchester before us, and noting the
localities in which the branch libraries are
planted, we conclude that one more, to serve the
inhabitants of the Strangeways and Cheetham-
hill district, on the north side of the town, will
complete the system, and satisfy all reasonable
requirements for some time.
With limited means at their disposal, the

library committee, in opening the first two
branch libraries, Hulme and Ancoats, adapted
the most suitable existing bnildings they could
secure for temporary occupation. These pre-
mises,—ordinary shops and dwelling-houses,

—

were, as may be supposed, very difficult of
adaptation to such special uses as news-rooms
and libraries, and the accommodation so extem-
porized is not fairly open to criticism. The
inconvenient occupation of these make-shifb
places had its use, however, in the negative sense
of giving experience “how not to do it,” as re-
gards premises, and indicated the essential
requisites that should be provided in buildings
specially erected for free news-rooms and libra-
ries. A wise use has been made of the experi-
ence thus acquired in relation to two of the new
branch libraries that have been built by the
committee, but it has been utterly disregarded
in relation to two others, one finished and the
other in course of erection. The two former are
the new branch libraries at Hulme and in Roch-
dale-road, which were built to the plans of th e
late Mr. Richard, of the Manchester corporation

;

the others are the Rusholme-road branch, re-
cently completed, and the Ancoats branch, in
course of erection npon the plans of Mr. Water-
house. Whether the architect had carte "blanche
from the library committee we do not know, but
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Eusholme-road is certainly

ill-fitted for the ases to which, the room is ap-
plied. ^

The sententious counsel once given, on the
eve of battle, “ Pat your trust in God, my boys,
but keep your powder dry,” contains the essential
elements of the instructions upon which the
omcers in charge of public reading-rooms require
to act, “ Ilave confidence in your visitors, but
keep your eye upon them.” AU such places of
resort, from the great reading . room of the
British Museum—with its radiating desks all
raked and commanded by the officials in the
centre of the room—downwards, require to be
under surveillance throughout their entire area.
Even in the British Museum the abstraction of
books, parts of boobs, and prints, maps, &c., is
not an unknown crime. The news-rooms con-
nected with each of the five free libraries of
Manchester are open to all comers, absolutely
tree and without the necessity for introduction or
qualification of any sort, other than freedom
Irom an offensively filthy or an inebriated condi-
tion. It IS no great detraction from the glory
of these institutions, nor a thing to be wondered
at, that papers are occasionally purloined, partly
through Ignorant, partly through criminal,
cupidity

; neither is it to be wondered at that
these offences should be numerous in exact pro-
portion to the laxity of attention on the part of
the officer in charge of the room, and to the
nmderances that its construction and arrange,
ments may throw in the way of his complete
wrveillance. The public room in Livesey-street,
Eochdale-road, is the first new building which
was erected by the Library Committee. The one
public rooom, 42 ft. by 32 ft., serves for both
reading-room and library, the lending books
being shelved across one end of the room, with a
short return of shelving within the hbrarian's
counter on each side. The entire area of theroom IS constantly within the range of his vision.
Ifie hbra^ has a handsome dressed stone front,md adjoining it, a rather shabby house-also
omit by the Corporation—and occupied by the
.ib^ian. The room has a lautom-roof, and is

night—as are also, we ought to have
laid before, the rooms in the chief library, at
^ampfield—by gas sunlights, with arrangements
or carrying off completely the products of com-
•ustion, and the vitiated air eihaUng from the
isitors.

This branch serves its purpose well in all
ther respects than this, that it is about half
he size 16 should have been. A small fact this
aay seem, but it is worth being kept in mind in
he diacueaions as to the first provision, and the
Kpaneibihty of the proposed new town-hall for
le city.

The second new branch library built by the
Jmmittee was for the important township of
Lnjjne, in the Stretford new road. The accom-
-odation here 18 on a much more extensive scalemn at Roohdale-road. The libraiy occupies

iVb
building in the township,

'•toe Hulme Town-hall. To the right of the
with an area of

> ft. by 29 ft. witbm the counter. The news-cm, to which there is a wide passage in front^he library hunter, is a fine light and lofty
'artment, 47 ft. long by 44 fc. wide. The plan
i simple and unpretending, the result admi-
be.

_

Ihe arrangements for the shelving of the
oks m the library are most convenient

; winusmg thrown out from the walls carrying double-mted shelves. The division between the
.rary

_

and the news-room is by a partition,
azed in the under part, by which the librarian
1 command a view of every visitor in the
>m. This he does by the help of the simple
rangements in the reading-room. Along the
slls on one side and one end are reading-slopes
I the accommodation of about forty papers
9 mam portion of the area of the room is
[upied by four long and wide tables, withms round them; such tables being covered
fi weekly imwspapers, magazines, and other

branch has worked very sue-
sfully from Its opening

j the success being
^ly attributable, doubtless, to the efficiency of
librarian, Mr. B. Chadwick, but not less so to
(Constructional internal arrangements,
iffie next branch library opened was that at
iifioJme-road, a few months since, when Lord
tftesbury and other notable men lent 4clat to
> occasion. In this building there may be
’<res8 in the way of art; bricks and stone, and
xboards, and skirtings, are certainly left to
* what they are, but there has been retro-
leion as regards the;?faess of the room for its
iihar use. It would seem to ns that the
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owners of the land upon which this build-
ing is erected might have made it almost
anything within a reasonable limit in form
and arrangement that they could have de-
sired. It presents a frontage of about 80 fc.
to the street. The lending-library, in the
front part of the building, is 58 ft. by 30 ft.
wide

;
and is arranged as regards shelving on a

similar plan to the Hulme Branch. Above the
library is a large room available for a district
lecture, meeting, or concert-hall. With these
provisions we have no fault to find. A back
building is run out at a right angle from the
front block. This back portion is the free
news-room, and is 60 ft. long by 30 ft. wide. It
IS lighted in the day-time by ranges of clearstory
lights, and by a seven-light wheel stained glass
window in the gables. The walls are sufficiently
lofty

,
24 ft. to the wall-plate above the clear-

story. The glass screen exists, as at the Hulme
branch, between the lending-library and the
news-room, but here the standing reading-boards
are ranged across the room; and, unless the
librarian can see through several files of readers,aM as many deal boards, he can have no over-
sight of the occupants of the room. But this is
not all. To the right and left of the clearstory
wall are, on the ground-floor, series of alcove
recesses 9 ft. deep from front to back. These
are each fitted up with a four-sided reading-
slope in the centre, and are seated all round

;

and are, it need not be added, quite out of the
reach of the librarian’s eye, and even, for the
most part, out of sight of the occupants of the
body of the room. In these recesses the wicked
of the visitors may play all sorts of pranks with-
out fear of detection. It should be mentioned
here, m connexion with these institutions, that
the visitors may not only read the newspapers,
but they may also obtain books to be read “ on
the premises,” and returned to the librarian
when they leave the news-room. Revisiting the
room, after the gas is lighted, that is, when the
room is most used, it seemed to us that the gas-
jets, which are arranged round the walls in
brackets, throw a fine light upon the principals
and ties of the open timber roof, but put the
papers, for the greater part, into shadow. The
alcoves must either be bricked up, and the space
wasted, or the main wall most be taken down
and rebuilt to enclose all the area to be used as
a news-room.
The new branch library at Ancoats is upon

the same plan, in its main features, as that we
have been referring to; but the oommiitee have
detormined to give up the alcove arrangement.
We have dealt rather lengthily with this snb-

j’ect, from the belief that it is important that the
municipalities which have adopted, and are
adopting, the Tree Libraries’ Act, may have
information that may be of use for their guidance
in providing the necessary buildings.

AN EARLY ENGLISH DOMESTIC
ARCHITECT.
JOHN THORPE.

In this well-enoouraged age of architecture in
England, when the Tudor or Elizabethan style
18 tbe_ prevailing fashion among the successors
of Inigo, Sir Christopher, and Sir William
Chambers, sorne account of the ablest architect
who flciurisbed in England, whose works are now
again in fashion,—and ofwhom, unhappily, there
is little known,—will not be deemed out of place
I trust, in the columns of the Builder. The
skilled thousands who admire WoIIaton Hall
near Nottingham, Hatfield House, in Hert-'
fordshire, and Holland House, in Middlesex, will
be pleased to have told them all that is publicly
known:

—

“ How nothing’s that ”•

of the great High Priest of this old revived
patched, vamped, picturesque, and truly English
style of architecture,—more especially so when
what IS retold is relieved with a little (however
infinitesimal) that is new.
A certain John Thorpe (one Thorpef), an archi-

tect and surveyor,—I may safely call him,—was
largely employed in England during the latter
years of the reign of Queen Elizabeth and the
opening years of the reign of King James I.
He practised,—if, indeed, he did not invent,
a Domestic style

_

of architecture dear to the

hearts and hearths of England. Yet, oddly
enough, we may safely assert that his name
was unknown to Wren, to Yanbrugh, to Gibbs,
to Kent, to the Earl of Burlington, and Batty
Langley. His name escaped the diligence of
George Vertue, and was only revived or resusoi-
tated by an accident.

When (about the year 1772) Walpole was busy
with his Anecdotes of Art in England, the then
Earl of Warwick (a Greville), attracted by his
book, considerately placed at his disposal for
future use an atlas-sized volume of designs, ele-
vations, &c., the work of one John Thorpe, of
whose existence the diligent George Yertue was
not aware (for he had collected nought about
him), and of whom, a pains-taking inquirer like
the Lord of Strawberry-hill (that romance in
lath and plaster) knew nothing, or at least had
nought to tell. And yet what nothings Walpole
has preserved and set in gold by the inimitable
artifice of his pen. ” Pretty in amber,” &c.
That Walpole valued the atlas-sized volume

we may readily understand
; that he coveted it

we may safely assert; that he returned it to
Lord Warwick is certain, for the volume was
sold 10th April, 1810, at the sale (so Mr. Dall-
away tells us) of the library of the Hou. Charles
Grevdle, and bought by no less a person than
Mr. Soane, R.A., afterwards Sir John Soane.
Mr. Dallaway adds, that the fortunate purchaser
“ offered it to Lord Warwick for the price he had
given, when it was declined with a merited com-
pliment.”

I have been fortunate enough to discover the
price that Soane gave. It was twenty-seven
gxnneas and a half. What would it sell for now ?
But our precious folio is past all human pro-
bability of coming again under the auctioneer’s
hammer. Collectors who annotate Walpole’s
Anecdotes,” should insert in ink, and neatly,

the price that Soane gave.
Walpole’s brief account of Thorpe may be in

part transferred, with advantage, to the Builder.
The words in square brackets [ ] are mine

[_From Walpole’s Works, vol. iii., pp. 144.5
4to., 1798.]

“Supplement.
By the favour of the Earl of Warwick, I am

®°^led to bring to light a very capital artist,
who designed or improved most of the principal
and palatial edifices erected in the reigns of
Elizabeth and James I., though even hia name was
totally forgotten. I am empowered by the same
condescension to point out a volume of drawings
of that individual architect,

John Thorpe,

* Ben Jonaon of William Camden,
t Bishop Burnet’s “one Prior’’ (the poet) and the^ the leadj recollection of

who has left a folio of plans, now in Lord War-
wick’s possession. There are not many np.
rights, but several ground-plans of some of the
palaces, and many of the nobility, extant, erected
or altered at that period. Of some he names
himself the author

;
of others he either designed

supervised, or proposed alterations; though!
accoriimg to the negligence of that age, he is
not circumstantial in particulars. There are
g-ound-plans of Somerset House; ofBuckhurst
House, in Sussex, an immense pile; of Wools-
ton [Notts]

; Copthall [Essex]
; Burleigh House

L by Stamford town*”]; Burleigh-on-the-Hill
(the Duke of Buckingham’s)

; Sir Walter Cope’s,
now Holland House, at Kensington

; Giddy Hall
in Essex; Audley End; Ampthill (now called
Houghton)

; and Ampthill Old-house [Beds],
'

another spacious palace in which Catherine
of Arragon sometime resided, and of which he
says he himself gave the plan of enlargement-
and Kirby [Middlesex], of which he says he laid
the first stcine in 1570. . . He appears also
to have resided at Paris, and even seems to have
been employed there

;
at least ho gives altera-

tiODs for the ^Queen-Mother’s house, Faber St.
Germains, which I suppose means the Luxem-
bourg in the Faubourg St. Germain, and a plan
of the house of Monsieur Jammet (Zamet).

There are several other smaller seats and
houses in the book, some with the names of the
gentlemen for whom they were built. One
which he calls Cannons, is Father Lake’s house
[Cannons, Middlesex]

; and another is a whimsi-
cal edifice desired for himself, and forming the
initial letters ot his name, I . .

. T. conj'oined by a
corridor (which I have expressed by the dotted
lines) and explained by this curious triplet;

—

* These two letters, I and T,
Join’d together as you see,
Is meaut I'or a dvrelliug-house for mo,

John Tuobpe.’

• Tennystjn.
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The volume, however, is a veiy valuable re-

cord of the magnificence of our ancestors, and
preserves momorials of many sumptuous build-
ings of which no other monument remains.”*

Of Thorpe I have a fact or two new to his
biography to tell. He is referred to in print by
Henry Peacham, a well-known and volnminous
writer of the reigns of James I. and Charles I.

See the last page of Peacham’s ” Gentleman’s
Exercise.” Henry Peacham was a popular book-
maker (not unlike James Howell, the letter-

writer), of the reigns I have mentioned. Wal-
pole has an account of him in his Catalogue of
Ensrravers. He was llaster of Arts of Trinity

College, Cambridge, and travelling tutor to the
sons of the Collector Earl of Arundel,—conse-
quently no common man.
But to make good my promise of a fact or two

about Thorpe new to his too brief biography.
First of all, after a long and expensive search in

the Prerogative Will Office of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, I failed in detecting our architect. I

found o John Thorpe-—a likely one—and my
cheeks flushed with hope; but this John Thorjie
unhappily was a “mariner”— not a inaster-
mason, a surveyor, nor an architect—and so my
money was lost. That our Thorpe was a “ sur-

veyor ” is evident from a short “ survey ” of his
printed in the Parliamentary Eeports of Fordyce
of the Land Kevenne Office. Others may still

exist. Let me hope, therefore, that I may set
others ontho right scentfor/acts, however small,
“tonching” our great Elizabethan architect

—

onr ablest architect in the Domestic and Jacobean
from 1565 to the accession of Charles I., in 1625.
His Strand front of Somerset House, in the
Soane volume, is fine, and well deserves to be
engraved.

Before parting with our architect, let me hint
how I moro than suspect that the fine house of
Loseley, near Guildford, in Surrey, is byThorpe.
In the Soane volume is “ Sir Geo. Moore’s
house.” Now, perhaps, some skilled surveyor
will kindly tell ns if the happily still standing
house of Loseley is identical with the design in

Thorpe’s volume?
Loseley is in the hundred of Woking. There

is an excellent engraving of the drawing-room,
with its rich cbimney-piece, in the first series of
Mr. Joseph Nash’s “ Plates of the Mansions of
England in the Olden Time.”

Peter Cunningham.

TEE LATE HERBEET MINTON.

I TEEL deep regret that in your number for
the 16th inst. ilr. C. B. Alien should have
sought, in his advocacy of the claims of the
artist and art-workman in the production of
works of art to distinguished rewards, to
depreciate ungenerously the claims which the
late Mr. Minton had to the honours con-
ferred on him for the works which his firm
produced, and which Mr. Allen considers as
an instance of great “ iniquity attd unfair-
ness” I know not on whnt authority he states
that Mr. Minton considered it absurd to suppose
“that we had yet to learn of the barbarous
Chinese.” Prom a close intimacy of many years
with my late valued friend Mr. Minton, from
many conversations with him on the subject of
art as applied to manufactures, and inspecting
with him different collections and objects of art,

^
my impression is firm that he neglected no
source of information and improvement, but
sought out each with an acuteness of intelli-

gence in reference to his own pursnit peculiar
to himself

; that ho not only highly esteemed the
skill and taste of the French, but that he held in
the utmost value those of the Italians; and he
instituted experiments upon tesserm of gold
mosaic, given him by my friend the Signor Fos-
sati, from the ceilings of the Mosque of Sa. Sofia
at Conatantinoplp, iu order to understand their
composition and manufacture. Tour corre-
spondent says, “ Mr. Minton was an employer of
art-labour in all forms, but he was nothing else.”
In this the writer is most unjust; for he was
a man of great taste, and no one ever bad a
greater tact in appreciating the style of art and
execution best adapted to his peculiar class of
manufacture, a skill much beyond that of the
mere artist or artisan. If he could not compose
or draw, he knew how to direct the artist, both
as to subject and treatment; for it rarely

_* Compitre Woronni's Dsllawaj-’H TValpole, p. 202,
with DallHway’a own Walpolo, vol. i. p. 336. The wood-
cot of “ Burleigh House, Lincolnshire/' is omitted by
Mr. Womnm.

happens that even a good artist, unless with
great experience and practice, can know the
special conditions, which belong distinctively not
only to every class of art manufacture, but to

the different objects themselves. This Mr.
Minton possessed in the highest degree; and to
the full extent of his powers he cultivated those
qualities in the artists he employed, and thus
rendered their talents available for his special
purpose. He had a noble ambition, superior to
the idea of mere profit or loss, for he was ani-
mated by the spirit of a master of the olden
times, as of a Palissy, to produce the best and
noblest work of the kind, and to encourage all

employed under him; as witness the body of his
men that were sent to the last Paris Exhibition
for a week, at the cost of the firm, to instruct
and improve themselves. All, therefore, should
agree that Herbert Minton was a distinguished
man, and deserved the honours that were be-
stowed upon him. Tkos. L. Donaldson.

TEE PRESIDENCY OF THE ROYAL
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

The two years’ term of Mr. Beresford Hope’s
presidency being now about to expire, we under-
stand that the names of Mr. Tite and Earl
Grosvenor are being mentioned for the office.

We cannot possibly be wrong in expressing the
hope that whatever nomination may be decided
upon, the election will be kept clear of every-
thing like contention, and especially of that kind
of contention which becomes partizanship. With
regard to the two gentlemen above alluded to,

it may be said that on the one hand the mem-
bers of the Institute cannot but remember grate-
fully the noble way in which Mr. Tite, on a
former occasion, filled the office

;
while on the

other hand, the distinguished credit which is

understood to be duo to Lord Grosvenor in re-

spect of the architectural operations on his
father’s estate at Pimlico may be held to entitle
him to early honour at the hands of the pro-
fession,

If a single word may be permissible on “ the
Battle of the Styles,” we would say that Mr.
Beresford Hope’s active presidency, and that
of Mr. Tito, have both proved the utter ground-
lessness of all apprehensions of partiality founded
on the mere personal tastes of whatever gentle-
man is entrusted with the honourable position of
President.

PRIZES FOR ART-WORKMANSHIP.
A LARGE number of premiums will be again

offered by the Society of Arts to carvers, metal-
workers, bookbinders, painters on china, and
others. A committee met at the South Ken-
sington Museum last week, and selected a num-
ber of fresh objects for reproduction.
The Yorkshire Architectural Society, with a

view to encourage the art-education of workmen
residing in Yorkshire, propose to offer prizes,

accompanied by certificates, to the producers of
the best examples of stone-carving, wood-carving,
modelling in clay, or metal-work. For the pre-
sent year the prizes will bo for subjects worked
in wood.

CARDIFF LADIES’ SANITARY
ASSOCIATION.

A PRELiMiNART' meeting has been held to form
an association on the principles of the London
Ladies’ Sanitary Association at Cardiff. The
Mayor occupied the chair

; and Major Page, for

his sister. Miss Page, who convened the meeting,
explained the objects of the association. His
sister, he said, was induced some years since to

take an interest in the proceedings of the London
society, which had many branches formed in

different towns in the kingdom. She thought that
no better means of doing good were afforded her
than by establishing a similar association in this

town. It was at present proposed to limit the
operations of the Cardiffassociation to the distri-

bution of the admirable tracts published by the
London society, which contained popular informa-
tion on sanitary matters, and to the aid that
would be rendered by Bible women and others
who were interested in the matter. They had
annual subscriptions for the present year which
amounted to 401., and 251. in donations. He
believed that they would be able to increase
their donations to 501., and then they would be
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enabled to accomplish a surprising amount of
good. The meeting then proceeded to frame
rules and appoint office-bearers, Mrs. Ollivant
as presidentjUnd MissPage as honorary secretary.
Gentlemen of the medical profession and clergy-
men had offered their assistance, and a com-
mittee of gentlemen was appointed to aid the
ladies, who also appointed a committee.

ENIGMA.

1 . Aloft in the air. and beneath in the ground,
2. Both in fire and water I’m commonly found;
3. With bowmen display’d, in old books, in a tree,
4. Wherever you gaze you may recognise me.

6.

Look under a hood and examine a face,
6. My lineaments there you may probably trace :

7. In the reign of King John, though so gracefully
framed,

5. A spiller of blood I was pointedly named.

9.

With the Edwards I flourish'd, became very rich,

10. And rose under them to an eminent pitch.
11. In the time of the Tudors, thoueh gaudily dress’d
12. And in canopied state, 1 was sa^y depress’d.
13. Connected with Churchmen, with bishops, and

peers,
14. Even seen with a monarch, yet often in tears,

15. Under me have been marsbali'd the great and the
proud,

16. Tea, to me all the greatest and proudest have
bow’d.

17. These wide-spreading henonrs soon banish’d my
fears,

IS. My head beine fill’d with the brightest ideas

;

19. The brave and the royal I welcome
;
in short,

£20. X>o myself wear s crown, and can boast of a
court.

21. Having once been a Eoondhead, the king, you’ll
agree,

22. Was forced from a palace to prison throagh me.
23. In old Greece and old Egypt you'll seek me iu

.24. At Rome, in vast heaps, yon may find me again.
25. Across the wide waters, far over the sea,

26. View my glorious form in its full symmetry.
27. On many a stage have I acted a part,
28. Stili in shape bent, askew, rarely straight as a

dart.

29. I am waegish and mirthfol, yet surely, like man,
30. It must be admitted my life’s but a span

;

31. I've a share in each line, no railway oouid stand
32. Without me and my capital at their command.
33. In groves and in arbours I oft vegetate,
34. Or inhabit a cavern, so varied my state I

35. In cities I revel
;
without my support,

36. What would come to the Church, the Senate, or
Court ?

37. Broad.shoulder'd, and firm in the joints, ba it

known,
38. I can carry a load weighing msny a stone.
39. With members so seemly, lor one of my mould,
40. And rotund in my shape, every rib may be told j
41. No obstacles stop me, so well built and strong,
42. By spring after spring I am carried along.
43. Far removed from the base, it mast now stand

confess'd

44. That my friends may be rank'd with the firmest I

and best
; i

45. A wide sweep of adherents, of varied degree,
,

40. Whose very existence is centred in me.
47. United with such, ever close at my post,
48. Mine is clearly aproud elevation to boast. '

49. To sustain the innrm, to ennoble the face,

60. To enlighten and edify,—this is my place.
51. On my work let no evil construction be laid,

62. While my coarse is so even, the rule well obey'd.
63. In stories my style may not be to your mind,
54. But for these lofty purposes I was design'd.
66. The secret’s unlock'd when my key is ono&

grasp’d;
66. In a month yon will certainly find me at last.

SOLUTION OF ENIGMA ARCH.

1. The vault of the heavens, &c.
; tnnnels, &c.

3. Furnaces, piers, bridges.
3. ArcAers; arcAives; lurcA.

6.

Hoodmoulding; eyebrows; nose.
8. Lancet arches.
9. The Decorated style. •

10.

High-pitched roofs.

12. The depressed Tudor arch.
13. ArcAdeacons, ot^Abishops, pier*.
14. MonnrcA

;
tiers,

16 . Under roofs.

10. Low Gothic doors.
18. Stained glass.

19. Triumphal arches.
20. The Crown of an arch; the Court of Arches.
21. Circular Norman arches.
22. Through gates and doors.
25. Rainbow. i

27. Building stages. J

28. A skew bridge; straight-sided arch, or stone* '

looked in a straight line on the principle of aa
arch.

29. The adjective, “arch.”
32. Capital of pillars.

37. The shoulders of an arch
;
joints of stones,

38. An arch is said to "carry."
39. The members of an arch.
4*). The ribs of vaulting.
42. The spring of an arch.
43. The basement.
44. Being 6ric4*, the slang term. .k

45. Sweep of arch
; at difl'ereut angles. j*

46. Centre of arch. ,

47. The posts of an arch.
48. Elevation of a building.
60. With windows.
62. Course of bricks

; the sijnare.
53. Stories of houses.
55. The key of an arch.
66. MarcA. C. P. T.
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COMPETITIONS.

Bristol Assize Courts.—The Finance Committee
hare conaidered_ the subject of procuring plans
or the new Assize Coarts, now that the property
in Smali-street, intended for the enlarged site
has been secured. It is determined not to
advertise for plans generally, but to send to the
SIX previous competitors to request them to give
designs. The mayor, as chairman of the com-
mittee, moved that they should refer to the
council for fresh instructions before taking any
important step, and Mr, Phippen seconded him :

but the majority eventually decided to invite the
SIX former competitors only. The plans are to
be sent in by the 28th of May.
^Schopls, Liveiyool.—In a local competition of

tune architects, for schools, to be erected at the
sole cost of a benevolent lady (Miss Wright, amember of the congregation of Holy Trinity

Se°cted
’ of Mr. J. F. Doyle were

BurnUy New Workhouse.—Local critics have
pointed out considerable deficiencies in the ac-commodation provided by the selected design
nor do the objections seem to have been suc-
cessfully got nd of. However, the guardians
appear to view the design as merely the ground-work for some architect now to work on, and we
find m the local Gazette the following extraor-
dinary advertisement

^

“ The Guardians of the Poor of the Burnlev Union amof receiving Tenders from Architecfa willinij to^ the preparation of the detail and wor^inv

JSiSSctKd L‘”

This seems a new phase of competition. What

no- to °I
Jest closed, ifno, to obtam an architect ? Who so fit to cajryont the design as the designer ? And if the de-sign 18 not a good one, what bnsineas had theBoard to select it? We shaU be glad to havethe names of the architects who “ tender ” underthis precious advertisement.

aechitectural news from
GERMANY.

of last summer, shortIfcugh It was, could not fail to make a marked
^difference in all peaceful pureuits—in building

.TOrks, and builders yards were partially, in many
entirely, closed, in consequence of the com

;Sr Germany, in.order to bring the various armies up to thejeqnired standard of a war-footing. ThL underitteso circamstanoos, public and private buildings

stopped m their progress towards completion

Sn° fn'‘
“““')"“soof this wholesalea^hn -m of all able-bodied workmen. And

iohrinm r H*'?”
™ restored, and

-esnmrthe-
*™>S8ed from the armies to-esnme their various vocations, the effect conJmnod to be felt throughout Germany. Gradn-

S’d^Th-r''' sgaiJ restored,

Thl most of the factories and
ostablishments throughout the.nngdom, are m full swing again. At Berlinthe new Aatienal Gallery is fapidly progrtSg«wm-ds completion, after-hours by gaf bSnf

WOT
ThI is, how.ever, the only public erection of any generalaterest, now in progress in that city.—

MoonaT 100mineas) for two years, to bo applied by the sno-

e aroh-t
“ ‘’'“''«l‘‘iig, is this year openD architects

: it is for Prussians only. A now
journal has appeared here,

wiin
-iss ArcUteUm. Vereins zu

J •
.

‘he proceedings of architeo.

1^683 n generally,
totes and Queries, Competitions, and other

fedite^f
1“ I’'® P^feeeion, and

( edited by Banmeistor Bccckmann, .The

Jy
of Breslan intends to commemorate thete Prussian victories by the erection of a Hall

i Arts and Sciences, the estimate for which isrout 4o,000i.
^

They hope to raise two-thirdsWooal subscriptions, and propose applying tos Majesty for the other third At Cologne

itirejy rebuilt, reachiDg a height of 218 ft. The
) ol the spire ig to be surmounted with a
'tosaal statue of the patron saint,—a somewhat
sssUouable proceeding, which reminds us of

St. George’s, Bloomsbury, where, contrary to
the good old loyal axiom, that the king is the
head of the Church, he is made the head of the
Stevie. On clearing some ground not far from
the Dom, and on the eastern side, the workmen
engaged discovered an old Roman bath, octagonalm plan, and about 7 ft. across. The corners are
vaulted, and two sides are longer than the rest
to contain stone benches. It will be impossible
to remove this relic to the Museum, partly from
Its depth (the top of the vaulting is 14 ft. below
present street level), but chiefly from its con-
structive material, which seems to be trassmth a coating of very hard cement. At
^ank/ort a wmpetition for a large Gothic church
has resulted m the adoption of a plan by Mr.
Frans Sohmits, of Cologne. Mr. Sohmits was a
pupil, and 18 the successor, of Professor Schmidt
as architect to the Cologne Dom.

’

Aiisfrim— The eight marble groups intended

wi-
™ •''‘® parapets of the

Elizabeth Bridge at Vienna, should have been
delivered in November last, but the course of
events last summer delayed their execution, andwe are now informed that they will bo formally
mangnrated on the 24* of April next, being the
anniversary of the marriage of the present
Imperial oonple. Count Wickenbnrg, formerly
Minister of Commerce, is, by command of the
emperor, engaged at the head of a committee to
consider the most foasibie method of executing a
building designed to contain the different collec-
tions of objects of art belonging to the Imperial
lamily, but now dispersed over many parts of““ During his late visit to Prague
hia Majesty gave 10.000 florins towards the
rebuilding of the Bohemian Museum in that
city, as also 5,000 florins in aid of the National
Bohemian Theatre. Mr. Fr. Stache. archi-
tect, ot Vienna, has received the "gold medal for
arts and sciences ’’ from the King of Wirtember"
Northern Sfcites of Germany.—The palace at

JJmnswick, which, as our readers will remember
was almost entirely burnt down one cold winter’s
night, two years ago, whilst a court ball was
going on, has been so far rebuilt that its com-
pletion may be expected next autumn. The
central portion and the right wing are entirely
restored, leaving only the left wing and thedome over the rotunda to be completed Pro-
fessor Howaldt, whose celebrated labour of ten
para, the " Quadriga ” melted in the flames is
busy on a second edition, which he hopes to
finish m another two years. He has already
completed one horse, and is far advanced with a

Bremen the erection of a new I

ptel de ville has been determined on. The site
IS one side of the square called the " Domshaide ”
m the rear of the statue of Gustavns Adolphuk
Ihis statue, by the way, had a little history of
Its own, before it found a resting-place amongst
the Bremer. It was originally intended for
DerIm, and was modelled and cast by SwedUh
artists abont the year 1854. The ship which
was to take it round from the Baltic stranded on
the shoals ofi" Heligoland, and sank. The Heli-
golanders fished it up, and, claiming the right of
stranded goods, refused to give it up. Here wesaw the great hero, fresh from the mould, lying
prostrate on the beach, with his sword and one
finger broken. Prussia refused to re-buy him
and so p was ultimately bought by the Bremer’
and hoisted on a pedestal in their principal
square,—the champion of Protestantism in a
potestant city. But, to return to the projected
building. It is to contain two large balls for
meetings, and eighty-two smaller rooms, and is
to cost 280,000 dollars, or about 42,00oi. The
architect of the building, which will be Gothic
in style, is Mr. Schroder, city architect. At
Hamburg, the Senate has voted another 62,000
dollars towards the completion of the “ Kunst-
halle,” or hall of arts and sciences. This makes
up, besides the free grant of the site, a total
cost of 25 1,000 dollars, or about 38,0001., of which
some 20,0001. were raised by voluntary siibscrip-
tions. The old round-arched Dom of Luheck is
terminated at its western end by two square
towers and spires, each 400 ft. high. One of
these towers has at last become dangerously
•unperpendicular, and is now surrounded by scaf-
folding preparatory to being partially taken down.
The spire will bo rebuilt when the tower is
brought back to a vertical position.

_

Southe'ni States of Germany.—The well-known
influence held by Richard Wagner, the composer
over the King, has manifested itself lately in an
order for the erection of a theatre at Munich,
larger and handsomer than any now in existencem that city. The original idea was to place it
upon some high ground, known as the Ga3tei°--

anlagen, on the further side of the river Isar.
and to connect the building with the palace by
opening np a new street and throwing another
bridge across the bed " of Isar rolling rapidly."
Ihis plan has, however, been abandoned, and thenew theatre will stand on the site of the present
Hogarten” barracks. Professor Semper, of

Aunch, is the architect engaged
; and the esti-m^ed cost is three millions of florins, or about

-^50,COOL The style will be Italian Renaissance,
aud one of its features will be the entire absence
of galleries or balconies

3 the seats rising one
behind the other, on the plan of the ancients.
In its elevation next the street, the theatre will
be flanked on either side by concert-rooms, &c.-—That indefatigable erector of statues, oli?
King Ludwig I., has ordered three more. One
of these is for Regensbwg, in memory of his old
tutor, Bishop M. von. Sailer, and is to be 10 ft.
high

; Professor Widnraann, of Munich, is now
engaged upon the model : the casting is to take
place next year. The other two statues are those
of the two architects, Giirtiier and Klenze, and
are to be erected on the Gilrtner-platz, imme-
diately m front of the Volks Theatre, at Munich.
The execution of both these figures is entrusted
to Professor M. Widnmauu. According to the
audited accounts of the architects engaged upon
the Minster at Ulni, the sum expended on
restoration and repairs between 1841 and 1866
amounted to 305,500 florins, to which must bo
added a new organ and loft, which cost 60,700
florins more, making a total of 366,200 florins, or
about 33,0001., over a period of 22 years. About
halfof this sum was raised by voluntary subscrip,
tions in 14 years, whilst the Government and
city contributed the remainder. At Heidelberg
a Society has been formed having for its object
" the preservation and right treatment of the
ruins of Heidelberg aud its neighbourhood, and
study of their history and artistic value." We
are glad to hear it.

BRADFORD EXCHANGE.
The new Exchange for Bradford, the style of

which may be called Gothic of the period, rather
Italian than English, was opened on the 13th
mst.

^

The first stone was laid in 1864, on which
occasion we gave a view and plan of the design.*
The site upon which the exchange is erected igm tha form of a triangle, with the narrowest
point towards the principal front. The front
haU 18 80 ft. long and 56 ft. wide, and in addi-
tion has a large semicircular projection, on the
north side. The room is divided into three
those on each side being 10 ft. in width, and
forming as it were an ambulatory round the
room. The centre compartment is supported by
eighteen large polished shafts ofred granite, 2 ft.
in diameter, with carved capitals. From these
colnmns arches spring which are fitted with
glass.

^

The roof is entirely open, and the spars
and timbers exposed. The principals or main
supports are double, aud fitted between with
allegorical figures, bearing shields. There are
large windows at each end, filled with tracery
and dormer lights in the roof. The walls of the
hall are of stone work, with moulded plinth,
above which, 3 ft. in height, is a lining of encaus-
tic tile. The floor ig also covered with tiles.

_

The great hall is lighted by ton large gaselierg
in hammered iron aud copper, illuminated in
various colours and gilded. The news or reading
room is 68 ft. by 28 ft., and is furnished throuo-h-
ont in oak.

^

The front of the building in Market-
street is divided into eight shops, with cellar and
mezzanine floors to each. The first and second
floors throughout are arranged in suites of offices.
At the east end, and forming the principal
entrance, is placed the olock-tower, which rises
to a height of 150 ft. The windows in the prin-
cipal front have coupled shafts of serpentine
marble, and the building is crowned by an open
and pierced parapet, terminated at each angle
by corbelled turrets. On each angle of the tower
are statues, on one side Bishop Blaize, the
patron saint of woolcombers, and on the other
King Edward, who granted the trading charter
to Bradford. Between each of the large win-
dows on the ground-floor are circular medal-
lions, containing heads of those who have con-
tributed to the commercial enterprise of the
country and the prosperity of the town. The
principal contractors are Messrs. Beanland, of
Bradford. The building has cost about 30,0001.,
and has been erected from the designs of
Messrs. Lockwood & Mawsoii, architects,

• See Tol. xiu., pp. 600, 601.
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DESIGN FOE THE PROPOSED LAW COURTS. illr. LoclwooHs Key Plan.

THE DESIGNS FOE THE LAW COUETS.
Continuing our Belection from the designs

Bubmitted in competition, we illustrate in onr
present number Mr. Lockwood’s projet. It
will be seen by the plan that in this design, in-
stead of one vast hall, or the entire omission of
such provision, three halls are made to form the
nuclei of the different seta of courts. The ob-
jection is raised by the designer, whose own views
we will set forth in these particulars, that if one
hall be made the centre of the whole of the
various departments ofjudicature, it would be so
vast in extent that, for the purposes of a
rendezvous, it would be perfectly useless. It is
urged that by subdivision the courts are so
arranged that the northern side of the central
hall may be appointed as the place of meeting
for all those who have business in the equity
courts 3 and that the southern side of the same
hall would form the rendezvous for the common
law courts. The western hall, being that nearest
Clement’s-inn, is made the centre of the ex-
chequer courts and the exchequer chamber; the
latter being so placed as to afford private access
to it for the Lord Chancellor. The eastern hall,
being that next Chancery-lane, is the nucleus
for the Probate Court, the Ecclesiastical Court,
the^ Admiralty Court, and for a spare court,
which may be used by any of the last-named
departments, or for the purposes of common law.
It is thought that this subdivision materially
aids in

_

classifying the departments, and in
simplifying the arrangements; so much so that
the merest indication on the part of a solicitor
would direct a client or a witness to the imme-
diate locality in which he should be found. If
the area of these halls be calculated, it will
be seen that they do not occupy so large a
space as many single halls in other plans.” To
these halls there are three principal accesses
the grand entrance in the centre of the south
or Strand front

; a second from the Clement’s-
inn or western end

;
and a third from the

Chancery.lane or eastern end of the building.
Around the central hall is a continuous open

court or quadrangle, to afford direct light to
the windows of the central hall; and, at the

same time, to the corridors for the barristers and
solicitors on the opposite side of it. These are
14 ft. in width, and, in addition, there are twenty-
four bay windows, which give the means for
retirement and consultation. The courts gene-
rally are arranged contiguous to, and on the
outer line of, this corridor. Between the courts
are the jurors’ and the jurors’ waiting-rooms,
being one story in height above the level of the
courts.

Still proceeding on the outer line are the
judges’ private corridors, out of which, imme-
diately opposite their respective courts, are the
judges’ private retiring-rooms. The latter might
be attached to the courts themselves, but this
would necessitate the adoption of a skylight,
and would produce what the architect considers
would be a aeries of dull and cheerless rooms,
giving the window, and outer air and light,
merely to the corridor

; whilst by the arrange-
ment adopted in the plan, windows would open
into a wide quadrangular street.

The consnlting-rooms for the barristers and
solicitors are immediately over thejudges’ rooms,
so as to obtain the same cheerful aspect. Private
staircases, of a single story in height, conduct to
the court, the barristers’ corridor, and the halls.
The barristers’ library, robing, and refreshment-
rooms, are upon the same level, and are
approached by corridors and grand staircases
entirely appropriated to themselves. The
witnesses’ rooms are upon the floor immediately
below the courts, and this department is entered
by lateral corridors on each side the principal
entrances. Easy provision is made for their
access to the courts.

The general public (mere lookers on) are
admitted by two archways in the Strand front,
and these give access to corridors and staircases
leading to the galleries of the court. It is

claimed that the spectators are thus precluded
from entering the halls, or from making a tour of
the courts.

The outer quadrangular area is surrounded by
an outer shell or range of buildings, entirely
appropriated to the offices of the various depart-

J

ments. Care has been taken to place the)
respective seta of chambers contiguous or imme-

)

diately opposite to the respective court or sets of
courts to which their business immediately
appertains

; thus, the Probate Court is connected
by a covered bridge with the Probate Depart-
ment

3 the chambers of the Master of the Eolls
are connected in the same way with his court j
the Yice-Chaucellora’ chambers are closely con-
nected in a similar manner with their courts, and
this system of arrangement is carried out through
the various departments.
The object sought .to be obtained in this

design is the avoidance of skylights, borrowed
lights, and balconies,—of skylights particularly
on a large scale, because, if of wood, they must be
constantly subject to decay and repair ; if of
iron, to contraction and expansion, and conse-
quent fracture of the glass ; the cause of great
heat in summer and of cold in winter, and alwaye
obstrhetive to the admission of light and air, j

Balconies have been avoided from the feeling
that they are injurious to the light of the roomB
below them, and that, from the number of per-
sons traversing them, they would be productive
of annoyance to those in the rooms on the same
level.

j

This design provides for twenty-five courts
and the several sets of rooms required in the
Instructions. Of these, two courts are appro-
priated for the Bankruptcy department. They
are placed at the western end of the building. ^
Looking now to the elevation, it will be

noticed that the type of this design may be
found in Flanders. It is decidedly municipal in

character,, as distinguished from ecclesiastical or
feudal architectnre. The general outline is good,'
and the unity and harmony sought to be attained
in the plan have been observed in the outer .

forms. >'

EEFBRENCES.
1. Spare Court.
3. Tice-Chancellor Wood’s

Court.
3. Vice.CbanceUor Stuart’s

Court.
4. Lord Chancellor’s Court.
5. Tice-Chancellor Kiuders-

ley’s Court.
6. Lord Justice Court.
7. Eolh Court.
8. Common Pleas Court.
9. Ditto.

j

10. Common Pleas Court.
;

11. Queen's Bench Court. *

13. Ditto.
1-3. Ditto.
14. Exchequer Court.
15. Ditto.
16. Ditto.

17. Ditto.
18. Probate Court.
19. Ecclesiastical Court.
20. Spare Banco Court,

I
31. Admiraltj Court.

&c., ho.
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NARROW ESCAPE OE SANDON HALL.

Sandon Hall, tbo residence of the Earl of
Harrowby, lias narrowly escaped destruction by
fire. The old hall was totally destroyed by fire

eighteen years ago, and the present mansion was
reared upon the same site, only a few months hav-
ing elapsed since it passed out ofthe hands of the
contractor. It appears that the flue from the
furnace which heats the conservatory passes
into the basement at the east end of the house,
and then rises perpendicularly to the roof, pass-
ing through the small corridor and a bed-room
immediately above, and it was in the latter room
that the fire was first discovered. Lord Sandon
was passing from the house to tho conservatory,
and on perceiving a strong smell of burning
wood at once communicated his fears to a
domestic. Upon removing the boards a large
beam was found to be on fire, the end resting
close to the flue being an incandescent mass. A
good supply of water having been procured it

was soon extinguished. Attention was at once
directed to the floor of the corridor below;, when
a similar discovery was made almost identical
with the other, the beam end next the flue

having been completely charred, and upon its
exposure to the air began to throw out sparks.
When tho fire had been extinguishedworkmen set
about removing a casing from the wall near the
flue in the corridor, behind which it was dis-

covered that the wooden bricks which had been
placed in the wall for the purpose of fastening
the casing were also on fire. The fire was no
doubt owing to the flue becoming over-heated,
and the wooden beams, having been placed too
near the flue, had ignited.

BKITISH ARCHiEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

THE EOMANS IN ENGLAND.

On Wednesday, 13th of March, Mr. H. Syor
Cuming in the chair, further arrangements
were announced for the Ludlow Congi-ess; and
letters from the Duke of Cleveland, Mr. Mayer,
and others, were read. Donations for archceo-
logioal purposes and excavations at Wroxeter
were announced, and thanks returned.
The discussion on the assumed sacred mono-

gram on the Cirencester Roman pottery was
resumed. The discussion was continned by Mr.
Levein, Rev. Dr. Giles, Rev. W. S. Simpson, Mr.
J. W. Grover, Mr. G. M. Hills, and Mr. Roberts,
but the conclusion arrived at was against the
sacred nature of the stamp or incision, the
information not being complete on that point.

Innumerable antiquities from London were
exhibited, comprising, from Mr. Grover, two
keys of the fourteenth century, found at the
Foreign Office

;
also two keys from Hitcham

Rectory, Bucks
; from Mr. Wimble, a rare

Roman lamp recovered from the Thames
;
Mr.

Tenniswood, a Roman lamp of ordinary form
(with the potter’s mark of two sandals beneath)
from Cannon-street

; from Mr. Gunston, a
Dupondins of Nero, counter struck with the
S.P.Q.R. from the steel-yard

; Mr. Gunston, four
leaden brooches of the fourteenth century from
the Thames} Mr. Blashiil, a Nuremburg token
and a medal of Frederick the Great, from
Holbom Talley

; Mr. Bailey, twelve daggers,
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, from Queen-
hithe; Rev. W. S. Simpson, a minute of council
of July Ist, 1675, relative to Saint Panl’e, with
signatures of Sir Christopher Wren, Sir Thomas
Viner (Lord Mayor), Edward Stillingfleet, and
others} two crucifixes, in bronze, of the thirteenth
and sixteenth centuries

} several hoop and
serpent bracelets, and three rosary rings.

Mr. Plaucho presented a drawing, by Mr.
Hillary Davis, of a thirteenth-century sepulchral
slab, found beneath the pews of Atcham Church
since the visit of the Association. A paper by
Mr. Bergne was read on an important “ find” of
about 2,500 silver coins, six of which were ex-
hibited as types. They were found near the old
Roman-road in the parish of Washington, in
Sussex, in a crock which was cut to fragments
by the plough in breaking up an old pasture,
one single piece only being preserved, and now,
with 1,650 of tho coins, in the British Museum.
They appear never to have been in circulation

}

ajid, being all of a date prior to the Conquest,
are conjectured to have been, buried by the
own^ on the Norman invasion, and that he did
not-live to reclaim them.
They have all the moneyers’ names on them,

and show they were struck in the South of Eng-

.

land. The locality Stmnig and Strnni on some
serves to correct tho error that has previously
existed, that it was meant for Stamford, it now
being clear it was Stenning, in Sussex.
The six moneyers and coins are as follow :

—

1. “Harold Re Ang.,” “ Dermon on Stmni}”
2. “ Eaddard Rex Anglor,” “ Anderboda on pine.’’

The others are of Edward, and the moneyers
are “ Norman on Stming,” “ Godric on Lund,”
“ Leoffrine on Hesfcing,’’ “ .^Iffard on Lnnde.”
Another “ find ” of coins was communicated

by the Rev. E. Kell. They were discovered at
the back of Netley Hospital, and Dr. de Chau-
moud has catalogued 1,700 of them. These are
all Roman.

ARCHITECTS’ BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

The following report, read at the general
meeting held on the 13th inst., when Mr. Sydney
Smirke, R.A., presided, will serve as an appeal
for the assistance needed :

—

The coudoQ bee to submit to the general body of sub-
scribers, the flnaneial statement for tue past year, and to
report generally on the progress of the Society. In doing
so, however, they regret not being able to congratulate
the society on anv very satisfactory progress. The num-
ber of members remains the same as las t year

;
for although

seven new members have been added to our list, a like
number has been lost to us through death or otherwise.
The amount paid to applicants has been materially in

excess of last year
;
for the cries of distress are ever in-

creasing upon us, both in numbers and urgency. Hence,
the balance remaining in the bankers’ hands will be found
to have become less than it was at the oorrespondiug
period last year.
The council have been able to relieve thirteen cases of

severe^ distress, viz.—two architects of very great age,
nine widows, and two daughters of architects.
These cases completely exhausted our means, and we

have been enabled to invest nothing.
Thus, although in the midst ofmost urgent and distress-

ing demands on our sympathy, the profession does not
appear to be moved as it ought to be.

_

Great fortunes are being accumulated by the compara-
tively few who have drawn the prizes in the lottery of
life, whilst penury and want continue to oppress the hap.
less throng who have failed to do so.
M'hy should the kindred societies, whose special aim it

is to relieve the distresses and privations endured by the
families of painters and sculptors, be burthened by the
claims of a profession like our own, which probably uum.
hers its thousands, and whose average means ought to
place its members at least on an equality with the pro-
lessors of the sister arts ?

Let not the generous warmth that animates the painter
and sculptor be for one moment supposed to be wanting
in the architect ! Indeed, the long, unwavering, untiring,
zeal of many of our members, both old and young, nobly
vindicates us from such an unworthy imputation.
Let us, therefore, never cease to urge the claims of this

society upon our brethren, especially upon those prac-
tisingin the great centres of provincial industry. Surely
we may be permitted still to indulge in the "hope that
ultimately a more cordial feeliog will prevail, and induce
those who still keep aloof from us to join our ranks in
greater numbers. Avery moderate enlargement of our
circle would suffice to place the Architects’ Benevolent
Society in a position to do that amount of good which its
complete organization aud its long experience eminently
fits it to do, and which it ia our duty, as members of a
liberal profession, to strive unceasingly to do."

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
The Trades Union Commission are now hold-

ing their meetings at 2, Victoria-street, West-
minster.

At a recent meeting of this Commission, Messrs.
G. Potter, Conolly, Kane, and Proadfoot, attended
as a deputation from the Trades’ Conference Com-
mittee for the purpose of expressing the dissatis-

faction of the committee with the decision
arrived at by the commissioners, not to allow
any member of the trades’ committee to be
present while tlie witnesses were under exami-
nation. The deputation urged that such de-
cision was disrespectful to the trades of the
kingdom, who were on their trial. The com-
mission having considered the subject, consented
to allow one member of the committee to attend,
thus virtually acknowledging the committee.
There seems to be a likelihood that the threat-

ened strike ofengine-drivers and firementhrough-
out the kingdom will be averted. It appears
that all the memorials have been sent in, and
that deputations of drivers have been appointed
to meet the directors of the various railway
companies on appointed days, at the request of
the latter. It is said that many of the compa-
nies are desirous to meet the men in the most
friendly manner, and, if possible, to come to a
mutually satisfactory settlement of the matters
in dispute.

Birmingham .—At a special general meeting of
masters and men employed in the building trade
held in the Town-hall, Birmingham, under the
presidency of the mayor, the following resoln-
tion was carried :

—“ That we, the employers
and operatives connected with the building trade

of Birmingham, do mutually and severally agree
to abide by, and conform to, all trade regulations
which shall be made and agreed to by the dele-
gates we are about to appoint, or which shall be
settled by the casting vote of the chairman they
may appoint.” The following delegates were
then unanimously appointed Bricklayers (for
employers) : Messrs. Hilton, Hardwick, Briggs,.
Naden, Wilson, and Smith. Carpenters and
joiners (operatives) ; Messrs. James Lewis, John
Michael, George Edge, John Price, James
Thorneloe, aud William Davis. Ditto (masters) :

Messrs. Jones, Jeffery, Webb, Hardwick, E.
Barnsley, and Cresswell. Painters and glaziers
(masters) : Messrs. Whitworth, Mann, J. Parker,
Nicholls, Heape, and Hardwick. No plasterers
being present, the masters only appointed dele-
gates, namely, Messrs. Bassett, Hardwick, G.
Holmes, Cresswell, E. Barnsley, and Pritchard.
For the same reason, the master plumbers only
appointed delegates, viz. : Messrs. Whitworth,
Stokes, Nicholls, Edwards, Wilcox, and Hard-
wick. No operative masons were present, and
the following delegates were appointed for the
masters : Messrs. Jones, Cresswell, Hardwick,
Barnsley, Smith, and W. Briggs.

The following letter, which had been addressed
to the mayor, was read to the meeting :

—

“White Swan Inn, Navigation-atreet, March 12, 1867.
Sir,—I am instructed to forward you the following reso-
lution, passed at a special peueral meeting of the Opera-
tive House Painters' Association, held this evening. The
secretary read a circular from the General Builders'
Aasociation, calling upon us to attend a public meeting of
the building tradee to appoint delegates to arbitrate upon
the proposed sUeration of trade rules Resolved that we,
having taken no action in convening, and failing to sec the
necessity of such public meeting, do not attend the said
meeting

;
but that we are willing to appoint six operatives

to meet six employers of our branch to settle the ques-
tion, by conferring upon the said rules, or by arbitration.
I am, &c., Thomas Gbebn, Secretary."

York .—A long notice which had been given
by the masters to their workmen of the various
branches of the building trade, to the effect that
future payments would be made by the hour,

I

having expired, the masons, bricklayers, plas-
! terers, and labourers have struck work. The
joiners, however, have accepted the hour system,
and the plumbers of the city, who had struck for
an advance of wages, have gone in on tho old
terms.

OMITTED NAMES.

Our paragraph describing the Bond-street
cellars made no pretence to a complete account,
or we should have added, as we now willingly
do, that the wrought -iron wine -bins with
which they are fitted up are those of Messrs.
Farrow & Jackson, to the goodness of which we
are able to bear witness. ’These bins are adapted
either for brick-arched vaults or cellars with flat

ceilings, the mode of fixing in either case being
so simple that they may be put up by any ordi-
nary workman. The shelves are formed of
plates of iron laid on bars, which rest on the
cross-bars of lattice uprights, and are remov-
able at pleasure. Then, as to the stone carving,
we are asked to mention that tho front was
carved by Mr. L. T. Carter. The heads in tho
caps represent Ariadne, Bacchus, and Pan.

It is a curious fact, but a fact nevertheless,
that it is only the persons connected with an
event or building who are not mentioned in an
account of it, who manifest any interest in what
is said. The other day an architect wrote us a
very serious letter to show the injury done him
by the omission of his name in connexion with a
building with which ho had had something to
do. It had been our privilege to mention this
gentleman say onco in six weeks for tho last
dozen years or more, and we had never before
learnt, by word or sign, that this was of the
slightest consequence. But, omit to do so,

and—good gracious !—what scoundrels we are i

THE INTENDED PARISH SCHOOLS OF
ST. SAVIOUR’S, PADDINGTON.

Ever since the formation of this parish, and
of the church, there has been a difficulty in

obtaining a site for schools. To some extent,

schools of this kind are looked on as objec-

tionable neighbours, and in this locality, where
high-rented houses are built, and covenants
against schools and trades are inserted in the
ground-leases, the occupiers naturally desii-e to
be free from the proximity of schools of this

description.

The committee have at length overcome the
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obstacles which have hitherto prevented their
obtaining a site for the erection of a school-
house, and, through the influence of the Bishop
of London, an eligible plot of ground on the
north side of Formosa-terrace, at the corner of the
new road in continuation of Bristol-gardens, has
been ofiered to them by the trustees of the Pad-
dington Estate. It has a double frontage of
IDO ft. on the terrace, and 150 ft. on the road,
and affords ample space for a building, not only
Bufficient for the present number of poor chil-

dren, bub for any future increase which may
take place. The trustees are willing to grant a
lease for about ninety years, at a nominal rent,
as soon as a suitable building shall be covered in.

Plans and elevations have been prepared, and

they have been approved by the trustees. The
building, when the whole plan shall be carried
out, will be sufficient for 300 children, and will
contain a boys’ school-room, 48 ft. by 23 ft., and
16 ft. high, and class-room, 25 ft. by 13 ft.

;

a girls’ school-room, 48 ft. by 23 ft., and 18 ft.

high, and class-room, 24 ft. by 19 ft.
; an in-

fants’ school-room, 36 ft. by 19 ft., 16 ft. high,
and three or four rooms each for the master and
mistress. The play-grounds will be in the rear.
The total cost, including the roads and en-
closures, is estimated at 5,000i.

;
but it is in-

tended to complete, at present, so much only as
will suffice for 200 children, leaving the master’s
and mistress’s houses, the class-rooms, and some
other portions, for future consideration. The

building has been studiously designed with a
view to economy, and, although plain and in-
expensive, is proposed to be of sufficient archi-
tectural character not to bring discredit on the
parish. The estimate for this portion is about
3,000L, including the roads, enclosure, and
drainage of the whole ground. The building is
to be of pale yellow bricks with stone dressings.
The inside of the school-rooms is to be of similar
bricks bonded with red. Hitherto the teaching
has been carried on under every possible dis-
advantage. The number of children attending
the school is 200, and they have been from neces-
sity crowded into rooms in private houses fern-
porarily engaged, at a rent of between SOL and
90L per annum. These, from their inadequate
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size, are close and ill-ventilated, and compel the
distribution of the children in separate apart-
ments, thus withdrawing a large number from
the eyes of the master or mistress, and seriously
interfering with the necessary discipline. Be-
sides this it is found impossible to secure those
accommodations which Common decenoyrequires.
Now, however, the parishioners have the oppor-
tunity of at once removing all these hinderances,
and of placing St. Saviour’s district on an
equality, in this respect, with the neighbouring
parishes.

Mr. Edward Roberts, F.S.A., is the architect.

EEFEREHCEB.
A. Boys’ schoolroom, 48 ft. by 23 ft. (with Girls’

schoolroom over it).

B. lofants’ schoolroom, 36 ft. by 19 ft. (with Girls’
class-rooms over it),

C. Boys’ class-room.
DD. Cloak and hat rooms.
ER. School entrances.
i'F. Master’s and mistress’s entrances.
G. Tower, bell turret, and staircase, and water supply

and ventilation.

PRESENTATION OF TESTIMONIAL TO
THE DEAN OF NORWICH.

As being connected with church news, the
following account of a very interesting ceremony
which has just taken place in Paddington may,
perhaps, be considered not unsuitable for your
pages, and is, therefore, offered by

A Member of the Congregation.

On Saturday, March 16, a large number of
members of the congregation of St. John’s,
Paddington, assembled in the school-room of
that church, to present a testimonial to their

I

pastor, Dr. Gonlburn, on occasion of his part-
: ing from them to enter upon bis duties as Dean
I of Norwich, to which appointment he has re-
( cently been nominated.

The testimonial consists of a fine edition of
[ the “ Benedictine Fathers,” together with
‘ “Baronii Historia Ecclesiastica, cnm Contiuua-
t tione,” eighty-nine folio volumes in all

; and a
1 handsome tea-service of silver, by Garrard,
V which includes a very elegant urn and a noble
f salver, the latter bearing the following inscrip-
t tion ;

—

” To the Rev. Edward Meyrich Oo^ilburn, D.D.,
1 Deaji of the Cathedral Church of Norwich, this
i: Salver and an accompanying Tea-service, together
\ with sundry theological works, are presenied ly
f members of the Church of St. John, Paddington,
0 on the occasion of his resigning the Incumbency of
t that Church, in token of their admiration of his

g great learning and ability, their deep sense of the
1 value of his ministrations as Pastor and Guide,
0 and in offectionnte retnemhrance of the personal
c courtesy and kindness ivhich so greatly endeared
h 7iim to all amongst whom he laboured.

19th March, 1S67.”

A modified form of this inscription has been
p placed in each of the volumes, all of which are
ii in an admirable state, and most of them still

B wear their original handsome binding. The
d dates of the editions range from about 1730 to
1 1740.

We could have wished that a little pains had
)i been taken to make the schoolroom look more
V worthy of the occasion, by some endeavour to
ii disguise the rampant ugliness of the bare walls,
'c roof, benches, and floor. A very small amount
ilof decoration, temporary or otherwise, would
ihave been an immense relief to appreciators of
:lthe beautiful

;
and why should not moral and

1 physical beauty be more frequently allied?
KNothing could exceed the moral beauty of the
icficeno

; but the physical—so far, at least, as the
troom itself was concerned—was nowhere. Pos-
lisibly the coup-d’ceil presented to the Dean of
N'Norwich on his entrance, may have been very
iidifferent from that which met our own offended
irorbs of vision when, after climbing up a narrow
iietono onfcside-stairway, in a driving storm of hail
iiand snow, they encountered the bare, dirty-
oiooking chamber we have indicated. By the
itimo of the dean’s arrival, the bald interior had
icbecoma filled with a well-dressed crowd, whose
asager kindly faces might well render any room
laeautiful, in the eyes of the good and worthy
Oman whom they had assembled to hononr. Still,
. k little decoration could not have detracted from
bhe Boene.

Dr. Goulbum has been deservedly beloved and
ptppreciated by his parishioners, during the seven
efeai'a he has laboured among them, and their

regret at parting from him is proportionately
great.

Sir George Baker, churchwarden of St. John’s,
and chairman of the committee which had so
admirably carried out the desires of the sub-
ecribers to the testimonial, read the valedictory
address, in a sadly tremulous and tearful voice,
to which Dr. Goulbnm, in his well-known earnest
tones, responded in a touching and affectionate
speech, which evidently came, as he said, “ direct
from the heart.” In spite of changing colour,
and the biting of the lip to keep down emotion,
he endeavoured to infuse a little fun into his
remarks, so as to brighten np his hearers, if
possible. ” Your present of books upon the
shelf,” he said,—“ thongh they shall not always
lie upon the shelf, but shall be my esteemed
companions on the table—may remind me that
you expect a clergyman to be studious

;
and in

giving me not a dinner- but a tea-service, I may
understand yon to suggest that a clergyman
should also be temperate.” After thanking his
congregation for the never-tiring sympathy they
had always shown him, and the loving manner
in which they had borne with his “failings”
and excused his “short-comings,” in words of
modest self-abnegation, all the more tonching
when uttered by one so universally admired and
esteemed, and which went to the hearts of his
hearers, he resumed his seat, and the proceed-
ings speedily terminated.

Shortly afterwards we observed an enthusi-
astic lady step on to the platform, and, pro-
ducing a sheet of paper, petition the Reverend
Doctor for his autograph,—a request which we
need not say was at once granted

;
and then the

crowd withdrew—but lingeringly, as if loath to
look their last upon their revered pastor, their
tender guardian, guide, and friend.

contradiatinguishable from the outward signs and mufaile
measures of I he working of evil.
That physical and moral perfection are aimnltaneonsly

attainable is the logical sequence of the Scriptural doctrine
of the conformation of the material by the spiritual;
therefore, the very frequently received interpretation of
some passages in Isaiah, viz., “There is no beauty in him
that we should desire him,’’ “ neither form nor comeli-
ness,” “his face marred more than any man,” is incon-
sistent with the spirit of Christian teaching, erroneous,
and one from which art on its best days revolted

;
besides

being, as it is, at variance with numerous other texts
directly favouring the opposite and more consistent view,
viz., that the incarnation of the Word was not “ marred ”
by holiness, hut by sacrifice, by scourge, nails, thorns,
and spear.

I believe, air, my views are both orthodox and scientific,
and that they appear to differ from those commonly held
only because I have traced some familiar truths to deeper
and more important conclusions than others will trouble
themselves to do

;
and which, for this reason, must for

some time appear obscure. “ Per se otuom /
” "Lecosa

W. Cave Thomas.

AN APPEAL TO THE CHARITABLE.
A FATAL accident occurred, a few days since, to an old

and industrious parishioner of mine, a master bricklayer,
named Charles Watr, of the Liverpool-read, Islington,
who fell from a scaffold, opposite my house, and sustained

severe injuries that he died within two days. He has
""Mow and nine children, many of them very young,

iprovided for. A committee hr- '' ’

left a
entirely o

THE PARIS EXHIBITION AND LAW
COURTS COMPETITION.

Sin,—It is a great pity that with two such beautiful
collections of archiiectural drawings as those for the New
Law Courts and the National Gallery, we should be so ill

represented, as I fear we shall be, at the coining Paris
Exhibition

;
and I consider that as these drawings cannot

be sent to Paris, first-rate photographs ought to be taken
of them, or at least of those considered the best, and sent,
in order that foreigners may have some slight idea of
what we can do. As one who has done much for English
architecture, I appeal to you, and ask you to use your
best endeavours, in order that architecture may be as
well represented as possible in Paris. Adblphi,

CONCRETE FOR COTTAGES.
Sir,—

I

should be much obliged if any of your
readers will inform me the proportion of cement,
gravel, &c., necessary to make concrete suitable
for the building of cottage walls, and the best
mode of preparing it. J. S. W.

MILDEWED HAIR,

^ ^
It is to be sincerely hoped that the horrible

bee*n ibr^e^ fungoid disease of the hair brought to notice
for the purpose of rsjising a fund to enable the widow to I

by Dr. Beigel may not become prevalent in this
enter into some business, for the support of herself
her ]argo family. I can confidently recommend the

d
j

country. It appears to be quite distinct from a

I shall be happy to receive any contributions, os will also
the chairman of the committee, Mr. Joseph Surr, 19, Mil-
ner-square, Islington, and the treasurer, Mr. D. W. Hill,
378, Camden-road, Holloway.

Dahiel wiLSOir, Ticar of Islington.
9, Jiarnibury Fork,

'“lull/. ± can cuouuenuy recommend tnecaset..' •! •! ii ^ ..

to the sympathy and benevolence of your readers and ' parasite recently described by Dr. W.
.... Tilbury Fox, under the name of zooffZoea cnptl-

lorum, and, of course, is in no way connected
with the now notorious gregarinai of Russian
hair. The new affection of the hair may be at
once detected by a sharp eye without the aid of
a glass, as the hairs are blistered and apparently
knotted

; under a moderate glass they are irregu-
larly swollen, and appear to be affected with
mildew, which is really the case, as a veritable
fungus has found a suitable matrix for its growth

;

and should it only prove as difficult to destroy
as the fungi found infesting our vines, potatoes,
&c., it may be a long time before we hear the
last of it.

In the volume of the Builder for 1865 we pub-
lished a list of the vegetable parasites peculiar to
man and his habitation, and there we referred to
an affection of human hair “as a grim sequel
to the dry rot in the house-roof.” The disease
indicated was Plica Polonica, but it has been
recently proved that though Plica supports a
fungus (lYichc^hyton)

,

it is really not of fungoid
origin. It is just now not easy to say how lont^

Englishmen and Englishwomen are to remaiu
exempt from these and other botanical and en-
tomological affections of the hair and head, com-
mon enough on some parts of the Continent,
but, at present, rare or altogether absent here.

W. G. S.

A RESPIRATOR FOR NOXIOUS FUMES.
Sib,—

C

an any of your readers inform me if a sort of
rMpira/or (specially constructed) and worn at some dis-
tance from the mouth, filled with a disinfectant, such as
chloride of lime, wonla be of benefit to workmen engaged
in the cleansing of sewers, Ac. 1 have frequently found
men suffer from such occupations, and, as I am about to
commence a work of this nature, would like to know if a
protection could be provided in any tcuy against the noxious

.
W. J. M.

Chloride of lime is out of the question. Animal
charcoal might probably be usefully so applied.

THE SCIENCE OF MODERATION.
Sib,—

I

n the notice yon were pleased to bestow c

lOob. “The nf apo rJA.. ” in

February 2nd, there are some misconceptions of its in-
tent and scope, as well as of those of a former work,
which I have no doubt you will allow me to correct.
The two books to which you refer are but portious of

one design, and not exponents of two different doctrines.
The one "The Conformation of the Material by the
Spiritual,” was intended to trace the moral science re-
vealed ip the Scriptures; the other, “The Science of
Moderation," the moral science revealed in phenomena,
and to show their perfect correspondence in a scientific
point of view. In the former, moreover, I stated, to pre-
vent misconception, that I believed a sciemific code of
morality to be inert, the dead letter, unless breathed into
life by the Holy Spirit : these are my words,—“ But it
has been many times confessed by philosopbers that
knowledge alone is insufficient to convert theoretical into
active formative virtue. Hence the triumphant supe-
riority of the Christian faith, which awakens a holy spirit
in the soul of man, and quickens his knowledge.” This
passage, which appears in the preface, scarcely justifies,
I think, the following remarks, “ Ah ! Mr. Thomas, there
is a mystery here, the depth of which your ‘ mere ’ moraL
plummet of ‘ righteousness ’ cannot fathom.”
“Let your moderation be known unto all men,” ia a

Christian injunction, mine only by conviction and accept-
ance. I have merely attempted in “The Science of
Moderation,” to B*t foith the full and wide import of the
moral measure which it discloses. We can only know the
nous, animus, or Holy Spirit of Truth, and Goodness,
through His works ; I have, therefore, not presumed to
define how a man becomes possessed by the Holy Spirit,
but I have attempted to determine the outward undiin-
mutahle sign, or measure, of his working in creation, as

THREATENED BLOT IN THE NEW
STREET, BLACKPRIARS.

It is from a knowledge of the deep interest
you take in all matters affecting our great and
wonderful city, especially when relating to the
improvement of its thoroughfares, that I am in-
duced to bring under your notice the subject of
the proposed new street from “ Blackfriars ” to
the “ Mansion House.”

It is laid down on the plan to be 70 ft. wide
(except a very small portion, as you will see on
the plan forwarded herewith), and will un-
doubted iy form a fine entrance to the heart of
the city from that quarter

;
but. Sir, I find, to

my utter amazement, that (from some cause or
other) it is intended to leave a block of build-
ings about 230 ft. long, and projecting about
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22 fb. into one side of the street, standing in New
Earl-street

j thus not only diminishing the width
of the street by nearly one-third, but actually

perpetrating another Middle-row, Holborn, in

the broad light of the latter part of the nine-
teenth century, with this very material difference,

that in the one case it is “ Mansion House-
street,” and, in the other, “ Holborn.” Surely
the Metropolitan Board of Works and the City
authorities must have overlooked this serious

error in their scheme.
Myprofessional engagements in connexion with

New Earl-street have led me to make inquiries

on the subject. The only explanation I can get,

however, is, that New Earl-street, having been
formed by the City anthorities, is not scheduled
in the present Bill, and neither the Board of

Works nor the City authorities have any power
to alter or [interfere with it

; though every one
to whom I have spoken on the subject agrees in

thinking that it is only a question of time, and,
if left as it is for the present, it must sooner or
later be widened, in deference to the outcry
which is sure to be raised about it.

It is to avert this outcry, and to get the thing
done properly, as well as to prevent ” the ship
being spoiled for a ha’porth of tar,” that I am
induced to bring the subject before the public
through the medium ofyour widely-read columns,
and thus cause the question to be well venti-
lated. John Tarring.

faced with pressed bricks tuck pointed, and
having stone dressings to doors and windows.
The ground-floor contains schools for accommo-
dating 350 children, allowing 80 cubic feet fur

the boys and girls, and a little less for infants.

These schools are divided by movable wood
framings, so that the whole can be thrown into

one room for meetings or school parties, leaving
a clear space of 68 fc. 9 in. by 31 ft. 6 in. Above
the schools is a church 68 fc. 6 in. by 27 ft., and
20 fc. in height, with gallery at one end, the
whole capable of seating comfortably 430 people.
The end opposite the gallery is octagonal in

shape, containing pulpit and precentor’s pew.
There is also a vestry, 10 ft. by 9 ft. Tho whole
is lighted on both sides, and end fronting Vaux-
hall-rond, and well ventilated. There is a play-
ground on the basement for children, 41 fc. 2 in.

by 27 ft., the ceiling of which is 4 ft. above the
side street, from which air and light are obtained.
There are latrines and conveniences also in the
basement. There is a staircase fronting Tanx-
hall-road, leading to the church, and converted
into a belfry above. All the schools are entered
from the front street, the boys’ school having a
gabled porch thereto, 7 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. The
whole ha.s been built by Messrs. Nicholson &
Ayre, of Toxleth Park, under the superintend-
ence of Mr. James N. Crofts, of this town,
architect. The total cost, including gasfittings,

&c., is about 1,9001.

DISSENTING CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Sheffield.—The foundation-stone of the new
Congregational chapel, in Garden-street, has
been laid by Mr. John Crosaley, of Halifax. The
new structure will stand upon the site of the old
chapel, but as the proposed building will be much
larger than the old one, it will be brought nearer
to the edge of tho road. The new edifice will
seat 1,020 persons, and the work has been let by
contract for 1,685L, which includes warming
apparatus, ventilation, gas-piping and fittings,

pewing, pulpit, boundary walling, and gates.
The portico in front will have four arches, and
the floor will be paved with coloured tiles. There
will be double doors to the chapel, so as to inter-
cept draughts. The pews will have moulded
frame-ends, close boarding to backs and under-
seats, book-boards, and hat-rails. All tho wood-
work will be of red deal, varnished. The organ-
gallery will be placed behind the pulpit, and
there will be vestries, &c., for the minister and
deacons. The pulpit will be an open platform,
with a raised desk, which can be seen from
every part of the interior. The gallery will rest
upon iron columns. The interior of the chapel
will be spacious and comfortable, and the exte-
rior will be of coursed walistune, with ashlar
dressings, in the Gothic style. The architects
are Messrs. C. J. Innocent & Brown, of Sheffield;
and the contractors for the various kinds of
work are the Masons’ Co-operative Society (Li-
mited), Mr. John Hayball, Messrs. Harrison &
Chadwick, Mr. J. T. Taylor, and Mr. E. Langton.

Brovisgrove.— The newly completed Baptist
Chapel for Bromsgrove, the fonndation-stone of
which was laid in April last, has been lormally
opened for divine service. The site is on the
right of the new road leading to the railway sta-
tion. The chapel is a Gothic building, of brick,
with stone dressings. It is 70 ft. long by 38 ft.

wide within. The front is supported by but-
tresses : at the north-west angle is a turret and
spirelet 63 ft. high. Between the buttresses are
three single-light windows, and underneath is

the principal entrance. The sides of the chapel
are each divided into five bays, with alternate
single and double-light windows. There are
side aisles, and the total accommodation is for
550 adults and children, including the north
gallery, and when side galleries are added there
will be accommodation for, 750. A choir and
organ apse is arranged at the south end, and a
minister's vestiy on the south-west. The car-
penters and joiners’ work is stained and
varnished, and the ceiling is stencilled in pat-
terns. The architect was Mr. Bidlake, of Wolver-
hampton, and the work has been carried out by
Mr. Thompson, of Kidderminster, builder, for

1,8001. The fittings were provided by Mr.
Thomason, of Birmingham, and the heating by
Mr. Blakemore, of Wednesbury.

Liverpool .—The English Presbyterian Church
and Schools, Vanxball-road, have been opened.

The building is erected in the Gothic style,

treated freely with brick bands and relieving

arches of blue, white, and red bricks, the whole

^.oolis

The Year-Book of Facts in Science and Art. By
John Tiubs, F.S.A. London : Lockwood &
Co. 1867.

This volume of Mr. Timbs’s interesting summary
of the year’s progress in fact and science is

preceded by a memoir of Professor Wheatstone,
with a finely-executed portrait of him. The
vignette is a bird’s-eye view of the Paris Exhi- I

bition building. The volume, we think, is even
more interesting than usnal, and has leas of the
appearance of a mere compilation. By re-

writing and condensation of the matter com-
piled, increased value is given to such a work as
the ” Year-Book of Facts.”

TAEIORUM.
“ A New Idea for the Water Supply of Towns.

By A. S. Ormsby, C.E. Metchim & Son, Parlia-

ment-street.” The idea referred to in the title

of this pamphlet is the construction of non-
absorbing collecting grounds, to hold and supply
natural and pure water for drinking and cooking
purposes only. The pamphlet is in the form of
a letter addressed to the secretary of the Koyal
Commission on Water Supply, and is worthy of
their consideration. Fraser’s Magazine for

March (Longmans) contains au interesting

paper on "Costume in Sculpture,” by F. G.
Stephens. “ The Twin Becords of Creation

;

or, Geology and Genesis
;
their perfect Harmony

and wonderful Concord. By G. W. Victor Le
Yaux. Lockwood & Co., Stationers’ Hall-court.”

Although the idea that the six days of creation
mentioned in Genesis may have been sir aions

or great eras, such as the geological, is not new,
nor is the attempt to show how they harmonize
so original as this author may imagine, the
hypothesis is a convenient one for a renewed
endeavour to reconcile the two records

; and Mr.
Le Vaux very feasibly does so. The idea which he
tries to work out is, that the first creative “ day ”

wasconcurrentwiththeCambro-metamorphicera;
the second with the Silurian; the third with the
Devonian, old red sandstone, and carboniferous

;

the fourth with the Permiotriassic
;
the fifth with

the Liassic, oolitic, Wealden, and cretacean
;
the

sixth with the tertiary-pleistocene
;
and the

seventh, or sabbatic, with the alluvial formations

and the current period. The idea is ingenious,

and there is much to countenance it in the order
of the days and eras, in which there are cer-

tainly curious coincidences. We should not
wonder shortly, however, to find the Teatigians

and Darwinians crowning these coincidences by
maintaining that the Scriptural intimations that

animal life was made out of the dust of the

ground, that the earth hrcnight forth, and that

all the lower animals were brought to the man,
may really mean that during those long eras or

days the lower orders of life were created by
development from the mineral, and so brought,

as a man-child in the womb of nature, by
degrees, during successive eras, to the high
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state of manhood as "Sons of God” who can
be "raised up” from the “veiy stones.” In
saying so, nevertheless, we do not mean to give
any decided opinion, either pro the Vestigians,

or con, the Scripturalists : we would only indi-

cate how these opposing forces may perhaps
finally come to terms in a peaceable and mutual
understanding. "A Dictionary of Chemistry
and the allied Branches of other Sciences. By
Henry Watts, B.A., F.B.S., F.C.S., &c. Long,
mans & Co.—This standard work, which we have
often favourably noticed during its serial pro-
gress, has now reached the word " Stilbite.”

“Specific Gravity,” and "Spectral Analysis”'
form a considerable portion of the 38th Part now
before us.

glisccHaKiii.

" Built to Sell.”—The following suggestive
advertisement appears in tho Stoke Newington
Observer :

—

“ 100,000 Carpenters and BrieWayera Wanted to Strike
against ‘Slop' or ‘Duffing’ building in the suburbs.

—

Apply to ‘ Built to Sell.’
’’

CONISDOROUGH PaETSH ChURCH RESTORATION.
Progress is being made in the restoration of this

church. Several ancient windows exist in the
nave, proving the antiquity of that part of the
building

;
one occupies a position above the

chancel arch, and will probably be re-opened.

The floors under the seats were in a state of
decay seldom equalled. Care is being bestowed
in the removal of the whitewash, and none of the
stonework will require to be reent. Several

coins have been found, one of Henry YII., one of
Elizabeth, one ofJames II., and others apparently
Dutch.

Destruction of Wake’s Oak, Stony Strat-
ford.—We learn with regret that one of the
finest old oaks in England has come to the
pitiable end of being burnt down by a party of
mischievous schoolboys. This tree stood in
Whittlewood Forest, in the vicinity of the Duke
of Grafton’s seat, Wakefield Lodge. Its name,
age, and situation made it extremely probable
that it existed when Wao or Wake the Saxon
possessed the domain. The tree was much
valued by the people of the neighbourhood, and
seemed likely to flonrish for many a generation,

yet to come, although the trank was hollow.

A fire had been lighted inside, which completely
dried up and sot fire to the tree, and brought it

down before the Duke’s fire-engine could ex-

tinguish the flames.

Constant Water Supply at Lynn.—It was
prognosticated that tho attempt to convert th©
water supply to the constant system would b©
physically impossible and financially disastrous,

but it turns out that the twenty-four hours*

supply is being g^ven with less than half th©
consumption of coals that used to be inentred in

the ten hours’ supply; that the profit in the
shape of balance of rates over expenditure, is as
great, or greater, than it was under the old

system
;
and that the physical difficulties are

all nonsense. Under these circumstances, Mr.
Saddleton Marsters (to whom is due the largest

share of the credit for having compelled the
adoption of the constant service) has proposed
to the town-council that they should lower the
charge for water supplied by meter for manu-
facturing purposes to 7d. per 1,000 gallons—

a

redaction of 2d. per 1,000. The proposal was
referred to the waterworks committee.

Education of the Classes employed in
Agriculture.—A deputation from the Council
of the Society of Arts have met a deputation
from the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society, in order to seek the co-operation of that
Society in promoting tho education of the work-
ing classes engaged in the cultivation of the
soil. Mr. Cheater said that the object the
deputation had in view was to ask the Royal
Agricultnral Society to exert its influence for

the improvement of primary education among
agricultural labourers, and to induce the higher

class of such labourers and mechanics to avail

themselves of the advantages offered by these
examinations. After a conversation, Mr. Thomp-
son expressed, on the part of the Council of th©

Royal Agricultural Society, their willingness to
consider what could be done to aid the Society

of Arts in this matter, and promised that the

subject should receive their most favourable con-

Sideration. The object sought is of the greatest

importance. It is much to be hoped that some
course of action will speedily be determined on.
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A Man Torn to Pieces in a Saw Mill.—

At the Wenlock Saw Mills, City-road, of which
Mr. J. Shepherd, J.P., is the proprietor, a work-
luaii mast, whilst unobserved, have gone down
into the ash-pit, where the furnace of the boiler
is fed, and in walking down the steps slipped,
and fell against the cog-wheel of the drum, the
result being that he was literally torn to pieces.
The accident occurred at breakfast time, and was
not discovered until the man's wife went to the
mills, and was one amongst the first to learn her
husband’s sad end.

The Design eor the Teasies Emrankjient.
A petition has been presented to the House of
Commons by Mr. F. Webb Sheilds, C.E., praying
that inquiry may be made into his claim to
remuneration as the successful competitor in the
pl^s, fifty-nine in all, sent in to the Royal Com-
nussioners for the Thames Embankment. Mr.
Sheilds sustains the prayer of his petition by
extracts from the evidence given by Mr. Cnbitt,
M.P., then Lord Mayor, Captain Bnrstall, R.N.
Mr. J. R. McClean, C.E., and Mr. H. A. Hnnt, a
member of tho Royal Commission, all showing
that Mr. Sheilds’s plan was the basis and origin
of the works as being executed. The petitioner
states, with reason, that if he had supposed that
he would neither have the carrying out of his
design nor receive any remuneration for it he
would not have competed. We gave a diagram
of Mr. Sheilds’s plan at the time of the competi-
tion. There can bo no doubt that he is entitled
to remuneration.

Machines for Stone-breaking. — Blake’s
stone-breaker, of which Mr. H. R. Marsden, of
the Soho Foundry, Leeds, is the English patentee,
has been adopted by the Leeds corporation, for
breaking up blocks of Skipton metal in suitable
size for either macadamizing or ordinary road-
making piu-poses. The machine, according to
local papers, performs its work in a satisfactory
manner. It is of a simple character, but its
^tion is rapid, breaking from 20 cwt. to 26 cwt.m six minutes. The saving is estimated at
75 per cent, on the old process of breaking stones
by manual labour. Every revolution of an eccen-
tric machine causes the lower end of a moveable
jaw to advance towards the fixed jaw about i in.
^d then return. Hence, if a stoue be dropped
in between the convergent faces of the jaws, it
is broken by the next succeeding bite. Tho
fragments then fall lower down, and are again
broken. This process is repeated until the
chipped stones are small enough to pass out of
the hopper into the cart beneath.

Monumental.—A mural tablet to the me-
mory of the late Sir Richmond Shakespear has
just been erected in the cloisters of the chapel
at the Charter-house. He was a Carthusian
yrith Thackeray, the Havelocks, &c. The tablet
is of Carrara marble, in Gothic form, quatrefoil,
and richly wrought and illuminated. A dupli-
cate tablet has been sent out to be placed in St.
Ann’s Church, Indore, Central India, where Sir
R. C. Shakespear closed his career. The sculptor
was Mr. Richardson, of Harewood-square. In
Sfc. Leonard’s Church, Shoreditch, a monument
has been erected to the late Mr. Appold, F.R.S.,
whose centrifugal pump in the Great Exhibition
will bo well remembered by many. The monu-
ment has been erected by the vicar, church-
wardens, and principal residents in the pariah.
The inscription states truly that “he dedicated
hie intellect, time, and means to the application
of the laws of nature, to important mechanical
inventions and adds that " he was ever ready
to do good, but he would have no man know it."

The late Gales.—A bouse has been unroofed
at Haggerstone, and two persons much injured,
A house in course of erection at Battersea was
partly blown down; and a large stack of timber
fell at Vuuxhall.

The PKOPosED Corn Exchange and Covered
Market for York. — The City Council have
appointed a committee to consult with a deputa-
tion from persons desirous to erect a corn
exchange at their own cost, as to a site, and as
to the formation of a covered market adjoining
the exchange.

The Patent Footlights.—With reference to
our remark recently on the necessity for im-
provement in the new footlights as used in
Liverpool, Messrs. Defries wish to state that in
that instance they had scarcely time to make the
necessary experiments previously, and that such
drawbacks as became observable “have since
been completely remedied.’’ We are very glad
to hear it.

Workhouse Infirmary Reform.—The Lancet
Commission has again visited the different Lon-
don workhouse infirmaries for the purpose of
^certaining the changes that have been effected
in their condition since the commencement of
the ^itation. The improvements found are
sufficient to show that giving publicity to the
condition of the London workhouse infirmaries
has been productive of much good; but the
hancet commissioners point out that in none of
the infirmaries has the improvement effected
been anything approaching to the amount of
change which was really needed; and, worse
than this, they state that some of the most
flagrantly bad infirmaries have not been altered
at all. The story of the half-measures adopted
by one set of guardian-boards, and the total
inaction of others, affords the strongest argu-
ment which could possibly be offered for at least
as comprehensive a measure of Poor-Law Reform
as that which Mr. Hardy now proposes to Pai’-
liomeut.

Destruction of Nottingham Mechanics’
Hall by Fire.—Nottingham has lost one of its
principal public buildings by fire. Of the edifice
in Milton-atreet, the Mechanics’ Hall, nothing
now remains but the roofless and windowless
walls. Nearly all the extensive library, how-
ever, baa been saved as well as the contents of
the Museum, and other property, and the fittings
of portions of the premises. At one time the
Baptist chapel adjacent was thought to be in
danger. Among the property destroyed was an

'

organ worth 1,3001. It is supposed that the sura
for which the building and its contents were
sured will cover the loss.

Chatham Dock Works.—The progress of the
contract works at the dockyard extension in
St. Mary’s Island has been much retarded by the
very wet and oozy nature of the soil in which the
men have to work. The works now in hand are
situated in what was the bed of St. Mary’s
Creek, a channel formerly used as a short cut by
many of the vessels navigating the river Med-
way at high water. Attempts have been made
to get rid of the water by cutting channels in
tho muddy soil, but the mud is so loose that the
channels rapidly fill up by tho ooze flowing into
them. Wooden drains have been tried, but the
soft soil would not sustain them. It is now
thought of sinking a capacious shaft to collect
the water, which would then be pumped by
steam power into the river.

Foot Bridges over Thoroughfares. — We
have often urged the formation of foot-bridges
over crowded and dangerous thoroughfares

; and
although little progress has as yet been made
towards so useful an improvement, we are glad
to observe that the idea has been realised in the
erection of one over Broadway, New York, by
Messrs. Rich & Griffiths, at a cost of 4,000L Tho
bridge has been proved capable of sustaining
101 tons, and 100 men tramping over it at the
same time produced no perceptible vibration. It
stands where Fulton-street crosses Broadway.
There is a space of 17 ft. 8 in. clear under the
bridge, which is approached by four flights of
thirty.four steps each, each flight having three
landings. When is the Ludgate foot-bridge to
be finished and opened ? It was laid across
Ludgate-street before the Broadway one was
probably ever thought of; but nothing is being
done towards its completion.

Royal Italian Opera.—So far from expecting
with some that the Paris Exhibition will inter-
fere with the goodness of the London season,
Mr. Frederick Gye anticipates in his programme
quite the reverse. Paris will this year be a
centre of attraction to the whole world, and
will doubtless present the most extraordinary
assemblage of different nations ever congret^ated
in a European capital. The contiguity of
London and Paris, and the ease and certainty

Greenwich Hospital.—In reply to a question
put in the Commons by Sir C. Bright, Mr.
Du Cane said the Government had sanctioned
the loan of a portion of the unoccupied part of
the hospital to the Seamen’s Hospital Society,
on condition that the Government should have
power to resume it if the accommodation was
needed for the seamen of the Royal Navy. It
was thought that the mercantile marine had a
strong claim for some share in the benefits of
Greenwich Hospital, to the funds of which it
had largely contributed. The Government would
not be likely, however, to sanction a grant of
any portion of the building as an hospital for
sick residents of Greenwich.

Memorial of the l.ate Henry Hoare.—
Amongst various propositions, Mr. Joshua W.
Butterworth writes “ What more pleasing,
more permanent, more practical, more consistent
memorial to the late Heniy Hoare, could there
be than the founding one or two fellowship-
endowments for poor curates, in connexion with
the Curates’ Augmentation Fund, of 1001. a year
each, bearing bis name for ever ? Bay one for
the diocese of Canterbmy, and one for London,
in each of which he resided, and by the prelates
of which sees ho was much appreciated. To
use the quaint words of old Fuller, it would be ‘ a
good name as ointment poured forth,’ if per-
petuated in connexion with a work of such prac-
tical usefulness; and, moreover, one which, dur-
ing life, had met with his distinct approval.”

Proposed New Street to the Mansion-
house.—Mr. Tite, M.P., has received, in answer
to a question addressed to the architect of the
Metropolitan Board, an assurance that “ directions
had been given to the Board’s auctioneers to sell
the materials of 120 bouses in the first portion
of the new street to the Mansion-house, between
Earl-street, Blackfriars, and Cannon-street, with
a view to their demolition

;
and that he thought,

during the ensuing summer, the ground between
these points, with the exception of the Will
Depository in Doctors’ Commons and the Equit-
able Insurance Company’s building, at the corner
of Earl-street, would probably be cleared; and
that, as to the remainder of the line, from
Cannon-street to the Mansion-house, the negotia-
tions for purchasing the unsettled interest were
being proceeded with as rapidly as possible, in
order to clear the ground.”

The London Labourers’ Dwellings Society
(Limited).—This society has held its half-yearly
general meeting, when the report for the six
months ending December 31st was presented by
the secretary, Dr. Greenhill, of Hastings. From
this it appeared that the capital had increased to
28,200Z., and that the net revenue for the half-
year was sufficient to pay the members a divi-
dend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum free of
income tax, which dividend was accordingly
declared. The profit arising from a forced sale
of some property to the East London Railway
Company had been realised, and (according to a
resolution passed at the preceding half-yearly
meeting) carried to the reserve fund. It was
unanimously resolved that 5001. of this profit be
invested in the society’s shares, and that the
dividends be devoted towards the relief of the
deserving poor tenants in times of special sick-
ness or distress, and to the support of useful aud
charitable institutions in the localities where the
society’s properties are situated. After this
transfer the reserve fund still amounts to 3,9601.

Gallery of Illuste.vtion, Regent-street.

—

Mr. W. Telbin has painted a charming view of
the Piazetta from the Dogana, for Mr. and Mrs.
Reed’s new entertainment, “A Dream in Venice.’*
The water, the boats, and the buildings are all

admirable
;
the sky on the left side might be

improved,—it suggests mountains that do not
exist. There is also a very pretty view of the
Bridge of the Rialto, by Mr. O'Connor; and the

with which the journey is now performed, he dresses and general getting up are brilliant. The
thinks, and with reason, will cause an influx of
strangers, from all parts of the world, to the
metropolis of Great Britain

; as few of those
who have travelled from distant parts to Paris
will return to their homes without first having
paid a visit to London. Accordiugly, he is
preparing at the Italian Opera-house to make
it, as usual, one of the great attractions of the
season. He has obtained the exclusive right of
representation of Verdi’s new opera “ Don
Carlos,” and Gounod’s “ Romeo et Juliette,” and
retains Patti, Pauline Lucca, Maria Vilda, Fricci
Mario, Naudiu, Graziani, and other old favourites'
besides naming several new competitors for
English approbation.

entertainment is written by Mr. Robertson, of
" Ours,” and cleverly written, too, though its
story, a midsummer madness, will scarcely in-
terest so many people as some previous doings
in the Gallery. Mrs. Reed is excellent as an old
lady, and, with Mr. Reed, Mr. Parry, aud Miss
Gdlton, sings admirably a number of opera airs
with travestied words. Mr. Parry’s appearance
and personation of the doge is artistic in the
extreme—it deserves to be called great. It is

pleasant to be taken,

—

“ So Bwiftlj to Tenice. the laud of the free.
Where the cabmau’s transl'orm’d to the gay gondolier.

And tlie stones of the streets are the waves of the sea.
And you feel when at home that you’re out on tho

pier.”
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The National Gallery.

—

Lord John Manners
has introduced a Bill to make further provision

for the enlargement of the National Gallery.

Westminster Palace and the Thames Em-
bankment.—Notice has been given by Lord John
Manners, of his intention to bring into Parlia-

ment a Bill to anthorise the Commiasionere of
her Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings to ac-

quire lands for the purposes of the New Palace
at Westminster, and to construct an embank-
ment on the north shore of the river Thames, in

theparish of St. John the Evangelist,Westminster.

London Property.— The premises at the

corner of Birchin-lane and Lombard-street, oc-

cupied for a period of thirty-air years by Messrs.

Overend, Gurney,& Co., have been sold by auction

at the Mart, for the sum of 29,5001., to Messrs.

Glyn, Mills, Currie, & Co., the private bankers
next door, to whoso premises they will be forth-

with added. The property is held under the
parish of St. Edmund-the-Martyr, at a ground-
rent of 6001. per annum, for a period of which
thirty years are nnexpired.

Lead-poisoned Water.

—

Dr. Lankester, medi-
cal officer of health for St. James’s, Westminster,
has reported to the vestry of that parish that

he has analysed the water found in the butts
and cisterns in various parts of the parish, and
found a large quantity of the water to be ren-

dered unfit for drinking purposes by exposure to

the atmosphere and want of cleansing of the
receptacles in which it is contained. Certain of
the waters 'also gave indications of containing
lead, and he warns persons against drinking such
waters, stating, “

I have no donbt but that this is

one of the most common causes of obscuro and
unexplained illnesses in families.”

Chester Town-hall.—The works appear to

have been set agoing again, Mr. Qargan, the
clerk of the works, having at length been dis-

missed. For the last nine months he has been
paid by the committee (though not allowed
to do anything) a salary of three guineas
a-week, and as a further testimonial of their

favour and support he has been voted a gratuity
of 501. Mr. Gargan was at the expense of bring-
ing his wife and children to Chester, and has
had to remove again to his former place of
residence in Ireland. The in-coming clerk of
the works is an Englishman. The workmen, too,

must have paid pretty smartly, we should think,

for their refusal to work so long as Mr. Gargan
was clerk of the works.

The Sanitary Improvement of Newcastle.

—

After a careful inquiry into the causes which
may be supposed to have led to the excessive

mortality amongst the population of Newcastle,
the local public health committee have ac-

quainted the council with the results of their

labours, and those of the gentlemen who have
been associated with them. Their report was
a mere abstract of one of a very volnminons and
comprehensive character, which they thought
it probable the council would decide on printing,

in order that all the data upon which the recom-
mendations contained in the document are

founded might be preserved in a convenient
form. This mode ot procedure was one adopted
by Liverpool upon the occasion of a similar in-

quiry. This report has, in fact, now been sub-

mitted to the council, and ordered to be printed,

with the report of the town improvement com-
mittee.

Gas Explosion at Manchester.— At the
Corporation Gasworks in Rochdale-road, an ex-

plosion took place last week. It happened in

one of the purifiers. The men were engaged in

changing the lime and other purifying materials.

Of six men engaged, all were thrown down and
more or less injured or burned. The immediate
effect of the explosion was to destroy the whole
of the roof of the building, and to make a wreck
of the foundry adjoining, the intervening wall
being broken through, and the outer wall, front-

ing to Gould-street, being much shaken. For-
tunately, occuiring on Sunday, there was no one
at work in the foundry. The bricks of the walls,

the slates from the roof, and the machinery and
appliances were laid in a thorough mass of ruin.

All the doors and windows of the building were
blown out, and in the adjacent honses in Gould-
street the windows were broken. Engaged at

the retorts there were twenty men, but all

escaped without injury. The committee failed

to discover the source from which the fire which
communicated with the leak of gas proceeded.
The buildings were old and doomed to early

removal, at any rate.

TENDERS
For schools, residences, almshouses, &c., at Newinpton,

for the Metropolitan Tabernacle Committee. Mr. James
Cubitt, architect:

—

In Eed Brick.

Qninell £7,223 £69
Colls 6,140 100
Sawyer 4,945 69
Jackson & Shaw 4,890 90
Croaker 4,855 77
Downs 4,800 60
Coleman 4,792 —
Rider & Son 4,770 92
Tarrant 4,725 65
Thompson 4.630 130
Hart (accepted) ... 4,500 60
WeUs 4,490 45

For constroctiog a reservoir on Portsdown-hill, for the
Borough of Portsmouth Waterworks Company. Mr. J.
Quick, engineer. Quantities supplied by Rake & Ran-
well :

—

Light (Brothers) £5,900 0 0
Lawrence S.oOq 0 0
White 6,490 0 0
Furuiss (accepted) 6,195 0 0
Pinco 6,030 0 0
Simms & Marten 4,873 0 0

Forbniiaing a resiaence at naywara s Heath, Sussex,
for Mr. Frederick Wiiland. Mr. E. J. Collins, archi-
tect :

—

Parr £1,006 10 6
Lockyer 987 16 4
Stuberfleld 847 0 0
Harrison 795 0 0

For the erection and completion of nine houses in West
End-lane, Hampstead, for Messrs. Langridge &, Streeter.
Mr. John Butler, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
W. B. Hays :

—

Welsh £2,377 20 0
Francis & Sons 2,374 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 2,347 0 0
Neale 2,166 18 0
Johnson 1,996 0 0

For erecting a new college, at Brecon, South Wales,
for the Independents. Mr. T. Thomas, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Messrs. Curtis & Son, in conjunction
with Messrs. Rake & Kanweli

Williams... £8,950 7 10
Watkins & Jenkins 8,650 0 0
Griffiths ... 8,400 0 0
Jones & Sons (accepted) 8,900 0 0

For rebuilding warehouse, 127, Aldersgate-atreet, Mr.
W. Smith, architect :

—

High
Simms & Marten

£5,789
4,865

Nightingale 4,611

Manley & Eogors 4,287

4 076

Uenshaw (accepted) 3.910

Webb & Sons
Crabb & Vaughan
Nutt & Co

3,869
3,850

3,661

An erroneous statement of the selected tender was
It us last week and published. If we did not believe it

s sent through misconception, we should state whence
it came.—

E

d.

For buildine the Falkland Tavern. Kentish Town, for

Mr. G. E. Watson. Mr. J. Pennington, architect :

—

Hoare A Postlethwaite £1,795 0 0
Manley & Rogers 1,690 0 0
Ellacott 1,075 0 0
Edwards 1,641 0 0
Langtnead & Way 1,C23 0 .0

Mann (accepted) 1,576 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence at Barking, Essex,
for Mr. Fill. Mr. J. W. Dennison, architect :

—

Martin £819 10 0
Stokes 8i5 0 0
Asbmole 755 0 0
Withers (accepted) 720 0 0

For the erection of a store for the Submarine Telegraph
Company, Dover. Mr. Rowland Rees, jun., architect

Beam ± Godden £1.083 16 0
Tunbridge 1,025 0 0
Fagg 916 19 0
Adeock 860 o 0
Matthews 849 0 0
Stiff 4 Co 845 0 0
Richardson (accepted) 816 0 0

For rebuilding the Donegal, Dover, for Mr. Alfred
Kingsford. Mr. Rowland Rees, jun. architect

Adcock £530 0 0
Tunbridge 619 10 0
Perry 613 17 0
Tenner 602 3 4
Fagg 498 0 0
Matthews (accepted) 462 0 0

For altering the Saracen’s Head Inn, Dover, for Messrs.
Holmes & Style. Mr. Rowland Rees, jnn., architect ;

—

McKenzie £292 0 0
Adcock (accepted) 244 14 0

For the erection of T/inity Church, Huntingdon. Mr.
John Tarring, architect, London. Quantities supplied

General Separate
Estimate. Estimates.

Dove, Brothers £9,695 0 0 £025 0 0
Bell & Sons 8,668 0 9 656 14 3
Newman & Mann ... 8,200 0 0 650 0 0
Simpson 7,955 0 0 618 10 0
Saunders 7,66.5 0 0 716 0 0
Myers & Sons 7,863 0 0 603 0 0
Patlinson 7,818 16 6 579 14 6
Maile & Richardson* 7,377 0 0 410 0 0

• Accepted.

For the erection of a new Synagogue, Carter-street,
Houndsditoh. Messrs. Thomas Smith & Son, architects

Ennor (accepted) £392 0 0

For national schools and master’s house, Frimley,
Surrey. Mr. T. Qoodchild, architect:

—

W. & T. Swayne (accepted) £920 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. if. W, (jbftll reeeiv* proof). — W, B. {shall appear). — T. B. {oo

opporlnnity afforded).—Passenger (next week),— Jisiyue laiore iiiMt

(next week).—E. W. T.—(next week). — Judge Jeffreys (next wee It).

—

W.D.a(write to publishers), — F. M. S. (loo wide a queslIuD. Tell

au architect the amount available, and let design be made in accord-

ance).— A. A K. (we cannot " correct " comroeots we believe to be
correct alrea'iy),—C. H. (write to 9, ConduU-slreet, for " form’’),—

H. 8.-A.0. W,—W. A. — R. D.- J. P.-E. 4 Son,—W.T.—C. 4 V.—
D. W, R.-J. T.- J, W. D.-R. B., jun.-H. F,—The Rev. D. V.- P. W.
— C. H. LW.-H. O.-L.- j. G.W.-8.-E. T. T.-J. N.—H. U.—M. T.

—R. & R.—T. L. D.-H, 8. 8.— L. T. C.-F. 4 J.-F. B. W.—A. B.—
F. W. A.-T. A.-F. L.-A. B.-T. 0.-’!V. B.-W. H.-G. A B.

We are compelled to decline pointing out hooka and giving

addreasea.

All statements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., most he accompanied by
the name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication.

NoTS.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

pnbllo meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

Advertisements cannot he rec6ivedfor the current

week's issue later than THREE O’clock, p.IH.,

tm THURSDAY.
The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-

ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, amd strongly recommends that

Copies only should he sent.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
NOTE READY. The TWENTY-FOURTH

VOLUME of “ THE BUILDER ” (bowid), for the

year 1866, Pnee One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price

Two Shillings and Ninepence.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES will be bound on

being sent to the Ojfce, at a cost , of Three

Shillings and Sia>pencc each.

1_Advertisement.]
CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.

J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for olock-making, at

the manufactory, Lndgate-hill, will be glad to
furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-

tion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral

and pablic clocks, chiming tnnea on any nnmber
of bells. A desci'iptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Lndgate-hill, E.G*
Established 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS^

Testimonials, reports, and every
description of PfllNTINO. executed iu tbo beet manner, with

promptness and punctimllty, end »t iDOdrirate chargee.—WYMAN A
8uNU, Oriental. ClauicaJ, Ftue-Art, and Ueneral Printers, 74-79,
Great Queeu-sUeet, Llncoln's-inu-llBlds, W.C.

QCIENTIFIO BOOKS, published byO ATCHLEY A CO. 108. Great Ruesell-sireet, Bedford-square,
W.C. 00 EhGLNEERING, AKCHITELTURE, hUKVEYI.SG, MILI-
TARY. CIVIL, and llECdAMUAL BvlLUINO, MUNOMENTdaiid
D ECURATION. A new List tent ties. If amount of books remitted,
sentcarriage paid.

NEW EDITION BY MR. WYaTT PAPWORTH.
On TUESDAY NEXT, the 26th luslani, will bo Puollshod, the Fifth

Edition, iu 1 vol. 6vo. price S2s. tid. cloth.

GWILT’S ARCHITECTURE, Historical,
Theoretical, and Pract'eal ; illustrated with more than

Eleven Hundred Bngravingi on Wood. Revised, with Alterations
and Considerable Additions, by WYAIT PArWOKTU, Fellow ot
the Royal Institute of British Arcbiiecli. Adilliionally llluatrated
with nearly Four Hundred Engraviugs OD Wuod, by U, Jewitt : and
more than One Hundred other Woodcuts.

London : LONOMaNS, GKEEh, A CO. Paternoster-row.

For a new infirmary in counexion with the Newport
Workhouse. Mr. A. 6. Watkine, architect:

—

Infectious Wards.
Francis £3,840 £1,030
Whitaker 3,8b0 1,020
Williams 3,775 1,000
llichards 3,697 981
Griffiths S Thomas 3,298 920
Hoskins 3,003 823

The useful weather guide, for
Farmers, Oardeoers, Sailors, Ac. 8lx uuples sent free by post

on receipt of Two Pennv etsmps.
Address, T. ROBERTS A Cu. 8. Crane conrt, Fleet-street, London.

IHE MONEYS of ail NATIONS, with
their Correct Value in English CortcDcy. Six copies sent freeT

by pr>ft on receipt of Two Fenny Bumps.
Address, T, RuBERTS A Cu. 8, Crane-court, Fleet-street, London.
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The History of Architecture*

( / ^ architecture in all

A ^ countries through

I

times, is a large

© Tfr yA title indeed, and to

for one man, what-

ever may be his ac-

] j however abundant the materials

f.e\J at his command. Still it is by one

man that such a work has to be

undertaken if at allj for the subject is essen-

tially one and owes its highest interest to its

unity, and must bo taken in from a single,—the

very best obtainable,—point of view, of course.

Only thus were there a chance of obtaining a

history, a much better thing if deserving the

name, than a bundle of histories at cross pur-

poses continually one with another, or still

worse, so thoroughly under the discipline of over-

strained editorship, as to be destitute of any reso-

lute purpose or individual colour whatever. The
work had to be done, and would have been done,

though better left aside if grasp and independ-

ence were wanting; as it is, both students and
lovers of architecture may hold themselves fortu-

nate that the lot has fallen well. In these our

days of constantly extending and accelerated

intercourse, architectural contributions flow in

from the ends of the earth, and the multiplica-

tion of explorers and the thickening footsteps of
men who become explorers but by accident of
leisure or of labour, cause the turning over of

records that are recovered last for the very

reason that they were covered up earliest. And
architectural discovery is still running only a
parallel course with geographical researches,

—

with geological, ethnographical, philological; is

stimulated to exertion, encouraged in sanguine
hopes by their successes, gathers hints of enter-

prise from their combinations, and still remains
under no obligation that it does not amply re-

pay. The tendency of all these studies has been
for some time sufficiently declared to establish a
sequence of development in art and civilization

throughout the general human race, and a con-
nexion of almost magnetic universality, by action

and reaction, between its wide-spread families,

such as aforetime was contentedly traced only
within the limits of independent sections. The
age of concurrent expositions of the arts and
industries of all nations as contemporaries, has

curiously enough been the first to fully appre-

hend that even from the earliest appearance of
our race, such an effective concurrence has been
unconsciously proceeding, and thus the time has
an-ived when history may take in hand to re-

view all lines of progress and make an estimate
of general result and of what has been severally

contributed,—to distribute her honours and
honourable notices, and deduce if it may, en-

couragement no less than instruction for the
ifuture.

It is, therefore, with consistent philosophical

[appreciation of the scope and dignity of his

theme, that Mr. Fergnsson devotes the half of
ihis Introduction that follows a sketch of “ Tech-

* “The History of Architecture in all Countries, from
tho earliest Times to the present Day." By James
i'erKUsson, F.R.S., M.R.A.S., Fellow Royal Institute
of British Architects. 3 vola. London: John Murmy,
lAlbemaile-&tie«t. Id65. i

nical Principles of Architecture,” to an outline

of “Ethnography as applied to Architectural

Art.” “The one great fact,” he says, “ which it

is essential to insist on here is, that if we do not

take into account its connexion with ethno-

graphy, the history of architectnre is a mere
dry, hard recapitulation of uninteresting facta

and terms; but when its relation to the world’s

history is understood, when we read in their

buildings the feelings and aspirations of the

people who erected them, and above all through

their arts we can trace their relationship to and
their descent from one another, the study be-

comes one of the most interesting as well as one

of the most useful which can be presented to the

inquiring mind.”

The conciseness, which is a condition of the

whole work, presses especially hard of course

npon an introductory section
;
but the characte-

rization of the four great groups of boildiog

races is replete with happy combinations, and
even the less convincing have a value in open-

ing questions which it is almost as high a mark
of intelligenco to entertain as to answer.

For tho races themselves, they are classified

as the Turanian, the Semitic, Celtic, and Aryan.

In the separation of the Celts from the

Aryans, and still more in their co-ordination, we
see a divergence at once from the conclusions of

the philologists, who bracket Welsh and Gaelic

with Greek and Sanscrit as Aryan co-equals,

without a hint of hesitation. Again, in sub-

divisions, Mr. Fergusson comprises among Tura-

nians, not only the accepted Turks, Hungarians,

and Finns, but the ancient Egyptians, who rank
with the philologers as Semitics, to say nothing

of his inclusion of tho modern Chinese and
Japanese. The Semitic division is thus left to

the Arabian, the Hebrew, and the Phccnician.

In all tbia there is provocation enough for

cavil and for controversy, but the challenge is a

fair and a frank one
;
the claim is no less than

that architectural language should be taken in

evidence on the same level with linguistic, and

have a right to tender no less than to receive

illustration : if this be disallowed, the philologer

will bnt damage the value of his instrument of

analysis
; for the evidence will then be complete

that the moat interesting and important affinities

of races have deeper roots than those of their

language.

The world has had a long history, and most

things that have happened in the last two thou-

sand years happened several times before in the

many two thousands antecedent. He were a

shrewd philologist who should demonstrate tho

Celtic blood of the French nation from an
analysis of Parisian language

; bub a comparison

of the genius of the Gauls, as described by
CaJsar, and as pub in evidence by a file of last

week’s newspapers, is decisive, as decisive as

Mommsen’s aente parallel between the ancient

Gauls and the modern Irish. The basis of Mr.

Fergusson’s argument, therefore, must be con-

ceded, and we welcome the examples he pro-

vides throughout the work, of its cogent appli-

cation.

We cannot do better than apeak here of the

general tone of the work, and do so with nn-

mixed commendation. He must, no doubt, have
very callous architectural predilections indeed,

who does not very frequently, as he goes through

the pages, stop short to protest against a dictum,

not to say a dogma, to appeal against a judg-

ment, or even a principle
;
bnt there is always

the satisfaction that the meaning is so clear that

there is no difficulty in framing a counter aaser-

tion ;—it is an assertion that has to be en-

countered, and nob a shifty insinuation.

By distinctness of expression, absence of

equivocation, by boldness, therefore, of the best

kind and above all things, the author thus lays

himself open to attack on all sides at the present

moment, and by possibilities of future dis-

coveries; but a bold conjecture is at least a

guide to direction of inquiry. Sometimes, doubt-

less, we are taken rather suddenly by a positive-

ness in assertion as a fact of what it would
seem much to claim even as a plausible solution

of an open question, but further reading usually

shows clearly that this positiveness is no more
than the author’s way of giving tho highest

expression to his conviction ; it is nob an over-

bearing imposition of it on those who have fair

claim to suspend their judgment, if not to be
pretty positive the other way. Still less is the

positive statement palmed off upon ignorance aa

an obligatory conclnsion. It is positive in one
clause, “almost certain” in the next, and
“ almost quite certain” very soon after

;
and it

would be to be wanting in the amenities of in-

terpretation to decline accepting the enunciation

in its totality. In an age of so much timid

self-mistrueb, it is good to find a writer who is

bold to be of his own, however seemingly para-

doxical, opinion, and who electa to take the risk

of sometimes proving wrong rather than be false

to tho pregnant suggestions of study, and cares

less to be safe than he fears to forfeit the rewards

of sagacity by half-hearted qualifications.

Probably the last words in the publication

that were written were those that, below the

vignette on the title-page, assert that in the

manner so illustrated it was that the Greek

temples were lighted. Should it prove hereafter

most certainly that this was not the case, as we
think it very easily may, no one who has read

the book will bo entitled to say, after the pages

in which the subject is discussed, that the

author’s assurance went for more than his most
settled conviction, with full notice of differences

of opinion existing and recalcitrant, under recog-

nition of the very same evidence.

On another subject of special predilection

with tho author,—the Christian foundation and
design of the Dome of the Rock at Jerusalem,

—

he bus certainly carried such independent judg-

ments with him as at least to vindicate his

pertinacity. Upon another point, which, as per-

taining to technical military architecture, is not

included in this history, Mr. Fergusson has lived

to see the recognition, practically as well as

theoretically, of his broad and bold anticipations-

Let the reader, then, be not merely indulgent,

but by our advice ho will moreover be alert, to

what independent views he may find somewhat

startlingly enunciated from time to time. It is

open for him always to take them with whatever

grains of salt he pleases, and he will find, the

salt in most cases placed conveniently to his

hand.

The autobiographical notice,—wo bad hlmost

said of the book,—that is found in the preface,

is instructive enough. It may be said to have

begun in the publication of a treatise on “ The
Principles of Beauty in Art,” which, rejected by
booksellers, and simply a pecuniary loss to the

author, would be called a failure by those who
are unaware of the lively reaction it prodneed

among sclecter students, or who decline to recog-

nise the teaching of the teachers as compensa-

tion for loss in an attempt to supply the multi-

tude with a text-book.

And so the project for a time died down
; bnfc

the warmer sun that rises in Albemarle-street

revived the germ, and the result was the “ Hand-
book of Architecture,” in two volumes (fully

reviewed in our pages at the time), that vindi-

cated the value of its materials and the wisdom,
if not precisely the skilfulness, of its plan, by a

popularity, both with architects and the public,

that all are familiar with. After this success it

appears that there was no longer an obstacle to

the author doing justice, with ripened knowledge

as well as experience, to his own idea. We
miss with pleasure the label of the Handbook,

which in its purport is as inappropriate to

volnmes,—not unwieldy, it is true, but still of 800

pages,—as by its associations unworthy of the

reach and copiousness of their contents.
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The History has no cause to be ashamed of
the Handbook from which, it sprang, and suffi-

ciently acknowledges this by what it retains,
both literally and recast

j but the recasting has
been so extensive, the developments and addi-
tions so important, that the book is in truth a
new book; and what we have now to say of it,

after deliberate consideration, will be to the
general effect that it is a very good one.
The snpercession of topographical by historical

sequence has been effected in part by the re-
arrangement of the singularly confusing order of
the chapters of the Handbook, each chapter or
book being, however, still restricted to a par-
ticular country; and then by adopting with
more persistency an historical point of view,
without the local limits. There was, in truth,
no other way; the provincial development of
styles, of which the leading features are most
widely diffused, must have its historical acknow-
ledgment

; and the stories of different provinces
have thus to move on, each upon its own ground

;

and the lines often quite distinct, often only
irregularly parallel, must need be explored
consecutively. The claim to first treatment
belongs presumably to the first comer; but
even history demands its dramatic interest, and
must put in a privileged and conspicuous place
the subject that is of highest interest by vigour,
variety, and artistic import. It will thereafter
be enough if the intelligence of the student is

warned, is aided in keeping up from time to
time his sense of the sympathy and note of the
inosculations, local influences notwithstanding,
of all the leading lines. The Doric architecture
of Sicily had a local development that demands
a histoiy of its own concurrently with that of
the happier development in Greece proper; and
notwithstanding the active iutercourse and per-
sonal interchange of Medimval ecclesiastics, even
the mighty stream of Gothic invention did not
overcome all tarrying eddies and back streams.
Salisbury Cathedral, as compared with Reims
or Amiens, asserts its topographical distinction
no less than, and even far more vehemently,
than its historical synchrony.
On the whole, the questions of this class

affecting distribution, that rose np to be arbi-
trated on, appear to have been decided with re-
markable—us regards another class, we would
say, with surprising—judicial discretion. The
proportion of space to be devoted to various
styles, and periods, and countries, is a considera-
tion that mere impartiality might easily be at
fault in, while it is of all others the most fatal
trap and temptation for a writer who has enthu-
siasm enoDgh for a partisan. Limed twigs
spread themselves in every direction of this
many-brauching architectural story; but still,

to the great comfort of those most interested,
the bird flies free. It seems to be one of the ad-
vantages of the detailed study of a large range
of contrasted styles—but given, we must add, a
worthy student—that the virtues of those which
are least after his own heart make themselves
known, and make known, at the same time, the
shortcomings of Lis own style of predilection.
It will surprise some who read—as one is apt to
do—the preface Inst, to find that the author re-
cognizes the possibility that he may be thought
cold towards the beauties of Gothic, which, in
section after section, he has given such effective
help towards nnderstanding and appreciating^.
On the other hand, those who may be alarmed
by some enthusiastic expressions lest the author’s
familiarity with the East and its monuments
should have vitiated his taste and overloaded his
chapters with elaborated deformities, will as-
suredly be comforted when they find that the
space assigned to Orientalism is the very least
that could be conceded to joint claims of novelty
and real artistic value; that not one page is

misapplied
;
and that the severest criticisms,

even when most sweeping and unwelcome, of the
structures of the West, in no case betray an alien
relish that smacks repugnantly of tope, and
mosque, and pagoda.

Ot the three volumes which constitute the
work, the third, published as it has happened
first, contains the history of modern styles, in-
cluding the revival, which was in many a better
form and promise, a true development of classi-
cism, and touches-not without some caustic
lines,—the revived Gothic, in which, sooth to say,
the author finds more of archmology and manu-
facture than of art and architecture,—works
that it is clear have, in his apprehension, but
the same parity with their models that repent-
ance, questionable at best, can claim to inno-
cence.

The History in the volumes that number 1

and 2 is divided into the three parts,—Ancient
Architecture, under the four heads of Egyptian,
Assyrian, Grecian, and Etiuscan and Roman.
In these the local transitions fall in readily
enough with historical consecutiveness. But in
this part, as it appears to us, a place should have
certainly been given to the chapter on Celtic, or
so-called Druidical architecture, which deferred
for the second volume, was ultimately, by stress
of space, fairly hustled out of time

; and stands
over now with promise of a niche in a future re-
print ofvolume 3. No antiquarian, and no histo-
rian, will assuredly date Stonehenge lower than
the Colosseum, and it has an architectural value
that makes a history of English architecture,
which commences with no reference to a foregone
account of it, strangely acephalous. Even to this
day there have been those who have passed from
restoring the missing and setting up again, in
imagination, the prostrate masses on the lonely
moor, with an impression of the majesty of the
original conception, that has soon after seemed
strangely to harmonize with the fundamental
tones of Salisbury and ancient Winchester. At
Winchester it may be that it is merely the sen-
timent for grandeur of mass that reappears

; at
Salisbury it would seem as if the artful grada-
tion of projection and magnitude of the double
transepts, and again subordinate porches, ofnave
and chapels, were designed by a master who
had gone to school on the bleak plain, and
bad there learned the secret how the concentric
circles and symmetrical trilithons gained scale
and effect, by artfully accentuated progression.
From the larger ethnographical point of view no
leas, the masterwork of a race which spread so
wide upon the almost unoccupied map, and
stretched so fur, would fall into true perspective
in the ancient section. Indeed, when we re-
member the wild theories of Dracontia by
Stukely and the rest, and then consider the
analogy of Stonehenge with the monuments of
the snakoworshipping Easterns, revealed iu this
very book, we marvel at the self-control that,
from any consideration whatever, left the theme
alone.

Part the second is devoted to “ Christian
Architecture,” by no means an unexceptionable
title, considering that, as currently employed, it

excludes both Santa Sophia and St. Peter’s, and
as here employed it excludes the latter, to
neither of which did any earlier non-Christian
temple ever bear the slightest resemblance.
But as usual, p. 76, the difficulty is candidly ad-
mitted. France takes of right the first place in
the historical sequence of Gothic development,
and books are given in order to Belgium and
Holland ; Germany, by a precedence due to her
Romanesque monuments, that should have given
her a place even before France, but for her less
lively evolutiou, aud Scandinavia; England com-
mences the third volume, and is followed by
Spain and Portugal, under many acknowledged
obligations to Street,—Italy

j
and, lastly, Byzan-

tine.

To this last collocation we again take serious
exception—an exception not unanticipated, but,
we think, by no means superseded. Byzantine
architecture may, it is true, have lived down to
the present century, but all its most important

—

all itsreally important—productions were anterior
to Gothic, and even to Romanesque

;
moreover,

after the fully recognized additions to our know-
ledge of the style by Texier and Pnllan, it

cannot escape us how importantly, by its inven-
tions and adaptations, it entered as a factor into
the novel developments that were familiar to
Crusaders in the West, and carried along with
them iu their Eastern conquests.
Pagan architecture—or Oriental, as we would

rather call it—occupies the last book of the
volume last published, and this is a veritable
mine of new information quite worthy of tho
number of pages devoted to it.

Saracenic, Eastern and Western,—and it is

Oriental even in Sicily and Spain, occupies the
first book of this part

;
followed by Persia, India,

Hindu architecture, Indian Saracenic,—a section
of the highest artistic value,—Naga architecture,
of which more is to be said, China, and, lastly,

Mexico and Peru.

This it is, indeed, to

—

“Let contemplation, with extensive view.
Survey the world from Chins to Peru."

Panting space, so far as a reviewer can command
it, if not time, must toil after such a contem-
plative philosopher in vain

;
sit we down and

breathe and make some more special note of
certain “ things of fume that do renown ” the
regions we have been carried over. The review

of an encyclopredical book,—of any book that
ranges on a line with this, or claims, indeed, in
such degree the honours of originality,—makes
never, or only impertinently, a pretence to super-
sede it, and spare any worthy reader the necessity
of studying the book itself: it was an hallucina-
tion of our younger days, induced by a prevalence
of a different view, that only by some perversity
of fate could it happen that it always seemed to
fall to the lot of those writers to review books,
who, from their better knowledge of the subject,
ought to have written them,—the authors, as
unluckily, having missed their function as
reviewers, for which they might still, weak as
they were, have been just sufficiently qualified.

multifarious as tho manifestations are of
Asiatic architecture as contained in this half
volume, it is marvellous how very few can be
noted as simply barbarous by a term that fails

of the dignity of the more appropriate term,
Barbaric. Wo confess to a certain feeling of
awe when we reflect on tho subordination

—

the subjection,—though for the most part we must
qualify it as the deserved, to which the races
have fallen who were capable, we will not say
merely of executing, but of conceiving such
designs. When we look at these ruins we
remember how Scipio muttered over the Carthage
that his legionaries were burning, the Trojaa
anticipation of the day,

—

“When Priam’s sons aud Priam’s self should fall;”

and admitted to the Greek beside him that he
was mistrustful, if not prescient rather, of the
fatality of Rome. Whether as matter of art or
of national prosperity, we read the moral, not
alone of the accidents of history, but that of the
incumbency of unrelaxing energy, vigilance, and
a resolution which shall rescue the germ of life in

fainting art by unsparing sacrifice of entangling
routine—of hardening tradition, by daring toler-

ance of innovation, when it is the innovation of
genius. There is a superstition and a fatalism
in art and architecture as in cult, and those of
us in these our modern times and nations who
cannot break through it will have to lament
fruitlessly over formalism nipped in its untended
bud, orunprolific bloom, as infallibly as ever was
the art of the mighty architects of Nakhon Wat.
And who were they, and what their works ?

In some five-and-forty pages of the second
volume the extraordinary tale, so far as it has
been recovered, is told by Mr. Fergusson.
Beyond the long Malayan peninsula, on the

east of the Gulf of Siam, is a broader peninsula,
of which the eastern seaboard is Cochin China,
and the central portion, traversed throughout its

length by a great river, is Cambodia, and here,

in a plain, about 103° 50' E. and 13° 30' N., are the
auins that have excited these reflections. Their
date has still to be sought and settled, some-
where probably within the four centuries between
951 and 1357 A.D. This, however, is one of the
many cases where questions of definite date will

be better left aside until evidence to the point,

which must come in, can bo taken into account.
The temple of Nakhon Wat is but one, though

the chief, of several. Both in arrangements
and ornaments it declares itself as dedicated to

the snake worship, tho eradication of which,
by the sword or by conversion, or by both
conjointly, explains their present desertion.

The country lent itself kindly to the natural
and artificial swamps, favourable to the objects

of veneration
; and the temple is a series of con-

centric rectangles, of which the central one,

and also an intermediate pronaos, was occupied
by four tanks ; while it is probable that even
a large moat - surrounded area in which the
temple stands was at least occasionally turned
into a lake.

Of the scale of the works we will speak pre-

sently. Of their execution we read,—their walls
are built of large stones, without cement, aud
so beautifully fitted that it is difficult to detect
the joints between two stones; hence some
pillars have been mistakenly described as mono-
liths, and junctions cannot be detected even in

flaw-declaring photographs, until their known
places are pointed out.

To masonry worthy of the best Hellenic times
is added the Hellenic characteristic, that neither
proper arch nor vault is employed throughout
the buildings, but pure trabeation or the Peiasgic
arch of pi-ojectiug stones always. Still further,

the architectural members and details are so dis-

tinctly pronounced that an interpreter ofarchitec-
tural language will no more doubt their derivation
from Greek and Romanized Greek models than
a philologist doubts the historical dependence of

Portuguese and Latin. The pillars, rectangular
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thongh they be, have proportions of diameter,
diminution, height, and spacing, that are as
characteristic of such derivation as their details
of base with its plinth, capital and abacus, and
distribution, as well as details, of epiatylia. The
pillars are surmounted by a very proper archi-
trave, a frieze, which within the temple receives
elaborate sculpture, and a cornice, of which
infinite rows and repetitions of seven-headed
serpents only take us from Greece to remind of
the cornices of disk-crowned asps in Egypt.
To the wood-cuts, which reproduce photography
with delicate veracity, it must be left to spare
further description.* Let a few words be given
to the extent of the remains. The rectangnlar
walled enclosure of the temple measures 1,080
yards by 1,100 yards, and is surrounded by a
moat 230 yards wide, which completes an outer
rectangle of nearly an English mile each way.A splendid canseway across the western moat,
adorned by pillars on either side, leads to the
great gateway, itself a structure of five stories
in height, and having, with its wings included,
a facade of 600 ft. Beyond, a second raised
causeway 370 yards long, leads to a cruciform
platform, in front of the proper temple. “ The
temple itself consists of three enclosnres, one
within the other, each raised from 15 ft. to 20 ft.
above the level of that outside it, so as to give
the whole a pyramidal form. The outer enclo-
sure measures 570 ft. by 650 ft.” To this we
must confine ourselves,—it hss three portals on
each face, adorned with towers, and externally
18 surrounded entirely by double open galleries or
verandahs, more exactly peristyles. These have
very much the relative proportion of a nave and
aisle, the wider, lOi ft., being next the wall.
Ihe inner and larger pillars have elegant capitals,
but no base. A design is carved on the flat at
the lower part, and an incised ornament carried
np the edge of the shafts

; this is the case also
with the outer pillar, which has base and plinth.
Of such pillars there are 400 or 500; and we
have not yet penetrated to the temple, where
there are hundreds more. Moreover, the walls
of the colonnade are sculptured, to the full
length of some 2,000 ft. from top to bottom, and
Mr. Fergusson estimates the number of men
and animals represented from 18,000 to 20,000.
His authority is the photographical collection of
Mr. J Thomson, to whom the revelation of
these details is due. Numerous female statues
appear on the pilasters, but no male

5 and as a
Oast analogy we remember the caryatides of the
Erectheum, where the Attic priestess tended the
sacred serpent, of which Herodotus has so much

seen in the graceful bas-
relief coiled round Minerva herself, and feeding
from her hand. °

There is a parallel appearance of gimst-Classic
lorms on Indian ground, comparatively insiiniifi-
cant m extent, in Cashmere, much nearer their
original seat

; but they are here employed with
some faculty of adaptation, it is true, but with
inferior taste, and seem to have been propagated
from a baser stock, reminding of the degenerate
style of a Roman Christian sarcophagus, or the
bride 8 silver toilet set of the Blacas collection.

farther suggestions and elucidations will be
lonnd m the book

; it is enough hero to have ad-
verted to an example of the strange power of
diffusion in architectural ideas, and to the task
which is set by its indications for the interpre-
ters of language and literature to work out. The
astonishing discoveries in Siam recently ex-
tracted in the Builder, announce that we are not
yet at the end of our wonder or our history.
For the rest,—of the enake-worshippera and their
repulsive superstition, the world, no doubt, is
well rid, so far as it is rid

;
yet it must be with

a certain respect that we regard their strenuous
resolution, and, indeed, success in making archi-
teotnre with its accessories an exponent of their
purposes and sentiments. Wherever the ele-ments of their architecture came from, and bywhatever road, they made it speak their own
Jonguage, express their own thoughts, and spared
nerther labour nor expense in the endeavour

:

and so, though the thoughts may have been
httle worth, the dignity of the purpose remains.Our own civilization, which we hope relies on aBounder vitality, and boasts above all things tobe rapidly and continuously progressive, may not
disdain to emulate even Cambodians in prosecu-
tion of a mighty work, by developing both plan
and elevations m subjection no less to purpose
and to technical art, than to the most original
characteristics and definite expression of the
enrrent time.

WANT OF HARBOURAGE AT NAPLES,
The Bay of Naples is famous for its beauty.

Second only, in the opinion of most who have
had the opportunity of making the comparison,
to the Golden Horn, when the domes of
Constantinople first rise to view, its shores are
the very cradle of classic romance, and of
history more marvellous than fable. The syren’s
rocks recall the voyage of Ulysses, and the
precipitous bluff of the “ Salto di Tiberio”
awakens the imagination to the truth, how little
efi'ect the lapse of eighteen centuries has had on
the physical features of the landscape. The
figures, the dress, the craft, of the sailors who
navigate the bay are all alike things of the past.
Except by the occasional presence of some Catholic
emblem amid the quaint pagan representations
painted as amulets ou the prow, a marinaio
boat on the bay of Naples might be a vessel
either of the present day, or of one, two, or
three thousand years ago. Basking in the snn
so soon as Iheir nets are drawn or their boats
run on shore, the lazzaroni eat, and chatter, and
slumber, beneath the very shadow of the canopy
of smoke which escapes from the crater of
Vesuvius, and denotes the constant activity, and
the very close neighbourhood, of the mysterious
subterranean fire. The giant moves at times,
throws forth furlongs of red hot lava, showers of
scoria), or clouds of tine ashes, obscuring the sky
with a darkness more impenetrable.than that of
night, and which has been known to speed over
tho narrow peninsula and reach the Adriatic
coast within less than two hours from the time
that the eruption took place. Sharp shocks of
earthquakes are not rare, and although the
people of Naples are wont to console themselves
when these are slight with the theory that it is
only a disturbance of the volcano, and not a real
e^thquake, the movement at times causes suffi-
cient terror to keep the whole population for
three nights in the streets, and to crowd every
church with the suppliants of St. Januarius.
For people who are exposed to the danger of

volcanic eruption, and to the still more fearful
peril of earthquakes,—people who live between
the buried cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
and the rnins of Camas, Posilippo, and Baiee,—it
might be thought that the feminine fury of the
angry Mediterranean would have but little terror.
The reverse, however, is the fact. So calm is tho
usual surface of the bay, that a very slight rise
in the wind is sufficient to drive, or to keep, the
mariners ashore. A steady Sirocco, the damp
southern wind which blows most roughly over the
bay, prevents both fishing and the daily pas-
senger and parcel traffic which is carried on by
open boats. The steamers lie snug at the pier if
a water-spout is sighted. For a people who, in
the hot weather, are semi-aquatic in their habits,
it is wonderful to note how afraid the Neapolitans
are of the sea.

It has just given them good cause for alarm.
On the 16th and 17th of January, a hurricane,
such as has been hitherto unknown in those
waters, swept over the Bay of Naples. Cnriously
enough, the very day had been predicted, pro-
bably by the astrological almanac of Barba Nera,
which has great popularity in Southern Italy,
as the date of a great storm. An eye-witness
gives a graphic description of the scene. Tho
streets of Naples were in all the alarm, and pre-
sented many of the features, of the wildest
revolutionary times. Barricades of boats ar-
rested the passengers

5 the troops were under
arms, and, with the National Guard, patrolled
around tho shore. The Prefect, tho Qumstor,
and other authorities were ail on tho scene,
helpless in presence of the storm. Thirty vessels
were dashed together, or drifted on the shore,
under the very eyes of the excited populace!
The road that skirts the bay from the quay of
the Custom-house, past the lofty brick tower of
the church famous in the history of Masaniello,
stretching towards Portici and Torre del Greco!
was covered with oranges, caruba, grain, and
other portions of the cargoes of the driving and
foundering craft. Nothing could be done to
arrest the disaster. Authorities and people,
seamen and landsmen, could only look on in
helpless dismay at the fury of the storm.

It is trne that the hurricane now recorded
18 exceptional in its violence

; but the damage

:

exceeds in degree only that which occurs from
time to time with no inconsiderable frequency.
WMle Europe, for good or for evil, has been
going so fast a-head, Naples has, in this respect,
been out of Europe. Africa, it might almost be
saidj^ commences at the Tronto. It is hardly
credible that the port of Naples, now a city of

420,OCW inhabitants, was constructed by Charles
of Anjou, tho first of the Angevin kings, who
died in 1285. The people who look to Naples as
their emporium and their harbour have been
hitherto content with the arrangements planned
by a monarch in the thirteenth century. Not

,

content, perhaps—content is not a southern
virtue,—but passive and acquiescent

5 talking
incessantly about the want of a port

; debating
whether it were better to enlarge the old one or
to construct a new one

; expatiating on the
magnitude attained by the city, on the require-
ments of its commerce, on the unsafety of the
anchorage, and on the ample return which would
be ensured on the capital invested in docks and
piers; but doing nothing but talk

; and, unfor-
tunately, the Sirocco is not to bo lulled by conver-
sation, even when carried ou with such gesticu-
latory violence as to leave the talkers no energy
and no time to do anything but chatter.
So deficient is the accommodation afforded by

the moles of Naples, and so exposed is tho
anchorage, that English ships of war, when at
anchor in the bay, are accustomed to get np
steam and stand out to sea when the wind gets
up. From Civita Vecchia, itself an inaccessible
port, round to the very heel of the boot, to
Otranto and Gallipoli, there is not a single point
of shelter. We have just seen what occurs at
Naples. Amalfi, once the rival of Venice, is now
reduced to a miserable village of a few scattered
houses perched on a precipitous cliff. Salerno,
the third city of the old Neapolitan kingdom,
has no quay, no pier, no protection from the
wind. The commerce of Italy can never thrive
or prosper while the shores of tho peninsula are
thus devoid of any sort of shelter for sea-going
or even for coasting craft.

One effect, we doubt not, tbe storm has
already had. It has set all the tongues of Naples
in motion, to the efibet that now, at all events,
the construction of tbe port can be no longer
delayed. Another result we venture to predict,
and that is that before long it will blow some
Italian deputation, bankers, deputies, projectors
of some kind, to our shores. So soon as the rise
which is now fitfully indicated by the commer-
cial barometer tends towards set fair, ail sorts of
kind and loving court will be addressed by
foreign suitors to our disengaged English capi-
tal. We have before refeiTed to the subject of
foreign investments. We are far from wishing to
say that at all times, and under all conditions,
such investments are undesirable. Many projects
of foreign enterprise might, if properly bandied,
prove highly remunerative. But certain pre-
cautions are absolutely necessary, precau-
tions the importance of which has been learned
by English capitalists at the cost of tens
of thousands of pounds. Tho first idea of a
foreign concessionnairo is to obtain English
capital to work his concession. For that pur-
pose nothing that is fair and tempting, as far as
promises are concerned, will be withheld. But
when the capital is once obtained the tables are
turned. If we say that English engineers or
English architects, who are eagerly consulted,
and, in the first instance, obsequiously deferred
to, are apt, somewhat later in tho day. to drift
into the condition of the tidchan bishops in
Scotland, or to feel that they have been used as
the handle of a pump, neglected so soon as water
has been drawn, we fear that neither the en-
gineer of the Cavour Canal, nor the engineer of
the Brindisi Railway, will be disposed to contra-
dict us. We do not wish to make invidious re-
marks,—to blame individuals for the result of
centuries of misrule, and for the evil inheritance
left by political and sacerdotal tyranny. But,
be the fault their own or not, our Italian neigh-
bours have not yet learned that honesty is tho
best policy

;
in fact, that old-fashioned virtue is

regarded as senile and out of date.
The sole conditions, then, under which either

a port for Naples or any other of the numerous
public works which Italy so sorely needs can be
aided by English capital without risk amounting
almost to certainty of loss, are these :—The con-
cession, charter, or gi'ant from the Government,
under which any such enterprise is to be carried,
out, must be originally made to English subjects
alone, in their own names, and without any pro-
vision as to their merging any of their inter-
national rights in accepting the grant. Any
association of native capitalists or Bhareholders
must come in as subservient to the English con-
stitution of the society. An English engineer or
architect must have absolute control of tho
works. Any municipal or local grants that may
be requisite for carrying out the scheme must be
guaranteed by the royal Government, so that the
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directors of the company shall have no requisite
official relations excepting with the minister of
pnblic works. Finally, considering the present
state^ of Italian credit, the price of rente, and
the little hope that even so able a financier as
Signor Scialoia, one of the ablest and most
upright men in Italy, held out of cutting down
the greedy array of officials that are eating
away the very entrails of the country, we should
recommend that no Government guarantee be
asked for, unless it takes the form of a gi-ant of
land, but that such security as to the right of
imposing rates and tolls, and the mode of collect-
ing them by the officers of the company, as may
insure the permanence of the income earned by
the expenditure incurred, be substituted for a
State guarantee.
Under conditions such as these, openly and

fairly stated in principle, and embodied in an
agreement to be approved by an English lawyer
acquainted with foreign law, we have no doubt
that a fair and remunerative return might be
derived from the investment of English capital
in a Neapolitan port, mole, and docks, or from
other similar undertakings. It is possible that
other conditions would become necessary under
special circumstances, but no one of the guaran-
tees we have named can be disregarded with
safety. Englishmen will be a3sured that it is
the same thing to purchase a foreign concession
and to receive one direct from a foreign Govern-
ment. Englishmen who have tried know the
difference, and bitterly to their cost have they
acquired the experience. Foreign engineers, we
shall be told, must know the resources of their
own country, the run of prices, the rate of
wages, the quantities of several kinds of work,
far more accurately than a stranger can be
expected to do. The estimates of such foreign
engineers—forei^, that is, to us Englishmen,—native, and often wide awake in their own
country—are therefore proposed as the basis of
a contract. Any error in such estimates can be
easily rectified. How such rectifications take
place, there are men in London who would
gladly have paid many thousands never to have
learned by experience. In a word, if anything
is left open, anything uncertain, anything to be
rectified,—if any legally requisite formality
is left at the charge of the concessionnaire,

—

if there be any hole at which to creep out,
we do equal justice to Italian astuteness and
to English blundering good faith in saying
that loss more or less heavy will be the
result. Our countiymen have a fertile country
before them, the soil is virgin, the crops will be
large

; they will be asked to settle, to plough
and to sow, they will have every facility afforded
them for so doing—there is every rational
probability that the crops will be large—the
great point to make sure is, that they shall reap
themselves, that they shall garner themselves,
and that they shall keep the key of the barn.
They will require early risers and sharp watch-
dogs to do this. It is to be done, and, more
than that, unless it is done we see no prospect of
such a development of the great natural advan-
tages of Italy as can alone prevent national
bankruptcy, and, perhaps, the return of Southern
Italy to a state of barbarous anarchy

; but to do
it well will require some of the hard-earned
experience of the burnt dog who dreads the fire.

When the majority of the Chamber of Deputies
voted for the imposition of an income-tax on
the foreign holders of Italian rente, in spite of
the most precise and solemn compact to the
contrary, in virtue of which that rente was
issued

j
when they did this on the express plea

that it was for the advantage of Italy to tax
foreigners, it is not the fact that in the Senate
there was found a majority of members suffi-

ciently honest or sufficiently long-sighted to
negative the iniquitous vote of the popular
Chamber that will satisfy the prudent English
investor. It is not without some good reason
that people are not tempted by the very large
return that a purchase of Italian rente at the
present price seems to promise. The wisest of
the Italian ministers are aware of these rocks
a-hcad

; but if this wisdom has descended very
far in the innumerable grades of the official hier-
archy it has made better speed than would have
been expected. Sooner or later, no doubt, it

will become evident that it is very costly to be
unreliable. The sooner the Italians arrive at
this conclusion the better for themselves and for
all who have to do with them. Until such is the
case, the best service that Englishmen can render
to^ the Peninsula, in any commercial dealings
with its natives, is to keep them out of the way
of temptation.

HEALTH OF LITERPOOL IN 1866.*

We were recently enabled by the publication
of the Registrar General’s Annual Summary of
the Births and Deaths in London in 1866, to
review the result of the ravages of cholera in the
metropolis last year. Dr. W. S. Trench, the
Medical Officer of Health for the borough of
Liverpool, has just published an able and com-
prehensive report of the health of that town in
1866, and having naturally devoted a very con-
siderable portion to the origin, progress, and
decline of that epidemic in the borough, we are
thus afforded the means of comparing the
loss of life sustained from cholera in the two
largest towns of England and Wales, which toge-
ther contributed in the year 7,359 deaths, or
more than half the total number referred to this
cause throughout the country.

Liverpool has long enjoyed an unenviable
notoriety among the large towns of the United
Kingdom for an excessive rate of mortality, and
consequent waste of life and energy

; for a high
death-rate is by no means the sole consequence
of a disregard of those laws, only now beginning
to be generally understood, which govern the
public health. It has been calculated that there
are at least five sick persons to every death

; and
sickness among the poor and labouriug classes,
the principal sufferers in an unhealthy town, not
only produces poverty and swells the rates, but
removes from the arena of activity the very
sinews of onr commercial prosperity. In Liver-
pool, in the year 1865, when the births registered
within the borough exceeded the deaths by 2,077,
the death-rate was 3G-4 per 1,000 of the popula-
tion, or 9'2 per 1,000 above the average rate in
eleven large towns of the United Kingdom, with
an aggregate population of above five and a half
millions. During 1866 a still more disastrous
mortality prevailed

; Dr. Trench’s report shows
that 19,099 births and 20,198 deaths were, during
the last year, registered within the borough of
Liverpool; this gives an actual loss of popula-
tion in the year, by excess of deaths over births,
of 1,099. The annual death-rate to 1,000 per-
sons living was 41'7, whereas the average rate
in thirteen large towns of the United Kingdom
for the year was only 28‘6, showing an excess of
13T per 1,000 upon the average death-rate in
more than six millions of our largest town popu-
lations.

Dr. Trench, in a note to the opening of his
report, dwells at some length upon what he
styles “ the manifest unreliableness of the births’
record,” with a view, in some measure, to ac-
count for the balance of deaths over births in
Liverpool during 1866. This charge has often
before been made against the completeness of
our record of births, and there is little doubt
but that through the want of a compulsory
clause in the Registration Act for England, a
certain number of births, more especially of
illegitimate children, do escape the vigilance of
the local registrars. The number of omitted
entries has been at times largely exaggerated to
serve the purpose of pytizan statisticians, but,
on the most trustworthy authority, it is esti-
mated that the births which escape registrationdo
not now exceed two or three per cent, ofthose duly
recorded. The very fact that the general birth,
rate of England is largely in excess of that in
almost any other European nation, is alone strong
evidence against any serioas default; and the
remarkable manner in which the birth-rate in
onr large towns (where the principal omission
is supposed to take place) exceeds that of the
rural districts, may also be taken as some proof
of the correctness of our recorded numbers. Dr.
Trench urges the fact of the large proportion of
Roman Catholic residents in Liverpool, prin-
cipally composed of the lower class of Irish, as a
special reason for the “unreliableness” of the
record of births in Liverpool

; the priestly in-
fluence upon this class of persons may militate
against the complete civil registration of births,
but the charge is unsupported by satisfactory
evidence, and although all must agree with Dr.
Trench when he advocates a compulsory clause
in the Registration Act, we cannot take for

granted, that even in large towns generally, or
in Liverpool in particular, any large propor-
tion of the births is omitted from registration

;

the registrars in town districts, themselves most
valuable witnesses in this matter, have often ex-
pressed their belief that very few escape them.
That the record of births in Liverpool daring
18G6, should have been more incomplete than in

* Report of the Health of Liverpool in the year 186B,
by . ti. Trench, esq., M.D., Medical Officer of Health
for the Borough. Hewsou & Procter, Liverpool.

former years, and thus have accounted to ever
so small an extent, for the excess of deaths over
births, is a thoroughly untenable argument. The
birth-rate in Liverpool in 1866 was 39-4 per
1,000, or 2'5 above the average rate in the
thirteen large towns, and higher than those
which prevailed in London, Manchester, Birmirg-
ham, and several other towns in the list ; it was,
however, somewhat below the rate in 1865, as
was the case in nearly all the other towns.

Cholera having been severely epidemic in both
London and Liverpool last year, the fatality of
this disease will not account for the large excess
of mortality in Liverpool. Diseases of a zymotic
character caused 7,720 deaths, or 15'9 per
1,000 persons living, whereas the number iu
London gave a rate of only 7'8, or less than
half

; those diseases affecting the respiratoiy
organs, and including phthisis, were fatal in
4,983 cases in Liverpool, or at the rate of 10'3
per 1,000, while in London the mortality from
the same causes was only 7'4. These two groups
of diseases, therefore, account for 11 per 1,000,
of the excess of 15‘2 in the death-rate of Liver-
pool over that of London during last year

;
the

rest of the excess being spread over the other
classes of diseases, from which resulted the
remaining 7,495 deaths. The number of deaths
from the various zymotic diseases forms the
most accurate gauge for estimating the compara-
tive sanitary condition of a town

;
but all other

causes of death are invariably affected more or
less by those unfavourable conditions of the
public health which favour the ravages of
epidemics, and by lowering the general tone of
the human frame, render it a more easy prey to
the infinite variety of diseases to which it is

liable. Space will not admit of our here
examining in detail the results of any but one
class of diseases dealt with in Dr. Trench’s
Report

; wo naturally choose the zymotic as
affording the best index of that sanitary condi-
tion of so large a portion of Liverpool, which
has long made that town notorious for its ex-
cessive mortality.

Of the 7,720 deaths which were last year
referred in Liverpool to all classes of zymotic
diseases, 1,782 resulted from cholera, 1,523 from
typhus, 1,145 from diarrhoea, 991 from whooping-
cough, 986 from scarlatina, 641 from measles,
and 102 from small-pox. Of the two first of
these diseases wo shall speak presently ; the
deaths from diarrhoea scarcely exceeded those in

the previous year, but the nearly a thousand
deaths each from whooping-cough and scarlatina
had been only 187 and 506 respectively in 1865 ;

both these diseases were more or less epidemic
throughout 1866, and whooping-cough was twice,

and scarlatina three times as fatal, in proportion,

to population, in Liverpool, as they were in
London. The 641 deaths from measles were
nearly double the number returned in the
previous year ; but the fatal cases of small-pox
had fallen from 459 in 1865 to 102 in 1866.
The most interesting, and at the same time

the most valuable, portion ofDr. Trench’s compre-
hensive report deals with the ravages of typhus
and cholera, their origin, rise, and decline; and,
for local purposes, invaluably definite informa-
tion is given as to the localities, streets, courts,

houses, and even the very numbers of the^iouses,

iu which these diseases were most fatal. Here we
can only touch upon a few of the more general
features in his graphic description, which are
useful in their application to the case of other
large towns, which, from defective sanitary
arrangements, have suffered from, or are liable

to, the ravages of similar epidemics. We learn
from the report that typhus has been constantly
epidemic in Liverpool during the past five years
among the over-crowded and indigent classes.

From the Ist of January, 1862, to the end of
December, 1866, it destroyed 7,620 persons, of
which considerably more than half wei'e between
the ages of twenty and fifty, and, “ therefore, in

all probability the parents, props, and bread-
winners of families.” This gives ns some idea
of the amount of poverty, distress, and suffering
which the actual deaths from typhus must have
entailed upon the labouring population of this

town, without taking into account the losses

sustained by those families whose main support,
although attacked by the disease and rendered
helpless for weeks or months, eventually re-

covered. Dr. Trench appears to have over-
estimated the number of attacked, when he
places them at ten times the number of deaths ;

but this does not essentially weaken his picture
of the destitution arising from the ravages of
typhus daring the past five years. In the report
for 1864, Dr. Trench attempted, with apparent
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success, to attribute the fatality of the disease
in some measure to the commercial distress
arising from the cotton famine, and indirectly

from the civil war in America. Doubtless, any-
thing which tends to lower the wages of the
labouring classes, by impoverishing their diet

-and clothing, renders them more liable to the
inroads of an epidemic, which their crowded and
unhealthy dwellings at all times unfit them to

rebut. The 1,523 deaths from typhus in 1866,
although 461 above the corrected average of the
previous ten years, were 815 less than the
number in 1865. In 1862, the first year of the
epidemic, the deaths from typhus were only 730 j

this increased to 1,304 in 1863, 1,774 in 1864,
and 2,338 in 1865. The 1,523 deaths during
last year give a death-rate from this cause alone
of 3T per 1,000, whereas in London it was only
•9 per 1,000. In support of the theory that the
“epidemic causation of typhus is invariably to
be lound in the debased and indigent condition
of the people,” Dr. Trench gives the following
significant facts:—of the 1,523 deaths from
typhus in 1866, 1,433 occurred among that class
of families dependent for their subsistence upon
weekly wages, while of the remaining 90, 66
were of the families of master tradesmen, and
only 24 of the mercantile and professional class.
With regard to the localities which have dnring
recent years suffered from typhus, it is remarked
that there is a “wonderful unvarying identity
in the districts, blocks, and streets forming the
fever districts.”

We must now briefly notice the epidemic of
cholera in Liverpool, which broke out almost
simultaneously with that in London, and was of
very similar duration. It resulted in a loss of
1,782 deaths, or 3'7 per 1,000 persons living

;

the 5,577 deaths in London did not exceed the
rate of 1'8 per 1,000. The disease, therefore, in
proportion to population, was more than doubly
as fatal in Liverpool as in London. In May the
outbreak of cholera on board the Helvetia and
other emigrant ships, mostly German, in the
port of Liverpool, filled the country with well-
grounded alarm, lest the disease should take
root in a town which the fatality of typhus
proved to be in but too favourable a condition
for its reception. Singularly, however, no case
of epidemic cholera occurred among the towns-
people by contagion from these ships

; and from
the 28th of May, when the Helvetia finally left
our shores, to the end of June, although a few
deaths were returned as cholera, Dr. Trench con-
vinced himself that none of them presented the
true features of the virulent Asiatic cholera, but
mostly resulted from coarse and improper feeding.
In one of the worst of these sporadic cases the de-
ceased, a girl of 16, had, at a post-funereal supper,
partaken heartily of “ ale, pork, perriwinkles, and
greens.” On Sunday, the lat of July, at No. 2
Court, Bisham-street, occurred the death which
Dr. Trench believes to have been the first of the
real epidemic. Of the locality he says,—“ It is

one only too well known to the sanitary officers,
being inhabited by the lowest of the Irish popu-
lation, and situated in what may be justly de-
scribed as the chief fever district of the parish.
The court itself contained three straight up-and-
down houses and one open midden. It was alto-
gether so close, confined, and unfit for human
habitation, that the grand jury had, in July,
1865, confirmed my presentment, and ordered
the demolition of two of the houses, and the con-
versionofthe common cesspool intoawater-closet,
and thereonlyawaited some legal or otherformali-
ties, to have the order carried into effect.” The
houses were, however, reserved to form the nest
in which was hatched the cholera epidemic of
1866 in Liverpool. Fully estimating the alarm-
ing consequences of contagion from a death
bearing evidence of the worst cholera type
dn such a locality, Dr. Trench, as medical officer,
and the relieving officers, used all their efforts to
induce the relatives and friends of the deceased
to allowthebody to be buried forthwith; but they
insisted upon keeping it until Tuesday morning,
in order that a barbarous, and in crowded neigh-
bourhoods a highly dangerous, relic of the cus-
toms of the Irish peasantry might be carried
out. A wake was held on the Monday night,
•during which scores of persons smoked and
drank, and many slept a drunken sleep in the
room with the corpse. Is it a matter for as-
tonishment that, before the end of the month
48 persons “ died from cholera within a radius of
150 yards from the court which had been the
scene of the ill-timed revelry ?” Suoh was the
beginning of the cholera in Liverpool. In the
week ending the 7th of Jnly, 11 deaths occurred,

;

and the numbers rose rapidly till they reached,

their maximum, 193, in the last week of August,
from which time, with some fluctuations, they
declined until the middle of November, when
the epidemic may be said to have ceased. The
ravages of the disease were, as a rnle, confined
“ to the lowest, dirtiest, most crowded, and most
squalid streets of the borough.” Of the 1782
deaths, 754 occurred in court houses and 910 in
houses of streets where the families are, from
occupation and social relations, in intimate com-
munication with the residents of courts. The
conclusions arrived at from the results of the
cholera epidemic in London in 1849 were borne
out in Liverpool last year, as all the streets in
which the disease was most fatal are situated on
the low-lying ground.
Much valuable information is contained in the

report upon the subject of contagion. One fact
alone, however, can find space here. During the
epidemic no medical man, clergyman, or priest
of the borough appears to have died from the
disease, although Dr. Trench bears witness to
the unflinching and zealous manner in which all
three classes performed their duties in visiting
the snflerers. With regard to the water supply
of Liverpool it is stated to be free from “ every
possible source of sewer contamination and,
although the supply of water to the houses is

not constant, it appears to form a favourable
contrast to the miserable scantiness of that in
many parts of London.
On the whole. Dr. Trench’s Report is a valu-

able contribution to sanitary literature, and that
part relating to the cholera epidemic in Liver-
pool, is the most complete and exhaustive history
of a local visitation which has come under our
notice. The value of such a mass of informa-
tion for the nae of the local authorities cannot
be over-estimated. Want of knowledge of those
neighbourhoods which have year by year steadily
contributed to the excess of mortality in Liver-
pool, and of the exact conditions which are most
fatal to the health of the unfortunate inhabitants
of those localities, can no longer aflbrd any excuse
for the delay in carrying out those wholesome
reforms which are necessary, before the death-
rate in Liverpool can be reduced even to the
still too high level of the rates in other large
towns.

It is gratifying to observe from the Registrar-
General’s weekly returns, that since the be-
ginning of the present year the health of Liver-
pool bears favourable comparison with that of
the same period in recent years. In the past
eleven weeks of the current quarter, the death-
rate in the town has averaged only 33 5 per 1,000,
against 44'7,and40'6, in the corresponding eleven
weeks of 1866 and 1865. Moreover, the deaths
from typhus, which had been 649, and 543, in
the first eleven weeks of 1865, and 1866, have not
exceeded 155, in the same number of weeks
which ended Saturday, the 16th inst. It may,
therefore, be hoped that the epidemic of typhus,
which has raged in Liverpool with more or less
severity for five years, is now dying out, and
that the year 1867 may prove the first of a
series in which the rate of mortality in this town
will gradually decline more nearly to the healthy
standard for town districts.

ON LEGAL QUESTIONS OF LIGHT AND
AIR TO BUILDINGS.

We have on varions occasions and in a recent
number alluded to this very important and in-
volved subject, which appears to call for some
legislative interference, both as a question of law
and procedure. In regard to law, the matter
seems not likely just now to receive modifica-
tion, after the opposition made by the Attorney-
General to Mr. Goldney’s motion in the House of
Commons; but we see no reason why the present
vexatious and expensive mode of procedure might
not be prevented by a course which would not
interfere with the legal rights of parties.

Last year Professor Kerr drew the attention of
the Royal Institute of British Architects to the
subject, and set forth a diagram by which he
proposed to show geometrically the extent to
which light might be affected in the erection of
any object intercepting it. Professor Donaldson,
at a subsequent meeting read a paper on “The
Practice of Architects and the Law of the Land
in respect to Easements of Light and Air,”
citing all the judgments recently delivered in the
Courts of Law. He also mentioned the French
regulations, which give no right to an owner of
property to build nearer than 6 ft. from the
boundary of his ground at the back, nor any:

right over the adjoining property beyond 6 ft.

on the other side of the boundary. A further
investigation as to the measurement of obstruc-
tion occurred on the 19th of November. The
whole subject was referred to a committee, to
consider whether advantage could not be taken
of the proposed Bill for the amendment of the
Metropolitan Building Act, now under considera-
tion by the Metropolitan Board of Works, so as
to promote an equitable and less vexatious and
expensive mode of adjusting the relative claims
of owners on these points.

It appeared to the members that, inasmuch as
such questions involved the rights of two par-
ties in respect of light and air, in the same
manner as those in regard to party-walls, pro-
vided for in Section III. of the Metropolitan
Building Act, so a like series of clauses, nmfatis
mutandis, would considerably facilitate the
settlement of light and air questions.
The committee had several meetings, and,

with the advice of Mr. Ouvry, the honorary
solicitor, submitted a series of clauses for a new
section in the newly-proposed Metropolitan
Building Act. It ran as follows :

—

“ Light and Air.

1.

_Ia the construction of the following provisions
relating to light and air, the owner proposing to rebulid,
add to, or alter his premises, shall be called the building
owner

;
and the owner of any premises whose legal right

as to light and air may be ull'ected by such rebuilding,
addition, or alteration, shall be called the neighbouring
owner.

Sighti of Building and L'elghbouring Owner$,

1. The building owner shall, before commencing the
building, give notice in writing of his intention to any
neighbouring owner whose rights of light and air shall or
may be liable to be allected by the proposed building, and
such notice shall be accompanied with a plan and eleva-
tion of the proposed building, drawn to a clear and intel-
ligible scale, with the necessary measurements and
dimensions figured thereon.

2. A neighbouring owner, who apprehends that any
building proposed to be erected by the building owner
will interlere with bis legal right to light and air, shall
give notice in writing to such building owner that he
objects to the proposed building, and stating the grounds
of his objection.

_

3. In the event of any such notice being given on either
side, a dilTerence shall be considered to have arisen
between the building owner and the neighbouring owner,
and the effect of the notice shall be to suspend any such
erection, alteration, or addition, and no proceedings at
law or in equity shall be commenced pending the reference
hereinafter mentioned.

4. Unless the parties in difference shall concur in the
appointment of one surveyor, they shall each, within one
week after the giving and receiving of such notice,
appoint a surveyor

;
and the two surveyors so appointed

shall, within one week after their appointment, select a
third surveyor; and such one surveyor, or such three sur-
veyors, or auy two of them, shall have power to determine
the questions hereinafter mentioned.

6.

If either party to the difference makes a default in
appointing a surveyor within the time aforesaid, the
other party may make the appointment in the place of the
party so making default.

6. If the two surveyors so appointed shall not, within
the time aforesaid, agree as to the appointment of the
third surveyor, such third surveyor shall be nominated by
the Metropolitan Board of Works, or the chairman
thereof for the time being.

7. Such one surveyor, or such three surveyors, or any
two of them, shall make his or their award within one
month nest after the appointment of such one surveyor,
or within one month after the appointment of such tliird
surveyor as the case may be.

8. Such award shall determine such of the following
questions as the circumstances of the case may render
necessary, viz.

1. Whether the works of the building owner will
or will not injuriously all'ect the light and air of
the neighbouring owner.

2. Whether the works of the building owner can be
80 modified in point of construction, as to pre-
vent any such injurious effect; or whether it

may nartly be so modified, and partly compen-
sated by a money payment.

3. Whether the injurious effect can be wholly com-
pensated by pecuniary damages, and if so, the
amount of compensation.

9. The award shall be taken up by the building owner
within one week after notice that the same has beeu made,
and such award shall be conclusive unless within fourteen
days after the delivery of the award either party shall
give notice to the other of them that he is dissatialied with
and intends to appeal therefrom.

10. If such notice be given, the patties shall be remitted
to their original rights, both at law and in equity, but in
any proceeding either at law or in equity, such award
may be given in evidence

;
and if the result of any pro-

ceedings, either at law or in equity, shall be to coulirm
the decision made by the award, the party appellant shall
bear the whole costs of the proceedings.
H. The costs of the award shall, unless thereby other-

wise directed, be borne by the building owner.”

Tfieso were forwarded to Sir Jolin Thwaites,
the chairman of the Metropolitan Board, and by
him submitted to the committee who had under
consideration the amendment of the Building
Act. They “ arrived at the conclusion that, as
the question of light and air is one of common
law, auy attempt to introduce special legislation

in an Act intended to apply solely to the metro-
polis would be sure to entail very strong opposi-
tion in Parliament, and in all probability

jeopardise the passing of the bill.” This deci-

‘sion of the committee is to be much regretted
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“Ot to bo undo^tood;
for the iDstitute did ,wt contemplate anj altera-
tion m the common law of the question nor theerienBionofthe procedure hecond the metropo.htan jurisdiction. As the Metropolitan Bo^rd

thJm? **“= regnlation ofthe metropolis, and such confidence is placed inthem, It seems strange that they should shrink

tZ d? ““ompt to settlethe difficulties and perplesities of such cases

d
“O'^'fioation of procedure, which would

doubtless be approved both by lawyers andSMveyors, who are the main parties now bene-
fited, as well as puzzled, by the prooeedinca in

duS'"^
“ common law as at present oon-

ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF
OENAMENT.

lEMALE SCHOOL 01 All, QCEEH-SqUAKE.
0.V Friday, the 22nd, Mr. Digby Wyatt ad-dressed a numerous assembly of the pupils and

vT'ruZ tostitntion on this snb-jeot (illustrating his observotions throughoutwith graphical lormulne sketched at the tfme)aud was hsteued to with the most earnest atten-

aadress“'°Th'’*' Z™ “'‘beaddress .—The abuse of ornamenc was held tnarise invariably either out of enoess or povZuof design. As the only safe check upon the nseof ornament, therefore, its nature and functionsmust be fully understood. The nobler the themethe nobler must be the class of beauty in which
It should be cast. Ornament should not merelybe attached, but should arise out of or suggest™

thing'’"’'”"; ccaSail things, great or small, which he maydesign, m their complete state
j for we findthat with all good designers, and esueciallv^ongst the Chinese and Indians the complete subject presents itself to their view asa concrete idea. When we oontemffiatoTheh

productions we cannot fail to reeomiso thatornament is of the very essence of those pro.ductions, and cannot bo detached from themOrnament is either conventional or imitativebut must m either case be ben-owed from orfounded upon nature. Conventional art is theresult of education and observation of the cs-prcsBion of abstract form during long ages from
‘bi* noonday of civilization. It Swstntially dep,;ndeiit upon geometrj and varia-tion of surfaces. Lvidenees of true principles ofdesign are apparent in all the creatiorS nmtnro, but varied m form, as in the butterfly thestrawberry, the fir cone, &c.

The lecturer mentioned with qualified approvalProfessor Semper s work on the prinoiSes ofdesign, and recommended strongly the Zrefnlstudy of geometry, of which he elucidated r^anymtereating problems amongst others one hehad found m an old Spanish work on mensuration
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; nnt.l at length, inflacnced byreligions sentiment, the generation of a newand living style was effected in the MiddleAges. It IS difficnlt now to form an adequate
conception of ornament as originally applied toGothic bmldmgs. They are merely^minedfragments of what once existed; bnt we iSav
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THE WEST LONDON SCHOOL OP AET.
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afterff n.*'"
‘bf obooK® °f ‘be school was,after all, the one to whom they must chiefly look

If, ‘"“f
® sucocsB. 492 students had

pa-ssed through the school in the past yearwith credit to themsolves. He would look at

“ f® aspects : one was the prac-

tho ',L
to®“®:ifire, money-making aspect; and

hrmchf ’"f
‘‘® ''“‘“® ‘“ ‘b®“® 'ffi® 'forebrought under its influence. Tho value of artIndies could not bo over-estimated, in whatever

, Mpeet we should regard them. It had been an

rbell V Z"® "“® 8““'' f“®ofi>‘ion for sucha belief, for this couutiy was absorbed in thepursuit of trade, to the almost total ciolusion of

everything else Then, again, on the Continent
art was fostered by artistic princes; whereas

Iflte fi ®f ®J®‘®™ °f “olf.govcrnmcnt

art
®‘‘®tofi. ffEk the development of
P™®‘>ool folue of the West Lon-don School of Art was incalculably great.

It was true there they had no metal orceramic manufacturers like Birmingham or

wZl!’™ '7.®f.’f®®fi'®“fftog like Tunbridge
Wells. The district wanted a unity of concentrZ
turn which provincial towns possessed

; bnt stiEthere were many secondary branches of manu-
tactnre Mmed on requiring the assistance of the
artistic faculty. There were aneb firms, for in.
stance, as those of Jackson Ji Graham, Hubert
Oraoe, and many others, which required that ahigh artistic taste should he devoted by those in
their employ and the students should therefore

hfoh" Z ®“‘'°“''®™g ‘° g!fe their district ahigh charKter. He was glad to find they bad
saccessfffily done so. The fact that only two
other schools passed a higher number was eon-
olusive that hitherto tho West London Schoolhad done well. It was most gratifying that
whereas other schools only succeeded in passing
one-half their students, their school had passed
two-thirds. Mr. Hope concluded his speech by
adverting to the moral effects of art stadies in
elevating the character, and bf an earnest ex-
hortation to the stndents to worthily nse their
talents for the benefit of their great country.

T Tu
of prizes then took place.

In the National Competition of beat works from
the one hundred schools of art in the kingdom,
the following students received awards:
Miss Monro : Bronze medal, for figure modellino-.
Uharlos Henry : Silver medal, for figure model-
ling.

^

John Pall Prize of books for fio'ure
tlrawing. °

Three senior stndents of the school obtained
silver medals at tho Eoyal Academy last De-cember, this being the largest number hitherto
taken by any school of art, escepting theLambeth School ; and two students have, during
the past year, qualified in the school for ad-
mission, as students of tho Eoyal Academy, and
were admitted.
Mr Godwin, being called on, briefly addressed

the students, urging the necessity for perse-
verance, m order that practical advantages might
result. It was very easy to desire knowledge
and skill,—to wish to be clever

J but something
more than wishing was necessary : there mnst
be resolute application. Time, too, must be^ven; they mast not expect to become artistsm a quarter.” The Schools of Art were begin-
ning to produce results in many of our manufac-
tures, though still many thousands of pounds
annually were sent out of the country for de-
signs. He concluded with moving a vote of
thanks to the president, whose activity was re-
markable even in this active age. Mr. Graham,
asking farther subscriptions from the inhabitants
ot the district, seconded tho motion, which was
earned nnanimously, and the meeting separated

THE QUESTION OF CUBIC SPACE IN
METROPOLITAN WORKHOUSES.

The report of the committee to the president
of the Poor-law Board on this question, has
been prmted, together with papers submitted
to the committee, and presented to Parliament.
Upon the questions submitted to them the

committee give separate replies, of which the
lollowing IS an abstract :

—

AA*
amoont of floor and oabical spaceshould allotted to the bed of each sick inmate in

“ being nnderBtoodU fi, ( A
Idiots, and epileptics

distinct bulidi;;,';'?-
‘’to"''"' ••?»>•» -nd

It is the opinion of the committee that there
should be allotted to each sick inmate in metro-
pohtan workhouses an air-space of not less than
850 cubic feet on an average, and in those cases
where the height of the ward is more than 12 ft
such additional height shonld not be taken into
account m calcnlating the cubic space of 850 ft.

;

that there should be allowed a clear space of
b ft. across each bed, and that no bed should be
placed on the middle of the floor.

In thus fixing the space which they consider
requisite for the comfort and proper administra-
tion of the sick in workhouses, the committee
have not overlooked the fact that it may be im-
possible (on account of the construction of tho
present buildings) to give immediately, in every
ease, the space recommended, and they feel that
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a ’Certain amoaafc of discretion must be left witb
the administrative, in carrying into effect the
recommendations of the committee

j
but it is their

strong opinion, that, even under existing circum-
stances, there should in no case be allowed a less

space than 3 ft. between the beds, and that no
bed should, under any circumstances, contain
more than one person.
The amount of floor and cubical space recom-

mended by the committee is less than that
which has been assigned, by men whose opinions
command respect, as the requisite amount for

hospitals generally. (Papers 3, 13, by Drs.
Ackland and Sibson, are here referred to.)

The committee further recommend that cases
which give rise to offensive smells should be
placed in wards completely separated from the
wards occupied by ordinary eases, and called
“ Separation Wards and that an air-space of
not less than 1,200 cubic feet on the average
should be allowed for such ofi'ensive cases; tho
selection of these cases being left to the discre-
tion of the medical officer of the workhouse.

To question 2, which is, “ Wliat amount for each bed in
those wards which are partially occupieid bj day and by
nigbt by the ‘chronic' and infirm, majiy of whom are
nsually able to leave these wards during a portion of the

for change of air in any adjoiningyard or day-room ?”
the Committee answer

—

That each of such wards should have the use
of a day-room. This being provided, an average
of 500 cubic feet for each bed will suffice.

To question 3, which runs thus: “What space should
be allotted to each bed in chose wards which are termed
‘surgical'?" the Committee reply—

The same as has been recommended in the
answer to question No. 1, it being understood
that in workhouse infirmaries surgical cases of a
serious character are of rare occurrence.

Question 6 is, “What for lying-in wards?"

A very large air-space, much exceeding 850
cubic feet, has been enjoyed, on an average, by
each of tho parturient women in almost all the
workhouses. The comparative freedom of the
lying-in wards from disaster may probobly have
been owing in part to the ampler air-space thus
actually shared among the women, thongh the
committee are conscious that much of tho immu-
nity was attributable to other causes. They re-
oommend, therefore, that a rule should be laid
down limiting the air-space to be allowed in
each ward, for the future, as a minimum for
these cases, to 1,200 cubic feet each on the
average. (Papers 1-i, 15, by Mr. T. Holmes and
Dr. Randall are here referred to.)

Qu^estion 7. “Do the Committee consider it ossentiel
for health that any addition should be made to the
minimum space of 300 cubic feet, which is now required
for each bed iu warda occupied by night <

' ' '

adults or children?"

The committee recommend that whenever
there is sufficient width in these wards to
admit of more than one row of beds along their
centre, the ward shall always be divided longitu-
dinally by a spinal partition. They also recom-
mend that in future the dormitories be so con-
strncted as to contain two rows only of beds.

Question 8. " What course would the Committee
fe£5

>““end for adoption^ iu the event of ite being

cases of fever or s

can be obtained at o
for such cases?"

-pox in a workhouse until admission
I of the hospitals specially provided

^

The committee recommend that, under the
oircumstances specified, such cases should be
i*Gmoved at once into a separate ward

;
or, if

that should not be practicable, that a bed should
be taken away on each side of every fever or
small-pox patient lying in the ordinary warda.

Question 9. “What apace would they recommend for
each patient in special.hospitals for fever and smalJ-poi ?',

The same space as is allotted in the existing
fever and small-pox hospitals; or 2,000 cubic
feet.

Question 10. “Can they offer any and what general
recommendations on the aubject of ventilation of existing
sick wards

;
or as to the best proportions for, arrange-

ments, and ventilation of, new warda in any workhouse
hospitals hereafter to be built?"

The question of enbio space is subordinate to
the more important question of ventilation; by
which the Committee mean the continuous re-
newal of the air within a given confined and
inhabited space, of whatever shape, size, or sur-
roundings, 80 that it shall bo kept pure, or nearly
pure, and shall vary within a few degrees only
of moderate temperature.

It is plain that the complete and scientific
solution of the problem of ventilation, thus un-
derstood, would govern and include the ecien-

:

tifio answer to the questions of space proposed

by the Poor-law Board for consideration by the
Committee.
The requisite space, when settled once for all,

will need no further pains
;
deviations from the

prescribed amount can .scarcely escape notice.
It is not so with ventilation

;
yet, if this be

neglected, all regulation of cubic space becomes
an idle care. The Committee, therefore, would
suggest watchful and constant attention to this
subject of ventilation; to its easiest, cheapest,
and most eff'ectual methods, and to the means of
adapting them to the various forms and dimen-
sions of existing rooms.

In respect of both present and future in-
firmaries, the Committee direct attention to a
plan prescribed by one of the members of the
Committee (Paper 9, by Captain Galton), as hav-
ing been devised, and found practically successful
in solution of the analogous problem—the ven-
tilation of barracks and military hospitals.

In relation to the general subject submitted
to their consideration, tiie Committee hold it to
be most desirable that adequate day-rooms, well
ventilated and lighted, and proper exercising-
grounds should be provided for the panperswho;
are not confined to their beds.
On the whole subject, the Committee ob-

serve that the problem to be solved really is,

what is the amount of floor and cubical space
which shall not be too little on the one hand,
nor more than enough on the other—nor too
little for the health and due comfort of the
pauper inmates, sick or well, not pressing too
much upon the means of the poorest ratepayer.
It is fit that these houses be made safe, decent,

'

and commodious
;

it is neither necessary nor ex-
pedient that they be made inviting.

In conclusion, the Committee say that while
the space which they have recommended ia in
e.xces8 of the minimum space hitherto allowed,
the increase has been suggested, both because
the latter space is not, in their judgment, com-
patible with tho rapid restoration of the sick to
health, and because they think it insufficient for
the purposes of ventilation, decency, and ad-
ministration.

In the paper by Captain Galton, referred to
in the report, diagrams of “ the new pattern ven-
tilating stove in use in barracks and military
hospitals" are given. With its air-chamber, fire-

lump lining, warm-air flue, and ventilator, &c.,
it closely resembles other ventilating and air-
warming fire-brick stoves described at various
times in theSittWer, Captain Galton, of course,
agrees with us in advising the adoption of the
pavilion principle for workhouse infirmaries.

divest themselves of the knowledge that this
design is Mr. Smith’s, and that Mr. Brown’s ? In
what conceivable way can the substitution of
new “ devices," of M, N, 0, P, Q, R, assist them
to this feat ? Is Mr. Smith’s design to become
unrecognizable because it is marked with the
device Q, instead ofA ?

If the corporation really desire to choose be-
tween works before knowing the authorship of
each, the only possible way is to engage that no
letters bo opened till after the final decision

;

those who are selected being nob invited by
name to the second competition, bat only by a
public announcement that those who have used
such and such mottoes are desired to finish their
designs, and that all others may send and fetch
their rejected ones away. E.

We believe, for onr own part, that the
motto system is, as we have before now said, a
delusion and a snare, and simply serves to give
tho jobber an advantage over tbe honourable
competitor. The Manchester programme would
have been a better one if it had required the
competitor’s name to every design.

THE MANCHESTER COMPETITION.

In a few centuries England may see a rational
architectural competition. The Manchester
Corporation have already, in only the second
millennary of their town’s existence, discovered
that it is best to call for preliminary designs on
a limited amount of paper, from which to select
a limited number to be finished, and all that are
so finished to bo paid for : that is, for the age
and country, an immense innovatory stride. But
they have not made it without an amusing over-
sight. After saying that tho letters accompany-
ing the chosen preliminary designs “ will be
opened by the mayor for the purpose only of
ascertaining the names of the architects to be
invited to send in ” finished ones, they add,
“ Each of the designs sent in for the second com-
petition must also have a device or motto marked
on each drawing, and be accompanied by a
sealed letter similarly marked, addressed to the
mayor, giving the name of the author, it being
understood that architects shall not adopt the
same device or motto in the second as in the
first competition;” [Are they to adopt the
same gronnd-plan ?] “ such letters to be opened
only after the final decision as to the best design
has been come to."

The notion would seem to be, that it conduces
to impartiality for the judges to be ignorant of
the authorship of the works from which they
are selecting. Undoubtedly it does so, espe-
cially when, as they promise will be the case
here, professional judges are consulted. But
now, pray, how are the corporation, who by
supposition have already chosen out of twenty-
six preliminary sketches,—whose devices we will
call the letters of the alphabet,—the six marked
A, B, C, D, E, F, and invited Mr. Smith, as the
author of A, to finish it; Mr. Brown, the author
of B, to finish that, and so on : when the finished
designs are sent iu, how are tho corporation to

THE DESIGNS FOR THE LAW COURTS.
Mk. Scott’s design has been mainly founded

on the paper read by Mr. Webster, Q.C., at a
meeting of the Department of Jurisprudence of
the Social Science Association, in November,
1865, which paper was sent, with their own in-
structions, by the Commission to each of the
competitors. The system laid down in this
paper ia that of so-called “ concentric circles.”

Mr. Webster’s scheme represents the central
haJl as tho ” inner circle ;" the courts and offices

immediately connected with them (as the re-
tiring rooms of tho judges and jury), as the
“ second circle the space between the second
and third circles as “a passage or corridor for
communication with tho courts and offices;" and
certain other offices as “located between the
third and fourth circles." Mr. Scott surrounds
his central hall and certain areas for Light,

which the elevated level of the courts necessi-
tates, by a wide and lofty ambulatory, which,
in drawing the parallel with Mr. Webster’s
scheme, may be viewed as his " inner circle.”

The courts, with the retiring-rooms forjudges
and jury, form the second

;
a surrounding corridor

the third
j and offices for Bar, solicitors, officers,

&c., the fourth “ circle these several circles
being connected at frequent intervals by trans-
verso passages.

All of these so-called “circles” aro repeated
on two, and the outer ones on three, stories.
Thus there is a lower ambulatory beneath that
already described. The witnesses’ rooms, jury
waiting-rooms, &c., are placed beneath the
second circle

; while the outer corridor, with the
offices attached to it, is repeated both beneath
and above the court level.*

Mr. Scott holds that by this arrangement the
courts, &c.,ar6 brought together within a shorter
range than by, perhaps, any other system ; and
that the ambulatory affords the most convenient
space for the circulation of professional men
from court to court, and for suitors and wit-
nesses

;
while the uses of the corridor behind

the courts will be limited to professional men
and officers of the courts, that at the level of tho
court and the bench being mainly for judges and
other official persons.

The public are understood to be excluded from
the central hall aud great ambulatory, as well
as from the outer corridor and from the floor-

level of the courts
; but pass from the lower

ambulatory by staircases of their own to the gal-
leries provided for their accommodation

; and
the architect maintains that a still stricter

exclusion of them from the range of business
might very readily be effected.

The private apartments for the Bar, as their
library, their refreshment-room, and sitting,

room, are placed above tho main ambulatory,
where they form a vast suite of wide and lofty
apartments. The ixjbing-rooms (five in number)
are placed, three of them on the floor beneath
the court-level, where they would be reached by
the barristers on their way up to the courts

;

and two of them on the higher level. Mr. Scott,

however, states in his priutecl remarks that these
arrangements can be readily modified.

The central block of buildings, which includoB
the courts, &c., contains on its lower stories the
offices of the masters in the Common Law

* A block plan and further particulars of tbs design
^ili be found at p. 70, ante.
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- The Temple of Na!:hon Wat.'^'

View of Exterior of Corridor. Pillar of Porch.

Coarts and other bnsiness departments^ besides

^
the entrance-hall, central staircase, &c.

This central block is surrounded on three
sides by an enclosed street, beyond which is an
enter range of building, in which those depart-
ments are provided for which do not necessarily
adjoin the courts. These consist of the Judges’
chambers (which have communication by bridges,
&c., with the courts), the offices of the Account’
aut-general, the Registrar, the Taxing-masters,
&o., of the equity courts; those of the Laud
and Middlesex Registrars, the Bankruptcy De-
partment, the Admiralty Offices, the vast de-
partment of the probate and matrimonial busi-
ness, &c. This department, which is by far
the largest which has to be provided for, occu-
pies the western portion of the group, where
availing himself of the liberty conceded to make
irregular projections in that direction, Mr. Scott
has advanced a second range of building west-
ward of a portion of his main outer range. The
mtervening space (some -10 ft. wide) is closed at
its ends by the Record towers, and being covered
over in its lower story with a glass roof, is
formed into a suite of reading-rooms for wills,
ranging between the towers in which the wills
themselves are deposited. These towers are of
moderate height, the architect thinking (and we
have given his views throughout this notice)
that anything beyond this would render their
uses impracticable, not only on account of the
difficulty of mounting to a vast height whenever
a will is to be produced, but because they would
go beyond the range of hydraulic lifts.

The view which we give is that which best
explains the whole range of the Strand front.
It will be seen that on the street level there is a
covered arcade for foot-passengers nearly from
end to end, while the centre breaks forward in

i

advance of this into a spacious carriage portico
I

150 ft. long. From this open the main portals ^

of the south front. Ihe Carey-street Irouc aUu •

possesses a considerable amount of architectural
!

character, while internally the chief artistic
'

features (as we have before now described) are
jthe Central Hall, of which there are two alterna-

'

tives, the one a lofty domed structure, and a
second, which is really the covering over of the
entire space enclosed by the ambulatory with a
glass roof.

View of Interior of Corridor.

The architect, while recommending and giving
a popular description of a system of warming^d ventilating very similar to that at the
Houses of Parliament, and snggesting that Dr.
Percy’s services should be secured for its direc-

i

tion, nevertheless argues, with some reason, that
i

in a competition of the present kind . . . a

!

detailed scheme is not only superfluous, but nn- ^

I

desirable, as, under ordinary circumstances, •,

one of the designs may be supposed to be equf
susceptible of a perfect system as any other
those designs

; and it seems, therefore, o;

hampering the competition with questions hav.
no connexion with the merits of the designs
any one architect to commit himself to a
specific system.”
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ON EGYPTIAN AET.

At the last meeting of the Architectural Asso-
ciation, held on the 19th inst., Mr. E. P. Spiers
read a paper on Egyptian Art, which he illus-

trated with a number of drawings taken on the
spot, and with specimens of materials (granite,
bricks, relics, &c.) collected during a tour in
the East. He began by referring to the great
antiquity of the monuments he was about to
describe, noting the fact that the earlier the
building or tomb the more perfect the art dis-
played in it seemed to be. As an introduction
to_ the subject, he gave a slight sketch of the
climate, geography, history, and religion of the
nation and people to show their wants and re-
quirements. He then proceeded to describe the
monuments, dividing them into two classes,
tombs and temples, taking the latter first,

because of the greater antiquity of some of
them. “ The Pyramids,” he said, “ were gradu-
ally developed from the centre, and the ultimate
size corresponded with the length of the king’s
reign who built them. Those of Gizeh were the
largest and oldest monuments in the world : they
were formerly covered with a casing of polished
limestone, a portion of which casing is still visible
on the summit of the second great pyramid.”
The lecturer specially eulogized the wonderful
masonry of the interior passages and chambers
of these pyramids, as also the temple of the
Sphins lately discovered, in which he said the
joints were so small and accurate that only the
difference in tone of the huge granite blocks,
which lined the temple enabled him to see them.
In noticing the excavated tombs, he called
attention to the representation in them of the
fa9ades of the earliest temples, showing the
wooden origin of all their features.
The Serapeon Mr. Spiers visited with Colonel

Mariette Bey, its discoverer, and seventeen of
their party sat down in one of the huge sar-
cophagi, in which the • sacred bull Apis was
interred. As to the Protodine columns at Beni-

I hassan, Mr. Spiers expressed his doubt as to
i these having been copied by the Greeks, be-
cause the earliest Greek Doric columns were

I more stumpy and squat in proportion, had an
I entasis, a considerable diminution in diameter
1 between the top and bottom, and a wide project-
i ing abacus and echinus moulding underneath.
The Egyptian columns bad no entasis, an almost

I imperceptible diminution in diameter, and an
: abacus the width of the column only. The
I segmental vaults of the interior of these tombs
• were copied from existing vaulted buildings. The
1 tombs of the kings and queens at Thebes, and
) the excavations in Nnbia followed next in order.

In describing the temples, it was re-
1 marked that there was considerable difficulty in
I distingnishing between temples and palaces
I because the king, being chief of the religion, the
t ^mple might be his chief place of abode.
( Generally the sculpture indicated the destina-
t tion. Luxor, and Medinet Abu, at Thebes,

1

were probably palaces; and a portion of the
t temple lately excavated at Abydos was pro-
I bably used as a royal residence, hunting and
f fishing scenes being recorded on its walls.
1 The earliest plans of temples, according to
L Herodotus and other historians, seem to have
'> been similar to those of the second period viz.
1 from 1520 B.C. to 700 B.C. The architecture of
il them seems to have had a wooden origin; and
'i. Mr. Spiers instanced one or two facades of tombs
2 near Sahkara that he had seen, which strength-
e ened this conclusion. The plans of the second
p period of Egyptian architecture were very
Q numerous, and their different parts seem to
h have been added one after another

; and this
p peculiarity was noticeable even in those temples
b built during any one reign, the temples di-
3 minishing in size and height and increasing
xm gloom as we reached the sanctuary. The
f lecturer then sketched on the board the plan
)lof an Egpytian temple, and remarked upon
Hbe detail of the various features, illustrating his
rtremarks by the drawings on the walls,—the
Idromos of sphinxes sometimes half a mile in
lelength, the obelisks on which the victories of
b kings were recorded, the seated or standing
ijfigures on each side of the doorway, the pylons
aerected as frontispieces to the temple, on which
•Ithe victories of kings and religious scenes were
lidepicted.in intaglio sculpture; the niches and
iiholes in the wall to hold flagstaffs. The central
lifloorway had raking sides

; but the interior of
Ithe jambs was vertical, the width of opening at
otop and bottom being equal.

The courts had colonnades round, and at Luxor
Hand Kamac were two rows of coIutubs, too slight

to support a stone roof, and therefore probably
used to sustaiu emblems of religion on the top.
The Hall of Columns was the grandest feature
of an Egyptian temple. It would be impossible
for him, with drawings of columns a fow inches
in height, to convey to the mind of those listen-
ing to him the impression which features a hun-
dred times their size had upon the beholder, and
still less to instil the awe that one feels in thread-
ing the various avenues of columns. Though
called a hall, it does not impress us as such. By
a hall, we mean a large open space, covered over
and uninterrupted by supports, or with columns
so slender that they do not intrude themselves

;

but the columns at Kamao are so enormous, and
their intercolumniatiou is comparatively so small,
that we can never see diagonally in any direc-
tion

; only in the direction of the avennes does
one obtain an idea of the immense size.

In the temples built under the rule of the
Ptolemies, the hall of columns had no pylon
directly in front, only a screen between the
columns, and these latter are all of the same
height, the central avenue only being wider. In
the Theban temples light was admitted by clear-
story windows, the columns of the side aisles
being lower than these of the central avenue,
and having above them pierced stone lattice-
work. .In the Ptolemaic temples the light pene-
trated the hall over the screens. The rest of the
temple consisted of smaller halls, with columns
in the sanctuary and cells around. The stair-
cases were built in the thickness of the wall, and
each tread was slightly inclined. The walls of
these stairs were covered with sculptures,
though in perfect darkness

; and under the
stairs were galleries, in which no light conld
ever penetrate, with the walls elaborately carved
with religious figure subjects.
The most beautiful series of capitals ever

designed, were those of the Ptolemaic period
and Roman rule; the papyrus, lotus, and bul-
rush plants; the palm tree, and occasionally
some leaves and grapes entering into their com-
position. And it was remarked that more
perfect representations of nature, and yet
more completely conventionalised, had never
been executed. Of the Domestic architecture
of the ancient Egyptians a few words were
said, the probable similarity of the houses of
the poorer classes with those of the "fellahs”
of the present day being remarked.
The materials used in the temples wore chiefly

sandstone; the pyramids were built in lime-
stone; red and grey granite and basalt were
used for the obelisks, sphinxes, and colossal
figures.

In the conrsQ of the discussion whioh fol-
lowed,

—

Mr. Ridge said he had not made Egyptian
architecture his particular study, but comparing
the columns of the Moderns with those of the
Ancient Egyptians, he thought that hereafter
such a column as that in Trafalgar-square would
be regarded as an ordinary column, whereas those
seen in Egypt would be recognized as intended
to carry emblems from their unfitness for the
ordinary work of columns. Mr. Spiers had
pointed out, too, that certain columns which he
saw in Egypt were not structural, because they
were so far apart and so thin. He thought
they had a very general lesson to learn from
the paper which they had just heard, and
from a contemplation of the drawings around
them, and they could not but be impressed
with a sense of all that was grand and majestic
in architecture of Egypt. It was the fashion
now-a-days for the student to devote himself
almost entirely to the study of the architecture
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, while
the wonderful monuments of the ancient
Effyptiansj whose stylo was peculiarly their own,
and had been preserved intact from generation
to generation, did not receive that share of
attention which they deserved.

In reply to a question from the Chairman in
reference to the machinery employed by the
Egyptians for raising huge blocks of stone used
in the construction of their temples, Mr. Spiers
said it was a noticeable circumstance that in no
temple which he had visited had he obtained
any clue to the manner in which the Egyptians
raised those enormous blocks of granite. He
had seen several illustrations on the walls and
columns of temples and tombs of the progress of
the Egyptian edifices, bub the slaves appeared
in every instance to be collected in small groups.
In some cases he had seen what appeared to be
oil poured out on the roads for the purpose of
greasing them, but it would seem certain that
the greater part of the labour was performed by

brute force. Even at a comparatively late date
we had no record of the way in which the blocks
of stone—62 ft. in length by 12 ft.—were raisedm the temple of Baalbec.

Mr. Potter said an impression was produced
on his mind on looking at the illustrations in the
room as to the common sense exhibited by the
Egyptians in designing and planning. There did
not appear to be anything inconsistent in what
they did. He quite agreed as to the importance
of the benefits that would be derived from stndy-

Egyptian architecture, but he did not con-
sider that we should go so far as to copy it.

ETCHING ON STONE.

Ax ingenious process has recently been pub-
lished in Vienna, by Von Geissendorff, for photo-
graphing on stone, and etching the pictures thus
produced. The stone is first coated with a sen-
sitive solution of bitumen in chloroform; the
picture or pattern to be transferred is next laid
upon it, and covered with a glass plate, as in
the ordinary process of photographic printing.
In direct sunlight, half an hour or an hour’s
exposure is enough; but in diffuse light, five or
six hours are necessary. At the expiration of
this period the paper and glass are removed,
and oil or turpentine is poured over the stone.
When the picture commences to make its
appearance, the stone is washed rapidly with
water. The rationale of the process appears to
be this :—The parts acted on by the light, that
is, all those portions of the paper not occupied
by the drawing, are softened, and are therefore
attacked first by the turpentine. Those parts of
the film of bitumen, which are protected from
the action of the light by the lines of the sup-
posed drawing, are harder and not so soon
attacked by the turpentine. The snccess of the
process depends, then, on stopping the action of
the turpentine just before it commences to
attack those parts of the stone which have not
been exposed to the light. The stone is after-
wards etched with acids in the ordinary manner ;

and, when the process is finished, the bitumen is
removed by turpentine and ether. Colours may
be applied to any part of the work if desired, in
an alcoholic solution of shellac as a vehicle.
When the varnish is beginning to harden, the
inventor proposes to dust a small portion of the
same colour over the surface, so as to avoid the
glare. The process is stated to be particularly
applicable to the production of running patterns,
inasmuch as the work can be etebed to the
extreme edge of the blocks, which can then be
built in the wall without any further dressing.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

At the last monthly meeting of this Society,
Mr. Alex. Thomson in the chair, Mr. Wm. John-
ston, of the firm of Johnston, Fraser, & Co., of
this city, read a paper on " Gas Lighting.”

After sketching early experiments,—the first

application of gaslight by William Murdoch in
1792 ; at Boulton & Watt’s works, Soho, in 1798j
and other places,—Mr. Johnston remarked :

—

Murdoch’s discovery and practical application of
gas-lighting in 1792 could not be kept secret.
Nine years afterwards, one of the Watts being
in Paris wrote to bis brother at Soho,

—

"If anythinp ia to be done with Mr. Mardoch’a gaa, it
mast be done at once, as there ia a Frenehman in Paris
who has similar ideas, and proposes to illuminate that
city by these means.”

The first French patent,—that of Leban,—was
obtained in 1799

;
and the first English patent,

—

that of Winsor,—in 180-i. If Londoners will
insist upon ignoring the facts as to Murdoch’s
invention, as they generally do, and date the
invention from the date of the patent, then the
French patent, being of earlier date, will give
the priority claimed by France for Leban.
Fortunately Cockneydom is not Britain

;
and for-

tunately the preserved records of the committee
of the House of Commons, with the evidence of
the Watts, the letter from Paris, of which I have
just quoted a verbatim paragraph, and the
evidence of others who knew of Murdoch’s early
experiments, have settled beyond power of cavil
the claims of William Murdoch to have been by
several years the first man to practically apply
gas-lighting. Gas-lighting was first exhibited in
London in 1803 (eleven years after Murdoch’s
house and offices had been lighted). This ten-
dency of most Londoners and London writers ta
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ignore or nndervalne anything not “ Town,” is a
serioas disadvantage to themselves, and may, I
think, acconnt for the fact that the people in
London have to tolerate the most clurusy and
ill-fitted gas appliances in their shops and houses

gas BO foal and coarse, and street lamps of
such imperfect constrnction as would not be
tolerated in any third-rate town in Scotland.
Why should escapes of gas, and consequent acci-
dents be so common in London as compared
with this part of the United Kingdom but from
that conceit which tells a man he has nothing
to learn from outside ? and why is it that so many
people in London decline to have gas in their
rooms ?

The various kinds of lamps having been freely
commented upon in detail, Mr. Johnstone re-
marked, that as to the price of gas, there are
few towns so well off as Glasgow, when the
illuminating power is taken into account : 4s. 2d.
per 1,000 for 30-candle gas is as cheap as London
12-candl6 gas would be at Is. 8d. per 1.000 cubic
feet, with no deduction for the smoke and dirt.
The two Glasgow gas companies pay their share-
holders a more than ordinarily good dividend,
in other words, they make a handsome profit by
selling such gas at 48. 2d. per 1,000 cubic feet.
To send cannel coal by ship to London would
cost about 13s. per ton

; and as each ton of
cannel coal produces, at the lowest calculation,
on the average 12,000 cubic feet of gas, the
London gas companies ought to be able to sell
cannel-coal gas at the rate of Ss. 5d. per 1,000 cubic
feet, of a quality 2^ times better in illuminating
power than the sort theynow supply at 48. to48.6d.
In conclusion, he submitted the following rules
a.s an epitome of what he had by teats and other-
wise explained :—For coarse gas, use No. 5 fish-
tail burners, at a moderate pressure

; for cannel
gas. Nos. 2 and 3 fish-tail burners

j renew the
burners frequently; check the pressure at the
meter when it gets too strong; distribute the
lights in all buildings instead of concentrating
them in one spot; bring the lights as near as
convenient to the place to be lighted

; use, in
fitting, good fall-sized gas-pipes

;
select lamps

which offer the least obstruction to the light;
above all avoid trashy, low-priced appliances for
gas lighting.

A CENTRAL BODY NEEDED FOR SANI-
TARY WORKS.

I HAVE read with much interest your notice
of Mr. Anstin and Dr. Hardwicke’s edition of the
Sanitary Act, 1866. Having had some oppor-
tunities of noticing the working of our sanitary
laws in connexion with local government, inas-
much as the accounts of between forty and fifty
unions and local Boards come under my notice
periodically, I feel warranted in expressing an
opinion upon the subject. It cannot be that a
divided controlling authority at the fountain
head, such as is described in the work, is a good
thing ; and when we consider there is one object
to be obtained, in one country, and under similar
conditions, it is anything bnt reasonable that
there should be the Poor-law Board with one set
of instruments

; the Local Government Depart-
ment of the Home Office, with another set; the
Burials Department of the Home Office with
another, all to accomplish what must certainly
be better and more economically effected under
one head, and with one machinery. It is not
only unreasonable, but, I think, an evil, which in
the hands of an intelligent Legislature, ought to
be remedied. At present, however, the evil is on
the increase. We know that the highways of
the whole country were under local mismanage-
ment by many hundreds of individuals, called
Surveyors of the Highway, each with a few hun-
dreds of yards of roads to keep mended. Efforts
have for many years been made to remedy
abuses in this direction, which had become in-
tolerable

; but these efforts resulted in a wretched
piece of patchwork;—these ai'e Highway Dis-
trict Boards for a portion of a county, local
Boards for another portion, the old order of sur-
veyors of parishes, or parts of parishes, for another
portion. Again, the accounts of the local Boards
are revised by the district auditor; those of the
highway districts by their respective Boards;
and those of the surveyors practically by no one
at all.

So in sanitary matters : the accounts of Boards
of Guardians have a strict supervision, or rather
review, by the district auditor, so far as the
relief of the poor is concerned

; but their com-
mittees for sewerage and nuisance purposes
ma.v Boeud what they like, and, if they think]

proper, keep no accounts at all, without any re-
straint or revision

; whilst, on the other hand,
the accounts of local Boards are examined, and
the expenditure revised by the district auditor,
unless the local Board happen to be also a
town corporation, which circumstance, by a
strange anomaly, entirely exempts it from con-
trol.

But a crying evil is this,—that a town ay
grow rapidly up around some new seat of manu-
facturing industry, and buildings in which an
entire disregard to all sanitary conditions and
common decency is seen, are erected as dwell-
ings for the workpeople, without any let or
hinderance

; for, by one of thepecnliarities of our
laws, it is only when this population and the
attendant evils have grown into such a magni-
tude that the high death-rate or the statistics of
fever and small-pox become distinguished in the
Registrar-General’s returns, that the ratepayers
have the power to adopt the provisions of the
Local Government Act, and so make by-laws to
restrain the future construction of fever-nests,
these by-laws having tio retrospective operation.
The promoters of the Public Health Act^nd

Local Government Act had done probably what
they could by means of these statutes, hampered
as they are^ by permissive clauses, to remedy this
evil

; and it u’os possible for such a town as I
have described, even in its embryo condition, to
adopt the latter, and (with another object, it is
true) they were doing it in many of the villages
of Lancashire

; but then it was found that this
would interfere with the working of the new
Highway Act,—a law which bad, after a long
struggle, been brought into existence to remedy
a wide-spread evil. And so a Bill was hastily

i

brought in, and as hastily carried, forbidding
any place having less than 3.000 inhabitants to
adopt the Act, which was, in effect, to forbid
them to frame by-laws relating to the dwellings
of the workmen and the poor.

Such is the state of confusion into which
piecemeal legislation,—perhaps, I should rather
say, legislation under difficulties,—has brought
us.

Local government, of which so much is said,
would be very good, if those men were selected
to adminster it who are distinguished in their
respective neighbourhoods by intelligence, good
sense, and administrative ability. Unhappily,
however, this is not the cose, and the ingredients
which abound in local elected bodies are found
so very distasteful to the upper grades of the
middle classes that the latter, after a time at
least, leave, if they have ever joined these local
parliaments. And so it is not commonly found
that the majority of the remaining members
have very sound or enlarged ideas of their
duties. Too often their meetings are scenes of
vulgar squabbling.

Mr. J. S. Mill is reported to have said, in a
recent debate on the Metropolitan Poor Bill,
“ Vestry government is hole-and-corner govern-
ment

; of course some of the vestries have
suflered wrongfully for the deficiencies of those
who had ’done worse, but it is the essence of
hole-and-corner government to be comparatively
irresponsible, inefficient, and jobbing, and carried
on by inferior persons

;
objections which wonld

not apply to a central board.” These remarks
are in a measure applicable to most forms of
local government, and exhibit heavy counter-
poises to their advantages.
However well these bodies may discharge

some of their fnnctions, there are some things
which their very localisation renders it imprac-
ticable for them to do. For instance, the super-
vision of a great watershed, whose supervision
cannot, from the nature of things, be divided.
And, again, a large system of sewerage, with its
proper out-let. These not being comprehended
within the confines of a local Board, and the
country not being a congeries of local-board dis-
tricts which it might be supposed could work
together, there requires some authority of a far
larger jurisdiction to carry out these objects.
The practical good sense of the people of Eng-
land will, it is to be hoped, see the absurdity of
the cry of centralisation, which has so effectnally
hindered the progress of large and far-seeing
sanitary legislation, and substituted for it a
series of imperfect, disjointed bits of law-making,
to retrace which will one day be the herculean
task of some vigorons independent mind.
Meantime the existing crying evils have called

into existence what is intended to be a national
sanitary association, under the somewhat objec-
tionable title of ” The Sanitary Reform League.”
Whether the projectors will find sufficient means
or shall be joined by a sufficient number

earnest men to effect mnch, I cannot predict;
bat of this I am certain, namely, that the
interests of humanity, the demands of an
increasing population, and the progress of civi-
lization, require something far larger and more
effective than can be accomplished by the bit-
by-bit plans and operations at present going on.

William Rees.

MINTON AND FINE ART.

Sir,—Will you allow me half a dozen lines to
reply m part to Professor Donaldson ? I do not
doubt for one moment that Professor Donaldson’s
friendly converse with Minton, whUe walking
through art galleries, was infinitely greater than
any I could ever have thought of or could even
ask, and that consequently he knew much more of
Mr. Minton and his art opinions than myself,
and is, therefore, better able to speak accurately
of them

;
bnt, alas ! all my experience with that

eminent employer of art-labour was of the most
prosy and entirely business-like nature and
character. What Minton said to me he meant,
and what he meant he at once said in quite
plain English. Minion was, without doubt, an
eminent jnannfacturer. I once said to him,
“ Would you employ Raffaelle to paint one of
these dinner-plates if you conld get him ?”
Minton said, “Yea, certainly, if I could get him
cheap enough, and could find a liberal purchaser
for the plate after it was done.” I do not
suppose for one moment that Minton would have
ventured to make so practical a speech as this to
Professor Donaldson in a noble gallery of ceramic
ware, bub he did so to me in a dingy little shop.
What I said in my letter to you, sir, were
Minton’s own words. I could add to them, but
forbear, for my sole object in referring to Minton
at all was for the purpose of citing an example
of a class of men through whom modern art-
action finds its way to the public—exhausts
itself, and is quenched, and ruined.

_

Bat still one more word about Mr. Minton and
his art successes. I once said to him, for we
had a good many talks, “ Of all modern trades
the art-manufacturer’s is the best, I think

;
for

he always takes double profits.” Minton said,
“ How y I replied, “ Because he gets not only
the fair trade profit out of the materials and
labour, but be takes away, as well, the art-credit
of the work.” Minton made no answer. Will
Professor Donaldson consider carefully the sig-
nificance of these few lines ?

I must ask, too, with all respect, what does
Professor Donaldson mean by “ a mere artist ?”
Is “mere” a sign of weakness or strength
Raffaelle was nothing but a mere artist. Had
Minton employed him we should never have
heard his name

! C. Bruce Allen.

OBSTRUCTION OF OUR PAVEMENTS.
Sir,—

I

s there any regulation that limits the
period that raking shores placed against a build-
ing may obstruct the public footway ?

The pavement in WeUington-street, on the
east side, has been occupied for more than three
years by two such obstructions placed against
the front of a building belonging, I believe, to
the music-hall in the Strand; and foot-passenc'ers
are impeded on both sides of Ludgate-hilf by
similar obstacles placed against buildings adjoin-
ing the railway viaduct. Passenger.

AN ARCHITECT AT THE ANTIPODES.
The following interesting extracts are from a

letter just received from an architect practising
in Australia and New Zealand:— For myself
I have been knocked abont from place to place
in an unmerciful manner, up one year, down the
next, and scrambling for an existence the third.
In Melbourne I was doing very well

;
in fact,

had made my home there, and had a beautiful
place about eight miles from town, and went
backwards and forwards by rail every day to
business. I did not do mnch in the building line
then; I principally gave my attention to valua-
tions, surveys, &c., and was making a first-rate
^iug quietly, and putting by a little money.
One of my appointments was as surveyor to a
savings-bank, which one day stopped payment,
and I, being unfortunately one of the share-

of
j
holders, had to sustain my share of the loss,
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whicli amounted, on my part, to 4,000Z.
;
and

not only that, being connected with the bank as

surveyor, I was looked upon (with the directors)

as a swindler, and my business gradually

dropped off. Hearing of an appointment in the

Public Works at , I thought it better to

take it, although it was only 300Z. a year, than

stop in Melbourne and starve : so I left my
family and went : when pretty well settled, I

sent for them, and so we muddled on for some
time. I then went in for competitions in my
spare time, and succeeded in gaining seven, one

after another. You may suppose this was a

godsend. The last ope removed mo to ,

and here I have tumbled into all the good build-

ings of any importance at a good salary, and am
allowed to practise privately to a certain extent.

So much for my life since I left England thirteen

years ago to grovel in the back slums of

Australia and New Zealand, where wooden
shantees and native huts are considered works

of art, and a brick building is a gem. . . .

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE INSTITUTE
OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

We are glad to hear that the council have
determined to nominate Mr. Tite, M.P., for the

presidentship. We have received a letter from
a Fellow of the Institute urging strongly the

claims of another member of it to the president-

ship
;
but, not desiring to assist in raising con-

troversy on the subject, we forbear to insert it.

There is little doubt that the gentleman named
has only to express his willingness to serve to

be elected on a futnre occasion. The writer

adds -.

—

“ One word as to the honorary secretary. This appoint-
ment has always been an honourable and important one.
It will be more than ever so now that we are only to have
one honorary secretary, with a poid secretaiy to do the
routine work. The announcement that one of thepresent
honorary secretaries will be a Moderator at the approaching
voluntary examination appears equal to a public declara-

tion of his intending to cease to hold the post of secre-
tary. It is a matter for the gravest consideration who
shaU be chosen to hold this post for the ensuing year ; and
upon a fortunate or unfortunate choice of this officer

quite as mneh depends as upon the choice we make of a
president. A Fbllow of xke R.I.B.A."

THE ROUND TOWERS OF IRELAND.

Mr. Feegusson, in alluding favourably to my
; theory of the similarity of the Round Towers
1 with the Fanaux de Cimetieres, in the second
i volume of his admirable “ History of Architec-

: ture,” has added a few objections, on which I

i would wish to make a few remarks. He observes

1 that “ it is, however, far from being a complete
! explanation, since many of these towers have
[ only one or two very small openings in their

[ upper story.” This, however, only confirms

t their analogy to the Fanaux, as some of those

1 structures have only one or two openings in their

i upper story. The Fanal at Fenioux has bnt one.

1 He goes on to say, “ There is also a staggering

r fact that this use is not mentioned in any
!i legendary or written account of them.” He
: might have added the astonishing fact that the

[ Round Towers are scarcely mentioned at all in

1 any legend or written Irish annals. The towers

c mentioned in Irish annals as keeps or places of

r refuge were evidently, like most of the oratories

£ and churches of the same period, of wood, from
t their being so frequently burned, and were not

1 the Round Towers, which are built of strong

I masonry. Dr. Petrie admits that the custom of

I building oratories of wood was continued in

] Ireland even to the twelfth century
5
but, he

£ adds, “the strongest evidences in favour of this

c conclusion, that the duiHheaclis were usually of

^ wood, are those supplied by the Irish annals,

? which BO frequently record the burning of this

c class of building by the Northmen, while the
I. daitnhUags escaped the flames.” If we apply
£ similar reasoning to the frequent burning of the

( cloictheachs (the so-called Round Towers), we
1 must bo led to the conclusion that they also must
1 have been of wood.

He adds farther, “They are frequently de-

f scribed as bell-towers.”, Cloictheach has been
( evidently wrongly interpreted bell-tower, for in

I the registry of Clonmacnoise of the fifteenth

( century, the cloictliecich there is mentioned as a
I small castle or steeple built by O’Rourke, as a
I monument, and as a memorial of his own part

( of that cemetery.” There is no mention of it as

£ a bell-tower. Further, Mr. Fergusson, in his

i description of the monastery of St. Gall, notices

the resemblance of the towers there to the Irish

towers, and observes no mention is made of

bells. The cloicteachs mentioned in Irish annals

were evidently, as shown above, built of wood,

and were nob the Round Towers which are built

of excellent masonry. We may add, farther, if

the Round Towers were built for bell-towers,

why do we find belfries built alongside of them
at a later period, as at Swords, and Lusk ?

Mr. Fergusson seems inclined to lean to the

view “ that they were better adapted for treasu-

ries and places of refuge than for the purpose of

displaying lights.” Now it is an established

f£ict that the Round Towers are almost always
found in burial-grounds. Their invariable posi-

tion in cemeteries, as at Monasterboice, Clon-

macnoise, is therefore more in harmony with my
view of their being like the Fanaux, beacons or

lighthouses of cemeteries, and a strong objection

to their being considered as treasuries and places

of refuge. If meant for these purposes, why are

they always placed in cemeteries ?

Dr. Petrie, when advocating his view of these

being places of refuge, is of opinion that from
fifty to eighty people could efisily take refuge in

a tower. Bub let us consider for a moment

:

fifty people shut up for a week, or even for a

day, in a tower of about 8 ft. inner diameter,

with the door shut, and the small quantity of

light and air admitted through the very small

windows in the stories of the tower: the Black-

hole of Calcutta would be nothing to it.

Some would connect the Round Towers with

the tower of Ravenna
5
but they do not possess

a single feature in common. Who can see

any resemblance between the lofty and broad

Ravenna tower at St. Apollinare, in Classe, with

its fiat roof, its numerous windows, and its nine

stories, and the slender Irish tower, with its

conical roof, its four windows at the summit
pointing to the four cardinal points, its small

windows to light the stories, scarcely ever more
than two, and its door at a distance from its

base ? Hodder M. Wesieopi*.

DAMP WALLS.

M. L. F. requests to know wliether there is anv prepara-
tiou before paperinR which would prevent the damp from
exuding from the oolite stone of which houses are built
in the neighbourhood of Bath? The house in question
is said to have been built of stones tHkcn from a suit
quarry, and the walls, when papered, arc very soon
greatly dishgtired.

STREET RAILWAYS.

TnE attempt to introduco tramways on the main public
thorongbfares of London being opposed, perhaps the
amalgamation of the railway and tramway systems might
be fiiund to succeed ; that is, to create a special line of
thoroughfare for the cars by purchasing or reniiug slices

offi the backyards or gardens of the street houses parallel

with the main line of traffic, or neai-ly so, working in and
out among the houses to render the coat as low as possible.

The rails would cross streets at their level, cutting through
the lower portion of houses on each side by a ^uusi mews
entrance or archway, where the pace of the cars could be
Blackened, and passengers set down or taken up. The
advantages of this plau are the saving of cost of embank-
ments, viaducts, cuttings, and stations, besides the
destruction of valuable property, while passengers would
be taken up or set down much nearer to their destinations
than is usual by the railway system. The prospect of the
backyards would certainly not be cheering, but it would
surely not be less so than that of the chimney pots of
some of the metropolitan lines, or the blackness or dark-
ness of others. These lines might likewise bo made
available fur the transit of goods from one railway station

to another. D. M.

COMPETITIONS.

Yarmouth ; Terrace, ^~c.— The Corporation
have awarded the premiums as follows :—

A

terrace for first-class houses, 23 ft. frontage,

cost not to exceed 900Z. each, including the area,

railings, and walls. Premium awarded to Mr.
J. T. Bottle, Great Yarmouth, 20Z. A detached
marine villa, cost not to exceed 1,500Z. Premium
awarded to Mr. J. S. Dodd, Reading, 20Z. A
pair of semi-detached marine villas, cost not to

exceed 2,OOOZ. per pair. First premium awarded
to Mr. J. S. Dodd, Reading, 201.; 3nd premium
to Mr. J. T. Jackman, Soho-square, London, lOZ.

jFolkesione Competition.—Sir

:

According to the instruc-

tions to architects competing, Mr. Eyde, surveyor to the

South Eastern Railway Company, to whom the drawings
were sent on the Slst of December last, was to advise

the directors respecting the award of premiums, and I

with many others think it quite time his decision bS made
known, or some explauatiou given for the delay.

Exhausted Fatience.

SINKING HOUSES, LIVERPOOL.

Sir,—

I

have some houses which are bnilt on a soft

foundation, and they have sunk very much. There has
been a stone quarry there, and it has, I suppose, been filled

up with rubbish. I have had to rebuild one house. They
still keep sinking. If any of your readers know of any
means tu prevent it, and will make it known, they will bo
doing me a favour. C. H.
*,* Get proper advice on the spot.

FIGURE DRAWING CLASS OF THE
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

Sin,—Will you allow me to call attention to the advan-
tages offered by the above class, and to state that a good
opportunity is now afforded for the entry of new members.
The class resumes its studies on Tuesday evening, the

2nd of April, and there are vacancies for at least a dozen
additional students.
The class meets in the large gallery of the West London

School of Art, in Great Portlaud-street, on three evenings
in each week, viz,, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday,
from seven o'clock to half-past nine. The studies are from
the best life models, with draped and costume models oc-
casionally, casts from the antique, and anatomical figures,

and iuclude time- sketches from the life, for the practice of
rapid sketching.
The studies of the class are conducted under the super-

vision of our able instructor, Mr. William Trego, aud the

class IS under great obligations to Mr. Clarke, the head-
master of the West London School of Art, for the valuable
advice aud assistance he has always so courteously ren-

dered to us. The class is not limited to members of our
association.

Chas. H. F, Lewes, Hod. Sec. of the Class.

CENTRAL COTTAGE IMPROVEMENT
SOCIETY.

COMPETITION' i'OR DETACHED LABOURERS’
COTTAGES.

Sir,—In your last week’s issue I observed an advertise-

ment, requesting tenders from builders to carry out the

prize designs for the above, I am at a loss to conceive
the object of the advertisement, when tenders have
already been sent iu (not exceeding the stipulated sum,
viz., loo guineas), from ten respectable builders to carry
out the first prize design, and I am informed by the secre-

tary, that as much had been done for the second prize

design. What more .do they want? Do they wish to
shuffle out of the prizes altogether P It seems to me that

that is the object of the society : wDy not say as much in-

stead of going a roundabout way to do so.

One tender I sent in was from a builder in the Vauxball-
road, who would erect one or fifty cottages, at 105L, to be
built within three miles of the Vauxhall Bridge. The
other tender was from a builder at Walham-green, who
would be willing to erect any number at the same price

withiu three miles of that district. J. T. Smith,

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR
PARIS.

Sib,—

U

nwilling as I am to intrude upon your space with
any matter which may be considered only of importance
to the person immediately concerned, yet I should wish
to draw attention to the following complaint. Having
received a notice from the English Architectural Com-
mittee for the Paris Exhibition inquiring what space I

should wish reserved to me, I filled up the notice for three

drawings, giving their size according to the regulations.

In due course, I received a second notice saying that a
certain space (for two of the drawings) had been assigned
me. At the time appointed I sent the two drawings to

Kensington, and received a receipt for them. At the close

of the preliminary exhibition I received an abrupt notice

to remove the drawings, which I did; but there was no
explanation given me, before or at the time, why they

were not forwarded with the drawings of the other exhi-

bitors to Paris. After waiting a short time for some com-
munication I wrote to the official secretary (the receipt of
which letter was only formally acknowledged) asking why
they were returned, but although above a month has
elapsed, having written on the 16th of February, I have
had DO communication whatever, or any explanation
given why the space which had been allotted to me had
been withdrawn, every regulation having been strictly

I complied with on my part. R. L. R.

CHANGE OF NAME IN LONDON
DISTRICTS.

Sir,—In year volume of tlie Builder for last

year a correspondent laments the change in the

names which the Metropolitan Board of Works
has made in many of the streets of London.
Perhaps he is not aware that the present is not

the first time this has been done
;
but time after

time one or another change has been made, in

some cases to suit the present more refined ideas.

Take the following as a few specimens where

the old names have disappeared in and near the

(3ity :
— Cow-lane, Petticoat-lane, Smock-alley,

Bagnio-court, Blowbladder-street, Pickaxe-street,

Love-lane, Pig-street (as shown on a plan in my
possession as at the west end of Old Bread-

street), Grub-street, Duck-lane, the Stews, Rot-

ten-row, ilag-fair, Tyburn (softened into Tyber-

nia), Cut-throat-lane—many round London so
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called—Dnoking.pond-row.Cock-lane* (from theomera name, or the fowl sold there). Knock
Kingera, near Wellclose-aqaare, Aog-lane, FItc-
foot.lane City, Fleet Ditch,f Holbom Bridge,
Pndding-lane, where the great Fire of London

^ maker's, and Pye-comer, where it
ended,

_

names rather singnlarly associated togc-
tHer m one remarkable event; Willow-walk
one in Gray’s-inn-road and one in Five Fields’
Obelsea are gone

; while one near Old Street’
road BtUl retains its name, though not its cha.
raoter, which gave rise to it. Dog-row also
Still remains. Bntcher-row, Chick-lane, Field-
lane, Black Mary’s Hole, Warner-etreet in the
Hole, Hedge-la,ne, near Leicester-sqnare, and
btrambelo, Chelsea, are among the number.

A. Z.

tItings not generally known.

shopcd and is supported on a pedestal with

lighted artificially by three polished brass Gothic
coronas. In the nare the whole of the pewshave been removed, together with the wood

the bays, and had

to (h h
°f/“™iiig a sort of second vestibule

to the ehnrch. New oak benches, with inclined

htfe been
snbstitnted for the discarded pews. Two bayshave been taken out of the north and southgaUenes, at th^s ends nearest the ohancel,,andthe organ has been removed from the west gal-ery to a chamber prepared for its reception on

ha?,lo°d‘ h
the chancel. It has bela over-hauled by Messrs. Foster & Andrews, of Hnll,ho have introduced some improvements. Thedecoration of the nave and the ooiling is elabo-rate. The panels of the ceiling are ratherstrongly marked, and the bosses at the interSentinns rtf fKa i: . , . .
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1

..“*' ’ UI40 uydsea ac tne inter-

1« , „ - . coloured, and the spandrelLro
nlled in with nassatrpfl nf

W ..-0 — nnen tne sinking ofthe caissons for pier No. 3 (the second from the
M.ddlese.v side) of New Blackfriars Bridge is tobe commenced. °

When the Metropolitan Board of Works will

streTt^^
property needed for New Earl-

Things knoxon.~-The works ofNew BlackfriarsHndge commenced on Jane 7, 1864, and were to

Jnne V
“ three years-namely, on

fOR
PstHament for new Earl.street

.
A 27 Tict. cap. 45), received the Royalassent July 13, 1S63—forty-fonr months ago!^

AnSqUE LABORE NlHIL,

ST. JOHN’S CATHEDRAL, BRISBANE
QUEENSLAND.

’

fiUpfi
ana tde spandrels are

Sv- f r
Scripture in scrolls,

oveilyiD^ foliage conventionally treated. Thebenches on the ground-floor will seat 900 persona,

[hf
“St of the alterations in the body ofthe church will be about 1,500L

^

Croi/doii.—St. Saviour's Church, which hasbeen recently opened, has been about twelvemonths m building. In its present state it isincomplete, the addition of a tower and spire

01 the tower there is a small bell-turret. Thewhole Btructnre is built of bricks. The bricksare ol three colours, red, yellow, and black. Thecolumns are of coloured stone, and rise from
square bases terminating with foliated capitals,
not all carved at present. The arches are all of
brick, relieved with stone facings. The clear,
story windows over the arches are set deep into

I™ ““ ‘wo marble shafts.
isucit) aie iwo marble shafes

The new Anglican Church of St John at
to support the three small

nsbane will be one of the mesrimportan
“

°
r -

“ otaucel-aroh
"’i""""*— ' “ P ant rises from small marble shafts, snpported bv

- open-timbered!

Rri.i,
vnnrcn ot St.John atBrisbane will bo one of the most important

ecolesiastioal edifices in Queensland. The de

C?m°netv““,’’^“‘.’=
“-"“'“oo o^t of varionscompetitive plana, is that of Mr. D. W Ryan

septs apse, bishop s room, vestry, organ cham-

I 208 “i[T 'ooS‘h, in clear,IS 208 ft., mcloding chancel and transepts ThewMeH !
oav^fioor'^:

IB upen-timbered
stained to represent mahogany, and that in the
chancel is supported by two angels. The eastwindow of the chancel is of three lights, atpresent filled with plain glass. The oDier two
chancel windows, north and south, are filledwith atamed glass. A roredos is to be placed in

smltrit' ‘“>0 of the Queen's
wall plate

1 the height 80 HoTge The”
o7 th^Qu^en”

nave is separated from the aisles by m 'arclde NTOmn''’
‘“tP o-tPoiiso of Mrs.

of seven arches. Tie transepts a!d cWc° Uf
’ ““> ‘‘o™ wfil bo aide soreena

have respectively moulded arches springing from sent the T
“"PJPO-t- ^he rcredos will repre-

worked colnmns with foliated capitals
- th” Ta™ ru a

“PJ'P''- “f the windows
clearstory la pierced with seven doable liirht

stained glass, presented by
windows with traeeried heads; and the roofbrifp . M Mohitecto
T,r,nc,r.i. . , . 00“ toe reel are Messrs. Mullins, Lee, 4 Mullins, and the

hnillipro AToonve. TLT »_ n

_ . .
’ —“ w.<»i,cncu neaas

; and thp rnnf
principals are supported on stone shafes andcarved capitals. The chancel and perches wfll

chnrei
encaustic tiles Sechurch, when completed, will be rnnoLlp

seating more than 2,000 persons.
^ ^

CHUROH-BDILDING NEWS.

•owiog beenc osed for about eight months, for eiteusive

has?er;e.“openi7ThTo\tf fm'*""”
“7“

cost about l,600i. The stvle^of
'^tich will

of the church is stlf °°

evtLanv bv a
*5°" o^oo, and is surmcuuted

and flniafs.^Thetr"* ''“P"*' "V‘>' Pi->ecles

in with trace7fand^the^criw“S^the^‘^^

fcrof“ti''“i f “”0 goenurTh^
Ses Thet. .7 Powed with Mintontiles. There are stalls of carved English oak

sWls“twJ I? “‘"f1 “ front of thestalls, two raws of choir seats, the ends of whichbear carved emblems of the four Evangelists

S’the ipP H P‘r‘ .n“
'’°™ 'on'oved from its ftation

hi nn«!ff 'U"'
Pn* ‘"on snceeeded

side of
7“** “‘“nds at the northside of the ohanoel. The pulpit is octagon-

V ,r
—---o, jjco, ub juuiiine and the

builders Messrs. Myers 4 Sons. The churchhas been prepared for the aocommodation of

i
" P0™s, at a cost of 4,600i.. oiclusive of

stained-glass windows, marble shafts, pulpit
lectern, font ohancel-soreen, encaustic tiles forchancel, and other special gifts; and at thepresent time a debt of 1,2001. is owing to the
eontraotor, for which the committee have made
themselves respouB,bio. The following are someof the details not yet provided for Side-sereena
of marble and stone for chancel, screens for
vestry and children's chapel, glass for east andwest windows, encaustic tiles for nave and aisles
alms-boies, font-ower, carving capitals, *c

, ^
B IS intended to fill in the large wi-dow of the ohanoel with stained glass T1

subject to be illustrated is that of the Ascensio-
This will occupy the five lower lights ; the canotand base will be filled with rich foliage worl
Iho tracery will contain the Lamb, Alpha anOmega, and other emblems, on grisaille worlThe work IS to be done by Messrs. Heatoi
iiatler, & Bayno, of London.

Cliffs C/iurch..—Several improvements havi
recently been made in the architectural feature

Thomas-i-Becket in thuime. A new memorial window, in the Per
pendicnlar style, has been placed in the sontl
aisle, by the Misses Hillman, to the memory o
their parents. This window contains stainei
glass, representing, in one compartment, tb

_

Resurrection,” and, in the other, the^Ascen
Sion of our Saviour.” A second new window, o
a siimlar character, has also been placed in th{
south aisle, by the churchwardens

; but this a1
present, is not of stained glass. The memorial
window IS the work of Mr. WaUes, of Newcastle,
Messrs. Parsons, of Lewes, have done the stone
work.

_

St.John’s Church, Eton.—Another window has
just been erected in this church, by the artistswim have erected those already inserted, MessrsU Oonnor, of London. It is on the south side
and to the memory of Thomas, eldest sou of
-Ihoraas^ and Ann Ingalton, as recorded by an
inscription on the glass. The subject in the
centre apse is the " Raising the Widow’s Son.”
Un either side are emblems,—the burning heart
and the pelican, in allusion to the dedication of
the church to St. John, “The Evangelist of
Hove, the whole groundwork being of grisaille
and diaper. ®

SmebridgewaHh Church. ~ K stained glass
window, by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham
and designed by Mr, G. G. Scott, consisting of

the five principal eventsm the life of our Saviour, namely, the Nativity,
the Worship of the Magi, the Crucifixion, the
Resurrection, and the Ascension,—has been
erected at the east end of the chancel of this
Church, to the memory of the late Mr. B B.
Colvin of Piehiobury. In order to harmonise
with the new window, the walls of the ohanoel
have been cleaned, the ceiling painted, and the
screen varnished and decorated. Inside the altar-
rails the floor has been relaid with encaustic
tiles of a rich pattern, and a new Communion
service and altar-cloth added.

§0olis 'gtmbt'a.

STAINED GLASS.

n London some
Cock-lane ghost made aaensation

eigiity or nmety years ago.

Si. Marys Aoiimyliaiii.— The gift of thebanking family of Messrs. Smiths, oreoted incommemorntion of the founder of the family
has just been completed by Messrs. Heatoi!
Butler, 4 Bayne, of London. The south Iran-
sept roof and the stonework of the window and
aide walls have been restored. The subieots
represented m the windows are, " The Parables
of our Lord. Above them, in the smaller
openings, are angels singing and playing instru-
ments and m the larger space on either side of
these two rows is an angel with a scroll. Below
are forty-eight openings, consUting of four tiers
ot twelve wmdows each, and as a rule two lights
are given to each parable. On the oppositewindow m the north transept the Miracles are tobe represented; but at present only the central
compartment, occupying a third of the window,
nas been undertaken. ’

BMton Church, Sutton.~The committee forthe erection of some suitable memorial to theate founder of AH Saints’, Benhilton, Suttonhas a memorial window now in process of.

Owr^ Schools and Colleges. By Herbert Frt
Fms^t annual edition. London : Hardwicke

This TOlume, edited by the author of “ ThiRoyal Guide to the London Charities,” contaiui
the principal particulars respecting endowed
grammar, collegiate, proprietary, and middle-
class schools, and other important institutions
where the young are trained for the naval mUi-
tary, cml service, middle-class, and similai
examinations; as also information respectine
CO leges and universities. It must be a useful
volume to all engaged in the selection of educa-
tional estabhsbments for their children.

VARIORUM.
The Book of Knots, illustrated. Bv ' Tom

Bowirac,' London, Hardwicke." This is a
treatise on the art of cordage, illustrated bv
i/2 diagrams, and showing the manner ofmaking
every knot, tie, and splice. It is both curioul
and useful, especially to sailors, and, accordingly
It is dedicated by permission to Prince Alfred!Among the multitude of knots, some of which
would seem to be capable of bothering theDavenport spemts,” we observe the builders'

J??.
^ ^‘ttle edition

of GuHiver’s Travels” has been published by
Mr. Tegg. It has three or four coloured illus-
trations, and is very well and clearly printed.

Outlines of English History,” by Henry
Ince and James Gilbert, has been sold in hun^
dreds of thousands, and will continue to be soihe new edition, just now issued (Kent & Co.

I

has new matter to the extent

I

of It IS as full of information as an
I

egg IS full of meat.-- “ Engineering Facts and
Figures for 1866 " (Fullartou & Co.) is a reprint
of useful articles from the Engineer, Engineering,
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and similar publications. The contents, some of
which are illustrated, are classified, and refer-

ences are given at the end of each division to

other papers and articles connected with it to

be fonnd in periodicals.

glistcllaiu it.

The Chester Towr-hall Works. — Mr.
Gargan informs na that his removal from these
works to others in Ireland was of his own
choosing, and that he was not “ dismissed ” at
all, as reported.

A Free Libeaey and Museum for Notting-
ham.—The town council have unanimously re-

solved, “That a committee be appointed to in-
vestigate the working of the Free Library and
Museum Acts, and that it appears desirable to
take measures for their being adopted in this
town." The committee has accordingly been
appointed.

Infirmary for Bolton. — According to the
British Medical Journal, Dr. Chadwick, of South-
port, formerly a resident of Bolton, has offered
1,0001. towards securing a site for a new in-
firmary for Bolton, outside the borough

;
and, to

utilise the present infirmary, he offers another
1,000k towards converting the present building
into a public library and museum. Alderman
Heywood cordially agrees with these sugges-
tions, and promises to follow in the steps of Dr.
Chadwick.

Presentation to Mr. Gre.atorex, late City
Surveyor of Coventry.—At a dinner in the
Castle Hotel, Coventry, Mr. Greatorex, late sur-
veyor in this city, has been presented with some
valuable testimonials of esteem and respect.
These testimonials consist of a gold watch, a
purse containing 150k, and a silver cup. The
watch and purse were subscribed for by the
members of the corporation and other gentlemen
of this city, and the cup by the men employed
under Mr. Greatorex, while, for fourteen years,
engaged as city surveyor.

Macclesfield School of Art.—The mayor,
as chairman of the school, convened a meeting
of gentlemen, to confer with the committee as to
the best means of carrying out the wishes
expressed at the late public meeting of rate-
payers. The number of those who had opposed
the rate, but had expressed a willrngueas to
unite in voluntary efforts, and had received
circulars to attend, was very small. The meet-
iug unanimously resolved “ That an immediate
canvass for subacriptiona be instituted

; and,
further, to lend all possible aid in promoting the
best interests of the school." It was announced
that about 50k had been subscribed, and it was
agreed that the town should be divided into
wards, and that members of the town council
and others should be solicited to undertake the
canvassing of the separate wards. Moat of those
present consented to become canvassers. In
course of the proceedings, Mr. Ford, the master
of the school, said about twenty students had
been enabled to take up valuable situations in
various traxies, mainly owing to the art educa-
tion they had received in the Macclesfield
School.

Est.ablishment of a Gymnasium in New-
castle.—A meeting of those interested in the

: formation of a gymnasium has been held in
: Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to receive the report of a
I

provisional committee, appointed at a general
: meeting held on the 27th of November. Major
I Spoor, N.R.V.C., presided. The Chairman said
I there was every reason to augur a favourable
: reception of the club by the people of Newcastle,
lu its establishment they had had the advantage
of the formation of a similar club iu Gateshead.

I He then read the report of the secretary (Mr.
1 C._ Neville Johnson) of the Provisional Com-
I mittee; and it was resolved by the meeting that
1 it was deemed expedient that a company should
L be formed (limited liability) having for its object
; the erection of a public gymnasium in the town,
: and that the meeting pledged itself to support
l the project. Matters of detail will be con-
! sidered by a committee, and afterwards sub-
I mitted to a committee for approval. Some
s gentlemen were then requested by resolution to
! act as provisional directors of the company, with
r power to add to their number. The plans for the
[
proposed building, executed by Mr. Oliver, were

L laid upon the table at the meeting for inspec-
.. tion.

The Agra Exhibition.— The Exhibition of
Works of Art and Industry got up by a com-
mittee representing the North-Western Provinces
of India, has recently taken place at Agra with
great success. It seems to have excited much
interest among both natives and British. It

only remained open, however, from Monday, the
4th February, to the Saturday following. Prizes
were awarded by jurors. The exhibition was
opened, in state, by the Lieutenant-Governor,
Mr. Drummond

j and the President of the Central
Committee, Mr. Thornhill, addressed the Lieu-
tenant-Governor on the occasion, who made an
appropriate reply.

Anecdote of Herbert Minton.—A china
storekeeper in Boston, U.S., who had been in a
London crockery shop, and knew Herbert Minton
by sight, saw him one day enter the Boston
store just before the “World’s Fair” (as he
thought, enjoying the glorious privacy which
3,000 geographical miles, as a rule, will afford
even to a peripatetic potter). Taking up a beau-
tifully modelled Parian figure of his own mann-
facture, he asked the soi-disanf Bostonian, the
name of the producer ? The storekeeper came
up close to him, and without any prelude, slapped
him on the back, and replied, “ It's one of yours,
sir;" and thns the mantle of incognito suddenly
collapsed.—H. H. V.

Leominster Water Supply and Drainage.

—

The committee appointed by the local Board to
consider the plans of Messrs. Gotto & Beesley
for the water supply and drainage of Leominster,
have recommended that a trial boring should be
made as suggested by the engineers, in order to
ascertain whether a sufficient quantity of water
suitable for the town may be obtained by this

means
5
and thus avoid the expense of filtering

and interfering with the rights of mill-owners,
as would be the case if the supply is taken from
the river or other streams in the neighbourhood.
The local Board has agreed to the recom-
mendation of the committee, and the trial bore
is now being executed by Mr. F. C, Bugbird,
of London, contractor.

A New Aquatic Fire Engine.—The second
complete steam floating fire-engine which has
been constructed in England' (the first being now
the property of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade),
has been purchased for our Indian Government.
Both have been constructed by Messrs. Shand &
Mason, hydraulic engineers, Biackfriars-road.
The new craft is 120 ft. long, and has a breadth
of beam of 16 ft. It possesses four boilers. The
principal objects of interest between decks are
the engine, the pumps, and the propeller. The
engine possesses SO-horse power. The pumps
number six, and by means of them six jets can
be charged at one time, at a pressure of 1201b.
on the square inch, which is equal to a height of
160 ft. It is estimated that the propeller, at
200 revolutions, can make the new floating fire

extinguisher go at a speed of 10 knots, or 11-325
miles an hour. Satisfactory trials have been
made on the Thames with the vessel, to test her
speed and hydraulic power.

The Question of Waste in Brass Casting.
The right of a master to deduct from his servant’s
wages for extra waste of material, was brought
before the local magistrates, at Wolverhampton,
a few weeks ago, and decided by them in the
affirmative, and has been again argued in another
case there. The complainant, Edmund Pugh,
brass-caster,summoned bis employer, Mr. Charles
Sale, for Ik Os. 41d., which he alleged was due
to him for wages. According to the custom of
the trade the complainant was to be allowed
7 Ib. to every owt. for loss in casting. It
transpired, however, that the loss of weight in
casting was irregular. One witness stated that
during eighteen years his average loss had been
8 lb. in the cwt., yet the masters had never
deducted for that loss which was over the usual
allowance. In this case 12 lb. had been wasted
over the usual allowance, and for this 7s. 4^d.
had been deducted, and the difference, ISs., was
refused. The magistrate was of opinion that the
fact that the metal had been constantly weighed
and a certain allowance made fur waste during a
period of forty years justified the defendants in
deducting from the wages of their men for the
amount wasted over the usual allowance. That
the masters had not always enforced their right
did not make it void. It would be injudicious to
deduct in all cases, as the waste sometimes arose
from bad metal or accidents

j but great quantities
might be wasted from mere carelessness. Ho
was of opinion that the masters had acted rightly
in making the deduction.

Workmen’s Eiots in France.—We hear from
private sources that the riots consequent on the
strike at Roubaiz, near Lille, bad much more
serious consequences than have been spoken of
in the newspapers. We hear of nine mills that
have been greatly injured, if not destroyed.

The Artizan and Labourers’ Dwellings
Bill.—Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens’s Bill in relation
to artizans’ and labourers’ dwellings, the same
as that which was introduced last year, has been
read a second time, and referred to a select com-
mittee. It provides for the demolition of build-
ings which are unhealthy, and, if necessary, the
erection of new buildings by the local autho-
rities.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—On the 21st iust.. Miss Edith
Heraud read to the members of this society
selections from “ Macbeth.” Miss Heraud reads
with great discrimination and good effect. The
abilities of this young lady should serve to keep
her more continuously before the public than
seems to be the case. The audience on the
occasion in question were greatly pleased.

Accommodation in the House of Commons.

—

We are asked, from as far off as Hayti, the
number of members the English House of
Commons will seat with comfort. We reply, on
the best authority,

—

On the Floor 266
In the Galleries 108

364

The above calculation allows a seat of 24 in.

wide to each member. A i-eduction of this

allowance would, of course, give an increase in
the number of members.

Architects’ Benevolent Society.—The fol-

lowing is an abstract of the last balance sheet :

—

1866.
Balnnce endincyear, 1863 £115 17 2
Received subscriptions 178 10 0
Ditto donations 30 13 6
Dividends 38 10 7

£363 11 3
Paid expenses £ 55 19 9
Gifts 200 0 0
Eobins & Barber, brokers ... 1 17 0

257 16 9

Balance in banker’s hands end of 1860 £105 14 6

Out of the amount of 105k 143. 6d., the sum of
30k ISs. 6d. has to be invested, and there are
bills to pay amounting to about lOk

Strike of Engine Drivers.—The Brighton
and South Coast engine-drivers have struck
work, but merely for a day. The strike is virtu-
ally at an end. “ The only point at issue between
the men and the directors,” says the Society of
the engine-drivers, “ was the conditions on which
the men should receive their promotion, and has
been arranged by the authorities agreeing that if

any men are passed over they will have the right
to appeal to the board of directors, and their
claims will be duly considered. The men ask no
more than this

j
and the Brighton directors

having conceded every other point, they have
resolved to trust themselves to the upright deal-
ing of gentlemen with whom they have no
especial quarrel, and hope that their future re-
lations may be both amicable and satisfactory.”

Cottage Homes for the People.—The Sub-
urban Village and General Dwellings Company
(Limited) has issued a prospectus, which states
that the capital is to be one million, in 100,000
shares of 10k each, with power to increase

;
and

the first issue will be 200,000k j Ik deposit to be
paid upon application and Ik on allotment. The
trustees are Alderman Lusk, M.P., Professor
Fawcett, M.P., and Mr. 6. Cruikshank. The com-
pany is established “ to provide at the most rapid
rate possible, healthy, pleasant, and comfortable
abodes, for the overcrowded population of the
metropolis. The company will purchase estates
in all the suburbs near to and having direct rail-

way connexion with London, and erect thereon,
complete villages. The houses erected will con-
tain from four to eight rooms with every domestic
convenience, each house to have a piece of
garden ground. Educational establishments,
&e., will be provided, as also a limited number of
shops erected. A large estate has been pur-
chased in close proximity to Brixton, Lough-
borough-road, and Herne-hill stations. Im-
proved dwellings will also be erected in London.
The instalments paid in purchase of a cottage of
four rooms, with a piece of garden-ground will

not exceed (including railway fare) what is now
paid for rent only of two rooms in our over-
crowded localities."
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Eewaeds to Inventors.—The Army Estimates

lorl86/.8 contain provision for rewards to in-
ventors, to the extent of 22,8002. Of this sum
we believe 15,OOOL will go to Major Palliser for
the pro^ctiles which bear his name, and 6,0002.
to Mr. Fraser, of the royal gnn factories, for the
modification which he has suggested in the
Armstrong system of gun building, with a view
to cheapening the manufacture.

The Sewerage of Regent-street.—The local
sewerage of Regent-street has long been in a
very defective condition, and liable to give way
or to become choked up and overflow, and this has
again taken place near to the houses Nos. 95, 97,
99, and 101, cansing an overflow into the wine
vaults of No. 95. Mr. Howell, the parish sur-
veyor of St. James, Westminster, has submitted
to the vestry of that parish four schemes for
improving the condition of the sewerage of the
street. The vestry, being in a didScnlty as to the
best scheme to be adopted, have called in Mr.
Haywood, the engineer to the City Commis-
sioners of Sewers, to advise them on the subject.

Burning of St. Andrew’s Church, Notting
HILL.—On Satnrday evening, within the short
space of an hour, this so-called iron church was
reduced to a complete ruin. It was erected at
a cost of 1,6002. or 1,7002. about four years a-o
lor the accommodation of the well-known Ken-
sington Potteries. The building was left per-
fectly safe at five o’clock in the afternoon by the
mission woman, who had been arranging the
books, &c., for the Sunday Services. The cause
of the catastrophe is at present unknown. The
church was partially insured, but not snfficientlv
to cover the loss, which will fall heavily on a
very poor district. It would be as well if the
Metropolitan Board of Works, whose assent is
necessa^ before such buildings can be erected
should insist on the framework being really cf
iron, and not, as is now usually the case, mainly
of wood, with a few angle nprights and other
pretences.

More Roman Remains at Cirencester.
The most recent additions to the Corinium
Museum, which is becoming rich in antiquarian
lore, comprise several objects of interest, some
ol which were not before represented there. In
excavating at the new cattle-market, some stone
coffins have been found, with three sepulchral
nrns, all in good preservation. In one urn,m addition to bones, a lamp was found

; also a
safety pm, on the same principle as those in use
at the present day, a bronze brooch, a “ tear-
bottle, and fonr coins, three of them of a very
rare description. The place where these re-
mains were found is bnt a very short distance
from the Querus, which, for many reasons, one
being the irregularity of the ground, which is
broken up into a number of mounds, having the
appearance of tumuli, has been regarded by
antiqnanes as an ancient place of sepulture, andMe recent discoveries confirm that hypothesis.
By some the Querns is supposed to derive its
name from the word catrn. Some further die-
covenes of Roman remains have been made in
the New-road.

The Metropolitan Improvement Rate Bile.

.
meeting of the Metropolitan Board

nf M/r.rb'o i*. .. 1 . _ _

St. Martin’s Hale, Long Acre, will shortly
be transformed into a first-class theatre. The
works of alteration wiU be speedily commenced.
National Gallery Enlargement.— Lord J.

Manners, in moving for leave to introduce his Bill
to make further provision for the enlargement of
the National Gallery, explained that its object
was ^ carry into effect an arrangement entered
into by the late Chief Commissioner of Works
ast year, and that it was rendered necessary by
the existence of technical difficulties in the way
ot acquiring Archbishop Tenison’s Library and
the schools of the parish of St. Martin’s-in-the
fields. It had been found requisite to schedule
the property, and take compulsory powers for its
purchase. Leave was given.

TENDERS
For butldiuff three warehouses and a factorv in South.

for Mr. E. H. Mo.e., Mr. J„Lpiarchitect. Quantities by Mr. Pearson
•''osepn.

King & Sons (accepted) £8,903 0 0

Sr., to 216, Uppe,.„„et, lalipBtp,M^Truinan. Mr. W. Smith, architect—
£1,150 0 0!

790 0 0Crahb&Taugban 739 q q
760 0 0

690 0 0!

,
N.

^ With the London,
Hiighton, and South Coast Eailwaj- Company. Mr. H K
Lansdo’

Quantities supplied by Mr. J. C,

0 0
Cheesman 399 q qSimms & Marten 683 0 0
Nightingale 645 0 0

City, for Mr. James
ihoruhill. Mr. Charles KeiUy, architect—

.£1,335 0 0
Carter & Sou

_ 1 177 0 0
Pask

^ 1*175 0 0Webb & Sons...
,

1*174 0 0

<" !'• S.nrderron, atatotfom, Beds. Mr. J. Shilcock, architect;—
Foster & Stapleton £625 7 6
Picken & 'Wilshere 692 4 0
Eedhouse & Brittain 650 13 3

bonse, for Mr. F. Levitt, at Arlsev. Beds.Mr. J. Shilcock, architect :

—

Eedhouse & Brittain (accepted)... £243 3 0

For new warehonse in Capel-street, Dublin, for MessrsHugh Moore & Co. Mr. Fogerty, architect. Quanti-
ties supplied by Mr. Gribbon:

—

Kerr..
Roberta
Millard
Moyers. --

Cockburn & Sons
Bolton

.

Nolan
Carroll
Meade
Crowe & Sons (accepted)”!

..£9,150 0 0
9,tK)0 0 „
8,975 0 0
8,600 0 0
8,600 0 0
8,450 0 0
8,000 0 0
8,000 0 0
7,600 0 0
7,337 0 0

For new shop front, &c.. No. 25, Sloane-street. ChelsSa,Mr. C. J. Cringle. Mr. H. J. Hansom, architect
Nightingale £193 g 9

For a pair of semi - detached six - roomed cottages,

^chitecf — Hounslow. Mr. WilUam 1^'

Coif £376 0 0
370 0 0

Walter 298 0 0

St. Marylebone Parochial Schools atSouthall. Mr. Saxon Snell, architect—
fuulkner q q

r 325 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 309 10 0
g®"®on 299 16 0

??? ? ?

Cowley

For converting the Manor House, Upton, into schools

.

for the Guardians of St. Luke’s.: *

Alterations and Boundary wall
additions. and lodge.

Simms & Marten £7,979 £1,626
Morter 7,6js9 1^423
^aby 7,518 1,482
Eaton & Chapman 7,481 . 1 470
Nivett 7,373 .”.”!!!!. 1*420
Ferry 7,273 1,393
Henshaw (accepted) ... 6,967 1,393

For gas holder and tank at the Hastings Gas Works.
Mr. T. G. Barlow, engineer. Quantities by Messrs. Pain
& Clark.

Tank.
Cutler £5,948 10
Laidlaw 5,354 15
Newton, Chambers, & Co. .. 6,100 0
Balfour (accepted) 4,970 0
Cochraue & Co 6,100 0
Horton & Co

Gas Holder.
.. £3,373 10 0

2,935 0 0

For new Congregational chapel, at Brighton. Mr HN. Goutty, architect. Quantities supphed by Mr J
Chester Lansdowne i

—

Cheesman & Co £2,676 0 0
Anscomb 2,670 0 0
Parsons 2,370 0 0
Simms & Marten 2 358 0 0
Chappell 2!224 0 0
Bland 2,210 0 0
bightingale 2,1.85 0 0
Kemp (accepted) 1,951 0 0

Wr.
Pedley ..

Gibson,.

255 0 0
210 0 0
200 0 0

For alterations and additions to residence of Mr. Scott
otonehewer, J.P., Shoreham, Sussex. Mr Horatio NGoutty, architect, Brighton. Quantities supplied — *'

£692* 0 b>ighUnga e 643 0 0
bimras & Marten 617 0 0

ForerectionofaConcert-halJ, Brighton. ContractNo 1
foundations. Mr. Horatio N. Goutty, architect. Ouanti’
ties supplied :— -

Nightingale £1,010 0 0
Blaoo 993 0 0Dimms & Marten 909 jo q
Cheesman & Co i.!..;;" 890 0 0
Chappell 879 0 0

w'l
—“6 V* LUO oiAOLrupojican uoard For building a library and Turkish bath at the rear ofof Works a report from the Works, tic., Com- ,*’ ^^^’“'‘^o-crescent, Brighton, for Mr. John E K

mittee was read, setting forth the grounds on ' .unnitJ,; .

®owty, architect. Quantities
which the CflTnmit.f.fio n.-n i . .

'

cuyuiug loiLu Lue grounQs on
which the committee thought this Bill ought to
be supported. Some misapprehension, says the
report, has been shown to exist in reference to
the present taxing powers of the Board, and it
has been stated that the Bill will increase those
powers and augment the burden of taration.
That opinion was entirely erroneous : under the
Metropolis Local Management Acts the powers
of the Board are unlimited, and they can raise
any sums they deem necessary for the purposes
01

^

those Acts, their most important function
bemg the improvement of the metropolis. The
object of the Bill is the provision of funds for
casing out urgent and pressing improvements,
and the relief of the heavily.burdened ratepayers
of the metropolis by the readjustment oftaxation
Mr. Freeman moved the adoption of the report
End alongdiscnssion tookplace,when ColonelHogs
moved that the report be rejected, and that the
Bolieitor be directed to draw up a concise answer
to the objections made to the Bill. The Chair
man agreed with Colonel Hogg in thinking that
while members of Parliament would read and
attend to a short and concise statement, they
mighty not attend to the lengthy document the
committee had drawn up. The report was
finally rejected, and Colonel Hogg’s amendment
carried by a large majority.

Cheesman & Co. .,

Simms & Marten..
Nightingale

..£710 0

.. 628 15

.. 647 0

Forabilliard-room, at Wimbledon Park, Mr. Robert
J . McCabe. Messrs. Leo A Lee, architects :

Stimpson £838 0 0
Nicholson 800 0 0
Adamson i Sons 793 0 0

Seservoir, Port/down -kill, jPortsmoulk.—The following
corrected list of tenders has been sent us by Messrs
Simms Sc Marten :

—

bight £5,000 0 0
Lawrence 6,650 0 0

^ ii'te 6,490 0 0
Simms & Marten 6,-184 0 0
Edwards

!. 5,350 0 0
Joroess 6,195 0 0
Fineo 5 030 0 0

For alterations, Ac., at Old Shot Tower Wharf Com-
mercial-road, Lambeth. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect-

>\ heeler 4;; icii; n n
Child & Sou '935 ^

°

Bnnor 393 q
Hichards

SchooU. Xewinsion.—SiT : will you kindly allow me to
-ay m reference to the statement of tenders for Mr
Spurgeon’s '• Schools and Almshouses, Newington ” that
I am not the person who heads the list. My elde*at son
and, of course, he bears my name, priced the quantities*
and arrived at the strange result. However, ho but
lately returued from Ticturia, where a higher wage ia
given, and I suppose his calculations were based upon the
assumption that he was still a resident in that state. I
should be much obliged, therefore, if you would state in
your next impression that Wm. Quinnell, sen., of the
above address, is not the person who tendered for tha
said works. Such a mistake ia calculated to, and certainly
will, confer upon me a great amount of injury, if not at
once rectihed.—W. Quinwell, Sen.

770 0 0

For Swan Downers Schools, Brighton.
Clarke, architect. Quantities supplied

Baker £2,335 q
Barker 2,C95 0
Barnes 2,069 0
Nightingale 1,823 0
Cheesman 1,395 q
Simms & Marten 1 sgo q

;;;; i’,349 o
Chappel 1,639 q

Mr. G. 8.

For Holborn TaUey Improvements, for the Corporation
ol the City ol London. Contract “D." Mr W Hay
wood, engineer. Quantities supplied by Mr D C
Nicholls:— . . .

Hill & Keddell (accepted) £23,676 0 0

For two small houses, at Croydi
Broadbridge, architect :

CoUiver (accepted) £736

Mr. Henry William

0 0

®^op, at Hitchin, for Mr. ThomasChamberlain. Mr. J. Shilcock, architect:—
Butterfield A Seymour £387 10 0
Andrews A Foster 343 9 q

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. M. (We have no further Information than bw appeared in our

jouinaJ).-W. If. M. («ent aa requested).—W. T. (under the mark).—
B. P. (we can do no service by Interfering in prirate dUputea 00 ex
ortc Btatemente),—Decorator (not known with certainty)—! T—

J. G.-Yatmouth.—H. H, B.—F.—D. M.—0. A V —W B —E. L.'e—
B. H. C.-T. L. D.-E. B,-E, S.-F, W. a-H. H. V.-C. a-M C-
Architectas.-H. C.-H. 8. 8.-J. A. W.-T. N—J. W.-Ktlto -W D
A.-J. T. 0.-F. il.-T. B. a-E. W.-P. i c.-E. B.- J. fit. J.
Builder, Patenta "j.-J. B.-N. 4 Co.- J. J. B.-W. H. 8 -M T M.—
E. J. W,-W. H. P.

111.1.111.

compelled to decline pointing out booki and giving

All itetementa of facte, liata of tenders, 4c.. must be accompanied by
ae name and address of the sender, not neceesarlly for publication.
Non.-The responstbUlty of signed articles, and papers read at

pubUc meetings, reals, of courts, with the authors.

Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the current
week’s issue later than THREE O’clock, p.m.,
on THURSDAY.

The Publisher cannof be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.
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The Paris International Exhibition,

N Monday last,pre-

cisely at two
o’clock, according

to arrangement,

the Emperor and
Empress of the

French, full of

smiles, entered
the enormous
building which

has been erected

in the Champ de
Mars, and pro-

ceeded to make
the tour of it. The
sun shone, a green

velarium powder-

ed with bees form-

ed a covered-way

of approach, a
thousand flags

fluttered, and,
though the people

of Paris had not

made it a holi-

day, large crowds

of sight-seersgave
animation to the

external scene. In

the centre of the

outer zone of the

building, that ap-

propriated to ma-
chinery and pro-

cesses, a raised

gangwayisformed

runuingallround;

a capital feature,
i and the only part of the building where a general
view from above, of any portion of the Exhibition
!Can be obtained. Ascending this on the French
iside of the chief entrance, which is next the
’Pont d’Jena, the imperial party and suite walked
lall round the building, representatives of various
iinationalities being presented to them on the
;way. They descended on the English aide of
bthe same entrance, and then passed through the
^central avenue to the Fine-art zone, which they
itraversed in the same manner, making various
;(8toppages for presentations. The Emperor must
ahave been greatly astonished at the change that
ahad been effected since his last visit. None
Who walked through the building on Saturday
tbut those who know from experience what can
K)e done in the last twenty-four hours in such
Qindertakings, could have supposed that such an
inspect could have been put on by Monday
.morning as was the ease. Sunday did not there
atop work, as fortunately it does with us

; and
bvhere, in fitting up courts and compartments,
•every one is doing his own work, it all goes on
nimultaneously, and completion of a certain sort
)mmes everywhere about the same time. We
ere not advising our readers, however, now to
iisit it. It will be a month before it can be
itatisfactorily seen. In some of the sections the
isases are not opened. Where the articles are
!tet forth there are no labels, and, though the
Dlnglish Executive have got out a catalogue, a
ilulky red-covered volume not without sins, and
deluding an account of previous exhibitions, and
g general introduction in several languages, no
figures of reference on the objects have yet been
•aossible. Some of the buildings, moreover, in

the surrounding grounds, the most original and
curious half of the undertaking, are but in car-
cass

; though even here the rapidity and skill

with which the French, by means of their
plaster and the apparently unlimited command
of decorative artists capable of drawing
with much spirit and colouring harmoniously,
are able to throw on a skin of beauty was sin-

gularly striking. When these buildings outside
are finished, the palace and park of the Champ
de Mars will be the world’s marvel, and an object
for universal pilgrimage. French, English,
Belgian, Italian, German, Egyptian, Tunisian,
Chinese, Turkish, Persian, Russian, Norwegian,
and Babel knows what other structures besides,
are being erected and decorated at immense
cost

; and though, as we are disposed to believe,
a very large amount of the work has been done
by Paris hands, it was under native direction,
and is faithfully characteristic. Some of the
wooden buildings,—those of Russia notably, and
to which we early referred, are beautiful speci
mens of workmanship. The cost of the Egyp-
tian Temple has been immense, but the Crystal
Palace has taken the shine off its novelty. Much
money has been spent in fitting up and decorat-
ing the Egyptian section inside the building}
and the story is,—and probably it is a story,

—

that France lent Egypt the money to do it with,
The pavilion of the Emperor, on a turfed bank
near the principal entrance, is light, elegant,
and costly, including a plinth of marble, a wide
projecting verandah all round, with supports and
ornaments of zinc, and a balustrade below

}
in-

laid marble steps, with bronzed eagles at the
foot, and a stone pavement to terrace, with
incised ornaments

} while within there are mo-
saic floors of marble, and paintings on the ceiling.
The covering is domical, and of zinc. Nearly
opposite to this, on the other side of the path, is

a building put up by the English Commission as
a testing-house and for various experiments as to
lightiug and heating. This takes the shape of a
Tudor cottage ornde, not in the highest style of
architectural art, but still a type of much that
is done amongst us. It is made, too, the means
of exhibiting numerous building materials and
processes. The roof is covered with various
sorts of tiles and slates

; some of the chimneys
have ornamental brick shafts, others terra-cotta
pots of known patterns. One window-frame is

of terra-cotta. Some parts of the exterior are
“half-timber,” some are covered with cement,
and others with tiles in varied patterns

; while
the cresting obligingly tells observers, in very
large letters, that “ This Ironwork was made by
Cottam, Winsley-street.” No mistake about
that, at any rate. One face of the building is

adorned in this wise :—^being covered with
plaster having a rongh and coloured face, orna-
mental forma and patterns are cut out of it and
filled in with white plaster, and having a smooth
face. The drawing from which the workmen
were doing this part of the decoration was
signed E. J. Tarver, architect. Within, where
the roof is ugly, the walls are being lined with
specimens of Keene’s Cement in various patterns,
Robinson’s enamelled slate, and varieties of wall
tiles. Altogether this Testing House, when
finished, will have its value.

Close to it the terra-cotta monument, in me-
mory of Mnlready, designed by Sykes, is being
set up. It consists of a recumbent figure of the
painter on a tomb, and a canopy supported by
ornamental columns. It seems to want refine-
ment, but is not yet in a state to admit of a
right judgment being formed.

In the English Boiler House, too, in this same
part of the ground, terra-cotta is largely used in
the shape of repetitions of the columns made
by Mr. Blanchard, for the Royal Horticultural
Society’s gardens at Brompton. The story of
this building is somewhat curious, but we have
scarcely time to tell it fully. Under the wasteful
mode that has been adopted of supplying power!

to the machineiy, the Exhibition building is
surrounded with boiler-honses and their chim-
neys : there are, we believe, some fourteen or
fifteen of them. The English Executive found
that, besides generating steam for moving the
British machinery, it was an object, in construct-
ing the boiler-house, to exhibit several boilers
contributed by exhibitors

} and in order to in-
duce visitors to inspect them without suf-
fermg inconvenience from heat, an open colon-
naded treatment was adopted (see p. 231). The
general character of the design was furnished
by a building in Ahmedabad, the capital of
Goozerat, in British East India. This building
was Syud Oosmuu’s mosque, and is described
in a volume on the “Architecture of Ahme-
dabad,” of which we lately gave an account.
This Syod Oosman, called Shumiee Booehdnee,
founded a suburb of Ahmedabad, on the west of
Sabnrmuttee river, which is still called Oosman-
poor. He died in A.D. 1458, and two years
afterwards his patron, Mahmood Begnrra, built
in his memory the tomb and mosque which are
here represented. The tomb is 78 ft. square,
and contains 80 pillars, of which 32 are double.
The diameter of the centre dome is 38 ft. The
minaret serves for the chimney. The details of
the columns, it will be remembered, are not
Indian. Some excess of strength has been given
to the timber roof, and the domes, of which there
are five, are unfortunately shams. We must not,
however, stop longer in the grounds just now.
The form of the building, as most people now

know, is an ovalj or, to speak more correctly, it

is described by two semi-circles connected by a
straight line at each side about two-thirds of the
radius in length. This oval is divided into con-
centric zones, each zone being appropriated, in
theory, to special objects, and the centre is an
open garden. The building is then divided into
quarters, so to speak, by avenues running from
the outer circumference to the inner garden,
and these quarters, more to one and fewer to
others, are given to the different countries.
There is thus provided, on paper at any rate, the
special classification and the geographical
classification.

After the fullest consideration we can do no
less than re-assert most positively, that the
building is constructed on the plan originaUif
published in our pages, and reprinted by ns some
time ago in juxtaposition with that of the French
building as erected. Mr. Le Play, to whom plenty
of credit may still be due, unwisely persists in re-
fusing to admit this obligation. But the denial
is useless. Put the lines on paper, and the fact
is obvious. Let him paint an inch thick, as
Hamlet says with a difference ; to that admission
he must come at last. It might be done, too,

with less reluctance, inasmuch as in execution
it cannot be deemed a complete success, We are
not at all disposed to join in the cry that has
been raised as to the ugliness of the building •

its arrangement has several advantages, and the
ease with which any part of it may be found
by making for the central garden— itself a
charming feature—is admirable. Nevertheless,
it is probably the last of its kind. The classifi-

cation cannot be maintained : at any rate, it has
not been maintained here, and the circular form
presents many difficulties.

Quitting this part of the subject,—the main
avenue leading from the principal entrance to

the central garden has “France” on the left

side, “ England ” on the right, and is lighted by
a clearstory in which, at too great a height, are
some of the best specimens of stained glass by
the artists of the two countries. Some good
examples of English work have been made to

front this avenue. Thus, immediately after pass-

ing across the outer zone, or machinery depart-

ment, are seen a capital pair of wrought-iron
gates, by Messrs. Barnard & Bishop, of Norwich.
These were designed for them by Mr. Thomas
Jeokyll: his monogram will be found in one
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corner, and they do him great credit. The bottom of each gate ia filled

in solid, and is ornamented, in repoussde work, with birds and branches,

showing Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter,— hawthorn iu bloom, the
rose, the blackberry, and hawthorn with berries. Hammered-work foliage

fills the part above, and the top rail, again, is ornamented with birds and
flowers in repoussde. Near these is a chimney-piece by Messrs. Wedgwood,
made of alabaster, from a design by Messrs. Nesfield Sc Shaw, filled in

with sage-green jasper plaques. These include Flaxman’s Dancing-girls,

modelled from mural paintings at Pompeii
;
the story of Achilles, by Pacetti

;

and female figures from the Judgment of Paris. Although an interesting

work, one is tempted to ask why the Messrs. Wedgwood should continue
to live on the past. Minton’s stand in this avenue is very fine. Here, too,

are the exhibits of Jackson & Graham, Gillow, Copeland, the Department
of Art, and others

;
but we run past them all to speak early, as in duty bound,

of the English Architectural Court, which is found by turning to the right

at the bottom of the avenue, just before reaching the fino-art zone.

The Paris Exhibition Architectural Committee, it will bo remembered,
began their labours early in last year, and put out their first invitations to

exhibit in April
;
so that they have now been more than twelve months

working, sometimes slowly and languidly through the heat of summer,
sometimes urgently and with speed in the winter months, according as cir-

cumstances required, but always persistently
and determinedly. The space originally granted,
and then considered too small, has been cut
down twice or thrice, removed altogether to
another part of the building, turned round, cut
short, and in every way changed

;
but, after all,

with such evident advantage to the position of
the courts that little need now be said as to

this beyond one word of regret that tbo com-
mittee did not at first know they would
occupy such a conspicuous place in the sight of

the world of visitors, and have to fill such an
important part of the Exhibition.

It is more than probable that had they so

known, greater efforts would have been made,
and more special appeals addressed to architects
themselves, to take care that their names should
be represented in the Court of “Arts cognate to

Architecture,” as well as in their own special

group, by designs and models.

The constitution of this committee, however
necessary, was not favourable to the working out
of any very elaborate ideas, and the general
haze which seemed to envelope all the doings
and the proposals of the Exhibition authorities
made it very difficult for those few who had the
actual carrying out of the details to see their

way, or sometimes even to feel it. It should be
mentioned that almost all the architectural and
kindred societies of England, as well as the In-

stitute of Architects of Ireland, joined the Royal
Institute of British Architects in this enterprise,

but in reality little or nothing has been done iu

the provinces
;
and the Irish Institute confined

its interest in the matter to a timely donation
towards the funds ofthocommittee. The Scottish

architects have preferred to stand aloof, and are
not, that we are aware of, represented in the
Exhibition.

Thus, it will be seen, the matter practically fell

into the hands of the Institute
;
and the Presi-

dent, indefatigable in this as in other matters,
gave what assistance he could personally, and
always his strenuous countenance and support
to what the sub-committees and their officers

were able to attempt. Unfortunately, it happened
that Mr. G. R. Burnell, one of the honorary
secretaries, whoso fitness for some of the special

duties required to be fulfilled in Paris will be
acknowledged by all, was smitten down by
paralysis just at a moat important juncture, and
thus a loss to the architectural public generally
fell heavily on this committee. As the know-
ledge of facts and correspondence connected with
the Exhibition was difficult to be taken up by any
newly-appointed officer, Mr. C. P. Hayward, the
other honorary secretary, was charged with the
whole duties

j
but with a gentleman who, though

an amateur, has since done good service to the
committee—Mr. G. B. Wood, assistant honorary
secretary

;
Mr. Charles Barry acting as treasurer.

Subsequently, the post of architect to the com-
mittee in Paris was undertaken by Mr. W. H.
White, a resident there, who has acted in an
honorary capacity with the energy of one enjoy-

ing a lucrative office, and has met the demands
upon his time and attention at the Exhibition
building with the utmost good humour. Others
of the committee, including the honorary secre-

tary, have also from time to time personally
superintended the completion of some of the
details.

The group under which architects’ own draw-
ings, designs, and models are exhibited is, of
coarse, fine art (Numbered 1, Class iv.)

;
but it

was found impossible, we presume, to give space
inside the actual fine-art galleries. So that these
architectural drawings have been placed as near
as possible to these galleries, and on the same
walls, bnt on the side towards the general Exhi-
bition. The beautiful French drawings for the
“Archives des Monuments Historiqnes,” are
exhibited in the inner circle of all, open towards
the garden

;
and there would have been more

room for English drawings in the same position,

but it is certainly not a good place in all weathers
for drawings on paper. At the same time, the
“ Arts cognate to Architectnre ” (forming
“ Group 3 ”

in various classes, under the general

head, “ Furniture, and other Objects for the Use
of Dwellings”), originally placed in the midst of
other exhibitors, have been moved back to the
same position as the architectural drawings, and
in immediate connexion with Group 1 ;

so that

in one long line, occupying about 125 ft. of

frontage, with passages, screens, and courts
behind, can be seen at a glance (and the better

as this is on the outer circumference of one of

the curves) the whole British Architectural

Exhibition.

Writing, as we do now, however, we may well

say we fear the Group 1 will be cramped, for

although those that are hnng are very satisfac-

torily placed—not too crowded, nor too high or

low, yet it is evident that a great deal more
apace must be found before the heap of drawings
now in the corners of the court can be hung on
the walls. We say nothing of the photographs,
of which not one has yet been hung

;
not merely,

as it would appear, from want of space, but also

from want of hands to do the work; for some space
appropriated to photographs of the Law Courts
designs is still a blank, though a number of

,
frames lie beneath it ready to show the very last

;

pbaseof Gothic, and the laateffort of British archi-

tects to their confreres throughout the world.

As to these photographs we may observe, that

it was nob contemplated at first to exhibit any;
bub the British Executive, at the instance of this

committee, accepted photographs as illustrative

of the architectural designs comprised in

Group 1, Class 4, of the French arrangement.
By this concession, which entailed considerable

additional labour and responsibility on the com-
mittee, a far better representation of architec-

ture in England will be obtained than would bo
given by the drawings only

j
and by a happy 1

coincidence there will for the first time be exhi-

bited copies of drawings iu two important com-
petitions, one of which is bub recently decided,
while the other is still in a state of suspense.

We believe this is the first time when, by a com-
bination of circumstances, it is possible for a
rational judgment to be formed of the compara-
tive merits of a series of designs apart from the
exhibition of the designs themselves. Mr. Bow-
ler, let us add, has done excellent service in

hanging the drawings.
It should be borne in mind that with regard

to Group 1, the committee was appointed by the

British Executive to select the drawings which
should be sent to Paris (the photographs being

added subsequently as above mentioned)
j

so

that all the care and responsibility, as well as the

cost of packing and transmission to and fro, will

be borne by the British commission. Also that

in order to facilitate the labours of the com-
mittee, the galleries at South Kensington were
offered and accepted for the preliminary exhibi-

tion, held in January last, of which an account

was given in om* pages at the time.

The drawings being selected, and a few others

not available for the first exhibition being added,

they remained at the disposal of the British

Executive, who as yet have been unable to com-
plete the task of banging them. But with re-

gard to the other court. Group 3, of which we
have spoken, the committee were to act as a

'

body of exhibitors associated together for a defi-

nite purpose, and as such were not entitled to

any assistance or support.

They have had thus to act in a double capacity

;

and, for the sake of carrying out their ideas, it

has been neeessary for them to find the means,
not only by charging the exhibitors in propor-

tion to the space they occupy, but by disin-

terestedly subscribing amongst themselves. The
heavy charges required to be met have neces-

sitatod the raising of a considerable sum of

money; but it is hoped that, after all, nothing

more may be required than has been already

raised, though the committee were very careful

in their earlier statement not to commit them-
selves to any definite amount. And in this they

acted wisely
;

for, considering the amount of

confusion, the difficulty of obtaining workmen,
and of keeping them at work when so obtained,

the various changes and difficulties in the way
of carrying out the slightest work, an increase of

expense must be entailed upon this committee
as on every one who is an exhibitor to the extent

of at least double the cost of similar work done
at ordinary times.

Of the drawings it is scarcely necessary for

us again to speak, especially as they are not yet

all in their places
;

but we gladly notice one
drawing, hong, we presume, as a memorial of

one whom it was the delight of all to honour

—

the late Professor Cockerell, R.A. This sketch,

by his own hand, of the sculpture in the pedi-

ment of St. George’s Hall, at Liverpool, was lent

by the corporation of Liverpool, to whom it

belongs; and though it is bnt a slight souvenir,

and the only exception to the general rule as to

quite recent works, we are glad the committee
have obtained it, and that it is among the first

to have a locality assigned to it in the Inter-
j

national Exhibition.
j

With the drawings it was intended to combine '

(according to the designation of the Class 4) J

architectural models. Cf these one is of suf-

ficient importance to take a prominent position,

732., Mr. Scott’s model of the Prince Consort .

Memorial (which we understand has been pre-

sented by her Majesty to the South Kensington'
Museum), and this has been placed in a central

position of the passage running through the ad-1

joining group, and close to Skidmore’s case of

metal-work, which contains portions of the same
as now being worked out, so forming a very ap-

propriate and interesting object, as a connecting

link, as it were, between the architect’s actual

art-design, and the manufacturer’s actual art

workmanship, and showing, we venture to think,

J

that the “Ai'ts cognate to Architecture” are

appropriately placed in the position assigned to

them. Of the design itself, wo may remark that
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its grouping, though effective and neceaearilj

grand, from its mere size, is, after all, hardly so
full of verticality—so suggestive of growth, one
part out of another—which we have considered
to be characteristic of monuments of this class,

—as it might have been. And though we would
not prejudge the composition from a model on
such a scale as this, nor indeed from any model
at all short of the real size, we cannot help
thinking of the construction, and how in the
name of truth all the upper part of the building
can be carried with any direct bearings below.
In all the Eleanor crosses, and other similar monu-
ments, besides the spires of the Mediaeval times,

this difficulty was in the simplest manner obvi-

ated and the eye as well as the judgment satisfied

with a beautiful tapering outline, and gradually
receding stages of construction.

Again, in finishing this important work, it is

to be hoped all bizarre effect and all merely
meretricious ornament may be subdued, and the
detail carefully subjugated to the general gran-
deur of effect. And we say this because, from
the colouring of the mode), as well as from the
original drawing (which, by the way, should be
placed in close proximity to it), we fear the mass

' of coloured marbles, and gilded and painted
metal-work, will only take off at first from the

I dignity of the whole design, and very soon indeed
1 become dirty and distressing to behold. With
: all this, which of course will not be thought
I adverse criticism, we feel the noble character of
I the work as one worthy of the well-beloved
1 Princej and know that the Prince Consort Memo-
1 Tial is in safe hands, and will remain a great
I monument of the art and skill of nineteenth-
c centuiy artists and workmen.

We may remark, by the way, that one of the
r metal pediments of the first stage is now being
5 erected at the right hand or British side of one
; entrance through the great outer gallery (ma-
: chinery), in a good position forjudging its effect
t when completed. The objects exhibited in the
i Architectural Court we shall notice on another
X occasion. Touching expenditure, the Imperial
j Commissioners have not won golden opinions
I from their foreign colleagues. France, or rather
?! we should say, a certain number of Frenchmen,
i: are to gain everything

; other nationalities are
fltopay. Helping in such an undertaking is a
amnch more expensive affair than having an
seidiibition for ourselves and the world in our
i\own country. It will cost the British Treasury
;8Bay 150,0001., at least, irrespective of the thou-
issands upon thousands spent by the individual
uexhibitors. The Exhibition of 1863 cost 460,0001.,
Hand brought back 460,0001.,—that is, it really
iccost nothing

;
and the Exhibition of 1851 gave

: England a profit of about 200,0001,, besides many
itother good results. The difficulties under which
lithe English have worked have been very great.
ilShould Mr. Henry Cole, hereafter, have to tell
ithe story, say in reply to a motion in the House
ifof Commons, it will be found amusing. We
)«believe, to give an example, it was four months
itbefore he could get a site for the terra-cotta
ccolumns and arch designed by Sykes for the
icSouth Kensington Museum,—a capital work
^executed by Mr. Blanchard; and these, together
riwith a bay of the building (a specimen of capital
fbrickwork and terra-cotta), were ultimately
lipianted amongst the machinery in a very iuap-
rpropriate situation.

To get down to the Strand of the River Seine,
?lwhere buildings have been erected to display the
.^Exhibition made by the English Admiralty and
hthe French Admiralty, a tunnel was required,
hthough a cheaper and more discoverable ap-
irproach could have been made

j
and we were

^forced to pay 2,0001. or 3,0001. as a moiety
of the cost of it, to say nothing of the expense
Iff preparing the ground to receive the building,
amd the building itself. We could fill a page
iwith similar statements

j but it is an ungracious
Kask; and, if it had not seemed to us right that
khe position of our Executive should be under-
tatood, we should not have pursued it even thus

; Pre.HISTORIC Lake Embankment.—A lake has
leoeen discovered in the State of Iowa, in America,
coccupying a surface of 2,800 acres, which is be’
mween 2 ft. and 3 ft. higher than the sur-
ofounding country, and surrounded by a carefully-
amUt wall 10 ft. or 15 ft. wide. When or by whom
bffie wall, which is very old, was built none can
idiscover. The stones of the wall vary in weight
•orom a hundred pounds to three tons. There
rare no stones on the land within ten miles around
iehe lake.

THE GREAT ROMAN WALL.*
The mighty “ murus,” or great stone chain,

placed by the Romans round the neck of Britain,
has shared the fate of other imperial relics. At
the close of the Roman occupation, from being
disused it became nncared for ; and every sac-
ceed'ng century found it more and more disre-
garded. Its stones furnished an acceptable and
ready.fashioned material for Medimval builders,
of which they freely availed themselves, and the
high, broad stone wall became frayed, ruined,
and diminished under their bands. We know of
a Saxon crypt that was built out of it

;
Medimval

castles were built out of it; farmsteads were
built out of it; and fragments of it are to be
seen in various places built up in different build-
ings along its route. But, now stalking up hill

and edging steep crags, now gliding down some
precipitous hill or crag side, now and again
crossed by onr nineteenth-century railways, now
crossing plains and taking further strides across
moorlands and pastures, now lost sight of in a
crowded town, or a field in which a coal-pit is

worked, and coming into view again, perhaps, in
a farmyard, there are still many lengths of it

left. These are sometimes only a few stones
high, at others several feet in height, though
nowhere perfect

; and again only a trace of the
wall is to be seen, or, perhaps, the very founda-
tions are exposed for miles, and formed into a
highway, or into a bridle-path. Stretching across
Northumberland and Cumberland, in a line
where England measures but 74 miles from sea
to sea, these bulky fragments of the old wall lie

mellowing in the sun or bleaching in the winds,
according to the shelter or exposure of their site.

Occasionally we may still see the original con-
formation of the ditches and embankments with
which the military strength of the defence was
increased. On the north side dives down a deep
fosse; on the south is the vallum, consisting of
three ramparts and a second fosse. Several of
the stationary camps may be visited. The re-
mains of some of the mile-castlea are yet very
considerable, although by far the larger number
of them have quite disappeared.
The first question naturallyasked when examin-

ing this august boundary is, who built it ? Consider-
ing that it is mentioned by various early writers,
it would appear that to answer it satisfactorily
would not be a difficult matter. A novice would
reply, Severus built it. Another would be per-
plexed by a hazy impression that Agricola was
concerned in it. Those who know all that has
been said upon the subject would hesitate to
give an opinion. A fourth class of respondents
would aver that it was the work of Hadrian.
The exact order of its formation, and the exact
period when it was commenced and completed,
are matters of conjecture, based upon the evi-
dence of the wall itself, and that afforded by
somewhat conflicting written testimony. At
first we find mention of it at intervals of cen-
turies, but as time passes on this occurs more
frequently; for, curiously, as less could be said
with certainty more was written. The most recent
work upon the subject is a third edition of Dr.
Brace’s description of the mural barrier. In this
fine tome the author has gathered together every
early allusion to the imperial rampart, and every
description of it by more recent writers,—

•

Stukeley, Gale, Horsley, Wallis, Hodgson, Hat-
ton, Hutchinson, Gordon,—and supplemented
them with a vast amount of information out of
bis own stores

; and this in a manner so sump-
tuously precise that we may say the author has
done justice to bis theme. It is understood that
the late Duke of Northumberland liberally

opened his coffers to aid in the due perfection

[Scale 76 feet to the inch.]

of this work by furnishing a large number of
the woodcuts with which it is illustrated, and
farther increased its comprehensiveness by allow*
ing Dr. Brace the free use of a survey of tha
wall_ made by Mr. MacLauchlan, with a reduced
reprint of his map and the pick of a series of
illustrations destined for another work on Roman
northern antiquities. With this ducal aid, and
the sympathy and assistance of the Dean and
Chapter of Durham and of several distinguished
antiquaries, and among them the owner of large
tracts of the wall, to whom the work is dedi*
cated, the author has gone over the ground he
trod in his first and second editions with nevy
lights and new powers, and this third volume
may be looked upon almost as a new work.
Those who may never hope to see the remains

of the great Roman legacy themselves may gain
a very clear idea of their present appearance as
well as of the mighty barrier in the d>ays when
it was in use from the scores of illustrations, a
few of which we are enabled to give (see pp. 243,
243). Sections from two points show the slight
difference the wall presented in its enormous
length, and also that there was some slight varia-
tion, which with the number of centurial stones
found along its course, suggests that it was built
in separate lengths at the same time just as our
Thames Embankment has been, each century
placing an inscribed stone at the beginning and
end of the piece erected by it. It was evi-
dently planned to resist foes on both sides. Dr.
Bruce divides it into three parts 1. A stone
wall strengthened by a ditch on its northern
side. 3. An earth wall or vallum, to the south
of the stone wall. 3. Stations, castles, watch*
towers, and roads for communication and trans-
mission of stores. One of these roads is for the
most part placed between the stone wall and the
earthen barrier, which are about 60 or 80 yards
apart, except where the nature of the ground has
called for a deviation from this rule. The
companionship of the wall and vallum ceases
for the longest length about midway between
the two seas, where the wall mounts the
hills and the vallum quietly continues along the
valley. Here the two barriers are sometimes
half a mile apart; and at Axelodunum, near
Burgh-on-the-Sands, just before the vallum
ceases, there is considerable distance between
the two. It is noticeable that the wall is several
miles longer than the vallum. The wall extends
from Wallsend to Bowness, or from the Tyne to
the Solway

;
whereas the vallum stops short of

this distance about three miles at either end, be-
ginning at Newcastle and terminating at Dykes-
field. This fact deserves consideration, as it
seems to favour the supposition that the two
VForks were separate undertakings, with a long
interval between them. In other respects the
barrier seems to have been the design of one
mind. It does not exactly pursue a straight
line, as Bede says it does

; for, whenever the
wall approaches a height that is not quite on its
route, it goes a little out of the way to ascend it,

and whenever it makes these deviations they are
always at angles. Sometimes, to avail itself of
every jutting rock, the wall runs a coarse that ia
almost zigzag. But, dipping down into the gaps
between elevations, and climbing one after an-
other, the wall took every obstacle, and over-
came it. At one point, indeed, close to the river
Irthing, in Cumberland, there is a cliff upwards
of 100 ft. in height, about which there is some
doubt as to whether it baffled the builders.
There is no trace of the wall on its face, but
that is accounted for by the fact of its yielding
stratum, which is in constant course of being
washed away by the river. If, however, this
was permitted to form no exception to the rule

Section qffhe Works near the JSighieenth Milestone west of Kewcasile.

„ rrr I ;

! to climb every height, the doctor points out that

of ‘I''’ appearance of a
Bruce. LL.D., F.S.A. Third edition. London: Long- leaning tower as it slanted up its steep side,
mana & Co. Newcaatle-upon-Tjne

: Andrew Reid. 1867.
|

All along the length of the barrier runs its fosse,
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looking like a green groove on the north side of

it, except where it has been hewn through rocks,

and the great blocks taken out of it are strewn
about. In some places it is deeper and wider
than it is at others

j
but for a general idea of its

dimensions, it is near enough to mention its

average measurements as being 36 ft. in width
by 15 ft. in depth. The vallum is on a similar

colossal scale. Its aggers are still 6 ft. and
7 ft. high in some places, and its fosse is about
7 ft. deep. The stone w’all is represented in the

sections to show its site, thongh it does not exist

at those points on the line (see last page).

The stations, or military cities, occurred at in-

tervals of an average of four miles apart. They
are quadrangular in form, and enclose a space
varying from three to six acres, which in several
instances is covered with the foundations of
houses. Most of them were furnished with fonr
gateways

; and when they were not so placed
that their northernmost wall was in a line with
the great mnrua, they were situated exactly mid-
way on its course, so that the wall came np to

the north side of their eastern gateway, and de-
parted from it again at the western entrance.
The vallum as frequently came up to the
southern boundary of the station, or formed a
protection for the south side of the eastern and
western entrances. This is not the only dispo-

sition known for these stations, as three of them
are placed considerably to the south of both lines

of barriers, and were probably constructed for

special purposes of defence, as they stand near
defiles ; and Dr. Bruce shows that several of the
stations on the wall were built before its erection,

as places for the retreat of the soldiers employed
in its construction. There is a certain Homan
register of military and civil officers and magis-
trates that has afforded antiquaries a most
valuable clue to the number and names of these
stations. It is supposed to have been compiled
about the year *103, and it contains a list of the
prefects and tribunes under the command of
the Duke of Britain

;
and among these there

occur those who are stationed upon the lineam
vaUi.” When an inscribed stone is found in a
stationary camp bearing tbe name of the cohort
stationed there, antiquaries look to the Notiiia
in question to tell them the ancient designation
of the city. This mode of ascertaining tbe for-

gotten names of the rained cities is not without
its uncertainties

;
and accordingly it is not sur-

prising that authorities differ in the assignment
of names to places and places to names. In
fact, the identity of some of tho camps has been
disputed with as much tenacity as the questions
whether the wall and vallum were two separate
works or one scheme, and whether Hadrian or
Severus built them or either of them. Dr.
Bruce thus explains his test :

—“At the station
of Chesters, on the North Tyne, several slabs have
been found, bearing the name of the second ala,

or wing of the astures. . . . Now, as the Notitia
represents this ala, or body of cavalry, to have
been stationed at Cilnruum, the probability is

that the camp on the west bank of the North
Tyne is the Cilurnnm of Roman Britain.” When
we add to this tho fact that at tbe next station
to Chesters a slab and altar have been found in-

scribed with the name of the cohort mentioned
in the Notitia immediately after that stationed
at Cilnmnm, there seems to be no reason why
we should refuse to accept the same guidance to
the designation of this and all the other camps.
There are, however, stations which have hitherto
yielded no such confirmation of their identity.
The mile-castlcs have obtained that name

from the circumstance that they are placed, as
near as may be, at the distance of a Roman mile
from one another. They are usually about 60 ft.

square. Castle-Nick Castellum, of which we
give an illustration, is rounded off at its outer
Bonthem angles. It will be perceived that the
wall forms its northern boundary, and that there
are entrances to it from the north and from the
Bonth. The existence of these gateways has
only been ascertained recently, and altogether
alters our conception of the purpose of the wall.
If there bad been, as was always supposed, no
passes through the wall, or but very few in-
stances of them, we might still follow tbe con-
clnsiona of former writers, that it was intended
as a boundary; but, taking the computation of
Horsley, that there were eighty-one mile castles
and eighteen stations, though the Notitia gives
twenty-three of the last, we come upon a hun-
dred gateways, one or two more or less, opening
out to the north, which must force upon us tbe
conviction that operations against the enemy
were carried on to tbe north of it. The turrets
or watch-towers are the next structures upon

,

the line. These have almost all disappeared
now; but in Horsley’s time there were still, here
and there, as many as three to be seen in their

proper sequence, which were sufficient to let us
know that four of them occurred between each
two mile-castles, as the spaces between each
made that arrangement clear. They were about
four yards square at the base. Sentinels placed
in each were within call of one another

;
and

hence there could have been no necessity for the
supposed speaking-tabes with which fiction has
furnished the wall. We may as well state here
that neither the anthor's long-continued and
minute examination of the various lengths still

standing, nor Mr. MacLauchlan’s practical sur-
vey, nor the almost microscopic search of the
able delineator of the various inscriptions, Mr.
Moseman, reveal the faintest trace of the ex-
istence of any such speaking tubes. Occasionally
lengths of pipe have been found, both in lead
and clay, in the stations, but they never formed
part of the wall, and were clearly intended for
no such use. Nevertheless, Drayton in his
“ Polyolbion,” mentions the “ hollow pipes of
brasse Sir Christopher Ridley, “ a trunck of
brass Grey, in his ” Chorographia,” “ a pipe of
mettal betwixt the' tower or sentmell honaes;”
and Camden also I'efers to the same tube

;
show-

ing bow easy it is to fall into error if writers
trust to hearsay instead of ocular proof. Dr.
Bruce calls this acceptation, a traditionary
fiction ; and likens it to the tale told by Xiphiline,
in his life of ” Sevems,” about the towers of
Byzantium.
The masonry of this series of walled stations,

castles, and towers, and of the wall has beenpnt
together without the introduction of the rows of
bonding tiles which mark Roman masonry in
the counties where stone is not so plentiful as it

is in the north. The facings on both sides are
blocks of freestone, about 8 in. or 9 in. thick, and
10 in. or 11 in. broad, and tho great mass of
rubble between these surfaces is bedded in
mortar. It is easy to pick out the quarries along
the line of route whence the stone has been
procured. Some of them have not been worked
since the days of the Romans, and the quarry-
men’s names and other Roman inscriptions are
to be seen carved thereon, with little punctures
joined to one another by connecting links. So
late as 1837, among the chippings in one sneh
qnarry, was found a bronze purse full of gold and
silver coins of the time of Hadrian and some of

' his predecessors. And it is also easy to see that
when a qnarry close at hand has yielded only

I

inferior stone it has been passed over, and others
' at the distance of seven or eight miles worked in

its place. The innermost end of each stone
slightly tapers as it runs into its bed of mortar.
Dr. Brnce has treated the masonry very carefully,

devoting several woodcuts to it. He shows four
varieties of ornamental tooling with which some
of the stones are dressed, forming lozenged,
rectilineal, plaited, and cruciform patterns on
them, which he considers later than the original
formation of the wall, and probably due to
leisurely reparations

;
and gives from Trajan’s

Column figures showing how the masons slung
each stone on their backs by means of rests, with
ropes or wooden handles passed over their
shonldera. The inscriptions in the quarries he
is also very carofnl about. In the case ofa series
of fine inscriptions on the face of a cliff in
Cumberland, made by the Roman quarrymen, a
framework was erected, from which elevation the
artist made a most accurate copy of them.

Neither wall nor vallnm would have been of
much use without roads. The Romans knew too
well the importance of communications to neglect
them

;
and they laid down their military way

between the two great barriers, so as to be
protected by both. It was about 17 ft. wide,
being wider than the Appian Way outside the
gates of Rome by 3 ft. or more, as measured by
the author. It passed from station to station,

and mile-castle to castle, following the wall
except where it mounted some steep crag, when
it took the straightest and most level rente to

the next station or castle. In doing this it was
necessarily longer than was convenient to those
going from one extremity of the barrier to the
other. For the use of direct communication
between the extremes there was a second road,

south of the barrier, which ran from Cilurnum
to Magna, a work the author attributes to
Agrioola. Those who contend that the vallum
was a previous work to the wall, headed by
Horsley, find a third road in the north agger of
the first-mentioned work. Mr. MacLauchlau
leans towards this opinion

; bnt Dr. Bruce, who
believes that vallum and wall were one scheme.

departs from these authorities. He finds that
in those places where the vallnm is most perfect
the north and south aggers exactly correspond

j

and as it is unlikely there would be no difference

between a road and a rampart, he declines to
accept the suggested road as anything more
than an agger. Watling-street and the Maiden
Way cross the wall on their way north, and
branch-roads depart from them in directions

which, as our author points out, enabled the
Roman rulers to send troops from York to South
Shields, Newcastle, Corbridge, Carvoran, and
Carlisle, in any season, or beyond the waR
direct to Berwick, Melrose, Bewcastle, Netherby,
or Middleby. The constraotiou of the road
accompanying the wall deserves a word. Its

crown is raised about 1 ft. or IJ ft. above the
surrounding soil, and its sides are bordered with
kerb-stones

; when it runs along the slope of a
hill it is made level with extra-sized kerb-stones
on the hanging side.

All along the line of barrier we are stmok
with the free use of its stones in Medimval and
comparatively modern times. Following in our
author’s steps, who makes his way from Wallaend
to Bowness, from milestone to milestone, we
hear first of an altar discovered in the founda-
tions of a conventual building in Tynemouth.
Near the site of the fi.rst mile-castle after starting

from Wallsend there is a farmhouse with several

Roman stones in its walla, and a pond in the
fosse. Farther on Newburn Chnrch has stones

with “diamond broaching” in it; Halton Castle

and Halton Church are chiefly composed of

Roman stones, and an altar is tnrned upside

down in the churchyard
;
after passing one of

the most remarkable points of the route,

—

Chesters,—an onsteadat Sewing-Shields shows us
more stones used up

; a centurial stone is in-

serted in the front of the gig-honse, and the
farm-house is entirely built of them; in a
cottage at Chesterholm there are some coping
stones, a centnrial stone, and altars built

np, besides a piece of sculpture
;

at Cowgap
are some mined cottages formed of the wall-

stones
5

at Carvoran there are more reli(»

built up ;
beyond the fine station of Magna there

are the remains of Thirlwall Castle, altogether

formed of Roman stones
;
many and many a

garden has an altar in it, and many a swine-

trough along the wall is formed out of the same
relics

; at Lanercost, an altar dedicated to
Jupiter is built upon the clearstory of tbe priory

church ; at Walton there are cottages, and at
Sandysikes a barn made of Roman stones, the
latter diamond broached

;
and so on throughout

the entire route. Added to this the gentleman’s
seat in the neighbourhood of any portion of the
wall that is without its Roman relics is rare in-

deed. Bat more than with what has been taken
away, we are surprised with tho numbers of
relics the wall and its component parts have
yielded. The number of coins found is amazing,
sometimes quite sharp aud new, and preserved
in wooden boxes as though hidden, sometimes in
purses as though lost, sometimes singly as thongh
dropped, and sometimes in the company of skele-

tons, as though their last owners had perished
with them in their possession. We are enabled
to give a representation of one of them bearing
a fine impress of Hadrian, and showing what

manner of a man was the great builder. Articles

of jewelry are more rare, but still, there have
been gold chains and rings, and bronze orna-
ments found in sufficient numbers to have warmed
the heart of the coldest Roman matron. Among
the finds, perhaps, the most remarkable is the
silver lanr, 1 ft. 7 in. in length by 1 fc. 3 in. in

width, found in one of the supporting stations

south of the wall. There is an electrotype /ac-

simile of it in the mnsenm in the old castle at
Newcastle presented by the owner of the original,

the Dnke of Northumberland. It has five fnlL-

length divinities on it in different attitudes, who
are ranged above three animals placed in ex-

traordinary context in a line below, the whole
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•being framed in an ornamental border. The
•meaning of this silver bas-relief work has not
yet been satisfactorily made oat, a fact we are
•free to mention as a refreshing set-off to the
learning and patience that with almost a mono-
'tonous industry has unravelled the intent of
'every inscription and piece of sculpture that has
^hitherto come to light. The immense mass of
relics, however, consists of altars, dedicatory
'tablets, funereal inscriptions, and centurial
stones. Of the former we give an example
<(“ an altar to many gods ”), inscribed,

—

TO THE GENIUS OF THE PLACE,
TO RETUItNING FORTUNE,

TO ETERNAL HOME,
AND TO PROPITIOUS FATE,

CAIUS CORNELIUS
PEREGRINUS,

TRIBUNE OF A COHORT,
FROM THE PROVINCE OF
MAURITANIA CAISAHIENSIS,

A NATIVE OP ... .

The name of the place of which the tribune
wras a native is not legible. This altar was found
at Maryport, and is now in possession of the
Earl of Lonsdale. Like others, it consists of a
base, shaft, and capital, upon the top of which
is a cavity for the reception of offerings. The
scroll-like ornament on either side of the capital,
•which is a feature in all Koman altars, Dr. Bruce
thinks a representation of the faggots reqnii*ed
•to consume the offering. Many of the altars
found along the line are dedicated to Jupiter
r(“be8t and greatest ”), several to eternal Rome,
"Fortune, Mars, Silvanusj less popular deities
have also occasional representatives. One altar
to Silvanus states that it was erected by a pre-
fect of the Sebosian cavalry “ on account of a
boar of an enormous size which many of his pro-
decessors were not able to destroy,” giving us a
glimpse of the grand, real bunts of those days.
The vesica-shaped piece of sculpture, of which
we give a representation, has a more remarkable
atory to tell than we might at first credit. Dr.
Bruce gives a woodcut of a Roman capital which
the Norman builders of Durham Cathedral have
approached very closely in a doorway in the
south side of the nave

; but this early instance
of the vesica more than foreshadows its frequent
use in Medimval times. It was fonnd in a Mith-
raio temple at Borcovius, at the west end, set
up between two altars dedicated to Mithras. It
is supposed to represent Apollo as the sun or
Mithras, the head and front of a worship which,
notwithstanding efforts made by Hadrian to re-
press it, was clearly popular along the mural line.

Our author says ;
“ In consequence of the cruelty

and impurity connected with this Eastern form
of worship, Hadrian passed decrees repressing
it. Notwithstanding, it made rapid progress;
and, according to some of the fathers of the
church, rendered itself antagonistic to Christia-
nity, not only by its rejection of polytheism, of
which the world was tired, and the adoption of a
•irationalistic creed, but by the imitation of some
of its peculiar rites.” It would seem as though
it also incorporated at least one of the symbolic

' forms used by the early Christians.
Dr, Bruce devotes a chapter to the vexed

question, “ Who built the wall?” and a very
able and well-arrayed chapter it is. Disposing
of Gildas and Beda in a breath, be begins the
discussion with enunciating Horsley’s view, that

I Agricola was the builder of most of the stations
along the line of wall; that the north agger of

1 the vallum was his road with which communica-
i tions were kept up between them

;
that Hadrian

'‘built the fosse of the vallum and its southern
I samparts

;
and that Severus was the builder of

1 the stone wall, with its ditch, mile castles, and
'•aentinel turrets. To this he demurs, and pro-
. oeeds to assign to Stukeley the discrimination of
being the first to start the theory that all

I'three works were one design. Hodgson, the
; lamented historian of Northumberland, men-
i tions tbat he had gradually and slowly come to
Ithe same conviction, and further, that the whole
I barrier was planned and executed by Hadrian

;

. and to this our author agrees, seeing corrobora-
i iion in various facts, especially in the circum-
1 stance that not a single inscription along
Ithe line mentions Severus; while the name of
; Hadrian is frequently mot with. To the state-
t menta by Latin writers that the wall was built
I by Severus he gives single combat, and van-
quishes one after another. The question would

1 thus appear to have been settled if it were not
Ithat Mr. MacLauchlan, after making a careful
[survey with chain and rod, and bringing the
( advantage of professional acumen to the inquiry,

arrives at exactly the opposite conclusion. He
is of opinion that the barrier is the work of
three periods, points out two places along its

route where the wall would have run into the
vallum if it had not been purposely bent to
avoid doing so, and to others where the two
defences approach much nearer to one another
than they would have done if one mind had
laid down the scheme. So there the matter
stands.

A supplementary chapter on the geology of
the district traversed by the wall, elaborately
illustrated with a geological map and section,

by Mr. George Tate, opens out a vista that
tells of changes before the advent of man, of
land submerged and lifted up again after the
lapse of untold ages, of volcanic power rending
the earth into fissures, of molten rocks which
filled up such chasms, of tumultuous action and
npbeavals followed by eeasona of peace, when
Northumberland became dry land, whilst Cum-
berland was still submerged beneath waters in
which strange fish-like reptiles, the ichthyosaurus
and plesiosaurus, disported themselves

; and of
further changes, in which mighty icebergs floated
in the sea, and ice either covered the face of the
hind or hemmed it in before the hills, dales, and
plains took their present form, or even the foot
of Celt or Roman left its impress on the virgin
vegetation. This branch of the subject is ably
treated, and new information afforded which will
have especial interest for many minds.

Mutton, the historian of Birmingham, walked
from that centre of industry to Carlisle at the
age of seventy-eight, for the purpose of examin-
ing the wall for himself. He walked from one
end of it to the other, and then back again, be-
fore he turned his face homewards to write his
history of it. Should any of our readers be fired

with a similar enthusiasm for the mighty work,
we may direct him to make his way first to Hex-
ham, where he will find the Border Counties
railway ready to convey him to the part of the
wall where it is to be seen to the greatest ad-
vantage. Here, too, he would see the Saxon
crypt formed of Roman stones, of which we
show an illustration. Should he start from
Wall’s End or Newcastle, he would have to
walk many miles before he came in sight of the
wall. The first place where a stone of it lies

above ground is at East Denton. The turnpike-
road, in fact, runs upon its foundations for many
miles, except where it arrives at a village where
it makes a detour to the north, because the vil-

lages are usually clustered round the sites of
mile-castles, the foundations of which often
furnished the substratum for the principal
dwelling in them. Cilurnum, better known as
Chesters, offers the first condensed interest.
Excavations have been carried on in late years
at Borcovius, which Stukeley speaks of as the
Tadmor of Britain, with very interesting results.

The walls of this station are nearly intact, and
the mums in its neighbourhood, Houseateads,
about eight courses high. Castle-nick is another
centre of interest, for here the masonry stands
about 5 ft. bigb, and the military way with its

curb stones is in good preservation. The scenery
around, too, is wild and grand. The largest
station on the line has fewer remains than
many others. The late Earl of Carlisle,

however, writing of the supposed site of Troy,
said he could give a Cumberland borderer a good
impression of it by telling him that it wonder-
fully resembled the view from the point just out-
side this camp. He writes, “ Both have that
series of steep conical hills, with rock enough
for wildness, and verdure enough for softness.
Both have that bright trail of a river creeping
in and out with the most continuous indenta-
tions.” It is now called Birdoswald, and is

identified as the Amboglanna of the Notitia.
The celebrated Maiden Way departs from it, and
darts straight away midst Cumbrian fells and
dales to Bewcastle. It is pleasant to see men’s
work living so long after them. Little did the
Romans think, when quarrying and shouldering
the atones, punching out the inscriptions in the
quarries and in the stones themselves, or wheel-
ing away the soil out of the fosse, and throwing
it up into embankments, that their work would
have the fascination of a spell for men of learn-
ing 1,600 years after they had looked their last

upon the heathery hills of the North
;
that the

time would come when to have travelled from
one end to the other of it, especially on foot or
pony, with wallet on shoulder, was to have
graduated as an antiquary

;
and that to give the

magnificent account of it now before us to the
public, a duke, a dean, and a doctor of divinity,
would proudly associate their choicest stores.

Beyond the engravings to which we have re-
ferred, we are enabled to reproduce several
others, serving to show as well the manner in
which the book is illustrated as the condition of
Roman art in the North of England.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the Special General Meeting of members
held on Monday, the 25th of March, the Royal
Gold Medal for the year 1866 was awarded
(subject to her Majesty’s gracious pleasure) to
M. Charles Texier, of Paris.

The Pugin Travelling Studentship was awarded
to Mr. Henry Walker.
The Student’s Prize was awarded to Mr. Wm.

Howes.
The Institute Silver Medals—the Soane Medal-

lion, the late Sir Francis E. Scott’s Prize—and
Mr. Tite’s Prize, were not awarded, none of the
designs and drawings submitted in competition
for them having been considered worthy of
premiation.

PARK-LANE IMPROVEMENT,

On more than one occasion reference has been
made incur columns to Mr. Henry Saxon Snell’s

plan for the accommodation of the traffic be-
tween Hyde Park-corner and that portion of
Park-lane lying to the north of Stanhope-gate.
The traffic from the important district south of
Hyde Park, to the equally important section
of the metropolis north of Oxford-street and
the Bayswater-road, is now filtered through a
narrow neck of about 30 ft. in width, forming
the southern entrance of Park-lane. The Metro-
politan Board of Works proposes, at an expen-
diture of from 105,0001. to 150,0001. to widen
this neck as far as the entrance to Pittshead-
mews

; but the Board does not propose to carry
the widening any farther to the north. The
result will therefore be, not that the capacity of
Park-lane will be improved, but merely that the
block now existing at the Piccadilly corner will

be transferred to a point 260 yards northwards.
For this object the ratepayers of the metropolis
are asked to contribute avery large sum ofmoney,
the bulk of which will be spent, not in work done,
but in compensation paid for property destroyed.
An alternative plan of the Board was to make a
road through the aristocratic cul de sac known as
Hamilton-place. This would hardly have been
an improvement at all, inasmueb as the avail-

able width of the roadway would have been no
more than 33 ft. It was abandoned, however,
not ou this account, but because the gradient of
the road would have been too great for ordinary
traffic, and this gradient could not have been
improved without a total destruction of the cel-

larage in front of the houses, and without a pro-
portionate increase of cost, which cost would
have been further augmented by the compensa-
tion to be paid the tenants in Hamilton-place
for spoiling the privacy of the street,—a point
not so much as considered in the estimates of
the Metropolitan Board.

Mr. Snell, taking the fact that at least nine-
tenths of the Park-lane traffic are from or to the
west, and that seven-eighths of this traffic

go down or come up Grosvenor-ploce, asks
himself the question, why it should not be car-

ried more directly into Park-lane
; and why a

road, which is now available for every descrip-

tiou of private vehicle, should not be used for

the convenience of the public at large. He
therefore proposes to form a public road
from Hyde Park-coi'uer to the south side

of Stanhope Gate, without taking for this

purpose a single inch of the park sward.
Ho would make the exit into Park - lane
through the northern end of Hamilton - gar-

dens, which are public property, though now
railed in and diverted from public use for the
enjoyment of a few individuals. Even these

would sufier no inconvenience, for the narrow
strip of the gai'deus which Mr. Snell proposes to

take is a thick and ugly plantation—a jungle on
a small scale—into which nobody except a stray

gardener ever goes. At Hyde Park-corner he
would set back the gates now facing Grosvenor-

place, in such a way that they would open directly

into Rotten-row and the Lady’s-mile
;
and while

the approach from Piccadilly would be improved,

the architectural features of the structure would
be brought out fully, without the foreshortening

which now detracts from the appearance of the
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facade. Mr. Snell wonld, in lien of the present
,
naturally objects to Mr. Snell’s plan j but

private road, cut another park road to the west
of the Achilles statue, thus forming a better
access from the north to the Lady’s-mile.
A month ago we presumed that the chief

objection to Mr. Snell’s plan would come from
the Duke of Wellington, as owner of Apsley
House ; but, as was seen in the case of the new
house built abutting on the Thames Embank-
ment by the Dube of Buccleuch, the private
wishes of an individual cannot be allowed to

set themselves against a public improvement.
The opposition of the Duke of Wellington,
moreover, would be balanced by the probable
support of His Eoyal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge, who is now opposing the counter-
proposal of the Metropolitan Board, which would
take Gloucester House, the residence of His
Eoyal Highness

;
and it may be assumed that

the Marquis of Westminster would support Mr.

really the Board cannot consider itself bound by
a decision arrived at on incomplete and delusive
premises. If the Board thinks that the adop-
tion of another plan would cast a stigma upon
its judgment, we can only say that in our
opinion the stigma would be justly cast, not by
the adoption of a better plan, but by a blind
refusal to consider the decisions of the Board
anything but final. The resolutions of the
Metropolitan Board cannot be like the laws of

the Medea and Persians. It is not too late to take
the matter in hand; but we understand that, if

not the Board, at least some of its ofBcials, have
said that Mr. Snell's scheme, of which we give
an engraving this week, is not original. This is

one of those things which it is very easy to say.
If the Board of Works, as it states in a commu-
nication to some of the vestries, and as Sir John
Thwaites has declared, knows that Mr. Snell’

Snell s scheme, inasmuch as it would produce
|
scheme, first publicly' proposed in our pages,

the direct line of traffic from the Grosvenor pro-
1 has long ago suggested, the least that it can

perty to the north of the Park. Nominally, the
j

do is to quench Mr. Snell’s claim, once and for
parks belong to the Crown

; really, they belong i all, by producing this scheme of long ago. But
to the public. If it be said that the rights of the plan itself most stand on its own merits,
the Crown in Hyde-park would not allow the
diversion of any portion of the Park to the
accommodation of mere ordinary traffic, it may
be retorted that not only has Birdcage-walk

whoever may have been the originator. We
are assured, however, that the assertion is

entirely a mistake. The Board has stated in a
public document that only three schemes were

been opened for public traffic through a park, laid before it. One was that which it now pro-
bnt in this very Hyde-park itself, at its western poses to carry out ; another was the Hamilton-
end

; a road of much less public utility was five ' place plan
;
aud the third was a proposition that

years ago opened, which now it would be rather i the light traffic might use the existing park
difficult to shut. The Crown and the public can . road, under certain conditions, in the day-time,
have no really antagonistic interests here. No

j

This last proposal is very different from Mr.
portion of the Park proper is destroyed or Snell’s.
alienated from the public by this scheme

;
and We are glad to see that a large number of the

we cannot conceive that the First Commissioner
• • ’ • • ....

of Works, on due examination, would feel it

his duty to oppose a scheme which, saving at
least 9i,OOOJ. to the metropolitan ratepayers,
offers to the public a benefit so great. The late
First Commissioner of Works stated, with refer-
ence to the Hamilton-place scheme (and the
argument holds with reference to Mr. Snell’s
plan), that “ there are many precedents for
what is proposed to be done,” and that the
Queen authorised him to give his consent “in
case a public necessity exists for the new
thoroughfare.’’

The Metropolitan Board, having given its

assent to the scheme now before Parliament,

vestries have instructed their representatives at

the Metropolitan Board to press for a recon-
sideration of the scheme now before Parliament.
The Marylebone vestry h^ gone still further.

It has passed a unanimous resolution, “ that the
vestry approves in the main (without pledging
itself to the exact detail), of the plan sub-
mitted to it by Mr. Saxon Snell, for the improve-
ment of Park-lane, as the most convenient,
practical, and economical of any plan now before
the public

; and it begs to request the conside-
ration of the Metropolitan Board of Works to
Mr. Snell’s plan with a view to its adoption.”
We do not think the Metropolitan Board can
afford to disregard these appeals.

THE LAW COURT DESIGNS.

No one who visits the designs for the proposed
new Palace of Justice, now exhibiting in Lin-
coin’s Inn-square, can fail to be struck with the
amount of skill shown in the arrangement of the
plans, the beauty of the drawings, and the
mastery over the details of Gothic art which
they all display. Probably no similar exhibition

in recent times has given evidence of so high
and uniform a degree of merit as this one dis-

plays. With all this the effect produced on my
mind by the examination of the drawings is one
of extreme despondency as regards the position
and prospects of architectural art in this country,
and as the subject is one of public interest, I

should like an opportunity of explaining how this

feeling arises in the presence of so much real
ability.

The first question that occurs with regard
to this subject is to ask why architecture
alone of all the arts and sciences of the pre-
sent day should be the one which is not only
nnprogressive, but actually retrogressive ? In
literature, in painting, in engraving, and
generally in all the imitative arts—I dare hardly
include sculpture—men are all trying to ex-

press nineteenth-century ideas by the best and
most direct methods that are available. In all

the arts of construction, in everything that con-
cerns manufactures or furniture, progress is the
law

; in the sister art of engineering, precedent
is thrown overboard, and the best mode of ac-

complishing a given object is alone thought of.

Every science is progressive, and is consequently
adding daily to the triumphs of mind over
matter. In fact, in every art, or in every scienoe,

when good has been done, it has been by gradual
aggregation of experience, and by steady pro-

gress towards a well-defined aim. Why archi-

tecture should be an exception to this rule re-

mains to be explained, if it is capable of ex-

planation. It certainly was not an exception in

Greece or in Rome, and least of all, was it so in
the middle ages. Nothing, indeed, is more re-

markable in Gothic art than the exulting pro-

gress that marks every stage from the eleventh

to the sixteenth century, and which transformed
the rude architecture of our Saxon forefathers

into the over-elaborate architecture of the

Tudors.

It is easy to see that our present admiration of
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Gothic art arises from a reaction against the still

more absurd classical art of the last century.

When, in the sixteenth century, all the world went
wild in admiration of classical literature and clas-

sical art, architecture naturally fell into the same
trap

;
and the system of education in our univer-

sities and public schools has done all that could be
done to perpetuate the delusion to thepresentday.
The classical system has broken down at last,

'

but substituting one falsehood for another does
not, unfortunately, make a truth ; and if it were
absurd to attempt to restore the arts of Italy as

they existed about the time of the Christian era,

it is scarcely less absurd to suppose that the arts

of the feudal system in the Middle Ages are

suited to the wants of civilized England in the

nineteenth century.

So long as men only knew of five orders of
architecture, and did not believe in the possi-

bility of the existence of any others, there seemed
no escape from the slough into which archi-

tecture had fallen. Tho case, however, is

difierent now, when we know that instead of five

there are 500 orders of architecture, aud that any
one of them is as good as any other of tho remain-
ing 499, if it is as appropriate to the purpose to

which it is about to be applied, and is used with
discretion and good taste. But, more than
this, the fact that 500 orders or styles have
already been employed in the infantworld proves
that there are not only 500 but 5,000 still remain-
ing to bo evolved by tho inventive faculties of
mankind, and only waiting to be evoked that
they may appear.

But to turn from these generalities. It may
be asked wliero is tho esciipe from tho present
difficulty ? An immediato cure to a malady of
such long standing is of course impossible; bub
supposing the commissioners had inserted in

their instructions a clanso to the following
effect :

—
“ We do nob pretend to dictate the

choice of style to the competing architects, but
no pointed arches aud no classical pillars will,

under any circumstances, be tolerated.” Or sup-
pose the judges were now to say to any of the
eleven, ” We accept your plan, and approve
generally of your elevation, but wo insist that
wherever you have pub a pointed arch you shall

turn a round one.” This might necessitate
some bub not any great alteration in tho design,
and it would not effect all that is required

;
bub

it would do this, it would get rid of tho masque-
rade of Medievalism. The grifiins and gurgoyles,
and all tho unliumau figures would take flight to

the realms wliero they were created. There
would be no longer any reason why modern art

and modern elegance should not be introduced.
The nineteenth century might be acknowledged,
and the architect, freed from tho trammels of
archcDology, would far more easily suit his design
to tho purposes for which it is required. No
doubt he would cry out lustily, at first, that his

design was spoilt. In ten or twenty years hence,
when the Gothic mania has passed, with crino-

lines and chignons, to the limbo of all untruthful
fashions, ho would rejoice that he had been saved
from what all probably will then acknowledge
to have been an absurdity.

It may be asked,—If this is so, why did not
the competitors see it, and some of them, at
least, try what common sense could do in tho
preparation of a design? The answer is only
too easy. If any man undertakes the enormous
labour aud anxiety involved in such a competi-
tion as this, he is bound to use every means in

his power to insure his success. In the present
instance it was known that some of tho judges
had a sentimental veneration for the Middle
Ages, and that others were so entirely innocent
of any knowledge of the subject they were
appointed to decide upon, that they would be
led away by any fashionable cry or influenced
by any enthusiast who got access to them.
The competitors knew that Gothic was the
prevailing fashion of the d-ay, and the one most
likely to win, and Gothic consequently all the
designs are.

An architect would simply be throwing away
his chance who, on entering on such a competition
as this, would set himself down to think only of
liow he could best arrange his design according
to the principles of common sense, and then how
he could most appropriately ornament it so as to
e.xpress its purpose aud its age. Who is then to
appreciate each thoughtful conscientiousness ?

On the other band, the public have withiu
tho last thirty or forty years learnt tho rudi-
ments of Gothic design. They have reached
that schoolboy stage of knowledge which con-
siders a correct copy the highest intellectual
-attainment, and are proud of showing their

knowledge by saying this feature is correct,

or there is no authority for that detail. Com-
mon sense and progress are words that have
long ago dropped out of architectural parlance

;

but they are the fundamental principles of design
in all styles, and were most especially so in

Gothic, and, till they are restored to their

supremacy, there is little chance of any improve-
ment.
Among much that is discouraging there is one

circumstance connected with this competition
that seems to afford a ray of hope. No one is

quite satisfied with it. In spite of all the talent
displayed, and the beauty of the drawings, it has
been impossible to get up any enthusiasm about
it in any quarter. The lawyers do not like it.

They feel that they are men of the nineteenth
century

;
that they have been working hard to’

bring law, and the practice of their courts into

harmony with the feelings and advancement of
the age, and they do not quite like that the
architects should dress them up in the guise of the
thirteenth century, and try to make them look
like the wiseacres whose portraits appear in the
last volume of the “ Arcbreologia.” Tho general
public, too, feel uneasy. They can recollect the
enthusiasm which hailed Barry’s design for the
Parliament Houses, and cannot help feeling
that if they are so booq tired of Tudor, they
may as soon tire of Edwardian or Italian Gothic.
This feeling of “ mal vise" on the mind
of the public with regard to the competition,
is most hopeful. So soon as educated men
begin to tliink about it, the battle is half
won. When men ask why architecture alone
should stand still, and retrograde in an age of
progress, and find that no satisfactory answer
can bo given, they will demand something else.

When they demand it, it will be surely obtained.
There is abundance of talent in the profession

j

but, till the public are convinced that Gothic
spires and Grecian porticos are both and equally

i

absurdities when erected in the nineteenth cen-
tury, they must be content with such imitative

I

shams. It will be easy to do better things so
jsoon as there is taste sufficient to appreciate a

good thing when done. Let us hope that the
day may not be far off when this may bo tho '

case. Jamks Feiiqusson.

THE CRADLE OF ARCHITECTURE.

In tho exhibition of designs for the new Courts
of Law wo trace a promise of something even
better than the future completion of a worthy
palace of justice. That such will be one result
we cannot doubt, but more important than the
erection of such a building, however great its

merit, would be the formation of a school, and a
style, of English architecture fitted for the
requirements of the nineteenth century. Of this

we think that the little barrack in New-square,
Lincoln’s-inn, contains more than an indication.
A certain harmony of thought pervades the
groat majority of the designs. They are nob so
remarkable, probably not one is so remarkable,
for originality, as for the evidence they afibrd of
patient study of the problem to be wrought out
in the plans, and of a general consent as to the
kind of effect to be produced by the elevations,

lu almost every instance the idea present to tho
mind of the designer appears to have been the
modification of some actual type of structure to

the wants of the day. One striking interior, for

instance, was neither more nor less than a
church, a lofty and noble cathedral nave, and,
therefore, most unfortunately, quite inappropriate
for the purpose in view. For the rest, the out-
lines of St. Paul’s Cathedral, of the Westminster
Palace, of the Facade of the Tuileries, and of
the Crystal Palace (or, rather, of tho newer
wagon-roofed Terminal Railway Stations), or,

best of all, of the noble hall of William Rufus,
seemed to form the fond of tho designs. In this,

if there is not what those who are greedy of
novelty would call striking originality, there is,

it may be, something better. Such an exchange
of the expression of patient, conscientious,
successful labour by our leading architects is a
boon to the whole profession, and is no unworthy
offering to the genius of architectui’e.

It is instructive to glance from this, the latest
effort of our day in the tectonic art, to tho relics

of the earliest forms of human habitations, aud
to inquire from what earlier type were developed
the aisles of Westminster and of St. Ouon, the
towers and spires of Windsor and of Oxford, the
arches of the Coliseum aud the Cloaca Maxima,
aud the time- defying taper of the Pyramids..
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More especially is such an inquiry of interest at
a time when tho science and the art of building
arc undergoing the throes of revolution, having
at once to modify the active disposition of all

military and of much civil architecture, and to
make use of a material which, as at present
employed in construction, is entirely new. Mas-
sive and frowning fortresses are replaced by low
casemates and earthen glacis. The fort that was
formidable in the wars of the Empire is now a
helpless target to the monster siege-gnn, and,
in a military point of view, hardly more tenable
than an Irish round tower or an Apulian dove-
turret.

On one hand is the power of projectile force
to crumble the firmest masonry

;
on the other

hand is the power of the steam-engine to forge
and to roll planks and beams of iron and of steel.

Military structures, which shared with churches
and monasteries almost all the attention of our
earlier builders, are now becoming less impressive
features of landscape; on the other hand, the
increased value of land in towns Jand cities,

the dense crowding of the ever-increasing popu-
lation, is leading to the rebuilding of wide dis-

tricts, which are to be covered by lofty palatial

terraces and squares, while the large spans that
the improved manufacture of iron enables the
engineer to throw over road and river, lend
a novel, if not always a graceful, character to

our new metropolitan architecture. Again, the
combination of glass and iron for roofs of wide
span, to which tho erection of the Exhibition
building of 1851 gave the first impulse, although
the application of this convenient form of
shelter is yet in its infancy, cannot fail to take
a prominent place in the cities of the future. In
our own time we have seen the spontaueous
condemnation of the effort to introduce in our
climate the peristyle that is so grateful as a
shelter from the Italian sun. The piazza at

Coveut-ganlen gives a sensation of damp discom-
fort, and that in Regent’s Quadrant has actually
vanished froui over tho stifled shops. But the
glass shed outside the departure-platform of tho
Great Western Railway, although evidently

designed for comfort rather than for show, so
evidently fulfils the purpose for which it was
constructed, that it is matter for wonder that it

lias not been more frequently repeated in our
streets.

While buildings in metal and in glass, as the
invention of our own times, are the marks of an
entirely new era in architecture, we are enabled
by the recent labours of meritorious travellers to
trace back to their very starting-point the his-

tory of those diversified styles which owe their

origin to the mason and to the joiner, and which
represent the progress of art in dealing with
stone and with wood. In tho square boxes,
pierced with the least possible number of the
smallest practicable openings for light, the rapid
growth of which is due in great measure to tho
operation of the window-tax, wo trace, indeed,
the decadence of building, and a marked return
towards the original wigwam. But even the
typical form of structural ugliness, the square,
eaveleas, oflVnsive meeting-house, in which some
of our respectable nonconforming ancestors
were wont to hug themselves over memorials of
bygone persecutions, are now becoming every-
where replaced by decent, or even stately, places
of worship. The critic who believes that archi-

tecture, to be permanent aud noble, must above
all things be true, does not fail to regret that, in

employing their increasing wealth on the adorn-
ment oftheir chapels, the Nonconformistshave not
sought to raise structures consistent with their

rite of worship, and that they should have bor-

rowed the transepts and the chancels which have
a historic as well as a symbolic meaning that
they entirely ignore. The noble Vandoia temple
at 'ruriu, bnilt in part by English money, is an
example that might be well followed in England.
Among the Romanist churches of the bright
little city it stands as a visible confession of a
simpler rite. No stranger can take the Vaudois
church for a Roman Catholic edifice. But tho
stranger who strays into many a Dissenting
chapel among us comes oat with a feeling which
a vulgar and irreverent man expresses by saying
he has been swindled. He thought he was going
to church

!

Our recent information as to early stone struc-

tures, is derived from tho beautiful photographs

of Jerusalem, now publishing, as tho fruit of tho

ordnance survey of Palestine. There is no spot
on earth whei*e the super-imposed work of suc-

cessive generations can be so distinctly traced.

Beneath the rubble of tho present day, we dis-

cover the rough masonry of the Crusaders, built

a
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as by those who wrought with their weapons by
their side. Hard by are sacred relics of Saracenic
architecture, marks of labour lavished on their

holy places by those who read the second com
mandment as it was written, and to whom the
representation of animal forms was as unlawful
as to the Jews themselves. We trace the works
of Julian and of Adrian in their unsuccessful
efforts to rebuild the Holy City. One photograph
shows us an inscribed stone that appears to have
formed the base of a statue to the former
emperor, and which has been worked, upside
down, into a wall repaired by the latter.

Then come the distinct marks ofHerodian times,

the regular masonry by which the magnificent
Idumean restored, though he could not rival,

the massive ashlar of the great founder of the
Temple. Not at Jerusalem alone, but at Hebron
and at Herodinmwecan recognise beyond doubt
the workmanship of the energetic sovereign who
resisted the blandishments of Cleopatra, and
who was friend alike of Anthony and of Augustus.
We fail, as yet, to find any certain sign of the
hurried work of that pious Jew and naif and
yet reverent autobiographer who rode out alone
by night to examine the ravages committed on
the broken wall of Jerusalem 5 who tells us that
he put not oil’ his clothes while he stood from
sunrise to sunset on the growing wall, save
that he put them off for washing ;—that builder
girt with the sword by whom stood he that
sounded the trumpet. But if Nehemiah’s work
escape us, there can be no mistake as to that of
Solomon. Vast blocks of channelled limestone,
some as much as 6 ft. or more in thickness,
and attaining seven times that dimension in
length, still remain to explain how it came to
pass that Eastern tradition bolds that monarch
to have been served by the genii

;
and even under-

lying Solomon’s work, marked in some cases by
false joints so as to harmonise witli that noble
architecture, are still more gigantic relics of the
earlier builders of Zion, the Rephaim from
whom the valley took its name. We attribute
the prodigious scale on which the buildings of
Solomon were designed to the desire of the
royal mason that his work should not be dwarfed
by comparison with that of the giants.

We know that the ancient walls of the Jehu-
sites were such as to prove impregnable even to
the warlike David, until, like Alphonso of
Arragon, at Naples, 2,500 years later, he suc-
ceeded in the stratagem of effecting an entrance
by the covered channel of the aqueduct. In the
few remaining gigantic blocks of date anterior
to the channelled ashlar, in the continuation of
a quasi cyclopean style, in the known strength
of the ancient stronghold, and in the yet linger-
ing local names, there is, we think, evidence to
connect the more ancient walls of Zion with
those of Tiryna and of Mycenae, with those won-
derful cyclopean atrnoturea that seem to mock
the puny labour of human hands, and that yet
record, in different spots of Italy, of Greece,
of Asia, and of America, that there were, in old
times, “ giants upon the earth.”

The massive shade of the Egyptian temples,
and the conventional form which architecture
had assumed at so remote a date as that of the
foundation of the Pyramids, carry us to the
earliest recorded or determinable dates ofmason-
work

; but in the absence of historic evidence,
if we rely on the internal testimony alone, we
should conclude that the regular levelled steps
of the pyramidal structure betray a later phase
of art than the polygonal-fitted blocks of the
later Cyclopean masonry; and still more so, of
course, than the filling up of the vast boulders
of the earliest and rudest walls.

Another remark of extreme interest as regards
the great antiquity of masonry occurs to the
student of the most ancient Hebrew record that
is held to refer to the fouuding of the Mesopo-
tamian cities. This record appears to describe
the nse of brick as subsequent, not to the em-
ployment of wood, but to that of stone. The
halls and terraces of Nimroud and of Babel are
not spoken of as developments of the mud hut
or the sod wall, although the material was
similar to that of our navigators’ hots. They
were reared, it is intimated, by builders accus-
tomed to the use, not only of stone, but of
cemented masonry. Men who, if they came
down from the Median hills and found the ordi-

nary building material altogether deficient in

the great alluvial valley of the Euphrates and
the Tigris, bethought themselves of the use of
fire, or at least of the torrid rays of the sun, to

harden their simple substitutes for squared
stones. ” And they had brick for stone, and
slime had they for mortar''

It is in Italy that the builders in stone firf^t

come into fellowship with the builders in wood.
In India, indeed, we find that the architecture

of temples, and even of sculptured caves, is but
a representation in atone of not only the idea
but the details of earlier wooden structures.

Thus the principle was permanent, although the
material was changed. But in Italy we find that
combination to which we owe all Gothic work.
The arch (with the kind permission of Niebuhr)
is of the age of the Roman kings at the very
latest. The Cloaca Maxima is of the age of the
water-courses of Hezekiah, and of the mural
sculptures of Sennacherib. The arch is traced
with probability to the date of the twelfth Egyp-
tian dynasty. It is certainly as old as the
eighteenth dynasty,—that is to say, as old as
the Exodus. By the time of Ancus Martius a
true vaulted structure had replaced the stepped,
receding, triangular roofs yet to he seen in the
Oscan tombs. The Roman builders blended this

prime secret of masonry with the use of the
columns and entablatures that were clearly of

wooden origin,— glorified posts and beams.
When the waters began to settle after the flood

.

that overwhelmed Imperial Rome, the mingled
style of stone and wooden design, the Roman-
esque blending of column and of arch, fell into

the hands of men who by blood and by habit
were workers in wood. The Teutonic tribes

are essentially wood men, joiners, and ship-

Wrights. Thus, as the groins and intersections

multiplied with the increase of architectural

skill, ribs and columns assumed a form which we
should have believed, but for the sure testimony
of architectural history, to have been taken at

once from wooden structures, and to have repre-

sented bundles of posts and carven ribs, or even
the intersections of a trained and pruned
avenue, such as that which is such a glory of tlie

park at Cassiobury. In this instance, indeed,

we find a simirlation of architecture by nature,

which is, so far as we are aware, unique. Lord
Essex has two avenues which intersect nearly at

right angles. The one which points to the house
is clipped and trained, and resembles a lofty

Gothic nave; the other, of untouched trees,

recalls a Saxon aisle.

The very earliest use of wood, which has thus
eluded and tantalized the student of Gothic art,

and of which we have such certain traces in the
rich carvings of the Jain temples, and in the
triglyphs, entablatures, and columns of the
regular architectural orders, has just been
brought under our notice by a traveller who,
while second to none in enterprise, has been
almost first in misfortnne. The howl of dis-

credit with which the first great discoveries of
M. dn Chailln were received in certain quarters
without even the poor excuse of ignorance, may
indeed not be reckoned by him, still less by our-

selves, as an unmitigated misfortnne. It has
stimulated him to another effort, and it has fixed

his fame as a discoverer in spite of the only half-

subdued Buarl of his old assailants. The verdict

of all candid readers of his two works is unani-
mously in his favour. Bat the loss of his stores

of specimens, of his photographs of scenes and
figures as new to us as if they had existed in the
planet Mars, is one more easy to be deplored
than to be repaired. The sketches with which
he has endeavoured very imperfectly to supply
the reproductions of African scenery which the
camera promised to afford, though of no moment
in an artistic point of view, are yet of great
value if considered as diagrams, so to speak,

illustrative of his descriptions. And here,

separated from the dome of St. Peter’s and the
Victoria Bridge, not by the lapse of time, but by
mere geographical distance, we find the earliest

type of human abode constructed of wood.
Passing by the description of the negro villages

of the Apongo and lahogo tribes, which might be
readily taken for railway huts as to oatline and
dimensions, although walled in by bark instead

of by sods, and roofed with palm-leaves instead

of with slabs or slates, we come to the account

of abodes more primitive than any that have
previously been presented to European notice.

These abodes are of two kinds, and the wide
interval that separates the builders will not be
readily guessed from the amount of art displayed

in the construction of these dwellings. One sort

of hut or bower is found on the soil of the forest,

in irregular groups of ten or twelve together.

They are formed of flexible boughs of trees,

plucked with the leaves on them, stuck in the

ground at each end, and bent over so as to form
a sort of arched bower, the longest branches
being in the middle, and the othera snccessively

shorter, the whole being covered with large

,

leaves. They are of a low oval shape, like a
gipsy’s tent, or rather like that sort of dwarf
tent, snpported by half-hoops, which may still

occasionally be lighted upon in some of our
wilder country lanes. The highest part was
about 4 ft. from the ground, the greatest breadth
was about 4 ft. also. The furniture consisted of
three or four sticks on each aide, for the ocon-
pants to sleep upon, and the remains of a fire

lay in the middle of the floor.

In the presence of this primitive form of fire-

place is to be detected the most marked dis-
tinction between these dwellings and others
discovered in the same forest, which, however,
were constructed, not upon the ground, but upon
trees. They are formed at a height of 20 ft. or
30 ft. from the ground by bending over and
interlacing a number of the weaker boughs, so
as to form a bower, uuderwhich the builders can
sit, protected from the rains by the masses of
foliage thus entangled together, some of the
boughs being so bent that they form convenient
seats ; on them were found remains of nuts and
berries.

It is a fact not gratifying to those who would
make the distinction between man and beast to
depend directly on zoological characteristics,
that the latter kind of bower,, of which M. Da
Chaillu tells us that he has sent two specimens
to the British Museum, is the work and the
abode of the Nshiego Nkeudo, or yellow-faced
chimpanzee,—a new species of anthropoid ape-

discovered by our equatorial explorer, and that
the former kind ofhuts, those on the ground, are
the homes of a new race of dwarf wild negroes,
also discovered in the same journey. The fire-

place, or, at least, the use of firo, is decidedly in
favour of the terrestrial bower-builder; the
twisted seats on which remnants of food could
be found seem far in advance, on the other hand,
of the few sticks placed on the ground for the
man and the woman to sleep upon. When we
reflect that the opposeable thumb in the hinder
members of the ape, which makes them more at
home on trees than on the ground, is an anato-
mical difference fully adequate to account for

the difference in level selected for the bnilding
in either instance, we must confess that we have
arrived at a primitive style of architecture in
which it needs microscopic eyes to detect the
boasted superiority of man.
We are not writing, nor does M. Du Chailln

write, with any malice ‘prepense against the
negro, or any desire to trace the descent of any
human family from a qnadrumanous origin.

Into views of this nature this is not the place to
enter : we need only say that, if we had occasion
to express our own opinions on the subject, they
are at once very definite, and very much opposed
to such a theory. Nor will it be forgotteu that
in animals zoologically as well as cerebrally the
most remote from man, we find displayed bniid-
iug powers of a much higher order than those
evinced by even the more civilized negro tribes.

The chapter that tells of homes without hands

—

of the textile nests of the social birds, and of the
earthen structures of hymenopterous and of
neuropterous insects, has, indeed, been largely
enriched by M. Dii Chaillu. But we have
confined our notice to houses built by bauds, by
hands of more or less delicacy, bub in which a
grasping set of fingers, with true opposeable
thumbs, have been purposely and systematically
employed in the fabrication of shelter from the
elements out of portions of vegetable material.

This is the commencement of architecture. Im-
prove, embellish, increase as you may, in the
tropical bower is to be seen the simplest, earliest

form of intelligently constructed abode, and in

this, according to our present information, the
skill of the arboreal tribes which, in onr belief,

no attempt at education can modify, is strangely
parallel to that of the hnman treadera upon
earth, to whom, weird and ape-like as they ap-
pear, we cannot be wrong in attributing a large,

if not an unlimited, capacity for education and
for progress. Of those marks which have been
dwelt npon by moralists as proofs oftbe difference,

not in degree but in kind, that exists between
man and beast, two are strangely obliterated by
M. Du Chaillu. One, indeed, remains —-the
capacity to kindle fire. Strange stories are told

on this head, but, as far as we can verify, the
power of kindling, or even of maintaining fire,

has never yet been evinced by those inferior

animals who rejoice in its warmth and seek its

blaze. Bat the bnilding of the Obongos differs

little from that of the Nshiegos, while, in the
cry of the Kooloa, or Kooloo Kamba, the third

anthropoid ape discovered by M. Dn Chailln,

we have something quite as closely resembling
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human articulation as does the constant mono-
tonous call of the little brown lazzaroni, who
swim and dive about in the sun-heated waters
of the gulph of Naples,—“Ashcar,”—which,
rendered into the nearest Italian, would be
“ aspettate,” and means “ wait for me.” The
Obougo woold seem not to have very long to

tarry to be overtaken in the actual, if not in the
potential, state of their civilization. That ancient
wisdom which hints at what fashionable modem
writers- oall thfi “solidarity” of man and beast,

receives a Frequent comment on many a page of

the journey to Ashango land.

ilOORISn TOWERS IN ALGARVE,
PORTUGAL.

A JOURNEY through the old Moorish kingdom
of Algarve is interesting in many respects, histo-

rically and otherwise. Like Portugal in general,
it possesses very few ecclesiastical buildings of any
note

;
here and there scattered about the country

may be seen a few old churches, said to have been
converted from mosques to their present uses.

In many cases this opinion is open to dispute;
but it is no doubt true in some of the quaiut old
cities. They, however, possess little architec-
tural interest, and very rarely yield any distinc-

tive trace of the old Moorish taste and fancy.
The churches generally, even those aspiring to
the rank of a “ se,” or cathedral, are mostly
very plain, rough, and solid in the exterior; and
ofl’er little or no display of art in any shape in
the interior worth attention. They ai'e large,
lumpish, masses of wall, with squat, heavy
towers, with little or no attempt at decoration.
The openings for windows are mostly small
and unornamented, so that the general effect
of the interior is dark and gloomy, fully
realising the poet’s dream of “ a dim religious
light.” These obscrvatums -apply with equal
force to the twotdd cathedrateof Paro and Siives,
both of wldch areata±ed to be- converted mosques;
of which change, howover, they show little trace;
though, no doubt, the tradition is true in the
main.
Nearly all the old towns in Algarve pcme^

|some remains of Morisco antiqnity in the shape
of walls, towers, and entrance-gates, all more or
less in a state of decay, though many of these
remains are bettrer preserved than might reason-
ably have been expected from tho effects of time,
war, and the more rude assault of earthquakes

;

from all of which these relics of the past have
very severely suffered. Many of these towns are
still surrounded by their old walk and 'towers

;

and some yet retain their citadels and old castles
sufficiently intact to give an idea of their mode of
construction and various uses. It may be said
however, at ouce, that few or none of these re-
mains display any trace of the distinctive charac-
teristics of what is generally recognised as the
Moorish stjle of architecture.

Those who look for horse-shoe arches, and the
fanciful details of buildings like the Alhambra,
or decorations like the fine old tower of Belem,
will be disappointed. I have never met mth a
single trace of anything of the kind among the
various towers and castles which have fallen
under my notice. Walls, towers, and castles
are plentiful enough in Algarve, and in general
there is little or nothing to distinguish ^em in
any remarkable degree from similar remains of
feudal ruins in other parts of Europe.
The Pisanese and Genoese towera scattered

about the islands of the Mediterranean, bear as
strong a likeness to the Moorish towers in
Algarve as the famous brothers Uromio bore to
each other. These towers arc mostly in a
venerable state of dilapidation, bat oftenerfrom
tho hand of man than the gradual wear of time.
They have been used as quarries, to supply
stones for the erection of modem buildings. It
may bo said, sotto vocc, that the Portuguese are
not famous for preserving their antiquities

;
but

as this compliment may be returned and apply
with equal force to England, the least said will be
soonest mended

;
for are not the worthy burghers

of Tenby about to dismautle their feudal gates,
and pave their streets with their antiquities ?

These old walled towns anay not inaptly be
likened to Carnarvon or more espeoially Oemway,
in Wales, when in their prime, with flank walls’
projecting towers, strong gates, and the castle
or citadel, and many of them are placed near
rivers.

As a general type of these specimens of forti-
fication, the old city of Siives—the ancient
Moorish “ Chelb ”—may be taken as an example,

.

for it still possesses gates, walls, towers, and a
castle. It once had the honour of being the
capital of the Moorish kingdom of Algarve, and
has witnessed many a fierce encounter between
the doughty champions of the Crescent and the
Cross.

It has borne the brunt of many a siege, has
been taken and retaken by Moslems and Cru-
saders, and suffered much in consequence ; it

was terribly shaken by the great earthquake
that mined Lisbon, and but twenty houses were
left standing in the city after that fearful shock.
Although nearly all the houses of the old city
crumbled into dnst and rain, the walls
towers still stood their ground, and still remain
to attest their strength,—yet they were birt
walls of concrete faced with ashlar.

"

This old city stands on the eammii of a hill of
moderate height, in the middle of a long narrow
valley, which, with its accompanying river, runs
down to the sea at Villa Nova Portimao. It is a
conspicuous object when seen from the neigh-
bouring bills and high gronads which block up
the valley in the direction of Sc. Bartolomeo.
There is a .fine view from the towers of the
rugged sides and cloud-capped heads of the
Sierra de Mouchique, the wildest and most lofty
mountain in Algarve.
The town at present extends in a weateiTy

direction down to the river, where it may be said
to have outgrown the walls, but in every other
direction it is free from suburbs or outbuildiuga

;

nor can any of tbe buildings in the town be seen
Irom outside the walls except to the west, all tho
rest being quite inclosed, as in the “ good old .

time ” of Moorish rule. I

The river which meanders close by the foot of
jthe hill on which tho city is built is now sadly ^

shorn of its former glory, only practicable for
jsmall boats

;
yet in times of yore larger vessels

came oLose up from the sea : tho old heavy iron
rings in the ro^cs still remain to show tho ancient
mooring-places.

|

_

The great peculiarity of the Moorish fortifica-
tions of this old city is, that the towers ore all
detached from the general line of walls,—stand-

]

ing alone by themselves, but connected to the
walls by a stone vault ov bridge, nearly on a

I

level with the top or platform of the tower, the
,

distance from the wall to the tower being small,

'

nut more than 8 ft. or 10 ft.

Why these towers are detached from the main
waLs I cannot say ; nor have I ever met with

'

anything similar in any of tbe many old castles ;

and walled towns which have passed under my '

notice.

These towers are in general about bow-shot
distance from each other, but not equally spaced

;

they adapt themselves to the accidents of the
ground.

_

No doubt when these towers were perfect, the
little bridge which connects each to the walls
was furnished with protecting parapets, or
covered way ; none, however, now remain.
Nearly all these bridges still exist, except where
one or two of the towers have been destroyed,
where they have shared in the fate of the fallen
towers, to which they formed the communicating
links.

These towers may be called solid blocks of
concrete, covered on the external face with
coursed stone

;
for the only things that can be

called rooms are very small, and never more
than one in any tower. The top or platform
was of course flat, shelteretl by battlements aud
embrasures, none of which remain at the present
time.

In one or two of the towers the connecting
bridge appears to have opened into the room,
but in m' st it led direct to the platform.
Tho concrete of which these are formed has

been built np apparently in layers, in tho same
way in which the Portuguese peasantry still build
their mud walls for their houses, and possibly
the thin ashlar oasiog may have been carried up
at tbe same time. The quantity of lime em-
ployed in this abode, or concrete, is small, but
the material remains very hard and firm, even
where it has been exposed for some centuries,

—

and in all cases the ashlar has been wantonly
stripped. Although this mode of building may
appear fr^ile, it must be borne in mind that
these almost isolated towers have withstood the
shook of earthquakes, when almost eveiy -other
building in the oity sueoumbed, except the-etout
walls of the venerable cathedral, once the Moorish
mosque.
The gate3,aprominentfeature in these old cities

ofAlgarve, where they a till exist, are very massive,
and simply, in the case of Siives, consist of two
square towers, with an arched gateway between

them
; tho two flanking towers, like the rest,

being detached, bat connected to the main walls
by an arched bridge or vault. The gateways at
Siives in form are similar to the two square
towers at Faro, but the latter formed a joint
portion of the wall, and were not detached

; at
present they are little better than mere mounds
of crumbling concrete.

According to Verolles, the great wall of China
is “ built of brick, or rather it consietB of a mass
or long embankment constructed of mud, and
faced at each side with a continuous range of
bricks, forming a frontage for it.” So these
Moorish walk are built of mud, mixed with a
little lime, and faced with stone in Bourses.
The Castle of Siives still retains its walls and

entrance towers; the outer walls forming part
of the general line of exterior defence of the
town.

All internal arraugemaaiB have long since
disappeared, and the inclosnre now offers nothing
to view but a ragged plat of grass, with one or
two openings into the capacious vaults below

;

for all the granaries and stores appear to have
been underground.
The feature most worthy of note is a noble

uniierground cistern, a magnificent work, erected
by the Moorish founders of the castle to contain
tbeir supply of water during the stormy times of
siege and trouble. It is said to contain 5,712
hogsheads, but upon what authority this is based
I cannot state. It is covered in by a double row
of arches, supported on columns, and ventilated
by one or two small openings from tho exterior,

^

which admit sufficient light to see the clear
' water in the bottom. It has been restored, and
may, perhaps, be considered one of the most
perfect things of the kind in Portugal. It is

approached from the castle-yard by a flight of
steps, which descend into the interior. Tradition
says that this noble old cistern was fed by
springe, but how far this may be true I have no
means of knowing.

This old city was token by some crusaders on
the 3rd September, 1189; it was, however,
speedily retaken by the Moors, and remained in
their possession until captured by tbe Christians
in 1266, under the command of D. Paio Peres
Correa, who finally conquered tho ancient king,
dom of Algarve, and expelled fur ever the
crescent from its romantic valleys.

J. Lockwood.

TEE QUEEN’S INSTITUTE AT DUBLIN
FOR THE TRAINING AND EMPLOYING
OF WOMEN.
The fifth annual report of this useful Insti-

tute has been printed. It is maintained to assist
gentlewomen of limited means, by training them
to the pursuit of suitable professions and occupa-
tions

; as by opening classes in which educated
women can receive instruction iu such arts and
occupations as offer a reasonable prospect of
remuneration to skilled industry

; by procuring
work for pupils

;
by maiutaiuing a Registry for

pupils and employers; and by collecting a
library of books of productive indnstry.
The Institute claim to have now attained a

position of nsefulnesB. In the past twelve
months the work of the business departments
and the progress of the classes have been satis-
factory. An increase of 25 pupils is shown by
the returns

; 175 having attended the dlasses,
besides 23 who were registered.

Forty.five clerks, trained at the Institute, have
received appointments in the service of tho
Magnetic Telegraph Company.

In all fifty-two new pupils have been drafted
into sitnations and employments; and, notwith-
standing the still comparatively limited sphere
to which the operations of the Institute are con-
fined, it is enabled to find work with regularity
for forty-two ladies engaged in embroidery,
various fancy works, plain sowing, &c.

Subscriptions may be forwarded to 25, Moles-
worth-street, Dublin. The Lord Lieutenant is

the President of the Institute, and Lord
Brougham and Lord Talbot de Malahule are the
vioe-preeidente. Mr. A. B. Gorlett is the secre-
tary.

SovTH Kensinoton Musettm.—Visitors during
the week ending 30th March, 1867 :—^Qu Monday,
Tuesday, and Saturday, free, from 10 a.m. to

10 p.m,, 9,696; on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday (admission 6d.),from 10 a.m. till 5pm
1,568 ;

total, 11,26L
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ANCIENT fiOMAN STAMPS.
Ax intereafeing article by if. Sichel, a welt

known ocnliat, appears in a recent number of the
ATinaZes d' Oculistiquc, on the stamps used by
Roman eye doctors for impressing their collyrii
or tablets of eye-salve. These stones have been
discovered amongst Roman remains in this
country, Prance, Belgium, and Germany, but
not in Italy. They appear to belong to the
second or third century of the Christian era, and
generally bear the name of the doctor, and a few
words descriptive of the virtues of the unguent,
if. Sichel gives a description of no less than
sixty-nine seals, one of which is inscribed as
follows. The italics show the parts which have
been supplied;

—

" Caii DedemoniB ambrosimn
Ad caliginem et clariCaiem

which may befreely rendered, “ Caius Dedemon’s
ambrosial ointment for removing dimness and
restoring clearness of vision.” The characters
are reversed, eo that when the seal was impressed
upon the cakes or tablets, the inscription, " with-
out which none are genuine,” as the quacks say,
appears the right way. Some years ago, some
fragments of collyrii, together with a stamp and
a collection of surgical instruments, were dis-
covered at Rheims. On analysis, the ointment
was fonnd to contain a large quantity of lead,
iron, and copper; the same astringents, iu fact,
as are now used for such purposes. One of these
stamps has recently been presented to the Royal
Museum of Antiquities at Brussels. It belonged
to a Roman oculist, named Junius Macrinus, and
bears four iuscriptions, each on a separate face
two in Greek and two in Latin. It was die-
covered in the neighbourhood of Maastricht.
One such stamp, if we remember rightly, was
found at ^Yloxete^.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

The forty-fonrth exhibition of the Society
of British Artists is iu no respect inferior, by
comparison, to its most immediate precursors.
Pleaaiug and cleverly-executed pictures, others ^ easily forgotten
nf hoftCT. »1 f. ;..v _

”

it be to learn how to remain satisfied with things
as they are. But the Society of British Artists
is not a singular exception to the influences of
change and progress any more than its annual
exhibitions can be cited as an illustration of the
uncertainty supposed to attend most human
proceediugs

; for every one knows wbatto expect
when they recur, and few are disappointed.
Mr. E. J. Cobbett’s jnistics, whether standing

or sitting, are all alike, motiveless as motionless,
without expression, and nicely done. In “Gossip
by the Way ” (93), there is no talking going on
whatever, for the damsels who, it might be sup-
posed, ought to appear as if engaged in vivacious
colloquy, are all mutely intent on having their
portraits painted. “ The Pish - cart ” (206) by
Mr. J. Henzell, with more lively occupants, has
the same artificial appearance of colour that has
deteriorated from many of his former pictures.
Mr. T. Roberts is not so successful in depicting
the effects of “ A Tedious Sermon ” (33) as he
has been with more patient listeners in “ Family
Pews,” and this may be regarded as fortunate if
it helps to pub aside a subject that threatens to
become as prevalent as “Stepping-stones.” Mr.
Haynes King treats ordmary incidents of every-
day occurrence with unobtrusive skill : bis
boatman lover asking his chosen 'Oue “An Im-
portant Question” (54) has mnch naturalness to
recommend it. “My ain Fireside” (60), at
which the matter-of-fact old lady is sitting,
and seems to kuow the comfort of; with a
similar situation, but a dissimilar sitter, who is

young and visionary, and sees “Faces in the
Fire” (383), are small works, that have high
finish, without showing the means by which it is

attained.

There is much character aud expression dn
Mr. "W. Honwle^’s “Willage Postman” (8G), oe

episode, “A Sister of Nazareth and Blind
Woman ’ (154), or one of an institution of nuns
practising the kindly offices of charity. The
hands, and several parts of the picture, have
been thoroughly studied, and there is much of
exquisite manipulation throughout. Mr. T.
Heaphy goes back .to the Cavalier and Round-
head period Tor inspiration, “ General Fairfax
and his Daughter pursued by the Royalist
Troopers ” (238). It is recorded that during the
flight from their pursuers, they took refuge in a
barn, when the general’s embarrassment was
considerably augmented by the repeated swoon-
ing of the little girl, to so severe an extent as to
threaten her with death, though she lived to
become afterwards the Duchess of Buckingham.
The arrangement is too theatrical to imply
probability, though there is much good work-
manship

; but the dresses and accessories are all
too new-looking and clean, evoking the wish, in
common with so many of the costume pictures
hero, that the value of dirt and the effects of
wear and tear, are not better understood by
English painters. “The Arrest” (39), by Mr.
C. Rossiter, is a good incident for a telling
illustration of the same period

; with the
Puritans for the oppressors. A Royalist family
are disturbed 'Whikt celebrating a christening
ceremony. Both skill and painstaking are
evinesdin tlie elucidation of the story, though
the method of exhibiting them is somewhat dry
and hard,; and the same objection applies to Mr.
A. A. Hunt’s “Margaret of Branksomo” (113),
though only .a single well-studied figure.
To note others, “ The Last of his Race ” (164),

by Mr. A. J. Ilorsford, an invalid child heir to
unnumbered acres, bat whose tenure will be
ehortly reduced to a very few feet, is watched by
his mother. “The Ballad Singer” (155), byhe ia examinmg the efliireaeeB of his budget of

i
Mr. W. M. May, couto™ unotheFetory based

letters to satiafv thfi snlieitmiej innniTO nf an ^ce i: i.i i_ ji. _ • .letters to satisfy the solicitous inquiry of an
evident victim of a first-love, just of the age
when all thoughts of hardbake become loath-
some, and hard hearts, onrly hoir, cruel parents

family affection, though there is some ambiguity
in relating it. A girl, gaily dressed in the streets
at night, is listening to a wretchedly.olad ballad-
singer, in whom she recognises her sister : thec , , ' ^ ‘ ^ > 'e— ,

..ujjiii Diic; icnui-uiacB iier Hisver : cne
•mournfulnesa, and moonshme form the dehoioua

j

moral of this appears to be, that “yon,must beTumble Oi diRtra.nt.ion lipafinod fnno fV.Q v. ip i .. ..

of very young ladies, and help them to forget
some of the long lessons they have learned, aud
prepare them for othare more difficult and leas

of better promise than performance, with some
:

there may be a storm of conflicting emotions
raging beneath the nice polka jacket, stirred by
such recollections as the jong.of “ Home, sweet
Rome,” may be HUppoaefl do awoken for a retri-TTTl t —i. £1 *11

..A.uj u.- nuppuacu
F {•

‘
- 1

- --> vv list opportunitiQB the Village postman must butive drawback Tbis ,«? anluBv woIT

“T"’
an aggregate, have of creeping into confide^es, indulging in ' painl^d

;
and the aa^ mj, te of Mr Wtractive as usual,

_

and quantity ot.ite p^- |.coryeature and gleaning knowledge with stray
!
Holyoake’s young 'ladies oT-reputoble coi^duS'e line ..mruvimpne f nyy-v. n!.....!.-! ..i ' * .. .. .. . .. .. ^sent level quality will m a degree condone the |,infureneeB ! else how ohould he have guessed

, in “ Our Party at the Derbv” ‘(142.) of Mr Awant of.sometlimg more superlative to concen-
,
that the intercepted letter—with which ^ ^

trate attention. grimly retiring to his study, where he will frame
•
7;,“ the multiplicity of its items— 1,075, a little speech for the benefit of Rose (she looks

including water-colour drawings aud sculpture— like Rose) presently—was from whom it was ?
all tastes are not administered to, it will be the Hk “ Jfothing, I’m afraid, this morninrr, Mias ”
one appreciation of Mr. Baxter’s ideal so in- must have sonuded very like “ You are too young
separable from the recollection of long ago. for this kind of thing,” had she half the discern-
j>lr. J. J. Uill, who sometimes rivals him in nient of a metropolitan coeval

;
.but it is evident

creamy crjmpleiioua, Bofc eyes, and dark or she has not. Mr. HsmBloy is olovor aud Bun-
light^brown htir, with generally a flower in it,

|

testive in treatment of this incident, and it

papa is Ludovici’s procession of school children, who
11 r. hush their play as they are about to glide

through the solemn Shadows of the cloister
; and

ofimore that shall bo mentioned next week.*

has but one specimen, and not of this kind,
but of another equally well known—see “ Fish-
iug Girl” (17u)- Mr. F. Y. Hurlstone also con-
fiues himself to a single contribution, “ A Peasant
Girl of Alcalii do Guadaira, Andalucia” (186),
whose dark face is set off with some very bright
draperies of ruby, orange, aud emerald dye.
Mr. A. J. Wooliner only poses his pretty model—
who, in difiuaice of Time, looks as young as
ever, if not giiue so fresh— and does not pose
any one else tliis yem- by leading them into
the dark inyuterious caves in wliicli it has been
Lis wont to announce himself at home; or to
pace with him interminable and labyrinthian
groves, or tread rich gelatinous pavements
through vistae of fantastic archicecturul forms,

—

arcades that only echo the painter’s name, and
are of “such .stuff^ dreams arc made of.”
“The GardeiiHi-’a D.mghter” (21) and “The
Messenger” (358), where the same fair lady is
enlisting the ei-rvicee of u sympathetic dove to
convey her 'hill-.t-dnux, represent him well,
though they bring with them “A Thought about
the Past ” (216).
The mutability which Time has the credit

of possessing ue a special property, and of dealing
out to all who are engaged in playing this little

game of life, ean be but partially distributed
after all

;
for thf-re are things that never change.

Let the cards be sbofil.'d over so thoroughly
ihere are those who always hold a blank hand,
and playing the beat are Che worst losers

; there
are those whose only hope exists in u belief that
there must be change presently—that nothing
can go on in tlu* same way for ever : if th^ find

is not a hackneyed one.

BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tvr r n u •
k- , , - I

At the meeting on the 27th uU., Mr. H. SyerMr. E. C. Barnes, comparatively speaking, a Cuming, Vice-president, in the chair; after thenew membei’, is a great acquisition
;
the more so

by reason of the evidence be gives of being on
the improving list. “ The Beau’s Stratagem”
(115),lii3 largest picture, but not his beet, is

chiefly remarkable for the executive ability it

displays. A gallant, in the costume of Eliza-
beth’s time, is diverting the attention of an
amorous governante by making obvious love to
her whilst he is surreptitiously handing a note
and making an assignation with her ward.
The humour of the situation is rather broadly
conveyed

;
and the story would have been bettor

told, or would liave appeared better worth the
telling, if its importance had not been overrated
and so large.a scale adopted for its enunciation.
Far superior to this is the romance of “ The
Woman in Groy,” who, with no name, is the
heroine of a sensation tale, tlie last chapter of
which is headed with Tennyson’s lines

—

“ Break, break, break.
On thy cold grey atones, 0 Sea !'

There is more pathos in this cold, grey com-
position—more direct appeal to sympathy—than
in all the attempts to efl’ect such a result that
are to be found in its neighbourhood put to-
gether : there are three volumes of trial, at least,

in that pale face, though little is to be seen of
it; and its expression now is one of weariness
and hopelessness. As an instance of the variety
aud force obtainable from a limited employment
of colour, this eloquent little work is admirable
and instructive. ‘T’he Fmigraut ” (138), by

this credulity atoxlyne, they had better not look (the same, is also entitled to praise,
to some of our painters for encouragement, unless I Mr. J. ColHnaon has elaborated a very simple

new members had been announced, and thanks
returned for presentations, it was stated that the
courcil had had under consideration a letter iu
the Times of the 25th ult., signed “ H. C.,” in
which the rostoratiou of the tomb of Henry V.
in Westminster Abbqy was urged. The council
did not think, however, that the time had arrived
to enter any protest. The Rw. Dr. Giles gave
some account of a Gorman portion of the Pugin-
gerian Tables, presented by Mr. Kirckhofr. It is

a sorb of Koud-book, with maps. Mr. H. Godwin.
F.S.A., said that .the English portion is appended
to Richard of Oirouoeater.

The Rerv. W. Sparrow Simpson, F.S.A., read a
paper on “"Russo-Graek Portable Icons,” which
are of three forms,—^triptychs, diptyehs, and
square plaques. The Greek Church does not
admit of graven images, and-even apainted face,
if in a carved frame, comes within the objection-
able list. The icons are of various dates, but
their antiquity is doubtful. Mr. G. E. Wright
suggested that earlier designs and cistnmes had
been copied or retained, showing a stationary
state of art. The papor was illustrated by many
specimens belonging to Mr. C. Brent, Mr. Cato,
Mr. Waron, Mr. Gunston, and the writer. The
chairman exhibited one, circular, diffi-ring in
form from the others. 'The earliest appeared to
be of the fifteenth century, the other of the
seventeenth. Mr. G. M. Hills and Mr. G. Vere
Irving spoke of the unchanging nature of the
art in the Greek Church for centuries.
Mr. Vere Irvine produced some coins, said to

' To be continued.
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have been found in a stone cyst in Lesmahago
Churchyard : they, however, were bnt farthings,

not earlier than Louis XIII., showing that de-

ception in “finds” was not limited to the south
of tho kingdom.

Mr. J. L. Irvine forwarded two drawings
;
one

of a crucifix said to have been found in Ludlow
Castle, and of the thirteenth century ;

the other

of Saxon work, on the north side of Diddlebury
Church.

Other exhibitions followed : by Mr. Brent—the

triangular fan of a pair of scales, erroneously

called “money of necessity
;

” Mr. Cuming, a

Koman lamp, with a sandal as the potter’s

mark; Mr. LooUhart—a merchant’s mark of the

fifteenth century, showing a combination of

Roman and black letter
;
Mr. Morris Jones

—

drawing of a font, formerly a carved capital, in

Buttington Church j the Rev. James Beck—part
of the crock in which the Washington “ find

”

of 2,500 coins was buried ; also part of a green
cementitious substance which it contained, and
some broken parts of coins cemented together

by it. This gave rise to an interesting and
animated discussion, the green coating having
been believed to bo the result of the decay of a
leathern bag. It was tried in the room by fire,

and proved not to be wax. Mr. Bailey under-
took to have it analyzed by next meeting. The
pottery is softer than usual, and is of a material
iinknown in manufacture, and it was thought to

he sun-dried. Keys were exhibited by Mr.
Grover and Mr. Kettle, and drawings of keys by
the Rev. Hugh Ingram, found at Steyning.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of the Architectural
Associatiou was hold on Friday evening, the

: 29th ult., at the House, in Conduit-street.
Mr. H. Ambrose, of Brompton, and Mr. E.

Locke, of Sutton, Surrey, wore elected members
of the Association.

The Chairman stated that a number of the
I members had, on the previous Saturday, visited
St. Alban’s Abbey, where they had been received
in the most courteous manner by the Rev. E. C.

I Hawkins, tho rector
; and where they were met

;by Mr. E. W. Godwin, who kindly accompanied
. them over the building, and read a most inte-
’ resting paper descriptive of its ancient history.

A vote of thanks was subsequently passed to

those gentlemen for their kindness on this
: occasion.

The Chairman called attention to the Archi-
: tectural Association sketch-book. It was, he
;Baid, proposed to form aclub among the members
I of the Association for publishing drawings and
i sketches of ancient buildings, or other objects of
larchitectural interest. In his opinion, the pro-
ipoaal was well worthy of the support of thp
.Association, and he hoped that as many members
ias possible would join the club.

The Rev. M. E. C. Walcott then proceeded to
?road a paper on the arrangements of St. Alban’s
Abbey

;
tho details of which he pointed out upon

a ground plan, which, he stated, had been pre-
rpared after much careful examination on the
]Spot. He also pointed out on another plan the
errors into which he believed previous antiquaries
land arcbmologists had fallen, and contended at
)some length that the arrangements of the
,(monastic buildings formerly in connexion with
I'tbe Abbey Chnrcb were those which in all

rprobability belonged to a Benedictine church,
iBuch as that which flourished at St. Alban’s.

At the conclusion, the Chairman observed that
ithe paper which they had just heard read was
sextremely interesting and useful as opening up
a knowledge of those antiquarian subjects which
were of so much use in the study of architecture.
All who had heard Mr. Walcott might not be
idisposed to agree in the conclusion to which he
abaci arrived. He (the Chairman) for one, could
coot say that he entirely agreed in all that the
ireverend gentleman had said

; but they were all

imuch indebted to him for having read his paper,
oand for having prepared the plans which he had
cjxhibited and explained. It appeared to him
bthat according to architectural indications in the
jouth wall of the Abbey, over the south aisle a
;atrangor's dormitory had originally existed at
bdiab place. He asked whether it were true
ichat the coffer of the old shrine containing the
?belic3 of St. Alban was now to bo found in a
imonastio building at Cologne.

Mr. Birch stated that the late incumbent of
t3t. Alban’s, the Rev. Mr. Nicholson, had die-
oinctly traced the coffer to which the chairman

referred as that belonging to the shrine of St.

Albin, not St. Alban, the former of whom could
not have been an English saint.

A vote of thanks having been accorded to Mr.
Walcott,

The Chairman announced that on the next
evening of meeting a paper would be read by
Mr. C. Aldridge on the Architecture of Northern
Italy.

LUDGATE, NEWGATE, AND MOORGATE.*

The changes in the manner of warfare, the
increase of commerce, and the altered conditions
of the people have caused the ancient walls of

the City and the gates which stood upon them to

be removed, and, before long, the last of those
barriers—Temple Bar,—which, although not one
of the old defences of the City, so much stops
the way will be removed.
Tho railway passes close to where the gate

which was called after the mysterious King Lud
formerly stood. Here, says Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth, there was a gate built by the British
king, about sixty years before the birth of
Christ,—so reports tradition,—and to this we
are bound to pay that degree of deference which
it deserves. Other historians say that “this
name is, with much greater appearance of pro-
bability, derived from the rivulet Flood—Flud

—

Vloat—Vleote, or Fleet, which ran into Fleet-
ditch, and was very probably called Ludgate
instead of its original name of Fludgate. To
leave these hazy ideas, it is clear that in 1373
the gate here was constituted a prison for poor
debtors who were free of the City, and it was
afterwards greatly enlarged by Sir Stephen
Forster. The history of this gentleman is

romantic
; for when the management of the

prisons rendered it necessary for those who were
confined to beg at the gates or windows of the
prison, this Stephen Forster was standing at the
gate, asking for help, when a rich widow, passing
by, inquired what sum would procure his dis-
charge : on his answering twenty pounds, a sum
much more considerable in those times than in
the present, she advanced the money, took him
into her service, where be was so indefatigable
in his attention to business, that he gained his
mistress’s favour, and married her. After great
success in trade he became Lord Mayor of
London, and obtained the honour of knighthood.
In the midst of bis prosperity Sir Stephen did
not forget his old prison-house. His lady and
himself, to enlarge the prison, caused several of
the houses near the gate to be pulled down, and
in their stead erected a strong square stone
building, containing the following rooms, viz.,

the porch, the paper-house, the watch-hall, the
upper and lower lumberiea, the cellar, the long

j

ward, and the chapel. In the chapel there was
the following inscription :

—

“ This chapel was erected and ordained for the
divine worship and service of God, by the Right
Hon. Sir Stephen Forster, Knight, some time
lord mayor of this honourable city, and by Dame
Agnes his wife, for the use and godly exercise
of the prisoners of this prison of Ludgate.
Anno 1454.

*' DeT(3ut aoules that paaae thia way,
For Stephen Forster, late Maior, heartily pray;
And Dsme Agooa, hia apouse, to God oousecrate.
That of pitie thia house made for Londoners in Ludgate,
So that for lodging and water prisoners here nought

pay,
Aa their keepers shall all answer at dreadful domes-
day."

These lines show a carious phase of the old
prison life. The founder provided an income
for the chaplain, and ordered that all the
rooms in the additional buildings should be for
ever free to all unfortunate citizens

;
and

that they, on their discharge, provided they
found their own bedding, should pay nothing
for lodgings or chamber rent. Notwithstanding
the good intentions of the founder, and the
threatening in the inscription, the provisions of
Sir Stephen were neglected. When the gate
was removed, the prisoners were removed to the
London Workhouse in Bishopsgate-street. As
one of the curiosities of tho past, the provisions
made by tho prisoners is worthy of note. For
the sake of preserving order, the master, keeper,
and prisoners chose from amongst themselves a
reader of divine service, an upper steward,
called a master of the box, an under steward, and
seven assiatauta, by turns daily; a running as-

sistant, two churchwardens, a scavenger, a

• These notes have been in type several months.

chamberlain, a mnning post, and the criers or
beggars at the gate, who were generally six in
number.
The reader, besides attending to the prayers,

was obliged to ring the bell twice a day, and
also for the space of a quarter of an hour before
nine o’clock, to warn all strangers to depart the
prison. The salary of the reader was two shillings
and eightpence a month, a penny of every
prisoner at his entrance if his garuisli amounted
to sixteenpence, and a dish of meat out of the
Lord Mayor’s basket. All the prisoners kept
the master of the box in equal esteem with the
reader, and to him was committed the several
orders of the house, with the accounts of cash
received upon legacies, and the distribution
of all provisions sent in by the Lord Mayor
and others, and the cash received for garnish
and begging at the gates, which he used to ex-
pend weekly in bread, candles, and other neces-
saries. He likewise kept a list of all prisoners

;

as well those who were upon charity as those
who were not; to each of whom, by the aid of
the assistant of the day, he used to deliver his
share of bi ead and other provisions

;
it was also

his busini ss to receive the gifts of the poulter-
ers, fishmongers, and other market-people, sent
in from the clerk of the markets, by the running
post, for which he gave a receipt, and after-
wards, in the presence of the assistant of the
day, exposed all for sale to the charity men in a
fair market, and the money arising therefrom
was deposited in the common stiock. This
officer, with the under-steward, assistants, and
churchwardens, were elected monthly by the
suffrages of the prisoners

;
the election of the

other officers was conducted in the moat orderly
manner, and no doubt the beat men in the prison
were selected for those places of trust. The
officiating assistant was invested with the power
of a magistrate, and could commit a prisoner to
the stocks or shackles for abusing any person.
His business was also to see tho cellar cleared
at ten o’clock, for which he received 6d. out
of the charity-money,—2d. of which was for the
upper steward, 2d. for the ranning assistant, and
2d. for himself.

Tho running assistant was to attend to the
criers at the gate, to change money, to open the
boxes, to put candles in their respective places,
to look after the clock, &c. ; his salary was
•is. 8d. a week. The business of the church-
wardens, who were selected from amongst the
younger prisoners, was to call to prayers after
the bell had done ringing, and to do some other
trifling duties

; the salaries of those officers was
4d. a month. Tho duty of the scavenger was to
keep the prison clean, to fetter offenders, to
put them in the stocks : he had a fee of Id. for
each culprit, and a salary of 5s. 8d. a month.
The chamberlain took care of all the bedding

and linen belonging to the prison, appointed
lodging for now comers, furnished the prisoners
with sheets, and gave notice to strangers to
leave at ten o’clock.

The business of the running post was to fetch
in a basket the broken meat from the Lord
Mayor’s table, provisions from tho clerk of the
market, from private families, and the charities
given in the streets; which, when so incon-
siderable as not to admit of being divided among
them all, were publicly sold : the salary annexed
to this office was 4s. a month, Id. out of each
man’s dividend, and Id. out of every Is. 4d.
garnish. Two of the criers begged daily at the
gates; he who stood at Ludgate-street was
allowed a fourth of what was given, and he on
the Blackfi'iars aide, one-half of the money col-

lected there.

Notwithstanding this complex machinery for

the management of the prison, corruption
seems to have crept in. On the Monday
following every election tho accounts were
audited and passed, and the balance divided

;

but if it amounted to 3s. 4d. a man, the keeper
of the prison, without the least right or reason,
used arbitrarily to extort 2d. 4d. from each
prisoner, the remainder being placed to the
account of the prisoner, to be paid at the time
of hia discharge.

The prisoners were also obliged to pay the
turnkey 123. a month, for no other service than
that of opening the door to admit gifts and
charities sent to the prison, which frequently

amounted to little more than he received.

The fees must have been a sad trouble to

prisoners. At the coming of every prisoner Is.

was paid to the turnkey. The prisoners bad to

pay 3d. for the best lodgings
;
for the second,

2d.; and the third, Id. Notwithstanding the
provisions which had been made by Sir Stephen
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Forster for the provision of clean sheets, they
were charged 8d. a month

;
if the prisoners

foond their own beds, the keeper still charged
3d. a week for bed-room, or 4d. at the most

j

and not above two to lie in a bed.

If the prisoner by his inability could go no
farther than a coach, he had to pay only Id. per
week for chamber-room, and Id. per week for

lamps and candles. A freeman of the City, on
being arrested for debt, could insist upon being
carried to the Lndgate Prison

;
but a fee of is.

or 5s. was extorted by the bailiffs, the due
being bnt 2d.

For entering his name on the prison books
each prisoner had to pay Is. 2d. and his fellow

prisoners demanded is. for garnish, Is. 6d. for

sheets and Is. 6d. for coals and the use of the
house

;
and if these charges were not paid the

clothes of the poor prisoner were privately taken
from him and not returned until the money was
paid. He was, however, allowed to go abroad
on giving good secnrity to return at night or for
a consideration, in the charge of a keeper : for

the latter he had to pay 2a. 6d. to the hea^
turnkey, and Is. 6d. to the keeper who attended
to him.
On being discharged, the prisoner had to pay

2s. to the master keeper. Is. 2d. to the turnkey.
Is. for every action entered against him, and if he
was taken in execution 28. 6d. for every action.
Often the fees came to more than the debt,
and prisoners have been kept in this and other
prisons when the charges against them have
been withdrawn in consequence of the want of
sufficient funds to discharge their debt. Hungry
and at times almost naked, the poor debtors lay
in those unsanitary dens until death mercifully
relieved them from their sufferings. There was
a gift to this prison, called Nell Gwynne’s Dole,
which used to be distributed to prisoners every
ninth week.

Such are some of the memories of the ancient
gate, which before the Great Fire was a time-
worn weather-beaten object. So far as we know,
nothing but some of the old figures which wore
fixed upon it now remain, and the wayfarer
this way no longer hears the tinkling of the little

bell and the voice repeating, “ Pray, pity the
poor debtors.” The locomotive whistle sounds
shrilly as the trains rattle over the site, and the
tide of busy human life rolls on from morning
till night.

Newgate.

Bad as was the condition of Ludgate as a
prison, Newgate was, in tliis respect, infinitely
worse. As early as 1218, this edifice was a
common gaol for felons taken in London City,
and so lately as 1457,* Newgate, and not the
Tower, was the prison for the nobility and great
officers of state. To go back, however, to a more
remote date : in 1241, the Jews of Norwich were
hanged for cirenmeising a Christian child, their
house was pulled down and destroyed, and
Aaron, the son of Abraham, a Jew, who lived in

London with several more of that people, was
sentenced to pay 20,OOC marks, at two payments,
within a year, or otherwise to be kept perpetual
prisoners in Newgate or other prison. In 1252,
one John Offrem, who was committed to this

prison for having killed a prior, found means to
make bis escape, which so much displeased King
Henry III. with the City, that be sent for the
mayor and sheriffs to come before him to answer
for the consequences. The mayor blamed the
sheriffs, to whom the custody of the prisoners
properly belonged, whereupon he was permitted
to depart, but the sheriffs were sent to the Tower,
where they remained upwards of a month. On
the Tuesday after Palm Sunday, in the year
1431, for reasons which we do not find stated, the
prisoners were removed from Ludgate to New-
gate, and on the 13th of April, in consequence
of a false complaint made by the keeper of New-
gate, eighteen freemen were taken to the
Compters and chained as if they had been felons

;

but on the IGth of June, the City debtors were
agaiu removed to Ludgate.

In the year 1612, Robert Dow, merchant
tailor, appointed the bellman or sexton of
St. Sepulchre’s to pronounce two solemn ex-
hortations to persons condemned to death

; for
which, and for the ringing of the passing bell as
the criminals were being carried to execution, he
left 11. 6s. 8d. for ever. The exhortation was not
to be pronounced upon such as had committed
murder; it began with,

—

“ You prisoDPTB lliat are within,
tVho, for wickedness and sin

• Chamberlain.

and ended with,

—

“ All good people, pray heartily to God for these poor
sinners, "-ho are now going to their deaths, for whom the
great bell doth toll,” &c.

In some articles on the old London wall
in a previous volume, wo referred to the partial
destruction of this gate at the time of the
Great Fire. It was repaired in the year
1672. The appearance which it then pre-
sented was unchanged until its demolition.
The west side was adorned with three ranges
of Tuscan pilasters, and their entablatures;
and in the intercolumniations were four niches,
in one of which was a figure representing
Liberty, having the word lihertas inscribed on
her cap

;
and at her feet lay a cat, which was said

to have been an allusion by the sculptor to Sir
Richard Whittington, who was a benefactor to
the prison. On tho east side there were also
a range of pilasters

; and in three niches were
the figures of Justice, Mercy, and Truth. Nearly
a hundred years ago it was observed of New-
gate, that, considering it as a prison, it is a
structure of more cost aud beauty than was
necessary, because the sumptuousness of the
outside but aggravates the misery of the
wretches within ; but as a gate of such a city as
London, it might have received considerable
additions both of design and execution. The
gate of a city, erected rather for ornament than
use, ought to be in tho style of the ancient
triumphal arches

;
and it must be allowed that

hardly any building admits of more beauty or
perfection.

Before John Howard’s days, Newgate must
have been a shocking prison : the debtor rendered
unfortunate by the vicissitudes of trade or sick-
ness, and other causes, was pent up with the
most abandoned and determined villains; and
in the vilest parts of the metropolis of this time
we could find no scenes so horrible, so vicious,

and depraved as were daily to bo met with
within the walls of Newgate. We may attempt
to imagine the pictures which were there pre-
sented, but fear that tho reality was far worse
than anything which tho imagination can con-
ceive.

Those only charged with offences, who had
not been tried aud convicted, were put with the
worst refuse of human society, corrupted in

morals and poisoned in matters of health by
stench and nastiness, and by those pollutions
which, arriving at a climax, caused outbreaks of
distemper and pestilence.

On the top of old Newgate, as shown by the
views taken just before its removal, there is to

be noted a windmill : this is an example of an
early attempt at ventilation. ” For,” says
Chamberlain, in 1770, “ a contagious disease,
called the gaol distemper, has frequently
destroyed great numbers of prisoners, and even
carried its contagion into courts of justice when
trials were held. To prevent as much as possible
these dreadful effects, a ventilator has been
placed on tho top of Newgate, to expel the foul
air and make way for the admission of such as is

fresh; and during the time that the sessions are
held herbs are also strewed in the court of j ustice,
and in the passages leading thereto to prevent
infection.” Newgate, at the time of its demoli-
tion, was one of the most picturesque of the
City gates; notwithstanding, we must rejoice at
its removal, for what would be the condition of
the thoroughfares in this direction—towards the
City—if the barrier had been still left standing.

Moorgate.

This gate is not of any great antiquity, for in
the year 1-115, during the mayoralty of Thomas
Falconer, the wall of the City was broken near
Coleman-street, and a postern built, which was
since called Moorgate, from its vicinity to
Moorfields. In 1511 this postern was restored,
the ground levelled, and made more commodious
for the citizens to pass to their adjacent fields
and gardens. The gate which was built here
after the Great Fire was one of the most im-
posing of those along the City wall. It was
erected in 1674, and consisted of a lofty arch
and two posterns. Maitland says that the cen-
tral arch was built higher than usual, for the
sake of allowing the City trained bands march-
ing through it with their pikes erected ; it is,

however, far more likely that tho additional
height was intended for the better convenience
of tho carts and wagons loaded with bay
coming to the City, a design having been formed
at that time to make a haymarket in Little
Moorfields, but this design was not carried into
execution. The upper part of the gate was
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adorned with Corinthian pilasters, supporting an
entablature, and a pediment, in which were the
City arms. The apartment over the gate was
appropriated to the use of the Lord Mayor’s
carvers.

Cnpplegate.

This gate, so called from tho large number of
cripples who assembled there, was of very great
antiquity. John Lidgate, the monk, of Bury,
says, that in tho year 1010, the Danes ravaging
the country of the East Angles, Bishop Alwin
caused the body of St. Edmund the Martyr to
be conveyed from Bury St, Edmund’s, through
the kingdom of the East Saxons, and into London
by the way of Cripplegate, where it is pretended
that miracles of tho most extraordinary kind
wore performed.
The antiquity of this gate also appears from

the charter of William the Conqueror, confirm-
ing the foundation of the college in London,
called St. Martin the Great, in which are these
words,—“ I do give and grant unto tho said
church, and canons serving God therein, all

lauds, and the Moor without the postern, which
is called Cripplegate, in other part of the pos-
tern.” This gate was also used as a prison, to
which debtors and persons charged with tres-
passes were committed. Anything more un-
wholesome or nnsuitable for the incarceration
of unfortunate offenders conld not be easily con-
ceived than those buildings which had been
erected for the pnrpose of warlike defence.

1244. This gate, says Chamberlain, was re-

built by the company of brewers of London.
1483. Edmuud Shaw, mayor of the city, be-
queathed by liis will 400 marks, which, with
the remains of tho old gate, were to build a
new one, and which was actually performed in
the year 1491.
Tho gate was repaired and beautified—so ran

the words of an inscription which was upon it

—

in the reign of Charles II. It was a plain,
solid edifice, void of all ornament. The rooms
over it, at the time of its demolition, seem to
havo been occupied by the water-bailiff of tho
City. There was only one postern.
Maitland thought that this, iu 1010, was tho

only gate in the north wall of the city, and that it

was erected over the Roman military way which
led fcom London to Hornsey.

JUDGE JEFFREYS AND HIS ARCHITECT

;

WITH A WORD ON THE NEW LAW
COURTS.

That because a thiug has been done in a
certain manner or stylo ever so long ago, it is a
safe guide to follow ever so long after, though
doubted by some audacious innovators who
suggest the exact contrary, is, we all know, quite
sufficiently recognised by learned lawyers and
architects. This fact is strikingly manifest from
the show in the shed at Lincoln’s Inn, demon-
strating the strict consonance of the free, scien-
tific, and remarkably enlightened Middle Ages
with the London of the passing hour. Any appa-
rently absurd incongruity is due, neither to the
stylo of artistic expression appropriate to the
thirteenth or fourteenth century being totally
onauited to tho nineteenth, nor to the slightest
deficiency of originality or truthfulness in the
architects; it is simply because the whole course
of modem civilization is radically and lament-
ably wrong, for it ought to be such as would be
faithfully reflected by Gothic architecture, which
therefore has been most sagely adopted. Besides,
the style, though of foreign origin, became natu-
ralized, and thus quite as English as Chaucer’s
spelling, the burning of witches or heretics, and
trial by ordeal,—all which, like the contempo-
rary architecture, would have been revived lung
since if the philosophical views of the modern
Medifcvalists had haply more generally pre-
vailed.*

Precedents then being so highly esteemed, the
following one iu professional practice may bo
interesting, if not sufficiently Medimval to be

• The hopelcEB confusiou of ideas on tho subject of
art-architecture, as distinguished from manufactured
architecture, is naively illustrated by one of tho competi-
tors, who, as mentioned in this journal, has virtually
adopted a thirteenth-century cathedral for his type, but
actually claims to have proceeded us he “ believes the old
architects would have done, if it (the courts) had been
built in their day,”—ignoring the principal fact bearing
on the matter, that they did not copy buildings erected
six hundred years previously, but deiiffned in an original
style peculiar to their own time. While all else advances,
architects are petted aud prayed to wearily retrograde,
one touch of true art or unschoiastic nature beintr rare
indeed.
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authoritative or suggestive for future legal con-

tingencies. And although (as seems probable in

the National Gallery competition) modifications

of such unjost treatment have since frequently

befallen our architects, the grim setter of this

precedent may, by his shameless example, deter

its further adoption in any phase or degree. I

found it in ttie Exiropean Magazine for 1795,

p. 248:—
“ Amongst the many scandalous appointments of trust

during the profligate reign of Charles II., calling up
Jeffreys to such high situations as he possessed was one of
the moat notorious. In addition to his welLknown cha-
racter of a libertine and a servUo courtier, he was that of
a dishonest man and a shufller in his private dealings, as

the following anecdote (never before published) will

evince. Huving obtained a grant from King Charles II.

of a lot of ground on the east side of 8t. James’s Park, he
employed an architect to build him a very magoilicent
bouse there, with a private chapel, &c. As soon as the
building was completed, the architect, of course, called

upon him for payment, but was put off; he called again
and again, but never could see him, and was often repulsed
from his gate by the porter, with rudeness and ill 2an-
uage. The general character and despotic power of
efl’reys prevented the architect from taking any legal

stops in the business, till Jefl’reys’s power began to wane
upon the first flight of King James. He then made bis
way into Jellreys’s study, saw him, and pressed for his
money in very nrgent terms. Jeffreys appeared all humble
and much confused, made many apologies for not settling
the matter before, said he had many weighty affairs
pressing on his mind at that time

; but if be woiilS call the
Tuesday following it should be finally settled. The archi-
tect went Bw^ after this promise

;
but between that and

Tuesday, Jeffreys, in endeavouring to make his escape
from England, was found out, reviled, and much bruised
by the populace." *

Part of tbe then “magnificent bouse” is

No. 23, Duke-street, with passage and steps
leading to the cbapel and park. There, after
the terrible judge’s sudden fall, as Macaulay
tolls us, the exultant rabble congregated, and
read on the door, with shouts of laughter, the
bills which announced the sale of his property.
Hard by, in the National Portrait Gallery,
Jeffreys’s smooth, calm, handsome features, such
as flattery saw them, stand out from the brilliant
canvas of Kneller. Perhaps Mr. Cunningham or
Mr. Papworth could favour ua with the name of
the persistent architect.

Sheridan’s analogous treatment of Henry
Holland, albeit distinguished from the brutish
cuuning ofthe alternately blustering and whining
chancellor by a playful cornscation of misguided
genius, is related in the Builder, v6\. xiii., p. 423.

Edwaed L. Taubuck.

NOTES IN THE HOUSE OP COMMONS.
The Nexo Laxv Courts.—End of last week Mr.

Lanyon asked the Secretary of the Treasury
whether it was the intention of the Commis-
sioners of the New Law Courts to accede to the
request of the competing architects, to the effect

that two professional men, selected by the com-
petitors, be added to the judges. Mr. Hunt
said that the Lord Chancellor had received a
letter from the competing architects, asking
that the two gentlemen who had been acting
aa assessors might be appointed judges, together
with a third gentleman, to be named by them-
selves. The Lord Chancellor had asked the
opinion of the Government upon the subject,
and a reply had been sent that at this late
period it was not desirable to alter the arrange-
ments.

Art-Unions.—Mr. Beresford Hope inquired of
the Vice-President of the Committee of Council
on Education whether he was prepared to bring
in a Bill, during the present session, to place
Art-unions under the Department of Science
and Art. Lord E. Montagu pleaded overwork,
and said that as soon as he had leisure he
hoped to think about the subject.

Mr. Sheilds a/nd the Thames Emhanlcment
Designs.—Mr. Lowe moved that Mr. Sheilds’s
petition be referred to a select committee to
inquire and report. Lord John Manners con-
tended that an invitation to compete issued by
the Koyal Commission was a very diff'erent case
from one issued by the Government itself. In
the advertisement referred to, he urged, no men-
tion was made of any premium or remuneration
whatever. He could not admit that Mr. Sheilds
had any claims to compensation, with every
respect for his ability. Mr. Cowper also thought
there was no case. There was no definite en-
gagement, he said, for compensation entered
into, and the Commission declared in the first

instance that they did not adopt his plan.
Mr, O’Beirne insisted that a gross piece of in-

• The qnotation ia attributed to Mr, Seward, in Dr.
Barrett's scarce “ Essay on the Earlier Part of the Life of.
Swift,” published 1808, J

justice had been perpetrated, and that a case

had been made out for an inquiry. Mr. Ayrton
was opposed to the committee, on the ground
that if Mr. Sheilds was entitled to remuneration
every one of the forty-nine other competitors

was lik wise entitled. The motion was lost by
a majority of 49 to 29.

The Plantagenet Statues,—The Foreign Secre-

tary, in reply to questions, has explained that

the Emperor of the French had offered the
Plantagenet statues at Fontevrault to her
Majesty, and that that offer had been accepted
with gratitude; but that since then the state of

the case has altered. Legal objections were
taken to the removal of the remains, which
objections, it was thought, could only be over-

come by legislative action on the part of the
French Chamber; and independently of that

consideration, in the locality where these memo-
rials are, when it was found that they were
about to be taken away, a strong feeling was
excited against their removal. Her Majesty,
therefore, at once released the Emperor from
his promise, and a communication to that eff’ect

had been made to the French Government, and a
hope expressed that now that their value had
been appreciated in the locality to which they
belonged, some 'means would be taken for their

preservation, and that they would not be left in

the neglected state in which they undoubtedly
had been for some time.

Bunhill-fields.—Leave has been given to Mr.
Crawford to bring in a Bill for the preservation
of Bunhill-fields barying-ground as an open
space, and for other purposes relating thereto.

- Burlington House.—In reply to questions put
by Mr. Layard, Lord J. Manners said the
building intended to be erected for the use
of the London University would not be part
of a group in connexion with Burlington House,
and it would not be in the same style as
Burlington House, bub in Italian Gothic. He
had no objection to direct that the elevation
and plans of the new building should be
placed in the library. The elevation itself

was now being tinted in order to be photo-
graphed. There was no truth whatever in the
report that Mr. Pennethorne had protested
against the use of Italian Gothic, as he had him-
self proposed a plan in that stylo. Colonel
French asked what was meant by Italian Gothic,
and was referred to Mr. Layard, who sat next to

him. Both the alternative designs of Mr. Penne-
thorne, Lord John Manners added, wonld be
placed in the library.

THE NATIONAL GALLEET COMPETITION.

On the motion for going into Committee of Supply in
the House of Commons, on Friday last, Mr. Goldsmid
called attention to this competition. He said he had had
no communication with the competing architects, hut was
actuated solely by a feeling of fairness towards those
engaged in the competition. He reminded the House that
there were spoken conditions as well as written ones, and
that the arcnitects had intimated to the First Commis-
sioner of Works that they had agreed to compete on the
distinct understanding with Mr. Cowper that one of the
competitors should be selected for employment

;
that Mr.

Cowper, in a letter to the secretary of the Board of
Works, Ust month, had said it would bo unfair not to
decide which of the designs was the best, and would esta-
blish a precedent injuiious to the success of future com-
petitions for public buildings. The main cause of want of
success in the designs was, that complete and accurate in-
structions were not given to the architects. Tlie fair course
to pursue now would be to select one of the competing
architects, to give him proper and definite instructions,
to call upon him to furnish designs, and then to place those
designs before the judges. He thought that if this was not
done public faith would be broken, but if it were they
wonld have a fair chance of securing a creditable
building.

Mr. (Gregory said, he grieved for the architects, the
judges, the trustees of the National Gallery, but, above
all, for the real stiUerers, the public, who were astonished
at the weakness and vacillation with which the question
bad been treated during a series of years. The hands of
the present First Commissioner were unfettered, and he
trusted the noble lord would see the necessity for having a
new building, and the impossibility of making anything
that would be creditable or suitable out of the present
structure.

Mr. Cowper said he agreed with his hon. friend that a
lamentable amount of vacillation and charge of purpose
had been exhibited in connexion with the subject, but he
entirely dissented from his views that it had been occa-
sioned by any act of the executive Government. Com-
mittees had been appointed, wbo made reports opposed to
each other, arising from art jealousies or the peculiar
notions of individuals. There had been no want of
definiteness in the instructions. The number of rooms
required could not be settled, and no man could
even DOW state that

; but that was not a material point.
The size of the rooms and the mode of lighting the
galleries were left to the discretion of the competing
architects, except that the rooms were to be 60 ft. in

width. They were told that the space in the map given
to them would have to be covered, and they were to make
their arrangements accordingly. They could not tell tho

. competing architects what pictures would be exhibited in

! the gallery. The competition had been of use, for he 1

thought that valuable materials had been collected which
would prepare the way for au ultimate decision, and he
hoped that the time had arrived when this long delay and
vacillation would come to a close. He felt confident that
the solution of the question had been greatly assisted, and
not retarded, by the course adopted last year, and ho
thought it would be competent to the noble lord to propose
a measure which would meet with the general approbation
of the House.
Mr. Beresford Hope was sorry, he said, that the right

hon. gentleman had not touched upon that branch of the
subject which was important, namely, the question be-
tween the past and present Chief Commssioners of
Works, the judges, and the competing architects. Tho
architects thought that they had been ill-used by the
judges, but he must remind the right hon. gentleman that
the judges determined not to proceed in the matter of
selection without written instructions from him. They
had tho instructions to the competitors before them, but
they were singularly vague, and only referred to the
housing of pictures. The instructions were no doubt true
so far as they went, but they were needless to any man
who was worthy of the name of architect. The judges,
having refused to act without instructions, wrote to the
First Commissioner aa to what they were to do

;
and the

instructions they received stated in tho last paragraph that
they were to be at liberty to refrain from recommending
any one of the designs of the competitors. The First
Commissioner said he did not pledge himself to accept
any of the designs, but if any one of them should be
adopted, the author of it would be selected to carry it

out, with the usual commission upon the outlay. Well,
the judges examined the designs, and found in them
great architectural merit, ingenuity, fancy, and ability,
but they also found that the architects had not been able
to grapple with all the difficulties in reference to the site

and the incompleteness of the instructions. They broke
down and failed, and consequently the judges could not
recommend any one of the designs for adoption, and they
reported to the First Commissioner accordingly. The
memorial of the architects said that they bad agreed to
compete upon a distinnt undersfandtag that one of the
body would be employed. That was a mistake : for there
was nothing distinct about the whole matter. He trusted
that his noble friend would come to a proper understand-
ing with the architects, and would have a building made
to house our pictures which would be an honour and a
credit to the country.
Mr. Tite said there could be no doubt but that the com-

petition was intended to end with the election of one of the
competing architects. The result had been unfortunate,
but the question now was what the Government ought to

do in the matter of a national gallery. The choice lay
between altering the present building or erecting a new
one; he preferred the latter, and he saw little ditficulty

about the matter ifGovernment would only take competent
men into their councils.

Lord BIcho denied that there had been any breach of
faith with the competing architects, seeing that the Com-
missioners distinctly declined to bind themselves to accept
the successful design. He should he inclined to ask the
two most successful competitors to compete again, having
for their guidance the most recent instructions of the
Commissioners. He concurred in the suggestion for a new
building, but would not recommend any expenditure
until the proper plans had been obtained.

Sir C. Bowyer and Captain Gridley made some remarks,
and Mr. Cowper said it had been his intention to select the
successful compefitor, and be had so stated it in an inci-

dental conversation. He bad, however, made no official

memorandum to that effect.

Lord J. Manners said the multitude of counsellors had
tended by the variety of their advice and suggestions
rather to bewilder his mind than otherwise. He did not
at all approve of inviting all the architects to try again.
The ground on which the building was to be erected would
probably not come into the possession of the Government
for a year or a year and a half, and therefore no immediate
decision on the plana was required. A valuable suggestion
had been made, namely, that they should consult the
trustees of the National Gallery before they decided on
the adoption of any plan. He intended to follow that
advice, and doubted not they would eventually have a
building worthy of the object to which it would be devoted,
and entirely satisfactory to the country.

OPENING OF THE BUST lEEIGATION
WOEKS.

The Bury St. Edmund’s experiment has been
tried upon twenty-five acres of land, in the
parish of Fornham, leased by the local com-
missioners for the purpose.

The various street-drains empty themselves
into an intercepting sewer, which extends from
a point near Stamford Bridge to Bell meadow,
on the Fornham-road. At tlae tormiuns a tank
was constructed for carrying out a system of

deodorizing, but, as the annual cost was found

so considerable (far exceeding that of the irriga-

tion works), and the income derived from the

sewage was almost nominal, the surveyor hesi-

tated on financial grounds to encourage its con-
tinuance, and recommended the Board to adopt

the irrigation plan. The sewer, however, was in

the direction that the sewage must be carried,

whatever means of ultimately disposing of it

were to be adopted, and a tank was equally re-

quired for the purposes of irrigation. At a
short distance from the tank, engine and
boiler-honaes and coal-sheds have been built,

and it is farther proposed to build a cottage ad-

jacent, as a residence for the engine-man. These

buildings are so constructed that without altera-

tion duplicate machinery may be placed therein

if required. The motive power employed is an
eight-horse horizontal high-pressure engine,

manufactured by Messrs. Turner, of Ipswich,

driving a double crank, by which are worked two
9-inch horizontal double-acting pumps. The
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boiler is fitted with Barrett’s patent damper, to
economize fuel and produce a uniform pressure
in working. A 12-inch cast-iron suction-pipe
extends from the pumps to the well in the tank.
The pumps are provided with au air vessel 12 ft.

high by 2 ft. 6 inches in diameter, the object of
^_l^ch ia to promote ease in working, by pro-
viding a “ cushion ” of air above the level of
the sewage, to prevent the pipes receiving the
force of the blow occasioned by each stroke of
the pumps.
The main is continued underground, and about

3 ft. below the bed of the Lark, to the field-tank,
situated at a distance of about 300 yards, and at
the highest part of the land, being at an elevation
of about 4o ft. above the level of the ground on
which the pumps are erected. The field-tank is
dug out to a depth of several feet, and furnished
with a brick floor 55 ft. by 10 ft., and is further
e^arged by a raised bank of clay, &c., so as to
give a total depth of about 12 ft.

;
and the walls

are of clay, sloping down to the floor at an angle
which gives a length of 78 ft. and a width of 33 ft.

at the top of the bank. This tank is of ample
^pacity to receive an entire day’s sewage, which
is pumped into it from the rising main

; and by
means of valves the sewage is conveyed away for
the purpose of irrigating difi’erent parts of the
l^d. The land at the disposal of the Commis-
sioners, it is expected, will absorb tho whole
of the sewage of the town; but arrangements
can doubtless be made for treating some of the
adjacent lands in a similar manner.
The sewage produced in Bury is stated to

amount to something like 60,000 gallons daily;
and in case it should be found necessary to cease
pumping an entire day, the receiving-tank will
contain this quantity. The pumps, having a
2-ft. stroke, working at 25 strokes per minute

—

to accomplish which requires 94 strokes of the
engine—will throw (theoretically) 33,000 gallons
per hour, or, deducting one-fifth as waste, the
actual quantity would be in round numbers
26,000 gallons; consequently 2i hours’ pumping
per day will be sufficient to convey to the field-
tank an entire day’s sewage.

^

The whole of the works, including the erec-
tion of the buildings, have been designed by,
and carried out under the superintendence of,
Mr. Croft, the town surveyor, and are now in
operation.

THE ARTIZANS’ AKD LABOUEERS’
DWELLING BILL.

Mb. Toeeens’s Bill came up from the Select
Committee with a variety of amendments grafted
upon it. It only purports to deal with build-
ings, and not to regulate the overcrowding
of their inmates. In cases where contagions
diseases exist, or have frequently existed, in
any dwelling-house or premises, and where
such premises are in a state calculated to
engender such diseases, the owner or landlord
is to be required to cleanse, alter, or rebuild
the same, in such manner as to remove the
evil in question, or else to sell the premises
to the anthorities constituted under the powers
of the Bill, who will then undertake the neces-
sary works themselves. In case the owner do
not elect to part with the property, but neglects
to perform the necessary works, the authorities
may cause such works to be executed themselves,
and the owner will be liable for the coat. The
substance and object of the Bill ia comprised in
these provisions, and the powers it gives are
sufficiently guarded against being arbitrarily or
unnecessarily exercised. The local authorities,
charged with carrying out the law, are defined
by the Bill. In the metropolis, exclusive of the
City, they are to be the Metropolitan Board of
Works. The officer of health to be appointed
Xmder the Act ia to report touching the condition

^ dwelling-houses when in a state to be unfit for
human habitation, when the local authorities are
to cause the necessary improvements to be made.
^80 four householders may give notice in writ-
ing to the officer of health of the existence of
contagious disease in any premises in the neigh-
bourhood, or that the premises ia question are
unfit for human habitation

; and he shall there-
upon be bound to inspect them, and report forth-
with to the local authority, which is then to
take action in the matter, first giving notice in
writing to the owner of the premises to be dealt
with. The next step is to lay the report of the
health officer before the grand jury, who shalli^e 8nch_ a presentment or order thereon as
toe exigencies of the case may require. When
the presentment ia mad®, the local authorities 1

shall cause the premises to be surveyed and a
specification of the necessary works to be pre-
pared. Notice of these proceedings is to be
given to the owner, in order that he may forth-
with cause the works to be done. If, however,
he should object to the specification, he may
within a fortnight give notice thereof, and the
dispute ia to be settled within ten days by
amicable arrangement, or else by two justices.
Power of appeal is also given to the owners of
premises to the Quarter Sessions, or the borough
magistrates,—the new law being applicable to
the whole of the United Kingdom.
When the presentment has become final and

complete, either through the decision of the
court of appeal or through the absence of ex-
ception to it, the owner of the premises will
have three months to make up hia mind whether
he will do the works himself, or require the local
authority to purchase. If he elect to retain the
premises and execute the works himself, he will
have two months more in which to commence
them, and they must be finished within the time
limited by the specificatioo, or, upon default, the
local authority may cause them to be done, and
the owner will have to refund the cost. In case
of sale there is a provision for the valuation of
the premises; and, iu case of dispute, the amount
is to be settled by a jury. When total demoli-
tion and not mere improvement is requisite, the
owner is to be entitled to compensation. These
are the chief provisions for carrying out the
object of the Bill, namely, to provide, by the
construction of new buildings or the reparation
and improvement of old ones, suitable dwellings
for the labouring classes; and also to provide
for the opening out of closed or partially closed
courts and alleys, by pulling down such build-
ings as may be necessary in order to make them
healthy.

HOUSES FOR THE WORKING CLASSES
IN BELGIUM.

That the working popnlation, not only of the
metropolis, but also of all manufacturing towns,
is lodged in a manner prejudicial to health, re-
gardless of comfort, destructive to morality, and
insulting to decency, will be at once admitted.
A very little has been done in mitigation of this
great evil, and very much remains to be done
before it can be said to become alleviated, much
leas removed. It would be a fallacy to imagine
that ours is the only country that has suft’ored
its working classes to be badly cared for, or
rather not eared for at all. The same serious
contingency has occurred in nearly every country
where the ratio of population to area has reached
the same amount. Thus, in Belgium, which has
an equal if not greater population per unit of
area than we have, the same important subject
has lately attracted considerable attention, and
the same difficulty has been experienced in
attempting to provide a remedy for the evil.
There, as with ns, a distinction must be made
between the working population of a metropolis
like London, and those of smaller provincial
towns, where a large agricultural element pre-
vails.

In the vicinity of mines and large works, in
Belgium, there have been two systems adopted
of building workmen’s dwellings. The one con-
sists in erecting a regular little town, with long
streets of houses, precisely identical in size and
appearance

;
and the other, and the preferable

one, in our opinion, comprises the erecting
of houses in small groups of two, four, or at the
most ten together. This latter system affords a
far better circulation of air around and abont the
houses. Ifaman, after being all day in a confined
unhealthy locality, comes home to a small house
surrounded on all sides, and regularly hedged in
by others, it is no better than “ out of the frying-
pan into the fire.” He experiences no relief, and
feels not a breath of pure fresh air, for which his
lungs have been panting, for perhaps the last
twelve hours together, but appears to be in the
same atmosphere as be was when at work. As
might be expected, the latter description of
dwellings is eagerly sought after; they are
well built, healthily situated, provided with a
small garden and yard, let at moderate rents, and
repaired when necessary by the proprietors, who
are usually a company or a firm. The existing
dwellings in the Belgian village are of a some-
what antiquated character, and could be rebuilt
with advantage. They are, nevertheless, infi-
nitely superior to the ordinary lodging-houses
for working men that are to be found in cities,
especially in those which until lately were closely

surrounded by fortifications. The destruction of
these relies of ancient warfare, the erection of
boulevards, and extensive means of intercom-
munication, new streets and wide thoroughfares,
are a step towards facilitating the erection of a
better class of dwelling for the artisan class.
When a workman can, for the same or less rent,
exchange an old dilapitated dwelling or lodging
without a yard, garden, or even the conveniences
essential to decency, for a new house, built in
accordance with the idea of modem architecture
and comfort, and provided with a small garden
where he can cultivate vegetables and other
useful products, he will not hesitate long about the
choice. The great question in Belginm, as with us,
is how to erect a large number of these dwellings
with a rapidity commensurate with the wants of
the community at large. It is exceedingly
questionable whether private influence, even if
it were unanimous, could effect the desired re-
sult. It is true that in parts of Hainaufc,
Charleroy, and others, building advances with
extraordinary rapidity

; but the houses built ai’0

erected by those intending to ocenpy them, who
have greater resources at their command than
mere working men. The question ia, will any-
body build workmen’s dwellings on a large
scale • for it is only on a large scale that they
will prove of any real utility, upon pure specula-
tion. The truth of the matter is, that with us
there are thousands of persons who would be
willing enough to invest their whole fortune in
a scheme which simply promised ten or twenty
per cent., although at the same time its failure
might place them in the Bankruptcy Court; but
these very persons would rather run the risk of
the latter contingency than invest in a scheme
which would give email but certain returns. In
other words, they are ready enougli to place in-
solvency in the one scale and wealth in the
other, but turn a deaf ear to the suggestions of
prudence, which would point out the true
aureum medium. It ia a complete error to rely
upon the influence of generous or philanthropic
opinion to accomplish so urgent and vast a
measure as the transformation of the dwellings
of the working population.
The direct interference of the local and pro-

vincial authorities in this matter is considered
in Belgium to be, for many reasons, undesirable;
but an indirect influence so exerted it is believed
would prove most advantageous. This is pro-
bably the bearing of the case with us. While,
on the one hand, it would nob be desirable that
the whole onus, and consequently the whole
authority, in so vast a scheme should be invested
in the Government

;
yet unless something tan-

gible is effected by the Legislature in behalf of
the class in question, it is impossible to expect
that an evil of a nature so serious and so in-
creasing can be successfully grappled with.

K.

THE MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL
COMPETITION.

Sir,— A short time since you appended to
some notice of a competition a query of your
own as to how long the profession would be con-
tent to undervalue their work by responding to
such invitations

;
but so long as the system of

offering every building of public importance to
public competition is continued, it is difficult for
any one with the natural ambition to obtain
such commissions, to refrain; and the system
being accepted, it is useless to complain
of it, although notoriously as unsatisfactory in
its results to the tempters as to the tempted;
but as the modification of it put forth by the
Manchester Committee is novel, it is desirable
to consider the proposal to the profession made
by it.

At first sight, as remarked in your last number,
it sounds fairer than usual; and the idea of a
preliminary competition of lighter character, in
order to choose a certain number of architects,
to compete again, has the apparent advantage of
economizing the time of those not so chosen;
bnt in this case, so many drawings of so finished
a character are required a® quite to negative
any such advantage, and leave without pallia-
tion the extraordinary disadvantage of asking
all the competitors to expose their hands. I
really believe that if the Manchester Committee
knew what they were asking, they would have
hesitated before they entailed so heavy and use-
less a tax upon the architectural profession.

Months of thonght and drawing, necessitating
an outlay of probably nob less than 10,0002., are
what they have demanded, in the first instancej
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witlioDt tlie offer of a sixpence in the shape of

remuneration. The only premium proposed is

the being chosen to compete against eleven

picked men, who are to be paid a sum (300Z.)

which cannot cover a fourth of their expenditure

in this double competition, without considering

their own time in the least. Truly this is a
positively frightful tax to be levied upon the

profession to enable the Manchester gentlemen
to make up their minds, if they have any to

make up, or if they were not made up long ago,

aiid the whole a farce as well as a tragedy com-
bined. At least let the matter be receired in

the true light, and not thoughtlessly accepted as

a boon to bo grateful for. Had one plan and
one elevation been asked for in the first instance

it would have been ditferent. But had the com-
mittee sought an architect who had proved he
could build what they wanted, or chosen one
from a number by an examination of works done,

it would have been better still. As it is, win-
ning spurs in the architectural profession is like

holding the belt of the Prize-ring, and having to

fight for its retention, at the cost of far more
kicks than halfpence. Q.

THE TEANENT MINER.—AUTHEHTICA-
TION WANTED.

In books of philosophical experiments it is

stated that you may fire from a loaded musket a
oandle-end through a board of considerable
thickness placed stationary. Something very
analogous, with a live human body for a pro-

jectile, is stated to have just occurred. The
Weekly Bi^atch of March 24th describes from
the Haddington Courier the extraordinary escape
from a fearful death of a coal-miner at Tranent.
Messrs. Durie and Nisbet, coal leasees there, have
availed themselves of an old and disused shaft,

276 ft. deep, containing a considerable accumu-
lation of water, to open a communication with
an adjacent new pit, by fixing at 176 ft. deep a
strong and firm stageing of 2-inch deals, to which
the miners are lowered by rope and windlass.

Down this shaft a young man, named Mylne,
rather than wait to be lowered, and against the
dissuasions of his comrades, proceeded to slide

by means of the rope, sailor-fashion; bat had
hardly left the pit-month ore he let go his hold,

when immediately was heard the crash of his

body on the stage. Those above, on descending
to secure his mangled remains, found him alive

on the water at the bottom of the shaft, keeping
himself afloat by means of some wooden fixtures,

having by the velocity of his descent, passed
through the 2-meh stageing, ‘'as neatly as if his

person had been a rifle-bullet,” and sustained,
in the way of personal injury, only a scratch on
the chin

; so that, after some repose, he is now
able to walk out of doors again.
Deeming that, in the interests of science, this

remarkable statement should not be allowed to
rest as it is, I take the liberty of questioning its

veracity. J. Wn.

CONCRETE FOR COTTAGES.
In reply to J. S. W.’s inquiry respecting the

proportions of cement and gravel for forming
concrete walls, I have found that 10 parts of
clean sea shingle or fine beach, mixed with one
part of Portland cement, make very good work

;

but common gravel requires these proportions
to be altered to 8 and 1, and even to 6 and 1, in

consequence of the loamy matter it contains

;

much of this can, however, be got rid of by
sifting.

The better plan would be for your corre-
spondent to test these quantities, and act
accordingly. Benjamin Adkins.

A proper proportion of sand must be
included.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
Sin,—Any one tbnt takes the trouble of looking care-

fully at the embankment works will see that at least two
years must elapse before they are finished, although we
are withiu four months of the time stipulated in the con-
tract for their completion. I have neither the requisite
information nor the desire to enter into the question of
who is to blame tor the delay : my object is simply to oiler
a suggestion, which, if practicable, would to some extent
conciliate public opinion and enable the ratepayers to enjoy
benefit from the vast expenditure already incurred. I
refer now more particularly to the sections between West-
minster and Lambeth Bridge on the south side, and West-
minster and Hungerford on the north side. The energy of
the contractor on the Lambeth aide contrasts favourably

with the other, both being in about the same stage of
advancement

;
and with fine weather and the same energy

these two sections might be finished within three months,
at least, so far as the river wall and footway are concerned.
Now my proposal is, that so far as the footway or pave-
ment the public shonld have the use of them on these two
sections, a connexion being made by a planked walk with
the end of Northumberland or Arnndol-street, in such a
way SB would not interfere with the construction of the
Hungerford steam-boat pier, which will be considerably
behind the other part of this section.

I think it is to be regretted that polished red granite
has not been used to some extent in the parapet wall
facing the river

;
the blocks, for instance, with one side

polished, or at the piers an open parapet, with plain rounded
shafts of that material, in the Venetian balcony style,

—

perhaps something might even now be done in that way

—

and as SMporting the lamps which will crown the parapet
blocks. I also incline to think that a grille, of appropriate
design, 8 in. or 10 in. in height, on the coping, would
improve the appearance and prevent boys from walking

^

oni t, as they undoubtedly will unless some such con-
trivance be provided. J, W,

DRIPPINGS FROM CORNICES.

Thees are many grievances and troubles in this change'
able climate of ours, but I imagine the most uncomfort'
able and objectionable is the thaw following a heavy faU
of snow; and this brings me to the matter to which I
desire to direct your attention, and that of your readers.
One of the most tiresome features of a London thaw is

the constant and almost shotoerinij dripping upon the
avement, from the cornices and projections of the
ouses. How easily could this be remedied. Instead

of weathering the cornice OKtwards, to weather it invardi,
and let the water escape by occasional outlets, through
the parapet or blocking course, into the gutter, and so on
to its legitimate ending, the down pipe. If this were
done the nuisance would he entirely avoided, and when a
shower stopped, it would leave ofi" raining, which certainly

is not the case at present. lu all buildjiigs that I have
erected, I have followed the rule mentioned, and the
consequence is an entire prevention of the nuisance.

AECUlXBCTfS.

CENTRAL COTTAGE IMPROVEMENT
SOCIETY.

COKPETITIOK FOB DETACHED I.XDOUEERS' COTTAGES.

Sib, — The advertisement in your impression of the
23rd ult., which Mr. J. T. Smith writes that he is “at a

loss to conceive the object of," became a necessity from
ditficulties raised by the two builders he bad named as
willing to carry out his plan. The advertisement has,
however, announced the object of the Council, and ar-

rangements are now pending which will doubtless result

in the erection of the cottages.
H. Maeii-v, Secretary.

NEGLECT OP NOTICE
TO DISTRICT SURVEYOR UNDER THE

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

On Thursday, the 28tb ult., a summons, taken out by
the district surveyor of Bow and Poplar, against a Mr.
George Hineks, the occupier of a beer-shop, situated

No. 273, High-street, Poplar, was heard before Mr.
Partridge, at the Thames Police Court.
The defendant had illegally altered a skittle-sbed aud

workshop, a two-story building, at the rear of his pre-
mises, by converting it into two dwelling-houses

;
ana by

excavating the ground and under-pinning the walls bad
formed three stories to each, without giving two days’
notice, as required by the Act.

The dwelling-houses, besides being irregularly con-
structed in other respects, can only be approached by a
narrowpa3sage,about3 ft. wide, through the house, fronting
the High atreet. The magistrate having asked the de-
fendant what he had to say to the charge, and finding he
bad no excuse to make, remarked that it was a bad case,

and convicted him in the penalty of 51. and costs.

SANITARY PROCEEDINGS IN
PADDINGTON.

At the Marylcbono police-court, before Mr. Mansfield,
magistrate, a decision has been given in reference to

sanitary measures in Paddington, un-^er “ the Metropolis
Management Acts, 1865 and 1862." Mr. Leaver appeared
to the complaints of the vestry, “to show cause why the

penaUi^B (201.), and the costs, inflicted by the magistrate

on the 28th day of July, 1866, for non-compliance with
the orders issued by the vestry for certain sanitary im-

provements, and not carried out by the defendant within

the time stated lor tho execution of the same," should not
be paid.
Mr. W. H. BulHvan, sanitary inspector, and inspector

of nuisances for the parish, proved the service of the

vestry orders, and their not being complied with, and
that the penalties had not been paid to the vestry.

Mr. Aikman appeared for the defenuant, stating that
for the same premises (6, Poplar-place and 1 a, Caroline-

place), the defendant had been previously convicted, and
had paid the penalties. He was instructed to state that
all the vestry, the medical ofiicer of health, and the
inspector required had been well and beneficially carried

oat to their satisfaction, and also the improvements of
the defendant’s property. He therefore hoped that as

the defendant at the time was most seriously unwell,

and as all the works were satisfactorily executed, the
magistrate would consider his former decision previously
to deciding in the present case.

The magistrate called upon the inspector, who corrobo-
rated all the defendant's solicitor had stated.

The magistrate then remarked, that it was well for the
public to be aware, that if the owners of property neg-
lected to carry out improvements such as those in ques-

tion, he h^ the power to inflict the penalties now under
consideration, and to a much higher sum. In the present
case he believed the vestry of Paddington, or their officers,
were not desirous of seeing the penalties enforced; and,
under the circumstances, he would order the defendant
to pay the cost and expenses, which was at once complied
with.

^

REVISION AND CONSOLIDATION OF THE
SANITARY LAWS.

A DEPUTATION of the National Association for
the Promotion of Social Science, consisting of
the following gentlemen :—Sir J. Kay Sbnttle*
worth, hart., Mr. H. W. Rumsey, Dr. Hardwicke,
Mr. Gael, Rev. W. L. Clay (secretary), Dr. A. H,
Jacob (of Dublin), Dr. Lankester, F.R.S., Mr»
James Beal, Mr. Charles Hawkins, Mr. Layard,
M.P., Mr. Rendle, Captain Clode, Mr. Pocock,
Dr. Stewart, and Colonel Sykes, M.P., waited on
the Duke of Marlborough at the Privy Coonoil
Office, on Wednesday, to present a memorial on
the consolidation of the sanitary laws.

The conclusions of the memorialists were as
follows ;

—

“ 1. That the laws of public health require to be revised
and consolidated, with plain and specifle enactments oa
sanitary matters.

2. That permissive enactments are generally taken fo
be permissions not to act, and that therefore the most
uaefulproTisionB should be made peremptory.

3. That the constitution of sanitary authorities should
be more uniform

;
their areas of administration more ex*

tensive; thoirpowers and functions more comprehensive;,
and that some provision be made for the addition of mem>
hers possessing other and higher qualiflcations than those
now required.

4. That the inefficienev of the administratiou of the
health laws by the local authorities is in part due to the
absence of a central power, which conid be appealed to
without reference to the courtsof law, and conid by means
of'judicious advice, and, if necessary, by legal compulsion^
cause the local authonties to do their duty."

Mr. Layard, M.P., introduced the deputation^
and Mr. Rendle, Dr. Lankester, Mr. Rumsey, and
Dr. Stewart addressed the Duke.

In reply, the President said he was much in-

debted to the gentlemen of the depntation for

the manner in which they had represented the
facts. Of the provisions of the Sanitary Acts,
several were of a tentative character, and others
of such a confused order that it was impossible
for him then to give an opinion as to their conso-
lidation. Of the late Sanitary Act nothings
could be expected so early as to its working.
Some time must be allowed to ascertain its

weak points before consolidation. The Act
ought to be carried out, and he thought it would
be. Other Acts might be improved by further
legislation. The consolidations of areas and
other details would be a matter of great con-
sideration, and, without pledging the Govern-
ment either one way or the other, he would takd
care that it had their very best attention.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Souikwold (Suffolk).— The scaffolding which
has long hidden the chancel-roof of the church
has been removed, and the painted roof exposed
to view. The design is a copy of the original

painting, which, although far gone, was in suffi-

ciently good preservation to enable a transcript

of it to be produced, both in form and colour.

The principals, purlins, cornices, hammer-beams,
and other members, are picked out in various
colours and patterns, the prevailing one being a
chequered roll moulding, in some parts red and
white, and in others red and black,—a very"

common ornament in the time of Henry VII., firt

which period the original painting of this roof

was executed. The panels, with the exception

of those in the last bay to the westward, are-

blue, powdered with gold stars. Tho westward
bay, under which the rood-loft originally stood,

is more highly ornamented than the rest, all the

panels being filled with angels holding scrolls or
emblems. The woodwork of both nave and
chancel roofs has been restored in oak, and
re-covered with lead, the clearstory windows
made new and reglazed with cathedral glass, and
the original battlements restored and continued

along the nave. A new four-light east-window

has also been inserted. The outlay up to ths
present time amounts to between 1,600Z. and
1,700Z., but much more remains to be done to
render the restoration complete. The works
have been executed principally by Sonthwold

tradesmen,— Messrs. Allen & Son doing tho
stonework, Messrs. Naunton, Prestidge, Strowger,

Forder, and others, the carpenters’, joiners*,

plumbers’, and glaziers’ work respectively. Th&
painting of the chancel-roof was done by Messrs.
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J. & J. King, of Norwich, and the whole has
been done under the direction of Mr. Phipson
architect.

Ipsley, St. Peter a church is now undergoing
restoration. The work is being done by Mr.
Espley, of Evesham. The chancel will be almost
all new, with a now arch, new reredos, a small
stained-glass window, and a large window, with
Bath-stone dressings. The other stonework is
mixed Bath and Bromsgrove stone. The nave
will be re-pewed to seat about 100. There is an
apparatus for heating, the furnace being almost
in the centre of the nave : a patent fine runs up
the aisle towards the chancel.
Bromsjroue.—The little chapel of the Grammar

School requiring enlargement, many friends sub-
scribed for the work, the expense of which was
to have been about 4001. Mr. Hopkins, of Wor-
cester, was the architect selected. The chapel
has been elongated 18 ft. at the east end, givinf^
40 extra sittings, and forming a chancel for the
choir, and a sanctuary. Two acutely pointed
arches, resting on corbels, support the new open

The arches are constructed
of Bromsgrove stone of two colours. On the
south side of the chancel are two couples of
lancet - lights, each couple being under one
mot^ded arch. One of these lancets has been
filled with stained glass by Mr. Wailes, of New-
castle. In the little chamber, where the organ
IS now deposited, is a minute lancet light, which
contains the figure of St. Cecilia, the patroness
of music. This was the gift to Mrs. Collis of
Messrs. Lavers & Barrand, the elass-painters.
Ihe old east window of the chancel has been
readopted; it consists of three cusped lancets
painted by Mr. Wailes, and contains some of the
principal events in the life of our Saviour.
EoU.—U is proposed to restore the old parish

church of St. Chad, Holt, in accordance with
plans submitted by Mr. Douglas, architect. Its
present state, according to the Chester Courant,
la very bad. An appeal is being made. The
cost of the proposed restoration will be 1,5001.

Tl'ooton Courtney, Somerset.—The church has
during the past year, been considerably improved
reseated, and repaired. A modern and very rude
upper stage to the tower has been replaced by

English superstructure, with rido-ed
roof in consonance with the ancient fabric. The
perpendicular windows of the nave and north
aisle, which were in a ruinons state, have been
reconstrncted, and new windows inserted in the
north aisle. The east window of the aisle is ofMamed glass, and gives representations of the
Holy Family. It was the gift of Miss Hole, of
^combe. The chancel east window has the
Crucifixion and two Sacraments. The two
south windows of the chancel are memorials to
a daughter and son of the rector, Bishop Chap-
man. These are all the work of Messrs. Hard-
raan & Co. A lofty west gallery has been re-
moved, and the church reseated in red deal, with
tracery in the bench ends. The reading-desk,
pulpit, and chancel seats are of wainscot. There
is an oak reredos, of five ogee-crocketed cano-
pies, the panels being occupied by emblems in
medallions and diapers, and this, as well as the
decoration of the chancel roof, which had been
p^iously renewed, is the work of Mr. Hansell,
of Taunton. The cradle roofs of the nave and
msle, the latter rich in bosses of great variety
have been strengthened and repaired. The
works have been carried out by Messrs. Shew-
brooks & Son

; the freestone work by the late
Mr. C. Stagg; the carving by Mr. Seymour, all
of Taunton. Mr. Ashworth, of Exeter, was the
architect.

^u^ridge (Surrey).—The Church of St. John
the Baptist, Busbridge, near Godaiming, has
been consecrated. The church owes its erection
to Mr. John Kamsden, of Busbridge Hall, at aWat of 4,0001. It is built in the Gothic style
from designs furnished by Mr. Gilbert Scott, and^e (»ntractor3 were Messrs. Moon & Son of
Godaiming. The church will seat 220 persons
inits mtenor, which consists of chancel, nave
and single aisle. The exterior walls are of Bar-’
gate,_quarned in the neighbouring park, and the
mterior walls are lined with chalk slabs ob-
tained from and prepared at Puttenham. ’ The
roof 18 an open one. The church throughout is
paved with Minton’s encaustic tiles. The large
east window, and the smaller window on each side
of the chancel, are coloured in Powell’s quoins.
The seats in the chancel, intended for the use of
tte ^oir, are of oak, carved by Mr. Farmer, of
the Westminster-road, who we understand also

the stone carving throughout the
^ifice. The pulpit was made after a design by
Mr. bcott and is constructed of Bath stone and
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chalk. The font was also designed by Mr. Scott.
It is made of Forest of Dean stone. The seats in
the church are all free, and consist of chairs.
Attached to the back of every seat there is a
kneeling cushion, to be unfastened from a hook
when required. The church is surmounted by
an oaken_ shingle spire. The roof is pointed,
and red tiles are used in the covering. The
whole of the ironwork of the church was pre-

supplied by Messrs. Filmer A Mason,
ot Guildford. The design on all the keys and
locks IS the Busbridge crest, namely, a fish, an
idea of the contractors. The church is situated
on a gentle elevation at the extremity of the
village, and a few minutes’ walk from the town
of Godaiming.
Ballow.—The foundation stone of a new church

has been laid at Hallow, on a new site. This is
a field called " The Keens,” near the entrance to
the village from Worcester, and was given by the
trustees of the endowed school in the parish.
Mr. Hopkins is the architect, and the contractors
are Messrs. Inwood & Osborne, of Malvern. The
church is to consist of a chancel, nave, north
and south .aisles, vestry and organ chamber
south chapel for the school children, south porch
and western tower; but owing to the want of
funds the tower and spire will not be erected at
present. The nave, 60 ft. by 20 ft., will be
divided from the aisles by arches, supported by
circular columns. There will be a steep-pitched
roof, the thrust of which externally will be
counteracted by flying buttresses. The chancel
will be 32 ft. by 18 ft., with lofty timbered roof.
There will be an east window of three lights; a
west window of five lights; circular clearstory
windows

; and two two-light windows in the
aisles. A tower and broach spire will rise to a
height of 143 ft. The style is Early Decorated.
The Earl of Dudley has given the stone, and
Earl Beauchamp a reredos. The late Earl
Beauchamp, as lay impropriator of the parish,
gave one year’s great tithes (between 300i. and
400Z.) towards the work.

author is connected. These reports make no
pretension to sanitary or other arrangement,
although the sanitary aspect of the subject
IS kept

_

steadily in view : the sketches have
also social and moral interest as well; and
they are ably and graphically written, and con-
tain, occasionally, anecdotal remarks of touching
interest as to the social and sanitary condition of
the poor of Edinburgh, among whom there is a
fine^ field for philanthropy. The volume is
dedicated to the ladies of Edinburgh, who are
doing much on behalf of their poor. A Ladies’
Sanitary Association might do great good in a
methodical and efiective way in aid of so
desirable an object as the raising of the social
and sanitary position of the poorest class of the
citizens.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
Oorton (Manchester).—A new school in Gore-

street, Gorton, has been opened. The school be-
longs to the Openshaw Methodist Free Church,
and is a plain commodious building, consisting of
one large room and two vestries, with other ap-
purtenances, and stands at the back of a plot of
ground which is reserved for a chapel. The
school is fitted np for day-school purposes, but
will at present be used only for Sunday-school
operations and divine service. It will accommo-

'

date 250 scholars, or it will seat 200 adnlts. The
cost,^ including fittings, furniture, and school
requisites, is 450Z. This is the second school
commenced and completed during the past

|twelve months in connexion with the Openshaw
'

Methodist Free Church — the first being the,
Cobden Memorial Schools at Openshaw, which -

cost 9001.
I

Sib/ird.—The new Parochial Schools in this
^

village have been opened by the Bishop-Coadju- ^

tor of Edinburgh, who for seven years was in
pastoral charge of the pariah. The schools, built
from designs by Mr. Biickeridge, of Oxford, will I

accommodate 120 children, and have cost about

'

6001.

Haddiscoe.—The new school, with teacher’s
residence, for the parishes of Uaddiacoe and
Toft Monks, the erection of which commenced
in September last, has been opened. The total
expenditure has been 6801. The building was
designed by Mr. J.B. Pearce, of Norwich, archi-
tect, under whose superintendence the work has
been carried out by Messrs. Jackson & Rounce,
of Blundestone.

Graiifchesfer. — The new school has been
opened. It is in the Gothic style, from a deaif^n
by Mr. William Fawcett.

°

VARIORUM.
The Science Rei'iew for April contains a fuller

account than has before been printed of the
prions phenomena of sensitive flames. Mr.
W. F. Barrett, lecturer on natural science at the
International College, who first noticed these
phenomena and drew Dr. Tyndall’s attention to
them, is the author of the paper, which is illus-
trated by diagrams. This popular and ably-
conducted Review sustains its varied interest in
other respects

j and, indeed, it forms a monthly
compendium of facts in science, as well as of origi-
nal_ papers on many subjects " The Penny
Guide to Paris, and popular London, Chatham, and
Dover Guide,” and ‘‘The Penny Guide to Paris and
popular South-Eastern RailwayGuide.” London :

24, Bride-lane. These are useful guides, and
contain not only all the requisite railway tables
and " a Concise Guide to Paris by an English-
man long Resident in that City,” but also maps
of the routes on this side the Channel and of
Paris, as well as of the Exhibition building. A
penny guide to Paris, however, is rather too
cheap, and we think is a mistake : no one going
would grudge sixpence, and for that sum a much
better guide might be prepared ; as it is, the
wind has been taken out of the sails of those of
a better class by these cheap issues, and some of
them, we believe, have in consequence been
suppressed.

SisalLinia.

The Poor of Edinburgh and their Homes. By
William Axderson, Reporter, Edinburgh
Courant. London : Simpkio, Marshall, &
Co. 1867.

The truthfulness of Mr. Anderson’s narrative,
and it is a very painful one, is spontaneously
certified by the Rev. Dr. Guthrie, an excel-
lent authority. The volume is a reprint of a
series of reports to the paper with which the

_

Hospital Statistics.—

O

f every 1,000 deaths
in London in 1866, 62 occurred in one or other
of the metropolitan hospitals; and of every
1,000 of population in London, about 1-5 were

I

inmates of these institutions. Taking 10 large
' metropolitan hospitals, the average mortality to
every 100 cases treated in 1865 was 11, the
mean term of treatment being 34 days. As

,

regards the duration of cases, the maximum and
j

miniinum were attained in the two hospitals for
special diseases; the mean term of treatment

,

being 71 days in the Consumption Hospital, and
' 25 days in the Fever Hospital. If by the adop-

I

tion of sanitary measures the duration of casesm the general hospitals can be reduced, the
utility of the hospital ivill be increased, so far
as its funds are concerned. While the annual
mortality of the general population of London
was 2'5 per cent, in 1865, the average mortality
of the sick population in ten large metropolitan
hospitals was 118-7 per cent. In 1861 the pro-
portion was 99-4 per cent. The mortality of the
inmates in 1865, who were all sufferiDg from
disease, being 47 times as high as the general
mortality of London. With the exception of
the London and the Fever Hospitals, the number
of deaths to 100 constantly sick has increased
since 1861. It is to be feared, even in the pre-
sent day, that patients after having undergone
any serious operation often die of hospital
pymmia, or purulent deposit, which is generally
supposed to be caused by some defect in the
sanitary arrangements of these institutions. The
deaths in England from pyasmia have increased
from 159 in 1863 to 202 in 1864, and the increase
of this disease is a matter which calls for serious
attention. The classes of cases which are ad-
mitted into particular hospitals differ largely, so
that the investigation of the efiects of ventila-
tion and other sanitary arrangements requires
great care aud skill. It has been recorded that
after the wing of a large hospital had been well
ventilated and pub into good sanitary condition^
there was a marked and continuous change in
the amount of disease, and an abolition of those
secondary diseases which so frequently occur in
hospitals that are under bad sanitary arrange-
.ments.
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The Herts. Architectural and Arciiajolo-

GiCAL Society.—A special evening meeting of

the members and friends of this society has been

held in the Townhall, Hertford
;
Hr. J. C. Haw-

kins, rector ofthe abbey, in the cliair. Mr. Pollard,

of the Herts. Guardian, read a paper, entitled

“ Leaves from an Archmological Note Book.

The subject of the paper was the Saxon and

Danish fortifications near the village of Great

Amwell, on the river Lea, in Herts. The Eev.

0. W. Davys, M.A., rector of Wheathamstead,

read a paper on “ The Choral Arrangements of

Churches;” and the Eev. Canon Gee, Si,A., vicar

of Abbot’s Langley, and rural dean, one entitled

Another Peal of Bells.”

The Jeffcock Memorial Church.—Shortly

after the explosion at the Oaks Colliery, in which
Mr. Parkin JeScock lost his life in a brave and

noble endeavour to save that of others, a project

for a memorial church, at Mortomley, was
started by a few of his personal friends, to whom
he had mentioned his wish to do something

towards erecting such a building. The plan has

received a gratifying amount ofsupport, although

up to the present time it has not been brought

before the general public, owing to the wish of

the committee that it should not, in appearance

even, clash with the General Memorial Fund.
The trustees are the Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord
Wharncliffe, and the Eev. William Micklc-

thwaite.

Carved Reredos.—A carved oak reredos, from

designs by Mr. G. J. Baguley, has just been

erected in Christ Church, Sheffield. It is divided

into seven compartments, three of which form
the triptych or altar-piece, and on either side

the corn and paten, and the vine and chalice,

surrounded by texts. The other portions are

filled up with the Lord’s Prayer and Creed,

illuminated, the capitals alternately gold and
colour. Above the reredos, and correspond-

ing with it, are tablets of the Ten Command-
ments, also illuminated. The whole has been
painted on zinc by Mr. Baguley. The lower
portion of the reredos is arcaded, the wall be-

hind being diapered on a green ground. The
woodwork, supplied by Mr. Dobson, harmonizes

with the carved screen already in the chancel.

An Aeronautic Society.—At the last meet-

ing of the members of the Royal Institution a

lecture, ” On the various Modes of Flight in rela-

tion to Aeronautics,” was delivered by Dr. J. B.

Pettigrew. One of the objects of the lecture

appeared to be to bring into notice the newly-

formed Aeronautic Society, the president of

which is the Duke of Argyll, who sat on the

right hand of the chairman, Sir H. Holland.

The lecturer thought that if the art of flying be
ever accomplished, it mast be principally by the

application of mechanical force, the muscular
power of man, however applied, being quite in-

adequate for the purpose, and baloons alone not

presenting the means of guidance through the

air. He considered that the invention of flying

was not more improbable than many others that

have been accomplished, and that it might be
looked forward to as the grand achievement of

I the age.

Prescriptive Paths : Action against Lord
Derby.—At the Manchester Assizes, a gentleman
named Winterbottom brought an action against

I the Earl of Derby for obstructing an alleged

]
public footpath in the township of Pilkington,

thereby putting the plaintiff to expense in

removing the obstruction. It appeared from the

. arguments and evidence on both sides that this

was a dispute as to the public or private

character of a certain footpath. For the plaintiff

it was stated that the path had existed for the

use of the public so long as living memory went,

and witnesses in support of this assertion were
I called, varying in age from 70 years to 90.

Three years ago Mr. Statter, Lord Derby’s
: agent, had stopped the pathway. The plaintiff had
expended 41. or 51. in removing the obstructions

put in the pathway. For the defence it was
urged that certain public trespass had been
allowed by the person who had leased the
property, but on the lease falling in the owner
was not bound to recognise the practice allowed

by the tenant. It was also urged, as a legal

objection, that no individual member of the

public could maintain an action for the ob-

struction of a public highway unless he could

show that he had sustained some particular

damage by the obstruction. The jury found
a verdict for the plaintiff, withdi. damages, leave

being given for the defendant to move the Court
• of Exchequer on the point previously mentioned.

Donation to the National Gallery. —
Captain Hans Busk has presented to the trustees

of the National Gallery a work of art by Nicolo

Poussin. It is in excellent preservation. The
picture was painted in 1641, and was purchased

some years since from the Barberini Gallery for

GOO guineas. It was considered one of the gems
of the collection of the late Mr. Hans Busk, who
died in 1862.

Stone in Keystone.—Some years ago part of

an old building, originally a lepers’ hospital, was
pulled down, and in the keystone of the arch of

a low doorway was found a white stone. The
keystone was in two parts, carefully fitted to-

gether
;
and a small groove had been chiselled

out of the middle of each part, forming a hollow

just large enough to admit the stone, which is

the size of a large marble, and unpolished. I

shall be glad if any of your correspondents ca^

explain this circumstance.

—

Notes and Queries.

Magnetic Spirals, —If an iron wire be twisted

during or even after the passage of a voltaic

current through it, the wire, it is said, becomes
magnetic. When the wire is twisted in the

manner of a right-handed screw, the point at

which the current enters becomes a south pole :

iu the opposite case it becomes a north polo.

If, during the passage of the current, the wire

be twisted in different directions, the polarity

changes with the direction of the twist. Some
light will doubtless be shed upon the phenomena
of vegetable spirals by these curious facta.

Damp Walls. — An Ipswich correspondent

says;— In reply to “ M. L. F.,” I have just

effected a complete cure from damp exuding

from a brick-wall, upon which no plaster, much
less paper, would adhere, on account of its hav-

ing been several times saturated with sea water,

I have done so by using ” Italian plaster.” If

your correspondent will try it, I feel certain he
would meet with equal success. The cost is

but little more than that of Portland cement,

and may be papered upon forty-eight hours after

being used, without any risk of damp or dis-

colouration.

New Buildings at Burlington House.—The
site of the new buildings for the Royal Academy,

|

in Burlington-gardens, is now being excavated, I

and before the end of summer in next year it is
!

thought the Academy may remove fromTrafalgar-

square to its new abode. As our readers already I

know, Messrs. Banks & Barry have charge of the
,

buildings intended for the learned societies
;
Mr. I

Sydney Smirke is the architect of the Academy,

:

and to him is due the improvement of the aspect I

of Burlington House, by the addition of a story
j

to it
;
and Mr. Pennethorne is the architect for

j

the London University.
j

The Cathedral for Berlin.—According to a
j

Cabinet order, published on the eve of the

king’s birthday, the long-promised Cathedral of

Berlin is now to be undertaken in good earnest.

The late Privy Councillor Staler has supplied
‘

the drawings. Independently of the entrance-

hall, the body of the building will be 240 ft.

square, and 140 ft. high. Above this will rise a

cupola, 190 ft. high, surmounted by a spire and
cross, 70 ft. in height. This gives a total altitude

of 400 ft., or just 4 ft. less than that of St. Paul’s.

The columns of the portico are to be Corinthian,

it is said, and the general character of the build-

ing that of a vast basilica.

Explosions.—These have been rather numer-
ous of late. A mixing-house at the Faversham
powder works has been demolished by an explo-

sion, and four men killed and one severely in-

jured. A gas explosion has seriously injured

four persons at Scott-street, Leeds. Gas from a

defective main had accumulated in the cellars of

a house, and a candle was as usual stupidly

taken down to see where the leakage arose. The
house and shop were very much damaged. A
curious explosion in a kitchen-oven has occurred

at Belgrave, near Leicester. A bottle of water,

with a tied cork, was put into the oven to heat,

and forgotten till it exploded, killing one person

and seriously injuring two others, and destroy,

ing the oven, the fragments of which injured

those in the kitchen. Strange to say, the very

same sort of accident had already occurred in

the same village. A small steam-boiler con-

nected with a chopping-machine in the ground
premises of a shop at Barnsley has exploded,

severely injuring two persons and seriously

damaging the premises. At Stepney an ex-

plosion has taken place in a private dwelling,

from a stock of parlour fireworks that were there

manufactured.

Mr. Ruskin,—This gentleman has been ap-
pointed by the Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge to

the office of Sir Robert Rode’s lecturer for the
ensuing year. Ho will deliver a lecture in the
Easter term.

The Charge of the Parks.—The metropoli-
tan police are henceforth to take charge of Hyde
Park and the Green Park. The carriage-gatea

of Hyde Park will be kept open till twelve
o’clock at night instead of ten, as hitherto. The
magazine barracks in the centre of the park
will be used as a police-station.

Thames Subways.—The Board of Trade have
reported to Parliament on the Bill proposing to

give power to a company to construct subways
. under the Thames from Pimlico pier to Nina
Elms; from Temple pier to Dilke-street, Lam-
beth; from Tower Dock-wall to Pickle Herring-

stairs, Southwark; and from Wapping Old-staira

to Cherry-garden-stairs, Bermondsey-wall. The
Board make several suggestions relating to

clauses in the Bill
;
and submit that it may be

a question whether the benefit to the public

would compensate for the inconvenience and
danger to navigation likely to bo caused by the

temporary works required for the construction of

the subways of Tower-dock and Cherry-garden-

stairs.

The Restoration of the old Roman Aque-
DUCT.—The Anglo-Roman company for restoring

the Mercian aquednot, and bringing again into

the city the copious and salubrious water for

which it was constructed 2,000 years ago, are

about to set to work. The surveys being com-
pleted, the works are to be commenced imme-
diately with 500 labourers. Above Tivoli, along

the upper valley of the Anio, the stream will be

conveyed along an aqueduct, and across the

Campagna to Rome in iron mains. About eight

miles of the ancient aquednet above Tivoli have

been uncovered and examined to see whether the

conduit could be made serviceable again
;
but it

appears that it will have to be reconstructed

entirely.

Monumental.— The bronze statue of Mr.

j

Cobden recently cast in London, of which Mr.

j

Marshall Wood is the sculptor, has been placed

,

on its granite pedestal in St. Ann’s-square,

; Manchester, opposite the front of the Exchange.

I

The pose of the figure represents Mr. Cobden,
' with hand uplifted and finger pointed, in the act

I

of addressing as in the House of Commons.
The Town Council of Liverpool has before it a

j

proposition to place a statue of Mr. Mayer in one

j

of the niches of St. George’s Hall. A resolu-

1

tion in favour of this method of acknowledging

j

the great benefits which the originator and col-

I

lector of the famous Museum of Antiquities

j

which bears his name has conferred by his gift

I of the collection to the town, was adopted at a

meeting held in the Mayor’s parlour
;
and there

is no doubt the Council will unanimously accept

the suggestion. The statue will be a suitable

companion to that of William Brown, the giver

of the building containing the Free Library and
Museum.

The Gildincx of Porcelain.— A coating of

gold, which is brilliant without burnishing, may
be imparted to porcelain, observes the Scientific

Review, by means of a mixture prepared as

follows :—Thirty-two parts of gold are to be
dissolved in aqua regia, containing 128 parts

nitric, and the same amount of hydrochloric

acid, heat being applied. When the solution is

complete, one and one-fifth part tin, and the

same amount of butter of antimony, are to bo

added
;
and, after beat has been applied, the

result is to be diluted with 500 parts water.

Also sixteen parts sulphur, and the same amount
of Venice turpentine, are to be gently warmed
until they form a tough uniform dark-brown

mass, which is to be thinned with fifty parts oil

of lavender. The solution of gold is poured into

this
;
and the mixture being kept warm, it is to

be constantly and gently stirred until a uniform

liquid is obtained. On cooling, the water and

excess of acid separate ; and the resinous mass
thus obtained is to be well washed with water,

and dried, then thinned with sixty-five parts oil

of lavender and 100 parts oil of turpentine j

and, having been heated until it becomes of a

uniform consistence, five parts basic nitrate of

bismuth are to be added to it
;
after which, it is

to be lefc at rest till it is quite clear.
_

The clear

portion may then be poured off, and is ready for

use. It dries quickly on the porcelain, and the

gilding is brought out by the application of a

high heat.
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A New York Theatre Burnt.—The Winter

Garden Theatre, at New York, has been burnt
down.

Social Science Progress.—A Social Science
Association for the Bombay Presidency has been
formed at the suggestion of Miss Carpenter.

The Mahogany Tree in India.—Dr. T. Ander-
son has reported to Government that great suc-
cess has attended the introdnction of the ma-
hogany-tree into the Calcutta Botanical Gar-
dens. Several of the trees, originally introduced
in 1795 from Jamaica as young trees, were de-
stroyed in the cyclone of 1864, when they were
seventy-one years of age. They had attained a
very large size, averaging from 12 ft. in girth at
4 ft. above the ground. The wood is in great
demand at high prices in Calcutta. Dr. Ander-
son believes that the mahogany-tree might as
easily be spread over aU parts of Bengal as the
larch has been in Britain.

The National Exhibition of Works of Art
AT Leeds.—This exhibition, which is to be held
next year, promises to be a great success. The
promoters have already obtained the special
encouragement of the Queen, and the energy
with which the project has been taken up by the
leadmg families of Yorkshire, who have already
B^Bcribed a guarantee fund of upwards of
ITO.OOO?., affords proof that its promoters and
mends are in earnest. The promoters look for-
ward to the formation of local gaUeries of paint-
mgs and scolptnre as among the results of the
forthcoming exhibition. An influential London
Wmmittee of advice has been formed, and Mr. J.
B. Waring has been appointed chief commis-
sioner, and Mr. W, Bedford assistant commis-
sioner.

The Ancient Records of the Corporation
OF London.—An important contribution to the
history of England is about to be made by the
corporation, who have at length resolved, on a
report from the Library Committee, to encraee
Mr. H. T. Riley, M.A., to compile a volume of
extracts fi-om certain of the corporation records^an estimated expense, for 750 copies, of 5501.’
3001. of which will be the cost of editing, and the
ramaining 2501. will in all probability be repaid
by sale of extra copies. Precedents are not
wanting for this movement on the part of the
London Corporation. They gave permission to
the Master of the Rolls to publish “ Liber Albus ”
" Liber Home,” &c., and the Camden Society to
publish “ Chronicles of London.” The great
value of these records has been recognised by
many writers of eminence, both British and
foreign, from Stow, in 1598, to M. Delpit, in 1843.
The time comprised in the extracts proposed to be
published will extend over a period of nearly 200
years, viz., from Edward I. to Henry VI., whereas
the “ Liber Albus ” extended overonly 100 years
viz., from Edward I. to Richard II.

'

^The Building Trades Movement. The
joiners and quarrymen in Barnsley and neigh-
bourhood have struck work for an advance of
wages and a reduction in the hours of labour.
Notices were some time since delivered by themen to the effect that on and after the Ist of
April the joiners would require la. per week ad-
vance and a reduction of one hour per day, viz.,
from ten to nine hours, while the quarrymen re-
quired an advance of 28. per week. The mas-
ters agreed to give the extra Is. per week to the
joiners, but declined to concede any reduction in
the hours of labour

; with regard to the quarry-
men, It was agreed to advance their wages Is.
per week. The wages of the joiners at present
vary from 22s. to 27a. per week, and those of
the quarrymen from 21s. to 243. The masons
also threaten to go out next month on the
question of time and wages. About 400
jomers have gone on strike at Hull, in pursuance
ot resolutions passed at the meetings of the
Uperative Joiners and Carpenters’ Society. It
appears that some time ago the operatives gave
their masters notice that they should deinand
the Saturday half-holiday, commencing on the
fcst week of April, without any deduction from

ordinary rate of wages. The masters’ reply
to this was, that they were quite willing to grant
the half-holiday if the men would accept pay-
ment by the hour. The men refused to accept
the masters’ terms, and gave notice that in the
event of their request not being complied with
they should strike work on the Ist of April. In
about a dozen shops where the masters have
work pressing the half-holiday has been CTven,
but m the others it has been refused, and the I

.»nn have accordingly turned out-
|

The Leicestershire Architectural Society
At an ordinary meeting of this Society, recently
held at Leicester, office-bearers were elected,^e mayor for the time being as president.
Various objects of interest were exhibited, and
the Rev. J^ohn Fisher read a paper upon
Armorial Bearings, Grants of Arms, and Laws

of Heraldry.”

“The Paris Exhibition and Law Courts
Competition.’'—A correspondent on this subject
says that while he thinks it is very desirable
that 01

^ architecture should be well represented
at the Exhibition, and commends “Adelphi” for
calling attention to it, he is of opinion the result
will not be obtained by sending the limited com-
petition designs of the New Law Courts and
National GaUeiy. He thinks it would be better
to send the designs of some general competition.

BunsnsG or a Canal.—The Wakeheld and
Barnsley canal, near Barnsley, has bnrst its
banks. The water ran off for a considerable
distance. Several collieries were conseqnently
set-down, and a large number of men thrown
out of employment. The canal burst at the
aqueduct, and the water flowed on to the low
lands beneath, and considerable damage was the
result. The point where the canal burst was
the same at which a similar accident occurred
more thaji once during last year.

The Trades Union Commission.—This Com-
mission is now holding open sittings at Park
rrospect House, Westminster, Sir William Erie
presiding. Office bearers and others connected
with trade societies, such as the London Brick-
layera Society, the National Association of
rlasterers, and the Masons’ Society, have been
examined in regard to the rules of their respec-
tive societies; as also Mr. G. Potter in regard
to his individual connexion with the London
Working Men’s Association and the Progressive
Society of Carpenters.

Business Nuisance.—The Court of Chanceiy
will grant an injunction to prevent a business
being carried on so as to be a nuisance, where
the annoyance caused is such as materially to
mterfere with the ordinary comfort of human
existence, and will not require proof of specific
injury, such as, for instance, the destruction of
v^etable life. Smoke alone, or bad smells or
oUensive gases alone, or noise alone, are anffi-
cient causes for the interference of the Court by
injunction. The Master of the Rolls thus held
in the case of Crump y. Lambert.

[April 6, 1867.

Co"'*ction, Coldbath-fields.Mr. F. H. Pownall, architect (supplementary estimate) —
lienshaw (accepted) £27,000 0 0

For St. Paneras Workhouse enlbrgement. Mr. E CRobins, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Snell

Crabb & Tauehan ..

Gribble
Maraland & Son
Crocket
Lathey, Bros.
Loratt "

Newman & Mann
”

Abraham ""

Scrivener & White!!
Eeeble
Nutt & Co. „.!..

Kirk
Thackrah !!

Saley
Chappie

!!!!!,

Hart

New Wards
and Chapel.

Lengthening
Wards.

For bnildtng and finishing a fourteen-roomed house and
o^ceB, ^hitBtable, for Mr. Thos. Gann, Jun. Mr. H,
Marshall, architect. Qnantitiea anpplied by Messre.
VViiaon & Brosdbndge;— ^

£1,690 0 0
1,398 0 0
1,397

H. & E. Kelly.......

* aimer
Langmead & Way .

Brass
Manley & Rogers .

Nightingale
Mann laocepied) .

£1*1,950 0 0
11,068 18 0

I 11,170 0 0
11,180 10 0
10,691 0 0
10,215 10 0
9,997 0 0
9,983 0 0

9,797 0 0
9,833 8 0
9,750 0 0
9,800 0 0
9,393 0 0
9,220 0 0
9,225 0 0
9,191 0 0
9,145 0 0
9,837 2 0*

9,090 0 0

£980 0
1,465 10
1,000 0
911 0

831
735

811
800
719

687 0
709 0
735 0

739 0
711 0
701 0
777 0
660 0

* Total.

Surridge
Webb & Son
Hill
Collins'

Goodman
Foad
Bushell
Snow

!

Kemp
Lawson & Cloak

,

J. Porter
Homell
T. Porter.,.,.,.

0 0
. 1,210 0 0

1,235 10 0
1,197 0 0
1,194 14 0
1,177 0 0
1,161 15 0
1,088 15 0
1,045 0 0
1,015 0 0

For building new class-rooms and ehapel-keener’s
apartments, V' eileyan chapel, St. John’s Hill, Wands-

pli^-—
Tarring, architect. Quantities sup-

Lathey, Bros 0 0
789 0 0

iiastou, Bros. 779 jo q
750 0 0

Richards ggo 0 0
Saunders 917 0 0

TENDERS

Shapley & Webster (accepted)... £1,700 0 0

For proposed works at the Cheam Schools, for Mr B
litS »Ol »7p".d li‘" Tchifct., Q™.

Nightingale £8,957 0 0Simpson
7^4(jQ q q

atWoolmer’s Farm, near Reigate, Surrey,for Mr. Taylor
._

Measrs.JDent & Son, architects. Qum-
titles not supplied

Nightingale q qThornton 534 q q

For alteration and addition to the Homs public-houBe*
Grange-road, Bermondsey. Mr. H. Jarvis, architect

Henshaw £723 q 0
Thompson 685 0 0
Marsland & Sons 680 0 0
Tarrant

. 670 0 0
King &, Son 4Q0 g g

For shop-front, bar-fittings, &c., at the Falcon Tavern.
Fetter-lane, for Mr. W. Carter. Messrs. Bird & Walters,
architects :— *

MMLachlan g g
J. Brown gjg g g
L. Brown ggg g 0
JMewman AMann 095 g g
Ebbs & Sons g g
Williams & Son !!!!!! 574 g g
Kelly, Bros 8I3 g g

For ten six-roomed honses, with additions, Lordship’s-
road. Stoke Newington. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect-—

Cole (accepted) £4,000 0 0

4^“ *
’i5

Marsham-street, Westminster,for Mr G. Adams. Mr. H. W. Budd, architect

’

£177 13 (

163 rt r
Mills & Son ... 0 0

Pjpo Mwers, Putney, for the WandsworthDistr ct Board of Works. Mr. J. Niblett, surveyorOnantitipq RnnnUsfl Kw Af. r» ixr x- ’ tincjur.

Oliver 4 Co
Baker & Co. .

Thirsk
!!!

Wainwright
Hiseox 4 Williams..
Avies
Wigmore
Eobinson
Blackmore
Moxon & Co
Pearson

Kfn'g^^.!!!."'.','.'."'."’!'!

Keeble
Nott

Hill & Keddeii
Thackray

£19,200 0
. 17,753 12

0
6

. 17,460 0 0
. 17,400 0 0
.. 17,400 0 0
.. 17,400 0 0
. 17,275 0 0
. 17,194 0 0
. 17,000 0 0
. 16,808 0 0
. 14,300 0 0
. 13,877 0 0
. 13,820 0 0
. 13,100 0 0
. 13,000 0 0
. 12,950 0 0
. 12,900
. 11,900

0 0
0 0

’ 382. forMr. o. B. Robertson. Mr. A. Evers, architeot-

0 0KbbsiSons 169 0 0
160 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
stack Seettef.—"

A

Comtant Reader" wlehoe ai to aek "corre
sptmdeuta « to the beet means of getting rid of the nultancs of
black-beetles or oocktoaohes. which Infest the basement, and mor
psrtlcnlarly the kitchen, of the writer’s house.".We have occaaionally
replied to this query oniselvea in the Builder, but will be glad to
know If anytoing new can now be anggeeted by our correiiiondents.

inhabitant of an old West-end home wishes to know
how to get rid of bugs In the walU of a room which was thoroughly
cleansed, searched, nnd fomlgeted last autumn, but already give*
signs of insect life. As tbe bugs seem to ’ make their way through,
crevices and cracks," we should recommend the careful filling up ot
these

:
failing which, perhape, some form of the pyretbral powder*

Persian insect- killers might be tried : those in puff-ball form would
roost easily got Into crevices. Keating, of St. Paul’s-chttrchyanJ,

PO’f'lvn'A vshlch is said to be usefnl In
killing such iuseets.

B.W.-J, O.Jun. (we oave no time torefer),-8. K.L.T.N-
-J. P. a-Juitioa.-J. D. p._T. B. W,-T. h. J.-K. D-X. Q. D-

R. O.-Vo. U 8alTe.-J. E.—W. B.-B, B. P.—F. h H. F.-P. PWe are compelled to decline pointing out book* and 'glvlne
addressee.

® ®

AU iUtementa offset*, lists of tenders, Ac., must be acoompaaled by
the name and addreM of the gender, not necesaarUy for pubUoaUon.
Note.—The reeponslblUty of signed articles, and papea read at

pubUe meetings, reaU, of eonrs#, with tbe authora.

A-dvertisements cannot be recewed/for tJie cwrr&ni
weelt^s issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m,,
on THURSDAT.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Adfvertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.
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The Paris Inieniaiioiial Exhibition,

I
ONSIDEEABLE advance

towards a good state of

thioga has been made
since our last notice j and

though there is yet an

immense deal to be done,

and those who go later

I will examine the collection

with more ease and eom-

pleteness than they would

be able to do now, there is,

nevertheless,much more to

be seen than any ordinary sight-

seer would be likely to accom-
plish. There is more room to see

it in, too, than there will be, for

the accounts that have reached

foreign countries from pens the

Imperial Commissioners have
done all in their power to render

sharp, have not yet led to any in-

vasion of the gay capital
; so that

many of the hotels are not half

full. Mr. Cole and Mr. P. C.

Owen have done all they could

to afford facilities to English

writers, and the result is that

the newspaper readers of Eng-
land really know more of what the Exhibition

comprises than the inhabitants of Paris. It will

be a marvellous collection of things useful, beau-
tiful, and curious

;
that is quite certain : and it

will be for this country to get out of it the
greatest amount of information possible by exami-
nation and contrast of the materials aSbrded.

In one of our own special departments, archi-

tecture, Professor Donaldson, we understand, is

deputed by the Department of Art to report on
the architectural drawings, especiaUy those of

foreign countries
; and we may, of course, take

this as an indication that in all the various

branches of art and manufacture there illus-

trated, competent persons will, in like manner,
be appointed to examine what is exhibited, to

inquire into our position relatively with foreign

countries, and point out the weaknesses and de-

ficiencies that we should strive to remedy.
The French architects have not been cramped

for room, as was the case, unavoidably doubtless,

with their English confreres •, and such of them
as have exhibited have set forth theii- designs by
plans, sections, and views, on enormous frames.

One architect, and an able one, J. llenard, has
a lai^e number of large drawings. The
French pictures, of course, form a prominent
feature of the Exhibition, and will be talked

of hereafter. Of German pictures there is a
fair collection. Russia sends some important
paintings, by Simmler, Flavitsky (woman in

a dungeon, to which the water is entering by
the window), and Peroff, whose three children

a sledge in the snow have faces touch-

ingly expressive. The Belgian pictures are not
yet hung, and will have a building to themselves
in the park.

The English pictures have been hung most
conscientiously and satisfactorily by Mr. Samuel
Redgrave

;
and though the absence of many

important names is observable, — Maclise,

Herbert, Dyce, Creswick,—and of large can-

vasses, treating large subjects, the collection

makes a fair exposition of the condition

of English art. It comprises 129 paintings

in oil, and 90 water-colour drawings, in-

cluding good works under the first heading

by Ansdell, Armitage, Boxall, John Burgess,

Calderon, E. W. Cooke, Cope, Desanges, Dobson,

Egg, Elmore, Faed, Frith, Frost, F. Goodall,

Grant, Hayllar, Hook, Holman Hunt, J. P.

Knight, Leighton, Landseer, John Lewis, Linnell,

Millais, O’Neil, Emily Osborne, Paton, John

Phillip, F. R. Pickersgill, Poole, Stanfield, Henry
Wallis, E. M. Ward, Mrs. Ward, Watts, Wells,

Teames, and other able artists.

The proportions of the galleries, as we under-

stand, were fixed from lines laid down in England,

and light is admitted from continuous openings

in the centre of the ceilings. In the English gal-

lery this arrangement remains
;
but in the other

galleries a solid falso ceiling has been formed,

running down the centre, under the light, at the

level of the blinds, the efi'ect of which per se is

not agreeable. We shall be anxious to know
what decision experience will give as between
the two modes after somo of the brightest days

of summer. At present there is certainly not a
bit too much light in the English gallery. The
walls in this gallery, we may mention, are

coloured sage green (as are all the columns and

other ironwork in the parts of the building appro-

priated to England), while in the foreign gal.

leries the tint of the walls is a Pompeian red.

The distinctive green colour, by the way, given

to tho English portion of the building, contri-

butes greatly to tho convenience of visitors.

Our glass comes out supereminently well : the

stands of Dobson, Green, Dofries, and Pellatt,

are objects of general admiration. Amongst the

jewellers, Hancock, Emanuel, and Hunt &
Roskell, hold their own.

Messrs. Doulton & Co., of Lambeth and Paris,

make a fine exhibition of useful pottery, in-

cluding a still and a large jar of excellent

quality.

The Belgians have a very large, indeed cum-
brous pulpit of carved oak, with double flight of

steps to it, and a lofty canopy, somewhat top-

heavy. This is the work of the Messrs. Coyers, of

Louvain, and the carving shows skill, but it is all,

unfortunately, sand-papered down to the smooth-

ness of a cast. There is a carved wooden altar-

piece near it, liny and poor in design. The
name of the exhibitor of this has become illegible

in our notes, and no clue to it can we discover

in the catalogue. In fact, this first edition of

the “ Complete Official Catalogue, English Ver-

sion,” beats “ Bradshaw ” by chalks. We have

found it useless. The French works of fine art

are not discoverable in it at all, aud the English

paintings and architectural drawings are given

as an addendum.
In the French department there is a large

plan, in relief, of the Cathedral of St. Denis,

showing all the monuments,—a model, in fact,

of the cathedral to a certain height above the

floor. It is exceedingly well made, and an in-

teresting object. The number and variety of

the monuments, true and false, in St. Denis, are

remarkable, and make it a place for study.

America is greatly behindhand, but promises to

make a good show. In fact, this is already done

in the fine-art department and in the annex for

agricultural implements. In the court, John
Shnster, of New York, exhibits some marble
chimneypieces, chiefly remarkable for the mate-

rial. One is of California marble, which has the

appearance of polished tortoiseshell, with many
gold specks. In the design—seventeenth cen-

tury it may be called—the endeavour appears to

have been to get in as many angles and
small panels, and raised mouldings as pos-

sible. With half the labour a better efi’ect

might have been produced. The work is very

well done, and the price asked is 4,000 dollars,

say 800Z., an enormous sum considering, more-

over, that there is no carving. The owner, how-

,
ever, believes the chimney-piece to be unique, as

to material. A second chimney-piece of similar

design is perfectly white, without speck, and
comes from Rutland, in Vermont. This is priced

at 3G0Z.

Looking into the machinery and processes

zone, where all sorts of things are now being

set up, we see a remarkably fine piece of red

terra-cotta and brick construction from Lauban,
in Prussian Silesia, exhibited by A. Augustin.

It is in the shape of an archway, with griffins in

a panel above, and a parapet, and for sound-

ness, correctness of form, and evenness of

colour, is not surpassed, if it be equalled, by any

similar production in the Exhibition. Some
terra-cotta shields, also from Silesia, fixed

at the entrance to a court in the machinery

zone (where a trophy of gilt and coloured agri-

cultural implements is being set up), are excel-

lent. A Gothic window-frame, and pinnacles at

the side, with group of figures in the head, from

Ernst March, of Charlottenburg, near Berlin, is

also a noticeable work. The figure of a brick-

layer on OD6 hand and a carpenter on the other

serve as corbels under the columns at the side.

Being in the machinery zone, we would say

that the painted blinds in the English portion of

it must be considered successful. Tho idea is

an excellent one
5

and though, in two or

three cases where figures are introduced,

the blinds are open to adverse criticism as

works of art, it is sufficiently well carried out on

tho whole, and is made to convey much valuable

information in various languages. Thus, on one

blind, we have the first Carding Machine, dated

1769 ; on another, Watt’s first Suu and Planet

Engine, 1788; and, on a third, Arkwright’s first

Spinning Machine, 1769. The Liverpool blind

contrasts the town as “ Levorpool,” in 1655, with

the Liverpool of 1867. Staft’ordshire goes back

to an early mode, and gives a curious symbolical

outline representing a manufactory, a railway,

ships, and two miners at work. Here, however,

let us stop. We are but recording desultory

reminiscences. By and by we shall endeavour to

get more fully such precise information as we
may from special departments.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTIONS IN FRANCE.

The advantages which concrete, under some
circumstances, possesses as a building material,

have already been so fully demonstrated, that it

seems superfluous to reiterate them. It is, per-

haps, a matter of surprise, these advantages
considered, that this material is not more often,

adopted, particularly in the construction of
dwellings for the working classes. One reason for

this, we think, is, that although such use of con-

crete is by no means new, as the concrete walls of
the old Romans testify, its economical and other
qualities are not known, or appreciated by the
general public. Moreover, until recently mecha-
nical difficulties stood in the way. These, how-
ever, have been lessened by the apparatus and
scaffolding lately patented by Mr. Joseph Tall,

by which the walls of buildings in concrete may
be carried np to any required height. Except-
ing some houses erected by Mr. 'Tall, at Bexley
Heath, and others, including a church and a
farmhouse, neither of them very favourable ex-

amples, however, by Lord Salisbury, at Hatfield,

at the instance of the late Captain Fowko, very
little has been lately done in concrete construc-

tion in England. In Paris the use of concrete is

rapidly extending. The well-known invention of

M. Francois Coignet, called “Betons Agglo-
moriis,” described on more than one occasion in

our pages, is being largely used for buildings aud
public works in the French capital, in every in-

stance with the moat satisfactory results. This

artificial stone is produced simply by a mixtux-e

of any kind of sand with a small quantity of

hydraulic lime, to which occasionally is added a
trifling quantity of cement. No new material,

we believe, is employed iu the production, and
notwithstanding the great proportion of the

sand used, an artificial stone is obtained which,

is harder, more lasting, and better able to with-

stand the change of climates, to resist frost, heat,

drought and moisture than many natural stones.

By employing superior materials, a stone is ob-
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tamed equal to granite or jura-etone. It can
3je inoolded into the most delicate forms of art,

and has the advantage of hardening instead of
softening in the air, according to the well-known
law of mortars and concretes. Among the more
recent constracfcions with Bctons Agglonieres
may be named the supporting wall of the Boule-
vard de I’Eniperor, measuring 13,000 cubic
metres, with ornamental staircase 7 metres
wide ; the vaults (12,000 cubic metres) j the
underground drains (12,000 metres), and the
water and river works (20,000 metres) at the new
Exhibition Building

5
about thirty-one English

miles of sewers, barracks, and numerous other
works for the city of Paris. Indeed, Parisian
engineers and architects hold that this material
cannot be surpassed in applications for under-
ground and foundation works. It is equally well
adapted for buildings of great height, as may be
seen by the church at Vesinet, of which we have
given illustrations. The bell-tower of this church
is 4.0 metres high, and wo are assured that it'

has not suffered in the least from vibration or
sinking. At his manufactory in St. Denis,
il. Coignet has succeeded in producing atones
that Bui’pass natural stones in homogeneous
formation, and in the power of resistance against
breaking, frost, drought, or moisture, at a cost
uf 50 per cent, less than the ordinary material.

Some time ago specimens of tho cheaper con-
crete were submitted to the Emperor of the
French, and hia Majesty, I'ecognising the import-
ance of economy in this class of construction,
ordered forty workmen’s houses to bo built with
-it- A piece of ground was obtained in the
Avenue Dumesnil, and the dwellings are now
being executed from the Emperor’s own designs
by 3Ir. W. E. Newton, C.E., of Chancery -lane.
About half the number, we believe, are already
finished. They are double houses of three
stories in height, each furnishing accommodation
for six families, each family being provided with
three apartments,—namely, a sitting-room,
4-50 m&tres by 3-47; bed-room, 3'70 metres by
3'47 m&tres

;
kitchen, 3-47 mfetres by2'02

;
with

cellar, water-closet, &c. A small inner court
affords light to the back rooms. The doors,
windows, aud stairs have been made by machi-
nery outside of Paris, the woodwork consisting
of deal, sycamore, and oak cills. The bed and
sitting rooms will be furnished with marble
chimneypiecea—which can be bad at a cost of
23 francs a pair—and with stoves, the kitchen
with a cooking apparatus. Water and gas will
be laid on

;
and the water-closets are to be fitted

Jip in the English fashion, in compliance with
the orders of the Emperor. The floors are of
concrete and iron 5 the chimney flues round and
smooth internally

5 and, in short, tho entire
tenements are built on tho ordinary concrete
principle. The design shows no architectural
ornamentation, but is plain, neat, and sub-
stantial. Besides Mr. H. E. Newton, the resi-

dent architect, and an English foreman, no
skilled labour has been employed in the build-
ing, the entire work having been done by ordi-
nary French labourers at 2 franca 50 cents a
-day. Tho cost of each double house—accommo-
dating six families—will bo about 5001., exclu-
sive of the land, which was obtained after con-
siderable difBculty, and on rather high terms.
The whole outlay is borne by the Emperor, but
in what way it is intended to dispose of the
dwellings is not known. We are, also, un-
able to say at what rent the dwellings will be
let. Sufficient ground has been marked off for
a block of sixteen additional tenements. The
concrete used by Mr. Newton consists of 4
measures of large gravel stone, 4 measures of
sharp sand, and 1 measure of Portland cement,
mixed in the usual way. The walls contain
about 40 per cent, of conglomerate. We may
mention that Mr. Newton has also in course of
construction a number of two-story houses in
concrete, intended for dwellings for the work-
men of the Socicte Anonyme des Forges et Fon-
dries, at Montmartre, a few miles from Paris

;

and likewise one or two private villa residences.
The Emperor of the French has here set us

a good example. It is agreed on every side that
one of the most pressing questions of the day is
how to provide suitable homes for the poor. To
some extent the question has been practically
met, but only partially, and not so well as it
might have been. Concrete constructions, it can
be shown, are cheaper, healthier, and safer, and
therefore better than ordinary houses. The
-objection in a sanitary point of view to all tho
common brick and lath and plaster construc-
^aons, is their absorbency of moisture, and in
tslosely-crowded habitations their absorbency of

miasma. Concrete is not by one quarter so
absorbent of moistnre and damp as brick, while
it gives a washable interior surface. Its great
economical quality is that concrete costs about
one-half the price of brickwork. The Waterlow
model dwellings, which have turned cut the
most remunerative of their kind, pay about
5i per cent,

j but had concrete been used as the
building material instead of brick, we believe
these houses would have yielded 7^ per cent.
Labouring-class tenements, built of brick, on
the most economical plan, will cost 1001., for
living-room, bedroom, and scullery

5
the same

thing can be done better in concrete at a cost of
75Z. for each separate dw'elling. We say better,
for the walls and roof, besides beiug stronger,
will be nearly impervious to wet or damp

5
the

interior walls will be washable, the dividing
walls less pervious to sound, which in close
tenements is a great comfort, and the whole will
be fireproof, for there will be nothing but doors
and windows to bum. We hear that a number
of gentlemen, including several well-known
sanitary reformers and architects, convinced of
the great advantages which this material offers
in the construction of improved dwellings for
the poorer population, at lower rents than has
hitherto been possible, are endeavouring to form
a company, with the object of erecting bouses
of this class in the metropolis, and generally of
making capitalists and others better acquainted
with the merits of concrete for building purposes
of every kind.*

RAILWAY PARALYSIS.

The debate in the House of Commons on the
motion of Mr. Crawford deserves to be atten-
tively considered. It is perhaps more remark-
able from the “ masterly silence ” of those who
might have been expected to speak than from
the mastery of the subject displayed by any of
the actual speakers. It seems hardly credible
that on a question affecting the character of
more than a fifth part of the capital invested in
railways not a single clear, commanding, intelli-

gent voice should have been raised on behalf of
the owners and creators of a property which
now exceeds in amount the half of the national
debt. Speakers, on the contrary, seemed anxious
to disclaim any right to speak as representatives
of the railway interest, and the honourable mem-
ber who, from his position and his ability, would
have been most naturally regarded as a railway
authority, carefully avoided expressing a decided
opinion. The upshot of the debate was, that
railway property is immeasnreably and irration-
ally depreciated from the constant vagaries of
legislative action, and from the total want of
unity, or even of harmony, among those to whom
the management of railways is committed. So
people are to wait with patience for the forth-
coming report of the Railway Commission. If
that report presents a clear aud masterly deli-

neation of the state of the question, legislation
may follow; and if such legislation should not
happen to be in direct opposition to the conclu-
sions of the report, we shall have reason to think

• With reference to a recent discussion on the sub-
ject at the Society of Arts, Mr. AV. B. New-ton writes,

—

As some of the gentlemen who spoke after me appeared
somewhat sceptical as to the strength of concrete and its
applicability for the construction of buildiugs, and seemed
to think that the advocacy of this material was an
“amiable weakness,” it may perhaps be interesting to
state the nature and oomposilioR of the concrete which
has been successfully used in constructing the Emperor’s
“ Maisons Ouvrieres” in the Avenue Domesnil, Paris,
and also that used by me in the works I have carried out
here. In Paris we used one part of Portland cement (C.
Francis & Sons) to five parts of large' gravel atones, vary-
ing in size, from tlie size of pearl hurley to that of peas.
The floe sand is sifted or screened ont, put on one side,
aud used for making stucco for facing the work. At this
place 1 find it more economical to use burnt brick earth,
or “ brick ballast," as it is called, from which I sift out
the very fine, and add 1 of Portland cement to 8 of
ballast. This makes a very hard wall. I have even
reduced Ihe cement to 1 in 10 with perfect snccess. I
burn the ballast myself, and it costs me under 2s. per
cubic yard. Therefore, if we take 1 yard of ballast at 2s.,

8nd2i bushels of cement at la. I' d
,
we shall have a cubic

yard of concrete for Ss. 7d
,
to which add 28. 3d. per yard

for labour, and we shall find we can put up a superficial
yard of 9-in. work for less than 3 b. One gentleman ven-
tured to question the possibility of building a wall 30 ft.

high in 9-in. work. I only say that this has been done by
Mr. Tall, and the houses so constructed have been sold
by him at a very large profit. From the numerous
experiments I and others have made in concrete construc-
tions, I have no hesitation in ofieriug the following
challenge to the sceptics, viz., that they shall build a wall
of any dimensions in common brick and mortar, with or
without Tyermaa’s bond, and I will build one in con-
crete

;
and if the concrete wall does not sustain a greater

weight than the brick wall I will forfeit to them dL'L and
,

the cost of the wall, they undertaking the same liability 1

to me should tho bnek wall not stand an equal test.”
|
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matters are somewliat improving. The general
admission that no one knows what to do, is most
humiliating.

The maxim that a prophet is without honour
in his own country was regarded of old as a
reflection rather on the incredulous listeners than
on the disregarded counsellor who addressed
them. In late times, however, incredulity has
had somewhat the best of it, as the only uni-
versal attribute of modern predictions is their
non-fulfilment. Talleyrand laid down a memo-
rable canon when he said, “ Ce qui arrive tovjours
est Vimprdw..” We are not, therefore, about to
urge any claim to having foretold the present
unprecedented continuance of public distrust.
We have on more than one occasion pointed ont
that the course of events that would follow the
financial shocks of 1866 must be one of a new
and unprecedented character. Such was a
natural consequence of the unprecedented
nature of the convulsion. But that such a
coarse should develop itself into a state of per-
manent and hopeless gloom, sapping the springs
of enterprise, throwing doubt on all the rela-
tions of business life, and menacing, in the fears
of some, still worse disaster, no public writer
could have anticipated, or would have been jus-
tified in leading others to expect.

To inquire into the complex causes of this
continued public gloom, to trace each disturbing
element to its source, and to attribute to each
the true and tho false measure of its importance,
is the duty rather of the historian than of the
journalist. We shall not now further refer to
this investigation than may be necessary for a
practical purpose. It cannot, however, be
denied, that the chronic panic now atfectinif the
London money market is but a " case ” of a.

state of distrust and despondency that is of far
wider range. It is not confined to our own
capital or provinces, it is not merely financial in
its nature. It embraces every country of Europe,
and shows itself in almost every instance where
social action is called for. It is political, no less

than financial, and moral, or even religious, no
less than political. In France it is evident in the
large accumulation of bullion in the coffers of
tho Bank, in the tone of the discussions in the
legislative chambers in spite of the jealous care
with which all occasions of debate are restricted

and controlled, in every fresh act originating in

the Imperial administration. In Russia it is to

be found in the tensity of relation between tho
noblesse and the autocrat, and in the features of
the social revolution, so little understood in this

country, in the posirion of the serfs. Of Germany
it is needless to speak. The new appearance iu
Europe of the kingdom of Hungary, an event
that at another time would have filled all men’s
mouths with wonder, is now hardly thought of in
the press of our own affairs. But over all Central
Europe confidence and security are as yet distant,
if promised blessings. We see Spain under
the terror of martial law and wholesale depor-
tation. Italy, having acquired Venice, and lost

the great bond of a common object and a com-
mon enemy, is now at the threshold of her
troubles, ministry and chamber throwing cn
each other the stigma of faction and of incompe-
tence, and each with very good reason. Help-
lessness is at its apogee in Italy. Not that those
who read the debates that occur iu a certain
hall in Westminster havo much occasion to boast
of the superiority of English constructive wisdom
at this particular moment. The events of the
day seem to grow beyond the control of the men
of the day; and the want of cool heads to
counsel and to plan, aud prompt and ready hands
to execute, is every day becoming more apparent.
The habit of living under pressure, of doing all

things at railway speed, of conversing and almost
thinking by telegraph, is producing an effect

which is aggravated by the perusal of that which,
while far from being an immoral, is yet a de-
moralising literature. But the great master-evil
underlying the whole framework of European
society, and amply sufficient in itself to account
for this general lapse towards chaos, is the un-
truthfulness of almost all public statements.
Effect must be produced, and the price of effect

is truth. In every political programme, in every
Royal proclamation, in every prospectus of a pub-
lic company, in every statement of party views,
a certain amount of morality is claimed, which is

to be found in words alone, and has no relation

to actions. Swindling is cloaked under the guise
of benevolence

;
and every crime which we have

learned to reprobate in the history of the vio-

lence and falsehood of what we call darker ages,
is perpetrated in the full blaze of the nineteenth
century, and in tho name of tho Almighty.
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Now, the point which presses on ns at the

moment,—for our political and intellectual chaos

can only be incidentally alluded to,—is the par-

ticular manner in which the plague of universal

diatrnst is now threatening our great railway

property. Of the causes which have deteriorated

that property we have not unfrequently spoken,
the main fact being that legislative apathy or

connivance has allowed private rapacity to

enrich itself at the cost of the railway proprietary

in general. Notwithstanding the large sums un-
fairly added to the capital account of railway

construction in Great Britain, we still have in

our system of internal communication a property

of immense value, and one that only requires

rest, and moderate care, to become, perhaps, the
finest property in the world. The annual intake

from our railway traffic exceeds 8 per cent, on
the whole 456,000,0001. expended up to the end
of 1865. The working expenses, at the same
date, were abont 48 per cent, of the receipts

;
so

that a net earning of from 4 to 4-1 per cent, over
the whole paid and borrowed capital was actually

distributed, iu very unequal proportions, among
the proprietors of railway shares, stock, and
debentures. Of these various forms of ownership
or lien the shareholders proper, or proprietors of
the capital originally subscribed, and supposed,
at the time of its subscription, to be sufficient

to construct the lines now in operation, com-
pose less than half,—ordinary capital represent-
ing 220.000,0001. out of the 456,000,0001. of
total. Tho holders of preference capital and
debenture stock represent 30 percent, of the total

proprietary, or 138,000,0001. ont of 456,OCiO,COOZ.

;

while rather more than 20 per cent, of the entire
capital, or a snm of 98,000,0001., is represented
by mortgages, or debenture bonds, issued for a
term of years. This mortgage capital is not,
however, a mere temporary loan. It is as legiti-

mate a part of the capital account as either of the
two largeritems. Its present anomalous formhas
ai'isen from the attempt to facilitate the raising of
tho requisite capital, and the scheme proved not
unfitted for the purpose. But it possessed the
radical defect of requiring the constant renewal
of the loan or reborrowing of the sum lent. It

sends the railway proprietors into the money
market as annual borrowers to an extent of per-
haps from 20,000,0001. to 30,000,0001. It is true
that the money borrowed with one hand is psid
away by the other, hit it has to he borrowed first,

no matter for how short a time. In times, there-
fore, of commercial pressure, or of financial
panic, the companies are placed in a false posi-
tion. They have to borrow money when it is

scarce, and that not to complete their works, or
to aid in any way their earnings, but merely in
conseqnence of the fact that they have com-
mitted, and the Legislature has sanctioned, the
error of making them dependent on a hand-to-
mouth renewal of permanent capital. It was
another form of the very error that ruined the
finance companies. Apart, therefore, from any
BOUi'ces of distrust peculiar to certain lines, the
whole railway interest, perfectly solvent as it is,

earning a net return of 4i per cent., which is

annually increasing, and which only requires
time to augment and perhaps even to double, is

subjected to periodical disquietude and possible
Leavy loss from this distinct cause of the termi-
nable nature of debentures.

If this simple fact be kept in view, it cannot
be impossible to find a remedy. The case is not
that of a spendthrift who would borrow on his
hopes

;
but that of a landed proprietor who

seeks to renew a mortgage, the interest on which
amounts to only a seventh of his rental. The
condicion necessary to give confidence is that
the security should be a prior one on the ivhole

estate, and that a receiver should be appointed
to collect the interest direct from the income of
the property. This might, we suggest, be ar-
ranged somewhat on the following plan :

—

1. A new consolidated railway 4-per-cent,
stock to bo created and issued to the public
under the following guarantee :

—

2. The several railway companies to be
allowed to underwrite this consolidated stock, to
au amount in no case exceeding a sixth of their
expended ciipital.

3. This, however, to be allowed only after an
independent examination of the debenture issnes
of tho several companies, and verification of
their perfect regularity.

4. Three months before the date of the pay-
ment of each half-yearly dividend of 2 per cent,
on the consolidated stock, the entire traffic re-
ceipts of each line to be handed over to the
trustees, to be appointed as hereafter mentioned,
until the amount of 2 per cent, on the stock

underwritten by the directors of such line be
paid to such trustees.

6. The trustees to be three men of adequate
ability, and known integrity, who shall devote
their whole time to the duties of the post at an
adequate salary, and who shall be appointed,
one by the written suffrages of the directors of
the subscribing railway companies, expressed
by their respective chairmen, one by the direc-

tors of the Bank of Bogland, and one by her
Mfijesty’s Government.

6. A general secretary, a consulting engineer,
and an accountant, or audit secretary, to be ap-

pointed to attend the trustees, with such further

staff as might prove needful.

7. The payments received from the sabscribers
to the consolidated stock to be rateably applied
by the trustees to the paying off of the mortgage
debentures of the subscribing companies as they
mature, a general statement of the whole of
such mortgage debt, and of the periods at
which it will mature, having been drawn np in

the first instance as a guide to the proceedings
of the trustees.

8. Power might bo given to any holder of
existing debentures to verify his documents on
the payment of a fee, and to ascertain how far

they would be covered by the engagements of

the company that had issued them, in reference
to payment from the trustees.

By the adoption of this plan, some eighty
millions of a guaranteed stock, fully equal in its

claims on public confidence to Consols them-
selves, would gradually replace an equal amount

,

of what in fact are only long-dated promissory
notes. Each company would be relieved from
the greater portion of the anxiety and expense
attending on the constant renewal of debentures.
A .sixth part of the railway capital of the country
would be permanently settled at a rate of in-

terest somewhat less than the mean net eaimings
of all the railways united, so that the original
owners would benefit by the certitude of pay-
ment, as well as, in moat cases, by a slight re-

duction in the rate of interest. No interest

wonld be interfered with. A perfectly safe form
of investment would be offered to the public, and
that without augmenting tho public loan. And
the directors of every railway, when freed from
a harassing and nnretributed portion of their

anxieties, wonld be able with a better heart to

devote their attention to their proper functions
of facilitating and developing traffic. The great
cause of chronic disturbance wonld be removed
from the market of railway securities, and a
revival of confidence must eventually follow so
great an increase in the stable character of rail-

way property.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Condition of Newcastle-upon-Tync.—The two
reports bearing on the sanitary state of the
town already alluded to in our columns have
been published under the anspices of the Corpo-
ration, and are now under their special conside-
ration. One is a report by the sanitary sub-
committee ofthe Town Improvement Committee;
and the other by the Public Health Committee.
The former document gives an abstract of the
measures taken by the Town Improvement Com-
mittee acting as the sanitary authority, and
contains suggestions which the Town Improve-
ment Committee unanimously recommend for

the careful consideration of the council. The
sanitary sub-committee state that they instituted
a system of inspection, the results of which they
embody in a table. Of 23,566 rooms inspected,

about two per cent, of which, 408, were uninha-
bited, and the rest ocenpied by 55,366 people, or
nearly one-half of the population within the
borough

;
the result is that abont one-eighth of

these houses had not, at the date of the inspec-
tion, in the opinion of the inspectors, the means
of good ventilation

;
that one-eighth of the houses

was without water supply, either from the Water
Company or other legitimate sources; that a
fifth of these houses were without any privy ac-

commodation ; that the drainage of two-thirds
of the honses only was good, and that, of the re-

maining third, more than a third, or an eighth of
the whole number, was without any drainage;
and, lastly, ont of 55,366 persons, 7,779 persons
lived in rooms under 300 cubic feet for each per-

son, or about one-seventh, while the remaining
six-sevenths, or 47,587, had above 300 ft.

;
but

37,012, or two-thirda, had above 400 cubic feet.

The Town Improvement Committee recommend
the adoption of the “Labouring Classe.-* Dwelling
Honses Act, 1866,” and the “ Labouring Classes,

Lodging Houses Act, 1851,” incorporated there-
with, and that it be referred to the Town
Improvement Committee and Finance Committee
to negotiate a loan from the Public Works Loan
Commissioners, for the erection of dwellings for
the labouring classes under the first Act; and
further, that the committee be authorised to
prepare plana for such purpose on a site the pro-
perty of the corporation, or to be otherwise
acquired, and to submit the same to the council
for their approval. The Public Health Com-
mittee travel over similar ground to that
traversed by the Sanitary Sub-Committee, and
they arrive at virtually the same conclusion.
To the reports are added appendices, in which
some valuable statistics are given.

Longton .— Several summonses—the first of a
series—against persons for crowding honses so
as to make them nuisances and injurions to
health, have been heard at Longton Police Court
by tho sitting magistrates. The Town Clerk was
the complainant, by direction of the Town
Council. The charges were brought under the
18 & 19 Vic., c. 121, s. 27, and were proved by
Mr. Allen, surgeon, ono of the medical officers of
the borough. In the first case, Mr. Allen said ho
visited the honse (in Short-street) on the lObb
of March, and found a man and his wife, both,

ill, and two children, in the living-room on
the grooed floor. Upstairs, in the bed-room,
he found four adults—a man and his wife, and
two women—and six children. The room wa&
12 ft. by 14 ft., and 7 ft. high, allowing 117 cubic-

feet of air to each inhabitant. Mr. Allen said
the house had been more crowded than when he
visited it—one family having removed from it;
and there had been fever and small-pox in the
honse. In some of the cases orders were made
for the abatement of the nuisance in fifteen

days, and in the others the defendants under-
took to ccmply with the law. The wife of one
of the defendants appeared and said she and
her family were living in their present wretched
abode because they could not get a better place
to live in, owing to the scarcity of houses. In
addition to getting rid of some of the inmates
of their houses, the defendants were ordered to
cleanse them.

The Jlephitic Atmosphere of the Ujidergroimd
Railway .—The attention of men of science and
philanthropy is called by the British Medical
Journal to this subject. A measure of air taken
from the Underground Railway station at the
Portland-road or Gower-street station, says the
writer, would be pronounced by tho physiologi-
cal chemist a very villainous compound to be
naed as a respiratory material. The p.assenger
who waits there a few minutes for a train feels

an unpleasant choking in his throat, a smarting
of the eyes, and is unpleasantly conscious of an
objectionable and sulphurons odour. He is

thankful to get out of the close chamber iu which
he is confined ; but the unfortunate porter who-
shuts the door of his candage is lefc behind.
Instead of a two minutes’ inhalation of poisonous
vapours, he has a day of it; and in his behalf
the directors of the company are asked to im-
prove the ventilation of their stations. They
should regard these stations as like the stoke-
holes of a man-of-war

;
and, from the system of

ventilation adopted on board an iron-clad ship,

learn how to draw do-wn from above a decent
supply of air sufficient to displace, or greatly to
dilate, the potency of the poisonous exhalations
of locomotives which at present accumulate at
these stations.

Death in a Night-soil Tank at Bradford .—The
deputy coroner has held an inquest on tho body
of Abraham Maxfield, aged twenty-four, who
died in a tank on the premises of Messrs. J. & W.
Garnett, worsted spiuners. James Maxfield, his

son-—Abraham Maxfield,—and William and John
Anderson, were engaged in emptying this tank
of night soil, received from eight privies con-
nected with a shed on the premises of Messrs-
Garnett. The tank is beneath the ground, was
7 ft. deep, and was reached throngh a manhole-
They had been engaged for some time in ladling

the night-soil out of the tank with ladles which
had long handles, and when the soil had been
reduced to about 2 ft. in depth, Abrabara Max-
field entered the tank in order to expedite tho-

prooess by filling a backet, for his associates to-

pull up through the manhole by means of a rope^

He had not been down more than two minutes

before he was heard to stumble. William Ander-

son, then in apprehension, immediately entered

the tank iu order to rescue Maxfield, but,

though both were heard apparently on their

feet, they soon fell in the tank. Anderson was
dragged through the manhole by a rope, and it;
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was thouglit that Abraham Maxfield had laid hold
of him, but Slaxfield fell down dead in the night-
soil. The body was recovered by a coal-rake.
Death had been caused by the sulphuretted
hydrogen gas at the bottom of the tank. James
Maxfield also attempted to enter the tank in
order to make an etFort to recover his son, but
was fortunately prevented. The witnesses said
that no one had ever before entered the tank for
the same purpose, that they had no authority to
do so, and that the deceased entered of his own
accord. The jury returned a verdict of “ Acci-
dental death.”

Hoicden .—This town has for some time past
suffered from a severe visitation of fever, caused,
it is supposed, by the unclean state of the Old
Derwent, which is used as a town sewer. The
Wesleyan day.school, which abuts on the drain,
has been closed in consequence of the epidemic.
The master of the school and a number of the
pupils have died, and a great portion of the
remainder have suffered severely, one medical
man having had thirty-seven cases under his
care at one time.

Wrexkani,,—A number of cases of typhus fever
are reported from Wrexham, some of which have
terminated fatally. It is believed that want of
proper drainage has been the chief cause.

Cheltenhani. — The improvement Commis-
aioners of this town, who are forbidden to con-
tinue to pour the sewage into the Chelt, have
resolved to buy 120 acres of land for irrigation
at Boddington, two miles from the town, and to
borrow 17,0001. to pay for the land, which will
cost 10,0001. and for the necessary works. Land-
owners representing 400 acres have signed an
agreement to take the sewage npou their land,
paying 10s. per acre, and it is only intended to
irrigate the land proposed to be purchased when
the^sewage cannot be applied to the adjoining

News for 3/iners and Others.~A little instru-
ment, called a box respirator, has been invented
for safely breathing smoke or other noxious
vapours, at fires, in mines, wells, tunnels, or
any nndergroniid workings. The inventor is
Dr. Clement King, who has for many years been
advocating the sanitary inspection and the more
healthy working of our coal-mines. Messrs.
Sh{ nd & Co., Upper Gronnd-street, Blackfriars,
are said to be able to show the invention to any
who may be interested in its use.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

If it were not for the difficulty of selection, or
rather of election, to represent the constituency
with a proper regard to partiality, it would be
scarcely necessary to extend the short list of pic-
tures given last week from the Exhibition of the
•Society of British Artists

j
for they must favour-

ably answer this purpose in some opinions, at all

events.

The collection is nnnsually bare of principal
points,— a want that suggests the question,
Why is the corporation making no efforts to
strengthen the ranks of its members ? Unless
they have resolved that the Institution shall die
with those who are its present representatives,
the managers appear to be very blind to certain
consequences. Co-existent with the rarity of
new talent, devoted to the interests of the com-
mnnity—the rarity of new names even to swell
the list—is the dearth of good pictures contri-
buted by casual exhibitors, a source of assist-
ance that must sooner or later fail completely,
if the vast absorption by special patrons of the
ai’ts and artists, of everything saleable or that
would be likely to help in the formation of a
show-room, is to continue year by year. It
becomes less easy to account for the little

distinctiveness that successive collections at
these galleries bring with them

;
less easy to do

more in noticing them than by an abstract com-
parison with what they too closely resemble to
afford a chance of remark that would not be a
repetition of, if it is not to stnltify, a former one.
On the present occasion it is only necessary to
say that there are manysneh prodnetions of the
class already indicated, and ranch of the cus-
tomary description of landscape composition,
deeds by which Messrs. J. B. Pyne, A. Clint,
J. Syer, J. B. Pettit, and others, have been wont
to proclaim tenancy of the respective grounds
on which their several reputations are based.

It is by recollection of what Mr. Pyne, and the
few that may be associated with him, have done
in the long practice of their art, that a contrast
of the present with the past aspect of these

walls is made visible : all honour to him and his
like.

Mr. G. Cole is conspicuous; for, with some
present and always clever instances by which he
denotes his preference for the glowing sunset
effects of hot summer and autumnal evenings,
he proves that he can be equally happy in other
seasons

; and appears invigorated by the change
to a cooler and more bracing atmosphere : see
“ Spring Time ” (171), so welcome to ail—when
banks are spread with clustering purple and
primrose blossoms, and bark-strippers are at
work upon the felled oaks, for sometimes spring
is very like winter. The agreeable freshness of
this production is one of its many merits

:
years

have elapsed since English pastoral, and a
more comprehensive illustration of Nature’s
varying charms, used to be themes dilated on by
many of the Society’s earlier and ablest sup-
porters

; bub this was before innumerable rail-

ways cut up broad expanses and made hard lines
for the painters of panorama on large canvasses,
without taking them, to “fields and pastures
new.” The landscape department has no longer
the predominance of former times, or it becomes
less effective from monotonousness. Success
appears to beget eternal progenies of its first

causes; and if it attain its naual level of excel-
lence even of later years, there is little to evoke
a new form of eulogy.

Returning to the figure subjects, Mr. W. Brom-
ley’s scene from Shakspeare, describing the in-
terview between Queen Katharine and Cardinals
Wolsey and Campeius—“ King Henry VIII.,”
act 3, scene 1 (9)—entitles him to acknowledg-
ment of his labour in a good cause, though he
has not perfectly justified his choice of so diffi-

cult an undertaking by the result of it ; the
action of the Queen is totally out of propriety
with the text

;
and all the actors want dignity,

and to become habituated to the clothes they
wear. Another, an explication of Hubert’s re-
port, of how “Young Arthur’s death” had
affected the people, exciting apprehension and
dismay, is far more satisfactorily rendered,
though with no great evidence of such inspira-
tion as the living words of the poet would ac-
count for so readily. With good colour to recom-
mend it, it wants dramatic expressiveness, for
it is almost as tame in this respect as Mr. J. H. S.
Mann’s depiction of placid enjoyment of an
“Afternoon at Chiogghia, Italy” (348), with a
hurdy-gurdy-man, etherialized into a minstrel
by the aid of a verse from Byron’s “ Beppo,” to
assist. This is a carefully-atndied and well-
painted composition, but somewhat insipid in
matter as well as from excessive softness in the
method of its execution.
“The Morning Walk” (360), by C. W.

Nicholls, tl'.ODgh the lady engaged in it is of the
most modest and unobtrusive appearance, is very
attractive for its good painting; and there is

something to repay a look at “ Naatnan’s Wife
and her Hebrew Maid” (408), by Mr. A. W.
Bayes, putting aside the objection that there is

nothing Hebrew about either of them beyond
what is nominal.
Mr. J. Ritchie can reproduce broad open day-

light effects with some of the fidelity of a
camera. It is to bo regretted that he could not
have invested his “ Scene at the Hustings : the
Contested Election” (198) with more vitality.
“The Despatch” (219), by Mr. A. H. Tour-

Tier,—a terrace in Spain
;
“ The Duenna and her

Charge” (227), by Mr. W. M. Hay; “A Surrey
Lime-kiln" (237), by Mr. A. Fraser, R.S.A.;
Mr. W. J. Montaigne’s episode from history
“ London, A.D. 1715

; Rebel Prisoners from
Preston ” (225), noticeable more for promise
than performance

;
“ The Sicilian Vesper ” (349),

by Mr. P. Priolo; and Mr. R. Dowling’s “ Inci-
dent in the Siege of Gloucester, 1643 ”

(566), a
good characteristic subject that offers wide
opportunities for an apt enunciation, though
here bat partially represented, are attractive for
some quality or other. In noting more of those
likely to be popular, Mr. J. C. Waite’s domestic
incident of “ Pleasing the Bairn ” (192), a family
group of cottagers, with the baby master of the
situation, must not be omitted

;
nor Mr. T. Gray’s

“Sleeping and Waking” (375), wherein the
little sister, placed to watch at the cradle of a
younger child, has succumbed to quietude and
fatigue and is asleep, whilst her charge is very
wide awake indeed, clawing at the sunbeams for
amusement

; and Mr. J. Locker’s “ Fairy Tales ”

(471), also pretty and naturally arranged. But
neither of these, or their kind, baa the brilliancy
and force of Mr. A. H. Burr’s capitally painted
boy, “Nursing Baby” (580), that make it so

an item, and, though composed of

the simplest materials, one of the best works in
the collection.

Mr. J. Hayllar’s book-Ieamed child, who is

administering homceopathic doses of moral phi-
iosophy to a gaunt old gardener who “ Never
had no Laming” (430), is the only at all in-
teresting point in a dark and flat pictnre ; and
chough the incident is a pretty one, it is not
agreeably told.

The water-colour drawings are an exhibition
in themselves ; with such works as Mr. W. W.
Gostling’s “ Winter ” (700), and “ Hoar-Frost
Evening” (856), to lead in the section of land-
scape; and Mr. J. D. Linton’s “Georgione”
(948), though rather black in its elaborated
finish, entitled to a similar distinction to head
the figure department.

LONDON “REVISITED.”

“ Out first Tisit was to the Lions.’’—Additon, “ The
Freeholder," No. 47.

Who has not read and re-read, and has by
heart, like our inspired Poet Laureate,—Words-
worth’s “ Yarrow Unvisited,” his companion
poem, “Yarrow Visited,” and the triumvirate
triptich poem of “ Yarrow Revisited ?” The poet
of Rydal and all time has suggested the above
title—will our readers kindly be attracted and
lend willing eyes to what we are about to tell ?

In a self-chosen exile from London, of some
six or seven yeai-s, we of course had all bat for-

gotten the capital of the world, and were about
to turn to a “ Gazetteer,” or McCulloch’s “ Geo-
graphical Dictionary,” for some account of
“ London as it Is,”—when we bethought our-

selves that we would see London again for our-
selves. What, we asked, is there new there to

attract ns? Madame Tussaud, or the tombs in
the Abbey ; the ball of St. Paul’s, the Thames
tunnel

;
or that great incentive to our fore-

fathers and to ourselves when young, “ the Lions
in the Tower.” Alas ! the Lions in the Tower,
and “Martin,” that all-attractive bear, are no
longer to be seen. “The Queue’s Be8tis”ar0
now, in 1867, all heraldic,—imaginary like the
Scottish unicorn. But London we must re-see,

and London must be re-visited for the sake of

Edwin Landseer’s Lions, and Theodore Hook’s
inimitable lines :

—

“ They cut his throat, from ear to ear.
His brains th^ batter'd in

;

His name was Mr. William Weare,
He dwelt in Lyon's Inn.”

But our thoughts carry ns to the year 1824,
and this is 1867—just 300 years since A.D. 1567,
when, miraculous to say ! as a certain author
records, “ only fifty-eight Scotchmen were found
in London.” There were no metropolitan police

then in Scotland-yard. London in 1567 was
without a Superintendent Sir Richard Mayne, or
an Inspector Tanner. Hardly a Bow-street
Townshend then, though Dogberrys did exist.

“ To gae to Lon’on ’a but a walk,” an old song
tells ns, much a favourite with Robert Burns.
To London, therefore, we must go, not on foot,

but by train :
“ London must be re-visited,”

What is London like ? We were almost bora

—

certainly lived for full six years—within the
sound of Bow bells. We love Gresham’s grass-

hopper, and the dragon on Bow Church; have
more than a liking for Temple Bar; and well
remember when the Northumberland House lion

looked in a different direction, and showed a
true respect to glad chains, warm furs, and un-
mistakable Mansion House turtle.

Convinced of the necessity of re-visiting

Loudon, we set off vid " the Great Northern,”
for our modern Babel. Having and cultivating

a lady’s longing for novelty, we made onr way
from Pngin-famed King’s-Cross to Trafalgar-
square, and all to see “ the Lions.” What
lions ? Why, Sir Edwin Landseer’s lions, and
Baron Marochetti’s bronze.
We are “well up” about lions,—as good as

a Mr. Gordon Gumming, a Van Amburgh, or
Lord Lyon King-at-Arms himself. Weare “up”
like a herald painter or publican in all kinds of
lions from red to black, from “ The Great ” to
“The Little.” What interest must we there-
fore take in Sir Edwin’s handy-work. Great
were our expectations. We looked to find one
lion at the very least, resembling the famous
description in Mr. Pope's “ Bathos,”

—

“He roar’d so loud, and look’d ao wondrous grim.
His very shadow fear'd to follow him."

But Landseer’s lions, with all their cleverness,
fail to frighten or surprise nursery-maids and,
children. Some of our contemporaries are too
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tard upon Sir Edwin for his lions. They affect

not to see any merit in them,—write of them
as maids of thirteen talk ofpuppy doge, and would
inflict upon the artist the punishment which
Lord Cadogan said was due to Bishop Atter-

bury when a prisoner in the Tower. “ What
shall we do with the man?” was asked :

—“ Why,
fling him to the lions,” was the answer.
The court newsman kindly informs us that

our beloved Queen has ” perambulated " the

Landseer lions; but what her Majesty thought

of them we are only suffered to conjecture. This

is to be regretted, for her Majesty, it is well

known, is skilled in art, and the true British

lion, as Addison’s Tory fox-hunter assures us,

knows at a glance the legitimate from the pre-

tender. But Sir Edwin Landseer’s lions are

fine; not to be matched, we fear, in animated
art, with the “ Parian Dog ” ofAlcibiades, now at

Duncorabe Park, or the “ Eagle,” once at Straw-
berry Hill, that delighted Walpole and inspired

Gray.

We well remember the time when the Nelson
monument in Trafalgar-square, in London, was
first started. Sir Francis Chantrey was then
alive (he died in IS'll), and was on the look-out
for “ the job,” as it has proved. Designs were
sent in—original designs were asked for—and
few would compete. Chantrey, of course, would
not risk his well-earned reputation. The de-

signs were barren of invention or of meritorious
reproduction in the noble art of sculpture. The
Committee of Taste (so-called or .self-called)

were all but unanimous in selecting Mr. Railton’a

column with Mr. Baily’s standing statue of
i

Nelson, formed of two stones from the Granton
quarry. The capital is of bronze, cast from
cannon recovered, by Pasley and others, from

j

the unfortunate J2oj/aZ George, rendered immortal

;

in verse by the muse of Cowper (not him of Pans-

'

hanger and the Woods and Forests in Whitehall-
place). The statue was set up on the 4th of
November, 1843

;
and the lions were wanting to

I complete the monnment until the last anniver-
I sary of the execution at Whitehall (immediately
i in front of them) of King Charles I.

Unfortunate Trafalgar-square ! It is the most
ill-used square in London—Leicester-square not

' even excepted. We well remember when the
Mews and the migratory menagerie of Mr. Cross
^late of Exeter Change) occupied its northern or
National Gallery side. Then, after a long inter-

val, came the memorable fountains, recalling, to i

immense disadvantage, Versailles and the real

Alhambra. Then Chantrey’s equestrian figure of
George IV., designed for the migratory Marble
Arch (meant for Buckingham Palace) was set

-up ; then came Dr. Jenner, and Sir Charles
Napier, and Sir Henry Havelock; but Jenner
‘has been banished among the nursery-maids and
children of Lou’ct- Kensington and Upper Pad-
dington. Mr. Marshall’s statue of a great bene-
factor to the human race deserved a better fate.

Some of the largest subscriptions to its erection

came from abroad—from Russia in particular.

This should be better known.
Several quotations have been applied to the

Landseer lions. We remember two that are not
inappropriate :

—

“ And calm the terrors of their claws in gold.”

But their claws are pacific enough, though they
• cost a fair share of Australian gold. The second,

from Pope, we have already given.
In my next contribution I shall have something

to say about the great buildings now erecting, or
on the eve of erection, in London. What a
golden age for English architects. What with
Government offices, chambers, law courts, hotels,

railway stations, private banks, &o., &c., our
builders, if they lack originality, invention, and
utility, do not lack either employment or good
pay. Peteh Cunningham.

Electric Light.—A French company has
purchased the right to use Wylde’s great steam
electric machine in France, and will try it first

in the lighthouse on Cape Grisnez, whence, as is

said, the light will radiate not only all across
the Channel, but some distance into the southern
counties of England. Mr. Siemens has sug-
gested the lighting up of buoys and beacons at
a distance from the shore, by sending a current
of electricity to them through a submarine
cable. In that way he purposes to employ the
electricity generated by his machine. His
method has been approved by the Commissioners
of Northern Lighthouses, who intend to apply it

to light the buoys and beacons that mark the
most dangerous spots round the coast of Scotland.

TELEGRAPHIC PROGRESS.

It is stated that the scheme before Govern-
ment for taking over the management of the
telegraphs only waits till the Reform Bill is out
of the way. The capital at present involved in

telegraphs amounts to nearly 3,000,000i., and the
Government scheme contemplates an expendi-
ture of 10,000,0001,, to be devoted to the buying
off of the present shareholders and debenture-
holders, and the development of a scheme of

postal telegraphs in all parts of the kingdom.
Among the improvements which have been sug-

gested at the General Post-office are the opening
of numerous sub-offices in postal districts

;
the

lowering of rates to an almost nominal sum, and
rendering them uniform

;
the issue of telegraphic

stamps
;

the provision of efficient staffs ; and
frequent periodic as well as express deliveries.

There are eighty places in England and Wales
containing each upwards of 2,000 inhabitants

with no telegraphic accommodation. This con-

trasts unfavourably with the Belgian and Swiss
systems

;
for in these countries telegraph offices

are abundant, so that in Belgium there is one
office for every 15,000, and in Switzerland one
for every 10,000 inhabitants. This is effected by
a combination of postal and telegraphic admini-
stration.

There is now on trial at the chief office of the
London District Telegraph Company, in Cannon-
street, a telegraph printing instrument, pro-

ducing letters printed in ordinary type by means
of pressing small keys bearing the respective

letters. It is worked by a combination of clock-

work and electricity, and has now been in use

for some weeks, it is said, without a single

derangement.
The actual receipts from the working of the

Atlantic Cables from the 28th of July last to the
present date have averaged 8131. per day, in-

]

eluding Sundays. The reduction of the Atlantic

j

Telegraph rates from 201. to lOh for twenty
I words improved the revenue. A further
' reduction of prices is under consideration. Mr.

j

Cyrus W. Field left England on board the

Great Eastern, after having completed a contract

with the Telegraphic Construction and Mainten-
ance Company, for the manufacture of a cable

to be laid between Placentia (Newfoundland) and
' Cape Breton. The successful completion of this

additional link to the chain of connexion now
existing between the Old World and the New,
will, in time of peace at least, insure absolute

security and certainty of communication between
the two continents.

BRITISH ARCHiEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday, the 10th of April, Mr, God-
win, V.P., in the chair ; numerous interest-

ing objects were exhibited by Lord Boston and
others, including a photograph of the portion of

a stone cross recently exhumed at Kelso, and
probably one of the four named in the charter

of David I. as bounding the abbey sanctuary. It

was thought to be of the tenth century. Mr.
Gunston exhibited three medals of Elizabeth’s

reign, two of pewter and one of brass, with a
remarkable bust of tho Queen. The Chairman
commented on the superiority of the productions

of the medallists of former times over those of

our own day.
Mr. E, Roberts exhibited a fac-simile drawing

of the inscription in iron, dated 1G87, on the

poor-box in Bride Church, Sussex. Tho letters

are many of them coupled, and some are smaller

than the others. The inscription is,

—

“ SAETE THE LoEd AND REMEMBER THE PooR.”

The Chairman drew attention to the vast

number of remains from the Sussex forges to be
found, and especially memorial slabs in church-

yards
;
and inquired if any similar iron slabs

were known in London
;
but no one appeared to

be aware of any,

A paper on “ Pre-Augustin Christian Sym-
bols ” was read by Mr. Grover

;
and he produced

drawings of several instances of the Giro and
other marks, which he conceived were Christian,

and were certainly of Roman date. One on a
pewter stamp, found in the Thames, was of the

time of Valentianus. In the discussion which
followed, the importance of the subject was fully

acknowledged. Mr. Thos, Wright considered,

however, that the marks called Christian did not

necessarily imply Christianity. Dr. Giles said

.that Augustin did not find Christianity in Eng-

land, but in Wales, and the English derived it

from the Scots in Ireland. There was no
Christian in Britain for 200 years after Christ,
nor in England, to any extent, for 400 years.
Mr. Hills said that accounts of Christianity in
Ireland were authentic only from 450, in the time
of St. Patrick. Dr. Todd’s life of that saint
showed that the Irish were heathens before his

time. The close communion of Wales with Ire-

land was, he thought, evidenced by the fact that
St. David of Wales is one of the chief Irish

saints.

A perfect seal of the Commonwealth was ex-

hibited by Mr. Gunston. Surprise was expressed
that it had escaped the customary breaking-up,
on the termination of the Commonwealth.

Mr. Syer Cuming exhibited a new batch of for-

geries in zinc, belonging to the Rev. Mr. Simpson,
Mr. Bailoy, Mr. Brent, and Mr. Mayhew. They
are all of fresh forms, and more calculated to
deceive than the leaden forms. They consist of
arms, gauntlets, legs, ampullm, helmets, bottles,

&c. Mr. Bailey said he had been informed that

some thousands were being exported to Germany.
The chairman thought that it could not be too
generally known that these manufactures were
being continued and varied, so that the unwary
might be warned against purchasing them.
They exhibited much misplaced ingenuity. Mr.
Cuming also read a paper on Cetacean Bones
found in London, and produced several speci-

mens, one belonging to Mr. Bailey, being a bone
of an enormous fish, perhaps 100 ft, long. In
answer to inquiries Mr. Cuming said these were
all found in similar beds of gravel, and with them
bone pins. Tho question chiefly was, whether
these bones were articles of commerce, or

whether the fish were natives of British waters.

Dr. Giles said that Juvenal referred to the British,

whale (though it might have meant a por-

poise).

The Chairman, in thanking Mr. Cuming,
referred to his energy and knowledge, displayed
on almost every archreological subject

;
and in

announcing tho adjournment of the meeting
took occasion to mention that it was not generally

known what was intended by the section,
“ History of Labour,” in the Paris Exhibition.

It would be a collection of specimens and
illustrations of handiwork of all ages, and he
expected that it would bo one of the most
marvellous expositions of arcbajologieal subjects

ever brought together. The Rev. Mr. Simpson
said that he understood the Irish academy was
fully aware of tho importance of the Exhibition,

as they were to send all their gold ornaments.

CANAL PURIFICATION AT MANCHESTER.

At the recent assizes for the Salford Hundred,
when an application was made to postpone the

trial of the indictment against the Bridgewater
trustees for fouling the water of the canal, it was
mentioned that the trustees had employed Mr.
Cawley, C.E., of this city, to carry out certain

works which it was expected would abate tho

nuisance and prevent its extension. The works
planned with that object are intended to cut off’

the river Medlock water from the Bridgewater
Canal by means of a new lock, which has been
constructed a little below the Egerton-street

bridge, and to supply the canal exclusively with
water from the Rochdale Canal. The consider-

able difference in the levels of the two canals

makes this alteration comparatively easy, as
from the Rochdale Canal to the Bridgewater
Canal there is a fall of 8 ft. From within the
Castlefield lock an iron pipe of very large dia-

meter is taken through the rock and under the

bed of the canal to beyond tho new lock, a dis-

tance of about one-third of a mile, and every
time the water in the lock has to be lowered it

is let out through the pipe into the Bridgewater
Canal. With respect to the river Medlock, the

larger portion of the water was many years ago
diverted from tho original course of the river

(which now forms a reservoir or basin for the

Bridgewater Canal), and passes, by means of a

tunnel, to a point beyond where the canal begins

to follow tho track of the Altrincham railway.

A portion of the Medlock water still supplies

the head of the canal, but none of that water

passes beyond the new lock, which has been
constructed for tho especial purpose of turning

back the Medlock water through a culvert into

that river near its junction with the Irwell, and
provision has been made to prevent any rise of

the Medlock water. Owing to this, and to the

increased body of water in the other portion of
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the canal, derived partly from the Eochdale
Canal and partly from the abolition of water-
wheels, the eet of the water is rather towards
Manchester. The end attained by the works,
which have been executed at a great cost, is that
the tinfouled water of the Eochdalo Canal is

prevented from mixing with the Medlock out-
flow, and so contaminating the Bridgewater
Canal.

It is to be hoped that this may be effective,
and that Brindley’s great engineering work, a
canal on one level for above a score of miles
may be made as pare as it was when first
formed.

THE FEN DISTEICT INUNDATIONS.
Is the Nisi Priua Court, before Mr. Baron Martin and

a special jurj', the case Peek r. The Marshland, Smeetb,
and Fen Distnct Commissioners has just been under trisl
The plaintiff complained of the defendents that, after
making a certain drain uodi-r various Acts of Parliiimont
they (the defendantsj took upon themselves the making
of It, and did thenceforth maintain it

i
that the plaintiff

occupied land near it
;
and that the defendants so ncgli

gently and improperly maintained it that the sluice burst
drain overflowed, flooded the plaiatiffa crops and

injured his lauds. The defendants pleaded "Not Guilty ”
and denied that they assumed to themselves the duty of
maintaining the sluice.

^

In opening the case to the jury Mr. O’Malley said that
the main question for the jury now to decide would be
that of the negligence of the defendants and the points
raised by the pleas, for as regarded the question of the
amount of damages, that would be settled in the same
way as w as done in the case of " Coe r. Wise ’ bv an
arbitrator. ’ ^

The plaintiff was called, and in the course of his evU
dence said, that on the ith of May, 1862, the Middle
Level sluice burst, in consequence of which the lands
were flooded. After that more water came up with the
tiae. Mr. Wright, the chairman of the Marshland andSmeeth Commissioners, then gave directions that some
piles should be diiv,rn against the north side of the sluice
Those were driven in in silt, the effect of which would be
to disturb the silt and to carry it more easily swav No
engineer was present wliile the piles were driven. On the
night of the 4ih of October, 1862, tlie sluice ofUie defend-
ants drain blew up, The drain held the water that came
up that night, as it was a low tide, but on the 6th it over-
flowed aud flooded the plaintiff's land. The overflow con-tmued for three dsya. aud the water was not off the land
for SIX days after that.

In the course of his cross-examination this witness said
that the banks on boih sides (close to the spot where the
inundation took place) had been pared away by the
defendants and the Commissioners of Sewers lor briclr-
making adroilling that bad they not been so pared away
his lands would not have been inundated.
Mr. Arthur Saunders, a district surveyor and engineer,

at present engagi d in ergiuecring works at Sandringham,
who had been cal.cd ni to inspect the sluice after the
aceiden^t, said that the cause of accident was a hole in
ftont of and in t he sluice, which bole ought to have been
fil cd up. The fflort to avert further danger by driving =-

piles as protection only increased it, as this driving
shook the sluice. ®

Mr Keane, in opening the defendants’ case, went on to
say that he sbouhl cu'l skilled engineers to show thatwhat was done in the eflbrts to cure the evil was the rightthing—viz,, pouring down elunch and driving in sheet
piling; that the hole was filled up and protected in the
proper manner, there being a solid invert at the bottom of
the sluice, and so long as this was sound the hole spoken
or was of no conaequeiice.

_

Sir John Rennie said that he built the Marshland sluice
in the year 1832, The sluice was built upon a very strong
principle, having a timber floor with piles • then therewas an inverted arch filled up with hydraulic lime,
iretween the invert and ihe second floor there was con-
crete, this second floor forming a flooring running right
through the sluice. On either side there were doors to

the waters. I have heard, said the witness,
that three planks ol the roadway have been removed, and
that a hole appeared; but I am quite satisfied thatnothing could have damaged the invert. The water inav
have leaked in between the two floors, but I am sure it
did not get m through the real floor below. In my judg-ment the eflorts mude to correct the mischief werePWV, and flUingupthe hole
with cloneh wm in my judgment, Ihe right method
to be adopted. Clay might do in some cases; but

wonM i
likely to be swell or current itwould be likely to liquify and be washed awsy

f -w" Middle Level sluice had
lailed, by the landownera m September, 1862 I ex-amined tjiis sluice among others, and saw nothing
calling for immediate action. 1 here was then no iadica-

^ attention was not called
to the bank. I did not see the hole

; it did not seem tome, from what I have heard, to be anything serions. It

done*
^ which reasonably could be

In crosa.examinalion Mr. O’Malley put a letter into thewitneBS 8 hands, dated October 8, 1»62, addressed to the
plaintiff, in which he said, " Hadthe Marshland sluice been properly looked after, this(accident) would not have occurred.” That "necessarymeasures had been disregarded, and that the accident

.Itntuted to th. o.glecl of proper

Th, letter. '.hieli , rerj loog me, .nd eoolaiiioaothei expressions leading to the inlerence that Sir Johnwas impressed with a notion that there bad not been suffi-cient care and preesution in the protection of the sluice

”o‘h»''Sm.ri
" “ ““ “"•'tedbjei;

^ engineer in King’s Lynn, of con.siderable experience and large business, who had beenengaged in the building of the Marshland sluice, said thatfrom what he heard during the plainiifTs case, all thatwas done to avert ihe damage was correct, and there wasno danger to the flooring from concussion in driving the
piles, lie also said that a hole 6 ft. deep in fiont of thetlDice was not dangerous.
His Lordchip aumm-d up the evidence to the jury,

to mem c question only, viz.—Did the defend-
reasonable care in keeping the :luice inrepair? The other question, whether the defendantswere under any responsibility to the plaintiff was a legal

one, which would have to be considered by the Court ofExchequer, and probably by the House of Lords. Hehen stated the facts, going through the evidence given onboth sides, and in reading the letter written bv Sir JohnRennie to the plaintirs solicitor, Mr. Wilkin, above
noticed, said that it was most unfortunate to see letters of
this kind, sa Ihetr effect waste throw doubt upon all suchevidence as that intended to be given by these skilled andexpensive witnesses.
The jury immediately found a verdict for the plaintiff

their opinion that there had been great negli’

Mr.

DEAINAGE OF THE FENS.*

In treating of the Witham out-fall,
Wheeler says :

—

a thorongh consideration of the whole subject I

r“ c
that the present defective condi-

of Fens is entirely owing to the

fi, I ‘^?i
I have no hesitation in^saying

inc^rease at ayeryrapidpace.unlesssome
remedial measures be at once taken.”

The whole snbject may be thus summarized :

That the fens have been this winter in a
deplorable condition, owing to the defective state
of the drainage.

That such defect is attributable to the
deterioration of the outfall, caused, principally,
by the gradual encroachment of the sands on the
se^and the consequent silting np of the estuary.
That no works of interior drainage can prove

of any benefit until the outfall is improved.
That the improvement of such outfall can best

be obtained by pushing the channel forward, as
the sea retires.

That the work immediately required, is the
training of the waters by fascine work, for a
^stance of about two miles and a quarter below
Hobhole sluice.

That the benefit derived will be the immediate
lowering of the water in the upper portion of
the river to the extent of 4 ft.

;
a general improve-

ment of the channel below Hobhole, and the
formation of the shifting sands, which now
encumber the river, into agricultural land.
That the cost of this will be about 12,0001.,

the annual charge for which will be 6001.
That the money required can be raised, and

rates levied, without the expense of obtaining an
Act of Parliament, by the formation of an Outfall
Board, under the powers of the “ Laud Drainasre
Act of 1861.” °

THE EECOED OFFICE, FETTEE-LANE.
The central tower of theHecord Office, which

13 now nearly completed, is to have on each of
its four Bides a statue, under a canopy that
stands above the parapet— the Empress Matilda
Queen Elizabeth, Queen Ann, and Queen Victoria’
The execution of these statues has been
entrusted by Mr. Pennethorne to Mr. Joseph
Durham, A.E.A. The statue of Queen Victoria
was the first placed in its nook, and the Empress
Matilda has just now been erected. Queen Ann
will be there before the 20tb of April, and Queen
Elizabeth by the 18th of May

;
and thus the

tower will be completed, aud all scaffoldini?
removed, by June.

“

The statues, which arp admirably executed are
above the Bize of life, o fact that woald aoar’oely
be guessed from below.

EAILWAY ACCIDENTS IN 1866.

The Board of Trade have issued the conclud-
ing part of their reports on railway accidents for
the past year. Ib appears from this document
that thirty-seven accidents took place during the
last seven months of 1866, and that fifteen per-
sons were killed and about 250 injured. The
most important accident was that which occurred
on the Carnarvonshire railway on the 6th of
September to an excursion train, in consequence
of the presence of some material between the
point and stock rail, by which the points were
prevented from closing. The train was thrown
off the line and six persons were killed. The
Hue had never been opened for passenger traffic,
and the company were guilty of an illegal act in’

conveying
_

passengers without the Board of
Trade certificate. It does not sppear, however.

mat any steps were taken by the Board to punish
the offenders, as they have power to do under
their Act of Parliament. In the present case,
nobody seems to blame except the company, and
the pointsman had no notice of the return of the-
train. The permanent way appears to have
been in good order, and the points at which the
accident took place had only been put in about
a fortnight before. Referring to other accidents,
the officers recommend that where possible the
points should be locked in connexion with the
signals, so as to prevent the signals indicating
“ all right ” when the points are in reality all
wrong. They insist in several places on the
importance of this. One of the practices fol-
lowed by many railways is strongly condemned.
We allude to that of detaching carriages at
stations where the train does not stop. An ac-
cident occurred at Tunbridge from this cause on
the 30th of September, which ‘‘ appears to have
been the result of a hazardous system of
working, and the inexperience of the guard of the-
detached portion of the train.” Major Rich
says further, “ The system of detaching parts of
trains is objectionable, as it must at all times be
attended with risk, bat particularly when the
points have to be altered so as to turn the de-
tached portion of the train on to another line
immediately after the front part of the train has
passed, as was the case at Tunbridge.” In
spite of this the Sooth-Eastern Company still

continue the practice. The same officer also
protests against the objectionable system of
running goods-wagons with passenger-trains,
aud particularly when the goods-wagons are
placed in front of the passenger-carriages.” A
large number of these accidents were due to the
neglect of signals and disobedience of orders j
but when men are kept on duty for twenty-two

was the case with th© driver and fire-
man concerned in an accident near the Bramley
Station, who can be surprised that their atten-
tion should flag a little ? " Their ordinary duty,”
says Captain Tyler, " extends over sixteen or
seventeen hours.” There is sometimes a diffi-

culty in dealing with cases of neglect, in conse-
quence of the previous good character of the
delinquent. It is right that a man shonld be
punished in some way for inattention, but when
a servant has for twelve years performed cer-
tain duties without a single complaint against
him, it seems hard that he should be dismissed
from the company's service, especially when, to
quote Captain Tyler, th© oversight was “ one
which might have been expected, sooner or
later, from any man placed in such a position
and with such appliances

; and I consider that
the real cause of the accident was the want of a
locking apparatus in connexion with the points
and signals at the junction.” In cases of an
important accident most railway companies are
anxious to " do something,” and this desire
either takes the form of “giving every possible
facility for obtaining an insight into the cause of
this terrible calamity,” or else of discharging an
old and valuable servant as a sort of propitia-
tory sacrifice to the gud Public Opinion. This is
beginning at the wrong end, and if companies
would follow out the recommendations of the
inspectors oftener than is now the case. Colonel-
Yolland, Major Rich, and Captain Tyler’s dutiea
would, at all events, be very much lightened.

‘‘ Kemarks on the Slate of the Outfall of the River

IT
Suegestions for its Improvement." By ^V.

Ding^iS^BosSr""”"
Corporation of Boston.

TEE DRAINAGE OF GREAT
BERKEAMSTED.

A coirjmTEE having been appointed by th©
vestry of Berkhamsted to consider the subject
of drainage and reported, have recommended
drainage on the principle of separating the rain-
fall from the sewage, at a total estimated cost of
5,500J., of which 3,7511. would be required for the
construction of drains and works as per en-
gineer’s plans and report. The method of sepa-
ration advocated by Mr. Menzies, and of which
we have ere now spoken, is that recommended
by the committee. The vestry having con-
sidered the committee’s report, requested the
reporters to make inquiries as to the earth
system and again report. This the committee
have now done. They state that they cannot re-
commend the application of this system to Berk-
hamsted, and append a report by Mr. William
Longman, who is the churchwarden of Berk-
hamsted, containing a series of objections to the
earth system as applied to a town

; such as the
enormous quantity of earth required, and the
impracticability of using such earth as sug-
gested, several times over, as householder
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would revolt against such a practice ; the neces-

sity still for drainage to carry away slops of all

kinds which could not be seut through the sur-

face drains to pollute the streams
;
the pon-

derouaness and impracticability of carrying out

such a system at all except in isolated localities j

and the intolerable nuisance andaource of disease

which it would inevitably become. In all this

wo fully agree, as our readers know. The appli-

cation of the Local (Jovernment Act to the

parish is advised.

GAS.

The gas movement, as no one can deny, was

exclusively originated aud carried on for years

by the Builder, against the high prices and the

bad gas of the gas companies, both in London

aud the provinces, so that our concern for the

public interests in this matter cannot be doubted

;

but we must protest against the attempt which

is now being made to reduce the maximum
dividends of gas companies from 10 to 7 per

cent, per annum. The gas companies have not

kept faith with the public : their gas is abomi-

nable, and their prices are still too high : they

have juggled with bonuses and maximum divi-

dends, in order to frustrate the end which the

Legislature had in view of reducing prices for

the public behoof, aud therefore they have
brought down this attempt to reduce their divi-

dends upon their own heads
j
nevertheless, we

I must record our opinion that this is an injurious

and uncalled for interference with the property

of shareholders, who are not seldom widows and
orphans, or persons entirely dependent on the

I

prolibs of gas companies. Injury to these is

I what we cannot be justly charged with: our

successful endeavours to reduce the prices

of gas, and improve its quality throughout

the whole country, ever tended, as we always

insisted they would, to improve the dividends of

companies as well as to promote the interests of

tho public; and at length it became quite

: common for directors themselves to propose

reduction in price for the very purpose of raising

; their dividends
j
and they seldom if ever failed to

i raise them by doing so. lu reducing their prices,

I however, and improving their gas, so as to bold

I forth strong inducements to tho public to fill

I

private dwellings with cheerful gas lights, by
L all means let the companies earn the profits

I they have heretofore been allowed to earn
;
and

10 per cent, per annum cannot be regarded, in

c commercial transactions, to be anything like

usurious interest in return for public services.

' Though the gas which the Imperial gas company
: supplies tho Londoners with is now most shame-

ful stuff, we regret to observe from statements in

the papers that the price of their shares has

fallen from 85Z. to 63c'. in consequence of the

threatened Bill now in Parliament, and that the

shares of other companies have fallen in propor-

tion. Sir S. Norlhcote, who introduced the Bill

into Parliament, has expressed his willingness to

substitute another Bill for the present one,

leaving in blank all figures as to price and
standard quality of gas, but he does not seem to

have alluded to the threatened reduction of

; maximum dividends. Of course Sir S. North-
( cote’s object is that all surplus may more
t stringently than heretofore be applied to the

1 reduction of price to the public : we hope, how-
I ever, that he will think better of it, and not

i insist upon the reduction of dividend ; more
' especially as the public are not only interested

in a reduction of price, but also in an improve-

ment of quality. Much better give way on the

point of dividend than on that ofstandard quality.

The price of gas is about to be reduced at

Birmingham to 2s. 5d., 23. 7d., and 2b. 9d. per

1,000 feet, the rate varying according to the
quantity consumed.
The directors of the Faversham Gas Company

have commenced making extensive alterations

at their works, in the construction of a new tank
and gasholder (the latter capable of storing up-
wards of 50,000 cubic feet of gas), erecting new
retort-house for forty-six retorts, new coal-store,

and other buildings. It is understood that the
whole plant and works will be remodelled under
tho direction of and <rom plans prepared by the
company’s engineer, Mr. Darney. These altera-

tions have been found necessary in order to meet
the increasing demand for gas in this town, and
also to enable tho company to manufacture their

gas with greater economy.
Professor Frauklaud, in the course of the last

of a series of lectures on “ Coal Gas,” which ht

has been delivering at the Royal Institution,

said bo had just had tho illuminating power of

the gas supplied to different large towns tested

by the standard sperm candles, and now holds

written and signed certificates in his possession

of the result as follow;—Berlin, 15'5 candles;

Paris, 12'3
;
London, 12‘1

;
Vienna, 9‘0; Edin-

burgh, 28‘0
;
Manchester, 22'0

;
Liverpool, 22'0;

Glasgow, 28'05 Aberdeen, 35‘0; Greenock, 28 5;

Hawick, 30 0; Inverness, 25'0; Paisley, 30 3;

Carlisle, 16'0
;
Birmingham, 15'0. Thus the gas

supplied to Edinburgh and Glasgow gives moi'e

tlian twice the light of the gas provided for

London. The above shows the average light

given by the gas furnished in London; but, iu

particular instances, it only equals nine candles.

The gas of London, also, he stated, is richer

[fouler ?] than it ought to be in the sulphur

compounds, aud in burning gives off too much
poisonous sulphurous acid and other gaseous

vapours injurious to health and property. Lon-

don gas is now worse than it was many years

ago, although its methods of manufacture have

been cheapened by the discoveries of science,

all new inventions in this direction having been

eagerly taken np by the gas companies, who, so

far as is known, have not adopted a single inven-

tion which would benefit the consumer. The

lecturer concluded by saying ” gaslight should

have an illuminating power of twenty candles,

below which no gas is fit for household use !”

The Anglo-Roman Gas Company has just

signed its new contract with the municipality

fur the illumination of the remaining part of tho

city, more than half of which is still lighted

with oil-lamps. A great development of resources

will be required for carrying out this plan, which

has been facilitated by the Government having

granted pennission for the cast-iron tubes re-

quired for the purpose to be imported duty fi'ee.

On the first estublishmeut of the gasworks, the

import duty on cast-iron pipes in the Papal

States was 200 per cent, on their value.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Wolverha7npton.—'Io the carpenters andjoiners

aud to the plasterers are now added the brick-

layei-s, who have agreed to arbitration between

themselves and their employers when differences

arise. A first court of arbitration between six

delegate bricklayers and six delegate builders

was recently held, under the umpireship of Mr.

Rupert Kettle, in a committee-room of the Town-

hall. An application for an increase of wages of

a farthing per hour was granted; and it was

arranged that while the masters should not in-

terfere with the men’s union, unionists should not

interfere with the employment of non-unionists.

Arrangements were made for the drawing out of

a code of rules which will provide for any future

alterations, either in wages or arrangements,

by arbitration. The masons and labourers are

now the only two branches iu the building trade

here who have not yet adopted this wise and
' satisfactorymode ofsettling disputes; but it is be-

lieved that the latter will soon follow the example

of the bricklayers. The masons have given

notice for an increase of ^d, per hour, and

change of roles, and the masters offer to submit

the questions to arbitration ; to which, however,

the men are very much opposed.

Blackburn .—The corporation labourers are at

present out on strike. Their dissatisfaction, we
hear, is due to the refusal of some of their de-

mands relating to the Saturday half-holiday.

The painters who for a long period have dis-

cussed with their employers a re-adjustment of

wages, have failed to come to terms ;
and the

notices of the men having expired without a

settlement, that branch of the trade is sus-

pended. At a general meeting of the Blackburn

branch of the Defence Association of master
engineers, machinists, &c., it was unanimously

resolved that as the various works in the town
have a sufficient supply of men for all present

requirements, this meeting stands adjourned for

two months from the present date. The nine-

hours movement in the joinery trade is the sub-

ject of negotiation between masters and men.

The movement commenced six months ago, when
the men demanded a reduction of hours from
fifcy.five to forty-nine hours per week, the weekly

wages to remain without alteration at 28s.

Notices were served at the time, a period of six

months being the customary term for projected

alterations iu the terms of working.

The Bailiea'i/ Employes.—The engine-drivers

‘ and firemen employed on the Great Eastern

Railway have sent a memorial to the directors,

requiring an increase of their wages to the same
scale as that agreed to by the Brighton Board.

The firemen ask that, when promoted to be
drivers, they shall rise to the highest position at

the end of three years. They do nob ask this

rise to be at the end of twelve months, as in the

case of the Brighton men. The whole of the

engine-drivers of the Darlington section of tho

North Eastern Railway, in connexion with the

mineral and goods department, have struck

work.
The engine-drivers on the Scottish railways are

agitating for an improvement of their present

position in respect of wages and hours of labour.

At a recent meeting held in Glasgow it was
resolved that ten hours should be submitted to

the employers as a fair day’s work
;
and with

regal’d to wages a scale was agreed to, ranging

from 5s. to 7a. Gd. per day for drivers, and from

3s. 6d. to 43. 6d. for firemen.

The whole of the English navvies at work on

the Midland Railway, at Somers-town and St.

Pancrae-churchyard, left their employ last week,

the ostensible reason being that about 100 Bel-

gian navvies had been introduced by Messrs.

Waring, the contractors for that portion of tho

line. The foreigners work at much lower wages

than those paid to the English labourers, and

this, it may be remembered, last year caused

great disturbances near Caterham and Horsham
between the two parties. Immediately tho men,

about 400 in number, came out with their

shovels and picks, they held a meeting on the

ground that is intended for the Midland Station.

A chairman was elected, and several persons

spoke, and it was proposed and carried, with a

loud cheer, that all the men should bo fetched

off the works, and not again resume work until

the Belgians had been discharged. Pickets

were sent up the line, numbering about 150,

to inform the men at Agar-town and elsewhere

of what had occurred, and to fetch the gangs

off the works. Fears being entertained that the

navvies would proceed to attack the Belgians,

information was given to the police, but for-

tunately their aid was not required. The fore-

man of the Belgians waswaiued to leave the

works.
A Parliament of Workmen.—The Emperor of

the French has, it is said, sauctioned a curious

experiment. A Parliaraeut of workmen, consist-

ing of 302 delegatee, elected by all the trades in

France, is to assemble in Paris during the Exhi-

bition, to discuss all kiuds of questions connected

with their work. Official rooms have been as-

signed them, and they are to be allowed con-

siderable freedom of debate.

The Eight Bours Movement in America.—
Illinois is the first American State that has

adopted the eight-hour system, but Illinois has

made the exceptions greater than the rule. By
the law recently passed in that State, it is pro-

vided that from the 1st of May eight hoars of

labour between the rising and the setting of the

sun are to constitute aud be a legal day’s work

in all mechanical trades, arts, and employments,

and other cases of labour and service by the day.

But the Act is not in any way to apply to farm-

labour (Illinois being a great agricultural state),

nor to labour or service by the year, month, or

week, nor to prevent parties from agreeing for

as many hours of work as they think proper.

IMPORTANT TO ENGINEERS.

A CASE of importance to engineers was heard at

the Liverpool Assizes, before Mr. Justice Mellor,

in which the administrator of the late Mr. W.
Stubbs, C.E., Liverpool, sought to recover a sum of

money, alleged to have been due to thedeceased as

salary, from the Holywell Railway Company. It

appeared that at the construction of the Holy-

well Railway the deceased had been engaged as

engineer for fifteen months, to receive 500J. as

remuneration. Tho money was to be paid quar-

terly by instalments of one-fifeh. At the end of

the first quarter the money was paid, with lOZ.

as travelling expenses, according to previous

agreement. No more money was drawn, and at

the end of the third quarter Stubbs died. It was

therefore now sought to recover two quarters’

salary and travelling expenses. For the defence

it was urged that the deceased was engaged to

do certain specified work, but he had died before

the most important part of tho work was

done.

Witnesses were called on both sides, and while

on the one hand it was contended that Stubbs s
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MODERN FONTS. Messrs. Francis, ARcniTF.cTS.

St, Mary's, Acton.
Christ Church, llay/sir, London.

services were wortli 300!., on the other it was
urged that the 110!. already paid fully compen-
sated him. A verdict for the plaiotiff was re-
turned for 160J., lOL being for expenses. Leavewas given to move, but his lordship thought the
defendants had better let the matter rest,

THE NEW PUBLIC PARK FOR CHESTER.
This park is being laid out and decorated

with ornamental shrubs by Mr. Kemp, land-
Bcape gardener, Birkenhead, and it is generallv
understood that the Marquis of Westminster in-
tends to present the park to the city for the

and recreation of the inhabitants. In
November, 1865, a subscription was originated
by his lordship’s tenantry aud by the citizens of
Onester, for the purpose of raising a testimonial
to his lordship. Upwards of 5,0001. were very soon
contributed, and it was nltimately resolved that
the testimonial should take the form of a statue
and be erected in a prominent place iu the new
park, the formation of which at that time was
just commenced.

The site of the park is on the south-east side
of the city, on the banks of the Dee, command-
ing fine views. Immediately facing the river-
Iront of the new grounds is Queen’s Park which
is approached by a suspension bridge some dis-
tance lower down the river.
The new park, as described in the local

tourant, is enclosed partly by a stone wall, and
partly by -^ought-iron fencing on a low stone
plinth. The mam entrance, opposite the new
Uty-road, is from Foregate-street, and consists
ol a large pair of gates in the centre, with a

throughoDt the park are each worked out of a
single block of Irish granite

; the chief pair of
lUe roam entrance measuring 10 ft. 6 in. highTo the right-hand side of the Foregate-strlet

,
entrance stands the Lodge, which is built in the

. timbered style, m accordance with the ancient
;
character of the city of Chester. The gables are

j

enriched with carvings in oak, the most pro-
,

mment features of which are the figu-es of"'“bam the Conqueror and the seven Earls of
Chester. The tiles with which the roofs are
covered are glazed ones of special manufacture,
and were made by Mr. Peake, of Tunstall, Staf-

i

woodwork in the gables, roof, &c.,

j

ot the Lodge are of oak. In addition to the
living accommodation for the keeper of the park

|

,

there is a board-room provided for meetings of'
the committee

; also other offices for the use of!
,
tne public.

i

I

There are two main walks, or avenues, 15 ft. I

,

wide, leading to, and intersecting at right-
angles, the site upon which the statue is to be

!

!

placed. At the bottom of the hill ia the well-

!

kuown " Billy Hobby’s Well,” over which has
been erected a cover, with sixteen shafts of;
polished red granite, having carved capitals and I

^

bases.

!

Douglas, of Chester, is the architect of
the buildings, which have been o-xecuted by

:

Messrs. B. & 0. Owens, of Chester, with the
exception of the river wall and other masonry I

which have been done by Mr. Henry Wigginer! I

Almost the whole of the ironwork (with the
exception of the entrance gates and railing be-
tween the park and St. John’s Churchyard) has
een executed by local tradesmen, in accordance

with the desire of the Marquis of Westminster.

modern fonts.
ST. M.ART S, ACTON

J CHRIST CHURCH, PICCADILLY.

The parish church of Acton having been re-
built, it was necessary that the whole of tho
fittings should be made to harmonize with i lie
new structure. Most of the more prominent
fittings were the gifts of friends or parishioners,
either as memorials, or as showing the individual
interest taken in the work. The font we illus-
trate was presented by a parishioner to replaco
a vepr meagre specimen of modern work in the
old church. The materials used are Caen stone
for the upper portion, and Bath stone for the
base; the small shafts supporting the arches
being in polished Devonshire marble. The
shields iu the trefoils contain emblems of the
Passion, surrounded by foliage, with monograms

I

of our Lord and the Virgin Mary alternating

j

below, the church being dedicated to St. Mary.

I

Tho font iu Christ Church, Mayfair, repre-

I

sented by the second engraving, was presented
I

to the new church in Down-street, Piccadilly, by
the widow of the first incumbent designate, the
late Rev. A. B. Whatton, who died from the
result of an accident iu Hyde Park before any
steps, had been taken to erect the permanent/
budding. The material, as in the former case,
IS Bath and Caen stone, with Devonshire marble
shafts to base. The shields in trefoils around

,

the bowl are in alabaster, aud contain suitable
emblems, alternating with tho monogram of
Mr. Whatton,—A. B. W. A brass inscription on
the wall above records the memorial character
of the font.

Both these fonts were executed by Mr. F. G.
Anatey, of Alpba-road, Regent’s Park, from the
designs of Messrs. Francis, architects.
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SMITHFIELD MEAT AND POULTRY
MARKET, LONDON.

The preparatory worka for the new Meat
Market in Smithfield have so far advanced
that the “first stone” is to be laid almost im-
mediately. Many of its brick arches, on iron
girders and colnmna, which will form the floor

of the market, are tamed, and the basement
walls for the four towers, at angles, are in conrso
of execntion.

At the close of oar last volume we gave a
view of the market eiternally, a section of the
roadway, and descriptive particulars of the pro-
posed building.* We now add a view through
the central roadway, which depends mainly for
effect, as we before mentioned, on the screen of
oak framing, filled in with cast-iron scroll-work,
which is carried up to the spring of the roof-
timbers, and on the dressing of the curved prin-
cipals. Our readers may remember that the
building is being erected under contract by
Messrs. Browne & Robinson, under the superin-
tendence of the City architect, Mr. Horace
Jones.

The money has been raised by the issue of
City Debenture Bonds at par, bearing 4^ per
cent, interest, and redeemable in 10 years,
secured upon the rents of the markets, as well
as upon the general estates and property of the
Corporation.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Camtndg-e.—The London and County Bank

premises, of which we gave a view and plan in
the Builder for last year (p. 426), have been
opened. The building has been erected at the
comer of Trnrapington and Bene’t streets, and
is in the Tudor style, and built of white brick

• With Bath stone dressings. It is 60 ft. in height,
1

1 and has a frontage to Trnmpington-street of
' 49 ft., and 85 ft. in Bene’t-street, the main
e entrance being at the corner of the two streets.
1 In Trnmpington-street, on the first and second
1 floors, are two oriel windows, with gargoyles on
I the top of each, the shutters being Bunnett’s iron
I rolling ones. The architects of the bnilding,
I which, it is estimated will cost about 10,000?.,
I are Messrs. Francis, Brothers, of London

;
and

t the builders, Messrs. Myers & Sons. The stain-
i ing has been executed by Mr. H. S. Gray, of
( Cambridge. The main entrance is of carved
E stone, with encaustic tiled floor and stained oak
c doors. The banking-room in dimensions is about
> 39 ft. each way. It is lighted by four large
y windows, and has a panelled stained roof
c ornamented with bosses and leaves, varnished.
1 The floor in front of the counter is inlaid
E with Minton’s encaustic tiles, of the star

I pattern, and the fireplace is built of Corsham
Is stone, with marble columns and shelf. The
li manager’s and waiting rooms are similarly fitted
B up. In the basement of the building is a fire-

I proof strong room, 19 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft. 6 in.,
b built of fire-proof bricks, with double iron doors,
fi fitted with Hobbs’s patent locks. The manager's
h house is situated over the banking-room. Ad-
ji joining the manager’s house in Bene’t-street, a
p private house forms part of the whole building.
T Tho whole of the roof has an iron cresting. The
cl chimneys are stone capped.

C CONSECRATION OF ST. PAUL’S CHURCH
CHARLTON, S.E.

The church of St. Paul, Charlton next Wool-
nwich, consists of nave and aisles, chancel, north
Biaud south transepts, organ chamber, vestry, two
B north porches, south porch, and vestry porch.
TThere will be a tower and spire (190 ft. high),
stat the south-west angle, standing external to
tithe church, and containing the south porch, but
frfrom want of funds this is not yet built. There
ware no galleries. The accommodation is for
^!896, and the cost has been about 6,500?.,
mincluding lighting, heating, reredoe, font, Ac. The
6tBtyle_ is Gothic, of the Decorated period.
TThe internal dimensions of the church are

—

NNave, 84 ft. by 24 ft.
; aisles, 14 ft. 2 in. wide •

cichancel, 35 ft. by 24 ft.; and transepts, 19 ft!
b;by 17 ft. each. The height from floor to ridge is
6i60 ft. The nave is separated from the aisles by
aian arcade of five arches on each side, supported
oion Hollington stone shafts and responds, with
mmoulded bases and carved caps. The ohancel is

* See vol. xiiv., pp. 965, 057,

separated from the transepts by similar arches
(two on each side), shafts, &c. Tho clearstory
above is pierced with ten double-light windows,
with traceried heads. The aisles and transepts
are lighted by three-light windows, with heads
filled in with tracery

; and the west window, of
seven lights, and the chancel window, of five
lights, have elaborately traceried heads. The
principal north porch has clustered shafts, of
Lizard Serpentine marble, carved caps, and
moulded stone archivolts and bases, similar
marble being used for the vaulting shafts to the
chancel arch. The tower is to be of fonr stages,
the lower containing the south porch, with
belfry over, and two light windows in the
upper stage, with marble shafts, traceried
heads, &o. The church is of brick and stone,
the interior being faced with Suffolk white,
red, and blue Staffordshire bricks, in bands,
devices, &c. ; white brick arches to the nave and
chancel, and coloured bricks to the rear arches
of doors and windows. The brick decorations
are elaborate, and the details display care in the
arrangement of colour. The roof is open tim-
bered, with curved principals, the rafters being
exposed, and boarded on the upper face. The
principals are supported on stone caps (carved),
stone shafts, &c. The stalls to the chancel are
of oak, with carved oak standards, and oak fronts
with traceried panels. The other seats are of
deal, with wrought, cut, and moulded standards.
The whole of the woodwork, save oak, is stained
and varnished. The paving to the chancel is of
Minton’s encaustic tiles, and to the gangway of
nave, &c., of blue and red quarries laid in pat-
terns. The reredos is designed of stone, with
marble shafts, carved caps, crockets, finials, Ac.,
and is partially inlaid with marble. The centre
panel contains in alto-relievo the conversion of
St. Paul, the figures being two-thirds full-size.
The side panels will bo filled in with the Com-
mandments. The sedilia is of Caen stone,
with black marble shafts. The canopies are
carved, and in the head of each arc carved coats
of arms of the sees of Canterbury and London,
and of the patron, Sir T. M. Wilson, barb. The
sedilia was the gift of the architect. The bowl
of the font is X shaped, the angle of the cross
being filled in with carving, and is supported
on a cluster of eight serpentine marble shafts.
On the faces of the bowl are qnatrefoil panels,
with emblems of St. John, Ac. The carving
is emblematical. The contract for the church
was taken by Mi\ Robert Abraham, of Poplar.
The reredos, font, and carving were executed
by Mr. S. Sansom, of Lambeth. The architect
is Mr. W. WiggintoD, under whose superintend-
ence the work was carried out. Mr. H. Pulman
was clerk of the works.

CONSECRATION OF THE BOROUGH NEW
SYNAGOGUE.

_

The Jewish community resident on the south
side of the Thornes have erected, in Albion-place,
Walworth-road, a new synagogue, which has
just been consecrated. The building is in the
Italian style, the front being a portico of the
Doric order. The vestibule is floored with orna-
mental tiles, and flanked by stone staircases
leading to ladies’ galleries. Two doors from the
vestibule give access to the floor of the syna-
gogue, which will accommodate 200 or 250 per-
sons. In the centre, occupying ‘the whole
breadth between the aisles, is the platform on
which the service is performed. This is enclosed
with an ornamental iron railing, and at the back
are seats for the choir, the reading-desk being
placed in front. The desk is covered with an
embroidered cloth of purple velvet, and the
smaller desk placed upon it is fringed with
amber silk. In front of the desk on the floor of
the synagogue is the pew of the wardens, beyond
which are seats for the congregation reaohino-
up to near the steps leading to the sanctuary.
These steps are of polished marble, and form the
approach to a semi-octagonal recess, flanked by
Corinthian pillars and covered by recessed
arches, on the outer of which is the inscrip-
tion, “ Know before whom thou standest,” in
Hebrew. The interior is roofed with amber
glass, which sheds a mellow light in front of
a curtain of pnrple velvet, on which is em-
broidered a wreath of gold surrounding an in-
scription in Hebrew embodying a prayer that
the Lord would hear worshippers in the house,
the whole being surmounted by a jewelled crown.
The galleries which run along the two sides and
the western end of the bnilding are supported by

light iron pillars, and, like the platform, are sur-
rounded by an ornamental iron railing in a
framing of varnished deal. The ceiling is divided
into coffers by ornamented beams, which are
supported on trusses. Tho central coffers are
furnished with gaslights. Tho galleries will
accommodate about 200 ladies, the whole syna-
pgue thus affording room for about 450 personsm all. Adjoining the synagogue, which is placed
diagonally on its plot of land, are houses for the
ministers, and a school for 150 boys, with suit-
able accommodation for teachers, Ac. The
whole work has been designed and superin-
tended by Mr. N. N. Collins.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
Communication between Passengers and Guards,

Matters are moving at last towards the point
80 often urged by us. Experiments have been
made on the Great Western line between
Paddington and Windsor, as to the practica-
bility of carrying out a union of Mr. Spagno-
letti’s electrical communication with a “ safety-
cage” for railway guards, invented by a Mr.
Baker. A number of gentlemen, including the
Duke of Sutherland, Captain Mangles, and
the inventors, Messrs. Spagnoletti and Baker,
accompanied the train. The electrical commu-
nication, on the pulling of a handle in a carriage,
ignited a coloured light and rang a bell in the
guard’s van. The safety-cage (respecting the
merits of which special plan of moving along a
train we know nothing personally as yet) con-
aiated of an iron framework, having two grooved
wheels at the top and two at the bottom,
running on an iron gnide-rail fixed on the oft-
side of the carriages, extending the whole length
of the train. The groove of the top wheels also
run along close under a gnide-rail fixed on the
top of each carriage to keep the eage-frame
steady. The guard on entering the cage
attached to the moveable frame could, by pull-
ing or pushing, propel it along the sides of the
carriages until he came to the carriage from
which the signal was given. By means of this
invention the guard could at any time during
the running of the train make an inspection of
the whole of the carriages, thus preventing the
necessity of stopping the train to ascertain the
cause of the signal. The inventor, Mr. Baker,
on receiving the signal from a first-class carriage,
issued from the guard’s van several times during
the trip, placed himself in the cage, and pro-
pelled himself along the side of the train, visit-
ing the compartments from which the signals
had been given, with, it is said, the greatest ease
and safety. But what of bridges and tunnels?
some of them, we fear, would not admit of such
a cage traversing the trains in transit.

Metropolitan District Railway Company. At
the fifth half-yearly general meeting of l.bia

company a report from the engineers was retid,
giving a description of the present state of the
works. It appeared from this report that the
works and line between the West London Exten-
sion Railway and the Kensington and Gloucester-
road joint stations were so far advanced that this
part of the railway may be opened for public
traffic within a few months of the present time.
The stations in the inner circle of the line at
Kensington, Gloncester-road, Sloaue-square, and
Victoria (Pimlico) were now being roofed in.
The railway works at Westminster were com-
pleted before the opening of Parliament. On
the portion of the line between Brompton and
the Broadway (Westminster) the works were in
progress at several points, and a considerable
part of the whole work of construction was
finished or in hand. On the west side of the
Fulham-road the retaining walls had been built
to their full height for some distance, and the
remaining property was now being cleared to
the Brompton station. At Sioane-square the
excavation and arching of the railway and the
ironwork for the Ranelagh Sewer were being
actively carried on. Between Sloane-squaro
station and Upper Ebury-street nearly 200 yards
of retaining wall and arching had been finished
with the requisite girder covering and sewer
crossings. Between Belgrave-street South and
Buckingham-row a length of 850 yards was
nearly completed, including the crossing of the
King’s Scholars’-pond Sewer, by an iron tube of
14 ft. diameter, and other important sewer works,
gas and water mains.

Traffic Receipts .—The traffic receipts of rail-

ways in the United Kingdom for the week end-
ing March 22, 1867, upon a mileage of 12,537,
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amount to 632,5291., being eqnal to 56Z. 98. per

mile. For the corresponding week of last year

the receipts were 640,3251., the number of miles

open 12,364, or 511. Is. per mile. A comparison

of the two weeks shows a decrease in the aggre-

gate receipts of 7,7961. ;
and an increase in the

number of miles open of 173.

liailway Fares and Charges.—We hear that

the railway companies are thinking of raising

their rates and charges to the public. The sub-

ject, it is said, has been mooted amongst the

leading companies dnribg the last couple of

months, and such of them as are under their

Parliamentary powers will, it is probable, shortly

advance their rates. Some, however, already

charge to the utmost allowed them, save in

return tickets.

The Moscoio Railway.—It is said that the

Russian Government is in negotiation with a

private company for the sale of the Moscow
railroad, and that the price demanded is about

12,000,0001.

Canada.—Onr Parliament, by a majority of

247 to 67, has guaranteed a loan of 3,000,0001.

to the new dominion of Canada, to enable the

great inter-colonial railway to be constructed.

THE BURLINGTON HOUSE SITE.

Is theHouseof Commons, on Friday, the 6tb,Mr.Layard
called attention to the buildings non in course of erection

on the site of Burlington House, especially with reference
to the pledge given to Parliament lust year

;
and moved

for copy of correspondence between the First Commis- '

sioner of Works and the London University, relating to

the baildings in question. Burlington House, bo re-
j

marked, was to be gutted, and made a sort of portico to

the bnildiugs to be erected behind it. The colonnade, ^

which was a very important and interesting feature of
Burlington House, would altogether disappear, and what

'

was proposed round about Burlington House would be
something like marrying a short man to a very tall

woman. It was proposed, therefore, to add a story to

the present buUding, and, to give it something like strength
at the base, a colonnade was to be erected, uniting the

two ends of the building. As the house itself was en-
trusted to Mr. Smirke, the facade in Piccadilly to Messrs.
Banks & Barry, and the buildings behind to Mr. Penne-

,

thorne, it might have been supposed that these gentlemen
would be required to consult together, in order that one

,

architectural idea might be carried out; and 999 people
;

out of 1,0CK), if they had been asked what stylo should be
followed, would have eaid,—“ The stylo of Burlington
House.” Mr. Pennethorne proposed its elevation iu the

'

Palladian or Classic style, as any one else would have
I

done; but a change bad taken place in the Government,
|

and the noble lord who bad become First Commissioner,
of Works having unfortunately an attachment to Gothic,

I

a design was sent in by Mr. Pennethorne in the Italian
|

Gothic style. He was puzzled to know what was meant
by Italian Gothic. Was it the chaste Early Franciscan
order, the style of Milan Cathedral

;
or what ? Mr. Pen-

;

nethorne was directed to retain the plan of the building,
j

but to convert it from Classic into Italian Gothic, which I

was an absurdity, because the interior arrangements that

would suit a Palladian building would probably not suit a
,

Gothic building. The London University appeared not I

-to have been consulted in the matter. After making
|

several attempts to induce the noble lord to withdraw this

Italian fafade, they passed another resolution on the 26th
of March, to the effect that, having regard to the design,

the modern style of architecture would be preferable

either to Medireval or Italian Gothic. The answer they

got was something like telling them to mind their own
business, and that the design was to be carried out as a
whole. He had seen the elevation for the additional story
to Burlington House, and for the wings and facade in

Piccadilly, and he admitted that they were very hand-
some, and that Mr. Smirke had done all that he could to im-
prove the building. On the whole, this grand entrance in

Piccadilly, and the lofty ornamental buildings in the
Palladian style, did great credit to Mr. Smirke and to

Messrs. Banka & Barry
;
and he trusted that when mem-

bers sew the plans, as they would do, in the library of the
House, they would meet their approval. During the dis-

cussion respecting the enlargement of Burlington House,
there was a distinct pledge given that no more money
would be asked for until the plans had been submitted to

the inspection of bon. members. These pledges had been
violated, although 20,0002. had been voted, on the distinct

understanding that the House of Commons was to have
the power to approve or disapprove of the plans. It ap-

S
eared now that the noble lord held that the head of a
epartment was not bound by the pledges of his prede-

cessor
;
but if that theory were to hold good there would

be no confidence in any department. If some explanation
were not given be would certainly move that the vote be
rejected, and the building stopped until the House had
the opportunity of inspecting the iilaus.

Lord J. Manners said, he had never desired Mr. Penne-
thome to make a design in any particular style

;
but when

he found that the House had voted 2'',000/. for building
the university, and when the Chancellor of the Exchequer
said it was desirable that the works should commence at
once; and when, further, he found that his predecessor
had instructed Mr. Pennethorne to prepare specifications,
his clear duty was not to stop the works, but to take the
necessary steps to carry them on to completion. What
blame could be attached to him for carrying out the wishes
of his predecessor be was at a loss to know. The hon.
member said that there were important documents at the
London University to show that he had instructed Mr,
Pennethorne to design a Byzantine facade : aU he could
say was that he had never seen those documents and knew
nothing about them. The Royal Academy were to erect a
gallery in the rear of Burlinaton House at tbeir own ex-

pense. Tt’hat style did the hon. member think would be
adopted for that building ? Did he expect it would be
Palladian? [Mr. Layard.—"I hope so.”] That atile
was entirely unsuited for the exhibition of pictures, which
was all that the Academicians had in view. No one would

ever suggest that every house in the street called Burling-
tou Gardens should be in the some style of architecture.

All the arrangements were now complete, and plans would
be placed before the House prior to any fresh vote being
asked for.

Mr. Cardwell said, he did not believe that if the eleva-

tion which it was proposed to erect in Burlington Gardens
for the University or London had been exhibited in the
library before the vote was taken, the House would have
contributed a single shilling. Tbo noble lord thought it

absurd to suppose that because tbo Eoval Academy was to
be in a certain style the University ofLondon should be in
the same stvle. The House might possibly entertain a
different opinion. It appeared to him that there was a
great deal to be said in fjvour of harmonising the buildiugs
upon one site. Ho should be glud if the noble lord would
state what amount of smart money would have to be paid
in order to get rid of the present elevation, and to aub-
stitute another

; and, as there had already been two plans

prepared, he hoped that a third would be obtained, and at

no very distant date adopted.
Mr. Beresford Hope said the present discussion bad

shown how ill advised the House was in the last Parlia-

ment when it threw over what would have been a con.
sistent, easy, and cheap scheme, namely, that of building
the National Gallery on the site of Burlington Gardens,
so that the nation might have had one uniform and bar-
monious structure. A distinct promise, he remembered,
was given to lay the plans and elevations of the contem-
plated buildings before the House. With respect to the
proposed building for the London University, he was of
opinion that it ought to be treated entirely upon its own
merits, and not in relation to Burlington House. Whe-
ther Mr. Pennethorne's plan were adopted or not, be
thought that it should be examined, and wbat was bad in

it rejected or altered, but if so it should be corrected upon
its own merits alone.
Mr. Tite expressed an opinion that a building after the

model of Somerset House was admirably adapted for all

such DUrposes as the proposed building was intended for.

He suggested that an elevation should be prepared as well

as plans, and laid upon the library table, so as to give

hon. members some idea of what the front would be like.

Mr. C. Bentinck thought that if the building was to be
erected they should endeavour to make it one design. He
trusted that the First Commissioner of Works would give

directions that the building should not be proceeded with
until the designs were in the library of the House.
Lord Elcho was also of opinion that the works should be

slopped until the designs were produced.
Mr. Cowper admitted that the undertaking referred to

had been given, and was still of opinion that the plans and
elevation should be placed in the library. Italiim Gothic
was a style in which many beautiful buildiugs could be
constructed, but he thought if there ever was a place un-
suitable for a building in Italian Gothic, it was tno site of
Burlington House.
With respect to this discussion, Lord John Manners has

since stated to the House that, regarding the works of the
Loudon University, it has now been decided that the
works shsll be proceeded with without prejudice to the
style of architecture

;
and he added that the probable

|

extra coat of changing tbo style would be between 7,0002.

and 3,0002.

DAYLIGHT IN THE MINES.

A MAr.NESiuM hand-lamp has been made on
Mr. Larkin’s principle

j
and, as we have seen

and examined it, we maj here briefly describe

its pecnliarities. The magnesium is not supplied

to the light in wire or ribbon form, requiring

something like clockwork in its management.
The metal is in the form of a granular powder,
either alone or mixed with sand, and is merely
snpplied by a tap through a tube to the flame of

’a spirit-lamp, which ignites it; and the instant

that the magnesian smoke is formed, it passes off

through a funnel or chimney, which meets it at

the spot where it is formed. The lamp or Ian-

tern, therefore, is kept almost entirely free of

smoke, and the light is in no degree obscured by
it. Much of the smoke is arrested in the chim-
ney, and a condenser is being applied to it,

whereby this may be still more eflectnally ac-

complished. The magnesium powder, though
considerably cheaper, we are told, in use than

the wire or ribbon, is still rather costly, being

53. an onnee ; but, manufactured on a large

scale, the price would be much less
;
and we

would suggest that experiments should be tried
' with lime, a mixture of which with the mag-
nesium powder might, perhaps, economise the

expenditure, by yielding a light equal to the

magnesium light with half the quantity of the

metal. The phenomena of the lime-light, though
produced upon a different principle, and those of

lime, indeed, even in the crucible on the Are,

certainly give feasibility to snob a suggestion.

The lime, no doubt, should be anhydrous, and
not the soft and clinging slaked lime.

The light given by Larkin’s lamp is splendid,

and in its power of displaying colours closely

resembles day light. It is now proposed to

apply this very portable lamp in the exploration

of the roofs of coal-mines, every crack and
crevice of which could be seen by its means, so

that where any danger existed lives could be

saved ;—and the lives lost in mines from roof-falls

is said to bo as three to one lost by explosions.

Railway tunnels might thus also be examined,

and cavernous spaces, generally, explored. The
lamp is not much heavier than an ordinary Da^y,
and the light can be raised and lowered instan-

taneously by the mere turning of the tap, bo that

it is completely under control, aud need not be
used a single moment except when wanted, as
the spirit-lamp, when lighted and screwed on,

sets fire to the magnesium as fast as it is supplied

to it through the tap. The management, there-

fore, is both simple and economical. We should

think this lamp very suitable for photographic
use, if, as is said, portraits can be taken by metins

of the magnesium light.

ANCIENT CANOPIED SANCTUARIES.

The parish churches of Brilley and Michael-
church in this county (Hereford), lying on the
north bank of the Wye, between Hereford
and Hay, the former of which has been, and
the latter is about to be, restored, under my
superintendence, contain in their chancel ar-

rangements a peculiarity of infinite beauty,

which, 80 far as my experience goes,—having
never met with a similar example,—is by no
means usual.

Neither of these churches ever had chancel-

arches, but both have had chancel-screens aud
rood-lofts. That of Brilley had lost its chancel-

screen, but not the timbers sustaining the rood-

loft. The chancel of each is some 30 ft. long

or thereabouts. In each case the sanctuary or

altar end has been enclosed by a screen east-

ward of the choir, advanced about 10 ft. from

the east wall or reredos.

I now come to the pecnliarity I wish to

mention. Against the east wall are carved oak
posts, corresponding in position to similar posts,

forming the support to the sanctuary-screen
;

others are placed along the north and south

sides, and together uphold an enriched cornice

and a canopy formed of panelled work, with oak
moulded ribs, the intersections in the case of

Michaelchurch being concealed with carved
heads. Each canopy is of the width of the

chancel, and extends from east to west from
the chancel-wall to the sanctuary-screen. These
canopies are much below the chancel roof,

the timbers of which are seen passing over
them. Doubtless this arrangement has its

prototype in the canopy - covered altars of

the ancient basilicas; but it is so unknown to

our experience that I draw your attention to it

in the hope that examples of a kindred nature

may be brought to notice
;
and I should be much

obliged to any incumbent or chnrchwarden,
aware of such examples, who would inform mo
of them.
No similar instances of a canopied sanctuary,

as exemplified in these churches, are known to me,
either from personal observation or from works
on the architecture or ancient ritualistic arrange-

meut of the chancels of this country.

Sanctuary screens are in themselves by no
means common

;
there being, as I believe, bub

one solitaiy example left, at the present day,

that in the cathedral of St. David’s
;
but evi-

dences are to be found in some parish churches
of their previous existence.

The effect of what I have been describing is

exceedingly impressive, and very much enhances
the interest attaching to these otherwise rude,

though characteristic, country churches.

J. Nicholson.

FREE TRADE IN ARCHITECTURE.

Sir,—Y/ ill you allow me to say a word on the
all-important subject of architectural competi-
tion, and the new Manchester Town-hall that is

to be. To my mind there seems only one way
for the future, and it is indicated in the terms of

this very competition
;

but, unfortunately for

architecture, only half indicated. If the Royal
Academy considerit enough for the finding out of

the capacity of a proposed student that he should
produce one ^Zan, one section, and one ele^jation

of a building, these three drawings on a single

sheet of double elephant paper ought to be enough
to guide any Town-hall Committee in its selection

of a competent architect, or architects to do its

work. But, and this is why I trouble you with
this note, this drawing or drawings should be
autographic—the work of the architect himself,

his own personal architectural handwriting, and
not merely that of bis clerk, or improver, or

pupil, as is now pretty nearly always the case.

Whatever is done afterwards by assistants, these

first siynaZures should be genuine, aud truly

descriptive of the art mind, and hand of the

artist who exhibits them.
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Mr. Fergnsson says there is no modem archi-

litecture. Of course there is not, and never can
b be while the present system lasts ; for surely is
tit not in the working out and elaborating a
’design that progress, i.e., individual mental
movement, takes place ? Another of your cor-
respondents suggests that in all cases it would
be well if some few well-recognised architects
were to be at once fixed on ; a process, to
my mind, at once fatal to art ; for what is it

but protection in its very worse form ? It is
the simply selecting some half-dozen architects
to do everything, i.e., through their clerks, from
Lthe well-thumbed books of precedent ! It may
’Surprise your correspondents to be told so, but
bthero never has yet been an architectural com-
epetitiou at all in its true sense by architects.
fThe Law Courts competition, with an exception
ror two, is a competition between clerks and
ipupils and water-colour draughtsmen : the
f* magnificent signatures ” are theirs, not their
.masters’, An architectural competition and
lexhibition of architectural handwriting has yet
)to be ; and until we see it, neither Mr. Fergusson
oQor any one else is or can be competent to deter-
linino what the true state of the architectural
a^apacity of the present time and middle of the
inineteenth century really is. One single draw-
i^ng, I contend, by the architect himself, is and
mnust be worth a thousand by his clerks, how-
raver able they may be; for it is his own, men-
(tally and manually and progressively. The be-
iginning has yet to come, but the public must
iball for it. q,

London, 1748, or Gibson’s, of 1769
;
and very

probably more equally curious names might be
gathered. I am the more disposed to believe
this because I feel assured I have in some map
seen “ Blowbladder-street,” as marked at the
south end of St. Martin’s-le-Grand, between
Newgate-street and Cheapside, though I do not
observe it on either of the two above named.

A. Z.

SiK,—If your correspondent “ A. Z.” will walk
to Snow-hill, he will find Cock-lane running into
Giltspur-street

;

and he will also find Pi/a-corner
at the corner of Cock-lane, with an inscription
over the door of “ The Fortune of War ” public-
house referring to the stopping of the Fire of
London. He will also find PotcZdiuj'-lane running
from Eastcheap to lower Thames-street, and
containing thirty-five houses, mostly orange mer-
chants’. There is a manifest connexion between
Cock-lane and CiZfspur-street.* p. p.

CHANGE OF NAME IN LONDON
DISTRICTS.

Sir, In the insertion which you were good
lonough to make in the BuiUei-, page 229, of
C Change of Name in London Districts,” there
e.re three slips

; and, although I am quite aware
ohat they are more owing to my indistinct
irriting than to the want of attention in your
trompositor, I feel it desirable for the sake of
icccnracy to request of you the kindness to notice
hbem. "Old Bread-street” should be "Old
Kilroad-street” (where Gresham House stands)

;

iZ Knock Fingers” should be " Knock Fergus
jidnd " Aog-lane ” should be “ Hog-lane.” To my
jrormer observations I may add the following,
Boaving you to notice them or reject them as you
‘.aiay deem best—most of which I do not find on
jipy modern map, though some may possibly still
^ist—viz., Red Cow-lane, now Cleveland-street,
il(ile»end

; World’s-end, Stepney; Ducking-pond,
tfhitcchapel; Half Farthing, and Half Farthing-
nme. Stepney

; somewhat analogous to Farthing
eie public-house in New-road, Marylebone, and
iiarthing^ Pie turnpike-gate, long existing in
iront of it; Castle-j/ard, Holborn, now Castle-
'ereet

;

Cony-court, now Gray’s-inn-square, in
eie Inn of that name. Of Cut-throat-lanes, re-
Trred to in my last, I remember several others
ipjpnlarly so called, though not so marked on
i^ps,—indeed, most of the retired narrow lanes
mund London were so denominated. This
[aminds me of what a friend, now dead, told me
icany years ago, viz., that his father informed
nm it was common for parties wishing after
disk to walk from the City to Islington and
ioljoining parts to wait at the outskirts until, by
i e accession of persons arriving, a party was
bllected sufficiently numerous to enable them
defend themselves from attack, and thus to

)sx)secute their journey in greater safety as a
lydy. I notice two, viz., one at Shadwell, and
6ie by Sion House, Brentford; while there was
xoody Bridge, at Knightsbridge

; and Thieving-
ifoe, at Ealing

; and Gaggle Goose-green, at
eyepherd’s Bush. Petty France, Westminster,
ss disappeared, and York-street is substituted-
lihile Little Britain, City, still holds its own, I
ifppose out of compliment to our country. Rag.
creet, and Hockley-in-the-Hole, Clerkenwell,
eaere Warner-street (referred to in my last with
iliike ending) is also situated

; Cod-Piece-row(stc),
sose by these, now Coppice-row, must, I think,
a a mistake of the engraver. The latter name
fafar more likely of the two to have been the
giginal (could the engraver have been studying
cicient armour ?). Devil’s House, Hornsey, with
vivil’s-lane (since called Duval’s-lane, and now
Kjelieve, Horusey-road), leading to it, must, I
(Btsume, have been his Satanic majesty’s summer
ididence

; since I observe Bottomless Pit, near
[fig’s (sic) Marsh, by Tooting Common (i sup-
leie a warmer place for his winter quarters),
n will only add the foregoing are all recognised
ames, and taken either from Roeque’s Map of

MINTON AND FINE ART.
Sir,—

M

inton had acquired a high standing in
fine art manufacture; and the distinctive title
of Minton s ware,” like that of Wedgwood’s,
was by the public accorded to him, ere the
honours were bestowed upon him which he so
well deserved. And yet Mr. C. Bruce Allen
would now posthumously seek to lower him in
the public estimation, for the sake of enhancing
his own theory, as to the relative merits of all
the parties concerned in the production. This
is both ungenerous and unwise, and particularly
when, upon the authority of his own mere
memory, and without the attendant circum-
stances in explanation, he quotes a here and
there casual sentence of the man whose reputa-
tion he seeks to lower from confidential con-
verse. I presume that Mr. Allen is unaware that
our late friend was indebted to the Baron Maro-
ohetti and other distinguished men for some of
his most successful designs of vases, &c., and
was ready to give any sum to any artist who
would produce him a design calculated for his
class of manufacture. Mr. Minton was a man
most shrewd, playful, and witty in his conversa-
tion and remarks, and I can easily imagine that
the expressions quoted had a higher significance
than was appreciated by his assailant.

Thos. L. Don.-vldson.

Hero the correspondence may end.

,
to tl*e Hamilton-place scheme, vou statemat It was abandoned on account of the bad gradient of

tbe road, lhat schemo was put forward as an alterna-
tive plan to the Park-laue Improvement Bill by the
opponents of the Bill before Mr. Monsell’s Committee.
Mr, Pennethorpe, in his evidence for the Bill, stated that
the worst gradient m Hau.ilton-place was 1 in SI for GO
yards, and that part of Park-lane is 1 in 31 : but that he
considered that Jhe Rradients in Park-lane were very far
superior to those in Hamjlton-place, because the steeper

® inclination is much further removed from
Piccadilly; but neither of these gradients is such ns to
interfere with any ordinary traffic.
The committee were unanimous in rejectingbothschemes,

and the chairman further intimated “ that it was possible
that a third scheme might be better than either the one
which was contained in ihe Bill or the one which had been
suggested by the opponents of the Bill.” He evidently had
in his mmd some such scheme as is now suecested by Mr,

,
W. M. M.

O:^or(l and Cambridge Club.

John Murray, Whitehall, states that he sent a
plan almost identical to the Office of Works about two
years ago, and that it was acknowledged by Mr. Cowper.

WIEKSWORTH’S WONDER.
^/'’.—-A-llow me to call your readers’ attention to a new

style of architecture, or rather the combination of several
existing styles in one. The Independents of the above

erecting a large chapel, at a considerable coat,
which it was hoped would be an honour to the denomina-
tion and a credit to the towu. "When you have read the
following remarks you will sec how far these I opes have
been realized.
The doors and windows are the simplest Early English,

disfigured by most absurdly small hood-mouldings. The
coping of the main gable of the principal elevation is a
decided Grecian moulding. The angles of the chapel are
ornamented with Roman rusticated quoins.
"When we fondly think that art-education is making

progress in this country, and that the perpetration of
architectnrsl monstrosities belongs to the past, it needs
but such a fact as the foregoing to painfully undeceive us.
I believe an architect was employed in the first instance

;

but his designs have not been acted upon. Whether ho
was not sufficiently facile to carry out ideas which should
ernbody the several tastes of the gentlemen on the com-
mittee I am unable to say. Certainly it is no easy task
successfully to blend the Early English, Grecian, Roman,
and nondescript in one harmonious whole.

A ErsTic.

GIVE EVERY ONE HIS OWN.
•Maj ask you to make public the circumstance

ngin.

THE PROPOSED ROAD FROM HYDE
PARK CORNER.

Sin,—In the article in last week’s Builder on "Park-
ne Improvement,” end on Mr. Snell’s plan for the

accommodation of the public traffic between Hyde Park-
corner and Stanhope-gato, it is stated you “under-
stand that, if not the Board, at least some of its officials
have said that Mr. Snell’s scheme is not original.” When
the Park-lane Improvement Bill was before the Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, with the Right Hon
W. Monsell as chairman, in 1865, I suggested to some of
the officials of the Metropolitan Board ofWorks a scheme
almost identical with that now proposed by Mr Snell -

and, at the same time, Mr. Blackburn, then M.P. for
Stirlingshire, also produced a plan somewhat similar
He proposed to set back the Hyde Park arches to the
same place as m Mr. Snell’s plan, but the public road
from thence was to cut through Hamilton-uardens to
somewhere about Hertford-street, whence a road was to
be carried through to the bottom of South Audley-street
In my plan, the new public road from Hyde Park-corner
to Stanhope-gate was identical with Mr. Snell’s proposi-
tion

; but I was rather at a loss to know what ought to be
done with the Hyde Park-comer gates. Of course they
would have to be moved; and I thought, as the traffic in
and out of the Park is very great at that spot, that in any
alteration of the entrance at Hyde Park-corner, gates
should be made to allow at least four carriages to enter
or leave the Park at the same time. The present gates
afford but two entrances for carriages, and only one exit
so I suggested either that the present gates should be re^
constructed with that object in view, having the two
centre gates opposite Grosvenor-place, or that new and
more convenient gates should be erected there, and the
present structure be moved to Stanhope-gate or to some
other place where there is less traffic than at Hyde Park-
corner. I think, however, that the position of the altered
gates, as proposed by Mr. Blackburn and Mr. Snell is
better than what I suggested.

’

In calling your attention to this subject, I have no wish
or intention to bring myself into notice respecting these
plana, or to detract in any way from the merits of Mr
Snell's proposition. My object is to inform you that
some, at least, of the officials of the Board were aware
that such a scheme was suggested iu 1865; and also to
join you and Mr. Snell in calling the attention of your
readers to the great simplicity and obvious convenience
of the plan, which could be carried out at a very small
expense, and would undoubtedly be much more satisfac-
tory to the public than any possible widening of Park-
lane could be.

of the so-called ‘‘Pugin .

the Standard of April 6th has called attention to the design
of the Franciscan Church, Peckham

;
and on visiting this

building I find the roof to bo a repetition, slightlymodified,
but badly carried out, of an original form of roof which I
designed in 1859, when competing with Mr. Pugin and
others for the Catholic Cathedral at Cork.

e have seen and heard so much of the adoption of
other men’s conceptions that the above, I snbmit, ia
worthy of notice. S. J. Nicholl.
Marylehone-road.

PLASTER DECORATION.
SiE,—Will you allow me to state that the work on the

House at the Paris Exhibition, in connexion with
which you have mentioned my name in your number for
last week, is a revival of an ancient treatment, which is,
as lar as I know, disused at the present day. I hope
shortly to have an opportunity of laying it before the pro-
fession »ud the public; and in the mean time shall bo
most happy to give any information to such as have seen

id Uted ie at Paris. E. J. Tartbb.

Not certain. The name of Giltspur-street is supposed
to have had some connexion with the Knights and the
Tourney Ground, Smithfield.—En.

" ARCHITECTS AND PROVISION
DEALERS.”

Sin,—Permit me to contribute the subjoined *' Card,”
from the Thanet Guardian, to the amusing list given in
the Builder a few weeks ago under the above heading. I
have altered the names. I would remark that it is well
understood in the plsce that the nominal partner has no
existence at all, and that the “ offices ” are in rear of the
“residence,” and are, therefore, practically one and tbe
same thing. QUI8.

" [A Card,]
MR. ALLEY LOOKER,

(Mem. Archi. Assoc., Lond.)
Cn*. Exg., Abchitrct, anb Subvktob.

lieeidence :
• • Margate.

Plans, Designs, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates.

LOOKER AND FLOATED,
AcCTIONEERS, BbOEEBS, AWD TALrEES.

Offices

:

Margate.
Families ^removing can Warehouse their Furniture

.nd Commodious Furniture

COMPENSATION CASE, DERBY.
Mr. Burton Borough and The Midland Bailicag Com-

pany.—In this case the company sought to take 37 acres
of lend belonging to Mr. Borough, near the London-road
Bridge, Derby, for the purposes of the new curve. The
land required by the company is next toMr. Etches’s
Park, but the front part nearest the turnpike-road is not
included in the purchase. The company availed them-
selves of the compulsory powers of the Lands Clauses
Consolidation Act, but did not make an offer. Mr. Charles
Sanders was the arbitrator nominated by the company,
and Mr. Richard Baylits acted in that capacity for Mr.
“--ough. Mr. H. A. Hunt, of Loudon, was appointed
umpire. The first meeting was bold at the Midland
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Hotel, Derby, in November last. Mr. Lloyd (barrister)

appeared for tlie company
;
and Mr. Field, Q.C., and Mr.

Day, were counsel for Mr. Boroufrb. Mr. John Shaw,

Mr. E. S. Gisborne, Mr. Edwin Thompson, Mr. Wm,
Pool. Mr. W. Seth Smith, Mr. John Parkin, and Mr.
Thomas Adsetts were called as witnesses for the claimant,

and their valuations ranged from 28,COOL to 30,0O0L An
adjournment took place to the company’s offices in Lon-
don, when Mr. Alfred Wills (of the Midland Circuit)

appeared for the company, and Mr. Leech continued the

ease for Mr. Borough, and called Mr. Thompson (borongh

surveyor), and Mr. E. 8. Norris, of Nottingham, as fur-

ther witnesses. The case of the company was then

opened, and Mr. Gratton (the company’s surveyor), Mr.
Benjamin Wilson, Mr. John Bromley, Mr. Wood (builder),

Mr. Matthews, of Birmingham, Mr. Cowley, of Man-
Chester, Mr. Thomas Madeley, and Mr. Jeitery Etches
were caUed as witnesses for the company. Their valua-

tions ranged from 14,0001. to IS.OOl'l. The arbitrators

being unable to agree upon the amount of compensation,
Mr. Hunt (the umpire) was called upon to decide it, and
he has just made his award, giving Mr. Borough 24,2002.

for his land, the company paying all costs.

A QUESTION OF WAGES.
Gdlttpie T. ZTartland.—At Southwark Conn^ Court,

belore Mr. C. S. Whitmore, Judge, the plaintifl, a plas-

terer, who resides in Carlisle street, Lambeth, sued the
defendant, a master builder, who conducts his business in

Walworth-road, Walworth, for the sum of 53. 2d., for

wages due and money paid.

The plaintiti stated that he was in the employ of the
defendant on a job at Godstono Park, Snrrey, at 8d. per
hour. On a lew Saturdays since he was paid ofT, andtnat
without any previous intimation. In consequence, he
claimed for hiBf a day’s wages, time lost, and his railway
fare from Qodstone to London Bridge Termini.
His Honour, addressing the plaintiff, — When does

your week end ?

The plaintiff replied, at one o’clock on the Saturday.
It was customary for the men to have their railway fare

I
laid to and from the country by the masters, and the
odging money also. The defendant, on his discharge,

gave him 2 b. 2d., the charge of third-class fare from God-
stone to town. Bat as there was no train until long after

eight o’clock in the evening, he paid excess and returned
in a second-class carriage.
The defendant said that be paid the plaintiff 6d. per

hour; and on his going down to Godstone he paid nis
railway fare, and during bis being there bis lodging money
was paid also. When be discharged the plaintiff he paid
him his fare back to town. He contended that he was
not bound to psy the return fare, inasmuch as, whenever
a man is discharged in the country that is not allowed.

He had been in the trade during tbe whole of his life, and
could vouch for the fact that no such allowance was ever
made. At Christmas be paid the railway fare of all his
workmen to and from town, in order to allow them a
holiday with their friends.

The Judge remarked that he could not sec that the
plaintiff had any claim on tbe defendant. The payment
was not by tbe day, but by tbe hour, and for some time
the rate of wages had increased until 8d. per hour was
reached. As to the service of trains with third-class
carriages, they could not be fitted to suit every person in
tbe country at any particular hour. There was no corro-
borative evidence on the part of the plaintiff to prove
that tbe fare should be paid at all when a man was dis-

charged in tbe country. There was no pretence for wages.
He should give judgment for the defendant. The costs
were not applied for by him .

DEAD.

3f. Hiitorff, ArcMtect.—The artistic world Las
snstamed a great lose by the death of M. Hittorff,

architect, of the city of Paris, and member of the
French Institute. He was a native of Cologne.

Mr. Baddeley, C.E.—The death is announced,
after a long illness, of Mr. Baddeley, C.E. He
was the inventor of the patent canvas now nsed
by the fire brigade, the patent hose reel, tbe
farmers’ fire-engine, and was for years connected
with the Mechanics’ Magazine.

Mr. 0. B. Bennett, the Artist.—Mr. Bennett's
first sketches appeared in Diogenes, and were
signed in the corner with the figure of an owl. To
Pvnch he contributed numerous sketches. After
a very short illness, Mr. Bennett died in the 38th
year of his age.

CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

TTest Camel (Somerset).—The re-opening of

West Camel church has just taken place. The
church has been restored at a cost of about
1,1001., according to plans prepared by Mr. E.
Christian, architect.

Middleham.—As a memorial to the late rector,

the Rev. J. A. Birch, it has been resolved to

erect a new pnlpib for the parish church.
XIrmston.—The Lord Bishop of Manchester

has laid the foundation-stone of St. Clement’s
Church, Urmston, a village near Stretford. Ac-
commodation is provided in the new church for

360 persons to begin with, and a future north
aisle will hold nearly 200 more. The plan now
being carried out gives a chancel, with the fit-

tings such as are now nsual in most new ohnrcbes,
inolading provision for seating a choir. The
south chancel aisle will be given up to the

school children : the north one is to serve as

organ chamber and vestry. The body of the

church comprises a nave and south aisle, divided

from each other by an arcade of four arches,

borne by pillars, with different flowered and
moulded capitals. The church is approached
from the north side, towards the western end of

which is an inclosed timbered porch. On the
same side are three large traceried windows, one
of three lights, and two of two lights each. The
belfry is hexagonal, and stands in the comer that

is formed by the west wall of the vestry and the
north wall of the nave. The lower part is of

stone. Then comes an open wooden story, in

which the bell hangs, and the whole is capped
by a slender elated spirelet, terminating with a
gilt vane. There is one gabled clearstory win-
dow on tbe south side. The west gable of the nave
contains three tall windows, that in the middle
being of two lights, flanked by a single light on
each side. The whole of the external walls are

faced with stone, three colours being used to

give relief. The roofs are slated in two colours.

The architect is Mr. J. Medland Taylor, and the

style Geometrical Decorated Gothic. Tbe con-
tract baa been taken by Mr. M. Fogget, for

2,1251.

PordeTi.—The new church for the parish of
Forden, near Montgomery, in the diocese of Here-
ford, was, together with an. addition to the
churchyard, consecrated on Tuesday, the

19th, by the Bishop of Worcester, who officiated

for the Bishop of Hereford. The chnrch is in

the Early Decorated style of architecture, and
consists of a nave, north and south aisles, chan-
cel aisle, vestry, and organ-chamber, and a de-

tached south-western tower. The cost has been
about 3,0001., but the spire is not yet added to

the tower, and forms no part of this outlay. The
architect was Mr. Thomas Nicholson, of Here-
ford, the diocesan architect.

Leylurn.—At a meeting of the committee for

the erection of a church at Leybum, Lord Bolton
in the chair, it has been agreed that the plans

of Mr. Wray, of London, be carried into effect,

and that tbe contract of Mr. Jones be accepted.

Birmingham.—A lady well known for her
thoughtful benevolence, says the local Journal,

has placid at the disposal of the Bishop of Wor-
cester the munificent sum of 10,0001., for the
purpose of church ixtension in Birmingham.

Thornton-Hough.—Tbe foundation-stone of a

new chnrch has been laid at Thomton-Hongb, in

tbe parish of Neston. Mr. Joseph Hirst, the
pnrebaser of Thornton House and the domain
around it, purchased tbe site, and is to build, at

his own cost, the church and parsonage, and a
school and aohool-bonse, and endow the same.
The style of tbe chnrch is Gothic of the thirteenth

century. The edifice will consist of nave, chancel,

and transepts, adjoining to which will be the

organ-chamber on one side, and vestry on the

other. At tbe south-west corner there will be a
tower and spire. The nave will be divided from
the chancel and transepts by five arches, sup-

ported by circular pillars and corbels. At the

west end there will be a large five-light window.
The chancel and transepts will each have a three-

light window. Those in the nave and chancel
will be of two lights, filled in with tracery. The
whole will be erected of stone from the neigh-

bourhood
;
the walls of red sandstone, and white

ashlar for the dressings, from Stonrton quarries.

The roof will be an open one, construct^ of red
deal, stained and varnished. The pnlpit, reading-
desk, screens, and rails will be of oak, all the
rest of the woodwork being pitch-pine varnished.
Tbe whole will seat 450 persons. The architects

are Messrs. Kirk & Sons, of Huddersfield and
Dewsbury. Near to the church, the parsonage,
schools, and teacher’s residence are in course of
erection, in the same style of architecture as the
church, and'ofthe same class of materials. The
cost of the whole (exclusive of the ground) will

be 7,0001.

Aughton.— ’The foundation-stone of a new
chnrch has been laid at Anghton, a rural dis-

trict in the neighbourhood of Ormskirk. The
new edifice, which is being erected from designs

by Messrs. W. & J. Hay, of Liverpool, architects,

is to be the Flowing Decorat^ style of the

fourteenth century. The estimated total cost is

about 6,0001. j but as only two-thirds of the

required amount have yet been collected, the
church will not in the first instance be com-
pleted. As a whole, it will present a chancel,

nave, and aisles, and a massive tower occupyiug
a central position at the west end, terminating
with a quatrefoil balustrade, pinnacles rising

at the angles, the sonth-east corner having,

however, an octagon stair-turret, terminating

with a pinnacle. The north side of the chance
will be occupied with a vestry and organ
chamber, having separate entrances. The ma
teriala nsed in the structure are local stonei

knoTTU as “pitch-faced coursers,’’ the interio

being lined throughout with ashlar. The seats

which will provide accommodation for 500 o

600 persons, will consist of moveable opei

benches. The chancel, which will be large ii

proportion to the other parts of the chnrch, beinf

40 ft. long and 23 ft. wide, the dimensions oftb
entire edifice being 75 ft. by 58 ft., will be re

served for addicion at a fnture time when suf

ficient funds have been provided. The work i

being carried out by Mr. Harris, of St. Helen’s.

Leicester.—The building hitherto known asthi

Collegiate School has been opened as a place o

worship, after being altered and adapted to it

present use. Accommodation has been pro

vided for 600 persons. The building is in th'

Tudor style, with open-framed hammer-bean
roof, and mullioned and traceried windows, i

system of heating has been introduced by Mi
Gimson, and the gas-fittings have been suppliei

by Mr. Webb, both of Leicester. The architect

for the alterations were Messrs. Bidlake & Tail

of Wolverhampton and Leicester
j

and th

general contract has been carried out by Mi
Roberts, of Leicester.

STAINED GLASS.

Lyiham Church.—A stained-glass window ha

been put up in this church. It consists of tw
openings, and contains two representations c

tlie Virgin mother, with the inscriptions, “ Mate
dolorosa,” and “ Stabat Mater.” The detail

consist of canopy work and borders,—styl

thirteenth century. This window is erected b

the Rev. W. Selfe, rector, in memory of hi

late wife, and is from the works of Messn
Edmnndson & Son, Manchester.

Parish Church of Bolton -le-Mocrs. — Th
teachers connected with the Sunday Schools (

this church have erected a window to th

memory of the late Canon Slade. It is in tw
lights, which are filled with figures of the “ Guo
Shepherd,” and the “ Charge to Peter.” Th
decorative portion of the window is filled wit

foliated work, and inscriptions and the arraoris

bearings of the canon are introduced in th

tracery opening. The work was executed b

Messrs. Edmundson & Son, of Manchester.
Redenhall Church (BoA'leston)

.

—A stainec

glass window has recently been put into one <

the chancel windows of this church, to th

memory of the late Mr. and Mrs. James Aldouj

The subjects of the window are intended to r«

present Christ’s Sermon on the Mount. Th
window was designed and executed by M;
Baillie, of London.

8t. Oswald's, Durham.—A stained-glass wii

dow to the memory of the late Mr. Georg
Wilkinson, of Oswald House, has just bee

erected in the parish chnrch of St. Oswalc

Durham. The window contains two lights, th

upper one representing “ Christ blessing littl

Children,” and the lower one “ The good Sami
ritan.” The window was executed by Messn
Clayton & Bell, of London.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWI

London.—The memorial stone of a new chape

to be called the Barbican Congregational Churcl

has been laid in the New North-road. The nc
building is intended to supply a vacancy in th

number of Congregational places of worshi

caused by the appropriation of the site of tl

chapel in Barbican to the purposes of the Fini

bury extension of the Metropolitan Railway

A peaked gable, of Gothic design, will front th

road, and in the centre of the fa9ade will bo coi

strncted a large window, also of Gothic desigi

and interspersed with carved stone-work. Th
entrance will be in nnison with the general styl

an oaken door opening upon a porchway leadin

to the interior of the building. The interm

fittings will be chiefly of Mediioval design, tfc

numerous sittings being open, and of varnishe

timber. The chapel proper will accommodal

900 persons, 427 on the ground floor, and 473 i

the galleries; and besides tbe space thus aj

propriated there will be room sec apart for tn

vestries. Tbe basement floor will contain

lecture-room, or school-room, for 600 childrei

^ two class-rooms for 40 scholars, and two infai
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ilaaa-rooxna for 100 infants. Messrs. Landell &
Jedclls are the arcliitects

;
and tbo builders are

ilessrs. Brown & Et^inson.
I Kettering. — The New Wesleyan Chapel in

liilver-streefc will soon be completed. It is in

(he Italian style of architecture, and built of red
iricks : the front and sides are faced with Bath
tone, carved. The interior will seat about 700
reraons. Mr. George Woolhouae, of Bolton-le-

loore, Lancashire, is the architect j
and Mr.

lohn Watkin, of Northampton, the builder. The
aitire cost is about 3,OOOJ. Mr. John Tordofi’

•as announced his intention of supplying an
grgan, free of cost, in addition to 1,0001. already

riven.

f Forest Ilill .—A new Congregational church, in

itanstead-lane, was opened on the 2nd inst.

fhe walls are huilt of Nutfield stone, in random
liurses, with Bath atone dressings. It is a
I othic building, without tower or turret; but
(ortiona of the front gable are recessed, and the
imtro pierced with a large five-light traceried
niudow. The church will seat nearly 500
rersons, and has two tiers of windows on each
(de, in anticipation of galleries being required
81 a fewyears. The ceiling is semi-seso-decagonal
A shape, and is boarded diagonally in panels,
iron arched ribs are used to strengthen the
imsses of the roof. Mr. H. Fuller was the archi-

•DCt employed, and his designs have been carried
tit by Messrs. Staines & Son, builders, of Great
t. Helen’s. The cost has been soniowhat over
tooo/.

Ulisrclhiirca.

I: Inteknational Architectural Conference.
1 has been determined by the Society of the
frchitects of France to invite architects of all

I le world to an international conference, to be
(hid in the month of July next, to take into con-
I'rieration the methods in use in architectural
iducation, and all questions connected with the
jihject, and especially to inquire into the ten-
loncy of the modern architecture of all nations.

UManchester AiicniTEcruRAL Association.

—

a ordinary meeting of this Association was
Jld on Tuesday evening, April 2nd, the presi-
Int, Mr. L. Booth, in the chair. After the
uaiisaction of the usual business, Mr. Ludwig
popeuheimer, of Brunswick, read a paper on
iiParquetry, its application and manufacture.”
iie paper was illustrated by a large collection

specimens, many of which exhibited consider-
clo nicety of workmanship.

VWohkmen’s Dinner at the Prince Consort’s
JEJiOBiAL, Hyue Parr.—Last Saturday, Mr.
G G. Scott gave a dinner to the men engaged
t the Memorial, in token of his satisfaction as
t. the way in which the work is being done.
. \ Goad, who inspects the work under the
bjhitect, took the chair, and a pleasant after-
inon was spent. The health of the architect,
I d that of Mr. John Kelk, were drunk with
asat warmth. Mr. Cross, the manager of
i works, the Chairman, Mr. Chincher, Mr.
Lsbber, and others concerned, were also toasted
hfch heartiness. We are glad to see that pro-
5SBS is now being made in setting up the pre-
eired work

; the main arches are being turned.

iFire-proof Flooring: Cunningham’s Patent.
(veral methods of fire-proof floor-construction
live been patented by Mr. J. Cunningham, of
everpoo), architect and civil engineer. Iron
Wers, weighing 42 lb. per lineal foot, and
iiving a bearing of 30 ft., are placed 7 ft. apai-t,

d carry sheet iron joists; this strength of mate-
3 Is carrying 2 tons per superficial yard. Plaster
jjapplied direct upon the nuderside of sheet
in joists; and if a tiled floor is wanted, the
s :s can be bedded in concrete or cement, as the
i le may be. If a deal floor is necessary, bat-
i B can be fixed in the concrete to carry the
Hiring boards. Under the heading of “ Advan-
f?es,” the patentee says :—“ In the case of
ti,el8, offices, houses occupied in flats, by differ-
fi families, or buildings in which numbers of
pbple are occupied, or live, fire-proof floor is of

jy great importance. With the patent iron
Hiring there is— ‘No transmission of sound
ereat strength, with little weight;’ ‘No lateral
omst ;’ ‘No dry rot;’ ‘No harbonr for vermin.’
wes plaster laths for ceilings below, and a
biber flooring can be laid on battens, fixed in
c concrete or cement.” The additional cost
iffween an ordinary wooden floor and Mr. Cun-
jhgham’s patent iron joists is stated to be
itut 93. 6d. per superficial yard.

Tramv'ays.—The promoters of tramways, who
had projects before Parliament this year for

London and Liverpool, have failed to carry their

Bill, through technical errors in matters governed
by the ” standing orders” of the Houses of Par-
liament. The promoters of the Dublin tram-
ways guarantee cheap and rapid communication,
combined with personal safety, no matter how
defective the state of the thoroughfares

; and
they promise an ultimate considerable saving in

the cost of repairs to the streets. There are

;

many portions of the suburbs of Dublin very- in-

adequately supplied with means of transit to the
city, which could bo materially improved by a
system of tramways properly carried out.

Tredington Church Spire, Shipston-on-
Stour.—In June last, during a thunder-storm,
this spire was struck by lightning, and much
damaged. The Ytstry received tenders for its

restoration, and the contract of Mr. George
Frith, of Coventry, was accepted. Mr. Frith
ascended the spire, which is 180 ft. high, by
means of pulleys and ropes, drawing himself up
with ease, and, upon reaching the top, he took
hold of tlie cross-bar of the weather-cock and
sat upon it. Afterwards, with two of his men,
he ascended, taking up bellows and forge, and
the spindle of the weather-cock being out of the
perpendicular, it was soon heated to a white
heat and made all right. The operation, ic is

said, was accomplished as readily as it would
have been at a blacksmith’s forgo.

Fairlop Oak. in St. Panceas Church.—It
may not be generally known that the pulpit and
reading-desk in St. Pancras Church, in the
Euaton-road, are made out of the celebrated
Fairlop oak, which gave its name to Fairlop
Fair in Epping' Forest, and which was blown,
down about fifty years ago.

Sheffield School of Art.—The annual con-
versazione and exhibition of this school have
been held. There was a large attendance, and
an address was given by Dr, Gatty, who die-

trihated the prizes to the students. Among the
works of art exhibited was a large collection of
those of the late Mr. Godfrey Sykes.

Removal of another City Church. — A
scheme has been prepared for the removal of the
Church of St. Mildred at the eastern end of the
Poultry. For many months past it has had no
congregation. By the removal of the church a
large space will be obtained for the improve-
ments which have long been required in that
neighbourhood.

Three Men Buried Alive.—At London-
derry, a number of workmen are at present
engaged in razing a block of old buildings on
the east wall, adjoining the shambles, to make
way for the new market premises which are
about to be erected

;
and while employed at the

side wall of one of the houses it suddenly gave
way, burying three of the men. One of them is

not likely to recover.

Brecon Independent College.—This college
is to be built at Sunny Bank, close to the town
of Brecon, and above the railway. The ground
was purchased from the Marquis Camden, and
is situated in a beautiful spot having a south-
west aspect, upon a gravelly soil, about three
acres in extent. Mr. T. Thomas, Swansea, is

the ai’chitect. The quantities were supplied by
Messrs. Curtis & Son, and Messrs. Rake & Ran-
well. Seven contractors were invited to com-
pete for the buildings, and the following four
complied :

—

Williams Bros,, Brecon £8,950 0 0
Thomas, Watkins, & Jenkins, Swansea... 8,650 0 0
John Griflilhs, Brecon 8,400 0 0
Jones & Son, Gloucester 8,000 0 0

The Kensington and other Ijiprove-
MF.NTS.—At a recent meeting of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, it was resolved to adopt a
report of the Finance Committee, recommending
the acceptance of an ofi'er of 150,0001. at 4^ per
cent, from the Bank of England, for the pur-
poses of the Kensington improvements; the
money to be advanced in three instalments of
50.0001., in April, July, and September. Mr.
Dalton, in moving the adoption of the Finance
Committee’s report, expressed a doubt whether
the money would be wanted even in September;

i

and if the Board did nob get on faster than with
the Whitechapel Improvement, it would not be
required for two years. Mr. Newton said, with
regard to the Eolborn Improvement, if he under-
stood the present arrangements correctly, the
whole of the property there was to be paid for

by June next, and was to be put into the hands
of Messrs. Pullen, Horne, & Eversfield at Mid-
summer-day. With respect to the Whitechapel
Improvement, there were two or three cases
under arbitration now, which, when settled,

would cost that Board some thousands.

Parliamentary Outlay on Architecture and
Art.—The estimates for the current year on
buildings for what may be called artistic par-
poses comprise the following sums :—For com-
pleting the Clock-tower and works in New
Palace-yard, and approaches, including the
erection of the arcade, 12,1961. Railing of
Parliament-square, 6,0001. St. Stephen’s Crypt,
Royal Gallery, and Robing-room, 5,1401. Works
of art in decoration of Parliament House, 4,6001.,
which is thus apportioned : Mr. Herbert, for the
“Judgment of Daniel,” 1,0001., part of 4,0001.;
Mr. Ward, three pictures, 6001. each, with aug-
mented amount on completion of whole, 8001.

;

two statues of sovereigns in the Royal Gallery,

8001., out of 1,6001. New Foreign Office, 8,5001.
(no further sum will be required for this build-
ing). 33,5001. are now asked for furnishing tbo
same, decorating the grand staircase, removal,
&c., the total estimated cost of which is 40,2001.

Besides these sums, 7,0001., out of 12,8361., are
asked this year for the completion ofa quadrangle.
The original estimate for this building was
233,5161. National Gallery enlargement, 32,0001.

(nearly 39,0001. have been already spent on this

head). Westminster Chapter-house, 10,0001. of
total estimate of 25,0001. National Gallery of
Ireland, repairs of building, 3471.

Accident in Elland Church. — On Sunday
night, intense alarm was caused in this church,
daring divine service, by the falling of one of
the clock-weights, of 26 cwt., in the church
tower. A part of the screen near the tower was
forced down and the whole building shaken.
The impression appeared to prevail that the
tower was falling. Something like a panic
immediately took place

;
but nobody was hurt.

The Knightsbridge Barracks.—We are glad
to learn that a committee of gentlemen, headed
by Earl Grosvenor, are getting up a petition to
the Secretary of War for the removal of the
tumbledown cavalry barracks at Knightsbridge,
with their concomitant public-houses, dancing
saloons, and brothels. The sweeping away of
these barracks, as a disgrace to the locality, was
lung since, and repeatedly, urged in the Builder.

Proposed E-viiibition in Coventry.—Tho use
of the new market-hall has been formally granted,
to an exhibition committee at Coventry. Various
sub-committees are now actively engaged in

making necessary arrangements ; and tho pro-
posed Exhibition is receiving snpport not in
Coventry alone, but from Birmingham and other
large towns, so that success is considered aa
well nigh a matter of certainty. An office has
been opened in tlie arcade of the new market-
hall, and there exhibitors will be able to obtain
any information they may require.

Worcester Cathedral.—On the north side of
the cathedral cloisters the figures and other
ornaments in groining have been well brought
out by tho process of cleaning away the plaster
and whitewash, and many figures that were not
known to exist have been shown. In May,
1863, one of the bells in the second peal at this

cathedral was missed. It was then ascertained
that thieves mnst have broken up the bell

(which weighed over 5 cwt.) before removing it,

but all that was left to support this supposition

was a large crowbar. Rewards were offered for

the discovery of the thieves, but nothing was
heard of the missing bell till a few days ago,
when the workmen engaged in restoring the
tower found under a beam in the belfry a large
piece of bell-metal, which, upon examination,
proved to be a portion of the stolen bell.

Lodgers in the Metropolis.—The following
returns for each borough in the metropolis,

moved for by the Earl of Shaftesbury, have been
ordered in the House of Lords :—1, The esti-

mated adult male population
; 2, the number of

adult male householders; 3, the estimated male
adult population who are not householders. To
the following, also moved for, the Duke of

Buckingham objected, on account of tho diffi-

culty and cost of obtaining them, and they were
therefore not ordered 4, Reports from the

overseers of each parish, stating, so far as can
he ascertained, the proportion of lodgers who
pay for unfurnished rooms 48. a week or up-

wards, and the proportion who pay less than 4a.

a week
; 5, such reports to state the lowest

weekly amount per lodger paid by any con-

siderable number of lodgers within each, parish.
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Church Bell Fou*’«ding in Birmingham.

—

The first church bells founded in Birmingham
for upwards of a centnry have jnst been rnn into

their moulds at the mannfuctory of the Messrs.

Blews, in New Bartholomew-street. All other

kinds of bells have long been made in Birming-
ham, by tens of tbonsands yearly. They are

sent ont into all parts of the world.

TENDEKS
For alteratioDB and repaira, 40, Oiford-street, for

Messrs. Perry, jewellers. Mr. H. Aaliton, nrchitect
Lonpmire & Barge £739 0 0
Mashman 609 0 0
Tracey, Southall, & Watson 648 0 0

For building residence and stabling, Patney-bill, for
Mr. J. Truman. Messrs. Lee, architects :

—

Tracey, Soathall, & Watson £3,392 0 0

For faking down and rebuilding nave and porch, and
restoring tower of Parish Church of Wentworth, near
Ely. Mr. Frederick Preedy, architect :

—

Freeman, Brothers (scoepted) ...£781 10 0

For decorations and repairs, 32, Westbourne-terrfice,
for the Metropolitan Bailwav Comnany. Mr. F. B.
Wells, architect :

—

Clemence £3S9 0 0
Starkie 375 0 0
Tracey, Southall, & Watson .370 0 0
Moultrie 291 0 0

For building new wing and porch to Addison Lodge,
Kensington, for Mr. J. Hogg. Quantities not supplied.
Messrs. Wade & Leonard, architects :

—

Bywater £1,185 0 0 ...£I19 0 0
Sapwell I,'i59 0 0 ... 91 0 0
Eichardson 940 0 0 ... 93 0 0

For alterations &c., to the Falcon Tavern, Fetler-lane,
City. Messrs. Bird & Walters, architects;

—

M'Lachlan £916 0 0
J. Brown 910 0 0
E. Brown 896 0 0
Newman &. Mann 895 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 884 0 0
Williams & Son 874 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 813 0 0

For rebuilding the Crown Tavern, Tufton- street, West-
minster. Messrs. Bird & Walters, architects

StimpsoD £2,131 0 0
Brown 2,130 0 0
Newman & Mann 2,107 0 0
Williams & Son 2,067 o 0
Betty 1,998 16 0
Fox 1,970 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 1,931 0 0
M'Lachlan 1,800 0 0

For villa and stable at Shortlands, Kent. Mr. Banks
architect :

—

Collins (accepted) £1,300 0 0

For the erection of chapel, Cliftonville, Brighton.
Mr. H. N. Goulty, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—
Cheesman & Co £2,576 0 0
Anscombe 2,570 0 0
Parsons 2,370 0 0
Simms & Marten 2,358 0 0
Chappell.. 2,244 0 0
Bland 2,210 0 0
Nightingale 2,195 0 0
Kemp (accepted) 1,951 0 0

For alterations at a house, Buckhnrst.hill, Essex. Mr.
J. H. Rowley, architect :

—

Eivett £993 0 0
Bayes 878 0 0
Borrows (accepted) 840 0 0

For the erection of five houses at South Norwood. Mr.
J. W. Dennison, architect

Holledge £1,442 0 0
King 1,422 0 0
Bell 1,366 0 0
Fincher & Martyn (accepted) ... 1,100 0 0

For two villa residences, with offices, boundary fences,
Ac., in Tork-road, Tunbridge Wells, for Mr. C. R.
Fletcher Lutwidge. Mr. Wm. Bond, architect. Quantities
supplied by Mr. A. Ticars:

—

Perigoo £4,777 0 0
Edwards & Walkling 4,732 0 0
Walker 4,640 0 0
Winnifrith 4,600 0 0
Mercer & Cainfield 4,497 0 0
Pint 4,439 Q 0

For alterations and adnitions to house, No. 5, Cecil-
Btreet, Strand, for Mr. E. Laundy. Mr. J. T. Highland,
architect

Gotts&Blyton £314 0 0
Pulsford 210 0 0
Fowler 205 9 «
McVicar log lo 0
Lacey leo 0 0

Accepted for The Congregational Church, Clifton Down.
Messrs. Charles F. Hansom, & Son, architects. Quanti-
ties by Mr. J. A. Clark :

—

Exeavafor, Wnller, Bricklayer, and Maton't Work.
Wilkins k Sons £4,227 0 0

Fla$terer, Slater, Fainter, and Glazier's Work.
Lewis A Sons 772 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner s TT'ork,

Davey, Brothers 1,943 0 0

Flumber's Work.
Tuckey & Son 110 0 0

Smith's Work.
Williams 170 0 0

For Hill’s Almahonses, Clifton. Messrs. Chas. F.

Hansom A Son, architects. Quantities by Mr. J. A.
Clark

:

Fart 1.

—

Excavator, Bricklayer, 2faeon, Tiler, and
Plasterer’s Work.

No. 1. Ornamental Brickwork. No. 2, Hanham Stone.
No. 3. Local Stone.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Part 2.

—

Carpenter and Joiner, Plumber, Glazier, Fainter,
and Ironfounder's Work.

Lewis £927 0 0
Eastbrook A Son 888 0 0
Harris 880 0 0

For the whole in the various materials above stated.

Warren A Son
Davis A Son

Part 1. Bevan A Son j
Part 2. Eastbrook A Son j

^

3675

For the erection of offices, warehouses, and workshops,
for ihe Boyal Porcelain Works Company, Worcester.
Messrs. Scriveuer A Son, architects. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Wood A Sons £2,591 0 0
Hilton 2,495 0 0
Beard 2,-495 0 0
Dixon (accepted) 2,384 15 7
Wainwright 2,250 0 0

For the erection of hoarding and party-wall of new
chronic wards at St. Miirylebonc Workhouse. Mr. H.
Saxon Snell, architect

Crockett £34.) 0 0
Stephens A Watson 335 0 o
Wills

,
321 0 0

Nightingale 298 0 0
Johnson '''''' " "

Brt
Crabb A Vangbai

2S3 0 0
229 0 0

For the addition of new south aisle to, and reseating
of, the Parish Church of Batheaston. Mr. Frederick
Preedy, architect :

—

Long A Jones £1,950 0 0
Bussell (Jno.) 1,745 14 0
Bladwell 1,742 0 0
Mealing 1,694 0 0
Bussell (Wm.) 1.667 0 0
May ... . 1,650 0 0
Rawlings 1,540 0 0
Berth A Son 1,632 0 0
Morgan A Lovell 1,460 0 0
Mercer 1,458 0 0
Hibbard A Long 1,430 0 0
Newman A Silver (accepted) ... 1,423 0 0
Qreenman A Son 1,349 0 0

For building new billiard-room, Ac., Walton Lodge,
Banstead, for Mr. E. J. Nevis

Tracey, Southall, A Watson £414 0 0

For partially taking down, rebuilding, and enlarging
Church of St. Luke, Headlees-cross, near Redditch, Mr,
Frederick Preedy, architect ;

—

Espley £1,590 0 0
Scriven (accepted) 1,311 0 0

For warehonse, Cherry Tree-conrt, Aldersgate-strcet.

Mr. William Smith, architect. Qnantitiea by Messrs,
Pain A Clarke

Nightingale .....£3,146 0 0
Perry 3,060 0 0
Simms and Marten 2,991 0 0
Sabey , 2,968 0 0
Ebbs A Sons 2,877 0 0
Abraham 2,729 0 0
Rigby . 2,715 0 0
Henshaw 2,714 0 0
Langmeed A Way 2,649 0 0
Johnson 2,695 0 0
Hall.., . 2,585 0 0
Eaton A Chapman 2,680 0 0
Wells . 2,655 0 0
Warne . 2,550 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 2,329 0 0

For two houses at ElCham, Kent. Mr. D. Bland, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied
Crabb A Vaughai
Nightingale
Walker
Thorpe
Day
Sojier

£1,260 0 0
1,176 0 0
1,100 0 0
1,067 0 0
1,043 0 0
1,033 0 0
800 0 0
751 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Congregational
Chapel, Staines, Middlesex. Messrs. W. G. Habershon
A Pite, srchitecls. Quantities supplied :

—

Wilcox ..£2,794 0 0
Oader ,. 2,-417 0 0
Nightingde 2,345 0 0
Nye ... „ 2,196 0 0

Cowland 2,165 0 0

For house at Woking, Surrey. Messrs, E. Habershon,
Brock, A Webb, architects :

—

Bird.. .,£5,450 0 0
Nightingale 5,18-1 0 0
Simpson 6,018 0 0
Carter A Son 4,991 0 0
Sabey 4.980 0 0
Patman A Fotheringham 4,898 0 0
Wallis 4,750 0 0
Harriss -1,400 0 0
Day ,. .. 4,160 0 0
Manley A Rogers 3,917 0 8

For a new mansion at Welcombe, near Stratford-on-
Avon, for Mr. Mark Philips. Mr. H. Glutton, architect,
Quautities supplied by Messrs, Crocker and Newby:

—

Additional ifDarley

Ashby A Son £46,700 0
I'Anson 46,350 0
Foster 43,400 0
Macey 41,923 0
Wood 39,350 0
Southern A Son,., 37,412 0
Webb 35,712 0

Dale instead of Hoi-
lington Stone.

3 ...£5,000 0 0
6,500 0 0
7,600 0 0
8,000 0 0
1,200 0 0
1,300 0 0
2,838 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Banjan Sebcols (where are these situated ?)—One whe wishes to do

hie dutr (the chief inly ot a clerk of works, with others depeodent
on ciicumetances and previous arraugement, is to ree that the archi-

tect's directions and intentions are carried out in the best manner).—
W. (compensation could he ob;alaed. Applr to a solicitor).—Q. A. S.

(the experlmenta do not teem to he sulficientlr precise lo be of value)-
—W. n. (mutt refer).—T. C. N. (paper was returned).—W. B. (we are

not able to advise).—“No 8e Sabe” (ifcontract is to be enforced at

law It muet be stamped. Few building contracts are stamped iu Srst

lnttaDce).-C. F. W. (Photce. ehaU .have altentlou).-B. B. 9.-0.-J.
0. P.-J. N.—0r. E.-P. E. M.—Q. T.—E. T. R— F. J. W.— \V. Y.—8.

e. R.—W. M.-J. a.-A.0.—A Vieltor.-P. H. N.-K.S.—8. iSou.—
J. W. O.-V.-H. & 8ons.-C. H. A Son.-S. K. L, T. N.-M. P. (will

appear).—W. 8.—H. F. L.— E. H. C.-E. M. B.—E. N.-J. H. B.—
B. 6.

We are compelled to decline pointing out hooks and givliig

addressee.

All statements offsets, Hats of tenden, Ac., must be accompanied by
the n.xme and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication.

NoTB.—The reaponeibilily of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetinge, rests, of course, with the authors.

GOOD FRIDAY.
NOTICE.—“ THE BUILDER," for the week,

ending APRIL 20f7i, will be published at TWO
p.m., on THURSDAY, 18th inst. Aduertisements

for insertion in that Number must therefore reach

the Office before THREE p.m, on WED-
NESDAY, 17th.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

NOW READY. The TWENTY-FOURTH
VOLUMEof"TRE BUILDER" (bound), for the

year 1866, Price One Guinea.

CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price

Two Shillings and Ninepence.

CLOTH READING - CASES, price Half-a-

Crown.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

SUBSCRIBERS' VOLUHES will be bound on

being sent to the Office, at a cost of Three

Shillings and Sixpence each.

LAdtertisement.J

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at

the manufactory, Lndgate-hill, wiU be glad to

furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees.

Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-

tion of Horolog^cal Machine, especially cathedr^
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 83 & 84, Ludgate-hill, E.G.

Established 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
'

' Fifth Kiiillon, now rrndy, in 1 vol. 8vo. price 52i. 6d. cloth.

GWILT’S AROHITECTCJKE, illustrated
with more than Eleven Hundred Bogravingj on Wood.

Revised, with Alterationi and Considerable Adaitions, by WYATT
PAPWORTH, Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects '

Additionally Olustrated with nearly,Four Hundred Eogravings on
Wood, by 0. Jewllt

;
and more than One Hundred other Woodcuti,

London : LONGMANS QBEEN, A CQ .PateraoBter-row.

Manual of hydrology.
By N. BEAEOMORE, C.K.

Dlvlslrn I.—Hydraulic and other Tables for computing the Sow of
Water, Oae, aud other fluids tbrongh pipes : with descriptive

0iviilon ir.—On Rivers and Volume of Water
;
on Percolation

;
on

Wells and Springs
;
on the Flow In Sewers, and Water Supply, with

Floods of Rivers, aud other characteristics of their hydraulic con-
dition.

Division IIL— On Tides, Tidal Rivers, and Estuaries
;
showing the

onditiou assumed by tides where there is the bore, and where the
ids Iwave vanisbes ; on the Effect of Improvements in Tidal Rivers,
with plates of tidal curves, sections of rivers, coiidal line-, Ac.
Division IV.— On Rainfall and Evaporation—containUJg Tables of

RalDfall at every elevation tbrongbout the British Isles, France,
Germany. Italy, Russia, North America, Australia, aud India, witb
the besl experiments on evaporation in various climates.
A new issue of this work is now ready at the reduced price of Sts.

Publi-hed by WATERLOW A SONS. 43. Parliameot-atrcet, West-
minster; and may be had of SIHPKINACO.

;
WEALES

;
F. A N.

8PO.N'; WILLIBASOTHEBAN; or through any Bookseliera.

ERFECTION in BOOK-KEEPING.^
Bnllders dealring a really good system can have a Set of

Models for Bnllders' Books by Donble-Eutry, to whloh was awarded
the Piize offered In “ The Bcildar," of last September, and which bos -

been adopted by many large Arms. Also a modifled arrangement, by '

Single-Entry, suitable for small Buildoras.—Address, E. A. 4, Sh
Oeorge's-road, Regent's Park.
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ThcFarisIntmiational

Exhibition.

AT by day the works
progress, and comple-
tion is nearer. The

])/ public are be-

ginning by degrees to

believe and to go. Onco
or twice there has even

been an inconvenient

crowd at certain points.

The flooring ofthebuild-

ing, we have omitted to

mention, is for the most
part of hdton, on the

ground
; and there are

small pits at inter-

vals, with gratings over
them, to receive the
dust. It seems to have
been the best arrange'

ment possible under the

circumstances of the
Bite. A boarded floor

on joists would have in-

creased the cost greatly.

The flooring is wetted
overmuch in the morn-
ing for walkers with thin

boots : but the right

course in this respect
ilill be found out anon. Of the extent to
liihich bdton, by the way (a hot-water, hand-made,
jmd concrete, so to speak), is used in Trance,
je spoke last week.

E Entering from the Pont d’lena, on the left-hand
ledo of the avenue, will bo seen a Gothic chapel
I brick, stone, and cement, with vari-coloured
)fof, ornamental lead work, and terminal sta-

;e6S. This has been erected at the instance of
. Charles Leveque, glass-painter, of Beauvais,

did originated in the same desire that produced
English architectural court,—a desire to

iffing together in a prominent position speci'

‘sens of the various art - works required in
;tchitectaro. In il. Levcque’s case it is con-
eaed to ecclesiastical art, and the idea has been
Tjried out very fully, no fewer than seventy-
•.e individuals and firms,— sculptors, metal-
rbrkers, glass-painters, tile-makers, chasers,

inamellers,—having co-operated to bring about
e result. The organiser had entertained the

;i«tion for some years ; and when the present expo-
iaion was first talked of addressed a memorial to

.6 Imperial Commission proposing the erection
i d fitting up of a larger and more comprehen-
e'-e building than in consequence of difliculties

itat supervened was ultimately put up. He had
shshed, in the first instance, that the build-

: ? should display the various styles of archi-

:tQture, and occupy a large area of ground,
e.e grant of land, however, was gradually
loluced, and the building took its present
^e. Externally it is very amenable to
reverse criticism. Internally it has been fitted

a a costly manner; the floor displays various
icacriptions of pavements, the columns and
ilultings are coloured, the window openings are
eced with stained glass; each chapel has

altar of elaborate and in some cases
gsgant design

; metal grilles enclose the
icactuary, and carved woodwork, enamelled
iirines, polychromed statues, candelabra, seats,

as[an8, fonts, and other church fittings fill up

every available site. On another occasion, when
the interior is more complete than was the
case when wo saw it, we may give opinions on the
taste and skill displayed by the various eX'

hibitors. For the present suflice it to say
that il. Levi-'quc is entitled, as it seems to

us, to great praise for the energy and persistency
he has shown in carrying out his scheme. His
chief aim is, as ho says, to raise the character of
the arts applied in the service of the church.
About 200,000 francs (8,0O0Z.) have been spent
upon the chapel, we are told, but the greater
part of this will come back, as all but the shell

will, of course, be useable elsewhere.

The Tunisians must have spent a great deal
of money upon the handsome and characteristic

structure they have erected in the Park. It is

good both in mass and in details. Within the
Exhibition building they havo an apartment with
its furniture complete, pipe-racks, divan, finely

embroidered saddle, and other accessories. Near
it are some modelled characteristic groups,
including a dromedary and its load.

The copy of a Mexican temple that has been
put up has a flight of twenty-eight external
steps to the main apartment, and is painted all

over with Mexican gods, or devils,—they are
much the same. The walls of the upper
chamber are covered with figures in high relief

(moulded in paper), which are Egyptian, not
Mexican. The whole has a made-up and
apocryphal air.

The end of the Park next the Ecole Militairo

must by no means bo left unvisited. Here will

be found an extraordinary assemblage of conser-

vatories, garden buildings, summer-bouses, and
rock-work. One conservatory, with rook-work
approach, is particularly ingenious. To the
summer-house formed in cement, in imitation of
stems and branches of trees, wo will not give any
praise, cleverly as the thing is done. The
Venetian blinds covering whole conservatories
from top to bottom outside, are worth notice.

There are, we suppose, arrangements to protect
them against the efi'ect of wind.

Russia has come out remarkably well. The
pictures sent by her and her wooden buildings, we
have already alluded to, but wo may add a few
words as to the latter. The walls of the houses are
constructed of round timber, simply stripped cf
the bark and trimmed with the axe. The ends of
the side wall timbers project through those of
the front wall. Each piece of timber is halved
to receive that which lies across and above it,

and has two mortises below to receive the tenons
in the halving of the piece below. The halving,
the tenons, and the mortises are all produced by
the axe alone. On the outside the timbers are
left round, but within the rooms these are cut
down until only a V'Sliaped joint is left between
the adjoining pieces. No nail or spike is used
in the whole construction.

According to a writer in the Engineer :

—

" The building of a peasant’s house of the plainest
kind does uot cost, in the neighbourhood of Moscow
Toula, and other great towns, more than 80 to 1-10 roubles’
that is to say, from 12L to 201.

,

materials, labour, furni-
ture, and stove, all included : the furniture, it should he
explained, consists simply of one large table, and benches
which stand round the room in the daytime, and form
two put together with a hard mattress on the top—the
beds of the family at night, except in the coldest season,
when father, mother, and children find a warm corner on
the top of the stove, which is nothing more than an oven
composed of bricks and faced with ornamental tiles. To
explain this extraordinary cheapness the price of wood
must be stated. A plank of best flr wood, 21 ft. long
8Jia-wide, and nearly 2 in. thick, costs 6(1 copecks, or
17d., and oak is only worth from 28. 3d. to 3b. 4d. the
cubic foot. The wood is very carefully seasoned, being
built up in stacks with interstices, and submitted to the
action of steam, and is full of turpentine and resinous
matters.”

The walls of these houses are caulked like the
deck of a ship, either with the large moss of
Russia, or, where that is not to be obtained,

with oakum, and this is driven in with an iron

instrument specially adapted to the purpose, and
the caulking is dressed with turpentine. Finally
the angles are filled in with a cement composed
of lime, cow-dung, and coarse flour or meal.

Within the building the Russian domain is

marked by a screen of woodwork, similar in
character to that seen at tho Isbah and other
structures in the Park, and suggests Tunbridge
ware and the interlocking wood puzzles of our
boyhood. Within the Court will be found a very
fine and large piece of mosaic work. The
design, two groups of the saints of tho Russian
calendar, is by Professor Neff', of the Academy
of the Beaux Arts of St. Petersburg

; tho mosaics
are in enamel, and the effect of the work is truly
admirable. The expression of the heads is good,
and the colour most harmonious and agreeable.
Nothing of the kind equal to it was elsewhere
opened when we were there. Some cabinets with
the raised mosaic work decorations in which they
excel, flowers and fruits, are also very fine ;

and they send some first-rate photographic por-
traits, and a mass of malachite in its natural,

®^oggy state, said to bo tho largest ever discovered.
This looks about 7 ft. long and 3 ft. in diameter in

tho centre : a portion of it has been polished since
it was set up. At the Russian Restaurant, by tho
bye, where their tea is in great demand, tho
waiters wear silk tunics of bright colour,—one
red, one yellow,—and white trowsers. At some
of the restaurants a great busineas, wo may
mention, is being done. According to the pro-
prietor’s own statement at tho French esta-

blishment (Gousset’a) on the Snnday preceding
the opening, 7,000 dinners were served, and on
the opening day a larger number still. The
kitchen is found much loo small, and is wanting
in ventilation.

Tho screen put up in tho building by
Italy is elegant of its kind, and must have
cost a considerable sum of money. So with
many of tho other nations. The style of that
erected by Portugal is their strange mixture
of Gothic and Italian. In the machinery zone
that country has an enormous trophy of the same
character formed of wood and plaster, and
rising high into the air.

The productions of S&vres and Gobelins, china
and tapestry, have a court to themselves, and
make a splendid whole, though we fail to observe
the slightest advance in either; in fact, we can
scarcely avoid impression of an apparent de-

cline. We did not observe anywhere, except
the machinery zone, that France has

made much advance during the last ten years.

Neverthele.-s, her artistic furniture and other
works of luxuiy maintain a high place. Chris-
tofle & Co., for example, have a wonderfully fine

centrepiece of silver, for the city of Paris, simi-

lar in character, but superior in result to one
they exhibited in 1662. A ship in the centre
has four figures, carrying a fifth that typifies

the city of Paris
; and there are other figures at

the end, with tritons and river gods. The
modelling is of high character. This work was
executed from tho designs and nndcr the direc-

tion of Mr. Baltard, architect, eight sculptors

and modellers co-operating. In this way a fin©

thing may be produced.

It seldom happens when a model of a building
is adopted by a manufacturer to show Jiis \YareB,

that the result is endurable. In the case, how-
ever, of the trophy set up by Waters & Co., of Man-
chester, displaying reels and balls of cotton, and
which takes the shape of the Manchester Albert
Memorial, the spire somewhat enlarged, we have,
thanks to the cleverness of James Thomas, their

joiner, with help from the architect and a copy
of the Builder, in which wo gave a view of the

Memorial, a very agreeable result
; so agreeable,

indeed, that it has been brought forward by the

Executive near to tho Norwich gates, so as to bo
seen from the principal avenue. We can praise

both form and colour.

It is but just to say that Messi's. Clark & Co.

have completed very satisfactorily their engage-

ment to fix their self-coiling steel shutters to all

the entrances to the building
; and we may add,

as another piece of personal glorification, that
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the Emperor has bought from the stand of

Mcesrs. Defries & Son a service of engraved

glass. More than one of oor manufacturers

have already received praises from the imperial

lips.

REDEMPTION OF RAILWAY PROPERTY.

The House of Commons was engaged the

other evening in what we cannot call the per-

formance of a comedy, for the comic element

was wanting, and there was a deep tragic in-

terest underlying the subject of discussion, but

in a display which bore the same relation to

farce that humour bears to wit. The honourable

member whose name is most intimately con-

nected with the history of the unfortunate and

“irrepressible” London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, after having been for some time

strenuously urged on in the daily newspapers,

at last brought forward a motion for inquiry

into certain matters of public notoriety in this

sad case, and the business-like unanimity and
good feeling that seem to pervade all discussions

connected with railway property were evinced by

an attempt to fix such a tag to Sir S. M. Peto’s

motion as should throw a slur on certain other

honourable members for theii* connexion with a

perfectly different, though unfortunate, enter-

prise. The form of the motion was such as- to

leave little room to reply to the objection raised

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer against a

proceeding that would afford a precedent for a
further extension of the omnifarious occupa-

tions of the House of Commons. The temper of

the House was such as to evince that every lati-

tude would have been given for a full and de-

tailed personal vindication, had such been
attempted, or bad such been possible; but the

occasion for such a mode of satisfying his friends

was not seized by the proposer of the motion.

The debate had little result except to show that

Torre del Greco is not the only place where
people can make merry over the slumbering fires

of a dangerous volcano.

While there can be no doubt that any effort

to extend the too numerous functions of the

Honse of Commons should be steadily resisted

by all who prize the constitutional character of

that assembly, and who deprecate its gradual

transformation into the likeness of a constituent

assembly or a caucus-smothered congress, we
yet see cause to regret that no single voice was
uplifted, during the course of the debate to which
we have referred, to say what most present must
have thought, or to point to what all ought to

have laboured to do. Whatever amount of blame

may be due to any individual in reference to the

wanton depreciation of railway property, there

is at least one greater culprit, and that is the

legislature itself. Common honesty will condemn
the men who have induced others to subscribe to

railways of which the solo and exclusive object

was to enrich the projectors at the cost of the

public ;
but in the eyes of the English commercial

morality of the day, which is different from com-
mon honesty, such men but act as sharp men of

business. But when, to enable projectors to

carry out their schemes, the grave sanction of

legislative action is required, and when this

action, the most responsible duty with which
Englishmen can be entrusted, is so freely placed

at the command of speculators as to supply

them with an Act of Parliament for every five

miles of a duplicate railway, the prostitution of

legislative power can not be too strongly repre-

hended. It would have been more becoming for

honourable members, in presence of a great

calamity, bitterly felt in many a ruined family,

to have acknowledged their misdeeds in having
created by the laws which they voted a state of

almost hopeless confusion, and to have taken the

best means in their power to seek to discover a
remedy, than to pass lightly over so grave a
case even if somewhat irregularly brought before

them. “ Amicus Peto—amicus Petrus jucundus

—

sed major amicus veritas,” was the resolution

passed by the House, with the omission of the
four final words.

In presence of the helpless indifference of the

House of Commons, and of the unquenched
party animosity of the leaders of the railway

world, the only hope of improvement in the

present condition of railway property depends
on the exertions of the press. For some time
past this fact has been acknowledged with more
or less distinctness. It would be idle to speak
of the “unerring instinct” of railway proprie-

tors; but, unless the common sense of the great

body of owners of railway property be aroused

to check the policy of the boards of direction,

there is little hope of improvement. We have

just seen a memorable example of a check being

given by the good sense of individual members
of a party to the inconsiderate party spirit of

their leaders. In all governments, from the

vice-royalty that rnles with more than regal

pomp (as things go in Europe) over 120,000,000

dusky Asiatics, to the pettiest railway or parish

board, the policy of aggression and of extension

seems to be normal. One governor-general

after another was sent from this country to Cal-

cutta in the earlier days of Indian rule, with

express instructions rather to restrict than to

extend the limits of English empire
;

but, as

surely as he took his seat in the Government
house, did the new-comer cany ont the course of

conquest that seemed inspired by the air of the

place. So it is with railway warfare. Dissen-

tient shareholders have made themselves con-

spicuous at half-yearly meetings by opposition

to the policy of the directors. As individuals,

or sometimes en masse, they have replaced those

whose proceedings they have condemned, bub

whose policy they have continued to carry out.

Unless the real, sound, commercial interest of

the dividend to be earned be regarded as a more
important question than the rivalry of contend-

ing boards, dividends will continue to dwindle

and disappear, and directors will continue to

congratulate their hungry constituents on im-

portant victories.

It is in this state of the case that an influential

City authority has urged a scheme of railway

federation, and calls out in extremity for “ even a

Hudson.” That sooner or later, under the

pressure of Government, or by some caprice of

the Legislature, or even by the slowly-awakened

conviction of railway shareholders, some scheme
of consolidation will be carried out, we have

never doubted. That it can be at once, and
now, carried out, we fear to be impracticable.

So ^reat a step can hardly bo taken without

previously testing its practicability by some
tentative process. It has been, therefore, with

a distinct view towards future unity of interest

and of action that we suggested the scheme for

consolidating the debenture debt that was pub-

lished in our last number. To that scheme,

after mature deliberation, and consultation with

men able to form shrewd opinions on the subject,

the objections that withstand the execution of

more complicated and more sweeping measures,

do not, we think, apply. The trustees of the

consolidated debenture stock would form a

nucleus for consultation and for co-operation,

but would not so menace the existing authorities

with extinction as to insure their hostility to a

man. A step would be taken in the direction of

unity; but it would be a step not too precipitate

in that direction. The practicability and the

advantage of common action would be tested,

but no secretary would be swamped, no chair-

man would be unseated, no existing powers
would be annihilated

;
union would be gradually

eft'ected; and unity, if approached, would not be
enforced with the strong arm as now suggested.

It has been since the scheme which we sug-

gested was prepared, although before its publi-

cation in our columns, that an important portion

of its outline
,
has been adopted by several

companies, and that with signal success. The
result of setting apart a distinct portion of

revenue as primarily applicable to the pay-

ment of debenture interest has been most satis-

factory. When this plan has been adopted by
individual companies, the result has been to

facilitate the renewal of their debentures. As
to the rate at which such renewals have been
effected we must wait to be informed

;
but, in

times like the present, renewal at all, on any
terms, is a godsend. If such be the effect of a

single part of the scheme, applied only to gain

temporary relief, what may not be expected

from the permanent benefit to be derived from

the adoption of the whole, and from the conse-

quent abandonment of the system of the

renewals of loans almost in toto ^ It cannot be

too distinctly borne in mind by railway pro-

prietors, that their present earnings, properly

handled, are enough to give a very fair return

the money. Stop all profligate expenditure,

avoid Parliamentary conflict, husband existing

resources, and replace the floating debenture

debt by permanent 4 per cent, stock, and the

result would be this :—4 per cent, for the new
stock, 6 per cent, for all preference shareholders,

and 3 per cent, for all original shares. This, of

course, is a mean. To make it so, not only as

matter of figures, but as matter of fact, requires

no further outlay of any capital, except of that

which is so rave,—the stock of patience and
of common sense.

Connected with the future revenue of rail-

ways—for as yet we have only spoken of their

actual earnings, gross and net—is the important

question of the proper character of branch lines.

It is in the construction of branches that the

greatest loss has been incurred, and that the

greatest want of foresight has been shown. It

is clear that a town or village deprived of rail-

way accommodation is cut off, to a great extent,

from the world. Property in such places is

depreciated to a great extent as compared to the

value of laud in more accessible localities. The
country, therefore, demands branches, and each,

trunk railway, naturally and properly, desires to

supply such part of the demand as consists with

their own system. But the fatal error has been

here. In almost every case the extending com-

pany has made, not a branch, but an extension.

No traveller, nay, no engineer, not familiar with

the district through which he is travelling, can

tell whether he is on a main line or a branch.

The permanent way and the works of art that

are required for the safety of a rapid and heavy

through traffic are repeated on the merest country

branch—with, perhaps, the sole exception of the

use of a single instead of a double track. This

great and useless waste of capital is incurred by

one simple fault. The class of engine fitted for

the one case is used in the other. The expense

of a railway as far as way is concerned, and to a

great extent as far as works are concerned, is a

function of the weight that is put on the driving-

wheel of the locomotive. Limit the weight on the

driving-wheel to the weight placed ou the carry-

ing-wheels, securing adhesion by a proper adapta-

tion of the locomotive, and a branch becomes a

question of 3,0001. to 6,0001. per mile instead of

three times the amount, and a well-considered

extension of the system will bring at once lucra-

tive traffic to the railway companies and adequate

accommodation to the public.

TILES AND TERRA COTTA.

There is au accessible mine, conveying very

useful information conoerniug various building

materials—such as building stones, marbles,

woods, gloss, motals, cements, plasters, manu-

factured ceramic wares, fireproof floors, bricks,

asphalte, slate, &c.,—which appears to us to be

little known, or, at all events, but little used.

This is in the terra-cotta court and the long

gallery by which it is approached, in the South

Kensington Museum. We may call attention to

this collection as a regular architects’ and

builders’ gallery, full of buildiug contrivances,

appliances, and inventions. Many of the objects

exhibited in it have been on view for some time;

but there are some recent acquisitions in terra

cotta which we are about to mention, the more

especially as it is at all times a matter of diffi-

culty to find full information as to the extent to

which manufacturers have developed the capa-

bilities of this material. Every manufacturer,

of course, is ready to forward his price-list ou

application
5
but he is not to be expected to

furnish any information concerning the wares of

his rivals
;
nor, doubtless, is he aware of the

extent of the world-wide competition with which

he is surrounded. In this court and gallery

there are numerous specimens of English, French,

Italian, Danish, Swedish, Austrian, and Austra-

lian terra cotta
;
some glazed, some enamelled in

colours, others left att naturel; and besides

these, there are fragments showing the material

in different periods of antiquity, in examples of

Old English, Italian, and ancient Roman date.
^

The capabilities of terra cotta are so elastic

that it is scarcely too much to say that “every-

thing and more” might be made of it. Full-

length statues, groups of sculpture, busts, and

lofty columns are among its triumphs; while

mouldings, panels, trusses, archivolts, medallions,

friezes, fountains, stoves, candelabra, tracery,

shafts for mullions, brackets, finials, chimney-

tops, cornices, balustrades, and string-courses,

are some of its every-day uses.

The principal difference between ancient and

modern terra cotta seems to consist in the fact

that the ancients dried their clay in the sun,

whereas the modern manufacturer bakes his in

kilns at a high temperature. It is, perhaps,

needless to say that the term terra cotta of the

Italian, or terre cuite of the French and Belgians,,

means earth, or clay, baked
;

and that the

modern mode of dealing with it makes it more

durable than that pursued by the ancients. To
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tlie potter’s clay are added fine sand and pnl-
verized potsherds, all of which are well mixed
together with water. At this stage it can
be either modelled or cast, the latter pro-
cess requiring that the consistency of the mass
should be reduced to that of thin paste, and that
the moulds used should be sufficiently porous to
absorb the water. The objects are then dried in
the air before being placed in the kiln. When
Wedgwood first re-discorered the art of pro-
ducing ornamental works in clay, it was ex-
pected that a largo use would be made of this
facility to beautify our streets at a moderate
cost. The end, so far, has not justified the ex-
pectation,—perhaps, to some extent, from the
want of the precise information we are now

. about to offer. We must premise that we shall
: not be able to give the exact prices of all the
I articles now manufactured in English or foreign

terra cotta, on account of their fluctuation.
Foreign and native firms sending specimens
have sometimes siabmitted prices, bub when they
have received orders after the lapse of three or
four seasons, there has been such a considerable
variance between those they quoted at the time

; and those of the present market, that they have
I discontinued the practice. The exact cost of
; any of the articles we shall particularize can, of
( course, be ascertained by communicating with
I the fii-m that manufactures them.

The ancient foreign examples serve best to
i impress us with the nobility of the material.
- There are several of these in the Museum, in the
5 small cloister courts leading out of the main
c courts, in the immediate neighbourhood of the
f ferneries. A Florentine group of the Virgin and
( Child, executed in the second half of the fifteenth
c century, standing beneath a niche of floriated
a architecture, 5 ft. 8 in. high and 3 ft. wide, for
n which those intrusted with the responsibility of
p purchases did not refuse to disburse 300L, is a
t; fine example of the exaltation with which terra
Cl cotta may be treated. Another Virgin and Child,
b, by Jacopo della Quercia, 1420, from the Giglb
Cl campana collections, illustrates the same power.
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attributed a sketch ofthe " Rape of the Sabines,”
2 ft. 10 in. wide, by 2 ft. high, which may be
seen in one of the cases of the richly-stored
courts whose contents we are now mentioning
as evidences of the versatility of the material,
The very delicate manipulation of a full-length
figure of St. Catherine having a nimbus with a
legend on a scroll upon it, holding in her right
hand a wheel and in her left a sword, 1 fc. 3 in.
high, by SJ- in. wide, presented by Mr. G. K. More-
land, sends into strong contrast the bold manner
of such busts as that of the Duke of Lorraine,
1 ft. 6 in. high, of eighteenth-century workman-
ship, which was valued by its last owner at ISI.
Delicacy of treatment has its admirers as well
as the more powerful mannerisms, as we may
note by the prices given for the objects which
exhibit it with any degree of superiority. A
small French statuette, by Clodion, most minutely
treated, of a fawn running away, only 17 in. high,
of the second half of eighteenth century work-
manship, cost 421.; another, 2 ft. 6 in. high, of
St. Sebastian, date 1490, SI.

j
and another of St.

Jerome, 1 ft. 6 in. high, Italian seventeenth cen-
tury, Ql.

^

Around the principal innermost courts
is a series of modern brackets, fixed to the
pillars of the arches, on which are placed busts,
all, until minute examination is made, of similar
merit and. of equal antiquity, but in reality of
curious difference in value,—one of an aged
emaciated man costing 21, 15a., and another as
mnch as 681. Another terra-cotta bnst, not in
this series, deserves especial mention for the
curiosity of its subject, which is that of an im-
mensely stout lady, belonging to the Lnpari
family, 1461. It is painted.

Beginning now, however, at the foot of the
ladder with the humble modern pantile, w’e
perceive that foreign manufacturers are in tho
field armed cap dpied with enterprise and taste.
It is needless to say that the clumsy, heavy pan-
tiles that cover so m.any of our homesteads with

3 in. in length by 9 in. in width, which is fur-
nished with a bold ridge at oue side with which
to overlap its neighbour, and a boldly-raised dia-
mond ornament on the centre. The angles of
the base are scalloped ofi’. A Parmese manufac-
turer, Sig. P. Rondain, Parma, shows us a graceful
cream-coloured tile, 1 ft. 3 in. in length by 9^ in.
in breadth, which has a raised flat ridge to each
with which to overlap each other

; it is scal-
loped on the edge and has a boldly-raised
ridged lozenge-formed pattern on tho centre of
each. Signori Leoucini, Brothers, Rotta, Pisa,
contrast this with some large flat red tiles which
overlap each other at the joints vertically, 1 ft.
5 in. long by 1 ft. 2 in. v/ide, furnished with
tapering rolled caps,_ 6^ in. wide at the base;
and show a ventilating dormer projecting from
one of the flat surfaces. As these specimens
were originally sent to this country as samples
only of Italian manufactures for the Interna-
tional Exhibition they have not been selected
with any view to tbeir fitness for this especial
climate, nevertheless there are many purposes
for which they would be useful as well as orna-
mental. The roof of tho training-school attached
to the museum is covered with an Italian tile
manufactured by Brown, of Surbiton. It con-
sists of vertical rolls, like draining pipes, alter-
nating with flat tiles, somewhat resembling those
of Signori Leonciui. There is no I’idge; and it
has the appearance of the rolls of a lead roof,
recuning much more frequently, and being of a
larger size. The present effect as to colour
suggests that they are somewhat porous, as they
are reddish with a green tinge here and there as
though with lichens. The sides of the dormers
in this roof are covered with sraall flat tiles
with ornamented edges.
The French manufacturer who exhibits the

most specimens is M. A. Coiirtois, 148, Rue St.
Laznre, Paris. One of his tiles bears bis own
name, and is known as tbe “ tile conrtois.” The
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I being set upon this class of work, for tbe bust
p portrait of an unknown Flemish gentleman,
IT wearing a flat cap with a doublet of figured
i]; damask and a robe bordered with fur, by an
unknown sculptor, in the early part of tho

si sixteenth century, was acquired at tbe large coat
’’ of 481.

j
while the bead of a saint, in terra cotta,

1 ft. 8 in. high, second half of the fifteenth
Cl century, partly enamelled, a portion of a large
Cl composition, the work of Andrea or Lucca della
E Robbia, coat but 21. There is to be seen here
a a work in alto relievo of great firmness and
d.delicat'.y, representing tbe birth of John the
B Baptist, ascribed to Lorenzo Ghiberti, 1381-1455

;

ai and we may also mention as worthy of note a bas-
rf^jief, 2 ft. 4i jn. high and 1 ft. 7 in. wide, of the
\ Virgin and Child, of tifteenth-century Florentine
pwork, which cost25Z., in the manner of Desiderio
>da Settignano

; an alto-relievo of the same sub-
^ject, in its original wooden frame, of fifteenth
tcentury Florentine workmanship; and a full-
lisiz-il bust of our Lord, with the drapery and
rcrown of thorns enamelled, ascribed to Lucca
della Robbia. The facility with which the last-
Diinentioned artist embodied his thoughts in this
Limaterial is further shown in a bas-relief of a
nononk writing. In the great south court,
ivbeneath a richly ornamented marble arched
ilaltwr recess, are four figures, full-sized, repre-
eaenting the Pieta where the dead Christ on
hthe Virgin s knees is shown in a manner at
i^nce touching and masterly. This group cost
ol50Z. Of classical and general subjects there
irare numerous examples of groups intended
cfor fountains; two amorini bearing dolphins,
.2 ft. 1^ in. high, of sixteenth-century workman-
:Uhip, purchased for lOZ., and two nude boys of
lithe same period being noticeable among them.
ItThe fine massive head of a lion, of fifteenth-
f^ntury workmanship, ascribed to Andrea del

I Verrochio, indicates quite another field for the
iMse of the material. The great name of Michel-
iLingelo baa also fallen upon terra-cotta. A colossal
iMancl, known as Michelangelo’s hand, lOin. high
laiQS been acquired from the Gberandine collect
iiuon, and several of the great master’s works
laiave been reduced, by his admirers, in this
nmatenal

;
as in the instances of the group of the

Pieta, a contemporary Italian reduced copy of
ti(he original, in St. Peter’s, Rome, purchased for
W6Z., and a statuette model of his figure of Jere-
miab in the Sistine Chapel. Bassi relievo in
rftrra i. ___ .

minds on this point ; or, perhaps, we should s.ay
receive a directly-contrary impression. The
nearest in form to them, though not in tint, aro
the pale, sad-coloured Spanish tiles manufac-
tured by Vickman & Co., Seville. These are
pi in. wide, and 1 ft. 2 in. long, and are placed
in rows forming similar corrugated lines to the
English pantile

; but the diiference in colour,
and the addition of conical caps 1 ft. 7 in. in
length, tapering from a base 7 in. wide, clearly
mark their foreign origin. The Belgians have a
curved tile something like this, only of a smaller
size, which is used with the recurrence of the
conical caps at intervals. Tegole Tielghe are also
made in black, red, and coarse grey colours by
MM. Josson & De Langes, Niel, d’Anvers. A
spade-formed tile, pointed at its base, with a
raised ridge down its centre, having a sort of
terminal raised arrow-head as an ornamentation,
raeasnring 1 ft. 3 in. in length, and 11 in. wide,
is manufactured by them in black, and in a
greyish black, as well as in red, at an expense
of 70 franca le millierj and the same ogee-
formed tile measuring 11 in. by 7i in. is made
both in black and red for a price of 40 francs the
thousand. A convex pantile, measuring 11 in.
by 8 in., with straight lines at the edges, is
also made in tbe three colours mentioned above,
the black, weighing 2,030 kilos, the thousand
(price 75 francs per thousand)

; the red, 1,780
kilos, (price 100 francs per thousand)

; the coarse
grey, 1,900 kilos, (price 50 francs per thousand).
A concave tile, measuring 1 ft. by 9^ in., is also
manufactured by the same firm in black and in
red

; as also tuiles faitieres, or ridge-tiles, in
blue and mixed tints.

^
A Neapolitan manufacturer, Sig. P. Carafadi

Noia, Naples, exhibits in tbe long gallery of
building materials a set of tiles showing the
differences between those of England, France
Belgium, Rome, Italy, and Naples. He selects a
plain square tile as a specimen of our English
make; and chooses from Belgium varieties that
which nearest approaches our common curved
and scrolled pantile. The Italian tile has the
angles of base scalloped, and measures 1 ft. 4 in.
by 7 in. The Neapolitan tile is corrugated and
rolled

5 and tbe Roman flat and rolled. Sig.
Carafa di Noia does not supplement bis other-
wise comprehensive and interesting display of
nationalities in tegoU with a price list. He is
not the only Neapolitan manufacturer. Sig.ererra enltn TOnfo -rr,,-! u ^ “ ®ot tJie only INeapoIitan manufacturer. Sig.

..Dd preced^nJ cm urip? t” r
S'- G. Colonesse, Naples, exhibits an ornamentfl

P o centuries. To Geo. Bologna is i roof tile of what he calls a French pattern, 1ft.

t-.., ...... iittYiuj' uuu iijipvai iiuee oi a
series of diamond-shaped scales. Ho states that
each one weighs 4-5 lb., and 180 of them .are
required for a square of ICO superficial feet,
making a weight of 8101b. for that amount of
covering, the expense of which is 443. It is a
flat tile, 1 ft. 4 in. square, placed cornerways,
having a raised rim round two sidos of it, and a
turned-up clip between them, and a turned-down
edge to the other two sides, with a turned-down
clip at tbe angle between them, by which a hold
is gained by each tile upon the next. A lozenge
tilo manufactured by M. Burdin, of Lyons, is
highly ornamented. It is thin and light, the
single tile weighing scarcely more than the “tile
courtois,” though more complicated in form, and
ornamented by a rib along its centre, and a
tongue formed. A square weighs 770 lb. It is
made, however, iu throe dimensions, running
150, 250, and 350 tiles to the square, and costing
6Z., 3Z. 12a. 6d., and 3Z. 4-3. the thousand tiles,
according to those sizes

;
or 18a. the equaro for

tbe first two, and 22s. 6d. for the smallest. The
colour is a dull red. MM. E. Muller & Co., of
Paris, engraft upon the manufacture of tiles a
system of ventilation. They not ouly provide a
covering, but they make provision for tbe in-
troduction of open and fixed ventilation tiles and
skylights, and manufactured tiles as a flashing to
chimneys. To describe their tile iu the words
of its exhibitors, it “has the fillets or flanges
along its lower edge slightly returned parallel to
the face of the tile; this return being locked
into a corresponding recess in the tile next below
it, more eflectually secures it from the action of
tbe wind, and at the same time gives a water-
tight joint without the necessity of a high pifeb.
Tho longitudinal joint is formed by two small
fillets on the face of the one tile fitting into two
grooves in the reverse of the next, thus being
secured by three edges lapping over two.” 150
of these tiles go to cover a square, which weigh
850 lb. The roof of the Sheepshanks Gallery
is covered with the “ tile courtois.”
There is a scaly tile made in plates, having

nine scales upon each tile, which is manufactured
by Faconnet, Chevalier, & Co., 52, Rue de
Transit Vauregard, Paris. Each tile is flat and
diamond-formed, the scales standing up about
a sixteenth of an inch

; and the measurement is

1 ft. 3 in. in length and 1 ft. iu width. They
are made to hook on to the roof, each tile being
simply rabbeted into each other and bedded in
mortar; theyare l^iu-in thickness. Therearefow
purposes for which these would be preferable to
those that overlap; but they are, doubtless, in-

tended as an improved mode of procuring the
effect of miniature tiles. M. Gastellier, Montan-
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faost, Sefoe et Marne, manufactnres a flat red

tile pierced with two holes, with a slightly raised

ornament on it. An Austrian tile shown ex-

hibits the peculiarity of being glazed on half of

its extent, the half that is covered by the tile

that is destined to overlap it being left un-

glazed for economy’s sake.

There are three makes of ridge tiles, besides

their immense variety of pattern ; the first and

most general of these being cast in the solid in

lengths
j
the second having the ornament only

cast into lengths, which fit into grooves prepared

to receive them j
while the third provides sockets,

intowhicheach upright omamentontheridge isin-

sertcd. As the latter would be liable tobeloosened

in windy weather, it seems that either of the

former would be preferable, except for the facility

with which those placed in sockets could be re-

placedwithout any disturbance of the ridge in case

of injury to them. E. Langley, East Cowes Park,

Isle of Wight, manufactures, in red and yellow,

lengths of ridge tiles having three well-formed

fleurs-de-lys on the apex, in the solid. He also

manufactures the small 11 in. by 6i in. tiles

with ornamented edges, which are thinner and
therefore lighter than the usnal make. The
grooved ridge tiles for ornamental purposes are

manufactured in red, green, and terra-metallic,

by Robert Brown, Surbiton, as are those in whicb
each ornament is placed in a separate socket.

Thomas Peake, Tileries, Tnnstal], Stafford, makes
a strong ridge tile, having little pyramids on its

summit, cast in the solid. He also makes lapped

and-gi'ooved varieties.

Passing on to objects more removed from the

sky-line, we will indicate some of the specimens
of these to be seen in the modern terra-cotta

court. In the centre of this compartment stand

two lofty ornamented columns, examples oi those

used in the south arcades of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society’s Garden, on either side of a foun-

tain, with a group of sculpture on a pedestal,

rising out of the tszza, by Minton. A second

fountain, with a group of two boys holding up a

cop, by A. Carrier, Paris, price 80Z., is another

striking object. Around are grouped some fine

statues, notably a beautiful Bather, of a yellow

tone, for which oil. lOs. was not withheld
;
a

bust of Rossini, by M. A. Carrier, Paris, priced

32Z. } another of Newton, with some disparity,

or by some good bargain, priced 101. ;
and a full-

sized erect and draped figure of Galileo, in the

usual reddish tint of the material, by Sig. Boni,

Milan
;
and close by is an enormously large slab

of Dura marble, which serves as the base of a
case containing small fine, delicate specimens of

works in terra-cotta. Of these a lovely little

statuette of Night, which cost 151., deserves

especial examination. On the front of the gal-

lery which crosses one end of the court are two
•medallions, representing Summer and Winter,

by Devers, Paris. On the walls, and on the

ground-space immediately in front of them, are

displayed productions in terra-cotta by manufac-
turers from most European countries, those of

our own makers, a handsome vase from Aus-
tralia, and numerous examples of Chinese work.
Some of the Swedish clay used for terra-cotta

is white, and this, when glazed, very much re-

sembles the effect of porcelain. There are some
fine examples of it iu the court. The colour of

Danish terra-cotta is similar to that of onr own.
Several objects, especially some ornamental
capitals by C. Yidal, Forsight and Rensing,

illustrate this resemblance. Prussian terra-cotta

is represented in a Corinthian capital, 1 ft. 8 in.

high, by E. March, Cbarlottenberg, Berlin. It

is of a lighter colour than the Danish. M. Boni,

Milan, has made very successful attempts to

produce highly ornamental work in this material,

which a panel for a pilaster, priced 258., a good-
looking twist-moulding at 20d. the yard, trusses,

fragments of friezes, and samples of archivolts,

illnsti'ate. Stoves made in terra-cotta are im-
provements in appearance for green-house pur-

poses to those in cast-iron. Signori Purlani

& Co., Florence, show stoves of a pedestal form,

ornamented with wreaths, on square bases,

about 3 ft. high, which are priced at 25 francs.

Ferneries have been thought of by EngUah
manufacturers in connexion with terra-cotta;

and a red brick, IS in. square, with a hollow in

the centre with a drain iu it, called the Wat-
soniac brick, for growing ferns and building

oramental works for ferneries, is shown by F. &
G. Eosher, Swan Wharf, Chelsea. The same
idea is produced in a smaller brick of a Gothic
pattern by the same makers. The hollow is

destined to receive earth and the root of the
fern. Terra-cotta flower-boxes for window-sills
are shown by Clay & Co., Bishop Waliham. To

return to indoor objects, candelabra come out

well. A fine specimen in this court, by Blasb-

ficld, looks worth its cost, 15Z. los. Chimney-
pieces are good vehicles for the material, some
of the French samples being magnificent works.

The Renaissance style is very happily compassed
by terra-cotta. A copy of an antique chimney-
piece in this style, by M. Virebent, Toulouse, is

admirable; and the doorway leading into the

court, with caryatides, is another fine specimen
of the capabilities of his manufactory. An
ornamental window, with cornice and string-

course, indicates resources as complete in the

possession of M. Garnaud, Paris. The whole of

the tracery of a double-light window is shown,

in four different patterns, in one casting, by
Louis Thomson, Wisbeach. The Chinese samples

consist of tiles and caps, * with ornamented
glazed ends, parapets and ridges glazed, balcony

fronts glazed and unglazed.

Two medallions in terra-cotta, by Wedgwood,
bought at the Do la Rue sale for 5Z. and 51. 10s.

a-piece, have been quite recently added to the

contents of the Museum. The first of these has

a group, in high relief, of a Centaur and Bac-

chante; and the second a group, also in high

relief, of Cupid on a dolphin, bearing a letter to

Polyphemus. Both are after the Hei’culaneum

fresco. After looking at larger works for con-

structional purposes, these curiously exemplify

the extremes of boldness and exquisite delicacy

with which it is competent to treat this durable

and not costly material. Under a glass case in

the South Court are some additional works,

without mention of which a notice of the capa-

bilities and realizations of terra-cotta would be

incomplete. These are some minute objects of

modern English manufacture of great finish :

—

A vase and cover; Diana and Actceon, dia-

meter in., priced 3!. 3s., modelled by Wills,

Brothers
;
and a group of Titania and Bottom,

by the same artists, 5Z. 5s., which compare not

disadvantageously with the last-centnry work,

by Clodion, of a fawn running away, which wo
mentioned above as a sample of fine finish, pur-

chased for 4'2Z. Terra-cotta as a medium for

grand and minute ornamental works is not yet

sufficiently understood.

STRIKE,—BUT HEAR!

The large suburban population whose daily

occupation depends on the more or less punctual
service of the Brighton Railway have cause to

rejoice that the state of open warfare between
the directors and the engine-drivers of that lino

was not allowed to extend beyond forty-eight

hours. We should gladly join in the congratula-

tions that are pouring in on all sides but for the
single consideration,—why should such a state

of things have been allowed for even a single

day ? What now light upon the justice of the

demands, or the propriety of their concession,

has been derived from a dislocation of all

arrangements depending on the locomotive ser-

vice of this line for so short a period ? Did the

directors disbelieve that the men were in ear-

nest, without this definite and costly proof?
Did the men find one black Monday enough to

send them back, as repentant prodigals, to their

engine-sheds and their coke-ovens ? Or was
there, on either side, a point of honour involved,

as in the Italian campaign ? Did either party
think it necessary to look the oth er in the face on
a stricken field before consentingto treat ? These
questions are more likely to bo multiplied than
to be answered

;
but that a strike terminated

in a day should never have been allowed to

occur, — that the ultimate settlement would
have been all the more satisfactory if it had not

taken the form of an ultimatissimwn, there can,

we think, be no room to doubt.

We were silent on the subject of the dispute

between managers and drivers while it was in

progress for more than one reason. The rapid

course of events, the doubtful state of probable

results from day to day, were less suited to be

treated of in the pages of a weekly journal than

in those which never allow a topic to come cold

before the public. And then the interests con-

cerned were so grave, the disputants on either

side had so much to say for themselves, that it

seemed hardly permissible to treat the subject

without devoting to it as much preliminary care

and study as if we had been dealing with it in

the character of an umpire.
Now, however, that all matters of dispute

seem for the time, at least on this line, hap-
pily adjusted, it may be useful to call atten-

tion to some of those more important features

of the case that are left to be lost sight

of In the hm-ry of fight, or in the rejoicing

attending reconciliation. A heavy price has

been paid by the metropolis for the experi-

ence gained that Monday. What use is to be

made of that experience ? What are we to have

for the price ? The general, and, wo think, the

correct opinion on the case, before the stoppage,

was, that moat of the demands of the men were

reasonable. On the other hand, the idea of nob

yielding to menace is native to the English

character, and long may it remain so. And the

position taken by the men as to equality of psy,

at the same time that they hinted that an in-

equality might be maintained by raising the

maximum, was at once indefinite and threaten-

ing. “ Settle yonr disputes between yourselves,”

was the verdict of the public
;
“ the real amount

of divergence is not so great as to render

friendly arrangement impossible; but do not

make us pay the penalty of your misunderstand-

ing. Do not let us witness the resort, by a

skilled and educated body of men, to that

weapon which reduces all who make use of it to

the level of the idlest and least skilful of their

body. Do nob lose public sympathy by causing

public inconvenience.”

Now wo are not ashamed to own to a very

strong sympathy with the men. It is unneces-

sary to say that we do not eympatbise with

a strike. It is urged—what else can we do ?

We think ranch else can be done, and that with,

instead of against, public sympathy. A strike is

a very terrible weapon. It is a two-edged in-

strument, cuts both ways, and infallibly injures

those by whom, as much or more than those

against whom, it is employed. It gives a blow

that is difficult to parry, and that is certain to

injure by recoil. When once resorted to it leaves

a sense of soreness in the defeated party, and a

feeling of might being more than right in the

victorious party, that are likely to prove prolific

sources of future disputes. But above all other

evils of this kind of warfare, we rank the injury

inflicted on the men of most skill and eminence

in their calling, who voluntarily reduce them-

selves to the ranks, and throw into the common
fund of aggression all that naturally would

place them at the head of their fellow-craftsmen.

A successful organisation, resting on the power

and the threat to strike, invokes the permanent

degradation of the best workmen to the level of

the worst.

In the case of the men to whose care is

committed the active conduct of tho traffic of

the country, there are peculiar features. They
are men who most possess for the proper dis-

charge of their duties qualities of no mean order.

Vigilance, sobriety, and presence of mind

;

strength of hand and clearness of vision; ac-

quaintance to some extent with machinery, at

least as far as the details of the locomotive are

concerned
;
and sufficient strength of memory

and perspicoity of thought to read complicated

signals at a glance and at full speed,—all this

must be had, and is had,—we must say cheap,— i

at tho rate of 403. to 45s. per week. Then the

actual physical exposure is at times very severe.

Ten hours’ work in blinding sleet, or in parching

sun, with no shelter for the head, with a fierce

fire within a few inches, with no possibility of

withdrawing the attention for even a short rest

without danger; service of this kind by night as

well as by day
;
the eye, the most delicate part

of the organization, constantly on the stretch,

and liable to constant irritation from the dust of

the coke,—all this is no sinecure. Gentlemen

who are fond of driving, and who think the post

of engine-driver rather jolly, should spend a

week’s worktime on the foot-board
;
and they

would find. the salary that came in on Saturday

night very fairly and very hardly earned.

Now, if we go to a body of men of this de-

scription,—men who do public service by day

and by night, with their lives in their hand (for

in any case of accident the engine-driver is the

most likely victim),—with the argument that

would hold good against a more numerous body

of workmen, naturally including those of every

degree of industry and of skill, we are met with a

ready answer. There are, or there ought to be,

no inefficient drivers. Every man to whom so

responsible a post is intrusted must be fit for

that post, or the consequence is far more than

the debated 6d. or Is. per diem. Here, then, we
think the men have the best of the argument

—

the best, but nob altogether the correct view of

the case. Every man intrusted with the control

of a locomotive ought to be a man of capacity

and of character, deserving a very good rate »f
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wages. Wo are not attempting to fix that rate

:

call it five shillinga or call it seven, it is the

same for our argument. Let us say that any
engine-driver has a right to expect a high
minimum pay

;
and that no employer, vpho values

his own character, would seek to engage a driver

on lower terms.

But there are differences in the demands made
upon the drivers. Much is demanded of every
one

;
more is demanded of some. All qualities

of alertness and endurance are more put to the
test in the conduct of very swift trains than of

slower and more ordinary traffic. All such
qualities are more called for by night service

than by daily duty. Both addition^ demands
are made on the drivers of the night mails.

That certain services, then, should be more
highly remunei’ated than others, and that those
services should be performed by the men whose
claims were not alone those of seniority, but of
seniority combined with greater aptitude for the
task, is to the interest alike of managers and
drivers

;
and by keeping in mind this view of the

case, the question of permanent rate of wages
can be justly and satisfactorily decided.
Then, again, as to the firemen. It is alike to

the interest of the drivers and of the managers
that the firemen should bo apprentice engine-
drivers. No one, in a perfectly-organized rail-

way system, should be admitted to the tender,
except in preparation for the future manage-
ment of the engine. In any case of accident to
the driver, the stoker has to supply his place.
This necessary education should be systematised.
IPoung men employed as firemen should be edu-
cated to some extent at the lathe and at the bench.
The privilege might bo given to engine-drivers
of a certain seniority to take apprentices. And
so soon as it became understood that such was
the natural future of the stoker, the question of
minimum pay would cease to be that of the
utmost importance in his eyes. He would bo
content with a moderate present that ensured a
definite future.

By placing matters on this footing, that degree
of satisfaction and content would be established
among the men that arises from a sense of being
justly dealt with. The case should bo that not of
order, but of office. No officer expects an extra

'

majority to bo attached to bis regiment because
lie has distinguished himself. Good service is

the best claim to promotion, when vacancies
•occur, but not to tho creation of brevet posts.
Night-mail drivers, express drivers, and drivers
of whom any unusual amount of vigilance or
of endurance is expected should have adequately
higher pay, as the pay of these superior posts,
and that graduated scale of remuneration which
is the life of all good service would thus be esta-
blished on intelligible principles, and with justice
to all parties.

There remains another consideration, and
one as to which it is marvellous to reflect that it

has been lost sight of by the numerous daily
commentators on this memorable strike. Those
men succeed best in their conduct of affairs who
enlist human nature on their aide. Managers
are too apt to forget this. Discipline must be
maintained, they say. The word of command
must be given sharply. That is true under
arms. But in dealing with Englishmen in civil
capacities a soft word goes a long way. Kind-
ness and consideration on the part of a manager
will go further than many extra shillings tossed
at the pay-table like bones to hungry dogs. But
we mean something far more positive than this.

The rate of the locomotive expenditure of a com-
pany is to a great extent in the hands of the
•drivers and firemen. The difference between a
fair ordinary rate and a carefully economical
rate of locomotive cost is one that would be dis-
tinctly felt in the half-yearly accounts.
From a fairly-paid and justly-contented staff

the companies have a right to expect, and no
doubt will receive, the fair attention to duty that
will avoid extravagant cost. To do more than this
they must interest their staft' in effecting eco-
nomy. Cases are of daily, and even of hourly
occurrence, when the engine-driver has to choose
between ease and economy. He may save the
fuel and stores of the company, hut he does it

at the cost of his own fatigue. In all such cases
tho ordinary action of mankind is to save
their own labour at the cost of their employers.
It is a part of the privilege of employment, and
is so regarded, more or less, in all services. Tho
patient, untiring, self-sacrificing vigilance, that
makes so much difference in the rate of constant
expenditure, is nob to be had without some direct
inducement. So much, more or less, you may
have from conscientioasneBs. Much more than

this, however, is to bo obtained, but there must
be some direct stimulus applied to obtain it.

Now, this constant and wholesome stimulus to

the maximum amount of care and of economy
is only to be certainly obtained by giving the
workman an interest in the results.

The problem which it should be the uncon-
scions effort of his whole day to solve should
not be bow to get the most out of his employers,
but how to earn the most for his employers,
while participating to some extent in the gain.
We do not seek to enter into the details of the
mode by which the account is to be regulated.
The principle once adopted, the details will

readily follow. A certain rate or proportion of
expenditure must be regarded as normal. By
all reduction on that expenditure the servants of
the Company through whose exertions it is

effected ought to benefit in participation with
their employers. If this principle be clearly
laid down and fairly acted upon, and if the loco-
motive staft' be placed on the same footing with
respect to seniority and promotion that a mili-

tary locomotive superintendent, were such an
officer in existence, would naturally arrange, not
only will the public have no need to fear any
farther engine-drivers’ strikes, but it will have
received an equivalent for the loss, tho incon-
venience, and the alarm of the 25th of March,
1867.

yiTAL STATISTICS : LONDON AND
PARIS.

The extension of the limits of the city of
Paris to the fortifications on the 1st of January,
1860, has somewhat interfiled with the com-
parison of the vital statistics of recent years
with those recorded before the alterations in the
boundary. The following results, however, which
have been deduced from the “ Statistiquo Gene-
rale de la France,” from the monthly bulletins

of M. Haussmann, prefect of the department of
the Seine, and from other authentic sources,
may be relied on. The Bulletin des Lois, which
records the results of the recent census of
France, states that the population of tho city of
Paris in 1866 was 1,825,274. In 18G1 it was
1,696,14'1

5
the increase in the five years being

at tho rate of 1'48 per cent, per annum. The
estimated population of London in 1866 was
3,037,991. The increase of population in the
ten years, 1851-61, was at the rate of 1‘73 per
cent, per annum. The population of Paris is

distributed over 19,280 English statute acres
(7,803 hectares), the density of population in

1866 being ninety-five persons to an acre. The
population of London, extending over an area of.

77,997 acres, gave thirty-nine persons to an acre
in 1866. The proximity of the population, upon
the hypothesis of equal distribution, was 7'7 yards
in Paris

j
while the inhabitants of the English

metropolis were 12'0 yards asunder. As the
results of sanitary reform only become apparent
after an improved system of hygiene has been
in operation for some time, the full effects of the
alterations in the water supply, sewerage, street-

ventilation, and house reform, commenced some
years ago in Paris, have only been recorded of

late yeai’S in a marked decrease in the rate of
mortality.

In the two years 1857-8, the average annual
rate of mortality to every 1,000 persons living

was 27‘3
j
in the thi-ee years 1859-61, it was

26-5
;
and in the three years 1862-64, it was

25'0. The annual rate of mortality per 1,000 of
population in each of the two capitals, Paris and
London, was 25'3, and 22-5 in 1800; 25-7 and
23*2 in 1861 ;

24-6 and 23 6 in 1863 ;
24-7 and

24*5 in 1863; 25-3 and 26'5 in 1864; 28'5 and
24-6 in 1865

;
and 27-0 and 26 o in 1866. The

cholera epidemics , interfere with the compari-
son between the two capitals, in the years
18G5-6, but looking at the results as a whole, it

may be said that more people die in Paris than
in London, in proportion to their respective
populations. As far as the hygienic conditions
of the two capitals are concerned, the inhabi-
tants of London have the advantage of their

Parisian neighbours. Much has been done of
late years to improve the sanitary condition of
the French capital, but it still labours under the
great disadvantage of retaining in cesspools, for

a certain, time, the refuse which should be
allowed to pass away by a system of sewerage

;

the underground drainage, which has been car-

ried out on such a grand scale, being almost
exclusively confined in its application to surface
drainage. With regard to the improved system
of water supply in the city of Paris, it may be

stated that, as the service is seldom carried
higher than the first floor, the occupiers of the
upper stories of the houses are but imperfectly
provided with water. The poorer classes draw
largely from the filtered waters of the Seine,
from which also the 'porteurs d’eau derive their
supplies

j
but the quality is objectionable, as the

water is exposed to much contamination. In 1860
Paris received only 33,503,028 gallons of water
per day, and a considerable deduction was made
from this quantity for municipal purposes. This
summer the quantity will be increased to

47.000.

000 gallons per day, and when the works
in progress are completed, Mr. Burnell states
that the supply will be increased to 105,000,000
gallons per day. London is now supplied with

100.000.

000 gallonsper day. Not only to deficien-

cies in the drainage, and in the water snpply,
may the slight excess in the mortality of Paris
over that of London be attributed, but also to
the dense overcrowding of the population that
obtains in some parts of the French capital.

Tho area of London—with a population not
amounting to twice that of Paris—is four times
as largo as that of tho French capital. The
improved hygienic condition of the latter city

in recent years, as compared with that of former
periods, is, doubtless, partly owing to the removal
of buildings that were injurious to health

;
but,

nevertheless, some parts of the capital are too
densely populated. The number of births per
1,000 of population in each of the capitals, Paris
and London, was 30-37 and 34-80 in 1864, and
3063 and 35-51 in 1805. The proportional
number of illegitimate births in 1864 to every
1,000 children born was 288 in Paris, and 44 in

London, The marriage-rate in 1864 (persons
married to 1,000 of population) was lS-4 in Paris,

and 21-4 in London.

NEW STYLE.

Why is all this hankering after a new style ?

this dissatisfaction with a resuscitated architec-

ture ? this condemnation of new forms clothed
with ancient graces ? In fact, what is it that
these learned writers want ? They advise the
study of old art, and at the same time condemn
the use of it as a precedent. Truly this is not
sound criticism, or language fails to express
what it is they desire, and we need from them
something more than words, some explanation
with the pencil of the point of their meaning

;

yet I deem it difficult for them to give this. Do
they really intend to affirm that the great
revival that is in progress is all wrong ? that the
looking at old things has warped the imagina-
tion, and caused the wreck of common sense ?

Nay, rather is it not that those who disregard
the great things of our forefathers, and either

work upon their own resources, or passionately
introduce novelty as the panacea of art are the
men who produce nothing noteworthy or some-
thing that may be designated as architecture
gone mad? I can have no sympathy with these
restless incoherent ideas, for they seem to me to
belong to a phase of criticism that is deficient in

the encouragement of excellence and abundant
in detraction. Where would have been the
Homan style if it had not grown out of the
Grecian that preceded it? Where would have
been the Medimval Gothic if it had not gradually
arisen out of the weary periods of Romanesque ?

Where would have been the Italian Renais-
sance without a maternal precedent ? and where,
I will say, will be the English,-—ay, the Euro-
pean development,—if the present active and
varied exertion, founded on a knowledge of
former deeds, were to bo nipped in its spring by
an unwise hypercriticisra ? Wo have in many
new buildings a great attainment of excellence,

as exhibited by their vigour, their originality of
treatment, their heanty of form and detail, their

suitability to their purpose
;
and, though it is

true that none of them show a style that is

wholly and solely Modern English, or Modern
European, I fail to perceive that such a marked
character is as yet either needful, or desirable,

or possible. Let me, by negative and affirmative,

look at our requirements. We do not want
actual copies of any thing that has existed before,

either in the mass or in particular parts. We
do not want ill-contrived ari-angements, nor any-
thing that is unsuited to its use. We do not

want extravagance or parsimony. Wo do not
want a rejection of anything that science or
knowledge may contribute towards tho forma-
tion of a good building ; but we do want walls,

windows, doors, roofs formed with decorative fea-
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lures, aud having proportion, symmetry, variety,
harmony, grace, colour, expression

; and the
attainment of these is practicable, and has been
effected in a considerable degree in many
modern structures that have no direct re-

semblance to former works, beyond the fact that
they are the offspring of master-minds imbued
with the principles and feelings that actuated
other master-minds that have preceded them.
It will not do to reply that these works have
round arches, or pointed arches, or any other
peculiar feature of a kind used before, and there-

fore that they have no originality, no new style,

none of the excellence that should distinguish the
architecture of the nineteenth century, an era
which, in the eyes of some, appears to be one of
wisdom, of enlightenment, and of purity, beyond
all former precedent. Surely the assertion that
architecture is in a retrogradestate is a cruel libel:

I thought it to be fn quite the reverse of this;
and who that can remember its condition thirty
or forty years ago, when it was emerging out of
timid puerility and sameness, does not think so
too ? But I ask again, what do the writers
want? If they expect that a new style is to
start up fully grown and equipped, like llinerva
from Jupiter’s brain, they are surely the persona
who disregard common sense, and architects are
the men who make use of common sense to de-
velope the art of design out of former experi-
ences. It has always been thus since the crea-
tion of the family of man. No art was ever
developed at once

5
all has grown out of some-

thing that went before, and all has partaken of
some of the feeling whence the now work has
been derived; and no attempt baa ever been
made to cast aside precedent. But again I say,
let them show us what they want, and then we
will tell them whether their new stylo baa com-
mon sense combiijrd with beauty or not. It
must be easy to do this if there be 6,CC0 new
styles in prospect, but 1 altogether demur to this
enumeration. E. N.

INQUISITION AS TO THE CAUSE OF
FIRES.

A Committee of the House of Commons has
been silting fe)r sometime under the designation
of a Fire Protection Committee, and has already
placed upon the record a large mass of valuable
evidence, upon all branches of the subject of fire

insurance, fires, and their causes. Last week
Mr. Smith, secretary of the Scottish Union In-
surance Office, was examined at great length :

bis prolonged experience in connexion with fire

inenrance enabled him to give evidence on
numerous points connected with the subject.
The witness considered that the insurance-tax,
imposed about 1702, was originally, and had
always been, a war tax, which he considered it

impolitic and uiijust to continue in time of peace.
He had computed the value of the property in-

enred against fire at about 1,5C0 millions ofpounds
sterling about 1855, but the property insured
now was much greater in value. Fires had in-

creased in a mn< h higher ratio than the increase
in insurance business. He attributed many of
these fires to incendiarism, and believed that
at one time there had been, if there were
not at present indeed, organised gangs of
incendiaries in different parts of the country,
and that the number of fires the origin of
which could not be satisfactorily accounted
for bad been progressively cn the increase
for many years past. The insurance busi-
ness was in coneeqnenco decidedly bad; some
offices paying dividends to proprietors, bnt
many others paying no dividends at all. Greater
cantion was being exercised by almost all offices
in the acceptance of risks (his office refnsed
many), and the number of fires, and value of
the property destroyed by them, had been con-
siderably diminished by attention to the con-
struction of buildings and the storage and classi-
fication of goods insured. Some great fires he
believed might bo attributed to warehouse-
thieves, who resorted to this means of conceal-
ing their depredations. Many others were
doubtless attributable to culpable carelessness.
The remedies he suggested for these evils were,
that authority should be given for judicial inves-
tigation into the causes of fires, and ho con-
sidered that the coroners of England and the
procurators fiscal of Scotland would be compe-
tent officers to conduct such investigations.
He also recommended that the insurance

offices should have a common defence fund, as
bankers had, for their protection against unfair
claims, as at present the offices never prosecuted

for arson, and would rather let a criminal escape
ihan risk the reputation of being litigious, or the
character of being disposed to resist the pay-
ment of claims. He quoted figures relating to
Baltimore, U.S., showing that the appointment
of a fire-marshal had reduced the number of
fires in that city to a small fraction of what it
was before criminal investigation into the canses
of fires was^anthorised. Ho had no doubt that,
if the Salvage-corps of London, a comparatively
modern institution, which was composed of the
most intelligent men selected from the Fire
Brigade, were authorised to investigate, or to
initiate the investigation, into the causes of
fires, they would speedily greatly diminish the
number of conflagrations, especially of those
accounted for by the term “ spontaneous com-
bustion,”—a phrase rarely, if ever, heard of
forty years ago ;—pointing to an important fact
nevertheless, saywe.

GROSMONT CASTLE.

Grosmont is one of five strong places disposed
along the right or south-west bank of the Mun-
now river, the others being, below it, Skenfritb,
and above it Oldcostle, Longtown, and the forti-

fied house of Perthi. Monmouth Castle, and the
town beneath its protection, occupied the junc-
tion of tho Mnnnow with the Wye. These are
some of tho fortified bnildings scattered broad-
cast over the Welsh marshes, and especially
abundant in the county of Monmouth, and the
remains of which, always picturesque, are often
tolerably perfect.

In the rear of tjiese castles on the Muonow
were those of Brecknock, Tretower, Crickhowell,
and Abergavenny, upon the Upper Usk, and over
the whole of that country there is scarce a hill-

top or point of vantage which is not occupied by
some defensive earthwo7-k, showing the import-
ance attached to it by each of the several races,
Celt, Roman, Saxon, and Norman, who in turn
either attacked or defended this devoted soil.

Grosmont, about four miles above Skenfritb
and five below Oldcastle, is placed, like the
former fortress, upon the high concavity of a
sharp bend of the river, about a hundred yards
from its margin. Very near to it is the fine old
cross church, which, having shared in the pro-
sperity of the castle, has escaped its decay, and
still remains in tolerable repair, although re-

quiring a few subtractions and restorations at
the hand of a judicious architect.

The castle is composed of a court or ward of
irregular plan, more or less rectangular, with
projections upon the south side, the wall of which
contains a space of 110 ft. by 70 ft., strengthened
on the south by a larger and a smaller tbree-
qnarter mnral tower, having a gateway upon the
east face, and on the west traces of a building
exterior to the curtain wall. The north aide is

occupied by a hall, also exterior to, or rather
replacing the line of, the curtain, three of its

four walls forming a part of the exterior defences
of the building.

The whole is placed within a ditch of great
depth, and, indeed, the earthworks generally
are of so laborious a character as to make it pro-
bable that they are earlier than the present
building, or than any other work in masonry.
The actual platform occupied by the walls and
contained within the crest of the ditch, is about
150 ft. in diameter.

Ontside the ditch, to the east and south, and
covering the entrance of the castle, is a large
demi-lune, or platform of earth, scarped towards
the field, and upon which are traces of walls and
a defence of the nature of a barbican. The
main ditch, now traversed by a modem embank-
ment, was evidently at one time crossed by the
usual bridge, of which a part lifted. The gate-
house, if such it can be called, presents two
lateral cheeks of wall, projecting on either side
of the bridge, and thus forming a covered way,
from each side of which a cruciform loop is

directed along the ditch. The pointed vault of
the entrance is broken, but there remain the
ragged grooves for the portcnllis, and the two
holes which received the large wooden bar
confining the gate.

Entering, on the right, is the shell of the hall,

SO ft. long, by 27 ft. broad, out of all proportion
to the area of the defences. The floor, of timber,
was laid 6 ft. above the level of the court, so as
to give height to a spacious basement store-room
or cellar, bnt which, however, has a large fire-

place in its east wall. The hall has windows at
each end, and fonr in each side, but probably

only the six to the east belonged to the hall, the
other two lighting a withdrawing-room. The
position of the fireplace on the north side seems
to mark the centre of the hall.

On the left of the entrance the curtain extends-
to the south-east or smaller drum tower, and
probably supported a spacious lean-to roof
marked by the corbels or bearers for the upper
wall-plate. This south-east tower seems to have
been massive, but low, and to have been altered
and enlarged at the gorge, on the side towards
tho court, which now projects inwards in a
rectangular form. "When this addition was made
the tower seems to have been raised to three or
perhaps four stories, and near its summit is a
bold cordon.

A strong curtain extends from this to the
sonth-west drum tower, of larger dimensions,
and broken down towards the court. The floors
of these two towers were of timber. Between
them, and parallel to the curtain, seem to have
been some buildings, probably barracks.
The bnildings ontside of and built against the

west curtain projected boldly into the moat.
They are in great decay. Here was the fireplace,

the flue from which, wrought out in the sub-
stance of the curtain, rises above it as an
elegant octagonal chimney shaft, the summit of
which is crowned by the elegant lanthorn or
spiracle which has so often been drawn, and is

eo well known.
Grosmont, as it now appears, is of moderate

size and much mutilated
;

bnt its towers and
walls, though stripped of their ashlar, are still

standing, and the earthworks are large, bold, and
well defined.

Whatever may be its primeval history, the
present building presents nothing earlierthan the
reign of Henry III. The additions seem to have
been in the Earlier Decorated style, and, probably,,
are of one date, that of the reign of Edward I.

After the S. Welsh conquest, Grosmont was one
of the numerous De Braose castles, and passed by
inheritance to the Canteinpes. It then fell into
the possession of Henry III., who granted it to
Hubert de Burgh. In the well-known war waged
by the Welsh and Richard Mareachal, Eail of
Pembroke, against Henry III., it was besieged by
Llewelyn and relieved by the king, who occupied
it as bead-quarters dnring the latter part of the
campaign. After De Burgh’s fall, Heni-y re-

granted the castle to the Earl of Lancaster, and
it Las since, with the somewhat earlier castles of
Skenfritb and Whitecastle, remained attached to

the duchy. Henry, Cronchback’s grandson, was
here born, and hence styled Henry of Grismont.
Probably he 'was the author of the principal
additions.

The adjacent church contains a late Norman
font, with cylindrical base and octagonal bowl

;

and the pier arches of the central tower are also
Pointed Norman. Most of the remainder of the
church is Early English, and probably of the
date of the castle

; but there is a Decorated
north porch, and some other parts in the same
style, which may have been the work of tho
artist who completed the additions to the castle,

and its elegant chimney shaft and finial. C.

LOCAL BOARDS.

The evils sustained by the public at large

from the utter insufficiency of local Boards and
other corporate bodies to meet their desired

ends, cannot be too strongly agitated. To do
this effectually, the means afforded by the pow-
erful influence of a scientific public jonrnal like

the Rui?d«r are of inestimable value
;
and there

can be little donbt that the letter of Mr. Rees,
published in yonr issue of March 30, will have
been read with interest by the majority of your
readers. And it is to be trusted that the inser-

tion of Mr. Rees’s statement, taken in conjunc-
tion with the deliberately uttered and weighty
judgment of many eminent authorities, like Mr.
Hawkesley, pronounced upon the corporation
control of engineering matters, will lead the
public to a proper consideration of its interests.

One urgent need is a thoroughly-searching in-

vestigation by select commission into the history

of the manifold important enterprises affecting

pnblic health and convenience, whose sole con-
trol is vested in the hands of the divers pnblic

bodies composing the municipal government of
this country. Let such an end be resolutely

and persistently pursued
; and, once attained, it

cannot be doubted that then, and not till then,
may we expect to see so gross a combination of
official ignorance and jobbery deprived of the
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abaolate sway which forms its present privi-

luge.

Having in common with numberless others of

my profession suffered from the injustice of lying

estimates in engineering schemes, winked at or

overlooked by local Boards, I suggest, in the

name of the public good, which, in nine cases

out of ten, is sacriiioed to the interests or preju-

dices of the authorised Boards, it be requested,

by some considerable member of the House of

Commons, that a return be made from every

town and district in England of the actual cost

of their respective works for water supply and
main drainage, together with their original esti-

mates and present efficiency for their destined

purposes, and that means be taken to ensure the

rigid accuracy of such return.

I have not an unbounded faith in the practical

business genius of the Briton in aught relating

to that Old Man of the Sea who haunts him in

the shape of the mayor and corporation of his

borough, extracting heavy toll with a remorseless

hand which stretches forth to take, but which
never yields back. But I believe—nay, I am
snre—that the rays of light so directed would
disclose so infinite an aggregation cf shameless
imposition upon a long-suffering public, that

a continuance of the like would be impossible in

the future. Without some such remedial step as
this, we cannot in reason hope to avoid reaching
the condition of corporate management recently
exposed in New York, if, indeed, in some of

our towns we do not already rival it.

At this present moment the town council cf
this borough (Leeds) are on the eve of commit-
ting the ratepayers to the final adoption of a
gigantic addition to their existing system of
waterworks. The brief history of this scheme
is as follows :—Mr. Filliter, the borough en-

gineer, constrncted during last year a certain
scheme for the supply of water. Of the details
of this scheme I will say nothing, save that,

having been professionally engaged over every
foot of his gathering-ground, I know of none
more certain to supply water impregnated with
peaty essence. The scheme was laid before the
Board, and it being, as usual in this borough, a
Whig and Tory question, the former party pro-
cured its adoption. The estimated cost was
150,0001. ; upon the strength of which powers
from Parliament were applied for. The rate-
payers were assured that this estimate was in

excess, and that the consulting engineer would
certainly reduce it. That gentleman (Mr.
Hawkesley), however, having no desire to com-
promise his public reputation for the sake of
private interests, has estimated the same work
at 420,0001.

j and to this must be added 30,0001.,
since it appears that certain lands valued at
15,000Z. or 16,000?. are to be paid for to the tune
of 46,000?., part of this latter sum being, I sup-
pose, in settlement of opposition; so that, in
spite of its deficiencies, the preamble of the Bill

-has been proved.
Possibly we may term this a more gross and

flagrant instance of public credulity than usual.
In appearance, granted that it is so; in reality
it will be found no uncommon example of local
misgovernment. It may be asked, what motive
can a I’epntable body of men have in so pillory-
ing their incompetency, or worse ?

In reply, I would ask, what motive can a man,
unscrupulous and powerful, with private interests
to serve, with no official responsibility, with
strong personal resentments, and with inflamed
party bias, have in serving those interests, in
using that irresponsibility, in gratifying those
resentments, and in furthering the views of bis
party ? I do not hesitate to state a well-known
fact, that all these disturbing ingredients are
component parts in the constitution of onr various
bodies corporate, who, like Judas, “ carry the
bag.”

Without any inclination to trespass unduly
upon your space, I will, under suft’rance, give
another instance where it would appear that
public scrutiny ig needed. The commissioners
of Leytonstone, in Essex, have recently invited
competition for the drainage of their district,
stating that information would be supplied by
Messrs. Houghton & Wragg, 15 a, St. Heleu’s-
place, London. On applying to these gentlemen,
by letter, I received no answer. I again wrote,
and was told I had turned my attention to what
was not worth my while, and that I could get
information, by applying in person, at their
offices. Once more 1 requested some particulars,
and again I was informed I could get them on
personal application.
What I wished was, of course, to ascertain

whether it was worth while to take the matter-

in hand or not
;
hut such knowledge I could not

obtain. Since then a friend, also an engineer,

has applied for particulars, and has received no
,

reply. In this place I wonld ask these gentle-

men if the appointment was made prior to the

advertisement that it was deemed a waste of

time for any one else to take the matter into

coneideration ?

One illustration is weightier than many
arguments, and the forgoing faithfully repre-

sent, in most instances, the value of those unpaid
public servants who, without let or hinderance,

exercise the functions of purse-bearer and pur-

veyor-general to the public. Is there any specific

reason why the supply of water to the public

should not be regulated by private enterprise

with unlimited competition ? It is certain that

no private company would be biassed by per-

sonal regard in favour of professional advisers,

no matter what their virtues. Your engineer

or contractor might be after your own heart in

politics, might attend yonr own place of worship,

or might be married to your own daughter
;
but,

my good common- councilman, alderman, or

mayor, your ear would be deaf to all these

potent qualifications when opposed to profes-

sional capacity, if yon, and not the public, were

to reap the profit and loss. M. P.

HILLINGDON CEMETERY CHAPELS,
MIDDLESEX.

These new chapels have been recently com-
pleted ;

that for the Episcopal Church having
been consecrated by the Bishop of Rupert’s

Town on March 13. The latter has a polygonal

apse and a bell gable turret. The Dissenters’

Chapel is situatednearthe Episcopal one. There
is also a massive gate-house and entrance-arch-

way to the cemetery. The general material of

the walls is Kentish rag, with Bath Box-ground
stone dressings. The roofs are covered with
plain red tiles. The works have been carried

out under the superintendence of Mr. Ferrey,

F.S.A., at a cost of about 1,800?. The contrac-

tors were Messrs. Fassuidge & Son, of Uxbridge.

“THE CONTRACTOR AND THE
WORKMAN.”

A MiLLioNAiiiE mason, in a story told in the

People's Magazine, explains how it is that he is

better off than the mass of the companions of

his working days. A discontented working
mason is the narrator :

—
A largo case occupied the end of the room, divided into

compartments, and each labelled, and on a bureau were
heaped bills and estimates. The contractor stopped
before the great table, and showing me a water-coloured
plan, said

:

“ ibis plan requires modifying. They want to reduce
the building three metres, but without diminishing the
number of rooms, and you must also find a place tor the
staircase. Sit down and make a rough sketch of the
thing."
I looked at him surprised, and told him I could not draw.
“Ihen esamine these measurements for me, audseeif

the estimates are correct."
1 answered that I was not up in such work as estimating

prices and verilying measurements.
" Tou can at least tell me," continued the contractor,

“what necessary legal forms I must comply with, in

regard to the three houses I am about to build P"
X brusquely answered, “ I was no lawyer."
“And ns you are also not a banker yon are, without

doubt, ignorant how to arrange your payments, and what
interest you ought to receive on your capital to avoid
bankruptcy. As you are not a merchant you would find

it difficult to tell me where the best materials are to be
procured, and the proper time for purchasing, and the
most economical means of transport. As you are not a
mechauician it is useless to inquire whether that crane, of
which you see the model, is likely to save labour, and
therefore expense. As you are not a mathematician you
will in vain attempt to judge of this new system of bridge-
building 1 am about to try on the Lower Seine. In short,

you know nothing but what a hundred others among your
companions know: you, like them, are only lit to handle
the hammer and the trowel."

I was completely disconcerted, and I twisted my hat in-

stead of replying : indeed, I had nothing to say.
“ Do you understand now why I live in a One house,

while you inhabit a garret?” continued the contractor,
elevating his voice. “It is because I exerted myself; it

is because 1 have learnt uJl you have neglected to attain
;

it is iu consequence of voluntary study I am become a
general while you remain among the recruits. By what
right do you demand the same advantages as your
superiors? Ought not society to reward each according
to the service he renders? If you desire that society
should treat you as she has treated me, do as I have
done : deny yourself even bread to buy books : spend
the day in work, and the night in study. Be ever on the

look-out for instruction, as a merchant looks out for

proflt.
;

and when you have shown that nothing dis-

:

courages you, when you shall have learned rightly to '

'understand and value things and men, then, if you still

remain the iuhabitant of a garret, come and tell your tale,

and I will listen to you."

EOCKHURST, WEST HOATHLET,
SUSSEX.

There are few places within thirty-five miles

of London possessed of so many natnral

charms as is the estate now known as Rock-
hurst, on the East Grinstead line of railway, in-

cluding, as it does, pasture, trees, rocks, and
water; and here the owner of it, Mr. Charles

Hill, F.S.A., has recently built a not large but
compact residence, from the designs of Messrs.

G. & H. Godwin, architects. We give a view of

the house, showing particularly the entrance-

front, and we add plans of the principal floors.

The walls are constructed of sandstone quarried

on the estate, with brick inside, a space of 2 in.

being left b -tween the stone and brick. Gulva-

nised-iron ties at short intervals keep the two
together. Some bands of Mansfield stone are

sparingly introduced, and there are a few orna-

mental coloured tiles in the window-heads of the

garden front. The arches of the carriage-porch

are ornamented with carved honeysuckle, and in

the comice is running ivy
;
executed, as was all

the other carving, by Mr. Jaquet, of Sfcamford-

atreet. The contractors were Messrs. Fuller &
Longley, of Worth.
The plans show the accommodation afforded

on the ground-floor and one-pair story. There

are besides offices in a basement formed below

part of the house (gained through the slope of

the ’’ground), and half a dozen good servants’

rooms in the roof.

The dining-room has been fitted up with some
old carved oak panelling, and has a panelled

ceiling.

The capitals of the various columns at the

entrance - doorway and elsewhere, and the

bosses ending the string-courses, are enriched

with stone carvings of the ferns found growing

in the grounds, or in the immediate neighbour-

hood. Abounding as the situation does with

chalybeate springs and sandy rocks, few places

offer such a fitting habitat lor these favourite

plants. In a semi-natural, semi-artificial hardy
fernery on one side of the house, and completely

overshadowed with trees, is a large collection of

British ferns and shade-loving plants growing

in the greatest luxuriance. Amongst the most
noticeable, perhaps, of the latter in this ferny

hollow is the one comjfiete green carpet at the

bottom, of golden saxifrage (C/irj/sosp?enum

oppositifolium)

.

The well from which water is supplied to the

house is about 80 ft. in depth. The stables are

at a short distance from the residence, near the

old house originally occupied by the owner of the

estate.

The new building is erected on an eminence
commanding the fertile grounds, which form an
undulating valley of pasture and woodland.

In the dense plantations of the latter are many
large well-grown trees, principally of oak, fir,

and larch. The view from the house is varied

and superb, terminating with the fine range of

Sussex Downs, embracing Chanctonbury and
other well • known emiuences. Towards one

boundary of the estate, and overlooking an
ancient and now dried-up river-bed, is a long

series of colossal, rugged, and toppling sand-

stone rocks, irregularly stretching, side by
side, or one over the other, for a great dis-

tance. These huge stones are undermined, piled

upon each other, thrown down, or balanced in

apparently the most dangerousand fantasticman-
ner, and by our forefathers have been variously in-

scribed and tattooed, many names and dates upon
them being more than 200 years old. The side

of one dark and frowning cave, more within the

estate, bears an ancient inscription, telling the

spectator it is the veritable “CAVE ADVLLAM;”
but perhaps the most astonishing of all the

rock groups is one that has been known for

centuries in the neighbourhood as “ Great upon
Little.” In this we have an enormous sand-

stone rock, weighing some hundreds of tone, so

nicely balanced upon an infinitely smaller stone,

that to all appearance the slightest touch would

displace it. In the dry river-bed below, are to

be seen many half-buried stones that have evi-

dently been displaced from the parent rocks above,

A botanist would probably find no end ofrarities

amongst the cryptogamic and other plants that

abound on these huge masses of porous sandstone,

covered as they are with ferns, scale-mosses,

and liver-worts. Among many other species,

may be noticed growing on the wet shelving

ledges of some of the subterraneous caverns, the

Tunbridge Film Fern {Hgmenophyllinn Tun-

bridgense), and on the humid, dripping sand-

stone rocks are many luxuriant liver-worts.
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THE NEW ASSEMBLY HOOII, BRIGHTON.

The stables of the Pavilion Palace have now
been converted into an Assembly-room, nnd a
trial of its acoustic properties has been made,
the result, it is said, being satisfactory. The
dome, and chandelier of 1,300 gas jets, are the

chief features of the Assembly-room. The area

under the dome is 80 ft. diameter iu the clear of

the coinmns supporting the gallery front, and
tho site of the former stables is 22 ft. on each

side, thus making the extreme diameter 12‘l! ft.

The dome is composed of twenty-four bays.

The whole of the old glass, and great part of the

lead work, have been replaced with new
;
and the

sixteen larger bays have been filled in with a

boarded ceiling, iu which are the stained-glass

windows that light the room during the day.

The windows are composed of circles, &c.,

variously grouped, and the design of the glass is

also varied to suit each case. The panels have
arabesques in chocolate on a buff ground : those

of the eight narrow bays are filled with richer

arabesques on blue ground
j
and the decoration

of the dome is completed by the principal ribs

being painted with alternate panels of a running
pattern of suitable design. The gallery front,

which retains more of its original form than any
other part of the building, is decorated with a

warm chocolate ground, and the cusped fillets of

the arches are all gilt. The lower part of the

dome, where the stables stood, have been greatly

altered : the fronts, partitions, and fittings have
been entirely removed, and the timber uprights

cut away, and iron columns and brackets have
been substituted for them

j
these columns are

coloured in maroon, and the capitals and
brackets are gilt. The orchestra is on the south
Bide of the room, and occupies the width of three

large bays of the dome. The front forms an
arcade of three decorated arches of Moresque
design, supported by slender iron coinmns. The
detailed drawings and specifications were pre-

pared by tho snrveyor, and in September last

the tenders were accepted for the performance
of the work, as under :

—

For the builder's work, Messrs. G. Cheesman
& Co,, Brighton £3,710

1 For the decorator’s work, Mr. T, Dury, of
Warwick 1,420

For the gas-fltter'a work, Mr. H. Greene,
Pavilion- buildings 420

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

. Birmingham .—The unoccupied space at the
Borner of New-street and Stephensou-place is

ibout to become the site of a public improve-
ment, by the erection of a building for the Mid-
land Bank, which has outgrown its present
iccommodatiou in Union-street. The piece of
Land obtained by the directors (on a ninety-nine
/ears’ lease from the governors of the Free
jrammar School) has a frontage, according to

.)ur authority, the local Journal, of about 60 ft.

;o New-street, and of about 150 ft. to Stephenson-
olace. The whole of the space, however, will

not be occupied by the bank buildings. Part of
t, near the bottom of Stepbenson-plaee, and
laving a frontage to the new street proposed to
30 made into Pinfold-street, will be reserved for

ihe erection of offices
;
and by arrangement with

tho corporation, the angle of New-street and
Stephenson-place will be ronnded off, and tho
building line fronting New-street will be slightly

tet back. The bank will also be erected within
IV railing, designed to protect the basement story.

iThe style is described as Classical, the front
vowards New-street being arranged in three, and
shat to Stephenson-place in eight compartments,
divided on tho ground floor by Ionic rnsticated
hilasters, resting on a plain basement

; and on
(he first floor by attached Corinthian columns,
(vith coupled pilasters at the angles. Each divi-

).ion will be pierced with a window of suitable
leslgn. Above these will be an enriched cor-
aice, surmounted by an open balustrade, carried
higher at the angles, and finished with coupled
Idlasters. The principal entrance will be in New-
rtreet, and will be distinguished by a portico,
it/ith four detached columns, of the Ionic order,
the shafts and bases being of polished granite.
I’he main fronts will be executed in Portland
3tone. The interior of the building will consist
>f a room (the “bank” proper) 92 ft. long, 49 ft.

ride, and 30 ft. high, lighted by nine semi-
drcular headed windows, each 18 ft. high, and
dso by a dome or lantern, 37 ft. by 18 ft. On
?a0 same floor there will be private rooms for the
managers

5 and on the first floor will be a board-

room (fronting New-street), private rooms, and
living and sleeping rooms for the resident clerks
and porters. In the basement provision is made
for dining and cloak rooms and lavatories, for

the clerks
5
and also for store-rooms, especial

attention being paid to “ the bullion-room,”
which is to be defended by triple walls of great
thickness, and a strong iron lining. The whole
building will be warmed and ventilated on Van
Hecke’s plan.

FRCM SCOTLAND.

Glasgow .—A new tidal basin which has been
constructed on the south side of tho Clyde, about
half a mile below Glasgow Bridge, has been
placed in communication with the harbour. The
basin occupies an area of five acres and a third,

and is surrounded with quays, on which sheds
for the reception of merchandise are about to be
erected. It is to be dredged to a depth of 22 fc.

below high water of spring tides.

Dunfermline.— A report by Dr. Stevenson
Macadam on the water of seven of the public
wells in Dunfermline has been sent to the
managing committee of the parochial board by
the town-clerk, on the instruction of the Police
Commission, as the local authority. Dr. Mac-
adam reported that the specimens of water sent
to him presented a good appearance, and were
devoid of colour; bub that the water differed
materially in composition. Two of the samples
contained organic matter, accompanied with
nitrates, and which, along with other peculiari-

ties, indicated contamination of the water with
decomposing organic matter of animal origin,
snch as might be derived from house cesspools,
surface street drainage, or imperfect sewers.
After some conversation on the report, the meet-
ing instructed their law-agent to take the neces-
sary steps to close up Strachan’s Well. It was
agreed to procure samples ofwater of the private
wells in the parish, for the purpose of having
them analysed. The Lord Provost, who presided,
submitted to the committee meeting a statement
of the rate of mortality for the past month, which
showed that in the royal burgh there had been
five deaths out of a population of 8,401; in the
Parliamentary burgh, nine from a population of
5,103; and in the landward district, seven out
of a population of 7,-448. In submitting the
statement, the Lord Provost said it was for the
interest of the ratepayers to look into tho cause
or causes why there was so great an increase in
the rate of mortality in the suburbs, and it was
resolved that the committee should inquire into
the causes of this great increase of mortality iu

the district, and how it could be remedied.
Leith .—The Public Institute building, which

is situated about the centre of Tolbooth Wynd,
has now been completed, and inaugarated. The
Institute is a brick building, with a doorway of
stone. On the ground-floor is a reading-room,
48 ft. by 26 ft. Adjoining the reading-room is a
committee-room, 15 ft. by 12 ft. From the
lobby, a staircase leads to a gallery, which has
been fitted up with shelving sufficient for 10,000
volumes. Of this number, nearly 8,000 have
already been acquired. For works of reference,

a room has been specially set apart, measuring
23 ft. by 14 ft., which is euter^ from the
gallery. At the further end of the reading-
room, a stair leads to bagatelle and smoking
rooms, which occupy the back part of the build-

ing. The roof is open-timbered with large win-
dows. The architect was Mr. James Simpson,
the assessor for the burgh. The whole struc-
ture, together with its furnishings, has been
reared at a cost of somewhat less than 1,300Z.

The Wallace National Monument at Stirling.

Since we drew attention, in October last,

to this memorial, and inserted a subsequent
letter from Mr. Burn, a member of the building
committee, the workmen have been making such
progress as was practicable in the winter season.

The building committee have lately issued a
report, in which they say:—“ The great tower
has now reached the height of 175 ft., including

a portion of the open crown, and what remains
to complete this, the chief portion of the design,

consists in closing this crown, which, if necessary
funds are supplied, may be done in the course of
the approaching summer, when the tower will

appear in all its contemplated amplitude and
symmetry. It also appears, as the result of a
very careful calculation by the architect and
superintendent, that, even at such enhanced
prices, a further sum of 1,200Z. will suffice for

this purpose ; after which, all that is required
to complete the original design is the erection of

the warder’s house, by which the base is broad-
ened and rendered effective, the foundations
having been already laid ; this, according to the
same careful estimate, will cost the sum of
1,400Z. The total expense has turned out to be
greatly iu excess of the original estimates and
contract. But the committee state, with con-
fidence, that this has not arisen from anything
under their control. At present they have on
hand funds sufficient for about two months*
operations.”

New Lighthouse on Dhuhcartach Bock .—Tho
Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, accord-
ing to the Scotsman, are about to commence a
work of no ordinary difficulty,—the erection of a
lighthouse tower, from the designs of their en-
gineers, Messrs. D. & T. Stevenson, on Dhnh-
carcach Rock, lying fifteen miles to the south-
west of Iona, and exposed to the full fury of the
Atlantic Ocean. It will light up the gap between
the Rhins of Islay and Skerryvore, and lead
vessels clear of the Torrin Rocks and into the
shelter afforded by Colonsay. The rock on which
the tower is to be placed is a ronnded mass,
about 240 ft. in length, and 130 ft. in breadth,
and is surrounded on all sides by deep water.
The landings are likely to be attended with
much iucouvenience, while the distance from
land (being about one-third greater than in the
case of tho Eddystone or the Skerryvore) will
further tend to increase the difficulty. The
tower, which is to be a parabolic shaft, rising to
the height of 101 ft., is to be surmounted by a
first order fixed dioptric apparatus. The
dwellings for the light-keepers and crew of the
tender are to be on Earraid Island, in the Sound
of Iona

; and the cost of the works is estimated
at 56,900Z.

Leith .—A young man employed at the new
docks, while working a travelling-crane used for

raising and lowering stones required for the
erection of the quay wall, accidentally lost his
footing and fell to the ground, whereby he has
been seriously injured. Besides other injuries

sustained, his right arm was fractured in two
places, and the arm has been amputated.

STRIKES.

Cardiff.—The whole of the carpenters of this
town have struck for an advance of wages. They
want SOa. per week, being an advance of Ss. The
masons have given notice that after the lat of
next month they intend leaving off work at one
o’clock on Saturdays. The Cardiff Builders*

Association have issued a broad sheet, in which
they give the public an explanation of the cir-

cumstances. They state that “ ademand was made
in October last for a rise in the rate of wages of
6d. per day, to commence on the let of April,
the wages at that time being 48. 6d. per day.
After interviews with the carpenters’ deputation,
in which attempts were made to settle the dis-

pute, the Builders’ Association felt obliged to
refuse the demand. They, however, proposed to

compromise the matter by offering 6d. per hour,
and payment by the hour, which would have
amounted to 28s. 9d. per week. The men re-

fused to accept this offer, but made a counter
proposition of 4d. per day rise, payment by the
day, with a promise by the masters of 2d. fur-

ther rise twelve months afterwards.” Among
tho reasons stated for their refusal to give the
advance demanded, the masters state that,

“Tho Carpenters’ Union have singled out the
house-builders for attack, leaving the Taff Vale
Company, the Rhymney Railway Company, and
the Bute estate, unmolested, thus making a cat’s-

paw of them and their men 5” and that “ the
building trade is at present in a depressed state,

both in Cardiff and the surrounding district, and
they think ib their duty to prevent the men forcing
the wages bycombinationabove the market rate.”

The present rate paid by the town builders,

they say, is 15 per cent, higher than that paid
by the Tali' Vale Company, and equal to that
paid by the Bute estate; and it would be 25 per
cent, higher in the one case and 10 per cent,

higher in the other, if the advance were granted.

Barnsley .—The strike of joiners at Barnsley

has, we learn, come to an end. At a meeting of

the masters and men, after a short discussion,

the masters agreed to grant the hour per day
reduction in the working time, and to give Is.

per week more money than was paid prior to the

strike.

Railway Employes .—The engine-drivers and
stokers on the Darlington section of the North-
Eastern line of railway have struck work for an
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advance of wages, a reduction of the hours of
labour, and a general redress of grievances
formerlj complained of. The directors say
that the men have struck work without giving
any formal notice beforehand; but the men ex-
plain that they only struck work after many
vain endeavours had from time to time been
made to avoid such a course

;
and that it was

only after they found that the directors would
do nothing to redress their grievances that they
strnck work. The drivers and stokers on other
sections of the North-Eastern have also struck,

and the directors have endeavoured to obtain a
decision of the magistrates against the men for

breach of contract
j but the case selected was

dismissed on the ground that the contract was
one-sided. The traffic on some of the branch
lines has been discontinued

;
but the directors,

it is said, are obtaining new hands, and gra-
dually restoring the traffic, both on the main
line and on the branches. That the drivers and
stokers have grievances which ought to be re-
dressed, especially as regards overtime, seems
evident. A metropolitan meeting of engine-
drivers and firemen have resolved to sup*
port the men of the North-Eastern line.

The Great Northern engine-drivers and fire-

men having memorialized their directors for a
reduction of the hours of labour and an increase
of wages, have had their claims granted so as to
leave no cause of complaint. In future, ten
hours will constitute the day’s work

;
and for all

time worked beyond, the pay will be reckoned at
eight hours per day. The drivers will have
5s. 6d. a day for the first year, Gs. for the second,
and 78. for the third

;
while the firemen will

have 3s. 6d., Ss. 9d., and 4s. respectively. For
Sunday work, time and a half will be given; and
a nine hours’ interval will be allowed after day’s
work, except on urgent occasions. The strike
which took place of the navvies employed on the
extension of the Midland Railway at Somers
Town, (i'c., for an increase of wages from 3s. 9d,
to 4s. a day, is said to have had no connexion,
QS rumoured, with the introduction of Belgian
navvies. The men, about 400 in number, were
paid ofi' by the contractors, who it is said will
have no difficulty in supplying their places with
others at the old rate of payment.

have in the Stonemasons' Society, against what is called
“chasing,” that is to say, a man working more rapidly
than others?—>'o such rule at nil. . . . There would
be no objection to a clcrer man laying bricks by the
thousand if he wished to do so, and thereby to increase
hi8 daily wage. The society had an objection to piece-
work, believing it mode men slovenly and careless, but
there was no rule against it, and the men would not
object to work with a man who was working by piece.
11 men struck for such a cause the society would not sup.
port them in the strike. There was no rule against working
overtime, and no objection had ever been made to any
number of apprentices when they were legally bound to
the employer. The society objected to a labourer being
taken from the hod and put to the trowel. The masons
opposed sny setting of stone by bricklayers, and witne.-s’s
society telt that their own men were iaesperieneed in
stonework, and therefore could ouly set the stone in
a very careless way; but as to putting on stone coping
or odd jobs of stonework, they could do it as well as
the masons, and the latter would have uo power over that.
On railways witness had known compost cast put in
side walls instead of bricks; the employers shut their
eyes to it, and the clerk of the works was in fault.
The Chairman: They all try to get as much money as
they can for as loose work as possible, you think ?—
' ... Sometimes the eyes of the clerk of the works

shut purposely. The society did nothing to en-
courage these practices. . . . Mr. Harrison: Does it do
anything to oppose them where it can P—We should not
meet with any encouragement from the employers if we
did. . . . There was more reality and honesty in the old
work than in the modern

; in an old piece of work the
ortar was hard and sound, but all kinds of rubbish were

now used to make mortar, and in a few years it crumbled
to pieces. This did not arise at all from a superior know-
ledge of making mortar formerly. Give the men time
and material, and they could do anything. As a general
rule, work was better done in the last century thi
now. . . . Mr. Roebuck: And that in spite of the e
istence of trades’ unions now ?—Yes, we are only too
huppy to do the work as well as possible, but we often
have no encouragement to do it as well as it might be
done. Bricks were superior now to what they used to be,
but the mortar was worse, and the work was not so
honestly done. A great deal of time was saved by making
inferior mortar, besides the saving of material. "Witness
knew lor a fact that in a certain house on which ho once
worked there were 20,000 bricks, when there ought to be
73,1 00. All the bottom part of the house was lilled up
with the old foundations of other houses that had been
carted there

;
then, pockets, or places 11, in. by 9 in., or

11 in. square, which should have been fllled in with brick,
were cai ried up in the top part of the house to within four

five courses of the next Boor. These “ pockets ” were
left with .the knowledge of the master. This job was not
C.O..—

.

1, that they got nothing by

men, who is also more "skilful than most men, and who
can with perfect ease to himself produce more stonework
and better stonework, say in a day, than most men can,
and can do so without intentionally momentarily exerting
himself, does Rule II. prevent him from so working or
not? Certainly it does. This rule the witness considered
to cultivate efficiency. He said it was only introduced
at the lust revision, aud very probably might be expunged
at the next. You would fine the good man and the better
workman because he was a good man and a better work-
man ? According to that rule.—Mr. Matthews: Sup-
posing the employer were to say, "This is a very
valuable and good workman, therefore I will employ
him notwithstanding that he has been excluded from
the union,” would the union laeu in that case strike till

that man was discharged by hia employer? Yes, as far
as that man was concerned they would do so. A mutual
code of rules had in many cases been found to work well
in promoting harmony and preventing strikes.— SirD.
Gooch; Y'ou do not allow a bricklayer to lay stone
at all, do you? Ko.—Mr. Matthews: So that if a
bricklayer were to lay stonework and there were other
work to be done on that particular job by stonemasons,
they would roske him undo that work before they would
go to their work

;
and that would be consistent with your

regulations, would it not ? Yea; but, on the other hand,
I may remark that our men do not interfere with brick-
work. The Chairman: Has uot your experience led you
to know that in eveiy country place in England you will
find the same meu building a stone wall with brick
quoins, or a brick wall to a house with stone quoins? I
do not think that it would be so except in some small
country places.

THE TRADES UNION COMMISSION.
Thb evidence already taken has been very voluminous.

Some of the more important witnesses have been the
secretaries of the various societies. Among these was
Mr. E. Coulson, secretary of the Operative Bricklayers'
Society, of London. He said the society numbered 5,700
members, and hud 96 branches. The increase of members
was 700 lust year, aud the funds, up to December, were
about 3,2001. in band

;
the income for the previous year

was about 2,700f. The objects of the society had reference
to trade purposes, and burial and travelling relief to the
members. The amount for men travelUng about the
country was very small, and the money expended for
strikes during a year would not amount to more than
300f. or 4''0L—at least, it had not gone beyond that since
1861.

_

"Where lodges bad recently been established they
bad, in consequence of the organisation of the men, suc-
ceeded in obtaining a satisfactory advance of wages with-
out any protracted strike. No member of tlie society in
any district could enter on a strike without the consent of
the whole of the members of the society—that was to say,
of the majority of the members. The executive in many
instancoa have prevented strikes taking place in districts,
considering that it would be perfect madness on the part
of the men to enter into those contests. . . . The cause
of strike in recent years had been that the employers had
endeavoured to force upon the men rules that were con-
sidered objectionable by thorn, with reference to the hours
of working and the rate of wages. The men in each dis-
trict determined what was the proper rate of wages, pro-
ceeding upon the principle of the prices of food, house-
rent, Ac. An equivalent in wages was decided by the
general average of the number of bricks a man could lay
in a day

;
if the work was inferior, he could lay more

;
if

superior, less. Not the slightest objection was made by
the meu to ward bricks. . . . Mr. Roebuck: Do they
object to bricks made by machinery ?—No. . . . So that
if persons have taken out a patent for making bricks by
machinery, you have never known of the trade refusing to
use those bricks ?—Not in the T.omlnn Thu-Q.

. .

-• —Notin thsLondon district. . . There-
fore, it is totally untrue that a patentee has heeu ruined,
because his bricks have not been accepted, and would not
be received by any portion of the London trade F—TotaUy
untrue in the London district. . . . Have you everknown
it in any other ?—I do not know it in any other. There
was a lii^ moral feeling against the practice of scamping
work, and trades’ anions bad caused the work to be done
in s manner superior to what it was before: decidedly a
more honourable feeling had been promoted by trades’
unions. There were no secret rules, and the bye-laws
were m conformity with the general rules. In Edinburgh
Coatbridge, Burslem, Longton, Newcastle, and other
places, there were rules which had been agreed to between
the masters and the men, and these rules' had been found
to prevent the occurrence of disputes. . . . Mr. Har-
rison : It is said that the society has a rule forbidding a
member to put down Lis trowel and lay bricks with both
hands. Is there any such rule in existence ?—There is no
such rule in existence, and uo such custom. ... On
being asked by Mr. Mathews,—Is there any restriction
laid upon the clever workman as to the rapidity with which
he shall work ?—The witness replied in the negative. . . .

iou have no restriction then in yomr society such as they

sub-contracted to the men, so unit iney got noicing by
the pockets being left. . . . Mr. Roebuck : You say this
occurred not in piecework, but iu daywork ?—Day-
work. . . . Therefore this roguery took place under the
very circumstauees which you say are sought by you tor
the purpose of preventing roguery ?—In that instance it
was so, but you cannot compare a public work and the
speculative buildings to which I have referred; those
houses are simply erected to sell; it is not quality that
they want there, but quantity. ... By Mr.Harrison-
The cause of this “scamping'' was a desire to erect the
building as quickly as possible, merely to sell, and nothing
that the uuiou had done afl'ected it in any way whatever
Mr. Richard Hamott, secretary of the friendly Society

of Operative Masons, said that the society had 278
branches. The income of the society from November 30
1666, to November 20, 1860, was 17,746L 4s. lld^, and
there was a general or reserve fund amounting at present
to about lO.OOOL, besides a little in the various Jodges.
There were branches in England and Wales, but none in
Scotland. The society increased last year by 4,360 mem-
bers. The objects of the trade society were to protect
the members from all encroachments by employers, as well
as to maintain the rate of wages generally, "When a
branch wished to give notice of arise of wages, theeonsent
of the society had to be obtained. If the society granted
the application, then the employers received a notice of
three orsixmonths.allowiog Lime to finish contracts onhand.
The central committee never suggested to the men that
they ought to apply for an advance, or take any part in
beginning the demand. It was not the object of the
society to equalme wages throughout England, orto com-
pel employers to psy an inferior workman more than he
was worth. There was no provision to prevent a member
of the society, not being a competent man, from working
for lo ver wages than the rate which was sanctioned for
his district. If he was a competent man he was not
tree to work for lower wages. If he did so there was
a rule to impose a penalty on him. The society did
not recognise piece-work, aud they fined a man for
working by the piece where piece-work had been
abolished. A reasonable number of apprentices was
allowed, and there was no rule estabb’shing a limit. It
was lelt to each branch. There was a rule against
overtime unless in ease of emergency, which very often
arose in the building trades. The witness considered
that the efl'ect of the society upon the men bad been to
improve them in character, social position, and energy;
and there had been a great improvement in wages in
the last few years—whether on account" of the ope-
ration of the society or on account of the improve-
ment of the building trades of the country generallv he
could not say. In some places employers had actually
advanced wages of themselves in order to secure a suffi-
cient number of men to perform their work. If a master
took more apprentices than the men in the shop thought
was right—and the number was regulated according to
each shop, uot according to each bianch—theu the men
complained to the lodge, and the lodge to the society.
Generally a delegate went from the lodge to the master,
and if he refused to redress the grievance, the witness
supposed there would be a disturbance or dispute, but
there never had occurred throughout the whole trade
any suspension of labour in consequence of the employ
ol an excess of apprentices.—Mr. Roebuck : "What is the
advantage which you expect from a reduced number of
hours of work, rather than from increased wages ? It is

considered that it causes more men to be employed;
tivore is work for an increased number of hands. Old and
infirm memberswere allowed totakelower wages, atarate
agreed npon, but not a skilled and able workman. There
was no maximum of wages fixed. There would be difference
between a highly-skilled workman aud an unskilled work-
man, both being what are calleel competent men.—Mr.
Eoebuok: Do you know any distinct money difference
between the two meu? No, I do not. Mr.Harrison:
Supposing the case of a man who is stronger than most

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT AND THE
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY.

At the last meetin" of tlie Metropolitan
Board of Works, the 'Works and General Pur-
poses Committee brought up a report in refer-

ence to the construction of the Metropolitan
District Railway along the embankment aud
new street to the Mansion House. The Com-
mittee had received from the company’s solicitor
a communication embodying the terms of the
arrangement proposed by the company, aud
recommended as follows :

—

"That with a view to hasten the works fromBlackfrinra
to Canuon-street, to prevent further discussion and delay,
the Board should now agree to suspend taking any imme-
diate steps for payment of the sum of 2VO,OOOL, the
minimum sum referred to in the eist section of the Act of
1864, or for one year from this date; that interest on
that Slim he demanded by the Board during that year

;

that the company bind themselves by an agreement to
proceed as rapidiv us the Board shall require with the
works between Blackfriars and Canuon-street, and that
the company without delay find the funds for this pur-
pose

;
that the company bind themselves to secure to the

Board the payment of the same 200,0001. at the end of the
year, and, in any event, interest at the rate of 5 per cent,
per annum, to begin to run from the end of the year until
the 2O0,0OOL are paid

;
that this arrangement efiall be no

waiver of the powers of the Board, under the Acts of 1663
and 1864, or either of them, and that the company shall be
bound, not later than one year from this date, to proceed
effectually with the works along the embankment, with a
view to their completion by the time stipulated by the
existing Act of 1364.”

The report was unauimonsly adopted.

THE METROPOLITAN FIRE-BRIGADE
REPORT.

C.\PTAtx Sh.vw, the chief officer of the fire-

brigade, some weeks ago laid his annual report
before theMetropolitan Board of Works. It states
that the number of calls received during 1866
was 1,513 ; of these 103 were false alarms, 102
proved to be ouly chimney alarms, and 1,338
were fires of which 326 resulted in serious,
damage, and 1,012 in slight damage. The fires

of 1866 show a decrease of 161 as compared
with those of 1865 ; but taking an average of 33
years, there was an increase last year of 457.
The proportion of serious to slight damages was i

31 per cent, in 1865, but in 1866 ouly 25 per *

cent. The strength of the brigade on 1st
January, 1867, amounted to 2 floating steam,-
fire-engines, 7 large land steam fire-engines,
14 small land steam fire-engiues, 64 manual
engines, and 230 firemen. Since the reconstitn- '

tion of the brigade there has been an increase of
49 engines and 101 men. The stations have
also been increased from 19 to 41.
The cost of the brigade service for 1866 was J

about 53,0001. The Treasury coutributes 10,0001-;
the fire-insurance companies, 11,285Z. lls. 8d.

; ^
aud the several parishes (by a rate of a half-

i

penny in the pound), 31,7951. 133. 9d.
The premises which took fire in 1866 were, :

private houses, 216
;
lodgings, 107 ; tenements, i

18; offices, 10; hotels, club-houses, victuallers, 4

and beershop keepers, 77; grocers, 29; bakers, j

13; coIFeo and chop houses, 14; boob and shoe- '

makers, 27 ; booksellers and stationers, 17

;

printers, 10; builders, 19; carpenters and
cabiuet-makers, 44

;
clothiers, 12 ; drapers,

woollen and linen mercers, 39
;
corn chandlers,

11; chandlers, 13; furniture brokers, 12; green- .
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grocers acd fruiterers, 19; laundries, 12; oil

and colouimeu, 17 ;
rag merchants, 12 ;

stables,

29; tai]ors,15; tinmen and braziers, 10 ;
tobac-

conists, 12; and houses being built and under

repair, 20. There •vrero also 2 at firework-

makers, 2 at gasworks, 1 hospital, 6 lucifer-

match makers, 3 match-box makers, 8 marine-

store dealers, 1 music-hall, 2 newspaper offices,

1 powder-mill, 8 schools, 1 tar distiller, 5 ware-

houses, 8 wine and spirit merchants, and 3 work-

houses.

Of the 1,338 fires, the causes of 569 were un-

known, and 7 doubtful, leaving 742 ascertained

causes, amongst which were,—candle, 171

;

sparks from fire and chimneys, 82
;
gas, 139 (in-

cluding 58 from escape of gas, 2 from seeking

for escape of gas with lighted candle, and 2 by
heat from sunlight burner) ; airing bedding and
linen, 14; children 27 (including 19 playing

with lucifers and 8 ploying with fire)
;
lucifers,

17 ;
flues blocked up, foul, over-heated, or defec-

tive, 78; hot ashes and cinders, 23; lamps, 21

(including 14 paraffine accidents and 1 cat up-

setting a lamp)
;
stoves— overheating, bad pipes,

and defective setting, 39 ;
smoking tobacco, 17 ;

light thrown down area, 10 ;
boilers, coppers,

furnaces, and ovens, 20 ;
crinoline, 2 ;

fireworks,

2 ;
fumigating bugs (in lodgings), 2 ;

fusees, 3 ;

incendiarism, 4; lime-slaking, G; naphtha (ex-

ploding and upsetting), 2; paraffine, 1 ;
sponta-

neous ignition, 6 (1 at a marine-store dealer’s, 1

at a rag-merchant’s, 1 at a printer’s, and 1 at a
newspaper-office) ; and wax-tapers, 2.

Fires do not appear to occur especially at any
particular esasons of the year.

BEICK PATEblTS.

Appabatvs for Mancfact-ltung and Pressing
Ftke Bricks.— C. J. Condrace J. Field. Dated
I7th January, 18CG.—Upon the main driving-

shaft of the machine, which is driven direct by
a steam-engine of suitable power, is keyed a

bevel wheel, which, by means of a similar wheel
keyed upon a vertical shaft, drives a pair of

grinding stones mounted upon a horizontal axis

carried by the said vertical shaft. These stones

roll upon a circular bed, and are for the purpose

of grinding up the clay or other material, which
then lulls into a receiver beneath. From this

receiver the ground clay or other materi.il is

carried up and deposited in the pug or puddling

mill by means of an endless travelling chain of

buckets passing over rollers and driven by
toothed gearing from the same main driving-

shaft. The clay or other material is kneaded
and brought to a proper consistency by means
of knives or paddles fixed to a vertical revolving

shaft driven by a pair of bevel wheels. Beneath
the pug or puddling mill is a cylinder, into which
the clay or other material passes by gravitation,

the lower end of the cylinder being contracted

and furnished with plates which slope towards a
square receiver, the bottom of which is divided

into two openings, each of the form and size

of a brick. Below this receiver is a sliding

frame provided with two pairs of moulds, and
caused to slide backwards and forwards by
means of a chain actuated by a mangle-wheel
and pinion driven from the main shaft by a pair

of bevel wheels
;
or the sliding motion may be

obtained by a crank. At each side of ihe pug-
mill is a press driven by a crank shaft or an
eccentric, in such a manner that their action is

alternate, and takes place at the precise moment
when the sliding frame is at the full extent of

its movement in either direction, and before its

motion is revei’ficd by the mangle wheel or

ci'ank. 'J he distance between the two pairs of

moulds is the same as the distance between the
receiver and either of the presses, so that, whilst
one pair of moulds is being filled with clay, the
Ollier pair is under the action of one or other of
the presses, and rice versd. As each pair of
bricks is successively pressed, they are elevated
from the moulds and placed upon endless tra-

velling belts by means of an elevating apparatus
driven by a crank or eccentric actuated by the
same crank shaft which drives the presses.

Brick-jiakikg ilACHiNEs.— J. IL Jolimon. A
communication. Dated 29th June, 186G.—This
invention relates partly to certain improvements
in the brick-making machine for which lettei-s

patent where granted to G. Haseltine, 8th July,

18G3, and has special reference to that class of

machines wherein bricks are mode from untem-
pered clay

;
also to a peculiar arrangement and

combination of machinery or apparatus for con-
trolling or stopping and starting brick-making

machines. According to this invention it is,

among other features, proposed to place inside

the inclined hopper which supplies the granu-

lated clay to the reciprocating mould-plate or

frame, a movable partition, vibrating on a fixed

centre in the hopper, and actuated by means of

a rod and vertical lever, which derive their mo-
tion from the reciprocating mould-plate. The
object of this arrangement is to change periodi-

cally the direction of the current of clay from
the set of filled moulds to the set of empty
or partially-filled moulds in the mould-plate.

The pistons or followers, together with the

bricks contained in the moulds, are slightly

elevated or started preparatory to expelling

the bricks by causing the lower ends of the

piston-rods to pass on to fixed inclined planes,

whilst the mould-plate is moving in one direc-

tion or the other. Heads or flanges are formed
on the lower ends of the piston-rods of the two
sets or groups of moulds in the mould-plato, and
these heads or flanges, as well as the two fixed

inclines before referred to, are divided in the

direction of motion of the mould-plate, one-half

of the contact surfaces being raised or made to

project slightly beyond the other half, the raised

BUI face in the head or flanges of the two sets of

piston-rods and their corresponding iticlines

being on opposite sides, so that when the heads

of one set of piston-rods traverse over one side

of the said inclines, they will be slightly elevated

thereby, but will remain depressed whilst tra-

vel sing over the other incline. At the higher

end of each of the fixed inclines there is situate

a wheel or pulley of two diameters, the periphery

of the larger diameter projecting slightly above
the level of the raised side or half of the incline,

and being in a direct line therewith, whilst the

smaller diameter coincides with the sunk portion

or half of the incline. Now as the heads or flanges

of one set of pistons pass in succession over this

I pulley, they will each be still further elevatedby
' causing the corresponding piston to compress

I

the clay in the mould against the under side of a

;
fixed plate which extends across and is in contact

with the surface of the mould-plato. There are

j

two of these fixed plates, viz., one just outside

each side of the hopper, and, if desired, they

! may be made hollow, so as to be heated by the
' introduction of steam therein. After passing

I

over the wheels or pulleys above referred to, the

I

several heads or flanges of one set of pistons

I enter the groove of a lifter, which serves to expel

the bricks from the mould by elevating the pis-

tons flush with the surface of the mould-plate.

Improvements in the Making of Bricks.

—

H. A. Bonneville .—A communication. Dated
2nd July, 18G6.—This invention relates to certain

improvements in the manufacture of hollow
bricks for the construction of ceilings in rooms

I

and apartments. To attain this the bricks are

!

provided at each end of their extremities with a

I

projection, which, when they are placed between
the beams that support the flooring, rest upon
and are maintained Viy pits which run along the

sides of the beams. The lower part of each
brick is EO disposed as to cover about half the

interior side of the beam, so that when all the

bricks are fixed and placed together, their lower

surface presents one uniformly plane superficies

which forms the ceiling.

Machinery for Manufacturing Bricks.

—

D. Nichols and 17. B. Leachman. Dated 4th

July, 1S6G. The object of this invention is not

only to form or mould the biick of the required

size, but likewise to prcES ihe clay during the

operation of forming or moulding, and thus to

deliver it a pressed brick. For this purpose, on
two strong and suitable side-frames, placed

parallel to each other, the patentees mount
transversely, and on the same horizontal line,

two crushing rollers, Eet at convenient distances

apart for the admission of clay, which is fur-

nished from a hopper placed over the rollers,

and screwed to the side frames. The rollers

may, if desired, have smooth peripheries, but the

patentees prefer to have them slightly grooved

spirally and in opposite directions — that is,

right and left-handed, in order to produce .a

superior crushing effect when foreign matter is

mingled with the clay, and also to prevent the

caking of the same. On the front part of the

frame they mount the driving shaft, which may
be either put in motion by ordinary gearing, or

by belting. On this shaft they place a double-

grooved cam. In the one groove they place a

pin connected to a die rod, which has a recipro-

cal motion, and works horizontally underneath
the crushing rollers, the die being of the same
diroensioua in length and depth as the required

_

brick. The groove on the opposite side of the
j

cam has a pin connected by means of a guide
rod and pin to a horizontal lever, which in turn
is connected to a knife working in half grooves
horizontally over the die. The knife cuts off or
eepurates the clay in the mould from that which
is in the space between the rollers and the
mould. The mould is formed of fixed and
movable pieces, the latter being the sides and
top of knife. The horizontal lever above named,
which is connected to the knife, carries also a
pin, which works ou the slotted shorter arm of a
lever keyed to a cross shaft between the frames.

The longer arm of this lever is connected by
means of a rod to a bell-cranked lever at the de-

livering or back part of the machine. The
upper arm of this latter lever raises or depresses
a door, which forma one of the sides of the
mould.

THE BUILDEES’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

A LIST of subscribers and donors to the 31st of
March has been issued, from which we are glad

to learn that fair progress is being made towards
the complete establishment of this Institution.

The Committee have already 600Z. in hand, and
a numerous list of annual subscribers. If all

who ought to exert themselves were to do so, as

only a few have hitherto done, the first annual
meeting in August might carry everything before

it in a very remarkable manner; and we hope
that all interested will rouse themselves to a
sense of what they ought to do towards an end
so important to the widow and orphan as the

establishment of this benevolent institution.

THE INSTITUTION OF ClYTL ENGINEERS.

On April 2nd, the paper read was " A Memoir
on the River Tjne,” by Mr. W. A. Brooks. It

contained a description of the tidal phenomena
of the river, in its condition previous to being

placed, in 1842, under the charge of the author

for its improvement, as contrasted with the

,

phenomena which were found to exist after the

completion of the river works. These works
consisted, mainly, in the first instance, of timber

jetties, subsequently connected by river walls,

formed of rubble mixed with ships’ ballast, which
was brought into the harbour and discharged

into the line of the river works, affording an ex-

ample of bow much good might be efl'ected in a

port by the judicious application of available

materials. The whole of the works, on both

sides of a navigation of 10 miles in length, form-

ing what were locally called “ The Tyne Im-
provement Vorks,” were executed out of a
revenue applicable to them, not amounting to

more than 5,COOJ. a year, or to 80,0001., spread

over a period of about sixteen years. Northum-
berland Dock, inclosing a reclamation from the

river of above 70 acres, and the Tyne Piers, had
been, or were being executed, out of separate

funds.

Much of the interest of the paper consisted of

a dissertation upon the cause of the formation,

of bais at the mouths of rivers, and the means
available for their amelioration, according to the

well-known theory of the author, that “ Bars owe
their existence to the confiiction which takes

place between the current of the early flood tide

and that of the ebb, where shoals exist, prevent-

ing the free drainage of the backwater during

the proper period of the discharge of the ebb.”

“ GIVE EVERT ONE HIS OWN.”

S)H,—Your correspondent, “ Mr. S. J. Hichol,” has
endeavoured to play u part, which I venture to believe he

will hardly be equal to sustain. Ho appears in your
pages as the injured originator of a style of roof, the prin-

ciple of which I have adopted at Peckhani and elsewhere ;

Mid I bnvo no hesitation in saying that had bis memory
1 CCD belter, or had he looked further, he would have satJ

The facia of the case are these :—In 1859, Mr. Nichol,

myaelf, and several other architects, competed for the

church of SS. Peter and Paul, Cork. My original draw-

iijfcs, which were exhibited both in Cork and at the Archi-

tectural Exhibition in London, show the design now called

in question. This fact, 1 humbly submit, ia sulLcient to

clear me from the charge of “ plagiai'iem.” The ilrat time

I saw Mr. Ifichol’s drawings was aome mouths after the

competition bad taken place, when both designs appeared

in the same exhibition, 1 was then somewhat atruck.at see-

ing that the saniepriuciplehad becnadoptedby Mr. Nichol;

but knowing him to be an architect ofaome original power,

I imagined at the moment that we had both nit upon the

same idea. It never occurred to me that he might pos-

sibly have seen my church in Eldon-street, Liverpool,

which waa designed two years previously, and actually
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carried into execntion towards the end of 1858, almost two
years preTionsly to the competition. In order that there
may be no miaunderstanding, I transcribe copies of two
letters from the bailders, who tendered for the church
alluded .to, both of which bear ont and verify mv state-
ment.* ^

After your readers have perused the above, probably, I
shall be the only person who will not be led to the con-
elusion that Mr. Nichol simply describes his own rnoda*
operandi, whilst most urjustiflably attaching it to my

.
E. ‘VV'blbt Pcgin.

P.S.—TUith regard to the insinuation that I was the
author of the account of the opening of Peckham Church
I beg emphatically to deny it.

‘

MEPHITIC ATMOSPHERE OF THE
UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.

Sir,—

T

he reason of the deleterious state of the air to
which your quotation from the Sri/ieh Medical Journal
refers is, that the condensation of the visible smoke only
has been aimed at, and not the removal of the source of
evil. The engines are said to consume the smoke, but Ibis
IS no more than rendering it invisible withont lessening its
really injurious action on the lungs. What is required is
the complete removal of the products of combustion this
could be accomplished by erecting ventilating shafts near
the middle of each length of tunnel, and establishing an
upward current. Hot expansive steam and smoke wonld
ascend these much more readily than condensed vapours
and the additional expense of the new form of engine
might be saved. A J

n yonr

" GIBBS’S FIRE-PLACE LINTEL.’'
Sir,—

T

here is a short notice of this invention
number for March 16, p. 197.
The lintel is of cuet iron; would a district surveyor

allow Its use in London? The Building Act, s. 20. r. 3,states that au arch of brick or stone, or a bar ofKroughl iron, must be built over the opening of evervchimney to support the breast thereof." E. w. T.

RAIN THROUGH PORTLAND CEMENT.
The rain comes through Portland cement on one partof the front of my house when the wind blowe very

strongly. Is there any wash which will render this nolonger possible? and of what does it consist? or willpainting be necessary ? Club

THE ROAD FROM HYDE PARK CORNER.
Sir,—It has often occurred to me that Mr.

Snell’s plan of opening a public road from Hyde
Park-corner to

^

Stanhope-gate is at once the
most obvious, simple, and eccnomical mode of
diverting the traffic from the narrow portions of
Park-lane. As explained in a recent number
of the Builder, and as shown on the plan the
proposed road would, I think, be rather an im-
provement than otherwise to the park itself.
I should not presume to suggest a further im-
provement, were I not encouraged by the ap-
proval betowed upon it by his Royal Highness
the late Prince Consort, when named to him
some years ago.
By opening out and levelling a small corner

of the Green Park, and the unsightly length of
road which runs parallel with Grosvenor-place,
a thoroughfare on the east side of the gate-
way might bo obtained, and the latter would
stand an elevated triumphal arch in the
centre of a handsome place, out of which the
road to Constitution-hill would pass, at a right
angle._ The gateway, as it now stands, is an ob-
struction to the stream of traffic : its awkward
position and the narrowness of the gorge leading
into Hyde Park-corner, will at once be percep-
tible to any one approaching it from Grosvenor-
place.

I venture to think the suggestion, if worked
out by an architect of taste, might contribute
still mrther to make Hyde Park-corner what “it
should be. R. E. Egerto.v Warburton

Arlcy Hall, Northivich,

rebuilt, with the exception of arches at the
side of the nave, and a new aisle has been
added on the south side. The modern chancel
has been wholly rebuilt, in keeping with the
rest of the edifice, the style followed throughout
being that of the thirteenth century. The chancel
is enriched with a carved reredos of alabaster and
marbles of Ipplepere and Galway, and with a
stained glass east window (by Messrs. Lavers &
Barraud). Both the reredos and window are
the gift of Colonel Sandham. The fittings are
of stained deal, varnished, and the pavement is
in Portland stone, divided into patterns by bands
of Minton’s tiles. The masonry is of Scaimes-
hill sandstone, with the carving and mouldings
in the native grey chalk. The architect em-
ployed was Mr. Gordon M. Hills, of London

;
and

the builder, Mr. Bushby, of Littlehampton. The
total cost of the restoration is about 2,500?.
The new schools, which stand at a abort distance
from the church, have been erected at a cost of
between 700?. and 800?.

Carlisle.—'The new church of St. John the
Evangelist has been consecrated. It has been
erected upon a plot of ground in London-road,
which formerly formed part of nursery gardens.
In 1863 the Dean bad succeeded in raising
among friends at a distance from Carlisle nearly
1,500?.

;
and a competition among architects re-

sulted in forty-one designs being submitted to
the committee. Most of these were in the Early
English style; and the successful competitors
were Messrs. Clarke & Son, of Nottingham. The
original estimate of the cost of the building was
about 3,343?., the contract being let for that
amount to Messrs. C. & J. Armstrong, of this
city

; but the sum did not include certain con-
templated extras

;
and the additional expenses

involved, for architect’s commission, salary of

H. Woodyer, of Graffham, Guildford, is Middle
Pointed, and it is constructed to accommodate
936 persons. The building has cost about
9,000?., the site having cost in addition 2,0001,
A parsonage and boys’ school have also to be
erected, for which funds are required. The
organ is erected by Mr. Willis, a portion only of it
being pat in the church of the value of 300?.,
towards which only 100?. have been raised. Most
of the ornamental part of the church has been
omitted, to be added at a future period, when
funds can be raised for the purpose.

^l00li3 licaifatS).

The International Horticultural Exliihition and
Botanical Congress, 1866 : Report of Proceed-
ings. Printed byTruscott & Co., Sufl’olk-lane.
City.

The International Horticultural Exhibition, held
iu London from May 22nd to May Slat of last
year, was excellently well conducted, and a
decided success. The subscribers have had good
reason to congratulate themselves on the result,
and now they will be presented with a volnmi-
nona and valuable report of the proceedings,
including various papers on cognate subjects,
read at the Congress, and here printed in
full. The volume contains between 400 and 500
pages of matter, imperial octavo, and is illua-
trated by engravings.

VARIORUM.
April No. of the Art Journal contains, as

clerk of the works, and other expenses incidental
I

Catalogue

to the work, swelled the total cost to a little
the

_

Universal Exhibition, with a wealth of

over 5,000?. The progress of the work I

®"Sravmgs, some of them beautifully executed,—
much delayed in consequence of the strikes in ! j

^^st, Mr.
the building trade. The church is built entirely i T ,
of white stone, from the Fairloam quarry of the

I

catalogue to the Emperor, at

contractors. A bell turret at the eastern side of S®.
Tilleries. We are not surprised to hear

’ that it was most graciously received, his Majesty
^ uuiiDo au Liio enauem siue oi

the nave, with a atone spire, surmounted by a
vane, gives a character to that side of the fabric.
Interiorly the aisles are separated from the
naves by pointed arches

; the pulpit and reading,
desk occupy similar positions at the opposite
aides of the church; and a pointed arch
spans the entrance to the chancel. Above the
nave arches, and forming a feature of the in-
terior, is a clearstory, with triple lancet windows
in each bay. The large window at the west end

observing,—“ It will be a wonderful work, when
completed.” The whole number, including the
catalogue, for half-a-crown, is a marvellous spe-
cimen of cheap goodness. The Quarterly has
a clever paper descriptive of Westmoreland, and a
paper on Railway Finance, which falls short of
completeness. Debrett’s “Illustrated House
of Commons,’ and the Judicial Bench, 1867,”
(Dean & Son) is a worthy companion of the
“ Peerage and Baronetage.” It includes short

CHURCH-EUILDING NEWS.

_

Washington.—The parish church of Wash-
mgtoD, near Storrington, Snssei, has been
restored. About eighteen mouths ago the church
insisted of a nave, with north aisle, of Early
English date. Attached to the west of the aisle
was the remnant of an Early English tower-
whilst alongside of it stood a tower of the
hlteenth century attached to the end of the
nave. The chancel was a modern building.
The south side of the nave has been greatly
modernized, and the roof of the nave and aisle,
as well as the north aisle wall, were in a rninons
state. This aisle and the nave have been

* It is unnecesasry to priut these.—

E

d.

— — au cue west enu icn i t. ,

— —
is plain, but the east is filled with stained glass ,

Baronetage. It includes short
To the north of the chancel is a vestry-room'

; ^
14 ft. by 10 ft.

; while on the corresponding part
' . >

number of the Rcinie

of the building on the south side is an organ- f
Littdravre gives an account of the

chamber, 16 ft. by 14 ft. The vestry communi- '
applique d VIn-

cates with the north aisle by an arched doorwav -f/7®
^’^ris, and shows that it

while the organ-chamber communicates I

the aisle and chancel by low arches resting upon
.’“port^t part. The number is altogether

solid columns. The dimensions of the nav^ it
one.——“Byron,” for eevenpence,

may be added, are 87 ft. by 24 ft • the aialea
'

sixteen illustrations (Dicks). It would be
87 ft. by 13 ft. each

; and the chancel, 37 ft. by I

P^ft^Weat a shilliag with better paper. Those
22 ft.

^
I

'''no wont the complete works must go to Mr.
irorccsfcr.— St. Nicholas's church has been re-

—-’TteMuplctionofyol. I. of “ Scientific

opened. The alterations consist of the partial i S'®.*”''?
I™1" Academy,"

renewal of the roof, which was in a bad state • r ”.‘* WoceeUmgs (Gill, Dublin,

the hiah pews have been substituted by open
' P''";^';'' to the Academy), has been issued. It

sittings, with kneeling-boards and book-boxea •

title-page and table of contents,

additional accommodation has thus been ob-
on tho constrnction of ancient gal-

tained. The tall prayer-desk and pulpit have
Lord de Roa

j
on armour-plated ships of

been done away with, and a low reading-desk
M.R.I.A., and others, with

and new pulpit, in keeping with the other &tera- P^^®® jUnstrative of some of the papers.
fy.-.T.o 'kr.r... a.. t. I ^ 71 mi 1 . . Joumal OI th6 Bath and VV est of England

,— f..., invu 1.UC utuei' aiiera-
tions, have been substituted. The high gallery
front has been replaced by an open one—an oak
arcade, ornamented with wrought-iron work,
executed by Messrs. Skidmore & Co., of Coventry’
who also supplied similar decorations for thei.sio a.au, ouppucu oiujiiwr uecorations lor tue Z v i.- i-

,

open work of the pulpit and new Communion
opplication ol sewage, managemen

rail. The chancel and aisles have been laid with
the Lloncestersbire Bacon

nnnonefirt nr__. . CUriDir establishment, the cnltnre nf fnilf. In nn

uuiiiuo,! u/u 1.110 urti-u ttuu rresL oi XiOgiana
Society for the Encouragement of Agriculture,
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.” 1866
(Ridgway, Piccadilly). This volume contains
various papers of more or less interest, on dis-
infectants, application of sewage, management
of nnnda nnfl woBo I'Iiq r. 1nnnnoi-r...-.i.{_» d.,_

encaustic tiles s-npplied by Messrs. Godwin, of
Lugwardine. The side windows have been
reglazed, the small diamond-shaped panes substi-
tuted by larger panes, which it is intended
eventually to surround by a border of coloured
glass. The building is lighted by means of
bracket burners and a central sunlight gas-
burner, and is warmed by Haden’s hot water
apparatus. The ventilation will be obtained by
means of the sunlight burner. The contractors
were Messrs. Wood & Son, and the amount of
their contract was 2,000?. Mr. J. W. Hopkins
was the architect employed.

Haggerstone (Shoreditch). — The church of
St. Augustine, the first of the three new Hagger-
stone chnrcbes, has been consecrated. The style
of the church, which is from the design of Mr.

... a.iu. IIV.110
,

LUO VI luuucbi/ti oiiire jDacon-
enring establishment, the culture of fruit in nn-
hcated glass structures, and others, -with an
account of the machinery and implements at
Salisbnry in the Show of 1866.

The Inventor of the Reaping Machine.

—

At the Haddington Farmers’ Club lately, the
chairman stated that ho had received about 700?.
towards a testimonial to the Rev. Patrick Bell.

The Ne-w Exchange Buildings, Liverpool.

—

The large newsroom in the new west wing of
the exchange, of which we have already given
.engraved views, has been completed and opened.
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'Watee'works roR Kiddermixstee.—An in-

. spection of the neighboarhood is being made
•with a view to finding the most eligible part for

• obtaining a water supply in case waterworks are

established here. The estimated cost of the

works is 20,0001. The income anticipated is

: 2,850Z.
;
working expenses and collection, 733Z.

This, with 1,300Z. for interest, would make
: 2,033Z., leaving a surplus profit, as estimated by
• the mayor, of 817Z.

Memorial or Thomas Gray, the Poet.—It

is proposed to erect in the church of Stoke Pogis

: a memorial window in honour of Thomas Gray,

who lies buried in the “country churchyard”
hard by, which he immortalised in his verse. A

; subscription has been commenced, and the com-
; mittee for carrying out the proposal includes the

. Duke of Leeds and the Bishop of Oxford. Con-
i tributions may be sent to the Kev. Vernon Blake,

• Stoke Pogis Vicarage.

St. Thomas’s Schools, Islington.—The new
schools of the district parish of St. Thomas,
situated in Ilemingford-road, Islington, have
been opened. Earl Granville presided at the

ceremonial. They have been erected from the
designs of Mr. Coldwell, and will accommodate
in the three chief rooms, independently of class-

rooms, COO children in attendance, and so prac-
tically provide for the education of about 1,000

• children. The total cost of site and buildings is

estimated at 4,200Z., towards which the Bishop
• of London’s Fund has supplied 1,500Z.

;
the

^National Society, 185Z.
;
and the Privy Council,

‘ 680Z. The subscriptions have amounted to

1,335Z., leaving a deficiency of about 5001.

The late Pine Art and Industrial Exhi-
BiTioN AT York.—The guarantors of this exhi-

bition have carried into efl’eot the scheme fore-

t shadowed for the disposal of the surplus which
; accrued from the Exhibition. They have resolved

f that the amount shall be invested, and be allowed
1 to accumulate until it shall reach such a sum as,

' when added to expected donations, will be suffi-

( cient to erect a permanent gallery of art and
; industry in the city of Fork, and at the same

time provide a home for the York School of Art.

Nine or ten thousand pounds, says the local

. Herald, will probably be required before the
I committee will feel themselves justified iu erect-

i iug ^any building
j but, with some 2,000J. as a

1 nucleus, many years ought not to elapse without
\ the completion of the project, and we venture to

; say that such will be the fact.

Distribution of Awards at the Inter-

COLONIAL Exhibition, Melbourne.—The order
of procedure at the distribution was, first, the

reading of a report upon the work undertaken by
the jurors

5
then, a short reply by his Excellency,

the Governor of Victoria
j
and, finally, the pre-

sentation by the jurors of their several lists of

exhibits. This was to conclude the regular busi-

ness of the day with reference to the Exhibition,

but the opportunity of the presence of his

Excellency and a ^stiuguished company was
taken to make a presentation of prizes to the

, successful competitors in the late lUfle Associa-

tion matches. The commissioners of the Inter-

I colonial Exhibition havo issued a circular,

; addressed to the various exhibitors, requesting
1 their assistance in “ forming the nucleus of a
< collection of objects, adapted to further the

formation of a museum.” The South Kensington
Museum is to be taken as the model on which it

is desirable to form the projected Melbourne
Industrial Museum.

English Eefeeshment Department, Paris
Exhibition.—The English Refreshment Depart-
ment for Messrs. Bertram & Roberts, of the
Crystal Palace, Sydenham, has just been com-
pleted. The interior decorations, which have
been done by Messrs. J. & \V. Sanders, of Guild-

ford-street, are in the Italian Renaissance style,

and the whole of the work has been executed by
English workmen. The most important feature

is a wall-screen, 66 ft. long by 24 ft. high, which
is divided into five bays of arches on coupled
columns decorated in black and gold. The bays
between the columns are formed with inlaid

mahogany, and filled in with panels of embossed
glass, which is relieved from the mahogany by
gilt mouldings. The archivolt is composed of

black and gold intradoa and extradoa mouldings,
panelled between -with mahogany, inlaid with
ebony and satin-wood. Over the arches a series

of inlaid panels run the whole length of the
screen, which is crowned by a frieze and cornice

of simple design. The work ivas designed by
Mr. W. Young, of Pimlico.

Railway Returns.—The trafBc receipts of

railways in the United Kingdom amounted for

the week ending March 30, on 12,745 miles, to

672,704Z., and for the corresponding week of last

year, on 12,498 miles, to 703,516Z., showing an
increase of 247 miles and a decrease of 30,812Z.

Proposed Public Hall for Sheffield.—

A

meeting of gentlemen favourable to the scheme
for erecting a public hall in Sheffield has been
held in the Cutlers’ Hall, the mayor in the chair.

The scheme has been considered by the com-
mittee and members of the Choral Union. They
propose that the hall shall be in a central situa-

tion, and capable of accommodating 3,000 per-

sons, and to cost 15,OOOZ. This sum they pro-

pose to raise on the building society principle

—

500 shares of 30Z. each nominal value, payable

by instalments, or at the option of the share-

holder. The letting of the hall, it is calculated,

will realise at least 1,000Z. a year. A committee
was appointed to put the scheme into such a
shape as would justify them in seeking the as-

sistance of the public. One-fifth of the capital

required would be contributed by the members
of the Choral Union.

The Mayer Memorial, Liverpool.—At the

last meeting of the town council the proceedings

of the library, museum, and education committee
were read, comprising a recommendation to

adopt the following resolutions, viz.

—

“ That the tnunificent donation by Mr. Joseph Mayer to

the town of Liverpool of a collection of art treasures of

great value, and iu many respects unrivalled, requires at

the hands of this corporation such an acknowledgment as

shall not only mark the present public appreciation, but
which may commemorate to future generations the taste

and liberality which could accumulate such a collection,

and the generosity which could devote it to the public

benefit.’'
“ That for this purpose a statue ofMr. Mayer be erected

in St. George’s Mall at the expense of this corporation,

and that the library, museum, and education committee
be authorised to take the necessary steps for carrying out
this resolution.”

Mr. Picton delivered an able and interesting

speech in support of the resolutions, which were
agreed to by acclamation.

A Timber-boring Insect Plague in Aus-
tralia.—A new and extraordinary insect plague

is mentioned by the IPood’s Point Leader. It

says that a small species of beetle, of a most
peculiar construction, arrived iu myriads at the

Alpine Brewery a few days before, and set to

work riddling the beer-barrels. The proboscis

forms an excellent gimlet, with which the little

insect penetrates the hardest wood in an in-

credibly short time, while the hinder portion is

shaped like a shovel, and is employed in getting

rid of the sawdust. They make clean holes

through the staves j
and some of the full barrels

are leaking in fifty places. In a wine-cellar

thousands burrow into the wine and spirit casks.

As soon as they get nearly through the wood,

the liquor begins to ooze out, and the animal, of

course, gets killed. Every description of box or

barrel is full of them, also the doors and timber

in the building. Almost every store in the

township is infested with these mischievous

insects. The head is red, with a proboscis some-

what resembling a parrot’s billj and the body is

like a small black glass bugle broken ofi’ at the

end
i
the whole length, one quarter of an inch.

The Abbot Memorial Schools, Gateshead.

—

Ten sets of competitive plans for the erection

of the Abbot Mem'Drial Ragged and Industrial

Schools, at Gateshead, have been on private view
in the Hall of the Gateshead Mechanics’ Insti-

tute. The competition originated in the often of

Mrs. Abbot to erect a ragged-school building, in

memory of her late husband, and bis father (of

the Gateshead Iron Works), at a coat of about

2,000Z. The sub-committee to whom the matter
was entrusted ofiered a premium of 25Z. for the

best design,—the building to include accommo-
dation for educating, boarding, and lodging 35

boys and 25 girls, with day schools for 300 boys

and girls, master and matron’s residences, work-

rooms, and other necessary appliances of Ragged
and Industrial Schools. It was understood that

no money would be expended on ornamentation,

and the outlay was limited to about 2,000Z. The
lowest estimate in connexion with any of the

plans sent in is, however, 2,500Z., and it is be-

lieved that it would take double that sum to

erect a building from some of them. Nearly all

have resorted to various modifications of Gothic.

The competitors are Messrs. Austin & Johnston
;

Robert Pairbairn, of Gateshead
;
W. L. Moffatt,

of Edinburgh
J
John Johnston, Thomas Oliver,

S. Oswald, J. G. Varley, A. Swan, and J. E.

Watson, all of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

The Law Courts Designs.—Several corre-

spondents inquire if the designs can still be seen.

The exhibition is, strictly speaking, now closed

to the public; but we have reason to believe

that persons applying would not be refused

admittance.

Indian Joint-stock Companies.— It appears
from a return recently printed iii the Calcutta

{Qficial) Gazette that eleven joint-stock com-
panies were registered in Bengal during the

past year, with an aggregate capital of 1,164,000

rupees. During the same period twenty-four

companies, possessing a total capital of 20,216,500

rupees, were wound up. Three of these latter

were steam-tug associations, and a like number
were established for the purpose of promoting
steam-navigation.

The Wellington Monument for St. Paul’s,

In the Commons Mr. J. Goldsmid asked the

First Commissioner of Works when the Wel-
lington statue for the erection of which in

St. Paul’s Cathedral 20,000Z. were voted in

1858, was likely to be finished. In reply Lord
J. Manners said this was more than a mere
statue, and, when finished, would bo one of

the largest monuments erected in any church,

in England during the present century. It was
now in a state of satisfactory progress, and there

was every reason to hope that it would be com-
pleted in about two years from this time. We
have, privately, a good account of the model.

Servants’ Clubs.—A prize of 6Z. is ofiered,

through the medium of the Working Men’s Club

and Institute Union, for the best essay on the

subject of servants’ clubs. The points to be

kept in view are,—1st. A history of the clubs

i from their commencement to the present time

—

I

their rules, and general mode of operation
;
2nd

' a statement of the evils resulting from the pre-

! sent system of carrying on these clubs; and,

I

3rd, suggestions as to the best means of placing
I them on a better footing, for thS benefit of the

large class of persons directly interested, and for

I the promotion of a more satisfactory relation

i

and understanding between employers and do-

j

mestic servants; reference being made to work-

j

ing men’s social clubs. The Earl of Shaftesbury,

j

Mr. Hodgson Pratt, and the Rev. Henry Solly

are to act as adjudicators.

Punning Mottoes.—Looking over the pages

of “ Dsbrett’s Illustrated Peerage,” the number
of families who introduce the family name into

the motto borne with their arms is very no-

ticeable. For instance, 'we have the Duke of

Devonshire, whose family name is Cavendish,

taking for his motto “ Cavendo Tutus” (Safe by
caution). Lord Lyveden (Vernon) takes “Ver-
non semper viret ” which may be translated aa

“Vernon always flourishes;” or it might be
written, Yor-non semper viret (Spring does not

always flourish). This motto is also Lord Ver-

non’s. Then we have Lord Byron, “ Crede

Byron” (Believe Byron); Lord Lyons, “ NoR
irritare leones ” (Do not rouse the lions)

;
the

Duke of Buckingham (Temple), “ Templa quam
dilecta” (How beloved are thy temples !) ;

Earl

of Ellenborough (Law), “Compositum jus fasque

animi” (Law and equity); the Earl of Clan-

carty (Le Poer Trench), “Dien pour la*Trench;

qui centre ?” (God for the Trench : who is

against him?)
;
Earl Fortescue, “Forte scutum

salus ducum” (A strong buckler is the safeguard

of generals). This motto is said to owe its

origin to a Sir Richard Forte (from whom this

family claim descent) having protected Wilbam
the Conqueror at the battle of Hastings, by
bearing a strong shield before him. The motto

of Lord Fairfax is “ Fare fac ” (Speak and act).

The barony of Fairfax, one of the oldest in the

Scottish peerage, is involved ia much obscurity,

the residence of the present peer, as well as his

brothers and sisters, being unknown. The late

peer seems to have been a clerk iu the Supreme
Court of California. One of the best family

mottoes is that of Earl Manvers, whose family

name is Pierrepont, which is thus written in the

motto, “ Pie-repone-te ” (Repose in pious con-

fidence). In Lord Monteagle’s motto the pun is

on the title, the family name being Spring Rice,

“ Alte fert aquila” (The eagle mounts with me
on high)

;
Lord Fermoy (Roche), “ Mon Dieu

est ma Roche” (My God is my Rock) ;
the Earl

of Euniskillen (Cole), “ Deum_ cole, regem

serva” (Worship God, serve the king) ;
the Earl

of Abergavenny (Nevill), “Ne vile velis” (Form

no mean wish) ;
the Earl of Hopetoun (Hope),

“At spes non fracta ” (But my hope is nob

broken) ; the Earl of Westmorland (Fane), “Ne
vilo fano ” (Disgrace not the altar).
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^
The Battle op Life,—A clerk being needed

in the office of building eurveyor to the Corpora-
tion of the City of Manchester, the applicants,
we are told, were 123 in number.

Houses for the Labouring Poor. — Mr
Ayrton having charged the Corporation of
London with obstrnetions to this Bill, a notice
of motion has been given for a “ Return of the
number of honsea or dwellings for the labouring
poor erected or adapted by the Corporation of
London in the last ten years

j
the amount laid

out in respect of the same; and the returns in
the way of revenue up to the date of making
the return.” It will be shown by this return
that the Corporation has already provided three
blocks of buildings of this nature.

[April 20, 1867.

Mosaic Work, Fulham Palace. — The new
chapel in Fulham Palace has just received a
mosaic picture at the east end. The cartoon
was made by Mr, Alexander Gibbs, of London
under the direction of the architect, Mr. Butter-
field. The mosaic was executed by Salviati &
r ^ subject represented is “ The Adoration

ot the Shepherds at Bethlehem.” It is treated
throughout as a surface, without any attempt at
perspective, so as not to interfere with the archi-
tectural idea of a solid wall. The centre figures
are those of Our Lord in the manger, the Virgin
Mary, and St. Joseph. The Shepherds occupy
the space on either side. The drapery is in
most instances diapered or fringed with gold, or
colours, in a manner which adds considerably to
the appearance_ of finish. The back-ground is
bine, studded with gold stars, and relieved with
horizontal lines.

Projected Public Works in Bristol A
twrespondent, signing himself ” W. H.,” sent an
interesting communication to the Times and

Rebuilding Chapels.—Where property is held
by trustees to be employed in the repairs of a
chapel, and any surplus is to be distributed
among the poor of the parish, the trustees are
not authorised to rebuild the chapel, instead of
merely repairing it, although it is in a very
dilapidated condition, and unequal to the wants
ot the mhabitants, and the trust estate has in-
creased very largely since its first institution.
J-his was the decision o^Vice-Chancellor Wood
upoa_ a question raised under “ The Booth’s
Chanties^ Act, 1846,” containing provisions for
the repairs and maintenance of Trinity Chanel
Salford. ^ ’

Value of Land, South Kensington.— Mr.
Humphreys, the Middlesex coroner, and a
special jury, have settled a compensation case
Lord Kensington v. The Metropolitan Railway,”

for a piece of freehold land—the sixteenth part
ot an acre—at Cromwell-lane, Brompton. On
one side the value was said to be about 2 OOOi
and on the other side about 8001. Mr. Hawkins’
Q.C., and Mr. Morgan Lloyd were for Lord
Kenamgton

; Hr. Lloyd and Mr. Holloway were
tor the company. The assessor reminded the
jury that the value put on it on the part of Lord
Kensington was about 30,0001. an acre, and his
lordship had sold to the railway property to the
amount of 150,0001. at the rate of 4,5001. an
acre. The jury awarded 1,3501., after an honr’-
deliberation.

For works at Tottenham, for Mr. W. Eohinson. Mr.Thomas J. HiU, architect;

£1,028 0
fiSo 0

. 900 0

84S 0 0

For additions ana alterations to Ct, Harley-streefc. Mr
C. Eales, architect:

—

Stevenson & Watson .

Brown
Clemenee
Ciarke & Mannooch ..

Phillips
Saunders
Scrivener & White ..

..£1,776 0 0

.. 1,650 0 0
,. 1,548 0 0
.. 1,507 0 0
. 1,-498 0 0
. 1,462 0 0
. 1,423 0 0

...£l,39S 0
. 1,393 0

... 1,379 0

For buildiog a public house in the Albert-road, Peck-

arSitwt
-Noakes, & Sons. Mr. Elkington,

Shapley & Webster..,
Eustace
Tarrant

For repairs and decorations of the interior of Btranraar
House, Maida Hill. Mr. Francis Cadogan, architect

Bracher&Sou £300 0 0
257 0 0

Hoodwm (accepted) 2I6 0 0

For four semi-detached villas at Leyton, Essex. Mr.
V\ . A. Loogmoro, architect

Hedges
Gibiiug
Elms (accepted)

,

.£1,676 0
1,581 0
1,250 0
1,210 0

Public-house Closing Act.—From a parlia-
mentary paper just issued, it appears that fifty-
four_ towns have adopted the Public- house
Closing Act, 1S64. This Act it may, perhaps
be remembered provides that no public-house or
refreshment house shall be open between the

Y .*.‘-, 1^0 u/m of one and four o’clock in the morning,

,

fo works of a public character I

epecial permission from the local
w'ni/yli hoTTA ... ,* T ... , I Q n tU A , ... .

For building lodges, gateways, entrances, and
e osing Finsbury ana Souttiwark Parks. Quantities s
plied by Messrs. Rake & Eunwell

'

Messrs. Curtis & Son
conjuction with

Foster (accepted) Southwark ...£3,950 0 0
jj „ Finsbury 3,100 0 0

which have been projected and are likely to be
prosecuted in Bristol. After briefly referring to
the various projects, he summarised their pro-
bable cost thus :

—

w joint terminus..... £100.000
Street improvement schemes'

!New Theatre Eoyal
New Literary Institute 'and’Library"
Improvement of river and docks
Lew Avonmouth Docks
New railway (under the Down)”"!!'"
Harbour Junction Railway
New wharf at Wappinc...
New Post-olBce
New hotel in Broad-street
Cathedral restoration, &c. (say)
Lew Congregational “ Cathedral''"!!!

200,000
15.000
16.0C0

200,000
300.000
100.000
115.000
60.000
10,000
35.000
15.000
8,000

£1,224,000
OP, with the extras which attach, the sums » in-
tended to be spent by Bristol in large and im-
portant works amount to a million and a quar-
ter. Then, in addition to these public works, a
thousand houses are being or about to be erected
on Pyle-hill; a hundred houses are proposed to
be built at Ashley-bill

j and at Russell Town
Lawrence-hill, hundreds of houses

’

up in every direction.
! aro springing

The Ti.me at the Boat Race.—Brery one
has heard by this time that the time occupied in
the Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race, the other
day, was taken by Benson’s chronograph, but
they may not know what the chronograph is.
Well, then, it consists of an ordinary quick train
lever movement on a scale sufficiently large to
carry the hands for an 8-inch dial, and with the
addition of a long seconds hand, which traverses
the dial, instead of being, as usual, just above
the figure six. The peculiarity of the chrono-
graph consists in this second baud and the
mechanism connected with it. The hand itself
IB double, or formed of two distinct hands, one
lying over the other

j the lower one at its ex-treme end is furnished with a small cup or
reservoir, with a minute orifice at the bottom.Iho con-eapondiug extremity of the upper hand
IS bent over so as to rest exactly over this
pniictDrc, .Tnd the reservoir having been filled
with mk of a thickness between ordinary writing
fluid and printer's ink, the chronograph is ready
for action. The operator, who holds tightly
grasped m his hand a stont string connected
with the mechanism pecnliar to this instrument
keeps a steady look out for the fall of the
starter s flag. Simultaneously with the start of
the race the string he holds is pulled by him^d the upper hand immediately dips through
the reservoir in the lower and leaves a dot or
speck ofink npon the dial. This is repeated as the
boats or horses pass the winning-post, so that a
lasting record is afforded by the dots on the dial
ot the time, exact to the tenth of a second, which
IS occupied in running the race.

authority. 'The Act ia compulsory within the
limits of the Metropolitan Police district; but
clause nine gives the power of adoption to cor-
porate boroughs and improvementcommissioners
Manchester was the first to take advantage of
clause nine; and it was followed by Preston
Great Yarmouth, Birmingham, Brighton, Salford]
and Liverpool. By the end of the year it had
been adopted by sixteen towns. In 1865, thirty,
and m 1866, eight towns took advantage of it!
The Act does not apply to railway refreshment
rooms.

Local Boabds op Health.—The question In
the case of Hattersley v. Burr arose upon a
conviction under the Local Government Act,
1858. A local Board had, under the 34th section
of that Act, made a bye-law requiring a person
intending to erect a new building to give a
month’s notice to the Board of his intention,
and to deposit plans; and a person who had
given notices commencing to build within the
month, and without approval of the plans by the
Board, bad laid an information against him for
contravening the bye-law, upon which he was
convicted. The Court of Exchequer held, upon
these facts, that the Board had no power to
make such a proceeding an offence by their bye-
laws, and that the person so giving notice had a
right to commence bnilding when he pleased
subject to the Board’s right to poll down or alter
his building, if built in contravention of their
bye-laws.

For alterations and additions to St. Peter’s Schools.
Southwark. Messrs. Strudwick & Mennie, architects

Brass (accepted) £1,083 0 0

For building new retort-houao for the "U'eat Ham GasCompany. Mr. E. H. Thorman, engineer :

Old Materials.
•Ashby i; Sons ..

Munday
Eivett...

Perry & Co

Hill A Ke'cideii

Ennor .

..£3,523 £99

.. 3,511 1G7

.. 3,493 160

.. 3,237 110
3,060 _

. 3,124 30

. 3,168 210

TENDERS
at Elloughton, Yorkshire.Mr. AViUiam Lerby, architect :

Sricklayer and Flasterer'i TJ’ork.
^‘fby 0 0

Maton’s Work
'Wilson 125 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner' e Work.
Curtis 200 0 0

Slater't Work,
Dawber & Son 29 10 0

J'lvmber, Glazier, Fainter, and Ironmonger's Work.
•tlalliday 131 10 q

Accepted for National School at North Ferribr, York-
shire. Mr. William Kerby, architect

For erecting a house in the London-road, Eulield, for
Mr. Easter. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect —

. £1,150 0 0
Fairhead i,ji5 q y
Pdtman, Brothers 1,067 0 0
Field & Sous y y

For alterations to No. 89, Biahopsgate-atreet, for
Messrs. Jackson & Townson, Mr. F. G Widdows
architects:— ' *

Alford & Whillier £563 0 0
Ashby & Sods 494 y y
Ennor 430
Child & Son !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 425 0 0

For new brewery at Maidenhead, for Mr. W. Nichol-
son. Mr. C. Cooper, architect :

—

£2,639 16 0
Uoodbndge 2,627 10 0
Silver & Son (accepted) 2,589 0 0

For works at 81 and 83, City-road. Mr. Thomas J.
Hill, architect :

—

0 0
480 0 0

For new porch at AO Saints' Church, Wistow. nei
Selby. Mr. William Eer^, architect;

„. , ,
Lead Roof. Slate Roof.

T'plady... £135 1.1 0 £124 2 6
Padbury (accepted) 112 12 0 104 12 0

Bricklayer and Flatterer'* Work.
Kirby £139 0 0

Maton'i Work.
Heron 94 0 0

Carpenter, Flumber, Glazier, Fainter, and Ironmonaer'*

^ Work.
^

Browne 0 0

For works at Baker-street, Enfield, for Alderman Chal-
lis. Mr. Thomas J. mu, architect:—

Patman, Brothers £510 0 0
490 0 0

Fairhead 445 0 0
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Easter at Westminster,

thoughts and his affections were hallowed by the

shadow of the cloisters. We are promised a

history of the Abbey from his pen. The purely

historic tone of a portion of his address—the

quiet enunciation, without one controversial

word, but with a weight sufficient to silence

controversy, of those portions of the history of

the Eastern and Western Churches that bore

upon his subject, — the references, on such

points, to the history and custom of the Abbey

itself, all these were given in a tone which, if

maintained in the promised history, will make it

worthy of the subject, and the noblest of monu-

ments for its author.

There is, perhaps, no spot on earth so

deservedly dear to those of us who believe that

the present is the issue of the past, as is the

Abbey Church of St. Peter’s at Westminster.

Dating its consecration in the very year of the

Norman Conquest, it is the last gift of the

Saxon dynasty to the English people. The

quaint and mutilated carvings illustrative of

the life of the Confessor have more reality as

representations of a past and almost forgotten

national life than are readily to bo found else-

where. The characteristic form of arch ideuti-

fied with the second founder of the Abbey,

carries back the imagination to the time whoa

our kings first became truly and exclusively

English sovereigns by ceasing to be French peers.

The very helmet and shield of the Victor of

Agincourt rest high above his tomb. The archi-

tectural and social revolution of the days that

preceded and prepared for the union of two

hostile sceptres in the fated hands of the House

of Stuart, is represented by one of the finest

PHERE is no place nor

room for sermons in our

columns, not even for

those with which stones

arc said to be vocal.

Other stones than those

of Venice may be full of

a significance higher

than that of art, but it

is our task only to pre-

sent to the mind the

features of the outward

form, leaving tho inner

lesson, when there is

one, to become clear by

its own light ;
as ,iEsop

was wont to lay before

his auditors the brief

outline of ancient fable unincum-

bered by the one-sided “ moral,’'

and the yet more obnoxious “ ap-

plication” by which his admirers

have made his memory to rot. It

is not as indulging in an exception

to so wise a rule that we refer for
'
buildings in the world, which, gem as it is in

k moment to Easter morning at West-
!
itself, yet harmonises with the more ancient

minster, an occasion which few who had
j

Btructure. The features of Elizabeth, calm,

the privilege of witnessing it can lightly
> clear, and noble, seem to bear incontrovertible

forget. It is neither of the worship, perfect
|

testimony to tho fact that the estimate of her 1 for monuments. Full as Westminster is, wo aro

as was its rendering of that most perfect of character that lingers in the tradition of the
|

not so convinced of the degeneracy of the day as

earthly liturgies, the full choral cathedral ser- people is more true, as well as more exalted,

vice, nor of tho sermon, as regarded in its than that which is to be formed from the pernsal

religious or moral aspect, that we wish to of the pages of her latest historian. Above all,

speak. But those who love the most noble of the sacred stone that forms the seat of the core-

the chapel of the founder, and which ought, if

only from respect to the memory of a great man
whom the present age is too busy to appreciate,

to be perpetuated by the sculptor. As it is, they

tend, in our judgment, to spoil the screen, and

this illustrates that which we wish to suggest.

Cannot the funds of the Abbey or tbe liberality of

tbe public support a special curator of tbe monu-

ments,—a man who should be, not a verger, but

an artist ? Tho preservation of the memorials

treasured in the Abbey is a subject in some

respects requiring difl’erent treatment from the

care of the fabrio itself. The question of pre-

serving the statues from the corrosion of acen.

mulated dust is not altogether simple. On tho

one hand, it seems undeniable that great injury,

first to tbe colour, and then to the texture, of

tho marble, is caused by accumulated dust, and

iu tho more delicately-wrought statues the ill

effect is the most marked. We can point to one,

by no means of this class,—the effigy of the

Duke de Montpensier,—in which the purity of

the colour of the marble is rapidly departing.

On the other hand, the removal of the dust

should be entrusted only to artist hands. Tho

ill-directed energy of a single broom might

do more injury than a century of neglect.

It is not from the process of cleaning, however,

that the most observed piece of sculpture in

the Abbey, tbe terrible “ Death ” of Roubiliac,

has been deprived of its jaw. It seems to

have been the sacrilegious hand of some casual

visitor that inflicted so great an outrage. Is

it not the intention of the authorities to take

the best advice as to restoring so essential a part

of this wonderful figure ? For such, and similar

questions, it would seem that the presence of an

artist as curator of tho monuments is demanded.

No less important would be tho counsel of suck

an officer in case of fresh applications for room

our minsters must rejoice to feel that Westmin-

ster has found a tongue. Dean Stanley, though

apparently in feeble health, road with a low

clear voice so suited to the pitch of the build-

ings—to the acoustic state to which the per-

formance of daily service seems to have educated

the very echoes of the place,—that hardly

a word was lost even by tho distant audi-

tors. On a former occasion, to which we re-

ferred at tho time of its occurrence, when a

meeting was held in the Chapter-house, with the

object of promoting its restoration, under the

presidency of the very reverend Doan, a some-

what hesitating and uncertain manner very

much marred the force of his remarks. But iu

the pulpit this defect entirely disappears. While

nothing can be further from a dramatic style of

reading thau are tho tones of Dean Stanley,

nothing can be more appropriate to the spot,

nothing could more fully command the breathless

attention of a large and reverent congregation.

To those of US who can remember what the

service at Westminster was twenty or thirty

years ago, tho improvement is both a wonder and

a delight. Language simple and precise, but

full of picturesque colour, breathed tho very

spirit of the spot. One or two references to

Jerusalem, by the simple use of appropriate

—

exclusively appropriate—adjectives, told those

who knew to what the words referred that the

speaker had been himself a pilgrim to the Holy

City
j
but it was in the few yet stirring refer-

ences to our own history, to the saints and kings

who had founded and restored the walls, to the

great names of which the memorials are sculp-

tured around, to the long line of English

monarchs crowned in that sacred spot, that the

Dean unwittingly told how his dreams had been

haunted by the genius of the place, and how hk

nation chair, if no longer regarded as a palla-

dium, is yet a relic of unrivalled interest, con-

necting us, on the ouo hand, with tho shadowy

line of kings reaching far beyond the memory

of the “gracious Duncan;” and on the other

with the pride of the present and with the hope

of the future. A fitting “ History of West-

minster Abbey” would be a grand book in the

English language.

So much has been done for the Abbey of late

that we are hopeful in wishing for something

more. The carved work of the choir has assumed

tints and echoes suited to the harmony of the

building. Colour is creeping over the windows.

Tho organ, removed from its obstrnctive posi-

tion between choir and nave, fairly rivals that at

St. Paul’s. The noted irreverence of the ser-

vice is a thing of the past. Vergers and beadles

are more reverent, more intelligent, and more

civil than in earlier days. The exhibition-air of

tbe bnilding has vanished with the surrendered

twopencea. At the close of the choral part of

the service on Sunday morning, when old aaeo-

ciations led one to expect a rush to the doors,

hardly an individual stirred, unless it were to

gain a step or two towards the pulpit. And the

reredos, with its richly-carved cedar table, and

its lace-like canopies of tabernacle-work, is n

noble screen. We do nob wish to pause to criticise

now this addition to the adornment of the Abbey,

but we cannot pass the occasion to remark that

the little scenes in the Gospel history which are

represented on the frieze are hardly worthy of the

material or of the position. Reproductions, no

doubt, iu taste, if not actual copies, of wood carv-

ings of a very low style of art, they would have

been tolerable, perhaps admirable, if they had

illustrated the life of the Confessor, and replaced

those inimitable groups which are crumbling in

to hold that the list of great names to bo com-

memorated on its walls is closed. It is impossible

to look at many existing monuments, which

rather disfigure than adorn the walla, without a

painful impression of the injury to the efiect of

icpulchral statuary which results from a want of

rapport between the sculptor and tho architect.

Tho former may design a group or a cenotaph,

worthy of admiration in his studio, and

simply distracting when fixed in some chance

location in the Abbey. As to the past, it is,

perhaps, unsafe to attempt amendment; but,

as to the future, offences against taste may

be avoided, although they can only be avoided

by establishing a relation between locality

and design before the latter be carried into

execution. Especially do such remarks ap-

ply to those monuments which are not works of

art, properly so called, but simple memorials.

With the exception of the very noblest triumphs

of the sculptor, such simple slabs appeal moat

powerfully to the imagination. If the Argyll

“ Eloquence ” be the finest instance of embodied

poetic imagination iu the Abbey, the second

place must be given to the epitaph of Spenser.

Now there can bo no reason why space should

be wasted, architecture should be outraged, and

the sense of awe and of reverence should be put

to flight, by the vagaries ofthe stonemason. A bas-

relief of a sarcophagus, with an urn on the top,

an unmeaning oonopy—a hideous cherub, serving

only to give prominence to an epitaph,—such

efforts to call attention, injure alike the taste of

the living and the memory of the dead. Tho

usual style of mural tablets resembles the

violent efforts by which tbe advertiser covers

neglected buildings and decorates railway

stations, rather thau seems to be the result of a

feeling of love and honour for the deparced.

What reason is there that memorial slabs

should not bo inlaid into the walls of churches

as part of the original design, to be inscribed, as

occasion demands, with the names of the loved
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anrl hononred ones whose ashes are laid
to rest beneath the shadow of the sacred
hndding ? Serial inscriptions of this kind,
hke those of the names of benefactors to be
found m some of onr older chnrches, would har-m^ise with the character of the place. Quite
sufficient distinction cculd be given to eachname by a proper regulation of type. Bach new
epitaph would take its rank among the memo-
rials of departed worth, or virtue, or beauty, in
iiononi able fellowship, instead of endeavouring to
protrude its recent grief by violent and inhar-
monious ugliness. Our chnrches would gain in
every way

; the memory of the departed wonld
no longer be turned into an offence against the
taste of the living

j and those who, being dead
yet speak from the walls of minster and of cathe-
dral. wonld speak in a tone of grand and con-
sistent harmony.

[Apeil 27
, 1867.

AECHITECTUEAL ARTS COUBT, PAEIS
IlilEEKATlOKAL EXHIBITION.

Of lie general slew of art-workmanFli'p we
would speak at present with seme reserve, as it
:a m somewhat of an incomplete state

j and
rtcol ecting the labours of the committee, wewish to speak with due consideration. V,’c knowwhat unforeseen obstacles have over and overogam started up, and bad to be overcome by
t hc-er pi rse verat ce—how some who promised to
contribute have faded at the last, and have bntblank spaces to show but, in fact, while we '

congratulsito these gentlemen on what Las been Iaccomphthed, we condole with them (and we
are suie they will tecept it all in good part)

'

with what has not been dime. For there aiencmes in all the classes undertaken to be repre-
sented hy this committee which are altogether
wanting and the owners of which we feel sure
will m the end rrgret that they did not bestir
themselves m time to secure a place in the
Architectural Arts Court.
For whatever may be said of the building

iteiJt, or the parficular nirangementa of the
wiiole, there can be no doubt that this year willbo r.n epoch in the history of nineteenth-
century md^ustry and art, and that the Exhibi-
tion of 186/ will remain as a fact—and perhaps

;no one yet knows how important a one— in them nds of at least the present generation.
lo piiitK-uJaiize, however, we may commence

1 y itatuig that of the workers in metal wo haveHardman, Hart, Skit'more, Bonham, and Barnard,
B.slop, & Co., all good and well-known names,
and these will be found in the epecial catalogue,
lor the British deparlment, under Group Y.
Oiats AL.,_ ‘'ilinii g and lletallnrgy with
the txeepMon of Hardman, who is to be
fuuml under Group III., Class XXL This willgiMvi t once how scattered would have been the
British aiobitectural art-woikmanship in metal
had they not been gronpid in this manner fareference tit each name is made in this catalogue,
to theAichitectural Conrt, though there setms
to be no reference special to this court in the

A-c.J; and also how rigid, to use no
stronger word, the classification must be which
aomits of only one notion with respect to a
muteruil, viz.—its origin, which idea is in effect
loBtenttrely when ihe material is sowrought by thehand of man as to become a wcikof art. It wouldshow ICS absurdity to cany this classification
one step further, and range oil paintings amongst
the oleaginous productions of the earth. There
are fonr exhibitois of encaustic and other tiles
yiz.-MinroD, Maw & Co., Godwin, and the Archi’
teciuiul Pottery Company, at Poole. Of these
Messrs Minton & Maw have an equal space

'

and fill u very well, but only small spaces; and
especially good specimens, are

filled by fhe_ two others mentioned. All thesem Hie catnlngne are placfd under

P LXY., “Civil Engineering
Public Woiks, and Architecture “ ^ ^

fier/rpni-’®
stoneware, Blash-

of ptfu terra-cotta, the stone carvings

Bn r ?P Seymour, and the mosaics of Jesse

group. 8 H also do the “prize objects in arts

S; ^ M :

-'“‘’ted by tbe ArS:
tectural Jlusenm, but which, however, we Lave

classificatior.
wliith had hem bu[,poped to iaoliido the fore-gomg m.ika as artiolea of ' Furniture and other
objeoIB ii>r the UBO of dnelhngs,” will be found !to include the rcBt of the woika cxhibiltd in tbii J

couit though nnder rarious claBSOB, and in the
ret of these, OlasB XL., appearB onij the name

ot the Hon. Secretary himself, Mr. C. F. Hayward
Ire cabinet, designed by him-
Belf. TVe Bhall best progrcEs with our dcscrip-
tion if we mention at once that it is of oak
elaborately caryed by Baylie, and seema a very
carefni piece of eneention. The delicate work is
far from giving a flimsy cCfcct, as is too oftenthe case. Ibe ends of the cabinet are decorated
with paintings by Dante EoBBetti, but are socarefully subordinated to the whole that theyretain completely their pnrpose of decoration,
and are not too obtrnsiye. It is a great thing tohave obtained the work of so good a painterand wo congratulate the deaigner on this as wellas the more mechanical, bnt still excellent
execution of the top, which is of enamelled
slate, by Magnus, of Pimlico. Haviug said thismuch, we need not refer to this class again inconnexion with this Architectural Art Ciurt
although some of the objects to be hereafter
described wonld seem more appropriately in-
eluded m this class, which is otherwise com-
posed of the works of our chief well-known
lurmtnre manufacturers, who, though not ex-
hibiting in connexion with the Architectural

,

Lcniroittee, show some excellent woik. which
I

placed in their court. Under the

I

“ Dccorxaiive Work,” Class XY., we find
Messrs. Clayton & Bell exhibit their cartoon for
the mosaic picture, since executed by Salviati
and probably seen by most of our readers last
aulnmn, m the Jerusalem Chamber at West-
minster, awaiting the necessaiy preparations
lor fixing It as part of thcreredos for the Abbey.
ihiB is hardly the place to criticise the design
so we pass on to mention the names of Harland& Fisher, and Heaton, Bntkr, <S: Bavno; also in
the same class, under the head of “ Church
Fnrniiure, &c-,” we find Jones & Willis, Cox &
Co., and the Eev. Kobert S. Baker, who most
unaccountably heads the list of Architects’ and
Architectural Drawings, in Group I. of the
cfficiol catalogue, with the very same object—

a

carved lectern ! but to bear him company in
this anomalous position we notice the name of
Woollams (W. H. A- Co.), who exhibits some
fecial paper decoration, designed by Mr. Diebv

j

Wyatt and oihtrs.
Class XXYI., with the general title, “Leather-

work, Fancy Articles, and Basket-work,” has a
eeparate division of “carvings,” and herein wenna the names of Baylia, and Kendall of War-
wick, both well-known wood-carvers; the one ex-
hibiting Lis skill in the woikingont of Eliza-
bethan oinament to a clock-case, and the other
na-urol ornamental fobage, Ac., in panels. The
incongruity of this classification is evident.

lo complete onr abstract list we ought tohave mentioned before the names of Strode A
Co., aud of Prichard (Llantlafl’),— or rather.
Leaver, of Miiidenhead, whose work in metalfrom the designs of that gentleman, we shall
speak of herealter, but whoso names are alto-
gether out of their proper places in the catalogue.

Ut late years, and under the special guidance
ot those architects who practise chiefly in the
Mediseval styles, no branch of art development
has progressed further or more vigorously than
metal-woik. The art of the smith is essentially
one of strength, and the idea of human power
as well as skill is indissolubly connected with
woiks in iron and brass, from the time of TubalLam down toQuintin Matsys, and to the present,
hour. And we are happy to know that what we
see of exhibited cunning woikmnnship in these
materials, is but n tithe of what may be found
and 18 cultivated everywhere in England. The

I

vil ago carpenter may show litile taste, and the
village painter less, v\-hi!e tlie conntiy carver
but seldom rises to any special skill, notwith-
t^tandmg the opportunities of stndy in the
obj.cts around him; but the village smith is
seldom wanting in sturdy honest work, and is
very frequently capable—when directed—of the
highest an cultivation. We aie not surprised
to find, therefore, seven metal.-workers to four
carvers—including stone and wood—exhibitorsm this court, though each .xhibitor takes his
own peculiar line. Messrs. Benham might have
done more than exhibit a single specimin, show-
ing rather their capability of wmk than their
spc-cial skill. We do not admiie their brass
l agie lectern as a whole, nor the eagle itself
|n particular. The painting of the base
;s no improvement to the foim adopted.

y the way, is but one of many eagles
which seem to have found a nest in ihis court,
and to such an extent do they flonrish that there i

‘3 some chance of the whole grou]) being re-j

tamed in France to add to the necessary stock
of that bird required to be produced at the
shortest notice. In truth, however, it has been
rernarked that it is complimentary of British
architects to exhibit so many specimens of the
national birds. Messrs. Barnard, Bishop A

Co., of Norwich, have a case of delicate wronght-
u-on _work finished in black. One specimen,
orming a small toilet-table, with frame at the
back for a looking-glass, is of small iron bars,
bent when cold ; but, though very like an imita-
tion of basket-work, the colour is not so favour-
able, and gives an unfinished look to what should
bo a very finished ai tide of furniture. A stand
for a vase, with a thin stem ornamented with
beaten-out leaves, is very delicate in treatment,
and, like many other articles in this case is
from the designs of Mr. Jeckyll. When a base
or foot is made as this is, however, of two pieces
or scrolls of wrought work not welded together
but connected with a wrought band, however
truthlul the construction, we mav bo sure it

1 /• 1)7 1
ouno. However

truthlul the construction, we may bo sure it
will become loose before long, and the stand be
unsteady. Altogether we commend the works
of Messrs. Barnard. We have already spoken of
some elaborate gates exhibited bythem in another
part of the building, which show their skill in
other and mere important works, and are a great
improvement on what they exhibited in 1862.

Of cour-se Messrs. Hart A Son make a fine
show,^ they always do

;
and always some new

combination of gi.od woikmanship. Here is tn
important jwork in the shape of a candelabrum,
14 It. or loft, high, wrought ont in the most
conscientiousmauter, and built up, coloured, and
painted on the spot by the designer, a young
man named Bice, in Messrs. Hart’s employ.
" hen we have besides a vai'iety of iron and brass
work; a considerable show of church plate and
articles of domestic use not calling for special
remark, as wo are so well acquainted with them
at home, but which will be doubtless objects of
great interest where they now aro.
Some portions of Messrs. Skidmore’s work,

whic^^ would have been of the greatest value
in this court, and which would have adjoined
the model of the work they are intended to
adorn, viz., the Prince Consort memorial, are, as
we_ have previously said, exhibited elsewhere,
owing to the actual want of space— height and
width—in this portion of the Exhibition Build-
ing

; so they will be seen amongst the ma-
chineiy, and we trust they will not be found to
be too appropriately placed there, but iu truth
they are specimens of art-workmanship on a very
large scale. We prefer examining the smaller
articles of more delicate and refined skill, as
shown in the case bearing Messrs. Skidmore’s
well-known nameand npholdirg theirwell-earned
reputation, Me ssrs. Strode are noc largely re-
presented, but they exhibit a standard light, or
the central part of a larger standard designed
for the Duke of Cornwall Hotel at Plymooth,
composed of beaten brass work and decorative
glass balls. The design seems adapted to the
pui-pose, and is reasonably simple, though there
is no novelty in the use of glass bosses or bails;
bnt, as specimens of artistic metal work applied
to gas-fittings, they are creditably designed
compared with what we have seen with regret
adopted in most of our large metropolitan build-
ings of ibis class, as good enough to adorn a
corernlly.designed architectural interior. Similar
standard lights, of very different character, with
pendants or corona?, are shown by Mr. Prichard,
architect, as bis design, executed by Leaver, of
Maidenhead. To our surprise Messrs. Hardman
exhibit but one specimen of plate, and no obieot
of any kind besides this.

^

Perhaps the most important, if not the most
mteieetiiig “ exhibits ” are those of terracotta,
a material connected intimately with artistic
construction in former times, and capable still
of an indefinite development. To see what is
being carried out in this substance, however, it
will be necessaiy to visit several departments of
the Exhibition

; and we have already referred to
the great example of terra-cotta work exeented
for the new building at South Kensington, and
which is so large that it had to be placed in the
great machinery zone, and to some of the foreign
Kpecmiens of it in the same zone. We will first
bespeak attention to the examples sent by
Mr. Blashfield, of Stamford, to exemplify how

progressed in the manufacture.
Hlashfield’s name is well known to be a gna-
rantee for excellent workninnship, and a pe-
cnliarly wise and intelligent application of
scientific information is brought to bear on
eviry woik tt4r«n in Laud by him. Two win-
dows,— the one a specimen of those about
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to bo erected at the new Dulwich College,

and designed bj^ Mr. Cbas. Ban-y
j
the other a

copy of those ab-eady erected in the tower of the

Duke of Cornwall Hotel, Plymouth, designed by
Mr. C. F. Hayward,—are built iuto the walls.

These form very prominent features in the court,

and wo veutUTrt to say both of them show a great
novelty in design, at least, to our confrires in

Paris. Both are combined with granite, though
in an entirely different manner. That for

Dulwich is set iu a red brick wall
j
wliile that at

Plymouth is combined with grey granite jambs,
set iu limestone walling. Each is a round-arch
two-light window, with a central column; but
the oue has au enclosing arch, deeply recessed,

in the tympanum of which is a richly-moulded
circular panel, containing projecting head or
bust

;
the other, without auy enclosing arch, is so

formed that the mass of terra cotta should work in

with the walling itself, and the round arch of
each light is capped by a pointed one, the span-
drel resuUing between them being decorated with
flatly-treated foliage. The specimen for Dul-
wich College is altogether the more elaborate,
and bas jamb shafts, as well as a central en-
gaged shaft of polished red granite; while the
Plymouth example has a shiifc of terra cotta
itself, with a beautiful and sharply-moulded cap,
decorated with foliage of Early English style.
The former is, of course, the more costly and
important piece of work ; but the latter shows a
constructive application not generally met with ;

while the simple manner of its use in combina-
tion with ordinary materials, so that no special
workmen are required to fix it, is highly com-
mendable. How much farther the design in
this material is to be carried in the case of
Dulwich College may be understood from a
model exhibited close by

; and we learn that the
Plymouth specimen shown is but one of a series
of windows in the tower, and all the first-floor
and second-floor windows are of a more elaborate
and studied character. Indeed, one of the
columns of a two-light or three-light window on
the first-floor is also exhibited, built up of five
pieces, base-shaft in two pieces, with band
between, and cap. Such a combination to carry
the weight here put upon it, requires to have the
hollow spaces in the shafts, &c., and, indeed, all
tho hollow portions, filled in solid wich broken
terra cotta and Medina cement. Dowels also
aro required of any hai’d material or metal,

—

but iron, for reasons very well understood.
Another window-head is shown ns a specimen

of those used at the Sun Fire Office, Charing-
cross, designed by Mr. Charles Freeman

; also
some examples of sp.'indrels very richly decorated
with foliage made for the Ornamental Screen,
Victoria Garden, Bombay, and designed by
Messrs. Scott, McClelland, & Co.
Some small figures in pauels (though not

novelties) show the higher art which we know
at one time was the chief end and aim of this
manufacturer

;
and we regret that some more

important high - class sculpturesque objects
have not been sent to be set beside the utili-
tarian works. Nevorthe!ess,a few vases of pure
classic shape, and of even colour— unglszed,
though very highly finished—attest the capa-

I

bihties of the manufacturer and the material in
an^eutirely difl’wrent direction.

There is also an interesting and highly ornate
—perhaps too rich and delicate—specimen in
the form of a chimney-piece, for the new India
Office, designed by Mr. Digby Wyatt, after the
llunaissauce, with pendant “swabs” of fruit
and foliage. This is of red terra cotta, while
the exterior work of the windows, &c., is all of
a peculiarly creamy or warm stony tint, though
we believe this is not on account of any differ-
ence in the texture of the material or wear of
tho colour.

Messrs. Henry Doulton & Co., of Lambeth,
exhibit also some terra-cotta heads; but the only
other important exhibitor is Mr. Pulham, of
Bi’oxbuurue, who has a specimen of a window,
with reveals, cilia, heads, &c., shown as it would
be built into the brickwork of the wall. Also a
laige and a small column, wich caps, and a
large cornice for the top of a building. The
moulding of these is very good, and the hardness
seems equal to other similar works; but when
sucli objects are placed in a position sufficiently
elevated to show,—as they should do,—their
general effect iu position, it is difficult to get
near enough to judge accurately of the closeness
or hardness of the material.

Mr. Pulham also considers terra cotta a suit-
able material for fronting houses with instead
of stone, as certain “ diamond building blocks,”
which he exhibits, attest. Wo wish, indeed, we

could have found the prices and other particulars Deering, elected in 1838
j
and Sir Charles Barry,

attached to these, and the curator of the court
ought to be furnished wich them if any compa-
rison is to be made. At any rate, one thing is

certain, that as stone of all kinds is so perish-

able in onr climate, anything which offers so

good a substitute, and seems so likely to
endure, should be thoroughly investigated,

and all its qualities, good and bad, made
known, as well as any peculiar advantages
or disadvantages attending its use. Per-
haps the catalogue, which, we understand,
the Committee are about to publish, will afford

this informatiou. We must not omit to mention

elected in 18i2.
I have no intention of asking space in tho

Builder' for any remarks of mine on tne merits
and defects of Sir Bobert Smirke as an archi-
tect. His career as a follower of Sir William
Chambers, of Dance, and the elder Hardwick,
affords a rare illustration of what he lived to see
done to and done with one of his own works.
The Carlton Club, in Pall-mall, of Sir Robert’s
design, (and it bad many merits), has been totally
effaced by the loftier and abler work of hia
younger brother, Mr. Sydney Smirke, R.A. Let
us hope that it will be very long before the

that Mr. Pulham exhibits, near the “ Testing
(

College of Physicians and the Union Club
House,” Mulready’s tomb iu terra cotta, of which
we have previously spoken

;
the credit of the

manufacture of which, and not tho modelling,
belongs to his name. It is curious that this is

the only exhibit of Mr. Pulham’s mentioned in

the official catalogue : his name is omitted from
the list of exhibitors in this Architectural Court.
Other objects of a more ornamental character,
such as vases, terminals, a small fountain, &c.,

complete our list ; and now, before we leave this

special subject, we must record our regret that
the desire of the committee to make their

collection complete was not more warmly re-

sponded to ; and we cannot but think that
Blanchard, the Coalbrookdale Company, and
others, might have spared some specimens to

house (the whole west side of Trafalgar-aqnare,
and of Sir Robert’s designiug) are pulled down
for the work of some “Ripley with a rule.”*
Illustrioua Sir Christopher Wren, what has been
the sad fate of your College of Physicians,
honoured by the frequent visits of a Radcliffe, a
Sloane, a Mead, an Arbnthnot,

—

“ And then a long Et Ccetera ?”t

The Builder has always exhibited an interest
in the London residences of eminent men. Tho
London homes of Sir Robert Smirke deserve to

be chronicled. Mr. Tite will probably be pleased
to be reminded of them.

In April, 1807, then in liis 27th year, he was
living iu the Albany, Piccadilly. No. 1, H—that

place beside those we have been describing, and ig_ i,e was in fashionable ol.ambers, and no-sibly
f rl Q ^ ci.avsa ra rap el ..... el we. r... -. ... • . «that some of the disadvantages of not doing so
must accrue to those who were backward in

responding to the invitations sent out.

In close connexion with the foregoing aro

specimens of Ransome’s patent stone, a material
novv recognised as applicable to all styles of

unfitted with an aim, having, by fits, a longing
to be a great actor

;
and, happily, a still

greater longing for the reputation of a.n archi-
tect, and to become “whate'er Vitruvius was
b>-fore.” J
From the Albany be removed, in 1809, to No.

architectural design. VVe find columns and ' 13
^

Beruers-'streeb,'' Oxford streU'; led'^thTcher’
chimney-tops executed for, and designed by, Mr.

, may pleasantly suspect, by the recnllection
J. P. SeddoD, as well as portions of a circular that Sir William Chambers, the architect of
wheel-wiudow of Gothic design, with specimens Somerset House, had lived in that street. His
of balcony panels and ornaments in Elizabethan, house in Beruers-atreet was two doors from the
andbalusters.key-stoneornaments.andsoon, of.house of Henry Bone, the famous enameller.
a more classic character. The best application of ' Bone’s house was No. 15
this process is iu the thin, flat, diaper slabs—for

internal (or, indeed, if required, external) wall de
His next “flitting” was (1815) to No. 3,

^

Upper Fitzroy-street, whence he moved (1821)
coration,—a real “ tvall veil,’’ to use Mr. Ruskin’s '

to No. 5, Stratford-place, Oxford-street,
phraseology. For this, bearing in mind the com-

; The father of Sir Robert Smirke died at No.
paratively small cost at which it can be supplied. 30

.
Osnaburg-terrace, Regent’s Park, on the 5th

It ought to cummeud itself to architects. The
: of January, 1845, in hi.s 93rd year. His son, it

colour generally might be improved, but we need was thought, would have reached the same
not say anything as to the design. It now seems

; great age. When Wilton the sculptor died, in
understood that ic is of the utmost importance

,

iso-i, the father of Sir Robert was elected by
CO have the form of even the specimens of any

^

the Academicians to succeed him
;

but tho
material properly designed by architects, w^lio ' election was not ennfirmod by King George the
take the trouble to study tho peculiariiies

|

Third, and Fuseli was appointed. The principles
of the manufacture, and to adapt it to the of the elder Smirke were “ revolutionary !

” so,
wants of their art

;
in fact, to place each in at least, the good king had been taught to

Its proper place in relation to the rest of^be]ieve.§
the materials with which it may have to come

! Iq one great respect, as an architect, Sir
in contact.

^

Robert was unfortunate. He lived to see the

(

Covent Garden Theatre of his building destroyed
•

; by fire, and a new one of a very different kind
stand “in its stead.” There were many merits
about Smirke's Co%ent Garden Theatre. It is

well represented by six capital plates iu Britton’s
“ Edifices of London.”
The mother of Sir Robert died at No. 3, Upper

THE LATE SIR ROBERT SMIRKE.

Tiie English school of Classic architecture has
lost au able architect. Sir Robert Smirke has
passed irom “temples made with hands,”—in

|

Fitzroy-street, Filzroy - square, on the 12th
plainer language, from among men,—at the

j

January, 1824, aged 67. The mothers of able
ripe age ot eighty-aeven. He died at Chelten-

, men deserve to be remembered. Since Sir
ham on the 18th instant.

^ |

Robert was chosen a Rojal Academiidnu, in
His father Robert Smirke was an eniinent

j

1811, there have been seventy-seven new members
painter, and member ot the Royal^ Academy of

| elected, very many of whom are dead.
Arts iu London. He was born in 1752, and died
January 5, 1845.

Smirke, like Sir William Chambers, was not a
church architect. The only example we have of
his skill in this way is the Church of St. Anne,
at Wandsworth, in Surrey, completed in July,
1822, but not consecrated until the lat of May,
1824. Smirke’s extreme love of Greek and
Roman architecture forbade bis becoming ac-
quainted with the resources of the Gothic. He
Biuued in this way with a greater man,—with
Sir Christopher Wren.
Itwasthegood fortune of theelderSmirketoIive

to see three of hia sous eminent in their callings.
First, Sir Robert; then Sydney Smirke, an able
architect, whose works are known and deservedly
admired; and Edward, whose s/all in Old Eng-
lish records,—and their bearings on history,

—

and biography, commands the approbation of
scholars.

Five architects, juniors in election to Smirke,
have been taken by death from the ranks of the
Royal Academy since the date of Sir Robert’s
election iu 1811. Let us name them:—Sir
Jeflery Wyateviile, elected in 1824; Wilkins,
elected in 1826; Cockerell, elected in 1830;

P. C.

THE LATE M. HITTORFF, ARCHITECT.
||

jAcquEs Ign-vce HiTTOiirr was born at
Cologne, August 20th, 1792, atid was early
taught, after the old German manner, to prepare
himself for his future career by handling tho
mason’s tools. In 1810 he went to Paris and
pursued hia studios under fhe architect Belanger,
a very able master and kind friend, who con-

structed the glass dome of the Halle an Ble, to
cover the vacant area of the Central Court as
originally left. Ho continued to attend the
schools of the ficole des Beaux Art.s, where
Percier recognised the abilities of the young
architect, and ever after proved hia constant

* Pope.

t Cowley,—Tke Chronicle, a Ballad,

t Pope.

§ A room full of Smirkes—humorous and fheatri*

a subjects—would firm an a'tractive roomful at tho
riiish Institution. The Sir Georg© Heaumynt had the

good sense to secure two or three of them.

11
By Piofessor Donaldson

j
read at the Royal Institute

of British Architects.
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riend. Upon the return of the Bourbons to
Prance in ISl-l Moueienr Belanger was con-
fij-med in his appointment of architect of the
public fetes and ceremouiee, which he had pre-
viously filled, and he appointed his young friend
Hittorffas his assistant inspector, having for his
colleague M. Lecointe. This public appointment,
influenced materially the future professional life
of our friend, for ever after wo find him con-
stantly^ employed by the public authorities in
connexion with the public ceremonials, in the
municipal buildings and embellishment of the
open spaces of the French metropolis, and in
the erection of the places of amusement and
recreation.

With his colleague, 11. Lecointe, he designed
and superintended the funeral pomps and burial
of the Prince de Condo, of the Due de Berri, and
of Lonia XVIII., as also on festive occasions,
the marriage of the Due de Berri, the baptism
of the Due de Bordeaux, and at Beims the
coronation of Charles X. They also recon-
structed the interior of the Salle Favart, and in
eight months rebuilt the graceful and com-
modious theatre of the Ambigu Comique. In
1820 to 1823 he visited England, a part of the
North of Germany, the South of France, Italy,
and Sicily. In bis journey to the latter country
he was accompanied by bis pupil, Herr Zanth,
and his friend, Herr Stier, and returned enriched
with a fine collection of sketches and drawings
of the several monumental buildings of those

impressionable susceptibility
j and whether in

the ruins of edifices, in the fragments preserved
in museums, in the vases, tiles, pottery, Etruscan
tombs, or other sources of evidence, he sought to
discover the principle which guided the Greeks
or Romans in the application of colour. Seconded
by the erudition of his learned friend Letronne,
he enlisted the evidences of all the ancient
authors, who had even by mere indirect expres-
sions alluded to a subject, which, recognised as
it doubtless was by all antiquity, required no
more direct allusion as witness to the universality
of its practice. This noble work on the poly-
chromatic architecture of the Greeks, or restora-
tion of the Temple of Empedocles at Sulinus,
concentrates all the evidence procurable on the
subject, and sums up the results to be derived
from them. The careful elaboration of the de-
sign and the exquisite execution of the coloured
plates, with the learning of the essay, which
minutely justified each step in the elaborate in-
vestigation, placed his work as the climax of
proof and reasoning on the subject, and ex-
hibited the extent of his antiquarian knowledge,
and the practicability of its application to some
of his own buildings.

In 1832 M. Hittorff published with M, Olivier,
the celebrated architectural engraver, a French
edition of the English work on the “Inedited
Antiquities of Attica,” in order to complete the
series of trauslations of the English works, which

paits. The lamented Zanth. Toa All reooileoTi!L-^°-,‘*‘“‘
O" G«ek

oentleinen aa nno nf n... l™„
recoiieol, antjqmtiea, as Stuart’s Athens," and the pre.

in Sicily: and Herr Stier became the emTnent Sre l^s rrtlch
“

re"';-
professor at Berlin.

I

^ ^ original are shaded,

In 182fi Tif TiT T7 iv ;

e'Jjfcioniu outline : several restorations

the resnlto o^ fh“?ney ^the" tfhheSn^e ^

hiT.n , , .. -7 _ '“•“Cuitecture
I
contamini? a narallpl nf nl f»if> TnnruimoT^f.oModerne de la Sicile, foi. Paris, 1835,” and in

the Architecture Antique de la Sicile, fol.
Paris, 1837.” I must first call special attention
to the work on Modern Sicily, which, for variety
of Bubj-^cts, exquisite drawing and tasteful
illustration, offers a rich collection of novel ideas
for the architect in the churches, hospitals, con-
vents, palaces, Saracenic remains, and for the
number and decorations of the public fountains
(m which Sicily is unrivalled) . The work on the
Ancient Architecture of Sicily is the first
volunie of an intended series, illustrating only a
portion of the ancient monuments of that
country, and is executed with the conscientious
precision and with the enlarged intelligence,
which previous works on Greek antiquities
afforded to minds so inquiring as those of
the authors. The restorations of the temples
of Segeste and of Selinus were drawn out
to a large scale, and with the usual artistic
distinctness of the French school

; and the
exhibition of them before the Institute of France
at once procured the approval of its distinguished
members. It would ill become mo to draw a
parallel between the publications of previous or
eubsiquent writers, such as St. Non, in tlie
“ Voyoge Pittoreeque,” the volume of our own
Wilkins, or the more recent tomes of the Duca
di Serradifalco; but the experienced professional
intelligence, the more profound acquaintance
with antique monuments, and the artistic feel-
ing ot M. Hittorff and his companions, invest
their publications with more than ordinary im-
poiiaiue. I am happy to inform yon that the
concluding volume on the " Sicilian Antiquities ”

was just completed by M. Hittorff for publica-
tion. All the plates are ready

; and I learn from
bis son that he was, at the decease of his father,
eng.-.ged upon the revision of the last part of the
text, sj that we may soon expect its appearance.
It w.ll ba a most interesting section, as it con-
tains the total restoration of a Greek Doric
temple in all the integiity of its minutest parts,
and many of the vexed questions will be solved
according to his views, with the reasons elabo-
ra'.ely explained.

You who are so well acquainted with M.
Hittoiff's predilections of classic taste, and his
immediate subjects of study, will readily under-
stand how these special researches in regard to
such remains as those of Pompeii and Sicily,
which contain profuse evidences of colour as an
e8sen;jal feature of the decoration of the edifices
of ai.tiqnity, made a deep impression upon tho
mind of our late colleague, excited by the essays
and pamphlets whirii had appeared already in
Germany, France, and England, upon the subject
of polychromy, as practised by the ancients in

,

k^ir works ol art. All these influences concsn-

:

Pated with immense effect upoe his artistically

containing a parallel of all the monuments drawn
to the same scale, affording the opportunity of a
comparison of their relative sizes and designs,
and many judicious notes were given in further
explanation of the text.

Hitherto I have briefly dwelt upon some of
the studies of the scholar and tho productions of
a brilliant author, rather than upon his other
more immediately practical labours as an archi-
tect : and it might be imagined that such publi-
cations^would fully engage the whole time of a
professional man. On the contrary, they were
(I might almost say) the relaxations of an
elegant mind amidst other absorbing matter-of-
fact occupations. I think his earliest work in
the Champs Elysees must have been the circular
Panorama, built in 1838, equal in diameter to
the Pantheon at Rome, and the roof of which he
supported in a most original manner on the bus-
pensive principle, by a most ingenious arrange-
ment of twelve iron cables, and which admitted
the uninterrupted passage of tho light upon the
picture of the circumference. It was described
in July, 18-12, at one of our ordinary meetings.
From that time to this the Champs Elysees
have been the arena on which be has exercised
most happily his fertile imagination in the erec-
tion of fountains, restaurants, cafes chantants,
and other constructions for the amusement of
the people, the most important, however, of
which is the Grand Cirqoe Olympique, now
called of the Empress, built in 1839. This is

well known to all who have visited Paris as a
sixteen-sided building, capable of holding 4,000
spectators, for equestrian exercises, above 13-1 ft.

in diameter, and covered by a roof without a tie
beam, the stablility of which depends upon the
circular or polygonal curb against which the feet
of the rafters rest : attached is stabling for the
horses of the tronpe.* The decorations are con-
ceived in the best taste, so that the vastness of
the area, without any central pillars, and the
elegance of the ornamentation, place it in the
same rank with the large and most costly pro-
ductions of the like nature of the times of the
ancients. M. Hittorff mentioned to me an inci-
dent, most gratifying to himself, that occurred
in the erection of this re=iponsible work. His
employer left him carte blanche with the obliga-
tion of completion within a certain period. The
construction was so difficult on account of the
nature of the soil, and the whole matter so
novel in every respect, that M. Hittorff spent
several hours every day upon the spot

;
and he

observed in like manner that his employer was
always there, critically observing all the opera-
tions. At length M. Hittorff asked him the
reason of his close surveillance, to which the
reply was, “ I have felt naturally anxious, both

* ninstrations will b» fooad ki ike Buildtr,

as to the progress of the work and the outlay,
and I was determined myself to be witness of
what was going on. M. Hittorff, I have seen the
unwearied attention you have bestowed on your
work, which I feel will be as advantageous to
me as it will be honourable to you. I have
proved that there is no need of my presence to
urge on all concerned, or to induce a careful
economy, and you wOl not see me here any more
till the conclusion.” The success of the whole
was, in fact, so complete, that the circus was
opened at the period named, and a very few
years snfficed to pay off the necessarily consider-
able cost of the erection. In 1851 a larger and
a more sumptuous circus was erected on the
Boulevard des Filles du Calvaire in nine months,
with increased reputation to tho author, and
enriched, as was also the other circus, with the
sculptures of the eminent Pradier and Duret,
and the pictures of M. Berrias. M. Hittorff'
assisted in the erection of the obelisk of Luxor,
in the Place de la Concorde, and designed the
pedestal. His inquiring mind was not satisfied
with the rude condition of the rough, and, as it
were, fractured apex, and it occurred to him
that it could not have been left so exposed by
the ancient Egyptians, all of whose works are
finished off with such precision, regardless of
labour or expense. At length it occurred to him
that there most have been some artificial finish to
the summit of the monolith, and further research
proved to him that it must have had a bronze
gilt capping, or pyramidion, a conclusion which
he fully justified in a pamphlet that he published
at the time; but his suggestion was not carried
out, and the apex still remains in its fragmental
state.

_

To M. Hittorff’s graceful taste is due the' de-
sign for the colossal fountains in the Place de la
Concorde, combining sculptural and architectural
forms in an admirable manner, and the jets cast-
ing forth volumes of water, more abundant than
those even of S. Peter’s at Rome, and in mag-
nificent contrast with our squirts in Trafalgar-
square. He also materially modified in other
respects the original conception by Louis of what
may be considered the most magnificent Place
of all Europe, surrounded as it is by the gardens
of the Tuileries and of the Champs Elysees, the
Garde Meuble, the portico of the Old Chamber of
Deputies, with the avenues commanding views
of the Madeleine, the Arc do Triomphe do
FEtoile, and the Tuileries Palace.
M. Hittorff was associated in the erection of

the Basilica Church of S. Vincent de Paul, near
the station of the Chemin de Fer du Nord, with
the estimable and accomplished M. Le Pfere,*
father of Madame Hittorff, with the latter of
whom, through all the varied joys and trials
of professional life, he passed a happy wedded
union of above forty years, in tastes and
feelings most congenial, and which rendered
the domestic hearth the happiest of homes.
I know not to what extent the conception
of this great church was due, respectively,
to tho genius of one or the other of its archi-
tects, but tho death of M. Le Fire occurring
in the course of the work, the completion was
necessarily directed wholly by his son-in-law.
Tho Basilica of the Romans was a favourite
theme of M. Hittorff, as we know by his pub-
lished restoration of the Basilica of Fano from
the text of Vitruvius. On the present occasion
he sought to realise some of his early impres-
sions, reconciling them with the special purposes
of a Roman Catholic place of worship. Tho nave
and side aisles, divided by a line of columns two
stories high, with a gallery and flat roof, and
hemicycle at the altar end, have a very grand
effect, and Christianise, as it were, the heathen
elements of such a disposition. The whole of
the details and embellishments symbolically
treated, and the colouring and gilding are of the
most refined Greek taste; and notably are to be
admired the magnificent series of stained-glass
windows, and the decorations of the podium
between the upper and lower ranges of columns,
consisting of a procession of the saints, male and
female, of the Roman Catholic Church, painted
by the inimitable and lamented Flandrin, the
first of ecclesiastical painters of the present
period. The church lies on the sloping side of a
hill, which required a magnificent flight of steps
to reach the portico, aud this is realised by a

M. Le P^re, born at Paris, 1761, deceased 18-M, was
member of tho Scientific Expedition to Egypt, and pre-
pared many important drawings for the large work on
that country. He was joint architect with Gondouin for
the bronze column of the Place Venddme, and aubse-

3tly contrived a most ingeniotis scaffolding, fixed on
capital, for raising and plaoing the statue on the

monument.
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jries of divisionB of easy ascent and varied plan,

ankcd by balustrades, forming a grandiose basis

> the churcli itself. M. Hittorll' had contem-
lated the decoration of the walls of the portico

ith paintings, as shown in one of the plates of

is work on Polychromy, illustrating subjects

om the Old and New Testaments, to be exe-

nted on enamelled slate or stone, in the general

doption of which enduring process he took great

iterest, as being peculiarly adapted for mural
ecoration of public buildings. These paintings

'ere partly executed, but did not seem to meet
ublic favour, and have since been removed.
The notice of this church leads me to observe

ne of the peculiarities of Paris in regard to its

sligiouB edifices. The whole city is divided into

rrondissements, with a like scclesiastical distri-

ution. In each municipal division there is (or

iitonded to be), a central basilica, of gigantic

[Toportious and cathedral-like arrangement,
&ch one at a cost of one or two hundred
aousand pounds, or even more, subordinate
owevor to the metropolitan cathedral. Ofthis
lass on the north side of Paris are the llade-
dne, Notre Dame de Lorette, S. Vincent de
aul, and the churches in the Boulevard Males-
erbes, and in the quarter of the Chaussee
'Antin, now nearly completed, and forming so
lany ecclesiastical centres grouped around the
lother church of Notre Dame.
The municipality provides a like class of

llifico for the local civil administration of each
rrondissement, consisting of a mairie, carried
it iu the like sumptuous way ; for happily our
Eighbonrs are not satisfied with the erection of
heir buildings, intended for public purposes, in
ihumble and niggardly economical manner, as
ir police offices, but require that they should
dd to the dignity of the metropolis. These
iiairies combine varions functions for daily and
scasional use, and they thus afford the oppor-
iinity of considerable architectural effect. M.
ubtorff executed one on the Place da Pantheon,
lie staircase of which is a very striking feature

;

ad he completed the suite of buildings opposite
le eastern fa^^ade of the Louvre and close to
le Church of S. Germain I’Auxerrois, by a
umnmnal school, distinguished for its arrange-
leuts

;
a presbytery

; and a mairie for the
uarter, iu the Renaissance style; repeating
!)me of the leading features of the adjoining
uurch. This, however, cannot be cited as one
f his successful compositions. He enlarged
lid completed near the Barriere du Trdne, for

sr Majesty the Empress, an institution for the
eception and education of 300 daughters of
rorkmen

; and he carried out a distribution of
art of the Bois de Boulogne, in conformity
lith an original sketch by the Emperor, which
0 once showed me as one of the curious trea-

ares of his study. He designed the circular
i^ngo of edifices surrounding the place of the
irc de i’Etoile, and from which radiate various
uulevards to different parts of Paris and the
iiburbs.

1 Time would fail me to recite all the works
ihich our late colleague either designed or exe-
.ated during his long and active life of profes-
conal experience. In Paris alone, whether to
lie north or south, the east or west, or very
iBnhre, wo find monuments of his skill and taste
ibofusely scattered. I have not dwelt upon their
listinotive merits, nor have I paused to analyze
heir disposition or arrangement, the styles he
’fiopted for each, or the more or less success of
hch eflbrt ; I address myself to his profes-
uoual brethren, who are fully capable of forming
heir own judgment, and who require no critic

1) lead them to a conclusion. It is enough, iu

;ich a rapid notice as this, to indicate the most
lotable that the history of our art cannot fail to
:ecord, and which are the best tests of his vari-

sas powers, and which procured hia reception in
ne Imperial Institute of France in 1853, the
ward of our Royal Gold Medal in 1856, the
'lection in numerous foreign academies, and
jfosses and honorary distinctions from various
Eontinental sovereigns.

I The last great work of onr friend, and which
j iu effect a colossal one, is the terminus at
.raris of the Great Northern Pi,ailway of France,
lihis propyloD, as it were, of the Egyptian and
vreek type,* consists of three oircnlar-headed
crchways of the Ionic order and tetrastyle treat-
nenb, each crowned with a pediment and gra-
imating in size, and with intervening Doric
tolonnades, the whole consisting of purely

I

* The total l#ng»h of tho front is 518 ft., and the total
to the top of the statue of the City of Paris, is

>16 ft. Tlie loft}’ ooliimus *f the interior, end other cast-
loa work, were executed in Glasgow

!

Greek detail, and enriched with sculptures of

the highest class. I must own that, impressed

as I was when I first saw it, I felt staggered by
the audacity with which all the usual canons of

art were disregarded in the general composition,

and yet producing on the mind a most imposing

and, it may be said, solemn effect. I have stood

at periods before it to study the elements of tho

design, and how the like impression could be
produced by any other more severe treatment,

but in vain
;
and I could not but render homage

to the genius of the architect who, by a most
capricious mastery of his subject, could success-

fully render himself independent of the ordinary

conventionalisms of his art. This is a most
striking instance of the different treatment with
which such stations are handled in France and
England. With them, it is to be a monumental
object, to impress the stranger with the imperial

greatness of the capital of France, and to

develop its taste for all the resources of archi-

tecture and the sister arts
;
with ns it too often

results in a huge magazine or shed, or an enor-

mous refuge of a colossal hotel to receive the

wearied traveller.

I have also mentioned his larger publications

as an author,* but his pen and fertile imagination

were unceasingly at work, embodying in memoirs
from time to time the practical results of his

own observations upon the passing topics con-

stantly arising in such an artistic circle as that

of the French metropolis, and among numerous
biographies one of our distinguished colleague,

the late Sir Charles Barry, in 1860. Another of

his most recent essays read before the French
Institute drew attention to the analogy existing

between the fresco decorations of the Roman
baths and of Pompeii and the rock-cut facades

iu the valley of Petra, showing a complete

identity of the two, and that the wall-paintings

of the Romans were not merely capricious

exercises of the painter’s fancy, but actual, and
thtrefore valuable records of existing buildings.

The decease of our late friend is the more to be
deplored, as in him we lose the sole surviving

earnest disciple and most able exponent of pure
classic art.

We have thus briefly considered our late

colleague as an architect and artist, as also as

an author
; and we have seen how accomplished

learned, and profound, and ready he was with
his pencil and pen. These impressions wore
confirmed if you saw him in his elegantly-

arranged study, there even from early morn,
surrounded by exquisite drawings, choice mar-
bles, terra-cottas, casts, library of rare and
costly books and other memorials of the finest

monuments of all ages and in all countries,

from ancient Egypt to modern Europe,—himself

the refined, the rare interpreter of their excel-

lences, and of the hidden mysteries of design

and treatment, which render the architecture of

the past the types for future generations to

study and emulate. Pollow him into the inner

recesses of his home, itself an atmosphere of

art, adorned almost exclusively by portraits of

those near and dear to him, by his valued and
venerable friend, the illustrious Ingres, whose
decease preceded his own by only a few months.
In this home you saw the tender husband and
parent, tho warm, devoted friend. In public

life he was the generous competitor for fame and
honours, the encourager of the youthful aspirant

in science, art, or letters; in fact, he was a man
by whom it was a privilege to be known and
esteemed, and a bright example besides for

imitation.f

* He wrote many articles in the “Encyclopdclic des

Gens du Monde,” treating on architecture and history,

and on tho Sphyrelaton or moulding in re/.ouwe work in

metal, as practised among the ancients and moderns, and
as applicable to colossal statuary : on artistic journeys in

the Puglia, Basilicata, Caucasus, Persia, Greece, &o. The
catalogue of this Institute contains tho titles of most of
hia works.

t The official programme of M. Hittorff's titles and dis-

tinctions is as follows:

—

Membre do I'Acadilmie des Beaux Arts de I'lnstitut de
France, Architecte du Gourernement, Officier do I'Ordro

Imp<?rial de la Li^gion d'Honneur, Cheralier de I'Ordre

pour lo Mdrite de Prusse, d^cor6 de la Grande M^daille

de la Reiue Victoria, Commandeur des Ordres de 1' Aigle

Kouge de Prusse, de St. Grdgoiro le Grand, d'Albert lo

Valeureux de Saxe, du Mdrite de St. Michel de Baviere,

du SauTeur de Greco, Chevalier de I'Ordro de la Couronne
do Wurtamberg, Membre Honoraire et Corraspondant de
TInstitut dea Architectes Britanniques, Membre des Aca-
dt'mies des Beaux Arts do 6t. Luc, do Berlin, de Vienne,

de Munich, do Belgique, de Copenhague, do Milan, d'Ani-

sterdam, de Rio Janeiro, de New York.
See also the “ Biograpbie univeraelle et contempo-

raiue " ml and M. Eaiucelin's “ Biographical
Account of J. I. H.,” and the eulogy by M. Lehmann,
vice-president of the Imperial Institute of France, deli-

vered at the tomb on the occasion of the iutenueiit, pub-
iishod ia tho Monilew of tho tise.

THE FRENCH OPERA AND THE
THEATRE ROSSINI, PARIS.

Great efforts are being made to push forward
the works of the New French Opera-house, with
sufficient rapidity to render the facade of that
magnificent structure one of the most conspicu-

ous features among the monuments of Paris at
a period while visitors of all nations will be still

flocking to the Universal Exhibition. It is now
calculated that at the present rate of progress

the whole of the front will be completed by the
middle of August. The external design is very
striking—even picturesque—and yet does not
transgress the bounds of that due severity and
purity of style which ought always to charac-

terise a great national monument, especially

such a one as the home, or rather temple, of

French Opera must be considered, when it is

recollected what vast sums are lavished on the
culture and display of that branch of national

art. The chief effects of the fa9ade are obtained

by means of strong contrast of light and shade ;

and also, by the introduction of powerful, yet
sober, contrasts of colour. Broad and deep sha-

dows are obtained by means of the recesses of a
magnificent loggia, which forms a kind of mas-
sive covered balcony to tho grand saloon ; and
the picturesque character of this striking archi-

tectural feature is aided by the abundant enrich-

ments which display unusual beauty of design.

The contrasts of colour are obtained by the

profuse and yet judicious introduction of richly-

coloured marbles, the full tones of which relieve

with great brilliancy the soft cream-colour of

tho stone which forms the main body of the

structure. The marble columns, ofvarions kinds

and colours, in the facade, and in the entrance-

hall and staircase, will exceed 150 in number,
and the rich effect produced by such a profuse

introductiou of rich colours and polished sur-

faces may be readily conceived. The external

steps and the entire pavement of the great hall

are also of marble, and are said to have been so

judiciously managed as to have cost less than
stone—their cost being estimated at about
143,000 francs

;
while stone for the same pur-

poses, at the ordinary rates of material and
labour, would have amounted to 160,000 francs.

The columns in tho front of the loggia are of a
soft, but full and rich violet tone

;
and those of

the great approaches of a warm, ruddy-brown
tint. The pilasters of the interior staircases are

of the Vosges and Morvan marbles, while the

lateral staircases have pilasters of the jasper of
Mont Blanc, which, since the annexation of

Savoy, may also be deemed a national product.

The saloon is to have a number of columns of

tho beautiful native marble of Campan. The
hand-rail of the great staircase is to be com-
posed of Algerian onyx, a colonial product of the

French empire. The employment of these rich

and truly monumental materials, to the exclusion

of the lath-and-plaster work which bub too often

forms the basis of the internal structure of our
own national monuments, indicates the scale of

munificent expenditure which the French Govern-
ment is applying to the erection of one of the

great national theatres. The nearest approach
is, perhaps, the entrance - hall to the lec-

ture-rooms in Trinity College, Dublin; the

noble columns of which, consist of specimens of

marble from different parts of Ireland, among
which the moat conspicuous for their great

beauty are those from the quarries of the cele-

brated mountain range known as the twelve-

pins, in Galway. That marble is of a light and
brilliant apple green, and when obtained in

masses large enough for entire columns is un-

rivalled in the world for brilliancy of effect in

architectural combination. It will, however, be
somewhat approached in colour by the beautiful

vert de Suede, which is to form the balustrades

of the great staircase of the French opera.

Even in its present incomplete state the

facade already attracts daily a crowd of spec-

tators, in spite of the floating cloud of lime and
stone dust that always envelopes the scene of

operations, and the occasional fall of small but

dangerous fragments of atone, the warning for

which, “ Oare en bas
!”

is generally heard a few
seconds afterwards. An accident occurred the

other day, which is related in the following

manner:—A spectator on joining the observant

crowd, whose curiosity quite overpowered their

sense of prudence, perceived a well-dressed mast

moving bis head rapidly and throwing up hia

arms, as though in great agony. The new spec-

tator inquired the cause of his seeming pain.

“ Lime, lime 1 a quantity of lime has fallen int«

my eye as I was looking up, aud the agony is
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extreme. ’ “ What cati I do to relieTe yon' Lift tlie ejel.-d gemly-gectlj—and blow opon
tie BPr&co of the eye.—it is the only sure mode of

yes—the relief is immediate. But, so
on. All. merci !—a tLonsand, thousand thanks :

you are the preserver of my eyesight: another
moment and —“Oh! pray do not mention
It j -t only did what every ” But the person
he addressed—the poor gratefnl sufferer—had
disappeared, and along with him the watch and
portemonnaie of the new spectator, a very
respectable pentleraau from the provinces. It
IS said that a precisely similar accident occurred
to the poor sufferer from the lime-dnst at the
still incomplete building of the Great Exhibition
oniythe very day before. “ Some men are destined
to be for ever pursued by evil fortune,” was re-
marked by a cynical moralist on the occasion
The interior of the French Opera, which at

one time it was hoped might be the scene of a
series of magnificent performances during the
great period of tho Great Exhibition, will not
as now stated by the architect, il. Gamier, be
completed in k-ss than three years from the
present time, if all details bo wrought out on
the scale of splendour desired by the Emperor,who takes much interest in every step of this
important structure. It is planned to contain

spectatorti, while the old bouse, in the Eue
capable of containing 1 837.

The new theatre at Passy, which appears to
be intended for operatic performancep, in con.
junction with those of a simply dramatic charac-

'

ter. Id but a miniaturo structure when compared ^

V !
•

destined for the seat of the
I

National Grand Opera, but is by no means so I

when its dimensions and aspecl are considered ^

pnru y on their own merits. The appoerance of its
'

lat .ide 18 at once graudioae and severe, and is
well worthy ot study as a work of its class. Tho
interior is entirely different in style, and when
the spectator enters the theatre, still impressed
with sober elegance, amounting to a certain
kind of grandeur, of the exterior, be is, at first,
somewhat disagreebly struck with the gandv
contrast of colour and trenchant prominence
of the ornamentation of tho, interior. The eye
however, soon becomes aceuatomed to this some-what glaring style of treatment, for the saZZe isboth spacious and lofty, and the abundant space
la soon felt to lend a softening influence to the
decorations which a little time and nso will
probably subdue into a more harmonious whole
All the approach. B to the different p .rts of the
house are most convenient and amt-le, and the
space allow, d to individnal seats, as in the new
opera, is greatly beyond that esteemed sofficientm the older tJ.. arres, which in Paris (as in Lon-
don) are miserably inconvenient. This is in neces-
sary accordance with the demands of the age for
a g. eater amonnt of comfort. Those who have
become accustomed to the space and comfort-
able adjuncts of a first-class railway-carriage.
for instance, would never retnrn to the “ eix-maide arrangements wliicb were deemed all-
suflicienb in the old coaching days.

rlu o'^'crved that the only fault
of the Theatre Kussiui is, that it is too big for
the locality, and that even on the festive
»o ommfy of Hoc fim, ..

jt
hlled. The applau.^e, however, from an audience
comprising a pi'ftiy large section of the of
the J ariBian press was unmistakably cordial, and

‘i’ 1
'^ excite-ment of the Exhibition, that the Theatre Eossini

will prove a remunerative speculation. In the
Maestro, whose name hasbeen bestowed upon the Opera-honse of Passy

his bust was of course, in true Parisian fashion!
crowned wuh oppn.priate liuircd, and much dis-
play of enthnsmam. The venerable Maestro him-
wif, who resides m the immediate neighbour-
hood, had not, fled that early hours form an
essential part of his present rdgime.

[April 27, 1897.

MDLEE.iDT’S PROJECTS FOE lilPKOTE
MENTS TO ms HOUSE IN BATS.
WATER.

Lov.!L°
Tiieatm, Guy’s Hospital,

being in-

been

Sn? Newman A
iT

° ‘“’‘en down, BOS d ti
sn'-™“ndmg parts of the hoBpital™ °

‘T-
““ 'bo anperheial

area of tho new theatre about twice the size ofthe o d one ad.fitions being made where necee-sary to the lobbies and passages adjoining. Thea™ IB considerably enlarged, giving amplespace for tlio attendants, visitors, staff andtessera in tho respective places allotted to

“honneed that Mr. Creawickhad purchased Mniready’s house, and intended to
PninW's painting.room

f
' ‘iiis "ns agraceful homage rendered to one artist bypother. Every foot of gronnd in London beini

precious, this retention is not likely to have beefmade by anyone who was not an enthusiast in art-

painter. The rest of the house has, indeed, been
transformed. The curious in such things havehad an opportunity of seeing the sketches madeby Mnlready when he was oonnino over hissehome to build, for they have been placed inone of the rotatory stands in the South Ken.amg on Museum. Hera they may have seen how
this lord of colour would hove dealt with the
ittle narrow strip of land that Londoners deem
themselves lucky to possess,- how ha turnedfrom hia gorgeous canvas to dip a pen into tho
faintest ink, and draw the tiniest plans and sec-
tions, and make the moat prosaic calculations ;how he intended his maisonette slionld be fur-

jniahed; and, finally, how he plotted out thesmaU spare space for a garden. His designs are
I

shown, as we have indicated, in a series ofminnte drawings, some in faint ink, and others

E,cb™“v,’ ““'S'””' Ciplanatpry notes.Lach sheet contains sii, seven, or eight
8ketche.s, and notes written in small writing,and mounted uniformly with the drawing?,

n
“>= ‘he following i—” What

should be the rent of the bouse ? What would
the improvements cost ? What additional taves
and rutca would they cause ? What term of
years and what yearly rent should I agree to in
consideration of my money sunk in improve-
ments ?” ^

One sheet consists of seven minute, faint, pen-and-ink sketches, mounted with a gilt-edged
passe partoiit to each. Tho first of these G in
by » ID. m size, IS a sketch for the constrnotion
of a square hip roofi the second, the dimensions
of which are but IJ in, by 2 in., is a section of a
staircase; the third, 3} in. by -1 in., shows tho
oonstrnotion of a double doorway without a
pillar

1 the fmrth, IJ in. by 2i in., a double fire-
place

; the fifth, H in. by 2 in., a longitudinal
section, showing four rooms

; the sixth, I J in. by1 in., a plan; tho seventh is another small
section. The principal curiosity among these is
the third m which Mnlready has pondered overHe possibility of making a double doorway,—one
halt formed by a straight lintel and the other byan arch, support itself without a central pillar.He indicates that he thinks this may be done bymaking the thrust of the arch fall upon slanting
bricks ovm- the hntel along its whole length, the
last one of nil receiving the fall weight of it. So
snstaincd, he divined the arch would hang
witfloat support from below.

“

Another sheet, consisting of five sketches, like-
wise monnted with a gilt-edged ^asse partoai,
contains quite a different plan, showing that thewhole were projects, r.ther than designs, that
he had determined to carry out. These sketches
are also minutely drawn, partly in pen and ink
and partly m pencil, but they contain neither
reference nor explanation. The painting-room
seems fo have been, in each instaneo, his first
care. On another sheet he shows the smallest
plan that he would build upon. He says

as much space at the other side of it as possibl.
and then he raises up a rockery, lays out plat
and. indicates with horticultural precision tt
position of every tree and its kind.

Linden-grove, Bayswater, is a soinewbi
shadowy, gloomy cul-de-sac, noiseless and chill-
with a leaf-strewn aspect, as though Autum
had gone into it and had been unable to find hway out again. Here Mulready lived for tliirfci
seven years, holding an art court, as it were, i
his p-iinting-room, to which the rest of his prii
and dismal house was counted by his admirer
as but an ante-chamber. His plana were neve
carried out in their integrity, and no interee
was attached to any part of the house but th
painting. room, which Mr. Creswick has s
leelmgly incorporated into the much largei
lighter building he has erected for his own occu
patmn, Mr. Stephens, the biographer of Mul
ready, states, “ The space of a generation ii

time passed over his head, and but little was dom
for the fruition of such devices (improvements)
Something, however, was in the first instanci
attempted.^ Messrs. Loddigea, of Hackney, tin
horticulturists of the day. supplied choice plants
shrubs and flowers, which were placed ai
ordered in the garden, and interior arrange
ments -were at least partially made to ccirre
spond with the design. Some of the furnitnrf
that was sold at the dispersal of his effects hac
been wrought in accordance with his own designs
at this period, and for a time, at any rate, dis.
posed according to hia intentions.” Like othei
men, the great painter found it easier to build
castles in the air or upon canvas, than npon
term-firma.

r°e HiX Th" offloo
"

5a tV V , J? ""'”Py 1» ft. bevovd this, and leave

?? .i
T”' duvne-Ssoniid. A boe.e as iood a, a"?

thilrian hvl’
““'‘‘"'ri ”ith ilself, „i„|„ bfbe;,, „ Jtins plan by a alight modtlication of the kitchen offices,''

Again, he shows an oblong block plsn divided

J
®'>™Ptemente, the third, 10 ft. wide

and 26 ft. long, being apportioned for n painting-
room. This, he adds in a note, is something
narrower than he likes, bat it eaables him to
retain two useful rooms besides.
Another sheet of eight sketches treats of

furniture, and is dated 1S31. Here he shows adesk with Done columns for legs, a sofa with
Ureek guilloche ornament about it, a bookcase
and a brass and mahogany fire-screen. Not less
iijtereating than these are his sketches for the

garden. In these he places
the block plan of his house close against one of
,the Jong boundary.lines of his site, so as to leave

INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL
CONGRESS.

Dll. Maestei, chief of the statistical depar
ment of Italy, has recently submitted his repoi
on the programme of the forthcoming Intei
national Statistical Congress, to the Organizt
tion Committee. Tho congress, which is to b
held m Florence, will extend from the 27th i

September to the 5th of October of the presen
year.

_

It is the sixth session of the Congresf^d his Royal Highness the hereditary Priuc
Humbert of Savoy, Prince of Piedmont, ha,
consented to become president. Dr. Maestri hai
invited the co-operation of his statistical col
leagues in different countries, in preparing j

list of subjects of general interest for discussion
Ihe following heads of sections, however, an
submitted as a basis for the programme. ’

Isl
section—Theory and technicality of statistics
-nd section—Topographical statistics. 3rd sec
tion_— Agricultural statistics. 4th section-
btatisties of the commune. 5th section-Finan-
cial statistics. 6th section —Moral and judicial
statistics. 7th section—Military statistics : and,
oth section—Educational statistics.
The main object of the congress, in its first

conception, was to bring the statistical informa-
tion about popularion, property, agiiculture,
mdustry, commerce, and administration of
civilized states, into forms, in some respects
identical, and always admitting of strict and
ready comparison. The utility of statistics,
alter long experience, is universally felt; and
statistical inquiries are now instituted in every
state in Europe.^ It has been suggested that a
general statistical Board should digest the
national statistics of a country, so as to exhibit
the principal facts and their relation to each
other in a small compass. The more detailed
statistical returns, and reports of the several
departments, as well as those called for by th©
Houses of Parliament, mighc be thrown into
good, well-considered forms, the trouble of con-
suiting and using them being greatly diminished
by the publication of tho necessary calculationa.
In England the blue books, issued by the Board
ot irade, which contain a mass of useful infor-
mation, are tabulated somewhat on the principle
recommended by the Congress

;
and Lord StL-

ley, when presiding over a section of the British
Association, at Birmingham, called attention to
the little yearly volume, entitled “The Statisti-
cal Abstract.” He described it as being “ full of
useful information, packed into the smallest
compass, and arranged with a careful rejection
ot trifling and unimportant details.” But he
stated that he should be glad to see the scope of
that publication extended, and references added,
BO as to include the principal results of all
otfacial inquiries, showing in a tabular form
where fuller details on the subjects dealt with
might be found.
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Dr. Maestri states in his report, that the
Bitting of the International Congress will extend
over a period of six days, bub the official dele-

gates are expected to assemble some days before

the discissions in the ditlerent sections com-
mence, in order to confer abont the important
subject of organization, a question which was
not decided at the last Congress, held at Berlin,

in 1863.

CENSUS OF NEW TOEK.

A roNDECous volome of 809 pages, contain-
ing the results of the recent census of the State

' of New York, has just been issued. The popala-
• tion in 1865 amounted to 3,831,777, including

4-1,708 coloured persons. In 1860 tho popula-
tion was 3,880,735, showing a decrease in the

. ’five years of -18,958. Tb« eunnua-ation of 1866
: shows an excess of females ovennsdes of 61,536 ;

- while in 1860 the excess was only 3,681. Tho
relative decrease of males has reunited in a great
measure from the late war, which was followed
by the cmigratiou of young men to the south-
western and western States. The number of
males living at ages 45-50 are overstated, and
the numbers living at ages 20-35 are evidently
understated. These mis-statements have re-
sulted through fear of eairolment for military

; service.

A sad result of the late war is observable in
the returns of the ccmjngal condition. The pro-
portioual number of widerws to 100 of population
in 1855 was 2 75 5 in 1865 the proportional
number was 3-67. The population of the erity of

. New York was 813.669 in 1860, and 726,386 in
1865, showing a decrease of population in the

1 fivo years of 11 per cent.

A curious return relating to families shows
I that 25 per cent, of the families living in the
: State of New York were without children; 19
i
per cent, had one child

; 18 per cent, had two
: children

; 14 per cent, had three children
; 9 per

c cent, had four children; 6 per cent, had five
: children

;
and 3 per cent, had six children.

] There were 4,6-41 families each with eight chil.
I dreu

; 1,630 families each with nine children
;

I 454 families each with ten children
; 136 families

I each with eleven children; and 35 families each
1 with twelve children.

An Appendix records the particulars of the
I deaths of 23,291 New York troops who were
f engaged in the late war. An official report of
t tho Provost-marshal states the numbers for New
York who were killed, or who died afterwards

f from wounds, at l-i,4-45
j
by disease 17,407 ;

total,
• 31,852. Tho total number of troops belonging
t to the loyal States who were lost through the
\ war, was 280,420. The number of men furnished
i under all calls, reduced to the three years
t standard, was 381,896 for New York, and
1 2,154,311 for the United States.

THE SUEZ CANAL.
THE IXSTITUTION 01' CIVIL ENGINEEIIS.

On April 16th, the paper read was on “ The
S Suez Canal,” by Col. Sir \V. Denison, K.C.B. It
? was stated that the scheme of the Suez Canal
D might be said to comprise two distinct under-
li takings. The first, and principal, was the con-
s stmetiou and maintenance of a broad and deep
« water channel on one level, between Port Said
c on the Mediterranean, and Suez on the Red Sea.
1 The second, preliminary in point of time, and
u indeed essential to the construction, as well as
t to the beneficial use of the canal, was the maiu-
t tenanco of a supply of fresh water sufficient for

\ the wants of the population congregated along
i. the lino of canal, and specially at its two extre-
0 mities. The arrangements for the last-named
n undertaking had been completed and were
il described. The opinion arrived at by the author,
b based upon what he saw and heard during a
T visit to the canal, and upon a consideration of
tl the correspondence between M. do Lesseps and
tl the late Mr. E,. Stephenson, and of the report of
IMr. Hawkshaw, dated February, 1863, was :

—

F First, that (subject, of course, to the condition
tl that the relative levels of the lied Sea and the
1 Mediterranean were as stated by the French
a antborities), there would be no extraordinary
d difficulty iu carrying an open salt-water channel
frfrom the Mediterranean to the Eed Sea of the
didepth proposed, namely, 8 mlbtres. Secondly,
tlthat no special difficulty in maintaining this
dchaunel need bo anticipated. Thirdly, that it

iTwould be necessary to modify the section pro-
peposed by the French engineers, making the side

slopes much more gradual. And, fourthly, that
the cost of maintaining the above-mentioned
depth of water would bo found at first to be
largely in excess of the amount estimated.
Eventually, it was by no means impossible that
means might be found to fix or check the drift

of sand, or to shut it out from the canal. But
for some years 'it must be expected that the
ordinary action of the atmosphere, which had
filled up former excavations made iu this dry
desert, would have the same effect in the new
c-anal. Looking at the wwk as an engineer,
there did not appear to be any difficulty which a
skilful application of ca|>ltal might not ovet-
oomo.

THE RUINED TEMPLES OF CAMBODIi.
ABCniTECTUE.iL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAKB.

At a meeting of this Society on the llth inst.

Mr. James Gowan said, Mr. Thomson having
been kind enough to offer to exhibit his pboto-
gro-phs of these temples, I undertook to make
some notes which might draw out discussion
upon the probable origin of buildings so interest-

iug to such an institution ns ours. The feeling

I had when I first saw these photographs was
that not only of admiration, but wonder as to

the origin of a style of building so classic and
Greek-like in its detail, seeing that the country
in which they exist has no history extending
further back than a few hundred years which
can be relied upon. From the Greek or Roman
appearance of the structures, one is inclined to
ascribe them to models derived from either of
those two conntries

;
and a hypothetical sup-

position from history may be raised in this way,
by giving the credit to tho followers of the
Macedonian Alexander, who fought his way into
India just at the time that the Greeks had
attained to the highest excellence of their archi-

tecture. The seeds of a Greek model may have
been sown in this way

;
and this view of the

architectural origin of these buildings is one
that, at first thought, agrees with the popular
belief we have in this country of the derivation
of all styles of building. Ic is no doubt true
that the architecture of a people will extend
beyond the limits of their geographical boundary;
but if you find buildings such as these of Cam-
bodia, so far distant from the examples which
they resemble, and which must have been erected
at a time when intercourse between one people
and another was so difl!5cult, I am inclined to

fall back upon the theory which I brought before
the Institute many years ago as to the geo-
metric basis of all true styles of architecture.

I have, since I read tny first paper, repeatedly
advocated this principle ; and I am not weakened
in my views when I come to consider the pro-
bable origin of these buildings. If setting aside
the copying or imitation idea, and resting upon
the geometric, we at once see how such build-

ings could be designed by people without having
intercourse with those who, on the opposite side
of the globe, it may be, were raising up struc-
tures almost identical. The requirements of
architecture are utility, stability, aud true pro-
portion of parts, so as to give beauty, and these
are altogether dependent upon geometric prin-
ciples : there are geometric lines which regulate
the use of stone, iron, aud timber, in a construc-
tive sense

;
and if a people apply the geometric

lines which belong to stone structures, they
should arrive at the greatest possible stability,

as well as architectural feature, so that acting
upoQ this principle there may be spontaneous
styles of architecture altogether independent of
copying or borrowing from anyone. Aud, per-
haps, I may be allowed to repeat what I, at a
former time, stated to you as to the origin of
the Greek and Gothic styles—the former, as well
as the latter, being based upon geometric
figures, which symbolised as truly as figures

could their religious belief; the cube and
the circle, with its elliptical development, giving
the Greek, while Ibe circle and the equilateral
triangle gave the Gothic; in the case of the
Greek these figures symbolising the unknown
God whom they worshipped, while the circle and
the equilateral symbolised to the Christian the
Triune or Three iu One. Architecture in all

countries seems to have reached its crowning
point in the erection of religious structures, tho
Cambodian, the Buddhist, the Athenian, and the
Christian all culminating at the same point, and
very naturally and properly so. Mr. Thomson
has kindly given me some figures which show
the proportion, and from these I am inclined to

think that a careful stndy of the building iu its

details would give a scale of proportion as accu-
rate as that which we have for the Greek or
Roman style. I find that the figure 7 predomi-
nates throughout the entire buildins of the great
temple. Having these views, I have made the
following note of points for discussion :—Isb.
The view which a copyist would have as to the
origin ofthese buildings. 2ud. The view which
an advocate for geometric origin would maintain.

Copyist's Views.— Ist. Wonder as to their
origin, and who the mighty architects could be.
2nd. People barbaric. 3rd. No ancient history
to be depended upon- 4tb. People evidently
snake worshippers. 5th. From detail of build-
ings, inclination to ascribe them to Greek or
Roman models. 6th. Question—Whether Greece
borrowed from them, or they from Greece ?

7th. Many examples of Indian architecture,
Classic in style. 8th. Alexander the Great’s
follOTvera, when he fought his way into India,
may have sown the seeds of this style of archi-
teoture. 9th. Egypt said to be the source of
Greek architecture, why not China ? 10th,
Judging from a copyist’s point of riew, the
Roman Doric seems to have been the model,
althongh the pillars are rectangular, and not
circular.

Geometnc View.—Ist. Evidence that the de-
signers worked upon a geometric basis, End. A
people working on a geometric basis may create
a new and true style of architecture. 3rd. The
civilization of a people does not necessaTily carry
with it a true style of arebiteoi are unless they
work from a geometric foundation. 4th. Hence
parity of architecturo is not to be altogether
depended upon in an ethnographic sense. 5th.

The religious beliefof a people, whether English,

Greek, or Cambodian, influences the character of
their architectural designs—next the material
with which they have to deal, whether stone, iron,

or timber. 6th. Tlte want of the arch principle is

no evidence that the builders were unaware of
it

5 the corbelling principle which has been
adopted was necessitated by tho serpent-like

form of the roof. 7Lh. The ornamentation is

very geometric, aud ail of one type.

Some discussion followed tho reading of Mr.
Gowau’s papers. Messrs. J. Dick Peddio, and
David Maegibbon, architects, objecting to the
geometric views, and ascribing the buildings
to Asiatic origin.

Some illustrations of these buildings were
given in the Builuer, p. 224, ante.

LABOURERS’ DWELLINGS AT
AMIENS.

The Amiens Industrial Dwellings Company
have issued the particulars of a competition for

designs for labourers’ dwellings. The competi-
tion is open to architects of all nations. Designs
will not be received later than May Slst of the
present year, The conditions may be obtained
from the secretary, M. Charles Noyelle, 17, Place
LongueviEe, Amiens.

REREDOS IN CHRIST CHURCH,
MAYFAIR.

The reredos of which we give an illustration

is placed in the church lately erected in Down-
street, Piccadilly, aud called Christ Churcli,—

a

building in the French Gothic style, from the
designs of the Messrs. Francis. We gave a view
of the font recently. Tho reredos is well carried

out in all its details, by Mr. F. G. Anstey, of
Alpha-road, Regent’s Park. The length of this

screen is 22 ft. 6 in-, aud its height 12 ft. 6 in.

It is executed in Caen stone, aud cousists of five

bays, with ribbed arches spriugiug from c.arved

caps, 'supported by Derbyshii'e marble shafts.

These bays are subdivided into two smaller bays,

arched, and having a central shaft also ofDerby-
shire marble. In the beads of the main arches

are shields, with emblems of the Passion. The
spandrels of the arches are filled with angels
carrying a band with suitable legends. The six

centre panels are filled with subjects, the six acts

of Mercy. The table immediately below these

panels is supported by marble columns, en-

riched with carved caps. The bays beneath and
at the back are filled with, or rather will be filled

up with encaustic tiles. We believe this reredos

aud tho window of stained glass are intended as

memorials of the late Mr. ileniy Thomas Hope,
of Deepdene, Surrey, by ins widow, at whose cost

they have been placed in the church.
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TEE DESIGNS FOR THE PROPOSED
LAW COURTS.

Tub deeign given in onr present nnmber ic by
Mr. Raphael Brandon, known as well by various
creditable executed bnildiugs as by his “Analysis
of Gothic Architecture,” and other published
works.
The principal objects, according to the archi-

tect, sought to be secured in arranging the
plan of this buitding were to provide sepa-
rate and convenient accesses to the various
courts for the judges, the legal profession, the
suitors, witnesses, jurors, aud the public. For
this purpose the judges have three entrances,
two in Bell-yard, and one in Ciement’a-inn

;

the bar aud attorneys, two entrances from the
streets, one in the Strand and another in Carey-
street, besides two others on the court-level, by
means of bridges from the Temple and Lincoln’s-'
inn

; the suitors, witnesses, and jurors have
two entrances, the one from the Strand, the
other from Carey-street

; and the public have
two entrances from the Strand, whence they
can reach the spectators’ galleries in the various
courts, by means of separate staircases, excln-
sively for their use.

The judges from their entrances have private
access to their respective courts and means of
intercommunication with their various rooms
aud chambers. They could also enter their
courts aud rooms, if desirable (as on state occa-
sions), from the Central Hall. Their rooms are
all on the Bench level, and in most cases their
retiring-rooms open from the Bench.
The legal profession have their rooms on the

level of the Central Hall, and in every case the
various members of it have their separate en-
trances iuto the different courts,- the lobbies
forming the entrances to their different seats

!
being outside the courts, and thus obviating the
necessity of having passages in the court.*
The witnesses and jurors can reach their

rooms, and thence the courts by separate stair-
cases, without the necessity of using the Central
Hall. Thus each department of the business
public has its own separate entrance and ap-
proach to the courts, without interfering with
chat of others, and the spectator public is kept
entirely distinct from the bnsiuess part.
The designer claims that the Central Hall may

be kept (if desired) exclusively for the use of
the legal profession and the suitors, though the

! witnesses in waiting for causes coming on

I

might, he thinks, with advantage be allowed
access to it.

Especial attention has been devoted to the
lighting of the varions courts and rooms, all

enjoying good window light, without the use of
sky or borrowed lights.

The dimensions of the large Central Hall may
be stated as 3G5 ft. long by 130 ft. wide. This
space is divided into a central chamber 250 ft.

by 60 ft. wide (from the centres of the shafts
supporting the clearstory and vaulting)

;
round

this runs an ambulatory 17 ft. wide from the
centres of shafts, and from this ambulatory the
corridors between the courts are reached by

I

lobbies 25 ft. by 17 ft.
; between these lobbies

j

areas of about 23 ft. 6 in. by 16 ft. 6 in. are

I

formed to give light to witnesses’ corridors and

I

other accommodation below the court floor. In
, these areas are placed the staircases for the
:
public spectators and all parties not engaged in

I

the suits : they may be approached either from
the Central Hall, or frois the lower part of the
building

; but, as we are disposed to think, with

• This was made a sCipalation is the iastrnctions : but
has nat been generallj cympKed with.

this design, it would bo scarcely possible to es-
cludo this portion of the public from the large
Central Hall. The weight to be attached to this
fact the judges will have to determine.
The two Record towers for fireproof accommo-*

elation, and the clock-tower, stand detached} the
former extending westward (75 ft.) from the
main block, and the latter at the south-eastern
angle of the line of the Strand boundary of the
site.

The other projections from the general line
of the building are in reality buttresses, the
raaiu structure being advanced between them
in a Hue with their outer faces, and thus mado
available for accommodation. Tho north-
eastern, north-western, and south-western angles
of the plan are rounded off, and with these
exceptions the building is a parallelogram in
form, with comparatively very small projec-
jections so as to make all the space available,
the architectural effect being produced prin-
cipally by the skyliue. The buttresses already
alluded to, and which, ns has been described,
are rendered useful for accommodation, servo
a still more important purpose, as by means of
them the walls being carried up above tho
roofs and all the openings in them internally
being shat with double iron doors, the build-’
ing is divided iuto fireproof compartments, so
that supposing any part of the oflices to take
fire, the possibility of its spreading would be
prevented. There are sixteen of these fireproof
towers, each of which would bo furnished with
a large water-tank in the roof, from which
any part could be instantly deluged with
water.

]

We have already made some general observa-
tions on the design and need not therefore
repeat them.
The estimated cost is 1,414,9131.
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ASPHALTS PAVEMENT.
Extensive works are now in progress on the

west side of the new railway station in Broad-
street, in the City. A monster goods station is

slowly developing itself from a vast chaos of
bricks, stone, iron, and timber. Huge columns
of iron stand like giant sentinels in stately rows,
and ponderous girders lie prostrate on the ground
and seem to defy all the efforts of mechanical
science to raise them. Several of these enormous
girders, however, are already lodged on their
lofty resting-places. A long series of arches
presents to the eye a striking effect of
perspective, and affords platforms for the
rapid loading and unloading of merchandise.
These platforms are now nearly finished, and
like everything around them, they are large.
Their surfaces are as smooth as marble
and as hard as granite, being covered with
Pyrimont Seyssell Asphalte, laid on a bed of
carefully levelled concrete. They are in every
way similar to, and for the same duty as, those
that have been in constant use for many years
at the Great Northern and North-Western depots
for goods at King’s-cross and Camden-town.
The adoption of asphalte at all these places arose
from its use at Messrs. Pickford & Co.’s dep6t in
Wood-street at the time it was erected in 184'3.
The whole of these works have been confided for
execution to Mr. Jay, the well-known railway
contractor.

The extensive nse in Paris of Asphalte for
roadways suggests the inquiry if it could not
more often be usefully so employed in this
country.

CATHEDRAL RESTORATIONS.

liehting, and the remodelling of the choir, including tho
organ and screen. But the last item—that of the choir—
]s by iar the most important part of the interoal work,
and the moat coatly. The present aubecription ia more
than eihauated. The estimated sum now required for
full completion is 16,0001."

The Joint Committee to whom the work was
entrusted called a public meeting, to be held at
the Guildhall, Worcester, on April 25, and the
circular solicits support at the meeting. The
plans were to be exhibited before the meeting,
at the Guildhall

;
they are by Mr. Scott, and

have the approval of the Joint Committee. It
is proposed, adds the circular, that the subscrip-
tions shall be payable in five annual instalments.

—A new stone pulpit is progressing in
Ely Cathedral. The enlargement of the organ
is also proceeding. Another panel has been
added to the Old Testament series of relievos in
the canopies of the choir-stalls.

THE MUNIMENT ROOM, TRINITY
COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

One competent to judge says,—A scheme ia on
foot at Trinity College, Cambridge, which should
not be allowed to pass without protest. Id is
proposed to abandon the old Muniment-room,
in King Edward’s Tower (which has been used
for the purpose for centuries), and to convert
the room in Queen Mary’s Gateway into a
Muniraent-room. Now, it may be safely affirmed
that there is not a diier or more secure place
for preserviug valuable documents in the college,
then the old room. The proposed room is in a
narrow lane, which is known by a name the
unsavouriness of which cannot he repeated to
polite ears, though we believe it was once whis'
pered to the late Prince Consorts on the opposite

(srloucestcr.—The Dean of Gloucester some side of which are the kitchens and hall of
months ago started a proposition for the raising ' another college, in which a fii-e not very long
of 50,0001., for the^ restoration of Gloucester

;

since broke out. It is contemplated to make
Cathedral. Reparations have been going on at the proposed room fire-proof,but however feasible
the expense of tho chapter for some years, but the construction of an entirely new building
this was to be a special and exhaustive effort,

i

which shall be fire-proof may be, it is simply
IVfr. .u .. absurd to suppose that that object can be effected

in the present instance. Besides which it is im-
possible to say what will become of this ancient
gateway if it is pulled about in the way which
is intended.

Upon the whole, I cannot point to a more
foolish proposal, except the plan proposed last
year by the same author for constructing a
room for holding the college archives behind
the chapel, where damp and darkness would
soon have rendered it unnecessary to have any
Muniment-room at all.

It should be known that the proposed change
is contrary to the wishes of the most experienced
persons who are interested in the matter, and
would probably have been summarily rejected
but for the absence of one of the members of the
Board.

Mr. Scott, architect, has embodied the results of
a survey he made in a detailed report be has
just presented to the dean and chapter. lie pro-
poses reparation and restoration, the estimated
cost of which is •15,0001.—17,0001. for external,
22,0001. for internal works, and 6,0001. for inci-
dental expenses. The estimate includes 1,0001.
for gas lighting. “My main aim,’’ he says, “ is
the limitation of tho works of restoration in such
a degree as to render them as conservative as
possible of ancient work. I should earnestly
desire not to renew a stone which is not so
decayed as absolutely to demand it, and to decide
all questions which occur with a leaning to con-
version rather than to restoration or removal.”
He suggests the substitution of an open screen
for the not very old one now in existence; and
two pulpits should, he thinks, be provided, one
for the choir and one for the nave. It would be
possible to place the organ above the sci-een, as
at Overwessel, on the Rhine, or to erect it
beneath the arch of one of the transepts. Mr.
Scott gives in detail a list of the restorations.
The stonework of the choir must be cleansed

;

the screens, and many monuments and chapels
restored

;
all mutilated stonework to be repaired

;and so on. The reredos should be untouched!
II anything is done with I'ef'erence to stained
glass, he strongly recommends that the work
shonld be given to Mr. Hardman, of Birmingham,
some of whose windows in the north aisle of the
nave are mentioned as the most successful
restorations of fifteenth-century glass ho has
ever met with.

Weyreester.—A circular has just been issued by
Lord Lyttelton, in which he says :

“I ventured, aa Lord-Lieutenant, to iovite the atten.
tion oJ the county to the restoration ofWoices'er Cathe-
drul The reBto^rntion at that time, under the onspicea ofmo Dean and Chapter, had niade conaiderable proeresa.
Upwards of 30,OOoL had been expended Irorti Capiriilur
Uunda, mainly in the external restoration of the fabric
east ot the tower, the repair of the west tranaepta, and anew window in the north-west transept; and, inrernatlT,
in removiop plaster, &c,, repair of the vaultiup, and reno-
vation of the ebapter-room. Tho new work then de-
signed, externaliy, consiated of the restoration of the nave
and north porch, a new west window, and the repair ot
the cloisters

; internally, of the repair of the floor of the
nave, a new lighting and warmine apparatus, a new choir
Bcreen and reredos, reconstruction of the organ and en-
tire remodehiDg of the choir. The cost of these works
was estimated at about 22, ( 001. ; to which, by vote of the
general meeting, was added the external restoration of
the tower, raisingthototalsum required to 30.n0i'I Larire
as this sum was. in the three years that have since
passed by, great progress has been made in ihe under-
taking. The result is that the above
works have been completed, with some unforeseen
extras, that need not be specified, except the fioor, the

FROM SCOTLAND.
Porih .—The Circuit Courfc-hotise for Perth and

Fife shirea haa beeu completed and officially

opened. The exterior appearance of the old
building remaiua almost unchanged. Internally,
however, the whole btiilding may be said to be
remodelled. The hall ia now lighted by a large
cupola, the ceiling being divided into square
compartments or panels. Access ia obtained
from the hall to the several apartments by wide,
well- lighted corridors right and left, and to the
galleries of the Court and upper floor by tho old
broad double stair, improved to suit the new
arrangement. Tho justiciary court-room is

situated immediately behind the hall, and on the
site of the old eourt-room

; but the relative
position of tho bench and audience have been
reversed. Instead of the old semi-circular
court-room, with its narrow passages and accom-
modation for only about sixty jurymen, there is

now a court-room about 45 ft. long by 35 ft.

wide, capable of accommodating upwards of
170, and having free access to the corridors on
the right and left of the court, and separate doors
for the magistrates, jury, counsel, witnesses, and
public. The ceilings of the two court-rooms
and of the two principal retiring-rooms are all

panelled, that- of the justiciary court-room
having the stiles and mouldings enriched, and
the walls decorated. A new block of buildings
has been erected on the opposite side of South-
street, for the accommodation of the procurator-
fiscal, clerk of supply, county police, &o. These
new offices form a termination to South-street,

with a return towards the river in the line of
the now projected Tay-streeb. The whole build-
ings have been furnished chiefly in oak and
morocco. The court-rooms, corridors, and re-
cord-rooms, &c., are all ventilated, and warmed
by hot wafer. The improvement and extension
of the buildings have been planned and carried
out by Mr. D. Smart, architect, Perth, at a cost
of about 14,OOOJ. The following are the con-
tractors for the work, viz. :—Mr. D. Brand,
Montrose, mason work

;
Messrs. Brand & Wadie*

Montrose, joiner work; Mr. D. Donaldson, Perth^
plumber work and gaafittings

; Messrs. D. & P.
Reid, Perth, slater work

; Mr. Jas. Annan, Perth,
plaster work; Messrs. John Bryden & Sons,
Edinburgh and Perth, bells, blinds, &c. ; Messrs.
Taylor &, Finlayaon, Perth, and Mr. Wm. Imrie,
Perth, grates and ironmongery fumishings j
Messrs. Stalker & Boyd, Perth, painter work j
Mr. H. Purnell, Glasgow (fe Edinburgh, warming
and ventilation

; Messrs. Robertson & Son,
Perth, furniture, &c. Mr. George Wells acted
aa clerk of the works.

Glasgoio .—The large common sewer now in
course of construction in Glasgow-green is pro-
gressing. The cutting is about 20 ft. in depth
in some places. The workmen have been dig-
ging out a huge oak tree, found in forming the
sewer. It was embedded nearly 20 ft. beueath
the surface. Although the track of the sewer
is mostly through a bed of sand, two embank-
ments of clay have been come upon, and the
formation of these is such as to lead to the
belief that they were constructed by men’s
hands.

Prehistoric Building in Orkney .—At a recent
meeting of the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-
land, a notice, by Mr. George Petrie, of Orkney,
of ruins of ancient dwellings at Skara, Bay of
Slcaill, Orkney, recently excavated, was read.
Jlr. Petrie’s paper, which was illustrated by
plans and drawings, gave a detailed account of
these remarkable ruins, which have been dug
out of great accumulations of sand and refuse
by Mr. William Watt, of Skaill. The general
plan of the building at Skara is described as a
group of chambers and cells, arranged on both
sides of an opening into a long zigzag or wind-
ing passage, which runs nearly parallel with the
line of beach. In some of these, central hearths
were defined by flags on edge, and were filled
with ashes and burned bones. In others, stone
beds were inserted in the walls

j
and the exter-

nal walls appear to have been coated over with
clay. A human skeleton was found in one of
the apartments, doubled up. In the ruins and a
relative kitchen midden of great depth, many
bones of animals and fish were found, with
manufactured implements of stone and bone of
great variety of type.

PROM MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.

The “ Guide to the Intercolonial Exhibition’^
gives some interesting comparisons between the
present and previous Exhibitions. At tho first

colonial Exhibition, held in Melbourne in 1854,
there were 428 exhibitors, principally of im-
ported goods. At the next Exhibition there
were 703 exhibitors. The receipts for admission
at that Exhibition, for the ten weeks during
which it was open, amounted to 3,4001., the
gross number of persona admitted being 67,-405.
At the present Exhibition, the gross cash
receipts for admission, including season tickets,
from tho 24th of October to the 8th of December,
a period of forty days and evenings, amounted
to 6,268i. 17d. 3d., and the number of registered
admissions was 122,849 ;

the highest number on
any one day and evening being 9,586, and the
lowest 1,293. A comparison is also made between
the number of -exhibitors at the last Exhibition
and the present one, as under :

—

Yictoria
New South Wales

,

South Australia ....

Queeualand
Western Australia

.

Tasmania
New Zeuland
New Citledonis
Netherlands India ..

Mauritius

Totals 1,611 2,965

Collins-street Independent Church .—The fonn-

dation-stono of the new Independent church, in

Collius-street, has been laid. The architects of
tho building are Messrs. Reed & Barnes; and
Mr. John Young ia the contractor for the work.
The Australian News, a spirited local paper.
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gives a good engraving of the edifice, with a
description, from which the following particulars

are gleaned. The style of architecture adopted
is the Lombardo-Romanesque, and the walls are

to be built of ornamental brickwork, standing
on a high plinth or surbase of bluestone. The
basement of the tower will be of cube blue-

stone, and that of the main building of first-

class rubble-work of the same material. The
general exterior surface of the walls is to bo con-

structed with dark-coloured bricks from Haw-
thorn, while the quoins, arches, and ornamental
devices introduced in various parts of the work
will be of white and bright red bricks, from
Brunswick

; and the excellent Omarn atone, from

New Zealand, will be employed in the parapets,

pinnacles, copings, cills, columns, and other

dressings. The whole of the exterior is to be
tnck-pointed, and the roof-slates will bo arranged
in ornamental patterns. The general block

plan of the bnilding is nearly a square, measuring
91 ft. 6 in. by 91 ft. 6 in., and 43 ft. high, from
the ground to the top of the parapets

;
65 ft. 1 in.

to the apex of the gable
5
and 150 ft. high to the

top of the tower. The plan is designed much
on the same principle as that adopted for

theatres, with such variations as are necessary

to meet the requirements of a place of worship.

COMPETITIONS.

Aihot Memorial Schools, Gateshead.—At the
last meeting the committee resolved,—“That
the plans of Mr. Oliver and Mr. Swan be referred

back to their authors, with instructions to amend
them BO as to reduce the cost to 3,40Ul., and that
the premium be awarded after the receipt of the
amended plans.”

Grantham Townhall .— The second premium
was awarded to Mr. R. W. Edis, of London,
architect.

Sefton Parh, Liverpool .—The site of the pro-

posed park lies a little way beyond Prince’s

Park, and is bounded on the east by Moasley-
hill, on the south by Mossley Tale, on the west
by the Aigburth-road, and on the north by
Ullet-lane. Three hundred and seventy-five

acres of laud were purchased from the Earl of

Sefton for a quarter of a million of money,
and of these about 200 are to be appropriated
to the park, the remainder being sold as sites

for villas, and by this means it is hoped a
great portion of the outlay will be recouped.

Plans were sought for in November last, and it

was then decided, upon the recommendation of
the Improvement Committee, to ofler two pre-

miums for the best plans of laying out tbe parks
—on© of 300 guineas, and another of 200 guineas.
The following are the names of the competitors,
and the sums at which they estimate the work
indicated in their plans can be carried into

effect :

—

Competitors. Cost.
J. tfUliam Wonlcy. Lirerj^ool £0^163 1 8
2. Edmund Andre, Paris, and Lewis Horn-

blovrcr, Liverpool 85,000 0 0
A. William Henderson, landscape gar-

dener, and David Walker, architect,
Liverpool 123,500 0 0

4. Gay & Swallow, Bradford 76,000 0 0
5. K. W. Barnes, AlBuehester 89,504 0 0
6. Hans F. Price, Weston-super-Mare ... 100,000 0 0
7. Eev. James Bateman, Congletcn 62,953 6 8
8. AleiHuder Black, Falkirk 27,235 0 0
0. Frsn9ois Duviliers, Paris 29,000 16 3

10. Rogers & Marsden, South Lincolnshire 33,609 18 0
11. A. Stansfield i Sons, Todmorden 37,516 19 2
12. Henry May, Bedale, Yoikihire 13,062 0 0
13. Charles Eastwood, Lmldcndcn loot 97,000 0 0
11. Thomas Mercer, Liverpool 156,687 0 0
15. Thomas D. Barry, Leuiningtou 109,350 0 0
10. Keinhari Jfchna, Liverpool 1 Ist plan ,,, 48,929 0 0

(Two plans) J2udplan... 17,919 0 0
17. Alexander M'lienzie, London 110,192 8 0
18. J. S. Tyrrman, Liverpool 97,979 1 0
19. Maurice Young, Gorialming, Surrey ... 62,262 15 5
20. J- A. Mason, Burton-on-Trent 25,000 0 0
21. J. Hart, Bradford 51,000 0 0
22. John Bnrnett, ShilTiial 50,045 0 0
23. J. A. Hall and George Middleton, Liver-

pool 98,299 16 9
24. J. H. Hirst, Bristol 100.000 0 0
25. J. W. Cottee, Chelmsford 153,835 0 0
26. Joseph Newton, London 64,666 4 10
27. John Gibson, jun., London 66,964 -4 9
28. D. Brade, London 108,880 0 0
29. Edward Milner, Sydenham 122,560 0 0

No. 2, the joint production of M. E. Andre, of
Paris, and Mr. Lewis Hornblower, is a good
design, illustrated by a large number of plans,

drawings, and sketches, showing the park on the
flat and in perspective, and tbe various matters
of detail. An excellent proportion is observed
between the space devoted to the park proper,

and to the portions for building. The general
arrangement of the park is snch that from tbe
principal entrance in the Prince’s Park-road

vistas open out in several directions with pleasing

effect. The “ Rotten-row ” is here, and is of
considerable extent. No. 26, by Mr. Joseph
Newton, is amongst the best of the designs exhi-

bited. Tbe designs for the conservatories and
botanic gardens are liked. This plan includes
provision for a hotel and sanatorium. In No. 27,
Mr. John Gibson, jun., of London, exhibits a
creditable plan. No. 29 is sent by Mr. Edward
Milner, Sydenham, and deserves mention. No.
18, by Mr. J. S. Tyerman, of Liverpool, receives
considerable attention. Tbs committee have the
advice of Mr. Robson, the borough architect and
surveyor.

Cahie.—Designs having been invited for a new
Free Church in a limited competition, those sent
in by Mr. W. J. Stent, architect, were selected,

and tlio work will be proceeded with at once.
Bedfordshire Puhlic School .—Several assertions

are made as to doubtful circumstances in this

competition
; but we caunot publish mere ru-

mours.

£!lesmere ?tIemoriat.—Sir : While restricting architects
to a memorial costing 800f., the committee have selected
three designs for the decision of an eminent architect,
two ofwh ch would, without doubt, cost more than double
that amount. It was hoped ihut the connexion of the
monument with the noble familj' of Ellesmere would have
insured fairuesa in the decision, and the restrictions would
have been abided by. Ancuirzcr.

THE GOVERNMENT SAYINGS BANKS,
INSURANCES, AND LIFE ANNUITIES.

The Savings-Bank return for 1866, just issued,

shows an increasing transfer of accounts from
tbe old savings-banks to those of the post-offices.

At the close of the savingS’bank year, ending
November 20, 1861, there were 1,580,359 indi-

vidual depositors in the old savings-banks, and
their deposits amounted to*38,697,2051. 5

and the

deposits of charitable institutions and the
smaller friendly societies (not keeping tbeir ac-

count direct with the National Debt Commis-
sioners) brought the total up to 41,546,4751. In
September, 1861, tbe first Post-office banks were
established

j
and in five years, by November,

1866, the deposits in the private savings-banks
had fallen off to the extent of more than

5.000.

0001., and the Post-office banks had ob-

tained deposits amounting to 8,000,0001. The
friendly societies keeping a direct account with
the commissioners had 1,799,6481. in their hands
in 1866: in 1861 they had upwards of 2,000,0001.

But these decreases are more than counter-

balanced by the 8,000,0001. of Post-office bank
deposits, the growth of the same five years.

Under Mr. Gladstone’s scheme of 1804, at the
close of 1866, 1,150 insurances had been effected

with tbe Government, through the post-offices,

for sums payable at death, amounting together

to 86,5931. : 282 immediate annuities, amount-
ing to 6,4231., had been purchased of the Go-
vernment, and 107 deferred annuities, amonnt-
ing to 2,1191.: charges for management, 6361.

This was business done in about twenty months.
In 1866 there were also 5,941 life annuities

payable, amounting to 123,1411. a year, pur-

chased of the Government through the private

savings-banks and parochial societies, and fifty

annuities for terms of years amounting to 8901.,

besides 460 deferred annuities, amounting to

9.9141., not yet become payable.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Birmingham .—The Birmingham and Midland
Banking Company are about to build new pre-

mises in New-street. The site has a frontage of

about 20 yards to New-street, and about 50
yards to Stephenson-place. The style of tbe
buildings will be classical, tbe front towards
New-street being divided into three, and that

towards Stephenson-place into eight compart-
ments, divided on the ground floor by rusticated

pilasters, having Ionic pilaster caps on a plain

basement. The first-floor will have three-

quarter attached columns of the Corinthian
order, with coupled pilasters at the angles.

Tbe upper comice will be proportioned to the

total height of the building, and will be crowned
by an open balustrade, the angles being carried

higher and treated as coupled pilasters, with
separate caps and cornices. The public entrance
will be in the centre of tbe New-street front,

under a portico having four Ionic detached
columns, the shafts and bases of which will be
of polished granite, each in one piece. The
banking-room will bo 92 ft. long, 49 ft. wide,

and 30 ft. high, lighted by nine circular-headed

windows, each 18 ft. high, and by a lantern light

in the centre of the ceiling, 37 ft. by 18 ft. 6 in.

The private entrance will be in Stephenson-

place, and the board-room and ante-rooms on the
first floor. The rest of the upper portion of the

building will bo occupied by private rooms for

manager and apartments for the resident clerks,

porters, »&c. The strong rooms are ail far re-

moved from (he external walls, anil have double
doors

5
and the bullion-room, in addition to the

system of construction which has been adopted
for tbe walls, ceilings, and floors of the strong

rooms genei’ally, will have an inner lining of

wrought-irou, half an inch thick. The books,

bnllion, &c., are to be raised by means of a
hydraulic lifr. lb is proposed to erect the main
fronts in Portland stone, and the interior walls

and decorations of the bank and principal rooms
will be executed in Martin’s cement. The fit-

tings will bo of polished mahogany, and the

bank and other principal rooms are intended to

bo warmed and ventilated by Dr. Van Hecke’s

system, introduced into this country by Mr.
\V. W. Phipson, C.E. As soon as the remaining

old buildings are pulled down, tbe works will be
commenced.

Neivcastle-upon-Tiine.— The foundation-stone

of the “ E.'fchango New Buildiogs West,” about

to be erected at the foot of the Side, has been
laid. Mr. Matthew Thompson, of Newcastle, is

the architect for the buildings
;
and the con-

tractor is Mr. Walter Scott. The buildings are

intended to be in the Italian style. They will

be composed of shops, warehouses, and offices,

the whole, when finished, occupying a frontage

of 166 ft. This is the first of the town improve-

ment schemes, and it is intended to widen the

street materially.

THE TRADES’ UNION COMMISSION.

Thk examination before the Boyal Cominiasioa on
Trades' Unions of Mr. Coulson, whose evidence on the
building trade was given in the Builder of last week, was

I

followed by that of Mr. George Howell, also a brickla) er,

!
and at present the Secretary of the Reform League.

I

This witness had heard the evidence given by Mr. Coul-
! son, and corroborated that evidence. He said there was
a general objection on the part of bricklayers to working
with persons not qualified to work at the trade, and they
showed that objection in other ways than by “ sending to

I

Coventry” the persons, inasmuch as they struck against

!

them. He had never been a party to any measures which
would occasion distress to a man beyond refusing to speak
to him, and though accusations had been brought against

the union men of using violence, none of these Lad been
supported. The wages fixed by the society were the
minimum of what a skilled man ought to receive; but,

though employers were not bound to limit themselves to

this payment, and might give as mnch more as they liked,

yet tney seldom did so, unless it was to make a man a
“ bell-horse” to lead his fellows on to do more work than
they properly could,— a form of “chasing" as it was

I termed among the masons. A foreman might give a good
and more than ordinarily skilled man an extra hour a day,

but this was, bo said, an underhand way of paying a man.
There was no objection to a man doing as much work as

he could; but the men decidedly objected to the
“ chasing *' principle, and they also decidedly objected
to piecework where a man got lower wages than the mini-
mum. The men would object to work with a non-eociety

man who received less than the minimum wages. The
evidence seemed further to point out that there was not
among the bricklayers so mnch arbiirary exclusiou as

among (he masons, and one pleasing fact came out. Mr.
Roebuck asked, “ Supposing that a man were sick and
enfeebled by bad healHi, but still a very good workman,
he could not do perhaps so much as otlier men. Sup-
posing he were to ask for work and to take less wages,
would you object to that ?

” 'Witness.—" Yes ; but in such
a case, this is what tbe men would do. In the iirst place,

the foreman, if he were a foreman of any jiidguieni

whatever, would put him where his skill woulot be mado
available without any great injury to his health. In tho
next jilace, there are but few men who would not feel

pleasure in adding a brick each to enable that man to do
the ordinary amount of work. Supposing fire workmen
were working on what is called a line, those five nieu

would divide the whole length of ihe building into five

spaces, and if one man was known to be ill or feeble, the

other four would, as a rule, leave him the Bniallest portion
of that work. They would do that naturally and without
any hesitation.” The witness stated, further, that the

union had increased wages, lowered the hours of labour,

and tended to decrease drunkenness among tbe men.
Mr. Thomas Connolly, upon whose evidence before the

commission the Times made some remarks, oll'ers the

following explanation of a passage in which it was said,
“ he appeared to think it a commendable proceeding if n
workman could succeed, without detection, in putting a
faulty stone in a building.” Mr. Connolly replies, “To
explain the relation of owner, contractor, aucl workmen,
let me take, for example, one of those stone buildings now
erecting iu the City. The proprietor employs au archi-

tect to design it and draw up a specification
;
the archi-

tect, on behalf of the owner, enters into acontract with a

builder to provide all materials and execute all workmeu-
ship necessary for the due completion of the works.
When the works are commenced, tho architect employs a
clerk of works to see that his designs are fairly carried

out, and that all materials are equal 10 the description in

tho specification. The atone is geoeraliy sent worked
from the builder’s yard, and masons are sent to fix it or

build it in. If a stone is set, and the clerk of works
objects to it, he orders the mason to take ii out of tbe

wall; the workman calls his foreman, and if ho says it

must he taken out the workman does so at once; t-he
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)rliinaii is there to do as his employer or foreman orders,
ereforo he must not be held in the slightest degree re-
ODsiblo for the quality of the material or workmanship,
ho interfered in the matter, he would have to get other
iployiiiept. Suppose the Times appears to-morrow
inted with bad type and on inferior paper—can the
mpositors or pressmen interfere ? Must not they work
th the materials supplied to tlicm? and where is thedif-
•enco between them and the masons who are employed
a similar manner? I therefore repeat now what I
ited in my evidence, that the honesty or dishonesty of
workman is not connected with the question. If works
3 badly executed, and with inferior materials, the only
rsons to blame are the contractor, who agreed to supply
tter, and the clerk of works for allowing it to go in. I
pe I have placed the saddle on the right horse.”
Mr. Robert Applegarth, the secretary of the Atnalga-
,ted Society of Carpenters and Joiners, was examined
very great length. The witness described the purposes
the society, which combines a " trade" and "friendly"
iiely, and went on to speak of decisions lately given
daring the rules illegal, as they acted in restraint of
,de. The particular rule referred to was one giving ISs.
veck to a member “leaving his employment under
oniustances satisfactory to the branch or executive
incil.” By that role the executivo were enabled to
hdraw men from work on any pretext they thought
isfoetory; and this rule was acted upon about a dozen
les n-year, and involved from 20 to 100 men leaving
lir work. The money paid under this head was nearly
bird of the whole expenditure of the society, being in
'3, IjOlrlL 8a. l^d.

;
but in this was included money paid

law expenses in enabling men to obtain “privileges
trade.” With respect to strikes, there was one last
.r not acknowledged by the society at Manchester.
It strike was not sanctioned by the executive, because
y " disapproved of a strike at that time on account of
monetary crisis;” but the society was forced to support
10 men through it, as masters locked out some who did
strike. The strike was successful, as by it the men had
ained an advance of 2s. a week and an hour reduction of
1' described bis society as objecting to piece-
•k, and he gave as the reason that piecework cauied bad
lerial to be used. Ho said,—'* On the outskirts of
idoL there are many villa residences put up by the
20. The general rule is for the employers to give a
lain price for the work, and that a very low price, and
r know well that the men cannot make the same rate
rages that men can get in a shop in London. The oon-
aenco 18 that the men have to work so much longer and
aoke more exertion. The employers know that the
» exert themselves to throw the work together as
!dily ns possible, and at every opportunity they intro-
aindiflerent material. Now, as an instance, what wo
n the trends (those are tho boards you tread on coming
lairs) of the stairs in all good buildings are the same
knoBs at the back as they are at the front. You see
round edge, and that should bo the thickness of the
•d from back to front. They make a practice hero in
don, and in some parts of tho country also, of having
boards cut aslant in such a wav that the thickness is
the same throughout. Now, wKeii these men work by
piece, their object is to get fho work as quickly thrown
ther as possible, and having this desiro they will
r up and hide bad material, and the employers know
and hence they introduce it. That is only one

'

ce, but many others might be given."
le ioduence work done abroad and imported here had
1 English labour, the effects of the combinations upon
tal, and instances of rattening, all important matters
( then gone into at very considerable length.

'

course of the evidence given by Mr. Allan, fhesecre-
of tho Society of Amalgamated Engineers, tho wit-
produced certain rules or bv-laws to which he had

rre d in previous evidence, and which he acknowledged
s in etlect secret. These rules imposed lines upon
members doing work by tho piece and refusing to
0 the surplus over the weekly wages with the mem-
upon the job

;
that was to say, he was forced to share

irofits of his skill with the others under the penalty of
e of 10s. the first time, 208. the second, nnd exclusion
bird, Members working under a “ pieceinaster ” bad
isist upon having a share of such profits, and those
refused to leave such employment on the ealt of their
cli, for not receiving such profits, over and above
' wages, subjected themselves to the same penalties,
tho question of strikes, increase of wages, and de-
le of working hours, the witness was examined at
great leiigth. He said the advance in wealth and

igth of the society had tended to make strikes in the
1 less frequent than they wore formerly, and there
Seen fewer trade disputes, with lock-outs and strikes
ig the last fifteen years than during the preceding
n years. At present, when men had grievances, they
•d upon their employers by deputations, and tho
cil of tho society gave advice. Ho said, ” I sliould
that members generally are decidedly opposed to
6a, and that tho fact ol our having a large acciimu-
fund tends to encourage that feeling among tliem
wish to coneerve what they have got : as I have

1 it jmt here, the man who has not got a shilling in
Dcket has not much to be afraid of, but with a large
such Bs we possess, we arc led to be exceedingly
ul not toexpendit wastefully, and we believe that all
?8 are a complete waste of money, not only in rela-
;o tho workmen, but also to the employers.” The
ty. he8aid,have recommended that no strikes should
place in twentv oases in as many months in this
. Ihe society had certainly not maintained more
six strikes during the last ten years directly for the
ise of raising wages. The strikes which had occurred
principally arisen “from piecework and the large
ler ot boys employed,” and for “regulating the
*,

^^o®buck asked, “'Why should you prevent
Iter from emninv.n^ —1._ — j .

^

with the English, and he said—“ I may just state that
trades' societies are being established in France and in
Belgium rapidly, and they will have the tendency of
raising the wages and thereby remove that fear of com-
petition that our English friends are so much alarmed
about,”

THE UNION OP CARPENTERS AND
JOINERS.

The seventh, annual report of the Amalga-
mated Society of Carpenters and Joiners, from
December, 1865, to December, 1866, haa been
issued. From this report it appears that the
increase for the past year of this already exten-
sive union is 53 branches, 2,332 members, and
4,7311., making the total number of members
8,002, with 187 branches, and a fund of 13,0521.
The society has been established in Ireland,
where there are now 8 branches and nearly 300
members. The net expenditure shows that
during the year 2,52-iZ. 178. 9d., or Os. 3£-d. per
member, has been paid for “ trade privileges
2,2-iGJ. Is. 2d., or 58. 74d. per member, for sick
benefit; 1,331Z. ISs. S^d., or 3s. 4d. per mem-
ber, for donations and travelling expenses

;

3G21. Os. 9d., or lid. per member, for tool
benefit; 4231. lOs., or Is. Ojd. per member, for
funerals

; 360Z., or lOjd. per member, for acci-
dent benefit; and 3701. 18s. 2d., or 11 Jd. per
member, as grants from tho contingent fund.
These, with the remainder of tho expenses for
the year, amount to 11,808L 9s. Oid.
The advantages gained in increased wages

and reduced working hours, reduced to a money
value, are stated as follows :

—

“ In 48 towns an advance of wages has been obtained,
11 towns a reduction of working hours, while 2G towns

have obtained both. In all, in 85 towns the members
have received advantages in wages, varying from 3d. to
6 b. 2d. per member per week, with reductions of working
hours, varying from half-an-hour to SJ hours. These ad-
vantages will bo better understood fromthefollowingsum-
mary ;—Number of members, 6,609 ;

average amount per
member per week gained, 2s. 3^d.

;
average amount per year

per member gained, 6L t's. 3d. ; total amount of gain per
week, 7S0L 15s. Id.; total amount of gain per year,
39,038L Deduct cost to tho society, 2,6Li0i,

; amount of
wages lost by members during suspension of work, 2,60f)i
(equal to 5,100i,) T leaving a net gain of 33,e38i. for the
first year, and 39,038L per year after."

Tho general secretary, Mr. Applegarth, in his
preliminary remarks, says on this subject :

—

“ We may be told, and not without some show of
reason, that haviug gained so much in one year we ought
to be content with what we have got, and as applied to
some parts of the society I could endorse such reasoning
and follow such advice

;
but it must not bo thought that,

despite tho advantages of last year, which are undoubtedly
great, we have no grievances to complain of, or no wrongs

iploying boys who can do the work?
D6 witness replied, " We hare a perfect right to say
n, it you employ a certain number of boys beyond
we conceive to be the proper number, wo will not
for you. Mr. Koebuck~“A proper number

s tho number that you like?” Witness-” What
icn think right. The witness controverted the
al view about Ihe interest of employers end cm
a to work together. He said—" I scarcely see how

be while wo ure in a state of society which recog-
toe principle of buying in the cheapest aud selline
> dearest market. It is their (the musters') interest
the labour done at as low a rate as they possibly
aod It IS ours to get as high a rate of wages as pos-
and you can never reconcile these two things.'' He
!d ihat a strike had taken place ugainst a foremanwhom the men would not work. On the question
sign work tho witness expressed no fear that con-
ai manufacturers would ever suceessfally compete

have
redress, for such is not the fact

;
and as this

of inquiry in the trades’ union world, it may be well to
speak plainly and illustrate clearly what we are ‘driving
at.’ Pure and simple, a trade society w hose constitution
and organization deserye .that title, and which knows its
proper function, aims at assimilating wages throughout
the entire area over which its branches extend. I do not
mean that the member in Devon shall receive tho same
sura per week as the member in Surrey, but that, cun-
sidenng the difference in the cost of necessaries of life in
their respective places, they shall each receive such remu-
neration for their labour as would make siicb things as
high-paid districts and low-paid districts altogether un-
known, so that employment might bo more steady and
regular, and ‘ gluts ’ and ‘ dearths ’ of labour impossible.

And now one word of advice and I leave the members
to digest the fuels herein contained. I think I may fairly
claim to have xnade out ‘ u case ’ on behalf of our members
in the low«j»fcJ districts, and to tho more fortunate ouesn
would appe^ not merely as a matter of expediency but
.3 a matter of justice, to rest contented for a time and
ssist in lifting their less fortunate fellow-workers to a
common level with themselves; and wherever it may be
practicable, to extend this even beyond the limits of our
own society, for there are thousands of good and useful
men well worthy our consideration and support, and who
are twenty-lbld worse off than ourselves. The agricul-
tural labourers, to whom I last year alluded as making
efforts to combine for their social improvement, though
steadily progressing, are still atruggliug against many
dilhculties. Those men arc entitled to our warmest sym.
pathy."

were removed, together with those of their son Ethelbald.
ihe royal remains were duly laid with those of his royal
kindred at the foot of the high altar, in the New Minster,
at the same time that the relics of St. Jocelvn were
jsiaced under the altar itself, which had been brought over
Irom St. Autied, in France. Here, then, rested the
saintly bones of one of England's greatest of monarcha
for 211 years, when the monastery, becoming unhealthy
and almost untenantable, the monks removed all their
relics to a more healthy sitoation, a little out of the city,
in tho Hyde Meadow. Here, first spreading a thick layer
of clay over the whole ground that was proposed to bo
built upon, as the soil was springy and surrounded by two
running streams, they built a splendid monastery, and on
its completion, in the year 1112, Henry I., assisted by
all his Court, and the Bishop of Winchester, translated
for the second time the remains of tho Great Allred, to-
gether with those of his royal kindred, to a royal mauso-
leum, prepared to receive them at the foot of tho
high altar, where the golden cross, bequeathed by King
Canute, with great pomp had been set up, and here they

rested ever since
;
but the abbey being set on fire at

the north cate during the latter part of the reign of
Henry I., the monuments were mostly destroyed daring
the conflagration. Henry II. rebuflt the Abbey of Hyde
with increased magnificence. John Melior, the poor
wandering historian, has lately been excavating for three
months at Hyde, on the site of the abbey, under many
difficulties, and, though repeatedly told that the great
Alfred’s bones were long since scattered to the four
winds, has succeeded in not only finding the entire re-
mains of Alfred, but also those of his pious Que“n
Alswitha, together with those of their learned son Ethel-
bert. These were all found together, as Mabel, quoting
Cressy, said, in his first vol., page 125, of his ‘ History of
Winchester,’ ‘Close by, only 1 foot apart.’ Melior dis-
covered the royal vault of Edward the Elder, his son, in a
chalk vault 3 It. deep, and 6 ft. 2 in. long .- in it was the
skeleton, besides partof a royal sceptre of silver and cop-
per, some lead in which the coffin had been wrapped, some
gilt cloth, small iron hammer, and a Peter's penny : a
silver tapestry-needle was also found in the rojal vault,
probably belonging to the Queen Alswitha. The royal
remains are now lying in the gilt mortuary erected over
the chancel of Hyde Parish Church, and the two leaden
plates fouud by MuOor with the King's name upon them,
arc DOW in the hands of the vicar, Mr. Williams.”

CONGRESS OF BRITISH
ARGHHilOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The meeting will be held this year at Ludlow,
from July 29cli to August 3rd inclusive. Sir
Charles H. Ronse Bonghton, hart., is the presi-
dent. The programme already settled runs
thus, and promises well ;

—
Mondoy, July 29.—Tho members willmeet in the Guild-

hall at 4 p.m. Afterwards the antiquitiesof the town will
be visited. At 6'30 p.m, a public dinner will bo held : the

ation will bo received by the Mayor and Corpora-
tion, and the president will deliver hia iDuiigural ad-
dross.

Excursion to the oncient remains on tho
summit of Titterstone Clee-hill.—Bicterley.—Middleton
Chapel, and to Dowuton Hall, where the members will be
entertained by the president.

WedneetUiy. — Examination of Ludlow Castle and
Church.—Ludford.—The members will be entertained by
the Corporation. An afternoon excursion may be made
to Caynham Camp, Whitton Park, and Whittom Chapel.
Thursday .—Excursion to Teobury and Ilurford; enter-

tainment at Burford Park by Lord Northwiek.—E.xaminn-
tion of Little Hereford Church, &c.
Friday. — Excursion to Aston Church and ancient

tumuli.—Wigmore_ Castle,—Wigniore Abbey.—Brandon
Camp (supposed site of tho Roman Braijfnium).—Down-
ton Castle

;
reception by Mr. Andrew Bougbeon Knight.

•Siitiirduy.—Excursion to Stanton Lacy,—Diddlebury
Church.—Norton Camp.— Stokesay Castle.—Reception
by Lady Mary Clive, and Luncheon at Oakley Park.
Bromfield Church and Abbey.
Evening meetings each day for the reading of papers

and discussions.
On August 5tb, as many of the members and visitors as

remain are invited to taka part in a visit, under tbo
guidance of Mr. Thomas Wright, M.A,, to Wroxetcr,
where it is hoped that some new parts of the ancient city
will then have been laid open; and on August Cth, the
Curadoc Field Club invites the Archajological Association
to join in an excursion to the Valley of Clun, thcBury
Ditches, Clun CRstle, and OflVs Dyke,

ALLEGED DISCOVERY OF KING ALFRED’S
REMAINS AT HYDE.

Mr. Harfor Mellor, an antiquary, asserts
that he has discovered the remains of King
Alfred, which have now been bnriecl 966 years.
Mr. Mellor has written for tbo She-rhorne Journal
a description of his researches, from which we
make a condensed abstraet :

—

It appears that this illustrious and saintly monarch
was first interred in a fine marble monument, in the
Cathedral of Winchester, in the year 901, and that it was
his_ royal wish that bis pious son Edward the Elder should
build and endow, for a royal burial-place for himself and
kindred, a new abbey, and, when it was finished, that
Allred and hia (queen should be removed thereto. This
request of tbo noble Saxon King, Edward the Eider car-
ried out to the very letter. The New Minster being
finished, we are informed by the Saxon chroniclers that
the relics of the great Alfred and hia Queen iJswitha,

,

THE ARCHITECTUR.^L ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of members was held

at tlie House in Conduit-street, on Friday even-
ing (the 12bh inst.), Mr. R. W. Edia, the presi-
dent, in the chair.

Mr. William Hennaa was elected a member of
tho Association.

Tho Chairman announced that on Saturday
afternoon, tho 20th inst., a visit would be paid
to the City Terminus of tho South-eastern Rail-
way at Cannon-street, and to the hotel adjoining.

Mr. Florence intimated that the Water-colour
Class would commence its second session on tho
/ th of next month. Tho class had been so suc-
cessful that it had been resolved to form a second
class in the approaching session,—one to meet
on Friday and the other on Saturday evenings,

—

each of which on alternate Saturdays would tako
out-door lessons. Tho fee (3 guineas) would
remain the same as last session.

Mr. C. Aldridge then read a paper on the
architecture of Northern Italy, remarking that
when using the word “ architecture,” he did not
intend to include any buildings in the Reunaia-
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sauce or ClasBio stjle, but those which were of
the Gothic or Medireval period. He dis'ided the
subject into two aectious, viz., secular and eccle-
siastical. In the first he included such buildings
as town -halls, exchanges, palaces, castles,

piazzas, and domestic work ; and in the second,
cathedrals, churches, baptisteries, campaniles,
pavements, mosaics, frescoes, stained glass, «S:c.

The town-halls in the Lombard cities were all

more or less interesting as examples of Mediaeval
civic architecture in the days when every city

had its own parliament or assembly. The Bro-
letto was consequently the most important
building, after the cathedral, in every city of
Northern Italy. That at Como was a charming
specimen, built as it was of coloured marble
from the neighbouring quarries. Having de-
scribed the brolettos at Bergamo, Bresica,
Yerona, Padua, and other cities which he had
visited, he pointed out the difference between
the architecture of Yenice and that of other
Lombard cities. In domestic architecture the
balcony formed a desirable and necessary ap-
pendage to every house, providing a delightful
means of enjoying the cool of the summer
evening. These balconies contrasted favourably
with the long rows of hideous ironwork which
formed such an eyesore in a London street.
Travelling in a southerly direction from Yenice,
it would be found that in Bologna and
Florence another style of architecture pre-
vailed in the public buildings. That of Yenice
was light, elegant, and almost profusely deco-
rated with ornamental details and rich marbles

j

while the other wns severe and simple, trust-
ing mainly to the great size of the build-
ings and their consequent imposing appearance.

should be less frequently employed in this
country (where we had such a trying climate),
but rather let us use an honest mode of con-
struction in the exterior, the ornament consisting
chiefly of decorative material and good mould-
ings, reserving all colour and carving for the in-
terior

;
and he still hoped to see the day when

our churches would glow with colour and paint-
ings, done with a true feeling of religion and
art, although not by the hand of Giotto or Fra
Angelico.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION SOCIETY.

The Architectural Exhibition in Conduit-street
will be opened on Tuesday evening next, the
30th, with a conversazione, whereat the President,
Mr. Hope, will deliver an opening address. In
conjunction with the Architectural Museum four
lectures are to be given on every alternate
Tuesday, begiuning with Tuesday, May 14th.
The price of a season ticket, admitting also to
the lectures, is so small that a large number
ought to be taken.

RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE.
A NEW line of railway was opened last week,

about twenty miles in length, connecting the
towns of Grantham and Lincoln, by a direct
route, and thereby bringing the latter city one
hour nearer to the metropolis. It is an exten-
sion of the Great Northern system, and has five
stations. Fourteen villages lie on the line of

Passing to the ecclesiastical architecture of route, with a large grazing country on the
Northern Italy, the earliest examples were the ' oom-growing one on the east. The
churches of S. Ambrozto and S. Eustorzio, at

|

with fish-jointed rails,

Milan} S. Michele, at Pavia
; and S. Mark’s] at

j

creosoted sleepers, 2 ft. 6i in-

Yenice. S. Mark’s, at Yenice, like few other
j

5 and rails sup-
churches in the world, stood alone and unique !

on oak cushions. The crossings are of
in its peculiarity and style, and it might cast-steel, and switches from Bessemer steel

be said that no architect bad ever ventured to
' There are twenty-eight bridges on the

copy it in its entirety. Having described in
|

which at Leadenham, carries a road
detail many of the best examples of the round- '

banked 12 ft. above the land level, and
sirchedLombardstyle.andtheGothicarchitecture same point the railway is in 32 ft. cut-
of Bologna and Florence, noticing the early !

of 45 deg.,

brickwork applied to ecclesiastical purposes, Mr. ^

^ and the railway in passing
Aldridge concluded with a few general remarks

j

1 io 132 : it is therefore a peculiarity of
and criticisms on the peculiarities to be noticed i

construction, and is built of coursed masonry,
in Italian Gothic architecture, and as to the

j

arches are all of Portland cement. The
lessons to be learned from those pecnliarities,

I

(Stevens’s patent),

more particularly with regard to their adoption I

station buildings are of red brick, with
in this country. First, with respect to secular

' ^^'^® cf Staffordshire. One station is of
architecture, he thought most people would agree coursed stone, roofed with Taylor’s patent tiles,

with him that solidity and simplicity were the
' ^^® ®“pc^°tend-

ruling elements, more particularly as exemplified
' ®°®® Bower, the resident engineer. Messrs,

in the town-balls and public buildings. It was true ' ^ Parry were the contractors,

there were some notable exceptions to this rule, I

particularly the Ducal Palace at Yenice, and the
Palazzo delle Razione at Padua, which exhibited
signs of weak construction, necessitating the
use of iron ties and such-like additional means
of gaining strength

; but these were cases in
which the architect had departed from the
beaten track, and had either attempted a novel
mode of construction, or else had tried to intro-
duce too much ornament at the sacrifice some-
what of his construction. Putting these excep-
tions, however, on one side, and studying care-
fully the general rules adopted by the Media:val
architects in their secular work, he thought they
were entitled to credit for honesty, both as re-
gards construction and ornament. The con-
struction was rarely concealed, and was gene-
rally capable of performing its object. The
ornament was generally subsidiary to the con-
struction, or else sufficiently ornamental mate-
rials were employed to do away with the neces-
sity of much extra ornament. With regard to
ecclesiastical work, aud more particularly brick
churches, the architects were not in all cases
entitled to so much credit for honesty, as there
were too many sham west facades with low-
pitched gables covering the roof and aisles, and
looking the reverse of handsome. Modern
architects had, he thought, many valuable
lessons to learn from the works of the Italian
architects of the Middle Ages, and particularly
with regard to ornament and colour. A study
of their works suggested whether wo should
have in England cheap decorative ornament
badly copied from Mediceval e.xamples at
home or abroad, building our churches like
small models of cathedrals, or else adopting
a more economical mode of construction,
and expending the money thus saved in
decorating the interiors. In his opinion, exte-
nor ornament, and more particularly carving.

LONDON POSTS AND PAVEMENTS.
In the “ History of Signboards,” by Larwood

& Hutten, recently published, I fifid (at p. 29)
the following passage :

—

“ With the Bignhoards, of course, went the signposts
The removing of the posts, and paving of the streets
with Scotch granite, gave rise to the fuUowing epi-
gram —
‘The Scottish new pavement well deserves oor praise :

To the Scotch we’re obliged, too, formendiog oor ways;
But this we can never forgive, for they say
As that they have taken our posts all away;’ ”

The covert allnsion of this epigram lies

evidently in the double meaning of the word
post, as in the epitaph (173t>) on the Lord Chan-
cellor King’s carpenter, at Ockham,

—

*' Fo$ft oft he made, yet ne’er & place conid get,"

and I can easily believe that the epigram is of
the time of Lord Bute’s ministry, when so much
jealousy wns entertained of his patronage of his
own countrymen. But I imagine that the authors
of the ” History of Signboard s ” have very much
misapprehended the more tangible or primary
meaning of the lines. I think they bore no
allusion either to “Scotch granite” or to the
signposts. I think the chauge to which they
relate was not in the roadway, but the foot-

pavement. I remember being shown by a
relative, between forty and fifty years ago, some
remains of a peculiar curb-stone to the foot-

pavement, much narrower than our present curb-
stone, but descending deeper into the soil, and
that curb-stone, he told me, came from Scotland.
It existed in Westminster, and perhaps was
coeval with the formation of Parliament-street
(circa 1756). It was, I suppose, when this curb-
stone was adopted, that the posts, either of
stone or timber, that had been previously

erected for the protection of foot-passeng
and are to bo seen in many old views of
London streets, were no. longer considt
necessary. At the moment I am now writ
such stone posts (intended to protect the f

passengers) are lying prostrate, ready to

carted away, in St. James’s-square, where t

have remained up to the present time, but j

are dismissed upon the foot-pavement b(
extended to greater width.

I should be glad to have my ideas confiri

by any more positive memorials of the “Scot
new pavement” introduced into London in
middle of the last century. And when
Scotch granite first adopted for the roadway

J. G. N.

MEPHITIC ATMOSPHERE OP THE
UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.

Tue removal of the noxious air would,
deed, be a desideratum} but the suggestioi
“ A. J. B.” would, I think, hardly meet the ci

Yentilating-sbafcs from the crown of the tun
would be iuconvenient above, while they wo
most probably fail to effect the object of tl

erection, the foul gases being so much hea’
than the usual mixture of common air. A m
likely plan appears to me to be the rever
syphon principle

} the shorter end of the tu
terminating in large gratings between the mei
on the permanent way, while the longer ai

misht be continued indefinitely under the p
forma, &c., and rise in convenient out-of-the-v

spots, where fans and gas-jets might be usee

promote the efficiency of their action.

heavy air would thus be drawn or drained
from below, while dilution would be going on
the influx of fresh air from the ordinary gra
openings at the road-level above. An appara
of this kind would, I think, be nearly self-acti

Thos. Goodchilii

FLATS FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.

I AM extremely glad to see you in y(

interesting periodical stirring the useful aubj

of residences for the middle, and, I hope, t

upper middle classes. I am myself acquaint

with many cases where, perhaps, two individu

live together,—mother and daughter, two sioj

sisters, brother and sister, or even an elde

married pair, who might be extremely w
pleased to find themselves able to rent two
three large handsome rooms, aud a modi
accommodation for one or two servants, in pit

of a small eight or ten-roomed house, with h
or two-thirds of the rooms unoccupied, and
one room of comfortable handsome dimensio:

I think if in attractive spots, where there is soi

beauty of scenery, and within easy reach o

good town, a bouse or two, with handsoi

exterior and good rooms, divided into seve

residences under one roof, and surrounded
some ornamental ground, were built, the separi

tenements would let quickly. The widows
officers, of the better provided clergy, of am
squires, &c., would find a separate portion of

handsome house,standing in ornamented groum
greatly preferable to a many-roomed small bou

in a petty garden. There should be a lit

kitchen, and one or two small rooms for servai

in the same parcel, with two or three baudsoi

rooms. X. Y. Z.

P.S.—Such spots as the close vicinity

Torquay, Bath, Cheltenham, London (or two
three miles from London), &c., should be choSE

PLAGUE PITS IN UNDERGROUND EXC,
YATING FOR SUBURBAN RAILWAYS.
Sib,—

I

thinktbia subject is well worthy attention,
is not lone a road at Lewes was obliged to
diverted owing to the surveyor cotning across a hurisij
of those slain at Lewes in the old baroos' w»r;—the sat

thing of a plague-pit at Whitechapel Workhouse,
msking a sewer and I this day read (•' History of Par
laSZ” ) that on tl e opening of the vaults of the anoie
Frenen kings at St. Denis by the French Directofy
17P9, the corpse of Francis I. and ©there of Ilia fsiiil!

six in all, buried about 1517, emitted so intolenl
ao odour after a lapse of twenty-five years, av to
highly offensive

;
but those that were buried in unoth

vault, from 1627 to 1761, were in manv instances ao da
geronaas to exhale a black, thick, infectiouavapour, and t

workmen were seized with dtarrhoja and fevers
;
but no

of them died, owing to the flashing of iiunpowder in t!

vaults to dissipate the foul sir. I believe in 183<t, t

plague in Malta was communicated Irom one parish

another by the alyly throwing a rag containing money
pay wagea from one person to another acroas a stream
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roiu)in(j water (notwilhstanding cerdom Banilairci) and as
bU autliora coincide that plaRue is easily communicated
tiy mere touch, and is the sure eflect of malaria durinij a
continuance of hot, dry, vapoury weather, combined with
diaturhed atmospheric inlluencea for two or three sueces-
BKe summers, as ststed in the old Latin work of John
Constunl Palmer, who practised during the Great Plaeue
ol Louoon, It IS worthy the attention of the Legislature
whether “ny of the suburban railways pass through the
? wherein the dead were buried
in 1606, during the Great Piugue. Infection may be the
OonsequeriM, very widely spread in London, being com.
municated by the navvies’ clothes.

Owe who has read Mauden asd oxiieu
WoEics ON lajs Subject,
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THE SPAEEOWS ON THE CHURCH TOP.
PEiiiiirBDo pnrlfcn of her Maje.;;', doiDain. contain,

"'‘"“I 'lihee* than the good old oily
“Of St. Mungo, Upon the cornices and projections of

' the habit of eongregaling and
I building their nests. An impudent sparrow,—let us hone
It was a young and ignorant one,—made a deposit uponho garments of an elder of the kirk. ” Great events from
little causes spring.” 1 here is now no “jutting frieze bnftress or coign of vantage " but bristles with pieces ofbroken B ass. as objects of terror or torture 1^1°^

presume theretomake its pendent bed and procreant cradle.” It isenough to mske the ghost of Charles Waterton rise fromhis grave, and denounce broken crystal being put to such

aVr^ho Mo?" P“ ‘Kl oS«.eo in Uio foil of o iporrow." '

WORKMEN'S EXCURSIONS TO THE
EEENCH EXHIBITION.

The Council of the Society of Arts have
resolved to raise a fond to be employed in aid-mg a limited number of English workmen to
proceed to Paris for the parpose of studyin'r
the present French exhibition. One condition
le, that every man so assisted shall, on his
return, make a report to the Society of what he
has observed daring his stay, in reference to the
special industry in which he is engaged : and
another is, that ono-third of the amount be
retained until his report shall bo supplied to the
society. In order to raise funds the Council
have determined to appeal to the members of
the Society for subscriptions for the furtherance
ot the undertaking, and they have voted 100
guineas from the funds of the Society towards
that end, and have also been making arrange-
ments in Paris for accommodation and food at
reasonable rates for those who go under the
Society s auspices.

MANCHESTER BUILDING SURVEYOR.

clerk being needed lu the office of building surveyor to

u numCeT
Mancbester, the auplifants wJre 123lu number. Ihe appointment was that of

lurveyor itself.” and, aller advertising f..r applicami^ihe
Offlmilte. .ppomted u ckrk from the offic, Lf th"iPly .upyejer 1 Om or T,a 1,3 AipuciLs

CRBMOENE GARDENS
; CHELSEA

SANITARY BOARD.

™on with olo,ot.
t aed alio, whether iratir I, luT/m'

If the latter, no time ahould bo loat in layine drainipes, and in securing a water supply.
^ ® ^

Cavendo Tnus.

^ *hc Metropolitan District Asaoeia

tlmVn^yt'^'b Institutes have for some
EndL^o7

making arrangf-menta for the visits oflart. and other, to the Pari. Erhibition. Mr.Hodg.„„"Pr;,T;';™Vde,;rof7hTA“^^^^^^^
tion, has just returned from tho French canitat aPfAT.obtaining from the Imperial Commission the ^concession®7'‘rbmenl butlduig, with beds, furoitnre, &c for

J’aris under the au°.
Aasociation. This will enable tlie committee

SUN-DIALS.
Can ary of your readers give me a simple rule for find-
g the angle of tho gnomon of a ann-dint fraw o >.

le; also, to divide the hours properly ? G.

,u« .aoowmiiou. iniB Will enable the committee

wee^'°from
lea.t 200 ri.itor, petweek from the 4(h Juoe uutil the end of OetobRrArrangements have also been entered into with Mr"Cook, Excursion Manager of the Newhavep and Dienne

P«ri^^ ^A*"
0.1 tho excursionists to and fr^om

just issued by the cot^mi tee, the exponse of the journey both ways, and lodeimrfor one week, «ili be only 3"8. As reerai'da th« ” r

nTfhat
®yPl’hed information show-

r
* o

expenses of an artizan need not ex-ceed from 38. to 43., while an Exhibition weekly ticketcosts 6s, ; so that 3L would defray the expense of a visitfrom London. Through the liberality ^of LHoare, the treasurer, who with great public spirit hZoUered to advance tho funds necessary to carry-out thearrangements, the committee are able to oflbr Teenmmo!datiou ot a superior kind, including a good meat break-

Ser‘

1

i“h “?• I"'' ‘‘"f'"™ j-mrnoy. luoladinpaiDuer, tea, and admission to the Exhibition the tnmiexpense of a visit under this orrangement will bo leas than

tfw
’« '*;®. president of the committee, and

takiSg^
warmest interest in promoting this under-

The fire does nob appear to have arisen from the
Hues, but from the stove itself igniting the wood-
work, though the flues were dangerously heated.
Ihe damage is roughly estimated at about 200L

TJie church of the commune of Mantours,
in France, had been for several months past in
course of reconstruction, and only the nave hadbeen preserved for divine service. Recently
while a considerable number of people were
assembled, a loud cracking was heard, and the
scaffolding and roof of the building, composed of
tiles and wooden rafters, fell in to the extent of
1« yards, burying many of the congregation in
the rmna. Four persons were killed on the spot,
and twelve others received contusions, more or
less severe. Two stables in Chapel-place,
Brompton, with living-rooms over them, fell
on Saturday morning at about half-past nine.
Ihe party wall gave way, bringing the flooring
and roofs with it. The rooms were occupied at the
tame

: one woman was hurt and taken to St.
George s Hospital. Two horses, after some
trouble, were liberated. From the appearance of
theremains.the wonder is they had nobgiven way
before. The premises here generally should be
at once examined, as many look to be in a dan-
gerous state. The same observation would apply
to many buildings in London and the suburbs at
the present time.

PROPOSED NEW BRIDGE AT CARLTON
terrace, PADDINGTON.

Ijooh.g ^cccib^b.

VARIORUM.

^

dcs Architcctes et du Bailment
(No. 1, for 1867) contains some interesting
speculations on the country and the works of

j

Wilars de Honecorb. The writer, M. P. Benard
arrives at the belief that the choir of the church
of St. Quentin is tho work of Wilars. Messrs.
Rosser & Russell, as heating engineers, have
issued a very useful Trade Book, calculated to
assist architects in deciding upon tho relative
apphcabiTity of various modes of warming
buildings. ®

Elisitfllitiuir.

LONDON-BEIDGE teafeic.
ISSTEAD of widenicft this bridge, as seems now
eonlempktion, has the erection of a story over
foot-traffie, similar to that of the temporary

ackfriars-bridge, oyer ocenrred to you P Such
itory, by leaying the whole width of the pre-
It bridge for horse traffic, oouM be made at

7. surely, also,
iBt efleotive architecturally. H Field
,», Such a suggestion has been made with
erence to another bridge.

BUILDERS’ TENDERS.
'UE Harrow Local Board of Health reeeiyed
following tenders for the proposed works

ertised m the Bmlder, namely to lay downuu. Ol 15.in. pipe-sowerj take up 1200 ft

>

sewer pipesj provide and
-ad 100 yards of gravel

;
and other work, at

eninll, withm the district of the said Board
;

Yi.ung & Fussell,* about
Chapel
Knigbt "

Sinclair & Farnsborougii'"

Bloomfieid
John Woodbridge " "

Burgess [

W. Woodbridge
Parker
Hubbard
Bolton '

Voss...
Kendall

The Polytechnic Institution. — There are
striking novelties here, especially a new optical
illusion. The lecture by Professor Pepper il-

Tub inhabitants of the western portion of (he parish of
'

nterestifo-^”^"*^''^^
Spectrum Analysis is very

Paddington and the adjoining districts of Wt-^Luke’s
,

AaT.Umo.v ok Lo.vnok.-The annual meeting
commencement of Kensal New-

,

reception of tho report and distribution of
aVi.atl‘':'SSZ

the funds will take place at the Adelphi Theatre
on the north, and Westbourne plrk, Bajs^atw'^^and

^‘^‘^sday next. We Bhall_, as usual, give fuU
Kensington on tho south. At present persons are either

and the official list of prizeholdersoDliged to Uke a circuitous course of two or three miles I tin passing from north to south, or to trust themselves to
ArCH.EOLOGICAL CONGRESS.—

eon“iL7ati^“
Afchmological Congress that was to have

The subject was discussed at the Paddington vestry on ^

^““^""erp last year, and was post-
Tue.day, It spp„„d that the eo.t of the propmoil

to opened there on the 2Dth ofbtmgeypoldbe.iiM ^ ‘’""’“ August next, and will close on the 1st ol
John'NppL7nf*^"^K^®

obtained promises from Sir
!
September,

of .S
^

1
- •J

^ “ ®“‘>®cription of 600/. towards the erection

u.ir'K'.hn“fr''Z ‘Mr“p“lY'Virt‘S;" °bSj 1

HadLOW.-H has
promised 100/. Under these circumstunces he would make

resolved at a public meeting held at Had-
-nd com. to open a subscription-list towards the erec-

way as shall be approved by the Canal Company, and irom ir architect is
the designs and specifications o*' the vestry engineer nro friend.
Vlded the v^i^l rv nnyttrl

o

rtAih/ . .. *

--- -I... ot-ct.iut.-anuu3 O' tne vestry engit
Tided the vestry contributed 2,000/. towards the coai of a

wcrlf A ® performance of the
P^°posed that a sum not exceeding 5 per centthe total cost of the bridge should be deducted from

1 vestry contnhutinn atiH .a
” ‘com

The Royal Microscopical Society’s Soiree.
Amongst the many remarkable objects exhibited
at King’s College, on Wednesday evening last,
we P.flnpf>i t. Htt ^ ...

..£000 0 0

.. 681 0 0

.. 553 0 0
618 0 0
6(i3 0 0

. 600 0
, 456 0

4S0 0
430 0
427 0
396 0
340 0
320 0
285 0

Ron’s tender was accepted.
William Smith, Snrveyor to the Board.

• Given in per lineal yards.

the vestry contribution and applied towards th^payme^
King’s College, on Wednesday evening last,

noticed the singular globular

AltL®I l™Yhen?Udt7u:ii™”'i,°"°“^^^^ A .
‘“““y <li»ooyered iu coal.nahes: they

f f tb« Bo.rd tb.t tki w,tr, d7 Srlbuto
' “•"fst luvisible to the naked eye, but the

‘liat application be made to the Metropolitan '
”'’°*'‘^8COpo displays them as metallic granulated

thrSooS!’'feqai”ed\°y"“M^^^ towards spberes of various sizes
;
they are agitated in an

bridge.
^ ^ ^ “ complete the energetic manner on a magnet being placed near

them. Living creatures belonging to the animal
kingdom were abundantly displayed, for we had
human fleas,” “oat’s fleas,” water-fleas, cheese

tnites, and snails, as well as fish-hatching. The
circulation of the blood was shown, in the tongue
and foot of tho frog, in the tail of the carp, andm the body of the tadpole. Tho vegetable
kingdom had representatives in living desmids,
and the cell circulation was shown in the
American weed, and other plants, of our rivers
and watercourses

5 nor must we omit to mention
in connexion with the “lively fleas” above re-

ACCIDENTS.
Afire has occurred in St. Martin’s Church

near Oswestry. The fire raged with groat
violence for some time, until the doors at the
entrance were entirely burnt

; the woodworkm the entrance, under the belfry, was also
burnt, and the fire soon forced its way throu-'h
the belfry-floor. The fire, however was rmt- .‘r.

• • U .

’ —
under before it reached the interior of the r a

"lively fleas’ above re-

ohurch, which entirely escaped. The mischief of Jairl
pf'paratione of these,

course, US usual, originated by overheath,u the

“ ’’ on human hair. The rooms
stove on Saturday night. The elovo is ia®dm, '

1
gerous profcimity to tho woodwork around it'

I
good

“““‘"isofpvs was unusually
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Testimonial to an Architect.—On the 23rd

jnst. a handsome silver cop was presented by the

builders of Torquay to Mr. H. H. Bridgman,

architect, who is about to leave the town. Many
strong expressions of respect and good feeling

were used by those who had been connected with

him in business. It is a creditable incident in a

young architect’s career.

The New Palace of Westjiinsteu.—Two
more frescoes by Mr. C. W. Cope, E.A., are now
being placed in the peers’ corridor. The subjects

are—“The setting out of trainbands from London

to raise the siege of Glo’ster,” and “ Speaker

Lenthal assorting the privileges of the Commons
against Charles I. when the attempt was made
to seize the five members.”

The Cheltenham Sewage Question.—By a

majority of fifteen to eleven the town commis-

sioners have rescinded the resolution previously

come to for the purchase of land for sewage

irrigation. The plan was to purchase 120 acres

of land at Staverton, for 10,0001, and to dis-

tribute the sewage thereon, the total cost of the

land and works being estimated by the sur-

veyor at 17,0001. The land selected was con-

sidered to be not nearly large enough for the

purpose ;
the cost disproportioned to the results

;

and many of the farmers in the neighbourhood

had withdrawn their offers to take the sewage
their land. By carrying the sewage

Useful American Inventions. — At the

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, some new me-
chanical contrivances, or new applications, have

been exhibited, one or two of which are worth
notice. A national lifter, as it is called, or

portable crane, is so constructed as to be easily

moveable from place to place, and set up by one

man, and yet is capable of raising at least ten

tons. A pulley with cam-wheel, if the rope

should break during the hoisting, immediately

clamps the rope, and so prevents the fall of

manufacturer in Massachusetts having observed

that his w'orkmen lost 12 per cent, of their time

in screwing up and unscrewing the vice at which
they worked, has invented a vice in which that

defect is obviated, and the jaws can be opened

or closed with a single pull or push, and the

article operated on is held as tightly as in an
ordinary vice. The mechanism of the vice com-
prises a rack with ratchet teeth, and a nut with

teeth on its under side to fit into those of the

rack. This nnt rises when the vice is to bo

opened or closed, bub drops into its place wlien

the piece of work is inserted, and then one turn

of a screw suffices to tighten up. This is an in-

vention which locksmiths and instrument-makers

will doubtless take advantage of.

TENDERS

further into the country, it was urged, land

cheaper and of greater extent would probably be
obtained, and the neighbouring occupiers would

be disposed to take ‘the refuse with greater

readiness and on more remunerative terms.

Proposed Memorial Fountain in Leaming-
ton.

—

At a public meeting it has been resolved,

“That the esteem and regard entertained to-

wards the late Mr. Hitcliman by his fellow-

townsmen and friends, for his long untiring

energy in promoting the interests and prosperity

of Leamington, and his benevolence and kind-

ness to the poor, render it incumbent that some
public memorial of him should be established in

the town; and that a public fountain or some
other ornamental structure bearing his name
would, if found practicable, be an appropriate

memorial.” The cost and decoration of the

structure will bo regulated by the amount of

subscriptions. As to the site, the open space

fronting the Holly Wall has been suggested as

the most suitable, or, if the authorities purchased

the Avenue-walk, in Dormer-place, then it could

be erected there. A committee was appointed

to carry out the object of the meetiuj

The Antiquities of Bath.—A memorial has

been presented to the Bath town council by the

Bath Royal Literary and Philosophical Associa-

tion, and the Bath Natural History and Anti-

quarian Field Club, expressing a hope that all the

discoveries of Soman or other ancient buildings

in excavating, will be carefully recorded as to

site on the largo corporation map of the city,

and drawings made of such remains for preser-

vation, with notes and drawings of other relics

of antiquity, while such relics are also carefully

preserved. The memorial was referred to the

Borough Property Committee, leaving them to

consider the best means of carrying out the

suggestions it contained. A similar application

has been made to the Grand Pump-room Hotel

Company, who have instructed their architects,

Messrs. Wilson & Wilcox, to take proper care for

the preservation of any Roman remains that

may be found in the course of the excavations on

theii- property.

Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden.

—

The subscribers have had every reason to be

satisfied with the opening of Mr. Gyo’s season in

respect both of variety and excellence. Madame
Vilda has well sustained the remarkable position

she took as the new Norma ; Signor Mario is

singing with renewed freshness
;
and Madlle.

Lucca has delighted her audience in “L’Afri-

caine” (goreeously mounted) and “FraDiavolo.”

A new barytone, Signor Cottogni, made a very

favourable impression in the first of these operas,

acting as well as singing with discretion and
power. On Tuesday evening Graziani re-appeared,

and contributed greatly towards a most admirable

representation ofVerdi’s “UnBalloinMaschera,”
an opera that, like other works by the same com-
poser, makes friends as it grows older. Madlle.

Fried sang the part of the unhappy idmelia with

great pathos, and the ensemble was perfect.

Madlle. Nau, who, as the page, made her first

appearance, is at present wanting in dash, and

her voice is somewhat thin, but it lias much
flexibility, and her appearance is good.

For the erection of bouse
street, for Dr. Weber. Mr. n. a
Quantities Lv Messrs. Parker & Elgi

Patrick k Son
il. & C. I’Aueon
Rider & Sod
Cnwiand
Ashby & Sods
Piper Si Wheeler
Simpson
Trollope
Smith & Tuylor
Higgs (accepted)

d stables, 10, Grosrenor-
Gruning, architect.

0 0
6,630
6,-166 0 6
6,-tiO 0 0
6,417 0 0
6,343 0 0
6,189 0 0
4,9-18 0 0

For new stables, lodge, laundrv, and new roof and

alterations to house, for Mr. J. F. B'lemmish, Alton House,
Roehampton Park. Mr. E. A. Gruning, architect. Quan-
tities bv Mr. R. Gritten:

—

I'racy, Southall, 4 Watson ......£4,784 0 0

J. & C. I'Auson 4,494 0 0

Trollope 4,475 0 0

Myers & Son 4,432 0 0

Mauffleld, Price, & Co 4,-100 0 0

Brass 4,380 0 0
Kieholson 4,290 0 0

Higgs (accepted) 3,693 0 0

For additions and alterations to two houses, at Bexley

Heath. Mr. W. B. Pinhey, architect :

—

Payne 4 Balding £1,913 0 0
Osborn 1,697 0 0

NightiDgale 1,613 0 0
Butler.:. 1,482 0 0

Soper 1,456 0 0
Elms 1.389 0 0
>faowaring 3,341 0 0
Walker 1,300 0 0

•Wise 1,299 0 0

For additional wards, Essex and Colchester Hospital,

Mr. Horace Darken, architect:

—

Taylor £315 0 0

Shepherd, Brothers 310 0 0
Carlo 284 0 0

Lee . 282 10 0

Everitt 275 0 0
Dobson 259 0 0

Eade (accepted) 258 0 0

For warelionse, for Mr. Jaques, in Cow-cross-street,

Mr. B. C. Capes, architect. Quantities supplied ;

—

Ashby 4 Son £3,431 0 0

Patman 4 Fotheringham 3,298 0 0
Wagstaff.. 3,259 0 0
Newman 4 Mann 3,256 0 0

Piper 4 Wheeler 3.230 0 0

Webb 4 Son 3,177 0 0

Foster 2.986 0 0

Berivener 4 White 2,913 0 0

For new bedroom and new fossil-room to the Norfolk'

and Norwich Museum. Mr. J. 8. Beneat, architect

Lacey £533 0 0

Downing 499 0 0
Balls 495 0 0
Wiseman 472 0 0

Hood 465 15 0
Ric . 440 0 0

For addition to the Adelpbi Theatre, for Mr. Benjamin
Webster. Mr. Joseph Lavender, architect :

—

Foxley £1,857 0 0

Axford 1.715 0 0
Green 1,620 0 0
Patman 4 Co 1,598 0 0
Webb 4 Sons 1,649 0 0

For rebuilding No. 23, Li

ill. Mr. Reilly, architect

Smith 4 Son
Carter 4 Sons
Pask
Webb & Sons

e-strect, for Mr. J. Thorn-

,£1,335 0 0
, 1,177 0 0

. 1,176 0 0

. 1,174 0 0

For St. Luke’s lufimt Schools, Globe-road, Mile-end.

Messrs. Hammact 4 Lambert, architects ;

—

Williams 4 Sons £2,790 0 0

Webb 4 Sons
Ennor
Gibson, Brothers..
Hedges
Newman 4 Mann..

2,339
2,336 0 0

g-lane, forFor sundry alterations, at No. -1, Minci..^

Messrs. T. Daniel 4 Co. Messrs. M'Murdie 4 Rust,

architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Hart
Adamson 4 Sons
Hensbaw
Nixon
Newman & Mann (accepted) .

.. £3,400 0
.. 3,336 0
.. 3,107 0
.. 3,098 0
.. 2,856 0

For sewerage works, Cranford, Middlesex. Mr. Charles

Inues, architect:

—

Lodge £1,100 0 0

Adamson 4 Sons

0 0

For the restoration of Stottesdon Church, Salop. Mr,

Blashill, architect:

—

Oweus £2,200 0 0*

Smith 1,720 6 1

Nevett (accepted) ®
• Without allowing lor oiu materials.

For shop and machine-rooms, for Mr. Alfred Hagg,
Colchester. Mr. Horace Darken, architect ;

—

Crowe £676 15 0
Shepherd, Brothers 620 0 0

Taylor 615 0- 0
Eade 615 0 0
Everitt 614 0 0

For vicarage house, at Binham, Norfolk,

Benest, architect ;

—

Papes £720

Mr. J. S,

Accepted for Leicester Lunatic Asylum. Mr. E. L
Stephens, architect :

—

Brickwork, Slating, Fhii'ering, ^c.

Osborne, Brothers £9,190 0 0

Slone Work.
Osborne, Brothers 2,819 0 0

Carpenter and Joiner'i Work.
Eagle 3,890 0 0

Ftttmhcr and Glazier'* Work.
Norman 4 Underwood 1,130 0 0

Fainter'* Work.
Whitmore 3-8 13 0

Tron/iiiuder's Work.
Epgg 1,430 0 0

Goffitier'a Work.
Webbs 326 0 0

Sleaifi'engine, Boiler, Walking ifackine, Cooking,

Ventilating, ^c,

Haden 4 Son 944 18 0

For the erection of a block of model dwellings for th

working classes, on the BlagravA Estate, Reading. Mcssri

W^. 4 J. T. Brown, architects

Lovett £3,329 0 0

Sheppard 3,139 0 0

Kendell 3,097 0 0

Carter 2,900 0 0

Simonds 2,879 0 0

Barnicoat (accepted) 2,7(J0 0 0

For house and shop, exclusive of gli

opposite the Guildhall, Norwich,
architect ;

—

Downing £084
Lacey 670

Hood 630

and shop-front,

. J. 8. Benest,

For building a rectory-house, at Bodham,
near Holt,

Norfolk. Mr. J. 8. Benest, architect :

—

Harrold £1,153 1 9

Corinat ...

Chapman...
Nelson BIS 0 0

For new national schools, at Rhayader, Radnorshire.

Mr. B. H. Lingeu Barker, architect :

—

Mason £599 0 0

Woolley 419 0 0

Edwards 409 0 0

Evans ,
357 0 0

For new church of St. Andrew, Plaistow. Mr. J,

Brooks, architect :

—

Henshawe £4,785 0 0

Foster 4,620 0 0
Colls 4 Sod 3,680 0 0

Hill 4 Son 3.630 « 0

Hill. Xeddell, 4 Co 5.587 0 0
Higgs 3,314 0 0

Perry . 3.357 0 0

For a fire-brigade station; at South Parade, Chelsei

for the Metropolitan Board of V/orks :

—

Lay .
£661 0 0

Sims 4 Marten 648 0 0

Fish 630 0 0

Wilcox 623 0 0

Cooper 594 0 0

Wigmore 568 10 0

Nutt 4 Co 668 0 0

Mann 525 0 0

liigby 524 0 0

Laugmead 499 0 0

Whittick (accepted) 498 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
“ fUTian 1 7(u«»r.”— 9o marj coriespondeLts have inquired wh«

-U maierSal can be ob'.al jed. aud for evidence of ite value In 1

ulllug inolslui-e, that we depart fiom our cualom to aak llitae qu

ConereU—lo repiv to five or six correspondent*, who teqn

eUiiic-ulaTy Information n* to the naluie, coiupo-Ilion, end history

concrete, we teler thfra tj the Essay on the snVjeot by the coadne

of this jouinal, publltbid In the fiist volume ef the TraiiaacllOBi

ilie lusUlute of British .trcbliects.

Inquirer (we bare reason to believe that siaa of Courts hae hi

well cDUridered).—P. S M (plan i* ia sneraver's han<'t).-W. M. (

know of no ImniedUW pt«un,ary reward that would follow the <

niouitialioa of the problems nameo).— AI- A. B. (notsean).—Ur.T.

(we are by no ucana pivpered to assent to the dednetiona made]
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Ahuoic^i and Old Times.

ODERN birds of pas-

sage are nearly always dis-

appointed with Alnwick.

Most of the old topo-

graphers found it “ gudlye”

enough
j but modern tra-

vellers, attracted by its

reputation, seem to smart

under the burden of their

nnrealized expectations.

Thinking most of Alnwick

as the home of the ancient

Percies and the centre of

military and knightly life

on the borders, they seem
to expect that both town
and castle should have the

appearance of a field on
which a battle has been

recently fought, or show
striking evidence of having

been the seat of continu-

0U8 chivalrous operations,

Tho brilliant associations

of idea with which Alnwick
is framed in the mind’s eye,

keep flattering pennons,

glittering arms, heraldic
devices, men clad in armour, horses richly
caparisoned, and all the pomp and circum
stance of Medteval warfare constantly in
view; and, as all these fade away as the
small sturdy grey town lying in its green
basin of hills is entered, disappointment finds
utterance. Pennant loudly deplores the absence
of any marks of the feudal ago; Wordsworth
wrote, that those who went to Alnwick with
their heads full of the ancient Percies, would be
woefully disappointed

; the American poet, Fitz-
Greene Halleck, expresses himself as oppressed
with the incongruity of tho appearance of the
liveried menial who led him through the castle
filled with memories of Hotspur and his noble wife
for ten and sixpence sterling;” and so on through

a long list. But this is nob the case with those
who know Alnwick better. To them it is full of
beauty and franght with interest. The people
of Alnwick are nearly all antiquaries to a man,
from force of association with the various old
customs and objects in their town. There
scarcely a tradesman in the place who has not a
collection either of coins, stones, pictures, curi-
osities, or antiquities, of some kind

; nor a work-
ing man who cannot point out the spot where
King William of Scotland was taken prisoner,
or King Malcolm was slain

; or explain the mean-
ing of the sculptured figures on the town’s foun-
tains

; or of the curfew still rung every night

;

or of the watch still set at the town-gates on tho
eve of the great fairs

; or decipher the worn
legends on some of the door-lintels

;
or point out

the oldest burgages, the bull-ring, or the site of
the ancient stocks. And built up in many of the
comparatively modern houses are fragments of
Medfmval ornament, showing that this feeling
for old times is no new growth. Especially is

this contemplative and retrospective phase of
mind apparent in a volume before ns, treating
of tho history of Alnwick, by Mr. Tate, F.G.S.,
known as a practical geologist and in connexion
with the inscribed rocks of Northumberland.*

From his point of view, there are no blank

spaces, and but few blots in the presentment of

Alnwick. He misses not the helmets, hauberks,

and halls hung with the spoils of the chase, that

Pennant could not see, for they are as ever

present to his mind as though actually visible.

It is nothing to him that the strong stone wall

that once encircled the town has been over-

thrown
; for he can yet trace its route and de-

tect, here and there in the old garden walls,

fragments of it. Nor are the ancient Percies

less realities to him because the neighbouring
abbeys they enriched are either razed to the

ground or ruined, and their monuments in them,
and their sites grown with grass

;
for he can

show you a snnny spot by the river’s side em-
bosomed in trees, and say, “ ’Tis here about
they lay.” Neither are his meditations disturbed
with the modern liveries of a nobleman’s house-
hold, because he can contrast them with the
“livery of velvyt” and “jackets of orfavery ”

worn by former retainers
; and with tho “ cram-

syn gowne,” bordered with precious stones at

the openings of the sleeves and collar, worn by
the Earl of Northumberland, who conducted the
daughter of Henry VII. into Scotland, on her
marriage with James lY. In a word, he habitu-

ally reinvests Alnwick with its ancient glories,

trophies, and characteristics. And so, in a
scarcely less graphic degree, do his fellow-

townsmen. He writes :

—

* The History of the Borongh, Castle, and Barony ojAlnwick By George Tate, F.Q.S.,&o. Yol. I. Alnwick-Henry Hunter Blair. 1866.

' When several of our great towns were mere Tillages,
or clusters ol Luts or shealiogB, Alnwick was a walled
town, and enjoyed a corporate existence. Battles were
lought before its gates; it was repeatedly besieged and
burnt; kings were slain and captured within sight of its
walls

;
monarchs and generals made it a place of rendez-

vous lor armies and negotiations
;
warlike barons, wield-

ing power little less than regal, resided within its great
castle, ruled their vassals and hatched their plots against
their sovereign, or devised schemes for public liberty;
malefactors were executed there, and grisly and gory
heads were exhibited over its gates; mitred abbots and
cowled monks lived hard by, and dispensed a magnificent
hospitality within their splendid abbeys; and, in later
times, tho commonality rising out of feudal bondage,
miy be seen endowed with a limited amount of wcaTtli
‘Ui'l power—now debating and quarrelling over the town’s
auairs, and now enjoying themselves with tueir canary,
mulled claret, and music. Old customs lingered long
here

;
and there yet remains somewhat of the racy savour

ol olden timee in the tastes, the habits, and associations
of the inhabitants.”

History, as furnished by arcbosology, may be
said to havo commenced earlier in Alnwick than
in most places, for the Celtic memorials in the
immediate neighbourhood are numerous. Within

limited circumference nine or ten ancient
British camps may be explored, and several
sepulchres have been found. The foundations
of circular hut dwellings, with rudely-flagged

floors, have been uucovered near the town, de-
noting continued residence, rather than short
predatory occupation, on the part of the primi-
tive warriors, who at this distant date “ belonged
Alnwick,” as the phrase goes there. Stone
celts, bronze relics, gold ornaments found within
tho parish, a rude unhewn monolithic pillar, on
a height about two miles westward of Hulue
Abbey

;
and several Celtic names attached to

geographical features, are further proofs of this

occupation; but as the prosperity and conse-

quence of Alnwick culminated in tho Medimval
period, we pass rapidly on to that time, pausing
only to remark, that Roman, Sa.xon, and Danish
dominion are not represented with anything like

the fnlnesB with which Celtic times are illus-

trated. Mr. Tate goes carefully over this ground,
and gives figures of the curious symbolic sculp-

tures on the sandstone rocks on the moorlands
in the country around Alnwick, which he ascribes

to the races who built the camps and huts, and
dropped, or otherwise left behind them, the
weapons and ornaments to which we have
alluded. Perhaps we should not expect to find

many traces of the Romans so far north of their

great mums or barrier
; but be that as it may,

the only remains of this race of warriors of any
consequence is the road, or branch of Watling-
street, called the Devil’s Causeway, which passes
Alnwick about seven miles to the westward of

the town. There are, too, within a few miles,

appearances that have been taken for the indi.

cations of sites of camps, in two directions,

Crawley and Outcheater, and corroborative evi-

dence has been yielded with respect to the latter

by a find of a number of Roman brass coins
contained in a small oak box, in a bog close by j

but our author- does nob insist upon either of
these; neither does he tarry long with Saxon
memories, probablyforthe reason that the mighty
wiir-smiths and “ bracelet-givers to heroes ” have
left but the rarest foot-prints behind them. Their
institutions have entailed, however, one benefit

which their successors still enjoy, namely, the
falc-land or moorland, nsed iu common by the
freemen of the town

; although the plot of land,

which was the private property of every free

man, called boc-land, because he was free to

transfer it by charter, has been long since

absorbed. Mr. Tate has started a new view
with regard to this period. He thinks that a
neighbouring village, called Lesbury, on the
Alne, near its month, enjoyed in those days pre-

eminence over Alnwick, and was the seat of the
principal Thane. The only evidence left that

the Danes ever set foot in the neighbourhood of

Alnwick is in the number of words of Danish
origin in the common local dialect. Mr. Tate
strings together a short narrative in the Alnwick
language, which shows that nearly every

word in it that is foreign to the southerner’s

ear has fallen from the speech of the hardy
Scandinavians.

In the days when Norman ornament was
supposed to bo Saxon there appeared to be very
considerable remains of a Saxon stmeturo
incorporated with the castle ; and, consequently,

there was a necessity for a Saxon owner to be
found. Tradition was equal to the occasion, and
conveniently furnished a thane, Gilbert Tyson,
whose daughter, acres, and castle were bestowed
upon one of the Norman knights who accom-
panied William the Conqueror iu his venture
across the English Channel. Bat, as the peculiar

ornamentation in question is now found to be
Norman, there is no evidence whatever of a
Saxon building on the site of the castle, and
hence there is no occasion for a Saxon pro-

prietor, which is so far satisfactory that we
are free to take up the subject with the aid
of authentic documentary information. The
first knight whose name is associated with
Aluwick Castle is Ivo de Yescy, to whoso
grandson, William de Yescy, Henry II. con-

firmed in fee and heirship all the lands and
tenures of Enstace Fitz-Jobn, his father, as well

as the castle of Alnewyk and tho whole hononx
which belonged to Ivo de Yesci, his grandfather.

From this period the successive owners of

Alnwick walk across the little disc that

was their day with their individuality clearly

discernible. Now the friend, and now the foe,

of the reigning sovereigns, the De Yescies occu-

pied prominent places in the chronicles of early

writers
;
and it is noticeable, that varied as were

their political feelings, they were not oppressive

to the inhabitants of Alnwick, uniformly bene-
factors of the Church, and especially liberal givers

to the monks of Alnwick Abbey. During the
time that they were lords of Alnwick the town
had developed into a place of some importance,

having a trading and mechanical community,
with a common seal and common property, and
one of their charters informs us that the two
leading streets, by name Bondgate and Narrow-
gate, were then formed. It is, however, with
the Percies that Alnwick is most vividly and
indissolubly associated.

Two years after Edward I. fell sick and died

at Burgh-on-the-Sanda, bidding his son boil his

bones and carry them at the head of his army
into Scotland, Henry de Percy purchased

Alnwick of Anthony Beke, tho fighting Bishop

of Durham. Dugdale informs us that the last

of the De Yescies left a natural son, known as

William De Yescy of Kildare, from the circum-
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stance of hia birtli in. Ireland, for wboa? benefit

“he did by the king’s licence infeoff that great

prelate, Anthony Beke, Bishop of Durham and
Patriarch of Jerusalem, in the Castle of Alnwick
and divers other lands, with trust and special

confidence that be should retain them for

the above William de Yesci, born in Ireland, at

that time young, until ho came of full age, and
then pass them to him

j
which William derived

no benefit from that ti'iist
;
for the bishop, being

irritated by some slandt roua words which he had
heard the bastard had spoken of him, by his

deed bearing date November 19, 1309, 3 Edward
II., sold the Castle and hononr of Alnwick to

Henry de Percy, a great man of the north, from
whom the earls of Northumberland, still pos-

sessors thereof, are descended.” They were
threatening and unsettled times

;
and it is quite

possible this wrong might have passed unheeded
among more pressing and public calamities.

That the Percies were not quite satisfied as to

the legality C’r equ'ty of the transaction we may
assume fn m ihe lact stated by Mr. Tate that in

132 1 the natn; al f on of William de Vescy having
been slain In the battle of Bannockburn, the son
of Henry de Peny obtained a release of his

rights to lie bar-.ny of Alnwick from Sir Wil-

liam Alon, lhe heir-at-law, by payment to him
of se^cn hnnJied marks sterling. The pur-

chpseref Alnwick, however, did not wait for this

seftltment of the question before he began to

build, He Hied but five years after acquiring
the strotighold of the De Vescies; but in that
time 1 e materially enlarged and strengthened
it. iMu;h of his work is stUl standing, a marvel
of staielincBS, Et.eugtb, and perfection of ma-
sorry, as we have elsewhere related in our
rotices of the recent res'orations. The history,

pedigree, end h'raldiy of the Percies naturally
take up a largo portion of Mr. Tate’s volume

;

bat these are ret va’n repetitions, for, though
obliged in matters of history to follow in the
beaten tr.ick of facta, he takes original views os

to the relative worth of the successive lords of
Alnwick. Hotspur, from his daring valour, has
hitherto borne awciy the palm from a race in

which every individual was eminent. Mr. Tate
says he likes better the second baron and the
second and tenth earls, for the former was gentle
and kind-hearted in days when men sorely

needed such an example
j
the second was faith-

ful, brave, and wise; and the third a religious

and conscientious man, ^ho did bis best to pro-

mote the good of his fellow-men by securing for

them a constitutional government.
The Percies, bower er, are not all in all to our

author. His sympathies seem to be more ab-

sorbed in the town than in the castle
;
and he

shows that the carls of Northumberland have
mjt been the great benefactors to the former
that they are supposed to have been. The Per-
cies were in possession of Alnwick Castle for

more than 120 years before the town was pro-

tected by a wall
;
notwithstanding that it was

frequently entered, ravaged, and burnt. It is

true that the licence granted by Henry YI. to

enclose, wall, and embattle it mentions the

name of Henry Earl of Northumberland as well

as the burgesses, their heirs and successors
;

but it is also clear that half a century elapsed
before this work was completed, proving that he
could have rendered but very little assistance

towards its prosecution. When finished the

wall was 20^ ft. high and 6 ft. thick
;
and it

was, moreover, furnished with four strong forti-

fied gateways, — Bondgato Tower, Clayport
Tower, Narrowgate Tower, and Pottergate
Tower. It enclosed a space not much exceeded
in size by the present dimension of the town.
As we have seen, in the De Yescies’ time
tho leading streets were formed, although
left open to the depredations of the lawless

borderers and Scots. The wall enclosed
these, as well as the market-place, Pottergate,
which then was called Barresdale, Fenkle, the
Corner street, and Parkes-street, or Hale. Beyond
the mural boundary, by the river’s edge ran,

as now, Walkergate, where the walkers or
fullers dwelt

;
and before the castle barbican

lay Bailcygate, which gave access to Canongate,
the road that led from tho town to the principal
entrance to Alnwick Abbey. There are a few of
the houses that were within the wall still stand-
ing

5
they are small and low, not exceeding

two stories in height, and often consiaking of
only one, with mnllioned windows, and thatched
rcofa. One, pulled down within the last ten
years, was vaulted with stones like the pele
towers of the connty. Most of them had gardens
or crofts. Mr. Tate extracts from the records
ef the Augmentation Office, a etatement that in

1545, there were “ of houseing people in Alnwick,

1500, within the same parishe,” and explains

that houseing or howsclynge people were persona

who were of age to communicate at the Eucha-
rist, the term being derived from the Anglo-
Saxon, KusliaVi to give or receive the sacrament.
This gives, on the assumption that the people
over sixteen years of age, would be about two-
thirds of the inhabitants, a population of 2,250,

and, compared with Gateshead and Sunderland,
which only possessed 1,000 Tiowseling people,

shows the relative importance of the “canny”
town. In the three hundred and twenty years

that have elapsed very little ground has been
gained, Gateshead and Sunderland,havepro8pcred
and multiplied exceedingly, while Alnwick has
contented itself with an average annual increase

of sixteen persons. The records of the baronial

courts furnish the names of the burgesses. Of
200 mentioned as paying quit-rents in the reign
of Elizabeth, Mr. Tate remarks it is doubtful
whether either of them, except Thew and Foster,

have a single descendant in the male line now
living in the parish. He reckons that there

were in those days about 300 persona possessed
of real property in Alnwick. Besides these there
were in the barony 300 copyholders—small landed
proprietors w'ho cnltivated their own land, sub-

ject to a few feudal impositions. Not one copy-
hold now exists, all having been absorbed. Our
author, regretting the independent yeomanry
who owned them, says, “ The history of their

extinction has not been written
;
perhaps it is

now irrecoverable, though there were traditions

of the unfair means—chicanery, misrepresenta-
tion, threats—used to sweep them away.” Every
man in this little community was often called

upon to do his part towards maintaining peace
and defending aggressions

;
for when the sixth

earl of Northumberland died, twenty years
elapsed before his nephew, the seventh earl, was
enabled to take possession of his estates, owing
to the attainder of hia father, which was not
pardoned till the lapse of that period. During
this time, and for many years besides, the bor-

ders were in a state of almost incessant warfare.

Mr. Tate computes that not less than 2,000 men
must have been employed in a complicated
system of day and night watching that the con-
stant surprises from over the border rendered
necessary. He says, “ The night watches were set

at the day-going, and continued at their stations

until the day was light. The day-watches began
their duty at day-light, and continued until

the day was gone. It was the duty of every
watch, on observing the approach of an enemy or
suspected person, to give the alarm by blowing
of horn, by shont or outcry, and all men were
bound, on pain of death, to arise and follow the
fray with hue and cry, on horse or on foot. Who-
ever captured offenders was rewarded

;
and

goods rescued from thieves were restored to the
owners on paying for their rescue. No man
could harbour or help any rebel, fugitive, felon,

murderer, whether Euglishman or Scotsman,
upon pain of death

j
and no subject could even

speak with a Scotsman without licence from the
warden.” The castles and peles were important
places in those days, and walled towns of the
greatest value

;
if they had not furnished nume-

rous retreats for the inhabitants upon signal of
danger, it is probable that the border would
have been dispeopled

;
as it was, the northern

portions of the county enjoyed no more serenity
than a vast camp, for there wore the Scots be-

fore it and the lawless Moss troopers of Tyne-
dale in the rear. Musters were occasionally

made of the able-bodied men, such as are now
made of the volunteers, though with very differ-

ent equipments. Holders of small plots of land
were bound to appear, with horse and armour.
Men on foot were armed with helmet, coat and
plate, and bow or bill. Upwards of 1,500 men
thus accoutred have mustered on Abberwick
Moor. “ Alnwick was the head-quarters of all

this complicated organisation for the defence

of the borders
; and there a warden court

was held with all the solemn formalities ob-

served in the superior courts of the realm,

for the trial of offenders against March law
;

and often, indeed, ciiminala condemned in

this court were executed at Alnwick.” A
Scottish minister, James Mel ville,passing through
lhe country, thus writes of the 2nd of August,
1584 :

“ We came that night to Alnwick and
ludget in the house of a widow, whose son-in-

Jaw, guidman of the hous, was lyand seek of
maney deadlie wounds, giffen him be the Scottes
thieves on the Bordar.”

After the union of the English and Scottish

crowns, Alnwick seems to have prospered. For
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150 years the Percies rare’y visited the castle, and
never resided in it

;
and, thus left to itself, the

town developed its resources, till there were ten

incorporated companies in it. It was governed

by four obamberlains and a council of twenty-

four burgesses,—a body Mr. Tate considers as

equivalent to one-tenth of the leading inhabi-

tants. The property over which they presided

was considerable,— a great moor stretching away
fer miles towards the purple heathery hills west

of the town
;
a river frontage, or stretch of land

bordering the river, for a mile past the castle

walls
;

the market-place, with the shambles,

cross, stocks, pillory ; the town-hall, or tolbooth
;

the clocks
j
the pants, or pumps, with large stone

tanks of running water in front of them, fit for

horses and cattle to drink from
5

coal mines
;

limestone and sandstone quarries ; and, more-

over, the ancifnt grammar-school and the patron-

age of the church. Being, as a petition to Lord
Burghley seta forth, “ in the middest of the

conntrie, and therefore of greatest repaire and
concourse of people,” the market days and fair

days were great gatherings on which a large

amount of business was transacted. In these

latter days, as many as sixty carriers’ carts are

to be counted, drawn up in lines, on these occa-

sions, like BO many bathing-maebines gone
astray, gradually unfilling and refilling as their

imports and exports change places
5
but in those

there were doubtless more. Whatever was going

on in the country the Alnwick people took part.

In the rebellion of 1745 they seem to have been
particularly active in the Hanoverian cause, the

corporation hiring volunteers, sending out scouts

and special messengers to watch and report

progress of the enemy
;
and the streets re-

sounded with trumpet-calls, the beating of drums,

and playing of fifes, as troops mustered in the

market-place or passed through the town. But
a great law-suit in comparatively recent times
seems to have paralysed the body that presided

,

over the prosperity that reigned so long, and they

parted with possession after possession, and per-

mitted theblocking up ofseveral ancientroadsand
footpaths. Our author notices that people used

to take advantage of every public occasion to

enjoy themselves
j
and that amusement formerly

formed a larger item of existence than it now
does. The Alnwick folks had their lord of

misrule, a fool, waits, to say nothing of the more
reprehensible sights, bull-baiting, cock-fighting,

and horse-racing, all of which aro swept away.
The lord of misrule, who reigned at Easter, was
deposed in 1677 ; the “ foule ” is last mentioned
in the corporation accounts in 1612, when three

' yards of “ whit ” for him cost 5s., and the

“dyinge and making of it 23. 6d.” The last of

the waits survived till 1845, as a monument in

the churchyard records
;

while the caller, or

crier, who accompanied them on their tour

through the town, still survives, at a very
advanced age, having seen five Percies in

possession of the dukedom, if we may call the
handsome, clever, dashing Sir Hugh Smithson
a Percy. It was the business of the waits,

accompanied by this caller, or his predecessors,

to perambulate the streets of the town early in

the winter mornings, beginning at Martinmas and
ending with January. They wore a showy blue

livery, trimmed with silver lace and silver badges
bearing the town’s arms. Our author can
remember what he calls these wonderful voices

of the night calling “ Good morrow, masters
all! half-past three o’clock in a frosty morning.”
Once or twice a week, be says, the householders

were called upou by name. “ Good morrow,
Mister Turner ! Good morrow. Mistress Turner !

half-past two o’clock in a cloudy morning and
on Christmas morning a further variety of call

was made upon the mistresses of families :

—

“DBine! dame! get up acd baie your pie,

And let your lazy maiden lie

On Christmas day in the morning !

”

The corporation suppressed the waits in 1&31.

But Alnwick has yet one instrument left with
which it is annually enlivened. This is a pecu-
liar and elegant modification of the bagpipe,

called the Northumbrian pipes, on which the
tune of Chevy Chase is played by the Duke’s
piper, as, clad in dark blue broadcloth, with a
shepherd’s plaid draped across his ehonlder, and
a silver crescent on his arm, he heads the pro-

cession from the castle to the market-place, t©

proclaim the principal fair of tho year. The
same dirge-liko strain, with its wild bursts of

triumph, we may note, is also ployed on thes*

delicate pipes by the same musician, at the

periodical conrt-leet dinners of the lord of tke

manor.
Our author has subdivided bis work i»to
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departments. He assigns to other pens two im-
portant chapters. The first of these is an archm-
ological and architectnral description of the
castle, by Mr. F. R. Wilson

j but as we have
fully and freely, from time to time, noticed the
past and present aspect of this celebrated struc-
ture, we refrain from going over the ground
again. Suffice it to say, that this account of it
is illustrated by an original and accurate bird’s-
eye view of it, by the same hand, which gives a
good insight into the leading features in its con.
figuration. The second episodical chapter treats
of the pedigrees and early heraldry of the lords
of Alnwick. It is written by the first authority
in the north on the subject, Mr. W. H. D. Long,
staffe. It leads us to many objects that we
should scarcely suppose to be invested with
heraldic interest. The Liber de Melros, of the
Ballantyne Club, pointed out that the vetches
upon the seals of the Do Vescies are probably
puns upon their name. The cross patonce, as
shown upon the shield of the Archangel Michael
on the town’s arms, has been supposed to be a
cruciform arrangement of these vetches, but P'^e^ent the abuse of them.
Mr.Longstaffethinksthatimaeinationhaamnrinf be complained that though this Associa-

here. However, the arose in queetion in hie heads eroellU™
gives US an interesting clue to the whereabouts of though the Committee were made aware that
the tomb ofWilliam Vesci of Kildare,among other he®Aw

“0«»-Iegged effiw of a .h-v V"Knjgnt, with a very thm bendlet dexter over a ““^ociatione to which the term “Art-Uoion" has been
cross patonce on his shield, mentioned in Drake’s I

*PP‘*®^- or recognized in any way the serrices of
“Eboracum.” as beini, iA ^.r, .M ...n 1®.!
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TEE ART-UNION OF LONDON.
On Tnesday last the members of this corpora*

tion and their friends met in the Adelphi
Theatre to receive the annual report, and dis-
tribute the amount subscribed. In the nnavoid-
able absence of the President, Lord Houghton,

Professor Westmacott, R.A., took 'the chair;
and having briefly opened the proceedings,

—

Mr. Godwin, P.R.S., read the following

EEPORT.
Immediately after our last annual meeting, the Parlia-mentary Committee appointed to inquire into the opera-

tion ot the Art-Union laws commenced their workfand
alter eiammiug ten witnesses made a report to the House
ot Commons. This concluded with the recommendation
that the administration and enforcing of the Art-UnionMwe should be placed under the charge of the PriTv
CouDci Department of Science and Art, and that a code
ot regulations should bo adopted which seem to be with-
out exception, substantially copied from the regulationsdrawn up by your Council for the government of the Art-union ot J^ndon. Evidence was tiven of the fraudulent
working of various so-called Art-Unions, the result, not
ot the operation of existing laws, hut of the lax adminis-
tration of existing powers to prevent the abuse of them

perhaps be complained that though this Associa-

Eboracum,” as being in an old wall near
Haberdashers’ Hall, Walmgate, and now pre-
served in the museum near St. Mary’s Abbey,m that city, he thinks likely to be a portion of
^0 tomb of the illegitimate heir of the last de
Tesci owner of Alnwick. The cloisters of Canter-
bury, and a window in the clearstory of York
Mmster, contain heraldic acknowledgments of
favours received from the same family. Mr.
Longstaffe traces this name as Vescy, Vaseyj
Veyse, down various branches, and ultimately to
Marshall Vesey, a well-known bookseller of New-
Mstle. Salley Abbey, Whitby Abbey, Fountains
Abbey, Petworth Church, Alnwick Abbey, Hulne
-ibbey, Beverley Minster, and Westminster
Abbey afford heraldic testimony of the muni-
ficen^ and piety of the Percies. The Northumber-
land House lion has two/ac-smiles in Alnwick,
one on a bridge spanning the Alne within stone’s-
throw of the castle; and the other on a tall
column built by the Percy tenantry as a recog-
nition of their landlord’s leniency at a particular
crisis

; but the crescent is to be seen on every
cottage-door on the duke’s estate. Percy badges
confront us on the fonts of Ingram and Alnham
cliurohes, on the capital of a pillar in Alnwick
Ch^ch’ on stone panels inserted in a pele north
of Alnwick, on another in front of one of the
ancient burgages in the town, on the only
ancient gateway standing, and many other un-
expected places, besides where we should look
for

^

them, as on the barbicans and towers of
their castles, signets, and documents. Their
motto can never be found too often, Esv^rance
en Dieu.”

Thus, from the first inhabitants of the district
who have left any evidence of their existence,
with their camps, huts, corn-terraces, imple-
ments, ornaments, utensils, and debris, through
the^ occupation of the country by the bronzed
legions of Rome, the settlement of the Saxons,
the irruptions of the Danes, the conquest by the
Normans, and the successive ownership of the
barony by the De Vescies and Percies, Mr
Tate brings down the history of the town to
the present day, not omitting details of the most
miportant public movements of the last century
Hereafter he means to go farther back than this,
and furnish an account of the geology of the dis-
triot, as he has recently done of that upon which
the ^man wall is built. Moreover, Alnwick

til© venerable parish chnrch
ol bt. Michael, the modern St. Paul’s, containing
the famed Munich window, St. Mary’s Chantry
the Grammar School, and other institutions
require mention at his hands, and call for a
second volume.

The Drinking Fountain Movement. — At
Darlmgton, during the past winter, Mr. Joseph
Pease has cansed to be constructed, entirely

^ his own expense, drinking-fonntains for
Houghton-lane, Cockerton-lane, Coniscliffe-lane
Durham-road, and one near the Cemetery!
Several others will shortly be erected. These
additional fountains are of cast iron, and are
placed in the main entTances to the town and ki
places most frequented by strollers.

’

W vx gcuiiciucu WliU, UDpaiU ....V* T...VWJ UlO.iiLC-
restedl/, have for years conducted it. It seems desirable
tfiat some of the statements made should here be briefly
examined. •'

The Report says that ' the tendency of Art-Unions has
Doen to loster the love of chance and speculation rather
than to encourage high art.” The Committee oddly insist
throughout the examination that the object the Legisla-
ture had in view in sanctioning Art-Unions was the encou-
ragement of “High Art.” Buch a term had really no
place in the original programme of the Art-Union of
.London, which was chiefly the means of obtaining the
Act. Our object was and js, primarily, “to promote the
knowledge.and love of the fine arts;” and, secondarily,

to elevate art and encourage its professors by creating
an increased demand for their works, and an improved
taste on the part of the public." Ihe statement that the
Art- L Dion has fostered the love of speculation is not
borne out by the fact that the great body of members sub-
scribe but one guinea annually, and continue to do so year
alter year, as they would to a book-producing society,
contented with what they receive, and simply taking their
chance of what besides may occasionally fall to them in
tho annual distribution. It is asserted in the Parliamen-
tary Report, that the assistance given to artists is very
small indeed; while it was shown on the part of the Asso-
ciation that It had purchased 173,COOL worth of pictures
and sculpture, and expended ftO.OOOL in the production ofsome 35u,000 engravings and 100.000 sets of illustrations.
One witness, a Royal Academician, asserted that the sub-
servers obtained only low-olass pictures, and fostered
mediocrity, at the moment when, by a curious coinci-
dence, a pnzeholder was purchasing at the Royal Academy
one ol hia own pictures priced at 65 guineas; while other
subscribers were selecting tho works of many equally well-known excellent artists, and the Council were, literallv in
the act of handing a cheque for 2,100L to Mr. Maclise for
“'8 Death of Jielson,” and entering into engagements
with engravers for ihe reproduction of this and other creat
works to the extent of 1I,600L The Committee were told
it seldom occurred that prizeholders gave more than the
amount of their prize

; and we put in a statement showing
that the sum ol 15,1101. had been thus added. Another
witness, greatly opposed to the system, had looked through
the list, and had come to tho conclusion that the sup-
porters of the Art-Union of London are of the lower middle
class, for the most part in country towns, and said that
out of 10,000 subscribers he had found but one bishop a
few- peers, two members of Parliament, seven baronets
and only twenty-one persons whoso names were at all
known. To the extent to which this statement is cor-
rect. It simply serves to show that the Association has
precisely achieved the desire with which it set out
in 1836, namely, “to increase the number of those who
take an interest in the advancement of tho floe arts, andwho look to them for their moat permanent enjoyments."
It was early urged that the Art-LTnion would bring toge-
ther a large mass of subscribers, many of whom, without
such a system of association, would never have taken in-
terest in the progress of the arts; and the statement of
the witness in question, supposed to be damaging would
show how completely this has been fulfilled. The Com-
mittee were told by one gentleman who was examined Ibat
the public had arrived at the conclusion that toe chances
of winning in the Art-Union are very bad, and the Com-
mittee were led to say in their report inadvertently, that
the chance against winning a prize in the London Art-

Union is 99 to 1." This, if true, would uot be at all a correct

„
putting it. Every subscriber receives a work of

usually more (as in the ease of
ihe Ancient Mariner," “Claude Duval," or “TheJlorman Conquest," to go no further back), and the

amount distributed in the shape of prizes, may be viewed
as the sum saved by means of co-operation in the produc-
Lon ot these works of art. In the case of engravings now
in progress, “Hamlet," “Wellington and Blucher," and
others, the cost of each impression, in ordinary com-
merce, would be at least two guineas. In truth, however
the statement in question is gravely incorrect, for looking
to our report of last year, or the year before, it will be
seen that there was one prize to every H subscribers —10
to 1, instead of 99 to 1.

’

The friends of this corporation have every reason
nevertheless, to be satisfied with the result of the inquiry’
Facts were given in evidence by one of your hon. secre-
taries (Mr. Godwin), and a member of the Council (Pro-
fessor Donaldson), that went to prove beyond eontroVeray
its value and importance. It was shown that the list of
artists whose works have been bought or engraved by the
Asac^iation includes the names of Creswick, Copley
J^ielding. Dyee, Maclise, Uwins, Ward, O'Neil, Cole,
?• CMlow, Lee, Frith, Mwiready, Callcott, Webster,
otanteld, Landseer, Tlurner, Hilton, F. Tayler, Hngbe,

and many others
; that the Society had produced asenes of sixteen commemorative medals of artists, and is

keepmgalivein this country the art of medal-die engraving,
the practice of which had nearly ceased

; that it h^
materially aided m reviving the production of artistic
bronzes; that it had given the first impetus to the now
extensive distribution of fine works of art in Parianstatuary employing the firms of Minton, Copeland, andBrown-Weathead, who stand foremost as successful art
manufacturers

j
and, amongst other productions circulatedhy its means, had spread over the country and its depen-

dencies some thousands of copies of the finest antioue
busts, besides specimens ofthe work of our best sculptors.
Flaxen, Westmacott, Bell, F^ey, Chantrey, GiUaon,
CaJder Marshall, Thornycroft, Wyon, Durhai, Lawlorand others: it was shown that our operations extend to
quarters both at home and abroad, which other art-agencies
at work do not reach; and that the Association possesses
a jjand of honorary coadjutors penetrating Africa and
Asia, and circling the globe. Mr. W. P. Frith, E.A
gave most emphatic testimony to its great importance to
artists, and its beneficial eflect on the public. The
encouragement this Association affords, he thought most
valuable. “It was to mo,” he continued, “for I sold one
ot my first pictures to the Arc-Union. I felt great
enconragement from that, and probably some of my suc-
cesees alcerwarda may be attributed to it." Again, being
asked if he concurred in the prevalent opinion that an
appreciation of art was rapidly increasing in this country
he said, • Yes, and I attribute a great deal of it to the
Art-Union of London."
Coming now to tho business of the year, the Council

have to announce that the amount subscribed is 11,3461. 53.Ibe country has been afUicted with a great commercial
disturbance; panic has lowered the value of some descrip-
cions of property to the extent of millions; companies
have collapsed, and large numbers of persona have been
injured in circumstances. In the face of these and other
antagonistic occurrences, it is matter rather for congra-
tulation that so large a sum should be forthcoming than
for surprise that it is less than on some previous occa-
sions. The cost of the engraving which is in course of
mstribution to all subscribers, “ Pity,” engraved by Mr
H. Lemon, after a picture by Mr. Le Jeuue, A.R.A., not
being so large ptoporiionaUy as that of some of the works
of art presented in other years, the amount available for
prizes is not so much affected as would otherwise be the
the case. Every subscriber for the ensuing year will re-
ceive an engraving by Mr. Sharpe after Mr. Maclise's
picture, “Tne Play Keene, HamJet," one of the finest
works of the British School. The moment represented is
that when watching the effect upon the king of the mimic
murder Hamlet is about to say,—“He poisons him in
the garden for his estate. His name's Gonzago • the
story is extant, and written in very choice Italian."

T . , 111., I. 3.
It IB difficult, in looking at this remarkable picture, to

avoid feeling tho same absorbing interest that agitates the
groups depicted. There is excitement everywhere, and
the spectator shares in it. Every part of the picture is
made toassistin telling the story : even the tapestry, when
examined, is seen to represent on one side the Oflerings ofCam and Abel, and the Death of Abel; and on the other

Temptation, and tho Expulsion from Paradise.
The engraver of this plate, Mr, Hharpe, having executed

his task entirely to the satisfaction of the Council, they
have entered into an engagement with him for theproduc.
tion of a lino engraving in the highest style of the art
after Mr. Maclise’s picture, “ The Death of Nelson " in
the Royal Gallery in the Palace of Westminster, an un-
dertaking of no ordinary magnitude, and which will
occupy SIX years. The plate will be executed to corre-
y>ond in size with “The Meeting of Wellington and
B^lueher " now m progress. The Council are sanguine in
their hope that they will thus provide for the sub-
senbers a pair of noble engravings of national im-
portance commemorating events and persons in whom all
are interested, aud worthy alike of the painter and the
country.
For a future year the Council have arranged with Mr.

Jeens lor the production of an engraving in line from the
picture by Mr. Armitage, A.K.A., “ The Parents of Christ
Seeking Him," which was exhibited last year. Mr
Birch has completed a reduced copy of his statue “The
Wood-Nymph," to which the Council had awarded a
premium. Examples of this in Parian wiU be distributed

The dies for the medal by Mr. G. G. Adams com-
memorative of the late William Dyce, R.A., have been
successlully finished. Impressions from these will also
form part of the present distribution, as well as a number
of the medallion inkstands in bronze and sets of photo-
graphs from the Society’s prints. The Gibson me<^l and
the Leslie medal are advancing towards completion.
The Council it may be mentioned, have recently pre-

sented a complete set of the medals struck by the Art
Union of Loudon to the Royal Academy.
The number of bronzes, Parian siatuettes, and other

works ol art produced for the Association is now large
To meet Ihe wishes of subscribers, constantly expressed’
increased facilities have been afl'orded for obtaining such
of these as may be desired, in lieu of the annual prints, by
payment of increased subscription, aud otherwise.
The following is an abstract of the reeeipts and expendi-

ture. The detailed account, which has been duly audited
lal, will bo printed with this report :

Amount of subscriptions £il 345 5 g

Amount allotted as prizes 6,660 0 0
Cost of plate, priming, &c. “ Pity" l)sS3 6 11
Printing, advertisiig, salaries, collectors’
and agents’ expenses, &c. &c 2,803 19 1

£11,346 5 0

Tho amonnt available for the purchase of works of art
from tho public galleries by the prizeholders themselves
will be divided in the foDowing manner ;

20 works at £io each.

, 75
. 100
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There will al*o be distributed,—

200 Statuettes, “ The M'ood Nraph."
40 Medallion BrMiae Inkstands.

100 Busts in Poreelain of her Boyal Highness the

Princess of 41*8108.

80 Sets of Photographs from the Society’s Plates.

30 Silver Medals, Coaiaietnorative of 4V. Dyce, R..\.

elation of the fine arts. In his eulogiiim of art

he said, as Dryden lias it :

—

'• The Poet is confined in narrower apace.
To speak the laneuage of hia rvatire place

;

The Painter widely stretches his command,
The Pencil speaks the tongue of ev’ry land.”

There will, therefore, be, with the Parian busts given to

all who have subscribed for ten years consecutively n ith-

ont framing a prize, 793 prises, in addition to the cn-

pravjog received by every member.
On the plan followed on other occasions, the smaller

prizes will be allotted by numbers drawn from the wheel,

in the same manner as the picture prizes
;
but as the

drawing of these would ocenpy more time than the

business of the theatre wonld allow, the drawing will take

place at the ofBco to-morrow morning, at ten o’clock,

when any members desirous of being present are invited

to attend.
The reserved fund now amounts to £13,667.

Amongst other matters of regular occurrence it must be
stated that the works of art selected by the prizebolders

of last year were exhibited to the members and their

friends, and for part of I he time to the public free,

without any limitation whatever. This took place in the

gallery of “ The Instilote of Painters in Water Colours,”

Pall-TDall, with the kind permission of that body.
It should not be forgotten that the Art-Union of London

gave the metropolis a free exhibition of pictures when
such a thing was rarer than it is now, and when, indeed,

it was held by many that collections of works of art could

not be safely opened to the public withont limitations,

Our e3T)erience for many years showed the error of that

hurtful opinion, and doubtless aided materially in obtain-

ing the greater facilities in this direction that are now
afforded. The tillers and sowers are seldom thought of

when the harvest is being gatheied in.

Amongst various undertakings for the future, the

Council are now arranging to produce a volume of engrav-

ings from original drawings by Flaxman, in the possossioti

01 University College. The reputation of great ines

grows greater than thiemselve a,
“ as shadows do than sub-

stances at dayfsll." So it is, and will be with Flaxman,
one ot the greatest artists England can boost of.

At the International Exhibition, now open in Paris,

the Council have sought that the Art-Union should be
represented. A few of the engravings most lately issued

were sent, and two of the bronzes selected by tbe British

Executive. Through accident these are not eet forth

together so as to charbcterize the Association; still they
are there, however distributed, and go towards making up
the creditable whole which represents Great Britain.

In this remarkable gathering in the Champ de Mars,

—

the most remarkable of its kiud yet made,—England holds
her own is painting and in architecture, though not in

sculpture
;
few works in that department of art having

been sent from this country. Thera is much to learn in

it from every quarter. The wonderful skill in ornamenta-
tion,—the power of blendirg colours possessed by some
of the Eastern nations, for example, is strikirigly note-

worthy. They seem bom with a natnral appreciation of
the value and use of colour, or they work under an ap-

proved formula, the result of long experience.
Some of the furniture exhibited in the English section

is excellent, and shows ibe good result of that Weddingof
Art to Industry, the importance and necessity of which
have been uniformly urged throughout the now long series

of Reports anunnlly laid before the Association and cir-

culated far and wide. Even the merest trader, when he
finds that art may be made to improve trade, must see that

it is his interest to encourage iti study and bring about
that junction. There is still a want of regular instruction

in art for the pnblic. Few know anything of it on sure
grounds.

It has been said with emphasis by a statesman that olive-

trees do not grow in the Champ de Mars. Spite of tbe
antagonism in sound, we would fain think otherwise.

There the nations are communicating freely with each
other, for Art speaks all tongues,—addresses all hearts and
minds: there all countries may see how much they may
learu and gain from each other,—how closely their in-

terests are connected, — how much they all have in

common.
Much of course may be gained by onr artists from a

stndy of the pictures of other countries there displayed.

It will be well if tbe public recognize a truth often urged
in our reports,—that the thought set forth in the work of

the painter or senlpt'tr is of more importance than mere
exactitude of material representatiou,—the superiority of
mind over matter :

—

Jlf. Bodkin, tbe Assistant Judge, Laving se-

conded tbe motion, it was cftiTied .unanimously.

Mr. Josbua Butterwortb, F.S.A., proposed, in

an earnest speech, and Sir Walter Stirling,

Barb., seconded a vote of thanks to tbe honorary
secretaries, which was carried unanimously.

Those gentlemen having returned thanks, a
vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Benjamin
Webster for the nse of the theatre, and also to

Mr. Kinloch, his acting manager.
Misr: Emily Roberts and Miss Caroline Roberts

having undertaken to draw the prizes, and Mr.

J. D. Arnold and Mr. J. G. Pilcher to act as

scrutineers, tbe distribution took place.

LIST OF PEIZEHOLDERS.

200L—Holland, E, W., 10, Belvedere-crescent.
1501.—Bunney, W., Maldon-crescent

;
Ford, W. J.

Basingstoke; Quadliug, B., Diss.

lOOL— Godlee, T., Goolwa, S.A.; Penin, T., 4.3, Great
Tower-street; Roberts, E. W,, 16, Fish-street-hill.

753.—.Joseph, J. A.. Bayswater; Loccck, Rev. W.,
E. Haddow ;

Munroe, J. E., Graceeburch-slreet; Perry,
G. H., Wolverhampton

;
Sherwin, .1., Longton.

633—Black, C. H. M., Halifax, N.8.; Brown, J. R.,
Lauehani.chambers ; Cooke, E-, lOy, Mount-street

;
.Milne,

N., Wjsbeach; O' Connor, Major-General, .lamaica; Pease,
T. R,, Beverley; Poole, Mrs,, Old Burlington-street
Thorne, C., Milibank.
603.—Carol airs, J., St. PauTs-road

;
Clay, Miss, Kendal;

Ferguson, W., Stock Exchange; Herbert, J.T .Hythe;
Jearrad, H. L., Ringwood

;
Larby, G. A., Bertnondse''

Naylor, W,, Paddiogtou; Savill, R., Euston Station,
SeweU, E. H., Winchmore-hill; Strong, Mrs., New Kent-
road.
45/.—Bagot, Hon. A. W,, Rngeley

;
Bruee, T., Calcutta

,

Buse, H ,
Bideford

;
M'Laren, .1., Dunfermline ;

Russell,

Cooper, J. R., Canterbury; Cooper, M. W., Bridlington;
Corbet, Miss, Camden-road; Critebley, R. J., Batley;
Cross, Rev. E. H., Avenue-road : Dunn, T., Geelong;
D'Albedybll, J. L,, Nelson, New Zealand; D'Arcy, 6-.,

Upper ifolloway
;
Darrell, C., 9!, Corohill

;
Davies, D.,

Adelaide; Davis, Miss .1,, Claphara-rise
;
Davies, Rev. D.,

Welshpool; Deane, W. A., Bideford; Denney, Mrs.,

Rutland Gate : Doust, W. H., TedJington toek ; Dunn,
Samuel, Canpiibury-square

;
Dunne. Mrs., Cork Duryes,

D. C., New York; Earl, G, F.. Hull; Evans. W., New-
port. Monmouth ; Eyres, T., Ballarat

;
Farthing, B.,

Cheapside; Ferari, A., Gloueester-terrace, Hyde Park;
Firkins, G., Pershore

;
Forge. T-, Beverley

;
Forrest,

A. B., Derby; Fletcher, W,, Cheltenham
;

Flint, John,
19, C<.leroau-8treet : Freeman, J, Wigmore-street ;

Fuller,

VV. B., Boston, United States ;
Gardner, Jss

,
Greenock

;

Gibson, Rev. M., Boulogne; Gilbert, J., London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway ;

Giles, H., Mount Pleasant,

South Australia
;
Goode, Miss R. E., Midhurst : Goostadji,

A., Kurrachee ;
Greener, T., Darlington

;
Greaves, W. I£,,

Bradford; Gridley, W. G., 9, Duke-street; Grundy, E.,

Liverpool
;

Gudgin, Miss, Bedford
;

Hallam, Miss,

Lowestoft
;

Hariand, JJ., Bradford ;
Harris, G, 20,

Gower-street
;

Harrison, W., jut*,. Dudley; Hart, J.,

Coventry; Harvey, G, F,, Larkfield; Hawkins, IT,,

Standish; Horsley, E. T., Alfreton; Heaviside, T., 173,

Camden-street; Hemming, R. C., Cape Town; Hersee,
U., Westbourue-square ;

Hickman, N., Southampton ;

Higgins, W. 'll., Northampton
;
Hodges, F., Robe, South

-Vustralia ;
Hogg, R. J., Kingston Hill; Houlder, A.,

Leadenhail-street
;
Holroyd, J., Leeds; Hopgood, T. B.,

Boston, United States; Hoe, J. B., Great Northern
Railway

;
Hudson, R., Claphatn Common

;
Jackson,

Rev. 6., Has’.ar
;

Jefferson, R., Queenstown
;

Jen-

kins, J. J., Swansea; Jentgen, W., Crefeld; Jones,

G. J., 3, Lyall-place
;

Jordan, J., Driffield; Kersey,

W. R., Lewisbara
;

King, AV. H., Oxford Market

;

Kirby, J., Porcbester-terrace ;
Leedham, C. H., Ken-

nington Park; Linzell, J., Tottenham; Livingstone,

W. J., Demei'sra; Longdon, G. B., Doctors'-eominons

;

M'Laren, J., Bradford; M'Queen, J. H., ToUenham-
court-road; Main, H. S.. Greenock ;

Mason, J. B., Sidney-

Btreet; Maxey, T., Louth
;
May, James, Adelaide

;
May,

Miss, Peterslield
;
Meedlov. James, Paternoster-row; Mee,

Samuel, Birmingham; Menzies, J., Kincardine; Mer-
chant, Capt., Leadeuhall-street

;
Moore, McQueen, & Co.,

Berners-street; Moore, W. G., Penge
;
Morgan, C., jnn.,

Winehmore-hiU; Morgan, J.,Tottenham-eourt-road; Mor-
ris, Mrs. E., Queen Anne-street

;
Needham, W. E,, King-

street ;
Newham, Samuel, Nottingham; Oliver, E., Bunhill-

row; O' Mahoney. Capt., 2 1th Regiment; Parsons, 'I'., Black-

healh; Pearze, Dr,, Plymouth; Pearson, W. B., Batavia;W. A-, Sc. Alban’s; Tyrwhitt, Rev. R., Kettleby.
, _

4/01.—Bailey, J. A., Boston, U.S. ; Begby, J. C., Cole-
I Penola, Mechanics’ Institute, South Australia

;
Piggott,

mao-street; Beunett, W., Melbourne; Harrison, —, .T.,Rob3: Pilcher, H. D., 31, Russell-snuaro; Quincy, R.,
King’s-road, Brighton; Harvey, J., Yokohama, Japan

; |

Fenchureh-street; Richardson, J., Melbourne; Rigby,

For of the soul tbe body form doth take.
For soul is form, and doth the body make,”

Shuktpeart.

We want art wide and universal, addressing itself con-
stantly and freely to the masses in the meeting-hall and
on the highwiiy. The alliRnee of painting and seulptnre
with architecture, as before now urged, is indispensable
us well to the perfection of monumental art as to the
desired universality; and to bring about this alliance

should be tbe aim <4' those who desire to see art permeate
and contribute to the enjoyment and the elevation of all

classes of tbe people.
Gzobob Godwiw, )

LbwisPocock, j®™-®"'-

Tho Chairman, in moving the adoption of the
report, dwelt at some length npon tho value of
art, and thought it was much to be regretted
that at our public schools and universities
attention was not paid to the study of msthetics
and a knowledge of form and beauty. Infor-
mation on such a snhject was of the highest
importance. Referring to the statement which
had been made to the committee, to tho effect

that the tendency of art onions had been to
foster the love of chance and speculation, he
contended that sneh was not the case, but
that they were a great encouragement to art.

The speaker then referred to tho position and
prospects of tho institution, and to the
general interest which attached to works of
art in this country, and urged that the Art
Union of London tended, to a great extent, to
euconrnge and develop a knowledge and appre-

,Topp, C., Kdinburgh
;
Welsou, John, Dislton-in-Furness

;

Stevens, H. S., Carlton-square
;
Thomson, Miss, Adder-

burv; AVilkinson, F., Melhnurne.
353.—Dimant, R., G.N.R. ; Eyres, W., Ballarat, Vic-

toria; Fords, J. M., Melbourne
;
Hughes, H. P., Basing-

hail-stre-t
;
Marchant, T., Lewisham; Peters, B, L., 8t.

John, N.B.; Saxby, T., Firle; Soward, Mrs., Qower-
•street; Troughton, Z., South Kensington

;
Wilkes, John,

Gloucester; Wood, Mrs., Chepstow • road, Newport;
Woodward, T., Keuniugton.
303.—Carr, C. R., Kensington; Carter, Mrs., East

Greenwich; England, E., Melbourne; Loekyer, M. B.,

Camden Town; Mi)Ore, F., Barbadoes
;

Rigby, Sam.,
Warrington ; Saunders, E., George-street, W.

;
Schu-

macher, J., Copenhagen ; Smith, H., Addlestone
;
Squire,

Dr., Nelson, N.Z.
;

Stanley, Mrs., Mardea
;
Thomson,

B. R., Homaey-rise.
25/.—Berridge, R., Bishopsgate-street; Browne, R.,

Oporto; BuUough, Jas.. juo., Baxcncler
;

Chabot, C.,

Albert-square
;
Clay, T. Halifax, N.S. ; Corlyon. Miss, H.,

Truro
;
Day, K., Culiie

;
Dunstan, —, St. Coliimb ;

Friday,
T., Gillingham

;
Fenn, Capt., Royal Arsenal, Woolwich

;

Henderson, R. B-, Rumsey; Jennings, F. W., Leek;
Knight, J-, Calednninu-road

;
Sieightholme, W. B.,

Gainsborough; Thomas, J. W., Halifax; Young, A.,
Hyde Psrk-terrace.

20/.—Blake, Miss 8., Brighton; Brattan, J., Birken-
head; Cudmore, D. n., Yougala, S.A.; Da Costa, D.C.,
Barbadoes; Edwards, E., Ledshsm, Yorkshire; Evans,
C. E., Barnsbury

;
Goodwin, R. D., Ashborne

;
Harman,

R. J. S., Canterbury ;
Headley, R., Stapleford

;
Leemiug,

‘S-street, Manchester; Levy, Mrs., Westbourne-
terrace; Loulit, A., Adelaide, 8. A.; Lumsden, W.,
Douglas, Isle of Man; McNagbton, S., Southampton;
Needham, C., Ist Life Guards; West, W., Newport, Moti-
month.

153 —Bagshaw, Rev. II., Canterbn^, N.Z
;
Barkentiu,

J., 291, Regent-street; Bishop. A. j[, Maidstone; Dar-
bey, F., Adelaide-road

;
Esp, E., Newport, Monmouth;

Erershed, A, Anipthill
;

M'Qeeeo, W. H., Shepherd’s
Bush; Maxted, Mr., Minster; Miisom, Mrs. T., Halifax,

N 3. ; Mountain, G., Kennington-lane
; Oliver. Mrs. G.,

Twickenham; Feckover, D.. Calverly
;

Perry, Juo.,
Stratford; Eosamon, Miss, Hasely ; Scamer, G., Milk-
street; Stewart. J., Greenock; Stratton, J. H.. Dept-
ford : Tommas, R., Birmingham ; Webb, W.H., HuLfai,
N.S.

;
Williams, Rev., Tring Park.

10.'.—Anderson, F. B., Hessle; Andrews, F., Lincoln

,

Beveridge, J., Dunfermline; Brigham, Jno.. Toll Gavel;
Dunlop, J,. Glasgow; Fisher, Oxford; Grav, H. B.,
Lambeth; Hartley, Mrs., Clitheroe

; Ilealy, E., West-
bourne-road

;
Mason, F., Belmout, Bath

;
Merrill, J. D.,

Newbury Port, United States; Parraartin, .T., Jerez:
Pauling, T., Winchmore-hill

;
Price, W*. E., Great Tornng-

ton; Sadler, Mrs., Bopton, Midburst; Stewart, Geo.,
Rosebrook, Victoria; Stratton, W., Sparshott ; Viner,
Geo,, Bristol; Williams, C., High-street, Boston; Young,
U., 50, Warwick-atreet.

Eiitil'ed enck to a Parian Statuette, " A Ti'ood-niimpK ''

—

Acworth, A., Strood
;
Adams, John, Ware; Arliss, W.

W*,, Stonchouse; Atkins, J., Birmingham; Andrews, J.

Yurlingtou; Augarde, H,, 1, Shorters-court
;
Ayres, —

,

Red Lion-squ;ire : Baker, H., Gower-street; Baukes, T.,

Western; Bates, W., Haverhill ; Belfield, H., Canterbury,
New Zealand

;
Berkley, JlissE. C.. Notting-hill

;
Bircball,

Col., liibbletou-ball
;

Bird, E. W., Liverpool; Bishop,
Major, R.II.A.

;
Blackie, R., Glasgow

;
Bell, M. P.,

Glasgow ; Booth, Mrs., Erroersall
;

Bortbwick, J.,

Gresham-street ; Bridge, 'I'., Halsey- terrsee
;
Browar, A.,

Cincinnati
;
Brown, R., Glasgow ;

Bruce, R. R., Singapore

;

Rrundrit, J., Runcorn; Burke, J. Sc. G., Sudbury;
Burton, Crpt., R. H., Chorlcy

;
Carrington, A., Port

Elizabeth
;
Culver, B, H., Downham; Carr, TV,, Maccles-

field; Carter. 0. J,, Strood; Chappell, R. J., Stock
Kvchr.nge

;
Charletou, Mrs., West Brixton

;
Christie, W..

Walsall; Clinton, Lady O., Ranby-huil; Clutton, W'.,
Bungay; Cole, G., Kensington; Cooks, W*,, Warwick;

W., Sutton; RivingtoD,J., Lower Seymour-street; Robin*
son, J. M., St. John, New Brun.swick; Rowles, J., 61,

Peascod-street; Romans, G., Halifax, Nova Scotia; Rosa,
H.jTain; Sabine, T. J., Brighton; Sale, C., Roohester-

row; Sarsons, H., Birmingham; Scannell, H., Great
Northern Railway; Sorimgeour M., Adelaide; Searle,

J. H., Rotherbitbo; Shand, A., Liverpool; Sharp, N.,
North-road, Leeds ;

Shipton, J., Chesterfield
;

Sibley, T.,

Taunton; Sills. F., Brixton; Simpson, W., Springfield;

Skerman, J. C., Waltham Abbey; Smart, E. K., (10,

Princea-street ;
Smith, D., 1( 9. Fore-street

;
Smith, H. A.,

Biahopsgate Within ;
Smith, J., Alderney

;
Snook, T.J.,

Mossieroiwi, N.; Soul, J., Islington; Sparrow, Rev.
W. G., Ludlow ;

Stacey, F., Sta. Martha
;

Steel, !.,

Kelso; Stewart, E. T., New Bond-street; Slrahan,
Liverpool; Strickland, G. H., 25, Albert-road;

Sugden, W., Howden ;
Taylor, H., Geelong ;

Taylor,

,T., Oldham
;

Thompson, Rev. R. W., Glasgow

;

Thompson, C., Maidenhead; Tomlinson, G. A ,
Pieter-

martzherg; Toye, Executors of Mrs
,
Exeter

;
Townsend,

Col., Wrexham; Turner, T., Longton; Turnbull, Capt,

3.Y., Quebec: Turpin, Miss, Belvedere-road; Twomey,
T., Vic'oria; Unieume, J-, Cranbrook ;

Ward, B., Pear-
ling; Watmough, Mrs., Pockliugton

;
Watson, J., Dur-

ham; Whisson, H. P., IloUnwny; Wilkinson, II.,Ealingf
Wilkinson, Rev. T., Oxted : Williams, T., MerLliyr ; Willis,

—
,
Methyr ;

Witbam, T., Huddersfield; Wood, C., West-
hury-road; Wood, T.. Leeds; Worley, R. -J., Maidstone;
Wr'ght, M,, Leeds; Wright, W. Runcorn.

Entitled each to a Bronze 'Aiednltion Inkstand.—Ber-
ridge, T., Friar-lane, Leicester

;
BDckmore, J., East

Auburn, South Australia; Brudford, E. P., Boston,

United States; Clow, Miss G. N., South Kensington;
Cotton, J., St. Helen's; Crofron, Mrs. L., Gloucester-
placc

;
Dalryinple, F., New Brompton ;

Dugdale, E.,

Enam-street, Blackburn; Field. George, East Auburn,
South Australia; Gibbs, A-, Dundee; Orilfith, J. H.,

London, Canada; Heivey, H. Grimsby; Holdsworlh, P.
K.

,
Blackheath; Hollis, 'Thomas, BUckheuth

;
Johnson,

George, Melbourne
;
Kenneit, E., Guildford; Kirkland,

W., Eastbourne; Leigh, — , Chiswick; Mackay, G. G.,

Ballarat; Markes, R. W., Brompton
;
Marvel, M., Port

St. Mary; Mills, D., Cape Town : Minet, J., Union Club;
Murry, J. H., 16, Brunawick-street : Nenlyn, W.,
Christcburch

;
Noble, H. R., Douglas. Isle nfMan ;

Nott,

C., 75, Waterloo-road
;
Omerod, G., Robe, South Austra-

lia; Porter, E., Ipswich; Reed, H., Dawley, Uxbridge;
Reynolds, J. W., Wurwick-square

;
Eoberia, W., jun.,

St.'Uelen’s; Ro'vbotham. J., Coventry; Scovell, H., Ports-

wood, Hants
;
Shellsey, Miss G. B., Staines ;

Smith, H. J.,

Ill, High Hoiborn; Soutar, S., Kingston, Jamaica;
Thomson, W. J,, St. Helen's; White, H. T., Hammer-
smith; Williams, Mrs. Brecon.

Eyttitled each to a Bnef of H.H.H. (he Prince*# of
Walei.—Allen, C. J., Staines

;
Allen, Rev. H., Canon-

bury; Andrew.^, W. J., Chipping Norton; Aste, Mrs.,
Hampstead; Baker, C., Melbourne

;
Basham, W., Cam-

bridge; Beardmore, Miss, Deptford
;
Beech, T., Dresden,

Longton; Bentley, H. R., Mooriia, South Australia;

Bill, J., jun., Coventry; Bird, W. F. W., 5, Gray’s-

inn. square; Bisshopp, J., Wimbledon, South Wales;
Bournar. J. G., Bowen; Broome, H., 21, East Surrey-
grove; Brown, E. S., Yarmouth, Nova Scotia

;
Brown, T.,

Hanover-street, Glasgow; Bryan, M., Robe, South
Australia; Butcher, Thomas, Tring

;
Cbestall, W., M.D.,

Horlev. Sussex; Childs, Ann, Winchmore-hill; Clark,

Col. K., Princes-gardens
;

Clarke, Mrs., KneUlington;
Collin, W. H., 7, Tomlin's-grove

;
Corner, J. 8., Boston,

United States; Daniel, J. W., Mount Pleasant, South
Australia; Davidson, J., Jamaica; Davidson, C. M.,
Chiswelhstreet, E.C.

;
Dearsley, il., 2'), Holtand-place,

S.
;
Drew, Thomas, Kooringa, South Australia; Fare-

brother, J., Charing-crosB
;
Fisher, J., Dudley ;

Franklin,

M. A. S., Pietermaritzburg
;
Freake, J.. Tibberton-square,

N. ; Galletty, J., Geelong; Gilbct, J. C., 60, Leadenhall-
street; Gill, P., Slourport

;
Gilliat, A. Wimborne;

Grignon, \V. K., 201, Piccadilly
;
Hackford, J., Wath-on-
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Beanie; Haines, W., Maidstone; Haslar, J., The
Plough, Lewisham; Kuynes, J,, Geelong; Hayward, K.,
OoKSf,

;
Haywood, H., Dover; Hussey, C., Scaly-
j, J., Montreal; Kinnell, J., Croydon;bridge; Hntt’on, u.,

Lefroy, T. L., Grosvenor-piaee, W.; Lofens, W., M. D.,
Victoria; Long, T. W., Tottenham-street

;
Lowe, A.,

Mount Brian, South Australia; Lowiher, W., Koyal
Exchange-buildings; Lutzow, J. S., Springton, South
Australia

;
Maekie, J., Kudina, South Australia; Martin,

W., Folkestone; Martin, J., 14, Berkeley-square; Mat-
hews, E., Berwick-atreet

; Merredith, W., Carlisle-villas,
Bow; Midgley, Miss E., Halifax; Miller, F., Bishops
otortlord

; Monks, James, Aden-cottage, Durham;
Morns, J., Mains, Dundee; Nath, W., Greenwich;
Dwen, G., Por.inadoc; Purton.T., Willsnhall; Peckover,
W., Wisbeach; Phipps, W., Northampton; Piercy, Mrs.,
Bank ol England; Powell, II., 170, Euston-road

; Ran-
kcu, P., Blackhealh Park; Kedlinghuis, J. H., Cape
Town; Riles, S., Plaistow, Essex; Roberts, D., 265, Old
Keut-road

; Roope, L., Hobart Town; Boselje, J. B.,
Batavia; Rushton, T., Donmark-hill

;
Saunders, W.

Derby' Sharp, J., Neison, New Zealand; Sherring, W.* '

fairlleld-road, Bristol; Spencer, J. J., Barbadoes; Stan-
well, F., Boston, Lincolnshire; Stapledon, Mrs. H., Aus.
tralia; Struve, W. P., Carnarvon; Tomlinson, Sv D
Newark; Tomson, B. R., St.Neofs; Tacher, T. B. Not-
tiog-bill; Ward. J. B,, Clapbam-roadj Warren, F,, Croy-
don; Waters, H., 26, Eegent-streot

;
Waymouth. G.. u

Moorgate^treet; Wetmore, F. R., Halifax, Nova Scotia;
E,, 64, Coleman-street; Whiteway, R C Run.

corn; Wilkinson, F., North Ferriby; Williams, F. N.
Truro; Wilson, Col., alderman, Finsbury; W’ilson, H,!Bury St. Edmund’s; Worthington, W., Burton-on-Trent-
Young, H., Moorgate-atreet-buildinga,

'

SntilM each to a Silrer Medal, commemorative of WDyre, Badger, E., Blackheath-road
; Baasam, G.Battersea; Br68t,J.T.. Alma Villa, Maidstone; Brougham

T., Newca^le-under-Lyne; Colborne, W., Chippenham
-Cook, S

, Henrietta Villas, Bath; Cresswell, U E.. 61Pall-mall; Barton, C. R., Adelaide; Dixon, J,, Melbourne-Edwards. A., Dresden, Longton; Fane, W. D., South’

w S" ColeshUl-street; Griffith,

TUu-S -19, High-street. Poi-tsmouthHawkes. T., Geelong
;
Hewitson, H., Singapore

; HooperA,, New Broad-street, E.C,
;
Hughes. E. E Victoria-

Huskisson, W., Meddenburg-square; Mullany, J. R’
E.H., Scarborough; Nicholson, W.,

PHeflr E
’ Msrlborough-street, W.

;

Plieler, E., n albrook-buildinga, EC • Smith TT "P
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deatn-rates of town districts that the greatest
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information as to their various conditions, which
tend to raise or lower the general mortality, is
still veiy incomplete. The social problem to be
solved 18 so to frame onr manner of living as to
counteract the effects of the elements over which
we have no control. The weather during lust
quarter, if we may judge from the result, was
not, in spite of its severity, particularly unfavour-
able to the publichealth. .ilmostunprecedentedly
severe during the greater part of January, with
two of the most rapid thaws ever known follow-
lug two short but intense frosts, the death-rates
throughout the country rose rapidly, but the
thirty-five days following the second thaw
which occurred on the 23rd of January, were the
warmest series experienced at that time of the
year since 1/ /8, and the temperature averaged
a daily excess of 7° Faht. Under the influence
of this weather the death-rates decreased, and
although they were somewhat raised again by
the cold weather in March, the mortality for the
last two months of the quarter was considerably
below the average.
The first, or, as it is styled in the Eegistrar-

General’s returns, the winter quarters of the
three years 1864-6, were all excessively un-
healthy, the annual rate of mortality per 1,000
in England and Wales being respectively 27 7,
27’2, and 26'5. In the first quarter of this year
it was 25’5, agreeing exactly with the average
rate in the corresponding quarter of the ten
years 1857-66, but still in excess of the rates
prevailing between 1857-63. The difference
between the town and country death-rates dur-
ing iMt quarter was much as usual. The town
districts include all the chief towns and an enu-
merated town population in 1861 of nearly
11,000,000 ; but the death-rate last quarter was
27-3, against 29 8, 28-8, and 297 in the years
1864-6.

^

In the remaining districts of England,
comprising all the small towns and rural
parishes, and a population in 1861 of rather more
+ n nnn /Ynn ai.

— -*.....^,*,0, LAio ucauu-rate lasc quarter
was almost the same as in the first thirteen
weeks of 1866; and Glasgow, Newcastle-upon-
lyne, and Dublm were more unhealthy last
quarter than in the same period of 1866

j but in
the nine other towns the improvement was very
marked, and was greatest in Liverpool and
Leeds, which were the two towns that had
suffered most severely from their neglected
sanitary condition.
The thirteen towns are arranged below in the

order of their rates of mortality during last
quarter, from the lowest, showing also the rate
in the corresponding quarter of last year

Annual Rate to Annual Rate to
1,600 living in
1st Quar. 1866.

27-8HuU
Birmineham
Bristol
London
Sheffield
Leeds
Edinburgh
Salford
Liverpool
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Manchester
Dublin
Newcastle-upon-Ty

1,000 tiring .-
1st Quar. 1867.
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TOWN DBATH.EATE8 IN THE FIEST
THREE MONTHS OF 1867.

. ''’J™
''“7 esceptions the rate of mortality

in the first quarter of the year, but eapecially
111 town districts, may be taken as a reliable
indes of the mortality for the whole year. Durinfi
the ten years 1867.06, the annual rate of mortahty for each year myariably followed an in-crcaae or decrease of the death-rate in the first
qu„iter. The mformation, therefore, to bedeiiyed from the qaarterly return of the Eenis-
trar-General, jnst published, relating to the
health of the large towns of the United King-dom, during last quarter. is of special interest

;

and it IS satisfactory to find that, unless the
present year form an exception to the rule above
told down, it will produce a lower death-rate
than has prevailed in our town districts for
several years.

vga aw,.At vA4otiii.,ua i/uttL LUB gTeacesc
fluctuations are to be observed; and it is beyond
doubt that the death-rates of tovyns can be more
easily controlled from the possibility of carrying
into effect such sanitary necessities as main-
drainage and a wholesome water-supply. In the
series of ten years, 1857-66, above alluded to,
1866 was by fai’ the most unhealthy year, but
the entire excess was confined to large towns

;

for, whereas there the mortality was 2 per 1,000
above the average, no excess appeared in the
rural and small town districts. Bearing this in
view, we shall now principally confine our notice
to the table in the Eegistrar-General’s Qaarterly,
which furnishes the vital statistics for the
quarter, relating to thirteen of the largest towns
in the United Kingdom, estimated to contain it

the middle of this year a population of some-
thing more than 6,000,000 of persons. Once
succeed in permanently reducing the death-rates
in these largo towns, and not only will the
general average rate in the whole country be
thereby reduced, but the sanitary energy and
intelligence which will be brought into play
before that effect can be produced will stimulate
the rural and country districts to similar eflbrts,
which cannot fail to bear fruit in a higher
standard of health.

In the first thirteen weeks of the year in this
population of six millions, comprising thirteen
large towns, including London, 59,951 births
and 44,528 deaths were registered, showing
a natural increase of population by excess of
births over deaths of 15,-423. In the same
period of 1866 the births were 1,400 less, while
the deaths were more numerous by 1,924, show-
ing a balance of births over deaths less by
3,324 than in the quarter recently ended. The
annual birth-rate per 1,000 in the whole of
England and Wales last quarter was 37-1, but in
these thirteen towns it was 38-9. In the difterent
towns it varied from 36-5 and 37-2, the lowest m
Edinburgh and Manchester, to 42-6 and 43-5 in
Glasgow and Leeds. The birth-rate in Dublin
is reinrned as only 28-1 but there is too much
reason for believing that in that city the regis-
tration of births is still far from complete

j
no

reliance can, therefore, well be placed upon it.
The death-rate for 1,000 in the thirteen towns
was 28-9 per 1,000, against 25-5, the general

iu the v.hule of England and Wales, and
27-3 in the entire urban population of the

The cholera epidemic of last year, although
far less generally fatal than previous visita-
tions, assumed grave proportions in many
of our large towns, besides the east end of
London, and made its presence felt in many
parts of the country far into the late autumn,
and even into the confines of winter. Observers
of the

_

course of previous epidemics augured
from this that wo should in all probability have to
combat a renewed appearance of the disease in
the ensuing summer. An outbreak of cholera
during last quarter in the St. Nicholas sub-
district of Durham, which was fatal in thirty-five
cases, appears unfortunately to give great addi-
tional weight to this prognostication. Our large
towns, therefore, both those which suffered last
year, as well as those which, through having
then escaped, may thus be inclined to presume
on a fancied security, should take warning in
time, before we have the hot weather upon us,
both fully to carry out the sauitary improvements
to which they were lastyear stimulated, and by an
effectual system of visitation to discover and
remedy any of the causes which are at work to
produce the low standard of health in their most
crowded neighbourhoods

j these are the hotbeds
which force zymotic diseases into epidemics.
No one having a knowledge of the sanitary

movemonts iu onr large towns during the past
year can fail to feel a satisfactory conviction, if
such a conviction had before been wanting, thatm no cases have the expenditure of energy and
money npon the sanitary improvement of our
large towns, taken place without a reduction in
the death-rate. Liverpool, from its previous
deplorable condition, shows the greatest improve-
ment

; there the measures adopted during last
year were not only successful iu preventing a
greater loss from cholera, but in the first quarter
of this year the death-rate waa33'3, against 45-9
last year. This important decrease is due in a
great measure to the subsidence of an epidemic
of typhus which had prevailed in Liverpool for
several years ; this disease, which carried off 729
and 630 deaths respectively in the first three
months of 1865 and 1866, was only fatal last
quarter in 175 cases; this was, however, still in
proportion to population double the mortality
from the same cause iu London. ^Ve recently,
in noticing the medical oflScer’s (Dr. W. Trench’s)
annual report on the health of Liverpool,
had occasion to dwell upon this typhus epide-
mic

J there is every reason to believe that, under
the_ same sanitary activity, it will continue
rapidly to decline. Leeds, which for the first
time last year appointed a health officer to
superintend its sanitary condition, and during
the year had nearly twenty miles of new
main-drainage laid down in the town, can only
have to regret that these measures were not
taken sooner, for the death-rate which in the
first quarter of 1866 was 36-9, fell to 29'4 in the
past three months. Bristol and Hull in their
low^ death-rates testify to the success of their
sanitary arrangements, which are well organized
and efficiently carried out, although it does not
appear that the latter possesses an actual officer
ot health. Birmingham is naturally one of the
healthiest towns in England, and there is little
doubt but that w’itb the same sanitary activity
to which less favoured towns have been stimu-
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lated, the death-rate might be reduced nearly to

the healthy district standard. Of the English

towns, Manchester and Newcastle have yet

much to do. The latter town has for more than
sis months suffered from an nnusually fatal

epidemic of scarlatina, which carried off in that

time more than 600 children, in addition to a

considerable mortality from typhns and typhoid

fevers, and whooping-cough. The registrars, in

their remarks appended to their returns, draw a
picture of the condition of certain parts of the

town which completely destroys any astonish-

ment at such a fatality. One of the registrars

states that “ in the parish of Christchurch alone

there are seventeen unpaved streets, together

with a large number of back lanes, &c., although
some of the streets have been built for upwards
of twenty years and further on, that in some
of the streets which had suffered most severely

from scarlatina, “ there were no less than 7 or 8
in. of standing water and liquid filth in the cel-

lars or underground-kitchens
;
the upstair-rooms

being occupied by four or five families in each
house.” The local press has proved itself

thoroughly alive to the importance of the terrible

waste of life which has of late taken place in the

town, and as a proof of their acknowledgment of

the only remedy likely in such neighbourhoods
to prove satisfactory, one of the most influential

newspapers in the north of England has offered

premiums for the best essay upon the method of
improving the dwelling-houses of the working
classes. A public-health committee exists in

Newcastle, and they appear to have been un-
remitting in their exertions to improve the con-

dition of the town
;
but we fear that with the

limited power which they possess, the state of

things is too serious to be altered materially by
ever so active a removal of nuisances, in the
ordinary acceptation of the word.

In glancing through the registrar’s notes for

the quarter, two things attract attention which
are worthy of notice : the first is an increasing

prevalence and fatality of smallpox in almost all

parts of the country, and a consequent convic-

tion of the unsatisfactory working of the present

Vaccination Act. The second is of a far more
encouraging nature

j
it is, the general activity

which is at last beginning to be shown, by
parishes, townships, and even villages, through
their local health committees, in examining their

sanitary condition, and insisting upon its im-
provement. These efforts are now, in most
instances, well supported by the ratepayers and
residents, instead of being met by that active

opposition, or stolid indifference, which has so
long rendered them ineffectual.

On the whole, the quarterly report upon the
present sanitary condition of our large towns,
besides showing a lower rate of mortality to

have therein prevailed than from the severity of

the weather might have been expected, presents

many encouraging features
;
and, by conclusively

showing the benefit that many towns have
already reaped from more active sanitary super-

vision, will, it is hoped, stimulate those towns
who now find themselves at the bottom of the

list with excessive death-rates to imitate their

example. There is therefore little reason to fear

that the year 1867 will form an exception to the

rule mentioned above ; and we may trust that,

following the reduced mortality of its first

quarter, the whole year will prove, more par-

ticularly in town districts, the healthiest we have
had for some time.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

At the opening conversazione of the Archi-

tectural Exhibition, Conduit-street, on Tuesday
evening last, Mr. Beresford Hope made an
address, in which, after some prefatory words,
he said : To-night we represent two societies

rolled into one. The Architectural Exhibition

Society, which, as you know, has thriven and
increased, and widened and deepened its roots,

has every year given a course of lectures.

Another body, which is now vagrant and wan-
dering over the world—the Architectural Mu-
seum—has also given its course of lectures. On
account of the Architectural Museum being
unhoused, and offering no prizes this year, it has

agreed to combine with the Architectural Exhi-

bition to give a joint course of lectures. That
joint course will be given in connection with this

Exhibition, and this evening starts the season

—

a season which we all hope will be full of plea-

surable recollections and of much utility to the

development of architectural art. The oom-

mittee must allow me to congratulate them on
the goodly show we have in these two rooms

;
on

this collection of drawings that we see on our
walls

j
on the crowded collection in the next

room, embodying the great competitions of the

past year
;
and on the many very interesting

sketches from the School of Design in connec-
tion with the Architectural Association. I be-

lieve I may add that if our wall-space had been
greater than it is, the number of drawings pro-

duced would have been more numerous. I do
not want to-night to dwell on the old common-
places which we all know so well—on old worn-
out—I do not mean to say worn-out in prac-

tice, but in preaching—principles of art. I

would rather to-night invite all those who are

present to do what in commercial language is

called “ taking stock” of what they know and
what they do not know of architecture. I am
now addressing those who are not architects

nor artists— the visitors here to-night. We
come every year to exhibitions like this : we see

some drawings that are very pretty and others

that we do not like, and we are apt to pass a
very hasty and ill-considered judgment upon
them. I wish to call upon you with one heart
and one mind to recognise and appreciate this

fact, that an architect is not a landscape painter

;

that the pictures you see upon these walls,

though they may give you very telling, very
pretty, and very dashing impressions of build-

ings, are in no sense, of course, the buildings

themselves, and in still less a sense are they
those types and models of buildings of which
they stand in lieu to those who wish to ascer-

tain what they are. The mere sky-line, the
outline, the decorative form, is very important

;

but unless these are obtained with a due regard

to the utility and all the conveniences required

in the internal structure, they are but as the

sounding brass or the tinkling cymbal
;
and

therefore I call on every one here present who
is not an architect nor an artist, but who is a
friend and a visitor, to deal with aU architec-

tural designs that may come across you in a
more forbearing and a broader spirit than is

often the case. I do not tax you with the
absence of either of these qualities, but I do call

on those of you who are not architects to realize

how much there is in the architectural pro-

fession which never meets the eye—how much
boring under ground, how much dexterous
arrangement of the walls, how much dexterous
arrangement of materials, and how much
dexterous arrangement of the chimney-stacks.
You may perhaps say, “ Why on earth was such
and such a building carried out in that

way, when such and such another form
would have been much better, more
graceful, more convenient, and more pictu-

resque.” This is all well and good : it might
have been all that you say, but then the price

at which you would have purchased all the
pioturesqueness which you require would pro-

bably have been that there might have been a

chimney-stack which would either have brought
the house down with a run, or else have set it

on fire. So, again, with many other arrange-

ments—arrangements of rooms, the distribution

of floors one above another, the arrangement of

attics and the arrangements for intercommuni-
cation from one room to another. I point these
things out to you because, looking round this

room, I cannot help imagining that there are

many people present who, with a sincere love of

architecture as a pictorial art, have not yet

learnt fully to appreciate or to realize the

troubles and difficulties of the architect as a
practical man. Upon this point many persons

are in a somewhat similar position to that of a
young lady who is about to be married, and who
cannot understand why those stupid lawyers

are bothering so long over the settlements, and
keeping her waiting meanwhile

;
or they are

like a patient who, expecting to get well, abuses

the doctor if every successive dose does not pro-

duce a perceptible advance towards health

which he wants to attain. The architect is no
more master of time or space or material sub-

stance than is the lawyer or the doctor, or any
other professional man. And now I will turn to

our architectural friends, and as I have invited

the public to-night to appreciate with a broader

and more forbearing consideration what the

difllculties of architects are, I must call on the

architectural world to realize also on its part

the great breadth and extension of the intelli-

gent and critical outside public. A hundred years

ago or more there were no exhibitions. We have
ourselves started these exhibitions. There was
then no art journalism : we have ourselves started

art journalism
;
but having ourselves started

both exhibitions and art journalism,we are bound
to acknowledge that that which we have started
is an exacting, and I trust not an unjust—I trust

taken generally, taken all round, not an un-

generous taskmaster. However, it is a task-

master, as I have said, that we have created

for ourselves, and therefore it is a taskmaster
we are bound to recognise, to respect, and to

obey. I repeat, it is well for us that things

should be so—it is well for ns that there should

be that criticism. Formerly, in the days of the

Athenian School and downwards, there was a
small narrow self-laudatory few who laid down
the rules of all art and all proportion, and who
confined, so to speak, the science of architecture

to the shuffling of a small pack of cards, within

a very limited number of figures. That, how-
ever, has been disputed. We have seen that

form, beauty, proportion, consistency with local

requirements, exist in other styles, and are in-

digenous more or less in every civilized land.

Carrying out this idea, we have created this

school of criticism and of outside judges for

ourselves. If we had not done so, if we had
developed our own free ideas, and yet had used

those free ideas as a sort of advanced shibboleth

of our small clique, as a sort of higher order of

Freemasonry within the existing masons,—what
would have been the result? We probably

should have run into fantastic developments

and uncurbed novelty. I am speaking as from

the stand-point of our generation, as one who
has sympathized, and who will continue to

sympathize most deeply, with that movement,
which is known as the Gothic movement of our

^ay, yet who does not fail to recognise all that

is good and beautiful, and old and true, in that

classical school with which it is contending

now for the mastery. If we had not that outside

public, we should have run wild in fantastic

novelty. As it is, we are bound to be original

and to combine, we are bound to develop

and not simply to ^throw up new and strange

forms because they are strange, and to fancy

that their novelty and strangeness should

be merits in the eyes of the present genera-

tion. This I say, to us who are mixed up in

architecture, is the benefit of an Exhibition like

the present. Novelty in an Exhibition like this

should be duly placed. Newfangledness should

be placed on its own level. There may be some
forms which none of us ever dreamt of, but which

when we see them may cause us to say, “ How
can it be that we should never have thought of

them before ?
”

It is possible we may say, when
we see them, “ We never saw them before and
wo hope we may never see them again.” It is

in these Exhibitions that things are brought to

bear the test of one or other of these two criti-

cisms, and so we shall go on. The contest

between the two schools—the Gothic and th©

Classical—is fairly set on its legs, and cannot be
settled on either side. The only method of ob-

taining a triumph on one side or the other is that

each style shall work out all its own merits to

the utmost, and where it finds a point in which

it is deficient it shall not be ashamed to borrow

the developments of the other. The old school

of architects, whatever may have been their de-

fects, travelled and studied, read and thought.

The new school of architects, no doubt, do the

same
;
but let neither school believe that it has

read and studied and thought so much that it

may sit down content to eat the lotus of its own
garden of self-indulgence. It must think and

study, and travel, and work more and more.

Convinced as it may be of its own merits, it must
show its conviction by an ample realization of

the merits it finds elsewhere. To take the ques-

tion of this Gothic development. No doubt*

some of the earliest and moat eloquent writers

on that side spoke with vigorous one-sidedness.

They were right in doing so. No leaders of

movements ever produce an impression with-

out being vigorously one-sided j
but the time

comes when you must be equally vigoroua

and yet two - sided. That time has come
now, and in this Exhibition we see the con-

test of the two schools. One side may have to

learn more than it has learned before of the ad-

vantage, the dignity, and the beauty of well-

ordered regularity
;
the other side may have

to learn the infinite grace and variety of a broken

and aspiring sky-line—the advantage of the style

in which outside follows suit to inside, and inside

is taught to carry out the regularity of outside.

None of ns, I hope, are so faint-hearted that we
do not from time to time form some idea of a

perfection that may ultimately be realized, when
all differences may be at an end, and when there
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will be some grand and beautiful, some wide and
broad development of art, suck as the world has
never yet_ known, which will unite in itself all
the beauties of every antecedent style, but none
of their defects. I do not say that this great
idea will be attained. Perfection may never be
reached in this world; but that man’s heart
beats slow, and that man’s blood rnns thick and
heavy,who does not at least sometimes set up this
great ideal before him. Then I say to you. Work
up to that ideal. One of you may think he is
working up to that ideal'in adopting the Gothic

;

another may think he does it in adopting the
Italian, or the Grecian, or the Kenaissanco. I
say. Let all of you work up to that ideal

;
and if

you do work up to it with a true heart, an honest
conscience, and an earnest endeavour, you will
more and more develop all that is good in your
own style, and throw out all that is weak and de-
fective; and as you do so, although you do notknow
it, you will work nearer and nearer to each other.
If you attempt to make a sort of fictitious pic-
ture, with a piece stuck in here for one thing
and pieces stuck in there for something else,
merely to produce a pattern design, so that you
may say, “ See how independent I am, because I
am so eclectic,” you may be eclectic enough

; butyon are not independent. You will be merely
walking about in a parti-coloured coat of shreds
and patches. Bub if every one works up to hie
own ideal, and in the belief that he is carrying
ont that ideal, anythinghe tabes from any other
style is not a surrender to an opponent, but is a
usurpution unto himself of what he saw good
elsewhere, an enlargement of his own bounda-
ries, a deepening of his own foundation. I say
that whether the style you work in be the right
or the wrong style, you will be right and you
will more and more approach to the consumma-
tion of all art—the prospective unveiling of that
ideal which may never be unveiled to us in this
world, but towards which we should never cease
to strive. I ought perhaps to apologize for
having run on so long in this strain; but I felt
that on an occasion like this I ought not to
enter into anything like a criticism of drawings
upon the walls, because it would have been a
one-sided, unfair, and hasty criticism. If I had
done so I might have praised this—and there is
a good deal to praise—or I might have found
fault with the other, because of course the
designs are unequal, and in doing so I should
either have given pain, which I do not
want to do, or I should have given
praise, which would have been hasty. I
will therefore run on with a few ideas which
refer no more to this Exhibition than to the
Hoyal Academy or the Exhibition at Paris, or to
any other place where the drawings of living
architects are hung on the walls. We live in an
age of great study, of real learning, and of
more deep archmological investigation than any
other age, on the one side, and of more free and
unfettered fancy on the other side. We live in
an age of great hopes and expectations, on the
one hand, while on the other hand we live in an
ago when wo are beset with great dangers.
We are either to be the most sublime inventors
or to make a terrible ;?asco. I hope and trust it
will be the first, but I do not set myself up as a
simple praiser of this generation. I see our
merits, but I see that they are akin to certain
faults and dangers, and I have therefore en-
deavoured to speak without having any single
individual in my eye. I might have talked
more intelligibly, and mo.-e to the purpose if I
had tried to be personal, but I have not tried to
be personal

;
I have shot over all your heads,

and have referred to certain great ideas and
great dangers, endeavouring to encourage you
on to the attaining of certain great advantages
to this_ generation. I believe that Exhibitions
like this one must help on the good cause. We
see what ia well done, and wo praise it. We
aee what is nob well done, and I trust that we
deal kindly and indulgently with those whose
intentions may be better than their perform-
ances. We meet together and exchange ideas; we
criticise, we plan, and we praise. Praise is, after
all, criticism and friendly advice; but all this tends
to the development of art-of that art and that
science which we have made onr own. All this
tends to the belief that those of us who may live
a few years longer may see many wonderful
developments : and here, perhaps, you will allowme to quote an anecdote which I heard last nieht
witbm these walls. The narrator of this anec-
dote was my friend Professor Lewis. He was
presenting some relic in connection with Rick-
man, and he said that forty years ago Rickman
cad designed a Gothic window for a church at

Birmingham. That window had to be modelled
the full size, and sent down to Birmingham and
there executed in cast iron, because, in the first
place, there was no one in Birmingham who
could understand a working drawing forty years
ago, and, in the next place, there was no stone
carver who could have carried it out. When we
see what has been done in London in the Houses
of Parliament and elsewhere, and remember what
we are told was the case forty years ago, what
cause have we not for hope and exultation for the
future of architecture in England,—if only we re-
serve our power in proportion as we feel ourselves
strong,— if, resolving to be strong, we determine
to be moderate,—if also we determine to be ori-
ginal but not fantastic, earnest but not breathless
truthful but not ecstatic,—above all things seeing
that beauty is utility, and that everything that
is useful ought to be beautiful. Ladies and
gentlemen, I welcome you to the opening of the
Architectural Exhibition for this season.
On the motion of Mr. Lamb, seconded by Mr.

Edis, a vote of thanks was given to Mr. Beresford
Hope for presiding.

SIR GEORGE HOWLAND BEAUMONT
BART., PAINTER, POET, PATRON.

At a time when the nation is busy about a
National Gallery for its rich and increasing
stores of pictures, a page or two about the
greatest benefactor our gallery has had will not
be out of place. Prime Minister Lord Liverpool
was induced by a bribe to buy for the nation the
Angersfcein Collection of pictures. Buy Mr
Angerstein’s collection, and I will give you
mine,” said Sir George Howland Beaumont,
Bart., painter, poet, patron.

In the tranaactiou of obtaining the Beaumont
Gallery for the nation, the late Lord Dover
(then Mr. George Agar Ellis) was the moving
spirit. What part Mr. Agar Ellis played in it
we shall allow him to tell in his own words. His
autograph communication to Allan Cunningham
on the subject is as follows ;

“ One of the objects Sir George Beaumont had
the most at heart was the establishment of a
national gallery for pictures. He was constantly
during the years 1821, 1822, and 1823, talking
to me on the subject, and urging the various
reasons which rendered such an institution desir-
able ia this country, in all of which I concurred.
He frequently begged me to speak to Lord
Liverpool, then Prime Minister, about it and
always assured me that he would give his own
pictures to the nation as soon as he saw a place
allotted for their reception. I, in couaequenoe
took several opportunities of mentioning the
subject of a national collection of pictures to

'

Lord Liverpool, who always received the sug-
gestion favourably, but genei-ally ended by either
throwing cold water upon the project, on the
score of expense. I also frequently urged the
same point to Lord Aberdeen and Lord Faru-
borough, and Sir George did the same; but
stiH, nothing was done. At length Mr. Anger-
stem died, and it was understood that bis
pictures were on sale. This was in the year
1823, and great fears were entertained that
either the King of Bavaria or the Emperor of
Russia would buy them, and that they would be
l08 t_ to this country. Upon this Sir George
again spoke to me, and we agreed together that
now was the moment to press for the gallery
I again urged Lord Liverpool, but nothing was
done.

At length, towards the end of the session
of 1823, I determined, with the concurrence and
advice of Sir George, to take some opportunity
as all other means had failed of bringing Ministers
to a favonrable decision, to mention the subject
of the National Gallery, and of the purchase of
the Angerstein collection in the House of Com-
mons

; as I thought that if the temper of the
House declared itself in favour of the acquisition
Ministers could not, for very shame, avoid it!
I do not mean to say that they were not favour-
able themselves to the plan, but they were so
timid and frightened at Hume, that they could
not bring themselves to a decision. Accordingly
on the 1st of July, 1823, 1 took occasion of a
vote for money for the new library at the British
Museum, to state how anxious I was to see a
national gallery of pictures estsblished. I then
alluded to Sir George Beaumont’s promise of
giving his collection to the public, and eulogized
his conduct, and afterwards gave some account
of the Angerstein collection, and of the danger
there was of its being taken out of the country

;

and finally gave notice that if Ministers did notm the meanwhile purchase it, I would myselfmake a motion to that effect at the commence-
ment of the next session of Parliament. Mr
btuarfc Wortley (now Lord Wharncliffe), Mr.
Alexander Baring, Mr. Hudson Gurney, Mr.
William Smith, and, I think, one or two others
spoke m favour cf my proposition. The feeling
of the House was so evidently with me that the
point was gained.”
Lord Dover thus continues :

—

During the recess the Government bought Mr.
Angerstein’s pictures, and the National Gallery
was established. I have gone into this detail in
order to explain Sir George’s letters, which are
written subsequently to the discussion in the
House of Commons, and which show his great
anxiety upon the subject. Iam indeed quite certain
that without his persuasions and encouragement,
and the permission he gave me to announce
formally the donation of his collection to the
nation, I should never have had the heart to do
what I did,—so discouraged was I by the delays
and vacillations of the Government. I have
been anxious that you should know the part
Sir George had in this transaction respect-
ing the National Gallery, first, because it is
highly honourable to him

; and, secondly, be-
cause it is something of an event iu a life
of such amiable and retiring tranquillity as his
was.”

His lordship concludes with " something about
Garrick :”

—

“ Hia allusions to the prints of Garrick
relate to two engravings of Garrick which
were executed by Reynolds* under his inspection
and correction, and which he was anxious to
have engraved because he considered them the
two best likenesses of that great actor extant.
They are after Dance and Zoffany, in the charac-
ters of Richard III. and Abel Drugger, You
probably know them.—D.”

I niay here observe that we have no other
such inimitable painters of theatrical scenes as
Johan Zoffany and George Clint were and are.
Zoffany is on his throne at Lord Carlisle’s Castle
Howard, in Yorkshire

; and Clint ou his throne
in the Charles Mathews Gallery, at the Garrick
Club. Zoffany lies at Kew; Clint, at Keosal
Green

; both with monuments.
Sir George Beaumont was the intimate friend

of Wordsworth, of Southey, and of Coleridge, of
Wilkie aud of Chantrey. He was the first to fore-
see and encourage Wilkie’s talent. He had the
taste and luck to secure the inimitable “ Blind
Fiddler” of the boy in London raw from Scot-
land. He encouraged Haydon

;
and had that

wilful, headstrong man allowed him, would
have shaped a different destiny to the star
(unseen bub by himself) which led him astray.
Beaumont was the first to foresee and to
patronise the rising genius of Gibson, the
sculptor.

What Southey thought of him he baa told in
a letter to his schoolfellow Wynn :

'• Sir George Beaumont’s death deprives me of
one who had been for many years more than a
mere acquaintance. Indeed, ever since I came
into this country [Keswickj I have kept up au
intercourse with him from time to time

;
and if

my habits had led me much from home, or
my occupations and circumstances allowed of
absence from it, there are few honses at which
I should so often have been a guest as at his.
When we parted last year [1826] at Lowther, his
life might have been deemed a better one than
mine, notwithstanding the disparity of years

;

for he had no one infirmity of age, and seemed
likely to have been as long lived as his mother,
who was much beyond ninety when she died.
Few men have been so happy in all respects

;

ho had never known any serions afliiotion, and
was in full possession of all hia faculties and
capacities of enjoyment at the moment when
the stroke came, which produced stupor, insensi-
bility, and iu a few days death, without any
consciousness of straggle.”

Chantrey’s very fine bust of Wordsworth was a
commission from Sir George Beaumont. The
poet, whose vanity is well known, was proud of
the bust, and gave or applied for so many for his
friends, that the Chantrey price of casts of it

was reduced, through the intercession of Allan
Cunningham, from five guineas to three guineas.
My father’s sharp and well-selected cast of the
bust is in the room in which I write.

Portions (only) of the following letters have

* 8. W. Reynolds, the master of Samuel Cousins, and
the engraver (in small — but in a great way) of Sir
Joshua’s works.

a
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appeared in print. They are liere in their

integrity :

—

Sir Oeorgc Beaumont to the Hon. Geo. Agar
Ellis, afterwards Lord Dover.

“ Cole-Orton Hall [Leicestershire],

Nov. 1, 1823.

Jly dear sir,—I thank you most sincerely for

yonr very kind letter, which was, in the first place,

most acceptable as a mark of your remembrance

of me, and also because it gave me the first intelli-

gence of the progress of our little tribute to the

memory of Garrick. For Reynolds, although he

faithfully promised not only to write but send me
a proof, has never sent me a line. However, I

have known him long enough to be aware
keeping promises is not in the list of his

favourite virtues. But he is a clever fellow, and,

if we can keep him up to the collar, I have no

doubt we shall be satisfied. You have proved

yourself so sincere a friend to the arts that I dare

say you have heard a report that has reached me
that Lord Hertford is in treaty, and likely to

purchase, Angerstein’s pictures j but that, if he
finds the nation will buy them, he will give up his

claim. I hope the latter part of this report is

true, and that the country will purchase. Ton
manifested such sincere and laudable zeal to

bring this about that I have great hopes you
will carry your point

;
certainly, I bad rather

see them in the hands of his lordship than have
them lost to the country, but I had rather see

them in the Museum than in the possession of

any individual, however respectable in rank or

taste. Because Taste is not inherited, and there

are few families in which it succeeds for three

generations. My idea, therefore, is, that the

;

few examples which remain perfect can never be

so safe as under the guardianship of a body
which never dies ; and I see every year such
proofs of the carelessness with which people

suffer these inestimable relics to be rubbed,

scraped, and polished, as if they were their

family plate, that I verily believe that if they
do not find some safe asylum, in another half

century little more will be left than the bare

canvasses.—I am, my dear sir, your obliged and
faithful G. H. Beaumont.”

From the same to the same.

“Cole Orton Hall, Jan. 27, 1824.

My dear Sir,—Our friend Knight has informed
me Parliament has resolved upon the purchase
of the Angerstein collection. This, I am sure,

gives you pleasure ; and, as I shall always con-

sider the public greatly indebted to your exer-

tions on this occasion, I hope you will pardon
my troubling you with my congratulations. By
easy access to such works of art the public

taste must improve, which I think the grand
desideratum j for, when the time shall come
when bad pictures, or even works of mediocrity,
shall be neglected, and excellence never passed
over, my opinion is we shall have fewer painters
and better pictures.

I think the public already begin to feel works
of art are not merely toys for connoisseurs, but
solid objects of concern to the nation

; and those
who consider it in the narrowest point of view
will perceive that works of high excellence pay
ample interest for the money they cost. My
belief is that the ‘Apollo,’ the ‘Venus,’ the
‘ Laocoon,’ &c., are worth thousands a year to
the country which possesses them.

I have heard nothing of our Garrick plan
from that not gay, but sad deceiver, Reynolds,
except what you were kind enough to communi-
cate, although he promised to send me proofs in

every state
;
but as you have seen the proofs,

and are satisfied, I am not much concerned.

—

Excuse this trouble of zeal, and believe me to
be, ray dear Sir, much obliged and sincerely
yours, G. H. Beaumont.”

From the same to the same.

“Cole Orton, Feb. 9, 1824.
My dear Sir,—If I have been fortunate

enough to hit upon anything which has lighted
up a train of thoughts in your mind, I need
hardly say the slight hint is completely at your
service. I am only afraid your adoption of it

will be more likely to make me vain than to
displease me, and I should have written to tell

you so by the return of the post, but I waited,
rather, I confess, from the hope than the expect-
ation of receiving the prints from Reynolds,

—

the faithful Reynolds, whose saints, I am
charitably bound to believe, are all sad sinners,
so that I suppose he absolved himself from the
crime of peijury as the man did who slyly
kissed the Mojithhj Revie^c instead of the Testa-

ment. Be that as it may, although it would

have been a gratification to me to have seen the

prints, yet, as they have been executed under

your eye, and I know he can do them justice if

he pleases, X am quite easy on that ground.

Your remark on the wonderful power of change
in the countenance of that Proteus, Garrick, is

excellent. I believe Shakspeare and Garrick are

the only persons who have had it in their power
to make it impossible for their admirers to de-

cide whether their tragedy or comedy was most
excellent. Garrick is before me at this instant.

I see his quick eye, and hear the electric tones

of his piercing and rapid utterance. Other
actors are men of slow proceedings, but he was
like the lightning. It is quite impossible to

form an idea of the sensations he conveyed,

whether he chilled you with horror or convulsed

you with laughter. Other actors may be com-
pared, perhaps, to Otway or Rowe ; but Garrick

alone was Shakspeare.

I am indeed rejoiced to hear of the complete
recovery of our friend Jackson,* whose life is

as good as his works. I have known him from
his outset ;

and I verily believe no human being
ever was more free from envy, hatred, malice,

and every bad and unkind passion than he is.

There is something mysterious in the delay of

Lawrence’s Exhibition: it is certainly impolitic}

there must be some impediment we are not
aware of.—I am, my dear sir, with much regard,

yours truly, G. H. Beaumont.
Have you seen [Payne] Knight’s later acquisi-

tion of Claude’s drawings ; it is the most
numerous of any collection, except that of the
Duke of Devonshire, and he writes me word
they are of the first quality.”

From the same to the same.

“Cole Orton, March 13th, 1824.

My dear Sir,—I cannot say how much I feel

obliged by your very, very kind attention, and I

hope soon to tell you so in person, to which I

look forward with great pleasure, when I come
to London.

I always quit the country with regret : it

suits my time of life better than ‘the busy
haunts of men ;’ and were it not for a few bub
very kind friends I could be content to pass the
time that remains to me almost entirely in re-

tirement. As yon have interested yourself so
kindly in Coleridge’s behalf, I cannot refuse

myself the pleasure of inclosing a sonnet of his,

made almost extempore many years ago at the
house of Bowles, his brother poet, after hearing
one of the Linleys play on the violoncello.

Perhaps you have never heard it, for I rather
think it has not been printed, and I hope this

‘taste of his quality’ will not diminish the
pleasure I am sure you feel for having been his

friend on this occasion. It will be his own fault

if this timely aid does not enable him to pass the
remainder of his life in pface and comfort.
Again a thousand thanks.—Ever yours,

G. H. Beaumont.”

I have said that Sir George was a poet. The
fact was unknown to Allan Cunningham, or he
would not have let . such lines as these escape
his commendation :

—

" EPITAPH OX MT MOTHER.
The dreadful hour is come,—’tis come, 'tis past

;

That gentle eigh, dear mother, was thj last

}

And now, diffaaed among the hlest abore.
Glows the pure spirit of mhternal love

;

Tinged by whose beam my very failings shone.
Graced in thy eyes with something not their own.
No more siiection shall thy fancy cheat,
Or warp thy judgment when again we meet

}

Bat every action in its native bae.
Rise undisguised and open to thy view.
May every action then he duly weigh'd.
Each virtue cherish’d, and each duty paid;
That when my trembling son] shall wing her Bight
Through Death's dark valley to the Realms of

Light,
I may expect where no false views beguile
The approving look of that accustom'd smile.
Blest smile, becoming her sublime abode.
And harbinger of pardon from my God.”

These lines are to be seen iu the church of

Great Dumnow, in Essex. He who wrote them
did not associate idly with Coleridge and with
Wordsworth. P. C.

Lighthouses, — We understand that the
Government are about to undertake the con-

struction of eleven Hghthonses on various

points of the Japanese coast, at the request of
the Tycoon,

• John Jackson, R.A. See his Life by Allan Cunning-
ham,

THE IRON PAVEMENT OF THE
DOCKYARDS.

Some time ago, being at Portsmouth, and
noticing the fact that the dockyard was paved
with iron pigs, wo commented in various quarters
on the costliness of such a pavement. If not
propter hoc, at any rate post hoc, the matter
speedily got attention, and a return was ordered
by the House of Commons of the quantity so
used, with the price originally paid for the iron,
the quantity sold at various times, together with
some other particulars. From this return it

appeared that 31,011 tons were used as pave-
ment, and the statement gave rise to consider-
able discussion, both in the House of Commons
and out of it. On the one hand, it was stated
that the iron was of the very best quality

;
whilst

others maintained that it was almost valueless.
We have insisted in a previous article* that any
argument as to the value of a material based ou
its coat, without reference to the state of the
market at the time of purchase, must lead to

erroneous conolusiona. The first contract on
record is dated March 29th, 1771 j the next is

dated July 15th, 1801 ; and the third and last,

December 20tb, 1815. The price under the last

contract was 51. 8s. per ton for the eastern, and
51. 9s. per ton for the western, yards. No pur-
chase has been made since 1826, from which we
infer that a purchase was made in that year

}

but the Hon. Mr. Dundas states that it cannot
be ascertained whether any ballast was sup-
plied under the contract of December, 1815. It

is certain that a large quantity was supplied
some time in 1815, since the firm from whom it

was obtained “ repurchased from the Crown
1,000 tons of that which they then (1815) sup-
plied.” To make confusion worse confounded,
Mr. Childers stated in the House of Commous,
on the 3rd of August last, that some of this
iron was bought during the Crimean war.
In spite of the show of candour with which

these returns are made out, the Admiralty can-
not, or will not, furnish definite particulars of
any purchases of ballast. The return of May,
1866, implied, although it did not absolutely say
so, that a certain quantity of this iron cost

5Z. Ss. to 5L 9s. per ton ; and, as we showed in

our former article, this was far below the market
price of iron during the first quarter of the pre-
sent century. But it is by no means ce^iain

bow much, if, indeed, any at all, was purchased
at this rate. We believe that the true explana-
tion of the supposed inability of the Admiralty
to famish detailed returns is, that about 50 or
60 tons of Admiralty papers have been removed
to the Public Record-office, where we have no
doubt the required information might have been
obtained.

The dockyard authorities are of course very
anxious to make out a good case, and to do this

the director of works has drawn up an estimate
of the cost of several descriptions of roads and
tramways used in the dockyards. The one that

finds most favour in his eyes is an “ old pig-

iron ballast-tramway, 3 ft. wide each rail (with-

out concrete foundation), with granite pitching

between rails,” at a cost of 21. 11s. 8d. per yard
run. On the other hand a way of “cast-iron

tram-plates, 1 ft. 9 in. wide each, with granite

pitching between, including concrete founda-

tion,” is estimated at Zl. ISs. 8d. per yard run.

This looks well, baton investigation it turns out
that in the estimate for a tramway of old ballast,

the iron is only charged at \l. per ton, whereas
its average selling price, from 1860 to 1866, was
2Z. 78. per ton. It is true that the director

shelters himself behind an order of the Board,
directing that old ballast issued from the Store
Department to the Works Department, should

be charged at this rate, but he has no such ex-

cuse for a subsequent statement in his report.

He refers to his previous reports on this subject,

dated July and September, 1865, in which he
recommended the use of old ballast, “ at its fair

selling value, then averaging 11. lOs. pei” ton

(net), provided it was transferred from the store-

keepers to this department.” Unfortunately
for the director’s figures, we find from the re-

turn of May, 1866, that 309 tons of ballast were
sold in 1865, and that 7351. were obtained for it,

being at the rate of 21. 78. 6d. per ton.

In a previous memorandum, dated July 26,

1866, the director had given 41. 4s. as the cost

per yard run of a tramway laid down with old

ballast, or 19b. per yard more than the cost of

granite. He urges in justification of the extra

expense of ballast tramway, that the granite has

* Builder, vol, xxir., p. 610.
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hitiierto required removing and redressing once
in about seven years

; and since the adoption of
heavy armour-plating for ships, it needs renewal
more frequently. On the other hand, the iron
ballast does not shift, is not so easily displaced
from its foundation, and the effect of wear and
tear upon it is so slight as to be nearly inappre
oiable. To this it must be added, that the ttao-
tion is much less over an iron than over a
granite tram. There is no doubt truth in these
arguments, but they are not strengthened by
the director’s delusive estimates. It was no
doubt a clever piece of official cookery to order
this iron to be charged at IJ. per ton to the
Works Department, when it was being sold at
21. 7s. 6d. to the marine-store dealers. But why
11., why not 10s., or 5a. per ton ? It is obvious
that in this manner an estimate might be made
to prove anything, according to circumstances.
An important part of a report recently issued

is an account of trials made by Messrs. Hyland,
of Birmingham, on samples of the ballast^
These gentlemen state that the iron is of very
varying quality, a fact which nobody doubted.
In the case of the pigs sent from Devonport,
there were no less than seven different sorts.
They entertain no donbt of the superior quality
of the iron, but at the same time they are of
opinion that a very small proportion only is
^apted for foundry purposes. It must be bornem mmd that before any nse can be made of this
iron, it must be assorted, the quality of each
pig being ascertained separately. This can only
be done by breaking, which reduces its value at
once to that of broken ballast. Messrs. Ryland
do not fumish any estimate of the cost of this
operation, nor are they prepared to make any
definite offer, but simply propose to act as agents
for the Admiralty, charging a commission of
6 per cent, on the sales, and to select the iron for
re-manufacture, under the direction of the dock-
yard officers. The last proposition has evidently
hurt the dignity of the Hon. Mr. Dundas, store-
keeper-general. He views the intrusion of out-
siders “ for the instruction of the professional
officers of the dockyards ” with a proper amount
of official coldness. Messrs. Ryland have had
samples of the ballast converted, aud the
wrought-iron thus obtained is stated by them to
be of v^y good quality

j but they have not
thought it worth while to back their opinion by
any experiments on the metal. Portions of the
iron were oflered for sale at the Birmingham
ironmasters’ quaiterly meeting, a week or two
ago;^ but the prices asked, 4.1. and 41. 10s., were
considered too high, and we believe that few if
any sales were effected. It is unfortunate that
Sir John Pakington did not accept the offer of
Mr. Platt, the member for Oldham, who was
willing to pave the yards with anything the then
First Lord liked to name, and give 100,0002. for
the ballast.

On the whole, the evidence is hardly enough
to convict the Admiralty of very gross extrava-
gance, for it mast always be recollected that the
iron 18 still in their possession. Mr. Seely has,
however, done good service in repeatedly calling
attention to the general management of the
dockyards. The articles which figure annually
in the accounts as “miscellaneous old stores”
will bear a good deal of investigation. As an
instance, we may mention a recent bargain, by
which a fleet of six screw frigates and three
screw line.of-battle ships, with their machinery
and stores, wero sold for 68,000!. This may be
economical in the long run, but at first sight it
looks very much like a ease of “ positively given
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ON A OOUNTKY HOUSE.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held
on Friday evening (the 26th ultimo) at the
house in Conduit-street, Mr. R. W. Edis the
president, in the chair.

* ’

The following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers of the Association : Professor T. Hayter

w wl Mr. Sydney W. Lee, Mr.W. White, and Mr. Alexander Paynter. _A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. E. M.
Barry for his kindness in allowing the members
to inspectt the new railway hotel in Cannon-
street, and for his courtesy in accompanying
them over the building.

r" J 6

The Chairman stated that among the subieots
to be discussed at the next general business-
meeting would be the Address of the “ General
Guilders Association” and the minutes of the
last meeting of the Architectural Alliance.

Mr. Florence announced that the water-
colour class had been filled up with one excep-
tion, and that the first out-of-door meeting of
the season would be held on Saturday, the 11th
of May.

Mr. Henry Curzon then proceeded to read
some practical notes on the erection of a country-
boose. He observed, in commencing, that he
would not presume to lay down what should be

V®
^ country-house, or even what

should be the arrangement aud plan of the
rooms, and so forth. Such matters had already
been made the subject of elaborate comment and
instruction in the works published by Mr, Lou-
don, Professor Kerr, and other persons more or
less experienced on the subject. He would ad-
mit, therefore, that the design aud arrangement
were already agreed upon. This portion of the
scheme for the country-house being disposed of
he would recommend the student of architec-’
ure to take care that his drawings were
complete, and the sections ample. Perso-
nal eipcrienoe showed him that many sots
of drawings left the office of the architect and
were given to the builder to carry out, with
the^ sections in a very incomplete and nn-
satisfartory state. In making the sections, it
would be desirable to show the position of all
down pipes, soil-pipesj openings for doors, places
for bells, air-bricks, the position for the bedsteadsm the sleeping-chambers, the hearths, the foot-
mgs, the drainage-pipes, &c. Presuming, then,
that the drawings were complete, and the sec-
tions ample, the next thing to do in order to insure
the satisfactory construction of the building
would be the employment of a competent clerk
of Hie works. Upon this subject he wished tomake a few observations. The clerk who was
always at war with the constructor, made a great
mistake, as temper and forbearance were quite asmuch required as a knowledge of the practical
details, and of the art of construction. It was,
he fought, desirable to employ, whenever prac-
ticable, local materials

j
but this, of course, could

not always be done : for instance, the chateau of
the Emperor of the French at Biarritz was built
of English bricks. It was desirable, if the work
was of aoffioient importance, to make the bricks
on the spot

; and he recommended a thinner
brick than that in ordinary nse, as they worked
up better, and presented a more agreeable ap-
pearance. Having referred to the different cbL
racters of bricks used in the Midland and Home
Counties, Mr. Curzon observed that the Kent and
Sussex bricks, which were gonernlly of a porous
description, might be used to advantage iu ex-
posed situations by using hollow bricks for the
inside of the walls. He also recommended as a
general rule that country-houses which might be
at a distance from towns and fire-engines should
whenever possible, be of fireproof construction,
and that, when that was not possible, a large
water-tank should be erected on the top of the
building, with a hose constantly laid on, with
some simple machinery for directing the waterm case of accidents. With regard to shatters
in country-houses, he did not think they were
of much use as a means of defence, while they
were often expensive to make, and occa-
sionally occupied room which could ill be
spared. Plate-glass was, he thought, quite as
good a protection as box-shutters, and was
very little, if any, more expensive. He
also recommended in cases where the establish-

large that provision should be
made for the manufacture of gas, which could
now be done with very simple machinery, and
which would prove a great desideratum in the
^sement of large houses, stables, passages, &c,
Having again referred to the importance of care-
inl drawings, with numbers well defined aud the
sections complete, Mr.

_
Curzon concluded by

reminding the student of architecture that it
was as much his business to build as to design,
and that a short experience in the capacity of
c erk of the works would best enable him to
obtain a practical knowledge of the science of
construction.

Mr. Perry inquired what Mr. Curzon meant by
fire-proof construction in country-houses.
Mr. Curzon said he would use the Dennet arch,

or Fox & Barrett’s principle, with an iron sup-
port when necessary.

Mr. Perry thought that as a rale wooden
anpporta would be found to last longer in case
of fire than those of iron. He had had con-
siderable experience in surveying after fires, and
he always found that wood had more endurance
than iron.

The Chairman observed that in the houses on
the cliff at Bournemouth, whichwere 150 ft. above

the sen level, and in a very exposed situation,
the hollow Jenmngs brick had been used with
great advantage, so as to resist not only storms
of ram from the south-west, but sea spray also.With regard to the bedding of tiles (for roofs),
he considered it to be most injudicious to bedthem m mortar, as the latter occasioned the pegs
to rot and the tiles to come off. In Sussex heloond the general practice was to bed the tiles in
straw, and he considered it a very good planHe quite agreed with Mr. Curzon in the
necessity of enforcing the greatest care in the
preparation of drawings, specifications, and
sections

; so as to insure good work in the first
instance, and to prevent altercations and mis-
understanding afterwards. Leaky roofs andsmoky chimneys (the abomination of all clients)
might be avoided if care were taken in this
respect; and the same attention would also pre-
vent the wretched question of “extras” (which
so often made the architect unpopular with his
client) from cropping up.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Moloch .—The foundation stone of a new

market-hall has been laid at Matlock. Some
time ago a company was formed, called “The
Matlock Hotel and Market-hall Company ” for
the erection of the building. The cost of the
hall and hotel will bo 10,0002. Mr. Hull of
Northampton, is the architect; and Messrs.
Stone & Wildgoose, of Matloc)c, are the builders.
Aberdare.—The works in connexion with theP^les Park are all progressing favourably.

Ibe drainage is nearly completed, drives are
being formed, and planting is begun

LIVERPOOL PAROCHIAL INFANT
SCHOOLS.

The Industrial Schools of the parish of Liver-
pool contain about 1,200 children. It has been
determined by the vestry to erect separate
schools for about 500 infants.
The building, of which we give a view and

plan, 18 now in course of erection, from the de
signs ofMessrs. J. A. Picton & Son. The mate-
rial 18 brick, with white atone dressings. The
collection together of so large anumber of young
children into one establishment requires special
care to preserve a uniform warm temperature
combined with free ventilation. For this pur-
pose the corridors running the length of the
building are made to constitute warm air-
chambers heated by hot water. The ventilation

^ to be carried out on the principles of Mr.
C. Watson, of Halifax.
The site is elevated and salubrious, in the

suburb of Kirkdale, open to the sea breezes, and
adjoining the present Industrial Schools
The contractor is Mr. John Westmorland of

Liverpool
; and the cost of the building wfll be

about 20,0002.

REFERENCES.
A. Veatibale.
B. Corridor.
C. Play.room.
D. Master’s Room.
E. Master's Parlour.
F. Master's Kitchen.
G. D^-room.
H. OMeers' Day-room.
I. Larder.
J. Milk, Butter, &c,
K. Pantry.
L. Bread, Rice, &c.
M. Scullery.

N. Roasting Kitchen.
O. Steam Cookine
P. Coals.
Q. Ashes.
R. Wood.
8. Dining-hall
T. Office.
U. Storeroom.
V. Teachers.
W. School Teachers.
X. Infants' Day-room.
Y. Class-rooms.
Z. School-room.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

_

The design we illustrate in the present number
18 that of Mr. William Barges, known as the suc-
cessful competitor for Cork Cathedral and several
other buildings.

The desire of the architect has been to produce
„ simple plan, with ample light, quiet and dia-
tmct entrances for every person engaged or likely
to have business in the building. He has ignored
the central hall system, which was left an open
qu^tion by the instructions provided for the
guidance of the architects. We have already
given particulars of the design and a key-plan,*
and on the present occasion set forth the archi-
tect’s intentions. The whole of the courts in
this design are on one floor, the judges' rooms

• See p. go, &c.
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NEW INFANT SCHOOLS, KIEKDALE
;
FOK THE PABISH OF LIVEEPOOL.

Messrs. J. A. Picton & Son, Architects.

beiDg situated on the level of the bench of the

courts, and separated from them by a judges’

private corridor, by which arrangement the ar-

chitect considers the air of the rooms would be
kept pm-er than in the case where the rooms
open out of the court. The judges approach

their rooms and courts by means of pri-

vate staircases which are provided in the

centre of the building, and they are also

supplied with small private staircases at the

four internal corners of the zone. By referring

to the block plan of this design already given,

the reader will better comprehend the arrange-

ment. On the other side of the courts, that

is, nearer the roadways, and parallel with the

judges’ corridors, is a corridor devoted to the

barristers, attorneys, and suitors, approached by

a ball at each corner of the building. The jury

have a distinct staircase to their rooms and

court, as well as the witnesses, while the public

are also accommodated with a staircase to the

gallery of each court, thereby preventing any

cnance of a collision between a juryman, witness,

or a mere lounger.

The large portion devoted to the records is

situated on the western side of the building

facing Clement’s Inn, in immediate communica-
tion with the Probate and Divorce Court, and
by this means it is kept entirely distinct. The
massive tower at the south-west corner is

intended to receive the original wills, while

another fireproof building is provided at a

safe distance in case of fire for the registered

copies.

The site in this plan has been adhered to, and

the curved piece of Pickett-street, in the Strand

front, has been made of use in breaking np the

long elevation of 700 ft., as well as to secure a
carriage-drive for the use of the building.
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MONUMENTAL.

I Statue of Mr. Feahody .—A first list of subscrip-

tions has been published towards erecting in

some public place a statue of this American bene-

factor to the London poor. The list is headed by
the Prince of Wales for 25 guineas, and the total

reaches considerably over 1,OOOZ,

The late Earl of Carlisle.—A movement is at

present on foot in Cumberland to raise a memo-
rial to perpetuate the memoiyofthis distinguished

nobleman. A meeting of the committee, com-
prising a large number of influential gentlemen,

was recently held, and it was decided to issue a
circular to the public, embodying the resolutions

passed at the meeting, together with other in-

formation relative to the proposed memorial.

The Cobdm Statue at Manchester.—This statue

has been inaugurated. The site is in St. Ann’s-

square. There was a grand procession, with
music, banners, &c. The figure is 10 ft. high,

and stands upon a lofty, square pedestal, in

each face of which are large slabs of polished

granite. The face of the fig^e looks towards
the front of the Royal Exchange. Mr. Marshall
Wood was the sculptor, and the cost was 2,5001.

Memorial of the late Dean of Hereford.—Preli-

minary steps towards erecting a memorial of the
late Dean of Hereford have been taken at Here-
ford. A committee has been appointed and a
subscription list opened, and 400Z. were subscribed
at the meeting. The Dean and Chapter have
given 1001. The nature of the memorial will de-

pend upon the amount of the subsoriptions.

FIRE PROTECTION.

As doctors differ and lawyers disagree, so do
also experts in other professions. In the Builder-,

recently,p.271, reference wasmade to the evidence
given before Mr. McLagan’s Committee of the
House of Commons, appointed to take evidence
as to the number and causes of fires, and the
means of fire prevention, and to report thereon to

the House. Mr. Smith, secretary to the Scottish
Union Insurance OfBoe, stated pointedly, that

FOUL WATER SUPPLY AT LIVERPOOL.

. . . ^
,-A-t a recent meeting of the local water com-

for many years fires of more than suspicious
,

™ittee of the corporation, Alderman Bennett

certain other local Acts,—that of Liverpool, for

instance,—which contained stipulations respect-
ing the construction of warehouses and other
buildings, and the storage of dangerous sub-
stances, with a view to prevention and limitation
of the extent of fires, to be very salutary in their

operation. Mr. George Perse Ivy, who had had
twenty years’ experience as a district manager
for fire insurance companies in England and in
the Australian colonies, was of opinion that the
increase in the number of fires in this country
was greatly in excess of the amount of property
insured. A number of cases of the most suspi-
cious character, both of applications for policies,

and ofactual fires, had come within his own know-
ledge

; of these he gave the particulars of one case
at Swansea, and ofanotherat Cardiff. He strongly
recommended a legal tribunal to investigate the
causes of fires in this country, as was done at
Victoria, where the coroner had all fires reported
to him, and gave judgment before the insurance
offices were required to pay the claims. He was
certain that the coroner’s inquiry kept down the
number of fires, and prevented wilful fires for
fraudulent objects. In Melbourne they had the
best water supply in the world, and very ready
means of subduing fires. They had a number of
watch towers in various parts of the city, upon
which men were stationed day and night, and
by a wire communication signalled to the detach-
ment of the fire brigade on duty below the
direction of the fire. The water could be thrown
to a height of 150 ft. by pressure

5 there were
numerous volunteer fire brigades in the suburbs.
There was now a law in force in Melbourne
against the erection of wooden houses. They
had occasionally very large fires : at one, with
which he was connected, at Sydney, a general
warehouse, the loss was 40,0001.

5
the extent of

the damage having been attributable to the
defective water supply. He repeated his decided
approval of a judicial inquiry.

origin had been largely on the increase, and he s^pjained a model, showing the principle on
strongly recommended as a check that there

:

"'bich water-closets were supplied with water,
should bo a judicial investigation authorized as when the service-pipe in a street was
to the causes of all fires, such investigation to 1

or wholly empty, and the cock of the
be conducted by coroners in England, and by

,

water-closet left open, the foul smells of the
the public prosecutors in Scotland, or by such

i

closet in all cases went into the service-pipes,

other authorities as might be thought would be '

where the pipe of the closet was too long
most competent and convenient. At a subsequent '

(and he had seen many such), the fceces, too,
meeting of the committee, Mr. Charles John !

were drawn into the services, and frequently
Banyan, general manager of the Norwich Union

|

contaminated the mains as well. Coffee-grounds
Insurance Office, was examined, and the leading

j

represented fceces, and the smoke from brown
questionswere repeatedlypresseduponhira touch- '

P^per represented gas, and the model in opera-

their integrity in the new church, where the
former separates the nave and north aisle. The
plan of the church comprises a nave, 40 ft. 3 in.
by 15 ft. 3 in. j north aisle, 11 ft. 6 in. wide:
chancel, 21 ft. by 13 ft. 6 in. ; and a tower sur-
mounted by a lofty spire. The general character
of the building is Early Decorated, although the
chancel belongs rather to the preceding style.
The walls are built of local stone, lined with
white ashlar internally, the groins, window, and
door dressings, &c., being of Farmington and
Bath Corsham Down stone. The nave and aisle
have open stained fir roofs, and the chancel a
polygonal panelled ceiling,having enriched bosses
at the intersection of the ribs. Externally the
roofs are covered with the stone slating of the
neighbourhood. The eastern triplet-window has
serpentine shafts, and is filled with painted glass
by Clayton & Bell, the gift of Lady Brownrigg.
The chancel-arch also has serpentine shafts sup-
porting it. There is a peal of six bells, three of
which are old, the new ones being cast by Messrs.
Warner & Son. The chancel has a handsome
encaustic tile pavement, and the passages of the
nave and aisle are paved with black and red
tiles.

The architect is Mr. Ferrey, and the con-
tractor Mr. Oliver Eatcourt, of Gloucester.
At the entrance to the church-yard is an oak

lych-gate covered with ornamental tiles.

BRIGHTON.

ing increase in the number of fires, and the expe-
diency of instituting a judicial investigation as to

their causes. He declared that he had no reason
to believe that incendiary fires are increasing

; in

the country the number of fires had been less

tion presented a very disgusting state of things.
Mr. Newlands said there was no doubt the

model represented a state of things that must
occur in accordance with all physical laws, but
it could not occur if the cock were closed. Mr.

numerous for several years past than they were Duncan said, if the pipe in the closet were not
formerly. He decidedly objected to giving the

i

>^a,de too long, it would not draw the fceces into
coroner a new jurisdiction, by empowering him services. The remedy was to put up a

“ " ' cistern, and so cut off the direct supply from the
street service to the closet.

Alderman Bennett, after the discussion had
lasted an hour and a half, moved a resolution,
affirming that the committee felt the im-
portance of giving a supply of pure water to
the inhabitants

; that the present arrangement
of the service pipes between the street water-
mains and the trough and other water-closets
was highly objectionable; and that the water
engineer, after conferring with the borough en-
gineer, should report as to what he considered
the best remedy for the evil.

The motion was agreed to unanimously.

to inquire into the causes of fires
;

such an
inquiry conducted by the Board of Trade would
involve costly and cumbrous machinery. It

would- be an unwise measure, in his opinion, to
empower the Metropolitan Board to appoint a
special officer to investigate the causes of fires.

Ho did not think it at all desirable that
there should be a judicial inquiry into the
causes of all fires. The knowledge of such
inquiry, he believed, would be more likely

to lead to the escape- than the detection of
criminals; if any inquiry was to bo made at all,

it should be conducted by the fire-brigade and
the police, under the direction of the chief con-
stable of the district. The witness considered
the arrangements in this country, for the prosecu-
tion of crime generally, to be very defective, in-

cluding cases of wilful fire raising. Mr. Banyan
gave some interesting evidence on the law as
affecting fires : common law held a man respon-
sible for a fire, but statute law protected him, if

the fire was accidental. Railway companies
were responsible for fires caused to growing crops
by sparks from locomotive engines

;
if the crop

was insured, the owner could either apply to the
company, or to the insurance office, who, in the
last case, would take the place of the owner, and
apply to the railway company, which might de-
fend successfully if it could be shown that all

proper care had been taken as regards construc-
tion of the engine, mode of firing, &c. He con-
sidered the Metropolitan Building Act, and

LOWER SLAUGHTER CHURCH, NEAR
MORETON-IN-MARSH, GLOUCESTER-

SHIRE.

This new church, built principally at the ex-
pense of Mr. Charles S. Whitmore, Q.C., the
Recorder of Gloucester, of Lower Slaughter, has
just been completed. The old church which it

represented was in so dilapidated and ruinous a
condition, that it became utterly unfitted for

divine worship, and the present edifice was then
commenced. The only parts of the old building
which had any archmological or architectural
interest was a Transition Norman open arcade
-and a piscina, which have been preserved in

At the suggestion of Mr. Lockwood, the
borough surveyor, the corporation determined,
some time ago, to erect on the east side of the
Fish-market groyne, a new groyne of concrete,
the object being to form a permanent barricade
for the retention of the beach along the whole
west front of the town. The new groyne is now
about to be laid. It will run parallel with
Anscombe’s groyne, or the Fish-market groyne,
and will extend from the coping of the Junction
Esplanade for a distance of some 240 ft. south-
ward. The top of the groyne will be some
9 ft. in width throughout its whole extent

; and
for a distance of 200 ft. will be slightly rounded,
with an inclination to the southward of 1 in 8;
the remaining 40 ft. at the south end being
formed of a series of steps, the top one of which
will be about 2 ft. 9 in. above the mean tidal
level, and the bottom one reaching down to the
low-water level, at spring tides. A considerable
portion of the top of the groyne at its upper end
will be always above water, as the high-water
level, at spring tides, does not reach up to above
one-half of its extent; and at this upper end of
the groyne, leading from the Esplanade, there
will be a post and rail fencing, extending down,
on both west and east sides, some 40 ft. or 50 ft.

The base of the groyne will be chiefly on the
chalk rock, about 25 ft. below the surface of the
beach

j
the width at the base will be about 20 ft.

;

and the “batter” of the eastern face from the
base to the top will be 1 in 3. The blocks,
which will form the eastern face of the groyne as
well as the steps, are manufactured of different

material from that of the “hearting” (ordinary
concrete), viz., of flints imbedded in the best
Portland cement. The blocks are of immense
weight : some of the “hearting” blocks weigh
within a fraction of four tons. Holes are made
in each block for the purpose of lifting them and
of placing them in position ; and this is effected
by means of Lewis rods, of iron, attached to the
traveller.

Though coating but little more in construction,
the concrete groyne is expected to be of much
more durable character than the ordinary wooden
groynes. The test blocks, which have been ex-
posed for a lengthened period to tho action of
the beach and sea, do not show, as yet, it is said,

any signs of wear and tear.

Tho new baths of Brill’s Brighton Bath Com-
pany, recently opened, are second-class swimming
and single baths, and will form only a part of
the whole scheme of the company, by whom the
whole block of buildings at the bottom of Bast-
street, Pool-valley, and Junction-parade, has
been purchased, with the view of erecting and
establishing baths of various kinds adapted to

the different classes of residents and visitors.

The portion now opened stands in that part of
the property immediately adjoining the Ladies’

Swimming Bath, at the bottom of Pool-valley,

and below the White Horse Hotel. The tempo-
rary entrance is at the upper extremity of the
building in Pool-valley. The building is of a
nearly elliptical form

;
and the interior dimen-
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siODS of the swimming-batli room (of wbicli the
bath occupies the whole area, with the exception
of 15 in., the width of the encircling rim),
are 52 ft. in length by 32 ft. in width. The
height from the bottom of the bath to the top of

the lantern which crowns the domed roof is nearly
50 ft. The lantern is large, and serves to venti-

late aa well as light the interior. The domed
roof is of brickwork in red and yellow bricks,

panelled by oak ribs corresponding with and
bolted to the iron ribs of which the dome is con-
structed. Below this are two tiers of arches of
red bricks, supported by double shafts of granite,

the capitals, bases, strings, and top cornice being
of Devon limestone, of beautifully variegated
colour, with the hood-moulds of Portland stone,

and the banding of Maw’s ornamental encaustic
tiles. The lower tier of arches form entrances
to the bath from the dressing-rooms, or
“cabins,” which open on to the rim and steps
of the bath on the south and east sides,

while those on the opposite sides correspond in
form and size. From the centre of the lantern is

suspended nlarge gaselier, manufactured by Skid-
more, of Coventry, by which the bath will be
lighted in the evenings. The swimming-bath
itself is constructed of Portland cement, as is

also its rim and the steps which lead therefrom
to the bottom on the whole of the south and
west sides, where it is shallowest, the water
there, when the bath is filled, being 4 ft. 6 in. in
depth, which increases to 6 ft. on the opposite
side by a gentle incline of the bottom of the
bath. On the north and east sides iho bath is

lined with white Dutch tiles.

country. He said he understood that there was a gie&t
quantity of this work lying at the East of London, but he
said the employers themselves are fighting shy of it

”
He was asked by Mr. Roebuck, if it were better and
cheaper than English work, whether the men would op-
pose the introduction of it into this country, and he
answered, "Not in the least. If they can produce it
better or cheaper abroad, let them do so. I say that they
are doing it at starvation prices, or we must go there
ourselves and manufacture it and have a share in the ad-
vantage." At a further stage the subject was again spoken
of, and the witness acknowledged that ha could not say
the foreign work was inferior to English work; but he said
that he had heard that it had been offered at a ridiculously
low price, but ho believed this was owing to its having
been mported m a ship which became waterlogged, and
that the work was damaged. He believed that the work
came from Gottenburg, and he had heard that the price
of provisions had doubled in that place since the work had
been imported.
The subject of "rattening" was then entered upon.He said, speaking of his own society, that he had neverknown a ease of intimidation; but he acknowledged that

he had beard of such cases among members of the
General Union, another and a larger society in the trade." I may mention a case of rattenim? that tnoV nlnr-A »

THE TEADES UNION COMMISSION.

may mention a case of rattening that took place at
large job at Trollope’s, in Pimlico. Two men were dis-
cussing over their breakfast, and one struck the other.On that occasion the other men agreed among themselves
to piU the man in Coventry ’ for a month who had struck
the other,— that is to say, not to speak to him at all. Everyman on the job pledged himself under the penalty of a line
not to speak to him, and they carried out their decision.
That IB the mildest fom of rattening, and that is common
to all trades. Again, it is the practice in many trades to
remove a man’s working tools, not to steal them. Now,
that IB a thing which I do not sanction or believe in at all,
and it 18 a thing that is very fast dying out

;
but it is only

fair to the Sheffield trades to say that it is not peculiar to
them. I believe these practices are to be found among
the trades that may be considered the most highly-
educated trades." Mr. Roebuck.—" In speaking of rat-
tening, you made use of the mild phrase ‘ removing,’ not
stealing,' tools. Now, removing tools from a man I sup-

pose takes awav his power of doing his work ?" Witness.-
Yes. Mr. Roebuck.—"And therefore deprives him of

hia wages?" Witness.—" i'es." Mr. Roebuck.—" And
therefore reduces him to starvation?” Witness —
ies, it may be carried out to that eitent.” Mr. Roe-

buck.—" That is rather a heavy result, is it not ? " Wit-
ness.—“ It is ; but you will remember that I said I did
not agree with the practice." Mr. Harrison.—" Does
your society officially recognize the practice ? " Witness
-‘Certainly not." Earl of Lichfield.-" Do they dis-
courage it ? " Witness.—" They do discourage it.”
Mr. Robert Last, general secretary to the Operative

House Carpenters’ and Joiners’ Society, was examined.
Ihe society, he said, comprised 10,(XW members, and

Mr. Applegabth, on further examination, gave evi-
dence on the organization and results of strikes. Mr.
Harrison asked, "On what principle does the executive
proceed when it considers the desirableness or tho
reasonableness of an application to strike?" In his
reply witness said,—We have a correct record month ' their Tncoma wm °lTnnn/'' *'pi.a «««' *

'— y-..-—
after month and year afier year of the state of trade in I

® 15,0001. The society opposed piece-

apprenticeship, nor that an

„ .

. j

builder, i
have received, and

I

though he

wLn“.h
" they have had to work for them,

j

a man must Lave servedTt hen they apply for leave to solicit an increase of wages
,

apprentice must be *he l
such conditions;

I There was no rule to prevent'.what 18 Sheffield doing? what is Manchester dom? ? what i iiriiii u-i. u v..

i. Loadon <loi.cP
_
Ind then we oon.ider IhTIue.Knn i

particularly now to whether trade is brisk or dull in our tout wa^ea 2s s. waa?- " ‘ ^ ^ * reduce
particular line." Mr. Harrison.—“ Does not the price that

giving any reason for the

work i, feteWne .ffnrd jou the indic.Kon of wEin^gJl ^ to,"””'
»" “» rV- »<1

to be the rate of wages ? " Witness.-“ We have°no
means of knowing what price onr employers’ work is
fetching." Mr. Hughes.—“ You take the cases where the
men in your trade are well employed tqguido you in your
decision?’’ Witness.-" Yes." Mr. Harrison.— " Have
you any means of ascertaining what is the amount of de-
mand for your labour, what is likely to be required by the
public, by contractors, and so forth ? " Witness.—" Yes :

we have the Builder and other very excellent newspapers
which give accounts of tenders and 'large jobs, and if there
is any doubt at all on the question, two disinterested
parties (or one, as the cas^ may be) are sent down to
ascertain what jobs are going on in the neighbourhood,
and to make the fullest investigation into ibo state of
trade, so as to know whether the men are really aekino’
what is reasonable, and whether they are pretty unanimous
iu what they are asking." Mr. Harrison.—" Can you
bring snylhing to sLow whether strikes have been more
frequent or less frequent since the time that your society
has been in vigour, as compared with the time when it was
not in full operation, or as between districts where your
society has not many branches compared with districts
where it is strong in branches ? " Witness.—" As far as my
experience goes, strikes have been rather more frequent,
but on a very small scale, during the last four years."
The witness then went on to show, from the report of tho
society, the efleets of combination in raising wages and in
lessening the hours of labour. During the past year,
"in no less than lifiy-two towns had the combination
caused advances of wages varying from ad. to 48." a week
to each man, and in thirty different towns the members
had obtained a reduction of the hours of labour. Mr.
Roebuck was told, in answer to a question, that facte were
taken as proofs of the real advantage of tho society, and
he asked, " You do not know the effect that the society
has bad upon the employers 1 suppose ?” and the witness
answered, “No; in a selfish world tho employers look out
lor their own interests as well as we for onrs." The wit-
ness further acknowledged, in answer to Mr. Roebuck,
that the fact that the society was doing what was favour-
able towards the members was not to be taken as a proof
that it ^s doing what was favourable towards the public.
Sir W. Head questioned the witness as to the interests of
labour and capital, and the latter acknowledged that the
interests of the men depended upon the amount of capital
employed in the trade, and that this depended upon the
profit made by the employer. Sir William then asked
"Therefore your intevests may be aflected indirectly
through the employer, although the direct benefit appa-
rently 18 gained by the workmen ?” The witness replied
"Yes; but I would ask what we should do in the event
ofall the rest of the trades getting an advance of wages

“."-ri J..® ^I*®®
poing up, if we were to stand

still r The witness was then questioned with respect to
the fact of woodwork for buildings, such as doors and
sashes, being manufactured abroad and brought to this'

— „„ strike pay; and
,

*180 strikes against encroachments, such as the
discharge note in the Midland counties, when every man
was expected to carry his character in his pocket from one
employer to another. There had been about twenty-two
real strikes within the last four years, and the coat to the
union waa about 4,COOL

;
thia waa apart from what was

spent by the branches. The whole of the strike pay
(central fund) in that period was 5,446/ Us 7d - for
those out of employment, 2,040/. 178. lid.

;
sick benefit

3,628/. 198. 3d.; tunerals and accidents, 1,970/. 16s. • and
for burnt tools, 838/. 38, 6d. During these four years the
rate of wages had risen considerably. There had been
strikes where a rise of wages had been demanded and
refused. Every application from a lodge was submitted
to a vote of the whole union by universal suffrage There
had been no loweriug of wages to witness’s knowledge,
if It were attempted the men would go on strike pay.
Sometimes men would accept reductions for a short
tune on account of a bad state of trade, as at Merthyr
lydnl; but this was optional with the men, they were
entitled to strike pay. The witness went into an
explanation of the strike about tho " discharge note."
Mr. Harrison: A great deal has been said in the news-
papers lately about the introduction of foreign joiners’
work readymade; has it ever come under your notice
that such has been the case?—It has not. 1 have never
seen any of the materials supplied from foreign countries
although I have heard a deal of conversation about it and
have seen paragraphs in the papers on the subject. . .Then you cannot trace that it has had the smallest effect
upon your trade?—No more than the introduction of
eggs would stop our English hens from .'aying. . . . Have
you eveiy had reported to you any case in which such
articles have been introduced into works here?—None
whatever

;
and although my duties carry me from one end

of England to the other, 1 have never heard any one say
that he had seen any more of this machine-work inaported
from foreign countries than what he had seen in the
papers. Of course a ship-load of doors and sashes would
turnish a good many houses; but I have never heard of
one single instance where those have been used. . . . Lord
Elcho : Have yon, as secretary to the society, made any
inquiry with a view to ascertain whether the facta stated
in the papers are or are not correct ?—I have. . . , "What
is the reaiilt of those inquiries ?—The result is that no-
body knows anything of it except what they have seen in
the papers. . . . What steps did you take to ascertain the
facta?—I have inquired of the workmen and the em-
ployers in the different places that I have been to • lam
coiitinuaUy meeting employers. ... To the best of your
belief, no foreign work has come into the country ?—

I

believe that if those things were put on board ship at the
ffireign wharfs they are on board ship now. . . . Ifevi-
deuce was given before this Commission that foreign work
has been introduced into this countrvit would surprise
you, would it not ?—I do not know that It would; there are
some parties who would build houses of anything. . . .

Why do you assume that the work is bad ?—On account
of tho price, and also on account of the description that
we have had of it from Mr. Applegarlh. . . . Mr. Apple-
garth : Perhaps I may be allowed to state that Mr. Last
decidedly misunderstood me, if he thought that I said it
was very bad work : I have no reason to think that the
work was very bad

;
I have since seen a large quantity of

it, and the contrary is the fact. It is as good aa the gene-
ral run of that kind of work. But if you manufacture
such work, and put it on shipboard nod expose it to the
action of saltwater or salt air, the chances are that when
you come to dryit in this country, however little you may
dry it, it will shrink. And I believe, whether that is the
case or not, the employers think that it is, and I believe
that is their objection to buying it. It has taken two
years to bring three ship-loads over, and there are about
two ship-loads still remaining out of the three. 1 have
seen the price-booka, and can state on a future occasion
what the result is. ... Is the price cheaper ?—About 10
per cent., but when I mention tnat, I must add that thero
IS something to be said about the wages paid for the
work, and the manner in wiiich the people live who pro-
duce it. . . . Lord Elcho : You have not heard whether
any of that work has been put into a hot room to test it,
and has stood the test ? —I have not, but I have my own
impression as to what would be the result.
The report of the evidence of Mr. Charles Williams,

general secretary of the Plasterers’ Society, hns been
issued. Witness said the Plasterers’ is a national society,
having its headquarters at Liverpool, with executive
council and branch committees in the various
districts in England, Scotland, and Wales, of the 128
lodges forming the society, which was established in 1859,
and has now about 8,000 members. lu reply to questions,
witness said, when hourswere shortened it depended upon
the state of the market whether any reduction of wages
was made. At Carlisle now tho men asked for a reduction
of hours, and the employers offered instead an advance of
wages. He advised the men to accept tho latter, though
he should prefer the shortening of hours, because he
believed that eight hours were quite long enough for any
man to work.—Mr. Booth: Y’oit would prefer six hours,
perhaps, to eight ? No

;
I think eight a reasonable time.

Some of our men are, of course, more skilled than others.
Many employers belong to our association. I am not an
employer now, but I have been one. Tho witness, in
reply to Mr. Harrison, gave an account of the way in
which the executive council had put sn end to a strike by
union men at Aberyslwith to enforce what the council
thought an unreasonable demand. The executive couucil
put an end to the strike by sending men from Liverpool
to supply the places of the malcontents.—Mr. Hughes:
Upon that let me ask you, is your exteutivo generally
more opposed to strikes than the members are ? Yes.—
From your experience do you believe that to bo the ea'e
with most trades ? I believe it is

;
the executive or the

governing bodies are more opposed to strikes than
members are. Trade was pretty good generally at the
time we settled the Aberystwith diapute

;
but we had no

difficulty in getting men to supply the places of those we
sent from Liverpool to Aberystwith. Tho rate of wages
was' the same at Liverpool and Aberystwith at the time—
about 303, a week; but oue man who went down to
Aberystwith received a percentage above the wages,
because he was a “pretty clever one."—Mr. Harrison:
One workman who had superior skill was paid extra, you
mean? Y'es, one or two.—Thai was done with the con-
currence of the society ? Y’es. When men are urgently
needed in this way, employers will pay the expense of
sending them; in other eases the society bears the coat.
The conduct of the executive in this case has not done it
any harm

; it has done a deal of good. It has put a cheek
on many men disposed to he unreasonable. Even the men
on strike at Aberystwith have remained in tl e union.
Mr. Wm. Macdonald, secretary to the Manchester

Operative House Painters’ Alliance, s.aid— the society was
established in 1952, and consists of 3,980 members. The
increase in the last twelve months was 14 societies and
1,2U9 members. One condition <f memberahip was an
apprenticeship of five years to the trade. The strike ex-
ponditure of the whole association was 24/. 2s. 2d. lost
year, and it procured various benefits, estimated at 9,690/.
'The society had prevented many strikes, and only in four
cases, namely, Preston, Bacup, Walsall, and Liverpool,
had recourse been had to striking, " and perhaps," added
the witness, '> with more forethought and discretion some
of these might have been avoided." The Chairman asked
for an explanation cf this rule,-"That any person when
asked to join this association being obstinate, and causing
delegates, deputations, or any other expenses to be in-
curred by their obstinacy, shall pay all such expenses
together with the amount of entrance or re-entrance as
the case may be.” The witness replied—When a man
comes into a place and gets a job he is immediately asked
to join the association; if he delays or does not give an
answer, or equivocates (and many men will do that Air the
sake of the entry money), we are put to expense.—I sup.
pose that if a man desires to be afterwards admitted, then
he must pay those expenses? Yes, we have a claim upon
him.—But if he does not desire to be admitted, what
then ?-I may as well say that if such a man goes into a
shop where there are society men, they say to him, " Yon
are not wanted here, we do not force you to join, but we
‘raply do not work with you."—That is to say, they say to._ .. jf employ ?

”
•Mr. Hughes : Suppose^hat a strange paioter CJines

downlrom London to Manchester and comes into a shop
there, and when you apply to him says, " I decline to join
your society, I belong to another one,” then you would
either strike against him or you would make him belong to
your society? Yes, unless the objects of both societies
were identical. There was a rule that no member under
50 years of age should be allowed to work for less than the
standard wages of the trade; above 60 years of age
although a member of the association, a man might accept
less than ilie standard rate. There were working rules
agreed to both by masters and men. There was a rule with
regard to the voting of money to assist other trades in diffi-
culties,—misfortune, or difficulties with employers in the
nature ofastrike.—Mr.Roebuck: Isupposeyou always think
the men in the right when they ask for an advance of wages?
In answer to this the witness gave the case of a lock-out at
Blackburn, where the men had asked for an advance of
I d. aa hour—4a. lOd. a week, or 15 per cent. The society
did not approve of the demand, but thought the employers

“ake some advance as a settlement. They never
offered anything at all, but met amongst themselves, and
signed their names to a paper, and sent a very insulting
letter to the workmen. The employers had proposed a
reduction of 15 per cent., and locked the men out, The
society made a direct communication to the employers,
but they took no notice of it, and refused to recognise the
society.—Mr. Mathews : Do uot your workmen assumo

him,
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the right of BcUling the rate of wages, without allowing
the master to have any scope ac all in the matter P We
do not assume any right at all; we allow the master to

have full scope. I can assure the Commissioners (bat our
msstors will bear testimony to their confidence in us

;

they are perfectly satisfied, as a rule, to pay the wages
we ask, and our union does not seem to have the tendency
to assume hostile attitudes. We operate a good deni by pa-
tience and moral force, and think that others should do the

same.—Supposing that a master had been so instructed as

not to employ an inferior laboxirer, but to emuloj' a superior
painter, and that superior painter had thougut it worth his

while to work at lower wages than others, would your
society have objected to that ? i'os.—So that they would
have objected to you, or any one in your jmsition, making
what he thooght the best ol'his abilities ? les, they would
have objected to a man who was worth 6d. an hour work-
ing for 6d., the tendency of that being to reduce those who
are getting Gd. to Iho 5a. But in that case you interfere

with the man in his judgment as to his own work ? And
ho interferes with me. I have as much right to rotuse to

work as ho has to work
;
that is all I do in resistance to

his encroachment upon me. I say to every man that goes
I and sells Ids labour below the market price, that he is not
only injuring himself, but that he is injuring every indivi-

^ dual in the trade. No law of political economy can deny
that. He is, in fact, doing the best he can to reduce the
rate of wages. With 2,OOOL of capital, the witness said he

• could before long reduce the wages in Manchester 20 per
I cent., provided he could break up the union

;
therefore,

, he beheved that the union kept up a fair rate of wages.
' There was no further action taken towards a “ knobstick,"
than to refuse to work with him. Mr. Mathews; Have
not the masters a voice in the employment of these inferior
workmen? Wehave no objection, only we think that the

• master damages himselfbyemploying such men.—Mr. Har-
i rison : Should not the workmen have a voice in the sort of
•
people with whom they are to bo employed ? Well, I think
t^ey ought.—Mr. Mathews: Which means. I suppose,
!'that the workmen assume the power of dictating to the
masters the men that they shall employ, and the men that

I they shall not employ ? Dictation is a word that has been
- very much used on the subject, but I do not see that it is

properly used.—Mr. Roebuck: The result of men taking
• less wages than their fellows is to lower wages, you say,
that being a dreadful crime in your eyes, I suppose ?

Yes
;
but with a certain class of mankind it is not so con-

sidered. Not with the capitalists
;
but it is so considered

;
by those wlio live by labour. The man who refuses the

; high wages which he might have, and takes the low, is in-
I juring himself and his fellows.—Mr. Mathews : It comes
: to this, does it not, that if the pressure of the union were
i not exercised, wages would fall to the natural level of sup-
1 ply and demand ? I say that that is an unnaturtd level
where the pressure of capital remains and the pressure of

I the union is withdrawn. — Whether it is natural or unna-
1 tnral, wages would but for the union fall to that level,
' would they not ? Under the pressure aud combination of
i capital they wotild be reduced.—Mr.Hoghts ; In fact, the
: masters would then do as they liked ? Yes. — The
‘ BOciotT did not fix the maximum rate of wages which men
; ahoulu receive, it ouly fixed the lowest standard rate.
; Some earned Is. an hour, while the standard rate was GJd-
I The witness gave instances of men being marked by
1 employers because they had promoted a trade society. It
, was the opinion of the witness that trades' unions kept up
; the rate of wages without reducing profits, while the work
was better in the end, and therefore cheaper. He had no

I salary for his services. Overtime was discouraged by the
) society.

’ TRADES’ UNIONS AND COUNTER-UNIONS.

The evidence taken before the Trades’ Union
; Committee enggests a few queries that perhaps
( some of their champions will answer, says a cor-

( respondent of the Times.

“ What is a fair day’s work ? Is it an ascertained aver-
1 age quantity agreed upon by masters and men, or is it an
I arbitrary quantity fixed entirely by the men ?

The Unions fine their members ior doing more than a
1 fair day’s work. I will not inquire whether they fine them
for doing less

;
but I should like to know what action they

s take in the case of a man who is discharged by bis em-
1 ployer for not doing a fair day’s work. Do they allow the
). right of the employer to discharge what he considers an
1 idle workman ?

They strive to limit as much as possible the quantity of
I labour employed and of work done. I suppose it will be
1

.

allowed that the idlest man most completely carries out
1 this policy. Are we to understand, therefore, that the
1 idlest is the most worthy member of the society ?

They seek to enforce uniformi^ of work and of wages

:

'! do they, therefore, ignore all difference that may exist in
a man’s requirements ? Is a man with a sick wile, a bed-

ii ridden father, or a dozen children, denied the right of
- doing more work and earning more money than the
I bachelor without a care ?

In framing their laws entirely for the advantage of the
a men, and to the disadvantage of the employers, do they
I contemplate the possibility of some of their number
I eventually becoming employers of labour themselves, or
( do they, on entering their Union, abandon all hope of
ever rising above their operative condition ?"

A movemenb has been set on foot at Manchester
bfor the formation of a Central Defence Associa-
i tion of Master Engineers, Millwrights, Machine-
a makers, and Ironfounders, with the object of
J aiding those workmen who are opposed to the
' Trades’Union system; and a statement of general
II principles of action has been drawn np, from
V which we may make a few quotations, on the
a authority of the liming Journal.

As to the results of Trades’ Unions, the state-
nment urges that these results are disastrous,
il alike to the artisan, to the employer, and to the
I'l country :

—

"Eirst, to the Artisan
;
for so long as he follows manual

a labour, and is a member of the Trades Union, he is not
rifreo, iudividuslly, to embrace any opportunity of increased
e remuneration : though better educated, more skilful, or
u more industrious than his fellow, he cannot rise above
I others of his class, The uniform rate of wages aad pro-

hibition of piecework remove all stimulus to exertion,
and a man loses self-respect and becomes demoralised.
Secondly, to the Employer.—For the number of ap-

prentices being restricted, ho is not free to select hie own
men: the amount of work to be performed, aud the re-
muneration to be paid, are not regulated by competition,
but are dictated by the executive of the Unions. The use
of machinery is frequently prohibited

; or where a large
sum has been invested in it, it may at any time become
unproductive by a sudden strike of the operatives, The
employer is thus prevented from calculating- with certainty
the cost of his productions, is liable for broken contracts,
and subject to most serious losses.

Thirdly, to the Country.—For what is a loss to the
artisan and his employer cannot but ba a loss to the
country. The skill and industry of the workmen are not
fully developed

;
the energy of the employer is crippled,

and his capital not employed to the greatest advantage.
The cost of his commodities is thus increased without auy
equivalent

;
and the British manufacturer finds himself

unable to compete with the productions of other countries
whoso labour is free, and whose trade is carried on under
less oppressive restrictions,

”

In discossing the action and results of Trades’
Unions, the employers desire to recognise and
adopt the following principles :—

•

_“1. Free Trade in Labour. Every workman has the
right to sell, and every employer to purchase, his labour
on such terms as they mutually agree upon. Labour
should form no exception to the law of free trade, which
is sufficient to regulate the price of ali other commo-
dities.

2.

The high or low rate of wages depends not upon the

t

irice of prorisions, but on the demand and supply of
abour. When many labourers are looking out for work
wages will fall, and they will rise when many employera
are looking out for labourers.

3.

That all combinations, whether of workmen to force
up, or of employers to keep down, the price of labour,
are injurious, and should cease, because they interfere
with the natural price of the production of labour.”

If these principles be correct, and were carried
out, then it follows that every workman would
be at liberty

—

"1.—To work, without joining any combination or
union, for such rate of wages as the demand for his labour
at the time enabled him to obtain from an employer.

2.—To work auy number of hours which his desires or
necessities led him to undertake.

3.—To work at any kind ofemployment, within reach of
his skill and experience, which was at the time in greatest
demand, although differing from his own particular branch
of trade.

4.

To work ‘ piece ’ or contract work, and by so doing
increase, in proportion to his skill and industry, his weekly
earnings, and share >rith his employer the profits of his
labour.

6. To embrace any opportunity for improving his indi-
vidual position, or of obtaining increased remuneration
for his services.”

The result) of all this would be

—

“6. That each workman would find his own level, The
skilful aud industrious would merit and receive his just
reward, whilst the incompetent aud idle would bo left in
the rear. A greater amount of work would be done in the
same time and at less cost, and thus the wealth and pro-
sperity of the country greatly increased.''

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

EXEMPTIONS.

On Monday a summons came on for hearing
at the Mansion House, before Mr. Alderman
Rose, involving a question as to the construction

to be pub upon certain provisions of the Metro-
politan Building Act. The summons had been
issued at the instance of Mr. John Young, the
district surveyor of the eastern division of the
city of London, against Messrs. Plucknett and
others, the present representatives of the firm

of Cubitt & Co., the eminent bnilders, of Gray’s-
inn-road

;
and the process stated that the de-

fendants, being builders engaged in executing
a certain work in Harrow-alley, Aldgate, did
wilfully neglect to give to the district surveyor,
appointed under the Metropolitan Buildings Act
of 1853, notice of the particulars of the pro-

posed works two days previous to the commence-
ment of the said works.

Mr. Inderwick, barrister-nt-law (instructed by the
Metropolitan Board of Works), opened the case, and
stated that it would be perhaps remembered that, iu the
month of September last, a tremendous fire broke out in
the extensive premises of the London and North-Western
Railway Company, known as the Haydon-square depot of
that company, which destroyed an extensive’ range of the
warehouses, some of which were underlet by the railway
company to Messrs. Gooch & Couaens, the wholesale
wool-staplers, aud Messrs. Allsopp, the eminent Burton
ale brewers, and other persons. To restore the promises
the railway company entered into a contract with the
defendants, Messrs. Cubitt, and the works proceeded with
a view to accomplish that object. In the early part of the
present year the operations of reconstruction commenced,
and in February last the complainant, Mr. Young, the
district surveyor, wrote to Messrs. Cubitt, the defendants,
intimating that be had not received, aa district surveyor,
the usual notice required by the provisions of the Act of
Parliament. The reply to the summons was made to the
effect that the company was exempted from the necessity
of giving the notice suggested, under the provision of the
6th section of the same statute. The real question was
whether under-exemption could prevail under the facts he
was prepared to put in evidence.
Mr. Young was then called, and deposed that he remem-

bered the facts of the fire in the Haydon-square depot of

the London and North-Western Railway Company, in the
month of September last, in which the premises occupied
by Messrs. Gooch & Cousens, the wool-staplers, andthoao
of other under-tenants of the company, were wholly,
with their contents, destroyed. On finding that the re-
construction of the edifice was in progress, he wrote to
the railway company, intimating that ho had not received
any notice pursuant to the statute, and requiring the
same; to which he received a reply to the effect that the
company were exempted under the Cth section of the
Act

;
and, as he had received no notice, the present sum-

mans had been issued.
In his croBS-eiamiuation by Mr. Littler, the witness

stated that the entrance from Aldgate into the yard had
aboard inscribed ‘‘London and North Western Railway,
Haydon-square Depot.”

In his re-examinatioD the witness stated that he was
aware that the carrier’, Messrs. Pickford, were now
erecting buildings on land granted to them by the Great
Eastern Railway Company, and that Messrs, Pickford had
given him the required notices.
Mr. H. F. Vallance, Solicitor to Messrs. Gooch &

Cousens, produced two leases granted by the London and
North Western Railway Company to them of the premises,
for a term of 7, 14, or 21 years, determinable at a month’s
notie®, and containing certain special covenants reserving
to the company exclusive rights with reference to the ex-
clusive use of the premises, and confining the lessees to
the occupation of the denuded premises for auy other pur-
poses than their legitimate trade.
Mr. Littler said, on behalf of the defendants, that the

special provision on which he relied was that any buildings
belonging to any canal, dock, or railway company, and
used ibr the purposes of such canal, dock, or railway
company, under the proviaiona of any special Act of
Parliament, should bo exempted from the necessit.y of
giving notice, as suggested by the eummons. He might
mention that it would be just as idle to say that the
refreshment-rooms at the Ludgate-hill station, or those at
Euston-equaro, which were used by out-visitors, denuded
the railway company of their entire rights of the privilege
of undor-lettiug, as that the sidings let to divers coal
companies by the Great Northern Railway Company at

King’s-cross deprived them of the actual position they
held as freeholders. The evidence showed that the con-
structiona now in course of formation, with the tram-
ways, lifts, and other appliances, showed that they were
destined and intended to increase the traffic of the raUway
company, who possessed the power to terminate the
tenancy of the lessees on twelve months’ notice. On these
grounds he (Mr. Littler) submitted that the summons
must be dismissed.
Mr. Alderman Rose said that during the progress of

the case his mind had been mneh divided
; but on looking

at the concurrent circumstances which had been proved
in evidence, he was of opinion that the evidence disclosed
that the new construction was designed for the purposes
of the railway company within the exemption provided by
the Act of Parliament, and therefore be would dismiss the
summons, but without costs.

SANITARY PROCEEDINGS IN
MARYLEBONE.

Last week, at the Marylebone Police Court, Mr. Georgo
Simpson was summoned at the instance ofthe Marylebone
Vestry for allowing the premises. No. 8, Titchfield-terraoe,

to become a nuisance and injurious to public health.
George Windle, one of the inspectors of nuisances for the
parish, deposed that there was an open drain on the pre-
mises, which conveyed sewage to the neighbouring houses.
Repeated representations had been made, and a vestry
notice was served on defendant on the let of April, but he
bad done nothing whatever to abate the nuisance. Dr.
Whitmore, medical officer of health, corroborated the in-

spector as to the exceedingly filthy nature of the drain,
and said that a new pipe-sewer ought to be constructed.
Defendant denied his liability to do anything to the pre-
mises as be was not the owner. He was simply a trustee
of the property, and collected the rent. Mr. Knox said
the collector of the rents of a property could be summoned
in cases of nuisance, and they could charge the owner of
property with the expense of having the necessary im-
provements carried out under a magistrate’s order. He
should make the requisite order upon defendant, and also

compel him to pay the whole of the costs, 13s. fid.

THE WINCHESTER DRAINAGE
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

n the latter end of last year the newly-formed
Local Board of Winchester advertised for plans for the
drainage of their city, offering 160L, lOOL, and 60/. respec-

,

lively as premiums. The profession being then, as now, ve^
slack, and having bad great experience in town drainage, I,

contrary to my usual practice, turned my attention to the
competition, the premiums were tempting, and the city
” highly respectable.” I went down, and found the Local
Board possessed ofneither maps nor levels. They required
competitors to prepare plans on the absurd scale of 60 ft.

to the inch, although we all protested against so large a
scale for competition where no plans existed. However,
being assured the competitionwas the *‘ fairest thing out,”

I went in, put up at a hotel, took the levels, made the
plans, spent many weeks of my own and assistant’s time,

and some 30/. in hard cash, and ” deposited ” my scheme.
After the plans had been “sat upon” for some three

months and a half, and somewhat crushed iu the process,
they were returned withont one word of explanation,
excepting the following note from the town clerk :

—

‘‘Sir,—I am instructed by the Local Board to return,

your plans, &c., sent in for conmetition relating to the
main drainage of Winchester. I have, therefore, for-

warded them to you per rail this day, and I thall ftet
obliged by your informing me of tkeir tafe arrival."

The coot impertinence of the note, returning the plans

upon which so much labour, mone}', and experience had
been expended, without, as is ususal, one word of explana-

tion or thanks, is only to he equalled by the sarcastic

politeness of the Board’s assumed anxiety for their ‘‘ safe

arrival.”

I have obtained a local paper, by which I find that only

ten other plans were sent in, and that the Board referred

them all to their own surveyor to report upon, but acted,

in direct opposition to liis report; and, without any
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competent advice as to cost, accnracy of principle and
detail, or general excellence, summarily rejected seven
of the designs because they propose to avoid the cost of
pumping, and irrigate by gravitation several hundred
acres of meadow land adjoining the river Itchen

; while
the Board retained four designs, to be submitted to an
engineer, which propose to pump the sewage a consider-

height on to some most expensive arable land, from
which, also, a considerable portion of the sewage-'water
must find its way back into the river. Now no instruction
or intimation was pMiely given as to the particular por-
tion of land which the Local Board desired to have irri-
gated; it is therefore manifestly unjust that those who
sought to save the expense of pumping ehould, from the
want oflocal knowledge, be excluded from any participa-
tion in the premiums, by an arbitrary rule which pre-
cludes any consideration of the general excellence ofthe
designs. Any office-boy minus the moat elementary know-
ledge of the first principles of drainage, who has by in-
formation or chance bit upon the Local Board idea, may,
for a plan, however roughly scrawled, obtain a premium.
Out of the/our designs selected for the award of Ihree
premiums it is believed that one is by a brother of a
town-councillor

; and a second by a local auctioneer
; bat

as they are under mottoes, the Board is, of course, not
aware of this fact, although cue is rather curious as to the
TMult.
Of the site proposed iu the selected designs for irriga-

tion the local surveyor reports it is " a very close subsoil
not of a nature to absorb much moisture.” This, he

will be a fatal objection to three out of four of
the plans selected. I also have had the opportunity of
inspecting the whole of the plans, and I found that those

abow a knowledge of the subject, care in detail,
and exhibit a considerable amount of labour, are just
those which have been rejected, while some of the ac-
cepted designs are of the most miserable description
One, for example, provides 6-inch pipes for street sewers
rad a principal road
shows a main sewer

which building is progressing,

pipes only, to i

•quarter of a mile long of 9-inch
flat gradient ! The well-studied and

works; while the selected designs, includinc pumping*
station and system of high-level irrigation, range so low
as from 13,OOuL to 16,700/. ! The nature of the locality is
such that the outfall sewers of all the designs rim in theMme direction : the addition of a pumping-station near
St. Cross to divert the sewage, east, west, or south, is
simply a question of modification applicable to any de-
sign; and I positively assert that among the rejected
designs are some which, with a little alteration, would
meet the reouirementa of \Vinche8t*'r, as well as the views
of the Board, better than any of the selected designs-
therefore the whole should, as contended lor by the more
intelligent members of the Board, have been referred to
some qualified engineer. No competition scheme is evei
carried out without modification. Even the local sur-
veyor informs the Board that the schemes admit of
modification, and that none can be adopted in their
entirety; therefore the rejection of seven designs out of
eleven, without advice and without consideration, for a
mere arbitrary and illogical reason, is simply an insult to
the profession invited to compete. Foronce, I fear Win-
chester has been found ” without benefit of clergy.”

One of tub Rejected.

EAIN THROUGH PORTLAND CEMENT.
In answer to Club, p. 283, I beg to state that the

chief cause of the rain and water showing through the
cement is, in general the inferior character of the work
done by inexperienced workmen, and who use inferior
cement and overpower it with sand, and, what is worse
sand full of loam, instead of clean, sharp sand. One of
the beat remedies the inquirer can have is to let the
•eraent get thoroughly dry and well dean off the colour
then give It three coats of boiled oil (applied hot), or as
mneb of it as the cement will suck in. No oil must be
left on the surface. The oil penetrates into the cement
forms a good foundation for the paint, and prevents it
peeling off. The cemeut will require three coats of best
while-lead paint, stained to taste.

Joseph Hatis, Sen.

THE NEW LAW COURTS AND THE
PUBLIC.

The reception which the designs for the new
Law Courts have met with at the hands of a
large class, who, as a rule, take but little in-
terest in the sobject, is worthy of serious atten-
tion, as indicating the popular estimate of
modern secidar architecture.

It may be safely asserted that the condition of
no art can be satisfactory which does not possess
a powerful hold upon the public mind ; this
architecture has undoubtedly possessed when-
•ever the art really Sourished

j but the deserted
state of its exhibitions, and the ridicule or indif-
Terence so often manifested, when the subject is
broached in general society, are strong evidences
to the contrary, at the present time. Indeed,
a^hitects are accustomed, in their self-corn-

to console themselves for many slights
of thiskmd, with the reflection that "the public
know nothing about architecture.”

It remains to be shown where the fault
lies.

When the present revival commenced, it was
argued wisely, that in order to found a modern
school of architecture, it would be necessary at
first to look back, and study the principles of
obsolete styles

; this, however, was only the
means to an end, but we are apparently as far
from that end as ever : the result hitherto has
been the production of numerous specimens,

more or less successful, of extinct periods of art,
entirely devoid of vitality.

The great mistake into which the Revivalists
have fallen is this,—instead of confining them-
selves to the study of theprinciples of preceding
styles, and principles only, they have selected
one style in particular, according to their predi-
lections, and endeavoured to resuscitate it en
masse and from the rival claims of two of these
has arisen the so-called " Battle of the Styles.”

This conflict, by serving to ventilate the whole
question, has been productive of great good

;
but

a decisive victory cannot be claimed by the parti-
sans of either, from the simple fact, that no one
style is of itself capable of fulfilling the multifold
requirements of the present age.

For, however slow the profession may have
been to discover the truth, many on the outside
have, at all events, done so. A real, vital school
of architecture, such as we all desire, can spring
only out of the requirements of the age; and,
as our requirements are totally difierent from
those of any former age, such a school can have
little in common with any preceding period
of art, except in general forms; and if this be
true, it follows, that in attempting to " evolve” a
style of our own by resuscitating some previous
style or combination of styles, we are simply
encumbering

_

ourselves with a mass of useless
material, which, however beautiful and appro-
priate in its own day, speaks to the present
generation in a dead language.
The most important modern building which

England has produced, the New Palace at West-
minster, is an illustration of this. All that lavish
expenditure and the resources of a highly-gifted
mind could do has been done here to resuscitate
an obsolete style

; but, though possessed of many
admirable qualities, it is in its purely orna-
meutal character little better than a monument
of perverted ingenuity, and satisfies only the
enthusiastic admirer of Tudor work.

Let the architect of the uew Law Courts pro-
ceed on the same principle, and he may produce
another " gorgeous revival” highly satisfactory
to himself and bis own immediate admirers, but
not to the public generally, and certainly not to
posterity.

In a ‘‘ utilitarian” poiut of view only, a build-
ing capable of satisfying the commissioners,
possessed of every convenience, and fully adapted
to modern requirements, can be provided with-
out the assistance of architects at all, by engi-
neers and others, but such a work would justly
hold us up to the scorn of conteiuporaries and of
posterity

;
the architect is, therefore, called iu.

Is it too much to hope that such au opportunity
will not be thrown away, and that the time has
at length arrived for the production of a build-
ing worthy to represent the present generation?
The system of decoration which the architect

may adopt should have some stronger argument
in its favour than that it was the correct thing
five centuries or more ago. If cloister-like
courts, cathedral-like central halls, and long
rows of knights, Ac., in armour, are necessary,
or if they produce a feeling of gratification at
all commensurate with the cost, by all means
let us have them

; but the lawyers will certainly
object to the first, and there is as much common
sense in a row of knights iu armour ornamenting
a nineteenth-century Palace of Justice, as in a
row of Egyptian sphinxes ornamenting a Gothic
cathedral.

It is for the selected architect to consider
whether he possesses the power to grapple with
his task in the same spirit as the great masters
of the art would do if we could call them from
their

_

graves to execute this work. We may be
certain that they would not be slow to make use
of the vast increase iu our knowledge of almost
everything bearing upon architecture, of the
hundred subsidiary arts and appliances which
were entirely unknown when they flourished;
and that their productions of to-day would have
little iu common with their former works.

It is by working in this spirit only that he
can hope to succeed, and help to recover for
architecture her long-lost ascendency over men’s
minds. He will probably have much to unlearn,
many prejudices to disabuse his mind of; much
also to contend with from the hostile criticism
of many who require precedent for everything,
and who judge of a feature not on its own in-
triusic merits, but by the number of times it haa
been executed before

;
bub such puerile criticism

would be short-lived, the tide of public opinion
would soon set in his favour, and he might
safely leave the final judgment to posterity.

tion an opportunity for exercising their ingenuity
iu counterfeiting the works of another, it is of
little^ import what style we select for our public
buildings

; bub if the chief end and aim of art
is the elevation of the human race, then it is
important that the new Palace of Justice shall
be “ clothed with living, not ancient, graces,”—
graces in harmony with the feelings of the age,
and capable of being read and understood of all

Feed. Stoue.

PERIODICAL CHIMES.

Dr. Burney, in his “ Tour through Germany
and the Netherlands,” has made certain state-
ments, which I do not hesitate to say grossly
misrepresent the effect produced by the carillons,
or chimes worked by a cylinder; while his re-
marks as to the capability of le carillon d
clavier, and the exhausted condition of a caril-
lonneur after hia performance, are truly absurd.
Unfortunately, however, numerous writers in
succession, down to the present day, have copied
the doctor’s erroneous statements in some form
or other. The result is, that many people are
prejudiced against the species of music in
question.

I venture, then, to assert confideutly, that the
best canllons, or periodical chimes, now existing
on the Continent, give out a stream of pleasing
melody, enriched now and then with touches of .

delightful harmony, of which those who have
heard nothing better than the uncouth music of
certain old barrel chimes in England can have
no adequate conception.
These Continental instiniments, on the largest

scale, as I have before intimated, are composed
of a very extensive series of costly bells, and
machine^ of enormous magnitude

; so that they
are not likely to be sanctioned in Great Britain,
except for lofty structures of great national im-
portance.

I would again suggest, however, that it is

very desirable to introduce improved chvne
mechanism, equal to that ofthe carillons alluded
to, which British workmen are competent to
execute, in many of our large church towers, to
play appropriate melodies at certain intervals
upon the ordinary peals of eight, ten, or twelve
bells; which would then speak to the ear by
night as well as by day, giving, as it were, a
musical " Tongue to Time.”

If in any case the number of bells can be aug-
mented to fifteen, or more, so much the better.
I would observe, too, that the noble campaniles
of some of our largo Town-halls are well adapted'
for the reception of excellent chimes.
And now, by way of showing what may be done,

permit me to add, that arrangements have lately
been made for placing a considerable number of
additional bells, and a set of chimes on an ex-
tensive scale, iu the famous tower of Boston
church. The e-xpense of this undertaking will
bo upwards of 1,U00Z., the greater part of which
amount has already been raised by subscriptions.
One lady gives a hundred guineas.

Thosias Walesdy.

FROM BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA.

The only public building of importance still

in progress is the new House of Parliament for
Queensland; and in this the work is confined to
roofing and glazing. When this is finished, the
work is to be suspended until the Government are
better prepared with funds to complete it. From
twenty to thirty men are now busily engaged
completing the roofing and preparing the window
frames. The main building is nearly covered
in, and all that remains to be done is to cover
the central dome, and put up the ornamental
iron -work on the ridges and round the domes.
The material used for covering is zinc. By the
Mo7ilcchester have been received from the work-
shops of Messrs. Chauce, of Birmingham, and
imported by Messrs. W. & B. Brookes, a stained-
glass window, intended to be placed in the great
hall, near the entrance to the principal staircase.
The central jiortion of the window consists of a
full-length portrait of her Majesty on the throne :

underneath is a sort of pedestal representing
foliage in geometrical designs, and the upper
section contains the royal arms. There are also
some smaller windows of the same kind, one of

— I- j. which consists of a portrait of the Prince of
If art has no higher object than to pander to I Wales, and the other of tho Princess, with bor-

the caprices of mankind, or to afford one genera- ^ders of foliage. Two other windows, intended
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for the entrance to the principal staircase, are

filled Tvith an illnminated scroll ; one contains

the words, “Except the Lord build the house,

they labour but in vain who build it and the

other by a similar scroll, containing the words,

“Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman
waketli but in vain.” These texts were selected

by Mrs. O’Connell, the wife of the President of

the Council. By the same vessel were also re-

ceived a number of sunlights, of a new design,

from Messrs. Strode, London, for lighting up the

Assembly and Council Chambers ;
also a num-

ber of large globe lamps, for the same portion of

the building : the latter are constructed so as to

act as ventilators.

The other public buildings calling for mention

are, the new Lying-in-IIospital, Adelaide-street,

now completed and occupied, built from designs

by the colonial architect, and capable of accom-
modating twenty patients

;
the Dalby Post-ofSce,

and Telegraph-office, which are progressing

towards completion
j
the new Court-house and

lock-up at Koma, which is nearly finished, and
tho prison depot, at St. Helena Island, Moreton
Bay, which is still in progress, the labour being
supplied by the prisoners. When this building

is completed, it will be capable of accommoda-
ting 100 convicts, and tho necessary military

guard, &c. A design has been prepared by the
colonial architect for a new drinking-fountain,
which is to bo erected in the Brisbane Botanical

Gardens, at the intersection of the roads on the
south-east side of tho bamboo grove. The foun-

tain will bo over 12 ft. in height, and built

of freestone, with polished Gladstone marble
panels.

The Brisbane corporation works have all been
suspended, with the exception of the bridge,
and the contract for the construction of Edward-
street and Turbot-street, across the reserve to

Wickham-terrace. This latter work has been
long necessary as a direct means of communica-
tion between North Brisbane and Wickham-
terrace and Spring hill. 'Vebiclcs now pass along
from Queen-street over the Edward-street por-

tion.

With reference to the bridge work, the
Government have consented to allow 1,0001. per
month to the Brisbane corporation out of the
endowment for this year. Tho material has
nearly all arrived.

COMPETITIONS.

Ellesmere Memorial.—I travelled one hundred
miles to see tho designs for the above memorial,
and without in any way knowing “Architect,”
who wrote tho letter in your paper last week,

,

allow me to corroborate his statement with re-

gard to tho expense of at least two of the de-
signs. With regard to the third, it certainly was
not equal to several other designs hanging upon
tho walls. A competent architect is to decide
which is the best design of three. Is this fair to

the remaining competitors P Why not have
allowed the competent architect to have given his

I

opinion upon all the designs, and not upon three

probably chosen by an incompetent com-
mittee ?

The cost of the designs for the memorial was
restricted to 800Z. The committee are bound to
remember this in their decision.

Fair Play.

CHUPCn-BUILDING NEWS.

Pylle.—The church of St. Thomas Beckett,

at Pylle, near Shepton Mallett, is about to be
pulled down, except the tower, and rebuilt at the

: expense of Lord Portroan.

Oakley.—The Duke of Buccleuch, one of the
principal land-owners of the neighbourhood of
Kettering, has undertaken to defray the cost ot

restoring Oakley Church, which has been for

several years in a dilapidated condition.
Baxlingham.—The parish church of Saxling-

ham, Norfolk, is about to undergo restoration,

and also to have a new porch, vestry, and north
aisle. The works are under the direction of

! Mr. J. S. Benest, of Norwich, architect.

Haggerstone.—St. Andrew’s Church has been
'Consecrated. It is situated in a district in the
1 north-west of London, formerly being a part of
! St. Leonard’s, Shoreditch. The style of the
church is Decorated, and it is constructed to

' contain 936 persons. The interior consists of a
nave and side aisles of four wide bays with a

. clearstory and high-pitched roofs
; a chancel of.
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extensive dimensions v ith aisles, that on the

south side forming an organ-loft, and a portion

of that on the uorth a vestry. The chancel is at

present in an unfinished state; but the work
indicates that a reredos of unusual size will fill

the space below the eastern window, which is

not placed lower than the string-course of the

clearstory, and is filled with tracery of the

Middle Pointed period. Over the western door

is a rose-window. Beyond the altar is a plain

Bupcr-altar. On the south side are sedilia and a
piscina, surmounted by carved pinnacle work.
The windows in the side-aisles are deeply re-

cessed, and those of the clearstory are doable

lights with Middle Pointed tracery. The organ
is by Messrs. Willis & Co., and when complete
will have cost 6001. The seats are all free. The
building, which cost about 10,0001., was erected

from designs furnished by Mr. William Woodyer,
of Grafhain, by Mr. Kobert Futeber, of Salis-

bury, unaer the superintendence of Mr. P. Bent-
liff. The stonework of the reredos and the

carving in the church were executed by Mr.
Nicholl, of Lambeth.

Battle.—The parish church of St. Mary, Bat- i

tie, is about to be restored by Mr. Butterfield,

'

and contributions for the purpose are invited by 1

the Dean of Battle. A series of paintings in

'

distemper exists on the walls of the clearstory of

the nave, and has been partially restored by Mr.
E. Ward, R.A. It was built almost coutempo-
raneously with the Miuster, for the use of the

parishioners of the Leuga or Precinct, and is
|

now a wilderness of pews intcinally, whilst tho ’

external fabric urgently requires renovation. It 1

is calculated that 4,0001. will be required for I

the restoration, and a considerable sum is yet
|

wanting, even after liberal contributions and
,

promises.
I

Viney Hill (Forest of Dean).—The church of
[

Viney Hill, a small, scattered village in the most

;

picturesque part of the Forest of Dean, has been
I

consecrated. It has been erected in accordance ,

with the will of Mrs. Bathurst’s late husband. \

The cost of the church has been about 2,2001.

1

The architect was Mr. Ewan Christian, of Lon-
j

don ; the builder, Mr. Griffiths, of Eldersfield,

'

near Tewkesbury. The building is in tho Early
|

English style, consisting of nave, south aisle,
j

apsidal chancel, with organ-chamber, and porcb,

surmounted by a bell-turret, surrounded by a
large wall-inclosed graveyard. The church is

capable of accommodating 250 people. The
material used is the red stone of the neighbour-
ing quarries, with grey Forest stone bands. The
walls are built of coursed rubble, faced on the
outside with rock-faced ashlar in random courses.

There are close-jointed relieving arches over the

windows and doorways
;
and tho apexes of the

bell gable and turret are finished with ornamental
stone crosses. The roof is covered' with slates

of two colours, worked in courses, and the ridge

consists of red-crested tiles. Ihere are many
windows, including a large west window, with
iron stanchion bars set anglewise and foliated

at the points, and filled with glass of a greenish

hue, bordered with clear vrhite glass, the tracery

lights glazed in ornamental patterns. The doors

are of English oak, and the other woodwork
materials are Russian deal and Baltic fir. Inside

the church, the open timbers of the roof are

varnished, and the ironwork connected with them
is of a plain chocolate colour. The pewing is

open, and also varnished in a light tint. There
are six columns in the arcade, four in the nave,

and two in the chancel : they have crowned
capitals, the carving executed by Mr. Purday, of

Gloucester. The chancel arch ia of simple mould
and plain, with carved corbels. Seats for the

choir are placed in the chancel, on the northern
side of which is a vestry, separated by a low,

^pen screen. The nave is paved with 6-in. black
and red Lugwardine tiles, laid on a bed of con-
crete; the chancel with 4i-m. tiles in two
colours

;
and the altar space with enamelled

encaustic tiles. Ihe chancel is approached by
steps of Painswick stone, with ornamental tile

risers.

ClaugMon. — St. Mark’s Church, Grange
Mount, ClaughtoD, is a permanent iron church,
designed and erected by Messrs. F. Morton &
Co., of Liverpool. Outside, the walls are com-
posed of corrugated iron plates, whilst the roof

is covered with Morton & Co.’s iron tiles. Inside,

the walls are lined with boards to the height of

the window sills, and above this they are lined

with plaster. The roof is of open timber work
braced together. The boarding which forma the
internal lining is staiued and varnished, whilst

the principal cross braces and traceiy are further

J encircled with ornaments. The roof over the.

chancel ia coloured azure blue and powdered with
gold stars. Encaustic tiles are laid down in the
chancel and tho porch. The east and west
windows are glazed with stained glass. The
aide windows and clearstory windows are also all

of them partially so. The whole of the glass
was supplied to the contractors by Messrs.
Forrest & Co., of Liverpool. Mr. Wm. Bennett,
jun., of Liverpool, a maker of warming appara-
tus, supplied the contractors with one for the
church on his improved principle. The entire

cost of the whole work is about 41. per sitting,

Liverpool.—The chief stone of the new church
of St. John the Baptist has been laid in the district

of Tue-brook, in the parish of 'West Derby. The
donor of the church is Mrs. J. C. Reade, of the
Elms, West Derby. The situation selected is at
the corner of Green-lane, West Derby-road, on a
plot of land about an acre in extent, which was
purchased from the corporation. Tho archi-

tectural features of the edifice will be Decorated
Gothic, and it will be built of the local redstone,
mixed with Tbatoo-heath whitestone; while for

the interior dressings Stourton stone will be used.
The church will consist of a nave, two side aisles,

and chancel aisles, and a tower and spire of
160 ft. high. Though there are to be no galleries,

it is calculated that the church will afford sitting

room for between 700 and 800 persons. The
estimated cost, we understand, is 9,0001. The
architect is Mr. G. F. Bodley, of London

;
and

tho contractor Mr. Philip Horsman, of Wolver-
hampton. The work has been in progi*ess for

two mouths.
Calver, Derbyshire.—The foundation-stone of

a church which is about to be erected in the
little village of Calver, near Baslow, has been
laid. The church will stand on a piece of ground
really in the hamlet of Curbar, but it will be at

the entrance to the village of Calver, from which
it is divided only by the River Derwent. The
necessary ground has been given by the Duke of
Rutland

;
and near the edifice there will be the

school building and the master’s house. To the

east of the church, and on a gentle elevation, it

is intended to erect the clergyman’s bouse, the
land both for the house and the school being also

given by the Duke of Rutland. The entire cost,

it is estimated, will be about 3,000Z., which it is

intended to raise by subscriptions. The edifice,

which will be in the Pointed Gothic style of

architecture, with nave, chancel, and one side

aisle, will be capable of accommodating 350 per-

sons, and all the seats will be free and unappro-
priated. The architect is Mr. Anthony Salvin,

jun., of London; and the builder Mr. Ashwell,

also of London.
Bolton.—Tho corner stone of the new parish

church of Bolton has been laid. The new struc-

ture, the cost of which (about 30,0001.) will be
defrayed by Mr. Peter Ormrod, will occupy the

site of the old church, which had stood there

upwards of 400 years.

DISSENTING CHDRCH-BiriLDING NEWS.

Keighley. — The foundation • stone of a new
chapel, for the United Methodists, has been laid

here, in Cavendish-street, Skipton-road. Thebuild-
iugisin theDecorated Gothic style, simply treated,

and the general plan of the chapel consists of a
parallelogram, 86 ft. long and 47 ft. wide, within

the walls, exclusive of an apsidal projection,

20 ft. deep, at the rear, for the orchestra. The
interior is divided into nave and aisles, by a
series of ornamental iron columns, from which
springs an arcade of seven arches on each side,

which supports open hammer-beam trusses

across the nave, and these and corresponding

trusses over the aisles have curved ribs or braces

on the under side. A gallery runs round the

sides of the chapel, three seats deep below the

aisles on the sides, and nine seats deep on the

front end. All the seats are open and of uniform
character, with reclined backs. A raised plat-

form occupies the place of the usual pulpit, with

buttresses and panelling, with tracery below the

floor of same, an ornamental iron balustrade

above the steps, and a similar balustrade is

carried round the communion-table. The ex-

terior shows the triple arrangement of nave and

aisles, with coupled doorways in the centre of the

end, leading into a corridor, 8 fc. wide, laid with

Miutou’s tiles, and extending between the gallery

staircases on each side, which, are of stone.

The staircase on the left of tho entrance-cor-

ridors is carried up in a square tower, surmounted

by a spire. The height of the tower and spire

together is 125 fc. Over the coupled doorway is
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a five-light window, filled with tracery in the
head. The sides are divided into seven bays each
by deeply-projecting buttresses, each bay with
two heights of two-light windows, with traceried
heads, the npper lights running into the roof as
dormers, vrith gables over the same, intersecting
the aisle roofs, and terminated by iron finials.

A combined stone and iron finial terminates the
apex of the front gable. In the basement, under
the chapel, the floor of which is 6 ft. above the
street-level, and the same size as the chapel, is a
school-room, lighted on the sides by a two-light
window in each bay. The principal entrance to

this school-room is at the rear of the chapel.
On the level with the school-room there are
class-rooms, store-room, and other conveniences.
At the rear of the chapel, and on the ground-
level, are two large class-rooms and vestry, &c.
The whole of the woodwork will be stained and
varnished, and it is proposed to warm the different
divisions of the building by the warm-air system
of Messrs. Haden & Son, Trowbridge. The
excavator’s, bricklayer’s, and stonemason’s works
have been let to Mr. John Smith

;
the plumber

and glazier’s work to Mr. James Harrison
j the

plasterer’s work to Messrs. Wilson & Ackroyd

;

and the painter’s work to Mr. G. Lonsdale, all
of Keighley; and the carpenter and joiner’s
work to Mr. Thomas Smith, of Harden,
near Keighley. Mr. William Sugden, of Leek,
Staffordshire, is the architect. The Wes-
leyan Chapel at Paper-mill Bridge is to be re-
erected. The chapel was opened in 1864, and
closed in 1865, in consequence of the founda-
tions in front having given way when cutting
for the tunnel for the Worth Valley Railway.
The dispute between the trustees and the
directors of the railway respecting the damages
done to the chapel, boundary-wall, &o., was sub-
mitted to arbitration, the result being that about
1,980Z. were awarded as damages. The chapel
was afterwards taken down, and is now to be re-
erected. The new chapel will stand a short dis-
tance further back from the road than its pre-
decessor. All the old materials which are
available will be used in the erection

;
the

plastering and other ornamental work being
of course new, and from new designs. The
front will be in a simple Italian design, with
projecting portico, arch-headed windows, and
pediment. In the chapel will be a gallery and
an organ recess. There will be accommodation
for 700. The cost of the restoration will be
about 2,0001. Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson, of
Bradford, are the architects

;
and Messrs. Gibson

& Maud, of Keighley, the contractors.
Darlington .—The foundation-stone of a new

Wedleyan chapel has been laid at Bank Top.
The site of the new building is a field in Tarra-
lane. The building is in a semi-Gothio style,
with red pressed bricks, and atone arches to the
circular-headed windows. In the interior it will
be 60 ft. 6 in. long, 41 ft. wide, and will afford
accommodation for about 430 persons. The
pews will be of stained and varnished wood, and
it is computed that the entire cost of the build-
ing when completed will be nearly 1,000Z. Mr.
R. B. Dixon is the architect.

STAINED GLASS.

Dodhroolce Church.—Messrs. E. & S. Beer have
just erected a window in Dodbrooke Church.
The window, a four-light one, has been placed at
the east end of the edifice, and is intended as a
memorial of Miss Prestwood Pearse and her
sister. The subject represented is the Adora-
tion of the Magi. In the central compartments
appear the Virgin, with the Infant Jeans on her
lap, an angel above pointing to the star which
has guided the wise men to the birthplace, and
two of the Eastern kings in the act of adoration.
The third king, an Ethiopian, is seen in the
division on the left, and Joseph is described in
the division on the right. Canopies surmount
the figures. The base is decorated with Eucha-
ristic emblems.

St, James s, Nottingham.—A.ii obituary window
has lately been erected in this church in remem-
brance of Mr. W. Daft, by his widow and execu-
tors.

_

The subject is the parable of the Ten
Virgins. The window consists of five compart-
ments, the central one containing the figure of
the bridegroom. Those on the right contain five
figures of the wise virgins, and the correspond-
ing two on the left side contain five figures of
the foolish. The upper portion of the window
contains the anraent monograms of our Lord.
The window was designed and executed by

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. The design
of the stonework was supplied by Mr. S. D.
Walker, of Nottingham, architect.

Christ Church, Whitley .—A stained-glass win-
dow, illustrating incidents in our Saviour’s life,

has just been placed in this church by Mr. W. S.
Darter, of Sutherlands, in memory of his late
wife.

St. Mary’s, Reepham.—The east (chancel) win-
dow of this church has recently been replaced
by a painted glass window, the subject being the
Crucifixion, at the expense of the Rev. Sir
Edward Repps Jodrell, bart., of Sail Park. The
work, which costs upwards of 3001., has been
executed by the Messrs. O’Connor, of London.
Rotherham Church .—Anew stained-glass win-

dow has been erected in the south transept of
this church by Miss Nightingale, of South-ter-
race, Rotherhata, in memory of her late brother
and sister, Mr. John and Miss Sarah Night-
ingale. The subject of the painting is taken
from the life of our Lord, the. main picture in
the centre, which takes up the whole breadth of
the window, and is divided into three compart-
ments by two upright columns of masonry,
representing Christ conversing with Martha and
Mary. Above this is a canopy of foliage work,
and the upper part of the window consists of
tracery, the majority of the compartments con-
taining angelic figures, bearing texts from the
beatitudes. The lower portion of the window is

divided into three small partitions, correspond-
ing in breadth to the three divisions of the prin-
cipal picture. The centre compartment con-
tains a representation of Christ at the tomb of
Lazarus, and in the side panels are figures bear-
ing texts from Scripture. The window is from
the establishment of Mr. W. Wailes, of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Wiilcy {Surrey). — King Edward’s Schools,
Witley, have been opened. The architect was
Mr. Sydney Smith, and the builders were Messrs.
Mansell & Price. The structure has been raised
at a cost of something like 26,000L The archi-
tecture is a combination of the Elizabethan and
Italian styles. The building is of red brick,
with Bath stone dressings. The chief entrance
to the block is through a gateway and porch,
surmounted with a tower, containing bell and
clock. In a niche of the tower in front there is

sculptured statue of Edward VI., the founder of
the school, executed by Mr. Ruddock, to whom
was entrusted the whole of the sculpture. Below
this, and on either side, there are two other
statues, the one on the left being a representa-
tion of our Saviour rescuing a Iamb from the
brambles

;
and on the right, Britannia rewarding

young sailors. Entering through the porch into
a_ yard, we find in the rear the dining-hall,
kitchens, and the appliances for cooking, the
latter having been erected by the Messrs. Hay-
den, of Trowbridge, under the direction of Mr.
Blake. The wings to right and left contain
class-rooms, masters’ apartments, and dormi-
tories capable of containing 150 boys. The
front of the building is devoted to the superin-
1 endest’s residence, servants’ apartments, offices,
Ac. Water was found about 60 ft. deep, and it

was never brought down more than a foot during
the whole process of the building. The archi-
tect was represented on the spot by Mr. W.
Lever, and the builders by Mr. C. H. Walpole.
The governors of Bethlehem Hospital, on in-
augurating the schools, laid the foundation-stone
of a convalescent hospital. It is proposed, when
this hospital is completed, to bring down con-
valescent patients from Bedlam to enjoy, for a
while, the salubrious air of this part of Surrej^
before returning them to their friends. The
building will be in the Tudor style, and erected
at a cost of about 16,OOOZ. It will be able to
accommodate from 40 to 50 patients. Mr.
Smirke, R.A., is the architect, and Messrs.
Mansell & Price the builders.

Burslem.—The chief stone of the new National
Schools has been laid at Sneed. The Earl of
Macclesfield has given the site, containing 1 rod
and 5 perches, for the new building in Nile-
street, and subacriptiocs have been given

:

towards defraying the cost of the erection. The
new building will consist of boys’ school, 60 ft.

by 20 ft., with class-room, 20 ft. by 12 ft. The
girls’ acliool will be 50 ft. by 20 ft., with class-
room or infants’ school, 20 ft. by 15 ft. The
rooms will bo connected by large sliding doors,
so as to be made available for lectures and
meetings. There will also be a lavaiory and

the usual outbuildings for each school. Accom-
modation will be provided for about 400 children.
The cost of the building fixtures, &c., will be
about 1,400Z., nearly 1,000Z. of which have been!
subscribed, leaving a deficiency of 400Z. The
building will be of red and blue bricks, andt
covered with ornamental tiling, surmounted byl
a bell-turret. The architect is Mr. Dain, and
the builders are Messrs. Bennett & Brindley.

Tettenhall.—For some time a large building
has been in course of erection at Tettenhall,
under the auspices of the Midland Counties
Proprietary School Company, Limited, for the
purposes of the school which was established by
them in 1863. The object in view has been to
offer chiefly, we believe, to the sons of Noncon-
formists in the Midland counties a liberal educa-
tion, both classical and commercial, on moderate
terms. The buildings contain all the necessary
accommodation for 120 boys. The plan is in the
form of the letter T. The centre of the prin-
cipal or south front is occupied on the ground-
floor with the library, master’s sitting-room, and

|

principal staircase ,• and on the first and second
|

floors with master’s bed and sitting rooms. In
I

the east wing, on the ground-floor, is the dining-
|

ball, and over, on the first and second floors, are i

boys’ dormitories. In the west wing, on the
i

ground-floor, are class-rooms, opening out of a
wide corridor continued the full length of the ;

wing
; and over, a similar arrangement of boys’

dormitories to that of the east wing. At right
angles to the east wing, and extending back to
the master’s house, are the studies arranged for
the use of the elder scholars, and over these are
their dormitories. By a passage-way of commu-
nication through this building the head-master
has access from his residence over the whole of
the premises. The house, originally existing at
the time of the purchase, having been repaired,
is appropriated for the head-master’s use. At
the end of the west wing, and at right angles
thereto, is the large school-room and communi-
cation to the playgrounds, together with lava-
tories, court, closets, &o. On the first-floor, over
the school-room, is the chapel, planned to seat
250. The central group of buildings, which
extend back to the high road, are planned around
an enclosed court, and on the ground-floor pro-
vide waiting-rooms, masters’ rooms, kitchen,
pantries, and other domestic offices. On the
first and second floors are additional dormitories
for the boys, entered from the principal central
corridor, together with lavatories, bath-rooms, Ac.
An infirmary is arranged, shut off from the rest
of the building. Near to the east wing is a
covered play-ground, fives-wall, and a gymna-
eium. The style of the buildings is Gothic of
the fourteenth century, and they are erected in
brick, with stone dressings. The contractors
were Messrs. Barnsley & Sons, of Birmingham;
and the architectM r. Bidlake, of Wolverhampton.
The coat of the new buildings has been from
15,0001. to 16,OOOZ. The hall and grounds were
purchased for 4,000Z., making about 2O,000Z.,
which is exclusive of furniture.

|i00hs

Experiments on the Strength of Cement, chiefkj
in' reference to the Portland Cement used in the
Southern Main Drainage WorJcs, By John
Grant, C.E. Printed by W. Clowes & Son,
London.

This Excerpt from the Minutes of Proceedings
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, which in-
cludes an abstract of the discussion upon the
paper, edited by Mr. James Forrest, is a very
valuable pamphlet, and if it be buyable, should
be obtained by such of our readers as have to do
with buildings. Mr. Grant had remarkable op-
portunities for experiment

;
and, being well quali-

fied for the inquiry, made the most of his oppor-
tunities. Many of the speakers added very
useful information.

The Architect's Guide ; or, Office and Pocket
Companion for Engineers, Architects, Surveyors,
^c. By Messrs. Haskoll, Rennie, F. Rocers,
and P. Thompson. London ; Atchley & Co.

We have taken up this little volume more than
once, with the intention of giving some account
of it, and have put it down again rather than
say what the examination of it prompted. The
idea is a good one : in fact, if we mistake not, it

is fonnded on a suggestion made by ns some
tftne ago : but it has been insufficiently carried
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uoufc, and with so'Httle taste, that itjha8’'th6

s aspect of being merely an advertisement of

(books issned by its publishers. The title-page,

:«to give an example, is made to contain three

(icomplete advertisements, and one work on
pspecifications is quoted from, and fully described

. in five places. Nevertheless, we can go so far

3 as to say that students will find in the book a

c considerable amount of information in a handy
lishapc.

•Light; its Ivfiuence on. Life and Death. By
Fokbes Winslow, M.D.,D.C,L., &c. London :

Longmans & Co. 1867.

:ALTnouGii Dr. Winslow merely follows suite

; iu all that regards the sanitary influence of light,

•he has written a useful resume on the influence

[of light on life, animal and vegetable, together
iwith what has been thought and said on what
lanay be viewed as his own more special sphere,

; of lunar influences. As other medical authorities

nand as sanitary pioneers, certainly not excluding
.the Builder, have long urged, the beneficial

linfluence of light on the sick in hospitals is

vdwelt on, by contrast with the old ideas and
I practice of medicial men, who used to exclude
[light from the sick chamber. Dr. Winslow, in

ihis brief preface, says, “ the object of this work
is to demonstrate the inestimable value of light

as a hygienic agent, and to analytically examine
dts physiological influence in the development of
iivital phenomena as manifested in the animal
sand vegetable kingdoms j” and although it is

itather late in the day for any one to speak of
rdemonatrating the value of light as a hygienic
^gent, the author deprecates all idea of appro-
rpriating such a demonstration to himself exclu-
sively, by freely acknowledging that he lays no
:claim to originality, or even to original experi-
mental research on this score. This volume
must be regarded as little more than an intelli-

gent professional compilation on the subject.

.4 Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art.
1 Reconstructed and extended by the late W.

T. Buande, D.C.L., &c., and the Rev. G. W.
( Cox, M.A. London : Longmans & Co.

iTiiis standard work is now complete, in twelve
iparts, or three volumes. The present is the
uburth edition. The editors have been aided by
oontributors of eminent scientific and literary
acquirements, among whom we observe the
laames of Owen, Ansted, Lindley, Frankland,
Wornum, Burnell, and many others. The pub-
;;ication of the last volume has been delayed, in
ipart by difficulties inseparable from the vast
range of the dictionary, but chiefly by the death
if Professor Brande. The work comprises the
definitions and derivations of the scientific terms
..n general use, together with the history and
descriptions of the scientific principles of nearly
•every branch of human knowledge

j
and through-

iDut the editors and contributors appear to have
ereated their respective subjects with fulness
iind accuracy, as well as with strict impartiality

j

iihus forming an excellent and valuable book of
Reference.

I Eastdoubne Drainage.—The completion of
(he main-drainage of this town was to be cele-
mrated by a public dinner on (this) Friday, 3rd
allay

j
the Rev. Thomas Pitman, the chairman

)f the Local Board, chairman on the occasion.

Haymarket Theatre.—Mr. Telbin and Mr.
'O’Connor have painted some very good scenery
ifor the new comic drama “ A Wild Goose.”
KThe piece itself is below the Haymarket
standard, but it enables Mr. Sothern to exhibit
'Dome excellent acting.

. A Union of Railway Employes.— A very
crowded meeting of railway employes was held
im Saturday night in London, to consider the
aest means to bring the whole of the 76,000
‘Dersons employed on railways into one huge
:r railway co-operative society” throughout the
country. The chair was occupied by Mr.
I’Kenzie, of the Great Western, who said he
iras glad to know that the delegates had come
tJOBsessed of full powers. Several of the dele-
ifates addressed the meeting, and all agreed that
ffie union would be the means of establishing a
OQore friendly feeling amongst them, and would
"6 highly conducive to their good. Rules were
arawn up for the regulation of the society.

The Exhibition of National Portraits.—

,

The second special Exhibition of National Por-
traits at South Kensington is now open to the
public. The portraits, following chronologically
the first exhibited, commence with the reign of
William and Mary, and terminate with the last

century.

The Postal Telegraph System.—The Engi-
neer understands that the contemplated postal

telegraph will include every post town in the
United Kingdom, and every town of 2,000 per-

sons, and there is to be a deposit-office at
every post-office which is not a telegraphic-

office proper. In London there will be ten cen-
tral telegraphic-offices corresponding with the
postal districts, and payments for messages will

be made in stamps, or the message will be
written on stamped paper.

The Charitable Thespians.—On Saturday, the
27th nit., an amateur dramatic society, adopting
the above title, gave its first representation at

the Gallery of Illustration, in aid of the St.

Saviour’s Schools Building Fund. The audience
was numerous and elegant, and gave promise of
substantial benefit. The pieces selected were,
” No. 1 Round the Corner,” amusingly rendered
by Messrs. Masson & Walker; “The Porter’s
Knot,” in which Mr. Thirst shone most promi-
nently, Mrs. Leigh Murray playing her original
character, Mrs. Burr; and the burlesque of
“ Fra Diavolo,” in which the extravagance of

Mr. W. J. Roberts was conspicuous. The con-
ventional burlesque-singing and dancing were
well executed, and the by-play such as to make
us think the apolosy made for inexperience
needless. Previous to the “ Porter’s Knot,” a
prologue was spoken by the author, Mr. E.
Roberts, F.S.A., which, alluding to the topics of
the day as applicable to their d^but, caused much
laughter, and was warmly received.

International Scientific Banquet in Paris.
The French physicists and chemists gave, on
the 22nd April, a banquet in Paris to the saraiis
of all nations, collected by the International
Exhibition as jurors or as commissioners of the
various nations who take part in this great dis-

play. The dinner was given at Douix’a restaurant,
in the Palais Royal, and was of the most sump-
tuous description. Dumas, the celebrated chem-
ist, and a Senator of France, occupied the chair

;

he had on his right the English chemist. Dr.
Lyon Playfair, and on his left the venerable
physicist De la Rive, of Geneva. Opposite to
him sat Baron Liebig, supported by Ballard, the
discoverer of bromine

;
Dov(S, the Berlin phy-

sicist
5
and Jacobi, the electrician, of St. Peters-

burg. There were 107 persons present. Among
the English were Wheatstone, Tyndall, Sir

Robert Kane, Frankland, Hoffman, De la Rue,
and many others. Dumas proposed, ns a toast,

fraternity among the savans of all nations
; and

this toast was acknowledged by Dr. Lyon Play-
fair, who had been nominated for the purpose
by\he committee. This international banquet
has raised such a warm feeling of friendsLip
among the savans present in Paris, that arrange-
ments have been made for evening receptions
three times a week in the same hall for the next
few weeks.

Serious Accident in a Chapel.—At a lec-

ture in the United Methodist Free Church,
Ridding-Iane, Wednesbury, a temporary gallery
gave way with about 300 persons on it, and fell

on people below, breaking the backs of two
persons and seriously injuring others. The gal-
lery was constructed in the ordinary way, so far
as cross-beams and uprights were concerned

;

but the ends of the latter, instead of being
placed upon stout planks laid upon the floor,

were allowed to rest upon the floor itself, which
is composed of boards of not more than an inch
in thickness. As a natural result, when the
gallery became crowded, and the pressure upon
the structure great, the end of one, if not more,
of the centre uprights was driven through the
floor. The cross-beam which it supported, yield-
ing to the pressure, gradually turned over on its

side, and while an attempt was being made to

put in extra supports—but without removing
the audience from the gallery—the cross-beam
turned completely over on its side, snapped
asunder, anci dropped all those standing upon
the centre of the gallery down upon a mass oi

people below. The two ends of the gallery

immediately followed, and a frightful scene
of confusion and excitement ensued. The
lecture was a crowded one, the lecturer being a

,

Mr. Murphy, of ainti-Catholic note, and the sub-
ject “ The Confessional.”

The Mayer Collection of Art-Treasuees
AT Liverpool.—The magnificent collection of
art-treasures recently presented to Liverpool by
Mr. Joseph Mayer, F.S.A., has been on view
during the Easter holidays at the Free Library
and Museum, and has been inspected by
thousands of persons. The part of the Museum
assigned to the collection consists of two galleries
at the western end, and considerable ground-floor
apace. The famous Fausett collection of Anglo-
Saxon antiquities is deposited in the first gallery,
and it is supplemented by that of Mr. Ralfe,
and that obtained by Mr. Meyer himself from
Hoylake.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—At the last meeting—Mr. James
Edmeston in the chair—an interesting lecturewas
delivered by Mr. "VV. Cave Thomas on “ Fresco
Painting.” After a comparative estimate of oil

and fresco painting, the lecturer urged the
superior advantage of the latter for mural
purposes, and therefore, as the appropriate
decorative accessory to architecture. He de-
scribed the process in considerable detail, and
pointed out the conditions of wall-surface and
atmosphere which were essential to the perma-
nent effect of tho performance. The lecture
was illustrated by several examples from the old
Italian masters.

A Co-operative Building Company.— At a
meeting of operative masons, bricklayers, and
joiners held in Newcastle, Mr. Edward Waugh
in the chair, it has been resolved to form a
society to be called the “ Newcastle and Gates-
head Co-operative BuildingCompany (Limited);”
the capital of the company to be 10,0001., sub-
scribe(i by 11. shares, to be paid up in monthly
calls of Ss,, each shareholder to have a share iu

the profits, and to be liable to any loss to the
extent of his shares. The object of the company
will be to build houses, accept contracts, &o.
The profits arising from the business the first

year are to be retained to meet any losses which
may occur hereafter.

New Buildings for the West London Union.
The foundation stone of the new vagrant wards
and local offices of the West London Union has
been laid. The old workhouse having been
pulled down in order to make room for the
street improvement in counerion with the new
meat markets, the new workhouse was erected
at Holloway, and now this new building is re-
quired for the reception of the houseless poor
and tho transaction of the business of the union.
The site on which the proposed buildings are to
bo erected occupies the area of a double house
in Thavies-inn, three houses iu Robin Hood-
court, and four in Plough-court. The old build-
ing in Thavies-inn is not to be removed, and the
level of the existing floors is to be unaltered.
The Thavies-inn House is for the use of the
guardians and the officers. The architect en-
gaged in designing and superintending the now
building, is Mr. H. L. Isaacs. The contractor is

Mr. John Phillips, whose estimate for the whole
is a little under 5,000Z.

Paris Exhibition.—The following minute baa
been recently passed by the Lords of the Com-
mittee :

—” 1. In accordance with the practice of
the Science and Art Department of the Inter-
national Exhibitions at Paris in 1855, and in
London in 1862, my Lords consider it desirable
to offer encouragement to the masters teaching
in schools of science and art to visit the present
International Exhibition at Paris, with the view
of studying those objects which may be likely to
benefit the instruction given in such schools.
2. Their lordships, therefore, aunounce to the
certificated masters now engaged in giving in-

struction in schools of science and art connected
with the Department, that they will pay to each
such master or mistress visiting the Paris Exhi-
bition the sum of 5Z. in aid of their expenses,
and to each an additional sum of 21. for any
report or any useful suggestions which any such
teacher may make (in respect to his or her duties
or teaching), derived from the study of the
Exhibition, such report having first been pub-
lished in any journal, local or otherwise, and
afterwards approved by their lordships. 3. And
farther, to each of the three best of such reports
referring to instruction in science, and to each
of the three best reports referring to art, my
Lords will give respectively the following prizes,

in addition to the sum above namecJ, namely,

—

for scienne, for the best report, 20Z.
;

for the
second best Deport, 151.

;
and for the third beet

repiM-t, 101. ; and the same sums respectively t*

the three best reports for art.”
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Gas.

—

At the annual meeting of the Rother-
ham Gas Company a dividend after the rate of
10 per cent, on A stock, and 8 per cent, on B
stock and D shares, for the past half-year, and
half a year’s arrears of dividend at the rate of
2 per cent, unpaid in former years on A stpck,
free from income-tax, were declared.

A Hint to Gas Companies, — if they -will
TAKE IT.—In his elaborate volume on the gas
manufacture, the Reverend Mr. Bovrditch relates
how a gas engineer, who bad to woik with a
plant beneath the demand occasionally made
upon him, would, when the emergency came,
pour naphtha into his mains, “ and in a quarter of
an hour complaints were at an end.” This,
continues Mr. Bowditch, " was no affair of

naphthalizing a few feet of gas in an experi-
ment

j but in a work as large as some of the
London works, and at a time of extreme pres-
sure, the illuminating power of the gas was
raised so much as to relieve a town’s complaint
of deficient light, and the whole was accom-
plished in a few minntes; in fact, before the
messengers arrived at home from the gas-works.”

Ireland.—A contract has been entered into
by_ Mr. Albert Kimberley, of Banbnry, for the
building of a mansion at Humewood, in the
county of Wicklow, Ireland, for Mr. W. W. F.
Dick, M.P. for that county. The designs have
been prepared by Mr. William White, architect,
London. The character of the building is to be
somewhat after the manner of the Scotch
baronial buildings, but with certain Irish pecu-
liarities of battlement, Ac., and suited to modern
requirements. It is also to be capable of de-
fence. A tower more than 100 ft. high sur-
mounts the entrance-hall, which is a lofty
vaulted apartment. The whole cost is not to
exceed 15,000Z.

Plans for the Sefton Park.—The Improve-
ment Committee, Liverpool, after calling to its

assistance a gentleman of experience, have
unanimonsly awarded the first preminm of 300
guineas to Messrs. Hornblower A Andre’s plan

j

and the second, of 150 guineas, to Mr. Milner,
of Sydenham.

Improvements in Fixing Grates.—Mr. Wm.
Tonng, of Qoeen-street, Cheapside, has taken
out a patent for “ improvements in and applicable
to grates, and in the mode of fixing the same.”
The chief objects in view are increased facility in
the setting and fixing of grates, and in the
application of air to the same. For these pur-
poses a template of the size adapted for each
grate, and constructed as stated, is securely fixed
into the solid brickwork, and the grate is after-
wards fixed by screws on to the template. The
template is constructed in the form of an iron
frame, with cross bars or otherwise, so as to
leave spaces through which the new brickwork
can be filled iuto the hollow at the back of the
grate—corresponding with the form of the back-
plate of the grate—after the template has been
fixed. Both grate and template can be readily
withdrawn from the brickwork without injuring
or destroying it. An air chamber can also be
arranged behind the grate, according to the
construction of the template and grate, and so
as to act npon the combustible gases evolved
firom the fuel by the beat of the fire.

Another Fire at the Thames Embankment.
Last week, a fire, which at the outset excited
the greatest alarm, broke out on the Thames
Embankment, at the bottom of Norfolk-atreet
and Arnndel-street, Strand. That part of the
Embankment on which it occurred is under the
contract of Mr. Ritson, and is covered with
sheds, containing horses, the workmen’s tools,
and a variety of mechanical appliances, which
are of great value. It was in one of these sheds
that the fire was first seen. From what cause
it arose is not known. There is something re-
markable in these successive fires on the Thames
Embankment, the causes of which ought to be
closely inquired into.

For sewers and other worts in connexion therewith f
the parish of Finchley. Mr. "Wiiliani Farmer, ciyil en{

Harvesting op Corn in Wet Weather.
We are glad to hear the council of the Society
of Arts have resolved to offer the Gold Medal of
the Society, and a prize of fifty guineas, for the
best Essay on the Harvesting of Corn in Wet
Seasons. The first part of such essay—after
noticing the various systems at present adopted
in damp climates for counteracting the effects
of moisture upon cut com in the field, and for
avoiding such exposure in wet seasons by peculiar
harvesting processes—should furnish a practical
and analytic exposition of the best available
means :—1. Whereby cut corn may be protected
from rain in the field. 2. Whereby standing
corn may, in wet seasons, be cut and carried, for
drying by artificial process. 3. Whereby corn
so harvested may be dried by means of ventila-
tion, hot air, or other methods

;
with suggestions

for the storage both in the ear and after thrash-
ing. 4. Whereby corn, sprouted, or otherwise
injured, by wet, may be best treated for grinding
or feeding purposes.

New Roof at London Bridge Terminus.
The accommodation for the London and Brighton
line proving insufficient, a new roof has been
erected, and the whole area of the station
enlarged. The arched ribs are supported on two
parallel rows of columns enclosing the central
section of the station, and from either side of this
space horizontal lattice girders extend from the
columns to the side walls supporting the side
roofs : the latter roofs having been previously
designed and the walls built, the arched roof had
to be designed in accordance with them. From
the extremity of the roof towards the booking-
office it curves to suit the sweep of the line of rails
for some distance, and for the remaining uortion
it is continued in a straight line, forming a tangent
to the curve. The columns are 22 ft. 9 in. high,
and 1 ft. 6 in. in diameter. The rain-water is
conducted from the roof through the columns to
the drain pipes. The roof is boarded and covered
with zinc. A simple mode has been adopted by
Mr. Wallis, who designed and supervised the
work, for making the joints of the zinc sheet
water-tight and free from liability to derange-
ment. The sheets of zinc are laid and the edges
turned up, forming a flange. A roll of wood is
formed flat on one aide and grooved to receive the
zinc flanges. This roll of wood is then covered
with zinc, the metal being made to extend around
the curve surface, and one edge of the zinc is
turned into each groove. This roll is then laid
over the flanges, and secured to the boarding with
screws, thus preventing access of water to the
joint, and it is not affected by expansion, nor is it
liable to be deranged. The contractors were
Messrs. Gazelee Brothers, City-road Ironworks.

Stone Boring Machine set with Diamonds.

—

In following the process of M. Leschot, M. Pichet
has constructed a boring machine composed of a
steel ring set with black diamonds. In order
to use this apparatus it is only necessary to
make the ring rotate, and press against the rock
to be perforated. The diamond grinds the stone,
and, consequently, by means of its circular
motion, a cylindrical ring of rook is reduced to
powder. A current of water carries away the
fragments of the boring as quickly as they are
produced, so that the work can be proceeded
with rapidly. The borer does not hollow out a
hole in the stone, but a cylindrical ring: the
adhering core of rock remaining in the tube
can then be easily .detached by the blow of
a mallet. M. Pichet’s apparatus is now being
employed at the tunnel of Port Vendres : it is

moved by hydraulic power, and by its use, it is
said, that 1-2 mfctre of rock is pierced per hour.
The diamond wears but little, and when no
longer usable, it is powdered, for polishing pre-
cious stones.

Bell & Robertson..
"Walton
Cheffios

Keeble
Young & Fussell ..

SharinaQ

Crockett
Mann
Purson
Heblitt
Wood
CoulsoD
Coker
Thackrah
Davenhill & Co
Baker & Co
Dickson & Oliver...
Falconer It Cowley
M. Plowman
Harvey
Moxom & Mutton
C. Plowman
Heal & Weston
Bloomfield
Burgeta
Davison & Prime...

The last

inquiry.

..£2,0
1,840 0
1,780 0
1,6-41 0
1,536 0
1,520 0

1.401
1,485

1,482
1.402

1,3

1,347 0
1,347 0
1,341 0
1.331 0
1,303 0
1,249 0
1,173 0
1,166 0 (

1,142 0 (

1,130 0 (

1,113 0 I

1,(62 0 i

l.CSO 0 '

1,045 0 (

reserved for further consideration an

Henshaw...
Hoy
Wood
Page.

. ..

Forrest (ai :epted) .

, Bethnal-greea :

—

£1,743 0 0
.. 1,448 0 0

1,237 0 0
i,2ao 0 0
1,189 0 0
1,167 0 0

For the pnrchase of the newly-erected casual wards
&c., St. Paocras Workhouse, to be nulled down aU'
cleared away at the expense of the purchaser :

—

Ewin (accepted) 171 10 0
Smyrk 165 0 0
Marn 165 0 0
Blount 160 0 0
Collins 137 0 0
Binns 130 0 0
Croaker 128 0 0
Speller 121 0 0
Irons 108 10 0
Tatum 108 10 0
Eeddin 74 0 0

For new warehouses in Houndsditeh. Mr. T. C. Clarke
architect:—

Lawrence & Sons
Conder
Colls & Son
Scrivener & White ....

Henshaw
Browne & Robinson,..,,
King 4 Sons
Brass

.. £5,997
6,760
6,586
6,677
6,470
6,444
6,420

. 6,396 '

TENDERS
For building New Metropolitan Police Station, Lea-

bridge-road. Mr. T. C. Sorby, architect. Quantities sun-
plied bv Mr. J. Scott :

—

J. S; fi. Bird £3,850 0 0
Foord & Son 3,798 0 0
Hazard 3,730 0 0
Macey 3,509 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 3,650 0 0
F. & F. J. Wood 3,433 0 0
HiJl&Keddell 3,396 0 0
Higgs 3,378 0 0
Patman & Fotheringham 3,345 0 0

For building pair of semi-detached residences at South
Norwood, for Mr. W. F. Stanley. Mr. T. C. Sorby,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. Scott •

Wheeler £2,397 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 2,''-63 0 0
Cubitr, Brothers 1,990 0 0
Smith

. 1,936 0 0
Sawyer

. 1,979 0 0
George 1,960 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Victoria Tavern,
St. John’s Wood, for Mr. E. Weatberley. Messrs. Finch
Hill & Paraire, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr
Gate:

—

Newman & Mann £1,495 0 0
Langmead & Way 1,493 0 0
Laurence & Bangh 1,480 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 1,395 0 0

For alterations and additions to 64, Marine-parade,
Brighton, for Mr. H. Hill. Mr. J. Johnson, architect—

Cheesman & Co £1,228 0 0
Winder i,079 0 0

970 11 -.2

For mailings at North Woolwich. Messrs. Hunt.
Stephenson, Ik Jones, architects

Cubitt&Cc £31,434 0 0
Newman & Mann 30,-130 0 0
Holland & Hannen 28,646 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 27,250 0 0
Jackson 5; Shaw 27,150 0 0
Myers & Sons 26,868 0 0
Henshaw 26,646 0 0

_

For a five-story warehouse (30 ft. by 61 ft.), with addi-
tions, and four shops, at St. John’s-road, Hoiton. Mr.
Herbert Ford, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.
J. W. Dennison :—

Rawlins
Piper & Wheeler
Pritchard
Turner & Sons
Brass
Ashby ifc Siiiis

Browne & Robinson
,

Ashby & Horner
Henshaw .

Webb & Sons
Maun (accepted)

..£7,398 0 0

.. 7,090 0 0
. 6,739 0 0
. 6,713 0 0
. 6,678 0 0
. 6,531

-

0 0
6,321

6,099
6,984 0 0
6,887 0 0

For additions to Myddleton Hou*e, Waltham-cross, for
Mr. H. C. B. Bowles. Mr, F. G. Widdowa, architect:—

Webb & Sons..,

Carter & Sons .

Patman
HiU & Keddell .

Rivett

1,769 0
1,735 0
1,720 0

For building a residence in Baker-street, Enfield, for
dr. G. Riches. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect :

—

Webb & Sons £2,477 0 0
Carter & Sons 2,330 0 0
Rivett 2,273 0 0
Hill & Keddell 2,263 0 0
Patman 2,176 0 0

Mr. Higgs writes, — My tender for works at Alton
House, Roehampton Park, was 3,9681.—not 3,898L

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
77ie late Sir Robert Sit R. Bmlrke built man? chartliei
:tideB the one mecUoued b; "P. C." in oar last. Indue course an
:coant of the life uud woika of Siuiike will appear.
Loudon Dr\djt. — Several coriespundents lend notes as to the

widening, but nothing new.
a-Ur. G.-J. D.—F. B. C—X. Z.-W. 8,—E. E -F. J, W.—

F, 8.-J. M.- J. O.-T. D.-A. J. B.-J. W. B.-J. A. B.-J. F.-C.-
W. F.— C. B.-H. A.-J. 8.-G. * Son,—A Poor CJarpeu'er.-A Snb-
soilber.—Buiford (we do not recommend),— D. B. (yes).—T. J. c.

(he woe an axohitectaral aculptor).

We are compelled to deoUue pointing oat booke and giving
addreues.

Ail eutemente of facte, Hate of tendeis, &c., ranit be accompanied by
le name and addreaa of the aender, not ueoeaearlly for publication.

Nuts.—The reepoueibillty of eigned article*, and papers read at

pnblic meetinge, lesta, of Donisa, with the anthors.
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The Buildings for Great Exhibitions,

is certainly full time

tliat Arcliitecture in

the proper sense as-

serted the prerogative

of its place among the

arts,—and, it may be

added, justified the

concession of snch

prerogative, by as-

suming the direction

of the structures de-

stined for those great

exhibitions of which

the world is assuredly

not now preparing to

occupy itself with the

last. This world of

ours is more populous

than it ever was, and

becomes more so day

by day
;
and notably

in the classes that are

susceptible of at-

traction to such dis-

plays, and capable of

availing themselves of

the means of con-

centration that con-

tinually develope in

spread and despatch.

Oar epoch has some

of the characters

—

some of the better

characters — of the

pacified days of im-

perial and populous Eomo, which produced not

alone the amphitheatre of Vespasian and Titus,

but the so-called baths that covered severally

areas equal to that of the ancient republican

city, with single regular structures, replete with

all refreshment, and easily available to all, for

body and mind and imagination. In fact, it is

excusable to be sometimes a little uneasy at the

closeness of the parallelism
j
and we may well

bethink ourselves whether the rapid—the almost

instantaneous—decadence that followed the con-

centration of monuments by Hadrian, and his

epitomized representation of all centres of artistic

celebrity at Tivoli, is not to be repeated as a

catastrophe sequent to our Crystal Palace courts,

or to the nest of cosmographic ellipses in the

Champ do liars.

The apprehension may not be chimerical,unles8

such displays prove to disclose the germ of a

new development—truly healthy because truly

artistic—as well as to display what former

developments have done, that have already done

their best. Of this germ there is no cynicism in

declaring we find at present but little appear-

ance. The advances that are registered in the

successive shows, are found in detail, not in the

whole, in the contained not in the containing,

in discoveries and recoveries of processes, in new
technical facilities, in surprising concentrations

of capital and mechanical force, but little indeed

in that general effect of impressiveness and

beauty that raises men above themselves, and

reveals to them susceptibilities of enthusiasm

in their own nature that is all the more noble

because it can neither be mistrusted by them

nor obviously accounted for.

Huseums and collections attract visitors for

special or for general purposes. A mechanician

on the look out for a tool or an adjustment vnll

seek for it and find it with undiverted pertinacity

through a wilderness of art barren for him, but

the very gardens of Hesperian fruit for the

amateur, who flies instinctively to his object, and

would do so were it deposited in a chaotic

assemblage of whatever could be repugnant to

him. But the eager and the earnest are not

those who most require the stimulus of a world’s

show ; it is difficult to enhance the instinct of

the Stock Exchange, the counting-house, or

even the studio. From these haunts come the

actors who are pretty sure to have interest

enough in their work : the audience comes from

elsewhere
j

and the main end of the whole

spectacle is to interest and enliven, and, if it

may be, instruct and elevate these.

The immense majority of visitors to artistic

and mixed industrial exhibitions will always be

holiday-makers
; and in greac national and inter-

national displays, which affect to be more than

markets on a great scale, it is for the avowed

especial behoof of this great majority that the

whole arrangement is set on foot and set in

operation. Mere holiday-makers may seem to

be people worth little consideration, and as such

they may not bo ; but it is in the spirit of the

time to recognise the fact that from the existing

accessibility of culture, there are few of them

who may not be made something much better.

The Greek philosopher said life was like the

Olympian games, where some came to get

honour by joining in the contests, and many
more to make money out of the requirements of

the unusual assemblage
;
but the happiest of all

were those who had no other interest than as

lookers on. This happier majority have their

rights in either case
;
and it is for the advantage

of all that they should see to advantage : it is to

their own great advantage if they are induced

to see with attention, and they will do neither

unless there is a possibility of their seeing with

delight.

“ Great is the value in dramatic poetry,” says

Horace, “of sequence and connexion”—that is,

of happy sequence of appropriate combination

;

and the law holds good in the pursuit of all

artistic -effects, and the penalties are the same

for disregarding it.

Exhibitions and museums alike forfeit half

their value, if their contents are crowded, or are

jumbled whether crowded or not. Part of the

responsibility, in any case, must rest with the

arrangers
;
and who has not been shocked by

the intrusion of a colossal monument of deca-

dence among the insulted relics of most

perfect art,—who has not had occasion to

remark how a collection of works that by

its elements has been above an average

exhibition, has on a time fallen far below in

effect, through the errors, or vices, or caprices of

collocation. Of such mistakes let the authors

take the opprobrium; and amendment is always

within reach. But far more serious, as irre-

parable, are the mishaps due to the neglect of

appropriate architectural conditions,—of those

larger artistic framings-in and surroundings that

exercise a predominant influence and give atone

to the feelings of the by no means unsusceptible,

if, it may be, not specially cultivated crowd.

The most valuable result, indeed, that the

majority we are now interested in can usually

bring away from a world’s show, may be this

very tone of feeling, for which, in moat impor-

tant degree, the architect will be answerable.

The crowd pours in and pours along
;
sjpectatum

veniunt spectentur ct ipsa;, and, of course, little

less et ipsi. They see their friends, and are seen

They see the human face divine, at least, and,

not without interest, the disguises of the human
form

5
they crowd round the pretty and the

striking; they are detained, it must in all can-

dour be confessed, above all by whatever moves

and whatever makes a noise. Doubtless, from

time to time, they catch sight and take fair note

of some objects of beauty or contrivance that

they peculiarly affect or understand : but when
all is done, after all their gazing and idling, and

occasional even involuntary study, when they

come away they have seen more of the building

itself than of anything else
;
and the character

of this, as it has been enlivening or oppressive,

exercises a deciding influence on the strength of

the desire to go again or to go frequently again,

and in what frame of mind, whether with re-

spect for all, or with contempt of it.

The Exhibition building in Hyde Park of

1851 may be regarded as the first in effect, aa

well as in time, of these novel structures
;
but,

greatly as the world delighted in it during that

festive year, it could bear to see it doomed to

destruction while revival was still uncertain

;

yet assuredly, had it possessed architectural

beauty to the extent of which such structures

are quite susceptible, a cry would have gone up

like the greeting of a proposal to pull down

St. Paul’s to accommodate a railway station*

Its charm was largely due to the predominance

of the transept and to the vista of the long

central avenue ; but the conditions of the me-

chanical ease and rapidity with which it w'aa

constructed put art in the best sense out of the

question. Grace and dignity in the highest

refuse to be wooed in terms essentially prosaic

;

and endless and unvaried accumulation of identi-

cal elements is not the process by which nature

develops its organisms or art its effects. Tho

petals of the flower may bo, as the botanists tell

us, developments of leaves ;
but they are not

mere repetitions of them enlarged or diminished,

and still less agglutinations of a number of

them otherwise unaltered. Thus the tame sub-

servience to cheap expediency was far too

salient
j

commensurability, after all, failed to

supply the lacking play of proportion; and

colour could not permanently satisfy the eye

that recoiled from screws and nuts and wire

ties, and longed for some merciful, at least, if

not beautiful, qualification of the intrusiveness

of hard construction.

After all that has been done since, the iron

order is yet to come ;
and still it need not be,

should not be, far off
;
but the matter is now

ripe to be treated by the architectural sense,

—

recognizing, indeed, but holding well in subjec-

tion, the strictly constructional. Both in Conti-

nental and in English railway stations, in

various other structures, and in the last great

novelty at Paris, adjustments constantly meet

the eye that are as compatible with artistic,

with proper architectural treatment, as they are

consistent with truth of construction. But con-

struction must be made to know its place
;
and

that place is servile with opportunity for en-

franchisement in virtue of willing, unwearied,

and above all versatile exertion. Tho desire of

the mechanical is ever to achieve its ends by

mere repetition or at best reversal, to meet-

every emergency, by stamping from the same

die, running a series of casts from a single

mould. But the free hand of art knows the

limitations as well as the use of its drudge Repe-

tition ;
and modulates on occasion without re-

morse, and expects all that work not merely for

love but for reward, to follow.

The art of displaying public collections, then,

in a way to interest and delight the more

numerous public, and to promote the most

refined of all education, is distributed between

the custodians and the architect. What the

first may do is seen in the beautifully-arranged

Temple Collection in the British Museum, as

compared with the huddled vases or stuffed

animals in adjacent rooms ;
and what the latter,

was seen in the original Townley Gallery in the

older building as compared with the veritable

caves of Trophonius that succeed each other

from entrance corridor to Elgin saloons in the

new. The real solution of the great difficulties

of enormous covered space, every variety of light.
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for picturep, for scalptur?, for manufactured
prcduota more or less artistic,—and characteris-
tic beautifal effect, variety and vista,—on the
ai*chitect is this char^ laid

; but whatever the
competence of his genius he has still to pray
that in the regions from which commissions
descend he may not find himself at last.

“ CompeU’d in basineaa and in art to drudge.
Without a aecond and without a judge,”

HISTORICAL PAINTINGS IN THE
PARIS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, BY

FRENCH AND ENGLISH ARTISTS.’

In comparing the works of French and English
painters, as seen in the Paris Exhibition, we are
compelled by a sense of justice to consider the^erent eircnmstauces under which the artists
of each country exhibit; for to judge of the
artistic power possessed by our English artists
from an examination of their productions here
msplayed, would be to commit a grievous injus-
tice, and form an opinion of no value. And
this, we fear, is being done generally by the
French critics, who do not conceal their abso-
lute disappointment at the English exhibition
of works of fine art. It is not difficult to find
ample explanation of the fact, that in the capital
of trance, or even on the Continent of Europem any important international exhibition in a
metropolis, French art should be better repre-
aented than English art. To prevent a full
representation of the latter there are, firstly the
possession by private persons who do not choose
to pert with them, of the cliefs.d’<£uire ofEne-
hsh artists

;
and secondly, the difficulties and

dangers m transit through the necessity of a
aea voyage, however short, and its accompani-
ments of packings in railway cai-riages and
steamers, which foreign works of art of whatever
country do not incur (at any rate, so far as the
aea-yopge is concerned) to such an extent as
English works inevitably risk. Then it is per-
haps, part of the explanation that there has been
undoubtedly amongst our artists either an ab-
sence of espnf du corps to be efficiently repre-
sented as a school in the Exhibition, or that
sufficient facilities have not been given them or
mducements offered, to make them take the
inevitable trouble of being well represented,
lor_ the

_

only probable or possible reward
which might be tbeir portion. Against this
we have to set the facilities given for a
lull and complete representation of the French
school. For the most part French artists
live m Paris, and those who do not always re-
side there have their studios in the capital
where they produce during the autumn and
winter months the great and numerous works
exhibited every year. Thus, in the matter of
carnage for their works, the only transit has
been from the ateliers in Paris to the Champ de
Jilars, and the risk of injury has been reduced to
a mimmnm by the excellent arrangements made
in Pans for the transmission of the French
works of art. Then Frenchmen generally, and
t rench artists especiaUy, are keenly alive to the
glory to be won for their country and them-
selves by an efficient national representation in
an international competition

; and even if this
were not a sufficient inducement, it would be
found that the honour of being an artist selected
to represent French art in the limited space
given to France in the world’s concourse, would
bo an irresistible inducement to the French
artistic mind.
Making allowances for these adverse circum-

stances in the one case, and favourable oppor-
tunities m the other, wo were not prepared for
the very moderate, if not even the insignificant
position, of our own school of historical painting
as compared with the French. Judging not
only from the English paintings in the Exhibi-
tion, but with a knowledge also of the important
works by our greatest living artists which are
not exhibited and regarding the works which
are d^played only as being moderate types ofwbat English artists are capable of, we yet dis-
cover in the works of our English school an ab-
Bolnte inferiority in some of the most important
characteristics of a tree historical school, whenexamin^ side by side with the French works.
Ihia inferiority is not compensated for Iw the
technical excellencies of skilful manipulation and
sweetness of local colour, in both of which it ap-^ars to us that our best painters excel the

painters of the French school, because the
features in which onr inferiority exists are es-

,

sential elements, whilst the points of superiority
are but accessories. We will endeavour briefly
to e^lain the grounds of this opinion.

Historical painting is an effort to represent to
the eye, and thence to the mind, incidents which
have actually occurred in the history of a nation,
or m the_ lives of individuals, which is much the
same thing, if the persons represented be of
sufficient public importance to be engaged in
deeds of general interest. The occasion or
subject eelwted in history, or the actual episode
in the individual life, will determine the poetic
or prosaic character of the artist’s mind,
or suggest to us his sympathies and convictions

j

whilst the manner in which the fact represented
IS placed before us will indicate the true value
of the work historically and artistically. It is
eviUent, therefore, that the most important
characteristic of a true historical painting is the
absolute truth of the historical incident repre-
sented

; and next to it the nobility or beauty in
the manner of representation. But as artists,
who live in the nineteenth century, cannot be
responsible for the actual truth, in detail, of his-
torical incidents which have happened centuries
or thousands of years ago, we may roughly
divide historical painting into the true and the
imaginative, the first being the embodiment of
incidents happening in the period in which the
artists live, possibly have taken part in, or been
present at their occurrence, and have had the
means of ascertaining the veracity of the inch
dents and their accessories in detail, from their
own experience and the testimony of eye wit-
nesses, drawing from the actual objects for mate-
rial truth ; the second being subjects from remote
or comparatively remote history, v/here the
truth of the historical element is a matter of
speculation only, and the principal value of the
effort is its approximation to the truth according
to our utmost knowledge, or the artistic excel-
lence of the manner in which it is presented
to us.

Works of the first description most nearly
comply in principle with the definition of histori-
cal painting; and the truth of this statement
can be easily attested by reference to the com-
parative estimation of the works of any two
English artists who have variously interpreted
the two kinds of true history and imaginative
history. Take, for instance, the works of Ho-
garth as a painter of true history, and it is not
too much to say that we place them upon an
infinitely higher level as historical paintings
than the works of West, whose subjects were
more noble in incident and of a higher class in
technical accessories

j because our reliance upon
Hogarth is reasonable, and wo feel that he
actually embodied for us the history of cer-
tain features of his own period; whilst our
only feeling towards West is one of criticism
purely, regarding the historical elements in his
imaginative paintings as of no more value than
the imperfect fruits of our own speculations.
Next to the absolute historical truth of the

incident represented in an historical paintin«>-,
comes in importance the material truth of the
imitative faculty exhibited in execution and
composition

; and by far the greatest element of
success in this feature is power in drawing; for,
without this power, the motive of the work may
be marred, and no accessorial excellence of
colour or manipulation will atone for Its
absence.

It is in th^e prime characteristics of true and
great historical work that we recognise the
towering superiority of French art. In the
selection of subject we give French artists the
same sort of credit that we give to Hogarth, and
in more recent times to Frith, and O'Neil, and
Wilkie in his best days,—not making them
responsible for the sorrowful feature, humanly
speaking, that a vast majority of their works
are of warlike subjects, battles, military triumphs,
and discomfitnres of the enemy. We must
excuse something in the art of an essentially
warlike people with a military history like that
of the French, possessing, to artists, the inspiring
example of Versailles and its miles of painted
history, principally of military triumphs. But
having made this sacrifice to our islandprejudices,
we cannot refrain from observing that the same
power which is manifested in their military
pictures, the subjects of which we have no
sympathy with, is evident also in the rest of
their exhibited works

; and that this power is
probably the result of the method of study
necessitated by the importance to them of com-
prehensive knowledge of the human figure.
Much of this knowledge comes from the meth'od of
instruction adopted in. the French private ateliers,

and public fcoles de dessin* but more from the
almost national habit of drawing upon a life-
size or heroic scale. Faults which may bo
hidden, because they are not obtrusive, in pic-
tures upon a small scale, become hideous dis-
tortions when magnified to the size of life or
enlarged beyond it. On the other hand, expe-
rience which has been derived from working
upon the natural scale, in which from ease of
comparison faults may be readily detected, will
not be likely to be misapplied in works which
are on a smaller scale than nature. The extent
to which this practice of drawing in the large
is carried by French artists, may be estimated
by the illustration that an actual majority of the
historical paintings of the French school in the
Exposition are either life-size, or larger than
that ; and that if we take eight of the largest
pictures in the French department of the Exhi-
bition, they will give ns about the same super-
ficial area of canvas as the 163 oxbibiced works
in oil comprising the English department of the
display.

Another element of superiority in French
practice is the study of the nudo figure, and its
consequent facility of execution. We prefer to
say nothing about the demand that seems to
exist for life-size paintings of the nude female
figure, bub only to remark that there are twelve
works of this character in the Exhibition, many
of which are most remarkable for beauty, both
of drawing and colour. It is a common axiom
amongst painters that he who can paint flesh can
paint anything; and if this be so, French painters
must be general in their accomplishments, for
no other living artists can paint flesh so well.
It is a positive pleasure to see flesh painted as
it is in the “ Secrets of Love,” No. 382 in the
French gallery, by Jourdan, and to see also this
loveliness of colouring allied to so masterly a
power of drawing

; and the same may be said of
381, “ Leda,” by the same artist. ” Le Reveil,”
by Landelle, No. 397, though characterised by
drawing as correct, does not appear to us to be
equ^ly charming in colour. But for the three
attributes of fine composition, good drawing, and
a natural key of colouring, we see no works in the
English exhibition to be compared to these, as
exercises in painting, and would also draw the
attention of students to the following works in
the French department. No. 91, by Jules Breton,
a seashore scene, and 83, by the same artist,
“Blessing the Cornfields,” as possessing very
high qualification; and No. 8'1, “The Calling of
the Gleaners,” by Breton, completes a trio of
excellent historical paintings of the very highest
class. We refer to these works moro especially
as illustrating remarks already made concerning
true historical art, and from a sense of comfort
that there are French artists to be found, whose
talents can be used to illustrate the peaceful
scenes amongst which they live, as well as others
who only seem at homo on the battle-field. Of
the same character as to subject are O’Neil’s
“ Eastward Ho I” and Lewis’s “ Courtyard of tho
House of the Coptic Patriarch, Cairo,” in the
English gallery, both familiarto ns from previous
exhibition in England. Concerning the latter it

would be impossible to say too much in praise,
for a more marvellous specimen of art-workman-
ship, perhaps, does not exist. It has the merit
also of being tho valuable and truth-bearing
testimony of one to whom God has given the
seeing eye, and on whom education has bestowed
the cunning hand of a true craftsman in art.

Of the hnge battle-pieces which are the dis-
tinguishing mark of the French school of
painting, perhaps the moat successful as a
picture is “ An Episode in the Battle of Sol-
ferino” (No. 6), by Arraand Dumaresque. In
the foregi-ound of this picture is an ambush of
French marksmen engaging the retreating artil-

lery of the Austrians, and the drawing of the
reclining figures in front is both powerful and
picturesque. Moro agreeable, however, in subject
of the pictures which are on a larger scale than
life, is No. 508, by J. A. A. Fils, of a fate given
to the Emperor and Empress of the French at
Algiers, daring the autumn of 1860. This work
has many excellent points, and exhibits great
experience in the handling of masses, both as to
colour and form. The figure of the empress,
which is not finished, bids well to become a very
beautiful creation. No. 507, also by M. Pils, of
“ Tho Battle of the Alma,” is as good and no
better than such enormous battle-pieces are
generally. The virtue of and tho apology for
such works is that they are true history legiti-

About which we shall have somewhat to aay at a future
tune.
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matelyv^ritten by their authors, who have the
|

No. 8S, “ The Erection of a Calvary,” ascribed

best opportunities of being accurate in their
|

in the catalogue to_Oabanel,

embodimeBts ;
and if the French must have

scenes of bloodshed always before them, to whet

their youlbl'ul military appetites, it is better that

these hero-creating works should approximate in

some degree to the actual truth, than that their

painters should wander back to the fictions of

Medimval historj’, and produce romances in

colour.

Though indisposed to accord to works of the

imagination the same degree of importance in

subject as to those of true history, we yet regard

the noble expression of a purely human concep-

tion, based on tho generalising power of the

mind solely, os among the very highest efforts

of the human intellect. A parable or an alle-

gory, without exactly relating tho true circum-

stances of any one particular iustanco, may con-

tain in its conception a greater amount of truth

as to tho principle illustrated, than any one of

any given number of instances. For this reason

parables have from all time been a favourite

method or vehicle for the conveyance of great

truths or the illustration of vital doctrines. The
parables of Christ have, in a like manner, been

also among the most frequently chosen subjects

of tho best artists. Fortunately, for the sake of

a comparison, a French artist, Edward Dubufe,

has, in No. 225, “ The Eeturn of the Prodigal

Son,” illustrated one of these parables, and an

English artist, J. E. Millais, has, in No. 104,
“ Satan sewing Tares,” illustrated another. In

the French work we have a painting equal in

size to the largest of the enormous battle-

pieces before referred to, divided into three

compartments, tho centre one being in colour,

and occupying about three-fourths of the

whole picture-Bpace, and the remaining quar-

ter, one-eighth on each side of the central

illustration, made thus into a margin of two
pictures, are monochrome studies of parts of

the story. The picture tells us the story of the

Prodigal’s Return, the moment selected being

the rejoicing, when the penitent son is being

robed with the best garment, amidst tho accla-

mations of an assembled multitude. The joy-

ousnesB of the spectators, the apparent con-

sciousness of the undeserved honour in the

expression of the prodigal, and the feeling of

triumph in the faces of that portion of tho

family who approve of the rejoicings, are among
the most remarkable efforts of art at any period

in any country. Tho djuwiug of the human
figuro in this work is, perhaps, its greatest

glory, but the composition and colouring are

brilliant also. A pupil of Paul Delaroche,

Dubufe, seems to possess the breadth and
solemnity of his master’s style, whilst he greatly

exceeds him in vivacity and tout ensemble. This

picture appears to us to occupy the same posi-

tion in French art as Milton’s “Paradise Lost’'

does in English literature. It is an epic of the

first order
;
and, without venturing to weigh its

claims against the magnificent works of the

German and Belgian schools, we cannot refrain

from believing that, so far as France and
England aro concerned, it must occupy the

first place in the competition of the two
countries.

Turning from this French illustration of one
parable, we look at the English illustration of

another, the devil sowing tares, by Millais. In

it we have almost as remarkable a work of its

kind as that of Dubufe, but of a totally different

order. The picture is probably familiar to most
of oui- readers, from the criticism it evoked in a

former Royal Academy Exhibition. But to those

who do not remember it, _and for the sake of

instituting a comparison, wo will describe it.

Tho devil is represented as a stealthy and
watchful old man, engaged in the night time

in sowing tares upon the cultivated field of a

sleeping husbandman. In scale of the picture is

about oue-tbird the size of life, the only figure in

it being that of Satan himself. Tho dark atmo-
sphere of night is given with absolute truth of

imitation, and the stealthy—wo had almost said

sneaking—attitude of the sower is very sugges-

tive of the evil nature of his occupation. But
the style of painting adopted contrasts but
poorly with that of Dubufe. Of other ideal

works of the French school. No. 4-C6, “ Margue-
rite trying on the Jewels,” by Hugh Merle, is

worthy of notice. It is a life-size study of

very lovely German girl, taking, evidently U'

consciously, the first step downwards ; and 313,
“ Christ healing the Lepers,” by Glaize, is a nobly

painted picture.

Amongst tho really valuable contributions to

the illnstratiouB of contemporary history are,

believe, the work of Breton. The principal

figure in the Calvary, that of the crucified

Saviour, has been brought from the church in

which it has been consecrated, and is being

borne on the shonlders of a number of monks,

this group forming the principal part of a pro-

cession which has just emerged from the church

porch on its way to the elevated central cross,

seen in the churchyard beyond, which is prepared

to receive tho divine image. It is a fine, broadly

painted work. Promising also are two pictures,

by Charles Marcbal, of (444) a group of figures

singing Luther’s hymn
;
and (445) a Statute

quaint humour and wholesome fun. There is in

these works the ring of the true metal, and they

possess in a high degree the qualities wo defined

as necessary to the best art.

Millais is but poorly represented in the paint-

ings we have already noticed, and by “ The
Romans quitting Britain,” and “ Eve of St.

Agnes.” The French may well wonder why we
think BO highly of him, regarding th^se as spe-

cimens of his powers. “ The Death of Chatter-

ton,” by Wallis, and the “Home from Work"
of Arthur Hughes, will enable our neighbours

to estimate the value of the Young English style

of painting. Both of these works, beautiful in

sentiment as they undoubtedly are, and genuinely

Fair as we should call it, both having unmis- good workmanship, are m a manner which ap-

takeable evidences of truth to nature, and power- pears extravagant and peculiar, after the broad,

fnl artistic treatment. Cne of the best of the bold colouring and masterly drawmg of the

incidents of war among the historical works is French school. Leighton’s “Fiancees of Syra-

the “Ambulance, or Convoy of the Wounded,”
,

cuse,” and G. F. Watts’s “Orlando,” are both

by Yvon, No. 620, painted from an episode in pictures which exhibit peculiarities entirely their

the Italian campaign of the French army, own, and diabingnish them from all other English

This unlike the two gigantic works by
,

works. After an examination of the galleries of

the ’same artist. Nos. 618 and 619, is on a almost any other country than our own, the

moderate scale, much less than life, but majority of the English subject-pictures look

of keener human interest to us that the yards like highly-finisbed miniatures, both on account

of sprawling figures, dead and dying, which are of the smalluess of the scale on which they are

in the two°Malakoff pictures. It was, we be- executed, and tho_ degree of elaborate workman-

lieve Haydon who said that wherever English ship introduced into them. The paintings ol

people go they take with them horse-racing Leighton and Watts do nothing towards creating

and portrait-painting. If this is bO, the influence this impression ; on the contrary, they relieve us

of the English residents in France must be in- from the imputation that we cannot paint m a

anitCBimoC for there are not in the two magni-
,

large style.
^ ....

Boent galleries devoted to French art, as many
|

The teehnioal difference m manipulation or

portraits as may be seen in any one small room handling of the French and English schools is

in the Uoyal Academy Exhibition every year. ' most marked, and thongh in effect it is in favour

No 12't portrait of the Emperor by Cabanel, of English art, as a matter of honesty wo cannot

andNo'255 same Eiibiect, by H. Flandrin, are but prefer the French. With theeiception, per-

perhaps the best in the French galleries, though hops, of tho pictnro before referred to by Watts,

No. 66 by Bonnegrace, is worthy of commenda- and parts of that by Leighton, the English works

tioD as is also No. 585, though this is more a are generally painted with transparent shadows,

collection of portraits, in tho subject, which is
^

the local colours being thinly glazed into them.

“ The Prince President giving Liberty to Abd-el- ,
This undoubtedly gives brilliancy of efteot and

I

capacity of the highest possible finish. But of

The'picture by Bonnat, No. 64, “ St. Vincent ' its honesty we are not quite so satisfied. A
de Paul taking the Place of a Convict,” is ex-

1

large proportion of the colouring matter used by

cellent in composition and feeling, and, though
j

our artists actually disappears by the evapora-

not bearing upon the subject of these remarks, I
tion of the medium with which the colours are

wo cannot take leave of the French collection ' so lavishly mixed, and, as a consequence, no

without noticing with words of special praise
|

English picture having a few years of age can

the studies of still life, Nos. 210 and 213, by be guarded against a perfect network of cracks

Blaix Desgoffe. To return to the English works. and disfigurements. Eventually, as is the case

We Lave already suggested that in the English
;

already with some of the best pictures of Turner,

department there are no representatives of the
;

the separated fragments of the picture will fall

two branches of subjects which occupy so im-
;

away and scale off, even if they do not change

portant a place in the French display, viz., the in colour.

life-size and heroic studies of the nude, and the
I

French artists sacrifice the beauty and brans-

battle and other pictures on the same scale. These
|

parency of their shadows,bypaintingthem thickly

seem to occupy the same position in France as the I with opaque colours, using bub little medintn.

wholesale levee of apparently inevitable portraits From the habit also of painting on a large scale,

do in England. Both are peculiarities of race,
[

the finish or blending of the colours used by

and each more or less held in contempt by the them is but slight. There is in almoat all the

other. Wo believe there are more life-size
j

pictures exhibited a scene-painting effect, caused

painted portraits in the English department
,

by contempt which the^ artists appear to have

than in the rest of the European collections for smoothness and finish, of tlie sort we arc

together, and this is certainly suggestive ^ accustomed to in our own works. The effect

of a greater love for ourselves than for tho '
obtained is, however, permanent, the solid

higher branches of art. The president of our
|

shadows being as little likely to change ns the

Royal Academy exhibits four portrait pictures, '
light opaque portions in which wliite is used,

excellent as works of poi-traituro, but snffi- .
Whatever chauge does occur by age will be in

ciently indicative of tho sort of art we prefer
|

the direction of improvement, the colours mel-

nationally. [lowing by age, and blending more perfectly as

Of the elaborate and scholastic style of paint-
[

they lose their original brilliancy.

O', which is the best feature of our English 1 Whilst upon this subject of historical painting

School, the works of E. M. Ward are, perhaps,
I
we would urge upon the visitor to Baris^ the

the finest examples. His “ Night of Rizzio’s
\

advisability of visiting the Annual Exhibition

Murder” and “Antechamber at Whitehall
: |

of Painting aud Sculpture in the Pidais de

the Last Honrs of Charles II.,” are quite national
|

I’liidustrie, even if it were only to see Gustave

their character. In many features of art, I Dord’s picture of the German gambling-table,

Mr. Ward has held a prominent place for many
years among onr best painters, and these two

works cannot but increase his distinction. The

variety of expression, the truth to nature, and

the absence of extravagance in both of these

paintings, are worthy of all praise.

Of the historical pictures by English artists,

one of the best, and certainly by far the most

popular among the French visitors, is Elmore’s

“ Tuileries, June 20, 1792,” Marie Antoinette

reviled by the mob. There is generally a crowd

of French round this picture, and the commenda-
tions are loud and I'requent. Frith’s “ Claude

Duval,” is also a favourite, both as to subject and

from a sense of fun amongst the visitors. A
party of French people examining this work in

our presence seemed greatly delighted that a

French highwayman should have so kept up his

national character as to demand a prroueWe with

his captive beauty. The two contributions of

Erakine Nicol, “Paying the Rent” and “ Both

, Puzzled,” are admirable pictures, abounding in

occupying the place of honour in the principal

salon; but more on account of tho treat such a

vast collection will give him, when the works

themselves are possessed generally of so large

an amount of merit. Some idea of the art-

producing faculty of the French people may be

also obtained, by comparing the number of im-

portant pictures in this exhibition with those in

any one year at the Royal Academy and of

original groups in marble there, with the sculp-

ture produced in a year at Trafalgar-equare. It

may be, and apparently is the case, that in some

branches of art, to which we shall in a future

number refer, English will bear a favourable

comparison with French art. Historical paint-

ing, we feel, is not one of them ;
and considering

also the marvellous power, grace, and refinement

of many of the German and Belgian works in

addition, there can be little doubt of the salutary

and valuable lesson which may be learnt by our

artists and art-students from a careful course of

.study in the Paris Exhibition.
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THE PORTRAITS AT KENSINGTON.
The ScicDco aod Art Department of the Com-

mittee of Conncil on Education have offered, in
the second special exhibition of national portraits
at South Kensington, a noble contribution to the
materials of English history. The value of
portraiture, as an element of historic truth, is
very greaf. History is the record of the actions
ofhuman beings, and the better we are acquainted
with the actors, to a certain extent, the better
shall we understand the actions themselves.
We say, to a certain extent, because close famili-
arity has often the effect of inducing ns to
merge the character of an act in that of the
actor. It is only So-and-so’s way : ho means no
harm

j
or,—the matter looks amiss, but there

must be a justiBcation. And this, no doubt, is
one of the causes why a certain lapse of time is
held to be essential before history, properly so
called, can commence. We must be free from
tho disturbance caused by tho living human
sympathies and antipathies of the actors them-
selves before we begin to estimate their actions.
But apart from the question of that immediate
proximity which may disturb tho judgment, we
lose much by ignorance of what manner of men
and women they were of whom we speak. For
how much docs stature, mien, commanding or
winning expression, melody or harshness of voice,
enter into the directing causes of action.
Xet two men, equal, as far as may be,
in station, in integrity, and in claims on pub-
lic respect, attempt to persuade an assembly,
the one with the mellowed flow of a native
orator and the other with a hesitating and con-
fused stammer,—which will succeed ? Thus we
hold that among tho most precious records of
the past are those portraits of the great actors
in human events on which reliance can be
placed from extrinsic or intrinsic testimony.
Look at the wonderful head of Caius Julius
Cmsar in the British llusenm

j does it not tell
us more of the man than do his “Commentaries”
themselves ? Look at other heads of the
same memorable series. Can we mistake the
portraits ? Is there any need, any possi-
bility,^ to ask which is Augustus and which is
Tiberius ? Who does not read with a more vivid
sense of the stern and unflinching struggle the
account of the repeated interviews of the leader
of the Hebrew exodus with the Pharaoh of his
day, after gazing on the commanding and self-
reliant features of the great monarcha of that
mighty eighteenth dynasty, among whom the

'

adopted son of Thermnthis was invited to take
a place— Amenophis—Thothmes—Horus him-
self, the very Pharaoh of the Exodus. Who, to
come to later times, has not formed a more defi-
nite idea of Oliver Cromwell from the Sidney
Sussex crayon portrait than he can do from the
pages of Carlyle ?

_

At a time wh«n authentic materials of English
history are daily being rescued from oblivion by
the labours directed by the Master of the Rolls,
it is of tho utmost interest to be enabled to gaze
on the lineaments of the chief actors, and even
to find them familiar to our study by the help of
the photographer. Tho hundred and twelve
years of history which are illustrated by the
present exhibition, come more fully and dis-
tinctly before our eyes than could be the case

so as to show us at once his features and his star.
Again we have him when young, from Hampton
Court, in a three-quarter length

j
also from

Hampton Court, on horse-back, small life-size
;

and as a boy, painted by Cornelius Jansen, the
features under the stiff treatment of the artist
foreshowing the man. As much cannot be said
of Earl Spencer’s Rembrandt, in which it is so
impossible to trace the likeness, that one can
hardly doubt the picture to be mis-named. John
Graham of Claverhouse, Tiscount of Dundee,
and Admiral Edward Russell, Earl of Orford, are
the two most beautiful portraits of this reign.
Of Sir Isaac Newton there are four representa-
tions very dissimilar, even to the colour of the
eyes. The same difference exists between Van-
loo’s portrait of Marlborough, a well-painted,
had face, and a more ordinary grey-eyed repre-
sentation of the great general by Kneller.
Duchess Sarah appears four times under dif-
ferent aspects of gaiety and gloom. Prince
Eugene, by Sir Godfrey Kneller, is a far more
presentable person than be appears to be among
the family portraits at Turin. Steele and Ad-
dison arrest the attention as we pass on ; Kneller
himself, in rich gold chain and medal

; Swift,
far better looking as a dean than as a student;
Pope, very unfortunately limned,—each calls for
more than a glance before we pass to the times
of the Hanoverian dynasty.
Any unloyal and undutiful remarks on the

physiognomy of the earlier Georges, or even on
the honest, resolute features of the farmer king,
must be silenced by comparison with the por-
traits of the elder and legitimate line of the
house of Stuart. Of the son of James II.,
known by the somewhat ludicrous name of the
Old Pretender, there are seven portraits—one of
himself and his sister, the Princess Louisa, as
children, by Largilliere, remarkable no leas for

with the longer period of time covered by the
collection of last year. Yet even in the short
space of little more than a century, what a
change has come over the costumes, tho circum-
stances, the countenances of English men and
women. The first portrait, one by Kneller, of
the Earl of Athlone, is in “ rich inlaid armonr.’
Tho latest portraits are in costumes such as our
fathers wore when young men. Most appro-
priately placed among the earliest pictures in
the gallery, is the entrance of King William III
into London, by Tander Menlen. What a scene
js presented to our eyes. Tho heavy lumbering
coach, needing its six grey horses, not for show
but for service

j
the snite in scarlet uniforms

surrounding the coach on foot as well as on
horseback; the park-like scenery and fine tim-
ber of the spot, now densely covered with streets
and houses, somewhere in the vicinity of the
Bricklayers’ Arms station

; tho few houses
clustering round the steeple of St. Saviour’s;
the bridge covered with houses

; the city, not
undefined in its size, north of tho Thames; the
Dew pinnacles of the Cathedral of St. Paul, and
the dome, apparently a later addition to the pic-
ture,—such was the scene presented by the Old
Kent-rond a hundred and eighty years ago.
King William, in Van der Meulen’a picture, is

considerately turning hie face over hia shoulder,

vivacity of expression and brilliancy of eyes,
than forhaving had their heads removed from tha
canvas and restored to their original position.
Tho peculiar full under-lip of the boy subsides
into something approaching imbecility in the
man, in No. 200, from Hampton Court, and
No. 198, evidently a copy of the former. Prince
Charles Edward Stuart, the Young Chevalier, is
represented five times

; bat the fine trustworthy
features of Flora MacDonald, by Allan Ramsay,
seem to demand a more kingly hero. There is
a second Flora, by Hudson, in no way com-
parable to the first. Bat in the features of
Prince Henry Benedict Stuart, Cardinal of York,
the weakness of the expiring line seems to reach
its utmost depression, and one cannot regard
them without a feeling of satisfaction that —
sceptre has eluded that hesitating grasp.
There is a very fine lesson in physiognomy

to be drawn from the four portraits Nos. 196
222, 223, and 225. The first, John Law]
of Lauriston, is a face that would not have
looked strange among ourselves a year or two
back. In the lines of the month are to be
detected no faint indications of that most dan-
gerous of deceivers, the man who believes in
himself, and who sympathises with his followers.
Aislabie and Craggs, on the other hand, are
just the men fitted to serve as subordinates to
such a leader, while the straight-forward features
of “Downright Shippen” present a contrast
more marked to those of the other three than
any that we can recal from the pages of Lavater.
Hogarth s portrait of Bishop Hooper arrests

the attention by the life-like twinkle of the eyes.
Lady Mary Wortley Montague, very theatrically
painted by Della Rusca, is charmingly portrayed
by Jonathan Richardson. Frederick Prince of
Wales is represented as seated bolding a volume
of Pope’s “ Homer,” while two Cupids are flut-
tering in the air beside him. The two portraits
of the Duke of Cumberland show at once the
meaning of his sobriquet of “butcher” — not
as caused by any military truculence, bnt as
characterising that unusually florid and well-
nnrtured aspect which either the constant smell
of fresh meat or the frequent chances of a
hearty meal usually impart to these useful
members of the community. Bishop Butler’s
calm, full eyes contrast with the paradox-
loving features and piercing glance of Bishop
Berkeley. The portrait of Philip Dormer Stan-
hope, fonrth earl of Chesterfield, by Gains-
borough, in advanced age, leads one to regret
that thu fine portrait of the same peer in younger
age, with the black eyebrows so strongly con-
trasting the powdered hair, has not been sent
from Great George-street for comparison. Ho-
garth B fine portrait of James Thomson, the poet,
is enhanced in value by the vicinity of one of
the few bad pictures in this part of the Exhibi-

tion, Aikman’s portrait of the same author.
Mrs. Hogarth, by her husband, is an admirable
picture.

The fair sex command moro attention than
the men as we advance towards the times of
George III. A grand Lady Macbeth seems
Penelope Pitt, Countess Ligonier, the heroine of a
duel and of a divorce; the two sisters, Elizabeth
and Maria Gunning, so famous for their beauty,
“ the Goddesses the Gunnings,” are represented,
one as a laundress and the other as using an
iron

; and tho portraits tell ns that their charms
must have been rather those of expression or of
manner than of regular outline. The two sirens
to whom we are indebted for the Royal Marriage
Act, Anne Lnttrell, Mrs. Horton, and Duchess of
Cumberland, and Maria Walpole, Countess of
Waldegi-ave, and Duchess of Gloucester, are
each painted both by Beynolds and by Gains-
borough, and between them, in her fresh young
maternity, with the Princess Royal asleep on
her knee, the often- caricatured Queen Char-
lotte, by Francis Cotes, is even a more pleasing
picture than either of those four treasures of
portraiture. But the face which most calls tho
attention,—you cannot tell why, but so it is,

—

is Nancy Parsons, Mrs. Horton, afterwards Lady
Maynard, another of the magic productions of
Gainaborougb. Mrs. Sheridan is another gem
by the same master, and Henry Frederick Duke
of Cumberland, also from his brush, marches
fiercely along with his cane in the air, over-
topped and overshadowed by his duchess, whose
eyelashes do not however attain the three-
quarters of a yard estimated by Horace
Walpole.
Fewer portraits arrest the attention in the

upper gallery- Bnt one lesson of great import-
ance is very plainly taught by No. 584, the por-
trait of Richard Burke, by Reynolds, which, iu
the freshness of its colouring presents a marked
contrast to the sadly laded condition of almost
every work of this master. The reason is evi-
dent. The picture is glazed. So is 695, Lavinia,
Countess Spencer; but this proper protection
for all oil paintings appears to have been only
recently,—or comparatively so,—adopted in this
instance, and tho whites are sadly injured. Iu
another fine portrait by Sir Joshua, Lord
Rokeby, archbishop of Armagh, the shadows
have actually turned blue, and the effect is very
curious. As we leave the features limned with
the graceful but unenduring colour of Reynolds,
and the nobler work of Gainsborough, artists
and sitters seem to dwindle. There is a closer
approach to the art of the sign-painter, and a
series of faces that seem hardly to demand a
more exalted style of art. One group of ex-
treme interest, however, is composed of four
portraits, lent by the Duke of W'’ollington, of his
father, the Great Duke, the Marquess Wellesley,
the Earl of Mornington, and Lord Cowley
(No. 823). The noble mother of these noble
sons should have been placed near enough to
allow of tho likeness which Arthur bears to her
to be more distinctly traced.
Lady Milnes, a lovely portrait, by Romney

(No. 819), as far as can be seen in an unfavour-
able position, is rapidly decaying. The Madame
de Maintenon of Windsor, Mrs. Fitzherbert,
lovely in features and in complexion, but with
shoulders that look too small for tho noble head
and neck, is the gem of this part of the gallery

;

and, last of all, two Oxford portraits, William
Eden, first Baron Auckland, and the Right Hon.
Wm. Windham, by Sir Thomas Lawrence, re-

ward the attention which has scrutinized with-
out flagging the 866 portraits of this remoi-kablo
collection.

Testimoniat, to Mr. S. C. Hale.—This testi-
monial has been subscribed for by manufacturers
and others in Birmingham. It consists of a
dessert service in the Pompeian style of orna-
ment, the whole being carefully chased, parcel
gilt, with the figures in oxidised silver, the
dishes being of crystal, flashed with ruby, elabo-
rately engraved and cut. Three Flamingo-like
copidons, with scarf held in air, are introduced
in the centre piece, which stands on a circular
plateau, on which is engraved the following in-

scription :
—“Presented by anumber of the prin-

cipal manufacturers and other inhabitants of
Birmingham, to Samuel Carter Hall, Esq., F.S. A.,

projector and editor of the Art Jmi/rnal, in testi-

mony of his unceasing labours for the advance-
ment of art iu connexion with manufactures, ex-
tending over a period of thirty years. May,
1867.” The work has been executed by Messrs.
Elkington.
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AKCniTECTTJRAL EXHIBITION, CONDUIT
STREET.

In the Condnit-Btreet Galleries, nnder the

auspices of the Architectural Exhibition Society,

391 designs, drawings, and photographs (in-

cluding a carved panel by Miss Bloxana, two or

three models, and some very good bits of

Salviati’s mosaic work), have been gathered

together, and, as intimated in our last, are now
open to the public. Four lectures are to be

given during the continuance of the Exhibition,

to which, as well as to the gallery at all times, a

half-crown season ticket will admit. Such of

our readers as did not see the competition

designs for the National Gallery when they were
exhibited in the Westminster Palace may be
glad to know that they will find here illustra-

tions of the designs of Messrs. Cockerell,

Street, Owen Jones, M. D. Wyatt, James
Murray, E. M. Barry, Cuthbert Brodrick, Banks
& Barry, G. S. Clarke, and F. C. Penrose.

Of the designs sent in for the new Law Courts

there are photographs of those by Messrs.

Seddon, Waterhouse, Garling, E. Brandon, Lock-
wood, Scott, and Borges. Of the Manchester
Eoya! Exchange competitions there are the

designs submitted by Messrs. A. Baker, T. H.
Watson (a clever set of drawings), Dunnage &
P. Gordon Smith, T. Meyer, and W. M. Peck.
The sketches and drawings sent from abroad by

various architects are an interesting feature of

the collection. Wewould especially mention those

by Professor Ilayter Lewis, T. H. Watson, E. P.

Spiers, E. I’Anson, E. S. Cole, A. B. Donaldson
(whose industry and ability are equally notice-

able), H. W. Brewer, C. Fowler, Moore, Tarver,
and the Eev. J. L. Petit. Mr. Tite, M.P., makes
a valuable contribution in the shape of four

original architectural drawings, by Bramante,
Canaletti (the Piazza S. Marco, 186 and 187),
and Prout.

J. Moyr Smith, in (1)
“ Corridor Niche,” and

some other contributions, shows facility with
the pencil. This is not the merit of (14) “Priory
of St. Dominic,” Gilbert E. Blount, where a good
sensible building is damaged by the way in

which it is set forth. 26, “Design submitted
in competition for the new Town-ball, Gran-
tham,” E. W. Edis, to which the second premium
was accorded, is noticeable for the union of

an early round-arched style with vernacular
Italian. 44, “Accepted Design for College

Boarding Bouses, Cheltenham,” suggests a well-

known wooden building in Coventry. Competi-
tive designs for town halls in Wolverhampton
(38) and Eetford (47), E. Godwin and Crisp, show
adherence to the same type cleverly followed by
one of the firm at Congleton. Mr. Horace Jones
sends his design for the “ Metropolitan Meat
Market, Smithfield” (152) (ofwhichwe havegiven
an engraving), as well as views of some of his

earlier works, “ CardiffTown-hall” (156), and the
“Magnetic Telegraph Station, Threadneedle-
street” (140). A. & G. Thomson exhibit several

large frames of old ofiBce drawings, some of them
not withont merit in design. We cannot say
this, however, of their “ Design for Natural
History Museum, Kensington ” (154), a Greek
temple, wholly unfit for the purpose.
A number of large residences, either built or

in progress, are illustrated, including “ Alder-
maston Park” (51) and “Addington Manor”
.(52), by P. C. Hardwick ; “Elvetham Hall” (70),
a handsome brick building, balconies gilt and
illuminated, by S. S. Teulon; “ Eesidence at

Penzance” (99), Elizabethan in style, by D.
Brandon, and “ Stancliffe, near Matlock, in

Derbyshire,” designed for Mr. Joseph Whit-
worth, by T. Eoger Smith. The style of the
latter building, which is set forth in a number of

clever drawings, may be described as refined

Jacobean. Amongst the good drawings, by tbe
way, maybe mentioned that by which Mr. Fred.
Marrable shows the chancel of hie church in

Wickham-road, Deptford, “St. Peter’s” (117), on
which we have before now commented. Tbe
“ Design for proposed Church at Sharrow, near
Sheffield,” by W. Purdue, has a very ngly
tower, which should be reconsidered before it is

put into stone. The “ Chapel designed for Tot-
tenham” (18), by EowJand Plumhe, will need
more than its share of down-pipes for the rain-
water. Wise pre-vision is shown in the treat-

ment of the lower part of the “ Church of St.

Mary Magdalene” (42), designed for Paddington,
by G. E. Street.

The “ Isometrical Yiew of the Home for Little

Boys, at Horton Kirby, Kent,” by T. C. Clarke

(153), shows a little village, the intention being
that the boys should be distributed in small

batches throughout the houses, each batch being

under the care of a man and his wife. This

would, of course, be the nearest possible ap-

proach to home-life, and we shall be glad to

learn that funds are forthcoming to permit of

the realization of the scheme. Elevations and
plans of the various houses are shown in small

around the general view. Messrs. Picton’s

buildings have not justice done to them by tbe

views sent; and we can scarcely believe that

the house built, under Mr. G. Aitchison, for Mr.

F. Leighton, A.E.A,, who knows what beauty is,

can be so ngly as tho drawing here exhibited

would lead people to suppose.

A EUN THEOUGH GLASGOW.

“ A GREAT book,” said an ancient Greek philo-

sopher, '* is a great evil.” In like manner, a

well-known modern author tells us that the same
thing may be said of a great city. There can

be no donbt that the aphorism contains much
truth in it; but like many wise saws, ancient

and modem, it contains only a portion of the

truth. Nor is the analogy too precise. A great

city necessarily contains a greater amount of

evil than a small town. But it also contains a

greater proportion of good, a larger extent of

opportunity, and a wider field for the exercise of

progress. Above all things, it possesses greater

resources for the cultivation of those sciences,

moral as well as physical, upon which the wel-

fare of society must always depend.
Since these scientific principles constitute,

after all, the subjects with which our readers are

chiefly concerned, we are sure they will be glad

to hear something about what is going on at

this moment in Glasgow. For if we except the

metropolis itself, we scarcely know of any city

in tho country which has done more towards the

furtherance of sonnd principles in sanitary

science and social reform. At the same time it

must be confessed that the good work is by no
means finished : much remains still to be done.

It must always be remembered that Glasgow is

a place of singular contrarieties and extremes.

It is unquestionably a place of great wealth and
of great poverty. It has a history nearly as old

as that of London ; and in many respects its

appearance curiously resembles that of London.
But it possesses, we cannot help supposing, a
greater affinity, or relationship, with Manchester
or Birmingham. It has a university older than,

and nearly as famons as, that of Edinburgh
;
yet

bow few are its great contributions, at least in

the present day, to literature or philosophy ! It

possesses a cathedral, which, if not the finest, is

certainly one of the most perfectly preserved

specimens of Pointed architecture. We must
add that this old cathedral is almost the only

work of high art in ecclesiastical architecture

of which the city can boast. On the other

hand, it must be stated that the manufactures

of Glasgow vie with those of Manchester; its

commerce is second only to that of Liver-

pool ;. the popnlation is at this moment the

third largest of any city in Great Britain or

Ireland ; and, finally, its progress within the last

century and a half is one of the most remark-
able phenomena in modem history ! Un-
doubtedly much of this material prosperity is

due to the extraordinary fertility of the natural

resources with which Glasgow is surrounded

—

its immense coal basin and mineral fields, its

rich soil, temperate climate, and its noble river.

But making allowance for all this, there can be
no question that much also depends on the cha-

racter and energies of the people.

In order to get an accurate conception of the

difl’erent phases of progress in Glasgow, or, in-

deed, of any large city, one should always adopt
the plan laid down by Eugene Sue, in the
" Mysteries of Paris ;” that is to say, begin at

tho very lowest quartiers, and rise by successive

stages to the very highest. But to do this pro-

perly is no such easy matter. For, in the first

place, Glasgow is a city which covers, we should

think, such an area, one way or another, as fifteen

or twenty square miles. Unless, therefore, one
chooses to surrender up his liberty of action to a

cabman—a practice we never pursue ourselves,

and by no means reconsmend to others,—itwould

be quite impossible to get over the ground. As
some counterbalance to this impediment, it

should be remembered that, although Glas-

gow is a very ancient city, there are but few
remnants of antiquity left for patient investi-

gation or attentive study, and these lie close

together
;
indeed, there are no ancient shrines,

if we except the cathedral, to which the stranger

can owe a lengthened pilgrimage, or an extra-

ordinary devotion.

Overlooking, therefore, such objects for the
present, and confining our rambles to the prin-

cipal thoroughfares, with a careful study of the
map, some quick observations, and a few pointed
inquiries, we may soon get to the conclusion
that the city of Glasgow may be roughly classi-

fied into three or four well-marked typical groups,

something in the following order :

—

1. A Town of the Earlier Part of the Seventeenth

Century (based on the original plan).—This
division will comprehend all the poorer localities

of the city, such as the High-street, the Gallow-

gate, the Salt-market, and the Bridgegate.

2. A Toivn of Various Periods in the Eighteenth

Century (the ^st great modern extension to the

west).—Of this division the best type is com-
prehended in that parallelogram which is

bounded on the east by Candieriggs ;
on the south

by Trongate and Argyle-street
;
on Che north by

George-square ;
and on tbe south by Miliar-street

or Virginia-street : it may be described now as

the quarter of warehouses.
3. A Toten of the Earlier Half of the Nineteenth

Century (the second modern extension, chiefly

westward).— This division comprehends (A) the

Eoyal Exchange and surrounding streets devoted

to business,—as Queen-street, celebrated for its

banks, and Buchanan-street for its shops
;
(B)

the range of parallel streets, St. Vincent-street,

West Eegent-street, and Bath-street, which run
westward from Buchanan-street, and terminate

at Blythswood-square.
4. A Town of the Later Half of the Nineteenth

Century (still in progress, chiefly westward and
northward). This division comprehends all the

terraces which overlook tbe Kelvinside Park, the

principal streets of Sauchiehall Grounds, Garnet

Hill, Sandy-road, and, lastly, the terraces of

Hillside, on tho north of the Botanic Gardens, &o.

Of course this division must needs be more
or less empirical

;
and, moreover,we must explain

there are many subordinate degrees. There are

first, second, and third class property ;
there are

differences of locality, good streets and inferior

streets
;
numerous back streets and by-gone

streets, and not a few disreputable ones.

There are the regions of manufactures and of

commerce.
Port Dundass, for example, is a colony of che-

mical works and manufactories, which has chiefly

sprung up since the beginning of the present

century.

Once more, there are lower, middle, and
higher styles of street architecture. It will

be impossible for us to discuss minutely these

various subdivisions, although we will not

overlook them ; and, as we have stated, we
shall put out of consideration the remains of the

ancient ecclesiastical city. With these excep-

tions, our classification, rough as it is, will

include the whole interest of the city. We have
not included the southern districts, as being

unnecessary to our study.

But we may add, for the sake of future in-

quirers, that it is quite possible to get a general

glance at the principal portions of Glasgow, on
both sides of the river, if the visitor will select

some centre of observation,—say tbe cathedral:

then proceed by Duke-street, through the High-
street, to the Cross, where the Gallowgate and
Salt-market both debouch

;
from the Cross to

the Eoyal Exchange, by Trongate and Argyle-

street ;
thence, by way of Buchanan-street, to

Sauchiehall-street and Blythawood-square. Here
at the west end lie the very handsome crescents

and the beautiful Kelvin-grove Park ; then pro-

ceeding by Charing-cross and North-street to

the Broomielaw and tbe harbour, he may cross

Glasgow Bridge, and pass through Hutchinson-

town to the South-side Park
;
look, in passing,

at the Gorbals, and return by Stockwell Bridge

to Argyle-street and George-square, and so to

bed, as Mr. Pepys would say.

Of course we cannot pretend to overtake this

extent of ground in onr own cursory survey

;

nevertheless, beginning at the old cathedral as

a starting-point, we may pass at once, by Duke-

street and Wellgrove-street, into the regions of

the Gallowgate.

The Gallowsgate of Glasgow—to give it^ its

ancient, and still by no means inappropriate

signification—is a street about a mile and a half

in length, which recals a certain faint resem-

blance to the High-street of Edinburgh. The
honaes are not so lofty, nor tbe closes, we fancy,

so dingy
;
for we must acknowledge that much

has been done within the last five-and-twenty

years to improve the thoroughfare and the tene-
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menta wliich abnt npon it. ludeed, at the
northern citrei.dty it 5? quite tnodomized. Still
there are pleoty specimens left of the ancient
nrchitectuie, which consists chiefly of fonr-story
tenements, with picturesque crow-stepped gables

the Irout, pointed tiiangnlar roofs, narrow
wiDdows,_ deeply chamfered on the lintels and
jambs, with here and there the remains of an
old gurgoyle, which has been superseded per-
haps, under the new Police Acts, by zinc roans
and ram-water conductors. The doorways which
are left entire arc heavily moulded, and often
contain quaint inscriptions or Scriptural legends
Our impression of the Gallowgate and its
gamins was by no means so bad as we had
anticipated

j and, in fact, the only conspicuous
fault we could find was a general one respecting
the mfantiy barracks, which are situated within
Its precincts, and which, we are sony to say, are
.^ytliing but creditable to the city of Glasgow.
However, the subject has already attracted the
attention af the authorities, who will doubtless
see to tbeir improvement,— if not to their total
removal to a better locality. Towards the lower
end of the long street, as it begins to approach
the Cress, we see unmistakable symptons that
the value of property must be rising. There
are several new tenements which we examined
with spacious shops, and wide, well-paved arch-
ways leading to their common stairs. Thesenew houses also posseseed a water-closet oneve^ floor, and the rental, we found, was
moderate. They were chiefly inhabited by the
better sort of working classes. Prom the foot of
the Gallowgate ivo cross over Trongato and
<mter the Salt-market,—the Glasgow Cheapside
of former days and the locality of the immortal
Baihe ^icol_ Jaivie,—which, we must admit, is
also gr^tly improved since we saw it some years
ago. What with the closing up of the open
sriBroQ r\F tV.a _i_ .

v _
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ment, still covered with thnloh, with enrions
opratures pierced at intervals to admit the
hgliL But, after all, who can study antique

w T,’f, of inhabitaBMPWe walked through the High-street on a qnietSunday afternoon. Even then, on that day so
pecniiarly sacred in Glasgow, the low type of
the population we saw clustering around the
filthy orifices which lead to their filthier dwell-
mgs, was ^ well marked and easily distinguish-
able, that it made one shudder to think of the
orgies of the preceding night. Low prostitutes,
with their criminal cefreres of the opposite sea,
vvero thickly scattered about,—many of them
still of premntnresge. If, os the modern sanitarymaiim tells ns, we are to judge of the people byhe houses they iuhahit, then we should say
they possess fit habitations. Of course, we sei.dom ventured to look beyond the entry of the
closes; and we could not but remark how un-
willing any loiterer whom we asked a civil
question was to give us information even as to
the name of his miserable vennel ! Such as we
did look at,— Fingall’s-close, Duncan’s-olose,
Dewer s-close, and one. No. 55, which we were
told had no name, like Wilkie Collins’s heroine—
were all alike disgusting in their dirt and their
wretchedness. It wds clear the lofty tenements
were unprovided with sanitary appliances

j for al^ge mon dust-bin, or “jaw-box.” placed at
the loot of the stairs, seemed the sole receptacle
f»f nil fllO /-IvHi’no-Tv »,„r. n1 _ . ,

have to report on what has recently been done
in the shape of improveineiit in Glasgow.

In order to get a glance at our second
divismn, we should make our starting-point at
the Gross. Here we get for the first time a
clear view along the Trongate, which, with its
continuation. Ar^le-strcet, constitutes the main
artery of the city,—the Fleet-street and the
btrand, as it were, of Glasgow. Here we may
note the perceptible improvement on the ancient
Cross,—one of those campanile towers sur-
mounted by four terminal flying buttresses,
springing from their base in the form of an im-
perial crown, which are common to Scottish
Mediffival Architecture. Wo confess that
we were not so well pleased with the conditionm which we found the statue of King William,
Its pedestal being at this moment converted into
a post for a pair of cast-iron urinals ! These are
certainly excellent improvements in their place

;but they are rather destructive of the amenU
ties as well as the artistic effect of an cques-
trian statne. If the necessity of the thing must
overpower all other considerations, why should
poor King William not be shifted to the Valhalla
at Geoi^e-square ? There are precedents for
such a course. Flaxman’s statne of Pitt was
removed from the Tontine Buildings, where we
stand, to the Corporation Galleries. Marochetti’s
equestrian statue of her Majesty was removed to
its present site from St. Viueent-atreet. Let us
t.tion T-ilvf IV. , 1 . -

of all the ordinary reW tli^ B. i

site from St. Viueent-atreet. Let us,

table gai-bage and the solid
P“^ ^ humble plea for the removal of

mente
^ ’ “^re-

;

the statue of “ Protestant WiUie”-a king whoso
It is a DlGaaino- fr, *- i-i, t a? i. i I

o^gtt to be dear to the hearts of al’

eps have been token r
^

!

8®°^ Scotsmen—to a nobler site and more conp ave been taken by the Corporation, under erenial comnanv * Tbp

- — - ...wM-uiaag uui.^ Lu report cnac etrectnal
steps have been token by the Corporation, under
the recent Glasgow City Improvement Act, for
the amelioration of these districts; and this Act

by-and-by have to describe more fnllv

spaces of the ancient Ihups^ the ^er^Go?’ oV hL^f
^ sanitary improvement which

Iran girders and plate^dass windows in most oL Before
f h

perioa we nave at present
the shop-fronts, and the gaudy style of painting, foct it f ^ consideration; and if the arcade of
a great change is observable in the antique

, to the removal ofThl ufoveS^^^
a paragraph

,
these buildings, level with the pavement, were

fb
^ m the aspect of the old ' the neius does not ann^rl ffi

T But in case covered m and properly converted by modern
thoroughfare. Still it is easy to recognise some ' must state that ^ht rf f

improvements, it might still answer very well
Dutch giblets and'Tw stonL iwbp in the Italian sMo, L the

genial company.* The Tontine Buildings we
have mentioned were the centre of business and
politics before the erection of the new Royal
Exchange in Queen-street, and may fitly repre-
sent the greatest architectural effort of the
eighteenth-century period we have at present
under consideration

; and if the arcade of

- — — vvwa .kLCiiiUU OUVIU, lOF tUB
design from the first floor upwards is very
good; but as it stands it has a yawning, hungry
look, aa if it were neither a hotel nor a rialto.

Cm m .... M . ....

ancient tenement, with its Dutch gablets a™d '

present University of Glas-
triangular dormer.; that recall the old fT “-itre of those vile

borough architecture which the modern Lom ' HMi Jf® Tf
describing, in the

seek after in vain.
^ ‘

'

J?''”*
^ for “ seminary of look, aa if it were neither a hotel no?'a rinlto

1
"-ere as '

It tfe corSrof Hioh s°S'^
the TOllcge gate,

,

Neat to this is a very tasteful range of building;
heal by as them enteriors are picturesque, wo ' stamTs Srh^rfo lt^h

College-street, m the Flemish vein of Scottish architecture,
should have no cause to regret them on the Srnoet hved d 7h

Thomas Campbell, erected not long ago as a branch of the 01^
score of pnhlm health

; and if the inhabitants of
' lifeT G Zow oL oneht"r^ 11 , f*'

in order
the houses above were as frugal and industrious in order to rTOrectate Zrc m”'

»

^

‘>>e finest in Glasgow of the
ns the tenants of the shops underneath, we should sures of Ln/-' Wl“t ° 0

“^
'

appl,cation of Scottish Baronial to the architec

th.8 was £ be snr£t wh oTT” => '-a-'chouse, we must pass throngb the

her Maiestv dnrin? her • > 1°
,

Cimdleriggg to Ingram-street, to the magnificent

TbP J b -I

her first visit to Gla^igow ! buildings of Campbell & Co. Of course we can

the
not find fault with the taste nor the cost of it

“ jj ugui anu inoustrious
as the tenimtso* the shops underneath, we should
have as lutle to lament on the score of public
morals. But that is a wide question, and it
must not be raised in a merely incidental form.

_

We must now take a glance at the notorious re-
gnonsoftheBnggate. OppositeCandleriggs.andon
the south or river side of Trongate,we enter King-
street, once the most fashionable, then the most
respectable, business locality of the city. It isnow one of the poorest and disreputable; for in
that square of buildings embraced within King-
stpet, Briggate, Stockwel), and Trongate, are
situated some of the worst of those wynds and
closes which have given such an unenviable
notoriety to the lower districts of Glasgow-
those dens of criminals and hotbeds of disease
which, as we shall see, have evoked such
strenuous efforts on the part of the Corpora-

to root out and destroy. And we must
say^ that they bad waited long enough. For

V scarcely possible to conceive a more
disgusting quarter in any large town. Millar’s-
place 18 worse than Clare-market. Prince’s-
street is worse than the Cowgate of Edinburgh.
In the Briggote (Bridge-gate) itself we could
aiscem symptoms of improvement. The infa-mous goowdiibs, for example, are almost obli-
terated. Still the condition was similar

;
only itwas enhvened with a few more Bheebeena orlow oatme-hoiites. As to the condition of the

alleys and doses branching off here, they aresimply unspeakable, and we need not dwell onthem; for, had ns the Bnggate and its confluentwyu(^ may be, we are of opinion that the Higb-
Btreet and its “ vennels” are worse !—and that
js saying a great deni.
The High-street of Glasgow and the popula-

lion of its wynds and “ vennels ” have been de-Ecnbed ad nauseam; but it must stfll, we sus-
pect, constitute a r.-aining ground “of what to
avoid for many generations of sanitary econo-
mists, that 18 to say, if the improvement bills

f
improve it off the face of the

— -“•“'“50 nicuiaoives are certoinjj
the least worthy of all the temples of learn-
ing in the kingdom; for, although the front
elevation to the l%h-street has a quaint half-
conventual aspect, with its low arched gateway,
stone balcony. Decorated narrow windows, and
antique dormers,—the courts, halls, and lecture-
rooms are little short of absolute meanness,
when we consider the noble purposes to which
they are applied. The principal quadrangle
bears the date, we observed, of 1652, and the
style of architecture is of course Tudor,—upon
a very inconsiderable plan, however, of small
dimensions and grotesque details. We mnst
confess that we were rather disappointed at the
poverty of those ancient buildings of which weh^ previously heard so much. Unquestionably
they possess a very high historical interest

;

but they are, we think, far inferior to the
most humble and unpretentious bnildings of
the German universities of the same age. The
venerable principal. Dr. Caird, we observed,
from a brass plate, has bis residence in this un’
healthy atmosphere. Perhaps it may be a purely
official residence, like that of the Prime Ministerm Downing-street; and it is possible that be
neither sleeps nor eats his meals there. But if
he does, we can only say that his theological
constituents are by no means so careful as they
ought to be of a valuable life. The parish
school hard by is adorned with a bulging circular
dome, springing from a square base, which is
about the ugliest thing of the sort we ever re-
collect of seeing in Scotland. On the whole,
we must congratulate the Glasgow professors
and students, as well as the Glasgow public, on
the prospect of a speedy removal of their ancient
university to Gilmore-hil], for it has certainly
lalJen into evil society in its old age ! The
buildings were sold in 1864, under the authority

..ILU LUO LiU»(.0 DOl’ 106 COSC Ot it.
There is no higher feature in burghal philosophy,
ancient and modem, than the tendency of
wealthy merchants to adorn their places of
business. Yet it is a curions thing, after all,
to see a Glasgow warehouse of the nineteenth
century planned and executed to its minutest
detail, turrets, towers, bartizans, rope mould-
ings, and flat-arched doorways,—upon the model
of a Border fortress of the Middle Ages. Is
not this a sort of paradox P Upon what prin-
ciple can we reconcile the two purposes of the
two buildings ? We will not stay to answer the
question, for we are glad to admit that Messrs.
Catppbell’s warehouses are a fine piece of com-
position, a splendid strncture, and, on the whole,
does infinite honour to the city. But how much
better it would have looked in a Highland glen
than it does in Ingram-street ! Contested with
these buildings, where the Mediaeval elements
are idealized and, as far as possible, modernized;
where, in point of fact, modern taste h.-is sot to
work upon a style of antique basis ; we may
note that shop and warehonse at the corner of
Marwell-street and Argyle-street, called the
“ Granite Buildings,” in which we think there
has been a modem perversion of an ancient
material. These buildings mnst have been
enormously expensive, inasmuch as the whole
elevation, from basement to blocking course, i&
constructed with dressed Aberdeen or Argyle-
shiro granite. We have seen in onr day the best

the rest of the aoeient citv^'"Tu^fo^ throld 1

^ the Union Railway
.

-------— .neman
vennel we obseived a mnaf' *. |

^“pacy. This is the second, and without This statue, we maj add, was presentedirea a moat dilapidated tone- i donbt one of the very best, measures we ahaU 1 Madras
"

- .. the fashion among Ite guide-book writer*, who
follow each other, of course, like sheep, to disparsce thia
fine old statue, and to repeat that it is “ of no i^reat merit

“Black’s Guide to Glasgow,”
p. 23 ; Millar s Illustrated Guide,” p. 27.) We can only

opuoon. with the exception of Maro-
chetti a Duke of eiliegton in front of the Exchange, it
18 the beat equestrian statue we hare seen in Glasgow.
1 he horse is not much worth, and the pedestal, we admit,u abominable; but the historical portrait of the man is
mraluable. This statue, we may add, was presented to
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productions of granite buildings both in Aber-

deen. and Cornwall ;
but we never saw the obdu-

rate material used after sack a fashion as this,

—

a gaudy, unmeaning attempt at elaborate French

shop architecture, carved, ornamented, and, in

short, overdone.

Of coui'se, our readers will easily understand

that those specimens of modern warehouses

are rebuilt on former sites ;
in fact, the build-

ings which they superseded were the old man-

sions of the merchant princes, or tobacco lords,

who first, by their wealth and its judicious

expenditure, gave rise to the most important

extension of Glasgow. The Buck’s Head Inn,

in Argyle-streefc, was the last specimen left of

"their well-ordered, self-contained mansions} but

the cotton lords and modern merchants now fix

their residences further west, and nothing is left

of eighteenth-century Glasgow but an endless

range of shops and a labyrinth of warehouses.

We now come to the central regions of

“the money power” in Glasgow—that is, the

neighbourhood of the Koval Exchange. Not-

withstanding its artistic faults, its incongruities

of design—such, for example, as the duplicate

aspect of the building on the side elevations,

arising from the fact that the eastern half is

designed with . attached pilasters, and the

western by a projecting colonnade of fluted

Corinthian pillars, and, finally, notwithstanding

its acknowledged obligations to the Boyal Ex-

change of London—the Glasgow Eoyal Exchange
is a fine building. The great room is particularly

handsome, the lofty arched and panelled ceiling,

with the double row of supporting columns,

adding greatly to its rich effect, which, however,

is still business like, and not over-gilded nor too

gaudily decorated. The Exchange is situated in

the centre of a very stately square of buildings,

of plain but massive design, rather too closely

built, perhaps, to the central edifice, still forming

as a whole, a remarkably rich and imposing

cluster of buildings. All around, of course, wo
see banks, insurance-offices, rich warehouses, and
splendid shops. Some of these public buildings

—the National Bank, for instance—seem as if

they had been transplanted by some Aladdin-like

feat of enchantment from Lombard - street or

Old Broad-street }
and, indeed, the hand of the

Loudon architect is easily distinguishable. The
National Bank is a very good specimen of

modern Italian, highly decorated, consisting of

two stories, the lower enriched with a range of

Ionic columns, the upper with a similar range in

the Corinthian style, surmounted by a rich en-

tablature and cornice, and capped by a flat and
bevelled platform roof. Rising from the cornice

is a group of sculpture consiating of the royal

arms in the centre, and an allegorical statue on
either side. Alongside of this, in point of

artistic merit, we are inclined to place the

Commercial Bank in Gordon-street,—unfortu-

nately too narrow a street for the full display of

its qualities. This building is of a very old

Italian type, and is said to be modelled after

the Farneae Palace. The semicircular arched
windows and doorway of the basement are deeply

rusticated on the quoins and voussoirs, and a
very graceful efi’ect is produced by the introduc-

tion of sculpture in the segmental pediments of

the upper stories. The doorway contains a re-

cessed porch. The roof is cut into a centre block

and two lower wings, and the elevation as a

whole is noble as well as chaste. Nearly oppo-

site this bank, at the corner of Gordon-street,

and West Nile-street, we come upon a very fine

range of shop and warehouses belonging to Sir

Andrew Orr, the late Lord Provost of Glasgow.

In Buchanau-street there are also many similar

specimens of tasteful shop architecture,—in par-

ticular that of Messrs. Stewart & Macdonald and
Richmond &, Co., which are spacious without
being disproportionate, and ornate without being
florid. Some rather pretentious Italian facades
we observed, in which the designs had failed to

catch the true angles or segments in the pedi-

ments
5
but that is neither here nor there. The

whole of these buildings were supplied with
plate-glass windows, many, as we could see, with
revolving shutters, and not a few with orna-

mented brass sash-bars. Indeed, the stranger
need only be a single hour in Glasgow to dis-

cover that he is placed amidst a community who
well understand the arts of commerce and its

architectural correlations. There are not better

banks, warehouses, and shops to be seen any-
where. They have not succeeded so well as yet
ill building churches, we are sorry to say.

As to the Domestic architecture embraced
under our fourth division, we shall just notice

three typical varieties ;—the four story tene-

,

ments, with common stairs, which line both sides

of Sanchiehall-street ;
the self-contained houses

of Blythswood - square }
and the modern self-

contained houses in the crescents and terraces.

The first class of tenements are something

similar to those which we recently described in

the Domestic architecture of the New Town of

Edinburgh, but with more ornament on their

elevation, such as moulded lintels and jambs,

! and projecting cornices over windows.* The

:

general plan of a tenement is, in a front street

like Sauchiehall-street, ground-floor shops, with

cellars beneath, and doorway to the passage or

close of common stair ;
first floor two houses,

second floor two houses, and third floor two

houses. In a back street such as Renfrew-

street, the shops on the ground-floor are trans-

formed into two main doors, with the inevitable

“ close ” between them, and kitchen, &c., on base-

ment, in place of cellars. The dimensions are,

usually, we guess, of a tenement in the block,

60 ft. frontage by 40 ft. depth, by 50 ft. height, or

thereby. This will allow of very good-sized

apartments 5
ceilings of 12 ft., llj ft., 11 ft.,

lOi ft. respectively. The rents vary more ac-

cording to the neighbourhood than to the pro-

perty
;
but, in general, a ” half flat,” that is to

say, a house of four or five apartments, is 251. to

351., more or less, per annum. All the houses

we have comprehended in this division possess a

water-closet, and the greater proportion a bath

(shower and plunge). The “closet” of each

house is usually planned to occupy the quarter

of space which forma the landing of the stair-

case, and, accordingly, the only light or ventila-

tion is by a little window into tbe staircase

!

This vile practice, indeed, is universal in Glas-

gow. The best and worst localities suffer alike

in this respect. If the staircase itself were

thoroughly ventilated, there might be less to

regret ;
but such is not the case. There are

other evils incidental to common stairs, such ns

the bell apparatus to the “stairfoot” door, the

general dirt of the walls, and the dingy look of

the windows }
but we cannot stay to consider

them. The worst fault we have heard alleged

of these common stairs is that the policeman on

duty goes to sleep in them daring the night.

A similar resemblance pervades the self-

contained houses in Blythswood-square to their

congeners in Edinburgh, a sunk area in front, a

back green behind, a dining-room, drawing-

room, and bedroom floor, with attics. Com-

pared "with the best Edinbargh square of the

same period, however, — Charlotte-square we
mean, — this Blythswood - square must be

assigned a subord^ate place. The rooms are

not so lofty, the whole buildings are not so

large, and tbe architectural character is meaner.

Nevertheless, these houses arevery highly rented,

and are inhabited chiefly by professional men,

clergymen, doctors, and lawyers. Madeline

Smith’s tragedy rather destroyed its character

for some time. But it recovered its tone imme-

diately when Professor Gardiner went to reside

there.

The crescents which overlook the beautiful

Kelvin-grove Park afford by far the finest and most

recent examples of high-class Domestic archi-

tecture in Glasgow. As far as the somewhat

composite style may be described of these pala-

tial mansions, we may pronounce them a mixture

of Italian and modern French. The elevation con-

sists of handsome bay-windows on all the floors,

with square or rectangular domical roofs,

covered with zinc, high engrailed ridges, with

spirelets, triangular or segmental dormers, and

gablets with tasteful finials. The interior

fittings, as we understand, of most of the houses,

are of the most luxurious and costly description.

Tbe balls and staircases are decorated with

scagliola or imitation marble columns and

pilasters, stained-glass windows, and elaborate

ceilings. The drawing-rooms are decorated and

gilded in the highest style of art. The baths

are of marble, washhand-basins of tinted porce-

lain, with hot and cold water laid on, and fittings

of German silver. The furniture is costly and

very extravagant, and the pictures iu some

houses are of a high class. But we cannot dwell

on these things, however interesting, We can

only sum up by stating that the houses in these

splendid crescents are chiefly inhabited by tbe

merchants and manufacturers whose places of

business we have just reviewed, and we must

own that whatever sins of omission these

wealthy burgeoises may have laid to their

charge, encouragement of architecture and the

gno arts is certainly not among them. We

* See BviUer, vol, xxir., p. 518.

should add hei-e that the magnificent range of

terraces in the vicinity of the Botanic Gardena,

Grosvenor-terraco, Kew-terrace, and Windsor-

terraco, are quite equal to the crescents in point

of architectural value and design.

Hitherto we have rapidly and imperfeclly

sketched the progress of a large city in so far as

this has been determined by the wealth and
individual effort of the citizens themselves in

a private capacity. In another article we shall

describe what has been done by them as a cor-

poration.

PROGRESS AT PARIS EXHIBITION.

A COEEESPONDENT Writes from Pai-is,—The
weather here is all that could be desired. It is

rather hot, but with a cool wind blowing that is

very refreshing. The Exhibition is growing

more and more in public estimation, and the

radiating plan and the zones, as they are

understood, have many advantages. There ia

one very remarkable feature which must be

observed. When you have paid to enter the

Park there are no regulations. You can go “ in,

and out, and round about," as you please.

Excepting some of the unfluished buildings in

tbe outer grounds, nothing is d^fendu. In fact,

for the first time lately, the French can be free

for a franc. This freedom to go which way you

will is inexpressibly agreeable, and must produce

a permanently useful impression on the French

themselves. Nothing to an Englishman is so

vexatious and intolerable as the way in which

everything is “ regulated ” in France. Another

feature is also deserving of observation. Tbe

absence of chairs in the courts is a positive

advantage— there are plenty in the open

courts and passages—and selfish people are thus

prevented seating themselves in the way of those

desiring to see and move on. Of the carpenters’

work, which has been so much noticed, the most

that can be said of it is that it will lead to variety

of form and application of wood-work} but, as to

artistic work, there is very little approach to

English carpentry. The jalousies of the Turkish

and Oriental houses exhibit beautiful and various

forms, producing the most agreeable effect, and
almost creating a feeling of wonder how snch

elaborate woi'k can be available for the purpose.

On a careful examination, however, they are

found to be produced in the simplest manner.

The turner has the principal hand iu it. In the

ceramic department there is a remarkable repeti-

tion and variation of Chinese patterns in all

countries. Why is this ? They ai’e very beautiful

nevertheless. In the Prussian and many other

courts the price is put on each article, and this

has led to a considerable number being sold

:

already the little ticket “ vendu ” ia vexationaly

frequent. In the Prussian, and, indeed, in all

the Northern European courts, the prices are

very reasonable, and many of the articles

exceedingly beautiful. In one of tbe Prussian

courts there are shown works in “ Carrara

ceramique,” something between terra-cotta and

biscuit-china,—sharp, and beautiful in colour,

in very large objects, cornices, brackets, and

vases. One of the latter, about 4 ft. high, has

been sold 200 times. The price for house

decoration is from 10 francs to 50 francs per

m5bre.

On all hands it is admitted that the English,

glass is far superior to that of all other

countries. Our Minton and Wedgwood wares

also rebut all competitors. Two large claret

bottles, or jugs, by Dobson, engraved in a most

wonderful and beautiful manner, Lave been

bought by South Kensington for 1501. each.

They are well worth the money. C. H.

A New Fuel.—Some experiments are iu pro-

gress with regard to a new kind of peat-luel,

known as Lee’s patent, which is alleg^ to pos-

sess great advantages over coal, both as regards

power and economy, for generating steam. Ac-

cording to an account in the Shipping Gazette,

of a trial of this fuel,—” The results arrived at

were considered to prove that peat,^ when

properly dried and submitted to a certain pro-

cess, and then saturated in oil, has greater

heating power than the best Welsh coal, ihe

advantages possessed by ibis peat fuel are the

rapidity with which a fire can be hghteff, and

economy in working and apace. Put a few

blocks in tbe furnace, apply a match, and in an

instant the whole is in a mass of flame. Ir cry

little stoking is required.”
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the chorlton union hospital •

NEAR MANCHESTER.
Slowlt, but by evident steps, the right

system of the planning of hospitals is being
established

; and the pavilion-principle is being
recognised and adopted in new buildings. More-
over, the system itself, of the separate blocks is
being

^
supplemented and perfected by better

attention to air-space and ventilation in the
wards, and to the requirement ofdistance between
the blocks, than was given in the original models
such as the hospitals at Brussels and Bordeaux
The governors of St. Thomas’s Hospital and
their architect have gone far to mitigate what
we must still regard as disadvantages of an
urban site, by their adoption of a very wide-
spaced distribution of the pavilions, and thus are
^proving greatly upon the planning of the
Herbert Hospital at Woolwich. Doubtless, when
the new building at Stangate is finished, it will
rival the Government building in the complete-
ness of Its utilization of the different sanitary
contnvanceB m which this period of the progress
ot the arts of construction is prolific, and which
are never more important than when applied in
buildings designed for the treatment of disease.
Evenin the existing hospitals of London-the
wards of which for the most part are planned onwhat are now deemed erroneous principles
improvements of considerable importance havetaken place, due to the present appreciation, by
the faculty, not simply of the importance of
TentilatioD, but of the difficulty of correcting.

I

by mechamcal contrivances, omission of provi-
Bions for the self-acting ingress and egress of
air. The workhouse-hospitals, however, of the
metropolis,—m which probably three or four
times as many sick persons are provided for. asin the hospitals of the other class,—are little
amended from the lamentable condition that wasexposed by the “Lancet Commission” in 1865-
mdeed, all value being attached to nursing, theymust continue in the main defective, or non-
cnrative, and that way productive of pauperism,
so long as the buildings are unimproved or
rather, so long as they are nob rebuilt

’

It IS satisfactory to find that every Union inEngland, under the Poor Law, does not deal with
Its poor on the harsh or mistaken system of the
metropolis. The most recent example of im-
proved hospital -construction, indeed, and one
characterised by features deserving special
notice hM been produced by one of the unions,
the Chorlton Union, in the recently-erected hos-
pital attached to the workhouse at Withineton
near Manchester. ° ’

paring the last dozen years wo have watched
and, m some respects, largely influenced, that
progress to which allusion has been made in our
opening sentences,—not only illustrating the
French examples, but describing from actual
ipspection each structnre at home, at the time
of Its erection, from the Blackbnrn Infirmary
to the last Woolwich building. In the same
course of proceeding, and through similar meanswe now supply particulars of the Chorlton
Hospital. On another page will be found illus-
trationa of the heating- and ventilating-arrange-
ments of the wards.* Mr. Thomas WorthingSin
IS the architect of the building.

It may be well to mention that the ChorltonUmon appears to be one of the largest and most
pop^ous m the kingdom. It includes a portion
of the town of Manchester, and has a popu-
lation of upwards of 180,000 persons, or morethan there are in any of the parishes of the
metropolis, excepting St. Paneras. which has a
population of 198,788 on an area of 2,716 acres
or less th^ one-fourth of the area of the
Chorton Union. The Chorlton Guardians
about ton years ago erected the workhouse at
Withington, m the open country, south of the

1 JS accommodation for from
1,200 to 1,500 inmates, the latter being thenumW for which the building was originally
certified by the Poor Law Board. The hospita^lt^n consisted of detached blocks placed at theertreme ends, and arranged each on the old
•1“’ 0*' central corridor and wards on each

side. Enormous growth of the population ofthe district led to great overcrowding of the
hospital

; all kinds of infectious disorders gotmingled in the wards; and the sick had nob un-
Irequently to be placed in the body of the house
Alter long discussion, and much prejudice to be
surmounted, the determination was arrived at

^ gronnd at the back
01 the line of the workhouse, and to adopt the

pavilion-principle in the design and building.
Ice new hospital was commenced in 1864; and

wards were occupied in 1866
pavilions, or

ward-blocks, each of three stories, and 100 ft
apart running nearly north and south, and con^
neoted at their sonthern ends by a long arcadedrorndor of oommnnioation. Projecting from
this corridor on the sonthern side, and not farfrom the centre of the length, is the kitchen,
serving for both hospital and workhouse. It isconnected at its sonthern end with the work-
honse. The corridor is profusely lighted bylargo windows on both of its sides; fnd oppo
site the end of each of the four airing-conrts
between the blocks, there is a door with steps ofdescent into the court. Each ward proper, or
portion, devoted to patients, of each story ofthe pavilion ,s 121 ft. long and 21 ft. wide, and
provides beds for 32 patients. The heights, in

II ft. for the first-floor, and 15 ft. for the ward
at the top, which IS partly within the slope ofthe roof. The air-space per patient may betaken as varying from very little over 1300
cubic feet to about 1,380 cubic feet.
The quantity recommended by the “Lancet

Oommission, ,s from 1,000 to 1,200 cnbio feet,
but tor fever oases much more. In a statement of
principles of planning of hospitals in the Lancet
of May 19th, 1866, wo find the quantity specified
as at least 1,200 cubic feet, or 2,000feet in the case
of fever-wards. In the same statement, ro-

3“"’“ “S 80 ft.W 100 ft. : windows were to occupy one-sixth of
the wall-space, being provided with blinds for
exclusion of light when necessary; and the gene,
ral aspect was to be southern, without obstruc-
tion of air or of the sun's rays

; whilst there was
to be protection from the north and east. The
wards of the Chorlton Hospital depart some-
what from these stipulations. The ends of theward- blocks, farthest from the corridor of
oommnmcation, and where there is an open-
air balcony on each floor, are to the north.Ihey have a considerable tract of country
in front of them. The arrangement ofthe blockswas the best that the ground attached to the
workhouse permitted. Further, as to stipnla.
tions concerning air-space, the document (signedby seven medical men) that was issued by the
Asseo.atmn formed in 1866, for improving them^maries of workhouses, advised not less than
1,000 cubic feet, and for particular classes of,eases 1,200 to 1,500 ft. per patient. The Barrack
Commission specified 1,200 ft. for military
hospitals; whilst Miss Nightingale and MnRoberton would have never less than 1.500 ft

infectious disorders
from 1.800 to 2,000 ft. The Chorlton Guardians,
alter much discnssion, determined upon 1,350 ft
or thereabonts, more than double the minimum
space required by the Poor Law Board, andabout three times that allowed in several of
the larger Metropolitan workhouse-hospitals.

Ihe particulars of the proceedings of the
guardians are supplied in a paper giving anaoconut of the hospital, that was read by the
architect in January last, at a meeting of the
Manchester Statistical Society,_the society atwhich Mr. ^bertou had read his three papers
on subjects bearing upon hospital-constmetion.*

Ihero are eight windows on each side, facing
one another, in the length of each ward

; and
generally there are two beds against each pie^

1 A ft
°°°

u
Each window-opening is10 ft. in height and I ft. 8 in. in width

; it stands
2 ft. 9 iii. above tlie floor, and is carried up tothe celling or deducting only the space occupiedby the Imtel,- and the height of the frame is
divided into three parts, whereof the two lower
are fitted with sliding sashes of the ordinary
kind, and with Venetian blinds. The upper

1850, was,-" On the

Veitfutr
^ Reference to the Plan of Construction and

S, fi cl « / i*"
Hospitals for the Reception ofthe Sick and Wounded. The second, in March ISSflw.. ™l,tl.d-..A few Addition.! Su'reLtfo" iia,;

* See p. 330.

..•Wt-AlOUli tJl Jauspi ._
A u<= third, November, 1860, was.— “ On the^ of Additional as well as Improved Hospital Aecom-
Surgical Patients in Mannfaoturing andMining Districts, bnt especially in Manchester ” At the

A Plea for the Esrablish-

ZM ^??,'’^>?3cent Hospital for Manchester and the

4 18K^n'“ M wad anotherpaper
p .1 “ A

TbeLawa of Nature’s Ventilation.”
^ ^

Miss Nightingale’s

‘^8 Government Commission, entitled ‘‘AGenera Report of the Commissioners app^o Dted tor

coEs. ^ initiatory articles in onr

portion of the window, above a transom, has aswivel-hung sash. A portion, amounting toabout one-third of the height of this latter,
takes the form of a hopper, sloping inwards,
which_ 18 glazed at the front and ends, and ha^
hne wire-ganze to the space (the length of tho
opening, and 2 in. in width.) at the top

j so that,
even m wmtor-time, or when all the sashes are
closed there is a small space, always open,
through which there is an in-current

; whilst a
slightly upward direction is given by the sloping
form ot the hopper, in order that the air may be
thrown towards the centre of the ward, and be
so distributed as to avoid down-currents. The
hopper is of cast-iron. The swivel-hung portion
10 opened, when required, by cords, by which it
can be_ fixed at any angle. Thus, any or all of
the divisions may be opened more or less. The
glass of the swivel-hung sash is coloured greenm most cases. The provisions just described, for
ventilation, are not the only ones. A considerable
number of small air-grids, or channels, for the
admission of air, are built into the walls at short
intervals close to the ceiling. These grids have
a sloping lip on the inside, projecting about
o in. from the wall, with an inclination of about
45 to prevent the air falling at once in a cold
volume to the lower part of the ward A
corresponding grid is placed in the opposite
wall m each case; and the air appears to
take a direction generally across the ward.
By the several contrivances, and the air being
admitted in very small quantities and at
very numerous places, there is a constant but
imperceptible stream continually passing across
close to the ceiling, towards the opposite win-
dow-opening, or diffusing itself without draughts
and displacing the gaseous portion of tho con’
tamed air which naturally rises to the top. The
form of the small air-channels is such that they
would hardly be observed if not pointed out, and
are therefore not likely to be wilfully obstructed •

indeed as they are close to the ceiling they
are out of reach. In the floor of each ward
at a distance of 6 ft. from tho outer walls’
are a number of “hit-and-miss” gratings’
with galvanized-iron horizontal tubes or flues, to
conduct the fresh air to the foot of the beds,
should it be required in foul cases, or when itmay not be desirable to open the windows.
These last-mentioned contrivances, on the occa-
sion of our visit, did not appear to have been
ever used. For egress of air there are at various
points below the ceiling, as for example on the
chimney-breasts, openings which are connected

j

with air-shafts, or flues, which are carried up
j

in moat cases along with the smoke-flues so aa
I

to discharge above the roof-level. Each smoke-
I

flue forms a fireplace, and has in fact beside it a
ventilatmg-flue from the same ward. In the
case of the top-wards, which are partly in the
roof, and where consequently the windows do
not reach to the highest part of the ceiling,
egress-flues are connected with revolving venti-
lators, of large diameter, on the ridge of the
rooE For flushing the ward in a short time
with fresh air, there is, besides the arrangement
of the windows in the opposite walls, one for the
purpose of obtaining a current from end to end
of the ward, and clearing the upper part without
openmg the doors. Thus, at the entrance-end
of the ward, over the door from the stair-
case, is an opening 6 ft. in height and 4 ft in
width, glazed with five lonvrea, which can be
worked without noise by a key that is in the
care of the attendant.
At the other or balcony end of the ward, there

18 a large swivel-window similar to windows
already described. In practice, the louvres are
rarely closed. Each ward is lighted at night
by gas-burners, in three rings, over which a
funnel-shaped cowl is suspended, which ter-
minates in an iron flue communicating with a
shaft in the wall, by means of which tho pro-
dnets of the gas are carried off, while at the
same time an upward current is caused and a
father impulse given to the ventilation during
the night, when the windows are usually closed
The warming is effected by open fire-places, but
differently from the arrangement in the Herbert
Hospital, where the grates are in the middle of
the floor of each ward, and where the smoke is
conducted by descending flues, and then throoffh
the flooring, to the ascending flue in the walTs.
In the Chorlton Hospital, the fire-places are in
the walls, or two fire-places on one side, and one
on the other, or dividing the length into five
eqnal spaces, and affording each patient a view
of the fire. The openings are 5 ft. in width, and
the better to assist ventilation of the ward are
made so much as 5 ft. 6 in. in height to the
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tapper part of the opening. The opening is partly
closed by an iron hood

j
but in this is a large

circular “ hit-and-miss ” grating. The object of
the arrangement is, in short, that the opening

'

may be closed when the fire is first lighted, and
until the flue has got warmed, and the draught
is well in action

; and that then the grating may
be opened, and a stratum of air, up to about 5 ft.

6 in. in height, bo drawn from the room up into
the chimney. “Practically,” writes the archi-

tect, “ the flues draw so efiectually that it is

very rarely necessary to close these gratings.”
Nevertheloes wo found the greater number of
those in the wards we entered, closed, whether
because the chimneys were apt to smoke, or only
from forgetfulness, was not clear. When opened,
in the lower wards, improvement in the air of
the room, near the fire-place, was at once per-
ceptible, albeit there had been nothing in the
ventilation of the ward calling for notice, unless
as favourably compared with wards of hospitals
on the old plan. One of the top-wards how-
over was full of smoke. The reason given was
that tho chimneys required sweeping. The
sides and backs of the fire-places are formed
of fire-brick, the aides being inclined at an angle
of about 45'’, so that the heat may be reflected
at a corresponding angle across the ward. The
fire, placed low down, is contained in a basket of
plain wrought-iron bars

;
metal about the fire is

avoided as much as possible. The angles at the
back of the fire-brick are filled in solid with
brickwork, though otherwise shown on onrplan.
There is a wide hearth, and a low stone fender.
The temperature of the wards averaged 58°, on
our visit at the end of Febrnary. In the three
principal chimney-stacks in each of the five
pavilions there is a special fine built, discharging
above the roof, to which the drains are con-
nected, for ventilating purposes. This flue is

entirely independent of any other, but is placed
between two smoke- flues, which cause upward
current. By this means the drainage is venti-
lated at fifteen points. On tho top of these
flues charcoal-boxes will be placed, to destroy
any gases that may rise from the drains.
The drainage is entirely outside the buildings

:

in no case is a drain brought within the walls,
excepting to receive the descending soil-pipes
or waste-water pipes.

Tho wards are ceiled to the underside of the
joists of tho flooring above. Tho joists, which
run in the direction of the length of tho ward,
are borne by crosa-girdors, the ends of which are
carried on corbels that are built into the side-
walls. The trimmer-arches below the hearth, in
the upper stories, are in each case carried partly
by a short iron girder. The mode of finishing the
walls internally, whether by Parian cement or
otherwise, is not decided on. Each wall is built
with a cavity, to prevent any possible influx
of damp. The floor-boarding is of deal filled-in
in the joints with marine-glue.
The ground-floor ward, in each pavilion, is

reached from the longitudinal connecting-corri-
dor of the pavilions, by passing across a hall
which measures on plan 22 ft. by 19 ft. In this
hall, to the left of the entrance, are the stairs of
ascent to the wards of the two upper floors.
They are of very easy ascent, and without win-
ders. Right of the entrance are two rooms,
one the nurse’s room, and the other the ward-
scullcry or kitchen

;
and there is also a hoist, to

the upper floors, for coals and food. The nurse’s
room has an inspection-window looking into the
ward from the end. Considering that great, and
doubtless well-deserved, praise, is given to the
“ unwearied eflbrts ” and “ gratuitous services ”

of two Sisters of Charity from the Protestant
Religious Sociely at all Saints’, Margaret-street,
London, we were surprised to find the essential
of the nurse’s room, the window looking into
the ward, closed. The scullery, or kitchen,
is provided with a small cooking-range and
oven and other requisite fittings. Under the
stairs is a closet.

At the extreme northern end of each pavilion
are small attached blocks, projecting laterally,
containing in the case of the right-hand block,
and looking northwards, the bath-room, and lava’
tory, and in the other case three closets and a
sink. Between these blocks, or wings, is an
open-air balcony, on each floor, for the patients
who may bo convalescent, and where an ex-
tensive view over green fields is obtained. The
access to the balcony is through a large sash-
door or window. The landings of the balconies
of the upper stories are carried by iron columns.
We bhonld have mentioned that the terrace at
the other end of the wards, forming the covering
of the long corridor of communication, affords

space for a promenade on the first-floor level,

exceeding 500 ft. in length.
It seems desirable that reconsideration of the

arrangement of the lateral wing-projections
should not bo omitted in any future hospital.
The balconies between these blocks, at the end
of the pavilion, are provided perhaps better
than such features could be in any other dis-
position; but the outlook from side-windows of
the wards is interfered with, if not in some
measure are light and air. However, all planning
must be a compromise between advantages and
disadvantages. In the bath-room, the bath is

placed detached from the walls, so that a patient
may be supported on both sides. The material
of the bath is the Stourbridge fire-clay, lined
with a coating of porcelain. The supply of
water is constant

;
and hot water, though heated

in the ward-kitchen, or scullery, at a distance of
140 ft., can be obtained at all times. Adjoining
is tho lavatory, where the basins are of earthen-
ware in polished slate tables or slabs. Hot and
cold water are obtainable at all times from taps,
both for washing-purposes and for filling the
portable bathe. A 2-incb fire-plug and hose are
fixed in this wing on each floor.

Hero also are the dnst-shoot and thefonl-Hnen
shoot : tho former is of cast-iron, with hopper and
door on each floor, discharging into an ash-pit
outside the building, and the latter of wood,
discharging into a ventilated chamber in the
basement. The two shafts adjoin, and are
carried up about 8 ft. above the roof, with a
revolving ventilator 2 ft. 6 in. diameter on the
top, to prevent any foul or stagnant air accumu-
lating in the shafts.

The water-closets, contained in the left wing,
are simple in constrnction and inexpensive.
The entire basin and seat are of earthenware,
without wooden seats or fittings. The cleans-
ing is effected by means of a chain attached to
the door, which raises the valve and flushes the
basin each time it is used. A sink or trcaigh for
emptying the bed-pans adjoins, and bas a similar
earthenware basin with a lead receiver on the top,
flushed by means of a hand-pull. The divisions
between the closets, as also between the bath-
room and lavatory of the other wing-block, are
of sawn slate : they are carried np to the height
of abont 7 ft

,
with a framework of cast-iron.

In each wing is a small fire-place in an angle.
The Manchester Corporation convey the water

to tho workhouce by a special T-inch main, which
entirely surrounds the hospital-buildings. Fire-
plugs are placed between every pavilion, both at
the northern and the southern ends, besides in
other conrenient positions, and the pressure
from the mains is sufficient to reach to the roof
in case of fire. Ten tanks, one on the top of
each of the wings just described, each containing
2,500 gallons of water, are supplied by rising
mains 3 in. in diameter : so that when filled,

25,000 gallons of water are stored for the use of
the hospital.

The hot-water apparatus has been contrived
with care, and is arranged on a plan suggested
by Mr. Ward, the contractor for this part of the
work. The boiler and hot-water reservoir are
in the small ward-kitchen on the ground floor,
and the hot-water piping is carried as before
mentioned to the wing containing the baths and
lavatories. The whole of these pipes are wrapped
in thick coarse felt, to prevent frost having effect
on the water; and the entire system of piping
may be emptied in the basement in ca e of re-
pairs or extreme frost.

The works last in hand have included a com-
plete refitting of the kitchen, by Messrs. Sbiilito
& Shorland, of Manchester, with the cooking-
apparatns required for the large number of rosi-
dents or sojourners in the workhouse and hospital.
These fittings display some clever contrivance
and good workmanship, as in the case of a large
steamer, with meat -stand; which last is en-
closed, when the steaming is in progress, by a
cover, working with balance-weights, and made
to fit at the bottom-edges into grooves which the
condensed steam fills, so as to make the whole
air-tight.

The ground-floor ofeach pavilion is raised abent
6 ft. above the ground outside. With a little
additional cost, and some modification of the
sleeper-walls, or other supports to the floors, and
different arrangement of gas-mains, this space
might, perhaps, have been utilized for storeage
in connexion with the workbonse.
The great merit of the plan, irrespective of the

warming and ventilating arrangements which
we have illustrated, is comprised in the ample
space between tbe pavilions. The blocks,
100 ft. apart, are only 25 ft. less in distance than

those of St. Thomas’s Hospital are to be. In
the Herbert Hospital the dimension is 64 ft.
mnch too little. Each pavilion in the Chorlton
Hospital provides 96 beds, that is, the thirty-two
in each floor, or 480 beds in the entire hospital.
Tbe cost, including the gas and water-supply,
and the various fittings of the wards—though
whether those of the kitchen we are not aware
has somewhat exceeded 23.0002.

;
and the archi-

tect puts down the probable cost of such a hos-
pital, with kitchens, stores, and the administra-
tive department, and the land, at 30,0002., or at
the rate of about 602. per bed.

Results already, on the health of inmates,
seem to hare been of the most satisfactory kind.
A decided diflerence was seen on tbe removal of
tho patients from tbe old wards in the work-
honse, to those of the new hospital,—part of
which, it is thought may be to be credited to
contemporaneous change in the system of
nursing, but of which a great part was certainly
due to the increased air-space and the better
ventilation. Such at least seems to be the
opinion of the governor, Mr. Brokenshire, whom
the guardians must be fortunate in having
as their officer, and the poor inmates of tho
house in having in the position which ho
holds. Our thanks are also due to a very ener-
getic guardian, Mr. Wood, for pains in sbowing
us everything that we went to see. The Chorl-
ton Union Board has set a brilliant example to
the metropolis and the country generally. There
is, however, something that tbe Guardians have'
yet to do. Every portion of the workhonse that we
saw was orderly and clean beyond expectation

;

but the wards in which the insane were, regarded
in their structural features, were not ahreasb
with the knowledge of tbe day, and wilh the re-
ceived principles whether for wards of lunatic-
asylums or those of general hospitals.

FACTORIES AMENDMENT ACT AND THE
ENGINEERING TRADES.

On Thursday, the 2nd instant, a deputation,
representing the engineering, millwrighting, and
metal founding trades of Lancashire and York-
shire, waited upon Mr. Walpole, at the Home
Office, respecting the proposed Factories Amend-
ment Act. The deputation consisted of Messrs.
J. Robinson, C. Stewart, M. Curtis, R. Peacock,
W. G. Madelcy, W. Platt, E. T. Bellhoiise, g!
Peel, jun., and H. Wren, from Manchester;
Messrs. Harrison and Dickenson, of Blackburn

;

Messrs. Musgravo and Wood, of Bolton
;
Mr!

Beard, of Ashton
; and Messrs. Clapbam and

Sellars, of Keighley; being members of en-
gineering firms employing themselves 10,000
workpeople, and representing firms which in tho
aggregate employ upwards of 20,000 work-
people. Several members of Parliament intro-
duced the deputation. Mr. J. Robinson (Sharp,
Stewart, & Co.) stated the object of the deputa-
tion, and read the following memorial, which
will sufficiently explain the objects eonght :

—
1. That there shall be no extension of the Factory Acts

to the woiks of engineers, millwrights, boiler-niakors,
mschine-makerH, an6 metal-founders.
(Memorandum,—That legislation, if necessary, is only

applicable to the smaller works
; those employing less thaii

lUd hands at present exempt from the Bill.)
2. That should leeislation be deemed necessary for

these trades, it should not proceed uofil the result of the
inquiry of the Royal Commissioners on Trades Unions is
known, nor until a commission has been appointed to
examine the engineering, machine-making, bouef-making,
fnd metal-founding works of the country, nor until a
select committee of tbe House of Commons bas been
appointed to gather evidence.

3. That if legislation be decided upon for these trades
It should be by separate and distinctive enactment, and bv
well-defined clauses, so that (he clashing of interests and
terms used, which exist in the pres, ut Bill, may be
avoided.

4. That, if legislation be found necessarv, it shall not
be applicable to any works in which neither boys under
fourteen years of sge, nor females, are employed.

5. That, iu tbe case of the above-mentioned trades, it is
undesirable to restrict them to any special days for holi-
days, inasmuch as an important part of thair business is
the repair of their own and the machinery of other fac-
tories; and as they have already, bv custom, a greater
number of holidays than is contemplated under the Fac-
tory Acts.

6. Should her Majesty’s Government feel it is requisite
to press legislation, it is requested that they alRrdan
opportunity for the suggestion of various clauses and
modifications of the Bill.

Mr. Harrison, Mr. Curtis, Mr. Peacock, and
Mr. Wren made statements bearing upon the
subject, and showing reasons why the proposed
Act would be inapplicable to the engineering
trades. Mr. Walpole stated that he had had a
deputation from tbe iron masters on the same
subject, and that he proposed to ask the House
-for a select committee of inquiry.

a
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ANCIENT lEON AND BEOKZE WORK.

Any one wBo has studied well the old German
towns must be struck with the great beauty of

the iron-work which is everywhere to be found

about the houses, whether it is a railing, a hinge,

a door-handle, or even the head of a nail. The
German builders of the Middle Ages appear to

have been anxious that it should become a work
of art, and even long after every vestige of

Gothic architecture had disappeared from their

designs we still see this care and study continue

to be given to the metal-work. The earliest

examples of iron and bronze work existing in

Germany are the great doors of the cathedral at

Augsburg, evidently very early Eomanesque,
probably not later than the tenth century. They
are divided into square panels, which are orna-

mented with very rude '• bas-reliefs.” represent-

ing subjects from the Holy Scriptures. A pair

of doors of very similar design exist at Hildes-

heim, and in the same church is a remarkable
truncated column of bronzewith figures arranged
round it upon a spiral curve similar to Trajan’s

column at Rome. The railings round the choir

at Aix-la-Chapelle and the doors at Mayence
'

cannot be much later than the eleventh century.

The bronze candlesticks at Erfurth and Prague
are fine examples of twelfth-century work. The
font at Wiirzborg and the pascal candlestick at

Bamberg are early thirteenth century. Of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the examples
areverynumercus indeed. A few of the finest are

the choir screen at Erfurth, the aide screens at

Cologne, the fonts of St. Stephen’s, Prague, St.

Sebald’s, Nuremberg, &c. The sixteenth century, i

however, was the great ase of German metal-

work. PeterVischer and his pupils and assistants
j

have left wonderful examples of their skill all

.

over Germany. Their masterpiece is the Shrine
j

of St. Sebald, at Nuremberg. Monuments, exe-
:

cuted by Peter Vischer himself, still exist at
j

Nuremberg, Erfurth, Wiirzbnrg, Bamberg, i

Aschuffenberg, and many other places. These
[

monuments generally consist of an efBgy cast in !

deep relief, with a canopy over the head, and an ,

inscription running round the border, which is

sometimes ornamented. They are placed upon
|

the walls, and not on the floor of the church.
|

The Cathedral of Bamberg contains over 300 of
j

these monuments : some of them are extremely
^

beautiful, and are executed with the greatest
^

delicacy. The railings round tombs, chapels,
.

altars, &,c., of this date are exceedingly good.

'

We give in our illustrations two fioials

from the railing of a tomb in the cloisters of,

Wiirzbnrg Cathedral. Wurzburg is rich in ex-

amples of the sixteenth-century ironwork
;
the

'

grilles over the window of the townhall, and the
'

finials and crosses to many of .the churches and
]

houses, are well worth careful study : we show
'

several exauiples in our illustration. Bronze '

fonts of the tenth ceutnry are frequently to be .

seen
;
a very fine one, by Peter Tiscber, exists at

'

Ocbsenfnrth.
|

The seventeenth- century ironwork is very

similar to that of the sixteenth. We give an
example from the gates of the “ Seminary at

Wiirzbnrg:” it gets less pure and elegant, how-
ever, as the century advances, and before the

year 1700 nearly all that is good has dis-

appeared from the designs.

MONUMENT TO THE LATE ENGLISH
CHAPLAIN AT ROME.

A MONUMENT has just been erected, by
subscription, in the Protestant cemetery at

Rome, to the Rev. Francis Blake Woodward,
M.A., for fifteen years chaplain of the English

chnrch in that city, deceased, aged 65, on
the 4th February, 1866. The sculptor who
received commission for this work, Mr. Shaks-

pear Wood, has designed it in the form of a
sarcophagus with pointed roof, on the apex of

which rests a cross, horizontally laid, with
f.eurons at the extremities

;
this roof of dark-

grey bardilio, tbe sarcophagns itself of white

Sicilian marble, resting on a basement of bar-

dilio, and the whole rising from a platform of

white marble. At the extremities of each

longer, and at both the narrow sides, is intro-

duced a decoration of inlaid-work in rich-

coloured marbles, imitation of the Italian

Medimval mosaic so beautifully carried out in

Roman examples. Tbe design of this is in

panels, bands, and circles} at tbe Bead tbe

monogram of the Holy Name, within a diamond-
shaped border

) at tbe two sides and at the foot

a Greek cross within a circle, all in tbe same
many-colom-ed intarsio. The epitaph is given at

both sides; but in one instance Latin, in the
other English, terminating with the words

;

” Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall

see God.” Respect for the merits and services

of tbe deceased had induced many to subscribe
for this monument, both among the British

community in Rome and in England. Skilfully

executed as it is, it stands in a conspicuous
situation on the higher ground of that beautiful

cemetery, beneath the ancient fortifying walls

near the Porta San Paolo.

THE GAS WORKS OF MANCHESTER.

We recently gave some particulars of the
gas-works of the Manchester corporation. The
Manchester City Neics has lately published
additional particulars, from which we glean. In
the year 1844, a year after the gas-works were
transferred to the corporation, the consumption
was 248,000,000 cubic feet

j last year it was
1,160,000,000} this year it is estimated that it

will be at least 1,300,000,000. The prospective
increase is expected to bo iu at least an eqnal
ratio

}
in twenty-three years the consumption is

[

five-fold, and in 1877 it is expected that the I

consumption will be tenfold what it was in 1841,

1

or about 2,500,000,000 cubic feet. The works
j

as at present in operation are equal, on the
^

emergency of a succession of short dark days in

winter, to making and sending out 6,500,000
cubic feet per day, and it is expected that when
improvements in progress have been completed
they will be equal to the manufacture of

10.250.000 cubic feet per day.

The illuminating power of the Manchester
gas is equal, according to the tests which are
being made daily during the current month,
to 21 6 sperm candles, consuming at the rate of
120 grains per hour, the consumption of the gas
being reduced to a constant standard of 5 cubic
feet per hour. Photometric observations are
made daily by Mr. Leigh, in the centre of the
town, and at one of the gas stations. It is

tested daily for sulphuretted hydrogen, and is

reported daily for the ordinary tests, and fort-

nightly for the continuous test, from its being
led through a test solution. We believe that the
g6i8 is found to contain very little tarry matter
or naphthaline, and that the ammonia has been
reduced to the smallest possible proportion. It

may here be mentioned, that Mr. Leigh, in con-
junction with Mr. Macfarlane, gas engineer,

entertains the confident expectation that certain
experiments which have been perfectly suc-
cessful in the laboratory may and will be applied
shortly, they hope with snecess, to all the gas
passing from the works, and solve satisfactorily

tbe important problem of separating the snl-

phuret of carbon from tbe gas,—that element,

as our readers are aware, being the destructive

agent that tarnishes gilding and other decora-
tions of rooms. It may here be mentioned, that
under the Act 23 & 24 Vic., c. 125, which
regulates the supply and quality of the gas pro-

vided by the thirteen companies to the metro-
polis, the illuminating power is fixed as low as

twelve candles. Sulphate of iron has recently'

been made with satisfactory results ia the
works.

Since 1828 a succession of reductions have
taken place until now, when the price, according
to the last official report, ia Ss. 2d. per 1,000 ft.

Here again, for the purpose of comparison, it may
be mentioned, bearing in mind that the Man-
chester gas is all made from cannel coal, that it is

of 21'6 sperm candles’ illominating power, occa-

sionally considerably higher, and sold at 3s. 2d.

per 1,000 ft.
I
that in the select committee of the

House of Commons on the London Gas Bills, who
sat last session. Sir John Trollope, the chairman,

proposed that the London companies should be
required to increase the minimum power to

fourteen sperm candles, six to the pound
;
that

the maximum price should be reduced to 4s. per

1.000 ft. for common gas, and 6s. for cannel gas of

twenty candles. He also proposed to report that

since the passing of the Act before quoted the

price of gas to London consumers had been
increased, while the quality had become worse.

As regards prices of gas, it may not be out of

place to refer here to the charges of some of tbe
London companies. The Chartered Gas Com-
pany charges 4s. 6d. and 6s. per 1,000 ft.; the
City of London, 48. common and 5b. 6d. cannel

;

the Commercial, -is.
; the Crystal Palace District,

33. Sd. to 48. 8d.
;
the Equitable, 63. and Ss. 6d.

cannel, and 4s. 6d. and 43. common
; tbe Central,

48. 6d. ; the Imperial, 4a. 6d. maximum to 30th
June, and 4s. from 30th June; the Independent,
Ss. 4d. to 49. ;

the London, 48. 6d. to 5s. common,
and 63. cannel ; the Phoenix, 4s. town and 43. 3d.

country ; the South Metropolitan, 3b. 4d. and
3s. 8d.

J
the Surrey, 4s. 6d. ; the United General,

4s. 9d. ; the Victoria Docks, 3s. 6d. to 5s.
j
the

Wandsworth and Putney, 5s.
;
and the Woolwich

(two companies), 4s. 6cl.

The capital of the gasworks of Manchester
amounts to 547,854L, made np of 347,472^.,

borrowed money owing, and 200,3821. excess of
assets. Last year the gross profits amounted to

52,5531 ,
which were thus appropriated;—Pay-

ment of interest, 13,252i. liquidation of mortgage
debt, 19,784 ; improvement purposes, 19,516Z.
In the same year 13,8171. were charged to revenue
in respect of depreciation of works and mains.
In the course of the last seven years 125,4081,
have been paid out of tbe profits in liquidation of
mortgage debt, and 129,2201. have been expended
in public improvements. In the same seven
years, revenue has been charged 80,7761. for

depreciation of works and mains.
The committee has always acted upon the fair

and reasonable principle of so adjusting tbe price

of gas that the maximum profits should not
exceed the ordinary 10 per cent, allowed to

chartered gas companies. The gas consumers of
Manchester may well be more than content that

they have better and cheaper gas than ninety-

nine of the hundred gas-consuming communities,
and that the profits have been applied in public

improvements.

THE TRADES’ MOVEMENT.

Barnsley .—The masons, between 300 and 400,
have struck work for an advance of wages to the
extent of 2s. per week, and other concessions.

At a meeting recently held the masters resolved

to offer an advance of la. per week, but all other

demands, as set forth in the notice, were refused.

Building operations in the town, with the excep-

tion of a few apprentices and labourers and a
few others, are entirely suspended.

S/tejSeici.—The builders and operative stone-
masons have had a meeting at the request of
the operatives, with a view to establish their

new code of proposed rules. The employers re-

fused to sign any new code of rules until the
termination of the commission of inquiry on the
working of trades’ unions. The meeting ter-

minated without coming to any arrangement as

to their foture guidance. A general meeting of

the Sheffield and Rotherham Bnildera’ Associa-

tion has also been held, when all the principal

builders of Rotherham were present, and becimo
members of the association. A deputation was
chosen to attend the annual meeting of the

General Builders’ Association, at Bristol. It

was resolved that the present rate of wages and
working hours of the stonemasons and brick-

layers bo adhered to.

Edinhuryh .—A meeting of the house-painters

has been held, Mr. Tarbet in the chair. A reso-

lution was unanimonsly adopted to the effect

that intimation should be given to the masters
that, on and after the 6th of May, the wages be
6d. per hour for fifty-one hours per week—over-

time to be calculated as agreed on at the meet-
ing on the 25th of February, namely, time and
a quarter. The meeting was unanimously of

opinion that tbe intimations which bad been
made by several of the masters justified the

men in taking immediate action to have this

resolution carried into effect.

Itotherham .—An extraordinary strike has oc-

curred at Rotherham. The manager of a colliery

made a mistake in the amount he deducted from
the wages of five boys who had broken their

lamps. Ho offered to rectify the mistake, but
the lads required that the whole fine should be
refunded; and on this demand being rejected,

all the boys employed at the pit—some 30 or 40
in number—struck. The result of this proceed-

ing was that 400 men were thrown out of work,
and the colliery closed.

Strikes Svpenseded.— It is a noticeable fact,

that when a meeting of the coal-masters of

Yorkshire was recently held at Leeds, and a
counter meeting of coal-miners was held the
same day at Normantou, tbe only colliers in the

neighbourhood which did not cease work for the

day were those of Henry Briggs, Sous, & Co.

The understanding established between share-

holders and workers induced both employers and
employed to stay at home and attend to their

Joint interests, instead of going off to cabal
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‘“terior of the work was eaten

H,™rLr;„;a”^r. ';ro'’.ro"f m^S /J,7rff.rTa'?.; Z ‘‘7“ ^‘'“g^tened the collection“but t ^fhe 38“ to

™ “'''"ky^Woh was perforated

SvT'S’ t"™®'' wr.toh.dn.™, "fihoM ““ 11 mistake nevertheless. If thev vvtoko ee^ff '“7 direction. Mr. Hard.

JQff th
^0*1 devastate with our own hands, Jeav-

have room they should, as we thtok. rtrentoS 7''^ ‘“S® sheets of cilonred

Sd"“^i“ oleX' somf^" atatT o

of oiviIiMiom Workmen of Germ.oy end of with the works of foreigrartiato nhond
.“"'I""! ohf ‘-“Sth as it is pabliclv stated

France, ’

w.......o,o.c,u. norumen oi uermanr and ofnave only too much need of all our atreneth

labnnr- .
‘o Organize ourselves for the purposes of

peace to
^®®’re peace and liberty ;—

fo eatihllK
®"‘J®«hangewithone another; libe^rty

!ela ona ^for
other more intimate and friendfy

e..f.r’io'”„lfcr.”Tr.t"o„^Tfit,ior;Lrre?‘of

Tolaiw, Fbibopeo, Vahlin."
Ofticoffo.—A formidable strike has takengace among the working men of Chicago, infavour of eight hours’ labour.

®

the TRADES UNION COMMISSION.
of the Operative Bricklayers' 8oeietv at

whfn^'^'^’
Housley. stated that the society

Mc e?y tZT® « friendly

fh«HL’ ?
joined It because of the latter feature'^that the society never interfered with him before ioinine

nV sScr^rnl^”
making the most of his skill

;
that

• I Vi*^-
1^*^ t obnoxious one with regard to

wages which he can induce his master to give him -that

£rs arlf ,fnr®u“°“j“'““'“
of wages undfr which mem-^

mnnowo,? K
allowed to work

; and that strikes, althoueh

m^Seed^Ld^f are notjucouragea, and are verv iinffimm/M. -.1 .

^ Kji lureign artist
ns It IS publicly stated, to dealers.

T Ti
consists of 319 pictures. MrL. Haghe has several works, necessarilv withigh merits, but less interesting than on pre.lous occasions. Hour large drawings by MrfHTidey, typifying, each by a single female figurethe Seasons, would seem to be intended fordecorative purposes. Mr. Edward Corbouldsends a, rich piece of colour in (311), “ Contestfor tho large Diamond,” bnt it was more than

the“!v'^h”r““-? '/ oaa tttnst drove

barrier in the manner therein represented. Mr
sll^hle ^17, ^717 of con

nhnnf ?
auQ toadstools he isabout to publish, being the first attempt to

nh
““'’joof of “fmgo-

nive?^t„
“

a
“ ““'o “WooHon wea

P cevd H
atawing (to a sixteenth scale) of the

to Bnrl^
° '"'“‘oo of the new works proposed

Banks istr;. “ossrs.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
On the lat msfc., the concluding meeting ofthe session was held, when Mr. J. A. Kilnto the

YMr
'O'O’ooted for the ms’nlngyear, and Messrs. Horner and May were elected

Vice-presidents. Messrs. W H Piefnn Prarro

sirr^ble
“ >“o<i»oape of con.

a«alo, C. Hermann, and Vane wer'e elS
of tto^w f

o°“O0‘‘; and Mr. D. Black was re
’9 admirably painted, and librarian. Mr. Bradlov fi.x.i,ci ....a

disposed
loss;, by saying that it ...a .tx

that 3061. had

ork’^l.klim.to
'.‘f “PPOtt of tramp. leakiDv

Sm.a .
^ ‘“'"a '0 ascertain wherSkmen are required in dilTerent parts of tho countrv

ho in the way S labo^reTs

nk^f
themselves from that position to the

ent ff-n
^centdiug to Mr. Housley's stale!

L intollieent labourers who
fs^^f fhi

years, to lay bricks, the mem-
®°®'efy would strike, no matter what thA

thraodeTy ia the .triko

to.r ''•““'"e their eitlins, after the

t tha Commis8ione'r8'w«e' ea'gagedTo^r'somoTimTin (“ Willow.’Willow ’T Holman*"!! '’i('« /“f to6»fO;and oth'ere Z “t
•tive to (he „.e mad“„rt*hrp„M‘.‘hed'S°aeeT;

tog archf
“t kao4“''lK‘'’p”"’

‘ •*'“
“g “f®t‘teotural names, E. J. Poynter (•' Israel

firm London, of >“ %YPt,” “ remarkable work), and A B Donato4 Wh..l,r,_ „d .eerelary ,h. son (“The Garden of Eaith”
IJnnor fho tiQ.x /1 ,^p a a i..-. . ..

there are

of tb7\V‘r“VrTP°““‘^® ‘‘Tlte Battle council; and Mr. D. Black was re

cannotS tn
admirably painted, and librarian, Mr. Bradley treasurer and

nrf - uTi
the reputation of the r^*’’

^tatham secretary for the next fwoliT-a‘‘Parting Rays” (25), by J. Mogford

TT.v
« Pastbourne ” (40), by H. G.’ .

P»'esident then delivered an addrooa fiiix

hvT^P
®°o^don Range from Llyn” (77)

Interest of which is chiefly local At the qIosa
'’^uxo'r®'f47bZr PnibyG-SialdeS; ^®“M-''The adage thL “a propLt hto noOil r

Ly Charles Vacher; “ West ^is own country’ ia nnt in oil n

Wood are
Cathedral ” (193), by L. J.

°f f®!''®™®! application, as our society numbSsWood, are charming and admirable landscapes. “® members our popular frtond LeZHornblower, to whom the town council' aettogunder the advice of the best judges, with ttouniversal approbation of the public havoawarded the first premium for the*^ desiOTB ZSoften Park, This award has excited iff^littlo

nSo T
““ ®°“g®to®l®ti®n as humannature—1 mean professional human nature—isperhaps capable of. It is not to be regretted Ithink, that he has availed himself of^the serTices, as his coadjutor, of M. Andre', tho Ereuohlandscape gardener, who has greatly distiu.guished himself in that capacity in Paris. Theplans are so laid out as to promote largely theadvantage, health, and pleasure of the^public

nrto d ‘f'Z US'-™"*
°f the lots appro.'

to tho^/°'^
building, to prove a source of proUto the corporation. Permit me to close by re-peatmg a wish that these may be ^

t' t' j Lawrence’s Cell”)
f°°® Man’s Priend”), Prith

/„7‘7 ^Larles II.’s last Sunday ”), "^Horsley

Kii^g
®®‘''>ert (“St. Edmund^King of^ East Anglia ’), the late J. Phillip

r t n
““‘® ‘I®® Honse.tops ’’)^E. W. Cimke (“ Canal of tho Giudeoca, Venice ”)

( The Dole ), Hook (“Herrings from Banff’’)^
* '

..'i
( The Dawn of the Eeformi

*0° h7 L^®“‘® (" Treason ”), Calderon (" Home
Mrs. Ward

( Joan of Arc”), T. Priusep (“AVenetian Gaming-house, sixteenth century’’)Thorburn C The Marys at the Sepnlohr^’)'

P’J? dtorfli HolmanHunt

-J .X
s wneeler, and

i
Association, W88 the’ first ,rit

881^4^1^ “°® Siven very fairly and impariialiv

’bledthlmM*to°o°ht^°“^*
trades' unions had

evidence was in favour of .
^

i

7^°}® tenor of

ZforfZr'
nim-d. His evidenoo oliieflj Sint m .toi"”evidence given by Mr CmilAno

s^plam away

ipsisgfis
m£k ofTh^”'?.'

“od it T.. lh« Ont,
II th.i Ik.

‘ ‘PPO'kiod bj tho Govornmenl
'

titld
‘ H.

L '''" preps'ly done and good matei
t hilin, ,

severely cross-esamiiied on this

orop“lr"„rn‘™‘‘ I®"® P"*®'™"

'

Aed”.???™'"* yi't infinite variety,

Soctty!’'"®“
L “f tho ArohiSctnral

PROPOSED WORKHOUSE FOR ST
MARTIN'S-IN-THE-HELDS.

^ -...xauT.u VI X'clllill
J,

flftvZn °‘^i"'
^®®W‘®®‘nP® " there arefifty.two works, twelve of which are sketchesabroad. To tto designs we shall return.

LINNEAN SOCIETY-PRESIDENT’S
SOIHEb.

thi^ ”Z' V® ““ Burlington House onthe lat instant, the so.called “mimicry innature received some remarkable illustrations.Mr VVallace exhibited a case of large butter,
fl os the oroaturea in which when seen alive and
flj mg with the wings displayed, are very
attractive objects, coloured with black and

and by .iistmci, poise themselves upon a branchAnd disnlmr iVixx nMrJ.-.v. .t .

The Committee appointed to consider the re.

at Wi^?hl
workhouse to be erectedat VVimbledon, after inspecting the workhonsa

iTrnS
at Shoreditch, the site of which

! I
^ groond measuring about 360 ft. bv150 Ic., have arrived at the conclusion — ^

K-a-Sa-SSSiSt
r;rr irirn“‘idir.t"K7n“^

SSSSSS^^
committee say that they have had sub-mitted to them a rough sketch of a building, inwhich the requirements are provided for, upon ascheme not previously designed for the con-

sideratiou of any Board, and which to the com-
mittee appears desirable; and, that tho planmay be fully discussed, they have directed asketch to be prepared to scale, which will it is
expected, be ready by the next meeting of the
Hoard, when the committee advise the con.
fllHi^Tia fvrv*- .-.fxtv— I__A __

and display the\ader Side Of the ckTsedwfnL?
committee advise the con-

Which so exactly represents a deafi SfZ"\“o .1 entUThel^^/cZrenfofrS
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COllPETITIONS.

Albert Institute, TTtnisor.—The designs for

the proposed Albert Institute at Windsor,

sent in by the competing architects, have

been on view in the Council-chamber at the

Town-hall. Eight architects were invited^ to

compete, and five submitted designs, which

were placed on view. The building sub-com-

mittee, by a majority of five to four, decided to

recommend the design of Messrs. Bacon &

Bell for adoption. A general meeting ot the

committee will consider the subject, and the

question of final adoption will in all probabibty

be submitted to a meeting of the members of the

Literary and Scientific Institute, an institution

which will be merged in the Albert Institute.

The committee estimate that they will h:we

about 3,0001. at their disposal, and out of this

sum they propose to erect in Sheet-street an

ornamental building which will afi'ord accommo-

dation to the members of the institution and be

available for lectures, concerts, and other public

purposes. The five competitors are Messrs.

Bacon & Bell, of London; Mr. W. Sim, of

London and Windsor ;
Mr. Alfred Bedborougb,

of Southampton; Messrs. Robinson & Bradbury,

of Westminster ;
and “S. X. X.,” the signature

to a plan contributed by Mr. Underhay, jun., of

Windsor. The plans are not all drawn to the

same scale. The selected design is Greek in

style, with a seated statue of the Prince m a

niche over the entrance.

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE INSTITUTE

OF ARCHITECTS.

At the annual general meeting on Monday

last, Mr. W. Tite,M.P., was elected by acclama-

tion President for the ensuing year, and, on

taking the chair, addressed the meeting, and ex-

pressed his determination at all times to support

the dignity of the profession and further the

interests of its professors. Mr. Tite spoke forcibly

and feelingly.
.

Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., the retiring Presi-

dent, to whom a hearty vote of thanks was ac-

corded for bis services during the past two years,

also made an interesting address, in the course

of which he alluded to the extent to which he

was infiaenced in bis pureuits by desire to carry

on the architectural traditions of his family.

THE ASHTON AND DUKINFIELD
CEMETERIES.

These conjoined cemeteries contain nearly

40 acres within the boundaries purchased by

the Ashton-under-Lyne Corporation and tlie

Dukinfield Board of Health for the purpose.

To the eye, the whole appears as one ceme-

tery; and so far as the buildings are con-

cemed there is no division, each structure

eerving jointly for both. Each cemetery is

subdivided into three parts, respectively appro-

priated to the Church of England, to Nonconform-

ists and to Roman Catholics, in the proportion

of three-eighths to each of the first two sections,

and two-eighths to the last named. No manifest

demarcation appears between tbe allotments of

the Noncouformists and the Roman Catholics a

pathway only intervening ;
and metre stones at

certain comers mark tbe pathway dividing the

consecrated ground from the remainder. At

present a considerable portion of the Ashton

land is to be unappropriated for interments ;
the

proportion of the several sections meanwhile

remaining as before stated. Each section has

its own chapel, and each chapel stands upon the

ground it represents, but the buildings are com-

mon to both cemeteries. Those of the Church

of England and Nonconformists are united in

one block of building, though under separate

roofs. The shape of tbe plan is like the letter

^ ;
the stem representing the Church of Eng-

land Chapel (which lies east and west), and the

Nonconformists’ standing at right angles with it.

In the angle of junction next the carriage road

is a tower, 16 ft. square, 55 ft. high to the cornice,

terminating in an octagonal lantern, 20 ft. high,

and a spire 50 ft., additional, to the top of the

vane, total height 125 ft. This feature, standing

on the brow of a slope, 130 ft. above tbe river

Tame, is a prominent landmark for many miles

around. The two cbapels are each 54 ft. long,

22 ft. wide, and 36 ft. high, to the ridge, but the

internal arrangements differ. Seated accommo-

dation is provided for 130 adults in each chapel.

Adjoining each, but separated from it by an

arcade filled in with plate-glass, is a mortuary

chamber, intended for tbe reception of corpses

during tlie time of service. For the Roman

Catholics a detached chapel has been erected,

cruciform in arrangement,an.dwithout a mortuary

chamber. This building has two porches imme-

diately opposite each other, and a straight path

to each porch extends a long distance on each

Bide. Over the porch facing the carriage road

is a sculptured figure of our Lord, " Salvator

Mundi.” All three chapels have vestries and

other conveniences, and Haden’s heating appa-

ratus is fitted up in a cellar under each build-

ing. The style chosen by the architects is the

Geometric. The heads of the windows are filled

with stone tracery, in varied patterns, and glazed

with coloured glass. All the seating is of red

deal, resembling pitch pine, and stained and

varnished.
, i j r

Externally, a contrast between, the body ol

the wall facings and the stone dressings has been

obtained by the use of wall stones from a neigh-

bouring stone quarry, of a warm reddish grey

colour. Sufficient of this material conld not be

secured in time for the domestic buildings, and

these are consequently faced with stone from

Danford Bridge. Adioining the western entrance-

gates is a house for the registrar and offices for

business ;
surmounted by a clock tower, (« ft.

high. The clock is illuminated, and has been

supplied by Dent, of London. Opposite the

registrar’s house is a lodge and a waiting-shed

in connexion with it, having retiring-rooms and

all conveniences. At the eastern entrance-gates

another lodge is erected. These buddings will

be occupied by the chief sexton and gardeners.

The carriage-roadhas been planned in curvilmear

form with a gradual rise from Hall Green to the

combined cbapels. Tbe grounds have an open

palisading in the boundaries, instead of a close

wall. The design of the ironwork is in keeping

with the buildings, and is arranged in lengths

with stone piers between to suit the inclination

of the surface. At present no planting has been

done. Indeed, the earthworks are not yet com-

plete. All the works have been executed froin

the designs, and under the superintendence of

the architects, Messrs. Pauli & Ayliffe, of Man-

I

Chester ;
but this firm having been dissolved in

1 June last, they have been completed under the

' care of Mr. Pauli, alone. The clerk of the

works is Mr. Gregory Gill. The contractor for

the masons’ work is Mr. O. Horsman, of Wolver-

hampton ;
and all the other works, to the

buildings, have been contracted for by Mr.

Burton, of Ashton. Messrs. Grierson, of Ashton,

have supplied the palisading; and Mr. Doyey,

of Manchester, has executed the wrought-iron

entrance-gates. The carving is by Mr. Eorp, of

London.

1660 . This invention consists in tbe following

arrano-ements A screi? or screws is or are ar-

ranged on either side of the sash, shutter, or door,

as the case may be, and the shaft or shafts of the

screw or screws is or are provided at one end

with a bevel pinion gearing into correspom^g

wheels or pinions upon a horizontal shaft. Nuts

are secured to the side or sides of the wmdow,

door or shutter, into or through which the

screws pass. When it is desired to lift or close

the sash, door, or shutter, au attendant imparts

motion to the horizontal shaft by means of a

cranked handle or otherwise ;
or, in the case ot

very large windows, shutters, or doors, native

power may be employed for effecting tbe liitmg

or lowering. If desired, tbe window, shutter, or

door may be so arranged that one of the nuts

should be made capable of being detached from

the side, so that the window, shutter, or door,

can be turned round on tbe opposite screw as a

hinge or centre. By means of this invention

the part to which it is applied can be render^

fixed and permanent in a position so that t^
necessity for any kind of lock, as now employed,

is avoidecL

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh.—Ur. Ross, of Rockville, has given

2 OOOZ. towards the erection of a fountain m East

Princes • street Gardens. The town council

have granted the site, and have agreed to supply

the fountain with water. The fountain, which

will be chiefly constructed of bronzed cast-iron,

will stand on the upper terrace of the garden,

midway between tbe Scott monument and the

Wilson statue, and will be a conspicnons object.

The design is that of M. Durenne, of Paris, and

was shown during the Exhibition of 1862. Tm
diameter of the great basin is 60 ft., and the

height to the head of tho highest figure is about

the same. The entire cost is calculated to be

not less than 3,500Z., of which sum 1,5001. must

be raised by public subscription. Several dona-

tions have already been received, and subsci^-

tion-papers are to be sent out shortly. We
shonld be better pleased to have this mon^
spent in the production of a fine fountain by

English artists. ^ ,

St. Andrew;’s.—The chief stone of a new Loi-

lege-hall has been laid with masonic honours, by

the Grand Master Mason of Scotland, Mr. John

Whyte Melville.
. , x i

Perth. Part of a train on the Scottish Central

section of the Caledonian railway has fallen over

a bridge 60 ft. high over the Carron stream, at

Larbert junction. The train was load^ ica--

tunately with cattle only, many of which were

killed. Strange to say, the guard, conductor,

and a shepherd, who were thrown over, escaped

with but slight injuries.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Appaeatvs foe Heating Pipes bt Hot

Watee — G. W. Camiivg J. K. Edmonds.

Dated February 10, 1866.—This invention re-

lates to improvements in the construction of

boilers for heating pipes by hot ‘water, appli-

cable to hot-houses, buildings, and other pur-

poses where water is circulated through such

boilers by means of a system of tubes or pipes.

The patentees construct a boiler of the shape

known as tbe saddle-boiler, by preference ;
but

they also propose to use a common boiler, or any

hot-water boiler suitable in shape and capable

of adaptation for a flow or circulation of hot

water. Such boiler or boilers is or are to be

inclosed or surrounded by a series of water

tubes or pipes of a circular, elliptical, or any

other shape, such pipes or tubes being connected

with tbe boiler in order that tho water may

circulate through them. Pipes are also brought

into connexion with the series of tubes and

boiler for the purpose of conveying the flow and

return of hot water, and of transmitting such

hob water to the rooms of buildings or other

places. The fire and heated products from the

furnace pass around the boiler and tubes and

rapidly heat them. Over tbe boiler^ and tubes

a horizontal smoke flue is formed in the nm-

sonry, and communicates with the furnace by

means of three or more vertical flues, so that the

heat may be drawn to all parts of the tubes and

boiler. Below tbe fire-bars chambers are formed

for the entrance of cold air to the ash-pit, and

thence between the bars.

Opening, Closing, and Secueing Windows,

DooeSjANdShuttees.”—J.Carttr. DatedJune 14,

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS OF
CONSTANTINOPLE.

Such of yonr readers as have not made

a tour through Turkey can have little idea of the

remarkable buildings in that country.

The city of tbe Grand Seignior, on the western

shore of the Boephorua, is remarkable for its

beauty. A declining promontory, secnind by

narrow seas at the east of Europe, stretohes oub

to meet the continent of Asia, and tbe straat is

so narrow that in a quarter of an hour a boat

can row from one side to the other. This

channel is the Bosphorus, and runs about twenty

miles from the Black Sea, and, before the river

is lost in the Sea of Marmora, it makes a deep

elbow to the right, flowing between the triangle

of Constantinople and the suburbs of GaMa and

Pera, forming the port called the Golden Horn.

Stamboul is built on seven hills, which appear

to rise above one another. The ridge of the tofc

is ocenpied by the seraglio; behind which, a

little on the reverse of the bill, the dome of Sat^

Sophia can be seen. The second is crowned by

the mosque of Osmanicb, the dome of which is

strikingly bold and lofty. Tbe third has the

Grand Mosque of Soliman ;
whilst an ancient

aqneduct unites the summits of the third and

fourth hills. All these are intermingled mth

bouses painted of different colours : the gild^

domes and the slender minarets crowned by the

shining crescent, show tbe magnificen^ of Con-

stantinople. The minarets form one of the mort

pleasing and striking features m the architect^

of Constantinople, and nothing can surpass the

effect produced on the nights of lUummation,
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when long strings of lamps are hnng in festoons
from one to the other of these slender lofcy
towers. Its sitnation upon these hills is not
only the cause of its beauty, but of its salubrity,
as it catches the breezes from the Bosphorus and
the plains of Thrace. It occupies the whole of a
taarglB, ontlined by old walls flanked by towers.
Ihe interior of the city, however, but ill corre-
sponds with tho beautiful cov^ d’ail which it
piTsents at a distance. It consists of an assem-
blage of dork and narrow streets without names
badly pared, and choked np with dust or mud.
ImJata lies on tho west side, and resembles the
worst part of Wapping. The streets are very
steep, dirty, and unpaged. This is the chief
business quarter for European merchants Pera
JB situated immediately above Galata, and
Btretches more than two miles along tho sum.mt of a lofty hill. It has long been the resi-denoe of the Ooips Diplomatiques from theMerent nafaons of Europe, and each has a
palace here, but not much has been done to

°
a
habitable place. On one of the seven

RerLr'““^Ti“”’ gardens of the
Seraglio. The palace is enclosed with loftywa Is, the whole space of which is covered with
suites of apartments, mosques, baths, gardens,

dfsVen
° g'ittbriag domes produco at adistance a very beautiful effect, which, upon a

taddlpd“?''‘;r' ‘''S' arehuddled together without symmetry or order.ihe pribcipal eiitranoo is on the west, through

wSta’is”'!? appearance.

Md^ho 0'>b‘alaing the Mintand the Viz.ers divan; opposite is the Baba

c SuTwh fu
‘'i aoooad

fhe th
‘da anoionco chamber is, containing

bed
' 'aaa'odlos a large four-post

null P ‘‘"“"““‘ag tie second court is

, w?c? 1
Happiuess, throughwhich no stranger is allowed to pass. Tho walla

the palace are wainscoted with jasper
1 veneered ivory, aud mother of pearl

tdara are fourteen imperial
n mosques Slaty ordinary mosques, varying in

^ and beauty, and over two hundred inferior
the latter are distin-igmshed as places of worship by having littleminarets contignons to them. The Mofque of

ome aasa ‘db principal gate

tnrle
‘do flrst both for its arohiic-

by Constantine.Among the numerous pillars which adorn this
jssper, which once sup.(ported tho roof of the Temple of Diana at

InlS'Th
oight of porphyry, that had been

Some
by Anrehan in the Temple of the Sun at^Bome, but were removed hither by Constantine,

mnea building, the stupendous

mhimrs
^ ““gbidbince of themlumns

, and varieties of marbles; the singular^uncr in which it is illnminated with globes of

SnSi’ “rt
bolbbraa glass, and orna-

SSt ^
Th*'

° '".produces a striking

Snh
"^bo most handsome mosques after Santa

‘b-‘ of Mahomet II., which crowns

the
d'"". “'3 Stands upon the site of

liolim^^rT
Church of the Apostles; that of

s’
“''“‘ioott'l 610, at an enormons ea-nense, and which has sis minarets of great height

ZatZ V “-“‘of Bajazet.in which are twentyColumns of remarkable size and value, viz., tei
ab<3 sia ofS-gyptian granite

; that of Solyman II., which
of saperior symmetry aud elegance,

ba ell, or the Tulip, is smaU, bat

te Sr-
by Sultan Mahmoud inW&3. It IS wainscoted with veneered marblelAd has two large embroidered tablets, on which

b'ooo® “b Medina,ttve^ mosquii has m general a large area inE 'gate«°nt”
’’^0“

i“'''y
oolounade of marble,

inntafo
wrought brass, aud in the centre apnntom of polished marble. Adjoining to each

,
".‘‘“P®' ®f “® ‘bnndfr, wtoie

IS remains are deposited. Some of thoM

Enlh ““T^ingly pretty, and in looSi^ngh the ^atrf windows of these, the coflSns^'^mnoanted by shawls and turbans and sHo-litw

Kfr** h"'™-
b""' '^‘‘b "“'® lamps^ooZ

few
burning, and immense wna torchesfohted on particular occasions, strike the eveMb peculiar effect, Tho tomb of SultanilBhmoud IS a beautiful building, entirely com^oeed of white nj arble, and only recently erected

UAfte
handsome tomb in Stambonl,“After the mosques, the public fountains are

y
° &me ‘bis remarkable

^y. borne of these, with their marble fronts
peborate arabesque ornaments, and Chinese-like

roofs, are most beautiful objects, and theirnumber IS extraordinary; they meet you which
ever way you direct your walk; they stand byevery mosque-for before a Turk prostrates him-
sell in prayerhe must perform his ablutions. The
quantity of water required to supply these foun-
tams IS immense, and is brought from artificial^kos near the forest of Belgrade, about twelve
mile.s from the city. It is conveyed by means of
Bubterraneanaqueductsandsouterazi.orhydraulic
pyramids, which latter are placed at regular
distauces. and ingeniously contrived to overcome
the mequdities of surface presented by the
country. The bazaars are very peculiar and arevery extensive, and essentially Oriental in
appearance. They consist of lofty cloisters, or
corridors, built of stone, and bghted by domeswhich are admirably adapted for the climate,
liivery trade has its particular quarter. In one
street nothing is seen but arras of different kinds •

another is fided with jewels, &c.
; and so onthrough all tho streets of the city. There is a

peculiar square called a Han, or Khan, sur-rounded by buildings, with galleries all round, a
tree or two, and a fountain or coflee-house inthe middle; and there are nearly two hundred
ol these places for the accommodation ofmerchants. W G P

been lost, and any merit they mi
should hayg

been ignored, simply becLse in®!?n
should hare

of my brother enlineera 1
two-thirds

aeyen rejected ones nnr»»if
® .out I think the

Part.,lr„i, m.lmin,ter. Q, SiiviKsoir.

CHARCOAL FILTERS.

ir. few vtr.'A.n'l';?, PI'

RAILWAY MATTERS.

_

The Metropolitan Underground Hailwav.—The
increase of traffic on this line is exhibited in areturn of passengers conveyed on Easter Monday

1866,87,602; 1667, 101,403; number of trains
(oxelusive of goods, coal trains, and engines)
running over the line on Easter Monday, 1867.
•ib-

;
and during one hour, from 8 a.ni. to 9 a.m

ty-five trains passed between
the Jiing s-cros3 and Parringdon-atreet Stations
or one tram every second minute. The system'
of aignuDing by telegraph, and constant snper-
v^ion seconded by the co-operation of the
officials throughout the line, enabled the com-pany to convey this enormous number of pns-
aengers m one day without the slightest confu-
Sion or mishap of any kind.

TT
The traffic receipts of the

A
for tho week ending

April 20ch, on 12,/7G miles, to 713, 110?., and for
the corresponding week of last year, on 12 516
miles, to 695,525?., showing an increase of 260
miles, and of 17,585?.

Progress of Jfont Cents Tunnel—This tunnel
continues to progress much more rapidly now
that the quartz rock has been passed through
and a softer material encountered. The whole
distance as yet penetrated is, on the south 4 119
metres, aud on the north, 2,528 metres; total.

®“tire length is1- -20 metres, leaves yet to be executed 5,673

...— agu, omce WHICH time

phed by the Southwark and Whall CoinJ^ ..Vappears 80 clear as scarcely to require flltrati^ Themtem It flows into is also kept thoroughly clean As the

Ssro/E’ “PP'»“'>>™BEbiuk thi i/uk,*vto be a
like mjeeir, e.e'

THE WIDENING OF PARK LAHE.
Apteh the demonstration last summer in which thoiiiiDca eenaraliiiiv r tt..... ^

ucuioHsiratjon last summer in
eeparatiug Park-lane from Hyde Park werelevelled, the ve.ir, of St. George’,. £„cpassed a reBohitinn «r.v,,i=..,~ .i.-

concerted into a roalwsr in

On ^huradfy l;!ft
present thoronghfaro.

A
° ^ « the yestry from theFirst Commissioner of Works, stating,-'* Tbit u^n arepresentation to her Majesty that ffie widthportioa of P„k.l.o. ihrplrSi'oTs. oJr~Hauoyer-square, is not sutficient to proyide for the safe

Si'e'^o" oEH”d“‘‘p‘,r wo!3d‘'’Si’
°P"” =7,*'

i"P™”“'“. ber M.je.t, bo, feen graoioSy pCed”order to lacilitale tnis improyement, to authonVAthe setting back of the public bonndary fence " Thn' ‘,™»'”p“iSd vrith tb. SK tii.1 "
"

ojJerate to diyest or preju^--

THE LATE SIR ROBERT SMIRKE.

1

'‘®’'® P®®'' ™“®'' interest the
sketch of my late brother, Sir Robert’s, life inyonr number of the 27th nit., and for the favour,
able tone of his remarks I cannot but feel
gratefnl to the writer; but the sketch, though
briet, IS not without various errors, which will
bo very apparent to those who knew tho subiect
of ‘he sketch. The only error, however, that I
think It necessary specially to note, is the state-
ment^that he ever had “a longing to be an
actor. That he had a great personal regardand
esteem for John Kemble (a feeUng which I have
reason to know was mutual) is perfectly true
but that be ever entertained tho slightest idea
01 the stage as a profession, or, indeed, of any
other professional pursuit whatever, except that
to which from his earliest years ho was ardently
attached, is wholly without any shadow of
foundation.

Si SF .ofiror-^ovr
Fbich may be appropriated for the purpose of tbe

t’hm'iriven''„„
Portion of the parktbua given up will amount to about 2,0001. After a dia-‘“"°5 7.

‘.I"-
" -Mrlr treat pleunr. w„ er-

Ol thsa aTaararl.. ....'ri.— _ i.

.--.v.w- -V xroBkoi A-HiJx-iane, by lUe offer of the Crown
Fi«rComm‘^ IJe carried on with thehirst Commissioner relative to the drawing ud of *henecessary plans, Ac., showing how it wVs intfndL r!carry out the proposed improvement.

KINGSHOLM ST. CATHERINE,
GLOUCESTER.

WINCHESTER SEWAGE COMPETITION.

fhfa ^’,.1 ^ pleasure the indignant letter onthis subject in your Inst journal from “One of the Re
ih

^ ^o^bing could be more irregular or imoronprthan the oouwe which ihe Local Board hare adoptedBtrong y did I feel this to be ihe ease that I wrote to thetown Clerk a letter, which I enclose. Ihe courted of .m

Tlbw accorded me
; buta lew days afterwards my designs were returned with acireular-note in the seme form as that addressed to yourcorrespon^nt. Like him, I have had experience in ^wndramage. having been engineer for abo^rdozenTovmcial works; aud I led not a little vexed that the t^e

-/“f °v‘'

‘'''® I"®® jMst beencompleted by the Local Government Board, and
the whole of the sewage is now diverted from

“’tapPiso a new main
outfall sewer and sewage-dopositiug tank, with
overflow for storm waters into the Severn, brick
and pipe branch sewers in all the streets, with
appliances for flashing and ventilation.
The works have been carried cat by Messrs.

r'lf i Gloftoester, under Messrs.
Lotto & Becaloy, Engineers, of London.

OHUEOH.BDILDING NEWS.
Fulham.—

A

private chapel has been erected
for the Bishop of London at Fnlham Palace.
Mr. Butterfield was the architect. An organ
has been specially constructed for it by Mr.
J. Robson, of St. Martin’s-lane, under the super-
vision of the Rev. Mr. Sittwell, of Stepney,
assistant-chaplain to the bishop.

Chetu'ynd (near Newport, Shropshire).—Tho
new church here (of which a short account, aa
preposed to be built, was given in the Builder
Of October 2l8t, 1865) was consecrated on tho
25th of April by the Bishop of Lichfield. In
addition to the particulars therein mentioned, it
niay be stated that the spire is about 120 ft.
high. The nave is separated from the south
aisle by an arcade of four arches. The oolutnns
are of polished Devonshire marble, and the
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capitals are of stone, carved. Over the arches

on the nave side are illnminated texts by Mr.

Charles Hudson, of London. The chancel arch

is supported by marble shafts on corbels, and

sitailarly enriched by an illuminated

There is a lych-gate at the entrance to the

churchyard on the north side, of framed timber

work, covered with oak shingles. The total cost

has been about 3,0001., the expense of which

has been defrayed by Mr. J. C. Burton Borough

of Chetwynd Park, and friends. The architect

was Mr. Ferrey, and the contractor Mr. Eichard

Tates, of Shiffnal.

Buxton.—St. John’s Church has been re-opened

for public worship, after having been reseated

and decorated. The alterations were carried

out by Mr. Hall, of Nottingham, builder.

Callow .—A church, dedicated to St. Peter, has

been consecrated at Callow by the Bishop of

Lichfield. The style of architecture is Early

English. The architect was Mr. S. Rollineon,

inn., and the builder, Mr. Wright, of Chester-

field. A want of funds prevents the erection of

a spire at present.

Maidstone.—St. Philip’s Church is to be en-

larged by 200 additional free seats, and other

alterations and improvements carried out, com-

prising north and south transepts, with a tower

and spire facing the town. Mr. E. W. Stephens,

architect, Maidstone, has prepared plans. It is

estimated that the total cost will be about 2,0001.,

of which the sum of 1,1271. is either promised

or paid.

Worplesdon.—The church here has been re-

stored, under Mr. Woodyer, architect, by Messrs.

J. Goddard & Son, of Famham, builders. The

contract price was 1,8001., and the probable

cost, including extras, 2,200Z.

Bolton.—The chief stone of a new church has

been laid here, by Mr. Peter Ormrod, who is to

defray the cost, which, it is said, will be not

less than 30,000Z. The architect is Mr. E. G.

Paley, of Lancaster
;
and the contractors are

Messrs. Cooper &. Tullis, of Preston. The style

will be Decorated Gothic.

Binfield (Oxon).—St Mark’s Church has been

consecrated. The style is Early English, and

the material brick. Mr. A. W. Blomfield, of

London, was the architect; and Mr. Joseph

Lawrence, of Binfield, the builder. The plan is

cruciform, and the entire cost was 1,650L

BrocMish.—The parish church here has been

restored, under Mr. Marrable, of London, archi-

tect, by Messrs. Wells & Son, of Dickleburgh,

and George Kemp, of Brockdish. The carving

was executed by Mr. B. Barrett, of Norwich.

Upper Hey/ord.—The parish church has been

rebuilt and opened for divine service. Mr. Talbot

Bury, of London, was the architect
;
and Mr.

Cowley, of Oxford, the builder. The style is

Perpendicular, and there is a tower, with belfry.

Allestree {Derbyshire).—The church here has

been restored, at a cost of upwards of 4,0001.,

and reopened. The general architectur^

character of the church is of the fourteenth

century. The building works have been done

by Mr. Joseph Thompson, of Derby. Mr. James

0‘Shea, of Derby, has executed the stone and

wood carvings. The heating apparatus has been

carried out under the immediate direction of

Mr. Holmes, of Makeney, by Mr. Crump, of

Derby, who have also fitted up the church with

gas coronce, suspeuded from the roof. Mr.

Haslam, of Derby, took the ironwork in hand.

The architect’s clerk of the works was Mr.

George Moat, jun., of Sandwich. The restora-

tion was carried out under Messrs. Stevens &

Eobinson, of Derby and London, architects.

Faversham.— The new tower of Ospringe

church is approaching completion. Flint, faced

with Caen stone, has been employed, and the

entire expense borne by Major Hall, of Syndale

House. Mr. Whiting, of Ospringe, is the builder.

Preston church has been reopened. A north

aisle has been added
;
the south porch rebuilt on

the old foundations ;
and the tower has been

raised about 12 ft., and a spire of about 30 ft.

added. The total cost of the restoration is about

2,0001. The architect was Mr. Joseph Clarke

;

and the builders, Mr. Lewis Shrubsole, for the

flint and wood work, and Mr. Henry Kirby for

the stone work. Mr. Nott acted as clerk of the

works.
Stapleton.— The church of St. John the

Baptist, Stapleton, has been restored and re-

opened. The borth wall being, in its centre,

7 in. out of the perpendicular, has been strength-

ened by a flying buttress j
and the east wall

having been found crooked from the top to the

bottom, has been moved 7 ft. eastward, and

rebuilt with the old stones. The old internal

quoins in the south wall are left in sifil, to mark

the original wall line. The church has been

restored under the direction of Messrs. W. Slater

& E. Herbert Carpenter, of London. The works

have been carried out by Mr. W. Jones, of

Stapleton; and the chancel seats and eagle are

by Mr. Pepper, of Brighton
;
the ironwork and

brasswork by Mr. T. Potter, of London ;
the

warming apparatus by Mr. Eimmington.

DISSENTING CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

"Wednesbury .—The memorial stones of the new

Wesleyan Chapel, now in course of erection at

Spring Head, Wednesbury, have been laid. The

architects are Messrs. Loxton, Brothers, Wednes-

bury, and the builders Messrs. Trow & Sons,

Wednesbury. The estimated cost of the new

building is 2,8301. The building will be Italian

in style, brick being the principal material used,

with stone dressings. Internally, it will be

84 ft. long by 56 ft. wide, and will be fitted with

galleries and other conveniences. The timber

work will all be stained and varnished.

Botherham.—A new Congregational Church

has been opened at Eotherham. The site is

near the old windmill on the Doncaster-road.

With the exception of a few minor details,

and the erection of a proposed tower, the

church is now completed. It is built of atone

obtained from the Thrybergh quarry. Exteriorly

the style of arcbitectureLEarly Decorated,which

has been so modified in the interior as to suit the

requirements of the Congregational form of

worship. The plan of the church is cruciform,

having a nave 90 ft. by 38 ft. and a north and

sonth transept, each 20 ft. by 18 ft. Abutting

on the west end of the nave are the vestries,

surmounted by a tower and spire rising to

a height of 170 ft. At the opposite or east

end of the nave, which abuts on the new

road branching off at right angles to the Ilon-

caster road, the gable rises to the height of

50 ft., and is surmounted by an iron cross. In

the upper part of the gable is a trefoil light, be-

neath which is a large window with five lights,

20 ft. high. On either side the window are the

two principal entrances of the church, consisting

of deeply-recessed arches with columns, the

doors being of oak, with foliated hinge irons.

There is a large window at the end of each

transept, and three smaller ones at each side of

the nave. At the east end of the nave there is

also a gallery, and it is proposed to erect one in

each transept, when the church will afford ac-

commodation for 1,000 persons : at present it

will seat 900. The pews are of stained wood, as

is also the ceiling, which is arched and is con-

structed with the object of rendering the build-

ing as perfect as possible in an acoustical point

of view. The pulpit is in a prominent position,

standing immediately in front of the organ-loft

and singing-gallery, which are over the vestries

at the west end of the nave. It is anticipated

that the total cost of the building will amount to

4,500Z., though the first proposed outlay was only

3’500l. Mr. Shaw, of Rotherham, is the architect.

’ Sacup .—The comer stone of a new Wesleyan

Chapel, to be built at Heald, near Bacup, has

been laid. The site of the building has been

given to the trustees by Messrs. C. H. Sieber &

Co., of Irwell Springs Mill. The chapel will be

built from plana by Messrs. Eussell & Whitaker,

architects, Rochdale; is estimated to accom-

modate 500 persons
5
and the cost will be about

2
,
0001 . . ,

Edgworth.—A new Congregational Church has

been opened at Edgworth. The site of the

building is close to the proposed Bolton new

waterworks. The edifice is in the Geometrical

style, and will accommodate on the ground-floor

310 persons, and in a gallery at the west end,

about 100. The cost has been 1,5001. exclusive

of land and fencing. The architect is Mr. J.

Maxwell, of Bury.
She^eld.—The chief stone of a Primitive

Methodist Chapel has been laid between Sunder-

land-road and Harleston-street. The architects

are Messrs. C. J. Innocent & Brown, of Sheffield.

The style is Italian Gothic, and the work has

been contracted for at 3,1571., including boundary

gelsey _The chief stone of a new chapel for

Bible Christians has been laid at the entrance to

the village. The architect is Mr. Smith, of

Portsmouth ;
and the contractors are, for the

masonry, Mr. Carpenter, and for the timber

work, Mr. Harwood, of Chichester. The cost

will be between 5001. and 6001.

Longsight (Man Chester) .—The chief stones of

a new Wesleyan Chapel have been laid on the

Stockport-road. Mr. G. Woodbonse, of Bolton,

is the architect, and the style is Early Decorated.

The cost will be between 5,0001. and 6,0001.

Mr. Joseph Robinson, of Hyde, is the contractor.

Christchurch.—On Good Friday a new Congre-

gational Chapel was dedicated at Christchurch,

Hants. It is built in the Italian style, freely

treated. The walls are of white and yellow

brick, with gauged arches to doors and windows,

and relieved with Bath stone dressings. At the

south-west angle are a tower and spire, 100 ft,

high. The interior of the chapel is 75 ft. long

by 4-0 ft. wide, and accommodates, with the

galleries, 700 persons. The interior of the roof

is open, of framed timber, ceiled at the collar-

beam, subdivided into panels by moulded ribs,

slightly stained and varnished, the ceiling and

walls being tinted. The panels are pierced for

the purposes of ventilation. The building is

heated by a hot-air apparatus, supplied by 1^.

Haden, of Trowbridge. The architect is Mr. W.

J. Stent, of Warminster, Wilts
;
and the con-

tractor, Mr. Walden, of Christchurch.

§00hs gtaiSjtjj.

Extracts from Reports in favour of the Extension

of Municipal Institutions to the Metropolis.

Published by the Metropolitan Municipal

Association, 1, Adam-street, Adelphi. 1866.

With the view of exciting the requisite a,tten-

tion, in order that reformation of the municipal

institutions of the metropolis may be effected,

the Metropolitan Municipal Association, of which

Lord Ebury is president, and Mr. Beal, of Pic-

cadilly, honorary secretary, have here published

a thick pamphlet of 216 pages, containing various

more or less lengthened extracts from the second

report on municipal corporations (1837) ;
from

report of commissioners appointed to inquire

into the existing state of the Corporation of the

City of London (1854) j
and from reports on

metropolis local taxation and government (1861,

1866) in favour of the extension of municipal

institutions in the metropolis; including sug-

gestions by the chairman (Mr. Ayrton) of the

committee on metropolis local taxation not

adopted by the committee, and various other

evidence. A speech by Mr. Beal in explanation

of the proposal to extend municipal institutions

to the metropolis has also been separately

printed.

Stannah's Tables for Engineers, Iron Manufac-

turers, Shipbuilders, ^’c, London : Virtue 4

Co., Ivy-lane. 1867.

The accuracy of these tables being taken for

granted, they must be very useful to those for

whose purposes they are intended. They give

weights of angle and X iron in lbs. per lineal

foot, in about 9,000 sections, ranging from

to about I of an inch thick_ inclusive, ad-

vancing every sixteenth of an inch; and are

systematically arranged. The compiler states

that they were prepared originally for his own

use and, as he felt that such tables were much

wanted, he has published them, carefully recal-

culating and proving them again before sending

them to press.

A Treatise on the Law of Window Lights. By

Francis Law Latham, Barrister -at -Law.

London: Butterworth, 7, Fleet-street. 1867.

The ancient-light question, owing to the demand

for enlarged buildings within the area of our

large towns, becomes more important every day,

and Mr. Latham baa done well in producing a

new treatise on the subject, and setting forth

some of the more recent decisions of the courts.

The law cannot long remain as it is, but tiU it

be changed, it is necessary we should know

what it can and cannot do, with which end we

refer our readers to Mr. Latham’s book. It is

well arranged and clearly written. The author

has a chapter treating “ of the evidence and

measurement in cases of alleged injury to the

right to window lights,” but does not show a^

quaintance with the recent diacnssions on this

part of the subject, and the means proposed for

measuring the extent of deprivation. Mr. Bacon,

by the way, made a happy quotation not long

a^'O in a light and air case, when commenting

on the evidence of a witness who had attempt^

to prove the exact number of degrees of ligM

which would be obstructed. He compared him
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to the philosopher mentioned in "Hadibras,-
who, he said,

—

“ raaatia of geometric scale.
Could tell the size of quarts of ale.”

Mr. Latham may attach no greater importance
to the proposed system, but it should have been
mentioned. We recommend the book neverthe-
less.

TAEIOEUAT.

Hardwicke’s Science Gossip” goes on welland ivill in hnndreds of cases give to oonntry
lile a fresh pleasnre. The current number has
an able illustrated paper by Dr. Tilbury Fox on
tbo Chignon Fnngns, which he has grown under
various oironmstanoes. As to its influeuco in
the production of disease, Dr. Fox: arrives at the
eouolusion that in England “the total danger on
She whole ,s slight.” “ Ellerslio House i aBook for Boys. By Emma Leslie. Partridge.”
rho object Illustrated in this tale is the necessity
)f a firm resistance to wrong-doing and adhe-
cnee to principles, spite of langhter and abnse.
t la calculated to interest boys, and to benefithem What in Paris, 1867” (Baily

nhlll). 13 a r.af.hlinfi- rrnonJv. ..V 1. il_ _

AMERicA.y Statue of Shakspeabe. — The
United States sculptor, Dr. Ward, has received
a commission for a statne of Shakapeare for the
central park of New York.

STONE.CUTTIa\G MACHINE AT SWANSEA. — The
Local Board of Health has just erected a stone-
cutting, or rather stone - crushing, machine,
worked by hydraulic power, and capable of
breaking 40 tons of stones per day. The cost
of the stones to the Board is thus reduced from
Is. cd. to about 3d. per ton.

Threatened Strike on Metropolitan Omni-
,

U
publication called the Whip, says,—We have reason to believe that nnlesa a peti-

tion, on the eve of presentation from the emvloyds
of the London General Omnibus Company, be
complied with, a general strike among the con-
ductors and drivers will take place before the
end of the month.”

Society of Ekgixeers.—The president, vice-
president, members of conncil, and other mem-
bers of the Society of Ensinoers have made
arrangements to proceed to Paris on the 1st ofJune to visit the Exhibition. A meeting of the
Society and a dinner will take place in Parisduring the first week in June.

New EEsEKvoin op Haeipax W.ateewokks.—me first sod of a large new reservoir in con-
nexion with the Halifax Waterworks has been

reservoir will hold about
100,000,000 gallons, and will be a snpplomen.
tarv n.nri ofr»vor»a _a />. n Ui,

n r, 1 ...t
ju runs, lOb/ {Bailv t j * ^ tjuppiemen-

f Co Cornhill), 13 a rattling gossip about the
storage reservoir at Ogden. The cost

irench metropolis, its ways and weaknesses
' ^ -rx .... . .

Carved Picture-frames.—We have before us
photographs of a number of picture-frames pre-
pared by Mr. C. Rowley, of Manchester, and sent
by him to the Pans Exhibition, some of which are
very superior in pointof design to thosogenerally

w^^rr
called in to his assistance Mr.

W. U Rogers, Mr. J. Whitehead, and Mr. W. JMuckley the head-master of the Manchester
school of art, who have supplied him with some
elegant and appropriate designs.

o- xAAA I.U A uw uoac
„„„ wcasnesses

; I ,n ,

bo about 20,0001. This iand it contains many bints not to be found in
1“' reservoir of the scheme which the cor-

Alurray or Oalignani, to assist explorers in
Peration has Parliamentary power to make, and

eoing something of Paris "life." ^The wood I

“P™ expended or will
expend several hundred thousand pounds.

. , . ? jiio. ine wood
egravings which illustrate the second part of

iur
Exhibition in the Art.

mat specimens of16 ait, and thickly strew every one of twenty,
'ur pages devoted to the catalogue

^

EtisMltaivca.

Electro-Magnetism in Ikon Smelting.—The
Dse of an electro-magnetic current in the smelt-mg of iron has been tried at one of the leading
ironworks iu Sheffield, it is said, with complete
success. A fixed electro-magnet is placed oppo-
site an opening in the side of the furnace : the
magnet is excited by means of a Smee’s battery
and the current of magnetism is directed into
the molten metal. The efi-ect is described as

_

Value of Land at Hampstead.—The re-
Braoch-hill Lodge, at Hamp.

stead. Middlesex, and 13a. 3r. 37p. of pasture
and garden ground adjoining, were sold at the
Auction Mart, near the Bank of England, onMonday last, in one lot. After a spirited com-
petition the lot was knocked down to a City

occupation, at
^u.uuut. 1 he late owner and occupier purchased
the estate fifteen years ago for 10,0001.

^

Picture Dealing. — Particulars have been
given in the newspapers of the prices realized
at a sale last week of English pictures

j the
property, as asserted, of a well-known picture-

1-

liiatory of some of these sales
would bo curious, and not very satisfactory
we are disposed to think. It is asserted

^
cucuu iH uescriDea as

Trade.-A deputation from surprising. The metal appears to bubble

WRwI econo-

AT / of tbe British f“o^J and the quality of the iron is go ‘"‘‘e sold backwards and forwards

r^ir
^^““faoturers Association), and Mr. improved that for toughness and hardness of dodges are resorted to to

. iTWiijiam (secretary to the association), has hardly be equalled. get up or keep up the prices of particular

Fnench dnf.es on p.afe-gl.ss. LTen tac^irs^llTn Whteb“r H Brisrn:gT““‘
->"“=

Loxnox . I amall and portable, weinhtan bnt a few Lid “ m have been

fed
Feb. 3rd, he sag. 10 in. in diameter and IJ in. thick and I

.
Bo.tnn op Works.—

A

returntea me lormation of a snperway for foot- ‘‘®. oreangements are such as to enable those P“riiament shows that in the tenisengers across London Bridge, based on two down by it to descend at whatever speed
'

d
30 P''’”“' ‘f required, to stop at '^any

emlet-
divide the Blow from "'“'lo'v they may pass in desoending, and takequick trflffie bAlnW Twlnlrx j. 1 mi t OTITT a,. vXiX..nexv.Xl...... X®A /i T ,
iJi.luo iiue Blow irom

I

pi*®® m aescenUing, and takequick traffic below, while also supporting Pe^on that may need rescue, and
girders, on which

J,
ground in safety. In descending

which wnnlfl I

the apparatus is faatenpd tr, fUa Ur,.i„ i... _

A -.AA.XATV, triiijy aiBO B
transverse and longitudinal girders, ou wnicuauperway would be laid, and which wonid beanded by some thirty steps,

'HE Cankiho and otheh Statues, Paeace-

w To d
q"u8““H“ put in the Com.

IB, Lord John Manners said that, in oonse-nce 01 the great increase of traffic in the
thbonrhood, his predecessor in office hadmtted apian for giving increased facilities

d u**
of Commons, which

1 had been adopted by the House. It com-

roved'’
f''".™'”'”’’'? “reiage way and anroved footway, and when the latter was

plote the statne of Canning would stand atend of It and that of Sir B. Peel at the'
Eord Palmerston would also be placed

le immediate neighbourhood.

iMDER-BOniNG INSECT IN AUSTRALIA. The
.t referred to in the Builder of April 20, is,out doubt the Tomicua mmographua, sorated m India for perforating the casks
lining malt liquors, and quite new to Ans-
1. it has been known for a very long time
ppresentations of its effects on the casksbeen made to this country for the laste years or more, and committees have satdia to investigate the nature of these little,n creatures, and the onnse of the attack
.alcnlatcd that one cask alone was perfo.:m every direction in more than 130 000
s, causing fearful leakage and waste. Atme It was asserted that the insect was sentAw oonntry bnt happily at present we doid the creature here ; the statement mustlithont foundation. Sometimes they areJhat uncommon, at other times they swarm
nads, and are plentiful now, causing ex.e waste. At one time they were almost
edtoBnrmah, but now Secunderabad an.
to bo their head quarters. The best way tosh their numbers is to introduce boiling
to their notice. ®

w-v. g.wLAuu All J.Q aescenUing
the apparatus is fastened to the bo Jy by a
leather strap, and the wire made fast to some-
thing above. The apparatus can also be made
last above, and a basket or bag slung to the rope
BO that when its load is safely landed, the person
above can wind it up and let himself down

rJ
fastened to any article of furniture, to

the bars of a grate, or to a permanent crook orpm fixed in the wall or window-frame. In ap-
pearance the whole apparatus is little more than
a flat wire rope, to which any sort of conveyance
can be attached.

I

Twining’s Lectures to the Working Classes.
in a letter, Mr. Twining, of Twickenham, of
whose valuable museum we have heretofore
spoken, writes, of the course of lectures which
he has prepared for reading by others to work-
ing class auditories,

—

iDfff!. Aa-
--AWA.U OAAXA..O mai, lu Due ten

years 1856-05 precepts were issued for levying
rates amounting to 1,080, 572Z. for the general
expenditure of the Metropolitan Board of Works
and 2,182,650i. for the main Orainage rate The
total expenditure on the main drainage works

reached
>i,t m.'OHL, and a further outlay of 701,7911 was
required to finish the works. The main drainage
13 now complete with the exception of the north-
ern low-level sewer and works. The total
amount received by the Board up to Lady-day.
1866, whether from rates or loans or otherwise,
was 8,J12,3331., and the total amount of debt
then owing by the Board was 5,271,1861.

,^r,l “t'®
that, from the commence-

W, h»L ^
T

L^nbeih up to the present time ithas been almost conatanily under delivery, weekly or
«t two places in t^sameweek-

liotVio^w
audiences numerically equal to those at theatha were pot to be found elsewhere, yet everywhere the

appreciative attention hasprevailed. Unless an institution can afford to undertftl-«

inconveHience Igl^adJy take charge of everything, except placards andadvertisenaentB, only desiring the prospect of a workine-daes audience of not less than 300 persona, in a suhabfe
^ provide for distribution any requirednumber ot programmes, containing a full syllabus.^ Thetype is kept up by my Twickenham printer, who hasmerely to fUer a little the title-page, and change thedates for those appointed for each successive place ‘’Eieht

primed up to the present time.® Iforward a few copies, by which you will seo at once theeducational character of these five preparatory lecturescomprising, firstly, an introductory explanation of thescope and importance of domestic and sanitary economyOP the science of common life, and of the necessity fwpreparatory knowledge of the elementary sciences ou theapphofttion of which it is founded.-th; most in?ere« n^and useiul of the physical properties of bodies. Secondly"

forces inTh‘-”
tbe foregoing, including the mechanicalJorces in their application to daily b'fe. Thirdly practicalnotions of aerostatics, hydrpitatics, and ^’aSlcs

The Sanitary Act in .St. Giles’s District.Holborn—The Board of Works for the St.
Giles 8 District have been aeekiog, as bound to

regulations of the ” Sanitary Act
ot 1866 as^ to houses let in lodgings. For atime these will be felt to be stringent, and will
require to be pub in force with discretion Weare not surprised therefore to hear that con-
aiderablo opposition has been manifested in some
quarters, and that the Board find it necessary
to issue an explanatory statement. The regu-
lations are of the utmost importance, and must
not bo disregarded, however cautiously it may
bo necessary to proceed iu enforcing them at
first. Very much depends on the persons who
are charged with putting them into force.

Royal Horticultural Society.—On Tuesday
last, the first May fite took place at the Horti-
cultural Gardena, South Kensington. The day
was fine, the gardens were charming; they seem
to improve upon e ich fresh visit; the crowd was
large and gay. Where, by the way, are the
uniformed bands ? Though that in attendance
on Tuesday played well, we do not not prefer
Mufti on the occasion of these enjoyable pro-
menades. We hear that the gardens are to be
made use of on the 20th of this month, when
the Queen will lay the first stone of the central
Hall of Arts and Sciences. It ia hoped that her
Majesty will walk round the gardens amougafc
her people, that they may again see her tal^g
an active part in the work her lamented consort
loved 80 well.

r

'
:

li-
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ViEGrail Wateh,—The wcll-hnown Chinese

fishing temple at Yirginia Water haying become

decayed, it wiJl be replaced by another boildiug,

designed like a Swiss chalet, which will give

increased accommodation when reqmred by the

Eoyal Family. It is to be completed by the

autumn.

Tall of a Chapel Ceiltno at Baenslet—
A large portion of the ceiling of the Primitive

Methodist Chapel, inWestgate, Barnsley, recently

fell, completely covering the pews in the gallery,

and scattering lime and wood over the entire

interior of the building. The estimated damage

is about lOOZ.

The Fine Arts in Birmingham.— The Bir-

mingham Society of Arts baa, during the past

month, for the second time, opened a spring

exhibition, and again with complete success.

It contains nearly 600 examples of water-colour

drawings displayed on the walla of the Society s

gallery in New-street. Among the number of

works exhibited, are a few oil-colour sketches

aud pencil drawings. Of the entire collection,

many are by well-known artists.

Pi-BLic Buildings.—The annual charges^ for

the maintenance and repair of public buildings

and expenses connected therewith, as the supply

of water and rents of houses required for tem-

porary accommodation of public departments,

amount to 128,8051. The chief items are 4,311i.

for Chelsea Hospital, 5,4347. for the Royal Mill-

tary Asylum at Chelsea, 3,1877. for the erection

of a new Jewel-house in the Tower of London,

and 2,8687. for supplying the palaces. Houses of

Parliament, and public offices with water.
^

A
large proportion of the total estimate is required

for rents of houses occupied by various depart-

ments, 1,2841. being paid for the offices of the

Registry of Seamen and Shipping at Adelaide-

place, London Bridge ;
1,3057. for the National

Debt Office, in Jewry-street ;
1,9607. for houses

occupied by the War-Office in Pall-mall
;
and

1,4507. for the temporary Foreign-Office in

Whitehall Gardens. This vote also includes a

sum of 2,0537. for maintaining,
_

watering, and

lighting Westminster Bridge, this item having

hitherto formed a separate estimate.

A “ Pacificator.”—M. Gustave Struve raises

a comer of the veil which covers the new engine

of war called the “ball-purop.” He has pub-

lished in the Beohaditer of Stuttgard a letter full

of the most terrible promises of destruction. He

says- “All that is seen is an iron plate, which

receives the balls, and a tube which discharges

them with the rapidity of lightning. The visible

apparatus is a winch worked by hand or steam,

according to the weight of the projectiles. M.

Struve has seen it in operation in both manners ;

it fired balls of two, twelve, and eight pounds,

not at fifty a minute, as had been said, but at

three hundred. The stream of bullets can only

Lynx.—

M

r. Scott has been consulted as to the

restoration of St. Margaret’s Church. He pro-

poses alterations at a cost of 1,0007., besides

re-arrangement of seats, &c., at about 1,5007.

more. Less urgent restorations are also spoken

of.

The New Building Act.—At the meeting of

the Metropolitan Board ofWorks, on Friday, the

Bnildibg Act Committee submitted the Bill to

amend the Building Act, and recommended that

the solicitor of the Board be instructed to take

the necessary steps to introduce the same into

the House of Lords. Mr. Shaw (St. Maryle-

bone) pointed out several defects in the Bill,

and moved that it be referred back to the Com-

mittee for reconsideration, which was agreed to.

TENDERS
For alterations to 239, Upper-street, Islington, for

0 0

For building a studio for Mr. W. Oliver. Mr. F. Potter,

„ohitecti-
DtsienB.

Tracey & Co £24n 0 0 ...£259 0 0

Stephens & Watson ... 234 0 0 ... .65 0 0

PeAins 219 0 0 ... 2 5 0 0

Aylett 126 0 0 ... l-o 0 0

For the erection of a house at Pinner, near London,

for Mr. E. Brown. Mr: Beichel, architect

ChappeU., £2,997 0 0
2,705 0 0

PoTon i Smith 2,196 0 0

Kemp 2.120 0 0

Lamblo l,/43 0 0

Proposed Law Courts.—In reply to a motion

by Mr. Lanyon, in the Commons, Mr. W. Hunt

said the Government had no desire but to obtmn

the best designs for the contemplated work. He

should, however, remind the House that the

selection of the judges had been made before the

Government came into office, and the eminence

of the judges had not been questioned. The

Government had every reason to suppose that

the selection which had been approved by the

late Government, and which for many months

had not been questioned, was acquiesced in.

Some weeks since the competing architects

requested that the two professional architects

appointed to assist the judges should be added

to the number of judges, and if the judges con-

sidered that they would be strengthened by such

addition, and that the commissioners also

acquiesced, her Majesty’s Government had no

objection whatever to that course being adopted.

,

Mr. Cowper said that, as one of the committee

of judges, he could not entertain any possible

objection to the proposal made by his hon. friend.

Restoration op St. Nicholas’ Steeple,

Newcastle-ui’ON-Ttne.—The contract with Mr.

Walter Scott for the restoration of the tower

and steeple has been signed by the Committee

of Management on behalf of tho subscribers to

the fund for that purpose, a clause being in-

serted in the contract protecting them against

any personal liability. The appointment, by Mr.

Gilbert Scott, of Mr. Henry Pulman as clerk of

the works, has also been confirmed. The con-

tract is divided into three sections ;

—

For tlie erection of ft villa reeidonce on tbe Biddlesdo^

Park Estate, Kenley, Surrey. Mr. Thos. Danby, arcni

tect. OuantitieB supplied by Mr. Slirubsole ;

—

Itcsidence. Conservatory. I oncea.

Harrison & Edwards £1,105 ,..£83 10

Perkins
Wariie
Hazell
Jarrett
Garrud
Howland & Aldridge

Wilcox
Poxon & Smith
Nightingale
Tims

1,093
1,075

1,064
1,060

J 10 8 ... 34 0

67 0 0 ... 25 0

970

70 0 0
75 0 0
52 10 0
83 13 0

16 17
22 0
14 10

942
0 0 25 0

For the erection of a house at St. Alban’s, for Mi

Ernest R. Kaitt. Messrs. Bacon & Bc-1], architects

Wilcox °

PoxonASnuth
§

wSr:;:::::::::::::::::::::.: i.*® » °

For tho erection of a house at M atford, for M
Clement Heaton. Messrs. Bacon & Bell, architects:

Wilcox £1,182 O O

webr::;:;;. 1.020 0 0

875 0 0

For new hotel, for the Hanley Hot el Company ,
Limite

Messrs. K. Scrivener & Son, architects. Quantities an

plied by the architects :

—

pirit^—Comprising underpinning of the

north-east and north-west pillars,

the introduction of various ties and

binding courses in tho walla of the

tower £ 1,811 11 V

Second,—Comprising the lantern, arched

buttresses, and pinnacles, and new
diagonal ties L032 15 0

Third,—Comprising thorepairand restora-

tion of the tower generally ^,oj3 lo t

Amounting altogether to £0i

The carrying out of the second and third divi-

sious will depend upon the amount of the sub-

scriptions realised, those promised being barely

me barrel never ueuiB, _ _ -pho committee received nme tenders m all, em-

bracing builders from Bradford, Durham, and

Alnwick. Mr. Walter Scott’s tender for the

fired. The machine never fouls, and it works

for ever. The range depends upon the strength

of the motive power. “ I have seen it,” says

M. Struve, “throw balls across the Hudson

where it was a mile wide, when eight men turned

the handle. The inventor has assured me that

it would carry two miles.”

The Metropolitan Gas Bill.—On the order

for resuming the debate upon the second read-

ing of this BUI, Sir S. Nortbeote said ho had

been induced to arrange with the companies so

as not to interfere with the distribution of profits

within the limits of the Act of 1860. He bad

also agreed to omit the purchasing clauses. The

companies had agreed, on these conditions, not

to oppose the second reading. He complained

that he had received letters from clergymen and

widows, and all sorts of people, telling him that

he was going to ruin them
;
and that if members

still obstructed the progress of the Bill, the

Government would abandon it altogether. Their

intention was to act as arbiters between the

London gas companies and the London gas con-

sumers. On the part of the gas consumers, Mr.

Ayrton repudiated any acquiescence in the pro

posed arrangement. He objected to the aban-

donment of all the rights of the inhabitants, who

would not be bound by any such arrangement.

Various other members spoke on the subjech

and the Bill was then read a second time, and it

was passed pro forma through committee before

being submitted to a select committee. The

amendments were inserted, and the Bill ordered

to be reprinted.

Contract No, 1.

Building.

Naden & Sod ......£19,000 0 0

Hilton 9.830 0 0

Collis & Hudson ... 8,690 0 0

Steel 8.320 0 0

Mathews 8,2u8 0 0

Barlow 7,610 0 0

Scarralt
Bickley, Brothers H
Mellard L050 10

ContractNo, 2

plumbing,
glazing, 3(0.

£1,100 0 0

1,420 0 0
1,285 0 0

1,175 0 0
1,153 0 0

1,296 0 0

1,148 0 0

For building the Holy Trinity schools and residem

atKilburn. Messrs. Francis, architects. Quantities

Mr. Joseph Eobson ;

—

Schools.

Myers & Sons £2,120 0 0

King A Sons 2,088 0 0

Howard 2,087 0 C

Colls & Son 2,i.'80 0 C

Hill & Sons 2,034 0 (

Dove 1.925 0 C

Residence.
..£629 0 0

.. 632 0 0

For the erection of quarters for five sergeauta, 8

other works, at the Wilts County Militia istorea

Devizes. Mr. Weaver, architect

Long* Jones
Oane A Co 917 0

917 0 0
0 0

first section was the lowest.

Infection and Contagion.—We had occasion

nob long since to complain that even medical

men did not always make a clear distinction be-

tween the words infection opd contagion, some

diseases which are infectious being occasionally

called contagious, and contagious diseases being

sometimes said to be infectious. The distinction

is a very material one. This looseness of expres-

sion has induced Sir J. C. Jervoise, in the Com-

mons, to move an address to her Majesty, to

cause such inquiry to be instituted as may le^

to the better distinction between contagions dis-

eases and such as are termed infectious, so as

to obviate as far as possible tho loss, alarm, and

injustice consequent on the theory of the infec-

tious nature of certain diseases when unsup-

ported by demonstration. The question, he re-

marked, affected persons in every position of

life, both at home and in the colonies. He had

recently come across an article on leprosy [a

contagious disease] in one of the public papers,

in which it was stated that the infections na-

ture of the disease was believed in in many parts

of India, and that such precautions were taken

as inflicted the greatest cruelties upon tbe suf-

ferers. The object he had in view was further

inquiry. Lord Montagu, in reply, expressed his

confidence in the machinery which at present

existed for ascertaining the character of dis-

For building schools, cnlvert, and fenoe-wall

the Presbyienan Church, Toiteuham. Messis. W.

Habershon A Bite, architects

Staines
Osborn
Wilcox
Juhnson

..£578

515 0 0
-155 0 0

For sondry alterations, additions, Ac
,
to a hons

Fortis-green, Finchley. Mr. Wimpens, |^chite^et

Fish..
Carter A Sons
Sonttcott A Widgery
Watson (accepted! 476 0 0

For sundry alterations, additions, Ac., to Lee Ht

Finchley-common. Mr. Wimperis, architect

Wheeler (accepted) 430 0 0

d rehanging old gaUFor new front inclosure-wall a

Carter A Sons .

Watson .

,.£350 0 0

335 0 0

For additions and alterations to a house eX

green, Finchley, for Mr. J. A. Jioble. Mr. Wimi

architect :

—

Fish
Moultrie
Carter A Sons
Watson
Wheeler

.. £1,750 0 0

1,720 0 0

.
1,670 0 0

. 1,676 0 0

,. 1,522 0 0

^orders.

For building small picture-gallery, sundiy al^
general repairs, Ac., to No. 6. Glaashouse-street,

.-£398 0 0

g j j
Scrivener A W bite 329 0 »>
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Tie gcdd medal competlllon Is open only to student, of
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•‘‘y "knowledge be
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A/TE- EDWIN WHITE will SELL on
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Alexandra Estate
I®se Bouse KsUle, and west of

SOO feet The depth l!, ?rom the
B^'ghtoo-roft'l

'it""’-
-“w, vs Js;

BBRRET.— In the parishes of AYalion nn.Th j t¥t iValuable Freehold and Tithe ITree P?o^rt? i? “s'*presenting moot deslrahij cuntelulng 221 acres.

l\raia£??Sro»\ “e in-
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, for the
ror 1866

, Price One Guinea.
'CLOTH OASESfor binding the Numbers, price
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'..CLOTH BEADING - CASES, price Haifa-
Mown.

tiCOLOUBED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.
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ifV. Benson, having erected steam-power
« mproved machinery for clock-making, at
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m*th^ p
Warrant of Ap[K)intment toIH. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

0 clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25 Old
^ I’°^=-te-biIl,-B.O.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rdd'‘'v.i;:"j.''.r,aa'" ’ »' ""
„ fc--ur..,-E.;i KSTd-"''’"-

Itt Beckc-utnui Ru.t Bromley iu th
* F® Sutlon, Dpper Bast aumhBold Hl i In. .. .

?All\nF™iJs^^AI, TEWSON, &
f A lYiii.T..u under the Will «r

1 -Y 28, »i TVt7“lil UU, from*im.f ai'
1*“’ TUSS-

iinlug iiortiuQ of the 'SHOHTLANDd ^KSTatk''^*^

ddlgusly CAPrie.l out uDou tuli”®
Imil'ltug opera-

FAV^RSHaM, KE:^.-Fp;E30LD BDILDINO LAND to be
msrrv t ‘’O^D by AUCTION, by

.M£'.e,»Av^P^AM, on WEDNESDAY,
1
bulldlDg either deuched or saml-Hwta.'h^A wn?” ^^

1

^“*’ *“

I

iuNewtouTOKd. Wing ^tr^fubt d ‘I,
' ccuti-e of the toim of FxVrihim 1

Bal way Stetion, to the
sitUiiion in all rR.rv.c?'. ! .“i' .^H®, «o“JPlete, and the
o\7lmon.'"f^".TAy “^‘hM’rn

n'

XAS-ELL. Solicitor
; or^to the A^tio“ue**^'‘Frv 7h.^ SUe m^o“mance precisely at TWo o-«lut;k in the atteruoom

^ ^

W K, BARNES rSONS’“TmBER

issnsySSsSF-
l.bOO Mlramichi Pme Deals

isss
fi.OOO 'Wyooig «nd Memel Deal.

''®“°’’ Pine Timber

lod KS f.s-miyrji
180 Uaats

,

1,0011 4 to 6-inih

is S?i,Tp'"„ 1
‘“"VEiS”'-"

StlO Loads Pitch Pine
Frepired Flooring

Nouldlngs, 4c.JO Futboms Baltic Latbwood * ’

With other Gvods.

ds

For Catolaguea apply to the Brokers.

Canons’ Marsh. Bristol, M.iy iJt',
* 80NS, Brokers

LEyTONSTONE.-Fillebrook E.Ute. atiJ-jlning Leytoastone
-m m -r. ^ K'llway Station

]VI
tl- REATES Will .SELL by AUCTION

ill ; f.'iSs wcfb'Sii.sray™.'''!

SrtS"ri,ysr^ssTu&sr‘B';,fi„^^^^^

.1.. bd.u’ryssSrt 5,“

p^iYER & CO. have received
H..-;; Xu "r ffaSS b," li’SfSs ‘".'.ZV If"

*“ “i"

yard, OU FRIDAY. JULY 19ih at TWn
MART, Tokenhouse-

~iW ib .i.. iii 1 ss “--b eS,; ; i
“ ’•

builders as well as nrlvata uurrhaiu' Tf
“*^‘''^*“8 opportumtlee to

EL-. - r* I'uicnasers. the whole comprialog about
Duiiders as well as private imicha«i>r« Th ''t'pori.uunioe u

propartug.aod maysbortly beobui..™?;^: Pl»“'’ rarticu .......

" '»’ ’""•s.'i::" Ayx".irAX.,r„^^

MEb&KS. HAMJIOiVD & SON are
KSAs, 2Tcb“,SS\ySfu“^^^^^^ rUSbiOSALn

the prop-tty C'mimtud valuable frLii^"
auonm. Twoportlouer

Plan of th/KsUtr, -!-hI,v“tt^'arumrod ^^Utmu^of ^TV-

To Ironmongers. Ship chandlers. Murine store Deal.™ « -

^Stock of iromuongery, Ac! “£ppTt*^^a"

-. ...,. fa v; r
oouif oy AUCTION

•=^'-

ptsnsila, end a qm.aUly of usvlut l:ei^—VaVn;, ®"“®

the Aucrio^i^’.'t'BucileTbui*^. e1\
^'®“‘ “r '“f

I % Freehold Building UndM HsfeKjb Ve^TOM, OLAbKE, & BULL

h=efWe
will shorily be reedy, ,iud in»v he ha,i Vr i» Plaus,

, I
Bohcitom.s and -i.^herboruf-Une^fi at^hV'^MAuetionecis, S, Buckier.bury, DC

’ ’ “** ‘k*
1

P«mt,e.iuUoorge-UrJriL,lWn ' ‘'’“® Freehold Trade

son, &
2Ut HAY, 18d-, at fWlJLVB prM^solv J"®FitKttHOLU UKOUNO-RKVi'.i _ -j **.‘'”*" ‘“* *“OVo valuable
Lot-1 tol7oompri« imp«u^^^^^^

important PROPSHTY.
OiSLlSs. perauuum a^inl^ut 1.® ^
loa-« (the UDexpited u-zmn
dwoUlug-houses. shop*, paouc and lal? h, n «? ^ m

street, SplidiVtera.uiB. au^^tiie^aojic nt ‘’/'u'F'

moximuv‘m',7*'f“‘’.
‘‘‘® **' K*«“^andtn cioM

yearly tenant atm tier annum (
““tl Yard, let to a

house., situated a\oi’ bT;, 8. U. ll.! 11 s'^d ii“!^d

S.Xi
b'**-

,“•£• ‘e“
iiouaea. Nos 2 3*4 a.fd S ami.h*^V* FourFreeholdDwoIling-
weeklv tpuaiiu ni i.

^ms-place (sonth side), let to

Tr^e PiTTri^s ,T.' ^2. valu.ble Freehold

.b.p,b

No. Sm; Huh-st nrl Y!n‘ar*ad?,oT,?,'!L‘*
,1;''?''*,'’®'*'“"” and Shop,

in tho
ri.oim, with deutchod'bakeh.JUiM

of 24
Tuuuiaall iddon forau unexplred term

* “'“'“m— P.kTiicuUrs and cmdituius of sale
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LOWESTOFT.—Vfry TRlnshle Building l*nd. closa to tLa town.

beiDK Id cootinnatton of the Esulaoadr and WeUlog'nn E-planadi-,

coromandlDg megniBcent er* view, and compriiiug 230 acw of * x

eelleiit laud, arranged in large and arnaU

detcrlption of purchaae ;
a » a valna’da

j,!
D the >1a ring fence, aboUln* vu iup •

aline with the preceding, and p'rtseMing the emine adyant^ee of

Ma view, contalulng -bnul 70 acre* of eound, hK'lcnllural land,

with comfortable fa-mbonsr* and premlte', ihe whole b^og ir e

hold, and comprUing about 290 aetee Pou^inu may ^ had of

the 220 airee on completlou of the purchase, The PakelielJ

in the haude of a jearly Ml
' ' ‘ ‘

TV/TESSRS.
XVJ. OAKLEY

'DANIEr SMITH. SON, &

Just published, in One Yolume, 4to. doth, illustrated with nearly Sixty Plates, and 260 Wood EngraTinga.

^ Price 30a.

TREATISE ON ARCHITECTURE,
ISCLUDING THE A™3^0F^C0H3TEnm0K AECH, CAEPEHTET,

Edited by ARTHUR ASHPITEL, F.S.A. &c.

Edmbnrgb; A. & C. BLiCK. London: LONGMANS.

/ have iccrived lietructi'in

AUCTION, at the ROYAL HO I EL, L iweitof

. of JUNE, at TWO o'clock pre.l8ely. in abo

attractlvePROPERTY, known a
•

It 1( particularly adapted for one
gentlemen wlihing to f- *

eagerly sought after,

party la

«. the al

a'the Kirkleyaud Pakefield Farou.— or aeve.ral building ipecul ttloua. or

Sildetices i f a anperior claas, they being

_,s faihionable watenug-pUc ‘ '

jynumeroua good road*, and poeaere

bnil’dliig frontagea — Partlculara. wi’h plana ehowingth

lottlns may be obtained at 'he Place of Sale : of

NARI>. EON. MABKBY, * T'ESTON. S'.Hcitora, 67. Colt

City. E.C. :
and of M-aara DANIEL SMITH, SON, * OAKLEY, Land

Agents and Surveyors, 10. Wa'crl -o-piace l‘all-mall.S.W.

. MAY*

NEAR MATDSTONB, KKNT.—On the Hirer Meilway. and luljoiiiing

thetumi'lke road for a conalde'able di-tance from MaidatOLe to

Bocheater and Chatham.—Tho old eatabli-hel Pottery aurl Brhk
Worka of the Aylee'ord Potteiy Company, with the whole of the

Capital Machinery, PaUnt and Scotch Ktina and other ereci tone,

abeda, itabiei, and numerous modern brick cottagea, with wharfi

on the Medway, and tramwaya conneoing the aame with the

pottery worka, toge'her with about 205 acres of capital sound

agricultural land, atfiiTdlng an
beat gauU clay aud giey cbxlk,

paper-mUl, known as Praillng-atreet

premisea.aituateln th*

ualible supply o
ick-bnilt

REDBILL SURREY.- Eligible Freehold and Leasehold Property,

oomptising VilU Besliieuce, Cottages, Two VlUa«, aud Two
Uou-

M’R. WHTTTINGHAM is instructed to

SELL by AUCTION, at the WARWICK ARMS. Redhlll,

ey 00 MONDAY. MAY, 2ilth, at SIX for SEVEN o'clock In the

liuj aVlLLA RESIDENCE, ellua'ed In Someraet*road, Meade-

. Reahilli aUoTwoVill. ‘

London and B ighloa-t

Two Hou«ra, leasehold
,
Mtuatvd in

„,w- A poiiion of the purchase money
aUo eligible Freehold Building I^nd,

bauo’ii BirOse and Garland'e road.- Partl'iuUr* aud con*

ale may bo obUtnwi about t**n days before the Sale, at the

ina in the neighbuurh lod
;
of Mr THOtlAS BUCKLAN 0.

et, Belc.te; of t'L® .Amdlonee^r._ IL Uoogale-

KAsT CUWES, Isle of W'sht.-

(

Building Land.
d BeeiJeuce and eligible

WHITTINGHAM is instruc'ccl to

M'

LOWER SYDENHAM.—A highly dealrable, flret-claaa Freehold

Family Manalon, atandiog In lU own grounds of abo^nt three
- - t pleasantly altualed about one tulle from the Lry.lal raiac^

K. MARSH has received mstrucMons to

BELL by AUCTION, at the GUILDHALL COFFEK-HOUSK,
THURSDAY next. MAY Id, at TWuLVlt fur ONE. the Yaluable

FREEHOLD FAMILY MANSION, of hauda.-me, modern elevation.

dl«tingulihed aa Champloo-hall. Lower Sydenham, within a raw

n InuMB' walk of the Bydisuham SUtiou on the Lourlmi and Brighton

Hue, and the Lower Sydenham SUtiou on tha Mid-Kent railway.

The rcaldence atand. in iU own brautifully firobiired grounua oi

about 3 acrea, with coachhouae. aUbllug. aud ThRuhite wt-

bnilding. Let on laa.e for twenty-one jeare from 2ith JUNE, 1^1,

at. SOOf. per annuui.-M»y be viewed by caids ouly, to be had^lh^e

Auctlon^rj and particular*, with condition, of sale, obtained of

Meaar.. FRANCIS & BOSANQUET. Sulicllon, 22, Avt « J;

MUSKETT YEFIS, Kaq. dolicitor. Temple-cbam 'era. Fl"«t;=>*Teet .
of

Meaara HENHAU « TlNDELt*. Solicitors. 18, Eaa-i-atreo' Strand

,

»,.H .t Mr. MARSH'S tamuorai-y Officea. 54. C innon-.t'-eet. c

parlVtieiof Avleaford.Burhom.aud Boxley

the wholeof which 1* freehold. With poaaeaalou of the worka oi

completion of the purchnae.
^

M esses, daniel smith, son, &
OAKLET hove recriv.d Inalrucllona ta offer for SALE by

AUCTION, at the NEW AUCTION MARI', Tokeuhoure yard, E C

on MONDAY, 17th JUNK, at TWO o''.l('ck preci»ely. lualeiid

of the 30lh of MAY, aa prevlnu.ly advertiaed. in niio the

above highly Imporiant FREEHOLD COMMERCIAL ESTATE,
which prraenU a fine oppoituulty to ap^utator. for iiivealuien'

of capital and prcfitHble oceuuatlon. The worka are iu full

trade, end commaiid a large and lucrative bu-incaa, minufactu'iitg

the biat gault tUy into biicke. aewer and drain pipe*, for which

there ia a great and incieaeli.g clemaurt. thia de* ilption of brlcaa

being used extensively in the Meir.poliUn Main Diaiuage Works

The extensive manufacturing pr**mi«ee .re well built of bnek. placed

*0 that the commuolcaiion with the wharfs {which are quayed will

ragstone) by the tramwaje la eaay and direct. The bulldiugs com
prise the pottery (a large atinare hnilding of thiee fl'ora, with si:

circnlar pottery kilns, each with six forua'e-), mauurHClunDg aui

moulding rooms, fitted with the best description of machine ry.

Tbeieare numer. us maktug and dry lug sheds, with flues, ao tha

the manufacture prvCeeds thro'igbout the year. Two H' ffinana

patent brick-kilns (one with 24 and the other with 16 c mpartmeiilsl.

with large ocUgon shafta (145 Let and 130 feet re*pecuvely), six

Pcolch klliia, several (Iry-oiay patent brick machine*. byBra-tleyi

Craven, and roller wire cutting m.cblnes ; ' wo pai's of very poweiful

cl«y*cra»hlDg rollers, with hoists, pug mill, 4c. weighbridg-s-. 4e.

the machinery being diiveu by a Galloway '• Ifl-horaa power double

cylitder condena.ug engine, a 60 horse power coiidausiDg benra

engine, and two 20-hor»e power hlgb-prewure bonz -ntal engines,

euppHed by four steam bolleie, by Dnun, HatUrsley 4 Co. and other

makers. The clay-pll naa been '*ell developed, and exitoset an ex-

tenaive face of tho flueit Moe clay. The chalk may be cuuaHered to

be of the aame deecriptlon aa that from which the floe.t qdsliiv of

grey lime ie made on the at'joiulne eeUtei. and would of It-elf prove

a most profitable invesHnent. 'Ihe land is of excellent sUple, capable

of producing abuudant crops, and is divided into arable, paelore,

hops, and woodlanila, known as Great Coesing'on and Little Ci a*ing-

lon Farms, with suitable faruih u-ee and premise*, in the hands of

responsible teuanla, whose t-naiiciBS will expire in 186il. Prat log-

street Mill, used for the mauaraclureof papoi beards, 4o. driven by an

overshot wheel, let on a retalrlug lease, of whi.h about seven years

are unexplretl. The cottages are modern and well-built, aud form an

impoi taut adjunct to the pottery works. The whole eilaleissup-

plied with abundance of pure water from a never-failitig spr'iie.—

Particulan may be obtaiti^d of Measr*. MAYNAR^*, SuN, MAHKBY,
4 DENTON. Solicitore, 07. C"l«m*ri->treel. E.U. ;

at tho Place o|

Rale: and of Messrs- DANIEL 8MIIU. SgN. 4 OAKLEY, Laud
Agents aud Surveyors. 1<1, W.terloo-placo, Pall-mall, S.W.

of the

_ .L by AUCTION, at the .MEDINA HuiEb, East Cowea,

_ THURSDAY, MAY 53. at SIX for SEVEN in the Evenitig. a auO-

sUiiiia Iv-bullC FREEHOLD FAMILY RESIDENCE, situated io

tAmbfii^e rol^. LdThoutTnlrty Loteof a-ig.W

situated iu tho Cauib.l.'g*. Queoi,’*, and Modiua roaJe, E..t. Towaa

cioee to the Royal Yacht S-iuadcm Station. Niue-toi

l.urchaaB-money may remain on mortgage or con’tact

III be paid In nine yirara by equal half-yearly Inatal

whole orauy part of the balauc-may be p«ld offal ai

notice —Particulars, Plans, and Oonditlousof Sale--, -

of Mr MOU«K Weet. Cnwe*
;
at the "rinclpal Inna lu the neigh

boa’rhW
;
of Measrs. RU38ELL 4 DAVIES, 59. Colei

lued

Place of Sale.
,

11. Uo'^rgat Lmdon, E.C. ;
and a

WALTHAMSTOW, ES.-<KX -Eligib'e Freehold Building Land.

R. WHITTINGHAM is instructed to

SELL by AUITTON, at the GUILDHALL HOTEL GrMharo-

afrect.Oitv.ou MONDAY. MAY 27. 1867, at TWELVE for ON F^in

about Th'tty Lots, the eligible FRE“UOLO BUILDING LAND
lithe free aud laud-tax redeemed, having frouUgea to the ne'jr row
l-adirig from Beulah road to Shern Hail-etreet. n-ar to tha church.

wiMiUra few minutes' walk of tho Pora.t. and ahmt twenty minutes

walk of the Lea Brl'ige Station on the Oieat F-aatern “'n®'

the ntlncip.l Inns In the nelghOourh'

DAVIES. 50. ColBuian-alreet. E.C ;
"f ih

I, E.C. :
and at the Placa of Ssle.

TOTTENHAM-LANE, HOENSKV. MIDDLBaEX.-Eligible Freehold

Building Laud.

R WHITTINGHAM is instructed to

SELL Vy aUCTTION. at the OUTI DilALL HOTEL, Oreehatn-

atre^f.C ty.oo MONDAY, JUNE 3rJ, .TWELVE for
-•M"

furiliei

LOWER SYDENHA1I.-Taluable and

Building Estate, delightfully eltuate, about oue mUe from the

Cr^yatal Palace, and twenty mlnutea' ride from London.
_

Mr, MARSH hiks received instructions to

SELL by AUCTTION. at the GUILDHALL COFFEE-HOUSE,

on THUMDAY next. MAY 16. al ^ WELVK. in e^^eeu iota the

highly valuable KcTaTE known « SU ‘

jrsUX's.” .“'XiSX'; ?:;'r

•Luonlf villa reeldencea.each site commanding

chaaere dcairou* of
!

- pvr*

, ,
builders it

lor iimucuu.v= „rr^oprlatlon. there heiog

a of every description iu the Immediate

rtiruUr*', with rondiiluns nf sale, and plana, may

-a i’RANilIS 4 BOSANQUEr. Siulicltoia. 22, Aus-

prrseuU atUaotiv
a great demand ft

neigh hourhootl.—

tla-rrtarafofj^MDskVrTjr
Fleet-etreet ;

of Mt
Strand; aud

t, B.C.

iiUBENHAM 4 TINDGLL. tjuilcitcre. 13. Essex-

.t Mr. MARSH'S temporary Offices, 54. Lannon-

London, Brighton, i

M-
FreehoiQ BUiiuing i-auu — ..y. —

-

R. FULLER is instructed by the London,
Company to SELL by

LAND, tithe f

new roads leading froi

Schools, and within

^ed, bavlug frontage"

teuham-lane. n-arly opposite the Hornsey
• minute-' walk of the church and tin

•at Norlhrru Railway. Nine-tentha of Ihi

^.''r.-hl.w^onev may remain on morfgng- or coutract at 5 per cent

to be pal.l in Blue year- by half-year y iiist-Iinenia ;
but the whol.

or any part of 111* balance may ha paid off at any tl;

notice.- Particulars and cooditloua of sale may be ol

without

Rrtahton aud Bouth-Coaat Railway \,oiupao,

AUCTION at the LONDON TAVERN. Biah'.peg-.t»-*lreet. ..

VlTRsnAY MA-TU-h at ONE o'clock -pteclaely. upwar.ia ofU aeru

O^rKker^REEHOLD LAND,

situate at Epsom, and eepeclally eligible for the *7*®“ " VU
hoS.«, and shops, having excelleut railway

commandiug Atak tiiuo FREEHOLD

the
RUSSKLL 4

TSAVIE-. 69 Coleman-strert, BC. ;
of the ..

-tceet, London, E C. ;
of the Foreman on the Estate

;
anl

Plao- of Sale

^“iTHFULL. SoIn^ COODE. Soilcit^^^

.0 Bulliling Laud.

IV/fESSRS.
XVX OAKLEY ai

Building Land near Graulbam, Lincolnshire

DANIEL SMITH, SON, &
_ ire anlboriied to SELL PORTIONS of a valuable

PROPERTY, to the east of the town, well adapted in every way for

the erection of good residences, on high ground, overlooking the

various noblemen's and gentlciuen'a seat* lu this locality. About
30 acres have been already coiend with good houses, at Urg"" cost

;

and the vrinoipal roads are laid out, being formed and meuilled un

to the existing buildlugA The aituetion is remsrkablv plitoreaque

and aalubrious. Grantham i* the centre of one of the best bunting

districta in England, belug accessible to the Duke of Rutlaud'a, Cot-

tesmore Qunru, and Mr- Chapdn'a houada, aud has a flrst-eass

sUtloD on the Great Northern Railw.y, the journey to Loudon
occuoymg only twohnttrs and a half.—Plane of the property, showing

it* extent and situation, with tho exi.ilu* houses, may be «ern at the

Office of Mr. J. G. H. THOkiPBuN. Laud /geiit. Craulbam
;

of

Ueasrx. FARRER, ODVRY, 4 FARRER.S illcltora. 6S. Lino iln's-lun-

flelds, London ;
and nf Me-Art DANIEL SMITH, SON, 4 O.AKLRY,

Laud Agent* and Surveyors. No. 19, Wa'efioo-place. Pall-mall, 8 W.

BKO.MLKY. KE.NT.-Eliglhli. _

Mr. WHITTINGHAM is instructed to

BRT 1. bv AUCTION, at the GUILDHALL HOTEL. Gresham-

ruv on MONUAV.^NESro, at TWELVE for ONE ..'cl. cb.

.Vrtb“ .< .n.

L»5D. »..»« x i;

SS;™,., s».w

‘iHid In nine year- by eqn*' h''';TW',y

irany p
;

notlce.-Patllcul.
,r the haiiu a paldol

cjuditt < of a

ighbourhood :
of Messle. EUSiELL 4

_ ;
of the Auctioneer, 14, Moorgate-

t'iie Pitce of Bale.

NORTH WOOLWICH-- 16U

Victoria Docks and the 'Tbi

the North Woolwich BtaU"._

Ti/i ESSES. Daniel smith, son, &
LVJ OAKLEY have received ixutructiyus from tha Proprlvtora t-

OFPERfor SALE by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokenhouse-yard,

near the Bank, on THURSDAY. JUNE 20, at TWO o'clock pre.-s-ly,

the following very valu.ble PnOPEKTIEd. In various iota ;-Lot 1, 22.v

Or, 33p. part In band aud pait m tha rccupalion of yearly tmaiiia,

and adoiniug the high road from the Victoria Dock eulraoca to North

Woolwich on the south, the Victoria D- cka on the north, and the

Graving Docks on the east. Lot 2. 17a. 2r. Bp. also adj jin'ng th-

Norlh Woolwich high road on the aonth, and lauua of the Vi lorla

Dock Company on the north- Lot 3. 2a. Ir. Op. alsoatmilaily citc^-
lUnted, in the occupation of a yearly tenant. Lot 4, 41* Ir. 29,.

part in hand aud part iu the occupation of yearly teuaui*. adjolotug

the high road on the north, aud the lhamea on the aouih, wltb »

fioutageofaboutl.0OOfeettolher'ver. Lots 10* Ir 27 p. leased fo*

an untxpired term oi 96 years li Mr. Drew, at a yearly rent of 613t

Lot 6. 3a Ir. Op. adjololugihe high road on one aide, and the river

on the other (in hand), with a froulage to the rive* of about 150 feet,

Lot 7.2A2r. 9p. leased fo. 94ye-ra, ail5«. 12 * 61. per at num, a. join-

ing the laat lot. Lot 8. 7a 3r. 35p. whereof 4.i. Or. 3jp. are lease.’ for

97 ysare, at 2201. lOt. si.d 3a. 3r. Op. ace on agrerme.it for leaee at the

aame rate per acre, aud foi the same Urm. Lot 9. 9 acru, adj .i.ilng

last lot, let upon lease for an noexpired term of five years. *12574 pc
annum. Lot 10. 10a 3r. 15p adjoloing last lot. where -f 7». Or 15p. are

let at a yearly rent of 124 and 3a 3r. Op, leased uotll Christmas, 1963,

at 764. 178. 6d. per annnm. Lot 11. a.'jotnlug, 1 acre, let to Mr 8*i.key

for an unexpiied term of 97 yeara. at 604. per annum. Lot 12. 10a 3r.

2p. near the North Woolwich Railway 8talion,audar<Joiuiiig the high

toarl to Eaat Ham. lu the occupation ef a yearly teuaut. Lot 13
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A Walk and a Talk

about Silchester.

REATLY interesting to

those who see with

mind and heart is a

visit to Silchester, with

which buried city of

the Romans few per-

sons, comparatively,

seem to be acquainted.

A few gossiping notes

addressed to those who
do not know of it, and
have thought but little

if at all of Roman
Britain, may have a

use. Silchester is in

North Hants, on the

line of railway that

connects Reading and
Basingstoke. It is

about seven miles from
the first of these towns
and six from the
second. PromMardock
Station, on the line in

question, it may be
reached by a walk of

two miles, but there
i is no vehicle to be had there except by
t previous arrangement. "We are amongst the
tStrathfields here, Strathfield Saye (of which
Hall the world has heard), Strathfield Turgiss
t!{th6 Rev. C. H. Griffith, rector), and Strath-
iefield Mardock. The “ straight field, ” say
osome; but those seem nearer right who find
lithe origin of the name in the proximity of these
ilplaces to the great Roman Street, connecting
liSilehester with London, and which, as it was
I a fine sound work, has long been called the
IDevil’s Highway. Most things that were above
hthe comprehension of the early folk appear to
liihave been ascribed to that same agent. " Stop,”
asays an inquirer, “you mentioned Basingstoke
Must now, and as you are speaking of derivations,
ithow 18 it that we so often hear of that word
? Stoke,’—Stoke in Cheshire, Stoke in Kent;
ItStoke Abbots. Stoke Damerell, Stoke Newington'
iiStoke Poges, Stoke-upon-Trent, and scores of
(father instances ?” The word is derived from
itthe Saxon stoc or stocce, the stock or trunk of a
ttree, and it comes to be applied to these places,
leays one, because towns at first were built of
wood, within a stockade, from the neighbouring
^forests. We may get back, however, a little
ifarther, and find its primary sense is something
eeet or fixed, from the Saxon siican, to stick

; so
hihat in Stoke wo find intimation of an early
sSettlement or fixing, and may read Basingstoke
318 the settlement of the Baaingas.

Basingstoke, however, must not lead us away
worn Silchester, though it makes a nice continua-
ouon for a day’s trip. Silchester gets its present
aiame from the Saxons,—perhaps as sel-ceastre,
ifhe castle or settlement in the wood; but of
)«onrao other derivations have been proposed,
iks to part of the title, at any rate, there is no
oloubt. Nearly all places of Roman origin
mmongst us were distinguished under the Saxons
py the term ceastre or cheater, from castrum.
tChey are usually oblong areas crossed by two
riirinoipal streets at right angles. When the
oioman soldiers were finally withdrawn Britain
jsossessed at least fifty walled towns united by

excellent roads, upon which at certain distances
were places for resting, called mansiones, and
mutationes where relays of horses were kept.
Besides the towns there were military walled
stations. The towns included fine public build-

ings
; statues decorated the highways, and close

by were amphitheatres of large size for dramatic
representations, capable in many instances of
accommodating thousands of spectators. Add to
these towns and stations the extensive villas,

nobly adorned, which, as the spade has shown
us, were scattered over the country far and
wide, and some idea may be formed of the
appearance of Roman Britain.

A British town, Caer Segont, is thought to

have occupied the site of Silchester before the
Romans came and built their city supposed to

be the “ Calleva ” mentioned in the itineraries.

Some, whose opinion is entitled to great con-
sideration, deny that Silchester can bo identified

with either of the Callevas recorded : we are
contented, however, after consideration, to go
with those who do not see this difficulty. It

is asserted that the usurper Constantine, at the
beginning of ihe fifth century, was crowned
here. In that same century descended upon it

those Saxons who became kings of England.
They took it, but if we may judge from the re-

sult of diggings up to this time, could scarcely
have occupied it for any time. A tradition

connects with it “ the blameless King,” and,

—

_
-“‘The Table Round

Whjch good £(ing Arthur founded, yeara ago.
With signs and wonders, there
At Camelot, ere the coming of the Queen.”

Tenn^ion,

But there is nothing to show in support of the
story.

True or false the tales, absent or present the
written account, there now lies the Roman city;

and, though it lies, no man can question its truth.

No fear of false scribes in the history told in

brick and stone. A drain-tile, a moulding, the
plan of an apartment marked by a few flints

left in the soil, speak with a veracity that none
can doubt. The plan of the city is an irregular
figure of seven sides, surrounded by a wall of
flints, with bonding courses of stone at intervals,

in parts still from 18 ft. to 20 ft. in height, with
a fosse all round. This shape is very peculiar,

for the Roman towns were usually square. We
have not examined the walla all round : our
notes are tho result of but a hasty visit, and
we are adopting received dimensions, not con-
firming them. Tho city was crossed by two
main roads, as usual, its Via Praatoria and Prin-
cipalis, with four gates in the walls

;
and, if the

indications observable on the crops at certain
times of the year are correctly stated, the streets

were all at right angles, notwithstanding the
irregular form of the boundary. The wall is more
than a mile and a half round, and encloses about
100 acres. Some years ago the ground was opened
in two or three places; but recently, under the
direction of the Rev. J. G. Joyce, vicar of Strath-
fieldsaye, and at the cost of the Duke of Welling.
ton,the examination has been moresystematically
conducted, and with very interesting results. In
one large excavation at the corner of two streets

the plan is somewhat confused; and Mr. Joyce
in a valuable paper read last week at the
Society of Antiquaries, pointed out that here are
to be seen the walls of three successive buildings
of different dates, or rather of enlargements and
alterations of three different periods. The walls
are of a rough character; those of the latest

period are of flints, put together only with mud.
Of cut stone work there is scarcely any visible.

There are some few tiles, forming the openings
and angles. Two small stone columns were found,
one of good Roman character, the other much
ruder, probably the work of a later date. We
will not attempt to describe or appropriate the
buildings

;
it could not be done without plans.

We simply indicate a few of the more salient

points. There is a hypocaust about 20 ft.

square, the conducting chambers of which
radiate to a centre pillar, while circular flues

are formed through the solid intervening por-
tions, so as to bring all into communication.
This, and other very interesting remnants, are
protected by wooden buildings, but we under-
stand that water rises in the hypocaust at par-
ticular seasons, so that its gradual destruction
must be feared. A mosaic pavement, of some-
what rude character, was found in an apartment
near. Various other pavements are to be seen in

adjoining parts, mostly plain, of white and red
tesserjB. One includes hexagon and octagon tiles,

somewhat peculiarly disposed. In many cases,

as we know, the finer mosaic pavements used in
Britain were brought from Italy. In Silchester
such as were put down were probably made in
the neighbourhood. The tools used by workers
in mosaic have been found on the spot. Roofing-
tiles of various kinds, many of them marked as
usual by the feet of animals and birds impressed
before burning, and hollow flue-tiles are seen in

various places. Some of the latter are orna-
mented on the outside with lines formed ap-
parently with a comb-liko instrument, exactly
similar to such flue-tiles found at Cirencester
and elsewhere. Pieces of Samian and other
pottery are preserved in a small building appro-
priated to the purpose; and here, too, will be
seen specimens of greenish glass and pieces of
plaster from the inside walls of rooms decorated
with colour. A piece of glass tubing is amongst
the most curious relics. The remnants here
would afford sufficient text for a long essay.

Nearly in the centre of the area the lines of a
large square inclosure, containing the founda-
tions of walls, had been always observable at
certain periods of the year, and had been re-

garded as the Forum. In July of last year the
soil was removed, and the belief made certain.

The inclosing walls, 3 ft. in thickness, form a
parallelogram about 310 ft. one way and 275 fc.

the other. Around this is an ambulatory, from
12 fc. to 15 ft. in width, and then come the
foundations of various buildings and apart-
ments, the most important of which, 60 ft. in
width, is considered, and with reason, to have
been a hall of justice or basilica. It has an
apse for the magistrates, and the position of the
bema, or tribunal, is marked out. Various
apartments near it are alternately square and
absidal. The walls here contain some bricks,

and the work is sounder and better than in
other parts. In a room adjoining the basilica

the interesting discovery was made of the body
of a bird in bronze, with means for its attach-
ment, and which would seem actually to be a
Roman legionary eagle.

Diggings are now going on in this inclosure,

and Mr. Joyce will find his hands strengthened
rather than otherwise, if we urge the men em-
ployed to examine carefully all the earth they
remove. Coins are being constantly turned up,
and, according to a list we saw on the ground,
range from the time of Augustus Cmsar (29 B.C.
to A.D. 14) to that of Honorius, who died in the
year 423 of the Christian era. As is the case at
Cirencester, Richborough, and elsewhere, the
coins of Carausius are numerous. Some of our
readers may not remember that Carausius was
commander of a Roman fleet, who, having in-

curved sentence of death by an act displeasing

to the Emperors Diocletian and Maximian, sailed

over to Britain, assumed the purple, and ulti-

mately forced the emperors to acknowledge him
as their colleague. He came hither about the

year 287, and was killed by his minister,

Alleetus, A.D. 293. Stukely asserts that

he was a native of St. David’s. His coins

were mostly minted in Britain, and, with those

of Alleetus, serve to illustrate its history during

the ten years it was separated from the Roman
empire, a period concerning which, we believe

few monumental inscriptions are extant.

The number of Roman coins that have been
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fonnd in this country is enormous and remark-
able, and.serves to make evident the fact, that

the metallic currency was very abundant in

ancient days. The difficulty of transmitting

money in troubled times was very great, and it

was largely concealed in the earth. Apart from
this the owners must have been much less care-

ful of their coins than we are : the sites of some
Roman towns and stations were positively strewn
with them. It is computed, for example, that

wicbin twenty years two collectors alone ob-

tained from Richborough, in Kent, 2,000 speci-

mens, though for hundreds of years previously

Roman money had been found there in extra-

ordinary profusion. The value of coins and
medals to the historian, the antiquary, and the

artist, can scarcely be overstated. They often

serve to confirm the history of events in the
most precise manner. It is scarcely fanciful to

imagine old Chronos, when a bridge was com-
menced, or a town destroyed, shaking from his

pocket on to the site an indestructible date for

the benefit of posterity, which handed down at the

same time a portrait of the reigning sovereign.

It puzzles one to imagine at Silchester what
has become of the mass of material the old city

must have furnished. Where, it may be asked,

too, was the burial-placo ? An interesting find

awaits the intelligent explorer. There must be,

somewhere near, a British burial-place, as well as
that of the Romans.*
Within the line of walls at Silchester stands

the parish church, which has some Norman
columns, an Early English chancel, a recessed
tomb, and an oak carved chancel screen. The
structure is in a terribly bad condition, damp
and ruinous, and calls loudly for repair. A new
church, too, seems wanted at the west end of
the parish.

Just outside the walls stands a noble amphi-
theatre, one of the largest found in this country.

The size of the arena enclosed by the mounds,
once presenting ranges of seats (pradilni), is

called 150 ft. by 120 ft., and looks to be quite as

much. The entrances remain obvious. The
area of the amphitheatre at Cirencester is

148 ft. by 134 ft.
5
that at Dorchester is 219 ft.

by 138 ft. There is not any masonry visible at

Silchester ; but this by no means proves that
the amphitheatre was not walled, and we should
be glad to have it carefully examined. The
amphitheatre at Richborough presented no evi-

dence of masonry
;
but on digging, an external

wall was found enclosing an ellipse, of

which the longer diameter measured 200 ft.,

and the shorter 166 ft. The wall was
about 3 ft. 6 in. in width, and built with flint

faced with ohalk.f According to Murray’s
“ Hants,” one of the best of his good Hand-books,
the area at Silchester is said to have been
covered with fine sand to a depth of 2 ft. or 3 ft.

We know that this was the practice, and in the
same way that the Ring at Astley’s was often

called “ the saw-dust,” from its covering (and
the racing system is known as the turf), so this

sand (arena, Latin) gave a name to the floor of
the amphitheatre, and afterwards to all places

for display.

The area is clear, but the mounds are covered
with large trees, which, though they increase
the beauty of the picture, will gradually, it may
be feared, destroy the character of the construc-

tion. Here, however, we must break off. We
have probably said enough to show that Sil-

chesfcer has matter to interest many,—the
antiquary, the lover of art, the student of
history. It is impossible to walk round its

picturesque walls, to ponder over the founda-
ticna iu the Eorum, or look down into the arena
of the amphitheatre, without a flight of thoughts ;

and we do not envy those who receive them in a
cold or careless spirit. Truly England is very
populous to those who can read the past.

* Of what the former of these might furDiah we have ft

anggeation in the discovery made last week in a barrow
opened near DrilEeld, in Torkshire. It contained the
akeleloD of a young Briton. The right hand grasped a
fine bronze dagger, of very early type. The blade was
thin, and ovate-oblong in shape, the broad end having
three bronze rivets, and retaining distinctly the semi-lunar
outline of the end of the wooden handle. Upon the
dagger was deposited a large flint knife, and beneath it

a bronze awl or bodkin, a very curions implement.
Before the chest and just below the chin were five very
large polished jet buttons, quite H >o. iu diameter.
Behind <be skeleton was a remarkably floe bronze ase, of
the earliest type, evidently modelled on the plan of the
old stone hatchet. The handle and sheath of the dagger
had been of wood.

t See “The Antiquities of Richborough, &c.” by Charles
Roach Smith and F. W. Fairbolt— a volume containing
much interesting information on the subject. See also
“ iJluslrstions of the Remains of Roman Art in Cirences-
ter, the Siie of Ancient Corinium.” By Professor
Buckman and C. II. Ncwmarch. *

j

THE PRINCIPLE OF SYMMETRY AND ITS
DEVELOPMENT.

If ifc has appeared that the principles of pro-
portion are the common endowment of both
Gothic and Classic architecture, of necessity also

and still more obviously must this be the case
with the principles of composition ;—in fact, if it

were not desirable rather to concentrate than
extend our field of view, we might argue that
they override all the arts, and even declare

themselves and are manifest in all the happiest

iustences of the beauty of independent nature.

For composition in the largest sense is the
studied disposition of diversified elements to the
effect that they combine in harmonious union,

—

form a congruous whole. But a whole, whether
natural or artificial, becomes so only in virtue of

being congruous relatively to a definite and self-

consistent purpose, and by the subjectiou to this

of whatever influences approach it. All nature
is crowded with examples in which the common
ends of animated existence are efiected through
endless and seemingly spontaneous modifications

of conditions of existence
;
but at a certain point

Nature withholds her aid. Parent-like, she has
set her most favoured son examples of compo-
sition in abundance; has furnished him with
faculties and materials for self-help,—for art,

and then has left him to face alone the nobler

task which she spares the less gifted, of pursuing,

though it may be through pain and labour, the

completion of bis proper problem.
The problem at large divides : it is with its

architectural phase—itself comprising innumer-
able secondary problems—that we are here con-

cerned. The particular problems of the art, again,

after every allowance for intrinsic complexity,

have to be reduced in the first instance to dis-

tinctness and individuality of aim under the

postulation of adequate resources : a main archi-

tectnral purpose bolds itself ever prepared to

have regard to subsidiary, and to work under,

special limitations of modes and means
;
but not

even Nature herself deals in composition of in-

compatibles.

All unity in art bolds ultimately, then, from
unity and cougruousness of the purpose; grade
of dignity issues from its natural dignity, and
special characteristics are inspirations,—evolu-

tions from its ruling character.

Difficult indeed are the problems that for ever

present themselves of effecting purpose under

the given conditions; of reconciling subordinate

with superior distribution, and separate with co-

operative function : but these are fortunately as

often the opportunities for the artist’s triumph as

the occasion of failure or despair.

Then the artistic expression of unity crowns
its solid effectuation, like the “ bright oonaum-
mate flower,” and many such a completed ideal

invites the critic to leave aside abstractions and
expatiate on examples. Declining, however, the

more attractive analysis, let us endeavour to pene-

trate to the primary development of composition ;

evolve, if we enn, its more universal character-

istic; observing, it wo may, an occasional illus-

trative appl'Cation.

Excluding special purpose, therefore, for the

present, we may consider architecture as con-

cerned in common with some other arts, in the

harmonious composition of,

—

1. Forms,—by which word is implied solids,

magnitudes of the three dimensions, such as a

column or a buttress, a pinnacle or a dome.
2. Figures,—involving two dimensions only,

although limiting or attached to forms
;
such as

profiles, whether of mouldings or larger mem-
hers, or the bounding outlines of the structure

as a whole, or of portions of its plan, the

triangle of the pediment, the rectangle of the

chamber.
3. Lines,—either lines of whatever degree of

complexity only not constituting figure by en-

closing space ;
or lines of single dimension,

—

straight lines.

These may be considered as general terms,

comprising the elements of composition as geo-

metrical; taken thus generally, they imply

nothing but the most unrestrained capacity for

variation; they are, in fact, the undrilled ele-

ments of composition. In what manner and
by what aids may they be reduced to some
order, and marshalled and brigaded P The pur-

poses in hand of course dictate at once the selec-

tion of certain general combinations
;
the magni-

tudes and shapes of rooms are settled within

limits, though not up to a limit, and so also the

general types of supports, of arrangements to

span intervals, of sloping roofs and openings for

light, or issue, and so forth
;

all open to the

utmost variety in simplicity and complexity, re-

gularity and irregularity.

The first reducing principle is Repetition,—

a

marked expression of that predominance of one
influence, chat unity implies

;
identical repeti-

tion, as of windows of like size, &c., or repetition

in varied scale, as of large columns of peristyle

and smaller of pronaoa,—piers of nave, and of

aisle, &c.
;
thirdly, repetition of the same type

but in varied proportions; an oblong chamber
being succeeded by a square, a Gothic window
broad and low being repeated, but made narrow
and high,—the vault of nave modified in that of

aisle, and so forth. The repetition of one type
is the emphatic exclusion of others as irrelevant,

and the tenacity with which it asserts itself even
under enforced change of scale and proportion

reinforces the emphasis.
But here, again, whether change of scale or of

absolute proportions be resorted to, regularity
varied tends to random variety, and variety

to diffuse itself to infinity; the necessities

of cases will not give strictly determining
hints for adopting one dimension rather than
another; and option must either resign to chance,
or, what argues as little self-respect, merely
follow with steadineas a norm adopted irra-

tionally; the better course remains to seek out

a rational norm. In either of the cases supposed
the question is one of difference of Proportion,

and can only be rationally decided by a proof of

the propriety of one difference rather than
another

; at least of a presumption for certain

absolute exclusions. Where convenience does

not dictate absolutely, more general effect has
claim, and ever under allegiance to the law of

pertinence and connexion in composition, is in-

fluenced chiefly by regard to smoothness of

gradation and liveliness of antithesis, vivacity of

contrast. It is clear, therefore, that it behoves
us to set the series of proportions in order,

and to master, if we may, the principle on which
sequences, in gradation but not overcrowded, in

contrast but not harshly so, may be taken from
the general crowd, and relied on in a given case

as an effective scale.

When this shall have been done it will appear
that the regulative value that applies to repe-

tition of a form, figure,
|

or line, will apply
also to repetition of a given proportion ;

the

same degree of difference may be repeated and
insisted on over and over again, no less than
equalities or identical forms; and again, as the

variation of a repeated form by a change of pro-

portion has its advantage, so also the retention

of a proportion, but with varied application, will

also help the expression of unity. Thus it is

that in Gothic structures the proportions of the

plan are occasionally applied to the elevation of

a bay : the height of Cologne Cathedral measures
its length, and so in the Parthenon the propor-

tion of the stylobate re-appears in the front

elevation of the order, as well as in many another

versiform presentation.

Simple repetition—apart from these more
recondite, bat,in fact, more artistic refinements

—

has had its value allowed in architecture in all

ages, in all countries. It is a main instrument

in that expression of solidity and repose which
is so essential in an art of which the primary
responsibility is equilibrium, that scarcely ever

loses a reminiscence of dignity, and has so con-

stantly aspired to and attained the majestic.

The unrivalled magnitudes relatively to man
with which the art deals, seem to impose this

law upon themselves that they may not oppress

and baffle and confuse the senses. By emphatic

regularity again, architecture asserts itself aa

against the fluctuating and irregular forms of

the nature with which it comes into comparison,

and places itself resolutely in contrast, not to say

in rivalry. The fenestration of a northern cathe-

dral, or of a southern palace, admits the principle

equally ; it reigns as decidedly in the peristyle

and the carved mouldings of a Greek temple as

in the nave bays and string-courses of West-
minster Abbey.
The essential, the indispensable complement

of repetition is Symmetry ;
repetition vindicates

its own propriety in commencement, but suggests

none for its conclusion. The aucient who defined

as the requisites of a tragic composition that it

should have a beginning, a middle, and an end,

may well be recognized as champion of that

indispensable unity that is the living soul of all

LompositiODB.

Symmetry is the contrary opposition of equals

and similars ; thus, a Gothic doorway is sym-
metrical, because, if a vertical line or plane be

passed through the apex of the arch, each half

will have corresponding points equidistant from
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identical points on the vertical
; the two sides

are exactly alike, with the difference that
they face different ways. Thus the successive
crockets on a pinnacle are similar, but not sym-
metrical

; as compared with each other they
form a case of repetition,—only as compared
with opposite crockets, each with each, do
they become symmetrical. Symmetry, there-
fore, gives us a centre, and in this a decided
limit, a term that is unavoidable, not that, like a
suspended repetition, may be optional.

_

No form that does not admit of exact bisec-
tion. as defined, is properly symmetrical; thus
the line of beauty of Hogarth—the spiral of
double curvature—is as little a symmetrical
figure as a single Ionic volute. Nay, it is only
a fictitious symmetry that can be admitted in
such a figure as the so-called Catherine-wheel,
with spokes curved. In itself it is inconclusive,
and requires to be opposed by another with
spokes of contrasting curves. It is impossible
not to recognise a certain restlessness of effect
in those Gothic rose windows, which, regular as
they are, are still as wholes unsymmetrical

; it

^
the same effect that results from running a

Greek wave border conspicuously round a circular
comice, and that is little helped by a single
opposition in the direction of the waves at a
motiveless and otherwise unnccentuated point.
The manner in which the difficulty was corrected
by interruptions and filled squares in the Greek
fret will be familiar to all.

The Greek honeysuckle pattern is an example
of the beauty evolved by the symmetrical dis-
position of unsymmetrical forms

; a vertical line
divides it into corresponding halves, each of
which exhibits repetition of regular but unsym-
metrical petals, varied successively by gradually
proportioned curvature and oontour. The inter-
mediate ornament divides in like manner with
petals of contrasted form.

Repetitious and contrasts, and repetitions of
contrasts, are thus the elements of symmetry in
the first instance, though afterwards symmetrical
combinatioDS may themselves be combined into
J^ger symmetries. In the profile of the Attic
base the scotia is similar, but contrasted,—the
seeming contradiction is none,—to the torus;
and the contrast is repeated with new modifica-
tion between the upper torus and npophygo.
iiy the circularity of the base the entire profile
on one side reappears in true symmetry on the
other. Hero again in the charm observable in
varied dimension of upper and lower torus we
are referred to proportion, and to proportion on
a principle to minister suggestions for ordering
the variable dimensions,—variable inexhaustibly;
for the ultimate arbitration of taste and genius
doubtless, but without need of resorting to ran-
dom or caprice. In the Romanesque churches
about the Rhine, at Cologne, at Bonn, may be
seen charming applications of this type of the
Attic base,—a duplication itself, duplicated in
varied proportions on pier and pier base; and
Gothio architecture ti-aced through its develop-
ments brings us to the same motive over and
over again.

^

The temptation of the subject must be re-
sisted

; but let it be enough to remark, or to re-
mind, how the Attic base was reversed to form
the Early English capital; was extended into
base monlding, string course; was turned round
arcbivolts

; and by duplication, triplication, and
altered proportions of contrasting rolls and sink-

grew into those most artistic eombiuations
the fully moulded arch-openings of nave arch

and doorways, and sedilia. Bub this is leading
away. °

Systems which, like many rose-windows, are
susceptible of equally symmetrical division by
several or numerous lines, have still not the last
quality of decisive coiiclusiveness, and are too
apt to suggest revolution on a fixed point, rather
than permanence upon a fixed line.

Symmetries, again, which are little more than
a juxtaposed pair of symmetries, have lack of
emphasis. Nature gives us an example in the
compound leaves with graduated fronds on
each side of the stipe, but none at the end.
In a. Gothic doorway, a double-pointed door
opening is only saved by the more important
including arch

; on the other hand, the omis-
Sion of this may be as useful when the proper
aim 18 to secure subordination; but only when
the point IS attained of a general bisection which
IS without a fellow or an alternative and of which

I the halves are not resolvable into parts all sym-
1 “f

tncnl independently, does symmetry effect the
lull service which it can render to expressive

[ unity. ^

The importance of the central bisected member

in relative magnitude, is by parity of consequence
very conducive to the expression of concluding
and comprehensive unity

;
and this is the ex-

pressive value of the Greek pediment, which an
ancient said could not be spared even in the
dwellings of the gods in Olympus, though there
was no rain to be thrown oft'

;
and of the type of

roof shield surmounting the large arch of a
Gothio porch.

Infinite schemes may be devised for distri-
buting predominance variously between centre
and wings, and subdivisions of wings, and again
we are referred to our studies of rational pro-
portion.

In looking at the facade of Cologne Cathedral,
as it will appear when completed, it is difficult
to believe that the pinohed-up west window,
gable, and door will ever be able to assert the
required central predominance over the pair of
spires and their towers,—it has of late become
far easier to be sanguine of German political
nnity. For the furtherance of unity, moreover,
it is requisite that the lateral divisions should
not be each in itself absolutely or even proxi-
raately symmetrical, and to this danger, again,
the towers of Cologne are far too indifi'erent.
Even here, however, in the combination and
subordination of symmetries, is a field in which
Genius has ever delighted to exercise itself; and
prolific invention has followed up novelty with
novelty, while theory follows after, like gram-
marian dogging the heels of orator or cridc, or
straining bis sight to follow the mazy transitions
of a Greek lyric poet. Theory, nevertheless,
will not desist, and, indeed, it should not

; and
it is not the accomplished artist who will con-
temn the grammar of his art,—the gamut of his
harmonies, however inspiration may enable him
to lead where they can only, sometimes can
hardly, follow.

Collect or imagine whatever variety ofschemata
of composition the theorist may, the true artist
will always surprise and shoot beyond him, and
yet may he usefully warn the advancing, nay,
may even do good service in stimulating to a
rejoinder, otherwise nnthought on, fiom one who
is already on before. Be it enough, then, to
remark how composition leans to repetition on
the one hand and symmetry on the other,
attempers them in every variety and proportion
with each other, and with the chastened enliven-
ment of unsymmetrical regularity; and so con-
quers an expression of selfoontained and self-

'

sufficing unity, without forfeiting an intimation
of internal variety, and a constitution, if aloof,
not alien from the wilder diversities of the outer
world.

The contrast which makes the character of an
individual form glides, therefore, most easily into
repetitiou, whether simple or of proportional gra-
dations, and repetition into symmetry

; and per-
fected symmetry brings us at once to the gates of
that contrast which seems to be the opposite, but
in fact is but the culminant point of gradation.
This is the scale with which each artist in his
proper art has to make himself familiar, and
ever exercises himself in passing up and down
it with ease and certainty, whether he would
avail himself of its subtlest modulations, or
dare boldly a wide transition.
The neglect and disturbance of -subordinate

symmetry, so long as it remains secure and
thoroughly established in the main, often in-
duces a certain grace of contrast in antithesis,
and emancipating design from interference with
trifles, leaves the grand governing principle
of order unobliterated and unimpaired. The
licence, however, nnder which these graces
most liberally accrue are the more especial
appanage of sculptor and painter. In statuary
the Apollo Belvedere is as distinctly symmetri-
cal to our senses, albeit his limbs are in varied
action, as the Egyptian statue, with its feet close
together and arms hanging straight down on
either side. Here symmetry, in a freer sense,—cor-
relative if not parallel distribution, still remains in
respect of kind and form and quantity of parts,
and^ dominates their modifications in relative
position. It also remains in the important
respect of apparent balance of weight, and even
of equality of plane visible surface. Symmetry,
then, and antithesis constitute jointly the natural
expression, as in nature they are the prevailing
consequences, of the law that action and reaction
are at once equal and contrary. They are equally
and conjointly at once a declaration of difference
and of equivalence. One side of the body may
as truly be said to be antithetical to the other
as symmetrical with it; and balance is not dis-
turbed, but in truth established by contrast,
when contrast is regulated by the norm of jcquh

valenoe. Symmetry thus interpreted has a
larger sense than correspondence of dimension.
It is applicable, and its correlative antithesis no
less, to correspondence of force of whatever
kind,—of value, of power. A painter works
under observance of this higher symmetry when
he effects a balance of lights and shades, of
warm and cold colours, of interest and expres-
sion, as much as wheu he is careful to set mass
against mass, and to relieve a prevailing inclina-
tion of lines by giving emphasis to others of
counter inclination.

As regards the dignified composition of
numerous figures, which has more analogy to
architecture, we might pursue the analysis by
tracing the gradual development of the formal and
strict into the equally eft'ective but freest sym-
metry, in Italian painting; thus in the subject
of the Last Supper we have repeatedly the
central Saviour with six apostles formally on
either side. In the painting of Leonardo,—the
Cenacolo by pre-eminence,—this arrangement
remains, but the two sets are in most varied
action individually, while still dividing into
equivalent snb-groups that are recognizably
antithetical.

But we have as striking examples in archi-
tectural sculpture; in the pediments of the
Hiigiuetan temple a central figure ip supported
by a double series, figure for figure to right and
left,—ever equivalents, and in many cases, as in
the angles, almost absolutely antithetical. In
the grand composition in the western front of
the Parthenon we see the contending pair of
deities in the centre supported on either side by
attendants and spectators, who again answer to
each other figure for figure, group for group,
with as absolute an expression of balance as
at -iSgina,—but with how much mo»e developed
a faculty for reconciling variations with general
equivalence

!

To architecture, however, by its nature, is con-
ceded much less liberty of substituting the effec-
tive for the formal antithesis

;
this art is bound

by the terms of its original charter to give lead-
ing value to the expression of permanence, of
solidity,

^

Hence the freest variations that can
bo associated with it must declare themselves
rather as adjuncts than as elements; if the
capitals of Gothic piers are all varied in fanciful
sculpture the variations will be scarcely accept-
able unless subordinated to some prominent

^

uniform features and outlines. When such
I condition is observed the relief of sculpture is

I

inestimable, and this precisely because archi-
tecture proper lies exactly here under a dis-
ability

; the varied outlines of living forms and
flexible draperies are all but absolutely required
to unite the severity of even the most ornate
bub still pure architecture, to our feelings

; but
even so the law of symmetrical antithesis
applies,—an antithesis which is not a random
jumble of the disconnected, bub a pertinent
rejoinder,—no irrelevant protest, bub a qualifica-
tion that is perfectly to the point. The very
sculpture that reflects upon the rigid architec-
ture the flowing lines of living or agitated na-
ture still admits the genius of the art it is for
the time dependent on, and whether under
Gothio canopy or Classic pediment, whether in
niche or in metope, attempers its freedom with
more of the formality of symmetricisra than
when it is fairly on its own iudependeub domain
and at liberty, and bound indeed to strain the
limitary law to its very highest tension.
The greatest triumph of the antithetical equi-

valence of groups in modern art is in llaflaelle’s
school of Athens,— in ancient, the Contest of
Neptnne and Minerva in the pediment of the
Parthenon. Comparison of these will be found
to illustrate admirably how of two artists, each
at the summit of his art, one admitted exactly
that degree of formality into his scheme of com-
position that enabled him to harmonise sculpture
with architecture; and how the other, by avail-
ing himself of an exactly symmetrical architec-
tural background, reduced to accentuated steadi-
ness a combination of groups in which freedom
of differentiation is played with daringly to the
uttermost verge of proper oompoaition.

The National Poetrait Exhibition.—The
charming collection at South Kensington has
failed up to the present time, strange to say, in
attracting public attention. The total number
of visitors last week was 1,732, and on more
than one occasion we have found the galleries
with fewer visitors in them than there are attend-

^anta. This is very much to bej-egretted.
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AKOHITEOTUKAL-AETS COURT, PARIS
EXHIBITION*

Among the many stone-carvera in England
who profess to be foremost, or at any rate forward,
in the modem revival of Mediasval art-work, we
find but one name, that of Mr. Forsyth

;
and on

the Classic side none ! What can have become
of their love of art, their desire to make a name,
or their readiness to coart popularity, or at

least publicity, which prompted them on former
occasions to pat forth their strength, and show
what they could do ? We mnst suppose them
all fully occupied, or impressed with the fear of
damage accruing to their fragile productions

;

for we cannot think they are so apathetic as to

art, so careless as to business, or so afraid of the
odds against them, as to decline the race on
such grounds alone.

However, to Mr. Forsyth belongs the praise,

as well as the courage, for running alone. To
his executed works he adds models and photo-
graphs of those proposed or already completed.
His works are so well understood by our readers,

that we simply mention that his exhibits include
a font and cover for church at Dudley; two
fountains, represented by models (one designed
by Mr. Nesfield), for the Earl of Dudley; reredos
for St. Cuthbert’s Church, at Wells

;
and a

beautiful head of the Virgin in marble, inclosed

in a vesica. The latter is altogether of a more
ideal character than usual, and deserves to be
pointed out.

We ought, perhaps, to add to the list Mr. Sey-
mour, of Taunton, who has four stone capitals,

copied chiefly from Wells Cathedral, including
the celebrated tooth-ache head, all pretty faithful

reproductions, but showing of course little of the
power of design which such careful studies ought
to, and perhaps have produced in this artist. Mr.
Baylis, amongst the wood-carvers, has made
himself a name of late years, but is represented
only by a small clock-case, of architectural

character, suitable for an Elizabethan mansion
;

and Mr. Kendall, of Warwick, shows by his birds

and fruits that he can carve, though not making
any claim to the speciality of architectural work.

In the catalogue we notice a list of prize

works, in stone and wood carving, modelling in

clay, marble mosaic and enamels, both trans-

parent and opaque ; bnt although we understand
these were committed to the charge of the South
Kensington authorities for transmission to Paris

many months ago, we do not notice them placed

in the court. This is particularly unfortunate
for the subscribers to the Architectural Museom,
who generously contributed for the prizes

;
who

earnestly and disinterestedly endeavour to foster

and encourage those arts which are “ cognate to

architecture and who from the first gave np
their individuality, and merged their claim for

space in the general demand by the Paris Archi-

tectural Committee. Doubtless, however, the
absence can be explained.

So much has been said as to Messrs. Maw &
Co.’s., and Messrs. Minton, Hollins, & Co.’s tiles,

that we may spare ourselves the task of analy-

sing their special exhibits on this occasion,

merely remarking en passant, that the former
are at especial pains to explain and illustrate

the actual manufacture, by specimens of the

clays and other ingredients composing the tiles,

while the latter firm show their peculiarly fine

majolica tiles, and subdued though richly-

coloured stamped tiles for wall decoration. We
must not omit to mention, rather for the sake of

the mauufactnre than because of the special

success of the example, a picture (by Messrs.

Maw Co.), in mosaic, representing “Spring,”
an infant plucking a flower, intended to form
bnt one small compartment in a pavement,
though itself composed of more than 10,000
pieces; in fact, this number is required for one
square foot of such work. The cost, however,
makes it unfit for pavement, and more suitable

for wall decoration at some little height from the

eye, and in a position where any similar painted

work would be liable to destruction and decay.

Nothing, however, for ecclesiastical purposes
can come nearer in design and colour to ancient

tile work than that by Godwin of Lugwardine,
in Herefordshire, bnt the manufacture is limited,

if we may judge by the small quantity exhibited
;

and, we may add, they seem veiy poorly laid

for exhibition specimens. The Poole Pottery
Company do not seem to show any novelties,

and some of their works are not so well and
carefully executed as usual. This is to be
regretted. We cannot refrain from adding our

*.See p. 28<l, kc„ avfe.

surprise that the present great demand for tiling

should not have called forward other manu-
factures, or, at least, that some specially fresh
designs should nob have testified to the desire of
well-established names to show the inexhaustible
vitality of their art, as well as the goodness of

their manufacture. At present all seem to be
resting on their oars

:
perhaps engaged in

gathering in the profits of their well-earned
reputation. At the same time, we would observe,
it is not BO that their reputation was made—not
so that they can keep np with the ever-increasing
demand for artistic work. One notable example
occurs to us of a firm, trading on their reputation
and inundating the country with mediocre copies
of former first-rate designs, till one begins to

nauseate even the old specimens, or, at least,

become indifferent to them. So may it be, if,

indeed, it is not so already, with many patterns at

one time taken to be far in advance, but now
greatly behind, the age—though still shown in

an International Exhibition.

Of the decorative works, or, rather, works of

decorations, as exhibited in this court, we are

not able to speak with great favour except in a
few instancee

;
indeed, we think it would have

been well for Messrs. Cor & Co., for instance, not
to have exhibited at all, if they had nothing to

send but “an oak prie-dieu,” or “ an oak chair.”

Really, such specimens of woodwork should be
confined to the shop where they were made
rather than be taken out for the purpose of

exhibition anywhere, more particularly in Paris.

However much better may be the design of

the wooden lectern, it is withont any finish

or surfacing, while a stone and marble font has
a very close resemblance to the photograph of a
similar work executed byTorsyth, and which is

hung within a yard of it as if to challenge com-
parison. The brass work, too, is not what we
might expect, and we find a fac-simile of a
monumental brass,—a mere painted board,—as

if it were too much to send a real engraved
brass. Wehardly think, either, Messrs. Harland &
Fisher can be satisfied with their cabinets,

—

one painted—one inlaid,—when they look at

similar French work in the Exhibition
;
but we

note they exhibit also a panel in marble mosaic.

One small piece of ecclesiastical embroidery is

shown by Frank Smith & Co.
;
but a large altar-

cloth (designed, we believe, by Mr. Street) is

exhibited by Messrs. Jones & Willis, who also

supply patterns of carpets and hangings for the

decorations of the doorways of the court, but no
objects of plate, or furniture, or altar-fittings, for

which they are celebrated, except the above.

We are disappointed to find also bnt one article

exhibited illustrative of the work carried on by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne as decorators

and decorative furniture makers
;
but this is

designed specially by Mr. Charles L. Eastlake,

and in accordance with certain principles. The
success, however, of every effort so begun, is not
always so great as to warrant unqualified praise

;

and, in this cabinet or book-case, our satisfaction

arises chiefly from the negative qualities of the
work, and not from its execution being equal to

any very high aim.

It is a puzzle to us, however, how this exhi-

bit came to be described as architectural deco-

ration, and placed in Class XV., Group III.,

while a similar cabinet by another artist is in

the adjoining class; perhaps it was on account
of the exhibition, also by the same firm, of one
of the panels of the reredos in the Lady Chapel
of Chester Cathedral.

Messrs. Jesse Rust & Co.’s mosaic work and
materials we have previously referred to, and we
may close our notice with a repetition of our
remark as to the architectural court, that as

a whole we feel disappointed with the result

of so mnch labour and trouble,—perhaps we
may add, expense,— and while fully appreci-

ating the disinterested efforts of the com-
mittee, we are glad to know that most of the

works carried out every day under architec-

tural superintendence (withont exhibition) are

superior to what are seen in this court.

Foreigners, judging ns without further know-
ledge than can be obtained here, will have a far

lower opinion of art-workmanship in England
than is deserved. At the same time, we believe

great good will result from the grouping together

of artistic objects connected with each other

by ties of arcbitectnral affinity
;
and at any rate

our architects have shown themselves capable

of united action, and ready to enter the lists

against all comers in the arts of design, not only
on their own special ground, but in respect of

everything connected with the arts cognate to

architecture.

BETTER TIMES FOR RAILWAY
SHAREHOLDERS.

There are few of ua to whom it has not

occurred to watch with impatience the clearing

of the heavens after a'violent and long-continued

storm. In mountain districts, and from positions

which command a wide horizon, the coming
gleam of sunshine may be traced in its approach

while the sky is yet black overhead, and the

rain beats heavily around us. One by one, peak,

and glade, and tree, shake themselves free of the

gloom in which we are involved, and seem to

laugh in the sunshine. And when at last the

ragged edge of the storm clonds has reached

the zenith, when the sky is all clear to wind-
ward and all black and murky to the lea, who
has not been fain to attribute especial malignity

to the last floating islands of indian ink—to

think the last drops of the shower the heaviest

that have fallen, or even to wonder at the con-

tinued fall of water from invisible clouds ? A
few seconds more, and the storm has passed,

leaving traces of its anger only in the foaming
force, or in the fresh verdure of the landscape.

It is not often safe to say what a week or

what a day may bring forth in the wider horizon

of the social heavens. Yet men who have long

shaken their heads when fine weather was pre-

dicted, now annonnce a steady, if not a rapid,

rise of the political and financial barometer, and
are even heard to associate a change to fair

weather with the arrival of the anniversary of

the fatal Eleventh of May. We have had black

cloud to the very last, and the threatening

gloom of the shadow cast by the fortress that

was once the stronghold of the subtle Count da
St. Pol, seemed to the last moment ominous of

recourse to the bayonet. For the first time for

many years the firm, modest, and successful

activity of an English Minister for Foreign
Affairs has met with the general gratitude of

Europe. The cannon is not, as was feared, to

be directed against the crystal roofs of the

world’s fair. Politicians at home have found the
causes of party-warfare to vanish as rapidly as

have disappeared those of international strife,

and the word “ public confidence ” is pronounced
withont a grimace.
Some of the last drops in our own metropolis

have fallen from a quarter from which has

emanated no small portion of the gloom of the

past year. Panic is one thing, the cause of

panic is another, and so long as the latter is a

vera causa it is but poor wisdom to rejoice in the

removal of alarm. Bnt in the instance to which
we are referring the right persons are at last

appearing on the scene. In indoBtrial, as well

as in political, questions, men are beginning to

refuse to be sacrificed any longer for the emolu-
ment, for the ambition, or for the point of hononr,
of their leaders. The shareholders of the

Brighton Railway seem at last to have arrived

at the common sense conclusion that their pro-

perty, such as it is, is their own, and that it will

become rapidly converted from a positive to a

negative value if they allow other people to

manage it for them. The phrase to catch a
Tartar is as familiar as it is expressive. Bat
our language wants a phrase to denote that

course of action which “ defends” a fine property

by doubling its capital expenditure with the re-

sult of increasing its income by some 20 per

cent. That is abont the result of the “ defen-

sive” measures carried out by the Brighton
Board. What a war policy has cost to its com-
petitors we shall probably know by and by; hut
the Brighton figures alone give us the impression

that at least some six millions of the last eight

expended by the direction have been little better

than wasted. If we add South-Eastern expen-

diture, and Sonth-Western expenditure, and,

awful tale ! London, Chatham, and Dover expen-
diture, how goodly a pile of shareholders' gold

has been swept off by tho rake of the croupier.

And this is not all. It is not even the worst.

It is bad enough for the shareholders to have
acted so long the part of powder-monkeys, but

we must own it has been their own fault. Had
they stopped the supplies of ammunition the

war would have gone ont of itself. But the

public have been sufferers by the Brighton and
South-Eastern war to a greater extent than the

shareholders. And it is very much to be feared

that the public will be permanently injured by
the results of the strife. We have repeatedly

called attention to that studiously disorganised

system of rails and platforms that delays the

traveller south-east of London Bridge. So pur-

posely has each branch, each junction, each

crossing, been mapped out for offensive pur*
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poses, that it is only by the most careful and
I most energetic application of the skill of the
I engineer that any very great amount of public
: advantage can be derived from the amalgama-
I tion of the working arrangements of these long.
I contending companies. London Bridge Station
i has long been a burden and a disgrace to the com-
I merco of London that has attracted the wonder
' and the scorn of those who were familiar with
I travelling, bub not familiar with travelling
: over Brighton and South Eastern points of

i
junction. A wise and free reconstruction

; can alone permit of anything like the quiet

[
punctuality that now characterises the Vic-

- toria Station being attained at London Bridge.
1 The saving to the contending companies, by
: the mere abandonment of duplicate trains and
I similar measures of offence, has been estimated
j by competent authority at 150.0001. per annum,
I a comfortable crumb for original shareholders.
1 We hardly think we should bo up to the mark in
; estimating the time lost to the City of London
c by the bad arrangements of the lines concenter-
i ing at London Bridge at 50,000J. per diem—an
a amount not of loss out of pocket—but of busi-
D ness Tiof done—of time consumed in losing
1 temper at junctions and stations, instead of being
1 devoted to the pen and the ledger—to the eorre-
) Bpondence of the merchant and tho appointments
5 of the purchaser or the seller. We do tmst
t' that in the wholesome reaction now setting in,
I, the public may not be lost sight of. For the
ii interest of the shareholders to be made the first
) object, rather than tho success of the policy of
i the Board, will be in itself a reform of the most
r gratifying character, and as in all such cases the
^real interest of the public is that also of the
• railway company,—the true convenience of the
n customer is the best wisdom of tho carrier,—we
D may hope before May 1868 to get from Forest,
lihill to Charing Cross, at least, in as short a time
laas from London to Slough.

In peaceful leagues, of some nature, lies the
IT first hope of an improved future for railways.
: It is too late to unspend the money wasted in
D duplicate lines. Buc the mere economizing
iitho wages and stores consumed in running
0 duplicate trains, would make no inconsiderable

g figure in tho half-year’s balance-sheets. To
k the public it can make no manner of difference
fl whether tho train that stops at Croydon, or at
\(New Cross, belongs to the Brighton or to the
J'Dover Company. But it may make a great dif-

cference to the passenger provided with a ticket
bfor the carriages of tho one, if he is refused a
ieseat in the train that suits his boor, because it

Jihappens to belong to the other. It is indis-
CKpensablo that in the ticket system, as well as in
itho timing of the trains, there should be a single
«and comprehensive service; and, above all
:tthinge, it is needful that the best measures
stshould be taken for separating tho long and
|htho short trafiic, so that each may travel at its
DiOwn speed to its own platform, without fear of
oin^rference with the other; and that the quiet
[apin of the City merchant from his villa at
ijSydenham should not be arrested for some odd
I'teu minutes to allow of the passage of the French
nmail or the tidal tram.

That the railways of each great district of the
ocountry must, sooner or later, amalgamate, we
.'ihave for a long time expressed our belief. That
la larger and a more intimate union will follow
(WO think more than likely. But tho first thing
jto be done is to stop the gap through which that
Iwhich otherwise would bo dividend is running to
;waste

;
to prevent quarrels—to prevent rival

works—to prevent rival bills
; and this first step

scan only be taken, will only be taken, by the
hshareholdors themselves. With the utmost for-
Kboarance for those gentlemen who have fulfilled
l.the functions of directors in stormy times, we
ocounsel all shareholders to avoid entrusting them
riwith their proxies. Let them attend their own
omeetings, and vote on their own judgment. So
Jalono can they hope to rescue their pro-
K'porty from destruction. We recently took
'coccasion to show that if an arrangement
wero made, which readily could be made, for
'apaying a 4 per cent, interest on a consolidated
Icdebeuture stock, and for relieving the lines
Irfrom the burdens of renewal and of financing,
ihthere would remain, even without increase of
[ttrafiic, or reduction of working charges, 6 per
;‘GDenb. on the gross preference capital, and 3 per
jeceut. on the gross original capital of railway
I'tenterprise in this country. Attention to rail-

way property, then, is nob throwing good money
iftafter bad, or wasting valuable time in a hopeless
iiopursuit. The property is sound at this moment,
tin spite of cruel waste and mismanagement, and

the mere reduction of working expenses that will

arise from the fact of neighbouring lines working
in unison instead of in opposition, would be im-
mediately evinced by a rise of dividend. With
hostilities at an end, the natural development of
railway traffic by light branches would follow, as

a matter of course. That this subject should
have received earlier and more serious attention
abroad than at home, is exclusively owing to the
rivalry and the quarrels of competing Boards.
What would the six millions wasted by the
Brighton Company have done for the Southern
and Eastern traffic, if laid out in the prudent con-
struction of light branches? Nob a village in the
district but might have been put in organic con-
nexion with the metropolis. Six millions would
have paid for the construction of a .thousand
miles of branch lines, and left a very handsome
profit for somebody into the bargain.

This is not matter of estimate. If in this, the
cradle of the railway system, we have been con-
tent to deal with the light traffic of 1865 as we
dealt with the heavy traffic of 1845, other people
have been more provident. Norway is an in-

stance. There the railway system, with one
exception, is on the light principle, and on a
3-ft. 6-in. gauge. The line from Grundset to

Hammar, a distance of 24 English miles through
an easy undulating conntry, has cost, including
rolling stock and stations, 3,000?. per mile. That
from Throndbjemto Storen, through 30 miles of
difficult country, with a viaduct 620 ft. long and
110 ft. high, eleven other large bridges, two
terminal and six intermediate stations, work-
shops and engine-sheds, locomotives, and rolling-

stock, has cost 6,OOOJ. per mile. From a north-
ern latitude we may turn to a tropical climate.
The railway from tho Arconum junction of the
Madras Railway to the town of Conjeveram,
19 miles long, cost 3,9001. per mile, including
telegraphs, stations, and rolling-stock. The
same principle is now being applied to the
Government railways of the colony of Queens-
land, about 50 miles of which are open for
traffic. The works on certain sections of these
lines are unusually heavy, with rock-cuttings
and tunnels, one of which is 27 chains long, and
with twenty iron bridges of spans from 60 ft. to
100 ft. in width.

It is expected that these lines will be con-
structed under the most difficult circumstances
for between 11,000?. and 12,000?. per mile, and
nnder ordinary circumstances for 6,000?. per
mile, although the rates of labour ruling in the
colony are from 63. to 7s. per day for an un-
skilled labourer, and from 10s. to 12s. per day
for a skilled workman. We refer our readers
for further particulars to Mr. C. Douglas Fox’s
paper on Light Railways, which was read to the
Institution of Civil Engineers on the 27th of
November last.

If the long,— the unprecedentedly long,

—

period of gloom which has, we would fain
hope, come to a conclusion, has had the result
of leading the owners of railway property to
look their position in tho face,—to prohibit
litigation and rivalry, to economise working
expenses, and to provide completely and inex-
pensively for the future traffic of the entire
country, we may have gained from a long period
of sufiering and of struggle something worthy of

,

the cost.

DUNKIRK.

Some time in the seventh oentnry (so goes the
legend) two small hamlets were established upon
the summit of two neighbouring hills or dunes
on the north-west coast of Gaul, looking out
upon tho north sea. One of these hamlets put
itself under the protection of Saint Eloi, the
apostle of the country—the great Saint Eloi,

the guide, philosopher, and friend of King Dago-
bert, whose good deeds are commemorated in the
popular ballad,

—

“Le bon Eoi Dagobert fasait pfu sa barbe en hirer;
Le grand Saint Eloi lui dit, ‘O mon Koi 1

II faut du savon pour votre menton.'
‘C'eatvrai,’ lui dit le Koi : * as-lu deux sous P—nrete-
les-moi.’ ”

The other took as patron Saint Gilles, or Saint
Giles. In the course of time, a third village
sprang up more to the east, which some two or

three hundred years since changed its primitive
name of Pierkepas to the more musical name of

Roosendael (the valley of roses), which it still

retains, and is now a suburb of Dunkirk. About
the middle of the tenth century, St. Gilles was
enclosed with walls, and was called Dunkerque
(I’figlise des Dunes, or sandhills). Saint Eloi

became a suburb of the new town but was not
incorporated with it until the reign of Louis XVI.,
some two hundred years ago.

Dunkirk was first fortified by CountBaldwin III.

of Flanders, about A.D. 960. In the twelfth
century Philip of Alsace equipped a fieet from
hence for tho Holy Land. After the death of
Philip, Dunkirk passed by inheritance into the
hands of the Counts of Hainhault, who sold it

to its former owners in 1280. The town was
occupied by Philip the Fair from 1299 to 1305,
and sacked in 1325, and again in 1357, in an
insurrection by the Flemings against their count.

It was again besieged by the French in 1488,
but unsuccessfully. In 1558 the French Marshal
de Termes was more successful, and having
given the town up to pillage, his soldiers com-
mitted great crnelties upon the inhabitants.
The battle of Gravelines, in which the Flemings,
under Egmont, were victorious, afforded an
opportunity for a terrible retaliation on the
French prisoners. The town for tlie next century
was occupied alternately by the Spaniards and
French, neither retaining it for any length of
time. In 1658 was fought the decisive battle

of Dunes, in which the Spaniards, nnder Conde,
were totally defeated by the allied armies of
France and England, under Turenne. In pur-
suance of the agreement with Cromwell, who
had furnished 10,000 men to Louis XIV., on
condition of receiving the first place captured
by the allies, Dunkirk was taken possession of
by the English, by whom it was fortified.

Charles II., with his usual indifference, sold

it to the French, in 1662, for 5,000,000 livres

(500,000?.). The town was then fortifled on a
grand scale, under the direction of Vauban ; the
harbour was deepened, and Dunkirk rapidly
became a place of importance. When the war
between England and France broke out, the
privateers from Dunkirk, under the command of
the celebrated Jean Bart and the Chevalier
Forbin, inflicted very serious injury upon British

and Dutch commerce. In ten years, from 1688
to 1697, the property captured or destroyed by
them amounted to nearly two millions and a
quarter sterling. By the Treaty of Utrecht it

was stipulated by the allies that the fortifications

of Dunkirk should be destroyed, and the harbour
filled up. This stipulation was partly carried
out ; but the French endeavoured to evade the
conditions of the treaty by forming a harbour at
Mardick, and enlarging the canal which con-
nects Mardick with Dunkirk. The English
Government protested against the evasion, and
the restriction was renewed by the Treaty of
Paris, in 1763. It was found impracticable to
insist upon the entire destruction of the defences
of Dunkirk, and that portion of the treaty was
repealed in 17S3. The works were subsequently
largely increased, and at the present time very
considerable improvements in the harbour and
defences of the town are contemplated.
The position of Dunkirk and its iioighbonr-

hood, many portions of which are below the
level of the sea, have given rise to very exten-
sive systems of drainage. In the time of the
Romans this part of the coast was almost
entirely covered by an arm of the sea which
reached as far into the interior as St. Omer.
In the seventh century dykes were constructed
around the islands in this gulf, and the sea was
gradually driven backwards. The country is

now protected by tall mounds of earthwork and
by a very elaborate system of sluices against
the encroachments of the sea. The land thus
recovered and rendered available for agriculture
is about 100,000 acres.

The communication between France and Bel-
gium is at present very imperfect, but when the
railway from Dunkirk to Fumes is completed it

will afford ready access to all the principal
Belgian towns.

The cathedral at the angle of the Rue de
i’Eglise and the Place Jean Bart, founded in
1440 and rebuilt about the middle of the sixteenth
century, is rather a fine building, mutilated as it

is by a portion of the nave at the west end
having been demolished in the year 1783 for the
purpose of making a new street. The brick

belfry was then disengaged from the church,
from which it is now separated by the width of the
street, and a Corinthian facade was tacked on
to the Gothic body of the building. The base
mouldings to the nave columns aud the mould-
ings to the arches, which die into the piers, are

worth noticing. The chapels at the east end
are very picturesquely planned, and the modem
stained glass windows, although rather unequal
in merit, are about the general level of such
things in this country. A tablet near the door
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of the sacristy professes to indicate the last
resting-place of Jean Bart, who died at Dunkirk
hi8 native place, in 1702; but his body was
buried under the high-altar with great porap,
and the stone has probably been removed from
another part of the church. Bart’s second wife
and his heroic son, Francois Coi-nil Bart, are also
buried here. The other churches of Dunkirk
are not in any way remarkable except for their
ugliness and the number of ex-votos exhibited at
some of the altars.

The theatre, in what was formerly the Place
Jean Bart, is a pretentious-looking building,
erected some twenty years ago. The plan is a
parallelogram, with a rounded end, and an
open porch next the Place. The semircnlar end,
formed by the arrangement of the boxes, is ear-
ned np to the roof, and has a very agreeable
effect.

The^ interior is being entirely reconstructed,
and^will have new boxes, new ceiling, new floors,
and will be entirely re-decorated. The opening
of the prosceninm is about 35 ft., and the depth
of the auditorium, from front to back, about 50 ft.
The Palais de Justice, on the Place Napoleon,

is a handsome edifice of two orders, with a large
central ball, inaugorated, as a tablet in the in-
tCTior informs us, in April, 1864 : M. Develle, of
Dunkirk, architect. The grand hall and stair-
case are constructed throughout of stone, the
lower story has low segmental arches resting on
square piers, and the upper floor, a haudsome
Ionic order, with very well designed detached
columns and small Corinthian pilasters over, with
enriched panels between. The decorations of
the courts and the details generally are very
carefully studied, and satisfactory in effect.
A new church is in course of construction, in

the Sne de Paris, Basse Title, on the Quai Saint
Martin, and will very shortly be completed, the
roof being covered in, and the walls ready for
plastering. The style is Komanesqne, and the
materials are red brick with stone dressings, the
plain faces on the inside being plastered. The
church consists of a nave, 28 ft. wide, divided
into five bays, side aisles 12 ft. wide, with a
chapel in each bay, and semicircular apse,covered
with a semidome at the east end. The bays of
the aisles are covered with plaster domes,
coloured and jointed to imitate stoue, which has
a very unpleasant effect. The nave has semi-
circular arches springing from round shafts,
with enriched capitals, triforium with triple
lights and lofry clerestory. The roof is nob yet
commenced, but will be vaulted in plaster, the
vaulting shafts coming down on to the caps of
the nave columns. Those portions ol the plas-
tering which have been finished are tinted in
warm ochre, with the joints picked out in white.
In the exterior the western end has two square
towers, finished with slated spires, a plain
entrance doorway, with wheel window over,
filled in with plate tracery. The works are being
carried out by M. Develle, the town architect,
who appears to have most of the practice in
Dunkirk.

In the Rue de I’Eglise, near the cathedral,
some houses which are in course of rebuilding
have been set back in order to widen the street.
The Museum, founded in 1838, and occupying

the upper part of the Bourse, contains the usual
medley of curiosities to be found in most pro-
vincial musenms. Indian figures, snuff-boxes
made out of remarkable trees, second-hand Na-
poleon relics, casts of the hands of English
boxers, bntterfiies, and beetles,—these form some
of the attractions to be enumerated. The pro-
vincial element is of course very strong, and
considerable capital is made of Dunkirk cele-
brities who, for the most part, are very little
known out of their native town. Some of the
portraits, however, are interesting

j
among others

that of the Admiral Colaert, a native of the
town, where he was born in 1534, according to
the catalogue, dated “1630, atatis succ 50,”
which would make the year of his birth 1580.
He is a fine burly fellow, with his hand on his
sword, and, with his second wife, Jeanne Pierens
whose portrait is also here, form a very re’
markable pair. Another portrait of a man in a
Spanish dress, dated 1646 (No. 50), aud portraits
of Alexander Leys, syndic of the Corporation of
Butchers in 16—,

by Jean de Reyn, a Dun-
kerquois, the painter of Admiral Colaert, men-
tioned above, deserve particular notice, the last
two being very remarkable for their spirit and
accurate costume. A charming Rubens, 2 ft. 4 in.

' Marriage of the Virgin, the
"Virgin a portrait of his second wife, Helena
Forman, a head attributed to Spagnoletto, a very
fine portrait of Luther, extremely expressive (62), i

by Holbein, and a study of a man in a Spanish
dress, by Giorgione, with some modern pictures
from the annual Paris Exhibitions, the gift of
the Emperor, are about the only objects worthy
of remark among a wilderness of platitudes and
provincial mediocrity. There are some out-
rageous patriotic performances on a colossal
scale by Dunkirk artists, which only prove that
the worthy Dunkerquois are better hands at
wielding the sword than the brush.
A series of paintings by Jean Baptiste

Descamps, a native of Dunkirk (born 1706,
died 1/91), are interesting, as showing the ap-
pearance of the town, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.

A view of the bombardment of the town in
1694 by the combined fleets of England and
Holland, under Admiral Barkley, shows the two
batteries at the end of the pier, and two forts
in the sea to the southward.
A plan of the town, divided into six cantons,

and dated “Tan 9 de laRe'pnblique.” exhibits some
carious changes of name. The Place Jean Bart
was called Place de la Lihertd

;

Rue des Capu-
cins, Rue de la Lihertd

;

Rue da Parc de la
i^rine, Rue des Droits de VHomme; Rne de
1 Eglise, Rue de la Viriti

;

and such names as
Rue do Brutus, Rue de la Raison, attest the
classic and philosophical taste of the time. The
quays have been widened, and some minor
alterations made in the streets, but generally
the configuration of the town remaius unaltered.
Another plan shows the fortifications before

their demolition in 1712. The shore is called
Estran, a name which survives in the Porte
de TEstran. There are two forts shown in the
aea, Forts Blanc and Risban

;
and a large fort,

Fort Louis, with four bastions, on the canal
from Dunquerque to Bergues.

It has been for a long time contemplated to
improve the harbonr of Dunkirk, which, although
at present commodious and handsome, consider-
ing the importance of the town, is insufficient
for the increasing commerce of the port. It is
proposed to construct a new basin, called the
Bassin de TOuest, 1,804 feet long and 410 feet
in width, between the present citadel aud the
Bassin des Chasses. This work was decided
upon bs long as five years ago, the imperial de-
cree authorising its execution being dated July
14th, 1861

; but the French are not quite as
prompt as we are at this kind of enterprise,
their forte lying rather in works of demolition
aud reconstruction. It is also proposed to con-
struct another basin, similar in sixe to that
already mentioned, to the south-west of the
Bassin de TOuest, communicating with it by
locks and flood-gates. The present arriere port
d fiot, which connects the hajbonr with the
Bergues Canal, will be deepened and enlarged,
the unsightly buildings and yards to the west
of the Parc de la Marine removed, aud a hand-
some esplanade formed next the harbour. The
fortifications on the east and west sides of the
town will be thrown back, and the Canal de la
Cunette diverted so as to get a greater depth of
water at the entrance of the harbour.
There are no private houses in Dunkirk of

a date anterior to the seventeenth century, but
there are a few remaining (distinguishable by
their fantastic gables), which belong to the
period of the Spanish conquest at the commence-
ment of that century.
The house where Jean Bart was born is not

known
; but the house where he died, in the year

1/02, is in the Rue Royer, and is now a ladies’
school, conducted by the Mdlles. Gallois.
About five miles to the south of Dunkirk is

Bergues, a singularly quiet little town, said to
contain 6,000 inhabitants. There are, however,
but few to be seen in the streets, and the
shutters of most of the houses being generally
closed, and the grass growing in the roadways,
gives the place a very desolate appearance. It
was formerly a town of some importance, having
been fortified as early as the tenth century, and
was the scene of constant struggles between the
French and the English from the fourteenth
century down to the year 1793, when it was
unsuccessfully besieged by the English. Its
fortifications, by Vanban, are still intact, as well
as fonr forts, which protect the approaches to
the town. Its importance, however has gra-
dnally decreased during the present century, and
its business and privileges have been transferred
to its more vigorous neighbour, Dunkirk.
Weaving is still carried on, and the whirr of

the shuttle is heard from the interiors as you
pass along in the streets.
The Hotel de Ville is being rebuilt on a site

adjoining the ancient building, and now forms

one side of the Grande Place, opposite the
Belfry, some small houses which formerly aur-
ronnded the building on two sides having been
removed, and it is now completely disengaged
from the neighbouring dwellings. A portion of
the old Hotel de Ville has been demolished to
majee room for the new building; but five bays
of a very picturesque Flamboyant and a small
part of a Renaissance addition still remain, and
it is to be hoped will be preserved as what the
French call “ an historical monument,” the
Government taking charge of all buildings
which serve to illnstrate the history of the-
conntry. The new building is an exact repro-
ductiou of the Renaissance part of the old
building, the details being preserved with
scrupulous care. There is some resemblance to
our Elizabethan in the use of strap-work and
flat decoration, but the proportions are good,
and there is a breadth of effectwbich is wanting"
in our buildings of this period. The new struc-
ture has two lofty stories and an attic, and is
built of a blueish stone from Valenciennes,
finely tooled, which is very pleasant to look at.
The works proceed very slowly, and although,
the building is already roofed in, it will take
three years to complete.
Some of the houses are noticeable for their

decoration
;
many have the date, in large figures-

in wrought iron, attached to the walls, between
the windows, the fignres sometimes serving as
plates for tie-rods carried through the piers. A
bouse in the Rue des Chats, dated 1750, has
some cleverly-moulded panels in plaster, aud a
bas-relief of the temptation of Saint Antony.
The laughing devil with two black eyes is ap-
proaching the saint, attended by the drollest
little devil in the guise of a Cupid, showing his
cloven foot from under his trappings.
The belfry at Bergues is one of the finest in

the department, and has a charming carillon,
which plays every day from half-past eleven, till

midday. The other celebrities of the town are
the ruins of the abbey of St. Winoc, and the
Mont-de-Pietc, a bizarre-looking brick building
of the seventeenth century. J, H.

TEE REMUNERATION OF ARCHITECTS.

In return to an order of the House of Com-
mons, copies of the correspondence between the
Office of works and Mr. E. M. Barry, the archi-
tect employed at the New Palace at West-
minster, from the date of his appointment to
the present time, respecting bis professional
remuneration, and of communications with the
Royal Institute of British Architects on the
subject, have been printed.
The main point at issue is the endeavour to

devolve on the architect the duty of measuring
and making out the accounts without charge,
beyond his five per cent, commission. The fol-
lowing extract from one of the letters will show
the position taken by Mr. Barry :

—

“I am unable to concur in this opinion, and I do not
think it can be supported by the practice ol' any architect
of eminence at the present time. I enclose a printed list
of mips drawn up by the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects for the regulation of architects’ remuneration, which
rules are considered binding by my profeatioD. Clause
15 defines the duties of an architect, as included in the
charge of 5 per cent., and expressly excludes therefrom
the obligation to measure aud make out extras and
amissions.
An architect's duty may be described as that of design-

ing and superintending the erection of the work. Taking
nut the quantities at the commencement or measuring
the work on completion, are duties entrusted to a sur-
Teyor. There is no diflerence in principle between these
two operations. Meaeurement is in reality taking the
quantities of a work when finished from the work jtBelf,
while taking out the quantities at the commencement
differs only in that the quantities are in that case taken
from drawings in the absence of the work.

I am not aware that it has ever been contended that an
architect should pay the surveyors for taking out the
quantities at the commencement of the work, and I must
respectfully submit that no reason can exist for calling
upon him to do so for measoHog or taking the quantities
on the completion of the work. The system of taking out
quantities has been repeatedly recog- ized by the Board,
and architects emp]o)’ed on Government works have re-
ceived their full commission of 5 per cent, for their ser-
vices, exclusive of taking out the quantities."

In this view he la supported by the Institute.
If the profession think the question important
enough to be taken np they should do what they
can to at once strengthen the hands of the
Institute, who still have the matter under con-
sideration. The papers bring out clearly what
the “practice” of the profession is; and if it

be true that the “practice of the Department ”

is in opposition to it, the latter ought to be
altered, as no reason can exist why the Govern-
ment should pay less remuneration to its profes-
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Bional advisers than the public generally. Lord
J. Manners has the opportunity of having the

facts from the eminent surveyor attached to the

Office of Works, than •whom none knows better

the practice of bis profession, and that as a
question of fact architects are never called upon
to pay surveyors. Indeed, were it so, the profit

of the architect might soon disappear altogether,

as at the usual rates now obtaining the surveyors
make far more profit than the generality of

architects.

EXCAVATIONS AT OSTIA.

The excavations at Ostia, commenced by the
Papal Government in 1855, have been continued,

and usually for six months of every year, since

that date, with some vigour, necessarily inter-

rupted, indeed, by the dangers of malaria during
the sultry season, and for a longer period
suspended owing to political circumstances, in

1860. It is by the labour of about forty galeotti

(convicts)
,
who inhabit the picturesque old castle

in the modem village, that these works are now
prosecuted, and all contingent expenses are
defrayed from the private purse of the Pontiff.

We have already described the street of tombs
leading to the principal gateway, the quarter of

the city first laid open, the Mithrmum (or
Mithras Temple), and that larger fane whose
cells of fine brickwork, above a vaulted crypt, is

surrounded by a peribolos (or sacred court) with
marble colonnades, but whose dedication is

uncertain
;
also the Thermm of Antoninus Pius,

notices of which we find in history, discovered
adjacent to that temple of Mithras. Many other
edifices brought to light within the last year
and a half, besides rich store of epigraphs, sar-

• cophagi, and some admirable specimens of mo-
saic pavement, have well rewarded the labours

I on this desolate bnt promising site. The approach
to the principal gateway, of which remains only

: the broad threshold stone, might remind one of
J Pompeii; for here also, as in the lava-buried
( city, we reach the habitations of the living
t through those of the dead; and close to that

I gate, on the outside, we find, as at Pompeii, a
c quarter for the custodia militaris, containing
t eight small chambers, in one of which we see,

on the marble pavement, a relic of military
i amusements, consisting of a gaming-table,

—

‘ such, at least, the apparent purpose of the series
I of circles, diminishing towards both extremities,

incised on the surface. From the description of
brickwork it is believed the Ostian sepulchres
may date from the third and fourth centuries of
our era; and among the more interesting is a
mansoleum, with a spacious vaulted chamber,
entirely inlaid with sarcophagi of terra-cotta
placed in two parallel rows, each of the four
sides opening in an arched recess above other
tombs, like the arcosolia in Christian catacombs.
The baths near the Mithrmum comprise a suite

of chambers, all roofless, besides a large hy-
.pmfchral court, the Palmstra, surrounded by a
portico of Carystian (green-veined) marble

; first

being entered the spoLiatoriuni (for undressing),
whose floor is paved with mosaic, black and
white, in a pleasing pattern like carpet-
work; next, the piscina, with niches rcmnd

i its walls, no donbt for sculptures, a female
; statue, found in one of which, has been taken to
t the Vatican

;
next, the chambers for the tepid

i and hot baths, in that for which latter purpose
t the terra-cotta tubes of the calorifere still re-

) main, and we may look down into the hypocaust
1 below. Among the mosaics in these interiors
I are some figures of spirited design, especially
; a Cupid riding on a dolphin; but the best, a
' coloured composition, has been removed to the
i hall in the Vatican, now known"as that of the
“ Immaculate Conception,” from the frescoes,

i illustrative of that doctrine and its definition,
! on its walls and ceiling. On the pavement of
I the Palaestra is a very curious (among Roman
' works, we believe, unique) representation, in
1 black and white mosaic, of a labyrinth inclosed
: by quadrangular walls, and entered by fonr

}
gates, the central compartment occnpied by a

I large altar on which fire is burning. Most
i interesting, and relevant to the story of a
! singular religious system, is the Mithrmum,
) now entirely laid open, divided into three
{ compartments, not by columns, but by dif-

I ferences of level. This consists of an oblong

]
parallelogram, 16 by 5i metres, with walls of

1 lateritial brickwork still preserved almost up to
i the imposts of the vault, bnt no traces of win-
i dows ;—illuminated, we may suppose, by lamps
3 and candelabra, of which many were found here.

At one of the narrower sides is the chief en-

trance, and at the opposite, the altar, still in its

place, a block of Carystian marble, standing on
the summit of four steps, with its dedicatory

epigraph in good letters,
—

“ C. Ctelius Hermm-
ros Antistes hojus loci fecit sua pec;” above
which appears to have stood the group of the
Mitbraic sacrifice, namely, a youth in Phrygian
costume and tiara sacrificing ahull, with various

mystic symbols around, bnt of which sculpture

remained only the principal head and the hand
with the sacrificial toife, wrought in good style.

Around the altar were found several masses of

tnfa rock cut into conic forms (a known Mibh-
raic symbol, allusive to the sacred fire), and
some columns of fine marble, probably for sup-

porting lamps or symbols. The area of this

cella is lower in the midst, more elevated,

and reached by two steps along the sides
;
and

those higher aisles (so to call them) served for

the initiated
;
the central nave for the other

worshippers; this part being paved with plain

mosaics, along the edge of which is inscribed,

alike on both longer sides, in mosaic letters,

Soli Invict, Mit. D.D. [dono dedit], L. Agrius

Calendio. The walls are painted red
;
and the

remnant of sculpture found above the altar had
also colour, the face carnation, and the Phrygian
cap purple-tinted. Leaning against the steps of

the aisles were found two statues with two re-

liefs of Mitbraic priests in Phrygian dress, one
lifting, the otherreversing a torch,—the allusion

thus conveyed by Oriental symbolism, and con-

sentaneous with Mitbraic doctrines, to the sun
in spring and the snn in autumn, as approaching
and distancing our earth

;
these sculptures being

also of some merit and retaining many remnants
of gilding. Besides these were found other

symbolic marbles—a lion’s head (the animal of

the sun, and the sign also of a high degree of

initiation), and a Phrygian cap, evidently meant
to stand on a basement, not for any bead,

pierced in seven places for so many rays to be
inserted.

The most curious detail of all in this sacred

building is one the explanation of which, pub-

lished by the Chev. Visconti, is both learned and
satisfactory,—indeed, convincing. At an angle

near the principal doorway is a small jedicula,like

an oven, about 5 palms high, with its recess and
cover painted red on the same surface of in-

tonaco as seen on the walla, and with a kind of

predella at the basement. Other Mitbraic

monuments, found near two ancient cities of

Dacia, supply the key to this mystery, both
showing in relief a similar jodiccla, with an
animal like a he-goat couchant inside, a devotee

kneeling on one side, and seven altars, or pyrcei,

ranged in front.' In this recess we may recog-

nise the imaginary “ Station of Capricorn,”

knowing as we do that the Mitbraic theories

assumed the existence of two solstitial points in

the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, regarded as

the two gates of Heaven,—the former for the

descent of souls to earth, the latter for their

ascent to regain the celestial mansion, after a
purifying passage through the seven planets.

According to the Zindavesta, Mithras resides in

Heaven, between the snn and moon, where he
perpetually presides over the transmigration of

seals
;
and as the kneeling figure in the relief

represents the initiate or mystagogne, the seven
altars represent the planets, and the sedicula

with the goat inside the heavenly portal under
the sign of Capricorn. It is remarkable that a
lateral entrance to this temple, as also a recess

at the right of the altar, were found choked up
with rubble, evidently to prevent ingress,—

a

measure ordered, no doubt, on the suppression of

this Oriental worship, first abolished by law at

Rome, A.D. 376.—See “ The Epistle of St.

Jerome (ep. vii.) to Laeta.” The names of
consuls in the inscriptions below the figures of

the priests indicate a date answering to A.D. 164,

the time of Marcus Aurelius, under whom and
the other Antonine emperors the Mithraic wor-
ship was at the zenith of ascendancy in the

"West. External to its temple here we enter

several small chambers, probably for residence

of the Antistes; one containing what seems to be
a fireplace, or oven

;
another terminating in a

curved recess above a staircase, lined with blue

vitreous mosaic, and in the upper part adorned
with a valuable art-work (now in the Lateran
Museum), the figure in fine coloured mosaics, of

Sylvanus, standing amidst trees, with a flaming

altar on one side
;

his dress a tunic
;
on his

bead a crown of pine or cypress, like a halo
;
in

one band a cypress branch, in the other a sickle

;

a dog seated at iiis feet.

Visconti shows grounds for the conclusion

that Mithraic worship was introduced at Rome
so early as the year of the city 687 ;

and first by
the mariners of the fleet, who in that year bad
defeated Cicilian pirates, and had probably
learned those Persian doctrines from the pirates

themselves {v. Plutarch’s “Life of Pompey”).
We might infer that Ostia was the first centre
in Western Europe where such a superstition,

took root, seeing that no fewer thr.n five Mith-
raic monuments (all now in the Vatican) had
been yielded by this soil before the late disco-

very
;
and that two other Mithraic sauctuaries

besides the above-described have been found
here, one in the form of a cavern, as it appears
were all those destined for the initiation in this

worship,—first re-opened by the English artist,

Fagan, who discovered much at Ostia, in 1797.

A very significant Mithraic relief of the usual

sacrifice by the intercessory to the higher deity,

—Mithras to the supreme Ormuzd,—was dug up
in Rome, under the court of a private house,

in 1862.

Of other discoveries latest made at Ostia,

most important is the more spacious structure

for thermge, which, from their brickwork, may
be referred to the time of Hadrian, and are, in

some respects, the most complete yet known
among Roman remains of this class. The halls

of this building are descended into at some depth
below the sarroanding level, but are seen by
daylight, and quite roofless; their most notice-

able contents being the mosaic pavements, and
the still perfect arrangements for the heating

from below. In designs of much spirit (black

and white, like the other examples) we here see

an elaborate illustration of the athletic games,
and the prizes won therein : winged genii hold-

ing palms for the victors
;
the trumpeter ready

to sound his signal; the vase for the powder
used to rub the body before the contest ; and
the mensa agonistica, or table laid with the

crowns and palms bestowed on victors. In other

chambers, TritOiiS blowing their horns, while

each holds an oar in one hand
;
Nereids riding

on marine monsters that combine the horse, the

ox, and the tiger with the dragon form
;
and in

the centre amidst these, Oceanns, a large, wild-

looking bead with floating hair and curly beard.

In the hall for the sweatiog-bath (sudatorium),

paved with plain mosaic, the whole method
in use for such compartments may be appre-

hended better than in almoet any other

antique example
;
round its walls are seen

the vertical tubes (terra cotta) for conveying

hot air, and in the midst, near one end of the

oblong, the circular furnace gaping open below

the pavement, coramnnicaiing with a narrow
passage for the ministers, and several parallel

conduits running thence under the mosaic floor.

Here the work of disencumbering is not yet

quite completed, and nothing has yet been
touched or removed within these interesting

ruins. Not far from the same spot wo look

down into another area, just excavated, where
stand several massive columns, brick or con-

crete
;
and near the narrower end wall of a

quadrangle, an ample pnteal in opus reticulatum

masonry, quite firm and perfect,—this being,

perhaps, the outer court of some important

mansion, or the residence of some collegiate

body. Another area, whose uses aro evident

from its contents, is filled with immense dolia,

laid up to theii- necks in soil, probably intended

for deposit not only of oil and wine, but also of

solids, grain, &o., as inferrible from the marble
weights here found, some to the amount of

100 lb.

Besides the mansolea forming that necropolis

external to the city, have been opened, through
recent works, sever-al columbaria and other

species of tomb-chambers, some presenting evi-

dence of the co-existent modes of disposing of

the dead by cremation and interment in

sarcophagi. The largest of the columbaria has

its vaulted interior entirely covered with decora-

tive painting, but has been deprived of its most
remarkable adornment, a picture of the descent

of Orpheus to rescue Eurydice from Hades, now
in the Lateran Museum. The pavement of that

interior has a central opening, through which
we look into a subterranean, probably for the in-

terment of slaves, who were nob allowed the

honours of the funeral pyre or cinerary urn
;
and

on one side, near the entrance, is an epitaph in

the best characters of the best period to a child

whose age is given, with affectionate minuteness,

as one year, one month, eleven days, and one

honr. Among other noticeable paintings in

tombs recently found, are the Rape of Proser-

pine, Saturn devouring his children, and receiving

from Rhea a swaddled stone, the maternal de-
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vice to save the infant Jove
j Mercnry with

cadncens and bag, as the god of commerce,
standing near a ship, which several slaves are in
the act of lading with grain

; all these engraved
in ontline, being now purchasable in a brochure
by the Chev. Visconti, “Pitture murale Osticnse.”
The ruins of the theatre, a scattered series of
structures like low archways, quite without
architectural character, have not yet been
touched, but certainly claim attention; for this

edifice is known to be of the time of Hadrian,
and is mentioned in hagiogi-aphy as that before
which was beheaded the martyr Cyriacus, A.D.
300 .

It is uncertain what was the dedication of
that principal temple, the lofty brick walls of
whose cella rise most conspicuous among the
mins on this wide extent of solitary sea-coast

;

some conjecture a CcBsareum, or fane of all the
deified emperors

; others. Castor and Pollux, or
Neptune, as the deities here honoured. Its
mins were first partly cleared by works in the
time of Pius VII., and have become much more
interesting since was made accessible the crypt
in two large vaulted halls, and disencumbered,
as we now see, the surrounding area once paved
with marble and enclosed within a portico, enor-
mous fragments of whose fluted columns lie

'

strewn on the soil. That cella had, as is evi-
dent, no vaulting, bub a wooden ceiled roof;
and the walls are shown, by the numerous cavi-
ties on both sides, to have been incrnsted with
marble alike on the outer and inner surfaces. In
its actual condition, though presenting no archi-
tectural elevation to be called beautiful, a cer-
tain forlorn majesty is possessed by this temple

;

and the mournful solitude that reigns around
adds to that efi'ect. Within its spacious cella
was assembled, on a fine day in March, a large
party of English who had inspected all the
Ostian antiquities and listened to the reading in
situ of a descriptive paper translated from
Signor Visconti’s original Italian

; the excursion
having been arranged by the British Archfeolo-
gical Society, and in every respect to the satisfac-
tion of all concerned. Oneofthe most picturesque,
and of course the merriest, of scenes, in which
were grouped about sixty individuals, during
that day’s adventures, was the mustering for the
cold collation spread on the grassy ground,
within that mined cella. Thence the party
drove to Castel Fusano, the forlorn but most
romantic old villa of the Chigi family, amidst
the solemn shades of a primcoval pine forest
that extends its dark belt, far from all other
human habitations, along the sea-ooast ; and
under whose shade we walk, for some half-mile
at least, on the antique pavement of the Via
Severiana, till reaching the sandy beach on
which that forest continually encroaches.
On the return to Rome that evening, the eflect

of a cloudy but rich-toned sunset-sky, above the
far-extending level of the Ostian coast, the wild
village, and scattered ruins, was a sight not easily
to be forgotten. Nor could any illumination
have been more suitable to the landscape and its

associations than the last pale gleams of that
sunset on the winding Tiber, and on the few
minous tombs that stand amidst uncultivated
uplands and hollows beside the Via Ostiense.

NEW SOUTHWARK-STREET AND ITS
ARCHITECTURE.

The principles of action of the Metropolitan
Board of Works have proved themselves, on the
whole, broad, simple, and animated by the true
spirit of progress,” in the fullest meaning of

that term. Minor details in the carrying out
of the vast improvements undertaken may be,
more or less, open to criticism ; but taking a
fair general view of the working of this im-
portant institution, as regards both the theory
and the actual reduction to practice of the
various projects initiated, both system and
working out have proved themselves so excellent
and, in the main, so successful that our vast
London is already deriving a number of advan-
tages in the form of sanitary, artistic, and also
commercial improvement of the greatest interest
and importance. Among the chief of these may
be cited the purification of the Thames by means
of a new system of drainage, carried out upon
a gigantic scale, as illustrating the general
character of sanitary ameliorations. The prac-
tical carrying out of a system of embankment,
by means of which spacious quays will be
created on each side of the river, to be eventu-
ally occupied by stately buildings, which will

form the crowning glory of new London, if pro-
perly done with a right sense of the importance
of the opportunity, ought to afl'ord a splendid ex-
ample of the artistic and monumental ^vantages
to be derived from the course of action pursued

;

while the creation of new Southwark-street, con-
necting the eastern and western centres of our
vast metropolis by a direct line of communica-
tion on the south side of the river, serves to
illustrate the advantages of a commercial
character which have distinguished the opera-
tions of the Metropolitan Board of Works.
Some method of relieving the crowded state

of the traffic along the Strand, Fleet-street,
Lndgate-hill, and Cheapside, had long been a
desideratum

; but no plan ever appeared so
direct, simple, and inexpensive as the creation
of a continuous and spacious new street on the
south side of the river, and that idea has, at
last, been successfully carried out, with results
which have fully borne out its asserted superiority
over all other suggestions. Before the improve-
ment, the land on this side of the river was,
comparatively speaking, cheap—a circumstance
which enabled the Board, at a moderate out-
lay, to buy up the sites required for their
purpose. The street having been formed, the
frontages on either side were off'ered to the
public, as freeholds, with a direct parliamentary
title, or as leaseholds at a ground-rent, at such
reasonable prices that the whole has been taken
up much more rapidly than might have been
expected, considering the great extent of build-
ing ground of a particular character thus thrown
into the market at once.
Very few empty spaces now remain along the

whole line, which has already become a great
subsidiary thoroughfare from Westminster to
London Bridge. The buildings which have thus
rapidly arisen along the course of this new com-
mercial avenue are, as a whole, of so distinctive
a class that they appear to call for special notice
as presenting in their aggregate an architectural
aspect of somewhat unusual character. We have
in other parts of London witnessed the recent
erection ofvast buildings destined to strictly com-
mercial purposes, which from their dimensions
and architectural merit must be accepted as
important monuments of the architecture of the
period. These vast stacks of buildings erected
as manufactories, or warehouses, in various parts
are frequently of very imposing aspect, but no-
where do they form so remarkable a general
feature of a district as in Southwark • street,
though in several cases individually superior.
One of the chief causes of the distinct general
character of the new buildings of this spacious
street, both individually and collectively, is that
in most instances the buildings are detached
from each other, like the great club-houses of
Pall-mall, and so produce a very different effect
from that of a series of facades like those of
ordinary streets, which are closely contiguous,
and, in fact, joined to each other.

The great warehouse-edifices of Southwark-
street are nearly all sufficiently detached to give
each the full advantage of its own distinctive
features; and these features are, in most instances,
sufficiently remarkable to warrant an individual
assertion of their character. They have, how-
ever, a general homogeneousness of generic
character, arising, in the first place, from the
generally adopted principle of fitness in deter-
mining the style of an architectural design;
secondly, from the grand dimensions of most of
the buildings and the seemingly prevailing feel-

ing of both architect and capitalist that a struc-
ture for carrying on extensive commercial trans-
actions in a country which has risen to greatness
and riches by the success of its merchants and
manufacturers, should present a more important
character, even from a purely architectural point
of view

;
and thirdly, from the fact of the build-

ings in question deriving a marked character from
being constructed almost entirely of brickwork.
The mansions of the Elizabethan serve to demon-

'

strata that very grand and even palatial effects

can be produced by brickwork, especially with
stone dressings

;
and even in castellated archi-

tecture there are the magnificent and nearly
perfect remains of Hurstmonceux Castle, and
other equally fine examples, to show what
grandeur of effect may be produced by an artistic

management of the national red brick. But the
use of brickwork, from an architectonic point of
view, had so utterly declined, and was still fur-
ther declining, during the first quarter of the
present century, that its treatment seemed un-
likely to be resuscitated as an important branch
of architectural study. In recent years, how-
.ever, years which have been fortunately marked

by great advances in the various ramifications
of the architect’s domain of action, the study of
brick architecture has been revived with much
success. Even churches have been constructed
entirely of brick, in which not only have fine

effects been produced externally, but even the
interior surfaces of the walls, the columnar sup-
ports, the groining of the ceilings, and other
features of internal decoration, have been made
to display not only the great natural capacities
of the material, but also new modes of struc-

ture; and the warehouses of Southwark-street
furnish ns with the most recent series of ex-
amples of the restoration in question.

Travelling eastward along the new street, the
first building that forcibly arrests the attention
of the architectural critic is the wholesale
stationery warehouse of Messrs. Causton &
Sons. The style adopted is bold and simple,
and looks like a free adaptation of the spirit and
general proportions of the best Renaissance
period. The main structure is of brick, with
soberly-introduced stone dressings, which are
sparingly enriched with some, well-scnlptured
ornaments. The general mass of the building
is upon a scale that invests it with a character
that at once arrests the attention even of a
casnal passer by.

The next great stack of buildings, though
having a generic affinity of character with the
one just described, is yet distinguished from it

by features of its own. Extending to the comer
of an intersecting street, the angle of the build-
ing is formed of a well-designed tower, which
rises slightly above the general height of the
structure. The general cornice of the main
front is made very ornamental by a judicious
management of the brickwork, now in common
practice, by means of which a pattern is produced
similar to the “dog-tooth” ornament of sculp-
tured stone mouldings, coloured bricks being
sparingly introduced above the continuous ar-
cade formed by the upper windows. The
windows of the principal story are square-
topped, and somewhat after the fashion of those
frequently found in the domestic Gothic of the
old German towns, the tier below being arched.
The arch of these lower windows is formed of
alternate white and dark bricks, each mass of
colour occupying the space of about three bricks
in breadth. This alternation of white with a tone
of fall violet black produces a bright and, at the
same time, bold, effect, which enlivens the whole
facade, and is the more acceptable as it is at
once felt to be a legitimate feature of ornamenta-
tion naturally suggested by the material in use.

Tait & Co., the army contractors, are the-

occupiers of the next noticeable mass of build-

ings of this class. The comice of the whole
structure is a bold and effective piece of
brickwork, with a fascia enlivened by a well-
managed pattern of red, blue-grey, and green
bricks, the effect of which is very quiet, and
appropriate to the general decorative treatment
of the edifice. The upper windows, after a
fashion now becoming very general in buildings
of this kind, form a continuous and connected
arcade, the arched top of each window being
formed of red, white, and black bricks. These
window-arches are supported alternately by
single columns and pairs of colomns, of polished
granite; below this arcade the facade is divided
into compartments by means of broad piers
of slight projection, forming intermediate round-
topped panels or recesses, in which are three-

tiers of windows, connected ornamentally by a
conspicuous band of coloured brickwork of green
and red. This band of ornament is interrupted
at intervals by circular devices in relief, formed
of the rose, shamrock, and thistle, which are
coloured black, and relieved with gilding : they
appear to be cast iron, painted, and gilt, or terra-

cotta, so treated. The sills and lintels of the win-
dows are stone, and so is the principal entrance-
doorway, the treatment of which is founded
upon that epoch of Gothic art known as Early
English. Other buildings of similar character,
though of inferior importance in dimensions,
next occur; and, at the corner of Guildford-
street, excavations are actively proceeding in

preparation for another great mass of buildings
of an analogous class.

Wigan and Crosier’s hop warehouses next
arrest the attention of the architectural explorer.

They are perhaps on the whole the finest stack
of buildings in that part of the new street, but
being more in the ordinary style in which the
advanced study of modern brickwork has most
generally developed itself, the structure does
not call for special description. We next meet
.with a continuous row of buildings combining
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the character of retail shop and warehouse.
Each of these facades is distinct in design, and
two or three of them are remarkably good. A
rather new feature adopted in one of them, in

order to admit more light into the rooms in the
roof, may be thus described. Jnstead of a row of

dormer windows at distances (there might be
room for four), there is a continuous glass gal-

lery, which, rising from behind the parapet,

and being surmounted by a rich bordering,
or crest, of ironwork, relieved by gilding, pro-

duces an attractive effect. Opposite to this

row of buildings is another detached warehouse,
and then come Messrs. Andrew Dunn & Son’s

iron-works. In this building, which is a com-
bination of brick and cement, the chief decora-
tive feature is formed by deep intaglio patterns
in the cement dressings of the doors and windows.
On the opposite side of the street, the next new
building is that occupied by Messrs. Teulon& Dog-
get, hop merchants. Nearly the whole frontage
of each floor is glazed, producing a light and
pleasing eflect, and the whole of the de-
sign, though upon a comparatively small scale,

is neat and elegant. Adjoining are the import-
ant premises of the Hop Planters’ Association,
which are somewhat like most of the others of
their class in this street, as combinations of
brick and stone

;
the stone dressings in this in-

stance, however, being rather more profuse and
massive than in the neighbouring buildings. The
general style adopted appears to be founded
upon a study of the Norman and Byzantine
epochs, but the gateway does not accord in
architectural feeling with the rest of the build-

I iug, being of a mucb lighter character, and
rather Italian in aspect. Adjoining this struc-

I ture is Calvert’s-bniidings, a pretty elevation, in
a set Elizabethan style

;
brick with stone dress-

ings. The advancing spectator next meets with
four warehouses, which are all fair average

I samples of the general advanced styles of brick
I buildings, with stone or cement dressings. The

last structure on that side of the street is a
handsome building, occupied by the Southwark
branch of tbe Alliance Bank, which stands in a

I commanding position, forming the angle from
which Southwark-street and High-street diverge,
a point remarkable for the extremely decorative

:

group of lamps which protects the centre of the
wide crossing, illustrated in these pages some
time ago.

Opposite to the Alliance Bank rises the Hop
1 and Malt Exchange, by far the most important
1 building in tbe new street. This structure occu-
:
pies a frontage of 120 ft., and is fast approaching

: completion. The lower columns of the fai^ade,

the shafts of which are richly ornamented, are
; of cast-iron, and intended for fui'ther enrichment
. by means of bronze and gilding. Tbe general
' front has an imposing aspect from its great height,
: consisting as it doesoften stories. Thebaaoment
• is occupied by two stories of cellarage, which
• for extent and lightness of appearance, are of
’ very remarkable character. Their roofs are sup-
; ported on detached iron columns connected by
!
girders, and are very snccessful pieces of con-

I struction. Above the two stories of cellars,
i and a little above tbe level of the street, is a
' covered area of 80 ft. by 50 ft., which is destined
i for the Exchange. The design of the floor of
I this noble chamber is very handsome, including
I encaustic tiles, and tbe roof over the whole
. area, at the height of 100 ft., will be of a very
eflective character, and composed of glass aud

1 iron. It is nowin rapid progress, andwill probably
' produce a very fine beautiful effect, admitting a
i flood of light, which it is not the intention of Mr.
\ Moore, the architect, to lose the advantage of,

I in a decorative point of view
;

it being part of
1 his plan to have the npper portions of the walls
I decorated with frescoes, representing hop plant-
I ing, hop picking, the barley harvest, and other
: subjects of an appropriate character. Attached
I to this spacious covered area, nearly as large as
tbe internal court of the Royal Exchange, is a

; large suhscripcion reading-room, and also, on
I another side, a refreshment-room of more than
1 usual dimensions. The interior of the Ex-
: change itself presents an attractive appearance
' from the nature of the structure, arising out of its
) purposes. It is surrounded by four tiers of de-
curative galleries, each leading to a series of

I sampling rooms for bops and malt, and the ap-
3 proach to each of these rooms being formed by
1 an arched entrance, has necessitated the creation
) of a series of arcades, one above another, to the
1 height of four stories, which imparts a very uu-
1 usual and impressive aspect to this remarkable
I interior, which, when completed, with its sur-
I mounting frescoes, decorating the closed arches

of the upper story, will be unlike anything of its

class in London, and will recall to tbe mind of
those who have visited Romo one of the courts
of the Vatican, but with original features of its

own sufficient to stamp it with a perfectly dis-

tinctive character. The entrance from the street
to the Exchange is spacious and handsome, and
for its final completion is only waiting for its de-
corative columns, which are to be of Irish
marble. The pilasters, forming the chief de-
coration of the walls, are to be of that bright
green marble of Galway : no other quarries iu

Europe furnish marble of a similar tone : and
the detached columns are Limerick marble, of a
rich ruddy tone, beautifully veined with both
lighter and darker streakings of the same
colour. Tbe four first stories of the fa(;ade,

above the basement, consist of offices destined
for the use of hop growers, hop merchants,
hop factors, and others connected with deal-
ings in that great national staple, the central
market of which has been long established in
the part of the Borough of which the Hop Ex-
change will now form the appropriate centre.
Other building features connected with improve-
ments iu this part of Southwark are well worthy
of notice, but must await another opportunity.

A NOTE FROM THE CH.\MP DE MARS.

I iiusT preface a few remarks I desire to make
on the Fine Arts Department of the Paris Exhi-

|

bition with a protest against the exceedingly
ugly marble bracket displayed in tbe front of
the London Society of Arts’ case of premiated
objects, No. 86, Class 65. Tbe subject is a
Cupid and Dolphin’s Head, and the bracket ob-
tained the first prize, 151,, in 1865. Nothing
can be imagined more flat and shapeless than
the left arm, or mono frightful than the round
mass which represents the right foot, and which
suggests a club-foot with the toes only indicated

'

but not developed
;
and the meaningless face is

;

simply abominable. I do not presume to give
an opinion as to the wisdom of the council or i

committee of the Society of Arts in awarding a
'

151. prize for such a piece of ugliness
;
but I feel

,

sure any lover of art will agree with me that to
:

stick it up in front of the case, where it is im-
possible it can be passed over, is a mistake, and
will join mo in requesting it may be hidden away
out of sight as quickly as possible.

Tbe question as to whether the English or
French mode of screening their picture-gallery
from too much sunshine be beat, is now most
definitively settled, and in favour of the English

,

method. The full height of our gallery has
been preserved, tbe sun-blind stretching across

;

from side to side from tbe summit of the walls.
This blind is formed of thin white musHu nearly

j

as wide as the gHlery, and is laced down each
'

side by red cord to a piece attached to the wall
;

,

the advantage of this being, I presume, that it

was fixed up very quickly,—I saw it in opera-
j

tion,—and can bo tightened if it should stretch
I

and get slack
;
added to which the red zigzag

'

trellis is ornamental. Below this white muslin
ceiling comes a broad band of deep crimson or

j

bright chocolate colour on the walls, upon which,

!

in legible gold letters, are inscribed the names
of our artists, with the date of their birth and
death

;
then comes the plain green wall, which

is certainly not a pretty colour, but which bar-
monises with all sorts of pictures far better than
does the ugly brickdust red of the walls in the
French gallery.

But our greatest triumph is in having gone to
the expense and trouble of laying the floor with
cocoa-nut matting, which, besides being neat and
clean, is so restful to one’s poor weary feet after
the gritty, dusty, muddy floor of the French
gallery. I say “ French gallery ” because I have
only seen that besides the English, and do not
yet know what other nations have done

j
but I do

know, to my cost, that three or four hours spent
iu the French gallery sent me home fearfully
footsore, and horribly out of temper with the
men who are everlastingly coming round with
their water-cans and daohing the contents about,
disturbing and annoying every one. In fact, the
gallery is always iu a state of gritty dust or mud.
As to the pendent sunblind, it is extremely

ugly
J takes off from the height sadly

j
makes the

gallery very hot
j ond tbe flat portions being all

formed of paper, it is cracked and torn in all

directions, and looks ragged and neglected.
But the pictures themselves are very beautiful

;

too much cannot be said in admiration of them.
Unfortunately, as is always the case in a collec-

tion of French pictures, one is obliged to turn
away the eye from a vast amount of nudity, and
blood, and slaughter, and distressing subjects of
all sorts, which, to our Eugliah taste, so greatly
detract from tbe pleasures of visiting a French
picture-gallery

j
but this admitted and regretted,

there remains so much careful study, delicate
manipulation, bold handling and rich colouring,
that all gazers, of whatever age or class, must
reap great delight from a minute study of these
fine productions. To mention alone Gerdme,
who has thirteen works exhibited, most of them
well known in England, to wit, “ Duel au sortir
d'un Bal masque,” “ Les Gladiatenra,” “ Le
Prisonnier,” Arab fettered, lying across a Nile
boat

;
Fichel, who Las three gems ; Meissonier,

fourteen works, most of them also well known
in England, aud of which it is useless to say any-
thing, they are all so charming

j
Edouard Frere,

who has eight of bis delicious little bits, of which
“ La Bibliotbfeque” seems to me to carry off tbe
palm from its simplicity, truth, and tenderness.
Two sisters, soberly attired in brown stuffdresses
and green aprons, sit side by side on low stools
in a dear old well-stored book-room; aud the
roundnesa of the heads, the manner in which
the light falls on the figures, and, indeed, the
whole composition of the picture, are perfection.
Vetter, who has six pieces, of which " Le Depart
pour la Promenade,” a beau galant dressed iu
violet velvet and lace ruffles, is a marvellous bit

I

of colouring
;

Toulmouche, Bellang^, well re-
membered by his “ Deux Amis : Sebastopol,

I

1855,” exhibited in our ’62 International Exhi-
bition, aud heiB also

; Rosa Bonheur
;
Claude,

“ Un Jour de Fermeture de Chasse;” Armand
Leleux

;
and many very fine portraits, life-size,

well substantiate the general admiration I have
accorded to tbe oil paintings in the French
Gallery.

There is a fino picture by Pierre Jollivet,

called a ” Deasiii,” which must not be passed
over; especially as, from being placed high up,

' above tbe row of very excellent miniatures, it is
' the more likely to escape observation. The
subject is an inspired-looking youngish man,

I

in loose robes, standing on a platform of bare
' rock, aurronuded by a vast expanse of sea and

I

sky. The title of the picture is ” Le Sentiment
;

de I’lufini.” The figure has the hands pressed
on each side of the chest, as if to control the
swelling of the heart, aud the elbows are ex-
tended from the body, indicative of force and
emotion. There is no other vestige of creation
apparent, save the man, the rock, sea, aud sky,
and the eft'ect is very sublime.
Another grand work, that does not seem to

attract much attention, is a statue in plaster, by
Camille de Veroy. It is a slightly-draped male
figure, half-sitting, half-reclining on the ground,
the subject Lafontaiuo’s fable of the gourd and
the acorn. Lest any of your readers may not
remember, I may tell them how the fable runs :

—
A philosopher lay one day beneath the shade of
a vast oak

;
at his feet trailed a gourd-vine,

' loaded with its heavy fruit. ‘‘ Had I been the

!

Creator,” said the philosopher, “ I would have

I

placed tlie large gourd on the strong tree, which
is able to sustain it, and tbe light acorn on the

'

delicate vine.” At that moment an acorn de-
1 tacbed itself from the branch above his head,
and fell on his face. Then be understood that,
had a gourd been iu the acorn’s place, it would
have been a serious matter for him

;
and, re-

proved and penitent, he raised bis eyes to
heaven, ond exclaimed,—“ Dieu fait bien ce
qu’il fait !” This is the moment tbe sculptor
has chosen for representing, and the result is a
grand statue. R. F. H.

N.B.-—Many will be glad to hear that the
Superior Council of the International Jury has de-
cided that the number of recompenses, originally
fixed, independently of the grand prizes, at 100
gold medals, 1,000 silver, and 3,000 bronze, are
to be increased respectively to 900, 3,000, and
4,000. The 5,000 hononrable mentions will
remain without change.

Manchester New Townhall Competition.

—

A correspondent cumplaius that there is to be
no exhibition of tbe preliminary designs. Archi-
tects may thank some of their own body for this

regrettable determination. Tbe letters that
have been written on this competition by archi-

tects would almost justify the Manchester cor-
poration, or any other corporation, in takino-

exactly what steps they thought best, without
the sligbeab reforence to the opinions of tbe
profession.

a
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FigB. 1, 2, 8, and 9. TJ'roui/hl Iron Terminals.
Fig. 3. Carved Termiriution of Cornice on £aet side.

Fig. 4. Soneysuckle ou Arch of Porch.
,, 6. Terminaiion of Siring, Entrance Tower,

Fig, 6. CapUnl <f Column, Principe'. Entrance.
,, 7. Capital of Pier to Library Wiadow.

THE TRADES IIOVEXENT.

Worcester.—A meetiopf of the master ballders

has beea held to “ consider, in the present state

of affairs, the necessity of endeavouring to adopt
some general system of rules and rates of wages.”
After the matter had been fully discussed, it was
decided by the meeting to form themselves into

a branch of the General Builders’ Association,

The plasterers, carpenters, and joiners here
have recently agitated to leave work at one
o’clock on Saturdays, receiving tho same wages
as before. Messrs. Wood granted the concession,

and the other builders followed suit.

Bradford.—The hours of labour of the journey-
men plasterers and their labourers have just

been reduced five hours and a half per week,
and their wages at the same time increased

28. per week. The wages of the plasterers in

the town now range from 28a. to Sis. per
week, and the wages of the labourers are 223.

per week.
Oldham.—The stone masons are on strike, in

J

consequence of the employers having refused to

j

comply with a set of rules submitted to them by
! the men. Tire bricklayers’ labourers are also on
1 strike for an increase of wages

;
and the joiners

have given notice that they will cease working
I on the Ist of June at all places where non-society

j

men, or persons who have not served a regular
I apprenticeship to the business, are employed.
The cabmen here have also struck, in conse-
quence of their employers refusing to grant them
a cessation from work for half a day on every
alternate Sunday.

Glasgow.—It is estimated that there are
150,000 working men at present out of employ,

i
ment in this city.

America.—There are now twenty trades on
strike in the States of New York, New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania, and although some employers
are able to stand firm, many have yielded to the
demand for higher rates. In Chicago there is

to be an established organ of the working classes,

founded upon principles of which one is, “ There
,

are no rights but the rights of labour.” Mr. Horace

Greeley, who accepts almost everything else tlie

extreme popular party puts forth, takes excep-
tion to this maxim. He is an employer, and,
like the rest of his class, is powerless against the
governing body, which is made up of the labour-
ing portions of the community.

ROCKHURST, WEST HOATHLEY.

In' a recent number we gave a view and plans
of the house lately built here,* and some particu-
lars of this charming and remarkable estate.

We now add illustrations of some of the carvi#g
and ironwork. The terminals present the same
appearance seen from the side as in front. The
ferns recognizable in the capitals are—Harts-
toDguo Fern, Scolopendriitm vulgare

;

Polypody,
Polypodium vulgare

;

and Buckler Fera, Lastrea
Filix-mas,

* Sea pp. 276-277, ante.
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PAXTON MBIIOEIAL.

The erection of a memorial to Sir Joseph

Paxton, at Coventry, having been determined

on, a committee of gentlemen was formed, with

Mr. John Gnlson as chairman, for the purpose

of carrying out that determination. A nnmber
of architects were invited to send in designs,

and Messrs. Goddard & Son, of Leicester, were

the successful competitors. We give an illustra-

tion of their design in our present number. The
memorial will be executed in Portland atone,

with polished granite shafts, and it is decided

to erect it in the cemetery. Sir. Joseph Paxton,

as will be remembered, was M.P. for the city of

Coventry.

MODEL OF PROPOSED NEW DOCK
APPROACHES, LIVERPOOL.

Mr. C. N. Thwaite, of London, has prepared a
model of the scheme of Mr. Lyster, the dock
engineer, for extensive re-arrangement of the
dock approaches ; and it is now deposited at the
Albert Dock Warehouse Offices. It embraces
every point of even tho minutest detail, from the
Albert Dock Warehouses on the south to the
Waterloo Dock Warehouses on the north, and
from mid-river to beyond the Town-hall. Mr.
Lyster’s plan includes the filling up of the
George’s Basin, the entire reconstruction of
George’s Dock, Man Island, and the Bridgewater

I Basin
;
the pulling down of the Goree-piazzas,

! the construction of a new high-level road along
the line of Strand-street to join the high-level

approach to the Landing-stage, which will be
approached from the heart of the town by a
broad road running close to the south side of the
Old Church, near the site of the present high-
level footway. The high-level approach termi-
nates in an extensive promenade overlooking the

: landing-stages. Various other alterations and
. improvements are included in the scheme. The
one great objection to it is its vastness, the cost
of which would be too great even for Liverpool

;

I but the engineer has shown that there are many
: expensive features which may be omitted at

present, and completed at a more convenient
i time.

; CONCRETE BUILDINGS.—COMPARATIVE
STRENGTH OF CONCRETE AND BRICK-
WORK.
Sir,—

I

n a recent discussion at the Society of
Arts on the subject of building in concrete, Mr.

I W. E. Newton, C.E., gave a detailed statement
: of what he had done in England, and is now
; doing, in concrete constructions. I should not
have troubled you with any observations of

: mine on this subject (although my name was men-
tioned) bad not some incorrect statements been

: made. I think Mr. Newton, in his speech at

the Society of Arts, and in his subsequent letter,

; completely settled the question of economy of
: construction, and I can from a pretty fair expe-
rience fully corroborate him.
As some proof of the applicability of Portland

' concrete walls and constructions as described, I

I beg to foi-ward you the plans of four 8-roomed
: villa-residences I am now building at Gravesend
• —a photograph of a pair of them in their present
1 state and coarse of construction. Yon will see
1 that the fireplaces are half their width out
I of the centre of the room. By this arrange-
i meut I am enabled to set all the fines in a
15-inch wall. As modem stoves are only

) 9 in. deep I get a back 6 in. thick. This
i arrangement will also give 50 cubic feet more
!

space in each room, a great desideratum in
) building honses for the working classes. The
I cost price of these houses will not exceed 1401.,

i finished with the best materials and workman-
I ship. The inspection and critical examination
'1 of these houses by architects and builders are
c invited.

As regards the strength of Portland cement
( concrete in comparison with brickwork, I can at
n once settle that question.

In the photographic view of the honses I am
1 now building at Gravesend you will see that I
1 am standing on a bracket or lever fixed in and
extending 6 ft. 6 in. from the weakest part

ilof the wall—namely, a pier 2 ft. wide between
Ithe windows. This pier is 9 in. thick and
il eleven days old. If tho lever were placed inside
I tho building there would be some support from
L the window-frames, as they would form a
I rebate, but being on the outside the reverse is i

the case. There is also a block of concrete 3 ft.

long, 12 in. deep, and in. high. It i i

suspended from the bressummer in the opening
for the bay windows. This block is made with
seven parts of crushed stone to one of cement.
A large box, 3 ft. long, 2 ft. 3 in. deep, and
18 in. wide, loaded with flints, stone, and
brickbats, closely packed, is suspended from the

block. I calculate this weight at about half a
ton, bnt I have no doubt the concrete block
would sustain double the load.

Professor Kerr asked, “ Did any one mean to

say he could build a wall 30 ft. long and 25 ft.

high, 6 in. thick?” Mr. Newton said,
*' Yes,” and I say, “Yes,” and I am willing to

satisfy those who doubt to give the following
challenge :—First to attach one of my brackets,

6 ft. 6 in. long, to a pier built in concrete 9 in.

thick, and my opponents to do the same,
with a pier of ordinary bricks and mortar,
14 in. thick, 2 ft. wide, and eleven days old.

The bricklayer is to carry up the pier without
knowing that it is to be subjected to any test.

The builder of that pier which sustains the
heaviest load and strain to receive 50k, which
shall be forfeited by the other side. Secondly,
subject to the same conditions

j
let a block of

bricks and mortar be made the same size as the
block of concrete, and the same age, that will

carry l-20th the weight of concrete block of the
same dimensions, and I will forfeit 50?.

Thirdly, I will build a wall in concrete, using
my bracket-scaffolding, in competition with a
brick wall of the above dimensions, and 9 in.

thick. Both walls to be built with my bracket-
scaffolding, and each wall to be built 18 in.

every day, wet or fine weather.
If the brickwork stands the teat mentioned I

will forfeit 50?. and the cost of the wall
; and if

it will not stand the test mentioned as above,
the same shall be forfeited to me. All my con-
crete shall be made at half the cost of my in-

tended opponent’s brickwork.
The great desire you have always shown in

your valuable paper to solve the question of
building houses for the working classes, and
also for the public in general, in an economical
manner, have induced me to address you at this

length, and if the challenge I have given be not
taken up, 1 think I may then assume that my
propositions are sound, and that I may say the
question of building improved dwellings for the
people is answered. JosErii Tall.

THE GOVERNMENT
POSTAL TELEGRAPH SCHEME.

The Post-office authorities are said to be
busily engaged in maturing their postal tele-

graph scheme. It will be incorporated in a Bill

which is to be submitted to Parliament as soon
as the Reform Bills have left the Commons. A
compulsory purchase by the Government of the
plant and interest of all the existing telegraph
companies was originally contemplated, bnt the
Treasury and the Board of Trade have taken
some objections to this course, and the Bill will

now be of a permissive character, giving the
companies the option of sale on terms to be
agreed upon with the Government. When the
Government has acquired the telegraph-lines,

they will become a department of the Post-office.

New wires will be laid down, and existing wires
re-arranged and redistributed on postal prin-

ciples, combining despatch with a low uniform
rate of charge, and pre-payment by stamps. It

is proposed to begin with a shilling rate for

any distance, which will frank a message of
twenty words, without including the names and
addresses of either the sender or receiver. The
message will be delivered free by special mes-

sengers within the radius of a mile, so that a
considerable demand will be created for the ser-

vices of lads and young men. Railway com-
panies, it is assumed, will be glad to sell the use
of their surplus wires to the Government, and
to permit additional wires to be laid down along
their lines. In London each of the ten postal

districts is to have its own central telegraphic

office, and each receiving-honse in those dis-

tricts will be a subordinate office. Pillar-boxes

will be used for the deposit of messages. More
frequent collections will be established; and as

soon as the message deposited in the pillar-box

reaches the head office of the district the
telegram will be transmitted to its destination.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Birtningham .—The new building for the Union
Club, at the top of Newhall-street, has been
begun. Mr. Yeoville Thomason is the architect.

The new building is Italian in style, and pos-

sesses a frontage of 100 ft. to Colmore-row, and
half of that extent in Newhall-street, the height
of the elevation being 55 ft. The windows on
the ground-floor are worked with recessed pilas-

ters and sculptured key-stones. Those on the
upper floor are arched, and ornamented with
pilasters, cornices, and pediments, and are pro-

vided with balconies. The frontage will be set

back about 5 ft. from the present line of the
street, the basement area being protected by a
railed balustrade. The whole of the elevation

will be of Pillough stone, and the interior corri-

dors will be laid with encaustic tiles. The
builders are Messrs. Barnsley & Sons, the con-
tract being for nearly 13,0001.

Castle Eden .—A new Conrt-honae, according
to the Qateshead Observer, has been opened at

Castle Eden. The building is about 200 yards
from the railway station, on an eligible site

adjoining the road. The frontage is about 90 ft.,

and faces the south. The building is from a
design by Mr. W. Crozier, C.E., the county archi-

teot
;
and the contractors are Messrs. Stroughair

& Cramen, of Hartlepool. The cost of the
building will be about 1,200?., which sum is

defrayed by Mr. Burden, who is also owner of
the land on which it is erected, and he will lease

the building to the county for an annual rent.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

CONTRACTS.

The ordinary meeting of members was held
on Friday evening (the 10th inst.), at the House,
in Conduit-street, Mr. R. W. Edis in the chair.

On the motion of the chairman, a vote of thanks
was passed to the clergy of St. Helen’s Church,
Bishopsgate, and to the architect, for their

kindness in allowing the members to inspect

the church, and also to Mr. Birch for the inter-

esting paper which he read upon it. The chair-

man announced that the members of the asso-

ciation would be enabled, by the kindness of
Mr. Gilbert Scott, to pay their next visit of in-

spection to the new Foreign Office in Downing-
street.

The meeting proceeded to consider certain
alterations in the rules ofAhe society.

Mr. Rickman read the report of the delegates
from the Association who had attended the-

last meeting of the Architectaral Alliance,

and a motion was subsequently made, that the
form of contract suggested by the Alliance

should be approved by the meeting. The reader
said, that in ordinary contracts the architect was
the sole arbitrator, and that he could object,

without appeal, to the materials used, or to the
manner in which the work was executed. Some
builders, however, objected to so much power
being given to the architect, and desired that in

every form of contract a clause should be put in,

providing that an umpire should be appointed
in case of disputes. Under the present system
the reference to an umpire might occasion delay

in carrying out the works; and so great had the

inconvenience been felt in some ports of the

country, that at Birmingham, for instance,

builders as a general rule would not sign any
contract which did not provide for the appoint-

ment of an arbitrator. The new form of con-

tract would, however, allow the works to pro-

ceed, and whenever the builder affirmed his

work to be done, the power of the arbitrator

would come into operation. The practice of in-

serting an ai'bitration clause was not usual in
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London
; bat it wonid be for the meeting to’say

whether the proposed form of contract might
nob be a compromise, as, if adopted, no incon-
venience woald ensue to the client, as the works
would not be stopped pending any delay conse-
quent upon a dispute between the builder and
the architect.

After some discussion, the Chairman moved
an amendment to the effect that it was not
desirable to introduce an arbitration clause into
the building contract, as it was most important
that the entire power should be left in the hands
of the architect. His own experience led him
to believe that such clauses did not work advan-
tageously, and that they were calculated to

,

encourage litigation, and to undermine the confi-
dence which the client naturally placed in the
architect. Moreover, it should be borne in mind
that of all descriptions of litigation arbitrations
were the most tedious and expensive.

This view was supported by Mr. Jarvis (who
seconded the amendment)

,
and by other speakers,

and on a division was carried against the
original motion.

Messrs. Edis, Rickman, T. R. Smith, and J. D.
Mathews (Hon. Secretary) were appointed delegates from
the Aaaociation to the meeting of the Alliance to be held
in July next.
The next bnsmeaa brought under the notice of the

meeting was the circular of the “General Builders'
AseociatioD," and eventually, on the motion of the Chair-
man, a reaolution was passed thanking the Association for
their suggestions, but stating that, inasmuch as the same
had been discussed at the Alliance, the meeting was of
opinion that it would not be desirable for the Aaaociation
to take action in the matter.

Mr. Wilson called attention to the measures which had
been taken to erect a memorial to the late Mr. Wigley,
formerly a president of the Association, who recently
died in Rome, He stated that a very handsome stained
glaas window to hia memory had been placed in the Roman
Catholic Cemetery, dedicated to St. Mary, at Rensal-
^reen.

WOEKS ALEEADT SELECTED BY PEIZE-
HOLDEES IN THE AET-UNION OP

LONDON.
From the Hoyal Academy.—Dean Swift and

the Peasant,* T. P. Hall, 150Z. j The Mouth of the
Harbour, J. G, Naish, 301,; ffighland Stots, A.
Corbould, 20Z,

From the British Institution.—Sappho (marble),
J. T. Weatmacott, 60Z.

From the Society of British irtisfs.—Tho Life
Boat, E. H. Hayes, 1501.

;

Heath Scene—Winter,
C. Jones, 50J.

5
The Lesson, J. Tennant, 421.;

Off the French Coast, J. E. Meadows, 351. ; The
Lunch, J. Henzell, 35Z.

j The Future Home, Miss
Macleod, 301.

; Scene in Glentannocb, T. Whittle,
251. ; Mountain Stream, A. Barland, 25?. ; Caught
Napping, A. A. Hunt, 25i.; Feeding Ducks, E.
Holmes, 24Z. 5s. ; The Stream from Llyn Idwal,
J. J. Cumoch, 21?. ; The Plagues of his Life, E.
E. Taylor, 15?. ISs.; Scene in North Wales, C.
Pearson, 15?. los.

From the Water-Colour Society.—Shipping off
Briiham, J. Callow, 21?.

From the Institute of Water Colours.—Stormy
Weather, E. Hayes, 70?. ; Coast near Beachy
Head,‘t‘ H. G. Hine, 107?. 10s. j Murano, Venice,
B. H. D’E^ille, 35?.

;
Quindici Auni, A. Bonvier,

40?. ; Italian Landscape, E. M. Eichardson,
31?. lOs.

; The late Mr. Davis, Eoyal Huntsman,
Laporte, 25?.

; Oystermouth Bay, E. Hayes,

From the Royal Scottish Academy.—Antnmn
Morning on the Locby^ W. B. Brown, 150?.

NEW EAILWAY STATION AT WAKEFIELD.
On the Ist of May the Great Northern Eail-

way Company opened the large passenger sta-
tion at Westgate, Wakefield. It is erected

100 yards of the old Westgate Station,
which is now being taken down for the purpose
of completing the soathern end of the passentrer-
platforms.

The new station is approached from Westgate
by a carriage-drive 40 ft. wide, paved and
flagged, having a gentle rise towards the sta-
tion. The station is in the Italian style, having
a frontage to the approach of 250 ft., and is
divided into three parts; the centre of which
stands out from the wings, and has a frontage of
55 ft. It is carried up much higher than the
rest of the bnilding, and the roof is crowned by

* 115L were added by Mr. Hugbes, prizeholder of 35L,
to obtain this work.
t 671. IO9 . were added by Mr. Fergnsson, prizeholder of

£01., to obtain thia work.
J Mr. J. M'Laren, prizeholder of iol., added 105?.

a gilded iron cresting with bannerets. In the
front of this centre block, which is entirely
allotted to the booking-offices, an ornamental
roof is constructed of cast and wrought iron,
85 ft. by 30 ft., the spandrels being filled with
wrought iron and copper scrolls and flowers,
gpldcd, &c . ;

the whole being covered in with
glass, under which a platform and carriage-road
have been formed.
At the south-east angle of the bnilding a

clock-tower has been erected, the height of
which from the approach road to the centre of the
dials is 53 ft., and to the top of the vane 77 ft.,

the total height from Westgate being 97 ft.

There are four dials, each 8 ft. in diameter, one
of which can be distinctly seen from the market-
place. It is intended to have an illuminated
clock. Above the masonry of these dials fonr
cast-iron riba rise and carry a lantern which is

terminated by a gilded weather-vane. The
space between the ribs is partly filled np with
ornamental pierced cast-iron plates, under which
a bell is hung

;
upon thia the clock will strike the

hours.

The booking-office, which has a wood coffered
ceilin'?, will be used by the Great Northern, the

'

Midland, and the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Kailway Companies jointly. The
remainder of the station comprises first and
second class ladies’ and gentlemen’s waiting-
rooms, refreshment-rooms, with cellars, kitchens,
and hoist; station-master’s office, parcels and
left Inggage, porter’s and lamp rooms, telegraph
offices, &c. At the south end a stone staircase
has been constructed from Westgate to the level
of platforms. A wronght-iron bridge, 84 ft.

span, is carried across the four lines of railway,
and the two platforms, for passengers to cross
from one platform to the other, the access to
which is by means of a wide stone staircase on
each side of the railway, that on the west side
being enclosed in a handsome tower, in which a
fine staircase is also carried down to the station
yard, which is level with Westgate.
The platform on each side of the railway is

500 ft. long, by 20 ft. wide, the greatest part of
which is covered by a wronght and cast iron
roof, covered entirely with glass, 24 ft. wide,
the spandrels of which, and the finials to each
bay, being of wronght iron, with copper foliage,

coloured, and relieved with gold. The walls of
the staircase, &c., have been built with white
glazed bricks, with coloured brick friezes under
the ceilings, which are of wood, coffered. All
the woodwork is stained and varnished.
The total cost is 60,000?. Mr. Archibald

Neill, of Bradford, is the contractor; and Mr.
J. B. Fraser, of Leeds, the architect.

SUGGESTIONS TO PEEVENT FIRES.

This is the season of the year when people
begin to leave off having fires, and the time when
most fires and loss of life occur, through the
carelessness of servants in putting out lights and
fires; therefore a few suggestions in regard to
their prevention might prevent many of these
sad occurrences. We propose to give a few of
them:—Keep matches in metal boxes, and out
of the reach of children

;
wax matches are par-

ticularly dangerous, and should be kept out of
the way of rats and mice; be careful in making
fires with shavings and other light kindling; do
not deposit coal or wood ashes in a wood vessel,
and be sure burning cinders are extinguished
before they are deposited; never put fii-ewood
upon the stove to dry

; never put ashes or a
light under a staircase

; fill fluid or spirit lamps
only by daylight, and never near a fire or light;
do not leave a candle burning on a bureau or a
chest

; always be cautions in extinguishing
matches and other lighters before throwing
them away

;
never throw a cigar-stump upon

the floor, or spithox containing sawdust or trash,
without being certain that it contains no fire

;

after blowing out a candle, never pnt it away on
a shelf, or anywhere else, until sure that the
snnff has gone entirely out ; a lighted candle
ought not to be stuck up against a frame wall,
or placed upon any portion of the wood-
work in a stable, manufactory, shop, or any
other places; never enter a barn or stable
at night, with an uncovered light; ostlers
should never smoke about stables

;
never take

an open light to examine a gas-meter; do not
put gas or other lights near curtains; never
take a light into a closet; do not read in bed,
either by candle or lamp light; place glass
shades over gaslights in show-windows, nnrl do-

not crowd goods too close to them ; no smoking
should ever be permitted in warehonaes, espe-
cially where goods are packed or cotton stored;
the principal register of a furnace should always
be fastened open; stove-pipes should be at least
4 in. from woodwork, and well guarded by tin
or zinc; rags ought never to be stuffed into
stove-pipe holes

; openings in chimney-flues for
stove-pipes which are not used, ought always to
be securely protected by metallic coverings

;

never close up a place of business in the evening
without looking well to the extinguishment of
lights, and the proper security of the fires

;
when

retiring to bed at night, always see that there is

no danger from your fires, and be sure that your
lights are safe. The above suggestions, if care-
fully followed, may be the means of preventing
numerous fires, and thereby saving thousands of
pounds’ worth of property, as well as preserving
many valuable lives.

WORKING CLASS DWELLINGS IN
LIVERPOOL.

The borough engineer has submitted to the
local Health Committee the following tabular
statement, showing the number of houses at
various rents which had been built in Liverpool
for a number of years past :

—

VftflT
iJnaerjiizper rrom urom d;36 and m-.,

• annumrent. £12to£25.£26to£36. upwards.
1838 ;45l 462 93 ... 66 ... 1,062
1839 390 471 86 ... 60 ... 927
1840 623 760 131 ... 62 ... 1,676
1811 628 873 188 ... 73 ... 1,761
1842 724 914 305 ... 84 ... 3,027
1843 -440 794 114 ... 43 ... 1,390
1844 1,040 950 3.33 ... 127 ... 2,450
1845 1,212 2,007 332 ... 177 ... 3.728
1846 710 2,328 236 ... 186 ... 3,460
1847 69 925 167 ... 89 ... 1,220
1848 74 606 48 ... 28 ... 656
1849 90 268 63 ... 35 ... -446

1850 41 297 41 ... 41 ... 420
1851 101 678 88 ... 70 ... 837
1863 223 727 76 ... 110 ... 1,136
1853 63 754 79 ... 39 ... 924
1854 16 655 102 ... 66 ... 829
1856 63 1,144 99 ... 49 ... 1,365
1856 17 1,455 126 ... 106 ... 1,703
1857 124 1,056 181 ... 160 ... 1,530
1858 114 1,299 182 ... 122 ... 1,717
1869 85 1,315 277 ... 81 ... 1,758
1860 161 1,139 163 ... 96 ... 1,549
1861 45 1,040 102 ... 62 ... 1,250
1862 22 1,145 208 ... 141 ... 1,518
1803 110 1,714 117 ... 74 ... 2,016
1864 123 1,962 217 ... 98 ... 2,400
1865 — 1,185 170 ... 141 ... 1,496
1866 — 907 131 ... 60 ... 1,098

The engineer called attention to the fact that no
houses under 12Z. a year had been built in Liver-
pool in 1865 or 1866. Dr. Dawson said this was
an alarming state of things. They were taking
down houses in every direction, and sending the
people adrift, so that they must crowd some-
where. The chairman remarked that it did not
follow that there were nob bouses for those
people, for two or more families might live in a
house at a rent of over 12?. a year. Dr. Dawson
said 2,000 or 3,000 people had been driven out
of Dale-street, and no provision made for them.

ST. DAVID’S CHURCH, NEATH.

This church, which was lately consecrated, is

designed in the style of the thirteenth century,
with French treatment of ornament and detail.

It is built of local blue sandstone, with Bath
stone dressings, and bands of red sandstone in-

troduced, the roofs being covered with orna-
mental tiles in bands. The building is lined in-

ternally with red bricks in diaper patterns, with
bands of blue bricks, the arches being brick,

Bath stone, and red sandstone, in alternate sec-

tions. The plan of the building is cruciform,
and it consists of nave, north and south aisles,

north and south transepts, with north transept
aisle (to be used as a vestry) ; chancel, ter-

minated by a circular apse; tower, the lower
stage of which forms the organ-chamber; south
porch and uarthex, or western porch.
The seats are of deal, stained and varnished

and accommodation is afforded for upwards of

1,200 persons, all the seats being free. The
roofs throughout are open, and of stained deal.

The nave is 101 ft. long, 31 ft. 8 in. wide,
and 61 ft. high to the ridge, separated from the
aisles and transepts by arcades of six arches, the
easternmost arches (opening into transepts)

being of much loftier proportions and greater

width than the others. The columns of these

arches are alternately circular and quatrefoiled.

The clearstory windows consist of two trefoiled
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lights, with a large foliated circle in the head,

enclosed internally under a pointed arch. The
west window consists of fom* lights, with geo-

metrical tracery in the head, comprised within
a deeply-recessed, moulded, and pointed arch.

The aisles are 13 ft. wide and 12 ft. high to

plate.

The windows are alternately single and
doable tref'oiled lights, each bay being marked
externally by projecting buttresses, terminated
by carved and panelled pinnacles

;
and a moulded

and panelled parapet runs the whole length of

the aisles.

The tower, which is placed at the sonth-west
angle of the chancel, will consist, when com-
pleted, of four stages, surmounted by a low
spire. It is square on the plan, and rises to a
height of 88 ft. without break or buttress. At
this point projects a battlemented cornice, from
which a gradual slope of stone-work leads op to

a series of low arches, supported by columns,
which carry the spire. The cost of the tower
has been estimated at 2,0001.

Pinnacles of square outline, with recessed
panels, and surmounted by figures of the four
evangelists, stand at the angles. The total

height of the structure is 152 ft.

The whole of the carved work in the building
has been executed by Mr. Shaylor, of Gloucester.
The church throughout is laid with tiles of
various patterns, the chancel and apse being of
rich design. Three memorial windows of painted
glass have been placed in the centre of the apse,
by Mr. Gwyn, M.P., the subjects of the paintings
being the life of Christ. The gas-fittings consist
of brass coronm suspended from the centre of the
apse and principals of the nave, with brackets
painted and gilt for the aisles, and standards of
wronght brass, with Vermillion backing, on the
chancel screen, and rows of lotus-flower lights,

I along the top of the stained screens of the
vestry and organ-chamber. The entire work has

I been executed by Messrs. Hale, of Bristol. The
heating apparatus has been erected fay Messrs.

I Haden, of Trowbridge. The architect of the
I building is Mr. John Norton, of London, whose
estimate of cost was 6,4001., and under whose

, superintendence the whole of the works have
I been carried out by Messrs. Jones & Son, of
Gloucester. The clerk of the works is Mr.

I John Cooper.

FALL OF A HOUSE AT CHOYDON,
Ay inquest hew been held on the bodies of Anne Bopbia

i EawkiDB, aged live years, and Mary Anne Finn, aged four
years. On the 3rd instant the deceased girls were crushed

I to death by the falling upon them of the side of the house,
I No. 16, Windmill-grove, Croydon. It appeared that
MteratioDB were being made in the house by a Mr, Uenry

I Batchelor, with a view to converting the premises into a
beer-shop.

Several witnesses were examined as to the removal of
I earth for the purpose of Ibrming a cellar,—a too common
I practice.

Charles Hamilton, a labonrer, deposed that he had
been ordered U> excavate for cellarage to the depth of
0ft., and when he had dug 4 ft. 6 in. he refused to go any

; farther until he got timber to strut the house up. The
water had rushed in from a spring.
Some further evidence was given, and after two hours’

deliberation the jury returaed a verdict, “That the de-
: ceased children came to their deaths through the criminal
I neglect of Mr. Batchelor.’’ A verdict of Manslaughter
i was then recorded.

WATEB SUPPLY FOR THE CITY OF
HYDRABAD.

A PROJECT has been brought' forward by Mr.
i Charles Lee, C.E., the secretary and surveyor of
I the Hydrabad municipality, for supplying Hy-
drabad with water. Computing the population

I at 40,000, and allowing seventeen gallons of
water per diem per head, the daily supply would

I amount to 680,000 gallons. The probable con-
: sumption of the railway company (in the event
I of the Indus V^alley extension being an accom-
Iplished fact) would be 25,000 gallons daily. The
I quantity required by the municipality for flush-
ling sewers, cleansing and watering streets, for
: road-aide trees, fountains, &o., will be probably
1 30,500 gallons daily, leaving an additional 14,500
;gallons daily for any exceptional or miscellaneous
ipurposes : total, 750,000 gallons to be supplied
'every twenty.four hours, or 273,750,000 gallons
iper annum. Of the two sources open, viz., the
iFoolalie and the Indus, the latter has been
lohosen, both for quantity and quality of water.
IThe spot selected as a source is near the en-
trenched camp, about 3 miles from the fort
Iwhere the head works, settling reservoirs, filters

c&c., could be established. The cost of the

works (from detailed estimates) would be as
follows :

—

1. Settling reaervoira, &c Ka. 65,161
3. Eogine-houBe for ditto 17,300
3. Egg-abaped tunnel OO.-'iee

4. Covered reservoir 19,963
6. Engine-house at Hydrabad 20,009
6. Water-tower at Hydrabad 36,653
7. Two engineera’ cottages ......... 9,281
8. Tank for camp supply 6,000
9. Two sets firemen’s huts 800

10. Machinery, mains, Ac 2,25,368

Total Es. 4,89,294

The annual revenue is estimated at Rs. 96,480;
and the annual expenditure, including 5 per
cent, on capital, at Rs. 61,251 : balance to profit

per annum, Re. 35,229. Mr. Lee proposes to
carry out the whole of the works by a joint-

stock company, and he anticipates no difficulty
in realizing the capital required, if Government
could be induced to assist and encourage the
undertaking.

CHRIST CHURCH, ALBANY STREET.

Sir,—The transformation which has been
performed in the restoration of this church is

a credit to the skill of the architect, Mr. But-
terfield. The church has been entirely re-

floored and repaired. The gallery on the north
side has been shortened, to allow of the new
organ being built there instead of in the end
gallery, which is now used for seats for the
school children

; and the two children’s gal-
leries high up near the ceiling have been taken
down from each side of the tower. New open
wainscot oak seats in the nave, aisles, and choir,

have taken the place of close pews. The font
is of white marble, with a circle of Derby,
shire or dove marble at the basement. The
floors in the nave and aisles are of encaustic
tiles, plain, self-coloured, mixed with Portland
stone. A copy of Raffaelle’s painting of the
“Transfiguration” (the original of which is in

the Vatican) has been raised to allow room for a
reredos, composed of various marbles and of
alabaster. The design of the chancel is rich
and tasteful. Mr. Butterfield’s great aim seems
to have been to give force and religious charac-
ter to a church which was, as far as the interior
architectural design was concerned, very defi-

cient in both; without in anyway Gothicizing
it. The materials which have been used in the
chancel work are as follow :—Alabaster, Llan-
guedoo red marble, white marble, Derbyshire
fossil, Dove, Irish green marble, and gold
mosaic. There is a super-altar. The com-
munion-table is not quite long enough to hide
the white Portland stone at the back. The
eflfect is peculiar on entering the church.
The steps to the altar are marble,—risers of red
and dove marble to white treads. The pilasters,

walls, and ceiling at this end of the church have
been painted in patterns of decided colours, with
the inscription from the Te Deum as being suit-

able to Christ Church, “ Thou art the King of
Glory, 0 Christ.” The walls of the nave and
aisles, as well as the ceiling, have been tinted
throughout in several tints, but less strongly
than the chancel work. The lectern is modelled
from that now in Southwell Minster, and which
was raised from the lake at Newstead Abbey,
Notts. A large organ is in course of being built
by Mr. Henry Jones, of Brompton. It has in
all thirty stops, thirteen pedals, 1,644 pipes, and
will be finished and opened on Whit-Sunday.

B. Fife.

MEPHITIC ATMOSPHERE OF THE
UNDERGROUND RAILWAY.

It appears to me that a much more simple and effective
mode to ventilate the above railway than that set forth by
“A. .1. B.’’ and Thos. Goodchild would be to build the whole
length of the underground portion ofthe railway tunnel and
in the centre thereof, extending I'rora the ground to the
soffit of the arch, a 9-in. brick wall, and thereby cutting
the tunnel in two. or rather making two tunnels instead of
one. The motive power I would bring to bear, ao as to
effectually clear the tunnel, would be the trains them.
selves : each train as it rapidly passed in one direction
would constantly keep the current of air in motion in one
direction too, and deliver it in the stations, at which
points simple arraogements could be made for its exit.

Any person who has walked through railway tunnels
must have observed the force by which waste steam and
air are ejected from the tunnel in the direction the train
has just passed, and which current of air is immediately
checked aiid reversed upon the entry of a train in the
opposite direction

;
and if he have descended a mine he will

not have failed to observe that, if there be not an upcast
aud a downcast shaft, there will be a abaft divided near
tlie centre, so that the air going downward shall not be
interfered with by the upward air. The contact of the
two would be fatal to the proper ventilation of the mine.
Other examples may be referred to, to illustrate the prin-
ciple I wish to set forth, but I think I have written
sufficient to make my meaning clear. H. M.

THE DRAINAGE OF BATTERSEA.
“Dbaixage op Battbbsba.—Is is asserted that themam drainage works at Battersea are not equal to their

purpose.’’

Sir,—

I

am afraid the above paragraph in the
BuildeT will tend to make a wrong impression in
the minds of my friends and of persons not
acquainted with the facts, and who are not
aware what the main drainage means.

Since the completion of the Battersea perma-
nent sewers, and their connexion with the
Metropolitan main sewer (the southern low-
level)

,
three or four cellars in the lower part of

Battersea have been flooded to the depth of
21 in., and the cause is as follows :—In severe
storms the water in the Metropolitan main
sewer has risen to a greater height than the
floors of the cellars

; it therefore found its way
into them through the drain connexions, and, of
course, filled the tributary local sewer. The
cause of this, I believe, is from the simple fact
of the storm overflows in the southern low-level
being a greater height than the floors of the
places flooded.

A deputation of this Board are about to wait
upon the Metropolitan Board of Works, to ask
for an explanation anti a remedy, when I have no
doubt Mr. Bazalgette will be able to give one.

I enclose you a short description of tho
Battersea drainage, which has just been com-
pleted from my designs, and which is most
perfect in all its parts, and I trust you will give
a full explanation in your next impression, as it

may injure my professional reputation.

Thomas Buckham, C.E.

The following is the description sent :

—

“The approximate length of the sewers is 18 miles, and
they vary in sire from 3ft. Pin. by 2ft. 6in. brick sewers to
T2in. pipes. The most oifficult portion of the sewers are
in the town of Battersea, where a gradient of a fall of 1 ia
1,1(W only is obtained. The system of ventilation ia of a
design invented_ by the surveyor, and consists of a cast-
iron ventilator fixed upon the top of a shaft immediately
over the top of the sewers. The box of the ventilator ia
filled with charcoal, which perfectly deatroya the naueeoua
gases and gives every ventilation that is necessary to the
sewers. Provision is also made for the surface drainage
of the roads by the construotion of a large quantity of
gullies in appropriate positions, and there is alao provision
made for the insertion of a large quantity of eyes for the
drainage connexion of bouses and other property. The
whole of the brick sewers are constructed in Portland
cement and pressed Galt bricks, and are surrounded with
concrete in Portland cement.’’

The above sewers were commenced in Jane
1865, and have just been completed, at a cost of
46,000Z. Mr. Blackmore was the contractor.
During the progress of the works upwards of
3,000 houses have been drained into the sewers.

INTERNATIONAL SCALE.

About a twelvemonth siuce you inserted a
letter of mine, showing how a scale capable of
expression in parts of English feet and inches,
and also in any foreign decimal scale, could be
cousti'ucted by repeatedly halving the full size
and taking one-tenth of any of the products.

I have been asked to explain the process by
constructing the following table :

—
TABLE OF INTERNATIONAL SCALES.

Expressed in parts of feet Expressed decimally
and inches. for Foreign scales.

Full size sz Grandeur natureUe.
Half lull size, or 6 in. = 1 ft. = La moitie ('6)
Quarter full size, or 3 in. = 1 ft. = Le quart (-25)
liin. = 1 It. = Echelle ‘IZS
IJ ia. = 1 ft. = Echelle -0626

Ac., &c.

And one-tenth of any of these, viz. :

—

in. = 1 ft. Echelle •1

in. = 1 ft. = Echelle •06

in. = 1 ft. = Echelle •025
in. = 1ft. Echelle •0125
in. = 1 ft. = Echelle •00625

Ac., Ac.

I hope the above may be found clearly intelli-

gible aud not without practical utility.

Edwin L.awrencb.

WHO SHALL DESIGN?
Sib,—The Builder has ever been distinguished in main-

laining the prolessional rights ol architects. Therefore I
lay belore you a subject which deserves your attention.
Within the last few years some of the stained glass and
other ecclesiastical firms have been in the habit of giving
sketches free to those who request them, for altars, rer»-
doses, fonts, pulpits, Ac., which, I submit, are purely
architectural objects of design. If in this age of com-
petition a non-professional firm supplies without charge
sketches for a costly reredos, why should they not give
plans gratis for a church ? The practice which I complain
of is encouraged sometimes by architects even, who will
not take the trouble to do this must interesting work in
their own office. A. R. I. B. A.
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CHUROH.BtnLDINQ NEWS.
Rayle,— St. Gwithian Chnrch, near Hayle,

has been rebuilt and reopened. The cost of the
new edifice is 1,00011. The architect was Mr.
E. Sedding, of Penzance,

Easthamstead. — A new pariah church has
been erected on the old site, and consecrated.
It is dedicated to St. Mary Magdalene and St.
Michael. Mr. John West Hagai), of London,
was the architect, and the style is of the twelfth
century.

Salisbury,—St. Edmund’s Chnrch has been
restored and enlarged, and the new chancel con-
secrated. Mr. Scott supplied the plans. The
contractor was Mr. E. Futcher, of Fisherton,
and the clerk of works, Mr. H. Cane. The works
have been carried out under the superintendence
of Mr. P. Bentlif, of Fisherton. The total cost
of the restorations was about 6,0001.

Eeyford.—The parish church of Upper Hey-
ford has been rebuilt, except the tower, at a cost
of nearly 2,OOOJ., and re-opened for divine ser-
vice. Mr. Talbot Bury, of London, was the
architect, and Mr. Cowley, of Oxford, the builder.

Leamington.—The foundation stone of the new
south transept of the parish chnrch has been
laid. The plans were prepared by the vicar, the
Kev. J. Craig.

Thorrington.—The church of this parish has
been re-opened after being partially rebuilt, and
the remainder restored. The architect employed
was Mr. Ewan Christian^ of London

;
and the

contractor, Mr. Joseph Grimes, of Colchester.
The total coat of the restoration and gifts to the
church, has been 1,7001.

Shrewsbury.—The first stone of the new
church at Meole Brace, which will replace an
edifice erected at the very commencement of
this century, was laid on the SOth nit. It will
consist of a nave 68 ft. 6 in. long inside by 26 ft.,

having north and south aisles
;
a chancel, the

width of the nave, and 35 ft. long, termi-
nating in a three-sided apse

;
and north and

south chancel aisles, one being provided for the
organ. There will also be a south porch, and at
the west end of the north aisle provision is being
made for a massive tower, for which there are
not at present sufficient funds. The accommo-
dation will be for 500 persons. The style of the
church is Early Decorated, and the cost is esti-
mated at 3,3601., exclusive of the tower. Eed-
hil! stone is being used for the walling, Shelooke
for the dressings, and for the shafts to arcade
and chancel-arch, Bosford wood. The architect
is Mr. E. Haywell, jun., of Shrewsbury

; the
contractors being Messrs. Bowdler & Darlington.
Kilbum.—The new church called Holy Trinity

Church, Kilburn, has just been completed in the
Brondesbnry-road, and was consecrated May 3rd.
The chnrch is situated in the parish of Willesden.
out of which a new district has been assigned.
The Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who own con-
siderable property in the parish, have given the
site. The church consists of nave, north aisle,
chance], north transept, vestry, tower and spire,
and is in the Decorated or Middle Pointed style.
The materials used have been brick for both in-
ternal and external facing, the dressings, win-
dows, doors, strings, arches, and piers being of
Bath stone. The spire is covered with slate
relieved by green bands. The dimensions of the
building are as follow Nave, 85 ft. 6 in. by
32 ft. to centre of piers

; north aisle, 79 ft. 6 in.

by 26 ft.
;
chancel, which is apsidal, 36 ft. by

28 ft. wide
; north transept, 26 ft. by 16 ft.

The tower, which is placed against the north
wall of aisle, is 19 ft. square externally, and is

66 ft. high to base of spire,—the latter, which is

plain with simple broaches, being 68 ft. high to
top of vane. The roofs are of Memel fir, and are
of wrought and unwrought timber, with boarding
at back of rafters, the whole stained and partly
varnished. The height of nave from floor to
ridge is 57 ft. The necessity for a large accom-
modation obliged the introduction of galleries in
the north aisle and at west end. The seats,
pews, and stalls are of deal, stained and varnished

j

the pulpit also of deal on stone base. The
chancel is paved with Minton’s tiles. The light-
ing, which ^has been executed by Messrs. Hart &
Son, consists of a series of coronm suspended
from the wall by brackets on each side of nave,
assisted by wall brackets. The chancel standards]
presented by the architects, are handsome and
effective, and successfully light up the east end
of the church. The whole of the carving, as
also the font, has been executed by Mr. J. G.
Anstey. The builders were Messrs. King &
Sons. The cost will be about 7,5001. Messrs.
Francis are the architects.

Bawdrip,—The parish church of Bawdrip has
been re-opened after undergoing an almost
thorough restoration, the work of which has
extended over a period of nearly two years. The
total cost has been about 1,500Z. Three new
stained glass windows have been pot in the
church at the expense of Mr. B. 0. Greenhil], of
Knowe Hall. The work of restoration has been
done by Mr. Squibbs, of Bridgwater, builder.
The^ architects employed were Messrs, Giles &
Eobinson, of London.

STAINED GLASS.

North-hill Church, Penzance,—A memorial
window of stained-glass has just been placed in
the south wall of the chancel of this church by
the rector, the Eev. Charles Eodd. The window
consists principally of three compartments, in
which are represented the Nativity, the Burial,
and the Eesurrection of Christ. Beneath is a
sedilia, designed by Mr. Edmund Sedding, of
Penzance, and executed by Messrs. Bone & Son,
of Liskeard, of polyphant stone, supported on
four pillars of polished serpentine.
New Church, Sutton.—The Alcock memorial

window has been completed. There are five
chief lights to the window, as well as the canopy,
with numerous foliated divisions. In the former
figures representing the Ascension appear. In
the centre is the form of the rising Eedeemer.
The city of Jerusalem, with its temple and public
buildings, forms the background. In each of
the other lights to the right and the left are
figures of the apostles, three being apportioned
to each light. They are all in the attitude of
gazing upon their ascending Lord. Above is the
emblematic device of the Lamb with the Cross,
and above this the I.H.S., the smaller lights
around being filled with foliage work and minor
devices. The figures of the apostles are thrown
up by a dark background, in which the foliage
of the olive and the palm and the deep blue of
the sky are mingled. The base of the window
is also filled with foliage work. The stone cor-
bels at the arch of the window have been carved
into bunches of wheat and grapes, emblematic
of the bread and wine of the Sacrament. The
window was from the works of Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, & Bayne, of London. The corona of the
gas-pendant which hangs from the centre of the
chancel roof at present interferes with the view
of the window from the aisle and body of the
church. It is intended to obviate this by the
substitution of two pendants for the one, placing
them on the sides. But with this improvement
the window will not be seen to advantage until
the side windows of the north of the chancel are
also filled with stained glass, or the glare of
light diminished by the addition on this side of
the much-needed vestry.

Hawkhurst Church.—A stained glass window
has just been placed in the south aisle of this
church, by Mr. E. G. Hartnell, of Elfords, to the
memory of an only son. The window consists
of three lights, and in each is represented an
instance of faith, as displayed by a Eoman
centurion. This is the fourth stained glass
window which has been placed in the church
since 1863.

Tunbridge Chwcli.—A memorial in stained
glass to the late Kev. Sir C. Hardinge, bart.,

has been put up in the east window of this
church, by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
at a cost of 250Z. The subject is the resurrection
of our Lord, with several accessory incidents.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Park, near Bury.—A new building, intended
for the accommodation of the Sunday scholars
attending Park Chapel, near Bury, has been
opened. The structure is of stone, 59 ft. 6 in.

long by 40 ft. high. It is two stories high, and
in a Classic style of architecture. The cost has
been 1,000Z. Mr. J. Maxwell, of Bury, was the
architect.

Crockham.— The foundation-stone has been
laid for the new parochial schools, designed by
Mr. G. Habershon, and the building of which is

intrusted to Mr. Worsell.
Blackburn. — The foundation stone of St.

Thomas’s Schools has been laid by tte mayor.
The site is adjacent to the church, occupies the
whole of the space between Skiddaw and Pendle
streets, and contains an area of 3,200 square
yards. It is the gift of the Venerable Arch-
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deacon Kushton. The building will be from
designs by Mr. James Bertwistle, of Blackburn,
and after the type of ecclesiastical structures of
the Early English period. In the centre portion
will be an infant school, 60 ft. by 30 ft., with
class-room, 30 ft. by 20 ft. ; the sides being the
boys’ and girls’ schools, 65 ft. by 20 ft., with
class-rooms, 20 ft. by 16 ft. The building will
be set back 40 ft., having infants’ playground
and gardens in the front, being enclosed with
wall and iron palisading. There will be two
separate porches with archways, forming en-
trances to the whole of the schools. The boys*
and girls’ schools will also have separate side
entrances, with lavatories, large open play-
grounds, out-buildings, &c. The roof will be
open timbered, having curved principals, sur-
mounted by a large ventilator, and each gable
will finish at the apex with an ornamental cross.
The whole of the windows will be glazed with
cathedral glass, of geometrical pattern. The
infant school is the portion intended to be built.
Messrs. Lewis & Gudgeon are the contractors
for the masonry. The schools will be built of
Haslingden Grane pierpoints, with freestone
dressings, and quoins at the angles. The middle
or the infant portion will be first proceeded with,
and the estimated cost is about l,O00Z., nearly
all of which, we understand, is provided for.
The plans have been prepared subject to the
approval of the Privy Council on Education.

South Shields.—The foundation stone of the
edifice which is in course of erection in Ocean-
road, South Shields, by the executors of the late
Dr. Winterbottom, Westoe, for a marine school,
has been laid. This school was endowed by Dr.
Winterbottom for educating seamen to fill the
situations of mates or masters of vessels. Up-
wards of 30,000Z. were sunk for this purpose.
After allowing a large sum for the construction
of the school, a liberal amount has been set aside
for securing the best instructors.

Reage {Derbyshire

.

—The chief stone of the
endowed schools at Heage has been laid. The
edifice will be in the Elizabethan style. Mr. G.
H. Sheffield, of Derby, is the architect.

Bedford.—The Bunyan Memorial Schools were
lately opened. The buildings are erected with
red bricks and stone and white brick dressings.
The front to Castle-end is 90 ft. in length. The
whole of the rooms, corridors, and chapel have
been heated by Perkins’s high pressure hot-water
apparatus. The works have been executed by
Messrs. Dickens, Mascey, Convin, Carling, Kil-
pin, & Jarvis, under the superintendence of and
from designs by Mr. John Usher, architect.

^00lis

An Encyclopaedia of Architecture, Historical,
Theoretical, and Practical. By Joseph Gwilt.
A new edition, revised, with additions. By
Wyatt Papwobth. London: Longmans, Green,
& Co. 1867.

We remember to have said, when reviewing a
previous edition of Gwilt’s Encyclopaedia, that
it was one of the few books in which we always
found what we looked for, and a longer experience
of it does not lead us to withdraw the observation.
Gwilt brought into it the pith of several of his
previous works and the fruits of all his long
reading, and the result is a body of information
of the most valuable and comprehensive charac-
ter. The book is too well and widely known to
require now any observations on its contents :

our duty is confined to making known the fact
of a fresh issue, and the extent of the additions
it has received at the hands of its editor. The
chapter on Pointed Architecture has been
entirely re-written. Chapters in the Book on
Theory have been considerably enlarged, and
made to include the latest information on the
subjects to which they refer. Although headed
Theory, the information here given is practical,
and ot great value. Good use has been made of
the enormous mass of information on the various
branches of building to be found in the Builder,
the source being always fully and ungrudgingly
acknowledged. The strength of beams, girders,
and pillars, both timber and iron, is ably treated
of, with the latest light. In Book HI. a valuable
chapter on Mediaeval Architecture has been
introduced, and includes an elaborate account of
the systems of proportion propounded by various
investigators. When we add that the editor has
made useful minor additions throughout, and has
carried on the very important List of Publications
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alating to the sobject, it will be Been that this

I really a new edition and not a mere reprint.

Mr. Wyatt Papworth has execated his task

dmirably, and has honourably connected his

ame henceforth with this very valuable book,

fhich ought to have a place in most libraries,

nd must find one in that of every architect.

The original edition contained more than 1,100

pgravings on wood. The present edition, it is

tated, has 500 in addition. The woodcut of

leverley Minster, however good of its class, has

oarcely weight enough to serve as frontispiece

D a book of such importance as this.

Hall or Arts and Sciences. Kensington.—
’he first stone of the proposed Hall will be laid

y the Queen on Monday morning next, with

ome ceremony. Her Majesty is expected to

rrive on the ground at half-past 11 o’clock.

: Albert Institute, Windsor.—At a general

leeting of the subscribers and members of this

istitution, on Monday evening, the recom-

lendation by the Building Committee of the

•esign by Messrs. Bacon & Bell for adoption

ras ratified by a large majority.

British Arch.eological Association.— At
he annual meeting on Wednesday, the 8th May,
Ir. Planchd in the chair, when Sir Charles H.

louse Houghton, bart., was elected President,

nd the various other officers were elected ; the

.’reasurer read the obituary for the past year,

nd the auditors produced the accounts, showing

. balance of 2631. ISs. -Id., all liabilities being

dscharged.

, Worse than Ever.—The following Tenders
mvo been received for repairs to twenty-four

muses in St. James’s-street, Edward-street, and
Villiam-street, Barnsbnry-road, Islington, for

Ir. J. Ramsay. Mr. T. Danby, architect and
lUrveyor :

—

French £1,100 0 0
Richarde 1,017 12 9
Pritchard 986 10 0
Foster 830 0 0
Wilcoj 706 0 0
Smith 690 0 0
Perkins 680 0 0
Eansoin 660 0 0
Beaumont 420 0 0
Trickett -too 0 0
Harrison & Edwards 356 0 0
Norris 325 0 0

: Subways in London.—Mr. Tite has laid before

.he House of Commons a Bill giving power to

he Metropolitan Board of Works to require that

.11 new pipes to be laid under the surface of the

?hames Embankment, and the streets con-

truoted, or authorized to be constructed, by the

Joard, with subways, shall be laid in the sub-

vay. The Board may also require that pipes

dready laid down be removed into the subway,
lubmitting to arbitration the question of pay-

uent of the cost of such removal. The Board
may demand rent for the use of the subway,
ubject to arbitration if the amount be disputed,

rhia Act is intended to be adopted also in future

(V.cta for the construction of new streets.

Printing without Ink. — A specimen of

orinting without the inking of the types baa
jeen shown us, and from an account of the

irocess given in “The Printer’s Register” of

>th May, by Mr. Eiister, of Messrs. Wyman &
Sons’s printing establishment, it appears that

be system was invented by a M. Gustave
jeboyer, and is exhibited in the Paris Exposi-

ion. Mr. Kiister states that he saw the

ipecimen referred to (which contains 1-15 letters

Q seven different kinds of types, and two
tolonrs—red and black) composed, and 100
copies printed, all in three minutes

;
the printing

jeing done in 32 seconds ! M. Leboyer has taken
tut a patent in England, as well as in other

:!Ountriea. His machines appear to be chiefly

ntended for cards and bills, letter-heads, &c.

I’he time expended in the usual inking process

nust, of course, be saved in the working of hand
nachines. The colours show no defect of
tntensity : they are good colours and well

trinted. A chemical paper or other fabric over-

ies the card or paper to be printed on, and the

(ypes are rapidly stamped upon this endless

ffiemical band, which impresses the colour on
[•he card. The band lasts for several days in con-
utant work, and costs only about three halfpence.

Whether the types be of steel we do not know,
flight not several copies on thin paper be taken
it once, on the many-fold principle ?

Institution of Civil Engineers.— At the

last ordinary meeting, held on the 14:th inst.,

Mr. Fowler, the president, announced that the

late Mrs. Locke had bequeathed to the institu-

tion, on behalf of her deceased husband, Mr.

Joseph Locke, M.P., who occupied the chair of

the Society during the years 1858 and 1859, the

full-length portrait, by Grant, of that eminent

engineer (the companion portrait to the picture

of George Stephenson standing on Chat Moss),

as well as a sum of 2,0001., free of legacy-duty.

A Drinking Fountain in the Country.—

A

“Thirsty Traveller” writes,—Walking on a

recent very hot day (something like 100® in the

sun) from Pinner to Watford, I was pleased to

find, by the kindness of Mr. Crewe, a drinking-

fountain, attached to the offices of a house he

has lately built near the highway, where I grate-

fully quenched my thirst. As water to drink is

often more difficult to get in the country than in

a town, I hope you will give fame to the name
of Mr. Crewe, and so stimulate others to follow

bis kind example.

The New Sefton Park, Liverpool. — The
Improvement Committee of the Liverpool Town
Council accepted the contract of Messrs. E.

Andre, of Paris, and Lewis Hornblower, of

Liverpool, for completing the New Sefton Park.

The terms arranged are 5 per cent, on the outlay.

With generosity the committee gave Messrs.

Audre & Hornblower a cheque for the 300

guineas premium, which, according to the condi-

tions, might have been absorbed in the commis-

sion. The works are to be commenced at once,

and the park is to be completed in two years.

University of London.—In reply to questions

in the Commons, Lord John Manners said that

he had fulfilled the promise made before the

Easter recess, namely, to place the designs in

the library of that House for the inspection of

hon. members. It was not for him to offer an

opinion as to which of the designs should be

adopted. Whatever decision might be come to

as to the choice of those designs be would be

prepared to adopt. Time was of great import-

ance, and it was impossible for him to pledge

himself to refer the designs to a select committee.

He thought the course pursued in the case of the

Foreign-office competition should be adopted.

Sheriff Court-Houses in Scotland.— The
approval of her Majesty’s Government has up to

the present time been given for the improve-

ment of existing or the erection of new court-

houses in twenty-two cities and towns in Scot-

land, the total cost of which will amount to

136,4581. One-half of this sum has been paid

or will be payable from public funds—Edin-

burgh requiring 42,060Z. ;
Dundee, 13,587i.

j

Dumfries, 10,148i.
;

Perth, 13,2731.
;
Wigtown,

9,1451. ;
and Jedburgh, 7,0651., for the comple-

tion of their court-houses aud offices. The esti-

mate for this year under the above vote is

21,0001., a sum of 30,0001. having been expended

last year.

Metropolitan Criminal Statistics. — The
Metropolitan Police returns for 1866 have been
issued in a printed form. From these returns it

appears that 65,806 persons were taken into

custody 5 28,524 were discharged by the magis-

ti’ates
5
33,179 were summarily convicted or held

to bail; 4,103 were committed for trial; 3,188

were convicted and sentenced ; 748 were ac-

quitted ;
and 167 were not prosecuted, or bills

were not found against them. Of those taken

into custody, 41,679 were males, and 21,127

females
;
4,845 males and 2,000 females could

neither read nor write
;
38,024 males and 19,082

females could read only or read and write im-

perfectly
;

1,758 males and 45 females could

read and write well
;
and 52 males bad superior

instruction.

Public Works in Brussels.—The ceremony

of inaugurating the works for the deepening of

the Senne took place at Brussels, in the presence

of the King and Queen, the Count and Countess

de Flandre, and the principal local authorities.

The contract, taken by the Belgian Public Works
Company, Limited, an English undertaking, was
represented by Mr. A. Grant, M.P., chairmau,

and Mr. F. Doulton, M.P., director. M. Anepach,

burgomaster of Brussels, received their Majesties

on their arrival, and read an address, to which

his Majesty graciously replied. The King after-

wards bad a long conversation with Messrs.

Grant and Doulton, to whom ho expressed his

gratification at the advance already made in the

works, and his hopes of their speedy and satis-

factory completion.

Workhouse for St. Martin’s-in-the-Field.

The guardians appointed six architects to pre-

pare designs, viz.—Mr. H. M. Burton, Mr. F.

Marrable, Mr. Kendall, Mr. H. R. Cotton, Mr.

W. S. Cross, and Mr. W. Lee; each of the un-

successful competitors to receive fifty guineas.

These designs are now on view, but we must
postpone particulars.

The Roy'al Literary Fund.— The anniver-

sary dinner on the 15th inst. was presided over

by the Dean of St. Paul’s, who made a scholarly

and admirable address. Earl Stanhope, Dean
Alford, Dean Stanley, Mr. A. Trollope, the Pre-

sident of the Royal Academy, Mr. Beresford

Hope, Dr. W. Smith, the Queen’s Advocate, Mr.

Fairbairn, and others spoke. The donations

amounted to about 7001.

The Bath Stone Company, Limited.—At the

ordinary general half-yearly meeting of this

company a dividend for the last half-year at the

rate of 1\ per cent, per annum on the paid-up

capital was declared ; and it was stated that the

business of the company was on the increase.

A depdb had been established at Paddington.

The meeting authorized the issue of 150 of their

hitherto unissued shares, with power to the

directors to make calls up to lOZ. at such times

as they might see desirable.

Gibson’s Monument, Rome.—A monument is

soon to be erected to the late Mr. Gibson in the

Protestant Cemetery in Rome, the sculpture to

be a simple profile head, execated by the late

Mr. Spence (Gibson’s most successful pupil)

;

the epitaph written, at the request of the princi-

pal executor to the deceased, Mr. Penry Williams,

by Lord Bulwer Lytton, who has treated this

theme with such feeling and appropriate expres-

sion as might be expected. The sum of 50Z. was
all the great sculptor left for his own monument,
desiring it should not be exceeded.

Artists’ Benevolent Fund.—The anniver-

sary dinner was presided over by Lord de

Tabloy, whose predecessor, Theodore Hook,

knowing his love of pictures, said should have

been called Lord de Tableau. There was a fair

muster, thanks to the efforts of Mr. C. J.

Dimond, the honorary secretary, and the collec-

tion was a good one. It was remarkable for

including a donation of one hundred guineas,

sent by an original member of the Artists*

Annuity Fund (1810), Mr. Frederick Rudolph
Hay. The president of the Royal Academy, l3r.

Sibson, Mr. Desanges, Mr. Dighton, and others

spoke.

The Dwellings of the Poor.—A joint meeting

of the clerical and lay members of the Deaneries

of Thingoe, Thedwastre, and Blackbourn, con-

vened by Lord Arthur Hervey, the archdeacon

of Sudbury, has been held at the Guildhall,

Bury, to consider the question approved by the

bishop, “ How may the dwellings of the poor in

town and country districts be improved ?” The
members of other deaneries within the arch-

deaconry were also invited to assist in the dis-

cussion, which resulted in the appointment of a
committee, to draw np a statement for circula-

tion amongst them, showing the duty devolving

upon them, and also pointing out some practical

plan of building the necessary cottages cheaply,

aud so as to pay a good per-centage on money
laid out. It is to be part of the business of the

committee to ascertain what has been done in

other counties where the same difiiculties have
arisen.

Local Government of the Metropolis.

—

The second report of the select committee ap-

pointed to inquire into the local government aud
local taxation of the metropolis has been issued.

Convinced of the necessity for establishing a
strong aud efficient local administration in Lon-

don, for the purpose of assuring the health,

comfort, and convenience of the inhabitants,

the committee set forth, in a series of resolu-

tions, the conclusions they have arrived at as to

the means of attaining this object in a way con-

sistent with the special circumstances of Lon-

don, and the seat of her Majesty’s Government.

They propose the formation of a “Municipal

Council of London,” instead of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, and with additional powers, its

executive duties to be performed by means of

committees, subject to revision by the council.

Vestries would be superseded by “Common
Councils ” of the district. Gas and water supply

would be placed under the control of the munici-

pal eouueil, and the Building Act would be

amended, so as to prevent the erection of dwel-

lings injarious to health.
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SiKiTiEY State op the Thames.—As a proof

of the improved condition of the Thames, it is
Stated that a fine, Tv-ell-conditioned sturceon,
upwards of (501b. weight, was caught on Sator-
a&Y morning, at Westminster Bridge, and is
alive in a tank.

Alton Parish Church, Cheadle.

—

The
storations and improvements are nearly, if not
quite completed. In the nave of the church,
which has been furnished with a new warming
apparatus, all the pews have been cleared away
giving increased effect to the old arcade of Nor’
man pillars, which dates from the twelfth cen-
tnry. The pews have been replaced by open
stalls of oak, varnished. These are all on the
free and open principle. The whole has been
done by subscription. The chancel has been
restored at the expense of Mr. Charles Bill of
Parley Hall.

’

Meiiobial to Thomas Stothard, K.A.
Daring the month of March, the committee
issued an address to the admirers of the works
and character of Thomas Stothard, as an appeal
lor subscriptions towards having a bust of him
executed by Mr. H. Weekes, B.A., to be pre-
Rented to the National Gallery, as a companion
to similar memorials of deceased British artists.
That appeal has been so warmly responded to
that the committee have felt themselves justi-m at once giving the commission to Mr.
yVeekes, who will lose no time in completine
the work. Mr. William Smith, the honoraiy
treasurer and secretary, will receive subscrip
tions at No. 20, Upper Southwick-street, Cam-
bndge-sqaare, W.

ratepayers of I Fur new reservoir, engiDe-honse, and other worksTorquay have presented a testimonial to Mr. Mills, J.rro.r.oa-T,ne, for M™onaw, tueir late an/i i._ A. Richardson. Mr. John Tillman amhifo**their late surveyor and water- works
manager. It is illuminated on parchment. The
inhabitants have also presented a first-class
level and staff, the inscription thereon being—
Presented to E. W. Shaw, Esq., C.E. by the

Inhabitants of Torquay, as a Token of their
Regard and Esteem.” • '

Shaw was added.
:-case, for Mrs.

The R^tohation orWorcesterCathedral.—
The puWio meetingof the inhabitants of the conn-
ties of Worceeter and Warrvick, convened by theKightHon. Lord Lyttelton, lord-lientcnant of the

Guildhall. There were
about 250 persons present, inclnding the bishop

the diocese, Lord Leigh, lord.lientenant of
Warwickshire, Mr. Scott and Mr. A. E Perkins
the architects. The dean rend the report!
Appropriate resolutions promotive of the obieotm view and of which we have already informed
onr readers, were unanimously agreed to.

V - , lui- iu.e83

m c
Mr. John Tillman, architect

1. &A. Cooke £8,230 0 0
5o‘^Sson ^^22tf 0 0
doling

2.033 0 0

For a United Methodist Free Church and aehools. tounit at Knntliwifvt \fw TwI.* m.ii i_-. ^

Matonrn Plaetering.
Hodgson .. £5517 q

Jointr and Carpenter't Work.
Lazenby 450 0

Plumbing, Gaejitting, j-e.
Tlurkell io3 14
__

. ,
Painting and Glazing.

iVnuihain 75 q
Slating.

Dawber & Son 41 jo

tenders

Newman* Mann £3,990 0 0hlason q roc f. r.

Qodden & Webb 3’625 0 0
•• 3,414 0 0

Liability of Manufacturers for the Cost
OF Moulps experimentally used. In an
action at the Connty Court, Rotherham, to
recover 50Z., value of a pattern or model for
an ornamental flower-stand, supplied by Mr.
Charles H. Whitaker, an ornamental designer
modeller, and draughtsman, residing in Birming’
ham, to Messrs. Wright & Chambers, stove grate
manufacturers. Burton Weir Works, it was
shown in evidence and admitted that the model
which had been delivered rather late in the
season, had been used in the foundry, in order
the defendant said, to test the weight of the
casting m iron. It was then returned, after being
broken m the packing. The judge, after hearing
the case, said if he were to give his verdict now
at would be for the plaintiff; but he would read
over the correspondence, and see whether this
contained anything which might induce him to
change his mind.

,0 154 FleePto.,. (1.,, H„tel).Mr. W. P. Gritfith, architecl :

Dimadale
Mather & Read..,
Lids tone

Mr.W. P. Griffith,

Lidstone £569 1Patman * Fotheringham 499
sse

Dunsdale 354

WVU?' 'm?T P.
Devereux

M®tbodist Free Church and echoola, '

5 built in Hood-Btreet, Montwearmonth. Mr. JolliHman, architect :

Matonrg and Plastering.
Hodgson.. .^£365 g q

Jotner and Carpenter's Work.
Elliott * Hudson 399 5

Slaiitiij.
Preston

.

‘ — -

Painting and Olating,
Wninham 57 7

Plumbing, Oarfitiing, '^e.
VVhinham J26 10

For erecting house, shop, workshop, with other annul
tenances, in Mapie-road, Penge, for Mr. John Dorai
Mr. brauel H, Hope, architect. Quantities supplied—

CreaseU £ijio Vo
Stevens

... i^068 16 6
Evans & Martin 959 0 0
Lawrence geg 10 0
Jennings (accepted) 937 0 0

For additions and alterations to Bruce Castle, Totterham, for Sir Rowland Hill, E.C.B. Messrs. Goodman i
Vinall, architects

£1,536 0 0
Browne & Robinson 1,533 0 0

•••• 1,497 0 0
Jackson & Shaw 1,360 0 0
Humpbreya 1,359 0 0
Piper & vV heeler (accepted) 1,347 0 0

£340 0
. 885 0

. 249 10

For 1

Payni
pair of villa-residences at Hounslow, for Miss
Quantities not supplied :

—

£737 0 0
Batchelor
Brunsden
Chfcwter

.

Nias

f farm-house at Burraton,
ErmiD^to^.^Devon. Mr. Henry Elliott, arcMt^ec?*—

^

Japanese Alloys.

—

A writer in an American
scientific journal gives some interesting facts
with especial reference to the alloys in use in
Japan. The first alloy given may be regardedM a weak Japanese imitation of jewellers’ gold.”
This Shakdo ” is an interesting alloy of copper
and gold, the latter metal in proportions varying
between 1 per cent, and 10 per cent. Objects
made from this composition, alter being polished,
are boiled in a solution of sulphate of copper,
alum, and verdigris, by which they receive a
beautiful bluish-black colour. “ Gin shi bu ichV’
(’quarter silver”) is an alloy of copper and
silver, in which the amount of silver varies be-
tween 30 per cent, and 50 per cent. Ornamental
objects made from this composition take, when
subjected to the action of the above solution a
rich grey colour, much liked by the Japanese.
Mokume” is a mixture of several alloys and

metals of different colours associated in such
manner as to produce an ornamental effect.
Beautiful damask work is produced by soldering
together, one over the other in alternate orde^
thirty or forty sheets of gold, shakdo silver, rose
copper, and gin shi bu ichi, and then cutting
deep into the thick plate thus formed with conical
reamers, to produce concentric circles, and
rnakmg troughs of triangular section to produce
parallel, straight, or contorted lines. The plate
IB then hammered out until the holes disappear,
manufactured into the desired shape, scoured
with ashes, polished, and boiled in the solution
already mentioned. The boiling brings out the
colours of the shakdo, gin shi bu ichi, and rose
copper. Of brasses (Stn chu) the finest quality
of brass is formed of 10 parts of copper and 5
parts of zinc. A lower quality, of 10 parts cop-
per and 27 parts zinc. Kara kone (bell metal)
varies from first qualify—copper 10, tin 4, iron
zinc l^th, to 4th quality— copper 10, tin 2,
lead 2. The best small bells are made from
the former quality, and large bells from the
latter.

illiott ..

Trigge
Luke * 6hili&beer
MarehuU

For alterations, Nightingale Tavern, Alpha-road. Liason
CTOve. Messrs. Finch Hill & Paraire, architects. Quan
titles supplied by Mr. Gate :

S’';''"'?'- '®3,889 0 0
Baton * Chapman 3 067 Q Q
Langmead & Way 2,736 8 3

For aBerationa and additions to Elm-grove. Barnes
Messrs. Goodman & Vinall, architects .—

'v.".;,--,:
£1,806 15 11

iinoaea & Roberts l,8i'4 0 0
Jackson * Shaw ] 677 0 10
Adamson i’694 iq q
Kflnri..^

1,5(10
- -

Wilson (accepted)
, 1,401 6 1

E. H. Crispin, ...

Brunbleccmbe ....

Elliott & Wyatt
T. Crocker

445 0 0
350 0 0 '

All™ •‘""•““•-‘"kf' «'? tower, Md other work., to

arcWteTt”^*
Church, near Devizes. Mr. Weaver,

Marquiss & Munroe £ooa n «
Mulhnge (accepted) 163 0 0

“"rfe? WItY East

mall, architects

;

Xitson (accepted) £1,076

For restoring and reseating the cliurch and bnildingnew school chapel at Moulton, Lincolnshire. Mr W
Bnuth, architect;—

—
^ ,,

Church. School.™ace £4,627 0 0 ...£766 0 0
Halliday & Cave 3.698 10 0 ... 838 0 0
Brown (accepted) ... 2,858 10 0 ... 760 0 0
Dennett 2,497 0 0 ... 605 0 0

For Rochester Cattle Market.
City Surveyor

Mr. Henry AndrewSf.

0 0

Ttl?.' 't”
Of w,pfhoii.es in the reer of Ifo, 255^hiteehapel-road. and repairs and alterationa to 265TVhilechape -road. Mr. T. C. Cla.ke, architeet -

'

Dearsley 7,. «
Kelley, Brothers i"!!!;!!”"!.";;;." 2,’408 0

2,297 0

wK ^

Browne * Hobinson.
King & Sons
Abruham
Patman

2,328
3,211

2,138
2,114

Scrivener & W hite .

2,008

3,077
0 0
0 0

alterations to villa at Erith, Kent

?^P
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr.J.P. Kolle:-

Pritchard
Brass
Crabb & Vaughan..,.
Browne A Eobiuson.
Turner & 8onB
Piper & Wheeler ...!

Henshaw
Mann

[

£1,670 0 0
.. 1,604 0 0
.. 1,483 0 0
.. 1,463 0 0
,. 1,442 0 0
.. 1,390 0 0
. 1,362 0 0
. 1,166 0 0

For the erection of a factory in 8t. John-street, Clerten-
. -Hr’ Glover. Mr. Alexander Peebles,

architect. Quaniiiiea supplied

foreland & Burton
Patman & Fotberinehu
Macey
Brass
Myers * Sons
Ennor
Hill & Sons

Old materials, Ac
•£4.260 ...£266

3.876
3,b67

3.877

Dence
Cliff

Smyth & Co
Colyer
Sollitt

Hill & Smith
West
Norton
Naylar (accepted)
Coulson
Hollingsworth
Speneelay
Clements*

Contract No. 1. Contract No. 2.
Iron work. Builder's work.
£1.335 0
1,170 0 0
896 0 0
8-45 0 0
815 0 0

6 0
0 0

• For both contracts, 1,4501.

For rebuilding No 20, Budge-row, for Messrs. PeteiLawson & Son. Mr, John Nimble, architect •—
Ashby & Horner £7,36o' 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 7 200 0 0

•' 6,954 0 0
6,690 0 0

Myers & Son 6,852 0 0
6,780 0

Adamson
0 0

For rebuilding No. 32, Watling-street, E.C.. for Mr
"• K. Duggan. Mr. John Wimble, architect :

Hart

.

Killby
Tye A Andrews...,
Colls A Son
Adamson A Son...,
Ramsey
Hill A Son
Newman A Mann.
Morter..,---

Q Wimble, architect

..£2,623 0

.. 3,498 0
2,476 0

.. 2,400 0
. 2,361 0
. 2,337 0
. 3,240 0
. 2,085 0 I

. 1.943 0 I

^eatry toChrist Church, W anstead, Ebsvi, for the Rev. Q. Fitz-

M*"' ,? architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. George Mortimer '

£2,799 0 0
-•••••• 2,419 0 0

Jackson A Shaw 2,360 0 0
2,320 0 0

Browne A Robinson 2,316 0 0
Clemence 2,300 0 0
Dove, Brothers 2,275 0 0
Ai-b^r 2,230 0 0
Hedges 2,080 0 0



: For enlarj;ement and alteration of the Catholic Apos-
wlic Church, Princess-street, Plymouth. Mr. Henry
iJlliottj architect :

—

Mudge & Son £1,638 0 0
Elliott 1,617 17 7
Euth 4 Co 1,483 10 0
Trevena 1,378 11 0

Condy, Brothers (accepted) 1,289 0 0

F For new wing to the Boyal Hospital for Incurables,

•llr. W. P. Griffith, architect
Brown & Robinson £12,460 0 0
Patman & Fotherineham 11,988 0 0
Ennor 11,810 0 0

Mansfield, Price, & Co 11,606 0 0

Wood 11,383 0 0

HiU&Keddell 11,295 0 0
Webb & Sons 10,987 0 0
Sims & Marten 9,888 0 0

Ring 4 Sons... 9,360 0 0

TO OOERESPONDENTS.
C. U-W.-F. W. P.—W. P. G.-H. H. 8.-W. R.-H. M.

I.-G. M.-J. W. P.—Mr. P.—T. C.—Q. 4 V.—Or, H.—T. B.—M. A. B,-

t4. P.—J. r.-8. H.-B. K.—Tom.—T. D.-E. L.-R. W. J.-F. & Co.-

S.4 Co,— 0. C. H.— F. (we raunot giro iofomiatloa u to cement or

orlcea).— P. (we cannot attend to matters second-hand).—Yoaih (we

;iboald a»j. Yet, certslulr
;
.and with the desire that ewtilentlr

lULlmates him, shortcomlogs eonld Sooa be snppUed).—W. C. A. (testi-

monial Already mentioned).

> We are oompelled to decline pointing ont books and glring

cUddresses.

i All statements of facts, lists of tenders, 4c.. mnst be accompanied b;

and address of the sender, not necessarUr for publication.

H Kotb.—

T

be responsibility of ilgnAd articles, and papers read at

habile meetlnn, rests, of oonras, with the autboia.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current

aueek's issue later than THREE O’clock, p.m*,

im THURSDAY.
The Publisher cannot he responsible for Oei-

laiNAX Tf.9Timonial3 left at the OJjice in reply to

Advertisements, and stronghj recommends that

(Copies only should he sent.

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
. NOW READY. The TWENTY-FOURTH
CPOLUMEof" THE BUILDER" (hound), for the

<year 1866, Price One Guinea.

( CLOTH CASES for binding the Numbers, price

'•Two Shillings and Nincpence.

( CLOTH READING • CASES, price Half-a-

cOrown.

COLOURED TITLE-PAGE, Gratis.

I SUBSCRIBERS’ VOLUMES will he bound on

‘being sent to the Office, at a cost of Three

IShillings and Sixpence each.

Uow ready, in 3 vols, medlam 8rn. with above 2.000 Woodcats,
price il. 14s. Od. clu'b, or 01. Its. half-bound in ruesia,

TIRE’S DICTIONARY of ARTS, MANU-
LJ FACTDRE8. and MINES; containing a Clear Exposition of

tbeic Principles and Practice. UIxth RJltlon, chiefly rewritten and
greatly enlarged. Eilted by EOBEKT BUST, P.H.8. Keeper of
Mining Recoras

; assisted by uumerous Contribntors eminent In
iOlenOB and familiar with manufaotnree.

Loudon : LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patemosiet-ro

THE HOSItRY AND LACE MANDFAi TURE3.
lu 8vn. with 20 Plates, price 21s. cloth.

HISTORY of the MACHINE-
WROUOHT HOSIERY end LACE MANUFACTURES.

By WILLIAM FEl.KIN, F.L.S. F.S.d.
London; LONGMANS, GREEN, 4 CO. Patoruosler-row.

COMPLETION OF BUNSEN'S WORK ON ANCIENT EGYPT.
Now ready, Vol. V. in 8vo. with many Illas'raflon', price 63s.

E GYPT’S PLACE ia UNIVERSAL
HISTORY : an Hlstorioal luveetigatinn, lu Five Books.

By Baron BUKSKN. D.C.L. TranslaW by ri. H. ColTltELL, M.A.
with additions hy ». BIRCH. LL.D.

This Tolome, which is copiously illustrated from Remains of
Ancient Egyptian Art, comprises tbe Epilogur.or Prublems and Key

;

a Complete Uleroglyphioal Dictionary and Qramuiar, wi h a Chre-
uatby of Historical Texts, all printed from a new Hieroglyphici

'

Fount cast from Orlatual Tracings made expressly for this work,— tt
Dictionary containing upwards of 7,500 Examples, being the only
Hleroglypbicai Dlctlouary pnblisbei in the English lauguage, aud,
wilh tbe Grammar, fonulng a complete Manual for the Study of the
Hieroglyphs; a C-'mparUon of Egyptian and Semitic Roots; the

slaiioQ of the Book of the Dead ; and a full ludex to the whole

Yol. T. New BdilioD, revised and enlarged by Dr. S, BIRCH,
price 31s. 6d. Vol. I f. price 30.*. Vola III, and IV, price 25j. i

aud the Set complete in S vola price BI. 14^. fid cloth.
London: LONGMANS, OEKEN. S CO. Patoruoster-rew

THE ABCBoEOLOOICAL iNSriTUTB.
Now reatly. with illustrations, 8vo. 12s.

OLD LONDON: PAPERS read at the
LONDON CONGRESS of the ABCHA20LOOICAL INSTI-

TUTE, July, 1886.

Preliminary Address. By A. J. B.
Beicsfurd Hope, M.P.

Arcbseology In Its Religtons As-
pect. By Dean Stauley.

The Chapier-bouse of Westmin-
By George Gilbert Scott,

Public Record Office. By Joseph
Bortt, esq,

Lo'iduu aud her Election of
Stephen. By Kev, J. it. Green,

[Advketisements.I

PARTS EXHIBITION.—To Architects visiting

tthe Continent.—Clark’s Patent Shutters can be
fseen at Twenty different places in the Building.

—CLARK & CO. by order of the Imperial Com-
irnissioners, have fi.Ned their Patent Self-Coiling

tSteel Shutters to the entrances of the Building
nind Fine Art Galleries, where the Shntters can

seen in daily operation j also in Classes 14
nind 58. Clark’s Patent Louvre Venetian
'tShutters and Steel Shutters are, by order of the
liBritish Commission, fixed in the windows and
odoors of the Testing Honse, where they can be
laeen in daily use.

i OHUKUM, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
. J. W. Benson, having erected steam-powei
land improved maebiuery for olock-making, at

i4he manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to

ufnmish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
IsEstimates and SpecifioationB of every descrip,

icdon of Horological Machine, especially cathedral
nind public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
{}f bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
HClooks post free for one stamp. Watch and
HOlock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

Ifl.E.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
Tgreat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
icBond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
laElstablished 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1

' I
TESTIMONIALS, REPORTS, and every

I I dwrip'lon of PRINTING, exeuuteU iu the beet manner, with
Kjromptucs.-. and imuotuallfy, aud at moderate charges.—WYMAN 4
03ONa, Oriental, Clawloai, Fine-Art, aud 'General Printer*, 74-“'

threat Qnteu-stieet, Lluculu’s-inn-Ueld*, W.C.

Demy 8vo. In wrapper. Prices*. 6d.

rPHE sewage of TOWNS: Papers
l.l by various Anthora, relating to the Sanitary, Agricultural, and
lu^cticiit Asi><‘i;ls of Tbi* eubjec', rpivd at tbe Lo.Gnl»gt<m Cungiera.
vsogethei with the Discii-aiou Iheieon ; and a L.ctuie uu the
OPOIaONd uf ’he SPRKAUINg DIdRAbES, dailvrred at the Cuu-
|gte»» by Dr. B W. KIl.'HAKU-<ON.
h liODdvu : BiJUPixIN, iuaksHaLL, 4 CO. Stallonera' Hall-

and by order of all Bouksellen.

Sculpture In Westminiter Abbey.
By Professor Westiuaoott. R.A.

WratmJnster Hall. By Edward
Foss, F.8.A,

JOHN MOBBAY, Albemarte-street.

PARIS EXHIBITION.

The moneys of all nations,
with tbtir Correct Value in English Ourreocy,

Six cople* sent free by post on receipt of two penny etanira.
Address, T. ROBERTS 4 CO. 8, C/ane-cuorC, Fleet-streot, London, B.C,

OOMKLBTION OF
MR. FEROUSeON'S WORK ON ARnHITECTUBK

Nowrtady, with 1,500 lIlaitratii UB aud lud.x. 3 vol*. 8t

A HISTORY of ARCHITECTURE in aU
COUNTRIES, from Ihe Earllrii Tim>s to the Present Day.

By JAMhS FEBQUSSON, F.R.S. Fellow Royal Instit. Brit. Arch.

*,« Vols. I. & II.—ANCIENT ARCHITEC-
TUEB. 84*. Vol. III.— MODERN ARCHITECTURE. 31e. 6d.
" Mr, Fergn-ion has olossed the styles lu historical order aud has

dadneed their genealogy step by step, and told us not only what was.
but how it came to be, and his wuik ia its present st^e is the must
compr-henslve and orlglual that has ever appeared on the luhjeot.’'

—

(iuarterltl Ktvitw, Oct. 1886,
"Mr. hergiissuu’s beautiful and moit popular books have super-

seded all other Histories of Architecture. It Is not only that the
extraordinary abundance of his (llu-tratlous gives him a speolal
advaoiago over all his rivals or predecessor*, but no writer has ever
had so Qrm a grasp of his snlij-ct, or ha* been so well qualifled to
dval with it In all its branebas.''— Rcvicv, Jfarcli. 1867.

” Tbe new edition of Mr. Fergu.iou'a MtsUny of Archliecture
U a inoQunjetit of erudltltrii, taste, and ingenious reasoning.”—A'din-
iurgh Jteciew, April. 18S7.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-strcet.

Buildibg Land for Country Villas, with Faddooks and Gardens,
near Watfo’d, Herts.

A/TESSRS. HUMBERT & COX are in-
XVJ. structeJ hy the proprietor to submit for SALE by AUC-
TJuN, DU JUNKlSth next, at tbe BfSSX ARMS. Watford, at TWO
for THREE i.’olock, and Uubss prevloasly di- posed nf hy private con-

. the following selected aud oooioo lots of BUILDING LAND
being admirably adapted as a sits for tbe villa of a gentleman,

desiring to own a small place out of town, with or without a psd-
dook, viz,

Lot 1. AU that Meadow, with a frontage of 270 feat, on the lAngley-
road, Watford, aim a depih of 440 feet, coutalniug nearly three acres,
and euirouuded on two sides hr a parx-pale fence, and tbe handsome
boose aud gruuuds of other proprietors.
Lot 2. All that Meadow, nearly opposite St. Andrew's parsonage-

house, with a frooisge of 30j feet, on the Churob road, sod an
ayerase depth of 370 feet, cootaiiilug nearly two acres, with beautiful

Loi3, A similar Jot, with siml'ar frentage and viewi, and an
avernge depth of 400 feet, and also coiitalulMg nearly two acres.
Lot 4. All that piece of Laud, near to tbe parsonage-house, with a

froutsge lu the Ouurch road, of lUO feet, and a depth of 200 leet, and
suited fur one or m ire villas, wlto garden.
Lot 5. AU tbat pleou of Laud adjoining tbe last tot, with similar

froutsge a' d drptb.
Lilt ti. AU tbat piece of Land, having a frontage In the Lsngley-

road of 2UU Let, with an avursge depth of 173 feet, and salted for one
vlUa.
Lut 7. Tbe adjololng iol 7, but having a very extensive frontage on

tbe Laogley-road of 47U feet, and conuining la. Or. 23p. This Uud Is

aituaie 16 ulirs from Luuduu, five minutes' wa'k Irom, bat well ont
of sight of, tbe Watford Siailuu, whence there are couslanC trains to
Bustuu Btallon aud the city. The laud oluse to ihe ata ion has been
rapidly snalcbed up upon this estate, ou which ootiages cannot be
built, aud whiuli Is Ufa more rnral character. A few charming reel-

ady been bunt for tbelr uwnen' own oecupation.
Tbe whale foiuu a beantiful suburb of Watfurd, aud is surrounded by
Csssiubury, and many parks and seat* of the nobility aud conotry
geutlsnieu. Tue walks aud rides in all directions aud within a mile

aud pleasing, tbe cunatry being
and magulficeuLly timbered. Beason tickets, churches,

gravel rolls, good water, uuuiiug, lu the imiuoaiale neighbourhood of
an excclleui tuwu, areamuug the advantages. Tbe laud Is all offered
fur sale as laidduwu in psrmaurnt pasture with the Burst seeds, with
a crop, which latter will be taken by tue vendor. Tbe vendor has
sold nearly tbe wbula of bis cottage-laud near tbe station, at price*
averaging nearly l.OUOt. per aoie

;
aud much of the villa land Is

fetchlug an average price of over 41ui. per acre, hub tbe reserves have
been iccouiiUereu, aud will be of the muet muuerate dRsi-rlptlun.-
Fur panicnlers apply tu Messrs. VAi.PY 4 LhDdAM, 17, Llncolu’s-
iDu-fields

; or lu the Auctioneers at Watfurd, aud Palace-ehamben,
Bt. Jami •



360 THE BUILDER.
EPPINO. F83EX.—VMnable Freehold Bnildlnj end ActommoditionI«pd, House*, Coscbmskefs Bbop, Trade Premf.ee and several«W^d_^^nd up^jhn ouUkhU of the town of hppiop

[May 18, 1867.

IV/I ES8RS. BEaIiEL are iustructed by the
'‘1•?*- C. e.q_ gELf, h^ AUC-TiON. at the MART. Load“on. on TH7rBSDAv'‘’jnVR Sn.'^at^O^^^

precisely, lu LoU, rery eligible FREEHOLD PKOPRRTIE.3, c .id
iplUl plot* of bulldfng land, sitnatod opposite tbt
raiiwae aullable for the erection of flnt-

block of six hiick and tileil

lud shopj, fr

prlsioL
approach to the rati way station^
class shops and private reside
honses adjoining: two superior
log the Hlgh-S'reet, with extensive coachbiiilder'*
shopi, and stables in the rear

;
two btick and timber Wit

*“ Hemnel-street; three house* aud gar>len.
0 the town, with several plots of valuable building

Ive fniuta.es to the high road
; and two

modation gran* land, cootsiulng 4a Ir.
about midway between the 1 own aac
' ' ‘“d conditions of sale may ht

v-iVir
‘ . .......c- a. XeWMAN. eoUcitors, Bank-

buildings
;
at the Mart

; and of Alessrs. BEADEL, 55, Greshaui-street,

London entrance to „

land adjoining, having e:
inclosores of excellent aci
38p. situated in LinseU-itr
tnechurch.— Particular*. V...,
obtained of Heesrs. FBESHFJEMil

London,

Valuable Freehold Building Estate, Und-Ui redeemed aud tilhe-free
eonsUting of upwards of 100 acres of beautifully.ttmbrred l,and atBe vedere, comprising the park and outlying lauds of the Ute Bli

Und ^f ««land plotted out for bmidlugpurpossa

Tt/I ESSES. WAKLTEES & LOVBJOY are
r4:T;:*-..

offer for BALE byAutriON. on MONDAY andTUESDAY
m ced),

BALE byAutnON. on MONDAY t

and fninre days (which will b
AUCTION M.ART, Tokenhousv'

JUNE
at TWELVE,

' slrable PROPERTY, d'lvi

having frontage* along the old pad*
,.,1. rh. .-.1 —staining chantD the park

yard, this .

venlent lots of varioi

log sites for the erection of
There are also poeillon* for smaller rills
onukirta of the property. The Belvedere Estate
emlneuce on the south side of the Thames, ami ii

object for miles round. It commands vx(*ii»iv« vie
and of the Thame* almost to the Nore. It la very accvssim* rcomLondon, being less than three-quarter* of an hour’s i..urns» he th.
North-Kenl Railway from Camion-atreei and Chatlng^crois :^aod the

neighbourhood are of the must beautiful
of »ii excellent and•buodant s^ply finc*t spring water, pumped from the chalk.

I, and ebops on the
' Is situated on an

a veiy prouiiaent
vs in Kent. Essex,

BROMLEY. KENT.- Very valnable and choice Freehold Eesideatlal
Esfat-, known ta Bromley Hnu«e, being ao exceediogly comfortable
and well.arrange.! famtly residence, with capital stabling, aud all
other necH**a-y offices, pleasure-grounds, g«r<leii*,aDd well-timbered
meatlow land, containing together about 19 seres, of which about
12 «crei consist of bnlldiug laud, on a grave ly and sandy soil, pre-

'woUl opportunltlet fur building rarely to be met with to
“^JsJj^ourhood. The estate commands extensive and

••
,y j p^pontry adjacent.

EEDHILL. SURREY.— Eligible Freehold and Leasehold Prapertvcomprising Villa Eesidence, Cottages, Two Villas, and Two

beautifulviews nf'the .. ...
bring a most delightful per' of the county of Kent, only
ramutas walk from the church and railway station, and half
bour’e ride from the city or west-end. There is a good supply of

^wa^_r^ _ Immediate possession on completion of the purchase.
IITESSRS. DRIVER & 00. are instructed to
JY I PELL byAUmON.at the MART.in Tokenhouse. vard . onbyAUmON. at the MART.in Tokanhoiue yard,
FRIDAY. MAY the 31st, at TWO o’clock precisely (unless previnuily
disposed of by private conlractl, the above E3 CATE. Bromley House
1* a substantial, brick-built, family residence, containing four best
bed-rontns. rtreasing-room. and bath-room.on the fltst floor; an ex-
cellenr drawing-room, good dining-room, library, entrsnc-'-hall two

other domestic offices; sUhlIng for sigh*, horses,
aiTt..,.. '---'.Ac ;greenhonse.

Urge and product

1 and pleasni
shrubs, trees, ano waiK*.
kitchen garden, well stocked w'ith wail and other fnilt’-t
heautifnlly timbered, park-like meadow land; the whole’ being a
hoice residential estate rarely to be met with. The building laud.omprMng a out 12 acres, forming the southern part of the estate
iTvsenta excellent sites for the erection of flrst-claas vIlU and other

'• '‘*1'' being within half an hour of Loudon offers
lurable ODportunlty for boUdi.., „vu-r* —rarUculy. may shortly Irt had of Messrs. MURDOCH, RODQRR, A

10. Parliament street, 8.W.
; and of Me.srspRIVBR A CO. purveyors, Land Agents, and Aoctloceers, 4, White--

hall, London, 8.W.

and the pipes are laid down re^y fiTr IniinetlUti
arranged M to contain forest tree* of great beauty. The soil is gravel
to a coMiderable depth, with substratum of cualk, aud the facilities
for drainage are thus unequalled. Gas it laid along all public road*andean readily be brought into any part of the property Coi.vcv-
ances of every kind can be obtained from Belvodere Station, which Isnot more than Un minutes’ walk, from auy part of the proiarty —
Fartjeulars and plans to he obtained of Alesers. HABEK^HON A

^Bloomibury-iquare
: of Mrs-rs. FKBRE,-t-r. .... ...
Lincoln's-lnu-fleld*

;
at

the Mart
;
aud of the

PITE, Architects,
CHOLMELEY. A FORSTER, Soltcilot*
the Belvedere Estate Office, Belvedei
Auctioneers, 65, Chancery-laue.

BuUders. Manuf.cturing Upholsterer*,

house
*°^'~*^*°°* Premise*, with Dwelling-

LEYTONSrONE, E88Er.-Tho Flllebrook Bstata, a va
h'ld Prone ty. most conveniently and agreeably situ*** *"' the village of Leytonstone. and 1

railway->tatl'iti, bringing it within

IV/TR. WHITTINGHAM is instructed to
Wli; ARMS. _EedhUl.MONDAY, MAY, 2uth. at SIX for SEVEN'o'clock In the
evening, a VILLA RESIDENCE, situated In 8oiner»et-road. Meade-
vale. Redhill

; aUo Two Villas and Two Houses, leasehold, situated inthe London and Brighton-road. A portion of the purchase-money
1®?*.““,.°“ mortgage. Also eligible Freehold Building Land,

situated la Gatton Bridge and Carland's-road.-Partlcular* and con-
dilloni of sale maybe obtained about ten day* bsfure the Sale, at the

the neighbourhood
; of Mr. TH0MA3 BUCKLANDtprincipal Inn* li „ ... -

Church-street, Reigate; of the Auctioneer, 14, Moogate-street;
London, E.C.

; of MeMt*. BU33ELL A DAVJE3, 69. Coleman-elreet.
L'jodon, B C. ; and at the Piacs of Sale.

oulldlng Land.

ly/TR- WHITTINGHAM is instructed to
HUIEL, East Cowes,THURSDAY. MAY 23, at SIX for SEVEN in the Even

.Qtlaily.built FREEHOLD FAMILY RESIDENCE situated la
Lambrldge-road, and about Thirty Lot* of eligible BUILDING LAND
tuated in the Cambridge, Queen's, and M-*dtna roads, East Cowei,
loae to the Royal Yacht Bjuadron Station. Nine-tenths of the
urohase-money may rematn on mortgage or contract at 5 per cent.
) be paid 10 ulne year* by equal half-yearly Instaimeuts

; but the
hole or any part of thebalamca may be paid off at auy time without

•^nditiona of Sale may be obtained
r Mr. MOORE. West Cowes

;
at the nrinclpal Inns In the neigh-

ourhood
:
of Measr*. RUSSELL A D.VVIE3.69, Coletuau-street, E C. ;•*— ‘nctioueer, H. Moorgata-alreet, London. £.0.; and at the

Place of Sale.

Eppiog Forest
contiguous to . .._,
minu*.e. ride of London. The Estate comprises abou, oo acres or

.Tll-V,. undulated character, exceedingly well
idepted for the erection of detached villa residences' ,cu.
public Ins'itutlone, but at present let for agrieuUural and

• bullillng Undearly posseasii

. e the several excellent modero ,coi
grounds, known as Gain-borough Lodge, and Nos. 1
Plliebrook-rosd, let. at rents ara->unllng to A-W. per anui

T\/rESi3RS, DEIVEE & CO. -ivill SELL bv
ij.i. “>e MART, Tokenhouee-ya'd. Lothburv on

DEBENHAM, TEWSOTI. &—
.

- FARMER will SELL, at the MART near iho Ti.„i, «-TUESDAY, JUNE 11. at TWO. the valuable PREMISES situ to iiHollingsworth street. Holloway, ^and Old Wellingt-n-itreet, adjoin
lug, comprising a factory of four’floi..-,
possessing an area of upwards of l,4li0 feet,
folding ga-es, and porsessiug an area of aUo
roomed realdenee adjoining, The PremUei
tlally-buUt. aud particularly emtable for
ness. Held for about 78 years uiiexplred
«I. Ot, 6d. per annum, aud for Sale withEDWARD MOTE. Esq. Solicitor. 14. Warwick-

80. Cheapstde.

fl yard d by

of tbe Auettouee

modem and subsUn-
maoulacturlug bu-l-

'6 low grouiid-reiil ul
•slou.—Particulars of
oust, Qray’s-luu

; and

BROMLEY. KENT.—Charming Freehold Building Sites for Gentle-men s BesidencM, Immedmtely adj->lnlrg the Shorilaude Staiionbetwe-n Beckeuham and Bromley, in the mld«t of one of the iui,*t
• picturesque, and healtny dlstnc-s near the melruitolis
• ” ' - -

• 1 indefeasib'e itU,
* ’afuHy-regi

DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
are instrnctMl )ir th* t'-m-i.i-.*. ....s.. .u. J.,., ,•6 instructed by tbe Executors under the wm
ainson. esq. to SELL, a* the MART, on TOE3-
* TWO, instead of MAY 58. as previously ad-

. FARMER
me Ute W, A. IVL
DAY, JUNE 25, J

vertlsed. in Lots, ,„,,o „ramalnlug portion of the BHoitTLANDa BSTATS^^laniLUx «•
•nTw ^f®«.

poesesslug a registered, lodefeasiblc. titleand sffoTding most eligible liteeior the erecUou of fir.t-claw hoi^e.and moderate-ilxed villas, the demand for which in the neiahbour-bood II M great and conitaully lucreaaiug that any bulMlug oneta-tiODs judiciously carried out upon this property must become*mancutly lucrative.— Farther particulars will duly appeir aud Jif«y^ obtcined of Messra BURCHELL. Soiicitors. 5. Bro^ t^uutuarvWMtmmster
;
of 6lr, JNO. WUICUCOKD. Atcniiect, Id, Walbrook

-

ers. 60, Cheaptide. 'and of the AucUone

*. Wheelwflghls, Farmer*.

FRIDAV;:iUNRli,;'t:aT'TWOo’;Jk"^^^^^^^^^^
FREEHOLD PROPERTY -Printed particular, and condiHotiTof
with p'aii of the building land, arranged lu lots and blocks to meet the* ' ‘ speculators, may ehortly be

in the neighbourhood
;
aud of Messrs

Whitel

^*ained at the prlneipal uo.auie.ui uuiki
;
auipRIVER A CO. Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers

ball. London, S.W.

ESHER, SURREY.—Freehold Boilding Land, containing about 77
eligibly i_ltuate. adjoliiiog the picturesque

DOVER. KENT.—KUgihle Freehold Building Land.

W-HITTINGHAM is instructed to
SELLbyAUenON. at the ROYAL OAK HOfEL, Cannon-

...V.., Dover, on TBURSD AY, JUNE 6, at SIX for SEVEN lu the
“*® eligible FREEHOLD BUILDING

LAND, tithe free aud land-tax redeemed, situated in the new road
called OJo-road, Elred-road, being part of tbe Eagle Tavern grounds.
Niue-tenthi of the putchan-money m»y remain on mortgage or con-
tract at 5 per CBut, to be paid In nine years by half yearly Instal-
ment*, but the whole or auy part of the balance may be paid off at
any time without notice.- Particulars, pUne, and conditions of sale,may be obtained at the Eagle Tavern: of Ur. JAME-i HEARN, 93.

of Messrs RUSSELL A DAVIES. No. 59,
' iloorgate-street, E.C.

;

_ _ Lsnd, known aa Woodford HaU.
IV/TR. WHITTINGHARI is instructed to
1.tX SELL by AUCTION, at tbe GUILDFORD HOTEL, Gre«ham-

walk of the railway s
sod within

e London n
- few ir

City, ac. on MONDAY, JUNE lOtb. 13d7. at TWELVE SrONE o’clock, the eubstanl al brick-built MANSION, and about 6
'f LAND, known as Woodford Hall, enltable for a Publlo

' large Family Reeldeoca. •Ituate on the High road

l\/fE8SES. DEIVEE & CO. are instnicted
OFFER the abive FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND forSALE by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokenliou*e-jard on FRIDAY '

o'clock precisely (uolees the whole or any ^rithereof I* previously di'pnred of by private contraci). It eomp^esabout 77 acres of exceedingly desirable, well-tlmber-d land havlna
extensive frontages to the high turnpike-rnad and Thames Dltton-common, a considerable portion being tbue immedlatrly available for
l.d^ldlog operatioQ^ The soil 1* light and healthy, and the neigh- B-C-
hourliood one of tbe most attractive for reeideoce, in the vlcintly of I

Londtin, The prop-riy will be sold In blocks or lot* ‘ —
quitementi of persons desiring site* for villa re-iAeo.-

-
'collarly sid.pt'd

Institution
from Loudon to Eppilig, and’wUhln a few iu.uu«. »».» oi luoGeorge-lane Station on the Woodford Branch of the Great Eastern

containing entrance-hall, diulug and drawing rooms,
iiorary. study, and billiard rooms, nursery, hath room, nine bed-
roora*, lhres dressing rooms, anil conveoleut domestic offices The
outbmldinga c-imprl*e coach-house, with coachman’s rooms and
itab'iug for 8 horses. Nine-tenths of the parchaee-money way re-
main on mortgage or contract at 5 per cent, to be paid lu nine years
by half yearly instalments

; but the whole or any part of the balancemav bs paid off at any time without notlOA—Partlcolars, piaus. and
of eale may be obtained of Messr*. BU33ELL A DAVIES.

.* oi.,...,,...—. tr .o-
Moorgate-etreet,

sod at the Place of Sale.

le mnautime furthi
CO. Solicitor*. 2, Hen

r«. DRIVER A
YVhiteball. London.

inforn •e had

WHITI-INGHaM is instructed to
if Messrs, FEW A OFFER by AUCTION, at the OnildhaU Hotel, Gresham-

i of City. E G on MONDAY. JUNE 10. 18b7, at TWELVE for ONE
• a further Portion of this very eligible property, free of tithe
** Peckham-rye. and about

UPTON and PLAISTOW, ESSEX, - Valoable Freehold Buildlne
'

1,Und, corapriHiiig about 45 acres, adjolnlog the”ural%lR«e* of f
f® Niue-tenth* of the purchase money

LTiiton aud Plalstaw. near the Railway Ststlnn and w.rh^ .i»
'em*iu on mortgage or contract, at 3 par cent to be paid In nine

“;eUlffi.rg‘’?nUTrtV‘^^ bOa”ce’'m;y TOd'^ff '.“'IJn'’;

"jV^ESSRS. DRIVER & CO. have received &Avii!a.fl9,°(?ofem*u-*txeBt.'R'c.

i’’® ’he late Sir JohnHenry 8^-L by AUCTION; 'at' fh’e'MART.Trki’nh:
PS.IDAY. JULY Ifllh. at TWO o'clock precisely. In 19

ch. thn* aif -rdlug ooportunitl
comprisiug a

.e Place of Sale.

uwuers 01 douse rropeny, and others ropalriua
]\/I E. W, H. BETTS -nfill SELL by AUO-

-road. Upper Holloway, 250

w moulded and other doors, "ii

:als, compming lo.ouo c<
', coping, lUli, lanttlw. ave slate cuti

veral other Intorual fining* i

land I ..

shop-fronts, and _
effects.—May bo viewed

; aud Cats.„6>.ea wiinmeu
and »t_the Auctioneer’s Office*. 5, l'«utouville-i
Angel, Islington.

d useful building
on tbe Premise*

;

lad, opposite the

HOUNSLOW. — Valuable Lease, with poseeoslon, of Dwelltng-houie

L
BuiIdet’s Y’aid.aud P.emUe*

ONG, BEOTHEKS, will SELL by
on WEDNESDAY.

HOUS^p'
evening, a valuable lKaSK ofBOUSE, Builder’s Shop, Yard, aud Eremise*, situated In the HUh-

* J*®*®’*' particular* had of WILLiaM I.OVE-UKUVE. Esq. 5, South-squaTe, Gray’s-tau
; and of the AucUoneei*Hounslow aud Ealing,

aucuoueei*.

HOUNSLOW, near the Railway SAtion.—A valuable Leasehold
Katate.forSALEbyAUcrioN. by

ONG, BEOTHEKS, at the RAILWAY
INN, Honualow, on TUESDAY, MAY 21,at TUREBfor FuUK

‘oc 631
AGE VILLAS, p. ouucing a reu^tal

llestrs.^WAlSON * 8o’N5^’so^*tJ)r*tYtiJga.road,^Ha^i^lr“^
'

». Hounslow and Ealiug.
’<1 of the AucGoue

HOUML^^Bui Wing Meteriala of Six Cottage* and Outbuildings,

L —
jb.—7—-e — --v--*'* >ei .3ia >.oiiagB« ana uutoniiaings.ONG, BROTHERS, will SELL by

premises. Honu.low, MAY 24. at TWoaw *HaEE.-Catalogue. at the Auctioneers, Heunslow aud Ealing.

eenbouse and Bedding Plants,

Tl/rESSES, PEUTHEKOE & MOEEIS haveJ.TX received instructions from Mr. Harrington (who is leliu-.ilIeLing busiuessj to SELL by AULTlTONr .imout r*.erv« ni. tK.
PREMISES, the Old Dalston Nursery, DeJatun-laue wituin tii-*
minute*’ walk of the Doiiton J'uiiclloa Statiou ou the North L„nrir.iT
1^1 way. on 'lUESUAV. MAY 51, and following day, at TWELVE

leOKEESHOUSEprecisely each day, ihi
PLaNiS. including large duu
*ur, acAcia, calia, oleander, cacti, agap
American aloes, Ac. ; about 15,000 »e*

a.ObO peUrgouiums, i

lellla*

* lu j

,
cytl-

fsslon

1 toS aci

well as nrivate j
esirablo FREEHOLD BUILDING LAN!
he coinpletioQ of the purchaae.—Particulars and pUns 'ari
tod may shortly he obtalnetl. In the meantime furthri
1 may be had of M-r«is. FaIRFOOT A WEBB. Solicitor*
an Strand

;
and of Messrs DRIVER A CO. Surveyor* i

s. and Anctloiiasr* 4, Whitehall.

iiiiiiuiog iinua.

ly/TR. WHITTINGHaM 13 instructed to
LVi SELL by AUCrTION, at the ROYAL HOTEL, Harbunr-ttreet.
Wa... O-TTPaTV 4 V TivvTr- i, -n— r..— — JT...Ramsgate, on TUESDAY, JUNE II, 1957, at SIX for SEVEN Vu'the

,

img. la about fifiy iota, a further portion or the eligible FREE-
I

HOLD BUILDING LAND, tithe free aod laud-tax redeemed, with
I

frontage* to the St, Lvwreuce-road, situated near to toe 3outh-E«tero
_ I

Railway Station. The corner lot, with fiotiUgei to the 8L Lawrence
Building lA'nii, parto'f'the Portobeiro“Ea''tata; cootalZlng

' '** the erectlou of a layem.
tive acres, at Kansal New. town, with communication to tbe i

•*’°®'^bth» of tbe purohaae money m.iy remain on mortgage or con-
Keiisal-green-road.and within half a mile of the We,tboutne-park *“ “‘“® year, hy equal half-yearly In-

Immediate pos'e*«ion may be h»d.
|

.
but tce^whota or any ^part of the^balaoce may be paid olT

KRNSAT. NEW-TOWN, PADDINGTON, MIDDLESEX - Val

o abiu". immeaiaie pos'e*«ion may be had.

ATESSRS. DRIVER <& CO. have received
L»X instruction* tn SELL by AUCTTION, at the MART, Token-- ..,„MART,Token-
honee-yard, o« FRIDAY, JUNE the 14th. at TWO o'clock precLely,
In i.ots (iinle-i preriousty dl*p.i»ad of by private rontractl the aho^aFREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, onntalulog five acre*. sliSata It
Kensal New-town. It has ao approach to the Kemal-green-road

dtuailon for dwelling* for the iaboiirlDg claMcs.* ' '
' obtained of Mes,*r». LOW,

1 of Mfiars. DRIVER A CO
1,4, Whitehall, S.W.

—Printed particular* may shortly
S'flicitoi*. Tanfleld-court, Temple;
Surveyor*, Land Ageots. and Aoctloi

TWICKENHAM and ISLEWORTH, MIDDLE&EX.
“^i. DRIVER & GO. have received_ icllon* to SELL by AUCTION, in I.-ite. about 41 acres of

nable FREEHOLD and COPYHOLD BUILDING aud ACOOMMO-DATION Land, moat eligibly •ituate in tbe parishes of Twicken-
‘“-'"A to good bard roa<l*. aud near

the Twlckeuham and Uleworlh titatiou* on the South- Western
Railway -Plan* and particular* preparing : in tbe meantime farther
inf.uraatioo may be obtained of Mr»*r*. CRAWLEY, ARNOLD. AGREEN, Bolieltore, 20. WhltehaU-place

;
and of Messrs DRIVER A

CO. Surveyor*, Laud Agents, and Anclloueert. 4. Whitehall, S.W.

jV^ESSRS. GLASIER & JSONS are favoured
-LtX with ln*tracUoQ* from the Commissioner* of Her Majesty’sVoik* aud Public Buildings to SELL hy AUCTION, on tbePREMISES, on TUESDAY, MAY 2S'h, at TWELVE Inr ONE o’clock
in lo'*. the BUILDING MATERIALS of FOUR HOUSES, Noa. 254,’
*55, 256.an.l 257, Strand, comprising about 400,(KW capital slock

.1, timber ii

p'ate-glas* public-house
pieces, register and other stoves, Irou coiu~w.. « ,j.4» ic»u
stone paving, gaa flaiuga.and flxture*,—May be viewed tlieday prior
aud morning of sale, aud calaloeue* obtained at the Office of Her
MujMty’a Wor^, Ac.^n, WhltehaU-place; on the Premise*

; and of
ucHoD rs. 41. Charing Cross.

bedding plants 1

roof gieeuheusts,
boiler*, water acd
viewed prior to thi
Kingilaud Nujseiy, aud of
Nurseries, Leytonitone, Essex, N.H.

Ota. ac. with eight leau-lo .

puia, util ke, and other elTe u.-
Jatalogues may be had ou the Pie
' “

audValuers.J

C.AMBRIDGB HEATH, N.E. near

jyB. PEKKtNS will SELL by AUCTION,
XtX on the PREMISES, at the Rear of No. 14, Aou's-terrace
Cambridge Heath, on TU83U.AY', MAY 28, at TWELVE o’clock. Iti

including drawing .aud dining room pattern* (pa., .— .a.,,, w
and yellow deal*, ftg) feet of 21 o*. window gla«8, useful pluml
work, a builder’* light spring c*ii, end elfecta.—May b- viewed
day prerlou* and uiornlug ol sale. Catalogue* had on the Pretn
and ol the Auctioneer, 52, Tooley-street, Bou’hwatk, 9.E.

SADLER, Spencer-sqi
race, lUmsgat*

; of Me
Loudon, B C.

; of tbe
Estate ; and at the Pie

toe whole or any part of tbe b
hont notice.— Partloalar* aud coudltioi_ ..

icipal luDs in tbe uelghbourbool

;

I, Ram-gate
; of Mr. NEALL. ll.'Vak

a. RUSaELL A DAVIES. 69. Ookman street,
uctioueer, 14, Moorgale-streel, EC.

;
on the

SURREY.—In the parishes of Walion-on-Thame* and West Moulsey
Valuable Freehold acd Tithe Free Property, contaiulug 224 acre*,
presenting moit desirable building features, with considerable
ftonuges to three high roads, and partly lying contiguous to the

ly/TESSRS. COOKES & SONS are in-
XtX structed to SELL by AUCTION, at the MART. Tokenhoose-
yard, near tbe Bank of England, on the 12th day of JU.'4E i.
(unl«s* previously disposed of by private treaiy), the above yaluabla
PROPERTY, known as APP8CO0ET FARM. It conskts of 224 acre*
of extremely eligible Land for a profitable building scheme, haviug
considerabU frontage* to three high roads, and by ajudlclousarrange-
inaiit of M*w 1..S.A. niaoy thousand yards of available property would
be secured fo' tbe erection of suburban reeidv— ouvo,-
prlsing capitalist, a private compauy, oc land oc budding societies it
affurd* anadmlcable opportunity for the erection of a large estate of
tUIb residences. It is about two miles from Hampton CouceSution,
and one mile and a quarter (crossing the river) from Suubury. on the
Thame* Valley Hue.—For farther pirtlculars aud orders to view
ipplytoMesar*.DO.MVILLE. LAWRENCE. A GRAHAM. Solicitor*

Lincolu’s-lnn
: Mersrs, FRERE, CHOLMELEY, A

No. 23, Lliicoln's-lua-fleld*
: or to Messrs,

iveyors, Leamington.

6. Nc -
FORSTER. Sollci

COOKES A SONS, Laud Agei

POTTERS’-BAR, JIIDDLESEX —Twelve A
able Freehold Meadow Laud, i

commanding a panoramic viei- ..v. m ..t,..,

wooded country, and suitable for the erection ol— a public iDstltutluu, beiug within Un mlnuu.' walk of'the- " Northern Railway, by which London D

ta and a half of ralu-
n a beautiful eminence
« delightful aed richly

Station <

n 4(1 luinute*.

TX/rESSKS. KUSHWORTH, .JARVIS, &Xri ABBOTT will SELL by AUCTION, at the MART. Tokenhouse-„ MART. Token
hRIDAT, MAY 31, ill one L‘t, 15* acres of highly valnabloMEADOW LAND, lithe free aud land-tax reJeemed. h.viog 7dd feet

froutago to a capital road, called Ueatb-Mod (leadlog to the Station),
aud iu the liumediaU vicinity of numerous villas with pleasure
grounds, occupied by gentlemen’s families, thereby offering good
society, with rrady accets to all parts of tue MetropoU* by the Great
Noithern, in connexion with the Metropolitan Railway,— I'arilcnKr*
with plan*, may shortly be obtained at tbe Duke o{ York, Potter*’’
bsr

: the Red Lion. Barnet
; and of Messrs. DAVIES, SON, CAMP-

BELL, A REEVF,8, 17, Warwlck-street, HeKent-sirert. W.
; at tbe

'17 Auctioneer*. 22, ttavUe-ruw, Begeiit-strect, W.

;

aud 19 Change-alley, Cornhlll-bill, E.C.
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against it the markets of all nations save those I lines Thewho are ruder than itself, and has a tendency to hardly any eiLTt onlimit Its wealth to the natural prodnots of the ee
° beautiful

VOL. XXV.—No. 12C8.

Design, in Form and Colour, in the Paris

Exhibition,

|NE of the common charac-
teristica of all nations, irre-

spective of progress in what
is usually considered civili-

zation, is a desire to beau-
tify objects of use. It is

scarcely possible to conceive
the existence for any con-
siderable period of a nation,
a people, or even a tribe,

whoso clothing, implements,
or weapons were entirely

devoid of ornamentation
and this faculty of design, -a -ppucaiion or tm a large number of races, than its own weight
appears to exist out of all chalice, moulded at

. _
uaa a tenuency to

limit Its wealth to tho natural prodnots of the
country in which it is located. Wealth is but
aconmnlated labour, and the highest human
skill which demands and receiyes the greatest
yalue and reward is the product of continued
labour, and is equiyalent to wealth. In ordi-
nary conditions of society then, national skill in
the fine or industrial arts moans national wealth
because skill is a coin of uniyersal currency,’
limited only by local requirements.
In tho products of many branches of industry,

the value of the material used is but a fraction
ol their pecuniary worth

;
and in none, not even

in tho precious metals, is the yalue of tho mann.
factored article unaffected by the character of
the art employed in their production. In pro-
portion, then, to tho original valuelessness of
the raw material, and the dilBoulty of reducing
It back again to its first condition or worth, tho
importance of skilled labour becomes evident in
Its production. A terra-cotta sketch, the value
ot the raw material of which is too small to be
represented by any English coin, may become
by tho application of skilled labour, worth more

gold
I and a golden

ratio witb their social con-
dition, education in art, or
opportunities of attaining to
excellence, by contact with
more accomplished nations.
Wo not unfrequently dis-

cover a purity of taste
and an elaborate style of
skilled workmanship exist.

•
_

- a OUU. lJt3a.Ul/UlU
anything m tho Enhibition, whilst the colours

of the clay and those applied to it are refined
and chaste. The glaze is hard and brilliant,md can hardly be removed even by violence,
vye compared this rough cheap pottery with
similar productions of other countries, and
conld find nothing which approached it in

e eauty of its form or tho esquisiteness
01 Its colour. Doulton & Co., of Lambeth
deserve great praise for an effort to improve this
stone ware, and eihibit some jugs, marked with
such names as Cambridge, Pompeii, Doric Salis-buy, Herculaneum, which are really oicellentm lorm and of a more refined colour than the
sickly yellows and reds we are accustomed to
see. But these, which are the only examples otcommon oarthenwaro coniparablo with tho
Russian, fall entirely beneath them in both
colour and form. It seems hardly possible
to believe that the glass and plate and furniture
and a chimney-piece in marble, exhibited in the
Russian Court, can bo the works of the same
nation whose common pottery stands so high.We sincerely hope that some of the almost
general anuounoements of “Vendn" on this

less wealth of art than of metal, may be worth behalf of euZ".rZl r"" ™
nnlty wrino* .-i _.;ii i- . . -

.

f
‘

South Ivensiugfcou authorities;

— —wuci., uAciji UB woren
only what it will fetch for tho melting-pot.
Beautiful stone and choice wood may be so
wrought as to have even their original value de-
stroyed, by either ignorance of art, or a too
scrupulous attention to the vagaries of a whim-
sical and fleeting fashion, whilst upon the rudest
materials the cunning craftsman may so work

... -
I

‘'lb touch of the alchemist

hab-t,™°"“b
E'-bbbb'it material into tho It;

hose edn r
“lo barbarous, and precious possession.

Ro ia an iXtta th”\''lteTZ“ Uo
““

'‘b"b'“Pbd

rdent’‘oT?
‘““’..‘g'’ ratter'™ eTalt-’TsT^a^tfor?

Y iuran oTrr ^rs^m^r ’

bet'
of ctntartTtldttt’'^™’

I *f t°
° S™htest success in design . lightened public action in the en^’

‘mporial maunfaoturo of Sevres holds its

-"‘“V only served the arts. To the wrote hntan Zberr h

™ some
or faculty of appreciating ornament hut totlti!

olaborately - painted china,
its natural vated nations only annertaina M *

ui i

' the majority of its once unrivalled
l-jowers have been test, as its acquired iug from systettrttat'tofte “

;

" b>°-ly competed with by the

feotio;. Mr' onr own country the iutroduotZ ^f
“-i Private

for it is now impossible to se"cur0 examptarf
the ware, so great has been tho appreciation of
1 s excollenoe. In the more expensive kinds of
pottery, china, and porcelain, the Enssians
have a meagre display, though some elaborate
and no doubt costly sets of tea services in
cabinet oases have high qualities of manufacture.
But in design, whether in plate or furniture, or
glass or fabrics, the prevailing feeling in the
Russian display is that where the productions of
other nations have not been copied, the cma-

-..uv, ii,H uuquireu
iwledge of other subjects advanced towards
: eotion. These remarks apply only to those
t longingm and strivings after tho orna-
atal, which are common to the human
h and necessarily are therefore inapplicable
Rose highest developments of this common
.oty, which are dependent upon a lone,
smned progress in art-culturo and study,
oug a rude people wo seldom find any ont-
» of the first principles of ornamentation, so
as their efforts are confined to decorating

r weapons or implements, such as tho handle
I
spear or the paddle of a canoe; and as Bel.
hnd anything which is not an ontVage when

r art.Iove tempts them beyond this simple
mse of their natural taste. We question
ohor an accurately-proportioned imitation of
ihuman figure has ever been discovered
h was produced by a people who had notmade great progress in the sister arts, or
idid not possess a literature and a history.
- this, then, it is but a rational dednotion
idesign and ornament up to a certain point
unman requirements, beyond that point aro
coompbshments and luxuries of a couven-
' civilization.

ronsideration of these principles will lead
iseo the very great importance of the con.
1 of the arts of design, 'both to the happi.
land the prosperity of a nation;—to its
ness, because bad art like bad food or
t habits, or corrupt and wicked govern-
k helps to destroy a nation's character,
lilts pure sources of enjoyment, and retards
l-elopment

; to its prosperity, because the
10 of skill in tho arts of a people closes

,

design. In onr own oountrv th„ 7 7 .
Manufactory and our own private

more highly skilled labour than‘^”0^008^ dl“gnMh ^ The system of
been employed in a mannfaotme has incro. f

gu, which appears to be inevitable in all tho
immediately and beyond all oM ^ con-
dent the i,— “”•'<=“'=“‘0- or preoe. trary to all true principles of decoration, and the

Lavi IX t-I r..1 A_ . X -.
*

dent the money value of tho objects produced,
bneh was the case with tho pottery of Wedu
wood when the skill of Elaxman was employed.
The demand for tho elaborate and costly race
cups, shields as testimonials, and other large
works m tho precious motals, has really been
created through the employment by firms such
as Hunt i Eoskell, Hancock i Oo.. and Garrard
Ik Oo., of tho highest artistic labour that was
obtainable; and such labour only has been pro.
curable since we have recognised nationally the
sonroe of wealth we had entirely ignored by
ieaying art education unproyided for until com-
paratively recent times.

It IB somewhat carious when examining the
application of design in various branches of in

' —o“ .iniwuo uiauBues ot jn-
dustrial manufacture, to observo how perfect
may be the taste displayed in the exhibited works
of a nation in some special subject, whilst other
branches of iudnstrial art by the same people
may be characterised by either an absence of
taste or design upon utterly false principles
This is the case with some of the exhibited works
of Russia, and is nowhere more evident than in
a comparison of her common earthenware pot.
tery with her silver plate. In the Kussiau
Court one large stand or table is almost entirely
devoted to the display of rough pottery iu
earthenware, such as jugs, basins, mngs, ewers
of various sorts, all having the prices marked
varying from a few kopecks to many, or in
Buglish money from a few pence to a few shil.

r iiLiuuj anci tno
beautiful materials used soem to be treated for
the solo purpose of obtainieg costly productions.
Eor this reason both the forms and tho orna-
mental treatments are apparently at a standstill

;

and all the variety obtained is that which ia
arrived at by putting two diflerent flowers on
two similnr plates, or varying the landscapes or
hgnrcs with which the surfaces of the objects
are too generously covered. Though there are
unquestionably many good examples of design
in some of the more modest works exhibited In
the Sevres display, we prefer some of the plain
white porcelain on tho side.tables of the
Sevres and Gobelin court to the elaborate worksm the centre. The forms and manufacture of
this colourless Sevres porcelain are very ex-
quisite, and deserve the attention of the student
of form. Tho same remark holds good of the
white porcelain in the Erenoh court, ex-
hibited by Gibus & Co., of Limoges, and
by lions. Burgnin, of Coulenvre. Whero
the efiort is not to produce mere costliness, there
has been more scope for design iu form, and the
result IS that there is really nothing so purely
chaste and so serviceably lovely in tho more ex-
pensive productions of tho i'reuch manufac-
tories referred to, as in these modest and cheap
objects. We do not hesitate to say that in these,
as in the stoneware of Wedgwood and Doulton
the rudo earthenware of Russia and coarse pot-
tery ot Denmark, there is more of the true
spirit and actual fulfilment of good design, than
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Tn tie more expensive and elaborate prodnctions

f f tie great porcelain factories of whabever

Country. It is a comparatively easy matter to

design a form sufficiently good to make the

background of a picture, or to exhibit tbe^ pret-

tinesses of floral decoration exactly iinita,ted

from nature; and given the power of painting,

ic is no difficult task to distribute rustic scenes

or pretty faces, or pleasing natural objects, over

a teacup or a dessert-plate, so that the result

shall appear elaborate, and its effect luxurious

and costly. But let an artist sit down to design a

teacup, which shall be colourless and have no de-

coration or ornament whatever, or an earthenware

jng, with the limitation of two or three colours,

and no ornament, and he will find that all his

knowledge and all his taste are required. For this

reason we give some credit to the works in

which design has stood upon its own merits, and

owed nothing to the help of adventitious arts it

would be better without.

It may be taken for granted that whenever

designers so far forget their occupation as to re-

produce objects or scenes from nature, however

badly or beautifully executed, to ornament ob-

jecta of common use which are given to them

to decorate, it is a plain indication of the

fact that to them it is easier to imitate than it is

to design. And when this stage in any indus-

trial process has been arrived at, and people are

contented with it, we may expect no further

development of design, but rather what we now

see in the most costly porcelain, manipulative

skill applied monotonously, and variety only in

degrees of erroneous design.

It is pleasing to turn from porcelain and

pottery to a branch of industrial art in which

design is of greater consequence to the value of

the manufactured article, and in which it is in a

more satisfactory condition, viz., wall decoration.

The improvement in the character of the design

for both common and expensive wall-papers is

one of the most pleasing features of the Exhibi-

tion, and none the less so because our own manu-

facturers occupy a prominent place in this

advancement. At the time of the first Inter-

national Exhibition there was no branch of

furniture in which so utterly bad taste prevailed

as in paperhangings, and even costliness in their

price only gave us radically false principles of

design in a little better style of manufacture.

Since 1851, a good deal of attention has been

paid by the manufacturers in selecting designs

in better taste, appropriate to the decoration of

wall surface, treating it as a background for the

better display of works of art or the furniture of

the room. Mr. Owen Jones has done good

service in this direction ; the excellent papers

designed by him in that tempered Moorish style

he has made bis own, having been the pioneers

to a purer style in wall decoration. The English

exhibitors, Messrs. H. W. WooUams & Co.,

J. Woollams & Co., Messrs. Scott, Cutbbertson,

& Co., of Loudon ;
and Messrs. Potter, of Over

Earwen
;
and Cooke, of Leeds

;
all show speci-

mens of wall-papers in the best taste, and re-

markable for the excellence of their design in

both form and colour. Perhaps the most satis-

factory in the refinement and beauty of colour

are those of H. W. Woollams & Co.
;
the raised

patterns of Scott, Cutbbertson, & Co. being also

superb examples of manufacture. In all the

examples displayed by the firms referred to we

miss the atrocious natural imitations of fruit,

flowers, and landscapes, once so popular among

all classes, and in place of them, a sober, con-

ventional treatment of foliage, exhibiting consi-

derable skill in design and arrangement, the

colours used being the warm and cool neutral

tints which are well adapted for backgrounds in

rooms of every description. The English makers

are fairly entitled to stand at the head of exhibi-

tors in this class, for though the French distin-

guish themselves as much as ever in the high

qualities of their manufacture, there is less of

sound taste observable in their productions than

in the English. In Belgian paperhangings may

be observed better colouring than form or com-

position, the designs being too frequently in that

highly relieved style which was once common
with ns, bot which has recently given place to a

quieter and better system of flat treatment.

It will be observed generally that in those

classes of manufactures which include such

articles as paperhangings, carpets, tapestry,

furniture, all intended to be snbordinate fea-

tures of house furniture and decoration, much
better taste prevails than has been observable

in former exhibitions. A certain amount of

embodiment of the national characteristics may
be expected in articles of so general use in all

European countries, as paperhangings and car-

pets, and this can be easily detected in them.

Thus the French papers are generally of a lighter

colour, of more fantastic design, and richer and

more ambitions in composition than the English;

and in the latter we see very sober colour gene-

rally, comparatively little gold introduced, but

dark reds, maroons, buffs, and drabs, the de-

signs being severe and very usually geometric

in character, and never erring on the side of a

redundancy of imagination. The carpets of the

two countries cannot so well be compared, the

French manufacturers adhering to their very

national taste in them, whilst they certainly

produce some remarkably handsome works. Oar

own carpets show a tendency still farther

toward the Eastern sombre colours and simple

design, so characteristic now as ever of the

Oriental carpets. A carpet is of the highest

character ornamentally, remembering its posi-

tion and functions, when it has the least pos-

sible character as to form. Its task is to be

unobtrusive and harmonising, improving the

effect of the furniture, but attracting no special

attention to itself. Any design for a carpet suf-

ficiently large that characteristic portions of it

may be hidden by tables or chairs, or couches

;

or of snch high merit as a composition that we

feel sorry to tread it under loot or spoil its

graceful lines, is in radically bad taste. A
thing that is made to be seen on account of its

beantifnl design, ought not to be concealed by

its use; and that which is made for a purpose

by which a greater portion of it will be hidden,

ought not to be so designed that we want to see

more of it than is exposed to the eye. In other

words, subordinate features such as carpets and

paperhangings must either be negative in colour

and unobtrusive in design, which is their true

character, or they become impertinences.

It is very gratifying that in some of the most

entirely decorative portions of house furniture

such good taste should prevail
;
and pleasing,

also, that this improvement is not confined to

wall-papers and carpets. In the various articles

comprised under the names of cabinet-making,

upholstery, and furniture generally, there is

observable in the French, English, and German

works, a more refined style of design, and a

much higher class of art-workmanship in detail,

than has been hitherto seen in previous Exhi-

bitions. In such objects as cabinets, bookcases,

&c., the most original feature in the French a.nd

English work is the very general introduction

of medallions in terra-cotta, porcelain, and

bronze, and of coloured details of ornament,

when the object is otherwise in one kind of

wood, and not ornamented by inlays of wood of

a different colour. There is also apparently a

greater variety of woods, in their natural colour,

and of stained wood used in the manufacture of

the highest class of works, now than formerly

;

and the introduction in some of the larger and

heavier articles of the pale-^een and ash-grey

woods and stains, give a lightness and grace

which is quite novel.

In English furniture, the Messrs. Trollope

exhibit works which are remarkable for an

absence of this new system of inlays, hardly

any being used in their cabinet-work ;
bnt in

other respects, the design and carving, though

the latter is rather heavy, are highly com-

mendable. The Messrs. Hunter, of London, use

in their wardrobe and toilet-table a profusion

of Wedgewood medallions, white on coloured

grounds, which have a refined and pleasing effect.

The same use of medallion inlays, sage-green

colour, also is to be seen in the very chaste

sandal -wood bookcase exhibited by Messrs.

Wright & Mansfield, of Loudon; whilst Jackson

& Graham include, in rather an extensive display,

some of the choicest ebony furniture, inlaid with

ivory, in the whole exhibition, as already men-

tioned by us. The oak cupboard and side table

of Messrs. Holland & Sons, in the substantial

old English style, are also rare examples of the

use of inlays, of various materials. In all these

works of English exhibitors there is an absence

ot extravagance, and a sound and conscientious

style of design and workmanship, both in the

construction of the objects and in their decora-

tion by carving and inlays, which is very praise-

worth. The workmanship in them is unsurpassed,

and the designs in their general composition, use

of enrichments, and architectonic spirit, together

with their adaptation to purpose, are a great

stride upon anything yet exhibited by this

country. It seems to us a matter of regret that

almost all the most elaborate objects, both in

dark a wood as ebony.' There is, of course,

answer that fine work must be in hard wood in

order that a good surface may be obtained to

take the finish, and an absence of grain allows of

the cutting of delicate parts. But these qualities

are obtainable in lighter hard woods, such aa box-

wood, and the carved enrichments show infinitely

better in them than in ebony. Though the French

exhibit a fine collection of furniture, and are as

fond of ebony aa a material, they manage to re-

lieve it from the sombreness of effect caused by

the darkness of the wood, by a variety of methods.

Thus it is not uncommon to see an ebony cabinet,
|

the edges and projections of which are protected i

by brass, the hollow mouldings enriched by

electrotype friezes, in copper or silver, a fretwork

of ivory inlay developing the principal lines of !

the design, and, at intervals, coloured enamels

introduced in the panels. In some oases only

one or more of these materials are used
;
but

hardly any of the moat elaborate works are

without either bronze enrichments or enamelled

medallions. The walnut-wood cabinet of Four-

dinois is among the most tasteful of the French

works, and is an instance of the use of stones of

various colour as inlays. The design and carving

of this cabinet maintain the high reputation ob-

tained by the artist so long ago as our own

Exhibition of 1851. In this, as in the best ^rks
exhibited by France, there is less disposition to

over-relieve the ornament, but rather to let parts

of the construction serve the purpose of breaking

up the masses in the composition, leaving the

sunken portions to be ornamented^ by carving.

In the ebony bookcase of Guerot Fr^es there is,

perhaps, some of the best work, as far as techni-

cal manipulation goes, that can bo seen in the

French department, but there is a profusion ca

carving, which destroys the otherwise good

design. Better in every way is the thermo-

meter case in pear tree, by the same firm,

the carving of it being minute and wonder-

ful, and the composition effective. Of the re-

mainder of the French display, the following are

worthy of examination No 49, Ebony cabinet,

inlaid with enamel, by Sormani; No. 50, Book-

case, in different clonred woods, and inlaid with

the same, by Gerson & Weber; abed, by Boll,

of Paris, No. 30, valued at 1,0001. ;
the bedroom

furniture of Clere & Drapier, in pale green

wood, as well as their ebony cabinet ;
and, lastly,

though by no means leastly, the “Menbles de

luxe ” of Diehl. In the works of the last exhi-

bitor, there is an extensive use of bronze and

silvered bronze, together with wood inlays,

tastefolly introduced, and having a superb

We would especially direct the attention of art-

workmen to the cabinet to contain coins exhi-

bited by this maker. It is in cedar wood, the

drawers being in walnut, and the^ mouldings,

which are not elaborately carved, being enriched

by bronzes or electrotypes. For this cabmet

the maker asks the trifling sum of 2,2001.

In these articles of luxury, we do not see the

great superiority in design or workmanship of

the French so much as in 1851 or 1862. Our

own makers have steadily progressed, and now

compare well with the exhibitors of any country.

There is certainly even yet to be seen the im-

perfect struggling after a high standard ot

drawing in onr carved work, and this will be so

until oor workmen can draw as freely as Frencli

workmen.
The furniture exhibited by the Italians

characterised by very great profusenesa of cas-

ing, which is on the whole well executed; but

the designs are heavy and tasteless. The ornS'

ment is coarse and in high relief, made too ini'

portant in many cases, as in the picture anc

mirror frames in the Italian Court, where fron

its prominence in relief and the largeness of iti

members, the frames appear simply as a coll»

tion of ornamental details, and the constructioi

disappears under a crowd of carving. The eam(

undue importance of ornament is observable u

the Belgian furniture, though in a less de^
A nation producing the elaborate pulpits wbid

the Belgians seem so proud to exhibit, cai

hardly be expected to fail in the manipulation o

wood, and consequently we see a very nmstei^

treatment of the material in all the Belgia

works
;
but little can be said of the

_

skill shew

in the designs which this manipulative power l

exercised upon. It is refreshing to see even th

simple and comparatively rnde designs of tb

Danes, after the very elaborate compositions <

the Belgians, though the fornitnre of the forme

is inclined as far to the opposite extreme

meagreness of ornament as the latter is to pn

fusion. To the Belgians art seems a necesait;

recognised so long that the conntry is a musetm
A ........TT •nrnvllthe Enulieh and foreign furniture, should be in BO —o .
-

tne iDgiun ana loreigu
churches pioture-galleties, and every provu
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?
“ademy of art. in which from the

hi™ If
yoitlis Md art workmenhave stnd.ed and drank in art cnltnre just as wem England fall down and worship the goddessof money-making, Bnt to the rude and simpleWanes art is a Inanry, and in their fnrnitnre andother branches of industrial art ornament seems

to be regarded as a garnishing of the most sim.
.'“ogoisod as the requirements ofrehned people, bnt employed very sparingly Ifwe only had the Danish display of art in this

hihibition as data, and were required to judgeof the character of the nation exhibiting it ttodecision must inevitably be that the Danes werea primitive and severe people, regarding art as
' ““ ‘o'Jolgoooe and an indication of weakness.Tho visitor who is disposed to examine the

at amments m art of a people of long-continued
onlture. should by no means miss tho Prussian

i Crli’n^'
‘hat exhibited by KonigI, ofBerlin. Without being ambitious of the most

1 sensational effects, the* art shown ,°n his w^ks
menTatn

“ to?“omont and grace. In the orna-

S,“di>r ‘here seems to us toDL a delicacy of colour, neutral generally thone-h
: ™times laiiuohiog into more hrSt Ss"
iTs’h ^ u ‘’“mu

"“h ‘h® So™ aod Eng-.eh works. The art of design in form appeafs

Mce°ssorv t

thoroughly, and colour added L an

apology for Its absence or its rudeness.

worthv‘'of °°f‘
h>''®®'‘®® is also well

'j A. Tii^pe
and the coin cabinet of

more a^d “ becoming

SSyr a^’'^'’ required to

dr,rthat in
™ ““®®‘i“”- It seems

in tta roLd ®®d large works

eminmf “ilferatoiths stand pre-

ZrSU ’? “'’®““- ®®1 ®I1 works requiring

ieots thi r historicil sub-

apSnd‘t
®t:®®l; whilst, in the design

Se the p •'“a'd? 1

““'’' ‘‘““'t “® homestio

Lto of d«-
‘’”” “1' ““t® t“«t® and apt.uess of design than any other nation.
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TC A
KENsingpoN second L„ '‘PP® ‘’“‘i O”® of the maids of hononrnational portrait exhibition, toe°ZtMr^“pw

of George II., and sister to
1688-1800. aneeS M ; 1

®'“’ “ wit. A littleanecdote will illnstrate this. Dr Tohnonn’a t 7“The Science and Art Department of the Com-
Ghestoraeld, in the latter part of his life calledmittce of Connoil on Education ” has done good S®? “t®'. ^”“8 the sister of the greatwoik m oollecting for the use and serviel
Minister of that n""-- -

® ‘

Pv-rsoi-t.
• r® service of

FrJ a ” second special

wRh to
“ h’ortraits, commencingwith the reign of William and Mary, and ending

Ti f ,1
®“'' “t® ‘"'•“sth of the long

toS^^.°^
® gtandfather of Queen Victoria,"toough strange to say, the exhibition has beenmade to contain, pleasantly enough, counter-

felt presentments of men and women, intern to

omnl I' I"®””® sovereign. One ex-

Lawren"e
"'® St® I'iomns

sLTSr “
?''‘'i f

>’°''““‘t ®f the Reform Bill

" Yic?oriI' R
®®®®®tly as 18d5, when

omesT^onrnrier ‘'’® *^®®“®

In all we have at South Kensington SCO nor-

int™t 't°";/““''®”®“'®
t° Nit-KaQ, and aU ofinterest to the many who carry information with

aw.
’

“I’l‘*to“''®
ptspsred to carry informationaway with them When (as at South Kensiug.

frtof 8̂ r ?r'’ “®f
”8 examples of the

rptv,
Thomas Lawrence, whom so many still

^rare w
“®'’ f«U°®®ble En^ssell-square, wo feel that we are with the dead, and

tho.r r°”“
“''® with pleasure),those whom we have seen as they moved in the

fn oiIh”^
®s they spoke, or attracted attention,

I

m public or in private life

®®‘'®®t‘°® .(»f which we are now speak,mg for the second time), it is delightful to find154 examples of the Great Master of Englishportraiture—Sir Joshua Reynolds; forty-eiehbexamples of his Rival and Friend, Thomas^Gainsborough; followed historically and ably bygecimens of Hnppner, Owen, Raeburn, Phillips^

grandson in"
of Sir Joshua’s

Lawrence.
PreBidentsbip,-Sir Thomas

A committee, however active and well-in

lE 1-

1

t® ®®®®-ter

. .V* Ltoxo— — “-‘‘t' name, and complained vervmnoh of bis bad health, and his incapacity rf™ .^8 mind. “ I fear,” said he, “that I

point of vrew boVh °as to hf ™r Sub ‘® ®®oo'toter a
ndnstrial procoeses ami 't

“PP'!®®'!?^ “ q®®’’*!'!' wb®™ aud when to draw a margin or
countries, wo TudgrfrZ .h

®®”.‘‘‘t'”“ “ «I1 r”®’ when to begin or where to leave off. ‘rhns
Application upon all Ticefe

of its "®
f

"’'o Hot displeased in flnding-/t.,

roccMes t*'®,
1“"““® mannfactnring aA”! forty-nine from the easel of sFr (fedf

’

“sifETUhvo ;>
•* in P^P^i'hanging, IS Sir Peter Lely renresented ? Th .

'

i’ the different
°®P»-bilities North, the charming familnt process in the manufacture of I

pher. Lent bv Mr T T PiK ri

?nTa?d'r “ style otornfpS. Sir Isaac Iwton ' w en vonnT' I i b
S.‘‘pl':r„r“iZf‘3l°!,°383“P‘®‘>.t® ApictureCftileWwm"uck.prin.ing. Some- impr'oTem^nr'r'als"

itfe^^’’ ‘’hto-*®
P™'I”®‘>ons of tho principal

t and G
‘'’® “““®® ®f P”"ty ofle and the application of original ideas ofd variations m, the use of any historical style

‘tern if • f
® “‘'°P‘"‘' ™®®® l8 toorc ofItem, of consistency, and of developed thought

am growing an old, woman.” “ I am glad of itmy lord, replied the Isdy; “ I was afraid thatyou were growing an oU man, which, you kmow
18 a much worse thing.”

*

Wo resume our Kneller numbers.
15. Lady Middleton. A Hampton Court

1,„„
/®°™ Hampton Court. We could

I^dt
“’8 Committee bad chosenLady Ranelagh instead, for the sake of Fielding

“ Tom 10068“”'*-’’^'’*’““ Western. See Fieldio/^e

ffrot, t'””?®®.; o i^'fbWshop of Canterbury
(from Lambeth Palace). We may add to whaithe catalogue says that Tillotson was the /nt•Lnglish prelate who wore a wig.

of lie
‘’“®^®88 Of Ormond. (Lent by the Dukeof Beaufort.) She was a Somerset, and the

cataloguers might have added with advantage,
the wife of the second and last Duke, anddaughter-m-law to the gallant Ossory, known to
all who read Dryden.

(^e°‘'byLord Sherborne.)
Signed and dated at back ” 1G97.” We wereglad to become acquainted with this littleknown picture, though the features of Locke are
well-known.

rr3'-
PH‘1®®®*. Dean of Norwich ; died 1724

This IS doubtful,
33. Sir Isaac Newton. (Lent by the Earl of

Ml No^ s'^

Dated 1689. Compare the Thorn.

bv to.
Bishop of Salisbury. Lentby the Earl of Hardwicke. Genuine

40 John Locke. Lent by Christ ChurchOxfo^
; the College from which he wasexpelled—properly and improperly.

42. Elizabeth Percy, Duchess of Somerset.
5w. Charles Montagu, Earl of Halifax. Agreat man who, by preferring Addison to Pope

will Jive m immortal English verse.

fdi’aii?!’?
B*;®ffleld, Duke of 'Buokiugham

(died li31). Should be Buckinghamshire. Tho
cataloguer tells us that tho dnko is “holding a

som”;
““y ““‘I. f“® the information ofsome at Bnckingham Palace,” or “ Our Palace

at Pimlico, that onr poet-duke holds two ground-

b
House,” one room in-

fe.trbed .a5.“
‘^8 “‘^8r (a haU f)

Eario/°Stoir®“‘^"“'’'”'
‘‘t

58. Secretary Sir Joseph Williamson
GO. William HI. (small full-length),
61 and 67. Thomas Betterton, (61) the actorby Pope, the first after Kneller; and 67, the

original. No. 67. at Knowle. in Kent (theCountess Delawarr s
;
and No. 61, at Caen Wood,Middlesex (the Earl of Man8fi^.?f^’o^

*

49 A« ^ u^'r,
^ picture too little known,

by art«--—8ofSunder.aud.Leut

7d. Henry Sidney. The handsome Sidnev of
“'^'B®"®* (the Earl of Mansfield’s).

We^cnid^l"
'*8"? ‘’‘“H Spencer, .

/“pe.-more than “ possessed ” with a thirst
" wished to have seen Lely’s

bnowledge,—was by his molher’s side nearlyCowley, the poet, and Lely’s “ Wycherley ” ,' “‘='‘.‘0 Samuel Cooper, the celebrated minia^

is it X? o,
’ X 1*0“ Broyton Manor. hL K,''!ir“‘8u

^8 bimself studied a little under

Ro^erf'p 1

Baronet of Tamworth, Sir
^“'B®®. “tHi was a collector of pictures. Would

to Ifento ;'8“°f'®8b? He did not even send
*“’8 "““® 8®“®® that made him a groatXet

and^Wh?!^.' rr-
’^®8,tb8 Pict®res at Drayton “p8 ““‘i® b‘“ a Stoat painter ?

^oe

andWhHeb.il.
y „f®'®7

.G'bbe® reminds and informs hiaApology ’ readers (present and to come) thatthere 18 a mezzo-linto of Betterton after Kneller

o .wixxo, it IB tnat tHey shall be as

X'W ? .‘^8sis® can make them, beautiful
iossible, hut costly beyond all precedent.

nv of toe ‘‘T°i‘“‘’li8
®Ei'3®®®®<i in too

mne
^ ®*Bihtted articles of all the great

makrth”
8”8’ “ ‘®®‘ ‘S®!®®

b to^^
®8 “8 expensive as possible, even,3gh the beaoty of the things tbemBelves benaced by this excess of ornament. The onlyS lXX“‘;?T_e,;8 the ctolesiastica^

Ihigheto"" '’r®^“‘“'t8®blyimpressed'upon ‘® MauchesLr Ire the oLZsTbIT"
borate as Te

’ “‘‘“B be as “"-t Whitehall iminot-nlle .3
®‘”t®8 ‘

iuorate as design can make them ivoowtir..! From .mr Pn.fxA.. t „i_ . . _

. . — . t tot /rn/C CtUtt?

From Sir Peter Lely it is a natural descent in

KnelleT Wb .8b'’®™i<ii®®By) to Sir Godfrey

Md bi^' ZJ"
I ®®*"*®®t the Earl of Derby^and his Committee of Advice,” done for n,

pXraitnre” ®i”®t‘®”
” B°Slish Historical

fer but there
“ ““’ ““B “t® “'®“bfullor, but there are omissions and overaieht.

possibly to be corrected and supplied hcreaffer.
’

Students (more than that) of what MrrJvsri I

— 18 tne ecciesiaatical otuaents" (more than i, i. xV

vhfeh r''“b°“
’j" ‘B® Heglieb department MnrrnycaIls’’StMent’sXme,’’id“Stod J

Sir Godfrey Kneller’s Portn-aits at South
Kensimjton.

iral condition of design. There t,“otevt'
e Exhibition a snfficiontly prominent indiln of improvement generally, in design to

• ns very hopeful for the future; aMwotmse a more decided progress in design inBve years between this and the last Inter-
lual Eihibitien, than even in the intervaloen I80I and 1862.

1. Godart DeR. Kiukell, first Earl of Athlone
6. Crewe, Bishop of Durham. He was Knel-

GLder‘'*‘^°°H
’^8“°"' P8®“bio®er in Oovent

.(88, tbe ParishRegisters of Covent G^den testify) with
John Jennings, of

born“Temyeneses’’depcsiterafhirJton™'iXXci;iXi?^^^^^^^

extremely like him.” (Cibber’s"“Ap'oToXV
p. 98, 2ud ed. 8vo. 1740.)

^

65. John Dryden, lent by Mr. C. B. Dryden.
*** This we more than doubt; and wehave paid great attention to the received

portraits of the great poet.
69. The father of Pope’s Lord Marchmont.
/6. Secretary Sir William Trumbull, one oftoe principal secretaries of state to KingWilliam HI. Popes fine epitaph in verse ofTrumbull recurs to us.

to willX m""
®®“‘'’''8B. Sectotary of State

78. Sarah Jennings, Duchess of Marlborongh,
S®®at duke. Lent by the Duke

of Marlborough. The cataloguer calls her
barah of Sandridge, co. Hereford.” For
Hereford read Hertford. The great Duke wag
created Baron Sandridge. Oh, the time andmoney we have spent in Hertfordshire, and elae^
where, in seeking to find when and w here Sarah
Jennings, daughter of Sir John Jennings, ofHolywell, in St. Alban's, was marrlu/i r’..i i
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life of the great Duke of Marlborough Httle or

nothing (sad to think) is known.

82. 8arah, Duchess of Marlborough and Lady

Fitzhardinge. Lent by the Duke of Marlborough.

Signed “ G. Kneller, fe. 1691.”

85. Queen Anne’s son, the youthful Duke of

Gloucester. Lent by Mr. J. Fairfax Chinnery.

87. John, Duke of Marlborough, and General

John Armstrong. Lent by the Duke of Marl-

borough.

88. Prince Eugene, of Savoy. Lent by the

Duke of Marlborough.

89. Sarah Jennings, Duchess of Marlborough.

90. The same, ” supporting her long hair with

right hand.” Why did not the cataloguer tell

the ladies, at least, the cbarmiog story of the

Duchess cutting off her hair to vex her husband ?

91. Ladies Henrietta and Anne Churchill.

Here an extract from Colley Cibber’s Apology

would come in to good purpose.

96. John, fourth Baron and first Earl,

Ponlett, K.G. Lent by Mr. Baldwin J. P.

Bastard.

98. Lord Treasurer Oxford. Lent by the

trustees of the British Museum. A more inter-

esting portrait, holding the Succession Bill, is

at Welbeck—the Duke of Portland’s.

99. Sir William Wyndhara—the Wyndham of

Bolingbroke and Pope. Hero the cataloguer

rightly favours us with a quotation from Pope.

100. Pope’s Lord Peterborough—looking from

his left heroically. Lent by Mr. W. B. Stopford,

and very fine. There is a finer portrait of this

heroic and romantic nobleman at Burghley

House, the Marquis of Exeter’s.

101. Lord High Tressurer Godolpbin, with his

staff. Lent by Earl of St. German’s. Wo have

seen finer heads of the Lord Treasurer than this

example.
104. “Granville the Polite,” of Pope. Lent

by E. V. Kenealy, LL.D.
108. James, first Earl Stanhope. Agifttothe

National Portrait Gallery from Earl Stanhope,

President of the Society of Antiquaries, and

a noble contributor to modern English history

and biography.

111. Sir Richard Steele,—the famous Kit-Eat

Jacob Tonson Picture.

112. Sir John Vanbrugh, auother of the same

far-famed set.

114. Addison’s Countess of Warwick. Lent

by the Earl of Bradford.

115. Addison,— the famous Kit-Kat Jacob

Tonson picture.

116. Congreve. The same remark.

117. X>iar,>ovd Pitt, grandfather of the first

Earl of Chatham.
118. The first Marquis of Wharton, a famous

Kit-Kat Jacob Tonson picture.

119. Charles Dartiqueneuve,—commemorated

by Pope. A Kit-Kat Club picture.

120. Sir Godfrey Kneller himself. The cata-

loguer tells us that Sir Godfrey was "buried at

Wbitton, near Hampton Court.” The parish

register at Twickenham records that he was

buried at Twickenham,” November 7tb, 1723.

There is no church at Whitton.

122. Sir Spencer Compton, Earl of Wilmington,

a Kit Kat Club picture. The visitor may like

to be reminded that Thomson dedicated his

poem of " Spring” (one of "The beasons ) to

Speaker Compton.
123. Charles Lord Moliun, killed 1712, in the

famous duel with "Duke Hamilton.” The

catalogue informs us that Lord Mohtm was

buried in Westminster Abbey. In what way

this is to be reconciled with the Uirial register

of Totteridge, in Hertfordshire, we arc not

able to say. The register of Totteridge records

his burial there. (See Lysons’s " Environs

under “ Totteridge," vol.iv., p. 46. 4to. 1796.)

And tbits ends the catalogue of the Knellers in

this most interesting and instructive exhibition.

We shall probably have something to say on the

" 154” Sir Joshua’s ; for this South Kensington

STONE CUTTING AND FACING
MACHINERY.

An interesting paper on new’ machinery for

catting, tunnelling, quarrying, and facing slate,

stone, and marbles, was recently read by Mr. W.
Fothergill Cooke, at the Society of Arts.

This machinery, said Mr. Cooke, depends

chiefly for its efficacy on the peculiar forma

of the cutting tools or moveable teeth
j
firstly,

in the application of them as attached to

holders or sockets fixed in the edges of

the blade, instead of the blade itself form-

ing the cutting edge
;

and, secondly, as ap-

plied to the circumference of cylinders for

surfacing. The tools, or cutting-teeth, are,

in consequence of their being movable in the

sockets, easily replaced as required without

any reduction of the diameter of the blade,

which so soon renders the circular saw, when

applied to the cutting of stone or slate, useless.

These moveable tools or teeth are capable of

application to machinery for a variety of pur-

poses J
firstly, to the sawing of blocks and slabs

of rock of considerable thickness, for building or

other purposes ;
secondly, for facing the surface

of squared-up stones in an ornamental manner
;

thirdly, for tunnelling, for undercutting stone,

slate, or coal in situ, where the rock lies more or

less on the incline, and also for the vertical

cutting of the living rock almost as readily as a

baycutter cuts hay out of a stack. These

movable tools, held in movable sockets, are, as I

have said, the distinctive features of this ma-

chinery, and they are exclusively the invention

of Mr. George Hunter (now of Maentwrog, North

Wales). "Hunter’s saws,” with the improvements

which have rendered them so effective for many

purposes, are becomingwell-known in the United

Kingdom
;
and as it is known to many now

present that my own name is united wish Mr.

Hunter’s in several recent patents, I will observe

that my share has chiefly consisted in extending

'the application of the movable tools and tool-

' holders (the real essence of his invention) to

fresh and wider fields of usefulness, whilst the

onus of adapting the machinery to each novel

application, and in so doing producing an entirely

new result, has fallen upi.n the inventive genius

and mechanical skill of Mr. George Hunter.

The movable cutting tool, now most in use, is

a bolt made of the best rod steel : the head is

forged into a cupped or trumpet form—turned,

and then hardened. When in use it is simply

slipped into its socket, which is also made of

steel, and wedged tight by a piece of paper or a

thin shaving of wood. When the edge is dulled

loose or displaced. Either of these forms of

tools may frequently be used for the same object,

but each has its specific application as well.
_

Another form of tool, equally simple in its

character with the last, but peculiar in its adap-

tation to a distinct purpose, is formed out of a

symmetrical, acute-angled trapezium, cut from a

riband of steel, two or three sixteenths of an

inch thick, according to the roughness of the

work it has to do. To convert these slips of

steel into the required form of tool, they are

bent sharply on their middle, so as to bring the

acute angles opposite to each other, but slightly

turned out at their cutting angles.

These tools are cut from the ribands of^ steel

without any waste, and if nob left sufficiently

sharp by the shears, a number of the flat slips

are screwed up together in the vice, and

sharpened by the file
;
they are then bent and

hardened, and are fib for use.

The socket for this form of tool is extremely

eimple; it is merely a hole into which the tool

slips, and in which’ it is held by the spring of its

own arms. The chief use of this tool will be the

roughing down grindstones, and scarifying the

rough surface of slate and stones, preparatory to

the facing tool
;
and it is, perhaps, the best form

of tool for under-cutting coal.

In addition to those already described, there

are flat, concave, and other formed tools, all

adapted to the holders, for giving ornamental

and apparently hand-tooled surfaces to ashlars,

quoins, sills, <Src.

For cutting window-sills, door-posts, steps,

coping-stones, and a host of other building

materials, out of rough blocks of slate which

were formerly necessarily thrown away as useless,

because there was no means of working them

we employ now in Hunter’s saw three or four

blades of 4 ft. diameter, all cutting at the same

time upon the same axle. These blocks, Ire-

quently 12 to 16 in. thick, and weighing several

tons, are simultaneously reduced to five thick

slices, and immediately split up iuto the required

thicknesses for planing, or tooling, as most

suitable. An immense amount of paying work

is thus turned out of rock formerly all thrown

away, and still accumulating by thousands of

tons yearly on some of the giant and wasteful

rubbish-heaps of the Welsh slate-quarries.

Under a recent improvement, we use a suc-

cession of tables always advancing, on which the

blocks are prepared before the saw is ready for

them, which saves the time of running back the

table, unloading, and preparing another block.

The next application of the movable cutting

tools differs but little in principle from the last,

. .. T I* . f XY'n.. t 1 l-a U Vithin Bbatine of wood. When the edge is anued tools diners urn, mue m tir.oe.ine ...... —
or chipped the tool is tnrned in its socket so as

i

bnt is prodnetwe ot very different resnlts. the

to offer a fresh cutting margin ; and, as it wears 1 axle of the cutters is above the table, b

away chieffy on the advancing side, the tool will capable of being raised or lowered, “ ' ™
venially offer three, sometimes four, fresh sue- i

ontting tools are m the ordinary engineer B

faces before it is worn out. These tools, accord. piano. Instead of two or moro blades fixed on

ing to the circumference of the saw blade, are their sliding collars, oorrying an^ ai-ray ot

frhm <1 in. to 8 in. long, and the cutting head itself
j

ontting tools on thoir peripheries, as in the saw.

from half an inch to one and a quarter inch wide, the axle itself, or a removable cylinder “'Pr™

The length of the bolt allows of the tool being
!
on, or bolted in halves to the axle, receives the

softened, again set np, tnrned, and hardened, 1 tools.

until it is too short for further use.

The stems of the sockets are of the same

thickness as the blades that receive them, and

are slipped iuto grooved openings in the margin

of the blades, to which they are fitted with

accuracy by machinery. As the blades revolve

gatberiLg is not for a season in memory and

interest, but "for all time.”

The object of the machine now under con-

sideration is to give a finished surface to build-

ing or other store of a more or less ornamental

character; and breadth, not depth, has to be

cut. The tools are fixed in holders, placed

spirally round the axle or cylinder, so that a

] v^Tineaiira ina.TT nnon theaccuracy by machinery. As the blades revolve i spiralJy rouna tne axie or

slowly, the tools are usually replaced, or merely
j

divided and regular pressure may come upon the

- L in fVio^r enr-Vpta whfln DGcessarv. face of the stone at intervals of two or three

Discovery of a Silk Plant.—The Depart-

ment of State at Washington has received

information from the United States consul at

Lambayeque, Peru, that an important discovery

had recently been made in Pern of the silk

plant. Preparations were being made to culti-

vate it upon an extensive scale. The shrub is

3 ft. or -1 ft. in height. The silk is inclosed in a

pod, of which each plant gives a great number,

and is declared to be superior in fineness and

quality to the production of the silkworm.

SlOWJy, tne lULiia aie w- ...w.-.j

turned round in their sockets when necessary,

without stopping the machine, and should thus

bo kept always in good cutting order. The

cupping, shaping, and tempering of these tools

require modification in each case, to adapt them

to the texture of different kinds of stone. Lime-

stone and sandstone, for example, cut away in

large chips, whilst slate has to be scraped away,

and the tool must be made to suit each case.

The next tool to which I will direct your

attention is formed by the double action of a

punch. The first action cuts ont a round disc

from a plate of steel, like the punebing of a

boiler plate
5
the second action converts the disc

into a tool precisely similar to the head of the

bolt-like tool just described, only ready cupped

and sharpened, with a boss behind, to fit into a

corresponding groove in the back of its holder,

and with a hollow in front for a nipping bolt, or

pinching screw, to grip it. These discs, so

punched into the exact form required, only need

tempering to be at once fit for use. The bolder

of the disc-tool grasps it between (as it were) its

finger and thumb with perfect firmness, and as

the cutting rim projects only very slightly be-

yond the holder, it offers very little leverage

to the resistance of the stone, and never gets

UXvlUCU aUU 1 eg LA.Clk — —1

face of the stone at intervals of two or three

inches, always nearly uniform, but ever passing

spirally from right to left. In the opecimens of

ashler shown, the tools formed one spiral, each

fourth tool cutting at the same time, and six

tools were entering into the cut as other six

were leaving. A double spiral, in which the

tools followed each other more closely in tlicir

cut, would have given more uniformity of strain,

but could hardly have produced a more perfect

piece of work. The fluting here produced may

be varied without limit, or the margin work cut

by the flatting tool may be carried over the

whole surface. By the introduction of a second

cylinder, the beginning and end of each stone

will receive a border across the stone correspond-

ing to the long margin of whatever pattern it

may be. For flviting, or similar work, the

punched tools have a great advantage, whether

of,the disc or flat-faced form, as they are always

of exactly the same diameter, and produce

uniform work. The marginal tool may cut off a

chamfer if required.

Anything that parallel working tools on a re

volving axle can exeente, will be done readily bj

this machine, and on a larger cylinder tools of £

different shape may work along the same line b(
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M to vary a ronniiig figure, by altornato mark-
mga. In fact, the outline of work thus produced
seems unlimited, and ornamental figures, that
this machinery cannot complete, may yet be pre-
pared by it in outline ready for the sculptor’s
hand. Take the instance of a Gothic church
window.

^

Ihe perpendiculars would be easily
cut out in any running pattern, on a straight
moving table, by a series of tools corresponding
in their forms to the required surface.
The roughing.tool can be made to imitp.te the

marks of a pickaxe in rustic stone work with the
usually chiseled work around it.

Some of the patterns of flat tooling by these
machines can be made to imitate chisel-work so
closely as to be distinguishable alone by the
finer finish given by the machine. The finer
kinds of lime-stones, including especially those
of the Isle of Anglesea, receive almost a polish
from the cutters.

A class of stone rarely or never seen, I believe,m London buildings, but much used in the best
buildings in North Wales and some parts of
iingland, the tertiary limestone, is very durable
and cheap, and takes an excellent face, almost
approaching to a polish, under the new tool
Sandstones, Portland, Caen, and Bath stone, are
all much softer and mostly less durable than
limestone, but not more easily worked. The
harder stones, including the granites andgranite-
like rocks, cannot be operated upon by this
machinery at all.

These machines will be of moderate weight
except when required for the facing of massive
blocks, and a very small power works them, so

I that they could be sent about the country to
prepare the stones for a building on the spot
where an equivalent complement of masons
could only bo obtained by collecting them from

I great distances.

In the machines for cutting stone, &o., out of
:the living rock in the quany itself, the principle
:JS, X believe, new. The cutting tools, instead of

"ound the rim of a
thin blade, are fixed in rows of twos and threes
alternately across the margin of a wheel-like
:disc, SO as to clear away a wider space 'J'he
looter portion of this wheel-like disc is a ring of
.fine malleable cast-iron armed on the outside
iwith tools, and carrying a cog-wheel within.
Ibis cogged wheel is made to revolve on a broad
metal plate as its axle. This broad plate is of
great strength, and forms foar-fifths of the
diameter of the entire cutter, and can be firmly
bolted to the machinery frame by any part of its
surtaoe nearest to the cogged wheel whioh car-

1

nes the tools, and the latter so held is made to
'

revolve by a pinion around it. This arrange-
xent allows eccentrically -held cutters to pene-
irate the rock to a depth exceeding the semi-
diameter of the disc. A machine of this kind
lotting horizontally, works with great freedom’
ind advances rapidly through slate rock upon
imich it 18 employed.
.There are other applications of these movable
tatters which I would gladly have introduced
D the attention of the Society, especially
he coal-enttor, but the time allotted is too
hort for my venturing upon them on the pre-
isnt occasion. There are some photographs
'Owever, which display the formidable character
t the tunnelling machines. One form includes
1 Its construction two parallel borers, cutting
wo tunnels each 5 ft. 4 in. in diameter, side by
'ido, and freeing two cores weighing more than
wo tons each at everveut.
I Another form of the tnnnoller, whioh is now
Bing erected m a quarry of the Ffestiniog
ahoy, will cut a single tunnel 6 ft. y in. iu
•ametor, and penetrate 28 in. at each cut. This
laohme will excavate more than five tons at
[cut.

LA high authority in engineering has lately
.ndemned the principle of “planing” out am round a core as a mistake. I hope before
e end of this month to prove, by a second
rarvellous success with a second machine, that
cactice IS better than theory.
These machines were made expressly for slatonk tunnelling, and liavo not yet been tried on
mdstone or limestone rock ior tunnelling pur-

THB IITSTEET OF AVERAGES.
At the recent dinner of the Eoyal Literary

Fund it was announced that the grants made by
the committee during the past year amounted
to 1,605J. In the previous year they amounted
to l,6S2i.

; in 1864 they were about 1,500Z., and
in 1863, about 1,600Z. Considering that these
grants are uniformly made according to the
special merits of each particular case that is
brought before them, and without the slightest
reference to what will be the aggregate amount
at the end of the year, this agreement, or agree-
ment of average, is certainly curious. Not merely
here, however, but iu every quarter, averages are
puzzling. At the South Kensington Museum,
for example, the number of visitors will ruu on
week after week to about the same number, say
10,000, until something peculiar or fresh occur
to produce a change.
Here are two returns that we happen to

have before us. The number of visitors
dnrmg the week ending 2nd of March was
11,614. The average of corresponding week in
iormer years is 11,027. The visitors in the week
ending Oth of Jlarch numbered 10,402 ; and the
average of corresponding week in former years is
10,515. Again, during last Easter week (ending
2 / ch April),, the total number was 26,594; aud the
average of con-esponding week in former years
IS 26,076. Now, why should this be, and why
should just 10,000 persons come for six or
eight weeks running, aud not 15,000 one
week and 0,000 the next ? It seems hard to
answer satisfactorily. Or take the case of
a_ theatre daring the run of a successful
piece

; such a run as we have seen several
instances of in recent days, when 150,000 or
200,000 persons have visited the theatre during
Its continuance. Why should the theatre be
steadily filled night after night by (say) 1,500
persons, some few going away occasionally for
want of room ? Why should not 10,000 persons,
when every one is talking about the piece, go one
night and not half sufficient to fill the house on
the next representation ?

We might follow the inquiry in many other
directions

;
bnt we have probably said enough

tojustify our observation that there is a mystery
iu averages.

I

IMachineky and Consthuction at the Paris
UUIDITION.—It is a baro act of justice to meu-
;n, that all matters in the Pjiris Exhibition
mnected with machinery and engineering uro
ung very fully treated of and illustrated in the
%ffineer. Some of our readers may be glad of
13 information.

“

THE EOYAL ALBEKT HALL OF AETS

I

AND SCIENCES.
The first stone of the structure proposed to

be erected in the Kenaington-roarl, on the plot

^ land adjoining the gardens of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, and opposite to the national
memorial of the Prince Consort now in course of
erection in Hyde Park, was laid on Monday last
by her Gracious Majesty the Queen, in the pre-
sence of some thousands of her subjects. A more
successful ceremony or a more brilliant scene has
been seldom witnessed. The incidents of the
event have been well described by the daily
press, and we shall give what space we have at
disposal ratlier to official particulars of the
undertaking (though of this our readers are not
wholly uninformed) and of the proposed build-
ing, illustrations of which we are enabled to
append.*
The Prince of Wales, in the address read by

His Eoyal Highness on Monday, said,

“0 ‘0 roiDiod your Mujestv
that the buildinc of which you are Bracioiialv pleased to
lay the first atone to-day ia one of the resulta of the Exbi-
oitiou of 1851, and that it Ibrma a prominent featu-e iu theacheme eontempiated hy my dear father for pernetualing
the eiiccesa ot that Exhibilion by providinc a common
ceutro ot union lor the various fiepartments of science and

And to this address, her Majesty replied,—
“I thank you for your uftVctincate and dutiful addreas.

rthaabeenwiihaati-upBlethai I have nerved mvself to a
compliance with the wi^h that I shouid take part lu tbi-.day flceremnny

;
but I have been aostained by the thouKht

that I should assist by my presence in promotinc the iic-
comphsliuient. of his {-real designs to whose memorv the
graiUude and ulfection of the country are nowrearinea
uoblomonuinent, which I trust may yet look down onsuch a centre of instiiutiona fur the promotion of art and

“V,'.''?",'!'’ to e.t.Wi.h here. It » niyWISH that this ball should bear his name to whom it mil
have owed ita existence, and be called ‘ The Eoyal Albert
Hall of Arts and Sciences.”

In the prospectus issued in December, 1865,
the Provisional Commicteef stated that her

• See r
t Iheinnce of Wales, chairman; the Duke of Edin-burgh, the Earl ot Derby, the Earl Granville, Lieut

-

Geiieral the Hon. C. Urey, the Eight Hon. K. A. Bruce
’ Wr.Thoa. Baring,M.I.; Mr. Edgar A. Bowring, C.B
; Mr. Henry Coif

t/.B.; Mr. John I'offler, and Mr. Henry Thring.

Majesty’s Commissioners for the Exhibition of
1851, offered to grant a site for the hall, and to
guarantee a sum, not exceeding 5O,O0OZ., towards
the preliminary expenses and the cost of its
erection. The principal conditions of the grant
and the guarantee were, that such an amount
should be subscribed, before the Ist of May
1867, as would be sufficient (iuclnsive of the
commissioners’ guarantee), to insure to the
satisfaction of the commissioners’ surveyors the
completion of the building, aud provide for the
payment of every contingent expense.

_

Towards the fulfilment of the foregoing condi-
tions, by the summer of last year, subscriptions
to the amount of 112,OOOZ. were obtained, but
the monetary panic that took place about that
time induced the committee to refrain from
pursuing measures to obtain further snbscrip.
tions from the public. In the month of July
1866, a proposal was made by Messrs. Lucas’
vrhich enabled the committee at once to take all
thepreliminarysteps required for proceeding with
the work, and Lieut.-Col. Scott, E.E., on behalf
of the Provisional Committee, prepared plans of
the hall, on the designs approved by a Com-
mittee of Advice,* and placed them in the hands
of the surveyors. These gentlemen having cer-
tified that the building can be completed, exter-
nally and internally, including the fittings, and
every expense connected with it, for the sum of
199,748Z., the Provisional Committee accepted
the proposal of the Messrs. Lnens to subscribe
for sittings to the amount of 3S.000Z., and to
contract for completing the hall at ordinary
trade prices, on the estimate and valuation of
Messrs. Hunt, Stephenson, & Jones, acting as
surveyors to the commissioners, as well as on
behalf of the Pi'ovisional Committee. It is
understood that tho sittings taken by Messrs.
Lucas are to be disposed of to the public before

sale of further sittiugs on account of the
Provisional Committee.
A royal charter has been obtained, which pro-

vides. amongst other things, that tho purposes of
the corporation shall be the building and main-

I

taming of a ball aud buildings connected there-
vitb, on the estate of the commissioners at
South Kensington, and the appropriation of the
hall to the objects hereinafter mentioned, "that

I
IS to say, to

—

I Congresses, both national and international for nnr-
I
poses of science and art.

^

music, including performances on the

I The distribntionof prizes bypublic bodies and societies.
[

Convertaztoni of societies established lorlhe promotion
,
of science and art.

^

Agricultural, horlicultural, and the like exhibitions
! .Rational and international exhibitions of works of artand industry, including industrial exhibitiona by the
artisan classes.

Exliibition.s of pictures, sculpture, and other obiecte ofanistic or scientific interest.
j « ot

an?aru‘‘^‘^
connected with science

With power for the corporation to furnish the hall insneb manner, and with such works and objects of scientificand artistic interest as they think fit, aud generally to do
ail such acts and things, whether such acts and things are
or are not of the same character or nature as the acts and
things before enumerated, as they think conducive to thepurposes of the corporation, or for the benefit of themembers thereoi, having regard to the purposes afore-

The design for the building is by Lieufc. Col.
Scott, E.E., assisted by Mr. G. Townroe, artist.
It is based on ideas originated by the late
Capt. Fowko, E.E. The plan of it is elliptical.
The main walls are to bo of brick, the exterior
of red brick with terra cotta enrichments,
chiefly of a buff tine. The roof is to be of
wrought iron covered with lead, with a cen-
tral skylight. The floors, stairs, and all parti-
tions will be fire-proof.

Immediately over the upper tier of boxes is a
corridor 20 ft. wide which can be used either for
the exhibition of pictures, sculpture, or other
objects, or it can be seated for an audience. An
upper corridor, also 20 fc. wide, aud top lio-hted
can be similarly used. The boxes are each pro-
vided with a separate room to which access is
gamed from corridors 9 ft. in width. Below the
boxes IS an amphitheatre, and an area 103 ft.
long and 68 ft. wide, measured ou the axes of
the ellipse occupies the centre of the building.
Small lecture and concert rooms, refreshment
and retiring rooms, and offices for societies using
the ball, are contained between the outer wall
and that of the hall itself. The cost of the
building is estimated at 200,000£.
The necessary fands for erecting the building

are being raised by the sale of seats. The seate
which arc not sold will be at the disposal of the

* Messrs. James Perg-.issou, J. Fowler, J. HawksW
E. Eeiigrave, E.A.; W. The, AI.P.

; and M. D. Wyatt.
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govCTning botly, and the revenue arising from
lettirg will be applied to the maintenance
of the hall, and to defraying the expense of

carrying into effect the objects for which the

ball is erected. Of the 6,0'10 sittings which it

will contain it is proposed to sell 2,000. The
portion of the hall set apart for the orchestra

contains seats for 1,000 performers, not included

in the above estimate, and these seats will be

also available for the public when the orchestra

is not required.

Each step or bench of the amphitheatre will

be 3 ft. wide, and the whole will be seated with

chairs. The freeholds of these sittings are to

be sold to subscribers for lOOi. each sitting. The
sittings themselves will be transferable by sale

or otherwise, or the right of occupying them
may be sold either for a period or for any parti-

cular occasion. In all there will be about 1,720

of these amphitheatre sittings, and of these 360

can be converted if necessary into box sittings.

The remaining part of the oval will be occu-

pied by sittings for the orchestra and an organ.

Above the amphitheatre again will rise two
tiers of boxes. Those in the lower tier are

each to contain 10 persons, and are to be sold

for 1,0001. each
;
those in the upper tier will

contain 5 persons each, and are to be sold at

5001. the box. There will be 43 in the principal

tier, and 86in the upper. The portions of the build-

ing which are saleable lie in the amphitheatre and
boxes. The Provisional Committee, in arranging
this, have proceeded on the principle of retain-

ing full powers for the shareholders over those

portions which can be nsed for exhibitions or for

other pnrposes connected with the objects of the
undertaking. Ko seats will be sold which in any
way may interfere with the various purposes for

which the hall is intended. Above the boxes will

be the corridor already mentioned, which is to be
fitted with movable seating. It will give space

for seating 2,700 persons. The wall of the

corridor may be considered to bound the hall

proper, and from wall to wall on the longer

diameter of the oval it will measure 230 ft., and
on the shorter 180 ft., which is all to be covered
in with a roof in one span, resting on piers,

between which the spectator in the hall will see

the architectural features of a top-lighted picture

gallery and promenade running completely
round the hall. This gallery would also be
available for a seated audience on great musical
festivals. The total number that could be con-

veniently seated in the building is said to be
8,000, including the orchestra; and if of these

the Provisional Committee have to sell 2,000, as

the statement put forth by them implies, there

will be 6,000 sittings for persons who take the

hall or for societies and others using it. From
the top of the piers which separate the upper
galleries from the main body of the hall the

ceiling will rise in an elliptical curve to the great
central skylight, both ceiling and skylight being
suspended from wrought-iron arched riba or

girders, similar to those of the Cannon-street
and Charing-croBS stations, only that they all

conve’^ge on a central ring, instead of being all

parallel, as in the roofs of those stations. The
total height from the floor of the arena to the

skylight will be 135 ft. Below the upper gal-

lery there will be nnmerous offices, rooms for

societies using the hall, and refreshment and
promenade roome, and extending from the gene-
ral contour of the hall there are to be over the
entrances on the one side a lecture theatre, and
on the other a small concert room. Below this

floor will be the crush rooms, which are to give

admittance to the corridors surrounding the

boxes, and also to the galleries. Behind the

orchestra at the ground level, and also on a

level with the lower tier of boxes, will be long
refreshment and promenade rooms. The base-

ment will be occupied with the kitchen, stores,

Ac., 80 arranged, it is stated, that the lifts from
the kitchens will pass through all the refresh-

ment rooms on the three floors above.
As to modes of ingress and egress : for the

arena it is proposed that there shall be four
staircases on the south-east and sonth-west side,

and two on the north side. There will be six

staircases to the box tiers, besides an entrance
from the conservatory of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society, where there will be two flights of steps.

To the lower gallery, which will be occupied by
persons admitted for comparatively small pay-
ment, the provision is not so lavish; but still

there are six staircases, each 6 ft. 6 in. wide,

fca- 2,700 persons. The upper gallery is to be
provided only with two Btairca8^B, 6 ft. 6 in.

wide
;
but space is to be left for additional stair-

caeeB, in case of their being required. The

amphitheatre sittings will be entered from the

levc‘1 of the ground in Kensingtou-road. Count-

ing two entrances to the corridor of the Horti-

cultural Society, from the arena level there are

to be twenty-nine exit-doors. For the refresh-

ment department there will be provision made
for dining, if necessary, 1,000 persons.

The executive committee are the Duke of

Edinburgh, General Grey, the Eight Hon. H. A.

Brace, Mr. Henry Cole, Mr. Bowring, and Mr.

Thring.

Teaching the proposed arrangement of the

building, especially that of the arena and stalls

around, we have opinions, but defer discussing

them. One suggestion, however, we feel com-
pelled to offer at once, and we do so with but one

feeling, a sincere desire that the undertaking
should be carried out in the most successful man-
ner, and that the building should be eminently

worthy of its purpose and of the age. What we
desire, and what we urge most earnestly, is that

a properly educated and qualified professional

architect be at once associated with Lient.-

Colonel Scott in the erection of the building.

We are not captions : we are not bigoted. Paxton
and Fowke received at our bands a frank and

hearty acceptance to the extent of their very

remarkable capabilities. Colonel Scott may be

a hoaven-born genius : we know nothing to the

contrary; bat he has had no experience in the

designing and carrying out of large edifices such

as this will be,—an edifice not only monumental
but one calling for a perfect knowledge of detail

and of all modern discoveries and aids. Even
in the case of poor Fowke for a long time every-

thing was necessarily experimental
;
and, even up

to the close, difficnlties were skipped and few
things itiere finished: and so it will be with the

Albert Hall if the course we suggest be not

taken. It is no reply to point to the Committee
of Advice. These gentlemen will have no re-

sponsibility in prospect,—no reward, we perhaps

might add, no power. What we seek, and
what we do most earnestly ask the Provisional

Committee to appoint, is a properly qualified

professional architect, duly paid and duly re-

sponsible.

THE LATE CLAEKSON STANFIELD, E.A.

There are few, where animated canvas speaks

to all emotions, who will not hear with regret

that Mr. Clarkson Stanfield, our English Vander-
velde—and something more—is no longer with
the living. The Charles Dibdin and Captain

Marryatt, the William Falconer and Thomas
Campbell of our painters died, sad to think,

“after a lingering illness,” at his house in

Betsize Park, in bis long-loved Hampstead, on

the 18th of this month and year, a few months
under the reverential age of seventy-five.*

When Stanfield quitted the “ behind the

scenes” of Sunderland and Edinburgh, he made
or worked his way “ by water” to London, and
was charmed with Tilbnry, with Deptford, with

Greenwich, with Wapping Old Stairs, and old

London-bridge. We have before us while we
write a most admirable line-engraving by George
Cooke, after “ Clarkson Stanfield, A.E.A.” of

what he calls “The Diving Bell used at the

Thames Tunnel after the Irmption of the Water
on the 18th of May, 1827. Eotherhithe Church
in the distance.” Very animated indeed is this

engraving; quite up to the drawing.

Let us recal (our readers will not regret our

BO doing) a brief after-dinner speech made by

Mr. Stanfield at Edinburgh, Wednesday, 29th

September, 1858, at the noble entertainment

given by “The Eoyal Scottish Academy” to

Mr. Stanfield and Mr. Eoberts. The president,

the late Sir J. Watson Gordon, R.A., called on
the meeting to dedicate a bumper to the health,

fame, and prosperity of Mr. Stanfield, whose
works, whether composed of scenes and incidents

on the high seas or on the land, were universally

admitted to possess the highest qualities of

artistic and poetic beauty, and whose prolific

genius bad brought a large amount of reputation

both to himself and the British school of which he

was one of the most esteemed living masters. Sir

John alluded with the eloquence of true feeling

to the warm affection and regard, with which

Mr. Stanfield was esteemed by the whole of his

professional brethren, and by a very wide circle of

the most eminent personages of the age.

We transcribe Mr. Stanfield’s reply from a local

• On thelSth inst., nt bia rrsidence, Belsize Park-road,
Hampstead, after a lingering illness, Clarkson Stanfield,

esq. R.A., io bis 74th year. — The Timet of Tuesday,
May21,1867.

paper of the time, of which we had a copy sent to

us by Mr. Eoberts

ilr. Stanfield, who was received with great cheering,
expressed bia happiness in being so received hy his brethren
of the Boyal Scottish Academy—the worthy daughter of
the body to which be more particularly belonged, namely,
the Royal Academy of London. Passing from the high
compliments which had been paid him by the distinguished

' president, bis mind had great pleasure in reverting to bia

early days as an artist, which might be said to have begun in

£dinburgb, where he first made the acquaintance of his

friend, Mr. Roberts, who at that time had commenced his

career by painting scenes for the Theatre Royal, while he,

Mr. btanfield, was similarly employed in the rival establish-

ment at Corrie’s Rooms. That acquaintance had ripened

into a friendship, which had weathered the vicissitudes of
a pretty long career, and had surmounted and survived
the professional rivalries which had always accompanied
them, first in Edinburgh, then in London, to which thw
were both at the same time summoned,—he, Mr. Stanfield,

to paint for Covent Garden,—Roberts for Drury-lane.
Here Mr. Stanfield humorously described ihe rividry

as an earnest one, the respective managements ministering

tj the painters' professional enthusiasm : whole acres of
canvas were covered by them with scenes and moring
dioramas, until be believed both managements were ruined
by their scenic ambition and rivslships. Tbeu [said he] in

a new field—the walls of the Royal Academy—our rivalriea

continued, and do continue
;
but the friendship begun in

youth bad also continued, and be believed those feelinga

uf mutual aifectiou and esteem would never cease. Mr.
Stanfield alluded with satisfaction to his election as an.

honorary member of the Scottish Academy, and promised
a close and constant alliance with it at its annual exhi-
bitions.

The reporter remarks (truly enough, as we
have heard) that “ the natural grace, feeling, and
humour of Mr. Stanfield’s remarks were listened

to with intense interest and pleasure.” A very

wise, appropriate, and honourable appointment
(of little remunerative value) was given to Mr.
Stanfield by the Governors of Greenwich Hos-

pital—that of Curator or Keeper of the Painted

Hall at Greenwich. Though “ Stanny ” knew
little or nought about Blake or Van Tromp, or

King James ll.'s “ Flagman,” yet he attended ta

his work with a loving respect, and gave Sunder-
land and seaman.like a good whitebait dinner,

once a year, at “ The Trafalgar,” or the Ship, to

a select few. We had the good fortune to be a
guest on one of those occasions, and have
pleasant remembrances of our host there-

as elsewhere. There was a maritime savour in

all the great painter said, and in all our liberal

entertainer bad cooked.
The selection of his pictures for the memorable

Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857

was made under the written advice and assist-

ance of Mr. Stanfield himself. We remember
them well. The happy possessors will find an
additional pleasure, and tiouj an additional

market money-value (when needed) in the fol-

lowing approved list—Clarkson Stanfield (im-

primatur) : — 313. Passage of the Myra, Earl

of Ellesmere; 353. Dartmouth, J. M’Arthur,

Esq.; 377. St. Michael’s Mount, Cornwall, H. W.
Eaton, Esq.

;
387. The Wreck, T. Birchell, Esq.

;

•183. Battle of Roveredo, painted 1851, F. D. P-

Astley, Esq.
;
499. Dort on the Maas, painted

1850, J. P. Davis, Esq.
;
504. The Abandoned,

painted 1856, Thomas Baring, Esq. ;
574. Bidas-

soa, painted 1863, Charles Morgan, Esq.

Nor was the public at the time, nor are we,

—

after ten years’ lapse,—inclined to doubt the

propriety of Mr. Stanfield’s selection.

Mr. Stanfield commanded a large price for his

pictures
;

the prices he received have been

doubled, and more, when the same pictures

passed under the hammer of Messrs. Christie &
Manaon, and others of the same inevitable fra-

ternity.
“ Gastello d’lacbia ” brought, at Knott’s sale

at Christie’s, 680 guineas. This was again sold,

in March, 1865, by Christie, at the sale of John

Whitaker, esq., deceased, of Hurst, Ashton-

under-Lyne
;

but for what we forget. An
engraving from this was the seventh plate

issued by the Art-Union of London.
“ Wreckers ofl’ Calais,” painted for Watson

Taylor, bought at Taylor’s sale, by the Duke of

Buckingham, for 300 guineas, sold, 1848, at the

Stowe sale, to John Naylor, esq., of the Manor
House, Cheshire, for 4301. lOs.

But these quotations are as nought contrasted

with the sums Mr. Bicknell’s /our Clarkson Stan-

fields brought at the memorable Heme Hill sale

of 1863

1. “Shipping; French Coast near St. Malo 27i in-

by43 in. Dated 1838. Printed for Mr. Bicknell (85 in

catalogue)—l,291i. 10s. Tokina.
2. “ Lago di Garda, Lombardy;" 27f in. by 43 in.

Painted for Mr. Bicknell in 1838 (101 in catalogue)—861L
(ditto).

3. “ Beilstein, on the Moselle; the Hunsrach Moan-
tains in the distance 45 in. by 63} in. Exhibited at the

Royal Academy in 1837 (107 in catalogoe)-1,5761.
(Wells).

4. “Pie dn Midi D’Ossau; in the Pyrenees; witly

Smugglers;” 83^ in. by 59 in. Exhibited at the Eoyal
Academy. Painted for Mr. Bicknell (121 in catalogue}—
,2,677L lOs. (Tokina).
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I, e., 6,4-05Z. (six thousand four hundred and

fi^e pounds) for four pictures. What did ilr,
Biokuell give fur them ?

Since Mr. Stanfield was elected a Royal
Academician, in 1835, the following twelve Fellow
Academicians, his juniors in nietiibership, have—before him:— Sir William Allen, John
Gibson, C. R. Cockerell, J. P. Peering, Thomas
TJwius, William Wyon, David Roberts, Sir
Charles Barry, Sir William Roes, William Dyce,
Sir J. Watson Gordon, Augustus Egg.

This is a melancholy and suggestive list; nor
do we see how the places of such men can be
readily refilled.

The London residences of so great an artist
deserve to be recorded. When he first came to
London from his favourite Edinburgh, he went
(1828), to “ No. 14, Buckingham-street, Adelphi,”
where he lived in the same chambers (or under
the same roof), with William Etty. In 1831 he
moved his easel to 36, llornington-cpescent,
Hampstead - road, near to Sol’s-row, where
Wilkie first took root in London; from thence
he removed (1843), to No. 48, MomingtDn-plaQe,
and not long after to Sir Thomas lliharyon Wilson’s

,

farm, Hampstead, dear to Leigh Hiiuit and the
late London School of Poets.

His last exhibited picture ia still to be
seen on the walls of the Royal Academy, “ Off
the Coast of Hubgoland.” Some cnmld see no
falling off in his powers, though seventy-four,
yet it certainly seemed to us, that like the
mighty minsfcnelon his well-strung harp,

—

covering a good deal of ground, and brings his
estimate to 28,0231., and 1,5501. for walls.

It is to be hoped that the guardians will not
attempt to decide between the designs without
professional assistance. Their respective merits
and demerits require to be discovered, and then
carefully weighed and balanced. As we men-
tioned last week, each of the unsuccessful com-
petitors is to receive fifty guineas. The build-
ing, if we rightly understand its purpose, ought
to take the shape of a retreat, rather than that
of a workhouse or hospital.

THE NEW AALPHITHEATEE, HOLBORN.

“His haiidl»d. lost that sprightly eww
Which luadis Beminty to please."

’

Stanfield did not possess much of that poetic
enthusiasm which both “ elevates and snr-

'
prises.” His picture (1853) of “The Victory,
witR the body of Nelson on board, towed into

1 ‘Gibraltar, ’ wants the dignity such a subject
; would have inspired in Turner. Mr. Stanfield
•would have drawn “ Stonehenge” more topo-
I graphically than Turner, but he would not have
thrown that Druidical combination of clouds over

t the ruins which Turner has shown in the draw-
ing that Mr. Rogers, the poet, had and loved,
land which Thomas Warton has made us see, or
I fancy we see, in his magnificent sonnet, written
at btoneheuge. Stanfield’s pictures are, never-
itheless, full of truth and fall of beauty

WORKHOUSE COMPETITION, ST.
MARTIN’S-IN-THE-FLELDS.

_

According to the instructions given to the
SIX architects selected to prepare designs for the
rproposed new workhouse at Wimbledon, for St
Martin s-iu-the-Fields, the building is to form ahomo lor 4-00 cfid men and women

;
348 of them

?beiDg healthy and to have a separate bed, and

J
feetof space each, in their dormitories,

mth day-rooms, work-rooms, Sus . : 40 infirm to
JD6 provided with 860 cubic feet, in rooms on the
Yound-floorj there are to be also, separate
aleeping-rooma for six married couples. The
materials to be red or stock bricks, and Bath
ground stone : the coat of the bmldiuK to be
nbont 25,0001.

°

' The plan suggested to the Board by one of
sheir oacers, Mr. West, and laid by them before
6he architects, was a central circle, with dormi-
tories, wards, and other buildings, radiating from
lb all round. To what extent this arrangement
iVM made a condition of the competition we do

I

not know; bat only one of the architects Mr F
I

alarrable, can rightly be said to have carried it
mt, substituting for the circular form an octagon,
rfhe result 18 a building of very great compact-
less; and although many of the rooms are
ceoesaorily of awkward shape, it seems emi-

consideration. The estimate

f

of boundary-wall. Mr.
.1. M. Hurton sends as an alternative design a
rersion of Mr. West’s notion, but it is not fully
oiought out. Hia principal design has three
)corie8 which are objected to, and is not over
rgreeable m appearance. The building, irre-

bonudary-walls, &o., is esSmated
i 30,820L Mr. H. R. Cotton’s plan, although it
vwers a large extent of ground, has merits

:

eie elevation is pleasing. 29,400Z. is the sum
f for ^alls. Messrs,

^lendall & Mew have sent a good plan, adopting
“‘‘““I* tl>s cost

/ _27,800h Mr. William Lee has adopted the
inmted style and seven towers, and adheres toMe ^rridor system. His estimate is 28,0001.
• r. VV. S. Cross confines himself to two stories,

A NEW theatre, mainly for equestrian per-
formances (and wrongly called, like others of
similar form, an Amphitheatre), has been con-
structed on the north side of Holborn, where the
Horse Bazaar stood, nearly opposite the luckless
Inns of Court Hotel, under the architectural
direction of Messrs. Thos. Smith & Son. The
area covered is said to be 130 ft. by 76 ft., much
too small for riie purpose. The stage in oonse-
qnenoe is only 20 ft. deep, and if the bouse hold
a sufficient number of persons to pay, at reason-
able prices, for first-nato performances, we are
deceived by its appearance. At any rate, it
could not possibly compete with a theatre of such
a size as the purpose would conveniently admit
of. In distribution the house consists of what may
be called pit, boxes (one tier only), and gallery.
The ceiling is flat, formed of a canvas strained
velarium fashion, from all sides, but having fa
the centre a ring to. admit a sunlight with
many burnera- The roof above is of iron.
The box tier consists of a series of private
or family, boxes, with one row of stalls in
front. The seats appear to be comfortable
throughout, and no doubt the interior, when
the decorations are finished, will look bright and
pretty. It is a mistake, nevertheless, to cram a
theatre into the midst of a parcel of houses on
an area scarcely big enough for two good shops
and gives another proof of the want there is of
a proper code of laws to regulate the erection of
places of public amusement fa the metropolis
and large towns.
The exterior has at present nothing architec-

tural to mark it-

to acquire mechanical knowledge is no longer
bound, legally, to a stated period, but enters
the handicraft he chooses, in most cases, of his
free will and accord. He signs no parchment
rolls, but his agreement is none the less binding
or compulsory upon him on that account. Certain
instances have occurred wherein young men
have broken faith with their employers, and
violated the confidence reposed in them

; and
these cases are the most flagrant because, in
pursuing such a course, the apprentices damage
their own characters for integrity and veracity.
When a manufacturer takes a youth into his
service, he does it at a considerable loss for the
first two or three years, expecting to remunerate
himself in the closing term of the novice’s edu-
cation, by the skill he may have acquired. When,
therefore, the apprentice violates his verbal
pledge, he is, in effect, dishonest, because he
carries away with him a portion of experience
for which he has rendered no equivalent. Extra-
ordinary cases sometimes happen, no doubt,
which admit much extenuation, such as those
wherein the self-respect of the apprentice will
not brook the indignities to which he is sub-
jected

; but thsso are of rare occurrence, and we
mentdon them with hesitation, lest we furnish a
specious excuse for some young man desiring to
dafaand his employer of his time. Our mann-
f^turfag maehanios and firms are, as a class,
liberal fa their provisions for the welfare of the
young men under their care, as it is for their
interest to be so; and it is desirable that young
men who are dissatisfied with thair condition
and treatment should remonstrate, if necessary,
quietly and respectfully, under the advice of
those competent to decide for t&em, before
taking hasty steps, which they may regret here-
after.

FIRE PROTECTION.

APPRENTICES AND EMPLOYERS.
In days—happily for the credit of mankind—

long since passed, an apprentice was regarded
chiefly as a fit anbject for the abuse and spleen
of the hard-hearted master. No matter how
trivial the offence, or how alight the shortcoming
the word and the blow, and oftener the latter
without the admonition, followed closely on tbo
transgression. The life of the apprentice was
a constant scene of starvation, overwork, and
perronal indignity; and the prees of remote
periods had usually a column or so, fa whiah an
individual was depicted as fl.a6fag from the
wrath behind him, with a bundle and a stick
his sole earthly posHesBions. “ Walked away
too lazy to run,” was the common heading

; and
“ one shilling reward ” was offered for the ap-
prehension of the fellow, as the most caustic
satire that could be uttered respecting the
value of the fugitive’s services,

j

Hogarth thought it not beneath his eminent
I talent to illustrate the career of the idle ap-
!

prentice
; and he did it in such a powerful

manner that it awakened universal attention.
The regeneration of the apprentice system can-
not, of course, be traced to the publication of
these pictures; but it is very certain that fa
this country a much-needed and desirable reform
has been gradually brought about, until it may be
safely said that the artisan’s assistant is more
favoured here than elsewhere.

In former times, when the arts were as yet
undeveloped, the idea prevailed that a trade
which limited the number of its members en-
hanced its value in the community, so that by
observing the law rigidly, the organisation could
demand any compensation it chose. Were it
possible to do this, if the laws of supply and de-
mand were variable to suit circumstances, and
if the seasons of the year were all equally busy,
then some such arrangement might be feasible,'
but it is not, for the reasons set forth!
When apprentices were bound for a certain
period they almost invariably ran away
before its expiration. The young man seeking

Mr. M‘Lag.\n gives evidence, as chairman of
the committee of the House of Commons he
has been fastrnmental fa appointing, that he
desires to get at the root of the matters into
which the committee inquires ; the increase in
the number of fires, the proportdou of suspicious
fires, the best means of extinguishing fires, and
the legal measures that should be adopted to
reduce fires and consequent loss of life and pro-
perty to a minimum. But we fear that the
oommittes will have considerable difficulty in
agreeing to a report from the oonflicting nature
of the evidence which has been given to them

;

one witness giving evidence with reticence, ano-
ther almost with rashness; one commending a
certain expedient, another condemning it; one
making a distinct allegation, upon a certain
point, and anotiiei- denying its trmthfulness. At
a meeting of the committee, Mr. Swauton, snper-
intendent of the London Salvage Corps, which
is supported by the fasorauce companies, gave
evidenoe, and expressed his belief that the num-
ber of fires hod greotiy increased for a number
of years past in the metropolis. In a given dis-
trict in tie west of London, the ffaes had been,
fa 1J862, 1 to 2,559 persons

; in 1862, they were
as 1 fire to 1,252 of the population. The num-
ber of fires compared with the number of houses
had increased in a like ratio. The increase fa
the number of fires from unknown causes had
been remarkable. In 1865, 700 fires out of
1,500 had been from unsatisfactory causes

;

40 per cent, ofthem, he believed, of a suspicious
character. The figures he quoted referred to a
radius of say ten miles round London. In 1866
there were 589 fires not satisfactorily accounted
for, of which 480, or about 5-6ths, were in insured
property. The proportion of suspicious fires had
increased in the last few years over 10 per cent.
In 1852, the fires in proportion to houses was
1 in 354; and in 1865, the proportion was 1 in
269, being an increase of a fourth.

Of a large number of the unknown fires very
many were doubtless wilful. He considered the
water supply in London very unsatisfactory,
both as regarded quantity and pressure. If the
mains were continually charged there might be
sufficient pressure, but the water was often off
during the whole day. He recommended that
watchmen should have keys of the fire-plugs,

and that every water company shonld be bound
to give notice to the fire-brigade authorities, in
case of their cutting off the water supply. He
also recommended an increase in the number of
mains, and that certain regulations should be
observed as to storage of petroleum and other

, inflammable materials. He decidedly approved
iof judioial investigation concerning fires of
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suBpiciouB origin, and believed that the coroners

were competent, with the assistance of deputies,

to coudnot such investigations. He recom-
mended that thoir remuneration should be by
fees, I'.dd from the same funds as those from
which the fire-brigade was supported. In ware-
house construction ho recommended that the

space Between the flooring and ceiliog should be
filled with concrete. Being brought back by Mr.
Tite to the question of water supply, Mr.
Swainon repeated that he had known many
cases in which the mains were found not
charged, and recollected instances in which the
engiut-3 did not get to work at all from want
of water. He knew of forty-six cases in

six months last year in which the engines were
kept waiting for the arrival of the turncocks.

The fire-plugs onght to be indicated by pillars,

and made accessible to the men of the fire

brigade. He would also recommend the provi-

sion of improved hydrants. Mr. Becker, metro-
politan fire superintendent at Chelsea, was the

: next witness examined, and concurred in the
;

i statements couceruing the increase in the uum-
!
her aod destructiveness of fires. The supply of

i

water was for the most part efficient, but the

' brigade had difficulty in finding the plugs. The
I witness was understood to say that he considered

the turncocks a useless set of functionaries.

After being waited for, they were often drunk
when they arrived, many of the calls being after

ten o’clock at night. He considered the consti-

tatiou of the lire brigade defective : the men
were principally sailors, who were the worst i

class of meu for the duties required. In Glasgow '

and other places the tire brigades were com-
|

posed of masons, carpenters, warehousemen, and
j

slaters, who were better qualified for the respec- I

tive duties
j
and to avoid the destruction of

j

property by water, which is often greater than

that by fire. He considered that the steam fire-

engines had caused loss to the companies by
deluging property with water, as many fires

being washed out as burned out. A great deal

of water was wasted in the extinction of fires.

Mr. Becker recommended the employment of

hose-reels, the adoption of a number of central

stations, and an improved mode of telegraphic

signals to and between the stations, under th©

direction of a telegraphic engineer. Plans,

drawings, and models of ilr. Becker’s system

were exhibited, and will probably be gone into

at the next meeting of the committee.

It may be mentioned that in 1866 the Metro-

politan Fire Brigade had 1,338 calls to fires,

exclusive of 102 chimney and 103 false alarms.

As regards the causes of these fires, 19 were

from children playing with lucifers, 6 from

children playing with fire, 11 from blocked-up

flues, 28 from defective flues, 2 from timber in

the flue, 9 from defective hot-air flues, 2 from

fumigating bugs, 5-t from escape of gas, 73 from

j

sparks from fire, 17 from lucifers, 6 from spou-

^ taneous ignition, 4 from incendiarism, 5S9 un-

!
kuown, and the remainder from a great variety

' of causes.
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SANITABY MATTERS.

Dwellings Unfit for Habitation .—At tbo New-
castle Police Court recently, Mr. Ackrigg, in-

spector of nnisances, stated that several houses
situated in Pandon Dene were in a very dilapi-

dated condition. They had neither ashpit nor
privy accommodation. The windows were not
constructed so as to open, but were permanent
fixtures. Dr. Dalgleish and Mr. Veitcb, assist-

ant inspector of nuisances, corroborated Mr.
. Ackripg’s statement, and the Bench gave in-

structions for the closing of the places com-
plained of. Another statement was made by
the inspector, with reference to the polluted

condition of a stream which turns a mill belong-

ing to the same person.

Remar'kable Epidemic at Dublin .—Great inter-

est amongst physicians and much public alarm
have arisen in the Irish metropolis from the
occurrence of several cases of a disease pre-

viously unknown there. The first case was on
the 18th March, 18G6, in the person of a most
healthy student of medicine, and three others
took place within the succeeding month, but
during the present year over twenty cases have
occurred in Dublin and the neighbouring suburb,

i Kingstown. Sudden prostration, almost black
purpuric discolouration of the skin, and death

, within a very few hours, have marked all the
cases. The duration of the disease from seizure

to death (for all the cases have been fatal) has
i varied from seven to ninety hours. The symp-
toms indicate that the malady may be closely

related to cerebro-spinal meningitis, which was
epidemic in Ireland in 1846, and in West Prussia
in 1865. No rank of life more than another
attracted the disease, which numbers among its

,
victims a yonng nobleman, two students of our
profession, three soldiers, and some otlier per-

1 sons living under the best hygienic circum-
I stances. It preceded and immediately suc-

ceeded the outbreak of cholera in Dublin, Kings-
town, and Tullaraore. From Dr. Mapotber’s
reports, it would appear that the disease is not
at all communicable.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Hcfrsham.—The Town-hall Restoration Com-
I mittee have reported that tbo tender of Mr.
Potter, for the restoration of the hall for the

I sessions, amounting to 371Z., had been accepted
j

and that the extra works would increase this
• sum to 396Z., besides the architect’s charges,
' &c. The report was adopted at a meeting of the
inhabitants, and money granted to proceed with

, the works.
AsTiton-imder-Lyne.—The corner-stone of a

new building which Mr. Mason is about to erect
for the use of his workpeople at the O.xford

’ Mills, Ashton-under-Lyne, has been laid. The
. workpeople have enjoyed for some time past the
advantages of reading, smoking, and lecture

• rooms, which Mr. Mason has provided for them
free of charge; and theextensivense that has been
made of those rooms has induced him to erect a
large building, in which there will be spacious

: baths and other impnvements upon the original
I design. The existing lecture-hall will seat 250
:
persons

;
and during tho season of lectures and

concerts it has been overcrowded. In the new
I room there will be accommodation for 400 per-
I sons ; and the reading and smoking rooms will

: be proportionately larger. All the rooms will

be spacions, well lighted, and lofty; and there
’ will be large and well-arranged baths for both
! sexes. Messrs. Paul! & Robinson, of Manchester,
i are the architects of the new building, which
. will cost about 3,0001. The ceremony was
attended by the whole of Mr. Mason’s work-
people, with a band of mnsic

; and by a number
: of ladies and gentlemen who had been enter-
; tained at Groby Lodge.

Liverpool.—A “ trade palace,” described in the
• Albion, is in progress at Church-street, and will
! soon be completed. Compton House stands on
I a block of land nearly square, with its principal
front to Church-street : its side fronts to Baanett-

! street and Tarlton-street, and its rear to Leigh-
! street. The front to Church-street is 156 ft.

long
;
to Tarlton-street 173* ft.

; and to Basnett-
I street, 169 ft. 8 iu., the whole occupying an area
: of 2,980 square yards. An additional space is

!
gained by vaults running under the pavements

: of 470 yards. The total area of floor-space is

I 17,322 square yards, or acres, of which nearly
three acres are to be devoted to business purposes.

' The style of architecture adopted is Italian, with

certain modifications snited to street erections.
The height of the building to the top of the
main cornice is 60 ft. ; but above this rises a
curb roof, making the height to the leads 74 ft.

At each comer of the Church-street front rises

an imposing tower, 27 ft. square, to a height of
110 ft. Tho top of the roof is flat, 15 ft. square,
and is surrounded by tall iron railings. The
highest point of tho building is 120 ft. The
principal front is treated in the beat manner for
the display of merchandise, and the ornamenta-
tion of this front is rich and chaste in a high
degree. The stone carvings are a notable fea-

ture. The basement, the ground-floor, and the
first-floor are devoted exclusively to business
purposes. Accommodation is besides provided
for boarding 400 persons of both sexes. There
are, therefore, extensive kitchens, numerous
bed-rooms, a dining-halJ, 68 ft. by 35 ft,, lighted
from the roof, and capable of dining 200 persons
at once. There are also a library and writing
rooms, billiard, smoking, and chess rooms, and a

gymnasium, ladies’ recreation-rooms, Ac. On
the fourth floor is an extensive range of work-
shops, occupying 890 square yards, lighted by
skylights, and affording accommodation for 300
workpeople. The ventilation throughont the
whole building has received especial care; and
an elaborate system of talking.fube.s is ramified
through all the departments. There will be bed-
room accommodation for 300 gentlemen and 100
ladies. From the towers on eirher side access is

obtained to promenades on the roof. Messrs.
Haigh & Co. are the contractors. The sub-
contractors are,—for brickwork, Messrs. Roberts
& Robinson, Liverpool

; for masonry, Messrs.
Gabbutt & Son, Liverpool; ironwork, Messrs.
"Weber & Co., Liverpool; plumbing, &o., Jlr.

Nicholson, Woolton and Liverpool
;
slating and

plastering, Mr. T. Jones, Liverpool
;
stone carv-

ing, Messrs. Williams, Manchester and Liver-
pool

; ironwork, Messrs. Smith & Son, Birming-
ham

;
brasswork, Jleasrs. Clarke, London

;
ven-

tilating apparatus, Mr. E. Watson, Halifax; and
hydraulic lifts, &c

,
Messrs. Armstrong & Co.

The clerk of the works is Mr. John Kneale.
Hanley .—The contract of Mr. A. Barlow, of

Stoke-on-Treut, for hotel for the Hanley Hotel
Company, at Hanley, Staffordshire, has been
accepted,—8,788Z.

Frame, Somerset .—A building to contain a
museum, library, news-rooms, and offices is

being erected in this town at the co.st of Mr.
John Sinkios, J.P., of W.allbridge House. The
design is of Italian eharacter. The exterior
will be constructed chiefly of Bath stone and red
Mansfield. Mr. James Hine, of Plymouth, is

the architect. The contract has been taken at
2,100Z.

Plymouth .—Additional wards are being built
at the Royal Eye Infirmary in this town, under
the direction of Mr. James Hine, architect.

ROCK-BORING MACHINE FOR
BLASTING.

A NEW rock-boring machine has just been com-
pleted at St. Peter’s Foundry, Ipswich, for the
Tarragower Gold Mining Company, Victoria,
Australia, for boring holes in rocks, prepara-
tory to blasting,—a process wliich, up to ibis
time, has been performed almost entirely by
hand. The machine, it is saiil, will bore a
hole in the hardest granite, 20 in. deep, 2 in.

diameter, in twelve minutes— a work that
would take two men at least two hours and
a half. The process is effected by air com-
pressed into a large boiler-shaped receiver,
of about 170 ft. cubic capacity, to a pressure of
90 pounds per square inch. TJiis is done by
a pair of powerful air-pumps, the air being
forced tbrongh water, to deprive it of hear,
which it evolves in the process of compres8i<in,
The air-pumps are worked by a portable engine.
From the receiver the compressed air is taken
by flexible tubing, or any sort of piping capable
of bearing the pressure (90 pounds per square
inch), to the rock-boring apparatns, which niny
be placed at several hundred yards or aniik-
distant. The machine for boring consists of a

carriage ranning upon r.ai]s, which carries a

small (steam) engine, worked by compressed air,

also the apparatus for boring. This looks ratVier
a complicated piece of machinery. When placed,
the tool, on instrument made of the best cast
steel, about 3 ft. long, commences jobbing inro
the rock, at the spot where the hole is requirf d.

The hardest rock very soon yields to the powei-
ful blows, at the rate of from 300 to 4(.t0 p-r

minute. The blows are efT.-cted by the com-
pressed air being let into the cylinder contain-
ing a piston, to the end of which the boring tool
is fixed. The air, after having done its work,
escapes into the atmosphere, and will serve to
ventilate the mine in which the apparatus may
be employed. After the machine lias bored a
series of holes it propels itself backwards, and
when the blasting operations are over it ad-
vances again to a fresh series of holes. This
machine is expected to work a great reform in
tunnelling operations, both for railway and
mining purposes. It was designed and patented
by Mr. George Low. Experiments with it are
said to have been very succpfsfnl in boring a
hard block of granite,—the hurdest that could
be got.

ACCIDENTS.

By the swerving of a ont-water caisson at New
Blaclifriars Bridge, while being lowered into the
river, and the giving way of a beam and tho
timber supports of a large platform, one man has
been kilted and several others seriously injured.

Extensive carpenters’ and joiners’ workshops,
with piles of timber, belonging to Mr. Eodda,
builder, have been destroyed iu Park-road, Stoke
Newington. The origin of the fire is unknown.
At tho brickwoilcR, Stubber’s-greon, a poor

follow, an engineer, has been literally ground to
pieces in a mill for grinding clay. He muse
have stumbled in stepping over the cog-wheels
and fallen iu. Verdict: accidental death.

In the West Port, Ediuburgli, a singular ac-
cident has happened. There are in M'Gibboti’fl
land some Tniserable ricketty and unwholescmo
tenements built over the ruius of old malt kilns.
While a man with his wife and child were in a
room, in one of these tenementp, the hearth-
stone gave way and precipitated rho man, who
was reading a book at the fireside, into a cavern-
ous pit filled wifh water, where he would have
been drowned had not his wife nobly flung her-
self into it after him, and her clothes floated
both till help arrived. The pit had several feet
of soft mud at tho bottom, with between 6 aud
7 ft. of water above it, the surface of which was
between 5 and 6 ft. from the fliwring.

At Portobelln, near Edinburgh, a railway em-
bankment is said by ihe Scotsman to have been
on fire for upwards of six months, and has defied
all efforts for its extinction. A nauseous smell
arises from it; hut of what tlie material consists,
whether oily flhale, or what, is not mentioned.
Red-hot cinders from a locomotive aet it on fire

in October last.

A church at Louesnes, in France, fell in dfiring
divine service on Sunday before last, aud ten
persons were killed and twelve others more or
less seriously hm-c.

DESIGN FOR PROPOSED NATIONAL
GALLERY.

Although the appointed judges did not select
for execution any one of the designs submitted

,
for the proposed National Gallery, they named
Mr. E. M. Barry’s design as be.st meeting the

;

requirements. We have thought it desirable,
therefore, to record in our pages a view of the
Trafalgar-square front and the plan of the prin-
cipal floor. We have before now reviewed this
and the other designs at considerable length :

we content ourselves, therefore, on the present
occasion, with setting forth the architect’s own
intentions and views.

In designing the exterior, the architect con-
sidered ir. important to give to tho building
as much heifiht and conseqnsnt importance as
possible. A dome of large dimensions resting
on a lofty centre building, with smaller domes at
the angles, seemed to him a suitable mode of
obtaining this result. The ground at tho back
of the building is about 13 ft. higher than in
Trafalgar-square, which circumstauce has led
the architect to propose a ground story, the
height of which would vary in the different
fronts according to^.he levels of the ground, and
which, while affording the opportunity of pro-
viding much useriil accommodation, would en-
able such a height to be given to the mass of the
building ns is imperatively required, if it is

worthily’ to occujiy a site which has been justlv
extolled.

The instructions contain no reference to scnlp-
ture galleries, and the architect has not, there-
fore, felt at liberty to introduce them into his

a



design. He has thought, howe%‘er, that the
building should afford suitable facilities for the

display of sculpture historically treated, iiud he
has, therefore, suggested its decoration by groups
of sculpture, as well as by single figures. Under
the dome he wonld place allegorical groups and
statues of the great old maslers. The staircase

and corridors forming a grand scalptnre-hall, he
would reserve for statues of deceased British

architects, sculptors, and painters. By snch an
arrangement the public would be led to form
correct ideas as to the past history of art, and
honours would thus be paid to British artists,

similar in degree to those often accorded to their

foreign brethren, although not hitherto customary
to any great degree in this country.

The picture gatleries are shown of various

sizes and descriptions. The largest galleries

have a width of 50 ft., and a few small gal-

leries are provided with side-lights for cabinet

pictures, as prescribed by the instructions.

As a general rule, however, the author recom-

mends top-lighting, and he has borne in mind
the generally-admitted success of the picture

galleries of the Exhibition of 1862. He has, in

fact, made the section of his galleries correspond
in all essentials with the seotion of the Exhibition

galleries. The prescribed width of 50 ft. for the

principal galleries has of course exercised an
important influence on the plan and the extent

of accommodation provided.

The architect has also provided for a landscape
gallery of a construction snch as we described

some time since in writing of Munich. The centre

of the room is kept in half light by means of a
low ceiling, over which light is conveyed to th&
pictures iu such a way as to show them without
inconveniencing the spectator. This plan ia

suggested as being suitable for landscape and
subject pictures of moderate size.

The estimate, based on the price of la. per
cubic foot, with an extra allowance for the archi-

tectural treatment of the exterior, brings the

cost to about 480,OOOL

A. Boom for Students' Spe-
cimens.

B. Messengers’ Boom.
C. Office.

B. Students' Stairs.

B. Keeper's Stairs.

F. Board-room Stairs.

G. Lobby.
H. Store-room.
I. WeU-hole, to light Floor

belotr.
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THE SIXTY.THIRD EXHIBITION OF THE
SOCIETY IN WATER COLOURS.

Tastes vary, it is said. Nothing can be more
true vfhen the remark is accompanied by the reflec-

tion that there are certain limita of variation, and

that, if these are over-past, the vaiiation itself

becomes that between good and bad taste. The
variety of nature is influite, but in every instance

of startling contrast or of apparent anomaly,

the accomplished student can detect the pre-

sence of fixed and unalterable law. The ex-

pression of that law may even be so subtle as to

mock definition; but its presence is ever per-

ceptible, so that nature is never at war with

herself
;
and in her moods of most sombre gloom,

or most wild and sportive exuberance, there is

no such thing as bad taste in nature. Men and
women would be happier beings, however, than

they are, if there were no such thing as natural

bad taste. To a certain, nay, to a great extent,

such depravity is the result of ignorance, and
will slowly disappear before enlightened cul-

ture. In this office of cultivating the artistic

tastes of the masses onr great annual exhi-

bitions play no unimportant part. Korean they

be visited year after year,—still less can they be
revisited after a lapse of five or ten years, with-

out finding in them evidence of cheering and
steady progress.

With all this, however, bad taste, far from
being content to bo quietly improved to death,

makes spasmodic and persevering efibrts to

re-establish a positive power. It may be true

that purchasers are in no slight measure to be
blamed for this, for few artists will paint merely
to enforce their own ideas on the world—because
few, and, in this case, happily few, can afford to

do BO. Bub still it is the painter who is the

teacher of his art. The faults of a had picture

are best exposed by contrast with the merits of

a good one. Criticism may do somethingto aid,

but the true artist is the master of the situation.

The conventionalisms of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries teem out of place on the

walls of London galleries of the nineteenth

century, but they are to be found there never-

Icss. Cupids that aio neither charming nor
dangerou-s, and I’pycbes time excite no emotion

but a certain feeling of distaste, are better uu-

painted. We do not, for all that, fail to

recognize the powers possessed by the author
of them.

Since Sir E. Landseer and Rosa Bonheur did

BO much to call attention to the nobler features

of animal life, we find cattle play no small part

in any new collection. We have several very

life-like cattle pieces in the present Exhibition.

The picture which first attracts the attention of

many a visitor is a remarkable desert scene,

which excites at onco our admiration and our

perplexity—No. 117, by Carl Haag. The draw-

ing is good, the colouring powerful, the rolling

waste of sand and boulders that loses itself in

the distant hills is impressive; but the idea of

an Arab amusing himself on his pipe as he leads

his camel across the desert, while his wife,

mounted on the “ship of the sands,” dances

her infant to the tune, is a startling innovation

on our experiences of travel. The light, too,

though very effective, is not easy to under-

stand. It would seem to be that of sunset while

the moon is rising in the opposite horizon,

but if this were the case the shadows would be
longer, and, on any theory, the skeleton of the

dead camel ought to throw some shadow at all

events. It is a striking and a meritorious, but

not a satisfying picture. “ Spring in the High-
lands,” by Basil Bradley, No. 26, is a northern

landscape with cattle, refreshing to gaze on after

the glare of the desert. “Morning in the High-

lands,” No. 35, by H. Brittan Willis, is another

that well repays attention. Another by the same
artist, “A Fall Out by the Way,” No. 69, is a

very faithful and life-like representation of an
encounter of two sturdy little bulls. The intent

fury of the combatants, the scattered ccenpation

of the herd, and the eager alarm with which the

herdsman rushes towards the field of battle with

uplifted stick ai e all true and harmonious pastoral

incidents ably rendered. In “ A Scene in Glen
Nevis, ArgyJeshire,” No. 68, by T. M. Richard-

son, the foam and tumble of the river, brown
with the stain of peat, is very true to nature.

And the deer are very good also; but several of

them appear to be crbuching before and turning

from a storm which might well be rushing from

the hills, but of which no sign is to be traced on
the vegetation. No. 181, “ Tilling the Ground,

Sussex,” by the artist of No. 26, is a very good

study of the old English farm horse, a creature

quite distinct in his physiognomy from his

noble cousins in Flanders, and again from those

superb quadrupeds, the glory of someof ourgrtat
brewers and contractors, that bear witness that

naturalists are not in error in ranking the horse

so near to the elephant. No. 201, aud we see

with surprise that wo have again unconsciously

noticed a work of Mr. Bradly, is nob a pleasani.

subject. Aud the litter, not an agreeable lore-

ground, is not well reproduced. But for those

who are content to look to the porcine family for

the beau ideal of “ a happy mother” there is a

very good sketch of one. And the six little

piglings might have run from the pigstye into

the picture, where they stand alive and un-

abashed—one with his foot on another, according

to invariable habit when so many are in com-
pany. The game cook, too, is the real bird, and
no mistake. No. 136, “A Winter Morning,”

where a flock of sheep are in trouble in the

snow, by E. Duncan, completes a note of the

cattle on which we should turn a wistful eye if

happily engaged in purchasing.
In landscape, while there is nothing to equal

the “ Mountain Hoad ” of J. T. Linnell in this

year’s exhibition of the Royal Academy, there

are not a few pleasing, and some very pleasing

pictures. “ Ullswater, from a point near
Lyulph’s tower,” No. 142, by G. A. Fripp, is a

grey evening scene of great truth and beauty.

No. 180, “The Rising Mist,” by A. P. Newton,
is a charming picture. These, and their neighbour

No. 184, “Arenig,” by David Cox, jun., in the

quiet truthful harmony of their English tints,

form a very striking contrast, a contrast which
is only the reflection of that which nature herself

presents, with the deep bints of lake and sky in

No. 185, the “ Lago Maggiore,” by Collingwood

Smith. No. 5, “ Llyn Idwal, North Wales,” by
J. P. Jackson, is another scene of mountain mist

and glow on which it is pleasant for the eye to

dwell. The rural scene “ At Shiplake, on the

Thames,” No. 11, with sheep going over a

bridge, is a very beautiful rainbow scene, a

phenomenon, by the way, that is represented as

if by photography, in “ Latitude 53° 15' N.,

long 6° 10' W..” by Mr. Brett, in the neighbour-

ing gallery. No. 17, “ Early Moonlight,” by C.

Brauwhite, gives a calm and graceful group of

pines, the dark shadow mellowed by the moon-
light. No, 69, “Evening in the Valley of the

Ledr, North Wales,” we find again to bo from
the pencil of Mr. S. P. Jackson. In 109, “ Bridge

of Badia, River Arno,” by T. M. Richardson, the

mountains are piled one on another as they often

loom through gorges of the Appennines. No. 246,

‘A Dutch Fishing-boat in a Galo off St. Abb’s

Head,” by E. Duncan, is a fine bit of dirty wea-
ther and angry sea. No. 165, “ The Carnarvon-

shire Range of Mountains,” by J. W. Whittaker,
with the flecked clouds of a tint between rose-

colour and orange, is another of those charming
scenes of English mountain scenery in which the

present collection must bo considered as rich.

The figures, as a whole or as individual pic-

tures, cannot be said to rival the landscapes. We
must, however, make signal exception in favour

of one which seemed to us the gem of the entire

gallery. It may be called unfinished, but the

want of finish is not slovenly but artistic, the

chief attteution of the painter having been

riveted, as will be that of the spectator, on the

lovely face. It is a peculiar feature of water-

colour painting to allow of this very effective

mode of treatment. The efiect of portraiture

auflers to a greater extent than is readily con-

ceivable from backgrounds. The old form of

columnaud critrison curtain is abolished, but the

difficulty remains. Even the photographers

have discovered the ill-effect of the obligatory

chair and desk with twisted legs, and have ad-

vanced to the more artistic form of vignette

background. Hardly any faces look with such

life from the canvas as do those which, like Sir

T. Lawrence’s “ Wilberforce,” have been painted

by the artist, and left otherwise unfinished, the

work of the assistant undone, the form a mere
sketch, and the whole picture concentrated in the

face. The picture to which we now refer is No.

157,“ From Cairo,” by E.Lundgren,and the face is

charming,not only from its treatment,but from its

great beauty and its thoroughly Egyptian

character. It might have been that of a beauty

of the court of Thebes during the reign of the

eighteenth dynasty—the lips having the

peculiarly chiselled fulness of the sculptured

monarchs of that gieat period of ancient art,

while the rich, warm colour gives a charm that is

wanting in the granite colossal forms. Turn,

as a contrast, to another very pleasing drawing-

room scene'—a quaint, richly-furnished room

with spider-legged harpsichord, deep relievo of

the entry into Jerusalem immured over the

chimney-piece, and portrait of a scarfed and
Vandyke-collared cavalier, whose head, however,

becomes a vanishing fraction of bis person.

Prettiest piece of the furnitnre is the young
lady who is “demeaning” herself by offering to

feed an odious little marmozet in a manner only

permissible, in the case of pretty women, to

birds—the brute stretches out five feeble little

fingers in vain. 189, “ Our little Pet,” by the

late 0. Oakley, is a sweet face, and one treated

in what we believe to be the true and, therefore,

the best, water-colour style. In No. 20'i',

“Exiles from the Cloister: Monastic Suppression

in Italy,” we recognise the well-known type of

those holy men (taking holiness to bo equivalent

with idleness), the brown Franciscans. They
are not of the southern type, the true far

niente monk, but brethren of some more
northern province. The puzzled, half-con-

considering look of one of the more distant

monks is very natural, and we seem to be inti-

mately acquainted with the ex-superior. But
Mr. Smallfield has surely invented his incident I

To find such a stream as they are crossing is

rare in Italy. Perhaps that may account for the

inveterate antipathy entertained by all colours

of the Franciscans to clean water,—of soap we
can say nothing. Chnne ignotum pro mirifico.

One other figure we refer to as an instance of a
likeness which does credit to the painter’s inge-

nuity, if it is designed, and does more credit to

his knowledge of physiognomy and power of

expression, if it is accidental : it is No. 62,

“ Catherine,” by Walter Goodall. The pretty

shrew has the features of the famous Duchess
Sarah of Marlborough.
Among architectural pieces the eye is at once

arrested by the interior of the cathedral of

Toledo, No. Ill, by E. A. Goodall. No. 202, by
William Callow, “ A Street in Rouen,” is a

faithful and picturesque rendering of one of the

fast-vanishing remnants of old French, archi-

tecture. The procession sweeping into the porch,

of the cathedral is one more likely now to be
met in the streets of Ghent, than in this old

fortress and battle-ground of “ Hugonoterie.”

Mr. John Burgess’s drawings of old French,

cathedrals possess both artistic worth, and
architectural value. In No. 160, “The Cathe-

dral of Auxerre,” be has well rendered the

crumbling texture of the stone. This pic-

ture, however, is either not set exactly in its

frame, or there is a want of perpendicularity in

some of the main lines which, if existing in fact,

threatens the stability of the edifice. 205, “ The
Cathedral of Dol, in Brittany,” is another good
example of an interestiug series. But the pair

of sketches which, simple and very likely rapid

in their execution, apjjcar to us to bo tho finest

examples of the application to architectural

limning of the true principles of water-colour

drawing, are Nos. 219 aud 227, the entrance to

the Amphitheatre at Salona, aud an arch of the

Aqueduct at Spalatro by Carl Haag. “ The
Reigning Duke of Saxo-Coburg and Gotha,” in

these times of royal distress, has at least known
how to select a master of this graceful style of

painting.

On glancing again through the catalogue, w©
find that we have omitted to mention Mr. A. D.

Fripp’s “ Commissariat Party,” No. 294, hardly

more than a sketch, but with subject, faces, and
expression all alike cheerful and pleasing. “Judge
Croke,” No. 210, Margaret Gillies, is one that

improves on acquaintance, and each visit to

it raises it in oar esteem. The face and figure

of the judge are full of truthful physiognomical

portraiture, and the scene is one eminently fitted

to be treated by a woman.
Paul Noftel has given ns, in No. 218, a stream

running into the Wharf, a very truthful repre-

sentation of one of those thickly wooded dingles,

pierced by a brawling stream, that characterise

this valley, so famous in legend aud in song;

and in 221 he shows us the winding track of the

wharf itself, after passing by the well-selected

locality of Bolton Abbey, looking all unconscious

of its late fierce rush through the iron gate of

the foaming Strid—the watery grave of the

“Boy of Egremont.” The Italian skies again

smile on us in No. 233, “ San Remo,” by W.
Evans

;
and larger and fuller than any grapes of

Mediterranean vintage are those presented to us

by C. Rosenberg, No. 264, where grapes, and

peaches, and wooden press, and, indeed, every

detail of the picture, are perfect marvels of

truthfulness in rendering texture, as well as in

observing the difference between a down, a gloss,

and a blorm.
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We^woald not omit to mention a picture which

can neither be considered pleasing nor pic-
turesque in its subject, but which renders the
brick houses and square windows of the Georgian^a ^th the fidelity of a photograph, while
Wren 8 steeple soars beyond,—a picture which
does for a bit of London what Canalletti did for
Venice, and preserves so faithful a record that
some centuries hence it would have historic
value. We mean No. 208, “ Where stood Bride-

Prison, painted in June,
1866, by G. P. Boyce.

X,
course, many pictures in the

hixmbition of which the names of the painters
will alone be sufficient to call the attention of
every reader of the catalogue. Let such see
and judge and admire for themselves. We think
it a fairer mode of dealing with a collection of
the kind to note those pictures that first strike
or longest detain the eye, rather than to under,
take a studied criticism of the works of each
well-known artist.

THE WALTHAMSTOW PUBLIC HALL.
Tflis budding, situated in Orford-road, Wal-

thamstow, has been erected by a company
formed for thatpurpose, having a local direction
and of which Mr. Alfred Pittard is the secretary
It was opened a few months back, with a real
ing by Miss Glyn, and has since been in gooddemand for readings, lectures, and concerts.On the 17th inst. a reading by the Rev. J. M.Bellew took place; and on that occasion the
reader offered spontaneous testimony to the

acoustic properties of the hall.
It 18 60 ft. long by 40 ft. wide; and will accom-modate between 400 and 500 persons. It hasa ceding polygonal (almost segmental) inform the extreme height being 24 ft. At the
northern end are committee rooms, and other
conveniences. The cost of the building, as it
stMds. has been about 1,5001. ; and a some-what Bimdar amount will be required for the
institute buddings. The architect, from whosedesi^s and direction the building has beenwned to Its present stage, is Mr, Frederick

FROM IRELAND.
Corfe.—The contemplated additions to the

fioman Catholic church of St. Vincent, Sundays^eu Cork, were commenced on last Sunday,
by the laying of the foundation-stone. Themayor presided on the occasion. The additions
consist of a large bay, on the western side of the
nave, 20 ft. long; and on the north-west angle a
tower IS to be erected, 140 ft. high. Other
additions besides those which go to the com-
pletion of the structure are intended. Among
^eseis a presbytery, to be at right-angles to&e western side : the presbytery, the eastern
citation, and the church itself, will form three
mdes of a square. The presbytery, where it
joins the church at the eastern end, will be three
stones m height; but on the south, in conse-
quence of the incline of the ground, it will have
an elevation of 4 ft. The basement story will
comprise a cloister, 80 ft. by 22 ft., in which eii
windows, with geometrical tracery at the top
^11 be shown. The recess of the windows in
the bpement will be furnished with stone seats

the ceiling vaulted. Leading from this will
a room about 30 ft. square

exhibitmg a carved ceiling of timber, resting on
a cylindrical colnmn in the centre, around which
will be ranged the dining-tables. Immediately
over this will be the library, 60 ft. by 22 ft and
a parlour, 22 ft. by 18 ft., ou the same level
will be the community-room, which will be right
over the refectory, and enaetly the same size.A corbela circular turret, crowned by a conical
root, will be over the south-western angle show-
ing a large bow-window for the community-
room and other chambers on top. Two stories
of bed-chambers will be above the library The
Wtchen and other offices will be situated in this

The entrance to the church will be at

altars, pulpit, font, and open benches. The I

church presents, outside, a south-western tower
which, when completed, will be about 180 ft.

J'® vj. T.
chancel are of equal

height. It has also a Lady chapel, aisles, two
porches and sacristies. The west doorway has
arches deeply moulded and partly carved, rest-mg on small columns. The chancel and nave
have ceilings

; and a chancel arch, Bpringing
fromthe wall columns,” resting on carvedfigures
of ange 8, divide them. The ceilings are donem panelling, and the principal timbers of theroof are exposed. The chancel ceiling is arched

;

that of the nave is wagon-shaped. The appear-ance of the interior is agreeable, and the work
18 in harmony. The floors of the chancel and
chapel are laid with encanstic tiles. The nave
18 lighted by a clearstory of folded windows, by
a triplet of lofty lancets at the west end and
a couplet of lancets, surmounted by a wheel
window at the east end of the chancel. The
walls are built of black stone, but light cut stone
dressings are introduced for relief. The altars
and reredos, which are of Caeu stone, were
executed by Ur. Earp. of London. Mr. JohnO Neil was the architect. The body of the
building was executed by Mr. John Ross, andme fittings by Mr. John Murphy. Messrs.
Davison, of Belfast, executed the ornamental
painting m the interior. Ecclesiastical mid
street architecture, for the last fifteen years hasmade rapid stride in Belfast, and no place in
Ireland at present displays so much commercial
activity as this northern capital of Ireland.

edge draw lines through points to the lower end!
ot stile, and they are your hour-lines. The stile

Imust always be at the same inclination, but the
!index may be at any inclination, the points of'

division being got from a semicircle offered so that i

the stile already fixed is at right angles or per- !

pendicular to face of board containing semicircle:
Iand the points on the wall (or as the case may be) i

and the lines from points to fixed end of stfle
being pt with a straight-edge as before. If the
index be on a wall, the upper end of stile must '

be fixed, and the semicircle applied to lower end '

of stile, and so that the stile is perpendicular tome board containing the semicircle.

Hektiy Ambrose.

ANOTHER NOTE FROM THE CHAMP DE
MARS.

SUN DIALS.

*.0,
° A 7 ,

uuurcn will be a
the north side, and the principal staircase con-
necting the different parts of the building, will
be near the entrance. Messrs. Goldie are the
architects, and Mr. M'Mullen the builder.

Bel/osf.—The new Roman Catholic church of
St. Mary Wbitehouse, Belfast, which was dedi-
cated on Sunday, the 12th inst., is of the Early^mted style. In its interior, the church may
be said to be finished, and is provided with stone

In arswei- to " G. W. T.,"-First, it may bo as
well to have a concise idea of what a sun-dial
really is.

The earth moves round the sun in one plane
and completes its revolution in one year, and
round its own axis in one day.
Now, if its axis were perpendicular to the

p ane m which it moves when going round the
sun, few would have any difficulty in under-
st^ding

; but it is not perpendicular, but in-
clined at an angle of 23° 30' to the plane. Now
conceive, at an immeasurable distance, a star*
and that one end of the earth’s axis ever ex’
aotly points to that star, and that there is no
parallax, or, m other words, that the earth’s axis
IB at one time exactly parallel with every posi-
rion It has occupied in travelling round the snn.Noy^ call the ends of the axis poles. If the
earth were transparent, and a huge board were
to travel round the sun with the earth and

I

opposite to the sun and parallel to the earth’s
' earth had previously been
divided into twenty-four equal sections by cords
strained from pole to pole, then once every
hour the shadow of the axis would cross a line
of section, and, at the same time, the shadow
of the axis and line of section would coincide onge board, and thus we could tell the time

we may represent this on a small scale
First by observation, with Hadley’s sextant

or by referring to an atlas or geogi-apby, dis’
cover the latitude. Suppose it is 61° 35' north
latitude : then find by observing the sun dipby the sextant, or by the compass, which isdue south

;
mark it exactly on the ground, then

lix the stile m the mark, and at 61° 35' to theponnd the npper end to be exactly above the
line, so that suspending a plummet will touch the
line (always fix the stile at the angle that is
equal m degrees and minutes to the latitude)
Supposing your ground is of wood, then from
the upper end of the stile which reclines from
the

_

snn and with a large set-square placed
against the under part of the stUe, cut the north
and south hne on the ground

j then measure the
exact distance from the end of the stile to the said
mark; then on a wide board, and with the above-named distance as radius, describe a semicircle.
Divide It mto twelve equal segments

; draw a
line from the centre the semicircle was described
from and perpendicular to chord or diameter of
semicircle, and passing through the division be-
tween the sixth and seventh sections, then temno-
ranly fix the board to the end of stile and ground
maknngpomtof division between sixthandseventh
sections coincide with mark already made on the

“ straight-edge from
the end of the stile, and passing through points of
division in the semicircle, till the lower endc^ers into the ground (or wooden horizontal
platform). Mark these points very carefully.
J-hen remove semicircle, and with your srraight-

In my description of the British Picture Gal-
at the Pans Exhibition, I omitted to men-

tion the admirable screens on which tho water-
colour draw-ings are huug, aud which display
them to perfection, bringing them on a suitable
line of sight

; but they detract greatly from the
apparent size of the gallery

; for, being placed
across it, instead of longitudinally, they cut it
up into a scries of small compartments.

I suppose, however, this arrangement was
nnavoidable, from the necessity of gaining asmuch sm-facc as possible. They are placed two
and two all down the gallery, and have brown
boHand blinds skilfully affixed to them, which
are drawn down before the gallery is shut up in
the evening. These blinds arc so arranged that
on sunny days they can be pushed out from
the top, like the sun-blinds to -n-indows

; thus
allowing human eyes to rest on the pictures
from below, but effectually screening them from
th^oo ardent gaze of Plioebus’ scorching glance.

I ho iron-doors at all the entrances of our
gallery Imve been already mentioned in the
Build^. They are of English manufactnre, as are
also those on a different principle at most of the
portals of the Exliibition building.
IBe French people ought to feel much in-

debted to Messrs. Clark and Co. for showing
them how to make good aud sightly iron
shutters for doors and windows

; for it is im-
possible to conceive anything more frightful
than those in use ^1 over Paris, of two various
designs, one of which I have named the prison-
stylo, and the other, the iron-clad. The former
IS made of separate shutters, which are placed
upright and have a handle on each side to lift
them by ; being tall they must needs be very

I

heavy, and their appearance suggests that it
must be a painful task to lift them in and out of
their places. The “iron-clad” are frequently
painted a dull red, and look exactly liko the
rusty old hull of a vessel

j they are formed in
five or SIX long strips which overlap from above,
and are, I believe, wound up and down into
position.

To return to the British Pictures.—Our Art-
world 13 acknowledged to be not well repre-
sented

;
and yet almost every picture exhibited

is a gem, as a perusal of the catalogue will
show. True, that many of our most honoured
names arc absent from the list; and that, of
exhibitors, the best pictures are, in many in-
stances, not seen ; but yet a goodly store re-
mains. Look at the “ Bay of Naples,” by om-
now lost and lamented Stanfield ! What a orand
picture it is ! And, following closely in his°foot-
steps, what a fine thing E. W. Cooke shows, in his
“Deal LifeboatrescuingaCrew from the Goodwin
Sands what a magnificent stormy sky, and what
grandly surging billows. David Roberts’s two
riews on the Thames, “Houses of Pai-iiament”
and Greenwich Hospital,” show out admirably
as does also Millais’ “ Romans leaving Britain ”
This latter was placed two high when exhibited
in the Royal Academy, and the desolation ex-
pressed by the expanse of distance was lost, but
here it looks, and is, a fine thing. Wo English
certainly do not indulge in the gigantic canvasesm which foreign artists revel, but if the merit
of a work of art is to be deduced from the
delicacy of workmanship and the emotion
produced in the beholder, our artists may
boldly hold up their heads among all com-
petitors. For the former of these attributes,
delicacy of workmanship—if I may be allowed
^e expression—I may cite Wallis’s “Death of
Chatterton

;
” T. G. Linnell’s “ Gipsey’s Haunt,”

such a gem, but being of Hirrall size, it may per-
haps be passed over unobserved

; and Arthui-
Hughes’ “ Woodcutter’s Rctnrn Home.” Asa
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Frenchman afc my elbow remarked, “ Tout cst

faitj lefond et le devant tout est fait." And for

the second attribute, emotion produced in the

beholder, I will mention from a host of others,

O’Neirs “Eastward ho!” Elmore’s “Tuileries,

Juno 20th, 1792;” and “On tbo Brink;”

Burgess’s “Bravo Toro;” Phillip’s “Spanish

Wake;” Calderon’s “English Embassy at

Paris, the night of the Bartholomew Ifassacre;”

and Yeames’ “ French Ambassadors at the

Court of Elizabeth, after intelligenco of the

Massacre had reached England.”
In various styles, but all admirable, the

foBowing pictures must not be passed over in

silence:—Hook’s well-known “Sea Urchins;”
“ From the Bottom of the Sea,” the miner, with

the extinguished candle still in front of his

broad-brimmed hat, being welcomed by his

wife and child; and “Fishermen;” the Misses

Mntrie’s charming flowers, with which no others

save nature's can compare in tho Paris Exhibi-

tion
;

J. Brett’s “ Capri at Sunset,” so delicate,

yet bright, peaceful, and true
;
Armitage’s fine

piece, “ Esther’s Feast ;”Vicat Cole’s “ Sum-
mer’s Golden Crown,” which seems to have
mellowed into richer beauty with its few years
of existence

; Egg’s “ Kniglitiug Scene from
Thackeray's ‘ Esmond

;

’ ” Frith’s “ Claude
Duval

;

” Leslie’s “ Clarissa,” such a bit of days
gone by; and Frost’s “River Nymph.”
Then in water-colour—in which walk of art, I

preffumc, there is no question that tho English
arc pre-eraineiLt over all other nations—we find

Corbould’s richly-coloured “ Mort d’Ai-thur;”
Bayliss’s almost equally rich “ Sainto Cha-
pelle Brett’s “ Gust of Wind iu the Medi-
terranean;” Callow’s “Falls of Schaffhausen
David Cox, Senior, “Snowdon,” which is a fine

thing
;
and from the hand of his sou, “ Pass

of Llanben-is ;” Louis Haghe’s “ Church of
St. Gomer Carl Haag, “ Family of Wandeidug
Arabs;” our dead Hunt’s “Dead Peacock;”
Jopling’s “ Fredigonda,” a head and draped
shoulders in rich ileep colouring; Edmund War-
ren’s “ Cuckoo’s first Chant,” and a “ Forest
Scene,” with some capital Foxglove in fore-

ground; Harrison Weir’s “Morning Hymn;”
lark rising from clover

; two good iuteiaors by
Carl Werner; and a characteristic Britain,
Willis, “ Scene in tlie Highlands,” with cattle.
Of the sculpture, I cannot speak in such high

terms. Tho generality of it appeai-ed to me
very poor; and this remark docs not apply
solely to the British Gallery. Our owoi Munro
sends two subjects, one of which, “ Joan of Arc,”
a bust in plaster, has the true inspired look oue
would expect to see, and is, altogether, very
satisfactory. A largo work by Marshall Wood,
a life-size seated figure, is a falsehood, and there-
fore a mistake in art. It is titled “ The Song of
the Shirt,” and is dated “ 1867.” Tho worn
figure, the broken chair, and the old Church-
hassock on which the teet rest, aro doubtless
cleverly portrayed

;
but at best the portrayal is

a low type of art, and though the sad stoiy was
only too true when Hood wrote his touching
poem, it is quite past away, and false as a re-
presentation of an episode in English life, in the
present era of sewing-machines.

Before closing my somewhat lengthy “ note,”
I must say a few words on the vexatious manner
in which Frenchmen contrive to disguise our
English names of men and places. It is difficult

to reco^izB our own Princess Mary when
printed in their catidogue the Princess of Jeclc;
and the “household words,” Faed, Frost,
Frith, sound strangely uncouth and unfamiliar
when read Tacd, Trost, Trith; Edouard-Henry
Corbod would bo tempted to deny his own
identity, but that his fine handiwork betrays
him; travellers in Wales would bo puzzled to

find the Pass of Slamberis
;
Tennyson never

wrote of Finnevere
; Mr. Home has changed

his name a second time, and figures as Home-
Zion

;
a well-known suburb is Crap-ham

;
Red-

grave changes to Redgrane and Redgi-awe,
Smallfield to Smalfield, Warren to Wairem,
Landseer to Landsser, Knight to Knigt; and so

on, and so on. This is an old grievance of ours
against the French, and it is high time such a
clever people as they are should not allow it

to be said of them any longer, that they suffer

themselves to be conquered by a few hard
words.

In the foregoing remarks, I have made a
patriotic, if feeble, endeavour to stem the tide

of depreciation which English writers seem to

delight in pouring over their own country and
countrymen. Many of the notices that have
appeared in tho English papers with relation to

and faience, seem to those persons who have

carefully studied the display iu the Champ de

Mars, both unjust and untrue; and with regard

bo the British picture-galleries, it must be boime

in mind that exhibitors had to brave the perils

of four journeys by land and two by sea for

their art-treasures; and, this considered, the

great wonder is, that tho English Commission

contrived to produce so goodly a collection as is

here presented. There aro certainly no gigantic

battle-pieces, nor frames containing yards of

canvas, like those in other galleries
;
but if

they were wanted in England they would soon

bo produced.

We English live in our own compact houses,

and like to have our walls adorued with works

of art ;
and therefore our artists paiut such sub-

jects as will most delight us—pleasant episodes

in real or imaginary life
;
dear old cathedrals

;

lovely landscapes, cheeiing and refreshing the

beholder. Where, in a French gallery, can be

found the charming countiy scenes that year

after year crowd tho walls of our exhibitions ?

Perhaps our excellence in landscape-painting

arises from tho tender hues presented by the

frequent atmospheric changes in our greatly-

abused but, after all, botter-tban-any-other cli-

mate. Frenchmen get grand, sombre, truthful

treatment in many of their pa/’jsO'ffes, but the

sweet loveablenesB, which is the peculiar cha-

racteristic of English landscape painting, we
may seek for in vain in their sunless, gloomy
landscapes. R. F. H.

afivantEige of appropriate tunes being played, and an
'oidunce of monotonoua repetitions.

It would require only four men for a peal of eight, or

-x men for twelxe bells, and the number of tunes that

could be played would be only limited by the number of
the bells.

That the scheme is quite practicable is proTcd by the

circumstance that it has been adopted by an amateur band
of ringers at St. John’s, Hachney, for the last twelve
months, with perfect success, and has given great satis-

faction. G-. H,

BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—The annual meeting of the General

Builders’ Association was held at the Volunteer

Club in this city (Bristol) on the 9th instant,

presided over by Mr. Alderman Neill, mayor of

Manchester, who is president of the Association.

His worship, in a long speech anything but

complimentary to architects generally, is re-

ported to have said, “ he believed when a good

case arose, and it was taken into a court of law,

the builders would be able to teach the archi-

tects a lesson,— fo teach them for the future to he

honest and do justice.”

Now, Sir, this appears to me to be such an
unwarrantable piece of impertinence on the part

of his worship, and such a gross insult to the

members of the architectural profession, that it

ought to be exposed and properly dealt with by

the Institute of Architects and all other archi-

tectural societies, as also by your own and other

similar journals.

Wm. Bruce Gingell, Architect.

THE ARCHITECT OF THE HALL
OF ARTS.

Sib,—In the published papers relating to the-

Prince Consort Memorial competition is con-

tained the circular to the seven architects who-

were invited to send in designs in that competi-

tion. These gentlemen, Messrs. C. Barry, E. M.
Barry, Don^dson, Hardwick, Pennethorney

Scott, and Digby Wyatt, were instructed to-

combine the design of the Hall of Arts and
Sciences with that of the Memorial in Hyde
Park, and with one or two exceptions they did

so, the circnlar to them expressly stating that

the committee have decided not to invite other

designs, except in the event of no one of those

by the architects now selected being considered

satisfactory.” In her Majesty’s answer to the

report of the committee, “ Her Majesty very

fully participates in the regret expressed by the

committee that it has been found necessary”

(from want of funds) “ to abandon, for the

the idea of the Central Hall;” but so far from

there being any intimation that no one of the

designs is satisfactory, the committee refer to

“ the ability, ingenuity, and taste displayed i/n

all the designs as such as to prove the wisdom

of the course” that had been adopted.

Snch being the facta of the case, I should be

glad to know why it is intended to ignore the

competing architects, and entrust the great

architectural work, for which they furnished;

designs, to an engineer officer.

VIGILA^’S,

THE FOLKESTONE COMPETITION.

As your columns have been open to competi-

tors, perhaps I may be permitted to say that I

will advise the Directors of the South Eastern

Railway Company that the best design is that

which was submitted by Mr. Ernest Turner, of

No. 1, Verulam-buildings ; and the second beat

that of Mr. T. C. Sorby, of Brunswick-square.
Edwajid Ryde.

PARIS EXHIBITION.

PERIODICAL CHIMES.

Sib,

—

In Ihe Builder of the 4th inat. I notice that Mr.
Tbotnae Waleeby refers to Boston respecting eariUom
that are to be oreefed in the Tower. The following extract

from the statement issned to subseribera may be intereat-

iog; "This gentleman (M. Van Aersehodt, of Louvain)
carefully examined not only the belfry of the church, but
also the eight bells, which constitute the present peal

j

and he expressed his opinion that these bells could be

made to form part of the contemplated set of chimes,

He proposed to add to them ihirly-six other smaller bells,

giving a total number of forty-four hells. The price of

these extra bells would be about 3001. Messrs. Gillott A
Bland, the well-known clockwork mechanicians of Croydor,

also sent a member of their firm to Belgium to examine
the machinery of the chimes in that country, and they

have since invented a new system of machinery which far

surpasses any hitherto in use, and one special feature of

which is its power of ringing the chimes loudly or softly

as the passages of the music may require. The expense

may be considered to stand thus :

—

Cost of thirty-six new bells, ssy £300
Mechanism for ringing the chimes, say 760
Recasting tenor and other bells, and inci-

dental expenses, say 250

£1,300

Above 1,1001. have already been subscribed, and con-

tracts signed for supplying the thirty-six bells and
machinery by the firms before named. Itis expected that

the chimes will be complete before November next. The
tenor-bell being cracked, necessitated its being recast.

TVm. Gakb.

giB, Everybody must agree in condemning the un-

musical chimes that proceed from many of our church

steeples and towers
;
yet cannot this be remedied by other

means than by the introduction of costly machinery simi-

lar to that in use on the Continent, which would be prac-

ticable but, in few places?

I wonld call attention to the fact that tones can he played

by h'ind in a very pleasing manner, and without much
trouble, it being necessary for only one of the chimers to

possess an ordinary knowledge of mnsic. It may be ob-

jected that the bells would have to be “clocked,” but

surely there is not a greater likelihood of orackiog the

bell by its being struck ou the interior than if (as would
be the case if machinery were used) it were struck on the

exterior of the sound bow. Of course the chimes would
not be recurrent, but they could be struck at stated hoi

giB^—In your paper of Saturday lost, after a diMrimi-

nating and valuable testimony to my encaustic tiles, as

shown in the Paris Exhibition, it is said “ the manu-
facluro is limited, if we may judge by tho small quantity

exhibited.” Permit me to say that the manufacture, so

far from being Emited, has been very largely increasing

for many years past, and the smallness of my exhibit is

explained by the simple fact that I was only able to

obtain one-tenth of the space for which I appbed.

Thinking myself shabbily used, I had determined not to

exhibit at all
;
but this intention was overruled by some

influential gentlemen, and the result is that which has-

procured so favourable a notice in the columns of the

Builder.
Lugvardine,

WlLtiAM QODWlJr.

our exhibits, and notably those on porcelain and on any particular occasion, and there would be the

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Oxford.—The labourers employed in pulling

down the old front of Balliol College, and thoa&

engaged at the new London and County Bank^

have struck for an advance of 6d. per day, their

pay being IBs. per week. The men paraded the

town, and were joined by labourers engaged at

the Sisters’ Home and other bnildings now in

course of erection in Oxford ; the strike, how-

ever, is not a general one. The masters have

announced their determination not to accede to-

the required advance.

Worcester.—A difference has for some time

past existed in this city between the master

builders and the men, which has at last unhap-

pily resulted in a strike, the effect of which has-

been to temporarily throw out of employment

between 600 and 700 men. The master builders

resolved to form themselves into an association^

and appoint a committee, composed of them-

selves, to draw up a code of rules, which was

accordingly prepared and adopted, and issued to-

the men. These rules were similar to those

framed under tho arbitration of Mr. Lloyd, the

banker, and adopted by masters and men in.
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Birmingham. They were submitted to themen as an ultimatum, but were rejected A
deputation of joiners waited upon Mr. Joseland
of the firm of Wood & Sons, to know whether
their employers would consent to arbitration
and his reply to them was, that if the arbitration
was made general he was of opinion that the
employers would consent. The bricklayers and
joiners have unanimously consented to arbitra-
tion, and furnished Messrs. Wood with resoln-
tions guaranteeing themselves to abide by the
result^ of arbitration. The masons, however
repudiate arbitration altogether, and say they
are strong enough to enforce their claims. The
plasterers recommend a meeting of the masters
and men to settle the matter, but the labourers
repudiate arbitration. The men in the employ of
Messrs. Hughes & Collins, the contractors for
the cathedral restoration, and also those of
Messrs. Hemming & Son, are at work. A com-
mittee meeting of the masters was held, when
it was decided to decline the question of arbi-
tration, inasmuch as the proposal had only come
from two of the parties engaged in the building
trade, while three had rejected it.

Cordon of Masters.—In the Conrt of Queen’s
Bench, the conviction of a secretary of a trade
union, for attempting, by threats, to force am^ter to dismiss a workman for not joining the
union has been confirmed

; Mr. Justice Black-
burn observing that the enactment in questionwas evidently designed to protect masters from
being compelled to employ union men. It was
a very beneficial provision, for it was impossible
to imag^ine a greater piece of tyranny than to
insist that a master shall have his work stopped
unless he consents to dismiss a workman for not
belonging to a society, which he has a right in I

the exercise of his liberty, as a free subject, to I

refuse to belong to.

*

0/ Workmen.—At the Marlborough.

'

^reet Office, Thomas Gray, a jonrnej-man tailor
bus been committed for trial on the charge of
conspiring, with others, to force Alexander
Verbon, by threats and molestation, to depart
Irom his hiring, and to leave working for his
employer Mr. Tyrwhitt, the magistrate, re-
marked, that defendant aud others had tried their
powers on an unfortunate man who wished to
work for his bread. He must either join them
or find himself a martyr, perhaps, for life. He
could not see how it was, if passion did not in-
terfere, that men could fail to perceive that such
u. course towards a fellow-workman was tyran-
Dical and oppressive. It was a question of
whether a man should be permitted to work and
get bread for his family, and this, too, in a land
of so-called liberty.

individual injury sustained by thepJamtiff ID error, as distinguished from the rest nf thepublic, and that, tbereforet the plSfF had Xif/d innnging himselt within the general principle upon which aclaim to compensation under the Acts fn ouesUon hadbeen determined to depend; that upon theStr^ction

temporary operations of the company and

o..e, the damage -a. not of that iatnre a. to enSl, him

&S'7o' hth‘o"S;rt

aflirm the judgment of the Co

Ch^ judgment of the Lord
Lord Westbnry differed.

.ppeiS“..i

ARBITRATION.

Badcock V. Clark.

unserviceable. After the eiamination of the plaintiff hadbeen partly proceeded witb, his Lordship expressed anopinion that the matter should be referred to a non.wolessional arbitrator, as he considered it was hardly possiblefor anyjury to decide the question. TheauggesUtm of hia

lor the plaintiff for lOn/.. subject ti a reference

Tha was appointed arbitrator

Setters 7 h''
"that thesputters in the declaration mentioned were properiv made

Badoo^ck^had^nwa!

Int of the said action, nor atany tune since, any cansc of action against the safd

i J
.o icjoreuce 10 me said shutters, noran-

nnlTi,'' f j
against him in respect thereof-

a"", Sh’tSJiKo" o!

price paid for the shutters was 301.

^

DISTRICT SURYEYCRS
UNDER IIETEOPOLITAN BUILDING ACT,

COMPENSATION EOE DAMAGE WHILE
EXECUTING EAILWAY WOEKS.

‘a|;=a1o;7hf

Armiop a a'loE'’c.J.1' .^airoTiolCoppice-row. and in the lawful exercise of tbeirnowers
obstruction of parts of the carrisge!

p iU”te;7y:' SoiiKru i'

V * months, and at the end of ibat time

ef«4 ® .P'a'P*'“
?

house were restored to their formerstate. Dunug the time that the obstructinu continued

house ‘o’^’^'-ds the public-

trade of thf 1

diminished, and the custom to and the

““ h'nder these circumstances

of the defendants in error upon this ground alone but the
among the judgesas to the application of the clauses of the Acts in Question

‘consideration rendered
i^t almost imperative upon the House to pronounce anamhontativo final decision upon the whole ease Hislordship then proceeded to examine a great number ofcases bearing upon the question, and said that upon a re-view of all the authorities, and upon a consideration ofthe section of the statutes relating to this subject he had

Sse^wonld”^ ‘k®
temporary obstrucLn’ iu thiscase would not have been the subject of an aetion at

^

Metropolitan Board of Worts_n tne Jrtu inst., the following motion by Mr. Shaw wa4considered:—"That the four vacancies amongst the

Savors
RoJ.H . 1, 4

<-***® ^“pioyment of the Metropolitai;

fit? hI-’
^ afterwards the vacancies thus created befilled from amongst the candidates applying for emnlovment, and after a question as to whether it was in ord-^rconsidering the Board was summoned to proceed to theelection, had beori decided bv the chairman in the affirma-live, Mr. bhaw said he considered it only rinht that fhn««surveyors who bad been in the employ Ly the Boardfor some time should have the bedefi^ of any sSilwappointment which was m the gift of the Beared whichwas more lucrative than that which they held, and thattheir places should be filled up by the new applicants Itwas amere matter of common sense, and therefor^ he

rT
'’

t
«P more of their time.Mr. Robert Taylor seconded the motion, and said the

abo°ilt
three out of the four vacancies would beabout boot, aj ear each, whereas many of their present sur-vej ors were only m receipt of from 200L to 40of Themotion was put and negatived by a large majority. The

proceeded to the election of district surveyors
J^ewington and part of Lambeth,Central Lambeth and part of Battersea, and NorthenJBattersea, and to accept the resignation of Mr. Hakewill

^strict survejor ot the northern division of 8t. Georee’Hanover-square, and to elect a successor. A large num’ber of canoidatcs attended, and the names were reducedby a show of hands being taken for each, with thefoUowing result i-For Newington, Mr. LonY CentralLambeth and part ol Battersea, Mr. Jennings f NorthernBatterse^ Mr. Hansom; and Northern Division of StCeorge, Hanover-square, Mr. Bell.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
London.—The chief stone of Sfc. Matthew’s,

^
tieen Itiid, nearly opposite

the Elephant and Castlo Railway station The
edifice, from the design of Mr. Jarvis, architect,
will be m the Gothic style, with stone frontage •

and IB to bo erected by Messrs. G. Myers & Sons!
Ol Lambeth, builders.

Horsmmdm (Amt).—The restoration of tie
Earish Church has been completed. The archi.
tcct^ employed was Mr. Wyatt. The cost, ex-
olu„Te of the organ by Messrs. Hill, in a case,
the gift of Mr. J. E. Austen, of Broadford House
amounted to 1,6001. Thd gallery has been re^
moved, displaying the arch between tower and
nave and the western windows. The plaster
has been scraped oif from the walls, and the
stone work shown aud pointed. The whole of
the paving has been raised and rolaid upon abody of concrete, in the aisles in York stone, in
the chancel m encanstio tiles. Open scats of
oak have been substituted for the deal pews.

Ash/orJ.—The new church, which has jnst been
ooinpleted for the South Ashford and Beaver
districta, has been opened under licence of the
Archbishop of Canterbury. The ediiioe is

“hhommodate nearly 500 adults and
1-0 children, and all the sittings are free It
consists of a nave 7-1 ft. by 20 ft. , north and
sonth aisles, 75 ft. 4 in. by 11 ft. 8 in.

i chancel.
It. by 18 ft., and walls 20 ft. 3 in. high. The

style is transition. The walling is of Kentish
rag stone, witb quoined angles of the same
material; the exterior and interior dressings of
Hath stone. The roofs are framed in Memel fir
and covered with local red tiles and ridge
cresting. The church is fitted with deal open
seats. The architect was Mr. Hubert J. Austin,
of London. ’

Bedford.—St. Paul’s Church tower and spire
have been rebuilt, from plans by Mr. Palgrave
of London, architect. The old stones were aa
tar as possible used, the deficiency being sup-
plied with new Bath stone. The cluster^
columns of the arches supporting the tower and
spire are of Portland stone, being 31 ft. in
he^ht from the ground-line of the church to the
soffit of the arches, above which is the stone
corbellmg supporting the ringers’ floor, and higher
up are the clock aud bell chambers, also sup.
ported by corbellinga of Portland atone. The
height of the tower from the floor-line is 81 ft.
6 in., internal dimensions being 25 ft. 8 in
square, or upwards of 102 ft. in circnml
ference. The height of the new spire, from the
top of the tower to the apex, is 78 ft. 11 in., the
spindle, scroll-iron, and weathercock being 6 ft.
more, making the total height of the new tower
and spire, from the floor-line, 167 ft., or 30 ft.
higher than the old structure. A lightning con-*
ductor has been fixed to the spire. Additional
aisles to the church are included in the plan of
improvement. The north and south transept
hve-light windows are large, and the north and
south transept arches, aa well as those of the
north and south nave, together with that leading
into the chancel, are all of stone, 3 fc. 6 in. thick
with_ clustered columns. The length of the
interior of the transepts and tower is 96 ft. and
the width 19 fc. 6 in., which will make room for
134 additional sittings. Messrs. Myers & Son were
the contractors, who were represented by Mr.
Horsmau, as foreman of the works.

_
Gi-es/ord.—The parish church ofGresford has

been reopened for divine service after the re-
storation of the interior. The church has been
re-seated with benches to be free and unappro-
priated. The restoration also includes new
flooring, with an encaustic tiled chancel pave-
ment, aud the paint and whitewash cleared from
the panelled ceiling aud walls. The architect
was Mr. Edmund Street, of London, and the
principal contractor Mr. Yates, of Shiflnal. The
cost, some 2,721L, has nearly all been sub-
scribed.

BJiirfon.—The church of St. Bartholomew
Hlurton, has been re-opened after restoration,
chiefly of the nave, and at a cost of about 4001
The work was carried out under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Lynam, of Stoke-upon-Trent
architect; Mr. Barlow, of Stoke, being the con-’
tractor.

Meole.—The parish church of Meole Brace is
being re-bmlt, from plans by Mr. E. Haycock
jun., architect. The church will consist of anave 68 ft. 6 in. long inside, by 26 ft. wide
having north and south aisles; a chancel the
same width as the nave, and 35 ft. long ter-
minating in a three-sided apse, and north and
south chancel aisles, one being provided for the
organ. There will also be a south porch, and at
the west end of the north aisle provision is bein?
made for a tower. The accommodation will bo
for 500 people. The style will be Early Deco-
rated. Red Hill stone is being used for the
walling, Shelvock for the dressings, and for the
shafts to arcade and chancel arch Besford Wood
stone. Messrs. Bowdler & Darlington, of Shrews-
bury, are the contractors. The estimated cost
18 about 3,5001.

Chapmansladc.—The new church here hasbeen consecrated by the Bishop of Salisbury.
Ihe style is Early English, and the edifice wfil
seat iJ3 persons, in open seats. There is some
gained glass m the windows, supplied by Messrs.
Harwood, Brothers, of Prome. glass stainers.
1 he eastern window was supplied by Messrs.
Clayton_ & Bell, of London. It represents the
Annunciation, Nativity and Baptism, Last
Hupper, Crucifixion, and Resurrection. Thoorgan
was ^supplied by Mr. Willis.

°

Westhide iH&refordshire).—The parish chnrcli

j

Ol Westhide has been reopened, after various



rc.toratio,.B have been effected daring the last

few months. The works have been done by Mr,

C Button, ot Oolo Pilchard, under Mr. Blashill s

superintendence. The tower foundations are

in a bad etate. The chancel has been rebnilt,

topctber with the north wall of the nave.

The Boath aisle has been re-roofed, and a

new porch and vestry have been built, ifie

altar, lectern, and altar rails are of oak, tlie

nnliJit of Bath stone, with columns ot grey

marble, similar to Purbeck, obtained from Messrs.

Simpson & Malone’s quarries at Brough, m
Yorkshire. The fittings generally are m pitch

pine, lightly stained and not varnished. fiUe

church is heated by a Gurney stove. The nave

is paved throughout in stone with borders of

tiles. The chancel floor is of tiles, by Godwin

of Lugwardine. All the fittings are movable.

dissenting chuech-bijilding news.

Phimouth.—The Catholic Apostolic Church in

Princess-street is now undergming enlargement

and alteration, under the direction of Mr. H.

Elliott of this town. A new chancel is m course

of erection and new vestries. The alterations

will comprise a new roof and side windows to

the nave, and a new front or street elevation of

wrought limestone of iho neighbourhood, with

Portland stone dressings to the windows and

doorways. The present low-pitched roof of nave,

with its flab plastered ceiling, and also the pre-

sent dilapidated street front, of common-place

character, are in process of removal, to allow the

new work to be proceeded with it. Various

other works for the improvement of the building,

including the re-arrangement of the seats and

other internal fittings, are intended to be done

The style of the building, when completed, will

be Early Decorated.
. v i.

iondon. — The new Congregational church,

Whitechapel-road, has been opened for divine

service. The new edifice has been erected from

deBigns by Mn T. C. Clarke, of London The

outlay, including all esponses, is estimated at

6 200J. The debt remaining IB l./lUUl. u nos

been Btated that had it not been for the rise of

prices in the building trade, owing to which the

tenders came out much higher than had been

anticipated, the committee would have opened

the new chapel free of debt.

Tunbridge TFells.— The memorial stone has

been laid of the Countess of
_

Huntingdon s

Church, now in course of erection on Mount

Ephraim. Messrs. Wimble & Taylor, of London,

are the architects, and Mr. J. b. Anscombe the

builder. The works are being carried out under

the Buperiutendcnce of Mr. H. Stapley. The

funds in hand for the edifice amount to 2,6pi^

j^rnoU.—A. new chapel, in connexion with the

United Methodist Erce Church, has been opened

at Arnold. The building, which was erected

from designs by Mr. Collyer, is of brickwork

and stone, 51 ft. long, 28 ft. in width, 21 ft. high

in the interior. The seats on the ground-floor

are capable of accommodating 200, and a

at the back will accommodate 100 more. Under-

ucath the gallery is a spacious #-oom, winch it is

intended to use for school purposes; and by

means of sliding-doors it can be thrown open to

the body of the chapel. The material of which

the pulpit, gallery, and furniture are composed

is plain varnished pine. Mr. Jew, of Arnold,

was the contractor; and the cost is estimated at

4001, of which 200J. still remain to be paid off.

Princess’s Theatre.—All who heard Miss

Glyn’s remarkable reading of " Antony and

Cleopatra” in St. James’s Hall will doubtless

renew their acquaintance with the play as pro-

duced under the direction of Mr. Vming at the

Princess’s Theatre. It has been put upon the

stage with great care, and Mr. T. Grieve and Mr.

F Lloyd have painted for it some very heautilui

scenery, inclnding a view of Rome, an Egptian

palace, and a view of the Sphyux at the foot of

the Pyramid. But for great pressure on our

space we should be led to comment on it at

some length.

Testimonial to a Foreman. — Last a

;

testimonial was presented to Mr. Slade (who for

twenty years has been foreman of the brass-

workera, at Messrs. Hart & Sons, of Wych-

street), by the men lately engaged under him.

It consisted of a silver tea-service, ot good

design, made by Tysal. It was subscribed lor

exclusively by the workmen of his own shop, m
recognition of bis good qualities, and on tlie

occasion of his leaving the firm_ to commence

business as art-metal-worker on his own account.

Tea-services were previously presented to his

colleagues, Messrs. Richardson & Ellson (by the

men of their respective departments), who

under the name of Richardson, Slade, & Ellson,

have added one more firm to the art-metal-

workers of London.

Artists’ Geneiul Besevolekt Institution

This institution celebrated the fifty • second

anniversary festival on Saturday evening at the

Freemasons’ Hall, under the presidency of Mr.

Anthony Trollope, supported by Sir
;

Grant, P.R.A., who has accepted the olhce ot
j

president of the institution, vacant by the death '

of Sir Charles Eastlake. The Chairman referred
j

to the contemplated orphanage. A gentleman '

whose name he did not know bad offered to build
,

one for the reception of twenty-five childi^n, on
i

condition that its friends should raise a sumcient
[

fund for its endowment. The list of snbscnp-
;

tions hod already been commenced,
,

Agnew headed it with a guarantee ot 2,UUm. ,

When established there was a gentleman who
|

would build a second orphanage, with the mten-
j

tion that, ns vacancies occurred in the senior one,

'

they should be filled up from the junior one.
i

The West Ham Surveyorship.—On the M
inst. the West Ham Local Board elected Mr.

Lewis Angell, late of Portsmouth, to the office

of Surveyor. There were seventy-nine candi-

dates for the appointment.

SiLCHESTER.—In. our paper about Silcbest^,

last week, for “ Mardock Station” and “ Strath-

field Mardock,” read Mortimer- Station, and

. Strathficld Mortimer. Mardock is on the Great

!

Eastern line; a slip of the pen confused them.

1

Glass Houses.—A building, five stories high,

to be used as a factory, is being erected ^be

' Rue de Tardy, at Saint Etienne. The three

sides consist of iron frames supported by stone

colnmns, and filled in with sheets of thick glass.

The Scandal at Great Georoe-street.—We

have received several communications on this

subject, but do not think it necessary for us

to ioin in the cry against a man who is down.

We shall be exceedingly glad if he succeed in

setting himself right again.

New English Church in Parts.-At a meet-

ing held at the Grand H6tel two days back for

the purpose of considering the desirability ot

building a church in Paris to fully represent the

Anglican communion, it was agreed that such an

erection was required, and a resolution to that

effect was passed unanimously.

The New Drill-shed and Armoury at North-

wiCH—On Saturday last, a meeting of the

Finance Committee of the Northwich corps was

held for the purpose of receiving tenders for the

new drill-shed and armoury ;
Captain Cheshire

in the chair. Tenders were received from six

builders in the neighbourhood, and it was re-

solved to accept that of Messrs. Drinkwater A

Leicester. The building operations are to com-

mence at once

Dsttllaiu:!.

Roman Yilla near Andover.—Last week the

Rev. E Kell and Charles Lockhart examined a

field at Andover Down Farm, called Castle

Field, which tradition reported had once been

occupied by a castle, and on which had fre-

quently been found fragments of Roman pottery.

By means of a long iron rod, they alighted on

the wall of a Roman villa, which turned out to

be of oblong form, sixty-five feet in length and

forty-one in breadth, with a portico on its

-p-estern side. The roof had been supported by

six or eight massive pillars, the vestiges of six

of which remained. Many roofing tiles, in good

preservation, were found. Two fireplaces were

discovered, one of which has been transferred to

tlie musenm at Andover; but there was no

bypocaust or bath, nor a single piece of tesse

lated pavement. Tarious coins were found.

The National Portrait Gallery.-The tenth
,

annual report, just issued, shows that the Board
j

of Trustees of this gahery has undergone changes ,

during the past year by the death of Mr. W. M.

Carpenter and the nomination of Sir Coutts

Lindsay and Mr. Beresford Hope, m the places

of Lord Blcbo and Lord Dudley, and now con-

sists of fifteen members. The gallery was en-

riched in 1866 by the presentation of nine por-

traits and busts, including likenesses ot Cobden,

Clarkson, and W. S. Laudor. The most im-

portant donation is a full-length portrait of the

late Prince Consort, painted by Winterhalter,

and presented by the Queen, whose portrait will

also be given at some future time. Fourteen
;

additions have been made by purchase during i

the past year. The total number of donations i

received since the formation of the gallery is i

seventy-two, and of the purchases 163. llie i

total number of visitors to the gallery in 1866

was 24,660, an increase of 8.024, or nearly 50 i

percent, over the preceding year.

Architectural Students in Manchester.

The Manchester Architectural Association has

approved of the formation ofa students’ class m
connexion with its body, for the purpose of

mutual intercourse, and advancement in the art

and higher branches of their profession. The

promoters of the class state that at present many

young men leave the profession in disgust on the

completion of their articles, and sometimes be-

fore, because they find the drudgery ot office

routine, and the perpetual square work and

tracing to which they are kept, fall so very iar

short of their previously-formed ideal. The

class will afibrd these young men an opportunity

of culture in matters arohmological and artisti-

cal which, with some few exceptions, are ne-

glected during office hours. All members must

be associates of the Manchester Architectural

Association ;
and if such a number of members

shall join as will justify the rental of a room, the

Association has promised to provide a room,

which will be at the disposal of the class at least

one evening in each week. There will be an

out-door sketching-class for Saturday after-

noons. The committee consist of Messrs. Batty,

Langston, Bennett, Alley, Darbyshire, Oldham,

and Ward ;
and of these Mr. Langston is ap-

pointed secretary pro tern.

New Cemetery for Jarrow.—Plans of a new

cometery have been prepared for tbe local Banal

Board by Mr. Thompson, sarveyor, and approved

by Mr P. H. Holland, tbe medicol iiispootor.

lie site iB a piece of gronnd belonging to the

Doan and Chapter of Dnrhain, and situated east

of the Springwcll Paper Mills. The ground is

15 nores in eatent, and this it is proposed to

diTido into two lots—ono of 6 acres for the oon-

Bccrated Bide, and 9 acres for the unoonseoratod.

The estimated cost of the whole, including

ground and enfranchising, is 7,0001.

OafsTii. PAL4CE Kestokation Fund.—

a

groat

festival is intended to be held on Wednesday,

26th June, in aid of the Fund for the Hestora-

tiou of the Palace. The long list of eminent

ustiste.! whoso services are placed at the disposal

of the Directors for this occasion will render it

one of unusual interest. It is anticipated that

: a notification will be made in tbe coarse o. a

i few days of the issue of guinea stalls foi this

1 great musical festival, which will

I
similar arrangements to the Great Handel

Festivals held at the Crystal Palace.

Another “Iron” Church Burnt.—Christ

Church, Kensington, has been totally desti^yed

by fire The iron collapsed, and tbe whole IronC

fell across the carriage-road, nearly killing two

men, and setting fire to the hoarding of several

nowly-erected houses, as well as igniting about

twenty houses in Wellington-terrace and 1 orto-

bello-lane, and damaging cow-houses and a

timber-yard at the rear of tbe church. The

flames continued to rage for hours, notwith-

stauding an abundant supply of water, and could

not bo extinguished until the church was totally

destroyed. These “ iron” churches are m fact,

mosLly built of wood, and their imagined ability

to resist fire is a complete mistake, as we long

since pointed out.

New Church in St. James’s, London.—Tho

Duke of Cleveland, the Earl of Derby, Earl

Spencer, and Lord Egerton of Tatton, have each

subscribed 500L towards tbo erection of a new

church in St. James’s, Westminster, tbe district

for which has been carved out of the northern

part of the parish ;
and 3,00Ul. having

_

been

raised for its endowment in 1865, it was in the

course of that year constituted a Peel district,

and placed under tbe charge of the__ Rev. W.

Edwards. The population exceeds o,000, and

bv far the largest portion is of the poorest clMS.

For the present the church services are held m
the conservatory of the Pam heon, which Messrs.

GUbey, tbe recent purchasers ot that property,

have lent for the purpose. It is understood to

be tbe wish of the rector of St. James s, who has

set on foot this undertaking, to obtain a site for

“the new church in Great Marlborough-street.
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TEKDEES
K. lWi„li..t„. Mr.
AAtliinaon:— ’ ** ®“PP^>ed by Welch

Bevis
Mansfield i’Co
Fielding & Boa
Bigby
Dove, Brothersuroiners
Stephens (acceptedy

'

..£3,832 0 0
• 3,684 0 0

• •• 3,685 0 0
.... 3

,62 > 0 0
•• 3,475 0 0

3,360 0 0

Waliia ^ 0 0
Brotrn '86 0 0

760 0 0

H.t.'oo7l''SL£h®2'S‘“. forOol, wa,„„. M,„„
Cnbittiijohols:— ctutects. Qnantities by Air. D,

Alford & Co
Beeton " £1,996 0 0
Cox 1,979 0 0
Tuily 1,850 0 0
Newman i Mann ® »
Bussell J; Breeze ® 0
DillAKeddell 0 0

1,660 0 0

Kre.'hwater
..

......£560 0 0
Cimvin... ^5 0 0
Bobinsou ^3 o 0

.
339 0 0

rofd.'wX ?h “®»-
architect.— ® ‘ trract, Mr. Pugin

Matthews ...

Elgar & Son £2,593 8 0
Mackenzie .....'" 2,663 0 0
Eichardson 2,375 6 8
Launslbrd

....
2,376 6 9

Ayers & Son 6 0
Adcock ...•.... 2,281 0 0
Hodgson & Osborne ^ ^

2,36o 16 0

SoimpS”' CoatkcfNo° f“‘’S'*borough eurveyor :— * Lemon,
Harrison......... ,
Sanders... £1,118 0 0
Cox (accepted ),

699 16 0

Wort Mr. J. Sib^,, t,.™,!!!”'*''™® “"“rf of
Lscey & Plaxman

. . _
Lscey & Flaxman
Harrison
Gardener
Smith
Eebble
Nott
Burgess
Hill & Keddeii’

.'.V

Davenhill
Avia & Son ....'.’.'1.'.'’".’'

Thackerah
Dickenson & Oliver"'
King & Emery
Coker
Blackmare
Hiscoi & WiiliMs’*"
Toxhall
Pearson
Eobinson

Wigmore (accepted)"
Mann
Baker

...£19,474
.. 18,877 0
.. 18,763 0
.. 18,603 0
. 16

,
9 '0 0

. 16,750 0

. 16,740 0
. 15,100 0
. 14,992 0
. 14,950 0
• 14,700 0
. 14,560 0
. 14,500 0
. 14,492 0

14,295 0
. 13,960 0

13.905 0 .

13,719 0 i

13,650 0 I

13,640 0 I

13,500 0 (

13,246 O >

12,600

£ 1,368 0 0

„oX"N«.rlrr B».
Selleck

XNunn, architect:—

Anley 0 0
Wills 1.830 0 0

Mather
••••• 1,783 0 0

Day (nn^wi::::::;:::::;:;;:::::;;;
2 S

=“-7 Kneh,
F. Johnstone— ' ®“Pplied by Mr

- £3,320 0 0

and granite piers, undeT Mr Wfilfa fonndatio^ns
beenaccepte^d by’the City of has
mittee, £13,841.
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Prof ofPeK D- F.C.9.
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* ***

hein ««Ptimhor.a^wK^^
B^t’^vrinYresr^rr^i:

A SON, & Oil. 22 aud 2'I.
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To Architects,

Civil Engineers,

Builders, <to.

^ ewman'&'iiaM
Xlearsly

Foster .....

Bywater
..

1,326 0 0
1,270 0 0
1,264 0 0
1,198 0 0

liahtwooa .,
T.y«e, „ehu.d..

Brothers
Jelfery & Pritchard
CresBwell & Son
Maiihews
^Vilson & Son’"!’.'""/.
cartridge (accepted)

..£ 1,612 0 0
.. 1,600 0 0
.. 1,690 0 0
.. 1,590 0 0
.. 1,650 0 0

1,600 0 0

TO OOEEESPONDENTS.

lol°IZ"o'a. a™., Keudh,.,
W. H. L™W. ‘."“"S, «.b Mr. Hdiett. uf

Godbolt

Mr. J. Sew.
Heney & Slart
Tuck * Carley i!

£6,667 0 0
Bennuster 6,768 0 0
Bole & Co. 0 0
Bracher & ®‘316 0 0
Futoher 0 0 0

6,098 0 0

«rS.r p„,,

Wigmoro (ddcpted) £555 „ „
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wThuTC
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Oel u. ,eo the de*lgn).-Mc W (parafr^h
& B
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Soothwark-.lreeTof ihta^b^alfg "^%jo
^

stated.
*’ inatead of 120 feel

ddlLT *° "« «d
All«tatementaoffacta,liat«oftend«r.

the newest
designs

POE

LAMP POSTS,
Dwaup Gas Pillabs,

Brackets, Lamps,
Fountains,

Gatbs, Bailings,
Balcony Panels, Stable

Fittings, Columns,
Ac. &o.

will, upon receipt ofpar-
ticulars, be forwarded

on application to

TURNER Jfc ALLEN,
IronfonnderB, Engi-

\ neers, &c. 201, Upper
- Thames-street, E.C.

““‘.ru."!" “j’.;®’’?.'! “< h.mp Coliimd,, Lamp., &to Railway and Gas Companies, Local Boards, ic.

[Adveetisements
.1

s
stable clocks.

tawing erected Bteam-power

thf
“T™’’®'* “““ilitoery for oloek-maki^, a,

will be gild to

&Z«t
®'®rg^6n, orohiteotB, and oomfittoea,Eetimatea and Speoifioatione of eveiy deacripJ

and
sspeoially cathedra)

Koo^ ;™r f fP*"® pamphlet on Church

HEH^?% Warrant of Appointment toR.E.H. the Prmoe of Walea, and Saker of theS for the Eihibition, 1862. 25, Old
3., Ludgate.hm/E.a

SURRBT.-Id the pari.hee of W«Iion.on-Th«mes and Weet Monl....VAlu.b e Freehold end Tithe Free PropertroontAiL^r*
preientiDg mod desirable bnlWloe fituna with rfnTiL

Jyl^Bcomlgu
^’

ow'^'Se

LfESSRS. COOKES & SONS are in--TX Blnicted to SELL by AUCTION, at the MART Tntawh

PBOPaaiY
. i„„„ i APraceuBT p“S %

roaansa
. Sii.SC, V.^’ «

COOUEa 4 SOKS, fnd aiiad .ad BniX SttSld^dS

riMuoo

JYTE. S. B. COOK wiil SELL*byAUCTION
Mndffe 'row . and 5 fl And 7 acww i?.._ * '* aou la,

good brkka, quantiiy of feId^,uff, T,r'H“£l‘^“*r[Sr

AuclloneePs omce.,245. Ebury-.ueet, B.ton-«,u^,^tajrct f
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ME. DIO K^E NS’S W 0 E K S.

TEE

TO DECOKATOR8, UPHOLSTERERS, OONTRACTOBa, *c.
_

Mr. LEREW is instructed to include m
bia BALE of BDILnERS' STOCK. « To^. ou

MONDAY, MAY 27th. an exp nslTB PaTEST apAFPOLD. jrtth

ladders and apparatus, ’ell

»lve bosineu. — AucLiun Oi

T the BALTIC SALE BOOM, South
'

se, ThreadueedlB-street, oil -WEDSEaDAY, the 8th of

JUNE,18ti7. at TWO o’clock.
, , v

1,000 Loads Foreign and Colonial Timber.

lOO^OUO Piei and Battem,

And other Wood Oo 'ds.

H. FREEMAN « CO. Brokers. 3, Crooked-Une,
Cannon*sti-eet, E.C,

EDITION.

MESSES. CHAPMANS & HALL
Hove the honour to announce an BNTIKBLT NEW.EDITION of the WHOLE of

MR. DICKENS'S M^ORKS.

It will be prodnoed with especial care, and has been devised by Mr. Dickens and bis PubUshera

with the object of combining the four important points,—

LEGIBILITY, DURABILITY, BEAUTY, AND CHEAPNESS.

T«™ty jeer, have el.p.ed .i»ce tie fimt etereotni. plete. were 0..I _for_Ch»p^ EdMo..

It i! c^ifdeVed'ltorthe «»e h„ eon., tor reprinliig them in e f.r .note .gree.ble end r.oarkebl. form, end for

Beery

XTe^nuf b';
o“„ «ne .on.d,p.i,el by en^e or <*he- -.b- or.ot.oe-boo... ,n London, end

r Edition now

All ESSES, r
IyI farmer will SELL,
TUESDAY. JUNE 4tb, at TWO.
BUILDING LAND, with fron'ages

fur the rrtcllou of villa oroutt^o

0 the Rail war

DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
ELL. at the MART, near the Bank, on

TWO SIX PLOTS of valuable FBEBUOLD
} PalmerstoD-road. and aligthte

lidenoae. Water service l» laid

,ud the t.ic irile9Qf aucBSS to London offer great

rndiioemenU to 'those desirous of obtalulng residences in a hea thy

K.1,
=' t

2 Paul’s Bakehouse-e-urt, Godliinan-street. Doctors -commims

the luns In the neighbourhood; and of tie Auoiioneers, No. 80,

STAMFORD-H) LL, MIDDLESEX, about four miles from the Baok.—

A spacious hamily BesUl-nce, with most eharuiiog gardens

celleDt Stab'lng, together with commodious p-enilses and paddock

adjoining, ibe whole comprising upwards of six

tion of which could be advautag-oualy sold off without u
withihepilvacyof the prrsrniinhe pilvacyor the prrsrntresiaeoce.

o

Messrs, debenham, tewson, &
- aa- TT w a a trPfr.T.I have

to every ijcht-hnnd pspe.

S”e“.trmSy‘’bo”nnd S ?5"dMb.- fbeTriee of tb‘e Eiokwick Paper,

will be Three 8hiUiB«8 and Sixpence.
,

The Edition will bear the diatiDguisbing fac-9unile Title—

THE

u of the first printing-houses in London,

this form (taking that book as an example)

il kitchen garden.

luifolk Lodge, pless

8lamfoid-blll, ueai cue

•B grounds, having suob^a

.pltal sla&li<'g for f-inr

ihe whole camp-lslng

’attractive Bppearauce from
• a shady carriage drive, and

'eral closeu, t

rbis Title, appended to every volume, may suggest to the Author s coun^trymen his present watchfoluMS

Fdition and his hopes that it may remain a favourite with them when he shall have left their service f

the other side of the Atlantic, it may perhaps act as a reminder that he has arranged with Messrs. Ticknor A biELDS,

S Boston to his Works (in this Edition and in others) in the United States, with a just recognition ot his

claim as their aiuhor, If the great American People should a»e any good reason for recognizing those claims too,

without detriment to themselves, the imprint of Messrs. Ticknor & Fields will henceforth afford them their

'^^^The^^st voloine will be published at the end of the month of May, and the Series will be issued monthly.

On MAT Slst, with Eight lUnatrations,

PICKWICK PAPERS,
Price Three Shillings and Sixpence,

on ; CHAPMAN h HALL, 193, Piccadilly.

THE

FARMBE (in ooDjuicctloa with Mr. H. W. SAFFKLL)

•8d Imlructioub tu BULL, at the MART, near lb« Ba-ik, oO

TUESDAY, June Ulh, atTWO, in Two l^W. the ‘‘'rauiiverKER-

HOLD FAMILY BUSIDENC'E known - nl-eantlv

the Buuth >lde of Ue.nger-1

new chuicb, wlih exoeedlugiy pieuy ph

profiutoD of hands
surpaased

;
a mo>t

hone,. Urge cuai-l

nearly 2i atree. The leeidauce baa a

the road, from wbiub It la appi'Jeched ... -

h.Iidiouie dcliB-rnora (.U thw. reoiu. h.vLeg Fr.uch

7.5..

.e,.rt™k,., tb. “.“X'
With ailuitionni otfivea and crlUrag - in the bawiueut. There la e o

ivrv.ktory and two greenhou.^a. Lot 2 comprUe. an

paddock; adjoining Loll. po,a«s=iDgatotal area of

^h ftoliUgo of aonut3d0 feel to Maager-iiine. and an d.p^

of uaarlv liOd feet, affoidiug capiul altea for the election of ihiee or

four large houaea, ot by the form.iion of an ‘

alderabl* eauie of aion-rate-s sod vliiaa. Included in tbu lot will be

an ex'euBlvo bulldlug, formerly na«d »a a aieam launlry. and com-

pleUly flttod with machluery, steam plpea, and ai'n“““

1..

., nr. a Ur.re lauudiv btuiueu, or emuble for tho v

cnemr of an hoiel. or for a public luatltuUou. Immediate poabeailon

/.rJ.!,, In will Larriveu ou combletiou of the purchase.- May he

s. bjoie * .B.aowb™,

SoliclioiB, I, Triuiiy iilace, Cha'lug Cro=a ;
of Mr.

Auctlnueer. 33, Ahcburcblane
;

and

IBW SON, 3: FARMER. 80, Cheap.lde.

HOLLOWAY.-To Kngiueata, BuUders. Mauiifact^lng Upholst

and Other*.—Spacioua Ltasetolu Biulnesa Fremisa*. with Uwollln

iluabie mii.nieii.B,

Old Welllngton atreet. iidj

a factory of four fioow.iucuding baaemeut. a

luiMeaainv au aieaof upwaids of 1 400 feet, a lanfo yard, antoreu uy
poaseBaing au HI

^ porieUlng an area of about 1,950 feet ;
alaoanina-

adjoiulng. The PcoinUaa are modern and eubstan-

bullt.aiid' parr
Held for about 70 y

6i, Ot 6d. per annum,
EDWARD MOTE, Uau Bolie

folding ga n

Just published, a One Volume, 4to. cloth, illustrated with nearly Sixty Plates, and 250 Wood Engravings,

Price 308.

TREATISE ON ARCHITECTURE,
reCLLOmO THE ABT3^0F^mN|™cnON. AECH. CAHPEHTHT,

Edited by ARTHUR ASHPITEL, F.S.A. &c.

Edinburgh: A. & C. BLACK. London: LONGMANS.

CAMBRIDGE HEATH, N-E. near the Canal Bridge

Me. peeking -will SELL by AUCTION,
on the PREMISEP. at the Rear of Nu. 14, Aun'e-terrace.

OambrlJpe Heath, on TUESDAY. BAY 28. at TWE^’E o cImV. in

iiOta, the SURPLUS STUCK of a Paparhanglng Warehouaeman,

BuUder. and Decumtor, comprUiug 20,000 piece* of paperhangluis,

incln.ilng drawing and dining room paiterne

and yellow deala, SllO feel of 21

work, a builder'a light aprlng c<

day previous and morning — •'

and of the Anctiom

.. aalvaga)
;
wbit-

f glare, naeful plumber*

and effects.— May b* viewed thi

„..,5 CaUlbguea had on the Premiiee

t, 82, Tooley-atreet, Southwalk, 8,E.

WOODFORD, ESSEX.—Freehold Mansion and about 6 Acres of

Land known aa Woodford Hall.

Mr WHITTINGHAM is instructed to

SELL by AUCTION, at the GUILDFORD HOTEL. Orwham-

elreet City. KC ou MONDAY. JUNE lOtb, ISW. at TWp.VE for

ONEo'clKk, the eubaUutal brick-built UAnSION. and “hput 6

Mr« of LAND, known as Woodford Hall. sumOile fur a Pubilo

InatlluUou or for a large Family Residence, .ttuate ou the High-road

from ’London to Epiii.g, and within a few mluutae walk of tbe

Oaorge-lane BUtiun on tbe Woodfotd Branch of tbe Great Eaatern

Railway, conlnlnlng enirauce-hall, dining and drawing room*,

library, study, and bllllHrd rooma. nursery, baih room, nine wd-

looius. three dressing rooms, and convenient domestic offioea The

outbuildings C'mpilse coacb-houie, with coachmans rooma and

ateb'iiig for 6 homes. Nlne-teuihB of the puich-iae mooey may re-

miiln on inorlgage or contract at 6 per cent- to be paid in nine years

by half-yearly iuslulmeiits ;
but the w

may be paid off at any time, wi'hoot i

eoudltiona ot tala may ho obtained of

.50. Coleman-street, E
London, E.C.

;
and a

J3ULW1CH, SURREY —Eligible Freehold Building Land, between
Pcckbiim-ryeaud Lordtbip’latie.

Mr. ‘WHITUNGHaM is instructed to
OFFER by AUCrriON, at the Guildball Ho'e), Qre.hnm-

street City. E.C. on MONDAY, JUNE 10. 13!>7. at l-WELVE for ONE
o’clock a luitber Portion of thD very elialbla property, free of

and land tas. eoi.sUtlug of 28 loU. close to Peckbam rye. and a

30 lot* on the Underhill-toaO lending from P«ekham-ty« to Lordthlp-

lane. The euwera and roads are now In a forward etale ofcompletion,aud

bulldiuge are already iu progress- Nlua-tentba of the purchase-money

may remain ou mortgage or contract, at 5 par oeu*. t(

sears by half yearly iu.UilmenU, but the whole or any part of tue

haUnoe may be paid off at any lime witboui notice.-P^tteuI^,

plane, and condUioua of sda may be obtained of M.

DAVIES. 59. Colom.n-elree^ K-C.
' •’ ‘ - *' '•

gate'S'reet, Lomlon, EC.
the Place uf Sale.l

ELUNGTON ESTATE, RAMSGATE. KENT.—Eligible Freehold
B'lildieg Laud.

A/TE- WHITTINGHaM is instructed to

LVX SELL by AUCTION, at the ROYAL HGTBL. Harbonr-street.

Eaiu-gste ou TUESDAY, JUNE 11. IBd?, at 8lX for SEVEN lo the

evening. In about flf y Inie, a furUier portion o' the eligible FREE-
HOLD BUILDING LAND, tithe free and land-tax reoeemed.

frontjigB* to the St Lvwreuoe-road. sl'uated near to toe South-Ej
Railway Slatl.in. The corner lot, with fronUgs* to tbe St. Lawr

1 8oaili-Ea*tern roads, la set apart for the erection of a tat

iB-teoth. of the purohaae money may remain on mortgag* or

:t at 5 per oenL to be paid in nine yeara by-qual half-yearly iu-

stalmeuts
;
hut too whole or any part of the balance may be paid

auv time without notice.— P*rtlcular» aud condiviou* of sale ii

obtained at the principal Inna In the neighbourhuod
;
of S

SADLER. Siience'-rnaare, Ram-gale; of Mr, NEaLL. II. Vala-I

race, Ramsgate; of Means. RUS'ELL a DAVIES, i

Loudon, K C.
:
of the Aucllooeer, 14. Moorgat

Elstale ;
aud at tbe Place of Sale.

my part of the balance

ties —Partlciilara. piaus. and
Jwers. RUASSLL i DAVIES,

f the Auctioneer, 14, Moorgate-street,

tb»riace of Sale.
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ji French Survey of Bnglish Theatres.

lOME months ago tho Pre-
fect of the Seine deputed

G. Daviond, architect,

in-chief of the service of
walks and plantations of
Paris and of the theatres
of the Chateletj to visit the
different theatres of Lon-
don, especially those to

noTelty either in lighting or ventilation. He
found that they generally take the form of the
plot upon which they are erected, and are either
rectangular, square, irregularly polygonal, or
circular, according to the site; and for the rea-
son that these sites are mostly in tho centre of
p ots of houses their eaterior appearance is
little more than a door more or less grand and
more or leas om*,. and their fenestration opens
into the rear grounds with which they are sur.
rounded. In some Salle, the ventilation has no
other provision than that which the windows
afford, while those which are more complete pro-
vide for tho escape of the products of combustion
of gas by openings in the roof above the ohando-
hers.

The London theatres proper,—that is to say
theatres m which the audience do not cmsume as
they Bit in their places,—are divided into three
categories. The first oomprehends those reserved

which tie public a're'ari 1
operas

; the second the

mitted at a tow price with ,
foreign plays. The price of

a view to an TnqutoyTntl -= 'oarn, with

the possibility’ of Lrl flTT 1?' f™m three and
ducing similar places f

‘o a sovereign. We have, indeed,

amusement in Paris The L
° prices on very rare

fame of the Britannto
0“^'°°”' “oarcely disposed to

Theatre, with it, entrance, IZTT ""Tusual prices of a seat in either of the houses
mentioned as in this class 1 Her Majesty’s
Theatre (Le Thciltre.do.la-Eeine), Oovent Gar-
den, Drury Lane, Haymarket, Saint James’s.
Ihe first and three last constructed under the
rjgzme of privilege, present several interesting
feature to the French architect's eye, especially
in their vestibules and staircases

; but Oovent
Garden, rebuilt since the removal of the hamper
in question, offers so many technical and econo-
mical nyelties that he devotes a special chapter
to It. Passing on to the second category built
according to M. Daviond, for the interpretation
of Shakspearo and performance of pieces adapted
from the modern French theatre, we find the
following selection: Sadler’s Wells, Astley’s

381

of sixpence, caused
especial instructions to be
given that this establish-

inent should form one of
the contresof information. Accord-
fugly, M. Davioud waited till the

to
"“'iteot of that edifice was inwn, and then commenced his task. Wepropose to give a condensation of the

port he't" -
return ai r to Prefet on histurn, as it is not only interesting as a Prench

sails fnr fL
^ ^

^ Open a

tie number r ^
concert-halls, theatres, and caf^s impossible tn

list a o t Tt P=rf»™ance oi

ust ft 1 1
frofinentlyused for political and religious meetings. After

tettld of thotables L
can taco tb® r'

“ ’'“ol “>0 frequenters

on the tra! f
Davioud expatiates

estaWishment^r-T “f ‘'re class of

t.r •ofroshments are sold to

Boyal Amphitheatre, Adelphi, Lveelm Prt T"' ’'ell

cess’s, Olympic, and Strand Theatre With ,l„.
“Peetaters as over the

tb« <.rsA-
iuiresuments are sold to

easorr?:. "^eu the had

F.:::r-eS~
Soormg over the pit, and building an orteLI

rtaneitu'z3r
acoemmodatienr tut
purposes of it,

™ ‘tree-foldP rposes of these convertible salles are greatperp exities m the consideration of the form oftheatre he would recommend for seleetion
, forwhereas m the best Italian theatres facilities fo^

Sr the? r”‘
“-I ‘Irese destined

lertocl T”™ ‘te aoonstioperfection ,a first attended to, these, with their
promenade concerts, musthave more requisites than both of them.

M. Davioud translates onr music-halls as/ s-cmeeHs, and gives parenthetically what heconsiders the English equivalent as"” public
iouse.hall.” He took count of the places ofamusement in • - - R “L'-a oi

not ignoring: *

ccuelustonLtn;£n;“5tW;=^j:-^

,
- * —-v.pi.,, xtyceum, urin-

cess s, Olympic, and Strand Theatre. With due
deference to the author of this clasaifioatiou, we
must record the remembrance of a charmed
circle hushed in saw-dust, where the possessor
of the loudest cracking whip and the brightest
buttoned jacket in the world reigned over atnbo of spangled equestrian fairies, for whom he
keptastad of long-tailed earth.pawing steeds,
with which they diverted themselves throngh the
live-long night, riding them round and round at a
pelting gallop, leaping, as they rede, through
wreaths and over festoons of flowers, and performing all sorts of fantastic gambols, that were
neither Shaksperian nor adapted from the
French, Astley’s shonid have enjoyed a place
apart from the theatres with which it is grouped,
L PW nr f.BoOXS VM-vriwr.,... J . . _ _

^

Before proceeding to the examination of the
three edifices chosen to .illustrate the three
categones, the author of tho survey reviews
the precautions for public safety required by law.
dwelling on the clauses in the Act relating to
public bmldiugs which render it illegal to erect
corridors, passages, staircases, and their supports
otherwise than in stone or equally nniuflammable
material, the discretion allowed to district
surveyors, fte negleot of art, and the rigorous
economy with which private speculators comply
with the letter of the law. The obligations of
the English Act he nevertheless deems slight
compared with the numerous requirements of
the Prefet of the Parisian police. The particular
mode of construction for the interior and the
8‘age is left an open question, no apparatusm case of fire is fixed upon, heating and venti.
lating are not obligatory, workshops are not
mterdioted, neither are there any stringent
regulations relating to the comfortable seating
01 the public, obligatory items which materially
encumber tho conatruetors of Parisian theatres,
and Tipon which an ordinance of the Prefet*
dated 1st July, 1861,. insists more stringently
than before. Private enterprise and personal
responsibility are left to themselves, with ns, tomake arrangements that a paternal Prefet takes
upon himself. Coveut Garden is the theatre
which has most closely approached the obliga-
tions of the Parisian ordinances

; but even here
there are short-comings, at which II. Daviond is
aghast. Ho shrugs his shoulders as he views
the quantity of wood used where the Prefet
would object to it ; and makes a special note to
the effect that to snob a degree of economy is
the construction carried that the wall which
separates the stage from the body of the house
and which receives the curtain, is built of light
masoniy, and partly wood, and that it does not
rise above the voile de lasalle-, so that should
lire break out in the upper part of the stage
machinery or scenes, it would spread with the
greatest rapidity over the whole edifice, as well

Pew of those posses, coustruottonal featZof- leaiures or
mterost to the author of the survey, os they owe
their origin to the period before the withdrawal

-i-wavt/cevuio UB UVeF 100
stage; whereas, in Paris, the same wall would
have been built of strong masonry and carried
up to the roof of tho house so as to effectnally
out the building into two parts, and the opening
on to the stage would be furnished with an iron
blind which would descend every evening after
the performance and close it.

M Davioud oommenoos his section on Covent
Garden Theatre by remarking that it is as.
snr. dly the vastest and most remarkable of the
aristecratio theatres of London, as well as the
most recently constructed, and that it has been
built from the designs of Sir John Barry, the
son of the architect of Parliament! and he
finishes it with the twin comment that it is the
most complete eipresaion of the IhMtre de luxem London, supplemented with the opinion that
It presents the particular qualities of English
construction, grandeur of material, and the om-of privilege, though fire has cauLd „ T “f -"‘erial, and the om-

them to be reconstructed. The Adelohi ' ZZ >“ Pomt
selected for a special examinalion Thi I “ad ‘Searches after

category oomprehends the theatres supposed ‘to ZiZ ™“arkable nor worthy
be frequented exclusively by workmen and 7 a

Between this beginning and
marine, which are, for thi mist patt .Lidt tts oIZ!'”!

““
that scarcely recognisable region I'E^t End Tn

with an accompaniment of
these he finds no boxes, bn't oi vast ampbt TT E, “'I
theaf,>-o rtw rvioww . ... P favourable; bat, as we have placed all

'f vaaL ampni-
theatre, or place in common, in which the scale
of price 18 regulated by the distance from the
stage. They appear to him to be ” annexes de
pubhe-house, or the cause of which tho public-
house IS the effect

; as he has learnt that it is
not rare to find, in London, cabareHers building
halls for the purpose of bringing bnsiuess to
their taverns. The City of London Theatre, the
Surrey the Vtotoria, Maryleboue, Pavilion,

- --> — ^laucu au
the partioalars of this edifice before our readers,
we will not follow him from point to point. He
confesses to inability to speak of the acoustic
properties of the house, as he did not assist at
any representation, and the ventilation he con-
aiders voluntarily neglected. Of the Adelphi he
cites a short history, telling how it was rebuilt
in 1858 on the site of the theatre built in 1821
which succeeded the occupation on the same
spot of a salle de divertissement. Favourably

> j icuKJua, ravKion,

quarters of the town and" c'ito „
7' ’ ^ ” this group,

.•Dast,End,.’and arrived

bem Sl’luoted lor a detoiled thoroughfares, it advantageously rivals the best
1
secondary theatres, and is, moreover, remarkable
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for the prodactioD of English versions of French

pieces. Built more recently then any other

edifice in this category, IX. Davioud looks to it

specially as likely to aff'ord him study of the

most improved modes of theatrical construction.

The exterior elevation consists only of a large

doorway, the decorations of which compose all

the external ornaments of the edifice. A long

corridor conducts the company from this door-

way to the bureau de hillct, or pay-place, and

divides it into two streams, though it by no

means shelters the whole of those who would

enter who, meanwhile, station themselves

in the public way till they can gain ad-

mission. The gronnd-fioor of the house
^

is

level with the street, and two staircases give

access to the tiers of boxes and gallery. The

form of these is that of an elongated ellipse,

of which the curve is graceful, and opens well

it approaches the side-scenes for the purpose

of increasing the facilities of seeing. Behind

them runs a narrow passage, following the same

curve, from which the company can arrive at

the part of the tier in which their seats are

placed
;

and leading out of these narrow

corridors are refreshment-rooms. The urinals

are well installed on each floor at the ex-

tremity of a passage, and well aired from the

spaces or courts that separate the theatre from

neighbouring houses, divided from one another,

and capable of receiving five or six persons at a

time
;
but these our French surveyor is sure the

French police would not tolerate. He appears

to have introduced them at the theatres ot the

Place du Chatelet of equal spaciousness, and

with not less provision for the maintenance of

propriety, with the difference that they were

only to be found by a descent of fifteen steps,

when the use of them was interdicted by the

police. The body of the bouse is lighted by an

oidinary lustre, with an opening for ventilation

above it
;
but no means are taken to cause a

constant renewal of air, beyond that which

is afforded through the doors of the boxes and

galleries, which in their turn are refreshed from

the corridors by the simple act of opening the

windows. The space below the stage is not so

considerable as it is in French theatres ;
nor is

the machinery anything like so costly or so com-

plicated, nor are the illusions made by it anything

like BO complete. The manceuvres on the French

stage are performed almost exclusively by

machinery, ropes, and counter - weights, while

that now under the scrutiny of the Parisian

architect requires a large staff of manual labour.

Finally, be perceives that the walls and floors

are incombustible ; the staircases are of stone

and the roof of wood. As in every other enter-

prise, remuneration for capital invested is the

chief aim of the constructor of theatres ; art is

scarcely taken into consideration, and imagina-

tion is more enchanted with the useful than with

the beautiful : these are the characteristics

which are to be seen still more fully developed

in the last theatre to be dissected.

It is for the Britannia that onr author reserves

his strength.* In point of fact, it is the real

cause of his survey, Paris being already stocked

with first and second class theatres. This third-

class place of theatrical entertainment is un-

known there, the nearest approach to it being

the Caf4s-Chantants. He describes the site and

appearance of this specimen of popular places

of amusement—a public-house in High-street,

Hoxton, having on either side of it doorways,

which serve as entrances to the theatre in the

rear of it
;
and dwells on the four-fold character

of its proprietor, director, actor, and publican, as

an indication of the reason why, though destined

for the accommodation of as many as four thou-

sand persons, the exterior preserves the charac-

ter of a public-house, rather than suggests the

representation of theatrical pieces within. The

two doors divide the stream of persons desirous

of entering; that to the left is reserved to those

who intend to take seats in an upper circle; that

to the right affords access to the pit : waiting

the opening of them the company stand partly in

the vestibules, extending the depth of the public-

house, and partly in the street beyond. Wooden

barriers and pay-places divide the crowd again,

which ascends two staircases, one leading to the

highest priced seats and the other to second-

class seats, though both ascend to the full height,

so as to facilitate the departure of the secondaries

at the closing of the house. The pit is gained by

three doors facing the stage, it contains twenty-

six rows of forms, rising on an incline, of which

• The Britsnnia ie very fully deaeribed in a previoas

yolome of the Builder.

the first five rows are reserved places at a higher

price than the rest. The house is of the form

of a demi-ellipse, of which the great arc would

be parallel with the rideaii, and of which side

scenes prolong the curb. It has but two com-

plete tiers, for the third gallery only exists at the

sides. Eight rows of benches face the stage on

the first tier, and fifteen on the second. To

enable spectators to take possession of these seats

there is no passage-way behind them, as in other

theatres, but simply a space where the public

can circulate, or, on occasions of great crowding,

stand and view the performances. On the floor

above, the staircase opens directly into the

gallery, in which people take their seats as they

arrive. The absence of regulations concerning

the exact amount of space that constitutes a seat

augments very considerably the number of

persons that can be accommodated. This licence

strikes our surveyor forcibly. Where only three

persons would be allowed to sit by the French

police eight or nine people can find standing

room in the Britannia Theatre. He contrasts

the theatre of the Chatelet with this East End

salle, and shows how impossible cheap theatrea

are in Paris as long as the existing regulations

endure. The French house will bold but three

thousand spectators on its sw/ace de places of

965 metres
;

while the Britannia, with a

surface of 680 metres, has held upon crowded

nights as many as four thousand five hundred

persons. In a word, though fitted with

but 2,700 seats, 4,500 people can find room,

and are permitted to do so. He next makes

some useful remarks about the facilities for

leaving the theatre in case of a panic. Though

' the two staircases are sufficient for an orderly

I
entrance, he doubts whether they would be so,

I

should the enormous number of spectators endea-

vour to get out simultaneously, as theywould do in

case of real or false alarm ;
and if the great crowd

rushing out of the hall came in frightened contact

with the streams from the staircases, a disastrous

collision would take place, ending in a calamity

frequent in the history of theatres. After de-

scribing the size of the site, the size and form

of the house, and then detailing the construe-

tion of the different parts, he mentions with

surprise the thinness of the brick walls and the

strength and adhesiveness of the mortar which

converts the slight barriers of bricks into

veritable monoliths. The dressing-rooms of the

actors also strike him as unlikely to be tolerated

in Paris, being very few in number, and placed

over a refreshment-room and part of the stage.

The ventilation he considers very simple, and

no attempt is made at heating. On the 29tb of

August he noted the result of the precautions

taken for ensuring ventilation, namely, the

insertion of windows in the taies abutting upon

the space around the theatre, and observed, that

in the first gallery, two hours after the com-

mencement of the play, there was an elevation

of from 3 to 4 degrees, and a slight odour from

the concentration of people ;
an hour afterwards,

in the upper gallery the temperature was still

more elevated, and the nanseous odour made a

stay there very disagreeable.

In considering whether a similar kind of

theatre is applicable to Paris, and whether it

could be had there, he takes account of the cost.

The Britannia cost 9,0001. sterling, 225,000 frs.,

or about 200 frs. the imperial m&tre, without in-

cluding the public-house in the main street, the

magazines for the decorations, the refreshment

saloons, and the urinals in the rectangular peri-

meter, which cost 50,000 frs. (2,0001.) more, all

of which, however, are part and parcel of the

same scheme, and indispensable to it. He con-

cludes that it would not be possible to erect

similar structures in Paris, with any chance of

their proving a success. Three principal causes

lead to this belief:—Ist. the high price of sites

in Paris compared with those of London; 2ndly,

the regulations of the police which insist upon

the apportionment of much more space to each

spectator than that which the English specula-

tor gives ;
and, thirdly, the same police obliga-

tions which are binding as to the monumental

nature of the fabric, the security of the public,

and the safety of adjoining properties. The site

in Paris most approximating to the populonsness

of that in Hoxton-road, M. Daviond thinks, is the

neighbourhood of the Temple, and here instead of

28 frs. the superficial metre, as at Hoxton, land

is already worth 200 frs. or 300 frs. per metre.

As the French police would not allow 4,500

persons to crowd themselves into a place which

was only furnished with half that number of

seats, the full number must be provided, which

would materially add to the size as well as the
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dost of the theatre; and the building restric-

tions concerning the kinds of materials, the dis-

positions of all the parts, the exaction of well-

lighted couloirs or passages, for each tier of

galleries and boxes, exactions again for heat-

ing, ventilation, or for apparatus t,o extin-

guish fires, for the furnishing of offices for

the police and their commissaire, and the

requirement that the urinals should be on the

public way, and not in any portion of the

theatre, which prevents the existence of any

shops on the site, all combine to increase the

cost very materially. The Britannia Theatre

covers 1,830 metres, and accommodation for the

same number of spectators, arranged on a French

basis, would call for a site of 2,745 metres
;
and

the 200 francs per superficial metre laid out on

the Britannia edifice would become, under French

police restrictions and obligations, 400 francs :

and thus the cost would be swelled to 1,098,000

francs for the structure, and including the cost

of the site, as well as of the constructions, it

would become a total of 1,647,000 francs. Our

architect can by no means recommend our cheap

theatres to M. le Prefet. “ Born,” he says, “ of

a speculative idea,” they satisfy the wants of

cheap amnsement, and the moralist alone can

say whether they serve the popular cause.

Before leaving us quietly in possession of our

questionable property, he gives us hia final

opinion as to the value of our higher class of

houses. “If from the popular theatres we

ascend to the ih4ntres de luxe, where the

building should be in accordance with the lite-

rary and musical works which are interpreted

there, one is forced to allow that England is far

from being the country of the arts and of com-

fort applied to masses of individnals.” Our rail-

way stations, hotels, public places, theatres, and

concert-balls are to a certain degree striking

from the grandeur of their conceptions, just as

we are great by our wealth and not niggardly in

anything. But the speculators who undertake

our theatres do not fatigue themselves with

details or deign to satisfy wants which arise

from withont. The day, however, will come, he

thinks, when this same speculator will find that

the pleasures of the theatre will pall to those

who have to partake of them under the disagree-

able conditions such as no seat, no ventilation,

and insufficient light; and then he will have to

bestir himself. Ho progress has been made m
this direction for the last three years. s

though pondering over the remembrances _ot our

hard seats and the desperate squeezes in our

narrow entrances on crowded nights, he cries,

“ I have shown of what fashion London pos-

sesses theatres truly popular and their con-

ditions; and I roust finish my task by recording

that the thddire do luxe does not exist there.

With reference to ihe reasons why he does not

think popular theatres would pay in Pans, he

says the expenses would be nearly as much as

those of the ordinary theatres
;
and further, he

thinks a sentiment 4galitaire would prevent the

working classes from Irequtnting a place especi-

ally built for their use. But more than these

two reasons put together are the many precise,

imperious, and costly requirements of the French

police.

WHAT HAS BEEN HONE IN GLASGOW.*

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the mercantile

glory and the engineering triumphs of the River

Clyde : its noble bridges, extensive quays and

wharfs, its ship-building yards, and its graving

docks. We shall just mention that the widening

and deepening operations on this river have cost

from first to last upwards oftwo millions sterling.

At Glasgow bridge fifty years ago there was only

a depth of 5 ft. at high water ;
it is now at least

20 ft., therefore navigable by vessels of the very

highest class.

Of course the Clyde is at this moment a the

condition in which the Thames was previous to

the high-level sewerage operations ;
and the

purification of the river is one of the great tasks

which must yet be accomplished. But we observe

that it is now engaging the attention both of the

trustees and the town council. The subject is

freely ventilated ;
several of the local engineers

are in arms, with various schemes for intercept-

ing and utilising the sewage ;
and therefore, in

the present aspect of the question, we abstain

from discussing it. Even with all its pollution

and noxious smells, the River Clyde is the centre

of attraction in Glasgow, the place to which the

• See “A Eua through Glasgow,” p. 325, an<«.
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stranger will always gravitate. Ifc is a most de-
lightful change, for instance, to emerge from the
“ vennela ” and closes of the Briggate, and taking
a stand on the fine granite bridge of Stockwell,
look np or down at the broad expanse of the
noble river, the splendid range of buildings on
both sides and the forrest of masts in the
distance. The Clyde is certainly a beautiful
river : let us hope that its purification will not
be long postponed.

It is also unnecessary to recite the history and
progress of the water supply of Glasgow—one of
the most splendid triumphs of hydraulic engi-
neering of our generation. This undertaking,
indeed, in its conception and its execution—the
magnitude of its operations, the simplicity of its

principles, the difficulties which had to be over-
come, and the highly successful results—places
Glasgow with regard to its water supply in the
very front rank of modern cities. The general
result of the undertaking is that Glasgow is now
furnished with a pure and a plentiful supply of
water from Loch Katrine—a Highland lake about
35 miles northward in the range of the Grampians

that the water is supplied on the system of
constant service, and that the quantity given
at present amounts to 26 millions of gallons per
day. It may be added that enormous as this
quantity is, the works connected with the source
at Loch Katrine are so constructed as to be
capable of furnishing at least 50 millions of
gallons per day—and that, too, with a very
small addition to the height of the embank-
ments.*
Having been so successful in regard to the

matter of water supply, the Glasgow Corporation
has not neglected the important question of gas.
About three years ago they applied to Glasgow
the Act of Parliament under which the sale of
gas may be regulated

; and during the interval
which has since elapsed arrangements have been
in progress for the carrying out of that resolu-
tion. Suitable premises have been provided
•next to the police-office in South Albion-street,
and an inspector under the Act has been ap-
pointed. One of the chief objects contemplated
is the periodical testing of the gas produced by
the two local companies; and we are glad to
report that there is no difficulty found in
keeping up the Glasgow gas to the legal
minimum of ten candles; in fact, it is said
that as a general rule the gas—which is
entirely produced from cannel coal—is equal
in illuminating power to 27 candles ! In
addition to this testing of the value of
the gas, experiments are also made by
the inspector with regard to the best and most
economical description of burners used in the
•consumption of it. Lastly, an important pro-
vision is made for testing the accuracy of the
gas-meters which are used in measuring the con-
sumption. It is said there are 70,000 or 80,000
gas-meters scattered throughout Glasgow

; and
should any doubt exist as to the condition of
one, for the moderate charge of sixpence, itmay be sent to the test house and duly
certified. ^

With regard to the lighting and paving of
atreets,_ construction of sewers, erection of public
stopping-places ”—we do not know as to water-

closets—public ash-pits, &c.—we have only to
report generally that the Corporation has not
been negligent of its duty. The underground
sewerage of Glasgow, w’e understand, is very
good, and deserves a better outlet than the basin
•of the Clyde at Bromielaw. There are upwards
of 150 miles of paved streets. The pavement is
unquestionably good, for Glasgow possesses
great facilities for procuring granite cubes from
the Argyleahire quarries. We cannot speak so
favourably of the footpaths which even in the
best quarters of the town are laid down with
asphalte, and are of course cracked and brokenm every direction. There is a very spacious
cattle market erected so far back as 1818, but
it is still the best in Scotland. There are
also two or three magnificent cemeteries, the
necropolis and the Spring-hill Cemetery being
the chief, and occupying sites at once picturesque
and secluded. We may add here that the Cor-
poratiOB Buildings in Sauchieball-atreet, the
Sheriff Court Buildings inNelson-atreet, and the
new Police Buildings in Albion-street, as well
as the whole of the public buildings under the
control of the magistrates, are in every re-
spect suitable for their respective purposes.

and not unworthy of the city to which they
belong.*

In speaking of the progress of Glasgow, we
cannot omit to advert to its extraordinary in-
crease^ of population. At the period of the
union it was only 14,000. By the last census it

was within the Parliamentary boundary, 395,503,
including suburbs, 446,639. In the year 1864,
the population was estimated at 467,114; and
at this moment we may safely assume it to be
480,000. Within a period of fifty years the
population has more than quadrupled, and it has
been augmented tenfold since the period of the
American war.
The number of dwelling-houses within the Par-

liamentary boundary amounted in July, 1864, to
92,480, of which 87,604 were occupied, and the
remainder empty. These empty houses are now
filled up, and rents are rising, therefore we may
presume that building will again increase.
The gross rental of Glasgow for the same

year, was 1,778,7281. Within the three preced-
ing years it had advanced no less a sum than
110,5751. Por the present year the rental, as
furnished by Mr. Donaldson, the assessor of the
city, is as follows ;

—

Houses, shops, warehouses, factories, gss,
water, and other works within Parliamen-
twy burgh £1,799.212

Railway and cauals 26 6S8

Royalty beyond Parliamentary burgh—
Houses, shops, factories, &c

Railways and canals

Showing an increase on last year’s rental of

/M ''''5'’®^''''?^,“.'''’"’°'* 'fT™ Comoa prooeedbc.(March 5th, 1867), it would seem that the Glascow
corporation are extending their system to the small toWsm tbo neighbourhood—such as Rutherglen, Shettlestonand Cathcart. ’

£1,826,900

27,702
9,422

£,1,863,024
64,694

A city which increases at the rate of 50,0001.
and more of annual rent, is certainly in a very
flourishing condition

; and if we were sure the
population made a corresponding increase in
education and intelligence, there would be very
little left to desire.

But in any proper estimate of real progress,
we must always keep in view the relative values
of the increments as contrasted with the aggre-
gates of a population. The value of a London
population, for example, as compared with
Glasgow, will be found greater in the ratio that
it absorbs a higher or, at least, a richer, class of
people. It must always be remembered that a
large city like Glasgow sucks up population from
the adjacent country districts like a gigantic
sponge

; and it has no choice,—it cannot be par-
ticular in selecting. The fact is, that Glasgow
has suffered more than any town in the kingdom
from the character of its poor population. Liver-
pool has bad its Irish indeed, but Glasgow
has been overwhelmed with Highlanders and
Islanders, as well as Irish ; and among these
foreigners, when they become resident, there is

propagated a native population of the very lowest
type

!

Indeed, it does not require much consideration
of our own previous remarks to detect the fact
that the ^eat blot on the general prosperity of
Glasgow is the wretched condition of the poorest
quarters of the city. This circumstance had
been often pointed out. Mr. Chadwick, in one of
his early and most vigorous reports, made the
statement that the population of these wynds
and closes was not only the worst he had seen,
bnt the worst of whom he had been able to
obtain any account ! Subsequent investigators,
ourselves among the number, only confirmed
the truth of this sad statement

; and even a
superficial observer like Augustus Sala, in his
visit to the Salt-market, speedily came to the
conclusion that there were ample grounds for a
charge of corporate neglect. At length the
public outcry grew so great that the Glasgow
people took in hand their own purification, and
they went about the work with characteristic
energy. It is just possible they may have been
too energetic as a corporation, or, at least, too
sweeping in their projected improvements. But
there can be no doubt that they proceeded in the
proper spirit and in the true direction. For
what can be done with most of these hot-
beds of disease and pauperism but to exterminate
them ? To try a piecemeal improvement is out
of the question

; not only would such a course
have been unproductive of good result, bnt any
result would have been inadequate to the cost.
Accordingly, the Glasgow corporation resolved,
in the most thorough-going and compendious
manner, to pull down their slums and rookeries

and build new streets and improved dwelling-
houses.

We believe that we are correct in awarding
the principal praise for this bold and original
conception to the former Lord Provost of
Glasgow, Dr. W. G. Blackie, a member of the
well-known publishing firm of Blackie & Sons. It
is curious to observe that another publisher, who
is also the Lord Provost of another celebrated
Scottish city, has had the good fortune to be the
recognized author of a similar Improvement
Bill,—wemean, ofcourse, Mr. William Chambers,
and we refer to Edinburgh. But the priority of
publication, so to speak, of the rival Acts of
Parliament undoubtedly rests with the Glasgow
lord provost. May a worse rivalry than this occur
between them! We ought to add, in connexion,
that a large proportion of the labour, whatever
we may say about the credit, of such measures
falls on the shoulders of the city officials,—the
town-clerk in particular, and the city architect

;

but as they are paid for their labour, and the
lord provost is not (or at least, not more than
nominally), it has grown into fashion that the
chief magistrate gets the honour, whoever gets
the profit. We will not stay to disturb the
arrangement, if the parties are at peace.
The specific result of the Glasgow corporate

action, was the passing of a Bill, entitled, “ An
Act for the Improvement of the City of Glasgow
and the Construction of New, and Widening,
Altering, and Diverting of existing, Streets in
the said City

; and for other purposes.”*
The preamble sets forth, in the first place,

that various portions of the city of Glasgow are
so built, and the buildings thereon are so
densely inhabited, as to bo highly injurious to
the moral and physical welfare of the inhabi-
tants

;
that many of the thoroughfares are

narrow, circuitous, and inconvenient
; that it

would be of public and local advantage if such
houses and buildings were taken down, and such
portions of the city reconstituted, and new
streets constructed

; and that in connexion with
the reconstitution of those portions of the city,
provision were made for dwelling-houses to the
labouring classes who may be displaced in
consequence.

Secondly, that provision should also be made
for the establishment and maintenance of a
public park in the north-east quarter of the city.
And, lastly, that the Lord Provost, magis-

trates, and council should be appointed trustees,
for the purpose of carrying the said works and
improvements into execution, and that they
should be authorised to raise money for the
purpose by means of rates, and on money bor-
rowed on the credit of such rates, and on the
credit of the property acquired in virtue of the
Act.

Anything more simple and straightforward in
the shape of sanitary legislation than this it

would be very difficult to conceive. The sim-
plioity of the measure, indeed, was never, as
far as we are aware, called in question

;
it was

its magnitude and the conflicting interests
which were involved that excited the inveterate
opposition which we are sorry to hear is now
oflered to the carrying out of the Act. It must
be admitted indeed that this Glasgow improve-
ment Bill gave the corporation prodigious
powers. They have power to take, in the first
instance, enormous quantities of land, within
the whole Parliamentary boundaries of Glasgow,
and to construct no less than ihirty-nine new
streets; powers to alter, widen, and divert at
least twelve existing streets, “the whole being
situated in the city of Glasgow and county of
Lanark and powers to stop up some thirty or
forty back streets, wynds, lanes, aud closes, the
very names of which we can understand are
indicative either of their antiquity or their in-
famy. Such soil and ground, it is also provided,
as may be derived from closes and streets so
stopped up and inclosed, shall be vested in the
corporation as trustees, who are also empowered
to make lateral and vertical deviations, and to
construct minor works, such as drains, sewers,
and watercourses, on such void ground. On©
section (the 22nd) gives powers to pull down
buildings and lay out the lands “of new;”
and the section following provides that “ tha
trustees may, on any lands so acquired by them
under this Act, erect and maintain such dwell-
ing-houses for mechanics, labourers, and other
persons of the working and poorer classes as the
trustees from time to time think expedient

; and

The flae range of galleries in SanchiehaU-street, were
at the time of our visit occupied hy the aaaual exhibition

.of pictures of the west of Scotland Academy of the Fine
Arts : a very creditable collection, we may state.

- It received the royal assent on the 11th of June, 1866.
The solicitors •were Simpson & Wakeford, of Abingdon-
street, and Alexander Munro, S.S.C., town -clerk ol
Glasgow,
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let the same when so erected and fitted up to
such mechanics, labourers, and other persons of
the working and poorer classes, at suc?i. weekly
and other rents, and upon such terms and condi-
tions as they from time to time think fit

;
or the

trnstees may sell and dispose of the same.” As
a highly necessary corollary to this clause, pro-
vision is made farther on that the trustees shall
not eject nor displace, within any period of six
months, any number of the labouring classes ex-
ceeding 500 without a certificate from the
Sheriff of Lanarkshire that other and suitable
accommodation has been provided for them or
already exists within the city or in its immediate
neighbo^i-rhood. Furthermore, the trnstees are
bound, when they mean to pull down fifteen or
more bonses belonging to the labouring classes,

fo make known their intention to the parties most
concerned by means of placards or handbills,
not less than eight weeks previously. The bor-
rowing powers authorised by the Bill amount to
1,250,000L, a sum which will convey some idea of
the magnitude of the contemplated operations.
The final principle it contains is of course a
power to defray the expenses by levying assess-
ments ; and this is done “upon the occupiers of
all lands and heritages situated within the city.”
The assessment is annual, not exceeding six-

pence per pound on the rental or annual value of
such heritages for the first five years

; and not
exceeding threepence per pound for the next ten
years after the expiring of the said five years.
There are certain compounded or reduced assess-
ments, such as land used as arable, meadow, or
pasture ground; woodlands, market -gardens,
and nursery.ground

; canals, railways, gas and
water pipes underground,—which are assessed in
the proportion of one-fonrth only of their net
annual value. Finally, there is one most im-
portant exemption, and that is, property of a less
rental or annual value than 41.

Our readers will probably recognise in this
Bill certain principles which we advocated years
ago, when these were not so fashionable, and
which we have never ceased to support. We
are not so sure that wo ever recognised the
policy or propriety of loading a whole cem-
munity for the space of ten or fifteen years only,
with the cost of that condition of things, which
had been the result of centuries of previous
error and neglect; and of which the improve-
ment will be felt as a benefit, not only by the
present bnt by many succeeding generations.
If, indeed, sanitary reform could be carried by a
co7ip de main, or if poverty and crime could be
struck down like an ox by one blow, then Lord
Provost Blackie would appear to posterity among
the bailies of Glasgow, something in the same
light as that which Samson occupies among
the Judges of Israel ! But, alas ! the history of
human progress contains but few illustrations of
such royal roads to improvement! Our most
summary legislation will neither destroy pau-
perism nor prostitution, any more than disease
or crime

; and because society tacitly recognises
this jndubitablo trnth, or at least instinctively
acts upon it, it is the fate of all such measures,
however well intentioned and honestly con-
structed, to fall short of their original purpose.
Such was the fate of the Central Board of Health
Act in England

;
such seems to be the fate of

the last General Police Bill for Scotland; and
such, we are afraid, is tbe fate which at this
moment hangs over the Improvement Bill for
Glasgow. So long as the Lord Provost was
engaged in promoting his measure, if not abso-
lutely cheered on and applauded by tbe com-
munity over which be so worthily presided, he
was at least openly encouraged and supported.
But when speculative principles began to assume
a practical form, in the shape of an assessment,
tbe same community rose like one man, and
ignominionsly turned out of the town council,
not only the Lord Provost himself, but all his
sanitary disciples ! This occurred at the mani-
cipal elections in November last year. It was
the old story, of course—another instance of tho
ignorant impatience of taxation.

Since an opportunity for improvement of snch
legal power and completeness has been provided
in Glasgow, it wonld be a pity if the inhabitants
did not avail themselves of it. For the truth is

we are gradually getting alfve to the fact that
reforms of this character must be effected by
tbe community itself if they are to be effected
at all.

The removal of the University is a more satis-
factory snbject. We have already described the
disgraceful condition of the locality in which it

is at present situated, and the scanty accommo-
dation afforded by the ancient buildings them-

selves. It happened fortunately that the Union
Railway Company—a railway which will pass
through the suburbs of the city, and which
possesses the additional advantage, by crossing
the Clyde, of connecting the different systems
upon the north and south side of the river—sprang
into being. It is highly probable, we think—but
this is a mere conjecture—that the promoters of
this Union Railway had been alumni of tbe Glas-
gow University. For they projected their line, in
the first place, through the south-western angle of
the far-famed College-green; and secondly, they
projected an enormous goods-station on the very
site of the ancient college itself! The result
was that 100,0001. were offered to the trustees
and the Crown in the shape of purchase-money;
the bargain was struck; a clause was inserted in
the Bill

;
the Bill passed, and the transaction was

closed—we need scarcely add with great satis-
faction to the subscribing parties and to the
public.

By the sale we have mentioned, and from other
sources, tbe University became possessed of
100.0001. Tbe Glasgow merchants and manu-
facturers came forward and nobly subscribed
150.0001. by the end of the year 1865. Other
contributions have since flowed in

; and
in the course of another year or so it is ex-
pected that the full sum required for the new
University will be completed, that is, about
350.0001.

The University of Glasgow will be rebuilt on
the eminence called Gilmore-hill, on tbe west
bank of tho river Kelvin, which forms the
boundary between the College grounds and the
West-end Park. Upon the opposite eminence,
at the distance of half a mile, stands that stately
range of crescents we have tried to describe.
Mr. Gilbert Scott is tbe architect of the now
buildings, and his plans, we believe, have been
generally approved. Tbo design is of course
Gothic

; and the plans indicate that the new
College shall be in keeping with their scholastic
character. In tbe centre of the pileof buildings
there will be a tower 300 ft. high

; and there
will be a hall capable of containing 2,000 per-
sons. A plot of ground hard by has been
acquired for the site of a medical hospital

; and,
by the year 1870, it is expected that the pro-
fessors and their students will remove to this
new, more commodious, and certainly more
respectable, seat of learning.

For some time, it is proper to mention, a
cloud hung over even this enterprise. Tbe
Union Railway, it was discovered, might prove
a bad speculation

; the bargain might never be
carried into effect. But we are glad to under-
stand that the promoters are progressing steadily
with their scheme; they are, in fact, in the
active exercise of their powers of compulsory
purchase

; and we have been confidently assured
that the improvements which will be effected by
the operations of this railway alone will give a
new and better character to many parts of tbe
city. Dunlop-street, for example, is to be
opened up in a line with llillar-street on the
southern side of Argyle-street, thus formiug a
direct communication south and north from the
river to George-sqnare. But the total de-
struction of the old university, wo predict,
will be the greatest improvement which itvrill

effect.

We had something more to say, but we must
draw our cursory remarks to a conclusion. If

we have not stated all tbe efforts the Glasgow
people have made in the cause of progress and
reform, we have at least indicated their direction
aud described their spirit. It would be easy to
find faults; and on some future occasion, per-
haps, we may return to the subject, more with
the view of pointing ont blemishes on their social
organism than our present purpose comprehends.
At the same time it is not onr way to inquire
too curiously when we find a community so alive
to their true position, and so earnest in their
endeavours to amend it, as the Glasgow people
unquestionably are. Our readers will doubtless
agree with us in the opinion that this is a great
city which is yet destined to achieve still greater
things. Its rapid growth, as we have said, is

one of the most remarkable phenomena in oor
history. Nor do we see the least indication of
this growth being checked ; for if we only look
at its present rapid extension eastward and
westward along the banks of the Clyde, where
the roads are dotted with villas as thick as those
of Hampstead or Higbgate, it is difficult to
resist the conclusion that the boundaries of
Glasgow will soon spread from Rutherglen to
Renfrew on the one hand, and from Bothwell to
Dumbarton on the other.

EXCURSIONS OF 'WORKING MEN TO
PARIS.

At the end of the ensuing week, many bun-
dreds, or perhaps thousands, of English excur-
sionists will cross the Channel, some of them
under the leading of speculators, and others
under that of individuals actuated by the
thoroughly commendable desire of securing for
their countrymen some of the benefit which may
be derived from observation of what is new and
curious in mechanism or science, or tasteful in
art, or the no less commendable aim of im-
proving the relations between the one nation and
the other. During Whitsuntide there will pro-
bably be more Englishmen in Paris than there
have ever been before at one time

; and week by
week, to the close of the Exhibition, visitors will

be going over singly, and in batches, to swell for
a while the numbers of what M. John Lemoine
has chosen to call la colonie Anglaise, and to
contribute by their demeanour,—in default of
other evidence, which perhaps might be taken as
largely in their favour,—to future pictures of
the English painted by the French.
The bulk of these visitors will not remain long

enough for appreciation of what is great and
exemplary in tbe French people, or for the
getting rid of that besetting conviction of John
Bullism, which now imperils the position of this

country as to manufactures even, to wit that
to the Briton is vouchsafed a monopoly of
power in whatever he may choose to undertake.
Nay, more, the majority may return, like the
greater number of English visitors in ordinary
years, bewildered fay what they have seen, nob
instructed, and having gained new prejudices
rather than lost the old, whilst having helped to
increase that misconception of our nation which
is common in France.
A serious duty, therefore, devolves upon, or is

undertaken by, those organizers of excursions
who have been actuated by views not of per-
sonal benefit, or of the provision of some amount
of mere relaxation for others. That duty is to
point ont the way in which benefit may be de-
rived, and tbe least amount of the miscon-
ception be left in the minds of the people
visited. There are to nations, worse conse-
quences from isolation and from difference of
language, than those comprised in the with-
drawal (which is but temporary) of a branch
of trade or manufacture. There may be pre-
judices, as between England and France, dating
from half a century back, and coming to ex-

pression sometimes of ridicule, and sometimes
of contempt, which are attributable to nothing
but the difference of language, the existence of
two-and-twenty miles of separating water, and
to certain defects on our own side; and these
may be of the nature of causes from which
enmities arise.

To the Englishman who has never been on the
Continent, and who speaks only English-French,
there can be no sensation more remarkable than
that of bis first landing at Dieppe. The coast
looks so little different from that which you left,

that you are passing into harbour before you
detect by tbe great crucifixes that look down
upon yon from the quays on each side, that you
are arriving in a country where much will be
new. From that moment you alternate between
bewilderment at tbe difference from what yon
bad been accustomed to, of things that you ex-

pected would be the same, and a similar feeling
at tbe similarity of what you had thought must
be different because foreign. Tbe language, as
learnt, helps very little

;
it even contributes to the

embarrassment; whilst the politeness, and quick-
ness, of the people, together, prevent perception
by the average Englishman that he is wrongly
understood when he is so.

Shonld there be a serious misunderstanding
presenting itseJf, as existent, to the mind of tlm
Englishman, he, according to the united testl-

mony of Frenchmen, drives his fist through it

;

which manner of proceeding, indeed, in his way
through the world, is habitual with him, and
which be is rather proud of. There is nothing
that tho French feel more certain of than this
practice of pngilism, as national with us, unless
it be what they equally ascribe to na, a taste for
strong liqnors, if not habitual drunkenness. We
could multiply evidence in proof of the existence
of these impressions. They are marked in the
acted dramas, and in the romances of the
fcuilletons. Who that reads of special trains
conveying some of the upper ten thousand to a
fight, can wonder at one of the impressions ? As
regards tbe driuking-habit, this very week, in an
exciting tale by M. Ponson du Terraii, the
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catastrophe of the story is made to turn on the
fact that the driver of a four-in-hand coach,

being an Englishman, was drunk. It is of no
nse to argue with ourselves that these notions

are absurdities. We should look into the
foundation for them in facts as they were, and
of which the record or recollection exists with
the French, if not also in facts as they are,

that is, as presented by many English visitors to

the Continent.

What is most common and offensive, however,
to the French, irrespective of a want of courtesy
generally, is the habit of pushing through
crowds. The Frenchman is the real observer of
the English vulgar maxim, “ First come : first

served,”—as witness the regulations for getting
seats in the omnibuses, at the stopping-places,
and the arrangements to prevent crowding at
the doors of the theatres. But it is in the
•demeanour when walking the streets, that the
greatest contrast is to be observed between the
Frenchman and the Englishman. With the
former, the slightest obstruction accidentally
offered to a passenger is followed by a
“Pardon-, Monsieur!" A similar courtesy is

observed in passing you as you are seated
in the pit of a theatre, or on the top of
an omuibuB, or even in passing on the stairs.

One French writer, having described the throng
of Fleet-street, says of the Englishman that if

the latter knocks down some poor old woman, it

is of no matter to him
; has he not to get

to his appointment in the City ? Again, in
France, supposing you to be stopped in your
route by some one asking his way, the question
would bo put with an apology for stopping you,
and the information received with many thanks.
Here, in London, you may bo arrested in the
Strand, at a moment when you have not a
minute to spare, and as if the inquirer had had
the right to stop youj and when you reply,
directing to Waterloo Bridge, ho who made use of
you, and to your cost, will depart without a word
of thanks. It is this sort of rudeness that the
French cannot understand, and that justifies'

the observation, which we quote from the Pall
Mall Gazette, that “ we are tho least well-bred
of all the great European nations.” There is

no particular difference between classes, in Eng-
land, in the matter referred to : the well-dressed
man and the workman will be equally unconr-
teous : whilst in Prance there are no individuals
more polite than the working-men. Surely, the
consideration for others is no more than observ-
ance of the Christian principle.
The French find ns so strangely wanting in

what seems to them essential
; and they have

met with so many rebuffs when attempting to
show kindness, that they give up effort to under-
stand os.

The Frenchman is supposed to take off, or at
least to touch, his hat on entering a shop, a
restaurant or cafe, or an omnibus. Some two or
three years ago, it was noticed in the Paris papers
that frequenters of some of the very crowded
caftls of the Boulevard Montmartre were omit-
ting the courtesy,—especially necessary to the
lady of the comptoir. The observation, wo re-
collect, was that English manners were being
introduced. Tho Englishman in Paris will find
himself none the less comfortable if he never
omit taking off his hat to the presiding goddess
instead of merely tonching the hat. Generally’
a simple observance of deference to the feelings
of others will help to make his stay in France
more agreeable than otherwise it might be; and
besides his avoidance of being disliked, or only
tolerated, the compliment will be paid, usual in
such eases with the French, of saying that he
is not like an Englishman.
We would address these observations to no

particular class. But we may mention that the
writer of this, happening to be in Paris in 1861,
when English working-men’s excursion? werecom-
menced under the auspices of Mr. Layard, the
late Sir Joseph Paxton, and others, saw enough
to iuduce him to speak now as above. The
march of a file of broad-shouldered working-
men, perhaps hailing from the northern counties,w across the Tweed, along the boulevard or the
Hue de Bivoli, is like to nothing but the passage
of a sixty-pound shot through tho crowd. If
the young Englishman (and his sister) must
walk at a quick pace, he must recollect that a
Frenchman in the street does not expect to be
even touched by another pedestrian, at least
without apology.

It would be so very easy to convert the con-
templated visits of working-men into a means of
cementing the relations between the two coun-
tries, that we trust the effort will be made, com-

mencing with next week. There are several
organizations, inclnding that of the Society of
Arts, and that of tha Committee which has its

present quarters in the Strand, at the offices of
the Working Men’s Club and Institute Union.
Of this latter organization, which is presided
over by Mr. Layard, Mr. Hodgson Pratt has
been the chief instrument; and though the
French Government have come forward nobly,
promising the same lodging-accommodation as is

afforded to French workmen, Mr. Pratt is we
believe at this moment, or pending the forma-
tion of a guarantee-fund, personally responsible
for the cost of the accommodation, or for a
total sum that would amount, should the ex-
pected number of 150 excursionists per week
not present themselves, to many hundreds of
pounds. It is to be regretted that tho organiza-
I ion was not put more prominently forward as
that of the Working Men’s Club and Institute
Union, of which it is really one of many useful
offshoots. The best arrangements, however,
otherwise, have been made.
The chief inducement with many, for the visit

to Paris, will be mere relaxation, obtained at a
cheap rate; but we look forward to more im-
portant results. Far from tho truth being,
according to Pope, that

—

“ Not to go back is something to advance,”

the line should rather be,

—

“ Not to advance is something to go back.”

The world is everywhere advancing; and when
we reported some two years ago that the agents
of the works at Crensot, in France, were offer-

ing to English firms foreign manufactured iron
arid machinery at less than English prices, and
castings that, in consequence of strikes and of
some want of appliances, could not bo supplied
by our founders, we were not prepared for
the testimony that has been given lately to the
continuance of such a state of affairs. A country
that isolates itself, and that rejects such educa-
tional systems as are bearing fruit in science
and manufactures in France, and in Austria,- as
well as other chief countries of Europe, must bo
left in the rear; and all the dinning of the
jargon that wo “hold onr own ” will not alter
the sequence of effects. We say nothing now of
what is to be learned in the matter of decora-
tion.

It imports both the "heads” and the "hands”
of English manufacturing establishments to
take note of what there is in Paris jnst now,
and to be prepared with programmes of inquiry,
as after the manner of one adopted by a society
at Verviera, in Belgium, and quoted by the
Engineer in an article entitled, “ How to Extract
the full Value from the Paris Exhibition.” Mr.
Pratt’s committee propose offering prizes for
reports

;
and we trust that in this particular, as

every other, the efforts may meet with success.

AECHITECTUEE : ROYAL ACADEMY
EXHIBITION.

The place of honour, so to speak, is given to
Mr. E. M. Barry’s design for the National Gallery
(897, 898),, of which we published an engraving
and particulars in our last. Other of the principal
designs exhibited have also already appeared in
our pages, and are known to our readers

; such
as the " Quadrangle of the New Exchange at
Liverpool” (896), T. H. Wyatt; “Design for
the Law Courts,” W. Barges (899); "Design
for International College, Spring College,” Nor-
ton & Masey (875) ;

“ The Royal Albert Hall of
Arts and Sciences” (905), H. Y. D. Scott; and
others. Mr. Penrose exhibits a “View of his
Design for the National Gallery,” which places
hie intention in a better light than some of the
drawings he cent in competition.

873, “ Shephalbury, near Stevenage,” recently
erected for Mr. Unwin Heathcote, from the de-
signs of T.R. Smith, is a red brick and stone
house in Hampton Court style, suggesting
comfort and respectability. Mr. T. R. Smith
exhibits two other very good country houses,
“ Stancliffe, near Matlock” (907), of which he
has views in tho Architectural Exhibition,
Conduit-street, as mentioned by us recently

;

and “ Blythwood, near Taplow,” now in course
of erection for Mr. George Hanbury. This, also,
is of red brick and stone.

881 is a “ View of Longmead, Bishopstoke,
Hants,” the seat of Mr. A. Barton, G. E. Street,
a substantial-lnoking building of red brick and
stone. It has lor chief features one handsome I

bow, the stone window-heads displaying tracery, I

and string-courses with inscriptions in them.
Mr. Street also exhibits his “ Design for North
Porch of the proposed new Nave of Bristol Cathe-
dral,” and which seems in the drawing a little

mixed up with the buttresses. It includes
sculpture in a panel above the doorway, and a
figure on each side of it.

883. “ Interior of the new Church,” now build-
ing at Sutton Veny, near Warminster, from Col.
Everett, like all Mr. Pearson’s designs, has a
good serviceable common-sense look about it

that satisfies tho understanding. The interior
stonework is shown as coloured.

886. “ Interior of the Church of St. Andrew,
Camberwell,” B. Keeling; and 887, “Interior of
St. Lawrence, Norwich,” as proposed to be re-
stored by P. Wallen, both show a large amount
of polychromy.
Dromore Castle, Co. Limerick, 888, to be built

for the Earl of Limerick, E. Godwin & Crisp, is

Irish-castellated in style, and well suited to its

position on the hill-side, out of which it seems
naturally to grow.

893. Drawing of “ Mansion,” proposed to be
erected at Sidney, for Sir Daniel Cooper, H. M.
Burton, is much injured by an outrageous sky.
The Junior Carlton Club-house, now erecting

in Pall-mall, from the designs of D. Brandon
(895), will add another Anglo-Italian palace to
Pall-mall. It has a second front in St. James’s-
souare.

900. "The Original Design for Holy Cross
Church, Liverpool,” E. W. Pugin, shows a hand-
some west window. The effect of the church is

injured by the connected buildings, which are
awkwardly crowded on to it. Mr. Pugin also
exhibits a view of bis fine Church of Notre
Dame |de Dadizeele, near Courtrai, one of the
best he has done.

“ Tho Water Tower erected at Castle Ashby,
Northamptonshire,” for the Marquis of North-
ampton, from designs by M. D. Wyatt (901),
has a parapet of letters, following the character
of the well-known residence, and a circular
panel filled in with a monogram. Tho tower
exhibits a certain largeness of parts observable
in other of Mr. M. D. Wyatt’s designs.

903. “ Warehouse proposed to be erected near
Deptford,” for Messrs. Wilkins, J. P. Jones, is
an Italian-Gothic building of some pretensions,
but scarcely suggests its purpose.
The design for the “Farriugdon-street Bridge,”

in the Holborn Valley, W. Haywood (906), includes
iron arches on piers of vari-coloured granites.
It promises to be a more successful structure of
the kind than has yet been put up in London.
“The Grand Hotel, Scarborough” (913), C.

Broderick, is nine stories in height on one side,
and six on the other, where it adjoins the pier.
The stylo is Italian; the roof-line somewhat
confused.

OUR FUTURE ARCHITECTURE.

It is now some twenty, two years since our
esteemed friend Professor Kerr amused and
delighted the grater part of the architectural
profession by , the publication of the "New-
leafo Discourses.”* You will observe that
I confine myself to the greater part, for it

must be confessed that one portion of the pro-
fession was neither amused nor delighted. The
reason was very obvious. Professor, then Mr.
Kerr, had tho heresy to assert that Architecture
was not mere construction, arobmology, or
knowledge of Greek, Roman, or modern detail

;

but was emphatically a fine art, and a very
fine art indeed. At the present day the learned
professor would have been understood properly,
but it was different in 18-15. Then some
people could by no means understand that a
man might have all the modern construction
of a house at his fingers’ ends, and might take
out quantities and do surveys and dilapida-
tions, to say nothing of valuation, and with all

this yet not be an architect. Accordingly, Mr.
Kerr got some severe rubs, evidently from the
elder members of the profession. The papers
having been collected and published in a separate
form

;
the subject appears to have dropped.

Yet no subject can be more important to
us students, who are now fighting the uphill

battle of Fine Ai-t Architecture. To clothe
Professor Kerr’s thoughts in other words, the
vai-ious styles are to really beautiful architecture
very nearly what languages are to a poem.
How seldom do we find a man who can write
equally well in two languages. How often in

• OriginiiUj' published ia the Builder,
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Buch a case do we not find that one tongne goes
to the wall, that some of the words are badly
chosen, some of the sentences ungraceful,
and some of the expressions sin against the
idiom peculiar to the language; and yet an
architect is expected to design equally well in
the mediajval and pagan styles, which have just
as many differences between them as the two
languages have. But go a step further, and

,

suppose that we had no fixed vernacular, and we
were obliged to express ourselves in broken
French or broken German, what sort of
things would our poem turn out, in
spite of any really poetic thoughts we might
possess ? Still the comparison holds good.
We have no real vernacular in architecture.
Neither of the two great styles belongs to our
own days. We have to learn them painfully and
imperfectly as we should learn languages. At
the present time, indeed, we are seeking for an
architectural language suited to our times,
and we ought not to be disappointed that we do
not get it in ,a single year. But almost every
language can be traced back to a parent stock,
and so with our new architecture. We have taken
many points ofdeparture, and thrown them away,
one after another, until it must be confessed
that we have got a little confused, and are by
no means so advanced in our task as we have a
right to expect, considering the pains we have
taken.

The last century was consistently working in
the traditions of Sir Christopher Wren j when,
lo

!
people took to measuring the Parthenon,

and we had accordingly to begin almost anew,
only this time with Greek art. Unfortunately,
after a few years, people discovered, very un-
willingly it is true, that the climate of England
was not precisely identical with that of Greece

;

that the broad surfaces and flat shallow sculp,
ture, however well they might look beneath the
sky of Athens, were different things when exe-
cuted in cement and put up in London. Then
we tried our national style, beginning with the
latest and worst phase of it. I need scarcely tell
yon how from Perpendicular we went to Early
English, and then to Decorated, always begin-
ning backwards, until at last we came to what
is called the Geometrical Decorated, and we
were going on, to all appearance very well in-
deed, until one day Mr. Euskin published his
“Stones of Venice,” and then a rush was made for
Italian Gothic in architecture, the detallsof which,
never very fine, were nearly as unsuitable for
our purpose as those of Greek architecture itself.
I do not for one moment wish to deny the won-
derful massiveness, beauty, and strength of the
larger Italian works

; on the contrary, I think
them deserriog of the most careful study,
although they are precisely the features most
difficult to introduce in these days of leasehold
tenures and large fenestration

;
but the details

of Italian-Gothic are worse than useless. For
the most part, they are executed in marble,
which requires just as different a treatment to
stone as stone does to brick

;
for what do we

see? In marble-work the work is generally
shallow, and on the surface

; for the material is

hard. A system of rectangular panels obtained,
for marble is generally supplied in thin pieces,
and panels are the readiest way of showing off
the peculiar colours and veininga. In stone, on
the contrary, the members rely on the mouldings,
carvings are often deeply undercut, and the
buttresses jut out like rocks. But in brick we
found them very shallow, and iron tie - rods
used to keep opposite walls in their places. The
mouldings are also comparatively few, except
we go to those countries where the clay, by the
application of ornament and superior manipula-
tion, becomes terra cotta. In speaking of brick
oonstructioD, I have rather more in ray mind the
private bouses in Belgium, than the wonderful
churches at Milan.
But to return to my subject. Of late years

we have actually taken to tamper with the old
details of the styles we employ. We chamfer
things that ought never to be chamfered. We
try to get an appearance of strength by using
forms which were known to our ancestors, but
rejected by them as being ugly. Such is the
Saxon straight-sided arch — such the foliage
where the leaves are square at the end instead
of pointed

;
or we cover our buildings with

notchings, an ornament most sparingly used in
the thirteenth century, and even when employed
generally placed at a height. We use marble
in juxta-position with stone, to the infinite in-
jury of the latter. We cusp doorways which
are exactly the features that ought not to be
cusped and finally we cover our drawings with

such quantities of etchings that we finish by
deceiving ourselves as well as our clients.

The last ew invention is to use large sash
windows, with of course the maximum of glass
and the minimum of wood ; then to put in a flat

stone lintel, and over that a high pointed arch filled

iu with brickwork. Now a window opening de-
mands some cutting up, if the scale of the build-
iug is to be preserved, and as far as I am enabled
to judge, nothing is more destructive to the
general effect of our modem buildings than
those enormous sheets of plate-glass in the win-
dows. A friend of mine once tried to deceive
himself in this matter by saying that you have
only to suppose all the lattices thrown back, but
he was not sufficient of an artist to know that
the sheen of the rain, or reflexions of the sky,
which are sure more or less to appear in any
large pane of glass were sufficient to dispel any
illusion of this description.

Doubtless large sheets of glass are occasionally
necessaiy, but why should we not try and
dimininish the artistio evil by putting the upper
part of the window in smaller panes, either of
wood, or iron, or of broadish lead.

If we go to Hampton Court, we cannot fail to
be struck with the very noble appearance of the
window sashes in that part of the palace built
by Sir Christopher Wren.

It is, in fact, our modem windows which make
our common houses so hideous. A house of
Queen Anne’s time, although it may not have a
bit more ornament than one built twenty years
ago, looks ten times more cheerful, for the win-
dow-boxings project nearly to the surface of the
brickwork, and when painted white, as I said
before, impart an air of comfort and cheerfulness
to the whole building.

I know that this mode of construction is liable
to communicate fire, and is therefore very pro-
perly forbidden. Still I think that we might
attain a somewhat similar result by other
means. What appears to me as most ob-
jectionable is the thin frame, surmounted by
a segmental arch, and then another immense
arch above it. This, in conjunction with a
high-pitched roof, some of the gables entirely
hipped, and others hipped at the point only,
forms, I think, one of the most distressing
specimens of modem art : it is both pretentious
and ugly.

Now, the question arises, what form is our
architecture of the future likely to take ? I
have, as far as I have been able, advocated two
means for its advancement, viz.—a most careful
study of early French art, and the study of the
human figure.

As to early French art, I believe it to
be more suited to the requirements of the
present day than any other phase of Medimval
architecture. We live under different conditions
to our ancestors. They delighted in small
pretty buildings, with delicate details, which
would be out of place in our smoky atmosphere.
In French art everything is npon a larger scale,
and it is usually suited for our large warehouses
and for high houses, such as are being sown
broad-cast in old London. It is a curious thing,
but there is little doubt of the London houses in
the thirteenth century being very low as com-
pared with those of Paris

;
for Mathew Paris,

describing the visit of Henry III. to St. Louis,
represents the English court being amazed at the
loftiness of the houses of Paris as compared
with those of the English capital.

It would be a work of supererogation for me
at the present time to go deeply into the merits
of the French architecture of the thirteenth
century, and the various reasons for, to a certain
degree, preferring it to that left us by our
ancestors. I can only say that our whole habits
of life and our external circumstances having
altered from what they were in those ages,
we should use our common sense, and adopt
that style of architecture most suited to ns, at the
same time bringing into use all modern improve-
ments which can actually be proved to be such,
and decorating the building with sculpture and
painting relating quite as much to our own times
as to those gone by j for sculptured buildings are
but stone books, and why shoffid the last chapters
be left out ?

There is a window in Westminster Abbey
which illustrates this

j
it is in the nave aisle,

and to the memory of a civil engineer. I pass
by its artistic merits or demerits, and come to
the iconography

;
the series of stones begins

with the Tower of Babel, and ends with the Menai
Bridge. I should state that the latter was pointed
out to me as a sort of practical joke on the part
of the stained glass designer; but I confess I

see no joke at all in it, the designer only did
what has been done in every age of the world,
and who knows perhaps the fragile piece of glass
may be destined to outlast the iron of the bridge ?

There are some people who view every applica-
tion of Medimval art to modern life as a joke,
and, in nine cases out of ten, to be discouraged.
They consider Medijeval art as eminently eccle-
siastical, and therefore something profoundly
serious and to be approached with caution, for-

getting that mankind has been very much the
same in every age, and that our ancestors joked
and laughed just as much as we do. It is true
that a very great part of our ancient domestic
buildings have perished, and even of those which
have been spared by time or man, none possess
their original decorations. Consequently these
people above mentioned almost refuse to believe
in any scheme of secular painting and decoration
of the thirteenth century, still less what they
consider as the reprehensible interchange of
secular and religious subjects

; such as the
series of Scripture history in the King’s Chamber
(probably answering to our drawing-room) at
Westminster, or the secular series of the labours
of the year, and the signs of the Zodiac in
ecclesiastical buildings as at Salisbury, &c.
The fact is, that with our ancestors religion

was not simply a mere matter of private devo-
tion or of an attendance at church once in
seven days : they said their prayers in their
churches, and therefore had their churches mad©
as beautiful as they could afford. A great cathe-
dral must have been an encyclopedia of all the
knowledge of the time ; indeed M. Didron tries
to prove that this was literally the case with
regard to the sculptures of the cathedral of
Chartres. It is only by acting in a similar
manner that we shall ever progress and have an
art of our own, and I am the more disposed to
reiterate this upon the present occasion when I
have the honour of addressing my younger fel-

low-students
; for, alas ! we are all students now,

and there are no masters in Israel. Whether
there ever will be, must depend upon the zeal
and earnestness of purpose with which you
take up that banner which is about to fall into
your hands. If you do not draw the figure
better, if you do not study more deeply, and if

you do not take due advantage of the art-discove-
ries and labours of those who have been a little

longer in the profession, it will indeed be a bad
thing for our future art.

Some men may do more and some may do
less, but every one can do something. Of course
a greal deal depends npon the circumstances
in which you may be placed and over which
yon may have no control; but I very much
doubt whether any circumstances ever hindered
the ultimate advance of any one who had a real
and lasting love of art.

Various circumstances may hinder various
men : thus one may have to work for his living
immediately after finishing his apprenticeship

;

another may marry early, and may have to go
to quantities for bis livelihood; a third, seeing
how very hard is the struggle for an art
man, with no connexion, may go into dilapida-
tions, and light and air cases

; a fourth may get
into practice too early, either through hie con-
nexion or through accident

; but all may do
something to advance our future art and archi-
tecture. Of course it cannot be expected that
they can do so much as the man who thoroughly
devotes himself to it, and who is neither married
nor obliged to work for his bare living

; bub they
can do something

; they can afford employment
to good artists in their buildings; they have their
annual holiday, during which they can study
more or less, and their more lucrative practice
enables them to purchase art for their own
houses.

Now during this time the art man, as your
President very truly said upon a former occa-
sion, finds that he gets comparatively nothing
to do, and indeed he may think himself
comparatively lucky if he does when he is tole-
rably past the middle of his life. But these
fallow years are exactly those which are the
most valuable to him; it is in them that he
applies the knowledge gained by wandering to
and fro over the surface of the earth. That
knowledge may have but a small area to work
upon; it may, perhaps, be a piece of goldsmith’s
work or ivory carving, for which he is almost
ashamed to charge a fee at all, but which, with
the design and the constant superintendence of
the workman, takes him as much time as would
suffice to enable bis late fellow-student, who
does the light and air, to make much gold ; bub
.then, on hia side, he will have added another
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new and beautiful thing to the world, and he
will have done something towards solving the
problem of our future art.

I hope you will not suppose for one moment
that I wish to detract from the merits of the
gentleman who goes in for quantities, light and

. air, and dilapidations
; on the contrary, the world

could not do without him
j and there is no doubt

but that he does the most useful as well as the
most lucrative part of the profession} and if he
has not the opportunity of becoming an artist,
it 18 simply an application of the great law of
compensation, which ordains that one man shall
not have everything,

I confess that the most, by far the most, in-
teresting series of drawings in this room are
those of the sketching class. I should have
liked them to have been more numerous, and to
have come down to a later date. When one is a
pupil, one often marches quickly, so that the
drawing of 1865 may give a very different idea of
a man progress to what a drawing a year
later might give. The only want in the
sketching class appears to me that, when done,
the sketches should be sent to some competent
person to give a written opinion upon them, in
the same way that a barrister might be asked to
give an opinion

;
that that opinion should be

paid for in the same manner that a barrister’s
opinion would be paid for, for this is the only
way by which advice is ever attended to. Before
leaving these sketches I must not omit one of a
design for the polychromy of a chancel arch,
where the figures are very well done indeed, and
where the colonr is exceedingly good.

^

In conclusion, let me ask you to devote some
time to the drawings of Mr. Thompson, of
Glasgow. They represent buildings in Greek
architecture, but certainly the best modern
Greek architecture it has ever been my lot to
see. Whether some of the edifices are exactly
snited to the climate of Edinburgh is another
question

;
but the most curious thing is that

many of them, by a very few touches, could be
most easily translated into thirteenth century
French art. There is one little drawing ofi
a villa that might almost be taken for a copy

'

of some little fortalice in the south of France
j in

fact, there are actually two rows of these
features, called machicolations, lately so rabidly
prescribed by writers.

Gentlemen, I am sure that our art future will
be safe in your hands; and although it is neither
to be expected, or even desired, that all of yon
should devote yourselves exclusively to the fine
art brancli of the profession, as I said before,
you can all do something towards our future
architecture, and Mr. Thompson’s excellent
designs suggest to me a question which wo might
all ask ourselves whenever we turn out a design
VIZ., what would the Greeks have thought of it ?
If answered unsatisfactorily, or in the negative
would it not be better for us to try again ?

*

W. Bukges.

THE LATE EDWARD HODGES BAILY, R A
SCUBPTOR.

’ ’

OuREugHsb school ofpoeticseulpturehasnewly
l^t one of its most distinguished Academicians
(Royal Academicians, if you will). The dis-
tinguished pupil of the greatest of English
sculptors (John Flaxman), Baily,—the sculptor
of the twin half-recumbeut figures of “ Eve ”
(Miltou’s “Eve” at the fountain undefiled)
died on the 22nd ult., in his eightieth year.

’

Baily (Thomas Banks would have more^an admired his “Eve”) was born in the city of
Bnstol in the year 1788; worked under Messrs.
Rundell & Bridge as a modeller for soup-tiireens
and te^ots and claret-jugs, and such like Ben-
venuto Cellini and Flaxman work; and from a de-
signer, modeller, worker in hot metal, and
gaser, rose to the very head of his profession.
Watson and Joseph Durham worked under his
tuition as he had worked (how much to be
envied

!) under Flaxman.
It was the lot of Mr. Baily to be outdone by

his master, and his worse lot to find a rival and
outrunner m the race of successful sculpture in
Irancis Chautrey. Messrs. Rundell & Bridge
wanted Cellini work for the white damask a?dbnght mahogany and polished marble of George
IV. Mr. Baily filled Flaxman’s place withthem,—not up by any means to his master’s
mark, bat ably. Some of Mr. Baily’s work ismore than poetic; witness his “Eve at the
Fountain,” his “Eve listening to her own

life**^^'

“arble inspirations softened into

_

Wo have before us while we write a slightly,
tinted fac-simile in plaster (very choice in its
way) of Mr. Baily’s first design for his “Eve at
the Fountain,” and very beautiful it is; to our
thinking (and skilled judges in the art of Phidias
and Flaxman are with us), less lackadaisical thau
the accepted "Eve” of Messrs. Rundell &
Bridge, the great Ludgate goldsmiths and silver-
smiths, aud patrons of John Flaxman, Mr
Baily’s master. The story of Mr. Baily's “ Eve ’’

forms a pleasing episode in the history of Eng-
lish sculpture. Oddly enough, it was made for
the handle of the lid or cover of a City soup-
turecn,—perhaps for the Licensed Victuallers.
Eve, in all her beauty, surmounting a tureen
redolent with real turtle,—fit food for lips and
mind.
A bas-relief to the memory of Mr. Draper, in

Bnstol Cathedral (more beautiful in point of
execution with the chisel thau in its design),
called his attention to the art of sculpture, and
made him irrevocably a senlptor. He had
modelled previously in wax, but now took to
clay and plaster, and with such success and
belief in his own powers, that he set off for
London, and sought, like others before and after
him, the approbation of Flaxman. The great
sculptor liked what he saw, and gave more than
a word of encouragement to the young enthu-
siast from Bristol, for he found employment for
him in his studio. No. 7, Buckingham-street,
Fitzroy-square, London; a classic spot, though
we, athirst to see over it, had to carry to it, in
enthusiasm and associations, what the bricks
and mortar on the ground could not, unassisted
awaken within us.

’

Mr. Baily was with Flaxman for seven years
and a-balf, aud availed himself of many of the
advantages of working with so great a man.
Flaxman, it is said, foresaw his future excel-
lence

; and free, as be was, from the petty
jealousies of genius, both aided and recom-
mended the senlptor of “ Eve.”

Mr. Daily’s admirers will like to know his
London residences. In 1823 he was living at
No. 75, Dean-street, Soho (Lawrence and Har-
low had lived in the same street before him)

;thence he went to No. 8, Percy-street, Rath-
bone-placo, Oxford-street (or rather Tobten-
ham-court-road)

; from No. 8 he removed to
No. 10 in the same street, where Dewint (the
water-colour artist) and Hilton, his brother-in-
law aud historical painter, had lived before.
Another London home,—or studio of Mr. Baily’s— was No. 11

,
York-placo, Portman-square.

jHere, however, the world was not with him.
Mr. Baily exhibited at the Royal Academy, in

'

1839, a colossal statue of Thomas Telford, the
engineer; and in 1840, a statue of that great
encourager of art in England, the Earl of Egre-
mont,—part of a monument to his lordship’s
memory in the church of Petworth, in Sussex.

_

H)s portrait-etatues (luckily few in number)
did not add to his reputation.

In 1841 his “Eve listening to her Voice”
found him additional admirers; some, indeed,
and judges, too, from whom it were seldom safe
to differ,—preferring it to Lis “Eve at the
Fountam.” This fine work, or a duplicate of it
was bought by the late Mr. Bicknell, of Herne-
hill, who always bought with taste and liberality.
At Mr. Bicknell’s sale, in 1863, it sold for 230
guineas— little enough.

_

Portrait-busts, such as Chantrey reigned un-
rivalled in, were little understood by Mr. Baily.
We can call to mind but one of his really good,
and that is very excellent,—the head of Douglas
Jerrold. It is very fine in conception and
execution, and true to the man and to the wit.
The hair is excellently treated—in the antique
manner and true to the expressive character
of Jerrold’s head. Dr. Diamond has made some
fine photographs from it.

In the year 1847 Mr. Baily exhibited at the
Royal Academy of Arts a plaster statue of Chief
Justice Tindal. The statue caused a great talkm the realms of art. It was an old patched-up
model of the elder Bacon,—Sir William Black-
stone’s statue made to do new duty. Some of
our readerSmay remember the circumstance, and
the stir that the affair made in and out of
sculptors’ studios.

We may here catalogue, without classifying
some of Mr. Baily’s other works. Lord Hob
land’s large monument for the nave of West-
minster Abbey—ambitious, with large, allegori-
cal figures, and a bust of his lordship. The
Nelson statue on the column in Trafalgar-square
is by Mr. Baily

;
but who can say v/hab it is

like ? Does distance lend enchantment to the
viewp

A statue (1843) of Dr. Wood, Master of St.
John s College, Cambridge; a marble statue of
Psyche

; and a graceful little statue of Helena
unveiling herself to Paris

; the model (1844) of
a colossal statue of Mr. Dawson, Dean of St.
Patrick s aud the model of a small statue of
Pans. The former work was executed in
marble and erected in St. Patrick’s, Dublin

Mr. Baily was elected a Royal Academician
on the 12th of February, 1820, in the room of
Benjamin West, the President of the Academy.

lu the Art Journal may be found a good like-
ness of Mr. Baily, “engraved by J. Smyth from
a drawing by T. Bridgeford.”

ON ENGLISH PORCELAIN.
Tiie course of lectures on “ Pottery and Por-

celain, by Mr. W. Chaffers, at the Society of
Arts, was brought to a close last week.
The subject of Mr. Chaffers’s concluding

lecture was “ English Porcelain.” He began by
observing that the invention of the manufacture
of porcelam in this country was much earlier
than had been generally supposed

; for a patent
by John Dn-ight, of Fulham, in

1671, while that of Chicagneau, of St. Cloud, in
trance, was not granted until 1703, nearly
thirty years afterwards. The first discoveir in
that country was accorded to Louis Poterat, of
Rouen, who obtained letters patent in 1673 but
the ware never succoded, and only a very im-
perfect description of china was produced:
Dwights porcelain was therefore made two
years previously, and the title of bis patent
18 this:- “For the mistery of transparent
earthenware commonly known by the name of
prcelam or China.” The fact is corroborated
by Dr. Plot, in his “History of Oxfordshire,”

says,-“He” (Dwight)
hath found ways to make an earth white and

transparent as porcellane, and not diatingnish-
able fi-om it by the eye, or by experiments that
have been purposely made to try wherein they
disagree. The principal test of porcelain being
its transparency, there can be no doubt about
the -nature of the ware here spoken of. A
specimen of his porcelain, of about 1735 has
recently been discovered

; it is a bust of
George II., of small life-size, in porcelain, which
ffom the peculiar_ modelling and the similarity
to Dwight’s busts in stoneware, leaves no doubt

, of Its origin. It is in the possession of Mr.
I

Reynolds. The manufactory at Stratford-le-Row was established about 1730. Thomas Frye
an eminent painter, appears to have been instru-
mental in bringing the china to that perfection
lor which It was celebrated. In 1753 the works
passed into the hands of Messrs. Crowther &
Weatherby. In an interesting document, accom-
panying a Bow china bowl, which was presented
to the British Museum, by the painter himself
wo are told that they employed 300 persons-^
about 90 painters, and 200 turners, &o., all under
one roof. In 1775 the Bow works were sold to
Mr. Duesbury, and all the moulds and imple-
ments transferred to Derby. The celebrated
manufactory at Chelsea was established about
the same time as Bow, aud the early produc-
tions are frequently mistaken the one for the
other; but, fortunately, the finer pieces are
usually marked with au anchor in red or gold.
The period of its greatest excellence was from
1/50 to 1765. It has been thonght that Vene-
tian workmen were first engaged here, from the
great similarity of the two wares, both in
painting and gilding, added to which the mark
upon both is an anchor. This manufactory was
set on foot by Mons. Spremont, a Frenchman
and be acquired a great fortune. The beautiful
vases m the French style of grosblen and
Tuorone, with beautiful paintings, are well
known, aud are at the present day much appre-
ciated, the prices they command being as high
as are paid for the Sevres porcelain. These
works were also bought by Mr. Duesbury, of
Derby,Jn 1769, who continued them at Chelsea
until 1784. The china made bv him was called
Derby Chelsea, and is known by the mark of a
D, crossed by an anchor. Although the Derby
works originated as early as 1750, it does not
appear that any china of a high character was
produced, but principally services and small
chimney ornaments

;
and it was not until 1769,

on the purchase of the Chelsea works, and a few*
years after of those at Bow, that they reae to
any importance. In fact, with the best work-
men and painters of those great establishmenta,
and all the moulds aud models from them, the
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Derby manufactory may be considered as tie

Bow and Chelsea manufactories continued in

another locality. Some beautiful examples of

porcelain in the Chinese style were produced,

and they seem also to have copied their marks,

as well as their style of decoration ;
but their

ordinary trade mark was at first a D crossed by

an anchor, called Derby-Chelsea, and after royal

patronage was accorded, in 1780, it was changed

to a D surmounted by a crown. This was called

Crown Derby, and was used by the successor,

Mr. Bloor, down to 1830. The works ceased in

1848. The next porcelain manufactory of im-

portance was Worcester, established chiefly

through the exertions of Dr. Wall, who formed

a company in 1751. The services made here

were held in much estimation, and, although pro-

duced at a cheaper rate than Bow or Chelsea

china, were better for use, and not so subject to

crack with hot water. An important means of

decorating porcelain was introduced here in

1759, by transferring impressions from engraved

copper plates on to the surface of the ware. It

was adopted almost simultaneously with Liver-

pool, the invention being claimed by both, and

epecimcus of these prodnctions are found bear-

ing the names of Sadler & Green, of Liverpool,

and Bichard Holdship, of Worcester, dated in

which answered to the ingredients of the

Chinese porcelain, fcoolin and pefuutse. The diffi-

culties found in proportioning them properly, so

as to give exactly the necessary degree of vitrifi-

cation and no more, and other niceties with

regard to the manipulation, discouraged them in

their proceeding in the concern, and after ex-

pending on it between two and three thousand

pounds, they sold their interest in the patent to

ilr. Champion, of Bristol. The works were,

however, carried on for nearly six years, and a

considerable amount of ware was produced.

Cookworthy engaged the services of a clever

French artist, who produced the articles modelled

in the form of shells and rock work, which be-

came great favourites for the table. In 1774,

the patent was sold and transferred to Mr.

Richard Champion, of Bristol. He made some
beautifnl ware, but the great outlay prevented it

being remunerative, and in three or four years

he was compelled to give up the manufacture,

aud sold the patent to a company of Stafford-

shire potters. Various other porcelain manufac-

tories were described ; among these the New
Hall China Works at Shelton, the first of the

kind in Staffordsliire. They had purchased

placed beyond dispute; it was probably intao-

duced about 1775, after Champion’s failure.

There are several persons now living who can
testify to the fact that no Oriental porcelain

ever came into the factory to be decorated
;
yet

this is the opinion of many who have not ffiily

considered the matter, and who imagine that

what is now called Lowestoft was actually

Oriental ohina, painted only at that place. Mr.

Chaffers referred those of his hearers who wished

to judge for themselves to a large collection of

Lowestoft china, which lie had obtained from

the gentry of the vicinity, and which was .now

exhibited in the South Eensington Museum.

FROM MELBOURNE, VTCTORIA.

At a meeting of gentlemen of the Melbourne

press, held on the 23rd of March, it was decided

to appropriate the Press Brooke Memorial Fond
towards the purchase of a marble bust of the

late tragedian, to be placed in the Public

Library.

At a meeting of the Freemasons, held on the

15th, a committee was appointed to take

immediate steps to erect the necessary build-

ings in connexion with the Freemasons’ chari-

table institutions, on the site granted by the

Government.
A tabulated return of the number of rate-

payers in the city of Melbourne, the town of

Geelong, and in all the boroughs, shires, and

road districts in the colony of Victoria, together

with the classification of electors for the pro-

vinces of the colony, has been laid on the table

of the Assembly by the Chief Secretary. The
number of ratepayers is 125,283, classified i

Champion’s patent, intending to make hard por-

celain, but in a short time this was abandoned,

the same year. Bat-printing succeeded the
]

and they made the usual Euglish soft paste

printing from copper plates on paper ; the im- china, in which a great proportion of bone-dust

pressiou being taken from a copper plate by a : was mixed. The important china works at

piece of glue (called a glue-bat), which received
[

Stoke-upon-Trent originated with Josiah Spode

tho pattern on its surface in oil, and being i
in 1780. Great improvements were made by

pressed on to the surface of the ware, the design t him and his sons in the composition of porce-

was transferred. It was then dusted with colour
j

lain, and they introduced a fine and durable

and baked. The porcelain made from 1760 to
j

material called iron stone china, which was

1780 was of a superior quality, and the colours
,

largely exported to France, to the great injury

used on decorative pieces approached very of tho French trade. The Prince of Wales

closely to those of Chelsea. In 1783 the manu-
;

visited the works in 1806, and he appointed , . =
factory was purchased by Mr. Flight, afterwards

I

Spode potter to his Royal Highness. About,. follows Persons rated under 251.,

Plight & Barr, and many clever artists were ' 1827, Messrs. Copelaud & Garrett succeeded, from 25L^and under 601.^19^491 ; from ^60L and

engaged. It remained with them and their
\
the works being still carried on by Mr. Alder-

BUCcesBora until 1840, when the two principal man Copeland, and the choice pieces which

manufactories of Worcester, Messrs. Flight &
,

emanate from this establishment vie with the

Barr, and the Messrs. Chamberlaiu, were amal-
j

famed pite tendre of old Sevres, while the jewels

gamated, the concern taking the name of tho
|

which glitter upon it remind us of the lines in

latter. Chamberlain’s works were established
i

Shakspeare about gilding refined gold or paint-

in 1786, and acquired a great reputation, being iug the lily. On others the exquisite paintings

especially patronized by the Prince Regent, for are veritable works of art, and the beautiful

whom they made a service which cost 4,0C0l.
j

bisque figures are unapproachable. Mr. Thomas

Another full service, for the East India Company ,
Minton established works at Stoke-upon-Trent

at Madras, was supplied at a still higher price. • in 1790. He made porcelain in the Worcester

The taste for gilding and bright colours caused
|

style and realised a handsome fortune. He
this great increase of price, for it appears that died in 1837, and was succeeded by his son,

• * —
’ Mr. Herbert Minton, who attained gi-eat cele-

brity as a potter, and brought the ware gene-

rally to great perfection. He revived the

manufacture of encaustic tiles, and by em-

nearly 1,000Z. per annum were paid by the firm

for gold alone. Caughley, near Broseley, Shrop-

shire, was celebrated for porcelain. Mr. Turner,

an engraver, from Worcester porcelain manufac-

tory, made great advances, especially in ser-

vices for the table. lie invented a beautiful

blue, which was printed on the ware in Chinese

designs. The well-known willow pattern” was
produced here in 1780, which, eren at the pre-

sent day, is in great demand. This was the

first blue printed table service made in Eng-
land. The porcelain manufactory of Nant-

garw was established by a Mr. Billingsley, in

1813. He had some time before produced

his beautiful transparent ware at Pinxton

;

but its expensive character prevented it from

becoming successful, and it was abandoned
;
he,

however, revived it at Nautgarw, and it was so

much admired that Mr. Dillwyn, of Swansea,

made arrangements with Billingsley to superin-

tend the production of it there also. Nearly all

the ware made at Nantgarw was purchased in

the white by Mortlock, a china-seller of London,

and decorated in the metropolis. The favourite

patterns at both the above-named places were

pink roses heightened with gold. Mr. Rose, of

Coalport, was a celebrated potter, and he esta-

blished himself there about 1780. He was not,

however, contented with such limited opera-

tions, but as the Caughley, the Swansea, and the

Nautgarw works were successively relinquished

by their owners, he became the purchaser, and
incorporated them with his own, retaining

Billingsley as director of his manufactory. The
patterns known as the “ worm sprig,” the
" Toumay sprig,” the old “ willow pattern,

and the ‘‘blue dragon,” remained staple arti-

cles. His decorative porcelain he marked ” Coal-

brookdale,” which was another branch of his

Coalport works. William Cookworthy, the in-

ventor of hard porcelain, commenced his experi-

ments as early as 1758, but it was not until

1768 that he considered it fully developed, and

in that year, in conjunction with Lord Camel-

ford, he took out a patent and commenced opera-

tions at Plymouth. The materials employed

were called growan stone and growan clay,

under 1001., 10,511 ;
from lOOZ. and under 150Z.,

3,316 ;
from 1501. and under 2001., 1,323 ; from

200Z. and under 3001., 1,082.; from 3001. and
upwards, 1,327. The number of electors in the

provinces are : Central, 3,276 ;
South, 1,627

;

South-western, 2,064; Western, 842 ;
North-

western, 2,767 ; Eastern, 1,026 ;
making a total

of 11,602 electors.

ARCHITECTURAL MEDALS, PARIS
EXHIBITION.

Although no official report has yet been made,

it is currently stated that in architecture, a grand

medal is awarded to Mr. Waterhouse
;
a medal

ploying the most expert artists, the most ,

of the first class to tho late Captain Fowke; 'B

— J iiig I second-class medal to Mr. Lynn : and one of the
skilful chemists, and sparing no expense in—

_ iir x-j « '

numerous experiments to improve the colours,
|

third class to Mr. Ed. Barr}',

the body of the ware, and the decorations, he
j

stood unrivalled in his art. His successors,
'

Messrs. Michael Daintry Hollins and Colin Min-

ton Campbell, have pursued the same course,

aud with untiring energy and zeal seconded all

his efforts. Mr. Chaffers remarked that England

has indeed reason to be proud of the rival pot-

ters, who have furnished forth their specimens

of porcelain to the Paris Exhibition of 1867.

Only two have exhibited, but the names of Min -

1

ton & Copeland have added lustre to the Euglish

potters’ art, and have borne away the palm of

victory. Mr. Chaffers had on the table some

fine specimens of the beautiful china produced

at Rockingham by the Messrs. Brameld, from

the year 1820, under the protection of Earl Fitz-

william, the owner of the estate at Swinton.

The china was of a superior description, aud the

painting and decoration generally of the highest

order. The manufactory was discontinued in

1840. The important manufactory of porcelain

at Lowestoft was established about 1756, and it

is remarkable that the recollection of its exist-

ence, and the productions which emanated from

it, should have been lost sight of and gradually

died away, although it was in active work for

nearly fifty years, aud only ceased in 1802. But

although this is the case at a distance from the

locality, it is well remembered by the older in-

habitants of Lowestoft, and the houses in the

vicinity are teeming with its china. In fact, it

is to be found all over England, but is usually,

for want of a truer name, called Oriental, being

a sort of hybrid ware, which nobody who knew
what real Chinese porcelain is could for a

moment mistake. The painting on the ware,

too, is undoubtedly English, and the very touches

of the artists can be identified. Its greatest

prosperity was from 1770 to 1800. The question

about hard paste being made at Lowestoft is

TOMB: MIDDLETON CHENEY, OXON.

Th is tomb, of which we give a plan and eleva-

tion, has recently been erected in the church-

yard at Middleton Cheney, Oxon, by Miss Her-

ton, the Lady of the Manor, in memory of her

father (late Lord of the Manor) and her brothers

and sisters. Beneath the tomb is the family

vault, divided into five compartments, for the

reception of coffins, and entered from the en-

closure. The superstructure is of Portland stone,

rising from a tooled-red granite plinth. The
pillars and angle shafts are of red granite

polished. Beneath the canopy is a coped stone,

tho sides and ends of which are filled with the

inscription; panels of white marble, having in

the centre a marble shield, bearing the family

arms. The roof of the tomb is groined, and

divided by ribs springing from a string course

above the capitals of shafts. The roof is termi-

nated at each end externally, by a floriated

cross, of which the sides only are seen in this

elevation.

The length of the tomb at the base is 11 ft.

9 in.
;
the height to the top of ridge-cresting,

10 ft. The whole is surrounded by an onui-

mental wroaght-iron railing upon a stone curb

3 ft. distant from the plinth, the space between

this the curb being laid with Portland. slabs,

slightly inclined outwards.

The work was carried out by Mr. Claridge,

builder, of Banbury, with the assistance of Mr.

Thomas Earpe, of Lambeth, who executed the

ornamental stone and marble work, and Mesaes.

Thomason, of Birmingham, who supplied the

wronght-iron railing, from the designs and under

the direction of Mr. Wm. Wilkinson, architect.
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TOMB, MIDDLETON CHENEY, OXON. Me, W. Wilkikson, Aechitect.
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STATION BUILDINGS OU QUEENSLAND
RAILWAYS.

These buildings have been designed to meet
tlie requiremente of a country where materials

are diflBcult to bo obtained, and where facility of

erection is of importance. Our engraving illus-

trates the Toowoomba Station. The entire

building has been planned in cubes of 15 ft.,

having the columns, standards, girders, &c.,

15 ft. apart, with a principal over each. The
external walls consist of cast-iron H standards,

vertical and horizontal wrought-iron girders,

with horizontal wood transoms, to which are

attached the outside corrugated iron and the

inside wood lining, leaving a space between for

a current of air.

Over all the doors and windows, and in the

ceilings, are placed ventilating panels of per-

forated zinc. Around the entire building over
j

the ground-floor is a wide verandah, with orna-

'

mental balcony-railing, and supported by a
j

lattice-girder, carried on light cast-iron columns.

On the upper floor the roof overhangs and forms
,

a verandah, similar to that below, with lattice-
j

girders on columns. These verandahs effectually
j

protect the iron side enclosure from the heat of

.

the sun. There is also a balcony round the
|

inside of the building, giving access to the

oflBce and other rooms.
|

The ground-floor is covered with asphalts.
,

Against the longitudinal girders run the

;

transverse girders, supported by
|-J

standards
in the centre, and which carry rolled iron joists :

for the wood flooring and ceiling joists. The

,

roofs are constructed of wrought-iron principals,
|

with cast-iron standards, supporting the louvres,

the blades of which are of galvanised iron. In
the ceilings of the upper floor are ventilating
panels to enable the cool air to pass through the
louvres into the rooms without creating a
draught.

The roofs are covered with Braby’s Yieille

Montague zinc. The side enclosure is of gal-

vanised iron. Surmounting the building is an
ornamental cast-iron cresting.

The inside partitions are framed of wood,
lined both sides with matched and chamfered
boarding. All the joiners’ work, including doors,

windows, “closets,” counters, and fittings, is

prepared in London, and similar to that of first-

class stations in England. The woodwork is Bur-
nettized and to be stained and varnished when
finished. The building is to be decorated some-

1

thing after the manner of the Dublin Exhi-

'

bition.
!

The whole is put together in Eugland, so as i

to save trouble and expense in the colony. The
[

total cost, including all fittings, was fid. per
cubic foot, equal to about 8d. when erected in i

the colony.
j

Three of these large terminal stations have
been sent, besides second-class stations, work-

;

shops, &c., and wore designed for Sir C. Fox &
j

Son, as agents of the Queensland Government,
by Messrs. J. & E. Fisher, Westminster.

j

NOTES FROM THE CHAMP DE MARS.*
,

The United States’ pictures occupy a small

portion of space at one end of the Galerie
Britannique. As ifto show how little self-assert-

ing we “ Britishers ” are, a large Ameiican eagle,

with its concomitant of stars and stripes, lords

it from above one of the principal portals of oitr

gallery, just as if America were the proud host
and England the protected guest

;
and a modest

dark-coloured band, some six inches broad,—un-
noticeable save to those who especially seek it

out,—is all the demarcation that attests where
the few American pictures terminate, and the
many British works commence.
Of these American pictores, some few call for

especial notice. Church’s “Niagara” from
above the falls, is a work that well renders its

grandiose subject. If I remember rightly, there
were exhibited in London some few years since,

three or four larger pictures by the same artist,

on this and cognate subjects j and in one, a rain-

bow was very truthfully and beautifully repre-

sented. I cannot say the same for the rainbow
in “ La Saison Pluvieuse sous les Tropiques;”
it is too opaque and too sharply defined, and the
whole of the bow should not have been com-
pressed into so small a portion of scenery

j also,

the form of it is shown as half of an ellipse,

whereas whatever portion of a rainbow is seen

* Seo p. 374, ante.

upon a raincloud, however small or large it may
be, it is always a segment of a circle.

It is singularhow constantly even the cleverest

artists fail in reproducing this most beautiful of

Nature’s polychromy. It seems to be almost
an impossibility to depict satisfactorily the de-

finite yet impalpable “ airy nothing ” that glides

from spot to spot as the gazer moves, but never
obscuring the objects over which it casta its

coloured rays.

Gifford’s “ Twilight on Mount Hunter ” has a
sweet, peaceful wooded valley for foreground, a
calm and beautiful evening sky, a paling sunset,

and delicate crescent with attendant planet.

Kensett, in his “View of the Coast of Newport,”
has some admu’ably-painted water and cliffs;

Durand, “In the Woods,” capital beech trees,

winding stream, and grey squirrel on a log in

the foreground (to the colour of which lively

little quadruped some lookers-on objected, by
the way, thereby -showing their own ignorance,

not the artist’s). Richard’s “Forest in June”
is dull and cold

j
as is also the molten iron

flowing from the seething caldron in Weir’s
“ Cannon Foundry it looks pale and tamed,
very different from the lively, crackling, impish
substance I remember to have beheld at Stonr-

bridge and another such-like Pandemonium. W.
Homer shows a group of capitally-drawn figures

in bis “ Confederate Prisoners,” against a back-
ground of fog-enveloped mortals, that reminds
one of Landseer’s charming “Children of the
Mist,” but without the same necessity.

Poor Abraham Lincoln looks out from a canvas
of Hunt’s, with the earnest, sad expression

peculiar to his seamed and plain face, and which
gave a charm to his homely features. G. Baker
in his “ Portrait of a Child,” presents the sweet
face and bust of a darling little loveable maiden
most loveably rendered; and G. Lambdin (if

that be the correct name
;
I quote from the

French authorized catalogue, and therefore am
not responsible) has a charming little bit called
“ The Consecration,” in which a pretty, fair

girl is kissing the sword of her young officer-

lover, who kneels before her.

Here end my remarks on the American pic-

tures. Of the diminutive collections of Turkey
and Greece I have nothing to say, not having
been attracted by a single work in either

;
but

that of the Pontifical States shows, of course,
some fine mosaics from the “Fabriqoe au Vati-
can,” one large semi-circular picture, on 1 three
smaller ones on gold ground; and of tha ena-
mels, the “ Children of Charles I.,” after Van-
Dyck, is good. Among the oil paintings I have
marked “ A Peasant holding a Bunch of Grapes
in her Hand,” by Gustave Muller (uot an Italian
name, by the way)

;
Zuccoli’a “ First Christian

Martyrs,” where the poor creatures are seen in

a crypt-like dungeon awaiting in despair or
apathy, according to the temperament of each,
the summons which calls thorn, one by one, up
the cold stone stairs out into the colder resting-

place of death
;

and Norfiui’s Victor-Emma-
nuel being welcomed in some town : rather a
curious subject for an artist of the Papal States
to indulge in.

Of the Scnlpture, “An Episode of the Deluge,”
by Professor Vincenzio Luccardi, is a fine group,
with bas-reliefs on the sides of the pedestal;
and Adams’s bust of “Pharaoh’s Daughter,” is

true to the Egyptian type and costume.
The gallery of the kingdom of Italy comes

next in succession, and several of the works
here are very interesting. Alessandro Focosi
has a large forcible picture of Catherine de
Medicis and Charles IX., very rich in colour-

ing, and in which the strong wicked will of the
queen-mother has entirely cowed and conquered
her weak vacillating son. Tuduno has two
stories of the war, “ A Letter from the Camp,”
and “ The Garibaldian’s Story Lelli, a charm-
ing view on the lake of Orta

;
Hayez, a

cloaked and bonneted youth embracing a sweet
fresh-faced maiden in a wonderful blue satin
dress

;
Giannetti, “ The Meeting of Gaspard

Stampa with Collatine de Collalto,” large-sized
figures, richly coloured, that have a dream of Paul
Veronese about them

;
Molmenfci, “ Arrest of

Philip Calendario,” the frame of which also

deserves mention, being black, with a delicate

gilt pattern over it, that suggests a niello of
gold on iron. Paaini has a large canvas with a
long winding procession of small figures, that
seem almost lost in the expanse of sandy desert
over which they are progressing; camels, ele-

phants, and men stirring np the dust of the arid
plain in clouds as they move along, while snow-
clad mountain peaks tower in the distance :

““ Le Schah de Perse parcourant les Provinces de

son Royaume” is the title. Eol sends a bust of
a charming creature in thin white bodice, with
dark blue trimmings

; Devers, the bust of a
male figure in red, painting a majolica plate, not
marked in the catalogue ; as also are not two
charming interiors by Castiglioni—one, “ The
Doctor’s First Visit to his Patient,” a sweet pale
girl in white satin, whose sunless, listless face
contrasts so forcibly with the rosy cheeks of her
young sister who sits beside her, and the eager,
wistful look on all the other countenances in the
room, down to that of the grey-haired old
servitor who is showing in the doctor. In the
second picture, the illness has been endnred and
surmounted, and for the fii'st time the convales-
cent is leaving her bedroom. The tender care
of the father and mother, who support her on
either side, and the happy love of the same old
serving man, who draws aside the portiere to

let her pass through into the fresh air, are all

charmingly told.

A fine large-sized water-colour drawing, by
Guadagnini, “The Betrothal of Gualdrati de’

Donati with Buondelmonto,” is excellent in
every way, as are Palizzi’s animals in oil colour.

Dupre sends a fine life-size “ Cain” in bronze,
and Sarocchi a pretty marble group, “ La Pre-
miere Lecture,” which reminds one of our
English Durham’s capital children. R. F. H.

THE PURIFICATION OF WATER; AND
SUPPLY.

INSTITUTION or CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On May 21, Mr. John Fowler, president, in the
chair, the paper read, in abstract, was “ Experi-
ments on the Removal of Organic and Inorganic
Substances in Water,” by Edward Byrne. The
object of these experiments was to try how far

the statements generally made, with regard to

the action of charcoal in purifying water, might
be depended on.

It was stated that many substances were
spoken of as having a purifying effect on water,
but of all, charcoal (especially animal charcoal)
had been considered the most efficacious.

Though in works which treated on spring and
river waters, the assertion was constantly made,
that both vegetable and animal charcoal (par-

ticularly the latter) removed the organic and
inorganic substances found in waters, yet no
experiments were given by which to judge to

what extent these statements were true. With
a view to ascertain whether water, uucontami-
nated by either decomposiug animal or sewage
matter, but containing dissolved vegetable mat-
ter, would contain any nitrogenous bodies,

some bog water was procured from a locality

that precluded the possibility of its containing
any animal or sewage matter, the experiments
on which served to prove that, in bog water at

least, vegetable nitrogenous matter was present.

The details of four sets of experiments were
given, the first on animal charcoal, of which
nearly 5 lb., new, and freshly burned, and of the
degree of fineness used in sugar refineries, were
packed in an ordinary stoneware filter. The
water employed (of which a complete analysis
was given) contained, in the gallon, organic
matter, lO'SO grains; inorganic matter, 88'30
grains. The hardness of the water, before boil-

ing, was found to be 50'50'’, and after boiling,
33°

;
and the oxygen required to oxidize the

organic matter contained in one gallon, amounted
to 0-0116 gr«?in. Several gallons of the water
were allowed to percolate slowly through this

charcoal, and upon examination, afterwards, it

was found that, of the inorganic matter which
bad originally existed, 62-60 grains were removed
from the first gallon

j
but from each succeeding

gallon less and leas
;
so that, from the twelfth

gallon of water that passed through the char-
coal, only 8-80 grains of inorganic matter were
removed. Of the organic matter 4-80 grains
were removed from the first gallon

; bub, with a
gradual decrease, the charcoal ceased to remove
any organic matter after the sixth gallon. In
fact, immediately afterwards, it commenced to

give back a portion of the organic matter re-

moved in the first instance, the quantity returned
to the twelfth gallon amounting to 1'55 grain.

Thns, of the 13-54 grains of organic matter
removed by the charooal from the first six- gal-

lons of water, as much as 4-98 grains were
given back to the next six gallons ; from which
the author concluded that, had this set of ex-

periments been carried a little farther, all the
organic matter removed at first by the charooal

would have been given back again.
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The second and third series of experiments

were with wood and peat charcoal, which, how-
ever, were still less satisfactory than those with
animal charcoal. The fourth set of experiments
was on animal charcoal, with water previously
treated with permanganate of potash slightly in
exces.s. After remarking that the water, in its
passage through the charcoal, was fonnd to con-
tain organic matter, apparently in the same
quantity as before treating it with the perman-
ganate, attention was drawn to a comparison
between the fii“st and fourth sets of experiments,
to show how closely they agreed to contradict
the general statements made as to the removing
power of charcoal, and to demonstrate how very
little indeed could be done by this filtering
material, even on a small scale, towards the
purification of water.
The author then said that as the epidemic

which had so recently left these shores might
return again before the adoption of any scheme
to supply the metropolis with an abundance of
pure water, he thought it wonld be well, if only
to check its ravages in ever so slight a degree,
to experiment on various materials which were
believed to possess the power of removing
organic matter

; but, to obviate false conclusions,
and to render such experiments practically use-
ful, they must be systematic.

Iq couclusion, he gave it as his opinion that,
as by chemical agency bad water could be puri-
fied to a very limited extent only, the public
mind should more than ever be given to the
great question of supply; and, as people valued
their lives, they should above all things, in their
choice of a source, not bo too much influenced
by distance, but be willing to undergo the neces-
sary expense of securing the object of tliHr
search, not only in abundance, but in the
greatest purity.

with a pedestal of 19 ft. It,-B to be bailti
r<o wonder that it should, because there were no I

models from which the study of the art might be
practised. In France the ease was different. There
they had models to go by, and the land of Classic Italy- . -1.

. lo rtfClose at band. The trench style' oTBwhrtectaVwM
classical, and the Government Schools of Art inculcated
the studj; of that style, and assisted to encourage and
develope it by numerous importations of art objects from
Italy. In England, however, he was sorry to say matters
were vei^ different, and one could almost count on his
fingers the number of architects who had been to Italy tostudy classic art. •’study classic art.

The Chairman could not agree with all the conclusions
to which Mr Burges had arrived, when commentiug uponour architectural futur^ so far as Gothic was concerned.Ihc great opponent of Gothic architecture in the popular
sense, was the speculative builder, who was always
cropping up, and at whose command whole streets andsuburban towns of the most fragile description sprang into
existence. Iso one appreciated more than he (the chair-man) did the grand and mighty style of thirteenth
century art, but it was now obsolete, and could not v

' '

advantage be revived; and he was persuaded that if
architects of the thirteenth century could have lived in ourown day, they would notdesign for the present generation
such buildings as the^v bad left behind them. With regard
to our architectural future generally, ho feared that until
the public became really interested in thesubject of archi-
tecture, and until its professors and students laboured tomake it shine above all the arts, neither the art itself nor
Its professors would obtain the position thev' were entitled
to assume. He hoped that towards attaining that cud
t he members of the Association would set themselves to
do the work before them with enthusiasm, always bearing
in mind that none could aspire to be the disciples of an
art who did not prepsre themselves by earnest and assi-
dnous study.

of rough blocks of granite, taken from the hill,
and on the top is to ho placed an iron ornament,:
facing north and south, very much resembling
the Dagmar Cross of Denmark. The extremei
height of the monument will be 60 ft., and it is
to be built by Mr. R. Dinnie, Aboyne. The sitel
is on the boundary line between the property of
the Earl of Aberdeen and the Huntly estates.

FROM SCOTLAND.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The usual meeting of members was lield at
the House, Conduic-street, on Friday eveninw,
the 24-th nit. Mr. E. W. Edis in the chair.

°

Mr. G. W. Herbert was elected a member of
the Association.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr, Gilbert
Scott, R.A., for Lis kindness in permitting the
members to inspect the new public offices in
Dowiiing-street.

After some preliminary business bad been dis-
posed of,

Mr. Bnrges read a paper on “ Our Architec-
tural Future,” which we print in full.

At tbe couclusion, Mr. Blaabill said he was not disposed
to take quite so desponding a view ofBritish architecture as
Mr. Burges had done. On the contrary, he thought thatwo wore making satisfactory progress in the directii

Paisley ,—The want of healthy dwellings for
working men has long been a reproach to
Paisley as well as to moat other towns. A com-
mittee has just reported on the subject to a
general meeting of those desirous of forming a
co-operative building society. The report stated
that ground for sites could be obtained in various
parts of tbe town, at from 101. to 151. per acre.
As to the class of houses, the committee, after
careful consideration, approved of a plan
which was submitted for tbe inspection of the
meeting—for buildings of two stories as being
the most likely to suit the wants of a large por-
tion of the community. These houses were
intended to be divided into two, each dwelling
having a front entrance, and consisting of a
half of the lower and upper stories. Each of
these half-cottages was estimated to cost 15GL;
the fronts being of stone, and the back walls and
gables of brick. The ground-floor would contain
a kitchen, a room, and a scullery; and the
second floor wonld have three apartments. The
committee did not mean that this plan should
be uniformly adhered to, but only that it might
afford an illustration of the most economical, and
at the same time most complete style of dwelling
which the society could adopt. The report was

THE RECENT COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS,
i

The long. promised special reports on the I

explosions at the Oaks and Talke-o’-the-Hill ;

colleries have been published, but thev do uot
justify the eulogies which were passed upon them
by the Government in the House of Commons.
With regard to the South Staffordshire cata-
strophe, Mr. Wynne, the Government inspector,
thinks that he cannot perform his “melancholy
duty in a better way than by using the reports
of the local press.” We are of a different
opinion. “ Our reporter ” on the occasion was,
no doubt, a man of ability, and having been
“ promptly on the spot ” was enabled to “ glean
full particulars.” But his version of the affair,
even when lielped by “ a narrative by an eye-
witness,” and “ another account,” hardly fulfils
all the conditions of an impartial and careful
report. The inquiry before the coroner appears
to have been conducted in a very unseemly way.
The proceedings were frequently interrupted by
laughter, especially when a collier was admitting
that he had frequently endangered the lives of
the whole of his fellow-workmen by smoking and
removing the top of bis lamp. The coroner, too,
forgot himself when he spoke of a certain hand-
bill emanating from the Miners’ Association as
being “ false as hell.” As regards the canse of
the accident, Mr. Wynne believes it to be duo to
the

—

" Want of power to ventilate the lower workings, which
should not have been pushed forward until the pit was
sunk, and, above all, not until there was some means of
ventilating it, which does not appear to have been the

— j iirt’grcaa in me oireecion oii j j ix*
designs; and this he was glad to perceive, because he

I

Ultimately it was unanimously
did not think that the style of the thirteenth century agreed to form a local CO-Operative buildino-

and the committee were re-nppointed,
1 th power to add to their number, to frame

ought to be practised or continued
regretted, however, to say that, so far as domestic archi-
tecture was concerned, the speculative builder was still in
the ascendant

; but be hoped that as the public taste con-
tinued to improve, its effect wonld be manifested in the
whole tone of British architecture.
Mr. Seddon observed, that he also was at a loss to

account for the desponding view which the lecturer had
taken of the present state of architecture. Without
attempting to follow the details of the paper, he might be
allowed to observe that there were many uitliculties in the
way of the student who desired to make progress towards
a new style of architecture, because it was the habit of
people, when they saw new designs of that sort, to shrug
their shoulders, and say it was not the Gothic of the

i ^ ^ —o
Middle Ages. He did not see why this should be, because their new offices m Bridge-street,
the style of the thirteenth century was DOW obsolete, and

’ . —
he thought there ought to be something peculiar to the
age in which we lived, so that architects might not be
copyists, but inventors. He bad lately returned from tbe

code of rules, and to take all the necessary steps
to promote the objects of the association. The
Provost (or Mayor) will do all in his power to
promote the success of the scheme, and the
assistance of other influential townsmen will
also be given.

AherJeen.—The Aberdeen Town and County
Bank has now been removed from its old pre-
mises to the new building recently erected as

The verdict of the jury was in effect one of
“accidental death.”

Mr. Dickinson’s report on the Oaks Colliery
explosion is of more value, and is moreover
accompanied by a sketch of the workings. The
inspector’s opinion is decidedly that the accident
was due to the system upon which the colliery
was worked. The seam is 8 ft. thick, and is
notoriously fiery. At the time of the explosion
the working faces open amounted to about one
mile in length. It will easily be understood
that the quantity of gas given off from such an
enormous area must be very great, and one of
the advantages of the plan suggested by Mr.
Dickinson is, that the working faces open at one
time will be very much lessened, and the venti-
lation simplified. Mr. Dickinson states that this
answers well in his own district (Manchester),
and is found to bo economical in the long run.
The exact manner in which these explosive

gases are evolved is not known, but it is certain
that larger quantities are given off when the
atmospheric pressure is low. To adopt a simple
illustration we may suppose the gas to be con-
tained in vessels closed by valves openiog out-
wards. Under ordinary circumstances these

C^ontin^nt, wjiere ^he was surprised^to find (hat many of
sed to

the grand old buildings along the Rhine, which usei
be almost household words among architects, were fast
disappearing; he hoped, therefore, that those members
of the Association who had time at their dianossl• Association who had time' at their disposar for
travelling would visit these places before it was too late,
80 M to bring back records of what remained of those
buildings, and thus add to our store of knowledge on the
subject.
Mr. Ridge agreed with the last speaker in the deaiia-

bihty of preserving records of the old Gothic buildin
the Continent • ’ - . . . i

^ but he reminded the meeting that the
Early French style of Gothic which Mr. Burges recoro-
meoded students of architecture to copy was very nearly
similar to our own Early English. He did not see why a
desponding view should be taken of the future ofGothic art
as he thought its interests would be oared for in the hands
of tbe many Gothic architects of our own day. He con-
fessed (hat be desired to see, if possible, a distinctive art
for the age in which we lived.
Mr. Spiers had expected to hear the expression of a hope

that the young members of the society would study Gret-k
works, but as Mr. Burges had made some mention in bit-
paper ofMr. Thompson, of Glasgow, whose drawings repre-
sented buildings of Greek architecture, and of whom h.
8pokeveryhighly,thatcircnmstancemight, perhaps, be con-
Bidered to make amends for the omission. He would havi
been glad also to have heard some expression of

D. Mil- kept closed by tbe pressure of the
ler was tbe builder of this edifice. The Aberdeen ^^en the barometer falls the gas opens
Bank are erecting new premises for their Thnrso calves and escapes. In the case of the Oaks

explosion tbe barometer had fallen half an inch
during the preceding 12 hours, and the tempera-
ture was rising. The explosion took place at 20

agency on a correspondingly suitable scale.
Aboyne .—The foundation-stone of a monument

to be erected in memory of diaries, tenth
Marquis of Huntly, who died in 1863, has been
laid with some ceremony. The proposal to erect
the monument originated with the tenantry on
the Aboyne estates. Mr. G. H. Smith, of Lon-
don, was chosen architect, and a site erected on
the hill of Mortlach, near Aboyne. It was felt
by several of the mason lodges in the province
that the laying the foundation-stone of a monu-
ment, commemorating one who held an honour-
able post in tbe Grand Lodge of Scotland, was a
suitable occasion for showing respect for the
memory of the late marquis. Ai'rangements
were made accordingly. The procession, accom-.

'

panied by a good many spectators, including
several ladies, marched to the hill of Mortlach,
about three miles to the north-east of Aboyne.
The hill is the highest for many miles around,
and is seen from a great distance. On its sum-
mit tbe monument is to be erected, and there

minutes past 1 in the afternoon—a time when
the evolution of gas is greatest, owing to the
number of fresh “ faces” exposed. The decrease
in the pressure would also favour the evolution
of gas, arid the rise in temperature would render
the ventilating furnace less efficacious.* Mr.
Dickinson enters into some calculations to show
the additional amount of gas which would be
evolved under the altered atmospheric conditions,
but his figures do not seem to us correct.

Mr. Dickinson’s views on Government inspec-
tion are sound and well worthy of attention.
He considers that the State should not interfere
to such an extent as to relieve the owners and
managers of the responsibility which now de-

-- ...-.w ..VOAU ouuic OApicaoiuuuiopiuiUL .i
,

-
1

to whet should be the predominant style of architec- Ceremony took place. The design is a plain
ture in the future.

* A valuable report on certain accidents which have
occurred in Belgian coal mines in consequence of the
sudden evolution of gas may be found in the Eeviie Uvi.
verstlle det ‘Mines for Marcb, 1888, p. 281. The author was
the late M. A. De Vaux, inspector of mines, whose efforts

Th. rece»t e.*ibilion of de.fgos Co
[
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volves npon them. “ If,” he says, “ the iaspec-
tion becomes too frequent, the inspectors would
be likely to become implicated in the manage-
ment, and when an accident takes place their
position would not bo sufficiently disinterested
to enable them to make an independent investi-

gation, and it would require for that purpose
some disinterested person to be called in to see
that the provisions of the law were enforced,
thereby tending to lower the standing of the
inspector, and lessen his usefulness in his dis-

trict The responsibility must rest some-
where. Hitherto it has been decided that it is

best upon the owners and managers. But if it

be intended that the Government should assume
the responsibility, then the whole subject of the
inspection will require reconsideration.” He
yso suggests that all the statutes relating to
mining should be consolidated, and some slight
alterations made.
A good deal has been said about tbe danger of

using gunpowder in firing mines. In the Oaks
Colliery blasting was prohibited in getting the
coal, although it was used for driving new
levels. There is no doubt that the explosion took
place when a shot was being fired, and that a
mnch larger quantity of powder was used than
usnal for the purpose of blowing away the small
portion of rock at the end of the drift. The
shot, therefore, went into a part of the mine
where none of tbe previous shots had been dis-
charged, and whether the flame lighted any
firedamp in any of the old “slits” or “cut-
throughs,” or whether the concussion disturbed
the gas accumulated in the “ goaves ” or aban-
doned workings, and forced it on to tbe allowed
open lights, will now never be decided. It
appears, however, clear that the explosion was
oansed either directly or indirectly by the firing
of a shot. It is generally admitted that the use
of gunpowder is exceedingly dangerous, and on
this point the evidence given by Mr. Coe, during
the inquiry into the cause of the South Stafford-
shire accident, is worthy of notice. When
isked whether powder should bo used indisori-
ninately in a fiery mine, where gas is constantly
jeing given off, he said,—
“ That question involves a good deal. It is a matter of

ponnds, shillings, and pence. ... I hold the opinion
;hat in aU fiery pits, giving off gas in considerable quan-
JUes, the use of gunpowder ought to be prohibited
mlirely and for ever. . . . I have fiery pits under my

^ gunpowder simply becnuse I am com-
Jelled to do so by the usages of the country. ... If
1 said we must not use powder, the colliery proprietors in
nis and other counties would put me down for a complete
loodle. They would not think me compo» mtntU. On the
ither hand the men, if X were to make such a proposition,
vouid look upon me as their greatest enemy.”

Afc the South Kensington Museum there is a
'ery interesting case showing the constituents of
ihe human body,—a large quantity of water, so
nuch lime, so ranch charcoal, albumen, fibriue,
kc., a few sheets of glue, some sticks of pho-
iphorua in a bottle, and a few bits of iron wire.
According to the “pounds, shillings, and pence”
dew of the question, this is a human being, and
t is upon these data that his value is estimated.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

^

Stoclcport. — The joiners, numbering about
lighty, are out on strike. They require an ad-
•ance of wages, from 28s. to 30a. per week, and
,n hour’s less work on the Saturday. The em-
•loyers agreed that they would concede the
dvance on the Ist July next, but are deter-
lined to resist any interference with their work-
ig hours.

Derby.—

A

strike has taken place against
leasrs. Wood, builders. Because they refuse to
ischarge their foreman, who is a non-union
nan, or compel him to join the union, all their
nasons have left them. Messrs. Wood declare
iat they will rather give up this branch of
leir business altogether than yield to the dicta-
lon of the men.
Wrexham.—

A

strike among the joiners and
hilders is threatened. Some months ago the
neratives petitioned their employers for a holi-
ij on Saturday afternoon. There are a num-
3r of operatives from Chester, and other neigh-
luring towns where the half-holiday is granted,
aployed here, and the privileges which they
ajoyed in those towns are extended to them in
lis

; whereas, the great majority here have to
ork the full time, namely, till four o’clock,
titherto the employers have not given the appli-
4tion a favourable consideration.

Wolverhampton.—Tbe builders here have ex-
ibited outside their respective places of business

a code of “ Rules to be observed between tbe
master builders of Wolverhampton and the
operative stonemasons, from May 1, 1867.” The
rules are prefaced by a statement, for the infor-
mation of the public. The master builders have
had various conferences with masons in their
employment for tbe purpose of settling trade
rules. As the operatives would not consent to
leave such matters as could not be agreed upon
to be settled by arbitration, these conferences
have had no result, and the masons have struck
work to enforce the acceptance of a code of rules
which they had prepared by themselves.

Worcester .—Tbe whole of the men who were
on strike, except the masons, have gone in to
work, pending the result of the arbitration which
is to take place.

Birmingham. — “A decision given in the
County Court," says Aris’s Gazette, “ shows the
desirability, at all events in the building trade,
of definite agreements between masters and
men. A carpenter and joiner, who bad been at
work for a builder in the town, sued the latter
for a quarter of a day’s wages, on the ground
that whilst by rule the claimant was entitled to
a quarter of a day’s notice of dismissal, the de-
fendant had discharged him without any notice.
The rule alluded to was one made by the trade
society to which the workman belonged

; and it

was argued that in paying the price per hour
fixed on by the society the defendant had prac-
tically agreed to the rules collectively, although
he had expressly repudiated them. This extra-
ordinary doctrine was not, however, adopted by
the Court. Tbe judge, having clearly ascertained
that the man had been paid by tbe hour, that
he had been paid for all the work be had done,
and that no agreement or contract had been
made, gave judgment for the defendant, with
costs. Even the solicitor for the plaintiff could
not help admitting that the proceeding was an
attempt on the part of the trade society to
‘make’ laws, which, as his learned friend on
the other side suggested, had better be left to
Parliament—at least ‘ for the present.’ ”

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Liverpool .—The extension of the Lime-street
railway station at Liverpool is in progress. The
new platforms are now in course of formation,
large numbers of workmen being engaged in
their construction, and the first new arrival plat-
form has been opened. The entrance to the new
station will be nearly in tbe same position as the
present one. The platform is 50 ft. wide, ex-
tending from the departure to the arrival side,
with the proposed hotel on the right. This hotel
which has been designed by Mr. Waterhouse, of
London, will have a frontage extending from
Lord Nelson-street to New Gloucester-street, but
onr authority,’the Altion, states, that it has been
resolved to postpone its erection for some time
to come, and for the present confine tbe Lime-
street works to the extension of tbe station.
The whole of the enlarged station will be covered
in by an enormous iron and glass roof in one
clear span. The present roof was the first appli-
cation of iron on so large a scale. Favoured by
the natural abutments of rock on either side to
spring from, tbe new roof will be economically
constructed. It has been designed by Mr. Wil-
liam Baker, C.B., chief engineer to the com-
pany, assisted by Mr. F. Stevenson, C.E. A
scheme has been devised for working the whole
of the signals, both in the station, and half a
mile up the tunnel, from one central signal box,
under the system of Messrs. Saxby & Farmer!
The principle of this arrangement may be com-
pared to a Chubb or a Bramah lock, in which
the bolt cannot be moved unless a set of tum-
blers or discs is previously set to a certain rela-
tive position which allows the bolt to pass. In
Messrs. Saxby’s system, each lever working a
point rod or signal, represents the bolt, and can
be moved when free from the tumblers or stops
connected with the other bandies. The stops
are so arranged that the moment a pair of points
are set to enable a train to pass over a particular
line, all the other levers which would give
another train permission to run upon the same
rails from an adjoining line, are locked. It is

impossible, therefore, for the attendant to move
these levers by mistake, or for a collision to
occur between two trains if the signals are
obeyed. The works are being carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Harry Footner, C.E.
the company’s resident engineer, Messrs. G.
Thomson & Co. being the contractors. 1

Dariford .—The new station is rapidly ap-
proaching completion. The platforms will all

be covered in; and there are waiting-rooms for
those who are detained

j
while the dangerous

practice of having to cross the railway will be
avoided by an underground passage, which is

well lighted.

Traffic Receipts .—The traffic returns of rail-
ways in the United Kingdom for the week
ending May 11th amounted, on 12,792 miles, to
727,8251., and for the corresponding week of
1866, on 12,512 miles, to 702,0701., showing an
increase of 280 miles and of 25,755Z.

Speed .—A comparison of a large number of
examples has enabled the Railways Commission
to make the following statement :—In England
the express trains run generally, including
stoppages, about 40 miles per honr

;
tbe average

of all the examples of the quickest trains
(omitting suburban) gives 36-^ miles per hour

;

the ordinary trains run generally from 18 to 30
miles per hour

; the average of all the examples
of the slowest trains gives 19^ miles per hour.
In France the express trains run, including
stoppages, 25 to 35 miles per hour; the average
of the quickest example is 31 miles

;
the ordi-

nary trains run from 16 to 25 miles per hour

;

the average of all the examples of the slowest
trains is 18 miles per hour. In Belgium the
quickest trains run from 29 to 35 miles per
hour

;
the slowest 18 to 23. In Prussia the

quickest 29 miles
; the slowest 17 to 21 miles.

In Austria the quickest 20 to 29 miles
;
the

slowest 14 to 21 miles. In Bavaria and along
the Rhine the quickest 24 to 32 miles

;
the

slowest 13 to 24 miles. In Italy the quickest
24 to 30 miles

; the slowest 15 to 24 miles.

RESULTS OF SEWAGE IRRIGATION.

The Secretary of the Metropolitan Sewage
and Essex Reclamation Company gives the
following particulars as the results which have
attended sewage irrigation upon the Lodge
Farm, near Barking. He says,—Notwithstand-
ing the previously severe weather, a crop of
Italian rye-grass was cut in the early part
of April, and weighed nine tons per acre.
The same plot was cut a second time on the
15th of May, the crop weighing twelve tons
per acre. On May 4th a crop was taken from
an adjoining piece of land which weighed 18
tons per acre. There are some 70 acres of land
under irrigation which it is expected will be cut
six times during the year. Will it produce
nothing but Italian rye-grass ?

Some months ago a portion of land at Fam-
ham was irrigated with the town sewage of
Bury. A few days ago the crop raised
from the land so manured was disposed of
by auction with the following results. Lot 1,

4a. 2r. 20p. sainfoin, Mr. Newall, 201. ; lot

2, 3a. Ir. rye-grass, Mr. Wing, 91. lOs.
;

lot 3,

6a. Ir. lOp. rye-grass, Mr. Newall, 143. 10s.;

lot 4, 9a. 3r. rye-grass, Mr. Baker, 153. It will

thus be seen that the first catting of the crop on
rather less than 24 acres of land realised 593.,

though sold under stringent conditions, re-

quiring that it should be cut, made into hay, and
stacked elsewhere within fourteen days. The
results of the application of sewage to the
lands in Essex lead to the supposition that at
least four crops could be cut from the Farnham
lands in the year.

BARRISTERS AND THEIR HABITATIONS.

In view of the probable alterations in the
Temple and Lincoln’s Inn, will you afford me
space in the interests of the profession to which
I belong to explain to tbe Benchers of the Inns and
their architects what arrangement of chambers
would be most adapted for barristers ? When I

have done so, any one conversant with the new
buildings—viz.. Dr. Johnson’s, Goldsmith, and
Crown Office-row, will see at once that the com-
fort and convenience of the inhabitants can
never for a moment have entered the head of
the builders or architects of those buildings.

,

Two classes of chambers are required—one
suitable for business purposes only, the other

combining capacities fur residence and business.

In the former class there should be at least three
fair sized rooms and a smaller one for a clerk.

A barrister in good practice thus would have a
room at the disposal of his pupils and another
for a waiting-room. Barristers not in lar^e
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practice (how large a majority they are I need
hardly say) would be able by letting olF rooms
to those circumstanced as themselves to divide
•the expense, to too many of them a grievous
burden. To residence-chambers these remarks
do not exactly apply, though there is the same
necessity for a larger number of rooms in each
set than is usually at present accorded. The
third floors are as a rale devoted to residence,

but want of cupboards, light, arrangement, in

fact, want of common sense and a knowledge
of the requirements of the inmate on the
part of the designer, have made residence

"in the Temple certainly more uncomfortable and
oven more expensive to bachelor barristers than
living elsewhere, and sharing a room and clerk.

I suppose the fault is in the greed of the
Benchers in the matter of rents. If they were
to have the proper number of rooms in each set

•of chambers, the number of sets would, of course,

be slightly diminished, and the facility for

acquiring a room or rooms greatly increased

;

this might diminish the enormous incomes which
the Inns derive at the expense of those members
of the profession whom the authorities ought to
protect, but it would take away from them one
-stigma. I will not do more than allude to the
hopeless ugliness of all the buildings throughout
the Temple, new or old

;
but I would ask, is it

•Utopian to hope that though beauty may be
totally disregarded, some slight attention may
be devoted in any buildings that may be erected
hereafter to the comfort and convenience of those
persons, the necessities of whose business com-
pel them to reside or rent chambers here ?

Ar Utteu Bareistex.

THE BEICKWOBK AT THE IS’EW

FOREIGN OFFICES.

Sir,—In the evidence given before the Trades
TJnion Commission a great deal has been said
relative to the loose and inefficient manner in

which the brickwork at the New Foreign Offices

has been executed.

In carrying out the various works with which
we have been entrusted at the above-named
building, an opportunity has almost accidentally
occurred of proving or disproving these state-

ments. We had occasion last week to cut chases
26 ft. in height, 18 in. wide, and 9 in. deep, in

two of the main walls. We found the bricks
very bard, well set, and the work throughout
perfectly sound.
As these chases will not be covered np for a

few days, we have no doubt that tho clerk of
works, Mr. Sheffield, will be happy to allow any
interested persons to inspect them.

W. S. ADi\_MS & So^, Engineers.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.

Sir,*—I believe you are too narrow-minded and
prejudiced to admit this letter to your pages
when you discover what I have got to say. You
opened your columns some time ago to several
paltry scribblers who wanted to get up a pother
about this competition, impudently demanding
•*' fair play ” for it. Bat of course you won’t listen

to anything on our side of the question. Which
side “our side” is you will know presently.

My object in writing to you is twofold. First,

to ask this simple question,—What right have
you to interfere in the matter? I think you
will find it difficult to give me a satisfactory
reply. Probably you will say you are the
representative of the architectural profession,

and in architectural matters the representative
of the public also. Well, and what of that ?

The architectural profession and the public are
oqually ignorant of, and incapable of dealing
with, the subject in hand. Only a lawyer knows
the mind of a lawyer, or can know it

;
and I tell

you plainly we are not going to be dictated to
by a parcel of builders and people who, I firmly
believe, don’t know a chief justice’s wig from a
registrar’s.

But I have heard lately,—and this brings me
io the second point on which I wish to address
you—that it is expected the competition will be
decided upon questions of fact, and not upon
mere whims and fancies. Now, I am not going
to condescend to argue with yon, but I am
going to ask you to understand once for all that
the expectation is as false as the mental capacity
of those who indulge it is contemptible. Facts
indeed ! There is an inspired axiom of which

you Lave probably never heard, but in which I

and all my noble profession find the very breath
of life. It is this—“ There is nothing so false as
facts except figures j

” and yet it is upon these
emanations of tho devil that you would have this
great competition settled ! Never while I live !

I have made up my mind as to which of the
designs is the best, and I am proud to say that
my opinion is not burdened with one single fact.

It soars far above such miserable trammels

;

and I would advise you for your own peace and
comfort to be guided by me, and take my choice
without question. Tuistee Fibcs, Q.C.

BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—There appeared a letter in your last
impression under the above heading, of which I
should not have thought it necessary to take
notice but for the opportunity it afibrds me of
making a short statement on behalf of the
builders of this country

j
and I trust you will

allow me a small space in your valued pages for
that purpose. For two or three years there has
existed what is known as the “ General Builders’
Association,” representing eighty towns and over
two thousand employers in the building trade,
and of which I have had the honour to be Presi-
dent. The attention of the members of this
association has for some time been directed to
the desirability of an amended form of contract-
agreement, believing as they do that tho form
which DOW prevails is one-sided, and, as advised
by eminent counsel and solicitors, such as no
Other trade is called upon to sign. Entertaining
these views, we have been endeavouring to get
the various architectural societies in the country
to modify and render the present form more
equitable, hut I am sorry to say with very small
success. The architects have by custom ob-
tained exceptional power over builders, and as
a body they seem loath to give it up. The pre-
sent form of agreement usually contains such a
proviso as this,—“ that in case of dispute in
respect to the manner of carrying out the work,
or from any cause whatever, the clecisiou of the
architect shall be final, conclusive, and without
appeal.” The clause in respect to carrying out
the work is sometimes made oppressive to the
builder by a capricious or whimmy architect;
but I conceive such a power to be inevitable if

good work must continue to be done, and
personally I take no objection to that

;

but in common with the two thousand
employers in the Builders’ Association, I do
object to the words, “ any cause whatever.”
The respectable architect should not require
such a clause. lie does what is right

; and,
speaking from my own experience, the agree-
ment is practically a dead letter. The nnprin-
cipled architect (for unhappily there are such)
ought not to be entrusted with such a power. I

could give many reasons in proof of this, but I
will ask space for one only, and will refer

you to Mr. Holden, president of the Manchester
Society of Architects, for the truth of my state-

ment. An architect, after having a large con-
tract finished by a member of our association,
made out a bill, showing the balance about
5,400Z. due to his contractor. The contractor
demurred, and employed Mr. Holden and others
on his behalf, who, after repeated measurements,
made the balance due over 3,000Z. additional.
The original architect refused to listen to any
remonstrance, and fell back on his agreement,
which said, amongst other things, that no money
should be paid without his written certificate,

and he refused to give it. The case went into
court, and by the judge, after much parleying,
was referred to an eminent connsel, who. for-

tunately for the builder, waiving the points of
law, ordered the payment of the money, but not
till the contractor was worn out and nearly
ruined by the proceedings. I could go on with
cases where builders have been fined for non-
completion of their contracts when strikes and
other nnavoidable circumstances have arisen

;

where architects have furnished quantities
grossly deficient, received payment for them,
and sheltered themselves under their powers in
the agreement, alleging (although they bad
received the money for doing the work) that it

was the duty of tho contractor to have satisfied

himself it was done right,—in other words, that
he ought to pay for having the work done wrong,
and do it right at his own cost, or take the con-
sequences. I am not aware that any other com-
mercial transaction connected with trade is

based upon such morality.

A number of cases of the before-mentionth
sort have from time to time been brought befei
the association

;
some of them, I have no doulf

if they came to be investigated, would turn al
differently to what they are represented

; but''(i

are satisfied that there is much ground for coil

plaint. Many men suffer in silence and ha I

neither the means nor the spirit to put theill

selves right. It was about this I was talkiii

and thinking when I made some such observ*
tions at the Bristol meeting as your conjl

spondent quotes, and I believe I shall have
sympathy of the respectable architects of tlo

country, when I repeat, that when a good cal}'

occurs which the association can take up, th*'/

will read the architects a lesson, and teach the™
to be honest and just. This was all it wffi

intended to imply. Any such observatiow
applied to architects generally would be so prn
posterous and unjust, that it would neither K
worth your while nor that of your corresponded
to take any notice of them

; but still, I must iB
allowed to say our association has made it appn
rent that acts of oppression under powers of si

arbitrary agreement are sadly too common, aiF
we conceive it to be our duty, as well as O'®
interest, to find a remedy. Robert Neill.

Manchester.

CHRIST’S HOSPITAL,—ITS CHURCHES
AND “WORTHIES.”

The interest of the noble “ Blue Coat School
foundation and its accessories being certainl
more than metropolitan—national, if not almo:
European,—a few special remarks may not I

unfitted for the columns of the Builder.*
Of the present Hospital “ Buildings ” tl

Hall, of such noble length, needs no remark
except that its perfectly plain brick west term
nation, exposed, beyond calculation, by removi
of the “ Counter,” would be much the better fc

a now “ coat” of some kind or other
;
also thj

farther extent of“covered” playground has bee
pronounced much to be wished. The new buik
ings (at least comparatively so) abutting o
“ Little Britain,” may be termed very excellen
En passant, the gates there are still called th
"Ditch” gates;—alluding to the "Toujn Ditch,
round the Wall of London, which extended fron
this immediate quarter to the outworks of thl
“ Tower.”
Of the former church, might not some investii

gation of, or attempt to trace, the actual posil

tion and limits be quite sufficient to interest ? I
is styled by Evelyn amongst foremost casualtie:

of the “ Fire,” the " august fabric of Gre;
Friars” (having been formerly Conventual am
Franciscan). No certain informatiou appear
to have descended; but it can hardly bedoubtet
that it was, at the lowest, 300 ft. long ;—abou
the same as that of the " Knights of Malta,'
whose chancel now forms “ St. John’s Church
Clerkenwell,” but is said to have formerlj
reached quite to the western extremity of th(
present “ Square.” If the Grey Friars’ Churcl
extension was mainly westward, it probably
reached to full the extremity of the preseni
churchyard.

The present church, built by Sir Christophei
Wren, is, without the tower, 114 ft. by 81 ft.

largest of modern ones (except, no doubt
in length, St. Sepulchr^^) to Spitalfields,—
111 by 89. Gazing on the assembled "700”
boys and youths, the mind speculates with
interest on their varied future careers

;
some d

which may be “ famed in story,” and happy for

their country. Happy themselves if they never
wholly lose sight of what "shall bring a man
peace at the last.” A very handsome testi-

monial, with very honourable eulogium by a
Hebrew ex-Lord Mayor, was lately presented to
the Rev. Mr. Gibbs, above a quarter of a century
Vicar. This gentleman, amongst other things,
was an original secretary of the " Lancashire
Relief Fund has been of gratuitous service to
the Church as Rural Dean and Proctor, being
also an able “man of business;” and it is

perliaps regretable that no emolument has yet
reached him, beyond a moderate though very
responsible living.

Of the famous "Spital” sermons at Easter,

alone sufficient to render this one of the most
noteworthy churches in England, the most cele-

brated on record was probably Dj-. Parr’s (an
“ old Whig”), against the principles, and horrible

excesses, of the first French Revolution. The!

* This is DoC the first occasion on which the subject has
|

been handled, and at some length too, in oar colamni.
I

—Ed.
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inmense Organ has jast been repaired by Messrs,
ani. It contains G8 stops; till lately the largest

lumber in England (Spitalfields 44), and the
lame as in the renowned and lofty musical pile

it Haerlein ;
and, in justice, may be pronounced

IS good in the soft as powerful portion.

Of Christ’s Hospital “ worthies,” one or two er-

"oneoua statements have lately appeared. Leigh
Sunt certainly pever took, nor was likely to take,

‘holy orders !” Coleridge’s “ Christabel,” dated,

here, before 1800, did not appear till about
L818, and was then considered a great absurdity

;

leeding now, with some other of his effusions, a
reil of charity. To come, however, where there

lan be “ no mistake,” Camden was one of the
ichest fruits of ” Blue-coat ” School nurture.
Bishop Myddelton, “ first Protestant ” one “of

ndiii,” has a monument in the south nave aisle

if St. Paul’s, a fine figure, with two natives
Heeling, in the act of confirmation, which may
iBve been too much neglected. His “Life” was
written, as Bishop Jeremy Taylor’s before, by
Lrohdeacon Bonney, of Lincoln, formerly of
ledford, who well deserves a passing tribute, not
saat, perhaps, in the Builder. He was an able
ntiquary, also a draughtsman, having made
ome very good drawings for his “ History of
iVrtheringay ;

” was about the first “visiting”
robdeacou in the present century; carefully
iipecting every church, however inconveniently,
iving an example to several others, and causing
nildings to be better tended in general. Better
till—he was not only a sincerely pious, whilst
enial, bub largely benevolent, man

;
leaving a

ime, not least at the living of King’s-Cliffe,
lorthamptonshire, where he was much revered
nd lamented, as “ Good Archdeacon Bonney,
’ho gave away all his money” to the poor and
eedy. “ Go and do likewise.”

Lamb has given several “ Blue-coat ” remi-
iscences. Only, doubtless, the cuisine was not
D well attended to just then, as he speaks of
‘esh “fat” on boiied-beef days, as an abhorred,
nd certainly very inBalubrions, edible.

ColeridiiB, son of a Devonshire clergyman,
fas, doubtless, the poet, at least in modern times,
f the school

;
also one of the three “ Lake ”

nes. He, it is said, was formerly an Unitarian,
ttt speaks of the advancing influence of a
sieved wife :

—
" My Sara

!

Meet daughter, of the family of Christ,”

bo was, doubtless the heroine of the exqni-
tely beautiful ballad of “ Genevieve,” worthy of
srueal by all tender and romantic minds. There
re some good lines at the end of bis wild fancy
f the “ Ancient Mariner,” as

—

“3“ prayeth best who loveth best.
All things both great and small

hich might be a suitable motto, amongst many
lore, for the excellent society against “ Cruelty
) Animals.” His “ Epitaph for himself,”
(lading to several years of severe bodily pain, is

jrhaps much less known than it deserves to be.
Sk * * * #

“A Poet lies, or that which once was he

:

Oh ! lift a thought in prayer for ‘ S. T. C. ;

That, who for many a y>-ar, with anxious breath,
Found Death in Life, may now find Life in Death !

Mercy— f.ir praise— to be forgiven—for fame,
He asked and hoped through Christ : do thou the
same !”

These well -intended, if “ gossipping ” ro-

tavks
;
not by a “ Blue,” though by one who has

'anderod on “Cam’s smooth margin;” it is

oped may find favour with past and present
lembers of a noble institution. D.

BEDFOED MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

Bib,—

Y

on will probably have heard that the directors
f the above school have selected Mr. Peck’s design. If
ley wished to employ Mr. Peck, neither I nor any one
se would And the slightest fault with their doing so

;
but

at Ihey should persuade some thirry architects to
mpete, when they bad already settled the matter, seems
t me to come morally, if not legally, under the head of
'indlmg.

I write you thus, because I hear from Bedford, from a
mtlemait entirely unprejuciced in the matter, ae follows:
You and nearly thirty others have been treated very
alibilv by the building committee, which was composed
Whitbread, Lord Cowper, and other county swells,

alf the plans were never opened—yours amongst the
imber, More than a month ago, Sbarman told Usher,
' this town, who was awarded the SOL, that he need not
ouble himself about it, as Peck, of London, who built
.e flssex school, would be the builder of this. The plans
at uere fj;amined were placed in the Assembly-room, on
aesday, snd were looked at only by the committee; but
eck’s plans were pisced in a side room by themselves.”
I need not quote further. I send you this as a current
port, which the directors ought to rebut if they cau.
oe thing is certain, viz., that lair consideration was not
Ten to the plans, as they were returned in a little over
leweek. AYicxiir.

PAYMENT OF GOVERNMENT
ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—I am much surprised that the Govern-
ment should seek to take away by a side wind a
portion of the commission paid by them to tbeir
architects in the case of works carried on under
a schedule of prices, while, in the case of works
exactly similar, but carried on under a lump-
sum contract, they pay the full commission of 5
per cent, without any deduction.

It is interesting, however, to note that this is

not the first attempt of the Government in this

direction
; and architects may, perhaps, like to

see how the question was met by Sir Jeffrey
Wyattville as far back as 1S26. I have extracted
his letter from a book of parliamentary papers
of that date.

I mfty add that my experience of many years
agrees with that of Sir Jeffrey, and that apart
from the special case of the New Palace at
Westminster, I have never known an instance
where the architect paid the expenses of
measuring under a schedule of prices.

A Surveyor.

Sir Jeffrey Wyattville to S. E. Lushington, esq.
Tfind^or Ciutle, July i/A, 1826.

Sir,—In answer toyonr letter, dated 6th of May last, by
;command of the Lords of the Treasnry, I have to

acknowledge that the amount specified therein, for the
works at Windsor Castle, has been regularly paid.
In regard to the observations respecting the charge for

measuring, I conclude that it was made on the former
part of the accounts by the Office of Works, and before
their Lordships' minute was acted upon, by which the
measurer was appointed by and under the orders of that
office, and that it is hereby answered.
But I feel it necessary to declare that I have never paid

for measuring oat of my commission in the various
magnificent concerns that have been intrusted to my care;
nor can I learn that any one in a superior rank of the pro-
fession has done so: at the same time, it is not unlikely,
nor improper, that a young man beginning business, or
one who has employment for himself, or, perhaps, one
clerk only, may engage in the measuring of works done
under his direction

;
but it is much to be doubted whether

or not it is advantageous to the employer.
Again, so far from charging anything not borne out by

my practice in private bu-inesH, I must repeat, for their
Lordships' consideration, that I have omitted to charge a
variety of extra matters, and all travelling expenses, and
have rejected all the advantages that are to be obtained in
private business

;
and I sbsU not have the least difficulty

in proving, should it ever become necessarv, that the extra
pecuniary advantage of my emoloyment at Windsor Castle
is very trifling when compared with my previous private
concerns.
Feeling that the eyes of the nation are on the works, I

have considered the honour and glory of deserving the
approbation of my King and country as my greatest
reward. (digued)

JarPEEX WrATTVittB.

A CITY OP THE SEVERN REVISITED.

Perhaps few cities have made more rapid strides in
architectural progress these last three or tour years than
the quaint old ‘‘city upon ihe Severn,” so noted for
porcelain and pickles A list of what has not been done
would be very short indeed, whilst volumes almost could
he written upon what bus

;
and the city bids fair to become

worthy its g-ographical and picturesque position, and it

would be ditlicuit to find a more pleasing 8i»tht than that
which meets the prodigal's eaze after RaiuCow-hill is scaled.
Three years since emigration whs atapremium, now immi-
gration has t'ken its place

;
and wages are rising as fast as

hours of labour are shortening. Equally fast are trades-
men retiring, and luxury becoming the order of the day.
To the east rises a mansion for Alderman A,, and to the
west another for Alderman B.

;
whilst to the north the

sweet suburb of New Town crops out, where the cow is wont
her cud to chew : her more advanced sister suburb of
California outgrows her clothes in the south. In fine, the
inhabitants appear to believe in nothing but brioks and

! mortar; in them all are dabbling, rich and poor alike—if,

indeed, freeholders and shareholders can be so named. 6o
much 80 that even the Arboretum itself is turned red by
the ruthless hands of the bricklayer: no one who re-
members that lordly spot can think calmly of her ravisher.
Build by all means, but save us one little garden. Let ua
have, at least, one lung. Oh, masou ! do not let
Mammon have it all his own way, prithee

!

A Lovab op Pkoqebss.

EIGHTS OF WAY AND GEOMETRY.
Sib,—

I

have an inkling of a su.spicion (one has very
high authority just at present for being the reverse of
positive or decided), that the legslatatus of persons using
rights of way across open spaces has been laid down
thus, namely, that they may have the law on their side,
while the path described by the action of their feet is on
the whole a right line; the zig.zag produced by the
akernate right and left footsteps not being accounted any
error

;
while on the other hand they are in the wrong box,

and guilty of trespass, should the aberrations of their steps
extend to the dancing a hornpipe, or the playing at
cricket, or the hunting a butterfly, or the seeking the
best point of view to sketch from.
So that an open common may be likened to the machine-

ruled sky of an engravmg, or the surface of a stone which
a mason has tooled over with a succession of straight
lines, and in respect to which the “ line of beauty” is a
mere deformity, and angularity little less sinful than
Boroll-work. Turning front open spaces to inelosures. let
ua are how far the lawyers abide by their principles. Sup-
pose that a dozen houses in a village stand along the base
of a triangle, in respect to which ihe parish church occu- [

pies the apex. A pnblic road runs in front of the booses.
The roadway used to be a hundred yards wide, ninety
yards of green tnrf and ten yards of dusty gravel. Way-
larers used often to prefer the turf to the gravel, but this
was an abuse and a trespass, for they bad no right to
swerve from the straight line, either to the right hand or
to the left, So the lord of the manor (we will suppose),
was pleased to “approve" the green turf, and to inoloso
some eighty yards of it out of the roadway, leaving in the
next place the ten yards of gravel; and beyond this the
remaining ten yards of space were given as a sod to the
householders for front gardens to their houses. Why the
ten yards of gravel were not further reduced, like King
Lear s attendants, till scarcely width for a single person
to pass was left, is a mystery which I will leave for the
lawyers to solve.
Now, the dozen householders had each a right of way to

elitirch
; and they had been accustomed (so long as the

weather was fine and the grass dry) to exercise it iu a legal
fashion, by proceeding in straight lines across the turf,
swerving neither to the right nor to the left. Thus, a
fan-shaped figure of twelve radiating lines was described
by their footsteps. So, when the turf was enclosed, of
course there ought to have been (on legal principles)
twelve stiles set up, one in a straight line drawn from the
door of each house to the church porch, so that house-
holder No, 1 might get over stile No. 1, householder No, 2
over stile No. 2, and so on. Yet, as a matter of practice,
and in defiance of all principle, the church-way was con-
fined to a single straight path, with a single stile at the
end of it; so that only one householder, he who lived
opposite (lie stile, could observe hia legal straight line, and
all the other eleven were compelled to abandon their
8ccu8tomi*d radiating lines, and to describe angles on their
path to church, as they mount the one single stile.
Now I want to know why these angles are not as illegal

as any angles, or curves, or circnmvolntions, which they
might have formerly described while dancing a hornpipe,
or playing at cricket, in former days, on the grassy parts of
the roadway from which they are now excluded ?

Q. M.

SUN DIALS.

It would be found more convenient if on the wooden
horizontal platform, at a few feet from and on each side
of the stile, were temporarily fixed a perpendicular board
due north and south

;
and the Ist, 2Dd, 3rd, and li.th, 11th,

and 12th points of division on the semicircle transferred
to such boards by the straight edge, and a line inclined at
the same angle that the stile is fixed at, brought down to
the ground from each point, then the temporary boards
removed snd the hour-Iinee drawn from such points to the
stile : if then equal angles, and similarly placed relatively
each to each, be made on the other side of the line running
due east and west, they will contain such other hour-linea
as may be required.

If the dial be on a wall nse perpendicular due north and
south temporary boards, and transfer points of division
to them as before described, but from these points draw
lines upwards to wall, and at the angle of inclination of
the stile : remove temporary boards, and through points
of intersection draw hour-lines to the upper end of stile.

In a high latitude a horizontal stile will indicate more
hours than a vertical one. In the tropics a semi-cylindri-
cal dial at the same angle as stile would best show the
hour-lines, if great accuracy were required. The refrac-
tion of the atinosphero should be allowed for, but this
will not affect the twelve o'clock line.

In ray letter of last week the angle of the earth's axis,
with her plane of revolution round the sun, should have
been 66° 32' instead of 23° 3'. Henet Ajubeosh.

THE NEGLECTED BOROUGH ROAD.
Sib,—

P

robably many of your readers may know and
have noticed the wretched aspect of the Borough-roai
On one side (north) there are a number of sheds, shanties,
fried-fish saloons, &c.

;
broken wheels snd wrecks of

vehicles have lain there manyyeara.endangeringshiosand
rihs. Wayfarers have many ups and downs if they do not
full, for the pavementis dilapidated— holes, ridges, bridges,
and stone terraces to tumble over

;
here and there a cart-

load of musty wares strewn on the pavement. This magni-
ficent road is 120 ft. wide: the south aide is respectable,
and adorned with fine structures. Why this eligible
ground remains in this condition I know not

:
perhaps some

of your readers may bo able to assign a reason. St.
James's OM-a-ois 8t. Giles's is very unsightly, and, I
presume, unprofit ible. The railway station has brought
the City within live minutes' ride of this grand road,
which approximates and leads to all the London bridges

B. T.

ELECTION OP ASSISTANT SURVEYOR,
POPLAR, AND COMPETITION FOR NEW
OFFICE DESIGNS.

Sir,—I beg to caclose yoa a report from a
local newspaper tonebing this election, which
will speak for itself:

—

“The Board pleasantly occupied more than two hours
in the examination of plans, testimonials, &c., of the
various candidates. This was a proceeding scarcely worth
the time, considering that it bod been resoIvM by a
majority of tbe members to elect Mr. Chatterton, who has
been assisting the assistant surveyor for some time past.”

Perhaps you will allow me to ask the members
of the Poplar Board, through your columns,
whether the competition is to be decided in the
same manner, as I hear that the present assistant

surveyor, assisted by the past assiataub surveyor,

is likely to be a competitor, and now, probably
enough we shall find the future assistant sur-

veyor has a finger in the pie. If the members
have determined to uphold at all risks their

association of past, present, and future assiataj^

surveyors, why ask for other designs ? B.
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At
_

the usnal meeting of the Board of
Gnardians of the Burnley Union last week, the
question of the appointment of an architect to
superintend the erection of the new workhouse
was again taken up, it having been adjourned
from the previous meeting. The Building Com-
mittee had recommended the appointment of
Mr. Blessley, whose plans had received the lOOi.
premium. The tender in his case was stated to
be Al. per cent, on the outlay, deducting the
lOOZ., which left it at 3j^ per cent., and it was
understood that this included the clerk of the
works. Mr. W. Waddington, of Burnley, ten-
dered at per cent, for all, and Mr. Watson at

per cent, for the architect, and 2 per cent,
for the clerk of the works. A long discussion
ensued, which was terminated by the carrying of
an amendment on the motion for the confirma-
tion of the minutes, that they be confirmed with
the exception of the part respecting the appoint-
ment of an architect to carry out the works, and
that this be referred back to the committee.

There is a very decent bricklayer’s labourer
we know of, who is willing to undertake any-
thing the guardians like for 21. a week, and to
include the architect in it. Perhaps this is the
sort of thing would suit them.

member
; being 37Z. 17s. less than the previous

year. In cases of accident the amount paid
has been 1,600Z., or 200Z. less than in 1865.
The ^funeral benefit amounted to 5,319Z,, or
38. 25d. per member, being 432Z. more than the
previous year. For the principal benefits the
total amount expended was 48,6473. Os. 5d., or
13. 98. 5Jd. per member during the year. The
number of deaths of members was 376

;
and of

members’ wives, 236. Consumption is the chief
cause of death in both sexes.

MONUMENTAL.

PERIODICAL CHIMES.
Hi-riKO aome time ago suggested that it appeared tobe verjr desirable to introduce a aet of superior chimea in

•— —-K'' ivwcio, iiiiu in Lae noDie cam-panilea of aome town-baila, Ac., I thiuk it should be madekoowa that the expense of a machine to play appropnate melodies Dnnn Hn .-r i..A-
Cipeuae oi a mactime to pJav appro-

ordinary peal of bells at certain

iSi
of time will be small in compariaou with that ofthe nndertakiog for the tower of Boston Church, in which

It la intended to place upwards of thirty new bellsAUow me to add that if any of our skilful countrymencan construct mechanism for periodical chimes, the per-

m that of the best cartUont m Belgium, the effect will

ho 1\V7
and. in my opinion, leare nothing to

h! oM if any man in Europe shouldbe able to produce a machine *• which far aurpassea anyhitherto m use, one special feature of which is ita powerof ringing fnc] the chimea loudly or softly as the pMsageof the music may require,” all I will aay ia, that wh*n sucha machine is in motion, may I be there to see and hear.
Thomas WALasBx.

A GROUP of statuary, by Mr. W. Theed, placed in
the principal corridor of Windsor Castle, has been
uncovered. The group consists of figures of her
Majesty and the Prince Consort, the size of life,
in the Saxon costume of the ninth century. The
position of the two figures readily tells the tale
of deep affection and present earthly separation.
The heads and hands are portraits. The details
and ornaments ofthe costumes are very elaborate.
The figures are of Carrara marble, the pedestals
of the marble called " Marmo Africano,” wrought
from an antique fragment found in Rome. On
the pedestal ia the line from Goldsmith’s
Deserted Tillage” :

—

“Allured to brighter worlds and led the way.”

The High-Sheriff of Cornwall, Mr. T. S.
Bolitho, has offered, in case the Davy Monu-
ment Committee resolve to place a statue of the
Coraish philosopher in front of the Penzance
Public Buildings, to provide a suitable polished
granite pedestal for the statue at his own cost.A committee, consisting of the Duke of
Leeds, the Bishop of Oxford, Colonel Howard,
and other gentlemen, has been formed for
the purpose of erecting in the church of
Stoke Pogis, near Eton, a memorial of Thomas
Gray, the poet, whose remains are interred in
the “country churchyard” of Stoke, amid the
scenes which he has made dear to all who read
the English language. It is proposed that the
memorial shall take the form of a window. The
only record which at present indicates the spot
of Gray’s interment is a small stone inserted
opposite to hia grave, and beneath the east win-
dow of the Hastings Chapel.

ARBITRATION.
BADCOCK V. CLARK.

Mr. Badcock complains that only part of the
award was furnished to us. The remainder is as
foUowa :

—

for any who may fall sick, and a private chjj
This is about 30 ft. by 17 ft. There arej
cells or sleeping-rooms on this floor, and e\
on the one above. There is no fireplace ini
cells, except the postulants’. They are sii

rooms. Ventilation is effected by holes in
upper part of the doors. The new buildings!
not yet free from debt. The sum of about 2
has still to be paid.

*

TFindsor.—An excellent site is secured for

,

church of St. Edward the Confessor, and]!
works are to be commenced immediately,

\designs have been prepared by Mr. Gharlesti
Buckler. Mr, B. W. Kelly is the contractor.^

Wolverhampton.— The Roman Catholicf
Wolverhampton have opened a third ehurcl
this town. The new edifice is situated in Littl
lane, a street running out of Stafford-street,
the east side, and has been erected for
accommodation of a class of people number
about 4,000 persons, chiefly Irish. The sti
ture has been designed by Mr. E. W. Poj
and it has been pat up by Mr. Geo
Heavenham, builder, Wolverhampton, at a o
with its fixtures, of 4,0001. The style is of
Early Gothic period. It has a centre and 1

side aisles, is 90 ft. by 45 ft., and will seat <

persons. It has a clearstory and pillars
Codsal stone, intermixed with Bath stone, 1
apse for the altar and the reredos are also fit
up with Bath stone. There is a house attacl
to the church. About 2,0003. have been rail
towards 4,0003.

§O0lis

Ure’s Dictionary of Arts, ^^an^(factures,
i

Mines, containing a clear Exposition of t)

Principles and Practice. Edited by Rob
Hukt, F.R.S. London: Longmans. Green
Co. 1867.

^ further sward, order, and adjudge that the saidAlexander Clark has no claim and is not entitled to hisexpenses against the said Hobert Badcock, aet forth in his

^mof3°/S^
March, 1866, amounting to the

And I award that each of the said parties shall bear and
iu and about the said

reference, and that the costs ot this award be borne and
^tiT

Parties in equal moieties, and that ifeither of the said parties shall pay tlie whole thereof for

V “uP ^y ‘ben I directthat the other of them shall repay one moiety of the said
costs to the party so taking up this, my award, when and

tMe*d
°° been

•huf
^at neither of the respective partieshas any other demand, claim, or cause of action upon or
‘bem in respect of the matters re-^rred to me, as aforesaid, than the matters aforesaid by

“P°“u’ ^'tness whereof I have hereto set my
1867^”

day of May, in the year of our Lord,

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND
SCHOOL BUILDING NEWS.

REPORT OF THE AMALGAMATED
SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, &c.

The sixteenth annual report to the members
has been issued. It extends to no less than
430 pages octavo, and exceeds by sixty - four
pages that of 1865. Fifteen branches have
been added during the past year,—three in the
United States. The nnmber of members was
33,007, an increase of 2,029. The society pos-
sesses an accnmulated fund of 138,1131. Ss. 3d.,
which is equal to 43. 3s. S^d. per member : show-
ing a clear gain to the society on the year’s
income and expenditure of 22,7553. 148. 4^d
Daring the year 22,7823, 8a. 2d., or ISs. 9id. per
member, have been paid to members out of em-
ployment, which is 8,7123. 3a. 5d., or 48. S^d.
per member in excess of the previous year.
For sick benefit the amount paid has been
13,7123. 1/3, Hd., or Ss. 3"2d. per member-
being 723. 168. lOd., or 7id. per member less thanm 1865. The expenditure for superannuation
has amounted to 5,2323. 14s. 4d., or 3s. 2d. per

Liverpool .—The new chapel in connexion with
the convent of Notre Dame, Mount-pleasant, has
been formally opened with the ceremonies cus-
tomary on such occasions in the Roman Catholic
Church. The sisters of the order of Notre Dame
have, since their establishment in Liverpool,
been engaged in the work of education, to which
they exclusively devote themselves. The new
chapel stands above the practising school, and
an exterior view of it may be obtained from
Rodney-street, It is over 80 ft. in length, and
terminates in an apse, the windows of which are
filled with stained glass, the gifts of former
pupils and other friends. The breadth is 30 ft.,

and the roof is high and vaulted. The black
marble altar-steps were brought from Belgium,
and the encaustic tiles from Shropshire. ° The
design, which ia a modification of the Early
English, was furnished by Mr. Hadfield of
Sheffield.

’

Stourbridge. — A Gothic building has been
erected here, in which a sisterhood of nuns have
just taken up their residence; and connected
with it are new schools, in which the edncation
of the young will henceforth be conducted. The
new buildings are from the designs of Mr. Pugin.
The sisters who have taken up their home in
the convent belong to the “ Institute of the
Blessed Virgin,” a religious order which has five
honses in England. In India there are some
branches of the order. The convent at Stour-
bridge is not a new house proper, the inmates
having been transferred from Kidderminster to
this place. There are four school-rooms, each
about 30 ft. by 17 ft. The separate rooms are
designed for very young children, the children
of a better station, and for the elder boys and
girls. In the convent itself there ia an ample
araonnt of room. There are at present seven in-
mates in it, five religious and two lay sisters. The
ground-floor consists of reception-room, parlour,
refectory, and kitchen. On the next floor there is
a novices’ room, a community-room (where work,

[study, and recreation take place), an infirmary.

The sixth edition is now completed of this vi

valuable and standard work, chiefly re-writ
and greatly enlarged by its well-known edii
Mr. W . Hunt, the Keeper of Mining Records, e

fomerly Professor of Physics, Royal School
Mines, &c., assisted by numerous contribut
eminent in science and familiar with manuf
tures. The work is in three portly volunj
illustrated with nearly 2,000 engravings
wood.
The public are much indebted to Mess

Longmans & Green for the excellent dictionar
which they have published, and especially ;

the one now under notice.
In selecting, as we shall do, a passage

;

quotation by way of specimen of the way
which the multifarious subjects are treated of,
is reallya perplexing task to choose from amon^
a host. Almost haphazard, therefore, we pit
upon Bronzing Powders, which have been mu
used of late in the decorative painting of hous'
as one of interest to our readers.

Of Bronzing Powders, after alluding to thi
use in house decoration, &c., the writer says

“ They are prepared of every shade, from th
of bright gold to orange, dark copper, emera
green, &o. Pale gold is produced from an ali
of 13i of copper and 2J of zinc

;
crimson n:

tallic lustre—from copper; ditto, paler, copp
and a very little zinc; green bronze with a pi
portion of verdigris; another fine orange 1

14-4 copper and IJ zinc; another ditto, 1:

copper and 2-4 zinc; a beautiful pale gold fro
an alloy of the two metals in atomic proportion
The alloy is laminated into very fine leav

with careful annealing, and these are levigat<
into impalpable powders along with a film of fii

oil to prevent oxidisement, and to favour tl

levigation.

Mr. Brandeis, in his account of his articles i

manufacture furnished to the New York Exhih
tion, says :

—

‘ Bronzes, or, more correctly, metallic powdei
resembling gold dust, were invented in 1643, fc

a_ monk, at Furth, in Bavaria, named Thei
phrastns Allis Bombergensis. He took th
scraps or cuttings of the metallic leaves the
known as “Dutch leaf," and ground them wit
honey. This roughly-made bronze powder wa
nsed for ornamenting parchments, capital letter
in Bibles, choral books, &o.’
At Furth bronze powders are largely mad

for Europe, and with little change or improvt
ment. There are four sorts of Dutch leaf.

Common leaf, soft, and of reddish cast, com
posed of 25 or 30 per cent, of zinc to 75 or 7'

per cent, of copper.
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’rench leaf contains more zinc, is harder, less

(tile, and has a purer jellow colour,

riorence leaf has a larger proportion of zinc,

1 is of a greenish gold colour; and, lastly,

^bite leaf, composed of tin.

fbe more zinc these alloys contain, the harder,

i more brittle, and more difficult are they

work into perfect leaves. The manner of

kting is similar to the mode for producing

d leaves.

Ibe scraps, cuttings, and fragments of these

kves are the materials for the German bronze

(rders. First brushed through a sieve and

jnnd with gum water on marble slabs for six

ars, the gum washed out, the powders sorted,

ed, and a coating of grease given to make

jm appear more brilliant, and to protect them

m oxidation. Varieties of colour, such as

inge, &c,, are produced by a film of sub-oxide

on the surface of the particles. The price of

mze powders depends upon the demand, and

5 supply of the waste material of the metal

ives, and prices change accordingly.

Messrs. Brandeis patent their process; and in

ice of being dependent upon uncertain supplies

metal and unknown composition, they take

0 metals at once in a state of purity (say,

pper by voltaic precipitation) : it is alloyed

th zinc, cast into ingots, rolled into ribands,

IL annealed, and rolled until the metal is thin

S leaf-like
;
then it is taken to a steam-mill,

,d ground. The bronze powder is washed out

,d dried, then introduced into an air-tight

om, with an arrangement of boxes
;
the air of

e chamber is set in violent motion by bellows,

id the powder diil’used throughout ;
the bronze

iwders are deposited, the finest in the upper

ixes, and the coarser powders below. When
ttled, mineral varnish is introduced ; the boxes

ted with tight lids are made to revolve, and

.0 particles are thus rapidly coated, and the

ghest metallic brilliancy imparted. Different

lades of colour, pink, crimson, &c., are pro-

iced by submitting the powder to heat and

ddation before the rapid revolutions of the

irnisbing boxes.
.

The quantity thus produced by one firm, with

iree steam-engines at work, enables the finished

:onze powders to be produced at a rate about

^ual to the price the German manufacturer has

) pay for his materials—the cuttings and scraps

' leaves. Hence, for the purposes of trade and

•t, a large exportation of bronze powders takes

lace from America to Europe, South America,

ad China.

The bronze powders are largely used in japan-

ing, bronzing tin and iron goods, ornamental

orks of paper, wood, oil-cloth, leather, &c.

;

'bile sign-boards and the decoration of public

uildings have effective metallic brilliant sur-

ices of beauty and durability. In fact, for

mamental decorations, the demand steadily

icreasea.

In Holland and Germany the subject has been

xamined, with the view of ascertaining the

ffect of chemical composition.

De Heer E. K. Konig has lately given a table

f the analyses of the best European samples of

ronze powders and leaves {Volksjiight) :

—

Copper. Zinc. Iron. Tin.

Per Per Per Per
Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent.

Licht yellow 82-38 16-69 0-16

Gold yellow 84-50

Messing yellow, or bi-aas

copper red-yellowcolour eo’ 9-61 0 20 0

Copper bronze orange ... 98-93

Copper red, high shade
99-90 0-00 trace, 0

9S 22 0-6 0-30 trace.

Light erecn 84-32 16-02 0-03 trace.

. Tin, white or leaden grey 0-00 2-39 0-56

Our importations, in 186i, of bronze powders,

vero valued at 6,6371., according to the Custom

douse computation.”
The book cannot be too strongly recom-

mended.

YARIORUM.

“ On the Utilization of Sewage by Filtration

ind Irrigation.” By C. E. Austin, Mem. Inst. C.E.

Mr. Austin here gives practical details, with

Diana, of a process of irrigation similar to that

oraotised at Croydon, under the superintendence

Df Mr. Baldwin Latham, surveyor to the local

Board of Health. These details cannot but be

nseful at the presentjuncture, when the question.

What is to be done with the sewage ? is press-

ing so urgently on the local authorities of towns

throughout the country. " The Telegraph

and its proposed Acquisition by the Government.

By Bobert W. Johnston, chief metropolitan

post-office, W.,‘ late of the Telegraph
_

service.

Edinburgh : Nimrao. London : Simpkin, Mar-

shall, & Co. 1867.” The object of this paper is

to point out some of the defects of the present

system as they have occurred to the writer

during a rather extensive experience of practical

telegraphy, and to indicate the advantages which

might be expected to result from a Government

administration of the telegraphs in this country.

The interest of the general public, and not hos-

tility to existing companies, has been the chief

object in view. Salaries ranging from SOs. down-

wards to lOs. for instrument clerks, we should

think, are quite sufficient in themselves to ac-

count for defects in the telegraph service. Mr.

Johnston does not think ladies very competent

to apprehend readily the various commercial

and other heterogeneous styles in which mes-

sages are sent to and iro, although they fre-

quently make most expert manipulators of the

telegraphic apparatus. The results achieved

under the present system, as regards speed, are,

he states, exceedingly variable, and on the whole

not satisfactory. Telegrams and letters are so

different in their nature, that the penny-postage

system cannot well be the basis of calculation

for a reduction of rates in telegraphy.

glisaltanca.

Royal Hohticultubal Society.—The Royal

Horticultural Society, following the example set

by the International Horticultural exhibition of

last year, announce that their great /4te, com-

mencing June 4, will remain open for five days,

and we understand it is intended to admit the

public on the Thursday and Friday for Is.

New Court House in Manchester. — We
understand that the tender sent in by the exe-

cutors of the late Mr. Samuel Bramall, con-

tractor, Hulme, for erecting a magistrates’

court-house adjoining the Manchester Assize

Courts, in which to transact the magisterial and

sessional business for the Manchester division of

the Hundred of Salford, was on Wednesday

accepted by the committee of magistrates ap-

pointed on the subject, the estimate being about

5,300L Mr. Bramall, it will be remembered,

was the contractor for the superstructure of the

New Assize Courts, and has also had other large

public contracts. Mr. A. Waterhouse is the

architect.

The Chelsea Vestry Report.—The tenth

Report of the Chelsea Vestry has been printed.

As usual, it is a voluminous record of vestry

proceedings, containing no less than about 450

closely-printed octavo pages. It treats of every

subject which has been before the vestry in

course of the year (1865-6), such as lighting,

gas, subways, sewers, Thames embankment,

sanitary matters, Sloane-square improvement,

railway progression in the parish, Park-

lane improvement, and a variety of others.

Some attention has been paid to overcrowding,

and the state of courts and alleys ; and 109

private drains have been connected with the

sewers upon the application of owners, 8 new
gullies constructed, a new 12-in. pipe-sewer laid

down in Regent-street, and numerous sewers

flushed and gullies cleansed. These seem to

have been the chief sanitary measures adopted

in course of the year.

Rust removed from Metals. — Plunge the

blade in a bath of diluted hydrochloric (muriatic)

acid
;
say one pint of the acid to one quart of

water. Leave it there for twenty-four hours

;

then take it out and rob well with a scrubbing-

brush. The oxide will come off like dirt under

the action of soap. Should any still remain, as

is likely, in the corroded parts, return the blade

to the bath for a few hours more, and repeat the

scrubbing. The blade will then present the

appearance of dnll lead. It must then be well

washed in plain water several times, and

thoroughly dried before a fire. Lastly, a little

rubbing with oil and fine emery powder will

restore the polish. Should oil or grease have

mingled with the rust, as is usually the case, it

will be necessary to remove it by a hot solution

of soda before submitting the metal to the acid.

This last attacks the rnst alone, without injuring

the steel ;
but the washing in plain water is all

important, as, after the process, the metal will

absorb oxygen from the atmosphere freely, if

any trace of the acid be allowed to remain.

The Bradford Surveyor’s Salary.—The

town council of Bradford have agreed, with a

few dissentients, to raise Mr. Gott’s salary from

4001. to 700Z. a year.

The Institution of Civil Engineers.—The
annual conversazione, given by the president

(\lr. John Fowler) of this institution, took place

oa Tuesday evening in Great George-street,

Westminster. The rooms were, as usual, thronged

with visitors.

Awful Fever at Mauritius.— Upwards of

thirteen thousand persons have been carried off

at the Mauritius by yellow fever. The official

returns from the lUth of February to the 28th

gave the deaths at 2,061 ;
in March, 6,433, and

from the Ist of April to the despatch of this

notice, viz.—the 17th of April, 5,070 ;
making a

total number of 13,564. Since then there has

been a decrease in the number of sick. Such a

frightful mortality, it is to be hoped, will induce

the Government and the public to unite in order

to improve the sanitary condition of the island.

Liability for Negligence.— The case of

Thaermaur Dames was where the plaintiff, a

gaafitter, had sustained injuries by falling down,

an nnfenced shaft in the defendant’s sugar re-

finery, while, by permission of the defendant, he

was inspecting some gasfittings which he had

put up a few days before, in order to see that

they were working properly. The Court of Ex-

chequer Chamber held (affirming the judgment

of the Common Pleas) that the plaintiff was not

a mere volunteer or licensee, but that be was on

the defendant’s premises for a purpose incidental

to the contract, and that it was therefore the

duty of the defendant to have put up some safe-

guard, or to have given reasonable notice that

there was a dangerous place on the premises.

The Albert Memorial.—To the number of

sculptors selected by Her Majesty and Mr. G.^ G.

Scott, R.A., to be entrusted with the execution

of the several groups, bas-reliefs, and figures

for the embellishment of the memorial, has

lately been added the name of Mr. J. F. Redfem,

who has been commissioned to model eight

fignres to represent the Virtues— the four

Christian and the fonr moral virtues—which

will be electrotyped and placed in the metal-

work of the canopy, now being wrought by Mr.

Skidmore, of Coventry. Mr. Redfern is also

engaged in designing and executing for the

restoration of Salisbury Cathedral a number of

figures, which, when completed, will fill upwards

of forty of the numerous niches of the west

front.

Ozone.—Another advance has been made in

the utilization of ozone, as demonstrated by the

” ozone -generator” exhibited at the conver-

sazione given by the President of the Royal

Society. It is described in Chambers's Journal

as consisting of a number of flat sheets of glass,

coated with tin-foil, and piled one on the other,

but slightly separated. Each plate represents a

Leyden jar, and when the whole number are

electrified, a stream of air forced through from

one end to the other becomes so strongly

ozonised that breathing it is painful and

dangerous. The stream of ozonised air thus

produced can be used for bleaching and other

chemical purposes
;
and this is the form of it

that is already turned to account in the de-

colorising of sugar on a large scale at one of the

refineries in the east of London.

Ashford Church Tower.—The tower of Ash-

ford church has fallen into a bad condition, and

is about to be repaired. The church is cruci-

form, and the tower is at the junction. The
pinnacles have no other support than the walls

of the tower, which stands on four pillars in the

centre of the church, and which are of course

greatly strengthened by the four extensions of

nave, chancel, and transepts
;
the walla of the

tower commence about 5 ft. in thickness, and

reduce to 3 ft. 6 in. from the chime loft
;
and as

the pinnacles are octagonal with a width of 6 ft.

9 in., half the pinnacles necessarily rest on an
arch springing from the side walls, the expansion

of which is supposed to be partly the cause of

the present defective state of this pinnacle,

accelerated by the agitation caused by the ring-

ing and firing of the bells. Sir John Fogge,

who erected the tower about 1470, left estates,

the revenues of which were to be applied solely

to the reparation of the church ;
these, together

with other estates left for the same purpose, now

produce a revenue of about 2501. per annum.

The north-eastern piunacle was rebuilt in 1844,

and. the north-western in 1811.
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ArchiUctural

Aspects at Genoa

and Turin.

N three, or, with the

greatest ease and

the slightest pos-

sible fatigue, in

four days, the tra-

veller now finds

himself in t buc-

cession at London,

Paris, Turin, Ge-

noa. The aspects

of the two first of

, ^ these cities are

>^5"^ not more strik-

ingly in contrast

than those of the

two latter, which
are separated by still fewer hours. In both
the Italian cities we find the same son, and
more or less of the same Alpine horizon gleam-
ing with the snows of the wintry wilderness
between Burgundy and Piedmont

;
but for the

Po that hurries by the side of Turin we have
the harbour—nay, the very sea embraced by the
curving shore of Genoa

; for the city of the level

plain we have a city built on the slopes of a
circle of hills that descend with every variety
of secondary hills and undulations towards the
port. The Piedmontese capital is regularity
itself in plan, so far as regularity consists in
streets arranged at strict right-angles, and of
even and constantly of most liberal amplitude,
and not without widening centres and open
squares and long continued uniform arcades.
Genoa is not without open places, but they are
oomo upon at all manner of angles with the
streets that lead into them : the streets them-
selves are widening insensibly, even when they
seem at their straightest; are on a level never, and
usually steep

j at their widest a footway on either
side of moderate modern width would go far to
obliterate any intermediate roadway, and usually
there is none at allj carriages and omnibuses
are scarcely available out of one leading artery
through the city, and these can move but slowly
over the passenger-obstructed pavement; else-
where there are but few streets where conversa-
tion might not easily go on between opposite
windows

j and indeed the newly-arrived visitor
can scarcely but be struck by the frequency and
andibleness of the human voice about a town
where no rolling wheels and only rarely clatter-
ing hoofs and jingling bells of the mules come
into competition. Narrow streets in Italy give
shade without gloom, and it is only occasionally
in some very unfavourable position that we see
a daylight reflector—that in London is required
in a street as broad as Lombard-street—in the
simple form of a banner of white calico pendent
in front of a window. Otherwise the ordinary
streets are veritable defiles—clefts they seem
between immense and lofty masses of building,
where ten stories, including mezzanines, are as
frequent as eight, and seven are exceptions.
And still architectually, as justly as in any other
sense, is Genoa entitled la Superba.

The architects of the sixteenth century effected

here a transformation as complete and of much
the same nature as we have been witnessing in

new Cannon-street and about the Bank of

England
; and nobly succeeded in reconciling

grandeur, amplitude, dignity, with the conditions

of the narrowness of a lane. Leading streets

and by-streets are occupied by successions of

palaces, each of which afforded accommodation
for a family in that larger continental sense that

allowed of the grouping under a common roof of

the head of the family, of married and unmar-
ried children, of uncles and cousins. There go
many virtues to the possibility of such arrange-

ments, and good faith, and so mutual confi-

dence within the walls, made head against

treachery and violence without.

It is with the aspect of the city and its special

characteristics that we concern ourselves now,

—

with no detailed monography. The facades are

frequently—are usually—immense square eleva-

tions
J five or even more of the stories are of

noble height; the windows, well-proportioned,

and reaching within as near the top of the room
as the cornice will admit, are of such liberal

width, that sometimes the opened Venetian
shutters exactly cover the intervals, that in other

cases equal the width of a window with its

dressings.

By wise deliberateness or happy instinct the

architects have uniformly restrained their mould-
ings and window-dressings and balconies within

limits of most moderated and but slightly varied

projection. Hence a general air of repose and
self-control, and, if it is not abusing metaphor
to say it, of self-respect. There is none of that

motiveless competition of story with story which
is apt to be suggested by diversities under no
apparent norm, and none of the insolent repu-

diation of conditions that, after all, will have
their way in the adoption of a salient treat-

ment, that challenges regard to a distant station

point, such as is utterly out of the question.

True dignity is shown to be not the less avail-

able, and it is obtained by substituting boldness

in height and breadth of mouldings, and of distri-

butions in place of exaggerated projection. One
feature that is applied with masterly effect, is a
deep flat band continued under the window-cills

of the first story, and often repeated under those
of every successive story, with gradually-dimi-

nished dimensions. The height of this band,

sometimes 1 ft. or ft., is very great relatively

to its projection, which is little more than that
of a proportionate ogee-moulding beneath it. In
many oases its profile exhibits the drip and
corona of a Greek cornice, with the bed-moulding
advanced to its lower edge.

The moderation of projection of these bands,

and of the dressings and window pediments of

the tiers of stories they divide, assists the

emphasis of the projection of the general roof

cornice, which is really bold, and yet does nob

in truth encroach on the interval of houses to

an extent that would seem implied by its effect.

The uniting effect of it is assisted by its response

to the special treatment of the other extremity,

—

the bold rustication of the base with very large

masses of stone. These, no doubt, are often only

mimetic
; but they are so often, and to such an

extent real, that the imitations pass unquestioned,

or, if recognised, we are thankful for at least the

conception of grandeur they imply. But it is in

the treatment of entrance and entrance-halls

and vistas from the open street that they who
built for the Genoese noble citizens found op-

portunity and used it worthily. The sentiment

of interest and importance on occasion of arrivals

and departures has here its full expression.

Through the free and columuiated portal of grand

opening we look into a vaulted hall to ascents of

ample marble steps, single or meeting from either

side on balustraded landing
; beyond again we

see the court of the house with vaulted peristyle

and loggia above, and often the verdure of a

garden in the centre or beyond. The slope of

ground upon which so many of these palaces are

built gives opportunity for some beautiful com-
binations of entrances from the two levels

; as

where in one fine example a central flight of

stairs from a lower pillared hall has its landing
in the upper between the flights conducting to

a balcony above.

As we look in or enter from the narrow streets

of the cooped-up city, we are conscious of a
' magnificent generosity in the space afforded to

these halls. We see the homes of citizen nobles

at once wealthy, powerful, and popular. Luxury
here is neither hiding nor fortifying itself, nor

parading itself. There is a largeness and a
freedom combined with artistic effect that quite

explain how the architecture of Genoa com-
mended itself so far to the imagination of Rnbena
as to induce him to bring it before his wealthy
countrymen in the architectural publication for

which he obtained drawings and supplied a
preface.

Here, as in other parts of Italy, we are pleased

with the facile resort to vaulting for balls of any
size, for chambers, for arcades, and loggias

; and
here, less often than elsewhere, are we offended

by the humiliating metallic bow-string to the

arch.

The remarkable flatness of these vaults save s

our sensitiveness as to economy of space, and
gives feeling of reality to interior construction

that threatens many an hour of discontent at a

flat ceiling. Much fancy is constantly displayed

in combining the intersection of the groins even
in the simplest plans, and thus deriving novel

lines of distributed ornament.

The vertical opening of tho windows, in place

of the English guillotine sash, is an advantage
in favour of grandeur for which climate has in

the first place to be thanked
;
and the same may

be said of the comparative rarity and unobtru-

siveness of chimneys—chimneys which it is

impossible for a lover of architecture to speak
of with patience. Treat them how we may they
will still vomit smoke, and until invention shall

contrive to divert the products of combustion
towards the earth they should belong to, and not

to the sky that they pollute, we must bear as we
may exclusion from our purest air, and such a
crowning with the chimney doctor’s fool’s cap
of every triumph of design as wo witness at Paris

not less abundantly than in London.

From another difficulty, there is even in Italy,

and even at Genoa, not so happy an escape.

Palace fronts stand flash with the line of the

confined streets, and ground-floor windows are,

therefore, liable to inlook and overlook. This
floor, therefore, becomes only ignobly available .

and here, as at Rome, the lowest range of open-

ings too conspicuously and inevitably betray how
magnificence rises above cellars of dirt and dark*
ness and evil ventilation. The area of an
English club-house meets this difficulty; and the

balustraded wall, as managed in the best

examples, effectively supplies the requisite union

of superstructure with proper base. Even so we
do but mask our difficulty, but the difference is

of great value still. Palladio’s best designs are

constantly marred by meanness in this important

position
; and the fa9ade of Burlington House

may be referred to as exemplifying an unfor-

tunate incongruity between the importance of

the rusticated basement, and the mean effect of

the office-like openings with which it is pierced.

The architectural works now proceeding at

Genoa are not very inviting of comment.
Materials at hand favour the columnar design,

but the sentiment of the column has yet to be

recovered here, and, no doubt, will be. In this

clear air and unstinted light we learn to appre-

ciate the value, the necessity, qf fluting in giving

a sharp edge at the outline of the shaft, and pre-

cluding the indecision of varying shades and

reflections on the smooth, if not polished, round.

But what now of the intimated contrast of the

architecture of Turin. This is in every respect

of subordinate interest, and we may more wil-

lingly comply with the urgency of space to

assign to it but a scanty paragraph.
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It ^TOulJ be hard to cocnplain of Gnarini and
luvara in the seventeenth centary on the same
g^onnd of taking liberties with an established
style on which we are accustomed to eulogize
the never-resting Mediasval designers. Bat all

the difference lies in success. It is hard to be
displeased with an innovation in Gothic, when
the novelty, though inferior to what it supplants,
has still a merit of its own, and in itself is not
only original, bat good. But tho- propagation of
monsters is not legitimate under any theory of

the development of species. The general pre-

dilection of the architecture of Turin might
have been a reaction from the monotony of the
right-lined streets; for it is to substitnfeB curved
lines for right lines, to adopt elliptical in pre-
ference to circular, and even a wave line rather
than an ellipse. Thus an important line of front
follows the windings of the bow of Apollo

;

entablatures follow of necessity, curving and
recurving; pediments are curved both in plan
and elevation, and are as frequently broken as
complete

; the plan of an apse or a cupola is

often taken frrjin the ellipse, and cove and vault
are in sympathy. The vertical lines of the
classic profiles are treated as unceremoniously

;

and when the distortion of old details reaches
its limit, new are introduced which are fantastic,

yet inelegant, wild, and yet clumsy after all.

A certain feeling for general proportions and
a certain inventiveness in composition are not
to be gainsayed

;
hut the dignity appropriate to

all structures of large size and usually challenged
by magnitude, even apart from destination, is

sadly sacrificed by changes of contour and direc-
tion, that savour iufaliibly of wriggle—be the
word allowed—and of caprice.

It is the architecture of the age of warriors
who went into the field in cuirasses shadowed by
full flaxen wigs

;
it is treated in a style that at

best would become interior decoration,—of a
drawing-room rather than a hall, and of a
boudoir than either. The moulded framings of
windows in grand structures at Turin supply
motives at least fur the ornamentation of pic-
ture-, or better of looking-glass frames; but
even so would require enrichment and refine-
ment. But, as we have said, the oppressive
tameness of the city may persuade us to con-
done vagaries that seem like a caper indulged in
for relief after the wearisome inaction of parade
or the goose-step of drill.

The architectural lessons, then, that are to be
learned at Turin will be for the benefit of chiefly
those students who have the art commended by
Shakspeare, and it is no slight one,

—

“ To gather honey from th« weed,
And make a moral of tho devil Mmsell'.’'

The lover of architeotnre wanders from city to
city, and, prepared for many a disappointment,
has often to welcome a pleasing eurpriao; is re-
warded for contentions vetturini and maritime
nausea, the worries of tho most accomplished of
travellers that are coupled in that expressive
first paragraph of the Odyssey. When a work
of consummate beauty and perfected purpose is

denied him he may still have his eyes unsealed
to a danger of ugliness unsuspected; sometimes
he recognizes a happy germ only half developed,
and sometimes where all is either decadence or
crudity ho fiuds a welcome link in the parted
chain of history; fiuds, perchance, how igno-
rance at least broke through obstinate tradition
at the same time that it defied instruction, and
so set free at once and stimulated invention to
original contrivances in reparation of tho lapse.

Reclamation of L.and at Nouth Wootton.
The Korfolk Estuary Company have just com-
pleted another embankment of two miles in
length at North Wootton, adjoining the lands of
the Prince of Wales and the Hon. Mrs. Mary
Greville Howard. It was commenced in Febru-
ary last, and has added about 700 acres to that
already reclaimed by this Company in the Wash.
This now makes a total of about 4,000 acres of
the 32,000 to bo recovered from the sea for
which the necessary funds were raised by the
authority of an amended Act of Parliament in
1819. The cost of enclosure is about 101. per
acre, and the estimated value of the lands en-
closed was, at a late arbitration between the
owners of the adjoining land and the Company,
considered to be 5Ul. per acre; when it was also
stated “ that the land would make bricks •

there was a good site for buildings, good water,
gravel to make roads, and houses might be built
on the high land, and corn would grow there."

ROYAL COMMISSION ON RAILWAYS.
The Report of the Commissioners appointed in

March, 1865, “ for inquiry into the charges now
and heretofore made for conveyance on the
several railways of Great Britain and Irehand,
and whether it would be practicable to efToct
any considerable reduction in such charges with
a due regard to safety, punctuality, and expedi-
tion,” has just been presented to both Houses of
Parliament by command of her Majesty. It
would be difficult to characterize this confused
and bulky document otherwise than as a signal
disappointment to those who have expected
valuable assistance in dealing with one of the
most pressing questions of the day from the
tardy utterance of the commissioners. The dis-

appointment is tacitly admitted by the whole
public press. Even scientific and special jour-
nals Sod nothing better to do than to reproduce,
without comment, some of the many feeble and
uncertain recommendations which the Royal
commissioners have printed in large letters here
and there in the body of what they call a Re-
port, and have repeated verbatim an suite, as
part 7, in thirty-two paragraphs. The writers of
the report appear to have fallen into the error
common to the authors of ponderous volumes
that are doomed to the dust of the bookshelf,

—

they have ceased to write when they should
have begun to write for publication. In all

literary labour worth the name the pen
plays a conspicuous part. The investigator
of any important subject must read, listen, look,
with pen and paper in hand. Down goes at once
every impression, and down with it, very often,
an indication of the inference that it suggests,
of the train of thought or line of argument that
it originates. Very often such impressions are
modified, explained, or altogether removed by
subsequent information. The note-book should
contain all this, an<l when the whole case is

exhausted comes the lime to review the
voluminous materials, to reduce to clear and
logical sequence the crude inferences and
partial arguments, and to place before the
world a clear, brief, intelligible result of much
labour undertaken in the cause of truth. But
people are too apt, and we have had signal proof
of the fact, to shirk this last and most important
part of their duty. A very large book almost
always has this upshot—” Judge for yourself

—

here is what 'we have collected." This is far
easier than to say—“ This is my opinion on the
case refei-red to me, and annexed are the reasons
for forming that opinion.” Bub in a time of
pressure like the present there can be no doubt
aa to which mode of dealing with a subject is tho
true one.

It muf-t, however, in justice to the commis-
sioners, be borne in mind, that for much of the
inaptitude of their report to the wants of the
day tho express terms of the commission are
to blame. It is singular to reflect that when, in
a debate in the House of Commons on the subject
of Railway Finauce, nob long since, the general
assent of the members was expressed in favour
of waiting for the report of the Railway Com-
mission, there was not one of those gentlemen
who were responsible for the restricted limits
within which the labours of the commissioners
had been hedged, who had the practical good
sense to rise and say that the report would not
deal with the question then before the House.
The stability of a great national property, of a
magnitude approaching that of the national debt
itself, the definition of principles of legislation
for its protection and development, the dis-
couragement of wanton conflict and ruinous
waste, the establishment of a searching and
upright system of audit,—these are the points
on which the public require both information
and protection

;
but none of these points are

included in the instructions given to the com-
missioners. If the commission had been ex-
pressly designed not to enlighten the public, but
merely to collect a mass of statistics on which
some measures for dealing with railway property
at large might be, if not based, at least sup-
ported, while at the same time neither the com-
missioners themselves nor witnesses called before
them were informed as to the use intended to be
made of their labours, it could not have been
more cunningly framed for the purpose. That
two years should have been consumed iu the
inquiry os to the means of securing economy in
the working of railways by legislation, the sole
apparent aim of the commission, is incredible.
About and around this subject, indeed, the report
wanders, commencing with the very history of
railways, and generally throwing everything on

the never-failing wisdom of Parliament; bnb of
practical, definite, statesman-like dealing with
so vast an economical question we see little

trace.

The report proper of the commissioners,
taking the commission itself as a guide, is con-
tained iu the following words :

—“ Wo do not
consider that any direct legislative enactments
would cause greater economy in the working of
railways.” That is the discharge of the com-
mission. All the rest of tho ninety-two pages is

beside the mark. It is of course possible to
present in a report much that is of real practi-

cal value, although not within the strict limits of
the iustructioua. In such a case, however, a
reporter fit for his post will know how to dis-

tinguish between the opinion for which he was
called on, and the extra information which he
volunteers. Nothing of the kind is even hinted
at in the present report. The thirty-two twice-
printed clauses in which the opinions, considera-
tions, and views of the commissioners culminate,
are all “humbly submitted” together to her
“ Majesty’s gracious consideration,” without any
reference to the expression of “ our will and
pleasure,” which called forth the inquiry. Had
not the commission itself, dated 11th March,
1865, and the second commission which super-
seded it, dated 19th December, 1865, been
printed witb the report, it would have been
impossible for any one to guess from that docu-
ment itself what were the “ various matters
connected with the railways of Great Britain and
Ireland,” for the purpose of inquiring into which
the commissioners were appointed. Alongside
of this brief report,—perhaps lest it should
seem too bald if offered to tho Crown in its true
and proper form,—we find such profound sug-
gestions as the followiug :

—“We consider it

desirable that railway companies should avail

themselves of every opportunity for obtaining
possession of the railway plant used on their
lines.” “Wo are of opinion that a sound prin-

ciple to act on in the matter of working and
traffic agreements between railway companies,
is to allow any companies to enter into them
without reference to any tribunal.” “ We are
unable to see any method of ensuring punc-
tuality in passenger trains by means of legisla-

tive enactments.”
The report, such as it is, does not even carry

with it the weight of the tinanimons opinion of

the commissiorers. Of the sixteen names to

which the commission of Deceniber, 1865, was
directed, only eleven are appended to the report.

Next follows a special report from the Right
Hon. W. Monsell, M.P., who ventures humbly to

dissent from tho opinions of the majority of his

brother commissioners. Mr. Monsell’s report, of

thirteen pages, refers to Irish railways alone

;

and we cannot now afford the space to enter

into this distinct branch of the subject. Mr.
Monsell urges that the Irish railways should bo
purchased by the Government. The commission
considered, “ thnt when Parliament thinks fit to

make advances to Irish railway companies, the
money should be lent for a fixed period of con-

siderable length.” We have nothing for the

moment to remark upon the subject, except that

the former proposal appears to be far the most
thrifty as regards the expenditure of the public

money. Bub of this, again, as of the greater

part of their suggestions, the commissioners
carefully shift the onus on Parliament.

A second appendix, however, presents a very
different claim on the attention of the public.

We cannot, indeed, admit that, in point of style,

the author baa been more successful than hia

colleagues, and the idea of commencing a state

paper with the words, “when the railway system
is observed as a whole every one must be
struck is more novel than admirable.

Bat apart from tho absence of clear incisive

diction and lucidity of arrangement there is very
much to read with serious attention in tbe report

of Sir Rowland Hill. The signature alone is

evidence that such must be tbe case. If there

be one institution in England to which we can
look with almost unmiiigled pride and satis-

faction it is the one which owes its present form
mainly to the exertions of this distinguished

man. Comparisons are sometimes made with
foreign arrangements to the disadvantage of

this conntry. If we except the causes of

certain want of punctuality and safety which
are directly traceable to railway legislation, as
in the tangle of lines at London Bridge, we think
experience of foreign railways shows that any
greater regularity which they may claim as to

working, results altogether from the fact that
they have less traffic to conduct. Under any
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pressnre the oontinental lines show far lees

elasticity than our own. But if we refer to
postal service we may safely cballeoge com-
petition in any quarter. Nothing in Eng-
land, and nothing out of England, as a
means of affording convenience to the public,
and at the same time of affording a sensible
contribution to the public expenditure, is to be
compared to the post-office. To call it> perfect
would, of course, be absurd, but its errors
and short-cominge seem to be within the limit
of the average of even the best class of individual
action. A letter, duly directed, stamped, and
deposited in the post-office, will go to its desti-
nation with a far greater amount of certitude
than that with which it can be asserted that a
person who posts a money-letter shall have
taken the necessary precaution of directing it at
all

!

When, therefore, a man of the justly acquired
weight and authority of Sir Rowland Hill,
expresses a deliberate opinion that railways
should belong to Government, it is entitled to
the moat respectful attention. Sir Rowland has
alluded to the fact that the monopoly of traffic

enjoyed by the railway companies, and which
the action of Parliament has tended to aggravate
rather than to check by encouraging reckless
and^ unprincipled competition, has taken the
Legislature by surprise. The powers first con-
ceded to the projectors of railways were given on
the understanding that the iron roads should be
as free for private traffic as was the king’s high-
way. Very soon, indeed, it became obvious
that the regard to public safety which the increase

,

of speed rendered necessary practically repealed
all tbose provisions

; and it is to this circum-
stance that Sir Rowland Hill, with a great stretch
of Cli)'iati:m charity, ascribes the subsequent
freedom given to speculative competition. That
the public must ultimately pay the penalty of
the wasteful construction of duplicate lines needs
baldly the experience of Sir Rowland Hill to
point out

j
but it is a main and important ele-

ment in the consideration of the whole question.
Sir Rowland Hill’s recommendation is to the

effect that a Government department should be
created or adapted for the supervision of rail-
ways, and “should act as lessor, not only in
granting leases, but also in fixing suitable terms
and enforcing the observance of contract.” The
plan contemplates the creation of a new industry,
the origination of an entirely new class of men,
namely, the lessees of railways. It is con-
templated that bodies of contractors should be
formed, who shall work the several lines, paying
a fixed rate of dividend to the Government,
which, from time to time, is sopposod to buy up
the whole existing railway property. The cur-
rent payments on account are to be made so
frequently, — monthly or even weekly,— as
to avoid the necessity of the heavy caution
which it would be otherwise necessary for the
lessees to pay, and thus to place competition
within the reach of a comparatively large
number of individuals. The interests of the
public are to be protected by making the reduc-
tion of faros proposed by the competitors for
taking leases ns essential an element in the com-
parison of tenders as the actual amount of rent.
The idea, in fact, is a reproduction of that most
ancient and, in some countries, still existinw
scheme, the farming of sources of public revenu^
But in a case as novel as the transformation of
the entire system of internal communication, the
proposal must bo viewed on its own merits
alone. We are not prepared to offer a definite
opinion without further consideration, but there
seems almost _aa much in the form of the
suggestion as in the name of the author to pre-
dispose practical men in its favour. It certainly
seems as if Sir R. Hill had been the only com-
missioner who at all appreciated the gravity of
the situation, and the propriety of recommending
something more than a helpless reference to the
wisdom of the Legislature.

Sir Rowland Hill has further dwelt, at some
length, on a subject to which we have lately
called the attention of our readers, that of the
extension of railways and of what he calls rail-
road bye-ways. The importance of this comple-
tion ot our internal communication, and the
proof of the economy with which it can be
effected furnished by the Indian, Norwegian,
and Queensland lines, are regarded in this sup'
plementary report precisely as they were in our
own pages. The only point raieed’by Sir Row-
land, which is one that we have perhaps hardly :

brought into sufficient relief, is that a narrow
3 ft. 6 in. gauge is by no means a aine gua wn
of economy. Light and cheap railways can be

constructed on onr national gauge, so as to

allow the unimpeded circulation of the same
trucks, an indispensable requisite for a cheap
and thorough system of internal communication.
On this point, indeed, the Royal Commission
have found breath to offer a distinct and un-
qualified opinion :

“ We are of opinion,” they
say, “ that the continued existence of the double
gauge is a national evil.” In that opinion moat
practical men will concur. It must not be lost

sight of with reference to those branches which
will be the occupation of our engineers and con-
tractors so soon as the return of public confi-

dence allows industrial expenditure to resume
its natural channels. Uniformity of gauge is as
requisite for the branch lines of the future as for

the trunk lines of the day.

THE LATE JAMES WATT, LINE
ENGRAVER.

England has lost since our last publication a
very eminent man in the noble art of line en-
graving on copper,—remember, reader, not on
steel, for on that material and surface he did
not care to work, feeling that all the skill and
cunning of preparation and laying of grounds,

—

all the dexterity of man’s hand,—oonld not in-

cise on steel in lines with like results to what
Sir Robert Strange, Abraham Raimbach, the
father of the Landseers, John Burnet, and others
have produced on copper. Mezzotinto is much
to be admired

; so is stipple when in the hands
of a Bartolozzi

; but a great line-engraver is a
very great man.

Mr. “ J. H. Watt” (he is beat known to col-

lectors and dealers by his initials) is dead.
Charles Heath was his master,—and a worthy
one. Many connoisseurs prefer Mr. Heath’s
little line keepsake Lady Peel, after Sir Thomas
Lawrence, to the large mezzotint (excellent as
it is) of the same picture by onr happily
still living master in mezzotinto, Mr. Samuel
Consins.

Much, indeed, has Mr. James H. Watt done for
art, and for the extended reputations of Stothard
and Le.slie, of Sir Charles Eastlake and Sir
Edwin Landseer. Print publishers and col-

lectors delight to dilate on the rare, unsurpassed
qualities of hia exquisite engraving, of Stothard’s
“ Procession of the Flitch of Bacon” (the Don-
mow and Harrison Ainsworth Flitch)

; while
others, with equal enthusiasm, dwell with well-
considered gusto and well -placed technical
phraseology, over the careful, and feeling,

spider-like lines of his translation from Sir
Charles Eastlake’s “ Christ Blessing Little Chil-
dren,” and his large felicitous rendering of Sir
Edwin Landseer’s “Highland Drovers"—the
Sheepshanks picture. The skilled translator
translated with the same feeling and dexterity
with which the skilled painter painted.

It is only of late years that engravers have
been admitted to the full ranks of the Royal
Academy of Arts in England. That Mr. Watt
might have had—had he chosen—his full Tra-
falgar-square honours there cannot be a doubt

;

but he was content, like John Burnet and others,
with the gilded fame of an educated man, a
place in the portfolio of the taught collector, and
the lingering admiration of the thousands who
pass the well-lighted windows of the Boydells and
Sir Francis Moons, of Pall-mall and Cornhill,

Mr. Watt’s works are rather large in point of
size than large in number. Let us recall public
attention to some of the best of them.
Who does not admire “ The Procession of the

Flitch of Bacon,” after Stothard ? In size
12 in. high by 30 in. long—it ranks with the
Schiavonetti and Heath engraving, after Stot-
hard, of the famons “ Canterbury Pilgrimage.”
As a whole, we have heard the engraving of the
Dunmow Procession preferred by skilled judges
to the engraving of the Canterbury Pilgrimage

;

while the unfiuished Pilgrimage plate (left by
Schiavonetti unfinished at his death*) exhibits
greater dexterity in the laying of the lines than
Watt, with all his consultations with friends and
unwearied labours, succeeded in produoing.f
When Mr. Watt published this fine engraving,

after Stothard, he was living at “ No. 26, George-
street, New-road, London,” near to clever copper-
plate printers like Hawkins, M’Queen, and

others. Proofs on India-paper were supplied to
subscribers at 51. 5a. a piece, and proofs on
India-paper before letters at 71. 7a. A signed
artist’s proof of “ The Flitch” will, now that the
skilled hand is “torpid,”* bring a far higher
price under the hammer of Messrs. Christie,
Manson, & Woods, or of Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkin-
son, & Hodge, or of Messrs. Puttick & Simpson.

Fine impressions from Mr. Watt’s now “de-
stroyed] plate ” (as advertisements assure us)
of “ Christ Blessing Little Children,” after Sir
Charles Eastlake, will be sought for still more
eagerly than ever. What is cold and chalky
under Eastlake’s lifeless eye for colour, rendered
by James Watt’s steel pencil, turns animated,
though black and white alone, into flesh such ae
Sir Robert Strange has alone excelled

; but then
Sti-ange’s opportunities in translating “ Thy
loved Guido’s air,” j* were infinitely greater
than fell to the lot of the able engraver of Sir
Edwin Landseer’s “ Highland Drovers.”
An art memorandum will not be out of place

here. “Artist’s proofs—India,” of the Eastlake
and Watt engraving, were priced by its pnb-
lisber, Alderman Sir Francis Graham Moon,
bart.j at 15Z. 15s. “Prints, plain,” at 4L -Is.

It was by these high charges that our modern
Alderman Boydell was enabled not to “chaffer”
about prices with skilled eugi-avers.

This too imperfect note of the engravings Mr.
Watt gave to art and the world most here con-
clnde with a word about his great work, dated
some thirtyyears back,when bis eyes were young,
and the hand that held the graver was dexter-
ous and unerring. Sir Edwin Landseer (though
he missed an Abraham Raimbach) has been
most fortunate in obtaining the best services of
real masters over copper and steel. In no case,
however, has he been more favoured or better
represented than by J. H. Watt, who has
handed to posterity in black and white, and
many impreseions, the far-famed “ Highland
Drovers,” the Sheepshanks gift to the National
Gallery of Great Britain.

Of this masterpiece on steel (lines not gaping
aa in some popular prints possessing many
merits), there is an etching by Mr. Watt himself,
before the " descriptive key ” to the engraving,
published iu the season of 1838 by Messrs.
Hodgson & Graves, of Pall-mall, and written at
Sir Edwin’s and the pnblishers’ request by Allan
Cunningham. The opening sentence is pic-
turesque and appropriate to the pioture :

—

“ This flue picture will to mttoyrealifo scenes whichlive
but in memory, for it is hs true to northern chdraoter and
manners oe heather is to a Highland hill. It is of a
national as mneh as of a rural kind

; nor have the romantic
or the domestic refused to lend it the hues of poetry, and
the troth of actual life."

The final sentence is equally to the point, and
was liked both by Landseer and by Watt, It is

short ;—

•

“ The beauty and eentiment of this flue national picture
cannot be exhibited in a mere description

;
the writer feels

that true Painting can no more be reaened by words than
true Poetry oan be reached by shape and colour : forms,
not words, must bring, like this picture, the Highlands to
London."

What is here said of Landseer's art deserves
to be said aa well of the late Mr. James Watt’s
spirited and faithful rendering of it in simple
black and white. The name of James Watt,
“ line engraver,” deserves a niche in that still

needed work, a Biographia Britannica.

PIERRE DE MONTEREAU, THE
ARCHITECT OF THE SAINTE CHAPELLE,

AND HIS WORKS.

• June 14th, 1810, aged 45.

t Jamee Heath, the engraver, was the apprentice of
Josoph Collyer; John H enry Robinson (happily still alive)
was the pupil of Jamee Heath; Charles Heath was the
pupil of his father; and George T. Doo (still alive) and
James H. Watt were pupils of Charles Heath. The names
of the masters of great men deserve to be temombered.

It is only a select few among the crowd of
tourists who visit the beautifully restored Sainte
Chapelle as one of the most exquisite monu-
ments of ancient Paris, who ever dream of asking
whether the name of the original contriver of so
fair a work has been preserved to the annals of
art. But one need not regret this indifference
of ordinary spectators to the authorship of that
work of marvellous beauty, since the name of
Peter of Montereau has been sought out and
preserved by the pious caru of more earnest
appreciators of artistic genius. Not only has
the artist’s name been disinterred from long
neglected records, but fragmental glimpses of
his artistic career have been gleaned, and hia

claim to the creation of many other works ascer-
tained, all of which present special features,

arising out of his peculiar and well marked
architectural treatment. The works of hia ever

' Dr. JohuBon's floe epitaph on Hogarth. t Pope.
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^acefnl genius have been sought for in every
liJcely, and, it might be added, in every unlikely
place

j and the search has not been vain for
several monuments of Gothic art of the finest
and most interesting epoch of its development
are now securely attributed to the gre'at artist-
mason of the thirteenth century, in addition to
those with which his name was already asso-
ciated. Peter the Mason was bornatMontereau
towards the close of the twelfth or the beginning
of the thirteenth century, and took his distinctive
name of Montereau from that of his native place.
The precise date of his birth is unknown, but
his tomb affords evidence that he died in the
year 1266

; so that most of his works belong to
the first half of the thirteenth century. The
monuments generally cited as the production of
Peter of Montereau are,—the Saiote Chapelle of
Paris, the Chapel of the Castle of Vincennes and
the Refectory Chapel of Our Lady in the
monastery of St. Germain-des-Pres

; in the
church of which he was buried, and where a
monument was erected to his memory, which is
still m existence, though no longer in situ. It
was one of those fortunately preserved from the
fury of the destructive epoch of the revolution,
and is now in the collection known as the
Mus6e des Monuments Frangais. A recumbent
figure, holding a rule and a compass, forms the
principal feature of this interesting sepulchral
monument

; the figure being, doubtless, a
portrait—a positive portrait of one of the artistic
worthies of the thirteenth century, which seems
to have been an epoch when art was more
genuinely honoured than in modern times : at
all events, till quite recently.

^
The architectural student visiting Paris dur-

ing the Great Exhibition should on no account
omit to make a pilgrimage to the tomb of Peter
01 Montereau, nor fail to pay aviait toa recently-
restored work of the elegant Medieval architect,
which 18 not generally mentioned among those
commonly attributed to him. The work allnded
to IS the refectory of the ancient Priory- of Saint
Martin des Champs, now transformed into the
hbrary of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers.
This most elegant structure having been restored
much more recently than La Sainte Chapelle,
18 consequently, in many respects, more satis-
t^tory, though much less has been attempted
than m t^t most gorgeous of modern resto-
rations. The truly elegant and somewhat
lofty proportions of the refectory of the Monks

1

o°ce impress the spectator,
whether he be an artist or merely an ordinary
eight-seer with an instinctive feeling of admira-
tion

;
and the chaste elegance of the original

work has not been surcharged with that
profusion of gaudy colours and gilding which
often, nnder the pretence of accurate restora-
tion. proves very injurious to the severely chaste
beauty of the works of the thirteenth centuiy.
That epoch was indeed the “ Classic” era, so to
speak, of Gothic art, in which the slender ele-
gance of the lofty column and the correspondint^
form of the graceful lancet window, combined
ynth the sharply - pointed vaulting of the
interior of the roof, created a general style of
architectural composition which was above all
things characterized by exceeding elegance.
The central row of columns supporting the
roof of the structure under description are of
black marble, with white bases and capitals,
and serve to divide the apartment into two
equal spaces. This disposition is common in re-
fectories in our own country, and may have been
adopted in order to secure space for two distinct
i-anges of tables, a condition that the arrange-
ment of the central line of columns provides form the happiest manner, as gracefully meeting
the requirements of the occasion, and with, if
possible, still better results in the direction of
the artistic effect, which is strikingly agreeable,
and, as regards the ordinary effect of Gothic
mtenors, novel. The springing of the arches
and vaultmgs from the side walls is from
responds of similar character and material to
the great central columns

: they are three
quarters detached, and based ou corbels placed
about half way up the wall. This arrange-
ment produces a most satisfactory effect of
completeness^ of design, which at once satisfies
the most critical observer. The spaces be-
tween these lateral colonettes are necessarily
occupied by the windows, which are formed
of a pair of ^aceful lancet-shaped openings
of great simplicity, while above each pair is
a circular opening, enriched with very sober
tracery, forming a series of upper lights that
cast most beautiful eflects of chiaroscuro upon
the vaultings of the roof. Another charming

feature of this most graceful apartment is the
uanal refectory pulpit, from which the benedic-
oion, or grace before meat, was pronounced. This
structure is formed by a recess in the thickness of
the wall, iu front of which is a projecting stage
or balcony, surrounded by an exquisite balus-
trade, which rests upon a massive corbel-like
support, the sculptured mouldings of which
display foliage patterns of three kinds. The
spiral columns, arched mouldings, and cusps
which form the dressings of the niche itself,
are of great beauty, and their complete and
delicately studied restoration has been most
successful. The painted decoration of the
vaulted roof has also been completely restored,
with the

_

feeling for tender harmonies of
colour which distinguishes works of the thir-
t^eenth century, and of which such delicately
beautiful examples are found in the illuminated
manuscripts of that period of Gothic art. The
whole of the library fittings of this work are the
result of careful study, even to the locks and
hinges of the doors, and, as a whole, it is perhaps
the most sncceasful restoration of a Gothic
interior of that period in France. The earlier
French restorations, effected fifteen or twenty
years ago, though moat excellent efforts for the
time, and which served to point the way to still
better things, are most of them left far behind
in their appreciation of the delicate beauties of
Gothic art by this, and other later works,—even
the celebrated restoration of the Sainte Chapelle
failing now to satisfy the exigencies created by
a still more full and appreciative study of Gothic
art. Every architectural student who visits
Paris during the brilliant period of the Inter-
national Exhibition, should see and carefully
examine this monument of Medimval art; and
should not omit a pilgrimage to the tomb of Peter
of Montereau, the great artist-mason, to whose
true genius for architectural design we are in-
debted for the charming saloon which now forms
the

^

library of the Conservatoire des Arts et
Metiers.

' to be made between the pipes in the subways aud those in
the streets named.
In each subway provision is made for water, gas, and

telegraph pipes, all of which will be so placed that their
joints can be inspected, and repairs made without difR-

u'* 1 ri t
® subways will be well ventilated, and tubes will

be left between the subways and the vaults of the houses
for the introduction of the service-pipes to the various
premises. At each of the subwMs, as well as beneath the
bridges at Farringdon-street and Shoe-lane, there will be
sutrances for the purpose of admitting workpeople, and
taking in any materials that may be needed.
Immediately beneath the subways are sewers. Drains

from every alternate house vault will be constructed to
these sewers at the time the viaduct is built

;
and the mode

of construction of sewers, drains, and street gullies is such
that it is believed it will never be necessary to break up the
surface of the viaduct when it is once formed to repair
or cleanse them.
The central vaults beneath the carriage-ways will be

lormed by arches springing from east to west; they will
be ventilated into the carriage-way; the level of their
flooring will be such as to enable carts and trucks to be

V
along them

;
they will be commodious, dry,

and have a uniform temperature, and. it is anticioated.

THE HOLBORN VIADUCT.

O.v Monday last, the chief stone of the viadnct
over Farringdon-street, a main feature in the
proposed filling np of the too-long permitted
Holbom valley, was laid by Mr. Thomas Henry
Fry, depaty-chairman of the City of London
Improvements Committee. The pier to which
the chief stone belongs is the southernmost of
the row on the eastern side of Farringdon-street.
It is of considerable size and weight. In the
course of an able address, Mr. Fry referred to the
length of time that had elapsed since the im-
provement was first mooted, and said it was now
to be carried out by the reversion of the 4d. coal
duty.

Mr. W, Haywood, the architect of the
provement, gave a concise account of the con-

uniform temperature, and, it is anticipated,
will be valuable for many purposes of trade and commerce.
The entrance to these vaults will be in the abutments of
the bridges over Bhoe-laue and Farringdon-street.
On the top of the footway vaults and the subways the

footway pavements will be laid, and the carriage-way will
be principally laid over the large central vaults.
Farringdon-street will be crossed by a cast-iron bridge
an ornamental character

; it will be in three spans, sup-
ported by piers, one row being ou the outer edge of each
footway

; these piers, as well as the outer abutment piers,
are to be formed of polished granite; the height of the
briQge nest to the curb stones will be 16 ft., and in the
centre the minimum height will be 21 ft., which is con-
siderably more than sufficient for the traffic.
At each corner of this bridge flights of steps will be

constructed, to enable pedestrians to pass between the
upper and lower levels; these will be enclosed in atone
structures, ample light and ventilation being given to
them; these structures will lie carried up some stories
above the level of the viaduct; beueath the steps the space
will be appropriated as shops or warehouses, and above
the steps, the floors will be eligible for offices, or for
general commercial purposes.

Shoe-lane, which at its northern end is now but 14 ft.
wide at one spot, is to be made 30 ft. wide

;
the viaduct

wUl be carried over it by a girder bridge, This lane is to
be continued northwards with a 30 ft. width to its junction
with the DOW street, which is to be formed from the corner
of Hatton-garden to Farringdon-road, and which will pre-
sently be described.
The western approach street will start by a junction

with the viaduct at Hatton-garden, and be carried in a
north-easterly direction to Farringdon-road; opposite to
it the new street leading to Smitnfleld-market will com-
mence, the two streets will therefore together form one
straight line of thoroughfare 60 ft. in width, giving direct

'i-east of Loduod.

templated works which we may usefully re-
cord :

—

The Holborn Talley Improvement consists of a via-
duct, supporting a roadway between Hatton Garden and
the western end of Newgate-slrect, and two side streets
®o^“»ectiDg the upper with the lower or Farringdon-street

The line of roadway on the viaduct will be 80 ft in
width, and will commence at the western end of Newgate-
street; from that point it will be carried in a straight line
to the western side of Farringdon-street, occupying nearly
the whole of the space which now or recently formed
Bkinner-street, as well as a large portion of the sites of the
houses on that line of thoroughfare

; it will include also a
portion of the churchyard of St. Sepulchre. From Far-
ringdon-street westward it will be carried by a gentle
curve to the end of Hatton Garden, occupying the sites ol

houses which formerly stood on the southern eide of
Holborn-hill, and the largest portion of the present road-
way at that spot

;
it will also occupy part of the church-

yard of St. Andrew’s, Holborn.
From Newgate-street to the entrance to St. Sepnlchre’s

Church the gradient will be about 1 in 696, and at this point
the eastern approach street from Farringdon-road will
join the viaduct on its northern side; from St. Sepul-
chre’s church to Farringdon-street tbe gradient will be
1 in 153, and from Farringdon-street to Hatton Garden
1 in 143 ;

for all the purposes of traffic, therefore the
viaduct may be said to be level.

The viaduct in its formation will include vaultage be-
neath each footway, for the accommodation of the future
houses on either side of tbe roadway

; outside these vaults
will be a subway for tbe gas and waterpipes, and between
each subway, and forming the centre ol the viaduct, the
roadway will be carried on a series of arches.
The footway vaults at the point next to Farringdon-

street will be three tiers in height on each side of the
road, and they will gradually diminish, both eastwards
and westwards, nntil at Hatton Garden and at Newgate-
street they wiO be but one tier in height.
The general height of the subways will be about 11 ft. :

6 in., and their width 7 ft.; they will be constructed of
brickwork, excepting where they are carried over the
Iflndori, Chatham, and Dover railway, and at that point
they will be altered in form, and be constructed of iron •

the tops of the subways will be but a small depth beneath
the footway pavement, and at Farringdon-street and Shoe-
lane vertical shafts will be formed, to enable connexions

access to tbe market and to the north-e—

.

The eastern approach street will begin at Farringdon-
road, about 130 ft. north of the point where that thorough-
fare will be crossed by the viaduct; it will be carried
nearly parallel to the viaduct for some distance eastwards,
and will join on to it with a gentle curve by the side of
St. Sepnlchre’s Church; this street will form ajunction
with King-street, and will, therefore, give another Hue of
access to the new market. The lower end of this street
will take the place of the thoroughfare which is now known
as Snow-hill, the whole of which will be absorbed by its
formation, or by the buildings to be erected on either side
of it.

Farringdon-street or road, at a short distance south-
wards ot the bridge, will have its levrJs altered, and will
be carried with a gradient of 1 in 45 as far as to ^Ve8t-
street, and from that point northwaVds with a very slight
inclination, until it again falls into the present level of the
road. This alteration in gradient will enable the side
streets to be formed with gradients of about 1 in 45.

In the approach street sewers will run throughout
their entire length, and above ihe sewer in the western
street a subway is to be constructed, which will connect
with the subways on the viaduct.

In the year 1S63 the Corporation of the City of London
prepared and deposited in Parliament plaua for this im-
provement, and in 1364 the Act was pasaedauthorising the
works which are the subject of this paper. They are
being carried out by the Improvement Committee of the
Corporation from the designs and under the superintend-
ence of Mr. William Haywood. Messrs. Hill & Keddell
are the contractors.”

The foundations for the viadnct already put
in reach from Sc. Andrew’s, Holborn, on one
side of Farringdon-street, to Angel-court, not far
from St. Sepulchre’s church on the other. We
do not know of any reason now why the works
should not be proceeded with rapidly.

SOME RELICS OF VERT OLD LONDON.

In connexion with the various accounts that
have appeared in the Builder regarding the re-
mains of ancient lake habitations in different
parts of the globe, the following additional par-
ticnlars of some very ancient remains found in
London late last autumn have interest. During
the excavation for the foundations of a wool
warehouse on the south side of London-wall
during last October and November, and 17 ft.

below the surface of the earth, a number of
cartloads of ancient bones were disinterred.
They consisted principally of the bones of an
extinct ox, wild boar, wild goat, red deer, dog,
and roebuck. When the excavations were carried
deeper—viz. 22 ft.—many other objects were
found, and amongst them eighteen human skulls,
some human jaws, and fonr other human bones,
including a shoulder-bone

j no other portions of
the skeleton being present.
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But the most remarkable part of the discovery

consisted of more than a hundred very ancient

decayed nushoed piles, driven into what ap-

peared to be part of the ancient bed or shore of

the Thames, or the bottom of a marsh, which
bed had never been disturbed

;
the piles were

from 6 in. to 8 in. square, and connected with
transverse pieces measuring 2 in. in thickness,

rotten, and roughly cut. In the upper part

of the dJbris were a number of iron and
bronze pins, knives, &c., large quantities of

Samian pottery, and coins of Nerva, Vespasian,

Trajan, Adrian, and Antoninus Pins. In one
part, at a slight distance above the gravel, a

kitchen-midden, 18 in. thick and 14 ft. long,

was found, consisting of the shells of the oyster,

jnuBseJ, cockle, and periwinkle
;
on this there

were 18 in. of peat, and then a similar

kitchen-midden above.

The Roman remains were at the top, and the
piles and kitchen-middens below. Many of the
boncK of the animals were split lengthwise, and
nearly all the skulls were split longitudinally

(including the human skulls, which were all

broken except three), and the horns of the oxen
were cut off. A number of roughly-pointed and
squared bones were picked up, including the
usual collection of singular objects of unknown
use.

During November similar piles were discovered
on the other side of the Thames, in New South-
wark-street, as was stated in our pages at the
time, and everywhere on the north side where the
excavations were extended, these pile-structures

were discovered consisting of oaken piles, driven
about 3 ft. into the primitive gravel, and con-
nected with transverse pieces. The builder’s

men said exactly similar piles were constantly
brought to light in deep excavations, notably in

the neighbourhood of the Bank, Mansion House,
New Auction Mart, &c. Some think that these
are the most ancient remains of London ever
brought to light, and date anterior to the Roman
invasion, when London was built upon a marsh
as described by Cresar. For our own part, we
must confess to doubts.

TAMWORTH CASTLE.

Tamwortii Castle stands at the confluence of
tho Anker with the Tame, on the right bank of
either, between the town and the latter river,

und close above St. Mary’s Bridge. It occupies
a position near the east end of the south, or river
front, of the old town, the outlines of which are
still indicated by a bank and ditch, showing it to
have been in plan a parallelogram, with one side
resting upon the Tame, and the east end defended
by the Anker. The low ground about the
junction of the rivers, the broad meadows on
the left bank of the Tame opposite to, and on
both banka below, the town, in their natural
condition a deep morass, must have rendered the
place nearly inaccessible upon its east, south,
and west fronts

; and, no doubt, led to its con-
version into a safe residence at a very early
•period.

As the ground rises from the river, tho town
and its grand old church occupy positions rather
higher than the castle, and which must always
have been dry and airy, and, in consequence,
salubrious.

The line of the town defence upon the east
side is known as the King’s Ditch ; in reference,
it is supposed, to the Mercian Ofli'a. Though
without anything like sharpness of outline, and
occupied as a nursery garden, the work is by no
means obliterated, and may be traced nearly
from the Anker below Bolebridge for about 300
yards northwards. It is composed of a raised
bank, which formed a terrace behind the wall or
palisade, a ditch more or less filled up, and
beyond this a slope representing a glacis, or

I

space outside the works, which it was the custom
from a very early period to keep clear of cover.
iBank and ditch are about 45 ft. broad. The
Market-street intersects the line of defence, and,
being old, probably was crossed by a gate-house.
‘There are some slight and uncertain traces of
masonry upon its north side. Further north, a
modern road affords a good section of the bank.

This side joins the north front at a right angle,
; within which is a sort of tump, remembered as
i somewhat larger, and which looks as if it marked
1 the site of a mural tower, or perhaps a cavalier
I or small mount.

Tho defences of the north front skirt the
Lichfield and Polesworth road, and are traceable

I iiearJy to the cross-road Irom Seckington. Beyond

this, the line, now built over or enclosed in walled
gardens, was traced by Dugdale along a front

altogether of 400 paces, to a mount marking the
north-west corner, from which the line passed at

right angles southwards to the river. This would
give a space of about 300 yards by 400 yards as

the enclosure of the town. Outside the west front

the ground sinks rapidly into the meadows,
among which, on the river-bank, and just out-

side the town, is the Moat House, an old seat of
the Comberfords, still standing in all its damp-
ness, although the moat has been filled up.

The principal bridge, that across the Tame,
close below the castle, known as St. Mary’s or
Lady Bridge, is of modern construction. It

succeeded a medimval structure, shown in Shaw’s
plate of 1780, the precursor of which -was pro-

bably a bridge, or perhaps a ford, of Saxon
times. In Leland’s day, a stone upon it bore
the arms of Lord Basset, of Drayton.
Bow, or Bolebridge, crosses the Anker, and

leads to the hamlet of Bolehill and to Nuneaton.
Tho church is a large structure of considerable

merit, containing some Norman work, apparently
once connected with a central tower, and in which
may be seen traces of herringbone masonry. East
of it are some ruins, known as the Deanery, part
of which seems also to be Norman. The
Market-place, though much altered, represents
an early space set aside for trading purposes.

Tamworbh has no historical pretensions to

either British or Roman origin. The Britons
would have designated itfrom the smallerstream.
The earliest mention of it is in the records of
the people inwhose tongue it is named. Offa, King
of Mercia, in a charter of A.D. 781, announces
himself as “ Ego Offa rex, sedens in regali

palatio in Tamoworthige,” an evidence of its

distinction at that time, and one which renders
it probable that it had an earlier history.

Cenwulf dates a charter of A.D. 816, “ In vico
celeberimo qui vocaturTomoworthig,” and other
royal charters are dated from it in 841 and 854.
So that in the eighth and ninth centuries it

was already a royal residence and a place of
celebrity.

The Danes ravaged it in common with much
of Mercia early in the tenth century, and in

A.D. 913-14, it was restored by iEthelflaed,

“ Eliledapotens ! O terror virgo virorum !”

daughter of Alfred, sister of Edward the Elder,
and the foundress of Tutbury, Warwick, and
many other well • known Saxon places of
strength. She is reputed to have case up the
mound and to have placed her residence on the
summit. She died here A.D. 918-22.
The castle and half the town are in the shire

of Warwick ; the other half and the church in
Stafford. There is no mention of the castle in
“ Domesday.”
At the Conquest Tamworth became the pro-

perty of Bobert Marmion, who seems to have
fortified it as such earthworks were fortified in
Normandy, and to have made it strong enough
to be obnoxious, some time later, to King John,
who, in 1215-16, ordered it to be razed. Under
Henry III. another Bobert was its Lord, and
Philip Marmion died seized of it in 1291-2.
From Marmion it descended to Frevile, thence
to Ferrers, thence with Ann Ferrers at the end of
the seventeenth century it came in marriage to
the house of Shirley, from whom, through Comp-
ton, it passed to the Townshends, whose repre-
sentative, Marquis Townshend, is 16th Baron
Ferrers by writ of 1299, and owner of Tamworth
Castle, while Earl Ferrers, the male heir of the
Shirleys, is Viscount Tamworth, by creation in
1711.

From the Norman Conquest to 20 Edward L,
the castle descended through five generations of
Marmions

;
from thence to 7 Henry V. through

six of the house of Frevile, and from thence
to 1680 through eleven descents of the name of
Ferrers

j being twenty-two lords from the Con-
quest to 1680. King James and Prince Charles
lodged here in 1619.
The Castle is composed of a mound, a plat-

form, buildings upon the mound, a curtain-wall
ascending it, and the remains of a gatehouse.
The mound is wholly artificial, about 50 ft.

high, circular, and about 100 ft. diameter at its

flat summit. Its sides stand at the natural slope
of mixed dry earth and gravel, the debris of the
new red sandstone of the district; and its base
may bo about 12 ft. above the river.

South-east of the mound is a triangular plat-
form, also more or less artificial, and raised
about 15 ft. above the river. One side is

straight, and fronts the water. That to the
east is at present a hollow curve, and has evi-

dently been retained by a wall against which it

formed a terrace. This side extends northwards
to the ruined gate-house, indications upon which
seem to show that part of the platform has been
removed, and that it originally extended a few
yards eastwards into the present brewery

; so
that this front was, no doubt, straight, and not,

as now, concave.

The third side, or hypothenuse of the plat-

form, lies towards and partly encircles the
moand; and is therefore concave

;
and between

the two is a ditch. Excepting this “ valley of
elevation,” there is no present trace of a ditch
at the foot of the mound.

Below the south front, between it and the
Tame, and close above St. Mary’s Bridge, is the
castle mill, rebuilt in modern times. It is worked
by the Anker, which, sweeping round the south-
east front of the castle, serves as a mill leat.

Above the mill and between the leat and the
line of wall, is a narrow strip of land, now a
garden, and probably once a pasture beneath
the castle wall.

North of the platform a curtain wall runs
from the gatehouse up the mound, with the
summit of which its top is level. This wall in

plan is angular, or slightly convex, towards the
exterior or town side. It is 10 ft. thick, and has
a rampart wall of 7 ft., a parapet of 2 ft., and
a rere wall of 1 ft.

;
and the rampart was the

regular, and probably tho only, way from the
gatehouse to the top of the mound. It rises

gently, but has no steps. It is about 20 ft. high
at the central part, ending and commencing at
nothing. It is of herringbone masonry, of flat

stones laid obliquely on edge, each course being
separated by a horizontal bed, sometimes single,

sometimes double, of small stones, resembling
flat pebbles. At the deepest there are twenty-
one courses. Here and there the surface has
been clouted, but on the whole the wall is in its

original state, very rough, but perfect. The
joints are very open. The exterior face is

less perfect, and is, besides, concealed by
clumsy buttresses, perhaps ol Tudor or earlier

date. Tho herringbone structure is not seen in
the rere wall, which is probably a restoration,

but it appears in the parapet, for a foot or two
above the rampart walk. This is a very re-

markable wall, and should be photographed in
detail.

The wall from hence to the gatehouse is in
part old, but of later date than the curtain. The
gatehouse itself, called the upper lodge, is chiefly

modern, but part is old
;
and connected with it

are the remains of an arch jamb and portcullis

groove, probably remains of the main entrance
to the castle. This gate leads by a short lane
into the market-place. The lower lodge, or
entrance from the bridge side, was built in
1810, and with its adjacent wall, is wholly of
that date.

The mound is crested by a many-sided shell

of wall, about 7 ft. thick, and from 30 to 40 ft.

high. This wall is in part very old. The base
has been supported by a modern facing, which
batters considerably, and is about 2 ft. high; but
above this for 6 ft. or 8 ft. the workmanship is

openjointed rubble, with stones of large but
irregular size and shape. The quoins are, how-
ever, of ashlar, rude but sound. Above this to
the rampart height, the wall seems to have been
rebuilt in early times in a better manner, but as
though the old work bad been left where sound,
BO that the two run much into one another.
The upper 10 ft. of the wall, all parapet,

seems of still later date. It is crenellated, and
occasionally looped at the rampart level. At
the S.W. quarter is a loop about 6 ft. from the
ground, and two others higher up, all which are
apparently of the age of the wall, and being near
the well probably lighted the offices. This wall
is much obscured by ivy. It has been materially
altered at two points ; on the south side entirely
rebuilt for several yards to form the outer wall
of the southern private apartments; and on'the
opposite side by the insertion at the same time
of several large late Tudor windows, to light the
northern apartments. Under these latter are
three heavy masses of stone-work to support
balconies. One is of somewhat earlier date and
of better design.

In the circuit of the wall, to the south, and
commanding the way up the curtain, is a tower
24 ft. square, and having 5 ft. projection from
the wall. Its angles within are plain, but those

without are flanked by two narrow pilaster strips,

leaving a free angle between them. These strips

rise about 20 ft., and clumsily pass into a sort of
octagon, which at the top of the tower becomes a
.cylinder, and is so seen on the battlements.
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These, ho^verer, may be an alteration. The tower
is ab&nt 40 ft. high, and the walls are 7 ft, thick.
It somewhat batters. On its exterior face are
two To. or windows; and abont half-way np a
string ccnrse, stopped by the pilasters, which in
the (xn-.re riaee as a half round drip, probably
oroebci.ding a iS’ormim window. This tower is of
rabble, of the djito of the wall, with ashlar
pilasters.

A few feet sooth of the tower, and, therefore,
close to the curtain asronfc, in the doorway into
the shell. This ig of small size, with an equila-
teral arch, plain square jambs continued np
tbroDgh the arch moulding, which is very plain,
the angle only being rounded off. The drip, if
one there was, has mouldered away. This door-
way traverses the wall rather obliquely. The
inner front has a ribbed head, and two faces
oarTod upon it near the springing. There is
neither portcullis groove nor large bar hole. The
defence was a single door.
Between the door and the tower a sort of oriel

has been corbelled out at an early period, pos-
fcibly to defend the approach. At present it has
a loop in its basement, and two Tndor windows
above, and is surmounted by a small gable of
the same date.

Round the base of the wall is a terrace, about
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lateral room.s. All are dismantled, stripped of
the panelling, and in a state of decay. The
second-floor contains bedrooms, also disused,
trom this floor a door opens upon the rampart
of the enceinte wall, where it is seen to be 7 ft.
thick, and to have a parapet about 10 ft. high.
Below IS the kitchen court, and against the wall
may be seen a sloping water table marking a roof,
probably of an early kitchen. At the other end
these rooms communicate with the tower, the
floors of which are ruinous. The tower basement
18 entered from the conrt. The stairs throngh-
ont are in rectangular staircases, and each step
IB a heavy log of oak.

_

Between the hall and the west wall is the
kitchen, fitted up with a modern roof and appli-
anees, but, no donbt, on an old site. At one end
of It 18 the well, about 5 ft. diameter, lined with
ashlar, and descending to the level of the river.
At the other end is the kitchen court, in which
IS seen a closed doorway leading into the base-
ment of the northern apartments. It may be of
Decorated or Early Perpendicnlar date.
Looking to the rectangular and oblong outline

of the defences, the cross-roads, and the position
with one open side upon a river, it is difficnlt

to regard Tamworth as of Roman origin, or
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The base court evidently was the platform,
and the great ward no doubt included all the
ground south of the present curtain, and between
the monnd and the mill.

In the east window of the church was a paint-
ing, of which a copy is preserved by Dugdale.
It represents the Conqueror enfeoffing Robert
Marmion with the castle. The king stands in
front of a considerable building, fronted by two
drum towers of two stories with conical roofs,
and connected by a curtain. In one tower is a
gateway, and behind the two are seen, in per-
spective, the stepped gable of a hall, and the
chisel-pointed roof of a rectangular tower.
On the^ proper right of the king and of the

building, in the distance, is the monnd, ci'owned
with a wall. This is no doubt a representation,
rather exaggerated, of the castle, as it stood in
the later Plantagenet times.

Diigdale, writing after the civil wars, says,
"the Norman castle stood below, towards the
mercate-place, where the stables now are.” The
mercate-house, rebuilt in Queen Anne’s days,
remains : the stables are removed to the other
side, towards the bridge.

13 Ed. I. Philip Marmion had made a cer-
tain " pour prestnro,” or encroachment, to the
injury of the king’s market, on either side of
Tamworth Castle, containing a width of 8 ft. and
a length of 40 ft.

The Mr. Ferrers whom Leland mentions was
probably Sir John Ferrers (died 1570), who mar-
ried Barbara Cockaigne; and the domestic
buildings now standing were his work, and,
perhaps, the work of his son and grandson.
What originally stood within the shell is un-

known, probably some lean-to houses of Early
English and Decorated date, which were re-
moved, or nearly so, for the present structures.
These latest works are mainly of brick, with
freestone dressings and doorcaaings. C.

leading to the soutbern apartments.
The roof of the hall is of open-work, supported

by two detached and two engaged principals,
one against each gable. The atone floor has
lately been replaced by boarding. The three
doorways are roundheaded, of the age of
James I. The aspect of the h-11 is gloomy, the
roof heavy and nnskilfnl, the windows iin-
pleasing, and the walls thin and of brick. There
are here fonr good wrought-iron candlesticks,
abont 6 ft. high.

The sontheru apartments upon the basement
are, with the exception mentioned, private. On
the first floor are the library and drawing-room,
and one or two private rooms. The library is
panelled with oak to the cornice, and along the
upper tier of panels are painted Ferrers and
his matches. The fireplace is very handsome,

above it is a large atchievement, carved in
black oak, of Ferrers and his quartering^, crest
supporters, and motto. The drawing-room also
panelled and larger, has a good fireplace. Each
room has a large Tudor window to the south,
and is exceedingly cheerful. The second floor is
not shown.

The northern apartments lie between the
boll and the north wall, in which the windows
are pierced. Tho basement is composed of
cellars, on the ground-level, opening from the
tower and kiteh. n courts. The first-floor con-
tains a large drawing-room and two smaller

i

and upon the market-place.
The curtain-wall cannot bo much later than

the Conquest. It is clear that it never was pro-
loneed across the top of the mound, as the slope
of its rampart walk only points to the level of
the top; probably, therefore, when it was built
there was a structnro of some sort upon the
mound. It is also uncertain whether the cur-
tain recommenced on the opposite slope of the
monnd, and was continued down by the present
lodge towards the mill, in which case the area
of the castle would have been about 100 yards
square.

The present shell, upon the monnd, cannot be
much later than the curtain, though scarcely of
the same date. The entrance door and the middle
band of the wall seem additions of one age, per-
haps of the reign of John or Henry HI. The
terrace and the oldest parts of the interior are
probably later, perhaps of the time of Edward I.

Leland, writing in the reign of Henry YIII.,
says, “ The castle of Tamworth standeth on a
meetly high ground, at the south part of the
towne, hard upon the ripe of Anker, at the
month of it. The base court and great ward of
the castle is clean decayed, and the wall fallen
down, and therein be now but houses of office of
noe notable building. The Dungeon hill yet
standeth. and a great round tower of stone,
wherein Mr. Ferrers dwelleth and now repaireth

NEWS FROM IRELAND.

Notwitustandin'g the disturbed state of the
country, there are many works in pro^resi
through Ireland, and nob a few projected which
will no doubt be prosecuted alter a sborl
time. In the south considerable progress is

made with tho dockworka at Hanlboline. A foot-
bridge is at present erecting to connect the hls-
torico-political Spike vrith Hanlboline. Convict
labour is engaged to a large extent on these
works. Free labour, however, to a greater ex-
tent than hitherto has been found necessary, as
skilled artisans are indispensable to the proper
and practical exeentiou of the works. When
the bridge is finished the basin will bo com-
menced, bnt its prosecution will be dependent
on an adequate grant from Parliament. A quarry
which has been discovered in Haulboline by the
superintendent of the works has been found to
yield a good supply of stone, and has answered
its purpose remarkably well. The working of
the quarry will be solely done by convict labour,
and this will naturally effect a great saving.
Gasworks are in progress in tho town of Skib-

bereen. The design consists of a dwelling-house
for the manager, -with large buildings for the
storage of coals and manufacture of gas. The
works will have a frontage upon the river for the
supply of coals. The architect is Mr. Richard
Lee, of Skibbereen. and the contractor is Mr.
Murphy.

In the town of Bantry a new pier has been
commeneed, from plans by Mr. William Forsyth,
C.E. The pier will be 200 ft. long by 35 ft. wide
at the top, inclusive of banquet and parapet on
the weather side. Flights of steps will be pro-
vided for access from small boats and mooring
reqnirements. The Government have given a
grant of 3,0001. and a loan of 1,6001. towards
these works on the condition of repayment
within six years, without interest. The pier
will be an important addition to the commercial
character of the town, and it will be amply
sufficient to meet all its requirements at present
in the matter of shelter and loading and un-
loading of the variety of small vessels that fre-
quent the harbour.
Many of the harbour boards in the south, as

elsewhere, are at present crying ont to Govern-
ment for grants to prosecute improvem'fents, bnt
without success. Mr. J. A. Blake, M.P., of
Waterford, made an appeal for aid towards
deepening the bar of the harbour of Waterford,
bnt was reminded by a letter from the Secretary
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of tlie Treasaiy of the example in the case of

the Carlingford Lough, where a similar appeal

was made
;
the Government refusing to make

a grant, and referring to the Act of 1861, 24 &
25 Viot., cap. 47. The Government thinks that

the works necessary should be carried out by the
means therein specified. The only aid given by
the Government in the Carlingford case being a
loan from the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners advanced on the credit of local tolls.

The Waterford Commissioners are advised to

adopt the same coarse as was pursued in tho

case of Carlingford Lough.
In Waterford city some fresh sanitary precan-

tions are taken. The main sewer pas.-ing through
'King-street and George’s-atreet, has been re-

newed, it having been in a very bad condition.

Many of the lanes and bye-streets of the city,

with the property, are in a ruinous state, and
require immediate looking after. The park is

assuming an attractive appearance, and will

have a moat beautiful influence on the sanitary
aspect of the city. A number of new trees

and laurels have been recently planted. During
the Fenian panic, the Busaian trophy guns
were removed from hero for fear of seizui’e

to tho Artillery Barrack. After a short time the
Waterford Park will be one of the handsomest
of its size in the south of Ireland. Flagging
operations are also in progress, outside tho rail-

way in the manor, and in Mary-street. In 1870
a considerable amount of old property falls into

the hands of the corporation. There is still a
•considerable amount of flagging required on the
sideways of several streets and lanes, before the
city of Waterford assumes an appearance com-
mensurate with its old repute as an important
commercial seaport andmanufocturing'city. The
steam-ships plying between Waterford and Mil-
ford Haven have proved very satisfactory; they
have not yet had a single accident or delay to
record. Tiie route is apparently a safe one,
though somewhat longer than the Holyhead one.
At Clonmel, in Limerick, a handsome altar has

been erected in tho Catholio Church of St. Mary.
It was executed by Mr. Paul Rosa, of London.
It is of Caon stone, with Scottish granite columns.
The figures are all of Caen stone. Derbyshire
alabaster, inlaid with foreign, composes the altar-

front. The tabernaclo is also composed of Caen
stone, in addition to Carrara, Belgian, and Irish
marbles. The doors are of wood, carved and
gilt. Tho height of the whole altar is 36 ft. by
28 ft. in widch, and the entire weight about
170 tons. The door of the throne is also of
wood, richly curved and gilt. The contract
price was 8701.

;

but it is said, in consequence of
a strike among the sculptors, that the artist has
lost considerably by it at that sum.
The Kilkenny junction line has just been

opened for passengers and goods, and between
the Marble City and Maryborough it has afi'orded
great facilities, and confers many advantages on
the inhabitants. The Government inspector,
who was ordered to report on the now branch
between Maryborough and Abboyleix, has spoken
•of it most favourably, and in a manner that re-
dounds to the credit of the directors and the
<Jontractor. Through traffic arrangements are
yot wanting, and must be efl'eoted between the
Great Southern and Western before these new
linos can be thoroughly serviceable and useful.
At Callan, in Kilkenny, the first stone is laid

for new schools of the Christian Brothers. Cal-
lau is a town of some antiquity and historical
interest. In 1217, this town received privileges
from the Earl Marshal. In 1650 Oliver Crom-
well battered down its walls. The old parish
•church, dating from the twelfth century, is a
fine old ruin, with naves and aisles complete.
The designs of the new schools comprise two
separate houses. Tho trustees of Lord Clifden
have given the use of a quarry.
On Sunday last, at Talbotstown, in Carlow,

the new church was dedicated. The church is

oblong in shape, has no transepts, but is pro-
vided on either side of the altar with vestries,
the painting and decoration of which are exe-
cuted in the Mediteval style. A life-size repre-
sentation of the Crucifixion surmounts the altar,
surx’ounded by a group of figures above a collec-
tion of stonework symbolical of Calvary. An
organ gallery is at the lower end of the church.
The building will accommodate about 500 per-
sons. A school house is also in contemplation.

In Wexford a new free bridge is in contempla-
tion over the River Barrow ; in relation to which
o, bill is at present before Parliament. The old
toll bridge, which was the property of the com-
missioners, was carried away iu part last
January, Memorials have been presented to ^

the Lord Lieutenant, and the grand juries ofWex-
ford and Kilkenny have consented to the pur-

chase of the property under the provisions of

the new Act. The want of a proper bridge has

resulted in great public inconvenience and loss.

The river which it is to span is the boundary
between the counties Wexford and Kilkenny.

For some considerable time works for the im-

provement of Wexford Harbour have been going

on. Last week in Parliament Mr. Dunne moved
for copies of Mr. Goode’s report on the harbour
previously to thecommencementof these improve-
ments, and for the reports of Mr. B. J. Farrell,

C.E. to the Admiralty, on the state of the har-

bour previous to the time when, advances of

money were made for those works.
Apropos of harbour. Lord Naas, Mr. Dodson,

and Mr. Hunt have prepared and brought into

Parliament a Bill authorising the Commissioners
of Her Majesty’s Treasury to compound the

public debt and interest due by the Limerick
Harbour Commissioners, and to make arrange-

ments for the payment of the amount com-
pounded forj also for the transfer of Wellesley

Bridge in the city to the Commissioners of

Public Works.
In Galway, the new Convent of Ballina is

nearly fiuiahed. The building is in the Gothic
style. The ceiling is of stained oak : that of the

apse looks very handsome. All tho furniture

and fixtures in the chapel will be of oak. The
hall is spacious. The refectory is 40 ft. iu

length by 25 ft. in width. The ground floor

has sitting-rooms, with marble and slate chim-
ney-pieces. An oak stair, highly carved, leads

to the second story, from the landing of which
runs a corridor the entire length of the building;

on either aide of which are the dormitories.

On both sides of the building are wings, iu

which are dravving- and sitting-rooms, bath-

rooms, hospital, closets, &c. Gas will be supplied

to every portion of the building; and a plentiful

supply of water will be provided for on the top
of the building. Thorough ventilation is secured
for all parts of tbe edifice. Earthen pipes have
been wholly used iu the drainage attached, and
are sunk to a considerable depth, and are made
to communicate with an air-tight i*eservoir placed

at some distance from the building, below the

ground. The site is a beautiful one, in view of

the wood of Beleek and Lough Con.
Anent Railways. The majority ofthe corporate

Boards in the country are agitating and petition-

ing in favour of the Government taking the entire

railway system, in view to its better manage-
ment, into its hands. With the exception
of two or three branches, the Irish lines do not
pay. There is one blessing in connexion with
them, accidents on them are not frequent, and
this is something worth considering by those
who wish to have a tour through Ireland.

THE HALIFAX AND HUDDERSFIELD
UNION BANK.

The Directors of the Halifax and Hudders-
field Banking Company have opened for business
the new premises erected for them at the north
side of Westgate and along Chancery-lane,
Hudderafield, from the designs of the late firm
of Messrs. Pauli & Ayliffe, now Puull & Robinson,
architects, Manchester.
Tbe style of the building is called "Venetian

Gothic. The four elevations of the building

are each of a different design. The principal

front is in Westgate, and forms an oblique
angle with each side elevation. There is also

a front facing Chancery-lane. Tho other side

faces Bcoth’s-passage ; and the back elevation

is in a line with the gateway called Lancashire-
yard, opening direct into the Market-place and
Chancery - lane. The Westgate front is five

stories high, including basement. The frontage
is in a line with the street. At the east corner
of tho facade is a large splay, or chamfer, cut from
the building. Here is erected the principal

entrance to the bank. The line of entrance is

several feet within the line of the street cause-
way. At the upper corner of the Westgate front

is the entrance-door to the news-room and ex-

change-rooms. Three windows in the Westgate
front light what is to be used as an exchange-
room; and two windows in Chancery-lane light

the staircase leading to the news-room above.
Between the ground and first-floor stories

there is a moulded and carved string-course,

15 in. deep. This is succeeded by a dado course,

capped by an upper moulded string, of less

•projection than that below.

Tbe fonr windows opening to the main front

and the two-light windows in Chancery-lane
and Booth’s'passage, on the first-floor, light the
news-room. They have square heads with angle
mouldings.

The main building has a moulded cornice,

supported by numerous moulded and shaped
corbels, placed 18 in. apart. Above the cornice

is a parapet, 3 ft. 6 in. high. In the centre of

the parapet and above the cornice is a large

two-light dormer window. The main building

is covered with a mansard-shaped roof, 15 ft.

high from the square, with a flab on the top,

covered with strong lead, and liaving crenellated

ornaments below the ridge-roll. This flat is

crowned with a wrought-iron ornamental
cresting.

The campanile, or tower is at the east side

corner of the building, and stands back from
the front about 12 ft. lb is 29 ft. high to the
top of the iron finials. The upper portion of tbe
campanile contains a room which may be used

as a smoking-room
;

and through an iron

casement access may also be had to the lead flat

of the roof.

The whole of the Westgate front, the tower
portion in Booth’s passage, and the portion con-

stituting the main, building in Chancery-lane,
are built of fine-tooled white ashlar stone, from
the Bobbiner Wood quarries. The remainder of

tbe frontage to Chancery-lane, Bootb’s-passage,

and the south end of the building, is built of

local brown ashlar stone, from the Nethermoor
quarries. In Chancery-lane is placed the en-

trance to the cashier’s residence.

The ground covered by the building proper is

a parallelogram of 76 ft. by 43 ft. Entering the

building by the bank door entrance, at the east

corner of the Westgate front, we ascend three

steps to the corridor, or vestibule. The
vestibule doors open into the public area of

the banking-room,—a space of flooring 26 ft.

by 7 ft. The banking-room proper, which is

Bomi-octagonal on plan, i.s 26 ft. by 26 ft., with

a recess at the south end 11 ft. by 12 ft., and
with ceiling and enriched cornice 13 ft. high.

The plafond of the ceiling of the public area is

supported upon enriched and sculptured corbels.

The banking-room is wholly lighted from tbe
top, by means of a lantern light, glazed with
rough plate-glass, and prepared for ventilation.

Within this is au inner coved domical light,

springing from an octagonal curb 9 ft. diameter.
Iu the centre is a feraeral, which can be raised

and lowered by means of cords and pullies, and
used as a means of ventilation. The glazing of
the domical light is of ornamental coloured glass,

from a design by the architects. The height
from tbe floor to the springing of the inner light

is 25 ft. The ceiling of tho banking-room is

octagonal and coved, with moulded ribs at each
angle. Polished Dalbeattie granite columns are

placed at each angle of the room. The walls

have been floated and finishedin Keen’s cement.
The bank manager’s room is on the west side,

and is entered from a door in the public area,

and also from tbe side-entrance passage. A
small window, with casement-slide, communi-
cates with the cashier in the laiking-room.
The bank directors’ room is at the south-west
corner of the building. Marble chimney-pieces
are fixed in these rooms. Each room is lighted

by a two-light window, looking into Chancery-
lane, and fitted with Buunott's patent shutters.

The strong-room is in the south-east corner, on
the ground-floor. It is built of solid through
ashlar stone, with a segmental arched top. It

is fitted with perforated galvanised cast-iron

shelving. The strong-room door is 3 in. thick,

made by Harris, of BriHtol.

The two principal rooms to the Westgate front

are to be occupied by the Chamber of Commerce.
That on the gronnd-floor will be used as an
exchange-room. It measures 24 ft. by 20 ft., and
is 14 ft. high. 'The upper room, intended for

the news-room, measures 39 ft. by 23 ft.—in-

cluding an ambulatory at the east end, which is

divided from tho large room by coupled iron

columns, with plaster capitals, segmental arched
heads, and beaded angles. The cradling to the

iron beams divides the news-room into a trabeated

ceiling, having four panels. This and the other

principal rooms in the building are furnished

with geometrical centre-pieces, modelled to the

architects’ designs, 'fbu exchange-room has an
ordinary plaster ceiling aud cornice. The ex-

change and news-room walls have wainscoting,

plinth, and capping fixed to the height of the

window bottom. The windows have 8-in. archi-

traves fixed to the sash-frames. "V^’entilation is

provided through the external walls. The whole
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of the gasfittingB, bell-palls, and other orna-
mental brasswork, have been made to the archi-
tecta’ designs, by Mr. John W. Dovey, of Man-
cheater.

In July, 1864, the works were let to the follow-
ing local contractors :—Messrs. Abraham Gra-
ham and Sons, masons

; Wm. Fawcett & Sons,
joiners

; Isaac Jowitt, plasterer
;

Lidster &
Armitage, plumbers; George S. Scholefield,
smith and bellhaneer; Webster & Depledge,
painters. The architect’s surveyor was Mr. H.
Breary, and Mr. John Gill was clerk of works.
The wood carving in the bank and the whole of
the stone carving throughout the building have
been executed by Mr. John Green, of Man-
Chester.

WALL PAINTINGS, PARIS.

Visitors to Paris interested in artistic matters
should go to the court-yard of the “ Invalides,”
even if they know the building and Napoleon’s
tomb, and they will fiud on the wall of the
eastern arcade a painting, say 170 ft. in length,
illustrating the history of Prance, commencing
A.D. 113,—the Druids: and passage of the Rhine
by the Franks; and coming up to A.D. 1070,
Establishment of the communes. This work,
which is unequal in merit, and can scai-cely be
regarded as other than a remarkable piece of
scene painting, was finished by the artist, M.
Benedict Masson, in 18G5. Quite recently he has
illustrated Peace and War over the central en-
trance, on a gold ground, and it may be that he
proposes to continue the history on the wall
beyond. The Crowning of Charlemagne makes
an effective centre in the large portion already
done.

Amongst the ecclesiastical decorations those of
the church of St. Germain des Pres, one of the
most ancient buildings in Paris, are especially
noteworthy. The interior is painted and gilded
from bottom to top, and incl udes numerous figure-
subjects. Much of the work here was done by
Hippolyte Flandrin, the painter, to whom a
monument has been set up in the north aisle of
nave. This is of white marble, and includes a
bust of the artist between two columns and anicB,
which carry a canopy, a not inelegant mixture
of classic and Gothic forms. The canopy, or
pediment, encloses a trefoil arch, and has a sort
of crocketing running up the two outside lines;
but the mouldings are classical, and the whole
is supported on four Roman cantilevers. The
monument is inscribed,—A Hippolyte Flandrin,
ses amis, ses Aleves, ses admirateurs. Lyon
XXIII. Jfars. MDCCCXI. Rome, XXI. Mars’
MDCCCLXIV.

THE HOSIERY MANUFACTURE.*
The stocking-frame, which was also the basis of

the lace machinery, was invented in Queen
Elizabeth’s time. The name of the inventor
seems to have been Lee, but very little is known
about him. That he was a man of respectability
in worldly position would appear from the varied
accounts of him,—that he was at one time a
student of Oxford; that he belonged to St.
John’s College, Cambridge; that he was made a
B.A. in 1582-3, and became a clergyman in his
native parish of Woodborough, Notts, or Calver-
ton, or a cnrate in some obscure part of Sussex

;

that his name was Leigh, not Lee,—in short, as
a Scotsman would say, there have been a good
many " lees ”

told of him, and it is hard now to
get at the truth. Lee is said to have originated
his machine under the influence of love and
marital pity

;
yet we are also led to believe that

he never had either wife or child ; that he in-
vented it moved by hatred to a knitting-needle
woman, who would not marry him. Nice
romantic stories have been told of both the
married Lee and the bachelor Lee : perhaps the
iachelor of arts fell away from his bachelor-
hood and became a benedict, so that he retained
a sort of title to be both a married man and a
quasi bachelor.

Qneen Elizabeth, when his invention was
recommended to “ her highness ” by Lord
Hunsdon, who wished her to give the Notts
clergyman a patent for it, replied, she should be
very sorry to grant a monopoly that would ruin
many poor knitting-needle women

;
but that, if

his invention had been one that would have knit
silk stockings, which it conld not do, she might

• “A History of the Macliioe-wrought Hosiery and
Lace Manufactures.’’ By Willtam Felkin, F.L.S., F 8 8.
Xoadon: LongmsDs, Green, & Co. 1867.

’
'

have granted the request. Whether this both
sagacious and short-sighted reply led Lee to
modify hie worsted-stocking machine so as to
form one for knitting silk stockings, may be un-
certain, like all else

; but it is probable, as indeed
13 the stoiy altogether. Nevertheless, Lee had
to take himself and his inventions to France,
where he was well received by Sully and others

;

but, at the time of the assassination of the
French king by Ravafflac, Lee’s affairs fell into
disorder, so that he died of a broken heart

;
on

which his brother, James Lee, and seven out of
nine workmen, returned to England with their
stocking-frames, and established themselves in
Old-street-sqnare, where they founded the manu-
facture which still retains a place in the occnpa-
tioDB of East Londoners,

Jpdediah Strutt, the inventor of the rib-
hosiery frame, which was just Lee’s frame, so
adapted to the formation of ribbed-stockings
that the frame might be need either with or
without the ribbing mechanism, was far more
fortunate than the obscure and almost apocry-
phal original inventor. While poor Lee reaped
little else but poverty, premature death, and
utter family extinction, Strutt became a wealthy
man, and his grandson is Lord Helper—a peer of
the realm. This sort of issue appears to be the
stereotyped order of events amongst inventors :

yet there are remarkable exceptions to the
rule.

The lace-machine was an out-birth or off-
shoot from the stocking-frame

; but we cannot
here enter further into that interesting subject,
and must restrict ourselves to a condensed
extract on the subject of its ancient equivalents
from Mr. Pelkin’s interesting but diffuse work
on an intricate network of inventions, as a
specimen of the style of the volume.

“Dr. Johnson defines network to be ‘ anything reticn-
latedor decussated at equal distances, with interstices be-
tween the intersections.’ The rarietiee of network are
almost infinite; the methods of prodnction must be
equally diversified. For many ornamental purposes the
simple method of making nets, such as were used in
every-day life, would be employed in producing fringes
and other large objects. The iJea was so natui^ as to
occur to any mind, above all a female one.
Making nets by the hand for fowling, hunting, and

fishing, had been, without doubt, practised from the most
ancient times. Such nets are represented on the monu-
ments of Babylon, Nineveh, and Egypt. Bo universal
was their use, that, literally or metaphorically, they are
found as illustrations in the most ancient writings of every
nation. The pages of the Old Testament furnish ex-
amples. Job says—‘He is cast into a net by his own
feet,' ‘ God hath compassed me with His net.’ There does
not seem to have been any material alteration in the in-
strument used to produce these common articles, during
the long intervening series of ages, or in the way in which
the mesh was formed, knotted, and fastened.
The needle or shuttle, npon or in which the netmaker

placed his supply of corded string or line, was passed just
as it ever has been through the loop he bad opened, and
the thread was tied into a firm knot, incapable of slipping,
at the exactly measured distance from the last formed

Almost as soon as these nets are named by any of these
old authors, lace is mentioned; not only as a cord, but
also as an ornamental part of dress. Lace may be de-
scribed as plain or ornamented network, consisting of a
thread or threads of flax, cotton, silk, gold, or silver; in-
terwoven, drawn, platted, looped, or twisted so as to form
beautiful texture. Articles ot female attire, depicted in
paintings on the walls of Egyptian and Nubian temples
and tombs, are believed to represent such networks in
looped or darned crochet, on patterned hems of garments.
On on® of the Egyptian pictures in the great temple of
Ombos, the goddess Athos wears a headdress resembling
lace. Kosselini, in plate 41 of his great work on Egypt,
shows two figures who appear to be twisting two threads,
and forming what seems to be a reticulated open work.
At p. 79, neck coverings are seen, but whether of twisted
or drawn open network cannot be ascertained. But at
p. 96 the ends of musical instruments are ornamented with
netted tassels, each mesh having snob or knot suspended
from it. At pp. 98 and 99 are figured transparent dresses
of females, ornamented seemingly with beads, but whe-
ther on needle-work lace is uncertain. At p. 133 is a
female figure whose shoulders are covered by a worked
tippet of handsome appearance, the pattern of which
might have been of drawn needle-work. Fringed borders
were certainly applied to Egyptian articles of dress.
A lace of blue is thrice mentioned in Exodus, and was

probably a fringed narrow lace or braid. Fringes are ex-
ressly named in Numbers and Deuteronomy; and
Dotted fringes became amongst that people throughmany

ages of significant religious import.’’

The author might have here adduced a carious
example of this religious import amougst Chris-
tiauB. The hat of the Roman Catholic cardinal
has cords ending in tassels of nec-work radiating
as it were from a single knot, first into two,
then into four, then into sixteen, exactly on the
principle of a symbol which is said to occur at
the entrance into the “ Sorcery Hall” of New
Grange in Ireland, and which is referred to in a
letter on “ Geometrical and other Symbols” in
the Buxlder of 11th July, 1863.

Mr. Felkin ranks in Nottingham as one of the
best authorities on the subject of machine-
wrought hosiery and lace manufactures. He is

now in his seventy-second year, and the work
under notice is a remarkable product at such

an age : it is only a pity it is so diffuseji
The intricacy or complexity of the subject,

u

however, in some measure necessitated snchii
a style of treatment in any work not liableli

to be regarded as a mere sketch or abridgedq
history of the inventions connected with’'
machine-wrought hosiery and lace manufac-f
tores; whereas this book professes to be a fnli'l

and authentic history, and for which it must!
be accepted. Of the prolixity which was deemed t

unavoidable he himself says, referring to his |

work :

—

“It bas been a laborious one from the necessity of giving
an account of many inventions, patents for which, in
numbers and prolixity of specification probably une.v-
smpled in any other manufacture, have had to be investi-
gated. The short notices of these in the patent list issued
from the otDce in London since this work was written
form a volume of 1,070 pages. The present author has
accounts of 383 English patents in hosiery and 331 in

altogether—many of them of immense length.
The study ot these mechanical descriptions is not
favourable to elegance of composition, which may account
for some defects m the volume. Such an intricate mass of
details must also, after employing the utmost care, pro-
duce errors in narration.”

Nevertheless, Mr. Felkin has affded an im-
portant and interesting volume to the history of
inventions.

THE LATE MR. JOHN HARDMAN.
The revival of the art of metal-working

and glass-painting owes much to Mr. John
Hardman, who died at his residence, Clifton-
park, Bristol, on the 29th ult., at the early ago
of 55. An accidental interview, in the year
1837, with the late Mr. A. W. Pugin, at that
time Professor of Architecture at Oscott College,
resulted in Mr. Hardman’s taking np the views
entertained by the architect, and a friend-
ship began, which terminated only with the life

of Mr. Pugin. Mr. Hardman entered thoroughly
into the views of Pugin, and was the medium by
which the conceptions of the latter were realised^. i

He thus gave Birmingham a new industry. Mr. '

Hardman was a liberal supporter of the local i

institutions, and was known for a most charitable-
disposition.

DUCAL FETES AT ALNWICK.

A SERIES of magnificent entertainments was
given at Alnwick Castle last week, in honour of
the coming of age of the eldest grandson of the
Duke of Northumberland, Lord Warkworth.
FHe after f^te succeeded each other for four
days, commencing on the 29th ultimo. The
stately repast at which two thousand guests were
seated in one hall ; the excellent replies, full of
hopeful, earnest acknowledgements of the re-
sponsibilities of wealth and rank, and weighted
with good words, that the yonng lord made to
the numerous addresses of the tenantry of his
grandfather; the grand banquet to the volunteers,
of whom Lord Warkworth is colonel

;
the draping

of the town with flags and banners; the dinner
of dainty dishes in the greatest profusion and
most startling forms, to which every child at-
tending either of the schools in the town was
invited

; the fireworks, the salutes, the bell-
ringing, in which the silver-toned old Norman
and Early English bells of St. Michael’s Church
seemed actually to rejoice

; the ball to which the
Duke invited two thousand of his friends and
neighbours

;
and the concluding feast to the

army of workmen and helpers, have been ably
and duly chronicled with Eroisaart-like minute-
ness by the local press. We are about, only, to
notice the structural features of the accommoda-
tion provided for the reception of this very
numerous company. The state apartments, we
must premise, built by the late duke, and so
sumptuously finished in the Cinque-Cento stylo,
as formerly described in these columns, were
occupied by the Earl and Countess Percy and a
circle of friends. Within, however, the cirenm-
vallation of the castle, there is a vast hall,

135 ft. long, built in the recent remodelling of
the edifice, known as Hotspur’s Hall, as well as
by the name of the Guest-ball

;
bat even this

was not adequate for the well-ordered and
stately entertainment of two thousand guests.
It was cleverly enlarged by the following
means :—A large portion of the facade looking
upon one of the courtyards was removed, and
the yard in question was used as the site of a
temporary booth, which was built up to the per-
manent building, so as to form a very spacious
X*8baped hall. The roof of the Guest-hall was
supported at the gap formed by the removal of
the frontage by four arches, upheld in their turn
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by foar square pillars. The ingeDoity of this
oontrivance is enhanced by the economical
adaptation of a piece of constrnction that has
already done service on the banks of the Tweed
as well as on those of the Tyne. The booth in
question is the property of Mr. J. Eichardson,
builder, Alnwick, to whom was confided the
task of erecting it as an extension of the Guest-
hall. It consists of a centre and two aisles.
The central portion is 60 ft. wide, and has a row
of pillars 20 ft. high and 10 ft. apart. Over this
a high-pitched roof rises 16 ft. above the wall
plates, formed of rafcers 30 ft. long, though but
4i in. by 3 in., to which sufficient strength is
given by the introduction of light iron ties and
small struts. This light though strong frame-
work is covered with canvas rendered waterproof
by oil and other materials. The aisles have
lean-to roofs stretching from the pillars uphold-
ing the central roof to the sides of the yard. It
is 130 ft. long by 90. ft. in width. These dimen-
sions, added to those of the gnest-hail, gave a
covered space of 225 ft. in length, and 135 ft. in
width at one end, and 90 ft. at the other, in
which, for fonr days, banquets and a ball suc-
ceeded each other till every tenant, and nearly
every neighbour of the duke,—man, woman, and
child,—was feasted and entertained in honour
of the auspicious event. The Earl and Countess
Percy most happily represented his Grace
whose advanced age rendered the jonrnoy
from Torquay, where he is at present residing
nnadvisablo.
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large lantern with side lights all round it. and
which 18 also partially roofed with glass, an
intervening ceiling of ornamental glass in panels
serving to soften the effeot of the vertical light,
the lantern is supported by stained principals
springing from corbelled shafts, which terminate

Btring-ooarse. The glass ceiling
IS 29 ft. above the floor. The strong room is
hreproof, and is fitted with one of Chubb’s
patent fireproof doors. There also is a bullion
sale opening out of it, encased with case-hardened
steeh and also fitted with a Chubb’s door. The
architect ia Mr. Robert Griffiths, connty eur-
veyor

1 and the work has been carried ont bv
Mr. H. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton.

“ IRISH ARCHITECTURE.”

Under a sketch showing the tenant of an
Insh hat digging away the floor of it, Punch
thus records a conversation,—” Jngler (in Ire-
land).^ ‘ Hallo, Pat, what are yon about now ?’

Pat. ‘ Shore, I’m raisin’ me roof a bit, yer
hononr-r !

’ ” Onr merry and wise contempo-
rary would scarcely suppose that this mode of
raising the ceiling is not more Irish than Eo-^-
liah, and is constantly being pursued in base-
ments m the metropolis, under circumstances
mnoh more dangerous than occur in the poor
bog-trotter’s hut, whore the weight of the cabin-
walls is as nothing. Of course, when the dis-
tnct surveyor is informed, as the law requires
proper steps are insisted on to ensure stability •

but the operation ia constantly performed with*
ont the knowledge of that officer, and the walls
are left standiug on a bank of earth, to the great
danger of the tenants on both sides. In shoot-
ing at what might bo thought an Irish bull, our
Mentor has hit a London danger.

SURVEYORSHIP, FISHMONGERS’
COMPANY.

This appointment was decided on Monday
last. There were thirty-oight candidates,
amongst whom were Mr. C. Barry and Mr
Gardner. Six were selected, namely, Messrs.
Clark, Knightley, Marrablo, Parkinson, Eitohie,
and Saunders. The contest eventually lay be.ween Mr. Clark and Mr. Knightley, and endedm tbe election of the former.

THE NEW EISTSIOT BANK, STAPPOED.
The principal street of Stafl-ord has within

the last few years undergone great improve,
ments, bnt the new Manchester and Liverpool
District Bank, which is now almost completed
IS the most elaborate piece of street architecturem the town, according to the local Advertiser.
this now bnilding, says onr authority, ia of rod
brick with Hollington stone dressings, and the
shafts which support the capitals in the windowsMd doorways arc of red Mansfield stone The
style IS Gothic, treated with considerable free
doni, and an almost profuse employment of
carving and other ornamentation. The front is
divided into three gables, terminating with
finials. The whole width is 4A. ft. each
gable there is an omameutal opening, and amoulded string-course crosses the front in a lino
with the corbels or gable knees. The first floor
IS lighted with three windows, the centre oneoontaming two, and each of the others threehghtB There are balconies with ornamental
wronght-iron railings at the front of these win.dows, which are supported by brackets projectingfrom a deep string-oonrae. Below there are two
three-hght windows on each side the entrance.
All the door and window openings inside andoutside have shafts of red Mansfield stone snp.porting carved capitals. The upper portions ofthe windows are of solid stonework, piercedwith oironlar openings of various sines Themam entrance doorway in the centre is lofty
wide, and deeply recessed. Double shafts Bm-monnted by carved capitals, support the archwhich IS monlded. An inner arch, forming halfa qnatrefoil, is filled with floriated ironworkTie bank itself is 40 ft. 6 in. long, by 23 Itwide. It IS entirely lighted from the top by a

NOTES PHOM THE CHAMP DE MAES.*
Lt commenting on the Eiissian pictures I mustdepend upon the French translation of the nn

roaeable and nnpronounoeable Russian namoa ofthe artists
; and, therefore, if I am guilty of auv

egregious solecisms, I take this method of denre
oatiDg your and their anger

^

la C6te Meridionale de Ci-imho,” and a dolioions
moonlight on the water, — aomowhat yellowmethinks for moonlight, bnt so peaceful andcalm, and the ripple of the wayelets charm-

‘“''H on the rocky
cliff to tbo left, with its spires and roofs bathtdm the same quiet splendour, is admirable 1 hia
picture IS outside, and to the left of the entrance
to the gallery; while on the right is seen
Swertohkofl's •• Csar Alexis Miohaolowitch reyiewmg his Troops.” The field of the reyiew issnow and ice, so well represented that it shiyersone to look at it; and, contrasting with thebliiey whiteness, a large crimson banner bearmg a giant-sised head of Christ, floats languidlyaboye the troops. The horses of the three prin-cipal figures wear strangely barbaric-looking
anklets on their forelegs. Hornwsky shows fwonderfully painted "Portrait d’nno yieilleLithnanionne,’’ with Denner-esqno skin, andyema in the hands; bnt, if there had been ashade less redness in the flesh, the old-age cfi-ectwould have been more successful.
Here, as in most of the foreign galleries dis-treasmg subjects predominate, and yci whilethey sadden an English spectator; bnt of allthe painfal pictures, I think the one that

Siro™d‘°
*“>'’>' iB. “ Mort Icgcn.dairo de la Pnneesse Tarakanoff.” She isrepresented robed in faded crimson yelyet andwhite satin, both most admirably painted

; she

the sea, wh.ch-excited by a now spent storm-has risen aboye its bounds, and is rnshing in atthe barred window, flooding and filling the dankslimy dungeon. The princess is standing on her

her hL“k
’ 8- for coyerlet'her back pressed against the damp green stonesof her prison-wall, at which her thin “hiShands conyulsiyoly olntoh

; and the rats arecreeping up wot and dripping, ont of the rising

Tf
Hlrcady attained to the leyc!of the bed. The moonlight that streams oyerthe Princess s upturned face, swollen eyelidsand oonynlsod bosom, make of them a horriblenightmare, not soon to be forgotten. Of course

affeot'°thrh»h rU'’
“'^/“'8iM8, or it couldUaffect the beholder so deeply

; but it would bean awful companion to haye in a lone midnichtwateh, especially if that watch chanced to®beheld in a solitary oonntry.house, on a stormy

Tmc '“"’•‘“S mournfully out

wtoLw.p^nL"” “8
On a stand in the centre of the Enssian gal.

«™ll‘‘2’
“ admirable bronae groups Edsmall figures similar to those which deswyedly

attracted attention in the 1862 Eahibitiom

* Bee pp. 374, S93, ante.

Nicbolaa Lieberich is the principal contributor
‘•'8 marble, jewelry, and preoiuns stones

department a statuette, with " Sokoloff” on thebase-whethor the name of artist or subject Iknow not-is yery beautiful from its simplicityand quiet dignity. It is merely a young manstandiug m an easy attitude, with crossed arms

2ro ronS P"™ is

Being m this court, I must pay a just tribute
0 admiration to the fine mosaic, intended
doubtless for church-decoration, executed after
Professor Nefi-s picture by Michel Chmioboaki,
although already mentioned in the Builder,
Ibere are twenty-two heads rather larger than
life-size, the yanety and expression of which are
yery remarkable; and the rich colouring upon
the gold ground is extremely beautiful.

In the gallery of the kingdom of Norway andSweden the kmg, Charles XV., oooupies anhonourable position as a landscape-painter

wEl t'^r'™r"
kingdom exhibits a largework taken from ir,8 own especial soenorv

; andeach 18 an admirable production. The " Lake ofBrunnsyiken, near Stockholm,” is a charming
hit of land and water; and tbe “Norwegian
Landscape very beautifnUo look upon. Baade
hasatoimly ‘Night-scene on the Coast of Nor-

r Y.’ 1 i®
°°,’

'' Norwegian Sea-birds—Grouse-
lighted by the midnight snu

;

” some " Flowers ”
among which the roses are yery good; and
Shells and Jewels” on a red cloth, with acandle burning, ,n which, if the flame had been

the least trifle brighter, the efi-ect wonld hayebeen mngical. Hans Gude has a very fine water-
piece on a large canvas, “ Return of Whale-

M Madame Johanna
^

p
good-natured old

paterfamilias, sleeping in his arm-chair, evi-aently makes up with bis snoring the ” third ”
part. Mamma is trying to rom^o him, nnob-
served by the musicians

: verily human nature
IS the same m all countries

Soederman, of Stockholm, has a yery prettysma I huntiiig.groiip, price 500 francs, with acapital likeness of onr Prince of Wales, and—
‘kerefore, suppose also-of King

Christian, Prince Oscar, and another, with fdead stag lying before them.
B. Berg has a loyely eyening effeot in a Swedish

lamlsciipe, and a capital “ Waterfall ;” BoklundDn Savant
; Fagcrlin, three clever pictnrea—

the lace cap m one of which ('Jalousie”) ia amarvel of stereoscopic efi-eot
; Hoeckert, a notice-able large picture, “ laoendio dans la PalaisEnyal de Stockholm, le lor Mai, 1697” „iti,many good points, bnt marred by tbe dwarfishwoman carrying a dog, and the legs of the mandescending the lower flight of stairs, which are

Tke same artist’s “ Intdrienrd nno Tente Laponne is mnoh more satisfactory,
with Its good.lookingyonngconplo-the husbandmaking a not, and the wife caressing her bnndled-
n^P baby, sliing to the roof. Lindogren, in Le

a nretT'’'
!•“ ‘Un ?

ploasaut cottage interior, witha pretty Engl.ah-lookiug barefooted youngster

K h l°” in? n” P'diog itself, basin and spoon
’

f o? p’ ^ >^8 Post has a clever portraitof M. Prolich, which (to indulge in a Germanpun) must be a happy likeness
; and Wirgin

P''.8“.i' kljlocarlian peasant, that reminds

“nr
°"k“.™e’B pleasant pictures, andspmks well for tlicir truthfulness.

Denmark seems to group in natcrally withEnasia, Norway and Sweden, and hero wo finda charming picture by Gertnor, “ Lee deuxAmis in which a darling child, half dressed,has Its arm round the neck of a beantifnl Land,

room H
“““e old dog, in a richly -furnishedroom that makes a line background to the

StiTofYn''™!’ P^^^it. t)7 the same
artist, of Comte Pys de Frysenberg” is adini-

fcriohau haseight excellent works, of which the most noticeable are ‘‘The Wounded Soldier.” rememS
fo?7hf°

“ klxkibition; “ Hn Matelot Dunois,”
forcible as Hook, and wonderfully like him incolouring

, and “ Le Euoeommodage des Filets,”where the net hangs across the picture, with ahandsome daik-haired woman and a child
standing before it. and a pretty little thing onthe other side, its bright face showing thrbngh
tie meshM, Easmnasen has a delicious " BeechWood m Early Spring;” Rump a beautiful bit
ot the Wood of Prcdencksberg, with a broad
river or lake showing through the boles of
bceoh-trees, and a group of Danish ootatiu
frisking on its pleasant bosom

; and Soerensen
has. two fine pictures of large size, "MatingdttOBurla Bade d’Elseneur,” and '‘Lever dnSoleil k Skagen ; Tempete,” which is a lovely
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thing, and grows more and more grand

the longer it is studied.

Some outline drawings by Frolich,

illustrating various poems, are ex-

tremely delicate yet clear and distinct,

especially those for “ Hero and Lean-

der and a bust of a man with a won-
derful name, Bjoernsbierne Bjoernsen,

the work of H. V. Bissen, speaks for

itself as being an excellent likeness.

E. F. H.

NORMAHHUEST, BATTLE,
SUSSEX.

The name of “ Normanhurst ” has
been given to this mansion now in

course of erection on land of historic

interest, in connexion with the Battle

of Hastings, the Normans, and “Hurst,”
which is the Sussex name for a wood.
It stands near to the town of Battle, on
high land, at the entrance of the vale

Ashburnham, and commands a magnifi-

cent view of the surrounding country,

Battle Abbey, the town and castle of

Hastings, and the whole of the Channel
from the South Foreland to Beachey
Head. The site thus overlooks every
spot traversed by the army of William
the Conqueror, from the landing in

Pevensey Bay to the battle-field.

The buildings form a conspicuous
group in the landscape, and are clearly

visible from the sea. The plan will ex-

plain the general arrangements of the
mansion, and it will be noticed that the
principal rooms are formed ea suite ;

and are very lofty. The mansion is

constructed entirely upon fireproof prin-

ciples, and in addition a water supply
is carried around the building, with
hydrants at frequent intervals, to com-
mand every portion. The approach to

the conservatory has been contrived so

as to render the whole extent of it

visible from the hall.

Au octagonal tower rises from the
south-west angle, having a prospect

balcony and a lofty stone spire. The
buildings are constrncted of local hard
blue stone, with dressings of Portland
stone, and are roofed with Broseley tiles,

with bands and patterns
;
and are in

the style of the age of Francis I. The
offices and kitchen department are, of

-course, planned with all the modern
-appliances. Access is given to the

kitchen-yard by two octagoual towers

-and a large entrance-gate, flanked by
pinnacles.

The water-tower, nob shown in the

view, is a conspicuous object in the

•landscape, being of great height. It

will supply the whole of the house,

offices, stables, and gardens with water,

which is raised by a steam-engine from
a deep artesian well. The laundry ad- i

joins the water-tower, and is worked by
the same steam-engine that raises the

water.

The gi’oup of stable buildings stands

at some distance from the mansion.

These form three sides of a quadrangle,

while the entrance gateway and a lofty

spire occupy the fourth. The spire is

prepared for a clock and musical bells

to play the Oxford chime. A covered

drive to exercise the horses during in-

clement weather extends around the

quadrangle. Aapacious kitchen-garden,

with forcing houses of all kinds, and a
gardener’s cottage adjoin the stables.

The buildings are for Mr. Thomas
Brassey. They have been designed and
suporiubended by Messrs. E. Haberahon,
Brock, & Webb, architects, and are being

erected by Messrs. Lucas, Brothers. The
outlay has, of course, been large.

Inauguratiojj of a New Synagogve.

A new synagoguo for German Jews re-

sident in London has been inaugurated

with great cerem6Dy. The building

was formerly known as New Broad-

street Chapel, City, and will contain

about 700 persons.
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THE SOCIETY OF ARTS’ PRIZES.

The Prince Consort’s prize of twenty.fiye
RUineM has been awarded to William Meadows,
aged 19, of the Cityof London College, clerk, who,
in^this and the three preceding years, has ob-

following first-class certificates :

—

1S_64. Chemistry—first-class certificate, with first

j.
physiology—first-class certificate,

with first prize
;
geometry—first-class certificate,

with first prize. 1865. Book-keeping—first-class
certificate. 1866. Navigation and nautical
astronomy—first - class certificate, with first
prize

5 principles of mechanics—first-class certi-
ficate, with first prize; algebra—first - class
certificate. 1867. Arithmetic— first-class certi-
ficate, with second prize

; domestic economy—
first-class certificate, with first prize; English
literature-first-class certificate, with first prize •

mensuration—first-class certificate, with first
prize. Free hand drawing-Joseph Harris, 22
Royal Polytechnic Institution, draughtsman, first
prize, 5hj_Henry Edward Gilbert, 22, Rugby Insti-
tute, solicitor 8 clerk, second prize, 3h Geometrical
drawing, John CoulsonNicol, 19, AberdeenMecha-
nics Institution, architect, first prize, 51 . ; WilliamCarter, 18

, ManchesterMechanics’ Institute, engi-
neer, second prize, 31. The Company of Coachand Coacb-harness Makers’ prize of 3?. is

Chelmsford Literary
and Mechanics' Institution, coach-painter; second
class certificate m free-hand drawing, with the
highest number of marks obtained, in that sub-
ject, by a candidate employed in the eoach-makmg trade. The Company of Goldsmiths’
prizes are awarded as follows First prize, 51.to James Rowan. 16

.
Belfast Academy, goldsmithand jeweller— first-class certificate in arithmetic,

with highest number of marks obtained by aworker m the precious metals
; second prize, 31,Thomas George Johnson, 17, Royal Polytechnic

Institution, Bilversmith-third-class certificate inaruhmetic, with the second highest number of

metals
^ worker in the precions

(the meaning of which is not very clear to the
ordinary observer) exhibits the process of cast-

testing the first Armstrong gun at
Woolwich, which event occurred during the
administration of Lord Herbert in the post of
War Minister. With regard to the statue itself,
it portrays Lord Herbert, robed as a peer,
standing with bis head bent rather too much
downward m a position expressive of deep
thought, and supported by the right hand the
elbow resting on the left, which holds a roll of
papers. At the feet of the statue are some
books The likeness is satisfactory, the drapery
well disposed, and the whole creditable to the
sculptor Mr. J. H. Foley, R.A. Messrs. H.
Prince & Co, were the founders.

THE CLOISTERS.
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aPhPaas P looked forward with some

interest for Mr. Burges’s promised lecture on
the Future of Architecture.” I feel not a little
disappointed, for Mr. Burges seems to mo tohave left out the very pith and marrow of what
such a lecture on the future should, in my
opinion haye contained, yiz., a distinct state-ment of present foundational evils and short-
Mmings. Mr. Burges has forgotten them. What,
then, are they ?

It seems to me that there are two things be-
fore al others to be aimed at i-thepreseryation
of the little that is left of past art in its integrity
and truthfulness, ,.e., the old handwriting L it
13 ! and then, the distinct recognition of the
actual art-handwriting of Hying and working
artists, as distinguished most distinctly from ike
unfounded claims of those who merely employ
them. If thirteonth-centnry French Gothic is
better than any other style of architecture, then
IS It the duty of all to study it, and certainly to
rtrfisfiviio il- . - .y. .

^.
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thing that looks like it remaining to us from the
past. If to draw the figure, whatever that may
mean, be the one thing needful, and if the chief
glory of the future of art is to be the capability
in the artist or architect, whether young or old
of drawing the human form, then the main
thing m the whole business is, first and fore-
most, that we should single out and appreciate,and honeitly own, the personality of the draunlits-man hxmself, and not consent to take what he

I

produces from the hands of another man whohas merely hought such result. Sir what arewe now doing? I gay, two things, directly
antagonistic to those foundational principles

—

destroying systematically and purposely theworks of the old artists; and refusing, as syate-
rnatically and purposely, to recognize the work
of the living artists. No man can possibly deny
the truth of these four primitive propositions
and how any one could come to read a lectnre
on the future of architecture without noticing
either one of them, may be a fair matter ofwonder, if not of regret. Mr. Burges has
Blissed them, so perhaps you will allow me toadd a few sentences to his otherwise capital
paper. ^

First, then, one or two rongh statements of
art principles and facts. That the power and
influence of capital in these days is all-absorbing
few will be found to deny. lu all departments
tins IB so; but m fine-art matters things havenow arrived at such a pass that art itself has
been and is rompletely crushed out of all real
existence by it. Capital now-a-days buys up allthe art energy of the time, sells it again to the

appropriates to
Itself, unacknowledged, the whole of the credit
properly and fairly due only to the executive
and working artist himself, the real producer of
the art. Art action is now nothing more than
a sort of socially legalised system of pillage and
wholesale robbery, rendered possible by the
Ignorance of the public mind as to tho real
reason of the nothingness of modern art Art
and architecture are both, as Mr. Scott said
truly, starved; and for this one simple reason
the art capitalist eats up all the working artist
does, and so leaves him simply minus and empty
of everything. It has reduced him from an
artist, with both mind and hand, into a simple
labourer with hands only; but still, starved as is
the work, the art capitalist appropriates the
final results, and lives on them. This sir is
the present of art

;
and how Mr. Burges could

have brought himself to talk of the future, with-
out first sa-ying something of the present, I say
I cannot imagine. If anybody doubts this, let

him look at the present year’s Academy cata-
logue, and on the wall filled with what the
public are given to believe to be architects’
architectural drawings

! The one or two exoep-
tions are truly comforting to see, but they are
rare exceptions, and it is to be feared hardly at
all noticed

;
for when evil is at a climax, and

the cup all poison, a drop or two of wholesome
and clear fluid can hardly at first be expected to
be even recognised. Strange that all this should
have been missed. The future of art is not to
amend the present, but to reverse it. Those who
now, as art capitalists, pass with the world as
artists, will in the future be no artists at all,
but tradesmen and employers of labour merely;
and any one in that future making the attempt
to take so false a position, will most certainly
earn the well-known name given to advertising
medical charlatans, and treated by society as
they sometimes so deservedly are. If any one
be still incredulous, and feel inclined to say this
13 too hard a statement, then I would ask him
fo reflect for a moment on the results of the
Pans Architectural Prize Show, and cogitate on
the tremendous fact that it is now possible to
exhibit the drawings of a set of architectural
clerks, at the wages of common mechanics, to
hand them in to a Royal Commission sitting
round a table, and to have awarded to you
Imperial medals and European fame, and,
may be, Imperial smiles, for work which for
all that is in it you may never have even seen,
much less done anything to or touched, much
less again drawn yourself. Is the reader, with
these things in view, at all satisfied with Mr.
Burges’s lecture, or with this comment on it 2
No. It is, sir, with the utmost sorrow and
heart-felt regret,—and truth compels me to
make the confession as a matter of hopeful-
ness, that in Paris, at this moment, neither
architectural models nor architectural pliofojrcip/is
in the place of bond fide architectural draioings
are of any avail. There would seem to be no—o - —— "Li.KriA uuu ui pmaier, or caruDoara,
or photographic fluid, gold in the form of medals
can be ground. I know Mr. Burges is not con-
vinced. Once more. To watch that wonderful
movement now going on in the House of Com-
mons, called the Reform Bill, it is necessary to
walk over and on some encaustic tiles, and while
waiting for a turn sometimes, it is interesting to
pass from the frescoes to the floor, and it always
strikes me as something wonderful how poor
Pugin could at that time have designed and
drawn this very pavement so well and cleverly as
he did. It is Pugin's pavement, for he did it;
but if, at all puzzled, you should happeu to ask
“ Who did the pavement?’’ from the Chancellor
of the Exchequer downwards to the boy who
runs about with the telegrams, you will get the
same answer,—“ Minton’s tiles.” Sir Charles
Barry himself, though his statue is close by, so
his name is at least familiar, does not come in for
this pavement any more than poor Pugin.
“Minton” is triumphant here, and fairly a
household word. Surely the future of architec-
ture will comprehend the fioor of a room as well
as the roof. Before, therefore, we can possibly

,

write on the future of architecture, the present
must be looked at ; for out of it, as a flower out
of dung, the future must spring.

I fear I must not trespass on your space
; but

there are so many noteworthy sentences and
omissions in this lectnre that one feels at a loss
which to take as most to the present purpose.
Early French-Gothic architecture is for the
future, we are told, and the best possible : be it
so for_ the moment, at least. Mr. Burges is,
then, in a position to appreciate the extreme
beauty and surpassing value of the north cloister
of Westminster Abbey. It is now unhappily in
course of being sawn and hacked to pieces, or,
according to architectural modernism, “restored.”
The whole of the tracery of one bay is already
gone. Clerks, starved as they are, foremen, and
labourers soon make short work of Early Gothic
tracery

; but to really and artistically reproduce,
or even copy, the worthless rubbish, requires the
hand of a master and an artist architect. Sir,
of course I know what all this is being done for.
It is just as easy to play a tin trumpet in the
cloisters as in the Abbey : why not blow a note
of real triumph over the preservation of this
glorious bit of Early Gothic, instead of waiting
three months for its worse than total destruc-
tion—a modern falsehood ia its place ? While
we are about it, wby not have put in the cusps
without further destruction. Mr. Scott fancies
Gothic to consist in ornament, cusps, finials
spikes, and so on. Of the real nature and’

I foundation of Gothic, Mr. Scott has not the re-
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motesfc idea.* I have headed this short notice

the “ Cloisters,” in the hnmble hope that Mr.
Burges’s lore of Gothic will lead him to help

to indnce Hr. Scott to spare one of these bays of

real Gothic, not modem Puseyite cheap charch-

bailding ca’led Gothic, bat the real work. This

is of the present of architectare. TJp to the

present hoar the part of modern architectare

has been simply restoration, i. e., destraction

and falsehood, but the fatnre will be preservation.

Will Mr. Scott begin with the Cloisters, by the

simple process of leaving them to tell their own
art-story in their own antique language ? Let

Mr. Scott bear in mind that all is gone in Lon-
don bnt this little, the Temple Church, the

Smithfield Church, the Southwark Chnrch
;
and

the Abbey itself is disappearing fast day by day,

its colour all scraped off, and the honest light of

day shut out by forgeries. The little that was
left of the Gothic writing has all disappeared

from it and from them. Of your charity, then,

spare the Cloister.

Mr. Barges lectured before a very remarkable
society, and said that what most interested him
in this year’s architectural display was the

sketches by the clerks and students which com-
pose it,—the art handwriting, however feeble it

may be of those who are to succeed our present

race of capitalist architects and employers of

art talent and energy. All this is very signifi-

cant, and seems to me to indicate a very great

fact indeed, i.e. the ntter inadequacy of all our

present art societies, and academies, and insti-

tutes, and departments to meet the real want of

the age artistically. What is really wanted now
is an art society at once preservative and appre-

ciative,—to preserve the remnants of the great

artistic past, and to recognise the art power of

the present—the bond fide artistic power of

architect or student or workman, however great

or however humble. Compared with this, style

is nothing. Manufactured sham mosaic is as

bad, though “Early Venetian Gothic” in style,

as “ Bemasconi plaster,” Eighteenth Centnry
Gothic, and to my mind far, far worse. Such
needed society would see in style itself only a
means towards an end, and that end the bond

fide work of the workman, and its fair recognition

as such by artists and the public. Burges says

let us get written criticisms on these art signa-

tures. I say, Nonsense : every autograph best

speaks for itself and tells its own tale; the
further problem is not to criticise these speci-

mens of artistic writing, but to demand them of

every man who now moves about society as an
artist. Well may we now say with the old

prophet, “ Woe unto you who despise the dwell-

ing and inheritance of your fathers !” and
“ Woe nnto you who build up palaces with the

sweat of others !

’* C. Beuce Allex.

GREY FRIARS’ CHURCH.

We are informed in Stow’s “ History of Lon-
don ” that this church was 300 ft. in length, and
consisted of fifteen bays, with a corresponding
number of windows at each side and three large

windows at each end, one of those windows being
the gift of the Skinners’ Company, and another
of Queen Isabella, the church having been built

in the time of that public-spirited and unjustly

maligned queen. The church, probably, was
almost a facsimile of Austin Friars, built a few
years later. The bays of the present building,

called Christ Church, are equal to those of Austin
Friars, and its externa! width exactly the same,
as well as the heights of the nave and aisles. It'

is not known to whom Grey Friars’ Church was
dedicated. “ Christ’s Church” was its first

title, to distinguish it from “ Trinity Church,”
the first title of St. Paul’s; that being the nearest
church of equal importance. Its second title

was most likely “ Our Lady of Seven Dolonrs.”
Christ Chnrch is moat likely part of the old

building, being built of rough coarse-jointed

atone, with modem Portland stone dressings and
a coating of cement; and it is also probable that,

if the wooden pedestals supporting the gallery

•were removed, we should discover the remains of

the old eight-shafted piers which formerly sup-

ported the nave roof. There were no transepts

or central tower, but an octagonal turret at the

north-west angle, similar to that at Austin
Friars. The internal width is equal to that of

the cell of the Temple of Jupiter Olympius, at

* This is a hard saying, but what is Gothic ? Natural
Daterial usefully employed and written on by the archi-

tect, artist, or workman, each one by himself with his own
hand—the antipodes of art manufacture.—C. £. A,

Athens, and had a west tower been added equal

in width to the nave, its length would have
corresponded with the extreme length of that

temple. The depth of the cloister equals that

of the peristyle, and the whole extent of the
cloister court from north to south equals that of

either side of inclosure around the above temple.

It was by no means uncommon for Medieeval
architects to copy Greek temples as far as

written descriptions, without drawings, would
enable them to do so. Bath Abbey, St. Mary
Redcliff, and many others are Gothic Partbe-

nons, to say nothing of innumerable village

temples of Theseus, with steeples and bolls

added to them. Waltee Scaegill,

THE LA.W COURTS COMPETITION.

Sir,—It is generally reported that the decision

in this most important matter has at last been
virtually given. The boasted minute examina-
tion of the designs is said to have been set

aside, and the question narrowed to the single

point of hall or no hall ; or, according to another

report, narrowed still farther to the point of

position of hall. It is confidently asserted that

the Law Conrts Commission has determined
that a great hall is indispensable; and further,

that the legal business of the country cannot be

carried on unless the hall is placed one story

lower than the floor of the courts. I am only

repeating that which is currently reported
;
bob

supposing the statement to be accurate, I pre-

sume this so narrows the question that the
thing is settled, and that I shall not be pre-

mature in congratulating the fortunate winner
on his splendid victory. Lex.

PREVENTION OF FIRES.

Allow me to point out to you a reason which
I firmly believe to be the cause of many of the

fires which take place in the metropolis. And
this may be done by comparing them with those

of Paris.

How, may be asked, does that city, which has
nearly all its houses six or seven stories high,

suffer less from fire than London, with its small
buildingrs? This may be very easily answered
in considering that, although London possesses
the finest of engines and a most choice and well-

trained fire brigade, yet people shrink from
incurring the expense throagh calling them in,

' and very naturally try at the beginning to

extingnish fires themselves until it is too late;

and then the men are called, but, alas ! only to

see the building reduced to ashes.

Now, iu Paris this is quite diSerent; for as the
pompiers will extinguish any fire for nothing,

therefore at the least signs they are called, and,

of coarse, they very soon succeed in extinguish-

ing it while it is in its infancy.

I do not pretend to say the London brigade
should render their services for nothinsr, bub only
introduce the question, eo that wiser men than I

may take the matter into consideration.

G. T., Jun.

RESPONSIBILITY OF BUILDERS.

servants OE SUB-CON'TEACTOES.

Thb case, Normill ®. Brady, was an action recently
decided in ihe Fice-Chancellor's Court. It was brought
by the legal representative of a worlfman who had been
hilled by the fall of a board, as alleged, through the
negligence of the defendant's servants. The accident
occurred at the new railway-station at Cannon-street, City.

The defendants, Messrs. Brady, bad contracted to roof
the station with zinc, and the' had underlet the contract

to one Musgrove, who was to do the work, they supplying
the zinc. Their foreman measured the work weekly, with
a view to weekly payments to the sub-contractor

;
but the

workmen were not under his direction or management.
On the day in question there was a very strong wind, and
one of the men employed by the sub-contractor, Musgrove,
let aboard slip, which fell upon the deceased, and killed him.
The case was tried at the last Hummer Assizes at Guild-

ford, before Mr. Justice Willea, who was of opinion that
there was no case against the defendants, as the man who
caused the accident was not in their employ, and be there-

fore directed a nonsuit, reserving the point whether there
was any evidence of liability.

The Lord Chief Jostice, at an early period of the
argument, observed tbht, no doubt, if it could be made
out that Musgrove was Brady’s servant, then the man who
caused the accident would be so too. But the difilculty

the Court felt was in finding any evidence that Musgrovo
w-ae Brady's servant. It appeared, rather, that he was in

the position of a sub-contrnclor, and, if eo. then the man
was his servant, and not Brady’s. At the close of the
argument bis lordship briefly conferred with bis learned
brethren, ami pronounced judgment, in accordance with
this view, in favour of the defendants.

MONOLITHIC COLUMNS, LIVERPOOL.

Sib,—

I

n the old Liverpool Exchange news-room, now
being taken down, are twenty pillars, each about 24 ft.

high and 2 fl. diameter; the shalb of each being a single

block of the finest white freestone, without speck or flaw,

Ei«ht similar pillars stood ou the exterior centre of the

bniiding : these, after being carefully lowered, have been
cut ill two to be re-used.

The quarry from which these fine pillars were taken was
long since closed and built over

;
and such fine and pierfect

pieces of stone are seldom now obtained. It is a pity that

no use can be found for them in some other building, if

they be not required for the Now Exchange, without
destroying or mutilating them. Unless something be done
early to save them they may be treated like those already
spoiled. E. W. C,

“CLOCKING” CHURCH BELLS.

With reference to the letter of “ G. H.,” printed in the

Builder of the 2jlh ult., will you perir.it me to say that

although certain tunes are sometimes played on the bells

at two or three metropolitui churches by respected

chimers (which may be called an achievement), such music
is a miserable apology for that of the improved periodical

chimes. Moreover, in the cases alluded to, the bells are
“ clocked," or clappered; aud that this is a dangerous
practice, Mr. Walesby showed in a communication pub-
lished in the Builder of the 1st of December last, in which
he intimated that both Mr. E. B. Denison and the Eev. H.
T. Ellacombe had censured it in the moat unequivocal

manner.
Purely, then, when it is stated that more bells have been

cracked by hitching a rope '0 the flight of the clapper,

i.e
, by “clocking," than by all other means together,

such a practice ought to be discontinued.
A Casipasologist.

BEDFORD MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

Sib,—My attention has been directed to a letter signed

“A Victim,” published in your paper of the let inst.

At the next meeting of the Directors this letter will be

brought before tbem.
Being personally alluded to in the statement, “ that

more than a month ago, Sbarman told Usher, of this town,

who was awarded the 6oL, that lie need not trouble him-

self about it, as Peck, of London, who built the Essex

School, would be the author of this

I

beg to say this

statement is utterly untrue. I never said to Mr. Usher

the words attributed to me, nor any words of similar

meaniug.
, , . .,

It is untrue that Mr. Peck’s plans were placed in a side

room by themselves. I superiuteuded the unpacking and

hanging of the plans
;

all were placed in the same room,

and^all examined by the directors present at the meeting,

and on a subsequent day by a committee of selection.

Mr. Peek's plans were unknown to me, and were hung in-

dilfvrently with the others, end in so far aa I am capable

of judging, by no means the best place in the room.

1 did not know the author of any design, except one,

whose name was written on his design. I do not know
this gentleman. ... r -u
Some designs were reserved for the decision ot the

directors at their next meeting, which, however, was not

then, and has not yet been, given. Those reserved were

removed into another room. Mask SuABMAir.

%• We have also received a letter from Mr. Usher,

denying the correctness of the letter in question.

must call upon the writer of that letter to justify his

statement.

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

A GENERAL MEETING of the friends and
finbecribers to this charitable inatitation was
held on the 30th nit. at Willis’s Rooms, King-

street, St. James’s. The object of the meeting

was for the election of three pensioners on the

funds, two males aud one female. Mr. Benjamin

Haunen, president, took the chair.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings,

said it would be unnecessary for him to detain

the meeting long, as he bad but little to com-

municate. He found that the list contained the

names of nine candidates, four men and five

women, and he thought it a matter of congratu-

lation that the state of the funds and present

circnmetances permitted them to elect one-third

of the number who had put themselves forward

for election, instead of having a very long list

from which only a few could be successful. It

was always a matter of regret to have to send

any away, hut of coarse it was far greater when
the number was large. They were anxious on

all occasions to elect as many as possible ;
and

at the present time he could say that, if the

funds contiuned in the same position of pro-

sperity, there would bo another election in

November next, when those who were unsnccess-

ful that day might have the gratification of

obtaining a successful result.

The poll was then proceeded with, and at its

close Mr. Thorn, Mr. Cozens, and Mr. Stirling

officiated aa scrutineers. On their return with

the respective numbers, they announced the

succesaful candidates.

Mr. Bird said that, in looking over the lists,

he believed that 300 of their supporters bad not

been canvassed or asked for their votes, and im*
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pressed upon the unsuccessful candidates tbe
necessity for increased exerlinns. He concluded
by proposing a vote of thanks to tbe scrutineers
for the performance of their arduous tasks.
The motion, having been seconded, was duly

c-arried, and
Mr. Thorn acknowledged the compliment.
After some few observations by other

speakers,

The usual vote of thanks to the Chairman
concluded the proceedings.

mOPOSED COUET-HOUSE, MANCHESTEE.
At the last meeting of tbe Manchester Gene-

ral Purposes Committee, the principal business
related to the new Court-house for the city
which it has been determined to erect. Tbe
building in Bridge-street is very inconvenient;

tbeconrts of record and quarter sessions
the Corporation use tbe Assize Courts, and pay
900i. a year for the accommodation. Two sites
mr the new building had been selected, in Lower
King-street and in Minsbull-street, Portland
street. Tho latter was preferred, and the names
of BIX architects were chosen from whom the
hnal choice was to be made. A majority of the
Committee was in favour of Messrs. Mangnall &
Littlewood, who will therefore prepare the
designs, and under their superintendence the
Court-house will be erected. The cost is not to
exceed 25,000Z., and tho building will contain
four court-rooms, besides other necessary offices.

’ howpver, even after cbsogine them,
inej dja not C'irrespond in nil points. Keveriheless, fIhomass plans were accepted, The plBintjfl"8 p!were rejected and returned, together with 60 dollars, whichsum the plaintiff relused to accept. He now sued upon aqunnium meruit for his services in drawing up the plans
“““ aewgns submitted to the defendant.
The C^urt said that the question at issue was whethertoe pjaintifi shonld have accepted the 60 dollars, c

wnefber he is entitled to remonoration upon a quantum
“"“'Uu carefullj eiamined the whole of tbe

Lourt had no heeitation in savine that the
ptainlitf was en^titled to a quantum meruit. The plaintiffhad prepared the plans in question with much skill and
ability and had laboured under considerable difficulties.He had to restrict his designs within a certain estimated

was a matter which entailed a great deal
of calculation and thought. The Court gave as a reason
01 Its judgment, that plans had been required to be made
in conJortuiiy with certain precise conditions; that the
plaintiff had oomplied with these conditions

j that, how-
ever, the defendant derogated from these conditions byMcepting Mr Thomas’s plans, which were not in con-
lormiiy with them, and fheir acceptance by the defendant
and others was a clear violation of the conditions pro-
posed. All honest competition was thus set aside end
without competition there was no contract. Tbe plaintiff’s
quantum meruit u therefore good, ond the action is main-
tained with costs.

PAYMENT FOE A MODEL OF A FLOWEE
STAND.

has beengiven at the Rotherham County Court. Refusal to pay

-f j u
q'Jeation was supported on the ground

that It had been too late in being gent, that it w^is tooLeavv, and too expensive. Defendants, therefore, in-
Bisted on their right to have the contract rescinded Thejudge, alter hearing, said that, whether the defendants had

question he had to try.
T he delendants said they had the right on the ground that

^ three condi-
tions, which bad been broken by the plaintiff. Theseomdi ions, which the plaimiff denied, were that tbemodel was to be delivered by the end of January : that it

“Inexpensive and -hat it was to be only one-third the weight of another eland then in del'endanta' pos-
that themodel W88 not delivered until March 8tb, the price was

^^ter than that ol the old stand, As to the condition
® his honour thought thatthe delendsnts had been too late in insisting upon it andhe considered the word “inexpensive,” wa! too vague aterm for him to decide upon, aurt that a maximum sum

"“'erence to weight, he

Doinr^^V ni
®'’® agreement on that

nn ik’/ defendants would not
contract, but would only beentitled to some reduciiou in tbe piice as was clearly laid

thTer,*“i
^^’“7 Contracts." He therefore caL tothe conclusion that, on March 13th, the defendants were

to rescind the coiitracU, nor to claim any re-

.motri'S" tte full

AECHITECTS’ ACTIONS.
EEES V. POTTER AND ANOTHER.

This was an action (Bail Court, June 3) to recover the
araount^of an architect's bill. The plaintiff was an i.rchi-
tect at Dover. Ihe defendants were d<»iroas of erecting
a music-hall and A^mr residences at Dover, and they con-
sulted tbe plaintiff, and according to his esse he was to
have a per centage of 6 per cent, upon the minimum
tender, and that was 3,mi. for the residences anda surplossum for the music-hall, or S.tOuL for the whole. He had
prepared plans, Ac., in accordance with the directions ofthe defendants, and some tenders having been sent in, the
defendants oflered him ‘AOl. for his remuneration.
The defence was that there waa a special contract be-

tween the parties, and that tbe plaintiff was only to have
It. per cent, if the scheme went off.
The real question was this, whether tbe plaintiff was re

stricted to the preparation of plana for buildings which
would amount to 5,0002. The lowest tender was 8 OoOfupon the plaintitTs plans.

'

The eviuence was contradictory in every respect
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for 2002.

EECOVEEY OF CHAEGE FOE DESIGNS
SENT IN COMPETITION.

HOPKINS V. THOMPSON
: SUPERIOR COURT, -MONTREAL.

' This action tried before tJie Hon. Justice Monk, waibrought by plaintiff against the defendant for the re-
P®*" ®®“^- estimated coat of a certain
^ P"®® compensation and

^
* 1

.®®'’^'®®* in making certain drawings and

-last, after being in court two years. It appears that intho month of April, 1861, the defendant, on behalf of
‘o he belonged, and of

the spiritual director, adl^ossedaletter to the plaintiff, requesting him to (umiah.plans and drawings lor the erection of a church for the-congregation. At the same lime, this letter stStS in a•very minute and precise manner tbe bind of nlans wnH
required; the designation aud dimensions o: theibnilding; the material of vhich it was to be made and

•ilso that the total coat should uot exceed 32,006 dollars
tt was also mentioned in this letter, that tbe architectwhose plan would be used, and to whom the auperin

'^® I*® awarded. sCdL-weeivo 6 per cent, on the estimated coat nfwork; and tho architect whose plans would not suit

‘ iippear that the plaintiff accepted in an

’^v^r
its conditions; how“liver, he Old so in an implied way, inasmuch as he nro.nared plans in accordance with the letter, and sent themo the defendant. Other aiehitects were at the samelonie requested to compete. Among them was .MrAornas, This gentleman furnished plans and designs •

‘'® expensive. According to•liese plans the building would coat 36,n0O dollars which^aoeeded the price laid down by 4,u0n dollars Mrfhomaa 8 plans varmd m nmny respects from the condU
letl cr. In consequence

, « ® plans were returned to him. Thelatter then changed the plans, to have them correspondmih the views ot the defenduut, as contained in the Jotter

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Ft-rX;.—Tbe church of All Saints, North-street,

has recently been restored and altered. The
south aisle wall has been taken down and re-
built, a new vestiy and porch erected on the
south side, about one-half of the roof re-erected,
the entire church supplied with open seats, the
pillars and walls scraped and cleaned, a new
organ provided, and the old fittings replaced by
new ones. The restoration has been carried out
under the superintendence of Messrs. Atkinson,
of this city, architects, and as far as possible the
new works have been a restoration only of tbe
old work. Tho masonry, &c., haa been executed
by Mr. Brumby, the carpenter’s work by Mr.
Dennison, the plumbing and glazing by Messrs'
Hodgson, the paiuting by Mr. Leo, and the
re-decoration of the chancel ceiling by Mr.
Knowles, by whom also the reredos has been
decorated. The hot-water apparatus for heat-
ing the ohurch hae been supplied by Mr. Fryer.
Accommodation is now provided J'or 456, being
an addition of 14-2. The cost of the restoration
and a new organ amounted to about 1,5001.

Clifton {near Fork).—Tho new church here
has been opened for divine service.wi «,,,oo eci viee. Tho arcbi-

‘---“I- west end. The nave will .eat abontluecnurcn is Harly English, of a very plain and 600, and the galleries about 250 The architarfasimplo^character. The nave is 71 ft. long by are Messrs. Culshaw A Sumners, and

_

Godalmmp.—The chancel of the parish obnreb

fnn?
entirely restored, at an expense of about

d00(., to come from the Ecclesiastical Comrois-
sioners. There will be a new encaustic tile
pavement, a new communicn-rail and open stall-
seats, an open timber roof, the arcade arches
restored, as well as the Westbrook Chapel and
there will be erected a new south window. Mr.
Ewan Christian is the architect, and therestora-
Mon will be executed by Messrs. Moon & Son, of
Godalniing,

Croydon.—The Archbishop of Canterbnry has
ippointed Tuesday, June 18, for the consecra-
tion of St. Saviour’s Church. Since tho open-
ing of the building for divine worship, about
three months since, the church has been en-
riched by the completion of the east window in
stained glass, from the design of a townsmam
Mr. Barrand, of Lavers & Barraud, Bloomsbury;
and workmen are now engaged in erecting tbe
lateral screens of marble and stone, presented
by Mrs. Newman Smith. These will separate
the chancel from the organ chamber and th&
children’s chapel, and with the reredos, which
with the exception of the altar-piece, also tbe
gift of Mrs. Newman Smith, is still in the hands
of Mr. Theed, tbe sculptor, will, it is hoped, be
finished prior to the consecration. Tho whole of
the stained glass, marble, and carving, are spe-
cial gifts from persons who had previously con-
tributed liberally to the building fund.

Neivport.—St. Andrew’s Church, Church Aston,
has been rebuilt and re-opened. The design
was by Mr. G. E. Street, of London, and the
contract was carried out by Mr. Treasure, of
Shrewsbury. The building is Gothic of the
Decorated period. It is rectangular in form,
and consists of a nave, north aisle, a chancel,
and a chancel aisle. It is constructed of red
stone, from the quarry of Mr. E. M. Leeke,
with Gnnshill dressings. The nave is 60 ft. long
and 29ft. wide, and tbe chancel 26 ft. long and
20 ft, wide. The height of the building to the
ridge is 36 ft. The floor is paved with tiles, those
in the chancel being glazed. The ceiling of the
body of the church is plastered between the
ratters, that of the chancel being entirely of
wood, in the form of an arch

;
and it is said,,

that at the west end of the church each word of
tbe minister is as audible as in the chancel,
while the improvement to the singing is still
more evident. The glazing was done by Messrs.
Done & Davies, of Shrewsbury. The glass ia
semi-transparent, and of two colours, a sort of
pale green and cream-colour. The panes are
square and diamond-shaped, and are arranged
in various shaped figures, so as to suit the-
winclows. The church is estimated to seat about
350 persons.

Liverpool.—The memorial atone of the North
Shore Church has heen laid. It ia dedicated to
St. Paul. As tho locality indicates, tho church
will be esBontially a working man’s church, and
will be built on land given by the Earl of Derby,,
lying to the left of Bankhall-street, Derby-road.
Tbe plan consists of a nave about 70 ft. by 50 ft,
having side galleries, with a wide open chancel
2u ft. deep, separated by the chancel arch, sup.
ported upon detached stone shafts, having en-
riched caps. Tbe total cost, with the exception
of boundary walla and land, will not exceed
4,5001, The organ and gallery for tho choir will
be at the west end. Tho nave will seat about

; 1 iO » J. It,, iuijg uy
28 It. 6 in. wide, aud 35 ft. high, including the
roof. The transepts are each 27 ft. wide by
13 ft. deep, and the chancel is 34 ft, by 31 ft
wide, and 25 ft. high. The tower is 16 ft. 6 in'
square, and 94 ft. to the apex of the pyramidal
roof, which is terminated by an iron vane 9 ft.
high. The church is built of brick, faced with
Bradford stone, and Aucaster stone dressings.
Tbe tower arch, the transept arches, and that of
the chancel, and tbe organ-chamber are of the
same atone. The walls are plastered, and the
windows glazed with cathedral glass and coloured
margins, and in tbe west window of the tower
there is coloured glass in grisaille, presented by
Mr. Jones, the architect. The contractors were
Messrs. Biscombe & Hebdon for the brick and
stone work; Mr. Bellerby, carpenter and joiner-
Mr. Croft, the plasterer; Mr. Hartley, the
plumber and glazier; Mr, Ellis, the slater’; Mr.
Worthington, the painter; Messrs. Fryer &
Ayres, the smiths

; Mr. Cole, the stone carver •

and Mr. Jones, the wood carver. Mr. George
Harrison was the clerk of the works. The
names given to the church are those of St.
Philip and St. James, and its total cost has been
about 3,S00J.

..... vv/u.ouan uf ouuiuers, anu me Duijaer
Mr. George Home. The Earl of Derby, besides
having given 2,300 square yards of land, haft
promised l,000h for the endowment. The con-
tract for the building is 4,500h, and it is to
contain 850 sittings, half of them free.

Croston {Manchester).—The ancient parish
church of Croston, which haa been in a sad state
for some time past, has just been restored, and
re-opened for Divine service. The work has
been carried out under the direction of Mr.
Gordon M. Hill, of London, architect, and nearly
the whole of tbe cost of tbe restoration hae been
defrayed by private contributions and gifts.

Shottesbroolt,—For some years pasbthe weather-
vane of the spire of Shottesbrook Church has
been observed to be far from perpendicular, and
some twelve months ago it was thought desirable
to put up a new one. This led to the examina-
tion of the spire by Mr. Street, architect, who
condemned it as unsafe to stand. It was, there-
fore, decided to pull it down and rebuild it.

This work has been carried out by Messrs. Silver
builders, Maidenhead, and was brought to a con-
clusion by Mr. Eichard Silver laying the top
stone on the 17th ult., after whioh a special
service was held in the church, at which the
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buildera and workmen returned thanks for their

preservation from accident daring their perilous

work. Ocher works connected with this church

will have to be abaudoned or delayed, for want
of funds. It is to be hoped that the delay will

be but of short duration. This is the second

spire in this neighbourhood which has been re-

cently constructed by the same firm,

Lynmouth {North Devon).—A new church is to

be built here. The design consists of nave,

chancel, organ-chamber and vestry, and one

aisle. There will be a stone bell-gable at the

west end to contain two bells. The chancel will

be terminated by a circular apse, and will be

vaulted with red brick, having stone ribs, moulded
corbels, and stone bauds. The benches are to

be of English oak, and movable. The walls are

to be of local stone, having Bath (Bor ground)

stone dressings. The funds are being raised by
subscription. The design was selected in a

limited competition, and the author of it is Mr.
Edwin Dolby, of Abingdon, Berks.

Slindon.— The parish church, recently re-

stored, has been re-opened, although the works
have not been entirely completed, owing to

unforeseen delays. This church, founded by
Archbishop Anselm, dates back to the twelfth

century. Fortunately, enough has survived the

effects of time to enable the architect (Mr. T.

Graham Jackson, of London), to restore it to

nearly its original design. The north transept

contains a chapel, dedicated to Thomas k Becket

;

and the bones of St. Ledger are interred here.

The north and south aisles were added about

two centuries later. These were covered with
fresco paintings, similar to those that adorned

the original structure. Many of them were
discovered during the restoration j the effect of

the air caused them soon to fade, so that only a

few—outside the chancel arch and in the south

aisle—were preserved. The contractor for the

works of restoration was Mr. Robert Bushby, of

Littlebampton. The total cost of the building

has been 2,1701.
;
but the funds raised amounted

only to 1,7591.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Ilary’s, Ealing.—Two new windows, de-

signed by Mr. Boddington, and executed by
Messrs. Heaton & Co., have been added to his

series in the chancel of this church. The sub-

jects already executed now run as follows :

—

John baptizing Jesus, Angels ministering to

Jesus after the Temptation, the Call of Peter
and Andrew, Jesus at the Weil of Samaria, the

Entry into Jerusalem, the Last Supper ;—the

Agony in the Garden, the Betrayal by Judas,

the Foot of the Cross, the Descent from the

Cross, the Three Marys going to the Sepulchre,

the Three Marys at the Sepulchre ;—the Angel
sitting at the Entrance, Jesus appearing to the

Magdalen, Jesus with the Disciples going to

Emmaus, Jesus appearing to the Holy Women,
Jesus showing his Wounds to St. Thomas, Jesus

saying to St. Peter, “ Lovest thou me.” The
other remaining windows, it is said, will be
shortly added.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Malmesbury (WiZ^s).—On Thursday, the 16th

ult., the memorial stone of a new Congrega-

tional church and schools was laid by Mr. H. 0.

Wills, of Bristol. The design is in the Early

English style, by Mr. Stent, of Warminster, and
the contractors are Messrs. Light & Smith,
Chippenham.

Sh‘'J}ield.—Montgomery Wesleyan Chapel, at

Cherry-hill, has been opened. It is in the

Decorated Gothic style of architecture, and is

capable of accommodating about 450 persons.

Over the entrance there is a small gallery, which
is intended for the use of the school children

and as free sittings. The seats in the body of

the chapel are approached by two side aisles, the

pulpit being at the extreme right, and the com-
munion-table in the centre. The pews, pulpit,

communion-table, and hassocks are of stained

pitch pine, and are all in keeping with the gene-

ral style of the building. The communion-rails

are also Gothic. The roof of the chapel is an
open one with tracery, hammer-beams, and car-

ried purlins, and from it are suspended two large

gaseliers. The windows are of ground-glass,

with stained edges Underneath the building

there is a large school-room, which is capable of

accommodating between 400 and 500 children.

The entire coat of the erection is about 3,200Z.,

towards which, at the time of the opening ser-

vice, only 1,600Z. had been raised. The archi-

tects were Messrs. Wilson & Crosaland, of

Sheffield.

Bristol.—The chief stone of Clifton-down new
Congregational Church has been laid. It is to

occupy the site of Down House, and will consist

of nave, chancel, north and south transepts, with
vestries and lecture-room beyond. The principal

front will face the Down. The centre portion

will be occupied by the tower, 22 ft. square, and
180 ft. high, finished by a light turret, supported
on niches springing from the four corner pin-

nacles. At the west end will be an open porch
of three arches, moulded and carved, which will

be of stone, and groined and laid with encaustic

tiles. On the right side of the tower will be a
house for the minister; and on the left-hand

corner there will be placed an octagonal stair-

case, finished by a high conical roof. The sides

of the building will be ornamented with a
parapet and pinnacles surmounting a range of

traceried windows
;
and at each end of the

transept will be a rose window. The designs for

the building are by Mr. Hansom.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—The foundation-stone of a

Methodist New Connexion chapel has been laid

here. The building will be 58 ft. 8 in. by 26 ft.

3 in., and 23 ft. in height internally, and will

accommodate about 350 persons. Mr. S. Oswald
is the architect, and the contracts for the erec-

tion have been undertaken by Mr. Robert Ridley

(mason) and Mr. Robert Mattison (carpenter).

The cost of the erection of the chapel, with
vestry and keeper’s room attached, will be about

7001. The walls are to be of stone. The roof

timbers are intended to be partly visible, and,

with the seats, stained and varnished. The style

is Early Euglish.

Great Totham.—A new Wesleyan chapel has

been opened at Great Totham, near Witham.
The new edifice has been erected by Mr. Gar-

diner, of Coggeshall, from designs prepared by
Messrs. Pocock, Corfe, & Parker, of London, at

a cost of about 1,000Z. The style is Gothic, and
the material red bricks and ornamental stone-

work. There will be a gallery across the end,

and instead of a pulpit, a platform with desk.

The seats consist of open benches. The chapel

will seat 350, md there is a school-room attached,

with small vestry or class-room.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Liverpool.—The foundation-stone of the new
Holy Trinity schools, Wilton-street, has been laid

by Miss Catherine Wright, at whose sole cost the
building is being erected. The schools are

intended for three classes of pupils, an infant

school on the ground-floor, a girls’ school on the

first-floor, and a boys’ school on the second-floor,

and will accommodate altogether about 500
children. The materials used are local grey

stock bricks, faced with pressed red bricks from

St. Helens, and bands of Bolton bricks, and
with Stourton stone sills and dressings. The
steps and staircases are of York stone and Baltic

pine. The building is being erected by Mr. John
Westmoreland, contractor; from the design, and
under the superintendence, of Mr. J. F. Doyle,

architect; and the trustees are Messrs. James
Denton and William Emery.

Borovghhridge.-—The new national school at

Kirby Hill has been completed and opened. The
building is in the Gothic style, and consists of a
large room and a class-room, together with a

master’s house. The architects were Messrs.

Healey, of Bradford
;
and the several works

have been executed under the superintendence

of Mr. Alexander Wallace, clerk of the works.

The contractors for the building were Mr. W.
Leaf, for joiner’s work; Mr. Taylor, for mason’s

work; Mr. Swift, for plumber’s work; and Mr
Bramley, for painter’s work

;
all of Borough-

bridge. Cost of the whole, 750Z.

Leeds.—The foundation-stone of a Wesleyan
College has been laid at Headingley, near Leeds,

by Mr. I. Holden, M.P. The institution is to

accommodate forty students at first, but will be

ultimately enlarged so as to receive sixty. The
style of the design is Gothic of the twelfth

century. The building is to cost 12,0001., and
the fittings and furnishing 3,0001. more. It is

to be called the “ Wesleyan Theological In-

stitute.”

Brecon,— The condition of the building in

which the Brecon Independent College is now
held, with the increased number of students, has

led to the providing of a new and more suitable

building. Plans prepared by the Rev. T. Thomas,
of Landore, have been finally adopted by the

committee, and tenders having been sought for,

that of Messrs. Thomas, Watkins, & Jenkins, of

this town, builders, has been accepted. The
committee have obtained from the Marquis of

Camden a site, consisting of about six acres of

ground, immediately under Slooth Tump, and
just behind the Brecon station, and within half

a mile of the centre of the town. The building

will accommodate about thirty resident students,

and two or three times that number of non-

residents, and contains class-rooms, halls, library,

separate dormitories, and studies for thirty stu-

dents, &c., with two professors’ residences, and
will cost, when completed, about 10,00OZ.,—the

contract of the Messrs. Watkins & Co. being

8,2001. Mr. Samuel Morley contributes 1,0001.

§00lis Utrcifatb.

Treatise on Architecture; including the Arts of

Construction, Building, Stonemasonry, Arch,

Carpentry, Roof, Joinery, and Strength of

Materials. Edited by Mr. Abtruk Ashpitel,

F.S.A. Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black.

1867.

Under this title we find, and are glad to find,

a reprint of various treatises originally published

as part of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” and
already more or less well known and esteemed.

First amongst them are the essays on Architec-

ture, Building, and Construction, written by the

late Professor Hosking, and which he himself

published separately in 1846. Joinery and
Stone-Masonry, which follow, were written by
Thos. Tredgold

;
and to these are added Car-

pentry, the work of the great master of Egyptian
bieroglynhics, Thos. Y’oung (a man of universal

knowledge), and treatises on Roof, Arch, and
Strength of Materials, contributed by the late

Professor John Robison. The volume, a portly

quarto of 311 pages and 55 sheets of plates, is

edited by Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, F.S.A., who has

supplemented the articles on Egyptian, Jewish,

and Assyrian architecture, and added a chapter

on Indian and Chinese architecture. He has

also introduced some illustrations of modem
French architecture, scarcely sufficient, however,

to give a complete idea of the costly buildings

now ordinarily put up in Paris
;
and has added,

amongst other things, some observations on that

very little understood subject, Acoustics, and
supplementary observations on Stone-masonry.

Mr. Ashpitel is a little behind-hand iu his infor-

mation where in this chapter, speaking of arti-

ficial stone, he describes the objects made by
Ransome’s process as being submitted to a

strong heat in a kiln like that of a potter : this

system has been long given up. Nor can we go
with him in expecting extraordinary results from

Mr. Szerelmey’a process for the preservation of

the surface of stone used in buildings. The
evidence taken by the Government Committee
appointed to inquire as to the condition and best

mode of preserving the exterior of the Houses
of Parliament, gave no such promise.

A quotation from the accomplished editor’s

observations on French architecture will serve

to show his style and proclivities:

—

“ The modern French, ns employed at the Tuileriee and
other important public buildings is purely Classic. The
character of the detail is rather that of Vignola than of
Palladio or Scamozzi. The monldings are in general

carefully studied and pure, and, as a general ruJe, the

whole arrangement ia remarkable lor lightness and grace.

Proportion seems to have been carefully studied. To
those whose eyes have been accustomed to the cumbrous,
ponderous style of some of our later works, that of the

modern French appears to be too light. But it shoula bo
remembered that weight and lightness are qualities to be
employed as the nso, requirement, or sentiment of the

building may dictate. Our earlier churches are all massive,

w ith very small windows, having broad spUys inside, where
archers or spearmen might stand. The church was orten

then by necessity the lortress of the place. As these

necessities grew less, the style of building became lighter

and more elegant. A large window filled with slight tracery

would have been easily dashed in, and the place taken,

while the little narrow Sorroan arrow-slit was a formidable

means of defence. "We admire the massiveness of New-
gate, which seems to suggest the means of safely securing

the malefactor inside, and of awing the would.be-male-
factor outside. Sorely a nineteenth-century bouse ought

to have an air of lightsomeness and cheeriulness.

Vi e must lake leave here to say a few words as to what
is called lentin.ent in design - a feeling which depends

much on the history or antecedents of similar structures.

Thus it was in consonance with the existence of old West-
minster Hall, that the New Houses of Parliament were
designed in the same style. Under its roof our laws,

based on those of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, bad grown
to their present state, and bad been administered by

Littleton, Gascoyne, More, Hale, Somers, and a crowd of

other great names. In chambers of similar architecture

the feudal system had gradually given way to free soccago,

and the petition of right and Act of Habeas Corpus bed
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passed. But however eiceUent in other reapects, it aeema
very jucorBruoua to design the palace where English law
sits ID her majesty in the Venetian style. What ia therem common between the recollections of the cold cruel
tyranny of the ten, their spies, their secret socnaations,
their mock trials, their tortures, the secret death of the
Tictim, his grave in the sea with a sack for his sbrond, andme open, nood-tide, even-handed justice of our British
oonrts ? Let us always study congruity. And in this
way we should consider our dwellings; and we thiuk the
Erench have chosen rightly. Whatever faults ' they may
have had, the Greeks and Romans were a highly intel-
lectual, polished, and literary people. Everything they
touched in the way of art, whether oratory, poetry,
music, painting, sculpture, or architecture, had thatMnnemcnt and elevation of thought and finish of execu-
lion that we call claasicality. And classic srchiteotnre
seems a necessary adjunct to refined manners and
customs. ’

The most valnable addition, however, made by
the editor is a Glossary of the terms in Mediaeval
architectnre, and sixteen new plates illustrating
nearly 300 subjects, many of them never pub-
hshed before. This gloasaiy fills thirty. nine
pages, and shows much care, research, and
learning.

The volume will make an excellent prize-book
for architectural societies and colleges.

Adoption of the Free Libraries Act at
Nottingham. — At a meeting of ratepayers,
to consider the proposed extension of the Free
Libraries Act to the borough of Nottingham
there was a large attendance, and the Act was
adopted with the greatest enthusiasm, and with
only one dissentient vote.

Pall of Two Houses in Clement’s-lane,
^UAKD.—In this somewhat ancient locality on
Wednesday afternoon two houses suddenly gaveway and fell across the street. Partly owing to
the shock, and partly to the fall of materials, the
interior of two of the houses in Clement’s-
passage, Clare Market, gave way. No lives
were lost.

A Testimonial. — The men in the employ
Df the Messrs. Poole, builders, Westminster
assembled on the 29th of last month, for the
purpose of presenting Mr. Greenham (late fore-man of that firm) with a case of mathematical
instruments, a token of their respect for his
ntegnty, and gratitude for his amiable bearing
owards those who have worked under him.

Whitley Abbey, near Coventry.—At the
Auction Mart, on Prid.ay, Slst ult., this interest-
ing old place, the family seat of Viscount Hood,
was knocked down to Mr. Edward Petre for
30,000^.

The Bishop of London’s Church-building
Fund.—Since the formation of the Bishop of
London’s Fund 500,0001. have been subscribed
by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners and 850,0001.
by private benevolence for church work in the
diocese of London.

Condition of the Lichfield Museum.

—

With reference to a letter referred to in our
iMt, we are requested by one of the city autho-
rities to say, that Dr. Kawson’s letter, and the
reply of the architect, having been read, the
town council at their last meeting passed a
resolution “ that the works had been carried
on in a satisfactory manner.”

Fire near Piccadilly.—Early on Saturday
morning last a fire was discovered on the premises
of Mr. Palkner, builder, in Dake-street, Picca-
dilly. The inmates succeeded in effecting their
escape on the first alarm, and a strong force of
fire-engines quickly arrived and set to work;
but, in spite of the exertions of the brigade, the
flames continued to spread, and eventually seized
upon the next door, occupied by a bookseller and
newsvendor.

The Proposed Memorial of the late Dean
of Hereford.—At a public meeting of the sub-
scribers to the fund for the erection of some
lasting and suitable memorial of the Very Eev.
Richard Dawes, to consider whether a memorial
tomb in the cathedral, or a gateway into the
cathedral close, should be decided on, it was
resolved, ” That a gateway leading from Broad-
street into the cathedral close is the most suit-
able form of memorial to the late dean, providing
sufficient funds be forthcoming to carry out such
design.” The meeting then adjourned for a
month, when it is expected, estimates and
designs having been received from Mr. Scott
the matter will be finally settled.

‘

English Church in Lyons.—A new church
IS about to be erected at Lyons. The first stone
was to be laid by Mr. W. L. Leaf, of London, on
the 5th instant.

New Metropolitan Meat Market, Smith-
field.—The chief stone was formally laid on
Wednesday last. Illustrations of the proposed
building will be found in our pages.

Fatal Fight.—At a place near Normanton«
where some new houses are being built, a brick-
layer, named Wbiston, objected to an Irish
labourer, named Sladen, using a trowel. The
result was a fight, in which Wbiston was killed.

Relics of A. Lincoln.—A case has been
placed in the Patent-office at Washington con-
taining relics of the late President, the most
interesting of which is a little model of his own
invention, whittled from the wood of a cigar-box,
for floating steam-boats over the bars and snags
of western rivers.

Iron prom New Zealand. —— The company
formed last year for the utilisation of the iron-
sand of New Zealand has delayed its operations
for the report of Dr. Noad on the success of the
process of smelting patented by the company ;

the report being highly satisfactory, operations
are to be at once commenced.

Opening of New Wing of Lock Hospital.
The new wing of the London Female Lock Hos-
pital, in the Harrow-road, has been formally
opened in the presence of the Duke of Cam-
bridge. The total number of beds in the old
buildiug was 76, and in the new wing 76,
making a total of 152. The new wing has been
erected from the designs of Mr. Porter, archi-
tect.

The Date of Flowing Wigs.— A corre-
ipondent inquires at what time the flowing
vigs common during the reign of King Charles if
vero introduced at court. It happens that we
ire able, on the authority of Pepys, to give the
ixact date. The Duke of York, afterwards

^ perriwig, February 15,
Charles II. on the 18th of

ipril following. The fashion was introducedom the court of Versailles.

W^ER FOR Pesth.—A correspondent states
supplied with water

.n Englishman, Mr. G. E. Peters, has come to
inns with the municipality for the construction
t waterworks. The new works will be erected
a a piece of ground abutting on the Danube
ear New Peath, about a mile and a half from
le city. Here the water will be pumped upom the river, filtered, and conveyed to a rising
round behind the largest suburb, whence it
III supply the whole town, a pressure of 100 ft
img obtained for that purpose. The scheme!
nen carried into effect, will cost about 25O,OO0Z.
r. G. E. Peters’s concession extends over a
•nod of nearly ninety years, at the expiration
which the works will become the absolute

operty of the municipality.

Bristol Architectural and Archaeological
^ meeting of this society, held

tne Bine Arts Academy last week, Mr C F
insom, vice-president, in the chair, the report of
3 council was read, from which it appeared that
the close of the year the society consisted
Beventy.fonr subscribing members, six honorarv
mbers, and the artist members of the Academv
' following officers were
cted lor the present year : — The Earl of
Derick, president; Mr. Hansom and Mr
aton, vice-presidents

; Mr. C. J. Phipps, hono!
y secretary and treasurer; Messrs. Under-
5d, E. Godwin, Fripp, Masters, W. H. Wills
i the Rev. W. Barclay, council. Mr. R. p!
^era then read a paper on ” Egyptian Archi-
wre, illustrated by the series of sketches
de during his tour in the East, to which we
re before now referred,

|

A Windfall for the Viceroy of Egypt.
A search in the garden of an ancient Coptic
convent is said to have brought to light a trea-
sure consisting partly of ingots and partly of
very ancient gold pieces rather larger than
Napoleons, of a total value represented as about
50 millions of francs. The discovery having
been telegraphed to Ras-el-Tin, the Viceroy left
to investigate the matter in person. Can it be
the cash-box of Amenopolis XXXVIL, which
that monarch is said to have lost on a journey,
according to inscriptions on the obelisk of
Luxor ? As curious and unlikely a discovery of
a lost and advertised valuable of ancient times,
as our readers know, occurred in England not
long ago.

Illustrations of “The Idylls.”—Editions
of “Vivien” and “Guinevere,” with illustra-
tions

_

by M. Gustave Dore, uniform with
‘^laine,” published last year, are announced.
We mention this merely to express a hope that
Mr. Dore will be allowed time to read what he
has to illustrate before making his drawings.
This he could scarcely have done in the case of
“Elaine.”

^

In more than one of the illustrations
the author’s meaning is wholly misrepresented

;

^
as, for example, in the drawing supposed to

illustrate that passage which says that Arthur,
who “ labouring up the pass ” had trodden on
the crowned skeleton, and sent the skull rolling
plunged down the shingly scaur,

*

“ And caught
And set it on hU head,”

—

Arthur is shown on horseback !

Oxford Architectural and Historical So-
CIETY.—At the second meeting of this term, the
committee submitted to the Society suggestions
with regard to some important changes in the
rules^ which were to be voted for at the next
meeting. The junior secretary gave a lecture
upon the Antiquarian and Historical Questions
connected with St. Valery-sur-Somme. He con-
cluded by asserting St. Valery-sur-Somme the
port from which William the Conqueror sailed,
there being no evidence whatever that St!
Valery-en-Caux could claim the honour, though
this has been sometimes maintained. The walls
of the Mediaival city, which are very perfect
date only from the thirteenth century, and the
church was rebuilt at that time, but probably on
the same spot where the church stood in which
it ia distinctly recorded William offered up
prayers for the auccess of hia enterprise.

Death of Mr. Alex. Brodie, Sculptor.
Mr. Alex. Brodie, sculptor, Aberdeen, has died
very suddenly. Although not so widely known
as his brother in Edinburgh, Mr. Brodie was fast
rising into celebrity as an artist. His Queen’s
statue in Aberdeen

;
the late Duke of Richmond

on the square of Hunbly
;
the Motherless Lassie;

Highland Mary
; Cupid and Mask

; and a figure
in the Aberdeen churchyard representing Grief
strewing flowers on a grave, are evidence of a
degree of attainment in the profession which
have called forth more than local notice. Mr.
Brodie, who began life as a brass-finisher, was
only in hia thirty-seventh year.

The Thames Embankment.—On Friday in last
week the question as to the further extension of
the approaches of the Thames Embankment, on
the north side of the river (to the east of West-
minster Bridge), and also the embankment
which extends along Chelsea Reach, came before
the Referees on Private Bills for consideration,
as to the interests of a very large number of
holders of property (real, copy, and leasehold), in
the districts through which they would ulti-
mately pass. The different parties appeared,
and statements were made to the effect that
arrangements had been entered into which
would completely satisfy the interests of all
concerned. It was ultimately arranged that all
opposition to the Bill should be withdrwan.

Partial Fall of a New Church at Wel-
lingborough.—The now church now in course
of erection in the Midland-road, Wellingborough,
has fallen down. The whole of the completed
arches on the south side, together with the clear-
story windows and wall, and part of the roof,
which had begun to be laid, has come to the
ground and other parts have been taken down.
The builder, Mr. John Burkitt, had taken steps
to remove the framework of the arches, and
scarcely had the wedges been eased when the
whole, four in number, and the clearstory, fell
down with a noise like thunder, alarming the
whole neighbourhood. A telegram was at once
despatched to Oxford to Mr. Buckeridge, the
architect, who arrived during the day. Mr.
Scott, the architect, was also telegraphed to in
London, and at once sent down a gentleman
from his establishment with a view to report on
the cause of the accident. In the meantime it
was deemed advisable to remove the correspond-
ing arches and clearstory on the north side, and
this work is now in progress, together with the
removal of the d4hris of the fallen arches.
Opinion is at present divided as to where the
blame rests. The piers were constructed of the
soft red sandstone of the neighbourhood, the
material specified in the contract. The esti-
mated damage, together with the cost of the re-
moval of the arches on the north side, is about
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A NEW Theatre fob Longton.—Hr. Ward-
laugh, the proprietor of the Alma Theatre,
Lougton, has commenced the erection of a new
brick and stone building to supersede the pre-

sent wood erection. The new building is situ-

ated at the rear of the Flint Tavern, in Stafford-

street. Hr. Spicer is the contractor.

Victoria Park.—In reply to a question pnt
in the Commons by Viscount Enfield as to a por-

tion of the 290 acres which formed the area of
Victoria Park having been devoted to building
purposes, Lord J. M-.iuners replied that the area
of the park was only 265 acres, and of that one-
sixth was reserved by Act of Parliament for

building purposes. That plan of recouping the
public to some extent for the expense of form-
ing the park had always been intended.

City of London Hospit.\d.—Sermons by the
Lord Bishop of Worcester, and the Eural Dean
and Vicar of West Ham, Essex (the Rev. A.
Ram), were preached on Sunday last to large
congregations assembled within the walls of the
chapel, and on behalf of the City of London
Hospital for diseases of the chest, on the occa-
sion of the seventh anniversary of the opening
of the chapel, which has been recently much
improved by various additions in the shape of
coronoD, choir stalls, convenient sittings, and the
like.

Leicester Architectural and Arch.eologi-
cal Society.—-A bi-monthly meeting of this

Society was held at Leicester on Monday, 27th
ult. After the transaction of business in Com-
mittee, Mr. !North (honorary secretary) an-
nonneed that the general summer meeting of the
members of the Society would be held (in con-
junction with the Isurthamptonshire and Bed-
fordshire Societies) at Kettering, on the 4th
and 5th of June. Various antiquities were
exhibited. The Rev. John Fisher communicated
some notes upon the destruction of Herald's
College in the Great Fire of Loudon, and the
preservation of its contents.

National Monument to Lord Bt'ron.—

A

meeting of influential persons has been held
in the Mayor’s Parlonr, Nottingham, to take
steps for the purpose of erecting a monument to
Lord Byron. The meeting being rather small,

no chairman was appointed. A letter was sub-
mitted from Mr. T. A. ilnrray, president of the
Legislative Council of Sydney, who Wrote :

—

“ The movement ought to bear an Imperial
character. The whole empire shonld contribute.
The Austrian colonies, I am sure, will do so, and
I shall be happy to act for yon in forming a
sub-committee, and collecting subscriptions in

New South Wales, as well as to give my mite.”
The meeting was adjourned.

Novelties in Marine Construction. — A
steel steamer, as thin as cardboard, has been
built at Chatham, to be used by the exploring
party in search of Dr. Livingstone. The boat is

30 ft. in length, and from gnnwale to gunwale
8 ft. in breadth, the weight being rather more
than one ton. The boat can be taken to pieces
in a very short time, and taken across country
by negroes. The plates, being of steel, possess a
maximum amount of strength with a minimum
of weight

;
they are l-14th of an inch thick, and

may be bent to almost any shape, without injury.

Steel plates for ships and boats have been
largely used by other Governments, but this is

said to be the first instance in which our Admi-
ralty have constructed a boat of steel. The
Atlantic, according to the Scientific American, is

about to bo crossed on one of Perry’s rafts, now
on exhibition in New York. This rafe is con-
structed of three air-tight cylinders encased in
heavy Russia duck cloth, each over 25 ft. in
length by 12i ft. wide. When blown up these
bags are connected by a light framework, which
also forms the deck. The raft is schooner-
rigged, with alug-sail forward, main-sail aft, and
jib. There is no cabin, the only protection for
the passengers being a small waterproof tent
rigged amidships. Captain Mikes and two
companions constitute the complement of men,
and the expedition is to start about the middle
of the present month, bound for Paris and the
Exposition. The raft draws but 7 in. of water,
and with a fair wind the inventor states that its

speed will be from twenty to thirty knots an
hour. Its buoyant capacity is estimated at

14,0001b., or it will float 585 people on deck
and clinging to its sides. The raft can be
stored, wrapped in a taipaulin, in a space 13 ft.

by 20 in
,
and can be inflated and launched

ready for use in six minutes.

Diamond.—In the Comptes Rendus, M. Dumas
has recently described some very remarkable
forms of diamond anthracite of the following
composition:— Carbon, 97'6

;
hydrogen, 0'7

;

oxygen, 17; density, 1-66. The anthracite was
in extremely hard polished concreted nodules
capable of scratching glass and other remarkably
hard and polished substances, after the manner of
the diamond. The nodules were sold by a dealer
to Count Douhet, who transferred them to M.
Dumas for scientific examination.

Market Hall for Nantwich.—The sanction
of the Secretary of State to borrow the money
requisite for carrying out the new set of plans
adopted by the Local Board of Health for a
market-hall, has been received, as also his ap-
proval of the plan of proposed increased water
supply. The first-named work is estimated to

cost 2,5001., and the last 1,5001. A proposition
is also on foot for snbstituting blue brick foot-

paths for the existing etone pavements which
formed so marked a peculiarity of this and many
other ancient towns.

The Judges’ new Lodgings at Liverpool.

—

The mansion on the Newsham Park estate,

which until recently was ocenpied by Mr.
Alderman Gardener, has within the last few
months been undergoing very extensive altera-

tions atd additions under the superintendence of
Mr. Robson, the borough architect, with the
view of adapting it to the purposes of a residence
for her Majesty’s judges during the assizes.

These alterations and extensions have now been
fully completed. In addition to the apartments,
including drawing and dining rooms, &c., especi-

ally for the use of judges, there are also several

marshals’ and clerks’ rooms, besides reception-

rooms tor attorneys, and other apartments for

similar requirements. The whole of the interior

has been decorated. The cabinet and upholstery
work is being executed by Mr. Dutton, of Liver-
pool. The grounds in front of the house,
which are extensive, are being ornamentally
laid out.

The Lea Valley Deainage. — “Minnies of
the committee, formed in pureuanee of a circular

issued by the Tottenham Board of Health, re-

presenting the parishes of Tottenham, Hornsey,
East Barnet, and the Colney Hatch Lunatic
Asylum, upon the drainage of the Lea Valley,
and the purification of the river Lea, with a
report by J. W. Bazalgette, C.E.,” have been
printed by Smith & Co., of Longacre, for the
Tottenham Board of Health. They are accom-
panied with a plan by Mr. Bazalgette, who re-
commends the formation of a main sewer from
Hertford to Barking by St. Margaret’s, Broz-
bourne, Wormley, Wuitham, Tottenham, &c.,
with branches from Barnet and Hornsey, and
a reservoir at Barking; that Parliamentary
powers be obtained to form this area into a
sewerage district, with a commission or Board
representing the whole, and also the East London
Waterworks Company, the river Lea trustees,
and the New River Water Company, for the
execution of the said drainage works, with
power to levy a sewerage rate over the district.

The list of places to be drained comprises Hert-
ford, Ware, Amwell, Hoddeedon, Broxbourne,
Wormley, Cheshunt, Waltham, Enfield, Edmon-
ton, Tottenham, Hornsey, East Barnet, Colney
Hatch, Walthamstow, including Woodford, Ley-
tonstone. Low Leyton, Wanstead, West Ham,
East Ham, and Little Ilford, to all of which the
Lea forms the natural outfall.

TENDERS
For a lifeboat-house, about to be erected on the beach

at Brighton, for the National Life Boat Institution. Mr.
Cook, of London, honorary architect :

—

Ansconibe at Newnhain £6€0 0 0
Lockycr 657 0 0
CheCBman & Co 617 0. 0
Kirk (accepted) 456 0 0

For the erection of stables, in Dulie-street, Portland-
place. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quantitiee supplied
tiy Messrs. Richardson A Waghoro

CoUs & Co £680 0 0
I’Anson 666 0 0
Eaton A Chapman 667 0 0
Manly A Rogers 693 0 0
Cooper 684 0 0

For the erection ol a bay warehouse. Regent’s Canal
Augustos-street, Camden-town. Mr. W. A. Baker, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied :

—

Holland A Larter (accepted) ,..£1,200 0 0

For a pair of villa residences, including boundary-wall,
Ac., at Watford, for Messrs. Margetts A Wallis. Mr.
Frank Thicke, architect :

—

Wateriuaa (accepted) £878 0 0
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For the erection of a House, at St. Ann’s-hill, Wanda)
worth. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quantities anpi
plied :

—

Adamson £1,156 0 0
Kelly . 1,115 0 0
Nicholson l,i’80 0 0
Cooper 080 0 0

For the Royal Albert Orphan Asylum, Col]iDgwocu|
Court, Baeshot, Surrey. Mr. E. EUis, architect :— \

Ashby A Horner £3,270 0 0 i

Perry A Co 3,(91 0 0 I

Wheeler 3,0u8 0 0 I

Higgs 2,843 0 0 I

For lecture-hall, Dalston. Mr. J. Lovegrorc, architect
Quantities supplied

Scrivener A White
Maeers
Blackmore A Morley ..

Webb A Sons
Crockett
Shurmur
Heaton A Chapman
Wood, Brothers
Nutt A Co
Garrard
Grover
Staines A Sou
Nightingale
Crabb A Vaugbau
High (accepted) 646 10 0

For the erection of a detached residence. Maize Hill.

Blackheath. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect :

—

Hart £3,372 0 0
Webb A Sons 2,363 0 0
Brass 2,z97 0 0
Kilby 3,238 0 0
Penny 3,188 0 0
Heoshaw 3,135 0 0
Kelley, Brothers 3,077 0 0
Piper A W'heeler 3,044 0 0
Hedges 1,994 0 0
Perry A Co 1,970 0 0
King A Sons l,8t>9 0 0
Hill A Keddall 1,830 0 0
Crabb A Vaughan 1,813 0 0
Brass l,/74 0 0

For the erection of a villa residence, at Kavensoourt
Park, Hammersmiih, for Mr. Edward Lacey, exclusive of
painting, papering, stoves, and chimney-ptecea. Mr. D.
Gylby, architect :

—

Palmer (too late) £1,650 0 0
Lawrence A Baugh 1,609 0 0
Balsten A King 1,547 0 0
I’Anson 1,633 0 0
Manley A Rogers 1.400 0 0
Ennor 1,486 0 0

For new house, P'arcet len, Hunts, for Mr. John Bird,

jun. Mr. K. Browning, archiitoc :

—

Tyers, Ireson, A Richardson £2,344 0 0
Law A Son 3,360 0 0
Hinson, Brothers 3,ue0 0 0
PattinsoD, Brothers 1,960 0 0
Hobson A Taylor (accepted) 0 0

Repairs, Ac., to St. Mery's Hospital, Paddington, W.
Mr. vV. Wigginton, arcnitect:

—

Rigby
Wai
Roper
Steel A Leggett...

Welch
N orlon
Johnson ^
Nightingale

£2,411 6 0
3,074 12 0
3,U41 0 0

1,937 0 0
1,096 0 0
1,691 0 0
1,646 0 0

1,641 0 0

For erecting malt-house, ale stores, and barley and
malt stores, at Windsor, lor Messrs. Burge A Co. Mr. H.
Walker, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr, H. W.
Broadbridge :

—

Keyss £2,f97 0 0
Whittle . 1,980 0 0
HoUis . 1,950 0 0
Fish.... 1,910 0 0
Sykes 1,790 0 0
Wills . 1,766 0 0
Eeaveli 1,776 10 0
Sawyer 1,763 0 0
Jarrett 1,746 0 0
Myers A Son (accepted) 1,679 0 0

For the erection of a residence on the Westlands Estate,
Bassett, Southampton, exclusive of olHces, stables, and
lodges. Messrs, Guillaume, Pamieuter, A Guillaume,
arcuitects

Collier £4,250 0 0
Richards 3,611 0 0
Lewis 3,102 0 0
Sanders 3,036 0 0
Gambling 2,990 0 0
PhiJps 3,978 0 0
Bull A Sons 3,972 0 0

For erecting eight bouses, in Palace-road, Bromley,
Kent, fur Mr. C. Gordon. Mr. Samuel H. Hope, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied.

Keys
Staines A Son
Wallis
Walker
Heards
Lawrence
Farthing
Harrison A Edwarde ..

HazelJ

.

Lamerton

£3,615 0 0
8,364 0 0
3,053 0 0
2,960 0 0
2,768 0 0
2,686 0 0
2,624 0 0
2,615 0 0
3,600 0 0
1,830 0 0

For alterations, at the Exeter Arms, Exeter-street,

LissoD.grove, for Mr. Greaves. Messrs. Lynes A Rivett>

architects :

—

Lawrence A Baugh £414 0 0

Godden A Webb 410 0 0
Gillett A Wiabey 310 0 0

Fewterer't Work,
Richards £94 0 0
Bowen 86 0 0
Herring 69 2 O
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

BomlerWorkhouw (Mfwin. BleseUy .ien? tliat they 'Intendea to be I
cmeider^i •feuderer." by the letter on the lulg.ct of chargee
written by tuarn to the cbalrman of the Building Committer).

—

Pl«lx, Low-etofl (we inu.t deoiiue iwlvl-lng on ex pnrte etateuient.
as to tbe right ofthe erohiUciU to cUimi.eyment of cherga for taking
oat qoanliUreof national eohoole and resldenoee for niieler. 4c).—Jfr
Q^efo (an " offlee-boy ” haenoright ti exrwot to get an appointUK
etelly as one whose parrnta have epeut ft large sum of money to obtain
for him an arehitectursl edurat'on. Bat if be have gained know-
ledge, and oan make hlmeeif exceptionally nreful, ha may get on,
thongh be hu not been artleled." We koowof more than one ench

(‘Pply to the secretary for Foim).—H. N. (too late) —
W. C. A. (notice was in type).-C. E. A. (next weekj.-W. W.-J B —
P. 4 8oo.— C. C. H.-J. F.-W. 6.-H, J.-G. E.—It. C—H H —
J. a McL.-M. B.-E. W. O.-T. M R -0. T.-H. W. B.-Y. Z.-M. B.
-J. P. B.- W. D.-M, 8.- J. U.-D. F,-J. N.-J. L.-Meian. T, * 8 -
S. ASon.— E. 4 Son.
Brkatuk.— Mid<lleton Cheneg.—This parish U

(hire, not la Oxfordablre. as stated.

We are oompeUed to decline pointing out booke and riTina
addreeees. *

Ail aUtemente of facts, lists of tenders. Ac., must be aocompanied by
the name and address of tbe eouder, not necessarily for pubUcation.
Norx.-rhe reepunslhlllty of signed articles, and papers read at

pobUc meetings, rests, ofconrs*. with the authors.

1 Nortbam])ton-

rADVF.RTISEMENTS.]

PARIS EXHIBITION.-Clark-s Patent Stee
Shatters can be seen at twenty entrances which
have been hied by order of the Imporial Com.
nussioners, and in the Testing House by order
cf tbe Koyal British Commissioners.

xwr vroDUcuM. pidoH 3ii<.

A RCHITECTURE
: iucluding the Arts of

in. Consline'lon. Boil.Hi.g, Hoofs. Arch. 8toi.e Maaouiy, Joinery,
Carpentry. Ptrength of Material. 4c

T...! 1.
Wl'v'l by AKTliriK ASHPiTKL, H-.B.A. Ac.

Edinburgh ; A. A C. BLACK, London : LONQMAb’S, A CO.

TO TIMBER MERCHANTS. BOILDERa. AND OTHERa
Just puMUhed. price T«o Shulloue

TIHE TIMBER MERCHANT’S and
t4, »y'I't>EB'a REVUT RECKONER and G0IDR: a Boo
Tibles showing tbe pncc.per h'eter.hurg st.n.l.rd, ..f planks. ,l

S“.”,lS
“ *" •“ ”

; Tartaonth, BLAKE,
25 stamps, ssnt to

P^AIBTOW. F88FX. - Valnable Freehold BuUdlog
in to!, ..

*"•
•''J 'Ib't'g 'be rural villages of

m to. ,.f r, / Railway SUtlon, and within six

srbSiaw
IVTESSKS. HRIVER & C(t. have received
iHii £• »o j.h.

M
To Builders, Decorators, Cabinet-makers, and Others.

E. LERBW will SELL by aUCTH IN, on
the PRE1II8K8, Caniden-terrace, CamHen-town near th.Railwj^ Slatlon, on MONDAY. JUNE linii. at T iYELVe' for ONE,

deals, ftud battens.’

n MONDAY, JUNE Huh
}rOa.K, vi», l.mio piur

boards. 13 OOl) feet ipia l"g. 2i
D’g, 2.000 feet n

gery, co,iper>. p .m„. ,wu icm doow 'gate' gm-lowTr".expen-tve patent scetf.dd. JUO icaffold-pnle.. IiSdurs. step,: trettlevpe fall mocks p-mte.e' machines, plumDcr.' tiila, pialo gl,aaths, old materials, two oarre. harneta cirn-biii. *• _
Caidir.gton-street. Hamytead-roa.]. near Bu.ton Station.

EPPINO. F83EX.-Valuabl0 Freehold
Land, Houses, Coacfcnj«ker's
Cottages, situated

nildiuganil Acoouimodatlon

lY/rESSRS.'BEADiL"ajri,XS;S
AIL -I- nwiviv-ri v, SM.1.

4

ACC.

oaUBCn, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
Benson, haring erected ateam-power

and improred maobinery for clock-making, at
manufactory, Ludgute-hill, will be glad to

mroiah to clergymen, arcbitecte, aad committees,
Mtimates and Specifications of every descrip,
tion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral

^ u I

clocks, chiming tunes on any numberw bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
^ocka post free for one stamp. Watch and
Cl^k Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
M.li.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
|reat clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25 Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 84, Ludgate-hill/ E.C.
Befcablished 174ft.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

^EWSPAPERS and MAGAZINES. —
Suicr

THR BUILDER," and
of o . .‘’“‘r

Of Proprietors

bllsh^m nr«.nt^
Perloibeals to the unusual Faculties their EsU-

^ith ^ P«>'^««lon of the above class of Work.

Heory Pell
yard, on FRIDAY, JULY ''l1lth.''i

varying in size from 1 to 8 acres
builders as wel! »s private piirc-. ..- ...„ ......r mu
45 acres of deslrabV FREEHOLD BUI LbrNO LaND^'’.,
session on the completion of the l-nrchate.— Particulars
prefiaring, aud may shortly he obUine.l. In the mtamlme further
inturmatlon may be bad of FaIRPOOT A WEBB, Sulloliois.
Clenieuis-lnti Steu„H • ...H „e w. .,, miVER 4 CO. Surveyoii.

'^i« M.^RV. Tokeohouse.
t 1'WO o’clock p-ecisely. in 19 lots,
ft’h, thus oifp.rdlijg oi portuiiitles to

tnprtslug sbont
'mraediale pos-

Land Aeente, and Aiiotloiieer

KENSAL NP.W-TOWN, PADDINGTON, MIDDLRRF-X.- Valuable
Freehold Lnllding Land, pait nf the Po tobeilo Kst it-. ooUlninx
five ftores, at Keosat N.w.n.wn. with o-mmunicailon to the
Aensal-gteen-roM. and within half a mile of the Westooume-park
o.ation. Immediate piwees-ioo m.y be had.

IV/TJl/SSPS. DRIVER & (Jo. have received
i-»X instructions to '-eli, by AUCTION, at tbe MART. Token-hooae-yyd. on FRIDAY, JUNE the 14'li, at TWO n'oloik preci-ely.
In Lotii (nolees previously dleoiee.l of bv u ivate eorfraotl rKH.h.o.FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, cniainlog live acres eltuato ItKet.aal Nfw-town. It has an approach to the Keusal greeu-road,

available situation for (Iwellli.g. for the labouring claares.
ay shortly be obtained of Mps-rt. LOW.

• Temple; and ..f '1e«»rs. DKIVKR A CO.
'

1, Whitehall. aW.

-Printed
[

Solicitors. Tat.field-o
Surteyors, Laud Agents, and Auetl

CHISELHURST. KENT.—Valuable Plol

TION, at the MART,
piecLsely, in Lota, v

prising some oapital plots uf bi
approach to tbe railway
clas. shops and private
bouses adjoining

; two s
Ing tlie High-sn-rt, wi
shops, and stables in th
with gardens, In Beinr
London entiance to ibet
land adjoining, having e
inclosorea ofeirelleut s

38p, situated in Linsell-i
the eburcb.— Part'i'nisrs
obtatoed of Mom;
buildings

; at the Mart
;

i

LondoQ.

by AUC-
, - - ."RSDaY. JUNE 2fi at ONE

•lig^ble FREEHOLD PROFERriER. com-
dtuated opp.site tbe

aud suitable for the erectiou of first-
residences

; a b1c>ck of six brick and tiJeil
lerior biick-builc honsrs and shop*, frnut-
exteiisive coachhiiibier’s prrin'ees, woik-

*ear
; two b'lck and timbi'r built cottages,

of Freehold Building
mutes’ w.ilk from Sulcup
Loudun Bridge, Canuon-

j\/IESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &ItL farmer win sell, at the MART, near the Bank, oa

il plots valuable bi

CLBWER, BERKS,—Remaining portion of the Ungtou EsUtes

—

Valuahlc Freehold Bulldlug Laud
*

l\/rESSE.S. B0CKLAND & SONS have
irnAr Inatrne'loiis to SELL by AUCnoV. at, the CASTl B
THipp JUNE 13-h. 18..7. at TWO for

HALF\rvlTo’'J^ FK^EH^LS^Ti'lVltd
reen, in tbe puiish of Clewer, divided in’o
utages of sort each to the high road to

j . Vo - '6«* ;»<« ten plots, with frontage
. road to Clewer-areeii of 40 fr. e»rh -r u..iiiv

societies will find

iluable FKEF.HOLU BU
nw church at Dedworth-irreen In tS.
iDvenlent plots

Reading, and depths averaglng’Hil
-ir-greeii of 40 ft.'

i

an eligible opport’

BUCKLAND 4 SONS, Auctioneers and Esuie’ Agents,

il'y fjr oh ainlng frei

Windsor.

m . nu-r
ENGXNBBBS. Ac.

T A N N A H\S
Weights of Angle and T.e Iron

:

Publishers ; VIRTUE 4 Cais,' Ivy-Iano. London, E.a

TABLES.
lbs. per lineal foot

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

POR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarf Gas Pillars,
• Brackets, Lamps,

PoaotaioB,
Gates, Railings,

Baliwny Panels, Stable
PittinRs, Columns,

&c. &o.

will, upon receipt ofpar-
ticulars, be forwarded

on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
Ironfonnders, Enp-

neers, &c. 201, Uppe
Thamea-street, E.C.

mtractora for the supply of Lamp Columns, Lamps &c
to Railway and Gas Companies. Local Boards, Ac’

THK. BEST OF ALL SCHOOL PRIZES,
ffl^ about 140 IlIustMiions engraved on wood fromorigioai designs,

th^lt
" 27ah«lf-bcuad la mo^co

4 OMES WITHOUT HANDS ; beinn ai Description of the Habitations of Animali, classed aefur,’
iiig to tbelr Prfuciple of Conelniclion,

By J. G. WuoD, M.A. P.LS.

Ob h«“iT
‘ certainlylud be Impossible to recommend a more snltable present to

Nov

Ids. aod Gat

•STv-re
®''°’ P'’’” 1»» fid. cloth.IHB feEWaGE QUESTION: beina

. Qener.il Review of all 8y» ou.8 and Methods hitherto Lfed In various Cuuntrle* for D.alulug Citbe aud 11011.17*.

•Sfo
refrtenra to Public Health, Agricnltu^' i,,*donal Economy geueraUy. Abo a Dercnptlon of nanmii,

by'’pumlL»HcKT‘''*
Ftroal Solids.

-VC VI ce»vge Ut'ilsHtlou. Cvmplled fur the'^IuformsUon'^f

ilDLebf ii'eu“"^'‘^‘‘‘
luterostodm Agricul.

By FREDERICK CHARLES KEEPP.
London : LoNgmaNh, QKhKN

, a CD. Fateruoster-row.

PARIS EXHIBITION.
'HE MONEVa of all NATIONS, with
SiT eani

*•*“"*' ®oi’’''et Value in English Ourreocy.
01* Mpiei tent tree by p-st on reeeiui of two peuny slamos.
rsss. T. ROBERTS 4 CO. 8, Craue-court. Fleot-.rieei, Loudon. KC.

FARNHAM ROYAL. BUCKS -Reniaioliig Portion of thu Langton
- w r,r?7 Residetiee oud Building Laud.
IV/TE&bKd. BtlOKLANI) & SoNS will also

‘‘ n.STLK HOTEL. Windsor onTHURSDAY. JU^E l ith, 18 17, at TWO f.u- TSKPiS o'clock in Ai.eOKK TREE HOUSE'’ E.srATt. si'ua'e in
lyai. lu the coni.ty .,f Bucus. on an eirvated
ews lowatd Windsor CMtle and the Great
alf miles from the Slough Station ou tin

Uvelliag-house, Coach-honse,

. Estate,
deDcra Tbe subsoil 18 J

depth, and g.'ui is IhM 0
Good toaila with vatbs are alreaily r
views are obtainable from the Estate,
money may reinaiu if roqiii'ed.— P-rH.
UPPKKTON, SoHoiiora. 54. Pa
WM- HALL, St Johli’e, N, w fh-
lull, Sidcup ; the Bull luu, DaTUord
CDeapslde, E.C.

|

UiOQ-hl

> of
. of the Sidenp

I, Water Is louud at a moderate
jt ;ki0 ya-d.ot thepioperty,
oJe, and some very plra,Ing
Two-Ihirils of the purchase-

of Messrs.
Q ; of Mr.

jC/IESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, 6c
l-’i FARJIRR will BKLL, at the MAR'f. near the Bank, on

r by far 1

- - ,,OB|tlOB
eminence on the favonrlie riiie. auri viihio nv.

'cstliill StalioD, uod ul
able in thle locality, whr _ _

e tw.i frontages, ooe of )?l) Let. an'ran'othec 'of
.. »voiage depth from each front uie uf ai>ont 20P fn t
ofC._WELLIl_ORSE, Ksq. 17. Duke eriret. L-udon Bridge

in. Forest UUI
;
and of the Austiuneen,

mited. Thrr.

• viuav.o OVO'IU I.r.*iur. lU X5I1 OULU oy AHUl ION, oy

jVfE, W. DEW, at ABEKDOVEY, on
LjL TUF.SDAY and WRONKaDAY, 'he 18’b and iO-h days of

Park, about
Giest We*teru Railway, cc
SUble, Garden, Collage, the
and A Meadow portioned out
ereotion or good bouses, wbic
hood

; tbs whole lu tbe occupati.,n of Hra Wl
This property has also been recently enimucl
i.nnv.v.,o- .,r.,o.,ii u very trifling.

n loU. aflurdlug e celleij r tb«

of t
, ,

doftt

To Timber
Builden,
Murchau’

Oi beii

.

•By order of

fi/l E8SKS. J. j. ULBMMANS & SON
A'-*- AUCTION, upon the PREWI.-TE8 The Rati way An li

WEDNkr.D.y, JUNE 12th. la.?!TWELVE r r ONE. i

TIMBER MEKCHaM',
.

able for all branches ol
b.ttens, ijuant.ty cm stuff, vei
day prior to and momiiig of 8.
at the "Poarson Arms," Pcs
13, Fiusbury-square.

geuulue a

jpn.iug 10,1100 fret o7iii'ano
l.UUO pine plauk*.

1 ditto.

1887, commencing esuh day at. EhRVEN
. STUlK or RAILWAY Pi.ANI. Maferisl,

Machinery, ooneistliig .f a portable engine. 13 hoi
Homahy 4 Son, auirahlefor a 6rB'-j’a»s t’lr .shine raAchlue, 1

log maihiue. by Woi,8*m, nearly new, 1 g-i,eeal joiner ditt.
1 l.irge grindstooe, cait-lrou fram* dut.., 1 l..g f,aia». by lb.
unite now (i.ever enwieil). for iiptUht saws

; 5 law-b-i ehrt. with
etisfis; ftiafting imllirs aud saw.*, altoiit 60 tons TKMFOitARY
®-A]I'3, 9 d"bhm cart-. 1 timber o*rrl-ge. 3 water cut* 1 four-wheel

earth w.g,)ue, Ifl carjwDters’ beiich-’s. Wacksmiths'
ty of unlths' to ils lu lots.

quahCity of miners' tools, dniu, bar
iiat'e.evike*. h-.lit Ac. ; 1 wagon we*..i
turntable,! 16-fwt ditto, a <nian
4c.

;
5 wooden sheds, as tii-ysii

tl-epers and a quantity of Urch fe
he sold by sainpie). The flat .V/iry

Tv'h'- N.a.-TickeU -ill he Iwued by ih^
MONDAY until THURSDAY at Slugle

u be made for transit at roducert rates.-
1 Ite hod at tha principal hole)* in the
I Auctloaerr. WellflcU honse, Bangor.

idge, hyKitcb.n; 1 40 feet
ityofolii t'mb-rlu bilk, plauks.
lid; about 1,500 permanent larch
cii.g, lying at L'anbryuinalr (will

Cainbrlau Railway frui

Cataluguel of which o
Principality, and from ll

Freehold Buildlug land fw country villas, with partdooks and gar-
deusalNascott, Watford, Hri u. and close to Caehlobury Park.

J^JESSKS. HUMBkHT & COX are in-

®^^*^EY.-Freehold Bnlldfng Und. containing about 77acres, well timbered, luoBt eligibly situate, adjoioing the uloturevm.a

wJ
‘ P-Atk. iud^wltbm a ?ew m.nX-

about half LTomt^/mTusdi'am“p'out8Hom'^°“ ^
jV/lESSKS. DKIVeK & CO. are instructed

'‘I"*’* FRbEHOLD BUILDING LAND ra-

_ sDnctedhytbe Propri
ITON, at tbe RSaF.X ARMd Hu
13th day of JUNE, at TWo for THKKK
ultpoeed of by private ctitrai!!), the foil
loll of FREEHOLD BUILDING LAN D, i .. .

.pted lor a geoilemau Seeking a site for a villa residence

Cox are
.0 submit FOR BALE by AUC-
•'

•'.inl. on TDJiaDAY. the
lock (>ml«89 previously
ug selected f

'

fably

diet

Lot 1. The plec
sides by a park, |

ailjolhing ptoprir

about 77
frontages

oommoD, a oouiderahle porilou
V.,.,IAI

attractive for
ll be sold lu blocks or lots, to mee’i’I

sites lor villa reiloeuoes of a su
, . .

, ^.juiiarly adapt'd for a fiiat e'ass
ig Investmeiit— Piiuteu particulars and plain may fcbtirtlv b,the me.utime further luformatiou m .y*^ be hS of MesV.i FCO. Solicitors. 2, Ueunelta-street, C^eut^M^u wT ^

wn . U
* L'O. Huj veyois, Land Agouuj, and Auctlcue

Whitehail. London. * -ou ovuci-tcue

Miy pan

SALE by AUCTION,
JULY 19. at TWO o’clock precisely (ui
tbereof IS previously dl»posed of by private ooutraoi). It'„uv.

icrei of ciceedlugly delliablr, well-llmhered land, hav'mg
the high lurniuke-road end Thames Dittoi*

1,
—v.»v.e portlou being time Imiuediat, ly available forbttiJdlLg operatiouN. The soil i. light aud healthy

bouihood one of the most '

London. The property w...
quiremenls of psraone deiii:
.' ....

Itself being

Lot 2. The pi*

views, well arlapied tit
frcolage of 252 fa.

f Freehold Building Land r
fence, and the handsome h'/r

•t'lre, well a<lapird for the erro’i'
roniago to the Lvuglrv-rovd of 252
ia(nliig about 24. S'. 25p.
e vi Freeh. .'d Buildlug Land, nearly opposite to St.

landiii* ex'eusive and pictureviua

e and grounds of

, a depth ol

1 of o
au average depth of SJ3 feet. luUig

Lot 3. The Piece of Freeho’d Building Lend auj.iiaing the last Lot,
'“yinge frontage to the Otiurch-road of Slid feel, au average depth of

'ty of

LEYTONSrONE, ESSEA.-The FUIebrook Estate $
h'.ld Prope ty. must couveuieutly and agreeably
Kpl'iug Forest and the village of Leytoustoue ai
Ouuiiguous to the railwiy-station, bnugiugltwli
minutes’ ride of Londou. The E.tats couiiiiii.es a
BnUdlng Land, of an undulated oharacter ex
adapted for the erectiou of detrwbed villa ro.idBiici
public luB'itutloiis, but at present let for agriauuu
datlon purpos s ; early posvesalun
obtained

; hkewbe tbe several exc
grounds, kuowu as Ualn.boruusb
FTliebruoi-road, let at leutaamcuut _
well-secured ground-reot of 171 10*. per auniim''"’

UESSKS, DKIVEK & UD. wUl SELL byJ-TX ADCTI'«N. at tbe MART, 'Jokeiihouie-ya.d Loihhn.v ..

£« JUNE 2Ut, at ‘WO o'clock preClse^J.^h^«^^ve

dloiug Imd m,

ii'n'

isely, ibe nbnv
raaud uouditlou
a aud blocks toi

. aud Coutalui „
,)t4. ibe piece of Freehold Building I,

:l adapted fur the ereotion ofa baods-iu.i
• Ciiurch-road of ISI feet, a.u aver«
hiinins r S'ip.

iid near the Parsonage,
vill *. baviug a frodtaga
depth of 172 feet, ami

ThopieCBvf Freehold Building Lmleontlguomtoihelast
lot, having a frontage to the Lai.glryro.t 1 of 23'l feet, an average

' 160 fevt, BudcontalU'iig abcnit Ov. 3r.
“

ll u-.. .....
Ig Lrfujd adjoining the last lot,

more vUla resldoocss.
tbe Lauglry-ruad, and

Lot 6, 'ihe piece of L

and well adapted for ireclioli of n

miuutei
on the Loud.
Wards of twe

t(buti , . . -
m and Noitb Wesieru Rai w
iUty iraiuB d uly to Eustou a
ctle mure 'bau half an boar.
upDu ciialit. Tee

i.iueuces have already
irm,* a beaiitlfal suburb of W.itfi
Jty Paik, am' ofti

I'd plesslijg. bclug b-
'ivblu

y g-ni
aried

Jiully UDdtiliiliig and m-gDiflceutly
iron (Ht. Audrew'sl upon toe estate, auu tbe
lleut to* u of Wavford is dl-laut only about
U goud. Tbe hounds fie<]uautly meat in
ve^oc baa disp<md of much of bis VilU

... ,. _-v ilJer^

obtained at tl

DRIVER 4 t
Loudcii,

jrigage of 3 per c.

in of bis I..n 1 tbi. ye
faixths of the pure

1 wiU
*e-money

.t 3 per oeou th- seoud yeitr,

coL'dUion* of s*Ie, are being p -;..r;d aoJ may shuriJy bi
lied of Me-.r*. VAI-Py a LBD8AM. 27. Llueuin’-ldn-fl-lds • oi
B Aiictiooeors, Watford, aud r-aiacB-chambon. ®, 3t. James’s-
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FCLSAM.— The moit piodnctivp And c«I»br&t«d market garacn in
the district, sod » oimtAl F,iniilr Re-ide'>ce, with iawn And
pleasure gronncis, the who.e crmprisiug 38 Acres of Freehold Land,
close to town, pn»»e«.inc an liuportont water froutage, and lull

of brick eart>< aud biiildiug sand.

M r. PHILIP L). TUCKETT is mstnicted
I? E«rntor _nf the late Charles Bsgley, e*d. to SELL by

. . . _ very Important aou
desirable FREEHOLD RSTATB. sltaa'e at Handa-end, Fulham, about
half a mile f om tne Chelsea Railway Siatk.n and three from Charing
Croes, comprising a siipenor family Rrs'drnoe, known as Drove
House, recently erected for tbe owner In the best manner, aod con
tainlng handsome eutrauce-xaU. diuing. drawieg, aud bieakfast-
rooms, five b d-room-, gouo kl’ch-n, and other offloes, and very Uige
arched wine cedars

;
spur-ached by a carriage drive, and surrounded

by tutefnlly aiTsnged lawns and garden, with large hothouse, Ac.
;

four good loremeu's cotlaires, a long ruoge of new and excellent
buildings

; H "cre of forciuz frames, enclo-ed by high brick walls,
covered with fruit tress of the choicest kinds, and a large market
garden, celebrated as tbe very best and most productive in the
district, in the hlshe t possible eulIiVHtlon, and covered with young
fruit trees of carefully seiecieit sorts, and which have just come into
full bearing

;
tbe whole containing 38s. Or. S7p, and having been for

many years in tbe occupa’iou of >h« late Mr. Bagley, whos|Mred
neither pains norrxtMUie In bringing it to its present perfection, aud
In the capital system of irrigatiou by which every part can be
watered without labour. Tbe estate is approsebed at high wa'er from
tbe Tbames, and is well suited for tba erection of auy manufactoiy
requiring water carrisge fur coals and goods, or tbe brick eaith might
be worked with great eoouomy and profit.—Particulars may shortly
be obUlned on the p-emises

;
of Metata PARK A W. a NBL80N,

Solicitors, 11, E-srx street, etrand : orufJIr. PHILIP D.TDCKCTT,
laind Agent, a.irveyor, Ac. 76, Old Broad-street, E.C. and (late Mr.

ly.o.1I050N),3, BL Mar

EAST BARNET, HERT8,--Valuable Freehold fiutldiiig Laod, land-
tax redeemed, only a qnarter of a mite from the Barnet Station,
containing iu the whole 89 ai-res, with early possession of a portion
for building purposes, the adjoiulDg land belug alreaiiy covered,
the purchaser bavlog tbe advantage of leaving two-thlxda of tbe

oey oujnur^g •ge,_at 4 per centparebase-a

fi/lESSRS. FARbBKnTHER, CLARK, &
Lv-L CO. are Instmced to SELL, at the AUCTION MART,
Tokenbonse-yard, on TUESDAY, JUNE the 18th. at TWO o'circk
precisely, in one lot, valnable FRBEH'iLD BUILDING LAND,
altuatfd only a qaarter of a mile from the Barnet Sta’lon on the
Great Northern Railway, aud extending Into the village ijf East Barnet,
aa-- . . - ‘arm leaideuce, with office and outbuildings, and

in nine enclosures, peculiarly well adapted for

ss villas. 1 he lands lie high, and are beantifnlly

about 89 acres of
tbe erection of fli .

nndulated. Tbs whole let to Mr. HuiLoo ,

Michaelmas, 1889. at 1041 per aiiiinm, the vendor reaerviug tbe right
of taking 23 acres for huildli g purposes, on giving cue mouth's
notice to the tenant. A portion of the estate, together with adjoin-
ing properties, on which good roads have been made, are already
covered with handsome villa-, aud tbe neighbourhood is rapidly
rising, not only from ils beamy of situation but from tbe luauy
facilities afforded hy tbe Great Nortbero Railway to and from tbe
metropclU. As awbuleibisls a safe building speculation, the pur-
chaser having ibe auvaucage of leaving twn-ibirii of tbe purchase-
money on mortgage at 4 p«r cent. I'Oe land-tax is redeemed. May
be viewed —Fiona, with full particulars, may be had of .Hr. W. 8.
PAINE, Sollciior, 16, Furuival’.-inn, tS.C. j at tbe Auction Mart,
E.C.; and at tbe Om.-es of M-ssre. FARERBOTHRR, CLARK, i
CO. 6, lAPcaater-place, Btruid, W.C,

vuurLu-iHue, ciuoe ui irinuy unuicn, wicn early pouessioo.

MESSRS. FaREBROTHKR, CLaRK, &
J.VX CO. are instructed to BELL, at the new AUCTION MART.
Tckenhoose-yaid, Lothbury, onlUE-iDAY, (he 9nd day of JULY, a'
TWO o'clock pr.Ti.eiy. In 1 or 12 Lot-, a wry desirable PRHBHULU
PLOT of BUILDING LAND, situate on Bromley-cummon, dune to
Trinity Church, a abort lemuve from tbe bigb-ioad to Farubutuugb,
with extensive frontages to Cburch-lane, abutliug on the lands of
Q. W. Norman. Esq and the trustees of R. Cooper, Esq aud in the
immediate vlcluily of tbe Ruukery, Oakley Huuae, and other g>ntle-
men's seals. Tbe laud is we'l adapted for tbe er-cilou of cotuge
lesidences, so much needed in Ibis rising district. There is easy CuUi-
muntcatlon with tbe meiropo'ie,—omuibu-ses pass hourly, and the
Bromley Station of (be London, CbaCbsm, and Dover Railway is
only two miles distant. Tbe laud Is in baud. Early pusee-aion will
be given. Ur. KKUaRD IBaRD, of Bum ey. will show ibe land.—
Plans are in the conrte of praparalluu, setting forth the diepuillion
of the lots, which, with particular*, may shortly be bad of F.
WICKINOS SMITH, Keg. Bullcllor, 63. Llncolu’s-iun field.

;
at tbe

new AUCTION MART. City; aud at the Otflees of Uresrs. FAKE-
BROTHER, CLABn, & CO. C, Lauca»ter-pUce, strand, W.C.

w HASWELL,
RITER, 49, GREEK-STREET,

BOTTO, W
OLABS FASCIAB aod TABLETS, B'gn Boards, AlUr Pieces, lecle-

siasilcal Designs aad Decotatious. Ornamental and Heraldic Paiot-
log.dc. Eiiimatee lurnished free of chirge, EstublisheJ 20 years.

TO BUtLDF.RB, DECORATORS, AND OTHERS

O ccasional assistance.—
WANTED, hv the Ad--.rii.er, a nra-tict m«n who knows his

work. EMPI/)YMPNT. to roaka up books and accounts periodicallv,
oral; any time to suit 'be convenience of employers. Terms mode-
rate.-Address. H. 17. Bell-vue- terrace. Seven HisteM’-roid. N.

TO AR''HrrErra and othrr.b.

A RCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
COLOURKD for rompotitinn or Eihihltloo

;
Perspectives.

D»igna. Sketches, or Fmishe-i aod Working Drawings prepared f.-om
rough sketches or Instrnctions. First-rate ref-rencss from eml-

—Address, ARTIST, No. 8. Bessborough-slrset, Pimlico,
London, -^.W.

A RTIGLED PUPIL to an ARCHITECT.
Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Arcbttecta, who

has bad an extensive prnfee-innal proclloe, and is now living la a
desirable s*.-slde watering-olace. has a VACANCY for a well-
•diica'ed YOUTH ss sji Articled Pupil. Arrangements can be made
for residence. If desired,—Address, 6. W. Office of " The Builder.”

pENFRAL WORKING FOREMAN.—
\T WANTED, hy a r-nintry firm, a practlosl Man, Carpenter by
trade. One who has filled a similar situation hef-ire ; none other
need app'y.—Address bv letter, stating age, reference, and salary
required, to X. Y. Z, Post-offlee. Banbury, Oxon.

NOTIOE is hereby given that the Commit-
tee of the Com Exchange ar" prepared to receive, on and

after tbel7'h instant. anpHcatloo. for the SITUATTONB of BRADLE
and A-^SISTANr.BEADLE, p.eferenca will bo given to those accus-
tomed to carnenlers' aid p'umhers’ work, and all apoUca tlona must
he aecomnanl-d with re-fimo'ilals.—Por farther pxrticulars apply at
Ihe Secretary’s Office. Mark-lane.

TO ENGINEER3 AND bURVEYORS.
^HE Local Government Board of Bromley,

I Kent, reoulre the SERVICRq.if a compeleut person aa BUR-
VEYOR. The district consists of the en’ire Parish of Bromley, and.
in .addition to the n*nal duties of h's Offlee, the Surveyor will he re-
quired to act. a* Inspector of Nni*anrea, and mu-t be a person of
experience One wbo baa fillnd a similar office elsewhere will be pre-
f-rred. Ha will he re.|tjlre(l to devote hl« whn'e tim* and att-ntlon
to the du'lea of bis office,- Fnnhrr infjrmatinn m«y be obtained of
me. and aprllcstlonsststing amount of salary required, and seenra-
paiiisd hv tesTimnnisl*. most ho forward'd to m*. on or before
TUESDAY, the 11 th of JUNE next.— Bv o'Cer of the B"ar<l.—

ROBINSON LATTER, Herk.
Broml'T, Kent, Sfllb Mav. IWT.

WORTHING LOCAL BOARD of
HFAI.TH.-To Working Engineer.—WANT! D. a WORK-

INO F.NGINEER and FITTER to M*nag* Steam-engines and Pumps
for lifting clear water slid sewsge. The Board wi 1 provide house,
coals, and gsa, and pay 42s. per week wages.— Aprlicstiors. by letter

oiilv staling age. f-ml'y, whe-o la»t employed, and accompanied hy
testimonials, to be lent In the nod-r-igo-d. not later (ban the Kith
JUNP.pext. WM.HUDH I 'ENVRTT, Cltrk of iho Board.

5, Bedford-row, Worthing. 2T d May, 186'/.

wREXHAM WATERWORKS COM-

FULJIBR COMM ON.— Bricks -Thirty Acres of very eligible Freehold
Buildiug Laud, lying high and beautifully siiuated, a short dlstaaoe
from tb« Blougb auil Uxbndge Siatlous on the Great Western Rail-
way, and B'X miles from Wliulsor, with important frontages to two

PAJIY.-ftRCRETARY and MANAOKR WANTED— The
Director* of the Wrexham Waterworks Con.nanv REQUIRF, the
SERVICES of a competent Person to act aa MANAGER aud 3ECRB-
TART. He will he required to devote his whole time to the service
of the Company

; to keep the accounts and collect the same
;
he most

have a knowledge of waterwork details. Includlug the repair of
werks, mains, end service-pipes, and to have teen employed pre-
viously on waterwork* Salary, 12-71 per aponm. Security will be
required.- Apply, hv le'ter only (encloiiug tesiimonlais). not later
than the 32nd day of JUNE instant, addressed '’To the Chairman of
the Waterwnrkj Comparv. Wrexham. North Wales.”
Wrexham June 4'h. 1867-

TO IRONFOUNDERS and MANUFACTURERS’ CLERKS.

TV/IESSRS. FAREBROTHER, CLARK, &
LtX CO. are Inrtrnctedlu SELL by AUCTION, at the MART, Token-

e yard. Lotbbory, E C. on TUK'SDAY uex'. JUNE II, at TWO
ociovkprecisely. Thirty Acres of veryeli^ble FREKUOLD BUILD-
ING LAND. lying high sud beahlifully situated, having imp-jrtant
froutsges to two main loads, near to Bulstrode Paik, four miles from
Slougb, four ^m Uxbridge, aud lix from tVlhdsor Sutiuns, on tbe
O. W, and 8. W, Boilwai s. The whole will be divided into lots of
from one to five acres, to snlt the coovrulence of purchasere.— Psr-
tlcnlan and plans are preparlug, and, wh>u ready, may be obmioed I

at the Castle Hotel, Winusor; Chequers, Uxbridge
;

Royal Hotel.
|

Sloogh; of Meisiv BiSCHOPr, CoXB, ft BuMPAS, Bulicilots, 1». 1

Celeman-street, E.C,
;
end a' tbe Offlcvs of Messrs, FaKEBROVHEB.

CLARK, ft CO. 9, Liuicaeter place, Siraod, W.C.

WANTED, a GENTLEMAN, who has had
^ » a good exp-riene* in the ahov- line, as ASSISTANT BOOK-

.
good expsrle’

KEEPER and COCI.KfTOR. Only «ileh will . uit,-Applv. af
o’clock In the evening, lo Ifr, E. W. IJOtiPER, AccounUnt, No. 67,
Great Quren-street, Lincolu's-lDO-fleld*, W.C.

WANTED, MARBLE MASONS and
» V POLISHERS at the Westminster Marble Works, Barl-st.reet,

MlUbaok. Wsstmltiater Gn-.d workman will meet with regular

accommodated wi'h lodgings at a reasonable rate.— For further par-
ticular*, aopiy to Mr. PILTON, at the Works.

TUESDAY NEXT.-PECKHAM-RYE,-Forty-elgbtacro8 of valuable
Freehold Building Laun, in a nug feuce, between Peckbain rye
Coinmou aud F. ie-t hill, aud cluso lo the Honor Oak Station of
the Crystal Palace and houtb London Junction Railway (tbe Ulgb-
Uvel line to the Ci

I^ESfeRS. FAREBROTHER, CLARK, &
CO. have received iuaiructlons to PELL by AUCTION. -

NEW AUCTION MAhT,'lukeLhou.e-yard,Lutbbuiy,on TUKSDaY
NEXT, tbe Iltii day or JUNE, at TWO u'clock precisely (uuless pre-
viously dispusei of by private coutroct), 47a 3r. 33p. cf valuable
FREEHOLD hUlLDING LAND, in (bis drslnible locality, lying
compact iu a ring fence, bei wreu I'eckbatu-rye Commoh and Furesl-
hiil.clrse to Ibe Muuur Oak SUiUuu of ihe Luuilon, Cbslhani. aud
Dover (CrysUI Palace and buuth London JqocUmii) Railway, tbe uew
High-level line to tbe CrysUl Palace.—Pariieulais are preparlug

;

and. when leody, with plana, may ue bod of Mrsrrs. WILLIAMS ft

JAMBS, Solicitors, 63, Lii culo’s-iuu-fields. W C.
;
at tbeNew Auciiou

Mart, t.C. ; and attue Offloi of Meosrs. FAREBKOrHEK, CLAKK,
ft CO. 5, Laucosler-pUce, btrood, W.C,

FF GEORGE REED wishes to HEAR from
L ELIZA, of Addlsoh's-gardeos, lasJy of Horbury-cresceut, Not-
ig-_hUI, he cau^by oddreseiug Y. Z.gat K. W. Young’s, bUlionor,

160, King-street, Great Yarmouib.

The Advertiser may be CONSULTED by
Architect* deelious of os-TrlainlDg, from rongh or flulshed

sketches, the Cost ot F/upiaed Bulidiug*. or in the Seitlemeul of
Building Accouuts. Spec.ficatious and wurkii g drawings prepared.

’ ”
». Goth, 6, Ilenbigh-piace, 'First cLiss refereuces.— Ai

pOMPETlTIONS and PERsxPECTIVES
prepared

; also. Quantities, Working and Detail Drxwlugs,
CuUlDensatlUUB. Surveis. ftc lU tbe wrv beat maimar aii.l nn .-.wi..

ft ft Z. 23, Buckiogbam-street, Strand, W.C

D
TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND OTHERS.ECOEaTIVE GILDEES

To be bad at tbe

KING’S ARMS, POLAND STREET, W.C.
.0 Ibo &ECKETARY.

DRAWINGS for BUILDERS’ WORK of
eveiy Description. Aichltect*' Quaniiile* Supplied, and Build-

ers' Work Mrasuied aud Valued, ly a Piacticoi Surveyor. Cliorgea

Addicss, E, T. Post-office, Eennirgton Pork, S,

‘X'IT-A.NTED, in a large establishment, in
V V Ihe country, a thnroughly prartlral CARPBNTKR, to take

Charge of the Gensral Repairs ebuut the House aod
an experienced WOMAN, io M»naga ard Superintend a large

Laundry. A married couple wl'hnut children will be preferred. A
•nod house and garden will he provided for them.— Apply to the
Sumar, Rodhy CoDsg*. Ah'ngden. Betka

WANTED, a YOUTH (about 16), that
VV write* a good hand and la quick at figure*, os ar

TO SMItHS' FOREMF.N.

NTED, a practical Man to take the
MaNAGKMRNT of the MEN. b-dh out and in doors. Most

•II up in all kinds of hot-water, steam, and kitchen w irk.

•il wage* to a really good man.—Apply to H. B. 189, Unlon-
Southwark, London.

W^.

Offlee of ’’The Builder."

WHARF CLERK. One
e stone trade preferred. — Address, 396,

I r JAJ1IUUU Vllice, wiiQ -c-i • .0-1, -..V

experience io the profession, and Is well aoquaiuted v.._ —
routine ; is well up in design, dot dU. ami c.noudng, aud bos a know-
ledge of perspective, measuring, and quantities. Drawings and tee-

timonloiscau be produced.-Addres*, W, B. 11, Percy-clrcus, W,0.

WA
. .

QAGEMKNT as BOOK KREPEa Thoroughly acquainted.
~ 1th all the routine of a Builder’s Office, and can assist in tbe esti-

lating department. Good reference*.-Addrees, W. H. Fost-oiBces

31 and 33, Grange-road, Derinoudsey. 3 E.

WANTED, a DRAUGHTSMAN, to act
also aa Town Traveller, and to call upon Architects, Builders,

and Bngiusera—Apply to H. O. 96, Queen-alreet, City.

WANTED, immediately, a good LATH
BENDF.R, to rend about )3 fathom* of h-it Petemhurg lath-

wnod. A good Tetereoce reuul'ed,—Apply to Mr. R. 3PICBB, Builder,

Temple-end, High Wycombe. Buck*.

wANTED, a TIME CLERK, for a Mason’s
Wharf. None need applv unless they h*ve been sii

.. ‘d. Good references required.—Address, 414, Office of " The
Builder,

'

WANTED, by a Young Man, aged 29, a
BITUATION aa BUILDER'S CLERK, or to assist in the

Management of a Bustoess. heiug prac ie.illy acqiiaioted with the
trade in all Its brauch s. Has had im'lar employment for many
years,—Address, 468, Office of " Tbe Builder”

TO ENOINF.EE3, ARCHITECTS. AND C0NTRACT0F3.

anted, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION sa ASSISTANT. Gcrfl draughisinan. surveyor, ant

leveller Weil up In uking out quantities aud measuring work, and
Can superin'end cnnatiuctiun. bolory very mudeiate.—Address,

" "

Office of " The Builder."

TO CARPENTERS AND OTHERS.

T^ANTED, by a Young Man, a perma-
VV nent SITUATION as JOBBING CARPENTER. Term*

T^ANTED, by a PLUMBER, well experi-
I V enced In every kind of work, a JOB, piecework or otherwiee ;
would undertake other brsnebea in the me<a1 trades for a good job,

to fill up time. Aged 32 Reference* if required.—Address, J. J.
Plumber, 23, Princes street, Diury-lane, W C.

TO PAINTERS, BUILDER3, AND 0TB BBS.WANTED, by an experienced Man, a RE-
ENGAORMENT as WORKING FOREMAN ot PAINTERS.

Can do graining, gildlog, and pUiu wrUIng. papering aud glariug.
Good reference.—Addrees, 428. Office of ” The Builder "

Wanted, an engagement by
VV thoroughly qualified QUANTITY SURVEYOR, ESTIMighly qualified QUANTITY SURVEYOR, ESTIMA-

TOR, and DRAUGHTSMAN, of '20 years' experieuce. Can have first-
’ •

iiais and two yoais' reference form present employer*.—
.. Mr. Smith’*, Cnnrcb street. H ickn.-y.

TO CONTRACTORS ANO OTHKR-*.

RK-ENGAGEMENT, as
CONTRACTOR'S MANAGER. Bos ju.t completed alarge

WANTED,
VV CONTBAC1

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.WANTED, by a thoroughly respectable
Yonng Man, a SITUATION aa IMPROVER, to the Plumb-

ing, in a good West-end firm. Five years' reference, if required.—
Address, W. /. H 4. Grove-street, Marilebone.

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, in a
V V Idindon Office, by the Advertlsst, who ha* had seven years'

TO SAW-MILL PBOFRIBTOBS, Ac.WANTED, by an experienced Man, aged
60. a SITUATION OS FOREMAN, or t> Uke entire Charge of

a Saw-mill, either in town ur couutiy.—Addrees, W. P. 6, Lower
Symons-etreet, Sloone-square, Chelsea ; or Mr. HOLMAN, Engineer,
Canterbury.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

7“ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-EN-

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

YIT'ANTED, by a thoroughly competent
V V Man. a SITUATION as YARD FOREMAN ot Wh.-vrf Clerk,

Several years’ undeniable reference ITum last employer.—Address,
"i, Office of "The Builder.”

TtrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV GENERAL ASSISTANT. Salary moderate — Aridres*.

n 4 Co. 99, Unper-»i

TO ARCHITECTS.

TTTANTED, by an ASSISTANT, a R&EN-W GAGEMENT In on Architect’s office. Seven years’ expert-
euce. Age 24.—For terms, ftc. apply to A. J. Hertford Eud, CbeUns-
ford. Essex.

TO COUNTRY PLUMBER.4. ftc.WANTED, by a middle-aged Man, constant
EMPLOYMENT aa a JOBBING PLUMBER, PAINTER, and

GLAZ'EB. Undeiswiids leod-Uqht work, pnmowork. water
cloeet*. coffins, ftc. Wages no obJect.—Addrrs*. ROBERT PE-ftRCB.
Sen. Plumber, No. 1, Ui clerwood-street, Eigle-stteet, City-rosd.

Lately resided for 29 years at East-rood Cottage. East-road, City-rood.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, by a practical Man, PLASTER-
ING by the Piec*. ur as Foreman, where energy and trust

TO DECORATORS. BUILDERS, ftc.

Y'XT'ANTED, by an experienced Artist,
VV Interior Decorator. De.igner. and Mosdclst, an ENGAGE-
MENT os FOREMAN of PAINTERS, H*s a thofou.bly procilcaj

knowledge of every brauch of decoration, lUomlnaliog, ftc. Sp-ol-

mens shown. Good references.—Answer. No. 384, Office of "Tbs
Builder."

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
FOREMAN of CARPKNrRRo or General BUILDING FORE-

MAN. Town or country. Good refrreDowi.—Address, J. J, No. 8,

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
ANTED, by a good PLUMBER, a CON-

VV BTANT JOB or PIECE WORK. Can do gistllUng. Good. . . . gtsfllUng. Good
reference from last employer if required.—Address, H. C. ‘Jd, Great
Collego-sDeet, Westminster.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a good PLASTERER,
PIECE WORK, or wUl take a SITUATION ss FOREMAN.

Has completed extensive Jobs in Loudon. Aged 33. Good refereuco

os to character aud ability.-Address, 383, Offlee of " The Builder.”

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YlfT'ANTED, by a Young Man, just out of
VV his time, a SITUATION as IMPROVER to the PLUMBING,

Addreai, T. B. 360, Kiug's-rOMl, C'heUe*.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Young
Man a* ORAINKR. Willing to do painting or paperbaog.

lug.—Address, G. W. 33, Huutley-street, Tolteubani-court-rDod, W.C.

TO PAINTERS. BUILDERS, ftc.WANTED, an ElNGAGEMENT, for three
days a week, by an rfficlett BOOEKBEPBK, to assist in

keeping tbe books of a palntar or builder. Fmt-ct**s reference* to

firms with whom be has been engaged fur many year*.—AildreiitO
V. 8. Post-office, Wardouf-street, Oxforc-street.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS,

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
FOREMAN of PAINTERS, by an energetic Man, with great

practical experience, aud a flrel-olas* culounsi
;
no objection to tbe

cnuQlry. Uuczcepilonable refereucee.-AddraSS, DEoORATOR, 86,

Prlnoes-road, Nottlng-hill. W.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
CLERK of WORKS, or Furemau for a Contractor, by •

practical man. Fint-uioaa tesilmoulds of recent date.-AddreM,
R. P. 8. 5, William-street, CamJen-towu. N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
WORKS, or to Trike tbe Charge of a Job. Ha* bod great

excellence in the w.y of general repdrs, has given credit in such

places,(ondlsa practical cariieuter by trodi*. TeslimiUiaUgood. Salary

reasonable,—Addrese, jL B. 2, Kennel-street, Bruuswlck-squore.
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Architectural Dramngs in ike Paris

Exhibition.

MONG aU the

ten groups and
ninety - five

classes into

which the con-

tents of the Paris

Exhibition are

divided, perhaps

that which will

be of the great-

est interest to

the bulk of our
readers la “ Class L Gronp 1. Architectural
esigns and Models.” And not to professional

readers alone, for in the rariral of art that has
been witnessed in Eugland during the last
quarter of a century there is hardly an educated
man or woman who has not taken some little
part, either in the general question of taste, the
parent art of arohmology and architecture, or in
me of the many sabdirisions and details into
rhioh the subject may bo arranged. The majority
it us are either Goths or Greeks, consciously
r unconsciously; and if knowledge and edaoa-
ron do not lead to so general a survey of the
mole question of architecture, we yet have our
ivonnto periods of art or varieties of style in
hat Gothic or Classic school which has our
ympathies

; and when even these do not keenly
iterest us, we agree to hold different opinions as
3 the comparative beauty of the square or round
baous, split ourselves into parties about vesf-
mnts or mural decoration, or disagree in our

I

“bbbrningthe method in which the " live
ders, or any portion of them, may be em-
oyed m designing the faqade of a building
his, If It show nothing else, proves that the
ogress and development ofarchitecture audits
1 ordinate arts is becoming, however slowly, a
lestion of some interest among educated people
England. ^

Apart from the hiefcorioal interest and value
architectural remains, which make their study
tractive to the scholar or antiquary, there is so
eat an amount of information on subjects cor-
lative to be obtained by archmological in.
ones, that we cannot become well informed in
e past history of our country without absorb-
? in the process enough knowledge of archi-
3ture to make us latent if not active archieo-
Jiets. It has fallen to the lot also of this
atnry to have both the task' of restoring a
'ge number of the architectural monuments of
5 past, and of supplementing them by new
.otions required for the present and the future,
us a large proportion of the great cathedrals
1 parish churches of England have been and
be restored m this century, and all those

portant public and civil buildings required
aer y the national administration in the
tropohs, or by municipal bodies in the larr^e
vmcial cities, will also be the work of the
e eenth century in which we live. The only
allel period to this in this respect in English
wry 13 the fifteenth century, as the union of
pendicular with Norman architecture dis-
fs in so many of our cathedrals; but not
Q the fifteenth century, nor any other epoch
mr history can vie with the present age in
number or extent of the public buildings

Jted, nor exhibit so rapid an elevation of
e. At no previous era to that which

has been aptly called the Georgian, had architec-
ture sunk to so low an ebb, or public taste so
nearly approached extinction

; and this makes
our own period appear all the more satisfactory
in contrast with the gloomiest phase of our art-
history, But, without comparing the present
with the more immediate past, and grieving for
many opportunities missed, we may regard our
own days as peculiarly the age ofthe Renaissance
of art generally, and of architecture especially.

This alone would confer upon an international
exhibition of architectural designs an absorbing
amount of interest

j
for it is only by snch oppor-

tunities for comparison as are thus given to us
that we can as readily compare ourselves with
other nations, as we can annually contrast the
works of individuals with each other among our-
selves at home. There are, however, limits to
the opportunity now given in Paris, since it is
no easy task to place side by side in competition
works which have been designed for dissimilar
purposes, and required to comply with very
varying conditions. The only features in which,
as it appears to us it is both possible and may
be profitable to institute a comparison of the
architectural designs of different nations, are

Fergusson, Pennethorne, and C. Barry; “The
Manchester Assize Courts,” by Banks & Bariy;
and a “National Institute of Art and Science,”
by J. B. Waring. There are also many works of
minor importance, both executed and designed,
such as churches and private houses, but thatwe
have named the moat important drawings exhi-
bited is equivalent to saying that English
architectural design is rather indicated than
represented. The architects named display, for
the most part, only one design each ; other archi-
tects of note exhibit but their lesser works; and
many do not exhibit at all. It is true that in the
exhibition of photographs of architectural works,
this poverty of representation is in some degree
apologised for

; but this is only an indifferent-

apology.

It is comforting, however, that Mr. Scott
should have so far remembered his status as an
Architectural Academician,as to send his “Albert
Memorial;” and that one of the best modern
adaptations of Gothic, the “ Manchester Assize
Courts, is exhibited. Both are good drawings,
and the same may be said of the excellent
design, well and artistically displayed by Mr*
Lynn, of the “ Sydney Uouses of Parliament.”
"AT- T> le -r - rv. . ....

-o — mo i,^uu, oi cue "syaney Houses of Pari
the essentially fine-arb elements of design and Mr. Brodrick’s “Leeds Town-hall” says as much
oompoaition, the nse of enrichments to develop for classic study of architecture as wo could well

'hte^Z nlicr rf
Mr. Scott his Whitehall GovernmentX of lrwing

-cstrnmen. Offices and the Liverpool Hall of St. George

Df J • .

Mr. Elmes, IS out of the competition. There

sa.!^ to s„eak® d “amed,

r<^-s afe d
’ oolleotion, who

taownbfr.^
entioiscd by ns, and already could not if he ohese have sent half a dozen of

ttnTself u- V
own designs far superior to the one he has

tWhaf “-okitoota who have sent

to gfvJi^f
=”0“ Pl-otostaphs perhaps, had

T t T “ '0‘MWtion of their ownlence It might have been hoped that even if
[

designs in London, there would be displayed a

the greatest masterpieces of painting produced
by our artists, preventing thereby a full and fair
representation of the British school in the exhi-
bition, we should retrieve our position to some
extent by the display it was in our power to
make in the department of architecture. Though
it is only by permission of the purchasers of a
painter’s works, that he can hope to be efficiently
represented in an international competition, the
architect is under no such difficulty. By his
own wish he can either display the evidences of
skill in design, or withhold them; and consider-
ing the paucity in the collection of really good
architectural designs which have been pro-
duced by living men comparatively recently,
and are known to be now in existence, it would
seem to be undeniable that our English archi-
tects have not cared to be represented in the ex-
hibition, either as a school or as individuals. This
IS the more to be regretted, because we are accus-
tomed to suppose we have the best grounds for be-
lieving that in architecture we hold no secondary
position in Europe. The work of restoration has
been an archmologioal school for our architects,
and the numerous competitions for important
public buildings have tested their powers of de-
sign and drawing. The condition of architectural
design in England is a sufficient proof that both
of these influences have been felt and have borne
fruit. Our display of works in the Paris Exhi-
bition, as we said before the collection was sent
off, gives but a very indifferent impression of the
actual practice of architecture, and conveys a
very false one of its study as a fine art. Of large
works either completed or in process of erection
our architects have but a scant show, the princi.
pa! of these being Mr. Waterhouse’s “ Assize
Courts at Manchester,” Mr. Scott’s “ Albert
Memorial,” “Designs for the Houses of Parlia-
ment at Sydney,” by Mr. Lynn, Mr. E. M.
Barry’s “ Restoration of St. Stephen’s Crypt,”
and Mr. C. Brodriok’s “Town-hall at Leeds!”
Of designs not carried out, there are the “ Albert
Memorial” drawings of Messrs. Donaldson,

exhibited in the Champs Elysees.

Turning from the English to the French draw-
ings, we cannot help being impressed with the
same difference in scale as is to bo seen in the-
oil paintings of the two nations. After the
French paintings the English seem miniatures;
and when wo have examined the pretty-looking
drawings of our own countrymen, the immense
and powerful works iu the French Architectural
Gallery are the more striking. We cannot be
prevented from admiring the pleasant water-
colour drawings with their bright foliage and
clear skies, rustic figures or prancing horse-
women in the foregronnd, with which onr
countrymen appeal to us when they bring for-
ward perspectives of their designs; but as a
style of conveying to us the actual architecture
and composition of a building, the geometric
drawings on a large scale adopted by the French
architects seem to ns preferable. The English,
however, were not allowed space for snch a dis’
play. It is somewhat instructive, also, to see
how the disposition to draw the figure, and in-
dulge in pleasant bits of colour which our archi-
tects exhibit in the landscape accessories of
their designs, the French architects, who evi-
dently have the same desire, apply to the
enrichment of their composition by sculpture
and its decoration polychromatically. The
thought rather forces itself upon us that in the
interpretation of a design and in its composition,
the fignre-drawing should be the architect’s own
work, and not that of the colourist, who under-
takes to present the perspective in a charming
manner to the public eye

;
and that it would be

somewhat the better for architecture as a fine
art if the figures formed a permanent part of
the composition, designed, therefore, with be-
coming seriousness, and not be representations
of passing spectators on the road in front of the
building, or groups of picturesque figures sur-
veying the interior.

Let us take, as an example of French compo-
sition, the design for “line salle des fHes;’’
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Ifo. 880, by M. II. P. Picq, which ia alongitadinal

eection of Renaissance interior, showing the

composition in form and colour. As a picture,

it ia not to be compared to many drawings in

the English department
;
but then examine it as

an architectural composition, and see how the

artist who designed the buildings revels in the

decoration of it by his powerful figure-drawing

and liis love of chaste and harmonious colour-

ing. Such a building as this is a design for,

does not exist in England at the present time,

the only approach to it being the interior of St.

George’s Hall, Liverpool, which, however, is far

beneath it in general composition, in richness of

effect, and in sculptured and coloured decora-

tion. Here all the artist’s love for colour and

the enrichment obtained by introducing the

human figure, finds vent in his elaboration of

this design, and is not thrown away, architectu-

rally speaking, upon purple skies or charming

equestrians. The drawings under the number

870, bv Lamerire, of the Church of St. John,

are also examples of a thoroughly conscientious

study of architecture, betraying a mastery of all

elements of art, arrangement of masses, contrast

of form, grouping in pleasing harmony of the

various modes of enrichment
;

and, taken

together, they form a perfect example of design,

in which the architect assumes aud maintains

his true position of the master-mind, equal to

the task of not only providing the framework of

a building, but of clothing it with its minister-

ing subordinate arts. Especially among the

namerons di'awings exhibited by this architect

are the two large perspectives and one large

section, to illustrate this design for the Church

carefully thought-out production, showing the

actual condition of the temple, and its restora-

tion, in an excellent series of drawings. As a

monument of labour, the immense pen-and-ink

drawing, by JI. Fruchy, of the Abbaye Royale

of St. John Desbiques, at Soibsons, is worthy of

a passing glance 5 and if the English architec-

tural student wishes to leave the French Coort

with a little leas keen sense of his own defi-

ciency than he otherwise ought to, he should

wind up by examining the Engineers’ Cathedral

of II. Boilean. This triangular iron house of

cards will bring back to his memory some of the

ecclesiastical architecture of his own country,

and his final conviction will be that, however

weak and powerless his art-education may
have been, aud how proved it is to be so may be

seen by these French drawings, there is one

thing which his countrymen can do now, as they

did in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

and that is to build a Christian church, or cathe-

dral, better than the Frenchmen, over whose

other works he has lost his patriotism in admi-

ration.

It is a carious phase in the architecture of

two nations that, although for many centuries

the French were as great believers in Gothic

art as the English, yet, from a certain time,

which we cannot exactly fix, the one drifted as

steadily in a classic direction as the other did

Gothically. How far asunder this drifting has

taken them may be indicated by the two col-

lections of architectural designs in this exhi-

design in the

England could have placed herself in the first

position in architectural design generally, had

she been so minded, however painfully inferior

she must have been in the mere technical practice

of architectural drawing, as compared with the

French.
How comes it that these Belgian architectural

drawings are ignored in all the catalogues

Of the drawings exhibited by other nations,

perhaps the most important are those which illus-

trate the design for the H6tel de Tille at Berlin,

by M. H. Waeseman. The design itself is a com-

paratively plain and meagre composition, having

semtcircnlar and segmental windows and doors,

its good points being the skilful use of construc-

tional ornament, especially in the comice. Eight

very large drawings and a model also, do perhaps

more than justice to the composition, which can

be thorongbly well understood from them, and

in this respect the group of both drawings and

model are deserving of attention. The very

elaborate “ Zion’s Church, at Berlin,” by M. Orth,

a sort of Romanesque design, having semi-

circuh'x windows, enriched with tracery, the

latter feature showing very comically, is also well

illustrated by four large drawings and a model.

The groining of this church is both skilful in

construction, and very tasteful in ornamentation,

though the
'
purely architectural or sculptured

ornament in other parts of the construction is

scanty and poor.

The Netherlands are not badly represented

by M. Cuypers, who exhibits designs for three

churches, as well as one for the King William
hibition. There is scarcely a w..— ^— ,

— - - ^

Euglish department worthy of loug scrutiny Museum at Amsterdam; the latter protusely

where its author has attemnted Italian or illustrated by many large drawings. Uoe e-

of St. John. They are worthy to be made Renaissance treatment; on the other hand, we

Btanda-ds to convev to students an idea of what
j

may say exactly the same of pointed archi-

design is capable,” and to show to what perfec-
[

tecture in the French department. Moreover,

tion'^r.r.'hitectural drawing may be brought, by a just as we seem in England to have settled the

thorough mastery of its elements. 1
question of the adaptability of Gothic bo large

M. Henard exhibits three designs, two of] public buildings, the French appear to have

which, Nos. 863 and 864, appear to us as re-
1

given up thinking of it, except as a defunct

markable for purity of taste as they are excel-
[

style. Even where they attempt it, the corn-

lent in dranghimanship. The latter, a mono-
]

position is essentially Icalian in general effect,

ment to commemorate the friendship of all 1 and the details very Moorish in treatment.

nations, is particularly worthy of the atndent’s

careful examination, on account of its quiet

power in design and its masterly qualities of

drawing. It is to be regretted that so apocry-

phal a subject should be identified with this

excellent design
;
and we do hope that before

the lion and the lamb lie down together, this

monument may he adopted to commemorate a

less abstract idea, in a concrete form. The for-

mer of these drawings, No. 863, is a large detail,

some 12 ft. high, of a single bay in the facade of

a Parisian house, and the large scale upon which

it is drawn euables us to obtain a very accurate

idea of the effect of the design. It is both re-

fined and bold, well composed, and, remember-

ing the limitations, very original. How few of

the designs which appear good and charac-

teristic in the pretty perspectives of our English

school would bear the severe anatomisation of

their features to which this large geometric

drawing would subject them! And yet how
valuable is the test thus applied, both to the

architect and the public. From such a detail as

this, drawn and coloured like it, we can see the

effect of every detail in the whole bnilding, aud

many an error which becomes evident for the

first time in the completed building would be

detected in the large-scaled drawing before it

became irrevocable.

Another French architect, of whose works

the nation may well be proud, is M. Quostel.

His designs for the library and the mansion-

house (as we should say), at Grenoble, seem to

unite those usually divorced characteristics of

skilful planning and pleasing tout ens(nnUe.

whilst the same universality of powers in artistic

design and enrichment of parts, noticed of other

architects, is eminently noticeable in his works.

We confess to liking his interiors better than

his exteriors, and his large geometric drawings

show his great skill in composition better than

the somewhat hastily executed perspective views

which accompany them.

The collection of French architectural designs

includes also, among others worthy of study, the

complete drawings for Prince Napoleon’s Pom-
peian House, by M. Normand

;
the Chateau of

Liancourt, by the same; a design for a school of

art, by M. Hunt (and what the French do in

the way of art schools may be worthy of in-

quiry in England), and many extensive essays

in the restoration of ancient works, apparently

studies, or diplotna drawings by students.

Among the latter the restoration of the Temple

Hercules, at Tivoli, by M. Thierry, seems a

Next to the French drawings, the architec-

tural designs of the little kingdom of Belgium

stand foremost in merit. Curiously enough,

also, the classic spirit is not so observable here

as in her French neighbour’s works. There

appears to be about an equal devotion to both

styles in the Belgian drawings, with a preference

as in England, for Gothic iu ecclesiastical build-

ings. The drawings are neither upon so large

a scale as the French, nor are they so excellent

as compositions, and, in addition, there are very

few of them. But the designs for the churches

of SS. John and SS. Nicholas at Brussels, and

SS. Peter and Paul atChatelet, by M. E.Carpentier,

are very creditable prodactions. Tho former, in

a style of Gothic which, .had it been the work of

an Englishman, would have been developed into

geometric Gothic, and the latter would have be-

come in like manner First Pointed. There is,

however, something about modern Continental

Gothic which refuses to be classified in our own
terms, and is as unlike also tbe Medimval style

of France or Belgium. The Chatelet church is

the more refined and effective of these two

designs, the tracery of the other being scant and

not graceful,—too much like windows cut from

pasteboard. Something about both of these

works suggests practice in a foreign style, to

which the architect has nob yet become accus-

tomed. We saw the same kind of feeling in our

own Gothic, thirty years ago, only that with us

our designs were the productions of men learn-

ing to become artists, whilst M. Carpentier starts

on his revivalism with finished power as an

artist. The design for a cathedral or church, by

M. Leon Sieyes, is another effort in Pointed

architecture, which has many excellent features

also. The new Bourse, for Brussels, which is

simply a Classic temple, portico and all, better

represents the powers of M. Sieyes, and his

drawings of the national monument to King

Leopold I. afford illustrations of a powerful

mastery of drawing and colouring, as well as

skill in composition.
“ The Chateau,” by Yanhouleyben, a coloured

perspective drawing, is perhaps the most pic-

turesque of the Belgian buildings, and may be

well compared with similar drawings in the

English department, such as “Orchard Leigh,

Somersetshire,” by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, with

" Hemsted House,” “ Chilham Castle,” and

“Taverham Hall,” by Mr. D. Brandon. Iu

domestic architecture of castles and halls we

by many
'

sign for a church, by a Netberland architect,

M. Van Sooden, ia interesting as showing the

use of coloured brick internally, instead of

polychromatic decoration, — a custom much
affected by one class of architects of the Eug-

lish school.

Of the many other architectural works scat-

tered about in various parts of the building it is

not onr intention more fully to speak, than to

say that those from Spain and Portugal are

interesting, as displaying a peculiarly clistiucb

national type.

Many other countries besides England have

shown an apathy on the subject of architectural

design in this department of their display;

though whether they have as little cause for it

BS we have, it is impossible for us to say.

We cannot say much for the elliptical plan of

the building for the Exhibition, so far as the

arrangement of the architectural drawings is

concerned. The English drawings are in a

miserable little place, away from the great

gallery, whilst of other nations, some have to be

content with the vestibules aud passages be-

tween one gallery and another; and many draw-

ings are in the open air, under cover of the

piazza round tho central garden. In contrast

with this the majority of the French works have

the same sort of accommodation as ia given to

their paintings aud sculpture, in. the same broad

well-lighted gallery range.

The verdict on the art display of our country

is already being given against ns, and with some

show of reason. However much the Exhibition,

as far as we are concerned, is a success as a trade

advertisement, and iu displaying tbe several

branches of industrial manufacture we have be-

fore noticed, it is not a complete representation of

the position of the fine arts architecture,painting,

and sculpture amongst us, and for all this, either

the management or the several professions are

responsible, jointly or separately. Whichever it

mav be, the position we achieved in 1862 as a

nation not wholly of shopkeepers, but with a

taste for art as well, is sadly jeopardised. What

have the painters, sculptsrs, aud architects of

England to say to the position of tbe English

artistic name now ? Is there no explanation for

our deficiency ? and, if not, have we no cause for

regret ?

Be this as it may, knowing what we do know

of English art, we are as little disposed to be

discouraged by our want of success in the com-

petitions as we should be warranted in describ-

ing the Exhibition, iu the painting, architectural,

and sculpture department of the British section,

as a fair representation of Euglish art, admir-

able as many of the individual specimens are.

New Drixkirg Fountain.—A foontain has

been erected in Broad-sfreet, St. Giles’s, by the

Drinking Fountain Association. It is composed
might have shown greater felicity than we have

“f has a’dog-troDgh attached,
•done, though, as we have before remarked, i

a =
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ARCH.^OLOGIC ITEMS FROM ROME,
The excavations began some three years ao-o by

an enterprising proprietor in a garden to the
south of the Antonine Therm® have lately
claimed_ special attention, thanks to the most
interesting of the discoveries hero realised. It
socn became evident that the ruins here brought

ight, at considerable depth below the cnlti-
voted soil, must be those of an extensive and
splendid palace, no doubt more ancient than
Oaracalla s Thermae, and apparently sacrificed
80 as to form a mere substruction to those later
buildings of such vast extent. Reference to
history soon established the fact that this
patrician residence belonged to a well-known
personage, of whom both poets and historians
speak, namely, Asinius PolUo, an orator and
^thor, the friend of Augustas, of Virgil and
Horace, Proconsul in Spain, and in the year of^me, /14 raised to the Consulate, not the
least of whose merits, certainly, was this, thathe founded near the Atrium of Liberty, restored
a,]so by his means, the first Greek and Latin
library open to the public in Rome. The first
treasure brought to light among the ruins of this
palace was a Mosaic pavement, that covers a
spacious area, representing, in black and white,
hgurea of Tritons, Nereids, and other mytbo-
logio orentarea of the deep, the adornment,
It aeoma, of an hypoothral court, for therew no trace of roofing aboro. Off this open

*"'=1 with aoil or

atrewn fragments of the vaulted roof, that has ap.
patently been broken in by violence, in order to fill
this interior, when the buildings of the Thermie
were erected above; and these cietm show us
that the vanlt also waa entirely painted over, atew hgm-es of animals being still seen on its
stuccoed surface. A roofless vestibule, leading
into the Lararinm, baa ita walls also painted,
with figures on panels, Baoehante, sacrificial
ministers animals, &e., so inferior to those in
the chapel that we must refer them to a much
later period, and need not give much time to
considp their claims. The unique importance
attaching to this discovery is, that it shows ns

u , r domestic
chapel for the genial worship of those guardian
deities, retaining all its art-decoration and its
ahar, scarcely ruinous, for the bloodless sacrifice
ottered to them.
But as to the altar, we observe that it is

obviously a later adjunct, not entering into the
original plan of this interior

5 and therefore are
we led to conclude that the dedication as aDaranum was subsequent to some other uses for
wnicJi the same site once served.
The manner in which the possessions of

PoUio were made to yield to the purposes of
Laracalla, appears from the facbthatthecele-

Farnese” (the group of Dirce
tied to the horns of the bull), removed from theberm® to Naples, is among the many soulo-
tures mentioned by Pliny as seen in the villa of
t^hat patrician before its transfer to the imperial

strengthened by careful study, he infused the
^irit ot Greek art into masterpieces all his own.
Uis character as a man was in unison with hisaanbutes as an artist,-beautiful in its simpH-

ei?vato."“
““ -"‘Snity and

and

menL";Se,ltXtrL^ZX‘n”thw;Td ma™=
v^st adjacent Thermm have been, for

“”>1
.

immediately under the tonnAtawL 1 ‘."a

„ lu designs, northward
oi that open court, and immediately under thestupendous Antonine buildings. Bnt all pre-vious y discovered was surpassed in interest by

i-ainoua, opened near one
aftlia mosaic-paved area, and recognisedM the bhapel ol the domestic Lares, still oXed

aff„
“ tigli-lia'ig vault, and still retaining its

nredejr semi-oircular

f”°i. ‘’““I?''
““ppm-ting the littleima es of those household gods. Around thewalla we here see a series of paintings, figures ofvarious size, that apparently belong to diflerent

periods m part effaced, bnt, in what remains,

viXt ^ by grace and
vivacity, as to deserve place among the verybest amone- knnwn

i, I li
““t'”‘'^‘>'uueoa,toaUotbersyet

? wfib a F
'‘““Wn to ns modems,

nai^tio
«qnisite mythoiogic

I Pamtmgs combined with stnooo reliefs, in the

! EormX'’”?
‘“'“b-ohambers on the Latin Way,

'

lavint o,mfF°“''"'“^
Harpocrates,

• one finger on his lips, and the doir-headed

i V
‘ f“W»“‘ble prevtlence of

l Whffh fh
Rome at the period to? which these pictures belong; on one side an

i; impressive scene that seems intended for Ceres

P^mpt r**

™
0 or I a

majestic goddess, with a torch,

L°nVth«7h ““^“'‘brnm m her hand, approach-n ng the throne, on which is seated a female inooommandmg attitude, probably deprived of thet.compa„ion.fignre. PlntoF onoe by her S- oVno« site, three figures, the central evMontly Merc^Sy
'

gtc°ewTnFo“V‘’““^-‘“ i'"*

nlazr On apavsithemtoour
Of ‘be side facing the entrance is a more

istifl lesF XT T “fortunately
.iBtill less complete, among which we perceivelone in Phrygian cap, and tunic (perhaps'^ParLilone pouring from a vase into a goblTt heW by

laseeri'^-ra^glt^rsTe^rderL

BIO , mihiTT’
^J'dnntly severed from its bodyBIO doubt intended for that of Orpheus born^yUong tne stream of the Hebrus, after theSF

‘Jhante O “
f

Thracian Bao-

mc?m“m’ ^TeVZttrLrst X‘t£Braeefnl figures m separate panels —femalesh-vymg patera,, caskets, or other saoredjojects
; above this, on another pile, fruits and

zsTf
rrevMenFlv f “T whh flowers, &c.,

WnM on ,

“ " ““ ‘'a beinJminted on a stucco surface, over which is laid

1

™ 'arger groups
,f.d which seems to have been peeled awiyi fiom’-Blower compartment adorned with tbe^siugle

cack and white mosaic, without designs, lie

r / ’ ““ uucAj-uuieu ueiu, save oy the
tounsts who are daily wandering about in the
endeavour to distinguish Tepidarium, Frigida-
num, aud Sudatorium among these greatest ofRoman I'uina. But of late we have heard not
without surprise, of works initiated by Govern-
ment to excavate near one end of the immense

' (the Tepidarium)
; and the other nas been provided, and auv dead bodV.Tfy as reported a treasure-trovo here also, “”7 infectious disease is retamed in a room in

Greek marble, of a male any dead body, which^ infigure, co^ectured by some to be a Hercules
; by the said bSL“6 o™^T.' of

“ndS fi^ne

'
^ development ->7 j^^«tioe may, on k ee^Ste'^Sindeed fine, indicative of extraordinary strength 2,

' medical practitioner, order the body to be re^but oharactensed by manly grace, and giving the iia°i™o«° ‘.'ithmuf"
P'"'» ‘>l'"'ep‘mii at th« cost oflho

Idea of youth; and as yet this’precLs Lg!meat is left standing near the spot where it wfs “f deLu.d nnd.rt.k. to Su;, fhl
the decision of authorities as 3 bii'.t tiroAC ‘"/v '>= 'fA-it

PUBLIC 1IOET0AET HOUSES.
Something is again being said as to theurgent necessity that exists for the establish-ment of places for the reception of the dead pre-

viously to burial—a want you have long urgedand illnstrated m the Builder. Yon have shownm your admirable papers on the subject the
miserable condition in which many thousands
are living around ns,—families confined to a
single room, and, in many cases, bnt oneroom for several families, amidst squalor andevery other evil condition. This sad state ofthings onlminates when death takes place, more
especia ly death from infeotions disease, the deadbodies lying for days in immediate contact withthe living

; a battle of life with death distressing
'

to the last degree.* Here certainly is some-thing which requires amendment. With respect
also to the bodies of suicides, or persons meeting
occidental or violent deaths. If in rospeotable
houses, keeping the body and holding the inquest
therA IS a di^essing nuisance; in the dwellinvs
0 the poor, besides the before-mentioned objec-
tion. It IB often no small trial for coroner and
jury to penetrate the filthy slums they are re.
quired to visit ; whilst the deposit of the bodv ata tavern IS unseemly, and open to many graveo jections

; this is a thing, too, requiring attention
and alteration. In the Sanitary Act something is
intended to amend this state of thiogs, bnt it is Sot
sutticiGntly comprehensive. Clause 27 states,

authority may proride a .proper ulacefor the reception of dead bodice; and where any eSeh u aceh« b,,n prondBii, .nil .a. deiui bud, of „L who' h»

b best among known XmplesTifTnufuekoZF 1'“ “ ''''' where it was Tb‘X °«Xir. ““bSyLt

v with sole excoDtinn nf ...
® Therui® have only bronirht to llp-hr anma ‘^“'red may be recovered bv t}i« :

*i-ioc rri
' ooo, cucBo worxs in

the rherm® have only brought to light some
pavement of large tiles laid along two levelsand which being bounded by a brick wall not
correspondent to that of the Tepidarium itself
that rises above we might suppose belonged to
the area of a bath for several persona, into which
would have been descent by steps.
Among items of news in this walk, we have

to report the continuance of the diggings at the
btationoftheVigilesmTrastevere, and henceforth
at the charge of Government, which has takenthem from the private hands first engaged, and
ordered the demolishing of some paltry housesm order to extend them over a wider area!The works, also carried on by Government, on
the Palatine (beyond the estate purchased by
the French Emperor for the well-known under-
taking m French interest) had been long bus-
pended, but are now, though not very vigorously

corred may be recovered by' the'kelieriog a sum-

e^pTneTofrch b^:,'!.^
legally liable to pay the

Clause 28 says,—" Any nuisance authoritymay provide a proper place (otherwise than at
a workhouse or at a mortuary house as lastly
hereinbefore provided for) for the reception ofdead bodies for and during the time required toconduct anypost-mortem examination ordered bvthe coroner of the district or other constituted
authority, and may make each regulations asthey may deem fit for the maintenance, supportand management of such place; and where anysuch place has been provided, any coroner or
other constituted authority may order the re-moval of the body for carrying out such post-
mortem examination and the removal of suchbody, such costs of removal to be paid in
the same manner and oat of the same fund
as the cost and fees for post-mortem examina-

.
>- a-. Yigurouaiy, xv . ,

„ ouuio lunn
progress. We are glad to find that Mr f-®

the cost and fees for post-mortem examina-
J. H. Parker has at last, obtained the permission.

1'°°^
"it®!"

o/d^red by the coroner.” It appears
first half-granted, then refused outright, to have

^ should be made compulsory on the
photographs taken in the Catacombs I'rom the

ofiicers to provide mortuary houses notmore curious Christian paintiugs and other in the Act)
details for the work he G nr«nnriv, Roman p

from infectious

•—
- paintiugs ana Other

i .r al ,

‘y/ iso uunueuipiatea in tne A
details for the work he is preparing on Roman r from infect!
antiquities; his assistaut-artist, Mr. Smeaton ^P°“ ^ doctor’s certificate, of all
aCanadian,havingalreadybQgan,andvervwell’ which otherwise would lie in crowded
to execute this series. ’ rooms amongst the living. The removal of

J he TnnnnmcYif nr— . . . COnrsie fn hxa — ixi. _t . . t

0 execute tins senes. rooms amongst the living. The removal of
Tfia monument to Mr. Gibson has been inat ““.li'itefl with decent solemnitT

erected in the Protestant cemetery, consistini of
“”J“<=rton with the before - mentioned

a plain ereot slab, with a classic frieze and ante-
“’“rtm^'Y konse there should be another fortoa at the summit (adetail taken from a sketch

awaiting posf-morfem examination and
left by the great sculptor), and the relief bast in

and a fitting building annexed for. ' .—V'"*/) twiYi LUO roiiei Dust ina circlet, as to which we must correct our former
report, having since learnt that, though the lateMr. Spence did indeed begin a likeness he had
intended to present to the executors for thismonument, he destroyed his first attempt be-
cause dissatisfied, and unfortunately did not live
to complete another

;
and that the portrait ac-

tually in its place, which is at once recognisable
was made by an Italian named Minghini. The
epitaph, obligingly supplied by Lord Bulwer
Lytton at the request of Mr. Peniy Williams, is
as follows " To the memory of John Gibson,
Bculptor, R. A., born at Conway, ITth June 1778died at Rome, where he had resided fortv-eiirht
years, 27th Jannary, 1866. His native genius

- -LLxug uuuuiug annexed tor

but that the removal of
the dead from the stifling atmosphere of the
dens where so many of our poor reside would

benefit
disease be a great public

The nBceaBity,too, of fitting places for holding
posi-Tnortem examinations, and the requisite ac-
commodation in connexion with the mortuary
building for bolding the inquest, is very plain;
bnt from the supineness of many, and the direct
opposition to alteration and improvement in

“The .Dead and the Living,- vol.
ill., p. 040, and others previously.
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others holding parish authority, unless there is

higher and more direct influence exercised than

that of a “ nuisance board,” no improvement is

likely to take place : the law will remain a dead

letter.

One hopeful sign is at least visible. At Liver-

pool the subject of the mortuary chamber has

attracted attention, and Mr. Robert Hutchinson

has generously offered to defray the expense of

such a building.

I beg to submit to you a plan and section of

what X think is required. I propose that the

mortuaries and inquest-room be lighted and

ventilated from above. Over the rooms for

witnesses and coroner would be apartments for

the attendants. The now disused churchyards

might profitably and properly be turned to ac-

count as the site of such buildings.

By bringing together such bodies as require

inquest, the coroner’s duties will be much

lightened. He will not have to go to different

parts of the parish for individual cases, sum-

moning so many different juries. One jury will

be able to dispose of a number of cases.

Philip E. Masey.

AN ARCHITECTURAL NOTICE OF ST.

JOHN’S PRIORY, CLERKBNWELL.*

The story of the religions knights of St. John

of Jerusalem (as well as that of the Knights

Templars) has been so often told, and is so well

known, as to render a repetition unnecessary.

Some authors have entered so enthusiastically

into the exploits of the knights as to lose sight

of the buildings belonging to the Priory, and

allude to them in a very cnrsory manner.

Beyond the mention of the church by old John

Stow, the tailor, in 1598, who naturally raises

curiosity by his statement that “the great

bell-tower was a most curious piece of work-

* By Mr. W. Pettit Griffith, F.8.4., read at the

Charterhouse, before the London and Middlesex Axchteo-

logical Societj.

manship, graven, gilt, and enamelled, to the

great beautifying of the city,” there is not

much reliable information on the subject. The

object of the present paper is to place on record

certain facts and data connected with the Priory

buildings, the result of discoveries and observa-

tions made during a residence of many years on

the site of the Priory.

The Priory was founded about A.D. 1100 by

Jordan Briset and Muriell his wife, near “ unto

Clarke’s Well” (now Clerkenwell), in the reign

of Henry I. Ten acres of land were purchased

for the above purpose, of the adjoining Priory

of St. Mary; and for those ten acres ^twenty

acres were given in his lordship of Willinghale,

in the county of Kent.

The two principal objects of interest connected

with this once important religions military in-

stitution are the southern entrance, known as

St. John’s Gate, and the church : these are both

situated in St. John’s-square, which latter, in

old maps, is called St. John’s Priory. St. Jobn’s-

square was the Priory-court, and bounded by

the ancient buildiugs. In Robert Seymour’s

Survey, 1735, it is named “St. John’s-court,

vul<j. St. Jones’s, St. John’s-square.” The en-

closure walls can still be traced on the north,

south, east, and west sides; and the modern

dwellings in St. John’s-square are mostly built

upon the old rubble walls of the hospital : frag-

ments of the ancient buildings are frequently

discovered.

The north boundary comprised the north

postern and the Priory buildings and walls, ex-

tending from the north postern weshuard towards

Red Lion-street; and from the north postern

• eastward towards St. John’s-street. The founda-

i tions of the Priory buildings and walla form the

. foundations of the cellars under No. 19, and the

1 basements of Nos. 21 and 22 on the north side

i of St. John’s-square. An opening was made in

the basement-wall between Nos. 19 and 20, St.

• John’s-square, oii September 12th, 1851, and
" the wall was found to be 7 ft. thick, and formed

of squared stone on the outer or north side, and

chalk rabble within. Some of the stones had

been used for windows, &c. One stone was

exactly similar in nature to the mantel stone

found in the cellar by St. John’s Gate, and was

covered with black shining flinty particles, as if

it had been subjected to fire. This wall wm
close by the northern postern. There are still

in existence beneath the houses on the east side

of the above postern, walls 7 ft. in thickness,

and containing splayed openings.
^

In tunnelling beneath No. 46, St. John s-

square, for the main drainage, in August, 1863,

solid concrete foundations ofpriory buildings had

to be cut through. The distance from the sur-

face of St. John’s-square to the bottom of the

concrete was 26 ft.

We are informed from the minute-book of the

Commissioners for Paving, &c., the parish of St.

John, Clerkenwell,* that permission was granted

on May 19th, 1780, to Mr. Gabriel Gregory, the

proprietor of the house adjoining (then about to

be rebuilt), at the south-west corner of

Jerusalem-passage, to take down the north

postern and thereby leave the south entrance to

the above passage “ open from the ground to

the sky.” The north postern was therefore

covered, and, by the plan in the commissioners

book, it appears to have been 17 ft. 10 in. long

(inside measure), and 10 ft. 1 in. wide at the

south end, and 10 ft. 9 in. at the north end, and

enclosed next St. Jobn’s-square by a light en-

closure with a gate 10 ft. 7 in. high, and at the

other (north) end by a gale 5 ft. 5 in. wide and

8 ft. high. This was an outer gate in the north

boundary-wall, which latter was 3 ft. 6 in. in

thickness at this part.

The Priory was enclosed on the south side

from St. John’s-street (eastward) towards Red

Lion-street (westward), with St. John’s-gate m
the centre. Of the southern boundary there are

St. John’s-gate and 67 fc.^of wall extending west-

ward from the gate remaining.

Of the eastern boundary, Hollar has given a

view as it appeared in 1661. It portrays the

‘ The first meeting of this Commission was held on

ij 13th, 1771. Sir George Booth, hart., in the chair.
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east end of St. John’s Church, with the Hospital-
gardens and boundary-wall

; all of which faced
ct. John a-street.

Regarding the westward boundary, there are
remains of the old Priory-wall in Ledbury-place,
being also the west garden-wall of Bishop Bur-
nett s house, and in the west-garden-wall of
^r. Adam Clarke s house, which adjoins Burnett’s
house southward, and in Red Lion Mews or
rard: all these portions remaining formed a
continuous wall, and was the western boundary.

Cromwell mentions a circumstance which oc-curred m November, 1826, which seems to esta-
blish the probability that, previously to 1381when the hospital was destroyed by Wat Tyler'
its buildings extended southward beyond the
present gate.

^

In encavatiug the ground on the east side ofJohn B.lane, for the purpose of making a new
opening into the sewer beneath, the workmencame to a wall between 4 ft. and 5 ft. thick
which crossed the lane from east to west, and,'thwe can be little doubt, both from its situationand strength formed part of the original erec-
tion of the Hospitallers. This idea receives
confirmation also from the discovery of a similar
wall m dicing out the ground for the founda-
tion of the houses in Albiou-plaoe (formerly
George.conrt), the direction of which appeared
to be north and south.
Of the early buildings which were of the semi-Aorman and Early English style, there are, be-

Sides the crypt, a few remains in the south wall
01 the present ohureh next Jerusalem-oourt, andfragments have been found built in the base-

onhibited to the Society of Antiquaries in 1866.

St. John's Gate.

John’s Gate was originally built at the
foundation of the Priory, about the year 1100,and was rebuilt by Prior Docwra in 1504. This

I prior was the immediate predecessor of the last
superior of the house. Sir William Weston, and

I retained his office from 1502 to 1523.
In Hollar’s view of the gate, the effect pro-duced by the battlements, then complete, isBhown to advantage. In some respects Hollar

IS not correct
; the windows on each side of

: ao large central arch and window in both
.fronts are m one light, while in the view they

Zl
‘"h ligtts. In alluding to the.peat multitude of prints of St. John's Gatewhch have been issued on the exterior of the

'ioring the last 115 years,

Vh.t
publication remarked in 1845.that ttoy probably in all exceeded («.

.LrTJe' ta succession a con.Biderable variety, arising from the respective

thmc” u’
employed,

teheuever a fresh engraving became requisite:

and’ S “thT" “I
extant,

accurate H* -et ‘he most

In lUSK V
and to its parts,

^ededlhe'oir^^t.

concisely allude to a few well-mown events which have rendered St. John’suate immortal, and will then return to the moreimmediate subject of the paper.

1604, the gate wasInhabited by Sir Roger Wilbrabam, and after,
iva-rds it was the residence of Edward Cave the

«e° /““'J'. first published

nnulH respectable of onr

rmeuu^tfe"' Magazine.among the numerous visitors at that time wereroldsmith and Dr. Samuel Johnson (Cave being
!18 friend and early patron). Dr. Johnson’s pef
c as continually at work; and his pamphlets,

esnojs, and biographical
lemoirs were continually published in the old
late, either by themselves or in the Gentleman's
i^a-mne In 1740, and for mere than two
lars afterwards, be wrote the parliamentary
.oeohes m the same magaaine; and these were
kllowed by his “Life of Savage,’’ “English

nTho°°p''^’l.l" u‘‘'“
Human Wishes,’’

rilhe Rambler, and many other literary pro-

'’J' Johoson were distin.
sashed from the reports which had precededBm by a greater energy of language, a more
iJishcd style of expression, and a closer atten.
nin to the relative bearing of the arguments
PBVanood by the speakers on either side. They
rare written with great rapidity, and at times
«.en he was able to raise his imagination tohh a pitch of fervour as bordered upon
Whusiaem

; to indulge which without interrup-

1

tioD his practice was to shut himself up in a
room assigned to him at St. John’s Gate. Here,
no one was suffered to approach, except a com-
positor or Cave’s boy for tlj^e manuscript copy,
which, as fast as he wrote it, he put forth at
the door,

Boswell says that, “when Dr. Johnson first
saw St. John’s Gate he beheld it with reverence-”
no doubt referring to the edifice itself, with its
chivalrous memories, and not, as has been sup-
posed, in allusion to the magazine. Johnson
himself was oftener to be found at St. John’s
Gate, where the Gentleman's Magazine was pub-
lished, than in his own lodgings.

Cave died in 1754. The Oentlanan's Magazine
was continued by David Henry,* his brother-in-
law and Richard Cave, his nephew. The latter
died in 1766, when Henry relinquished his busi-
ness of a, printer

; and employed, as his agent at
bt. John 8 Gate, David Bond, who was so con-
tinued until the end of 1778. At that date a
considerable share of the proprietorship of the
magazine having been purchased by Mr. Nichols,
It was for the next two years printed partly at
bt. John 8 Gate and partly in Red Lion-passage
Fleet-street. In 1781 (jast fifty years from its
commencement), the magazine entirely left its
native spot. It was printed for nearly forty
years in Red Lion-passage, and afterwards for
thirty-six years in Parliament-street. In 1856,
the magazine was published by John Henry and
James Parker

; and now Bradbury & Evans have
undertaken the care of it.

The walls of the present St. John’s Gate are
about 3 ft. thick, of brick, faced with stone 9 in
thick, brought from Ryegate. This stoue was

1502
^ building Henry VII.’s Chapel in

Rickman considers the style of architecture of
the gate to be Perpendicular work of pretty
good character. On the ground-floor is a central
arched entrance, with rooms on the east and
west sides. On the north front, next St. John’s-
square, is a projecting tower on each side, and
on the south front is also a projecting tower on
each side, and as the rooms above mentioned
project beyond the centre, they form, in appear-
ance, double towers, which give an imposing
aspect to the south front, and constitute the
front by which the hospital was approached
from the city.

In Hollar’s view of the gate is shown an inner
wooden erection, for carriages and foot-passen-
gers, which was succeeded by a billiard-room,
which filled all the upper part of the gateway
from the springing of the arch.

This was purchased by St. John’s Paving
Commissioners for 621, and cleared away in
1/71, and the arch repaired and restored to its
original dimensions. Sir William Staines re-
stored the masonry for 25Z.
In 1856, Mr. B. Foster, the occupant of the

gate at that time, discovered one of the original
stone chimney-pieces, and a singular secret com-
munication from the groined archway to the large
room above. The chimney-piece is neatly
moulded with spandrels, containing cruciform
gilt ornaments

; the opening of the fireplace is
4 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 2 in., and the stone is the^me as that of which the gate is constructed
Over the chimney-piece is a relieving arch. TJie
chimney-piece is restored and preserved, and
also the chamber. The secret chamber or com-
munication, occnrs in the inner side wall, the
latter is 3 ft. 4 in. thick, and the former is 1 ft.
11 in. wide, and 2 ft. 9 in. in length. At the
base of the chamber or shaft, is an arched open-
ing (now filled np), communicating -with the
open archway beneath the gate, and the top of
the shaft is immediately under the floor of the
hall. This communication may have been formed
for the purpose of entering the bitliard-room,
although its appearance is not modern.

In the room over the bar of the tavern, on the
east side of the gate, another original chimney-
piece similar to the one above described, has
been laid open.
In the interior of the gatehouse remain several

stone arched doorways, recesses, &c. with
ancient hook-and-eye binges. The ceilings are
mostly divided into compartments, by large and
boldly carved oak rib mouldings.
On the south front of St. John’s Gate are

sculptured five shields in foliated panels • the
central panel contains the arms of France and
England surmounted by a crown. The panels
on each side of the above have the cross, the
ensign of the Priory. On the next adjoining

He poaaeBBed the freehold of St. John's Gate at his

fn 1736
architect's) sister.

panel^B are a chevron engrailed, between three
roundels, and the cross in chief (Doewra’s arms).
And the next or outer panels have the chevron
and three roundels

; cross in chief, impaling a
bugle-horn stringed between three goats’ heads
erased. Beneath the above panels was the fol-
lowing inscription “ Tomas x Docwra x PriorAnno Dm 1504. Sans x roro.”
The north front has three shields in cinque-

foiled headed panels. The central one has the
cross

; on the left-hand side are the chevron
roundels, and cross-in-chief; and on the right’
hand side the same, but with the cross moline as

^ impalement. Beneath the shield was “AnnoDm 1504.” In tho groining beneath the gate-
way are sculptured bosses (and monlded ribs)
ornamented with shields. On two are the Priory
cross, and on two are the chevron, roundels, and
cross. Upon the central boss or key-stone is
the Paschal Lamb.
The arms of the Priory were gules, a cross

argent. The arms of Docwra were sable a
chevron, engrailed argent between three plates
each charged with a pallet or. In each angle of
the gateway is a slender attached column, with
moulded capital and base, from which the groined
nbs spring.

In the spandrels of the doorhead to th^ north-
west tower are the Priory cross, with a cock and
a hawk

;
and Doewra’s arms, with a hen and a

lion.

Shields with the arms of the Priory and of
Docwra are also very sharply carved in an oak
doorhead formerly on the south side of the north-
west tower, in the ground-story of the gate. It
was discovered in 1813, when this part was con-
verted into a watchhouse, and then used in a
partition, which was taken down in 1866, and
the room restored to its original proportion. The
doorhead is preserved in the gate.
The staircases were constructed in the towers

on the north side next St. John’s-square. They
were spiral, of solid stone from the ground story
up to t.he first story, and of solid oak from
thence to the top. The stone staircase in the
north-west tower was removed in 1814. The
solid oak steps still remain; also the inner stone
Tudor-headed doorways leading to the floors.
Numerous discoveries have been brought to

light during the last thirty years, through
excavating for drains, foundations to new houses,
&c.

; among these may be cited the original
pavement beneath the gate, which was 3 fc. 1 in.
below the present level.

St. John’s Gate had a narrow escape in 1845 •

the new Metropolitan Building Act then came
into operation, and the old gate was condemned
as being dangerous, and it was proposed to
compo it

; and had I not formed a committee to
restore it to its present condition, the gate
would have been destroyed. In 1846-7 the
stonework was reinstated, the embattlements
were added to the north front and partly to the
south front, and the angular turrets partly re-
built, with new windows, &c., under my super-
intondenoe, by public subscription.

St. John’s Gate has been at various periods
spoliated and modernised to serve the require-
ments of a tavern. The projecting tower in St.
John’s-lane, on the east side, was cut through
and supported by a cast-iron column, which baa
disfigured the south front. The original stone
mullions of the windows in the large room over
the gateway have been removed, and miserable
deal mullions substituted. All these alterations
were effected many years prior to the restore,
tions of 18’1’6. In 1865 the freehold was purchased
by Mr. Wickens, the present occupier, in whom
the old gate has found another friend anxious to
retain tho fabric as far as possible in all its
integrity. With this view, in 1866, 350i. were
expended upon its further restoration

; the
modern staircase on tho west side was cleared
away, and the oak staircase in the north-west
tower (this staircase winds from top to bottom
with solid oak steps, and an oak newel) was
restored

; also the old atone doorway, formerly
tho entrance to Cave’s printing-office, iu the
same tower, was raised 3 ft. in height

; the con-
tinned raising of the street paving having shorn
this doorway of its fair proportions.
Although not one of the City gates, tho Court

of Common Council responded to the public
appeals made for its restoration, and more
recently in a stained-glass window in Guildhall,
portraying Edward IV. making four citizens of
London Knights of the Bath, is a representation
of St. John’s Gate. At the base is a label,
bearing the following inscription :

—“Presented,
1866, by Samuel Wilson, Esq., Alderman of the’
Ward of Bridge Without, Alderman of the
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Ward of Castie "Raynard from 1831 to 1853. !

Sheriff of London and Middlesex, 1833, Loro

Mayor of London, 1839.” The tracery snr-

mounting the whole contains, in two separate

compartments, the arms of the City of London
and those of the donor.

St. John’s Priory Church,

The dedication of the original church, by

Heraclins, Patriarch of Jerasulem, is recorded

to have been in the year in which the Temple

Chnrch was also dedicated, and by the same
Patriarch. “ In ye yere of Cbiist 1185, ye vj.

Ides of Mcrche, ye domical lettre being P, ye

Chyrche of yeHospitall of St. John’s, Jernsalem,

was dedicatyd to ye honor of S. John Baptiste,

by ye worschypfoll fader Araclius, Patriarke of

ye resurrection of Cbriste; ye sam dey was
dedycatyd ye hinh Altre, and ye Altre of S.

John Evangelist by ye sam Patriarke.” *

The Norman or circular portion of the present

Temple Church formed the building alluded to

above, and there is no doubt that the masons
engaged in sculpturing the arcade in the aisle of

the circular portion of the Temple Church were

also employed on the ornamental capitals, &.C.,

of St. John’s Priory Church.
The vection of the first buildings of the

Priory occupied some years. It has been stated

that between the years 1274 and 1280, Joseph

de Channey, prior, built a chapel, and that

William de Henley, prior, erected a cloister

between 1280 and 1281. In 1338 it appears

that some repairs were effected.

The original church, of which part of the

crypt remains, was semi-Norman and Early

English. Some of the bases remain in situ

beneath the present modem floor, and part of

the south wall remains, in which can be traced

narrow window openings, and a doorway also

beneath floor, formerly facing Jernsalem-court.

In one of the houses in the ci-nrt built against

this wall can be seen a Norman capital in the

wall.

With the exception of the crypt, all the Priory

(including St. John’s Gate) was destroyed in

1381 by the rebels of Essex and Kent, who set

fire to the buildings, causing them to burn seven

days.

After this calamity the Priory was rebuilt,

Prior Doewra completing it in 1504. Doewra’s

church was in the Perpendicular style, and
grafted upon the Early English crypt, and con-

sisted of nave, aisles, a great bell-tower, graver,

gilt, and enamelled
;
a choir, with side chapels,

Ac., aud the remains of the Early English crypt.

The present church is a part only of the ancient

choir, and beneath it is the crypt.

The crypt comprises a central avenne, 16 ft.

3 in. in width and 12 ft. in height, with an aisle

on each side extending from east to west, and is,

with the aisles, of the same extent and length as

the present church above. The west end of the

crypt is bricked up. It originally extended

westward, which has been proved from time to

time when excavating for drains, Ac.

The most interesting remaining portions of

the crypt comprise the central avenue and a

small compartment on each side of it by the

entrance at the east end. The compartment on

the south side is bricked up, and forms a private

vault, in which are deposited the remains of

Simon Michell. It is 13 ft. by 10 ft., and was
inclosed in 1793.

This system of allotting portions of the crypt

to other families as well as Micbell’s, injured its

fair proportions and lessened its original size.

The entrance to the crypt is at the east end

by a flight of stone steps beneath a modem
vestry. The crypt appears to have been origi-

nally above ground, and not subterraneous. An
entrance to it may be seen in Hollar’s view of

the east end as it appeared in 1661 from St.

Johu-street, with the hospital gardens and
boundary wall.

The central portion of the crypt consists of

fonr severeys or bays ; two are simple and plain,

being semi-Norman, and two (towards the east)

are Early English, and very perfect, the details

and mouldings being worthy of a careful ex-

amination. The vousBoirs of the arch ribs are

wrought in a similar manner to the voussoirs of

the former nave, chancel, and aisle; these are

often dug up in the vicinity of the priory. The
voussoirs are worked with great precision about

5 in. long, are not arched, their shortness

enabled them to be set to the proper curvature

with apparent exactness ;
while the frequent

occurrence of the mortar joints between them

IB preserved them from fracture by settle-

ent.

The ribs of the Early English bays spring

Prom triple-clustcrad columns, 3 ft. 9^ in. high,

in each angle of the bays, with moulded capitals

and bases. An excavation was made in 1854,

exposing the bases to view : the upper moulding
is horizontally fluted, similar to some Grecian
Ionic bases.

The central shafts of the clustered columns
are pointed, and the diagonal ribs have three

mouldings : the centre one is pointed, and the

outer are rolls. This pointed bowtell occurs

frequently in semi-Norman and Early English

work, and is coeval with the introduction of the

pointed arch. Suspended from the keystone of

each arch is an iron ring.

On each aide of the two western bays of the

central aisle is a deeply-recessed Feinted win-

dow : the opening was long and narrow, 3 ft. 9 in.

high, and 9 in. wide, and the inner splay is

7 ft. 7 in. by 4 ft. 2 in. wide
;
the wall is 4 ft.

thick. The trefoil-headed doorway, on the west

side of the north compartment, has the large

iron eyes of the door-hinges still remaining.

The original pavement of the crypt is 1 ft. 5i in.

below the present level. Clay, introduced in

modern times to prevent the damp from rising,

lies over the original pavement, and conceals

the bases and part of the shafts of the columns.

On January 23, 1860, an Order in Council was
made relating to the coffins in the crypt, viz. :

—

” That the coffins contained in the public

vaults be laid down on the floor, and covered

with powdered charcoal and fresh earth.” In-

stead of the coffins being laid on the floor (in

March, 1862), they were piled up from the floor

to the ceiling or arch in the aisles of the crypt,

and the doorways bricked up. In this manner
the Early English trefoil-headed doorway, en-

graved in the Builder, vo). xii., p. 519, was
obliterated. The crypt has been thus shorn of

its proportions and almost reduced to a central

avenne, which might have been avoided if the

coffins had been laid on the floor as directed by
the Order in Council.

This crypt in 1762 was rendered notorious by
the detection of the imposture known as the

Cock-lane Ghost. This was discovered in the

crypt upon removing the coffins
;
her remains

were turned quite black, and have been placed in

the north aisle and bricked up with*the rest of

the coffins.

The vaults existing beneath the house No, 19,

St. Johu’s-sqnare, abutted on the crypt (formerly

under the nave) on the north-side next Jerusalem,

passage. The walls are of considerable thick-

ness, composed of brick and stone, and stand
upon rubble-work, and were no doubt appendages
to tho ancient Priory. In a division-wall in

these vanlta was a doorway of the Perpendicular

period, in a perfect state in January, 1861; and at

that time the walls were converted into “ Turkish
baths,” the floors paved with tiles, and the whole

of the vaults rendered with cement, including the

old doorway, and thus ignorantly destroyed. The
baihs were open only for a few months, and
then abandoned.
A bird’s-eye view of St. John’s Priory, Clerken-

well, restored with its boundary- walls, St. John’s-

gate, and the Church, having its nave, aisles,

transepts, tower, chancel, aud chapels com-
plete, may be seen in W. Newton’s “ London
in the Olden Time, with a Pictorial Map of

London, temp. Henry VIII.,” folio. 1855.

In the 3rd of King Edward VI., in 1549, the

church for the most part, the body and side

aisles, with the great bell-tower (a most curious

piece of workmanship), were undermined and
destroyed with gunpowder, and the stone was
employed for the building the Lord Protector’s

(Somerset) House in the Strand, and the porch

of Allhallo'ws Church, Gracechurch-street. That
part of the choir which remained with some side

chapels, was closed up at the west end (next St.

John’s-square), and otherwise repaired by Car-

dinal Pole, in the reign of Queen Mary; and Sir

Thomas Tresham, knight, was made prior, with

restitution of some lands ; but it was again sup-

pressed in the first year of Queen Elizabeth.

Five years subsequently to the Dissolution,

Henry granted to John Dudley, Lord Viscount

Lisle, and Lord High Admiral of England, “as
well in consideration of his service, as for the

sum of 1,000J. sterling, the site, circuit, and pre-

cinct of this Hospital or Priory of St. John of

Jerusalem: only the lead, bells, timber, stone,

glass, iron, and other things of the church were
specially reserved to the king’s majesty.”

James I. granted by letters patent, dated the

9th of May, 1607, “ the scite, or house, of the

late Hospital of St. John of Jerusalem in England,

in the county of Middlesex, and all the scite,

circuit, and precinct of the same house, having
thereon one great mansion-house and one great

chapel, and containing by estimation five acres,

to Ralph Freeman and his heirs in free and

common soccage.”

The choir passed by various deeds to as many
persons :—10th James I., to Sir William Cecil,

Lord Burleigh, son and heir apparent to Thomas,
Earl of Exeter, by marriage with whose daughter.

Lady Diana, it became (5th Charles I.) the pro-

perty of Robert Bruce, afterwards Earl of Elgin,

whose son Robert was created Earl of Aylesbury.

It was now used as the earl’s private chapel, and

for many years was called Aylesbury Chapel. In

this noble family the estate continued till 1706,.

when it was sold by them, and being finally

bought by Simon Michell, in 1721, the chapel

was by his instrumentality converted into a

church for the intended parish of St. John.

When Michell converted the remains of the

ancient building into the present church, the

north aisle was nsed for part of a dwelling-

house, and the upper part of the south aisle as

a library.

In a newspaper of March 26th, 1716, the

following advertisement appeared :

—

“ The remains of the once famona Abbey of Clerkeu—
well, called of late Aylesbury Chapel, is to be sold or let

;

where (besides the sdjoinioR house, furniahed with all

conrenienees for a Boarding School), is a gallery, as fit as

any whatsoever for a Sehaol JKoom, that will hold above
two hundred Scholars.”

In 1721 Simon Michell purchased the ancient

structure of the Aylesbury family, and con-

verted the remains into the present church (St.

John’s Church), and in 1723, having enlarged-

and repaired it, built the present west front of

brick, with stone quoins, which has been since-

compoed, and re-roofed the whole, he, and a Mr.

Hntton, hia trustee, disposed of tho chnrch,

vault, vestry-room, and adjoining grounds,,

together with two messuages fronting St. John-

street, for 2,950Z., to the commissioners for

building fifty new churches. Friday, December
27th, being St. John’s Day, the consecration of

the chnrch took place, being performed by
Edmund (Gibson), Lord Bishop of London,

when the edifice was formally styled “ The
Chnrch of St. John, Clerkenwell, in the oonnty

of Middlesex,” and was the second of the

churches usually called Queen Anne’s, in order

of the time of consecration.

The turret was added in 1813, aud the clock

originally belonged to St. jHmes’s Old Church.

The head of the beadle’s staff also belonged to

that establishment, and was used in James II.’s

time. It has the following inscription,
—“Ann®’

Dom. 1685. Ann " of Regni Regis Jacobi.” It

is silver-beaded, and was made at “yo charge

of ye inhabitants of ye east liberty of St. John
of Jerusalem.” A portable baptismal bowl
formerly supplied the place of the font now in

use : it has a Scriptural quotation round its rim,

with tho name of the parish and “ Deo et Sacris.’*

Tho font is a white marble pedestal, with

bason (not capacious enough for total immer-
sion), its date being probably coeval with

Michell’s alterations aud additions in 1723.

On April 29th, 1724, Michell sold to Queen
Anne’s Commissioners a dwelling-house in Red
Lion-street (now No. 59), 20 ft. wide and 96 ft.

(including the garden) in length, for 65UZ., as a

rectory-house for the incumbent.

The chnrch, thus altered, was repaired in

1800, principally at the expense of Philip Booth,

of Red Lion-street, who contributed about 1451-

towards the painting, Ac. ; and in 1812-13 further

repairs were effected, and again 1825- The
external porches to aisles, next St. Jobn’s-

sqnare, were added in 1825, and the central

porch was bnilt in 1845.

In 1838 the badly-constrncted wall, erected

about 130 years ago, partly enclosing thenortR

side of the church, was rebuilt. Several frag-

ments of the priory were found in the wall

used as rubble.

In 1845 this church was repaired under my
direction, aud I took care to note the follow*

ing

_

Upon removing the plaster from the inside

of the east wall and central window, it was
discovered that (Doewra’s) masonry still existed

from the ground to the middle of the said

window-arch, in altitude 27 ft., all of the wall

above that having been rebuilt in brickwork (by

Michell). This window remains in the same

state as shown in Hollar’s view next St. John's-

street. It has still its stone mullions, but the

foils are gone. In tho south aisle the pewe
Cotton MS.
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agaiuBt the south wall were removed

j
and it was

found that Simon Michell, when he partly re-
built the church, used portions of the former
church to support the pews,—these consisted of
ribbed mouldings, parts of shafts, portions of the
groining, capitals of clustered columns, coloured
and gilt, and other remains of the former church.
Iho pew front. No. S2, opposite window recess
in south wall by west end, stands upon eight
large clustered capitals

j upon these capitals was
marked the geometrical system employed by the
jileditcval architects in designing their edifices,
and which has been propounded by myselfduring
the last thirty years. The bulk of the shafts,
the capitals, the centres for producing the large
and small columns, are all accurately defined
there is no guess-work, the diameter of the pier
being determined

j the whole of the parts pro-
duced bear a proportion to each other, and to the
original nnit.

The floor of the original church was 1 ft 2i in
bolon’ the present floor. The south wall I found
to have been built by Doowra on the remaius of
the Early English wall, which latter now remains
some few feet above the floor, and contains the
narrow splayed openings of the original windows
and a doorway that opened into Jernsalem-oourt
Ihcse are not visible without removing the pewsDocwras wall contains large Perpendicular
windows. The upper part of the south wall was
rebuilt by Miohell. The north wall has been
partly rebuilt, but still oontams some of Doowra’s
windows. Upon taking down this wall, built by
Doowra on the wall of the crypt, an angular
capital was discovered built in the wall.

This capital belonged to the original churchand by referring to the plates of ornamental
capitals in Bi liuga's account of the Temple
•Churoh, It will be observed that the resemblanoe
IS striking. As the Priory and Temple Churchare of the same date, 1185. the same masonsmay have, been employed on both bnildings.

wal'”'""
^ ™

In the central east window is a coat of arms
<a chevron between three combs), in painted
glass, stated to bo the coat armour of Tunstall
ot Tunstall, m Lancashire. They are, however,
the arms of Prior Botylor. The east windows ofnorth and south aisles have lost their stone
mullions. In 1812, m enlarging the east windowof the^ south wall, the skeleton of a child wa'found in the masonry. It was left undisturbed

ihe ohurch was considerably injured and in-torfeiedwith by the erection of houses on the

lnd*i“nn’
'^!™si*'?m-court, between IGOO

‘Iio oak wainscoting
of the period. The south entrance and window!
of the church were unfortunately blocked up bythese buildings, and many of oar cathedrals and

ttb'',tnnrr!''
diafigored in

T„f"
““y farther comments upon St.John B Church, as spoliated by Simon Michell

will be misspent, as all real interest to thearchitect and antiquary ceased the moment
evtingnisher upon the

Clalv^ “'P arrive when this.^lassie fangns will be removed, and Docwra’s
Perpendicular church reinstated upon theancient crypt. ^

In 16V7 the principal inhabitants of Clerkon-we were Sir James Edwards, lady Percy, SirWilliam Bowles, knt.. Sir Bichard ChivertonDaily Wright, Sir John North, Sir William
|

.,®arl of Aylesbury, and others.iBishop Burnet s residence is still to be seen on |

Inte’ir a? !!
^“hn-s-square; it adjoins thelate Er Adam Clarke s house. John Weever,

itbe celebrated antiquary, also resided in Olorkon'

”!‘’i
“"‘hor of theCathedral Antiquities of Great Britain ”

The residence of James Carr, architect of StJames s chnroh, was on the north side of Albe-
marle-street (No. 12), set back from the housesimntignous. It was here that two noted arohi-

and Budges; and Edmund Aikin, author ofiDvcral works passed their articled clerkshipsDuring which, moreover, as regards Ware he
segiin, I have no doubt, to study Arches andIbutmont Piers,” subsequently published.

'bwl
™ for the nobility to reside in

a E t n,
“

'f^ according
h Ells Stephen, in A.D. 1190, the monk of Can.
rfeibmy (but native of London), the flclds andqion meadows were very pleasant, and amon-
irhich the river waters did flow, and the wheels
l. the mi Is were turned about “with a delivht-d noise. But Clerkenwell has been rendered
more deeply interesting and remarkable by the.

nnmerons celebrated literary characters, either
resident in, or connected with, the locality

; mennot born great, but who have by their own in-
defatigable industry, created their own great-
neas. °
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NOTES FROM THE CHAMP DE MARS.*
Portugal exhibits but a small collection of

petnrea and drawings, and of these only a very
r^ew possess interest for the general spectator.
Miguel-Angelo Lupi, professor at the Royal
Academy of Fine Arts at Lisbon, has four pic-
tures : three of them are portraits, but the fourth

of large size—is an attractive though mournful
subject—‘‘Tintoretto, while painting the por-
trait of his dead daughter, interrupts his work
to contemplate her corpse.”

“’“iature, by whom I know not, of a pretty
little child m black frock, with a large blue sash
who, with the help of “ doggie,” is watching baby
in the cradle, is a charming thing, both as to colour,
ing and manipulation

; while amongst the sculp,
tare, Antonio Conceiro’s “ Study of a Head,” in
plaster, an old man with monstache and beard
nearly covering the face, is forcibly and cleverly
rendered. The bust of “ Luiz de Camoes” is
interesting to see, for it looks like a good por-
trait, carefully studied from a faithful likeness.
Ihe right eyelid is shrunk down, and the eye is
missing, owing to the misfortune which hap-
pened to the warrior-poet in Gibraltar Straits
where be was the first to board a Moorish vessel
and, in the conflict, lost his right eye. The date
of Camoena’ birth is given in Portuguese, on the
foot of the bust, as 1524—some make it 1517
and also of his death, “ Morren em 1580.”'
About this latter date there is likewise a difier-
ence of opinion, some writers putting it a year
earlier, namely, in 1579; but, unfortunately no
one can dispute the fact that Portugal allowed
her finest poet to die on a poor hospital pallet,
worn out with penury and neglect.
On entering that portion of the Champ de

Mars Picture-gallery appropriated to Spain, a
leehng of rest and satisfaction pervades the
visitor who has been journeying through the
other ugly galleries, all Lideonslv " rrnti

aacia J'jUlUeying i

other ugly galleries, all hideoasly “ gnl; up'
after the frightful Preach pattern, of briekdust-
ooloured walls, and ragged beggarly ceiling.
Bat here, though the tint of tlie walls is notmuch better, being of a dnsty-blne lilac, that
reminds one of the aiicampane of one’s child-
hood, there is an evident striving after better
thiug^ which 18 consoling, and the result also is
tolerably satisfactory. The entrance to the apart-
ment 18 exceedingly good, being decorated with
delicate raised ornamental work in plaster and
the high black dado to the aiicampane walls is
effective

;
while under the ceiling a broad fringe

runs round the room, formed of short coupled
columns, with between each pair a large oval of
sage-green, on which the artists’ names are
painted in bold gilt letters. The ceiling is
formed of white muslin stretched tightly across
and decorated by blue lines, that edge ‘it on all
sides, and are repeated about 2 ft. in; thus
cutting off a wide frame, as it were, fro'm the
large centre portion, and being joined diagonally
at the corners, these blue lines give exactly the
appearance of a deeply coffered ceilino- which
seems to add to the height of the room. On
each Bide of the said blue lines a delicate orna-

1 mentof red tracery winds along, and the effect
of the whole is cool and pleasant, like ground

I

glass or frosted window-panes.
When I went through the Spanish pictures no

numbers nor titles had appeared on any of them •

nor yet the artists’ names, beyond their own
hieroglyphicalscratchings on some comer of the
canvas, from which it was not always an easy
matter to dig out the required information.
Fortunately, the subject of each work is a safer
guide

;
and with the help of this clue, and the

perverse French catalogue—which seems to pride
Itself m omitting Just the particular item of
information one moat desires to obtain—I pro-
ceed with my inspection. Aita has a life-sized
fresh young face, lying turned half-downwarda
on a pillow

; with red hair, and a sort of feminine
blue blouse on the bust and arms, that in rich-
ness of colouring would delight our P. R. B.s.
Antonio Giabert has five works, two of them'
portraits, and two others, with small-sized
figures, moat charmingly painted : in one a
youth is seated outside a window on the wide
sill, playing a guitar. He is dressed in black
velvet tunic, with red tight-fitting leggiiurs and

red cap ; and beside him is the green damask
curtain of the window. And in the other is seen
a flute-player, in slashed doublet and grey hose :

both these are pictures to be coveted. Pablo
Gonsalvo has an “Interieur” of some council-
chamber veiy carefully painted, even to the dust
that has lodged on the interlaced carvino- of the
tall dark wooden shutters; Heraldez “Acosta
Daphnis and Chloe,”—lie a young peasant

with a bird’s nest in his hand,—very effective at
a little distance, but indistinct and confused
near; as is also a sleeping goat-girl, bvAgrasot,
which hangs next to it. Leon y Escesnra has
three tahleaw} de genre, one of which is a
Studio,” and another, the interior of acabaret

posada is, I believe, the proper word—in which
a musician is seated on the end of the table, and
18 evidently excruciating his hearers, who’ are
seen stopping their ears, and endeavouring, in
vain, to become deaf to the torment inflicted on
^em. Maureta has a touching picture, “Le
Tasse se retire au Couvent de Saiut-Onfroi, eur
le Janicule Palmaroli, ‘‘ Sermon h la Chapelle
Sistiue,” where the red and puce dresses of the
numerous audience (of clerics grouped around,
some of them reclining on the pavement), and
which are relieved by only one grey and a few-
white robes, have a singnlar, but rich, appear-
ance. The Pope sits enthroned to the left

; and
he alone appears to take the slightest interest in
the preacher’s words, for all the others look
dreadfully weary and sleepy. It is curions to
see what pleasure the followers of St. Peter
seem to take in ‘‘showing up” the follies and
vices of their “pastors and masters,” the while
they bow so servilely to their spiritual sway.

_

Ruiperez sends two excellent pictures—small
size. lu one a man is seen sitting outside a
cabaret playing on a guitar; and in the other—
which was exhibited not long since in London—
a priest, two women, and a man, are turning out
and throwing from the window, books from a
bookcase, in the absence of the owner. In
Domingo Yaldivieso’s "Premiere Comranmon"
the girls are all so ngly that, msthetically con-
Bidered, it would be little to be regretted if it
were their last instead of their /irif communion.
The white cloth held across bv the two acolytes,
lest a sacred crumb should fall to the ground
and supported by one hand of the girl who
is kneeling, has a novel appearance to Pro-
testant eyes. I^’rancisco Sans, in “ La Mort de
TbniTuca,” shows a spirited sea-fight, in which
the spectator seems to stand on the deck of the
vessel where Thurruca lies. The foreshortening
of the sailor, in shirt-sleeves and turned-up
brown trowsers, who is running up to him and
away from the gazer, is very clever, and the
colonring excellent.

“Kingly and Imperial” Austria indulges in
the same ugly walls, frightful ceiling, and gritty
sloppy floor, as do almost all the other nation^
alities

; but many of its pictures arp extremely
interesting. The late Fritz Allemand has two
battle-scenes, one a combat at Oversee,—which
18 also over snou’,—is very truthful

;
Dell’ Acqua

(called Dell’ Agna in the Frencli catalogue) has
a terrible

_

“Episode de la Guerre civile de
Bologne,” in which Imelda de Lambertazzi finds
her lover, husband, or brother, murdered outside
her door. Eybl has an^xceedingly clever picture
of an old woman, with a singular masculine-
looking fur cap on her bead, praying, with the
help of Bible and rosary. Friedlaiider “Les
Strategistes,” that recalls Wilkie’s “Village Poll-
ticians,” and where some men are seated round
a table, on which lies a map, in a small cabaret •

or, perhaps, as we are in Austria, I ought to
say “ Gasthaus.” Gauermann has some clever
animals—small size, with a stormy sky

; Hansch,
four charming little landscapes, two, in particu-
lar, called " Site dans les Mouta(?nes ” nriVc

• See pp. S’lg. 374, 303, 4:0, ante.

“—o L w u, lu particu-
lar, called " Site dans les Moutagnes,” price
800 fr.; Raab. “ Une Yierge,” the bust of a
young girl, in a jewel-bordered violet-coloured
cloak, against a tender “ daffodil-sky,” which is
charmmg; by the late Professor Rahl, “ Prises
pour I’Universite d’Athenea,” on a gold ground
very bold and effective; Schon, “La Niiit et le
Matin,” price 4,000 fr., which reminds of Hogarth,
and shows the clear, calm sunrise looking in
through the just-opened windows of a richly,
furnished room, on the dibris of a night of
drinking and rioting. Of Schrotzberg’s por-
traits, the catalogue says No. 72 is “ the .Arch-
duke Charles-Louia,” aud if that’s true, he is a
very pretty girl. Maurice Than has a witching,
bewildering picture, “ L'Amour de Fata Mor-
gana,” in which a lovely female figure floats
beside aud embraces a handsome lider on a
winged horse; the price of this is 2,500 fr., and
the size medium. Otho Thoreu has a life-size
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portrait of the Emperor Prancis-Josepli (on a

large canvae), in which. Tie ig pretty good, bnt

hia horse ia a perfect bre—ute, the like of which

is never aeen in a modern picture-gallery
;
and

talking of large canvases, here is the champion

of the whole Exhibition, “Victoire du Prince

Eugene sur lee Tores a Zentha,” which atretchea

over about 24 ft. by 18 ft., inside the huge frame.

Some “ Bohemiena,” by Eaffalt, camping ont^in

a dusty plain, are good; as is also a “Tete

d’Etude,” by Wertheimstein.

Several statuettes in bronze, of a light copper

colour, by Femknor, are extremely spirited.

They seem to be sketches for large statues. The

price put beside some of them in the catalogue

is 1,750 fr.

In Wirtemberg’e tiny collection, Bauerle’s two

pictures, “LeaOrphelins,” and “Dans la Chambre
des Enfanta”—the latter especially—are very

satisfactory. Dpon Haeberlin’s extremely clever

“ Ejectment of the Monks from the Cloister of

Alpensbach ’’ the verdict pronounced cannot

fail to be “ Serve them right for a more sneak-

ing-looking set of men (varied by the wicked

determination to be avenged aome day, on the

visage of him who looks from under hia brows at

the gibing aoldler) it would be difficult to find.

Not even the women-folk, who usually side

with the clergy, seem to have a regret or a

kindly word to spare for the mean-spirited crew,

who go forth, taking with them as much of their

worldly goods as they can possibly carry in their

arms and well-filled sacks.

Theodore Sciihtz’s “ Familyof Suabian Peasants

preparing their Repast in the Harvest-field,”

suggests Millais’s “Apple-blossom,” though here

a beautiful view is seen from under the shading

trees ;
the com and the figures are admirably

done, down to the baby in its wooden cradle

;

but the gigantic crows in the foreground are out

of all proportion, and are sad blots.

Hans Gude, in the Baden collection, has two
beautiful landscapes, one “ Montagnards Norwe-

giens se rendant au Printemps i leurs Chalets,”

in which the effect of the figures going up the

winding footpath carrying their simple house-

hold requisites, half seen against, half blending

with the slightly misty mountain atmosphere, is

charming, and nature itself. In the other a

fisherman and maidens are in a boat crossing a

still piece of water; and this also ia a lovely

work. Mile. Hermine de Rech has a clever

picture on coarse twilled canvas, “ Retour d’une

Faucheuse,” of which the price is 15,000 francs
;

and L. Kachel has a very P.R.B. landscape,

in which are two figures, a yonth and a girl, he

putting a betrothal ring on her finger. The

frame to this picture is exceedingly agreeable,

being trelliswork and birds, in natural colours,

on a flat gold band ; and at the top sits a little

Cupid playing a violin. Why don’t we have

some novelty in our frames in England ? This is

the second example of this style I have noticed

in these foreign galleries, and the effect is very

pleasing and a great relief after the redundance

of gilt and plaster ornamentation in which our

frame-makers too often run riot.

“Ein Sturm,” by F. Sturm (called, though,

Tempete sur Mer), is good; and Werner’s pic-

ture of “ Conradin de ^henstaufen et Frederic

de Bade en Prison a Naples, entendant leur

Condamnation a Mort, Aovit 1268,” in which the

two poor yonng men are interrupted in a game
of chess, showing how little they anticipated the

event, makes one reflect “ what pleasant times

those must have been.”

The picture of the Grand duchy of Hesse

—

and actually one of its two oil-paintings, but

cleverly arranged and carefully painted—is

Schloesser’s “ Fruit defendu,” in which a school

of peasant-boys are learning to smoke during

the absence of the master. One boy, evidently

the captain of the school, and an experienced

hand at the “forbidden fruit,” is seated

on the table, with arms crossed, and puffing

away leisurely. Several beginners are looking

awfully pale and sick. One poor little fellow is

leaning against the wall with head drooped on

to his folded arms. Another stands screening

himself in a corner from the sight of the happier

few who are adepts
;
and, as a climax, the rough-

and-ready schoolmaster, with a look that means

mischief, is peeping round the door he has noise-

lessly opened, preparing, like a cat, for the

spring on hia prey. R. F. H.

South Weald.—It has been resolved to restore

the parish church, on plans by Mr. Teulon, of

London, and at an estimated cost of 6,0001.

THE WATER SUPPLY FROM THE
THAMES.

A PAPEE “ On the Water Supply of the Metro-

polis, in relation to the Conservancy of the

Thames and its Tributaries, and the Demands of

the Water Companies,” by Mr. J. Bailey Denton,

has been read by that gentleman at the Society

of Arts. Mr. Denton entered at some length

into various questions, such as the amount and

variation of the rainfall, storage, pollution and

purification, quality and quantity, the companies

and the Thames conservators, application of

sewage to the soil, &c.

As to the powers of the Board of Conservators,

Mr. Denton said :—Though they have authority

to prevent the continued abuse of the river by

pollution, they cannot prevent a legitimate use

of its waters as population and trades increase,

and agriculture may require it ;
and though they

would successfully resist the water companies

taking out of the river more than they have

parliamentary^powers to take, the Conservators

have no power to force compensation from

storage, let the effect be what it may. With

powers of so little practical advantage as respects

water supply, it ia difficult to understand for

what purpose the water companies are paying

the additional 5,OOOZ. a year, which, by the Act

of 1866, they are collectively bound to pay. The

first contribution of 1,4002. a year may be taken

as payments incident to, though not directly for,

the abstractions at Hampton, which in some

degree affected the navigation below
;
but with

respect to the last payment of 5,0002. a year,

there exists no similar reason, inasmuch as the

companies have no additional powers given to

them, either to take more water, or to abstract

it higher up, where it would affect the naviga-

tion above Staines. The payment could be

understood if, by any actual expenditure on the

part of the Conservancy Board, the additional

quantities of water the several companies have

yet the power to take were positively secured to

them, without raising any objection on the part

of the public interested in the river. If, on the

contrary, the 5,0002. a year is, as I have sup-

posed, required to maintain the river banks and

works for the upper navigation, it would only

appear right that those interested in, and to

benefit by, that navigation should find the

money, particularly as the Act recites that

“ if the duties of the conservancy of the upper

part of the Thames were efficiently performed,

the traffic on the navigation, and the income

derivable therefrom, would considerably in-

crease.” With this expectation, there could

have been no difficulty in raising any required

amount of money by a loan, repayable by

instalments, extending over a sufficient length

of time to realise the assumption. As it is, how-

ever, the interests of the public have been sacri-

ficed, and a prejudicial compromise- effected.

The water companies doubtless consider that

they are paying their 1,0002. each for the privi-

lege of drawing their water from the Thames

as it passes by Hampton in whatever condition

it may be secured to them by the proceedings

of the conservators of the river, and that they

are exonerated by the payments they make from

compensating the river for any quantity they

may in future take out of it, within the limits

of twenty millions of gallons each, even though

the fiow of the Thames may from other causes

be materially reduced. No doubt the companies

are justified in so regarding the arrangement,

but ic remains with the public to say whether

some modification must not take place.

The quantity of water yet to be taken from the

Thames under existing Acts is forty millions of

gallons daily, and this is likely to be increased

by the ten millions required by the East London

Water Company. This company, with the New
River Company, have absorbed the entire dry

weather volume of the Lea, after the naviga-

tion has taken its prescribed quantity, and the

company is obliged to come to the Thames for

its immediate wants, no effort having been made
in the valley of the Lea to store its surplus

waters.

So great is the increase of demand for water

in the metropolis, that it may be but a very few

years before the maximum quantity which the

companies are empowered to take may be

reached. In the meantime winters may succeed,

like the last, in which the valleys of the Thames

and its tributaries may be in a state of inunda-

tion, involving local losses of an immense aggre-

gate amount
;
and it may he fairly asked whether

a compact such as the Legislature has sanc-

tioned shall continue to have effect without an

effort being made so to balance excesses that the

evil of one season may be twmed to the benefit of

another.

It is only in this way that we may satisfy the

question of quantity
;
and, having placed before

you in earnest terms the difficulties resulting

from the Parliamentary compact I have referred

to, I leave it in your hands for consideration.

As to the question of quality. It may be

found that the towns called upon by the conser.

vators to discontinue the discharge of
^

their

sewage into the river, may evade purification by

the adoption of imperfect works. Some may
have recourse to irrigation on river-side mea-

dows without drainage, whereby, as I have

already stated, the effluent water may flow into

the river clear to the eye, though almost as foul

as before. Others will adopt different expe-

dients, bub all will abstain as long as they can

from incurring the extra expense of lifting the

sewage on to high grounds, or even of under-

draining the irrigated lands (which, as I have

said, should always be insisted upon where

natural drainage does not exist), to secure the

necessary absorption which is essential to that

degree of purification required by water-

drinkers.

We may view the application of sewage to

land in three ways :

—

1. That sewage run over a surface of land

which has neither natural nor artificial drainage

to assist vegetation in retaining the deleterious

elements, altogether fails to secure that degree

of purity which will allow of its being dis-

charged into rivers, from whence may be taken

water for drinking purposes, though the opera-

tion may serve to clarify and improve its charac-

ter sufficiently to allow of its being utilized in

rivers for navigation, and for many other

riparian uses.

2. That land artificially drained to a depth of

a few feet affords, if irrigated, only an imper-

fect means, in conjunction with vegetation, of

separating from sewage its objectionable ele-

ments.
_ .

3. That where sewage can be lifted to high

and fertile grounds with a free and porous sub-

soil, which will admit of its penetration to a

considerable depth after it has fed vegetation on

the surface, a perfect means of purificatiou may
be attained.

HOW TRADE LAWS ACT AGAINST THE
POOR.

To help a poor boy up the ladder of life has

been esteemed a worthy act. Many a man now
an eminent citizen of London has swept out the

shop as a boy, or run of errands. We may learn

what assistance is given by union laws to a

poor man’s child, from the evidence of Mr. Mault

before the Commission on Trades’ Unions. There

is a rule insisted on by the men at Manchester,

“ That no employer shall be permitted to have

more than one apprentice at one time except in

cases where an apprentice is in the last year of

his servitude, then such an employer may have

a second apprentice.” Now, of course, in a town

like Manchester, where many of the larger mas-

ters employ 70, 80, or 100 bricklayers, the ope-

ration of a rule which enables them to have

only one apprentice at a time would be, he said,

that in the course of ten or twenty years, when

the present generation of bricklayers died out,

there would not be a quarter ofthe number to take

their place. In reply to an inquiry by the Earl

of Lichfield, if he knew of any instance in which

a dispute had arisen in consequence of the mas-

ters not abiding by the rule as to apprentices,

the witness said,

—

“ Yes. Here is a case from Lancaster :

—

William Waterhouse, son of the late W. T. Water-

house, who was a near relative to me, was taken

from school at the age of twelve and a-half years,

and was engaged as an office-boy at 5s. per week

wages. His father was out of work two or three

years, and died about eighteen months ago,

leaving a widow and eight j^oung children totally

unprovided for. At the request of Mr. Aider-

man Brockbank, of Lancaster, I consented to

take William Waterhouse as an apprentice to

the trade of a plasterer. He came to me on the

10th of September, 1866, and I kept him in the

office the first week. At the end of the we^,

on the 16th, I got the inclosed notice from the

men who struck work on the 18tb, and the ques-

tion still remains as they left it. Some of the

men have left the town, and the remainder are

in the receipt of lOs. per week. For the first

two months they received 158. per week from
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the club. TLis waa the notice:—‘Sir: This is

to give you notice, that tlio boy Waterhouse will

not be allowed to be bound apprentice to the
trade of a plasterer by the rules of this society.
If bound contrary to the rules you hold, the men
will bo obliged to cease work on Tuesday morn-
ing, the 18th of September, 1866 ; and if kept to

assist plasterers in their v^ork, it will be con-
trary to rules also. By order.’ And it is signed
by a cross. I can only, of course, attribute that
to the union, by the fact that the Union of Plas-
terers acted according to that notioo.”

AECniTECTS AND DIOCESAN CHURCH
ARCHITECTS.

The plans for the proposed church at Tything
having been objected to by the Diocesan Church
Extension Society, have been withdrawn, and
Hr. Gilbert Scott has been selected as the archi-
tect for the new building

j
Mr. Allsop, whose

plans were not approved of by the above
society, having declined to alter them or to
send in new ones, on the ground that “to
satisfy the architect who generally provides
plans for the works -which are assisted by the
Diocesan Church Extension Society, and who
then sits in judgment upon his own designs, is
more than I feel disposed to do.” It is stated
in reply that Mr. Hopkins, the consulting archi-
tect of the society alluded to, declined to give
any opinion as to Mr. Allsop’s plans,—a duty
which was accordingly performed by another
professional gentleman. The building com-
mittoe, we are told, have passed a resolution
sympathizing with Mr. Allsop, and presenting
him with 101. for his loss of time. Whatever
may be the merits of the present cose, this
“diocesan-architect” questioa is -calling for
discussioH and plain speaking.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.
Chester.—A strike is pending amongst tho

carpenters and joiners. The stonemasons em-
ployed at the new Town-hall a short time ago
obtained an increase of 3a. a week in their
wages, and the carpenters and joiners seeing
that tho masons had obtained extra payment for
their labour, commenced a movement to obtain
29. more wages, and half an hour less time on
the Saturday. The carpenters and joiners re-
solved “ that the men leave work on Friday next,
if the masters do not comply with the demands
made upon them. If the masters comply, the
men to ho paid an advanced rate of wages,
viz,, 58. per day for Monday, 5s. 4d. for the four
following days, and Ss. 8d. ’for Saturday ” (30a.
in all). They have abandoned the demand for
half an honr less on Saturday, however, and only
ask for the extra wages. Several employers
have complied with the demands of their men.
Mr. Hughes, the contractor for the new Town-
hall, who has also several large jobs on hand in
the town, has not conceded the extra money,
and in consequence the men employed by him
have left their work, with the exception of about
half a dozen, who, to use the term of the frater-
nity, have “gone iu black.” There-are four or
five other firms who have not given way.
Nantwich.—Tho men connected with the

bnilding trade here struck work because,
although their employers agreed to give them
a half holiday on Saturday as they wished, they
coupled it with a condition that they would
come to work at six instead of seven on Monday
mornings, as on other days. Tho condition,
however, has since been withdrawn, and the
men have resumed work.

^^rexhanl.—Iu reference to the Joiners’ strike
a meeting of the operatives has been held, when
they were addressed by the union secretary
(Mr. Last, Manchester), in a lengthy speech, in
which ho strongly condemned strikes, and con-
tended it was the masters who had been tho
cause of the present one. He also advised the
men, however, the thing having taken the turn
it had, to remain firm in the course they had
adopted.

Neiv Zealand.— Bricklayers earn in New
Zealand Is. per hour; plasterers have as good
wages

; while masons earn from 10a. to 12s7per
day of eight hours. House carpenters and
joiners can earn with ease 31. per week

;
while

blacksmiths, coopers, wheelwrights, the tin-
smiths, and printers earn proportionately high
wages.

INAUGURATION OF THE BRIGHTON
PAVILION - DOME ASSEMBLY AND
CONCERT ROOM.

The royal stable is now a great concert-hall
and assembly-room: the royal mews has been
dedicated to the muses. The stables and riding-

sohool, of which the dome forma a principal
feature, were built at a cost of about 70,0001.
The Alhambra, in Leicoster-square, with which
the dome has been freijneutly compared, is much
smaller ia nearly every respect, but has cost in
erection and improvements 100,0001. The stables
were inclosed by glazed fronts. These inclosures
have been removed, the heavy wooden supports
replaced by iron pillars, and the whole of the
space once occupied by the stables is now avail-
able for the audience. An immense chandelier
has been suspended from tho roof, composed
entirely of glass, whilst twelve smaller ones are
suspended from brackets. The prevalent tones
of the dome are of tertiary colours, warm browns,
which bring down the altitude considerably, and
act as a foil to the more brilliant colouring be-
low. Below' the dome comes a rich cornice, and
then the Moorish arches above the gallery, of
varied span, and very symmetrical in form. The
spandrels .qf these arches are painted with black
figures on -a chocolate .ground, and the arches
are all edged with gold. The front of the gal-
lery is of oppu ironwork. Below the decorations
of the cornice the brackets of the chandeliers
and the capitals of the pillars are very rich in
gold and primary colours. The decorations are
Saracenic. Mr. Tony Drury was tho decorator.
Tho area .under the dome is SO ft. in diameter in
the clear pf the columns supporting the gallery
front, and the site of the stables is 22 ft. on each
side, thus making the extreme diameter 121 ft.
The height to the springing line is 30 ft., and
the total height to the iron grille under tho lan-
tern is '61 ft. 6 in. The orohestra occupies the
width of three largo bays of the dome. Under
the orehesti'a are retiring-rooms for the per-
formers. The available floor-space is over 7,000
superficial feet. The tenders for the perform-
ance of the work were as under:—For the
builder’s work, Messrs. G. Cheesman & Co.,
Brighton, 3,7101.

;
for tho decorator’s work, Mr.

T. Drury, of Warwick, 1,4201. ; for the gasfitter’s
work, Mr. H. Greene, Pavilion-buildings, 4261,

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

The University of London .—In reply to Mr. Gold-
amid, Lord J. Manners stated that he could not say
when Mr.Pennethorne was Hkelyto finishthe new
design. The view he took of the vote the House
an-ived at last Friday was that the House wished
itself to decide on the design

;
and therefore ho

should ask Mr. Pennethorne to place it in the
library. He did not think it would be any part
of his duty to submit the design to the senate of
the London University.

Gases from Seivers .— Sir G. Stucley asked the
Vice-President of the Council whether his atten-
tion had been called to the present system of
ventilating tho sewers by shafts covered with
open iron gratings placed in tho centre of nar-
row and much-frequented thorooghfares

; and
whether the gases dispersed by means of such
gratings could not bo carried off in some other
way.—Lord R. Montagu said his attention had
been called to tho matter. No smell, however
issued from sewers which had been well con-
shnacted, and were well kept. It was from a
deposit that the noxious gases arose. If a sewer
were smooth and well flushed, all deposits were
swept away. If sewers were not ventilated into
the streets, they must be ventilated into houses.
If-shafts were carried up houses for sewer ventila-
tion, private property was interfered with. All
this, however, was the business of the local
authority, with which the central Government
has nothing to do.

Metropolis Subioays Bill .—It was ordered
that the committee on the Metropolis Subways
Bill consist of Messrs. Tite, Floyer, Jackson,
M'Cullagli Torrens, and Pauli, and five members
to be nominated by the Committee of Selection.
The Bills allowed to be introduced were brought
in and read a first time.

National Gallery Enlargement Bill .—This Bill
was put through committee, read a third time,
and passed.

’

t heBuildingof Barracks Abroad.—Mr. Oliphant
asked certain questions respecting the decision
to erect barracks in Ceylon, the Straits Settle-
ments, China, and Japan. Beginning with Point

de Galle, he said ho had learnt with great sur-
prise that barracks were to be erected there

;

for neither the health uor tho discipline of tho
troops could be secured by it. He concluded by
moving “ That, in the opinion of this House, it

is desirable to postpone the construction of bar-
racks iu those places until after the report of
tho select committee upon the distribntion of
troops in India and the colonies shall have been
received.”— Sir J. Pakington said it would bo
absolutely impossible for any arrangement to be
concluded with reference to the construction of
barracks at Point de Galle within a much longer
period than would he required for the production
of the report of tho committee. With respect
to the situation of any barracks which might be
constructed at that place, the Government had
not come to any decision whatever about the
locality

j and he could not suppose that the
authorities would place the barracks in a low
and unhealthy situation in preference to a high
and healthy one, which he understood was easily
accessible.— Sir H. Verney did not approve of
leaving this matter in the hands of tho colonial
authorities. More men had been lost to this
country from the constractiou of barracks in
unhealthy situations than from any other cause.
He hoped the right bon. gentleman would take
care that the barraoks were built in a healthy
spot. The motion was withdrawn.
The "Black Death.’ ’— Mr.Vernerasked the Chief

Secretary for Ireland whether he had received
any information from the Registrar-General, or
other authority, with regard to the very fatal
disease called iu the newspapers “ Black Death,”
which had of late been prevalent in the neighbour-
hood of Dublin.—LordNaes said in reply:—There
have been in the neighbourhood of Dublin, since
the 13th of May, 1866, about fifty deaths which
are certified as having been caused by febris
yiigra, or purpnra maligna; but I may state, on
the highest -medical authority, that those dis-
eases bearno analogy to tho “Black Death” of the
Middle Ages.

TOWN DWELLINGS FOR THE POOR,
This urgent question is being actively dealt

with in Liverpool, by the authorities. At a
recent meeting of the town-council, the com-
mittee to whom the matter has been deputed
recommended that the tender of Mr. James
Callie, for the erection of labourers’ dwellings,
in Silvester-street and Ashfield-street, according
to tho amended plans submitted by the borough
engineer, for 17,9641. 16s, 7d., be accepted, and
that application be made to Government 'for a
loan.

Mr. Alderman Dover, in moving the confirma-
tion of the recommendation, said it would be
remembered that some twelve months ago the
committee were authorised to purchase land to
the value of, in round numbers, 20,0001., and the
land on which it was proposed to erect these
dwellings was a portion of that laud. Having
obtained an estimate for the erection of the
dwellings, he should say in candour that the
committee were disappointed. They were under
the impression that the estimate would show a
profit, but it did not do so, though he was happy
to say that, if the data were correct, it did not,
at all events, show a loss. The Health Committee
thought that, inasmuch as they had been the
means of demolishing a large number of
labourers’ dwellings, which had not been re-
placed by parties out-of-doors, it was their duty
to make an effort to replace them

; and though
the calculations did not in this case show°a
profit, he thought that the accomplishment of
so desirable an object as that of providing
healthy dwellings for the working classes would
be a sufficient justifi-cation for the erection of
the buildings. It was calculated that they
would give a return of 4i- per cent, upon tho
cost, and the committee thought that, in the
present state of the money-market, and with
the disposition of the Government to lend money
at 4 per cent., a small profit might be made.
The cost of the land would be 3,290i., and the
cost of the buildings, 18,1921., making a total of
21,4821. 12s. lid. The accommodation afl’orded
in tho various dwellings would be as follows :

—

Shops : First diisa consists of the shop, one living-room
two bedrooms, scullerj, and closet. Second class eonsiste
of tho shop, one living-room, one bedroom, scullery, and
closet. Third class consists of the shop, one living-room
one bedroom, sooHery, and closet—not so large as the
second class. Rouses: Eirst class consists of one liviag-
room, three bedrooms, scullery, &o. Second class con-
sists of one living-room, two bedrooms, sculler^', &d
Third class consists of one living-room, one bedroom’
scullery, Ac. Fourth class consists of one large room
20 ft. by 11 ft. 6 in., with scullery, Ac.

’

a
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Objection, he had no doubt, would be raised to

this latter class of bouse
j
but there would be a

kerper on the premises, and care would be taken

lhat only one individnal, or a man and his wife,

should occupy these single-roomed dwellings.
[

It was not a large amount which the council

were asked to invest in this property, and he
thought it was well to make the experiment.

The rents proposed to be charged wei’e as

under :

—

Tirst-dass: Eonrth floor, 5s.
;
third floor, 6s 3d.; second

floor, 59. 6d.
;

first floor, 5s. ad.
j
ground floor, shops, 8s.

Second class ; Fourth floor, in street, 3s. 9d., in conrt,

38. fid. ; third floor, in street, 43., in conrt, 3s. 9d. ; second
floor, in street, 4s. 6d., in court, 4s. 3d.; first floor, in

street, 4$. 9d., in conrt, 48. 6d. ;
ground floor, shops, 7s.,

in court, 4s. 9d. Third class : Fourth floor, 3s.; third

flour, 39. 3d.; second floor, 3s. 6d ; first floor, 3 b. 9d.

;

ground floor, shops, 69. Foorth class : Fourth floor,

•is. 6d. ; third floor, is. 9d.
;
second floor, 3a.

;
first floor,

39. 3d.
:
ground floor, 3s. 6d.

Hia impression was that the rents were low, and
that there would bo no difficulty in obtaining
them, or even higher ones; but he thought it

would not be desirable to ask more than would
enable these buildings, so to speak, to pay their

own way. He moved the confirmation of the
recommendation.
A memorial from the Land and Houseowners’

Association was read, asking that the proposed
cottages be not built, and that the existing

building and sanitary laws be relaxed, so as to

enable builders to erect and maintain small
separate cottages for the working classes.

Mr. Alderman Cooper opposed the recom-
mendation. He said private builders had been
driven out of the market entirely by persecution.

He moved, as an amendment, that the matter be
referred back.

Mr. Robinson and Mr. Picton also opposed the
recommendation.

After a lengthy discussion the council divided

outhe amendment, with which had been incor-

porated an instruction to the committee to offer

a premiara of 2C0Z. for the best plan, which was
carried by 25 votes to 15. The Health Com-
mittee have since referred the question to the

ftuk-committee on Labourers’ Dwellings.

international ME^^ORIAL CHURCH
AND LECTURE ROOM.

This church is to be erected on a site

purchased in the principal northern road out of
London, viz.,the Kingsland and StokeNewington-
road, and nearly opposite West Hackney Church.
It is intended to be commemorative of the abo-

lition of slavery in America, and a memorial
also of the President who fell in the strife, and

,
it will be devoted for one part of each Sunday

I

to the use of the Americans.
It will be “International” in its uses, and

memorial in its dedication.

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding our

I

great intercourse as a nation with America, and
i the large number of persona from that country
' either resident in or passing through London,
no place of worship exists in the metropolis
the service in which is statedly conducted by an
American in the Americanv manner, though the
Parisians, with fewer ties of relationship, have

'
provided such a church. It is now intended,

' therefore, to supply this lack, and it is believed

that the closer intercourse bo brought about
between tbs clergy and others of both countries,

and the better means of comparison afforded,

will increase the liberality and wisdom of many
on each side of the Atlantic. The other services

will be those usual in the Independent body,
by whom the erection is undertaken, and to this

denomination the stated minister will belong.

The building will be placed in trust for these
purposes in the hands of Mr. Benjamin Scott,

the City Chamberlain, Dr. E. Tomkins, of the
Inner Temple, and others.

A small chapel, on a site closely adjoining,

; was erected two years since to serve first as an

;

introductory chapel for this larger one, and

;

afterwards as the school. This building will be
.
named Lincoln School.

There will be aceomraoclation for 6.19 adults

on the ground floor, and other seats for 218 in

1
galleries at the end and two sides. The latter

’ will be only one seat in width, and all the gal-

leries will be below the level of the window-
sills. The windows are placed high in the walls,

in order that they may not admit the noise of
the great traffic on the road. The whole of the
light will, therefore, be admitted over the gal-

leries.

The interior will be 96 ft. by 48 ft., and have
a flat coffered coiling of wood. The height of
the spire will be 180 ft., and with all weather-
ings to the buttresses, will be of Portland
stone : the remainder of the dressings will be of
Box ground stone, and the walling of Kentish rag.

The lecture-room at the side will occupy the
area of all the apartments shown in the plan, and
is for general educational purposes. It will seat

670, including those in the galleries.

The floor will be raised 10 fc. 6 in. above the
pavement, and below it in a basement story will

be a library and retiring and secretary’s rooms.
The erection of the structuro is largely

assisted by Mr. Samuel Morley, in tbe neigh-
bourhood of whose residence the site is, and the
lecture-room is in part to meet a wish of Mr.
Morley’s to provide such a building iu the
locality.

The lobbies at the northern end of the chapel
and lecture-hall communicate with each other, so
that the united length, with its numerous doors,
can be made available for either part, and the
two buildings can bo used together with con-
venience upon special occasions. Two other
entrances are provided at the side of the
church, viz., one for the minister and one for

the congregation; and the central entrance
(that for the basement), in front of the lecture-
hall, is so separated from the others by seceens
internally that the uses of the library, and other
rooms in the basement, need not be intermpted
when public meetings are held in the hall

above.

In the rear of the lecture-room will be .a

minister’s house, with two rooms for the use of
the American minister for the time beiug.

The site is easily reached by the North
London Railway or by omnibus, and it is on the
crown of a rise in the road, and visible from a
great distance.

The estimated cost of the whole is 13,00PZ

,

exclusive of the land.
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THE METKOPOLITAN MUNICIPAL
ASSOCIATION.

The first annual meeting of this association
has been held at the rooms of the Social Science
Association, Adam-street, Adelphi, for the pur-
pose of receiving the report of the committee,
and transacting general business.

Lord Ebnry, the president of the association,

took the chair, and made some introductory
remarks, in the course of which he said that the
main object of the association was the attain-

ment of a legislative enactment that would
secure a more direct and thorough municipal
representation of the ratepayers, and a more
responsible, eflScient, and economical form of

government for the metropolis.

The report was adopted, and the following
resolutions agreed to

“ That whilst the report of the committee of the Hoose
of Commons suggests most Tslusble improvements id the
government of the metropolis, the Bill introduced by Mr.
ilill to establish municipal corporations conterminous
with each Parliamentary borough embodies, as to the
form of government, more fully the views of the associa-
tion, and is similar to the scheme proposed by the Royal
Commissioners (Lord Taunton, Sir G. C. Lewis, and Mr,
Justice Pattison) in 1864; this association determines,
therefore, to support such Bill,”
“That the co-operation of the City of London and the

vestries of the metropolis be invited in support of the
proposal to enlarge the administrative areas in the metro-
polis, end to extend the powers of the Municipal Reform
Act, so as to make such districts municipalities; and that
it is desirable that other Bills should forthwith be prepared
providing for the establiabnient cf a central ‘municipal
council’ for purposes common to all London, so as to ex-
tend the municipal system of Ihe Corporation of the City
of London to the entire metropolis."

The following gentlemen were elected to form
• the executive committee for the ensuing year :

—

Messrs. Z. D. Berry, Bonthron, Dr. Jabez Burns,
. r. Edwards, jun., Dr. Hardwicke, G. Horton,
: Eastings Hughes, P. Kneustub, G. P. Miles, J.

W. Probyn, J, llahles, E. D. Rogers, and James
] Beal.

ARCHITECTDRA.L PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

The annual general meeting of this Society
? was held on Friday, the Slst nit., at the rooms
0 of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
C Conduit-street.

The chair having been taken by Professor T.
1 Hayter Lewis, the secretary read the report of
t the committee, which contained the following

f passages ;

—

“The audited balance-sheets annexed show that the
r receipts on account of the sixteenth year, 1863-65, has
t been 680L 19a. 3d., and the expenditure 6801. Us. Id.

;

g and that the receipts up to this date on account of last

J year, 1868 (seventeenth year), has been 314L Ss. lOd., and
t the expenditure 237L 4s. 6d.

It is to be remarked, however, that of the amount
t expended in the production of the Part 17 of the Dic-
l tionary, only 171L 38. was provided by subscriptions on
I account of that year, a fact hardly creditable to the pro-
f feesioD, if it be taken as evidence of their liberality or
t their generous appreciation of the exertions of the com-
D mittee and officers to benefit (he entire profession by the
p production of a publicstiou which has no parallel.

This great undertaking has passed the half of the quan- :

1 tity calculated, audits completion at no distant date may
b be considered as secured; this is therefore the momeut
f< for all who have hitherto stood aloof, doubting the po-si- ^

b bility of success, to come forward, and by adding them-
K selves to those who have up to this time borne the burden
Ci of the struggle, to share with them the advantages secured
b; by their expenditure of energy and capital, and hasten on
lb the work to its successful end."

In moving the adoption of the report, the
C Chairman called attention to the favourable
pi progress which had been made with the Diction-
a; ary, and compared it with that of other similar
y> works. He showed that the peculiarities of the
Bf scope and range of subjects dealt with, and the
n necessity for giving exact and full information
w within a very limited space, tended to impede
tl the progress of the text

;
and that even in a case

lilike that of the dictionary of M. Viollet le Due,
si about fourteen years had elapsed from the com-
Ejnencement, and the work was still incomplete,
alalthongh dealing with only a single branch of
oione subject. The completion of the letter K,
81 and the progress made with L, were very en-
Koonraging; and if the subscribers would exert
tlthemselves in the spirit mentioned in the report
aiand make this valuable work more widely
hknowri, the progress to completion would be
rarapid. The Dictionary was so highly esteemed
tlthat all the early parts had been for some time
oiout of print, until the committee inenrred a
bheavy expenditure to reprint them

; so that new
Bi subscribers might be supplied with new sets of
Ihthe work. This stock was, however, limited,
stand, when once exhausted, could not again be
re replaced; so that there was every inducement

' for all to whose interest it might be to possess

a work of reference of such authority, so copious
and original, and of so extended a scope, to at
once become subscribers and secure copies
before they became as scarce as the earliest

publications of the Society.

In the discussion which ensued, Messrs. C. C. Xelson,
H. E. Newton, Robert Kerr, Wyatt Papworth, 4c. &e.,
took part, and in its course the committee were sfrongly
urged to use all endeavours in their power to expedite the
production of the text, and to devise some scheme by
which the liberal donation of lOOL promised by Mr. T. H.
Wyatt might bo applied usefully to that end, and be made
the commencement of a loan or aubscription to place in
the hands of the committee sufiicient funds to justify them
in proceeding to conclude arrangements by which the
constant services of a responsible editor might be pro-
cured, and other steps taken to secure the completion of
the text withiu a reasonable period.

In acknowledging a very cordial vote of thanks, Mr.
Wyatt .Papworth observed that no one more earnestly
desired the completion of the work than he himself ; that
he had no desire to abridge the labour necessary to ren-
der the future pages as satisfactory as were the previous
ones

;
and that hia exertions in carrying on the Dictionary

bad not yet tired him; and lie hoped to be able to aflbrd
at least the same amount of time as formerly during the
ensuing year for what waste him such agreeable labour.
A vote of tbanks to the chairman terminated the proceed-
ings, and the meeting then separated.

PICTURES IN THE HAYMARKET.
Some of our readers will remember

The Social Science Association embodied these
and other statements in a memorial, and, last

week, laid it, by a deputation (including the
Hon. A. Einnaird, M.P., Miss Carpenter, Sir

Walter Crofton, Mr. G. W. Hastings, Mr. P.
Urqnhart, Mr. Baker, Mr. Godwin, Mr. P.
Hill, and many other gentlemen interested
in social and sanitary reform), before Sir

Stafford Northcote at the Indian Office. Mr.
Hastings urged the various points set forth
in the memorial, and asked for the appoint-
ment of some person or persons versed in

the improved treatment of convicts to be sent
ont to India to co-operate with the Government
there in the establishment of a proper system of
prison discipline. Sir Walter Crofton followed
in the same direction

j
and Mr. Godwin alluded

to the want of proper structural arrangements
in the prisons, the necessity for care in the
selection of sites, and the desirability of proper
arehitectnral supervision.

Sir Stafford Northcote appeared to agree in
all that was advanced; said that the steps that
had been taken by the Association would tend
to strengthen the hands of the Government, and
promised the matter serious consideration.

With the frightful death-rate of 129 in th6l,000
per annum in view, no other reason for immediate
steps on the part of the Government can be
necessaiy, and yet there are many that conid be

Bierstadt’s interesting picture of “ The Rocky '

Mountains.” The same artist is now exhibiting
|

at Mr. McLean’s gallery in the Haymarket a
work even finer,

—“A Storm in the Rocky Moun- ! THE PRUDHOE CONVALESCENT HOME,
tains.” The treatment of the masses of thunder-

! ^ a ^ i-, ta -i,

olonds snrgirg with the wied, of the parts ie i

foandation-stone of the Prudhoe Con-

sueahine, and the paBSiDgehadowB, is admirable. I

a.d on Tuesday m last

It is, in short, a benntifnl and pleasnre.givieg i T ‘ ® l-orthninberland coast,

picture. At the same gallery are seen two clever a ?• - - - Isorthumberland. Ihe building is dedicated toworks of an entirely different kind of merit, by
Mr. Henry Barraud,—“ The London Season,”
and “ Hyde Park,”—which include a very large
number of portraits. Two or three doors off,

Mr. William Bradford, of New York, is exhibit-

ing a striking piece of realistic painting, titled
“ Crushed by Icebergs,” wherein the truthful-

ness of the bright emerald green of the ice will

be less readily accepted by those who do not
know the northern regions than by those who do.
It is not the result of a painter’s latitude, but

the memory of the late Duke of Northumberland,
and will be connected with the Newcastle In-

firmary. The building will accommodate fifty

patients,—thirty naen and twenty women
; and

it will be so arranged as to be capable of ex-

tension at any future tiftie. The ground, con-
taining six acres and three quarters, was
bought for 1,5001., and the building will cost
12,7461., exclusive of the engineering work,
which is estimated at 3,0001. more. It will be
erected by public subscription, to which Sir W.of the latitude geographical. The drawing of

. ,

the ice-bound ship in the foreground might be i

contributed l.OOOi., with a

improved. Also, in the Haymarket, Mr. Frith's
| f Provided a certain

capital picture of “ The Marriage of the Prince
' of subsoribcra add a like amount by m-

and Princess of Wales ” is now on view.

CONDITION OP THE GAOLS IN INDIA.

;

creasing their subscriptions. The amount sub-

[

scribed exceeds 12,0001. The building is in-

! tended as a memorial of the many benevolent
and munificent deeds of the late Duke of Nor-
thumberland. The architect is Mr. Thomas

' Oliver
;
and the clerk of works Mr. John Adams,

The Gaol Report of the Madras Presidency ^ of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The contractor is Mr,
gives an annual death-rate of 129 in the 1,000 !

i Joseph Kyle, of Newcastle
; and the amount of

Is it necessary to state any other fact to prove
j

his contract is 12,7461. The building will be on
the necessity for immediate change in the system

j

the pavilion principle. The length of the front

-

and the buildings used ? Many of these are age is 230 ft. ; and the various offices will ex-
enormoQsly over-crowded, and are moat unsnit- !

tend to a depth of 190 ft. backwards. The style
able in construction and situation.

The separation of criminals at night is an
essential element of sound prison discipline

;

yet throughout the gaols of India there are but
few separate sleeping-cells, sometimes as many
as forty or fifty prisoners being locked up
together, generally for twelve hours, and that
without light. Under such circumstances it is

no wonder that the prison officers find it impos-
sible to prevent grievous moral contamination,
and even heinous crime. Hardly any provision
exists for the instrnetion of the prisoners, either
by the appointment of suitable schoolmasters, or
in any other way.
The case of the female prisoners seems to be

even more deplorable than that of the males;
since they not only suffer the same evils, but
have the additional disadvantage of being left

without any warders of their own sex, and in
a great measure without care or help in their
wretchedness.

The principles of convict treatment which
have been adopted in this kingdom do not seem
to have found their way into India. At this
moment several new gaols are contemplated, and
central prisons for long-sentenced prisoners are
in course of erection

;
yet even in these the pro-

vision of separate sleeping-cells for all the
prisoners does not form part ofthe arrangements,
nor are the gaols generally being constructed in

a manner suited to the adoption of a sound sys-
tem of discipline. Immediate action seems,
therefore, to be urgently required in order to
prevent the expenditure of public money in a
way which may hereafter be deeply regretted. '

will be a plain form of Gothic, and the material
stone. The building has a central tower, about
the middle of which, on a projecting pedestal,
and under a carved canopy, a statue of the late
Duke may hereafter be placed.

GIGANTIC RAILWAY BRIDGE ACROSS
THE MERSEY.

The extrEiordinary and constant increase of
traffic on the London and North-Western Rail-
way, between Lancashire and the South, induced
the directors some years back to take steps to
provide a new outlet for the traffic from Liver-
pool. Of the various routes surveyed, one vid,

Runcorn was finally selected, though it involved
the construction of an expensive and gigantic
bridge across the treacherous shallows of the
river Mersey, at Runcorn Gap. When the subject
was finally decided upon, energetic steps were
at once taken to push on the works. The
foundation-stone of the bridge was laid in 1864,
and it is at last rapidly approaching completion.
The total length of the strncture, inclnding the
slopes on either side of the river (there being
sixty-five arches on the Lancashire, and thirty-

two on the Cheshire, side of the river), is a mile
and a half. The river will be traversed by means
of a huge iron bridge, consisting of three
“ stretches” of wronght-iron girders, resting on
two stone piers rising from the bed of the river,

and two on the margins at either side. Each of
these “ stretches ” measures 305 ft. ; the height
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above the river at spring-tides being 75 ft. to the
under edge of the girders, and 78 ft. 6 in. to the
surface of the rails. The framework of the
bridge proper consists of four iron beams, which
extend the whole length of the span, the outer
beams being strengthened on both sides by a
trellis-work 40 ft. in depth, which, while helping
to bind the structure, gives to the huge mass a
comparatively light and airy appearance. Of
the arches which form the remainder of the
viaduct, eighty-eight have each a span of 40 ft.,

and nine of 61 ft. 6 in. The total cost of the
viaduct and bridge will probably exceed 300,000J.,

while the result will be a shortening of the dis-

tance between Liverpool and the metropolis by
about a dozen miles.

BURSTING OF AN EMBANKMENT NEAR
FLEETWOOD.

Mr. Bowie, of Limeiick, who had under-
taken the filling np of a large aperture in Kirk
Scar Bay, near Fleetwood, commenced active
operations a few weeks ago there. A number of
navvies made their appearance, and earthworks
were thrown up in a circular form, extending a
considerable distance inland from the aperture
to be enclosed. Openings were at first left to
allow free ingress and egress for the tide, but
one by one these openings were subsequently
closed, until all except one was shut, that being
at the point nearest the railway bank, along the
base of which the tidal current was strongest.
To meet the difficulty of this last inclosure a
double row of piles had been driven, at about
12 ft. apart, and all the force of joiners which
could be mustered was got together to nail fast
to these piles planks of deal 3 in. thick to resist

'

the action and pressure of the tide. A base of
carthworth had also been made several feet deep
to bank up and support the wooden fencing thus
made

; and by the addition of about fifty navvies
from Barrow, making about 200 in all, it was
hoped the resistance would bo made successful.
The men all worked energetically, and before
the reflux of the tide the boarding was finished,

and the spectators, of whom there was a large
number, believed that the victory was certain.
Bnt half an hour before the tide had reached its

height the water began to percolate the bank at
the rear of the boards, and in a very short time,
in spite of the determined efforts made to stem
the current, the piles were lifted from their
places, the deals rent asunder, and the water
mshed back to its old domain. Several of the
men had very narrow escapes.

MANCHESTER POLICE COURTS
COMPETITION.

The committee for general purposes had re-
solved,

—

‘‘That it 18 uodesirable to incur any unnecessary expen-
diture in the external elevation of the intended new police-
conrta. and that it be suggested that the amount to be
expended shall not exceed the sum of 26,OOOL’' “That
in order to save trouble, and to prevent unnecessary delay
in the erection of the courts, it be recomtoended to the
committee for general purposes to select an architect to
prepare plana for, and superintend the erection of, the
courts, on any site which may be selected by the corpora-
tion.” “That it be recommended to the committee to
select one of the undermentioned architects to prepare
plans and anperintend the erection of the new police-
courts :—Messrs. Clegg & Knowles, Messrs, Mangnall &
Littlewood, Mr. Salomons, Messrs. Speakman & Charles-
worth, Mr. Waterhouse, and Mr. Worthington,"

And further, as we stated last week,

—

“ That Messrs. Hangnail ^ Littletcood he employed to pre-
pare plan* for, and to euperintend the erection of, the new
poliee-eourU."

Six days later the same gentlemen, under the
name of the Council, met at the same place and
upset their previous resolution, passing an
amendment throwing the selection of architect
open to competition between the architects
named, by a majority of 34 to 17. Councillor
Woodward proposed that the competition be
thrown open to the whole of the architects of
the city of Manchester. The amendment was
seconded by Councillor Townsend, but was ne-
gatived, and the proceedings of the committee,
with the exceptions referred to, were approved.

It was resolved that the sum of 50i. be paid
to each architect from whom complete plans
might be received, such premium to form a por-
tion of the commission to be ultimately paid to
the successful comp titor.

The reason given by the members of the com-

,

mittee who voted against their first recom-
mendation is, that the votes on the first occa-
sion were not correctly taken, although this is

denied.

We should mention that the police-court was
formerly held in the upper portion of the post-
office premises in Brown-street. On the failure
of the post-office authorities to satisfy the Man-
chester people as to a site for a new post-office,

they determined to enlarge the old one by taking
in the police courts, which were then removed
into Bridge-street, a large shop or bazaar for-

merly occupied by Falkner, Brothers, drapers,
being adapted for the purpose. The corporation
has also had to rent rooms from the county
magistrates, in the assize conrts, for business
connected with the “ city sessions,” and the new
courts are for the purpose of concentrating the
municipal business under one roof.

THE WHITE TEAL INFAMY.

Not months, bnt years ago, we pointed out
repeatedly the horrible crnelties practised to-
wards calves, with the view of rendering the
flesh white to meet an unsound popular taste
and opinion. Our statements were copied far

and jvide, universal horror was expressed, and,

—

the poor calf was bled and beaten to death by
lingering steps as before. Now theory ofshame
has arisen again : again the daily papers echo
it. Let US hope that this time public opinion
may be expressed so unmistakeably and so
loudly as to lead to the abandonment of the
scandalous practices. We can express an im-
mense amoant of virtnons indignation as to
“vivisection” in a neighbouring country, and
quietly insist on the pursuance of equally abomin-
able and even leas easily justifiable cruelties at
home. Could not the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals effectually interfere ?

ENCAUSTIC PAINTING.

Last week Mr. Cave Thomas gave the second
lecture of a series on “ The various Methods of
Painting,” at the Gallery of the Architectural
Union, Conduit-street. A former lecture was on
fresco, this on encaustic painting. The lecturer
observed that paintings executed with vehicles
in which wax is combined in certain proportions
rank next to frescoes in architectonic propriety
of effect. They possess, in a great measure, the
same freedom Irom gloss, and can be seen from
any point of view

;
moreover, they powerfally

resist the action of acids, atmospheric corrosioh,
and damp. The ancient marble sculptures were
sometimes saturated with wax to preserve
them. Pliny enumerates and distinguishes three
methods of encaustic painting.

Ist. That in which the ancients used a stylus,
and painted on ivory or polished wood, previously
coated with a wax preparation. The stylus or
stigma, served to draw the outlines and its

spatula or blade end, to clear off the filaments
which it ploughed up in the prepared ground.

2ndly. That in which colonrs were mixed with
wax, and spread over the pictures with a metal
spatula. The various colours being previously
prepared and formed into small cylinders for

use. By the side of the painter stood a brazier,
which was nsed to heat the spatula with which
the colonrs were smoothly spread after the out-
lines were completed, and thus the picture was
proceeded with and finished.

3rdly. That in which painting was performed
by dipping a brush into wax liquefied by fire.

By this method the colours attained considerable
hardness, and could not be damaged by the heat
of the sun, or the deleterious effects of sea
water. It was thus that they painted their

ships with emblems
;
which decorations were

finally smoothed and polished. This kind of
encaustic, therefore, was styled “ ship painting.”
Some writers have been led to suppose that
“ cncansto pingendi ” must be enamelling, but a
little consideration of the word cm's in con-
nexion with “ urere,” will show that burnt in,

inscribed on the pictures of Lysippus, ought not
to be taken in the extreme sense as applied to
enamels. If this had been the case, the ancient
ships must have been either copper or iron-sides,

at least, to have withstood the process of firing
required by enamel painting; and it is difficult

to imagine a Roman enamelled first-rate man-of-
war. Other passages in Pliny were also examined,
•and the experiments instituted by Count Caylus

in the latter half of the last century detailed.

Mr. Thomas also described the methods of
Lorgna, Hooker, and others, and conclnded by
ex'preesing a belief that, whatever be the process
ultimately adopted, encanstic will probably be
prefen-ed to fresco in this country

j
promising as

it does a somewhat richer range of effect, and to

be the less encumbered process of the two.

THE WINCHESTER DRAINAGE PLANS.

We have received a communication from Mr.
Newman, surveyor to the Winchester Local I
Board, giving reasons for adoption of the large

*

scale, and the absence of a skeleton map, and |
denying the operation of any local influence, £
however the possession of “ local knowledge ” I

on the port of some of the competitors may have
aided them. He does not find so much talent
and judgment displayed in the schemes as he ex-

pected, and wonders that so many of the plans
conveyed the sewage, either after passing through
a filter or over a portion of meadow land, into

the river Itchen, which a few miles below be-
comes the source of water supply to the im-
portant town of Southampton.
“ Much has been said and written about the defilement I

of rivers of late
;
and as there is such an abundance of P

land in the neighbourhood of Winchester capable of ab- rf

sorbing the sewage for any imaginable time to come, it is t

singular that most, if not all, the schemes should allow it f
to find its way to the river in a greater or less degree. J

Mr. J. B. Denton, principal engineer to the General B
Land, Drainage, and Improvement Company, says,— I
‘ There is no doubt that of all processes of filtration that a
by irrigation is the moat efTective. It is, however, far u
from a perfect process

;
though it has advantages which

|commend it to the country. Ail persons admit that, what-
:

ever ingredients are extracted from the sewage in its

passage over or through the soil, they serve to increase
the produce of the land and thereby enrich the country.
Moreover, it is as generally allowed that towns so dis-
posing of the sewage may fairly expect a return for this
enriching refuse. But the desire to turn our sewage to
profit should not lead us into the fallacy of believing that (I

irrigation will render sewage pure enough to drink.' This f
author cites other opinions on this subject. Sir Benjamin I

Brodie, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Ox-
|

1 ford, says,—' I do not think that it could be asserted that ?

all injurious matter was removed from [sewage] water by fl

placing it on the land; hut certainly it must be very muen 1

diminished.'
Dr. Toelcker, the consulting chemist of the Eoyal s

Agricultural Society, says,— ‘ Many people call water li

pure when it is clear and no smell perceptible, forgetting li

all the while that many of the properties of sewage [which li

he names] cannot be removed by filtration.’ That though I

the soil is the most efficacious of all practically available tl

means of rendering offensive matters harmless, and con-
verting them into the food of plants, yet it fails to make
the water fit for drinking purpotee. I conld cite other
opinions of great authority, but must forbear to trespass
further on your space.’’

THE DESIGNER AND THE
DRAUGHTSMAN.

Sir,—It may be owing to my own etnpidity,

but I have some difficulty in seeing what Mr.
Bruce Allen has been driving at in his recent
communications to yon. Had be confined his

remarks to art-manufacture I could have had no
such difficulty

;
for I quite agree with him that

the designer is too frequently ignored and all

the credit given to the manufacturer. But when
he touches upon architectural design I cannot
follow him. Does he mean to say that the
architect must, with his own hand, draw out
every detail of his designs, and not employ a
draughtsman to copy them ? As well might an
author be denied an amanuensis. The hand-
writing (upon which Mr. Bruce Allen seems to
lay great stress) I conceive to be of very small
importance compared with the ideas intended to

be conveyed. The draughtsman, when in his

proper place, is merely the medium of placing
the ideas of the designer on paper : if he is en-
trusted by his employer to design any part of a
structure, then he is entitled to credit to that
extent, but not otherwise. Perhaps Mr. Bruce
Allen may say that the ideas undergo a trans-
formation under the hands of the draughtsman.
It may be so in some instances

; but where the
designer has a marked individuality of his own,
it is sure to appear. Many of your readers will

doubtless be able at first sight to identify par-
ticular works as the production of certain archi-

tects, without having bad previous information
on the subject. The impress of the designer is

obvious ; that of the draughtsman obscure, if

not invisible.

It is needless for ns to attempt to stem the
stream of time. Modern civilization has placed
art in a difl'erent position from what it occupied
in the middle ages. The change is sometimes

,
not favourable to the individuality of the artist

;
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but W0 must accept things as they are ; we
cannot retrace our steps, and *' it is useless to
cry over spilt milk.” The man of true genius
is sure, sooner or later, to show himself. A
genius starving in a garret is now a raro avis

;

and upon the whole, the age in which we live is

an improvement upon its predecessors. The
labourer and the peasant enjoy luxuries unknown
to the great of former ages

; and if art is less
concentrated, it is more diffnsed.

I, for one, look with hope to the future. We
have been groping our way towards the light of
day through devious passages,—each nook and
cranny has been scanned by the aid of “ the
lamp of truth.” The mom of a new day is

dawning. Sceii’Sjt.

BEDFOED MIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

SiE.—I a™ glad to find Mr, Sharman is ablo to give
such an unqualified contradiction to the reports about this
competition.
Though I am sorry to have been the means of spreading

what is incorrect, you will remember that I oooted from
a letter of a resident in Bfdford, totally nnpr^-judiced in
Ih^jn'itfer, who told me what was current report, and as
such I sent it to you, adding “ That the Directors ought
to rebut it if they can." A Victim.

“lEj— was not surprised to see the letter in your
paper, signed “ A Victim,” filter tho extraordinary and
moat uneourteoua conduct of the Committee of the Bed-
lord Middle-Class Schools. For six weeks I devuted the
^eater portion of my time and attention to tho subject,
besides having four assistants under my eye almost con-
stantly. In addition to this, I spent much money in
paper-mounting, taking a journey to inspect the site, the
instructions being so very scant and indefinite. Guess my
surprise when my plans were returned within a week, the
carnage unpaid, and not a single lino to inform me who
was the succes'ifnl competitor, or to thank me for the
consideration I had devoted to the subject. I was there-

,f,l? degree prepared for the statements made by
* Veiut-s.

DOES AND TENNYSON.

o.E
paraEraph in your valuable journal of the8th inataot, relvreoce is made to M. Guatave GoriP

lUnatraliou. ol iho Laureate', "Idyll," a, "more thanonce misrepreaeuting ihe poet’s meaning.” As a superla-
tive example of th’S misconception, the fact of Kine
Arthur having to pick up a crown from the ground while
on horseback is quoted, and marked with an ironical ' as
a ridiculous absurdity To this we can only reply tiiat
while your correapor.deiit is evidently a stranger to the
“pigskin,” M Dor6. is a moat accomplished and dariu-'
horaoman, and perfectly understood what ho was about
when designing this picture If your non-eqnine critic
vnll consult “Greenwood’s Horsemanship " p 73 he will
be taught how to pick any object from the ground at the
walk canter, or gallop ; and will at the same time, it is
hoped, learn for the future to “ look before he lesps."

Ewd. Moxon & Co.

• ^ otwitbstanding an erroneous assumption in Messrs-Moron 8 note, we give it place, and at the same time
reiterate our assertion that the engraving in question is
not an illustration of the author’s words.

liberal education
;
and I therefor© believe myself tho-

roughly competent for the double duties of secretary and
manager to the Waterworks Company.
Suppoding that I applied for, and obtained, that

appointment, I reckon tn>.t it would coat me for “ house,
c-ials. and gas,” as nearly as may be, 40/. a year, which
would leave me 85/. per annum for those other expenses
for which the fitter will have 42a. per week, or very nearly
110/. per annum—that is, about 25/. more than I. He
has also the advantage of being able to dress more econo-
mically than the “ secretary and manager,” and the
fiirther advantage that if ho is not perfectly satisfied with
his work, wages, or employers, he can at any moment
stick his somewhat black and oily hands into the pockets
of his fustian unmentionables, decline to work any more,
and be maintained in “ oiium cumdignitaie” for a year or
two by his “ Union.”
Are not these, Sir, very considerable odds in his favour,

and against me? And really, so far as £ can see, only
because bis hands are innocent of gloves, and his bead of
conic sections and Latin, whereas I plead guilty to all
three. And if it be so, am I not somewhat too severely
punished for the fault ? And does it not rather tend to
show 'hat in these latter days tho “ Schoolmaster” is too
much “abroad," and that it is high time to confine or
restrain him a little, and to build hospiiais and gaols for
those parents who are so wicked or so insane as to wil-
fully ruin their children’s chances in life by sending them
to profit (?) by his lessons ? Co.ntkast.

THE WESTMINSTEK CLOISTERS.
Snt,—Our attention having been called to a passage in

your last number forming a parr of a paper signed “C.
Bruce Allen,” in which tlie writer asserts that the north
cloister of Westminster Abbey “is now uahappilr in
course of being sawn and harked to pieces, or, according
to architectural modemiam, ‘restored;’" as the Abbey
masons, we beg a space in your columns to correct this
statement, which is utterly untrue. The fact is, that the
tracery of one of tho northern bays, to the great grief of
all interested in the Abbey, fell during one of the storms
of the present spring. So alarmed have the Chapter
naturally been at this accident that they have, without
Mr. Scott’s knowledge, ordered the clerk of the works to
remove some of the tracery on the west side, which has
loog looked very Ifareat-mng, and was supported by
wooden props, 'i his was done, not by our worlan'in, but
by some other of the workmen employed iu the Abbey

;and no sooner was Mr. Scott aware of it, than he directed
that all which was in any way threatening should be
strengthened by wooden props, though we fear that partial
renovation has become inevitable.
No one who has ever gone over the Abbey with Mr.

Scott can fail to remember the special interest which he
takes in these bays of the northern cloister, of which he
has given a special notice in his paper known as “ Glean-
ings from Westminster Abbey.”

In another part of Mr. Allen’s paper a somewhat
obscure observation seems to imply that the colour is
being scraped olf from the Abbey. Permit us to declare ^

that nothing of this sort has been done in our memory.
The keeu interest which Mr. Scott always shows for pre-
serving everv trace of colour, and for maintaining the
ancient surface, though ever so much decayed, keeps alive
the same feeling in alt those subordinate to him; and, hap-
pily, the adoption of recent appliances within tho Abbey
renders grouudlesa the lamentation of the writer of the
paper, at least us regards tho interior, that “ the Abbey
itself is disappearing fast day bv day.”

Hiixur Poole & Soss.

THE WATER THEY DRINK AT
DONCASTER.

Prichard, Bedford Leigh, Lancashire
; Mr. H.

Royle, Towuhall, Hulme
j Mr. A. Scargill, Bower

Spring, Sheffield; Mr. H. T. Tomkins, 39, Lan-
caster-road, Notting-hill; and Mr. W. H. Wheeler,
Boston. The plan adopted at the Metropolitan
Board in the election of district surveyors was
followed on this occasion, and the contest was
decided by Mr. Tomkins receiving 45 votes to
Mr. Matthews’s 31. The salary is 3501. per
annum, with residence, rising gradually to 4001.
An application for expenses was made by memo-
rial from tho unsuccessful candidates who had
come from the country, but it was refused by
the Vestry.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Fastenings fob Windows and othee Places.
J. H. Roberts. Dated October 8, 1866.— This
invention is performed as follows Upon one
sash, say the outer, the patentee secures a plats
formed with a slot, in which a button or stud is
free to move backwards and forwards. Upon
the other sash he secures another plate, which
has a third plate hinged thereto, tho hinged
plate being capable of moving so as to come
upon the firsb-named plate. This hinged plate
is likewise formed with a slot corresponding to-

the first-named slot, and terminating at one end
in a circular or enlarged aperture, correspond-
ing to tho button or stud. To secure the fasten-
ing it is necessary to bring the hinged plate on
the inner sash upon the plate on the outer sash,
so that the button enters the circular or enlarged
aperture, and then to posh the button along tho
slots. To release the fastening the reverse
movements have to be made. The slots in the
plates may be formed in any direction desired.
Sometimes the patentee forms a thumb-piece or
projection on the hinged plate for convenience
of moving it.

He.-v.ting and Wabming Rooms, &c. TV. Clark.
A Communication. Dated October 12, 1866.

—

Th's invention relates to the application of an
air chamber in combination with an air stove or
heating apparatus

; this chamber contains a re-
servoir of water, over which the air heated iu ita

passage through the metal or other flues is

caused to pass, the water being heated by reason
of its position. In this manner the air is sup-
plied with fresh oxygen and nitrogen to com-
pensate for that which has become absorbed in
its passage through the flues of the air stove.
This chamber also serves as a receiver of all im-
purities, and of the denser or noxious gases
prejudicial to health.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

THE PURIFICATION OF WATER AND
SUPPLY.

SiE,—Under the above heading in your inipresBion of
I the 1st inst. I see an extract irom a paper read by Mr. E.
Byrne on “ Experiraeuts on the Kemuval of Organic and

. Inorganic Subatanceb in Water,” to the following efi'eet
I that bad water Ci-uld be purified by chemical agency to a
' “ very limited extent only.” I should be glad to know
• whether Mr. Byrne has made any experiments with Mr.
5 Spencer’s maguetio oxide filter agent, aud if so, whether
li he would inform the public, through your columns, of the
i' result of such experiments.

Mr. Spencer's system of filtration is largely adopted by
tl the Water Works Company of this borough (Wakefield)

;

s and in hia evidence before the River Commissioners last

j year, Mr. Spencer asserted that organic substances were
Si separated from the water supplied to the town by means
0 of his filtering system, and that its filtering powers would
L increase every year. The filtered water which is the
d domestic supply for the town is drawn from the River
( Calder below the main-sewer outfall, and therefore needs
f fiiteriugso as to purity it of organic matter. L. E.

“WAGES” AND “SALARY.”
Bib,—

I

n the Suilder of lest week are two advertise,
tt mentb which are placed (no doubt by chance) side by side.
0 One is that of a Local Board of Health, who ofi'er 429
piper week “vrages” with house, coals, and gas, for a
omechauio to attend to their steam-engines and pumps
1 The other is that of a Waterworks Company in Wales
* who otFer 125/. per annum for a secretary and manager

*

Although I have sufficient knowledge of machinery to
Hi fit me for the mechanic’s place, unfortunately for myself I
lihave studied a good many other things as well;—such as
n mathematics and mechanics, pure and applied; survey-
itiug, levelling, and drawing; chemistry and metallurgy

-

ttthe laws of fluids in moiion, the strength of materials’
Si and the many other branebes of acieooe which are
re required in tho profession of a C.E., in which I have had
tstwenty years’ experience in England and abroad.

I hare also, unluckily, a knowledge of four modern
Itilanguages, besides a- fair amount of Latin, history, geo-
grgraphy, literature, logic, aud the usual branches of a*

A COEBESPONDENT from Doncaster says,—Oar
source of supply is the Don, aud during the past
week the muutb of the culvert—a subterranean
channel that conducts the water to the wheel to
be pumped up into tho town for the use of the
inhabitants, has been cleaned out, when the fol-

lowing, amongst other “ ingredients,” were dis-
covered iu the water, namely, tiventy.eight dogs,
eight cats, two pigs, one sheep, one goat, sundry
rats, and divers other things belonging to the
animal and vegetable kingdoms. Many of the
animals being in an advanced stage of decompo-
sition, the stench they emitted was intolerable.
The waters of the Don are not now fit for human
consumption, “ foaled,” as they are, in their
course; and it is abominable that the inha-
bitants should still have to obtain their supply
from such a polluted source. The question of
pure water is of paramount importance, and the
matter ought to be dealt with at once.

Several correspondents want to know what the
Water Supply Commissioners are doing.

ELECTION OF SURVEYOR, ST. GEORGE’S,
HANOVER-SQUARE.

At the last meeting of the Vestry, held on
Thursday, the 6th inst., the election of a
surveyor took place. There were sixty-nine
answers to the public advertisement, and forty,
nine candidates appeared before the committee.
With some difficulty nine were selected to stand
the chance of election, viz.,—Mr. H. Cochrane,
St. Andrew’s-square, Edinburgh

; Mr. C. H.
Lowe, Elm Tree-road, St. John’s-wood; Mr. H.
G. Matthews, 1, Furnival’s Inn, Holborn

;
Mr.

C, Pinnock, 1, Ebury-Bridge-road
;

Mr. E.

Eyke .—The church here has been re-opened
after having been closed for some time for repairs
and alterations. The restorations just completed
include the refacing the west end of the nave and
buttresses with flint, removing a wooden window,
and replacing it by a four-light decorated
window, which has been filled with stained-
glass

; a new stone cross has been fixed on the
gable ; a modern brick vestry pulled down from
the south wall of the chancel, the door opening
into which has been filled in with a new Early
English lancet window. This also has been
glazed with stained glass as a memorial to a
parishioner. An old Norman window at the east
of the south transept has been opened and filled

in with stained glass. The nave roof, which,
some forty years back, had been mutilated by
cutting away carved bosses, ribs of principals,
&c., and introducing a lath and plaster ceiling,

covering up the entire oak roof, has been
restored. Fortunately, two out of eight carved
angels found at an old cariosity shop at Wood-
bridge, were known by two or three old
parishioners to have been removed from the
church when the mutilations took place. On
hearing of this, the rector procured them, and
thus enabled the architect to restore the roof
by filling the six vacant places with new carvings
to correspond. Mr. E. C. Hakewill was the
architect employed in the restorations. Mr. H.
Luff, of Ipswich, has carried out the work; the
stained glass being supplied by Messrs. Lavers &
Barraud, of London.

Hartlepool .—The parish church of St. Hilda,

Hartlepool, has been re-oponed, after undergoing
a restoration. The work has consisted of the
raising of the roof of the nave to its ancient
high pitch, as indicated by the stonework in the
tower; the replacing of the windows in keeping
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with the original architecture, the tracery being
in accordance with stones found; the lowering
of the floor, and the disclosing of the basis of
the piers; the removal of the gallery

;
refitting

of the seats; chipping the interior walls, which
were covered with thick coatings of whitewash

;

the repairing of the piers ; replacing columns
from the string-course of the clearstory to the !

heads of the piers; the introduction of carved
corbels supporting the pillars, all in accordance
with stones found. The church is fitted up with
a heating apparatus by Messrs. Walker & Son,
of Newcastle. The corbels, and carved work of

the pulpit, seats, &c., were executed by Mr.
Colley, of Durham. The contractor for the
work was Mr. Graydon, of Durham ; and who
relet respectively to Mr. Thornton, stonemason,
Mr. Laidler, plumber, and Messrs. Hodgson,
painters, all of Durham. The total cost has
been about 2,700Z.

Blough.— The foundation-stone of the new
chapel at the Eton Union Workhouse, Slough, a
building to be erected by voluntary contributions,
has been laid. The chapel will consist of nave
and circular apse. The interior will be of red
brick banded with black

; the outside of ordinary
stock brick banded with black. Mr. Wheeler, of
Brenchley, Kent, is the architect

;
and Mr.

Holland, of Thame, the builder. The chapel will

seat 100 adults, and its estimated cost, including
all expenses, will be 530Z.

Droitwich.—The foundation stone has been
laid of a new church for the parish of St.
Nicholas. Mr. Smith, of Droitwich, is the
architect. The contract for the church is that
of Messrs. Osborn & Inwood, of Malvern, for
the sum of 1,G50Z. The church will be of the
Decorated style of architecture, and consist of
nave, chancel, north aisle, and tower. A spire
is part of the design, but is not in the present
contract. The church is designed to accommo-
date 258 persons, and all the seats are to be
free and open. It will be built of Hadley
sandstone, while the interior of the chancel
will be of dressed Bath atone, the walls being
plastered.

Sivavesoy.—St. Andrew’s Church has been re-

opened. The Lady of the Manor baa had the
church, at her own cost (upwards of 3,0001.),
thoroughly restored and beautified. The archi-
tect engaged was Mr. Street, of London, and the
contract was entered into by Mr. Clipshaw, of
Newark. The whole fabric has been repewed,
and internally all the material is new. The
chancel has been rebuilt, and is approached by
steps, with a carved screen and stalls. The
pavement is of encaustic tiles, from the manu-
factory of Mr. Godwin. The chancel is elaborate,

its principal decoration being a reredos, of
which the central compartment contains a
sculpture of the Crucifixion in alabaster. The
pulpit is of white atone. The seats are in cha-
racter with the old ones, a few of which
remain on the north side ; and the wood-work
has been done by Messrs. Battee & Kett, of
Cambridge.

Wingfield.—The parish church has been re-

stored. Several windows in the south aisle are
of three lights; three of these at the chancel
end have been renovated, and stone mulliona
supersede the old wooden ones. Former church-
wardens must have been wonderfully fond of
paint, for even the panels of the font, filled in

with various subjects, were painted, and that in

various colours. All this paint has, however,
been scraped off. The roof of the nave is new.
The entire chancel is a step higher than the rest
of the church, and it is here that the greatest
amount of attention has been displayed. The
chief features are old carved screens and stalls,

and the table monuments, on which are the
effigies of Bicbard de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk,

and Catherine, his wife; William de la Pole,
Duke of Suffolk; and John de la Pole, Duke of
Suffolk. The entire chancel has been repaired

;

the new roof is of oak, open; the floor baa been
relaid with Minton’s tiles, the east end of it with
Poole’s. The chancel was restored by the Eccle-
siastical Commissiouers at an expense of about
1,2001. ; and the roofs of the nave and north
aisle have been renovated at an expense of a little

over 500Z. Mr. Christian was the architect;
Mr. Botwright, of Bungay, the builder; Mr.
Nursey, Bungay, doing the mason work. The
south aisle demands immediate attention. Its

roof has to be braced up, and the restoration
cannot be called complete till this part of the
building has been taken in hand.

Kintbury. — Christ Church has been conse-
crated. The style of this new edifice is of the
Second Pointed period, but modified to circum-

stances, and all richness of details or mouldings
has of necessity been avoided. The material is

brick, as it is obtainable in the locality, but all the
dressings are in Bath stone. The plan consists

of a tower entrance, a nave, chancel, and vestry.
The tower is at the south-west end of the nave.
The spire is of tile in two stages, with perforated
woodwork iuterveuing. The nave is 26 ft. wide
and 66 ft. long, and will hold 250 adults

; the
seats are of deal, stained, and varnished. The
chancel is 29 ft. long, and 20 ft. wide, and has
four rows of sittings. On the north side is the
vestry, which is separated from the chancel by
a perforated wooden screen, and between that
and the back seats of the chancel there is a
space left for an organ. At the east end of the
church, under the window, is a carving of the
Last Supper

; the figures are in high relief, and
carved by Mr. Farmer

;
this is sunk in an orna-

mental frame or panel, and on each side are
panels in which are carved the passion-flower
and the lily

;
these, as well as the figures, are

relieved by gold grounds, which throw up
the sculpture, and on either side of the
panels the walls are painted in ornaments and
monograms up to the north and south walls.

The chancel is paved with Minton’s tiles.

One of the features of the church, and parti-

cularly of the chancel, is the introduction of
stained glass

;
all the windows of the latter

are filled with it. Messrs. Heaton & Butler
were the artists. The west window of the
church is of four lights with tracery in the head,
and filled with stained glass. As the font is

placed under it, the subject selected is the
Baptism of our Lord. The architect was Mr.
Talbot Bury, of London, from whose designs
the Vicarage at Kintbury and other build-

ings in the vicinity have been erected. The
church will cost altogether, without special

gifts, the sum of 3,1331. Is. 9d. The stone-
work has been done by Mr. Keats, of New-
bury

; the brickwork, tiling, paving, and plaster-

iog by Mr. Cumner, of Kintbury ; aud the wood-
work by Mr. Cruise, also of Kintbury.

Hunge)-ford.—The chief stone of the Edding-
ton Chapel of Ease has been laid. It is antici-

pated that the outlay will amount to about
2,300Z. The site (given by Mr. W. Honoywood)
is on the east side of the road leading to Hunger-
ford-Newton. The architect is Mr. Blomfield,

of London
;
and the contractor Mr. Woodridge,

of Hnngerford. The chapel will be 83 ft. in

length, and built in the decorated style with
brick and Bath stone dressings. It will accom-
modate 275 persons, and all the sittings will be
free.

Bolton.—The chief atone of St. James’s Church,
Waterloo-street, has been laid. The foundations
are already in, and some of the walls are several
feet above the level of the ground line. The
quicksands that prevail in Bolton have given
some trouble here, but the walls have been taken
down to a solid bottom

;
and concrete, and stones

of great size have been used to prevent risk.

The church comprises a nave of four bays,

divided from the north and south-side aisles by
four arches. These arches will spring from
moulded and carved capitals of white stone

;
the

cylindrical shafts which sustain the capitals

being of a fine red stone, obtained from a quarry
near Liverpool. Eastward of the nave a broad
arch opens into the chancel, wherein are the
choir seats and the prayer-desks. Six yards
more to the east is another arch, beyond which
the chancel ends polygonally, and is lighted by
three traceried windows. The eastern part of
the chancel is to be fitted up aud famished in

the usual way. The tower aud spire are placed
over the western part of the chancel

;
north and

south of which are transepts. The southern one
will be appropriated chiefly for school children,

who will enter by a separate door. Underneath
the north transept is a cellar, where will be
placed Haden’s heating apparatus. There are

no galleries
;
and the church will seat on the

ground floor about 880 persons. The amount of

the contract, which has been taken by Messrs.

Warburton, is 4,600Z., which includes tower,

spire, aud all the fittings complete. The style

of the church is Early Decorated. It is to be
built of stone throughont. The roofs are to be
covered with Welsh slates. The floor under the
seats is to be of wood, and the chancel, passages,

porches, &c., are to be tiled. The nave is

lighted by a large four-light traceried window
at the west end, and by sixteen traceried clear-

story windows above the aisle roof. The aisle

windows are of one, two, and three lights, ac-

cording to their position. The architect is Mr.
J. M. Taylor, of Manchester.

Asfordby, Leicestershire. — The chancel and
vestry of the church in this parish are now com-
pletely restored, and two of the windows are

filled with stained glass. An effort is being
made to raise funds for the restoration of thenave,
aisles, transepts, and tower. Mr. G. G. Scott is

the architect, and the works already completed
have been carried out by Mr. John Fast, of Mel-
ton Mowbray.

DISSENTING CHUBCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Watford.— It is proposed to erect a new Wes-
leyan Chapel at Watford, in the place of the
present chapel, which is said to be inadequate
to the requirements of the society, and to be
plain and inconvenient, and situated in one of

the most obscure parts of the town. Plans for

the new building have been prepared by Mr.
Pearson, of Bickraansworth. The chapel is to

be in the Early English style, with a tower and
spire.

WoZsfanfon.—The corner-stone of a Methodist
New Connexion Chapel at Wolstanton has been
laid. The style of the building will be Italian

;

the length within the walls 57 fc. 6 in., and
width, 30 ft. : it will seat about 350. There
will be two entrances from the front through
porches 7 ft. wide, with a vestry between, and
over which will be an organ-gallery and or-

chestra. The exterior front elevation will be
faced with white pressed bricks and Hollington-
stone dressings. The architect is Mr. Balph
Dain, of Burslem, and the builder Mr. Trevor, of
Newcastle.

Oner.~The new Independent Chapel at Over
has been opened for divine service. The build-

ing coat 2,000Z. Mr. John Douglas was the
architect, the builder being Mr. Dutton, of
Wiosford. The edifice is in the Lombardic
Italian style of architecture, and is built of
white bricks with bands, &o., of red; the cor-

nices, jambs, and arches of windows, and other
ornamental features, are executed in moulded
bricks

;
the three arches which form the entrance

to the porch are supported on pillars of polished
granite. Above these arches are three two-
light windows, with semicircular heads and
stone tracery, in accordance with the style of
the building. These windows are filled with
stained glass. In the side windows there are
likewise circles filled with stained glass. The
glass in the rose window over the pulpit is the
gift of Mr. Thomas Bigby, and the subject is

“The Good Shepherd.’’ The organ was given

by Mr. Haigh, of Darnhall Hall. The timbers

of the roof are stained and varnished, and left

visible. The floor of the church inclines slightly

towards the pulpit. Accommodation is provided
for 350 persons, including gallery across the end
opposite to the pulpit. The masonry was done
by Mr. Bichard Price, and Mr. Henry Cross
executed the decorative painting.

Leominster.—A small Congregational Church
has been opened for public worship here. It is

in the Gothic style, of redbrick, with Bath-stone
dressings, mnllions, and bell-turret, the latter

with pointed cupola. The building has been
erected from the plans and specifications of Mr.
Joseph Foster, of Bristol, who refuses to take
any recompense for his services. The building
will seat about 250 persons.

§00liS UtMibtlt.

Holiday Excursions of a Naturalist. London

:

Bobert Hardwicke. 1867.

Tins book, which is further described as a
Guide to the Natural History of the Inland and
Littoral, was written, the author says, by “one
of a class of happy individuals who, through
life, derive a chief source of enjoyment from
intercourse with Nature in her works.” Happy,
indeed, are they who can thus find happiness

;

and sedulously should the inclination be cul-

tivated in young and old. We well remember
once, daring a country ramble, bearing a man of
great learning and eminent position lamenting
want of knowledge of all around him. The trees,

the flowers, the birds, the insects were all dnmb
to him, while to a much less man who was of
the party they discoursed eloquently, and
enabled him to do so too : not a weed, not a
atone, not a passing cloud but had its story. It

was this same enthusiastic lover of nature, by
the way, who in early years caused a dear
mother a severe attack of bronchitis by keeping
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the sitting-room window open on a windy night

to draw moths to the table-lamp. But the

mother, like a wise mother, wanted her boy to

ha^e a hobby, and willingly humonred his bent.

The book before us is well calculated to make
naturalists. It is pleasantly written, by one
who evidently knows what he writes, is very

suggestive, and very amusing.

A Descriptive Acco^l'^\t nf Havghmond Ahhey,

Salop. By Henry Pidgeon, Leake & Evans,
Shrewsbury.

Some Acco^mt of the Parish Ckvrches of Abbey
Dorc, Kilpeck, Allensmore, and Holmer. By J.

H. James, Middle Temple. London : Limbird.

The want of some particulars concerning the in-

teresting ruins of Eaughmond Abbey has been
often felt by visitors, and we could have wished
that the want had been met more completely than
it is by this pamphlet, of which the architectural
portion is but weak. Thus, alluding to the door-
way in the cloister, of which we gave a view in a
previous volume,* Mr. Pidgeon writes,—“ This, in

common with the frontoftbe Chapter House, shows
a peculiar and elegant example of Anglo-Norman
architecture, for between the columns of the
semicircular arch, under crocketed ogee canopies,
stand finely sculptured statues of St. Peter and
St. Paul 5” though he afterwards says (adopting
our observations without telling where he got
them from), these figures are the work of a later
time. How, therefore, their presence shows the
doorway to be "a peculiar and elegant example
of Anglo-Norman architecture” is not obvious.
The point worth notice in the second pamphlet

named is a set of observations showing the
mortality represented in the burial-grounds of
these churches. Mr. James is not sufficiently

I acquainted with architecture to give useful
descriptions of old buildings.

Old London. London : John Murray. 1867.

, Under this title, always attractive, have been
:
published eight of the papers read at the London

• Congress last year of the Archaeological lusti-
' tute, prefaced with Mr. Beresford Hope’s opening
I address at Guildhall, and forming a handsome
; volume, and a not unimportant contribution to the
i history ofourmany-sided metropolis. It includes
' Dean Stanley’s eloquent discourse in the Abbey
I pulpit on the text, “ See what manner of stones
1 and what buildings are here,” Markxiii. i.

; Mr.
! G. T. Clark’s paper on “ The Military Archi-
f teeture of the Tower of London,” illustrated

;

I Mr. Scott on the Chapter House
; Professor

' Westraacott on the Sculpture in the Abbey? and,
) perhaps the most valuable of the number, Mr!
j George Scharf s account of the Boyal Picture
Galleries. In this the various inventories are

) brought together, and many of the pictures are
« commented on.

A Boom for Bideford.~A Limited Liability
fi Joint Stock Company has been formed for the
)i purpose of erecting a large room at Bideford,
D to be used for balls, concerts, and other occa-
ifsions, for which the present room at the Man-
ksion-house is ill adapted, from its extreme
csmallness. The new buildings will occupy the
itsites of the Mansion-house and two adjoining
ichouses, and will consist of a large supper-room,
ereading-room, green-room, and retiring-rooms
^with W..C., &c., on the ground floor. The first
kfloor will^ be occupied by the large room, 70 ft.

)jby 35 ft. in clear, with a wide stone staircase at
iteach end, affording two easy exits in case of
ilalarm. The stairs at the south end will lead
iiinto a large lobby, with a gallery over, capable
)fof containing fifty persons. The north end will
idiave a large orchestral platform to hold 150
performers, with separate staircase approach
jJrom the outside. The space in the roof, which
viwill be of good pitch, is proposed to be used for
jibilliard and smoking rooms, which will command
)ebeautiful views of the estuary of the rivers Taw
land Torridge. The buildings will be of an early
jGothic character, of brick or local stone, with
rfreestone dressings? the roof will be covered
^iwith Broseley tiles, with bold red ridge tiles.
OThe plans are being prepared by Messrs. Guild &
ScSon, of Barnstaple, the architects to the com-
lapany.

The Hydro-fneumatic Hoist.—The action of

the hoist patented by Mr. Wrightson, of the firm

of Head, Wrightson, & Co., of Stockton-on-Tees,
conjointly with Mr. Walter Crooke, of the same
place, is as follows:— The balance-weight is

made in the form of a bell, and allowed to work
up and down in a tube filled with water. To
raise the bell a valve is opened, which admits
air to the under-side of the bell

;
this air bubbles

up into the top of the bell, displacing a suffi-

cient amount of water to give the required

buoyancy. The bell then rises : when at the

top the air is let out, on which the balance-

weight sinks again. In the application of this

hoist to blast furnaces a wrought-iron tube, 5 ft.

to 6 ft. diameter, is erected, vertically, upon or

near the air accumulator, a pipe from the tube
passing down to within 3 in. or 4 in. of the

bottom of the accumulator
?
the tube is carried

up to 10 ft. or 12 ft. above the level of the top
platform, and another tank, of similar capacity

to the accumulator, is placed on the top of this

tube. The tube is filled with water, and in the

tube is a balance-weight formed like a bell, and
of such a weight, when weighed in water, as

to exceed the heaviest load the hoist Is required

to raise, and the hollow within it is of such a
capacity that, when filled with air, it will attain

the same power of buoyancy upwards that it

possessed of sinking when full of water.

Accidents.—A fatal accident has happened at

Easthampstead Park, the seat of the Marquis of

Downshire. For some time past considerable

improvements have been in progress on Lord
Downshire’s extensive estate, and some old farm
buildings in the park were being pulled down.
The brickwork of a barn had been undermined,
and one of the labourers went to the back of the
building to attach a rope to some portion of it,

when he observed that the brickwork was giving

way, and called out to a fellow-workman, who
was standing on the other side of the barn, to

get clear of the old structure, but unfortunately
the brickwork fell upon him, and killed him.

At the works of a builder named Jackaman, at

Bury, the machinery moving a circular-saw was
at work, when a man attempted to seat himself
on a couple of iron rollers fixed in a bench. The
rollers slid round with the weight of his body,
and he put out his right arm to sustain himself.

Unconsciously he put his arm against the circular-

saw behind him, and the limb wasinstancly severed
from the body. The poor fellow consequently
fell against the saw, which in a moment buried
itself in his right side, and almost cut bis body
in two, causing instant death. At the inquest a
verdict of accidental death was returned.
The terribly dangerous nature of lucifer matches
has just been once more shown by the death of

the young Archduchess Matilda of Austria, who
is believed to have trodden on a match which
must have set fire to her dress in a room where
no fire was otherwise lighted.

Artisans’ Visit to Paris.—The Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce have passed the follow-

ing resolution :

—

“That the proposition of the Society of Arts, of sending
skilled workmen to the Paris Exhibition, to report upon
the productions exhibited, is approved of; and that an ap-
plication be made to the members of the Chamber, and
the manufacturers of the town generally, asking them to
subscribe to a fund for the purpose, and also to recom-
mend * qualiGed men for selection by the Society of
Arts.”

Mr. W. C. Aitken, in a letter to the Vice-
president of the Chamber, suggests, as to the
number of those who should be sent;—
‘‘Two artisans engaged in button-making;—one to

report on the tool-making; oneto report on the ornament,
style, and varieties of buttons exhibited.

Two artisans engsfjed in brassfouudiog, to report on
brass and bronze casting generally

;
cabinet, and general

brassfounding; on bells, and plumbers' brassfounding;
on rolled brass, wire, sheatliing, tube-making

;
on lamps,

gas-fittings, and naval brass founding; one to report on
style and ornament; the other on quality aud construc-
tion.

One artisan engaged in the manufacture of electro-

S
late, or plated goods; to report particularly as to
usaian products in silver work, and in reference to

niello and enamels associated with works on the precious
metals generally.

One jeweller, to report also on gilt toys, chains, &c.
One artisan engaged in the production of tools gene-

rally, who also has a knowledge of engineering connected
with the construction of machines used in manufactories.
Two gunmakers.
Onejapanner, acquainted with the processes of japan-

ning, has artistic taste, and is also acquainted with the
manufacture of papier mdchd; also to report if there are
any substitutes for that material, and ascertain what
they are.

One stamper of metal, to examine as to the various
processes employed in raising up thin sheet-metal, as
cornices and other stampings, &c.
One steel-toy or edge-tool maker.
One tin-plate worker, to report also on copper goods.” ]

Gas.—The Harwich Gas Company have de-

clared a dividend of 9 per cent, for the last

year. At Dnreley the consumption of gas has
80 largely increased that the directors are now
fixing a new gasometer at the works. The con-

tractors are the Midland Ironworks Co., Donning-
ton, and Mr. E. Bloodworth. At Kingswinford
a movement is in progress for the reduction of the

price of gas from 5s. 5d. to 3s. Gd. The gas con-

sumers have deputed a committee to act for

them in the matter.

Land at Muswell Hill.—A case, " Fuller r.

the Higbgate and London Bailway,” has been
just heard and decided under a writ from the

Sheriff’s Court. The value on one side was
about 2,600i., and on the other side about 1,100Z.

One side said the damage by the severance

would be about 7001., and the other said nil.

Property near London had increased in value,

and this was worth 1,500?. an acre. The pro-

perty was at Muawell-hill, which locality had
greatly increased in value. The jury gave a
verdict of l,600i. for the land, and 4001. for

damage by the severance. A verdict was entered

for 2,0001.

Church House for Church Societies ? and
Hoake Memorial. — A deputation from the

joint committee of the two Houses of Convoca-
tion, consisting of the Bishops of Oxford and
Lichfield, the Prolocutor of the Lower House,
the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford, and the Rev.
Canon Hawkins, had an interview with the

Chancellor of the Exchequer on Friday, with
the object of obtaining the consent of the Lords

of the Treasury to securing the site now occupied

by the National Society’s buildings for a church
house for the use of all the great Church
societies, and to erect thereon a chapel which
shall be a memorial of the late Henry Hoare.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer expressed him-
self as favourable to the scheme, and did not

anticipate any difficnlties.

Dudlow-lane Water-tower, Liverpool.

—

I

The chief stone of the tower to be erected at the
: Dudlow-lane Waterworks, near Woolton, has

!

been laid. The works will, in architectural

I

features, be somewhat similar in character to

j

the Audley-street big tower. The engine will

I

be 56 in. in diameter, and the cylinder 10 ft., and

I

they will be from the establishment of Messrs.

Rothwell & Co., of Bolton. The well is to be
sunk to a depth of 247 ft. below the surface, or

to a depth of 40 ft. below the old dock-sill, and
the water engineer proposes to sink a bore-hole

200 ft., commencing at a 2 ft. diameter, carrying

it down to 150 ft. and possibly then diminishing

it to 18in. ? but this latter will entirely depend
upon circumstances. Already there is a yield

of 500,000 gallons per day, and it is still required

to go down with the well, independent of the

boring, 45 ft. The intention is to supply the

whole of the district lying to the south-east of

Liverpool, including Garston, Aigburtb, Woolton,
Wavertree, and the intermediate districts. The
Dudlow-lane works are being carried on under
Mr. Duncan’s personal direction. Considerable

progress has already been made.

The Earl op Dudley’s Fountain.—The works
for the Earl of Dudley’s gift to the town of Dudley
have been commenced, the space in the centre

of the market-place having been barricaded.

The site chosen is on the spot where the old

town-hall stood. The fountain is the work of

Mr. Forsyth, of London, sculptor. The height

of the work will be 27 ft., and the width at the

base 24 ft. The general appearance is de-

scribed as being that of a triumphal arch. The
ornamental enrichments consist of two figures

representing Mining and Agriculture, and these

are placed in niches under the dome. There are

two basins on the top, into which two river-

horses discharge jets of water, and the whole is

surmounted by two figures representing Indus-

try and Commerce, architecturally arranged.

On the top will be placed four panels of coloured

glass, and these under the influence of the sun’s

rays will produce a prismatic effect on the water
and basins under the dome. There are two
large drinking-basins, one on each side, supplied

by jets from the mouths of lions’ heads. The
fountain is flanked by two large basins for the

waste water from the upper basin, forming a
fan-like discharge from the mouths of dolphins.

The base will be executed in granite, together

with the steps. The drinking-basins and basins

under the dome will be executed in Sicilian

marble, and all the other portions in Portland

stone. The cost of the work is estimated at

from 2,0001. to 3,0001.Vol. xxiii., p. 710.
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Gateshead Town-hall Competition.— De-
signs by Mr. Johnstone, Messrs. Austin & John-
son, Mr. J. E. Watson (to whom a premium was
awarded about four years ago for a design Ibr

the building on a larger scale), and Mr. Thomas
Oliver are now being exhibited at the Mechanics'
Institnte, Gateshead : the sum named is 12,OOOZ

Southampton School of Art.—The total

number of papers taken by the candidates for the
prizes offered by the Department of Art, at the
examination held here in March last, in the
second or higher grade, was 116, and 42 of these
papers were successfutiy worked, although the
candidates were nearly all under 15 years of age.

Mr. C. Austin’s Book on Sewage.— Mr.
Austin thinks that our brief mention of the
object of his work on the “ Utilization of
Sewage ” does not convey a right idea of it. We
depart from our practice, and let Mr. Austin
speak for himself:—“It is true,” he writes,
“ that I gave therein some details of a process of
irrigation similar to that practised at Croydon,
but I also stated that the process of irrigation
there carried on is not perfect, for want of a
proper system of filtration; and my object was
to show that, in whatever manner sewage is

disposed of, filtration is a sine qud non; that it

should be promptly performed whilst the decom-
posable matter is fresh; and that it should be
effected by such mechanical means as would dis-

pense with the formation of large stagnant de-
posits, which can only be got rid of by disgust-
ing manual labour, at an inadequate cost. The
drawings accompanying that paper refer to the
construction of such mechanical means in the
shape of portable filters, which, I hold, are in-
dispensable in any system of town drainage.”

Interesting Discoteby in Horticulture.

—

There is no telling where horticnltural ingenuity
will stop, says GcLlignani. “ A gardener of
Gaud, France, has, after many trials, succeeded
in giving any kind of fruit the flavour he pleases,
while it is still on the tree. Let us take an
apple, for instance. He pricks it rather deeply in
four or five places with n large needle, and then
lets it dip for a while in a bowl containing a
liquid possessing the taste he wishes to commu-
nicate. After a few seconds this liquid will
have penetrated into the pulps

;
and, this opera-

1

tion being repeated two or three times, at inter-
vals of eight or ten days, the apple is left to I

ripen on the tree, and will subsequently be found
j

to have acquired the taste either of strawberry,

!

raspberry, cloves, &c., according. to the liquid
employed.” We have long had an idea that
by sinking a hole with an auger in the trunk of

i

an apple-tree to the pith, while it is bearing its !

fruit, and filling the hole with chloroform or i

bromoform, either of which has a delicious fruity
odour, or by some other means should these fail,

the flavour of the whole crop of apples might be
greatly improved.

E.-ilLWAY M.atters.—The new iron girder
viaduct, at Hutton, for the down line to Scar-
borough, has been completed, and opened for the
Scarborough and Whitby summer traffic. The
viaduct carries the York and Scarborough rail-

way from the ^ orth to the East Hidings obliquely
across the river Derwent, three miles below
Malton. It has stone and brick piers, and
reversed iron girders, on the top of which the
permanent way is laid. The varions spans range
Irom 90 ft. to 100 ft. The new viaduct is built
by the side of the old wooden one, and from the
ecessities ofthe navigation is of the same height.
The props and timbers of the old bridge will be at
once struck, and a twin erection to the new one be
got ready for the up-line as soon as possible.

TENDERS
Fop alterations to the Vicarage, Hampton, 8.W. Mr.

W. Wiggington, architect:

—

Hearle £1,169 0 0
Johnson j 025 0 0
Tims. — - -

Harrison & 'Edwards (too late) . S72 17 0
Warne 779 le 0

For works. Grass Farm, Finchley, for Mr. J. H. Heal.
Mr. Edward Roberts, architect. Quantities supplied ;

Holland £3,996 0 0
I’Anson 3.9Si 0 0
Lawrence & Son 3.733 0 0
Higgs 3,673 0 0

For the^ erection of workshops nt rear of, and altera-
.ions to. No. 47, Elizsbeih-street, Hackney-road, for Mr.
J. D. Link. Mr. William Mundy, architect-—

Larke £1,483 0 0
Read & Son 0 0
I’eters 0 0
h.&P. J. Wood 1,010 0 0
Forrest (accepted) 897 0 0

For villa residence, Hawtborn-road, Bootle, for Mr.
David Carruthers. Messrs. William & Robert Duckworth,
architects

Tomkinson £1,237 0 0
Callie 1,236 17 6
Uimsou 1,230 0 0
Smclair 1,155 0 0
Hilcy 1,150 0 0
Hardy 1,149 ]o 0
-Nichuleon & Ajre (accepted) ... 1,137 0 0

For new house at Bournemouth. Mr. Robert W. Edis, j

architect :

—

Hapgood £3,674 8 6
,Duulbrd 3,5UO 0 0 L

Dyke (accepted) 3,460 0 0

For a house at Tufnell Park,for Mr. J. Robinson. Mr.
George Truefitt. architect :

—

Carter
Stimpson
Saunders
Warne...
Manley & Rogers (accepted)

£3,140 0
.. 2,993 0

2,873 0
.. 2,600 0
,. 2,690 0

Wa 3 (accepted) £2,061 14 0

For the erection of the Chapel of St. Thomas the
A-postle, iu the parish of Swimbridge, county of Devon,
diocese of Exeter. Messrs. Gould & Sod, architects

Gammon £999 0 0
HartnoU 963 10 0
Oliver A Son 900 0 0
Cock ... . 888 16 0

For the erection of a vicarage-house at Tarnscomhe,
North Devon. Messrs. Gould A Son, architects

Oliver Sc Son £1,220 0 0
Bowden, Son, & Cook 1,190 0 0
Cook 1,150 0 0
Howard l,096 16 0
Dendle 1,085 0 0

For the erection of a parochial school and residence at
ChaUaeombe, North Devon. Messrs. Gould & Son, archi-
tects :

—

Pulsford .£378 7 6
Pile

. 377 0 0
Delve 318 0 0

For the erection of a detached residence at Riddlosdown
Park, Surrey, for Mr. J. J. Vender Heyde. Mr. Thos.
Danby, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Shrub-
sole:

—

Dames £3,204 0 0
Richards 2,776 0 0
Garrud 2,612 0 0 «
Warne ,, 3,600 0 0 5
ISightingale 2,407 0 0 jC

Hazel! 2,356 0 0
WOcox 2,311 0 0
Poxon & Smith 2,370 0 0
Neale 2,263 0 0

For the erection of a lavatory and covered wav, anc
paving the lufirmary of Schools at Southall. Mr. H,
Saxon SueiJ, architect :—

Brown £278 0 0
Hanson j-js 16 0
Nightingale 248 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 238 0 0
Brown 235 0 0

For Police-station, East India-road, Poplar. Mr. Thos.
Charles Sorby, architect :

—

Mxcm £1,447 0 0
Haward 1,400 0 0
Patman & Co 1,398 0 0
CroBBweller ],330 0 0
Higgs 1,398 0 0
Hill * Keddell 1,219 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 1,193 0 0

The Post-office and London Letters.—We
learn from a letter addressed by Sir Cusack
Eoney to the newspapers, complaining of the
Duke of Montrose, the postmaster-general, cur-
tailing the time of posting letters for the eleven
daily deliveries in London without notice to the
public, some interesting particulars respecting
this important branch of the General Post-office
department. In 1835 the local letters rose to
about 11,200,000. In 1839, the year before the
introduction of the penny-postage, they were
12.490.000. In 1840 they bounded suddenly to
20.372.000. and in 1844 they reached 27,000,000.
In nine years afterwards (1853), they were

43.000.

000. In 1855 London was divided for
postal purposes into ten districts, by which very
much more rapid delivery was obtained for local
letters. The consequence was that in 1858, the
third complete year after the alteration, local
letters had risen to 58,404,000, and in 1862 to
71.961.000. In 1865 they were about 90,000,000,
of w hich upwards of 16,000,000 were delivered
in the districts in which they were posted. At
the present time the average daily delivery of
letters in London is about 560,000, of which
about half are local and half from the provinces
and abroad. The daily number of newspapers
and book packets delivered is about 55,000. Sir
Cusack asserts that, if London correspondence
continues to increase as it has in recent years, it
will soon be necessary to have half-hourly col-
lections and deliveries during certain parts of
the day. He also alleges that Loudon local
letters are the most profitable that the Post-
offioe handles, and that a very considerable por-
tion of the total net revenue of the department
is derived from them.

For construction snd erection of a steam-engine, boiler,
and necessary gearing for working a pair of pumps at
Southall Schiiois. Mr. G. Saxon Snell, architect:

Sliand & Mason £296 10 0
Jennings 187 0 0
Pinchbeck.. 185 18 8
Gimson & Co 183 10 0
Lovelock, Bateman, & Co 160 0 0
Potter A Sun ug 0 0
Bevington, I'opbam, Si Cortauld”! liO 0 0

For the erection of Bedford Chapel, Hanley, for the
Methodist New Connexion. Messrs. Scrivener & Son,
arcmiects. Quantities supplied

£1,998 0 0
Matthews 1.076 0 0
Bailey q q
Wooldridge (accepted) 1,b75 0 0

For alterations and additions to Com and Hop Ex-
charge, Canterbury. Quantities supplied bv Messrs.
Pain A Clarke

Wilson £3,092 0 0
Tetry 2,800 0 0
Naylor & Bon 2^C97 0 0
Cozens, Brothers 2,636 0 0
Lapcefield 2,595 0 0
Gaskiu & Co 2,390 0 0

For alterations and new front to the "Tippling Philo-
Boj-her,’’ for Mr. Wm. Owston. Mr. S. Brookes, archi-
tect :— ’

Chatter £418 0 0
Langniead & Way (accepted) 345 0 0

For new house at Hillingdon. Mr. Robert W. Edia,
architect

Fassnidge A Son (accepted) ...£2,550 0 0

For new honse at Houghton, near Huntingdon, Mr.
Robert W. Edis, architect

Maile A Richardson (with addi-
tions), accepted All,200 0 0

Conder 4,078 0 0

For alterations and additioua at No. 79, Gloucester-
place, Portman-square, for Mr. George J. Leoa. Mr. N.
S. Joseph, architect

King A Sons £1,590 0 0
Tye A Andrew l,502 0 0
Newman A Mann 1,463 0 0
Clarke A Mannooch (accepted) 1,453 15 0

For the restoration, enlargement, and reseating of the
Church of 8t. Thomas-a-Becket, Newton Tracey, county
of Devon, diocese ofExeier. Messrs. Guuld A Son, archi-
tects :

—

Pulsford' £518 10 6
DenoiH ... 499 2 0
Hookway 498 0 0
Bale 368 0 0

For police stables, Battersea :

—

Foord A Sons
Lathey, Brothers
Eboriiil

Adamson
Higgs .... 463 0 0

For honse in Bridge-road, Battersea, for Mr. Trow.
Mr. Charles Bowes, architect :

—

Thornton £460 0 0
Baker 443 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 437 U 0
Godbolt .119 0 0
Harris 373 10 0

For three houses in Suirey-lane, Battersea, for Mr,
Bridge. Mr. Charles Bowes, architect :

—

Harris £1,098 0 0
Baker 965 10 0
Thornton 913 0 0
Lathey, Brothers 937 0 0
Qodbult 897 0 0

For five pairs of vills.s at Norwood, for the London and
Suburban Building Society. Messrs. Kammack A Lambert,
architeots. Quantities supplied

Nixon £8,289 0 0
Newman A Mann 8,075 0 0
Hearle 7,557 0 0
Gibson, Brothers 7,477 0 0
Mann 7,045 0 0
Ennor 6,898 0 0
Hedges 6,857 0 0
Darby 6,745 0 0

For works at Blaekstock Park, Holloway. Mr. Thomaa
J. Hill, architect :—

Sabey £103 0 0
Corbeldick 400 0 0

For works at Norman’s Buildings, St. Luke’s. Mr.
Thomas J. Hill, architect

Gadsby £2,953 0 0
Moreland A Burton 2,947 0 0
Patman, Brothers 3,897 0 0
Sabey 2,853 0 0
K-ilby 2,796 0 0
Webb A Sons 2,777 0 0
Henshaw 3,658 0 0
Preedy A Son 2,600 0 0
Anley 2,490 0 0
Perry 2,338 0 0

For building the King's Arms Hotel, Mortlake, for
Messrs. Phillips A Wigan, Mr. R. P. Pope, archi-
tect :

—

Lovatt £3,645 3 0
Goodall 3,380 0 0
Searle 3,316 15 0
Brown 3,310 0 0
Bouling 3,300 0 0
Adamson A Bon 3,2(i8 0 0
Wigmoro 3,198 10 0
Sharpington A Cole 3,030 0 0
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EEIIOVAL.—Messrs. CHUBB & SON beg to
annonnee the EEMOVAL, this Day, of their
Safe Manufactory, from West Smithfield to their
nowly-erected Premises, Chubb’s Safe Works,
Glengall-road, Old Kent-road, S.E. — Whit-
Monday, 1867.

PARIS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel
Shutters can bo seen at twenty entrances which
have been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
missioners, and in the Testing House by order
of the Royal British Commissioners.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved" machinery for clock-making, at
the manufactory, Lndgate-hill, will be glad to
fhnush to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and S3 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
Established 1749.

ADVERTISEIVIENTS.
FOR SALE BY PTTBLIC AUCTION, In the SALEROOM, At

F K. BARNES & SONS’ TIMBER
. YARD, CANONS' MARSH. BRISTOL, on WEDNESDAY,

the 19th of JUNK, J£tf7, At HALF-PAST ONK o'clock precleely.
For Account of Importers.

10.009 Spnice Deels aucI B itteos
S.IKKI Quebec Flue Ue«U Hurt FlAoks
C.OOU awedisb Keel De-li and BAlteni
lO.OOb OnegH Denis, fiAttens HUd Boardi
6.000 WyOonraud Memel D-hIs
6,000 Chrl-ilanA Redwood Deals, B.itUna.'and Boards
7,0un Baltic Whitewood DeAl*
400 Loans Quebec Red aud Yellow Pine Timhor
000 Load* Uemel, Danzic. and Swedish Rod Timber

S.OOO Dauzie Staves
100 L-jg- fi e-h Danzic Oak
ISO I'biistiaua Uaets, fresh

1,000 4 to K-iuch CbdsUaua Spars, fresh
40ti 4-lacn ditto ditto
950 22-reet RIcken
lOV Boat-hu.k P.des
60 Loads Pitch Pine

100,000 B -arda Prepared Flooring
6,0lXi Pieparod Arcbl'ravei. Monldlngs.ie.
id Fatbuuis Baltic Lalhwood

With other O^ud*.
For Catalogues apply to the Brokers.

K. K. BaRNKS * SONS, Brokers.
Canons’ Marsh, Bristol, Juno Ist. 1867.

EEXLEV-HBATH.—Valaable Freehold Boildlng Tanl, beautifully
situate on au eminence on the south side of the Heath, comma] ‘

log extensive and interestlne views of the surrounding pictu'e-t
c -untry, and. fram the well-ltnown salubrity of the sltuaiioD,
most admirably adapted for Villa Reiidences, which a e in iv..
slant d-mand. In conseijueiiee of the opening of the railway
station at Bexlcy-

M R. Marsh has receiveiJ instructions to
SELL by AUCTION. a‘. tlis OUILDHaLL COFFEB-
THURSDAY. JUNK 20th l-i 73 lot* (unless the whole or
previonele disposed of bv privatecontiact). TEN Af'REH

—.uable FKF,F,HOLD LAND, on thn south side of B-iley-
healh, nverlooklog tbe picturesque neighhonrhood of OM Bexley the
Lrays, Brlrigen. Blendon, and the distai.t scenery of the Keutl.h hl'Is
and presentJni; most eligible slt-s for th- erection of villa re-i"enc»R
Free conveyances to purchasers wilt be given, and nine-teiitbs of the
purchase-money may rem ilu, payable In nine years hy Insfalnients
U deelted.—Parllciiiars of saloaud plan- may he obialoed of Me-«r«.
GORHA3I 4 WARNER. Solicitors, Tunbridge

; and at Mr MARSH’S
Temporaay Offices. 54, Cannoii-scteet.

a porti

LEWISHAM.—Valuable and Important Freehold Building Estate of
ahaut 111 acres of undulating meadow land, delightfully s'tu.te and
highly eligible for the erection of detached aud s-mi-dotoched
residences.

M r. marsh has been favoured with
initruotiors from ihe Trustees to SELL by AUCTION, at theOUILDHALL COFFEE HOU.-tU. nii TH Uk!*D a V. JUNE 27ih atTWELVE, in three iofs, a highly valuable FREEHOLD BUILDING

ESTATE of 19 ecres, most delightfully situate on rising ground, at
Hither-green, Lewibhaui. neaily oppo-lte Muaut P easan', command-
lug extensive views of the snrrounfiing pictureM,ue and undulating
country, within a few minute*’ walk of the junction on tbe North
Kent Line, and near Ihe c -ntcQiplateil Hither gr^ej. Station on tbe
Igiop Line from Lewlrham to Dartfvd. offeilng to caplUli.ts,
bulldeis, aud others favourable op|tnr'Unl'i-s for the develnpm-nt of
an eligible building speculation, as reddencee of every description
are mnch roueht nOer in this raoidly loc easing and improving
locality.—May be viewed, and p.Ttlculars of eala with p’an att-iched
shoriJv obtained of H. J. ADCOl'E, etq. Solk-llt.r, 1, Quildholl-
rhambers, Baainghall-strret

;
and at Mr. MARSH'S Temporary

Offlcei

"jVTR. WILLIAM FREEMAN (Proprietor
of Aldridge’s. St. Martiii’s-Iane, Ig'nilon) will SELL byPUBLIC AUi TION, wilhont reseive on TUPglDAY, JUNi; 18TWELVE o’clock, at STONRHOU3K STATfuN, the whole of the

'en a»etl in the enn-'rucilon of
ay. cnoairt iig of cylinder loco-

, ,
-

,
— y. 5.1 wagon*, a large qnanMiy

of temporary tall*, travelling crane, curt*, barrow*, fliiihar, iron
tool*, aud other effaota—The loia may bn viewed two days before th«
««le. Catalogues of r. P. KEM P. E*q. the Offi-ial Llcinidat-ir No R
Walhiook

:
Met«r*. LTNKLATEIt, 4 CD. 7. W.dbrook

; M. ADRA-HAMw, Eei. 8. Old Jewry
;
on the Premises, Stouehouse Station : and

at ALDP.lDiiE'S, St. ifartin’s-laue, Loudon.

CONTRACTOR'S PLANT which h
the Sronebniise and Nalls-
motive tank, pile engine

PECKHAM, Lyiidhnrst-road.—Unreserved Bale of Railway Plant
consisting of Horses, Carts, Harness, Portable Stcam-eugln-e, 4i-
In coniequebCH of the work* being stopued nti tiie Feckham aud
Button Line of the London, Brighton, and South CoastRailwoy —
TO BE SOLO by AUCTION, by

TV/TE. J. S. GOWER, on the PREMISES,
i V 1 near Peckham-rye Station, on WEDNfU-DAY. JU.VR, 19th, acTWELVE o’clock, by direction of Mr Jo-eph Fii hunk, Co"t>actor
FORTY-FIVE known, powerful, young CaRI' or VaN HORSES,
' foteman. twenty-five ouo- and I

carritges. spring cart, phaeton, thill, '

A/TESSRS. DEBENIiAM, TEWSON, &
iT.I FARMER will BELL, at the M.aRT. near the Bank, onTUESDAY. JULY 2. at TWO,'the ,

able FREEHOLD LAND, posae-stng imporiaut building frontages on
th* east side of Bushey Hill, most eligifi'y situated nearly opposite
Latddeii Church, aud near Lyndhuivt-grcive. mi-iway between the
Veiiry-hall and Lyndhiiref-road, The liml lies high, and from Its
summit there are flue view* of the Surrey hills

;
it slope* down from

the High-Level Cryrtal Palace and South Loud.in K-ilways to tbe
Feckh»tu-r..ad. whence there is cnn.t»nt ouiiiibiis conimiinlcatton to
(he Cuy sud Weat-md, rendering it well adiipteJ fur th« erection of

re'i‘’'’nce#, The Land-tax is red-emed —Pnrticulara ofTHOMAS OLIVER, E»q. Solicitor, 11, Old Jewry-uhambers : at tha“ '
3 Auctioueers, 80, Cbeapeide.Mart

;

FORE.4T HILL. — Valuable Freehold Building Land, arljolnlng a
gentleman’s grounds, and offering ehai-ming Sites for Villa Resi-
dences.

DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
FARMER will SELL, at th* MART. n*ar tha Bank, on

THURSDAY. JULY 4. at TWO. In one lot, valuable FREEHOLD
BUILDING LAND, occupying a deligbtfnl poallion on the brow of
Ihe eminence on the favyariie side, and within five minute*’ walk of
Forest hilt Station, and offering by far the choicest siies now avail-
able in this locality, where the deiuaiiJ for resldenco* 1* almost
'‘"'id'lted. There are two frontages, ou* of llfl feet and another of
100 feet, and an average depth from eicli frontage of about 3 feet.—
Pavllciilars of C, WELLBORNE, Ks.|. 17, Duke s’reet.L mdon Bridge;
at the Dartmouth Arm* Tavern, Furwt HUI : and of the Auctioneers,
8l). Cheapside.

CLAPHaM common.—

S

ale of a portion of the richly-timbered
Estate, known as Old Park, ornprlslug tha greater part of the
extensive frontsgB t> Nlgbtiogaio-Jane, all bring adapted and in-
tended for house* of a good cl*a», f-ir which there U so great a
demaud in this favourite neighhonrhood

MESSRS. DEBENHaM, TEWSON, &
FARMER will SELL, at the MART, near the Bank, on

•, enitabl- for tbe
the

table

TUESDAY, JULY 9lh, at TWO.
•ectlon of first class deU-hed or sen
reater portion of th* frontage to SigUrlngaie-Uiie, of the
FREEHOLD BUILDINa Ed (ATS (land-tax r-de-med) keo'

] pie laaiitly situate on tbe -oath sid- of ClapbaiO C immoo,
y which, in point of public esteem, -.tand* second to none

within a like distance of the City or Weit-rnd. The high character
jf the iniTonnding properties, and th] fiuit of the es'i'e being very
Ichly timbered, render It peculiarly el'gthla for builrtiog pnrp >*es.—
i'Hrticulars. Withcnnditlous of Iilr and plans, h vl of T. 0 B'lLLBN,
E-q. Solicitor, 7 a-'dS, Barge-vatJ-chaoi be''. Biu-klersbury ; Of Mesars.
Wimble 4 TAYL’JR, AiobitecW, 2, VVolhrook; and of the Auc-
tioneers, 80, Cheapside.

—Fun d H iu *. for occupation.

. tlmhi
, .iiid chaise harness, nortible steam-engines, <

bench, chaff maebinetr work by horse-power, rioub
hy Fowler, pile-driving eiigiii**. laud several •

I, skips, building materials, useful Umber, firewood', Ac7.I6n

A/TE?SRS. HEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
ItX farmer will SELL, at the MART, on TUESDAY, JULY

tith, at TWO, in snitible loD.the FIR31' PORTION of the BEL-
13 kaVE EaTATE which Is well silusle near Low Leyton Statloa, on
the Woodford Railway, aud wiihiu a short dlstau-e of Epplng
Fore-il: comprising f-ur htnds>mo villas, knowu as '(7 and 33, Bel-
grave-road, aud Nos. 1 and 2, St. Geoig''s-road, each having six bed-
rooms, three sittlng-rooins. emservatory, and gardens. recenUy
finished, of the retital value of 701. each, aud to be sold with pot-
scssioo ; two freah'jld ground tent,* of sight gnlne.a* per ai-num re-
spectively. arising from 1 and 2, Belgrave-rovl. Also abonc two
ores of valu.ihte freehold laud, having a frontiige of about &5il feet
) the main road, leading from the station to Stra’foi-d aud in-
ludiiig an important comer site, specially designed forai

Prem tbe

•-
;

only one tn be allowed ou the estate), with space for five shops ad-
h jsoeuf. The properties will be sold with a registered indefeasible
•1 title under tbe new Act.— Particulars may sh'-rtly be oh'alned of

, J. 4 J. HOPDOOO, Bolicitors, 10, King William-street,
; and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheapside.

Twenty-five Saint Anne Royal Red and White Marble Chlitiiiev-
piecet, 80 Boxes of Anrierson’s T«il-t Soap, abnnt 100 dozen of Win*
comprleli-g Champagne-, Clarets, Biirgumly, Red .ind Wlilte Hock
Port Slid ^Sherry ^also

200^
lots of General Household Furniture

M r. CHARLEb STEEIi will SELL by
AUenoN, at the POOMB. Great Ormond street near the

Foundling, on TUESDAY, JUNK IStb.’at ONE o’clock precisely, the

6 SUTTON, neir Hounslow.—A Volnable Freehold and Tithe-free de
tached Residence, with modern stabling, coachhouse, and ont
buildings, and between five and six acres of rich meadow land, al
now In hand, conveuiently situated about ten miles from town
wUbiu half au hour’s run ou either the Great Western or Sonth-
Western Kaliways, and offering unnsnal attraction* for Investment
or occnpalloD.

] 1V1 is instructed by the Trustees
1 LtX of the late Wm, Bowker, esq. to SELLby AUenON. at the
h MART, on WKDNE.-DaY, JoNB 19. at TWELVE lor ONE precisely,
tl this really chuioB and beautiful FREEHOLD PROPERTY. It cou-
rt slsts of a eooifoitable resluenee, eoslly capable of extension and Im-
p jirovemeut, if desired, standing in Its own ground*. In an elevated
s and pruveibiaTlj bealtby situation, with good stabling, coachhouse,
e cowsheds, aud other sniiahle yntbuildiug-, well-stocked orchard,
h tastefully-arranged kiicheu and fl iwer gardens, with greenhouses
i and foroiug-pit-, and pmae-ses thegrowlug value of a long frontage
i to a high loud, iroin which it Is at present separated hy a beautiful
p planlatloD of exp nsU-e tree- and shrub-.—Particulars, with plan and
e conditions, may b* had of Mr THOrt, BOWKER. Solicitor 1 Gray's
I Dm-equare

;
of ’I'HOS. BELLAMY, Eiq. 8. Charlotte-street, Bedford-

s square ; on tbe Premleee
;
at the Mart

;
and of Mr. HEALY Anc-

II tloneer and valuer, 4:), Bediord-row, W.C. who will send card* to view
h immediately on apiilica’l'iD.

] j\4 K. HEALY will SELL by AUCTION,
1 -LtX at the MART, nn WEDNEbD.AY. 19ih JUNE, at TWELVE
(o tor ONE. a very couveiileut BLOCK of BUILDINGS, iu Mermald-
e coimt, High-Streo', Borough. Pail lei as private dwolling-housts,
SI and part as siablea, coach-nouse, and farrier's shop, producing a safe
ti annual income of 129L .and held for a lung term; at a low gronud-
R rent.—May he viewea, and caialogue* had of Messrs. JUNES 4
F STARLING, t-ullcitors, 11, Giay’a luu-oquare

; Jle-sis. DENTON 4
iors, 16, Gia]’s-iun-»quare

;
at the Mart; and of the

1
. Be.if.ird-row, W.C

11 HALL, I

HALSTEaD.—VatUAoie Building and Accommodation l^ud,
_

ImniediBiely aojoinl-g aud partly In the town.

XOHN BaVILL bus been favoured Tvith
1 1) instructions irom the Tru.tees of the Hatsiead United Cbarliles
tc to submit, for p ublic BALE by AUCIIUN, early m JUNE TUIRTY-
r FIVE ACHka. moiB or lois, of v*ry valuable Building and Gordon
1. LAN D, iL Dit*. particular* of which will he gtveu In future papers
or or may be bad of Mes*r?. U.ARJUS a MORTON. SoUoltors. Halsmad

'

I Orange Hail, May lu,18d7.

WOODFORD, ESSEN.

]\/TR. G. R. NOBLE is in-tructed to SELL
1.TX_ by AUCTION, at the NEW AU' TION MART. Tokenhona*.NEW AUi TION MART, Tokenhouse-
y*,rd. London, on THURSDAY. JUNE 27. at TWO piecter'y. in oo*

iff-re'1 in lota Ilf aboiit half
of FREKHOi.n BUILD NG
ff«. confining about eight

lot (if

GROUND,

luld win

Hid-tix rrdei-ined _
Ifaliy situate does to the Wondfonl W-tli. ..,uM,ua

upon Momington-rond, leading toChiugford.cnrafaonding ex'en-lv*
and uninterrupted views, offering nuu-ual siUs for the erection of
flmt-cUse villa resiliences, so much i„ demand in this p-nL-ulaT
locality, and within an easy distance of two railway s'a'loiia •

termini. Fenchuroh-street and Blshup«gate.—May be vl-wed any
time previous to the sale; ami piii.tnt parrlcnUre wi’h nl*ns• ••• COVERDALE LRE. COLLYKR, BRISTOW,*

rd-row, w.u. : at ine Ancrion M iit
; th* Inns In

and at Mr. NOBLE’S I'fllie*, Woodford, N.E

ohlalreii of Me-si-.
WITHERS, 4. Bedfo
the neighbourhood

;

WOODFURD. EdSPX.
IV/IR, G. R. NOBLB is instructed to SELL,
1*1. at the AUCTION MART. Tokenhouse-yard. London onTHTlROniV TITWirO-' iru/rt .....»i..i_ Y

> PLOTS I

THURSDAY. JUNE 97, at TWO orccUel", TWO d'osii

COPYHOLD LAND: ciiitaii.iug about four
Woodford Wells and Chlngford a -P li. --ligiiila fur building purp

tQeSSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
ItX FARMER are iu.tructsd to SELL, at th* MART, near the
Baok of Kijgiauil, on TUESDAY. JULY 9, at TWO. about TEN
ACRES of FREEHOLD LAND, having a c.n.iderahle fmnta.e to the
roao near Wawr ev-h«tch, within a short distance of th- Faruhain
Stsil'in, and foriumg a pait of the L‘>dge-hlli E-tatA ’I’lie property

80, Cheapeide.

ig frontages
way ciimicnnloatloii. Cot'ag*
request (n tbUbe-lthy looliiy
to the heart of tbe City rend-i
May be viewed at any time pr-
coudi'l'ins ofeal*. obrainert of 5

BRISTOW, 4 WITHERS, 4, Bedford-
Mart; the Intis iu the iieigihou.h'i-l

; Mr, WOOD. QueeuVriia
Buckhuret-hltl, N.E, ; ond at Mr. NOBLE'S Office •, Woouf ird, N.E,

I, and wi'liin a abort diatau
d moderate sized villas am much Ir

i« eommuiiicatton by raiiwaj

i« m 'he ^aln. and particoiar-.'wltl
COVKRDALE, LEE. CuLLYSR.

ALPERTON, MIDDLESEX.
Tt/TE. G. E, NOBLK is instructed to SELL
i.TX by AUCTION, at the AUClION SIART, ToVenhonse-vnrd
Loudon, on THURSDAY. JUNK 27, at TWO precisely a valuable
euciosure of FREEHOLD MkADO-Y LA'-T). containing about 12
acres, nicely timhered, and oiimlnibly adapted for the erectluu of a-.-•I 1. I.,.. — — eri-ciuu of firet-flass detached

worthy the atientloii of capitalists andB. This sinai

builder*. It containa excellent brick
nUge npcu the Grand Junction Canal, forming eligiide si'tes'fo
larfs or manufactntlug prem-se*.—The property may he viewee
any time previous, sud pr iited psrMcu’a.a, with cundi'.lom. oi
e, obtained of Mes.-rs- HART 4 DAVIES, Abchurch House Hber
rue-lane. Lnndiiu, EC. ; at the Chequers, Aip-rtou • Ktug's Head
.rrow; Sudbury Railway Station; the Auction Msrl: aud Mr

NOBLE'S Offices, Wuodford, N.E

r geutle-

e le the metro piiiii, for

BROMLEY, KFNT.-rharmlng Preebi
men’s Rraidences, imme-iaCely adj-i:

between Beukvuham aud Bromley, it

popular, picturesque, and healthy <lis

Hale, iu lots, with a fully registered, iudefeasih'i.

Messes, debunha.m, tewson, &
FARMER are iLsiruoted hy the Ex'cutors under th* will of

thrla'eW. a. Wilkltisou. e-q Pi SELL.at th* M ART. oiiTUE-DAY
25lh of JUNE, aflWO i.'dook, it, lottof from half an acre to HvJ
seach. (be lem-iimiv pnrtion of the .'HuKTi-ANUb K-ci aIB
:-Ux redeemed and tl he-^ree, p-asess ng a registered, Inde'eosible

Che erection of first
title, s I sffoidi' g u

bourhood is so gt*ai.

operations jntllciuii sly

pi-rmaneuily luciaiii

Solicitors. 5, Broail San.-tnary. West!
CORD, Architect, 16, Walhiook ;

and

eligibh
siz-rt villa*. tii>oe,i

aud consiautiy ln>
cartl'd ou- urnu i

e- — P.

.eigh-
rtng thit any huitdiug

u sne p op*ity iiiu.t’ beem-
-- of M-*-r», BORI’HF.LL
luster; of Mr. JNO WHiUH-
the Auctioneers, 8u, Cueapslde.

Unreserved Sale.— Godstone, Serrey.- Capital luvestmsnC In modern
Country Properties, producing rentals of lliH anrt 2201 a year re-
spectively, together with several acres of building Un-i.

\/|ES8KS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
L*i Farmer ar* instructed to BELL, at the MART, on TUES-
DAY. JULY Ki, at TWO, In lot-, without reserve, a capital FAMILY
Mansion, known as Tower Hou-e, beauiifnUy placed on elevated

very pretty views, within a few minuta-i of the
e Is surrounded hy omaineutal park-dks lands
is Hjiproacbed by a piivate rovd. with a neat

; there Is good subimg and other outbuildings. This
property is l-t to John Stratford Kirwan, esq. ou agreement for lease
at a rental of 17uL and Is held for uluety-six year* direct from tha
freeholder, at a gruunJ-rent. Also a spacious, filHy licensed hotel of

Qial desien, occupying a capital situation fronting tbe main
thin a few mlnutea' walk of the station, and lu a central port
imp-rUnt and extensive Q.-dsloue Park estatn, now being

divided lul l lets, upon many of which flrst-cla-s resideuces are being
erected ’This, iu addition to lb« natural advantages of the country,
will, It i* believe I, make the hotel a favourite reiort for families, so

er management it will doubtless orove a greatsuo-
to the hotel is a large sta le-yard, with extensive

ranee ui sumies, lock-up, coach-bousr*. 4c.; a id In the rear are
garden* an.) a grass padoock. oiiv*rli.g Ui all about 3 acres, which are
let ou lease at tbe low rental of 0201 . a y-ar, and are held for a term
of nineiy-six yea-s at a low ground-rent Al-o several desirable lota
of Buiidlug Lund, having frontages to the itiaiu road, ajid formlug
capital sites for the erection of superior resideucea. These lots will
Vary in extent from 2 acres Pi 5 acres each.—Particulars of Messrs.
NoKES. UARLISLE. 4 FRA.NCia. SoUcitom, 8. Finch-lane. City;

41, Cheapside.

of about 9 acres.

Attocliei.

aud of the Auclloueerv

EGHaM, SURREY.—A fir t-clasr Investment la valuable Freehold
Piopflrty, cnnei«tlGg of extensive Manufacturing Premises and up-
wards of 8 Hci-e* of Laud, occupying a commanding position tn the
parish of Egbam, with a long fr itiiage t- iho rlv-r raanj-a

IX/TESlSRrf. DEBENHaM, TEWSUN, &
i-»i Farmer win sell at the mart, onTDE.-iDAY, JULY 23,
tT«v

Surivy Chemlcs ;isb of

KGKHOLd PKOrtl
IK, siiuvie a’. Kauiiymeds, in ih* p<r

equiJiataut hetweeu Egliaiu and Staiiiei otatl ms, Tue
li. Spice, a highly reepoiistble tenant, on lease for 91
t rent of 20uL per annum, and alfuidiug a Ur»t-clas*
triia'. es and othera—Particular* or Messrs. TAYLOR,

HOARK, 4 TAYLOR. BoliciPirs. 28. Great James strset, Bolford-
if the Auctioneers, No. 80, Cheapside.

MIDDLESEX.— About 82 acres of valuable
a registered indefeasible title, and fiuntloK

main road from Staines to Kingstou, about a iniJe from the
hilly aud Ashford Railway Statioua, eligible for building,
ket garden, or accummodati >n purjioies.

Messrs, debenha.m, tewson, &
FAKIIEK will BELL, on TUESDAY, JULY 23, In lots (unlea

•evp.u.ly sold a* a whoU), the AtOO.VU PuEl’IO.S of the ASH-
JHD AI.aNdH EoTaTE, whicb is Freehold, lauU-Ux red-emed, aud
eat ikbo free, afforolug eligible xitcw t,T the erection of superior '

iiilenoee or moderate-sized villas (being situate l.t a favourite and
•alihy locality, wlihlu s mile of Sar.ijory a .d Ashford stttioQs on

theSouth-^Ye8teln line) ;
al«o V-duable as market garden or acootu-" ' - -

' 1 't h J au important

,v,d.-Par;icuUre ol

W. 4 WliUEUb,
I

leis, aO, Cheapside.

» good li
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Cliff-towB, Soolhend.Kptfi.—Det'lrRble, newly-erected JIatineVllli
Frleiite ReeiCeocee, Sbop’.ecd Build ii y Laud.beeutifuliy eiiUHir
that pcrlloD of Boutbeud knowu u ibe Rew-towii, occupying a Sue
elevated site, commeLdiug exteueive tea views, and within a short
distance of (he railway stailon,

TRESSES. DANIEL SMITH, SON, &
J.VJ. OAKI.F.Y beg to inlortn the public that the BALE of the
above PROBKHTY, adverllaed lo take place on 21it June, la POSl-
PONBD for the presen L-IO. Waterloo-place.

NEAR MAIDSTONE, KENT.—On the River Medway, and adjoining
the turnpike road for a tootidernble dbtance from Maidetoue to
Rochester and Cbatbam.—The old established Pottery and Brick
Works of the Aylea'ord Pottery Company, with ibe wboleoftbe
Capital Machinery. Patent and Scotch Kilns and other erections,
sheds, stables, and nunieroas modem brick cottages, with wharfs
on the Medway, and iramways cunoectiug the same with tbe
pottery works, toge'her with about S83 acres of capital sonnd
agricullnral laud, affording an almcst iuezhaualible supply of tbe
best gault day, grey cbslk,' and tbe floe>t silver or white sand,
farm homesteads, and a hrick-bullt paper-mill, known as Pratliug-
street Mill, sllnated in tbe parishes of Avlesfoid, Burhsiu. and
BoxJey; tbe whole of which is freehold. With possession ol the
works on completion of the purchase.

Messrs. Daniel smith, son, &
OAKLET have received instructions to nffer for SALE by

AUCTION, at the NEW AUCTIU.V MAKJ'. T,.kenL.,use-yard, EC.
on MONDAY, 17th JUNK, at TWO oMock preci-elv. in one lot.

the above highly Important FREEHOLD COMMERCIAL ESTATE,
which presents a Cue opportunity to speuulaiora fur investuieut
of capita! and protluble occuoation. The works are in full
trade, and command a large and lucrative buaineu, roAiiufacluilijg
the best gault cisy into bricke, sewer and dram pipes, for which
there is a great and incieasiog demainl, this description of bricks
being used extensively in tbe Meirupolitan Main Drainage Woiks.
Tbe extensive maiiufacturlng premises are well built of bnik, placed
so that Ibe roinmijnicatiun wiib the wharfs (which are quayed wiih
ragstone) by the tramwass is easy and direct. The buildings com-
prise the pottery (a large square bnllding of three flours, with six
clrcnJar poliery kilns, each with six furuacer). manufacturing aud
moulding room*, fitted with the best description of machitirry.
TbareaTenumer- tts making and drying aheds, with flues, so tbat

tbe manufactnte pr-ceeds Ibruughout lue year. Two Hi-ffmau's
]>ateut brick-ktlua (one wuh 114 aud tbe other with 16 cumpartmeLitsI,
with large octagon shafts (14£ Ret aud 130 feet respectively), six
Bcotch kilns, ssverxl dty-elay patent brick uiaubines, by Bradley X
Craven, and roller wire cutting luacbliies :

i wo psiis of very powerful
clay-crushing rollers, with bouts, pug mill, Ac. welghbridcee, Ac,
the msebinery beiug dnreu by u Calloway's Id-borse power double
cylinder coudensiitg engine, a CO borae prrwer condensing beam
engine, and two 20 burse power high-pressure hotlsoutal engines,
supplied by four sUam boilers, by Dunn. Hattenley, A Co. aud other
makers. The clay-pitiiss been well developed, and exposes ao ex-
tensive face of the Uuest bl le clay. The chalk may be considered to
tie of tbe same description as tbat from which tbe finest quality of
grey lime la made ou the ai'joiulng estaics, aud would of itself prove
a most profitable luves'meut. Tbe •at>d-pit yields a veiy large supply
of tbe finest sliver ssiiri. aud is litusted in the village of Aylesforq,
and near to tbe t.ver. The land is of excellent staple, capable
of producing abundant crops, aud Is divided luto arable, pasture,
hope, and woudiauils, known as Ureat Cossiug'on and Little UoSiing-
ton Farms, witb soitable farmh-u-es aud premises. In tbe hands of
responsible tenaute, whose t'uaiicles will expire in 18ti9. Pralling-
street Mill, used for the msnulacLure of paper boards, Ac. driven ny an
overshot wheel, let ou a repairing lease, of whi.h about seven yeais
are unexpired. 1 he cottages are modern and well-built, aud form an
important adjunct to the pottery works. Tbe whole estate Is sup-
plied with abundance of puie water from a never-failing spriug.—
Particnlais may be oblain-d of Messrs. JIAY.NAR j, SoN, MAftKBY,
A DBNTON, Silicltora, B7, Cnlemaii-str-eet. K.C.

: at the Place of
Sale; aud of Messrs. DANIEL bMIlU, 8<>N, A OAKLEY, Land
Agents and Surveyors, M, Vatarlou-place, Pall-mall, b.W.

DULWIC'H-ROAD, BECKENHAM. KENT, about one mile and a
half from tbe Cryetal Palace,—Very valuable Freehold Building
Land, apportioned In plots ofabout ihtee-foncths of an acre, appro-
priate aud aeapicd fur tbe erection of flrst-clast delacbeu family
ruldetices, with reserved gtound for stables and tight of way

WeO. TODD will SELL by AUCTION,
VJT at the LONDON TAVERN, Btphopsgete-street Within, on
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, at TWELVE for ONE precisely, in one lut
flnt. and thro, if not sold, iu lo>s as per plan. uuUss an acceptable
Offer be previously made, tbe FREEHOLD BUILDING KUTATE:
consisUng of 13 acres, comuiaudtngly tltuaieJ. aud possessing exten-
sive frontages In a newly-iniide luad, known as tbe Park-roai, aud
choice frontages iu Dulwich road, Jeadlug from Beckeubatu to Bydeo-
bam, a1xut teu minutes’ walk from St. J- hu’s EvsugoUii Church,
half a mile from Penge Blatiou, ou the Loiid-u, Chatbaiu, and Dover
Railway, and one mile from B.ckeuham Sut'luD. and iLree-quarters
of auilJe to tbe sUliun on tbe L-jiiCou, Brighton, aud South Coast
Railway. The estate is planned and p'lotted out with great skiP aud
good taste, offering In tbla fashionable and truly eligible locality to
iDvestcrs, capitalists, and others, the rarest opportunities for erecting
detached family rrsidences, with about three-quarters of an acre of
pleasure garden, either for investment or occupatioc.—Prlut-Kl par-
ticulars. coudilluuiof sale, aud plan, with suggestive elevations, may
be obtained at the principal Hotels and Taverns in Ibe Neighbour-
hood ; at the LonCuu Tavern, Blshop-gate-itreet Within . KC. : of
Messrs. CRBE A LAST, Solicitors, 13. Oray’s-inn-squere, W.C

; and
of OEOR'sE 'I'ODD, Auctioneer, 8, Fancrai-lane, Bucklershury, E.C.

To Bulldeiv

Geo. TODD is iustructed to SELL by
AUtlTON, on FRIDAY, S8'h JUNE, at SUNNYVALE,

Balbsm Slaiion ;and at DUR-vT AoU LANE, Lee, Kent, on THUR---
Day, 25th JULY, at. TWELVF. ir-r ONE piecitely each day, — the
STOCKS and PLANTS of two Builders.— Catalogues ui>y shortly be
bad on the Premise-

;
and of GEO. TODD, 8, Faucras-lauc, Queen-

street, Cbeapslde, E.C.

Just Published, In 4i

ARCHITECrUKE, BUILDING, Ac,

any 50 Plates and

A RCHITECTURK : iocluding the Arts of
^~\ ConatrnctlOD, Building. Roofs, Arch, Stone Masonry, Joinery.

Carpentry, rtieugtn of Materials, Ac.
Edited ay ARTHUR ASHPiTEL, F.8.A. Ac.

Edlnbnrgh i A. A C. BLACK. Loudon : LONGMANS, A CO.

PERFECTION in BOOK-KEEPING.—
Builders desiring a really g'.od system can have a Set of

Models for Builders' Bc«lu by Double-Entry, lo wbich was awardeo
tbe Prlie uffeicd in “ Tbe Bunder," of last September, abd which baa
been adopted by many large firms. Alio auiudlSed arrai-gemeut, by
Single-Entry, suitable for sniaU Builders.—AUdrese, E. A. 4, bt.
Oeorge's-road, Regent’s Park.

Now ready, in royal 8vo. price 12s. 61. cloth,

The SEWaGE QU-EbiiON : being
Reneral Review of all Systems .and Methods bitberto employ

in various Ciuntrles for Draining CitUa and UCUUlug hewag
treated with reference to Public Health, Agriculture, and Nsliui
Ecouumygenerally. Also a Deacripiiou of C.pUln Llemur’s Systt
for Daily Jnc-ffeniive Kemuv.l of Fmcal Solids, Fluida, and Ga-es
Pueumallc fores, comblued with au Improved MeJicd of Sews
UlllLsalioo. Compiled lor Ibe lufi-roiatiMU of Sauliary anu Muni
pal Authorities, and all interested Iu Agri 'oltnral Develupmeui.

By FRKl ERICK CIlARl Ed KKEPP.
London; LUNOMaNs, uREkN, A cO Fateruoster-row.

rPHE GAS-FllTER’S GUIDE, 13 stamps,A post free.

The IRONMONGER and CONTRACTOR’S
COST-PKICK BOOK, la

BIRMINGHAM and SHEFFIELD TRADE
DIRECTORY, ij.

T. ELDRIDOE, 54, Murray-street. City-road.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE MEDIAEVAL
^NTIQUITIES of DURHAM
I-EIIRY A HENMAN’S Work U now published, pries 11. lla&L,

and may be had of all Bookio-ll.ri.or the Pnblhberv,
JAMES PARKER A Cu, Oxford and Loudon.

TO ENGINEERS, Ac,QTANNAH’S tables.
K3 Weights of Angle and Tee Iron In Ibi, per liueal foot.

Price 6b.

Publlsheti : VIRTUE A CO. 20, Ivy-lane, London, E.C.

JF GEORGE REED wishes to HEAR from
_l_ ELIZA, of Addiion'i-gardent, lastly of Horbury-crescent, No
tlDg-hill, be can by addressing Y.;Z, at K. W. Young's, Stationer
160. Klne-atreef.Or-atTannouih.

To -Architects,

Civil Engineers,

Builders, &c,

» 1 iji THE NEWEST
|S

1
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DESIGNS

LAMP POSTS,
Dwabp Gas Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,
Fountains,

Gates, Railings,

Balcony Panels, Stable
Fittings, Columns,

will, u^onreceyjf^par*
ticutart, be forwarded

on application to
Sr _ M3 turner & ALLEN,III III TronfomiHera. Eniri.

STONE ”\ neers, &c. 201, Upper

Jj^VENING DRAWING CLASSES.—
JLj Practical INSTRUCTION In Mechanical, Archlloct-iral, Per-
spective, and Ornamental Drawing, by Mr. WILLIAM DAVY, at
London Mechaoica’ Institution, 29. Buutbsmpton-bnltdings, Holbom.
Evenings of attendance Monday and Friday, from 8 to 10. Terms :—
Members of the Inslltatlou, 4s. ; Non-Members, 6>. per qnacter. New

rpO BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.—
J_ PARTNERSHIP. — Messrs. BXBNABD, THOMAS. A CO.
are empowered to negotiate for the In'roductlon of a PARTNER,
with 1.0004. to join tbe son of tbe present proprietor (who is retiring
in an old-established and flourishing BUILDING aud CONTRACT-
ING BUSINESS, with Steam Sawing. Planing, sni Moulding Mills.
Full partieulan of tbe Brokets, at their Bristol, Cardiff, or swausea
Offices.

Dated, Jane 6tb, 1867.

J)ARTNERSHIP.—Tbe Advertiser, a Con-
JL tractor, about to commence some heavy works, and boln
prevented through illness from taking an active part, wtsbe* to meet
a Gentlemtn to J>inhim Capital not so mocb an object as a
thorough knowledge of the business.—Address, 815,',Office of ” The
Builder.”

J!)ARTNERSHIP.— The Advertiser isA detiroos of entering into the above with a respectable London
Builder, Has from 3004. to 6U0f. at command.—Address, B. 20,
Sewardstone-road East, ViutorUFork, N.E.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS,

A RCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
.^TA- COLOURED for Competition or Exhibition; Perepectives,
Decigns, Skrtebas, or Finished aud Wucklng Drawiugs prepared f-uni
roneh sketches or iastruatiuDs. First-rate ref.reuccs from emi-

Contractors for the supply of Lamp Columns, Lamps, 4c.
tn Railway aud Gas Companies, Local Boards, 4c.

PEAKE’S TERRO-METALLIO TILES,
1 PIPES, Ac.—Notice is hereby m'lit respectfully given, that the
LONDON DEPOT for this WARE Is RF.MoVED to No, 21 Wharf,
Maccleefield-strcei North, City-road Basin, N. 2ndly. that the trade
Uim. TERKO-METALLIC " Is the exclusive right of the PMprielor

;

and 3rdly, tbat tbe ’’ Reports of the Juries,” page 681, of tbebreat
FxblbUion, 1861, note tbe grant of a PinC-claav Medal, aud rank tbe
Manufactories known so long as ” The Tileries,” Tunstall, Stafford-
shire, as the first of tbe kind In the world.

OCCASIONAL EMPLOYMENT
V/ WANTED by a first-rate BUILDER’S CLERK. Goo.1 esti-
mator. measurer, acid quantity taker. Terms moderate—Address.
W. B. l,York-place, Keuningtou-rowJ, 3.

A N ENGAGEMENT WANTED by an
,CA. experienced Bnllder’a Forem.ao. Carpenter by trad*. Aged
40. Over 20 years' London expeilence as Jonrueymau, forem in, and
employer. No objection to the country, or to go abroad.—Ad.iress,
V, B. 263, Tottenham-court-road, W.C.

FIRST CLASS MEDALS TO MAW A CO. EXHIBITION OF
1861! DUBLIN 1866; AND OPORTO,

TMPERISHABLE TESSELATED
PAVEMENTS, combining a highly decorative aud economisnl

substitute for ordinary fioora and their perishable coveringa MAW
A CO.'S Pattern-book, the work of the first designers of tbe day, for-
warded, together with special designs and eetimatus for evary kind nf
floor and wall tiling. S|>eclDens may be >eeu at MAW A f'O.’S.

M.iuebester Agents, T. DALE A SON, 60, John Dalton-atrect
;
and

Lvuaon Agenu,— w. n simphuN A SONS. 455. West Strand.
BENTHALL WORKS. BRO.iELEY.

JJAMPTON - COURT UNITED GAS
J.-L COMPANY. -WANTED, a WEIGHBRIDGE at the Company’s
WuiXa, Hamptou wick. Capacity from 7 to lu tous, and of eulhclent
area to carry a four-wheeled wngon, Teuders, stating whether
relieving apparatus U attached or otherwise, to be delivered, under
seal, on or before TUESDAY evening, the 18th lust,

W. HAMMOND Secretary, Hampton, S.W.

T>EQUIRED, for a large Work, the execu-
1 tlou of wbich will extend over nearly three yeart.a competent
CLERK of WORKS.— Apply, by letter, staling salary requireil, age,
and the works upon which eugageuienta have been carried out,
addressed to A. B, 5. Barih-iloroew-vllla-, KeoU-h-town.

OOULTON, BURNETT, & PLATT,
if Late H. A R. HAYWOOD,
METALLIC TILES.—RED, BLUE, and BUFF PAVING TILES,

Of varions designs, fut CHURCHES. ENTRANCE - HALLS.
SCHOOLS Ac.

;
also very superior Presse l Quarries for ditto in every

size and colour. Fire-proof Flne hulDgs for Chimneys, as suppliel
from these mines to Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace, Bridge-
water Bouse, and other Plaiei.
STABLE PAVERS aud CLINKERS. BLUE PAVING and FACING

BRICKS, Garden KDOING, Cbanuei-brlcks, Sough grates, and
Wall-cuplng,— Lilt of prices aod other particulars to be obtained from
Meurt. BOULTON, BURNKTT, A PLATT, Mannfaclurera : Works,
Browuhills, near Bonlem, Scoke-upon-Trent, StaffordshDe.

TO HOUSE PAINTERS.

pESPECTABLEancJ efficient WORKMEN
I.V may meet with EMPLOYMENT at Mtssn. COOPER 4 SON’S,
Windsor,

SUPERINTENDENT of WORKS,O HIGHWAYS. BTOCKPORT.-The Local Board of Stockport
has determined to APPOINfa Person to SUPERINTEND the OUT-
DOOR WORKS of tbe Highways. Salary 1001. a year.— Applications
to be sent to my Office, on nr before NOON of the 17lh of JUNE
instant. No person need apply unless be i< peafectly efficient, and
has a pracUual knowledge of paving and 11 tgging.

HENRY COPPOCK, Clerk to the Local Board.
Stockpor), Jane 6th, 1857.

JOHN MARRIOTT BLASHFIELD,
tf STa MFORD. LINCOLNSHIRE, manufacturer of TERRA COTTA
and ARCHITECTUKALPOTTERY, Cornice*, String Connes. Jamba.
MuUtODS, Tracery, Panels, Relievl, Capitals, Statnes, Vases, Busts
Pedestals, Fountain Basina, Tazzat, Pavements, Ac. warranted to auuu
frost. Intemational Eibibltlun, 1852.— Cla'slO, Section C.—Archi-
tectural Olijecta. Medal awarded for ” Perfection in Maiiufactore and
Beauty of Form." Cla-s 35.—Pottery. Medal awarded for " Tern
Cotta.” Dunlin In'ernatloual Exhibition, 1666 —Section 25. Meda
awarded for " Floe Terra Cottaa for Arcbitectural Purpose* "

J. M. BLASHFIELD obtalued letters patent in 1854 for " Improve-
m-nts in the manufacture of Cblna, Pottery, Bricks, and othei
articles, made for tbe mi«t part of Clay.” Also letters patent in 1850
for ” Improvements In burning Pottery and Cbioa Ware,”
Large examples of J. M. BLASHPIELD’S TEKRA COTI'A are now

erected in the Architectural Court of the Paris Exbibitlnu.

^IMBER.—WANTED, a Gentleman, with
1, about 3,0004, to proceed abroad to CUT and EX PORT some of

the most valuable WOOD known ill commerce. Tbe cspltal willhe
under bis own control. — Baiily, witn referauces, to W, H. care of
Messrs. LKATU A ROSS, Uomteupstbic Cbemlsu, 5, St. Paul'. Church-
yard, London, E.C.

AjrREXHAM WATERWORKS COM-
V V PANY.—SECRETABT and M.ANAGF.R WANTED. — The

Directors of the Wrexham Waterworks Company REQUIRE, the
SERVICES of a competent Person to act as MANAGER aud SECRE-
TARY. He will be reqolred to devote hit whole time to tbe service
of tbe Company ;

to keep tbe aecuuota aud collect the same
;
he must

have a knowledge of waterwnrk details. Including the repair of
works, mains, end service-pipes, aod to have beau employed pre-
viously ou waterworks. Salary, )26{. per annum. Security will he
required.-Apply, by letter only (eucioelug tesiimonlals), not later

than the 32ud day of JUNE insUut, addressed " To the Chalimau of
tbe Waterworks Company, Wrexham, North Walea." .

Wrexham, June 4'h. 18OT.

T7IRST-CLASS BUILDING MATERIALS.
L; JOSHUA B1NN8. Cadogsn-terraee, and Siiulh-street. Chelsea,
has tbe largest Block lu Tesudon. Plate-glaas Fronta, Sashes, aud
Frames, Lobny-dnora, and Marble Chimney-pteoes, In great variety.
The highest price given for old booses to take down.

TfELLHANGING. — To ARCHITECTSO BUILDERS, and OTUBRS.-Bells hnng on Improved princi-
ples, esHmates given for Urge mansions or smeU bouses. Speaking
Pipes, Ar. in town or cnontry, by THOMAS HOBBS, Practical Bell-

hanger.- Address, 34, Caledonlan-road, King’s-cross, N.
TO PLUMBERS, PAINTER-*, Ac.

AJTANTEUjfor a permantney, a PLUMBER,
YV PAINTER, GBAINER, Ac.; one used to general bouse re-

pays prcfvr'ed.—Apply by letter only, to 0. F. 8, FuuthlU-place,
Clapbam-road, S,

A/TATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, of
1 V I the first quality, at moderate prices, with many Importan.
luipmvemeuta. Illustrated Oatatogue sent post free. W. F
hTaNLEY, Mathematical Instrument Maker to the Oovemmentt
$ and 5. Orest liirnstile, Holbom, London, W.C.

STANLEY’S TREATISE oa MATHEMATI-
CAL PRAWING INSTRUMENTS. 5i. post-free.

*' No mere paste-end-sclssors’ work.”—Builder, April 31, 1656.

JXrANTED, a first-class CLERK of
Y Y WORKS, Good testimonials Indispensable,—Address, stating

terms and other particnlan, R O. Office of " Tbe Builder."

wanted, a First-class SIGN WRITER,
Y V Two Shaders, several good Palutere, and Carpenters, Young

meu who can produce good itestlmonul* as to ability and character
might meet with permaneut eiupioyment.—Address, 647, Office of
“ lue Builder.”

VJ^OOD TAPESTRY (HOWARD’S
VV PATENT), fur covering walls, ceilings, and other surfaces

with real wood, In lien of painting and graining.—HOWARD A
SUNS, DeuoraCnn and Upholders, 26 and 37, Bernars-street. Oxford-
street. w. JITANTED, a First-class PERSPECTIVE

VV DRAUGHTSMAN and COLOURIST, by an Architect of
large practice in tbe country.— Addrese, 0. W, Office of “The
Builder,”'yO BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, and

l OWNERS of PROPERTT.— J. WILLING A CO. 366, Oray's-
inn-road, and 70, Bt. Maitln’i-lane, W.C. CONTRACT for PUBLIC
SITES for the EXHIBITION of ADVERTIBBHkNTS. Also lor the
•ame porpote they erect hvardlngs gratuitously.

\^ANTED, in the Country, an Experienced
¥ V BUILDER’S ASSISTANT, Muit be well qu iijfied to take

out quantities aud make estimates, aud must be a goud Dr.iughtsman.
Application, staling age. where last employed, and salary re julred, to
be made by letter to Messrs. PAUNbLu A HEaNAN, EsUte Agents.
Ac. 108, Mount-street, Orosvenot-squate, W.TJUILDER’S BUSINESS TO BE DIS-

L) POSED OF, situated in a large central town, vrlthln an hour’s

rliieof London, aud near a juocliou station The premises have a
waUrsiOe fi outage aud steam rawing msrh'Dery, and all tbe reqnlre-

menis for carrying on a large trsde. Capital required, abont 3.0004.—

Particular* of Mr. F. C. DYER, Surveyor, Ac. 18, Bnckleribury, E.C.

TO PLASTERERS.

T^ORKMEN of the above-named Trade
VV REQDIEED.—Apply, slating wages, to JOHN BUNT.

Builder, Hoduesdon.

'pHE LEASE, STOCK, and GOODWILL
J_ of su old-estahlUhed BUSINESS FOR SALE. General

repairs, deenrating, plumblog, gesfllttog, Ac. Ac.—Apply to C,

TAYLOR, 14, Broadway, Stralfutd, Essex.

\VfANTED, for a Stone and Marble Mills, a
V V GENERAL FOREMAN of STO.NE aud MARBLE MASONS.

Must be thorougbly c-mveieaut with d-awiugt, aud abie to conduct
tbe geueral mauagemeut of tbe uiru.—Auurasi, sUttug terms aud
parlicnlare. to Messrs. H. SIBTHOrtPE A SON. 11 and IS, Cork-hill,

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS. AND OTHERS.

TJECORATIVE GILDERS
1

1 A To be had at the

KING’S ARMS, POLAND STREET, W.C.
^ Address to the SECRETARY.

TO FAFEbHANOBRS and PAINIEBS.

J^ANTED, immediately, a first-class

YY PaPErUANGER, oue that could nil op bis time with
painting. Hefereuces required.—Apply to WILLICUMBR, SON,
A OAKLEY, Tunbridge Wells,
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A rchiteclural Aspects

in Florence.

E pass from Ge-

noa to Flo-

rence, and ar-

ohitecture
again changes

its aspect, not

without cer-

tain reference

to change of

situation, from

confined de-

clivities to

B preading
plain, though

it by no means

brings us back

to the type

that we wil-

lingly quitted

at Turin. The most characteristic palatial

architecture here is of earlier date than in

either of those cities
; and even the later de-

clares a native affiliation by ease of transi-

tion, and persistency of well-marked features.

Every change again bears at Florence a cer-

tain impress of originality, and we become
insensibly habituated to expecting not merely
novelty, but the enlivening reality that clings to

handiwork replete with all instruction, and yet
too self-reliant to merely or chiefly copy. The
crudity of experimental advance there may be,

but very rarely indeed a debasement of what is

perfect elsewhere.

It would be difficult to find in Florence, per-

haps, any remains so instructive for the history

of early architecture as the side doors, especially

the northern, of the Cathedral of San Lorenzo,

at Genoa, or even its nave and aisles; and the

banded black and white masonry of both exterior

and interior has a value that will not be readily

conceded to the panelled casing of the cathedral

at Florence. But the tower of Giotto is un-
imitated and unrivalled. Some 273 ft. high, it is

as elaborated in marble mosaic as a toy of Tun-
bridge ware, yet solid in its joinings after 500
years as if it were of a single piece

; and owing
whatever reparation it has had to the weather-
ing of oven best materials and not to flaws of

workmanship. The white marble of the original

has now assumed an orange tone, under in-

fluences that have not left other colours un-

affected
; but the clean, newly-inserted slabs,

from point to point, enable us to see that when
the primitive sheen of all was unimpaired, the
effect of mingled tints and shades, while more
brilliant, was quite as harmonious as that which
now delights us.

Florentine mosaic is now best known, as

shrunk to the dimensions of a brooch, or at most
a letter-weight

;
but we may still see halls newly

paved, with a happy sense that modest variety

of colour is not of necessity tame, and that bold

vivacity may defy tho fatal risks of the patchy
and the piebald.

This art is probably hereditary from later

Eoman times; a bolder characteristic—the archi-

tectural aflection for massive, bossed rustication,

might seem to have gained its hold from fami-

liarity of the Florentines with the huge masses

that form the prehistoric wall of their mother

settlement on the heights of Fiesole. However
this may be, the signs of the predilection itself in-

dulged most unsparingly,meetuB in all directions,

and give to Florentine palatial architecture its

peculiar character. The application of it is not

confined to the ground story ; and the solidity it

imparts is supported by the structure it is ap-

plied to, being for the most part a solid rectan-

gular block. The windows are few, and small in

contrast to those of Genoa, where the necessity

to moderate the common Italian sun is partly

countervailed by the narrower streets and shade

of the loftier houses, and ever-welcome refresh-

ment from breezes that come in from the sea.

The somewhat fortress-like aspect of the Tuscan

palaces is increased by the less liberal admission

of inlook from the street, and by the absence of

the balconies about windows, that express an

interest in what may be going on there. Such

palaces, more or less altered, are met with at

every turn in the streets about the original

city; more or less altered, but still retaining

the appearance of having had all possible

strength of passive resistance to violence,

though, from whatever motive, dissembling any

facilities for repulsing attacks by main force.

The Strozzi Palace, so well known to visitors

to Florence from its central position and im-

posing effect, is at once the most remarkable of

its class, and has the highest claims, simple as

it appears, to be regarded as a work of well-

considered art. The commencement of it is

dated in 1489—a period familiar enough from

the relations of Geronimo Savonarola to a

Borgia on the Papal throne. How this date is

to be reconciled with the tradition on the same

authority,—that Pitti began his palace in

rivalry in 1466,—the editors must be left to

explain. Art, and not archmology, is our imme-

diate interest, and this topic alone will fill our

space.

The windows for admission of some light, and

even air, to the basement, are masked by a

massive stone bench, raised a step, and project-

ing in front of the building. Above there are

only three stories, including ground floor, all of

extraordinary height,— the two uppermost con-

taining the noble apartments. The oblong block

is met by lower houses at one end
;
high central

portals give entrance on all the other three

sides,—to a vaulted peristyle intermediate be-

tween offices and an impluvium, and bearing

corridors and loggias above. Coach-houses and

even stables are accommodated on the ground

evel, and we are reminded of the self-contained

arrangement of a Homan house.

In the two upper stories on the longer fronts

there are nine windows, and tho central place

below, intermediate between two sets of four, is

occupied by the majestic portal. Upon the im-

portance of this, and its break of the basement

line, depends, and not in vain, the expression of

a central line of symmetrical division. Other

help is there none beyond the projection of the

celebrated iron cressets from each angle of the

lower story, and the attachment of coronets and

scutcheons, now demolished, at the angles of the

story above. The stories are marked and

divided by string-courses or cornices, we might

call them, from their mouldings, bub for their

very slight projection. The mouldings of the

windows are all kept flat and within the lines of

rusticated projections, and the plain mouldings

of the doors are also taken ont of the thickness

of the wall.

The effect of solidity and repose which be-

longs to the building seems at first fully ac-

counted for by the manifest strength of its

construction out of huge blocks, some of them

20 ft. long, rudely though regularly bossed, but

plainly channelled along the faces of vertical and

horizontal joints, and showing most accurate

fitting; then by tho gradations in degree of

bossed projection, which is reduced in the second

story
;
the bossing moderates as it rises, even in

a single story, towards the milder details of the

string-course, and to the still more marked

change above it. This is greatest in the upper

story, where the still boldly-expressed masonry

is surmounted by a plain broad band, in the

place of a frieze, but kept unornamented to

relieve the general cornice.

The doorways, and the windows likewise, are

arched with immense voussoirs, of less thick-

' ness, however, than the horizontal courses. The
intrados is in all semicircular, and the eitrados

rises to the ogive by a simple curve,—the key-

stone being the highest of a sequence of extend-

ing voussoirs,—the proper Florentine arch. The
horizontal courses, therefore, finish against the

voussoirs with a corresponding curve, and it may
be doubted whether any transformations that

were given to this junction, had a better effect.

The development may be traced at ease in

Florence. When the voussoirs were stepped to

meet the courses with a horizontal and vertical

joint, their number was of necessity limited and

character entirely changed. By degrees there

ensued a conflict for predominance in expression

between the true arcuation and the corbelling of

the courses ;
and, after many more ingenious

vagaries than wo wait to notice here, a last dis-

grace was incurred of an unnatural union of

voussoirand ashlar in a single elbowed stone.

Even the portal of the Pandolfini Palace,

ascribed to Raffaelle, contributes illustrations

to this particular chapter of mishaps and failures.

Bub there are more refinements in the masonry

of the Strozzi Palace, which only declare them-

selves when we have come back to it more than

once with a conviction that its attraction is not

to be divined so readily as it is felt. The forma

and proportions of the superposed stories form

happy gradation with that of the general front.

The heights and breadths of openings develop

the sequence in one direction, and it finds its

base in the low long parallelograms of the

enormous channelled rustication. But how, we
ask ourselves, is the introduction of arcuation

in such a structure, with such materials, harmo-

nized—not to say justified ? As regards the

latter point, the wide span of the large doorway

is motive sufficient. A lintel-stone, which should

have been large in proportion to the door-open-

ing, would have been a mountainous mass

indeed
;
aud then the treatment of the larger

windows follows fairly by sympathy, although

not of necessity. In the Sun Fire Office, in

Threadneedle-street, very large stones are em-

ployed, bub BO applied that their size is not

sufficiently seen nor value recognized, while

arcuation is resorted to for bridging spans, for

which as architraves they would have been

more than competent. In the Strozzi Palace,

while the office of spanning the doorway is

appropriately delegated, the self-assertion of the

gigantic masonry is not utterly renounced
;
for

the course above the arch has one symmetrical

stone, of unmatched scantling, that more than

reaches across the breadth of the opening below,

and thus seems to accept co-operation with

dignity,—as free from presumption as from

parade. The same principle is oentained in

other openings. The small square windows of

the ground-story, having no claim whatever to be

arched, are spanned by a horizontal stono both

at cill and lintel. Again, in the noble stories,

the course immediately over the Florentine arch

of the windows has the symmetrical long stone

of full span, their cills being on a level with the

intermediate string-course. These stones, so

critical in effect, are not made conspicuous by

marked contrast with the adjacent, and only the

architectural eye in search for the cause of a

perceived effect would be likely to pick them

out and credit them for contributing as they do

to the accentuation of the mighty masonry. The

stones, all large, vary very widely in largeness
;

and though always within a certain limit, if it

were not for the element of symmetrical regu-

larity thus introduced, the whole would scarcely

escape a certain barbarous rudeness.
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The Palazzo Riccardi, the original palace of
Cosmo de lledici, if dated correctly in 1430, was
well studied and well improved npon by the
architect of the Strozzi. There is much more
irregularity both in heights of courses and
lengths of stones; the value of long stones as
harmonizing, when of such magnitude, with a
long front, seems not to have been recognized

;

and where such do occnr they are introduced at
discordant variance with the numerous others
adjacent, that in length measure little more, not
more, or even less, than their height.
A certain gradation of masonry in the ascend-

ing stories is applied, but much less grandly.
There are fine large doorways in front, or pro-

visions for doorways, of which several are now
filled up with windows,—not very effective,

—

—ascribed to Michelangelo. The doors come in
very disorderly relation to the seventeen win-
dows of the front.

In the fragment of the Palazzo Gondi, by San
Gallo (1-181), behind the Palazzo Vecchio, there
is more uniformity in size of stones than in the
lledici and less than in the Strozzi, but the in-
congruity of the massive style with frequent
openings is apparent

; in small intervals the
division of alternate courses by joints enforces
employment of stones disproportionately small.
The general diatribntion of joints in this exam-
ple is at ouce obvionsly systematic yet con-
fusing, not as in the Strozzi occnlt yet harmo-
nizing.

The Palazzo Rucellai, by Leon. B. Alberti, is

worthy of remark for many beauties : it is its
misfortnno and our own that the present theme
leads only to treat of its defects. In the con-
trust of channelled masonry with plain pilasters,
and in the correspondence of the courses of both,
we seem to have the suggestion of treatment
applied with such success by Wren at St. Paul’s;
but in respect of variation of height of courses.
Wren more wisely restricted himself to two.
The varieties of height here run through from
end to end of the front, but sncceed with an
irregularity that sadly impairs repose. This is

particularly offensive on the ground story, where
the breadths of the stones are as perplexingly
capricious. In the upper stories the courses
above tlio key-stone seem studiously perverse in
their divisions, and a fine design is marred
throughout by either disregard or mismanage-
ment of a detail,—but an important detail,—or
trifling with it.

In the Pitti Palace dignity and magnificence
are debased, if anything Florentine can be, to
clumsine.ss and futility. The three stories are
here again graduated in roughness of rustication,
and the basement of the terrace below and its

wings are still more huge in proportion, and un-
ehaped in surface and breakage. But the long
building has itself but the proportions of a base-
ment

;
and when the more concentrated cuboid

form is renounced, half the motive for massive-
ness seems to go with it

; but

“ Talk we not of it,—glance and pass along.”

Wo would linger more willingly over the charm-
ing Casa Pundolfini, but that the design involves
some enigmas that would carry us wide away
from our immediate subject, and here not with-
out some exertion of self-control, we speak of it

no further.

There is a Doric temperance in the architec-
tural resources made available in the Strozzi
Palace that is somewhat contradicted by the
enrichment of the Corinthian cornice that crowns
it, and that was no part of the original design.
In detail it is far superior to that of the Medici
Palace, and its magnitude in some degree re-
duces the sense of over-enrichment

; still we may
bo well content that only the bed-mouldings
were completed on the side most seen at present.
Its completion on the other side shows that the
proper front was considered to face the more
open space of the onion-market, where onions
are still to be bought.

So permanently did the old Florentines bnild,
on such a scale and with such massiveness. Even
at the present day a lavish thickness of walls is

adopted that does not allow a new house to be
speedily habitable, and gives current illustration
of an Italian proverb—the first year of a new
house for my enemy, the second for my friend,
the third for myself. With respect to earlier
times, this solidity has permitted such an
excellent restoration as that of the Municipal
Palace—the Bargello to be completely carried
through. Within its noble hall, during the years
that it was transformed into a prison, no less
than five stories of cells for prisonei's were built
up. This inner structure has been simplv

demolished, and the hall reappears in its

original proportions. In an adjacent quarter of
the city, wall after wall bears scutcheons
charged with pears

;
so we recognize that we are

among the properties and places of business
of firms and families—the Permzzi—whose
prosperity came to an end in a crisis invited by
ill-advised advances to our Edward III. for the
expenses of his French wars. The record of
this financial catastrophe in Villani reads sorrow-
fully like some that have interfered with building
contracts nearer to our own day. The connexion
of finance with architecture brings us back to the
Strozzi Palace; for, unless history misreports,
the fortune of which it is a monument chiefly
grew from an exclusive dispensation granted by
a Pope in return for a subsidy, for the exercise
of usurious pawnbroking in Tuscany. Happy,
say the Italians again, are the sons whose fathers
are in hell. When we look at snch monument of
a noble family as the Strozzi Palace, the crimes
of commerce may seem, indeed, to have been
buried with their authors, and the successors to
have entered blameless into the happy exercise of
the patronage of art. But it is something more
than a proverb that avouches the visitation of
paternal misdeeds on the progeny j and the
destroyers of the liberties of Florence who came
out from the old banking-house of the Medici
found pathways, no doubt, to the highest places
of the world, but have lefc their rracks along
them in miseries, and murders, and disgrace.

THE PEOFESSIOXAL PRACTICE OF
ARCHITECTS.

M.\NCHESTEB.

Duking the last two years there hag been in
existence in Manchester, avery active and useful
society—“The Manchester Society of Archi-
tects.” Its objects have comprised the discus-
sion, and, so far as might be, the regulation, of
all matters of professional charges and practice,
important to the interests of the building-owner
or the public, as also to those of its mem-
bers and of the profession generally. Consider-
ing that attention is now being given, through-
out the country, to questions of the relations
between architects and committees, and between
architects and builders

; estimating tho proba-
bility of future Acts of Parliament and local re-
gulations having intimate connexion with our
calling; and viewing the importance of all these
things to the future condition of the art and
science of architecture and the practice of build-
ing, some account of the proceedings of the
Manchester society may bo interesting and im-
portant.

There are in the toivn two societies con-
nected with architecture and the profession.
One of them, “The Manchester Architectural
Society,” is occupied chiefly with the reading of
papers and the discussions upon them

; whilst
the other, the society first-named, confines itself

exclnsively to such objects as the establishment
and maintenance of acknowledged charges for
professional services

; the obtaining information
respecting competitions, and whatever else may
affect the profession, together with the advising
committees, and endeavouring to ensure equit-
able awards

;
and the affording mutual assist-

auce, by advice or mediation, in cases of mis-
understanding, either between members them-
selves, or between them and their employers, or
those employed nnder them

; besides the pro-
moting personal acquaintance and good feeling
between those belonging to the Society. In these
objects, tho sncceas so far, of this association,

seems to have been considerable
; and we have

now before ns copies of several documents that
have been prepared and issued, and which deserwe
to be widely known, to the end of adoption of
snch of their clauses as may be found applicable
in a generally accepted code of practice.

The Manchester Society of Architects, as its

name implies, is composed exclnsively of archi-
tects, principals

;
and an indispensable quali-

fication for membership is the having been
in practice for not less than three years. The
Society was established in 1865; and by its

original constitution certain gentlemen, in num-
ber twenty, were to have the option of imme-
diately becoming members. One of these, whose
name is intimately associated with the archi-
tectural improvement that has been manifested
in the last quarter of a century, iu the town,
however, preferred to stand aloof. As to
members other than the twenty referred to, the

.
election rests with the council. The subscrip-

tion is one ^inea per annum. Honorary
members, architects, but nou-resident in Man-
chester, are also eligible- The council consists
of five members, besides the president, vice-
president, and the honorary secretary, Mr. J.
Murgatroyd. The general ordinary meetings
take place every four months, one of those
meetings being for reception of the annnal
report and the election of a new council

; but
special meetings of the members are called when
necessary.

The Society, on its establishment, at once
adopted the scale of professional charges of the
Institute of British Architects, but with three
additions, the first, to the effect that duplicates
of drawings, no less than the origiua's, were to
remain the architect’s property

; the second, that
the “day” to be charged for, at the minimnm
rate of three guineas, was to be of sis hours; and
the third, as follows,—“When an architect
supplies builders with quantities, on which to
form tenders for executing his designs, he sboold
do so with the concnrrenco of his employer

;

and it is desirable that the architect should be
paid by him rather than by the builder.” This
statement of duties and terms is printed along
wich the Rules of the Society; and reference to it

has frequently proved the means of avoiding the
difficulty and misunderstanding apt to arise in a
locality where obligations and claims of the
profession are not so well understood as even they
are in London.
The association soon found work for itself. A

report on the management of competitions was
speedily drawn up

; which is sent to promoters
of competitions wherever desirable.

We may here mention that tbe original Man-
chester Arcbicectural Society, which was founded
about the year 1836, did good service in its day,
in the matter of competitions : for, it got up an
exhibition which, we believe, was the first after

that of the designs for the Houses of Parliament

;

and it moved, iu some manner or other, with a
view to the amendment of terms that were pnt
forth by different committees, including those of
the Liverpool St. George’s Hall, and the London
Royal Exchange. Indeed, the individuals now
living who formed part of that society, may
claim to have been pioneers of tho exhibition,

system
; which ig almost the only check that

there is upon unfairness of committees,—slight,

however, though that check be.

In August, 1866, the present society put
forth the report of a committee “ on the ques-

tion of Builders’ Agreements,” and in October
of the same year a “ General Statement of the
Methods recommended by tho Society to be
used in taking Quantities and measuring up
Works.” More recently the Society has inter-

fered for the amendment of proposed bye-laws in

connexion with streets and buildings in tbe
town. The regulations, as revised, have been
accepted by the Corporation of Manchester.
The Society has also moved in the matter of

the forthcoming Town-hall Competition; as to

which matter we have reported from time to

time.

In their original " Suggestions on the Manage-
ment of Competitions,” wherein the “ great

care” requisite to avoid causing injustice to

competitoi B, and disappointment to promoters, is

rightly dwelt upon, it is said ;

—

“Presuming that in no case will a competition be de-
termined on except where a satisfactory selection of one
architect has been found imprac Jcable, and that it is not
arranged for the purpose of covering a selection already
mentally if not actually made by some or a majority of the

promoters, it would seem that tho ciiiefdeiideruta in every
competition must be,

—

I. Proper instructions to Competitors.
II. Strict adherence to the instructions by both Pro-

moters and Competitors.
III. The offer of sufficient reraunoration to induce

those qualified to compete.
IT. The selection (in limited competitions) of archi-

tects generally recognised us of equal standing
in the profession,

T, Provision for competent snd impartial examina-
tion and adjudication.”

As to the “instructions,” we are inclined to

think that tho Manchester Society v/ould agree
with ns that the more definite they are, except-

ing as to the drawings and what is necessary for

comprehension and comparison of designs, the
more will they fetter the snggeetions that it

was the object to call forth. 'This must be a

result even from one of the Society’s recom-

mendations, which relates to decorative cha-

racter of the design, namely, tho one worded,

—

“ When possible, the style of the intended build-

ings should be mentioned, e.g., whether Gothic

Italian, or otherwise :
” though we scarcely ex-

pect every one who is in the habit of competing,
CO assent to our view, at present. Should the
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promoters have a decided preposseesioD, fair-

ness of coarse should dictate announcement of

the fact : but the Manchester Society urge some-

thing different to this they urge what would

tend to protract the prevalence of distinct

systems in taste, and the subordination of art to

mere style, in place of leaving the rapprochement

in progress to go on, and the influence of art in

architecture to be dominant once more, as in the

past. If a committee were to complain that it

held itself wholly untrammelled, and that any
information given must be taken only for what
it might be worth prior to receipt of the

independent snggestions of competitors, archi-

tects would not be worse off than they are

now, and architecture might gain something.

The Society say ;
—“ Either the exact accom-

modation should be set forth with or with-

out the apjyroiimate contemplated outlay—or,

the maximum outlay with general statement of

accommodation, leaving the extent and nature

of it to the skill and experience of the competi-

tors.” The italics are theirs. Either course

advised would be an improvement on the present

system
:
yet we have always held that, even, the

mention of the sum of money in hand might
involve the result of defeating the objects, or

an alternative of injustice ; since a good design
might be means of inducing contributions of

money. It is added :
—“ It would also be de-

sirable that as regards hospitals, asylums, public

schools, &c., the promoters should state the
minimum number of cubic or superficial feet of
space they expect to he allotted to each in-

mate;” hut surely, here, architects being sup-

posed able to judge as to the apace required, the
recommendation should have been to the effect

that intending competitors be asked to meet the
committee, pursuant to an arrival at the conclu-

sion with the benefit of advice,—payment for

the attendance being made, if necessary. We
are not certain that we shonld agree with the
Society as to reduction of number of the draw-
ings

; but we are somewhat in favonr of a limita-

tion of the scale to something smaller than
is now usual. Anything tending to increase the
space that drawings cover in an exhibition, is a
positive impediment to a right decision

;
but the

architect’s intention must be made more clear

than it is usually. We quite agree with the
Society that the majority of the drawings are
never looked at by a committee, as ordinarily

constituted,—“the judgment,” such as it is,

“ dwelling on the main plan and perspective-
view,”—and that “ constructional drawings for

the guidance of the builder,” and the “ specifi-

cations ” that are “ frequently required,” are in-

deed not wanted : but construction,we say, as well
as ultimate effect of details, must have been taken
into account by the competitor

; and a qualified

judge will require evidence of the fact, and will

attach far less importance to the perspective-
view than to the other drawings, whUst however
using it for saving of time in the mental opera-
tion of putting those drawings together. The
“ best general arrangement of plan and eleva-
tion,” as shown in drawings, may bo utterly

spoiled by the conditions of execution. But,
actually, the drawings that the Society mention
as sufficient, would include nearly everything
necessary, or what in the previous paragraph of
the “ Suggestions ” had been referred to as use-

less. The uniformity of method of representa-
tion, and even of size of strainers, is fittingly

dwelt upon. On the head of remuneration, it is

very properly observed that the whole amount
for the successful man should be more in the
case of a competition, than in that of profes-

sional work where there is no competition
;
and

it is clearly shown that the premium should not
*' merge” in the usual commission. Where com-
petitions are of the unlimited kind, the “ Sngges-
tions” say that sufficient sums should be allotted

to, and equally divided between, the authors
of other designs than the first premiated, found
worthy of consideration (the number depending
on the magnitude of the competition), in lieu of
the usual second and third premiums only

; and
that in competitions of the other kind, each
competitor should be remunerated,—drawings
remaining the property of the competitor in
either case. The question whether absence of the
limitation is not calculated, always or generally,
to defeat the object, does not seem to have been
considered sufficiently by the Manchester Society.
As to selection of men as competitors, it is

urged that it is only fair that each one should
know whom he is expected to compete against.
As to that which is rightly regarded by the

Society as "the most difficult question,” the
adjudication, wo are unable to receive the sug-

gestions “ as a solution :” though they may be
" worthy of consideration.” Truly it is diffi-

cult to see how the best designs can geDe''ally

be selected, unless by enlisting aid of the par-

ticular architects who have been " consider-

ing how to carry out the requirements,”—" that

is the competitors themselves but the framers

of these " Suggestions ” do not seem to be

aware,—or they have not attached sufficient

importance to the facts,—that the proposal

of a competitor’s giving one vote in favour

of his own design, as best, and another vote

to a design as second-best, has been tried,

with the result that it is now not so repeatedly

suggested as it used to be. Whether the pro-

posed statement of the competitor’s opinion in

writing, would prevent unfairness, may deserve

consideration : but, ordinarily, we should prefer

adjudication by a committee composed partly of

architects, but these not in a minority, and with

proceedings in open court,—giving opportunity

to each individual to explain his design in pre-

sence of the other competitors. This course would
involve limited competitions, without other argu-

ment for them. Public exhibitions of the draw-

ings may advisedly be allowed to continue : but
the judges must not defer too much to the public

expression of opinion; which, in the present

state of qualifications for judging of ultimate

effects, from drawings, and with the utter care-

lessness, indeed, or want of conscientiousness,

in expressions of opinions on drawings, is proved
to be deserving of little consideration. Referring

to professionaljudges, the ‘‘Suggestions” say that

the individuals appointed must be " not too much
engrossed with their own business to spare the

proper amount of time for the consideration of

the designs.” This point we have often insisted

on
;
and it is really the most important to be

dwelt on at this juncture, or that is connected
with adjudication.

The question of bnilding-agreements was con-

sidered in 1866, by a committee of the Society,

keeping in view a form of agreement proposed
by the Master Builders’ Association, the discus-

sions thereon in the Society, and several forms in

use with members. The committee were unable

to offer any stereotyped form, but recommended
certain main features as to be included in all

agreements. They dwelt upon the importance
of the building-proprietor’s not being in doubt
as to nature or extent of his liability, or

as to the thing to be received in return, and
upon the desirableness of the builder’s having
sufficient opportunity, before signing the con-
tract, of examining the quantities before accept-

ing them as correct. This done, the agreement
shonld, according to the report, contain, beyond
the usual preliminary statement of its objects

and the parties to it, clauses of certain kinds,

which have been grouped under three heads,
namely,—1. On the part of the contractor; 2.

On the part of the architect ; and 3. On the part
of the proprietor. When read, however, these are
not found, throughout, to bo obligations on the
part of the contractor, or architect, or proprie-

tor : thus, it might be urged, there is no liability

of any kind admitted as incurred by the archi-

tect. Generally, they are to the effect following.

The work shown, or described, is to be done
in the manner set forth, proper means being
adopted, by signatures, of identifying docu-
ments and constituting them part of the agree-
ment. No deviation from the contract is to

be made without the architect’s authority in

writing. Deviation that has been ordered, as
referred to, is to be carried into effect without
nullification ofthe agreement, and is to be paid for,

or deducted, by the proprietor in a manner to be
agreed upon. For instance, the manner may be,

—

(a) According to a Hcbednle of prices agreed on between
the contractor and the architect

;

(b) By reference to the original eatimate,— or, in place
of either,

(e) At the architect’s determination :—with such a per-
centage allowed to the contractor upon the ralue of works
actually omitted (not substituted by others) as shall be
stated; and

(d) A proriso for deducting tho value of materials
found by tho proprietor, or of contingtneiea to which
prices are atllxed m the speciiication, either at the net
amount or with such a trade-discount as is set forth in the
agreement.

No payment is to become due, or be made,
except on production of the architect’s certifi-

cate; and the works are to be handed over
complete by a fixed date, subject, on the one
band, to a stated dednetion for delay, as well as,

on the other, to the following,

—

Provision for an extension of time for completion of the
works (to such an extent as the architect may on the
occasion of such extension determine) on account of
extraordinary stress of weather, or on account of a strike
of workmen, if not originated by the contractor.

The architect is to have power to reject

materials, or work, not, in his opinion, accordant
with the agreement, and to cause removal and
replacement, after notice agreed on, at the con-
tractor’s risk and expense

;
also to employ other

workmen, and procure other materials, at the

contractor’s expense, if due diligence is not used,

or in event of ihe contractor’s bankruptcy
;
and

power to remove workmen. All sub-contractora

are to be first approved of by the architect.

The next clause, which has, just now, peculiar

importance, is thus worded :

—

Decision of the architect in all cases provided for by
the agreement, to be binding on ull parties. In the event
of any other circumstances arising, in which he and the
contractor or proprietor may not agree, the decision of a
referee, named in tho agreement, to be final.

The obligations on the part of the proprietor,

as stated, are to involve engagement to pay the

amount contracted for, subject to the increase or

diminution, on production of the certificate;

whilst a following clause involves,

—

Statement of time beyond which the architect shall not
withhold such certificate of completion, provided the
work has been carried out in accordance with the terms
of the agreement.

The payments are to be made as agreed upon,
for example, either in certain sums at stated

periods of progress, or by instalments not exceed-

ing, say, 85 per cent, of the value of the work,
and, also, if agreed upon, the value of materials

delivered and approved of.

The Statement of Methods recommended in

taking Quantities, and in Measuring-up works,

was very carefully considered. Its main
features appear to be the taking out of the hands
of the measurer the optional allowances, which
are often excessive, for waste, for trade-usages,

and so forth, and the measuring the actual

amount of work done,—careful descriptions and
particnlars being given of all matters requiring

special labour, as mitres, ramps, trimmings, and
hips and eaves. The document, as printed, ex-

tends to 148 clauses, divided under the heads
of the trades, and besides a page of general

clauses and prefatory suggestions.

A desideratum in taking quantities is,

as' stated, the giving to parties estimating,

the clearest idea, and in the simplest manner,
of the cost and character; so that in measur-
ing up works executed, no more is required

than the ascertaining the principle of measure-
ment on which the prices have been deter-

mined, and then the proceeding accordingly.

It would occupy too much space here to mention
the purport of the several suggestions or instruc-

tions
;
but we may say that they deserve to be

studied byall estimators and measurers, as also by
all architects, since they are suggestive of some
improvements in the language of specifications.

In the measurement of brickwork, tho work is

reduced to one-brick thick, and called " brick-

length walling,” and is taken in yards superficial

;

and there has, we believe, been a local system of

charging for “ hollows,” or " cutting holloivs,'’

As to these items, or to prevent any misunder-

standing with regard to other materials built-in,

it is proposed to measure the net-quantity of

brickwork, deducting entirely all labour and
materials in openings having more than 100
square feet face • measure, and deducting
materials only (leaving "hollows,” for labour)

on all other openings, the shape they are
actually executed (provided they are openings in

the walls and built above with the same
materials), and on all sills, strings, cornices, and
generally the masonry and dressings built-in and
being more than 6 in. in height ; whilst, further,

fireplace openings, from underside hearth, and all

flues, are to be deducted as “ hollows,” and the

lineal dimensions of flues (with size, if various),

to be given for extra-labour of forming and point-

ing. Such things as ends of joists, wall-plates,

and door-frames, are not to be deducted, if built-

in with the work. To indicate how much has
been thought of, we may mention that one clause

is to this effect :
—

" Covering walls to protect

them during inclement weather or strikes, and
manner of doing it, to be added to the brick-

setter’s contract.” As regards mason’s work,

the minute subdivision in measaring, and the

taking into account each necessary operation of

the workman,—even to what may appear the

measuring the same surface (as in panelled or

enriched work) more than once for different

descriptions of work,—are prominently set forth.

Generally, in the trades, the system appears to

be characterized by perfect fairness : though it

is capable of revision for use in Loudon and in

the country generally.

The action taken as to tho local Bye-laws
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resQlfced from an intention on the part of the
coloration to make particular regnlations ap.
plicable to streets and buildings in Manchester.
On the discovery of the intention, and of the
natnre of the proposed laws, these were seen by
the Society to have a somewhat arbitrary cha-
racter. The local Act for Improvements allows
the town-council to make snch laws subject to
approval of the Secretary of State. As the
Council did not very favourably receive ad-
vances made on the part of the Society, the
architects memorialized the Secretary against
adoption of the bye-laws. Although they were
too late to prevent the coming into force, of the
regulations, legally,—since the time given by
the Act, to the Seci-etary of State, for disallow-
ance, had elapsed,—the Secretary sentMr.Eaw-
linson to inquire into the subject

5 and the result
has been the adoption by the Town Council of a
new or revised set of Bye-laws, which have been
approved of by the Secretary, and have super-
seded the others. The circumstances show that
if public and corporate bodies would avail them-
selves of assistance within their reach, absnrd
stipulations might be prevented, such as now
get into Acts of Parliament, or are embodied in
local bye-laws, and that the eye of the Secretary
of State may be in danger of passing over.
Some regulations that have been proposed in
like cases, whilst professing improvenjent, as
that of a sanita^ character, would offer impedi-
ments in each direction of progress. This seems
to be the case in Manchester with reference to
prevention of the system of depositing small
quantities of ashes in the streets, to be removed
by the dust-cart, a system prevailing where from
want of space there are no ash-pits, as in the
case of the offices in the centre of the town. The
truth is, the system of depositing refuse in a
street, within prescribed hours, combined with
such perfect street-cleansing as there is in Paris,
and the rejection of all hoarding of refuse in a
house, is the best system, sanitarily speaking;
though, on the one hand, from the defective
scavenging of our towns, and on the other from
the unavoidable nnsightlinesa where heaps of
refuse are temporarily left, the common idea
about it is very different.

Besides the bnainess-meetings of the Man-
chester Society, the members dine together
every year

; and, generally, the Society has con-
duced to that friendly feeling which is not less
important to the influence of the profession in
the direction of the public interest, than to that
of each architect in furthering his own claims.
The success that has attended the Manchester

Society of Architects, has induced several of the
leading architects of Liverpool to associate
themselves for the formation of a similar pro-
fessional body

; of which Mr. Hornblower is the
honorary secretary.

Judging from the activity of the secretary of
the Manchester Society, Mr. Murgatroyd, we
may attribute much of this success that we have
referred to, to his individual exertions.

THE KENSINGTON NATIONAL PORTEAIT
EXHIBITION, 1688—ISOO.

“the sib JOSHUAS.”

In the Builder, of the 25th of last month, we
promised “something” with reference to the
one hundred and ffty.fmir examples of Sir Joshua,
now so pleasantly accessible at Sonth Kensing-
ton. This promise we shall endeavour to make
good.

Judges of the present or last generation who
have reached a little beyond the middle period
of the scriptural limitation of three-scorc-and-
teu, who love art, and have frequented the British
Institution in Pall-mall in its Aberdeen and
Beaumojit days, must have seen many choice
examples of England’s Sir Joshua, but never till

this year have they had the opportnnity of see-
ing our great painter in all his force of por-
traiture, in his full strength of fertility of con-
ception, adaptation, and treatment of position, as
he is to be seen and studied through the labours
of the Committee of Council on Education. We
cordially recommend all who love art to make a
visit to •' The Sir Joshuas.” If those who study
good English writing are to give their “days
and nights” to Addison, why should not portrait
painters and portrait sculptors dedicate a long
summer morning to the Sir Joshnas here pro-
perly collected for their instruction and delight
at accessible and fashionable west-end London ?

Reynolds is the preserver on canvas of the
ineaments, and red-and-white-rose complexions

of two generations of English beauty. He lived
to paint the mother in her prime, the daughter
in her youth. How many revolutions in dress
has he been the means of perpetuating. He did
not foresee crinoline, but he loved and painted
full and richly embroidered trailing silks with
the skill of a mercer or a milliner, and all the
fidelity of an accomplished painter.
There are_ several “ wants ” in the present

collection, rich as it is beyond precedent, in
examples of Sir Joshua. We will instance some
of the portraits which might have been usefully
added.^ We miss, for instance, Reynolds’s omi
portrait of himself, in his own hair—one of the
treasures of the Dilettanti Society, at Willis’s
Rooms, in St. James’e-street; we miss the two
inimitable Dilettanti pictures—twin conversa-
tional and toasting portraits—in the richcolours of
Paul Veronese, in the same room. The members
of the Graphic Society know them well. Charles
Turner engraved them, Did the Kensington
committee ask for them ? The Manchester Art
Treasures Committee asked for the loan of them
exactly ten years ago, and were refused

;
yet we

remember to have seen them, or we are greatly
deceived, at the British Institution in Pall-mall.
Where is the Thrale, Watson Taylor, and

Sir Robert Peel noble head of Dr. Johnson ?
Was Sir Robert Peel asked for it ? Would he
not spare it from its central situation at White-
hall ? Sir Joshua’s George IV., too, when Prince
of Wales, now at Sir Robert Peel’s, at Whitehall,
the portrait (head only) before which we re-
member the Duke of Wellington to have exclaimed

I

aloud, in Sir Robert Peel’s house, before the
great ministers and a room full of the learned in
art, “ Ah ! ray old master. And very like him !”

Nay, more, we miss the portrait of James
Boswell, the prince of biographers, in the con-
versational way, painted by Sir Joshua, at Bos-
well s request, and on Boswell’s own terms for
payment. Witness the copy of Boswell’s letter
which Mr. Wilson Croker was the first to publish,
and Sir Joshua’s memorandum of acceptance at
the^ foot of it. Sir Joshua’s chracteristio por-

^

trait of Horace Walpole (the Groavenor-Bedford
portrait), engraved by McArdell in mezzotint,
and in line by Bromley, is also absent. Our
reference to Johnson reminds ns that a little
forethought on the part of the committee might
have carried to Kensington the portrait of Frank
Barbery, Dr. Johnson’s black servant. The
careful reader of Boswell—and who is not?—
would surely have exclaimed, when standing
before it, “ Frank, a clean shirt !”

At Kensington is not seen Sir Robert Peel’s
Commodore Keppel ? or the National Gallery
Gibraltar Lord Heathfield ? The Committee
has borrowed, we observe, from the Trustees of
the National Gallery the portraits of three
English worthies—Hogarth, and Woollett and
John Hall, the engravers. The Bedford or
Russell Family is still at Middleton, in Oxford-
shire, the seat of the Jerseys.
Where are Elizabeth Keppel, the Woburn Mar-

chioness of Tavistock (that lovely full-length) in
her wedding dress, so charmingly engraved by E.
Fisher, living “ at the Golden Head, the south
side of Leicester-square, price 158.” ? and Mr.
Thrale’s Hester Lynch, Salusbury born, after-
wards, sad to think, Hester Lynch Piozzi ?

Where is the famous “ Marlborough Family,”
that rival to Holbein’s More Family and Van-
dyck s Pembroke Family? Sir Joshua is seen
in nil his strength in this picture.
Where is the half-length of Lord Temple,

which Horace Walpole noted in his Catalogue
of tho Royal Academy E.xhibition as the finest
portrait Reynolds ever painted ? This was
written in 1776.
But we have done replying to the cry of our

old London apprentices, “What d’ye lack?
what d’ye lack ?” preserved to all time in “ The
Fortunes of Nigel.” There is quite enough to
be thankful for.

Three portraits here exhibited of a great
English historian will delight other students of
history besides the very reverend and learned
Dean Milman, the editor of Gibbon. We allude
to 664—a miniature to waist of the historian of
*' The Decline and Fall,”—“looking to right,
grey coat and fiowered white waistcoat,” the
property of Mr. G. F. Wilbrahamj to 667, Sir
Joshua’s portrait of the same great man

;
and

to 668, Romney’s almost unknown portrait of
him. So little known, indeed, is Romney’s head
of Gibbon that we (curious in such matters)
have never heard of a person who had seen it^

Sir Joshua’s Gibbon is grand
;
we have a photo-

graph of it before us while we write, and have
found no engraving worthy of it, or indeed very *

much like it. What superiority of intelleot is

written on that lofty forehead and that towering
Walter Scott-like head ! There is a haughty in-
solence in the great historian’s look which com-
mands respect. One feels little when standing
before the Sheffield Gibbon. By the way, wo
should like to have seen here Sir Joshua’s com-
panion head of Lord Sheffield. It was at Man-
chester in 1857, and was much looked at by
artists. What does Malone say of Sir Joshua’s
Gibbon? — and he had seen Gibbon:—“The
picture of Gibbon painted by Sir Joshua is as
like the original as it is possible to be.” This
commendation would have enriched the Cata-
logue.

We shall conclude this brief reference to Sir
Joshna with a correction on the subject of No. 650,
the portrait of “Richard Stonehewer.” The Cata-
logue tells us that he was the friend of the poet
Gray and his executor. This was something
new to ns. Why the poet Mason and James
Brown, the President of Pembroke Hall, Cam-
bridge, were left the “joint executors” of the
poet. “ I give,” says the poet in bis will, “ to
Richard Stonehewer, esq., one of hia Majesty’s
Commissioners of Excise, the sum of 5001. Re-
duced Bank Annuities, and I beg his acceptance
of one of my diamond rings.” And what does
Mason leave to Stonehewer? “ I also return,”
he writes, “ to Richard Stonehewer, the portrait
of himself, painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds.”
Where is it now ? The portrait here exhibited
is the property of the Duke of Grafton,—and, to
our thinking, is the very portrait of Stone-
hewer that Mason bequeathed to the friend of
Gray.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.

The Judges ofDesigns have not yet commenced
their work, but will, no doubt, do so now without
delay

; the various persons and committees to
whom special inquiries were deputed having
made their reports. The moat important of
these, the result of a very elaborate inquiry, is

that from Mr. Shaw and Mr. Pownall, who pre-
face it thus :

—

“ \Ve baxe now the honour to present the report of our
investigation of the competitive designs for the Courts of
J ustice on the several points contained in the instructions
furnished to the competing architects.
^ e should have been glad to feel that this report, made,

we believe, in conformitj with the instructions contained
in your minute of the 23rd day of March, would have
enabled the Commissioners to determine ‘ which of the
designs upon the whole afforded the greatest advantages.’
We fear, however, that this is not the case; and that,

although we have expressed a oeilnite opinion on all the
most important requisitions, the number of those requisi-
tions is so considerable, and they vary so much in their
relative importance, as to make it extremely diiHcult, if
not impossible, for the Commissioners upon the report
alono to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion us to whick of
the designs does ofl'er the greatest advantages, having re-
ference as well to the relative compliance of the several
competitors with the instructions in detail, as to the
equally important points of the general arrangement and
combination of the design as a whole.
We beg to submit the following observations for the

consideration of the Commissioners
We have been deeply impressed with the great talent

exhibited in the designs, and wiih tbe unwearied applica-
tion which mnst have been devoted to their preparation,
and to the difficult task of compressing into the allotted
space the large extent of accommodation called for by the
instructions.

We are, however, decidedly of opinion that it is impossi-
ble properly to provide this extent of accommodation on
the proposed site, and that in order to obtain sufficient
light and air to tbe numerou.s courts and offices, it is
essential that the area of ground should be enlarged.
This enlargement, it appears to us, is furlher desirable

as facilitating ihe placing the courts and some of the more
frequented and important offices on a lower level than
has been found practicable in ary of Ihe present designs.
We consider this change in the level importimt both as

regards the convenience of the judges as well as of the
numerous persons attending the courts and offices in
question.
On the subject of warming and ventilation we beg to

suggest, that while as regards tbe courts, halls, and eorri-
dora some general system of hot-air or hot-water should
be adopted, it would be desirable to warm and ventilate
all the rooms by means of ordinary fire-places and sash,
windows opening, not into covered courts, but directly to
the external air.

The Commissioners will be fully aware that the opinions
we have expressed in ihe Eeporttave been formed entirely
without reference to the relative merit of the designs as
architectural compositions, that part of the tubjectnot
having been referred to as. John Shaw.

Geo. Pow.\AtL."

The result of their report is decidedly iu
favour of Mr. E. M. Barry’s plaus, thus confirm-
ing the good opinion we arrived at as the result
of our necessarily much briefer and more super-
ficial examination. Ont of seventy-nine beads
of comparison, they are of opinion that that
gentleman’s design “ offers the greatest advan-
tages ” in thirty-two cases ; and these for the
most part under the most important heads.
Mr. Scott’s design, we elicit, offers “ the greatest
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advantages ” in the next greatest nnmber of

oases, namely seventeen. Mr. Lockwood’s design
comes up as the superior under eight heads.

This statement is of course influenced by the
opinion Messrs. Shaw aud Pownall arrive at

under the head “ Accommodation,” where they
Bay

“ A$ to 2i^o. B, Area of CouHe and Jtoome.—The designs
of Mr. Street and Mr. Waterhouse as regards the courts
wo not in accordance with the instructions, being defi-

cient in the prescribed area on the floor-level
;
the rest of

the designs are in accoidance with the instructions.”

The Committee of Bar and Solicitors in their

report dissent from this opinion, and say :

—

“We consider it incnmbent on us to notice that part of
the report of Messrs. Shaw and Pownall which stales that
the designs of Mr. Street and Mr. Waterhouse ss regards
the courts are not in accordance with the instructions,
being deficient in the prescribed area on the floor level. It

appears to us that neither of the designs is deficient in the
prescribed area within the four walls of the courts, but
that Messrs. Street and Waterhouse, for securing greater

a
uict in the courts, have suggested that, instead of leaving
le aides and back open, a portion of them should be

partitioned off" ivith glazed panels to allow of counsel and
solicitors ascertaining the state of progress of the business
in court without actually entering the court.”

This Committee consider that the solution of
fcho question whether any central hall is needed,
and, if so, its position, and the uses to which it

would more especially be devoted, has more than
any other important bearings on the general
Bchemo of each architect, and on the compara-
tive advantage each scheme presents, and have
passed the following resolutions :

—

“U That there should he acentral hall. Tbatonelarge
ball is preferable to several smaller ones, and that it should
bo on the floor next below the courts. Mr. Waterhouse's
bail is of ample size, and is the only one placed on the floor
leit below ibe courts

j but the designs of Mr. Barry, Mr.
Brandon, Mr. Lockwood, and Mr. Scott, could apparently
be amended in this respect by removing the rooms and
afSces underneath, and depressing the halls proposed by
them to the level of the floor below, and their balls are of
mffleieut size.

I The form of the ball should be as simple as possible, and
JO arranged that there would be no difficulty in Hading
witnesses and suitors in it when they are wanted. The
lalls designed by Mr. Barry, Mr. Brandon, Mr. Scott, and
Mr. Street, appear to be objectionable in this respect,
rhose of Mr. Deane, Mr. Seddon, and Mr. Waterhouse
ire in this respect the best, but Mr. Deane’s is much too
jnall.”

, The Metropolitan and Provincial Law Asso-
ciation also arrive at the conclusion that there
should bo a central hall; in which opinion we
now, as from the first, fully concur.
I The report of Capt. Shaw, chief officer of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade, consists of two state-

ments only; one that “Mr. Deane’s designs
come nearer than those of any other competitor
.0 the true principles of safety from fire ;” and
f'he second a somewhat vigorous denunciation
)f “ the mode in which Mr. Scott has attempted
io deal with this part of the question.” He
jays, in conclusion :

—

' “Even as a financial question, there can be little doubt
ibat it will he a sounder policy to make the building
reasonably safe in construction and material in tbe first

snstauce, and to reduce the annual expenses for watching
0 a email amount, than to neglect the subject of lire alto-

i^etber at first, and then incur a heavy annual expenditure
111 guarding against it; but I most respectfully submit to
ohe consideration of the Commission that this is something
onore than a mere financial matter; that, in short, it is u
(most important question of public progress.”

. In a second short communication, Capt. Shaw
rvrites :

—

" “ I gave my opinion simply as to the beat and worst de-
rsigns, judging them solely from my special point of view,
dind I omitted all reference to those which seemed to me
bo be of intermediate merit.
I lam, of course, still of the same opinion as when I
t'Wrote on the 27th ultimo, and I have nothing to add to or
iretract from what 1 have said.
J My object in writing now is merely to ascertain whether
lahe Coiinnission would wish me to offer opinions concern-
img any of the other designs.
I In conclusion, I should wish to take this opportunity of
ilialling attention to the fact that a careful inspection of
ishese drawings cannot fail to convince any one who under-
sitands tbe principles of construction and the nature of
Bouilding materials, that the great majority of the designs
I'jhow a most decided and unquestionable advance on any-
iiihing which has been done in this way of late years

;
and

iihat even if the subject of safely from fire be now dropped
jrtor the present, the Commission have already achieved a
unost important result, and laid the foundation of a per-
imanent reduction of the eventual expense of vratching the
ujuilding and securing its safety.”

' The Eoyal Commissioners have received these
Hind other reports, proceeded to consider them,
nind with reference to the Bar and Solicitors’

epeport, resolved,

—

1 1. (iWmuie eontradicenfe), “ That the Commissioners do
jngreo with the report of the Committee that there should
i je a hall."

2

2. (With one dissentient), “That the hall should be
suentral."

3

3. (With two dissentients), “That such hall shooldhe
ilwlaced on the floor next below the courts."
1 4. (iVeniine eontradicenfe), “ That the recommendation
Iff the Committee as to bghiing the courts by skylights be
pppproved, strikiog out tho words ‘ w here practicable.'

”

i And 5, “ That tho Commission, being unable at present

to enter into a detailed examination of the remainder of

the report, the same is to be transmitted to the Judges of
Designs as the opinion of those Commissioners whose
names are appended thereto.”

We have only to add that the Judges of Designs,

having assented to the proposal that two profes-

sional architects should be added to their num-
ber, have appointed Messrs. Shaw & Pownall to

act in that capacity
;
and our readers now know

exactly the present position of affairs.

EGYPTIAN AND CAMPANIAN DISCOVERT.

The time when an important discovery was
communicated to tbe world as if by an electric

shock has gone by, perhaps never to return. In
the ago of steam-locomotion and of electric

telegraphs, men are too busy to care for the
discoveries of their neighbours. Anything that
may affect the price of funds, of corn, or of
cotton, monopolises the wires, and is commu-
nicated by Mr. Reuter’s agency in the largest

capitals. A shot goes off in Paris, and the echo
is heard in Pall-mall almost as soon as in the
pays Latin. But a new form of life is discovered

—some strange bird, or beast, or giant tree, and
who knows anything about it ? The discoverer,

proud, and justly proud, of the results of enter-

prise, or of happy observation, finds, on reaching
our shores, that all that he can do is, after much
pain aud expense, to submit a paper to some
special society occupying itself with the subject.

If the season of the year be suitable, and the
society sitting, and not too busy, aud the results

of the new discovery are not too inconsistent

with the opinions to which the leading members
of the body are committed, the paper may be
read, and subjected to the sceptical comments of
the tarry-at-home travellers who so far honour it

as to listen. And possibly a brief notice, in the very
smallest type,may creep into some obscure corner
of the daily newspapers. Such is the public meed
of the discoverer now-a-days, unless be have time,

and ability, and sufficient means of holding his

own with a publisher, to give the results of bis

labours in his own name and in his own words
to the world. And there are men who would
find it easier to rival the heroic perseverance of

Baker or of Livingstone than to give in plain

English a readable story of their labonrs. How
one of our most enterprising African travellers

failed to take, in the first instance, his proper place
in public esteem for want of some small share
of literary skill, will be fresh in the remembrance
of our readers.

To a great extent this indifference of the
public to important discovery is a consequence
of tbe march of science, of the immense amount
of fact already collected, and of the necessity of
referring separate branches of inquiry, as it were,
to separate committees of the scientific world.
But there is one point to which we more par-

ticularly refer, as coming within our own peculiar

province. In Egypt, in Italy, in Central America
discoveries are being almost daily made of the
highest importance to the history of architec-

ture, no less than to political history, and
to our knowledge of the habits and man-
ners of the past. While these discoveries may
in each instance have their special interest for

some small circle of philologists, of astronomers,
of chronologists, of classical students, of ethnolo-

gists, and the like; they have a great and
general interest for all loversof art,and for all stu-

dents of architectural and of engineering science.

The opening of an Oscan tomb at Cumco, or of

a sepulchre of the time of tho Hyksos in Lower
Egypt, has a special interest for all who value
our pages, no less than for the special Italian

arcbmologist or for the student of hieroglyphics.

It is therefore alike in the interest of onr
readers and of tbe general march of human
intelligence to call attention to the work now
silently pursuing in recovering the buried
records of the past, and that not without the

hope of attracting from time to time fresh intel-

ligence to our own columns. It is strange not only
that so little should be known generally in this

country as to the progress of Egyptian and
of Campanian discovery, but that it should be so

difficult for those interested in the subject to

arrive at the latest intelligence. No research in

Egypt has had more important results than the

discovery, by Marietta, of the Serapeum, of tbe
sacred mausoleum in which the mummies
of sacred bulls have been deposited from
the very time of tho exodus, and of the
detailed inscriptions, which in some instances
form the epitaphs of these incongruous sepul-

chres—inscriptions stating the year of the king

and the day of the month in which each Apis
was born, was canonised, died, and was buried,

and the number of years, months, and days
which he lived, thus forming an absolute chrono-
logical check whenever the inscriptions are
perfect. And yet it will be bard for the English
student to satisfy his curiosity as to these in-

valuable discoveries. The Bidletin de VAthenceum
IVan(;ais, in which M. Mariette was in the course

of publishing them, ceased to appear in October,
1856. The Revue Cont&nporaine, in which it

merged, seems to afford no means of printing

hieroglyphic texts, aud the abstract given by
Mr. Birch of the Apia dates in the new edition

of Bunsen’s “ Egypt” does not come lower than
the date of the last Bulletin. At this moment,
we learn from private sources, that excavations
are being made in Lower Egypt, where monu-
ments are being brought to light that promise
information on the most perplexed time of the

Egyptain annals, the reign of those shepherd
kings who were an abomination to their native

subjects. But whatever may be known at Paris

or at Berlin as to these proceedings, we ask in

vain in our own metropolis for news on the

subject. There is evidence, some of us think

conclusive evidence, to show that the colossal

portrait of the very Pharaoh of the Exodus
himself, as well as of his terrible predecessor

who ordered the delivery of tbe Jewish boys to

the crocodiles, are now reposing in the halls of

the British Museum
;
and yet the public pass by

the speaking faces with as little appreciation of

the message they have to utter as of the hiero-

glyphics themselves.
Nearer home than Egypt, readily accessible in

a six weeks’ tour, steady progress is being made
in uncovering the relics of Pompeii. From the

first discovery of that buried city, 120 years ago,

during the whole reign of the Bourbon dynasty,

tho excavations on the spot were but capriciously

carried on, and for the moat part rather with the

object of extracting precious articles to enrich

the Muaeo Borbonico, than with a view of laying

open to the gaze of modern Europe a Campanian
city of the date of the Christian era. When the

power of the Bourbons, on the death of the

formidable and little-understood Ferdinand IL,
collapsed from intrinsic corruption before the

boy-troops of Garibaldi, a famous personage in

the literary world was made ruler of Pompeii.
No Roman prefect was ever better disposed to

make the best of his power and influence than
was Alexandre Dumas. Ensconced in one of the

regal palaces at Naples, a gem of an abode, looking

out over the blue bay, which he held for some
time, in spite of the efforts of tbe incoming
government of Victor Emanuel, Dumas had too

much to do with his history of the Revolution,

and his Indepenidente journal, and his never-

ceasing flow of novel publication, to have much
time to devote to the Scavi. His successor in

the direction of the works at Pompeii was a man
of another order,—a scholar and a gentleman,
who had found shelter from political persecu-
tion by his attachment to the household of his

late Royal Highness Leopold, Count of Syracuse,
himself a sculptor aud a virtuoso, an antiquary,

and a man of taste. Under the direction of the
Commendatore Fiorelli the works at Pompeii
have assumed a new character: systematic
preservation of all relics as much as possible in

situ has been the rule. The frescoes, instead of

having their colours refreshed for the inspection

ofevery visitorby the usualNeapolitan practice,

—

we hardly like to describe it in its naked sim-

plicity,—of being spit upon by the guide, and then
rubbed with the cufi’ of his coat, if he had one,

and with the skirts of its substitute if he had
not, are now tenderly coated with a wax varnish

as soon as they are exhumed, and thus promise
to preserve their natural hues. An excellent

map of tho city has been prepared, and a superb
delineation of the architecture, painting, and
sculptute is in course of publication by the

Brothers Niccolini, a work which, in purity of

design and beauty of execution, is almost with-

out a rival among the numerous editions de luxe

of tho Continental press.

The excavations of Pompeii have not the

peculiar characteristic of those at Cumm, where
archceology assumes almost the character of

geology
;
and where three distinct strata of

tombs, each containing relics of a race difterent

in date, in habit, in mode of sepulture, and
in the orientation of their tombs, are super-

posed. But their special interest consists in the

vivid reality with which they enable the visitor

to present to his mind the actual daily life of

Rome, or rather of the Roman country villa, or

provincial capital, at the time when Julius
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Cajsar was makiog his hasty and abortive inroad
npon our c-oasts, ;.T,d at the time when a voice,
which has never ceased to echo in the ears of
each sncoeodingr generation, bade the subjects of
Roman conquest to render unto CcESarthe things
that_ are .Cmsar’s. The ruts that mark the
carriage-ways of Pompeii were being formed by
the rude, springless cars of the masters of the
world, while the divine footsteps yet lingered
in the dust of Palestine. The long-silent volcano
awoke, and covered town and inhabitants
with that thick veil of impalpable ash which
remained inviolate for more than sixteen cen-
turies, only nine years after the no less fearful
desolation of Jerusalem by the arms of Titus.
And among the latest discoveries of Signor
Piorelli, of which we have any English intelli-
gence, is that of the remains of a Roman soldier,
who seems to have calmly set himself to die at
his post, and of whose person and attire so faith-
ful a cast has been preserved by the volcanic
snow that overwhelmed him, that antiquarian
difficulties as to the mode in which the Roman
soldiers were sandalled, have been dispelled by
the evidence thus grimly brought to hght.
The eflect of Roman civilization on our domes-

tic habiU has been a most important element in
our national life. Our earliest monuments,

—

not of human habitation, or indeed of worship
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where they found green, and bits of red where
they found red, and so on, the effects would be
clumsy, hard, and bizarre. What was wanted
really was to get at the general system upon
which old churches were coloured. Colour might
be applied in various ways; first, in mere lines
and tints, so as to bring out the architectural
effects

; or, again, it might be applied to the
ornamental features of the buildings, especiallym cases where sculptured work had not been
introduced, such as in the bell of a capital, or
on a string-course. In this way colour might be
used to help the proportions of a building. If a
building were too low, it might be made to look
higher by the introduction of vertical lines. On
the other hand, a building might be spoiled by
injudicious colouring, and made to look high
where it ought to be low, or low where it ought
to_ look high. For walls a tinted slate colour
might be used, or a pale claret colour with
diaper, or powdered with some other pattern.
There was, he thought, much to be done in this
to a church after the mason had performed
his part of the work. It was, he ventured
to assume, the duty of the architect to study
the application of colour to architecture.
The study of old buildings showed that the
great_ architects and painters on glass and vel-

to guide him. Id dealing with coloured decorations also.
It would be necessary to bear in mind that we lived in »
peculiar atmosphere nnfavourable to bright colours InEastern countries (in Egypt, for instance), where the
atmoaphere was clear and dry, the ancient architects an-
peered to hare used three simple colours, and yet with
these they produced effects which we could not hope to
realize.

_

There were, he thought, two notable works at
present in the metropolis in which glaring colours were
being used, and which, he feared, when completed, would
have anything but a pleasing effect. There were in Paris
two or three modern chambers in which coloured decora-
tions had been introduced with the best results, and ther*
was also at Rouen the Church of Notre Dame de boa
Secour, which was a fine illustration of the judicious
application of colour to church architecture.A member observed that the tardy decoration of St.
Paul s Cathedral was a step iu the right direction,
^though two or three hundred years had been I alien to
think over it. In painting walls, however, he recom-
mended that two or three years should be allowed to pass

colour was used, as if applied too early s"V .
useo, as ii applied too early an

etleet might be produced similar to that on the fresco at
St. Alban e IhelUartyr, in O-rav’. Tn- i—St. Alban’s the lifartyr, in Gray’s Inn-lane,
Mr. Birch stated that the effect to which the last
Deaker referred was not to be traced to the newness of

. je w^l, or to any process of disintegration, but to dust,
and that all the painting required was to be kept dean

NOTES FROM THE CHAMP DE MARS.*

Of the pictures tmtJiin the Exhibition building,
those of Prussia remain alone to be commented
on by me. Before commencing my survey, I
may note, that in this gallery, also, the same
ugly French ceiling prevails j but the floor is
covered with coooannt matting, which, thougik

o —u.. yc<,AMsi.cio <jLi b'ltiaa auu vei-

Sf Tpeopre ?n riv’^eTto
^heir buildings. The usual foundations for wallm a people cultivated to a state of corruption paintings appeared to have been as far as ha

prevaus j ouc cne noor i
on a nation of the simplicity of habit that

;

could judge, a thin coat of fine’nlaHtfir of tho I

coooannt matting, which, thong
EritoDS of the colour of the vellum or parchmenLf which oM I

English gallerj

imdno \
^ compared to the effect

,

manuscripts were compoLd. He presumed that
not so agreeable to the eye, i

produced by our own colonists and missionaries
;

the same artists who painted on glass and who
^ comfort to the feet,

on the Sandwich Islanders. The natural growth > illuminated manuscripts were also the neraons .

Achenbach, of Dusseldorf, has two -fin

I
‘t^'^ture adapted to our climate and to

|

who executed wall dSario^s becaSe ‘
our habits has constantly been interfered with found in the British Museum facsimiles in

' latter, a large canvas, is
by the importation of some Roman form of manuscripts of wall decorations which he '

work, very rich in colouring, th
, utinmi,uviD LO uyeu. J.C IB

by studying the foreign element in its purity
Hiat wo can best learn how to eliaiiuato it where
incompatible with our own requisites.

PAINTED DECORATIONS IN
CONNEXION WITH ECCLESIASTICAL

ARCHITECTURE.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

ordinary meeting of members held on
House in Conduit-street,

The Rev. Mr. Cutts proceeded to make some
observations on painted decorations in con-
nexion with ecclesiastical architecture. He
remarked that when an amateur was asked to
speak on a professional subject, he did so with
some diffidence, and could only take the view of
an amateur or perhaps of a critic. In ancient
times the use of coloured decorations was much
in vogue. In Egypt it was extensively used,
while in Greece it was applied not only to archi-
tecture, but to the most magnificent works of
the sculptor’s art. In Rome, too, it was made
to contribute to architectural effects

j while in
Gothic architecture, also, it was largely intro-
duced. In the opinion of ancient architects,
colour was essential to heighten the effects of
building, and, in their opinion, no building could
be perfect without it. Indeed, in the matter of
decorations, the sister arts went hand-in-hand
and no building could be said to be perfect which
did not contain the accessories of sculpture and
painting. It might also be conceded that colour
gave effects which nothing else could do. A
chalk drawing, for instance, or an engraving,
although careful and elaborate, still could not
impart the idea of colour. So, too, it was with a
building. Let them take, for instance, a modem
chnrch. It might be a beautiful example of
^hiteoture

; but contrast it with a church built
four hundred years ago, where colour had been
judiciously introduced, and how very different
would the appearance be. With stained glass
appropriate hangings, and rich furniture, how
much more glorious was the interior of a church
than when it was denuded of those appanages.
Let them imagine, if they could, the Church of
St. Mark, at Venice, churchwardenised. That
Chnrch depended for its magnificent effects
very much upon colour. While advocating
the introduction of colour generally, he did
not, however, recommend the practice of
copying old colouring. On the contrary,
he believed that any servile imitation would have
an injurions effect, and would seriously retard
the application of colour to architecture in our
own day. If they were to put bits of green

thought, that the Biime artist had ’executed both I

‘1“° “Samat
The oolonriog was almost always in distemper I

^ reii “‘r^mer from th

and the tints were flat and not vivid. It wa^ f! L
only m small architectural features that hrilliaTHf. .

Eecker s ‘ Joailher et Senateuronly in small architectural features that brilliant
colours were used. There might be said to have
been two styles of colouring used in former days,
namely, the Norman and the Tudor

j and these
were succeeded by the churchwarden style,
which, however, he was glad to say was rapidly
dying out. In the Tudor style there was the
same ground colour, with the open spaces pro-
vided with /eurs-de-Zis, or some other pattern;
paintings from sacred history were then intro-
duced iu dark red lines, boldly drawn, with a
few flat tints for the drapery. Some excellent
illustrations of this kind of decoration were to
be found in a little detached chapel standing
within the churchyard of a church in Jersey.
The paintings were subjects chosen from the life
of Our Lord. So, too, at an Early English
chapel of thirteenth-century work with which he
was acquainted, the walls were covered with
masonry-pattern, done in double lines. In this
case the floor of the chnrch was paved with
coloured tiles, which had a very good effect.
The usual ornamental portions of church arebi-
tecture were of course the work of the archi-
tect

;
but if really high art was to be appealed

to, it would be necessary, as in ancient
times, to have accomplished artists. So long,
for instance, as stained glass was paid for
by the yard, it would be impossible to ex-
pect any high development in that particular
development of art. He might, he was aware,
be asked whether they would be allowed to
carry out all that the cultivated taste desired to
see accomplished in reference to coloured deco-
rations and cognate subjects; and his answer
was, that he believed the architects of our own
day would insist upon directing the public taste
and feeling in those matters, and that eventually
the public themselves would demand wbab the
architect would now fain accomplish, if allowed.
He ventured, therefore, to recommend young
architects to take up painted decoration as a
specia,! subject of study, always remembering
that if they were commissioned to adorn a
church, they could never make it too beautiful
for the holy uses to which it was to be dedicated

Mn T. H. Watson observed that the subject to which
Mr. Cutts had called attention was one of great interest
to architects.

_

There was tnneh more to be done in the
way of colouring than to put on crude masses of colour,
lor It seemed to him that much of the colour now used
could only be jnstifled in cases where the whole buildins
was to be coloured. “

Mr. R. P. Spiers thought we were very backward in the
present age in the matter of colour, as it was seldom used
lor designs and drawings, the majority of which lelt the
architects office wiihout any colour at all. Although
agreeing with mnch that had fallen from Mr. Cutts. hecould not think it inadvisable to copy old work, because
It would be necessary for the student to Lave something

o ooaijiioi eo oouateur,
the latter buying j'ewels for his two prettj
daughters, is pleasing

; but hia “ Seine d<
Carnaval de Venise ” is his great picture here,
Breudel has some capital " Montons quittant
I’Etable;’* Freddric Kaulbach, five fine portraits,
of which that of the Comte de W. is especially
admirable

; Knaua, seven pictures, among them
" Un Invalide,” and “ Une petite Paysann©
cueillant des Fleurs dans une Prairie.” In the
latter, a pretty little child is coming down a
narrow pathway in some moat charmingly-
painted high grass, and plucking the flowers
that grow op amongst it. Lasch has two pic-
tures, “ La Fete du vieux Maitre d’ficole,” in
which his pupils are bringing him birthday
gifts of fruit, vegetables, poultry, and even
small animals

; and ” A Village Festival,”—not
noticed in the catalogue,—or perhaps “ A Re-
turn from the Fair.” E. Pape, of Berlin, has a
lovely landscape, called “ Le Rhin,” so peaceful
and holy, with just one large bird floating high
above the placid water. Richter ha« two por-
traits, one “ D’un Garijon,” especially happy •

aud Schlesinger has “ Les Cinq Sena j” not a
new idea, but treated in such a novel manner
that the five large squares, with two pretty
girls in each, are particularly charming.
On the exterior wall of the Prussian gallery,

Pfannenschmidt exhibits a “ Cycle de sepc
Cartons colories pour lesVitraux del’figHse Saint-
Nicolas, £l Berlin.” They illustrate the life of
Christ, and are admirable productions; but if
they could be used as wall-decorations, instead
of for windows, they would be better. It is
not only their gold ground which suggests this
idea, but the large picture that each design
forms, seems so much more adapted to that style
of treatment than for the transparent substance
of glass.

We now go forth into the Parc to visit some
of the various “ annexes ” that have been built
by different nationalities for the reception of
their pictures, insufficient space having been
allotted to them within the “ great gasometer.”

Bavaria has not attempted any decoration of
her annexe, but has adopted the French brick-
dust-coloured walls and ugly ceiling

;
she has

boarded the floor, however
;
but this, as a matter

' of coarse, is very gritty and unpleasant.
Immediately on entering, the eye is attracted

by the four immense pictures destined for the
Maximilianeum at Munich; the subjects of these
are, ” Frederic Barberousse et Henri le Lion,’*
by Folingsby, in which the twisted mailed anr"

;
look particularly thin and small ;

“ Noces d’Ale:

Bee pp. 349, 3/4, 393, 4C9, 427, ante.
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andro le Grand/’ by Andrd Muller, very classic

in treatment, and poetic in feeling; “ Godefroi

do Bouillon,” by Piloty ; and “ La Cour de

I’Empereur Frederic II. i Palerme,” by Professor

Bamberg, wherein the emperor is represented

fair and good-looking : muck like our early

iEnglish kings.

Bamberg has also some drawings en grisaille,

most charming things, which of course were

all vendu, and which set one breaking the

tenth commandment awfully. Four of these

“cartons” are illustrations for Gdthe’s poem of

“ Herman and Dorothea,” and are delicious.

Baulbach, director of the Academie des Beaux-

Arts de Munich, has a very large cartoon, chalk

[apparently, of all the noted persons all over the

(World, who lived during the Eeformation era.

Baumgartner indulges in pleasantry, to wit :

—

“ Les sept Souabes chaesant le Monstre,” a poor

'.little bare, which sits still, to have a look at

them (taken from a German popular tale)
;
and,

1“ Procession surprise par la Pluie,” in which the

igrotes([ne distress of the ecclesiastical banner-

iearer is most ludicrous
;
and the gusty wind

lithat so roughly handles the painted and gilt silk

rtrurapery, is very cleverly shown.

A painful contrast to the above, and the more
laainful because felt to be only too true, is

'iVani^oia Adam’s “Route entre Solferino et

(Valeggio, le 24i Juin, 1859,” wherein the poor

omaimed soldiers are seen “ falling out” of the

iiine of procession, to rest their wounded limbs

iiawhile, and dress their shattered hands or feet.

1 A car of sadly contorted and agonized wretches

KBomes jolting over the unmade rutty track

vlwhich serves for a road. The face of the poor

ircreature in bloodstained, tom shirtsleeves, with
iian awful wound in his neck, who is trying to

ifSpare himself some of the shocks and collisions

i}by leaning backwards on bis hands, and thus

traising himself slightly from the floor of the

jcart, is so terrible and yet so truthful as to

(imake the tears start into one’s eyes to look

papon it. In the midst of this hellish misery and
oconfusion, one man, apparently very little injured,

ihas been pushed down, and is beginning to get

pup again, when straight over him comes gallop-

iing an enormous gun, the horses urged on madly
;vby the lashes and shouts of their drivers and of

lictho ofiicer in command
;
the poor doomed wretch

“gesticulates and implores, but all in vain, for the

papectator sees and feels nothing can save him
from being ernsbed beneath the wheels of this

r,«nodern Juggernauth. Such are the glories of
rjwar

!

After contemplating this, it is a wonderful
trelief to turn to Schraudloph’s two exquisite

idittle pictures, “ Groupes d’Anges faisant do
ala Musique.” In each there are two floating

irangels, in riohly-coloured robes, seen against a
^gold background

j
and in one group an angel

jfbears a scroll inscribed “ Gloria in excelsis Deo 1 ”

IThe calm, solemn beauty of these two little pio-

jtuturca is very touching, and makes one feel

fesoothed and bettered.
I Sobuet’s “ Matinde do Piques ” is pleasing

stand purifying to the mind ; a procession of fresh-
Ifafaccd children singing their Easter hymn, as

ththey walk along the skirt of a wood, just waking
jjap into the consciousness that " Spring’s delights
irare now returning.” Buerkel’ s “ Paysage d’ Hiver
Mien Tyrol,” with its train of little boys in tiny

Iteleigbs, coming full pelt down the steep road of

. a mountain village, is brisk and agreeable;
liDick's “ Messe do Minuit dans I’ancienne Abbaye
iede Petershansen ” is effective, with its grim
nmailed stone effigies on the walls below, lighted

jjby the blue-white moonbeams
;

while in the
J:gallery above is seen a group of monks gathered
rcround a redly -flaring candle. Folingsby’s
“ “ Premiere Bntrevue du Roi Jacques 1"
i’d’Aiigleterre et de Anne de Danemark ” will

b(be remembered as having been exhibited in

LiLondun last year. Kappris has a charming
i liilittio bit, “ La Moisson ;” Adolphe Lier a lovely
“^‘Paysage du Mecklenbourg,” with setting sun
aiand rising mist, a still pond, with a boat vividly
roreflected on its calm bosom

; and there is some-
tbthiug ’witching in Martin’s “Lorley,” she play-
ining her Irish-looking harp, seated on the summit
olof the Lorlei-berg, overhanging the Rhine, with
a a smile full of mischief on her pretty face, and

I

' a a beautiful unearthly light surrounding her head.
LLiezenmayor’s “ Marie-Ther^se nourissant I’En-
fjfant d’une Panvre Malade,” her own baby being

I
bibrought in from the back by its pompous attend-

^aiant, is interesting as matter of history, and com-
lifiimendable as recording a gracious and humane
ilacact; but the rich trail of the brocaded silk on
iltlthe ground seems to have rather too much of
jlststudied display in it. Gabriel Max’s “L'ne

Martyre ” is a dreadfully painful picture. A
sweet-faced black-haired girl is seen crucified

and dead ;
the rough cross to which she is

attached by nails through her delicate hands,

still erect, and her head drooped backwards
against it. Her white robes and Greek-

sandalled feet are bound to it by cords; and
a handsome young man in Roman dress,

—

who would seem to be returning from some
Bacchanalian feast, from the vine-bough twined

across his shoulder and around his waist,— is

kneeling before her, looking up pityingly and
lovingly into her face, and laying a garland of

roses at her feet. Is he her lover ?

A “ Madonna,” by Muller, of small size, with

four attendant angels, is very good
;
as are also

“LeRefus” by Neustatter; Piloty’s “Episode
avant la Bataille du Weissenberg : un Pure

Domiiiicain exhortant les Soldats,” in which the

admirable kneeling soldier in the right • front

recalls Louis Haghe’s beat manner
;

Seitz’s

“Tableau de Genre,” where a Charles I. looking

cavalier is playing a violin; Auguste Vischer’s

characteristic “ DanseNationale de Paysaua de la

Haute-Baviere,” with the light streaming in

from large opening in roof; and which picture,

if I do not mistake, was shown in London at our

International Exhibition; Zimmerman’s “Cortege

Nuptial,” with its half-shy, half-proud bride, and
the fussy beadle arranging the procession of gaily-

dressed children; and Zwengauer’s charming
“ Cropuacule,” with its clear sunset.

Spitweg has some delicious pictures ; among
them, “ Enfanta dans la Montagne,” and a

small “ Paysage,” in the latter of which a steep

wooden bridge is seen in the foreground, with

some figures crossing it, all cutting sharply

against a grand thundercloud, that covers and
almost conceals the hills, and envelops the

village and church in lurid obscurity. “ Is he

celebrated, Spitzwig?” inquired a Yankee—
bent on picture-bnying, but evidently mistrust-

ing his own judgment—of the extremely polite

and obliging attendant who was kindly showing
him round the gallery.

Some few of the Bavarian pictures, I remember,
are within the building; and of these I must
particularize two or three : to wit, “ Degustation

secrete du Yin,” by Hobach, where a fat old monk
is drawing the wine out of a cask by aid of a small

pipe applied to the bunghole, and is discovered by
another, who is coming up behind him ;

Koekert’s
“ Cortege de Noce sur un Lac dans les Mon-
tagnes de la Bavi^re,” in which the wedding
party are seen in a very strangely-shaped boat,

which is decked with flowers and garlands; and
“ Le Peintre de Portraits embarrasse,” by F.

Meyer, of Wismar, wherein the child, brought

to have its portrait painted, is roaring and
writhing about, and the nurse is shaking a
bunch of keys before him, in the vain hope of

quieting him ; while the poor artist looks on in

hopeless perplexity. The plants in the studio,

especially a bignonia, and the ivy climbing up
and around the doorcase, are charmingly put in,

and call to remembrance a well-tnown delightful

studio in Munich. R. F. H.

THE RECONCILIATION OP CLASSES.

THE WORKING MEN’S CLUB AND INSTITUTE UNION.

The annual meeting of the “ Working Men’s
Club and Institute Union,” held on Tuesday
(Lord Lyttelton in the chair), was a very in-

teresting one from the speeches delivered
;
and

it is to bo regretted, especially when taking into

account the immediate neeii of better under-

standing between classes, some of whom will

shortly acquire political rights, and between em-
ployers and employed, that the importance of

the society’s operations did not secure a larger

attendance.

During the past year the Union has been sub-

ject to some misapprehension of its objects.

These are related to the chief questions of the

day, but only insomuch as they can be pur-

sued by men of all parties, and alike by
the representatives of the interests of capital

or labour. The aim of the Union is to

secure for working-men places of resort analo-

gous to the clubs of the upper classes, where
refreshment for mind and body may be ob-

tained without obligation to defray the cost

of the accommodation through the medium of

drink, and where, in addition, different agencies

for educational improvement, and meetings for

discussion of questions of social interest, may be

provided for, and quarters afforded for friendly

and trades’ societies apart from the public--

house, as well as opportunity given for occa-

sional intercourse and interchange of ideas

between persons of different classes. It is

to be hoped that the misapprehension to

which we have alluded, and which is perhaps
the unavoidable result of the present state of

political and social questions, will nob continue.

It would not exist after general acquaintance

with the scope and operations of the Union,
as set forth in its publications.

Very inadequate reports of the meeting on
Tuesday last have hitherto appeared. In

moving the adoption of the report, the Rev.

Main Walrond pointed out (what indeed is felt

by the Council of the Union) that working-

men bad yet in great measure to be induced

to take, themselves, interest in the clubs,

and generally to withdraw their business-

meetings from the public-house. He thought

that too great an attempt should not be made
to persuade them that they would bo so much
wiser and better from reading certain books.

The Rev. Harry Jones, M.A., dwelt on the neces-

sity of men rising by their own exertions, and
upon the importance of its being felt by the

working-classes that they were treated in the

manner of patronage. The second resolution,

which was moved by Mr. R. Eykyn, M.P., and
seconded by the Hon. Auberon Herbert in

an able epeeoh, was “ that in view of the

present difierences between employers and
employed, such instiiutions as working men’s

clubs are of the highest value, as tending

to bring about a better understanding be-

tween those classes.” The third resolution

was moved by Sir John Bowring, seconded by
the Rev. T. W. Fowle, M.A., and supported by
Mr. Hodgson Pratt. It was to the ellect that

the objects of the Society were such as to deserve

the “active and cordial support of all persons

desirous of improving the social condition

of the working-classes.” Sir John Bowring

said, most impresssively, that there never was
a time when this movement was of the im-

portance that it was at present, when our whole

social position was about to undergo a thorough

change. If any duty was peremptory, it was
that of improving the social condition of the

working-classes
;
and the working-men’s clubs

,
afforded an excellent opportunity for gathering

;

all classes together. What was wanted to be done
' was to raise the many to the level of the few, not

to bring down the few to the level of the many

;

and he believed the clubs would be fit instru-

ments in accomplishing the noble object.

Mr. Hodpeon Pratt, in supporting the resolution, oh-

serred that the Working Men's Clnb Movement, like

many others of the same kind, arose out of a deep sense of

dissatisfaction with the present condition of society. They
all felt that it could never have been intended by tho

Author of the World that there should be so terrible a
contrast in the condition of the “upper ten thousand”
and of the toiling millions around them. This contrast

between immense wealth and hopeless misery distin-

S
iished this country, he believed, from all other countries.

e thought that all persons who had lived much on the

Continent would agree with him in thinking that the

working classes there had a fur greater ahare of happiness
and enjoyment than in England. Tho fact appeared even

in the countenances of the people whom one sew in the

streets. The Englishworkmen whom he had recently met in

Paris seemed at once to feel the influence of tlie works of

beauty around them, "od of the lighter atmosphere. The
fact was, that in our climate there was a special cause why
our people could not have the enjo)’iuents which were
accessible to those who lived abroad ; and a special evil

like this required special remedies. He dwelt much upon
this question of enjoyment, because he believed that God
had constituted us lor enjoyment, and that unless man
had a certain share of it, the moral and spiritual, as

well as the intellectual nature, was dwarfed and crip-

led. The absence of the innocent enjoyment afforded

y the glorious forests and mountains of the country or

the splendid works of architecture and painting in the

great towns of the Continent, was a real evil to the Eng-
lish workman. Our great cities had shut him out from
the influences of nature without giving him anything else.

As in this climate, and in such towns as ours, he could not

have much out-door recreation, it was necessary to con-

sider what access he had to means of enjoyment within

doors. Where was it P He had, on the one hand, a

crowded, ill-ventilated, and often pestiferous dwelling,

perhaps consisting of a single room, or he had the “public-

Douse. The public-house, at present, was too often

the working man's only resource. His whole life was
bound up with the public-house. If he were a careful

man, he must go there for his trade- or benefit-society ; if

su industrious man, he must go there for bis house of call;

if a politician, he must go there for discussion ;
if ho

wanted recreation or society, he must go there for it. The
temperance advocates and teetotallers did not sufficiently

bear this in min(l. Until some substitute was provided

for the public-house it was an absolute necessiiy to the

working-man’s daily life iu all its aspects. The tem-

perance movement would have made far more progress

if their work had consisted in the positive^ work of

substituting halls or clubs ior tap -rooms, instead of

merely in the cegative work of denouncing the latter.

The members of the “Working Men’s Club and Institute

Union ” were doing more for the temperance cause than

the teetotallers, and the best thing for the progress of the

great cause of temperance was to rally round this move-

ment. lulemperauce was the greatest, blot on the English

character, which made them a by-word abroad, and which,

more than anything else, impeded the progress of the
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coantiy. The pnblic-hotiBes -were societies, not of
matnal instruction,” but of "mutual degradation."

^Tery man, therefore, who cared for the progress of
this country, should work heartily for the establishment
2.* ®

,,
Every man who possessed leisure,

wealth, or culture, was under a solemn obligation to make
these possessions minister to the welfare of his poorer
countrymen. "Property has its duties as well as its
ngti ts

; and this was applicable not only to wealth but to all
possessions, of whatever kind, by which we may help thosearonna us who want these things. It was not necessary to
give money to these clubs or halls. Let the upper classes of
society offer to those institutions their services, their co-
operation, their help in discussion or entertainments: occa-
Bionally lend them their works of art, or their books; give
their members the opportunity of meeting them on a com-mon ground of goodwill and mutual benefit. These insti-
TOtiona would then become so popular, so crowded that
they might everywhere be established on a large basis
apd_ become self-supporting. Every man should seek to
aid m the establiBhment and successful working of such
institutions within his own vicinity

; and if this aid were
given in a right spirit, it would be gladly accepted, A
greater spint of good-will between classes— a better know-ledge one of the other—was the great n-cessity of the
t^une. The mutual ignorance of each other’s feelings
habits, and opinions, which prevailed between the upperMd working classes was a source of the greatest dangerWherever he went he found the most eitraordinary mis-
apprehension of the motives and character of one class onthe part of the other. Recent political changes in the
distribution of power made this ignorance more dan-gerous. Such institutions as they were met to-day toadvocate would enable these classes to meet and knoweach better, and to confer a mutual benefit on each otherby co-operation and association. With more true brother-

tebpT understand the trueif^atherhood of God, who is above us all.
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never raise any opposition whatever to it. It is simply in
conneiion with the masons, the bricklayers, and the
hnclfTnfllrori# iKof : . ’t .

In moving a subseqnent resolution, the Eev. R.
Allen spoke of the advantage that might be
derived on both sides by visits of persons of the
npper classes to the clubs; and a resolution ex-
pressive of the sense of the meeting of the
valuable services of Lord Brougham, was moved
by Mr. Fry. A well-deserved vote of thanks to
Lord^ Lyttelton (moved by Mr. Edward Hall),
terminated the proceedings.
The “Working Men’s Club and Institute

Union deserves all the support claimed for it at
this meeting. It owes by far the larger portion
of its success hitherto to the Rev. Henry Solly,
who has now resigned the secretaryship. Well-’
considered arrangements on the part of the
Council will be needed to prevent his resignation
involving a check to what has hitherto been the
progress of the Union.

TRADES’ UlsHON COMMISSION.

Mr. Mault, of the MasterBudders Association, given before the Royal Commission
at Westminster, he wentinto the question of the restraintof trade eserciscd by the building trades’ unions in pre-venting the introduction and use of machinery. That isdone, the witness said more particularly by the masons,the bricklayers, and the brickmakers. In connexion with

mention the case of the firm of Messrs.
t^ulter & Harpin, who have invented stone-workine ma-chinery which 19 admirably adapted for the purpose ofdressing all manner of hard stone. This machinery theyhave endeavoured to introduce into various parts of the

e^’erywhere by the fact
that the masons lorbid the use of machinery for the pur-pose of dressing stone; and. consequently, though theyhave had the patent ont for some years now, I think theyharo only lo d t»enly.,i, of the., m.ohioe,. Sii of them
they hate .old to Mr. irohibald Neill, a largo coatraetor
at Bradford, He employ, them at a quarry which hepos.e.seam the neighbourhood of Bradford

; butalthonehhe keep. the.e m.cLioe. going in ih.t qn.rry, and it 1,
close by Bradford, and the cost of dressing stone by thatmachinery is yery much less than that of dressing it byhand, yet he is not allowed to use any of that workedatone in his own business at Bradford. His stone
trade consists altogether, I beliere, or very nearly
altogether in the supply of the London market andother markets where the unions have not been able
to lorbid the use of machioe-worked stone. The costof machme-worked stone is at least 35 per cent, lessthan the cost of hand-worked atone, and in many cases
It IB very much superior to hand-worked stone, especially
in the case ol large stones. The price of the mwbines
vanes according to their size. I think Mr. Neill told me
that machines of the size that he uses cost him about UOJ
each. I know another case of a gentleman at Manchester’named who many years ago invented a stone-working machine on a totally different principle from that

Messrs. Coulter & Harpm s machine is really a stone-gnnding machine. It places stones face to face with other
blocks of stone, and fixes the two different faces in two^erent frames which revolve in different ways and attuiierent rates, and tlm *»f.

the purpose of compelHug unionists themselves
as well as non-unionists, to pay snbscriptious tt

the
_

worthies who instigate the whole of thi
devil’s work; although it is true that tht
masters are thus compelled in turn to pa'
union subscriptions and arrears, in order to be
allowed to carry on their business; and maaten
are also obliged to pay black-mail, in order t<

protect the unionists from “ the tyranny of theii
employers !” From the infamous tyranny o!

the unions, it is full time the Legislature set t<

work to free Sheffield. They are a disgrace t(

unionists of all classes
j
and we feel certain, thai

whatever faults other unions may have, they will
be glad to learn that the Sheffield reproach
against them as a class no longer exists.

.^v.vup Itauica WIIICQ revoi.., U.ucicui, wavs ana «*
surfaces coming together

ce. Themachine ofMr
,

auu LUO VWO
gnnd each Other to a true face, xucuia
however, is a chisel-worbing machine

;
a Jot of chisels arehied m a frame pd they hit the stone and make the stroke

stroke that 18 made by a mason using a
chisel, and the stone which is dressed by this machinery
looks very like hand-worked atone, only that it la a littlemore regular. This roaehme of his he cannot introduce
at aU; and, m fact, when he took me to see it, he had tot^e me as il we were a couple of conspirators into a back
street of Manchester and locked mo in before he coulds^howittome. It was lying there completely idle lustbecause the masons m hisemployment threatened to strike
all his work if he used it. To take another branch of the
trade, the bricklayers of Manchester refuse to allowmachme-made bricks to be used on any work that they
have anything to do with

; thev insist upon having hand-made bricks. At Sheffield they do the same. On theother hand, I can say that the carpenters and joiners as
a rule, never make any trouble whatever about it, but aro
quite content to allow machinery to be used, and they

'

couueiion witn tne masons, the bricklayers, and thi
brickmakers that any trouble isexperienced on that point
so far as I know.

,
to the Earl of Lichfield, the witness said that

there was a way of preparing stone from the quarry by
tiad known masous to refuse work upon

puudmgs where this stone "axed” in the quarry had been
introduced upon the premises.
The Earl ot Lichfield asked,—"'lyouldyou be surprised

Jt you were told that the cost to the employer of putting
stone into a building in a particular case had been 6 s. 6d.
a yard instead of 3s. 3d. a yard, in consequence of his
being unable, owing to the rules of the society, to intro-
duce into the building stone which bad been prepared by
the axe m the quarry F” The witness replietL " I should
not he at all surprised at that, because I know many in-
stances very similar. I know a contractor at Manch^ter
fl ia a large contract for
the midland Railway Company. His name is Mr. Edward
Johnson. In that contract he requires a great deal of
Yorkshire stone to be used as coping upon walls Now
the masons of Manchester have a rule allowing Yorkshire
stone which IS worked npon one side to be brought into
their district

;
but if it is worked on two sides it cannot

be brought in, or if it is worked upon the edge it cannot
be bronght in ; they simply allow the stone to be worked
on one side, and then it is brought into Manchester, and
the .Manchester masons are to joint it and work the edge
If the edge requires working, and work the other side if it
requires working. Because, under the circumstance, Mr.Johnson cannot get this atone which he requires for copingworked atthe quarries in Yorkshire, he calculates that it will
cost him35per cent, more toputthetcopingon the walls than
It would do if the rule which I have referred to did not exist
i have here another case from Messrs. Grindrod & Har-
greaves, who are contractors at Liverpool. They are at
present building a new Catholic church at Barrow-in-
r urncss, in Lancashire. In the course of the erection

some moulded circular limestone bases or
plinihs, to the number of sixteen. The stone was ordered
direct from the quarries to the works to be worked thereUn th^e foreman learning this he interceded and expressed
a wwh that the bases should be worked at the contractor’s
yard ID Liverpool, giving the following reasons, namely
the workmen not having the kind of tools required towork the peculiar kind of limestone, would object to the
outlay of say lOs. or 13s. for about a week or ten days’
work, and it was probable that they would not reouire

1

the limestone referred to is rarely em-
ployed in that district. The foreman’s recommendation
was taken, and the order was countermanded for the
stone to be sent to Liverpool, and there worked bv mem-
oers ot the operative masons’ society, who are’paid a
higher rate than the members at Barrow are. The bases
were sent to Barrow and they lay on works two or threeweeks before they were fixed upon the walls, bnt themoment they had been fixed the masons found out that
one of their local rules had been infringed upon • a
general meeting of the masons in the town was called on
the sobject, and the enclosed resolution was anreed

This 18 the actual letter that the masons sent:—
Bowling Green Inn, Greengate, Barrow-in-Furness,

November 26th 1866. Sir, - I am directed by thiBarrow Lodge of Operative Stonemasons to inform you
that sending worked stone into Barrow is a direct
violation of their local code of rules. According to a
resolution passed hero to-night, you are requested tS work
the stone sent to the chapel here over again (viz,, the
plinths). They have allowed you till Monday next
December 3, to commence the same. On behalf of themembers of the Barrow Lodge, I remain, yours respect-
fully, William Gaudie.” On the receipt of the resolution Iftlili°gborough, Highatn Perrera, Sfcanw

Barrow ‘’Zli 5' J
imocdlaiely proceeded to Eaunds, Eiagatead, Woodford, and Cranford.

JhTSrrtSld";",”! wTr5,i:/trm‘„““ .°‘ai).'‘U"Tim: through the dis
possibility

;
that by 90 doing they would interfere with the “spires and sqaires,’’ various c

Te';’'* ’’“a"?" '''“'ohes and other places visited wer.

™er.S.ed%'o°tr."Ji.“£..T„’t Se?‘.'ri:f “-e Eev. G. A. Poole and Arch
time It lock to work them being occupied again in !

Trollope; and the Rev. H. Ward read i

standing over them. The contractors could not listen ' paper at Rushton “ On the well-known TrianffUto that jjropositiOD, as it involved a considerable loss of lar Lodce ” ^
time and money. The deputation were then withdrawing

the matter’ “This building,” said Mr. Ward, "was evidently da

^
strike very ikely would be the con- signed to symbolise the Trinity. Almost every featursequence. The contractors, in view of avoiding a strike, bears on the number three. The form is triangular a'proposed to allow them to be refixed on the walls. The denoting the three Persons, and in reference to tb

A “f^^ng of the
,

equality of the Godhead in the Trinity all the trianglci
matter

,

are equilateral; next, each side of the building measure
taken from 33 ft. 3 in. ; then the height of the parapet (2.S ft. 7 b

"
their beds and refiied, and that the eontnu-inAa tv/miI/I Arnnilvy tfm*. Trk:.%>i * 1... -.r- .u

ARCHEOLOGICAL MEETINGS AND
EXCURSIONS,

The societies of the Archdeaconry of Nor
thampton and the count ies of Bedford and Leices
ter, assembled on Tuesday in the week before last
in union, at Kettering. The attendance of mem
bers was large, but the uncomfortable state 0
the weather at the beginning of the week kep
great numbers away. However, the congresi
altogether was regarded aa a snccess.

After the transaction of some official business
and a visit to Kettering church, where divini
service was held, a description of the church wai
given by the Rev. G. A. Poole, vicar of Welford
A public meeting was afterwards held at thi
Corn Exchange, the rector of Kettering in th(
chair, when a paper titled “Some Notices of an
antiquarian Bishop of Peterborough,” namely.
Dr. Kenuett, was read by the Rev. W. L. Collins
vicar of Kilsby. The meeting then broke up
and proceeded to examine a temporary museun
collected for the occasion. The company thei
started on an excursion to Rushton Hall and the
Triangular Lodge, Geddington and its cross and
church; and in the evening partook of dinner at
Kettering, and held a crowded evening meeting
at the Corn Exchange, Archdeacon Trollope
in the chair, when the Rev. H. Lindsay read a
paper “ On the History of Kettering,” and
the Rev. G. A. Poole one “ On Esthetics.”
Archdeacon Trollope described some of the chief
objects of interest exhibited in the room.
On Wednesday another excursion was made

to Barton Seagrave, Burton Latimer, Finedon,
Irthlingborough, Higham Perrera, Stanwick,
Raunds- R.moQfpfld w V,

u I
'-'-'-o-y-'-'.'ii LMAL i,ue liases were taken Irom

their beds and refiied, and that the contractors would
promise not to introduce any worked or dressed stone intoBarrow again. That statement ia signed by MessrsGrmdrod & Hargreaves.

RATTENING AND RIBBANDING IN
SHEFFIELD.

The disclosures made underthe Sheffield Trades
Union Commission are just what we expected.
Of the complicity of the union officials there
remains not a shadow of a doubt, notwith-
Btandiog their indignant protests against the
implication that they must know more and do
more in the matter than appeared in the villainous
transactions which have made Sheffield a dis-
grace and a reproach to the whole country. And
as if in defiance of commission, Parliament,
and public, rattening is going on, at the very

,

time that these exposures are being made, and
that one of those who refused to give information
regarding a murderous outrage in which he ad-
mitted he was engaged, has been sent to the
House of Correction for six weeks, and where
his employers ought to be sent for a much
longer period, with the eat-o’ -nine-tails to make
acquaintance with.

Strange to say, it is not directly against the
masters, nor for the purpose of raising wages, or
lowering time, that the rascally practices of the
•Sheffield umonists are mainly concocted, but for

00 11 . u in. ; inen me neight 01 tne parapet (2‘S It. 7 in.)
exactly that which the apex of a triangle would reach wit
equal sides of 33 ft. 3 in. I have little doubt, also, if
could have ascertained the height of the centre pinnacl
that it would just be comprised within a triangle c

exactly the same size, if lines were drawn from the co
ners of the building to it. Again, the building is of tlirc
stories, and there are three windows in each story on eac
ofthe three sides, and each of thesewindows has divisions c

compartments of threes. The shields ofarms are arrange
on each side in twice three couplets in three linei
Another point I stumbled on is, that each of the Ion
Latin inscriptions consists of tbirty-three letters, and th
single words below them are three sets of two letters o
each face of the building. The very name of Tj-Mhai
(or, as I believe it should be pronounced, Tressam) has
sound of three about it. The arms are made up of tre
I'oDs, arranged in threes. It is very probable that hi
name and arms may have given to such a strange mind a
that of Sir Thomas a bias in favour of this doctrine • bu
that his purpose in the budding was that which we havi
asonbed to him may be proved, I think, by his adoptioi
of the Latin text over the door, ‘There are three tha
bear witness.’

"

Mr. Jardine, the author of “Tbc History 0
the Gunpowder Plot,” says, in a letter as to thii

building,

—

_

It may he interesting to the believers in moden
miracles to learn that, at all events, ' rapping’ is no nen
thing. I now send you an account of an incident in the
sixteenth century which bears a strong resemblance tc
some of tho8e_ veracious narrations which have en-
I'Sblfued mankind iu the nineteenth century. Rushton
Hall, near Kettering, in Northamptonshire, was long
the residence of the ancient and distinguished family
of the Treshams. In the reign of Queen Elizabeth the
mansion was occupied by bir Thomas Tresham, who was
a pedant and a fanatic; but who was an important
character in his time by reason of his great wealth
and powerful connexions. There is a lodge at Rushton,

' situate about half a mile from the Old Hall, now in ruins.
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but covered all over, within and without, 'with enobleme

of the Trinity. This lodge is known to have been built by

Sir Tliomaa Tresham, but his precise^ motive for selecting

this mode of illustrating his favourite doctrine was un-

known until it appeared from a letter written by himself,

abont the year 1854, and discovered in a bundle of books

and papers, enclosed since 1606 in a well in the old man-

sion, and brought to light about twenty years ago.
_

The
following relation of a ‘rapping’ or ‘knocking’ is er-

tracted from this letter

'

If it be demanded why I labonr

BO much in the Trinity and Passion of Christ to depaiot

in this chamber, this is the principal instance thereof;

that, at my last being hither committed [|this refers to his

commitments to prison for recusancy, which had boon

frequent], and I usually having my servants here allowed

me, to read nightly an hour to me after ppper, it fortuned

that Fulcis, my then servant, reading in “ The Christian

Eebolntion ” in the treatise of “ Proof that there is a

God, &c.,” there was upon a wainscot table, at that in-

stant, three loud knocks (as it had been with an iron

hammer) given to the great amazing of me, aud my two

servants, Fulcis and Nilkton.’
”

LIVEEPOOL.

The valuable collection of antiquities pre-

sented to the town of Liverpool by Mr. Joseph

Mayer has been formally opened at the Free

Public Library and Museum, William Brown-
Street. The collection has been arranged by
Mr. H. Ecroyd Smith and assistants, under the

personal supervision of Mr. Mayer. The Gallery

of Science and Invention is set apart for the

collection, which appears of a far larger character

than when it was housed in the Egyptian
Museum, Colquitt-street. Nearly 16,000 Whitsun
holiday folk passed through the rooms during

the day of opening, being the greatest number
ever registered.

We may mention that the learned societies

of the town have resolved to mark their sense

of the importance of the gift by requesting

tho donor to sit for his portrait, which when
completed shall he deposited with those of other

worthies of the town in the Eoyal Institution.

Mr. Mayer has acceded to the request.

The town council have resolved,— “That in

commemoration of the eminent services to the

nation of the Eight Hon. the Earl of Derby,
during a long and distinguished public career,

aud also as a memorial of the presentation of

the Derby Museum to tho town of Liverpool,

a portrait statue of tho oarl be erected in St.

George’s Hall.”

Tho recorder has snggestod the erection of a
cathedral in Liverpool, aud the suggestion has
elicited offers of money.

FEOM SCOTLAND.

Fall of a Railway Bridge at Dalkeith.—The
Victoria Bridge, on the Ormieton and Monkton-
hall branch of the North British Eailway, has
come down, killing one man, and seriously

injuring three others. Four labourers were pro-

pelling a wagon laden with stones across tho
bridge, when the woodwork suddenly gavo way.
Men, 'wagon, and stones were precipitated to the
gronnd, a distance of 30 ft. Tho wood-work of
the bridge is said to bo in a veiy decayed and
insufficient state, having been in u le for about
twenty-eight years.

The rinialhexigh Ifonuviont, Roxhurghshirc .

—

In the Vale of Teviot, and commanding an
extensive view of the district, stands tho monu-
ment erected by the late Marqnis of Lothian
and his tenantry, “to tho Duke of Wellington
and the British Army.” It is situated on a hill

named Pinielhengh, about 774 ft. above the level

of the sea.
.
The monument itself is cylindrical

in form, and 150 ft. in height. It was intended

by the late marquis to bo a commemoration of
the valour and endurance of the British army in

its crowning victory of Waterloo. Either through
faulty design or faulty construction the first erec-

tion proved a failure : it was built a solid column,
and fell when nearly finished. The second erection

was on another plan, and built with a spiral

staircase running up the inside. Up till this

time the monument has not been finished. The
present marquis has resolved to have this carried
out

;
and, according to a plan supplied by Mr.

Pollon, architect, London, Messrs. Herbertson &
Sons, builders, Galashiels, have got instructions

to proceed with the work. The monument is to

be surmounted by a gallery, protected by balus-
trades, all of wood, a lead roof, aud a spire and
vane. The gallery and spire are 37 ft. in height,
making the monument, when' completed, 187 ft.

in all. The entire fabric is being made and
temporarily put up in the contractors’ yard at
Galashiels.

Memorial of the late Miss Catherine Sinclair .

—

A monument to the memory of the late Miss

Catherine Sinclair, who, by her many philan-

thropic deeds, won a high place in the affection

of a large section of the citizens of Edinbnrgh,

is being erected on a vacant plot of ground at

the junction of North Charlotte-street, with

St. Colme-street. The monument is iu the form

of a carved gothic cross, in freestone, somewhat
similar in character to the Eleanor crosses. On
a broad platform of stone, 2^ fc. in height, rests

the base proper of the cross, consisting of a series

of three steps, each 2 ft. in height. The plan of

the monument is hexagonal, with buttresses at

the angles, and the total height will be 60 ft.

Above the base tho structure is divided into

three stages, in the two lower of which the aides

are finished with arched recesses, surmounted by
pediments, and otherwise ornamented. The
upper stage consists of a crocheted pyramidal

spire. The memorial is being built from designs

by Mr. David Bryce, E.S.A. The coat is to be
defrayed by a public subscription, which has

already been raised. Mr. Ehind, sculptor, is the

contractor for the erection of the memorial.

ART-DINNEE AT THE MANSION
HOUSE.

The Lord Mayor, Gabriel, distin.guished his

mayoralty by a dinner on Wednesday evening

last, in honour of the arts of tho country, given
to the members of the Royal Academy, and to

meet whom a large number of men, for the most
part distinguished, wore invited and were pre-

sent. The Duke of C imbridge was kept away
at the last moment by an attack of gout. The
Lord Mayor spoke fluently and to the point,

touching admirably each toast. Lord Stanley,

tho Archbishop of York, Lord Elcho, Sir Francis

Grant, P.R.A., Sir Roderick Murchison, and Mr.
Tom Taylor also spoke

;
as did M. Gallait, the

eminent Belgian painter, as representing foreign

art. The Corporation should play their part in

the memories of the day by commissioning some
of our best artists to remove the stigma of the

fact that tho Mansion House does not contain a
single pictnro. The Egyptian Hall itself greatly

needs colour.

mittee appointed by the corporation, to state

their views. He thought that it was certainly

not desirable that any official—no matter how
low his status—should have any private prac-

tice.

Mr. Oliver remarked that that was, he be-

lieved, the unanimous opinion of the members
of the Association.

Mr. Thompson said that Mr. Bryson was look-

ing after a house at Riding Mill some time ago,

and told him that he was forced to take such

work. He (Mr. Bryson) said to him (Mr.

Thompson), “ Do you know what salary I have ?”

and he guessed 200Z. Mr. Bryson said, “ Only
lOOh” Shortly after that, ho believed, Mr.
Bryson had his remuneration increased to 150h,

and it was understood that all private practice

should be put on one side. Ho (Mr. Thompson)
was, however, astonished to find that he had
been employed to check the plans in compe-
tition at Gateshead, and considered that the

position which he had taken would lay him open
to remark.

After discussion it was resolved, “ That a
memorial should be drawn up and presented by
a small committee, that committee consisting of

Mr. John Johnstone, Mr. A. M. Dunn, Mr. Mat-
thew Thompson,.Mr. Septimus Oswald, and Mr.
Oliver, the secretary, to vfait upon the committee
appointed by the town council of Newcastle, to

inquire into the salaries and duties of the cor-

porate officials, for the purpose of presenting n
memorial respecting the custom and propriety

of borough surveyors undertaking private prac-

tice.”

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

THE BIRMINGHAM ART GALLERIES.

The Birmingham Art Galleries Association
has been completely formed. A committee and
officers have been appointed, and their names, it

is believed, will be a sufficient guarantee that

the important interests which it is the object of
the Association to advance have been entrusted to

able and impartial hands. It rests with the local

public to support this institution, in proportion to

its local and national importance'; and it is to be
hoped that the corporation will act with it, so as
to render its operations effective aud successful
on a largo scale. The formation of art-galleries

throughout the country is a highly important
desideratum, which may either be advanced or
hindered to a great extent by the result of the
present attempt to establish one at Birmingham.
The acquisition of pictures for the art-gallery is

of coarse one important object of the society,

but it is to be hoped it will be distinctly under-
stood from the first that it is not 'the only im-
portant one. Articles of art-manufacture ought
to be obtained, with a view to improving the
taste of tho artisans and manufacturers, and to

advance the' cause of art generally among the
many.

BOROUGH SURVEYORS AND PRIVATE
PRACTICE.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURA.L ASSOCIATION.

A SPECIAL meeting of the members of this

Association was held at the Old Castle, New-
castle-on-Tyne, on the 12th inst., under the pre-

sidency of Mr. John Johnstone, vice-president,
“ to consider the propriety of sending a deputa-
tion to confer with the committee of the town
council respecting borough surveyors accepting
private practice.” It had been thought desirable

that the attention of the committee should be
called to the fact of the corporation snrveyor
and assistants preparing plans, with detriment
to the public service.

Mr. Thompson said he would move that a
small committee of the members of the Asso-
ciation should be formed to wait upon the com-

icecis.—Messrs. Beckett & Co.’s new hanking
premises in Park-row the foundation-stone of

which was laid on the 19th of August 1863, and
which, therefore, has been upwards of three

years erecting, is now completed, and opened for

business purposes. Tho new building forms the

junction of Park-row and Bond-street, opposite

the Philosophical Hall. The style of architec-

ture adopted is Early English. The build-

ing is constructed of rod brick, and the
outside facing bricks have been procured from
Mr. Robert Bond, of Thirsk, wbo made them ex-

pressly to tho dimensions decided upon by the
architects. These bricks are very thin, of a
peculiar and pleasant red colour, and smooth,
faced. They have tho appearance of being
polished, and are laid in dark-coloured mortar,
carefully jointed. To relieve the brickwork a
proportion of stono has been introduced, the
string-mouldings, base-course, capitals to the
shafts of the windows and doors, a portion of

the parapet, and other portions of the building

have been executed in this material, the major
part of which has been procured from Mr.
Walker’s quarry. Mount St. Michael, about ten
miles beyond Halifax, and is said to be most
durable and hard of its kind. The front cf the
building in Park.row is broken into three parts,

the ends projecting as wings, and the centre
receding therefrom. This front contains the
public entrance to tho bank, which consists of a
projecting porch, with brick-vaulted roof. The
Bond-street front is one unbroken line. The
front to Basinghall-shreet is formed of two wings,
with a screen wall between, inclosing a court-

yard, which gives the private access to the bank.
The north side of the building contains a dwell-

ing-house for the resident cashier, and one for

the porter. The building has been designed and
erected under the superintendence of Mr. G. G.
Scott, and Messra. Perkin & Son, architects. Mr.
John Kaberry was the clerk of the works, and
under his direction tho works have been carried

out by the following contractors, viz, :—Mason,
bricklayer, carpenter, and joiner’s work, Mr. T.

Whiteley; plastering, Mr. Proctor Mountain;
plumber and glazier’s work, Mr, John Hall;
slater’s work, Mr. Samuel Croft

;
painter’s work,

Mr. F. Jackson
;

foundry work and hot-water
apparatus, Messrs. Nelson & Sons ; carver’s

work, Messrs. Farmer & Brindley, of London

;

gasfittings, Messrs. Skidmore, Coventry
;

en-

caustic tile work, Messrs. Minton & Co.
;
granite

and marble work, Messrs. Dennis Lee & Welsh.

Ringwood.—The foundation-stone of a new
building, intended to be used as a corn exchange

and town-hall, has been laid in Ringwood by
Mrs. Morant, of Brockenhurst Park. The site

selected for the building is on the left-hand side

of the High-street, a short distance beyond the

old town-hall. The entire depth of the new
' building will be 108 ft. 6 in., and of this, at the



rear, the room to be devoted to the purposes of
a corn exchange will be 72 fc. long and 37 ft.

G in. wide. The corn exchange will be on the
ground floor, and will be lighted on either side.
The front to the High-atreeb will be three
stories high, and will probably bo let ofl" as busi-
ness offices.

WORTHING.
ST. George’s church.

Since our last account of this pleasant water-
ing place much has been done. A new espla-
nade has been formed, at least 50 ft. wide,
extending along the whole frontage from east to
west. In order to form this, new groynes have
been constrncted. The natives say these are
not carried out sufficiently far into the sea, but
are too steep, and will have to be altered, or, at
least, some of themj also that the planking
ooght not to have been fixed except by degrees
as beach is collected : bub we leave these points
to be settled by the storms, and congratulate the
town for their fine new promenade. There
is one thing, however, which can easily be
altered, and should at once be attended to. The
esplanade is covered with a thickness of about
an inch of small stones, which no rolling can
drive into the gravel and marl below. The
greater part of these should be taken ofi", and
only sufficient left to bind in with the gravel, as

at West Worthing. The members of the Board
of Health at present walk on the pavement on
the other side of the road. If they at once make
this alteration, they and the visitors who are fast
going to Worthing will be able properly to use
this new walk.

In South-street large houses are being erected
for shops, and in all parts building is going on.
At East Worthing the land has been selling

well, and villas of a good class are being erected,
and sold or let before finished. Here the new
church of St. George, of which we give an en-
engraving, is being built by Mr. Longhursb, from
the designs of Mr. George Traefitt. The first
stone was laid by the Lord Bishop of Chichester
a short time since. The walls are now up 6 ft.

all round. The materials are brick-faced with
Bargate rag and Bath stone windows and dress-
ings. The walls are double, having a 9-in.
space between the outer and inner shell. The
roof will be open boarded and tiled, the span
being 40 fc. The present contract includes nave
and chancel, with pewing, &c. The cost of the
building, when finished, including tower and
spire, is not to exceed 5,0001.
At West Worthing the directors have laid

down groynes, and continued their esplanade so
far that it is now called the “Ladies’ Mile.”
They have also formed a fine road by the side of
the esplanade. Here they are also forming good
roads inland, to open np their property. At the
east end of Worthing is a large house with a

high wall_ round it, belonging to Lady Rose.
Cannot this lady be prevailed upon to allow the
town to carry their esplanade and road in front
of her property ? and East Worthing would then
continue on. There would then be a fine prome-
nade and carriage-drive two miles in length,
without a break or interruption of any kind. It
is to be hoped this suggestion will be carried out,
and one of these days will be seen the Worthing
and Brighton Esplanade joining at Shoreham.

°

RERED03, BOXGROVE CHURCH, NEAR
CHICHESTER.

The reredos, represented by our engraving.
Early English in style, has lately been added to the
church at Boxgrove, near Chichester, at the cost
of the Duke of Richmond. The work is in Caen
stone, Che columns or shafts being of Purbeck
marble. It is 10 ft. wide, by 8ft. 6 in. in height,
that is to say, from the top of the altar table.
The width is divided into three bays, richly
canopied and finialled. At the springing of each
of these canopies is an angel bearing a shield.
The wings are slightly opened or spread. Under
the canopies appear three subjects in alto relievo
viz., the centre, the Crucifixion; the left,. the
Ascension; and the right, the Resurrection. Mr,
W. Farmer has executed the work. Mr. G. G.
Scott was the architect.

t

ij

i
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EASTBOnaNE SEWERAGE.
We mentioned recently the completion of this

work from the designs of Mr. M'Clean, C.E.,and
under the superintendence of Mr. G. A Wallis,

O.E., resident engineer. Eastbonrne lies in a

bay formed by Beachy Head and Langley Point,

on the west shore of Pevensey Bay. Beachy
Head is of chalk, but Langley Point consists of

shingle of an unknown depth. Some time since

the people of Eastbourne determined to get rid

of their sewage effectually. To this end about
10,OOOL were raised, but the Duke of Devon-
shire, on whose property Eastbourne is built, on
consultation with Mr. M'Clean, found that the
sum was not sufficient to really secure the object

in view, and he added from his own purse a
further sum of 25,000Z. Mr. M'Clean, satisfied

that so long as the outfall was situated anywhere
near the bottom of the bay, the sewage must
return to the town in a more or less diluted

form, determined to place it at Langley Point,

where the run of tide would effectually dispose
of all objectionable matters

;
and the necessary

works were commenced about two years ago and
completed about three weeks since. Three miles
intervene between Eastbourne and Langley
Point, almost the entire distance being shingle
beds of enormous depth. Through this material
an excavation was made, in many places 25 fc.

deep. Into the bottom of the excavation oak
piles were driven, and on these rests a cast-iron

main, 3 ft. in diameter, and over three miles
long. The outfall is 160 ft. lower than East-
bourne, so that no difficulty will be experienced
in flushing the main and keeping it clear. It is a
sad waste to throw into the sea valuable manure
the land is in want of, but the authorities feared
to try experiments. They might have felt

strengthened by the example of Worthing, also a
watering-place depending on its reputation for

salnbrity.

OPERA AND STAGE.

Royal Italian Opera.—“ Don Carlos ” is pro-
( duced with all the care and completeness that
6 are ordinarily bestowed by the management of
t this theatre, and its merits as a musical work
1 have been admitted more unreservedly in London
t than they were in Paris. The story is interest-

i ing, but its unqualified sadness is an objection,

1 and has probably prevented the display of the
' b'ght and sparkling writing to be found in other
' of Verdi’s works. It includes, nevertheless,
; some as fine musio as the composer has ever
prodnced

j
and, set forth as it is by Mdlle.

Lucoa, Mdlle. Pricci, Signor Graziani, and Signor
Naudin, the result must be pronounced a great
success. There is less local colour given by the

; scenery than might have been the case, oonsider-
ing how well known now Spanish buildings are.

Nevertheless, the principal scene, “ a large
square in front of Notre Donna d’Atocha,” is a
fine piece of colour, and the procession and

I
grouping enforce the greatest admiration. Gou-

: nod’s last work, founded on our “ Romeo and
. Juliet,” is in continuous rehearsal, and will

i shortly be produced.
Princess’s Theatre.—Mr. Slous, the committee of

t the Dramatic College, and Mr. Vining must all

I be satisfied with the warm reception that is

g
given here to the prize play, “ True to the Core :

”

i its success is even greater than was the case at
t the Surrey, where it was first prodnced, though
t the principal parts are played by the same per-
1 formers, Mr. Creswick, Mr. Henry Marston, and
; Miss Pauncefort. The pedlar is now personated
I by Mr. Forrester, instead of Mr. Shepherd, and
’ with advantage, and Miss Nellie Moore acts True-

[
gold’s wife with great taste and feeling. The

i spectacle, too, is improved, and Mr. F. Lloyds
1 has been able to show his now well-known skill

i in a new scene, representing the Eddystone with
t the remnant of the wrecked crew, of remarkable

I

I beauty. A gorgeous sunset, the rising of the
t tide, and the approach of the boat to save them,
; are capitally managed, and, added to the strength
( of the dramatic sitnation, and the good acting of

I
I the performers, who are nearer to the andience

I i and better beard than they were at the Surrey,
I I brought down the curtain on the first night with

f a perfect hurricane of applause. The College
1 has good reason to be thankful to Mr. Angiolo
J Slous.

Re-opening of the Swansea Theatre.— Con-
8 siderable alterations and improvements have
b been made in this theatre, under the direc-
l: tion of Mr. Phipps, architect, by Messrs. Thomas,
V Watkins, & Jenkins. The whole floor of the

stage and pit has been lowered 5 ft., the latter

taken under the boxes, the proscenium removed
6 ft. further back, thus adding considerably to

the size of the house. The pit, which only held
about 100 persons, now accommodates 350, and
is approached from a separate entrance; while
the gallery-entrance is removed to Goat-street.

In the lines of the box front also the character
of a new theatre has been given

;
there is one

sweep with a curve to the curtain-line, the plan
being very much that of an egg with one-third

cut off, which forma the proscenium-opening.
In the sides formed by the extension are

commodious private boxes, each bolding eight
persons. The dimensions are as follows :—From
curtain-line to front of boxes, 30 ft.

;
ditto to the

back-wall of pit, 36 ft. 6 in.
; width between boxes,

22 ft. 6 in.
; ditto enclosing walls of pit, 32 ft. j

height of pit-floor to ceiling, 27 ft. in centre

;

width of proscenium-opening, 18 ft.
;
height to

top of arch, 22 ft. 9 in. Under the whole extent
of the pit, approached from the floor under stage,

are dressing-rooms. A new stage has been laid

down, and new grooves erected, the scenery being
now 17 ft. high, instead of 13 ft., as heretofore.

The decorations have been executed at Bristol

by Mr. George Gordon, the artist at the theatre
in that city.

THE DERBY BOROUGH SURVEYOR AND
THE LOCAL ARCHITECTS.

The local architects and snrveyors have been
nnpleasantly excited by the announcement of a

resolution of the corporation to allow their

surveyor to combine private practice with the
public duties; and a deputation of these gentle-

men, consisting of Mr. H. I. Stevens, Mr. Giles,

Mr. Brookhouse, Mr. B. Wilson, Mr. Sheffield,

and Mr. R. Elliott, has waited upon the mayor
at the town-hall, for the purpose of presenting

him with a memorial on the subject, in which
they protest against the resolution of the corpo-

ration, in the interest both of the architects and
surveyors, and of the ratepayers, and the pnblic

at large. They point out that the surveyor (Mr.
Thompson) has already a subsidy from the rate-

payers equal to 400Z. per annum, viz., 330Z. for

himself and his assistant, and 761. for office ex-

penses, enabling him to compete with them at a
great advantage, and that every plan made for

new buildings or alterations, either great or small,

must neceae.arily pass under the supervision of the
borough surveyor, and that it is not unreasonable
to suppose that many persons, if at liberty to do
so, might and would avail themselves of the sur-

veyor’s services, as saving trouble and uncer-
tainty. It was also held to be next to impossible
for the surveyor to have divided duties without
injary to either the public or his own clients,

and delegation of his work to an office clerk

would be the rule instead of the exception. The
works in the town, it was urged, are far from
being numerous, and cannot partially be diverted
from the resident profeesion without serions con-
sequences. Further, that it is most essential that
the borough surveyor should be on friendly terms
with the resident profession.

The memorial is signed by Messrs. Stevens
& Robinson, Giles & Brookhouse, Benjamin Wil-
son, and G. H. Sheffield.

In the conversation which took place on pre-
sentation of the memorial, Mr. Giles said he con-
sidered that it would be a great disadvantage to
the ratepayers if the surveyor were permitted to
have a private office, and be continually absent
from the offices of the Board. It was also mani-
festly unfair to the memorialists as architects
that they should be compelled to submit their
drawings for inspection in the office of one who
was competing with them.
The Mayor said Mr. Tarbotton had several

times asked the Nottingham Corporation to be
allowed private practice. They did not grant
it, but raised his salary until it got to 400Z.,

when he came forward again, and said he must
have another advance, which they declined to

give, but allowed him private practice. Now,
the Derby Corporation did not want to fall into
the same error as the Nottingham Corporation.
Mr. H. I. Stevens was at the meeting when the
resolution was passed, and ably represented the
architects. He was also ably replied to by Mr
Alderman Barber, and so satisfied were the
Board that they carried the resolntion unani-
mously. Mr. H. I. Stevens said he did not vote,
and it seemed to him to be a foregone conclusion.
He had been informed that Mr. Thompson would
be glad to accept an addition to his salary, as

j

he feels that by the resolution of the Board he |

has been placed in a peculiar position. After
some further remarks, the Town Clerk said it

would be invidious on the part of the Mayor to
summon a meeting of the Board

; bnt if his wor-
ship received a requisition signed by five

members, he could then summon a special
meeting.

The depntation said they would get the neces-
sary requisition signed.

TABLET TO THE LATE GEORGE LORIMER,
THE LORD DEAN OF GUILD OF THE
CITY OF EDINBURGH.

A TABLET of Sicilian marble has just been
erected in the vestibule of St. Giles’s Cathe-
dral, in memory of this deeply regretted Lord
Dean of Guild of Edinburgh, who it will be re-

membered at the destruction of the Theatre
Royal was killed by the falling of a portion of
the wall while attempting to rescne some of the
workmen from death.

The monument is in the Italian style, and is

supported by a winged angel springing from a
background of Binny stone, the outline of which
enhances the effect of the carved marble. Above
the angel is the monogram G. L., snrronnded by
a laurel wreath, and surmounted by a cornice and
circular pediment

; the pediment enriched with
a clam shell, and broken np with scroll orna-
ments.

The following is the inscription on the tablet :

—

“In memory of George Lorimer, the Lord Dean of
Guild of the City of Edinburgh, who lost his life seeking
to save the lives of others during the destruction by fire

of the Theatre Royal, 13th January, 1865, Erected by a
number of his fellow-citizens.”

The work was designed by Mr. David Bryce,
jun., architect, and the marble sculptured by Mr.
J. T. Anstey, successor to the late John Thomas,
of London.

RESTORATION: ARCHITECTS’
ASSISTANTS.

Sir,—It appears evident to those who believe
the testimony of the past that he who would
successfully advocate reform and amendments
mnst have a clear perception of the evils he
attacks, and also see how they may be practically

remedied.
Your correspondent “C. B. A.,” in his article

headed “ The Cloisters,” seems deficient in this

respect, though in his remarks on destroying old

work he is right enough. Yet, in speaking of
restorations, it is necessary to distinguish between
what is for use and what not

;
in the latter, the

best thing is to leave them alone, but when (as

in the case of churches) they are in use, safety

and comfort must be secnred, and want of in-

creased accommodation renders considerable

alteration necessary. It would be' well in many
instances if the ancient edifices could stand and
new ones be erected, but economy argues against
this means of keeping our fast lessening examples
of the past.

The idea many have of restoration is absnrd :

a few weeks ago at Winchester Cathedral, while
looking at the remains of an ancient wall paint-

ing, a gentleman said it wanted “ restoring and
touching up,”—truly, an obliteration that the
whole wash-pail and mop of the last century fail

to effect.

The reference to assistants in the article men-
tioned appears very vague. It is certain that an
architect with any amount of practice must have
assistants

; it is also certain that a man of skill

can direct, arrange, and diffuse his ideas into
designs which time would prevent his drawing.
We must not expect more than our meed of

praise
;

the assistant may have a local and
temporary fame, the architect may be known in

his day and generation
;
but the country where

they dwelt, and the age in which they lived,

shall reap the honour of all that is splendid in

art and sound in construction when their names
shall have passed away for ever.

The inference that many will draw is that all

who display skill should attempt to practise for

themselves. This is impossible ;
many who can

act successfully as assistants would be unfit for

the responsibility (too little thought of) incurred

by those who undertake to carry out that which
requires great judgment and experience, and who
would swell the number, perhaps two-thirds, of

those who bear the name of architects, that

barely exist, though agents for coal, land insur-

ance, &c., into the bargain, and whose amount of
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practice any one may guess who has had to call

at the third-floor office and disturb the drowsy
pupil, sole representative and embryo of a future

nondescript.

The comparisoii between wages is indefinite,

as “mere mechanics” often deservedly earn

large amounts. It is invidious, as many are

men of great skill j perhaps the plentiful supply

of assistants may account for the fact that their

wages are low.

The term “ art-architect ” is objectionable
j

if

a man can only design an artistic group without

understanding the means of construction, he is

merely an artist ;
if, with the skill of a “ mere

mechanic ” he can also foresee the details, he is

surely worthy the name of architect. If “ C.B.A.”
has had the misery of using a set of drawings
supplied by an art-architect, and seen the per-

plexity that the simple question of an intelligent

workman concerning some very “ foggy ” point

has occasioned, he would not perpetuate such a
misnomer. T. H.

BEDFOED HIDDLE-CLASS SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

_8ia,—I should he much obliged if you would insert this,

with the enclosed correspondence, in yonr next issue.
You will see from the letter of Messrs. Medlend &

£&ker that I bad reason to beliere that this correspond-
ence would hare been inserted by them last week.*
As this was not done, and as I feel that some explana-

tion ought to be made with regard to the silence which
the directors of the Beds Middle-class School have pre-
served up to this time, and that the real facts of the case
referred to ought to be made known, I trouble you with
this request.
In order to complete my statement offsets, I may wr-

hapa add that, since my letter to Messrs. Mediand &
Baker, the directors have come to a final decision in
favour of Mr. Peck. Cowpbb.

4, St. James’s-sqnare, London, June 17, 1367.

June 3rd, 1S67.
Mt Lobd, — We beg to call your attention to the

enclosed letter which appeared in the Builder of June
2ud, which contains serious charges of unfair dealing in
the decision which your lordahip and your colleagues
arrived at in selecting Mr. Peck's design from among the
thirty which were sent in competition for the Bedford
Middle-class School.
We feel that such statements as those contained in

the enclosed letter should not remain unanswered, either
in justice to ourselves as competing architects or to
yourself and the other members of the Building Commit-
tee, and we therefore ask the favour of a letter from your
lordship answering these statements, and also permission
to publish your letter with our own in the next issue of
the Builder. Medlaitd & Bxxbb.
To the Eight Hon. the Earl Cowper,

Panahanger, Hertford, June 8th.
GKjnxBMEjr, — I beg to acknowledge the receipt of

S
our letter of the 3rd, enclosing an extract from the
'uiMer.
The plans of the diflerent competing architects,

thirty-three in number, were all placed without distinction
in the same room. The Directors, finding that it would
be inconvenient for so large a number of men to go
through the work of aelection, appointed a committee of
five persons for that purpose.
The Committee of Selection, after careful considera-

tion, chose four plans for recommendation to the
Directors.

The sealed papers of these four being opened, and the
names made known, the Directors ultimately decided that
those of Mr. Peck and Mr. Usher were the best, and
have since been occupied in making further investigation
in order to come to a final decision on the subject.

I have, at your request, laid before you the conduct
of the Directors as far as it bears upon the subject of
your letter; but I shall altogether refrain from miking
any comment whatever upon the unfounded reports which
have been circulated against us.

I regret that my only having returned from Paris last
night prevented me from answering your letter in time
for our correspondence to appear in the Builder of this
week. Cowpbb.
To Messrs. Mediand & Baker.

AETESIAN WELLS FOE LONDON.
Sib,—

T

he accident occurring at the source of the Vartry
Water-works causing great damage and expense, as well as

a cessation of the water-snpply to the inhabitants of Dub-
lin, proves the necessity of not being dependent opon one
supply of water alone lor a want of such magnitude.

Instead oftapping a Scottish, Cumberland or Westmore-
land, or Welsh lake, and carrj-ing its contents to London,
a distance of a great many miles, through a diversity of
hill and dale, and a numerous amount of proprietorships,
all claiming large remuneration for way-leave and
damaged property, 1 propose, as a method of greater
economy and utility, to sink a number of artesian wel.s,
in suitable situations, in the immediate vicinity of the
several railways communicating with London, and on their
level road convey the water-pipes from these several arte-
sian wells, paying way-leave to the railway company over
whose lines the aqueduct-pipes are laid. It would be a
more simple and cheaper plan to enter into an agreement
for right-of-way leave for water-pipes with these railway
companies than with the innumerable legion of land-
owners between the great lakes and London. It would be

• The correspondence reached us last week, but too
late for insertion in the current number.

profitable to the shareholders in these companies in pro-
portionate payment for way-leave. As the demand for

water increased more artesian-wells could be sunk.
Any person who has acquired any information on the

subject of sinking or boring for coal must be aware that
when the borer taps the diaerent strata containing springs
an enormous amount of water is liberated and rushes
to the surface in vast continuous quantity, creating in the
endeavour to control it the greatest difficulty and expense
in mining operations. It is from this immense supply of
subterranean water in diverse localities that I propose to
carry, on railway level, water to London.
In Essex, artesian wells have been bored with the

greatest facility, at small expense
;
at Braintree,W allasea,

Mersea, and in the district of Bullphamfen, seven miles
fromlBrentwood, these wells yield a large supply ofwater,
and have proved of the greatest utility : formerly, in some
seasons, the ditches became dry, the cattle suffered and
died, but by the aid of artesian wells the ditches are now
kept full all the year of fresh, sweet water. An artesian

well is a well that is always overflowing, either from its

natural source or from an artificial tube, and when the
overflowing ceases it is no longer an artesian well. Near
Shiffnal, in Shropshire, an artesian well, diminishing from
12 in. to 7 in. in diameter, and at a total depth of 260 ft.,

vields a continuous supply of 210,000 gallons daily; at

Crenelle (Paris), an artesian well has for many years
given out a jet of 3,000 cubic metres of water every hour,

being sufficient supply for that district of Paris; but at

Kissengen, an artesian well yields 100 cubic ft. of water
per mhiute, with a jet of 76 ft. high and 15 in, in circum-
lerence.

I do not think that the chalk or green sand strata

will either of them yield sufficient water-supply to repay
the expense of boring and leading, but our great lines of
railways from Loudon must pass through several lime-

stone districts, and these, particularly in the vicinity of'

rivers, would fill artesian wells with an abundant supply
of water to be conveyed on the level route of these rail-

ways to the with profit to the railway companies,
and economy, comfort, and health to its inhabitants.

CniBLES F. Pabkisson, Colonel.

INQUESTS.

Sib,—

T

o the suggestion contained in the closing para-
graph of the article on Mortuary-houses in your last
number, I must decidedly demur, viz., “ one jury will be
able to dispose of a number of cases.” I was recently on
a jury at St. George’s Hospital on three cases,—one, a
cabman fell from his cab

;
another, a man fell from a

pleasure van; and the third, .a labourer killed by some
bricks falling upon him from a scaffold. Apart from the
time occupied, the sickening details of the witnesses in
each case led me to the oonclusion that one case at a
time was quite sufficient. JtrBXSiAiT.

WOESE AND WORSE.

The following list of tenders made for tlie

works required in draining at Mold, Flintshire,

has been sent to ns by one of the parties. Will
somebody explain it ?

—

Williams £564
Davis 608
Cox 475
Roberta 462
J. Prichard 350
Newall 300
Powell 258
W. Prichard 254
Beckiiigham 250
Hamblm 220
Heap 13S
Rowlands 115
Hughes & Bon (accepted) 75

8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

HINTS.

I KNOW we have architects brave enongh
“to throw a bridge” of iron and stone, allow-

ing a gracefol way to supplant disgraceful

delay just at one place, at least, in Hyde Park,
where the high public and low public seem to

undergo an ordeal of gazing and counter-gazing.
This is considerably qualified by seeing the
beauty of goodness, still, thank God, left in the
land ; and I have yet to learn where these two
admirable qualities are to be found so exten-

sively combined, and some of us conjectore why.
A pretty and strong and good bridge would be
valued as an adjunct to the officially mounted
and unmounted, as well as to the comfort of non-
officials. Another want in London. It seems
various brass edges on tho stairs of railway

termini are so worn as to help a possible fall,

and one of the servants told me my slip, though
alone, quite sober, and walking deliberately, was
not the first, probably not the worst. Many of the

pavings near shops are so smooth, as to endanger
one’s standing, though it were for a passing look

at one where elegantly carved crosses in ivory

attract notice. The non-sham regulators of work
and reward conld easily organise groups of those
who need employment to groove these stones
where needed, in some diagonal form, so as to

save U8 from falling. In winter the feeble and
drunken will be very likely to get injury if the
rich and responsible neglect timely duty.

Qltes.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Braywood.—The Bishop of Oxford has conse-
crated All Saints’ Church, Braywood, an edifice

erected by the Belgian minister and Madame
Van de Weyer, as a memorial of the late Mr.
Bates, the father of Madame Van de Weyer.
The church, which, with its parsonage, cost
nearly 15,000Z., stands within the parish of Bray,
on the border of Windsor Forest, and about a
quarter of a mile from the residence of the Bel-
gian minister. The style of arcbitecture is

Gothic, of the transition period between the
Early English and the Decorated. The structure

is in the form of a cross, having chancel, nave,
and transepts, and adjoining the south transept

is a lofty tower, which at one angle is surmounted
by a turret, containing the termination of a
winding staircase. At the junction of the chan-
cel and the transepts with the nave are three
pointed arches, which spring from granite pilas-

ters. The base of the tower forms a memorial
chapel, with light open carved stonework be-
tween it and the south side of the choir, which
it adjoins

;
and in the east window of this chapel

there is a memorial window to the late Mrs.
Brand, the eldest daughter of the Belgian
minister, who died at Windsor Castle some
months ago. The large east window is a three-

light one, representing Faith, Hope, and Charity;

the subject is, however, treated differently from
the conventional representation of these attri-

butes. The nave and transepts have open
timber roofs, and the chancel has an oak wains-
cot ceiling. The floor is paved with Minton’s
tiles. The pulpit is of white marble, carved. It

is intended that there shall be a peal of five bells

in the tower
;
at present only one of them, cast

by Messrs. Hears, has been hung. The parson-

age house is at a convenient distance in the rear

of the eastern end of the church. The architect

,
was Mr. T. Talbot Bury, of Loudon, who was the

;
architect of New Lodge, the palatial residence

built for M. Van de Weyer some nine years ago.

The builders were Messrs. Dove, Brothers.

Gloucester.—The gradual restoration of the

exterior of the south transept of the cathedral

is now being carried out, the clearstory on the

south side of the nave having just been com-
pleted. Decayed stones only are removed, and
as much as possible of the ancient work is

retained. The workmen have found a number
I of shot-holes in the stonework of the western

tower of the transept, and have also removed
some battered ballets from the mortar between
the stones. These are curious relics of the

siege.

JVinterloumc JDauntsey.—Adiscovery of mural
paintings has been made beneath the plaster on
the walls of the parish church, which edifice was
built in the thirteenth century, and is now in

course of demolition. The paintings are pro-

bably of nearly the same date as the church, as

they appear to have been executed shortly after

the erection of the walls. From the stylo of

ornamentation their origin is assigned to the

middle or latter part of the thirteenth century.

The series commences at the west end of the

north wall, and was, no doubt, carried com-
pletely round the church, representing, in order,

the principal events of onr Lord’s life, and end-

ing at the north end of the west wall, with His
resorrection. The colours used are red and
yellow, in distemper; and, considering that it is

600 years since these paintings were executed,

the colours are wonderfully fresh.

Atterclife.—Christ Church has been closed for

the last three months for extensive alterations

and repairs, and has now been reopened. The
galleries have been removed, the partition which
shut 02" the west end from the body of the

church has been taken down, and the high pews,

several of them square ones, have given way to

open seats of a simple design. The ground-floor

at the east end has been raised and enclosed by
light screens on the north and south, so as to

give the effect of a chancel. The work has been
executed from tho designs and under the super-

intendence of Mr. J. Fawcett, architect. The'

stonework and cleaning have been done by Mr.

White, of Neepsend
;
the woodwork by Messrs.

Hardy & Duke ; the painting and staining by
Mr. Hague, of Attercliffe

;
and the gas standards

and brackets have been supplied by the Sheffield

Gas Company. All the seats in the church are

free and unappropriated.

Heston. — St. Leonard’s Church, Heston,

Middlesex, has been re-consecrated. St. Leonard’s

Church, an old Medimval bnilding, had, from

lapse of time, become so decayed, with the ex-

' ception of a Norman tower, which was found
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comparatively sound, that restoration was
deemed necessary. This has been effected ;

and

additions have been made which afford increased

accommodation sufficient for 120 persons. Mr.

Brinley Richard’s father-in-law, the celebrated

Mr. Banting, has presented to the church a fine

new organ, built by Messrs. Gray & Davison

;

and hia eldest daughter has given a memorial
window (by Bailey) in memory of her late hus-

hand, Mr. Westbrook, who was, during many
years, one of the churchwardens. Mrs. West-

brook, having resolved to found and erect, also

in memory of her husband, a workmen’s club in

the village, to bo called the “New Workmen’s
Home,” requested the Bishop of London to do

her the favour of laying the foundation-stone of

the building after the church consecration; and
his Grace, having known her husband personally,

and always held him in high esteem, did so.

The building alone, it is said, will cost upwards
of 3,0001. ;

and it is hoped by its establishment

to induce the workmen to abstain from beer-

shops and improve their minds by innocent re-

creations. Mrs. Westbrook has also devoted a

large snm towards the new church fund. At
the conclusion of the ceremony, Mr. Banting
presented, as contributions from his own children

and grand-children, twenty five-pound notes

towards the expenses of the new church.

Gipsy-hill, Upper Norwood .—Christ Church has

been consecrated by the Bishop of Winchester.

The building accommodates 1,300 persons with-

out galleries. It is of Kentish rag with Bath
stone dressings. The internal columns through-

out are of red and grey polished granite, and the

five windows of the chancel, which is apsidal in

form, are already filled with stained-glass me-
morial windows. The builder’s contract was
under 7,500L, including 40 ft. of the tower. The
remainder and the spire have yet to be com-
pleted. The architect is Mr. John Giles, of

London.
CUtheroe .—The chief stone of the projected

Church of St. Paul, Low Moor, Clitheroe, was laid

on Wbib-Monday by Miss Henrietta Garnett, of

Roe Field. The architects are Messrs. Stevens

& Robinson, of Derby.
Birmivgham .—Obstacles to the erection of the

proposed church in the Hagloy-road, Edgbaston,

have been removed
;
and, at a recent meeting of

the committee, instructions were given to the

architect, Mr. Chatwin, to re-arrange the plans,

so as to allow the erection of nave and chancel,

leaving the tower and spire to be added at some
future period. The cost of the proposed church,

we understand, will be about 5,0001, of which
3,5001. are promised, and arrangements have
been made to raise the rest by an active canvass

of the parish.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Boss.—The foundation-stone of a new Congre-
gational Chapel has been laid at Ross. The site

having been purchased, and the plan of Mr. B.

Lawrence, architect, of Newport, having been
accepted, building operations were commenced a

short time since
;
tho contract being given to

Mr. T. Durke, of Cardiff. The style is Geome-
trical, with open porch and entrance lobby on
the south side of the chapel, which is to be divided

into nave and aisles by iron columns, carrying

open timber roof; with carved braces and boarded
ceiling. The chapel will be built of the local

red sandstone, with Bath - stone dressings

;

Forest stone being employed in the arches.

There will be tracery windows, four on each side

of the chapel; octagon staircases, minister’s

vestry, and a large schoolroom, which will

accommodate about 250 scholars
; two class-

rooms, ladies’ vestry, and all other necessary

offices. The dimensions of the chapel will be
58 ft. long by 37 ft. wide, the height being about
33 ft., and it will be heated by the patent hot-

air apparatns of Mr. T. Bright, of Carmarthen.
The slates will be in colours of green and copper.
The vestry, class-rooms, and ladies’ vestry, will

be situated in the basement. The chapel will

accommodate about 400 persons, and the con-

tract for its erection has been taken at 1,4501.,

but the building will cost altogether about
1,5701., exclusive of the price of the land.

Kereford .—The new Wesleyan chapel has been
Opened. This new edifice has superseded the

one in Over-Ross-street. It is in the Gothic
style; the walls are bnilb in rubble stonework,
with Bath-stone dressings. The window-frames
are of the same material, and glazed in lead

lights, with cathedral glass of two tints, green

and yellow. The principal doorway is of the

Norman period, wir.h carved capitals, and there

is a lobby, paved with encaustic tiles. Inside,

the flooring is of board, and open benches supply

the place of pews. The building is 43 ft. long

by 30 ft. wide, and the height is 31 ft. At the

east end there is a small room, about 10 ft. 6 in.

by 8 ft. 6 in., which is intended to be used as a

vestry. There is also a warming apparatus for

heating the body of the chapel in winter. There
are side galleries, which, however, do not run

the whole length of the building, extending only

about halfway. These galleries will accommo-
date about 100 persons, 50 in each, and the body
of the chapel will seat some 170 persons. The
building was erected from the design of Messrs.

Pearson & Son, of Ross, and the work has been
carried out by Messrs. Smith & Son, of Weston.
The entire cost, including the purchase of the

land, is calculated to be somewhat about 1,1001.

STAINED GLASS.

Hanover Chapel, London, — A stained-glass

window has been put up in this chapel by Mr.
John Hunter, to the memory of his late wife.

The subject is Mary Magdalene anointing the

feet of our Saviour, illustrating the text “Thy
faith hath made thee whole.” The window
was executed by Messrs. R. B. Edmnndson
Son, of Manchester, being the second placed in

this chapel by that firm.

Denton Church .—The chancel window of the

parish church of Denton, near Manchester, has
recently been filled with painted glass, in memory
of Edward, son of Mr. John Bradbury, of Broom-
stair House, Houghton. The church, designed

by Mr. Scott, is in the Decorated style, and the

window in question is divided into four lights,

surmounted by geometrical tracery. The win-

dow contains two subjects, viz., “ The wise Men’s
Offering,” and “ Christ blessing little Children.”

These are framed by foliated canopies, the

upper parts of which contain angels bearing
scrolls, inscribed with the texts which the sub-

jects below are intended to illustrate. The
tracery contains our Lord sitting in his sove-

reignty, angels with musical instruments, the

agnus Dei, wine and chalice, &c. This window
is from the works of Messrs. R. B. Edmundson
& Son, of Manchester, who have also decorated

the reredos by .the introduction of the Deca-
logue, Lord’s Prayer, &c., illuminated in gold

and colours.

CumnocTc Parish Church, Ayrshire .—A new
church, from the designs of Messrs. Brown «Si:

Wardrop, Edinburgh, has been recently erected

in Cumnock. The structure is in the Decorated
style, and the principal windows have been filled

with stained glass, at the expense of the Marquis
of Bute, the principal heritor. There are eight

figures in the two principal windows, from the

sketches of the marquis, aud these are intended

to form au epitome of the founding of Christi-

anity, and its introduction into Scotland. The
figures of our Saviour, the Virgin Mary, Sb.

John, and St. Andrew are connected with the

first ;
those of Queen Margaret, King David, St,

Kentigern, and St. Ninian with the latter event,

The upright compartments are surrounded with

decorated borderings, and the tracery is filled

with lilies, roses, and other ecclesiastical em-

blems. There is also a wheel-window between
the two twin-light windows, where similar em-

blems are introduced. Messrs. Ballantine & SoDj

of Edinburgh, were the artists employed.

Wigtown Parish Church. — A large triplet

window in this church has been filled with

stained glass. The central light, which is above

15 ft. by 3 ft., is a memorial of the late Peter

Young, who was sixty-five years minister of the

parish. An illustration is given of King Solo-

mon, in presence of his fellow-worshippers, dedi-

cating his temple to God. The two side-lights

are presented by the Earl of Galloway. In one

is a figure of Moses, with the Tables of the Law

;

in the other, a figure of Paul preaching at

Athens. The borderings, medallions, aud bases

are mosaic, and the groundwork is grizaillo.

The work was executed by Messrs. Ballantine &
Son, Edinburgh.
Mwton Church .—A stained-glass window has

been erected at the east end of the south aisle in

the village church of Morton by Mr. Alfred

Harris, jun., of Ashfield, Bingley. The window
is in the Gothic one-mullion style; and the

stained-glass illustrations have come from the

works of Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, nf

,
London. In one compartment of the window is

the representation of Christ as the Good Shep-
herd. In the other compartment is the design
of Christ leading one of the faithful through the
valley of the shadow of death.

Bronxsgrove Church .—A memorial window has
been erected in this church, in memory of the
late Mr. Day, at a cost ofupwards of 1301. Thia
window was designed and executed by Messrs.
Lavers & Barraud, the artists who also de-
signed and executed the east window of the
chancel. The new window is in the south aisle.

The subjects chosen are the works of mercy
mentioned by our Lord in St. Matthew xi. 5,

—

“The blind receive their sight, the lame walk,
the lepers are cleansed, the deaf bear, the dead
are raised up, and the poor have the gospel
preached unto them.” AU the three east win-
dows are now filled with stained glass.

Ringwood .—A stained glass window has just
been placed in one of the southern lights of the
chancel of the parish church, in memory of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Davy. It consists of three
groups of figures, representing the Visit of the
Shepherds, the Crucifixion, and the Ascension,
and was executed by Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of
London.

The Electric Telegraph. By Dr. Lardneh. A
new edition by E. B. Bright, P.R.A.S.

London : James Walton, Gower-street. 1867,

Mr. Bright assisted Dr. Lardner in the prepara-

tion of the first edition of this work, and it hag
been revised and rewritten by him. He is the

Secretary of the British and Irish Magnetic
Telegraph Company, and therefore versed in

telegraphic snbjects as they now exist. The
volume is illustrated by 140 cuts ; and it gives a
general view of the present state of telegraphy
throughout the world, in which Great Britain

certainly holds a distinguished place, even by
comparison with the United States, considering

that over and above its network of laid lines, ib

has already entered into electric union with
Canada on the one hand and India on the other,

and is preparing to unite Australia, New Zealand,

and other of her distant colonies with the mother
country in a similar way. The present volume
is a record ofastonishing progress and of wonders
in natural magic.

VARIORUM.

The “ Charles Dickens” edition of Dickens’s,

works, compact, clear, and cheap (in course

of issue by Chapman & Hall), will reach a
fresh public, and doubtless command a large sale.

No one will wish it otherwise. No line has our

admirable novelist written that the sternisfa

moralist would wish to blot : scarcely a passage,

indeed, could be blotted that would not be a
loss to the public, for whose delight, and more
than delight, he has so long and successfully

laboured. “ The Posthumous Papers of the

Pickwick Club,” wise as witty, is the first volume
issued, with all its well-known illustrations,

first by Seymour and then by “ Phiz.” The
edition is dedicated to “John Forster, biographer

of Goldsmith, in grateful remembrance of the

many patient hours he devoted to the correc-

tion of the proof-sheets of the original editions,

and in affectionate acknowledgment of his

counsel, sympathy, and faithful friendship,

during my whole literary life,”—words honour-

able to both. The June number otNature and
Art completes the second volume, and with ib

ends the connexion of Day & Son with the work,

excepting as regards the parts already published.

The June number includes a sketching lesson,

from Mr. Aaron Penley; Notes on the Early

History of Engraving; and ashortbut instructive

chapter on the Buddhist Architecture of India.

It is capitally printed and got up. “ The Laws
and Bye-laws of Good Society” (Simpkin &
Marshall), contains in a small compass much
good advice, which will be useful to many who
have worked their way up and are not “to the

manner born.” It is easy to laugh at such

guides; but with many there is no advice

to be looked for in any othe direction.

Stevens & Hole’s School Series :
“ The

Standard Grammatical Spelling-book, in Four

Parts. By H. Combes & E. Hines.” “Arithme-

tic, Step by Step,” by the same Authors. Lon-

don : Longmans, Green, & Co. The specialty

of the spelling-book is that on a combination

principle, it presents all the more usual words
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in the lan^age, arranged in a systematic man-
ner, in lessons of convenient length without
entirely superseding learning by rote. The
arithmetical book is intended, with a compa-
nion exercise-book, to supply the demands of
those who require full explanation of the me-
thods employed and additional examples for
practice after they have gone through the
arithmetical copybooks by the same authors.

" Fox on Light Railways : Institution of
Civil Engineers.” This is a reprint of a paper
read at the Institution of Civil Engineers on
27th November last. By the term " Light Rail-
ways” the author means such lines as, “ either
being branches from existing trunk-lines, or
being intended for districts requiring the deve-
lopment of their traffic, should be constructed
in a thoroughly substantial and durable manner,
equal in their details as to quality to the best
trunk lines, but with every part made only of
such strength as to carry loads represented by
the rule that no pair of wheels should be allowed
to have more than six tons upon it. This would
enable these lines to carry the rolling stock of
all other railways of simUar gauge, with the
exception only of the locomotives. The first

railways constructed upon this principle, which
have come under the author’s notice, are those
of the Norwegian Government; the designs for
which were prepared, and the works carried out,
under the guidance of Hr. Carl Pihl, the State
engineer. The author visited these lines in
1864, and was struck with their efficiency and
economy.” “ Some Remarks on the Educa-
tional Uses of the Proverbs of Solomon. By
Robert Skeen. London : Norman, Covent Gar-
den,” As the title shows, this tractate is in-
tended to advocate the inculcation of the Pro-
verbs of Solomon in the schools and seminaries
of learning throughout the country. ” Tbe
Sewerage of Much Woolton.” A report has
been made to the local board on the sewerage of
the district and the disposal of tbe sewage, by
Mr. G. W. Goodison, C.E., of the firm of Reade
& Goodison, of Liverpool. Mr. Goodison pro-
poses a plan of sewerage whereby the sewage
TT- ill Vin ...r I.W 1ir_ J.T__ Tir.

& Co. This volume is intended to occupy an
intermediate position between technical works
on English law and the various kinds of students’
manuals on tbe same subject

;
and to form a

useful book of reference, not only for county
magistrates, members of Parliament, &c., but
also for the general public.

IfiiscfUaniia,

A Real Start in Aeronautics.—A little model
of an aerial machine has been exhibited in
France, which, by purely mechanical force, it is

said, carries a mouse through the air. A san-
guine and patriotic critic declares that France
has thus solved the difficulty of aerial naviga-
tion, and that a machine proportionately large
will raise an elephant much more easily than the
model bears its tiny traveller.

Important Discovery of Iron.—For some
months past the search for ironstone has been
prosecuted on both sides of the Derwent, and
these efforts have at last been rewarded. For
nine years past the adventure has proved of
varying success. The company, however, for-
tified by the opinions of Professor Phillips and
other geologists and mineralogists, have steadily
prosecuted their investigations. The result is

that a royalty of 800 acres at Kirkham, in the
East Riding, and 1.800 acres at Welburn, in the
North Riding, tbe two being separated only by
the navigable river Derwent and the York and
Malton Railway, have been leased on favourable
terms for a period of sixty-three years, as from
the date of the first adventure in 1858.

Compensation Case : Middle-row, Holborn.
Last week a compensation case connected with
the removal of Middle-row, Holborn,—“Edwards
r. The Metropolitan Board of Works,”—occupied
Mr. Under-Sheriff Burchell, and a special jury,
the whole day. The claim was for 9,00UZ.

, r -o- Hawkins, Q.C., and Mr. E. James, were
will be disposed of by falling into the Mersey Howards, a mantle- maker and silk

through two brooks forming the natural drain-
1

at the corner of Middle-row, facing the
age of the district. The total cost of the sewer- i

Hloyd and Mr. Philbrick were for the ^
age is estimated at ll,628i. Mr. James New- ^

Premises were said to on the capital during construction in considera-
lands, the Liverpool borough engineer, has been '

part, and large incomes had been I tion of receiving any income derived from the
consulted as to the merits of this plan, and has ' ^7 members of the same family. They works during that period. The price to be given
reported favourably of it. The report of Mr.

j

^^rth 500J. a year. The stock was worth 1 to the concessionnaire for his concession, and the
Goodison has therefore been approved of and 3,0001. and -4,OC01., and the loss by ten- portion of canal already completed, ia 100,0001.
adopted by the local board, and the works, ' '^®r One of the witnesses

•

we understand, will be gone on with imme- ^^'® business was very deceptive.

Excavating Apparatus. — Milroy’s patent
excavating apparatus was invented and first

successfully employed for sinking the cylinders
of the Clyde bridge, on the Glasgow (City) Union
Railway. It is considered that the machine will
be found useful in making any kind ofperpendicu-
lar excavation, but more particularly in sinking
coal-pits and wells through watery strata, and in
sinking cylinders for tbe foundations of bridges,
breakwaters, lighthouses, forts, &c., its suitabi-
lity for such purposes consisting in its being
perfectly independent of the water, which is
allowed to remain in the pit or cylinder until
the excavation is completed

;
and in the fact

that it may be used with equal ease at any
depth, without sensibly increasing the cost of
working

j and that its rate both of sinking cylin-
ders and of excavating is higher than has yet
been attained by any other method. On the
Clyde Bridge, cylinders 8 ft. 4 in. in diameter
were sunk by means of it, at tbe rate of 4 ft. per
hour, till the hard foundation was reached at a
depth of 80 ft. below low-water level. The ex-
pense attending its working is said to be com-
paratively trifling, as skilled workmen are not
required.

Water Supply for Valparaiso.—A new com-
pany, called the Valpai-aiso Waterworks Com-
pany (Limited) has been formed, and appeals for
capital to the extent of 200,0001. The shares
are of 20Z., and the dates on which tbe different
instalments must bo paid up are specified. The
object of the company is to supply the city of
Valparaiso, in Chili, with water. It seems that
Mr. Waddington, an Englishman, had obtained
a concession as far back as 1856 from the
municipality, which was approved of by the
Government in 1862, to bring water from the
range of the Andes. Mr. Waddington had begun
to build a canal coming to the city by a circuitous
route for the double purpose of supplying a
reservoir and of irrigating the country. A
length of 72 miles of the canal has already bben
finished. The company now formed has pur-
chased that portion, with the concession, from a
son of the concessionnaire, and with whom also
they have made a contract to complete the
works. The contractor agrees to pay 6 per cent.

diately • application being made to the Home
Secretary for borrowing powers to carry the
scheme into effect. “ Report of the City
Surveyor of Montreal for 1866, presented to

There was “more deception in it than in any
other trade.” Mr. Lloyd called no witness, but
contented himself with cutting down tbe claim.
Tbe Under-Sheriff placed the several items be-

the Council” (Starke & Co., Montreal). Mr. I

^°*'® ‘^^® assisted by evi.

Macquisten’s report shows that in Montreal ^®“®® t*^® O"® The alterations were for

sewerage and water supply, widening streets i

the_ benefit of the public, but Mr. Edwards was
^11 ir T ^ Frill rinm nQiteo

f

and paving are all in active progress, and a map
of tbe city has been contracted for on a scale
of 20 ft. to an inch. Readwin’s “Index to
Mineralogy” (Spon, Charing-cross). Mineralogi-
cal stndents and collectors will find this list or
index useful, although it is admittedly very
defective; but it is put forward in the hope
that nltimately a list of minerals worthy of the
name may be produced. Telegraphic Reform :

the Post-office and the Electric Telegraph. Re-
printed from tbe British Quarterly Review.
Jackson, Walford, & Hodder, Paternoster-row.
The author of this paper supports the proposal
to transfer the telegraphs to tbe post-office
department for their farther extension and more
efficient management. He gives many interesting
details oflhecontemplated measure, and urgesthat
no more time should be lost in bringing the subject
before the Legislature. Mr. Scratchley’s Life
Assurance Bill for enabling Policies to be
secured to the widow and children of the assured,
and for rendering policies assignable, at law, in
favour of creditors : with an introduction. Ex-
tracted from the new edition of the “ Treatise
on Life Assurance Societies and Building
Societies ” (Layton), Fleet-street. As a bill for
effecting one of the objects suggested by Mr.
Scratchley, namely, that of legalising assign-
ments of policies, has at last been brought before
Parliament, and a further measure is also pendin"
for enabling policies to be secured for the family
of the assured

; the author has here re-issuecl
from the new edition, in a separate form, those
sheets of his treatise which relate to these
suggestions. “ Our Constitution an epitome
of our chief laws and system of Government,
with an introductory essay. By A. C. Ewald,
F.S.A., of H.M.’s Record Office. London : Warne

entitled to full compensation. The jury retired,
and on their return assessed the compensation
at G,743Z.

Egyptian Sculpture.—Professor Piazzi Smyth
made the acquaintance of M. Mariette, other-
wise Mariette Bey, a Frenchman, who has been
appointed by the Viceroy as tbe officer in charge
of the antiquities of Egypt. M. Mariette has
recently discovered what he thinks the oldest
extant piece of sculpture in tbe world, and he
has placed it in the museum of which he is the
custodian. The following is a description of this
exceedingly interesting statue ;

—“When Mariette
Bey shows you the chief piece of it, you stand
almost appalled before the presence it conveys.
It ia tbe life-sized portrait of a king who built
one of tbe Pyramids, seated in the calmness of
majesty and the isolation of rank, gazing honestly
straightforward, and on high thoughts intent,
into space. There ia neither the total nudity of
Greek sculpture, nor the encumbering frippery
of modem royalty

; but the man is there,
slightly more muscular in the arms than the
Apollo Belvidere, though not less justly propor-
tioned or exquisitely rendered

;
yet still, his forte

is thought and administration ratherthan manual
labour, and his manner that of one who can afford
to bide his time, and expects with solid reason to

see all things eventually combine for good. The
eye is large and peaceful, the lips are rather fine

as well as precise, the nose straight and thin, but
not so much in tbe Grecian as the Anglo-Saxon
manner; and almost the only decoration is tbe
quasi-heraldic supporter of a hawk developed out
of, rather than exactly standing on, the summit
of the rocky seat, and folding its wings with
benign protective influence towards the monarch’s
respected head.”

in fully-paid-up shares after the whole under-
taking has been completed. This amount of
fully-paid-up shares is to be a fresh issue in
addition to tho capital of 200,000Z. The total
net revenue derivable from the city and the
irrigation is estimated at 76,366Z.

The Political Economy of Mr. Euskin.

—

Two lectnres on this subject have been delivered
in the Town-ball, Manchester, by Dr. W. B.
Hodgson, Examiner in Political Economy, London
University. In tho second, the lecturer pro-
ceeded to deal with Mr. Ruskin’s problem, “ How
to maintain constant numbers of workmen em-
ployed, whatever may be the demand for the
article which they produce.” Ho agreed with
him that wages should not be based upon charity,
but justice

;
but he differed with Mr. Ruskin as

to his ideas of justice, for the latter laid it down
that if a man did an hour’s work for you, and
you only did half an hour’s work for him,—no
matter what the quality of the work was—an
injustice was done to the man. Mr. Ruskin,
however, would not estimate half an hoar’s work
with his pen as only of the same value as halfan
hour’s work by a blacksmith

; therefore such an
idea of the equality of labour was an absurdity
and a fallacy. The lecturer then went on to
show what constituted the real value of a man’s
labour, and how Mr. Ruskin failed in endeavour-
ing to show that an hour’s labour of a black-
smith was worth an hour’s labour of another
man who perhaps had devoted a lifetime to the
study of a profession. The theory, however, was
not new, as it was only the revival of a plan laid
down by two other authors some years ago, whose
object had been to abolish specie payment for
hour labour. Indeed, Mr. Raskin seemed to have
stated his opinion on political economy without
having duly considered them. He was some-
times right, but what he said was generally made
worthless, as some previous statement of his
would turn up to contradict it. His opinions on
war as the great promoter of the arts and
paternal government, the lecturer said, were
all fallacies, which, when fairly judged by the
science of economics, would not bear to be in-

vestigated.
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lousE Property in Brighton.—Afc the Estate

jtion Mart, North-street, last week, Mr. Attree

mitted a large quantity of property inBrighton

public auction, and of which the subjoined

f-all freehold—were sold at the following

jgg ;—No. 3, Lower Eock-gardens (let at 105Z.

'ear), 1,670L
;
No. 44, Park-crescent, 690J.

;

ee bouses in Princo’s-street, 485L j
Nos. 11 to

Prancis-street (let at SOL a year each),

L each
j
No. 60, Old-steine, was bought in at

301.

?R0.iECTED Improvement in Cabs. — Some
apprising capitalists at the West-eud are about

originate a new cab company, for the pur-

e of supplying light and even elegant vehicles

jlaco of the heavy, dismal, and, in nine cases

of ten, dirty ones at present used as hack-

riages. The company intend to let both cabs

I horses to their drivers at the smallest pos-

,e amount of hire, and upon the good old

iciplo of “ live and let live.” The men em-
yed are to wear a livery of plain black or blue

;b, with a narrow gold band ronnd the hat.

(

carriages are to resemble private broughams,
the men will be those of sober and tried

jacter only. So says The Whix>,—a pro-

fonal paper.

^ituo-Glycerine in Slate and Tunnel Cut-

G.—Experimental blasting has been made at

irries near Slatington, in the United States.

9 blasting was considered entirely successful in

;ard to rock. Experiments in the use of the

in “ sculping ” (the technical term for getting

I the blocks from which slates are made) have

; been conclnded, but interested parties ex-

iss themselves confident of its ukimato sne-

B in this branch of the business. The oil, it

said, requires one-fifth less drilling for than

necessary in the use of powder, and is more
nomical in many other respects. Nitro-

oerine is cutting the Pacific Eailroad tunnel

ough the summit of the Sien'a Nevada at the

B, it is said, of 50 ft. per week, and by
3summer fifty miles of road will be added to

I ninety-four already in operation at the Cali-

uia end.

k.RTESi\N Wells in Algeria.

—

At the end of

54, seventy-five wells, sunk by tbe French,
.”0 flowing and delivering 4,200,000 litres of

ber eveiy hour, or 100,000 cubic mfetres a day.

9 water is limpid and drinkable, but generally

ttle brackish. A villsge and date plantations

) up arouud every well, and the natives, having

lething to lose, prefer peace to predacity.

irty-five of the wells are in the Ouled Eir dis-

it, which stretches far to the south. The
ipesb well is 175 metres, the shallowest 29
tres, and the total of all the borings amounts
B.G28 metres. The entire cost, defrayed by a

: on the natives, was -l-OOjOOO francs. Among
) material results, we are informed that

|),00U date -trees have been planted in tbe

.led Kir district alone, besides fruit-trees of

er kinds, and more than 2,000 new gardens
'6 been formed. Four boring brigades have
m established for systematic explorations.

)IoME POR Little Boys.

—

At Horton Kirby,

ir Farningbara, Kent, the opening has now
lien place of the “ Home for Little Boys,” the

indatioD-stono of which was laid by the

mcess of Wales on the 7th of July last. It is

ignccl for children from all parts of the

intry, the only limit being that it shall he for

le boys who are homeless and destitute. The
ildings consist of five spacious houses, which
fi furnished in the plainest manner by Mr.
eSeatou, of the Hampatead-road. House No. 1,

permission of her Eoyal Highness the

cncess of Wales, is named “The Alexandra
S'Use.” No. 2 the committee have named “ The
bnbury House,” Mr. Haubury having obtained
I m his family the donation of 50UL, which,
-h his own contributions, completed the cost

lithe bouse. No. 3 has been erected at the

ct of the congregation of the Eev. Ur. Kaleigh,

3 Hare-court Chapel, Canonbury. No. 4 is

own as “ The Children’s Cottage,” having
I in erected entirely by the subscriptions of

lildren of friends and supporters of the insti-

)rion; and No. 5 had been erected at the cost

laLady Morrison. Each house is surrounded
Isits allotment of land and garden-ground, on
;bich the children are employed in agricultural

D'suits during a portion of the hours not de-

fied to education, and there are workshops in

:hich various trades are taught. The school
leipel is a Gothic structure, built of Kentish
a;, and at its south-eastern corner contains the
(Imdation-stone, with its inscription.

Prizes for Art-Workmen.—The Society of

Arts again offer a large number of prizes, in

various departments, fbr art-workmen, whose

attention to the list published we invite. It

may be obtained at tbe House of the Society, in

John-street, Adelphi.

The International Society op Fine Arts,

Limited.— The rooms of this company (Bond-

street) contain this year a number of pictures

by foreign artists, none very great, but some

very pleasing. 'The mixed purposes of the

company scarcely seem to us to promise a very

successful issue.

The Popularity of the Peel P.abk Museum,
Manchester.

—

The plan of counting the visitors

during Whit-week has been now continued for the

last ten years, and the total decennial return of

visitors in Whit-week is nearly a million : the

actual number is 898,780, being an average of

14,979 each day!

Convalescent Hospital, Witley, Surrey.

—

In connexion with this hospital, the laying of

the foundation-stone of which we mentioned in

May last, a chapel for the use of the convales-

cent patients, the children, and the establishment,

is now about to be erected on the grounds, and

this, so far as their presence will not interfere with

the primary object of the building, the neighbours

will be invited to attend. Mr. Sydney Smirke,

Pl.A., is the architeet, and Messrs. Mansfield &
Co. are the builders. King Edward’s Schools,

mentioned by us when speaking of the hospital

(p. 318, ante), have been erected by the same
builders, also under Mr. Smirke, and nob as then

stated.

Monumental.—About two years ago a pro-

posal was entered into for the erection of a

monument to William, late Duke of Hamilton

and Brandon. The subscriptions were chiefly

confined to the tenantry and the personal friends

of the duke, and a good sum was thus raised.

The site has finally been fixed on the bank of

the Avon, about 100 yards above the entrance to

Cadzow Forest, by the Barncluth-road, amid a

piece of the finest river scenery in Scotland.

This position was specially approved of by tbe

duchess, Princess Marie of Baden, as also the

plans of the monumont, which are by Messrs.

Heath, Wilson, & Thomson, architects, Glasgow.

Tbe structure is to be circular, in the Italian

style of architecture, 26 ft. high and 22 ft. in

diameter, of polished freestone, from Ualpatrick

quarry, in the parish of Dalserf, where the

columns of the front of the palace at Hamilton

were taken from. There are to be nine openings

in the circumference, which will bo divided by

as 'many granite pillars. The roof is to be of

wood, covered over with lead. In the centre of

the monument a column is to be placed, sur-

mounted by a bronze bust of the duke. A
monument has been erected at Chlum, in me-

mory of the Austrians who fell at the battle of

Koniggratz. It is of iron, and consists of a
colossal cross on a Gothic pedestal.

Crystal Palace.

—

The preparations for the

great mnsical festival on Wednesday next, June
26bh, in aid of the restoration of the Palace, have
proceeded with much vigour, and may now be

said to have been completed with a remarkable

amount of success. The orchestra will com-

prise an extraordinary array of musical talent.

Besides the entire Eoyal Italian Opera orchestra,

and many of Her Majesty’s Theatre, the band
of the Sacred Harmonic Society, that of the

Crystal Palace Company, the leading amateurs

of the Wandering Minstrels Society, headed by
their conductor, the Hon. Seymour Egerton, as

violin, with Lord Gerald Fitzgerald, as violon-

cello, many other well-known instrumentalists will

lend their aid, making up above 350 stringed,

and nearly 100 wind, instrument performers, or

in all, between -100 and 500 carefully.selected

instrumentalists. The orchestral arrangements,

as at the Triennial Handel Festivals, are

organised by the Committee of the Sacred

Harmonic Society. The chorus comprises tbe

London Festival Chorus, that of the Royal

Italian Opera, and many other professors and
amateurs, solo singers, and members of choirs

and choral societies aud others, who have offered

their services, thus forming an aggregate of

2,500 carefully-selected performers. The prin-

cipal solo artistes include Grisi and Adelina

Patti and Titiens, with Lemmens- Sherrington,
Rudersdorff, Viida, Sainton-Dolby, Sims Reeves,

Mario, Naudin, Graziani, Santley, Arabella God-
dard, &c., an unprecedented combination of

I
talent.

Glycerine Glue.

—

A German chemist, M. C.

Puscher, has discovered that, if glue or gelatine

be mixed with about one-fourth of its own weight

of glycerine, it loses its brittleness, and be-

comes applicable for many purposes for which

it is otherwise unfit. A cement composed of

starch, glycerine, and sulphate of lime is said to

remain plastic and adhesive, and is recom-

mended for luting chemical and philosophical

apparatus, and other similar purposes.

The Palace foe the New Bishop of Chester,

The alterations and additions now being made
to the residence of the late Chancellor RaikeSj

and which is destined to be the palace for the

newly-appointed bishop of this diocese. Dr.

Jacobson, are rapidly progressing. Two wings

have been added to the old mansion, and the

woi’k is being specially superintended by Mr.

Bramwell, of Oxford, architect. The builder is

Mr. Hughes, of Aldford, who is also erecting the

Town-hall.

Agricultural Returns.—The Board of Trade

are soliciting returns from all occupiers of land

in Great Britain, to obtain, for the information

of the public, reliable facts as to the home supply

of corn and cattle. The occupiers of land in

Great Britain are so numerous, that a large staff

of persons must be employed throughout the

country to collect the necessary particulars.

The successful collection of agricultural returns

must, however, greatly depend upon the willing

help of the landed proprietors and the tenant

farmers
;
and we would earnestly urge upon them,

the importance of assisting, as far as they are

able, to make the returns a source of correct and

valuable iuformatiou.

The National Portrait Gallery, George-

street, Westminster.—Several new portraits

have lately been added, we may mention for tbe

sake of those who have already visited the col-

lection. But how few, comparatively, these are,

considering the numbers who would derive

pleasure and instruction from a visit to the

rooms in a proper spirit ! The collection is open

free on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays;

and an interesting catalogue, compiled by Mr.

Scharf, is obtainable. The collection is at

present augmented much too slowly. When
better housed, as will by-and-by be the case,

larger funds should be made available, and more
determined measures adopted to carry out the

idea to a worthy extent. Uur readers, however,

need not wait till then : they will already find

plenty to interest them.

The Traffic at London Bridge.—At a re-

cent Court of Common Council, Mr. E. D. Rogers
brought forward a motion to the effect that, in

consequence of the constantly increasing traffic

over London Bridge, it be referred to the Bridge

House Estates Committee to consider as to pro-

viding additional accommodation for foot-pas-

sengers on the bridge, and that they obtain

plans and estimates, and report as early as

possible to the court. The motion gave rise to

lengthened discussion, and Mr. Paterson moved
as an amendment that the committee should

confer with the South-Eastern Railway Com-
pany, with a view to ascertain upon what terms
they would be willing to open their bridge at

Cannon-street for public traffic. Ultimately the

question was referred to the Bridge House
-Estates Committee.

Fraterniz.^tion of Workmen at the Exhi-

bition OF 18G7.—A letter has been sent by M.
Cbabaud, president of the Paris Working Men’s
Committee and ex-president of the Paris working
delegates to the E.xhibition of 1862, to Mr.
Blanchard Jerrold, acting director of the Foreign
Workmen’s Reception Committee at the Uni-

versal Exhibition of 1862, who is requested to

obtain what publicity he can for it iu England.
In this letter the writer says :

—
“ We have re-

solved that, in the Exhibition itself, there shall

be a place where the working delegates of Paris,

of the provinces, and of the foreign countries,

may meet to promote, in a fraternal spirit, the

complete enfranchisement of labour. With this

idea, which will be sympathetically received by
every generous nature, we have devoted the

model house, constructed by us in the Exhibition

Park, and known as the Paris Workmen’s House,

to the reception of delegates. We wish it to be

their meeting-house. They will find in it every

description of statistical and descriptive docu-

ment necessary to the fulfilment of their mis-

sion, together with the French and foreign

papers. Foreign editors are requested to for-

ward copies of their newspapers for the use of

the workmen of their respective nationalities.”
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Exloration of Palestine.—OxfordUniTOrsifcy
has made a grant of 500h to the Palestine
Exploration Fund by a majority of 1 only
placet, 32; non;placet, 31.

English Gaols.

—

It is not alone in India that
the gaols want revision. A public meeting has
been held in Carnarvon relative to the erection
of a new gaol there, and in the coarse of it a
surgeon stated that the existing gaol is “ scarcely
ever free from fever : it is a huge nuisance : a
hotbed of disease.”

The Dbainage of Fabnham.

—

The gentlemen
who are competing for the drainage of Farnham
want to know what has become of the plans sent
in, and when the decision of the authorities is to
be made. The plans and reports were delivered
to the clerk of the Board of Health of Farnham
on the Ist of March last.

Great Fire near Leeds.

—

A destructive fire
has destroyed the Airedale Mills, at Rodley, Eve
miles from Leeds, the property of the Airedale
Mill Company, and used by them for cloth and
wool scribbling and milling. The mill was a
stone building, 60 yards long by 60 yards wide,
and was five stories in height. It had been built
about seven years, and was fitted up with new
and costly machinery, at a large expense.
Damage was done to the estimated amount of
25,0001.; and, in addition to this, nearly 1,000
people will be thrown out of work.

Bp-'"-.

-UesBrs.Mayhew £ Cttlder, architects Bobe'*-"
General iVorie.

0 0

.Accepted for alterations, &c., to the White Horse Publie-honse, >'hite Horse-lane, Mile End-road, for Mr. E. WBayne. Messrs. Mayhew & Calder, architects
General JJ'orie,

Grimes
PeKterer't Work,

For Bailiffs’ House at Stone, Kent, for Mr. C. White

JW Dennison'"'^’
Q^^ndties supplied by Mr.

'Hill
Piper & Wheeler
Turner & Sons
Gurabrell
Brass
Browne & RobinBon

.

Pritchard
Henshaw (accepted)

.

..£1,525

.. 1,191

.. 1,161

.. 1,160

.. 1,148

1,1

Powell ..

Huijhes
Williams
Hamblin (accepted)

800 0 0
785 0 0

0 0

For Primitive Methodist Chapel, Grafton-rosd, K
Town. Mr. W. Allen Dixon, architect. Qua:
supplied :

—

Mann £1,665 0 0
Staines A Son .. ... 1,6JS 0 0
Manley A Rogers l,tJ27 0 0
Tarrant I^t516 0 0
Garrud (accepted) 1,473 0 0

For museum for firearms and factory for leather c
Pechham Eye, for Mr. G. G. Bussey. Mr, W.
Dixon, architect. Quantities supplied. Labour onl

Galer £1,35 0 0
Sayers 509 0 0

For the erection of bouse and shop at Nottinc-hil], for
* Venning. Mr. Albert Bridgman,

architect :•

Millard (accepted) £459 0 0

A New Material foe Porcelain or Sta-
tuettes ?—M. Leroux has made a borate of
magnesia with an equivalent of calcined oxide of
magnesium and another of boric acid, which
melts at a strong white heat, and yields a very
fluid liquid. This liquid, on being poured on a
cast-iron plate, is transformed into a slightly
greenish sort of glass, remarkable for its light-
ness and strength. But, strange to say, if poured
into platinum moulds, it will come out quite
opaque, partaking of the appearance partly of
porcelain and partly of white marble.

For taking down and rebuilding Messrs. Hill, Evans A
uo. 8 present warehouses and ollices, No. 3-1, Eastcheap,
and rebuilding the same. Old materials of present build-
ing to be re-used. Mr. R. L. Roumieu, architect. Quantities
by Messrs. Welch A Atkinson

Wood A Son ...

Lawrence A Co.

.

Mansfield A Price ....

I'Anson
Dove, Brothers
Piper A Wheeler ...

Longmire A Burge .,

Rigby
Myers
Browne A Robinson .,

..£10,170

.. 9,740
9,617

. 9,284

. 8,975

0 0

8,561

8,458

8,487
8,170

Sanitary Reform in the Metropolis.

—

The
report of the special committee on the Sanitary
Act of 1866 appointed by the Marylebone Vestry
has been presented to the vestry. The report
recommended the adoption of numerous clauses
of the Act, involving a revolution of the present
sanitary arrangements of the pariah. At an
adjournment of the vestry the first recommenda-
tion had been adopted, by which it was resolved
to devote a separate building to the special pur-
pose of disinfecting the clothing, bedding, &c.,
used by persons suffering from infections dis-
eases. Mr. Eallam, Professor Marks, Dr. Whit-
more (medical officer of health), Mr. Galsworthy,
and other gentlemen pointed out the great aid
this would prove in the endeavour to prevent the
spread of infectious diseases. ' The remaining
paragraphs of the report were left over to be
considered at next sitting.

The Copper Trade.—Messrs. Vivian, Younger,
& Bond (June 7) write,—Business has been on a
most limited scale. Prices have altered but
little, and no feature of interest has presented
itself. We note sales of Urmeneta ingots at 801.
per ton. A cargo of regulus brought lls. 4-Jd.
per unit, and about 250 tons Chili bars have
changed hands at 711. per ton. The available
stock of Chili bars, ores, and regulus in Liver-
pool, Swansea, and Havre, and English and
foreign copper in London, is thus estimated in
fine copper:—June 1, 1867, 21,436 tons; June
1, 1860, 18,538 tons; and June 1, 1865, 17,866
tons. An annual Parliamentary return shows
that, in the year 1866, 129,547 tons of copper
ore and re^lus, from Chili and other parts, were
imported into the United Kingdom,—11,346
tons of copper unwrought, &c. ; 10,063 tons
partly wrought

; 270 tons of plates and sheets ;and copper manufactnres and copper plates en-
graved of the valne of 9,4751. ; this last item
showing a great decrease from the previous year,
when it amounted to 30,0541. The British cop-
per exported in the year, chitfly sheets, nails,
&c., amounted to 28,424 tons, as against 31,C09
tons in the preceding year. India is the largest
customer.

For rebuBdiriff three houses, Alfred-terrace, Bayswater.
Messrs. B. A. VViihall A A. Evers, architects. Qiianlitics
by Messrs. Pain A Clark ;

Bywaters £4,880 0 0
TiJOgue 4,666 0 0
Ebbs & Sons 4,580 0 0
Webb A Sons 4,395 q 0
Richardson 4.(<92 0 0

3,972 0 0

For alterations to No. 36, Corahill. for Mr. J.
Smith.^ Mr. W. E. Williams, architect :

Eaton A Chapman (accepted)..
Anley

For alterations and additions to No. 8. Bishorseate-
treet. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect

:

King A Sons £660
Sargent 692

For new sluices, Ac., at Felpham and Bognor levels
engineer. Quantities supplied by

Kake A Ranvrell
Plews
Coker
Simms A Marten
Weekes
Lawrence (accepted)

For the erection of stables, laundry, and ofBc
Stockton House, Fleetwood, for Mrs, Cox. M;
Fletcher, architect

Stim
Walaen
Hart
Fairliali A Weeks .

Liming (accepted) .

£1,623 10 0
1,450 0 0
1,350 0 0
1,326 0 0
1,05-i 6 9

For tavern, two shops, and six houses, for Mr.

!

Chapman, on estate of Mr. J. Roycroft, Camberwell
Knell A Son (accepted) £3,640 0 0

For new Vicarage, Abingdon, Berks. Mr. Edwin

D

architect :

—

Townsend A Sons £3,985 0 0
Barrett
Bowler
Beyman, Townsend, Sheppard.
A Rogers

3.7>2 14 0
2,679 0 0

Townsend
Dover
Jones A Co.
Thomas ....

King
Selby

3,623 13 8
2,6UO 0 0
2,575 0 0
2,550 0 0
2,643

6 8

Ballard
Smilh't Work,

0 0

JPlurAhing,
Howe 257 15

For a small church at Headly, in the parish of K
clere, Hants. Mr, Edwin Dolby, architect ;

—

Reats £7o3 15 e
Thomas 665 0 0
Dover 600 0 0
Eabbitta 456 7 s

For a pair of semi-detached residences, at College
Highbury. Mr. J. Messenger, architect. Quant
supplied by Mr. Jno. Glenn

Hemmings
Stains A Co
Wa

£3,100 0
. 2,044 0

Shurmun
Maley
Johnson
Langmead A W'ay .

Nigntengalo
Elms
Roy

1,97c 6 0
1,945 0 0
1,026 0 0
1,900 0 0
1,874 0 0
1,849 0 0
1,740 0 0
1,B20 0 0

TENDERS
For shops. Starch-green, Hammersmith, for Mr, Foley

Mr. G. Saunders, architect :

—

Webster ..

Eyles
Keys
Chamberlain..
Kelly
Martin

For two houses at Felpham, for Mr. G. H. Rush. Mr.
Arthur Smith, architect. Quantities supplied by Rake A
Ranwell :

—

Goble (accepted) £648 0 0

For villa residence at Godstone, for Mr. Henry Rose
exclusive of bricks, lime, and sand for walls, and plaster-
ing. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect. Quantities suu-
pbed :

—

Ebbs A Son
Sharpington A Cole
Manley A Rogers
Newman A Mann...
Stimpson
Gab3-er
Crabb A Vaughan
Chappell
Gibson, Brothers (accepted)

..£4,170 0
4,147 0
3,945 0

3,760
3,690

3,521
3,616

3,490

For erecting a residence at Kingston Hill, S.W.,
Mrj^ J. Galsworthy. Messrs. Pennington A Bridgi

for

architects

Lathey, Brothers £4,753 0
Martin 4,2^7 q
Perry A Co. (accepted) 4 207 0

For new warehouse and repairs to house. Wantage.
Berks. Mr. J. p. Spencer, architect

** *

Wlieeler 3 q
^ents 310 10 0
Partridge A Aldworth 280 13 0

For the eection of new warehouse
E.C., for Mr. J. N. Debenbam.
tect

Patman A Folheringham
Colls A Son
Hill A Sons
Kelly, Brothers
Scrivener A While
Conder
Newman A Mann
Killby
Mortcr

King Edward-atreet,
Mr. Wimble, archi-

..£5,385

.. 6,250

.. 6,130

4,963

4,919

Accepted for alterations and additions to the Horse-shoe
Brewery Tap-house (Meux A Co.), for Mr. Charles Best.
Messrs. Mayhew A Colder, architects

General Worke.
Curtis £900 0 0

Qaefitter'i Work, ^c.
Comyn, Ching, A Co £216 0 0

Fetclerer'e Work,
-^gfiss £101 0 0

For alterations at the Star and Garter, Caldonian-f
Mr. William Nunn, architect

Sinmionds
, £1,150 0 0

Day ..... .....
. 1^075 0 0

Kelley, Brothers 1,075 0 0
Chutier

. 947 0 0
Batchelder

. 833 0 0
Selleck (accepted) 777 q q
Te«terer'$ Work, exclusive of old counter
Herring £j25 19 6
Hoare, 125 0 0
i^hiihps 120 0 0
Rogers (accepted) 103 18 0

Oufjilter'e Work.
Winn (accepted) 52 0 0

For stabling at the Half-Moon, Upper Holloway.
William Nunn, architect :

—

Carter A Sons (accepted) £450 0 0

For three houses to he built at Hereford, for 1
James Lewis. Mr. J. H. Evina, architect-—

Badham £1,668 0 0
Morgan i,e30 0 0
Freeman i,6;-o 0 0
Bow« .

Bufton..,
Thomas

CoUe, not in
proprietor.

1,676 0 0
1,607 0 0
1,600 0 0

the competition, 1,2C0L, accepted by

For bnilding villa residence, Hereford, for Mr. Wal
Williams. Mr. J. H. Evins, architect

Bowers (accepted) £1,003 0 0
Freeman i,0O0 0 0
Thomas

,

Mason ...

P. A D. Pritchard

990 0 0
986 0 0
970 0 0
964 14 0

For brick tank, 81 ft. 6 in. diameier, and 24 ft. dei

and BiDgle-bft gasholder, 80 ft. by 24 it., for the W
mouth Gas Company. Mr. Alfred Penny, engineer

Tank.
Coker
Eeynolda...
Williams...
Seaman ...

Dodson ...

£1,335 10 0
.. 1,064 0 0

9b7 10 0
765 10 0

Porter
Hanna, Dorald, A Co.
Piggott A bon
Horton
Coulson A Co
lildesley

1,600 0
1,440 0
1,430 0
1,413 0
1,128 0
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C.-A. P,-A. H.-E. 0.—A. F.-J. H. E.—W. G. B.—E. D.—
8. R.-H. G.-G. C. Il.-0.'H.-P. & C-Mr. P.-J. P. 8.—

W.-Srpertnni.—W. G. P.—H. 8. P.-C. 8.-C. B. A.—8. 8.—

1>. V.—0. 8.-Mr. F.—J. P. * Oo.— J. W.— H. 8. B.—F. D.—

•er.-W. E,—t. B. M.-J. W. B.—H. D.—R. L. (yea : to both

ooej.

article on "Ola^inw," pag* 3S3, third column, aixth

roui the top. for ' Dr. W. G. Blackle” read Mr. John BiackU,

ere compelled to decline pointing out hooka and giving

totementa offucte.lUta of tendere, Ac., mnat be acoompanled by

,
mo end adilreaa of the eeuder.not neueaearlly for publication.

fc-Tho reaponalblllty of algned ertlolee. and papera rend at

iineetinirs, reata, of oouna, with the authon.

3/vcrtisements cannot he receivedfor tlie current

I’s issue latir than TH.KEE o’clock, p.m.
^HUHSDAir.
he Publisher cannot be responsible for Oei-

iL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

ertisements, and strongly recommends that

lES ONLY should be sent.

[Adteetisements.1

,EMOVAL.—Messrs. CHUBB & SON beg to

oanco the EEUOVAL, this Day, of their

i Manufactory, from West Smithfield to their

’ly-erected Premises, Chubb’s Safe Works,

Qgall-road, Old Kent-road, S.E. — Whit-

iday, 1867.

rno BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.-
X PARTNERSHIP. - Meaan. BAPNABD. THOJiAR. * CO.

ate empowered to negotiate for the In'ruduction of a P.ABTNER.

with 1.000'. to j .in the aon of the nreaei.t. proprietor ("'.''o U retlnng)

in an o'd*eetobU<hed and flouribbing BUILDING and CONTKAC.I-

ING BUSINESS, with Steam Sawli g. Planing, enl Moulding Mllla

Full partlcnlara of the Brokera, at their BrLtul, Cardiff, or Bwaueea

Officer

ARTS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel

ittcrs can be seen at twenty entrances which

e been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
Bioners, and in the Testing House by order

he Royal British Commissioners.

IHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
W. Benson, having erected steam-power

I improved machinery for clock-making, at

manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to

aish to clergymen, architects, and oomrnittees,

imatos and Specifications of every desorip-

1 of Horological Machine, especially cathedral

I public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church

cks post free for one stamp. Watch and

ck Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

l.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

at clock for the Exhibition, 1863. 25, Old

id-street, and 33 & 3-1, Lndgate-hill, E.C.

ablished 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

10 LEARNED SOCIETIES, ARCHI-
TECTS, »nd ANTIQUARIES,—Meuis. WYMAN * SONS

sg hiul gicKt exp-rleoco In tb« pruducllon of erery VHrluty of

k rvltdlLg to Arcbieolugy, An:hitecture, uid the Fine Arte, tbelc

hliihiueut nfforiU ipeuiaJ fucllitiea for tbe exocntion of thif clau
BINIINU, in the heat possible manner witb promptitude, u
erato prloM.—WYMAN « b)ON8. Fine-Art sind Claaeical Frlnteie,

1, Great Queen-street, London, W.G.

FHE BUILDER.”—FOR SALE, Vols. I.

L to XIIL and XV. to XIX. inclusive, all bound, and In good
aitloD. Plica «. 15fc — Apply. 29, Johu-eueet, Bedford-row
rand Floor).

Now ready. In royal 8vo. price 12i. 61. cloth,

IHE sewage C,)UESTI0N: being
Oeneral Review of all Byetems jand Methods hitherto employed

various C'liiitriea for Draiulug Cities and Utilising Sewat
teU with reference to Public Health, Agrlcolture, and NmUui
JOiny generally. Also a Description of C .plain Llemur'e System
Daily Inoffensive Removal of Fteo.l BotlJ,., Flolds, and Oa-es by
umatio Force, combined with an Improved Method of Sewage
Isailou. Compiled lur tbe luforoiatiun of Saulury and Muuici-
Authorities and all interested In Agrli-ultural Development.

Ry FREDERICK CHARLEd KREPP.
Loudon : LONGMANS, uHEEN. & CO. Faternoeter-row.

To Architects,

Civil Engineers,

guilders, &c,

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwabf Gas Pillabi

Brackets, Lamps,
Fountains,

Gates, Railings,

vrill, u/)onrec«i/)f ofpi
iieulart, bo forward

on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
Ironfounders Engi-

neers, Ac. 2 ( 3
;Uppi

Tbames-street, E.(5.

PUILDEES ASSISTED witli ESTIMATES.
Work meainred up and brought into bill by an experienced

man. Architactiiral and detail drawing, land sutveyiug and leveiliug.

Addreea, I. N. Post-office, Parliament-street, W,

TO BUILDERS, DEOORaTORS, AND OTHBR3.nECORATIVE GILDERS
±_J To he had at the

KING’S ARMS, P0LA.ND STREET, W.C.
Address to the RECRF.TARY.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
.f\. COLOURED for Coropetitton or Exhibition ;

Perspectives,

Detigni. Sketches, or Finished and Working Drawings prepared from
rough tketohe' or Inetinctlons, Flrst-rato reGreoces from emi-

nent, men.—Addres". ARTIST. 8.Bes*horough-«Teet, Pimlico, 8 W.

A N ASSISTANT WANTED in the Office
/~\ of ao Architect and Survevor, accustoiued to tracing. Ink-

ing. and fluDhldg drawings, and the general routine of an oflloe.—

Addreu, stating terms, ti A. 20, Ivy-lanr, E.C.

piIVIL ENGINEER and SURVEYOR. —
\_7 The Widnit Local Board requ're » Genlletnaii competent to

PREPARE tbe Plans and BpecificHtions, Liy Out and Superintend

th- Execution of their new WATKE-WORK-I, and to act as f8UR-
VKYOR to the Board. Experienceas a water engineer Indispensable,

and some knowl-dge of gjis-engineetlng and tbe duties of a local

survevor desirable, tolary, 3002. per annum.—Adlress (at once), T.

BEASLEY, tollnitor, St. Helen'.*.

/GENERAL FOREMAN.-WANTED, to

VX tske charge of a job in the country, a thoronghly energetic,

pushing man. who has filled a similar situation betore. None other

need apply.— A<l<lre>B by letter, staring trade, age, reference, and
salary required, to H. T. Post-office. Taunton.

TTARROW-ON-THE-HILL. — The Local
1 1 Board of Healih require the service of a competent man to i

discharge the united offices of SURVEYOR. INSPECTOR of:

NUISANCES, and COLLECTOR, under tbe Local Ooverument Acts, .

and to Superintend their new Sewage Irrigation Works. Salary 120i. i

per BMUiiTn
;
or 100! per annum with a bouie. The Board w;U

require the whole time of the person elected. The duties will com-

meecs SEPTEMBER 29.h next. Security to the amount of 200!.

must be given for tbe due discharge of tbe duties of Collector.—

Applloatii, ns, accompanied by testlmonlalA, to he sent by post lo the

undersigned by FOUR p m on THURSDAY , JULY 1 6th.

WILLIAM WINKLEY. Clerk to the Boarl.

A/TARBLE and STONE WORKS. —
IVI Wanted, a clever, resp'Otable MAN a* MANAGER; mu*t
do Lotter-writiog and Carving; houte provided -Address, stating

age, salary, and ref»reoce* to lit. 0. POLLARD, Taunton.

TXTANTED, an experienced OUT-DOOR
VV FOREMAN (Joiner by trade pref.rred). Wages 2Z. per week.

Apply to FA8SNIDQE * SON, Builder* aid Contractors, Uxbridge,

giving reference.

TXTANTED, for a Stone and Marble Mills, a
VV GENERAL FOREMAN of STONE and marble MASONS.

Must be thoroughly,c.nven>ant with diawlngs, aud able to conduc*
tbe general inauagement of tbe nipn.—Ai'dr»s*. staling terras and
parilculari, to M-sar*. H. SIBTHOKPK * SON, 11 and 12, Cork-bill,

Dublin. Also a Working Foreman of Marble Mis ms required.

\\T ANTED, a thoroughly competent,
VV energetic Man, of good addrers, from 23 to 30 years of

age, to UQdurtake tne entire MANAGEMENT of a TlMBER-
MERCHANt'S BUSINESS He roust bo a good aoconutant. corre-

spoiiduiit aodealesmiu. Nona but those well aoquainted with the

trade in all ita brauuhes need apply. First-daes retareucos required.—
Applv by letter to G. CAREY, Tuubridge Wells. Kent

TTTANTED, immediately, Three or Four
VV good STONEMASONS. Liberal wages to good workmen.—

Apply to Mr. LAWHIB, BWneraaaon, Djwuham Market, Norfolk.

TO AUCTIONEERS' CLERKS.

TXTANTED, in an Office of general practice,W a few miles from London, a compelent and trustworthy man,
a good oorrespoodent and accouutaut, aud able lo manage the bouse

ngeucy department in the occasional ahsence of the prtnrlpal.

One bavliig a knowledge of drawing preferred.— Address, stating

qualifications and salary required, LAND AGENT, 91, Farriiigdon-

slreet, London, E.C.

TTTANTED, in the Office of a Builder, a
VV YOUTH, about 16 yeare of age, who writes a guod hand. A

email progressive salary would be given to a willing and intelligent

lad.—A'tdresf. in own haudwritiug, A. B. 12, Fountaiu gardeus,

Lituibstb-walk, 8.

TXTANTED.anARCHITECTURAL PART-
VV NERSHIP, by a Young Man. Can advance 200!.—Address,

X. Y. care of Mossr* Wood, 16, Baeiugball-street, B.C.

TO PLUMBERS, 4c.

nTANTED, a good TBEEE-BEANCHW HAND. References required.—Address, W. Post-office

Lougbborongb-place, Brixtun-road, S.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT.—
VV Apply to Mr. JOHN ROSS. Architect, Darlington.

'1X7ANTED immediately, a good Cemetery
* V MASON, who would have Constaot Empt"yuiont. None but

a good Engraver need apply.—Addre.s, Mr. BENNISON, Sleaford

Linc'doshlre.

XXTANTED, a first-class GENERAL FORE-
V V MAN, tor a Job In the Country, A carpenter by traile pre-

ferred. Must be thoroughly converoaut with bU duties, aud be able

to produce fli8t.-clKaa references as to hla general character and ability

Address, wltn full particular*, stating age. wages required, 4o. to

T. C. J cars of Davies * Co. Auvertibing Agents, Finvh-lane, Corn

hllL

XTT ANTED, by an euergetic and per-

VV severing Man, a RK-ENGAOKMENT, as FOREMAN of

BRICKLAYERS, or as General Foreman. Good refereucea.-Address

J. W. Post-office, 8t. Albau's, Herts.

XXr ANTED, respectable and substantia'

VV BUILDERd, to ERECT VILLAS, on tbe St. James's Glebe

Newhamptou. Money can be advanced ou favonrabie terms. The
freehold may be purchased.—Apply to Mr. HOPPING, New Uanip
10E,B.W.

WOODFORD, E?3KX.—Freehold Mansion, and about Sis Acres

of Land, known as Woodfoid HaU.

R. WHITTINGHAM has to announce
thiePBOPERTY. offered by Auction on the 10th inet. wm

NOT SOLD, and may be purebaaed by PRIVATE CONTRACT.
Nlne-tentbe of the purcha-e-raoney may remain on mortgage or con-

5 per cent, to be paid in nine yeara by half-yearly Inatal-

but the whole or any part of tbe balance may bo ijald off at

e without notice,— P.ane and partleulare may be obtained on

l,.n to tbe Auctioneer. 14, M.'0<gatH.»freet, London. EC.

DULWICH. BURRBY.-FJlgible Freehold Building Land.

K. WHITTINGHAM has to announce
that the LOTS remaining UNSOLD of the Auction tola on

iOth luet. may be PURCHASED by PttlVATE CONTRACT. The

•cbaie-money may be paid by a dHpo-lt of 10 per cent and the

ance lu Line yeare. by equal huU-yeaily Instalment*, with Interest

1 par cent, and the opiiou of raying off the whole or any «
jc without no'ice.—For plain and particular* apply to the

u'etlniieer. 14. Miwrcate-s'reet, London. E C.
any

M"

NEAR ANERLEY and NORWOOD. — To CaplUlist*. Lmd and

Building Societlre. and Otlier*.-An eiceedingiy valuable Freehold

Fatate. williln six miles of the metropolis, consisting of the Oak

F.irm. with a newly-erected Residence. Gardens, extensive Build-

ItiRs. and other Laiiiis, together about 2i0 acres, in the parishes of

Peoge and Beckheuain, within easy di.tance of several lauway-

ititioni and the Cryet.J Palace, at present producing about 6231.

l>er annum, and let with power to resume possession of the greater

portion for bmldlng porposee.
_

ESSRS. BLAKE, have received instruc-
tions to SELL by AUCiION, at the MART, Tokenhonss-

yard, on WEDNBRD.aY, JULY 24tb, at ONE for TWO o clock, l» »»»

I..M and if not dbi>nted of, then In five lots, a highly Important

FREEHOLD ESTATE, oompritlng an aret of nearly 220 wrM of

Land.lu the cenlre of a rap dly-lmprovlng and beautiful dutrtet,

lying between Penge, Beckeuham. and Norwood, and in the vicinity

of tbe Crystal PaJace. It is Inierrected by the Loudon, Chatoam,

and Dovei Railway, and the lines of the Brighton and South Coast

and Soutb-Easlern Companies are atinoit on the borders of pro-

perty
;
tbeir staUons at Auerley, Penge, N.'rwood Junction, Mdfeolt-

emham afford constant and quick oommuiiloatlon with the Chty,

West-end. Ac, Tbe estate has fronUgas of several thousand fMt to

d roads, possesses exceedingly flue huildtog sites and oapabllltle*

aub-divielon. It baa been pipe-drained at a large outlay,

In sewers pas* through it. About 18J acres, being pari of tbe

i Farm, with the resideoce and preinlsar, are at present let to Mr.

J, Covell, at 3231. per annum, with p.)war to resume poeteasion for

building purpos-B, thus afforllng the opportunity of carrying ont an

exleLsive building scheme. The remaln.i»r of Oak Partn, comprUlng

37 acres Is let on lease for a terra of fourteen years, from Michael-

mas 18H3 10 tbs Croydon Local Board of Health, for Irrigalioi

po-«, at '3001. per anunm.-May be viewed Uy nermUslon i

tenant-, and particulars, with plans, ih irtly be had of I

FRERE CHOLMELEY. * FORSTER. Soliciwn. 28. Lincoln

fields - at the Mirt. Tokeubouse-yard ;
at the Robin Hood Inn,

Penge' (adjoining the Pfopsny l ;
and of Messrs. BLAKE, Croydon,

On WEDNESDAY NEXT, at the London Tavern. — DULWICH
ROAD BECKENHAM. KENT, about o-e lujle and a half from

the Crystal Palace, — Verj valuable Freehold BoUdlng Land,

apiiorlloned la plots of about half an acre, appropriate and

a-ap'od for the erection of ffral cla a detached family resldensea,

with reserved ground lor stables and right of way thereto.

Geo. TUOD will SELL by AUCTION,
at tha LONDON TAVERN, Bifbipsgate-street Within, on

WEDNESDAY n-*t. JUNE 2Gih, at TWELVE for ONE precisely. Jin

twenty-seven plots, nnle-s an acceptable offer be pcovionslv made,

the FREEHOLD BUILDING EoTATE ; consisting of 13 acres,

eomiuandiiigly sltn.ate-l. and possessing exteuslve frontages in a

newly-made road, known as the Park-roal, and choice frontage*

in Dulwichroad,’ leading fr^m Beirkei.haro to Sydenham, about

ton mluuUs’ walk from St. J>'bu's Bvangrlist Church, half a

mile tram Pengo Station, on the Lond.n, Chatham, and Dovtr

Fudlwar. and one mile fruin B ckenham Sta lou, and tcree-qu^tors

of a mile to the station on the London, Brighton, and South Coast

Railway. Tbe estaU is plauued and plotted out with great aklil and

good taste oireriug In this fashionable ivnd truly eligible locality to

Investors, capitalists, and others, the rarest opporttmUie* tor erecting

detached family r.stdeucee, with about Ihree-quarteri of an acre of

pleasure garden, either fur luvestineut or occupation.—Printed par-

llcular*. conditions of sale, and plan, with siiggestive elevations, may
be obtaiue-1 at the prmeipal Hotels and Taverns In tbe Neighbour-

hood ; at the Loudon Tavern, Bishop gate-street Within, B.O. ;
of

Messrs CREE A LAST, Boltcltors, IS. Gray's-iun-square, W.C. ;
and

of GKOK .E TODD, Auctioneer, 8. Funcraa-laoe, Bucklersbury, B.U

Oo FRIDAY NEXT.—To Builder* and Others.

EO. TUUU will SELL by AUCTION,
upon the PRRMISKS, four donis from Balham etalion, in the

Lilfli'-road on FRIDAY NEXT, at TWELVE fur ONE precisely, the

81UCK and PLANT of a BUlLDEB, Including a four-wheel pbieion,

and a basket ditto, both lu good oondltiou ;
a builder's J tip-cart,

and a ditto truck; a flue Newfouorllaud dog, and several lota of

D -rking fowls.—May be viewed on Tboredav, and catalogues had upon

iba Premises; and of OEO. TODD. 8, Pranonis-lane, K.C.

atractiifs for thp supply of Lamp Colutans, Lamps, &c.

) to Eailway and Gas Companies, Local Boards, iic.

On THUESDAY. 2Jth JULY.—To Builders and Othera.

EO. TuDD will SELL by AUCTION,
upon the PKEMISEa, corner of Burnt Ash-lane, Lee. Kent,

THURSDAY. 25th JULY, at TWELVE for ONE precDely, the

ftTOuK and PLANl' of a Bollder.—Mwy be viewed now by card only,

and catalogue* shortly obtained on tbe Premises ; and of tbe

Auctioneer, 8, Paucrea lane, E.O.

G^

TO PLUMBF.R8. BUILDERS, ie.

T17ANTED, by a Young Man, of steady
VV hxhile. aged 28, a SITUATION es good PlUMBKB. Can do
.’ ,* .- .r., - i..—....ir

BRENTWOOD. KSdBX.—About 10 acres of Freehold Building Land
• -

• street, on the High-road from London, within a
Ik of the lUilway Station.

KS'^RiS. HOOPKK «& CORPS have re-

ceived InatTUCtlons to BELL the above by AUCTION, at the

T'E hart, Brentwood, on WEDNESDAY, the 26th of JUNK
Inst, at SIX o'clock, p.m. precbely. In Lota adapted for the erection

of n'r»t-cla->s residencts. which arg in great demand In this locally.

The elevatad situation of the town, the charming charseter of the

BurroUDdliigcountiy.theadvautages otfereci for the free education

the sjus of re-ldeuta at a tlr«t-cls«s granjiuar-school, together with

Ita proximity to London, combiue to make it one of the most desir-

able neichbonrhoods for tbe rrsidence of gentlemen engaged in

town to and from which there are frequent trains, and season

tlckeU can lie had on a reduced scaJe.-Further particulars can be

h.id at the While Hart, Brentwood
;
at tbe principal Inna In the

neighbourhood ;
of Mr. DURANT, Sullcitor, S. CuUdhall-chsmbet^

Baaliighall-sueat, E.C. ;
of Messrs. EMMEnS, WATSON.* EM-

METT, Solloltore. 14, Bloomsbury-square. W.C, ; and of the Auc-

tioneers, 6, St. awlihlu's-lane, City ;
and Leylonstone, Essex.

To PLUMBEE3, PAINTERS, HOUSE
DECORATORS, ic.—A GENUINE BUSINESS for DISPOSAL,

eatablisueii leu yeais, In a fi et-olass position, west. Commanding
corner premises, low rent, lung lease. Price 150i.— Apply to Mr.

DOBOO, Botale Agent, 41, Judd-street, Euston-road. Belling lo eon-

sequenoe of eertous illness.

CITY.—TO BE SOLD, in consequence of

ill h-alth of tlie proprietor, au old-eetabllihed BUILDBE'S
BUdlNFtoS, of upwards of forty years' itanding- Returning about

3 UOOI. per annum, hut capable ot coDbiderabla extension, together

with the lease of tne capital praml-e«, admirably sltuate-l to com-

mand a good trade—Apply to Meaar*. DEdEKHAM, TbBSON, *
FARMER, 80. Cbespside, K.C.

rPO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, HOUSE
I DECOR ATOR3. and ZINCWOEKSRS.-rO BK BOLD, an old-

establiihed BU^INKSd in the above branches, situated In the main

Keunlugton road, carried on by the preseul proprietor tor neuly

nfryyeare Ill-bealth tbe sole cause of leaving Rentlotr Stock.

Oxtu^, and goodwUl luodorate.—Apply, No. 5, East-place. Kenning-

tOQ-Toad, 8.

TDAF.TNEESHIP.—An ARCHITECT, two
vears in buriuese. with an extenrivo connexion, is willing to

J^e .PARTNER a young ABCKlTECr, who D good at aea^
hiicl can ctUiUj»iid a tmaU capltul.—Addiesa, 659, Office Of “The
Builder,"
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abBtrscting. and billing, and nJnal rontln- of offlcs

TO BUILDEBS AND CONTRACrTORP.*“ J\.^U 1.WK IRAirjUnf.

YY-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT by* " AdvertiMr. Ts thoroughly experienced in taking off

•a-rer,
’DECORATORS, PAINTERS, *c.

YY ANTED, by a practical Man, a EE-
T T KNGAGEMENr ae FORKMAN of PAINTEBa Can do

a’aiuclng, eetlmatlog, i

TO CONTRACTORS. BUILDERS, ENGINEERS, AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by a middle-aged Man, of prac-

„!,» tlcjJ experience, s SITUATION u MANAGER, or UF.NH-RAL foreman of W ORKS, having been engaged in very exteneive
rtllway, water, dock, and eewerago work*, for the Uet t-et.iy years,
with a thorongh knowledge of plane, measurement, seltiUfr on*
mining, maiouiy, bilck, and timber work, in all ita branches with
flrst-clase reference for character and ebllities. Is open for an
engagement either at home or aboad.— Address. A. W. Post offlceEden bridge, Kent.

TtrANTED, by a flrst-olass DEADGHTS-
T T MAN. an BNGAUEMENT. Well up in perspective and com-

ail drawings, colouring, *c. — Addreso

TO BUILDERS.

a Young Man, with good
.1/ * RE-ENGAQEMENfas FOREMAN ora JOB-
Adilfest, W. 3. care of Mr. KUbE, BoHder. Chlslehnrsc. Keut.

„ TO BUILDERS, CONTEACTORS, AND OTHERS

YY ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
.J 7 FOREMAN. Wharf Clerk, or any place oftru-f. where a thorongh knowledge of the various trades are required.

.
- - - FORKMAN of PAINTEBa Can do

.raining «nd glHlrg, and Is of good address and business habits,
irincip.l ^uirlng partial retirement, would find the Advertiivonhy of bts coDfldence. Satl.factory testimonials, and the high,
eferences as to ebarseter.—Addrees, H. Post-office, Blackheath-hl

YYanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by a
» practical Man, ae CLERK of WORKS or FOREMAN for a

iTO BUILDERS.

"YYANTED, by a thoroughly competent Per-
wLniir‘.v'“i”'?l^^U/‘^':-».^.'™ATIONM GENERAL nr SHOPPiop nur 1 vr* fr i.

"
"I*,*

™ * cb a , * uis as rso c, rt a n or SHOPFOREMAN. Has had considerable exp-rienco in either of the above
•apaeitlet Age 40. Salary roorlerate. In or near Maochester pre-

B. Wheeler's, 71, Market-

ANTED, a EE - ENGAGEJIENT as

h
'

'b
FOREMAN. Joiner by trsde, well up la all

5 Town or country.—

TO BUrLDRR.9, 4o.

TU"ANTED, a SITUATION as IMPROVER
T T to the CARPENTERING and JOINING Trade, Has had

. H. S3, Rochester - street,

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

'YYAN’T'ED, by a persevering Young Man, a»v SITUATION as anlUPROVERln agoodJoioeri* Shop. No

'W'

-

engagement.
GENERAL FOREMAN. Carpenter by trade Town opcountry. Good references.—Address. Q. G 17, Cadogan-sireei, ClirlseH

WANTED,
T T thoroughly qn»

an ENGAGEMENT,
thoroughly qnalifled EuTIMaTOR, Mew— v/f twenty years’ experience. Can have two y«

rk“
eroployeri.—Address, V. A. Mr. kmith’p.

by a
Iraughts-

wanted, a SITUATION, by a MILL-
T? SAWYF.K, Aged 21, Can work either bench or frame and

•hamem Good reference.—Address. W. 0. H, PeUlng-street. Lime-

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
r V asFOREMANofWORKSor INSPECTOR of MASONSona

.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
-^NTED, ^_a_ KE-ENGAGEMBNT,

r OUT-DOOR FuREUAN, J

- B. S. 20, ShafLesbury

TTr A
CONTRACTORS.

YY/ANIED, by a person of much exne-
T T nence, a SITUATION as uUl'.DOOR FOREMaw. or T-u*

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-tV IION, as BUILTiBR’S CLERK, Ik Seven’ yean' exnerieMo«Good raferences.- Address, C. B. lo! Devou.bK"e;Xgw“Je

W ® ® A.I N I N G and

TO CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS.
YiTANTED, by a respectable Young Man,

as 'IIMEKEEPER, CLERK, or MEs!

---r- .
architects. BUfiVEYORS, Sc.

YV anted, by a DKALGHTSMAN.
T f EMPLOYMENT. Can Tnenetr* an *,«•». ...

e from late employers.

Y^anted, by a thoroughly practical Man,
nwvpo .

‘f"’®' * RE-ENGAGFMENT a«GENERAL FOREMAN, or the charge of a Job, or to take carpi
work (piecework). Good refereBcee,— Address. A. B. care of Mr
Nash, a. John'e-pUce. Pomeroy-s’.reet. Peekham, 8 E.

TG BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
wanted, a SITUATION as MANAGER,
T V Ag-nt, General or Welking Foreman hv a practical man.

ir by trade.— Apply, W. J. P. 5

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
YYANTED, by a Gentleman, an ENGAGE-
T » M ENT in an Office of the above, with an nltlraate view of

^HE Advertiser, who has been seven yj
o4t/. • i?

®f Architect and Surveyor, wisheeEVQAGKMRVT t, ..i.:.,' _ -*3

TO ARCHITECTS A [) LAND SURVEYORS.

fl. Office nf “The

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS, 4c.

ITrANTFD, a SITUATION' as PAPER-
T T HANGER, and to fill up time at the other Branches. bein(

TO BUILDERS A

"YYANTED, by a Young Man, aged 27. a
J T BITUATION, as CLERK or BOOKKEtPEK, Well u’n Inr BOOKKEtPEK, Well u'

•r»ry, oOi. per week. Good reforeui
t, btepney.

YYA^TED, by the Advertiser, a Carpenter
T T by tr^e, a SITUATION as CLERK of WORKS, nr t.o.

®^'’-DERS, HOUSE AGENTS. Ac.

VV anted, by a steady, active Man, a
uldLtaSrrfpt^ii.r"^^’"'^

CABPE.NTEH and JuINER.1 and JUINER.
. . ... „„„ «wwOratiDg

;
also a good piiuern

Good reference gl«a-Apply to J. UaNLY. U, BtoaUle;-i

WANTED, a EE - ENGAGEMENT as
,

GKNFRaL FOREMAN or as CLERK of WuRKS h» .k V.1 ^ FOREMAN or as CLERK of WORKS by itoorougbly qualified M»ii. of several yeare' experlenoe, SelnJactor
Q previous empluyera-Address, A, li

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.W --
A.14.. .-v*. 4 JVSt ui wrvci,

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, as

penman, and ihuroogbly
Undeniable refe

TO ABCHlrECTS.
wanted, by an AbSISTANT, who is an
Lo d

Ac. a RE-ENGAGEMENT In a
iLcea—Address, C. U. 4

TO BUILDERS A
"WANTED, by a good PLASTERER,
4. • BiTUiTio.v M roasaia.A WORK, eHm completed exteusivy jobs In Loadonr' AVd'i

‘
-B. 385, Office of'1 abJliy —Addrr:

FOREMAN,
uood relereno
The Buildbi."

-___ - TO BUILDERS.
TYA^*TED, by a steaiiy Young Man, a

Coontry preferred.- Addrew. W. 8. 204, Maxey-r*ad. PlumsteX I.e!

TO ARCHITECTS.

yy qualified and ARTISTIC ASSISTANT .

nence in all br.ncbea ol ihe proles.loQ, Could take the m.m
B Ld

prelerrvd.-Addiesr, Ku. tW, Office o

WANTED, by an energetic and practical
BRICKLAYER, a 811UATION » FOREMAN ,.r to lake

0 large and difficult JoDa.—

“YYANTED, by the Advertiser, an ENGAGE-IT MENr ae WORKING FOREMAN of MA^ffcaMENr as Working foreman ot MasONS. Good
Ac.—Address, E. F. No. 0, Magdalen-atreet, Combrldge,

job.—Address, I

TO ARCHITECTS AND CONTRAGPORB.
W^^TED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
r T CLF.RK of WORKS, just complied his eBff.gement-an

f Jak , . .a .•e London Job. Ti
lu oiotk 0-

. . xperiei. . . *
It and other Woiks, extensive Diicfcs
i 188(1, a larga Chtirch, Towthall, and best
al*.—A. M. 159, Wa1 worth-road.

by the Advertiser, a situation
vy of trust, as FOREMAN. CLERK, or GENERAL

Wood, Boilrter, Totti
Good references.-.

CLERK, or GENERAL
jobbing or bnildet’s
ddress, H. care of Mi.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, by a Practical Man, a EE-
ENGAGEMENT as SHOP or OF.NERAL FOREMAN—

Carpenter and .

.

c ra ployers.—Addi
Essex.

TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
\Y^NTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
T T TION as IMPROVER In a JiiINER’S 8H0P, Has been Bvt. . ’SkHOP, Has been Bv

Wages not so much an object a« a constancy.-
Ciapbam-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.W ANTED, a SITUATION as
DRAUGHTSMAN.—Can prepare a Set of Drawing* from

' GoTHA," Post-ol

YYANTED, by a Young Man, aged 25, who
II

»eveu years' experience In a Surveyor's office, and U
el'ol office work.

Address, C. P. 14, Frodsham-stn

TO AECHITECTB. 4c.

The Advertiser wants a SITUATION as
JUNIOR ASSISTANT.-Address, L. 76, Pore-street, Bodmin,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

T H E Advertiser, a thoroughly-practical
Man of extensive experiaoce. and a total abstaluer. is desirotu

of a RE-ESGAOBME''T wQENERAL FORe.UAN. CieViof
r. u4 » uoinUman’s E»t*te. Flrsc-clvsi references,—
s. A. J. W. 9, Wyodham-ruad, Camberieell, Surrey, 3.

TO AUCTIONEERS, SURVEYOR.*, AND ESTATE AGENTS.
''pHE Advertiser desires an ENGAGEMENTA with the above. Can survey and plot land, trace plans,
attend sales, Ac. Excellent ref=renc»s. No obj-ctlon to the conutry.
Address, a. care of J. Johnson, Ssq 35, Moorg«te-»treet, City.

I
^HE Advertiser, who has had a varied and

practicel experience on building snd englueetlDg wi.rks. desires
1 ENUAQfiMENT ss c'lVrK orwijRKS. '’is'^com
lantitlrs, prepare plan«. late levels, 4c.—Addre,
oldernea., Beaumout-place, Part-street, Slough.

^HE Advertiser, who has been employed
Offices of »ell-known Architects, is open to anENQAOF.MEST,

W. E. 12, Goldsmith-square, Cowper-i

louutry Salary u it ro much an object
* i>ermaUFnl rmployment.—Addtcu,

id, South Hornsey, N.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
'

1
'HE Advertiser, who has had consider

J. experience, seeks a REENGAGEMENT as MANAGB
Estimatiug snd Measuring Clerk. Town or country. No obja
to go abroad. Five year*' London reference Address T H c
Mr. Shrubsole, 19, Mancheeter-building., Westminster.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
PLASTERING WANTED by an
L rienced PLASTERER, by Ihs JOB, in town orconutry Ig

only. Good references—Na 681, Office of " The Builder.

"

(^FFICE BOY.—SITUATION WANT!
y-r for an intelligent Youth, accustomed to keep an offle*.
plans, square dimensinns. copy sp'c.flcations. sie'iclUplacards
perform messsges of trust.— Address M. F. 37, Great JamuB-streel

PLBRK, cashier, or COR:
SPONDENT.-WANTED, a SITUATION a* above, by a G

Offices cinnvoted
the Build! og trade both in London and country. Excellent refer

Streets
®“® ^ 7®- Taobb

/^LERK of WORKS.—A Clerk of W(
V>' desires a RE-ENOAQRMENT. Frst-cla.a teitimonlal*. '

or country.—Address. 609, Office of” The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
/^LERK, time and STORE KEEPER
\_7 A Young Man. of several years' experience, and with uuax
tionable references and testimonials, requires a SITUaTK
Address, K, Y. Z. 14, Clsyton-stieet. CaledOLUn-road, N.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.AN efficient ASSISTANT, of eight
XjL years’ experience. Is open to an ENGAGEMENT for three
a week, oc for evening work.-Address, H. *o, 3, Belgrave-ter
Pimlico, 9.W. '

TO BUILDERS,
A GENTLEMAN, aged 26, previously

Jr\. the Brickmnking, desires a knowledge of building. WUl
aprrminm. Asraall Halaryrequire

. Reference* giveu aud requ
Address. L. D. Post.offlce, Xlngsiaud-road, N.K.

A S WORKING FOREMAN of MASOl
Jry a thoroughly practical FOREMAN desires a RE BNGi
MENT. Accustomed to every description of general busiuet*
good stoue and wood carver, good letter cutler, n-at draugbtai

A GOOD GRATNER and MARBL
Xi. r^uires a permanent SITUATION. He would not objeido painting. 4o. to suit his emplover, Has taken charge ot
Excellent rtfereneei.—Addreir, A. 175, Walwurth-road, S.

A S CARMAN or LABOURER to a Buili
XA. or House Decorator. Can make himself generally luefi
Adorers, A. B. la, Hull-place, Paddi''gton.

A s GENERAL FOREMAN or ClerkXy -A thorough master of the different hranchas of
Uade. through a long and more than average practicel experie
will be open to an ENGAGEMENT af er next week IVimi 81week. Age 4R—Address, A. C. U, Powuall-terrace, Kenuiugton-r'o
Lambeth. S.

*

A FIRST-RATE DBrlGNBB, PEXX 8PECTn*E, WORKING, and DETAIL DRAUGHTSMAN
n WANT of an ENGAGEMENT. Specimnn if required. Has 1

en years’ eiperleuce in almost eveiy branch of tbs Profeesioi
Address, A Z. care of Drew, Statlo’ier, HU, KeniUh-lrwuroad.

A gentleman offers his ASSISTANC
-A i- SI JUNIOR CLERK. Good references Moderrite salary.

lolry.—Address, a. H. Post-oi

TO ARf^HirECTa.

A THOROUGHLY competent ASSISi
Xi. ANT. who has been In Brtt-clavs London offices, deslraf

Ol UtKS,

A MIDDLE-AGED MAN ’WANTS i
ENGAGEMENT as BALE-IMAN, YARD FOREMAN, or'

erting timber. Quod refen

A AECHITEOT'

Office of “The «

TO CAEFFNIERS AND BUILDERR

A Y^OUNG Man, who has been
yea’s In the trade, wishes for a CONSTANCY, at n

terms.-Addrrsf, W. G. B. 10. Little Carlisle street, Elgwace-r

TO BUILDERS. 4c.

A YOUNG MAN, of good character, seel
EMPLOYMENT. Has worked at the bericb, can draw neat

Mr. R. Farmer’s, Bootmaker, East-gate, Taunton

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

A THEEE-BKANCH Hand; who ca

0 a uuQiitry Job.-Apply E. C.i

N Architect, in good practice, requires
we'l-educat«d YOUTH, poese sing same knowledge of dra'
a PUPIL. He will be thoroughly inilnio'ed In li. prufesslo
im moderate.-Addrets. 687, Office of “ Tha Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

A COMPETENT ASSISTANT is desiroi
ATX of meeting with an immediate ENGAGEMENI', p'rmane

ce, Kensington, 8. W.
- -tdddreas, SPnS. Pust-ofBc

A BUILDEE’S managing clerk, (

MX. great practical experience, is oprn to an BNOAGEMES
up la estimating, ineasiiriog, makiog out accomils. and tJ

: duties of a Urge office. Ftrst-clai.s references aud leitimouial
Address, W. W, 19i. Queen's-real. Dalston, N E.

A RTICLED PUPIL to an ARCHITEC:
m\ a Fellow ot the Royal Instliute of British ArchllecU, w]

able sea-side watenog-c-lace, has a VACANCY for a wel
I’od Youth as suArllcled Pupil, Anaugemruts cm be mar
rsIdencB, If desired.—Address. G. W. Office of “ The Bu JJer."
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Vims'ofEnglish

Designs,

E Journal des Travaux

Publics, under the

aigriatnre— not alto-

gether unknown in

this country—of Hec-

tor Horeau, expresses

surprise that it is in

the midst of objects

manufactured in iron,

in wood, and in arti-

ficial stone, that the

works of the English

architects are to be

'

sought. However
limited the space al-

lotted to the English

section, where food

and deadly weapons

occupy BO prominent

a position, it is incon-

ceivable that archi-

tecture should have

allowed itself to be so

entangled, strangled,

garotted inthemidstof

artificial stone-work,

which would have

been better placed out

of doors, than in spaces so narrow that two

persons cannot look at the drawings together.

This is the more striking from the fact that the

designs are for the most part only represented

by little photographs, occupying but very little

room.

This complaint is all the more reasonable,

continues our contemporary, from the observa-

tion of the empty spaces outside the principal

building. Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, have

erected special annexes at their own expense}

but the architectural questions which agitate

London at this moment are of a higher import-

ance with reference to art and civilization than

any that are under discussion in these conti-

nental kingdoms. In extending to foreign art

that hospitality which has here been understood

to be limited to roof and to floor, to an extent

calculated to include a further space to be roofed

as well as furnished by exhibitors at their own
expense, il. Horeau omits to mention whether

it is expected that the English architects should

build a speoial annexe for the exhibition of their

detail drawings
}
whether this duty should be

performed by our patentees of artificial stone, or

whether Parliament is to be asked to vote an

expenditure supplemental to that provided for

by the French budget.

The New Palace of Justice, the Journal des

TravoAix Publics goes on to say, will be as large

as the old and the new Louvre united, and will

cost some 1,200,0001. Eleven English architects

have competed for the design. Well, this com-

petition, too exclusively English as it is, is only

visible at the Exposition as represented by little

photographic views, without any geometric plans

such as are requisite in order to arrive at the

relative value of the designs. The subject can,

therefore, only be spoken of with reserve,—and
that the more so since three of the competitors,

Messrs. Abraham, Garling, and Street, have

exhibited nothing, or rather have not allowed

their designs to be exhibited in consequence of

the small space allotted to the works of English

architects.

The eight other designs, represented only by

photographic fragments, are as follows :—That

of Messrs. Banks & Barry, whose plan is too

much cut up, and wanting in simplicity.

Mr. Brandon has five drawings, which, both

as to exteriors and interiors, too much resemble

churches and cathedrals.

Messrs. Burges & Dean only show some

picturesque views, which do not enable ns to

speak of their compositions.

Mr. Lockwood has a right-angled plan, which

appears to offer scope for improvement. The

elevations of this architect show much taste

and draughtsmanship.

Mr. Scott has sixteen views, without a single

geometric design. It is not possible, from these

picturesque elevations, to form an opinion as to

the architectural value of the work.

Mr. Seddon, with his exterior views, presents

a not agreeable group of gabled houses; and in

his interiors a transverse gallery in two stories,

with the upper part heavier than the lower.

Lastly, Mr. Waterhouse exhibits nine pictu-

resque views, which do not enable us to appre-

ciate his architectural work.

In this great rivalry of little photographs

is chiefly remarkable, continues the Journal,

an undue richness of ornament unfitting a

temple of justice, and a lamentable spirit of re-

production of forgotten architecture, incom-

patible with that use of iron, of glass, and of

earthenware, which has been introduced into

our modern buildings, and which architects who
seek only to reproduce the past cannot employ.

We do not know whether a choice has been

made among these eleven competing designs,

concludes the Journal des Tra/vaux Publics, or

who has been able to make the choice.

The example of the Journal des Travaux

Publics has not convinced us of the superiority

of the French method of signing every con-

tribution to a journal, since a signature does not

seem to be an absolute guarantee as to the

quality of the article. It does not prevent

attack taking the place of criticism, and the

productions of laborious artists from being

blamed for matters regarding neither the artists

themselves nor the art which they practise.

Enough has been said as to the manner in which

English exhibitors have been dealt with at Paris

to make it quite unnecessary to call attention to

the fact of deficiency of accommodation. But

to blame the competitors for a work like the

Courts of Law, because there is not room to

exhibit their detailed plans to Parisian visitors, is

a moat curious and novel illustration of the fable

of the wolf and the lamb. The accusation, once

made, should surely be enough. But it is

reiterated with almost every name, and not a

single word of kindly and merited admiration is

found for designs which certainly contain much
to call forth such a welcome.

Originality, so that it be not the originality

of ugliness, is one of the rarest gifts of the

architect
;
and from the very nature of his art,

it is far rarer with him than with the painter,

the sculptor, or the engineer. For the painter

and the sculptor the portals of fancy are open.

Limited only by the nature of hie materials, or

the size of his canvas or his block, the artist who
relies on his brush or his chisel has the means of

presenting to the world the embodiment of

the highest flights of imagination, or the most

faithful photographs of daily life. Witness that

most wonderful creation of Paton in the Eoyal

Academy Exhibition, the “Fairy Changeling,”

a picture that is a study, a marvel, and a de-

light—luminous with the most poetic fancy, and

crowded in every niche with graceful forms of

elfln life, while the solemn, wondering look of

the babe borne by the elfin queen brings humanity '

itself into fairy-land. Look, on the other hand,

,

at the pigeons in Holman Hunt’s “ St.

Swithin’s Day;” are they not actual birds

—

are yon not tempted to shout to make them take

wing ? For the engineer, again, constant de-

mands are made on originality by the occurrence

of new conditions. To bridge the Menai Straits,

to carry locomotives over the Thames, to tunnel

under the City-road,—all these are such novel

demands on his skill that great originality must

characterize an adequate execution of the task.

But for the architect, for the most part, only

recurs the repetition of the solntion of the

same old problem. The church, the hall, the

castle, the palace will, in the same climate, have

pretty much the same characteristics century

after century, varying only with the changing

habits produced by the changing forms of social

life.

But the English architecture of the day, with

all the room that yet remains for its improve-

ment, has not proved wholly inadequate to the

demands made by modern life on the genius of

the architect. Gradually our street architec-

ture is becoming at once more convenient and

more picturesque.

M. Charles Gamier, the architect of the new

Opera House, in the coarse of an interesting

series of papers he is now contributing to the

Monitcur, on Architecture and the Arts con-

nected with it, takes a more generous tone, but

nevertheless thinks it desirable to mention by

name only one exhibitor. What Great Britain

has sent, he correctly enough says, are for the

most part water-colour drawings and perspective

views of buildings proposed or executed, and

not architects’ drawings. But this admitted,

the great talent shown in these water-colours

cannot be too much admired, and whatever may
be the ability of our French architects to pro-

duce, it would be diflicult for them to compete

in the mode of setting forth with our colleagues

beyond sea. All designs being remarkable, M.

Gamier continues, it is nearly impossible to class

them : the weakest are nevertheless beautiful.

As to the style employed, it does not vary much,

and, little as English architects are wanting in

imagination, they still live, to some extent, on a

passed architecture where the Gothic type rules,

but it is a type peculiar to England. To sum
up, he continues, much as we may regret the

absence of plans and geometrical drawings, and

that the architecture of Great Britain is repre-

sented only by water-colour sketches and per-

spectives, one is forced to acknowledge that this

collection does the greatest honour to the artists

who have contributed to it.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF SOME CONTEM-
PORARY WRITERS ON ARCHITECTURE

OF THE DAT.*

The revival of Art, and especially Ecclesias-

tical Art, in England, is no doubt due, in great

measure, to the Christian feeling of the country,

I mean by this the deep religious feeling of the

various religious bodies in this land, especially

of the English Church. The Church, perhaps,

in a higher measure than any other body, can
take advantage of that earnest sympathy for

Christian union, which, in spite of many dis-

couragements, must be looked upon as one of the

most cheering signs of the times.

It is the fact, however, that not merely in

Christian but in Heathen lands the influence of

philosophical and other writings in moulding
the forms of external art has been fully recog-

nised, while the converse—I mean, the effect of

external beauty upon the moral nature of man

—

has been equally acknowledged in all aaes.

The susceptible disposition of the Greeks ex-

emplifies both these currents of human thought

and human art. We have their actual imagina-

tion endowing wood and stream and flower with

divine attributes and human form. We have

their philosophy in its turn influencing human

* By Sir Walter C. Jamea, Bart. Read at the Archi-

ectural Exhibition Society.
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affairs and poetical sculpture springing up, as it

were, the natural produce of divine poetry.

We think too little of these things, too little of

the indirect impetus which philosophy gives to

the tendencies of an age, too little of the indirect

modes in which all we see and hear affects us.

The object of the present lecture is twofold : to

exhibit, in the first place, the influence of mind
upon matter ; and in the second, to give a few
examples of the effect of matter upon mind ; to

show how fine writing is connected with fine art,

especially with fine architecture
;
and, again, to

trace the influence of a noble style of building,

in creating noble thoughts, and making a really

noble man.
The great wars, which followed the French

revolution, produced an injurious effect upou the
arts in Europe, specially, perhaps, in England.
What really happened was the more intense
envelopment of an insular character. The reign
of George III. was decidedly unfruitful in great
architects. The name of Chambers alone is

handed down to posterity as worthy of remem-
brance. In the other arts I am inclined

to think scant justice is done to the conclu-
sion of the last and beginning of the present
century. Sir Joshua Eeynolds is sufficient to

immortalize the era in which he lived ; but with
Eeynolds were associated other great names,
notably those of Gainsborough and Wilson, who
almost founded (we may say) the British School
of Painting. In sculptnro and the fictile arts,

the name of Wedgwood can never be forgotten;
while, associated with his, we have the still

greater and nobler genins of Flaxman, whose
works, more, perhaps, than those of any other
Englishman, have attained a continental — a
world-wide reputation. Such artists could not
have been pi-oduced in a country (this is my
theory) wholly destitute, as it is sometimes re-

presented to have been, of taste for the fine arts.

At the period to which I allude, the author of
“ Anastasius ” was furnishing his bouse, and
writing his learned works on the costume of the
ancients

;
Beckford was building Fonthill

;
the

poet Eogere was gathering about him that select

collection of pictures for which all who knew the
author of the “ Pleasures of Memory ” have the
tendereat regard. Here stood furniture made by
the hand of Chantrey, while he was yet a journey-
man carpenter. Here the young artist, what-
ever his speciality, was sure of a kindly and
genial welcome from one whose refined and
gentle nature made him not only the kindest but
best ofjudges.

When the revolutionary wars ended, the
artists of England were hardly known; not at
all appreciated upon the continent. And this to

a very great degree is still the case.

In France, or Italy, or Germany, the names of
Eeynolds, of Gainsborough, of Wilson, are cer-

tainly not household words, and it has been
reserved for the -genius of Euskin to draw out
into full daylight the merits of that great
landscape-painter, who, at the period to which I

allude, was beginning to give proofs of his tran-

scendant genius, and, as it were, to remodel the
art of the landscape-painter.

With regard to architecture our efforts were
futile. In this day of small things, however,
Eickman and Britton, and the elder Pugin, were
studying and collecting materials of rate value,

the full importance of which could hardly become
known till after their deaths. The weight of
taxation, which accumulated debt never fails

to produce, was a serious hinderance to building,

and the first decade of the present century
hardly boasts a single edifice of any importance.
The proprietary chapel was the fashionable
“place of worship;” and, I think, there is a
letter in Gisborne’s correspondence with Wilber-
force in which the former says that, “ having
been solicited to aid in the formation of a
parochial district, and the erection of a new
church, the subject was one entirely new to him,
and be could not tax his memory with any
demand of a like nature.” I wonder whether
there is in this day any churchman who has
come to years of discretion, and of religions
character, who could with truth venture upon
such an avowal.

It is a striking, though quite to be expected
fact, that with peace the arts of peace began to

revive. A taste fur archmological pursuits has
always been congenial to so aristocratic a nation
as the English

;
and from the days of Selden and

Camden the “painful antiquary” has always
been a character much respected among us. The
wide popularity, however, of the ui-chitectnre of
the Middle Ages, and of “ Medimvalism" in

general, which accompanied the peace, must be.

ascribed to the works of one appropriately called

the “ Great Wizard of the North.” With every
detail of castellated work Sir Walter Scott had a
most intimateacqnaintance, and probably neither
Hudson Turner nor Hartshorne could better
give the details of a Medimval fortress than our
Scottish novelist. Sir Walter Scott, however,
was not a warm churchman, and in ecclesiastical
subjects probably less at home than in Border
history or romance. Yet, what can be more
eloquent than many of his descriptions of Gothic
minster or moonlit ruin. Take, for instance, the
celebrated lines on Melrose Abbey :

—

“ If thou wouldst view fair Melrose aright.
Go visit it by the pale moonlight.
For the gay beams of lightsome day
Gild but to flout the ruins grey

;

When the broken arches are black in night
And each shatted oriel glimmers white

;

When the coM light’s uucertain shower
Streams on the ruin’d central towor

;

"When buttress and buttress alternately
Seem framed of ebon and ivory

;

When silver edges the imagery,
And the scrolls that teach thee to live and die;
When distant Tweed is heard to rave.
And the owlet to hoot o’er the dead man’s grave

;

Then go,—but go alone the while
To view 8t. David’e ruin’d pile,

And home returning, soothty swear
Jlever was scene so sad and fair.”

Even Nature presented herself to the poet in

the garb of castle and spire, as is well shown in
these beautiful verses on the Trosachs, which we
all remember :

—

“ Each purple peak, each flinty spire
Was bathed in floods of liviug fire

;

But not a setting beam could glow
W ithin the dai k ravines below

j

W'here twined the path iii shadow hid
Round many a rocky pyramid.
Shooting abruptly from the dell
Its thunder-splinter'd pinnacle
Koundmaoy an insulated mass.
The native bulwarks of the pass.
Huge as the tower which builders vain
Presumptuous piled on Shinar’s plain.
The rocky summits, split and rent.
Form’d turret, dome, or battlement.
Or seem'd faniasticulJy set

With cupola orm’naret.
Wild crests as Fagod ever deck’d.
Or mosque of Eastern architect.
Nor were those earthborn castles bare,
Nor lack'd they many a banner fair

j

For from their shiver’d brows display’d
Far o’er the unfathomable glade,
All twinkling with the dew drops' sheen,
The brier-rose in streamers green.
And creeping shrubs of thousand dies
Waved in the west wind’s summer skies.”

These lines, I think, show with what pleasure
Scott must have noted that remarkable feature
of Mediaeval building, the sky-outline, admir-
ably adapted as it is to contrast with the fleecy
character and rounded forma of our clouds, and
of which we have such splendid examples in the
towers and keep of many a crenellated castle,

and in the lofty spires of many a noble minster.
Any young man, however, who wishes to see the
difference between the man of imagination and
the man of practical knowledge, need only visit

Abbotsford ; for, notwithstanding the consider-

able sums spent upon it from time to time, it

must bo pronounced a failure,—built twenty
years before its due time, and characterized
by the miserable insignificance of what is called
“ villa Gothic.” Whatever is worth doing at all,

is worth doing well,—a maxim sadly forgotten

by those who attempt to combine the bulk and
grandeur of the old castle with the conveniences
and prettinesses of a modern house. I do not
mean to say the combination is impossible.

Those who possess sneh lordly castles as Alnwick
or Eaby do right, unquestionably, in living in

them and turning them as best they may to the
OSes of social life. It is a difficult thing to rear

such buildings anew, when the warlike purposes
to which shey were turned are to be numbered
among things of the past. Nothing can be
more noble or elevating than a real relic of
antiquity—nothing meaner or more contemptible
than an artificial ruin.

There is, then, a preliminary fitness in the

English mind to create for itself a style of archi-

tecture at least founded upon the Medimval
styles. The glorious traditions of oar history

and the literature at the beginning of the cen-

tury matured that fitness. These, however, were
but indirect encouragements. It remained for

men of architectural talent to put, as it were,

the torch to the pile, aud to develop buildings

worthy of the age and country. Before, how-
ever, I can enter at all at large upou the merits

of those who have directed the arehitectnral

movement of the day, I must say a few words,

—

aud they shall only be few,—upon the state of

religious thought, which powerfully contributed
to bring about the taste for building, the origin

of which it is my duty to ipveatigate.

I need not say I allude to the great religions Ij

movement which, beginning thirty years ago, l|

has, as it were, popularised Church teaching. I

venture to remark that, while “preaching” alone [i

was much appreciated among us, there was j'

little need of splendour iu our ritual or in our ii

churches. Selfiglorification might well be attri-
i

bnted to the clergyman who wished to raise a i

tabernacle, the chief object of which was to .

display his own powers of oratory ; bat when, in ,

addition to the idea of preaching, the still i

greater idea of a common and catholic worship j

was superadded, it then became obvious that t

not the glory of the preacher, still less the Com- t

fort of the auditoi-y, was to take the first place,
j

but rather those rites which, "in Itonorem Dei,” 1

have always held the first place in the church of

God, and which require, indeed, decency aud i

order for their fitting celebration, and of which. I

the effect is ever augmented by gloi^ and beauty.

!

As the air is full of seeds, which do not prosper I

or germinate till they fiud an appropriate resting-
j

place,—a nest, as it were, in which to place I

their habitation,—so with “ art ideas it is not
|

till the public mind has nursed them that they i

expand into maturity. The splendour of Leo X.
]

produced a Eaffaelle and Michelangelo. Each I

age, unlike its predecessor, produces its own
j

work : each work, as the case may be, is but the
!

child of the parental and first idea.
|

The England, then, of the present century, has I

all the elements which go to make a country I

great in art;—an enterprising and intelligent I

people, a prosperous commerce, a taste for an -

1

tiquity, aud i^erhaps more than all, strong re -

1

ligious sentiment. Among the individuals, how-
ever, who have brought this feeling into active

'

energy no two can be named more remarkable,

and yet more difibrent, than Pugin and Euakin.

The publication of two lectures delivered at

St. Mary Oscott, defining the true principles of

the Pointed style, may be considered an era of

some importance in the revival. With scientific

precision Pugin proceeds, laying down the rule,

—

1st. That there should be no features about a

building which EU’e not necessary for conveni-

ence, construction, or propriety.

2Dd. That the ornament should consist of the

enrichment of the essential construction of the

building.

To the neglect of one or other of these rules,

he adds, is due all the bad architectnre of the

present time.

The scientific precision and clear language of

these defiuitions naturally astonished the public,

brought up, as they at that time were in the

belief^ that “ Gothic ” was only another term for

barbarous architectnre,—a term of reproach for

one or more kinds of arcbitecture which pre-

vailed during the Middle Ages. Mr. Evelyn,

quoted by our great architect Sir Christopher

Wren, writes in his Parentalia,—“ Gothic arcbi-

tecture is a congestion of heavy, dark, melan-
choly, monkish piles

;
and again, “ The Goths

and Vandals having demolished the Greek and
Eoman architecture, introduced in its stead a

certain fantastical and licentious manner of

building, which we have siuce called Modem
Gothic, of the greatest industry and expensive

carving, full of fret and lamentable imagery,

sparing neither pains nor cost.” And to these

opinions Sir Christopher Wren assented : indeed,

he himself, speaking generally of Gothic archi-

tecture, calls it “mountains of stone; vast

gigantic buddings not deserving of the name of

architectnre ;” and Horace Walpole, with a

supercilious admiration akin to contempt, says,

“ The pointed arch, that peculiarity of Gothic

architecture, was certainly intended as an im-

provement on the circular; and the men who
had not the happiness of lighting on the simpli-

city and proportion of the Greek orders were,

however, so lucky as to strike out a thousand

graces and effects, which rendered their build-

ings magnificent yet genteel, vast yet light,

venerable, and picturesque.” We certainly in

this day should think it a very strange phrase to

speak of a “ genteel” cathedral.
“ When men inquire who invented Gothic

buildings, they might as well ask who invented

bad Latin ? The former was a corruption of

the Eoman architecture as the latter was of the

Eoman language. Both were debased in bar-

barous ages, both were refined as the age

polished itself, but neither was restored to the

original standard. Beautiful Gothic architectnre

was engrafted on Saxon deformity, and pure

Italian sncceeded to vitiated Latin.” Again, “one
must have taste to be sensible of the beauties of

Grecian architectnre
;
one only wants passions

to feel Gothic.” Strange as these sentiments
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appear now, they are hardly bo strange as the
sad disfigurements by which many of onr noblest
temples and edifices were debased. Many were
altered, and, unhappily, not a few entirely
destroyed. I question much whether the zeal of
the Reformer, or the Puritan, actuated by a good
honest faith, has been so fatal to the arts as the
ignorance of onr immediate forefathers. The
fanatic has done much evil

:
perhaps the church-

warden may have done more.
Towards the close of the last century the

ingenious Bishop Warburton revived or perhaps
originated what we may call the “ Avenue
theory” of Gothic architecture. Two systems
prevailed in liis day,—one deriving Gothic archi-
chitecture from the Northern Goths, the other
from the Eastern Saracens. Attempting to com-
bine the two systems, he says,—“When the
Goths had conquered Spain, and the religion of
the old Christian inhabitants had inflamed their
piety, they struck out a now species of archi-
tecture, unknown to Greece and Rome

;
for this

Northern people having been accustomed, during
the gloom of Paganism, to worship the deity in
groves, when their new religion required covered
edifices, they ingeniously projected to make
them resemble groves, at once indulging their
own prejudices and providing for their present
conveniences, by a cool receptacle in a snltry
climate, with the assistance of Saracen archi-
tects, whose exotic style of building snited their
pnrpose.

When we see the crude and ignorant ideas
thus prevalent, little more than half ar century
ago on the subject, we ceabe to wonder that the
Pointed style of architecture has amongst us
many enemies, that it has had to contend against
the prejudices of many in high places, including
such great names as Peel and Palmerston.

It was, I repeat, a matter of no slight import-
ance that a man like Pugin should have been
raised up, at the period to which I allude, to
show as clearly as he has done that the Medimval
architects are guided not merely by monkish
fancies, but by strong sense, and a knowledge of
mechanical principles

; his exposition of the
snitableness of high-pitched-roofs to the northern
climate, in which we live, has always struck me
as peculiarly happy.

,, .
pitch of roof in Pointed Brchitecture,” he writes,

18 anorher euhject on which some useful observationsmay be made. It will be found, on examination, that themost beautiful pitch of a roof or gable-end is an inclina-
tion snillciently steep to throw oil' snow without giving
tne slate or lead covering too perpendicular a strain
^“ch 18 formed by two sides of an equilateral triangle.

• y 1,
® departed from, the gable appears either

painfully acute or too widely spread. All really beautiful
based on the soundest principles

Practical men know that flat-pitched roofs, which are
exceedingly ugly in appearance, are also but ill-calculated
to resist the action of weather. In slated roofs eroecially.

and uplift the cover-
ing. When the pitch is ii,creased to its proper elevation
the whole pressure of the wind is lateral, and forces the
covering closer to the roof."

The elevation gained by a high-pitched roof
forms one of the most remarkable features of
the Pointed style. It is, however, worthy of
passing remark that Mr. Ruskin, in his studied
comparisons between Northern and Italian
Gothic, giving, as he does, the undoubted prefer-
ence to the latter, never once alludes to the
great glory and beauty of the northern roofs,
which are, par excellence, the most remarkable
characteristic of the style, and that, too, whether
we look at them externally or internally—exter-
nally as improving and heightening the sky-line,
internally as a mere covering to the groined
vault, with its manifold iuterlacings, the very
triumph of the architect’s skill.

The theory of the roof is applied by Pngin
with much ingenuity to the spire and Gie
pinnacle. It may be well, before concluding
this passing notice of his work, to qnote it :•

_

' lu the third place, we will proceed to the use of
pinnacles and spiral terminafions. I have little doubt
thatpinnaclcB are considered by the majority of persons
as mere ornamental oicresoeoces, introduced solelv forpicturesque efiect. '] he very reverse of ibis is the caseand 1 shall be able to show you that their introduction is

^
V®

principles of construction and
design. They should be regarded as answering a doublemtention, both mystical aud natural. Their mysticalmteution is ike other vertical lines and terminations inChristian arc^tecture to represent an emblem of the Ke-^ection. Th^eir natural intention is that of an upperweathenng to throw ofi rain. The most useful covering

Pi ’®t such Ilorm be decorated with a finial and crockets, and we have

wbiTti,®
perfect pmnade. Row the sauare piers, ofwnicti these floriated tops form the terminations, are allerected to answer a useful purpose when they arise from*tae tops of wall-buttresses.”

They serve as piers to strengthen the parapet,
which would be exceedingly weak without some
such support.

Their utility on the great piers which resist
the flying buttresses is obvious. At the bases
of great spires the clnsters of pinnacles are
also placed to increase strength and resistence;
in short, wherever pinnacles are placed in pure
Pointed architecture, they will be found, on ex-
amination, to fulfil a useful end.
The same remarks apply to the crocheted or

floriated terminations of floriated and other tur-
rets, which are in fact ornamented roofs ; and I

need hardly remark, that turrets were not car-
ried up without legitimate reason.
Every tower built during the pure style of

Pointed architecture, either was, or was in-
tended to be, surmounted with a spire, which is

the natural covering for a tower. A flat roof is

both contrary to the spirit of the style, and it is

also practically bad. There is no instance before
the year 1400, of a church tower being erected
without the intention at least of beiug covered
or surmounted by a spire

; and those towers
antecedent to that period which we find without
such terminations, have either been left incom-
plete for want of funds, weakness in the sub-
structure, or some casual impc’diment

; or the
spires, which were often of timber, covered with
lead, have been pulled down for the sake of their
material. In fine, when towers were erected
with flat embattled tops, Christian architecture
was on the decline, and the omission of the
ancient and appropriate termination was strong
evidence of that fact.

Thus Pngin runs through the various features
of the Pointed style in rapid succession, dilating
upon each with consummate knowledge and the
highest feeling for art.

From Pugin I pass by an abrupt transition to
a writer of more than ordinary genius, but of a
very different stamp. I allude to John Ruskin.
Yet are there points of similarity. Both have
been endowed with that sensitive and enthnsi-
astic temperament which, as it were, drinks in
the beautiful with the utmost avidity. Both had
intellect to fathom the principles from which
beauty is derived. In addition to this remark-
able sensibility for the beautiful, both had a
cultivated eye, for they were trained and finished
architectural draughtsmen. The admirable illus-
trations which adorn Ruskin’s great work, “The
Stones of Venice,” are familiar to the art-
world

j yet I may add that it was my lot, as a
young man, to see at Christ Church, Oxford,
many of his earliest works. Young as he then
was, nothing can exceed their elaborate care and
artistic finish. Pugin’s son has done good ser-
vice to the memory of his father in photograph-
ing many hundreds of his beautiful sketches. I
can pass no higher encomium on them than that,
while they never lose sight of liis own great
object,—the revival of the Pointed or Middle
Pointed style in its true grandeur and propor-
tions,—they show the deepest love for art as art.
It is quite clear from such efforts that the man
who became so eminent an architect would,
under other circumstances, have become a
painter equally eminent. There is hardly a
sketch among them which does not of itself form
a picture.

Thus gifted alike by nature with rare gifts,
and a sense of the beautiful so fine as almost to
touch upon the borders of the morbid (gifts
which, in combination, amount nearly to a true
definition of artistic genius), these two men
arrived at theories with regard to art very oppo-
site to, if not contradictory of, each other.
Pugin fixed his faith, strong and ardent, upon

that phase of Christian art which is called
Decorated or Middle Pointed. He looked upon
it as not a question of relative excellence, but
of absolute perfection. He says, “ if we view
Pointed architecture in its true light as Christian
art, as the faith itself is perfect so are the
principles on which it is founded. We may,
indeed, improve in mechanical contrivances to
expedite its execution, we may even increase its
scale and grandeur, but we can never success-
fully deviate one tittle from the spirit and
principles of Pointed architecture. We must
rest content to follow, rot to lead. We may,
indeed, widen the road which our Catholic fore-
fathers formed, but we can never depart from
their track without the certainty of failure being
the result of our presumption.”

It would not, I think, be difficult to show that
this is very serious exaggeration. The vaulting
of a fourteenth-century church poised high in
air, with its wonderful tracery, its hexapartite
groining, can hardly be defended as consistent
with true principles of taste. It is rather a
magnificent, not to say exaggerated, “ four de
•force,” than a legitimate exercise of skill, in

whioh not only ought the means to be nicely
adapted to the end, bnt the end is beautiful
because it is adapted to its purpose. Now,
Gothic groining is by no means, in this respect,
praiseworthy. It is in no sense a true roof.
“At St. Peter’s,” observes Pugin himself, “the
dome is the actual covering of the building; at
St. Paul’s, London, the dome that is seen is not
the dome of the church, but a mere construction
for effect.” The same reasoning applies to the
vaults of our Gothic cathedrals. They are
structures for effect, and never the actual cover,
ings of the building, which are mostly timber
roofs covered with lead, forming an efficient
protectiou to what without snob cover would
soon turn to decay. Again, we find frequently
in the Decorated period shafts and pillars so
scantily and ill-built, so far too narrow, that the
architects have been compelled to abandon their
original designs on account of the weakness of
their supports. Hence it is, no doubt, that
mauy of our cathedrals want to this day their
central spire

;
while others are disfigured by the

bulging of buttresses and artificial supports
from pillar to pillar, enabling them thus to
sustain the superincumbent weight.

But, if we disagree with Pngin in thinking the
Middle Pointed stylo the acme, as it were, of true
perfection, still less can we agree with Raskin in
that expression of the general inferiority of
Northern to Southern work, in which his cele-
brated book on Venice abounds.

It is worth notice, that while Pagin considers
“ornament or beauty to be attached with pro-
priety only to such parts of a building as are
truly useful,—bones, as it were, of a skeleton to
be clothed with muscle, flesh, and bright skin,

—

Ruskin looks upon beauty essentially as an
adjunct,— as a super-addition, in which we may
revel, as it were, “ adlibitum.”

“The first thing we have to ask ofthc decoration," says
Ruskin, " is that it should indicate strong hking, and that
honestly. It matters not so much what the thing is, as
that the builder should really love it and enjoy it, end
say BO plainly. The architect of Boorges Cathedral liked
hawthorns, so he has covered his porch with hawthorn,
It is a perfect Riobe of May. Never was such hawthorn.
You would try to gather it forthwith but for fear of beiug
pricked. The old Lombard architects liked hunting, so
mey covered their work with horses and hounds, or men
blowing trumpets two yards long. Ihe base Renaissance
architects of Venice liked masquing and fiddling, so they
covered their work with comic masks and musical instru-
ments. Bven that was better than our English way of
liking nothing, and professing to like tri glyphs."
“Ihe second requirement in decoration is the sign of

onr liking the right thing, and the right thing to be liked
18 God's work, which He madefor our delight and content-
ment in this world: and alt noble ornameutation is an
expression of our delight in God’s work.”

Between these two theories it may bo asked,
“Is there no true resting-place?” To say that
we must ornament only tho true constructive
parts of a building, seems open to some objec-
tion. I hardly know whether it would be thought
correct to say that the angle is a constructive
“member” of a building in the sense in which
Pugin speaks of construction, or the ridge of a
roof, or the wall-space generally; yet all these
are very appropriate places for ornament,—quite
as much so, one may say, as the jambs of
a window, or the finials of a pinnacle. Still less
do we like the theory of “revelling” in orna-
ment. Appropriate ornament seems to be that
which selects some point, or points, for special
glory and beanty, leaving other parts compara-
tively plain. This is nature’s plan. She selects
her point—the flower; or in the human form
the face ; and then moulds, as it were, secondary
objects into her general design, subordinating
them to some few, and often to one single grand
object, upon which she lavishes all her concen-
trated treasures. Thus, in a Christian Church
the chancel is and ever must be the “flower”
upon whioh most skill is to be spent. Here we
have the altar, its attendant priests, its reredog,
its rich and traceried windows. In a castle there
probably would be one single apartment, the
banqueting-hall, or saloon, to which the chief
attention is directed, where all else is rude and
almost barbarous. In a modern dwelling-house,
the drawing-room, or chief sitting-room, is the
most costly, as being devoted to the most costly
purposes. In every work of art there is a
central object—a jewel, as it were, the central
stone of a diadem or ring, to which other parts
contribute. Hero it is that most pains sho'ild
be spent

;
just as the petals of the rose are more

delicate and more highly coloured than the leaf
ofthe rose-tree. I venture to throw out this theory
as taking a via media between Pugin’s view of
ornamenting only those parts of a building which
are constructive, and Ruskin’s more licentious
view of scattering beauty with a liberal hand
wherever fancy dictates.
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What can be stranger, or, indeed, more nn-
reasonable, than the following passage :

—

“Then as regards decoration, I want you ohIt to con-
anU your own natural choice and liting; hut you will
Msuredly like the right thing if you suffer your natural
instincts to lead you. Half the evil in this world comes
from people not knowing what they do like, not deli-

berately setting tbemaelTPS to find out what they really
enjoy. All people enjoy giving away money, for instance

;

they' don't know They rather think they like keep-
ing it,—and they do keep it, under this false impression,
often to their great discomfort. Eve^body likes to do
good, but not one in a hundred finds this out. Multitudes
think they like to do evil

;
yet no man ever really enjoyed

doing evil since God made the world.”

It is a pity that moral reflections, of so crude
and questionable a character, should disfigure

the works of so admirable a critic
; but the fault

of John Kuskin as a writer unquestionably is an
overweening self-esteem.

Nullius addictus jurare in veria magistri. He
trusts implicitly in his own powers, not unlike a
writer who, in a very different province of
thought, has made himself a reputation second
to none,—I allude to “ Carlyle.” Euskin in his

own way is, like Carlyle, an intense hero-
worshipper

;
Turner, among the landscape

painters
;
“ Fra Angelico, and Giotto,” among

the religions
;

Titian, and to a still greater
degree, “ Tintoret,” among the colourists

;

Eembrandt among the Dutch; Italian Gothic
among the architectural styles. These are his

gods, and very worthy divinities they are
;
grand

and solemn figures which from age to age we
gaze upon with reverential awe. But woe to
those who question their entire supremacy

;
woe

to that man who is not content to sit at the feet
of our modem Gamaliel and listen to his
rhapsodies,—whether a rhapsody in applause of
a Madonna by Fra Anglieo or a “ Phryne ” by
Turner.
Tennyson has, I think, with his universal and

glowing sympathies, influenced us too much in

this direction. The hnrry in which we live does
BO much more : I mean in the direction of an
abundant applause to art in every phase ; to

literature of all kinds, without a decided and
masculine preference for any. It leads to a
flimsy ^earnestness

;
to a small but not lasting

enthusiasm. It leads men instead of doing one
thing well to attempt to do twenty things : the
result of which is that they are ill-done. It is a
warning to all young men, and not least to pro-
fessional men. If we look back to the days of
Queen Anne, we find Sir Christopher Wren,
Vanbrugh, and others despising Gothic or
Pointed architecture

;
but then they were en-

thusiastic in their own line. Now-a-days we
have artists equally ready to turn their hands to

anything,—to Greek or Gothic, or Italian, the
beauties of the Parthenon, or the beauties of the
Alhambra. In this activity of thought it is

surely very desirable to aim at something de-

finitely to limit our designs, and to frame our
purposes, so adopted to the spirit of the age as
not to be without a true reverential feeling for

±he past.*

THE LATE SAMUEL CUHDY, MASON.

All who remember Pimlico when "the Queen’s
House” (alios Buckingham House) was staud-

iog, must well remember some of the leading

families in that George IV.,—1820-1830,—out-

lying “ off the stones ” district, when the nearest

letter-box for the reception of letters, franked

or unfranked, was at a grocer’s in St. James’s-

atreet, over against the Thatched House. Many
a letter has the writer canied from Eocleston-

street and Lower Belgrave-place, through Buck-
ingham-gate, and by the stable-yard, through
St. James’s Palace, to the grocer’s post-box in

St. James’s-street, some three or four doors
above Mr. Sams’s library and box and stall

ticket oflice. Why, we remember the overflow

of the Thames in 1821, when “the cuts” in-

undated “ The Willow-walk,” and Jerry Aber-
shaw the highwayman’s cottage (he adorned
Wimbledon-common in chains), and Pimliconians
were seen to carry pigs with them on horseback,

to escape being “ swept away with the flood.”

In the days we refer to Pimlico was without a
hackney-coach stand

; a bellman with a bag
collected general-post letters, for which he had
his perquisite of a penny himself per letter.

We have been led into these old-day remem-
brances by hearing the somewhat unexpected
news of the death of one who belonged to a
family of some note in Pimlico, when Pimlico

was an isolated environ or suburb of West-end

* To be conlmned.

London
; bound on the north by the Five Fields,

where robbers were wont to lie in wait ; on the
south by a morass, with “cuts” belonging to

the Chelsea Waterworks; on the east by un-
lighted Buckingham Gate and St. James’s Park

;

and on the west by the far-famed Chelsea Bun.
house. We allude to the family of the Cundys,
who were largely connected with the Earls of
Grosvenor, to whom Pimlico belonged when it

was of little comparative value.

We have many pleasant recollections of the
place. There Chantrey used to play at qooits
with his men,—foreman, modellers, sculptors,
and masons,—and being a good shot (in spite of
his left-shouldered gun and the want of his right
eye, though the loss was in no way apparent),
he could "ring” and “cut out” with a craft
and certainty which many envied.

Death has jnst taken away Mr. Samuel Cundy,
mason, known by bis portly person, his always
smiling lips, and rosy cheeks, beyond Pimlico
and Millbank, “ The Mason’s Arms ” and “The
Enle and Compasses.” He was the son of that
Mr. Cundy who was of note in Pimlico, and who
was killed in Waterloo-place while on horseback
by the pole of a butcher’s cart.

Samuel Cundy (whose death we mention) was
born in Pimlico about the year 1816. His edu-
cation was uncertain. He early took to the
mason’s mallet and apron, and was an expert
when very young with his chisel.*

His restoration—in stone, with mosaic and
gilding—of the Westminster Abbey tomb of
Philippa, Queen of Edward III., will be in the
memory of all who remember the Hyde-park
Exhibition of 1851. It was done with taste and
the true antiquarian feeling of an heraldic mason.

Mr. Cundy’s skill with his line and rale

attracted the attention of a judge not readily
mistaken, Mr. G. G. Scott (now E.A.), who
secured his services. He wrought as foreman
for him at the church of St. Stephen in St.

Alban’s
; and afterwards at the noble Abbey,

St. Alban’8,nntil the subscriptions wereexhausted,
and the work was at a full stop. The thorough
restoration of the church of St. Michael, the
church in which Lord Bacon is buried, he had
much at heart. We have heard him discourse
“about it—and about it” most pleasantly on
the spot. He understood hia subject, and had
the art to make his listeners understand what he
said.

BANSOME’S CONCEETE STONE.

The Patent Concrete Stone Company have
removed ,their works from Ipswich to a com-
modious factory at East Greenwich, including

two workshops, respectively 145 ft. long by
100 ft. in width, and 108 ft. long by the same
width, with furnaces, boilers, steam-engine, hot
baths and shower baths,—the first to saturate
the blocks with chloride of calcium, the second
to wash out the salt crystals left by the recom-
bination. To see the new works and the pro-

cesses going on in them, about 100 gentlemen
interested in such matters, including a number
of architects and engineers, assembled there on
Friday, the 2l8t, when Mr. Fredk. Eansome
explained the system to them. We have before
now done this, but we may repeat in brief that
the material is made, by preference, of finely-

sifted dry sand. A small proportion of pulverized

stone is added to the sand, to give the silicate of
lime produced in the manufacture the necessary
closeness of surface for its cementing action.

To every bushel of the mixture about one gallon
of prepared silicate of soda (melted flint) is

added, and the whole mass is then thoroughly
mixed and incorporated in a simple mill, from
which it istaken—aputty-like plastic substance

—

in a fit condition for the moulds. The mixture of
each charge of the mill occupies only from three

to four minutes, and is remarkably complete.

The moulding is, for the greater part, done in

wooden moulds, but in some cases metal, and in

others plaster of Paris, is employed. The pre-

pared mixture is pressed into the mould by
means of suitable tools provided for that purpose.

A peculiarity of this material is, that mouldings
retain the precise form in which they emerge
from the mould, without enlargement, contrac-

tion, cracking, or warping, which is not the case
with materials that are burnt.

The men, when they have taken their work
from the moulds, place it upon a bench, where,
by means of a flexible hose, it is drenched

* He restored the tower of Fulham Church, in Middle-
sex, uoder the direction, in earlj dajs, of the conductor
of this Journal.
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with a solution of chloride of calcium, in a cold

state. The chloride of calcium acts rapidly

upon the silicate of soda, and solidifies the mass.
The castings are next conveyed upon trucks to

the adjoining room, where they are immersed in

cisterns containing a solution of chloride of

calcium, having a specific gravity of about 1,400,

and a temperature of about 212°. The chemical

action between the silicate of soda and the

chloride of calcium is consummated in this

stage, and results in the formation of what is

thought to be an insolnble silicate of lime,

which envelopes and joins all the particles of

sand, gravel, chalk, detritus of stone, or other

mineral base, of which the block or casting is

composed. After the work has been thoroughly

saturated by the boiling calcium, all that

remains to complete the process is to wash away
the chloride of sodium, or common salt, which
has been evolved by the combination of the

sodium with the chloride. This is done by
means of troughs with perforated bottoms, that

discharge a copious shower-bath upon the

castings.

Some experiments were made to show the

strength of the concrete stone, as to its power
to resist both pressure and pixlling. A 4-in.

cube, made fourteen days previously, remained
intact under 35 tons, and was crashed by 40

tons. A second cube, of the same size and age,

was damaged at the edges by 35 tons, and was
crushed by 44 tons. Of its strength, however,

there is no doubt. The question, of conrse, is

what effect long exposure to atmospheric changes

and the weather may have. Very satisfactory

opinions were expressed by several of the visitors

who had looked into the process and had had
some experience of the result. The manu-
facture is in full activity, and a large amount of

work under the direction of various architects is

being produced.

MOSAICS.*

I HAVE been asked to say a few words on
the use of mosaics. Eecenb inventions have
so far reduced the price of them as to place

them within our reach, in many instances in

which, only a few years since, they would have

been quite beyond it
;
and the splendid eflects

which they assist us in producing tend, natu.

rally, to their employment to a large extent.

But, as in all cases of vivid colouring, there

arises the fear that so useful an aid in decoration

may bo made the means of overstrained eti'ect,

and thus produce a gorgeous deformity in place

of beauty.

It happens, too, that their nso has been for

many centuries so rare, that there is really very

little opportunity of studying the actual work
itself in any place north of Italy.

A short half-hour or so will, therefore, scarcely

be wasted in considering the subject of the

various kinds of mosaics,—how they were used,

and how combined with each other, and with

other kinds of decoration, so as to produce an
agreeable and efl'ective whole. We may consider

them as being divided into those nsed for pave-

ments
;
walla

;
and ceilings, or other roof cover-

ings.

I shall say little by way of description of the

several kinds. They are so well known to

most, that the detail would have little of in-

terest
;
and I shall, therefore, say only just

enough to recall to memory the precise kind

to which I shall refer.

I begin with the pavements.

The earliest kind of these whereof remains of

any great size exist is the Eoman, and we
have large examples of it both in Britain and
France. In scarcely any case, however, do the

walls there exist of sufficient height to show the

kind of decoration used in combination with these

pavements. But in many parts of Sonthern Italy,

Eome, and Pompeii, especially, we get it exactly.

The Eoman pavements were of several kinds.

That of which we have, perhaps, the finest spe-

cimens was the simplest (opus sextile), and was
of geometrical pattern, formed of pieces of marble

of different sizes and colour. One of the most
noted specimens of this is at the church of

S. Pietro ad Vincula, at Eome. It was found at

the Baths of Titus, and is quite different from

the kind that we ordinarily see in Medimval

work. There is none of the large circular pat-

tern, and very little of the rich filling in with

• Bj Professor Hajter Lems. Bead at the Archi-

tectors AsBociatioD.
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small pieces, as in the Alexandrine ; but it is

made of geometrical figures, formed of pieces of

light marble, usually nine inches square orsojwith

fllling-in pieces of a darker kind, and of smaller

size, forming centres or borders. The whole is

of a more even and less prominent pattern than

the Alexandrine.

The other kind, best known ont of Italy at

least, is that made of small cubes of differently

coloured materials (tesselatum), of which we
have very many good examples in our Museum.
These cubes were, generally, arranged also in

geometrical patterns, in scrolls, frets, squares,

circles, &c. Often, too, there are representa-

tions of animal life, human faces and figures,

fiuit, fish, &c. (yermiculatu'ni)

.

But these repre-

sentations are roughly done, and are evidently

mere bold studies forgiving a good effect. These

pavements were, in fact, generally rather coarse

in execution, and not intended to do more than

give a pleasing effect of colour. To make these

pictures was certainly not the object. They were

admirable things to walk on, so far as their

structure was concerned, being somewhat rough

and nob at all slippery.

As to the question of the propriety of repre-

senting the human face, fruit, and so on in

positions, wherein they must have constantly

been trodden on, I say nothing here: that is

another part of the subject. I am speaking now
simply of decoration. But there are some
examples in which the workmanship was of a

much higher kind
;
one of the most noted being,

perhaps, the famous battle mosaic found in the

House of the Faun at Pompeii. This is executed

in very small pieces with great care, and the

result is a really beautiful picture, with such

outlines and colouring as one could, at first,

scarcely believe conld be produced by the

natural materials employed. A somewhat rnde

example of Medimval date, and so far rather

uncommon, exists in the mosaic of the knights

in S. Lorenzo at Rome. These are made of

little cubes, varying from ^ in. to J in. square

according to the delicacy required in the several

parts. The whole are of marble, the red being

of porphyry, the green verd antique, &c. But
this luxury of materials is to a considerable

extent exceptional. The more usual substances

were of a much more ordinary kind. Take one

case in England,—Cirencester, p.e., as described

by Mr. Wright. The white was of chalk, but very

little of this was used on account of its softness,

and the ground was pub in with a cream colour;

the material being a fine-grained freestone. The
grey was of the same stone, slightly altered by
heat. The yellow was from an oolite of the

neighbourhood ; chocolate from a variety of the

old red sandstone
;

slate from the lower lias

stones ; and the light and dark, red and black,

were obtained by burning different kinds of clays

at different heats.

Now, you will see from this description that a

pavement so composed could have had as its

general tone of colonr little more than a series

of half tints, with, every now and then, emphasis
given to a particular part by a few cubes of glass

being introdnced. The general tone of colour

was, in fact, even lower than what we might
expect from my description, as the pieces

of which the pavement was composed were very

small and put together with tolerably thick

cement joints, and the cement used in them was
nob coloured in my way

;
so that, probably,

; about one-eighth of the whole surface was made
np of the light brown cement, assisting very

materially to subdue the effect of even the very

moderate colouring used.

It is supposed that the pavements were, to a

certain extent, polished. If so, this must have
been very slightly done, as the materials which

I have named are too soft to have allowed of

much gloss being given to them. We may take

it, then, that as a rule, the floors used by the

ancients presented a general mass of pleasing

ornamentation, with just so much colouring

as would serve as a sort of base for any deco-

ration on the walls, but without being at all

obtrusive in itself.

With the architects of the early Christian

times, those to whom are due the great basilican

churches of Rome, Ravenna, &c., we get an
altogether difierent class of paving,—I mean
the Alexandrine. This seems to derive its name
both from the emperor (Alexander) who intro-

duced it into Rome, in the third century, and
from the place whence he derived it, viz., Alex-
andria. It had been, no doubt, used in the

East long before, and by the Pagans
;
bub is so

Commonly found in the Christian churches, that

it is almost identified with them. We have a

very early example of this in the famous Byzan-

tine church of S. Vitale at Ravenna, and several

others, though in fragments, in the various

churches in Constantinople. One of the most

characteristic specimens is from the S. Lorenzo

frieze. This seems to be formed of circular

slabs of marble, porphyry, and other coloured

marbles or granites, taken as centres, with

patterns in small mosaics, taken round these in

geometrical forms, and imbedded in slabs of

marble. The large centre circles are very irre-

gnlar in outline—for what reason I am at a loss

to account; but the sweeping lines of the small

mosaics round them are truly struck, so that the

borders are of very irregular width.

In this case, and in that of all (or nearly so)

the Alexandrine mosaics, the whole of the mate-

rials are of a kind to bear a fine polish. The
green is of verd antique, the red of porphyry,

and the ground of white marble,—the whole

undoubtedly of a much more gorgeous character

than that of the ancient Roman pavement. But

you must remember that the whole colouring

was that of the actual materials used. There

was nothing bub Nature’s own decoration, and

you know well that this is never gaudy.

Examine a piece of verd antique or deep red

porphyry, and you will find that it is little more

than ofa rich neutral tint,—nothing, for example,

of the light green, bine, and red, of an artificially

made tile. Then the marble ground, white enough

when first laid down, became toned down to a

rich stone-colour by the damp which rose to it

from the earth on which it lay; and the whole

series of patterns was lowered in brilliancy in

the same way as the ancient Roman were,

though not to the same extent, by each of the

pieces which composed it being bedded in a

brown cement, with joints which were often very

wide and carelessly made ; so that, when these

pavements had the gloss slightly taken off them

by time and wear, they must have formed a very

beautiful pavement,of rich but subdued colouring,

without a single piece of positive colour about

them.
In their present state nothing can be more

effective
;
and we see their effect as well now,

probably, as when they were new, because the

colouring to the walls and ceilings, then fresh, is

now snbdued as the pavements are. It is scarcely

necessary to mention that there are a few speci-

mens of this work in England, viz., at West-

minster Abbey and at Canterbury
;
but they are

on too small a scale to give a good idea of their

general effect when used throughout the area of

a large church. If we come down to later times

amongst the works of the Medimval architects

here and abroad, we get the same succession of

subdued half-bints, however deep in tone they

may be.

The actual mosaics, such as those used

anciently, were little enough employed, either

here or in France, in large masses. We have a

kind of mosaic in the incised stones so often

found, in France especially
;
but in general these

were laid down in detached slabs, without any

particular reference to the general effect. One

of the most noted of these is that to the memory
of the architect of Rheims Cathedral, which

remains there perfect.

Bub there is another specimen at S. Rerai, in

the same town, filling up the whole of one chapel,

or the general floor of it, showing its use in a more
comprehensive way. This flooring is of stone,

inlaid with lead, in various geometrical patterns,

filled in with Christian symbols, &c., so that the

general tone of colouring was very sombre in-

deed. Of somewhat of the same kind of effect

were the very elegant pavements used in Italy,

though at a later date.

These are simply composed of black and white

marbles, inlaid in the most elegant patterns,

—

sometimes of figures, sometimes of scrollwork, a

little sparkle being given to them by a few spots

of red here and there : at the Baptistery and other

edifices in Florence, also at Sienna and many
other noted churches, are very admirable speci-

mens found.

This work has, of course, none of the richness

of the Alexandrine paving, and its beauty de-

pends upon the elegance of the outlines only.

It is altogether different with the paving used

more particularly by the English Medimval

'

architects. Their deep red and white glazed

tiles are too well known to need description.

But yon all know that, however bright these

pavements wonld seem to be, judging from the

description only of their colours, they really were

only of a rich neutral tone ;
there was no bright

artificial colouring beyond the richness which

,
the deep yellow glaze gave, and the whole sur-

face of the pavement was simply of a dull red,

contrasting with any stonework about it much
as the deep red brickwork of Tudor mansions

contrasts with the stonework of them.

The artificial bright reds, blues, and gpreena,

were used only in exceptional parts to pick out

and brighten some place as a chancel or a

chapel, more vividly coloured than the rest

;

and, as a rule, the pavements in Medimval

times, though deeper in general colour than the

ancient, were less richly variegated in tints,

and were, altogether, as little obtrusive as a

ground-work for the whole. Amongst the work
abroad of this class I must beg you to note

the paving of the cloisters of the Certosa at

Pavia. The tiles are not figured, but merely

inlaid in geometrical pattens.
We may, then, lay it Awn as a general rule,

that, whether in ancient or Mediscval times, the

principle has been to make the paving so far

ornamental as to be pleasing both in outline and

tint, but not to use in it any such bright, arti-

ficial colours as to render it gaudy or overpower-

ing in effect.

The next point is, bow was the decoration of

the walls arranged, so as to carry off the amount

of colouring, which we find actually on the

flooring ? Now, it must be remembered, that the

sides of a building, of whatever class, are sure

to have in them a series of breaks and shadows,

and eSects of sunlight, such as are given by the

doors, windows, pilasters, and so on; and if even

stone be employed, it gets deeply tinted by time,

so as, in itself, to oppose a varied eflecb to the

plain unbroken surface of the paving.

Bat the ancients seem seldom to have trusted

to that in their buildings of importance. From
the nature of their climate, porticoes and

columns were of more common use than with

us ; and when these were of marble, as they very

often were, the richest paving was at once sub-

dued by the large masses of marble starting

from it. Very often this was carried still farther,

and the whole walls lined with these marble slabs

of costly kind and vivid colours.

Few of these remain, but enough to show the

practice, if we even did not know it from

descriptions. But any such coarse as this,

beautiful though it might be, wonld be quite out

of our ordinary means
;
and, however telling it

might be, could scarcely satisfy the mind of a

true artist, who must always rank the beauty

produced by an eflbrb of the mind before any

which owes its fascination to the mere barbaric

splendour of the material, however beautiful

or costly.

That this feeling weighed with the ancients is

most certain
;
and in the majority of cases pre-

served to US, the remains of their palaces or

mansions have been found precious, not because

of the costliness, but of the artistic beauty of

their adornments. In England we have few
vestiges left, only a part or so, in general, of

decorated wall-surfaces above the pavements.

But in Italy, in Pompeii, and Rome especi-

ally, there are vastly many which, year by year,

are increasing in number.
From these we know that the houses of the

Romans or Thesian Greeks (as those of Pompeii

were) had the natural colour of the pavements
altogether carried oft’ and subdued by the most
vivid artificial colouring that can be imagined.

The walls and columns alike were covered

with the beautifully delicate white crystalline

plaster, which surpassed the very marble itself

in absolute purity of whiteness. And this plas-

ter was then marked and divided into panels,

and covered with delicate ornament in the most
brilliant and powerful colours that have been

ever used.

Colours were used not as mere auxiliaries to

heighten the general effect of a more quiet

general tint, but in large broad masses, edged

round with borders of tints deeper but just as

bold ;
and, where the mansion or the room was

of a more ornate class, set off with a border or a

centre piece which embodied the dreams of

their elegant but licentious theology, and in

forms of very loveliness. Bub all this was very

superficial and fading. A damp wall, a piece of

imperfect plaster, could wreck the finest fresco j

and the ancients then brought to bear upon

tbeir wall decoration the same kind of work

which they used more coarsely, though eftec-

tively, in their pavements.

Thus we arrive at the use of wall mosaics, of

which we have many remains of exceeding

beauty. They have been found in situ, as for

example, in the walls of Cicero’s villa, at man-

eions at Pozzerode, &c. The beautiful execution

of these may be imagined by comparing them
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small ptctures in mosaic. The ancient decora-
tiona of tho \\-all8 were scarcely an delicate as
these, yet yielded bnt little to those at Adrian’s
villa at Tivoli, where the heads ofthe figures were
not more than two inches high, and beautifully
clearj and m several specimens in the Vatican
Museum, the mosaic of Masks, for example,
the work is, perhaps, as beautiful as is to be
found in any other, ancient or modern. One
well-known mosaic, that of Pliny’s doves,
wliioh has a world-wide fame and has been
copied thousands of times, though of very small
pieces, is not equal to the modern; but it is,
nevertheless, a fine work of art. The precise
position in which these mosaics was placed is
not known. We may imagine, with great de-
gree of probability, that they were used much
as our pictures formerly were, when they were
painted to fill up particular panels in a room, so
as to form part of its general architectural effect
before the altogether modern fashion appeared
of hanging them, hap-hazard, on the mere sur-
face of the walls, unconnected in design with
them and with each other. In the descriptions
left to us it is clear that they were considered
(as they themselves would be sufficient to prove)
as pictures or other such works of art are
with us.

We may guess their effect from that of the
mosaic pictures of more modern times, which
now decorate S. Peter’s, at Eome. These are
so admirably copied in oil paintings (the Con-
fession of S_. Jerome being one of the most

“ OIXI.U vivm colouring re-
qmrea the greatest care in its use, and as it is very
tempting for its intrinsic beauty, it will be
necessary to study a little how it really was used
by those the most accustomed to it.

So far as my recollection extends (for this
paper has been a hurried one), it was used, with
very few exceptions, for walls and columns in
situations close to the eye, and these very spar-
ingly indeed,— merely to heighten up some
pneral mass of colonr with lines of exceeding
bnlhanoy, mneh as we nse now the strongest
or brightest colours for picking out a cornice or

waif
general light tinting of a

Two of the best examples which T had handy
r give you VIZ., the famous Ambo of S. Lorenzo at
Rome, and the interior of the Gastello di Zisa at
Palermo. The first is formed of richly-coloured
rnarbles as a ground-work, surrounded and set
off with a framework, as it were, of tho glass
mosaics, which are twisted likewise, in the most
graceful way, round the marble stand for the
Paschal candle.
The Gastello di Zisa was built by the Saracens,

and IS one of the most exquisite examples of
colouring known. It is built in the form of a
cross, the centre part having been originally
open, and the arms arched over with the well-
known honeycomb ornament. Opposite the en-
trance a little stream of water burst out from
the side and floor in an ornamental channel
through the paving, which is of marble.

In this paving occurs the only use, so far as I
ill tn *1.,.

noted), that it is only when" a bright ^^flectron oJ" f
'

IS thrown npon them that their mosaic work- i position tAv fLm
such a

manship is, unless quite close detected Vof '
1' j

®7 ® *'0 the little

the little bits of tesserL sTe in tt a;nBer^o?thBw\“
'

seldom less than i in. square, and in the Lore ing effect 'to iL^Lnbar 'if*delicate parts seldom more than in. • and I am ’ mfl-es Y a position

not quite sure that some of the most delicate of wnlle n 7 ^ difficult to harmonize it with the
the Medieval mosaics are not "qual to

to Prevent the,r effect being sacrificed

There aro some in S. Gosmo e Dam?ano aL in s' ' 7
^ ^ summer-house (for

2^LSt£-iS:^-sS iimitation of an oil.painting. Tt certS has ined with mrhV“
The walls are

Hi’shed,'^can\rvtfqnto^dffftto Tm 'S TWr" "’'t Id'V

more effect than that of a pSd panel nS ’ naL mo ™
l‘''a «'n“

inferior in splondonr of eWti™ In wW F . To. ‘>>0

Imow as the gold mosaics and is eaailv bmnjht
mosaic was increased to a mnoh

into unison Lith ThTrest the bnddto fy ^Th!' ““
FF

'’’‘'”'‘5- to that part,

gilding, bold shadows, or other accessories ?f an ' ovm
>>of<Jer, or the flat,

ordinary kind. The ceilings ofTt Peter“ the deeni'' .Tad d of decoration by
which harmonise admirably with these mosaTcs ' jLnmnT F” a
are deeply coffered the ermind is pilt flip om.

’ colnmus, and sustained by the beantifal mosaics
meats rLiaed in wiite! fnd tLre®k no ctoF Tad d°J“T “i .JT ““T
whatever. Of course such avnepo' n

^^d decorated the honeycomb in theirusnal gorge-

this wlrnot IMy tL be very ^Zon'^fd in d™bT“F b
‘“lO'^-tion remained (asLo

most of the Basilican churches decoration of a we™ add^?r’'Z ”°f'oa and tho columns
much more Simple kind was resor?^STn ^ol7 I

century), it is im-

or distemper colouring, was that moat used
’

^

° iraagme a more exquisite piece of
nnrl wLo. ? coJo°'-ing. or one more Useful as a Study in cases

where riehnesQ nf -p.,-..,; j

~—C~‘ amg, nrao tutic- mosc useQ'
and when we take into account the shadows,
&c., of the walls, to which I have before alluded
it will easily be seen that pavement of the sub-
dued tints employed could well harmonise with
It; and so, in fact, it is found. But as my
subject is tho more expensive kind of mosaics I
resume the consideration of them only.

’

With the Byzantines we get some splendid
examples of mosaic decoration. In no instance
are they better shown than in the splendid work
of oar friends, Mr. Pullan and M. Texier. The
pavements and wall linings were much as I have
before described, and I need not dwell upon
them. But they introduced, likewise, some
kmds of mlaid work, not used, seemingly before
It 18 found at S. Sofia, S. Vitale, S. Marc!““ Byzantine works, and consists in
slightly relieving a pattern in marble, and filling
BP the ground with coloured cement,—the in-
cised work, m fact, of our times. But the class
of work with which the Byzantines were the
most identified was the glass mosaic.

This was certainly used by tho Romans, but it
could have been so onlypartially,as the fragments
arerare, Itwaaof two kinds. That most commonly
used, and to which I shall allnde more particu.
iMly directly is composed of fragments of glass
of vanons and irregnlar size, nsnally on a glass
ground, and another made up likewise of small
pieces of glass of the most vivid colour, arranged
always in geometrical patterns (such as are usedm Indian decorative mosaic work to the present
day), put together with the greatest care, Ihe
edges being very true and the joints close. Of
this I speak first.

p> -- —.O.. ciociu, txa it »l
where richness of effect is required.

Before 1 eome to the mosaio of all, the gold
mosaic commonly used in the Mediaeval basi.
licas, I must just allude to a class seldom much
noticed, hut of a very gorgeous kind, viz., tho
Renaissance mosaics of Palermo, used exclu-
sively for walls.

These are one mass of scroll-work, flowers
fnut, figures, &o., all in colonra, and so far like
what_ IS now known as the Florentine inlaid
mosaics, but the Palermo ones are not flat.
Iheir more prominent parts are raised up
strongly in_ relief, and the effect of light on the
bright polished and coloured marble gives a
wonderful richness and brilliancy. So rich, in
fact, 18 the effect, that tho most vivid colouring
and utmost amonnt of gilding to the roofs are
quite unable to harmonize with it.

This class of work is, so far as I am aware
quite peculiar to Sicily. The most noted ex’
atnplea are in Palermo, in the churches of the
Jesuits and S. Caterina.

I'low I come to the use of the glass mosaics,
generally known now with us as tho gold mo-
saics from their ordinary ground of gold. But
this is not at all invariable. That at S. Gor-
tanza.p. e., is white; one at S. Prassede, dark
blue; S. Pudenziana, a neutral tint

; but these
are supposed to be by Italian, not Byzantine
artists. This beautiful kind of decoration has
now been fairly revived, and a good deal of
work done in it. I wish, therefore, to consider
Che question of its ordinary position in Medim-
val times, and the way in which it was worked
and contrasted with the decorations of the walls.

As to its position, we may take it as the ordi-
nary rule not to put it so upon the walls as to
have a direct light in contrast with it, and not
to bring it near to the eye at all.

The^ glass mosaic of Media?val times was
essentially a decoration, and not a series of
pictures.

It made no attempt to assume the place of a
delicate representation of any object, animate or
inanimate. There was no effort to conceal the
roughness and irregularity of the bits of glass,
nor of their joints

; but they were placed so far
beyond the reach of the eye that these pecn-
liarities should not be offensive, and then th©
mosaics were worked in a broad, massive, conven-
tional style, producing masses of brilliant colour,
toned down by the absence of any glaring light.

There were some exceptions to this latter.
At Monreale, S. Maria Maggiore at Rome, th©
two churches of S. Apollinare at Ravenna, S,
Marc s at Venice, «&c., we find the mosaics put
directly upon the walls, exposed to a stroncr
glaring light.

^

They are beautiful in themselves, and worthy
of all possible admiration. But I never could
see them without being struck with the dazzling
and unpleasant effect produced by the direct
contrast of the bright external light with them.
No colouring of any kind could stand against
this

;
and at Palermo, Monreale, and S. Marc’s

especially, a subduing of the light, such as a
neutral grisaille-glass would give, seemed in-
dispensable. We have one grand instance of
wall mosaic in S. Sofia, at Constantinople. It
covered there the whole surface of the wall,
between and around the windows over the
upper columns on the north and south sides.
But then it is shown, almost for certain, that
the ordinary clear glass was not used for thes©
windows, but that the light through them was,
in various ways, toned down, and must hav©
been,_ when complete, about the finest instance
in existence.

There is also another objection to the general
use of the gold mosaics on walls, when exposed
to the direct action of light.

Their brilliancy is then so great that it is
almost impossible (as I before pointed out in
the case of the Eenaiseance mosaics of Palermo)
to carry off their effect by any ceiling decoration
short of such mosaics themsolves

; while the ex-
pense of such a finish would be, in most cases,
out of the question.

’

At
^

S. Maria Maggiore at Rome, and S.
Apollinare in Classem, Ravenna, the fitrures on
the wall-mosaics aro very small (in S. Maria
Maggiore not, I think, 2 fc. high), and the whole
of the mosaics up at a great height, and itntler
the clearstory windows. The roof of S. Maria
Maggiore is deeply enflered, carved, coloured,
and profusely gilt, and thus carries offvery fairly
the mosaics on the wall.
But at Monreale, and the Chapel Royal,

Palermo, they cover the whole surface under,
above, and between the windows, both to the
nave and aisles. They are beautifully designed
and arranged. Those to the aisles are only used,
as I have remarked was the usual plan, far above
the line of the eye, the walls beneath being de-
corated in the most artistic way, with marble
panels, laid out with delicate geometrical mosaics.
The colnmns to the aisles were also of

marble, so that the eye was skilfully led up by
a series of extremely rich decoratious of various
kinds, from the pavement to the roof.
There the mosaics stopped, and the result
is that the roofs, though decorated in the richest
manner, quite fail to continue, satisfactorily, the
richness of the walls. But when the mosaics
are used on the places where they are most
usually found, viz., the soffitea of arches and
filling in the semi-domes of the apsidal ends so
common in Italy, we recognize at once their
fitness and their beauty.
The subdued light under -which they are seen

gives to them a depth and richness of tone
unknown to them in any other, whilst th©
gradual carve from the wall to the ceiling lead©
the eye pleasingly on to the very summit of the
building.

In such a position as this the glass mosaics, as
architectural decorations, are supreme. In some
few cases the apsidal ends are pierced with
windows, and thus the same objection applies a©
to the walls.

Apart, however, from the position, there are
some special considerations connected with th©
treatment of these mosaics, which are of the
greatest consequence in designing them.
They are all of one kind of workmanship

—

some more rode or more delicate than others

;
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but all, nevertheless, worked in a similar

way.
Bat their artistic treatment is very different.

In some cases, as the apse mosaics at S.

Cecilia at Home, which have the figures all

round and the row of lambs, as usual beneath,

there is no shading to the figures, and the folds

of the dress are indicated by lines only. In this

instance the whole work is coarse, the eyes of

the figures large and staring, and the whole

seems done by careless or inferior workmen.
The same is the case in S. Prassede at Rome.
But it does nob follow that such work need be

badly done, and in some cases where bold

•efl'ects are wanted probably the use of the single

lines would be the most effective. In the Italian

work, however, this plan was seldom adopted.

Take some of the most noted, as S. Puden-

ziaua. The apse mosaics there are equal in free-

dom of outline, clearness, and shading to any of

the Renaissance ones in the dome of St. Peter’s.

The same with those of S. Maria, in Traste-

vere; so, too, with those of S. Cbrisagono, where
there is a mosaic almost equal in beauty to the

ancient Roman, the pieces of glass being only

one-eighth or so square. But then they were
almost always designed strictly as decorative

works. But with regard to pictorial effect, there

was no violent action with the figures. Each
one was designed in a statuesque position, and
stood freely and unencumbered out from the

background of gold, around which there was
also commonly taken a rich border of gold and
colour. As exceptional cases in point of treatment
may, perhaps, be mentioned the above-named
S. Fudeuziaua, and S. Vitale. There the
figures are arranged in a more artistic way
than usual

j
but there is an archaic formality

about the whole which prevents its being pic-

torial. The whole effect was, in fact, in ad-

mirable keeping with the formal geometrical
patterns of the floors, aud designed on very
much the same general idea as the mosaic glass

of our best windows.
Then, again, the colours were always of the

vivid tints which one usnally thinks to be an
absolute oharaoteristic of these glass mosaics.

In many cases it was quite the opposite. At
S. John Lateran, S. Clemente (thirteenth ecu-

tuiy), S. Cosmo 0 Damiano, and others, the
colours were either faint or in quite half tints.

In fact, with mosaics, as with every other kind
of decorative colouring, one can lay down no
a.bsolate general rule.

A depth of colour that would be quite suit-

able to the richness of one edifice would look

•altogether glaring and out of place in another ;

and with mosaics, as with everything else, special

study is required in order to make sure of their

proper use.

Now all these works were of the earlier times
of art. The latest that I have quoted was, I

think, of the thirteenth century.

It was revived and continued by the Renais-
sance architects, and wo have some very grand
works indeed left by them. The comparison of

their mode of treatment with that of their pre-
decessors is a most valuable ouo.

You will bear in mind that the early works
did not affect to be in any way more than artis-

tic decorations. There was little action in the
figures, and the whole arrangement was, if I

may so say, geometrical. The Renaissance
ai’chiteots worked in an entirely different way.
They designed their mosaics much as they did
their pictures.

The figures, instead of being isolated, were
often massed together in groups, the draperies

ooutrasting thus with each other in place of
with the gold ground. It is so in many of the

mosaics of S. Marc’s, at Venice. They date from
the sixteenth century, and are admirable iu point

•of execution, the outlines and the work as good
as iu any other instance of the same kind,

ancient or modern. As pictures they are excel-

lent
;
but in contrast with the old works, simply

viewed as giving a decorative effect to the grand
old church, they fail utterly.

It was not the case with all the woi'k of
this date. At S. Marc’s, the ceiling of the
aacristy, which is arranged in geometrical pat-

terns on a gold ground, is singularly effective
;

BO, too, are the gold mosaics in the spandi'el of

S. Peter’s. These are treated in quite a differ-

ent way from that now being tried at S.

Paul’s, the centre being filled up in each case
with a circle, in which is one large head. The
rest is of gold, and the whole effect very much
like that of the early mosaics.

With this latest, perhaps, of the grand series

of decoration, which forms the subject of this

sketch, it may well end. Nothing as a decora-

tion can be grander. Nothing in able hands and

with careful study more effective. But it re-

quires study to understand its use and talent to

apply it. Like all instances of the use of vivid

colours, the least mistake in its application will

produce discordance. But when its use is

thoroughly understood, I believe that no such

aid to the beauty of our buildings was ever in-

vented, short, of course, of the absolute handi-

craft of the sculptor and the painter, before

whose work all other appliances in the artistic

working of our art must give way.

CONVERSAZIONE : INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

The Conversazione of the Royal Institute of

British Architects on Monday evening last was
well managed, and passed off agreeably and
successfully. Mr. William Tite, M.P., the presi-

dent, received the guests, and there was a very

large attendance, including many ladies.

Pictures, carvings, photographs, and glass,

afforded matter for conversation up-stairs 5
aud

the baud of the Coldstream Guards down-stairs

very pleasantly stopped it at intervals. Deco-

ration and industrial art were represented by

some specimens of Salviati’s mural mosaics and
|

Venetian table-glass, as well as by examples of
i

furniture and cabinet-work, some designed by

Mr. Seddon, and other specimens by Mr. Charles

L. Eosllake.

Amongst those present,we recall thenamesof Sir

Henry Holland, Sir F. Grant, P.R.A., Mr. Beres-

ford Hope, M.P., Brigadier-General Lefroy, R.A.,

Lieutenant-Colonel Lane Fox, Commander Evans,

R.N.f the Hon. Ashley Ponsonby, Colonel W.
Pinney, Admiral Sir George Back, Professor

Adams, Dr. Hatfield, Professor Wheatstone, Pro-

fessor Piatrucci, Professor Kerr, Professor Willis,

Mr. Cave Thomas, Mr. Sydney Smirke, R.A., the

Rev. Canon Jelf, Rev. B. Whitelocke, Dr. Druitc,

Rev. B. Webb, Rev. C. B. Scott, Rev. B. F.

James, Rev. C. Jackson, Mr. E. W. Cooke, R.A.,

Mr. C. F. Hayward, Mr. Joseph Bonomi, Mr.

J. G. Crace, Mr. C. Knight Watson, Mr. Frost,

A.R.A., Mr. T. Landseer, Mr. Digby Wyatt, Mr, A.

Waterhouse, Mr. Barges, Mr. W. White, secre-

tary Riiyal Society, Mr. Godwin, Mr. Heniy Baker,

Mr. W. J. Thoms, Mr. F. Marrable, Mr. Garliug,

Mr. Uemans, Mr. E. Christian, Mr. Tarriug, Mr.

L. Collmann, Mr. Truefitt, Mr. W. Hawes, Mr.

Sidney Godwin, Mr. F. R. Conder, Mr. Hansard,

Mr. Roger Smith, Mr. Gambier Parry, Mr. Bury,

Mr. Poynter, Mr. W. Papworth, Mr. Masey, Mr.

J. W. Porter, Mr. J. Fahey, Mr. F. Wyburd,
Mr. John Gibson, Mr. C. Fowler, jun., Mr. Bate-

man, Mr. W. L. Donaldson, Mr. E. Salomon,

Mr. Teulon, Mr. L. Pocock, Mr. E. W. Tam,
Mr. Charles Martin, Mr. W. H. Black, Mr. Frost,

Mr. R. K. Penson, Mr. D. Brandon, Mr, H.

Jarvis, Dr. Barlow, Mr. Spiers, the Bishop of

Dunedin, Archdeacon Hale, Mr. Harry Oliver,

Mr. G. Mair, Mr. E. B. Lamb, Mr. N. Gould,

Professor Donaldson, &c., &c.

MATTERS PROFESSIONAL IN SCOTLAND.

At the closing meeting of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association, on the 19th inst., Mr.

Beattie, the president, delivered an address.

After reverting to the rapidity with which
events now succeed each other, he said,—When
everything else is driving forward at such a

high-pressure rate, it is not to be wondered at

that our own department should share in the

general acceleration of speed. Accordingly, we
find that to a large extent the good old paths

are deserted, and that novelties, acrobatisms,

and short cuts to fortune are very much in

vogue. We find the spirit pervading the build-

ing trades to a very great extent.

Take the lowest department first, the hewers

of wood,—what do we find ? We find that ap-

prenticeships have become a mere farce and
byword. We find the youthful aspirant, instead

of faithfully and laboriously serving out his six

or seven years, hardly disposed to serve as many
months, and then deserting his master aud

seeking employment in some other place as an

experienced workman. Like a well-known living

engineer, who stated that it had cost a certain

railway company 50,0001. sterling to teach him
his business, the runaway apprentice acquires a

knowledge of his trade, very imperfect at the

best, at the expense of his future employers.

Hence I believe arise to a great degree all that

agitation about shorter hours and higher pay-
ment, about less work and greater remuneration.

Hence the determioed efforts of the trades’

unions to put the good and bad workman upon
the same footing. The good workman is inde-

pendent of trades’ unions
;
he can secure con-

stant employment and the best wages without

any assistance from them. Trades’ unionism is

too often the instrument by which the inferior

and.half-qnalified workman strives to put himself

upon an equal footing with his more highly

qualified neighbour, and, as a general rale, I

believe trades’ unions discourage superior excel-

lence, aud strive to retain all in a state of

unhealthy mediocrity.

I suspect, however, that it will be a more
beneficial employment to examine into onr own
failings rather than to occupy ourselves longer

with those of our neighbours. Are there no
imperfectly educated architects ? Are we all

animated by the same high motives, and aiming

at the same worthy ends ? Do architects dwell

together in charity and brotherly love, and are

we all prepared fraukly to say, “ Palmam qui

meruit ferat ?” 1 am afraid it is not so. With
us, as with other classes, there is the same hast-

ing to be rich, the same confidence that the race

will be to the swift and the battle to the strong,

the same sacrifice of much that is worthy and
noble to mere temporary convenience or expedi-

1
ency. We often forget that to secure the golden

harvest the ice and snows of winter are quite as

I

essential as either the showers of spring or the

I

heats of summer, and that slow and steady pro-

gress is more to be depended upon than those

- brilliant bursts which may for a moment dazzle

! the eyes of men, but disappear again with equal

I

rapidity. An important point for all young

;

architects to keep in view is the large extent to

I

which their professional education is dependent

upon themselves. It has been well remarked

I

that self-culture is always the most permanent

I

aud the beat, and it is peculiarly so iu our pro-

: fession. In an office the youug architect can

j

never acquire much mc!fe than the requisite
' technical skill. All else must be acquired by his

1 own exertions ; and I suspect bo will find, before

j

he has finished, however different the vulgar idea

j

upon the subject may be, that mere technical

I

skill in drawing is the least part of his profes-

1
sional knowledge. I consider this association a

j

most valuable adjunct aud assistance to our

architectural education. Here, meeting after

meeting, we have the most varied subjects

brought under our notice, aud opportunity

afforded for discussing them. I would urge

strongly upon the younger members the import-

ance of their favouring us with papers. I can
assure them that the party most benefited by a
paper is always the individual writing it. Do
not always choose the subject you are most
familiar with

;
rather sometimes take a subject

that you are ignorant of, but are desirous of ac-

quiring a thorough acquaintance with. Take
this for your subject, set systematically about

acquiring all information you can in regard to

it, and I will guarantee that, before your paper

is fiuished, the knowledge you have acquired

will be fixed in your memory and impressed

upon your mind in a way that nothing else will

do. Writing a paper systematizes, and, as it

were, focusses our information.

I would also strongly urge the younger mem-
bers to take part in the discussions. I am sure

that they will afterwards fiud the benefit of it.

In the course of business an architect is often

called upon to explain a design or some other

matter to a body of gentlemen,—it may be a

church committee, it may be a town council, it

may be a public meeting
;
but on auy such occa-

sion the youug architect will find the facility of

expressing himaolf clearly and to the point which
he has acquired at our meetings will be of great

value. It is, to a great extent, a mere matter of

practice, and nothing looks more absurd than to

see an educated man, who can talk well and

even eloquently to a single hearer, stuttering

and stammering when he has to address either

half a dozen or half a hundred auditors.

There is a subject which, during the past year,

has been brought formally under the notice of

the Architectural Institute of Scotland, and also

of onr own Association, by the Edinburgh Master

Builders’ Society, namely, the subject of measur-

ing the quantities of work, whether from plans

or otherwise. I believe that it is high time that

attention was turned to this point. The present

state of affairs is a most anomalous one, aud

should not be allowed to continue. The present

condition of the measui’ers is much like that of
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the Israelites in the days of the Judges, when
every man did that which seemed right in his
own eyes. Every town,—and, indeed, I may
Bay, every measurer, has his own peculiar system,
and in some point or other is sure to differ from
all his brethren. This is most unfair, both to the
builder and to the employers. Measurers vary
80 much in their way of measuring and report-
ing, that unless the contractor is familiar with
the particular measurer’s system, he is not safe,

and may make most egregious blunders in the
pricing of the works. I consider that there ought
to be some fixed system from which no measurer
could depart.

As the subject of measuring has not, I believe,

been before brought under your notice, I will

describe briefly a few of the discrepancies in
measuring which occur to me. I may mention
that in England measurements are generally
much more detailed and dissected than in Scot-
land. In mason work, for example, English
surveyors measure the work upon the beds" and
joints of hewn stones. In measuring mason work
in Edinburgh, the whole stone work is first taken
as rabble, and then the hewn work is measured
in detail, the taking it as rubble being under-
stood to be for the building of it. The surface
work upon one side of all external rubble-walls
is generally given as a separate quantity, but
sometimes not. In some primitive parts of the
country I believe they sometimes even do not
separate the hewn work, but give a slump mea-
surement of so many roods or yards, as the case
may be, of ashlar-faced rubble stone wall, at a
certain thickness.

Even in the measurement of rubble work there
are many discrepancies. Some reduce all rubble
work to 2 ft. thick, while others state the actual
quantity at each thickness. Some deduct only
through-going openings, and make no deduction
for presses, fire-places, or recesses. Some give
no scontions or rough comers for the inside of
windows, doors, presses, &c., while others care-
fully take all these. Some measure scontions
lineal and some superficial. Some measure
safety-arches in rubble walls by the lineal foot,

some superficial, the soffit, while others super-
ficial the extreme of the arch.

In measuring hewn work there are many
variations. In Scotland all hewn stones, 12 in.

thick and under are superficialled, and all above
that thickness are cubed. In England all stones
over 3 in. thick are cubed. In measuring ashlar
Bome measurers merely superficial the surface,
while others add in all the ingoings of the window
and doors, and allow at all internal angles for
the bond of the ashlar into the wall. Some in-

clude sills, linths, corners, &c., in the ashlar,
while others state these separately by the lineal
foot. Beds and joints are not measured here,
while in England the labour upon them is super-
ficialled.

Some Scottish surveyors give the stone in cor-
nices, strings, &c., separately either in cube or
lineal measure, and then in a separate quantity
the labour on the face. Others slump the whole
together, and state so many feet of cornice, stone
a certain size, and labour a certain girth. The
first is obviously the more accurate way, as, in
the second case, the dimensions being taken
along the extreme projection of the cornice, a
false idea is given of the quantity of stone, all

stones at angles being measured both ways.
Some surveyors in measuring steps take them on
the clear, while others add in for the wall-hold

j

but there appears to be no fixed allowance for

this, which onght properly to vary with the
length of the step. In England, when work is

more than 40 ft. from the ground, I believe an
extra charge is made per cubic foot for hoisting.

In measuring brickwork in Scotland, it is

generally superficialled atthe various thicknesses,
and stated by the yard. In England, on the
other hand, it is reduced to a standard thick-
ness of a brick and a half, and stated in statute
rods of yards square. Facings and dress-
ings are taken by the superficial foot.

In carpenters’ work there are also variations
in the modes of measurement. Some surveyors
in the case of framed timber roofs take the ex-
treme length of the timbers over the tenons,
while others measure the apparent length. Some
in the case of wall-plates and door standards
measure the bilgate, and add them into the
quantity, while others do not.

In measuring roofs some make an allowance
in the superficial quantity of 18 in. broad, at
all cuttings for valleys, while others super-
ficial the actual surface, and state the cuttings
lineal. In Scotland superficial measurements
in carpenters’ work are given by the yardj

but in England flooring, roofing, &c., is given by
the square of 100 ft. superficial. In measuring
doors with special mouldings or ornamental
work, some measurers merely superficial the
door, and say see drawing

; while others first

superficial the door as plain square framed, and
give the mouldings or ornamental works sepa-
rately, carefully girthing them.

In measuring slaters’ work in Scotland, sur-
veyors give an allowance of 9 in. for all cuttings,
both sides of centre gutters, valleys, and peands
being taken, while in England the allowance
is 6 in.

In the measurement of plaster-work Scottish
surveyors take the ceilings from wall to wall,
while in England they deduct one projection of
the cornice. Scottish surveyors take the plaster
on walls from the top of grounds to the ceiling,
while in England they take from top of grounds
to foot of cornice, or a little above. In Scotland
all mitres of cornices above four in a room are
considered extra, while in England a mitre is

allowed for every 10 ft. of cornice.

I have only mentioned a few of the more
obvious differences in the way of measnring
which occur to me. There are many other
variations in minor matters. I believe the cause
is that measuring is in a sort of transition state
just now. The old measurers formerly used to
have all sorts of absurd allowances, but at length
a strong reaction took place against these, and I

believe just now things are in a somewhat con-
fused state, not having got settled down again.
There is, therefore, great reason why architects
should interest themselves in the matter, and
get a system of measurement based upon
equitable principles brought into general use.
They will not have such an opportunity again,
and this is my reason for calling your attention
to a matter which is of general importance^o the
profession.

In the last paper read before this Society the
Paris Exhibition was alluded to, and the paucity
of prizes awarded to English exhibitors noticed
with regret. The question was also asked, did
not this go to prove that we are not an artistic

people ? I very much fear that this is the truth.
I have read carefully the evidence of several
Englishmen of eminence who were connected
with our former Exhibitions, and who have visited
the Paris Exhibition, either in an official capacity
or otherwise, and they are almost nnanimons in
expressing the conviction that in many depart-
ments we are far behind our continental rivals,

and that we have not made nearly such rapid
advances as they have done within the last few
years. Dr. Lyon Playfair, who was one of the
principal jurors at the Paris Exhibition, expresses
among others these opinions, and ascribes our
want of progress to several causes. He says
that our workmen have not the same facilities as
they have on the Continent for acquiring an
artistic education. He considers that this want
of proper training is a great drawback to our
onward progress. He also states that we have
been much kept back by the constant strikes

and disputes between employers and employed,
and denounces the disgraceful regulations of the
trades’ unions, preventing good tradesmen work-
ing to the full extent of their powers, and
appointing a maximum quantity of work bevond
which they may not go.

I believe myself that the early training has
most to do with the matter; and that if our
young art workmen were properly trained, and
were surrounded afterwards by as many objects
of artistic skill as they have on the Continent,
the result would be a very different one. In
Scotland we are peculiarly ill off in these re-

spects. Nob only are we very deficient in the
means of training, but also, in consequence of

the Presbyterian mode of church government
and worship general thronghonb the land, that
highest and noblest development of art—namely,
ecclesiastical art—has, until a very recent date,

been nob only neglected, but intentionally and of
purpose discouraged. Presbyterianism has much
to answer for in this respect.

In commenting upon the recent revival of

art in the sister country, I think Mr. Henderson
omitted to notice one of the most powerful
agents which has been at work, not only in

causing a shaking among the dry bones of art

generally, but peculiarly in reviving the practice
of Gothic architecture. Whatever its opponents
may have to say of it in a religions point of view,
there is no doubt that so far as the artistic de-

velopment of the nation is concerned, what is

generally known as the ritualistic movement in
the Church of England, has been of inestimable
benefit. It haa given an impulse to ecclesias-

tical architecture, and along with it to all the
cognate ornamental arts—such as metal work,
painted decoration, encaustic tiles, wood carving,
mosaics, organ building, &c., which can hardly
be overrated. It would be well, I consider, if

both our clergy and our laity had a little more
of that spirit which has animated the supporters
of this movement in England. There nothing is

considered too good or too precious for the house
of God. There is still to be seen the same
spirit of love and sacrifice which eighteen cen-
turies ago inspired the repentant sinner to anoint
her Master’s feet with precious ointment, and
wash them with her tears. Cavillers still say
now as then, Why this waste ? Can ye nob pray
as well in plainer edifices ? Is our worship not
to bo in spirit and in troth ? Are there no poor
to be relieved ? no heathens to bo converted ?

Such arguments are better replied to by deeds
than words; and when we find that those who
are most zealous in the matter of church archi-

tecture and church decoration are also those who
do moat to relieve the miserable, to feed the
poor, to convert the ignorant, we consider their
conduct needs no further defence. The savour
of that precious ointment has, as onr Lord fore-

told, daring the long ages which have since
elapsed spread over the whole world, enshrining
in the hearts of all the memory of that loving
deed

;
and we doubt not that those whose zeal

and affection for their Master have led them to do
many things which may appear extravagant or
even superstitious, in the eyes of a Sadduceau
age, will yet compare favourably with others,

whose colder love and fainter zeal never lead
them to step astray from the orthodox path, and
that these deeds of love and reverence may here-
after find gentler judgment than on earth is

given.

NOTES FROM THE CHAMP DE MAES.*^

The Swiss annexe is a spacious erection,

entered by a handsome flight of steps, and is

arranged in five compartments, appropriated
severally to oil-paintings, water-colours, en-

gravings, and so on. In the frieze of the centre

portion appear the names,— M. Herian, S.

Gessner, J. Pradier, L. Robert, H. Holbein,
0. Mademo, D. Fontana, and F. Boromini,
serving to show how much more the arts are

indebted to Switzerland than is sometimes sup-

posed. Amongst the architectural drawings
within the main building is seen the design of

this annexe, from which is learnt that the archi-

tect was M. F. Jaeger, who also designed the
screen ofthe Swiss section. The central, and most
important, compartment in the annexe contains

the oil-paintings; it is lofty, and decorated in the

deep-toned richly-coloured style peculiar to Swiss
interiors. In a hasty walk through this gallery,

a beautiful landscape by Meuron irresistibly

arrested my progress,^—a “Vue prise de Mtirren,

canton de Berne,’’ a grand mountain-gorge,
with a large bird poised high above the rocky
bottom.

Belgium has created a charming gallery for

her pictures, in a spacious annexe. Wide steps

lead up to an open vestibule paved with coloured
cements in various patterns; the inner door-

ways are draped with crimson cloth; and sta-

tuary and coloured glass adorn the three sides j

the fourth being the open entrance-way. The
interior of the building is divided longitudi-

nally, by a wall, into two compartments; and
these are subdivided into three bays by Corin-

thian pilasters and columns of imitation green

marble; the walls are light crimson, with an
imitation marble dado of a deeper hue; and the

floor is well boarded and cleanly swept. An
iron rail protects the pictures from too close

contact of eager gazers
;
the centre only of the

ceiling is glass, muslined over ; and handsome
benches, covered with green velvet, and fringed

round, invite the wearied sight-seer to rest,

while he feeds his eyes and soul with the plea-

sant subjects before him.
Baugniet has three pictures, all charming : 1.

“ Viaite k la Veuve,” in which two darling cojn-

fortcrs—one in blue silk, with black and gold

bernous, straw hat and white feather ;
the other

wearing a brown silk frilled pelisse, with scarlet

hooded-cloak over—have come to console the

poor widow and her three little children.

The colouring in this, though so brilliant and
vividly contrasted, is yet full of harmony and
beauty. 2. “ La Seconde Annee,” a young
mamma watching her sleeping baby. 3. “IJn

See pp. 349, 374, 393, 409, 437, 446, anU.
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K6«'0 apres le Bal,” "wliere a charming young
creature has passed from her waking dream to
her sleeping one, and is seen still in her ball-

dress, with morning dawning and candles burnt
out.

Beaufaix, in his " Corps de Saint fitienne
Martyr,” forgot that the process of stoning to

death must needs make wounds and bruises,
even on a saint

;
besides which fact, stones

around show evidence, in the patches of blood
upon them, of the tragedy that has been enacted.
Bossuet has some landscapes, which, for a
wonder, are bright and sunny : continental land-
scape painters usnally ignore Pheebus altogether.
" Vue genurale de Malaga,” besides its pleasant
sunshine, has some nice ripply water

j
and the

old ” Eglise Mozarabe pres de Saragosse,” and
“ Aquedac Romain, Cordoue,” are especially
interesting relics of the past. Campotosto’s
“UnCoin heureux” is nice, bat somewhat in-

distinct when viewed close
j
and Clay’s " Calme

plat,” translated “ dull weather” in Dnylish in the
catalogue, is very pleasing

j
but Marie Collart’s

" Un Verger,” with cow-grazing, is sadly dull and
dingy. Dansaert’s ‘‘Br>n Serviteur” is natural:
a family gronp, where the father, a footman in a
gorgeous livery, has come to visit hia wife and
children, and is seen nursing hia little baby.
De Gronckel has “ Deux Portraits,” both ndmi.
rable : one with black hair and moustache, and
grey shortish beard

;
the other, an old gentle-

mauly head with close-cut hair and moustache.
Do Groux sends five pictures :

” Lea Bourgeois
de Calais devaut Edouard III.,” in which the
kneeling queen is monstrously long from the
waist downwards. “ L’Hospitalite,” a cottage
scene, wherein some beggars are being fed with
brown broad. “ L’Aumdne,” a sadly depressing
picture, in which soup is being distributed to
some most miserable-Iookiag objects. “ La
Visite du Medecin” and “ Mort de Charles-
Quint,” he who introduced the Inquisition into the
Low Countries

:
pity he didn’t die beforehand.

De Knyfl’s “Le Barrage du Moulin de Cham-
pigny” is natural, but gloomy; but Delfoase’s
“ Conversation defendue ” is admirable. A pretty
young girl and her lover hold the forbidden
conversation at the foot of the well-hole of a fine
old carved oak staircase. She has a pansy

—

pcnsc-y—in her left hand, while her right is

clasped between both those of her lover, who
kneels on one kneo at her feet : a bent grandam
has come out from a room, and is peering over
tho handrail of the landing above, and lier

attendant cab is descending the stairs : tableau
coniplet ' De Schampheleer has some good
stormy water in his landscapes

; and “ Giboulee
de Juin, Environs do Gouda,” is effective.
Di- Vrieudt shows rich oolouriug in his “ Saint
Luc poignant la Madonne,” in which, however,
tho P. R. B. mother and child are just like a
wooden group from an altar; the emblematic
lily is seen in bud and blossom. Diilens’ three
pictures are characteristic, to wit, “ Une Noce
au Ziiid, Beveland” (Zelaude), in which the old
grand’mire is the only ead and weeping guest
among a joyous party

;
“ Le Cordonnier Barbier,

Zelande,” where a bright-faced country girl
stands outside the shop wherein the shoemaker
aits, and sticks up her foot on the sill of the
window, through which he takes her measure
for her new pair

;
and “ Oi-dre et Desordre,”

among skaters. Fourmois’ small-sized “ Moulin
i Eau ” has, of courso, tho proverbial gloomy
}ky

;
Alexandre Franoia, besides his good name,

oasagood picture borrowed from our Scotland,

—

‘ Loch Etive
;

” Hamman sends three pictures,
‘ Les Dames de Sienne pendant le Si%e de cettc
V^iile en 1553,” wherein richly-dressed ladies are
seen working at defences, and one poor thing in
white satin robe looks sadly worn-out and tired
:o death, but will nob give up;” “La Fete du
Bucentaure;” and “L’Education do Cliarles-
^uint: une Lecture d’Erasme,” where the queen-
mother sits on a sort of throne, and ho in a
statr-ehair on her right.

Jacob Jacobs has a large and singiilar pictnre,
'Chute de Sarp sur le flenvo Glommon, Nor-
vege,” where the clear brown water is seen
swirling and eddying amongst piles and tangled
maps of wood, and wooden huts of the workers
)r watchers, and over and around all a magni-
icent storm-aky; Kindermans has a"Pccherie
m Ruines, sur la Sumoy,” the scenery of which
•ecallstbat ofCliefden.on-tho-Thames; andPierre
Bremer has chosen a charming subject in his
‘ Daniel Seghers, cel 6bre peiutre do fleurs,
ireSf-ant une gnirlande qui doit lui servir do
nodcle.”

Lamorinifere has three pleasant “paysages;”
)Ut in the one taken at Edeghem, the sun, which
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shines so brilliantly at the extremity of the
avenue, should not have forgotten to peep and
glint amongst the trees a little, for they do not
stand so closely together as to exclude his rays,
by any means. “ Interior of Burnham Wood,
England,” is capital, with its wondronsly
twisted old beeches; and “Vue prise en Angle-
terre; effet de Neige an Crepuscule,” with
beech trees also, and hunter and dog screening
themselves behind a tree from the distant deer,
is very English and truthful.

Baron Henri Leys sends twelve of his re-
markable pictures, several of them well known
iaEngland. “LeBourgmestreLancelotVan Ursel
haranguant la Garde bourgeoise pour la Defense
de la Ville, 1542,” is a Iferge canvas, crowded
With figures. “ L’Arehiduc Charles, age de
15 ans, pretant Serment h, Anvers, 1515,” re-
prodaced in fresco in the large hall of tho
Antwerp hotel de ville, is an interesting work

;

as is tho “Publication dans les Rues d'Anvers
des Edits do Charles-Quiut, introdnisant I’lnqui-
sition dans les Pays-Bas,” but which always
seems to me a helpless and hopeless scene, too
saddening to look upon. lu “ Luther chez son
Ami Lucas Cranach,” the head and dark beard
of tho latter are very fine

;
and “ Couciliabule

du Temps de la Reforme,” painted 1857, is very
admirable, especially tho girl seated in the front,
which is like nature, rather than paint and
canvas.

Musin has one picture, and a very fine one,

—

“ Napoleon ler visitant I’Escaclre dans le

Palais des Princea-Evoques aLioge,” with itswell-
known siugnlar columns, like giant balustres, or-
namented in parts with a sort of Greek houey-
suckle, is interesting. Thomas, in his “ Vierge
au Calvairo,” has giv^en a strange and unaccount-
able light around her, but her blue robe is fine.
Still, is nob her presence there apocryphal ?
Christ bade his beloved disciple take her home
ere the death-agony approached : moreover, tho
crown of thorns is too thick and strong-looking.
Tschoggeny, in his “ Souvenir d’Afrique^”

shows the shepherd in scarlet cloak and white
head-gear in front of his flock of sheep, goats,
and camels, leading and piping; and his “Ma-
donno entonree de Flours,” representing an
alto-relievo on gold diapered ground, is very
charming. Van Kiersbilck, in “ Le Chevalier
de Saint-Geiy, Echeviu de la Ville do Bruxelles,
haranguant le Penple du haut du perron de
1 Hdfcel de Ville, 1407,” has paiuted his princi-
pal sollerotted figures too short and thick; but
“ le^ penple” is excellent. Van Kuyck has a
capital “ loterieur d’Eau.^e, avec Chevaux,” and
dogs and fowls, and a dear little stahlo-boy. all
excellent. Van Lerius’s “ Portrait,” a fair little
child in white, holding flowers, is very charming.
Van Moere’ “ L’ilo Saint-Georges j\ Venise

;

Crepuscule,” is good
;

and in “ Intoilenr do
1 Eglise Saint-Marc Venise : etude,” tho sun
seems to shine out as one gazes.

Verlat has a good “ Vierge ct I’Eofanb Jesus,”
©wi “ appartient il S.M. rimperatrice des Fr-jn-

- “
7.

I

(jaia and his “ Au Loup,” belonging to tho
Port d Anvers, lo ler Mai, 1810 : the wind in ! King of the Belgians, is very vigorous. A wolf
the bulging sails, and the manner in which the i

has killed a lamb, apparently the property of a
vessels sit on the brimming water, are admirably

j

peasant family: on the alarm being given by
represented.

_

Pauwels’ “La Veuve de Van
[

his wife, the man has seized a pitchfork
Artevelde wfil be remembered with pleasure I

and has rushed upon tho wolf, while the two
from the Exhibition of 18G2. After the massacre

[

bravo dogs assist, and, with the terrified girl
of \ an Artevelde by tlie people of Ghent, the town

!

complete the group. Willems has thirteen pic-
bemg surrounded by enemies and reduced to tho ,

tures, mostly of small size, bub all more or less
greatest straits, the magistrates appealed for

|

worthy of note. The “ Visite de Marie de Me-
assistance to the patriotism of the citizens

; and dicis i\ Rubens a Anvers on 1603,” is the largest
this noble lady, still m “widow’s weeds” for her canvas, and is placed first on the list. The
murdered husband, was among the first to

I

Queen has arrived on a white horse; Rubens is
answer the appeal, by bringing out all the trea-

|

seen leading hni’ across tho court-yard of his
sures she posMssed, gold and silver, and even

;
house, over a scarlet cloth strewn with

the most precious of all, her husband’s sword,
j

flowers. Hia wife stands waitin" to receive
In Lo Retour des Proscrits du Due d’Albe,”

j

her under tho arcade, just advancing from
' by Pauwels, the poor exiles are afibetionately I the shadow into the light, and a fine pea-
^and jp-ee^ed on landing by their relatives cock and hen add be.auty and colour on one

aide, to balance tho brilliant hues of tho gav
dresses of the attendants on the other. In
" L’Anneau des Fiauijailles,” a girl, i n a wonderful
white satin robe, receives the ring from a gallant
in red cloak and hat with bluo feather. “La
Veuve ’’ sits sadly and pensively, with an open
letter in her hands, lying upon which rests
tho expressive pense-y, as folded up iu it by
him whose pictured resemblance looks down
npon her; and at her feet lies n capitally-
painted “lovo” of a dog. “La Visite” shows
the visitor dressed in pink satin, with drab
cardinal capo over, and a man’s stand-up hat of
drab felt. In “Les Intimes,” the profile, bhack-
haired and coral-earringed, is charming. “ La
Confidence,” shows a girl in white, seated at a
table, reading a letter; messenger stjuding apart
before the door. “J’y ctaia!” with its simple
and touching title, and treatment equally simple
and touching, is another of hia. A girl, in yellow
satin and lace ruffles, is showing tho pictures in
a gallery to an oldish man, in grey suit, wliose
back is turned to tho spectator. When they
arrive before a certain battle-piece—a sea-fight—the calmed and subdued veteran says simply,
“J’y Jfais.'” and then comes “ Lss Adieuxj”
between a lady in whito satin dress, and a
cavalier in yellow;—and with this I also make
my adieux to the very intei-esting collection of
pictures in the Champ de Mars.

In tho Exhibition building, Leopold Ilurzc has
several extremely clever “ Groupes en Terre
cnite,” the figures small in size, but most care-
fully and minutely manipulated, the subjects
taken from Molifere, Sbakspeare, Bcranger, &c.
One of these, “La M&ro Aveugle,” with three
figures in it, was aloue unsold, tho attendant
said, and the price was 3,000 or 4,000 franca, ho
did not know which !

Near to the Belgian annexe, in the Pure,
stands a fine heroic-sized figure, by Jules Martin,
“ Model© du Monument d’Ambiorix, Roi des
Eburona, qni so tronve place sur la Grand’ Place
de la Ville de Toogres.” The hero stands
proudly erect, trampling under-foot the Roman
eagle, a laurel crown, and weapons. He looks
like an early Dane, or Saxon, to Euglish eyes;
tho moro so as the pedestal on which he stands
is a reproduction, in small, of our Kit’s-Coty-
House, in Kent. The railing is composed of

and friends. Qoiuaux has a pleasant “ Vue prise
dans lo Dauphind,” a sunny middle-distance
with foreground, and mountainous background,
in shade. Robbo’s “ Fleurs et Fruits ” is

good; but in liia second picture, “ Fleurs,” he
has not done justice to the honeysuckle, or else
his specimon was a very different thing to what
wo could show him in English hedges and
around rustic porches; and Robie, in “ L’Au-
tnmno,” has some capital fruits and sparrows.
Roffiden’s “ Lac Lomonde, Ecoase,” is very
good, with the steamer in the distance; but his
“ Cbanmiore dans la Oampine” bears the almost
nniversal stamp of gloominess. Eugene Smits’
“ La Bague Nouvelle, Costnme de Fete de
Nettuno, Etats Remains,” the bust of a band-
some Italian woman in a red jacket, contem-
plating her new ring, is charming

;
as are

Stallaert’s classic-looking pictures, “ La Balan-
^oire,” iu which Cupid floats above the swinging
girl, and helps to propel her; and “ Lesbie,” o

Pompeian-looking girl, crying over a dead bird,
with her attendant.

Sonbre’s “Victor Pisani,” the Venetian admi-
ral, receiving back his sword, and swearing to
forget the injustice of which ho had been the
victim;—his imprisonment, that is to say, for
some slight reverse, after manifold successes
against the Genoese, when his country is once
rnore imperilled,—sets one thinking, “What
villains the nobles w’ere in those days !

” Some
of Alfred Stevens’s little pictures are too like
“ le Petit Courrier des Dames” to have any
especial interest; but “Pensive” is pretty, as
also is “ Une Duchesae,” in her blue velvet high
dress, her cloak slipping off, and holding a letrer
in her hand. Joseph Stevens, who would seem
to be related to the above, giving the same
address, indulges in the comic vein,—apes dressed
as men, smoking and drinking. Doubtless these
pictures are cleverly painted, but I hold the
comic in art to be usually a mistake

; when a
thing of this kind has been once looked at and
laughed at, no ono cares to see it a second
time. The same remark applies to grotesques
in bronze, monstrosities and deformities, of
which there are several specimens in the Champ
de Mars and elsewhere. In “ Anciennes Maisous,
Bruxelles,” Stroobant gives a clear bright atmo*
sphere, pleasant to look upon

;
and hia “ Ancien
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crossed laDCes, with stone corner-posts
j
in his

hand Ambiorix brandishes a battle-axe. This

statue is extremely bold and grand, and for

power and feeling it is, to my thinking, one of

the finest things of the Exhibition.

K. F. H.

BELL TOWER, EOTHENBURG, BAVARIA.

Ix a recent article on Bell and Clock Towers,

with illustrations of the Clock Tower of the

Bntbhaus, Prague, we mentioned, as a quaint

and original example, that of the Eathhaus of

Rothenburg, in Bavaria, and promised a sketch

of it.* This we now supply. The tower, it

will be seen, grows out of the gable of the Eath-

haus. It is square in plan for two stories, and
is then broached into an octagon, with four

statues standing on the “broaches.” At the top

a projecting cornice supports an iron parapet
railing; the whole being capped with a bulbous
spire of two orders.

ANCIENT ALTARS IN GERMANY.

It must have often struck those who have
been in the habit of seeing Continental churches

as a very remarkable circumstance, that although
the remains of ecclesiastical furniture in some of

them aro plentiful enough, ancient altars are

very rarely to bo met with. The magnificent

cathedrals of France, which in ancient times
must have been rich in this important feature,

at present exhibit scarcely one single example.
Why, when, and how were all these old altars

swept away, aro questions which it is difficult

to answer. In England, of course, the spirit

of the Reformation caused the removal of all

ancient altars, no longer recognized as altars;

but how is it that so few examples exist in Roman
Catholic countries ? In France the revolution

doubtlessly destroyed a few, but probably by far

the greater proportion had disappeared before

that date, and it is to be feared that the vile

taste of Louis XIV.’s days did far more injury in

.this respect than sacrilege and violence. To
gain some idea of the splendour of the altars in

the French churches during the Middle Ages,

we refer our readers to M. ViolIet-le-Duo’s work,
under the head “ Aatel.” The churches in

Belgium are nearly as badly ofi" for old altars as

the French
;
one or two examples exist at Lean,

and there are one or two in South Brabant. None
of them, however, are remarkable either for age
or beauty. In fact, the only countries in Europe
which offer us valuable examples of ancient

altars aro Spain, Italy, and Germany. lu Spain

and Italy they are very rare, though often very
remarkable and singularly beautiful

; but in

Germany nearly every cathedral and many
parish churches contain valuable examples. The
cathedral at Cologne is rich in this respect. It

contains a high altar of the earlier part of the

fourteenth century, one fine tryptich altar of

wood of the same date, and four wood tryptich

altars of the fifteenth century. The high altar

is a very beautiful work. It is composed of

black and white marble. The frontal consists of

a series of niches, occupied with statues and
ornamented with delicate carving.

The earliest altar known to exist in Germany
is one in a Romanesque chapel adjoining the

cloisters of the cathedral at Eatisbon. This

chapel goes by the name of the “AlteDom,”
and is said to have been the original cathedral

:

the altar, which is still in situ, dates from the

ninth century; it is a simple oblong mass of

stonework, about 6 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in., and about
3 fc. high : the lower portion of the stone frontal

is pierced with circles contaming crosses. In
anotlier Romanesque chapel, attached to the same
cloisters, is also an ancient altar, probably as

early as the eleventh ceutuiy. This altar is very
singnlar in form, being exactly square on plan,

and about 4 ft. each way ;
the mensa, or altar

slab, is very solid, aud is supported upon four

short columns with cushion capitals at the
•corners, and a solid mass of stonework in the
>centre.

In the church of St. Emeran, in the same
town, is a small Romanesque altar, with the

mensa supported upon two triangular-headed

openings and dwarf columns. In the cathedral

at Brunswick is a fine high altar of late

Romanesque work ; the mensa is very large, and
is composed of one slab of marble,—the pillars

supporting it are of bronze, with capitals orna-

• See pp. 113, 116, ante.

BELL TOWER OF EATHHAUS, EOTHENBURG, BAVARIA.

mented with the heads of birds and beasts. In
the chapel of Castle Transnichts, at Landshut,
in Bavaria, is a fine specimen of a thirteenth-

century altar, with a “ciborium” or “ balda-

chino” over it, against each pier of which is a
tall statue in small crimped drapery, similar to

those in the western portal of the Cathedral of

Chartres
;
over these statues are fiue “ Jerusalem

canopies.”

In the cathedral at Ratisbon are several

early fourteenth-century altars. They have all

ciboria above them, which are richly ornamented
with canopies, statues, and foliage-carving.

The frontals of these altars are plain, and were
evidently intended for moveable “ antependia.”

The “ Obermiinster” church at Ratisbon con-

tains three fine fourteenth-century altars of the

same description as those in the cathedral, with

the exception that the frontals are pierced with

an arcade, which shows through it a full-length

reenmbent effigy. Probably these altars served

also for monuments.
Our lower illustrations represent two very

pretty stone altars of late fburteenth-century

work at Erfurth.

Fifteenth-century altars are very frequently to

be met with in Germany. They are generally of

wood,—at least the reredos
;
and the altar itself is

perfectly plain : the reredos is generally formed
of a large tryptich, either filled with carving in

deep relief or pictures. One of the earliest altars

of this description is the high altar in our Lady’s

Church at Oberwesel. This is fourteenth-centui^

work, and consists of a series of Gothic niches
filled with statues. It is said to have been the

work of an Englishman.
Perhaps the finest altars of this description

are those in the church of Lorsch, on the Rhino,
and Alt Breisach, near Freiburg, in Breisgau.

The former altar is nearly 50 ft. high to the
highest pinnacle of its reredos, and when the
valves are thrown open exhibits a wonderful
combination of carving and painting. The date
is 1420. The altar at Alt Breisach is equally

beautiful, but not quite so large. Our principal

illustration, represents an altar of this descrip,

tion in the Carmelite Church in Erfurth. This

altar is in a very perfect state of preservation,

and is beautifully decorated with paintings.

Pine tryptich altars of the fifteenth and earlier

part of the sixteenth century exist at Nurem-
berg, Rothenburg, Ulm, Freiburg in Breisgau,

Landshut Nordlingen, Dettwang, Creglingen,
Erfurth, and many other places. Fine stone

altars of a late date exist at Paderbom and
Landshut Marburg, Soesfc, and Blanburen. In

the Phyne Church at Prague is a late altar with

a baldachino over it of very elaborate and
singular design, the vaulting of which is pierced

with tracery. Altars of the mixed stylo which
existed in the middle of the sixteenth century

are to be found at Mayence Cathedral, in the

crypt of St. Gereon, at Cologne, and in St.

Lawrence, Nuremberg.
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AEOHITEOTUEE, UNIVEESITY COLLEGE.

The prizes of this college were presented
to the succeasfal students by Sir John Lubbock,
in the lecture theatre, who, at the conclusion of

Ms task, made an apposite speech on the liberal

character of the college. The following is a list

of the prizemen in architecture :

—

Architecture.—Professor T. Hayter Lewis.
Fine Art, senior class.—Donaldson silver medal

and certificate, Joaiah Rose, of London. Second
prize and certificate, Alfred Henry Paget, of

Leicester. Third certificate, E. Lockyer Cox, of
London.

Construction, senior class.—Donaldson silver

medal and certificate, Thomas Batterbury, of

Hampstead. Second prize and certificate, Josiah
Rose, of London. Third certificate, E. Lockyer
Cox, of London. Fourth certificate, R. Carno.

Fine Art, junior class.—Prize and certificate,

Josiah Rose, of London. Second certificate, R.
Lockyer Cox, of London.

Construction, junior class.—Prize and certifi-

cate, Josiah Rose, of London. Second certificate,

R. Lockyer Cox, of London. Third certificate,

Edward Haslehurst.

ASSOCIATION FOR IMPROVING TEE
DWELLINGS OP THE POOR.

The twenty-third annual meeting of the
shareholders of this company has been holden
at the offices of the Association, Coleman-street,
City. Mr. Julian Goldsmid, M.P., presided.
The annual report was read, in which the

directors stated that the Gatliff-buildings, in
Commercial-road, Pimlico, were complete, and in
full occupation. They consisted of 27 single
rooms, 104 sets of two rooms, and 18 sets of
three rooms, erected under the arrangement
with the Marquis of Westminster referred to in
previous reports. The Marquis, by arrange-
ment, having advanced the necessary funds at 3
per cent, interest, had reserved to himself the
right of fixing the rents at a low rate, varying
from 2s. 9d. for a single room, with every con-
venience, to fis. 6d. for three rooms, and has thus
enabled the Association to accommodate a poorer
class of tenants. Since the last report ten more
pairs of cottages at Penge had been completed,
making a total of thirty-six cottages there, which
were all occupied by London workmen

;
and

arrangements had been made with the London,
Chatham, and Dover Railway Company to convey
them at the rate of 28. per week each. To enable
the directors to proceed with the erection of
ifiimilar cottages, they had, in conformity with the
resolutions of the meeting held on the 12th April
last, applied to the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners for an advance of 18,0001., which had
been accorded to them. They had also obtained
a Treasury order to relieve from house tax all
the ;^dwellinga of this association. The net
profits of the year amounted altogether to
S,515L 5s. lid., sufficient to pay a dividend of 3i
per cent.

The report was unanimously adopted, and a
dividend of 3^ per cent, declared.

EXCURSION OF THE LIVERPOOL
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

' The annual excursion of the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society took place on the 22nd inst.,

Iwhen, in conjunction with some members of the
Manchester Architectural Society, they visited
(Hooton Hall and Church, which latter was
erected a few years ago, at the cost ofMr. Naylor,
from designs by Mr. J. K. Colling, of London.
The church stands just inside the park gates. It

is a transept church with cupola in the centre,
'Somewhat in the Byzantine style. It is built of
Iwhite Stourton stone, relieved by bands of red
atone from the Runcorn quarries. The new
conservatory and the entertaining and dining
(rooms at the hall, also by Mr. Colling, were
aext visited in turn, and last of all the new
(oioture and sculpture gallery. The picture-
igallery, which is KJO ft. long, was first built, and
iubsequently a corridor 200 ft. long was added,
[forming a vista 300 ft. in length.
' The society and their friends afterwards dined
^gether at Eastham, Mr. T. J. Kilpin, the presi-
dent, in the chair. Mr. Boult propo8e(i the
iiiealth of Mr. Colling, who in reply acknowledged
Mmself a heretic in architecture, and disposed
rfor innovation. Mr. Picton, in the course of a

reply for the Liverpool Society, said the Liver-
pool corporation had been doing something for

the encouragement of art, and he rejoiced to see

that a member of that society had obtained the
first prize offered by the corporation for plans
for the laying out of a magnificent park, and
had been engaged to carry out the scheme at a
cost altogether of about half a million of money.
Another matter engaging the attention of the
corporation was the provision of dwellings for the
working classes, and there was no problem, as it

appeared to him, more difficult of solution than
that of providing convenient and comfortable
dwellings for the working classes without pauper-
izing them,—erecting them so that they would
pay a fair rate of interest, and not be mere alms-
houses. He, as a member of the corporation,
had strongly held the docbrine that it was the
duty of that body to solve the problem if they
could by offering such a premium as would
induce architects to come forward and devise a
scheme by which money could be so applied in

providing dwellings, comfortable, cheerful, and
cheap, for the working classes, as to yield a fair

return of interest. He was glad to say that a

premium of 200Z. was, or would shortly be,

offered by the corporation for the solution of the
problem, and most delighted should he be to find

that it had been solved by a member of the Liver-

pool Architectural Society.

The Chairman, after reply to his “ Health,”
extemporised a song, in which he related aud
lamented the circumstances that had prevented
him from joining the excursion earlier.

To the toast “ The Contractors and Builders
of Liverpool and its Neighbourhood,” Mr. Nicol,

of the firm of Holme & Nicol, the contractors for

the work at Hooton Hall, responded; after which
“ The Town and Trade of Liverpool ” was pro-

posed by Mr. Vale and responded to by Mr.
Gibbs.

Mr. Statham, the honorary secretary, pro-
posed “The Manchester Architectural Society;”
and a toast to his own health closed the pleasant
proceedings.

THE COVENTRY AND MIDLAND
EXHIBITION.

The Manufacturing, Industrial, and Art Ex-
hibition, at Coventry, has been formally opened
by Earl Granville. In the course of his address
his lordship, in allusion to foreign competition,
said :—My opinion respecting our competition
with foreign countries is, that there is no real

danger whatever, if we meet it in a proper
manner. But, in order to induce us to meet it

in a proper manner, I am not at all sure that it

is not wholesome for ns to fear a little, but not
with undignified fear. I believe there is some-
thing in the persevering—something in the com-
bative—character of an Englishman that pre-
vents him doing his best until some strong
stimulus or some successful rival puts him to the
test. I am not quite sure, he also remarked,
that I agree with Dr. Lyon Playfair as to the
importance of establishing large schools for the
application of science to manufactures and art,

but I believe what is really wanted is great diffu-

sion of scientific knowledge
; and if you only get

that diffused, the practical application of it is

perhaps better taught and better learnt in the
workshop and manufactories than in any other
possible way.

In the afternoon, a large and brilliant com-
pany dined together in the New Market Hall.

Lord Leigh (the lord lieutenant of the county)
presided, supported by Earl Granville, Lord
Hyde, and many of the gentry of the county
and city.

THE SHEFFIELD TRADES' UNION
HORRORS.

SuEELY “the reign of terror” which basso
long, and with such impunity, prevailed at

Sheffield, is now drawing towards a close. The
method adopted by the Legislature and the
Commission whom they have appointed, has
been singularly effectual in unmasking the re-

morseless villains who have been so long a curse
to Sheffield. The craven scoundrel to whom we
alluded in our last issue has since, under the
terror of the power of the Commission, made a
full and terrible confession of murder apd maim-
ing, explosion and rattening, or wicked destruc-
tion and theft, for years practised by him and
others, at the instigation, and with the pay, of a
master viRain, who has long occupied an official

and influential position amongst the Sheffield

trades' unions
;
and even he has been compelled

to lay bare his black soul, to the horror and de-

testation of the nation, and especially of those
who have cowered with fear of his anonymous
and malignant power, and who would have
torn him to pieces could they have laid hold of
him after his self-condemnatory “evidence” was
given. Broadhead, themastervillain—Mr. Broad-
head, as the Commission and the press have been
naming him till now,—in addition to being secre-
tary, treasurer, and facto turn of the sawtrade union,
was a principal official of the Sheffield Association
of Organized Trades, and had only recently been
appointed the treasurer of the United Kingdom
Alliance of Organized Trades. The whole of
his examination was a confession of crimes of
the deepest dye in which he had been concerned.
“ Rattening,” be said, had been practised in
Sheffield long before any one in the room was
born; and he appeared to justify it on this

ground. He also seemed to think that, as re-

garded the outrages committed, the end justified

the means. He confessed that, after Linley’s
murder, for committing which he had paid his

two unscrupulous instruments, Crookes and Hal-
lam, he had written letters to the newspapers
exhibiting great abhorrence of the crime !

Aftpr

Wheatman’s place had been blown up, he wrote
a letter in which he truly described the deed as a
liellish one, and endeavoured to throw the blame
on the Messrs. Wheatman themselves ! He did
similar things after Fearnehough’s place was
blown up, and he offered a reward out of his own
pocket for the discovery of the perpetrator of
that outrage !

!

And are these scoundrels,—these disgraces
to humanity, to escape scot-free ? It was un-
fortunately, and yet unavoidably, a condition
laid down by the Commission that, if they con-
fessed fully and truthfully, they would obtain
each a certificate, securing them against molesta-
tion or punishment by the law

;
but it is to be

hoped it will be proved that they have not
quite fully or truthfully confessed, so that the
law may yet lay hold of them. And, at all

events, their career at Sheffield is at an end, and
they will jhave no Government aid, at least, to
depend upon elsewhere. Perhaps, however,
before they can get away from Sheffield, the
townspeople may give them a testimonial of
some kind which they shall have reason to

remember. It would indeed be a pity to “put
them under the pump,” for the pump would be
defiled by such a process

; but we should not be
sorry to learn that some of their bones were
accidentally, or even unlawfully, broken.

PROPOSED ASSOCIATION OF BOROUGH
SURVEYORS.

Since the passing of the Board of Health Act
in 1848, and the adoption of the Local Govern-
ment Act by all the principal towns in the king-
dom, a large staff of officers has been required
to carry out the provisions of these Acts. The
most important officer of this staff is the sur-
veyor, who has the practical management of all

those works in a town which are essential to the
health, the comfort, and the convenience of the
inhabitants.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the duties
of the surveyor are exceedingly varied in their
nature, requiring not only much practical and
scientific knowledge, but a special aptitude of
character to enable him successfully to deal with
the various and intricate matters that are con-
stantly referred to him, and to discharge
efficiently his duties to the Board, on the one
hand, and the public on the other. Only those
who have held the office can fully realise the
trying nature of the position of a borough sur-

veyor, always liable to be attacked by a small
clique, who are averse to every improvement,
and jealous of the expenditure of public money
collected by rates

;
and never properly sup-

ported by a Board, who have no fixed principles

of action, owing to the fact of their chairman
and many of the members changing every year.

The importance of the office cannot be denied,
when it is considered that the whole of the
works connected with the paving, lighting, and
sewerage of the town

;
the superintendence of

new buildings
;
the highways, pleasure-grounds,

and baths ; the management of the fire brigade;

the scavenging; and in many cases also of the

water and gas supply, are included in the duties

;

and, occasionally, the surveyor is expected to
design and carry out large and important works
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of conatraction
;
and e^en, if not primarily re-

Bponaible, yet to him must always pertain the

doty of procuring the necessary local informa-

tion for, and providing the consulting engineer
with, the data necessary to enable him to advise

as to the best course to be pursued.
The number of towns that have adopted the

Act is over 400 ;
and, as many boroughs have

two surveyors, and the metropolis adds about
fifty more, the number is sufficient to form a
Tery important body.
My object in thus calling attention to the

position of the borough surveyors is to point out
the fact that they are as a class unrepresented.

While engineers, architects, lawyers, doctors, and
all other professions have their common meet-
ing-ground in their representative association

or institution, the surveyors are an isolated and
scattered body. It seems, therefore, exceedingly
desirable that they should unite and form an
association, the objects of which should be :

—

1st. To confer a recognised position on the

class of engineering surveyors who have been
called into existence by the sanitary demands of

the day.

2nd. The collection of statistical and other
information for the use of its members.

3rd. By conferring degrees by voluntary
examinations, similar to those granted to the
“District Surveyors” of the metropolis, or as

proposed by the Institute of British Architects.

4th. To confer all those advantages of member-
abip which appertain to a central representative
institution.

With regard to the first object, it must have
often been felt by a borough surveyor that he
holds an anomalous position. The title “ sur-

veyor” conveys no idea of his standing, the
word having so many meanings

; there are laud
surveyors, highway surveyors,mining, measuring,
building, and numerous other surveyors. It is

true, some borough surveyors are members of
the Institution of Civil Engineers, and others of

the Institute of Architects, but the great body
of them are not qualified by their antecedents or

attainments for membership of either, while fully

qualified to hold a middle position. An Institu-

tion of Engineering Surveyors, with the initials

M.I.E.S., would meet the want, and give at once
a recognised position to its members. It might
oven be a branch of the Institution of Civil

Engineers if the Council would take them under
their wing.

The importance of the second object must be
felt by all who have held the position of borough
surveyor, from the numerous papers of queries

that are constantly sent out by different officers

for inquiry on particular subjects, and the neces-

sity felt for obtaining the fullest information on
the various sanitary appliances that are con-
stantly being brought forward.

The third object is one, the necessity for which
will be recognised by all who have either been
caudidates for vacant offices, or who have had
the difficult task of selecting from the numerous
applicants.

An advertisement for a borough surveyor to a
town of any size, will call forth a response from
seventy to eighty candidates,—some eminently
qualified, others totally unfit. The only means
a committee of selection has of judging of the
merits of the several candidates is from their

testimonials, and the indiscriminate way in

which written testimonials are given, renders
them eminently unsatisfactory as a means of

judging of the fitness and qualifications of a can-
didate. The fact of having passed an examina-
tion before a properly recognised authority,

would give a qualified man an advantage overall

others, that would amply repay the time and
trouble it might take.

1 hope this letter may be the means of tending
to somejoint action on the part of my brother
surveyors. W. H. Wheelek,

Borough Surveyor, Boston,

A FEW HINTS ON BATHING.

As your columns are always open to sugges-
tions which have a sanitary purpose, I feel sure
you will allow mo space for a lew obaervations

on bathing. Considering the great ignorance
that prevails on the subject, and the risk in-

curred by numbers of persons during the bathing
season, I wish to propose that notices be con-

spicuously placed near all bathing-places and
baths, cautioning persons not to go into the

water within two hours after a meal. Bath
attendants should be well instructed upon the

rules of hygienic bathing, and see them at-

tended to.

I throw out these hints, as cases are not rare
in which apoplexy and other seizures are in-

duced through au ignorant and imprudent method
of bathing. There is no reason why such an
agreeable recreation during the summer season
should not be indulged in with benefit instead of
harm, if proper precaution be exercised in the
use of the bath. Sanitas.

HAUGHMOND ABBEY.

Sir,—My attention has been called to a review
of Mr. Pidgeon’s “ Guide to Haughmond Abbey,”
in your number for June 15th, and being away
from references,! am unable to do more than point
out that in the seventeenth volume of the Journal

of the British Archeological Association (pp. 216
—218), appears a tolerably exhaustive account
of this abbey, both architecturally and histo-

rically. Judging from your review, it appears
that Mr. Pidgeon has erred in the usual way of
local writers, by disregarding your own valuable
remarks, as well as those of others who endea-
vour to treat, critically, subjects such as this, on
true and broad principles, for the use of students.

Pans. E. Eodeuts.

BUILDING PRICES.

Sir,—It frequently happens, in the event of
a builder’s account being disputed, that the
evidence before an arbitrator is very wide as to

the percentage of profits on labour and the
various descriptions of materials. Would it not
be well if the various local associations of archi-

tects would define these points, and fix a stan-
dard for future valuations ? This, together with
the mode of admeasurement, is a matter requir-

ing immediate attention, as those can testify

who have had to support a case before a legal

arbitrator, with unscrupulous witnesses on the
other side. I think it a great picy that so much
false evidence should be given where it is pos-
sible to prevent it by means of some recognised
authority. Z.

ST. GEORGE’S, HANOVER SQUARE.—THE
RECENT ELECTION OF SURVEYOR.

At the last meetiog of the 'Veatir, held on the 20th met.,
a further application was read from Ihe unsueeesaful
candidates for the office of Surveyor, requesting to be
allowed their travelling expenses, amounting tc^ether to
231. lOs. The memorial was signed by Mr. H. CocUrane, '

St. Andrew's-sqnare, Edinburgh (who made two journeys
I

to London) : Mr. K. Pritchard, Bedford Leigh, Lanca- !

shire
;
Mr. H. Hoyle, Town-hall, Hulme

; Mr. A. Scareill, I

Bower Spring, Sheffield
;
and Mr. \V. II. 'Wheeler, Boston. I

Mr. Joseph Bennett said it was perfectly certain that in I

the Brst instance it was stated no expenses would be
allowed, but when the nine gentlemen were requested to
come to stand the chance of election nothing was said as
to expenses. In his opinion, it was a clear ease for the
consideration of the 'Vestry, and he would ask as a matter
of principle whether it wa-* worthy of them to refuse
what was asked. Admiral Duncombe, M.P., said the

j

previous resolution arrived at by the Vestry must be I

rescinded, and a special Vestry called for the purpose
before the request could be acceded to. Mr. Joseph
Bennett gave notice to that effect. A motion by >Ir.
WpstertoD, that “ the letter lie on the table,” wr.s lost, 11
voting for it and 16 against. The general feeling of the
Vestry seemed to be in favour of granting the application.
At the same Vestry an applicutiou was read trom Mr.

H. G. Matthews, 1, Purnival's-inn, Holbom, who stood
second on the list at the election for surveyor, asking for
a testimonial to that rffect. Dr. Appleton movea the
request be granted, and that the seal of the Vestry be
attached to the testimonial. It was resolved the matter
should be postponed till the next meeting.

FLINT STONES ON LONDON STREETS.
At the usual meeting of the Committee of Works of St.

Gecirge’s, Hanover-square, on Wednesday, Sir William
Codrington, of Baton-square, made a reiterated complaint
against the enormous size of the Hints placed on the
thoroughfares in the parish, especially in Belgrave-square
and Eccleston-sireet. The contractor is bound not to place
atones larger than five oonces on the streets, but the com-
plainant assured the committee tbathesawplenty of stones,
three and four times that size, lying about, and that men
were actually breaking them whilst the traffic was going
on. In conclusion, Sir WiDiam observed, " I submit that it

is the duty of some person to see that the contractor does
his duty, and that the Board do pay some person out of
the rates to do so. At present the contractor is favoured
at the expense of the horses and carriages of all descrip-
tions which have to break these atones instead ot the
contractor being kept totbe terms of his contract.” The
new surveyor said he had only been a few days in office

;

but, from what he had already observed in the different
thoroughfares, there were just grounds for the complaint
which bad been made as to the size of the Hints. It was
resolved unanimously to call the atteution of the contrac-
tor to the complaints which had been made to the com-
'mitteo on the subject.

THE ACCIDENT AT WELLINGBOROUGH
NEW CHURCH.

Sir,—At the time of the accident at Welling
borongh new church, a statement appeared it

yonr paper to the effect that the cause of Ui«

fall of the south arcade was the failure of tht

stone of the neighbourhood of which the pien
were built ; but this was not true :* it wai
owing to the fact that, instead of building th(

foundations under the piers of large fiat*beddec

walling stones, well grouted with gravel mortal
as specified, the cores were filled in with .sniali

stones, and no gravel grouting wed at all. More
over, cracks appeared in them a fortnight or sc

before the fall of the south arcade, and neithei)

the clerk of the works nor the builder informed
me of them; but, seeing them get worse, they con-j

suited together, and in their wisdom came tC

the conclusion that the best course to pursufl

was to loosen the centres, when down the wholel

thing came, fortunately without injuring any
one : they then sent me a telegram informing!

me of the catastrophe. The north arcade I'

found to be also in a very bad condition, but

fortunately the centres had not been loosened,

and we have just completed the reconstruction

of the foundations under the superintendence of.

I need hardly say, a new clerk of works, keeping
the arcade up by proper cradles and shores; and
the fallen arcade is being reconstructed on

thoroughly good foundations.

The stone of the neighbourhood is need in the

piers of the fine old parish churches of Welling-

borough.Finedon, and others, carrying far greatei

weights than we are putting on to the piers oi

the new church, which are built of Box-ground
stone and local red stone, in alternate courses,

and were, previously to the accident, uninjured.

C. Buckeridge.

THE LAW-COURTS COMPETITION.
Sib,—

I

read the article in lost week’s Builder, and felt

some surprise that the joint committee of the bar and soli-

citors should differ from Messrs. Shaw sud Fownall on a

question of fact.

I therefore determined to go to Lincoln’s-inn with divi.

ders and ascertain for myselfwli^rheror not in Mr. Water-
house's design the courts are of the specified size. Taking
the common-law side, where the courts are specified to be

1,376 square feet in area, they are shown by Mr. Water-
house exactly 33 ft. by 33 ft., giving an area of 1,034 ft.,

or 362 ft. leas than the area prescribed by the conditions

;

> and this diminished area includes the inclosurea on the

j

sides of the courts.

I The deficiency is caused by the architect boldly faking

I
his bar-corridor out of the back of the courts, and this eor-

' ridor is the only means of public communication between
I
the courts on the court-floor

;
so that if it did not exist,

' and the courts were made the prescribed size, there

would be no means for counsel and others to pass from
court to court on the same floor, except through the inter-

vening courts.

As to the statement of the Bar Committee, that because
the portion cut off from the court has been so cut oflf for

the sake of quiet, and because it is partially glszed, there-

fore the court, which is only I,<i24 ft., is in accordance
with the conditions which prescril-e an area of 1,376 ft.

I will only say I cannot understand it, and should be

sorry to give such an answer before an arbitrator to any
of the eminent lawyers who have signed the Keport. It

seems to me that they may succeed in proving their

statement when 2 and 2 are shown to be 6 ;
bat not

before, A Subvbyob,

CERTIFIED FOREMEN AND CLERKS
OF WORKS.

Sib,—

H

as it ever occurred to you in this competitive age
of examinations as to qualification, to see the necessity of a

council, consposed of architects aud builders, empowered
to grant certificates of ability to builders' foremen and
clerks of works? I have often thought that a council,

composed as above, would be productive of a great
amount of good

;
both as a guarantee to the public that

they had fit aud proper persons to see that their works
were carried out in a proper manner; also to architects, as

it would be great satisfaction to them to know that there

were efficient foremen and clerks of works employed on
their jobs. Builders in general would soon find it veir
much to their benefit to employ men so certified; and,

lastly, the clerks of works aud foremen themselves would
be proud to have the grain separated from the chaff: the
thoroughly competent man would have no difficulty in

getting employment and a proper remuneration for his

services; it would tend to elevate them as a class, and
give them a position they never before occupied. As
a rough outline of the plan, I would suggest six architects

and six bnilders (practical men) to sit as a council, two
leaving office every year, but eligible to re-election

;
to be

elected by the present foremen of all our large towns, or

by the employers, and nominated by (he Architectural
Sociely. Eacli candidate for examination lo p»y 5a. pre-

vionsly to being examined, and Ss. upon receipt of his cer-

tificate. As there must be some expenses incurred, it is

only fair that the certificates should be paid for
;
and I

* Ifo such statemeDt was made in the Builder. Mr.
Buckeridge should be more precise. 'W'bat the paragraph
said was,—“ Opinion is at presmt divided as to where the

b.ame rests. The piers were consiruoled of the soft red

ssneistone of the neigbbuuihnoO, the material specified in

the contract.”—See page 417, ante.
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thiiik no man would find fault with the expense. The
council to meet once in every three months. Of course,
each large town could make its own arrangements,
We certify captains and mates of vessels, and also sub-

ject candidates for the civil service to a competitive exa-
mination

;
a.od why not clerks of works and foremen?

The lives of her Slsjesty’s subjects are of equal value on
sea or on land.

NAMES OF PLACES IN LONDON.

ly the Guilder for April last, page 265, I referred to
“Blow Bladder-street ” os marked in some old maps of
j^ndon to be situated between Newgate-street and Cheap-
side, and as one the name of which has disappeared in
modern maps.

It is perhaps hardly worth troubling your readers npon
so trilling a matter, but in the event of your regard for
antiquity inducing you to feel otherwise, I beg to say the
name is, I find, mentioned in Pennant’s •* London,”
octavo edition of 1813, vol. i., page 338, and as situated in
the very place I named

;
and I am therefore confirmed in

my conviction of having seen it in some old map, though
I cannot now say what map,
Perhaps some ofyour readers may be more fortunate.
Pennant also refers to several other places the names of

which have gone to the tomb nf all the Capulets, such as
Pest-house Pielda, now Carnaby Market; Gelding-square,
DOW Golden-square. Polio 175, &c. A. Z.

NOTTINGHAM MECHANICS’ HALL
COMPETITION.

Sm,—The first premium is awarded to an “Architect
ind Builder" of the town, and a member of the com-
miiteel “Caitgut Nappino.’'

LOCAL SURVEYORS AND PRIVATE
PRACTICE.

SiK,—I see by your last number that an organized sys-
?m of persecution has been set on foot by what is called
le “ Northern Architectural Association" against archi-
!Cte and surveyors huldiug public appointments; and
lat also in Derby the architects and surveyors of the
owu have got up a sort of trade-union for the same pur-
ose. The obj"Ct they have in view, apparently, is to
iclude any unhappy member of their profession who
lould have had the ill luck to be selected for a public
ppoiutment from ever alter practising his profession.
Pbey are, however, only actuated by a sincere desire to
irotect the interests of the ratep ayers and the public at
arge

;
and one member of this Northern Trades’ Union,

Mr. Thompson, is of opinion “ that no official, however
owhis status" (or high, either, wc may suppose), “should
have any private practice." Now if this opinion is of any
value, It should apply to all ollicials, and not to local
rarveyors only. How is it that wo do not find the Law
lociety, or any other legally conslituted body, interfering
rith tlie right of private practice, which almost every
own, borough, or local board clerk in Eugland enjoys?
Vhy do the local solicitors not get up a requisition that
he clerk to the loeul board be debarred from the pruc-
iseofhia profession as a solicitor because he has been
.ppointed clerk to the board P It is unfortunste for the
irofessiou that any person who chooses can callhimsclfan
rchiteot, or dub himself a surveyor; and if he happens
0 know nothing of these professions, or anything akin to
hem, then he assumes the more imposing title of civil
ngineer. Solicitors and attorneys, on the other hand,
ave the title of gentleman granted them by law, and are
ound to have some education to support it.

But every one who is familiar with the seventy or eighty

'

andidates who apply for every local aurveyorship, knows
ow few can show the slightesr qualification for the office
hey would have. Few towns can alTord to pay a suf-
cient salary to seonre the whole services of a competent
lan; nor do they, indeed, require them. It is mostde-
irable that every local surveyor should be the best man
lat can be obtained, and it is monstrous to suppose that
e should be debarred from practising the profession he
as spent his life in studying further than the sanitary or
ublio works of one small town may ailord him oppor-
inities.

It would be as reasonable as appointing a parish doctor
nd prohibiting him from practising in the neighbourhood,
m the contrary, it is most desirable that il the surveyor
1 a clever man, he thuidd practise in the neighbourhood,
ad the district be benefited by having at least one whose
a.imsto professionat skill have stood the teat of compe-
tion and examiuution.
Should the machinations of these architectural trades'
Qions be successful, the result must be that no man of
roved ability will be able to hold any of the smaller class
F town surveyorshipa. In London all the district sur-
jyora have their private practice

;
in Edinburgh the city

rchitect has a large private practice
;
so also in the city o^f

ondon, and in many other places. What would be said
i London if any society of literary men in the metropolis
ere to petitiou the Post-office authorities that Trollope
ad Yates should be compelled to confine their pens to
leir official clerkships, or have the subsidy they receive
i the shape of salary withdrawn, and their places declared
want?
For my own part, I must own that I am what Mr.
hompson would call an official. Among my clients are
le authorities of the place, in which 1 have the happiness
ireside. There are other architects and surveyors also,
at they have not formed au association to deprive those
lenfs of my services or mo of my subsidy, as the sur-
lyors of Derby are pleased to call the annual sum for
hich I contract to do the town work. I trust, Sir, that
ilh your well-known fairness you will not allow the local
r borough surveyors of England to be the victims of a
wrow-minded jealousy on the part of the other members
I profession. The tenure that these gentlemen hold
[ office is sufficiently precarious, and it is of the highest
aportance for the proper discharge of their responsible
ities that they should, by means ol their private practice,
!tain more independence ihan is compatible with placing
lem entirely at the mercy of their respective Boards.

“A Local Subtetod."

THE DERBY SURVEYOR’S DUTIES.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Derby Local Board
of Health was held last week,
“ To take into further consideration two important

matters brought forward without due notice at a late
special meeting held on the 5th of June, viz

,
the increase

of salary to the clerk of the Local Board, and permission
to private practice by the surveyor to this Board."

After a good deal of discussion, with a noisy
accompaniment amongst the ratepayers present
in the hall, which required the intervention of
the police, the following resolution was carried
by amajority of20 to 18, (one vote in the majority
being objected to), as an amendment on one con-
firmative of the previons one,

—

“That, in the opinion of this Board, the resolution
passed at the last meeting, held on tfie 6th instant, with
respect to a re-engagement of the borough surveyor, is
irregular, if not absolutely illegal, and it is therefore re-
solved that such resolution be expunged from the minutes
of the Board."

It was also resolved,

—

“That, in the opinion of this Board, the resolution
passed at the lest meeting, held on the 6th instant, with
respect to an increase of the salary of the clerk of the
Board, is also irregular, if not absolutely illegal, and it is

therefore resolved that such resolution be expunged from
the minutes of the Board."

Finally it was resolved, by a majority of 21
against 16, that

—

“This Council resolre itself into a committee of the
whole house to meet at 11 a.m., Julv 10th, to consider the
application of the borough surveyor and clerk to the

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Nuthurst .—The chancel of the church, which
has been closed for several weeks past, while
undergoing renovation, has again been opened.
At the time the church was restored, the chancel
was left incomplete

;
but now the whole is

finished. The carpenter’s work was done by
Mr. John Fuller, of Nuthurst, ami the fresh lay-

ing of roof and stone work executed by Mr.
Hoadley. The reredos of encaustic tiles from
Messrs. Minton’s was laid by Mr. England, of
London. The decorations of the walls and roof
were by Mr. Fisher, also of Loudon. The texts

round the windows and arches were painted in

oil on zinc by Mrs. McCarogher. Gurney’s
patent radiating stove has been placed in the
church.

Burton-on-Trent — The foundation-stone of

i

Christ Church Mission-room, Fleet-street, has
been laid. After the opening, the congregation
adjourned to the spacious malt-offices belonging
to Messrs. Allsopp & Sons, where tea bad been
provided. The building will be 70 ft. long by
20 ft., and is to be in the Guthio style. The de-
sign is by Messrs. Giles & Brookhouse, of Derby

;

and Mr. Joseph Lakiu, of Stapenhill, is the
builder.

Ingatestone.—The old ebnreh of St. Mary has
been re-opened, after being restored and beau-
tified. The work of restoration, which was
commenced about a year ago, has been carried
out by Mr. Jas. Brown, of Braintree and Chelms-
ford, from the designs of Mr. F. Chancellor,
architect, Chelmsford. Nearly 1,6001. have been
expended in the restoration. When the work
was commenced, the building was in a sad state
of dilapidation

;
but an entirely new roof has

now been placed on the south aisle, the chancel
new roofed, and the roof of the nave restored.
The old belfry-floor over the doorway has been
removed

; new windows have been placed
thronghout the church; and the old pews have
been removed, and the church reseated through,
out with open benches of stained deal, wich
carved traceries at the ends of the benches,
the traceries of the chancel-benches being
carved poppy-heads. The flooring is also new,
and there is a new stone octagonal pulpit with
carved panels. The restoration of the chancel
has been carried out at the sole expense of the
rector, the Rev. L. Parkin.

Boulge (Wood^iridge).—Boulge Church, after
having been closed for some time, during the
progress of restorations, which have been carried
out entirely at the expense of Mr. J. P. Fitz-
gerald, of Boulge Hall, has been re-opened for

divine service. Boulge is a small parish, lying
to the north of Woodbridge, from which town it

is about three miles distant
; and the church,

which is dedicated to St. Michael, stands just
within the park of Boulge Hall. In order to
complete the restoration of the body of the
church, Mr. Fitzgerald has added a south
trxinsept. The walls of the nave, &c., are rubble,
with Caen stone dressings, angles, &o., and the

roof of plain tiles with a ridge. The new chancel-
walls are faced with riven flints, with Caen
stone angles and quoins, the roof resembling
that of the other parts of the building. In the
gable of the new transept is a stone window, in
the Decorated style, to which the building
belongs, ofthree lights, filled with cathedral glass.
The only other alteration which has been made,,
whilst the church has been closed, has been the
insertion of a lancet window on the west side of
the north porch. The brick tower remains un-
altered, all that has been done to it being to
underpin it, and put down some new brickwork
last year, signs that it might give way having
been observed. The work, as well as the former
restoration, has been carried out by Mr. B. Dove,
builder, Woodbridge

; Messrs. Habershon & Pite,
being the architects. The cost of the work just
completed is between 3001. and 4001.
Nottingham.—The ceremonial stone of a new

church at Sneinton Elements has been laid by
the Earl of Manvers. The new church is dedi-
cated to St. Matthias. The church is situated
on a declivity almost opposite the block of
buildings known as the “ Elements,” about
fifty yards from the Carlton-road. It is shaded
by a number of poplar and elm trees

;
and when

the building is completed the appearance of the
whole will be pleasantly quiet and comparatively
rural and secluded. The church, which is in the
Gothic style, is nearly ready for the roof. It
consists of a nave 67 ft. long and 48 ft. wide,
with open-timbered roof, the ridge of which will

be nearly 50 ft. from the floor
;
a chancel, with cir-

cular apse, of equal height, 32 ft. long and 20 ft.

wide
; and chaucel-aislea on either side, oat of

which a vostryand organ-chamber are partitioned
off with open screens. The division between the
nave and the chancel and ohancel-aialea will be
by a triple arcade, with two stone columns, in
one of which the ceremonial stone will form the
base. A fourth arch, rising to a height of 35 ft.,

will divide the chancel from the apse. The
walls throughout are built of Bulwell stone, and
lined with red briok, interepersed with black
brick bands and panellings. The building will
provide for upwards of 700 on the floor of the
church, and the coat, including fittings and in-
ternal decorations, will be about 2,6001. Messrs.
Hine & Evans are the architects, and Mr. J. E.
Hall the builder.

DISSENTING CEURCH-BUILDING NEWS-
Burleij .—A new Wesleyan chapel having be-

come necessary, it was decided to build one, and
to use the old place of worship as a schoolroom.
A subscription was therefore entered into, archi-
tects were engaged, and plans were prepared,
and the works have been completed. The new
chapel stands near to the old one. The edifice
is of Geometric Decorated character, and con-
sists, on the ground-floor, of an inclosed vesti-
bule, from which both the body of the chapel and
the gallery staircase are reached. The iuternal
dimensions on the ground-Soor are 50 ft. by
45 ft. within, with central recess for the Com-
munion, opening into the chapel by an archway,
enriched with corbels, shafts, and carved capitals.
Ou one side of this recess is the organ chapel,
and on the other is the minister’s vestry. A
gallery runs round three sides of the chapel,
supported by light iron pillars, which are con-
tinued to carry an open timber roof, divided into
a central span and two side aisles, of dressed
timber-work, and stained and varnished. The
front elevation presents a central double door-
way, surmounted by a rose window of plate
tracery, inclosed by a pointed arch, and the
gable terminated by a foliated metal finial. This
elevation is flanked by the inclosures to the
gallery stairs, forming turrets with conical roofs
and gilded finials. The aide elevations have
two light cusped-headed windows. The accom-
modation is for 500 adults and 150 children.
The building will be of stone throughout.
Lighting, warming, and ventilation have been
attended to, and the estimated cost of land and
building is 3,500L The architects are Messrs.
Lockwood & Mawson, of London and Bradford.

Bristol .—The foundation stone has been laid
of a new chapel at the top of Lawrence-hill, one
of the poorer quarters of Bristol, where a new
colony, which has been named Russell Town,
has sprung up. This new Congregational Church
is to be erected at the sole expense (3,0001.) of
Mr. William SotnmerviJle. The site has been
presented by Mr. Charles Topler Godwin, and
this is considered equivalent to 4001. The
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designs of tlie chapel are by Mr. W. J. Green,
architect, of London. The general bnilding con-

tract has been taken by Messrs. Harding &
Vowles, of Bristol. The style of the chapel is to

be the English Perpendicular. The edifice is

designed to afford sitting accommodation for

800 persons.

Chipping-Norton.—Some months since a site

for the erection of a new chapel and school-

rooms in the West-street, Chipping-Norton, was
purchased by the Wesleyan Methodists of this

town. Since then the old buildings have been
cleared off, the foundations laid, and the building

commenced. The comer stones have also been
laid. The architect is Mr. William Peachey,
Darlington, and the builder is Mr. Charles

Young, of Chipping-Norton.

§O0hs lltMibtit.

The Engineer's, Mining Surveyor's, and Con-
tractor's Field-Book. By W. Davis Haskoil,
C.E. Second edition. London ; Lockwood &
Co. 1866.

In this second edition the author has entered
more into detail than before as to the applica-

tion of the tables. He has therefore given, in

the Introduction, an explanation of the system
of levelling with the theodolite, and also of the
system of traverse surveying and plotting, more
especially as applicable to the working surveys
required through thickly populated districts,

where great accuracy in the plana is necessary.

For those who object to the theodolite a set of

tables has been given for setting out curves by
numerous offsets from one tangent. The author
has, besides, added earthwork-tables for every
6 in. up to 80 ft. deep, and a table of gradients
intended to reduce the labour of preparing work-
ing sections.

The Sewage Question ; being a general Review
of all Systems and Methods hitherto eynployed

in various Countries for Braining Cities and
Utilising Sewage, ^e. Also a Description of
Capt. Liemur's System, §'c. By P. C. Krepp.
London : Longmans & Co. 1867.

This is scarcely an honest title. It tends to the
belief that in the book it prefaces will be found
a full and fair examination of all the systems of
drainage employed, whereas the volume is simply
and merely the trade book of “ Captain Liemur’s
Engineering Agency.” It is all fair and right

for an inventor to set forth the merits of his

scheme; let him do so by all means. But it is

better to do it in a straightforward way, and not
to publish the description and panegyric under
cover of something else.

We have before now briefly described the
system in question. We will repeat the outline,

however, by one quotation from Mr. Krepp’s
book :

—

“ Small iron reservoirs are placed under the
pavement of all principal street-crossings, each
reservoir being connected by means of small
iron pipes with the privies of the houses next to

it, in such a manner that no offensive gases can
escape ; in other words, from every single privy

a continuous air-tight passage leads into the
next subterranean street reservoir, without the
intervention of any cesspool.

The pipes are provided, each one, with a valve,

to be worked from the side-walks of the street,

so that the communication between each privy

and a street reservoir can be established or cut

off at will. These valves remain always her-

metically closed, except during a short moment,
when the privy contents are to be discharged
into the street reservoir connected with it, which
occurs during the night, in the following
manner :

—

A locomobile steam-engine working an air-

pump is driven near the small subterranean
street reservoir, to exhaust the air out of it, and
out of the entire system of main and branch
pipes up to the hermetically-closed house-valves,
which are then, one after the other, opened and
shut again, thus discharging the privy contents,

including all gases, into the street reservoir.

After all the house-valves have thus been
successively opened and shut, an operation
which practice has shown can hardly be done
quick enough, the small reservoir itself is

emptied by pneumatic pressure into a hermeti-

cally closed wagon-reservoir, attached as a sort

of tender to the air-pump carriage. This done,
the connecting hoses, by which the movable
apparatus communicates with the stationary one

under the pavement, are uncoupled, and the
locomobile with its tender proceeds to the next
reservoir, and then to another and another, until

the tender is filled.

The filled tenders are drawn away by the
horses to a temporary depot, where they are

decanted by direct hydraulic pressure into air-

and water-tight barrels, which are then at once
sent like any other goods, by rail or steamboat,
to the lands requiring the excellent fertiliser

thus collected.”

Very ingenious, but certainly not what we are

disposed to recommend
;
and our readers will

not want to be told why.

The Mamial of Dates. By G. H. Townsend.
Second edition. Wame & Co., Bedford-street,

Covent-garden. 1867.

This edition of a very useful book has, it is

stated, been much enlarged, and also revised

and verified, as far as possible, by renewed
reference to authorities. The number of articles

in it, alphabetically arranged, is said to be
11,045, the first edition containing 7,383. It

consists of upwards of a thousand pages, broad
octavo.

A work such as this can never be made quite

correct, nor in all cases satisfactory; but some
trouble in examination induces us to think that

it is amongst the best of its kind. We have
failed in some cases to obtain from it what we
required

;
but in a great majority of instances it

contained all that was wanted, or that could be
expected in such a work

;
and where, at first,

it seemed to be defective, a little further research

enabled ns to find the required information

under another head than that first referred to.

UlistfKartiit.

Society of Arts Medal.—The Society of

Arts have this year awarded the Albert Gold
Medal to W. Fothergill Cooke and Professor

Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S., “ for their joint

labours in the introduction of the electric tele-

graph.” The medal has been struck in duplicate,

and a copy will be presented to each.

The Leeds Exhibition.— The arrangements
for the National Exhibition of Works of Art, to

be held in Leeds next year, appear to be pro-

gressing very favourably : a large number of

influential persons have already promised con-

tributions of pictures and objects of ornamental
art.

E-xtent of the Railway System.—In the reply

of the directors of the Brighton Railway to the

Committee of Investigation, it is stated, that at

the end of 1855, the total number of miles of

railway sanctioned in England and Wales
amounted to 9,486 miles, and the share and
borrowing powers to 272,817,0391. ;

whilst at the

end of 1866, the total number of miles authorized

was 16,292, and the total share and borrowing
powers, 515,801,3561.

Newspaper Press Fund. — The expected

dinner will take place this (Saturday) evening,

the 29th, at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s, and the

Right Honble. W. E. Gladstone, M.P., will pre-

side. The object of this Association, we may
repeat, is to raise by subscriptions and donations

a fund for the relief in want or distress of the

whole paid class of literary contributors to the

press of the United Kingdom, being members;
as well as to afford assistance to their widows,

families, parents, or other near relatives, in the

hour of need. A remarkable list of stewards has

been published, and there is every reason to

expect a large assemblage of men connected

with politics, art, literature, science, and the

drama.

Islington Vestry-hall.—At a general meet-

ing of this vestry, last week, the subject of the

mass of scaffolding with which the new hall is

disfigured was discussed, and it was explained

by the clerk that a quantity of the compo facing

of the building (13 or 14 cwt.) had fallen down

;

and it was found, on Mr. Dennis, the builder,

examining it, that the facing had not been put

on till the first coat was too dry, and that there

was risk of more and more of it coming down,

so that the whole work ought to be done over

again at a cost of upwards of 2501. The vestry

finally resolved that no further steps be taken in

the repairing of the building till Mr. Biggins,

their surveyor, had examined it, and reported to

the vestry on the probable cost of the repairs.

Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts.—On Thursday evening last, an interesting li

lecture ” On the Archaic Influences affecting ji

Ionian Art,” was given by Dr. Hyde Clarke. -

Restoration of St. Lawrence’s Church, t

Reading.—The Finance Committee have de- I

cided upon at once entering upon the work, the I

contract having been taken by Mr. Lovett, of I

Wolverhampton, builder. Further subscriptions i

to a great extent are needed. The tenders for I

the work received by the committee were as fol-

low :—Mr. Barnicoat, 4,457?., being 3,2291. for

general repairs, and 1,2281. for the tower. Mr.
Sheppard, 4,050?. : 3,574?. for general repairs,

and 476?. for tower. Mr. Matthews, 3,980?.

:

3,530?. for general repairs, and 450?. for tower ;

and Mr. Lovett, Wolverhampton, 3,784? : 2,700?.

for general repairs, and 1,084?. for tower. Mr.
Lovett’s tender for general repairs was accepted,

with slight alteration, the amount being 2,628?.,

exclusive of tower. Mr. Joseph Morris is the

architect. Mr. Lovett is the contractor for the

new local station on the Great Western Railway.

Memorial of Mr. Le Strange.—The east win-

dowofHunstanton Church has been recently filled

with stained glass. The subjects in the centre
j

lightare the Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascen- i

sion of the Saviour. In the two lights on either ,

side of the centre are represented Old Testament
i

types of each of these great events, and in the
|

two enter lights are depicted the Last Supper,
j

the Agony, the Betrayal, and Burial of our Lord,
]

with His appearance to St. Mary Magdalene and
i

to the two disciples at Emmaus, making fifteen
i

subjects in all. The bead of the window is filled
i

with paintings of the Heavenly Host, correspond-
,

ing with the corbels in the chancel roof, and
,

with the figures painted on the reredos. The
inscription runs across the window immediately
below the medallions, and is as follows :

—
“ In memoriam Henrici I’Eatrange Styleman
le Strange, cnnjnx et Hberi ejua posuernnt,

MDCCCLVII.” The window is the work of Mr.
F. Preedy, architect.

The Hertford New Union Workhouse.—For
the new Union Workhouse seventeen plana were
sent in, and inspected by the Board. A Com-
mittee of the whole Board was appointed to

make a selection. The selected designs are

those of Messrs. Thomas Smith & Son, of Hert-
ford

;
Mr. Hooker ; Mr. Peck, the architect of

the workhouse at East Grinstead, a view of

which is exhibited with the plans; Messrs. Mes-
senger & Co. ; Mr. J. T. Bressey

;
and Mr.

Blessly. In most of the plans the corridors are

closed at the ends. In all of them, the infirmary

and fever-wards are detached from the main
building, and at a considerable distance from it;

and the tramp wards are placed at a comer of

the ground accessible from the road. In most
of them the front of the building has a western
aspect, looking towards Hertford

;
in others it has

a northern aspect abutting on the road. In
some cases the competitors have omitted to give

sections showing the natural fall of the ground,
and the buildings placed on it clearly marked.

Results of Sonorous Vibrations.—This in-

teresting and curious subject has again been
brought before the Royal Institution by Pro-

fessor Tyndall, who extended the consideration

of it to the influence of vibrations on light,

on streams of water, and on jets of smoke.
Some of the experiments exhibited in previous

lectures were repeated with variations. A long

gas flame, just on the point of becoming sonor-

ous, or roaring, was put in agitation by sounds
resembling the chirruping of birds

;
and Profes-

sor Tyndall, having called on his audience to

take part in the experiment, they commenced
imitating the sound, and the general chirruping

of the members of the Royal Institution was
accompanied by violent movements of the flame.

A jet of smoke was influenced by sonorous
vibrations in a similar manner, a continuons jet

of smoke about 2 ft. high being broken down
and divided into two jets by the sound of an
organ-pipe. A stream of water was similarly

aflected, a continuous stream having been
broken into drops by the sound of a tuning-fork.

[Moral : Keep quiet while fire-engines are at

work in extinguishing flames, whether they be
“ singing flames ” or roaring ones.] This expe-

riment was varied by directing the jet of water
upwards so as to form an arch; and when a

tuning-fork of a certain pitch was sounded, the

continuous arch of fluid was broken into drops.

Several other interesting experiments were ex-

hibited to illnstrate the remarkable effects of

Bonorons vibrations.
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A Cemetery for South Stockton.—A site

the Mandale-road has been purchased for a

metery for South Stockton (on Tees). The

immittee have selected Mr. G. G. Hoskins, of

irlington, as their architect for the chapels

d lodges.

Bristol Assize Courts Competitions.— The

signs sent in for the second competition have

en received, and have been refeiTed by the

immittee to Mr. Street. It is urged that they

ght to be exhibited and publicly canvassed

fore a decision is arrived at.

Appointment of Medical Officer of

e.\lth for Paddington.—At the last meeting

the vestry of Paddington, Dr. William Hard-

eke was elected medical ofBcer of health for

is parish, in the room of Dr. J. B. Sanderson,

signed. He received 29 votes. There were

merous other candidates, but the only other

ntlemen who received any support were Dr.

evenson and Mr. Bird
j
the former obtaining

1 votes, and the latter 4.

The Trades’ Movement.—The carpenters in

e employment of one of the leading employers

Nairn struck work in order to compel their

nployer to dismiss a non-union workman, and
the employes were on day’s wages, it was

;nal for them to leave or be discharged at a

oment’s notice, so that the employer was com-

etely in the power of the men
;
and being

igaged in finishing a contract in connexion with

e Marine Hotel, the non-fulfilment of which
Dnld involve a serious loss, Mr. Mackintosh was
>liged to comply with the terms of the men, by
smissing tbe non-unionist.

A New Breakwater at the Isle of Man.

—

here is every prospect, it appears, of an efficient

•eakwater being constructed at the month of

ouglas Bay, Isle of Man. The Government has
motioned the appropriation of a balance of

icreased customs duties to this and otherworks
’ improvement around the island

;
and this

ilance will amount to about 13,0001. per

jnnm. The Douglas breakwater, if carried out

jcording to the plans submitted to the Tynd-

ald Court, will form an island 1,200 ft. long,

nd will enclose an area of 42 acres at low water,

a its entirety the work will cost 179,0001., but

le plans may be so modified as to reduce the

ipenditnre to 130,0001. The construction will

icnpy seven years.

Opening or a Freema,sons’ new Lodge at

OCKEIIMOUTH.—At the annual St. John’s meet-

ig of the Skiddaw Lodge (1002) their new lodge

)om was opened for the first time. Thedimen-
ons of the room are 27 ft. by 16 ft., and it

jcupies a prominent position in the Market-

lace. The ceiling is a light bine, whilst the

ilastera and cornices are a somewhat darker

amlian tint, the quoins being adorned with

laater busts. The walls are panelled in

nitation of Scotish granite. At the top of a

jcesB which forms the background to tbe canopy
f the chair or throne of the W.M., appears

The All-seeing Eye ” in a blaze ofillumination

;

ad tbe cornice, which is mosaic, is in red and

old. The canopy is crimson damask, with a

eavy gold fringe, and lined with yellow satin,

hd the chair is cushioned with crimson velvet

nd gold fringes. Nothing can be smarter.

' Cholera and Epide.mic Diseases in the
Ietropolis.—At the last weekly meeting of the

larylebone vestry, the subject of sanitary pre-

autions was introdneed, and the medical officer

f health, Dr. Whitmore, thought it highly im-

ortant that the vestry should take such pre-

autions at the earliest possible date, as there

.ad been already two or three oases of undoubted
holera at the East-end of London, and a
cry fatal and formidable disease, closely resem-

iling black fever, had appeared in Liverpool,

md was very prevalent in Ireland, especially

tear Dublin. These diseases were promoted

nd aggravated by overcrowding and defective

rentilation
j
and if they found their way into

iarylebone, the overcrowding was so great, and
he ventilation so imperfect, that very fatal and
erious results would follow. With respect to

ihe erection of mortuary houses, his opinion was
here was no other sanitary arrangement so

much needed. In his experience he could state

ihat there were many houses where a dead body
vas kept in a room occupied by six or seven

lersons, and where every domestic office was
lerformed. He hoped the Board would no
pnger defer the consideration of sanitary mat-
sers. It was resolved to go fully into the

inbject.

A New Concert-hail for Brighton.— A
concert-ball is in course of erection, on ground

situated between West-street and Middle-street,

under the superintendence and from the designs

of Mr. Horatio N. Gonlty, architect. The hall

is 200 ft. by 46 ft., with galleries on three sides,

capable of accommodating 3,000 persons, in

addition to which the orchestra will accommodate

400 performers and an organ. The building is

fire-proof. The basement, which is let off as

wine-cellars, is arched over with concrete on iron

girders. At either end will be restaurants and

private billiard-rooms. The ball is being erected

by a private gentleman, an old inhabitant of

Brighton.

Hertford Villa Besidence Company.—The
second ordinary general meeting of this com-

pany has been held. The chairman, in moving

the adoption of the report, said the company had

now fairly and satisfactorily entered on its

career. The estate at Bengeo, purchased last,

year, and which they have named the “ Warren

Park Estate,” has been laid out according to

the plsms of the architect, good roads had been

made, and arrangements had been made with

the Corporation for the supply of water. The

company had given the public 10 ft. of

ground—5 ft. of pathway and 5 ft. of roadway

—

at the narrowest part of the road at the top of

Port-hill, which greatly improved the entrance

to the town from tbe village of Bengeo. The

company was about to commence building; and

were now in a position to offer plots for sale

;

and he hoped the ground would soon be studded

with pretty and commodious villas, which would

be an ornament to tbe neighbourhood and a

benefit to the town. The report was adopted.

Japanese Art.—The Japanese is a very de-

veloped form of art, possessed of strong indi-

viduality, no small amount of versatility, acute

and various observation, wonderful executive

skill within the range of attainment which it

contemplates and lays itself out for, and the

most admirable consent between its aspirations

and its performances. It has a certain directness

of idea, conception, invention, perception, and

aim and result in realisation, an adjustment and

adaptation of each of these artistic elements to

all the others, and withal a definiteness of

standard, method, and traditional style, sneh as

render Japanese art, from one point of view, the

most living and efficient school now extant in

the world. . . . The Japanese delineation is dis-

tinctly art, not bungling or make-believe; and

it constitutes a school of art in the fullest sense

of the word,—as fnlly as does the school of

Giotto, or that of Van Eyck, Mantegna, Titian,

Bnbens, or whatsoever other illustrious European

of the past
;
more fully, one might say, than any

of the present. It has its traditions and generic

conceptions, its fully-developed schemes of exe-

cution, its varying and duly related divisions of

subject and treatment : it has both soul and
body, and the complex of the two.

—

Chronicle.

Lime in Water Purification.—A patent has

been taken out by Mr. James Davis, of Sonthsea,

Civil Engineer, for “ an improved method of

treating limestone and applying the products for

purifying and rendering water palatable, and for

imparting a briskness to other beverages
;
as also

for utilising the substances to the various pur-

poses of the builder.” He submits limestones

to heat in retorts, with or without the alkalies,

potash, and soda, sustaining the heat until the

expulsion of both the free and latent water,

together with the carbonic-oxide gases present

in the materials, be fully consummated, collecting

in receivers for use the gases set free. He
purifies water by first destroying infusoria, fungi,

&o., and decomposing vegetable and animal

matter with caustic alkali, separating the sub-

stances by subsidency, filtration, or otherwise

;

and afterwards forces the liberated gases

through the caustic fluid in order to free it from

the alkali, which it does by converting the

soluble lime into an insoluble carbonate. He then

runs the bright water from off tbe deposition

into another receptacle, and again gives it a

further supply of the carbonic-acid gas to impart

briskness, and hold in suspension such mineral

constituents as may give the characteristics

of 'good refreshing spring water. Further,

he applies the caustic alkalies in combination

with aluminous, silicious, and ferruginous earths,

or one or more of them, for all purposes to which

ordinary lime is used, whether it be in the

manufacture of mortar, plaster, or cement, or

castings of any kind in which lime forms a com-

ponent part.

Bailway Traffic Beceipts.—The traffic re-

ceipts of railways in the United Kingdom
amounted for the week ending June 8, on 12,792

miles, to 783,5311. ; and for the corresponding

week of last year, on 12,516 miles, to 719,8921.

;

showing an increase of 276 miles, and of 63,6391.

Accident in a Boman Catholic Chapel.

—

During the celebration of mass in St. Patrick a

Boman Catholic Chapel, Donegal-street, Belfast,

a portion of tbe ground flooring immediately in

front of the altar, about 16 ft. in length by 6 ft.

in width, gave way, precipitating a large number

of persons, who were kneeling on it at the time,

into the open space below the flooring, which ia

about 5 ft. or 6 ft. in depth. A panic ensued,

and many of the congiegation rushed to the

doors, while others fainted. The front door very

soon became blocked up, and a great number of

persons were trampled on, injured, and had their

clothing almost destroyed.

Utilising Scrap Iron.—An improved method

of utilising Bessemer and other steel and iron

scrap has been provisionally specified by Messrs.

Clay & Bowater, of Liverpool. They heat it in

any convenient manner, and whilst it is still

warm pour liquid Bessemer steel around it; or

after heating it, they place it in or amongst

liquid Bessemer steel, in either case during the

solidification of the mass, and so form a strong

casting, be it in the form of an ingot or otber-

wise. The croppings of Bessemer steel rails and

other heavy bars and rods, as well as scrap of

Bessemer cast and other steel, and of malleable

and other iron, of various shapes, can be thus

nbiliaed.

Iron Shells and Shining Plumage.—Eggs
with iron shells oueht to be a fact for the Paris

Exposition. A Berlin chemist, it is said, caused

his bens to prodnee them by feeding them on a

preparation in which iron was made to take the

place of lime. “ Seeing is believing,” but _we

have not yet seen them. The fine aniline

colours were got from a substance which

abounds in the excreta of brilliant-feathered

birds after they have moulted, but not while

they are getting their new feathers. Basing on

this fact, we some years since suggested, in the

Builder, that if it were possible, without poison-

ing them, to give moulting birds or fowls this

substance, it might give brilliancy to their new
feathers. This is at least as likely an idea as

that of the Berlin chemist; but no one ever

wrote us to say he had tried it, or with what
result. We again suggest it for trial.

Eastbourne Parish Church.— Mr. Ewan
Christian, architect, has recently surveyed this

church, and has found it in a state of consider-

able dilapidation. He reports that it requires

substantial repair in every part, but especially

the tower, which he considers to be hardly in a

safe condition. According to an approximate

estimate he has furnished, the probable cost of

needful reparation and restoration will be for

tbe tower, 4741.
;
nave, 6131. ;

south aisles, 6651.

;

north aisles, 5501. Total, 2,3021. Anappealisnow
being made by tbe vicar and churchwardens for

the necessary funds. They suggest, according to

tbe recommendation of the architect, that the

work should be proceeded with divisionally, as

funds may be forthcoming; excepting only that

the reparation and restoration of tbe south aisles

should not be delayed, a lady having offered to

give stained glass for four of the windows upon

the accomplishment of this part of the under-

taking.

Saltaire. — Until recently, Saltaire, near

Shipley, the well-known establishment of Mr.

Salt, in addition to its extensive works, con-

sisted of 470 dwellings, including a proportionate

number of shops and other buildings. Great

improvements, however, are now being made;
two contracts, one for the erection of eighty,

three dwelling-houses, and another for eighty-

two, are nearly finished, and tenants are daily

beginning to ocenpy the houses even before they

are completed. Other contracts are now going

on
;
one for the erection of fifty-nine dwelling-

houses, also the building of forty-five almshouses,

a dispensary, and a schoolroom upon a large

scale, with a suitable number of class-rooms

capable of accommodating 750 scholars. Messrs.

John Ives «fe Sons are the principal contractors

for these buildings. The erection of a Wesleyan

Chapel is also progressing, and plans have been

prepared for tbe erection of a Mechanics’ Insti-

tute : there is also much talk about a people s

park. The population of Saltaii-e will now be

about 3,500.
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Accident.—While a number of workmen were

engaged in hoisting one of the large girders ofwe new Com Exchange in course of erection at
Dorchester, the scaffolding and gear fell to the
ground, bnrying one poor fellow beneath the
rubbish.

[June 29
, 1867.

A CONTALESCENT HoSPITAX FOE LIVERPOOL.
It is resolved to devote the snm of 40,6791.,
glance of the Liverpool Cotton Famine Relief
^nd, to the bnilding of a convalescent hospital
in a healthy position near the town, to act as
a supplement to the existing infirmaries and
hospitaJs.

For chancel to propospd new church at Great Grimsbr
Lincolnshire. Mr. J. H. Haiewell, architect

& Malone £2,U7 16 0Dove Brothers 1795 q 9
Huddleston

1^743 ^ q
1,489 0 0

A Methodist Monumental Church ai
Washington.—The Methodists intend to build a
large monumental church in Washington, U.S.
to c^t 200,000 dols. Seats will be set apart for
the President and his cabinet, the jndges of the
courts, generals of the army, and other dis-
tingnished persons. Seats also will be provided
for the difierent States, so that strangers from
every section of the extended republic may feel
that they have a place of worship when visiting
the metropolis. ®

The Birthday of Alexander the Great.-We have already spoken of the gravUti
Knbblings of the Vigiles, lately discovered m
Rome. At the last meeting of the Archao-
logical Institute, Mr. Shakespeare Wood, secre-
tary of the Archmological Society of Rome^owed two large sketches of them, aud spoke
h^hly of the value of such discoveries, and of
the extreme interest shown by the Pope in
encouraging them. Their expense was, however,
cons^erable, and help would be most welcome.
Mr. Parker said one of these “ granhiti ” esta-
blished the date of the birth of Alexander the

Severns, we are told, was so
called because born on tbe same day as Alex-
ander the Great

;
but the historians do not say

what that day was. The Roman "Vigil”
scratches a note of the feast on the birthday of
Alexander Severns, and so settles that of Alex-
ander the Great.

p
® at Waltham Abbey, Essex, for Mr.James Carr. Mr. John Bandell, eneineer QuantitiesoppUod by Me.st.. Church t Sickwuod -

Patman
Smith & Coy ...

Mansfield, Price, & Coy
Gardener
Piper A Wheeler
Field, Brothere,
Browne & Kobiason
Xirk
Wiggs (accepted)

£3,186 0
3,016 0
2,928 0
2,925 0

2,872
2,347

2,760
2,650

f'JUr shops, for M:e88rs.

pw Cross-street, Mancbestei*. Mr. Wm.ElawoMb, architect. Quantities supplied :

Elbs & Hincbliffe £43 217 0
Pattenson

..

" - ’

Farrell
Thomson
Bates A Brothers ......

Robinson A Son
HeillASons n’oss
Thompson 19923

i9;63o
Clay (accepted) 10,600
VV arburton, Brothers (too late) 10,205

12,('68

11,800 0
11,633 4
11,535 0

G. A J. Kent (accepted) £128 17 0

For villa residence, Denmark-road, Gloucester, for Mr.J. P._ Jenkms. Mr. H. James, architect. Quantitiessupplied

Clutterbuck
Meredith ..

CuUis (accepted) ..

..£1,170 0

.. 1,143 0

.. 1,116 0
,. 1,U93 0

For alterations, Red Cross-square, Cripplegate—
Hewman A Mann
Shurmur...
ElUs
Chessum...

For alterations and additions to mansion. No 76 AMwme-parade. Brighton, lor Mr. W. Budd, Twickenham!park. Quantities supplied by Mr. Henry W. Broad-

For additions to Messrs. BaggalJay, Westall A S
cer e warehouse, Love-lane, City, E.C. Mr Herbert F
architect:—

Henshaw (acepted) £1,304 0 0

Mr,

For ewcting ten cottages and outbuildings forJoseph Gudgin, near Henlow, Bedfordshire.
"

Ohilcock, architect ;

Freshwater
French
Harvey
Butterfield ..."
King
Eedhouse
Lnmm
Richardson
Mayes A Pryor (accepted)

£1,600 0 0
1,253 0 0
1,215 0 0

. 1,157 0 0
. 1,113 18 6
. 1,082 15 0
. 1,076 0 0
, 1,043 0 0

861 10 0

For erecting two small houses, for Mr. J. Pierson,
Hitchin. Mr. J. SbiJcook, architect :

^

Bricklayer'* Work, ^c.
Stapleton £215 0
Andrews g,io 0
Oeeves

. 497 9
Butterfield (accepted) 170 0

Carpenter'! Work, 4ce,

f™'"Anderson (accepted) 443
Baintgr'i Work.

Best (accepted) J7

..£967 0

For a house at Bushey-bill, Camberwell. forMr.Nayl
Mr. James Wilson, architect ^ '

Shspley A Webster
Willis
Smith
Sayers
Bowman (accepted)

1 10 0

For new factory and offices at Battersea, for MessiMoser A Son. Mr. J. D. Hayton, architect .-

£6,280 0
(summon

fi «
Rider A Son

'

Aviss A Son
Adamson A Son
Downs
Hart !!!!!!!!!

Coleman !!!.’.'

5,928 0
6,746 0
6,7(i0 0
6,690 0
6,368 0
6,229 0

For sewage tanks and drains for the pariah of Finchloi

sole
Quautities supplied by Mr. Shrut

Bloomfield (accepted) £1,060 0 0

Concrete Fuel.—Heretofore, in order to cause
coal-dust, to adhere so as to form

solid blocks, it has been found necessary to
introduce aud incorporate with the coal-dust
pitch, bitumen, tar, or somo other adhesive
BUbstance. In order to mix these substances
together and form the compound into blocks
expensive and cumbrona machinery baa been
required, and it has also been found necessary
to heat and char, or partially bum the blocks.
The object of the invention of Mr. J. Roberts, of
Cranmer-road, Brixton, is to cause the several
particles of small coal to adhere together, so as
to admit of the mass being moulded into the
desired form. To this end he makes tbe small
coal or coal-dust into a concrete mass, by the
addition of pulverised lime and water. The lime
may be added in various proportions, bnt he finds
that fi-om one-tenth to one-twelfth the quantity
by measure of lime, well slaked with water, will
be amply sufficient to form the coal into a hard
concrete, bnt somewhat porous mass. The mate-
rials when mixed, may be placed in wooden,
earthen, metal, or other moulds, until the con-
crete becomes firm enough to be turned out to
dry, for which purpose it will only be neceesaiy
to expose it to the air or wind for a few hours.
Ine blocks will thus, in a day or two (without
the application of any artificial heat), become
bard enough to admit of moderately rough
handling, and will bum with clearness and
Readiness in any common grate or fireplace,
ile finds common lime answer the purpose of
making a concrete fuel as well as any of the
Btronger and more expensive cements, and, there-

^*’®»t

account of its cheapness, he prefers to

bridge;

—

Cheesman A Co,
Wills
Kemp ....

Jarre tt......

Sawyer

.. £3,140
,. 2,341 '

.. 2,300

2,219 0 0

Carter-lane, Doctors’ CommonsMessrs John loung A Son, architects — “uuous.

Cond"
£2,629 0 0
2,613 0 0

11?^ S S
Hill A Sons 2 459 0 nWebb A Sons i..;;;.::::;' ;:; 2345 0 nAshby A Hcjruer 2,'326 0 0

2,205 0 0
Newman A Mann..!

For the erection of stables, with loft and rooms
Hill-street, Finsbury, lor Mr. A. M-Namara.
losh, architect. Quantities not supplied—

g""'- '..£1,233 10
Alcnn (accepted) 1^225 0

For viUa residence at Aadiscombe, Surrey, for Dr A

SS'S “F
Waters
Wright A Co...
Muiitiday A Hntchinsc
Falkner
Staines A Son
Bhurmur

Hemmings
Thomas
Johnson
Jenkins ...

Hazell
Chandler (accepted)
Wilcox .:

..£1,440 0 0
. 1,293 0 0
. 1 , 2(0 0 0
. 1,199 0 0

1,168 0 0
, 1,130 0 0

1,125 0 0
1,125 0 0
l,(-&3 0 0
1,080 0 0
1,067 0 0
1,050 0 0
1,041) 0 0
1,630 0 0

For alterations and additions to No. 20, Dover-streef
P,cc.d.llj, for Mr. J. T. Cmpbrll. Mr. T dXv’architect. Quantmea not supplied— • JJiiOiey,

ft"*'" £1,9?5 0 0

1,600 0 0

.J" tSi'SVo'. '‘Lti"".
Day
Simmonds ..

Selleck

Clarke* .

Moody*
Beirterer'e Work.

Oat^fter'i Work.

* Accepted.

TENDERS
'-'""e-i Tict.aller,' School.,Kennington-laoe, Mr. ^m. Nunn, architect

w.r.7 "

Lac^mead A Way ..

Oeddes
Xamble (accepted)...

For the erection of a lectore-hall, school, and class-room, at Clapham. Mr. John Tarring, architect. Quan-
tities supplied

0
Myers A Sons 2,r50 o

2,030 0
KmhMda.. 2_p24 q
Saunders (accepted) ],97e q

School, W'eU-street, Hackney, for the Hack

Ferry A Co
Cannon
Hill A Kediiell
Browne A Robinson

bouse-pretnises in Wellington-
’’•--I. Lynes A Rivett, archi-

For the erection of
street, Blackl'riars-roud. Mesi
tects:

—

JyI" £1,010
814

itichards 8y4
Hoare rei
Kilby f^o

Entrance Gatsvay.

0 0

For two pairs of semi-detached residences st Hertford

Grover.
Gill

Webb A Son
Andrews 6;i2i 0

loster ... 4J94 q
Warne 4 704 q

£6,687 0 0
.. 5,300 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Corn and Hop
Exchange, Canterbury. Mr, Ji.hn Green Hall, architect
Quantities supphed by Messrs. Fain A Clark—

..£921 0

828 0 0

T u°‘'
completion of a synagogue inJohn-street, Thornhill-aquare, Islington. '^Mr^ H TT

Collins, architect. OimnritJoo 1 -- ' i

Mortimer
Hill A Keddell

,

Dove, Brothers.
King A Bona
Wilbams A Son
Tarrant
Ennor
Turner A Sons
Hart
Henshaw ...

Pritchard
Ferry A Co.
Roberts
Jiewman A Mann...
Heigga

0 0
6,577
6,399 0 0
6,373 0 0
6,298 0 0
6,265 0 0
6,156 0 0
4,964 0 0
4,942 0 0
4,935 0 0
4,903 0 0
4.472 0 0

Wilson..
Ferry
Naylor A Son
Cosens, Brothers
Lancefleld
Gaskin A Godden (accepted)

. £3,092
. 2,800 0 0
. 2,097 0 0
. 2,626 0 0
. 2,595 0 0
. 2,290 0 0

Accepted for erection of three houses on tbe New Walk
Leicester. Mr. W. 8. Burton, architect. Quantitiee

Newman..
Brick'ayer's Work,

..£770 0 0
Sfonemaion'e Work.

Nicholson A Qolley 249 12 0
Staler'! Work.

Shenton 66 0 0
BUieterer'! Work.

Morall 333 29 Q
Carpenter'* Work.

Barnett 0 0
Ironfcundcr’ Work,

March & Co 49 jg
Plumber'! and Glazier'

1

Works.
Hill 309 ft

Gaifitter's ^ Dellhanger^i Works.
Bramley 29 17 6

Painter’s Work,
Bell A Son 87 19 0
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TO OORRBSPONDENTS.
4tsi)hlcuB (eketchra ceitulDly show coniider&ble sittural aptitade

one >0 youug. He should at once have Initroutlon in drawing

nersUy ;
but we cannot name a muster).—J. E. E. (no caee settled

law. See the paper of feea Issued by the Institute of Axchltecta

r on»tom).-W. R.-e. i R.—C.— P. P M.— P. E. M.-R. B. P.—
Jl. B.-J. S. N.—H. n. S.—C. B. H.-B.—A. M.-G. T. 0.—H. H.-
a H.—8, 6.- J. S —B. 8.—T. L.—Z.—0. A.—H. H. B. (shaU have

tBDUou),-J. aR. (ditto).

We ore oompolled to decline pointing out books and giving

drees ee.

All statements of facte, llets of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied by

• name and address of tbs sender, not necessarily for publloatloo.

tfOTE.—Tbe responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

ibllc meetings, rests, of ronrse, with the anthorr.

Ths; RECONLTi.iArtns or CLAsess.—Our report, last week, of the

lOCIediiiEs of the annuel meriiug of the Working Men's Club and
litltute CnIoD, weutforth with the omission of a word of import-

ice. Where the remarks of the Rev. Harry Jones, as to the feeling

rtbe vrorklng-L-l asses, were referred to, we should have reported the

aarvatlous as to the effect of the ImporUnce of ice being felt by

le workii'g'olassee that they were not treated In the manner of

itrousge.

Ad/certisements cannot be receivedfor the cv/rrent

week's issue later than THREE O’clock, p.m.
n THURSDAY.
The Publisher cannot he res2>onsihle for Oai-

INAL Testimonials left at the Office m re^ily to

.dvertisements, and strongly recommends that

loriEs ONLY should be sent.

[Advertisements.']

PARIS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel

Ihntters can be seen at twenty entrances which

ave been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
iissioners, and in the Testing House by order

f the Royal British Commissioners.

REMOVAL.—Messrs. CHUBB & SON beg to

iiinounce the REMOVAL, this Day, of their

lafo Manufactory, from West Smithfleld to their

lewly-erected Premises, Chubb's Safe Works,
rleugali-road, Old Rent-road, S.E. — Whit-
londay, 1867.

PEKFECTION in BOOK-KEEPING.-
Builders desiring a really g'lod system can have a Bet of

Mode's for Builders' Books by Double-Rntry. towhicb was awarde"
t be Frire offered in “ TUe Builder," of lost September, aud which ha.

heeu adopted by many large firms. Also a modified aTra' gemeiit, bj
Single- Entry, suitable for smaU Builders.— Address, B. A. 4, St
George's-road , Regent’s Park.

To Arcluteota,

Civil Engineers,

Builders, &,o.

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOE

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarp Gas Piliabs,

Brackets, Lamps,
Fountains,

Gates, Railings,

Balcony Panels, Stable
Fittings, Columns,

&c. &o.

vrill, upon receipf ofpar-
iicalars, be forwarded

on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
Ironfoonders Engi-

neers, &c. 201, Upper
Thames-street, S.C.

Contractors for the supply of Lamp Columns, Lamps, &c.

to Railway and Gas Companies, Local Boards, &o.

W ALTER SCARGILL,
ARCHITECT,

12, SOUTH SQUARB, GRAY’S INN.
PERSPECTIVE and other DnAWlNQS made for the PR0FE8BI0N.

TO IRON MASTERS, RAILWAY CONTRAOTOILS, AND OTHERS.

F PROSSER & CO.
« Engineere and Contractore, are prepared to fumUh Tandera

for Ihe Riectlon of Iron Bildgea, Buildiugs, Hoof.', Mochitiary, *e.

All nectieary plant at command.- Office, 150, LenJeutaalliitteet,

Loudon, R C.

CHURCH, TURRET, tuid STABLE CLUCKS.
. W. Benson, having erected Bteam-power
ind improved machinery for clook-making, ut

he manufactory, Luagate-hill, will be gl^ to

ornish to clergymen, arctiiteots, and committees,

SatimateB and Specifications of every deacrip*

ion of Horological Machine, especially cathedral

uid public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
)f bells. A descriptive pamphlet ou Church
Dlocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Mock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

3.R.H. the Prince of Wales, aud maker of the

jreat clock for the Eithibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, aud 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C.
Sstablished 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T\0 ARCHITECTS and BUILDERS.—For
I SALE, a BAtiQAl-', Cotuiau'a "Archit«>:lural Auticiultlei

1 Noruauily,” 2 Vuluuira luUo, il. lOj. Fublusbedl 22. I2s,

?Aylor A Cro.y'a " ArobUrutural AutuiuiUoa of Kume, " 2 Vuluiuea
Blio, St. 111.. Fnbli.hcd ISl. ItiA Stu.it & Keveit't "AtbenJi." 4
foluiues folio, JL J.. fubli.ucd llA ISa — Apply to FRANCIS
IDWABDS, 8d, aigo street, AUryiebuue.

T^RENCH GOTHIC, SHADOWING,
X? TINTINQ.-Compftltlon DwlgUB, Working DrRW.ng., and
Deulle prepared by V. A. 19, Hlduey-atreet, Fulham-ro»d, B.W. N.B.—
Offloe, Charliig-. roM.

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
VV IION M flrat-olma PLUMBER. Good got and hot-water

ANTED, by a Master Plumber’s Son, a
Vf SITUATION OS IMPROVER, in the plumbing and gaa-

fitting. No oljectlou to fill up hii time in painUug. Aged i9i—
AiUltma, A. L, 10, UuloD-plaue, Marylebone-rood.

TO BELLHASGERB. BUILDBKS, Ac.

WANTED, by an experienced BELL-
HANGER, 1. SITUATIONor Job.—Addreoa, Y. Z. 5. Heiculw-

itreet. Holloway.

WANTED, a SITUATION in a Builder’s
Office, by a Yuung Man. aged 2D. Can square aud assist la

taking olf dtmeusi.iDs, Ac.
;
writes a good bond, aud U quiuk at

Hgures. Four yeua’ good character, —Apply. S'ating salary, to 0. X.
Mersn. Smith i Sou’s Book-sUll, South-Western RsUw.ty, Wlmbor.

TO ARCaiTECTS OE ENOlNBERi
WANTED, immediately, an ENGAGE-
T V MENT, by an efficient AB8I8TANT, who has a tb-rough

knowledge of the various styles of archltsc'.ure, and Is accustomed to
design and jirepaie working and detaU drawings, Ac. from roogh
skethres. Cau colour aud uuderstauds perspective.—Addrees, 7117,

Uillco of '* Too Builder."

TO AECHITECrrS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a care-
ful DRAUOUVSMAN. Good testimonials and reference.

—

Address, W. F. 2, I'aUuly Villas, Crowhur»t-rosd, BriiUm-road, S.

N.B. No objection to 1be country.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, BRTCK-
WORK, by ihe Rod or Job. Good reference. Labour only.

Address, B. K. No. Falcon Villa, Falcou-roa'l. BatteTsea. B.W.

WANTED, SITUATIONS, by Two Men,
together or separate, to WORN Rohlnsjn’s, Furuesa’s, or

Noble A Collier's Uacbiues, by the day or piece. Can finish after

Uachiues. W>-|| used to the mHiiufactuilogJuloery trade. Country
preferreil.-Addra-B, HACillNlST, core of Mr. Bailey, No. 29, Addle-
street, City, Ljndun.

TXrANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, by
VV a first-elisa CLERK of WORKS. The highest refareuces.—

Aildrets, A, V, care of Mr. Frail, No. 6, Cadan-tuw, Wandsworth*

TO BUILDERS. DKCORATOia, *c.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
TION «a FOREMAN of FAINTERb, or to Take the Charge

nf Work. -Many year.i’ expertenCA London profeired.-Aildtess,

H. B. c«re of Mr, Westerman, 81, Harrow-road, Paddington, W.

TO arohitkcts and others.

A RCHITEOTURAL DRAWINGS
J:\. COLOURED for CompellHon or Exhibition

;
Perspectives,

Deeivna. Bk-tchss. or Finished and Working Drawiuga prepared f.nm
rough sketche. or instnu'tlona. First-rate refrreiicHi from emi-
nent men.-Address, ARTIST, 8. Bewb'jrough-street, Flmllco, S.W.

Young

D
TO BUILDEBe. DECORATORS. AND OTHERS.ECORATIVE GILDERS

To be hod at tbe

KING’S ARMS, POLAND STREET, W.C.
Address to the SEORETARV.

HARROW-ON-THE-HILL. — The Local
Board of Healib require the service nf a cnranetent mau to

dlechargo the united ofilcee of BURVEVOR, INSPECTOR of
NUiPANCCS, aud COLLECTOR, und<r the Local Gnverumfut Ac's,

and to Superln'end their new 3ew-ge Irrigation Wurkt. Salary 1201,

per annum; nr IDO! per aunuin with a boa*e, The Board will
require the whole time of the person elecr«d. The duties will rnin-

me.-ce SEPI'KMBER 29. h next. Security to th* amount of 200!.

must be given for the due dbcfaarge of the duties of Collector.

—

ApplicaU.,ns, accompanle'l by testimonial*, to he s-nr by post to tbe
uiiderslgued by FOUR p ra on THURftPAV. JULY 181b.

WILLIAM WINKLET, Clerk to the Board.

Ou July lit will be tea y. Part XIL pries 2i. of tbe

IVTONUMENTA. 'ibis work is issuing
1V I montbly. lu larts, hi 2.S. and cuntaius dedgus for TUMua,
iVALL MUMJJiEMS, URAVa-OItuoDRS, U EAU Sl'ON hS. Ac. Ac.

Loudon. JAMlus UaUukH, 67, Faieiuusier row.

t BOOK FOR TUE 8F,A-CUFF. THE UOUNIAIN, AND GLEN,
eecuuu Kditiou, p'iua 6s.

riEOLOGY for GENERAL READERS.
or By DAVID FACE, LL.D. F.R.S.1S. F.Q.a

Author of " Text Books of Geology and Fhyiloai Geography," Ao.
"This is one ut tue best of Mr. Page's lusuy good books."— GeMupi-

sif Jfd^azLie.
W ll.I.lA il BLACKWOOD i SONS. Edinburgh and London.

R
Crown Svo. cloth, full gilt side. 6j. ; gilt aides and edges, fis.

“ISTURY of the aNGLO-SAXUNS.
By FRANCIS PalORAVK, F.R.8. F.aA.

FrufU'viy illustrated.

London : WIi LIAM TKGG. Faucroa-lana. Cheapiide.

PROFKSBDR TYNDALL'S LSOl'URES ON SOUND.
Ou friday, July 5, will be pnbiUhed, lu 1 vol. crown gvo.

0 U N D : a (Jouise of Eight Lectures,
delivered at the Royal iiisUlutiuu of Great Britain.

By JOHN rVNDALL. LL.D. F.B.S. fic.

Prof, of Nat. Philos, lu toe Ruyai luatitudon, and in tbe
Royal dchoul ofMiueB,

Londou : LONGMANS, UKLEN, A OU. Patermoster-row.

Just published, in crowu 8vo price 2i. 6d.

S
YMBuLrf of CHRISTENDOM: an

Klem-ntery and introductory Text-Book.
By J. KaUFORD TUgMSUN, M.A.

London : I.uNgUaNS, GRKKN. a CO Faierno«tet-row.

No. XV, July 1, price 5*.

pHE QUARTERLY JOURNAL of
L SCIENCE
L The Water-*upply of Lumiuii aud the Cholera. Frof. E. Frank-

laud, F
•

c. Juk-s

Hoapi.-..
IV, Light and Darkness. Wlualowon Light ; Johns on tbe Blind.
V. TbeSysiema ic Simly of Auueilde. rVitli p.ge P.ale.
VL Tbe Apjilioatiou of Sewage to ihe UoU. Wito page Plate.
VII. The Fiugrcss uf Suleuce APiuad.

CHKO'ICLkS OF SCIENCE.
W.th page Fia B.

TBE PDBD.iJ IIHALTFL
London- Li verpuul—Maiii'beiter — Leeds—Dunksld.

JOHN UHUlluHIliL & bUNo.New Biuluigtju-sUBet.

JOINERS’ SHOP FOREMAN.—
tJ WANTED, a reipedable Brst-olaas WORKING FOREMAN,
thoroughly experienced lu tbe value aud quality »f piecework. Six
miles from London.- Address, stating ava, where loat employed, and
salary expected. A W. care of Mn. Notley, Btalloner, Blackheath-
load, Oieenwicb. Kent.

)LASTERERS. — GOOD WORKMEN
REQUIRED lu tbe above trade.—Apnlv, statinx wages and

refereucr, or by personal application, to JOHN HUNT, Builder,
HoddesdoD.

W ANTED, a thoroughly competent,
energetic Man, of good sddrees, fr. iii 25 to 30 y-iire of

ase. to nndarlakfl tns eutire MANAGEMENT of a TlMBER-
MBRCHANUS BUSINESS Ha must be a sood accountant, corre-
spondent, and salesman. None but those well acqauiutrJ with the
traile In all its branches need apply. First-clws refareucei required.—
Appiv by letler to 0, CAREY, ’Tunbridge Wells, Eeut

JYrANTED, a CLERK, who can speak
T V French, and possesses a knowledge of architectural drawing

by service In an Architect's or Builder’s Office.—Appiv, by letter

only, stating salary wanted and references, to C. & Co. 5, Rathbone-
ploce. Oxford-street, W.

TO TOWN SURVEYORS.

WANTED, immediately, an ASSISTANT,
regulsily brought up In a Town Surveyor’s Office, and trained

to out-door and office. Apportionment of private Improvement ex-
penses, paving and sewerage works, Ac, Ac. Only suitable persons
will be replied to. No testimonials retnrned,-Stale age, refereuce,

salary, and other panluulars, to B. S. Box 287. Poet-office, Belfast.

TO JOINERS.

WANTED, SIX good JOINERS.—Apply
to Mr. CHEALE, Uckfield.

TO PLUMBERS, GASFITTERS, Ac.

'YXT'ANTED, a thoroughly good PLUMBER
VV and GaSFITTER. who understands painting and plain zinc-

work, for a constancy, if snitabla. Refereucea as tu character aud
ability ijidlsueusable. Country bands preferred.—Apply, wilh full

particulars, to Mr. 0. STAFLEY, Plumber. Ac. Kent Mouse. Wimble-
don, 8.

VSTANTED, an efficient Builder’s Clerk, wellW up In every detail counected with tbe duties of|a builder's

office. He must also be a good quantity taker, aud a sharp and accu-

rate aecountauU—Apply, wl'h refeteuces, stating rk" kU'I salary
required, to JaMPS DIMF.N T. Builder, St. J-mes’i-square. Bristol.

WANTED, a PUPIL, by a Civil Engineer
and Buivasor, who is also Surveyor to a lood Board of

Health —Apply, C. fi. ad. Higb-atreat, Wiebech.

W ANTED, a good GRAINER and
WRITER. Constant eiuploynient. Terms to be stated.—

Address, A. U££, Decorator, Staifoni,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

WANTED, a SIIUaTIUN, by a
V V Man. Mas wuikid at tbe bench, and bad experieuoe in au

arrhitect'a office. Can dr*w neatly, trace quickly, assut with mess-

sudug and qUHUtities.—Adiltess, G. 12, lUdLiun square, Holbwrn.

W ANTED, by a practical ARCHITECT’S
ASSISTANT, a KE-ENGAOEHENT in London. Used to pre-

pare working and detail drawiuge fiom rua|b iketolies, eettle

bntiders' acconuu. Ac. Can take plans and dilapldatlous, and Is

acquainted with quautliiee aud penpectlve.—Address, U. fi. F. 2,

Frince*-piivce. Cuirimerclal-roa.l, E.

TO BUILDERS.

WANTED, by a respectable, good Trades-
man, a siiuaT'On as OUr-DOUK FUllEMAN, In a large

or small firm. Good reference. Country nut oqjeuted to.— Addiee*.

A. W. 39, Portlaud'Slree', Wordour-su-eet, Solio.

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT, as
SHOP or OUT-DOtR FOREMAN (a j'.lner by trade), by a

thoroughly practical mau, of sixtoeu years’ experience aa foreman
aged 39.—Address, A. B- 126. Warwlck-street, Pimlico, S.W.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS.

WANTED, a Rlt-ENGAGEMENT, as
GBKBI AL MANAGER. Of many yesn' experience. Aged

SO. Wi^et mndeiate Om get out working drawti gs and estimates
;

welt up in converting Ei gllab and foreign Umber. Quud refereucea.

Address, R. H. U. Office of Tbe Builder."

WANTED, by the Advertiser, a Carpenter
by ttade, a SITUATION a* QENFRAL FOKEMaN orto

Take Chaige of a Jub. Good reforeuces.—Address J. M. 38, Drum-
laond-Bireot, Euntou-square.

TO SCULPTORS OR STONE CARVERS.

orANTED, to APPKENTIOEarespectaMe
VV YOUTH to either of the above tmdea.—Address, G. L. 27

t. Uariow-road, Paddington.

\17ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION as JUNIOR CLERK, in a Builder's 0 ffice. Has some

TO BUILDERS AND OON1KACTOR8.

'ITTANTED. a SITUATION, as F(
V V MAN of BBlCKLAYElta.—Addrws, B, Y. Fo.t-office,

Taubridge Walls, Ksut.

FORE-
Porade,

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS

WANTED, by an experienced PLUMBER,
a constant snUATlON. In town or country. Well expe-

rienced in town, country, or new work. Good lelewnce If required.

Address, C. W. 6, Victoria Grove. Ssyswater.

TO SUBVBrOBS, BOILDERd, AND OTBdHS.

W ANTED, by a good GENERAL
ASSISTANT, a RB-ENQAQ bMkNT. Is a felt draugliteman,

anil understands the general rourluu of the offiiie, os well as out-duor

work. Aged 33. eahuy mudeiate.—Address, A. B, 52, Dorset street,

Maiicbeiter-equare. W.

TO BUILDERS.

JITANTED, by a Young Man, a JOINER,
VV withgood reference, aRE-ENGAGEBBNTos FOREMAN of

a JOR— Address, W. 8, care uf Mr, Ra-e. Bulldrr, CbMehur-i., K-nt.

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, a
SITUATION as WORKING or GENERAL FOREMAN, or to

Superintend a Job. Practical carpenter, jotoer, aud staircase hand,

and has a good geuera! knowledge uf all branche# ;
uuderstauds a lo

H. IZ.Baievue-terrace, 8ev— ~

TO MASTSB BUILDERS. DECORATORS, Ac.

WANTED, a SITUATION as LEADING
HAND, or FOREMAN to a country firm. Competeat as a

practical mau in the buildlmt trade Would Oil up time m the

graining, Ac.—Addre»8, No. 7t»2, Office of "The Builder.

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT, by a Oar-
neuter ana Joiner, aged 88. Uas managed a bueirie«s. Cui

take off quantities. inea»ure works, copy drawings, Ac, Would w„rk
at Ibe beiiCh ru office, or take uuarge of a Jo <. Good tesitmuDiala

from urchite'cts, Ac.—Address, H. R. 10, Tnnlty-rlreet, Biackinan-

striet Borough, S.E.
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WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
thoronghly qoalified ESTIMATOR. MeMurer,»nd Drauirhfmm of twenty jenrg' experience. Can b»Ta two year,' referenc

Ch™
«mplnyen.—Addte**. V. A. Mr. gmlth'i. Newe Agent,

TO BUILDERS ASD CONTRA<!TORS,TyANTED, a EE -ENGAGEMENT by
J

* •*>* AdrertUer. Is thoronghly eiperienced tn Uking off
1 n.i

“ ’ 'ItoroDKltly eiperienced t
aantlUse, m'Mnring, eatimating, eccounu, Ac. First-class
M,—Address. 778. Office of The Builder."

WANTED, by a first-class DRAUGHTS-
^AN. an ENGAGEMENT. Well np In perspective and com-

ing and detail drawings, colouring, Ac,

TO ARCHITECTS AND LAND SURVEYORS.
"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ac-

’ cnstomed to working, detail, and competition drawings, anc

TO ARCHITECTS AND DECORATORS.
"WANTED, a permanent SITUATION as
.J ’ ^painter or DECORATOR, hy a Young Man. who UthorOTlffh'W Wl.l, .»1. ® . * -thoronghly acquainted with eccUstastlcal decorations^ having carried

I-ondon- Can give good refer-
encee.—Addrece, H, B. 51, Tlctorla-road, Kentiih-town, N.W.

, _ TO ARCHITECTS.WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
V » foJly-qnalifleA AR.<sroT4>rp .

•
. , .

•Aoo I , ^'^’UI'J'**'*’***
of great experience. 'Thoronghly

acqnaintea with construction, pereptctive, colouring and detail
First-rate referenced — Address, 758, Office of " The

T^ANTED, by a highly respectable sober
» » and Indnstrioni Man, aged 33, a SirU.VIlON as FORE-

MAN. MANAOEB, or otherwise. Carpenter j .......
Thirteen years’ London experience TBurimghiy coov-rsant in all
hranchee. Would have no ohjectioa to nodertaKe a job, and find
portion of cash,— Address. B. C. 3, Terrace, Stockwell-green, Brixt on,
8. N-B.—Country not oluecte

’ '

^HE .Advertiser, who has served his articlesA in an eminent London architaci.'s office, and just completed an

MENT.—Ai

Just completed
ng a RE-ENOAGE-
-llngtao, N.

TO BUILDERS, FLUUBER8, DECORATORS, HOUSE
AOENTS-Aa^HE Advertiser, an experienced CLERK,

I ...u. . RE-ENG aORMRNT as BOOKKEEPER, or in any posl-
trust Well up In prime cost and day accounts
e of office duties. Can made out estimates toi
tre no paintlog, Ac. Satlifactory r-ferences.—
of Mr. R. Terry, 600, Mlle-eod road. B.

L seek'
tlon of couQdence ai
and the usual rout

Address, C. F. D. c

TO ARCHITECra, SURVEYORS, ic.^HE Advertiser, a steady Young Man, is inA want of a SITUATION. Can trace and colour neatly, and has
» vep good knowledge of drawing, al.o writes a nice hand, and hae
DO otgectlon to make himself generally useful. Excellent references,

.lary moderate.— Address, A. B. care of Mr. James Hayward, East
tead, Sussex.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS.

A Z. having had experience in Surveyins
• Levelling. Seitiug out Work, and all Office Work counecte

•ith the cmstructlon c.f a railway
ENGAGEMENT on Works or In an

*tr«ei, Pimlico, B.W.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS.

The Advertiser seeke an ENGAGEMENT
with one of the above PrnfM.einns. Shi.rthand, Surveying.

\irANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
•Wd “ f^LERK of WORKS (Carpenter

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
y^-ALKINO FOREMAN. Joiner hy trade

\VANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
to fill DD hl.°Hr,“

Has no objection

Po.t'iSfceVpen“hnl?t°Ke"t^'^ C. L P

*W -A-^^TED, by a good Oil Grainer, a JOB
T T Not particular to fill up time with gUxlnc or nsiTUlno-

nTnglom
Mr. BRADY, 2, Llttlf Cro^street

TX/'ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Foremaifo?W^^u^ Carpenters, General

s.iSsm -rs-,
« -“I-

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

branches*^^*^' ^7 trade. WeU up In allbTOches, Good referencea No objection to town or counter—Address, M. B. 2, Park -road, Richmond, Surrey
country.-

wanted” ‘TS'InGAGEMENT, as

renls®4c “c estate. collect

TownorMuutry
working drawings, estimate, and measure.

TT7- A BUILDERS.
VyANTED, by a good PLUMBER and

all kinds of
Bath work and

ToJn 8‘X^ experience lu Pump work^ ^“‘'den-cottage.. Meeting blouse-

“WANTED, GKaINI^ G and MAEBLING

W ANTED, for a CONSTANCY, a short
PAINTPR^.’^S'fe

an industrious, trustworthy Man. a

be trJtaned One
* J®?V ^‘‘"“blne he would

mod ^ ID the business. Those with
KUms “d all particulars by letter toNa 802. Office of The Builder."

' lesisir, oo

-ww-r .
^ AECHtTBCTS.WANTED, by a JUNIOR, aged 18, a

T T SITUATION tn an Architect's Office. Can trace and coov

w-ww .
™ BUILDERS, Ac.

^ Young Man, a SITUA-
xdd worVm^i!

as IMPROVER in a Joiner's Shop, or to be under a
f®'"' F**" ‘‘‘0 fAJe- Wages not so

!?£.“ T2rL‘'d.,T°"""“- rsi,

-r-w-r s BUILDERS.
^y^ANTED, by a Young Gentleman, havintr
,.,1/

’’’* ‘rtlcles. an ENGAGEMENT in an Architect®or targe Builder's Office,-Address. Z, 37, Union-street BlrinlSibam

— TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.
yrANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
Addresi

“/“^’ROVER. H»s been three years at the trade.—Aaaresi. G. il. Kingsgate-slreet. Holborn.

\\fANTED, by a Young Man, a Constant
Address “id Olszler. Good reference.Address. B. W. 37, North -street. Manchesler-squsre.

-r-r-r A CONTRACTORS.
lyAJSiED, by a steady active Man, a
T>i 1

SITUATION as FOREMAN BRICKLAYER, or to take theBrick-work PleM-work, in town or country.— Address, A. B. 4,Sunney-place, Thumaa-street, Kenulngton Park.

TO ARCHITECTS. CONTRACTORS, Ac.XyANTED, by a thoroughly practical and
¥f energetic Man. an APPOISTHbNT as MANAGER orSUPEBINTENDENT. Has been accustomed to manage Urge and

extensive works, and direct workmen generally. The Advertiser is
happy Id design, and a clear and rapid detail draughtsman having
been for many years engaged in preparing details for every variety of
constructive and decorative works. The country uot objected to
The highest references,-Address, No. 797, Office of " Toe Builoer."

TO ARCHITECTS.
"WANTED, an EN GAGEMENT, by a good
» T perspective and general ASSISTANT, accustomed to theperspective and general ASSISTANT, accustomed „ .oo

..-e nf an office. Ealsjy moderate.—Address, 763. Offics of " The
Builder."

TO DECORATORS AND OTHERS.^HE Advertiser, a Young Man, desires an
,,-1-.^— as DECORATIVE PAINTER. GILDER, amGRAINER. Town or country. Good ref-rences.—Address, C. W. F
40, Great Titcbfleld-stre-t, Marylebona. W.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS,
pLUJIBER, good, Wants a SITUATION.
cW

ohjvotiou to painting.-Address, J. G. 27, Primrose-street,

TDLASTERING WANTED, labour only.
J_ Town or country.-Address, PLASTERER, care of Mr. White-
head, 21, Gray’s lan-road.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBER.S.
EMPLOYMENT WANTED, by a Youn</IJ Man.aged93.a8anIMPROVERlnthe Plumbing. Can do ga®
fitting.—Address, H. M. 86, Haydou-street, Miooriei.

*

employment wanted by a GLASS,
J-J SION, and FASCIA WRITER.-Address. WRITER, 14. Bane-
la gh-road, Westboume-sqaare.

.X? ARCniTRCTS, ENOINEEFfi, SURVF.YOEB, Ac.

PIMPLOYMENT WANTED, by a Younc
J.Lj Man, now lea^vinga District Surveyor and Architect’s Office.He is a gOTd draughtsman and writer, and quick at figures and

““'•'•‘-saj"". 4.M.

/^LERK of WORKS.—A Clerk of Works\J desiresaRE-ENOAGKMENT. Fnt-elaas feetlmonlals. Town
or country.—Address, 609. Office of ' The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
pLERK, TIME and STORE KEEPER.—
V-’'

A Man. of several years’ experience, and with nnexcsp-
iionaoie references and teaUmonUls. reniilres a BITUATinv
Address, X. Y, Z. 14. Clayton-street. Caledootan-road, N.

nUILDEE’S FOREMAN.—WANTED, a
ItR-KNOAGEMSNT. Joiner by trade.— Address, BUILDER

care of Mrs. Clarke, Stationer, Sydenham. 8.E.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

A QUALIFIED ASSISTANT desires a
Xl. PERMANENT or other RNOAQEMENT. on moderate terms
Ai'drees. A. O. F. Post-office, High-street, KensiugtOD, W.

TO LIME, CRMB.ST, BRICK, BTONE, MERCHANTS. Ac.

A GENTLEMAN wishes an ENGAGE-
MENT as TRAVELLER or MANAGER, either on salary or

commission (tas a large connexion amongst builders and con-
tractors). or would underrake the agency in London for a country
manufacturer. Kleht years’ firet-class references In the trade.-
Ad Ireis, No. 775. Office of The Builder.'’

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

A QUANTITY SURVEYOR, Estimator,
and good practical Dranghtaman is open to an BNOAGE-

SIENT, Can prepare Plans, apecificatioos. Estimates, or Measure np
Works, or take the managemrut of works. Age 38 years.-Address.
Mr. GEORGE SMITH, 103, Reg»nt-itreet, Prlnees-road, Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS AND JOINERS

A YOUNG MAN is in Want of a SITUA-
TION as IMPROVER to the above trader has served four

years and a half. Aged 18.—Address, W. L. 10, Moscjw-road Queen’a-
road.Bsyswater. W.

A N ASSISTANT seeks a permanent
All- ENOAOEVtFNT In an Architect’s Offlco, nr that of a DUtricl
Bnrvevor.—Address, Z. Y. South Hackusy Po-t-office, N E.

TO ENGINEERS AND LOCAL BOARDS.
A N ENGAGEMENT is required in taking

jl\. I.*v-Is snd preparing plaits, section*. Ac. for town sewerage or
other public works by au experienced burveyor.-Address, C. B.
38, Argyle-Biinare, Euston-road. W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS. SURVEYORS. AND BUILDERS.
A N experienced QUANTITY CLERK
LTi- wlrhes E.MPLoYMBVT at 2s. per hour. Good references

—

Address, BURVEYOR. Post-office, Pentonville-road.

A BUILDER, who thoroughly understands
r\ his hiislness, wl.hes for an ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN or
^LERK of WORKS, in town or contitry. Is a good quantity sur-
veyor and estimator. Salary moderata.—Address, 760, Office of " The
Builder."

TO ARCHlTECre, SURVEYORS. Ac.AN immediate RK-ENGAGEMENT is
Ai. required, bv a thorough ger-eral ASSISTANT. In tbe pre-
jsratlou of workiog and detail drawlnes. speciflcstlons, qu&ntitlee,
measuring np amt saperinteoding works suiveylog and Isylug out
hitildliig ground, Ac.—Address, 8. C. 169. Qneen’s-road. Dalston, N.E.

A FIRST-RATE DRAUGHTSMAN and
Ai. COI.OURI3T. of experience in design, desires EMPLOYMENT
n the preparation of elevatlOQi, perspective*, Ac. Terms moderate.
Addio.s, H. P. Gloucester Vills, Croydou-grove, Croydon, Surrey.

A RESPECTABLE Young Man is open
XA. to an ENGAGEMENras ASSISTANT DRAUGHTSMAN, In

fol.—Adaress, X. Y. 22, Pailiameut-stxeit, Westminster.

A CARPENTER, a good Jobbing hand, i

Ai. in want of a SITUATION.-^Addrrss, W. HARRIS, 26, Mai
chester-street, King’s-cross, W.C.

TO MASTER builders;
A S FOREMAN. Willing to "work ii

Ai. several braticbes Very useful to a small firm. Last situatloi
seven years. Coun'ry preferred.—Address, C. H. 21, Uulou-roid
Stone’s-eod. BoTouzb.S K

TO ARCeiTECTa.

A THOROUGHLY competent GEOMl
Ai. TRICAL and PEBSPECriVE DRAUGHTSMAN, able in coB
Btructioo and designing, who Can show but not send specim ns, deelre
an ENGAOEMEN T as such, or as C.erk of Works. Aged 29,—Addreai
H. A. 16, Grove-place, Brompton, 8.W.

TO BUILDERS, Ac.

A YOUNG MAN is in WANT of i

Ai- SirUATIt'N as FOREMAN. Is a thoroughly praatlca
pin tuber, painter, glazier, writer, and grainer.-Addreis, 73$.Officeoi
•• The Builder."

TO GLASS PAINTERS AND STAINERS.

A GOOD FIGURE PAINTER will be dis
Ai. engaged on July Itt.aud desires an ENGaOEMENT in a Firm
either in London or the country.-Address, 719. Offlre of “ The
Builder."

TO DECORATORS, BUILDERS, AND K4TATE AGENTS.

A RE-ENGA-GEMENT Wanted by the
Ai. Adveriiser, as WORKING FOREM.AN, or to take charge of a
job In the Plumbii.g or Decgratliig Buuubsh. Seventeen years' expe-
rience la all rtiB branches of the trade

;
used to town or country

work. References- Waxes moderate.-Address, W. WALLACE, 33,
Upper Cllfton-atreet, Flusbury, E C.

A gentleman wishes an ENGAGE-
Ai- MENT in a Professional Office, where sixteen vears’ experi-
ence of surveying and building, wiib an inti mite kuowle 'ge of prices,
meaauremeut of extras. &u. would be of service,—Address, W. care
cf Mr. Can tie, 97, Keutiah-towu-road.

A GOOD, practical PLUMBER, is in
Ai. WANT of a JOB, Well experienced in all kinds of new an
Old work. Has been accustouied to fill up time with ga->fitting, hot-
water, and iron-pipe werk. Aged 31 years. Kefereuce If required.—
Address, PLUMBER, at Mr. laylor’s, 58, CUaudos-acreet, Chailug-
croBS.

A GOOD GRAINER and PAPER-
Ai- HANGER la In want of a SITUATION. Has a thorough
knowledge of paiutlng anu taking charge of work. First-class refer-
euce.—Address. A.1, Wiucbester-leirace, Penlouville.

A PRACTICAL MAN, of considerable
•La. experience in building, is open bi an ENGAGEMENT, where
trust and confidence are strictly required. as MA"*'AGING MAN, Clerk
of Works, or Oeneml Foteman to a huliding firm, or private gcutle-
tnan. Town or country, A inoderaie salary require-!. Unexceptlon.
able referenoet.—Address, A. P. 47, Locklngtou-road, Battersea Park-

A N efficient BUILDER’S ESTIMATING
Ai. and MANAGING CLERK reqnires an ENGAGEMENT. Well
up iu making out accounts, and the ’ usual office work. First-class

refereuces.—Address, G. G. Messrs. Dawsou & Sous, 121, Caunon-
Btreet, E.C.

A RTICLED PUPIL to an ARCHITECT.
Ai. A Fellow of tbe Royal Institute of British Architects, who
has bad an extensive professional practice, and Is now living In a
desirable sea-side waterlng-olaee, has a VACANCY for ^ well-

eduiaitcd YOUTH as au Articled Pnpll. Arraiigem-nts can he mado
for residence, if desired.—Address, O. W. Office of “ Tbe Bui]d«t-'

A S W^ORKING FOREMAN of MASONS
Ai. a thoroughly practical FOREMAN desires a RE BNO.AOB
MENT. Accuslotneil t-> every description of general hudness. Is a
load atone and wood carver, good letter cutter, neat dranghtsman,
tc. Unexceptionable refeiences. Town or coontry.-Address, 59Ck
Jffice of " The Builder,"

nnO GONTRACTORS, BUILDERS,
L MASONS, 8CULPTOH.B, and OVHERd. — K. R, PAYNE,

Forest of Dean Stone Quarries. Clearweil. near Coleford, begs to
nform the Trade that hli new STEAM SAW-MILLS, adj-unlog the
Hallway, at PaKKEND, are now In full operation

;
and that he can

supply, on short notice, any qu lutity of Block or converted Blue and
Orey Forest of Dean Stone, of the very t>eat quality, at low prices,
sawn fit for rubbing.

TO ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS, 4c.

]\/rARBLE COLUMNS can be SUPPLIED
XvA to any dimensions, snd in one piece (if required), of the
'ollowing Marbles : Victoria Red, Black or Kilkenny Marble. These
Culnmns will be finished and polished In tbe best manner

; or, If
preferred, Blocks will be supplied direct from tbe different quarrie*.
Apply to ALEXANDER COLLB8. Marble Mills. Kilkenny. Ireland.
Samples’cCan beseen at J, B. PHILLIPS 4 CO.’S, 6 and 7, PaddlngtOA
Green, London, who wUl take orders.

gERPENTINE.
ESTIMATED AND EXAMPLES ON APPLICATION TO THB

LIZARD SERPENTINE COMPANY (Limited),
24. 8T. JAMES STREET, LONDON, aW.

VriCTOEIA MAEBLE WOEKS,
V 38, LOWER 6BLGRAVB PLACE, adjoining the Victoria

Railway Station, and at Com tuerctai-road, Pimlico London.

JOHN WREN
JegB to inform Arehltecu. Boulptori. Builders, 4o. he bas OPENED
the above extensive PreiuDes with comuicidloiii SHOW-ROOMS, well
tockedwith CHIMNEY-PIECES of th.*mo8l modem detlgna and
nperlor workmanship, and at the lowest mlble prices.

N.B.—Betlmataa given. Country and foreign orders executed
with promptness and personal attention.

BELLMAN IVEY,
GENERAL AND ORNAMENTAL PLASTEREE8,

Manufactureri of

SCAGLIOLA MARBLE
SUPERIOR PLASTER OP PARIS.

This Plaster, made expressly for their own bnslnees, Is of excellent
quality, and its extreme LightDeuin weight ensures a saving of 30 pex

' from Its covering one-third more superadoe than the
general plaster.

PRIZE MEDALS
were awarded Heesn. BeUman A Ivey for their Works at the

Exhibition of 1851, and again In 1853.
PLASTER WORKS, 10, VINE-STKEBT, LIQUORPOND-BTEKBP,

LONDON, E.C
SHOW ROOMS AND OFFICB,

14, BUCKINOHAM-8TREET, FOKTLAND-BOAD LONDON, W.
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Our Pre-historic Sculptile Remains.

H E puzzling sculp-

tures found withinthe

last few years upon,

rocks in various parts

of this kingdom, in-

cluding the extreme

north and south and

east and west, have

continued to engross

much attention. Con-

siderable accessions

have been made in

information concern-
ing them, although no certain solution of their

meaning has been found. But as every new fact

brings us nearer to the clue that will doubtless, at
last, put ns into possession of their meaning and
age, we must examine its bearings with interest,

although it may not be very definite in its

suggestions. When first observed, the central

sops within the circlets and concentric circles

f^ere passed over without any impression that
they were of more meaning than the rest of the
configuration of which they formed a part

; but
recent additions to our known examples have
led to the recognition of these central semi-

one, on whose western face a faded circle sug-

gested itself, but which he doubted to accept as

a certainty. Three sets of circles in Banffshire,

Rothiemay, Thorax, and Bankhead
; another in

Inverness-shire, atBruiach; four in Perthshire,

at Cults, Glendevin, Moncrieff, and Craighallj one
at Turin, in Forfarshire

;
two at Graystone and

Holywood, in Dumfries- shire
;
besides those men-

tioned, and another example in the Isle of Man,
at Oatlands, bring the number of instances in

which these sculptures are associated with mega-
lithic remains in the north up to fifteen. In the
parish of Llanidan, in Anglesey, there is a cir-

cular entrenchment, whose name, handed down
to modern times, gives us some information as

to the uses of at least this circle. It is called

Bryn-Gwyn, i.e., the supreme or royal tribunal

;

and, as the authorof“Mona AntiquaRestaurnta”
points out, the early Welsh poets applied the

same term to the Parliament House or West-
minster Hall, thus identifying the uses of the
two structures. The Bryn-Gwyn circle is, how-
ever, formed of earth and stones, not monoliths.

Several of the Scottish memorial stones have
been recently observed to be linked with the
subject in hand, by carvings of both cups and
rings upon them. Hitherto unnoticed, these

curious figures, indeed, seem to be found almost
wherever they are looked for. We have before

related that a few of the flat slabs ofstone forming

part of the rude cists, in which bodies have been
interred at some unascertained remoteness of
time, have been found to be marked with con-

centric circles and cups. And now we see the
same mysterious impress on another sepulchral

feature, the cromlech. Although this branch of

the inquiry has as yet been scarcely handled,

Welsh cromlechs have yielded sufficient evidence

that we have only to seek for the symbols in

question to find them. So far, then, these signs

are equally associated with the dead and the
living. Just as the cross is found on the tomb
and on the church, so are these one-rayed circles

and cups found in the grave and in places of
meeting and memorial. That they were once

spherical hollows as leading features in the very much more numerous than they are now
scheme of representation. As far as we are I is curiously shown by the discovery of similarly
aware, the Builder was the first to point out that

‘

c-he stones having semi - spherical depressions
ipon them found in the neighbourhood of the
Swiss lake dwellings, were most probably
JOattered links of this same system of rock-
uarving, and to urge that further search should
)e made on this scent. We now learn that Dr*
teller, the Swiss historian of the laoustrine

bettlements, has ascertained that very numerous
axamples of the cup -markings are to be
:een on rocks in situ in the western cantons
'f Switzerland, Vaed, Fribourg, and Berne,
.3 well as on erratic blocks of gneiss and
ip'anite. Turning to our stock of English and
ilcottish examples, we perceive that the cup-like
kollows, without inclosing rings, are also of fre-

3uent occurrence. There are numerous instances

f these in Northumberland, and some in Soot-
und. A second fact of some importance is the
rertainty that these curious sculptile works are
0 be seen on several of the great monoliths
urming the so-called Druidical circles or tem-
iles. In an amplified reprint of a communioa-
ion made to the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-
iind. Sir James Y. Simpson states that he has
ifaced all the different types of figures, cups,
i^ngs, and volutes upon the megalithio circle of
nones near Liverpool, called the Calder Stones,
die same indefatigable archmologist has sup-
demented Sir Gardner Wilkinson’s discovery of
f fourfold concentric circle on Long Meg, the
gpge monolith grouped with the sixty-seven
) Drear Sisters” at Salkeld, Cumberland, by
racing out several others on the same stone,
ehese all consist of the central hollow, with the
ly proceeding from it through three or four
moompassing circles. The sixty-seven Sisters

inscribed stones in “weems” or underground
houses of Pictish antiquity, in positions more or

less covered, which indicated that they had been
carved before they had unceremoniously been
taken by the Piet builder, to assist in forming
his dwelling. We should be sure, from this hint,

that those few examples of inscribed stones
found in graves have not been simply used up in

this uncousidered manner. Those to whom the

sign-writing that still obtains among us, by
virtue of which almanac-makers indicate the
snn by a dot with a circle round it, has suggested
the possibility of a solar association of idea with
these figures, will read with curiosity the following

extract from the first known account of any cup
and ring catting. It has been brought to light

by Sir James Y. Simpson, and printed in the
“ Proceeding ” to which we have before alluded.

In a description of the Antiquities and Scenery
of the parish of North Knapdale, Argyleshire, Mr.
Archibald Currie, the author, mentions a rock
on which there are fifteen sets of concentric

circles. He thus accounts for them —
“ These circles are similar to those used in astronomical

plates for elucidating the revolution of ths plajiets
round the sun. Of these circles, there are five
each of the concentric ones, probably to correspond wii
the number of the planets then known. The doctor
of opinion that this la one of those methods which were
nse previously to the introduction of letters into this
country, for commemorating extraordinary events

;
and, in the case in question, he thinks these circles
represent the right of the proprietor to the estate where
the rock lies on which they are engraved, and that they
signify that his deseendants were to enjoy it as long as
the celestial luminaries which the circles represent
should perform their unerring revolutiocs round the
sun. This opinion is not at all improbable

; for, of old
rights to inheritances were in many instances conveyed
by hieroglyphic symbols, similar to those now described.
I am informed, on unquestionable authority, that the right
of Macmiltan to the estate of Knap, in South Knap-j.i- ....

jjj characters in the Celtic language
the shore at the point of Knap, which

dale, •

. rock <

se examined with a negative result, eioept as to

This speculative solution of the enigma will,

perhaps, start in other minds a wonderment as
to the fate or whereabouts of the King’s Stones,
whereon, according to the most ancient of Welsh,
writings, the ancient British princes ordered
their will and pleasure upon important matters
to be recorded. As the inscribed stones noder
notice have lain so long unheeded, perhaps
these exceedingly interesting relics, which must
have also been very numerous, may be some day
recognised.

Danish and Swedish antiquaries have hitherto

confined their investigations of early sculptures

to those of a less enigmatical character, such
as the engraved stones of the cairn at KIvik,

representing an immolation of prisoners of war
by long-robed priests, and the rude sketches of
ships with crows, and figures of animals found
on some cromlechs and on rocks. But their

antiquarian literature would seem toiudicate that

there are carvings more nearly approaching th©

character of our own that only require examina*
tion. The sketch of the Balder Stone, near
Falkbping, in Sweden, given by Professor Nilsson

in his “ Skandinaviska Nordens Ur-Invanare,”

shows only a large number of cups, as in the

case of the Swiss stones illustrated by Dr. Keller.

But, as the cups exist, it is more than probable

that the circles so frequently seen associated

with them in other countries, are also to be

found. Nilsson gives an instance of a set of
ooneentrio circles occurring on a standing stone

on Asige-moor, in Halland, Sweden; but these

circles are formed by dots in close proximity,

like some of the ornamentation on early Irish

stones. It is somewhat singular that the marked
difference that has been noticed between the rude

carvings on Scandinavian stones and those of

our country, is strikingly observable in the case

of two sculptured stones found in a grave in

Aapatria, Cumberland, a locality ever esteemed
as more strongly impressed with traces of Scandi-

navian occupation than any other. This is, more-

over, a case of mysterious disappearance, for

when inquired after, recently, these stones were
nowhere to be found. There were circles upon
them having crosses for centres reaching from
edge to edge, all being cut in slight relief in-

stead of being deeply incised as in our other

examples. There were also circles having central

caps from which proceeded a long ray like a
sunbeam, and in one instance this sunbeam
terminated in three crooked prongs having a
fork-like appearance. Two other arrangementa
of lines or prongs departing in each instance

from another line at right angles with them are

noticeable. This is, however, by no means an
accession to our stores, as it was fonnd in th©

last century : it is simply a clasaifioation of a
known relic under a heading in which it is likely

to be viewed with new lights.

Another class of sculptile antiquities which
must be looked at in connexion with our rocks is

the carving frequently found on pre-historio

tools and weapons. The sepulchral tumuli of

Brittany have already yielded representations of

axes and bows delineated upon the stones form-

ing part of them ; and a cromlech at Locmariaker
shows an axe with a floriated head and a looped

handle. Hitherto, however, no weapons have
appeared in connexion with the mysterious
circles. The ancient Romans delineated upon
their altars th© implements with which the

sacrifices were made. A Scandinavian stone

possesses a combination of a double-horse chariot

and some outlines of boats, as though to repre-

sent a victory by sea and land, with some enp-

hollows
; but the latter are clearly of an earlier

age, as one of the boats runs into one of the

hollows as a necessity, which was of no conse-

quence. The idea that the cups were intended

for the reception of the blood of the victims

slain is nowhere home out by the delineation

of the weapon of sacrifice, as in the RnmqT^

examples.
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We Lave seen a Lumismatic suggestion con-
cerning these unknown figures in -which the
I’xtraordinarv departures from good models by
rude mint-masters have been dwelt upon as pro-

ducing configurations as startling as these and
somewhat like them. The originator of this

trriin of investigation will probably put his

arguments and examples before the antiquarian
woil.l himself. It will not, however, detract
from their interest iben to state that a horse and
rider on a coin, shown in fine bold circular and
semicircular lines, becomes in the transition

from one degenerate die to auother a chaotic

group of single and concentric circles without
apparent depeudance upon one another. In
proportion as the'diea became debased from the
original mould so did the various lines delineated

become larger and coarser, till the coin which at

first held horse and rider fully equipped was
only of dimensions sufficient to show a fragment
of the charger, whose noble proportions would
not be recognizable in the scattered circular and
crescent-like lines employed to represent them if

th' diligent numismatist had not traced the
wonderiul deviation to its source. The so-called

elephants carved on the walls of the caves in

Fife do not require a bolder flight of fancy to

identify them.
The human figure has been found attempted

in early carvings, but in very few instances.

Wetuyss Cave and Jonathan's Cave, in Fife, have
each an example. In the first the rude attempt
is but 6 in. high, and possesses neither hands
nor feet, though a club held at arm’s length I

enables us to realize that the artist was not I

aiming at handing down an omission of such
I

grave import on tbe part of nature. The second
|

sculptured figure is of more elegant form. It is I

furnished with n good foot, though the arms are
1

no longer visible. This is 25 in. high, a size I

which gives more scope to crude powers. Close
to this figure are two examples of ringed cups,

thus identifying it with whatever they express,

be it a confession of faith or a sign manual, or

accessories to worship, or the first manifesta-

tions of art, or a system of philosophy. Im-
pressions of feet, or foot-prints, are, however,
more frequent and more widely scattered. So
far Korway carries off the palm as the possessor
of most of these curiosities. Holmberg gives in

his Scatidinavian Kock Sculptures (“ Skandina-
viens Uullristinngar”) several instances of
numerous foot-prints on rocks in that country.

In one place, Bygdeii, in Weaterbotten, there are

as -many as thirty in a row hewn out of the

rock, unaccompanied by any other carving : and
in several others there are foot-prints, or foot-

f.oles, mixed up with representations of ships

and other figures. Ireland has a few examples,
associated there in at least one instance with
<he taints of the Early Celtic Church. The
Stone of St. Colnmba has tw'o sculptured foot-

marks upon it. Sir James Y. Simpson, who has
also bten sweeping this field of investigation,

has linked these foot-marks to the main types of

rock carvings by the discovery of a grouping of

the two classes of objects on one stone. In a
small megalithic circle within the grounds of

Monzie, Perthshire, he states there is a stone,

called the Witch’s Stone, on which are two foot-

prints and several cup-markings, and on another
stone just outside the circle there are more cup-

hollows, and ten sets of concentric circles. Pro-

bably the removal of the central stone, as in

this and the Salkeld instance, besides others, has

been done with the view of overthrowing the

temple or breaking some charm, just asvi’e know
all llomau remains were mutilated at a subse-

quent period.

The theory of the Phccnioian origin of these

sculptures is considered scarcely tenable, since

the negative result of the search of Sir Gardner
Wilkinson and Mr. Blight, in the connties of

Devonshire and Cornwall, the district in which
the particular object of the trade of the Pheeni-

ciaus must have caused them to frequent more
than any other part of the kingdom. It is, in-

deed. somewhat curious that it could have been
started without a basis of probability rising out
of the existence of similar figures in Phoenicia or

lier colonics,—a fact which has not hitherto been
dheuvered. Leading members of the Scandi-

navian school have, however, supported this

opinion. Our Druidical temples in their eyes

are snn temples
j
our cut and single circles are

emblems of tbe same great luminary which,

under the name of Baal, has been in all known
time the seducer of the worship of the unwary

;

and the additional circles present in so many
examples are the records of the death of near

relatives. Professor Nilsson pursues this idea

further: he gives the period when this solar

worship obtained. It was, he deems, the bronze
era. It was allowed in the old school of anti-

quaries that the Phceniciana largely influenced
the philosophy of the Druids, that the Tyrian
and Sidonian traders brought with them ideas as
well as merchandise, and that the Drnids under
this influence taught their points of philosophy
in obscure and enigmatical terms as the heathen
philosophers did, dealing at the same time with
such subjects as astronomy, geometry, medicine,
and natural magic, besides the nature of things.

Without the aid of books, which we know they
scorned, diagrams on rocksmay have made evident
to their hearers the bold metaphysical flights of
these early civilisers. The head-quarters of the
Druids, the Isle of Anglesea, should yield the
typical carvings that Devonshire and Cornwall
have failed to do, if there be angbt in this sug-
gestion. We have Ccesar's warranty that the
Gaulish Druids resorted to Britain for instruc-

tion. “And now,” he says in his Commentaries,
“ those persons here who would arrive to any
excellency and perfection in that Druidical learn-

ing, frequently go over to Britain to complete
and accomplish their studies.”

There is one more subject which recent re-

search has tacked on to our pre-historic sculptile

remains. This is the present erection of mega-
lithic structures in Upper India by the Khasias,

a wild hill tribe. In Dr. Hooker’s “ Himalayan
Journal” maybe seen sketches of modern crom-
lechs, rivalling, as he remarks, those of Stone-

henge in dimensions and importance. These
are put up annually by the aid of the whole
country-side, which the great man of the dis-

trict summons for the purpose, and entertains

during the process.

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON SECOND
NATIONAL POETRAIT EXHIBITION.

“the sir THOMAS LAWRENCES.”

The portrait-painter who suffers most in repu-

tation in the present South Kensington Collec-

tion of National Portraits is Sir Thomas Law-
rence. This arises from tbe collection “ending
[under authority, of course,] with” the jubilee

centenary of “ the year 1800,” at a time, when
Lawrence’s hand was not in its full dexterity,

and his skill little more than academical and
clever, and uncertain at the best. The abler

half of Lawrence’s life, with his pencil, was from
1800 to his death, in tho winter of 1829-30.

But Sir Thomas Lawrence was, when young,
no common painter of men, and women, and
children, singly or in groups, and the fourteen
“ Council on Edneation ” examples we have had
selected for na, foretell and foreshadow what
his facile and prolific pencil (so early ripe), was
to give in “advancing age” to an admiring
public

;
nay, more, to admiring nations, for his

name in his life-time was known further than
the latitudes to which the name of any other

English portrait-painter had ever reached, or has
since reached. Sir Thomas, of Rnssell-square,

was well known in continental cities, when the

pleasant sound of Sir Joshua, of Leicester-fields,

was, wo fear, unknown, despite “The Infant

Hercules," which Catherine. Empress of Russia,

commissioned for St. Petersburg.

We shall not take the examples numerically,

but shall group them in a way more convenient
for our purpose. And, first, the ladies.

Observe Elizabeth Farren (the catalogner calls

her “ Eliza,” the fascinating Countess of Derby.
This is a full length (858 in catalogue), in Law-
rence’s sketchy, half Sir Joshua half Gains-

borough manner. The Earl of Wilton is the
fortunate owner. It was at the Manchester Ex-
hibition of 1857 (No. 1S3), and was there, with
all its dexterous lightness of treatment, much
admired. What does the catalogue tell ns ?

Here it is :
—

“ Eliza Farren, Countess ofDerby
(1759—1S29).

Earl of Wilton. Sir T. Lawrence, P.R.A.
Dau. of Mr. Geo. Farren, of Cork

;
b. 1759 ;

euceessfol

comic actress, and succeeded Mrs. Abinfilon in ber prin-

cipal characters
;
murr. (hia ind wife) Edward, 12th E. of

Derby, 1707; d. 23 April, 1829.

Full-length, waiting in landscape, with fiir-lined white
satin clonk, muff in 1. band. Canvas, 9-1 x 68.”

Let ns add to this that it is capitally engraved by
Bartolozzi. Further, that Mrs. Damer made a
bust of her as “Thalia;” that Zoffany painted

her at full length (engraved by Fisher) as
“ Hermione;” and that there is a good coloured

print of her (A.D. 1795) at the theatre, in a
box, with a large muff and an opera-glass. Lord
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Derby is with her. This fascinating lady played
Nimeney Pimeney, in General Burgoyne’s
“Heiress;” took final leave of the stage on the

8bh of April, 1797 ;
and married the Earl of

Derby the Ist of May following.

We now turn to tho Lawrence men, twelve in

number. 1. Tho third Prime Minister Duke of

Portland (780), lent by the Corporation of

Bristol
; 862, First Marqois of Salisbury, lent by

the Marquis of Exeter,— full-length, and “ bad,”

sneh is our note on the spot ; to 778, the First

Marquis of Bath
;
to 673, the Thirteenth Earl

of Derby, who died in 1851
;
to 856, the First

Lord Crewe, lent by the poet-statesman. Lord
Houghton; to 863, the First Lord Auckland,
lent by Christ Church, Oxford,—it is very fine

—

the finest Lawrence in the exhibition, and is

properly protected by glass; to 757, the First

Earl Grey, and 860, the Prime Minister Earl

Grey,—very fine, a companion in merit to the

Auckland already mentioned. Four portraits yet

remain to be specially pointed out :—850, Warren
Hastings; 864, Dr. Johnson’s Mr. Windham, the

statesman and diarist. Compare with the Sir

Joshua of Mr. Windham in the National Gallery.

761, John Philpot Curran, lent by Earl Grey, and
very fine,—admirably described by Allan Cun-
ningham, in his “Life of Lawrence,” p. 193;
and 805, James Watt, the great engineer, lent by
Mr. M. P.W. Boulton, and meriting close examina-
tion by all who delight in studying Chantrey’s

fine head in marble of tbe man. Allan Cun-
ningham, who well remembered Watc sitting to

Chantrey, and had many anecdotes of him, says

of this portrait, “ I believe painted after

death.”

An anecdote which tho late anecdote-relating

Mr. John Wilson Croker told the writer, during

a pleasant visit to him at West Monlsey, in

April, 1853, relates to Sir Thomas Lawrence.
“ That fine full-length of the Duke of Wellington,
‘ the Peel portrait’ ” (said Croker), “ the one so

finely engraved by Cousins, was first represented

or painted bolding his watch, as if waiting for

Blucher to come up at Waterloo. ' I had no
watch in my band then,’ said the Duke to Law-
rence, impatiently. ‘

It was something else than

time with me at Waterloo.’
”

Years ago we were permitted by Mr. Pickers-

gill, the well-known portrait-painter, to taka a

copy of the following letter, addressed to him
by Sir Thomas Lawrence, on, to artists and
princseilers, the all - important subject of a

painter’s copyright in an engraving from one of

his pictures ;

—

(Private.) " Eussell-equare, Jannai7 -Kh, 1826.

Mx DBAB Sib,—Iq answer to your question, I beg you
to understand, that where there is not a remuneration
paid to me for tbe use of my pictures, ir is when they are

obtained without my consent; or when the mere legal

power of the proprietor, from the purchase of tho work,
is considered by him as exempting him from the neces-

sity, or rather propriety, of any reference to me upon the

subject.

I fully acknowledge and assert tbe right of every artist

to remuneration for that use of hta labours which is in-

tended to be the source of proflt to others, although the

picture itself may have passed from his possession. The
appeal will never be made in vain by him to any proprietor
of enlightened mind or gentlemanly feeling.—fielieve me
to be, my dear sir, most truly yours,

TnOS. LiWBEKCK.

I ought to have added, the right of choice of the

engraver, and of direction of the works.”

This letter is imperfectly printed in Allan

Cunningham’s “ Life of Lawrence,” p. 205 ;
its

reproduction here, as written and in full, will

not therefore be out of place, especially at this

time, when the copyright question again engages

tho attention, of painters, engravers, and print

publishers.

This letter, from Mrs. Forster to Allan Cun-
ningham, contains interesting information :

—
“ Paris, May 2, 1831.

Sib,—

I

must apologise for having so long delayed com-
plyiog with your request, but hope I may yet be in time

for your work, if the little I have to communicate bo of

any interest; for I find, on referring to my letters from

Sir Thomas Lawrence, that I have already quoted so much
from them, when sending you materials for the sketch of

my father's life, that but litilo remains beyond what re-

lates to individual concerns.

My acQuaintance with him dates from a very early

period of my life, when I was in the habit of meeting him
at the house of Mrs. Siddons, with whose daughters I was

intimate, and his manners at that time appeared to me so

frivolous, that I neither Bought, nor supposed I obtained,

his notice.
Alter I married I had but few opportunities of seeing

him; but the high respect he entertained for my father,

both as an artist and a man, was in a certain degree trans-

ferred to his family, and thus proved how strongly his

whole nature was imbued with a sort of eulhnsiastie devo-

tion to superior talents and abilities, which extended itself

even beyond the immediate object of it.

When he visited Paris in ia25, happening to meet me
at one of Baron Gerard’s weekly convereazioni, he re-

quested to be presented to me, anJ to renew an acquaint-

ance which had been neglected for so many years.

Nothing could exceed his politeness at the time, and
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when I went to England, the following winter, I called at
his honae to see his works.
On hearing my name ho immmediately came out to

me. iDTited me into his Painting-room, and' demoted nearly
two hours of hia Taluable time to showing me his pictures
and yarioua drawings

;
and, as my stay in London was to

be but short, engaged me to pass the nest eTening at his
house with some fnends with whom I was staying, and the
subsequent mornings also, which time was employed in
mokiug over hia magnificent collection of drawings by
Wnaelle and Michael Angelo, with him by my side,
ol»erviDg and pointing ont the excellences of each.
I mention these particulars not from the idle vanity of

haying received snch flattering attentions from so distin-
guished a man, but iu illustration of his respect for de-
parted genius, and in explanation of his motive for com-
mencing a correspondence with me.
Knowing that my Ihther’s collection of drawings by the

earl^ masters was a valuable one, he wished to possess
tracings from some of those by his favourite master: but
03 1 knew no one in Paris likely to do justice to the origi-
nal*, Mr. Forster consented to lend him some for his in-
spection; and at dilferent times a considerable number
were sent over, all of which were punetually returned.
His ofler of making a drawing ofmy eldest daughter was

squally attended to
;
he bestowed much time and pains on

it, and made it, as all his portraits are, a most exquisite
yet fuithlul resemblance of the original. 1 have reason to
aelievo that it was nearly, if not the last small drawing
ihat he finished unless that of Miss Fanny Kemble was
lone subsequently to the date ofmy daughter’s, which was
,in bis ownhand) June 1829 ; for he tola her he should not
rttempt any more in that style, as it was become too try-
ng for niB eyes.
1 have also in my possession a little drawing done byam when he was a child, with his name ‘ Thomas Law-

•eaco, Devizes,’ written under it, and on one aide ‘Done
vuen three weeks old, I believe,’ written at the time
rhen ho sent it to me in 1826.
After the death of my husband, in 1828, having acci-

lentally heard that I was about to publish two volumes of
U8 Sermons, he wrote to me how he could forward to me
he sum of 601., the amount of suhacriptions which he had
oliected for me (see Letter YI.).
This act of liberality and friendship, so delicately con-

eived not to wound my feelings, was immediately exe-
utedj and when I afterwards applied for the names of
he aubseribera ’ for the publication, he gave me only two
T three, stating that he had lost the list, and beggine
bat I would excuse his carelessn-sa.

“7 friend Mr. Hard-
nok |_Phibp

. . . . ‘E. A.'] communicated to me by the
•rst.post after It occurred. 1 sent to Baron Gerard to
pprise him of the melancholy event, on which he wrote
le a letter expressive of his feelings on the occasion,
he Inend who brought it mentioned that M Gerard was
esirona of sending some testimonial of the high regard
e enterrotnift/t 0^-. Lin «...3 y -

is now made was written, some thirty and odd
years since, by Captain Henry Siddons, of the
Bengal Engineers, to Lientenant Joseph Davy
Cunningham, of the same corps, the well-known
author of “ A History of the Sikhs —
“ Do you remember a notice of the Misses Siddons in

your father’s ‘Lives of the Painters,’ Sir Thomas Law-
rence, where your father excused the president, and said
the young lady probably died in the usual way, of ricinew
and a doctor?

I have often wished to say to yon that your father had
not got the whole story in his wish to stand up for Sir
Thomas. What the young lady died of I will not dispute;
but Sir Thomas behaved very ill in first making love to the
eldest, then shifting his affections end proposing for the
youngest. Well, after this was settled, the fickle man
again saw something more attractive in the eldest, and
wavered again

; but this brought on an explanation be-
tween the two sisters (who mutually consulted each other's
happiness), and neither would have anything to say to ;

him. and, in fact, he was forbid the house.
Th^ both died very young (twenty-one and nineteen),

and, Ihave heard, were very, very beautiful.
I have often met Sir Thomas at the Kembles’ (for be

never visited the Siddons afterwards), and he appeared to
me then most devoted to Mrs. Butler, and every young

though a confirmed old bachelor by that time.
This page is apropoe to nothing

; but never mind that.”

A final memorandum. Lawrence’s charming
portrait of Lady Blessington, was sold at the
Gore House, Kensington, sale, to Lord Chester-
field for 420 guineas. Lord Byron’s fine lines
on seeing this picture render just homage to
sitter and to painter. At the same sale
Lawrence’s exquisite pencil drawing of the
famous Mrs. Inchbald (who is buried in old
Kensington Churchyard—the grave unmarked)
sold for 4BI. Ga. to Mr. Birch, of Tipton.

e entertained for hia deceased friend to Engfand, if I
euld get It inserted in some of the public journals in that
ountrv

: but he afterwards thought that it might bear too
mch the appearance of a studied panogyrio, which would
erne better from the pen of some literary man, and there-
)re requested that 1 would send only a copy of the short
stter he had already addressed to roe in the first effusion
r ms sorrow for so eminent a character; and this was
iserted in the accounts published at the time of Sir
homas s death.
If the mention of my name as connected with any of
le toregoiDg particulars can give them authenticity, I
ive no objection to your using it. To have it combined
1 any way with that of so iUuatrious a character can only
9 productive of enviable distinction to me who obtained
, not from intrinsic merit, but from the respect her
.ther 3 worth had reflected on her.
You estimate too highly my judgment or abUityto erifi-
90 when reqnesting my opinion of his works. From my
Dg residence out of England I have not seen many of his

which, I believe, bis fame was prin-
p^y founded

;
and of bis earlier ones I have not a

iflioiently accurate recollection to venture any observa-
on upon. I am not an indiscrimirate admirer of all the
otures I have seen of his, for I think iome of his portraits
temales are affected and inaniere, and a sort of forced

Feet is_ sometimes attempted, which destroys the harmonv
I the picture. '

Those which struck me as specimens of the highest
Jint ol attainment in portrait-painting when I visited bis
Qdy m 1826, were the portraits of Mr. Canning and Lord
;aon, of Fuseli, and some other heads of men whoso
•mes have now escaped my memory. The actual thoughts
the man before him were transferred to his canvas, and

10 mind breathed through every feature.
In the portrait of the Due d'Angoulumo he was pecu-
irly successful, and contrived to infuse a gentlemanly
•{learance throughout the whole countenance and figure
uch the original certainly did not possess, and the geue.
1 enect oi the picture was excellent
His portraits of children, of Mr. Lock’s son, of young
kmbton, of a girl with flowers in her frock or apron,
qmsite; and au unfinished pictu”' ^ .

tinted some rears since, is perhaps
Jeotual heads he ever painted.
il’he taste, the delicacy, the elegance of his drawings
u unrivalled and unique, and rendered them deservedly
'zed and admired.
I canuot, perhaps, close this letter better than by re-
sting Baron Gerard’a opinion, which I heard him give
ly a few days since ‘ That, however great and power-
., and distinguished were his abilities as a painter, beM even more eminent and remarkable for his drawings
mfor his pictures; and that, since the time ofHolbein,
i artist has ever attained such perfection in delicacy of
latiment or finish of execution as Sir Thomas Lawrence.’

Latinia Foestbe.”

A passage about Lawrence in a letter from
rnthey to good Mrs. Hughes, the friend of so
liuy poets and tho mother of the author of
)Coin Brown’s School Days’’ will appropriately
966 what we have said :

—

^ maybe in town I am to sit to your friend
1. Lawrence, for Mr. Peel. I bavo been made by dif-

lent artists to look like a Methodist preacher like an
'lassin, like a fop, like a fool, like a prig, like a sensualist
sj a Jew who sells oranges, and like a fellow on his trial
t uttering false notes. What wiU Sir Thomas make me
Ik like ?”

(VVe must add a quotation relating to alove-
issage or two in the life of our Lady-killmg
^wrence. The letter from which the quotation

L imfinished picture of Lady" Hugeiit,
srhaps one of the most iu-

ON THE INFLUENCE OF SOME CONTEM-
PORARY WRITERS ON ARCHITECTURE

OF THE DAY.*

To revert to what I was urging on the snbject
of decoration : ornament in a building is analogous
to finish in a picture. It should not be equally
or thoughtlessly spread over the whole surface,
but concentrated upon certain spots, specially
upon one principal point, to which others should
be kept subordinate. This is not only Nature’s
law, but also the law of states and civil govern-
ments. We confer dignified ornament mainly
on the person of the sovereign, surrounding him
with the paraphernalia of pomp

; civil and mili-
tary functionaries follow in due order, but so
that each, as it were, should add to, not detract
from, the dignity of the chief magistrate.
Hence, it would seem a great fault in any style
(as in the later Perpendicular and what is termed
the Flamboyant) when decoration is equally
spread over the whole surface and every minor
part of a work. It is like a dinner all desert, or
a gown covered with flonnees or furbelows. Who
has nob felt the repose, after wandering n
garden full of flower-beds, of coming out upon
a velvet sward

;
and analogous exactly to this

is the pleasure to the eye, after wandering
through intricacies of ornament, of coming out
upon a quiet wall space, an unbroken wall veil
ot stone or marble, like a fiat bit of blue sky sur-
rounded by the points and waving outlines of
innumerable clouds.

I am inclined to think that Mr. Euskin is quite
correct in defining ornament to be, either
directly or indirectly, the imitation of some
natural object,—leaves, fruit, flowers, or animals.
Even the somewhat stiff forms of Greek orna-
ment can be traced to such common objects as
the honeysuckle or the egg

;
and the same is

the case with the earlier styles,—the Assyrian
and the Egyptian. It is two-fold : either free,
by which we mean the complete and accurate
representation of any natural object, which is

rare iu architecture, all representations being
more or less confined by the outlines of the
structure; or, “in service,” when it is strictly
and closely so bound. The Lions of Sir Edwin
Landseer, and the sculptures in the pediment of
the Parthenon, are good examples of architectu-
ral ornament, free in their general effect, i.e.,

perfect representations of nature, yet kept
subordinate in their general form to the archi-
tecture of which they form a part. This must
be held to be a very high anerit, on the one
hand, to carry out perfectly the invitation of
nature; on the other, to have snfficient modesty
to place the ornament in the second rank and the
general structure in the first. Had Sir Edwin’s
lions been standing up or in active movement
they might have afforded a more signal opporen-
nity for display of skill

; but kept iu repose, with

’ By Bir Walter C. James, hart. See p. 461, ante.

a consciousness of quiet power, they impress the
mind not merely with the noble nature of the
royal beast, but with a proper sense of the
artist’s good taste, who has not forgotten that
the ornament at the base of the column should
be secondary to tho column itself.

I think, with regard to tho remarkable names I
have mentioned, as being upon the whole those of
men who have most influenced us, it may be said
that Pagin has most influenced us in structure •

John Ruskiu in ornament.
Pugin is quite right in selecting the Middle

Pointed style as that which upon the whole com-
bines most elements of beauty in Gothic art. Its
forms are structurally as fine as anything which
has been produced in any age. They are
arranged according to the strict laws of geome-
ti-y, and comprise every possible variation of the
circle, the triangle, and the square.
The monkish architects who carried ecclesias-

tical art to such a pitch of perfection, not only
loved fertile field and lovely flower, but must
also have felt the great troth, that law reigns
supreme over all the natural world. Perhaps
very imperfectly instructed in science, they
must have guessed by a kind of instinct that
both plants and animals were formed according
to a finite plan, and that the very rocks out of
which they framed their lofty minsters crystal-
lize, with angles, which can be clearly foretold.
Nothing short of such ideas would have enabled
them to design the decorated window,—that
triumph of architectural skill,—to rear the slen-
der shaft, and to frame those marvellous vaults,
of which Sir Christopher Wren nsod to say that
if he knew how to place the first stone aright he
could do all the rest.

While, however, we do all homage to the
Decorated or Middle Pointed style, Pugin’s
preference for it may be rather narrow in some
respects. The Transitional styles, from the
Norman to the Early English, of which we have
a fine example in Canterbury, and the Transition
from the Early English to the Decorated, of
which York minster presents in some parts a
noble example, have elements of beauty which
are nob found in matured, or what an architect
would call “ perfect,” styles. By a perfect style,
I mean a stylo in which every conceivable case
is met by a precedent, some important canon
which it would be treason to violate. My answer
to this is, that precedent may be a fine thing,
but that progress is still better. Now in what
we call the Transitional styles, which I hold up,
not as precedents, but as examples of true public
spirit in the builders, we find less adhereuce to
law, bob a greater degree of ingenuity in adapt-
ing means to ends

; less perfection, I admit, in
the result, but more novelty and bolder design.
I love that architectural courage which, securing
regularity, would nob hesitate to introduce (as ia

the case in the triforium at Canterbury) a pointed
arch between two round arches, which would
raise a clearstory of lancet windows over the
ponderous columns of a Norman nave, or intro-
duce a triple lancet under a rose window. The
eastern transepts of Canterbury are fine exam-
ples of what I mean.
There remains another question. Supposing

the Middle Pointed style to be all that it is repre-
sented. Shall we make a servile copy of it ?

Shall we adhere to our models closely ? On this
point I am aware that great differences prevail
even among the beet judges. Mr. Parker, of
Oxford, than whom nobody has done more for
the true interest of architecture, would say,

—

“ Yes, walk ye in the old paths. At all events,
stick to English examples, and don’t spoil the
trne breed of English Gothic with a cross of any
kind.”

I confess I think the works of Mr. Euskin are
an excellent answer to this kind of reasoning;
for no author has better explained, both in paint-
ing and architecture, that if a great deal has
been well done, fortunately there yet remains a
great deal more to do. Again, many I know
regret the introduction of colour into our eccle-
siastical buildings; others, the marbles and
alabasters, the mosaics and the gilding, which
are gradually finding their way into our churches.
Up to a certain point, while we adhered to pre-
cedent, we did well; lately, it is said, to be per-
fectly frank, the young men have been running
a little “wild,” even “extravagant,” and this
wildness and extravagance is thought specially

applicable to our decoration and colour. Mr.
Scott, indeed, has happily combined prudence
with considerable novelty

;
for his introduction

of colour has always been sparing and judicious,
and in any change of our Gothic forms he has
usually confined himself to precedents, from the
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neighboBriDC’ country of France, and not prone so

far afield as Italy or Spain, to seek for that in-

fusion of novelty which must always be an ele-

ment of importance in any arohiteotaral work,
desirable at least, if not necessary. Mr. Scott
has taken special pains in improving onr archi-

tectural scnlptnre. The floriated capitals in

many of the new churches erected by him are of

exquisite workmanship.
Perhaps Mr. Eoakin can hardly be said to be

in any respect a perfectly safe guide; but if

in any, it is in colour and in his exquisite

knowledge and judgment with regard to the
effects of painted glass. No doubt, beauty of

colour is entirely lost when it becomes garish or

over-gaudy. Now this is the result of large
masses of bright colour,—squares, oblougs, or
what you will,—in large surfaces of nearly equal
size. Variety in the surface itself, contrast in

the material (as in the surfaces of stone or
marble), and variety in the size of surface, as
oontraating large round forms with those smaller
and squarer, are essential to procure harmony.
One of the brightest skies ever painted by Tur-
ner will be found upon examination hardly to
contain in it any admixture of positive blue,

but to acquire its extraordinary beauty and
radiance by the skilful interweaving of every
variety of tender grey. Hence ho lays down the
canon that we shonld have in our coloured deco-
rations large masses of neutral tone, enlivened
here and there by bright epees of colour, or
intermingling with each other in delicatest

intermediate hues of orange, violet, and tender
green. As a school of colourists, I fear it may
be affirmed that our English school is rather
gaudy.
With regard to glass the same principle holds

good. Our modem glass is, as a rule, abomi-
nable, because it consists of a number of patches
of the same size and the same materials. Our
ancient glass, on the contrary, is composed of
large masses of violet brown, of pale olive, of
lustrous grey, with here and there a speck of
bright crimson or ultramarine blue. Another
point put in the clearest view by Buskin is the
nature of the material itself. Glass, says Buskin,
is transparent. It is therefore unfit for true
pictorial representation, few objects in nature, if

any, having that translucent effect which it is

the object of the glass-painter to give. The
principal aim, therefore, of painted glass is to

produce, not a representation of a natural object,

but a jewelled effect, intermingled, if yon please,

with quaint and grotesque imagery, with gor-
geous heraldry, with intereeting designs. The
nature of the surface is in itself sufficient to

forbid pictorial representation in its modem
aspects.

This language is just, and, although it goes
|

far to condemn a very interesting school of glass
j

painting, that of Germany, and especially I

Munich, I have little doubt that posterity will
[

pronounce the verdict correct. Oil painting and :

fresco painting represent the art of matter-of-

fact inritatioD, In these yon may come as near
to Nature as you are able. Ton may approach
her, and the closer the better. In mosaic and
glass-painting yonr object, from the very beauty
of yonr materials, is not to represent Nature as
she is, but to see her, as it were, under a
Bpangled veil, radiant with all the colours of the
rainbow.

Before coming to the conclusion of this lecture,

I venture to say that, as on the one hand it is

intended by the Almighty that the reasonings of

the philosopher should largely influence the
course of the artist, so it is on the other that
external objects should influence for good or evil

the thoughts, words, and actions of each suc-

ceeding generation. Art is a creative power,
most seductive in its charm to those who can
use it well, but productive of good or ill accord-
ingly as it is rightly or wrongly used. In the
early times of the world ingennity and skill

were required to seenre a fair supply of even the
necessaries of life

; but, as civilization advances,
the apprehension is, I think, in an opposite
direction, namely, lest ingenuity and skill,

having done all that can be required to satisfy

our real wants, shonld turn their energies not to

the promotion of what is great and good, noble
and generous, amongst, us, but to the cultivation

of luxury and the indulgence of the eye. This,

rely upon it, in our time, is a real danger. I

mean a want of simplicity and a frittering of

ornamental beauty through the whole domain
and surface of society, rather than the reserva-

tion of it for those things which are truly great
and noble.

I stated at the outset that, while I mainly

directed my attention to the influence of
contemporary writers npon art, I shonld not
hold myself shut out from offering a few
remarks on the opposite or oonnterpart of
the problem,—the effect of external art npon
the mind: its elevating and useful influences;
its dangers and excesses.

Architecture, indeed all art, may be classed
under three heads, as exercised (Ist) upon the
temples of God; (2nd) npon public buildings;
(3rd) upon private dwellings.

The ornament and splendour of maguifleent
temples set apart for the worship of the Deity
has been an object of just pride even with hea-
then nations. With the advances of civilization,

and the consequent multiplication of wants, this

natural sentiment is, on the whole, perhaps
rather enfeebled. The temples of the Assyrians
and Egyptians were more magnificent, I appre-
hend, in their way, than those of the Greeks,
though, of course, more barbaric. Heathendom,
as a whole, probably expended as mnoh as, if not
more, in the organization of public worship than
Christendom. I mean, of course, taking into

account the disposable income of each. Modem
society, in like manner, spends less than those
ancestors of ours who raised such glorious piles,

York and Durham, Lincoln and Canterbury.
But, though we fall short of the religious zeal

of the Middle Ages, let us not on that account
depreciate their noble efforts, nor deny the
utility (I purposely use the word) of their aims.

It argues a spirit of noble disinterestedness to

perceive that aught dedicated to the use of the
Snpreme should be in every way worthy of Him,
and better, both in material and workmanship,
than things set apart for our own daily use.

Some relation should be observed, I think, be-
tween the character of a church and the neigh-
bourhood in which it is built. A wealthy con-
gregation, for example, shonld have a splendid
church ; not merely from the suitableness of
such things, bat as typifying the sacrifice of
worldly things to God, as the very essence of a
religion of sacrifice. “ Shall I give to my God,”
says the pious man, “of that which coats me
nothing?” The principal difference in churoh-
bnilding between this and former eras is, that
whilst they were restoring and building cathe-
drals and monastic institutions, we are beautify-

ing and erecting parish churches : there is,

arising mainly from our social system and the
dearness of labour, a smallness of size in all we
do in this way. With some few noble excep-
tions, fresh in the memory of all, it may be said
that wo have no purely modern chnrch of very
large span or size.

Not a few of these, conceived in a purely
English style, have developed a large liberty of
action in a direction where even the greatest
purist must allow liberty to be highly desirable,

viz., in the introdnetion of new materials.

London is a brick-built city, aud we have there-

fore brick churches. Indeed, it may be ques-
tioned whether the assumed superiority of stone
over brick is anything more than a mere preju-

dice. Some men think that whatever is most
expensive must necessarily be heat. Our
country contains marbles, too, less known, per-

haps, but quite as beautiful as those of Italy.

Among these we’may specially name the gran ites

of Scotland and Cornwall. These are em-
ployed with great judgment in some of our
latest metropolitan churches, and contribute
much to enhance the beauty of colouring for

which they are so remarkable.
But if, as I think is reasonable, we can-

not but admit onr noblest feelings of reve-

rence and faith to be augmented in no com-
mon measure by the sight of a chnrch

;
so

must we admit, also, that patriotism and public
spirit are increased by the sight of grand and
noble public buildings—buildings for official and
municipal purposes, and for the halls of the
Legislature. To these we may add public
museuuDS and national galleries for the exhi-

bition and due preservation of works of art.

England has hitherto been very much behind-
hand in those important matters

;
bnt we have re-

cently bad from the skilful plans of Sir C. Barry
a noble pile erected—“ the Houses of Parlia-

ment,”—as fine in eiecntion and as dignified in

sentiment as any bnilding of the kind in any age
or in any country. I am not here to deny or

palliate its defeefs. Its most obvions faults, I

may venture to indicate, are a want of bold and
irregular projections in the river front, and a

general overladen ornamentation. The too
great omsmentation may be fairly assigned to

the style rather than to the architect. Perpen-
dicular Gothic is remarkable for the sameness
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and constant repetition of its ornaments, adding
one more proof that uniformity is almost always
connected with monotony, and variety with a
pleasing and picturesque effect in architecture.

Indeed, I may mention, in corroboration of this,

that a friend of some talent as an arobiteot told

me,—“I was brought up in the Italian and
Greek school, and always taught to believe that^

if a doorway in the centre of a building had five

windows on one side, it would be right that it

should have five windows on the other. Expe-
rience,” he added, “has confirmed me in on
idea diametrically the reverse of this. I am
now of opinion that the law of general symme-
try should give way to a higher law,—that of a
general adjustment and balancing of parts, such
a balance as is produced by the two western
towers of Lichfield Cathedral, counterpoising

the central spire and the eastern end. The
general balance of parts is the Gothic, the exact
symmetry is the Boraan or Greek principle.

The British Museum deserves a passing word
of sincere respect for the memory of its archi-

tect, “ Sir Bobert Smirke.” Practising at a
time when true taste in architecture and love

for Greek forms were supposed to be identical,

it is not to be wondered at that this able man
adopted the Greek style, and that, too, with an
earnestness which might put to shame many of

the Gothic professors of the present day. In ad-
dition to the pare taste which marks Sir Bobert
Smirke’s buildings, I must specify his peculiar

merit of really “ constrncting well.” Of what
avail, I would ask, the fairest elevations, and
the most beantifnl ornaments, if a building be
not well constructed, if it do not answer the

very ends for which it was designed ?

Between buildings of a public and private

nature we have a class which are a peculiar

ornament to onr city : I allude to the clubs.

They have transformed Pall-Mall, which maDy
of us recollect as the dingiest of streets, into

a noble thoronghfare, which may not inaptly

compare even with the Corso at Borne. I think
that their moral effect, with some inevitable

drawbacks, has been good. Those who can re-

member the times,—which few of us now can,

—

when a young officer turned loose npon the town
was obliged to seek a dinner in a reeking tavern

in Covent-garden or in Swallow-street (where
Regent-street now exists), will think that we
owe a large debt of gratitude to that spirit of

combination which enables the young man to

dine at his club, not only well, but with

economy.
Passing on to private houses, both in town

and country, I may observe that it is on private

patronage that art in a free country must in

the main rely. Not only has the taste for mag-
nificent churchy and public buildings become in

a great degree obsolete, but it is to be observed

that we are for the most part furnished with
them. Here and there a great work arises,

—

Honses of Parliament and courts of law, which
require a special exercise of talents ; but these

opportnnities are few and far between. Com-
fort has taken the place of magnificence, and a

well-studied convenience and propriety are de-

manded of the architect. An aiietooratio country

must have aristocratic dwellings, and we may
point, besides the most magnificent country

palaces, whose name is legion, to dwellings lil^

Sutherland House, Montagu House, and Dor-

Chester House, as evidencing a great and notable

step in domestic luxury and splendour. It re-

mains a question whether this is a healthy state

of things, and whether it dovelopes the highert

taste for art in the best way. Perhaps not

altogether so ;
hot if it does not in all respects

do this, it developes enormously the taste for

freedom and liberty. I have before alluded to

the deadnees and monotony of uniformity, and

the picturesque beauties of variety. The ratiow^
of this seems to be, that uniformity is the pro-

duct of centralization
; variety of individual

freedom. Every man’s home is his castle, and

he ought to be able to build it as suits his indi-

vidual taste. This is the great charm of our old

Medimval buildings, extending down to Eliza-

bethan and even to Jacobean times. In many
of these old houses you will not see two windows

alike, and yet every window will tell its own
story.

From the lattice in the lofty tower denoting

the lady’s retreat, to the bioad oriel, the glory

of the banqueting-hall, each aperture has itt

own meaning,—one might say, its own features

The heraldry tells its own tale: the bouse is th(

bouse of a particular family, and for ages wil

indicate to whom it belonged. It is a thing

endowed with certain moral attributes aw
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[laving; a definite character. In our towns it

ased to be tho same thing, for it is not till within
bbe last century that the monotony of our large

squares and long streets has offended the eye of

accomplished taste; the sameness of the stucco
lerraces of Belgravia, and the heaviness of the
jrick houses of Harley-street. A friend of mine,
yho is both an artist and a judge of art, told me
ihat some years ago he met Bauch, the cele-

jrated German sculptor, who is well known for

lis works abroad, and capeciaHy his celebrated
KJlossal statue of Frederick the Great. Eauch
laid to him : “Thirty years ago and upwards I

dsited your country, and was much impressed
vith the works of your countryman, Sir Joshua
leynolds. In him you truly have the foundation
>f a great school of national painting

j
for, while

te conscientiously devoted himself to the study
if tho best masters, he preserved the individuality
if a great and original mind.”
If art be, as I believe it is, a unity, and that

he partition walls set up between the various'

,rts, between painting, sculpture, and architec-
ure, are only partitions removable at will,

lanch’s remark would apply, I think, with force
0 the architects and erchitectnre of this day.
In the works of many noble minds we have

bundant evidence, at the present day, that the
tndy of ancient works has been combined with
. successful appreciation of the real needs of
aodem society. The combination of the old
Mth tho new, of the spirit of reverence with the
3ve for reform, is a remarkable characteristic of
he Anglo-Saxon race. With many failures and
hortcomings, we have much to be thankful for,

ud not the least in this, that in our free con-
bitution the same idea which governs one class
orvades all, and is accepted as an axiom by the
)rd and by the peasant, by the man of property
ud by the artist. What is this great idea

—

lis fertile source of England’s power ? It may
0 described, I think, almost in two words,
ihicb, though, apparently inconsistent with each
iher, involve no real inconsistency,—reverence
»r the past, and for the future “progress;” or
1 architecture, a respect for the great styles,
ihether Greek or Mediteval, combined, however,
!ith an ever-varying and ever original mode of
pplying them.

' COMPETITION DBAWINGS FEOM THE
SCHOOLS OF DESIGN.

In what is known as the Competition Gallery,
t tho South Kensington Museum, the gallery
ostairs, wherein was held the Exhibition of
uniatures, the drawings snbmitted from the
irious Schools of Design throughoutthe country,
^ competition for the national medals, are now
n view, and (what is more) deserve to be viewed ?

I the Architectural department the examples
iihibited are mostly superior to those that have
Ktn sent before. The design for a cathedral, by H.
L Gribble (South Kensington), to which the gold
(fedal is awarded, is a very creditable design,
eceedingly well drawn. We should like to have
lEU the plan. The silver medal is awarded to
[(design for a small State Eailway Station,
1 B. Samoiloff (South Kensington). The in-
icrior is well designed and drawn : it is sug-
tistive rather of foreign than of English teaoh-
?. A design for Cemetery Chapels, by A.
lade (Reading), to which the bronze medal has
Den given, is not so well set forth. Arthur
lister (Lincoln) receives the bronze medal for
measured drawing of the Chapter House, Lin-
n n ; and Ellen Miles one for a design for a
Djnze door for a library, containing reliefs
sflstrating the works of eight poets of different
uintries. The ornamentation in the spandrels
otoo large for the groups in the panels,
nln reply to the premiums offered by the Plas-
erers’ Company for the best designs for a
idnted or ornamental diaper nine or ten com-
if-itors appear. The first premium has been
{wperly awarded to W. E. Mackerness (South
nmsington), and the second to T. Long-
rere, Stoke. Other preminms offered by the
jspipany for modelled ornamental angles appear
Aiave been gained, the first, by R. J. Morris, and
8' second by R. Lunn, both of South Kensing-

. . The bronze medal has been awarded for a
liliilar ornamental angle in plaster to G. Bioom-
jdMl (SheflSeld). W. Orr (Glasgow) has a gold
iirial for a clever design for surface decoration

;

1 Maria Brooks (South Kensington) the gold
lladal for some admirably painted porcelain.
\i E. Mackerness (Sooth Kensington) has the
erer medal for a design for a ceiling

; Thomas

Cox (Birmingham) one for a design for a metal
1
works of nature. The splendour of the pear,

screen, with Gothic outlines filled with natural
|

damson, and apple blossoms were, under the
forms

;
and Anne Baxter for a drawing of an i influence of bright sunny skies with alternate

Early English spandrel. genial rains, so quickly followed by the formation
The gold medal is given to John F. Orr

J

of their fruits, firmly knitted and unchecked by
(Glasgow) for a design for a hall-floor. H.
Hood (Nottingham) gets the bronze medal for

some conventional borders, well designed
;

E.
Fitch (Lambeth) a prize of books for a choir-

s(Teen of mosaics and metal
; W. F. Randall

(Stroud) books for designs for capitals; and
Peter Kirkby (Nottingham) a similar prize for

decorations. A design for a mosaic altar-piece,

by H. Olden (Birmingham), though not re-

warded, deserves mention; and we may add,
that some of the pictures of fruit and still-life

are excellent.

frost, that we forgot for a time the usual pre-
carious nature of our climate.

But in the latter portion of May we were on(30

more assured of its vicissitndes. The north-
easterly winds, which became the order of the
day and night, brought intense frost. The pro-
gress of the spring was retarded by the long
persistence of the harsh polar currents and low
temperature. The wheat and barley and other
cereals looked sickly, and withered. They were
starved by the cold nights; but the great heat
at the end of May and beginning of June, with
plenty of rain, refreshed the pastures and roots.

The oereals recovered from their unhealthy ap-
pearance, and there was eveiy promise of
excellent and abundant crops.

Still the weather was not favourable in June.
Temperature varied considerably. There was
great absence of sun. Eaiu was of two fre-

quent ocourrenoe. The crops of grass were
heavy

; but in the Midlands we had passed the
middle of the mouth before hay-makiug com-
menced, and even then under the non-auspicioua
circumstanoes of either rain or threatening
skies. Dull cloudy weather kept the wheat-
plant from coming into ear till the end of
June.
The most productive harvests have been when

hot weather of appreciable duration did not set

in until after the summer solstice. In 1859,

1863, and 1864 there was no summer weather
before July, and excellent harvests followed.

If great heat prevails in June, as in 1826, 1846,
and 1858, the grain does not arrive at its proper
growth. The ripening is premature. The yield

then becomes small.

What hot weather we had in May and June
was of short duration, with twelve mouths un-
precedented in these annals for excessive rain-

fall, there is abundance of moisture in the
ground for the roots and pastures on most lands
for some time to come. Wheat wants no more
rain till harvest. This year the cereal plants

are uot close on the fields ; but the ears are
large, and promise to be well filled.

There is every reason to expect, in the event
of a fine hot July and August, that we shall be
blessed with a good and bountiful harvest of

every description of grain, roots,—indeed, of the
earth’s produce generally.

Before commenting on the public health for

the past three months, I wish to impress the
fact that it is only when the mean temperature
is below 40°, in the absence of cholera or fever,

the death-rate is seriously affected. Hence it is

Spring Season, 1867.
Tiblb from Nineteen Tears| Obeervstiona, showing in parallel Colnmns the Earliest, the Latest, and the Average

Dates on which the Foliage or Blossoms of each of the Trees therein named has commenced ax^andiog.

THE WEATHER AND THE PUBLIC
HEALTH. TO THE 29th OF JUNE.

April sustained its character this year. Rain
fell on nearly every day in that month. Tho
severe gales in the second and third week are
unprecedented for April in these records. The
first eleven days of May were remarkably hot :

—

May6ch, 82° in the shade; mean of week ending
May 11th, 61i“, 11° above the average. As this

month advanced we bad a succession of strong
north-easterly winds and cold nights, bat no
frost until tho morning of the 22Dd, when we
went into mid-winter weather. That day was
remarkable, frost and frequent snowstorms from
morning till night. On the 22nd and 25th, 7°

and 6° of frost respectively. There was nothing
in previous years in the present century to eqoal
it in severity in the fourth week of May. The
range of temperature between the 8th and 23rd
of May was upwards of 50°. It is a significant

fact that hitherto all excessive beat in the early
part of May was followed by cold weather in the
seme month, as in 1807, 1820, 1828, 1833, 1841,
1848, 1864, and 1867. The last six days of May
were very hot. Jane opened with great heat
and heavy rains. The weather was remarkably
erratic in this month :—June lOtb, 118° in sun

;

June 11th, 82° in shade; Jane 14th, 41°
; June

11th, nine a.m., 73° in shade ; June 17th, 9 a.m.,
49° only ! Polar winds prevailed from the 12th
to the end of the month. 26th, 27th and 28th,

barometer above 30^ in. The mean tempera-
ture in each of the three months, when compared
with the average in eighty yeara was as follows :

—

April, 2° in excess; May, 0‘9° in excess; and
June, 0'3° in deficit. Rainfall in the three
months, 6’19 in., being 0’19 in. in excess. In
April and May the barometrical values were
0'23 in. and 0'09 in. below the average respec-
tively, and in June, 0'12 in. above the average.

computed with the same Obaerratioi

r
ul

.

Horse Chestnut {^neuluii hippocastanum) .

Sycamore (Acerpseudo-platunut)
Damson (Prunug doinetlica) blossom
Lime {Tilia JEurc^pcea)

Beech (E'lpa* iytpatica)
Hpanish Chestnut {Cagtanea v«ica)
Oak

(
QKereu* tober)

Ash {Traxinug exceliior)
Mulberry (Memi nigra)

Earliest. Latest. Average. 1667.

March 6
March 21
March 17
March 28
March 28
April 6
April 19
April 20
April 10
May 13

May 12

April 19
April 14
April 19
April 25
May 13

May 2
May 7

May 30
May 36

June 14
June 23

March 31
April 3
April 8

April 14
April 12
April 21
April 28
May 9

May 30
Junel

April 15
April 14
April 19
April 25
April 17
April 30
May 1

May 4
May 3
May 16
May 16

In the beginning of April nature showed no
signs of animation. Everything bore a winterly
aspect. The severe weather in March, with the
frequent heavy depositions of snow, partially

melted in the day time, but congealed by the
intense frost every night, pressed hard on the
rose-trees and laurels, which had been prema-
turely brought forward by the fine warm weather
in February. The check was so great many of
these trees were killed.

There was not the slightest dawn of spring
until the second week in April. The poplar
and the larch did not come into leaf till the
middle of the month. The damson was not in

blossom before the third week
; and it was the

last week of April ere the sycamore expanded its

leaves. This was later than ever before known.
But the progress of nature then made such

rapid strides that everything burst into life as if

by magic. The oak was in full leaf early in May

;

and the ash and the mulberry expanded their

foliage by the middle of the same month, or, at
least, a fortnight earlier than their average dates.

The short space of one mouth only sufficed to

accomplish what usually takes from eight to ten

that the winter interferes with our vital statis-

tics. The following table will demonstrate this

fact:

—

AoQual Mortality per Thousand of Population Twelve
Montha ending June 3i'th, 1867 (London, Birmingham,
Briatol, Manchester, Liverpool, Sheffield, Newcastle,
Salford, Hull, and Leeds).

Mean
1868. Temperature. Death Rate.

July 61° 2S-6*
August 58f° 30‘3*

September 54i° 28’1*

October 61°
November 42^°
December 11°

1867.

January 32|°
February 43°
March
April 48i° .

May 63i{° .

’
68f° .

•

i

1
;

:
.
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The high rate of mortality in Jannary was
owing to the intense frost. Even the cholera,

which carried off so many thousands of human
lives in Liverpool and London in July, August,
and September last, was not so destructive as to
bring up the general death-rate of the ten large

towns to the January standard. The Polar cur-

rents in the spring months are always very try-

ing. After the Tropical heat early in May, the
severe weather in the third and fourth week,
when the searching north-east winds blew with
great force, did not however materially disturb

the public health. At least fifteen per cent, of

the mortality in February was in consequence of

the cold in January. The moderate tempera-
ture in April had the efiect of reducing the
death-rate in that month, which was consider-

able in March from the inclemency of the wea-
ther; and notwithstanding the vicissitudes of
temperature, in May the ranges were compatible
with our endurance so far that the mortality was
lower than any other period of the year, June
excepted. Never was the death-rate so low
since registration began as in June 1867. We
had extreme heat at different periods of the
month, at other times cold winds and low tern-

perature ruled in our sea-girt island. Some-
times a range of 40“ was recorded in two or
three days. Whatever may be the atmospheric
changes, the mortality is not affected so long as

the temperature keeps within the limits above
defined.

The public health for the quarter just ended
has been very satisfactory. In the correspond-
ing quarter of 1866, Liverpool returned an
annual death-rate of 34 per 1,000 in one week,
35 per 1,000 each week in eight weeks, and 40
per 1,000 each week in four weeks. There was
no cholera in Liverpool last year until July, ex-

cepting in isolated cases. In the quarter now
terminated, the annual rate of mortality in

Liverpool did not reach 30 per 1,000 in any
week.

There is a decided improvement in the health
of all the ten large towns, with the exception of
the borough of Newcastle-on-Tyne, to which
place I shall refer before I close this inquiry.

The average death-rate in Edinburgh is about
25 per cent, more than in London, Birmingham,
Bristol, and Hull. The miserable abodes of the
people in the old town are much to be deplored.

The system of dividing the houses into flats, each
tier being occupied by a separate family, pre-
cludes a proper mode of drainage and ventila-

tion so essential to the promotion of health, and
should bo condemned and abolished.

Vital Statistics.

Death-rate per u4nnum per 1,000 of Population.

Quart«r endiog Quarter eodiug
June 29. 1867. Jane 30, 1866.

London 20'4 26'2

Liverpool 26'0 37'9

Manchester 27'6 30'2

Birmingham 19’8 24'6

Leeds 26'3 33'0

Sheffield 22 2 307
Bristol 21-0 25-3

Newcaatle-on-Tyne 27'3 28'6

Salford 25-0 30-4
Hall 22-3 247

Death-rate per Annum of the Ten large Towns,
irrespective of Classification.

1866. Quarter ending Juno 30 29‘1

1867. Quarter ending June 29 237

Decreasein 1867... 2*4

The mortality in Newcastle-on-Tyne is very
large. No wonder at it. The deficiencies in

ventilation, drainage, water-supply, and privy-

accommodation in thisdilapidated, over-crowded,

and ill-constructed old town, compel the struc-

tural alteration, wherever practicable, of such
places, and a large redaction in the number of

inmates, so as to bring them within the con-
tingencies needful for the maintenance of health.

New thoroughfares should be opened, so as to

admit light and ventilation, and proper and
sufficient conveniences for the observance of

sanitary law.

Of 55,366 people, or nearly one half of the
population within the borongh of Newcastle-
on-Tyne, whose dwellings were inspected in the
beginning of this year, one-eighth of these houses
had not, at the date of inspection, the means of
good ventilation. One-eighth of the houses
were without even water supply, either from the

water company or other legitimate sources.

One-fifth of the houses were without any privy

accommodation. The drainage of two-thirds of

the houses only was good
;
and of the remaining

third, more than a third or an eighth of the

whole number, were without any drainage. A \

member of the town cooncil of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, in a letter to me on this vital question,

says, “ It is our intention to begin the experi-

ment of building dwellings for the poor at once,
as till we provide accommodation for this people
we cannot turn them ont of their miserable
hovels.”

In towns, as London, Birmingham and Liver-

pool (where there are active medical officers),

manufacturers for non-consumption of smoke,
also persons responsible for bad drains, foul and
neglected ashpits, or for offences against the
Lodging-house Act, likewise purveyors of meat
or fish for exposing such for sale in a decomposed
state and unfit for human food, are summoned
before public court. They are disgraced and
fined. Their names and offences are published
in the newspapers for the information and pro-
tection of the pnblio, and in order to deter others
besides themselves from offending in the same
manner. By these precautions the health of

places having efficient officers has been, and will

continue to be, improved.
London, with its three millions of people, is

one of the healthiest of our large towns. The
drainage is good,—the water is excellent. Over-
crowding is prevented as far as practicable.

Nothing is permitted in any street within the
limits of the metropolis, nor in any yard, court,

or premises calculated to interfere with the
public health in the metropolitan boundaries,
but it is either removed immediately, or (if suf-

fered to remain) under risk of exposure, fine,

and disgrace to the responsible person. A fine

sturgeon was canght near Westminster Bridge
on the 11th of May. Thus far good for the
waters of Old Father Thames. The prohibition

of sewage passing through rivers in populous
places cannot be too strongly enforced.

The sanitary supervision of Liverpool has so

improved the health of that great seaport that
instead of being the largest in mortality, as
formerly, Liverpool now ranks among the healthy

of the ten great towns. As one proof of the
many important eftbrts made for the sanitary
improvement of Liverpool, I may mention that
the last great municipal project in this direction

is the conversion of middens into waterclosets,

with passage into the main street sewer
; one

half the coat of sneh conversion being at the
expense of owners of the property, and the re-

mainder home by the corporation.

In an article on the “ Town Death-rates in the
first three months of 1867,” the Builder says,
“ Birmingham is naturally one of the healthiest
towns in England, and there is little doubt bub
that with some sanitary activity to which leas

favoured towns have been stimulated, the death-
rate might be reduced nearly to the healthy
district standard.” The average mortality in

Vienna is something like 50 per cent, more than
in London.

Thomas L. Plant, F.M.S.

ARCHES.
“ Ut pendet eontinaoni fleiile, aic atabit contigunm

rigidum mveraara.”

I MUST premise that I make no pretension of

treating didactically upon the intricate subject

of the equilibration of arches. My object, in

this communication upon that theory, is to elicit

information, rather than to impart instruction.

Consulting a practical work, the other day,

containing two or three articles upon arches, I

was led to the consideration of working out
mathematically, instead of finding experimen-
tally, the weight required at each point of the
catenary to make it coincide with any other
carve equal to it in length; and, in thinking
upon this, there occurred to me, also, a simple
method of constructing an arch so as to support
any weight, on any part of it, less than that
which would actually crush the materials com-
posing it. Having in earlier days worked a
little, that I might not be quite dytw/x£rp»jroc,

—

“Scilicet ut posaem curve dignoacere rectum,”—

I have been able to arrive at some results

respecting the former of those propositions ; and
I give them here, because it may happen that,

in the working, some consideration may have
been omitted, or some error have crept in, which
may render them of but little practical use

;
and,

in this case, I hope that some scientific reader of
this journal will— thinking his time not un-
worthily occupied in so doing—contribute an
article upon the interesting subject which I have
taken, by way of correcting or extending mine,

which will be at once strictly accurate ant
practically useful.

The investigation of the latter proposition ii

added on account of the simple and pracbica
nature of the result obtained.
The equation to the catenary—that is, to th(

curve in which a heavy inextensible string, oi

a chain, of uniform density and thickness, hang:
when suspended from two given points,—is

y + c= r(e" + e

the origin being the lowest point of the curve.

The law of the vertical forces or weights whiol
must be applied to this curve that it may coin

oide exactly with another curve equal to it it

length has to be determined. Let the othe:

curve be the circle, and assume that the eaten
ary and the circle coincide and have a commoi
origin.

The equation to the circle, the origin being £

point on the circumference, is

y'‘=z al-

and the length of the catenary is

dy'

.dic,

1+ dx,

where C=so when the arc is measured from thi

origin; therefore

or, expressing it intrinsically, s= c tan rp, tan
^

dy
in this case being identical with — o:

Now, since the curves are assnmec

corresponds to the -r— with respect to the circle
dy

as the axis of y for the catenary corresponds t<

the axis of x for the circle.

Therefore, s c tan ip -

But s also represents the force or weight acting
vertically on the catenary, to make it coincide

exactly with the assumed carve
;

therefore,

_ y
is the pressure required at every point

X, y of the arch, that it may be in equilibrium
Now, suppose the values of s at a number ol

points on the curve to bo proportionally reprO'

sented by vertical lines, the locus of the equatioi

^ curve passing through tht

origin, and extending to infinity on both sides o:

it ; for y and s vanish with x, and if a: = a, OC
Thus each of the two lines s at the distance ie= c

is an asymptote to the curve represented by these

vertical lines at their extremities, as described.

From this result it is obtained that a circnlai

arch mast not be weighted at the crown ; that

the weight must increase continually towards
the springing

;
and that when the arch is a semi-

circle, the weight at the springing is infinite.

Suppose the curve of the arch to be equilibrated

be the parabola
;
then

s= c —
,

the equation to o
ol

similar curve, a parabola whose laius rectum is

For this curve, then, the result gives the

weight at the crown =o, and the weight variei

as xi.

By similar methods, the law o weights Ibl

other curves may be found.

Since s=-ii

log c + log log s + log 2,

from which equation, s and x being known, the

numerical value of the constant c may be
approximately found. The value of y, however,
in any case, can be found by actual experiment,

and then the exact value of c determined from

the equation c=
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In exatnining the resnlfc obtained for tho law
of the weights, it is seen that

i-T. r . dx 1 , _
s=sc— : therefore, expressing— ,

or .bvF,
<ly

^ ^ dy <p'{xy
^ ’

there is obtained for tho eqaation to the carve
assumed for tho arch

/
dx , V ~- = <l>{x) + C.

This suggests the method of dealing with the

proposition converse to that jnst considered,

—

that offinding the form of the curve of an arch for

a given locus of vertical forces.

I come now to the construction of an arch

having the property predicated in the latter of

the two propositions enunciated at the com-
mencement of this article.

Let ABDC he a circular arch; E, F, the middle
points of AQ, BD; then if the straight line EF,
joining the points E, F, do not cut the arc A B,

the arch ABDC will support any weight on any ;

point of it less than that rvhich xvould crush its

voussoirs.

Let the straight line EF touch the arc AB.
Now, suppose the figure inverted, and that a
heavy string of the length of the arc EP be
suspended at the points E and F, and weighted
so that it would hang in any two straight lines

j

then, since the straight line EP does not cut
the iutrados AB, neither of these straight lines

will cut it.

Again, neither of these straight lines will cut
the extrados CGD. For it may be shown that
the two straight lines EG, PG, drawn from the
points E, P, to G, the middle point of the arc CD,
are together greater than the arc EF, but less

than any other two straight lines drawn from
the same points E, F, to any other than the
middle point of the arc CD

;
and that the two I

straight lines drawn from the points E, F, to I

either extremity of the arc CD, as tho straight
lines ED, FD, are together greater than any 1

other two straight lines drawn from the same

'

points E, F, to any point whatever in the are

!

between its extremities C, D. Hence no two I

straight lines in which the string can hang will I

cut the extrados CD ; and it has been shown
that they cannot cot the intrados : therefore the
arch cannot be broken by any weight less than
that which would crush the materials composing
it.

From this theorem, then, tho construction of
a circular arch having the property predicated
may be determined

;
and the same construction

would most probably apply when the curve of'
the arch is any conic section whatever.

In deducing the results here given, tho effect
of friction has not been considered.

Camhridge. A. J. Tompkins.

THE PEENCH EXHIBITION.

The great ceremonial in honou*- of successful
exhibitors has taken place in Paris, and has been
recorded in one of those remarkable descriptive
articles that have made the Times, and its spe-
cial correspondent, famous in that direction. We
have no dispoaitiou to go into any particulars as
to the prizes just now. The undertaking com-
menced with a fraud on English artists (the ap-
propriation of theirdesign for an Exhibition build-
ing, and for the organization of the E.xbibition),
throughont its progress the English commis-
sioners have been fleeced, and slighted at every
opportunity, and it culminates in the greatest
possible injustice to English exhibitors. It seems
to us that the English jurors should be called
upon, if not for a defence of their proceedinos
at any rate for explanations,—bub of this another
time.

The contemporary we have already quoted,
in an eloquent leading article accompanying the
description referred to, says, and naturally,

—

“ The speech of the French Emperor is conceived in a
ppirit worthy of the occasion and the theme. Ho would be
justified in claiming for Prance an eminent position in
connexion with this great work. It is true that the Exhi-
bitioD, being universal and international, is the prodoc-
lion of alt nations. It is true that some of the most
important contribntions have been made by foreign exhi-
bitors. If some nations have in certain departments not
done themselves ju-tice, while every variety of French art
and industry is fully represented, it is no less true that in
many particulars foreigners have shown incomparable
originality and skill, and their labours are among the chief
iittractioiis of the Exhibition. But the impre>s of the
French mind t« on ike lehole. The disponition of the build-
tvg, the arra7igement, at once simple and scientifie, of ike
departments or clauses, the central court, ike girdle of
Teataurants. the surrounding park, with its wonderful build-
ings of all kinds, are undeniably French; and foreigners
have paid a tribute to the excellence of the conception
by tho readiness with which they have fallen in with
the conditions imposed, and the general acceptance
which these conditions find now that they are understood
and their principles appreciated. It is universally ad-
mitted that, though the building has no architectural
pretensions, yet, environed as it is without and tastefully
arranged within, the efiect is most pleasing, and that in
no building has it been easier to pass wkilker one tcishes and
to see Kkal one tci.Ac# to see. Perhaps no other shape and
disposition of building would have allowed such an im-
mense number of objects to be seen to equal advantage.Wo must do the French, then, the justice to say that

have by their taste and power of organization made
t ne Exhibition successful, and lhat the praises it receives
from every visitor are principally due to themselves.”

In troth, however, all this for which the
praise is being given is not due to themselves,
and does not belong to them. We have on more
than one occasion felt compelled to point out
that the plan as carried out by the French Com-
missioners, with its central garden, radiating
avenues, double classification, and so on, was
published in our pages, February 16th, 1861,
and that from that time to this, though no
French architect has ventured to claim to be the
dsisigner of the building erected, the obligation
to England has been resolutely denied. We re-
published the plans side by side in our volume
for 1865,* and showed that even where de-
partures had been made from the plan originally
given in the Builder, the desirability of these
departures had been pointed out in the letter-
press accompanying it. Prom first to last, wo
do not hesitate to reiterate, injustice has been
done to Englishmen,

LEICESTEE CASTLE.

^

The town of Leicester stands upon moderately
high ground, and on its western side is divided
by a narrow valley from the opposite elevations
of Glenfield and Brannstone. This valley gives
passage to the Soar, tho river of the connty,
which, flowing northwards, meanders through
the meadows of the Abbey of St. Mary de Pratis,
and thus before agriculture had drained these
lands, securely covered the western and northern
fronts of this very ancient and once well-fortified
place.

Down the western valley, but outside the
stream, and along the edge of the higher ground,
was carried a branch of the Fossway, or as some
think, the Possway itself, which thus, on its
passage from Bennoves or High-cross towards
Lincoln, left the old Eoman “Eatee Corita-
rorum,” known to us as Leicester, about a
furlong to its east.

Leicester, a town of British origin, was taken
possession of and fortified by the Romans. The
line of the wall, on the usual rectangular plan,
has been traced upon the north, south, and east
sides, the western defence being formed by the
river. There is, however, some donbt as to
whether the wall actually reached the water at
the south-west angle. If, as is supposed, the
fragment of Roman masonry known as the Jewry
wall was really a part of the town wall, it follows
that the wall was present on tho west side, and
there was a space between that defence and tho
river, and that the castle, which occupies the
south-west angle, was outside the town.

Leicester was also a town of great importance
among the Saxons, and was nearly central in the
kingdom of Mercia. It is mentioned in a Saxon
charter of 819, and is said to have given the title
of earl to Leofric, A.D. 716, to Algar in 838,
and to other Algars and other Leofrics, and to
Leofwin, the Saxon line ending with Earl
Edwin, who was slain in 1071. The town,
during the Danish interregnum, was one of the
five burghs; and the castle, like those of Tam-
worth and Tutbury, is said to have been either

• Tol. xxiii., p. 73S.

founded or restored by Ethelfreda in 913-14,
though for this solid evidence is wanting. Never-
theless, that Saxon Leicester was the seat of a
very important earldom is very certain, and tho
residence of the lords was most probably tho
castle.

The town and castle were placed by the
Conqueror in charge of Hugh de Grentmaisnil,
lord of the neighbouring honour and castle of
Hinkley, and whose son Yvo was vice-comes of
the county under Henry I. The actual property
of the Grenttnaisnils in Leicester, was one--
fonrth of the town

;
bub it does not appear how-

tbis and much of the other parts were acquired
by Robert Earl of ilellent, who became Earl of
Leicester, and died 1118, in possession of the
castlo and honour, “juxta et infra castellum’*
which may conveniently be rendered. “ Outside,
but just beneath the castlo wall,” was a col-

legiate church, of Saxon foundation, dedicated to
St. Mary. This Robert Bellomonb rebuilt and
enriched very considerably in 1103, and he is

thought also to have completed the castle.

Bobert Bossu, the second earl, took the part of'

Henry I. He also strengthened and enlarged,
the castlo. He was the founder of St. Mary de •

Pratis, outside tho town
; and, to endow this, he

diminished the ecclesiastical staff, and diverted
some of the lauds from his father’s foundation
by tho castle. He died 1167.

Robert Blanchmains, his son, the third earl,

married Petronilla, the heiress of the Grent-
maisnils, his predecessor at Leicester, and with
her obtained Hinkley and other possessions. He
also is reputed to have enlarged and strengthened
the castle, and his constable, Ankotel Mallory,

.

held it against Henry, the second lord, in 1175,
unsuccessfully. Both castle and town were
taken, the town wall was demolished, and, it is

said, between the north and east gates was never
rebuilt.

Robert Fitzparnell, the fourth earl, died child-
less in 1201, when Leicester Castle, and in 1206
the earldom, came to Simon de Montford, who
had married Amicia, his sister and coheir. Upon
the death at Evesham of their son Simon in
1264, and his attainder, the earldom and castle
were granted to Edmond, second son of Henry
III., Earl of Leicester and Lancaster, and the
castle has since descended with tho Lancaster
property, and is still a part of the duchy of that
name.

Henry, Earl of Lancaster and Leicester,
founded the Hospital of the Newark contiguous
to the castle in 1322, and the works were com-
pleted by Henry, his son, Duke of Lancaster, in
1354. The hospital contained four acres. It
reached the river, and covered tho castle on the
south side, and at this time one approach to the
castle is across the Newark, through its larger
and smaller gates.

The earls and dukes of Lancaster must have
restored the castle, as they resided here very
frequently, and with their usual display. When
John of Gaunt granted certain privileges to the
city in 1376, he reserved the castle and its mill,
and the rents and services of the castle court
and its office of porter. In the castle he enter-
tained Richard II. and his queen with great
splendour in 1390.

In 1114, when Henry V. held n Parliament in
tho Hall of the Grey Friars, he resided at tho
castle, and it was in the great hall of the castle
that was held the Parliament of 1425-6, the
Commons meeting in an apartment below ib^
which, however, could scarcely be the case as-
regards the existing hall, which is on the ground
level.

Henry VI. was here in 1426, and in 1411 the
castle and honour were included in his marriage
settlement. In 1150 a third Parliament was
held at Leicester, but whether in the castle hall
is not recorded. Edward IV. was here in 1463
and 1461, but from this period the castle seems
to have been neglected, and to have fallen into-
greab decay.

Leland, who visited Leicester about 1512,
says,-

—‘‘Tho castelle stonding nero the west
bridge is at this tyme a thing of small estimation,
and there is no apparaunce other [either] of
high waulles or dykes. So that I think that the
lodginges that now be there were made sins the
tyme of the Barons’ war in Henry HI. tyrae,
aud great likelyhood there is that the castelle
was much defaced in Henry IL tyme, when the
waulles of Liercester wero defacid.” ([tin. i.,

p. 16.)

Speed gives a rough perspective view of the
castle and town, which, however, is very indis-
tinct as regards the foroii'r. In 1633 Mr. Herrick,
of Beauniinor, was directed by tlio king to rc-

a
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move the ruinous parts and sell their material
;

to repair the castle house, which contained the

records of the Honour of Laticaster, and to pre-

serve the vault and stairs leading to if,, for the

use of the keep of the castle. Upon this an in-

quisition was taken in 1633-'I', and the value

recorded of the materials, “ excepting the

Sessions Hall and the vault under the old castle,

and the stairs leading to it.” This inquisition

gives several details, chiefly of parts now re-

moved; and mentions as to be repaired “John
of Groat’s kitchen, divers outhouses belonging

to the Great Sessions Hall, and the ruinous

pieces at the south end of the same hall
;
also

the south gate, and the wall from this gate to

the Soar, which divides the castle from the

Newark ; also a wall next the porch of the
church.”

In the civil wars the castle was held for the

king. It then fell to the Parliament; was re-

taken by the king in 1645, and finally yielded

to the Parliament after Naseby. In these strug-

gles the south gate was destroyed. This is sup-

posed to be a gate placed due south, aud there-

fore outside the mound, or between it aud the
river.

In 1781, Mr. Rogers Ruding had a lease of
the premises from the duchy, which specifies

the south gate, probably that remaining towards
the Newark, the castle house, several tenements,
the monnt, and the appendages to the castle,

and stipulates for the holding of sessions in the
great hall.

The castle stands at the south-western angle
of the town, upon ground close to, and about
20 fc. above, the right bauk of the Soar, the
three channels of which unite below the castle.

T’he nearest of these streams is the leat which
supplied the castle mill, and does still supply its

modfiji representative. From the line of the
castle wall the ground slopes rapidly, and termi-
nates in a strip of level laud that forms the
margin of the mill leat.

The castle seems to have been composed of a
mound on its south-west quarter; a hull and
other buildings on the west or river front

;
the

church of St. Mary, opposite to the hall
;
and on

the east side, a gatehouse between the church
and the mound

;
aud, rather east of both,'

another gatehouse close north of the church,
and a wall which runs behind the church, aud
forms a part of the eastern boundary of its

churchyard. There is also the mill which, though
modern, covers the ancient site.

The area within which these remains are in-

cluded is known as “ The Castle View.” This
evidently represents the precinct of tlie Norman,
and probably of the Saxon castle, aud has been
preserved as a distinct and, in part, extra-paro-
chial district, vested in the duchy of Tjaiicaster.

The Castle View is nearly square, and may in-

clude four or possibly five acres. In 1861 it was
returned as The Liberty of the Castle View,”
and contained 29 houses and 131 persons. The
boundaries are the line of the ancient wall, or
nearly so. On the south they divide the castle
from the Newark, just including the mound. On
the east they take the line from the present
gatehouse, by the old wall, and thence by the
edge of the road down to the mill, including
the house and garden attached to the Sessions
House. The ditch is everywhere filled up.

This line includes St. Mary’s, which was once
the collegiate church or chapel of the castle. If
it be that the castle was enlarged by Robert
Bossu, it is probable that the older defence just
excluded the church, and took the line of the
present upper gatehouse, cutting off the church-
yard and chuicb, and placing the latter “juxfa
ct ivjra ” the castle wall. St. Mary's was made
parochial in 14D0, the rest of the View remain-
ing extra-parochial, aud it is not impossible that
tliis was a restoration to the church of its eccle-
siastical position before it was included within
ihe military precinct.

The mound, though broad, is less lofty than is

usual in the more important Saxon castles. It
is about 30 ft. high and iJO ft. diameter upon
its circular top, which is quite flat, without a
trace of old building upou it. It has no ditch,
and is connected with no ancient wall

; so that,
though probably within the ancient cnainie, it

may, as at Warwick and Taraworth, have formed
only a part of it.

The hall formed a part of the castle building,
or castle proper. It is an oblong structure,
about 60 ft. north and south by 25 ft. east and
west, with gables at either end, aud an open high-
pitched roof. Since 1633, aud perhaps earlier,

)t has been used for judicial puiitoacs, aud
divided into three parts—- civil and criminal

court, and between them an entrance lobby, and
above it a grand jury-room. • To enlarge the
courts, tbe east wall has been removed, and .n

building added on that side, so that the hall is

much mutilated. Its cider parts also are
concealed by panelling aud partition - walls.
The original south gable remains. In it are
two round-headed windows, resting upon a
string-conrse, or set off in the wall, marked by a
plain chamfered moulding. The windows are
small and plain, and the recesses have but little

splay. These are flanked by two slender de-
tached octagonal shafts, possibly replacing cylin-
drical ones, and the heads of each recess is sur-
rounded by a single bold band of chevron mould-
ing. There is a third and small window above,
near the apex of the gable, with a recess of
about 2 ft. opening, all quite plain. Below is a
small Norman door, but apparently a very recent
insertion. It may, however, represent a way
into the kitchen, which was at this end.

Tbe opposite or north end wall, forming the
side of the civil conrt, appears also to be old,

but is so plastered and pointed as to be in-

scrutable. It contains a large round • headed
window, probably a modern insertion.

On the west side of the hall, between it and
the river, is a sort of aisle, the base of which is

old, and the wall flanked at each end by a but-
tress, probably of Decorated date. In drawings
of the last oentnry this building is shown as an
aisle or lean-to, but it has been raised, and now
forms a judge’s retiring • room behind each
court, and a staircase between them. In the
basement are ofilces. This building contains one
original window near the south end, flat pointed,
with plain jambs, and a head adorned by a single
chevron band. The jambs have been renewed in

brick.

The hall-floor is on the ground level, but it has
been largely excavated, and now contains a num-
ber of cells and vaulted passages to them beneath
the court. These excavations show nothing
ancient.

Until recently there were some small inferior

buildings at the south end cf the court. These
are |now replaced by 'a barristers’ room. The
kitchen stood here till 171 5,when it was removed.
A modern building, north of the hall, no doubt

represents the principal apartments of the old
castle. It is said that a vault is still to be seen
in this direction, but the premises are private.

Here was the Castle House of the seventeenth
century, and if there was a Norman keep it must
have been here. There is or was a vaulted
cellar of considerable size on the side towards
the mount. Possibly it may remain beneath
some cottages there standing.
The Gate House towards the Newark, opens

from the castle, its front being outwards. It is

small, having a pnrtal passage and two lodges,

and on the upper floor, now a ruin, a portcullis

chamber, and two other rooms. Its arches are
four-centred. It has the broad hollow moulding
of the Perpendicular period, and a square port-

cullis groove behind the outer entrance. The
arch opening inwards was closed by a gate only.

The central part of the portal was boarded over.

The structure is good Perpendicular, the work,
no doubt, of the Earl of Lancaster.

The upper or north gate-house is framed of

timber, and probably of Tudor date. It stands
close north of the west end of the church, with
which it was, until recently, connected by cer-

tain timber houses, used by the prebendaries.
These have been in part pulled down.

Parts of the church are Norman, and the north
aisle seems of the date of the hall of tbe castle,

and, therefore, a part of the work of Robert
Bossu. There is a small door in the west wall of
the aisle, that may very well have opened from
the base conrt.

Should the courts of the county of Leicester
ever bo lodged in a more central or more con-
venienb building, it is to be hoped that the castle

hall will be divested of its unseemly addi-

tions, and restored to its original dimension and
pattern, when, probably, some correct informa-
tion would be discovered as to the vaults and
foundations of the buildings of the eleventh
century.

Leicester Castle, mutilated as are its remains,
is yet a good example of the Norman practice of
placing the castle proper on the level ground,
and treating the mound as a part of the external
defences. C.

The New Standard Theatre.—The first

stone of the new theatre upon the site of the
Standard Theatre, burnt in October last, was laid

on the 3rd inst.

OLD MACHAR CATHEDRAL IN SCOT-
LAND: PROPOSED RESTORATION.

The proposal to restore the ancient cathedral
of St. Macliar, as far as is now possible, to some-
thing like its original grandeur, has called forth
considerable interest in Aberdeen and the north,

of Scotland. For some time the proposed resto-
ration was in danger of being allowed to go to
sleep

;
bub now, seeing that an arrangement has

been arrived at between the heritors of the
parish and the voluntary subscribers, there is

every prospect of tbe scheme being proceeded
with. Mr. Scott, of London, was selected to
report on the subject ; and, along with Mr.
Matthews, he went over the buildings some
weeks ago. After a careful and minute exami-
nation, Mr. Scott has just given in his report,
which enters at great length into the history of
the fabric, and gives suggestions for its restora-
tion.

The first step, he suggests, is to clear the
building, not only of its galleries and sittings,

but of every portion of the internal casing of
lath and plaster, by which its walls have been
encrusted. Then, and not till then, can the
interior be seen to he what it has really been,
and can judge with accuracy how to deal with it.

At present, it can only be said that all the
ancient stonework, whether pillars, arches,
windows, or doorways, must be cleaned and re-

paired, but without the touch of an iron tool or
chisel. The intermediate surfaces, which have
been always plastered, must remain so. The
Triforium must be restored to its original form,
the deal frames and canvas filling-in being re-

moved, and the whole, in fact, brought, as nearly
as may be discovered, into its original state.

There can he no doubt, he thinks, of the
desirableness of the introduction of stained glass.

EDINBURGH.

All Saints', Brougham-street .— This ohurch,
which is erected as an auxiliary to the large and
fashionable congregation of St. John’s, for the
purpose of accommodating the poorer classes of
the district, was consecrated by the coadjutor
bishop of the diocese, on Wednesday, the 19th
inst. The design of the building was prepared
by Mr. Robert Anderson, architect, and is of the
thirteenth century Gothic style, and consists of
nave, with aisles and clearstory, transepts, and
apsidal choir. The west end is incomplete, for

want of funds, but when finished, it will com-
prise a cloister, baptistery, and tower. The upper
part of the west gable is pierced by a wheel
window ; the aisles are lighted by coupled
lancets; the clearstory by single lancets; the
transepts have windows of two lights, with a
single multifoil at the head

;
and the chancel

has plain single lights, without tracery or raul-

lions. The whole treatment of the exterior is

simple and severe, being devoid of ornament,
and the architect has sought bis principal effect

in the interior
;

the most notable features of
Avhich are red-coloured stone columns dividing

the aisles (the caps of which are still in the
rough), and the roof, which is of open timber,
plastered between the rafters. Three of the
windows in the chancel have been filled with
stained glass, by Weale, of Newcastle. The
building is very awkwardly placed at an angle
with Brougbam-street, and as this does not ap-
pear to bo necessitated by the form of the
ground, it may possibly arise from an ultra

orthodox notion of Orientalism
; be this as it

may, tbe effect is very unpleasing. Mr. Ander-
son has conscientiously sought after truthful-

ness, and has not aimed at too much where little

was at his disposal. The masonry struck us as
being defective, a fault nob common in this city.

Hope ParJi United Preshyterian Church .—This
church is in the Lombardic style, and exhibits at

the west end a low-pitched gable, with a cross

at the apex, a wheel-window, and a round arched
door under a pediment, divided into two square-
headed openings. At each side of the door are
small coupled round-arched windows, and part
of the gable to the south is marked off by a but-

tress and pinnacle into a quasi aisle. A tower
is placed at the north-west angle, which rises up
plain and unadorned for about 100 ft., where
there is a cornice, and above this is a two-light

window with circular piercing at top. The four

sides of the tower are finished by gables, and
a high-pitched slated roof with an iron finial.

The side elevations consist of three gables, each

with wheel-windows above, and coupled round
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arched windows below them. There is a hall
or schoolroom situated in a sunk basement.
Why this arrangement was adopted we cannot
conceire, as the foundation was quite suIBcient
without getting below the street level, and the
edifice has a painfully depressed look, which
might have been obviated by placing the whole
structure above ground. The situation is a very
fine one, and occupying a conspicuous position
at the east end of the meadows, so that it is seen
from a great distance

j but we cannot say it
holds its place worthily. It is one of the least
successful efforts of the architects, Messrs. Peddie
& Kinnear, and contrasts very unfavourably
with the adjoining church of St. Peter, the spire
of which dominates over it in a manner call-

to mind Landseer’s well-known picture of
Dignity and Impudence.” The side elevations,

too, are disagreeably suggestiveof railway-sheds
upon the ridge-and-furrow principles. The in-
terior is fitted up with galleries in a plain and
commonplace manner.
The same gentlemen are architects for new

offices in George-street, for the Crown Insurance
Company. The elevation is of three bays and
four stories. The ground-floor has three similar
arched openings, with piers between

j one of
these is to serve as the doorway, but has no
listinctive feature to mark it as such. This
floor is separated from that above it by a moulded
Jornice, with double consoles at the head of the
Diers. The windows of the first-floor are also
•ound-headed, and a plain moulding rnns, with-
)ut break, from sill to key-stone. The third
itory has square-headed windows, with moulded
irehibrave and cornice, and the fourth has
iquaro windows with panels between, the wall-
lead being finished with regulation cornice. Tbe
ront is made to project considerably beyond the
me of street front, which makes it conspicuous,
ind gives some additional accommodation

;
but

he result is very detrimental to the general
ffeot of this fine street, which depends greatly
ipon its breadth and continuity.
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visitor can step into the rooms containio" the
collection.'’.

There is another entrance to this floor through
tho vestibule, from which a view can be had of
the whole of tho main wing, glass doors beine
placed between all tho room.s.

_

Tho principal staircase is of stone, and is
situated on the park-side of the ve-tibule

; it is
so arranged tliat the visitor can pass into the
basement floor, under the centre of this stair-
case by a door corresponding to that on tho
double staircase

5 entrance to this floor is, there-
fore, always possible from the park side. With
the exception of the central rooms, the vestibule
and. the staircase, all the rooms are vaulted. The
ceilings of the central rooms and of the vesti-
bule are constructed of wood and covered with
stucco. The floor is throughout of marble

THE MUSEUM IN GOTHA.

jreui- xoO'i ID WaS
etermined to remove all the art collections I

former occupying a superficial are;
'om the ducal castle of Friedenstein at Gotha sfliiare feet, the latter 536 square feet,
ito a single building to be constructed espe- Space has also been reserred for apartments
ally for this purpose. Mr. Franz Neumann, 1'^® ^.ttendants

; two rooms right and left of
rchitect to the Duke of Coburg and to H.R.H /-•uBinoto a— .v,.

rince Augustus of Saxe-Coburg Gotha, was com
iiaainno^ fr. ...1 ^ . i. _ i ri j • .

The museum was to contain the following-
collections, and the plans were drawn up accord-
ingly A picture gallery, a collection of plaster
caste, a collection of engravings, a collection of
Chinese objects, a general collection of objects of
art, and many other collections illustrative of
zoology, mineralogy, conchology, entomology, &c.
It was also requisite to provide rooms for the
officers of the museum, workshops for the repairs
of the collections, store-rooms, &c.

In order to diminish the cost it was thought
advisable to build the museum in three stories,
so as to avoid an extensive ground-plan. This
was the more difficult as some of the collections
required a large surface of floor, and others a
large surface of wall space

; and in the latter
case, as a matter of course, objects can only be
exhibited at a certain height.
The superficial area required for each collection

j

mosaic,
was fixed before band, and the architect was

j

Uppci- Floor.

terminates here in .

-of
:

rf oS

owing onjeccs
. skylight m the centre. It is 47 fc. in height.

The Pln-p
room will be decorated with frescoes irihe Basement Plan.

|

the dome and on the walls, the leading idea
Tbe basement of the left wing has a super- 1

commemorate, by means of pictures,
ficial area of 4,409 square feet, and contains the 1 .

tl'S’crmt Sovereigns of the country, and the
collection of plaster oasts. The rooms on this

events in its hibtory.

floor are of different heights, owing, as men-
1

^he picture galleries ere situated on the right
tinned, to the slope of the ground on which the '

? hiatorical room, and are lighted
museum is built; and this fact has been taken I

'^h®? contain together a superlicial
advantage of to exhibit on this floor the more or -

square feet, and a wall space
less lofty objects in the museum.

|

suitable for hanging pictures, of 10,836 square
The system of separate recesses, formed by I

large circular openings, has also been adopted
j ,

general collection of objects of art is

By this arrangement it is possible to divide the
round the picture galleries in the left

...r ...... wing, and m the recesses of the main building:
It occupies about 4,480 square feet.
The Chinese collection, occupying 2,323 square

feet, and the collection of engravings with 1,015
sqnare feet, are placed in the same manner in
the right wing. On the right side of the prin-
cipal staircase there is a room for the director

jand on the left side there is a similar one for
the attendant.
The recesses on this floor are vaulted. The

ceilings are of wood, stuccoed. The floors are

W...U.U1 opouiHgB, nas also Deen adopted.
By this arrangement it is possible to divide the
different objects into their several classes, and
yet to allow tbe collections to be viewed as a
whole.

_

The windows at the back of the recesses for
lighting tho store-rooms have been placed close
to the ceiling, so that there is an available wall-
space of about 8 fc. below the windows.
The arrangement of the right wing has been
Tried out on the Ramo

u* Lilts Wing nas oeen
earned out on the same principle. Here are

In the beginning of the year 1864 it was t-^® collections of minerals and woods,—
jtermmed to remove all the art collections I

the former occupying a superficial area of 2,119
'lof iTin coc p- I

—...£,.iouL.o Wi uaAt:-v./UUUrg VrUDUa,WaB 00111-
lissioned to prepare plans forthebuilding. Other
“chitects also sent in designs, but those of Mr.
euniann were adopted. The ducal Government
itrusted him with the entire superintendence of
I© building, and the work was to be carried out
1 his sole responsibility.

A site, near the kitchen-garden of the castle,
as selected by the architect, with the Duke of
oburg’s approval, and the building was com-
enced on the Ist of July, 1864.
It is necessary here to describe the site, as it
msiderably influenced the design, and the
•chiteot endeavoured to adapt the plan of the
•oposed building to the formation of tbe
•ound.

The Castle of Friedenstein stands on slightly
sing ground, formed partly by Nature and
irtly by art, and thus commands an extensive
ew over the surrounding country. A terraced
irden surrounds the castle. The road to
iiiuhardtsbrunn lies on the first level abont
lO ft. from the castle, and is bounded on one side
’ tho park and on the other by the ancient and
Ddern buildings of the castle. In the centre
the space before the castle, and 31 ft. below
there was a plateau, which was used as a

ie. The kitchen-garden was in A direct line
tb the centre of the castle, and 47 ft. below it.
lere was thus a difference of level between the
3e and the kitchen-garden of about 16 ft.*
The architect has extended the plateau of the
te ride towards the kitchen-garden, and on
is new ground the museum was commenced
rallel with and midway between the towers of
e Castle of Friedenstein.
Tho difficult problem of the difference of level
tween the museum and the park was thus
ppily solved by means of terraces. By taking
vantage of this difference of level, the architect
13 enabled to build rooms of different heights on
e ground-floor, which greatly diminished the
it of the building.

— L..L. luuiuo I iguD Huu leic 01
the cabinets for the servants

; two rooms for the
restaurant; and four warming chambers, imme-
diately below which space is reserved for fuel.
Next to these are the stores of fuel and other
necessaries required for the house.
Tbe public gain access to all the collections

by tbe principal entrance on the park side, which
Id oonnPolpH tV.o i j . . , . . .

of oak parquetry.
Turning now to the exterior of the building,

the front is, of course, opposite the castle. The
steps leading to the museum rest on a perron
five steps high, and two lions to be cast in
bronze will decorate the pedestals. An allego-
rical figure of Germany will be placed in the
centre of the steps, and two other figures, re-
presenting History and Architecture, will deco-
rate the colonnade of this floor.
The top of the colonnade will be embelHshed

’ Throughout this account, and in the illustrationa, the
Ilia toot 18 used. The Gotha foot ia equal to 0'2831 of
inch metre.

LiiD ^..1 euwance on tue part side, which
— connected with the next floor by a double stair-

'»*'» uo emuejusne
case. There are also two stone winding stair- 1

the centre, having tw
cases leading to the roof, at the opposite ends of i

»'ampant for supporters. On each side c

the main wiug; but these are only for the nse I

there will be a vase aud a group c

of the staff of the museum. It should be noticed I

the groups representing Sculptur
here that the whole of this floor is vaulted the i

the other Mineralogy au'
treads and risers of the stairs are of stone, ' and i

the rooms are warmed by means of stoves. All I

taken to find a good foundatio:
the rooms containing the collections are paved

|

building, and every part bus been curriei
with stone : the store-rooms are paved with

I

told, in the most durable material
tiles.

j

The front is built of tooled stone and brick, am
The rooms on the two upper floors are warmed I

is covered with blue-black slates wit]
by means of hot water. I

fastenings.

The whole building is 265 ft. (Gotha) long
The Ground Floor. :

and 120 ft. wide in the centre, without thi

rp, -
. , !

portico or colonnade
; the ends are 85 ft wide

s”Pwfi- 'I’he dome in the centre is 106 ft. in height to tinoial area of 4,976 square feet, aro deroted to oommencement of the lightning conductor Tht

OTd7r tn nrnt
ooeers a Boperficial area of aboutorder to protect it from the direct rays of the 24,000 square feet.

Gt1r> QTIM fhlio otTraCrl C C U1 _ a _ .1 . . ^
piuLcuK lb Moni me uirecD rays ot the

sun, and thus avoid, if possible, the destruction
of the specimens by moth. There will be quite
sufficient light, as all the windows are planned
on a large scale, and the circular openings in
the middle walls are of large size. The birds
will be exhibited in the left wing round the
mammalia. This collection will occupy a super-
ficial area of 3,600 square feet. In the same
manner the space round the mammalia in the
right wing will be devoted to tbe collections of
corals and skeletons, occupying 1.508 square
feet

; reptiles, 582 square feet
; studies of horses,

361 square feet; and conchology, 1,148 square
feet. The beetles and butterflies are placed
right and left of the entrance-hail, occupying
513 square feet. Near the grand staircase there
is one room for tbe director and another for the
superintendent of the museum.

This floor is reached from the outside by a
flight of steps, which lead through an open
colonnade of columns to the portico, whence the

Both difficulty and delay have been experi.
enced in getting the building raateiiula. Th«
collections cannot therefore be moved into thf
museum until the year 1868.
The final completion of the museum, however

depends on the internal decorations, which
especially in some of the rooms must take years
to finish.

The cost of the building, without taking into
account any special internal decorations and
fittings, will, it is thonght, in consequence ot
the difficulty in obtaining the materials, amount

,
to more than 200,000 thalers (about 30,0001), as
the alteration of the surrounding ground and
part of the park ia included in the external com-
pletion of the building.

It ia a cause of much satisfaction to us that
we have been enabled to place before our readers
illustrations and particulara of this interesting
work, due to the liberality and wisdom of the
.Duke of Saxe-Coburg Gotha.
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J^Lddp^

A. Balcony.
B. Objects of Art.

C. Historical collection.

D. Staircase and landing.

E. Attendant’s room.
F. Director’s room.

G. Chinese collection.

H. Objects of art.

I. Oil paintings.

. Copper • plate
gravinga.

Ej^ndtlo fL^W

A. Entrance steps.

B. Colonnade.
C. Outer ball.

D. Testibule.

E. Principal staircase.

F. Butterllies.

G. Beetles.

H. Birds.

I. Corals, skeletons.

J. Reptiles.

K. Birds.

L. Mammalia.

M. Horses.
N. Shelia.

O. Superintendent’s room.

P. Director’s room.

A. Depot.
B. Corridor.

C. Entrance.

D. To pictures.

E. To statues.

F. To servants’ rooms.

G. Warming apparatus.

I. Restaurant, Ac.

J. Collection of woods.

K. Minerals.
L. and H. Sculptnrc gallery.

M. Minerals.

5c/^L^: nf
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COMPETITIONS.

Bristol Assize Courts.—The committee adver-
tised for designs for “ altering the present Grnild-

hall BO as to afford more accommodation for the
transaction of public business, with better light

and ventilation; and also for the erection of a
second court, for the purpose of civil business,

on ground the property of the Corporation,
adjacent to the Guildhall.” Three premiums
were offered : For the best plan, 100 guineas

;

for the second best, 50 guineas; for the third
beet, 25 guineas

; and competitors were given to

understand, that in selecting the plans for pre-
miums, the cost of the proposed buildings and
alterations would form an important considera-
tion. In reply to this invitation, ten designs
were sent in, and these having been referred to
Mr. Street, he reported, as entitled to the first

prize, the plan with the motto " Usui civium
decori urhium

"

(the work of Messrs. Pope &
Bindon)

;
the second prize he awarded to the

plan with the motto “ Quis," sent in by Messrs.
E. Godwin & Crisp

j
the third prize, to the design

, with the motto “Dos d Dos,” by Mr. C. F. Han-
som. In Messrs. Pope & Biudon’s design, the
style of architecture is intended to be that of the
period in which Colston’s House was originally
erected. It shows the present Assize Court en-

; larged to 70 ft. in length, and 12 ft. higher than
at present, and that the new civil court shall be
'60 ft. long and 34 ft. wide. It is to be placed
'between the present court and Small-street, with
! ranges of large windows on both sides. The
•judges, by this plan, enter on the Broad-street
iside, passing along the present corridor and gain-
ling access to their respective courts through
Itheir private rooms, which are so arranged that
Ithey can obtain interviews with each other per-
;fectly free from any interruption. There is a
idistinct entrance for the barristers and attorneys,
;with a corridor on the Small-street side, and the
cconsulting and robing rooms, &c., are conveni-
lently arranged. The jurymen and witnesses
ihave also a distinct entrance on the Smali-street
ieideinto a corridor commanding both courts, im-
imediately between their several rooms and the
(Courts. There are also separate rooms for male
oand female T^itnesses, with lavatories, &c. The
^design is so arranged as to preserve the remains
of Colston’s House (now used as the Times and
Mirror printing offices), the large hall being
made available as a vestibule.

The Nottingham Mechanics' Institution.—There
effere twenty-four sets of drawings sent in to the
committee of this Institution. At first, five of
jchese plans were selected

; afterwards that num-
e^er was reduced to three, viz., those of Mr. T.
iSimpson, Messrs. Clarke & Son, and Mr. E. C.
idutton. On further voting taking place, Mr.
idimpson’s plan, we understand, was selected as
ifhe best, and he will therefore be entitled to the
L'iOl. premium. A local paper says,—“ It is
.stated, though we cannot vouch for the accuracy
F'f the report, that the three sets of plans will be
laierged into one.” A note on this competition
p^ppeared in our last.

! The Gateshead Town-hall.—Friends of some of
ithe competitors are writing long notices in the
XDcal Observer, well -calculated to perplex the
nommittee. It is to be hoped they have called
I p proper professional advice.

ARCHITECTUEAL SOCIETIES.

I Lincoln.—The annual meetings and excur-
otons of this society have taken place, and
attracted a numerous gathering, at Grantham, of
etergymen and laymen interested in archceology.
hthe weather was unfavourable nearly all the
rsrst day, and it was not until late in the after-
Dcoon when the last two churches were visited
amt the rain entirely ceased. At half-past nine
leie proceedings commenced with divine service
. •, the western end of the church, which is

^sjarded off from the part where the restorations
re-e being actively carried on. A sermon, appro-
'is*iate to the occasion, was preached by the
mmdeu lecturer, the Eev. C. Smith. Imme-
alately afterwards the Yen. Archdeacon Trollope,
e^e hon. secretary, commenced an elaborate
ioecriptiou of the principal architectural features
f the church of St. Wolfran, Grantham, for
hihich purpose he stood about fifty yards before
e.e western front, but it rained so heavily
atat he soon desisted, and gave the rest of
i 8 remarks within the building. The ex-
Irersion started from the church in a caval-
dede of twenty vehicles. The party num-

bered nearly 120, and included about a score of
ladies. The excursion was more than usually
popular, perhaps owing to the fact that it in-
cluded a two hours’ detention at Belvoir Castle.
But it was also interesting for the fine array of
beautiful churches which were visited, all of
which were described by the venerable secre-
tary, in what we might term a series of object
lectures on ancient and modern architecture.
The places visited were Harlaxton, Lenton,
Belvoir Castle, Woolsthorpe, Muston, Sedge-
brooke, and Barrowby; and the evening meeting
was held in the Exchange-hall, Grantham,
under the presidency of the Bishop of Lincoln.
The proceedings commenced by an address
from the town council to the members of the
society being read by the town clerk, expressive
of the gratification of the burgesses at the visit
of the society, and their desire to give them a
hearty welcome and show them every attention
in their power. The Yen. Archdeacon Trollope,
the secretary of the society, read the reply of
the members, which in very courteous terms
reciprocated the good feeling which had been
manifested to them, and alluded to the objects
of interest in the ancient borough. Mr. Trollope
next read a paper on “ The proper Treatment of
Stained Glass Windows ” in churches, and the
Eev. B. Street one On the ancient Buildings of
Grantham.” On the following day an excursion
was made to Manthorpe, Belton, Syston, Bark-
ston, Honington, Carlton, Normanton, and other
places.

Worcester.—The members of the Worcester-
shire Architectural Society have had an excur-

The whole of the works are being carried out
from the designs, and under the superintendence,
of Mr. J. W. Hopkins, architect. The contractor
for the mason-work was Mr. Forsyth, at whose
stone and marble mills all the stone was carved
and prepared, Mr. P. Nicholson, builder, having
erected the building; Mr. John Bulmer, brick-
work; Mr. Brush, wrought-iron girders; Mr.
Melville, carpenter’s and joiner's work; Messrs.
Prowse, Brothers, galvanized iron work and roof-
ing; Mr. Millen, painting and glazing; Mr.
M'Kenna, plumbing; Messrs. E. Mitchell & Co.,
steam-heating; and Messrs. Aitkin & Morrison,
plastering.

The Merchants’ Bank, forming the corner of
the Place d’Armes and Notre Dame-street, has
been erected from designs by the same architect.
It has a frontage on the Place d’Armes of 35 ft.

6 in., and on Notre Dame-street of 72 ft. 6 in.
The building is of Ohio sandstone from the level
of the plinth to the top of the enriched frieze of
the main cornice. The height from the street
to the top of the cornice is 67 ft. The main
entrance is on the semicircular corner forming
the angle of the two streets. The bauking-room
is 38 ft. by 32 ft., and 18 ft. high. The walls
are panelled in scagliola, in imitation of various
marbles, and the ceiling is frescoed.

St. Paul’s Church, at the corner of Dorchester
and St. Monique streets, is still in progress. The
design (Early English) was selected in a limited
competition, Messrs. Lawford & Nelson being
the architects. Mr. Lawford is since dead, but
the work is being carried out under the superin-
tendence of Mr. J. W. Hopkins and Mr. James

sion to Feckenham, Hanbury, and Hadzor, a
|

Nelson, his associates in the profession. The
district containing some interesting old man-

j

church will seat 1,000 persons, and there are no
siong. The party went by train to Droitwieb,

j

galleries. The plan is cruciform, and the nave
and thence to Merehall,_ Stock and Bradly, to

[

is 102 ft. by 59 ft., transepts 45 ft. 7 in. wide,
Feckenham. By invitation they had luncheon 1 with projection from the nave 16 ft. 7 in. The
with Mr. Yernon, M.P., at Hanbury Hall, and

[

side walls in the body of the building are 24 ft.
thence to Hadsor. Returning to Droitwich some

|

3 in. high, and from floor to apex of roof (an
of the party took tea at the Royal Hotel, and

;

open-timbered one) 58 ft. The walls, to the
others at^ the residence of the Rev. W. Lea

|

level of the base, will be of Montreal limestone,
(St. Peter’s), in theneighbourhood of which they

i

The superstructure will be faced with similar
inspected extraordinary cracks or crevices iu the

j

material in their courses, having the natural
land, occasioned by the subsidence of the soil ;

' surface of the stone exposed to view. The
and from nine to ten o’clock the party arrived at ,

weatherings, quoins, pinnacles, and all the orna-
Worcester by coach and rail. mental portions of the work will be of Ohio

stone. The roof will be covered with slate from
the Melbourne quarries. The windows will be
filled with stained glass of a comparatively plain
pattern. The walls are already up to the ground
level. The total expenditure, exclusive of the
cost of the ground, will be about 48,000 dollars.

The annual general meeting of this society was
j

The contractors are:—for the masonry, Mr.
heldon Monday, 24th ult., at the Council Chamber,

i

F- Nicholson; carpentry, Messrs. Wright &
Royal^ Institution, at which the report of the

j

Hutchison
;
plastering, Messrs. Phillips & Wand

;
council on the business transacted during the

j

painting, Mr. Henry Millen
; stained glass, Mr.

past year was read, the most important points
!

J. C. Spence
;
roofing, &c., Mr. G. W. Reed

;

being the action of the society in regard to the
j

ironwork, Messrs. Rogers & King; plumbing*
principles to be observed in building contracts, Mr. Robt. Mitchell.
the method of taking out quantities in such a| St. Patrick’s Hall is also in progress. The
manner as to ensure uniformity of practice, and I

building will have a frontage of 140 ft. on
taken by the society iu conjunction Yictoria-square, and 100 ft. on Craig-street and

MANCHESTER SOCIETY OP
ARCHITECTS.

with the corporation in drawing up their
building bye-laws that have now come into
force. The president (J. Holden) and vice-
president (J. Charlesworth) retire from office, in
accordance with the rales, and the meeting
elected the following gentlemen to the council
for the ensuing year -.—Messrs. W. R. Corson
(president), J. Stevens (vice-president), W. H.
Brakspear, C. Clegg, J. Holden, P. Nunn, E.
Salomons, and J. Murgatroyd (hon. sec.).

BUILDING PROGRESS IN MONTREAL.
The result of last year’s architectural pro-

gress in Montreal is a goodly show of buildings
of more or less importance, including a church, a
bank, and a public hall, but more especially
business premises. The style is, as usual, mostly
Italian, except the church.

_

The offices of the North British and Mercan-
tile Insurance Company, at the corner of St.
Francois Xavier-street and Hospital-street, now
in course of completion, has a frontage of 45 ft.

6 in. on the former and 114 ft. 6 in. on the latter
street. The site is wedge-shaped, but the apex
has been cut off, making a splay forming the
principal entrance. Upon a moulded and rusti-
cated limestone base course of about 6 ft. in
height, the superstructure is executed in the
finest quality of Ohio sandstone. There are
many carved enrichments. The roof is in the
form of that of the Louvre, and covered with
galvanized iron tiles. The total height of the
building is 66 ft.

Fortification-lane. It will bo entirely isolated.
The height from the street level to the cornice
will be 72 ft., and to the apex of the roof 92 ft.

The style of architecture is an adaptation of the
Norman, suitable to the modern requirements of
tho present day as regards shops and show-
rooms—library and reading-rooms, lecture and
concert rooms, &c. The details are assimilated
to those still to bo found in certain portions of
Ireland among the ruins of monasteries and
chapels. On the ground-floor there will be eight
first-class shops, six on Yictoria-squaro and two
on Craig-street. They will vary in depth from
40 ft. to 9i ft. On the third story will be the
Grand Hall of St. Patrick, which will bo 131 ft.

long by 94 ft. wide, and 46 ft. high to the centre
of the segmental-shaped ceiling. The stage, or
platform, will be 52 ft. wide and 25 ft. deep.
The building will be of Montreal limestone.
A large number of wrought-iron girders will sup-
port the floor timbers where the bricks walls are
not carried up to the third-floor level. The prin-
cipal portions of the roof will also be of wrought
iron. The entire works, with the exception of the
iron girders, roof, <fec., are being carried out by
Messrs. Howley & Sheridan (Messrs. Payette &
Perrault being sub-contractors for the stone-
work), from the designs, and under tho superin-
tendence, of Mr. J. W. Hopkins, architect.

Among the various new business premises or
stores, &c., are Muir’s new block, corner of
Place d'Armes and Notre Dame-street East, Mr.
Alexander C. Hutchison, architect

; I. & T.
Caverhill’s, St. P«ter-street, Messrs. Thomas,
Brothers, architects; and Notre Dame-street,
Mr. H. M. Perault, architect; Tiffin’s, corner of
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Notre Dame and St. Peter streets, Mr. M.
Laurent, architect; and Great St. James’s-street,

Mr. William T. Thomas, architect; Gibb’s, Notre
Lame-street, Mr. J. W. Hopkins, architect ;

Mer-
rill’s, Notre Dame-street, East, Mr. T. Fahrland,
architect; Alexander’s, Notre Dame-street West,
Mr. H. M. Perraalt, architect.

Messrs. Caverhill’s block in St. Peter-atreet,

however, was built in 18G5, but its extent and im-

portance indnce ns to refer to it here. The build-

ing covers a large space of ground, is five stories

high, divided into three first-class wholesale

warehouses, extending from St. Poter-street, in

front, to St. John’s-street, in rear.

Muir’s block has a frontage of 63 ft. on Notre
Dame-street, and 45 ft. on Place D’Armes. The
building is of four stories, with detached columns
to its numerous windows, with carved capitals.

The fourth story contains a lodge-room of the

Freemasons, 52 ft. long by 34 ft. wide. The
second stoiy is occupied by a “ Business Col-

lege.”

Gibb’s stores in Notre Dame-street have a
frontage of 47 ft., and the height above the
street line to the top of the main cornice is 58 ft.

There will be two shops on each side of a centre

entrance leading to the upper floors. These are

of the depths of 60 ft. in one case, and 100 ft. in

the other. The centre entrance by means of a
wide staircase, gives access to the three upper
stories, which are divided into show-rooms on
two, and a masonic lodge-room, with all the
requisite preparing rooms, &c., attached, occu-

pies a large portion of the top story. This lodge-

room is 48 ft. long, 26 ft. wide, and 15 ft. high.

The building externally, on the street, is of Mon-
treal stone, but with ornamental iron pillars

forming the divisions between the shop windows
and doors. Those to the centre entrance are in

limestone. The several contractors are Messrs.
Perrault & Perranlt, stone-work

;
A. Wand, brick-

work
; George Roberta, carpenter’s and joiner’s

work; Phillips & Wand, plastering; Prowse,
Brothers, roofing, &c. ;

Alex. Craig, painting and
glazing. The iron-work was supplied by Messrs.
Ives & Allen. The whole of the several works
were executed under the superintendence of Mr.
Hector Mnnro, from the drawings, &c., of the
architect.

HOUSES FOE THE LABOURING CLASSES.

The Society for Improving the Condition of

the Labouring Classes has held its twenty-third

annual meeting at Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s,

the Earl of Shaftesbury presiding.

Tho report stated that the house in George-street,
Bloomsbury, for the accommodation of sing'e men. had
100 inmates, producinK a rent of 715i. 6s. 6d., which, after
deductint; -145?. 178. Id. for expenses, left a balance of

269?. 9s. 5d.
;
the bouse in Streatham. street had .54 fami-

lies, consisting of 237 persons, producing 79n?. 178., and
leaving a balance of -413?. 13s. 4d,

;
the model buildings in

Grsy's-inn-roBd had 160 occupants, yielding a rent of
470?. 12s., end leaving a balance of 28S?. ISs. 4d.; tho
number of washings at the public washhouse was 13,652,
producing 326?. ISs.

;
but in consequence of repairs, the

washhouse was closed for several weeks, so that the return
was less than it would have been. The Ilatton-gardf-n
house accommodated 64 single men; the rents amounted
to 3.'9?. 43., and after deducting expenses there was left a
balance of 21?. 9s. 8d., an exceptional outlay for painting
having been necessary. The renovated lodging-house in

Charles-street, Drury-lane, had an average of 8f) single

men lodgers
;
the rents were 400?. Is. Id.

;
and a balance

was left of 136?. 63. 6d. Clark's-buildings, Broad-street,
St. Giles's, had a popnlation of 26); the rents being
676?- 38., and leaving a balance of 101?. 18s. 8d. The
building in Wilde-court, Drury-lane, bad 300 inmates

;
the

rents amounted to 631?. 8s. 2d., leaving a balance of
102?. 9s. Id. At Tyudall’s-buildings, Gray's-inn-road, tho
occupants were 361, and the lodging-house had ZS in-

mates
;
the rents were 689?. Ss. 3d., which, after deduct-

ing expenses, as in the former cases, lelt a balance of
136?. Is.

The secretary then read an abstract of the

cash account up to December, ISGG, which
showed the receipts to be 6,1201. 10a. 6d., which,
with tho balance in baud, made a total of 6,421J.

133. l^d. The expenses during the year amounted
to 3,580Z. 12s. 8d. Loans repaid and interest on
other loans, l,Gu7l. 59. 5t].

; salaries, rent of

offices, printing, &c., 7591. 11s. ll^d.
;
leaving a

balance in the hands of tho treasurer of 474Z.

39. Id. The value of the real property belong-

ing to the society (at cost) was 44,524Z. 143.9.id.,

find the general liabilities amounted to 20,1-lGZ.

12s. 4d., leaving assets in the hands of the
society to the amount of 24,078Z. 2a. S^d. The
report was received and adopted.

Lord Shaftesbury, while expressing his regret

at the little progress which had been made in

mitigating the evils which it was the object of

the society to lessen, said, that bearing in mind
that the inain object of the society was to pro-

vide dwellings for the large masses of the
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people who lived from hand to month by their

daily labour, and who do not realize more than
from 123. to 14s. a week, it was perfectly clear
that Is. 3d. a week was as much as such people
ought or could pay for their lodgings. The
dnty, therefore, as well ns the principal object of
the society was to do everything it conld to faci-

litate the adaptation of existing buildings to the
accommodation and means of that large portion
of the community.

In respect to the Act of 1866, which insisted
npon a certain nnmber of enbio feet to each in-

habitant, his lordship observed that if the work-
ing population were compelled to observe it,

they could only do so by holding a perpetual feast

of tabernacles, a state of things not very well
suited to the climate of England. There was
great difficulty as to the kind of bouses to be
built so as to let the tenements at a low rent for

the poorer class of labonrers. On the other hand,
he had been recently in a court at the East-end,
which was several hundred yards in length, and
which he could touch at both sides by stretching
out his hands. To live in snch a court was like

living in a tobacco-pipe. His lordship further

detailed some of his experiences, showing the
great improvements eff'ected by rendering old

bnildings comfortable in different localities; and
said that 7,000,0001. might be collected and ex-

pended in thoa improving the metropolis with-
out sensibly diminishing the comforts or even
the luxuries of those who might contribute to

snch a fund.

LURKING-PLACES FOR INFECTION IN
DWELLINGS AND TOWNS.

In a paper nnder this heading, recently printed,

Mr. Alfred Higginson says,—“ Connected with a
mine are, it may be, old workings, blocked oft'

more or less imperfectly, and natural cavities or

fissures in the strata, always giving off more or

less of combustible gases. The atmospheric
pressure being suddenly diminished, this oozing
of gas is greatly promoted, and, if not counter-
acted by increased ventilation, an explosive

atmosphere is produced in the mine, and waits
only the contact of an open light to cause the
dread resnlb. Assuming, then, this principle, as

clearly proved in the mine on a large scale, I

think it admits of being carried nsefully into the
consideration of other cases, particularly those

of our sanitary arrangements in hospitals, pri-

vate houses, ships, &c. What is true of the old

working of the mine is true of any cavity what-
ever, which is not closed hermetically from the
air, be it a well or cesspool, a vault or coffin, a
roof cavity, floor or ceiling, a cavity wall, lath

and plaster partition, shut-up closet, cupboard,
drawer or box, or even the sewers and drains in

our towns and houses. In every one of these

instances, a rise of the barometer will cause air

from without to be condensed into the interior

cavity through all the chinks and crannies
;
and

on the fall of the mercury it will ooze out again,

pure and simple, or feetid and poisonous, as the

ca=»e may prove.

My object in this paper is to draw attention to

the probable importance, possibly the great im-
portance, of keeping this idea present to the
mind of the architects of our houses and hospi-

tals, and to all who are brought in contact with
disease of an infectious nature. Let us for a
moment picture to our minds a bad case of
scarlet fever, in a house where there are many
children: all but the sick child are sent away,
and when the case is ended tho room is fumi-
gated, white- washed, and papered, ere the family

return ; but, alas ! the disease attacks perhaps
another, and another, and we dare not say the

issue. Where did the infection lie hid ? May it

not have lurked in some shut-up cavity, from
which a low state of barometric pressure caused

it to come forth ?

In attempted explanation of the spread of dis-

ease, wo find terms used,—“ atmospheric influ-

ence,” “contagion,” “infection,” “epidemic,”
“zymotic,” “cholera cloud,” “fever cloud,”

“typhus wave,” — all implying that morbihe
influence has been luiking somewhere, and has
shown itself in localities ready to receive it.

Whether, in such hiding-places as I have pointed
' out, morbific matters may gain a greater potency

I know not. I am simply desirous that, in our
future hospitals and dwelling-houses, these pos-

sibilities shall be banished as far as may be.

I have been led into these remarks, in conse-
quence of my attention having been of late

directed much to hospital construction, with a
I view to tho building of the new Southern Hos-
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pital in Liverpool. Two plans may be adopted
to remedy the soppoaed evil : to have open ceil-

ings and roofs, &c., or to make all such cavities

communicate freely with the ouf«- air ;—at all

events, let them not be shut up, which means,
communicating by chance openings with the
apartments adjoining.”

These observations deserve consideration.

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Sir Chas. B.arry being blamed for the in-

sufficiency of the size of the House of Commons
on special occasions when the attendance is large,

the Rev. Alfred Barry properly writes to say the
architect had really nothing to do with deter-

mining this, and merely followed orders :

—

“ The dimensions proposed for the House of Commons
in Sir Charles's original design were enormously in excess
of those eveniually provided. The authoriti-s of the
Hons®, who knew its practical working, and under whose
direction everything was done, were inclined to contract
more and more the accommodation proposed, bufh for the
members and for the public, and so reduce the House to a
size convenient fur the average a'tendance of members
(somewhere about by whom the roaiu bulk of public
business is done. Of the two acknowledged evils it was
thought that occasional hardship was preferable to con-
stant inconveniencp, and on this principle all was carried
out under oiBcial authority."

Claims for merit as the designer of much of

the Honsea of Parliament have been again made
for the late Mr. Pugin. Persons making this

claim (a sorb of claim always to be looked at

with the greatest suspicion, especially when
death has removed the chief person concerned)
should refer to the statement made in our pages
by Mr. Pugin himself on a similar occasion

;
to

which we could add the recollection of an iudig-

nant personal denial by Sir Chas. Barry and Mr.
Pugin both.

THE CAPITOL AT ALBANY, CANADA.

Out of three premiums of 1,000 dollars each,
offered for the best architectural designs for the
proposed State Capitol, at Albany, two have been
awarded to Canadian architects,—Mr. Augustna
Laver, the architect for the departmental build-

ings, and Mr. Thomas Puller, the archiceot for the

parliament buildings, Ottawa. If we remember
correctly this last snocess of Mr. Laver, if he is

to carry out his design, will make the third

legislative building obtained by him in open
competition, viz., Ottawa, Sydney (Australia),

and Albany. The nominal cost estimated for the
latter building is spoken of as from 12,000,000
dollars to 15,000,000 of dollars ! An appropria-

tion was made during the last sitting of the
State Legislature for the commencement of this

large structure.

GREAT FIRES IN LONDON.

A FIRE, accompanied by a large destruction

of valuable property, has taken place in a
lofty and extensive pile of buildings in Guild-

ford-street, York-road, Lambeth, in the joint

occupation of Messrs. Niekells & Co., india-

rubber mannfactnrers, and Messrs. Myers &
Sons, the builders and contractors. The pre-

mises, which were five stories high, occupied

almost the entire of the west side of Guiidford-

street, but were connected with the* principal

works of Messrs. Myers on the east side only by
a bridge thrown across the street. The lower
portion was used by Messrs. Myers as joiners’

workshops, store-rooms for joinery work, and for

the machine department of their bu^itjess. In

the rear and at the side of the building were ex-

tensive and numerous stacks of timber, some of

rare and costly description. Before any engines

arrived the whole building, owing to the inflam-

mable nature of the contents, was on fire from
basement to roof, and floor after floor kept falling

in until nothing bat the bare shell of the build-

ing was left standing. The origin of the fire is

at present conjecture, but it is said to have

broken out in the india-rubber works. The loss

of property will amount to, it is said, from

50,OOOZ. to lOO.OOOZ. Amongst Messrs. Myers’s

property was a large quantity of costly work

just prepared for the fitting up of the Guildhall

for the reception of the Belgian volunteers and
the Sultan. About 100 of the joiners have also

lost the whole of their tools, the total value of

which was about 2,OOOZ. The same factory was
destroyed by fire just seventeen years since, and

partially destroyed about five years back. The
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association of two such combustible businesses

in; the same premises is unfortunate. Messrs.

Myers state that their main works are uninjured,

and that (he businebswill be carried on as usual.

The most extensile conflagration that baa

happened on the Surrey side of the river for many
years has taken place in the Old Kent-road.

Amongst the premises involved were those of

Mr. J. Mason, a cabinetmaker; Mr. Ell, a wheel-

wright; Mr. Smith, window-blind maker; Mr.

Lewis, furniture dealer
;
the extensive stores of

Messrs. Weston & Westall, and several others

—

the whole forming a block of buildings at least

100 ft. square. These premises were encircled

by those of Mr. Carter, a hat factor, and were

adjoined by large business premises in the Old

Kent-road, and many small tenements in Castle-

court, occupied by poor people. The origin of

the fire, or whether the sufferers were insured or

not, could not be learned.

CHUECH OP ST. LAWEENCE, EEADING.

The entire restoration of this beautiful old

church is contemplated, and the works have
been already commenced, under the guidance of

Mr. Jos. Morris, of Beading, architect. The
church is a fine specimen of Perpendicular archi.

teoture, with earlier portions, if we remember
rightly. The tower is remarkably well propor-

tioned, and, from its advantageous position at the

end of Priar-street, and facing the Market-place,

is the most attractive architectural feature

in the town. The stonework of the tower is

much decayed, and its restoration will cost about
IjOOOJ. It is expected that at least 4,0001. will

be needed properly to carry out the whole work
of restoracion

;
but as the committee have only

a little more than half that amount already
promised, the work to the tower has not yet been
commenced. The restoration will probably
occupy about a year. A curious piece of sculp-

ture, representing “ The Adoration of the Magi,”
has been found imbedded in the north wall. The
contract, as we mentioned last week, is taken by
Mr. n. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, who is now
engaged upon the railway works at Beading.

CASES UNDEE METEOPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

OPEN AREAS.

Ott the 28Lh nit., the district surveyor of the hamlet of
Mile-end Old Town summoned Mr. iluok, the builder of
four houses in the Burdett-road, before Mr. Partridge,
the sitting magistrate, at (he Thames Police Court, for

I erecting the said houses with open spaces in the rear of
.

less than lOO ft. superlicial to eucli (in one case less than
1 60 ft.), the said houses having rooms back and front, und
I not being all lighted and ventilated from the street.

The district surveyor contended that under the 20th
i section of the Building Act the buildings should have lu
1 the rear or on the side un open space exclusively belong,
i ing to each house of the extent at least of ItlO square feet.

The defendant pleaded that although the areas were not
I of the required size, yet in consequence of the back addi-
1 tion being only one story high, and the shops on the

I
ground-floor being at pi esent without any partition form-

1 mg any back-parlour, that every room in each house was
I lighted and ventilated from u space of upwards of ICO
i square feet, excepting the said back addition, which, by
1 being altered, and lighted from a skylight above, could
ti be brought into the same category.

The magistrate decided that the 20lh section of the Act
? was not complied with in the erection of the suid houses,
I and ordered the defendant to take down so much of each
Cl of the back additions as was necesaary to give an open
i space to each house of at least 100 square feet, such
i alteration to be made within a fortnight from the date of
1 the order.

PLAN FOR CLEANSING EIVEES.

Sir,—As you are a great advocate and pro-
1 mulgator of sanitary measures, I venture to send

)
you for publication in your columns, for the con-

8 sideration of all river conservators, the follow-

i ing description of a plan by which the cleansing

c of our rivers, and, more especially, the ameliora-
t tion of the waters of the upper Thames, may he
6 effected by and at the expense of the river-side

f
parishes, which, in greater part, cause their

p pollution.

I propose that a screen should be fixed along
t the top of every weir, so as to strain the descend-
i; ing water, and retain all floating matter above.
1 The screen should be little deeper than the sheet
0 of water flowing over, and should extend along
t; the whole length of the weir, less an interval of

& about 20 ft. At this interval, on the lower side

b below the edge of the weir, a strainer or filter, in

tl the form of one or more bog nets, or of ono or

several perforated boxes, should be placed in

snob manner as to catch all matter falling over

the edge of the weir.

The lock-keeper or a person specially charged
with the service should be required to pass

along the weir once a day and rake all the

floating refuse caught by the screen along and
over the edge of the weir into the net or boxes,

which should be removed, emptied, and replaced

daily. He should also be instructed to rake out

the floating matter from the entrance to the

lock and collect it with that from the weir, and
the parishes on either bank above the lock

should be bound proportionately to dispose of

the matter extracted.

This daily operation will be found wonderfully

efficacious in cleansing the water, and by this

simple means all floating refuse would be pre-

cluded from descending to pollute the river

below. Each river-side parish would collect

and utilize the greater part of its own off-scour-

ings, and would nob then as now inflict the evil

without the good of them on its neighbours.

The screens which it is proposed to erect

along the weirs would be little or no impedi-

ment to the passage of fish in salmon rivers, as

they travel only during freshes, when the screens

would be far under water.

Charles E. Austin.

CONCRETE BUILDING.

Sir,—I read in the Builder, some few weeks
ago, of a concrete system of building houses. I

have built a house with concrete lumps, which I

think far beyond solid concrete walls, because

I have a current of air passing between the walls,

being in thickness 3^ in. for inside wall, and

SJin. for outside wall, leaving a space of Sin.

for air-chase, and making my walls 1 ft. in

thickness. My lumps are 1 ft. square, well

bonded, as header and stretcher. I bnild all

my woodwork in as I go on, as if brickwork.

This system will supersede solid concrete walls,

—

so you would say, were you to see it,—because

you can build up quicker, and there is not half

the trouble in constructing the walls. This

house may be seen already built, near the rail-

way-station, Nortbfleet, and we are now about

more, better than we have already built. They
will perhaps look as well as any brickwork fronts,

as we intend striking our joints as brickwork,

making the blocks smaller, so as to imitate a
first-class front of brick. IV. May, Jun.
*** A very good house may doubtless be built

of concrete blocks
;
but it would not be a “ con-

crete house,” for all that. Moreover, we advise

our correspondent not to give himself the

trouble of trying to make the front look like

anything but what it is.

TAR CONCRETE.
Sin,— I have been layicf; a quantity of tar-concrete

paths lately, mixing boiling tar in certain proportions

with nravel; but I find it takes some time to consolidate

properly.
will some of your correspondents be so good as to tell

me if putting a quantity of beyasel or other asphalts with

the tar would improve the binding qualities of the concrete

;

and, if so, how much asphalte 1 ought to use say in a

hogshead of tat ? A Scb.

THE TRAFFIC OVER LONDON BRIDGE.

Hatisg seen in your valuable columns at various times

accounts setting forth the necessity of further accommo-
dation for tho still fast increasing trallic over London
Bridge, also suggestions for its accomplishment, and not

being aware that the following plan bus ever been made
public, I ask the favour of its insertion in your paper.

In the first place, the stone parapet to be removed
;
the

stone pavement of footways on each side taken up, and
paved to form part of the roadway, making space lor six

vehicles instead of four, leaving where the parapet stood

to form part of new footway, which may be formed in the

following way At each pier the masonry projects some
feet to form the recesses on the bridge. On the outside of

these piers place two cast-iron columns, tho foundations

being already carried up above hiah-wator mark suificient

to receive them. On the top of the columns and piers

two longitudinal wrought-iron girders lor each footway,

which may be hid from eight on the river by on orna-

mental cast-iron pauelling and open parapet running the

whole length of ihe bridge. On the top of the two girders

lay plates of iron, having u bearing also on the side of the

bridge, the whole to be properly tied together, and the

paring relaid, presenting (he same finished surface as at

present, with au open iron parapet in the place of the

existing one.
The approaches at both ends may be made to the

required widih without any buildings being rrmoved,

which, in point of economy, is favourable to the widening

of the present structure, Edward J. Dddman.
* • The general proposition has been often made before

"We insert the letter for its specific propos iiion of means.

WORKING MEN IN WREXHAM.
SiB,—I should like to make a few remarks with refer-

ence to a paragraph in a recent number of your paper.

Wrexham, although a town of only about 8,000 in-

habitants, is, on the whole, a thriving and a prosperoua
place, having in its immediate neighbourhood iron, coal,

and lead mines, as well as valuable atone quarries
;
and to

prove our past prosperity, I can vouch tnat upwards of
25,OOOL were expended in the buUding trade within the
town during the last twelvemonth; yet, althongh so much
was done in lime past, at the preseut time there is not a
prospect of one-fuurth the number of buildings to be
erected this year as last year. There is not a contract of

60W. in the hand of any tuilJer in the town. During our
unusual prosperity, or ra'her at the close of it, the joiners,

or somebody on their behalf, issued a printed notice, that

on the Ist of Jane they would leave olT at one o’clock on
Saturdays, instead of four o'clock, the usual hour ;

it was
signed “ Carpenters and Joiners of Wrexham.” As the

masters knew that three-fourths of the carpenters and
joiners of Wrtxbom were non-union men, they did not
lake any notice of the message sent them, treating the

matter as others did “The Three Tailors of Toolev-

street,—We, tho People of London,” particularly as the
non-union men declared that they neither would take, nor
wanted, what was asked for. Up to the Ist of June not a
word was said to the employers by the men as to what
they would do; all believed that even tho union men,
under the present circumstances, would never be so unwise
as to attempt a strike for what they wanted

;
however, it

is now a fact, and Mr. Last, of Manchester, who came
here to harangue the men for their heroism and pluck,

made them believe that they were all right, end the mas-
ters all wrong; and, from their aetiona since, we judge
that he gave them private instructions to bup all the non-
union men, which they do as many as they can for 14a.

per week. It is rather ridiculous to see that many men who
do not care for work at any time, and would almost rather

starve then work, by going ro the union men and say-

ing that they will go to work, are bought up at once at

the regular price. It is true that those who are partly

masters and joljbera or j U'neymen, just as it happens,
have consented to the men’s requests; but the leading

master-builders hold out, and are not much inconveni-

enced, for there are plenty of non-union men about ; only

just at present they are rather timid and afraid of having

any disagreement with their fellow-workmen. What has

been done will gain nothing for the men in the end, bull

will bring poverty and distress on their families.

Hugh Davies.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The conclufling meeting of members for the

session 1866-67, was held on Friday evening

(21sb alt.), at the House, in Conduit-street; Mr.
Edis in the chair.

On the motion of the chairman, votes ofthanks

were passed to the Dean and Chapter of Roches-

ter, for their kindness in allowing the members
of the Association to inspect the cathedral; and
to Mr. F. Cockerell, the architect, and Mr. Dud-
ley, clerk of the works at Freemasons’ Hall,

Great Queen-street, for a similar privilege in

respect of that building.

The report of the scrutineers in reference to

the nomination of office-bearers for the session

1867-68, was brought up, and the following

gentlemen were found to have been elected :

—

President, Mr. R. Phene Spiers ;
Vice-presidents,

Mr. E. G. Tarver and Mr. Lacy W. Ridge ; Com-
mittee, Mr. R. W. Edis, Mr. G. H. Birch, Mr.

E. C. Lee, Mr. J. Tarvernor Perry, Mr. L. C.

Riddett, Mr. Rowland Plumbe, Mr. Henry Jarvis,

juu. ; Mr. T. H. Watson, Mr. C. Henman, and
Mr. R. H. Carpenter

;
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. J.

Douglass Mathews; Solicitor, Mr. F. Truefitt

;

Auditors, Messrs. Bunker and C. W- Brooks

;

Curators and Librarians, Mr. L. C. Riddett and
Mr. W. Frewer; Hon. Secretaires, Messrs. J. D.

Mathews and J. S. Quilter.

Professor T. Hay ter Lewis then read a paper

“On Mosaics,” printed in our last number. At
the conclusion,

Mr. Spiers observed, that the subject of the

paper was of especial interest at the present

moment, in consequence of tho more general

introduction of mosaic work into our ecclesiolo-

gical architecture. If the principles, too, which

Mr. Lewis had laid down were followed, the

rising generation of architects might learn to

avoid the mistakes and extravagances which

often disfigured the modern style of mosaics.

The mosaics produced at Rome and at Florence

were of a very superior description, and an

immense amount of labour was thrown into

them. A series of portraits of all the popes was
now in course of execution for a church just out-

side the walls of Rome, but as they were shown
at a height of 50 ft- from the ground much of

the labour expended in the production of them
was thrown away. In England, however, wo
appeared to go to tho opposite extreme in eco-

nomising labour and care, as some of the mosaio

displayed in the reredos of new churches was so

coarsely executed that the jointing could be

seen at 250 ft. from the floor. He hoped the

necessity ofgood drawing wonld be kept steadily

in view, for all architects, whether they belonged

to tho Gothic or the Classic school, must bo

agreed that perfection in this respect was abso-
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lately essential if the art of mosaic decoration
were to be revived in this country.

Mr. T. H. Watson observed that, although in

very early mosaics the outlines of the drawings
might be crude and formal, it should be recol-

lected that in those days there were few if any
capable artists. The motive and intention were,
however, good, and in many instances the straight

lines referred to by Mr. Lewis were very effec-

tive.

In reply to questions from Mr. Tarver and
others, Professor Lewis explained the manner
in which the early artists got the outlines of
their figures, and observed that he had seen
some modem mosaics in which the jointing was
80 rough that the cement appeared in lumps as
big as the mosaic itself.

The Chairman considered it matter for con-
gratulation that the subject of wall decoration,

whether by means of frescoes or mosaics, was
receiving so much attention, and that the mem-
bers of the Association had been enabled, through
the kindness of emdite persons, to hear so much
that was nseful, practical, and interesting on the
subject. He feared it would be difficult to get
as good drawing for our modern wall decora-
tions as the ancients appeared to have had

;

but it was gratifying to think that in propor-
tion as the arts of fresco and mosaics were en-
conreged, good draughtsmen would be induced
to turn their attention to them, so that even-
tually something approaching to perfection might
be reached. The public were indebted to Signor
Salviati, and to Mr. Powell, for their exertions
in the promotion of glass mosaics. Much had
already been efi’ected by their exertions in im-
proving and elevating the public taste, and in

eliminating the vulgar trading notion that mosaic
and other wall decorations were to be obtained
for so much per foot super.

PEOVIN'CIAL NEWS.

EaHUpool.—A new temperance-hall and read-
ing-room have been opened at Seaton Carew,
near West Hartlepool. The building has been
erected from the designs of Mr. G. G. Hoskins,
architect, Darlington. The style of the building
is Early English. The founder is Mr. Edward
Backhouse, of Sunderland, who gave the site,

and has subscribed nearly the whole of the cost.

Nottingham .—^The memorial stone of a new
Congregational Institute, on Nottingham Forest,
intended for the use of the Independent denomi-
nation in the midland district, has been laid.

The building will overlook the great valley lead-
ing to Annesley, Newstead, and Mansfield. The
site is upon an eminence on the south side of
Forest-road, not far distant from Mount Vernon.
The building will accommodate from 80 to 100
students. The committee having invited archi-

tects to compete, selected the design of Mr. E.
C. Sutton, of Bromley Honse, from which the
building is now being erected. The frontage to
the building will extend about 130 ft. Mr.
Button has adopted the Gothic style of the four-

teenth century. The materials are red bricks
with stone dressings. On the ground floor the
Institute will contain a large entrance-hall, stair-

case, reception-room, two large class-rooms, and
library. On the second-floor will be the lectnre-

ball, a large room, 60 ft. by 30 ft., with open
timbered roof. The houses for the principal and
tutor will be situated at either end of the bnild-

ing. According to the plans the front will be
well broken up, and the Gothic windows deeply
recessed. Bands of black brick are carried at

intervals along the brickwork. A porch stands
out at the entrance to the main building

j
on

either side are two Gothic traceried windows,
and above a band of ornamental brickwork, sur-

mounted by five upper windows. The centre
one is a three-light traceried window running
into a gable, which forms the central feature of
the bnilding. The high-pitched roof is sur-
mounted by a bell-tnrret of ornamental design.
The total cost, exclusive of land boundary walls,

is about 3,0001. Messrs. Bell & Wood are doing
the stone and brick work, and the woodwork is

entrusted to Messrs. Stevenson & Weston, both
Nottingham firms.

Njnehead.—The fonndation stone of a new
vicarage-bouae has been laid in this parish.
Nynehead has hitherto been witbont a resident
minister, and to remedy this disadvantage a new
honse is to be erected for the Eev. W. H. Wal-
rond, vicar. It is to bo built by Mr. Davis, of
Tannton, and plans prepared by 3Ir. Hayward,
of Exeter.

CHTJRCH-BtriLDING NEWS.
Redhill.—It has been resolved at a public

meeting that the district church of St. John,
Eedhill, shall be enlarged. Subscriptions
amounting to 1,1641, were given at the meeting.
The total cost of the work will be 3,0001. There
will be 536 additional sittings obtained by the
alterations. Mr. Hesketh is the architect
employed, but his services will be gratuitous,
and he sirbscribed 1001. towards the work.

Blaisdon.—The parish cbnrch has been re-
erected and opened for divine service. Mr.
Kempson, of Hereford, was the architect

; and
Messrs. Collins & Cullis, of Tewkesbury, the
builders. The new church consists of a chancel,
nave, north aisle, organ chamber, and vestry,
and is 14 ft. longer than before, extending over
several of the gravestones. The length of the
nave is 42 ft. 6 in., that of the chancel 24 ft.

Tiles, bearing the initials of those buried in the
tombs included by the increased length, are to
be placed in the chancel floor. The material of
the building is red Forest stone, with Bath stone
dressings, and there are buttresses of the same
material. The roof is covered with grey Cornish
slate, A spiral roof, surmounted by a weather-
cock, has been added to the tower. The porch
has freestone seats, windows, and a doable
foliated iron gate. Inside, there are an open
roof of stained deal and a floor paved with
encaustic tiles. The chancel arch is moulded,
and has carved terminations, executed by Mr.
Purday, who has had this department through-
out. On one side is the convolvulus leaf, on the
other are birds and fern-leaves and other foliage.

The screen dividing the chancel from the organ
chamber consists of a column and two arches
with carved capital and corbels. In the nave
there is an arcade of four bays

;
the capitals of

the columns are sculptured in ferns, ivy-leaves,
and passion-flowers. The colnmns are of a hard
lead-colonred stone. There are three windows
on the south side of the nave, five in the north
aisle, two side-lights for the chancel, and two for

the organ chamber, on the north side of the
chancel. The east window consists of three
lights, with tracery

;
and it has pillars with

carved capitals. The seats are oaken and open ;

those of the aisle are the old ones restored. The
seats are free. The oburch is heated by hot-
water pipes beneath the floor, provided by Mr.
Magness, of Stoke Edith. The organ was given
by Mr. Edmund Bonghton, of Birmiugbam
(formerly Mayor of Gloucester), whose family
name appears upon many of the tablets. The
floor of the belfry has been renewed and lowered,
and all the old tablets have been removed to the
walls beneath.

Oxenhall (Gloucestershire).—The body of the
church has been rebuilt from a plan in keeping
with the original structure. The parishioners,
great part of them day labourers, agreed to a
rate for the repair of the tower. The work has
now been accomplished : the contract has been
carried ont by Messrs. Spring & Son, of Pains-
wick. The amount spent has been 9251. The
building consists of nave, chancel,and a vestry on
the north aide of the chancel. The style is the
Decorated of the fourteenth century. Inside,
the roof is of open timbers of varnished red
deal. The deal pews are low and open, with
doable ledge, and hat-pegs beneath the sloped
seats. The number is twenty-one, and each will

accommodate six persons. Seats are also to be
placed in the chancel. The seats for school-
children are under the tower. The flooring of
the nave is now common Forest stone—that of
the chancel, tombstones : both will be covered
with ornamental tiles when funds are provided.
All the windows are Geometrical. There are
three on one side the nave, two on the other,
and also a baptistery window, filled with rolled
cathedral glass, with green margin : each has
two lights. There are also three windows in the
chancel, besides the large eastwindow: the minor
arches are of Forest and Painswick stone alter-

nately, and in the centre of each is a block for

carving. The chancel arch springs from two
caps carved with passion-flower and water-lily,

supported by serpentine columns resting on
carved corbels of Caen stone. The sculptor was
Mr. Poulton, of Worcester. The walls are stained
with a brown wash. Outside, the roof is of

Broseley tiles, black and grey intermixed. All
the dressings, except the weatherings of the
buttresses, are of Painswick stone. The new
building is several feet longer than the old one.
The east window is a memorial of the late Mrs.
Onslow. The stained glass was supplied by
Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham. The stone-
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work was carved by Roddis, of Birmingham.
The church is dedicated to St. Anne, and the
subjects of the three lights of the window iUuB-
trate her life.

Clapham.—St. Stephen’s Church, Clapham
Park, has been consecrated by the Bishop of
Winchester. The church, which has cost 6,0G0Z.,
will provide sittings for about 600 persons.

Bristol.—At 'an influential meeting held in
Bristol, a resolution moved by the bishop of the
diocese, adopting reports for the adding of a nave
to the cathedral, has been passed, and subscrip-
tions have been announced amounting to nearly
14,0001.

Clifton.—The chapel which has been erected
within the grounds attached to the Clifton
College has been opened for divine worship.
This chapel has been built chiefly by the late
Mrs. Guthrie, who was engaged in raising it as
a memorial of her deceased husband, Canon
Guthrie, when she herself died. The architect
of the building was Mr. C. Hansom. The whole
of the stained-glass windows are gifts. Mrs.
Gnthrie gave 4,500Z. for the erection of the
building

; the college will spend about 1,000Z.
upon the tower

;
and the additions to the

structure will bring the total cost to near 7,0001.
Brompton, near Northallerton .—The church

here, one of the oldest in the neighbourhood, has
long been in a dilapidated state, and it has been
decided to restore and enlarge it, under the
direction of Mr. Ewan Christian, of London,
architect. The inhabitants are chiefly hand-
loom weavers and unable to contribute much to

the funds, but over 800i. have been already
promised towards this object ; it will require
about 1,3001. if the alterations contemplated are
fully carried out. The foundation-stone, having
been displaced in carrying out the extension, has
been relaid. After which the committee, the
contractors (Messrs. Metcalfe & Thompson,
Northallerton), and the workmen partook of a
dinner in the Mechanics’ Institute.

Birmingham,— The foundation-stone of the
new church, hereafter to be called St, Lawrence’s,
and to be erected in Dartmouth-street, Sfc.

Matthew’s parish, has been laid by the Bishop
of Worcester. This is the first church to which
a grant has been made out of the Ryland Fund,
and the amount voted by the trustees is 4,000i.

The contract cost of the building is 3,199L, but
the purchase-money for the site, architect’s fees,

and other expenses, will absorb the whole of the
present available funds, and leave a deficiency
of about 1,500Z. The church will comprise a
clearstoried nave, side aisles, a small chancel,

and a saddle-back tower over the vestry at the
north-east comer of the building. The length
of the church will be 95 ft. 6 in., and 55 ft. 8 in.

across the nave and aisles. There will be a
small west gallery. The building will be of
brick, with the tracery of the windows of
Corsham Down Bath stone. Externally the
bricks will be the ordinary red, with blue bricks,

strings, &c., and internally faced with white
bricks, with red bricks disposed in patterns.

The church will accommodate 753 adults, 403 of
the sittings being free. There are schools to be
erected at the west end of the church. Mr. J. A.
Chatwin is the architect, and the church is being
erected by Mr. Charles Jones, of Birmingham.

Upton.—A new church, which is dedicated to

St. James, has just been built in this parish, and
consecrated. The church has been erected almost
entirely at the expense of Colonel Ferguson
Davie, of Bittescombe House, and the site was
given by Sir Henry F. Davie, bart., of Greedy
Park, near Crediton, who is the chief land-

owner. The bnilding consists of a nave, chancel,

and vestry, and is capable of accommodating
about 180 persons. The style adopted is Early
Decorated Gothic ; there is a bell-turret over
the chancel arch, and a deep wooden porch on
the north side facing the road. The stone of
the neighbourhood has been used for the walls,

with Bath stone dressings. The floor is laid

with Minton tiles; and the windows are filled

with stained glass of varions designs, supplied
by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle. The entire cost
has been about 1,400Z.

Dinedor .—The parish ehnrch had fallen into

such decay that it was determined, on the sug-
gestion of the rector, either to restore the build-

ing or thoroughly to rebuild it. The advice of

an architect being taken upon the subject, the

latter course was advised, and it was determined
to rebuild on the old site a church similar in

size and in character, retaining in its construc-

tion the old windows, arches, and other archi-

tectural features, as well as using, as far as

possible, the old materials. Accordingly, the
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building, excepting only the tower, has been

entirely taken down, and the foundation-stone

of the re-bnilded edifice laid by Lady Saye and

Sele. The floors will be entirely new; the seats

will be of wood
;
the passages between being

pared with encaustic tiles from the manufaotory

of the Messrs. Godwin, Lngwardine. The seats

in the nave, the pulpit stalls in the chancel, and

the altar-table will all be new, as also will the

roof. The latter will be open from within, and

having plaster between the rafters; ontside, it

will be slated, and at tbe east end will be a

gable, surmounted by a Greek cross. The wood-

work in the interior of tbe ohnrch will all be of

red deal. Tbe walls will be finished with

stone ashlar, from the quarry of Sir Edwin
Stanhope, at Bullinghara. New windows will

bo placed in the tower, and it is hoped that tbe

funds will allow of the erection of a new arch

dividing the tower and nave. There will be a

new triple lancet window in the east end of the

ohnrob, and an organ-cbamber and vestry on tbe

north side of the chancel. The church will be

heated with Rimmington’s heating apparatus.

The style of the architecture is Early English,

or of the period of the thirteenth century, about

which time, it is supposed, the old church was
erected. The architect is Mr. F. R. Kempson, of

Hereford, and the work is being carried out by
Mr. J. Stone, of Fownhope.

Seal .—A new church baa been erected in one
of the most isolated parts of the parish, the

hamlet of Underriver, by Mr. J. R. Davison,

the walls, which was satisfactorily accomplished.

The roof has been restored where necessary,

cleaned, and reslated. A red sandstone perpen-

dicular three-light window on tbe south side of

the chancel has also been repaired, a vestry and

south porch have been added, and a stone bell-

turret erected at the west end of the nave. The
stone used for the new windows and dressings

was from Cefn and Pecknall. The east and
west windows are filled with stained glass, by

Messrs. Clayton & Bell, and Wailes. The open

seats, pulpit, and altar-rail are of oak
;

the

chancel fittings are temporary. The floor of the

chancel is paved with encaustic tiles. The
accommodation is for about 140 persons. Mr.

B. Haycock, jnn., of Shrewsbury, was the

architect, and the works have been carried out

by Mr. Davies, of Newtown, and Messrs. Morgan,

of Llaudiuaw, at a total cost of about 1,100L

Eton.—St. John the Baptist’s Church, Bcon-wick,

has been consecrated by theBisbopof Oxford. The
site of the edifice is on the road leading from

Eton to Dorney. The architect was Mr. Arthur

Blomfield, of London
;
and the church has been

erected by Mr. Giles Holland, of Thame. It has

coat about l,500i., and will seat 200 persons.

The chnrch, the architectural style of which is

the Second Pointed, consists of a nave, choir,

and chancel, with small south transept. Tbe
roof of the nave and choir is open timbered

;

the chanoel is sealed. Tbe edifice is brick built

black bricks are used in ornamentation ;
an(

there are stone dressings to the windows, door-

ported by pentagonal beams. The walls are
relieved by six windows on one side and five on
the other, on which are represented the Stations

of the Cross. A choir is provided for on the left

of the entrance. The seats are of pitch pine,

and are of light construction. Ventilation is

secured by tbe usual appliances in the roof, and'

hot-air pipes are laid under the entire length of

the uave. At theopening of the sanctuary on the

left is placed a small pulpit platform
;
and on the

opposite side are doors leading to the vestry and
presbytery. The altar is simple, and is ap-

proached by three steps. It has pilasters, and'

the whole is done iu imitation of marble. A
tabernacle, large brass candelabra, and an altar-

lamp, complete the altar ornaments. The
western gable is surmounted by a belfry-spire,

containing a large bell, the gift of a former

pastor of the district. The building was erected

from the designs of Mr. B. W. Pngin, and is in

close proximity to the Birkdale Park railway-

station.

Gloucester.—The chapel in this city, designed

by Mr. Gilbert E. Blount, of London, was opened

about four years ago. It was then in an un-

finished state. Since that time additions have
been made, and the completion of the building,

as originally designed, has now been commenced.
It is intended to add two additional bays to tbe

aisles and nave, and to erect a tower 70 ft. high,

with a spire of 80 ft., at tbe street end of the

sooth aisle. The nave will be lighted by a large

wheel window, and the new works will extend i

Q.C., of Underriver House. Mr. Davison en- ! ways, &c. The windows are filled with neutral
|

a line with the adjacent houses. The entrance

gaged the services of Mr. Soolt, architect, who
j

tinted glass; the east and west windows are

prepared plans, and a site was chosen upon the
i
each of three lights. Beneath tbe east window

estate in immediate proximity to the old school-
|

and above tbe altar, there is a stone structure,

room. The contract was taken by Mr. Con-
1

carved, in the form of an arch with pedimen*"-,

stable, of Penshurst, bnilder. The little chnrch 1 enclosing a large golden Cross of Calvary, at

is Gothic in style, of Kent rag-stone with Bath ^ tbe intersection of which there is a representa-

dressings. The roof is open, with the rafters
|

tion of the Lamb of God. This is the most pro-

stained and varnished, and the chancel arch is minent feature in the ornamentation of the

church, and upon entering at first sight it ap

pears as though the cross stands upon the ultar
of Bath stone. There are sittings for about 130

persons, the choir being placed in the chancel.

The seats are open, of stained deal, and the
total cost has been about 2,500L

Droitwich.—The foundation stone of a new'
mortuary chapel has been laid on a site pur-. SOMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING

I chased for the enlargement of the burial ground. NEWS.
' Mr. John Smith is the architect, and Mr. J.

' Priddey the builder. Thirslc.—In this town a new Catholic chapel

Mayland (Ksser).—A new chnrch. has been has been opened. It is in the Early English

: consecrated here. The edifice, which stands on style, with nave and apsidal chancel; the former

an elevated site, is a small building in the Early 64 fc. by 25 ft., and the latter 19 ft. by 1/ ft.

: English style, with accommodation for 200 per-
j

The roof is an open-timbered one, stained and

! sons, and has been erected at a coat of 1,500?.,
,

varnished. The benches are of stained deal,

1 from designs by Mr. Hardwick, of Loudon
;
and are uniform in design with the roof. In the

t the builders being Messrs. Hill & Son, also of centre of the west gable a bell-tnrret is carried

1 London. The building consists of nave and up from the ground : iron fioials surmount the

[ chance', with south porch and vestry attached
\

turret, porch, and apsidal roof. The chancel

t to the north side of the chancel. The nave baa
j

ceiling displays panellings formed by moulded

[ an open timber roof, that of the chancel being plaster ribs. On the south side of the chancel

I boarded. The church is lighted by lancet win-
j

is tbe sacristy, between and connected wi^ the

dows with trefoiled beads. The triplet at the

will be under the tower, and the organ-gallery

will beat the end of the nave facing the chancel.

Tbe work is being carried out by Messrs.

Wingate & Sons, who built the church.

E east end of the chancel is shafted internally, in

( order to give a somewhat richer effect to this

I
portion of the building. A bell-gable rises above

t the chancel arch, and forms the most prominent

I feature of the exterior of the church. A little

I memorial east window has been presented by
1 Miss Tatbam

;
tbe chancel windows by the

c churchwardens
;
and a window by Mr. Arthur

I Powell, almoner of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital

;

T while the gift of the west window has been de-

f frayed by small contributions in the neighbour-

b hood.

Fi'cmington (North Dei'on).—The parish church

) has been restored. On removing the d4bris from

1 under the seats portions’ of the ancient stone

]
pulpit were discovered. These were collected

1 and put together again, and the missing portions

1 replaced. The east windows have been filled

' -with stained glass by Messrs. Ward & Hughes,

( of Soho. The chanoel window is tbe gift ot the

1 Rev, T. B. Robinson. The subject is the Asoen-

( sion. The font is of Caen stone, the gift of the

Vicar, the Rev. J. T. Pigot (by whose exertions

I the restoration has been effected)
;

it is carved
' with tbe emblems of Baptism and lilied, by

] Pulsford, who also executed the pulpit and

i stone-work generally. The seats are of fir,

i stained and varnished; they are all open and
1 unappropriated. The total cost is about 1,700?.

' Tbe work has been carried into effect by Messrs.

1 Dendle & Polsford, of Barnstaple, from tbe

( designs of Mr. G. G. Scott; Mr. Thos. Leigh

; was the clerk of the works.

Movdhirey (near Newtoicn), — The parish

( obnroh being in a dilapidated condition, it was
( decided to shore up and prop tbe fifteenth-

( century roof ' during the process of rebuilding

presbytery and church. The altar is of Pains-

wick stone, the front showing three panels,

divided by columns of Devonshire marble

;

alabaster caps crown the columns. The gallery,

which is on the west end, has a perforated

panelled front
;

the canopy and pinnacle are

also of Paiuswick stone. The tabernacle is of

iron, highly gilt and ornamented. North of tbe

altar stands a atatne of the Virgin, of Painswick

stone, with marble columns. Two stained-glass

windows are in the west end of the church, and

one on the east end, the gift of an inhabitant.

Exclusive of the gallery, the church will accom-

modate 300 persons. Tho materials of the build-

ing are local brick, with stone facings, and bauds

of red brick and black brick, and a moulded

brick cornice. The iron finials were supplied by

M'Farlane, of Glasgow. The entire coat of the

structure, fittings included, will be about 1,600?.

Mr. W. A. Bourne, of Thirsk, was the architect;

and Messrs. Wright & Son, of the same town,

were tbe builders.

Liverpool .—The New Catholic Chapel of St.

Joseph has been opened. The building is of

Gothic character, light iu style. The material is

of brick, with stone dressings, and is flanked

with buttresses alternated with narrow lights.

The gable is lighted by an oriel window with

eight quatrefoils around the circumference of

the central light. The presbytery is in course

of erection, and is square in form, and a small

corridor will connect it with thd sanctuary and

vestry of the church. The principal entrance

is from the west. The mean thickness of

the wall is 18 in. A centre and side door open

into the porch, which have two windows looking

into tbe church. There are no aisles or screen to

the sanctuary. The ceiling is lofty, and is sup-

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Irihlingborough (Northamptonshire .—The new
schools just completed have been opened by the

Bishop of Peterborough. They are of a simple

design, and consist of boys’ and girls’ schools,

each 42 ft. by 20 ft., arra-nged to form one large

room; an infant school-room, 30 ft. by 18 ft.;

and two large class-rooms, with detached resi-

dence for teacher. They are situated iu the

centre of the village, tbe site, of large area,

being about 6 ft. above the level of the road.

They are built of the local atone, with Ancaster

stone quoins and mouldings, the roofs being of

open timbers, stained, and covered with grey

tile made in tbe district, with a lofty bell spire.

The cost of the whole was about 1,400?. The
building has been erected by Mr. Allen, from the

designs of Mr. Joseph Peacock, of London.

Hertford .—The new Green Coat Scbool-honse,

adjoining the Cowper Testimonial School, is ap-

proaching completion. It is a simple Tudoresque

structure. The building contains a school-room,

class-room, &o. ; and there is also a house for

the master. The whole is enclosed by a wall.

The cost of the building, including stoves and

school furniture, will be about 800?. The archi-

tects are Messrs. T. Smith & Son, and the

builders, Messrs. Ekins.

NoUinghayn.—A new school has been opened

in the populous district of Sherwood-street, on a

plot of ground which faces Oolville-street. The
school has been erected from plans by Messrs.

Jackson & Heazell, architects, Nottingham, the

builder being Mr. Daunt. The building consists

of one good-sized room, 45 ft. by 20 ft., and a

class-room, 21 ft. by 16 ft., the latter being con-

nected with the principal room by a folding,

door, so as to increase the space when required

for meetings. It is a plain Gothic building, with

high-pitched open roof, and will afford accom-

modation for about 120 children. The cost of

the land was about 300?., and the total outlay, in-

cluding that sum and the cost of the necessary

fittings, is about 850?.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bally .—Tbememorialstonesofanew Wesleyan

chapel have been laid. The edifice will present

an end elevation to both the Sheffield and Tick-

hill turnpike roads. The entrance to the school-

room is 37 ft. by 30 fc. by 12 ft. high
;
also to

two class-rooms, 13 fc. by 10 fc. each, will be

from tbe low-level or Tickhill-road. The chapel

will be entered from tbe high-level or Sheflfeld-

road, and will be 42 ft. long by 37 ft. wide, and

25 ft. high to the collar. The edifice is of Classic
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character, and bnilt of red bricks, with white
brick bands, arches, and other ornamental archi-
tectnral features, and with stone dressings. All
the constmctive timbers in the interior of the
bnilding will appear to view, and will be stained
and varnished. The pewing and fittings of the
interior will be of red deal, also stained and var-
nished. There will be staircases to communicate
from the chapel to the school-room and vestries
or class-rooms. The chapel will accommodate
230 persons. The entire cost of the whole when
completed will be about 7751., and is being car-
ried on by Mr. Harold Arnold, of Doncaster,
builder, from the drawings and specifications,
and under the superintendence of Mr. William
Watson, of Wakefield, architect.

Blandford .—The memorial stone of a Congre-
gational chapel, with schools, class-rooms, and
vestries, has been laid on the site of the old
chapel. Mr. Street, of Warminster, is the archi-
tect; and Mr. W. Walden, builder, of Christ-
church, the contractor. The design is Earlv
English.

Cannock .—The Wesleyans of the district have
erected a much more commodious place of
worship than the one hitherto used by them,
and it has just been opened for divine service.
The building, which has been erected from
plans of Mr. S. Johnson, of Wolverhampton,
architect, is Gothic in design and a parallelogram
in form, and is of red and white pressed brick,
with buttresses, and Attleborough stone dress-
ings. The central window is filled in with tracery
and stained glass, and there are three double
and two single lancet-headed windows on either
side. The internal dimensions are, 63 ft. long,
36 ft. wide, and 30 ft. high, the main timber of
roof, as also the fittings throughout, being of
deal stained and varnished. The seating on the
ground-floor (all open stalls) will accommodate
290, and a gallery at the back will seat 116 more.
The vestry is underneath the gallery, with store-
room and stairs to heatiug-vault. The chapel is

lighted with gas by star-lights from the roof, and
is heated with hot-water apparatus, provided by
Mr. Jellyman. The builders were Messrs. Rey-
nolds & Peake, of Cannock. The cost of the
bnilding and land amounted to nearly 1,200J.
The old chapel, which is bnt a short distance
from the new bnilding, will be used for schools, &c.

Womhwell. — A new Congregational Chapel
has been opened at Wombwell. The total cost
of the bnilding, inclnding the site, was about
2,000Z. The building comprises, besides the
chapel, a large school-room, vestries, &c., under-
neath. There is sitting accommodation for about
500 persons.

Cardiff.—The foundation stone of a new Con-
gregational chapel, in *Hannah-street, has been
laid. The building is to be in the Grecian style.
It will cost about 8,000i., and, besides giving
accommodation to about 700 people, will contain
two school-rooms beneath.

Chester .—The fonndation-stone of the Catholic
Apostolic Cbnrch in Upper Northgate-street was
laid on the 17th nit. The building will comprise
nave with baptistery, lower choir with organ-
chamber, and chancel with upper choir and sanc-
tuary. The vestries will be on tba north side of
chancel, and the tower at the south-east angle of
nave and chancel. There will be a narthex to
the entrance at the west, and space is left on
the site for the future erection of the sacristan’s
house. The nave will bo divided externally into
five bays, the lower spaces between the but-
tresses being filled in with sloping brickwork,
forming a base to the whole bnilding. There
will be tracery to the east and west windows,
those to the nave being coupled lancets. The
dimensions of the nave, internally, are 33 ft.

wide by 72 ft. long. The roofs will bo open
timbered throughout, that to the nave in single
span, with curved ribs to the trusses. The style
of architecture is Early Gothic, and the material
red brick and stone, with bands of blue bricks.
The architect is Mr. Oliver Aylifi’e, of Man-
chester; and the contractor Mr. Thomas Hughes.
The present contract is for the nave and
entrances only.

Nottingham.—

A

new chapel for the Sweden-
borgians has been opened for public worship in
Blue-coat-street, Nottingham. It is a brick and
stone stmcture, of Early Pointed character, with
open timbered roof and stalls of stained deal,
and will seat upwards of 200. Underneath is a
school-room, of the same area as the chapel,
both being heated by hot water. Mr. James
Acton is the builder, and the works have been
carried out from the designs of Mr. John Smith
Norris, architect. A three-light stained-glass
window at the chancel end of the building, to

the memory of deceased relatives of certain
membei'S of the church, has been carried out by
Mr. B. Wheeler, a local tradesman, to whom,
with the aid of his foreman, James Humphrey,
the arrangement and execution are, we believe,
due. The works have been carried out at a cost
(exclusive of the site) of about 1,1001.

Driffield ,—The new Congregational Church,
erected on the site of the old Independent chapel
bnilt in 1803, has been opened. It is from the
designs and plans of Mr. H. J. Pauli, architect,
Manchester. It is in the Italian Gothic style.
The front elevation terminates in an acutely-
pitched gable, surmounted by a St. Andrew’s
cross. There are two entrances, with stone
porches, and six windows, three and three. It
is built of red brick, relieved with white brick
string-courses and stone dressings. The shafts
of the stone columns are of red Mansfield stone,
and have carved capitals. On the ground-floor
are three rows of open stalls. A gallery extends
the whole circumference of the chapel, and has
circular ends with low fronts, and relieved by the
insertion of open cmamental ironwork under the
top rail. The seats in the gallery are all open,
and at tho end facing the pulpit ascend to a
considerable height. At the opposite end is a
recess for a new organ, which is in course of
building. In consequence of the site of the
chnrch being blocked up on both sides by existing
buildings a difficulty presented himself in obtain-
ing the necessary lights. This has been over-
come by the architect, who has introduced eight
ornamental lights in the roof. Gas has been
introduced, and the gallery is lighted by four
gaseliers. The church is capable of seating 600
persons, and has coat nearly 15,000Z., of which
9001. have already been subscribed.

^O0lis

fitudies from the Antique, and Sketches from
Nature. By Chaeles Mackay. Second edition.
London : Virtue. 1867.

The power of the true poet over a people,—nay,
over all peoples in course of time,—is immense,
for good or for evil. The cheering strains of
Dr. Mackay rouse the backwoods-man of Canada
like the Voice of inspiration, and in our own
country have often created a furore of popular
favour. The power of the Legislature—nay even
of the preacher—is, indeed, as nothing compared
with this power when happily exercised for good
as it has been by Dr. Mackay. The present
volume is not quite of that stamp which is de-
stined to so excite the popular miud, altbongh it

does contain amongst the songs appended one or
two which mayyet become popular, ifnot so mnch
so as “ Cheer Boys, Cheer,” or “ There’s a Good
Time coming, Boys, wait a little longer.” The
Studies from the Antique are not quite mytho-
logically orthodox, but we dare say no one will

look for the true meaning of ancient myths in
the pages of the poet who modernises them.
They have afforded Dr. Mackay themes for many
happy thoughts, and increased the debt already
due to him.

IBItsfcIIanja.

A Moxster Blast.—A few days ago Messrs.
Briggs, of the Salt Lime Works, Clitheroe, fired
an immense blast. Two tons of gunpowder
were placed in the mine prepared by the men,
and the explosion which followed the lighting of
the train resulted in the displacement of about
20,000 tons of stone.

The Siddington Stained Glass in Ciben-
CESTEE Church.—The Vestry of Cirencester
have resolved to restore to the church of Sid-
dington theLangleymemorial stained glass, which
was taken by licence from Siddington church,
and has now been partly removed from the east
window, where it was placed.

Death of Horatio M’Culloch, R.S.A. of
Scotland.—Mr. Horatio M'Culloch, the chief of
Scottish landscape-painters of our time, has died
at bis residence, St. Colm Villa, Trinity, near
Edinburgh. All who knew his works will read
this announcement with regret. Mr. M'Cnllocb
had, in course of the last fifteen years, four
shocks of palsy, the last of which killed him. He
was born in 1805, in Glasgow, of poor parents,
and was named Horatio on account of his birth
taking place on the day of

,
illumination for

Nelson’s victory at Trafalgar.

The Metropolitan Drainage Works. In
the Commons, recently, the Marquis of Towns-
hend moved for a select committee to inquire
into the petition of Mr. J. J. Morewood with re-
spect to the piracy of his plans for the main
drainage of the metropolis by the engineers of
the Board of Works, and praying for compensa-
tion. The Dnke of Marlboroogh said that Mr.
Morewood had not established a case for an in-
quiry. The matter had occupied attention for
some years, and if a committee were gran ted, 137
other persons might bring forward similar com-
plaints as unfounded as those of Mr. Morewood.
The motion was rejected by a majority of 42
to 8.

Abchitectural Exhibition Society, Conduit-
Street.—On Tuesday evening, the 25th ult., a
lecture (in connexion with the Architectural
Museum) was delivered at the galleries of the
Society by Mr. Edmund A. Freeman, M.A., en-
titled “ Notes in Normandy.” After a few intro-
ductory remarks by the chairman, Mr. F. H.
Dickinson, the lecturer commenced by noticing
some striking points of resemblance between
English and Norman buildings of early date-
He then gave a rapid account of most of the
important churches and other buildings in the
country, and illnstrated his remarks by a large
number of sketches. In conclusion, he impressed
upon his audience the necessity of understand-
ing the political history of the country if they
wished thoroughly to master the architecture.

Gab.—In his recent lectures on coal gas. Dr.
Frankland said ; Tlepresenting the London gas
by 12, that of Birmingham is 15, Manchester
and Liverpool are 22, Inverness is 25, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, and Greenock are 28, Paisley and
Hawick are 30, and Aberdeen is 35. From this
it appears that the illuminating power of Lon-
don gas is the lowest of all, and that in some
towns and cities in Scotland the gas gives twice
as much, and in one instance nearly three times
as much light as in London. Besides, the more the
Londoner tries to increase his light the more does
he contaminate his atmosphere. Dr. Frankland
says that London gas was better sixteen years
ago than at present : the new system of purifica-
tion used by the companies leaves the gas weak
and deleterions, and he warns them to amend
their practice.

Knightsbridge Barracks.—An influential
deputation of the inhabitants of Knightsbridge
has had an interview with Sir John Pakington,
to urge upon him the necessity of removing
Knightsbridge Barracks, as an intolerable
nnisance to the locality. Mr. Lowe described
the head-qnarters of the Household Brigade as
an isthmus of barbarism. Lord Alfred Spencer
Chnrchill followed, with two weighty memorials.
Sir John, in his reply, said that the residents
had come to the barracks, and not the bar-
racks to the residents, and expressed his
belief that, although now arcbitectnally an eye-
sore, they were susceptible of improvement. He
alluded to the Hyde Park affair as constituting
a sufficient reason why cavalry should be within
easy reach of the authorities. He professed
himself struck with a suggestion made by Mr.
Lowe that Chelsea Hospital should be converted
into a barrack, and the pensioners sent into the
country like their brethren at Greenwich.
Finally, he said that, while the Government
were disposed to retain Knightsbridge Barracks,
they would reconsider the matter.

Photographic Progress in San Francisco.

—

The San Francisco Morning (Jail says that Dr.
Isaac Rowell and Francis E. Mills, of that city,

have been granted a patent for a new mode of
mounting photographs for exhibition. They
have given the name of " anthropbotoscope” to
thoir new invention. The nature of it consists
in carefully divesting the likenesses of all those
portions of the card, paper, or other opaque sub-
stances representing background, and not essen-
tial to the image which it is desired to preserve,
and substituting therefor a background placed on
another plane, diverging upward from the plane
of the likeness, and intersecting the latter at the
feet. The effect of this arrangement is that
when viewed with both eyes through a magnify-
ing lens, the receding landscape, the approach-
ing foreground, and the double image, coire-
spending to the view of the natural objects, are
obtained, consequently conveying a most vivid
impression of life. By means of a little cog-
wheel, the pictures may be arranged into groups,
and the scenery in the background may also be
varied. The inventors say they can manufac-
ture them at a cost of from 10 to 50 dollars.
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A Ballad Concert.— The Ballad Coocert

given by Mr. Sims Beeves at Exeter Hall, on

the 1 st inst., was a rich treat, at small cost, to a

large assemblage. The experiment was entirely

snccessful.

St. Ivicholas’s Steeple, Newcasle.—We are

told that the principal snpporta of thewell-known
tower of St. Nicholas's Church, Newcastle, have
been found to be in a most dangerous state.

Steps are being taken to remedy the evil.

Te.stimonial to Mr. Mark Antony Lower.

—

With a view to assist the testimonial proposed to

be given to Mr. Lower, for his antiquarian and
literary labours, Mr. Charles Roach Smith,

F.S.A., has been reading the tragedy of
“ Hamlet,” and the Rev. R. H. Barham’s
Kentish legend, “ The Smuggler’s Leap,” with

great success.

Pall of a Portion of a Factory.—At the

extensive premises in Cirencester now m course

of erection at Pitacres for Messrs. Cole & Lewis
by Mr. Barrett, builder, of Swindon, a man was
engaged in removing the centres of the large

cellar arch, when a considerable portion of the

brickwork gave way. He was completely buried
;

and four men,who were putting down the flooring

in the room above the cellar, fell with the debris,

each being more or less injured, and some of them
severely so. This is the same arch that fell in

a short time since. That accident entailed a
considerable pecuniary loss, and this second
disaster may prove a still more serious matter.

Great blame evidently rests somewhere.

A frightful Accident.—At Coniaborough
Castle, Lieutenant Brown, a young officer of

Militia, ascended the walls of the keep by the
frail, narrow, and always dangerous footway,

*0 well known to all who have visited the
castle,—a stone ledge a few inches in breadth at

ithe most, with no protection whatever on the
outside, and simply a light iron handrailing on
ithe inside, attached to the fast crumbling ma-
isonry of the tower. Mr. Brown slipped and fell

)3own through the dungeon. The utmost con-
aternation was created amongst his party, and
ithe unfortunate and greatly-injured gentleman
2was removed to the inn at Couisborough. His
back and one of his legs were broken, and be
was otherwise greatly injured.

'

i Arbitration in the Building Trade in the
iPorrERlES.—The carpenters and bnilders of the

^Potteries and Newcastle have, instead of striking

'Or locking out, adopted the sensible plan of sub-

limitting their difficulties to arbitration—one
rarbitrator chosen by each side, with Mr. Forbes,
rarchitect, as umpire. The result is a series of

irules just issued. The working hours are to be
©6 -i

hours per week, except in the winter months,
When they will number 54 ^. at 6id. 5

superior

workmen to be rated
;
overtime to be reckoned

m hour per hour till eight, and li hour per hour
fafterwards. Within a mile, the workman is to

'walk in his own time
;
beyond a mile, an hour

{per three miles, to be paid in going only
;
beyond

lijhree, a sum to be agreed. Disputes are to bo
esettled by six masters, six men, and an umpire.
llDbjections to a rule or rules are to be specified

nan the Slst of December, by requisition of six

icnen to six masters, or vice versa, and a settle-

)(ment thereof to be effected before March 1st.

' The C.ata COMBS,Rome.

—

At the annual meeting
of the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society
When the president of Trinity College was elected
roresident of the Society, Mr. J. H. Parker, who
aaad just returned from Rome, gave a lecture

[upon the Catacombs. He had been able to

mmploy ihe magnesium light with success in

2 i6veral of the chambers, and to represent, there-

)ibre, accurately, by means of photography, the
sraried forms and figures which appeared in the
aiaiuting and decoration. He laid especial stress

pipon the late date to which some of the cata-
ocombs owed their decorations, because, after

bchey had ceased to be used as burial-places,

bchey were a constant resort of pilgrims down to

bshe eighth and ninth centuries, and at these
eoeriods many of the paintings were renewed. In
Miome of the earliest the construction of brick-
work of the first century was visible, made in

behe sandpit roads, which were therefore of earlier

liate. Some were aa late as the fifth century,
nind even in those which are of the earliest

alates, it often happens that later interments had
ikaken place, from the fact of the vaults belong.
igDg to families, and so used from generation to

5Ceneration. After the lecture there was some
islisoussion on the question of the vestments as
(bxhibited in the photographs.

The Cathedral Organ at Ely. — On St.

John Baptist’s Day, the dedication of what
might almost he called a new organ took

place. The additions just executed by Messrs.

Hill consist of a new swell of noble proportions

and thirteen stops, five of which are reeds, also

six additional stops to the pedal.

The Triangular Lodge, Rushton.—A de-

scription recently given of this building at an
archaeological meeting and mentioned in our

columns having led to some inquiry concerning

it, we may aa well point out that a view of it,

the windows at large, and some descriptive par-

ticulars will be found in Vol. III. of the Builder

(1845), pp. 538, 539, 540, and 550.

A Ne'w Hospital.—A morning paper says

that Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild, whoso
young wife died in childbirth a few months ago,

has determined to found a hospital to her

memory. Direct action to this end has already

been taken
;
and a site for the projected build-

ing has been ptychased on the east side of

Southwark Bridge-road. The establishment will

be a lying-in hospital. It is the baron’s inten-

tion to spend 10
,
0001 . on the building : the site

costing probably aa much more.

The Houses of Eminent Men.—The Society

of Arts, continuing the work they have properly

commenced, are about to affix a tablet at No. 3a,

King-street, St. James’s, occupied by H.I.M. the

Emperor of the French when in this country;

one at 141, New Bond-street, on the house in

which Nelson resided previously to his depar-

ture for Trafalgar
; at 47, Leicester-square, the

residence of Sir Joshua Reynolds; 7, Craven-
street, Strand, where Franklin lived; and 36,

Caatle-street, Oxford-street, where James Barry
had his abode.

Russian Timber.—It is computed that there

are 400,000,000 acres of land in Russia producing
valuable forest-grown timber, the right of felling

which rests, for the major part, in the bands of

the Government. Latterly the enormous wealth

represented by these forests has attracted atten-

tion, and means have been taken to prevent the

loss occurring partly from conflagrations and
partly from the predatory habits of the popula-

tion. Recently these vast resources have been
opened up by the introduction of steam saw-
mills, by the construction of small railways,

tramways, and canals. There are abundance of

firs in Southern Russia 400 years old, with a
diameter of 2 ft.

Bristol Fine Arts Academy. — The annual
meeting of the members and subscribers of this

iustitution was held on Thursday. The Rev. J.

Heyworth occupied the chair, and stated that be
hoped the exhibition just closed would leave a
balance in favour of the society. The report for

the year 1866 was then read by Mr. Haythorne.
It stated the exhibition of that year entailed a
loss of 131. 153. 7d., and the graphic meeting of

12 Z. 2s. 6d. ; a winter exhibition of sketches,

which it was hoped would prove attractive, en-

tailed a further loss of 181. 18s. 3d. Alterations

in the building to the amount of 161. 163 . were
made. The loss upon the year amounted to

78Z. 3b. 3d. The report was adopted, and thanks
were voted to the president, vice-presidents, and
committee for their services during the past

year.

Penzance (Cornwall).—The Weslcyans of

Penzance have determined for some time to

complete the buildings connected with their

chapel, by erecting new Wesleyan schools for

the accommodation of upwards of 400 children.

The school will consist of two principal rooms,
with class-rooms attached. The school-room for

boys and girls (mixed) will measure 62 ft. by
33 ft., height 20 ft.

;
and the infant-school will

measure 40 ft. by 26 ft. There will be a large

sewing-room for girls, 33 ft. by 16 ft., and three

class-rooms. There will be a front and side

elevation of the height of 30 ft., consisting of

cut granite (two courses corresponding to one
quoin), cot granite ashlar dressings to doors,

windows, and main corners, and circular-headed

windows, like those of the chapel, the whole to

coat about 1,3001. Mr. Philip Thomas has under-

taken the mason’s work, and Messrs. Jenkin &
Hill the carpenter’s work. Mr. J. Trounson is

the architect. The tender of Messrs. Free-

man & Co., of Penryn, of 500Z., for the repairs

of the pier, damaged during the winter gales,

has been accepted, and the work will be done
forthwith. A slaughter-house and shed are to

be erected on the pier at this place, for the
reception and slaughter of foreign cattle.

The Ancient Art of Hardening Copper.—

A

correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette reports

that a Mr. Diaman, of Upper Sandusky, Ohio,

has discovered a process of hardening copper, au
art which has been lost for nearly three thousand
years.

The Restoration of the Eleanor Tomb.

—

We are reminded, with reference to our notice of

the late S. Candy, that the figure-sculpture in the
restored version of the Eleanor tomb, as ex-

hibited in Hyde Park in 1851, and now shown at

the South Kensington Museum, is the work of

Mr. J. B. Philip, whoso name we gladly add.

Sussex Abch.eological Society.—The Gene-
ral Annual Meeting of this Society is appointed
to take place on Thursday, August 8th, at

Midhurst. The objects of interest to be visited

are the ruins of Oowdray House, Eastbourne
Priory, Midhurst Church, &c. The dinner will

take place in the grounds of the ruined mansion
of Cowdray.

Roman Remains at Andover.—A Roman villa

has just been dug out at Andover, in Hants, by
the Rev. E. Kell and other Hampshire archmolo-
gists. It is 65 ft. long and 45 ft. broad. The
roof had been supported by massive pillars. Two
fireplaces have been discovered, also a quantity of

fragments of Roman pottery, glass, and iron

articles, and coins. The Roman station of Vin-
donnm is believed to have been in the neigh-

bourhood.

Newspaper Press Fund Dinner.—A dinner,

with Mr. W. B. Gladstone in the chair, supported

by forty-two members of Parliament and seventy

other men more or less distinguished, is not an
every-day meeting, and this was what the Com-
mittee of the Newspaper Press Fund succeeded
in getting on the 29th nit. The Chairman made
a great speech, the other speakers were wisely

short and sharp, and the whole passed off most
satisfactorily, producing a subscription-list of

some 900Z. Excellent as the singing was, a little

less of it on another similar occasion may be
desirable.

Gift to the Town of Derby.— Mr. M. T.
Bass, who for twenty years has been one of the
members for Derby, has presented a public re*

creation ground to the inhabitants. It consists

of six acres, and is situated on the banks of the

Derwent, on the east side of Derby, being part

of the Holmes, and is not distant more than 500
yards from the market-place. The subsoil is

dry, and the surface of the greater portion of the
land quite level, and admirably adapted for

i-acing, cricket, and other sports. Mr. Bass pur-
chased the laud from the corporation at a coat of

3,000Z., and has since defrayed the cost of
fencing and levelling, which has been 850Z.

more, making the total value of the gift 3,850Z.

The Labourers’ Dwelling Question at
Liverpool.—At a meeting of the Health Com-
mittee, Mr. Robinson moved that the council be
asked to rescind its resolution with regard to

offering a premium of 200 guineas for plans.

The object was to replace those plans already
prepared, and which were said by Mr. Whitty
to violate the letter of the law while carrying
out its spirit, and which did not seem well
adapted to afford a fair prospect of returning a
proper per-centage of profit. Mr. Robinson’s
motion was carried, only two members voting
against it. It was also resolved by a similar

majority that the proceedings of the Labourers’
Dwellings Sub-Committeo be referred back, with
instructions to the sub-committee to prepare
plans for dwellings in accordance with the Act
of Parliament and the bye-laws.

Albert Orphan Asylum.—On Saturday in

last week the inauguration ceremony of laying
the foundation-stone of a dining-hall and chapel
for the Albert Orphan Asylum for Destitute
Children, situated at CoUingwood Court, near
Bagshot, Surrey, was performed by her Majesty
the Queen, in the presence of a large and fashion-

able assembly. On the southern side of the main
building of the asylum, over the spot where the

ceremony of the day was to take place, a dais,

covered by a marquee capable of seating some
2,000 persons, and a second marquee affording

accommodation to an equal number invited to the

ddjeHnei-, had been erected. The grand approach
to the dais was from the main building, in which
a suite of rooms had been fitted up in the Louis

XIV. style, as refreshment, sitting, and retiring

rooms. A caiwed and gilt chair, in which her

Majesty sat during the ceremony of presenting

the purses, was provided. There was no inscrip-

tion on the stone.
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Eise Ilf THE Value op Proi-erty at Bays-
"WATER,—A plot of land, &c., situated near Lan-
Caster-gate, purchased by the late Mr. Edward
Grme some years since for 1.600Z., has been re-

cently sold by Messrs. Edwin Fox & Bousfield, by
tbe direction of hia trustees, in lots, realising
altogether the sum of 21,9S0Z.

Forerectineahouse, on Lot 19. the Ellington estate,
Ramsgate, for Mr. Pullen. Mr. John K. Collett, archi-
tect:

—

Wade
Elgar
Newby (accepted)

£500

Etchings and Drawings by Rembrandt.—

A

fine collection of works by Rembrandt, brought
together by the Burlington Fine Arts Club, of
which Mr, R. N. Wornnm is the honorary secre-

tary, is now on view in tbe room of the Club,

177, Piccadilly. They include examples of
his best etchingsi An opportunity to see so
many together may not occur again for some
time. Wonderfal works they are.

Inauguration of the Salford Cobden
Memorial. — The ceremony of unveiling the
Btatne of the late Mr, Cobden, erected in Peel
Park, Salford, has been performed by the Right
Hon. C. P. Villiers, M.P., in the presence of a
large concourse of spectators. The statue is in
the immediate vicinity of those of the Qneeu
and the late Prince Consort. It is the result of
public subscription. With the committee ap-
pointed to carry out the scheme, the working-
men of the district united, and the total amount
raised was about 1,450Z. The Memorial Com-
mittee oommiasioned Mr. Matthew Noble, of
London, to execute the statue. It is of large
proportions, chiselled out of a block of white
Sicilian marble, and stands on a pedestal ofAber-
deen granite. The deceased is represented in
an attitude of thought, with the fore finger of
the left hand touching the comer of the mouth

;

the right arm bangs loosely by bis side, and the
hand holds a scroll of paper. Peel Park is one
of Machester’s chief treasures.

For erecting a shop, on the forecourt of 68i, High-
street, Ramsgaie, for Mr. Hope. Iron shutters not

'

eluded. Mr. John E. Collett, architect :

Wade £335 0 0
Duckett (accepted) 31a 0 G

For new Magdalen Hospital, at Stroatham. Mr. Henry
‘Currey, architect :

—

For alterations. No. 4, Dean-street, Park-lane. Mr.
Philip B. Lee, architect

Potter and Bywaters £354 0 0

For No. 110, Cannon-street, E.C. Mr. Philip B Lee,
architect :

—

Bywaters £7,&43 0 0

For alterations and additions to Spring Grove House,
Isleworth. Mr. Pntiip B. Lee, architect;—

Contract No. 1.

Bywaters £2,330 0 0

For proposed Albert-buildinee, Victoria-street, "West-

Bywsters •£10,000 0 0

For proposed north aisle. Holy Trinity Church, Hove,
Brighton:—

Sawyer £1,372 0 0
Parsons 1,153 0 0
Cheesoman & Co 1,350 0 0
Nightingale 1,124 0 0

For erecting new bouse and carriage repository, for
Mr. W. Richardson, at Hitchm. Mr. J. Shilcock. archi-
tect;—

Brichlayer't Work, ^
Jaeves £312 10 0
Butterfield (acepted) 207 12 0

Carpenter and Joiner's Work.
Allen 175 10 0

The Sheffield Atrocities and London
Trades.—A meeting of the London Trades’
Council has been held, to consider what course
should be taken with respect to the Sheffield
outrages by the trades of London. Mr. Barrow
(Amalgamated Engineers) occupied the chair,
and there were present representatives of the
Operative Bookbinders, Amalgamated Engineers,
Amalgamated Cordwainers, Iron-workers, Zinc-
workers, and other societies. Tbe delegates
from the various trades expressed themselves in
Strong terms of condemnation of all those who
were associated with the perpetration of the
Sheffield outrages. Mr. Odger remarked that it

was tbe dnty of every operative tradesman in
london to attend the great trades’ meeting at
Ezeter-hall, and show by hia presence that the
Sheffield atrocities had none of his sympathy.
That was a duty not owed solely to the trades
with which the men were connected, but to each
man’s individual character, which to more or less
extent was compromised by what had taken place
in Sheffield.

For erecting a new house, at Shillington, Bedfordshire,
for Mr. M. Mason. Mr. J. Shilcock, architect:—

Lightfoot £,450 0 0
Harvey 329 0 0
Richardson (accepted) 287 10 0

For erecting a new lodge, for Mr. Alfred Ransom, at
Beoslow-hill Honse, Kitchen. Mr. J. Shilcock uchi-
tect

Bricklayer's Work, ^e.
Ansell £320 0 0
Warren & Son 307 10 9
Jeeves (accepted) 272 13 0

Carpenter's Work.
Allen (accepted) 147 12 0

Accepted for the Kent Connty Lunatic Asylum, for 100
inmates. Mr. Martin Bnltner, architect. Quantities bv
Mr. G. Buck and Mr. T. Lauds :

—

Contract No. l.—Bailder^s Work.
Anscomb £35,300 0 0
Contract No. 2.—iSmiiA and Founder's Work.
Butchard 1,544 0 0
Contract No. 3.—Plumber and Glazier’s Work.
Eyles 3,.193 9 q

Holland & Hannen
Lawrence & Sons ...

Lucas, Brothers ...

Simms & Marten ...

Myers & Son
Gammon
Piper & Wheeler ....

King & Sons
Trollope A Sons
Hensbaw
HiUsKeddeU
Downs
Hiep
Hart
Perry

..£29,193 0

.. 28,987 0
28,774 0

.. 28,731 0

26,128
25,990
24,667

For new receiving wards, at the North Surrey District
awiiry. j,ur. a. nerney, arcniieet.

snpplied by Messrs. Franklin & Androwe :

—

Bowles
Mnnday & Hutchinson

,

Little ...

Simms & Marten
West
Hart
Godboli
Nightingale
Lose
Jarrett
Chappell
PoxoD & Smith
Holledge
Hazell

£2,409
2,031

1,930 '

1,734 0 0
1,698 0 0
1,680 0 0
1,647 0 0

For new warehouse, at tbe corner of Essex-stroet and
Southwark-street, S.E. Mr. John Wimble, architect:—

Eamsey £8,234 0 0
Adamson & Sons 7,993 0 0
Abraham 7,777 0 0
Colls & Son 7,735 0 0
Wills 7,ti67 0 0
Ennor 7,640 0 0
Kiilby 7,370 0 0
Piper & Wheeler 7,330 0 0
Browne & Robinson 7,287 0 0
Newman A Mann 7,165 0 0

For public-house, at Upper Holloway. Mr. M. C. W.
Horne, architect

Marshall ..

Harding
Taylor
Furaell
Shurmur
Eavenscroft
Lamble
Langmead & Co
Warns... .

Niblett A Son
Robson
Blackmore A Morley ..

Nightingale
Cressell (accepted)
Steddy

..£1,825 0 0

.. 1,757 0 0

.. 1,748 18 11

.. 1,694 12 6

.. 1,666

1,6 0 0
1,623 0 0
1,5

1,553 0
1,647 10
1.514 0
1,542 0
1,478 0 '

1,4'.'8 0 I

1,400 0 I

tenders
For covering a portion of the Borough Market, South-

wark, for the trustees. Quantities not supplied. Mr.
Henry Jarvis, architect :

—

Dixun £3,500 0 0
Lloyds, Foster, A Co 3,246 10 0
Thames Ironworks Company ... 2,986 0 0
London Engineering Company 2,835 0 0
Hensbaw 2,300 0 0

For the erection of a public-house. Little Titchfield-
street. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quantities supplied
by Messrs. Richardson & Waghorn :

Manley A Rogers £1,577 0 0
Cooper 1,657 0 0
Kelly 1,492 0 0
Eaton A Chapman 1,490 0 0
Ennor 1,439 0 0
Saunders 1,475 0 0

For ironwork of cattle stalls and pens, for the South-
ampton Cattle-market, according to plans prepared by the
borongh eurveyor, Mr. James Lemon:—

Bayhss, Jones, A Bayliss £627 16 0
Reading Ironworks 597 10 0
Horton 486 0 0
Hemulewicz A Co 475 0 0
Cottam A Co ino. n n
Jukes, Conlson, A Co.
Fry
Cornell
Ford

423 0

) 17 6
387 0 0
343 14 6

For alterations at No. 47, Charles-street, Berkeley,
square. Mr. Philip B. Lee, architect :

—

Morris £1,094 0 0

For alterations to Burleigh, Cheehnnt Common, for
Mr. J, Levick. Mr. F. 6. Widdows, arohitect:

—

Hunt £1,063 0 0
Rivett 1,060 0 0
Patman 998 0 0
Chessnm 960 0 0

For new sewers, at Clapham. for the Wandsworth
Board of Works. Mr. W. B. Lacey, surveyor—

T>:„i— ..£34,593 19 3
.. 34,000 0 0
.. 31,400 0 0
.. 29,725 0 0
„ 28,476 10 0
.. 26.245 0 0
.. 26,800 0
.. 26,500 0
.. 26,600 0
.. 24,950 0
., 24.350 0
.. 24,344 0
.. 23,613 0
.. 23,UOO 0
... 23,000 0
.. 22.900 0
.. 23,797 0
.. 21,200 0

Pickering..
Still'

Pearson
King
Murlon
Hill A Keddell
Wainwright
Morris
Hiscoi A 'Wiiiiaina .

Avis A Sons
Hubbard
Blackmore
Dickenson A Oliver .

Trowsdalo
Wigmore
Thackerah
Harvey
Robinson

For building a public-house, in Battersea Park, for Mr.
Mellish. Mr. J. Tanner, architect:

Beale £2,067 14 6
Marr 3,(543 0 0
Stimpson 2,648 0 0
Eaton A Chapman 2,335 0 0
Wigmore (accepted) 2,190 0 0

For erecting a

Clarke A Co.
Easto
Wigmore .

Shuckford .

Gates

warehouse, at Clapham, for Messrs.

590 0 0

..£394

For new mains for the Aldeburgh Gas Company,
Limited, and relaying old ones

Mason
Child

Newby
Smyth A 'Wells (accepted) .

341 10

For alterations and additions to workhouse school,
Hornsey-road. Mr. C. Higgins, architect. Quantities by
-o.-.- ^

Allow for OldPain A Clark :
•

Wills A Son ... £1,135 0
Bradley 1,109 0
Crockett ],(i64 0
Lamble 1,005 0
Gill 986 0 0 14 0 0

For restoring, reseatiog, and building new vestry-room,
at the Wesleyan Methodist Chape), Broad-street, Spald-
ing, Lincolnshire. Mr. W. East, architect;

—

Dawson £227 0 0
Jepson 216 0 0
Goodhand 187 12 0
Staiiger 138 0 0

For villa residence, at Carshalton, Surrey, for Mr.
Charles Turner. Mr. A. J. Dyer, architect:

—

Alehin £638 0 0
Buck 635 0 0
Hayden 467 0 0

For Alexandra Orphanage for Infants, Hornsey Eise.
Messrs. W. G. Habershon A Pile, architects

s
.2 tral iugs.

% 0

0
u 1 n W

£. £. £.
Williams A Son
Patman A F'olherin g-

6,781 3,028 6,557 2,206

ham 6,742 3,041 6.339 2,206
Cowland 5,198 2.953 6,272 2,520
Forrest 6,"43 3,048 6,2n7 2,204
Carier A Sons 5,14') 2,850 6,260 2,200
Rider A Son 6,260 2,77il 6,1)40 2,210
Manley A Rogers ... 4,820 2,736 6,215 2,205
Moreland A Burton 4,420 2,486 2,300
Southcott A Widgery 4.327 2,436 6,360 2,208

For new roofs, reseating, and restoring the nave and
aisles of the parish church of Edlesborough, Bucks. Mr,
Withers, architect:

—

Hobiuson £1,943 16 4
Chappell 1,935 0 0

For the partial rebuilding and refitting of the parish
chnrch of North Restin, Lincolnshire. Mr. Withers,
architect :—

Clark £570 0 0

For the rebuilding, on same site, the parish church of
Lampeter. Pont-Stephen, Cardiganshire. Mr. Withers,
architect :

—

Roberts £3,357 6 8
James A Co 3,073 0 0
E. A L. Thomas 2,950 0 0
J. A D. Jones 2,«55 0 0
Davis A James 2,638 0 0

’ For alterations and additions to a honse at Bideford,
for the Rev. E. O. Vinceut, Mr. Edwin Dolby, archi-
tect:

—

First Portion.
Ching A West £265 0 0
Howard (accepted) 242 0 0 -
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Art Education

for Ariizam in' Paris.

F there is one conclusion

which is forced upon us

in examining the purely

artistic features of the

manufactured articles in

the French Section of the

Paris Exhibition, it is

that whether in surface

or sculptured ornament

there is a freedom of

handling, a beauty ofout-

line, and delicacy of finish,

such as is seldom, if ever,

characteristic of similar

works in our own English

department. Perhaps

the best workmanship of

both countries may be

nearly equal in technical

execution, but there is a

wide gulf between the

second or third rate

work of France and

England, which is almost

equivalent to dividing

the good from the bad,

and in this division

the better part. In the

:ost elaborate and costly objects, such as

tinted porcelain and cabinet-making, we can

umpete with credit with French manufac-

;rers
j but in the cheaper pottery, or common

irniture for the million, they very far surpass

; in taste and design. There is hardly an

iject exhibited by France which does not

splay some grace of constrnctional form, or

•licacy of ornamentation, contrasting strangely

:th the rude and coarse shapes and vulgar

nament of our own productions, where a

:ecial effort has not been made to ensure

1 exceptional quality of design. Comparing the

leap furniture exhibited in the French Furni-

re Court, with what we may see in Tottenham,
•urt-road, one thing strikes us very forcibly.

the former there is little ornament, either

rved or painted
j but when either is applied,

I is simple, refined in form, or well drawn,

—

ffering from the decoration of the costliest

uDny work, for which thousands of francs are

imanded, only in the extent of the ornament
Iplied, or the degree of richness of its design,

t not in the quality, so far as it goes, of the

e art element in its execution. We see the

me good drawing, the same graceful curves in

9 simple terminal of the post ofa twenty-franc

dstead cut in pine or lime tree, as in the

jrving in mahogany or ebony of a masterpiece

I Fourdinois or Lemoine. And this sort of

tive grace is not confined to furniture, but
fi'vades all branches of industrial production

o which art may be introduced, whether it bo
tthenware, glass, cutlery, iron work, or even
ejects of personal costume or decoration. Now,
; England, there is absolutely no common ele-

lint in the best works of Jackson & Graham,
Ijlland & Son, and the Messrs. Trollope, on the
0 hand, and the common furniture we have
rerred to as Tottenham-court-road work, on the

;tier hand. Who has not been disgusted with

the lumpy, putty - like carving on cheap

furniture in England, or with the atrocious

drawing of vulgarly-painted green and yellow

surface-ornament, when the chisel gives way to

the paint-pot ? Even where the forms used

give evidence of having been related by distant

ancestry to well-designed shapes, yet in the re-

production the good drawing becomes distorted

and vnlgarised, the relief coarse and heavy, and
all grace of outline is utterly lost. Tliat this is

so, however disagreeable it may be to us to

allow, needs for confirmation only an appeal to our

eyesight. The general superiority of the French

industrial art to the English is now too much
recognised to be brought in question, and what is

seen in the Exhibition in the Champs Elysees

is but a reflex of that which is seen outside it, in

Paris, and indeed in all France. There seems to

us to be but one explanation of this superiority,

and that is, that the French workman has re-

ceived, as a necessary portion of his education,

some instruction in drawing, and that when the

workman becomes especially an art-workman,

his instruction in secondary schools is both gene-

ral and effectual. It is only upon this hypo-

thesis that the all-pervading taste in French

workmanship can be accounted for. Instances

of a high order of design in any special manu-
facture, whether in France or England, may
be traced to special causes, and we fear

that in the latter it is not seldom due to the

employment of foreign designers
5

but that

every French workman should, as a general

rule, produce graceful and refined work, whe-

ther the eye of the master be upon him or

not, is due rather to systematic education of a

general nature than to special instruction in

particular cases. We know that success in art,

,

a knowledge of the beautiful from the ugly, and

power of facile execution, do not come by acci-

dent, nor are they, except in rare instances, the

gifts of nature
; for, if it were so, then all civi-

lized nations would be nearly on a par with each

other in art-manufactures. Our experience is

that, where we sow education we reap intelli-

gence, and if we plant art, we grow refinement;

but if we permit ignorance, we encourage

brutality, and if we utterly ignore art-education,

the fruits become visible in a general want of

taste. There is a consistency of cause and effect

in these matters, and it is a shallow and worth-

less begging of the question to say that some

'

races or nations ai-e by nature more tasteful and
artistic than others. Art-power is acquired

power, the result of educational processes of one

kind or another : it may be of instruction ob-

tained in the class-room or workshop, or the

influence of over-visible taste in the streets, in

public buildings, in art galleries and national

collections, or monuments,—these acting as

cultivators of taste which may lead to self-

education. The French and English workmen
differ artistically^ from each other precisely in

the ratio of their opportunities and the demand
which exists for art-workmanship in the two
countries

; and this demand is regulated by the

amount of taste generated in the public mind
according to the degree of art-instruction re-

ceived by the public.

We cannot believe that there is any inferiority

of race in the English to the French workman,
though there is a material difference in the sort

of education they receive, quite sufficient to ex-

plain why the former as a rule does not possess

art power, and the latter as a rule does possess

it. Much of the national tendency to art may,
doubtless, be traced in France to the sensible in-

fluence of public collections of art, galleries of

painting and sculpture, museums of antiquities,

and of industrial masterpieces, and to the almost

universal habit of adorning the facades of build-

ings with sculpture, all these together creating

an artistic atmosphere in which the incipient

art-workman draws in taste with his breath.

Bat more direct is the explanation afforded by

the numerous Schools of Art abounding in Paris,

as well as in the more important provincial

towns of France. Something also may be attri-

buted to the general instruction in drawing given
in the Primary Schools, as well as to the efforts

so long made by the Government to popularise

art-education by the aid given to the production

of good examples to be used for instruction, and
their dissemination at a nominal cost to the
schools. This prepares the way for the action

of the schools in which art-instruction is alone

given, and in which the young workman studies

as a part of his necessary trade education, and
the part he is taught to recognise as by far the

most important.

It is worth while to examine for ourselves the

nature of the instruction given in the municipal

schools of Paris, in order that we may discover,

if possible, the means by which so general an
art-power is communicated to the Parisian

artizan. As before remarked, these municipal

schools of art are very numerous
; but no two of

them are exactly alike in range of study. This is

accounted for by the fact that the masters or

professors conducting them are professional

artists, either painters, sculptors, or architects,

and that no conditions whatever appear to be
imposed upon them, either as to subjects or

systems of education
; each man therefore de-

velopes those branches of art in the school in

which he himself is most successful or practises

professionally. We will refer to this feature of

management again
;
at present it is our intention

to describe the method of study pursued in one

school, where a large number of workmen were

engaged in the study of drawing and modelling,

at the time of a recent visit paid to this school,

among others, for the special purpose of the

present article.

The “ Ecole Municipale de Dsssin et de

Sculpture,” of the 10th Arrondissement of

Paris, situated in the Eue des Petits Hdtels,

is conducted by M. Lequien, fils, whose father

has long been engaged as master of a muni-

cipal school in another part of Paris. M.
Lequien, fils, is professionally a sculptor, and
his school has a high reputation for drawing

and modelling. From information concerning

the principal schools we are justified in regard-

ing M. Lequien’s as a good representative of its

order, and especially so of the peculiarly cha-

racteristic method of teaching drawing, alike in

all the schools, which was to be seen there in

operation. The students varied in age from

fifteen years to thirty, and seemed to be clad in

the ordinary costume of the workman, no effort

being made to appear in best clothes, as is

usually the case in English schools of art. Be-

ginning with a pupil who had been bub a few

days in the school, and had not previously studied

in an art school, and going on through the

various stages until we came to the work of

young men who were drawing from the living

model, and who were employed in the daytime

as designers for the great French manufacturing

firms, at large salaries, the whole of the students’

drawings were carefully examined, in the pre-

sence and with the explanation of the professor.

Afterwards, all the works produced during the

past year, some of which are now in the Exposi-

tion, and many others still in the school, were
displayed by M. Lequien, and information con-

cerning the ages, occupations, and length of time

occupied in study, and production of the draw-

ings, was communicated by him also.

It seems, then, that in teaching drawing, but

one medium is used,—carbon, chalk, or char-

coal,—-and from first to last the drawings are

made upon a coarse, cheap paper, of a grey

colour, very much like what English grocers

wrap their moist sugar in, only that the drawing-

paper is not of quite so good a quality. There

are three stages of study :

—

1. From lithographed shaded copies, or original

drawings.
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2. Shading from the cast, of figure and orna-

ment.
3. Shading from the living model.
The examples used by beginners were simple

bold details of ornament, drawn with thick lines,

and having little more than half-tint shadows

;

perhaps there were as many as three degrees of

shade, all being boldly expressed by lines. The
point used was such as a boy of fifteen would be
able or willing to keep on a stick of charcoal

j

and the means of erasure was a piece of wash-
leather. The student is placed at a distance of

perhaps a yard from his copy, which is hung on
a screen or the wall in a glazed frame, and which
he is not allowed to touch or measure from.

Painful was the mess made by the first two or

three boys, with their blunt points making such
heavy black lines, and their still blunter eye-

sight, which betrayed them into such doleful

errors. “But,” said II. Lequien, “they soon
tire of this black mess and these frivolous lines,

and get to cleaner habits and more accurate
observation of form. This boy, fifth up the line

from the bottom of the school, has been here
two months, and has done twenty drawings, and
you see be is already using his charcoal in an
economical manner, and putting shadow in only
where he sees it in the copy.” The pupils
attend five nights in the week for two hours,

and it is commonly in the indentures of the
young apprentice that ho attend a municipal
school of art, for which his master pays the
fee. At the first about two of these simple
rough drawings are made in a week

;
imperfect

many of them, but each showing some advance
on the last. Thus the interest of the pupil is

kept up by a change of examples, and he is never
allowed to form a babit of slow or monotonous
work. A little further on in the school the
examples used are larger and more elaborate
pieces of ornament, in which either the human
or animal form is partially introduced. This
takes the student as many evenings as his

earlier copies occupied hours, and some of them
as many weeks as the more elementary exam-
ples took evenings to copy. But by this time
his work has lost all traces of blackness and
mesaineas, the shadows become delicate and
transparent, the free ontlines made by the soft

and willing charcoal are firm and expressive,

the white chalk begins to express light and
direct reflection, and the workman appears to be
getting master of his medium. The improve-
ment appears to be startling, and M. Lequien
snya it is not exceptional. He objects to outline-

drawing with lead pencil as a commencement,
and thinks more power is got by regarding
drawing as the imitation of masses of light and
shade, from the first to the last. Judging from
what we saw, there certainly appears to be a
corrective influence in adding the shadow to the
outline, which mere outline cannot have by
itself. By adding shadow to bad form, you
intensify the errors, mistakes of proportion be-

come evident, and bad lines become uglier still.

The middle stage is drawing from the cast,

the same medium being used, Good specimens
of drawings made by previous pupils, are dis-

played for the student’s guidance in his first

efforts, and the oasts are very simple in form,
sometimes a section of the echinus moulding,
one aoanthus-leaf from an antique capital, a cast

of the eye, mouth, or chin from heroic busts, or
mask of a smooth face. By the time the student
arrives at this stage, he has mastered his vehicle

of expression partLvlIy, not so completely as he
will when he gets to the living model, but it no
longer gives him trouble and vexation of spirit

by doing in his hands just what he wishes not
done. The process of drawing from the cast may
thus be stated. The large forms are, firstly, in-

dicated by faint ontlines, and the lines dividing
masses of light from shadow are touched in.

The shapes of shadows are drawn, but shade is

not at first expressed.* When a sorb of map of
the form has been thus obtained, the east
shadows are rubbed in flatly with wash-leather
and soft chalk, and deeper tints in these shadows
drawn in, as it were, with the blunt point of a
leather stump. In this condition the drawing
looks exactly like a faintly-printed photograph,
and it seems to us that is some recommendation
of the system, which is natural, effective, and
simple. Then the student, having obtained the
general effect of his subject, proceeds to add the
shades, whether faint or deep, of the half tints,

blending them into the shadows, and after-

wards taking out by means of a clean cor-

* Shade is the partial abseDce of direct light on an
object; shadow, the total absence.

ner of his wash-leather, the reflected lights

;

in the shadows, and by the use of white
chalk, adding the high lights, used thickly or

thinly according to the amount of brilliancy of
the light. The grey paper stands for the natural
colour of the cast; or sometimes much white
chalk is used, and the colour of the paper then
becomes a half tint to express the lighter shades.

This mode of drawing from the cast is a rapid
one in comparison with our own English method
of stippling shadow with the chalk point, and it

is veiy much more effective. A week or even a
month may be spent on a subject from the cast

by M. Lequien’s pupils, seldom more, and the
drawings made are varied in size according to

the pupil’s powers, from a foot square represen-
tation of a hand or a leaf to a cartoon on strained

canvas some 5 ft. or 6 ft. square, of the Apollo
Belvidere or the actual size of a section of the
Panathenaic frieze. Very lovely in feeling and
truth of chiaroscuro were many of these large
drawings from the cast—absolnte imitation of
natural effect being the aim of the student, and
every detail of form was carefully rendered,

either by the sharp bits of forcible shadows
occurring where the light was strongest, or by
delicate modulations in the broad shadows, or in

the play of reflected light on the prominent por-

tions of the unilluminated parts of the cast. The
subjects used for study are similar to those in

use in our Royal Academy and schools of art,

with the addition of a few good modem French
busts and figures. The Greek and Roman an-

tique and French renaissance are the styles of
ornament which exclusively supply the orna-

mental casts, no example of Gothic being ap-

parently used.

The final stage, after the practice of figure-

drawing from the antique, is drawing from the
living nude model. In this stage only the more
advanced students study, and a very consider-

able power in drawing has been acquired pre-

viously to commencing from the living subject.

A longer time is given to each model than we
are prepared to expect, three hours each even-

ing for five nights a week being allotted to each
study. A very great amount of care is expended
on the form of the figure, and the degree of

finish is expected to be higher, though even in

this the effect and truth of drawing are con-

sidered of more importance than finish. Stump
and leather are used also in drawing from the
life : they may, in fact, be considered as uni-

versal in teaching drawing in France. Besides
drawing, modelling is practised in the school, in

similar stages as already described for drawing,
alto-relievo being the general method adopted
for studying the antique and living figure. Orna-
ment appears rarely to be copied, though original

designs for special purposes of ornamental treat-

ment were exhibited to us as the work of the

students, and these were well designed and very
spiritedly modelled. French art masters appear
to believe that figure practice includes the study
of all kinds of form, and that a good draughts-
man of the human figure can draw ornament or

design decoration in any style as a matter of

course. The evidence is rather in favour of this

view,—at any rate, so far as drawing goes. In
another class a few students were drawing from
examples architectural line drawings, and pro-

jections of geometric solids
;

bub there was
nothing in this portion of the school studies in

any way remarkable.

It seems to ns that in this system of teaching

drawing in light and shade with charcoal and
leather, and the eflect it appears to have of

giving facility of drawing and readiness to re-

produce effects of light and shade, lies much of

the secret of French skill in art. The medium
is simple and easy to manage after the first few
drawings have been made, and afterwards the
student occupies himself solely in the study of

form and its reproduction. Drawing is the first

thought, drawing the second, and drawing all

the remaining thoughts of the French professors

in art schools. For the English systems of

teaching drawing with ontlines in pencil, and
going on afterwards to the study of light and
shade with the point, they profess to have the

greatest contempt. The first, they say, cramps
the hand instead of giving freedom and power,

and the second only leads to the mechanical
power of making fine dots, and neither has

anything but a distant connexion with generating
art power. There is a good deal of force in this

opinion, and the very great superiority of French
workmen to English in the matter of drawing,
when both have been students in art schools,

ought to lead to some further consideration of

the two systems by the masters of oar schools of
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art. We trust that in the reports which maybe
written on the subject of art education by the
teachers of schools of art who visit the Paris

Exhibition, and for which prizes are offered by
the Science and Art Department, this contrast

of system may be referred to, and that we shall

hear what can be said on both sides of the

question. Nothing can be more directly opposed
than the two methods by which the French and

English Governments seek to develope the art

power of workingmen. It is not a mere ques-

tion of detail; it is one of principle, and if we
are to judge of a tree by its fruits, the judgment
is not a difficult matter. The real question is,

are the twenty or thirty stages of art instruction

doing for English industrial art what charcoal

and wash-leather are doing for France ? We
must shut our eyes to the facts of the case, and
look inwardly to the beauties of a perfect theory

before we can answer this question in the

affirmative.

Feeling interested in the peenniary part of the

matter as to how the schools in France are

maintained, we learnt that the Government
grants a subsidy of 3,000 francs per annum
towards the support of the School of the Tenth
Arrondissement. This pays the rent, and covers

all expenses of maintenance. The master is

paid by the fees of the students, and these are

fixed at 4 francs a month. It is obviously the

master’s interest to fill his claasos, and ho is

allowed free scope to do so, no limitations being

placed upon him, no dictation as to methods or

systems, and no tests are applied to his students.

The State gives him nothing, but it provides a fit

place for the working men of Paris to study in,

and it takes nothing from him. It neither pays

him for accidental cleverness in his pupils, nor

stops payment if they are stupid aud cannot

pass examinations. It simply says to him,

—

Here is provided for the public good a studio

for artisans, which yon may take charge of. If

you can teach soundly and well, and make it

worth the money of working men to pay for

your instruction, you will find yourself sur-

rounded by pupils. If BO, the better for you;
if not, a more popular teacher, whose instruction

will be sought for, will take your place. The
greater your pecuniary success, the better for

the public, for then the larger number of artisans

will be instructed. If you cannot fill your class-

rooms, it will not pay you to carry it on, and it

will not suit the public to be without instruction.

This seems to us by no means an unfair view

of the question, for, whilst not ignoring the re-

sponsibility of the State, it does not waste the

ratepayers’ money. It places the art-education

of working men on a somewhat similar basis as

middle-class education in England has been

placed in our endowed grammar schools and uni-

versities, by either private or public generosity.

The educationalist visiting the Paris Exhibi-

tion, at any rate if he is interested in art-educa-

tion, should examine the French collections in

group 10, class 00, the works of the French art-

schools. Hero we may see not only the produc-

tions of the school we have described, but of

many others of equal, if not greater, reputation.

:
These collections will well repay any time that

may be spent on them
;
and we would warn him

not to be content with looking only at the dis-

plays on the walls of the court,—for the wall-

space is limited, but to open the portfolios of

drawings, which are very numerous and highly

interesting. They will show the same style of

drawing as we have seen at M. Lequien’s,—

i

generally, with the addition of some branches of

study added, here and there, according to the

particular qualifications of the masters of the

schools. The drawings do not look so well in an

exhibition, as we may frequently see at a school

of art exhibition in England
;
there are but few

works iu colour, or monochrome, or original de-

signs. There are no pretty works at all, nothing

to attract the public gaze amid all the glitter

surrounding. All that can be seen, and that

need be sought for, are sound and serviceable evi-

dences of useful education, presented in a manner
which shows that there has been no effort to

make it appear better than it is. But there are

proofs on all hands of good instruction and

powerful drawing, and the visitor who chances

to examine these works at an early period of

his visit, will have no difficulty in understanding

all the grace and good art in the French depart-

ment, and of detecting its origin and primary

canse.

Perhaps the best description that can be given

of these carbon drawings on sugar paper is, that

they are evidently regarded as the means to an

end, and not the end itself. We often feel in an
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exhibition of the works prodnced in English
Schools of Art, that the elaborate drawings
which mnst liave taken many months to produce,
are treated as pictures, and are themselves the
end of study. They point no further, and be-
tween them and the design and execution of art-
workmanship in industrial manufactures, there
is no connecting link. In our own schools there is

certainly a greater breadth of subject taught,
but we are justified in believing that what the
art-education of our country gains by comparison
in breadth of subject, it loses positively in depth
of direct usefulness. We cannot conceal from our-
selves the fact that French workmen possess
great art-power, and are successful draughts-
men, and that it is not the case with English
workmen. We see no more direct means of
accounting for this than in the more rapid,
simple, and effective method of teaching draw-
ing in France than in England, as a primary,
even if not the only explanation of their supe-
riority. Let an unprejudiced person glance at
the list of prizes awarded at the Paris Exhibition
to the co-operators or workmen of English firms,
who have been successful in obtaining the grand
prizes or medals. How frequently the names
are foreign, and what does this snggest, but that
either wo are unable to supply our owu demands
for^ art-power, or that we supply only the in-
ferior branches ofmanufacture, whilst in pottery,
:he precious metals, audio cabinetwork of a high
jlass, the better education of foreign workmen
its them for the highest positions of designers ?
That this will not always be the case we fer-

i^ently hopG and believe
j
but that an improve-

nent which will place our workmen on an equal
boting with their foreign competitors will occur
vithout a thorough remodelling of onr system
if art education, wo as thoroughly disbelieve,
rhe art progress of the age and our backward-
less in many branches of industrial mann-
acture demand that this shall be done. Wo
luvo all the means and appliances, and do
-Ctually spend the money every year, snfficient
0 supply good instruction in art to every town
u the empire. Our artizan population is an
ntelligent one, and the demand for art-power in
ur manufactures is great: all that is wanted,
herefore, is that some attention should be paid
3 our systems of instruction and national ex-
enditure of grants lor art. The results we now
btain are not commensurate either with our I

utlay, our intelligence, or our demands
j and

ajs, we are disposed to believe, is the fault, not

'

F the public, or the capabilities of our art
indents, but of our system.
From the Exhibition of 1851 we derived great
opulses to art education. From that of 1862
6 obtained less advantage, because a greater
iccess in it made ns more callous and better
itisfied with^ ourselves. The lesson we now
ivo to learn is that it will not do to rest upon
ir oars, or be betrayed into a fool’s paradise of
)lf-satisfaction. We are as far behind in 1S67 as
ewere in 1851

; and the disease we suffer from
iquires as prompt action to remedy it as those
a were then compelled to adopt. Our art-
hools were then placed on an entirely new
isis, which had some good in it, and has lasted
ng enough, outliving in many points its owu
)od qualities. Fifteen years of experience
ive taught us something, and we cannot do
itter than repeat our experiment of 1851, and,
ith the additional light we now have, place the
t education of the country on a new and
iproved basis.

A SORE IN THE BODY POLITIC.

The surgeon whose skill is appealed to in a
rious case of accident, such, for instance, as a
n-shot wound, knows the importance of ascer-
.niug the worst at once. Before attempting
y sanitary process he makes use of the probe.

I bind up the wound may be useless, or even
schievouB, until the cause of injury is dis-
rered and removed.
[t is not otherwise with the body politic. In
ose diseases of society that take the form of
rarrent convulsions, and present the symptom
extreme excitement, amounting to mania

lowed by collapse, little can be done to restore
aealthy tone without a severe application of
1 probe to discover the cause of disturbance.
:ia not, however, always necessary to probe
•y deeply. The cause of disturbance may at
It have been subtle and unperceived, or it may
re been evident to the dispassionate observer;
£ in the progress of the evil that cause fro-'

quently comes to light. At least, a cause does ;

and it then not unfrequently happens that the
patient, or the quack, points out a determining
symptom as a primary mischief.

In the long and severe prostration of public
confidence, from which recovery seems as slow
and as donbtfnl as from the most serious dis-
turbances of individual health known to surgery
or to medicine, there has been of late no need
to probe very deeply in order to detect sources
of mischief. The evils have come to the surface
with a vengeance. Unfortunately, they are
neither few nor small; nor are they confined to
one rank or section of society. We find them
in the commercial world, we find them in the
ranks of labour, in the man whose dealings are
measured by so many shillings a week, and in
those whose operations amount to so many mil-
lions a year. And, unfortunately, they are so
widely different, at least in their first aspect, as
to be liable to classification under the two main
divisions of evil, force and fraud. The aymp-
toms of the social evil from which we are yet
suffering are apparent in that scientific form of
swindling which is euphuistically termed finance,
and in that simple form of terrorism which goes
by the plainer name of murder.

^

In the higher circles of mercantile or specula-
tive occupation the last month or two has been
fruitful in scandals. Three great railway com-
panies have been paraded before the public
disrespect in unenviable rivalry. One has
thrown away three times the amount of its
original capital in supplementary works that
have had the result of entirely absorbing the
dividends of the primary proprietors. One has
come to a dead lock from sheer indebtedness.
Earning a large revenue it has so managed as to
be unable to avoid the inconvenience of “ a man
being put in possession.” A third has achieved
the most magnificent case of disputed account
that has yet been presented to the attention of
students of arithmetio. The divergence ofopinion
between the parties in the case is as complete as
was that recorded by iEsop as existing between
the wolf and the lamb. The public will look
with some interest for the solution of the question
“ Which is the wolf !

”

The contractors of a lino of railway which,
by the aggressive direction of its course and of
its branches, no less than by the lavish magni-
ficence of its works, had long occupied a

I

prominent position in the country, were com-
pelled some time ago to suspend payment. There
was a good deal of sympathy felt for these con-
tractors, as it was evident that a bad or irre-
coverable debt of the amount of 380,0001., which
sum it was stated that the company owed them,
was suflicient to disturb the finances and even
to affect the solvency of the most respectable
firm. So amicable arrangements were made for
the liquidation of the accounts, and perhaps the
chief result of the suspension was the removal
of anxiety from those whom such a danger no
longer menaced.
Meantime the defaulting company wallowed
an ever-enlarging slongh of finanoial and

legal difficulties. Complication supervened upon
complication

; interest divided itself against in-
terest; shareholders, preference shareholders,
owners of stock distinguished by half the letters
of the alphabet, debenture holders, Lioyd’s-bond-
holders, judgment creditors,—all rose fiercely one
against another

; and so dire and hopeless be-
came the confusion that the injured creditor
arose in his place in Parliament with the meek
request that the House of Commons should bring
its unrivalled power of discrimination to bear on
the seething chaos.
At last, by methods inconceivable to the ex-

ternal world, the vast puzzle of account shook
itself into definite form. How accurate and how
truthful that form may have been is yet a ques-
tion for the distant future. But iu the pro-
visional state, at all events, the liquidators of
the contractors looked in vain for their 380,0001.
No such item was there

;
nothing that in any

way resembled it. The first impression must
have been that there was an error of the press,
an omission of this trifling item; perhaps a total
forgetfulness of the existence of the injured con-
tractors. A further inspection of the gigantic
balance-sheet dispelled these delusions. Messrs.
Peto, Betts, & Crampton had not been for-
gotten. But there v/as this difference of opinion
between the two views of the case,—this illustra-
tion of the hazardous nature of reckoning with-
out the host. Disclaiming a debt of 380,0001.
towards the contractors, the ac^Jonntant of the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, per
contra, makes the demand of some six millions'

seven hundred thousand pounds on the estate of
the contractors. The effect of this counter-
charge was as immediate as the amount was
amazing. The liquidation instantly collapsed

;

the contractors surrendered as bankrupts.
We are no advocates of colossal contractors.

On the contrary, we attribute to the formation
of “ contractors’ lines ” the destruction of the
property of railway shareholders, and the ruin,
for the time, of the profession of Civil Eugi-'
neers. But there is such a thing as justice.
The fortunes that sprang up in a night have for
the most part perished in a night, and the frag,
ments of the industrial Colossi, like the bronze
limbs of the Colossus of Rhodes when overthrown
by the earthquake, lie scattered “many a league.”
And if there is one impulse which more than
another distinguishes the Eoglish gentleman,
and manfully appeals to the good feeling of the
Englishman of every class, it is that which leads
one parcere suijectis, the meaning whereof is

—

not to hit a man when he is down. With this
feeling we must remark that the report on the
accounts between the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway Company and their contractors
which has recently been issued “ by order of the
Board,” has two sides. Dealing with this docu*
ment alone, and excluding any extraneous infor-
mation, we cannot but hold that the contractors
are nob the persous most seriously affected by
the publication. Lot us suppose, for the sake of
argument, that Messrs. Peto, Betts, & Crampton
are all that their worst enemies, if they have
enemies, can assert; still, as regards the share-
holders of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, their misdeeds are those not of princi-
pals, but of accessories. They were not the
elected guardians of the interests of the
shareholders. We use not a word to ex-
tenuate wrong, if wrong there be; bub let the
saddle be put on the right horse. Messrs. Peto
& Co. entered into certain contracts with the re-
presentatives ofthe shareholders for the purpose
of making profit. Fair profit, it may be,—more
than fair profit, it may be urged,—miscalculated
profit, at all events

; bub the_relation as between
contractor and company is one that is clearly
understood. The object of the large expenditure
incurred by every company for the staff of the
engineer is to control and ensure the efficiency
of the work of the contractor, who undertakes,
for a fixed sum, or at an agreed scale of prices,
to execute these works cheaper than the company
could do if themselves the paymaster, but with
a handsome margin of profit to himself. Now,
if any directors so contract with a person in this
position as to make him the virtual master of
the undertaking, they betray their duty to their
constituents. They expose the contractor to a
series of temptations which it will require no
ordinary virtue to resist. They give him the
means, at every step, of taking advantage; and
iu all public works contingencies are so heavy,
that the most straightforward tradesmen will be
likely to take every opportunity in their power
of “ hedging” against them. So obvious is this
fact, BO small the knowledge of human nature
that is requisite to enable a man to arrive at it,
that it is difficnlt to see how it can be ignored
by any persons of snfficient experience of life to
be named as directors of a railway.
Now whether the finance arrangements of the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway were such
as to make the contractors, who are the persons
naturally interested in swelling the expenditure
of the Company, the virtual disposers of that
expenditure, the report before us does not ena-
ble us to say. But one thing is clear, whether
this were the case or no, the directors are the
persons primarily responsible to the shareholders
for expenditure and for finance. How they have
discharged this responsibility the report bears
witness. The “ state of the accounts ” shows a
total issue of stock and shares to the amount of
11,591,5511. It states the expenditure on works
at 2,993,264Z. It may be presnmed that land is
not included in this sura, but no mention is
made of either laud or working stock in that
document. Two items in the account require
explanation, as they appear to have been entered
in their present form rather with a view of swell-
ing the balance claimed from the contractors
than for the sake of simplifying the balance-
sheet. One of these is the fact that the sum of
4,171, 150Z. received by the company from the
public is stated as a credit to the contractors;
while the stock corresponding to this amount,
and of a nominal par value only 36,550Z. above it,

is debited per contra. The other point is that
the company state that they have paid to the
.contractors in cash nearly 232,000Z. more than
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the cafrh received from the pnblic. Bat this

difficulty is probably met by allowing for certain

large ronnter payments from tho contractors. If

we balance the two cash payments stated be-

tween the parties, we come to the following

Btupendoas result.

The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway
Company, on their nominal capitalof 11,826,5431.,

admit receipts from the public to the amount of

4,171,4501. Oat of this, or rather against this,

they have to place an expenditure on works, as

certified by the engineers, of 2,993,2641. Deduct-
ing the cash paid by the contractors to or on
account of tbe company from tbe cash paid by
the company to or on account of the contractors,

we find that tbe latter have received in cash the

sum of 2,232,1051., leaving a balance due from
the company on certified work, including profit,

of 761,1591. To provide for this three-quarters

of a million’s worth of works, and for such
farther expenditure of the company as is not
specified in the “ state of the accounts,” stock,

and debentures, to the nominal value of7,423,1011.,

or just ten times the amount of the balance due
for works, have been handed over to the con-
tractors. This is financing with a witness,

and, as we said before, whatever be the demerit
of the contractors, we are utterly at a loss to

imagine what defence the directors have to offer

for such a mode of dealing with the property
entrusted to their charge.

In each of the three great disasters to which
we have referred the same features are apparent.
Large power has been committed to persons who
proved incompetent to exercise it. As far as
directors are concerned, no charge of pecnlation
or of corruption has been urged. But the in-

conceivable mismanagement, in each case, of the
funds and of the powers of the companies, if not
corrupt, is liable to the charge of profound in-

competence, and of reckless waste. Nor can it

for a moment be supposed that the mere blind

fury of competition has been the sole, or even
tbe main cause, of the waste of millions after

aiillions. In every contest the rank and file,

the officers and the contractors, had to be duly
paid. Whence the money came they did not re-

gard as their affair,—the point was to do the
thing handsomely, to stick to the colours, to

meet aggression by aggression, and to post mil-

lions against millions. So with the threefold

division of labour,—lawyers, engineers, and con-
tractors to do tbe work and to pocket the
profits,—directors and secretaries to sign the
checks, to look big, and to enjoy constant “ moral
triumphs,” and shareholders and bondholders to

pay, the work went merrily on. Adam Smith
would have been delighted at the result, for it

would never have been attained except by such
a division of labour. If directors had been ex-

pected to sign checks on their own bankers, or

if lawyers bad been paid in original shares at
par, the total capital accounts of the Brighton,

the South-Eastern, and the London, Chatham,
and Dover railway would probably have been
at least some 18,000,000Z. sterling less than the

present united amount.
While this method of dealing with the money

of other people by millions has been sanctioned

by men in the responsible position of chairmen
and directors of such important public com-
panies, we find tbe desire of liv'ing at tbe ex-

pense of others to be no less energetic among
the operative classes. There, too, peculiar prin-

ciples of political economy have been called into

fall play. Tbe principle on which the action

of the railway companies was conducted appears

to have been this. Certain persons desire cer-

tain profits. To ensure these, certain lines, more
or less uuprodnctive, of railway must be made.
Drive the scheme for these railways through an
ever-subservient Legislature, and the public

must find the money ; and it has done so accord-

ingly.

The principle of the operative unions has been
this,

—
“ We require a certain amount of wages.

Unfortunately ibis involves tbe performance of

a certain amount of work, but it shall be our
care to make this work as little as possible. We
shall, therefore, impose on the members of the

trade a code which will so limit the work to be
performed by each man as to make the day
labour of the least efficient and industrious work-
man the normal maximum for all bands. We will

force the masters to pay our own rate of wages
for our own amonnt of work by the penalty of

strikes, and we will force the body of workmen
to obey our committee rules by piquetting, by
rattening, and by yet more vigorons steps.”

That a small body of men should have been
able, in so many instances, to impose so

fatal a burden on tbe industry of their

respective crafts, is a social phenomenon of the

most extraordinary kind. Eighteen pence, two
shillings and sixpence, even as much as five

shillings out of each pound earned by tbe work-
man have been exacted from him by the requisi-

tions of tho unions. That is to say, that a
workman earning twenty shillings a week has
been compelled to pay for the support of a system
which is doing its utmost to limit tbe amount of

work done, and which is actually driving work
out of the country, more than three times tbe
amount paid per head of the population for the
support of the entire government and defence of
the country. John Brown, saw-grinder, having
paid in taxes direct or indirect an annual amount
of less than two guineas (supposing, which is

not the case, that be pays the average taxation
of the country) is called on to pay to the murderer
Broadhead and his committee the further sum of

six pounds ten shillings, which is liable to be
doubled in case of need, for tbeir mode of pro-

tecting bis interests. When it is considered how
large an amonnt of work is left undone in conse-
quence of difficulties between masters and men,
it is obvions that John Brown is not a political

economist, and that his faith in the protectors of

his trade is not justified by the result.

We shall extend our remarks to an undue
length if we go on to show the moral from tbe
above instances of social demoralisation ; much
will suggest itself to our readers. One thing is

pretty clear, permanent prosperity is not attained

by outrages on morals, however promising may
be the original plan. Another thing is no less

obvions, and that is, that unless we not only
detect but extirpate the latent causes of these

monstrous evils, these impositions on society for

the exclusive benefit of designing iudividnals,

who are not even competent to keep their ill-

gotten gains, 'the New Zealander of Macaulay,
who is to look over the ruins of what once was
London, may not be a purely imaginary per-

sonage, nor even one in the very distant future.

TERRA-COTTA ARCHITECTURE OF
NORTH ITALY.

The revived manufacture of Terra-cotta in

the shape of vases, fountains, friezes, and other

ornamental works has been carried on in Eng-
land for the last forty or fifty years, and to a
considerable extent

;
indeed, wo might go back to

the time of Wedgwood, who established a factory

for its prodnction, and say nearly 100 years.

The frieze of Her Majesty’s Theatre, in the Hay-
market, produced by Bubb, the sculptor, and the

external decorations of “ New St. Pancras
Church,” London, are amongst the larger

examples that occur to ns. Little, however,

had been done with it amongst us in architec-

tural work as an actual building material until

recently. It was used, our readers know, in the

Royal Horticultural Society’s buildings at South
Kensington. It is being largely used in the

new building for the Museum there, and we have
mentioned large specimens of the material ex-

hibited by English manufacturers in the Palace

of the Champ de Mars, for which more recently

medals have been given to Blanchard, Blasb-

field, Pnlham, and others. In some parts of

Germany, Saxony, and Northern Italy this

revived use of it as a building material has been
going on longer. In England it is evident there

is now a tendency to employ it to a greater extent.

In several buildings in the City, some of them
illustrated in our pages, and in the front of one,

scarcely finished, at the corner of Surrey-street

in the Strand, terra-cotta is extensively em-
ployed.

This movement will, doubtless, be much pro-

moted by a fine book that has been recently pro-

duced by Mr. Gruner on the ” Terra Cotta Archi-

tecture of North Italy,” dating from the twelfth

to the fifteenth centuries, and which contains

forty-eight illustrations, engraved, and printed

in colours, from careful drawings and restorations

by Frederigo Lose, with wood-cut sections, mould-
ings, &c., and descriptive text by Y. Ottolini and
F. Lose.*

In the introductory chapter Signor Ottolini

rightly dwells upon the methods used In Italy at

this time to produce terra-cotta, especially by
Andrea Boni in Milan, and tbe necessity for the

greatest care in the manufacture to obtain terra-

• “ The Terra-cwtta Architecture of North Italy.”

Edited by Lewis Gruner. London: John Murray, Albe-
marle-street. 1807.

cotta that will last. That some of the teiTa-cotta

lately produced in this country will not last there

is already evidence.

Plasticity and homogeneity, says Signor

Ottolini rightly, are the two conditions essential

to the composition of any ceramic paste.

Plasticity is the property of clays which contain

only aluminum, silica, and a little oxide of iron :

and depends mainly on the water contained in

the clay, which cannot be evaporated even by tbe

drying power of 100 degrees. But although

plasticity be an all important condition of this

manufacture, its excess entails grave inconveni-

ence. Objects formed of over-plastic clays are

dried unequally and with difficulty, which renders

them liable to lose shape and cr.ick. Such
defects are developed at the stove, and in the

furnace they increase further. Hence arjsea tho

necessity of introducing into the composition of

thepaste powdered quartz, calcareous earths, and

sands, to diminish this excessive plasticity, in-

crease porosity, and thus facilitate the expulsion

; of the water
j
which, although it serves merely

to mix the materials and give them the needful

softness, demands weighty consideration and

precautions, because tbe wrought portions, how-

ever they may sometimes seem dry, never are

absolutely free from water.

We have already observed that the liquid is

strongly attracted by tbe clay, or, more strictly

speaking, so combines with the clay as to require

an intense heat for its total elimination. It has

been stated that sandy substances make an easy

channel for the water to pass from molecule to

molecule, thus securing to all parts an equal

density. Now, to the end that the desiccation

of tbe largest pieces may be effected uniformly

and without cracking, care must be taken to

diminish tbe density at tbe centre; because, if the

outside density did not exceed the inner, the

evaporation of water must naturally proceed

more slowly at the centre, the clays would from

the first remain in an unavoidable state of

dampishness, and a separation of their mole-

cules must ensue.

Rapid drying gives rise to another serious

defect,—the work becomes coated superficially

with a dry thick crust, impervious to internal

moisture, and thus appears dry when only par-

tially so : the result is, that the imprisoned

water, constrained in the furnace to evaporate

by tbe high temperature, acquires an elastic

force, sufficient not only to crack tbe piece that

contains it, but even to split it to fragments.

This is tbe reason Signor Ottolini points out why
Boni, of Milan, adheres to the system of applying

the paste in small pieces to the moulds, and

leaving spaces at intervals; thus endeavouring

to obtain an equal, slow, and thorough expulsion

of the water from the modelled paste. For this

reason, having studied the proportions of the

disjunctive materials, he finds it needful to pro-

tect his works from the direct and too forcible

action of the wind, and to watch that they be

always accessible to the steady and beneficial

influence of heat and light. As soon as the

;
moulded objects have attained the proper degree

of dryness, to obtain which various arrange-

ments are made, they are polished by band, and

consigned to the furnace, where the burning is

efi'ected by means of combustibles calculated

to emit flame.

“Yet all tbia care in diyiDK and firing -would fail to

ensure solidity to tbe work if tho conditions essential for

obtaining perfect homogeneity and ooropacluess of tho

earths were not first observed. In ceramic pastes two

kinds of homogeneitymust be aimed at,—one of parts, the

other of masses. The first consists in equality of nature,

uniformity of volume, invariableness of density, in each

constituent of the paste, and is attained by working, by
kneading, by sifting, finally by mixing tbe ingreajent#

already finery pulverised. The second, and more import-

ant, results from a uniform blending of the dissolved

earths, so that the inevitable modifications produced by

desiccation and burning may affect alike every portion of

the mass, which renders it highly advisable that, before

moulding, the earths be subjected to much kneading with

hands and feet.”

If the paste be not thoroughly homogeneous,

it fails to sustain equally in all parts the influ-

ence of heat. Hence neither judicious choice

and just balance of ingredients, nor washings,

grindings, mixings, slow desiccation, will suffice

to render tbe paste homogeneous. Homogeneity

is brought about by minute processes carried on

through a lengthened period. Large depdts are

formed, where the excavated materials, before

being reduced to a paste, are submitted to atmo-

spheric influences, aud where large masses of

the damp paste may remain for some years

before undergoing moulding or modelling, and

being exposed to tho action of fire. These

arrangements are indispensable for tbe produc-

.tion of a perfect material.
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TERKi-OOTTA ARCHITECTURE OF NORTH ITALY.

Fig. 11.

to the general correotnesa of the delineations.

This tower has stood remarkably well, a result

that may be ascribed to the excellence of mate-
rial, and to great care in adjusting the bricks.

Several writers have noticed the skill with which,
in these days, bricks were arranged and fixed.

The cement used for binding them together was
of quick lime mixed with very fine sand, taken
from the river bed. This lime was dissolved in

plenty of water, so as to flow in a thin liquid
upon the bricks, forming itself so slight a
stratum that the seam between the bricks is now
barely discernible. The bricks were of varying
form and structure, according to the difl’erent

parts of the edifice in which they were placed.

In rectilineal parts, the dimensions of each
brick were about 1 ft. in length, 3 in. in depth,
and 6 in. in breadth. When circular walls

were in question, each brick presented a pro-
portional part of an arch, more or less curved
according to the expansion of the wall’s circle.

Figs. 7 and 8 show other parts of the campanile,
fig. 8 being the arcade on the fourth story of
the tower, the pillars of marble resting on pro-
jecting brackets.

A modern discovery gives the name of the
architect : on a slab anciently inserted in the
wall towards the base of the tower has been
deciphered ,

—"Magister Franciscus de Pecoraris de
Creniond fecit hoc opus.”

From the well-known and magnificent church
and convent of the Certosa, near Pavia, several
illustrations are obtained, including the apse of
the Certosa and the arcade from the cloisters.

We give a general view of the church (com-
menced 1396) cornices, figs. 9 and 10, and
pilaster, fig. 11.

At the church of San Lanfranco, in the out-

skirts of Pavia, are found replicas in terra-

cotta of some details in the cortile of the
Certosa, and in the Church del Carmine, of
Pavia, some of which are marked “ Abbas Lucas
F. F. 1464” (Abbot Luke caused to be made),
from which our authors infer that the terra-

cottas of the period all originated in one work-
shop. Another opinion arrived at fs that the
more recent terra-cotta is of a deeper shade of
red than the ancient, and, being more liable to

atmospheric oxidation, allows of the encroach-
ment of damp and wet, and so presents in many
cases an aspect of greater age than its ancient

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fif. 6 .

We may not, however, pause longer over this

book. Suffice it to add to our previous en-
comium that it is a work of very great value and
beauty, and is likely to have a considerable in-

fluence on the movement in favour of the em-
ployment of terra-cotta amongst us in arclii-

teotural works now going on.

REFERENCES.
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . Dotails of Tower of San Gottardo,

in Milan.
Fig. 8. Arcade on fourth atory of San Gottardo.
Fig. 9. General view of the Church of the Certosa,

Pavia.
Fig. 10. Terra-ootta pilaBter, Certosa.

Figs. 11 & 12. Cornices of terra-cotta, Certosa.

“ Tho way in which terra-eottaa were introduced into
I'alls was not] unlike that commonly used for insertiug
done, marble corbels, and jambs of stone. It is evident
.hat the general skeleton of the wall whs first constructed,
'leeping some bricks protruding; so that afterwards tho
iiaati, figures, heads, cornices, and each like, might be
ntroduced into the interstices leR between brick and
(Tick ont of the redundant material beyond the substance
tf the wall itself. Such pieces, if flat or slightly salient,

rere fixed in simply with lime and plaster : at the most,
')r greater strength, hooks of iron, or mere nails, were
^eed. Large blocks were seenred in the same way as
:brbels or stone cornices : they took, however, theprecau-
Lon to hollow out by hand such figures as required to be
fxed to the bricks that jutted beyond the wall level;
mmetimes also in order to lighten them, or to promote
lie uniform burning of large pieces such as large heads
dnd statues. The utmost care to strengthen them was
lestowed on the first row of cornices, and on such archi-
:Qotnral members as had to sustain others; these upper
rortioLs, on the contrary, being borno bv the lower and
fxed to tho wall as beat might be without any extreme
rare, but never made salient by excessive or abrupt pro-
irusion. They are always graduated and pitched, so that
iain-water may never flow down behind, but invariably
)dong their fronts. Here, in Italy, through the sudden
thanges of temperature, frost will soon split the hardest
marbles; nevertheless, although those terra-cottas are
tot attached to the wall in a very elaborate fashion, yet,
a consequence of tho builder's precautions to prevent
.t.'ater standing on them, they appear little injured by
i3'08t.”

i Mr. Gmner’e work aims at supplying a series

if specimens, commencing with simple and pro-

ceeding to more elaborate forms, as examples
for ivvitation, he says : we would rather put it,

for study and suggestion. The illustrations

commence with Santa Eufemia, Pavia, a work
assigned to tho eleventh century, and come up
to the Certosa, near Pavia (commenced 1396),
the sanctuary of Crema, 1500, and various
charming residences round about Milan, belong,
ing to the sixteenth century. The views are

beautifully drawn and coloured, and form a
storehouse of decorative detail. It must not be
supposed that the artist found all these remark-
able fronts as we now see them set forth by his

drawings. We remember to have looked on
several of them which presented indication of
what they had been only to the practised eye.

With care and knowledge, he has gathered bit

after bit, and reproduced them in all their

original completeness.
In addition to the views in colour, engravings

are given of details, and some of these we are

enabled to reproduce.* Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6, are details of the Campanile of San Gottardo,
in Milan, fourteenth century, and a personal
study of it enables us to speak satisfactorily as

* See p. 510.

THE HEALTH OF NEWCASTLE-UPON-
TYNE, WITH EEFERENCE TO ITS

CONDITION.

The condition of the town of Newcastle was
referred to by a writer in our columns last week,
and the subject is of so ranch importance that

we revert to it. The weekly publication by the
Registrar-General of the vital statistics of other
large towns in addition to those of London, which
was commenced in 1865, has already done good
service in awakening local as well as gener^ in-

terest in the health of our urban populations.

Tho inhabitants and local authorities of the
difierent cities and boroughs are beginning to be
stirred by a commendable emulation as to the
position of their town in the list periodically

published in the order of their rates of mortality,

and to acknowledge that the apathy which
acquiesces in a continually excessive death-rate

will no longer be tolerated.

A few weeks ago we noticed the report of the
Medical Officer of Liverpool for 1866, which not

only entered folly into the causes which have so

long contributed to make ttat town notable for

its waste of life, but bore conclusive evidence

that in Dr. Trench the town has the advantage
of the services of an officer fully competent, if

cordially supported with the weight of municipal

authority, to materially raise the standard of

health in that town. Indeed, the death-rate
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wbich ias prevailed in Liverpool during the ' various portions of the town, the report proceeds
past hall ol this year shows a remarkable im. to inquire into the general onuses of this mor-
provement npon recent years. Leeds, during
last year, appointed a medical officer of health,
and is at present enjoying a rate of mortality
far below what has there prevailed for many
years. Among the ten large towns of England
iumishing weekly returns, and arranged in the
order of their death-rates in 1866, Liverpool and
Leeds showed worst with IID and 32'5 per 1,000
respectively. NewcastJe-npon-Tyne, however,
stood next with 32-1.

It is satisfactory to find that this condition of
the health of Newcastle so early as last October,
engaged the oarnest attention of the Local
Public Health Committee; and that on the 4th
of that month a sub-committee was appointed
folly to inquire into the causes of this high rate
of mortality, and to “report generally upon the
sanitary state of the borough, and the means of
improving it, but especially upon the advisability
and practicability, nnder the direction of the
Corporation, of opening up new streets in
crowded districts; of sweeping away old, dilapi-
dated, and unhealthy dwellings

; and of erecting
in their stead better and healthier houses, and
lodging-houses for the labouring classes.” We
have now before us the report of this sub-com-
mittee, which is, perhaps, on the whole, one of
the best publications on this subject which has

:

over been brought under our notice. We can
not only congratulate the town upon possessing

tality, which has been excessive daring a long
series of years, bat was strikingly so in 1866.
The evidence collected proves the old story of
bad drainage and sewerage, indifferent and in-
sufficient water supply, and overcrowding in
unhealthy houses from an insufficient supply of'
suitable dwellings for the working classes. A
few of the facts, however, here set forth are new
and instructive, and will be invalnable to other
towns anxiotw to account for and to Trritfgato
high rates of riHirtality. It is stated that ift no
other large town in "the kingdom are there so
many unpaved, unflagged, and unsewered streets
as in Newcastle. In 1862 there we?» 219
of these unpaved streets, and the present
rate at which their paving is being carried on
scarcely more than keeps pace with the new
streets buDt year by year, so that the arrears
remain pretty nearly as great as in 1862. In
unpaved streets effective scavenging is all but
impossible, so that in summer “ the accumulated
filth sends forth poisonous exhalations.” In
Westgate and El&wick 155 of these streets are
to be found, and it is shown that- of 123 deaths
from diarrlicea in the borough last year 68 were
there recorded, or at the rate of 149 to 100,000
peisoDS living; while in the other parts of the
town, with far fewer nnpnved streets, it varied
from 41 in St. Nicholas and St. John, to 90 in
All Saints, where the next highest number of

BO mock valuable mformation bearing upon its these neglected streMa nro to be found,
sanitary condition, bnt its treatment and The sewerage of the town has been much
iOTangement are so essentially practical that wo improved since 1857, IS miles of new sewers
shall fully hope to nee most of the suggestions
embodied in the concluding chapter carried into
effect without loss of time. It needs but a slight
knowledge of sanitary science to feel entire con-

having been constrncted in those ten years
;
it is,

however, still far from complete, and both the
sub-soil and surface drainage is very defective.
The effectual drainage of a town is almost as

fidenoe m a vastly beneficial efleet from these
:
important as the satisfactory removal of its

re orma.
|

refuse by the system ofsewerage. The registrars
In the opening of the report, the loss of

|

of Newcastle, more espedalfy in the eastern
^

u-
1“ excessive death-rate portion of the town, continually have to reportw ich there prevailed last year is dwelt upon deaths from typhus, scarlatina, and other zymotic

at some length. Ihis fact is now so generally ^ diseases, occurring in families living in housesknown _tb^ we shall content ourselves with
,

the basements of which contain several inches
comparing it with the death-rates in one or two of liquid, black filth.
of the healtbiar towns. In Birmingham, for

! The overcrowding ia dwellings, to which may
instauw, the rate during last year was only 24-1, i be attributed so large aproportion of the excessive
apinst 32-1 m Newcastle, showing an excess in mortality in all our large towns, appears to be
the J^ter town of eight per 1,000, or equal to a i even greater in Newcastle than in other towns,
loss of close upon 1.000 lives over the number I At the census of 1861 there appear to have been
that would have died had the death-rate not

,
7-8 persons to a house in Newcastle, and although

^ Calculated upon there is abundant evidence that the rate of in-
the death-rates of last year, the average lifetime

j

crease of population since 1861 has been even
in Birmingham would be 41 years, in Hull 40^, greater than between 1851 and 1S61, the supply
in Bristol 40 m London 37, and in Newcastle of newly-built houses baa not been maintained
only 31. These few figures alone sufficiently in anything like the same proportion. Only 1,300prove the need of an inquiry, and of something houses have been built since 1861 to supply an
being done after the inquiry. We may here

: increase of population estimated at over 13,000 •

remark that this difference between the health ' and but a small proportion of these houses are
ot Birmmgham and Newcastle has been still suited to the wants of the labouring classes whomore remarkable since the beginning of this can only afford one, or, at most, two rooms to
year. In the firet six months of 1867 the annual live in. In 1862, the number of houses built
dea.th.rate m Birmingham averaged only 22 6, and building was 387; in 1863,220; in 1864-,
while in Newcastle It was 32-4, or rather above 187; and in 1865, only 108. The report says,
the iiigh rate m 1866, which gave rise to the “various circumstances—differences between

before us. masters and workmen amongst others—have
The various diseases which contributed most

largely to make up the excessive mortality last
year in Newcastle are severally treated of in the
report, which contains diagram maps of the town
with coloured indications of the fatal cases of
typhus and scarlatina in the different streets.
The conclusicn which appears to be drawn from
a thorough investigation of the subject ia that,
although a considerable portion of the excess is

to be ascribed to that class known as zymotic or
epidemic, all the other diseases were also pro-
portionately far more fatal than in most other
towns, and in England generally. Diseases of
the respiratory organs, including phthisis, con-
vuisions, atrophy, and debility, and ail infantile
complaints, were far more fatal in Newcastle
among a population enfeebled by so low a
standard of health than in other towns

; but of
the 3,950 deaths returned during the year in
Newcastle 1 ,145,or 29 per cent., were attributed to
diseases of the zymotic class. Scarlatina was epi-
demic in Newcastle last year, causing 500 deaths

;

typhus and typhoid fever were fatal in 22 leases,
diarrheea in 123, cholera and choleraic diarrheea
in 51, measles in 105. and whooping-cough in 59.
The All Saints sab-district, or eastern and lower
portions of the town, where the want of sanitary
reform is greatest, suffered most severely from
these diseases, bnt a reference to the maps above
alluded to will show that their fatality was very
general throughout the borough.

Having most fully dealt with the statistics of
,, I- r - 1

— w- ... vaoiiio. XU iB onuwu Luub lue moruaiiw is always
tbo mortality from particular diseases in the flower in common lodging-houses, than in ordi-

combined to limit building operations in the
town during the past few years.” This lull in

house-building has not stopped the continual
demolition of houses occupied by the labouring
population, for railway purposes, town improve-
ments, and conversion into warehouses and
factories

; so that house-room in Newcastle has
declined below the insufficient supply of 1861.
The result of this process is that by a recent
estimate thereare 9,639 families occupying single
rooms, and 6,191 families occupying two rooms ;

about 4-7.490 persons, or more than a third of the
entire population, are thus herded together at
the present time.

The latter part of the report naturally con-
tains suggestions for the improvement of the
health of the town based upon the information
derived from the thorough investigation into the
causes of the high death-rate. By far the most
important of these is contained in these words :

—

“The provision of more house-accommodation
has become a matter of the first importance

;

and the case, not having been met by private
enterprise, demands the prompt and energetic
action of the corporation.” The sub-committee
strongly urge the erection by the corporation of
model lodging-houses in different parts of the
town, proving by most satisfactory evidence that
such buildings have paid handsome dividends in
other towns, and would probably result in no
eventual loss to the municipal treasury in New-
castle. It is shown that the mortality is always

nary tenements, which are not subject to tbo
same inspections, and it is beyond doubt that in
new dwellings, built with a due regard to the
health and comfortof the inmates, the mortality,
more especially of infants, among the labouring
classes in Newcastle, would not only be reduced,
but almost halved. The other suggestions in-
clude the vesting of more power in the hands of
the Health Committee, the appointment of an
efficient Medical Officer of He^th, a more com-
plete and freqnentBjstem of soavengering, which
they believe wonld be more satisfactorily per-
formed by contract', os in most other towns, the
ffTpid pBwing- of the 200 nnpaved streets in
varioue parts of the town, a better system of
surface and sub-soil drtrihagC/ the creation of
open spaces and playgrounds, the consumption
of smoke, and many other improvements which
are required in other towns besides Newcastle.

In conclusion, under the heading, “ Encourage-
ment to Proceed,” the effect of a vigorous
prosecution of sanitary reform in other towns ia
set forth. It is stated, that within the last

thirty years the death-rate in London has been
reduced from 50 to 2-1 per 1,000, and that
whereas the annual mortality in English towns
in 1840 was 44 in 1,000, it does not now average
more than 24 25. We have good grounds for
believing that the improvement in the health of
our towns is here considerably over-stated

;
but

at the same time it is beyond all doubt that the
spread of general intelligence upon sanitary
matters has already lowered the general death-
rate in England, more particularly in towns, and
the improvement may be taken as a proof of what
may yet be done. Gloucester, Berwick, Chelten-
ham, Salisbury, and Worthing, are among the
towns which have most benefited by sanitary
reform. In a question which probably involves
the saving or loss of nearly 1,200 lives per
annum in Newcastle, it is scarcely to be imagined
that the expense would prevent the saggestions
embodied in the foregoing report from being
carried out

;
but the sub-committee Lave done

wisely in showing the intimate relations exist-

ing between a high rate of mortality and its

inevitably atemdant tram of sickness and
enfeebled health, with heavy poor-rates. It is

to be hoped that this consideration will

not be without effect, when the time cornea
for the corporation to grant the necessary
means for carrying out the improvements.
Money so spent should be looked upon as
capital invested in a manner to produce a
never-failing dividend, in the shape of improved
health for the borough at large, without counting
a more than probable reduction in the poor-
rates. We shall look with much interest for

sanitary intelligence from Newcastle, but more
especially for the carrying out of that portion of
the report which recommends the building of
model lodging-honsea by the corporation, for the
labouring classes, to occupy the ground now
covered with dwellings unfit for human habita- •

tion, and forming the principal haunts of fever-

and other zymotic diseases, whence the whole
town becomes infected.

AECHITECTUEAL DRAWINGS IN THE
PARIS EXHIBITION.

We have before us Professor Donaldson’s
report on the architectural designs and models.
The circulation already given to it makes it un-*-

necessary for us to reprint it. We cannot avoid,,

however, recording a portion of it. We tiik»

mainly the introductory passages, and the report?

pn the drawings exhibited by Austria:

—

“ In the review to be submitted of the archie
tectnral drawings of the great Internationak
French Exhibition, it is of course impossible to

notice all the works exhibited. The remarks
must necessarily be limited to those which may?
serve as types of the state of the architecturok
taste of the several peoples. Some of consideri-

able merit may be omitted, or only geiterallj?

alluded to. But susceptibilities muse not bet

wounded, nor the position occupied by great
names in the pubhc estimation be interfered
with. It is a mere general sketch of the sub-
ject, which may give an impartial idea of thia

important branch of the fine arts in Europe and
other parts of the globe, as presented in the
objects exposed in this magnificent collection of
the natural products and intellectual creation®
of the whole world.

It is a remarkable circumstance that, in

France and most of the Continental schools
except the Austrian, Gothic architecture seems
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to be ignored for modem buildings, unless
for some churches. And (with the same reser-

patiou of Austria) the principles of that stylo

ire not thoroughly understood
; and, conse-

quently, the treatment of the parts evidences an
absence of knowledge of the principles which
jirected the Mediaeval artist. Very frequently,

in Northern Gennany and in France, there is in

the modem architecture a vagueness of idea and
an attempt to produce novelty

5
but then, in the

Former, it is the adoption of the Lombard or
Byzantine as a basis

; or, in France, the paring
down of the leading features, as cornices, strings,

and dressings, and the introduction of a profu-

sion of florid decoration, or a coquetting with the
oast times of the country, still with gracefulness
of composition. In England Gothic architec-
ture has assumed, under clerical influences,

possession of the churches and of the eccle-

siastical buildings connected therewith,
such as the parsonage-house and the
schools ; and in provincial towns, from a
oertain reverenco for tradition, frequently with
the town-Iialla. But there is with us another
class of pretentious art—if art it may be called

—a wild ideality of Italian Gothic and assump-
biou of Mediasval sentiment, grotesquely exag-
gerated ;—heavy masses and vegetable carvings,
Qot idealised in ti’eatment so as to become monu-
mental nor adapted to the material

;
and in

some instances there is a wildness for brick, un-
relieved by stone dressings, producing baldness
aud heaviness. The commercial architecture of

Paris and London is generally Italian, modi-
fied according to the taste of the people; rarely,

if ever, Gothic. Still, it will be observed, that
there are noble conceptions of noble-minded
men in this collection, whose ideas cannot be
fully appreciated by drawings alone; for it is

anly in the building itself, when carried out,
that all the capacity of the architect for his work
can be thoroughly realised. Hence the reluct-
Buco of many able men to imperil their hard-
sarned reputation by mere drawings, in which so
much depends upon the technical skill of the
draughtsman.

All these circumstances in modem architec-
ture are evidenced in the French International
Exhibition

;
and the result shows an unsettled

state of thought and intent throughout Europe,

—

a transition
;
but to what end or purpose it is

impossible to say. Whole nations and states
have recently had their political transitions, and
apparently must continue to have them. These
may be ruled and decided by some determined
self-will and resolute mind of a sovereign or bis
minister. But there is no such dominant physi-
cal power to direct the intellect of art ; and un-
fortunately, under capricious influences, the pure
seems to yield to the fantastic; and the sound,
well-informed, and well-directed frame of mind
is thrown upon tho wild waves of the rage for
novelty.”

“Austria deserves especial notice for its

•irehitectural designs and drawings, and it has
its notabilities in the study and illustration of
antiquities and architecture, as also some im-
oortaut buildings carrying out, which seem to
indicate a great movement in the art, although
probably we have before us only a limited number
)f the edifices actually in the course of erection
)r projected. Tho display is not confined to
works at Vienna, but reaches to distant parts of
che empire—Pesth, especially, contributing very
[important examples.

Vienna presents us, in the catalogue, with the
ames of three men among her architectural

Qierarchy, to whom may be assigned a European
feputation

; and, taken alphabetically, they are
eferstel, Hansen, and Schmidt; and Henczlmann
also gives proof of deep archmological research
iind careful design.

Ferstel’s votive church at Vienna, which is

much advanced in construction, may be cited as
b happy adaptation of the elaborate Gothic of
iihe later periods reflecting many of tho beauties
if the Cathedral of St. Stephen, and of Cologne
Cathedral as in the towers. Its exterior is full

'f sparkling effect, with all possible varieties of
iihiaroscuro

; but it would be better if there were
more repose and breadth. His Akademie der
iVissen Schaffer in Pesth is also a very fine
iesigu

;
and he shows that he can handle also

Italian architecture with success in his palace
ror the Grand Duke Ludwig Victor, in Vienna,
i-md in a design for the Commons House in the
•tame city

;
and he exhibits a castle in Bohemia

ii.nd a country-house, which are clever.
1 Professor Schmidt has an able Gothic church
n der Torstadt Weiszgiirber, Vienna. There is,

etlso, a novel and fine design for a polygonal

Gothic church, having a central dome, well con-

ceived and well adapted to the style. There is

by him, also, a very fine hall for the Gymnasium
Academy of Vienna, with the roof framed in the
character of our wooden hammer-beam trusses,

well proportioned in size, and appropriately
coloured. The professor has a very quaint and
original design for the Commons House (Herren-
haus) at Vienna, with a well-conceived plan of

pentagonal form, having in the centre a vast
decagonal hall, which rises ont of the surround-
ing lines of baUs and official chambers, under a
lofty false dome, the chamber itself having its

ceiling running up only half the height. In the
adoption of such an important feature it should,

as in the Thermm of the ancient Romans, be
brought to the outside, so as to be seen in its

whole size. The style is that of many of the
Rathhaus orTownhalls ofGermany andBelgium,
in brick

;
but it is deficient in nobility of aspect

in the exterior, and the style is rather domestic
than monumental. Nevertheless, it is the pro-
duction of a man of striking ability,—of one who
thinks for himself, and has the capacity to

realise his conceptions with power.
Hansen embodies what may be considered

the pure Classic style in his Commons House
and Neuzer Erbauende Abgeordnetenhaus in

Vienna; bat both are too dry in treatment, and
we could desire more boldness and courage.
They present, however, some graceful points of
sentiment and detail.

Carl Fietz has many able designs in the
Cinque-oento style also. They are beautifully

drawn, and would be more satisfactory if they
were less academic.

Eoosner has a church of Lombard character,

,
bearing more strongly the impress of German
features, in the Cathedral of Diakovar, in

Slavonia; and it may bo regarded as the patri-

otic adoption, successfully treated, of a fine

broad style of art peculiarly their own.
Hasenauer must be noticed for his very fine

design for the restoration, or rather completion,
of the fa9ade of the Cathedral of Florence,

—

the stambling-block of so many centuries and
the puzzle of so many architects, the subject of
innumerable competitions, with some faint

glimpse of a prospect of termination, if the
spirit of the times be not counteracted by party
jealousies. It carries out the style of the old
cathedral and of the adjoining tower of Giotto.

It combines much of the spirited outline of the
Sienna and Orvieto cathedral, picturesque and
characteristic. The whole subject is, of course,

a conventionalism. Hasenaueris projects for

edifices are varied in character, efiectively con-
ceived, and principally in the Renaissance style.

Austria exhibits some fine drawings of Gothic
buildings by draughtsmen of the very highest
merit. Luntz has a bold, firm, and precise

drawing of the Bridge Tower of Prague
; and

Banks, with Willemans, have illustrations of the
Mediaeval monuments of Wiener-Neustadt,

—

evidence of a like mastery of outline, with light

and shade; and there is a wonderfully bold,

large, elaborate drawing of the rich altar of the
village of St. Wolfgang, about seven leagues
from Vienna.”

After noticing generally the drawings sent by
England, the Reporter says :

—

“ This collection exhibits more completely than
that of any other country, as a distinct indivi-

duality, the works either recently executed or in

progress in the British empire
;
and it proves an

active movement in individual or combined
enterprise, and a very scanty attempt on the part
of the Government to meet the wants of its ad-

ministration, to promote the progress of art, or

the embellishment of the capital or provinces by
noble monnmeuts. In an artistic point of view,

this Exhibition also shows the unfettered liberty

of the artist, unrestrained by any educational
considerations or accepted canons of taste.

Egypt, Greece, Rome, and the Middle Ages

—

nay, India and China, present their national
types. But with ns there is no recognised prin-

ciple of design, no impress of a fixed national

thought. The fanciful and the picturesque too

often supersede the positive and serious
; the

object with many being not to advance and im-
prove upon the past, bub to create a new sphere
of invention by a spasmodic effort for originality.

It may, however, he claimed that there is a noble
spirit of independence in tho English architect,

a daring to meet his difficulties, and often a very
successful realisation of fine design and elegant

detail
; a desire to do something noble and

worthy.
Only two models of buildings are exhibited in

the English section, and rarely any in the foreign

.

One is Mr. G. G. Scott’s model for the memorial
now in course of erection to the memory of the
late Prince Consort and the Kensington Hall of
Science, both of like origin. The memorial is

illustrated by a very fine drawing, by the model,
and by a portion of one of the bronze gables to
the full size, with its inlay of precious stones.

The fate of all groat works of art in the
fantastic imitations to which they may be snb-
jected, and the acceptance in public opinion of
this memorial, are already realized in the cotton-
stand of Messrs. Waters & Co., of Manchester,
where the outlines and proportions of the
original model are preserved, aud in size

exceeded, and its various polychromatic decora-

:
tions are imitated with great success by reels of
various colonred cottons, so as to deceive many
a casual observer, and make them consider it

the thing itself, instead of a pretentions rival and
caricature.”

Had the excellent Professor read his Builder,

he would have avoided an error, and known that
this clever model in cottons is a reproduction of
the Manchester Memorial, nob of Mr. Scott’s.

Speaking of Italy, he says,—“ The architects

of Italy are not, in the designs here exhibited,

apparently animated by the same energy and
brilliant qualities as distinguish their colleagues
in the other departments of the fine arts. In
their best drawings they look back upon the
past, and only scantily produce works now in
course of erection.

Leopoldo Lombardi has two effective and largo
drawings of the Tabernacle of Orgagni, in the
Church of Or San Michele, at Florence, and of
the northern doorway of the Cathedral of Santa
Maria del Fiore, drawn with powerful effect.

Mengani, of Milan, displays a plan of the
contemplated alterations at Milan carrying out

by the Milan Improvement Company, which will

be a vast benefit to the city; but the elevation

of his gallery Vittorio Emanuele is too profusely

ornamented.
The graceful screen inclosing the Italian Court

shows that Italy has still its able and wise
artists, men of capacity and imagination ; for

this inclosure of its courts is rich in effect, varied,

and still well adapted for its purpose.”
Of Prussia,—“ How is it that the architects of

ambitious Prussia have been so little careful to

vindicate the prestige of their school ? Have
they quailed before the idea of meeting the able

draughtsmen of the French capital ? Why is

there here an almost totol absence of the names
of their leading men in the art ? And why are
illnstrations of the buildings recently executed
or drawings for those contemplated so scanty ?

This is said in no unfriendly strain
;
for their

men of renown deserve all honour : their Sohin-
kel and their Stiller of tho past

;
and one could

wish to honour their able architects of the pre-

sent day, and here they do not allow us hardly
the opportunity to do so !

The Zion’s Kirche at Berlin, by Orth, is a
bold conception, with some novelty in the plan,

which is that of a Greek cross. The exterior is

of tho Lombard character, and the interior is

gracefully conceived, in taste similar to tho
uppermost church of S. Francesco at Assisi.

Walsenau’s H6tel de Ville at Berlin is a vast
brick buildiue, with three tiers of semieircalar

headed windows, maohioolated cornice, and
massive square tower. There is no relief of
stone dressings to any part ; and the whole forms
a huge elephantine mass of red, imposing in
eff'eot from its scale, yet without grace and re-

pulsive. What the Palazzo Pitti is to Flor^ce,
such is, apparently, the H6tei de Ville to Berlin.
‘ Informe, ingensJ

Schmitz, of Cologne, gives the project of a
Gothic church, full of right feeling, masterly

drawn, and equal in design to anything recently

executed in England. His twelve sheets of

views of architectural monuments of the Middle
Ages are very fine.”

Salisbury Cathedral.—The capstone of this

cathedral’s spire, immediately under the vane,

having been discovered to be in a very decayed
state, workmen are now engaged in its repair. In

order to enable them to do it effectually, it was
necessary to surround that part of the spire near

the weather-door with a strong platform, from

which a series of five others have been erected at

certain distances above one another, the last being

at the summit. The ascent from the weather-door

to the top is accomplished on the outside by
means of about twenty iron handles firmly fixed

in the spire.
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DIGGINGS ON THE PALATINE.

The works that have been in process for
several months on the Palatine, on the grounds
external to that part purchased by the Emperor
of France, and which belong to the Papal
Government, have been carried on by that
Government with some vigour, and have obtained
some valuable results, though not, indeed, so
important as those that have rewarded French
activity. These works extend along the southern
and western heights, and also the grounds
sloping towards the north-west, and therefore
comprise all those ruins which present the most
imposing aspect as we approach the Imperial
Mount from the valley once occupied by the
Circus Maximus

;
and we are glad to hear of the

intent to include also the gardens of the con-
vent, to be purchased from the Visitandine nuns
who reside in that very ugly ” Villa Mills,”
built by an English proprietor on the summit of
this hill. In order to consider the undertaking
now in progress under Papal authority, we may
enter within its arena from the road that winds
up the Mount, ascending near the Arch of Titus.
Here we find a doorway that leads us into a
valley laid out as a vineyard and orchard,
bounded at the western end by lofty mins,
with arched openings, and on the southern side
by different ruins, amidst which rises pro-
minent a lofty and spacious hemicycle

; here
being recognised the site of the hippodrome, or
stadium, of Domitian (550 by 170 feet), once
surrounded by porticoes with double file of Corin-
thian columns,' restored by Septimius Severus
after the great fire under Commodus. Strikingly
picturesque is the aspect of that valley, where
vines and fruit-trees flourish under the shadow
of majestic ruins j but before long a change
must come over the pleasant scene, for it is

intended to reduce the whole to its ancient level,
of course with the sacrifice of all that culture
has here efiected. Along one side, under the
boundary walls which divide this from the con-
vent-garden, where that level is now laid open,
we see several massive brick pilasters and some
immense shafts of granite columns, now pros-
trate, referrible, no doubt, to the peristyle of
Severus; two other similar shafts having been
found deeply imbedded at a point near the centre
of the valley. More noticeable is the discovery
of a flight of marble steps, descending from the
modem level into a large chamber, now roofless,
but retaining colour on its walls, and a single
figure painted in Pompeian style

; at the foot of
the stairs being seen the entrance into a corri-
dor, now filled with soil. Not far from this
spot, on a surface of rained wall, we see three
arched openings, one above another, perhaps
conduits for water, brought hither from the
Neronian Aqueduct. The lofty ruins bounding
the stadium at the western end, and curving
outwards, open at the centre in the form of a
wide hemicycle, divided into two stories, the
upper with coffered ceiling, supposed an Imperial
loggia for enjoying the games of the Circus
Maximus, hence fully seen; the lower, which has
the peculiar arrangement of a platform in the
midst, small compartments at each side, and a
staircase in front (all recently exhumed), be-
lieved to be a bath, though called by the custode
a temple. Not many days ago (in June) an
enormous pile at one side of this hemicycle, fell

in with a thundering crash that terrified all

within hearing, but fortunately did no injury.
From the stadium we enter, at the southeraside,
a vast labyrinth of chambers, for the most part
vaulted, and ornamented in coffers in that style
so much preferred by the ancient Romans, both
for palace and temple. In some of these in-

teriors the walls are covered with stucco, firm
and compact, in part adorned with painting,
though but few figures, one a Bacchante, of grace-
ful and spirited design, remain perfect. The
dim, receding perspective of halls, communi-
cating by ruinous entrances, lighted only by the
custode’s torch, is highly impressive, though at
times we have to guide us the light of day,
admitted by apertures in vaults, evidently
formed to serve that purpose. Some of these
interiors are lofty

;
but in others it is evident

that we are not treading on the original pave-
ment, but on a level formed by soil or debris.
Here and there we reach the brink of some
cavity, affording a glimpse into a lower story
just opened, but not yet cleared out. A subter-
ranean passage, deep under the floor of one
chamber, is said to communicate with the arena
of the Colosseum,—for what purpose it is difficult

to understand, as we might, indeed, doubt the
whole report of the custode respecting the

direction and extent of this hypogee. In those
chambers first reached, and seen by daylight,
has been formed a now continually increasing
museum of fragmentary antiques found on the
premises. We need not detail all the wealth of
marbles and alabasters, friezes and cornices,
encrustations, stone and glass vessels, painted
stucco and marble baths (one entirely of giallo
CLnHco) seen here as, more or less, in all similar
Roman collections; but we may notice for especial
beauty a headless female figure seated on a rock,
probably a nymph or Naiad beside her fountain,
and a torso of a young Cupid, most graceful and
natural. The absence of windows and of every
arrangement for illumination from without in
most of these halls justifies the inference that
such Roman interiors were intended to be lighted
by the lamp or torch alone, and probably so
defended from the sun in order to suit the pur-
poses of summer residence. Alike do we find
the evidence to other arrangements that seem
incompatible with our notions of comfort, in the
absence of fire-places and chimneys, and though
windows are in a few examples seen, there is no
trace of their having been provided with glass.
Emerging from these buildings, wo find ourselves
among those loftier ruins so conspicuous from be-
low, ascribed to Septimius Severus, and probably
the last important addition to the imperial resi-
dence. Herehavebeen laidopen severalchambers
and baths, one entirely paved with purple-veined
Phrygian marble, and, still provided with its

hypocaust, into which we may look through a
low channel. On one lofty front of ruin we see

'

the specus of an aqueduct with six conduits,

—

probably a part of the Neronian construction.
The abundance of precious marbles, both in
architectural fragments and on pavements,
everywhere strikes the attention; and as to
construction, we see much that is good, though
hardly the best in antique Roman masonry, the
usual compact brickwork and large tiles, but
nowhere the opus reticulatv/ni, which is known to
have been abandoned before the decline of em-
pire. A pleasant and picturesque garden, which
extends along the’ western slopes, is traversed
before we reach several roofless chambers, near
the foot of the hill, supposed to have served as a
guard-house, and the walls of which are in part
covered with graffiti, names, and rudely-scratched
figures

; moat extraordinary amongst which is

that caricature of the Crucifixion, referred to the
times of Septimius Severus, here found some
years ago, and now in the museum of the Roman
College. Near to this spot are some fine granite
shafts, marble capitals, friezes, and cornices, set
into a modern wall for better display. Passing
hence to the north-western slopes we reach an
extent of walls in enormous blocks of square-
hewn lithoid tufa, unquestionably pertaining to
the very oldest fortification on the Palatine, of
which aught remains to the city—namely, of
Romulus, or of whomsoever was actual founder
of primeval Rome. A long winding passage,
excavated in the living rock near this wall, has
been identified by Mr. J. H. Parker as the con-
duit for supplying water to the Acropolis of that
perhaps pre-historic city.

It would be suitable to class with other late
discoveries the much more important remains of
fortifying walls, beyond comparison the most
considerable and complete yet known, among
similar local antiquities, reached by works under-
taken some years ago under S. Anastasia, a
church at the foot of the Palatine near the north-
western angle

;
where, after descending to

some depth, and passing through several dark
interiors, buildings both of Republican and
Imperial periods, we see by torch-light those
stupendous constructions from which at intervals
advance, at right angles, walls that must have
flanked quadrangular towers, a proof that such
were known in the military architecture of old.
We are glad to hear that Government is resolved
on resuming the excavations, long left in
suspense, below S. Anastasia. Near that
church’s front has lately been, not for the
first time entered, but for the first time dis-
cussed by sa^'07ls, an arched channel that
passes, at the depth of 7'32 metres below the
street, and along whose floor is carried, through
brick channels, the stream of purest water that
gushes forth, near the entrance of the Cloaca
Maxima, and is by some writers identified with
the classic Fons Jutunia. One Roman anti-
quary of repute advances the theory that in
this hypogee we behold the veritable cavern of
theTupercal, that primitive san ctuary of Pandean
worship; but it seems impossible to make this
accord with realities. Having descended through
the narrow orifice that opens on the street pave-

ment, by a ladder placed perpendicularly, wema^
speak from experience as to the rude charactei
of what is not in fact construction, but mert
excavation of the rock, supported to some extent
by buttress walls of brick, and with remains ol

cement on the roof, the ground we tread along
being encumbered with moist clay, and the low
vault obliging us to stoop as we advance. No
thing assuredly is there here to remind of t

scene sacred to rehgioirs observances.
Taking a general view of these recent diS'

coveries on the Palatine, and assigning duf
importance to what is manifestly of highest
antiquity, we may allow that the evidence thej
bear to the character and strength of the citj

first built, or at least to the oldest of which
remains are extant, on this hill, suffices tc

modify certain theories as to the credibility ol

ancient Roman history.

EDINBURGH.

Extension of the City .—A further extension ol

the city is projected in the attractive vicinity of

the Meadows, at the west end, and the plans for

the first three tenements are being prepared by
Messrs. Brown & Wardrop, and by Mr. R.
Thornton Shiells. The property on which the
new houses are to be erected is part of the
estate of Drumdryan, extending to about five

acres, lying between Brougham - street and
Chalmers-street. All Saints’ (Episcopal) Church
and Brougham-place are already built upon this

property, and three new streets are now in

course of formation. Tho three tenements
already planned are expected to be ready for

occupation on Whitsunday next. A tenement at

Tollcross will give a finished and greatly-improved
appearance to this locality. The building is har-
monious in plan with the tenement already
erected on the north side of Scott’s Riding.
School. The chief feature of it is the prominent
and ornamental corner elevation, towards Earl
Grey-atreet. This has been designed by Mr.
Shiells in the Palladian style, freely treated.
The building is to be of four stories, the three
upper flats being dwelling-houses. The estimated
value of the building is about 4,000Z. 'The

tradesmen for the works are,—Mr. John Wilson,
mason; Messrs. W. & J. Brodie, joiners; Mr.
Andrew Slater, slater

;
Messrs. Main & Gardner,

plasterers
;
and Mr. Alex. Dixon, plumber.

•* The New City Poor•Uot^se at CraiglocJchart.

—

The chief stone of this edifice has been laid with
Masonic ceremonial at Craiglockhart, about 2i
miles from the city, in a fine locality. The new
buildings will cover, with their enclosed airing-

courts, an area of about 16 acres. The parochial
board propose to devote about 36 acres of the
estate entirely to poor-house purposes

;
and such

portion of this as is not required for the build-
ings and enclosed courts will be cultivated by
inmates fitted for agricultural work. Two
quarries have been opened upon tho board’s
estate for the erection of the new buildings.

One of these is the old quarry on the low ground
at the side of the Colinton-road, and from this is

procured a stone of a red colour similar to that

of which* the old keep was built. The other
quarry is at the upper end of this site, and from
this a superior stone, of a bluish tint, is got.

This stone, which the Scotsman describes as

being of a hard, compact, and homogeneoas
nature, and exceedingly durable, will be used
for the external face of the walls of the various

buildings ; and the contractor has laid down a

railway from the quarry to the spot. The hewn
work for dressings is from Redhall Quarry

;
and

its rich yellow colour contrasts pleasantly with
the bluish hue of tho Craiglockhart stone. Sand
and clay have also been found in abundance
upon the site. The new poor-house, which
faces the sooth, has a frontage of 1,200 ft. It

consists of three entirely distinct buildings, via.,

the main poor-house in the centre, tho infirmary
to the east, and the lunatic asylum to the west.
The style adopted is the Scottish, which, besides
being national, harmonises well with the sur-

rounding scenery. The whole is treated in a
plain and simple way, without expensive or

ornamental details; and the architectural effect

such as it may be, is obtained by tho arrange-
ment of the plan and the breaking up of the

building into blocks. At the centre of the main
poor-house, a corbelled tower, octagonal in form,
rises to the height of 105 ft. ; and a picturesque
and varied outline is given to the long fronts by
numerous bold projections, finishing with crow-
stepped gables. The main poor-house is designed
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Dpon the block-Byatera, the bailding being sub-
divided into a number of separate blocks,

connected only by a service corridor. The
pavilions are all two stories in height. The
poorhouse will be supplied with water from
a fine spring in the hillside. To make this
available, a reservoir will be constructed to hold
300,000 gallons, and the water will be pumped
np by a steam-engine to a large cistern in the
upper part of the central tower, at a level con-
siderably above the roofs of the buildings, i’rom
this point it will be distributed at high pressure
to the various blocks. It is probable that a small
gsiBwork will be erected. The total cost of the
poorhouse, infirmary, and governor’s house at
present contracted for is 35,0001., in addition to
which about 2,000?. are required for roads, &c.
Messrs. George Beattie & Son are the architects.
The contractors are Mr. Robert Hutchison, for
the mason work; Messrs. Kemp, Murray, &
Nicholson, for the joiner work

j Mr. M'Calman,
tor the plumber work

j
Mr. Anderson, for the

3later work j Messrs. J. Young & Co., for the
iron work

j
and Mr. John Mellon, for the roads,

fee. The whole is to be completed for occupation
oy the Isb April, 18G9.
The Calton Jail Rock.—The rock on which the

ualton Jail stands is, it seems, in a dangerous
state, and has been examined by two engineers,
Mr. John Geddes and Mr. David Stevenson]
appointed by the sherifl’ for the purpose. The
jverhanging and loose rock, it was found, thongh
riot dangerous to the jail, threatens a brewery
iiud other property below, but a warning to the
iccnpants that they ought to quit the pi'emises
)vppears to be all that the sherilf can order under
the circumstances. It is hoped, however, that
'he magistrates will look to the safety of the
uaildiugs.

THE TRADES UNION MOVEMENT.
The Sheffield Trades Uuion inquiry, which

I'.nd been slightly interrupted by the indisposi-
)don of the commissioner, has been resumed. A
fJe-grinder named Renshaw confessed that ho
Dommitted the crime known as “ the Acorn-
•street murder.” He said he confessed because
!.e saw in court the individual who hired him,
iLud ho thought ho was going to anticipate him!
de was hired to do ” the job ” in the fashion
Ivith which the disclosures of Crookes, Broad-
lead, and others, have made us too familiaJf ' A
man named Thompson was tried for this crime,
imd narrowly escaped conviction. Renshaw
):orapletely exonerated Thompson, and declared
ichat he was alone at the time he flung the grenade
iioto the house. Some of the trade society agents
liaid they paid for the defence of Thompson, but
Hiad he been convicted,—and he had a very nar-
row escape,—they should have allowed him to
E e hanged rather than reveal who had com-
liliitted the murder ! They had promised secresy,
cmd would have kept their word though an in-
Dcocent man were hanged. It was Thompson's
D misfortune ” to be charged with the crime, but
icuey could not interfere. After blowing up the
Diouse, the villain Renshaw concealed himself for
fi few minutes iu a chapel burying-ground, and
ifhen the police an*ived,—“ they always come too
iturte,” he coolly said,—ho returned and assisted
|iDme of the sufferers ftom the house !

I It is stated that an inquiry will shortly bo
[Ommenced into the operations of the trades
limions in Manchester, Stockport, and the sur-
nounding districts, and principally into the
iioiugs of the bricklayers’ societies in tin's neigh-
uourhood.

i A correspondent of a contemporary says :

Mr. Overend were to go to Manchester, bo would soon
didthatlheatigma is not confined to Sheffield, nortbepre-
Ifldents to thirty years ago. Outrages have been made
recently against both property and person for trades’
icsion purposes, and such outrages Lave ceased in some
dedes,

—

e. g., brickmakiog in Manchester and the neigh-
usurhood,— simply because the outrages already com-
Uilted have been persistent and effective enough to deter
stasters from reeklessly risking property and life in carry-
ing on their trade, if not in compliance with trade rules.”

A At a meeting of the Hull United Trades’
mouncil, a letter was read from the Bricklayers’
CDciety, stating that if Mr. Anderson, a delegate
loom that society to the council, continued longer
0 occupy his seat at the council, the Brick-
iters’ Society would withdraw. The reasons
iiisigned for this withdrawal were, that Ander-
iin had, as a plasterer, done piecework, which
eas contrary to the society’s rules

j that he had
frifringed other regulations

; and that he had
;none all he could to injure the society. Upon
isds letter being read, Anderson expressed his

determination to quit the room, saying that he
had done piecework, and that, as he considered
it was his duty to do the best he could for him-
self and family, he should repeat the offence, if

offence it was. It was also stated that Ander-
son was about to commence business on his own
account, and that appeared to be displeasing to
the delegate. Anderson confessed that such was
his intention, and asked the complaining dele-
gate what the society meant to do. The reply
was, that they would prevent union men work-
ing for him. Anderson said he did not think
they could

; but, if they did, he could get non-
union men to do his work.
Some masons in Bristol have struck work, but

the matter in dispute has been referred to arbi-
tration. It is, therefore, hoped that a general
turn-out may be avoided.
The strippers and grinders at Messrs. Rey-

ner’s mill at Ashton-nnder-Lyno are on strike
for wages, and it is expected that the strike will
extend. Mr. Oldham Whittaker, a manufac-
turer, of the same town, has received an anony-
mous notice in which the following passage
occurs :

—

" You had better withdrawyour foolish discussion, for
BO sure as you are a living man you will be put an end to
in some way yet to be thought on. Don’t expect to sur-
vive long after this warning

; assassinated you must ho ae
others have been whom you would expect had not been
your (signed) Assafisins.’'

ST. PETER’S, BROMPION.

The new church in Ouslow-gai-deus, recently
consecrated by the Bishop of Limdon, has been
built by Mr. C. J. Freake, of Cromwell House,
from drawiugs prepared iu his own office and at
bis own cost, with the exception, we believe, of
tho organ, for which a subscription was raised.
It is a cross church (with an apse for chancel),
nearly 140 ft. long and 115 ft. in width at the
transept. Tho stylo is fourteenth-century Gothic.
The width across nave and side aisles is about
70 ft-, aud the tower (containing a bell, by
Mears) with spire is nearly 160 it. in height.
Tho walls are of Kentish rag, with freestone dross-
ings. The interior is lined with cream-coloured
brick, with some few bauds of black aud red
brick. The roofs are open

j
the seating is of deal,

varnished. The carving was executed by Mr.
Sansomj that of the pulpit might be improved.
Mr. J. Brown acted os clerk of the works and

general foreman. The church is so spacious,
commodious, well built, and, iu some respects,
handsome, that it is impossible to avoi.l re-

gretting just the dash of true art which is absent.
This is not the first good work performed by

Mr. Freake, “ founder aud patrou,” for the
neighbourhood ho has so materially helped to
create. An inscription at the west end of the
church, north side, records that the first stone
was laid on the 21st of July, 1866, by “ Eliza
Pudsey Freake,” to whom also the neighbour-
hood has been long indebted for intellectual
hospitalities of a not common kind.

MONUMENTAL.

Memorial of Kin<j Leopold at Windsor
Castle.—Shortly after the death of the late King
of the Belgians her Majesty gave instructions for

the erection of a suitable monument in St.
George’s Chapel, Windsor Castle. The site

adjoins that occupied by the cenotaph erected
to the memory of the Princess Charlotte. The
designing and modelling of the monument were
entrusted to Miss Durant. It is of a whitish
description of marble, the total length being
upwards of 7 ft. and the height a little over 8 ft.

The effigy is sculptured in a recumbent position
upon the top of the tomb, and attired in a mili-
tary uniform, with decorations. His head reposes
on the Belgian lion. Tho various portions
of the monument have been forwarded to
Windsor.

Statue of the Earl of Derby.—Mr. Theed has
been commissioued to prepare a statue of Lord
Derby for the Liverpool council.

Panniure Monument, Brechin.—A meeting of
the subscribers to the fund for the erection of
a monument to the memory of the late Lord
Panmure has been held in Brechin. It was re-
ported that the subscriptions amounted to about
lOOi. A number of plans were submitted to
the meeting, and it was resolved to erect a
granite obelisk, to be combined from the various
plans submitted, the height to be about 18 ft.

above the base
; and it was submitted to the

former committee to employ Mr. Baxter, mason,
Brechin, to get a proper plan, and submit the
same to Lord Dalhousie for his approval.

Great Statue of the Virgin Mary.—M. Leqnesne,
a French sculptor, has just received a commission
to execute a statue of the Virgin Maiy, nearly
30 ft. high, for the bell tower of the sanctuary
ofNotre Dame de la Garde, at Marseilles. There
is to be a staircase within the statue leading to
the head itself

;
and the eyes, which will serve as

windows, through which to view the prospect
around, will measure 10 in.

THE CHURCHES OF ANGERS.
France contains few more interesting towns

than Angers
; its ancient streets, churches, and

frowning castle give the place quite a Mcdimval
character, and fortunately the rage for “ boule-
vards ” has not yet found its way to thin qaaint
and historical city.

Angers is prettily situated on the Main, about
216 miles south-west of Paris. From a distance
the town has a vei-y picturesque appearance,
owing to the number of ebureb towers and spires
which break the horizon. Three of these churches
are most remarkable buildings. La Triuite is,

iu point of date, the earliest of these churches,
and is probably not later than the middle of the
twelfth century. The plan is very uncommon

;

the nave, which is large aud lofty, is in one
span, without either aisles or side chapels.
Thoro ai-o transepts and a shallow apse, flanked
by two smaller apses, opening into the eastern
sides of tho transepts. Over the junction of the
nave and transepts is a tower, crowned by an
octagonal lantern. As the square of the tower is
much less than the width of the nave, the arch
at the east end of the nave does not occupy the
whole space, but is flanked by two smaller
arches leading into the transept. The arrange-
ment is very picturesque and equally uncom-
mon. The whole church is vaulted. The vault-
ing may, perhaps, be fifty years later than the
main walls of the building.
The next church in point of date is that of St.

Serge. This church is quite as singular as the
one wo have just described, but is iu every re-
spect so difiereut from it, that it is difficult to
conceive their being in the same town. Here
there is a very short nave, with very wide aisles,
the shell of which is evidently of early work, but
like the nave of Winchester Cathedral, it has
been thoroughly re-oast during the latter part of
tho fifteenth centuryj so that were it not for the
immense solidity of the piers, and tho thickness
of the walls, one would at once put it down as a
Flamboyant building.

The transepts and the crux at tho junction of
the latter with tho nave retain more of their
original Romanesque character

; but the most
remarkable portion of the church is the choir,
of which we give a view. The outer walls appear
to be partly Romanesque, and are evidently of
an earlier date than tho internal portion of this
part of tho church. Tho choir is very long, and
is separated from its aisles by columns, so tall
aud slender that at first sight they seem in-
capable of supporting the roof; when, however,
one examines the construction of this roof the
wonder ceases, as it is seen that there are no
lateral arches, or any wall space resting upon
these columns, aud that all they have to do is to
bear a most beautifully constructed groining,
the ribs of which are in section a simple half-
round, without any kind of moulding or orna-
ment. The capitals are decorated with some
very pure and beautiful sculpture, and the re-
sponds (fig. 2) have very rich abaci. The columns
are 15 in. in diameter, and about 30 ft. high

;

the shafts are monolithic. This portion of the
church bears a strong resemblance to the lady
chapel of Salisbury Cathedral, and both build-
ings seem to ofier suggestions which would be
remarkably useful for modern churches, par-
ticularly as to the propriety of using very
thin columns, aud covering a large space
without occupying room by heavy aud solid
supports.

The cathedral or church of St. Martin at
Angers we may speak of in a future number.
We should mention that our illustrations are

from sketches made upon the spot by Mr. G.
Goldie, architect.

INDEX.

Fig. 1. Interior of the Choir, 8t. Serge, Angers.
Fig. 2. Plan of the Church of St. Serge, Angers.
Fig. 3. Respond from Interior of the Choir of ditto.

a
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HEALTHFUL DWELLINGS OHAKAO-
TEEISED BY CHEAPNESS.

We have before na Mr. Edwin Chadwick’s
report written for the English Commiasioners on
this Bobject, aa illustrated by plans and models
exhibited in the Champ de Mars. It is no
reproach to the thoroughly well-informed writer
to say that hia report, being intended for persona
who know comparatively little of the matter,
contains much with which careful readers of the
Builder are perfectly well acquainted. We print

some portions of it, and may add that the whole
of it, with illustrations, as well as that by Pro-

• feasor Donaldson on the Architectural Drawings
exhibited, to which we have elsewhere referred,

will be found in the Ilhcstrated London News,
where all the reports are to appear, by arrange-
ment :

—

“ His Majesty the Emperor, in his continued
interest in the question of the improvement of
the dwellings of the wage classes, about two
years ago directed some new dwellings to be
bnilt, as is stated, on a plan of his own. They
are erected in the Avenue de la Bourdonaye, in

the Champ de Mars, not far from the Exhibition

building.

His Majesty recently directed forty more new
dwellings to be erected (in the Avenue Dumesnil,

near the Bois de Vincennes) on this plan, and
with a very important change in the principle

of the wall construction, to be hereafter de-

I scribed.

I went over these buildings with some of the
international jury, when I requested that the
experience and feelings of the occupying house-
wives might be consulted as to the dwellings

;

and they were consulted separately, when they
were found to be in unanimous and passionate

' disagreement with His Majesty’s arrangement
I of the rooms. Ho had placed the living-room
; and the bedroom in the front

;
and they com-

j
plained strongly of having always to go through

I the bedroom to the kitchen, where they have
I their principal occupation. Perhaps the mistake
e arose from following the common English
8 arrangement, which is to place the scullery in

l the rear of the bonso, the cooking being done by
t the English housewife in the front living-room,

a at the common fire.*

The associated workmen of Paris, whilst they
bi bowed reverently to his judgment in the groat
ai arrangement of the position of States, yet ven-
Iti tured to assert their own in the position of their

c cuisine, and of the rooms in which they were to

li live, and declared that they could themselves
D make improvements in them—as they would
B show if they only had the money. Whereupon
t the Emperor benignly said they should have the
n money to show what best suited them, and

g granted them an allowance of 20,000f. to make
t their own trials, and the first result is the model
d dwelling of the workmen of Paris, which is

0 oonstrncted close by that of Mulhouse, within the
E Exhibition. In their building, which they conspi-

c onously proclaim is designed and constructed
b by themselves

—

sans- architects et sans entrepre-

n neur, they have reversed His Majesty’s arrange-
Ement, and placed the cuisine in the front part.

On the whole, this house, on examination, it

wwill be agreed, is, under the circumstances, a
Icdecided success. Some ventilation, though I

iedeem it imperfect, is provided for tho living and
lithe sleeping rooms; but the window space is

ularge. They have preserved an open ornamental
Tgrating for the front door, and the stair space is

iilarge
; but with that front-door aperture it will

eserve for aiiration, and contribute to make the
Klwhole house one which will bo of good, or com-
5^aratively superior, aeration. The elevation is

icheerful and in good taste, and the papering and
finintemal decoration (without saying that Mr.
jUOwen Jones or Mr. Grace could not improve it)

anre superior to any real workmen’s effort that I

kiiaveseon in their dwellings in England. Allow-
ittjng that the occupants of model dwellings in

irParis, as well as with us, are mostly of the fore-

bmost of the wage classes, it was observed, in

tivisiting a new set of model dwellings erected by
jUildme. Jouffroy Renault, at the Rue de Cailloux,

Mind others, that the style of the decoration, the

I

• * We are able to say that Mr. Newton is not re.
ikoponsible, eitlier for the internal arrangement of the
Iconouses, as shown on the Emperor's plan, nor for the
IfiDxternal architectural ornamentation. All these have
il'eeeen designed by the Emperor, and he wonld not allow
iDT.ny alterations to be made in them. Mr. Newton is

llMjesponsiblc lor laying out the land, and for tho manner in
ti kfhich the works are carried on. All the floors are fire-
oroiroof, but are covered with parquet flooring. Each
• tjaqaare block, comprising two hooses, forming dwellings
> or SIX families, is to cost 500L—En. of “ Buildbe."

large mirrors, and the taste of the pictures, as
well as of much of the furniture, is greatly in

advance of those in dwellings of the same class

in England. Of its superior hatterie de cuisine

I shall make separate mention.
The workmen, in refusing to be, as they ex-

pressed it, ‘ caserne,’ had been influenced by a
feeling of repugnance to being dissociated from
the middle or other classes of society. I have
observed similar feelings manifested in England,
and I must sobmit that they are right. A cit6

ouwtere exclusively—a dead level of society—is

not good for them. Their wives prefer to have
high instead of exclusively low neighbours, and
to see, and have their children see, what is

going on about and above them. It will be ob-
served that the lower part of the dwelling of the
ouvriers of Paris is laid out aa shops. I gathered
that this arrangement was of a policy enter-

' tained by the wage classes to associate them-
selves with the middle classes, or the shop-
keepers

;
and to do this as associated owners or

as landlords, and in that position to obtain in

reduction of their own charges as rent somewhat
out of the shopkeepers’ profits. This would bo to

reverse the conditions which prevail in some
parts of London and other certain districts,

where the smaller and poorer shopkeepers reduce
their own charges by letting out (reserving to

themselves only a back room as a living-room)
tho upper parts of their bouses in lodgings to

artisans.

The Cottage-wall Question.

Those who visit the common crowded dwell-
ings of the wage class in our towns, even when
they are nnoccupied, are aware that the walla
have a peculiarly depressing, musty, or feetid

smell. On visits after severe epidemic visitation

attacks, in some of these dwellings a peculiarly
offensive smell has been perceived

; and on in-

quiry what that could possibly be from, the
answer has been that it was the ‘ dead man’s
smell :

’ the dead body had been too long kept
near the wall, in a state of decomposition, before
it could be removed for interment, and the feetor

adhered to the wall. In the course of the service,

under the Public Health Act, when the occupiers
were nearly all struck with fever, wo have, in

some cases, ordered all to be removed and the
walls and ceilings to be limewashed. But it has
occurred that tho performance of this service
has been obstructed or neglected with respect to

particular houses, and in those uncleansed
houses, and those alone, and with fresh occu-
pants, the fever has broken out again, thus de-
monstrating the condition of tho “ leprous
house” and the efficiency of the work of purifi-

cation. Walls lathed, plastered, and papered,
are even worse for such tenements. The laths

rob ; the size of the paper decomposes, and the
paper itself harbours vermin. The condition of
some houses of this construction is horrible. To
admit of tho cleansing of the walls by lime-
washing in Miss Burdett Coutts’s, in the Pea-
body, and in other model dwellings, tho walls
have nob been plastered or papered. In some
instances the sanitary orders are that the walls
shall be limewashed twice, and in other instances
as often as four washings a year are deemed
necessary. Tho occupiers greatly dislike these
bare brick walls. In new hospitals the evil is

in a great measure prevented by facing the in-

terior wall with some hard and smooth surface,

generally of the best non-absorbent and wash-
able cement. As a principle, all interior cottage
walls should be made washable. Besides the
evil arising from absorbency of the animalised
gases by walls of the common construction, there
is another great source of evil attaching to walls
of the common brick and the common soft stone
construction—the absorbency and retentiveness
of water or damp. In England, the common
bricks absorb as much as a pint or a pound of
water. Supposing the external walls of an ordi-
nary cottage to be one brick thick, and to con-
sist of 12,000 bricks, they will be capable of
holding 1,500 gallons, or 6^ tons of water. To
evaporate this amount of water would require
nearly a ton of coal, well applied. The softer
and more workable stones are of various degrees
of absorbency, and appear to be more i-etentive

of moisture than common brick. Professor
Ansted states that the facility with which sand-
stone absorbs water is illustrated by tho quan-
tity it contains both in its ordinary state and
when saturated. He states that even granite
always contains a certain per-centage of water,
and in the dry state is rarely without a pint and
a half in every cubic foot. Sandstone, however,
even that deemed fit for building purposes, may

contain half a gallon per cubic foot, and loose
sands at least two gallons. When water presents
itself in any part of such material it readily
diffuses itself by the power of capillary attrac-
tion, by which, it is observed on some w'alls in
Paris, it ascends 32 ft. from the foundations.
Walls of such absorbent constructions are sub-
ject to rising wet by capillary attraction, as well
as to tho driving wet of rain or storm. To guard
against the driving web on the coast expensive
external coverings of slate are used. But these
do not stay tho rising wet. This wet, having to

be evaporated, lowers temperature. Damp walls
or houses cause rheumatism, lower strength, and
expose the system to other passing causes of dis-

ease. In London it is admitted that houses,
even of the better class, cannot safely be in-

habited in less than nine months. Indeed, re-

gistrars of deaths are aware that an extra death-
rate is, after all, usually attendant on their first

occupation. The majority of bent figures in our
villages are due to the infliction of rheumatism
from damp.

In Paris, notwithstanding its particularly dry
subsoil and its drier climate, the sanitary, or in-

sanitary, evils of the common architect’s con-
structions appear to be even greater than in

London. I was assured by a Parisian bnilder of
considerable experience, that it was unsafe to

occupy any new house in Paris in leas than a
year after its construction, and that there were
houses in Paris which would never be dry ‘ in

their lives,’ and would always afflict their occo-
pants. In going over the new model dwellings
constructed for the Emperor, we observed marks
of damp upon some of the walls, though they had
been erected nearly two years. The concierge
who showed them to us was suflering from a
grievous rheumatic affection; and I was in-

formed that the occupants had had much illness

amongst them, from having occupied the houses
too soon.

Complaints, I found, were made in another
set of the model dwellings, to which the jury
had proposed to accord a medal, of the inferior

quality of the tile pavement of the rooms. And
certainly, the common tile or brick floorings,

—

especially absorbent tiles and tiles which conduct
heat rapidly, as some of them do,—are detri-

mental to strength. A cook, who suited her
master, an eminent manufacturer, gave him
notice to quit, as she found that she could not
work so well, or without detriment to health,

on the brick or tile floor of his kitchen as she
had done in a kitchen with a wooden floor. He
found that a number of his female workers made
the like complaints of the bad influence of com-
mon tile floors. He could not be persuaded of
these different results ; and, to try them, he had
a wooden floor laid down in part over a tile

floor, so as to enable him to walk np and down
for a length of time, with one leg on tho tile

and the other on the wood, when he found that
the leg on the tile floor sooner became cold and
tired; and he was convinced. He had a wooden
floor laid down in his manufactory, and his bene-
volence was rewarded, and his expenditure re-

paid, by more steady, longer, and better work
from bis people. If the tile, however, be of good
quality, dense, and non-conducting, or if the floor

be hollow and warmed, which would be prac-
ticable in large buildings, the conditions are
altered in favour of tile floors.

In one set of model cottages, to which a prize
had been awarded (for advances on other points),

complaint was made to me by tho housewife of
another set of inconveniences to which the com-
mon absorbent and permeable wall-constructiona
are exposed ; and that is, that, although they
are comparatively thick, they are permeable in

a high degree to sound, as well as to damp and
the mephitic gases. The housewife stated that
as they lay in their bed they could hear through
the wall what was said fti the bed-room of the
next house. In consequence of this annoyance
they paid an extra rent for an end house, in

which the inconvenience would be confined to

one side. These sorts of constructions generate
angry passions and inflict much misery, as a
person of feeble health and susceptible nerves
of another condition of society might appreciate

by taking up his abode in such a dwelling.

In view of the first class of evils of insanitary

condition, those of absorbence of damp and
miasma, it occurred to me some yeai’S ago that

an improved brick would be the preventive, if it

were made hard and non-absorbent. It appeared

to me that the drain-tile making machine, which
produced cylindrical forms so rapidlyand cheaply,

might turn out equally well rectangular forms or
hollow bricks, which, having legs clay in them,
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would absorb less moisture, and might, indeed,

be burnt hard and made impermeable. The first

machine-made hollow brick ever made, as far as I

am aware, was made, at my instance, by my
friend, Lord Fortescue, with his tile- machine,
and used in ISIT for the construction of some of

his new cottages. Lord Shaftesbury also had
some made and used, undoubtedly with the ad-

vantages contemplated of increased dryness and
warmth. Subsequently I submitted the plans of

cottages with hollow impermeable brick walls to

his Royal Highness Prince Albert, who con-

sidered and approved the principle of the imper-

meable wall, and applied it for his model cot-

tages in forms varied from those I had suggested,

but with glazed, impermeable, and washable
interior wall-faces.

It is this important and established sanitary

principle of construction which appears to have
been overlooked, and that there is a falling off dis-

played in all the model dwellings. None of them
have a washable wall. All in due time will be in-

fested with vermin, which, Iam informed, is fright-

fully the case with the houses of the wage classes

in Paris. It is the fact, however, that in several

of the wall constructions in the Exhibition there

is an advanced application ol hollow brick. In-

stead of lath-and-plaster dividing-walls they have
improved hollow-brick walls, which are economi-
cal, less sonorous than the old walling, and
answer very well; but their facing is of porous
plaster, papered. In the annexe of class 65, of

materials of architecture, will be found exam-
ples of hollow brick in common use for walling
beyond any that have yet got into common use
in England, though not in advance of scattered

examples to be found there. The farther im-
provement which the French bricks require is in

the qualities of greater density, greater non-
absorbency, which it is found may be imparted
to them by an improved machinery at an incon-

siderable extra expense. If the sanitary know-
ledge were wide, and the appreciation of the
importance of the sanitary qualities and the
demand were extensive, smooth and coloured

brick or tile surfaces might be produced on largo

scales at rates that would render them available,

at prices no greater than papered or coloured

walling. The beat specimen of a sanitary wall-

enrfaoe, as I deem it, will be found in class 24 of

the Prussian department of the Exhibition, in

the white pottery,—large exterior surfaces of

stones manufactured by T. C. F. Feilner, of
Berlin. In them the joints are almost impercep-
tible. I am assured by Mr. Scrivener, the engi-

neer of the potteries, that by machinery, if there

were a sufficient demand, ornamental terra-cotta

or impermeable tile snrfaees may be produced at

a charge below that of unhewn stone for archi-

tectural constructions.”

We will look to this report again in our next.

CHICAGO WATER-WORKS.

The Lake Tunnel for supplying the city of

Chicago with pure Lake Michigan water was, in

March last, thrown open, and the undertaking,
once ridiculed as an impracticable project, has
already been pronounced a saccess, and has
established the reputation of its projector, Mr.
E. S. Chesbrough, the city Engineer. Chicago
has been hitherto supplied with water drawn
from a point about one mile north of where the
Chicago River empties into Lake Michigan. The
sewers of the city discharged themselves into

the river, and consequently the refuse of the
city found its way to the water-works, and was
redistributed through the pipes, causing much
inconvenience and ill-health.

In October, 1863, the contract was let to

Messrs. Dull & Gowen, of Harrisburg, Penn-
sylvania, the price being 315,137 dollars. The
work was to be completed in two years, but the
term was subsequently extended. Ground was
broken on the 17th of March, 1864. A shaft
was sunk, in the shape of a well, to the depth of

€9 ft. The tunnel was then commenced. The
tunnel, when bricked up, was 5 ft. in width,
and 5 ft. 2 in. in height; the top and bottom
arches being semicircles. Two miners worked
at the excavation, and the brick-work, 8 in.

thick, followed. The tunnel was to have a slope

from the lake terminus of 2 ft. to the mile.

In July, 1865, the “crib” destined for the

lake terminus of the tunnel was launched and
towed to its place. It is composed of huge
timbers and iron, and is 40 fc. high and 9S ft. in

diameter. It has three walls, making as many
separate structures, one within the other. When

finished it had fifteen water-tight compartments.
In the centre was the well through which the
shaft was to be sunk. When the destination

was reached, the gates were opened, and the
huge structure settled upon the bottom of the
lake, in a depth of 30 ft. of water. It was then
firmly anchored and secured. It has since been
covered, and a fog-bell and light mounted upon
it.

An iron cylinder was then sunk for the lake
shaft; it being forced to a depth of 27 ft. into

the bard, Blue clay. On the Ist of January,

1866, the work of tunnelling, from the crib,

commenced. At that time the tunnel from the
shore had been extended 4,815 fc. The work
then progressed steadily from both ends, and on
the 25th of November, 1866, there was but a
thin wall of 2 ft. of clay separating the workmen.
On December 6th the last stone was laid, with
appropriate honours, by Mayor Rico.

A new pumping-engine, capable of pumping
eighteen millions of gallons per day, has been
purchased at a cost of 112,350 dollars.

Just before the water was let into the tunnel
a final tour was made by Mr. Chesbrough and
three newspaper reporters of Chicago.

VISIT TO THE LODGE FARM, BARKING.

On the 29th ult., Sir John Thwaites, accom-
panied by members of the Board, paid a visit of

inspection to the model farm, which the direc-

tors of the Metropolis Sewage and Essex Recla-
mation Company have leased with the view of
showing the value of sewage applied on the ordi-

nary irrigation system. The members of the
Board were conducted over the farm, and wit-
nessed the mode in which the beds of Italian rye
grass were flooded, and the heavy crops of grass
these beds produced. They saw flax, mangolds,
and potatoes, all successfully treated, and, above
all, an experimental patch of wheat. The
newly-erected cowsheds, each capable of holding
sixty cows, were also visited. There are at pre-
sent upon thia farm of about 210 acres (of which
only fifty or sixty are nnder irrigation) over 250
cows in milk ; and besides the daily consumption
of grass by them, there remains a large surplus
for the supply of horse-keepers in the metro-
polis.

After luncheon. Sir John Thwaites stated that
he had viewed with the deepest interest the suc-

cess of the application of the sewage. That he
was glad that the operations were not confined
to the production of grass, which established re-

sults proved could be obtained in large quan-
tities, but that attention was directed to other
crops, especially to wheat, where they had wit-
nessed the manifest distinction between that
which was under the influence ofsewage and that
which was manured in the ordinary manner in

the same field. He had no doubt that success
would follow the application of sewage to other
crops, and he hoped that the present results

might satisfy both the company and the public
that the application of sewage was not only a
proper thing, but a profitable application of that
which had hitherto run to waste.

COMPETITIONS.

Nottingham Mechanics'' Institution.—The design
selected, that by Mr. Simpson, has a hall 117 ft.

in length, its width in the gallery 94 ft. 6 in.;

its clear height in the centre, 43 ft. The arena
will seat about 920 persons, and the gallery 650.
The old hall, with orchestra, contained an area
of 4,850 ft., whilst this will contain 11,056 ft.

6 in. A smaller lecture-room, at the south-west
comer (56 ft. long and 39 ft. 6 in. wide), is in-

tended for various purposes. It will accommo-
date 520 persons (on the ground-floor, 328

;

gallery, 182). On the ground-floor it will be
accessible by one front entrance, and two private

ones at the back, the gallery being reached by
three geometrical staircases. The reading-room
is octangular in shape, with an elliptical ceiling,

and contains 1,266 superficial feet. It is lighted

from the top and recess, is 24 ft. high at the

apex, and the sides pierced alternately with
triple arches, resting on columns, the two to the
west being angular, and fitted with seats and
tables, whilst the main floor is furnished with
tables running parallel with the walls. The
library, elliptical in shape, will contain 1,347
superficial feet. The cost in stone is estimated
at 8,000i., and in stone and brick at 7,6001.

Worlihouse at Hertford.—From the six which
bad been previously chosen, the plans of Mr.
Blessley and of Messrs. Messenger & Grundry
were successively rejected; af&er which three
other plans were balloted out. Mr. Bresaey’s

plan was rejected by 10 votes to 7 against
Messrs. Smith & Son’s; and on a fresh ballot

Messrs. Smith’s plan was rejected by 12 votes to

6 against Mr. Hooker’s. There then remained )

only two competitors— Mr. Peck and Mr.
Hooker. The plan of Mr. Peck was finally

i

accepted.

Gateshead Toicn Hall.—The Town Hall Com-
mittee of the Gateshead Council have decided
on recommendiog Mr. Thomas Oliver’s design to

the Council as the most suitable ; Messrs. Austin
& Johnson’s, and Mr. John Johnston’s coming
next in order of merit.

PREMIUMS AWARDED BY THE
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

j

The Council of the Institution of Civil
|

Engineers have awarded the following premiums |

for papers read at their meetings daring the past j

session :— 1

1. A Telford medal and a Telford premium, in boots,
to J. T. Chance, M.A., for paper on “ Optical Apparatus
used in Lighthouses."

2. A Telford medal and a Telford premium, in books,
to E. Byrne, ibr paper “ Experiments on the Removal of
Organic and Inorganic Substances in Water."

3. A Telford medal to G. Biddell Airy, Astronomer
Royal, for paper on " The Use of the Suspension Bridge
with Stiffened Roadway for Railway and other Bridges of
great Span."

*1. A Watt medal to Colonel Sir W. T. Denison,
K.C.B., R.E., for paperon “The Suez Canal.”

6. A Watt medal and a Telford premium, in books, to
John Bourne, for paper on “ Ships of War.”

*6. A Telford premium, in books, to Captain Henry
Whatley Tyler, for paper on “The Working of Steep i

Gradients and Sharp Curves on Railways.’’
*7. A Telford premium, in books, to W. II. Preece, for

I

paper on “The best Means of CommunicatiDg between
j

the Passengers, Guards, and Driversof TraiiisinMotion.” I

*8. A TeUbrd premium, in books, to W. A. Brooks, for
j

paper on “ The River Tyne.” 1

9. The Manby premium, in books, to C. Douglas Fox,
j

for paper on “Light Railways in Norway, India, and
Queensland.”

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF THE ARCHITECTS
OF IRELAND.

At the closing meeting of the session, Mr.

Parker Neville, C.E., in. the chair, a dessert ser-

vice in silver, and an address, were presented to

Mr. Jas. H. Owen, architect to H.M. Board of

Public Works in Ireland, for his services as

honorary secretary during the last five years.

In the course of his reply Mr. Owen said,

—

" Our Institute has certainly taken a wonderful stride

forward in recent years. From being a ve^ respectable

but rather effete body, it has started up into new and
vigorons life ; without losing character—it has gained

force and energy, and is alre^y telling on. the profession

and the outer world. For this you have to thank, not
your honorary secretary, but Time, which has brought
forward a new generation of architects, and, with new
men, new ideas, and the younger and more rigorous life

which we all feel and rejoice in. When 1 first joined the
Institute, its ruling idea was more that of a trades’ union
of the profession than that of an institute for the develop-

ment of our arts, and the exchange of ideas and know-
ledge

;
and the only credit I can take to myself in the

happy change that has taken place is, that I have not been
an impediment to its progress. That I should endeavour
for the future to be something more, you have bound me
by the event of this day m a manner and to an extent
which I never can fulfil, and I hope I may have many
opportunities of proving in a more substantial manner
than these few flattering words.”

Mr. Owen, we are very glad to learn, has

found more grateful constituents than are some-

times met with by honorary workers.

BOROUGH SURVEYORS.

The committee appointed at Newcastle to in-

quire into the working of certain departments

find a state of things existing that calls for an
instant remedy. There are three sets of officials

to do the work of one, with no clear allotment of

duties, and as a consequence dischai^iog their

functions with very little responsibility. There

is, first, the department nnder the supervision of

Mr. Bryson, the town surveyor, who has a staff

of six subordinates, including his son
;
and which

entails an annual charge of 8531. 12s. Then
comes the engineering department, of which Mr.

Lamb is chief, who, with his four subordinates,

draws npon the borough revenue yearly to the

extent of 9201. 83 . Lastly, there is the road

* Have previously received Telford Medals.
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Burveyor, Mr. Dawson, whom the committee
treat as a department in himself, and who
receives a salary of 2001. for duties that the
committee profess themselves at a loss to dis-

cover. In all, there is an annual expenditure,
under the heads of Borough Engineer, Town
Surveyor, and Koad Surveyor, of 1,9711. Mr.
Lamb, the borough engineer, according to the
committee, does not act as engineer, but as land-
agent, the engineeriDg work being done in the
town surveyor’s office

;
and several of the offi-

cials are in the habit of undertaking private
work. Thus Mr. Bryson, jun., prepares plans
for builders

;
and ocoaaionally superintends the

erection of houses as architect. And Mr. Robin-
son, in the engineering department, likewise
carries on a private practice as architect. An
assertion that “ allowances” are granted to con-
tractors is admitted to be true, but it is denied
that these allowances are made by putting down
more work than has been performed.
With these facts before them the committee

recommend a concentration of all the surveying
and engineering duties into one department
under one directly responsible head

;
and they

lay down the axiom that divided allegiance in
corporate officials/ “ by servants seeking to ad-
Tance themselves by serving a plurality of mas-
ters, is alike objeotionablo in principle and
practice.” They propose to call the head of the
amalgamated department the “ Borough Engi-
neer.”

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDING ACT.

NOTICE TO DISTIUCT SURTEYOK.

At the Clerkenwell Police-court Mr. Alexander
Wright, of Penton-street, appeared in answer to
3, summons issued by the district surveyor of
South Islington, for neglecting to give notice
oefore commenoing works to and upon No. 64,
3alton-road, Canonbury. The front porch, made
)f brick, cemented, was taken down and rebuilt,

[t was maintained by defendant’s solicitor that
t was only “necessary repairs, not affecting the
construction of the party or external walls,”
exempted by section ix., and said it was now ex-
ictly as it was before it fell down. The district

lurveyor (Mr. Godwin) considered that the porch
svas part of the external wall, and affected the
sonstruction of the wall, acting as a buttress,
't would have been illegal if the builder had made
of wood

;
and, unless the surveyor had notice, he

.ould not see that the Act was carried out.
ieo. xxxviii. required that two days’ notice should
e given before “ any work to, in, or upon, any
iuilding” was commenced.
. The magistrate (W. Cooke, esq.) adjourned the
•ase for a week, that he might give it oonsidera-
ion, rightly deeming it of importance

;
and

0 enable defendant to prove that the porch was
ixactly the same now as it was before.

; At the adjourned hearing, a witness for the
[efendant being asked if he had repaired the
rorch, said he had rebuilt it. The magistrate,
without hearing the district surveyor again,
iaid he had given the Act further consideration,
lud had arrived at the conclusion that notice
[hould have been sent. Section xivi. provided
low such architectural projections should be
ormed, and the district surveyor could not know
ihat this was complied with, unless he had the
leqoired notice. The builder was lined a nominal
leualty (with concurrence of district surveyor),
Ind 12s. 6d. costs,

\.l£aryIebone 1‘olice Couri.—Thomas Williamflon, of St.
tiohn’s tVood-terrace, was summoDed before ilr. Mans-
leld, for that he, beiog the builder engaged ia doing
Brtain works, at 16, Henry-street, had neelected to give
btice to Mr. Peebles, district surveyor of the Northern
t'ivision of Saint Marylebone, before commencing, as
itquired by Sec. 88. Surveyor stated, when he discovered
e work upon the 19th ult., the ground beneath the house

lid been excavated to the depth of about 1 ft.
;
one parly

lid the external walls, which are 1-1 in. thick at the base,
led 2 ft. 3 in. at tho lowest course of footings, had been
l-iderpinned with work only 9 in. in thickness, and but
1) in. of that were under the walls, Sec. 9 placed any
brk atfecting tho construction of an external or party
lull under his supervision. He at once sent a notice to
uend, which was complied with. Mr. Payne, for the
ofendant, contended that this was a work done for the
prpose of necessary repair, not requiring a notice, for it
d not affect the construction ot the walls until Mr
bebles required it to be underpinned the whole thickness’
' le magistrate vras of opinion that it did affect the con-
icuction of the walls. Mr. Peebles pointed out that
rery building shall be inclosed with walls of a minimum
keknessj the part added was insuiBcient, and indi-
'ited the other clauses of the Act affecting work of
is nature. Sec. 12 required walla to be constructed

|i such substances, and of such thicknesses, and in
)ch a manner as are mentioned in lirst schedule annexed
itreto, Pirst Schedule, Preliminary Clause 1, required

every building to be enclosed with walls constructed of
brick, stone, or other hard or incombustible substance.
Clauses. No part of any wall shall overhang any pert
nndenieath it. Clause 4. The thickness of every wall
shall be minimum in thickness; and Clause 8 required
footings : the work when found had none. lie made no
complaint of the work as amended. Mr. Payne submitted
even were it a work of which notice should have been
given, his client had erred unintentionally, and that also
this was a case of emergency provided for by Sec. 41, for
the drainage works and removal of the soil were ordered
by the sanitary inspector, who caused its removal from
below the walls; and immediately his client heard the
surveyor had called, he wrote him a letter explaining the
mistake. Defendant was ordered to pay 129. costs.

Ctarles Thomas, of York.place, High-street, was sum-
moned for a similar offence at 40, Cochrane-terrace.
Upon the 25th ult., Mr. Peebles, discovering two story-
posts had been removed and brick ones substituted,
immediately sent a memorandum to defendant, reminding
him ol the omission to .give notice, and requesting one.
Not receiving a reply, these proceedings were taken.
The work affected the construction of an external wall,
and by See. 9 was subject to supervision. In addition
See. 16 contained requirements for bressummer and story-
posts, placing them under special survey. Defendant’s
clerk appeared, and stated it was a necessary repair

;
did

not require a notice, as it was merely a temporary repair,
and he would give notice when the other alieration com-
menced; and that sometimes the customer gave his own
notice. The surveyor stated, of tho works which came
under his notice about 30 per cent, were discoveries, which
rendered it more difiicult for him to discharge his duty,
and he was afraid he would require to trouble the Court
frequently. Mr. Mansfield said ihe district surveyor was
a public officer responsible for the safety of the buildings,
and should have notice of works. Defendant was ordered
to pay 12s. costs.

BLUNDELLSANDS SEWERAGE.

The sewerage of the Blundellsands estate, re-
specting which there have been so many contests
between Major Blundell, the own«r, and the
Crosby Local Board, has just been completed
by Messrs. Reade & Goodison, architects and
civil engineers, of Liverpool, according to the
plan submitted to Mr. Morgan, the Government
inspector at the time of the great Crosby sewer-
age inquiry.

The works consist of an outlet sewer of 18 in.

glazed socket drain - pipes, ruannfiiotured by
Messrs. Brooks, of Iludderefield, commencing at
the stream called Formby’s Pool, in Dibb-lane,
and extending at a gradient of 1 in 1,000 to
the Crescent-road, which forms the central line
of tho estate. Thence it is carried up Crescent-
road at the same inclination, and branches off
with a 15-in. pipe at an inclination of 1 in 800
up Benbo Bank-road, and turning sharply to
the eastward up Blundellsande-road, terminates

'

at tho railway station. A branch sewer is now
being constrnoted up Nicholas-road, commenc-
ing directly at the main sewer in the Crescent-
road, and terminating at Biundellsands-road.
The total length at present laid down is about two
miles, and, as other roads are beingproceeded with
rapidly, contracts for Viotoria-roaci and the Ser-
pentine having just been let, the system will be
extended to meet the requirements of this
rapidly increasing neighbourhood. Through
nearly the whole course of the outiet-sewer, run-
ning sand has had to be contended against

;
that

portion under the railway and weatwardly
through very high sandhills from this cause, and
the depth of the cutting, creating very great
difficulty on the proper laying of the pipes
which, from the small inclination of the sewer,
it was of the utmost importance should be laid
to accurate levels.

The work was very much facilitated by the
flushing valves, of a simple construction, con-
trived by the engineer, and built at intervals in
the manholes which, by creating means for re-
gnlar flushing with the snbaoil water, enabled
the contractor to wash away the large quantity
of sand which necessarily entered the sewer
during the course of the works.
The flushing power, obtained by tho subsoil

and sewer waters, being suddenly liberated npon
the opening of the valves, is very great, and the
sewer, otherwise from its small diameter and in-
clination liable to be silted up, can be kept, we
are told, free and clean. Another peculiarity in
the drainage of the estate is the placing of the
branch sewers on the parapet, which obviates
the necessity of disturbing the asphalte roads
many of which were completed before the sewer-
age could be commenced.
Much of the house drainage has already been

connected with the sewer, and the beneficial
effects accruing from the drainage of the subsoil,
which from its sandy nature is affected to a con-
siderable distance on either side of the sewer
flashes of water having disappeared at a distance
of 200 yards from its course, is very appai'ent.
The contractor for the works was Mr. Abraham

Thomas, of Liverpool, who has carried them out
in a manner satisfactory to the engineers. 1

PROPOSED NEW SYNAGOGUE, LONDON.
In a recent select competition, invited by the

Council of the West London Synagogue of
British Jews, for the erection of a new syna-
gogne at tho corner of Upper Berkeley-street and
Edgware-road, the designs of Messrs. Davis &
Emanuel, of 32, Moorgate-street, City, were
unanimously selected. Five other gentlemen
were invited to compete, three of whom sent in
designs,—viz., Mr. Cockerell, Mr. H. H. Collins,
and Mr. Wyatt Papworth. The unsncoessful
competitors each received an honorarium of fifty

guineas. The building is contemplated to cost
between 12,OOOZ. and 15,0001. The entrance,
which is from Upper Berkeley-street, occupies
the frontage of an ordinary house, and this will
be the only street facade of the new bnildiug.
Mr. P. C. Hardwick acted as Consulting

Architect to the Building Committee.

SURVEYORS AND DRAUGHTSMEN.
Sib,—

A

oorrespondence is Koing on relative to the for-
mation of a society for the weliaie of assistant engineers,
surveyors, and draughtsmen.
_Now that tho subject is once more brought to the notice

oi the profession, I think the matter should befairiy tried,
in order to test the practicability of such an undertaking.
I_ara therefore induc-ed, in consequence of the exteaaive
circulation which the Builder has amongst the class in-
terested in this movement, to solicit a small space, for the
purpose of calling the attention of the protession to the

I

movement that is now being made, and to strongly nrge
I them not to let the matter fall to the ground for want of
' proper energy.

The subject was mooted some time ago, but tiofor-
tuostely was allowed to drop. The present depressed
state of the profession will, no doubt, open the eyes of
many to the advantages to be gained by such a co-opera-
tion.

I am acquainted with many assistant civil engioeers
and draughtsmen who are most anxious for the formatiott
of such a society.

Draughtsmen, as a class, are not a very provident or
careful race, owing no doubt to the uncertainties to which
they are subject, and I feel quite assured, that were a
society of this description once fairly started, there would
be very few members of the profession who would fail to
devote a small quarterly subscription for such a purpose,
the advantages of w hich would be gained hereafter.

E. S.

SURVEYORS AND LOCAL BOARDS.
8ib,—It is time surveyors began to act onthedefensive.

In a district near Lete, a certain Local Board recently
advertised lor a surveyor, stating that he must devote the
whole of his time to the office. Before the election took
place, and icilkout giving nofiee fo the d’fferenf enndiduieti
the gentlemen of this Board met, and rescinded a former
resolution, as to the surveyor’s whole time being required}
and, at the same meeting, elected a local man who is
carrying on a business of his own.

I have been to many elections, and am quite snre that
seventeen out of twenty are mere matters of form, an
affectation of fair play to cover favouritism and local
prejndice. Suhvbtob.

PROPOSED TYTHING CHURCH,
WORCESTER.

Mb. J. Sevebn Walkeb, hon. secretary to the "Wor-
cester Diocesan Architectural Society, writes us directing
attention to letters in ihe Worcester papers by himself
and Mr. W. J. Hopkins, consulting architect to tho
Church Extension Society, rebutting “Mr. Allsop’s in-
sinuationa respecting tho conduct of the consulting archi-
tect to the "VVorcesier Church Extension Society in tho
matter of the Tything Church plans. It did cot require a
professional eye,” says Mr. \V alker, " to detect the glar-i
ing defects, both in design and arrangement, of the plans
approved of by the Building Committee, and which detects,
no youth who had been a few months in the office of an
experienced church architect would be Itkelv to embody
in a design for a new church at tho present day.
That the majority of tho committee who are said to-

have ‘heartily approved' of the plans should feet an-
noyed at their being condemned by the Arcliiteetural and
the Church Extension societies is not to be wondered at jbut the opinion of persons who acknowledge that they
know nothing of plans can, of course, have no weight with
the public

;
and, bad not the facts of the case been mis-

repreaeuted, and were not a wrong impressionlikely to be
conveyed by the notices that have appeared in the local
papers, ns well as in a recent number of your widely-
circulated publication, no notice need have been taken of
such discreditable proceedings.”

VALUE OF LAND : FRESHWATER, ISLE
OF WIGHT.

A GOVERNMENT ROAD.

On the 27th of Jane last, at the Albion Hotel,
Freshwater Lake, the vacant land opposite the
hotel was sold by auction in twenty lots. Six-
teen plots of villas went at the rate of 4001. per
acre, the purchasers having to pay for the roads
by which the plots were reached.
The four remaining plots nearest the sea

fetched nearly a thousand pounds an acre, the
purchaser having to maintain any sea defences.

This laud is situated in the Valley of the Yar,
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between Affcon and High Downs, and intercepts

the communication. The old road nest the sea,

and, indeed, a portion of the land sold, has been
swept away by the encroachment of the sea

during the last two years. And this leads one
to make the inquiry, What was the object of the

Government authorities in making a military

road, at immense cost, from Chale to Freshwater

without any means of communication with the

forts at the west side of Freshwater Gate? At
all events, it is quite clear that the communica-
tion cannot now be made, except by the purchase

of a portion of this land which is about to be
covered

;
or by the reconstruction of the old

road, with a sea-wall to protect it.

Dntil something is done, the said military road

affair is rather an expensive practical joke.

An Observer.

AHCIENT ALTAES.

Sir,—

I

n your interesting article on “ Ancient
Altars” in a recent number, you remark on their

scarcity in France and elsewhere, and say, owing
to the Reformation, few are to be expected in

England.
It may interest some of your numerous readers

to know that, in the spacious chancel of St.

Nicholas’s Church, Arundel, all the altars re-

main, the east end of the sooth aisle being
fitted up according to the ritual of the Church
of England, an altar having stood there previ-

ously.

The altars in the chancel are quite plain.

The top of the high altar, and that in the choir,

formerly part of a convent on the north side,

are covered with a wooden frame, the Dukes of

Norfolk having always been careM to preserve
them from desecration.

There are also several chantry altars, one, in

a very small space behind the high altar, very
much dilapidated. J. Root.

CHURCH-BDILDING NEWS.

Leire {Northampton)

.

—The foundation stone
of a new church has been laid here. Mr. W.
Smith, of London, is the architect

j
and Messrs.

Laws, Lutterworth, the builders
j
Mr. James

King, overseer of the works.
Lutterworth.—The restoration of Lutterworth

church has been commenced. Mr. Scott is the
architect employed, and Messrs. Laws are the
builders

;
Mr. King clerk of the works.

Winterbome Dauntsey.—The foundation-stone
of a new church, which it is proposed to substi-

tute for the present small and dilapidated
churches of Winterbome Dauntsey and Winter-
bome Earls, has been laid by the Sishop of
Salisbury. The site is a portion of what was
formerly known as the allotment gardens, suffi-

cient land being attached for a churchyard as
well as for the erection of a parsonage-house
and a school, which, it is hoped, may hereafter
be built there. The new church, which is being
dedicated to St. Michael, will be practically a
combination of the two old ones, the building
materials in both being as far as possible used
in the rebuilding. The architect is Mr. T. H.
Wyatt, of London, and the builder, Mr. Till, of
Romsey

;
Mr. Harding, of Salisbury, acting as

clerk of the works. Essentially it will be in the
Perpendicular style, with an Early English chan-
cel, the old windows being used again, as will

also be the old roof from Winterbome Dauntsey.
There will be a tower at the south-west angle of
the building, with an entrance underneath. It

is intended to afford accommodation for 303
persons, of whom 193 will have sittings in the
nave, 33 in the chancel, 30 in the south aisle,

and this, with accommodation for 47 children,
will give a total of 303 sittings. The contract,
we understand, is a little below 2,0001., the
builder having permission to use the old mate-
rials.

Fynone (Swansea).—The church of St. James,
at Fynone, near Swansea, has been consecrated
and opened for divine worship by the Bishop of
St. David’s. The building has been erected
from the designs, and under the superintendence,
of Mr. Thomas Nicholson. The contractors for

the work were Messrs. Thomas, Watkins, &
Jenkins, builders, Swansea. The church is in

the Decorated style. The plan comprises a
nave, with north and south aisles, north and
south transepts, chancel chapels, a vestry, and a
porch. The aisles are separated from the nave

by four arches on each side, standing upon
columns finished with carved capitals. Anarch
separates the nave from the chancel. The west
front, the transepts, and the cbancel are filled

with large windows of geometrical tracery, that

in the chancel being of five lights, and those in

the transepts of four lights each. A series of

three-light windows decorate the aisles. All the
windows are glazed with thick cathedral tinted

glass. The roofs are open-timbered, of an inter-

lacing pattern : they are stained and varnished.

Godwin’s tiles are used throughout
;
plain in the

body of the church, and ornamental in the chan-
cel. A'glazed tile reredos embellishes the wall
behind the commnnion-table. The seats through-
out are all open, stained, and varnished. The
chancel is stalled, and is elevated above the

nave. The materials used’ in the construction

are native stone for the walling, and freestone,

both inside and out, for all the dressed work.
Enderby.—The church of Enderby, which was

built about five centuries ago, having fallen in

some measure into decay, and having become
completely inadequate to accommodate the in-

creased population of the village, the owner of
the Enderby estate, Mr. C. Brook, resolved to

undertake the work of rebuilding and enlarging

it, on a scale commensurate with the wants of

the present day. The church, as it recently

existed, consisted of a tower at the west end, a
nave of four bays, and chancel. The last has
been pulled down, and the remainder of the

church is left standing for use during the progress

of the new building. The tower is to bo retained

and incorporated with the new church, which is

to be built outside the old one, and to consist of

a nave of five bays, with side aisles, and a chancel

of three bays. There is also to be a vestry on
the south side of the cbancel, and adjoining it an
organ chamber. The style is to be as far as

possible a reproduction of the original church,

and the stone principally used is granite from a
quarry on Mr. Brook’s estate. The work, which
was planned by Mr. E. Birchall, of Leeds, archi-

tect, and intrusted to Mr. J. Firn, builder,

Leicester, for execution, having progressed suffi-

ciently to show the extent of the alterations, the
laying of the foundation or memorial stone, took
place on the 24th ult., St. John the Baptist’s day.

Canterbury.—St, Mary Bredin, Canterbury,

built to supply the place of a very small and
' inconvenient structure formerly on the same
site, has been consecrated by the Archbishop of

Canterbury. The design, commenced by the
late Mr. William Lightly, has been completed
and carried out by Mr. Frederick Wallen. It is

of Early Pointed character. The shape of the
site, broader from north to south than from east

to west, and so small that it required to be quite

covered by the building, has caused the archi-

tects to design an unusually wide nave, and the

necessary shortness of the cbancel has been
compensated for by equal width and height with
the nave, and a bold chancel-arch. The only

access to the gronnd was at the east side
;
the

entrances are therefore at the east end of the

aisles, the chief or south-east porch having an
external door placed angularly, to meet the
requirements of a bend in the street, and the

motif of an octagonal tower and spire thus given
is adopted. The upper story of the tower opens
into the church by an arch in continuation of

the clearstory. The tower is carried up to the

base of the timber spire, which is to be covered

with shingles. Funds are lacking at present for

this and for a small sum still unprovided for the

church. The old reredos, reading-desk, and
pulpit are at present retained. The total cost,

including the spire, will be a little over 4,0001.

The accommodation is for 520, in open benches.

The builders were Messrs. Gasken & Godden, of

Canterbury.

Stour Frovosi.—The foundation-stone of a
chapel-of-ease in this parish, which is to accom-
modate a number of inhabitants belonging to

the outlying districts, and is estimated to cost

1,2001., has been laid. Mr. J. Hicks, of Dor-

chester, is the architect
;
and the building is to

be erected by Mr. Miles, of Shaftesbury, builder.

The work will be completed in December.
Grimsby.—Several tenders for the building of

the chancel of the new church have been opened,

and that of Messrs. Brown & Son, of this town,

builders, has been accepted. The work will be
commenced forthwith.

Gloucester.—The dean and chapter have re-

solved that the general restoration of the cathe-

dral shall be commenced almost immediately,

the choir being the first part taken in hand.
The chapter will shortly hold a special meeting
to make final and definite arrangements. About

a third of the estimated cost of the entire

restoration of the sacred fabric has been pro-
mised.

Bournemouth.—Arrangements are in progress

for erecting a new district church at Bourne-
mouth. The church will be built by Mr. Ewan
Christian, and will be designed to accommodate r.

1,000 persons, 350 seats being free, and 650 will 1.

be rented. A district will be assigned to the u

church. The site has been granted gratuitously, 1

in perpetuity, by Mr. Robert Kerley, and is g

situated in Madeira-vale, on the upper part of V

the old Christchurch-road. The cost of the
|

building is estimated at between 5,0001. and
||

6,0001.
I

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Me^'e.—According to the Macclesfield Courier

the foundation-stone of a new school and house

for the master has been laid at the village of

Mere. The school is to be erected at the expense

of Mrs. Langford Brooke, from designs of Mr. W.
Owen, of Manchester, architect.

Rhayader.—The foundation-stone of the now
Girls’ School has been laid on the Maes. The
school and class rooms, which will be 40 ft. by

20 ft., and 13 ft. by 10 ft. respectively, will ac-

commodate 120 children, and the former, when
arranged for meetings, &c.,will contain upwards

of 250 persons. The general style of the struc-

ture will of course be Gothic, the walls being

brick on a stone base. Internally the timbers of

the roof will be exposed to view, and externally

they will be covered with Major’s patent tiles. A
bell cot will be added if the funds should permit.

The contract has been taken by Mr. William

Evans, and will be executed under the superin-

tendence of the architect, Mr. E. H. Lingen

Barker, of London and Hereford.

Fleetwood.—At the Roasall School new baths

have been opened by the Marquis of Harrington,

M.P. The building was designed by Messrs.

Garlick, Park, & Sykes, of Preston, architects,

and consists of a swimming-bath, 120 ft. long and

24 ft. wide. The east end of the building is

fitted up with two-story dressing-rooms, water-

closets, urinals, and a large raised platform. The
west range comprises ten private baths, superin-

tendent’s house, committee-rooms, and bath-

house. The building has a south frontage of

176 ft., an east frontage of 56 ft., and a west

frontage of 55 ft. The swimming-bath con-

tains 100,000 gallons, and is supplied with

salt water pumped from the Irish Sea by

an eight-horse engine and double-action pumps,

constructed by Mr. John Stevenson, of Preston.

The foundation-stone of the new buildings for

convalescents was also laid by the Marquis of

Hartington. The building, when completed, will

comprise convalescent wards, porter’s residence,

board-room, additional class-rooms, studios, and

dormitories, and is designed to harmonize with

the main features of the buildings adjoining. It

has a west frontage of 115 ft. to the court-yard,

thereby completing the easterly aide of the

quadrangle, and on the east a frontage of 145 ft.

The main entrance will be flanked by four octa-

gonal towers, rising 60 ft. high, one at each

angle, surmounted by slender turrets. Between

each tower and over the pathway there will be

an oriel window running two stories high, which
forms the most prominent feature in the design.

Messrs. Garlick, Park, & Sykes, of Preston, are

the architects
;
and Mr. R. Saul, of Preston, is

the contractor.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Kettering.—The new Wesleyan Church here

has been opened. Its site is in Silver-street,

about the centre of the town. It was erected

from a design by Mr. G. Woodhonse, of Bolton-le-

Moors, architect. Mr. J. Watkin, of Northamp-
ton, was the builder. The building is of brick,

with ornamental facings of freestone, on which
some carving has been bestowed. It is capable

of seating 630 persons. The chapel is galleried

all round in a circular, or rather oval manner,

the segment in front and opposite to the pulpit

swelling into tiers of seats eight pews deep,

opposite to which, in the centre of the choir, an
organ (from the manufactory of Messrs. Boviiig-

ton & Son, London,) is placed in a commanding
position. The seats in the chapel are of deal,

varnished, and are contrived so as to face the

pulpit. The outside of the galleries is painted

of a light green and white, with a polished

mahogany lodging. The pillars which support the
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galleries are light and slender, with Corinthian

papitals. The pulpit is of carved work. An
ornate frieze, wrought in plaster of Paris, sur-

rounds the walls just under the ceiling, which is

olain, and from which depend five starry gas

'oendonts, by which at night the interior will be

brincipally lighted. The original estimate of cost

was 2,100L The building is enclosed by a low
wall mounted with palisades.

Taunton.—Extensive alterations are about to

;)e made at the Wesleyan chapel in Upper High-

ntreet. It is proposed to take down the whole
')f the buildings, except the chapel front—which

was added but a few years since—and to enlarge

noth chapel and schools, so as to cover the whole
•^ound belonging to the trustees. In the new
uhapel the upper end will be towards the west
uinstead of the north, as now), and the size will

ne increased one-third, the area being about
)^0 ft. by 60 ft. Instead of a pulpit there will

f)e, within an apsidal arched recess, a rostrum

7jver the Communion-table. On the right and
ifeft will be the vestry and the trustees’ room.
Ifhe organ is to be placed in the east gallery, at

]khe opposite end of the chapel. Ten light iron

ibillars, with carved capitals, from which spring

latoulded wood arches, will support the galleries

cind roof. The fronts of the galleries around
lihe sides of the chapel will be composed of

•sraceried wood framing and ornamental iron-

work. The timbers of the roof, wrought,
icnoulded, and slightly stained and varnished,

ivill be open interiorly. The seats throughout
rii-e to bo low, with moulded and chamfered solid

ejench-ends, and the backs sloped
;
they will

irbrm on the ground-floor what may be called a

Slave, 30 ft. wide, and two aisles. On the eastern

iiurret, to the right of the entrance, will be added
k light spire, the finial stone of which will be
bibout 70 ft. above the street level. The front

lelevation of the schools will be built out on a
‘level with the chapel, parallel with the street,

Bind correspond in style. The new school-room,

am the same level as the chapel floor, will

imeasure 61 ft. by 37 ft., and be 17 ft. high, with
;3even class-rooms, and a ladies’ working-room
rover. The design and plana were prepared by
[Air. S. Shewbrooks, of this town. The materials

}nontamed in the present buildings are to be
sased, as far as practicable

j
and the whole works

sire to be carried out under the direction of Mr.
S. Shewbrooks.

'Whe Pyrenees ; a Description of Summer Life at

French Watering-places. By Heniiy Black-
burn. London: Sampson Low, Son, &Marston.

: 1867.

I L VOLUME from the picturesque pen of the
Diuthor of “Travelling in Spain in the present
)a)ay,” illustrated by more than 100 engravings
worn sketches by Gustave Dore, cannot be an
vtvery-day book, and that is what we have here,

lolome of the landscapes are charming : take, for

ifxample, the sketch illustrating the lines

—

“ The sultry summer day is done.
The western hills have hid the sun

;

But mountain peaks, still rising higher,
Retain reflection of his fire.”

tiltill, there is awant of variety in the subjects,

—

ohot the artist’s fault,—and where we fall on his

igugs, little groups of people, or a German band,
lehe change is agreeable.

? Some of the towns on the way to the Pyrenees
rare dull, to use a mild terra

;
Das, for esample,

oconceming which a friend wrote home,—“ A
iiraneral procession passed us in the street, and I

hihink I envied the occupant of the bier. He, at

saaast, was leaving Dax, whereas I had to wait
DfDr the seven o’clock train !” Our author has
aiaid all that can be properly said in favour of
bdie Pyrenean towns, but he cannot disguise the

icact, that in travelling in the Pyrenees there is

Y want of that sustained interest which in Swit-
ererland never flags. Nevertheless, there are
elelightful spots, and his account of them will

foend many visitors that way. Eaux Bonnes he
igightly praises warmly. Concerning this fashion-

blble little hotel village, we would make a protest

g^ainst the frightful over-crowding that periodi-

aially occurs there. It consists of about fifty

oiouses, and these in the season give accommo-
atation to a thousand people !

1 Mr. Blackburn rightly denounces the whole-
ilale encouragement given to begging in the
ytyrenees generally, and the consequent whine
reverywhere for “ Quelgue chose; quelque chose

iv.owr I’amour de Dieu The inhabitants are

everywhere demoralized. A girl of sixteen, well

dressed, and evidently well to do, comes np with

a bouquet of wild flowers : she asks 10 sous for

it (about the wages of a day’s work), and will

not take lees for it
;
but on receiving the money

immediately asks for the bouquet back again,

to sell to some one else ! Indiscriminate alms-

giving is a vice full of evil results. Anyhow,
Mr. Blackburn’s elegant book needs no “ charity

it can trnst to “justice.”

“ A Handbook of Practical Telegraphy.” By
E, E. S. Cully, Engineer to the Electric and
International Telegraph Company. Second Edi-

tiou, considerably enlarged. London: Longman,
Eoberts, & Green. 1867.' This is a more elabo-

rate and extensive volume on this subject than

any of those recently noticed by us. It is in-

tended to give information to members of the

telegraph service and to those interested in

telegraphy concerning the electrical laws upon

which the system depends
;
the method of dis-

covering faults
;
the practical management of

apparatus
}
the construction of a line ; and the

leading principles of submarine telegraphy. The
work is published with the sanction of the Board

to whom Mr. Gulley is engineer; and has been

adopted by the Department of Telegraphs for

India. “Arithmetic Simplified.” By Neil

Amott, M.D., P.E.S. London; Longman, Green,

Eeader, & Dyer. 1867. This thin volume is

intended for general use, and adapted to aid

students engaged in any departments of science

or art ; also to serve as a supplement to the

author’s “ Elements of Physics,” published in

1865, and other works on popular science.

glistillHnta:.

The Wallace Monument.—At a meeting of

some of the more prominent Scottish residents

of New York city, held there on the Ist. ult., the

feeling was unanimously in favour of zealous co-

operation with those at “ home ” in completing

the Wallace monument. A large and influential

committee was formed to carry out this resolu-

tion, and twelve gentlemen put down their

names for 100 dole. each. Up to the 15th ult.,

subscriptions continued to come in. The central

committee in New York have made np their

minds, it is said, to send over, if possible, a sum
of 10,000 dols.

Proposed International Archaeological
Society.—A Eussian archseologist, M. Filimonofl',

who is now in Paris, on a visit to the Exhibition,

is urging the establishment of an international

archsBological society. The project has been
favourably received by several other archmolo-

gists, and M. Mandergreen, of Stockholm, has

assisted M. Filimonoff in drawing up a set of

regulations for the new society, which have been
already submitted to the French Government.
It is proposed to admit arcbieologists of all

nations to the society, and to hold congresses in

the principal capitals of Europe.

Window-gardening.—In past ye.ars window-
gardening was pioneered by the Builder, and we
are glad to see that it now no longer needs
pioneering. Another flower-show has taken
place in the garden of the Middlesex Hospital,

kindly lent for the occasion by the authorities.

The flowers exhibited bad been grown in the
rooms or on the window-sills of very poor per-

sons living in the district of St. Andrew’s, Wells-

street, and Christ Church, St. George’s. Prizes

had been awarded to the most successful growers,

and were distributed by the Lady Mildred
Bereaford-Hope and the Hon. Mrs. William
Cowper. The flowers were quite remarkable
for beauty when the circumstances under which
they were cultivated are considered. They
consisted principally of musk, geranium, and
fuschias in full bloom, and they came from
crowded courts, close alleys, or steaming mews.
One chief prize was given to a deformed girl. In
another instance the flower had been cultivated

by the bedside of a little boy in one of the
hospital wards. The Coalbrookdalo Company,
we observe, manufacture neat iron frames
for window-gardens, which fit on to the usual

window-sill, and have, if desired, a light wiring
for creeping plants, which also affords protection

for children while engaged in the window-
gardening.

The London Bridge Traffic.—At the last

Court of Common Council in the City, a petition

was presented by Mr. Medwin, praying the court

to take some steps to relieve the foot traffic upon
London Bridge, and suggesting that a footway

might be erected at the side of the bridge. Mr.

Medwin proposed that the petition should be re-

ferred to the Bridge-house Estates Committee
for them to consider the statements made in it,

and report thereon to the court ; but an amend-
ment was carried to the effect that the petition

lie on the table.

Brick Burning.—The suit Evans u. Smith was
to restrain the coutinnance of a nuisance arising

from the burning of bricks within 112 yards of a

dwelling-house. Vice-Chancellor Wood observed,

in reference to an argument adduced on behalf

of the defendants, that whatever might have
been the case formerly, when there was con-

siderable conflict of opinion as to whether the

smoke and vapour arising from brick-burning

were to be considered as prejudicial to health

and comfort, it was now clearly settled that the

fumes of a brick-kiln, if they reached dwelling-

houses, were a nuisance to the inhabitants, which
the Court of Chancery would restrain without

requiring any scientific evidence upon the sub-

ject.

Fall of a Mountain into a Valley. — At
Feldkirch, Switzerland, according to a letter,

part of a mountain has set itself in motion, and
is sliding down into the valley. The inhabitants

of a village at its foot are in great consternation

at the occurrence. Every few minutes a new
crack shows itself : at first as broad as a piece

of thread, it becomes gradually broader and
broader, and one piece of the mountain rapidly

follows another. At present a very large surface

is in motion to the depth of perhaps more than

1,000 ft. A river and all the brooks which flowed

down the mountain have disappeared in the

cracks. Paths which were formerly nearly level,

have been separated into little pieces, of which
some are 20 ft. higher than the next one ;

and
large forests have been wrenched out of the earth

and thrown away in all directions.

The Largest Blast Furnace in the World.
The extraordinary development of the iron manu-
facture in the Cleveland district has led to the

bnildiog of the largest smelting furnaces in the

world. One of these, and the largest hitherto

built, is at the Norton Ironworks. It was put in

blast a few weeks ago, being previously charged
with upwards of 500 tons of mineral. The inside

diameter is 25 ft., the height 85 ft., and the
capacity 26,000 cubic feet. It was expected
that it would produce about 450 tons of pig-iron

weekly, and this expectation seems to be in a fair

way of being realised, as the furnace has hitherto

proved a complete success, both as regards
quantity and quality of metal produced, and
quantity of coke used to the ton of pig-iron.

The fourth week after the blast was put on the
make of the best foundry pig was 365 tons, or
equal to 50 tons per day; and during the sixth

week the make had increased to upwards of 62
tons in 24 hours, or at the rate of 434 tons per
week, and the furnace has neither its full

“ burden ” nor full blast on yet, so that its pro-

ducing powers have not been fully tested.

Alleged Infringement of a Eegistered
Design.—At the Public Office, Messrs. H. & T.
Kendrick, 158, Hockley-hill, and 129, Great
Colmore-street, summoned Mr. James White,

62, Pershore-street, for fraudulently imitating
the design of a registered stove-grate. Mr.
Fitter appeared for the complainants, and Mr.
Cntler for the defendant. The subject of the
complaint was a small gas stove, standing on
three ornamental legs. These legs, it was
alleged by the complainants, had, until recently,

been fastened to the main part of the stove by a
screw, a hole being drilled in the body and in
the leg to receive it. Their plan was to cast the
leg with a rivet fastened to it, and cast the body
with the holes ready-made, so that the rivet

fitted in the hole, and only required hammering
down. This, it was alleged, saves a great deal

of time. Evidence to this effect was given on
behalf of the complainants. The defence was,
that the idea was known before it was registered

by the plaintiffs
; and, besides, the plaintiffs had

themselves made and sold the article, which
rendered the registration according to the Act
null and void. Evidence was given to prove
this, and Mr. Fitter said, of course he could not

then go on with the case, as the complainants
had thrown themselves out of Court. The case
was therefore dismissed.

VAEIOEUM.
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International College, Spring Grove,

Middlesex.—This building, recently illustrated
in our pages, was opened by H. K. H. the Prince
of Wales on the 10th inst.

Eating of Literakt Institutions. — The
Lords of the Treasury have, on the recommonda-
tion of the Board of Inland Eevenne, issued an
authority for the limitation of the assessment
of public buildings devoted to the culture of
science, literature, and art, to such portion of
the building beneficially occupied as a dwelling,
when such portion is of the annual value of 201.
or more.

River Tunnelling.—The attempt to build a
tunnel under the Chicago river has failed. The
entire work lately in progress, inclnding masonry,
timber, &c., one morning fell in, involving heavy
losses to the contractors.

Precautions against Cholera.—The Govern-
ment are rightly taking precautions against any
outbreak of cholera. A supplement to the
Gazette has been published, containing various
Orders in Council as to quarantine, and the
arrangements which are to be made by parochial
authorities where any outbreak of cholera may
take place.

_

The Clebkenwell Mortuary.— This build-
; Grindstones.—A grindstone should not be

iDg, which was erected recently at considerable exposed to the weather, as it not onlv iniures
CTpense, has been closed in consequence of cer- the woodwork, but the sun’s rays harden thetarn representations inade by parishioners in the

)
stone so much as, in time, to render it useless

locality to the legal_ advisers of the lord of the
i
Neither should it stand in the water in whichmanor. A deputation of the inhabitauts waited I it rnns, as the part remaining in water softensnnon them. wi t n n. TinTr^Q.'/M.olTT .. _ _upon them, with a numerouely signed memorial

against the re-opening of the mortuary. The
representative of the lord of the manor promised
to bring the matter under his notice at the
earliest opportnnity.

A Hint to Gardeners.—If people planting

so much that it wears unequally, and this is a
common cause of grindstones becoming “ out of
true.”

Mortality by Fever in Mauritius.—In reply
to a question, Mr. Adderley stated that probably
30,000 might represent the total of the deaths

— w , L.j. ..v/ uuo auLuuiu. ui luiH year.
side of trees with red chalk before they are

I
actnally dead up to 2nd of May was known totaken np, and when set out to have the trees ' be 17,000, of which 10,000 were in Port Louisput m_ the ^ound with their north side to the

j

alone
j and he was afraid that, by the last infor-north m then natural position, a larger proper- : mation, there was no abatement in the mor-

tion. It IS said, would live, as ignoring this law
i tality. Measures had been taken by the Colonial

ot nature is the cause of many transplanted , Office to send out qainina and other fever medi-
trees dying. If the north side be exposed to the

[

cines. He believed there was no precedent for
south, the heat of the sun is too great for that ; a grant of money from the public funds, but thisBide of the tree to bear, and therefore it dries

j

might be a proper object for a pubUc subscrip-

I

tion.
up and decays.

State Visit to the Royal Italian Opera I Restoration of the Church of St. JohnHouse.—The visit of H. R. H. the Prince of 'Baptist, Findon.—This church is shortly to
Wales, bis Majesty the Sultan, and numerous be re-opened, after a restoration under the
disbmguished persons, with brilliant suites, to supervision of Mr. Gilbert Scott. The old roof.
Covent Garden on Monday evening next, will bo massive timbers, is substituted for stifling
a remarkable event. The Floral Hall will be white-washed ceilings, and the pillars and arches
used as the reception-room

; and Mr. Gye, it may have been freed from the high pew sides which
be depended on, will decorate it superbly. The ' blocked them into a shapeless mass. The un-
Royal Box will be placed in the centre of the

|

sightly galleries and cumbrous pulpit and read-
house, as on the occasion when H. M. the Queen,

I

ing pews have been removed, and a new carved
the late Prince Consort, and the Emperor and pulpit, reading-desk, and lectern, with an
the Empress of the French were present in 1855. east window, are presented by Lady Bath. TwoA wonderful sight that was. windows have been put np by the Rev. John

NPETiTTiv ^r.uLTir. -priL.T. A, T
Wyatt to the memory of his parents and sisters

;

For alterations and new story to house, 68, Eeeont’sPark-road, N.W., for Mr. F. N. Debenham. Mr T C
Clark, architect:— . v.

Kelly, Bros, (accepted) £782 0 0

For alterations and additions to Finsbury Chapel. MrW. ADen, Dison, architect:—
Ist Contract. 2nd Contract. Total

£1,896
Kicbards 222 ... 1 742 J 964

216 1,735 1,951
Tarrant 196 1,734 1,930

183 1,677 1,860
Crockett 189 1.661 1.S50
<jarrud 227 1,600 . 1 827
Qpfdon 166 1,690 1,766
Ji’hage 203 1,551 1,764
Nightingale 172 1,192 .... 1,664
Baton & Chapman 169 1,486 . . l 664
Staines &, Son ... 179 1,418 ’

l’o97*
Gnbble 235 1,350 1,686

* Accepted.

For six miles of brick and pipe sewer, side entrance
gullies, Tentilators, and other works, in the parish of
Llapham, for the Board of Works lor the Wandsworth
district. Mr. W^K. Lacey, engineer. Quantities supplied
by Mr. D. W. Young

Pickering
Stiff.

Pearson
King is Co
Morton
Hill&KeddeU
Wainwright
Morris
Hiscox
Avis & Son
Hubbard
Blackmore
Dickinson & Oliver ..

Tronsdale
Wigmore
Thackrah
Eobiasou (accepted)..

..£34,693 0 0

.. 34,000 0 0

.. 31,400 0 0

.. 29,796 0 0

.. 28,474 0 0

.. 26.245 0 0

.. 26,800 0 0

.. 25,600 0 0

.. 25,500 0 0

.. 24,960 0 0

.. 24,350 0 0

.. 24,344 0 0
23,513 0 0

.. 23,000 0 0

.. 22,900 0
2,797 0 0

21,200 0 0

For Fire Brigade Station to be erected 'at Islington for
the Metropolitan Board of Works

Whivtick..
Aviss
Piper & Co.
Hiffhy
Bartlett ......

Nutt
Haward

..£2,195 0 0

.. 2,190 0 0
1,970
1,8 0 0

Mai

T • ... ~ V'.
— — chancel is shortly to be added bv a friendranties, and curiosities, of things useful and i There — ---- ' ^ ’

Market, and promises to prove a decided snccess.
The collection includes much that is interesting,

|

Alexandra Orphanage for Infants.

—

and which would do honour to a town of greater
I

inst. the foundation.stone of new
pretensions than Needham Market. The exhi -

1

buildings to constitute the future Alexandra
bition is held in the newly-erected town-hall, all !

Ofpbanage for infants, was laid by the Duchess
the available space in which is occupied. The i

Sutherland, on the site at Hornsey-rise. The
great majority of the articles are contributed by

!

arrangements to be carried out are somewhat
residents within a few miles of the town. The ' any existing charityinEng-
catalo^e shows that there are 329 “ articles ”

!

intended to erect a central building.

Henahaw
Mathew & Read ....

Taylor
Langmead & Way

,

1,843

1,831) 0 0
1,825 0 0
1,783 0 0
1,700 0 0
1,650 0 0
1,643 0 0
1,520 0 0

For new warehouaes, Sonthwark-etreet, S.E,, forMesara
Peter Lawaouk Son. Mr. John Wimble, architect

'• £8,870 0 0Colls & Son
Adamson & Sons
Ramsey
Browne & KoLinson
Piper & Wheeler
Myers & Son
Newman AMaiin
Killby

8,654
8,466 O 0
8,388 0 0
8,318 0 0
8,270 0 0
8,246 0 0
7,446 0 0

exhibited, but, in the majority of cases, each ' comprise the schools, the dining-hall, the
** artiolo ” nrsnaiata r. dnirtpstin nffir-oa fho 1 o ii .. rl xtt (Tl :ii

„ I

then be built, in pairs, separate houses, each to
Reports by English Aetis.ans on the Paris ' accommodate twenty-five infants, placed under

Exhibition.—A laudable effort is being made by
[

the care of competent nurses, who will have the
the Paris Excursion Committee of the Work- !

entire charge of them from their rising in the
ing Men s Clubs Union, as already mentioned, I morning until they retire to rest, with the ex-
to torn to Meful account the visits to the French ception of the time they are under instruction,
capital undertaken by large bodies of English

j

These separate houses will be connected by a
artisans. Accordingly, by the exercise of the

j

covered way with the central building, so that
special influence of the president of the com -

1

the infants in every change of weather will be
mittee, institutions that were never previously

,
well protected. In winter it will be enclosed.

opened to the people are freely opened to the
excursionists. A prize fund is also inaugorated,
for awards to the anthors of the best reports on
certain specified branches of industry

j towards
which, we are informed, the Science aud Art
Department at South Kensington have decided to
grant 2501.

Houses in England and Wales. — In the
financial year ending the 5th April, 1866,
608,345 houses and shops were assessed to house
duty in England and Wales, being worth 201. a
year or upwards. 232,344 were assessed under
301. ; 198,968 at 301. and under 601. ; 123,885 at
501. and under 1001.

; 40,412 at 1001. and under
2001. ; 11,051 at 2001. and under 5001. ; 1,297 at
5001. and under 1,0001. ; 293 at 1,0001. and
under 2,0001. ; 85 at 2,0001. and under 5.0001.

;

three at 5,0001. and under 5,0501.
; one at 6,0001.’

one at 6,5001., one at 8,2001., one at 8,3501., one
at 8,5001., one at 9,0001., and one at 20,0001.
One in Lancashire was assessed at 3,0001. a year,
one in East Sussex at 4,4001., one in East Surrey
at 4,5501.; but all the ten assessed at 5,0001. or
above that value were in Middlesex.

To each house there will be a distinct play-
ground for the twenty-five orphans. Messrs.
Habershon A Pite are honorary architects.

TENDERS
For alterations and repairs at the Wesleyan Chapel

Richmond-road, Hackney. Mr. John Tarring, archi-
tect. Quantities not supplied

Mann EC20 0 0
Saunders 602 0 0

660 0 0
Roberts 6o2 0 0
Hill & Bona (accepted) 600 0 0

For^Fire Brigade Station to be erected at St. John’s-
wood for the Metropolitan Board ofWorks—

Hackworth £2,000 0 0
FiperiCo 1,949 0 0

1,857 0 0Whittick
Bartlett .

Nutt
Rigby
Langmead
Heeshavr
Welch

;

Mathew & Read
,

1,730

1,640

For public-house, two houses and shops, and stable, at
parendon-road, Notting-biJl, for Mr. Oeorce Wadley.
Messrs. Bird & Walters, architects :-

M'LachJsn
Bishop
Brown
Williams & Son
Cowland
Newman & Mann
Manley & Rogers
Kelly, Bros, (accepted)

..£4,190 0 0
. 4,145 0 0

4,083 0 0
4,027 0 0

, 3,990 0 0
. 3,986 0 0
. 3,917 0 0
. 3,891 0 0

For alterations and additions to house and pair of
villas at Woodlbrd.green, lor Mr. F. Puckeridge Mr
G. K. Noble, architect. Quuntiiies supplied by Messrs*.
Linsdell a Giifard :

—

Hedges
Fgan
Ferry & Co
Hill&KeddeU
Rivet
Baton & Chapman

, 0 0

For new sick wards, Hatfield Union. Mr. J. Sargeant.
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Colling £1,289 17 6
y>e\>h . 1,215 16 6
Chapman i,u72 6 9
Dunham 1,069 12 10
Slrmgei 907 5 3
Webb (acepted) 850 0 0

^ d^eUing-honse and shop, North-street,
Gnildford, for Mr. G. P. Shepherd. Mr. Henry Peakl
architect. The shop-front and nlate class not included in
this contract. Quantities not supplied :—

Toliard q qW.&T. Smith 697 12 0
Nye 684 0 0
Mason & Son 656 10 0
Loe (accepted) 647 0 0

For the erection and completion of new W'ealeyan
Chapel and Schools in Bonnor’s-road, Bethnal-ereeo.
Messrs. Pocock, Corfe, & Parker, architects. Quantitie*
supplied by Mr. E. W. Gritten

Colls & Sons
Wood
Clement
Regis
Stimpsoi
Dove, Bros. ..

Latbey, Bros.
Hedges
Hopson

.. £7,777 0
7,731 0

.. 7, '147 0

.. 7,289 0
7,275

7,'165 0 0
0 0
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For the erection of three houses with shops in th
Station-road, Red-hiJl, for Mr. W. Lambert. Mr. Jiegii

jar,, architect

Cook £2,772 10 0
Regis, sen 2,698 14 0
Wesley 2,000 0 0
Gagie 2,349 0 0

For Yilla residence at Keymer, Sussex, exolosive of
chimncy-pieces, stoves, and paper, for Mr. J. Smith. Mr,
J. Hallimore, architect t

—

Parsons (accepted) £1,200 0 0

For a pair of semi-detached cottages at Scames’s-hiU,
Snssax, for the Rev. F. Willett. Mr. J. Dallimore, archi-
tect :

—

Btanbridge (accepted) £682 0 0

For alteration at the King and Queen, Newington Batts,
Mr. E. W. Hart, architect:

—

Everett £908 0 0
Selleck 878 0 0
Terrey 780 0 0
Lay,. 777 o 0
Harding 739 0 0
Mather (accepted) 716 0 0

For alteration at the Luke of York, Munster-street.
Mr. E. W. Hart, architect:

—

Turner £675 0 0
Anley 4(55 0 0
Fenner 449 0 0
Terrey 415 0 0
Selleck 436 0 0
Lay (accepted) 420 0 0

For alterations at the Angel Tavern, City-road. Mr,
E. W. Hart, architect

Turner & Sons £707 0 0
Anley 710 0 0
Mather 668 0 0
Selleck .. . 025 0 0
Langmead (accepted) 009 0 0

Sent Coftn^y Lunatic Atylum .—Thisasylom is, we under-
stand for -100 inmates, not 100, as we were informed last
week. The cost will be something over 100/. per patient.

TO COERBSPONDENTS.
Mr. K. (send as parilunlars).— E. C. R.— D.— T, 0.—JI.—G. B. &

Bon—0. T. C.-J. H -J. T,-J. E.—H. A.—W. A. D.—J. W.— A, r.-
R. B.—J. B. L.—0. W. H.—M. B.—Q. T. C.—A. B. P.— T. E.—A. W.—
M. B.—a a Son.—B. E.—Mr. E.—T. P,— J. T. D.—A. B.
We are compelled to deoUne pointing out books and glvicg

addreeaee.

All itateinents of facts, lists of tenders, 4c,
,
must be accompanied by

iie name and address of the sender, not necessarily for imblicatlon.

Nort—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at
(mbUc meeUngi, rests, of course, vlth the authors.

Advertisements cannot be received for the current

week’s issue later them THREE O’clock, L.m.
cn THURSDA T.

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Obi*

BINAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to

Advertisements, and strongly recommends that

Copies only should be sent.

[Advertisements.]

PARIS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel
Sliatters can be seen at twenty entrances wbich
have been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
miBsioners, and in the Testing House by order
'jf the Soyal British CommisBioners.

REMOVAL.—Messrs. CHUBB & SON beg to
lannonncB the REMOVAL, this Day, of their
iSafe Manufactory, from West Smithfield to their
newly-erected Premises, Chubb’s Safe Works,
Glongall-road, Old Kent-road, 6.E. — Whit-
Monday, 1867.

I CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
1. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for olock-making, at
iche manufactory, Ludgate-hill, wiU bo glad to
immish to clergymen, aiohiteots, and committees,
^Istimates and Specifications of every descrip-
don of Horologioal Machine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
')f bells, A descriptive pamphlet on Church
lOlocks post free for one stamp. Watoh and
lOlock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
.T.R.H, the Prince of Wales, anH maker of the
•great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Blond-street, and 83 & 34, Ludgate-hiil, E.C.
iSstablisbed 1749.

Joft rnbHsbed. Price 2». on n-VTge Card.

T^AGES TABLES, showing amount for any
T T number of boum from 1 to 80, at per hour

; or nt per d»y of
10 hours, from Id. to Is. perbonr

; or from lOd. to lOf. per day.
By HENRY J. HALLE'IT, Assistant Surveyor (oorth division),

St. Marylchoop.
HARRISON 4 SONS, 59. Pall-mall, 8.W.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

\\ ECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION
ia\. sketch-book.
Ii lu conacQuenee of theelfflit deiuNg, that hat nceurred to former
pvoples in their tiaueinireiou by poet, me Third NuiuKer will b«U,u«J
.U No. 0, Cuudull eirret. I>«iwecu TEN and SIX. Tor a Week alter tbie
riay. UopUe nut called fur by that dale will

EDWARD J. TAftVFB,

BDRY AGRICULTURAL MFETING.
rpnE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE andi AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE of SATURDAY,JULY 20th. will
conUln a FULL REPORT of thia MEETING. A aingle copy sent on
receipt of Six at-imps.
Odlce for Advertisements, 41, WelUngton-street, Strand, London.

T HE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. COXLV. wUl be PUBLISHED NEXT TUESDAY,

DONTKMT8.
I. NEW PARIB

II. COllNI'^H aNTIQUITIBS.
III. MASSIMO D’AZKULIO.
IV. THE NEW COURTS OF LAW.
V. MOUNTAIN CLIMBIN'4.

VI. CHABAOTKPIST1C3 OF HNQLI3H HISTORY.
VII. AOBICULTURAL GANGS.
VIII. HAaNIflAl/S PASSAGE OF THE ALPS.
IX. THE CHUBCH AND HER CURATB8.
X. REFORM ESSAYS.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle-itreet.

s

PROFESSOR TYNDALL’S LECTURES ON SOUND.
Now ready, iu 1 vol. crown 8vo. with a Portrait of M. chUdnl,

and 160 Woodcuts I rice 0<. cloth.

0 U N D : a Course of Eight Lectures,
delivered at the Royal lusUialinn of Gr«it BritalQ.

By JOHN TYNDALL, LLD. F.B.3. 4c.
Prof, of Nat. Piillnp. In tiie Itoyal rnatitaiion, and in the

Royal School ofMluea.
London : LONGMANS, GEEBN, 4 CO. Patemo»ter-row.

Now ready, I2mo. etrongly bound in oloth, price is. (poataae 4-1.)WBALE’S BQILDEE’S and CON-
TRACTOR'S PRICK BOOK for 18C7.

Revised by G. R. BUHNELL, E-q, C.E.
This book U the unlveraliy rcciguizrd arbitrator m the eettlement of

disputed accoants.
“ Mr. Enniell hae omitted uUbing from tbe work that could tend

to make it valuable to the builder or the oontraotor."—JfccTuiiic*’
Jfcpiirinc.

Well done and reliahle. . . Mr. Burnell seems to have antici-
pated alt olj-.otlons in hl» clearly primed hoak."— .Verhanic.

London : LOCKWOOD 4 CO. 7, Statlonets'-ball-uonit, E.C.

To Architects,

Civil Engineers,

BuUders, &c,

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarf Gas Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,
Fountaios,

Qatbs, Railings,

Balcony Panels, Stable
Fittiogs, Colunms,

Ac. Ac.

will, upon roceipf ofpar-
ticulan, be forwarded

OD application to

TURNER A ALLEN,
Ironfounders Engi-

neers, Ac. 201, Upper
Thames-Btreet, E.C.

Contractors for the supply of Lamp Columns, Lamps, Ac

.

to Railway and Gas Companies, Local Boards, Ac.

Capital Timber and Surplus Materials on the Thsmes Bmbaakinent,

IVilR. GAIRDNER is iDstmeted to SELL
XVX by AUCTION, f>n the PREMISES, near Hungerford-hrldge.
00 MONDAY. JULY 16th, at TWELVE for ONE o’clock, 400 LOADS
of sound TIMBRR. In liDkttas from SO to 40 feet, sbort balk, aud a
large quanti-y of flrewood.— On view, and catalogues had at Mr,
GAIHDNBB’S Uffice. 42, Unlveraily-stiee'. Totteubam-court-road.
N.B.—The eotrauce ii from Cannon-row. BcoUand-yacd, and Somer-
set Wharf, SCraud.

To Builders, Farmers, Persons repalriog, and Ot'ners.

M r. STEWaRT has received instructions
to SELT- adjoInlDg the Baiil-faced Stag, Fiocfaley Comi

on TUESDAY. JULY lfl»h. at ONE for TWO. exact time, 200 loi

capital BUILDING MATEBIAI.S, comprlring mauy thousand fe

loug Joist, rafiers, and pUt««, 20.000 feet of quartering, 10.000 feet of
good floor-bosrdn. CO pairs of sasbee and frames, doors and frames,
several capital framed partitions, and a large assortment of new cut
dssla, fl'icr-boards. slsliiig-biitteue, 4a.—Catalogues on the ground,
and of the Auctioneer, Ul^h-Btivet, Futney.

To Bul’ders, Persons Repairing, Farmers, and Others,— 800 lots of
capital Buildlag Matailals, opposite the Anchor and Hope, Acre-
lace, Brixtoii.

TV/l R. STEWART has received instructions
IVL to SELL, as above, on THURSDAY. JULY Iflth, at ONE for
TWO exact time, 800 lota of captul and nearly new BUILDING
MATERIALS, comprbiug long gliders, 10,000 fret rafters, long plates,
and other qnaiteriug, 12,000 feet capital Boor, lining, aud other boards,
ssshes and frsmes, doors nod rrsiues, framed partlllona, 60 psirs of
capital framed prtnclpiea, alone pavlog, firewood, 4a.— Catalogues
the ground, aud of tbe Auctioneer, High-street, Putney.

FOREST GATE.- Building Materials of tbe ipscions Mansion,
known as Forest Hou>e, hangee of Stabling and Coach-houses, Two
Coitages, a large quantity of valuable growing Xunber, 4o. to cleat
the ground for building purposes.

^ESSRS. WINSTANLEY & HORWOOD
LT-l. have received initructiops from tbe Conservative Laud
Society to SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES. Forest House.
Forest Gate, neat th« Eagle and Chl'd, on MONDAY. JULY 20. and
fiillowtn* day, at TWELVE, in lots, all tbe valuable BUILDING
MATERIALS, Fixtures, and Fittiiiga-np of tbe MANSION and
OFFICE-I, Two Cottages, Btabliog, aud Coach-houses; comprising
about 38II.00I) excellent stock bricks, 57 squares of alat«, psntUea,
prime oak and fir timber, in stout girder-, tafleca. Joists, and quarter-
ing, French caseineuts, glszed plats-glasi, 6u pair sasbee, 70 doors,
various, sound ftoor-baard>, handsome curved black and gold
statuary and velu insrble cbimuey-piecrs, York and pebble paving,
granite pitcblngs, stone steps, coping and window cilia, several thou-
sand fret run of Lrnn railing and gates, hurdle aud wire fencing, and
of wood fencing, coacb-houie and entrance-gates, racks, ni.augeri,
and stable llttiugs, erection of large greenhousa and vinery with hot-
water apparatus, several tons of lend, in fists, gutters, cisterns,
pumps, and pipes, elegant register and other stoves, ranges, foice-
pumpa, coppers, presses, and a viriety of useful fixtures and flUings-
up

:
also the whole of tbe growing timber on the estate,-May be

viewed two days prior to the Sale, and oatalogues had of Messrs.
WINSTANLEY 4 HORWOOD, 10, Fatarnoster-tuw, St. Paul'e, E.O.

VICTORIA-STREET, WRSTMINSTBR.—First-class Freehold Qronnd-
reot of 7751. and Three Freehold Buildiugi, with possseslon.

|\/!R. PHILLIP D. TUGKETT is in-
I T I structed by the Westminster Improvement Commissioners to
SELL by AUCTION, at tha Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, on TUESDAY,
JULY :jri. at ONE o’clock. In Four Lots, a Firat-class FREEHOLD
GKUUND'EBNT of 7762. per annum, with Parliamentary title, amply
secured upon tbe magnificent establishment known as Measca.
J, 4 J. Vickers’ Distillery, form-ng the comer of Victoria-street and
Unrs.feiry-road, the rental value of which may be ealnnated at from
3,0l>02 tod.fliKif. per sun.

; and Three uuQnubed Vreeehold Homses on
tbe south side of Fbtlllps-street, Victoria-street, erected In a most
superior manner, with iron gliders and fireproof fioors, and admirably
adapted fur chambers or offices, or for oommerclai or manufacturing
business. The last tbres lots will ba sold with posaeseion, and will
form most remurierative investments in thU rapidly-improving
neighbourhood.- Particulars of Messrs. MAVHBW, SALMON, 4
WKITINO. Sollcilors. 30. Great Oeorge-street, Westminster

; of Hr.
C. W. JACQUES, 4, Victoria-street; or of Mr. PHILIP D. TUCKETT,
Land Agem, tiurveyor, 4c 7S, Old Broad-street, B.LI. and (late Mr.
Moxon)3, St. Martlu’s-pUce, Trafalgar-e-iuarc, W.C.

In Chancery.—lo Acres of Freehold BuildLug Land close to Ashford
Statlcn on the South Western Railway, in SO lots, with convey-
ances at a small fixed charge.

TV/f R. PHILIP D. ‘TUCKETT is instructed to
LVi SELL by AUCTION, at the MART. Tokenhouse-yard, on
TUESDAY, JULY 30ib, at ONE o'clock, in 30 LoU. an eligible

FREEHOLD ESTATE, fully ripe for buildlug, most pleatantly situated

close to the handsome new Churub between tbe railway station and
village of Ashford, Middlesex, one lot containing five acres, and tbe
others haring 40 feet frontages, with depths of 150 feet and 400 leet.

Ueiailed particulars of Mr. RICHARDSON, Asbford
;

of F. W.
DOLMtN, Esq. 39, Jermyn street. 8 W

;
or of Mr. PHILIP D.

'lUl KEfT, Laud Agent, Surveyor, 4c. 76, Old Broad-street, E.C.

:

aud 3, St. Marliu’s-place, Trafalgar-squaie, W.C.

BETHN.AL-OREKN, adjacent to Shoreditch, three minutes' walknt
ibc Great Eastern Termini, and only about half a mile from the
City.—A most important and very exteuiire Freehold Estate, pre-
senting unusually good buUiUug sites either for phllaitthroplc
purpo-es or manufacturing premises,

A/l ESSR«. J. J. GLEMMANS & SON are
1.VJL directed by the trustee* of the will of the late V. Phillip*,

Esq. to SELL by AUCTION, at the new AUCTION MART, ’Token-
house yard, on THURSDAY, JULY 2uth, 1887, at ONE for TWO
o’clock. In Tbrvo or several lot*, a moat imporUnt FREEHOLD
ESTATE, covering the immeuee area of 83.000 feet. The estate is

situate in Great Turvllle-strert, Half-Nieol-strest, Vinoentstreet,
and Trafalsar-street, all leading from Uhurcb-atreet, Shoreditch. A
good portion of tbe estate U now IntbeocuapatiOD of weakly tenants,

and the remainder is let on leases at genund-rents, tbe present
rentals beiug about 3701. |wr annum. Tbe estate comprises three in-
dependent sites, all fronting good light sbceeta, and U totally un-
feitered hy the uauiil drawbacks of auoienc lights iovariably found In
oJd estsbiisheii Jocalllies

; in its present state it offers a moat secure
ani very priifitable iaveslmect. — Particulars, with plana, will be
published fourteen days prior to the S>le, and may be bad of
Mra'tv. ROSCOE 4 HINCKS, Scllcltori. 14. King-street, Fmsbory-
iquare

;
and of the Auctioneers, 13, Flnsbury-sqnare, E.C.

01 Lue c,/iLiivre'pura rutaie reuiiuiiiug uusolu.

"IV/TESSKS. WINSTaNLEY & HORWOOD
IV I are instructed to offer for SALE by AUCTION, at the MART
Tokenhnuse-yanl, on WEDNESDAY, JULY 24ih. in one lot, the
REMAINING PORTION of the ENHORE PARK ESTATE, lauri-Ux
redremrd and great Ulbe rvnt-ubiirge IndudOd. most eligibly situated
at Woodeide-green aud close to the Norwood Junction Station, and
comprising a valuable plot of building land, possessing a frontage of
2(KI feet to Bircbuuger-road by a depth of about 30f) feet

;
also the

Freehold of the Roads thrnngh the estate, and known as Howard,
litrcbaiiger, and Fuiuore roxds.sat-jscl to tbe ezuting rights of way

Messrs. DRUMMONI),'’kiiISISo6n. & TILI,, Roilcltors. Croyilou
; at

the Place of Sale
;
amt of Messrs. WlNo'l'ANLEY 4 IlOlt WOOD, lo.

PateiTJoster-row, St. Paul’s, E.C.

REPOSITORY, BARRIOAN.—Railway Horses.

Mr, j, S. GOWER will SELL by
AUCTION, on FRIDAY, JULY 19th. the properly of Messnr.

J. WILLSON 4 SONS, 13 Young Active CART, or VAN HORSES,
some Clever TTPFBKn off the Uckfield and Tunbridge Hue, nearly
completed

;
also two NAGS, been used by tbe foremen.—On view two

s-
ALE of GRANITE POLISHING WORKS

_ LEASE of GRANITE QUAERIES,—Th*ra will be SOLD
ny PUBLIC AUCTION, at the FACULTY HALL, Glasgow, on
WEDNESDAY, the 3let day of JULY, 1837, at TWO o'olocfc in the
afternnuo, the POLISHING WORKS in St. James’s-streef, Kingston,
Glasgow, with tbe whole machinery and plant at said Work*, beloog-
lug lo tbe Scottish Orauita Company, and the Lease of tbe Quarries at
North Bay and Tuimore, In tbe Island of Mull, held by tbe said Com-

'J'be PuiUblng Works are 3SU leet loog by SO feet broad, and are con-
nected with the railway >yst>-m of the country by a siding from tbe
Caledonia Railway, which bounds them on tbe east and sontb. Tbe
Works are fitted with excellent maabiuery, complete, and at present
In good cuDdition. Tbe Quarries are held on a lease of 33 years from
Whit-Suoday, 1833, on a'lvantageoui terms. Tbere are tracks and all

requisite plant tor the working and transit of the material, and the
Quarries are BO situated as to alTuid every faciUty for shipping the
produce. Tbe granite obtained from these Quarries is of the first

quality, Ucapable of beiog worked into any shape, aud of taking tha
highest polish. Tbe above subjects srill be exposed at a low upset
pi ICC.—Further information may be obtaluud from P. P. CHAPPELL,
Erq. 28, Oolden-tqnare, London, W.

; ROBERT CRAWFORD, Knq. 9,
Pall mall, London; A. CARRICK KOBERTfiON, Hiq. Accuubtaht,
80. Buuhanau-street. Glasgow

;
or Mr. K. ADDISON SMITH, 13. St.

Audrew’s square, Edinburgh.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

A RCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS
/~\ COLOURED for Cumpetitlou or Exhibition

;
Perspectives,

Dnlgns, Skeicbes, or Fiulsbed and Working Drawings prepaied from
rough sketches or instructions. First-rate refrrencei from emi-
nent men.-Address, ARTIST, 8. Beisborough-stgeet, Pimlico, 8.W.

D
TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND OTHERS.ECORATIVE GILDERB

To be bad st tbe

KING’S ARMS, POLAND STREET, W.C.
Address to tbe SECRETARY.

rilO BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS, and
1. OTHERS.—A PARTNER Wanletl with su established Bullderid

Business aud Bricky.ird to the neighbourhood of Sevenoaks, where a
good di-al of Building is now going on. aud a large demand for Bricks
and Tiles. It is necesssry lua’ tbe party should have S.niKII,—For
further particular! apply to Messrs. B. E 4 0. CRONK, Estate

;eu'a, Seveuoaks, Kent.

PARTNERSHIP.—An ARCHITECT and
SURVEYOR, wishing to remove from the north to the south of

EuglauJ, wuuUI lUeto meet with a PARTNER already estAbllihed.—
'

ess. K. H. B. Office of “ The Builder."

RECON WATER-WORKS.— To
PLUJIBKltfi.—WANTED, THREE PLUMBERS, fiir a fsw

ithg.— aijriliua'iuD, Btauug waqes required, to be made, by letter,

THE SURVEYOR, Local Board of Health, Brecon.

B
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WAITED.— The Comm'uloDen of Sewem r.t the City nf l.oodoo nn
*bont to uppoiDt & person to fill the *boYe office. He ma<t ha 'n th-
prime of life, occoatomed to the mansgrenient KDd dirrc'l-<n of -i

Bomber of workmen, end well iiajmiinte<l wjih th* mnuaRement m
horses, carta. bsiRes, and alt matters incident 'o the removal nf lirje
([oantlUea of material. It is desirable, bnt not esaentlol he ehoiil''
hare a knowledge of brlckinaklog. He most write a good hand, and
be able to keep simple accoonta, His whole time must be given to
tbe dnties of his offloe. The salary will he 30ti;. a year, with a hoosr
on tbe wharf free of rent and taxes, in which he most reside. Appli-
cations most be made In the haodwnt'nB of the candidate,
addreseed (postage free) to the nndemicned, inclosing a certlflc'. . ,

age, stating previous employment, reasons for leaving the same, and
testimonials as to good condoct aod cnpabillty fortbeotfioo, and mn*!
be delivered on or before B.tTURDAT. The 13ih JCLT next.aftei
which they cannot be received. Candidates must attend a Com-
mittee at this Office, on TUESDAY, the iti-h .mUT. at TWO o'clock,
for examination. JOSEPH DAW, Principal Clerk.
Bewere Office, OnlldhsU, 27th June. 1S67.

rPO BUILDEES’ CLEEKS.—WANTEDi one That is well np In every detail connected with theduTie
of a BUILDER’S OFFICK He must be a quick and accuvate aocofrnt
ant.—Apply, stating, reference*. ag“. name of last employer, and
salary required. 106. Office of "The Builder."

rpIilBER TEADE.—WANTED, a TOWN
TRAVELLER.—Address, with partleiilnrs. 970, Office of " The

WOOD CAEYEES WANTED. — Several
T » good Workmen for tbe conn try.—Address, stating experience

to W. F. care of Mr. J. Forsyth. Sculptor. 8, EUward-slrtet, Hainp
stead-road, < oedon.

TO SMITHS’ FOREMEN.
'XXT’ANTED, a practical Man to take the
T» MANAGEMENT of the MEN. both ont and in doors. Mu"t

bo well np in all kirn’s of hot-water, steam, and kitchen work
•’“'*7 7'^ man.-Apply to HAYWARD. BRO-

THERS, 289, Union-street, Southwark, London.

TO PAINTERS.

TirANTED, Eight or Ten good PAINTERS.
» Apply to Mr, GEORGE CHEALE, Uekfield.

TO WORKING FOREMEN OF PAINTHR8.07ANTED, immediately, for a SHOP, in
T f the Onntry. one that can write, grain, and decorate —

Apply, in the first instance, to Messrs, FARMILOE A SONS. 34. St.
John’i-itreet, WestSiuithfleld.

"V\^ANTED, by a Country Builder, a Young
T f Man as CLERK, to Book Time and Materials To one

having a slight knowledge of the business this will be a good oppor-
tunity for improvement.—Apply by letter, to B. 9. York-road
Lambeth, S.

TO QUANT^Y SURVEYORS’ ASSISTANTS.
ANTED, in a Provincial Office, a tho-

T V roughly comp*t«nt QUANTITY CLERK- Permanent eu-
gagemsnt intended. The highest references required.—Apply to
SURVEYOR, 25, Psrk-eqnare, Leeds.

EP 7 o

TO ARCHITECT AND SUEVEY0B8' ASSISTANTS.
ANTED, in an Office in London, an

f T experienced and practical ASSISTANT.—Apply, by letter
only, stating terms, age, and last engagement, to VERAX, careof
Messrs. Robinson A Pickering, 44, Eaatcheap. E.C.

~\^ANTED, in the Office of an Architect
f f and Surveyor, an ASSISTANT capable of making oat draw-

ings and aatist in working up qusntitle*. Staitug tli- amount of
salary required, and references, address to Mr. HOEBFOEI) Weil-
street, Bedford.

\\rANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a respect-
s' T able Intelligent Youth, as CLERK’S ASSISTANT. One who

write well, and who baa filled a similar situation, preferred.
Goed references required- Salary according to capabliltleA —
Addreas, stating age. Ac. to E. H. 85, Cr.iwford-street, W.

'VU'ANTED, a PUPIL, by a Civil Engineer
T f and Surveyor, who Is alto Surveyor to a local Board of

Health,—Address, C. E. Office ot'The Builder."

WANTED, a SITUATION, by an expe-
T T rienced ARCHITECTS or BUILDER'S CLERK. Is a good

estimator, measurer, drangbUinan, Ac. Can have two years' refer-
ence from late employers.-Address, 7,010, Office of " The Builder."

"WANTED, GRAINING and MARBLING
Tv by PIECE-WORK.—Address, 2L Y. 91, Charringtou-street

Oakley-sqnare. N.W.

"VX/^ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 24, a
T V RE-ENGaGRMENT as PRIME COST KEEPER and

ACCOUNTANT. Good draughtsman, and well up in tbe utiial
routine of a Builder's Office—Address, E, L. 1. Little Windmlil-slreet
Golden-square, W.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a young Man, a first-class

T T FloUiber, a SITUATION or JOB. In town or conntry-
Address, P. W. Rodway’s Coffee House, Whltmoie-road, Hoxton.

TO BUILDEB3 AND CONTRACTORS.
TXT'ANTED, by an energetic Young Man,
T T sged 23, a SITUATION as CLERK. Is weU up in book-

keeping and accounts. Can assist with the prime cost. No objection

^ kerp the time if required. Town or country. Highest references^ *“**'’ W‘l“'‘t’ttee’walk, Kenningtoo-

"YX7ANTED, by an experieuced BRICK-
T 1 LAYER, a SITUATION as FOREMAN, or Gauge Work and

Pointing by Piece. Well np In Gothic work. Labour only Town
or conulry. Good reference.-Address, J. W. No, 11. Wellesley -street
Biepney-gteen. ‘

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORSWANTED, a EE-ENGAGEMENT, by
T V a competent CLERK of WORKS, who baa a thorough

practical and theory knowledge of huUdlng, and conversant with
meMuring up extras and omissions. Pimt claaa testimouiidj.—
Addiets, 965, Office of "The Builder.”

TO DECORATORS, PAINTERS, AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a tliorouyhly practical

. . energetic FOREMAN, an ENOAOKIIEST, at cnee The
Adverlitet has a general First-claas knowledge of bis basinets and is
quite competent to manage one. Town or Ocuntry. All letters to

T^*d
^ U 25, King-street, Portman-sniiaie.

w
TO ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.TyANa ED, a SI'iUATION, as CLEEK,

• ' •’7 a Young Man, who hat had considerable experience in a
Bcotcb houte. Oocd accountant, and well ac'inainted with ntice

1 :.v.-
Offl;e of * The

r\TANTED, by a First-class ARCHITECT’S
»V ASSISTANT, an ENGAGEMENT. W.Il up in corstniction

leUtl and working drawing*, competition, and porspectivea.—Ad-
iresr, 977, Office of " The Builder.'*

TO ARGHITKCTS AND LANO SURVEYORS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ac-

' V customed to working, detail, and coiup«Ution drawing*, sn i

ihoroTiBhly no 1q th* general routine of 'h* above officea Balsry
moderate,— Adlress, 918, Office of "The Builder."

T^ANTED, bv a practical Man. a RE-EN-
* * OAOEMENT as' OENRRAL FORWMAV, or to Take Charge

o' a go"d Trick Job, having just completed a large on* In »he conn-
t'7. Flt»*-riie reference and teetlmnnials. Bticklsyer by trade.-
Addreas, C. P. Post-office, Wadhnrst, Sussex.

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS. AND OTHEB8-
Tt/’ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Bricklayer
V T by trade, wiib good refareneo. a SITUATION a« FOREMAN.

Work’ng Foreman, or Inspector of Bri-kwork.-Addrew, T. A. No.
18. Pontonhy-temoB, Vanxhail Bridge, London.

TO aechitectb.
T^ANTED, iramecliatolY, an ENGAGE-
VV MEVT as ASi-iaTANT nr MANAOER, by a Gentleman of

great experleni-o in flrsr.-clues ofRjtw. A rapid draughtsman and
artiet'e 'olourl»l. Loudon preferred.—Address. 931. Ofiice ol •' The

TO ARCeiTBCTS AND BUILDERS.

WUANTED, in the Suburbs, or South-east of
T V I/ondon, a RE-KNQAORMEST a* CLERK ofWORKS. or

General Maongitjg Fo-emau. Nioe years In similar situation.
Acenstomed to pr-ptre plans, de*«ili,*e. Teatim:u ;i'« rrrni Lon-
don ari'h'tec's and builders. Age 31. Camenter and joln*r.—Ad-
dre.«8, F, I'. 3, Stock Orchard-etreet, Caledouisn-road, Islington.

TO BUILDERS AND rONYRACTOES
WANTED, to TAKE the LABOUR of
•V a JOB. by a first-clses carpenter and Joiner, many years

maoaslng fo'em»n : or wonld Take the Chirge of a Job. Good tssti-

mad. near th* Railway Arch,

TO BMTTHS, BRLLHANOERS, GASPCTTERS, *c.

X^ANTED, by a thoroughly Practical Man,
VV a RE • ENOAGBJIEST ae'^WORKING FOREMAN or

hlAKAGBR. Has a foil knowledge of the trade In all it* brauebes.
Town or countrv. Firet-clase lesflmonlal*.—Address, R. M. 2U,
Carlton-square. Pomeroy-street. New Cross-road.

WANTED, by a General DRAUGHTS-
IT MAN. who accintomed to Detail ConstructioD, Perspective,

Design, Ac. an immediate ENGAGEMENT. Town nr country.
Terms reasonable.— Address, X. Y. Z, Poet-office, Walham-green,
Fulham, London.

"V^ANTED, by the Son of a Decorator, a
• V CONSTANUY, having hsd fonrle»n years' experience in the

various branches of General Ri-palri. and loeen in business. Is
capable of taking tbe management of work ; can grain, and also
turn his hand to any branch.—Address. O, MAUNDER, 38, Oroham-
itreet. Islington.

ANTED, by a practical steady Man, a
T V SITUATION to WORK a GENERAL-JOINER BAND, or

Clrculor Paw, or Saw Sharpener.—Address, 3, AJblon-terrace, Great
Francis-street. Birralrgham.

\\T ANTED, by the Advertiser, disen-
VV gaged after tbii week, a SITUATION, a« DRAUGHTSMAN.

Colourist, Qaantity Clerk. Clerk of Works, aged 34 (marrledi. A per-
manency required, for which a moilerata salary would be accented,
the Advertiser having a small independency.—Address, Mr. DAVID-
SON. 76. Buckingham-road, Klngsland, N.

TO ARCHITECl'S AND QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
"X^ANTED, by a thoroughly competent
fV ASSISTANT, an ENGAGEMENT (in town or country). Isa

firat claas drangbtiuiian, and is capable of taking the management of
an otfire.—Addreas, ALPHA, 4. Rlcbmond-place Weit.Dalaton. N.E.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS,
WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
VV PLUMBER. GAS-FITTER, and ZINC-WORKER. Can do

painting and glaring If required, —Address, W. ROBINSON. 36.
Evrrtl-street. Nine Elmi.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
ANTED, by a steady Man, a SITUA-

V T TION as OUT-DOOR FOREMAN of CARPENTERS. Good
fixer.—Addreas. C. P. 36. Murry -street, Hoxton.

TO MASTER PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, by a good
V V Practical PLUMBER, or as Working Foreman. Aged 28.

Can do plain zinework. Flrat-class reference,—Addreas, A. B. 15,
TUomaa-street, Hackney-road.

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

"VX/"ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
VV PLUMBER, Gas an»l Hot-water Fitter, Zinewotker, &c who

has had thorough experience In all branches, a Constant SITUaTIO.'I.
or Charge of a lar>e Job. Good reference from former employer, if
required.—Apply, W. F. 68, Napler-itreet, Hoxton.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORa
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V SHOP FOREMAN. Age 39, Has been many years In one

Of the largest firms in London. Thoroughly competent in making
out detail and working drawings, and accustomed to a'l kinds of
machin^e^ in tbe building irade.—Addreas, A. B. 126, Warwick-

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
V V FOREMAN of JOINERS and CARPESTEE3, or FOREMAN

ofWORKS, by a thoroughly practical Man. Well up in setting out
all kinds of builders' wnrk. Good Loudon and other references. No
objection to use the tools, or would take tbe carpenter’s aod Joiner's
work at a price —Address. CHARLES, Post-office, Great Portland-
street. Regent’s Park.

TO BUILDERS AN’D CONTRACTORS.
TX/'-ANTED, by a respectable Young Man,
V T a SITUATION as PAINTER. Aged 34. Can do plain writing

and gilding in oil. Wages not *o much an object aa a permanent
altnaiion.—Address, W. W. 3. 30, Wolf-street, DockheivJ, Bermondsey.

TO BUIt.DF.RS. PLUMBERS, GLAZIERS, AND OTHERS.

X^ ANTED, by an experienced Plumber,
VV Glazier, and Painter, a SITUATION as FOREMAN.

Practically tiiideratands the trade, making out estimates, menaura-
Uon. 4c —Addreas, H. W. B. care of Mr. Bnrragh, 35, Temple-street,

ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
Vt TION in a Builder’s Office. Seven years' experience. Good

references—Apply to C. B. 26, West-street. Brighton.

TO ARCHITECTS AND CnNTRACTORB.
T^ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
T V TION az CLERK of WORKS, &c. in town or country. Has

had several years' cxperlmce in that capacity. Is used m Gothic
work, church work, and general works. Good reforence will be given.
AJilress, L. M. N. Post-office, No. 37, CUfton-atreet, Finabury-square,
louduo.

TO ARCHITECTS.
T^TANTED, by the Advertiser, who has been

T V sir years In the office of n civil enrioeer (three years as

TO SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.

"WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT by
V V the Advertiser. Ii thoroiiEh'y experienced in measuring,

abstractlug, estimating accounts, and genera! office routine. Refer-
enees to eminent quantity surveyors and bulldera.—Address, J. A.
Office of " The Builder."

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, by an experienced, energetic

VV Man, of very sober habits, a SITUATION as MANAGER, or
General Foreman. Aged 42 Fir*t-pla*B teatimouiais.—Address,
A. B, 28, Artlilery-place West, Chiswell-street, EC.

TO CONTRACTORS AND OTHERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
VV MANAGER of extensive WORKS; has just completed a

large drainage contract. Is of great experience, steady, and ener-
getic. Aged 40.—Address, A. B. -|<2l. City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS.
WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK
V V of WORKS, by a person who has carried out extensive works

abroad. Good referenees.-Addreas. S. T. 38, Pownall-r.md. Dalston.

'VXT'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV 'nONasJUNIORCLERK.ln a Builder’sOffice. Hassome

practical knowledge of the business.-Address, A. B. 35. Seymonr-
street, Euston-square, N.W.

TO BUILDERS.

"07ANTED, by an energetic, steady Man,
V V aced 35, a Coostant SITUATION as WORKING FOREMAN,

or Painter. Gr-ilner, Writer, Pzperhauger. &c.—Addresi, S. W.
18, York-place, Bucklnghsm-streel, Strand, London.

TO BUILDERS AND DECORATORS.

Y\7ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
V V FOREMAN of PAINTERS, by a respecUble energetic Man.

of great practical experience, No ohjrc'lon to country or taking
charge of a job. Frst-etass testimonials.—Address, DTCORATOR,
85, Princesroad, Notting-hlll.

TO CARPENTERS. BUILDERS, 4c.

nTANTED, by a Young Man, who has
V V been in the above trade five years, a SITUATION. Can

work at the bench or fix. Wages not so much au object as a con-
stancy,—Address, CARPENTER, 3, Manor-place, Walworlh, 8.

TO ARCHITECTS.

TT7ANTED, by a really good DRAUGHTS-
VV ilAN, an ENGAGEMENT at 30.. per week in an improving

situation. Is well verswl in nonstructlon and perspecllve. Thenorth
not objected to.—Address, ALPHA. 10. Grove-iilace.Brompton, B.W.

'Y\7ATCHMAN, day or night, by a respecta-
V V hie Young Man.—Address, J. B. 8, Washlngton-street, Bow

Commos-Iane, E.

TO MASTER BUILDERS, HOUSE AGENTS, AND OTHERS.
"XX7ANTED, by a practical Man, a SITUA-
VV TION as FOREMAN of PAINTERS. 4c. or to Uke the

Management of a Basiiie**. Has a general knowle'^eof the building
trade, can estimate, aud keep bonks. If required, (food references.—
Address, C. F. 23, Emest-street, Regent’s Park, N.W.

"X^ANTED, in London, by a practical
VV ARGHITECT’d ASSISTANT, in his 24th year, a P.E-

ENGAGEMENT. Used to prepare woTklogana detail drawings from
rough sketches, to settli builders’ accounts of extras, and a*ai>t in
the superintendence of new buildings. Can take dllapidatioui and
plans, and is acqu*lnted with perspectives and quantities.— Address,
A. B. 0. 2, Prlnoe's-place, Commerclal-rnad, E.

TO BUILDERS.
"X^ANTED, by a Young Man, a JOINER,
VV with good refereuce. a RBENQAGEMEST aa FOREMAN,

or to take the entire charge of a Job.—Address, W. B. care of Hr.
Rose. Builder, Cbislebnrst, Kent .

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
fT^HE Son of a Builder is desirous of an

ENGAGEMENT as CLERK, Collector, rime or Store-Keeper, or
any position where trust is required. Aged 21. Unexceptionable
reierence*.—Address, M. D. 80, Upper Bcrkeley-street, Portmau-
qiiore, W,

TO DECURATOP.S AND OTHERS.
T^HE Advertiser, a Young Man, desires an
A. ENSAOEMENT as DECOR ATIVF/PAINTEE. GILDER, and
JRAINEB. Town or countri. Good Refe’eoeea.—Addres*, C. W. F.
40, Upper Mn-ylebone-atreev, Cavendish equare. London, W.

TO ARCHITECTS.
rpHE Advertiser desires an ENGAGE-
J_ MENT. Is a neat draugbtsmsn, has a knowledge of penpec-
.Ive, 4o. Town or country. Good reference*.-Adorees, E. H.
Bmllb'a Library, Duke-street, Adelphl.

TO BUILDERS,
T^HE Advertiser, being only partly engaged,
A. wll] be gla ! to serve a builder, who may require tbe services

of a competeut BUILDER'S CLERK, one or two days a-week.

—

AHfire**. X. T. Z. 30. Palace New-road, Lambeth.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
rpwo good CARPENTERS and JOINERS
J_ wish to do WORK, either by the Piece or Job, Good refer-
luces given if requlied.—Addreas, J. L, Mrs. CoUtns, IIS, Hackney-

^HE Advertiser, who has served his articles
_L In au emiueut London architect's office, and Just completed an
engagement in the country, is desirous of obtaining a RS-ENGAGB-
UENT.—Address, J. B. W. 197, Downham-ruad, Islington, N.

rpO BUILDERS and CONTRACTORS.—
X An experienced SURVEYOR s>ek* EMPLOYMENT farTWO
SPARE DAYS. WEEKLY, a* QUANTITY TAKER. ESTIMATOR, or
MEASURER —Address ALPHA. Posl-offlee. 364. Old Kent road.

rxCCASIONAL EMPLOYMENT rccaiiied
\_/ by a thorough SURVEYOR, wbo*e time is not entirely occu-
pied with present engagements.—Address, ALPHA, Poet-office. 384.
)ld Kent-road, 8.E.

TO SAWMiLL PROPRIETORS.

j^MPLOYMENT WANTED, by a MILL-
_LJ SAWYER. Age 23. Cju work eliher bench or frame. Sharp-
ening preferred. Town or coan*ry Ten years’ experience. Good
refe-encee,—Address, W. C. 14, Pelling-itreet, Limahou**, E

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
pLERK, TIME, and STOREKEEPER.—

A Young Mao, of several years’ experience, requires a 8ITOA-
noN. Unexceptionable testimonials and refereoces, — Address,

^LEKK of WOEK8.—A Clerk ot Works
of many years' exnerlence, desires a RS-ENOAOEMENT.

First-class testimonials. Well np in church work. No objection To
go abroad.—Address, A. Z. Z. Messrs. Evorard's, Kintbury, Berks.
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JVhai there is still to

do in Glasgow.

E have tried, in two

preceding papers,

to tell, as far as

we were able, the

manner in which

the progress of

Glasgow lias been

aided by the citi-

zens themselves, in

the first place as

individual mem-
bers of that large

community
;

and,

secondly, in their

collective capacity

as a corporation.

It must be ad-

mitted, we think,

that those oft'orts

have been moat

praiseworthy, and

on the whole, they

have been in the

proper direction.

But our readers

will easily suppose,

on considering the

jh and extension of such an important city

ilasgow—although many difficulties may
lebeen surmounted, that many errors must

nave been committed, and that many evils

tsmain to be encountered,

wrdingly we purpose to devote an article

atain of these circumstances, in which we

xVaid our tone can scarcely be that of our

nras eulogy or commendation. Nor should

Glasgow readers regret our candid criti-

fi for they will have seen that we do not write

i’ in a cynical or a depreciatory spirit. It

& always be acknowledged that it is the

oion and the undoubted prerogative of the

5 press in this country to criticise such

1

3

measures as the improvement of great

f,
particularly with respect to the principles

eaethod by which reform is ultimately ob-

;i; and it is scarcely necessary to observe

liihis journal has some right to be heard on

nquestions. Indeed, the Builder has had its

irhrrow to plough in this direction, or, to use

ere appropriate metaphor, its own crossing

3eeep ; and it has been a dirty one.

ib first fault we must find then is one about

iti there can be no dispute. We refer to the

n nof the Glasgow and South-Western rail-

w which is certainly in a most discreditable

tition. The platforms extend several hun-

y yards outwards beyond the station roof;

oronsequently the poor traveller and his traps

’(get into a miserable plight, after stepping

f if the train on the platform, if he should

iS at the end of his journey in the midst of a

r T shower of rain. Then it tirrns out that

iatation is built like that of the Great Eastern

ayay at Fenchurch-street, at an elevation of

0 or 50 ft. above the level of the street, and

eeeed not stay to demonstrate the evils of

' The passengers make their exit by a

) 0 steep flight of steps, very much worn,

iadangerous-looking, which we are certain

must have been the scene of many severe

accidents; and the luggage is conveyed by

porters by a long, narrow tortuous inclined

plane, to the regions beneath, under conditions

of great risk, if not of positive danger. The

somewhat imposing Doric portico which deco-

rates the front of the station in Eglinton-street is

no set-offto the gloomy hall and the dingy offices

behind it ; and there is no excuse at all for the

prevailing dirt. Of course we shall be told that

the traffic is very great
;
but then we reply that

the profits are very good. Sir Andrew Orr, who

is, we believe, chairman of the directors, told

the shareholders at a recent meeting, that there

is not better security for debentures on any

railway in the kingdom. We hope Sir Andrew

does not include the station in his estimate of

the securities ;
for, if so, there might be grounds

for differences of opinion.

The next fault we must find is with the general

state of the streets. The most cursory inspec-

tion of the principal thoroughfares of Glasgow

will convince any one in a moment that the sur-

face cleansing is inadequate. It would be wrong

to say that the streets of Glasgow are as bad as

those of London. But they are very nearly as

bad. The traffic in Argyle-street, for instance,

is almost equal to that of Oxford-street ;
the

omnibuses are larger, heavier, and frequently

more crowded than those of the “ General Omni-

bus Company;” and, since the principal thorough-

fares alone, as it appeared to us, are paved with

dressed cubes of granite, the cross streets of

Glasgow, such as Stockwell-street and Maxwell-

street, often present a shocking expanse of

puddle—on wet weather especially. Glassford-

street seemed, on one occasion, in the condition

of a mews that had not been swept for a day

or two; and the fact is, we discovered after

careful inquiry, that the practice in Glasgow

is to sweep the whole streets thoroughly, except-

ing, perhaps, the most crowded thoroughfares,

only once a week

!

Now, this practice, we submit,

is altogether insufficient to meet the sanitary

requirements of a city like Glasgow, and is not

at all in accordance with the spirit of the age.

It is recorded in the Talmud that the streets of

Jerusalem were swept everyday. We do not see

why modern Glasgow should yield in the matter

of cleanliness (which is next to Godliness) to

ancient Jerusalem ! We must also point out

that the footways along the lines of the principal

warehouses are often impassable from the use

private persons seem to make of the pavement

when receiving or despatching goods. Miller-

street, for example, is quite as much obstructed

by drays and vans, with their huge horses, as

Wood-street or Gresham-street, and very nearly

as noisy. Yet here the authorities have thought

fit to establish the library instituted by the late

Mr. Stirling,—the only one in Glasgow, by the

way, in which a stranger can consult any of

the standard works. Of course the Glasgow

streets suffer as much as those of any other

large town in the matter of being cut up

with gas-pipes and water-pipes at intervals more

or less short; and this is an evil we predict

which will grow in magnitude until it will become

quite intolerable. Something towards a cure of

this chronic disease has already been effected by

the underground arrangements in the recent im-

provement of Southwark
;
and we see no reason

why this or a similar plan should not be adopted

in the projected streets to be made under the

Glasgow Improvement Bill.* This, however,

may or may not be a thing of easy accomplish-

ment
;
but surely it would be an easy matter to

keep the surface in better order. In connexion

* See illustrations in the Builder. Poor Tom Hood
used to call this intermittent process of excavation ‘‘the

City ^ave-digging," Our readers will doubtless remem-
ber his humorous stan za :

—

“ ‘ Grave-digger,’ I said, ‘ what grave diggest thou

Id the heart of London town U
And the deep stern voice of the digger replie(3,

‘ We’re a-laying a gas-pipe down

with this subject, it is curious to note the tendency

of the Glasgow authorities to copy the names of

the principal London streets. Regent-street,

Oxford-street, Cambridge-street, and such like,

are perhaps common property
; but Berkeley-

street, Grosvenor-terrace, Windsor-terroce, &c.,

are evident plagiarisms. There is even a ten-

dency visible on the part of the inhabitants to

contract, and therefore destroy, the euphonious

nominativeofSauchiehall-street (Anglice, Willow-

liall-street) into something like Sahall-street or

Soho-street ! And what right has Glasgow, in

the name of St. Eleanor, to set up a spurious

Charing-crosB ! It is hardly worth mention,

ing the subject, for after all it merely involves

a question of sentiment
;

yet we cannot help

calling to memory the statute under the Mosaic

law, and the penalty annexed to its infringe-

ment, concerning the removal of the ancifcnt

landmarks.

If we pass from the streets and examine into

the method of removing the refuse and garbage

from the private dwelling-houses, we are afraid

we shall find equal grounds for censure. In this

process of cleansing,— as contradistinguished,

however, from surface-drainage,—Glasgow differs

in one important respect from Edinburgh and

other Scotch towns we have inspected, and we
are sorry to say for the worse. Ash-pits are

universal. Not in the older quarters of the

town alone, but in the moat fashionable modern

streets, it is the custom of the inhabitants to

empty the whole dust, ashes, kitchen garbage,

and other refnse, into an ash-pit or dust-bin in

the court or back yard ;
and this accumulation

is supposed to be removed by the authorities,

at least onoe a week. We shall also suppose

in all charity, that the duty is always faith-

fully fulfilled to this extent
;
and that no re-

siduum of the filthy debris is left to conta-

minate and ferment the Bucceediog heap. But

even then it will not suffice. We are too well

aware in these days of the disastrous conse-

quencos which flow from the aocumnlation of any

sort of vegetable matter—garden refuse, even

—

when freely exposed to the action of moisture,

to expect that the contents of these ash-pita

will not follow the natural law of decay and

putrefaction.

There is obviously no excuse for this anti-

quated system
;

and the only reason which

wo can discover for it is an historical or

traditionary one. Glasgow has always been

distinguished for its dung-heaps (Scottice,

middens). In the year 1751, for example, the

street which is now called Argyle-street was the

principal thoroughfare in the west end of the

city
;
yet the roadway was a favourite place for

the deposition of dang, huge heaps of which

were accumulated until they obstructed the

thoroughfare. The same evil prevailed to at

least an equal extent within the quarters of the

Gallowgate and Salt-market, notwithstanding

numerous proclamations of the magistrates to

the contrary.* We cannot help pointing ont

here that this continual law-viaking and law-

breaking is one of the greatest curses of Scotland,

and would seem to indicato some gross defect

either in the constitution or the administration

of its municipal codes.

We were glad to perceive that a vast number

of Macfarlane’s cast-iron “stopping-places” had

been erected, some of them, as we have pointed

out, in highly disconformable situations, through-

out the streets of Glasgow. We are sorry to find a

single fault with these useful sanitary appli-

ances, but the fact is, many are not supplied with

water in any form, consequently they act, in hot

weather, as so many alembics for tbe distillation of

those gases with which our railway stations are so

peculiarly well perfumed. With such an abundant

supply of water as Glasgow possesses, it would be

* Some of these curious municipal edicts are preserved

in Mr. Pagan’s admirable work, “Glasgow, Past and

Present.”
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flu easy task to al»cfce tbia nuisance, at all CTcnts.
We tried to Hud a corresponding number of
public water-closets, but we failed.
We must now say a few words about tbe

drainage. It is not our object to describe tho
entire system of the drainage of Glasgow, which,
as we hare already stated, is very good,—at all
erents, in its coustruction, so far as it goes

; but
we ma.y try in a few words to describe its lead-
ing principles with respect to levels and outlets.
Glasgow lies, of course, in the basin of the
Clyde, on the slopes of a valley more or less
distinctly formed by the action of tbe river on
its circumjacent rocks. The natural drainage
outlet is therefore the river and its confluent
streams, such as the Jlolendinar Burn and the
Kelvin. Confining our observation to tbe
northern side, it is easy to see that there is a
gradual elevation of level somewhat like that
winch occurs between Upper Thames-street
and Islington. In fact, we may trace from the
Clyde to the rising grounds above a parallel
senes of plateaux, the most important of which
runs from the cathedral along by North
Hanover-street, the top of Buchanan-street at
Gurseube-road, Garnet-hill, tho Cresoent-hill,
and Gilmore-hill. Above this tbe highest level
18 reached at Port Dundos on the lino of the
Firth aud Clyde Canal. One of the most
startling phenomena which tbe stranger in
Glasgow can come across is to see for the first
time from Glasgow-bridge, where he may be
viewing tlie shipping, perhaps, at the Bromielaw
—his horizon bounded on tbe north by another
forest of masts 200 or 300 ft. above tho level of
the liver ! It looks like an optical delusion until
the explanation is made of a canal being there.
It will be seen at a glance, therefore, that the
drainage of Port Duudas must command the
How of the sewage which proceeds from the
lower levels, and there is absolutely no separa-
tion of the sysiems. Let us observe the conse-
quences. Port Duudas is a region of chemical
works, distilleries, bone works, glne works, para-
fine works, and patent manure manufactories.
We know from and experience the nature of the
liquid^ refuse which these enterprising people
poor into the drains. Supposing one manufac-
turer to send a waste product of sulphuric acid
or ammonia; a distillery some decoctions of
grain wort

;
a cotton manufactnrer the oily

liquid peculiar to his trade
; and the others some

crude parafine, some hot glue, and some pbospho-
gnano,—there would be found in that sewage
matter the elements of tbe moat poisonous gases
which it is possible to imagine. But if we add
to this the ordure from waterclosets, and the
drainage from sinks, the entrails of putrid flab,
and the hot water in which vegetables have been
boiled, together with a proper and always
necessary quantum of the liquid manure of the
streets,—we should then get a combination the
most horrible which a sewer could produce.
That is, however, only tho theory of combination
m this case : let us inquire for a moment how
stand the practical results. During hot or dry
weather a bad smell proceeding from the sewers
pervades the whole of Glasgow ! There are gully-
holes in the City-road from which is vomited a
combination of smells so bad—so infernal, as
they were on ono occasion described to us

—

that a horse would shy at them! There are
houses we saw in St. George’s-road in which it is
impossible to open the windows; some of which
houses were, at the same time, damp from their
faulty construction. The consequence was that
in two days tho carpets were covered with minute
/uvgi, and the clothes in the wardrobe with green
mould. But these are not solitary cases. At
the her.d of Buchanan-street, at Blythswood-
sqnare, in Garnet-hill, even in the fashionable
crescents, in short, wherever an elevation occurs
such as we have already pointed out, the soil-
pipes cf the houses act as so many conductors or
ventilators to the sewers; and during certain
periods of the year some of the best houses
become simply uninhabitable from bad smells, for
which, moreover, no one seems able or willing
to account, far lees to enre ! Hero, then, we
venture to s iy, is an ovil of the first magnitude.
Until Glasgow shall have been thoroughly
sewered on two or three separate systems our
firm convicrion is that the best and highest classof
prop?rty will bo subject to constant deterioration
in value; and the health of the inhabitants will
suffer a corresponding lowering of tho vital forces.
It will be observed that it is nob the mere house
drainage alone they have to contend with; those
horrible gases we have pointed out are actively
interfused throngh the whole system of sewerage.
Systematic flushing, in oar opinion, would only

after being poisoned there and receiving all
sewage of the adjacent streets and crescent
steals away, foul and contaminated, through)
West-end Park, and finally disappears thro
the wheels of the flour-mills at Partiok.
forms anything but an ornamental water to
beautiful park, and its condition, we have ret
to know, caused Sir Joseph Paxton much troi
and annoyance. On a hot day the easiest wa
discover its aromatic qualities is to stand fc
few moments on the bridge which crosses
little river and forms the junction between
Great Western-road on the one hand,
Durwan-hill on the other. We need not be
specific. All we can say is, that tbe seusatic
anything but refreshing or agreeable. Tbe Kel
however, is totally eclipsed in depravity
the state of the ISIolendiuar Burn, wbioh we
only compare to the Floet Ditch before it ^

covered in and converted into the Holborn sei
Nevertheless, it still sweeps round the base of
ancient cathedral. For the purpose, we suppi
of preserving a respectable-looking body
water at this point, a weir is erected under
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egC^vate the evil; and no method of trapping
with which we are acquainted could surmount
this fatal influence. For, if repressed by water,
the gas_ will in time saturate the water; if by
valves it will in time burst the soil-pipes. It
may, indeed, be possible for the speculative
builder of fashionable tenements so to manage
his drams that he sella the property

; but in a
year or two the evil will be as bad as ever. In point
of fact, one has only to observe the marvellous
tailing off m a few years of the rental of certain
streets, such as those on Garnet-hill, together
with the constant per-centage of deaths from
tever which occur in the same streets, to arrive
at the jast conclusion that some nnseen but
deadly enemy to life and property has been
silently indeed, but actively and surely, .doing
his diabolical work ! It has of late years almost
grown into a postulate of sanitary economy that
the higher a honse is above tbe level of the river
the healthier it is. And such is, no doubt, the
case, all other things being the same. But one
important principle must form a necessary con-

general application, and that is, water at this point, a weir is erected undei
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Lefc US take our stand on the Suspension-bridge.
Every two or three hundred yards on both sides
of tbe river, and about 6 ft. under the crest of
the emb.ankment, wo may detect the mouth of a
common sower belching forth a small cataract
of fluid of the colour and consistency of diluted
London porter. When the tide is out, and the
filthy torrents discharge themselves in innumer-
able rills over the dark, slimy, bubbling sludge
which covers the alreus like a stratum of coal
tar, and when this occurs under the glare of a
hot sun, the smells proceeding from the river
are such as to baffle all description. Certainly
they have nothing in common with “ the spicy
gales of Araby tbe blest.” Tho worst feature of
tho case is that the Clyde, being a purely tidal
river, the sewage matter held in suspension is
carried backwards aud forwards with the flux
and reflux of the tide; and, moreover, every in-
crease of the volume of river water at the basin
of the Bromielaw serves only to increase the dif-
fusion of tho ill-agglomerated aud unhealthy
particles.

The river itself being in this condition, we can
hardly look for much improvement in its tribu-
taries. The ouce beautiful Kelvin, after bidding
farewell to its upland glens and their healthy
atmosphere, is seized upon ut Port Dondas, and

among other things

!

Ifanything werewanting to complete the c
of polluted waters -with which Glasgow is

circled it would be furnished by the canal at
Dundas, which is in a worse condition
the Kegent's Canal, and that is sayin
great deal. But the canal is not the n
feature of Port Dundas. We have previo
indicated the nature of the manufacture)
this colony of chemical works, and descr
the influence they exercise over the lower-1
sewage. That is also bad enough

; but it is uotl
in one sense, compared to the *' foul and pi

lent congregation of vapours,” which they
j

into the atmosphere of the city. There is not
least doubt but the most vital of all the sauii
questions in Glasgow at this moment is—

^

to purify its atmosphere. But this we
afraid is a wide question, and cannot be

]

perly discussed unless in a separate article,
shall conclude our present remarks with a
observations on what we must regard as de
tive police arrangements.

There can be no doubt, we think, that a gmany of the social evils under which Glasj
suffers is to a large extent duo to the conflict
jurisdiction of its various municipal authorif
There are at least a dozen of separate and i

.tinct local boards in Glasgow,—the town co
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the police commission, the Clyde trnsfc,

[water trust, the statute labour committee,

i-Tal poor-law boards, and a multitude of

ordinate committees, springing from their

tat stocks, wbicli all possess more or lessofan

rinistrative character withiu the same cate-

7 of duties. For example, there are inspec-

j of nuisances under the Poor-law Act, in-

otors of cleansing under the Glasgow Local

3ce Act, a medical officer of health under the

reral Police Act for Scotland, inspectors of

•ce, an inspector of markets, and an inspec-

bf gas-meters, &c., under the recently applied

( Companies Act. The Lord Provost, in his

unity of chiefmagistrate, is ofcourse chairman

iiost of these local boards ; but they are, nover-

?es8, separate members of the municipal body,

rsr different Acts of Parliament, with a distinct

utitution, and always provided with separate

&CS. The clerks are also the law-agents for

r own peculiar Boards. Can our readers

(der, then, that these bodies carry on a state

iihronic internecine warfare with each other

;

L litigation or legislation in some shape con-

lates the principal business of the statutory

itings
j
and that this is always carried on at

[I cost of a generous and discerning public?

ese who wish to study well the progress of large

sasin Scotland must devote some time to the

iLciple by which the corporation clerks are

i appointed the law-agents of their con-

pieuts
;
and the stndy will, we are certain,

d much light on the heavy increase of public

eiens ! The genius which these gentlemen

:tce for levying assessments,—that is to say,

i:8 upon the communities over which they

[pciso control,—was described to us on one oc-

ia)n by an impoverished house-owner as being
> e equal to the genius of Kob Roy for levying

i^k-mail! Our chief fault to them, however,

bf a professional character: they are the

linies of all systematic progress and improve-

tit such as a town architect or engineer might
riy effect without any litigation at all ! How
t that we boar so much of the Lord Provosts

iGrlasgow and Edinburgh, and so little of Mr.

ia-ick or Mr. Cousin ? How is it that sums
itnormous are spent every year in promoting

® of Parliament,—abortive for the most part,

8( BO little expended in positive requirements ?

b most ingenious town clerk, and the most
uciotic Lord Provost, even supported by the

ot comprehensive police Act under the sun, will

ii, in our opinion, to make a city clean unless

lE improvement be carried out and constantly

irervised by a competent engineer. It is too

ibh the fashion, we suspect, to postpone the

icrices of this class of men to those of the town
bka and their legal concurrents

;
and the fact

swe have come to the conclusion, after long

?rerienc0 of the subject, that those towns which

e e the greatest number of police bills, and are

;|t provided with local Boards, are the most
;o;overned, the worst cleaned, and the most
rivily taxed.*

leiesides, if all this legislation were actually

oiccomplish its intended purpose, there would
icnothiug to regret, perhaps; hut such is not

C-case. In the first place, we must point out

t tt there is great need for a good Building Act in

8£Sgow. We will not stay to illustrate this by
mmples taken from contemporary construction,

we are glad to acknowledge that nature has

eie much for the builders in providing free

leno of splendid quality and in inexhaustible

cantities. An 18 in. or 2 ft. rubble wall is cer-

ilply one of the very best securities against

; ; nevertheless, fires are of far too frequent

umrrence. We happened to observe an erec-

IQ of shops in progress in Sauchieball-street,

! d the whole range of six or seven fronts were

fy separated from each other by ^-inch deal,

lleled on cross standards at the floors and
iiilings. It is quite clear that a fire in one

olald speedily reduce the whole to the ashes,

I I seriously endanger the houses behind.

i&iaiD, we noticed a most conspicuous case of

^lunclosed area, 6 ft. deep, in Bothwell-street,

[Djng the whole basement, some 300 yards in

Igtgth of that handsome range of buildings,

lerere Messrs. Hutchison & Co. have their offices,

trere was not the slightest vestige of a railing,

la 18 true there were steps from the pavement
krowards

;
but it is scarcely necessary to say

littt a man might split his skull by falling down

T Tate Glasgow, for example: tbe police-rates alone

|tb this year amount to 23, GUI, per pound of annual rent

kja property situated within the regality ! This is exclu-

f
os of poor-rates, prison assessment, &u., and it is, more-

|r,ir, the highest rate ever levied within the city of

lig.sgow,

i

G ft. of steps on a dark night ! It is also very

grievous to behold the manner in which the

foot pavement is cut up and interrupted by

masons’ sheds whenever a new building or an

alteration is going on. It never seems to occur

to the Lord Dean of Guild, or whoever is tbe

presiding spirit of the building regulations, that

in stepping from the footway to the roadway of a

crowded thoroughfare in consequence of such

obstructions, the passengers risk being run over

and killed ! But this is an excellent type of the

general principles which characterise the whole

of the Glasgow municipal government.

We have already spoken of the cleansing ;
let

us give a few illustrations of another species of

neglect. The magistrates, in virtue of their

nohile oificinuni, are, in addition to their other

duties, the administrators of tbe Public Houses

Act, or the Forbes-Mackenzie Act, as it is called

in Scotland; and they delegate this disagreeable

duty to the police. Accordingly, tbe chief part

of a policeman’s duty during the night consists

of watching low public-houses and unlicensed

sheebeens. We will not speak of the bribery

and drinking to which the constables are ex-

' posed
;
but the legitimate consequence is that

their other duties are neglected, and hence

garotting and robbery, we are told, have pre-

vailed to a frightful extent in Glasgow since the

operation of this attempt to make Scotsmen

sober by Act of Parliament. Fires, too, are of

more frequent occurrence, it is said; bat we will

do the Glasgow policemen the justice to say that

they make plenty of noise, at all events, about a

fire when it breaks out.

Tired with a long day’s walk through crowded

and noisy streets, bis brain fired with a multi-

titude of new and totally strange ideas, his heart

sad and depressed at the sight of much misery

and wretchedness, amidst so much wealth and

opulence, we shall suppose the traveller through

Glasgow has, at length, sought his weary pillow.

“ Light thickens
;
and the crow

Makes wing to the rooky wood.’’

The noise of tho lumbering omnibuses gives

way to that of the cabs
;
and even this rattling

noise is gradually hushed in the silence of the

middle watches. A vision of gentle dreams.

Highland lakes, herring-boats, mountain streams,

waterfalls, heather hills, rocky passes, purple

clouds, northern mists, gradually suffuses the

slumbering yet curiously sentient intelligence

;

and the weary traveller sleeps in peace. Sud-

denly the stillness of night is invaded by the

horrible concatenation of sounds which can be

produced alone by the watchman’s rattle ; and a

stentorian voice is heard shouting at its full

pitch—repeated again at the intervals of about

ten seconds

—

Fire, at 329, Trongate

!

Up
starts our poor sleeper, as much alarmed

as Isaac Shove was when Toby Tosspot per-

formed peal the first! He will reflect, in all

probability, although this is an odd proceeding,

that these Glasgow people aro careful of their

warehouses, and a fire is a dangerous thing. It

may be as well, perhaps, to alarm the commu-
nity : an ancient custom, doubtless,—Watching

andWardiug, Burgers, Border feuds, Beaconfires

;

and he has hardly again succeeded in reaching

tho arms of Morpheus, under this new set of

ideas, when his slumber is once more rudely

broken by the same diabolical rattle, and the

same stentorian lungs. This time (peal the

second), the fire is in 615, Buchanan • street

!

No relapsing into slumber a second time, for in

a quarter of an hour afterwards, perhaps, comes

peal the third,—128, Virginia-slreet

!

and so it

may continue at stated periods during the

night. After long and sleepless consideration,

the stranger will probably come to the conclu-

sion that he has fixed his quarters in the regions

of the central fire-brigade of Glasgow, and that

he will change his hotel next day. But alas ! he

will learn next day that the practice is universal

and coincident with the boundaries of the city
;

and he will find his disgust not a little height-

ened by reading in the morning papers that

there had been only two fires in Glasgow daring

the night (the others had obviously been false

alarms), which had been got under, however,

without the necessity of tuiming out the engines
;

and that Councillor Higginbotham and Bailie

Muckleworth had distingnished themselves

greatly by being early on the spot

!

But in case it should be supposed that there

are no similar annoyances during the day, we
must ask leave to adduce one other example.

Some parts of the New Town of Glasgow are

built, as we have tried to explain, upon a series of

eminences, at the base of which lie the parallel

'

thoroughfares. Branching from these main

streets, at right angles, are numerous cross

streets, such as Hill-street and Dalbousie-street,

which vary in theirgradientsfromonein ten to one

in five. Some streets, indeed, such as Hanover-

street, are almost too steep for even an empty cab.

Nevertheless, every morning from six to eight

o’clock the painful process may be observed of

an old broken-down cart-horse vainly striving to

mount those hills with a heavy load of coals.

The attempt is painful to see; it is still more

painful to hear; for the coal-carter is usually

most lavish of his whip and his lungs
;
and Lis

language of objurgation—which the poor horse

doubtless understands—proceeds from forte to

fortissimo in a string of oaths and imprecations

so horrid that we dare not venture to transcribo

them in onr columns ! Need we add that the

poor horses, overgoaded and overloaded, often fall

under their burden; but not till then is tho

brutal operation suspended. We saw this dismal

scene enacted at least twenty times during oim

short stay in Glasgow; and wo never saw the

police interfere once.

Nor is tbe inhumanity of the Glasgow police

confined to the lower animals. Otherwise, how
is it that the poor servant-girls are permitted to

expose their lives so freely in cleaning tho

windows ? We have seen a group stuck over

the elevation of a house like butterflies, with

expanded hoops, of course, and streaming caps.

One on the first floor of one house
;
another on

the second floor of the next house; a third on

tho floor above; and, finally, a poor ignorant

girl from Argyleshiro or Bute, cleaning the out-

side of the attic windows at an altitude of 50 or

60 ft., with her feet resting on the gutter or on

the course. We shall not be surprised if it bo

found in the social statistics of Glasgow that a

constant percentage of these girls are killed with

falling into the area or perhaps getting transfixed

on the railing ! Their very temerity, we were told,

constitutes their safety. But that is surely a

slender reed on which to trust. If the evil con-

sequences stopped here the remedy might be

easy
;
but tho practice we suspect brings about

a certain callousness and iudifi’eronce to the risk

of human life which must be demoralizing to

the whole community. It is perfectly shocking

to see the manner in which children are exposed

at the open windows of tho lop flats
;
and no

class of fatal accidents are more p^sisteub in

Glasgow than deaths arising from tne fall over

a window. How very narrow the margin is in

which the balance may bo destroyed is well

known to those who have studied the laws of

statical equilibrium ;
but it would bo absurd to

expect such knowledge at the bands of those

poor people who fall victims to their iguoranoe

or their temerity; or, ifwe must use more precise

phraseology, whose instincts of self-preservation

are not equal to the complicated circumstanceB

in which they find their conditions of existence.

‘ Commending these observations to the atten-

tlonof the Glasgow authorities, we conclude for

the present by expressing the hope, that while

Glasgow flourishes in commerce and in manu-

factures, she will not neglect to cultivate the

softer graces of social amelioration. Tho philo-

sophy is rapidly gaining ground in these days,

that the civilization of a country or of a city is

to be estimated, not so much from its wealth

or its magnitude in relation to other cities or

other states, as from the position it has gained in

the great commonwealth of Humanity. There

are no surer tests of this position than tho

evidences which it can present of a sound

constitution and a good heart,—that is to say,

of its public health aud its publio morals.

HOW LONG WILL LONDON BE
HABITABLE ?

The sun in his course through Cancer, in this

the 2.620th year from the foundation of Rome,

has shed light on strange and unwonted scenes

in tbe ancient capitals of Europe. In the Seven-

hilled city the chief of Latin Christianity has

found in the assemblage of the unprecedented

number of 600 bishops, who have paid no empty-

handed visit to their superior, an encouragement

for a fresh defiance of tbe evils of civilization

and the infidelities of science. Almost at the

very time that the reiteration of tlie loftiest

claims of thePontifex Maximus have been uttered

to the hundred and fifty millions of the Romish

church, the two other chief sacred personages of

monotheistic worship, the head of the Greek

•church, uud tho Caliph of Islam, have thrown
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the weight of their authority into the opposite
scale, and hare admitted themselves to be dis-
ciples of the great intellectual revolution of the
century, by their respective visits to its head
quarters and parade-ground at Paris. The pre-
sence of the Saltan and of the Czar in France is
a fact more significant than is the gathering of
the Episcopate at Rome, even as the 6lan of
troops on the march is more formidable than
the most resolute determination to stand fast
behind the intrenchments of the camp.

Of those princes who have so far broken
through the habits of centnries as to visit the
world’s fair in the French capital, the two whose
presence in that magnificent city was the most
marvellous, have not been content to retnm to
their Oriental seclusion without visiting our own
island. Thus the flag which even within the
last centnry has hovered around our Western
coasts in a manner called piratical by onr
ancestors, has floated over Buckingham Palace
and the Sultan of Turkey, the Caliph of the
Mahommedan religion, has partaken at Windsor

^ bread and salt with the Defender of the Faith
Which sovereign had the most distinct recol-
lection of what was intended by the founders of
the great knightly orders may be doubted by
those who remember that the Sultan wore a
Cunstian decoration.
London prepared itself to welcome his high-

ness Of courtly reception there was no lackIhe heir to the throne and his Royal Highness
the Commander-In-Chief paid graceful honours
to the Padishah, whose arrival divided the at-
tention of the town with that of the Belgian
volnnteers. But the Egyptian Viceroy, a princenow inferior to the Sultan himself in little more
than name, has only narrowly escaped being sent
to an inn owing to the public spirit of a private
nobleman. Disinterested individuals indeed
writing anonymously in the daily papers, were
good enough to offer the use of more than one
palace, without asking the consent of its master •

but not even this futile attempt at a vicarious
hospitality has been able to disguise the fact, towhich we called attention some time since, of the
disgraceful want of accommodation in London for
the guests of the nation. If the sovereign invite
a guest It is for the sovereign to entertain the
visitor

; but if the nation invite, or if the visit
be not that of one brother sovereign to another
but that of a prince to a great capital, and to
the home of a mighty nation, it is not only a
discredit to that nation to have no abode in which
to offer hospitality, but, in relation to Oriental
monarchs, it is a degradation of the national
charac er which is likely to have bad com-
mercial results. The English influence inEgypt, the English prestige throughout the
Mussulman world, coold hardly receive a more
marked and mighty bnffet than would have
resulted from sending the Viceroy of Egypt to aKhan. That such a prince should be received in
a manner worthy of his position, as the keeper
of one of the keys of India, and that the English
nation should have been able so to receive him
without being beholden to any individual of
whatever station, every one must admit to be
proper. It is more than proper—in the way in
which some men look at matters ;—to be unable
to do so may involve a serious political blunder
The_ absence of any fit house of reception for
foreign princes at the Court of London might
with men of a temper by no means eztinct in
the E^ast, have closed onr overland traflSc with
India, or caused an ugly want of continuity in
the wires of the Indian telegraph.
The want of accommodation has led ns to

other thoughts. With the rapid growth of our
enormous capital, it is not impossible that a
comparatively short time may make a sensible
diprence m the comfort with which it may be
inhabited. In the present year the prevalence
for several days together of a south-east wind,
charged with the atmospheric temperature due
to the source whence it blows, has borne to the
vicinity of the parks the dense canopy of the
smoke and vitiated atmosphere of nine miles of
buildings. As the circumference of the vast
city extends, so do the dwellers near that cir-
cumference suffer more and more whenever the
wind sets towards them across the metropolis.
In that large district which lies near the course
of the ^orth Western, the Metropolitan, and the
Kensington Railways, the difference in the
facility of breathing during a south-east and a
north-west wind is almost incredible. With each
annual addition to the space built over, this evil
is exaggerated. We are without experience to
piide ns as to its limits and future results. We
have from two and a half to three per mille of

the whole human race crowded into a space of^me 122 square miles. The means by which
Mature restores the equilibrium of animal and
vegetable respiration, and takes up by the latter
process the poisonous gases thrown off from the
ungs of animals, are almost entirely banished
rom this area, and the slight remains ofvegetation
are daily diminishing. The actual cubic volume
ot air daily vitiated over this space is a matter
ot importance. More than six hundred millions
ot cubic feet of carbonic acid gas are expired in
London m the course of twenty-foor hours byhuman beings alone, irrespective of smoke and of
the gaseous products of combustion, and irrespec-
tive of all other sources of vitiation of the atmo-
sphere. This quantity of carbonic acid will
render twenty times its weight of atmospheric
air unfit for the anpport of life. Thus, if we
imagme_ a perfectly calm day, in which the
respiration of London should hang within the
limits of the thirty-six metropolitan districts,
and if we then suppose that, for the purpose of
removal by currents of wind, the air thns
vitiated were poured into the streets, to the
exclusion of the space covered with buildings
it would fill the whole roadway and footway of
the metropolis to a depth of between 8 ft. and
Jft. This is the amount of poisoned air which
London must daily exchange for fresh; and, in
the course of the necessary process, whether
more or less rapidly performed, what is the state
of the suburb over which the whole mighty
column of vitiated air is steadily propelled ?

In calling attention rather to the organic
screes of atmospheric impurity, than to the
effects of actual combustion, it must be remem-
bered that the latter, if less subtle in their
influence on hnman health, are of overpowerin'^

average quantity of upwards
01 14,000 tons of coal is daily consumed in
London, some 30 to 40 per cent, of which may
remain in the form of ash, or may be thrown
into the atmosphere, in the partially volatilised
mrm of smoke, while the remainder, converted
into carbonic acid by the process of combnstion,
joins with the actual hnman and animal expira-
tion which is constantly accumulating in close
and nnventilated localities. Bnt it wonld seem
as if the absolnte chemical quality of the air
were not the sole, or perhaps not even the chief
element of its effect on human health. Tempo-
ratnre, no doubt, has much to do with the
matter; bnt there can be no doubt that the
summer effluvia of life in the metropolis, when
the daily consnmption of coal is at the minimum,
are far more offensively appreciable than is the
case in the winter. The carbonic acid expired
n-om the lungs may be as yet indistinguishable
by chemistry from the carbonic acid produced
by actual combustion

;
but that there is in the

expired air a noxious quality distinct from, and
more pernicious than, that for which chemistry is
responsible, we think few will be prepared to
deny. The carbonic acid gas emitted from
three million human lungs may be chemi-
cally indistinguishable from that disengat^ed
from the fourteen thousand tons of coaf con-
sumed per diem in the metropolis; bnt with
the produce of respiration we cannot doubt that
there IS mingled a miasma quite distinct from
the effluvia of the furnace. Thns we find
on the leeward side of London, in this summer
weather, while the July sun is obscured by
the canopy of nnconanmed carbon, the current
of polluted air that creeps through the streets
IS such as to affect even strong men with a
sense of faintness. When a slow but steady
draught sweeps the confined air gradually
from the metropolis, those districts over which
it last passes, in this summer heat, seem unfitted
to allow the chest to expand with a healthy
respiration.

If this be the case (and we can appeal to daily
experience on whatever happens to be the lee-
ward side of the metropolis), now, what will be
the case at the close of the present centnry, by
which time_ we may expect London to contain
six million inhabitants ? The actual experiment
of how large a city can be made seems to be in
rapid course of solution.

It is not our wont to be alarmists, or even to
point to menacing evils without the purpose of
soggesting a remedy. The increasing difficulty of
living in London in the summer, notwithstanding
the immense improvement in the purity of the
Thames, becomes every year more oppressive.
One remedy, or rather palliative, must, sooner
or later, be found in the appointment of some
competent professional men as .^diles, or officers
answering to that description. In the province
of such officers wonld fall the provision for the

architectural wants of the metropolis, the pi
radon of a palace, in which the visits of for
sovereigns might be properly received, an
whiph our own sovereign might welcome
subjects. With many noble buildings for pt
assemblages, theatres, concert - rooms, c
mercial halls, we must not forget that
only apartment in London fit for the a
of a great court is traced to the son of the 1
man Conqueror, and that even this is ordioE
made nse of only as a corridor. A palaci
which the Queen can hold her court is as m
a requisite in the present day as one in wl
the nation can welcome its guests. Neither
nor the other exists among us. But while
require an asdile to build our palaces, no
do we require the services of such an olHcei
superintend the general outline of our rapi
increasing suburbs. In many instances wh
properties march, mutual inconvenience set
to be the law. Long lines of street, openinj
fair avenne not only for traffic but for the cirei
tion of air, are often cut across by crescents,
terraces, or even mews, placed at the m
whim of the landholder, to the immense de
ment of the whole town. Instances of this k
are familiar to every inhabitantof the West-e
and the impediments thus caused both to vei
lation and to traffic are daily becoming m(
serious. That London should be regarded at
whole, and that individual caprice on the part
the various landholders and speculators shoi
be kept within the bounds demanded by pnb
health no less than by public convenience,
daily becoming more imperative.
That the time will come, sooner or later, wh

the work of the rcdile will be useless withe
the aid of the chemist, there are already pret
strong indications. Those very spots which, wi
the wind in twenty-fonr points of the compa
6Djoy all the advantages of pure conntry air 8
the most oppressive during the prevalence
breezes from the remaining eight points. T
go to bed under a pure sky and in fresh air

; y.
awake with a feeling of oppression, under a si

that looks like the mouth of an enormo
chimney, and find that the only charge is th
of the wind, by which yon have become leewa
of London. Thns the most agreeable suburl
for nine months out of twelve, become the mo
unendurable for the remaining three

;
nor c£

you tell even for a day when either condition wi
prevail. If chemistry can offer available assie
ance, if science come in aid, consuming smoki
liberating oxygen or ozone within the limits c

the metropolis itself, and fixing or nentralizin
the gaseous products of respiration or of con:
bastion, we may see a new chapter in the histor
of great cities. But unless something of th
kind be effected the present centnry bids fair t

witness a different solntion of the problem. W
have lived to see third-rate towns larger tha
Aristotle thought that independent states woul
ever become. We may live to see light throw:
on the question how far the laws of health am
the necessities of respiration will allow of th
constantly increasing agglomeration of th
centres of population.

ANOTHER NEW SCIENCE.

It is becoming more and more difficult ev.
day to determine the pale of science. Once u{
a time “ the circle of the sciences ” was a c
rent expression that implied a certain and w(
defined sequence of studies. Works of referei
of the period of the foundation of the Ro'
Society speak of the "seven liberal sciences”
grammar, logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, geomefc
astronomy, and music, or musick, as it was th
spelt : these stood within the pale

; other st
jects stood without. Bnt now-a-days this exc
siveness has been cast aside by the scienti
world, or it has been in some way overthrow
and it is, as we have said, more and more dil
cult to say of anything that it is beneath t
dignity of science. A remarkable example
this expansion, or this comprehensiveness, in t'

minds of sarans, is presented in the creation o)
new section in archaeology under the presidem
of Sir John Lubbock, which is to treat of pr
historic matters only; but a still stronger illn
tration of the same fact is shown in the reac
acceptance given to folk-lore as a subject like
to be developed into a new science. The genis
fancifnl, German fairy tale-teller, mi.9name
Grimm, opened the way for this recognition i

his startling suggestion that our household tale
with their giants and giant-killers, are probabl
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: fragments of a mythology that has now nearly
.
faded from human knowledge. This seedling of

a hint, with a fecundity only second to that of

1 the magic bean-stalk, threw its tendrils around
' several collateral subjects and drew them toge-

1 ther in one entanglement. Charms, cures, ere-

1 dulities of various kinds, old sayings, curious

: customs, legends of wonderful creatures such as

Ithe “laidley worms” of Northumberland and
' Durham

;
the investiture with supernatural

1 power of certain objects, such as wishing-wells,

the ash-tree, and various herbs
j
the lip-lore, in

i fine, of the simple, are now looked at with a new
I interest as likely to be of an antiquity equal to

that of our stories. To collect these several

I' scholars have set to work ;
but their labours are

shadowed with regrets that they are so late in

> commencing them, for the last two generations

have lost much of this kind of lore. Our grand-

I mothers could have furnished thrice the quan-
j tity. We say grandmothers advisedly, for

: charms, cures, interpretations of dreams and

)
portents, unaccountable customs generally, but

I. especially those attendant upon births, deaths,

I and weddings, the supreme incidents in man’s
!. existence, were, till the present day, left un-

: claimed as a worthless possession in the hands
) of the aged ladies north-country people call
‘ “ auld wives.” Though unclaimed they were not,

I however, unheeded
;

for we suspect there are

t few persons, even now, without a corner in their

!' hearts in which early impressions have enshrined

u an illogical belief in omens, ofgood and bad luck

;

il although there are, doubtless, still fewer who will

j'own to such harbourage of fancies planted in

iltheir minds in the nursery. We contend, never-

IthelesSjthat if a wedding-guest saw a solitary crow
uas he was setting out to assist in the ceremony,
iiand it began to rain heavily as the procession

iicame out of church, and from the unexpected
ilabsonc© of other guests thirteen sat down to

iibreakfast, at which the salt was spilt, and the
jibride and bridegroom accidentally crossed knives

lin the progress of the feast, and then recollected

t it was Friday, he would find himself arrived at

Ithe conviction, despite any amount of common
fisense or well-regulated condition of his mind,
hthat the prospect before the wedded pair was
Knot brilliantly alluring. The bridesmaids, we
vaver, would shrink from the wedding-cake, and
lono more think of putting a piece under their

ilpillows than of eating it. A century ago, there
were as few people who would deny a belief in

usuch manifestations and portents as there are
icnow who would own to it. Did not Horace
iVWalpole, though his genius was of a discrimina-

litive order, call at Northumberland House, to
atake “ my Lady Northumberland,”—soon to be
DDuchess of Northumberland,— to Cock-lano ?

DDid not Goethe gravely record that his grand-
'afather saw the principal events of his life enacted
uin dreams before they actually took place ? Or,

’(going farther back, did not the possessor of one
3iof the most eclectic of minds, Martin Luther,
nin all earnestness recommend the murder of
ia child, under the firm belief that it was a
dchangeling ?

The more we think of this unwritten lore, the
mmore carious it seems that we have hitherto
)iouly regarded it as ignorance and superstition,

ininstead of remnants of an obsolete learning. It

is is not of to-day, for it has already fallen out of

’{general circulation, and is only met with occa-
iicsionally. Our so-called roughs know it not.

HMuch of it is doubtless of Medimval origin, but
ithere is more that must be older still, and pro-

3abably of Celtic antiquity. The Druids were
reremarkable for their learning, which, Latin
w writers agree, was all unwritten. We have
reremains of their altars and their ringed mono-
liilitbio temples, side by side with our railways
aiand telegraphs, wherefore not of their lore ? We
bibring to light the contents of ancient graves and
aiancient caves, sealed we know not how many
hihundreds or thousands of years ago; we delve
icinto grass-grown entrenchments full of circular

fofoondations of pre-historio dwellings
; we pick

oiout of the accumulations of soil upon them
aiarrow-heads, Celt-heads, sintlers, bones, querns,
pipieces of broken pottery,—sufficient relics, in a
W'Word, from which we can gather how men lived

inin those remote times, how they hunted with
liflint-headed arrows, hewed down timber with
ststone-headed axes, built huts of untooled stones
gigathered from the valleys and hill-sides, where
mmighty waters had deposited them in still more
rtremote ages, grew cereals on terraces on hill-

si aides and ground them
;
and must we conclude

tlthat though this amount of knowledge of a pre-
bihistoric people has survived every word of their

tl thoughts, hopes, and fears, their rude experience

and vague theology have perished ? Surely hero
and there, disguised in modern phraseology, we
may have preserved snatches of the talk and
credence of these early times

;
and the “ medicine

men” of a semi-civilised people may be traced

in the charmers, or wise men and women, of

Mediseval and modern life.

We have had occasional collectors in this field,

we may say, for centuries. But they have col-

lected with a difi’erent object in view, and have
therefore disregarded items that were not avail-

able for their purpose, notwithstanding their

cariosity or interest. Bourne, for instance,

wrote his “ Antiquitates Vnlgares,” in 1725,
with the expressed object of showing which of

the popular customs and opinions might be re-

tained with propriety, and which should be re-

jected as either Popish or Pagan ; and his com-
mentator, Brand, in 1777, follows in his wake,
led by a conviction that his predecessor had not
done justice to his subject, rather than with a
view of applying his stores to an illustration of

a history of the culture of the mind of man.
Both traced many of the popular notions and
vulgar ceremonies, as they called them, to the

times when Popery was the established religion,

and thence from Christian to ancient and Hea-
then Rome, but they did so with an ecclesiastical

rather than historical aim. In the hands of

Bourne, the fancies of the multitude became only

so many unrelinquished superstitions, which
want of refiection had incorporated with Chris-

tian observances. Brand supplemented this

view by hinting that Christianity, first at its

promulgation, and afterwards at the Reforma-
tion, had connived at the contiuance of many
ancient practices under new names, rather than
run the risk of any violent alteration of the

current of existing things. Sir Henry Ellis, in

our own day, has largely added to the collections

of both these worthies
;
but, as editor of their

works, has naturally gathered together such
curiosities as would best illustrate their stores,

rather than add to the number. The collectors

abroad now, however, are of a different order.

Their object is to save from oblivion all know-
ledge of the floating traditions and opinions

which one generation has handed down to

another from lip to ear and from lip to ear

again, without the agency of scribe or printing-

press. Their task is a preliminary one : not a
leisurely scanning of ancient literature for solu-

tions as to the meaning or origin of a belief or of

a custom
;
but a hasty gathering together of the

remains of this unconsidered lip-lore, lest it

should be altogether lost. Hereafter they may
trace portions of it up tho streams of ages, and
across the face of the earth.

Let us consider the pretensions of our char-

mers, or wise men and women, as they are

variously called. They can charm away long-

standing and recurring complaints, such as

rheumatism, ague, erysipelas, whooping-cough,

epilectic fits, as well as minor matters, such as

cramp or warts. They can intei’pret dreams, and
they can dream where to look for stolen pro-

perty, and thus aid in its recovery. They can

decoct love-philtres, and advise young people

how to proceed if they wish to see the indivi-

duals who are to bo their future partners in life
;

and they can tell fortunes. In some of these

matters a personal interview with the charmer
is requisite, and special treatment is called for

;

but in the majority of cases the circumstances of

a case are met by a selection from a sort of

floating currency of charms and cures, that re-

quires no departure from_ usual practice. Por-

tents, especially, require no special interpreta-

tion, though there are some few that may be
almost considered private property, such as the

supernatural appearances that precede the death
of members of particular families. Many cures,

too, are of general application. Should a child

have the whooping-cough, for'instance, there is no
need of a special consultation with any authority

upon the subject. Every old lady knows that it

only requires to be taken out walking every day,

till it meets a man on a piebald horse ; or to be
taken to a married couple, whose names are

Joseph and Mary
;
or to be placed, with its face

to the tail, on the cross that is always to be

found on a donkey’s back ;
or to have its break-

fast of milk divided with a ferret : either of these

cures will be efficacious. More serious com-
jflaintB, of course, require sterner remedies. Epi-

lectic fits call for a sacrifice : ofi’ended powers
must be propitiated with the death of a cock,

the spot on which the afflicted person fell when
first seized being the altar indicated. The rite

of sacrifice is, further, visibly interwoven with

the ceremonial of many other charms. The im-

palement of snails on thorns for tho charming
away of warts is another case in point, as is the
victimization of frogs by sticking them full of
pins for magical purposes. In the north the
“uncanny” trick of piercing a pigeon’s heart
with a quantity of pins, and burning it thus
curiously studded, is believed by inquisitive

lasses to reveal wonders. There is a remarkable
confusion of idea in the minds of those resorting
to such practices as to whether they are sum-
moning to their aid good or bad powers. The
difference, too, between an invocation and a
prayer is not clearly recognised by young and
crude minds, as we may realise in the following
familiar lines which, seventy years ago, as a
septuagenarian assured us, were said by many a
child at its mother’s knee as a prayer, nightly :

—

“ Matthew, Mark, Lake, and John
Bless the bed that I lie on.
There are four comers to my bed,
There are four angels round me spread.
One to read and one to write,

And two to guard me all this night.
If I should sleep and never wake,
I pray to God my soul to take."

And, again, in the rhyme in which Coleridge
tells ns the Christchurch boys used to invoke
the aid of the Evangelists to assist in untying
the knot they believed the devil was tying in

their legs when they had the cramp. The same
confusion of idea is apparent in the key and the
Bible test, in which two persons place a key
between the leaves of a Bible and expect both
objects to tnm round as a sign that the questions

to which they sooght replies were answered
affirmatively

;
and in the selection of holidays

for the performance or accomplishment of some
other ceremonies. Thus one girl whispers to

another, and has done so, we may presume, for

centuries, “ if you pluck a rose on Midsummer’s-
eve at midnight and put it away in a box till

Christmas, and then wear it in yonr band or
hair, some one will take it out who will be your
husband, or bear the same name as that of yonr
future spouse.” Fridays, supposed to be unlucky
from the fact of the crucifixion having taken
place on one, aro picked ont as the only days on
which some rites can be performed with any
prospect of a result. This mystification is

intensified in some counties by the interweaving
of the sign of the cross as part of the occnlt

ceremonies. In the midland counties we have
heard of a cross being made at the foot of their

beds by maidens with their shoes, who, getting
into bed backwards, repeat the following charm
on three successive Fridays :

—

“ I have set my shoes in the shape of a T,
Hoping my true love for to see
In nis apparel and bis array,
In his clothes he wears every day."

After which they may not break the charm by
speaking till the next morning. This process is

to enable them to dream of their future husbands,
and bearing in mind the physiological fact that

our brains, in some conditions,continue to pursue,

in sleep, the objects that last occupied them when
awake, it is probable that it was successful suffi-

ciently often to create a confidence in its

efficacy. In the southern counties we have
heard of as much trouble taken, on three
successive Friday evenings, to procure a visit

from the unknown or tardy prospective partner.

For this purpose the damsels throw a handful of
salt into the fire at the same hour, week after

week, with a form of incantation in verse, which
sets forth that it is not the salt that the fire is

to burn, but the heart of the young charmer’s
lover that it is to turn, so that he may be neither
able to rest nor be happy till he pays her a
visit. To procure a letter from a lover, it matters
not on which day of the week, all the longing
lady has to do is to turn her bed over nine times.

Some old people delight in this kind of lore.

It is upon their lips all day long. Their quaint
sayings and constant reminiscences of old times
make their conversation like a cabinet of
curiosities. They can meet every case with a
out-and-dried saying, cut and dried we know not
when, we know not by whom. From the birth

of an infant til! it has “ corned the length of a
man,” as the north-country peasant says, circum-
stances over which no one has any control

indicate its destiny to these worthies. To begin

with, the day of the week upon which it is bom
settles the leading features of temperament or

fortune.

“ Monday’s child is fair of face,

Tuesday’s child is full of grace;
Wednesday's child is bora to woe,
Thursday's child has far to go ;

Friday’s child is loving and giving,

Saturday’s child must work for its living.’’

In some parts of the kingdom the rhyme goes
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•^n to say, that the child that is born on the
habbath-day is blithe and bonny, good and gay

;

bat in other parts these desirable characteristics
are deemed the special property of those bom on
Chrifltmas-day. If, in dressing, a garment should
be accidentally put on wrong-side out, it is a
sign of good luck

j if his palm should itch it is
a 6%n that he is about to receive money

; if his
nose should tingle, that ho is going to be vexed
or pleased, according to whether the titulation
is most observable on the outsido or inside of
that organ

;
if his ears should burn, he may be

sure some one is talking about him
;

if the sole
of his foot should exhibit any irritation, he may
make preparation for going to strange places;
should he trip in running upstairs, a wedding may
be expected

; and should he shudder, some one
is walking over the spot that is to be his grave.
Should he forget anything, or have to torn back
for it after leaving the house, be must sit down
before starting afresh, or he will meet with bad
luck. In some parts of the country it is deemed
imperative that he should also eat and drink, to
avert the evil hia carelessness would otherwise
draw upon him. If he should meet a squint-
«*yed person, he need not anticipate much profit
frorn the nudortaking in which he is engaged

;

lor in this rude and illogical learning a squiut'
eye is an evil eye for others besides its unfor-
tunste possessor. His own hands tell his own
fortune, without any need of consultation with
the palraister

; for if there bo specks upon his
thumb-nails, he is going to receive a gift; if
these marks appear upon his first finger-nail, he
Ims a friend

; if upon the second, a foe
; if upon

the third, a visit to pay; and upon the fourth, a
journey to go,

[July 20, 1867.

nifies the prospective receipt of money
;

if it be
oblong, it is a coffin, and announces death

; if it
be hooded, or thicker at one end than the other,
It 18 a cradle, and intimates the probability of an
addition to the family circle. A film of soot
hanging to either of the bars of the fire-place, is
called a stranger, and indicates the arrival of
one

; and, should the fire only burn on one side,
the approach of a stranger is considered to ac-
count for the non-combuBtion of the rest of the
fuel. Sparks are more definite : they point out
that the strangers to be expected are enemies.
A tallow-candle, every one knows, lets us know
when we are about to receive a letter, and the
expression of “a thief in the candle” applied to
fiery excrescences on the wick, looks as though
our forefathers relied upon the candle as a sort
of burglar-detective, the transition from the
security afforded by artificial light against mid-
night depredators to the object yielding that light
being easy. Out of doors it is just the same :

there is a meaning to many things where none
might be expected; and nearly everything the
eye rests upon is an omen of some sort. As is
probably allowed, whether in jest or earnest,
wherever the English tongue is spoken,—a crow,
in the south, a magpie in the north,—means
much more than a close inspection of those
ornithological specimens would lead us to
suspect : one crow is sorrow, two are mirth,
three a wedding, and four a birth. Here
the indicative powers of crows cease

; but
magpies continue the tale, five are heaven, six
are hell, and seven “the de’il’s own sell.”
Crows are accredited with a determination to
soil the garments of such persons who do not
pub on some new garments on Easter Sunday
S>irtTiW O 1 I •_ 1 . . - , . .

tto presremio/of othr
™ ^ “‘I *>=•>>» b=>th asBociatod

d»v7 a Zt hLZ ““ with this Bort of domestic magic. Tho ash. foritojjis a most hazaidoas proceeding; all sorts mstanoe. has powers OTcr witches and wizaLs •

“>0 cud lasses choose lovers by^
WAS iicnu ui Lue rasr

mortal who presumes to cut them on the Sab-
bath-day,—“ better for him he had nevw been
born

;
and to ent an infant’s nails before it is a

year old is a sure way to make it a thief. Sneexing
indicates a great deal more than the develop-
TYieinf. *. Tj t .1 . . w. A

— a.wQ ash I do confees.
But new pull’d from the tree

;

TL« first young man that I shaU meet
My OWL true lote shall be."

Herbs have offices beyond those of healing.indicates a great deal more than the develop- o
beyond those of healing,

raent of a catarrh or cold in the head. In tho ^

unasaociated with onions, has a property
matter of steriiutation lip-lore has shaped tho

attractive as its flavour associated with that
experience into this :— !

appetizing. A maiden can see her future

j

husband if she likes to pull a leaf or two of it
at midnight on Midsummer’s-eve. Our rustic
informant of this fact tried this charm some fifty
years ago, and saw, as she Ifft the garden for the

]

house agsiti, the young man she married walk-
;

mg across an adjoining field. Her curiosity
brought none of the evil consequences that are
supposed by some to accrue to charm-trying, for
she and her husband are still living, and among

“ Sneezp on Monday, sneeze for danger;
Sneeae on Tuesday, kis.t a stranger

jSneeze on Wednesdsy, get a letter;
Sneeze on Thursday, aomething tetter

jSneeze on Enday, sneeze for sorrow;
Saturday, see your true lovo lo-mozrow.’'

Another rhyme says,

—

“ Sneeze three times befure you’re up,
You see you’re sweetheart before you anp.’’

ECCLESIASTICAL GELEBEATIOXS AT
HOilE,

The magnificent celebrations just brought to
a close for the Centenary of St. Peter and
canonizing of twenty-five new saints, might be
considered from various points of view. It is
not our part or desire here to enter upon any
theological question or to estimate any one of the
interests affecting the Rotnan Catholic cause in
these proceedings that are said to have attracted
a greater number of prelates and priests to that
Church’s metropolis than ever had been seen
there. We have to confine ourselves to the
purely artistic aspects, and the question as to
the phase in the story and progress of sacred
art, the claim to rank as arbiters of taste or
style in things admitted within the sanctuary
asserted for herself by Rome in the aggregate of
costly displays, in the gallery of paintings (as
we might call it, though ephemeral indeed), and
in lavish apparatus prepared expressly for these
days of solemnity in the St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s
basilicas. In one respect, superior to what was
seen in the former church, on occasion of tho
previons canonization (the 8th of June, 1862),
the decorating of the same interior, in this last
instance, profuse and gorgeons as it was, had
one good feature,—that it adapted itself to,
instead of in any part concealing, the architec-
tnral whole; and, amidst the multiplicity of
silken hangings, painted banners, gai'lauds, and
gold lace, all the principal lines and masses in
the vast basilica were left distinctly marked
out. In the choice of colour, the prevalence of
warm crimson and gold was happy, and the
^ace of pendant draperies was pleasing. The
illumination, also tastefully designed, and
marvellously diffused over every “ coin of
vantage,” radiating from the colossal tiara and
cross, suspended centrally above the nave, and
from measureless heights where it might b©
supposed no human hand could reach, produced
effect the finer inasmuch as it did not dispel the
solemn twilight, but seemed, like countless
gems, to shine amidst a rich gloom, that allowed
to appear, but yielded not to, tbe lustre of
lamps, tapers, chandeliers, and candelabra. The
report that for this decoration alone had been
spent 80,000 scudi, that each of the great
candelabra of woodwork made to imitate marble
had cost 500 scudi, aud that the round sum of
100,000 scudi was the minimum required for the
occasion within the wall’s of St. Peter’s alone,
need not have caused surprise to auy spectator.
But nothing better can wo say of the gorgeous
ensemble than that, aeon by artificial light, with

—AA.A.W. .. IS seiciea wiin almost
as much solemnicy as attended the adjustication
of the proper recurrence of Easter, in the days
of rivalry between the Celtic and Homan
churches :

—

Those who wesh on Monday have all the -week to drv

;

Those who vos-ji on Tuesday will hare one day eoae'bv-

^^the'we
Wedncsdiiy wash ia tho middle of

0° Thursday hare all their clothes to

Those who wash on Fridsy must truly wash at need •

Ihose who wash on Saturday must be sluts indeed.’’’

It will be seen that it would be next to im-
possible for ony rightly-disposed person to com-
mence laundry uperations later than Tuesday in
tbe face of this statement. The working-classes
of ^ndon have a hebdomadal nomenclature of
their own : Black Monday, Miserable Tuesday,
Dreadful Wednesday, Equal Thursday, Better
Friday, Joyful Saturday, Glorious Sunday. As-
sistants in shops, especially, sympathise} with
these attributes and own their application. After
their holiday on Sunday, a return to business on
Monday morning may be felt as tedious. Tues-
day and Wednesday drag on still shadowed by
tho contrast of patt joys; but Thursday is mid-
way between these and those in anticipation.
Friday heralds the near approach of the Sunday
holiday

;
and by Saturday anticipation baa con-

creted into content. Tho Saturday half-holiday
movement haf, probably, dimmed the acuteness
of this feeling, which, for all we know, may have
been thus expressed by London ’prentices in the
days of Queen Bess, or before. Portents do not
disdain to indicate the approach of events in the

'

homeliest forms. Oar current lip-lore assigns
different meanings to the cinder that flies ont
of the fire on to the hearth-rug, according to its
shape. If it be roundiBb, it is a purse, aud sig-

• -.A ... .. Ki. isaA4AAA avT-Xl clIViAllOlCii Wll'J
A-A... .. BKO juure aweeitmart Delore you aop."

,

her husband are Still living, and among almost total exclusion of that of day, i

Some household duties are regulated bv a
' ^“^dsome progeny is to be counted one of Proved magical, mysterious in resplendence,

regard for old-world rules that some people
i

Cross and harmonious in all its varieties of pomp. The
could not bring themselves to infringe for any '

^ commission, for chivalry in the field in the ‘details would not bear inspection
;
and, as seen by

convenience. Washing-day is settled with almost '

common light, the whole appeared theatrical, in
na -AA. is,. .... Wc LavG not touchcd upou the pageants still

“'any jjarts even tawdry aud trivial. What
lingering in this centnry, nor upon curious local

|

bo more offensive, for instance, than imita-
customs, nor related legends, nor described tho ' snOpUire, namely, chiaro-scuro paintings on
ghosts, goblius, hobgoblins, fairies, brownies,

j

boards to represent colossal statues of saints
elves, bogies, kelpies, and other aupcruatnral '

upper file of arched niches, the lower of
beings that Lave sent so many little folks to bed !

the upper also to some extent),
trembling, and caused them to lie there shudder-

1

naves and transepts, are occupied by the
ing with their faces covered with the bedclothes

,

figures in marble of all founders and
in so many lands, through so many centuries. I

fouudresses of religious orders ? What could bo
IMfferent countries have their special customs,

j

unsuitable than artificial flowers, in ira-
their special snpernatural beings, and local I

“6“®® garlands and bouquets, which, with
legends, most of which liave found their way i

childish idea of bringing such details into ac-
into niches of local literature. Goblins and

I

cordanoe with tho scale of architecture, were
hobgoblins, however, are citizens of the world, ' actually made colossal also, chalices aud peta’
for we CXOect thpL. if fr^rzI’Lf. norl slnc.r.A:K.,rl f SWelliniT into 1 nHi/BY.rtnolTT

.--~,g_„...AA-, AAW..A.. 5.,, tilt! uiLiZfus oi LDc wnriQ,
for we expect that if Gbetho had described the
beings he feared to see as he hurried out of bedm the old mansion a6 Frankfort to be frightened
back into it again by his father, who waylaid
him ID the long dusky passages, with his dress-
ing-gown turned inside out for the purpose, he
would have painted them in similar outlines to
those with which Sir Walter Scott would have
depicted them at a similar age. We have simply
shown our readers a few samples of the new
curiosities antiquaries are now collecting,
many of which have nob been hitherto aught but
lip-lore, and from which their industry and
intelligence are likely to fashion into form and
limn with vivid eolonrs most interesting addi-
tions to our knowledge of the manner of tho
growth of the hnnian mind.

CLAPnAM.—The chief stone of new Sund.ay-
achools and lecture-hall has been laid at Grafton-
square, CJapham. The entire cost of the structure

P™"’* afocssories, highly coDdneiTS, inde

Mr d
“"-J- “''''itect, and to the effect of that stately pageant asMr. Saanders the builder of tho new hall. | slowly defiled throagli the array if troops wil

AA.rA.AeA.._y .UCAV.V/ UIBU, ^'IlUllCCa aUU pbLUlfc

swelling into proportions ludicrously beyond
nature ! Wo might even forgive chiaro-scuro
on flat surfaces, to imitate th'o inimitable, in
comparison to the absurdity of painted cheru-
bim, all blooming in fleshiness, and Valen-
tine in style, supporting similarly painted
garlands, alike flimsy in material, along the
summit of cornices, behind interminable rows of
tapers! As to the attempts at higher art, the
colossal groups, illustrating the lives of the new
saints, hung over each entrance within the
atrium, aud pendant on banners from each arch
along the naves, sufficed merely to tell their
stories with some effect from a distance, though
exception might be made in favonr of one, by
Signor Grandi, presenting a miracle wrought by
S. Paolo della Croce, founder of the Passionist
Order. And the other great banners carried in
the procession, displaying more conspicuone or
ecstatic scenes in the careers of the same indivi-
duals, could not be said, at most, to attain any
worthier object than the supply of so many im-
posing accessories, highly conducive, indeed,
fr\ +1.— aWUaA -e Al-_A A 1
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the gleam of tapera lighted in every hand, the

ihtmdreds of mitres, and superb varieties

of eocleaiastical costume—episcopal, cardinali-

tial, oriental. Graver objections than any we
have made above might be urged against the

introduction of the cross of St. Peter, instead of

that by which a lost world was saved, as the

igrand luminous centre to all regards, pendent
from the tiara and keys, that blazed likediamonds,

all in glass, high above the arcades between
vault and cornice. Nor could there, we thought,

be a less dignified subject chosen to represent in

picture the supremacy of St. Peter than the

homage offered by the natives of all lands, in

ideal grouping, through that ceremony of kias-

I ing the foot of the well-known, bronze statue that

iBtands in the same church, and was this day
decked out in Papal robes,— such being the

(Scene indifferently painted over the chief portal

I on the inner side. And this intent to refer the

:

glories of the occasion to St. Peter, in the tme
ispirit of Rome, however inadmissible by Protes-

tants, was manifest in another accessory not

(Suitable as entering into the decorative whole,

Ithe inscribing on gold ground along the entire

extent of cornices, and in enormous letters dis-

itinct at that height, the full narrative of the

I mysterious discourse held by the Saviour, after

illlis Resurrection, with that Apostle, while

iiaronnd the cupola was read in similar letters

)ion gold the text in which sneh spiritual preroga-

i tives are conferred on Peter by the Divine

d Master.

Turning to another art, we must report in the

I highest terms of praise the character and execn-

itiou of the grand anthem “ Tu cs Petrus,” &c.
voomposed by Mustafa, the first soprano singer

jlof the Sixtine Chapel, and performed at the
jioffertory by three choirs, each of 100 voices,

rausworing from extremities of the church in

ilstraius that seemed to float through and pervade
titsentfiro atmosphere, and in their alternations

)lof exultant jubilee and sublime mournfalness,
iianswered to our imagining of the song of angels
amoro than any vocal music we have ever heard.
\ A grand passage also was the Tc Deum, in that

): part where wind instruments accompanied the
II fine old chant in which it is invariably sung at

li Italian worship
;
and the clarion strain.s at the

3l elevation had the thrilling effect never to be
0 forgotten by those who have attended the Papal
li high mass.

The choral music at the grand Vespers, when
.v was repeated the same resplendent illnmination
si at St. Peter’s on this evening, would alone have
psnfliced to signalize the day among the /asti of
S Rome’s religious observances. And with a
“ Girandola” on the Pincian Hill, more brilliant

a and varied even than the precedents of such
fi fiery spectacles—the chief design intended to

il illnstrate the triumphs of the Church over the
f. five regions of earth (Australia inclnded)—were
c closed the pomps of the 29fch of June, 1867,
d destined to perpetual record for the sixty-second
a act of canonization performed by the Roman
P Pontiffs, perhaps in no preceding instance
a attended with circumstances more impressive.

The exposition of the chair of St. Peter, re-

n moved from its bronze case and colossal sup-

p porting statues, to be displayed for three days
a above a lateral altar, ofi'ered a study for the
ai antiquary, and attracted crowds even amidst the
ri ritual splendours of the 29th of June. Of dark
st stained wood, the seat made very deep, it has a
hi high back terminating in a triangle, and adorned
V with round head open work

5
the front, below

tl the seat, encrusted with ivory in eighteen small

p panels, on each of which is incised either an
a nnimal or some symbol not easily distinguished
a at the distance in which the relic was now seen.

From such description, it is apparent that the
H Roman tradition of this being an antique sena-
titorial, or cumle, chair, applied to Christian pur-

p poses for the use of St. Peter as an episcopal
t' throne, is quite untenable,—if anything, the evi-

|d dence of its details seeming to imply Byzantine
.r. rather than other origin.

For the decoration of St. Paul’s, scene of
ill the grand ceremonies on the 30th, the Pope,
n- with all the cardinals and prelates attend-
ii ing, a better principle was adopted than at

S St. Peter’s : scarce any draperies or bangings
wwere admitted, but a profuse, and, indeed,
t( tasteful illumination was dispersed along frame-

1 S' work that followed in general the lines of
1 3 architecture. As to the various popular flltes

a: and spectacles extending over eight days,
aiand directed by the magistracy in honour of the

f great religious occasion, it may suffice to report
tlthat they were, as invariably the case with such
tl things in Rome, brilliant, ingenious, and ably

carried ont; nor conld anything have been

finer in its kind than the displays of pyrotechny.

The illumination of the Capitoline Museum
claimed higher admiration in the sphere of

calm and classic beauties. Though not intro-

duced amidst ritual celebrations, the great pic-

ture painted for this occasion by Fracassini, to

be placed in n hall of the Vatican among other

illustrations of hagiography, and representing tho

deaths of the nineteen friars, monks, and secular

priests who were hanged in a garret where they

had sought refuge from Calvinistic persecu-

tion at Gorkura, all being among the individuals

now raised to the honours of the altar,— this

powerful art-work may here be noticed as the

great snccess of the day in Rome, and as indeed

asserting for Signor Fracassini, who is still

young, a primordial rank in the local school;

his afi’ecting treatment of a painful subject

having this high merit,—to say the least,—that

it renders the horrors of the scene subordinate

to, and subdued before, those higher attributes

in which is announced the triumph of the im-

mortal over the mortal, the victory of faith at

life’s direst trial. For some fortnight before the

removal of this picture, the studio of its artist

was daily thronged by visitors of all classes,

attracted by all that fame had made known
with no exaggerating tongue. As to the many
other artists employed for the pictures at St.

Peter’s, and remunerated according to their

standing, it would be useless to record their names,

HEALTHFUL DWELLINGS CHARAC-
TERISED BY CHEAPNESS.*

I HAVE stated that the best sanitary construc-

tion of a house, apart from any question of cost,

would be on the principle of the Crystal Palace,

only with thick slabs of opaque glass, and with

double walls, inclosing (like double windows) a

still air, which would be the best means of

meeting external variations of heat and cold

and preventing tho evils of the absorption of

moisture or of miasma. 'Pbo chief novelty in

construction in the Exhibition is in the model
dwelling of tho Co-operative Society of Paris,

made by M. S. Ferrand, the architect, to some
extent on the principle I have stated.

He constructs his walls of hollow brick in this,

aud makes the wall double
;
thus :—The thick-

ness of the double wall is 5 in., which, of course,

would be insufficient for bearing purposes. But
the wall is held together, and the bearing power
is obtained, on what I have termed the Crystal

Palace principle, by iron columns, beams, and
croastrees.

Ho claims for this construction the advan-
tages of walls which are thin, and which, there-

fore, save space, and yet are warmer, resist

changes of temperature better, aud are better

noD-condnetors of sound than tho common brick

or stone bearing walls, and that at a lower cost.

Of the hollow-brick cottage constructions,

with hollow-brick flat roofs as well as walls, in

England, it is reported that, as anticipated, they

are warmer in winter and cooler in summer than
the common constructions

;
whilst of ancient

hollow floors, that are warmed by hot air under-

neath them, it is declared that tho warmth
derived from their extended surface is more
comfortable than that derived from any other

mode of house-warming.
M. Ferrand has an extended application of

these double walls as a means of equalizing

temperature. He opens the space between the

two hollow walls into the cave or cellar beneath

the ground-floor, from which the air circulates

between the walls. Tho air of the cave being

cooler in summer and warmer in winter in ex-

tremes of temperature than tho outer air, this

inner structure of air serves to maintain an
equable temperature in the interior hollow wall

and in the wall surface of the room. The prin-

ciple of construction has been applied in hospital

hnts in hot climates, as reported, sucoessfully.

The hollow of the double wall is also applied as

a means of prodneing a current of air for inte-

rior ventilation, tho success of which in M.
Ferrand’s construction I bad no means of getting

tested.f

Of the superior quality of the wall itself, or its

advantage as a non-conductor of heat and of

sound, of its economy ofspace, and of the general

* From Mr. Edwin Chadwick’s Report. See p. 613,

ante.

t Vide for plane. Army Sanitary Commissioneri’ Re-
port on the Improvement of tho Sanitary Condition of

Barracka and Hospitals.

advantage of this iron-tied construction, there

can be no doubt. If it were of our common
brick construction, tho expense of a dwelling of

the same size, constructed in the cheapest man-
ner, would not be less than 150Z. I have an
estimate from Mr. Samuel Sharp, the architect

to whom I am indebted for assistance in the

drawings and the technical points of this report,

that, on a large scale, tho improved iron-tied

double-wall, detached dwelling might be con-

structed in England for 1101. Moreover, the

substitution of the 5-in. wall for the common
brick Ll-iu. cottage wall wonld ensure a gain of

710 cubic feet of space, which, as such space is

now allotted in cottages, would serve as breath-

ing space for two people.

Instead of facing the interior wall with soft

plaster and paper, it might be faced with a

light-coloured Scott’s cement, in which case, at

no great expense, tho wall would bo washable,

and its sanitary quality wonld be nearly as per-

fect as if it were faced with an improved and
smooth tile surface.

On tho whole, this construction is eminently

worthy of consideration as being an advance in

the principle of construction, and as affording the

beet promise of any in the Exhibition in con-

nexion with tho sanitary improvement of the

dwellings of the general population.

Besides tho sanitary improvement of the im-

permeable and washable interior glazed brick-

wall of the model cottage of 1851, there arc

other long-tried and proved improvements in

construction in England, which, nevertheless,

have not got into extended use. There are

various practical reasons for this. In the first

place, they are little known to iudividnals, and
the common builders only attend to general

demands
;
and any improvements requiring new

forms which need care or study in alterations

and adaptations for which there is no general

demand can only be executed at increased ex-

pense to the first individual who adopts them.

The common builder has rarely any interest in

change, and is usually prejudiced against them,

as requiring a change of habits in construction.

Besides these trade obstacles to amendment,

there have been experienced serious obstacles

from the trades unions to improved constructions

of hollow brick. If the hollow brick be made of

the usual size, the gain is chiefly in the quality

of tho brick, and there is little advantage in the

price of tho niannfactnre. But there is much
gain if the cubic contents bo enlarged ;

and a

plan and estimate of a cottage, which I directed

to bo prepared for tho Prince Consort, was sub-

mitted to the late Mr. Thomas Cubitt, the omi-

nent builder and contractor, with walls of hollow

brick, each of the size of twelve of the common
bricks, and the 9-in. wall set in cement, costing

3a. tho superficial yard, against 43. 6d. and Ss.

for tho common brick wall set in mortar; tho

whole cottage, with improved qualities and wash-

able walls, costing 23 per cent, lees than the

common brick construction. The contractor

admitted tho correctness of the estimates, but

he declined to adopt tho new construction, and

gave to me his reasons, to this effect :
—“If I

adopt that new aud large form of brick, which

requires tho use of both hands to set it, my men
will strike, and I shall have all the labour of

overcoming resistance ;
and when I have done it,

and shown how much more cheaply the con-

struction may be made, others will follow me,

and I shall have no profit, and nothing bub

trouble and vexation for my labour. I will not,

therefore, undertake it.” In other instances of

the introduction, not of hollow brick of new
sizes, but of machine-made brick of the common
size, but consolidated and improved by pressure,

the trades unions, at the instance of the brick-

makers, have combined to prevent them ; and

thns one section of the wages classes have been

blindly led to oppose most important improve-

ments in the dwellings and the health and com-

fort of the whole of the wage olasses.

There is, however, one important material, of

which extended adaptations from all parts of

Europe are displayed in the Exhibition—namely,

Portland cements,in various forms of concretes,

—

that appears to present great and earlier facility

of individual use, with tho least amount

skilled labonr.

My attention was particularly directed by the

late lamented Captain Fowke to concretes, as a

means of advance in quality as well as economy

in labouring-class dwellings. He used much of

it in constructions connected with tho South

Kensington Museum. Au inferior specimen of

it is presented in a small cntrfluoe-lodge there.

It is proved that with a proportion of from one-
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fifth to one-eighth of Portland cement to sand,
grovel, or small stone a wall may be made one-
third stronger than common brickwork; or with
concrete a wall may be made of equal strength
with one-third the thickness of common brick-
work, and of equal thickness, about one half the
price. The common brick absorbs about 20 per
cent, of water. The concrete wal does not absorb
one quarter that quantity, and takes about a
quarter that time in drying, and when made of
the harder stone, and properly set, it may be
^id to be impermeable to wet. In the French
Exhibition of building materials there is a very
interesting collection of specimens of concrete
from Yicat’s cement (which is nearly the same
as Portland), with table tope for wine taverns, of
polished stone, held together, like mosaic work
by the cement; as well as stone for foot and
road pavement, and blocks for walls. In the
North German department, from the mannfac-
tory at Bonn, there are large tiles made of Port-
land cement, with coloured concrete facings,
worth examining; as also some very good sculp-
ted casts and objects of external decoration.
But the chief development of the application of
cement to concrete constructions is made by M.
Coi^et, who, by machinery, crushes stone into
as fine a sand and powder as he can get it, and
mixes the materials of lime and cement, and
by pressure produces specimens of enormous
strength

;
when powdered granite or porphyry is

used, of strength approaching to that of the
onginal stone. In the annexe near the pond in
the direction of the Pont de Jena, there is a
school-house constructed by him, with statues of
granite, porphyry, and other objects, specimens
of the material. These various specimens go to
prove that, if objects with the qualities of hard
stone are required, it will be more economical to
break the stone into pieces and recast it in
moulds with cement than to carve it. One of
the most important specimens is the flat con-
Crete roof and its wide span, proving the possi-
bility of making the ceilings and roofs of houses
as with one large slab of stone. The principle
of construction established by these concretes is

everything is made, as it were, a monolith.A church at Vesinet, near Paris, is made of the
Beton Coignet, and the steeple may be said to be
a monolith. In inferior constructions this is of
importance, as cisterns and large water-tanks
are made of it, as in one piece, without the in-
security of numerous mere common mortar-joints.
The proportions of thecommon beton, or concrete
were—of river-sand of good quality, 5 cubic
metres ; hydraulic lime, slaked in powder, 1 cubic
m6tre; heavy Paris cement (considered equal to
Portland cement), 250 kilogrammes. In 1848 I
got some trial works made for the use of con-
Crete for public drainage and sewerage work.
I do not know what cement was used

; but, as
cements were at that time less understood, pro-
bably the wrong sort was used, for the report
was unfavourable. Subsequently large quan-
titles of Portland cement have been used for the
Thames Embankment; and Mr. John Grant, the
engineer in charge of the works on the south
side of the river, has made very extensive trials,
stated in an interesting paper, to be found in
the Transactions of the Institution of Engineers
of London, which establish the great strength
of the material. The chief engineers of the city
of Paris informed me that they have used large
quantities of the Beton Coignet for sewers, for
which, on account of its monolithic principle
and evenness of surface, it is very advantageous

;

and that they are using it in the construction of
bridges, and are well satisfied with it. I did
not ascertain the various costa of production, but
the price charged for this mere finely manipu-
lated concrete is less than for stone, though I
did not perceive that in the class of dwellings in
question it would have any material advantage
in price over common brick; in sanitary qualities,
however, it would have very great advantage
indeed. It was averred that houses constructed
of it, instead of being unsafe to occupy within
a year, would be very safe to occupy within little
more than a month.
But the Emperor has, on the advice of Mr

W. E. Newton, the English engineer, adopted
for the forty new dwellings of which I have
already spoken concrete construction, which will
remedy almost entirely the common default of
damp walls of the first set of buildings erected
by him, and give him the advantage over all the
model dwellings in the Exhibition in economy
and quality of wall construction, except as to
quality in the double hoUow walls of the co-
operative association.

The new wall construction is of Portland

cement, one-eighth of cement to the gravel,
sand, and stones to be got from the stratum of
the foundations, and may be made without
bricklayers or masons, and with common labour.
Various forms of concrete walls—the cob-walls
and flms in Devonshire—are of old date ; but
there has been one inconvenience in their con-
struction, that deep troughs, or inclosed cases of
the height of one story, were necessary

; but for
the Emperor’s new dwellings there was used a
movable case, invented by Mr. Joseph Tall, with
which the walls may be constructed veiy quickly

^ any height, with considerable gain in time.
With one-eighth of Portland cement the coat of
this construction in England is generally about
one-half the price of brickwork

; and as in small
dwellings, with much diviaion-walling, nearly
two-thirds of the entire cost of construction is in
brickwork, this economy of half upon two-thirds
is a_ very important gain, constituting often a
turning-point of commercial advantage. Where
improved model dwellings now yield 5^ per cent
as the average of the later buildings in the
metropolis do, there is a great convenience of the
concrete walling for distant places, in this re-
spect, that, inasmuch as the cement is only
about one - eighth the weight of the mass of
brickwork, there is only about one-eighth the
cost of carriage, where brick is not to be had on
the spot, and where there is loose stone, sand,
and gravel, or clay that may be burned, and
where there is common unskilled labour avail-
able. By putting in cylinders of zinc, and lining
them with cement as the walls are carried up,
and when completed, taking them out, round
and smooth chimneys, and water-sponts, and
ventilation and warming flues may be formed
readily, cheaply, and exactly. In respect to air-
flues and spouting, the concrete construction ap-
pears to have the advantage over any of the
other constructions that I found in the Exhi-
bition, and to be readily available for much
B^itary improvement. The concrete renders
skirting,boards—those great harbours for vermin

unnecessary, and it runs all round the door
and the window-frames, and therefore no fillet-
ing round them is required. The ceilings and
roofs are made with concrete, for which Colonel
Scott, E.E., has invented a very economical
iron framing. Of this concrete construction of
ceilings and roofs, as well as of walls and stairs,
there is little but the doors and window-frames
to burn, and they may be said to be fireproof.
The colour of the concrete wall of Portland

cement is that of the darker stucco colour of
houses in London, or of brown paper; which,
however passable it may be for exterior surfaces,
leaves improvement necessary in lightness and
cheerfulness, even if the inner surface of the
concrete wall be smooth. Colonel Scott, who
succeeded Captain Fowke at the South Kensing-
ton Museum, and who has conducted extensive
experiments on cements (stated in the Trans-
actions of the Royal Engineers), and is deemed a
leading authority on the subject, has invented
one cement, which appears to be the desideratum
for cheap wall-facing. It is a species of artificial
gypsum, of a light warm colour, or of a light lime
colour. When properly laid on, it is even better
than Parian facings. It is hard, impermeable to
wet, and it is, above all, washable. It has already
been introduced for the lining of hospital wards,
as possessing the requisite qualities. The ex-
pense of a facing with this cement, if properly
used, is about two-thirds the expense of the
ordinary three-coat work.
On the question of comparative economy of

the concrete walling and the brick walling, it is
assumed that the two walls are of equal thick-
ness

;
but in the plans of model dwellings

originally presented to the Prince Consort a con-
struction was proposed on the panel or buttress
principle, to economise material as well as
space, the bearing power being supplied by the
buttresses; and this may be given by 9-in.
walling, with concrete, or in appropriate forms
of hollow brick

; and 4-in. or 5-in. walling of the
right materials may serve for the necessary pro-
tection against the weather. 4i.in. walls of
properly-made hard hollow brick are proved to
be better protection against weather in times of
frost than Q-in. or 14-in. common brick or soft
stone.

In the English exhibition of materials there is
a new species of walling, invented by Mr. B.
Nicoll, of London, which presents very great
advantage in non-absorbency of moisture, in
non-conduction of heat, in having a washable
internal facing, in saving space as against com-
mon brickwork, and being lower in price. Over
a framework of strong cross wires, of about an

eighth of an inch thick, there is woven by a
powerful machine a mass of straw or fibrous
matter, which is saturated with a solution which
renders it fireproof. It is then subjected to very
powerful pressure. A coating of light Scott’s
cement mixed with Parian cement is then put
upon it for inside facing, and of Portland cement
for the outside facing, The surfaces are im-
permeable to moisture, smooth and washable
with water, so as to save the expense of repeated
lime-washings. It is formed into slabs in iron
frames, which are put together and closely and
securely fastened with bolts. The slabs are fromn in. to in. thick. These slabs serve as
superior panelling for dividing walls and parti-
tions. Where space is of importance it has the
advantage, perhaps, over concrete walling, in
enabling a wall to be made of not more than
li in. or 2 in. in thickness, and yet its quality
deadens sound. It has also great advantages for
weatherproof roofing superior to slate or tile,
though not, as I conceive, superior to well-made
hollow brick (when it can be got), tied together
with iron ties and covered with layers of apshalte
and cement. In the Prince Consort’s model the
principle of the flat roof was adopted, but none
of the model dwellings in the Exhibition have
attained to that principle.

Where ground -space is dear, as it is with
dwellings of the labouring classes in town, there
is good reason for utilising the roof-space. It
serves as an additional drying-ground. In dry
weather it may be used for the children to play
on. One example has been set in London, where
in a densely-crowded neighbourhood, there being
no playground for a boys’ school, they have
made one for them on the flat roof. If any one
will look over the city ouvrieres of Mulhouse, it
will be seen what a large amount of roof-space
is lost; and yet the cost of the weather-tight
flat roof of concrete or hollow brick is nearly a
third less in England than the timber, slhte, or
tile roof. Its greatest convenience or use, how-
ever, would be for self-contained dwellings; on
them the father of the family may sit in fine
weather, and have better air and an extended
prospect, and enjoy himself in the Oriental
fashion.

In respect to theeconomyofthese improved con-
structions, there can be no doubt that fully 24 per
cent, of saving is attainable, either on the hollow-
brick principle, on the simple concrete principle,
or on the Nicoll wall principle of construction.
Mr. Samuel Sharp has made a very close esti-
mate of a four-tenemented dwelling, on the
principle of construction of the Prince Consort’s
model dwelling. At the present prices in
England such a dwelling conld not be con-
structed of brick for less than 4001, or lOOi.
each separate dwelling. On the concrete prin-
ciple of construction, with Nicoll dividing walls,
It might be constructed for 3001, or 751. each
dwelling, minus the cost of land. Apart, how-
ever, from the superiority in quality, the improved
dwellings would have a gain of cubic space.
The cost of the chief dwellings and the space in
them is as follows :

—

Total cable Cost per
ml. t.T iL - ... space. cubic foot.The Mulhouse dwelliaga 9 625 3The Workmen of Paris ditto 6|950 61
The Co-operatives of Paris ditto ... 7,480 4Model dwellings (concrete), with
washable interior walls, on the
Prince Consort’s principle of flat

4,800 3

THE NEW DISCOVERIES IN ACOUSTICS.*

That the acoustical force is closely corelated,
and strictly analogous, to the other forces con-
nected with material substructure, and espe-
cially to the electric, as has before been noted in
the Builder, and to the elastic and cohesive
forces, as well as probably to the diamagnetic
and magnetic; and that the acoustical force is
subject to laws strictly analogous to those even
of light and heat, although its semi-mechanical
natnre shows its still closer affinity to the forces
first referred to,—all this is now becoming more
and more apparent. Professor Tyndall has of
late been much engaged in this special field of
scientific research, and his discoveries are likely
to lead to important progress towards a cleariug
up of those perplexing mysteries in respect to
acoustics in the design and construction of
churches and halls which so often trouble and

* “Sound: A Course of Eight Lectures, 'delivered at
‘“0 Koval Institution of Great Britain.” BvJobnTvn-

1^7
London : Longmans, Green, & Co.
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Heappoint the architect. Meantime, however,

.he Bcience is in a very immature state in such

fespects as these, but the results already attained

ire both carious and instructive. We have

3iore than once given particulars from Dr.

f^ndall’s lectures, while they were in course

)f delivery, and especially as to sensitive flames,

)r the influence of the sounds of articulate

ipeech upon gas jets ; and we propose here to

^vc some further details, as to both singing and

lensitive flames, and as to the laws and. con-

clusions aii’eady deduced from these and’ other

researches on acoustical vibrations.

Friction^ remarks Dr. Tyndall, is always

;”hythmic. When we pass a resiued bow across

a string, the tension, of the string secures the

perfect rhythm of the friction. When we pass

I'ihe wetted finger round the edge of a glass, the

rweaking itp of the friction into rhythmic pulses

uxpresaes itself in music. Savart’s experiments

rcrove the friction of a b'quid against the sides

fif an oriliae through which it passes, to be com-

petent to produce musical sounds. Let a tube

ejo filled with water, its extremity being closed

py a plate- of brasSr which is pierced by a oir-

icnlar orifice of a dianuatar equal to the thickness

fif the plate. Removing a little peg which stops

b;he orifice, the water issues from it, and as it

isinks in the tube a musical note of great sweet-

euess issues' from the liquid column. This note

us due toj the intermittent flow of the liquid

bbhrough the orifice, by which the whole column

.labovo it ia thrown into vibration. The tendency

obo this effect shows itself when tea is poured

rfrom a teapot, in the circular ripples that cover

hiho falling liquid. The same intermittence is

'bbserved in the black dense smoke which rolls

nin rhythmie- rings from the funnel of a steamer.

.’ITho unpleasaat noiso ofi luusiled maehiaary is

•lalso a declaration of the fact that the friction- ia

mot uniform, but is duo to the alternate " bite
”

,tand release of the rubbing surfaces.

Where gases are concerned friction is of the

iisame intermittent character. A rifle bullet sings

nin its passage through the air, while to the rub-

libing of the wiud agaiust the boles and branches

faf the trees are to be ascribed the “ waterfall

otones ” of an agitated pine-wood. Pass

tateadily-bnrning candle rapidly through the air

;

nan indented band of light, declaring inter-

limittence, is the consequence, while the almost

cimusical sound which accompanies the appear-

Imnce of this band is the audible expression of the

hrhythm. On the other hand, if you blow gently

lagainst a candle flame, the fluttering noise an-

I'monnces a rhythmic action. When a gas flame

BIS simply enclosed within a tube, the passage of

lithe air over k. is usually sufiicient to produce

;lthe neccaBaiy rhythmic action, so as to cause

;lthe flame to burst spontaneously into song. Not
ilall, however, are aware of the intensity to which
bthis flame-music may rise.

In speaking of his researches as to singing

B;flamos, Dr. Tyndall says :

—

'While executing these experiments I once' noticed

Hhftt, on raising my Toice to the proper pitch, a flame

tlwhich had been burning silently in its tube began to sing.

HThe song was- interrupted, and the proper note sounded
leseyeral times ia sucoession. In every case the flame re-

'psponded by starting into song. The ssme observation

nhad, without my Itnowledge, been made a short time pre-

n.yiouslv by Count Schall'gotsch. Observe the conditions of

itho osperiment. I place a tube 12 in. long over this

liflame, whiah ocenpies a position within the tube about
^
li ia. from its lower eud. When the proper note is

sounded the flame trembles, but it does not sing. I lower
hitbo tube so that the flame shall be 3 in. from its lower end:
t it bursts spontaneously into song. Now, between these

*two positions there is a third, at which, if the flame be
y.. placed, it wail burn silently; but if it be excited by the

ruToiee it will sing, and continue (o sing.

In this position, then, it is able to sing, but it requires a

It start. It is, as it were, on the brink of a precipice, but it

^requires to be pushed over. I place the flame in this posi-

htion: it is silent; but on the soiuiding of the proper note

it it stretches forth its little tongue, and begins its song. By
pi placing my finger for an instant on the eud of the tube I

• stop the music
;
and now, standing as far from the flame

as this room W'ill allow me, I command the flume to sing.

It obeys immediately. I turn my back towards it and
terepeat the expenment. My body does not shade the

ill flame. The sonorous pulses run round me, reach the
lutube, and call forth the song. A pitch-pipe, or any other
id instrument whic^ields a note of the proper height, pro-

di duces the same efi^ct.

When n silent llsme capable of being excited is looked
.. ... in a moving mirror, it produces there a continuous
t.iband ©flight. Nothing can be more beautiful than the
sudden breaking up of this band into a string of richly

luminons pearls at the instant the voice is pitched to the
pi proper note.”

While treating of sensitive naked flames the

di doctor described some extraordinary phenomena.

“ The moat marvellous flame hitherto discovered,” he
rt remarks, “ia now before you. It issues from the singh
oiorificeof a steatite burner, and reaches a height of 24 in

II The slightest tap on a distant .anvil reduces its height to
' 7 in. When I shake this bunch of keys the flame is vio-

)« lently agitated, and emits a loud roar. The dropping of a
ii sixpenco into a hand already containing coin, at a distance

of 20 yards, knocks the flame down. I cannot walk across

the floor without agitating the flame. The creaking ofmy
boots sets it in violent commotion. The crumpling or

tearing of a bit of paper, or the rustle of a silk dress, does

the same. It is startled by the patter of a raindrop. I

hold a watch near the flame : nobody hears its ticks ;
but

you all see their effect upon the flame. At every tick it

falls. The winding up of a watch also produces tumult.

The twitter of a distant sparrow shakes the flame down;
the note of a cricket would do the same. From a distance

of 30 yards I have chirruped to this flame, and caused it

to fall and roar. I repeat a passage from Spenser:—
* Her ivory forehead, full of bounty brave.

Like a broad table did itself dispread

;

For Love, hie lofty tiriumphs to engrave.
And write the battles of his great godhead.

All truth aud goodness might therein be read,

For there their dwelling was, and when she spake,
Sweet words, like dropping honey she did shed

;

And through the pearls and rnties softly brake
A silver sound, which heavenly music seem’d to

m^e.'
The flame picks out certain sounds fijom my utterance ;

it

notices some by the slightest nod ; to others it bows more
distinctly

; to some its obeisance is very profound, while to

many sounds it turns an entirely deaf ear.

On chirruping to it, or on shaking a bunch of keys
within a few yards of it, great part of the flame is sud-

denly abolished. The light at the same time is practically

destroyed, a pale and almost non-luminous residue of it

alone remaining.
We have cahed this the 'vowel flame,’ because the

diffaront Towel sounds alTocfc it differently. These sounds
di&r from eaoh other through the admixture of higbi

tones with the fundamental one. It is to these tones, and
not to the fundamental one, that our flame is sensitive. I

utter a loud and sonorous u, the flame remains steady
;
I

change the sound to o, the flame quivers
; I sound e, aud

now the flameis strongly affected. I utter the words boot,

boat, aud beat in succession. To the first there is no re-

sponse
;
to the second the flame starts

;
but by the third it

is thrown into greater commotion ;
the sound Ah ! is still

more powerful. Did we not know the constitution of

vowel sounds, this deportment would bo au insolublo

enigma. As it is, however, the flame is a demonstrator of
the theory of vowel sounds. It is most sensitive to sounds
of high pitch; hence we should infer that the sound AA.'

contains higher notes than thesonndu; that n contains

higher notes thano; and o higher notes than v. I need
not say that this agrees pecfentily with the aaalysia of
Sdmbolhz.

This flame is peculiarly sensitive to the utterance of the

letter s. If the most distant person in the room were to

favour me with a 'hiss,' the flame would instantly sym-
pathise with him. A hiss contains the elements that most
forcibly alibct this flame. The gas issues from its burner
with a hiss, and aa external sound of this character is

therefore exceedingly effective.

Finally, I place tliia musical box upon the table, and
permit it to play. The flame behaves like a sentient crea-

ture; bowing slightly to some tones, but courtesying
deeply to others.”

the sinuses, or furrows, of the other systems, the two
systems, in wliolo or in part, destroy each other.
This mutual destruction of two systems of waves is

called interference.

The same remarks apply to sonorous waves. If in two
systems of sonorous waves condensation coincides with
condensation, and rarefaction with rarefaction, the sound
produced by such coincidence ia louder than that pro-
duced by either system taken singly. But if the condensa-
tions of the one system coincide with the rarefactions oi

the other, a destruction, total or partial, of both systems
is the conseqpence.
Thus, when two organ-pipes of the same pitch are placed

near each other on the same wind- chest aud thrown into
vibration, they so influence eaoh other, that as the air

enters the- embrochure of the one it quits that of the
other. At the moment, therefore, the one pipe produces
a condensation the other produces a rawdaction. The
sounds of two such pipes mutually destroy each other.

"When two musical sounds of nearly the same pitch are

sounded together the flow of the sound is disturbed by
beats.

These heats are due to the alternate coincidence and
interference of the two systems of sonorous waves. If
the two sounds be of the same intensity their coincidence
produces a sound of four times the iuteueity of cither

;

while their interference produces absolute silence.
_

The effect, then, of two such sounds in combination,
is a series of shocks, which we have called ‘ heats,’ sepa-
rated from eaoh other by a series of ‘ pauses.’

The rate at which the beats succeed each other is equal
to the difference between the two rates of ^bralion.
When a bell or disc sounds, the vibrations on opposite

aides of the same nodal line partially neutralise each
other; when a tuning-fork sounds the vibrations of its

two prongs in part neutralise each other. By cutting off

a portion of the vibratious in these caaes'the sound may
be intensified.

When a luminous beam, reflected on to a screen from
two tuning-forks producing beats, is acted upon by the

vibrations of both, the intermittence of the sound ia an-

nounced by the alternate lengthening aud shortening of

the band of light upon the screen.
The law of the superposition of vibrations above enun-

ciated is strictly true only when tho ampUtudes are ex-

ceedingly small. When the disturbance ofl the air by a

sounding body is so violent that the law no longer holds

good, secondary waves are formed which correspond to

the harmonic tones of the sounding body.
\Mien two tones are rendered so intense as to exceed

tlio liiiute of the law of Bnperpo8itaoll^ their secondary
waves combine to produce resultant tones.

Resultant tones are of two kinds: tho one class eor-

--aponding to rates of vibratiou equal to the diflerence

of the rates of tho two primaries
;

the other class cor-

responding to rates of vibration equal to the sum of tho

two primaries. The former are called difference tones,

the latter summation tones,"

We hope to hear more, shortly, of Dr. Tyndall’s

curious researches. Tho volume under notice ia

an exceedingly interesting one.

It is not to tho flp.me, as such, that these

effects are ascribed. Eftects substantially similar

are produced when jets of unignited coal-gas,

carbonic acid, hydrogen, or air are employed.
These jots may be rendered visible by smoke,
and tho smoke jets show a sensitiveness to

sonorous vibrations even greater than that of the

flames.

When a brilliant sensitive flame illuminates

an otherwise dark room, in which a suitable bell

ia caused to strike, a series of periodic quench-
ings of the light by the sound occurs. Every
stroke of the bell is accompanied by a momentary
dai-kening of the room.

Savart’s experiments on the inflaenco of

sonorous vibrations on jets of water belong to

the same class of effects. This subject is treated

of in the lectures.

In experimenting on the law of vibratory mo-
tions aud the theory of beats, a curious experi-

ment with a small brass table or mounted disc

on which the hands are laid, reminding one of

the spirit-knocking process, is thus described ;

—

> are now prepared for a very instructive erperi-
fhioh we owe to M. LiBsajous, I divide this brass
to six vibrating sectors; aud bringing the palm of
id near any one of the sectors, I intercept its vibra-
The sound is augmented. Placing my two hands

over two adficent sectors, you notice no increase of the
sound. Placing them, however, over a/fri-nafr sectors, a
striking augmentation of the sound is the consequence.
By simply lowering and raising my two hands, I produce
these marked variations of intensity. By the approach
of my hands I intercept the vibrations of the two sectors

;

their interference right aud left being thus abolished, the
remaining sectors sound more loudly. Passing my single
hand to aud fro along tho surface, you also hear a rise and
fall of the sound. It rises when my hand is over a vibra-
ting sector; it falls when the hand is over anodalline.
Thus, by sacrificing a portion of tho vibrations, we make
the residue more effectual. Experiments similar to these
may bo made with light and radiant heat. If of two beams
of the former, which destroy each other by interference,

one be removed, light takes the place of darkness
; and if

of two interfering beams of the latter one be intercepted,
heat takes the place of cold.”

The followmg summary of the lecture just re-

ferred to will show in what way light upon
acoustical difficulties may be looked for here-

after, when the subject has been a Ettle farther

investigated

“ TVheii several systems of waves proceeding from dis-

tinct centres of disturbance pass through water or air,

the mqlion of every particle is the algebraic sum of the
several motions impressed upon it.

In the case of water, when the crests of one system of
waves coincide with the crests of another system, higher
waves will he the result of the coalescence of the two
systems. But when the crests of one system coincide with

THE JUNIOR CARLTON CLUB-HOUSE,
PALL-MALL.

In consequence of the large number of candi-

dates waiting for admission to tho Carlton and
Conservative Clubs, it was thought desirable to

establish a new club, and at a meeting hold in

the year ISfrl. at the Carlton Club-honse a com-

mittee was appointed to carry out that object.

Several offers of properties in Pall-mall, St.

James’s-street, Regent-street, and Piccadilly

were made in answer to adverbiasments, and
eventually a site in Pall-mall was decided upon,

on account of its eligibility with reference to

the Houses of Parliament, and from the fact of

its being entirely freehold.

Considerable difficulty and delay were expe-

ienced in purchasing the interests of tho several

tenants, but that was accomplished in the course

of last year, when the new club-honse, of which

wo illustrate the front in Pall-mall, was com-

menced by Messrs. Lucas, Brothws, who had
obtained the contract in. a limited competition.

It will be seen from the plans that there will

be two frontages, one in Pall-Mall, aod the other

in St. Jaraes’S'Square.

The rooms of the club-house are arranged as

follows :

—

On the ground-floor is an entrance-hall, 27 ft.

by 23 ft. 6 in,
j
a reception-room, 29 ft. 6 in. by

20 ft. 6 in. j a morning-room, 80 ft. by 27 ft. ; a

smoking-room, 28 ft. by 29 ft. 6 in. 5 and a prin-

cipal staii’case, 30 ft. by 23 ft.

There is also a second staircase,, and serving

and attendants’ rooms, and an entrance in St.

James’s-square for members who have bed-

rooms.
Ou the first-floor is a members’ coffee-room,

90 ft. by 27 ft., divided by a plate-glass screen

from a strangers’ coffee-room, 27 ft. by 27 ft. ; a

house dining-room, 28 ft. by 20 ft. 6 in. 5 and a

library, 40 ft. by 29 ft. G in. There is another

serving-room on this floor.

The heights of these stories are respectively

20 ft., except where the mezzanine occurs on the

north side, in which are lavatories, attendants’

room, &e.

On the 'second floor are two billiard-rooms,

one being 27 ft. 6 in. by 27 ft., the other 29 ft.

by 21 ft., the secretary’s offices and bed-room,

and a second smoking-room for visitors. The
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remainder of this floor and the floor above are
occupied by eighteen bed- rooms, which will be
let to the members of the club.

Attendants’ rooms, water-closets, &c., are pro-
vided on each of these floors.

The topmost story is intended to provide
accommodation for about fifty male and female
servants.

Under the ground-floor and above the base-
ment a mezzanine story is formed, having six

dressing and bath rooms, with separate corridor
and staircase; also the steward’s office, still-

room, housekeeper’s room, and stores.

In the basement are arranged the kitchen,
4:0 ft. by 29 ft., and the scullery, 25 ft. by 17 ft.,

which are continued up to the ground-floor,
giving a height of 19 ft. ; a servants’ hall,

butler’s pantry, plate-closet, kitchen, clerk’s
office, cook’s room, kitchen-maid’s room, larders,
steward’s room, wine-cellar, and dispensing
oellar. Outside, in the vaults under the pave-
ment in St. James’s-sqnare, are beer and house-
!oal cellars, fish and vegetable larders, and sand
iind charcoal stores.

' On the Pall-mall front are coal, coke, and
vood stores, an ice-well, and rooms for cleaning
dothes, boots, and knives, also a washing place.
There will be three hydraulic lifts for dinners,

vine, coals, and so on.
' The club now consists of 1,500 members, ex-
ilnsive of peers, members of Parliament, and
jiembers of the Carlton Club, who were entitled
b be immediately balloted for, making together
(total of 1,680, and they at present temporarily
:3cupy the premises in Hegent-street belonging
t) the late Parthenon Club.
1 The new club-house was designed by Mr. David
arandon, architect, nnder whose able direction
ne works are being done. The cost of the
ihilding will be about 40,0001., exclusive of deco-
iition and furniture.

RATS.

iIMr. Mechi writes as follows on this subject,
xiportant to others besides farmers :

—

E Has any one ever estimated the number of rata
itiat prey upon the farmer’s property ? Allowing
le to each acre, we should then have about 60

liillions in the United Kingdom. As animals
.smsume according to their weight, a full-grown
't would consume much grain in a year. But,
(ufortunately, it is not only what they consume,
; ,t what they destroy, that concerns us. Said
a old labourer’s wife to me, “A rat has taken
aray in one night eight of my brood of young
ticks, worth 8d. a piece. My neighbour, Mrs.

, a small farmer’s widow, cannot raise any
ilultry, for under her house is a honeycomb of
8)8’ runs. She took them in a hamper into her
pfeping room last night, and even there they
hbd to get them out.”

1

1 can testify to their destructive powers from
^ierience. When they have young they will
jrjry away and store up scores of young
fclokens, ducks, or turkeys in a single night,
pch the same as a cat having kittens. A
bind of mine who had a little rabbit warren
poosite his windows, saw his cat catch a young
biibit. He followed her, and found that she
jeeady had laid up thirty-six that morning near
Ik' kittens. I have known of a brace of foxes
jewing thirty-seven turkeys in a single night,

I'd burying many of them up in some dung-

f

jps which were upon an adjoining field ready
pspreading.

iffhen hard pressed for food for themselves or
jrir young, rats are very daring, and will
jekok large chickens and good-sized rabbits. I
ffw a case where a youth was awoke in the
Itit by a rat beginning upon his ear. Where-
r stock are fed with meal or grain there the
1! will surely come, to share, with the pigs
CBCially, their barley-meal and pollard.
Hhen dining at Vintners’ Hall with the late
Usllent Mr. Green, the great shipowner, he

I ! to me :
—“ Mr. Mechi, I can beat you in

: I make a thousand a year by my pigs.”
itrpressed my surprise, and said if I got their
[or.nre free of cost I thought myself a lucky
.v.w. “Well,” said he, “ I have only sixty
;; ; before I kept these pigs the rats used to
i^e the sails of ray ships to the extent of a
sosand a year, eating every greasy portion.
It now dine with or after the pigs, and never
li h the sails.” This hint may be useful to
li'Towners as well as to housekeepers, who find

I
ti the mice destroy the greased or stained
luons of table-cloths.

Rats migrate, and travel a long way in a
night, in search of food. A neighbour of mine
told me that he one night met a small army of

them, some hundreds together. The careless-
ness of some farmers or their false economy
causes serious loss to their neighbours. They
may be called rat-preservers or rat-breeders. I

used to pass frequently by two wheat-stacks
which were completely honey-combed by the
rats, whose paths into and up the stacks were
visible from the road. Having consumed nearly
all the grain, they left the stacks for better quar-
ters. When thrashed there was plenty of straw,
but the corn was nearly “nil.” 'Those who keep
their corn in stacks for seven years (and I know
of some who do so) had need have an eye to the
rats. I have used a dozen iron stack-frames
(Garrett’s patent) for the last twenty years,
without any rats. The fact is, they cannot do
without water, so if one gets into the stack he
must come down to drink, and cannot re-ascend.
It is too common a practice to leave carts, lad-
ders, or anything close to the stacks, thus afford-
ing access. As soon as these are removed, Mr.
Rat must come down for water and cannot re-
turn. We always trim or shave our stacks (cost
la. per stack) to cut off access from below, as
well as for economy of corn and neatness.
Mice are more difficult to expel than rats, for

6®^ into the sheaves at harvest time and
are thus carried on to the stack. Unless poisoned
by liquid immediately after putting up the stack
they soon find out that they can exist by the
12 per cent, of water contained in straw and
11 per cent, in the grain. They also learn to
avail themselves of dew and rain. In the spring
and summer they will so multiply as to destroy
or damage a large quantity of the grain,
especially if left over-year. To show how
animals can exist by the water contained in
what is called dry grain and its straw, I will re-
late the case of a horse at Cressing Temple, a
few miles from me, where a horse used for tre^-
ing or consolidating the barley in the barn, being
left there all night, slipped down between the
closely packed barley and the boarded sides of
the barn. In vain was search made for him in
the morning, and it was concluded that ho had
been stolen. On Christmas Day, as the plough-
men came to attend to their horses, they heard
the neighing of a horse in the barn, and after
removing the barley, they found the lost horse
as fat and as sleek as a mole. Thinking he
must bo very thirsty, they ignorantly allowed
him to go to the pond and drink his fill, and in
consequence he died. This is well known to
many persons now living. The horse had gradu-
ally eaten his way into a comfortable space.
But to return to our rats. They are most in-
dustrious and destructive burrowers ; as they
cannot destroy a solid brick wall they will
burrow under it, unless the foundation is well
concreted; where beams enter the wall they
will gnaw the wood. It requires a watchful eye
to keep them under. Every hole should be noted,
and plugged at once with a piece of tile or brick
fixed with cement ora piece ofhardwooddipped in
gas-tar. Their runs should be tarred, and thus
they will soon get disgusted with their quarters.
Wherever a small heap of earth is thrown up

.

near a wall, the run should be traced and at
once stopped : lime and stone as a concrete
conquers them. Loose lime they cannot work
in, it blinds and disgusts them. In every barn
and shed door there should be a round hole,
about 8 in. in diameter, so that the cats can
have free access in search of the rats. It is
at night they work, and they do so as much
as possible^nder cover. They may be easily
poisoned ^ strychnine, mixed with ground
barley or oats; but before trying this they must
be fed for several nights with the meal unmixed
with poison. Rats are very sagacious, and
had I space I could relate many instances of.
their cunning. It is a most dangerous thing to
spread poison on bread and butter, for they
carry it away

;
and I know of too many instances

where valuable dogs, fowls, &c., have perished.
Another inconvenienee is, that when poisoned
they die in their burrows, which are too
frequently under your drawing or dining room,
or in the wails. Their decomposition causes a
most detestable and too durable stench. There
is nothing like plenty of cats. I find male cats,
castrated when young,by far the best rat-catchers

;

and by blocking the holes you give the cats a
better chance of catching them. Traps may
also be set; but they are very wary of them.
Hollow walla are objectionable, so is thatch on]
buildings.

until I turned in a few pike, which soon con-
verted rata into fish. A pike of 3 lb. will take a
rat and swallow him at once. Beware of pike
where you have young ducks, for they enjoy
them quite as much as they do rats. I had
imagined that there was a chance of the rat
biting the stomach of Mr. Pike; but, as an old
angler, and examining the condition of the pike’s
stomach with a bait in it, I found that there is

no fear of that, for instantly the stomach col-
lapses like an elastic pitch-plaster, and not a
single breath could the rat or any living thing
draw. Pike always swallow their prey alive,
and head foremost. They are very fond of eels,
aud swallow them alive and bead foremost.
They always seize their prey across the middle,
and, unless very hungry, hold them so for some
time.

Rats find abundant accommodation and con-
cealment nnder the old-fashioned wooden barn
floors and dilapidated or thatched farm build-
ings. The modern system of asphalting upon
concrete is an effectual barrier : they cannot
gnaw it

; their only chance is to burrow under
between the ground and the concrete, and this,
by a careful examination, may be easily pre-
vented. A very destructive cunning old rat,
that could never be trapped, was taken in the
following manner :—Every hole except one was
carefully stopped with gas-tar substances, and
the trap set at the remaining hole. For two
days and nights he declined coming out, but
hunger aud thirst at last compelled him to face
the trap, and he was taken.

I very much commend asphalted floors to my
agricultural brethren. It is so cheap and clean,
and, above all, prevents any damage to com,
&c., by preventing damp arising from the earth
beneath it. Cats such as I have will not only
kill rats, bub also weazols. The latter will
destroy a brood of poultry in a night, if they
have access to them. Of course every one knows
the value of ferrets and a good rat-dog.

Water rats undermined the banks of my pond * finished ?

THE PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The progress made by the constractiou parties
who are laying down the track of the Union
Pacific Railway appears to be something un-
precedented. An explanation of the actual pro-
cess of construction is furnished by a corre-
spondent of the Cincinnati Gazette, who has
recently been with the senatorial excursion party
from Omaha to the western terminus of the road.
He says ;

—

" TUero is little really knowu by the people of the cha-
racter of the enterprise. Most think that a company of
capitalists are hastily putting down a rude track, over
which cars can be moved with care, for the purpose of
securing lands and money from the Government. The
fact is, one of the most complete roads of which the
country can boast, with equipments (hat surpass many, is
being laid with a speed that fails to impress the nation,
simply because it is not believed. But let the facts tell
their plain yet wonderful story. General J. 8. and D. C.
Casement, of Ohio, grade the road, lay the track, and put
up the telegraph. The graders go first. Thera era 2,000
of them. Their advance is near the Beach Hills. They
protect themselves, and are digging the fortification whien
makes the luture sure for us, on through Indian battle-
fields, while the daily fight goes on Let the reader
picture the scene. The rush of the loaded truck

;
the

successive dropping of the rails in place; the rattle of the
spiker’s hammer, sounding like a hotly-contested skir-
mish; the roar of the distant supply trains moving up;
the resounding of the frequent signals near at hand; the
universal bustle; ‘ the rumble and grumble and roar'of
the wonderful advance. Let the elements of the savage
warfare and the actual presence of hostile Sioux along the
blulfs be woven into the picture, and together it forms one
that the world has not seen before, and which the stories
of magic can scarcely equal.”

On the 9th of May, 1866, but forty miles of
road were completed. In 182 working days
thereafter 245 additional miles were laid and
put in prime condition, every rail and tie and
spike having been brought up from the rear.
Seven saw-mills furnish the ties and lumber.
All bridges are framed, the pieces numbered,
and set up where wanted without the least
delay. Unless driven off by Indians, which, the
correspondent says, does not now seem probable,
the road will touch the base of the Rocky Moun-
tains in the coming autumn. The California
end has already reached a point about a hun-
dred miles east, and is descending the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevadas into the Talley of
the Humboldt. It is confidently expected that
Salt Lake will be reached next year, and that
1870 will see the whole line completed. While
the nation has scarcely heard of what has been
done, the work has been nearly one-third accom-
pushed. What about the Indians when the work
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THE PEODUCER, THE MIDDLEMAN, AND
THE CONSUMER.

The great question -whctlier the producers of

wealth and its consumers cannot bargain with
each other directly, for their mutual benefit,

without the intervention of the overgrown
middleman, who, for merely handing over goods
from the producer to the consumer, takes enor-

mous slices out of everything, and gets fat upon
that which bo neither produces nor consumes in

this great “ nation of shopkeepers,” is likely to

take a prominent place henceforth in the annals
of England. A new foe to economical arrange-

ments has started up in the self-interested ob-

jections of a by no means philanthropic

“Howard” to deal with co-operative consumers
without the intervention of the middleman
drone, who is most certainly destined to be
ultimately ejected from 'the busy hive of in-

dustry, but who in tho meantime serves the
purpose of the short-sighted producer, who
depends on him for touting his goods to their

mutnal benefit, but at the great cost of
the consnmer; not perceiving, perhaps,
that what such a trade combination
must lead to is the rapid substitution of
co-operative producers themselves, who will

deal with tho co-operative consumers without
the intervention either of the middleman or

the self-centred producer for whom he touts.

The question has now been taken up by a limited
co-operative agricultural and horticultural asso-

ciation, whoso council comprises influential

names such as those of the Right Hon. 'William

Cowper, II.P., Thomas Hughes, M.P., and others
also well known. In an attempt to deal with
Messrs. James & Frederick Howard, agricultural

implement manufacturers, for their implements,
at cash prices, they find, to their surprise no
doubt, that Messrs. Howard decline to deal with
them, because retail customers are to be supplied
with their implements on trade terms, as
they “ feel bound to protect the interest of those
upon whose exertions their trade in great
measure depends”—in the meantime. And they
have largely advertised their resolution amongst
the aforesaid ’middlemen,—with what sort of
motives may be readily conceived. We should
not wonder to hear of a powerful co-operative
agricultural implement manufacturing company
or two being planted down in Messrs. Howard’s
neighbourhood some of these days, and circulars
distributed by Messrs. Howard amongst an in-

creasing number of co-operative agricultural
implement-consuming farmers beseeching them
for " custom.”

THE SWANSEA WATER.WOPK3.

This undertaking is now completed, and the
final report of the chief engineer, Mr. Rawlinson,
was shortly to be presented to the local Board
of Health. The New Water-works Committee,
accompanied by the surveyor, Mr. E. Cousins,
the contractor, Mr. W. Williams, and other
gentlemen, paid an official visit to tho works,
and inspected them prior to their being formally
handed over to the town from the hands of tho
engineer and contractor. The work was carried
out by the contractor, under the supervision of
Mr. Unsworth, the resident engineer. The con-
duit and the conduit-pipes wore firat commenced
in April, 1862, and tho conduit and pipes were
completed in the autumn of 1863, and the water
began to be supplied from the new works at that
time. The new reservoir works were commenced
in April, 1862, and therefore but little apparent
progress was made ; and in May last the water
for the first time was up to the finished over-
flow of the reservoir, and the whole of the em-
bankments wore found to bo able to sustain the
pressure thus thrown upon them without sign of
weakness. The puddled wall of the embank,
ment at its greatest depth is 98 ft. deep, and the
main bank at its greatest depth is 80 ft. The
top bank-lino is a little over 600 feet long, and
there are about 140,000 enbe yards of material
in the bank. The bottom bank width is nearly
600 ft., and the top bank width is 13 ft., and is

finished 6 ft. above the lip of the by-wash,
having a 4 ft. bank water-wall on the top, so
that there is a protection of about 10 ft. above
the highest line to which the water rises. The
greatest depth of water against the bank is 76 ft.,

and the available depth from which the water is

drawn at the bottom of tho cnlvert is 64 fc., so
that the volume of water at command when the
reservoir is fall is 300 millions of gallons. The
Burface area of the new reservoir is 32i statute

acres. The conduit from the reservoir to Morris-
ton is miles long, and 2 ft. diameter earthen-
ware pipes, having a uniform full of 5 fc. per
mile, excepting at the two valley crossings
where the water is conveyed by cast-iron syphon-
pipes. These conduit-pipes are capable of de-
livering no less than four million gallons of

water within the 24 hours, equal to 30 gallons
per head for 150,000 persons, so that should the
reservoir be enlarged at any time, there wculd
be no extra cost for conduit-pipes to supply the
immense volume of water staled. The present
daily consumption is about two millions of gal-
lons to the town, and about one million for com-
pensation water to the various mills, &c.

THE PALESTINE EXPLORATION FUND.

At the last meeting of the General Committee of
the Palestine Exploration Fund, in the Jerusalem
Chamber, Westminster, Mr. George Grove, the
honoi*ary secretary to the fund, read the report,

fromwhich we learn that at Jerusalem a discovery
hadbeenmade outside the southwall of the sacred
enclosure (Haram-esh-Shereef)—viz., that the
live rock of the hill overlooking the Kedron was
no less than 53 ft. below the present surface. The
great south wall of the Haram had been traced
down to that depth at the corner, making it in

all 130 ft. high. In addition, the east wall of
the Haram had been found to run on beyond the
present south wall

;
and a second south wall had

been discovered, 20 ft. distant from that already
known. These discoveries were the most im-
portant that had been made in that part since

the finding of the well-known arch by Dr.
Robinson, and of the northern arch by Captain
Wilson

j
and they were also interesting as show-

ing what a great amount of unknown topography
is probably hidden under the immense mass of

debris which covers tho hills and valleys of the

Holy City. In the valley separating Moriah
from the traditional Zion, opposite Dr. Robinson’s
arch, foundations of piers and other works had
been found at a great depth. At the northern
extremity of the town, close to the Damascus
Gate, foundations of massive walls and of a
tower had been uncovered. All these works are
being prosecuted by Mr. Warren with energy.

It had been the wish of the committee to

procure a firman anthorizing investigations

inside the sacred enclosure; aud Lord Stanley
had been good enough to endeavour to ob-

tain this
; but on the arrival of the letter at

Jerusalem it had been found to exclude all

sanctuaries. The committee for forming a
Biblical Museum reported that they had arranged
to locate the museum at South Kensington, and
to open it in the early part of next year. The
committee will seek an interview with the Sultan
during his visit to London. Their purpose is to

engage the sympathy of the rulers of Syria in

the object of the society, as being non-political

and non-sectarian.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

The appearance of the “Palace” on Tuesday,
when (lighted up for the second part of the
concert, and filled with 27,000 listeners) the

Sultan and H. E. H. the Prince of Wales made
their appearance in the Royal box, was very
grand indeed, and will not be forgotten for some
time by those who were present. There were
other “ mental photographs ” received that will

not soon fade. The orchestra j^pelf was a
brilliant feature

;
and that gracefd^^rosconmm

containing the boxes in which sat his Sultanic
Majesty and suite (not a new erection) is one of

the best pieces of architecture de circonstwnce, if

we may use the phrase, employed in the
building. Appealing to another sense, the
characteristic Turkish Ode was striking,

and the prayer “ To thee. Great Lord,” from
“ Moses in Egypt,” was grand in the extreme.
The fireworks, too, so far as we could see them,
were effective; but with these mismanagement
greatly interfered. Looking at the building in

the daylight, it wonld seem to be a difficult task

to prevent persons in it from seeing what was
going on in the gardens, but this the managers,
nevertheless, effected with remarkable success

on the occasion in question. Persons who wished
to obtain tickets for the galleries rushed
to and fro unavailingly, while vexatious barriers

threw difficulties in the way of egress to
tho grounds. The display of fireworks, for

I which alone many persons had come, was com-
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menced before half the visitors had got into the
gardens or found places within ; and hundreds,
we should probably not bo wrong if we said
thousands, were surging about inside seeking
direction of some sort and finding it not, till all

was over ; while in the gardens matters were
made worse by the stupidity and utter selfish-

ness of many of the visitors themselves. In
short, a magnificent rtuilange was mightily
marred by miserable mismanagement.

THE SULTAN AT THE ITALIAN OPERA
HOUSE.

The Floral Hall formed a charming vestibule

to the Opera-house on the night of the Sultan
and Prince’s visit (the 15th), festooned with red
and white roses, hung with muslin and cloth,

well lighted with chandeliers and jets, carpeted
in the centre, and lined on each side with lovely

flowers and well-dressed people, who for a “ brief

happiness,” as one little lady with three very
large daughters expressed it, had paid a guinea
a-piece to see the ccrt4ge pass into the house.

And yet not so brief, either. The recollection

of such incidents lasts. Many times will it

afford a topic for conversation : often in after-

life will it be referred to as a bright and remark-

able moment. The group was a brilliant one
when formed : our genial Prince of Wales all

smiles and kindness; the Saltan, no longer

apathetic, briskly saluting all the way down the

hall
;
the Ulema, in green, and some of the other

officers literally in gold.

The Royal Box was fitted up in the centre of

the bouse (os it has been seen before), extend-

ing from above the pit-tier of boxes to the

parapet of the amphitheatre. Tho house was
crowded, with the exception of the “ gallery,”

where fhe two topmost rows of seats remain^
|

untensinted all the evening.

The opera, Massaniello, was listened to with i

the greatest attention, and the duet at the com- ^

mcncement of the second act, capitally sung by ,

Naudin and Graziani, was vociferously re-

demanded, and was again given with increased

effect. Many of the Sultan’s suite divided their

attention between tho house and the stage ; and
no wonder,—such a flower-garden as was pre-

sented by tho stalls, which on this occasion

included even the three rows of seats that now
ordinarily represent the “ pit,” has been seldom

seen. Extravagance in dress, by the way, is

greatly on the increase, and it is to be lamented.

Mr. Frederick Gye may take the credit of

having arranged one of the great successes of

this remarkable week.

BARS AND GATES IN LONDON.

The parochial authorities of St. Pancras and
St. George, Hanover-square, have recently been

discussing with much interest the subject of the

increasing traffic of their streets, and the

inadequacy of their present available thorough-

fares. The Victoria railway station, disgorging

daily some thousands of passengers in cabs and
other conveyances, has greatly increased the

traffic of the district; but owing to some
j

thoroughfares being blocked up by “bars and

gates ” the traffic is sent all over the district by
j

circuitous routes. In St. Pancras the case is i

still worse. That parish contains the termini of
|

the London and North Western and the Great p

Northern railways, to which will shortly be added t

a third station by tho Midland Railway Com*
'

pany. The number of these obstructive bars

and gates in that parish alone are about thirty,"^

and the traffic through the open streets, owing

to that fact, is something astonnding. Some
portions of the district are perfect “ quadri-

laterals,” defying tho inroads of the traffic

around them. In London the number of ob-

structions is close upon two hundred, but the

quiet streets thus protected are cleansed, paved,

and lighted at the general expense of the rate-

payers of the district. It was expressed at tho

last meeting of tho St. Pancras vestry that the

inhabitants of these qniet thoroughfares ought tc

pave, cleanse, and light their oivn streets in

return for the privileges they now enjoy at tho

expense of their neighbours. It was also stated

at the vestry that Lord Belmore’s Committee on

London Traffic had declined to take evident*

respecting bars and gates, though strongly urged

to do so. With regard to Regent-street traffic,

the vestry of St. James’s, Westminster, intend

to discups, at their next meeting, the advisability

of planting trees on “ both sides ” of the street.
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THE GUAEDS’ INSTITUTE,

i This bnilding, as a place of occupation, resort,
ind recreation for soldiers when out of barracks,
las been erected on a site in Francis-street,
reuxball Bridge-road. It is in the Veneto-Italiau
kyle, and consists of a basement and three
cories. A flight of steps leads to the entrance-
all on the ground floor : on the right is a coflee-
i»m for the privates, and on the left a billiard-
'X)m and coffee-room for non-commissioned
fficers. On tho first floor is a reading-room
hd a billiard-room for privates, and a reading-
'jom for the non-commissioned officers. The
acond floor is wholly devoted to the lecture and
imcert room, which is 100 ft. in length and
i) fc. in breadth, its height being from the floor
» the open roof, which is constrncted in an
imamental style in varnished deal, 28 ft. It
sas designed by Mr. H. A. Darbishire, and exe-
ated by Messrs. Smith & Co., of Pimlico, under
)ie immediate supervision of Mr. James Cradoclc.
I The Duke of Cambridge, when formally open-
ing the building, tho other day, said that the
unefits of the institution were not to be con-
eaed to tho men of the Guards, but were open
0 every soldier in London. There are already
b less than 920 subscribers.

LEAKAGE OP RESERVOIES AT
TUNBRIDGE.

iAi a recent meeting of the local commie-
luners, a report by Mr. Bateman, C.E., was
iiad, of which we give an abstract :

—

On Wednesday last I examined, as requested, the two
awico reservoirs recently constructed by you for Ibe aup-
7 ot water to the town and district of Tunbridge WelJs.
A was informed that they each lost water at the rate of
".000 gallons per day, when filled to a depth of 10 ft. or
t ft

liThe whole of the hottoin of each reservoir is covered“ha citing of Seyseel ssphalte, which is also carried
li the side walls and round the base of the internal piers
» a height of about 1 ft. Tho asphalte is placed on a
Donng ot bricks, restiugon concrete

; and I am informed
,

“ no leaksge whatever occurs in this portion of the
i. rk. The whole work, so far as I had the opportunity
i examining it, appears to have been most carefully exe-
rted, and all the materials, too, have been of the best
Imlity; and I am of opinion that no blame can attach to
ca contractor. I am also of opinion that the sole cause
aithelcssof water arises from the iniutiicieut thickness
ii. the side walls and the absence of water-tight material
i?their back.
The simplest and most effective cure in this case will be
i; line the inside of the reservoirs with asphalte, in tho

'J®
“auner as has already been adopted for the bottom

a the foot of the side walls, taking such measures as
s experience of the Sevssel Asphalte Company may
jegest for securely attaching tho asphalte to the vertical
liUs. Should it hereafter shell oU' or exhibit weakness
v want of support, this will be easily remedied by build-
if up an mternal wal!, about lA in. thick, which will
irnre the asphalte in its place, and prevent it cracking or
[killing ofi."

“

rTbe Waterworks Committee reported, that in
lifiir opinion Mr. Bateman’s proposal should bo
rereed to, and after some discussion it was
oiolved by tho commissioners to adopt the
Koort and authorize tho committee to carry out
.

•. Bateman’s recommendation.

ARCHES.
'aTnrs branch of construction deserves the moat
bfreful investigation, though it has already re-
e.yed so much attention from the ablest men
lit it were impossible, perhaps, to offer any
na entirely new concerning it.

tifn considering tho very able article by Mr.
npipkiua, let ub make a number of voussoirs of
iioiting to construct a semicircular arch of say
t.ft. space and 4 in. thick and place sufficient
Igight on the crown to break the arch : it will
(b»bably fly up near the 45th degree on either
b,e, the lower arrises of tho arch-joints being
bre pressed and crushed than any other part
Ibthe arch. In the arch constructed by Mr.
bppkins this could nob occur

j but for any
btab span and considerable rise his would re-
bre to be of a tbiokneas incompatible with
bmomy

;
and for arches of small span, except-

[f, perhaps, vaults, tunnels, and works of a like
the mode of construction is comparatively

lidittle importance, as a few conrses of bricks
keve the springing corbels the opening, and
b y carry no weight above that height,
f if a construction were made to rise straightly
Id n the abutments to tho vertex, and sufficiently

I'f
to prevent bending, then the breaking

pght at the vertex would be the weight
icicient to crush the transverse sectional area
jiwuoh material when in that position

; but a
less weight would break the material if

placed midway between an abutment and the
vertex : we should, therefore, heighteu that
point, so that it would bear as great a weight as
the vertex, and which would in consequence
bear much less. Tho points equidistant between
those last operated on would require similar
treatment, these again weakening the previous
points and reducing their greatest load

j but we
must also consider the load that will be placed
on such arches, as that will materially alter the
construction

;
and for a bridge we must also

allow for the greatest weight that will be placed
on any point, in addition to what we allow extra
for safety and for the jarring of vehicles.

If an arch be elliptical, a breaking-weight
placed on the crown will cause it to give way at
its haunches. To prevent this, thicken the arch
at the haunches, gradually diminishing towards
the crown, two courses being worked to butt
against one, and in doing so, endeavouring to
approach in each successive course a circular
curve for the following course, of as great a
radius as possible

; bearing in mind that the
less the saggitta the greater the strength of each
segment, and that, unless the arch bo uniformly
loaded, the crown will carry the greatest weight,
because it has the shortest length of voussoirs to
press on, and, if these formed a straight line,

would then resist as the sectional area of their
material when in that position and operated on
in that manner. But if they form a curved
line, so that a string stretched on their face and
attached to the extrados at springing and to the
extrados at the crown, were to bo at the narrowest
place 1 in., then excepting the weight of the
arch and friction, the breaking-weight would bo
equal to the resistance offered by tho 1 in. left

by string multiplied by width of arch
;
and if the

string were carried beyond the crown to a point,
and a breaking weight placed there, that weight
would be less, because we should find tho width
left by string less than it was, consequently the
sectional area less and weaker in proportion

j

therefore tho crown is the strongest part.

H, Ahjjrose.

SIR CHARLES BARRY AND THE LATE
MR. PUGIN.

Sic,—My absence abroad prevented my seeing
your impression of tho 6th until to-day, or I
should have replied last week.

I now beg to state, that the offensive manner
in which I, amongst others, am allnded to,*
leaves me no alternative bub to write and say,
that we are fully prepared to state facts, which
will doubtlessly remove “the suspicions” you
mention, and explain even tho personal denials
of Sir Charles Barry and my father, to which
you refer. E. Welby Pugin.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.
Sir,

—

Having read the letter eigaed “A Sorveyor,” in
your number of Juno 29, I beg you will allow me to say
that I also have carefully measured tho Courts in Mr.
Waterhouse’s design. I find them, however, exactly of
the size prescribed, viz., -13 ft. by 33 ft. on tlio Common
Law side of the building, exclusive of tbo recessed side-
galleries given to many of the Courts, which would add
324 ft. superficial more, making in all 1,7U0 ft., instead of
1,021 ft. as represented.
The mistake of your correspondent has doubtless arisen

from his having excluded from the area of the Courts that
portion which is assigned to the general spectator facing
the Judge. Mr. Waterhouse appears to have raised this
portion of the Court above the general fioor level to
isolate it and giro a better view from it

j but the fact of
its being so raised cun be no more reason for its being
excluded from the area of the Court altogether, than the
fact that the raising of the Judges' llench aOow’s the
introduction of another important passage can effect tho
diminution of the Court area to the extent of the space
occupied by the Bench. Axotuke Scbvxy-or.
%* The statement of “ A Surveyor" sgreea with that of

Messrs. Shaw & Bo'inall. It is not ' a mistake.’' The
uestion seems to be, whether the corridor over which the
udges sit may or may not be measured into the area of

the Court.

ARCHITECT AND BUILDER.
Sib,—The following is a list of the fenders sent in for

new public-house at Chislett, Kent, for Messrs. Rigden &
Delmar. Plans, &c., prepared by Mr. U. B. Wilson ;

Smith & Co £7C9 0 0
Qroombridge 689 10 0
WiUoii, H. U. {ncvepUd!) 687 0 0
Cozens, Brothers 685 0 0
Adams 680 0 0

Que^— Will the architect get a commission for super-
intending his own work ? or will the employers be so much
the gaiuers by combiuing tho architect and builder in tho
same person ? A Bcildbb

• The observation was general, not particular.—En.

now THE THAMES EMBANKMENTS ARE
GETTING ON.

Sir, The insertion of the inclosed may do
good.

ContrcLct No. 1.—North side of river, from
Westminster Bridge to Somerset House :

Total amount of contract £520 OOO 0 0
Total done in labour, materials, and plant

’

to end of Jane, 1867 336 199 0 0
Total unfinished at end of June, 1867 133,’dH 0 0
Totalprogressin June, 1867 7’,66S 0 O

Contract No. 2 .—North side of river, from

Total amount of contract £229,000 0 0
Total done in labour, materials, and plant

’

to end of June, 1867 214,284 0 0
Total unfinished at end of June, 1867 14 716 0 O
Total progress in June, 1867 1 037 0 0

^

Contract No. 3.—North side of river, from east
side of Temple to Blackfriai’s Bridge (not yet
commenced) ;

—

Total amount of lowest tender opened
October 6, 1860 (dates of Acts, July 28,
1863, and July 29, 1304) £239,000 0 0

Contract for Southern Embankment, Weet-
minster Bridge to near Vauxhall Bridge :

—

Total amount of contract £309,000 0 0
Total done in laboor, materials, and plant

to end of Juno, 1867 105,000 0 0
Total unfinished at end of June, 1867 334,000 0 0
Toial progress in this contract during
June, 1807 2,000 0 0

Jasper.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Wdley .—The ancient church of Little Witley

has been re-opened, after being entirely rebuilt
at the sole expense of the Earl of Dudley. The
chancel is built with a semicircular apse, in
which there are five lancet windows, all filled

with coloured glass, presented to the church by
the rector’s friends. The' church is filled with
eucauatic tiles from Messrs. Godwin’s works,
Herefordshire. The pews are low and open, and
the pulpit is of stone. Mr. Perkins was archi-
tect

; Mr. Wall, of Hanley Castle, the builder.
Birmingham .—The parish of St. Thomas is to

have a now church, which has been long talked
of. Messrs. Abraham and George Dixon have
promised a donation of 1,0001., and the rector is

making an earnest appeal to his parishioners
and townsmen. The new church will be called
tho Church of St. Asaph, and is proposed to be
erected upon a triangular plot of laud at the junc-
tion of Latimer-street with Great Colmore-street.
The site being limited, the whole has been made
use of, and consequently the plan varies from
the usual arrangement. The church will oom-
prise a nave (86 ft. long) of six bays, divided
from the aisles by an arcade of lofty piers and
arches. The piers will be of Bath stone with
enriched capitals, and the arches of parti-
coloured stone. Above the arcade will be a
clearstory, pierced with windows filled in with
geometrical tracery. Eastward of the nave a
broad arch will open into the chancel; the east
end will be polygonal in shape, aud lighted with
seven lofty windows. The aisles will follow the
shape of the land, and will widen gradually from
the east to the west. All the roofs will be open,
and boarded underneath the slates. Galleries
being a necessity, the church has been designed
specially to receive them. They will be con-
structed in the aisles, and at the west end, the
position being marked externally by a transom
and tracery across the centre of the aisle win-
dows. All the passages will be paved with tiles

;

those in the chancel with encaustic. The seats
will be of pine, without doors, and stained and
varnished. The vestry will bo formed under-
neath the chancel, and approached by a stone
staircase. Externally the structure will be of
best bricks, with dressings of Bath stone,
moulded, and blue bricks will be freely intro-
duced. Ou the Colmore-street elevation will be
placed tho tower and spire, 160 ft. in height,
tho ground-floor of the tower forming the prin-
cipal entrance. There will be seats for about
1,000 persons. The design, selected in a limited
competition, was prepared by Mr. Yeoville
Thomason. The contractors are Messrs. Wilson
<t Son, of Handsworth. The cost will be be-
tween 6,0001. and 7,0001.

Dicklehurgh. — The church of All Saints,
Dickleburgh, is one among the many in Norfolk
and Suffolk which have recently undergone re-

storation and repaii’B. Mr. R. M. Phipson, of
Norwich and Ipswich, architect, was engaged to
prepare plans and specifications of the contem-
plated restoration. These being submitted for
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competition, several tenders were sent in, the

selection being, for the woodwork, Mr. Bishop,

Diss } and for the stonework, Messrs. Wells
Son, Dickleburgh. The stonework of the south
windows is entirely new, the design being copied
from the original. They are filled with cathe-

dral glass by Mr. W. Couaens, of Norwich. The
north wall has been pointed and repaired, and
the old plaster taken off. A new buttress of

Bath stone now occupies the place of the three

old ones taken down. The chancel doorway has

been completely restored with Ancaster stone,

and has carved bosses to receive hood-moulds,

one representing the vine and the other the oak.

The interior repairs include a reading-desk in

carved oak. The pulpit has been cleaned and
repaired, bnt is both ancient and ugly. The
benches are new, of English oak, with carved
ends of various designs. The old carved oak
screen separating the nave from the chancel has
been lowered, so as to show the carved heads of
the chancel benches. The east window remains
in a dilapidated and almost unsafe state, and
requires complete repair to hai'monise with the
rest of the church.

Lowestoft.—The churchwardens called a public
meeting in the Town-hall to appoint a committee
to assist them in carrying out the necessary
repairs of the pariah church. The meeting re-

solved that immediate steps should be taken, by
appointing a committee to assist the church-
wardens in raising the necessary ways and
means for carrying out the repairs of the church
with as little delay as possible. They also ap-
pointed a committee to assist the churchwar-
dens in carrying out the repairs of the south
aisle of the church.

§00hs gtwifafit.

Studies for the Restoration of the Plans of the
Sacred Edifices of the Bible. By C. Jones.
Part I. London : Triibner & Co. 1867.

The author claims to have made important
discoveries, and says this Part is issued with
the view of determining whether or not he
shall publish them. He further says it was
written because it had been objected to his
previous works that they told nothing and
afforded nothing to criticise. We have looked
through the present hrochure with every desire
to discover something useful in it, but have
failed to do so, and are forced to admit that if
the previous works told less, the objectors were
right. Six quarto plates and a number ofpages
of letter-press are devoted to setting forth the
only point touched in the Part before us, namely,
what might have been the form of the stones of
Solomon’s Temple if it were built with stones
fitted or dove-tailed together

j and as there is no
foundation whatever for the belief that they were
dove-tailed together, the inquiry seems to be
altogether unnecessary and valueless, even from
the writer’s point of view, that things are made
obscure in the Bible in order to teach its readers
to think. Mr. Jones ends with the following:
Note. Lest any should puzzle themselves

attempting to restore the plans of the temple by
aid of the foregoing, I may as well caution my
readers that they would probably fail.” We
have not the slightest doubt about it.

Illustrations of Mediceval Antiquities in the
County of Durham. From Sketches and Mea-
sured Drawings, by John Tayenor Perry, and
Charles Henman, jnn. Oxford and London :

James Parker & Co. 1867.

We have here fifty-one large folio plates, illus-

trating some of the architectural treasures pos-
sessed by the County of Durham : St. Andrew,
Auckland; St. Cuthbert, Billingham; St. Paul,
Jarrow; SS. Mary and Cuthbert, Chester-le-

Street
; St. Lawrence, Pillington

; Holy Cross,
Byton, and others, but more especially Finchale
Priory, and St. Hilda, Hartlepool. Of the last
there are twelve plates, and of Finchale fourteen.
These are very carefully drawn, more so, indeed,
than some of the remainder, and include a large
number of valuable mouldings and other details.

In the briefsketch of the architectural history
of Durham that precedes the plates, the authors
say that one year after the death of Bishop
Pudsey (which is fixed at 1195), “his son Henry
commenced the building of the Priory Church
at Finchale.” Very little, however, of what is

now seen can be the design of that earlv period.
Bishop Pudsey, we may note, had been the

means of greatly helping forward the cause of

art, for not only did he cover the diocese with
important buildings, but by the decoration of
shrines, and by the addition to the convent
library of beautifully illuminated MSS., he
made us his debtors.

The volume is exceedingly creditable to the
industry, energy, and skill of Mr. Perry and Mr.
Henman, and augurs well for the future of a
professional career commenced so auspiciously.

It is appropriately dedicated to the Duke of
Cleveland, as president of the congress held in

Durham by the British Archmological Associa-
tion in 1866.

The coloured paper cover,—cleverly arranged,
by the way, by Mr. Perry,—is numbered as

Plate 1 ; 80 that, unless it be bound up with the
rest, the volume will seem imperfect.

History of the Anrilo-Saxons. By Fras. Pal-
grave, F.R.S. A new edition, illustrated.

London : W. Tegg, 1867.

A CHEAP popular edition of the late Sir Fras.

Palgrave’s “History of the Anglo-Saxons” has
been published. It is “ illustrated,” but would
be all the better if two-thirds of the engravings
had been left out. They are rode and inexact

;

and, moreover, including, without explanation,

views of buildings belonging to periods long after

that treated of, only serve to mislead. The re-

print is, nevertheless, welcome.

Wages Table. By Henry J. Hallett, Assistant

Surveyor, St. Marylebone. London : Harrison
&SonB. 1867.

This table shows the amount for any number of
hours from one to eighty, at per hour or day of

ten hours, from Id. to Is. per hour. It is very
clearly printed on a large card.

Inventors and Inventions. By Henry Dircks,

C.E. London: Spon, Charing Cross.

This is a subject with which the author shows
that he is familiar, and the result is an instruc-

tive volume, on,—first, the philosophy of inven-

tion considered strictly in relation to ingenious

contrivances tending to facilitate scientific opera-

tions, to extend manufacturing skill, or to

originate new sources of industry
;
second, on

the rights and wrongs of inventors, particularly

as afl'ected by the influence of patent monopoly,
legally and politically examined

; and third, on
early inventors’ inventories of secret inventions,

employed from the thirteenth to the seventeenth
century, in substitution of letters patent. The
work is dedicated to Mr. Henry Bessemer.

VARIORUM.

Some of our readers may be glad to know that

the paper by Mr. Jas. Fergusson, F.R.S., “ On
the Study of Indian Architecture,” read at the

Society of Arts, with a report of the discussion

that followed, has been published by Mr. Murray,
in a separate form. A sketch map and a number
of illustrations have been added. In the
enrrent number of the Fine Arts Quarterly

Review, Dr. Kinkel reviews Mr. Wornum’s
account of Hans Holbein in a manner not

wholly complimentary. Mr. Rnland continues

his “New History of Painting in Italy.” Mr.
Ashpitel, in a paper on Gothic Architecture in

Spain, says,—-“People talk of ‘ honest brick-

work,’ just as if a brick, after all, was really

nothing but factitious stone.” We apprehend
the sentence was intended to read,—“ People

talk of ‘ honest brickwork ’

;
just as if a brick,

after all, was really anything but factitious

stone.” Messrs. Spon (Charing Cross) have
published a catalogue of scientific books pub-

lished or sold by them, which some of our readers
would find useful. “ The Royal Guide to the

London Charities, for 1867-8.” By Herbert Fry.

Loudon : Hardwicke. The mere list of titles of

the London charities, here given in alphabetical

order, occupies no less than 167 pages, and we
feel assured that no more remarkable memento
of London could be given to our numerous
foreign visitors and sightseers than this volume
of the titles of its host of charities. “ A Handy
Book to the Collection and Preparation of Fresh-

water and Marine Algm, Diatoms, Desmids,
Fungi, Lichens, Mosses, &c.” By Johann Nave,
translated and edited by the Rev. W. W. Spicer,

M.A. London : Hardwicke. To all wishing to

form a collection of algm, &c., this small volume
will be useful : it also gives instructions for the
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formation of an herbarium. “Observations
upon a New and Simple Process for the
Preservation of Meat, Poultry, Fish, &c.”
London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. The object
of this pamphlet is to recommend the patented
process of Messrs. Medlock & Bailey, for
dipping or moistening fresh meat with a
solution of bisulphite of lime and common salt
in order to preserve it from taint. They say
that the bisulphite gives no taint or disagreeable
flavour itself. “ London Cabs : the Coarse
System as applied to London or any large City.”
By J. L. Haddan, C.E., of the Hackney Carriage
Department of the Metropolitan Police. London

;

Stanford. Notwithstanding Mr. Haddan’s ex-
perience, his proposal does not strike ns as a
satisfactory way to re-arrange the cab system of
London. He quotes Sir Richard Mayne’s re-

marks at the Society of Arts on the course
system, although Sir Richard there admitted it

to be inapplicable to London
;
and we are still of

opinion that Sir Richard was right, and that Mr.
Haddan has not completely obviated the objec-
tions to such a system as applied to London.

Ulisfillaitia.

The Canterbury Drainage. — The Home
Secretary has given his consent to the carrying
out of the plan of drainage submitted by Mr.
Pilbrow. The outfall has been visited by the
Government Inspector, accompanied by the
Local Board Committee, the engineer, and a
committee from Fordwich. The outfall has been
fixed at a spot below Fordwich, a few yards i

above the place originally fixed by Mr. Pilbrow.

Transparency of Iron.—At a recent meeting
of the Academie des Sciences, M. Sechi made
the important announcement of the complete
transparency of iron when at a red heat. His
own experiments have proved the truth of the
fact, provided the thickness of the piece of iron
does not exceed one quarter of an inch. This
property of the metal appears to explain some
of the phenomena respecting analyses which
have resulted from the employment of iron.

Gold in the Scottish Highlands. — A cor-

respondent states that gold has been found in

various parts of the Highlands by a gentleman
who has had many years’ experience at the gold-

diggings in Australia and New Zealand. He
states that the metal was found in fourteen or
fifteen different parts of the country, and that
he believes there is gold, more or less, to be
found along the boundaries of Argyleshire and
Perthshire, and all the way from Glenfine to the
head of Glenetive. He has also found lead,

copper, silver, and other ores.

The Pneumatic Despatch in Paris.— Some
time ago experiments were made with a view to

transmit letters from one post-office to another
by means of subterranean pipes, the parcels

being propelled by atmospheric pressure. Seven
offices are now on the point of being connected
by the new system

;
and it is highly probable,

according to the Paris correspondent of the

Morning Post, that the whole of the post-offices

in Paris will eventually receive their letters by
this process. The bags will travel at a rate of

from 800 to 1,000 French yards a minute.

An Artesian Well or Bitter Water and
Fire.—A new artesian well has been sunk by
M. Bellaud, of Salles d’Aode, in the centre of a

large alluvial plain, on the left bank of the Aude,
in Nerbonne. Not only water, but fire springs

from this well, which has been sunk about 60

metres. The water is cold, limpid, and very

bitter. It is purgative, and a carburetted

hydrogen gas escapes from it. This latter,

passing through a narrow tube, bums con-

tinnously, with a reddish flame, but it gives forth

no odour, and consequently contains no trace of

sulphuretted hydrogen or bituminous vapour.

Metropolitan Water Supply.—In the House
of Lords, Lord de Mauley called attention to the

expediency of supplying water to the metropolis

from the superfluous water of the upper part of

the Thames, and adduced a number of facts

bearing upon the subject, urging their lordships

to devise some means by which the superfluous

water of the upper part of the Thames might be

utilised. The Duke of Richmond said that the

question had been carefully gone into by the

commission, and he hoped that in the course of

the autumn a report would be prepared, in which

it would be found that the question had been

thoroughly inquired into and considered.
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London Association of Foeemen Engi-
NEEES.—The thirty-second half-yearly meeting
of members of this society has taken place at
the London Coffee House, Ludgate-hill, Mr.
Joseph Newton, president, in the chair: the
large assembly-room was well filled. The re*
port and balance-sheet were both of a satisfactory
character. The present amount of money for
all purposes, vested in the trustees, is 1,309L

;

the number of ordinary members, 105 ; and of
honorary members, 53. Mr. William Naylor
read a paper on “ Steam-Engine Boilers.”

Trial of Safes at the Paris Exhibition.

—

Mr. Samuel Chatwood, of Bolton, LancasMre,
and Mr. Silas C. Herring, of New York, have
formally entered into articles of agreement,
whereby they stake 15,000 francs each on the
issue of a trial of their respective safes by
burglars’ appliances, such as drilling instru-
ments, gunpowder, crow-bars, &c. They have
appointed a joint committee to decide the ques-
tion between them, the winner to have his
15,000 franca returned, and the loser to have
his distributed for charitable purposes in Loudon,
Paris, and Washington.

The Anstice Memorial, Coalport, Shrop-
shire.—Mr. W. 0, Poster, M.P.,ha8 contributed
200Z. towards the fund for erecting an Anstice
Institute at Madeley. The proposal is to erect
an institute, to include reading-rooms, rooms
where working men may sit down with their
pipes, if they wish, and enjoy themselves on an
evening! also baths, wash-houses, and recreation
grounds, where amusements may be indulged in.
The Ironbridge tradesmen and the tradesmen
and professional men of Broseley, on the other
hand, have set their minds upon a free bridge
across the Severn. This proposal, however, has
collapsed, and the subscriptions have been
transferrei to the Institution and Recreation
Grounds, at Madeley. Mr. Pritchard, M.P., and
Mrs. Pritchard have given 300i., making alto-
gether about 1,450J.

^
Public Health in Salisbury.—The city of

Salisbury was formerly one of the nnhealthiest
small cities in the kingdom. The average annual

: rate of mortality in twelve winter quarters before
the sanitary works were undertaken was 30 per
1,000; in the twelve winters subsequent to the

I establishment of the Local Board of Health, the
: average annual rate has been 23 per 1,000, which
i is the winter death-rate of the registrar-general’s
' " country districts” of England. The mortality
t for the whole year, averaged for twelve years
f since drainage, is 20 per 1,000, exactly the rate
V observed during the last severe winter, when the
1 mortality was generally raised all over the king-
I dom. The city was entirely unaffected by the
( cholera epidemic of last year, although in 1849
( cholera and diarrhoea alone were fatal to 20 in
( every 1,000 of the inhabitants.

Stkatfobd-upon-Avon.—The foundation-stone
of a bridge, to replace the old Mill Bridge, par-
tially swept away by the floods of March, over
the Avon, at Stratford, has been laid. The
partial re-erection of the church spire, damaged
by lightning some years ago, has been com-
pleted.

The Value of Land near London.—Eighty-
seven acres of land at Edgeware, belonging to
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, have been sold re-
cently to the Midland Railway Company for the
sum of 45,0001., as settled by arbitration. Up to
this time the hospital has derived from it simply
an agricultural rent. Time has made it build-
ing land.

The New India Office.— The new building
was last week inangnrated, so to speak, by “ a
competitive examination of candidates for ap-
pointments in the Engineer Establishment of the
Department of Public Works in India.” The
examiners were Mr. George Preston White, C.E.

;

Professor Capp, P.R.S.
; and Colonel Newmarch’

R.A. The examination was conducted in rooms
on the second floor.

Exports of Railway Iron.—Notwithstanding
t the prevalence of adverse influences in some
c quarters, the export of railway iron from the
I United Kingdom have attained a respectable
I importance this year, having amounted in April
t to 43,974 tons, as compared with 46,673 tons in
I: April, 1866, and 28,667 tons in April, 1865, and
f: for the fonr months ending April 30 to 133,875
K tons, as compared with 135,803 tons in the
x corresponding period of 1866, and 92,018 tons in
1 the corresponding period of 1865. The exports
n would not, however, have been sustained so well
i this year but for an exceptionally large demand
r from the United States. The exports of railway
riron are also well maintained to British India.
[i In the miscellaneous demands for British rail-
ivway iron there appears, however, to have been a
1 rather considerable falling off this year.

Strike at Sunderland.—In consequence of
Ithe excavators, 300 in number, employed
ilat the new Hendon Dock having refused
;cto work unless they received an advance upon
btheir price equal to thirty per cent., they were
)q3aid off on Saturday, and the commissioners
uhave decided to stop the night shifts, lay off one
^nengine, and proceed with the cutting of the
Iignllets only, in order to get in the walls and
flwharflng. There only remain 40,000 cubic yards
ifof marl to remove, 280,000 having already been
^removed, and of the 40,000 to remove 30,000 are
erequired for backing up the walls when built,
mnd levelling the ground. Only sixty men will
therefore be required for the excavation neces-
asary. There is no doubt that the strike arose in
ODonsequeuce of the excavators supposing the
ocompletion of the dock was imperative by a
igiven time.

Archaeological Institute of Great Britain
AND Ireland,—The annual meeting, to be held
this year at Hull, will commence on the 30th
inst. The Archbishop of York will be the pre-
sident, and the grand jury-room at thetown-hall
is to be the reception-room. The arrangements for
the week include excursions to Beverley Minster,
Hedon, Patrington, Plamborongh Head, the
Dane’s Dykes, Driffield Church, Malton gravel-
beds, Howdeu, Wressel Castle, Selby Church, and
Bridlington.

Prince Consort’s Windsor Association.
The annual meeting of this association, estab-
lished in 1850 by the Prince Consort for im-
proving the condition of the labouring classes
of Windsor, Eton, and the surrounding neigh-
bourhood, has taken place in the Windsor Home
Park, under the most favourable auspices. The
show of fruit and flowers from the royal gardens,
the royal nurseries, and gardens of the nobility
and gentry of the neighbourhood, was of a finer
description than has been witnessed for several
years past. Mr. T. Ingram’s display from the
Queen’s Gardens included a very extensive and
beautiful miscellaneous collection ofplants, fruit,
and cucumbera. Whilst the exhibitors were
enjoying their dinner, and during the afternoon,
the fine band of the Scots Fusilier Guards per-

I

formed some pieces of music. The prizes were
I distributed by the Princesses Alice and Looise
and Prince Leopold.

’

Report on Co-operative Societies.—In a
Blue-book lately issued is a report by Mr. Fane
to Lord Stanley, on co-operative societies in
France, in which the progress of these societies
is reviewed. Of the three kinds of co-operative
associations, societies of consumption, of credit
and of production, it is to the last Mr. Fane
confines his attention. Amongst others he speaks
of M. Leclaire’s Society, to which the attention
of our readers has already been directed in the
Builder. Mr. Fane states, that while many of
the productive societies have collapsed, a few,
such as the Society of Masons, are remarkably
prosperous. There has been too much faith, he
thinks, in the combination of skill and labour,
and too little in the co-operation of capital.
He is of opinion that societies enabling work-
men to effect savings and to learn providence,
should have preceded, in France, the formation
of productive societies.

Health in Marylebone.—In the last monthly
report of Dr. Whitmore, the Medical Officer of
Health for Marylebone, he states that on a very
recent occasion great sickness and diarrheea
were produced by the offensive effluvia arising
fmm large accumulations of manure. An out-
break of cattle plague occurred in Malthouse-
mewB, Lisson-grove, adjoining to which is Car-
liele-mews, and in these two places at the time
of the outbreak there wore sixty cows and from
eighty to ninety horses. These places were
promptly declared to be an infected district, and
a cordon sanitaire, so to speak, was placed round
it, so that in a very short time immense heaps
of manure had accumulated. After the interval
of a few days, sickness and diarrhoea broke out
amongst the inhabitants, and out of 149 men,
women, and children residing in these mews
sixty-one were suffering from sickness and
diarrhoea. It was not until after an interval of
twelve days, and the expenditure of much time
and trouble, that he was enabled to get the
manure removed.

Working Men’s College.—The summer con-
versazione of this excellent institution was held
on the 12th inst.

The Worcester Model Dwellings Associa-
tion. Ihe annual meeting of this Association
has been held in the Guildhall. Admiral Hast-
ings occupied the chair. The report stated that
trhe prospects of the Association “ were cheering,
owing to the general rise in the rentals of the
buildings. The Gloucester Arms Inn and five
tenements adjoining had been sold for 3401. and
4101. The whole square or block of buildings
was now open on all sides. The buildings were
in good repair, and the occupants numbered
about 140. The arrears of rentals amounted to
H. ISs. 9d., and a dividend of 2 per cent, was
recommended. The report was unanimoosly
adopted.

Metropolitan Drinking Fountain and Cattle
Trough Association.—The eighth annual meet-
ing of this useful association has been held. The
last year has been a successful one. An anony-
mous contribution of 1,0001., besides other sub-
scriptions, enabled the Association to add many
troughs for cattle and dogs to fountains in
various parts of the metropolis and its suburbs,
and more are in progress. There are 110 foun-
tains in all under the care of the Association.
The annual subscriptions for the year amounted
to 546Z. and the donations to 1,241J., besides the
l.OOOZ. already referred to. A legacy of 1,000L
will shortly be available. Lord Grosvenor has
consented to become the president. The New
York people have consulted the Association and
are supplying their city with fountains. The
large fountain in Hyde Park, erected at the cost
of the Maharajah of Viziauagram, is being
rapidly proceeded with. The report was unani-
mously adopted.

Works in Bronzed CastIron.—The American
Department of the Paris Exposition contains a
numerous collection of lamps of various kinds,
clock-cases, and other works, all of them
executed in bronzed iron. They are the produc-
tions of Tucker’s Manufacturing Company, of
Boston, and are the results of experiments
carried on by Mr. Tucker during the last seven-
teen years. The material employed is American
iron of several varieties compounded together,
with a comparatively small admixture of the
Scottish Coultness iron. A combination of
several important qualities is thus obtained.
The desired colour is obtained through the
union of the carbonized oil with the oiy-
dized metal. This is a pennanent bronzing,
incorporated with the substance of the metal.
The Tucker bronzing process is patented in
England and Prance, as well as America, and
may be applied to the decoration of stoves, iron
bedsteads, and many other works in iron, which
at present are usually coated with lacquer or
varnish.

Tin Water Pipes.—An invention of Messrs.
Colwell, Shaw, & Willard, is being developed at
New York, which is calculated to prove of great
sanitaiy advantage, in providing a means of pre-
venting the contamination of water by lead
pipes. The Scientific American explains that
the pipe differs from the ordinary lead pipe, in
being, for its calibre, only about half the thick-
ness of lead, and in being lined throughout with
pure block tin, not merely washed or plated with
it, bat being really a pipe of tin enclosed by one
of lead, the two being fused or welded together,
forming one solid whole. It has been found that
the new pipe is stronger than lead pipe, although
weighing only half as much per foot. A power-
ful hydraulic press, worked by a steam-engine,
stands by the side of a furnace, over which is a
tank containing the melted lead. Directly under
the press is a receiver, at the bottom of which a
steel die is placed, the aperture in which
corresponds with the external diameter of the
pipe. The projecting portion of the press piston
fits the receiver, and has a mandrel on its lower
end corresponding with the inner diameter of
the pipes to be formed. A cone-shaped block of
pure tin, having a hole longitudinally through

,
its centre, into which the mandrel fits, is placed
in the centre of the receiver directly over the
die, the apex of the cone downward. The piston
of the press is then lowered until the mandrel
engages with the hole in the tin, when melted
lead is let in and the receiver is filled to the top
of the tin cone. After a few minutes, to give
time for the melted lead to form a junction with
the ontsicle of the tin, the pressure is applied,
and the tin - lined pipe comes continuously
through the die, and is coiled on a reel.
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Paths. — A correspondent vrrites :
— “ ‘ A

Sab.’ will get good paths by nsing less well-

boiled tar to dry gravel, free from dirt, put on

about 2i in. thick, with a good sprinkling of

spar (Derbyshire), or small pieces of marble on

the top. Roll the gravel and tar first a little,

then sprinkle with the spar, and roll altogether

well. It will improve the paths to put down a

low edging of stone, tile, or wood, first ; it keeps

the edge of the path firm ; no weed or damp
will then lodge upon it.

St. Thomas’s Hospital.—At the last weekly

meeting of the Metropolitan Boai’d of Works, the

soperintending architect, in answer to a resolu-

tion of the Board, reported that the sums paid,

or agreed to be paid at Stangate, for the Southern

Embankment, were 32-l,'1921. The surplus lands

were sold to the trustees ofSt. Thomas’s Hospital

for 108,000i., which was about one-third of the

entire cost. The site of the new hospital ex-

tends from Westminster Bridge to Lambeth
Palace, and is bounded on the river embank-
ment by a new public road, 20 ft. wide, and by
New Palace-road, on the eastern side, 60 ft. in

width. The cost of clearing the ground will be
324,492Z. ; for 8^ acres the governors of the

hospital pay 95,0001. ;
for the triangular piece of

ground adjoining, 13,0001. ;
making a total of

108,0001., which, deducted from the 324,4921.,

leaves 216,4121., or two-thirds of the tot^ cost

of the two now roads and embankments.

The New Manchester Cemetery.—The low-

lying portion of this cemetery has been sub-

merged. It is defended from the river by an
embankment some 7 or 8 ft. above the average
water-mark. The rise of the river was so sudden,

and the weir at the Messrs. Wood’s print works
ofifered so effectual a barrier to the flow of the

water, that the flood speedily rose above the

embankment and covered the burial-ground for

a distance of 20 or 30 ft. The flood did not

wash up the soil, or disturb any of the graves

that had been closed
;
but it is usual to keep

two or three graves unclosed, so that more inter-

ments than one may be made in the same graves,

and the water, by overflowing these open graves,

set five coffins afloat, one of which was carried

into the stream. The city surveyor visited the

ground, and in his opinion the only effectual

mode of guarding against the repetition of such
an occurrence will be to build a more solid em-
bankment to about twice the height of the

present one.

For fvlterationa at the Three Cranca public-honse. Brick-

lane, Spitalfielda, for Measra. iruman, Hanbury, & Co.

Mr. J. Tanner, architect

Tamer & Son £2,129 0' 0
Brown 1,790 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 1,589 0 0

Matr 1,573 0 0

For residence for Mr. Harry Bridger, Old Shoreham,
Sussex. Messrs. Goulty & Gibbins, architects ;

—

Cheeaeman & Co £2,763 0 0
Howell. 2.643 0 0
Kightingale 2,470 0 0
Simms & Marten 2,456 0 0
Shearburn 2,400 0 0
Bland . 2,353 0 0
Chappell (accepted) 2,346 0 0

For three houses, Queen’s-road, Bayswater, for Metro-
politan Railway. Messrs.- IVithall & Evers, architects

Bywater £4,890 0 0

Tongue 4,666 0 0
Ebb & Sons 4,680 0 0
Webb & Sons 4,385 0 0
Richardson 4,092 0 0
Foster 3,972 0 0

For erecting pnblic-house, Gainsford-strect, Kentish-
town-road. Mr. J. F. Newman, architect

Scrivener & IVhite £2,287 0 0
Webb & Sons 2,236 0 0
Manley & Rogers 2,200 0 0
White 2,168 0 0
Maun 2,143 0 0
Matthews 2,040 0 0

For rebuilding 45, Carter-lane, City. Mr. Whichcord,
architect :

—

Ashby & Horner £1,325 0 0
Piper &, Wheeler 1,253 0 0

Macey 1,239 0 0
Brass 1,197 0 0

Turner 1,171 0 0
Newman & Maun 1,159 0 0
Hill A Sons 1,147 0 0
Webb & Sons 1,137 0 0

TENDERS
For extension of present shop, sbow-rooms, and ware-

house, for Messrs. Brice & Sons, in the drapery. North-
ampton. Mr. George Low, architect. Quantities sup-

plied by Mr. Frederick Johnstone :

—

Smith, Brothers (accepted) £5,415 0 0

For rebnilding No. 43, Cartor-laue, City. Messrs. J.

Young A Son, architects ;

—

Conder £2,620 0 0
Macey 2,613 0 0
Brass 2,542 0 0

Piper & Wheeler 2,472 0 0
Hill i Sons 2,459 0 0
Webb & Sons 2,345 0 0
Ashby & Homer 2,325 0 0
Newman & Mann 2,295 0 0

For new wing to Hospital for Women, Sobo-sqaare.

Mr. E. L. Bracebridge, architect :

—

Read & Sons £9,220 0 0

Patman & Co 8,090 0 0
Wood & Co 7,983 0 0
Myers & Sons 7,890 0 0

Piper * Wheeler 7,837 0 0
Hill & Sou 7,660 0 0
Webb & Sons 7,167 0 0
Alford 7,087 0 0

Wagstaff A Sons 6,960 0 0

For alterations in Finsbury-place. Mr. H. J. Ham-
mon, architect :

—

Foster £2,E90 0 0

Hennor 2,489 0 o
Brass 2,3t

*

Webb & Sons 2,3.;

Pritchard 2,3;

Macey 2,2t

Browne A Robinson 2,21

For building new inn at Rochester, for Mr. George Beer,
Canterbury. Mr. John Green Hall, architect;

—

Petts £1,423 12 0
Sollitt 1,376 0 0

Naylar (accepted) 1,147 0 0*

* After deductions for old materials.

For residence for Mr. Henry Mills, on part of Beacott

Estate, Wednesbury, near Walsall. Messrs. William &
Samuel Horton, architects :

—

Taylor, Brothers £2,200 0 0

For repairs, alterations, and refitting the parish church
of Harmston, Lincolnshire. Mr. Withers, architect;—

Huddleston £1,370 0 0
Binns & Co. 1,347 0 0
I,ocke 1,345 0 0

• 8. & W. Pattinaon 1.300 0 0
Bellamy 1,108 6 0
Stiles ... - 1,100 0 0

Barker... 1,028 0 0

For repairs and refitting to the parish church of West
Barkwith, LincolnsMre. Mr. Withers, architect;

—

Bellamy & Barker £524 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Balmoral Castle,

Caledonian-road, for Mr. Baines. Quantities not sup-

plied:—
Bslston&King £237 0 0
Brett & Bradbury 170 0 0
Bevington 165 0 0

For repairs and additions to six houses, Caledonian-

street. King’s-cross. Mr. E. L. Blaekburne, architect.

Quantities not supplied :

—

Waters £960 0 01
Smith A Biggs 698 0 0

Ramsay 688 0 0
Blackmore ft Morley 622 10 8

Bradbury ft Co 613 0 0
Taylor ft Son 445 0 0

Ladd 297 0 0

!

For laundry buildings to convent. Central Hill, Nor-
wood. Mr. Goldie, architect. Quantities supplied by
M>. Scofield

Myers ft Sons £2,240 0 0
Longmire ft Barge 2,110 0 0
Simpson 2,065 0 0
Lawrence ft Maw 1,999 0 0

King ft Sons 1,948 0 0

Gammon 1,903 0 0

Nightingale 1,839 0 0
Roberts 1,770 0 0

For the erection of additional buildings and alteration

of the old bnildings at the Red Coat School, Stepney-

green. Mr. Henry Stock, architect. Quantities supplied

by Messrs. Marsland ft Widdows :

—

Hill ft Koddell (accepted) £2,177 0 0

For alterations and repairs at Camden Chnrch, Cam-
berwell. Mr. F. W. Meaftin, architect:

—

Harland ft Fisher 997 0 0
Jones 839 0 0

Garland ft Sons 804 0 0
Colls ft Son . 786 0 0

For parsonsge-honse for the incumbent of Holy Trinity,

Church, KentiBh-town. Mesers. Beck ft Lee, architects.

Quantities by Messrs. Paiu ft Clark :

—

Ashby ft Sons £3,333 0 0

Conder 3,210 0 0
Manley ft Rogers 3,190 0 0
Colls ft Son 3,184 0 0
Woodward 3,168 0 0
Foster 3,620 0 0

Webb ft Sons 2,879 0 0

For building bouse and tavern. Seven Sisters’-road,

Holloway, for Mr. J. Pigot. Messrs. Finch Hill ft

Paraire, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. Dongh-
ney :

—

Warne £4,250 0 0
Hoare 4,057 0 0
Wiltshire ft Harold 3,998 18 0
Langmead ft Way 3,746 0 0
Newman ft Mann 3,690 0 0
Eaton ft Chapman 3,513 0 0

For reaidenoe, Tettenball. Mr. G. Bidlake, architect :

Trow £3,600 0 0

For rebuilding Swan-hill Congregational Church,
Shrewsbury. Mr. G. Bidlake, architect:

—

Nevitt £1,477 0 0

For double villa residence, Penn-road, Wolverhampton,
Mr. G. Bidlake, architect:

—

Higham £1,187 0 0

For mission-room, Broseley, Shropshire. Mr. G. Bidlake,

architect :—
Smithyman £536 0 0

0 0

For rebuilding the Old Pied Bull pnblic-house. Hollo-

way-road, for Messrs. Taylor & Walker. Mr. Charles
Dunch, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G. P.
Raggett :

—

HOI ft Keddell (accepted) £2,493 0 0

For new parsonage. Holy Trinity, Wallington, near

Croydon, for Mr. N. Bridges. Messrs. E. Habarsbon,
Brock, ft Webb, architects :

—

Simpson (accepted) £1,650 0 0

For part restoration of the ofilces of the London
Society for the Propagatlou of the Gospel amongst the

Jews. Messrs. E. Habershon, Brock, ft Webb, arebi-

For redecorating St. Paul’s Church, Islington. Mr, T.

Matthews, architect:

—

Ramsay £850 0 0
Dove, Brothers 655 0 0
Webb ft Sons 649 0 0

Smith ft Sons 647 17 0

Sewell ft Sons 615 0 0
Moreland ft Burke 697 0 0

For erecting parsonage-house, Haverstock-hill, Messrs.
Beck ft Lee, architects :

—

Ashby ft Sons £3,333 0 0

Conder 3,215 0 0

Manley ft Rogers 3,190 0 0
Colls ft Son 3,184 0 0
Woodward 3,168 0 0
Foster 3,620 0 0

Webb ft Sons 2,879 0 0

0 0

For alterations at 6, Rossia-ro w, Milk-street City

William Smith, architect :

—

Crabbe & Vaughan 394 0 0
i'anhaii ft ^eeks 364 0 0
Sabey 325 0 0
Eaton ft Chapman 310 0 0

For Stockport Baptist Chapel. Messrs. Habershon ft

Pite, architects :

—

Brown £6,490 0 0
Weatherly ft Kymer 6,947 0 0
Atkinson 6,852 0 0
Espley 6,600 0 0
Rohibson o,600 0 0
StathamftSons 6,185 0 0

Hughes .. 6,121 0 0
S._ft W. Pattinson 4,695 0 o

For cottage, new club-room, and other works, at Prince
Edward's Tavern, Purk-road, Holloway. Mr. Thompai
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Barker £667 0 0
Greenfield 634 0 0
Itamssy 603 0 0

Eaton & Chapman 475 0 0

Poxon ft Smith 445
]
0 0

Shurmur 417 0 0
Warne (accepted) 410 0 0
Bradbury ft Brett 374 0 0

For alterations and additions to Tor Lodge, Tettenball.

Mr. G. Bidlake, architect:

—

Ueveningham, ,..,£1,120 0 0

For building new parsouage-house for St. Peter’s,

Rochester. Mr. Ewan Christian, architect. Quantities

supplied by Messrs. Goodman ft Vinall :—
Naylar (accepted) £1,-179 0 0

For building house, Air-street, Regent-street, for Mr.
Ralph Bodilly :

—

Nightingale (accepted) £755 0 0

For six houses. Cross-street, Islington. Mr. William
Smith, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Pain ft

Clarke :

—

Webb ft Sons £3,069 0 0
Eaton ft Chapman 2,293 0 0
Nightingale 2,»33 0 0
Sahey 2,816 9 0
Thompson 2,795 0 0

Bishop 2,695 0 0
Crnbbe ft Vaughan 2,649 0 0
Henshaw 2,521 0 0
Rodda 2,150 0 0

For villa in the Seven Sisters'-road, for Mr. Joseph
Ramsay. Mr. William Smith, architect:

—

Flint ,
£1,160 0 0

Crabbe ft Vaughan 1,060 0 0
Brisley 1,000 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

" T1\t ZVlttmere J/cmorial."—An Inquirer wlahea to know what U
bclUK done lo tbU matter.

Fropoied Atsletuit Ec^DCart’ art! UnLOghtmen'e AuocUUoo.—
Severol lettere leceived on 'bis tutjeck

S, M. H. (Lext w€eV).-G. R. (ha* been postedl.-W. H. (eend par-

ticnlan),—Poor Clerk (at an; Artiata' CoIourmanV).

F. J.—T. K.—W. W.-J. M.-A. C.—T. P.-J. T.-T. E. W. K.—
C. B. M.—T. P.—W. & Bon.~J. G. N.—A LuaugbWinaa.—A Well-

wisher.—T. L. D.—A. B.-Mr. T.-B. N. H.—Mr. W.-E. W. P.-

W. £ B. H.-T. T,-M.-W. M.-C. A-M. A Co.-B. S B.—

B. B. N.,

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addreasea.

All tateroants otfaeta, lists of tenders, ic., must be accompanied by

the same and addxeM of the aender,uot neoeasarll; for publication.

Nera.—The responsibility of signed articles, and papers read at

public meetings, rests, of course, with the authon.
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Advertisements cannot be receivedfor the ciirrent
wee^s issue later thtm THESE o’clock, O.m.
on THURSDA Y.

“

The Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
ginal Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
AdA)ertisements, and strongly recommends that
Copies only should be sent.

[Advertisements.]

PARTS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel
Shatters can be seen at twenty entrances which
have been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
missioners, and in the Testing Honse by order
of the Royal British Commissioners.

REilOI^AL.—Messrs. CHUBB & SON beg to
annonnee the REMOVAL, this Day, of their
Safe Manufactory, from West Smithfield to their
newly-erected Paemlses, Chubb’s Safe Works,
Glengall-road, Old Kent-road, S.E. — Whit-
Monday, 1857.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved machinery for clock-making, at
the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees,
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horologioal Machine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.n. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 84, Ludgate-hill. E.C.
Established 1749.

A CATALOGUE of New and Second-h^nd
flCWKS on ARCHITEOTUEB. ORNAMENT, th- FINE ARTS,CiTil and aei'luiilcal Eoglnoertng, aliip')midine Ac forwi.d cnilii

"PPH^tlon to BRADLKV THOH, BATRFjHL)',AT «nd Ei.giRMfHiu IlookwIUr. 53. HIgli Holbnrr,. London

Jnit published, ia 1 toI. crown Svo. wit'i Por'rtlt of M. tUlidni,

S
/-V TT -i-r

]G9 Woodcut., iricefl*.

O U N D : a Course of Eight Lectures,
dollTOrod nt tt.o R ovm 1Irered nt tbo Roynl Iiiitiluti-in of Gr^at Brltilu.

TYNDALL. LL.D. F.R.S. 4o.
il Initltuiion, and In theProf, of Nat. Philo«. ill

Roynl School of Miueo,
BT th««*nie Author. Second Edition, nnifonn, prle^ 12j. 6’1

ilEAl considered as a MODE of MOTION.
Loudon : LDNSMANS, GREEN, i CO. Pltemo»ter-row.

Price 61 : p-rpo«t 7.1

r^RDNANCE SURVEY.—STANFORD’S
of the MAPS. PLANS, and other PGBLIOA-TIONSot the ORDNANCE hDRVEY of Great Britain ami IreJatid

DioludlDe alio the Plaui, Dl.t-raroe, and Photograph, of the Orduance

me”t * 0(11*'“^
tho lo,jographical and Stalistical Depart-

^*NF0HD, 6, CharlDg-croee, Londou. aw. Agent by Appoint-

PARK ESTATE. Snrrey.half an hour’s drive by raU from
Sre-thd 81,(1 FiualS.leof Freehold Land, com-

tif .. • ".V*’' L.ia, formlug Charming Bnlidlnr
Hit.a, and adm.raldy adapted for euhdLvislon into email Plots for

tbi’Lmi f.”mw A™'" ’•“"‘•““I U«.

nHINNOOK, GALSWORTHY, & OHIN-

hSTATF, eituated midway between Kiugilon and Ewell, close to the
‘ Eptom and Laatherbead Line, and within ten

flya other railway htatiom, vie Kingston,

» mt'ea ’o all luch. Hite, iS Inche. by 31 Inches.nEOLOGIOAL MAP of IRELAND.
\_6 By JOSKPH BBRTE JOKB.S, U A. F,R,S,

Director of H.„.,
ThiiMap Is c«n»tfaotrd on the

oloured gedloBlcally. It al-o she
lanaTs, AMtiqiiUle-. 4o. Price oi
Oa ; or on roller, v .rnished 32..

LoDdou : EDWAKU STaNFOB

, if Ireland.
le of the Ordnanco Sarray.
the Railwaya, Statmu., R>
0 abeeta. 259. ; mounted lu cuei

. 6. Cliaring-crosB. S.W.

H
O.OW eoiTion.

YDROGRAPHICAL map of the
IIRITISH ISLEa, exhibiting the geoi-raphical UUtrlbntino

Waters, coustru.tfed by ADOUfifus' PETERMANN,
U, u Vv

Meiiih-r of the Geographical Society of Benin :

the R.iiifall Revised to 18S6 hv 0. .T, PY'UONd, F If 8. Member
> Rcijttlsh Meleorolegtral Society. Beale, 25 miles ti an Inch.

Af. 24 luchea. Price In sheet, lOf.
;
mounteti iu

!, ISi.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO LEARNED SOCIETIES, AEOHI-
TECTS, and ANTIQUARIES,—Meaara. WYMAN A SONSmkving bad great exia-rieuco in the production of every variety of

‘o/'^h»ol<.gy, Architeeture, and the Fine Arte, their
facliitle* for the exeoution of this class

*" I^,^.l>«'ttx»Mllde Qianuer with promptitude, aud atmoderate pr^ea—WYMAN A SONS, Flne-Axt and Clasaical Piloters,
.4-rs, Great Queen-street, London, W.G

TTSEPUL architectural BOOKS,
,VJ

,

at OHKaTLV hEDUGKn PKIUES.ou SALEatR T TtATq’
RNGI-*<EKBINQ BOOK UKPof.

ihell °“r“
'^•0- P*»t-olBce Ordere payable at

THE FARM HOMESTEADS of ENGLAND :

tho*m*Mt'^''
homestead., oarefuliy eeieoled from

By BAILEY DEKION. 85piates,
lodes of husiiaodry, .tu.

London: EDWARD 8TANF0RD, 6. Charing-oroi*. 8W,
Aow resdr, l2mo. stro^Iy houud in cloth, price 4s. (noetag. 4d.)WEALE’S BUILDER’S and CON-
T T TRAfrrOR’a PRIFE rook r..r 38*77,

n the Botllera'.ut of

RevUed by G. ...

This book is the univeridly rccngnltrd
dl.putacl acce

" Mr, Bnmfll h.s omitted imtliing Tt
to make it valoable to the builder or

• • Mr. Btimell seems to have a:pated^aD objrctmns^^n^M^dea*]y_prJnt8d hook."— jV/iyNsA .IferA,Londou : LOCKWOOD & CO. 7. Utatloneri’-haU-c.
1. EC.

PERFECTION
.Builder* desiring a i

n BOOK-KEEPING.—

tbiprt
Ty"l*olbn-a"l-y,'7oth"cht77.

BulM.„.-«da.,„, K. A. 4.-B,

A T the BALTIC SALE ROOM, Southsea
is^at^TWO o-ofo?k“**'’''’

'‘*®'‘‘ ''^J^NESDAY, 7lJi AUGUST

AiJ Colonial Timber,
100,000 Pieces ditto .lltto Deals and B.ttens,

And oth-r YVood goods
H.FRFEtfANACO. Brokers,

3. Cfooked-laue. Caonen-street. K.C.

New Maldeti, Ewell, Epsom, and Cbea__ „«oes8 to town and other pact.- The Portion now offered “comprises
13o acres of undo atlug and nicely-timbered land, forming some of

The Pen
*n tills healthy and beautiful locality.

land-tax redeemed, tithe-free, and there U a churchon < . ..« rpv. .-..j already formed, the Und well drained,
, and there is an ample supply of
sat Kingston. As it Is desired to
will be sold in eight lots, which ai

of detached v

the E.tstV. The roads ai

sewer* constructed, gas laid t

wa'er direct from the reeorvoi
rea'ig. without de'ay, the Eebite
pu’ticulatly eligible for lubdisisi.~e ,1 .--..-J

offering a'
iivistou to an enterprising builder or s-eoulalnr.—Particulars may
0

STEPUF.NB, SMITH, 4 GWILT. SollcUor*.
Strand, W.C.; of Measr*. A. C. 4 H

Qcorge-stre'et, W(.-4tiniiisi«rrof th*e'
Clerk of the Wors,. the Lodg-s, on th- EsUte

;
a* the Offlewi of theLanded E..lates Comi>any, Lluooln’.-ion-chanihers 40 Chaiicery-

lane; at the Jlirt, City; and of Meurs. ClIiNNOCK * CO. LandAgeuts and Surveyors, No. 11. Waterloo-plaoe, P.Jl-mdl.

WEST WORTHING. SUSSExU-Desirable F.uehold Building Site*'
for flRt-claee villas, terrace., io. facing the sea and the magnificent

title registered, land-tax redeemed, ratve very low,
and offering to those seeking reildencee In thle favourite w
place an immedlat
'

erastit by aur

eking reildencee li

‘Pportunitv of securing the advantage of
iiri.. Iha Ka,.— ggg.l girdens.

/^HINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
Mfl instructed by tbs West Worthing Investment

L-'iupany (Limited) to SELL by AUCnON, at Ibe AUCTION MART
Tokenbouse-y-rd, on WEDNESDAY', 7th AUGUST at TWO o’clock
numerous very valuable PitBEHOLD BUILDING PLOTS, forming
a frootsge to the new grand Eiplanade, faolug the sea at W»»t
Worthing, I" er . ....
Ass'mhly-ri
feet by a d

,

gardeua Also nutuerou. Plit.
to the adjoining road*. West Worthing is rapidly

ranks among the fir»t
it, being within two hours' ride of

scenery, and surrounded by
' tde grottest variety

itlouatlou of Heene-tirrrace, and close to the new
plot having a double frontage of 50

' good

Increasing iu public
waterlug-placti on the south c:
Londim, lo the midst of beautife
plaoei of celebrl'y. sITjpllug drives and walk,
iu all directions, at the tame time witblu a few mli
attractions of Brighton. Tue laud U well draluod _
abund.sutly supplied with pure w.ster, and otfore great aUvantag** to
builder* and others for speculative or imon.ving Inveetraent of
capiUI.-Partioolars lu iy lie bad of Mea.re. BURCHBLL. Solicltoi*.
5, Broad Sanctuary; CHARLES ALKY. Kk;. at the Otfic.e of the

pany, 5. WretmliislBr-chambers, Viotorla-etreet, 8.W ; 0 WJOHNSON, Bill. Resident Surveyor. West Worthiug
; and ijf Mmrt'

OHINNOC'K 4 CO. Lund Agent* and Surveyors, 11, Waterloo nlsce.
Pall-mall. * '

London, Brighton, a —Important Sale of

it 31. 3-.I

leiMi

id-iS

^alviews.Kcood ediSon! mliofcloth!YL'l8“*(p^! ^rortm^
ANDRA PARK.-Twenty Im-IF . Freehold Building Pl„u. forming part of tbli attraclivfl

*” ““I'jlp'Hon of tbe opening of Alexaudra. Palace,now rapidly approa-hing completion.

nilINNdCK, GALSWORTHY, & OHIN-
MLI: Anmios

GLEANINGS from ORNAMENTAL ART
1“ lh« BflHah. South Kenslng-

'‘"‘I '“‘“r Museums, the Exhibitions if

adtLmp^r..^to.S"^.“6'd. Jo^ afaST)
BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE, illustrated

colour*, .mall folio, clofh glU 21 2.. (pub. at^ wlLh gold and

KENDALL (H. E.), DESIGNS fur SCHOOLS
SrerhPc“?a°e,“oM.tru/Vf“rilw9'‘',',iaM“‘inTele'“tr^^
oior^o, U. 8‘. (uub. a* '21. 12s. 6d. Iu cloth).

" *

PARKER (CHARLES), VILLA RUSTICA-
,e RTTRAi. VILLA ARCHITELTDRE of ITALY, portraying

t couutry, with estimatwiiiple* in that

lied plates, !b. (Jj. (pub.

ANALYSIS of GOTHIC
•ted by upward, of 70!' examples of door-
ales, 2 vols. royal 4to cloth, SI. 6*. (pub. at

the RUBAIi and
the several very in
and apeciflcatloUB tor the a
aelecled fium buHuhg. a
Florence, aud arranged foi

. medium 4to. 72 flurly execi

BRANDON'S
ABOHITRCTtIKB, lllu.l

' ways. wlodoWB.Ac. 168
. «.5»),

i foraale*
ooplee of thl* moet ueoful work now remaining

TIMBER ROOFS of
I Of

‘Hu.lratfd by perspective and working drawing.
I ofsomeofihebeat varletiesof Church Roof*,43 platee Bofwhiohaie
. coloured, royal 4to, doth. llL. 6 i. (pub. .t 3f

"of “e

,

bowman & CROWTHER’S CHURCHES of
l

of E»rly and iliddlo

manv flni
*• Pointed example*.

; 5(. 6a (pub. at 10"lol').^
^ “orooco.

SHAW’S (H.j DETAILS of ELIZABETHAN

SHAW’S ENG lOLOPFEDlAof ORNAMENT
t'» pS"

, ificz'd."Si
»' *11 upd. ppd or ,ii

r
studies from OLD

ruS. Ip 1,;
'““Ii™. Oodd .pd S,ip„flat*, 4c. Uu line pUtea. many coloured, exnibitlng Interior and

aud Ir.terior decopslioni, fuml-
epeclmena of the “Old English

’, half morocco, 44, 18a (publiahed

51 ART, Tokeuhoui
TWO o'clock T-re-

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAN:

^riiT h th'
hou.B^v'l'ui, 4(:Vf(;r“

The opening of the Alexandra Palace next year will bring thle lani!into great :e4ue*t, off.rlng to speculators an opp.rtunity for pr.iflt-able employment of capital, a. there Is no doubt the^ Alexandra
not excel, it* rival on the south of London.

MAYNARD, SON, MARKBV, 4- -
-ir, A. MACKBN-
00. Land Agent*

ard, City, on WBDNESDAY. AUGUi^T 28th
iv .Kn... twenty most eligible PLOTS of' •

’•‘d clo.B to the Wood-green

TV/TR. FULLER is instructed by the London,
d'-J Brighton, and 3oulh-Coa*t Railway Ccrapeny to SELL bv
Al.CriON, at the LONDON TAVERN, Bi»ho[.-g.te-street onWEDNE3DAT, AUGUoT7ili, at ONE o'clock precisely, several

'

loU
f extremely valuablo FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, advan-
geouily siiaate at R-thvtltlio. Queen-road. Blenhelm-grove, and

Viotorla-Toad, Peokhain, Uold H«rboor-lan», Brlxton, Diilwi -h. Tulse
Hill, Norwood, Horsley, Three Btldge^ and Hayward’* Heath, offer-
lug most excellent *110. for h -u.ir., shops, aud villa-raHldences, being
in does prox'inity to several ImporUut railway stations, and
poisetsiog frontage* to good roid-.—PartlooUr. will hs ready ten
days prior to 8ai«. and may be had of Mr. KREDBRIOK BLIGHT.
Becretary, London, Brighton, and South-Coast Railway, London
Bridge lermlnua; ilessr*. FaTTHFULL, SON. ft COODK. BoHcltors.
3, WhitehKlI-gardeu*. and Brighton

; of the Btatlonmastei* at
Rotberhlthe; Rye-lane, Peckham

;
Cold Ilirbour-lane, Brlxton*

Lower Norwood, Hor.ley, Three Bridges, and Hayward's Hea'h
; at

tho I,oudon Tavern, Biihop.gate-street
;
and of Mr. FULLER. Eitate

Auctioneer and Surveyor. 3, WLitehall-gardeus.

BETFtNAL-OREEN, adjacent to Shoreditch, three minutes' walk of
the Great Eastern Termini, and only ab .at half a mile from the

orUnt aud vary exWtislve Freehold Iktate, pre-
good bulldlug site* either for philanthropic

Clty.-

purp.>

Palace will ecji

Partionlars mi
DENTON, Snlh
ELE, MuBwell-I
and Surveyoi*,

*67, Col.
and of Messr*. CHINNOCK 4

Waterloo-place. P.iH-mall.

TOTTENHAM WOOD nOUSE and GROUND^, MUSWELL-UII L
oonipri-.lng a substantial Freehold Mansion, seated In benullful

’f *'T«. timbered with noble trees,

buMdlnli
Slabliug, coach-house*, conservatory, aud out-

nniNNOCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
\f»TiT^Y w*'

to SELL hy AUCTION, at the AUCflONMART, Tc..
TWO precisely, the' valuthfi.
TVjttenhsm Wood House, situate at

.’ark and Palsce.

. - -.AUCriON
City, on WKDNIMDAV, AUQUrtT 88lh at--VI.. EBESHOLD ESTATE, known a.

orth-w-et extremity of the
walk from the Wood green

I'M ESSKS. J. J. CLEMMANS & SON are
-LtA directed by tbe trtufee* of the will of the late V PhilllDS
Es<]. to SELL by AUCTION, at the new AUCTION MART Token-
bouee-yard, on THURSDAY. JULY f3th, 18-i7. at ONE for TWO

“^sral loU, a mo*t liuporUnt FABEHOLDLblArE, covering Ibe immense area of .TS.iwo fevt. Th© esutels
situate in Great Turvliie-street, Half-Nicol-street, VInoent-street.
and Trafaljar-street, all leading Irom Church-street. Shoreditch. Agood portion of the esUte I* uow iu the occupation of weekly tenants,
and the remainder U let on leasee at ground-rents, the present
rentals being about 6,01 per annum, Tbe estate oomprlies three in-
dejwndent site*, all fronting good light streets, and is totally un-
fettered by the u-ual drawbacks of ancient llghU invariably found In
old establlsbed locsilties

; In Its pressut state it offers a mo*t secure
very prollleble liiveatraenL — Parilcnlara, with plans, will be

days prior to the B vla, and may be had of
HINCKS, Bollcitori, 14, Klng-streot, Finsbury-

imbllsUed foui
MesT*. ROSCOE
square ; and of t. 1 Auciloneers, 13, Flu.b y-sguj 9. E.C.

mprising a capital
way.

indiome si

hall, wltb I

rooms, aadi
iiiiUbl© for a large establlihraenl, t'^gethei

the Alexandi
uiick-bnlll mansion, wit

r, and conteiniug a spacloo
'ell-proportioned receptlon-—‘secondary bedchambi

'lihkitohenaudservao
itbuilillDgs are V(

• l^, 4c. of the most sdmlj
a MauiKiu," 4 Tols. ruyal folio,
;atl4L14v). 1341-S.

This valuable work miift s-on become scarce, as a verv few onnies

0 theory r-ll.iblBwoik of the kind procurable.
PUGIN (A. W.), FLORIATED ORNAMENT

PUGIN (A.), GOTHIC ORNAMENTS
ilealected from Anoienl Buildings both in England and France drawn

yC plates, 4cu. half-hound, ss'.. (pub.

SPECIMENS of GOTHIC
lARCHlTECrUHE, oumpriilug the most improved Ex.imiiles Ins^gland, from ibe ea, licet u tbe biteet date, coutainlng Fl.i.ss^ctious, Klcvatiuus, aud DoUU<. - '• -• '

at 41, 4i.).

isclude capital stabling, greenhouse,
irrouude<i by about four acres of ploisnre grounds'. 'laid
taste, well ilmhero'l

,
and planfeil with choloe ihtubi.

rgolLg a thorough repair and re-decoration.
«*r». Jackson 4 Graham.—Mav be viewed
Messrs. MAYNARD, SON. MARKBY 4
leinaii -street, B.C. : of Mr. A. MACKENZIE,

CHINNOCK £ CO. Land Ageuti and

under a contract witt
and parricuUr* h*d
DRNTON.Bolioitore.e'
Mniwell-blll

; iind of
Surveyor*, 11. Waterloo pfaee, Palf-maTl.

MU9WRLL HILL—Import*
and Villas, comprising somi
and picturesque neighbaurl
new Alexandra Park, will
'ouc^hjg richly-wooded i

it Freehold Bulldlug Sites for lUuslo
of tbe highest ground lu this boautll
ood. wiih unlntorruptod vlewj over t
Us mssuideeut palace, and the si

("IHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, & CHIN-
2V ''•msESUiY. ADQBS-IJSth, at TWO oclook, at the MART, ToVenhouae-yard. Citv nn.,.o
roils very valuable FREEHOLD BUILUfNG SITES, of due acre

Uorneey, and being thesniomU of Muswetl-hlll, a spot rcmatkiblo for the exieut and beauty
of It* views. Some of tho plots are llmbvrel with noble oaks andelms, and present sites for ri9*ideuoes rarely obtainable lu this nou-h.bourhooa, and which from the enormous expenditure lately made information of the Alexandra P.irk, with iti magiiiaoBut nslaoe

Improving daily iu value, and must shortly become enual to
ruetropoliUu building ground, as from th* attracllon uow forminv
in the locality the erinte will at no distsnt period be civered with
buikllngs. There is to he a station coutlguoui on the Hue of the new••dlway apprna. h to the pstaoe.— Plans and pirtlou'ar* mav he h.,i

Mertr*. MaYNaRU, bON. MARKBY. ft DEMON Ho'lcirer*
.Coieiuau a'reet. KC. : of Mr. A. -MAI'KRNZIK, ’'Icisw'ell-bUl ’•

at
of Mo*»ra. OHINNOCK 4 CO. L;uid Ageute

QALE of GRANITE POLISHINGWORKS
kj end LEASE of GRANITE QUARRIE9.-Th*re will be BOLDhy PUBLIC AUCTION, at the FACULTY HALL, OInsgow onWEDNESDAY. Ihe 31*t day of JULY. 1867, at TWO o'clock In' the
afternoon, the POLISHING WuEKS in St. Jamre's-alreet. Kingston
Glasgow, with tho whole luachltieky and plant at said Works, belong,
lug to the Scottish Oranlto Company, and the Lease of the Qiiarriej at
North Bay and T.jrmore, in the fsUud of aiull.held by the said Com-
pany. with the whole houses, uischlnerr, and plantat those Qiiarrle*.
The Pallsbing Works are 330 feet long by 60 feet broad, and are con-
nected with the railway i-ystem of the country by a siding from tbs
Medonia Railway, which bounds them on the east and south. TheWorks are ntted with excelleot m.achloery, complete, and at present
in good condition. The Quarries are held on a lease of 38 year* from
Whil-.euu(1ay, la'iO, on advantageous terms. 1206™ are trucks aud all
requisite plant for the working and trans't of the material, and the
Quarries are so situated a* to affoid eveiy facility for shipping the

'to obtained from these Quirrles Is of the flrit
belug worked into any shape, and of taking tbs
abos-e subjects will be expoBrd at a low upiet
inatlon may be obtaiusd from F. P. CHAPPELL,
re. Ijjudou, w.

; ROBERT CRAWFORD, Etn. 0
s CARRICK ROBgai'BON, Ejq. AeBOUUUhtM. ^ ADDISON SMITH, 12. at.

. iduce. Tbe grai
quality, is capable 1

highest pulish. 'Jb

puce.—Further inf
l{>q. 28. Gulden-equ
Poll mall, Loudon
SO. Buchauan-street. Glasgow

;

Andrew's-square, Ediuburgh.

Butt’s Timber-yard, Green-walk, Bouthwark-streot. Blaokfrii
The valuable Leaie aoil evrenaiv* r,. 'i'.-v.i.^b At~..u
Carriage Manufacture
Otbera

, Pisuofurle aud Cabinet Makers, and

,
- esAt*.

;
ituu ut luea

I

11, WaUiriuo-pUce, Pall-mall.

. Bockfrlars, on TUKrtDAY, JULY S3cd, aud following day. atTWELYE o’clock, the extensive weU-a*aaoue-J TIMBER STOCK,
c-omprlsiug 15.000 mihogany aud rail planks, 20.000 feet Cuba ditto,
lO.UOO feet or mahogany panelling, mahogany aud other veneers,
bwrdi aud flitches, several loads of flue horuheam, tub plsnk,
'

‘ 50. au imineiise quiutity of ulrch, ash, sycamore
,rds, qnartertug, deal battem, pine, mahogany, cedar,
ahogany, yew, lime, cuestuut, beach, elm, floor-boards,
egs. &c. low tided timber-van, light and nearly uew
ed phseCunt. a uieful bore*, and bay mare

;
alto tbe

einises, at a low rental, which will be required by tbs
(lU). and Dover Railway, being already uudet notice to

Coio|iatiy.— May bo viewed two days preceding tbe
ogues hod oil tiie Premises; of J. U. TaYLOB, Eaq.
luli-atrret, Fiusbiiry

;
and of Mesars. EUWIN FOX ft

:I, Gtoihom-itrcot, Bunk, KO.

I.e*sB°of tbe*
London, Chat

1 BOUoFIi
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Uiisold Propertits.

TV/TESSES. DRIVER k CO. beg to inform
JjX the public that the following PKOPEUTIES NOT hariiiB tneo

SOLD At the recent Anctione may now be treated for by Pu
Contract :

—

LEYTONSTONE. Fsen.—Beveral Eligible Blocke on the Filler

brooke Fatate, a Taloable FreihoM Bulldlog Proiwrty. >iiuite Dear
Epping Foreat, witbln 25 minutea' ride of London, well adapted fur

the erection of villa realdenc-s, asbooLe, and public iotiilutions :

likewiee eereral excellent modern realdencee, let at rente amounting
to 4641. per annum

;
alao a we.l-eecured ground-rent of 17{. ID*, per

annum.
PENCE, Surrey.—Valuable Freehold Building Land, called Penge

Park (free from land-tail, containlug about 16 acre*, eitueta between
two railway etatlone, thui bringing the property within 20 minutes'
ride of London.—Immediate posteseion,

IVIESSRS.
XtX to OFFER

ESHER, SURREY.—Freehold Bollding Land, containing about 77

acree, well timbered, moat eligibly lituate, adjoining the pif— *

Tillage of Esher, near Claremont Park, and within a few

walk of the railway Btation. whence London may he n
about half an boor. Immediate poaeewion.

S. DRIVER & CO. are instructed
0 OFFER the above FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND for

SALE by AUCTION, attbeMART, Tokenhonae-yard, on FRIDAY.
AUGUST 0. at TWO o'clock preclaely (unlesa the whole or auy part

thereof la prevloualy diapoeed of by private contract). It C''mprlree

about 77 acrea of exceedingly deairable, well-limbernd land, having
extenaive frontagea to Che high turnpike-road and Tbamea Dilton
ootnmon. a coniiderable portion being thus iutnediat^iy available for

bulldlog operation*. The toil it light and healthy, and the ueigb-

bourbood one of the moat attractive for reaidencee In the vlciuity of

London. The property will be told In blocks or lots, to meet the re-

quirements of persons desiring sites for villa residences of a auperiur

class, the estate itself being peculiarly adapt'd for a drst c’aas build-

ing invebtment.— Particulars iney be had of Measis. FEW £ CO.
Solicitors, t, Heurletta-street, Oovent-garden, W.C.

;
and of Metart.

DRIVER A CO. Surveyors, Land AgenCe, and Anctioncen, 4, White-
hall. London.

IV/IESSRS.
i.fA to offer for

!VF

LOTToaroN PARK ESTATE. KSSBX-Cholce Freehold Building

Sites, adj' ining the station, and within forty minutes of the
to.T.iinl af FeucHurch street and Blshopsgate.

R. V. BUCKLAND is instructed to SELL
^ by AUCTION, a* the MART. Tokeohouse yard, Loihbnry, on

THURSDAY. AUGUST Ist, at TWO o'clock precisely, tbe firs', por-

tinn (consisting of about thirty acres) of a valuable FREEHOLD
BUILDING FgJTATE. known ai Looghton Park, adjoining the Rail-

way sU'ion, and extending by a new road through tbe centre of tbe

estate to tbe crown of tbe hill. The property ommsnds fine views

of Epping Furtst, tbe valley of tbe RoJe.i. and a vast extent uf

luteresting scenery lo the south and west. It Is well timbered, and
will be sold in loU, from a quarter of an acre to three and four acres

in extent, socorJIng to position. Sewers are laid down for house and
surface draluave, aud gas and water will be supplied. Strict it pula-

Uon will be made as to the value of himsss to be erected.— Particulars

with plana may be obtained of M-ssrs. GELLATLY, SON, A
WARTON, Solicitors, 3 Bt. Micbael's-alley. Coruhiil . of J. G. B.

MAR'HALL, Eo;, Straiford
; at tbe Crown Inn. Laughton

;
Bald-

faced Slag, Buckhurst-liiU
:
at the Mart

;
and of Mr. V. BUCKLAND

Survc) or, 72, CaDuou-slreet, City.

Q GILL

SEVENOAKS,—BRADBOURNE B8TATE.-An exceedingly valuable
and important Freehold Resideutial and Building Property, com-
ptMng about 260 acres of beautifully timbered, uniliilatuig. a. d
well.watered land, surrounded by turnpikes and other excclle'H
roads, lying between Seveuosks and River Bend, and within an
hour's nde of London. In lots. Immediate possessiou.

DRIVER & CO. are instructed
>r SALE by AUCTION, at the MART, Tuksnhooie-

;

yard, London, on FRIDAY. AUGUST the'Jtb, at I'WO o'cKukpre-
;

cliely (unless previously dispoeed of by private contract), in four lots.
]

this very valuable FBEBUOLL) ESTATE ; comprising about 2o0 i

acres, situated and lylog between Sevenoaks and River Head, aud '

near Lord Amherst's, KipplngCon, and the Marquis Omiten's Parks, .

The IxmdoD, Chatham, and Dover Railway (Sevenoaks Exteuaion),
and tbe South-Eaateru Railway ll'unbridge line), form a junction on I

this properly, and there is to be a joint station on the estate where 1

tbe two railways meet, which will give very great facilities f<

development of this fine building properly. The eetale is near .

in hanil, and therefore immediate poseestion cau be bad on comple-
tion of tbe purcbsee. Sevenoaks has long been celebrated as a
healthy dlatrlct, and only wants tdoitlonal railway accomrnoi'ation

In] order to make it one of the moat desirable residential localities

round Loudon. When tbe Janet i m Station is formed nearly all parl>

of London can be reached in about au hour ana a-balf, the teiuiir

being at London Biidge, Victoria, Caonon-btie>i, B'ackfilar
Cbaring-cross, Parringdon-street, and King's-cross. The lesldeniial

portion comprises about 95 acres of laud, partly frunting tbe
'

road
;
the mansion, which is situated on beautiful paik-llke lanu, is pi

built of atone, and affords every accommodation fur a family. It is
|
es

well placed, and has exeelJeot gronuds, and all necessary conve- i yi

nlences fora geDtleman's famUy. On tbit part of the property
- '

are valnable tpriegt and pools of water, wnicb if a purcbasi-
to,utilize might be tuintd to considerable profit. This mi
portiou would in uo way be affected by tbe remainder of tb
being devoted to baildiog purposes, for which it is specially KVatlahle.

The immeilUie building properties aie comprised in two districts, tbe
one being the 20 acres lying belweeu tbe South-Easteru Railway and
tbe turnpike ruad in Dont of Lord Amhensl's Park, towards Rivet
Head, and the other portion, 125 acres, being that tract of laud or

whicli Mount Harry-wood is situated, ami wbicb abuts on tbcei

sides on good roads, with frontage nearly on to Sevenoaks. Also thi

portions of the property comprising abont 25 acres, situabd
high road, and in boot of Bradboume, between Mr. Wreford'
and the high road, and which are adspW for building and
modatlon purposes. Tbe soU for tbe most part Is loam, will

.
,

•oil of gravel.— Fa’ ticulars are preparing, and mav ebortiy be had
:

{

In the meantime luformation may be obtained of Messrs. PAlRFOuT
A WEBB, Solicitors. Clcmeui's-iun, W.C. ; and of Me s'a DRIVER A
CO. Buiveyon, Land Agents and Auctioneers, 4,Whltehail, LundoD,

CITY OF LICHFIELD.—Impoi
Proprietors, Ac.—Oreat Sale

neatly 15.009 Tons of Irouwora.

GILLARD begs to annouace that he has
i positive Initnictlons 'o SELL by AUCTION, without

. WEDNESDAY, tbe 21'.h day of JULY, 1867, tbe valuable,

MATERIALS piitehassd for tbe furmation of theSuttou Coldfield aud
LichfiHd Line of Ra-lway. ard now lying principally at the South
Staffo'dshire Railway Station. Lichfield, and ibe Sutton Railway
Btaiion. The materials will coiuirlee ab ut l.noo Tons of best

ieited Wrought-iroD PERMANEN i BAILS. 78 lb. to the yard ; 350
tans of chain, about 25 Ib each

; 40 tana of fish plates, 20 tons

of nuts and bolts, 20 tons of spikes, 10.000 wood sleepers, well seasoned.

Tlie who's will be Sold in convenient lota, at or near tbe South SUf-
fori'shire Railway Station, T,lchQeld, Ibe Bale will commeuce
punctually at HALF-PAST TWELVE—Catalogues to be obtained
from the Auctioneer. Lichfield

;
Mr. H. GILLARD. Stafford

;
the

"Midland Counties Herald Office," Birmioiiham
;

Ihf* Swan Hotel,

Wolverhampton; Bush Hotel, Dudley; Hen and Chickens Hotel,

Biiioingham
:
the George Hotel. Walaall ; aud the principal Hotels

at Liverpool, Manchester, and Sheffield.

M'

WALWORTH,—To Packing-case Makers, Sfeam-aawyers, Mauufae
turiug Joiners, Engineers, Builder*. Contractors, aud Others.

—

Fxlrnalve Manufactory, with steam-inwer, house am! offices, and
large yard

,
with the advantaga of immediate pos-sewSon.

ESSRS. HARDS & VAUGHAN wUl
SELL by AUCTION, at the NEW AUCTION MART, Bank.

THUKhD.VY, AUGU8T1. at TWO. the valuable and Important
long LF.A8KHOLD. brick-built MANUFACTURING PREMISES,
known as the Otborne Steani-svw Works, Park-place, Walworth,
together witb the cnatly fixed machinery, all iu complete working
order. The factory has been recently built, regardlesa of coat, with
all modern appliance’, and cou’Uts of three sp .clous Qoors. exclusive

of baseinent, having a sui-erflclal area of about 7.2tii' feet, well lighted,

ly all ' aud fitted with trap doors, cranes, Ac. wlih ready means of enmmu-
on, together with engine ami boiler hous's in the b*B“meut,
ell of spring-water, the supply of which save* fully 301, per
n

;
range of stoves, engineer*’ shop, atabllog for eight bones,

Ac.; manager’s house, principals' and clerks' ofBi.es, strong

. foreman's office, ami large yard, with two entrances. There is

ruiiDl I also a tirohev-yard in Jobn-street, close 1 1 the pri-niises. The premises
have been in the occupation of Messrs. Gore A Ixr.ard. packing-case

makers, steam-sawyers, and timber-merchants, up to Juue, 1867, and
of land, partly fronting the htgU

I the puicbaser will have the advantage of v.iciut ivossesaion on eom-
-I .e,,. a - I

. These valuable premises, with sWm-power.are moderately

mated lo be worth 4S0f. per aonmn, and are held for about fifty

r* at a grouod-ient.— Particulars and conditions of sale may be

bad of WILLIAM BRISTOW, Esq. Bollcitor, GreeQwIch, and 25,

Laurence Pountriey-laxie, E.C.
;
ROBERT PEt'KllAM, Feq. 17, Great

.leutlal
I

Kuightrider-street, Doctors' eommons ; or of the Auctioneers, 2,

3 estate
I
Abehurch-yard, City, and Greenwich. S.E.

,Burigagees.— so Duiioeia auu opoL-iriauii*.

Messrs, debe^jham, tewson, &
FARMER wUl SELL, at the HART, near tbe Bank, t.ii

THURSDAY. JULY 25. at TWO. TWO PAIRS of senji-delaii eJ
brick-bnilt CARCASSES of HOUSES, situate Noe. 6, 6, 7. and 8,

Bye-hill-rotd. Held for ninety-eight years, at 10{. each pair,— Par-
ticulars of Messrs. WILLOUGHBY A COX, Solicitors, 13, Clifford's-

jpn
,
E.C. and of tbe Auctioneers, SO, Cbeapatde.

RICHMOND HILL, SURREY.—Important Bale of First-clar* Bull

ing Laud, near the town, and haviug very extensive frontages

HiH-ri-e and Ftlars’-hill road,

ESSRS. BEADED are in.striicted. to offer

_ for SALE by AUCTION, at the MART, Loudon, on TUESDAY,
23rd JULY. 1807, in Two Lots, about five acres of flrat-class

lijitin :

FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND. The first plot comprises 1 a. 0 r.

•om- ft V- having a fronLige of 265 feet tu HUl-rise, at present forming
I the major portion of the garden attached to Gloncester-villaa, in the

ocrnpation of tbe Right Hon. Lord Onslow, Tbe second plot, which

rpAr'ItF(7o'r ’ ailj.iins tbe former, lean extremely valuable site. It conlalnsia Or.

3-5 p. and baa a frontage to Hill-rise of 306 feet, and to Friars'-bill-

road of 453 feet, off-ring a rare opportunity for the acquisition of

land In this favourtle locality for the development of extensive

bulldtng operatlcus. Host beaatlfu! views are obtained fr.im the

properly ; tbe whole is Freehold, and will be sold with posreasion on

completion of the purohaae.—Particular*, with p'aui aud conditions

of s.-ile, may be obtained of Messrs. WOKDSWORl'II A BLAKE.
South Sea Hou’e, Threadueedle-street, E.C.

;
at the Mart, London ;

of Mr. CHANCELLOR. King-street, Richmond; and of Jlesara.

BEADED. 25, Ore»ham-itreel. tC.

NORBUBY-HILL, BTREATHAM, SURREY, 7 mile* by road from
London, a .d about a mile from tbe preeent Streatham Common
Btation ou the London, Brighton, and South Coaat Railway, but
within 600 yaids of the new station which is likely shortly to be

built.—A beautifully ^Itloned, valuable Freehold BaUclug Estate
of about 40 scies, admirably sdapied lor the erection of tesiuences

of a good clae*. aud for the display of omameutal grounds.

Messrs, debenham, tewson, &
FARMER have been favoured witb Instructions to SELL, at

the MART, near tbe Bank, on TUESDAY, JULY 30 luulese an accept-

able offer be previously made), in one lot, tbe whole of tbe very
valuable FREEHOLD BUILDING Ea'fA1 E known a« Norhnry-hill,
in the favourite parish of Croydon, close to Its junction with eireai-
ham It is salubriously siluaied upou a couimauding eminence,
from which are presented npou all aides extensive views of some of

the most chatmtug scenery near London, embracing Wimbledon,
Bydenbsm, tbe CiysUJ Palace, aud tbe boldly-defined outline uf the
Surrey hills. The land slopes fi omits summit gracefully down to the
main London road, to which there is a long aud valuable frontage.
The neighbourhood is very attractive, aud will undoubtedly, eie loug.

be almost entirely devoted to bulldiug purposes. Gas is laid on tu the
road, and water to the boundary, aud excelleut brick earth may be
raised upon ihe estate. The main line between Victoria, Croydon,
and Brighton passes within a short distance, and it is proposed to

form a new staliou withlu a few hundred yaids of IbU estate.

—

Plant, t^ticulan, and conditions of tale of C. M. C. WHAIMAV,
Esq. Solicitor, Salisbury ; at tbe Mart

;
and of the Auclloueers, 80,

Cheapeide.

In Chancery,—10 Acres of Freehold Building Land close to Ashford
Station on the South Western Railway, in 20 lota, with convey-

' a small fixed charge.

PHILIP D. TUCKETT is instructed to
SELL by AUCTION, at the MART, Tokenhouse-yard. on

TUESDAY, JULY 30tb, at ONE o'clock, in 20 Lots, an eligible

FREEHOLD ESTATE, fully ripe for building, most pleasantly eituated

close to the handsome new Church between the railway station and
village of Ashford, Middlesex, one lot containing five acres, and the

others having 40 feet frontages, with depths of 150 feet and 400 feet.

Detailed particulars of Mr. RICHARDSON, Asbford
;

of F. W.
DOLMAN, Eaq. 39, Jermyn-street, S W.

;
or of Mr, PHILIP D.

TUCKETT, Land Agent, Surveyor, Ac. 76. Old Broad-ilreet, E.C.

;

and 3, St. Marlin's-place, Trafalgar-square, W.O.

M AlDA-HTT.T,—Taasphnld Investment.

Messrs, debenham, tewson, &
FARMER will BELL at the HART, near tbe Bank.onTHUfiS

DAY, ADQUoT 8, tbe capital DWKLLINU-UOUBE aud CHOP, wiib
two-stalled stable and slaughter-boose. No, 72,PrLncess-strevi, Maida-
hlU

, one door from tbe Uegware-road ; comprising five good bed-
rooms, drawing-room, back iiltiug-room. front auu bock kitchens,
and offices, held on lease for 91^ years (lets 10 day.) from the 24lb
JUNE, 183U, at ti per annum, and underlet un a 21 years' lease from
tbe24lb JUNE, Ib^.atlhe luw rental of 621, lu*. per annum. It is

subject to a moirgage, containlug a proviso of redemptiou ou tbe 4'b
of AUGUST, 1869, tot 4i0.'. at 61. per cent, per annum, aud will be sniu

subject to SQcb mortgage.—Parucutais of G. W. MARaDEN. Esij,

Bollcitor, 37. Qneen sircet, Cbeapelde
;
at the Mart

;
aud of lUc

Auctioneers, No. 80, Cheapaide, K C.

CITY of LONDON, on the Borders of.—Valuable Freehold Bonding
Land, coverirg on area of 15,250 square feet.

f ESSES. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, &
FARMER will SELL, at the MART, neat tbe Bank, ou

THCESDAY, AUGUST 8th, at IWO, a very valuable FREEHOLD
BUILDING an E, situate on the borders oftheCUy. between Wn’te-
cross-siieet and Oo'deu-lane, wiihiu tbree or four minutes' walk ol

Aldengaie-iirect Btaiion, containing tbe iioportanC luea of 15,25U

square feet, and acmliably adapted for tbe erection of a manufac-
tory, waiehouse, model lodglng'boQses. tiabllng, Ac.-Part.culais of

T. O. BULLEN, Esq. Solicitor, 7 and ti, Bsrge-yaid-chainben, Buck-
leisbury

;
and of tbe Auctioneers, 80, cheapslde.

BICHMOND-HILL. SURREY.—Ono of the most charming Propei

tu Ihe county, distinguished as Cardigan House, situated on
crown of Klchuiond-hi<1, the grounds occupying tbe undulating
laud from Hiil-riie to tbe lower road, loiguificeut views of thesur-

roundiiig country btlng obtained from the terrace-walks. The
whole forming a most desirable freehold Residential Estate. On
Ihe opposite side of Hill-nso are abjut five acres of very vaiuabie

Rull-'iog Land, having extensive frontages both to Ilill-rlse and
Friars'.stile-rood, offering first-class sites for the erection of Han-
•'"’•s in this choice locsJiiy.

ESSRS. BEADED are instructed to SELL
_ _ by AUCTION, on TUESDAY, the 23rd day of JULY, at the

MAKf. Loudon, at ONE o’clock prectselv (uulesspravioosly disposed of

by Private Contract), the above RBSIDENriAL E.STATE anu LAND.
Tbe Mansion is approached by a winding carriage-drive from Hill-

rise. With entrance-lodge, is substantially erected and conveniently

arranged, aud contaius handsome euiraece-hail, with principal stair-

case, library, diniug-room, elegant drawing-room, aud ou the upper

floors boudoir, gentleman's room, 12 bed and dretslng roems, liueu

loom, and water-closet to each floor. The domestic offices, also on
ground floor, are very complete, and there are capital rooms, cellars.

Ac iulhe basement. The pleasure grounds, which adjoin thoie of

Lansdowu House, are thickly studded with omameutal timber of

large growth, aud planted with choice shrubs. Tbe lawn is of con-

siderable extent, and with the fiower-gardeu U laid out in a most
tasteful manner, with founUln, summer house, and conservatory.

Tbe stabling, to which there is a separate approach from the lower

rood bos accommodation for seven horses, wltn donble coach-houses,

and ou the floor over are a set of rnonis for men-servants, with largo

hay and straw loft. The Freehold Building I,aud, which hot a total

frontage to Hill-rise of 661 feel, and to Frlars-alile-road of 453 feet, con-

tains an area of over five scree, and will be offered in two lots,

affording an anusual opportunity for tbe acquisition of land in this

most favourite locality, either lor the erection of mausloue or for

division into smaller plots. Tbe ground is so situated as to cotnmaod
the most extensive views, aud forms the choicest site tu or about
Kicbinoud —Plans, witb perliculara and CondlUous of Sale, may be

obtained of Messrs. WORDSWORTH A BLAKE, South Sea House,

Threadneedle-slreet ;
at the Mart

;
also (with orders to view) of Mr.

CHANCELLOR, 1. Ktpg-ilreel. Richmond
;
and of Messrs. BKADEL,

25,Gresham-Btreet, E.C.

M"
VICTORIA-RTBEET,W KSTMIN3TER.—First-class Freehold Ground-

iut of 7751- end Tbree Freehold BuiUIlngs, witb pcsseulon.

R. PHILLIP D. TUCKETT is in-

stmoted by the Westminster Improvement Cominlseioneri tc

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokeuhou*e-yard, on TUESDAY,
JULY Jii. rIONB o’clock, in Four Lots, a First-cloes FREEHOLD
GROUND REST of 7751. per enuum, with Parliameutary title, amply
rccnred upon the meguiflcent establishment known as Me
.1 A J. Vickers' Dlstilleiy. forming the corner of Victoria-street

Horsefeiry-riiad. the rental volue of which m*y be es'lmated at from

.1,0901 to4 OOOJ. per anu, ; and Three uiifinished Freeehold Hi

tbe south side of Phlllips-street, Vlctorla-slreet, erected i

•nperlor manner, with Iron gliders and Breproof floors, aud admirably

adapted fur chambers or offices, or for oommerciat or manufacturing
business. Tho last three lots will be sold with posseesion, and will

form most remunerstive investments In tbie rapldly-improrlDg
neighbourhood.— Particaiari of Messrs. MAYHEW, SALMON, A
WHITING. Sollclloii, 30. Great Qeorge-street, Westm neter ; of Mr,

C W. JACQUES. 4,Vict..ria-treet; or of Mr. PHILIP D- TDCKETF.
Land Agent, Surveyor, Ac. 76, Old Broad-street, E.C, and (late Mr.

' Muxou)J, Bt. Martin's-place, Tnfalgar-square, W.C.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.

A EOHITBOTUBAL DRAWINGS
/~\ COIXIURED for Competitinn or Exhibition ;

Perspectives,

Jetigns, Sketches, or Finished and Working Drawings prepared from
rough sketches or instniotions. First-rate references from emi-
nent men.—Address, ARTIST. 8. Beesborough-street, Pimlico, KW.

T) RECON WATER-WORKS.— To
r> PLUMBERS.-WANTED, THREE PLUMBERS, for a few
months.—Application, etailug wajes required, to be made, by letter,

loTHE SUBVEYOB. Local Board of Health, Brecon,

rrio ARCHITECTS, &c. — PARTNER-
1 SHIP.—A Geutieman of experieucs is desirous of Joining an

Architect and Surveyor of muderate practice.—Addresi, W. W. 271,

Vauxball-brldge-road, 8.W.

TO MASON3 AND WALLERS.

OOD WORKMEN may meet with
Vjr EMPLOY’MENT. at the New Uulver.lty Building*. Gllmore-
bill, Glasgow, on application to WILLIAM BRADFORD, Foreman of

Works. The works are expected to last fiom two to three years.

"PUPIL. — Ad Architect of some position
_t7 requires a well-educated geutlemiuly YOUTH, with premium.
A salary would be given os soon as proficiency woe attained. A
respectable trustworthy I*ad required in the same office.—Addrese,

F. R. L B. A. 126, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK for a
VV Builder’s Office.—Addrese. stating age, salary, and where
ost employed, to C. K. Poet-Office, BirmLnghoin.

\XrANTED, for a Country Village, an un-
V V certificated SCHOOLMISTRESS, whosehusbaud or son would

18 employed partly in the echoil, and partly as asslitant cleik in tbe

EatBto Office. Average school attendance, 70. A liberal salary will

>e given, with houie and g.irden free. Both applicants must give

atlsfactory rrforencea with regard to effleleucy aud character. Re-
quirements—Music, drill, needlework, readiug. writing, and arith-

iietic.—Apply, with fullest particulars, to H. U. D. Carlton Club,

'all-mall. London.

TO IRONMONGERS.

WANTED, a steady Man, EMPLOYMENT
Y V M HOT or COLD WATER HAND, Gas-flUer, Range-flttar,

or General Hand. Cau turn bit band to any of the above blanches.

Sotfd reference If required.—Address, T. R. 15, Yeruua-street, York-
rood, Battersea, Surrey.

WANTED, an OFFICE BOY, who can
YV write a good plain hand and trace drawings.-Apply,
HOUSEKEEPER, 20, Cockspur-itreet, 8.W.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT who
VV writes a good band, and is quick at figures. One who has

had tome experieuce iu a Builder's Office preferred.-Address, X. Y.
Poal-otllce. Kiug-slreet, Weilmiuster.

YXrANTED, in a DEAL-YARD and SAW-
YY MILL, a first-class MAN as GENERAL FOREMAN and

SALESMAN ; one that cau take the eullre mouageineut of yard
preferred.—Andreis, 99, Office of “ The Builder."

WANTED, a good GRAINER and
VV MARBLBR (ooe who Is a sign writer os well preferred).

7 one need apply who uannot give good testimouiala at to sobriety.—

.address, stating lowest urages for a nermanency, to T. T. care of Mr.

Penny.!, Ivy-lane. Paternoster-row, E.C.

WANTED, a DRAUGHTSMAN, for

YV about a Month's Wort-Address, Mr. BUCK, Tool Maker,
Edgware-Toad, N.W.

Y'YT’ANTED, immediately, a CLERK of the
YV WORKS. Salary Two Guineas a week.—Address, stating

references and last employer. Rev. HERBERT WILLIAMS, Brecon,

South Wales.

TO ARCHITECra’ A38ISTANr&

\17’ANTED, a thoroughly qualified ARCHI-
Y V TECrra ASSInTANT. Must bo a good Draughtsman.—Apply

to Mr, R. J. QOODACRE, Architect, 6, Friar-Une, nrl esler.

WANTED, .a good OARVEE and LET-
Y V TEREB, accustomed to Tombs and Memorials.—Apply to W.

LANGDALE, Builder, Whitby. Yorkshire.

TO HANDRAIL WORKERS AND FIXERS.

‘X'XT'ANTED, a person fully competent to such
VY Work, at some houses at the Wee'. -end. — Address,

with references, to No, 87, Office of *' The Builder.''

TO BDILDKRu.’ CLERKS.

IXT"ANTED, one that is well up in every
YV detail Connected with tne duties of a BUILt'LR S OFF*Cl£.
He muit be a quick and accurate accountunt.-Apply, slating refer-

ences, sge, and salary regnired, to ta. M. 9. Fitzioy-road, Regent's

Park, N.W.

Y^T’ANTED, in a Land and Estate Agent’s
YV Office, a CLERK and ASSISTANT. One that can survey,

Ac. preferred.— Address, slating age, salary required, aud last engage-

ments, U26, Office of tne Builder.''

WANTED, a good JOBBING BRICK-
VV LAYER and CABPt;NCER.-App!y to Mr. GEO. PICKER-

DEN, 29, Union-street, Hsckney-ioad, N.K.

YXT'ANTED, an active Man, as CLERK of

Y V the WORKS, for the elections of a Chemical Works.—Apply,
Btating salary, and references, lo BOX 190, Post-office, Bristol

.

TO ABCHITECrS AND L.ANO SURVEYORS.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ac-
V V enstomed to wrtklng, detail, and competition drawings, .and

thoroughly un in the general routine of the above ufficee. Salary

moderate.—Address, 120, Office of " The Builu«r,"

VlirANTED, GRAININ G and MARBLING
YV by PIECE-WORK.-Addresi. X. Y. 91, Charrington-street,

OakUy-square, N.W.

WANTED, by arespectable Young Man, a
SITUATION as iMPRoVAR to the Plumbing. Noobj ctlon

to 611 up time with palnllng.-Addresi, T. B. 2J, Uaulhorn stteet,

Tredegar-road, Bow.
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Technical

Ed ucation.

ET tlieTiItimateeffects

ofinternational exhi-

bitions on trade and

manufactures be
what they may, it is

evident that they en-

able us periodically

to compare the tech-

nical education ofthe

various countries of

Europe with great

facility, and what-

ever advantage any

individual country

may derive from this

comparison, will be

through theimprove-

ment of its technical

or secondary educa-

tion reflected in its

trades and manufac-

tures. The present

Paris Exhibition has

afforded oven great er

than the usual opper-

tnnities for such a

comparison, and the

peculiar position in

which we are acknowledged to stand in several

branches of manufacture depending for success on

the intelligent co-operation of skilled workmen,

has led many of the most far-seeing of our

English jurors to consider seriously the subject

of technical education in England. It may be,

perhaps, cynically remarked that before we
begin to meddle with the secondary education

of our countrymen, it would be well to establish

something like a decent system of primary

education, so that every English child should

receive as his birthright instruction in the

simplest and most elementary knowledge ;—that

to ofter instruction in science to people who
cannot read or write is like offering jewelry

to a naked man, or dainties to one who is perish-

ing for want of bread. There is, we are pre-

pared to allow, great force in this view of the

case; but unhappily for us one great evil is not

remedied, one important want is not provided

for, by the omission from a sense of contrition of

another obvious duty
;
or, in other words, upon

the principle that two blacks do not make a

white, bad primary education will not excuse

bad secondary education; nor will the proved

existence of a shameful neglect in the former

relieve ua from a responsibility to do something

for the latter. We have been blundering long

enough, Heaven knows, about sectarian and non-

sectarian schools, denominational systems and

national systems, frightening ourselves into

religious panics concerning the precise theology

which it is best to teach children of seven years

and upwards, until, as a triumph of national

foresight, there are more men and women unable

to read and write in England, in proportion to

the population, than in any other civilized coun-

try in Europe. This is a legacy bequeathed to

us by our forefathers, for the existence of which

we are not responsible, though we shall be for

its continuance. It is a problem not approached

in importance by any other question of the day,

and one which of all duties it is our manifest

business to attend to. There are signs of a

recognition of the obvious necessity that exists

for national action in the tnatter, for it is gradu-

ally resolving itself into a cry (and a cry which

all political parties have used at different times),

like the irrepressible Reform cry, and which all

parties in the state will eventually have to agree

about, to get it out of the way.

Meanwhile what is to be done in the matter

of technical education ? We have for many

years advocated an extension of our present

means of education in science and art, and the

addition to them of new features on a much

wider basis than exists at present. The opinions

recently given by distinguished jurors of the

Paris Exhibition, in reply to the inquiries of the

Schools Inquiry Commission, betray to us what

appears a practical unanimity of the best autho-

rities in the opinion that we are losing ground

fast and daily in our mechanical and manufac-

turing industries, and that this is to be attributed

to the want of technical education in England,

—

education practical and theoretical in science

and art. There is an almost singular similarity

in the evidence on this point of such very dif-

ferent witnesses as Dr. Playfair, Mr. J. Fowler,

and Mr. Iluth. They all agree that what mate-

rial advantages we have in England contributing

to success in our manufactures, are more than

counterbalanced by the great deficiency which

exists in our manner of making use of them

;

'and Mr. Hath, an extensive manufacturer at

I

Huddersfield, a foreigner by birth, though an

:
Englishman by everything else, boldly takes the

' bull by the horns, and says that we have the

^ greatest difficulty even in maintaining onr

‘ equality now, where we have for all past time

ridiculed competition ; and he attributes this

change to the inferior education given to our

“ masters, foremen, and workmen,” to that which

is now given to all those classes in almost every

country on the Continent of Europe. It is no

longer, therefore, a question of whether we

should or should not teach chemistry or drawing

in evening classes, in the few towns such classes

exist in, but whether some degree of instruction

in science and art cannot become a feature of

every educational school or institution. If the

inferiority of our position is as mneh to be attri-

buted to the ignorance of masters as to the un-

skilfulness of men, the colleges and grammar-

schools are as much to blame as the National

schools, the universities are as deficient as

Mechanics’ Institutes. We cannot much longer

wilfully shut our eyes to the fact, that in con-

sequence of the progress of invention, facilities

of transmission, and rapidity of communication,

a nation’s prosperity depends more upon the use

it can make of its scientific powers than upon

anything else. The natural productive powers

of a country may have at one time been the test

and measure of its resources or its wealth, but it

is so no longer. The skilful application of

scientific inventions has more to do with a

nation’s prosperity at the present time than the

possession of minerals under its share of the

earth, or the quality of soil on its surface. How
can we, therefore, ignore any longer the advan-

tages and vital necessity of physics, as an inte-

gral part of all education ? We do not cry oni

for the exclusion of Latin and Greek in our

public schools, or tho dead languages and the

Scriptures at our grammar schools
;
but we do

unhesitatingly say that other knowledge is now

imperatively called for, besides these excellent

subjects. Our eyes and our hands must be made

intelligent and skilful, and our minds rendered

capable of understanding common things in this

t
scientific age, or we shall have to be content to

take a very insignificant position for the future

among the nations of the world. If, on the other

hand,we could give the first rudiments of scientific

knowledge to every school-boy, gentle or simple,

making the first a possible manufacturer or mer-

chant of enlightened views and far-seeing action,

and the second a possible foreman or workman

with ability to execute intelligently the designs

of his master; and could give also in compre-

hensive Technical institutes the means whereby

these school-sown seeds might grow into a

well-developed and comprehensive knowledge of

science or ofart
;
then no fear need ever haunt us

of being behind in the race for existence or pro-

sperity; nor need we bo subject to periodical

panics concerning the maintenance of ourmann-

facturing supremacy.

It required only the electric shock of evidence

just now given to make us realise how very

natural it is, after all, that we should bo defi-

cient in technical knowledge. Let us consider

for a moment what are the means we possess of

obtaining it. In the first place, we ought to

know what is meant by the term, and then we
may see more clearly our real position. Broadly

it is what is usually spoken of as secondary

education, though all secondary education is not

necessarily technical. Instruction in art or

science, in manufacturing processes, in the

highest branches of ordinary trades, in the

theory and construction of machines ; in the

history, theory, and practice of design ; the

application of design to various materials

;

tho adaptation of scientific knowledge and

artistic practice to the selection of beautiful

forms in manufactures
;

their ornamentation

;

the analysis of systems, orders, and common

features in the various objects in the various

kingdoms of natural history, and their classifica-

tion ; the theories, uses, and applications, iu

civilized countries, of all the sciences
;
tho prac-

tice of all art above the level of common

manual labour ;—these may all bo said to be a

part of technical education ; and, if time and

space permitted, we might go very much farther

and, by giving tho detailed description of thejr

general heads, show how education in these sub-

jects ought to be the natural sequence of pri-

mary or general elementary instruction. General

education is merely giving a man the power to

study a profession or learn a trade : technical

education will enable him to learn all that has

been or can be done in his profession or trade

outside of and beyond the pale of its ordinary

practice ;
and all that is not merely mechanical

or manual labour in either will come under tho

head of technical skill. Technical education

stands as a connecting link between learning

and labour, and, by uniting tho two, confers

what is necessary to all success, theory and

practice, in their true relations of learning

saving labour, and practice testing and rectify-

ing theories.

From this definition, imperfect as it is, we

can at least see that with the exception of medi-

cal or surgical instruction in hospitals, or private

tnition in engineers’ or architects’ workshops and

offices, technical education does not exist in

England. Our schools of scionco and art aim at

giving general rather than technical education;

and the distribution of government assistance

depends npon snccosaful elementary instruction

in tho two subjects in schools both of art and

science. Oar universities ignore such subjects

as these, regarding them as modern and com-

paratively trivial matters
;

our public schools

have too direct a connexion with and are too

much occupied in preparing pupils for the uni-

versities to lead them in paths which must be

abandoned directly university life begins. Our

private schools, in individual cases, do aim at

laying a foundation for future technical know-

ledge by touching upon such subjects as me-

chanics, chemistry, botany, or drawing
;
but in

almost all instances such subjects are purely
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voltintary, are charged for as extras, and con-
seqaentfy limited to a few pupils. The only in-
stitutions which even nominally aim at giving
instruction in technical subjects arethellecbanics’
Institutes, and their efforts in this direction are
more nominal than real. Ur. Fowler says in bis
reply to the Schools’ Commission that they
(Uechanics’ Institutes) are more reading-clubs
than anything else

j but in this ho is somewhat
mistaken. Where they are most successful—as
at Huddersdeld and Bradford— their principal
work is in remedying the defects, or supplying
the place, of primary schools. In other places
they become clubs, or associations for lending
books and giving lectures on trivial or popular
subjects. Where science classes exist in con-
nexion with such institutes, their operation tends
toward technical instruction

;
but the number of

these classes is too insignificant to affect the
question in its national aspect.
Our experiment of establishing science classes,

and, in a few instances, schools of science, is of
Ciomparatively recent origin, and their organiza-
tion is of too complex a character to allow of
their becoming general. The same changeable
regnlations which have made the direction of
the Sc'i nee and Art Department vexatious
to the s hools of art, have also afflicted
schools of science and science classes in me-
chanics’ institutes

; so much so that at a
recent educational conference at the Society
of Arts, presided over by the Eight Hon.
Ur. Bruce, the senior officer of the Society,
Mr. H. H. Sales represented in his report that the
connexion with the Science and Art Dep-artment
of evening classes in his district had been found
detrimental to their best interests, from the
frivolous changes so constantly being made in
the regulations of the department. Kven with
this disadvantage, the demand for technical in-
stmetion in hugland is really great, and a very
lai^e number of students ofter themselves for
examination every year in the more general sub-
jects of science, under the auspices of the Society
of Arts, as well as in the more limited and less
popular examination of the Science and Art
Department.
The Society of Arts, from which so much

benefit to technical education has already pro-
ceeded, through the offer of prizes, the establish-
ment of examinations, and its services generally
as an initiator of local action, must be regarded
more as a testing agent than ns an educational
one, though its work in that direction has been
of great value. The extent of its operations
may be judged of by perusing a recent number
of the Journal of the Society, in which the
report of Mr. Sales before referred to, as
well as others, will be found recorded among
the proceedings of the meeting over which
Mr. Bruce presided. This, as well as other indi-
cations, serves to show that there exists among
us not only the capacity for scientific culture,
but the demand for it also, sufficiently positive
to make the establishing upon a permanent basis
of technical instruction, warranted as a compli-
ance with the national requirements, its import-
ance being of too serious a nature to leave it
liable to interruption from purely local causes.
The operations of the Society of Arte, and the

few seboois and classes of the Science and Art
Department, are valuable as indicating the
existence of a want, and demonstrating the
possibility, of success in secondary education;
and they also serve to show how comparatively
trifling have been all our efforts in that direc-
tion. The field is great, and the harvest is ripe
for action

;
and the need is great also. We want

the means for the instruction of hundreds of our
professional men and skilled artizans where we
now have it only for a few individuals, and the
organization which sliall be equal to the task of
offering it to all who now do not even under-
stand the meaning of technical education.

Is it therefore to be wondered at that we
should be rapidly going to the roar in subjects
requiring technical knowledge, if, as we have
shown, it is so nearly impossible to obtain
such knowledge iu England ? The wonder
rather is that we shonld so long have retained
a moderately respectable place in Enrope;
and we take it to be an indication of our
capacity nationally for a much higher position'
than we now occupy, that in spite of soch
imposing difficulties we are not much worse
than we really are.

Whilst wo have been ignoring this matter,
Continental nations have been studying it to
some effect, and not only thinking about it, but
acting upon their tlioughts. Technical schools,
with their practising woikshops, their courses of

lectores, their staffs of highly qualified pro-
fessors, are general in the larger towns of France
and Germany, and their influence is supplemented
by public free libraries, museums, art galleries,
technical collections, science laboratories, and
art stndios. There is not a town of half the
population of Manchester, either in France or
Germany, which has not better provision for
^ulb education of all classes of the community
in every branch of science and art, than London
or Edinburgh, or Dublin, or all of them put
together.^ In France primary education in-
variably includes drawing, and technical instruc-
tion does also

; so that you cannot find a French-
man of decent position, or a tradesman of any
kind, who is not able to draw to some extent.
Ask a French or German artisan to describe a
process he is working, or the intention of a work
he is executing, and he will explain the whole
matter in a clear manner, never stopping short
in this direction or that for fear of getting out
of his depth, but bringing knowledge ofmany out-
side or kindred subjects to illustrate hie remarks.
It is a common thing to see the man of science,
and the workman in a blowse, sitting side by
side, night after night, during the courses of free
lectures given in the Technical Schools of France.
For as in our hospitals the very best and widest
experience is employed, an Abernethy, a Cooper,
or a Paget, to attend on the helpless patient who
pays nothintr for such brilliant services, so in the
French Technical Schools, as at Lyons, ToulooBe,
and Paris, tho best men are employed to deliver
free lectures in the public service, with the well-
founded belief that good and profitable seed will
be sown through their efforts, which eventually
will bear fruit, and contribute to the national
prosperity. Nor is this a new thing in those
countries, though now more than ever cultivated
and developed, for when we appeared to gain an
advantage over our neighbours in the Exhibition
of 1862

,
principally through our mechanical ap-

pliances, a definite movement was taken in this
direction at once, and all that conld be obtained
from our experience in the sole subject in which
technical practice was available for our artisans,
mechanical engineering, was at once embonied
more fully in their schools and free institutions.
How can we compete with people who act

thus, unless we are prepared to very widely
depart from onr previous experience* ? Half
measures will no longer suffice, and royal com-
missions issuing general suggestions addressed
to the public which may never be acted on, will
not provide the remedy so urgently required.
Nor can we hope for much help from
mechanics institutes. Their very name implies
the want of technical education, and this is
precisely the only good thing that can be said in
favour of their name. If we conld get rid of so
obviously a class name, and enlist all classes in
their support by a general designation, such as
Technical schools, then we might hope for the
support of large numbers who now hold aloof
from them, either from their charitable aspect,
or from a feeling that they are only for one class
of the community. Then, again, these institutes
are generally managed by committees elected
by members, who use the institutes for very
dissimilar purposes, and when so elected they are
not precisely the sort of men to manage great
educational agencies. Voluntary management,
and amateur direction, without any but purely
accidental qualifications for the work, will not
accomplish the establishment of a system of
technical education

;
and for this we want no

better proof than the present condition of the
mechanics’ institutes, which have attempted to
do it and have failed. We require something
mwe to be relied on as to qualification for
the task of education, and promising more
permanency than can be expected of purely
voluntary efforts. It certainly might be
attempted (if only the objectionable class-name
conld be got rid of) to make use of the organiza-
tions and buildings of the mechanics’ institutes
in the smaller towns as branches of more
important centres in the larger towns, where
complete and thoroughly organized systems of
technical education conld be carried out. Yet,
it is quite possible that the institutes themselves
may prefer to be the sole property of the class
whose name they bear, rather than to become
adapted to the requirements and new wants of
society at large

; and, if this be so, they must
be left to their fate. If Dr. Birkbeck c'lnld co-
operate in the movement which must sooner or
later be made to remedy the deficiencies in
education we have been describing, he would
probably perceive the mistake made in giving
the institutes he founded so narrow a name.

thereby very much limiting their influence, and
leading them by this limitation to grow entirely
out of the objecte for which he established them.
There is some probability that this mistake may
be remedied,—for, if we mistake not, the London
Mechanics’ Institute, established by him, no
longer exists under that name, but continues
and is developing its usefulness under a more
general designation.

The true remedy, however, can only be
effectually provided by the matter being taken
np by Government, and thoroughly well con-
sidered plans being adopted for national action.
In our primary schools, endowed grammar
schools, and public schools, much may be done
as preparation, and these are regions which
Governmental action can effectually reach. In
our universities professors should be appointed,
and their lectures form an integral portion of
the academical course, examinations in the theory
and practice of some branches of science and art
being a necessary part of the final test for a
degree. Still more important wonld be the
establishment at every pi’ovincial town in which
an important trade or manufacture is carried on,
of good Technical schools, with museums of art
and industrial productions, as adjunets to their
class and lecture rooms, for ednoational pur-
poses ; and these should be managed npon a
general plan, which would leave the direetdon of
the studies in the hands of highly qualified pro-
fessors, appointed by the Government, the
museums and collections of educational, scien-
tific, and artistic examples being branches of the
South Kensington Museum, and the property
of the nation. The theory of local govern-
ment may be perfect in its application to
lighting, and draining, and scavenging, though
it will not bear too close a scrutiny even in
these features, in practical working; but to
initiate and control a sjstem of technical educa-
tion it is utterly unequal. The iudustrial pro-
sperity of the country cannot, with any degree
of wisdom, be left endangered, as the English
jurors say it is at present, throngh the ignorance
of nil classes of society, and to rely upon every-
body to remedy this deficiency is equivalent to
relying upon nobody. Local agency and volon-
ta^ efforts will do little or nothing for us in
this pass, and we shall have to help ourselves
by the combined action of the whole natiou, or
drift farther behind than we are now. But it is

not too late for us to take example from those
Continental countries where the remedy for the
evil we suffer from is already in successful opera-
tion. They do very much what we have now
suggested, establishing technical schools as a
national investment, and supporting them for
the national profit, relying only upon local
patronage to supply pupils and upon manufac-
turers to assist in their own elevation. It may
be a chimerical view of a nation’s duties, but,
we confess, to us it appears as much an imperial
duty to come to the rescue when its trades and
manufactures are endangered by fair, though
unequal foreign competition, as it is to defend
them from invasions of another kind. The esta-
blishing of schools and museums at such places
as Manchester, Glasgow, Birmingham, Sheffield,
Leeds, Noitingham, Coventry, the Potteries,
Worcester, the three capitals, and perhaps one
or two other places, and maintaining them in a
high degree of efficiency for ten years, would
cost a good deal less than half as much as one
of those floundering ironclads which appear to
be superseded on an average about every six
months by the invention of new targets or new
guns. From an art point of view there is mate-
rial enough at South Kensington to furnish all

these towns with examples of industrial art with
advantage to the present overcrowded mnseum.
A year’s work would suffice to obtain the mate-
rials for technical collections enough tocommeuce
with, and there are architects and engineers in
England competent at any moment to co-operate
in the direction of tecbu’cal instruction. If we
have not designs, we must do as Hunt & Eoskell
or the Messrs. Crossley, of Halifax, do, import
them

j but for men of science we need not leave
our own island. Not that we anticipate the
slightest difficulty in inaugurating and perfecting
a complete scheme, or in its practical outwork-

provided the nation can be made to see the
necessity for a movement, and entrusts the
organisation to the best men it can find,

—

responsible for its management and success,
shielding them at the same time from the
interference and meddling of incompetent com-
mittees.

Mr. Forster has suggested in the House of
Commons that information concerning the
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foreign technical echools coaid be obtained

through our diplomatic representativcB abroad,

and doubtless much valuable information could

be arrived at in this way. It will be a good
discipline for us to know precisely how much
has been don© that we have left utterly undone,

though we shall get very little more than tables

of statistics or dry records of fact from the

writers of despatches.

If a royal commission were appointed to

inquire into the matter, or the powers of the

Commission on Middle Claes Schools extended

for this purpose, we should probably arrive at

better results than in any other way. The Com-
mission which has elicited the very valuable

opinions of the British jnrors to which we have
referred, has employed the most experienced

inspectors of schools to make personal investiga-

tions into the conduct and management of the

middle-class schools of England, and much in-

formation of the most valuable character has

been thus obtained. We would suggest a simi-

lar action in regard to the technical schools of

France and (iermany. The visits and personal

examinations, with lull reports of a few distin-

guished men of science and of art, to the best

Continental schools, would give us information

such as we want, differing as much from the sort

of facts we shall get from our foreign diplomatic

representatives, as a living man does from a
dissected subject. We want not only the facts,

but the life; not only the bare statements, bnt
the full details of operation in practice; and to

get this we must employ men capable of under-

standing the processes of education, and with
experience enough to detect those features of it

which are successful. Something also may be
obtained from records of system, appliances, and
methods of instruction which diplomatists will

not be the best persons to note; and it will re-

quire something more than a faculty of anno-
tating facts, or speaking in guarded language, to

present this information to us in a way that will

be serviceable to the cause of technical educa-
tion in England. A knowledge of manufactur-
ing processes, of much and varied technical

knowledge, ought also to be possessed by those

who examine for us the conduct and operation of
technical education, including some experience
of the trades which may be affected through the
inquiry.

Nevertheless, whatever we do in this matter
will be a step onwards, though much will depend
upon the way we go about the task, whether it

be the first of many steps, or result in a short-

lived effort of no permanent benefit. We believe

that if the attention of Parliament can be effec -

1

tually drawn to the subject before the dissolu-

tion, which appears likely, takes place, so

that an investigation be commenced previously to

the closing of the Paris Exhibition, our operations

will be facilitated, and many opportunities now
offering will be made use of. It is a subject of

some importance nationally, and wo shall not be
maintaining the character of a practical people,

of which we are so rightly proud, if we do not
strain every nerve to obtain some practical ad-

vantage from its consideration.

A MEDICAL AND LEGAL OPINION OF
THE NEW SANITARY ACT.*

An Act ofParliament has disadvantages. One
of these drawbacks consists in the fact that it is

not placed in our hands on approbation, or on a
month’s trial, nor can its framers make any trial

of its capacities themselves before issuing it to

the world. It comes before us, drawn up, doubt-
less, with grave consideration by able men, but
still untried : the first strain reveals flaws here
and there that it is too late to remove, but which
would have been carefully strengthened had it

been foreseen that the particular pressure would
have been applied to which they gave way. The
new Sanitary Act is no exception to this dis-

advantage. The conventional carriage-and-four
can be driven through it in various places

;
and

the particular breaches through which the figura-

tive vehicle can be dexterously gnided have not
been difficult to find. The principal cause of
this weakness is, that the Act is not sufficiently

imperative in its terms and binding in its obliga-

tions. Much that should be obligatory on all

authorities is left a matter of choice.

• The Medical and Legal Aspects of Sanitary Reform.
By Alexander P. Stewart, M.D., and Edward Jenkins,
Barrister-at-law. Lundon : Robert Hardwicke, Piccadilly.

1867.

We have before us a work of twin author-

ship, on sanitary reform, which points out the

shortcomings of the Act. Dr. Stewart, looking

at the question from a medical point of view,

deplores, as others have done, the non-appoint-

ment of permanent officers of health in every

town as a means of systematizing the enforce-

ment of sanitary regulations
;
and Mr. Jenkins,

looking at it from a legal point of view, puts his

finger on the particular passages which stand

most in need of revision to render the provisions

of the Act effective. Out of fifty-nine towns,

concerning which Dr. Stewart has been able to

gather information from reliable 8ource8,eighteen

only can boast the delegation of the care of the

public health to a responsible officer. Notwith-

standing the great accumulations of proof that

many diseases are preventible, only eighteen

towns out of those fifty-nine have appointed an
officer to see that the causes of needless loss of

life are not In operation. Looking atDr. Stewart’s

concern for this apathy or negligence, we see

one great generons stride already made. The
celebrated physician. Dr. Choyne, wrote in his

preface to his “ Essay on Health and Long
Life,”—“ If it were possible any set of men
could be offended at my performance, it might
be my brethren of the profession, for endeavour-

ing to lessen the viatena morhifica.” Now-a-
days, many brethren of the profession are

enthusiastic workers under the banner on which
is inscribed ” prevention is better than cure.”

It is re-assuring, too, to mark the certain steady

progress made in the extended view of the con-

diikins that maintain health. In Dr. Cheyne’s
day, when the i‘retender, Sir George Byng, the

South Sea Bubble, and Siege of Gibraltar occu-

pied men’s thoughts, regimen was considered

to be the grand source both of health and
disease. Nothing, if we except a recom-

mendation to choose the side of a small eminence
on a gravelly soil with a sontbern aspect,

remote from any great concourse of waters

or mines, for the site of a house, was deemed by
him of much importance as the means of pre-

serving health, but regimen. Sir Charles Scar-

borough’s advice to the gay Duchess of Ports-

mouth was always in his mind as well as upon
his page :

—“ You must eat less, or use more
exercise, or take physic, or be sick.” His
theory was that the human frame was like a
large vessel with only a small inlet and outlet, to

cleans© which it was imperative to pour in a thin

clear fluid and give it a good shaking. No lazy

person, according to him, was ever a long liver,

unlesB he had an original constitution of brass

;

nor did a hearty eater ever see length of days.

“The Grand Secret,” he wrote over and over

again, with a profusion of capital letters, “the
Grand Secret and Sole Mean of Long Life, is

To keep the Blood and Juices in a due State of

Thinness and Fluidity, whereby they may be
able to make those Rounds and Circulations

through the animal Fibres, wherein Life and
Health consist, with the fewest Rubs and least

Resistance that may be. In spite of all we can
do, Time and Age will fix and stiffen our solids.”

But he had a preacriptiou with which to combat
age. This was regimen again. Abstemiousness

was his sovereign care. He tells us Cornaro

lived to be a hundred years old by virtue of

temperance all his life and great abstemiousness

in his latter days, when the yolk of an egg was
sufficient nourishment for him for three days.

And Sir William Temple’s measurement of wine
wasDr.Cheyne’sadmiration. It is a hnndredand
forty-five years ago since he wrote, “ It may be
sufficientfor those who are tender, studious, orcon-

templative, to drink three glasses of water with a
spoonful of wine at the great meal. And, as

Sir W. Temple has it, “ One for yourself, ano-

ther for yoirr friends, a third for good humour,
and a fourth for your enemies, are more than
sufficient after it.” He saw no sanitary reform

needed except in the matters of eating and
drinking. His monster nnisance was PUNCH,
as he printed it. It was punch that made the

fortune of Bath, for it was that “ heathenish

liquor” that sent the crowds of debilitated,

tabid, Indian nabobs to drink its waters. In
fine, in Dr. Cheyne’s day, the public health was
a matter of individual management and not
suspected of being amenable to any general

laws. Five-and-twenty years after his essay

was penned a new light arose in the person of

Dr. Lucas, an Irish physician, who was a promi-

nent member of the Irish Parliament. He was
an ardent politician, and frequently confused

the political and physical health of tne commn-
nity. His energetic asperity overflows in his
“ Essay on Waters,” where he hiiits that the

Bath doctors are strongly opposed to him. After

belabouring his opponents and critics, and
hoping the galled jades will wince, he unfolds

his scheme of preserving the public health. This

is also a personal and individual proposal, for it

consists in bathing and drinking water. H©
took great pains to test the waters of the

Thames, the New River, Hampstead, Rathbone-
place

;
and the public pumps at Aldgate ;

in St.

Paul’s Church-yard
;
in Hare-court, in the Tem-

ple
;
in Swan-yard, in the Strand

;
in the Savoy;

in Covent Garden Market
;
at the Banqueting

House, Whitehall; St. Margaret’s Church-yard,

Westminster; as well as the springs of Lamb’s
Conduit, Crowder’s Well, and Postern-rowe

;

and though he discovered the presence of

foreign matters in various proportions, h©
gives no hint of the possibility of percolations

having an injurious effect upon the persons

habitually drinking them. So that they drank
plenty of water, it mattered not, it seems, whence
the source. Neither fever, consumption, nor

gout could make any stand before water. Begin-

ning with melancholy madness, indeed, he runs

through a long list of chronic and acute diseases

that are only so many sighs made by the consti-

tution for copious draughts of water. Ram-
water is to be preferred for the miserable mania
just mentioned, but any kind of cold water

answers for ordinary complaints. Should any
perverse constitution receive no benefit from
this prescription, there remains the alternative

of warming the water. Not a thought about

surrounding conditions,—not a suspicion that

any disease-creating agent was at work that was
not encased in the patient’s frame. Twelve
years after Dr. Lucas had dedicated the work in

which he set forth his idea of the source of

health, in pungent as well as fulsome terms, to

“ His Royal Highness the Prince,” afterwards

George III., Sir John Pringle published hia

admirable “ Observations on the Diseases of the

Army,” in which he seems to have forestalled

much of our experience. This eminent physi-

cian studied at Leyden, under Boerhave and Van
Swieten, and was physician-general to the forces

abroad till the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, when
he was appointed physician to the queen’s house-

hold, and president of the Royal Society. Dr.

Stewart aptly quotes, as a commencement to a

retrospect of what has been done in sanitary

reform, one of his most prescient passages, which
we also transcribe, as it shows a remarkable
awakening to the serious consequences of ex-

ternal surrounding objects upon health, so com-
pletely unrecognized by fashionable physicians of

the reigns of George I. and George 11. :

—

“ From this "view of the causes of inalienant fevers and
flaxes it is easy to conceive bow incident they must be,

not only to all marshy countries after hot seasuns, but to

all populoas cities, low and ill-aired, unprovided with com-
moQ sewers, or where the streets are narrow and foul, or
the houses dirty; where fresh water is scarce; where
gaols and hospitals are crowded and not ventilated, or
kept clean

;
where, in sickly times, the burials are within

the walls, and the bodies not laid deep ; where slaughter-

houses are likewise within the walls, or where dead animals
and ot&l are left to rot in the kennels or on dung-biUa

;

where drains are not provided to carry olT any large body
of stagnating or corrupted water in the neighbourhood;
where flesh meats make the greatest part of the diet, with-

out a proper mixture of bread, greens, wine, or other fer-

mented liquors; where the grain is old and mouldy, or has
been damaged by a wet season, or where the flbres are re-

laxed by immoderate warm bathing. I say, in proportion
to the number of these or the like causes concurring, a
city will be, more or less, subject to pestilential diseases,

or to receive the leaven of a true plague when brought
into it by merchandise.'

Here, afc the very commencement of the long

reign of George III., we have several of the

most vital sanitary requisites perceived, and the

most deadly causes of disease exposed. Modem
experience has added a few more items to the

list, but not very many. For a hundred years

the great family of mankind has been warned
that certain conditions will cause the premature
death of a great many members of it

;
and very

little notice has been taken of the intimation

till the occurrence of fearful epidemics draws
temporary attention to the troth of the warning.

This habit of indifference has led a continental

philosopher, Heeker, to frame the theory “ that

great epidemics are epochs of development,
wherein the mental energies of mankind are

exerted in every direction.” Would that it would

also lead to the organization of competitive ex-

aminations of the management and conditions of

our towns. We have seen merchandise from all

corners of the earth coming to one common
centre for examination, praise, and prizes : let

08 hope that the progress of a peripatetic jury

from city to city, to examine and select for

royal praise and prizes, and the concourse of

sovereigns, perfection in sanitary arrangements
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made for the good of the commuDity, is not
beyond the limits of possibility.

Let us see what enactments hare been made.
Though sanitary legislation has been “timid
and apologetic,” it has been in advance of the
national appreciation of the importance of the
subject since the cholera epidemic in 1832,
bearing upon the public health. In 1834, boys
were prohibited from sweeping chimneys; in
1840 and 1841, the practice of vaccination was
extended by law; and in 1842, the employment
of women and children in mines and collieries
was declared illegal

;
in 1846, the establishment

of baths and washhouses was promoted; in
1847, the Towns Improvement Act was passed;
in 1848, followed the Public Health, the
Nuisances Removal, and the City of London
Sewers Acts; in 1850, the Metropolitan Inter-
ment Act paved the way for another w’hich
applied to the whole of England in 1853; in
1851, there were the Acts to Encourage the
Establishment of Lodging-houses for the La-
bouring Classes and the Common Lodging-
houses Act

;
in 1852 the Metropolitan Water

Act was passed; in 1853, the Smoke Nuisance
Abatement (Metropolis) Act and the Act to
Extend and Make Compulsory the Practice of
Vaccination were added to our statutes;
in 1854, the Merchant Shipping Act, protecting
the health of the seamen, was passed

;
in 1855,

the Diseases Prevention, the Metropolis Local
Management, the Metropolitan Building, and the
Nuisances Removal AiriendmentActs were made;
and in 1858 the Public Health Act abolished
the powers of the General Board of Health, and
vested them in the Privv Council. Since this
transition was effected, 1858 and 1866 saw two
new statutes for the purification of the Thames

;

1860, the Nuisances Removal Amendment Act
and the Act for preventing the adulteration of
articles of food; 1860-61-64, Acts relating to
the women and children employed in bleaching
and dyeing works, in lace factories, potteries,
and manufactories of lucifer matches, percussion
caps and cartridges, in pnper-staining and
fustian cutting; 1861, a further amenduient of
the Vaccination Act; 1863, the Act for the
Seizure of Diseased and Unwholesome Meat, and
the Alkali Works Act

; 1865, the Sewage Utiliza-
tion Act

; and, lastly, 1866, saw the Labouring
Classes’ Dwelling-houses Act and the Sanitary
Act passed. All these Acts have had some iu-
fluence for good, and most of them would have

if they had been more stringently
binding, and less full of loopholes through which
the unwilling to comply with their terms bare-
facedly escape. An Act of Parliament should
be more than a suggestion or a permission : in
sanitary matters it should be an explicit explana-
tion of what should be done in its various
branches, an injunction to comply with these
terms, besides a schedule of the penalties for
evasion and other forms of non-compliance. As
Dr. Cheyne would say, the grand secret of the
weakness of the Sanitary Act is that it is con-
tent to suggest as frequently as it is to insist.
Dr. Stewart has filed a string of instances in
which refractory local authorities have adopted
one Act 80 as to evade another, and have bearded
the centi-al authority or Health Department of the
Privy Council with decisions to take no sanative
steps. He has, perhaps, been still more usefully
employed in drawing up the following statement
as to what is yet imperatively required, which
we quote as a modern filliug up of the sketch
made by the Queen’s physician, Sir John Pringle,
in the beginning of the reign of her Majesty’s
grandfather.

should be everywhere prohibited under a penalty, the
same to he strictly enforced against offenders.

9. Carriages for the conveyance of such cases must be
provided by the local authorities.

10. Disinfecting apparatus for clothes and bedding must
likewise be provided by the local authorities.

i-

urgently need a well-considered Act, which shall
lacilitate the acquisition of low house property, and shall
empower the Government to grant loans on easy terms, on
the security of the new huUdiogs, to those who shall un-
dertake to provide wholesome dwellings for the labourinir
population. “

..
13- The supply of gas and water should be taken out of

the hands of private companies, and entrusted to public
and responsible bodies in the interest of the consumer.

13. It should be made lawful for Boards of Guardians
to apply a portion of the rates to the providing of conva-
lescent accommodation for those who require but cannot
procure it.

1-1. A strict Government inspector should bo made
during the progress of all works, for the execution of
which the Government sanctions the borrowing ofmoney
and before instalraents are sanctioned, the inspector’s re-
ports and certificates being published.

1. We require a thoroughly efficient administrative
department of government for the superintendence of all
niatters relating to the public health, and the enforcement
of the law on recusant locsl authorities.

2. The appointment of officers of health, not only in
towns, but in the country, and for our ports and harbours
should be compulsory; they should be independent of the
local authority, their appointment, the amount of their
swa^, and their dismissal being subject to the approval
of the central department, and should exercise a general
supervision of such districts as may be agreed upon.

3. The inspectors of nuisances should always be under
the control of the officers of health, and should not be
burdened with other and inconsistent duties. Their ap-
pointment should in every case be compulsory

^

4. There should be an annual return to Parliament of
ail officers of health and inspectors of nuisances, of the
population and areas of their respective districts, of the
salaries paid to them, and of the duties they are required
to discharge. ’

6.

As a general mle the officers of health should' be
specially trained and set apart for that work alone, and
be remunerated accordinglv, out of the municipal funds
or county rates, aided from the consolidated fund.

6. The isolation of those sick of infectious disorders
should be enforced by their early removal to—

7. District hospitals or refuges to be provided bv the
local authorities.

8. The conveyance of such caaea in hackney carriages

Mr- Jenkins finds the most obvious deficiency
in the new Act to be the absence of a central
supervising power, which he would not confound
with a central administration. Local authorities
should^ be free to act, but still be under the
supervision of a superior court : iu other words,
more coercion over local authorities is required.
A district visitation of cholera, if unchecked,
soon becomes a general one. It is, therefore,
a matter of the first moment that the authorities
of the place in which it first appears should be
amenable to some central power should they
fail to take remedial steps. We would here
remark that a great deal has been said about
the apathy and opposition of local authorities
without the true source of the resistance being
hinted at. The grand secret of the inactivity
of the local authorities is, that they are formed
of bodies of picked men, annually, or biennially,
or triennially elected by the ratepayers out of the
rest of their fellow-townsmen as men who are
able and likely to resist any proposal that in-
volves any addition to the rates. Until the
ratepayers are brought to their senses, and
have their eyes opened to the importance of
leaving not a stone unturned to lessen every
individual’s chance of sickness and premature
death, we fear this class of men will continue to
be returned. In country unions the farming
interest is largely represented in the board of
guardians

; and, as the rates fall heavily on the
hirmers, it is, perhaps, too much to expect that
they should be so public-spirited and generous
as to charge themselves with expenses from which
they will derive personally but little benefit,
as their own residences are not situated in
towns. And where a local board of health is

m existence, or a council charged with town
improvements, it is often very much pervaded
by the sentiments of the board of guardians.
The chairman of one is sometimes the chairman
of both; the members often sit upon both boards;
and, of course, the electors are identical. It is’
then, the electors, or ratepayers, who are the
real authors of the resistance met with. It is
they, as well as their representative men, to
whom the apostles of sanitary reform must
preach.

Members of water and gas companies are
often members of boards of health, and in
that position are more likely to be the defenders
of their company than their accusers, should
complaints be made,—another instance that
shows the desirability of an officer whose sym-
pathies and property are locally unaflfected.
Such ratepayers as are in favour of reform in
these matters should exert themselves to be more
faithfully represented. Mr. Jenkins says, with
compulsory enactments, and an efficient minis-
tiy or board of health, we might see some pro-
spect of the sanitary regeneration of the coun-
try. We say more. There should be a college
in which sanitary officers are trained, or
department should be made for them in some
college, already existing, such as Sandhurst.
Their appointments to towns should be for fixed
periods, when they should be removed to an-
other, the young officers beginning with small
towns and graduating to large cities. A man
permanently fixed in one locality gradually be-
comes bound hand and foot with sympathies
with this or that inhabitant, fear of offending
some, and wish to please others, just as a stone
not belonging to the seashore gradually gets
covered with seaweeds and limpets if left there
long enough. The emoluments should be suffi-
cient to preclude the necessity of private prac-
tice, which should bo prohibited.

In April last a deputation waited upon the
Duke of Marlborough with a memorial from the
Council of the National Association for the
Promotion of Social Science, snbmittiug for the

favourable consideration of the Government four
statements :

—

“let. That tbe laws of public health require to bere-
Tised and consolidated with plain and specific enactments
on sanitary matters.
2nd. That permissiTS enactments are generally taken

to be permissions not to act, and that therefore the most
useful provisions should be made peremptory.

3rd. That the constitution of sanitary authorities should
be more uniform

; their areas of administration more ex-
tensive

; their powers and functions more comprehensive

;

and that some provision be made for the addition of mem-
bers possessing o^her and higher qualifications than those
now required.

4th. That the inefficiency in the administration in the
health laws by the local authorities is in part due to the
absence of a central power, which could be appealed to
without reference to the courts of law, and could by
means ofjudicious advice, and, if necessary, by legal com-
pulsion, cause the local authorities to do their duty.”

The Duke expressed a wish to be furnished
with a digest of the remarks made by some of
the gentlemen forming the deputation, which
has been drawn up. Mr. Jenkins gives this
valuable pith. Mr. Rendle, secretary of the
Health Department of the Association, alluded
to the fragmentary and contradictory character
of past sanitary legislation, and the need of a
better organisation

;
an adjustment of the duties

of magistrates, whose police duties he deemed
little iu harmony with sanitary legislation

; an
amended Building Act, in which there should
be provisions under which healthy habitations
for the poor might be rebuilt on sites where
unfit dwellings wore pulled down under any
Artisans’ Dwelling Bill

;
and an alteration in the

administration of the Vaccination Act, which is

now, pauper-like, iu the hands of the Poor-law
authorities, whose appointed oflicer not only
vaccinates, but certifies to the success of his
own operation. Mr. Rumsey laid fresh fagots
on this pile. He urged the consolidation of the
duties now divided between the Privy Council,
the Home Office, the Poor Law Board, and the
Re^strar-General

;
pointed out the anomalies

which mark the administration of boards exist-
ing under Poor Law, Local Government, and
Poblic Health Acts

;
the difl’erence of area and

population in the districts under these boards
;

recommended higher qualifications for their
members, and the extension of areas of local
government, with the appointment of a scientific
officer to correct and verify the great facts of
disease and mortality, and apply them to the
suggestion of practical remedies. Dr. Lankester
brought forward more fuel. What ho found
wanting was a unification of the laws relating to
public health. In the present state of things it

was a most difficult thing for an officer of health,
in the parishes ofLondon, to know to what autho-
rity to look when he wished to abate or pre-
vent nuisances injurious to health

; and that the
present apportionment of control or power was
not of avail he would instance in the fact of the
failure of the Vaccination Act as at present ad-
ministered, 2,000 persons having died of small-
pox last year. Mr. James Beale heaped up the
pile behind which it is to be hoped all obstruc-
tions and objections will ultimately disappear.
He, too, asked for unity : either of the present
departments of government would answer with
extended powers

;
but not all three, as they only

made confusion. As an instance of this weak-
ness he complained that the Sanitary Act of
1866 imposed upon vestries the duty of providing
hospitals for infectious diseases, and that this
year the Poor Law Board passed through the
House a bill .to impose this duty on boards of
guardians, and that certain regulations approved
by Mr. Walpole for Chelsea were disapproved
by him for St. James’s. His leading suggestion
was that all the health bills and vaccination
Acte should be handed over to a draughtsman to
consolidate and unravel. Dr. Stewart put the
apex to these legal and medical opinions of the
short-comings of sanitary legislature in the same
propositions we have mentioned as laid down in
his work. All these testimonies go into the
same scale. The medical men agree that a
scientific officer should have the charge of the
public health iu every union, and that the in-
spector of nuisances should always be part of
bis stafl' or under his control ; and the legal
authorities urge that this large body of men, so
appointed, should be all in communication with
and under the supervision of a central board of
health service

;
and that all the sanitary laws in

existence should be compared, reconciled with
one another, condensed, and all the most useful
provisions made compulsory instead of optional.
Both Dr. Stewart and Mr. Jenkins have been

well employed, and neither has ventured out of
his depth. The practical or constructional engi-
neering departments of sanitary reform they have
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not touched upon. We have personally a quarrel
with them : in their review of the efforts early
made in the cause of sanitary reform they omit all

reference to the continuous labours of the
Builder in that direction at a time when many
to whom they refer as workers had not learned
the importance of the subject. This, however,
gives ns little concern. We are contented to see
that what we have striven for during long years
is being achieved bit by bit

; and, haviug no
selfish motive, we shall not be led to relax in our
endeavours though others may be taking the
credit of much of what we have done.

THE CONSTfiUCTION OF GUNS.

If it were possible for the human ear to dis-
tingnish the varied sounds that combine in the
loonstant roar of life ascending from the great
loentres of population, and to trace to its origin
each order and species of sound, we should be
iBtartled with the strange and incessant activity
of one special metallic note. Through all the
din caused by the exercise of the arts of peace
would bo heard the sharp ring with which the
^ffmourers’ hammers,

I

'* Closing rivets up.
Give dreadful note of preparation.”

In every arsenal, in every manufactory of small
Wms, men are working against time. Sixty
jhousand Chassepot rifles, we are told, are nearly
ready for issue to the French army. Prussia is
^niug out a new needle-gun. Austria is con-
jTertiug her weapons into breech-loaders. Hussia
is prepariug 600,000 of these new weapons. If
ihe vis paean follow as a matter of course on
3«ra helium, never was Europe so busily em-
jloyed in preparing for perpetual peace.
It will be to but little purpose that we are

Dade aware of the activity of the gunsmith
mong our neighbours, or that wo shall be told
hat the ruler of a neighbouring country, who
las never forgotten that the great soldier whose
lame he bears was an officer of artillery, has
'een preparing a surpriao for the world in the
lerfectiou of that most serviceable of all weapons,
. two-pounder gun, if we fail to cast a sharp
lance on our own workshops. A couversa-
ion took place not long ago in the House of
Jommons, the great importance of which has
een lost sight of amid the clash of party
warfare, and the claims of the “compound
ouseholder.” Wo trust that our readers will
lOt have forgotten the name of Mr. Snider,
telievers in ghosts may feel assured that the
hado of that ill-used and meritorious in-
entor has been, to some small extent,
venged. It comes out that “the Uepart-
lent, betaking itself with military promptitude
0 make the best of the prey secured for it by
;s legal advisers, has made more haste than
ood speed. Acting on the usual principle of
eferring change to the last moment, and then
eing driven into an inconsiderate huiry that
eprives the change of much of its value, the
7ar-office, or their officers, have managed so to
onvert or so to load the rifles dealt with on the
nider principle, as to cause wild firing, and to
lace our troops who were dependent on the new
rm in a position to suffer affront, or worse
isaster, ifthey had come into action. Of course,
II is now set right, or will be so to-morrow or
ext day. It is always so when inconvenient
nestions are asked. But the point of the case
ea here. Great Britain spends annually a large
am for her defences

; she does not grudge her
lillious for the purpose. She has more hesitation
1 finding men

j her sons take to a red coat with
388 readiness than do those of some of her poorer
.eighbours. What the country has the right to
emand is, that the army and navy estimates
nail be so spent that our small and precious
nny shall have the best military instruction and
he beet arms and ammunition that practical
oience can supply. At present it is far from
lavmg either the one or the other, and public
ittention cannot be too loudly called to the fact.
It must be candidly admitted that the duty
fa military administration, during a time of
oientific revolution such as that of the last ten
ears, is neither simple nor easy. Time enters
0 intimately into aU questions of safety,—the
lOSBiblo enemy may not choose to wait till we
re ready to receive him. If the question of
he best weapon cannot be solved impromptu,
'Ut has to wait the proof, or the improvement,
hat can only be given by Repeated experiment,
?e are none the less bound to be provided with

the best weapon known. There are, therefore,
two requisites equally important to be borne in
mind by a Minister of War and his advisers.
One is to have readily and promptly under hand
the best known and proved weapons

;
the other

is, patiently and cautiously to take the advice of
tbo most ^experienced and able mechanics, and
steadily to prosecute experiment on the value of
projected improvements. It can, perhaps, hardly
be expected that a Secretary of State, or a
Commander-in-Chief, in the present generation,
should master the simple outlines of the scientific
problem, see clearly what ordnance ought to be,
and thus distinguish between that experiment
which forms the pathway of practical science
and that which is merely empirical. Bnt the
more fully a statesman is aware of the nature of
the problem which involves the efficiency of the
national defence, the more earnestly will he in-
sist on the two points we have named—full
supply of proved weapons, and careful inquiry as
to the capacity of better ones.
The whole history of our recent improvements

in small arms and in artillery, as well as the
record of the military events of the last five
years, bears out the above assi^rtiou. Precision
has been introduced as an element of gunnery'—
precision so different from that attempted in the
wars of the early part of the century, that it

appears as a new featui’e of construction. To
arrive at once at the best weapon was, of course,
out of the question. To remain content with an
inferior one, while other nations were re-arming,
would have been treason. Hence we have had,
and that wisely and properly, the Enfield rifle of
1853, the Lancaster gun of 1850, the Armstrong
gun of 1858, and the Snider breech-loader of
1866. No less certain is it that the scientific
problem, whether or no it be yet solved, is not
taken for the main requisite of our theory of
defence. We have fair rifles, fair cannon, rifled
on different systems, and formidable projectiles.
But we have no system of artillery. Nor have
we in the service either the best rifles or the
best cannon known and proved to be in existence.
The progress of science, in any individual

branch, is far from being always equable and
maintained. There are periods of long stagna-
tion, when some new principle awaits discloauro.
There are periods when, like the planets them-
selves, Science seems to retrograde in her course
collecting, it may be, force for a new leap into
the unknown. The discovery of some new truth
may impel thought in a wrong direction, until
the counterbalancing principles be also dis-
covered. Thus, to confine ourselves to the sub-
ject of artillery, so late as the year 1863 we find
a disposition evinced to return to the use of the
old 68.pounder smooth-bore gun; and the frank
admission of the First Lord of the Admiralty,
after the enormous expenditure incurred for the
improvement of our ordnance, that when asked
what gun he approved for the navy, he was
obliged to say that he “really did not know.”
When, however, we find that the advance of

scientific detail is in accordance with the historic
progress of the question under investigation, we
have a sure indication that the movement taking
place is in the right direction. If we apply this
principle to the case of artillery, we shall find
that it gives valuable light. The history of
offensive wai'fare is, scientifically reearded, the

,

history of projectiles. The earliest instinct of
: self-defence among men is to make nse of a
missile. So completely is this the case, that it

is acknowledged by the instinct of the animal
creation. A dog fears, to a certain extent, a
stick

;
but it is only when he sees it. Make

believe to provide yourself with a stick, and the
dog is not imposed on

; hut only stoop, pretend
to pick up a stone, and the dog does not stop to
reason on the probability of your finding one at
hand,—be makes^ off before the first indication
of recourse to the simple weapon from which he
can least readily protect himself. Thus, espe-
cially in defence from siege, stones of all sizes
were the ammunition of primitive warfare. And
thus the first purely waidike weapon (whether
for the chase, which is the war with brutes, or
for the battle, which is war with men) was a
means of propelling stones. The first means of
distant offence was the sling. Great accuracy
and power were attained by this simple weapon

;

it ranks high in military history
;
and its disuse,

on the introduction of a moi*e formidable wea-
pon, was not because the bow was so much
better than the sling or the catapult, bnt be-
cause arrows, to which a sustained flight would
be imparted by attention to their feathering,
were so much better projectiles than stones, or
even than leaden bullets.

The invention of gunpowder drove arrows
from the field. It was rather from the power of
powder to project masses immoveable by less
forcible means, than from increased excellence of
shooting, and also from the greater portability,
and greater ease of manufacturing the new
missiles, that the clumsy match-lock and the not
very much more precise musket came to super-
sede the well-tried yew. The explosive system,
as a whole, drove out the elastic system, as a
whole, by the great superiority of the former as
to the heavier artillery. As to the small arms,
the question is more open. The bayonet may
have had more to do with this than the bullet.
The battle of Waterloo was the most terrible, as
to the ravages of cannon, known in our history
up to 1815; but, if we compare the results of
the musketry in that critical encounter with
those of the arrow flights at Crecy or at Agin-
court, it is not so clear that the bullet, with all
the advantage it derived from explosive pro-
pulsion, equalled as a projectile the cloth-yard
shaft. In matter of precision, if not of range,
the former seems to have been certainly the in-
ferior.

Now, the increased precision of modem arms
follows from the attempt to give to the bullet
one main characteristic of the arrow. Instead
of merely blowing a ball from the mouth of an
intensified pea-shooter, such as the old smooth-
bore musket, the rifle gave a spin to the pro-
jectile, which thus was enabled to sustain a more
regular flight. To ensure the spin the bullet
was, in the Minis and other early rifles,

lengthened from a spherical to a conoidal form.
But no actual investigation into the best pro-
portions between diameter and length of bullet,
or into the relation between the rapidity of
spin to be given to the projectile, and the range
through which it was to be propelled, appears to
have been systematically attempted before the
experiments of Mr. Whitworth. That eminent
mechanician was certainly one of the first prac-
tically to grasp the truth that the first point in
offensive science was to determine the best form
of projectile, and that from this was to be de-
duced the beat form of projecting weapon.
Equally important, although a perfectly distinct
subject of investigation from the question of
form, is that of the nature of the best material
to be employed, whether for bullet or for gun.
The third element,—the nature of the projectile
force,—does not at this time require investiga-
tion, from the fact that the question is not how
to increase, bnt how to manage, the explosive
power of gunpowder. So long as the powder is
stronger than the gun, it is the weaker portion
of the destructive machinery that demands the
first attention of science.

Avoiding any minuteness of detail, it appears
that the result of systematic and exhaustive
experiments established the best form of pro-
jectile, a form which mathematical science might
perhaps have predicted, but which positive
knowledge owes to Mr. Whitworth. A bolt,
some three times longer than its diameter, and
with a twist around its axis four times more rapid
than that which the Enfield rifle was calculated
to impart to its leaden projectile, flat-headed,
when destined to penetrate hard bodies, and
tapered behind, to diminish the resistence of the
atmosphere, such was the last step in the series
of missiles that commenced with the smooth
pebbles of the shepherd’s scrip.

The barrel is the reciprocal of the bolt. The
form arrived at as the result of Mr. Whitworth’s
experiments, in which the means of accurate
mechanical manufacture were considered as
thoroughly as the question of projection, was a
twisted hexagonoidal tube. Shot and barrel are
capable of being so turned out of hand that, if
the former be sent home by the ramrod, the
touch-hole being stopped with the finger, the
elasticity of the condensed aii- is sufficient to
return the bullet towards the muzzle as the
ramrod is withdrawn. Greater windage is al-
lowed in practice

; but the perfect freedom of
the system from tendency to jam or to rack is
shown very distinctly by so delicate an experi-
ment.
Wltb this form of bolt, and with this form of

barrel, projectiles of every diameter, from the
i-in. of the small bore rifle to the 5I-in. of the
70-ponnders actually tried, or to the still larger
calibres of our future guns, attain the widest
range, and the greatest accuracy as yet known
to be possible. In the experiments conducted at
Shoeburyness in 1S64 and 1865 between the
breech • loading Armstrong 12 • pounder, the
muzzle-loading Armstrong Ifl-pounder, and the
Whitworth 12-pouuder, the committee report
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that the range of the latter gun was 29 per cent,

superior to that of the two former; the Whit-
worth projectile, fired at an elevation of 33®,

attaining the distance (in the mean of nine

shots) of 8,776 yards, against the respective

distances of 6,788 and 6,774 gained by the

competing bnlletB. For accuracy the superiority

of the Whitworth ranges from 17 per cent,

above the Armstrong muzzle-loader up to 900
yards, to 100 per cent, above it from 3,000 to

3,600 yards; the muzzle-loading Armstrong, in

its turn, being from 25 to 18 per cent, superior to

the breech-loading Armstrong. This result is

derived from comparative trials vrith solid shot.

As to shell and case, the question of the compara-
tive projectile value of the difl’erent patterns

brought forward for experiment is more com-
plicated, and it is by the comparison of the same
kind of projectile alone that accurate resoltscan

be obtained, no element of disturbance entering

the case when solid shot are employed in each
•weapon.

In the trial of the 70-ponnder guns, as re-

ported on by the same committee, the figures

are no less eloquent as to the incontestable
superiority of the Whitworth system. At eleva-

tions varying from 0° to 21°, the range of the 70-

pounder Wliitwortb exceeds that of the muzzle-
loader Armstrong by ratios increasing with the
angle of from 5 to 26 per cent,, reaching a mean
distance, in eighteen rounds of 7,965 yards,
against 6,330 yards covered by the muzzle-load-
ing, and 5,821 by the breeoh-loading Armstrong.
The mean radial error of the Whitworth, at this

range of four miles and a half, was 65‘8 yards,
that of the Armstrong guns being respectively
116‘2 and 123'3. Penetration, tested by firing

against a solid mass of brickwork, 40 ft. thick,

at a distance of 750 yards, was 7 25 ft. made by
the Whitworth solid shot for 4‘75 ft. made by
the muzzle-loading Armstrong.
When it is remembered that these results are

due to the employment of the same system
which, in 1857, produced a rifle that beat the
Government arm more than three to one, plant-

ing the average of its shots, at a range of 8C0
yards, within a circle of 4^ in. mean radius,

against an area of 27 in. mean radius in the
other, it seems to ua that there can be no room
to hesitate as to the system on which the
British army and navy onght to be armed. In
availing themselves of the services of Sir W.
Armstrong for the development of his own
weapon, the Government of the day, no doubt,
exercised awise discretion. Whether after having
so far departed from the time-honoured routine,

as to ttike the advice of an eminent civilian,

on a subject on which he was at home, and
military men w’ere inexperienced, the Govern-
ment went rather too far, it is now scarcely
necessary to inquire. In all cases of the kind
the sage maxim “ Cut(27£e in suH aite credendum"
cannot be neglected without misfortune. For
the War-office and for the Navy to avail them-
selves of the best civil professional advice in

such matters as the manufacture of firearms, is

a duty so obvious that it seems useless to insist

os. it. The only danger lies in the exclusive

reliaiBCC on one adviser and one system, when
there there is a fair question to he settled

among competitive weapons. But when, on the
ono hand, are various systems, each more or

lees undergoing constant modification, for small
arms, field guns, and heavy cannon, contrasted
with, on the other hand, one comprehensive
plan, slowly matured from exhanstive experi-

ment, and resulting in an undisguisable triumph
against every competitor, though in many
respects hardly fairly tested against rival

weapons already bearing the prastige of “the
Service,” the minister who hesitates to take
council of the engineer who has so far demon-
strated the soundness of his views incurs a very
heavy responsibility in the face of the country.
We have spoken hitherto of the forms of pro-

jectiles, and of the corresponding form of the
projecting arm. Another question remains un-
touched—that of the material. The two are so
far distinct that the best results might be at-

tained in either case by different experimenters.
There is no reason why the man who finds out
the best form of gun should also be the discoverer
of the best material from which to make it. The
question before discussed may be considered
as ground common to the mathematician and to
the practical experimenter. The question of
material is one for experiment alone. Chemistry,
which here replaces geometric or algebraic inves-

tigation, is exclusively an experimental science.
She knows, as yet, nothing whatever of “ the
high d priori road,” or rather it is by her depar-
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ture from that old-fashioned and devious track
that she has entered so closely into the secrets of
the great Architect of Nature. The state of this

part of the case is, at present, that the force of
gunpowder is so great that no known material
enables us fully to utilise it. Any gun can be
burst by repeated efforts. The gun will not have
attained its proper relation to the powder con-
sumed in its barrel until it is made of a material
which a fall charge of powder can neither burst
nor stretch.

The cohesive quality of iron, as at present
manipulated, is below this requirement. Ordi-
nary cast-iron, the readiest material for the con-
struction of lai^e guns, has to be altogether laid

aside for the future. It cannot resist the heavy
charges of powder, and the increased force of
the explosive power due to the retention of the
projectile by the rifling of the barrel. It has
been attempted to meet this difficulty by several

methods, the most successful of which have
been respectively and interchangeably adopted
by Sir W. Armstrong and by Mr. Whitworth.
Sir William and Captain Blakely (for in this as
in most instances of the independent discovery

of nearly identical methods the honour is claimed
by more than one inventor) have started from
the mechanical fact that the chief strength of
wrought-iron lies in the longitudinal direction of

its fibre. lujury by excessive explosion, they
consider, is inflicted on a wrought-iron gun by
bulging its barrel, rending the fibres apart as if

they were threads in a thread-paper. To coun-
teract this tendency, and to make use of the
utmost strength of the material, the bars of iron

used to build the gun were therefore bent in a
spiral, and welded together into a tube, three

lengths of bar being required to form the
barrel, which again was strengthened by other
coils shrunk upon the primary ones, so as to

thicken the breach. Mr. Whitworth preferred

the forging of a single ingot or bar of steel, the
solid centre of which was afterwards bored out,

and the breech strengthened by hoops forced on
cold by hydraulic pressure. It is enough to say
that while by each of these laborious and
costly processes guns may be produced far

superior to any that were considered neces-
sary a quarter of a century ago, yet neither
the coil gun nor the hooped ingot gun is strong
enough altogether to resist the explosive force of

powder. Experiments were made by the Com-
mittee on the 12-ponnder guns by firing with
the service charges of powder, and one or more
shot, with air spaces between the charges and
the shot, the object being to ascertain which gun
would have the greatest powers of endurance,
and also the manner in which they would burst.

The breech-loader was fired with a charge of
lb. of powder, and a shot of 11 J lb. weight.

The Armstrong muzzle-loader, with a charge of

I 4 lb. of powder and a shot of 11^ lb.; the

Whitworth with a charge of 1? lb. of powder and
a shot of 12 lb. Under these graduated tests,

the trunnion ring of the breech-loader was
cracked at the 33rd round

; and at the 42nd
round it h.ad opened to the extent of an inch.

The muzzle-loading Armstrong was cracked at

the 60th round, the coil in front of the trunnion
being found open and near to the gun, as if it

had simply fallen off. The Whitworth gun burst

violently into eleven pieces at the 92nd round.
The strength thus evinced in each instance ex-

ceeds the ordinary requirements of the service

;

but the explosive force is still in excess of the
resisting power of the gun when repeatedly and
severely tested. In the case of the 70-pounders,

after a practice of 3,OC0 rounds from each, the
Committee endeavoured to burst them. The
strength in each instance, however, was so great

that the ammunition was exhausted without the

bursting of either gun, 102 rounds of disruptive

charges having been fired from each. The
breech-loader was slightly cracked in the powder
chamber, bat uninjured in the body of the gun.

The Armstrong muzzle-loader had fractured the
steel barrel at the breech, bat the superimposed
coils were uninjured. In the Whitworth the

bore was expanded S-lOths of an inch, and the

outer hoop shifted forward. In these experi-

ments Sir W. Armstrong had adopted a steel

barrel, with iron hoops; Mr. Whitworth a steel

barrel with steel hoops. The result of the
experiments appears to be that a trustworthy
service gun can be constructed on either prin-

ciple; but that the power of powder is still in

excess of the resistance of the material of which
the weapon is composed.
The projectiles invented by Mr. Whitworth are

obaraccerized by as great an advantage in pene-
trating power as they possess in range and in

accuracy. For the most serious service for whic
artillery is required, the attack of armour-plate!

vessels, the superiority of the pnnch-headei

steel-bolt is incontestable, as it is found to out!

clean hole through a target, even at an angl
which causes any other shot to glance. In til

experiments with steel shell it was unexpe<ljfc

tedly discovered that a fuse is unnecessary wheir'

firing against armour plates. The blow wit
which the missile punches out its path impar^i

such heat to the metal as to fire the burstiol

charge, and it has been found necessary to wrai

the powder in flannel to prevent the explosion C

the shell until its penetrative force is exhaustei

To the invention of these two irresistible pn
jectiles, Mr. Whitworth has added that of a fori

of case shot which the committee obaracteriz

as " an invention of very great value to ht

Majesty’s service.”

It seems unnecessary to add another word a
to the necessity of the adoption for the defenc
of the country of the Whitworth system of gum
Yet two most important features of the case r<

main unnoticed. The first is this. The capaoit

of a gun to consume powder, and therefore iq

requisite strength to resist disruption, is mea
sured by its calibre; and therefore, supposing a]

the questions of construction to be satisfactoril

solved, the weight of the gun should be in definit

proportion to its bore. Now, in the trial of th

so-called TO-pounders (leaving aside the breed
loader, as withdrawn from the competition), th

two guns pitted against each other difi’ered ms
teriaily in calibre. The Whitworth gun, with
bore of 21'33 in. area, burned 10 lb. of powdci
and threw a projectile of 70 lb. weight to

maximum distance of 8,078 yards, against

maximum range attained by the Armstrong guij

with a similar charge, of 6,528 yards, an exoea

of 42 per cent. The weight of the gun waj

78 owt., being 3 owt. 2 qrs. 17 lb. per sectioiw

inch of bore. The Armstrong gun had a bore o

32 31 in. sectional area, which gave only th

proportions of 2 cwt. 1 qr. 11 lb. of weight of th

piece per sectional inch of bore. A difi'erenceo

more that 50 per cent, in a matter so important
ratio between weight and capacity was certain tj

tell its own story under experiment. The trot;

is that the Armstixing gun, with a capacity t

burn 15T5 lb. of powder, was, in point of fact,

106-ponnder under-loaded and nnder-shotte<

This view of the case is supported by the fac

that when each gun was fired with a larg€

charge of powder, the increase of charge from 1

to 12 lb. in the Whitworth only increased th

initial velocity 4 per cent., or by 67 ft. pc

second ; while the same increase of charge i

the Armstrong gun increased the initial velocit

12i per cent., or 164 ft. per second
;
and a furthc

augmentation to 14 lb. (still less than tb

capacity of the calibre) increased the initii

velocity by a farther 2:V per cent,, or 37 ft. pe

second. The comparison of range is less preo>8£

as the 10 lb. charges were fired at 6° of elevf

tion, and the 14 lb. charge at 5°. The Armstrom
range at 6 °, with 10 lb. of powder, was 2,65

yards, with a mean error of 25'5 yards. Th
Whitworth range, under the same condition!

was 2,948 yards, with a mean error of 26-

yards. The range of the Armstrong gun at £

of elevation, with 14 lb. of powder, was 2,81

yards. But the effect of the trials for duratia

plainly shows that a charge of 12 to 14 lb., whic
was less than that due to the bore of th

gun and demanded by the diameter of th

projectile, would have altogether exceeded th

powers of endurance possessed by the piece

The inference is undeniable that the Whitwort
5'28-in. gun is one duly proportioned for tb

discharge of a 70-poand shot, and that th

Armstrong 6'4-iii. gun is not so proportionec

its power of propulsion being proportionate t

the discharge of a 106-poand shot, and it

powers of endurance being only those due to

70-ponnder. The great superiority of the Whit
worth gun is thus again brought to a definita

test. Of the competing 5'28 in. and 6'4 in|

mildiameter guns, the first is duly considered anti

fairly proportioned as to diameter and v/eight|

and the second is not. To produce a gun wbiclf

must, if it is to endure, he always under-chargec

by 40 per cent., is not a triumph of construe

tion
;
nor is such, a weapon one that can witi

due regard to safety be issued for service.

The other question, relates to the cost anc

durability for service of the projectiles. Tht
former ofthese elements is of far more importaned
in the Army Estimates than the original cost ol

the guns themselves. We have just seen acom-i

parison between two large cannon for 3,000

rounds, which were fired without injury to eitheii
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piece of ordnasce. We hare also seen that the
Armstrong 70-ponncier, with 14 lb. of powder,
fell short of the Whitworth 70-pouuder, with
10 lb. Id this sole comparison, therefore, if we
•Boppose the powder to cost 501. per ton, the
pAliastroDg gun would have cost, if fired accord-
ing to its capacity, 600Z. more than the
Whitworth, a difference doubling the original
price of either weapon. The report gives little

information as to the actual cost of the projectiles
.-themselves, and we are unwilling to stipply the
iflefect from any less impartial source of informa-
tion, But if we regard, on the one hand, the
rapidity with which the solid spiral bolt can be
inrned out of hand by machinery, and, on the
other hand, consider either the complex process
of coating with lead, or the troublesome applica-
tion of zinc or copper studs, there can be little

doubt as to the superior cheapness of the
fexagonoidal bolt. Again, the more complex
projectiles are liable to such damage in the neoes-
#arj’ service of the field as to interfere greatly
with the exigencies of artillery practice. The
only point in which the report of the Committee
teems to ns to have lost sight of mechanical
tmch, is where they mention that the studs pro-
^do the projectile with a certain power of self-

adjustment. The action of the studs in the
grooves of the shunt gun would appear to a
Inechanic almost certain to impart irregularity
to the motion of the projectile

j
while the action

of the spiral bolt in the spiral barrel is such as
to centre it on the least motion, a fact which no
doubt tells for much in the steadiness of its

flight. In cost, therefore, of working, in range,
in accuracy, and in penetration, the experiments
at Shoeburyness appear to establish the claims
of the Whitworth guns and projectiles to rank,
BO far as experience goes, as the first in the
world.

FLORENCE IN 1867.

Whatever the effect of the change that has
raised her to a higher place in national life,

Florence still remains the gayest as well as
fairest of Italian cities. It is impossible nob to
be struck by the visible expression on every side
of the progressive and energetic spirit now
iwake here

; and the joyousness of the scene
makes itself more felt by one led to contrast it

with the subdued solemnity of that capital where
bhe church reigns supreme—should he happen,
that is, to have passed immediately from one to
the other. The Florentines may have something
to complain of in respect to taxation, increased
expenses of living, &c., but it is impossible not
to reco^ize in the conditions of their city the
prevailing evidences of things that tend to and
proceed from the general well-being,—the proofs,
fn short, of progressive prosperity.
The works for the enlargement of this capital

have been advancing, since the beginning of the
^ear, with tolerable activity, though not yet very
striking in their results. Most promising is the
lew quarter now rapidly springing np on the
louthern side between the Porta S. Gallo and
Porta Croce, while the style of buildings and
laying out of streets present altogether a cheer-

and pleasant picture, and seem likely to
ittract the fashionable world. The best
jharacterized houses are specimensof the modern
•talian, without any attempt to imitate the
Jalatial grandeurs of Florence of the fifteenth
(entury, but with general resemblance to
ihe spacious and ai’istocratic residences that
late from subsequent periods

; the walls of
)rick-, or irregular stonework, in every in-
itance coated with stucco, coloured to imi-
tate the dark grey or dark yellowish stone
bund in neighbouring quarries, and so much
wed in Florentine churches, uniformity being
^stematically avoided, and each house having
ts distinct features, however a certain type
nay predominate, — the ground-floor stories
nostly of rustic masonry, so also the stone
facings often introduced at angles

; doors and
iriadows sometimes arched, the latter, in almost
ill cases, surmounted by dressings, or, we might
»y, pediments, either curved or triangular, the
!Wo forms often alternating, many of the best
'widences having gardens at the rear or at one
lide

; and at the level that forms a centre to this
lew quarter, already is opened to the public a
nuch larger garden, planted and laid out in
valks, that promises to become an attractive
MximeDade when trees shall throw a deeper
ihade, and the air of novelty be worn off. That
xtent of fortifying walls which bounded this
©gion is almost entirely demolished

;
but its

ddbris being not yet cleared away, the long line

of ruins that rise like a steep embankment, still

forming a barrier between town and country,
present a somewhat dismal feature in this other-
wise pleasant quarter, and give the idea of works
lately overthrown by the artillery of besiegers.
Beyond, however, we have the view of the hills

of Fiesole and loftier Apennines, whilst we
inhale the fresh air that breathes from mountain
and plain, reminding of the advantages to health
and enjoyment securable for the inmates of the
city’s new streets on this side. Southward,
where the fortifications are more ancient and
picturesque, they have been left untouched, and
it is understood that in this extent they will be
spared, seeing that the steep rising ground
along which they are carried, between Porta
Romana and Porta S. Nioolo, offers no induce-
ment to the extending of street-lines, and is in

great part occupied by the gardens of the Pitti

Palace. The Medimval gateways, picturesque
structures in their way, are also to be preserved,
out of regard for historic antiquity, and for the
art details, symbolic sculptures, animals and
shields, frescoes of sacred figures, by which
most of them are adorned.
The Porta Croce is destined to stand isolated

in the midst of a spacions square, for creating
which much of a populous subnrb will have to

be swept away. Between that gate and the
river side has been re-opened the long-shut
Porta Ghibellina, whose very name had dis-

appeared from the Florence map, and whose
archway had been built up to serve as a guard-
house. Of this city’s more ancient gate-
ways eight were either built up or destroyed in

the first years of Medician sovereignty; and
that leading to the church whose name it bears,

8. Miniato, ha<l long been closed before its re-

opening in 1834. Alike has been given back to
public transit the Porta S. Giorgio on the height
near the Belvidere fortress, agate long reserved
for military use, the river side of which has a
good fresco by Bernardo Daddi, the outer a
relief of Saint George and the Dragon. A
fine fresco of the Crucifixion, life size, has been
removed from its tabernacle, near the S. Gallo
gate, to the museum in the Pretorio. Most im-
portant anmng works of demolition hitherto
undertaken is that for destroying the “ Fortezza
da Busso,” built by the Duke Alessandro de’
Medici, 1534, with the arcbiceoture of Sangailo
and two others, in the dungeon of which gloomy
fortress the life of Filippo Strozzi had its tragic
close. Condemned to perish as now utterly
useless, and an obstacle to the city’s develop,
ment on the northern side, its low but extensive
buildings and wide range of outworks will dis-

appear to give place to a very spacious square,
destined, it is said, to serve as a Cham-ps de
Mars for military parades. As yet indeed
little has been accomplished towards this object,
save the filling up of the moat and certain
earthworks; the dark pile of that Medici oaetle,

looking so like a den of tyranny, being still

before us in horrid contrast to the beautiful
scene amidst which it ataods between the city
and the cultured, monntaio-girt plain.

Another project of importance, the works for
which are now claiming notice, is the construction
of the new “ Long’ Arno,” to extend along the
river’s left bank, commencing from a south-
easterly point, and to be carried along the water-
side so as to correspond with the magnificent
promenade, so well known to all tourist-visitors,

that presents the finest perspective in modern
Florence on the Arno’s left bank. In their pre-
sent inchoate stage, these works are aimed at
throwing up a mole, that considerably narrows
the river’s bed by its encroachment, near the
oldest of the bridges, Ponte delle Grazie; and
numerous labourers are engaged all day behind
palisades set in the gravelly ground through
which the Arno flows, reduced, at this season, to
a stream dwindling into insignificance at certain
parts. For this improvement it will be neces-
sary to knock down many picturesque old houses
that rise, piled np in irregularities of good effect,

immediately above the water. Public convent-
ence Las been well consulted in the other under-
taking now in progress on the most frequented
of the bridges, Ponte Carraio, (originally of wood,
first built in stone 1333, and restored by Amma-
nati, 1557) ;

the bad condition of which was
the more to be complained of as this bridge
forms the principal approach to the chief market-
place in the“Oltr’ Arno” quarter. It is to be
provided with canseways of iron-work, adding
largely to its width, as well as new pavement for
the central part

;
pending the labours for which,

this busiest of Florentine bridges is now only

passable by pedestrians. We are glad to see
the praiseworthy practice of distinguishing the
homes of genius still kept up amidst the current
of novelties and new activities in this city, alike
since, as before, she became the Italian capital.
On a house of modest dimensions in the Via S.
Sebastiano, behind the Annumiota church, we
read the following on a lately-placed tablet, tlat
well honours the illustrious dead:

—

“ In questa casa abito il pittore senza errore,

Andrea Vannucchi Fiorentino, delta Del Sarto,
che reduce di Francia la edified, e vi moriva
nelV anno MCCCQCXXX., pieno di gloria e di
domestici uffanni." (In this house resided the
painter without fault, Andrea Vannucchi, of
Florence, called Del Sarto, who built it after his

return from France, and died here in the year
1530, full of glory and of domestic afflictions).

Turning to the examples of entirely new
architecture for public purposes, we do not find

that Florence has received additions to be prood
of. The ministerial palace on the Piazza S.
Marco is not saved by greatness of scale from
insignificance of character ; that for the Minister
of Public Works, Via della Scala, has better,

but no very admirable, features. The facade of
the Oorsi Palace lebuiit as necessitated for the
widening of the street, is the only architectural
novelty of imposing or superior style

;
and this

also is open to ciiticiem for deficiency of pro-
jecting masses, and largeness in details

; the
occupying of the ample arched recesses that
extend along its ground-floor by shops, whose
windows fill the openings, detracting from the
palatial in this great mansion’s aspect.

Among realities of the day, the present con-
ditions of the convents cannot be left unnoticed.
The cloisters of S. Croce are in part let to
families, in part used for a public office; at
those of S. Maria Novella, the largest in Florence,
no fewer than five Government offices are located.

S. Marco, most interesting from art contents,

and which was declared by edict, in this last

year, to be “a national monument,” is now
destined to become a museum of sacred art,

where several works of Fra. Angelico, besides
those painted on the walls of its cells and cor-

ridors, will be collected, some from the S. Maria
Novella Church ; and the largest of two de-
serted refectories will be the principal ball for

this sacred exhibition. Ten of the Dominioan.
community are still left in the S. Marco oon-
vent; though, aocording to the letter of the
law, six is the extreme number allowed to re-

main for life, in order to guard the premises and
officiate in the churches of those establishments
that must eventually disappear; and repairs
have been begnn (but for some weeks suspended)
in the above-named convent, for better adapting
it to its new purposes. Under these cirenm-
stances, 8. Marco is a mournful and silent place;
the mason’s work impedesone’s advance through
its interior; the frescoes of the “Beato” are
mostly covered for protection, till this confusion
shall be at an end. But in the chapter-house
we still see the “

Crucifixion,” largest and
noblest among the wall-paintings by that friffi",

in good light and with every convenience for

spectators
;
a set of engravings of all the frescoes

here by the same gifted hand being on sale in
the same room.

In conclusion, we must testify to the general
intelligence and taste, the religious respect for

antiquity, for all that charms the eye by beauty,
or the mind by association, in the principles that
have presided over the complicated task of reno-
vation at this centre

;
and we must rejcaoe in

the tokens that promise for the capital of Italy

such graceful distinctions as were ever owned
by the “ Etrurian Athens ” in days gone by.

Diamonds.

—

At a recent meeting of the Cali-

fornia Academy of Natnral Science, Professor
Whitney remarked that there are fifteen locali-

ties in California at which diamonds have been
found in the course of washings for gold. In
reply to a question if there was not some familiar

test by which miners might prove them, he
answered that the easiest way was to try their

hardness on other gems, but miners have not
always these convenient to do so. A knowledge
of the crystalline forni, twenty-four sided and
the faces curved, was the surest test. He said

that the popular notion that a diamond could be
hammer^ on an anvil without breaking, was a
mistake, resulting from confounding hardness
.and toughness. Also, that it would not pay in

California to wash tie gravel beds solely for

diamonds. Diamond •wAehing? do not pay in any
country, except with slave or convict labour.
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THE CASTLE OP ASQUES.

The Castle of Arqaes, one of the earliest,

largest, strongest, most remarkable, and most
celebrated of the pore Norman castles of
Normandy, has had the advantage of being
described by M. Deville in 1839, and illnstrated,

more recently, by the pen and pencil of il.

Tiollet-Ie-Duc.* To the work of the former of

these authors the present writer is indebted for

much of historical matter, and for the leading

dimensions of the castle and its details
;
but,

having recently visited Arques, he has formed
his own opinion upon these details, and is re-

sponsible for them. M. Le Due’s account is very
minute, and especially so upon the complicated
arrangements for the entrance into and defence
of the Norman keep. His statements probably
rest upon plans and drawings of the building at

some period when it was far more perfect than
is at present the case. Indeed, at this time, the
details do not differ materially from many
Norman keeps of the same century in England,
nor can I observe certain traces of some of the
more complicated arrangements spoken of.

The castle and the county (comf^, or, as we
should say, the earldom of Arques, have played
important parts in the local history both of
France and Normandy. The town of Arques
was the capital of Talou, the Eoman Talogium,
a name well known as late as the eleventh
century, when it passed gradually into disuse,

being superseded by the equally old but more
limited appellation, which, by the creation of the
Comte d’Arques in favour of the Conqueror’s
uncle, became extended over the whole lord-

ship. '

Talon or Arques, in extent about 14,000 acres,

lies open to the sea upon the old frontier of
Normandy. To its north-east was the territory of
the powerful counts of Eu, and to the west and
south the divisious of Brai, Caen, and Rouen.
It is a tract of high table-land of chalk, deeply
scarred with valleys, some steep, short, and dry,

others broad and level
,
giving passage to streams

of some beauty, and the sources of much
fertility. It was in request on account of its

frontier seaboard, the strength of its positions,

and its agricultural wealth.
For these reasons it was an early resort of its

Norman rulers. Duke Robert, in 1031, desig-

nates it as "one of our residences;” as does
his renowned son in 104'7. Duke Robert died in

1035, leaving William then eight years of age,
and who was formally recognised as the heir in

1038, about which time his paternal uncles of
the half-blood, William and ilauger, sons of
Duke Richard II. by his second wife, received
from him the one the Comte d’Arques, the other
the Archbishopric of Rouen.
The Norman nobles profited by the infancy

and questionable title of their sovereign to
strengthen their own positions, and William of
Arques seems at once to have commenced and
rapidly to have completed the present castle,

which may therefore be attributed to between
1040 and 1045. Its completion tempted him
into rebellion, upon which Duke William took
possession of the fortress, which, however, his

uncle speedily recovered by an understanding
with the Duke’s castellan. Then followed a second
and more dangerous insurrection. The duke
heard of this at Coutauces, in Lower Normandy.
With instant speed, gathering force as he rode,

he reached the town, and was in time to cut off

a portion of the supplies on their way to the
castle. He then attacked the advanced posts of
the garrison, placed probably on the site of the
present enter ward, drove them into the enclo-

sure, and established a blockade. As the only
gate of the place was at that time on the north,
he threw up a fortified camp on that side, the
ditch and palisade of which included the en-
trance to the castle, and a space in the direction
of, but probably larger than, the later Bel or
Bailey. It was strengthened

—

of France, that monarch prepared to raise the
siege, and was supported by the followers of
Enguerrand of Ponthieu, brother-in-law to the
count, and shut up with him in the castle. The
French coming impetuously to the attack,

neglected proper precautions, and were beaten
back by Giffard, and Enguerraud was slain ; but
nevertheless supplies seem to have reached the
castle. Upon this the duke returned from
Valognes to the camp, and finally starved out the
garrison. This was followed by the battle of
Mortemar, in November, 1054, by which William
secured his seat upon the dncal throne. After
this event Arques was placed under the charge
of a sheriff or vice-comes.
The revolt and blockade, the attempt of the

King of France, the arrival of the duke, and the
surrender of the castle, form the subjects of 160
very spirited lines in " Le Roman de Ron,”
which informs us that

Willame d'Arches fu mult fier

E bun e hardi chevalier,

Frere I’Arceveske Maugier
Ki mult I’amont e teneit chier.”

And thus disposes of the result of the ^vhole

business :

—

" Maiz j)ur viande ki failli

Terre 6 chaste! et tur guerpi

;

A1 Due Willame tut rendi
Et al rei de France s’enfui.”

“ De fosB^z et de heri^un
Et de pel fist ud chasteillun

That is, " with ditch and palisade, and castlets he
formed of piles.” This he placed in charge of
Walter Giffard, so well known afterwards on
English ground. The garrison numbered 300,
while with Giffard was a body of knights and
men-at-arms. The duke then retired to settle

his pressing affairs in Lower Normandy.
Archbishop ilauger having stirred up Henry I.

• "Hiatoiro du Chiiteau d’Arquea," par A. Deville.
Bouen. 1839. “ Dictionuaire raisonuii de TArcbitec.
ture," par VioIiet-le-Duc. Paris. 1858. " Art. Chateau
et Donjon.”

William Rufus, having secured England, en-

tered Normandy on the side of Arques, but the
castle was held for Robert Curthose until the
accession of Henry I., and the capture of Robert
at Tinchebrai, in 1106. Arques, once in Henry’s
bands, was held by him, notwithstanding the
attacks of Baldwin, count of Flanders, upon
that frontier

;
and after hia defeat of the French

at Vexin, in 1119, he imprisoned Ormond, lord

of Chaumont, in its dungeons. His sense of its

value led him to strengthen it in 1123, and he
held it until his death.
King Stephen, though he obtained possession

of several Norman castles, seems only to have
retained Arques. Geoft'rey Plantagenet besieged
it for a year, and at last, in 1145, obtained it by
the accident of the death of Lemoin, the cas-

tellan, who was shot by an arrow.

In 1150, before the accession of Henry II., son
of Geoffrey, to the throne of England, Arques
was attacked by Louis the Young of France.
Henry marched to its relief with a powerful
array

; but it was not till long afterwards, in

1173, that the combination of the same Louis
with Henry, son of Henry II., really menaced
its security. Aumale and Driucourt, two strong
frontier castles, were at once surrendered, and
Henry advanced upon Arques, with the Counts
of Flanders and Boulogne. While actually be-

neath the castle the latter was slain by a Nor-
man knight. This broke up the federation, and
Prince Henry retired, leaving the castle still in
the hands of its proper sovereign.

Under the treaty of Mantes, in 1193, between
Longchamp, on behalf of Cceur-de-Lion, then jn

prison, and Philip Augustas, Arques and three

other castles were to be placed, two in the hands
of Philip, and two in the neutral hands of the
Archbishop of Reims, to be held until France
had received 20,000 marcs, one castle being re-

stored at each payment of 5,000. Philip, upon
this understanding was to obtain Richard’s libe-

ration.

Prince John, by secret and dishonest cove-

nant with Philip, was substituted for the arch-
bishop, and placed in possession of Arques, and
the castle, thus virtually in the hands of France,
was one of those which, under the truce of 1194,
Philip was free to fortify or destroy. Richard,
however, once in the field, bent himself to its

recovery. He took post before it in 1195 ; but
hia adversary, with 600 knights and barons of
Prance, came to its relief. Richard retired after

a bloody struggle, in which the Earl of Leicester

was made prisoner. Philip then burnt Dieppe,
already a considerable post, the growth of the

preceding century, but in his retreat suffered

the loss of his rear guard at the hands of
Richard.

Philip marked his possession of the lordship

of Arques, and his sense of its value, by bestow-
ing it, with hia sister Alice, upon William, oonnt
of Ponthieu, retaining a pov^r of redeeming it

for 5,000 marcs of silver. Nevertheless, before

a year, Cceur-de-Lion became lord both of the
land and the castle, and this by virtue of a treaty.

Ho entered early in 1196, and placed Geoffrey
de Say, whose name is preserved in Dover
Castle, in charge of the fortress and of the lord-

ship. His accounts, which are still to be seen
in London, include, in 1198, a charge of 351. 23. 8d.

for repairs of the building of the castle ofArqu
i

These accounts also show an expenditure j

4961. 13s. 8d. for the support of the king’s nit

(Eleanor), daughter of the Countess of Britanii

whom we thus learn to have been in resideit

here. She was the sister of the unhappy Arth'

then at the court of France. The large su
more than half the receipts of the lordshif

placed annually to' her credit, shows her tre

ment to have been on a very liberal scale. Af
Richard’s death, and that of Arthur, John 1

moved her to Corf. She is said to have lived

1241.

In 1200 King John ordered the usual inqui

tion into the state of the castle to be made
i

four true men of Arques, and 450 livres to
|

spent on the fortifications, if necessary. He w
there himself in that year, and there sign
a grant of market at Sackvillo to Jordan

i

Sackville, ancestor of the dukes of Dorset, j

was also there 17th and 18th May, 1202, andl
visit was followed by a hostile one from Phi
Augustus, who appeared before the castle wibl

proper siege apparatus very shortly afterwar

For fifteen days, according to Matthew Parj

catapults and balistm were directed against tj

walls; but the garrison, having greatly t

advantage of elevation, caused the besiegers
j

retire to a more respectful distance. Phili

therefore, prepared for a blockade, and direct

vessels from the Flemish ports to bring supplj

by sea. A letter of John, in Jnly, 1202, d

dressed to the Baron of the Cinque Ports, direc

them to intercept these supplies. It was thi

that Philip learned that Arthur had fallen id

the hands of hia ancle. His fury was gre^

He broke up the siege to attack John in peracl

while William Cumin, the castellan, acknol

ledged the bravery of his garrison, and, und|

an order from John in January, 1203, paid 54'

12s. 3d. as their arrears. This king, also, ^

February, showed his gratitude to the burgese?

by a grant of certain liberties to their tow
witnessed by the well-known names of Gurne
Fnrnival, Fitzgerald, Mortimer, Sackville, Tc
berville, and Rivers. In 1203 Wm. Mortimer ai

Wm. Martel were placed in charge of the cast

which was provisioned afresh, and paymer
were ordered to the garrison through the c

chequer.

The cares of John were unavailing. Normanc
was about to fall. Chateau Galliard after near

year of siege, Rouen after a stout resiatanc

Falaise and Caen, and the other stronghoh
of the Norman dukes, were now iu the ham
of France, and the Arquescons received only tl

sad hononr of being the last to surrender.

1204 Arques became French territory, bub i

castle had never succumbed to an assault.

The change, however grateful to the inhab
tauts, who entered upon a career of many yeai

of peace, was fatal to the fame and glories of tl

castle. The castellan became a mere colleott

of revenue, or was occasionally called upon
compose the disputes of the local clergy. Befoi

ninety years had passed, the Norman garrisor

were reduced, and so many castles dismantle(

that one alone — that of Arques — was prt

served in Upper Normandy. In the raeantim'

it had been visited in 1273 by Philip the Hard^
who there confirmed the privileges of Roue
accorded by Philip Augustus in 1207.

In 1348, under Philip of Valois, its garriso

was but four men-at-arms and twelve archers

but in 1355, when the designs of Charles th

Bad, of Navarre, drew the attention of King Job

to his Norman frontier, Arques was directed t|

be put in order. The keep was to bo repaired!

one of its turrets leaded
;
and mention is mad

of the king’s chamber within its walls. Timbe
was brought in from the forest, the drawbridg
newly planked, the chains and ropes renewee
the working gear greased, the stables put ii

order, the well-ropes examined, the loops am
windows repaired, and the tiled roofs mad'
good. Nothing, however, followed this alarm
The dangers of France came on the side o
Creoy and Poitiers, and King John was shortb

afterwards a prisoner in an English keep a;

strong as Arques, and almost of the same age.

Under the treaty of 1359, for the liberation o

King John, which, however, was not executed

Arqaes was one of the fortresses to have beei

delivered up to England.
In 1366 Charles V. confirmed the privilegei

granted to the people of Arques by John Lack-

land, in 1203. In 1373-80 the accounts witnesi

to masons and carpenters having been employee

at the castle. Buildings, destroyed by fire, wen
replaced. Caen stone was brought by sea fo:

the repairs of the walls. Much was done to the
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Keep or Great Tower and to the priaonSj and a
garrison was retained in the place.

The nest event in the history of Ai-qu^, fol-

lowed upon the English invasion of Normandy
Ttuder Henry V., and the fall of Kouen in 1419.
One month after this Arques opened its gates to
the Duke of Clarence, and received the English
Philip Leoho as its captain, who in a short time
was succeeded by John de Baskervillo, and his
lieutenant, Peter Lee, under whom the castle

I

was once more put under strict military disci-

pline. Ralph Boteler, of Sudeley, knight ban-
neret, was their successor, and the garrison was
reduced from ten to four men-at-arms, and from
thirty to twenty-six archers, and the latter num-
ber was again reduced to twelve, in 1428-9. The
prospect of an attack on Rouen caused these
figures to be somewhat increased, and Gervaae
Clifton, Boteler’s officer, raised them to fifteen

and afterwards twenty men-at-arms, half horse
and half foot, and sixty archers.

After the death of Henry T., when the time
came for the expulsion of the English, the
peasantry of the north rose in arms, but amidst
the general fall of strong places, Arques held
film. Henry VI. was there in 1435, and there
signed a charter in favour of the Archbishop of
Rouen. Talbot came to Arques in 1442, when
he besieged Dieppe, and trusted to that fortress
to protect from the Preuoh army the vast siege
preparations whioh ho had made. John Nor-
bury was then its captain, replaced by Sir Wal-
ter Devereux, in 1445.
The castle of Arques was one of the strong

places agreed to be surrendered to Charles VII.

j

upon the fall of Rouen in 1449. lleantime,

j

however, the garrison of Dieppe had turned the
I tables, attacked Arquea, taken the Bel by sur-

prise, and laid siege to the castle,—which, how-
ever, surrendered, not to their force, but in virtue
of the capitulation of Rouen.

' The castle now had rest until, in the reign of
Louis XI,, this side of Prance was invaded, in
1472, by Charles the Bold. The duke burned
the suburbs of Dieppe, and made a demonstra-
tion before Arques, but could do nothing more.
In 1485, Charles VIII. visited the castle, and
the Sire de Lardinieres claimed the cup out of
which he drank as a perquisite of his fee, hold
by the service of guarding the outer gate of the
Bel of the Castle of Arques.

Francis I. visited Arques in 1544 and 1545,
but does not appear to hare signalized his visits.
Under Francis II. Arques was employed as a
means of putting down the Huguenots in Dieppe,
and in consequence received Catherine de llodicis
in 1560. Two years later, Francis being dead,
the men of Dieppe retaliated, and drove back
the Due de Bouillon into the castle of Arques

;

an act which was followed by a series of local
skirmishes about the town and castle, with
various success, the results of which were
swallowed up in the events of the reigns of
Henry III. and IV.

1584 found the castle held by Mai*tin d’Epinay,
,

a strong Catholic and member of the League,
while Dieppe, still Huguenot, declared for the
king. Aymar de Chaste, captain of the port,
disguised a body of picked men as fishermen,
and sent them laden with fish for sale to the
governor. Thus equipped, they were allowed to
enter the Bel and the outer ward of the castle.
Onco within, they killed the guard, rushed
through the inner gate, and in a few minutes
had secured the place for the king. Henry III.
died in 1589.

Henry IV. took up his quarters at Dieppe,
where he awaited the tardy and stinted aid of
Elizabeth. Mayenne, in command of the army
of the League, 30,000 men, hovered on the con-
fines of the town, at about two miles’ distance.
Henry, holding Arques, established entrenched
lines on the high ground, east of the castle,
between the river and the forest, but within
shot of the walls, which were armed with several
pieces of cannon. His troops were placed within
the lines, and there awaited the enemy.

It were long, and, without the aid of a map,
tedious to tell how Henry fortified Le Polet, by
Dieppe, and outmano3uvred Mayenne, until, on
the 2l8t of September, 1589, meeting him on
the narrow space between the forest and the
river, and under the guns of the castle, he
succeeded with less than 8,000 troops in van-
quishing the Leaguers with 30,000. The guns
of the castle assisted in the battle, and, with
the exception of a trifling affair three days later,
this was the last and most glorious conflict in
which that ancient fortress took part. From
this time Henry’s cause was, on the whole, suc-
cessful, and it was from Arques that he wrote

to the Due de Crillon those often-quoted words,—“ Hang thyself, brave Crillon : we have fought
at Arques, and thou wast not there !”

In 1596 the castle was the seat of a severe
endemic, and was cleaned out at a considerable
expense.

Louis XIV. visited the castle in 1647, then
nine years old, from Dieppe

j but it was no longer
a military post of importance, and two archers,
to open and shut its gates, formed the whole
garrison.

As national property it was sold in 1793, and
after various transfers, and a narrow escape of
destruction for the value of its materials, it has
come to be regarded as a relic of the past time
worthy of our respect. It is, however, still in
private hands.*

THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

bers, prevented the damage extending to the
next door house, the tenants of which had turned
out. On the same afternoon as this happened,
a wall fell at the Sandbach Baths, which occur-
rence, however, had nothing to do with the
sewerage, but was due to the stoppage of a drain
and the heavy rain.

One of the carpenters engaged on the cupola
of Zions Church, on Ohio-street, Indianopolis,
fell from the spire while engaged in raising the
framework of the steeple. He stepped up a
ladder about 115 ft. from the ground, missed his
foothold, and in falling struck upon tho roof
about two-thirds of the way from the comb to
the eaves, breaking through the slate tiles and
sheeting, and bouncing upon the roof of the two-
story frame house just west, and theno© to the
ground. Strange to say, he was not killed out-
right, but was still alive, although no hopes were
entertained of hia recovery.

We have before us a score of letters as to the
recent award of medals, mostly complaining
and protesting. Some of the complainants have
made themselves heard through other channels:
little public good will be done by repeating the
protests. We have already said that the English
jurors have not excited our admiration by results.
The English sculptors as a body withdrew all

their works from competition. Messrs. Powis,
James, & Co. think themselves excessively ill-

treated by the award of a bronze medal made
to them for their wood-working machinery.
“ It is not in accordance with the compara-
tive novelty in design, workmanship, and utility
of the machines exhibited by us. We applied
for and occupied our space with the full
belief that we were going to compete fairly with
the world in our particular tools

;
but the result

of awards oleai-ly shows that there has been
most unfair partiality or want of ability to
decide the respeq^ive merits on the part of the
jurors. We cannot understand why no gold
medal should have been given for wood-working
machinery in the British section, whilst the
Grand Prix and two gold medals were awarded
for engineers’ tools in tho same class and group
of that section. We consider that there have
been greater recent improvements in wood-
working machinery than in almost any other
kind.”

Messrs. Dent & Co. protest, too, against the
decision; and so with others. The Rochdale
Pioneers claim the prize of 4,000i. offered for the
organization best calculated to promote the wel-
fare of the working-olasees, and think themselves
shamefully used because the Commissioners,
overcome by tho difficulties which surround the
adjudioation, determine on making no award.
Some of the French exhibitors are also calling
out for explanations. On the other hand, several
ofour advertisers, Mr. Thomas Peake for example
(Tiles), Clark & Co. (ReroU*in

£7 shtitlors), are
proud to find that medals have been awarded to
them, and would have It made known.
The very early intimation that we gave as to

the award of medals to English architects has
been seen to be correct.

ACCIDENTS.

An extensive conflagration has happened in
Bermondsey, reducing to mins property valued
at several thousand pounds sterling. Tho dis-
aster occurred on a piece of ground in Riley-
street, on which were erected the manufacturing
premises belonging to Mr. Benjamin Wells,
builder and joiner. Before the fire was extin-
guished the five floors of the factory were burned
out, the roof destroyed, tho timber in the yard
severely damaged by fire, &o.
At Sandbach, during a thunderstorm with

rain, the water rushed down Hawk-street in such
large quantities that the main sewer gave way,
and undermined a house. A hole first appeared
in the middle of the street, and rapidly increased,
till the foundation wall of the house gave way and
brought the whole side ofthe house with it. The
inmates escaped, but articles of furniture were
carried away. The sewer was built two years
ago, and about a month ago a coal-cart, with a
full load, got fast in a hole. The same cart ran
a very close risk of getting in again while pass-
ing over it just a few minutes before the giving
way, but this time unloaded. Mr. Stringer (who
was contractor for the work in the first instance)
procured a number of men who, by placing tim-

* To be continued.

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE, SPRING
GROVE, LONDON.

We mentioned briefly the other day that the
first stone of this building, previously described
and illustrated in our pages, had been laid. Let
us add that the decorations to ceilings and walls
in the interior are being executed by Mr. Love-
grove, of Spring Grove; that the grounds are
being laid out by Mr. D. Chester, of North-street,
Lisson-grove, who presented the WeUi 7ifjtc»iia

Cri<ja7ite<t whioh the Prince of Wales planted j the
spade (silver and oak) used on the occasion
being supplied by the Messrs. Mappin, Brothers.
The furniture and fittings are being supplied by
Mr. F. Moeder, of Tottenham-court-road.

THE BRICK CHURCH, ST. SAVIOUR’S,
ABERDEEN PARK, HIGHBURY.

The parochial district, St. Saviour’s, Aber-
deen Park, in Highbury Grove, London, has been
formed co-extensive with the estate of the
Rev. Prebendary Morrice, vicar of Longbridgo
Deverill, who has at his own expense erected tho
church here delineated to meet the needs of the
riling population. The plan of the church is

oruoiform, consisting of a long chancel, with
chancel aisles, a lofty central lantern, and tran-
septs, nave, and aisles, and two porches. It
follows somewhat the style of the Early
Decorated. The nave has a lofty clearstory.
The exterior view is taken from the direction of
tho main approach. The church stands in a
large open plot of ground bounded by the road
in front of an incomplete circus of semi-detached
houses. It is entirely of brick within and with-
out, and is covered with Staflbrdshire strawberry
coloured tiles

; the stonework, whioh is from
the Ancaster quarries, being limited to the
tracery of the windows and some of the mullions,
the capitals of columns, the corbels, and crosses.
Even the copings of parapets and gables are of
tile, from Bridgwater. With the exception of
the local stocks below the plinths, the whole of
tho bricks are from Aylesbury—red and buff, with
a few grey headers. It presents generally a
reproduction of the Early Medimval work, tho
bricks being long and thin with wide joints, and
a mode of bond has been adopted like that pre-
vailing at Bruges in the old buildings. Tho
peculiarity of it consists in the wide side joints,
and in the mode of alternation. The courses
are alternate headers and stretchers, but the
stretchers are placed, not over each other in their
successive courses, but over each other in their
alternate courses

;
whilst the headers come over

each other in them bonding throughout. This
in itself forms a sort of diaper pattern.
The side joints arc about li in. wide between
the headers, and barely as much between the
stretchers.

And this arrangement affects also the design
of the diaper patterns, which are confined almost
exclusively to the gables and to bands at top of
spring of windows, and under the parapets.
These diapered patterns and bandings, though
somewhat varied, are carried out after the same
manner inside as out; and being confined to
such salient parts as those enumerated, there is

an absence of thac striped effect often pain-
fully conspicuous in modern work. But in addi-
tion to this, the buff bricks being burnt of clay
from the same locality as the red, have a suffi-

cient warmth of tone about them to escape the
harsh and startling contrast of colour whioh

a
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apparently is considered in these days a great
desideratum. In all cases -where bricks are

brought from different localities, and present a
strong contrast in colour, it is needful to take
the greater care to introduce much more
sparingly and cautiously the contrasting colour,

whether light or dark, into that to which it is

intended to servo as a “ dressing.” Colours may
be blended in almost equal masses

;
bub if they

are strongly contrasted there must be a strong
preponderance of only one colour relieved, not
crudely and recklessly, but delicately and care-

fully by the others.

The general effect of the brickwork externally

is that of massiveness and repose
;
but internally

the largeness of joint both in width and height,

following as it does naturally, if not necessarily,

that of the exterior, presents an amount of

roughness not altogether pleasing. The eye

craves for more finish and delicacy of texture

for interior work, though this may be purchased

at too extravagant a cost. But in the present

case the roughness will be nearly, if not entirely,

nentralized, when the original idea is carried out
of having the whole of the walls diapered in

colour, with the brickwork for a ground, in pre-

cisely the same manner (chough of different

design) as the walls at the east end of the i

:
chancel, on either side of the altar. I

1
The bricks measure lOi- in. by in. by 2^ in., 1

I

and it may be interesting to know that they
|

I cost at Aylesbury exactly the same in proportion

to their cubical contents as the common Ayles-

I

bury brick, viz., 30s. per thousand, and the

moulded bricks, SOs. It will be seen from this

. that the difference in cost for arches, &c., between
brick and the most available stone, would be as

i
about 1 to G or 7. The question of the employ-

ment of brickwork for churches is important.

It is true that internal plaster surface, such as

I

that commonly used in Medieeval times, is the

I

easiest aud cheapest mode of finish. Plaster is,

j

likewiso, even more susceptible of decorative

:
painting

j
but for arches and other structural

• features ifiaster is inadmissible excepting in

the case of square soffites built of rough
rubble stonework in certain localities

;
aud it is

certain that, until decoration can. be provided,
j

the baldness aud coldness of plaster is less

pleasing than the warmth of colouriug obtain-

able by brickwork. Experience, moreover, shows
that it is in vain to seek at present for any
extensive revival of colour iu churches. :

The pillars supporting the arches are built of

'

Staffordshiro pressed brick. The smaller shafts

generally, both attached and detached, are of

Aylesbury brick, with structural bondings. The
opsn parapets of the church are built of tiles

made for the purpose. The ceilings of the sanc-

tuary and lantern internally are groined in wood,
with ribs and match-boarding for future paint-

ing. The bells are huug in recesses outside the

western gable. A baptistery, containing a carved
and canopied font is formed in the western bay
of the south aisle. The pulpit is of polished rod

and grey Aberdeen granite, with caps carved in

white alabaster. The church is built to accom-
modate about 400 persons. The chief portion is

open benched, bub chairs are provided in the

space at the west end in the chancel aisles. The
seats are placed upon a floor of wood blocks,

the passages and chancel being paved with
Minton’s tiles. The chancel is chorally arranged,

and a lectern and Litany-desk are provided in

the nave. The reredos is canopied in stone with

three panels beneath, ropi’esenting the two

SS. John, and the Agnus Dei on a cross, with

the Evangelist's symbols round, painted in the

process developed by ilr. Gambier Parry. These

are from cartoons by Mr. William White, F.S.A.,.

of Wimpole-street, the architect of the church.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOE THE
PEOMOTION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.

TnE annual meeting -will be held this year in

Belfast, from the 18th to the 25th of September,
under the presidency of Lord Dufferin and
Clandeboye, Lord Brougham remaining presi-

dent of the council.

In the health department, president, Sir James
Y. Simpson, bart., M.D., the following special

questions are named for discussion :

—

1.—What measures are necesaarr to secure clTiciency
and uniformity in the working of the Sanitary Laws
throughout the Kingdom ?

3.—In what respects do the registration systemsof Eng-
land, Ireland, and Scotland need improvement ? and is it

desirable that they should be assimilated ?

3.—Iq what form, and to what extent is it desirable that
the poblic should provide means for the recreation of the
working classes P

The following are also suggested as suitable subjects for
voluntary papers 1 . Improvement of the dwellings of the
labouring clasa. 2. The supply of trained nurses. 3.
Town and domestic water supply, i. Infantile mortality.

In the department of economy and trade,
president, Sir Kobert Kane, P.B.S., the special

questions for discussion are :

—

Section A.

1.—What legislative or other measures can be adopted
to improve the relations between landlord and tenant in
Ireland ?

3.—What are the economic resnlts of the continuous
emigration from Ireland ?

3.—Should the Local Government Acts be extended to
Ireland ?

Section B.

1.

—Can any measores be taken to develop and extend
the manufactures of Ireland ?

2.

—What action, if any, ought the Government to take
with regard to railways ?

3.

—ifow may the extension of the Irish fisheries be best
promoted P

There seems reason to expect that the meeting
will be a good one.

A STUDENT CLASS AT THE INSTITUTION
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

WiTii a view of increasing the usefulness of
the Institution, particularly to the junior mem-
bers of the profession, it has been decided to
create a student class, to take very much the
place of that which was formerly the Graduate
class, but with certain modifications, so as to

avoid the difficulties that previously arose, and
to provide those advantages which experience
Las pointed out to be desirable. It is contem-
plated to grant, under the control of the council,
the nee of the theatre of the institution to the
students, for supplemental meetings, for the
reading and discussion of papers among them-
selves, and possibly, also, for the delivery to them
of lectures upon special subjects, the object of
such supplemental meetings being for the
advancement in scientific and technical know-
ledge of the junior members.

Believing it to be of the highest importance
that the profession should not be divided, but
should remain one united body, having a position
and an influence which one united body only can
have, the council arc iuviting the members to
unite with them in the endeavour so to extend
and enlarge the basis of the Institution as that
it shall continue to embrace within it all branches
of engineering and all classes of engineers.

PRIZES OF THE PLASTERERS’ COMPANY.
Toe Plasterers’ Company, as onr readers are

aware, devote 251. annually through the “ Science
and Art Department,” towards the encourage-
ment of the art of their special craft. These
designs and models are now exhibited amongst
the national works sent in competition by the
various metropolitan and provincial schools, in
one of the galleries at the Department of Art at
South Kensington, and in reviewing these designs
lately, we named the principal prize-gainers in

the plasterers’ competition; we, nevertheless,
now give the complete list :

—

1. For an original ornaTnental corner or angle, suitable
for a panel on a ceiling or wall, with a portion of border
attached, in any style, to be designed and modelled in
plaster, by the competitor. First prize, SI., R. J. Morris,
South Kensington. Second prize, 4L, R. Lunn, South
Eeni^ington.

2. For the best model in planter, from a photograph of
one of the designs submitted in competition for the
soffit, in 1865. First prize, -il., R. J. Morris, South Ken-
sington. Second prize, 2l., E. F. Marsh, South Ken-
sington.

_3. For an original design, for an ornamental diaper,
either square or lozenge-shaped, suitable for a panel of a
ceiling or wall. First prize, 5l., W. E. Mackarness, South

Kensington. Second prize, 21., F. Longtnore, Stoke
School.
These prizes were open to all students in the Provincial

or Metropolitan Schools of Art, including artisan classes
in those schools.

To F. Longmore, Stoke School, honourable mention.
A medal also was awarded to another competitor by the

authorities of the Department of Art for his comer orna-
ment.

A member of the company writes,

—

“It would appear 'at first sight that credit is due to the
head school. South Kensington, for gaining live ont of the
six prizes

;
but this is not so, for Mr. Morris, Mr. Lunn,

and Mr. Marsh received the greater part of their art-
education at the Burslem, Stoke, and Sheffield schools,
before they came up to the head school to study and
improve themselves.’’

Other subjects for competition are now under
consideration to be offered for 1867-8,

TRANSMISSION OF SOUNDS.
THE ALBERT HALL.

In a recent letter by Mr. Boncicault, pointing
ont what he calls the “ alarming features ” of
this enterprise, immediately after selecting his

own box, for which he had voluntarily agreed to

pay 1,0001., the writer makes the following
statement :

—

“ It wfil be eleven times the sizeof Drury Lane Theatre,
or eight times that of Westminster Hall. A church of
ordinary dimensions might stand on its floor

;
its steeple

would not reach the ceiling, which is to be 138 ft. in the
clear in height. The human voice cannot fill such a space.
But, it may be argued, the new hall, if vast, is designed
for performances of vast proportion : the orchestra will
accommodate 1,000 executants. I reply that 2,000 voices
singing or speaking together travel no further than one
voice. They may fill a certain area more completely with
that intricacy of w aves which, when very troublous, we call

B din
;
but each voice exerts its own influence on the air,

according to its power, and dies away within certain limits.

A second voice acts independently and produces its own
separate effect, not fortifying the first, but distinct
from it.”

Without now inquiring whether the hall is, or

ia not, too large, aud is, or ia not, likely to bo a
su,cces8, it seems to us that this particular state-

ment by Mr. Boncicault, which has been ac-

cepted as truth, is not correct. Waves of sound
have been likened to waves of water

;
and in

the case of water, as was pointed out in our last

when noticing Professor Tyndall’s lectures on
Acoustics, when the crests of one system of
waves coincide with the crests of another sys-

tem, higher waves will be the result of the two
systems. Professor Tyndall lays it down as a
rule that, if two sounds bo of the same intensity,

their coincidence produces a sound of four times
the intensity of either.

As an illustration of these statements it may
have been noticed that the sound of the cannon-
ading during the recent Naval Review at Ports-
mouth was distinctly heard 150 miles off. Could
any one of the guns employed on that occasion
have made itself heard there alone ?

ANNUAL REPORT ON EDUCATION.

The Report of the Committee of Council on
Education in respect of the yearending August 31,

1866, shows that the number ofschools inspected
in the year ending the Slst of August, 1863, was
11,230; in the next year, 11,818

;
in the follow-,

ing, 12,950; in the last, 13,586. The number of
children present at inspection in the four years
respectively was 1,093,7-11, 1,133,291, 1,246,055,
and 1,287,604; the average number attending
the schools, 1,008,925, 1,011,134, 1,057,745, and
1,082,055. The reduction in the number of pupil
teachers continues, the last four years’ returns
showing 13,8-49, 11,712, 11,383, and 10 955. A
considerable part of the apprenticeships never
get beyond the third year. The supply of

echool-mistresaes is maiutained, but the mas-
ters are falling short. Mistresses are cheaper to

employ than masters
;
and the committee of

council regard the increased employment of mis-
tresses as closely connected with the extension
of grants to the smaller and poorer parishes of
the kingdom. Of 11,635 parishes with less than
1,000 inhabitants, and containing together a
population of more than 4,000,000 at the last

census, only 2,099, or 3 in 11 ,
had any share in the

annual Parliamentary grant “for the promotion
of education among the labouring classes.” The
average iucome of a certificated achoomaster is

shown to be 871. a year, tho majority living rent
free besides. The report acknowledges that the
general results of the examinations continue to

show too backward a state of instruction.

Only 664,005 day scholars were qualified
|

by the 200 attendances within the year, 1

and were judged by the managers to be quali-

fied by attainments for examinations at all,

where 803,177 were qualified by age. Only
97,364 passed without failure above Standard
III., where 264,231, being over ten years of age,
ought to have done so

;
the difference marking

nearly two-thirda passing out of school to work
with less of elementary knowledge than Stand-
ard IV., denotes,—writing from dictation a sen-
tence from a more advanced book used in the
school, reading a short paragraph from the book,
and working a sum in compound rules (money).
Arithmetic continues to be the subject in which
least success is obtained. A number of schools
selected from all districts as fairly representa-
tive examples show these results :—In 643 boys’
schools, with an average attendance of 71,196,

57,036 (80 per cent.) were examined in arith-

metic, and 45,584, or nob quite 80 per cent.,

passed
; and in 6-4'3 girls’ schools, with an aver-

age attendance of 56,220, 39,589 (70 per cent.)

were examined in arithmetic, and 29,931, or 73
per cent., passed.

FRENCH WORKMEN.

In a report rendered to the Foreign-office this

year, M. Julian Fane, secretary of embassy at
Paris, speaks of wages of skilled artisans in

various towns in France as ranging from 5 f. to

lOf. a day
;
for inferior workmen, from 2if. to

3-g-f.
;
for workwomen in clothing establishments,

from 2f. to 4f. or 5f.
;
for children, from If. to

2f. The general rate of money wages in France
may be said to have increased about 40 per
cent, in the last fifteen years, but the rise in

money wages has been accompanied by a very
considerable rise in the price of tho ordinary
articles of consumption and in rent of lodgings.

So that the improvemeut in the position of tho
labourer, meaning his power to supply himself
with the necessaries and comforts of life, has
been far from commensurate with the rise in the
money value of his labour. Stiil, the relative

proportions in which money wages and the price

of commodities have risen leave a margin in

favour of the former, and to this extent there has
been a rise in real wages, enabling the labourer

to feed, lodge, and clothe himself somewhat
better than he could fifteen years ago.

There is scarcely a trade in France whosemem-
bers have not combined in the last three years
for tho purpose of increasing the rate of wages
and diminishing the duration of labour ; aud their

efforts to this end have usually met with success.

The employers, for the most part, assert that the
law has proved to them an unmitigated evil,

subjecting them to the tyrannons coercion of the
employed. Various forms of the co-operative
system are in course of trial in France with a
view to prevent or lessen this collision of inter-

ests. The association of masons, for instance, is

one that has met with remarkable success
;
some

of the workmen are shareholders, and others are
engaged as ordinary labourers and have no share
in the profits, while some members of the asso-

ciation are simply holders of capital. In other
establishments the workmen are allowed to share
in the profits of the business by means of re-

wards or prizes allotted to them, or to the more
worthy among them, by the proprietors at the
end of the year, or by facilities for procuring
food, clothing, lodging, and education for their

children on advantageous terms.

FROM -WALES.

A RESIDENCE is in course of erection for Mr*
Chas. W. W. Wynn, M.P., at Meifod, Mont-
gomeryshire. The site selected is one of the
most beautiful in the vale. The contract for the
house alone, not including the heating appara-
tus, stabling, lodge, &c., has been taken by Mr.
John Potter, of -Welshpool, for 4,0001. The
stabling is being done by daywork.
A residence, designed for Mr. Thos. Gill, at

Pont Adeilad, is now in coarse of erection. The
contract has been taken by Mr. George Clark, of

Chester, for 1,7001. ; but this sum does not in-

clude chimney-pieces, hells, haulage, stabling,

&c.

The church at Pwytherin, Denbighshire, is

undergoing restoration. The contract has been
taken by Mr. Owen, of Tremeirchion, for 6001.

It may also be mentioned that the church at

Penmachno, in Carnarvonshire, has been rebuilt.

The old foundations were followed, aud the roof.
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a type of the church roofs in Wales, has beei.

reproduced. The material of the walls was thai
famished by the country, blue stone and a

peculiar kind of limestone, which served as

quoins. The windows and doors were of free-

stone.

A vicarage also was erected in the same place,
the contractor being Mr. Owen Jones, of Pen-
xoachno. The contract was taken for 1,200J.
A mansion for Mr. Joseph Gill, of Trewern.

Gobowen, near Oswestry, is just completed, the
materials for walls being white brick and Euabon
stone. The contracts were taken by Messrs.
Barnsley & Sons, of Birmingham, and amounted
to over 9,000Z.

The following tenders were sent in for build-
ing residence at Llanychan, near Euthin, North
Wales, for Mr. John Taber ;

—

George Clark, Cheater £6,862 0 0
W. & J. Webb, Birmiogham 5,628 0 0
Barnsley & Sons, Birmiogbam 6,388 0 0
Abel Boberts, Llandudno 4,313 0 0
Samuel Owen, Euthin 2,745 0 0

The contract was let to Messrs. Barnsley &
Sons. The lodge, gates, stabling, itc., are not in-
cluded in the above contract.

A residence near Denbigh, for Mr. Thomas
Gold Edwards, has recently been completed.
The walls are of pressed red brick, fret-work of
blue brick, dressings of doors and windows of
free stone, and quoins of free stone. The con-
tracts were executed by Mr. Beilis, of Chester,
and amounted to about 2,8001.

Llysmeirchion, the residence of Mr. P.
H. Chambres, the High Sheriff of Denbigh-
shire, is undergoing alterations. The contractors
for the first portion of the contract were Messrs.
Barnsley & Sons, of Birmingham, and amounted
to 2,0001.

The works at present being carried ont are
done by day-work. Messrs. Barnsley & Sons
supply some of the materials.

Tenders for building summer residence at
Colwyn, on the Chester and Holyhead line :

Eobert Williama, Rhyl £1,340 0 0
A.Bobert8,Llandudno(aceepted)

... 1,026 0 0
Eoben ParieB, Ebyl 925 Q 0

A shooting-box, &c., has lately been completed
at Havod Ellvy, about eight miles from Denbigh.
The contractor is Mr. George Clark, of Chester.
The cost of the works will be about 1,5001.
Some time ago it was determined to increase

the accommodation at the North Wales Lunatic
Asylum

5 for this purpose two wings were added,
one for male and the other for female patients.
These wings, with some alterations in the original
Btrnctnre, increased the accommodation 200;
and cost, with new kitchens, store-rooms, resi-
dence for medical officer, &c., a little over 8,5001.
The old house accommodated 200 patients, and
was erected at a cost of 17,0001. or 18,000l’. It
ie_ Elizabethan

5
the material being limestone,

with Bath stone dressings. The new wings arem character with the old, but have freestone
from the Cefn qaarries—a better weather-stone
than Bath. The contractors for the wings were
Messrs. George Clark & Son, of Wootten Waven.
The head of the firm has since died

;
Mr. George

Clark, of Chester, carrying on the Welsh portion
of the busmess. In this as in all the other
works above mentioned, the architects were
Messrs. Lloyd Williams & Underwood

EOADMAKERS’ LIABILITIES.

Eyams v. WeUter, 15 Weekly Reporter, Q. B., 619.
Varions questions have from time to time arisen
as to the precise nature ofthe liability incurred by
a contractor taking up, or altering, or repairing,
Ac., public roads. As a general rule, where the
work is properly authorized, be can only be held
Lable for any injuries to goods or property that
may result from the state of a road under repair,
if he has been guilty of some negligence. If he
has taken all usual and proper precautions to
avoid the occurrence of accidents, he cannot be
i^ld liable to compensate for the damage that
the state of the road may occasion.

In Bynmt v. Webster it was contended that tbe dnfv
of a contr.^tor who construotB a sewer under a hiehwav

tornunated on the finishing of the sewer and the
the road, but that he mast watch to observe

if there is any aubaidence or other result from the works
which may be detrimental to the road, and repair such
OTbaidenee, &e., from time to time. The defendant in
thi^etion was a contractor under the Metropolitan Board
01 Works, and he properly constructed a sewer under a
highway, and then tilled in the ground and reinstated the
road, aud in so doing used the usual means, sod, in short,

of “oy negligence. The road subaequemly
BuoBiaed 10 consequence of the construction of the sewer;w It appeared in evidence at the trial that some such

ubsidence always takes place after works of that nature.
The plaintiff brought this action against the contractor to
recover compensation for the effects of a fall which was
caused by the stumbling of the plaintiff's horse in a hole
in the road in question. The only point in issue was
whether the contractor was under a legal duty to keep the
road from subsiding after he had done ail that was pos-
sible to reinstate it after the sewer was completed. Tbe
Court, after taking lime to consider, decided that the de-
fendant was not liable. This seems almost necessarily to
follow from the finding of the jury that there bad in fact
not been any negligence on the part of the defendant.
The case is not very important in its purely legal aspect,
but as so much work m the streets of London is done
every year by contractors in the position of the defendant,
it is worth while to notice the case, as showing very well
when such contractors msy feel that they have fulfilled
the duties cast upon them by the law.—.Soitei^ors’ Journal.

THAMES STEAM-BOATS AND THEIR
DANGERS.

You will perhaps save a life or two if yon can
spare space for a few lines to call the attention
of the proprietors of the river steam-boats to the
clumsy aud dangerous mode adopted in the em-
barkation and landing of passengers. As a
general rule the only part of the boat in contact

' with the pier is the corner of one of the paddle-
boxes. The landing-rails are seldom used, and
passengers pass over an opening generally more
or less dangerons. The young folks appear to like

the fun of the thing; but to some of that nume-
rous class who, like myself, are too old and fat

to indulge in gymnastic exercises, the conse-
quences may be serious.

Surely some contrivance could be suggested
to secure, at little trouble, a safe passage. If an
iron-railed footway were firmly attached to the
boat, and could be lowered at a moment’s notice
in tbe same way in which the chimneys are made
to descend, there would be no excuse for negli-

gence. At all events, 'as things are at present
managed, an accident must happen sooner or
later, and with that impression I venture to

submit the subject to your notice.

J. 0. Halliwell.

ASSISTANT ENGINEERS’
AND DRAUGHTSMEN’S BENEVOLENT

ASSOCIATION.

Sir,—As there is every possibility of tbe
above society being set on foot, I should like to
ask Mr. R. M. Bancroft, as the promoter, what
he thinks the amount of subscription per member
would be ? I would also suggest the desirability
of opening branches throughout tbe country. I

!

think, if Mr. Bancroft would explain the advan-
tages that wonld accrue to members joining
such an institution it would incite others to take
it up, and so help the society forward more
speedily, T. T.

Anotheb correspondent says, How is it intended to
deal with country subscribers ?

STONE V. BRICK.

’ruERE are few facts connected with architeo*
tural progress more satisfactory to contemplate
than tho substitution of stone for brick as a
building material, not only in public but in pri-
vate buildings, and in those parts of the country
where stone is not indigenous as well as in Lon-
don. This fact is rendered still more remarkable
by another, namely, that a very few years
ago many architects, especially the younger
members of the profession, were strongly and
zealously advocating, by words as well as

'

by designs, some executed and some only on
paper, the use of “local materials:’’ brick in
the clay districts, stone in the stone districts,

timber in the woodlands; and which principle,
if carried out to its extreme, wonld compel us to
build ships of oyster-shells and fish-bones. It
may be as well to put forth a word or two of
encouragement to those proprietors and archi-
tects who are using and advocating the use of
stone in these south-eastern cities and counties
of England.

In doing this we have to consider (1) tbe
question of appearance, (2) of solidity, (3) of
economy, and (4) of the moral efi'ects on pro-
ducer and consumer.

I. The first question, if a question at all,

might be dismissed almost with a single word,
or even an unspellable interjection; and in an-
swer to those who like to see bright red bricks,
we can point out the much more sightly effect of

red granite and sandstones now in use, which in
a smoky atmosphere do not attract the dirt as
do porous bricks in a very few years after erec-
tion. With regard to the appearance of cement
as compared with stone, when new every one
can distinguish it by its muddy texture, aud
when about two years old by its sooty black-
ness.

2. The solidity of stone may be tested before
its removal from the quarry ; that of brick not
practically till it has been not only made to form
part of a structure, but has bad the weight of
floors, girders, and other superstructures imposed
upon it, to say noDhing of the superior bond ac-
quirable in stonework. In military works the
strength of resisting the severe dynamical tests
to which they are exposed is found to be in pro-
portion to the largeness of the materials of which
they are built and the simplicity of their con-
struction

;
for while the Egyptian barracks and

other fort works, consisting of 6-ft. granite walls,
supporting, by medium of 18 in. by G in. oak
joists, 12-in. floors of the former material, are
shell and shot-proof, our brick-material towers
are not at the present day worth a single pinch
of snnff.

A careful examination of buildings of different

ages, bnilt in tbe two materials whose relative

merits we are discussing, and this only, will
show UB the advantage that stone has of re-

sisting age, or other destructive influences.

Bricks, tiles, glass, and earthenware are as much
subject to decay, and more so, than stone,
marble, and granite. The plate, or cop, or glass

that breaks when we let it fall on the floor,

breaks where it was beginning, and hitherto im-
perceptibly, to decompose.

3. Taking a broad view of economy, there is

more stone under the super-soil than there is

clay. And clay is taken from those lauds whose
surface is already quite near enough to the level

of tbe sea or the river. And we sink our base-
ments to an unwholesome depth to acquire the
earth to build our bouses with, instead of helping
to level rocky impediments to agricultnre on the
other side of the island. Again, we shall, many
of us, live to see brick bouses that we cau re-

member being newly built, sink to half their

original value from tbe decay of their materials,

and tbe unequal sinking of their foundations.

This latter condition can be prevented with a
stone coostnietion

;
not so with brick. Where

are the brick bouses, or at least nine-tentbe of
them, erected immediately after tbe fire of Lon-
don? The answer to this question will show us
that brick is barely fit to hastily rebuild an old

I

city after a general conflagration, when there is

not time enough to consider the systematic re-

arrangement of its streets.

4. The disappointing beggarliness of many of
our supposed interesting towns drives many an
expectant visitor to them to spend his excursion-
day in frivolons and vicious amusements. It is

an indispQtable fact, and the cause is equally
indisputable, that tbe ugliest towns contain the
greatest proportion of the hannts of vice. One
who has visited a dozen important towns in dif-

ferent parts of England will be able to confirm
this assertion.

When we enter an externally clean-looking
building, we can always perceive much more
clearly whether its internal condition in that
respect agrees with its external. But we enter
our dingy brick house, upon the exterior of which
our eyes have been fixed since we turned the
corner of the street or square in which it is

situated, and do not perceive half the possible

dirtiness of its interior. And we all know the
connexion between cleanliness and morality, and
have herein already dtecaesed the relative supe-
riority in that respect of stone as a building
material. And thus much for the moral effects

of the use of this or that material as regards the
consumer. It remains only to consider their
effects as regards the prodncer.

A stone-quarry is a very interesting sight, and
worth going to see, whether or not at the time
ihat the different operations of removing the
atone are in progress

;
and there is nothing offen-

sive or unhealthy either to the spectator or the
workmen employed.
A brick-kiln is both unwholesome and nauseoos

and dirty. Stone-quarrying is instructing and
elevating. Hugh Miller’s “ Old Red Sandstone ”

was written by a quarryman. When is our
brickmaker's work on geology going to make its

appearance ? The relative cleanliness, enlighten-

ment, and morality of the two classes of work-
men—the natural result of their respeciive

employments—is too well known to need investi-

gating
;
we shall find a very correct portrait in
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“Bleuk Eouao” ia thebrickmakerofSt. Albau’s.

The highest snmtait of the working bricklajtir’b

ambition is to be a master builder—little more
than a mere capitalist : there is now nothing in

hie craft to raise him beyond this. The working
mason, on the contrary, will, independently of his

connexion with other trades, find ample oppor-

toiiities in his own of developing the genius of

the sculptor. S.

AN AMERICAN VIEW OF THE WATER
SUPPLY OF LONDON.*

Coding to London and modern times, we see

this great city, with nearly three millions and
a half of inhabitants, embarrassed not only in

the quantity, but in the qnality of her water
supply. With five times the population of Phila-

delphia, she has in the river Thames, “ the great
river” of England, a supply, flowing over Ted-
ington Weir, of just about half the volume dis-

chaa'ged over Fairmount dam from the smallest of

our two great rivers—the Schuylkill. She would
literally threaten to drink up that “ great river,”

were she nob, in connexion with fifty. six other
towns upon its banks, fast rendering it utterly

unfit to be drank. The degree of mineral im-
purity in 1854 was represented in figures as
15'52 degrees. It ranged in 1863-65, from 22 to
16 degrees, there being an improvement latterly,

arising, we suppose, from a change in the
sonrces of supply of some of the companies.
The organic imparity, although iocreasingly per-

ceptible to the senses, is not represented in the
analysis. The mineral impurity of the Schuyl-
kill at Fairmount is put at 6 degrees

; and our
chief engineer is every year reminding the
authorities in his reports of the rapid increase
of the sources of impurity to this river from the
sewage of towns, and the filth of numerous fac-

tories of every kind, constantly multiplying on
its banks.

As “ the great river” of England is becoming
hopelessly foal, and as artesian wells are totally

inadequate to the wants of the city
; as it is idle

to look to surface drainage, or to streams in
any of the densely-popniated regions around the
city

; as even the Severn river, in its lower
course, is almost as bad as the Thames, the
question forces itself upon the authorities and
property owners of the great metropolis, how
this vital necessity ia to be met P Is the growth
of London to be arrested and its population
finally scattered ? and shall those melancholy
anticipations of the essayist, with his famous
New Zealander musing on the broken arches of
London Bridge, already begin to cast tho sha-
dows of a cold reality npon the hearts of her
surging and swelling millions? We seem to have
found the limit of England’s coal supply. About
the time she has bnrned up all the coal she can
come at, will her city populations have swallowed
or hopelessly corrnpted all the drinkable water
within their reach ?

English engineers are answering the question
very hopefully for London and other great cities

on the island. Faraway among the remote and
desolate hills of Noithern Wales, where the
damp winds from the Atlantic impinge upon the
rocky walls, and first deliver their heaven-
distilled treasures for the use of the inhabitants
of earth, 171 miles from the half-famisbing,

half-poisoned millions of London, wise and skil-

ful men have fixed the probable future location

of the pure supplies which ore to send health,

comfort, and cleanliness through the streets of
the metropolis. Here, the limpid streams,
which form part of the head waters of the
Severn, are depended on to furnish 200,000,000
gallons per day, or 50 gallons to each of the
present inhabitants, with the chance of increas-
ing the supply as it may be needed. The total

cost of these great works, with the long range of
aqueducts, is put at 8,600,0001.,—not an enor-
mous sum when the vast nature and utility of
the enterprise ia considered. A gala day, in-

deed, would it prove for London when such a gift

was put in her keeping,—an omen of better days
and of true advance to the corrupt, festering

masses of her poorer population. Two millions
of dollars’ worth of soap alone would be saved
each year by substituting the soft water of the
hills lor the hard water of the Thames River in
washing the clothes of the Londoner.
A truly grand and comprehensive scheme is

at the same time broached by these English

• From ft paper “On the Water Supply of Our Great
Cilies,’’ by tbe Rev. John W. Mears. (Published by
order of the Water Coioiaittee of the Connctls of Phila-
delpbift.)

engineers, which proposes to supply Liverpool,
Leeds, and a score of Northern towns, from one
and the same undertaking. Copying, doubtless,
the very successful experiment by which the
pure Waters of Loch Katrine are brought into

Glasgow, these engineers propose to apply the
pure and abundant waters of two lakes in Cum-
berland and Westmoreland to a similar source.

The mountainous ranges of these counties face

seaward, and the regions showed in the years
1845-53, the extraordinary average rain-fall of
140 in. per annum

; four times the average in this

vicinity. Over the area drained by these lakes,

there shonld, therefore, be an average daily

drainage, allowing for evaporation, of 550 mil-

lions of gallons. From this immense store, in

positions elevated from 400 ft. to 700 ft. above
tide, it would b© a simple problem to furnish

those low-lying towns with a daily supply of

131 million gallons in the aggregate. The cost

of the combined works would be 12,000,0001.

sterling, the annual revenue being estimated to

exceed interest and expenses of every kind.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Wells.-—'A reredos has been presented to St.

Cuthbert’s church by the Freemasons. The new
reredos ia executed entirely of Caen stone in the
style of the fifteenth century, which was adopted
to harmonize with that of the church. Tho sub-

ject chosen for illustration was Onr Lord’s Sup-
per. The design was accepted by the committee,
and a model of the work was exhibited at the

Royal Academy last year, and on the opening of

the Paris Exhibition, Mr. Forsyth sent it with
other of his works there. The permanent work,
as a whole, is now in its proper position in the

church of St. Cuthbert. The work is divided

into three compartments, bat the subject is un-

broken. In a niche on the south side is a sculp-

tured figure of St. Cuthbert, the patron saint of

the church, and in a corresponding niche on the

other side is a statue of St. Andrew, the patron

saint of the cathedral. The sculptures are in-

serted in three recesses, arches, or canopies, snr-

mounted by carved crocheted finials and taber-

nacle work, the spring of each canopy being
adorned with carved angels bearing emblems of

the Crncifixion. The sculptor, Mr. Forsyth, was
assisted in the architectural design by Mr. W.
Smith, of London. The whole of the chancel

has been laid with Minton’s encaustic tiles,

graduating from comparative plainness in the

west to more elaborate in the east. The steps are

of dark lias, polished. Another addition to the
chancel is the polished oak communion-rail, sup-

ported by four standards of hammered iron

enriched with brass. There are also two side

screens of hammered iron, by Mr. Cormell, of

Cheltenham. Mr. Forsyth, who is a member of

the craft, has executed th© sculptures at cost

price, viz., 2501. (the price to other parties would
have been 3501. or 4001.), the whole of which
has been provided by Freemasons. The expense
of the extra work, th© new altar-rail, side screens,

&c., was between 1501. and 2001., and this has
been done by general subscription.

Wolverhampton.—The committee for erecting

St. Jade’s Church, Wolverhampton, have selected

the design submitted by Mr. G. Bidlake, of

Wolverhampton. The site of the church is on
the Tettenball-road ; the proposed accommoda-
tion, 812; the outlay about 4,000J.

Wath {Yorkshire).— Th© chief stone of th©
cemetery at Wath has been laid. The arohiteot

is Mr. J. D. Webster.

Sharroiv (Sheffield).—The corner-stone of the
church now in course of erection at Sharrow
has been laid by the Archbishop of York. The
church is one of the seven proposed to be
erected in the town by the Sheffield Church
Extension Society, and it is being built upon a
piece of land near the main road to Cherry
Tree-hill. Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-

Withers, of Sheffield, are the architects. The
cost will be about 4,0001., exclusive of boundary
walls and heating apparatus.

Llunbrymnair.—Efforts have been made to

bnild a church in the lower part of the parish.

The ground for the site has been given by Sir

W. W. Wynne, hart., with the addition of 1001.

grant to the building fund. The total cost will

be about 1,0001. The design and plans for the

building have been drawn by Mr. J. W. Poundley,
Black Hall, Kerry. The contract for the build-

ing ha’s been taken by Mr. Harrison, builder,

Montgomery.
Tilbrook (Beds.)—The church here has been

re-opened. The wood screen has been displayed
by the removal of the pews, and restored by the
care of the Bedfordshire Arcbteological Society,
ns a brass plate oo the back records. This work
has been confioed to the effective preservation of
the loosened structure, with the addition ofsnch
few pieces only as were requisite to make it
whole. No re-painting has been allowed, and
the new work is clearly distinguished from the
old. All the south wall has been renewed, with
the upper part of the east nave wall and the
northern clearstory. The old work has been
imitated by the alternate use of red and yellow
stone, and the gable cross reproduced after the
fragments of the old design. The nave and
chancel roofs are entirely new; the principal

timbers, of oak, monlded, with traceried span-
drels and angels alternately. The stone corbelfl-

represent angels in the nave and natural foliage
in the chancel, together with shields carrying
the arms of Lord and Lady St. John, the bishop,
and the rector. The east window, of grisaille

glass, with arms of the Passion in the tracery, ia-

the gift of the Duchess of Manchester. A memo-
rial window in the south chancel is by Mr.
Wailes, and contains representations of the
Crncifixion, the Holy Women at the Sepulchre,
Mary at the Feet of Jesus, and Christ blessing'

the little Children. A pulpit of Caen stone ia

the gift of Mr. A. A. Young, of Orlingbury : it iS'

enriched with foliage and serpentine shafts iik

the panels. The reading-desk, of oak, was gives
by Miss A. Young, of Risely, and the window in
the tower by the Rev. R. Barnes, th© rector’s

brother-in-law. Tho tracery of the new reticu-

lated windows in the south wall was presented
by the Rev. B. G. Bridges, of Blackney, Lincoln-
shire. The whole of the church is re-seated in
oak. The altar-rails are of oak and wrought
iron, and encaustic tiles enrich the floor. The
architect was Mr. W. White, of London. Mr. J.

Wilson, of Kettering, was the contractor; and
Mr. James Hudson the foreman of the works.

The total cost of the restoration is about l,40OJ.

Leighton, Buzzard.— The new church of St.

Andrew at Leighton Buzzard has been oonse-

crated. It ia situated at the extreme north end
of the town, a locality in which both a chnrdi
and a school have been long wanting. The'
church is of the style of the latter end of the
thirteenth century, with a French element intro-

dnced. It consists of nave, north and south
aisles, chancel, vestry, organ chamber, and north-

west porches. Tho extreme length of tho build-

ing ia 110 ft., the width being 74 ft. The naye
aud side aisles are 66 ft. long and 50 ft. wide.
The tower is placed at the north-west comer of”

the building, and, with the spire, is 110 ft. high.

The materials need in the construction of the
building are the local sandstone with Bath stone
dressings. All the columns are of blue Pennant.
The floor of the gangway is laid with Stafford-

shire squares, and the sacrarinm and chancel

with encaastio tiles, manufactured by Messrs.

,
Dering & HaJgreaves. The whole of the wood-
work, including the pnlpib, is of red deal stained

,
and varnished. The pulpit was designed by the
architect, and was to have been of stone, •with

five panels containing seated figures of onr Lord
and of the Evangelists. The centre panel would
have contained the Saviour, and in the other four

panels would have been figures of the Evangelists

in the act of writing tbe gospels. The pnipit

was actnally executed, but some members of the
bnilding committee objected to it and it was laid

on one side, the present wood one being substi-

tuted for it. A similar remark may be mad©
with reference to the reredos, which has also

been dispensed with. The timber in the roof ia

all displayed, and the roof of the chancel is

boarded, with moulded ribs and bosses at the

intersections. The architect is Mr. J. E. Neate,

of Bristol
;
and the work has been executed by

Messrs. Garridge & Holderstock, of Leighton.

Mr. Joseph P. Stevens has been clerk of th©
works. The carving was executed by Mr.
Margetson, of Bristol. The contract was for

2,8401., but the total cost will be about 3,0001.

Pentonville (London).—The district church of

St. Silas, Pentonville, has been consecrated.

Recently, through the assistance of the Bishop
of London’s Fund, an arrangement was mad©
with the Rev. Dr. Courtenay, of St. James’s,

Pentonville, to secure for this mission district

the building lately erected and known as Christ

Church, Pentonville. Before, however, it could

be consecrated, there remained to be raised the

sum of 3,2501., toward which amount the Bishop

of London’s Fund contributed 1,4(XII., and sine©

then other friends have given about 1,100Z., still

'leaving about 7501. to be raised. The building
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had been previously opened by license. In
addition to this there is a site secured for
schools, for the erection of which about 9001.

have been raised, and it is reckoned that, for

about 700Z. more, suitable school premises may
be built. It is proposed, as soon as possible, to
raise the sum of 750L still required for the
church, and 700h for the erection of the schools,

which are urgently needed.
Weston-mider-I’enyard.— The parish church

has been re-opened, after undergoing a restora-

tion. An erection on the south side, hitherto
used as a vestry, has been removed. An ancient
south doorway has been opened out, and a new
organ-chamber and vestry have been added on
the south side of the chancel. The window-
frames of former days have been removed, and
the window-openings filled in with tracery of
the fourteenth century, and some new windows
have been inserted. A new chancel-arch and
screen-wall have been built of local red stone,
and a new sedilia, in the architecture of the
fourteenth century, of Forest of Dean stone, has
been inserted. All the internal and external
masonry has been stripped of the plaster and
whitewash, and restored. The chancel has had
a new roof. The windows are glazed with
tinted glass. Stained glass has been inserted
by Messrs. Heaton & Co., of London, in the

I

triple-lighted window in the east end, and a
stained-glass window, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell,

has also been put in at the west end. The
chancel and nave are paved with encaustic
tiles. The teredos baa been supplied by Mr.
Earp, of London. There are open seats of var-
nished deal in the body of the church, those in
the chancel being of carved oak. The architect
employed was Mr. G. E. Street, of London

; and
the work has been executed by Messrs. Collins &
Collins, builders, Tewkesbury.

Bredhurst.—The church of this parish, which
has long been in a dilapidated state, has lately
been restored and enlarged at a cost of between
1,6001. and 1,7001., under the superintendence of
Mr. E. Christian, at the sole expense of Mr.
T. H. Day, of Frindsbury, father of the present
incumbent. The old nave has been pulled down
and a new one built, and a new arch now takes
the place of the small one which formerly divided
the nave and chancel. The chapel on the south
side of the chancel, which for years has been
separated from it by a lath-and-plaster partition,
has been again thrown open, and the east win-
dows filled with stained glass by Messrs. Cox &
Son, to the memory of the little daughter of the
present incumbent, given by her godmother.
The chancel windows have also been filled with
stained glass, by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The
floor of the chancel is paved with tiles. The
whole work has been executed by Mr. W.
Vaughan, of Maidstone.

DISSENTING CHUECH-BUILDING NEWS.

Eashfood.—The Committee for erecting a new
Congregational Chapel at Eastwood, Notting-
hamshire, have selected the design of Messrs.
Bidiake & Tait, architects, of Leicester.

Brighton.—The foundation stone of a Congre-
gational new chapel has been laid in Cliftonville.

The edifice is situated at the north-west comer
of Yentnor Villas, at the top of George-street.
It is being built by Mr. C. E. Kemp, of Brighton,
from designs furnished by Mr. Horatio N. Goulty,
also of Brighton, architect. The style is Early
English, faced with Kentish rag, with Bath stone
dressings. There are to be six lancet-shaped
windows on the north and south sides of the
building; and in the principal frontage, in Vent-
nor Villas, there will bo one large central win-
dow, triple-pointed, but divided into four lights ;

and beneath this window, between the entrances
(which are to be north and south of it), will be
a piece of fret-work in Bath stone. It is built to
accommodate 400 persons on the ground floor.

There are to be no galleries at present.
Kidderminster.—The chief stone of a Baptist

chapel and schools has been laid here. The new
building will be in the Gothic style, and is from
a design by Mr. Bidiake, of Wolverhampton.
The entrance from the street will be by a flight

of steps right and left, opening into a corridor
which runs along the front of the chapel, and is

lighted by seven small windows. On what may
be called the ground floor there is a school-room,
30 ft. by 40 ft., and 11 ft. high, and also four
class-rooms of various dimensions. The chapel
is above these, and extends further to the rear
than the area they occupy. It will be 68 ft. in

length and 40 ft. in breadth. The height from
the floor to the wall plate is 22 ft., and the roof
rises steeply above, and will be left open in the
interior to two-thirds of its height. The plat-
form in the chapel is to be 14 ft. by 8 ft., and
the baptistery 12 ft. by ft. There will be a
gallery at one end of the interior 40 ft. by 20 ft.,

and an organ-loft 24 ft. by 12 ft. Three vestries
will be provided. The fabric is to be of red
brick and white Alveley stone, intermixed
with blue-brick bands and arches. A window
will be at the end of the chapel nearest the
street. The edifice will hold from 750 to 800
persons. The total cost, inclitding site, is esti-
mated at 2,000L The builders are Messrs.
Scholes & Warrington. Mr. J. Wilkinson is clerk
of the works.

Liverpool.—A new Wesleyan Methodist chapel,
at Fairfield, has been consecrated. The edifice,

which has cost about 8,0001, has been built at
the joint expense cf Messrs. Daniel and Joseph
Leather. The chapel, which stands in Laurel-
road, is built in the Decorated style, with win-
dows filled with flowing tracery, each window
being of different design, and some of the larger
ones having shafts with monlded bases, carved
caps, Ac. The plan of the building is cruciform,
comprising a nave and transepts, with chancel
and chancel aisle. The west gable is filled in

with a deep sunk arch, moulded and carved
;
the

inner part of the arch being occupied by a large
traceried five-light window. The west porch
faces Laurel-road, and the chapel is also entered
by a porch on the south side. Separate en-
trances are provided for the transepts, north and
south. The transept gables have traceried win-
dows above the gallery level, and a row of three
smaller ones below. The walls throughout are
built of Yorkshire parpoints, with dressings of
Stourton stone. The roof is slated with dark
slates, interspersed with light green bands, and
ventilators are fixed in the ridge. In the inte-
rior the nave is 76 ft. long by 43 ft. wide, with
42 ft. to the highest part of the ceiling, which is

wagon-headed
;
the top part of the roof being

shut off, which, it is said, gives an equal tempe-
rature and good acoustic results. The transepts
are 17 ft. deep and 26 ft. wide, with a gallery in
each, supported by brackets. The chancel is

20 ft. wide and 27 ft. deep, and opens into the
nave with a stone arch and jambs, monlded and
carved. The organ chamber is on the north of
the chancel, and the entire east end is occupied by
a large five-light window, with tracery and stained
glass, continued to the floor by a reredos of
Caen stone, with moulded arches, carved span-
drels, caps, &c., and polished marble shafts.
The floor of the chancel is laid with encaustic
tiles. The pulpit, which stands on the one side,

is of Dantzic oak, relieved by brown oak pillars,

and supported upon a Caen-stone base with
shafts of polished marble

;
and on the other side

is the reading-desk, also of Dantzic oak. The
chancel is filled on each side with stalls for the
choir. The whole of the timber work is pitch-

pine. The roof is stained, and is in one span, so
as to avoid columns of any kind. The east and
west windows are “ memorials,” stained by Mr.
Wailes, of Newcastle. The other windows have
opaque cathedral-tinted glass, with white mar-
gins. In addition to the chapel there are seve-
ral vestries, lavatories, &c., and a large school or
lecture room entered from the south side, and
capable of being used independently of the main
building. The design was by Mr. C. 0. Ellison,

architect, under whose supervision the buildings
have been completed. Messrs. Burroughs &
Sons were the contractors for the work; and
the masonry was done by Mr. Black; the paint-
ing, plumbing, and glazing by Mr. Holt

; and
the slating, plastering, &c., by Mr. Callaghan.
The carving was by Mr. G. Shaw, and the base
of the pulpit and the reredos by Mr. Stirling.

Redland.—A Baptist Chapel is being erected
from the design of Mr. S. Hancorn, of Bristol

and Newport, architect. The design was chosen
out of several others submitted in limited com-
petition. The builders are Messrs. Marquis &
Munro. Mr. Hotham is the clerk of works. The
design is in the Decorated style of Gothic, and
includes the chapel, with transepts

;
vestibule,

with two lobbies in connexion therewith; open
porch; chancel, with baptistery underneath and
organ recess on one side the same; minister’s
and deacons’ vestries with private entrance, and
ladies’ vestry with private entrance, and under-
neath the beating apparatus. An end gallery is

also proposed over the vestibule and lobbies, with
stone staircases leading thereto. A tower is

included in the design, but it is not intended at

:

present to carry it higher than necessary for the

;

stairway. The principal front faces White Ladies-
road, from which the chapel floor will be raised
about 3 ft. 6 in., and attained by a flight of broad,
easy steps extending the entire length of the
porch (26 ft.). A five-light traceried window is

intended to be placed in the principal gable, and
three-light traceried windows in each transept.
The chapel will be further lighted with two-light
traceried w'indows,with gables over same, at the
side. The roof of the chapel will be in single
span. The seats are proposed to be of pitch pine,
and low with sloping backs. The walls of the
chapel will be stuccoed, and have a string of
encaustic tiles above the pews. The elevations
of the edifice will be faced with Pennant stone
in random-ranged courses, tuck pointed. The
roof will be covered with Bangor slate, alternating
in plain and ornamental courses. Cathedr^
glass, in patterns with two tints, is proposed for

the windows. The floors of the vestibule and
lobbies are intended to be paved with encaostio
tiles. The chapel will be both heated and venti-
lated by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge. The
contract has been taken at 5,652Z., and it is

thought the tower can be completed for about
800Z. additional. The chapel will accommodate
580 persons.

Derby.—A new Congregational Chapel is about
to be commenced here. Messrs. Bidiake & Tait,

of Leicester, are the architects. New Presby-
terian churches are also about to be erected from
the designs of the same architects.

Greengates.—The foundation-stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel has been laid at Greengates, a
populous neighbourhood near Apperley Bridge.
The style adopted is Early Gothic. The edifice

will be entirely of stone, and the roof and
fittings of deal, stained and varnished. The
size within the walls is 53 ft. 10 in. by 36 ft., and
the height from the floor to the wall-plate at the
eaves, is 17 ft. Sin. The roof is open nearly to

the ridge, and the timbers and bindings are
dressed. The seats are low benches, with small
doors, and will accommodate on the gi'ound-
floor, including the free seats, 360 persons. A
small gallery crosses the end of the chapel, over
the entrance-lobby, which will accommodate about
sixty persons, making a total of 420, all seated.
The building is to be heated with hot water, and
ventilated. A small vestry is attached to the
further end of the building, in the same style as
the chapel. The contractors are,— for the
masons’, joiners’, and plasterers’ work, Mr.
Robert Sugden, of Keighley ; for the slaters’

work, Mr. Smithies ; for the plumbers’ and
painters’ work, Mr. J. Garth, of Idle. The
architects are Messrs. Milnes & France, of Brad-
ford. The estimated cost is 1,7001.

Falmouth.—A large building, erected by the
Wealeyans at Pike’s-bill, has been opened for

pnblic worship. The new building is of Gothic
architecture. The architect is Mr. Lander, of
Bristol

;
the builder, Mr. Blatchford, of Tavi-

stock. It contains sittings for about 800 per-
sons, and the total cost is 2,5001., of which about
half has been raised. The chapel is ceiled inter-

nally to the vaulted form of the swept timbers
of the roof, the ceiling springing from a wood
cornice to the height of 38 ft. from the floor.

At the intersection of the roof is fixed a sun-
burner, having fifty jets, the gift of Captain
Edmund Hancock, of Falmouth, which illumi-

nates the whole of the chapel, excepting directly

under the galleries. Daylight is afforded by
three large five-light windows and one large
wheel window, all traceried. A neighbouring
owner of property has blocked np one of the
windows on the outside by some brickwork.

STAINED GLASS.

Farsley.—This church, which has been closed
for some weeks, has been re-opened. Five win-
dows have recently been placed in the chancel,
in memory of the late Eev. Samuel Marsden, a
native of Farsley, known for his missionary
labours in Australia and New Zealand, and for

the services he rendered in establishing the
Australian wool trade with this country. The
windows are of stained glass, and are the work
of Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle. The subject of
the principal window is the “ Good Shepherd.”
The expense of the memorial has been raised by
public subscription. The nave has also received
the addition of three stained windows at private

cost. One of them is to the memory of children

of the Eev. Parsons J. Manning, the incumbent.
St. Luke's, Maidenhead. — A stained-glasB

window has lately been placed in the south side
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f tho chancel of this church. The window
?as designed and painted by Messrs. Lavers &
ISTraud, of Bloomsbury. There are two groups
1 the window, tho subjects of which are taken
'om the Gospel of St. Luke : one from chap,
iii, 47. The woman who had touched the
order of our Lord’s garment is represented
3 a kneeling posture, and confessing to Him
’hat she had done. The other, from chap,
viii. 42, our Lord giving sight to the blind
lan. This is the first stained window placed in
lis church.

Micheldever Church.—The memorial window in
lis church to the late Lord Northbrook is now
wnpleted. The stonework, execnted in Bath
one in the Decorated style, and consisting of
iree lights with tracery, is by Messrs. Newman
Sou, of Winchester. 'The stained glass repre-
mting the “ Crucifixion ” and “ Good Samari-
n,” with the emblems of the Apostles, is by
essrs. Clayton & Bell, of London. Mr. John
)lBon, of Winchester, was the architect.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.
— The foundation-stone of the pa-

ohial schools for the parish of Tupsley has
en laid. The first undertaking, after making
^vision for the newly-appointed incumbent
IS the building of a parish church at a cost
fbelicvo, of from 2,0001. to 3,0001., and the
fishiouora decided upon erecting a master’s
use and schools for the education of the chil-
}u of the poor parishioners. The bnilding,
lich is being erected by Mr. John Davies^
ilder, Leominster, under the superintendence
Mr. F. R. Kempson, architect, will consist of:
Bter’s residence and schools. Tho latter will
jsist of two large rooms, one for boys and the
ler for_ girls, with cloak-rooms, porch, &c.
e building will be composed of native stone,
h Bath stone dressings, the interior being of
Dk. The contract sum for erecting the buildinir
ibout 8001.

'ianley. — The new school for boys, with
ster’s house, in connexion with Wellington
irch, has been opened. The school-room
ns a right wing to the original school-room.
8 46 ft. by 18 ft., and baa been built by Mr.
Hammersley, from the designs of Messrs,
mer, architects. The total cost was 4-571.

Fouling and Corrosion of Iron Ships ; their
auses and Means of Prci’ention. By C. F. T.
ouNc, C.E., London Drawing Association
delphi. 1867.

1 fouling and corrosion of iron ships have
111 great trouble in the Navy, and a satisfac-
remedy, it seems, is still a desideratum,
chief object of this volume is to advocate
plan brought forward by Mr. T. B. Daft, C.E.,
Q all respects the soundest, simplest, and
t practical. The author endeavours to prove
' It is in all respects capable of fulfilling the
lirements sought to be obtained; but this is
a subject we can now enter on.

Alps and the Eastern Mails. By Sir Cusack
EIoney. London : Wilson, Royal Exchange,
question of the best route to the East is
ably discussed. Sir Cusack Roney thinks,
ir as regards the European portion of it,

the interest of England ought undoubtedly
>an towards the Simplon, and not towards
3b. Gothard. Nevertheless, as he remarks,
ilont Cenis route, with the summit railway,
according to Captain Tyler’s calculations’

’ a gain over the Marseilles route of 39^
B, and of 42i hours after the completion of the
el line from St. Michel to Susa. The acce-
ions and alterations suggested by Sir Cusack
d be important improvements in the great
of communication which connects the

ler country with the whole of her Eastern
JBsions, and with the great commercial
res that lie farther eastward even than
i. His pamphlet should have attention.

VARIORUM.
E Quarterly contains more than usual to
?o attention from our special point of view,
V Paris” (less as to its buildings, on which
niillions sterling have been spent in fifteen

years, than its manners and arts), “ Cornish
Antiquities,” “ Aggicultural Gangs” (with their
proper condemnation), and “The New Courts
of Law.” The article in which the latter subject
is dealt with is a piece of indiscriminate abuse
of all the designs submitted. The writer pro-
poses that the Strand front should consist of a
range of houses and shops crowned with gables
designed “ by a dozen or a score of our beat
Gothic architects;” that the site shonld be
enlarged so as to take in the whole ground from
Chanceiy-lane to Newcastle-street, and from the
Strand to Carey-street

;
and that for the courts

themselves. Gothic architects of proved ability
should be invited, without previous restriction of
number (twenty-four or even thirty), to confer
and settle the general plan of the buildings ;

‘‘ while each architect would assume the initia-
tive in designing his own separate portion, every
part might be subject to such critical judgment
of the entire number as would ensure the harmo-
nious combination of the whole work.” “ The
initiative of one architect for each court will
give that individuality and variety which we
have shown to be so essential

; while a thorough
harmony of effect will be secured through tho
general co-operation of the architects !

” When
we add that, according to the writer, there is to
be no “ design,” but that the buildings are to
“ grow,” we shall have made obvious the
thoroughly practical nabui-o of the article.

Ulistfllanca:.

Health or Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—Typhoid
fever has again made its appearance in the
eastern part of Newcastle.

Mortuaries and Post-mortem Rooms.—The
Marylebone vestry have decided that, in addition
to a mortuary-house, a post-mortem examination
house shall be built. It is to be hoped the
example will be followed.

Tunnelling on the Go-ahead System.—The
Californians, who are working through their
Summit Tunnel in the Sierra, have accomplished
1,000 fb. of the 1,660 ft. since last September.
They not only began at both ends, but sank a
shaft in the middle, and worked both ends from
that.

Business and Amusement Combined. Pike’s
new opera house, now being built in Cincinnati,
will be five stories high, with a frontage of
170 ft. The lower story is divided into six large
stores. There are one hundred rooms on the
second-floor, and a concert-hall 70 fb. wide and
128 ft. long. The remainder of the building is
divided into rooms for mercantile purposes.
Tbe_ cost of the building will be more than a
million dollars, and it is estimated that the total
annual rent will amount to 150,000 dollars.

The Female School or Art.—

T

he first gold
medal given by her Majesty, to be competed for
annually by tho students of the Female School
of Art, 43, Queen-square, has been awarded to
Miss Alice Manly, for three groups of flowers,
painted in tempera from nature. The adjudi-
cators were,—Mr. Westmacott, R.A., Mr. Cope,
R.A._, and Miss Moutrie. Miss Manly has also
obtained this year a national silver medal, given
by the Science and Art Department. We have
before now commended her work.

Sale or Land by Auction.—The new Act for
amending the law of auctions of estates is to
take effect on the lat proximo. Where sales are
invalid in law they are also to be invalid in
equity, there being at the present time a conflict
between law and equity in respect of the validity
of sales by auction of land where a pufier bad bid
although no right of bidding on behalf of the
owner was reserved. With regard to the rules
respecting sales without reserve it is enacted,
“And whereas, as sales by auction are now con-
ducted, many of such sales are illegal and could
not be enforced against an unwilling purchaser,
and it is expedient for the safety of both seller
and purchaser that such sales should be so con-
ducted as to be binding on both parties, be it
therefore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, as
follows :—That the particulars or conditions of
sale by auction of any land shall state whether
such land will bo sold without reserve, or subject
to a reserved price, or whether a right to bid is

reserved; if it is stated such land will be sold
without reserve, or to that efi'ect, then it shall
not be lawful for the seller to employ to bid at
such sale, or for the auctioneer to take know-
ingly any bidding from any such person.”

Glue for Metals.—A good glue for metals
may be made by mixing with sixteen parts of
melted glue one part gum ammoniac, and then
adding one part of saltpetre acid.

Aluminium Bronze.—This alloy, in which
aluminium takes the place of the tin contained
in common bronze, is becoming daily more and
more important in the metal trades.

The Chisel.— Sir: Can any of your corre-
epondents inform me when the chisel was first
introduced into this country ? Mv impression is
that it was in tho eleventh century.

—

Free-
mason.

New National Gallery Act.—The New
National Gallery Act is issued. Under the for-
mer one the Commissioners of Public Works
were to acquire land for the enlargement and
improvement of the National Gallery by agree-
ment. No agreement bad been made with the
owners, and it was necessary to provide for the
compulsory purchase of the land. Compensa-
tion is to be given for the purchase of the paro-
chial schools of St. Martin-in-the-Fields. A copy
of the lands required is to be deposited at the
office of the Commissioners of Public Works,
and to be open to the inspection of the public.

Sanitary Inquiry at Ei-pino. — One of the
Government inspectors, Mr. A. Taylor, has been
sent down to Epping to make sanitary inquiries
in consequence of a complaint made to the Home
Secretary to the effect that the sewer authority
for the town had failed to properly drain the
town, or supply its inhabitants with a sufficient
quantity of water. The inspector has heard
evidence on the subject, which goes to show that
the whole drainage of the town is on the cess-
pool system, and that it is surrounded with field-
ditches, which evaporate noisome stenches most
injurious to the health of tho place. An abun-
dant water supply, it is said, can be bad in the
neighbourhood.

Health of Liverpool.-The official report
by Dr. Trench, the borough medical officer of
health, on the health of Liverpool during the
March and June quarters of the present
year, has been printed. During these quarters
there were registered 7,285 deaths in tho
borough, making its death-rate equal to 29-5
per 1,000 per annum of the inhabitants. This
shows a decrease of 2,825 deaths as compared
with the corresponding period of 1866, and of
1,141 deaths as compared with the corrected
averages of the last ten years. Of the total
deaths, 3,858 wore males, and 3,427 females, and
3,230, or 44'4 per cent., were children below five
years of age. Zymotic diseases occasioned
1,368 deaths, being a decrease of 630 on the
corrected averages of the last ten years, and
1,713 on the number registered under this class
during the corresponding period of 1866. This
gratifying diminution in the range of contagious
diseases was chiefly observed in those aftections
such as typhus, diarrhosa, and small-pox, which
are supposed to be either directly or mediately
amenable to the influences of sanitary regula-
tions.

Wavertkee Urns.—The discovery of cinerary
urns at Wavertree, similar to those found in the
celebrated Derbyshire grave-hills and elsewhere,
is referred to in a letter written by Mr.H.H.Vale,
of Liverpool, architect. These urns are sun’
baked, and not made by the potter’s wheel.
They are discoloured by smoke, as if burning
matter had been put into them. Other finds of
a like order in barrows and grave-hills, of pre-
Roman and pre-Saxon origin, lead to the idea,
remarks Mr. Vale, that “elevated sites were
usually selected by tho prehistoric races who in-
habited this island for their interments, and the
existence of Druid stones at Calderstones, upon
which Sir J. Y. Simpson reports the indications
of emblematical circles, and the finding of these
urns at Wavertee and Roby, proves that this
district of Lancashire was inhabited ages before
the arrival of the Roman legionaries npon our
shores. It is a peculiar feature of these ancient
barrows that the British interments are fre-
quently found underneath those of the Saxons,
leading one to suppose that the places of burial
were consecrated, and had been from time imme-
morial, and not merely haphazard interments on
elevated situations, but cemeteries used by suc-
ceeding races. These grounds may have been
consecrated thousands of years ago by the
priests of a religion which has reached us only
in those mysterious incised emblems which are
at present exciting the attention of our best
archmologists.”
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The CnATHAM Sueveyoe.—Afc a recent meet-

ing of the Local Board of Health, a gratnity of

201. was unanimously voted to Mr. Greeustreet,

their surveyor, for his services as architect of

the new offices, while also attending zealously

to his other duties.

Ikish Anticj,uities.—Within the last few days,

on the farm of a man named Thomas M'Garry,
residing at Aughamore, near Grai ara, there was
discovered a curious relic in the shape of a

wooden house, which is constructed of black bog
oak. It was found under water in an exhausted

bog, at a considerable depth beneath the surface.

It measures 23 ft. by 10 ft., and consists of eight

very strong beams, ranging in length from 10 ft.

to 13 ft., which are supported by cross beams of

great strength, and firmly jointed. The side

beams are mortised, as if intended for uprights.

The Gateshead Town-hall Designs.— The
town council have resolved—“ That this matter
be referred back to the Town-hall Committee,
and that the architects be requested to furnish

detailed drawings and specifications, to enable

the council to judge of their plans
;
and that

they then be submitted to the contractors, to
enable them to state the total cost of the build-

ing;”—also, “That the conncil appoint a tho-

roughly competent person to make an inquiry

into the plans and specifications, after the con-

tractors and architects have gone over the
plans,”

The London Gas Companies.—The progress
of the metropolis gas question has arrived at a
Budden conclusion. Various objections were
made by the companies; and the chairman said

that, this being the case, the committee would
not proceed any farther with the Bill, but would
report their opinion to the House. He regretted

that this long and, doubtless, very expensive
inquiry had led to no further result at present

;

but he hoped, by the next session of Parliament,
the companies would be able to introduce a Bill

which would be considered satisfactory,—a sin-

gular termination, surely !

Adoption op the Maidstone Main Drainage
Scheme.—The town conncil as the local Board
have resolved by a majority of ten to four, “ That
the plan of sewerage, recommended by the sur-

veyor in bis report of 2l8t January, 1867, as
modified by Mr. Lawson in his report of the 13th
May, 1867, be carried into execution, and that
application be made to the Local Government
Act Office for power to borrow, on mortgage of
the rates, the sum necessary for the purpose,
and also for statutory powers to purchase the

requisite land, and that the drainage of the West
Borough and Kingsley Estate be at once pro-

ceeded with.”

Eoyal Princess’s Theatre. — Mr. Herman
Vezin, one of the few actors left us capable of
refined expression and the portrayal of delicate

differences of feeling, has opened this house for

a brief season with a new play by Mr. W. G.
Wills, titled “ The Man o’ Airlie.” The play is

well conceived, well written, and well acted
;
but

that it has in it the qualities needed to ensure a
popular success we cannot say so positively. It

is, however, just one of those experiments that
deserve the support of every earnest lover of the
drama. Mr. Vezin plays a difficult part with
great ability, and is well supported by Miss
Nelly Moore, Mr. H. Forrester, Mr. E. Price, and
Mr. Maclean, especially the latter.

Cumberland and Westmoreland Arch^eolo-
GiCAL BociEXY.—The members of this society

have held a meeting in the Crown Hotel, Penrith,
to hear three papers read, and to visit Brougham
Castle, Tanwath Hall, and Maybrough. The
Chairman, Mr. Brown, of Talleutine Hall, briefly

opened the proceedings. The Bev. J, Simpson
read a paper sent by the Bev, J, Maugbau, of

Bewcastle, with the title,
—“Was Lanercost a

Boman Station ?
” The Bev. J. Simpson then

read a paper on “ Brougham Castle,” and the
weather having cleared up, a large party departed
in conveyances to visit and explore the objects

of archaeological interest in the neighbourhood
indicated. Un reaching Yanwath Hall, Dr. M.
Taylor read a paper whilst standing on the scene
of his subject. The society passed a vote of

thanks to Lord Lonsdale, for his permission to

visit and inspect the ancient apartments of

Yanwath Hall. The company then proceeded
to Brougham Hall, through the chapel, and then
on to Brougham Castle. The visit to Maybrough
was postponed until afutnre day. On the return
from the excursion the members and friends

partook of tea together at the Crown Hotel.

Borough Surveyors and Private Practice.
After much discussion it has been decided by
the Couucil of Derby that the town surveyor
may carry on his private practice.

Building Progress .at Sutton.—The founda-
tion-stone of Eome houses has been laid on the
Bose-bill Park estate, which is planned out for

the erection of bouses, Mr. J. D. Hayton is the
architect. Under the stone were laid various
English, Belgian, and French coins.

Boyal Gallery or Illustration. — We
willingly comply with a request to mention that
Mr. German Heed will bring his season to a close

on the 5th of August, when there will be a benefit

for himself, Mrs. Beed, and Mr. John Parry. To
a Dream in Venice,” got up as it is with care,

and enriched with capital scenery, and “ Merry
Making,” will be added other attractions on that

nigbti

Jasper.—Jasper is now procured, to almost
any required extent, at St. Gervais, in Savoy,
where the quarry has a surface of at least 24,000
square yards, and a depth of about twenty-two
yards. It is a variety of quartz, which is

characterised by being opaque, and is of various

colours. It is an excellent material for orna-

mentation, whether as stands for small objects,

or as panels and columns, to be used by the

architect.

A Gift.—Mr. Titus Salt, the proprietor of t

well-known alpaca manufactory at Saltaire, I

just made a magnificent offer to the borod
of Hull. He proposes to give 5,000Z. to

Sailors’ Orphan Institution connected with

Port of Hull Society, on condition that the in

tution be enlarged, to give accommodation
lUO orphans, and the school 200.

House Decoration; Prizes.—Tt is duel

Mr. George Dobie, of Edinburgh, to draw atti

tion to an advertisement which has appearedj

our columns in which he offers prizes for desic

in drawing-room wall-decorations. Thisisliki

to encourage and develope talent, and it is a

the beat way to promote self-interest as well

public taste in house decoration.

The Brick-kiln Nuisance : Bricks made with
Sewage.—In the Chancery Court, before Vice-

Chancellor Stuart, the case of Luscombe v.

Steer, was a motion to restrain the defendant

from making bricks in a field of his, lying

between the plaintiff’s property and the Crystal

Palace line of the London, Brighton, and South

Const Bailway. The defendant, in making bricks,

it was said, used water from a sewer into which
four houses poured their refuse. The plaintiff

contended also that the defendant was not

entitled to make bricks on the land. The
defendant denied that he was guilty of commit-
ting any nuisance. His field on the plaintiff’s

side of the railway was nearly half a mile from

the house of the plaintiff, who, when he became
tenant of his property, was fully apprised of

defendant’s rights. The Vice-Chancellor granted

an injunction to restrain the defendant from

making bricks to the damage or annoyance of

the plaintiff.

The Clerkenwele Mortuary.—At a recent

meeting of the vestry, the clerk said he had
received a letter from the Coroner of Central

Middlesex, containing the presentment of a jury

who sat at the Queen’s Head, Princes-street, to

inquire into the cause of the death of a person

whose body lay, in a putrescent state, in an over-

crowded house in Peutonville, in consequence of

the public mortuary being closed, to the serious

inconvenience ofthe medical officer whose dnty it

was to make the post-mortem examination, and
to the danger of the health of the inmates of

the bouse. The jury expressed themselves in the

strongest terms against the closing of the

mortuary. It was agreed that a copy of the

resolution of the jury be forwarded to Mr.
Boodle, the agent of the Marquis of Northampton,
who had closed the mortuary, to the Marquis
himself, and to the special committee recently

appointed by the guardians to take steps for the

re-opening of the mortuary chapel.

Fruit without Stones.—A new horticultural

process has been described by the Bev. F.

Firmiuger, at the last meeting of the Agricul

tural Society in India, whereby, it is said, the

stones of fruit may be reduced or made to dis

appear, and the pulp be increased in size and
flavour. During the cold season (says the New
York Tribv/ne, in giving an account of the process)

select a branch that is to be used afterwards for

inarching. Split it up carefully somewhat lees

than a span long. From both halves of the

branch thus split scoop out clearly all the pith

then bring the split halves together again, and
keep them bandaged till they have become
thoroughly united. At the usual time, inarch

the branch thus treated upon suitable stock,

taking for the place of union the portion of the

branch just below where the split was made.
Upon the branch of the tree thus produced a
similar operation is performed, and soon for suc-

cessive seasons; the result being that the stone

of the fruit becomes less and less after each suC'

cessive operation. This process, it is added, has
been applied likewise to the grape vine at Malaga

;

and plants thereby have been produced which'

bear the finest fruit, without the slightest vestige

of a stone within them.

Old Files.—Old and worn-out files m
perfectly renovated by first cleaning them fn

grecse with a hard brush and a concentra)

solution of soda
;
placing them in a dish contai

ing water; adding to the latter an eighth pi

concentrated nitric acid, and mixing well i

agitation
;
then leaving them at rest forfive-ai

twenty minutes; next withdrawing them, wa
ing them with water, and brushing them,

placing them in the dilute acid, to which is adc

a second eighth of nitric acid, and letting ih|

lie for 50 minutes, then again brushing them ai

replacing them in the bath, to which a sixteen

part concentrated sulphuric acid has been adds

finally washing in pure water and milk of HI

to remove all traces of the acid, and drying

Scientific Review,

Chimney Tops or Cowls.—The iropro'

chimney top or cowl, patented by Mr. G. Whi
head (Nov. 13, 1866), is made by preference

two parts, one fitting over the other. The ini

portion or part is made by preference of

octagonal shape, but it may be round, square,

of any other shape. For the sake, however
clearness, the patentee describes it as be:

octagonal, the top being covered with a cap, i

made by preference somewhat conical. I

outer part, which fits over and rests on '

inner, is made of a shape to correspond the

with, and is open at top, terminating in a sort

crown or canopy. Bibs are brought from
top of the cap down the eight corners to 1

way down, or thereabouts, the top or cowl,

each square formed between the riba there

by preference three apertures, preferably squs

for the smoke to escape, which can cit

ascend or descend, acco^ing as the wind nr

affect the draught. There are cross pieces fn

rib to rib, which act as shields to prevent 1

action of the wind when blowing down affect:

the draught.

Exhibition of Works of Arts at Lee
1868.—It is stated that there will be three ^

leries devoted to the old masters, each measuri

about 120 ft. in length. For the Engl

School there will be two galleries, e£

110 ft. long, besides the gallery set apart

water-colour drawings, which is also 110

long. But perhaps one of the most impo

ant features will be the large gallery for

pictures of foreign painters of the vatii

schools, including those of America, lately

distinguished in landscape art. In addition

the principal galleries above referred to, th»

will be one of the same size filled with engr
ings and drawings by old masters; an extens

portrait gallery of Yorkshire worthies, rou

the corridor of the central hall, with rooms

miniatures, and a complete museum of ancii

ornamental art. The spacious staircases i

balls, in themselves highly ornamental, will

made available for pictures as well as for pic

resque decoration of every kind in the shape

tapestry, trophies of arms and of the cha<

while the principal examples of Scripture v

be arranged round the central hall and in t

picture galleries.

TENDERS
For alterations aud additions at No. 6, Eoyal-cresCJ

for Mr. G. S. Kempsoo
Nell & Tuxford (accepted) £470 0 0

” For extensions and alteraiions at Betbnal Ho
Asylum, Bethnal-green, Middlesex. Messrs. Tolley

Dale, architects :

—

Hedges £3.260 0 0

Perry 3,140 0 0

Johnston 3,035 0 0

Forrest 2,696 0 0

Pntebarf 2,937 0 0

Eivet 2,773 0 0

Ennor 3.759 0 0

Henshaw 2,680 0 0
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For new sewers in Chftrlotte-street, Duke-street, end
rt of Devonshire-street, MarjJebone :

—

-gilt £.Lf'20
* ' •Wftiai

Wigmore...
Higgles
Bloomfield
Eoight & Henawell ..

Eobioaon
Crockett
Thirst

PigRpy...
Diokecson
Thackrah

for new wing, &c., to the East Bussez, Hastings, and
Leonard’s Infirmary. Mr. W. J. Gant, architect,

entitles supplied by Mr. Henry W. Broadbridge ;•

2,493 10 0
2,-429 0 0
2,122 0 0
1,900 18 0
1,780 0 0
1,778 0 0
1,679 0 0
1,676 0 0
1,060 0 0
1,660 0 0

PARIS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Pa ent Scee
Shutters can bo seen at twenty entrances whici
have been fisted by order of the Imperial Com-
missioners, and in the Testing House by ordei
of the Royal British Commissionerg.

Bimms & Marten ..

Nightingale

Hughes
Jones & Moyes
Broadbridge
Winter
Poion & Smith
Gray
Kenwood.
Looghurst (accepted)..
Sadler I

.,£ 1,221 0 0
1,158 0 0
1,143 0 0
1,124 0 0
1,083 12 9
1,070 0 0
1,005 10 0
1,065 0 0
1,061 14 0
1,045 0 0
998 10 0
927 0 0

'or new schools and class.rooms, New London-road,
ihnslord. Mr. Charles Pertwee, architect. Quan-
is not supplied :

—

£2,020 0 0

f 1,973 6 10
i^3t 1,})55 0 0

1,950 0 0
Choat & Son 1,960 0 0
Tborn 1,925 o 0
Gozzett (accepted) 1,910 10 0

or a new puouo ooiise (eicppt hascment) in Gaiaford-
et, Kentiah-town, for Mr. Guize. Mr. J. T. Newman,
atect

’

Scrivener & White £3,287 0 0Webb k Bone 2,236 0 0
Manly 4 Rogers 2,200 0 0

•— 2,168 0 0
2,143 0 0

Mathews (accepted) 2,040 0 0

irbmlding baker’s shop on the Lewis-road, for the
STB. Catt. Mr. John Dallimore, architect:—
Holloway (accepted) £475 o 0

IT the erection of two houses at Strestham, for Mr.
Pratt. Mr. Henry Jarvis, architect. Quantities
lied

£2,050 0 0
Nicholson 1,900 o 0
““son .... 1,895 0 0
Marsland & Sons 1 867 0 0
Tarrant

.. 1,832 0 0
Thompson 1,768 o 0
H'gea 1,657 0 0
Henshaw 1,642 0 0

r All Saints Church, Scarborough. Mr. G. F. Bodley,

f'rby £4,511 g q
Peacock ,4,403 0 0
Smith & Sun 4 373 0 1
Chmie 4,100 0 0
Foster & Sexton 4,061 0 0

4,061 0 0
Barry (accepted) 3,872 0 0

ADVERTISEMENTS.
In course of p bUcation, In^Montlilv^Parts, Si 04. each; Parts 1 to

yiLLA and COTTAGE ARCHITEC-
T TUBE. Select Examples of Country and Bubii.ban EesHaDce-rewn ly erectKl from the Uesigos of various Ar, hilect. of ackaow-

ledged position and ability; witB Descriptive Notice.. Tube com-
p Btvd lu ab'-nt 18 Parts, imperial 4lo.

•' aucii a publication as tills eanuot bnt be moat suggpitive to allwbo are directly or ludireelly connected wlih avmestlo archit c-
tare."— ./oumaf.

Lomlju ; BLACKIE & SON, 41, Patsrnoiter-row.

In 1 Vol. anper-royal 5 hi!f-nj

TTHB CARPENTER and jOINEE’S
1 ABSISrANT; beirg a Cnmprebensive Trea'l.se on the Pelecllon

Prepaiatlou,aiid Strength of Maiecial*. and theMecbaolcal Prlucloles
in Oarpe..lry. Joinery, andHaodR.iliui. AlBO.aCou.asQ Instruction In Practical fleometry,Oecniatri^ Lines, Drawme. Proja.:iSo,i. and Per.peoiiv.'; and an

Illustrated uloaaary of Term, used in Arcbi -rctuie and BuUiUng
^ ^

fly James NBWLAjfDS.
lUuatrsted by an extensive .erles of PUtes. and many hundred

Bugravlnge on Wood.
‘I'riHt'it y and .luinery which at all
tnnic'i Haguzine,
SUN, 44. Paieruoster-row.

approacbis
o Treatise

Loudon: DLACKth, &

Foolecap. 8-0. bound, 7d. 6j.

pEDDIE’S Practical mbastieer-
A-,. n.Se;IeBof_Tablea for facUiUtlng the Calculations reqnired in

.tly improved and enlarged.

BEEilONDSEy.—To Builder*. Contractors, Carpenters, and
_ Othora.

\ /I R. E. DRESSER ROGERS is instructed
to BULL by AUCrinN, on the PRKMiPBd Abb-y-atreet,

the Londf)
. Brighron, t.. . .

*£1INE3I»AV, JUiYai, at TWELVE fo
lAd PLANT of a Builder an I Conciauior
‘at'ens, boards, s’abs, die square, loalfold

ONE. ihe Burplne 8TOC£
3 .luprUlni planks, deals,
lacds aud pole-, putlogs.

horse and barrow rnns, blocks aud falls, builder’s oarr. barrows. York
aud Bath slniie, bricks, pantiles, old iron, beucbee. ladders, old
"tuff, Ac.—CataloBues on the Pfetn'se*, and at the Auctioneer’s
Omcee, Towubail chambers. Borough, S B.

LOUGliTON PARK ESTATE. ESSEX.-Choice Freehold Building
Biles, adj.intug the stalion, and with-n forty mluntea of the
termini ar Fencl-Urob street aud Blshopsga’e.

V/l R. V, BUCKLAND is instructed to SELL
i ' a. by AUCriON, at the MaR b, Tokenbouse-yard, T.oihhury, on. Tokenhouie-yard, tiOihhury. 01
THURSDAY. AUGUBV 1st, at TWOo'clock precisely, tbe drat por-

‘a valuable FREEHOLDitlug of about t
BUILDING ESTATE, known a-'Lo ghion '>

way sta’Icm, and ei'eudlng hy a new mad throngli the csn-re of the
ei'aie to the crown of the hiH. The property o iromtiids fine views
of BpplDg Forrst, the valley of the RnJe.i, aud a vast extent of
' lUresilug scenery to the south and wes'. It is well timbered, and
I'l be sold in lota, from a quarter of an acre to throe and four acres
1 eiieiit, according to position. Bower, are laid d .wn for bonse and
..1.,., J..1. I — .applied, Strict stipuia*
D will bo inadi
ih plans may

WAKTflN. Solid
AR'HaLL, Ev|, Stratford

; at tbe 1

faced S'aif. Bm khurst-hill
;
at the llai

Survey or,78. Cannoa-atroet. City.

eeUrl.-Par
LLAI'LY, SON, ft

rnhlil
, of J. O. B.

rowu Inn, L-'Uehion
; Baid-

; and of Mr. V. BUCKLAND

To Contractors, Carmen, and O'hers.—Abeolu’e Sale.

M r. ROBERT BOYCE has been favoured
with Instrnotione from the Ex-cumr-of thel .to W. Dethlak,

Jnst piibllshert, price Is. ; by post. Is. IdEEIGATIiiN in SPAIN.
By .r. P ROBURTS. C B.

London : a ft F. N SPON, 48, Cbsrlng-cross.

EXAMPLES OF BRIDGE-*, ETC. WITJI E-itlUATESNow ready, wi-h 50 large fo'dlug Plates 4to 21 12.
- •

r?XAMPLES "

11a VlADUCrS
; from thi. .

Artineasnr- menls -f S-lect Works. Sect

of BRIDGES
forking Drawii

I Ediliot
added upwards of 550 _

...aa
'*' ^Avis HabKOLL.'

Author of The Engtiirei-’s, Mining surveyor’*, and Conlrictor’s

9 Practice of Setting

•' Hall-eonrt.

Just published. In 1 vi

s°
Chl.idni,

XJ N D : a Course of Eight Lectures,
delivered at Ihe Royal Ju*tIiutl-o of Great Britain

’

By JOHN rvNUALL. LLD. F.R.8. *«.•V.. In the Royal lustituilon, and In the
Royal School of^mes.
•p Second BdiUon. uniform. prlc> IStCd.

Prof, of Nat. PhUos.

•' -.'..lopoi, pnu- ixi. 00.HkAr considered as a MODE of MOTION.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, ft CO. PntBrao.ter-rt

A T tbe BALTIC SALE EOCM, Southsea
l^at^TWO 0“ WEDNESDAY. 7th AUGUST

ADd Colonial Timber,
lOd.OOO Pieces ditto ditto Heals and Baiieus

Audoih-r Wo. a cioiis.
U. FRi-EMaNACO. Brokorv.

3, Ciooked-lare.Caii

- -- — — — ... .MV. ... . Dathiak,
esq. to SELL hy AUCTION, on the W )BK4. Paragon-row. Ko lney

.. . BIrphant an* C*,l e ..n WED.SltSDAV
no 8. at TWKLVRfor UYR each day,
luable rtl’OCK and PLANT, ootnprli-
r portabi- atetm-rtigliie with doublo
slugie-eyiinder dil'o. bv Koby; Hld-

loblnes, crab., 18-luch mvser,

S.tfiio 8 luuti deal*. S-inch sod

•iuxl.->hoot caftta, dog. nearly
lain bar.ess.ai.d othrrrffeoU.
muruine. of sale. O.taInguM
lit'ira 47. Moorgate-8 real

; on
ffles. 47. HlgU-stre^t. U.ixcoo.

auaTMUftSDAY, AUGUST?
the FIRST POKi'IONi.f the
iiig a nearly Urw 14 huive po
rjliuder, by EoLy

;
an 8 bor

lin-pump, pile-dri
pump*, tliDg chat, s, w
offlee b

d lio

berwagoo, builder’s spring d

M -y be V
bad of Ml
tbe Works

; and
LINDO ft SONS. So I

Valuable Buildlog Lead, close to tba Crystsl Palace.

Messrs, waklteks & lovejoy
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the GUILDHALL

C(iFFBEHOUS<. Grtsham BireR, EC. on WBiiNB-iDaY. AUGUST
7ib. at ONE o’clock, a mo»t elig-ble Plot of BUILDING LaND.
liiuate at the c -ruer of Rock Hill aud Syde.,bam Hill roads,
having a frontage of 863 feet by a depth of IdO fret, c-immauding
both front and ivar meat be.iitlful view*. Tba sUnatloii la meet
de-lrabip, beiug clo'e to tbe P.lace aud the -ailway aia'ioos (the
high-level being the oeareST), giving easy aud quick aec-se to ^
part* of L udou. Tbe nelghboorhoud aiound is of a highly reapeot*
able oharactor. The pi-op.rty wiU e oiferod fleet in one lo', and if
not .old, then in six loU, with frouiaget vaiylua from 80 fvetto
70 feBL-Pattioularsaud p aiis may be onwiued of Mt-s.r»- oRUND-
ESTT. MARTIN, RANDALL, ft OiiVETT, Solicitors, 10. King's
Bench-walk. Temple; of Messrs. B-OWaKDS ft BDWARD8.
citors, S3, Soutbauipt .u-bulldlugs. W.O

;
at tne While Hart, Nor*

Wood
; at the QuildbftU Cotfoo-house ; and of the Auciicueers, 56,

Cbaucery-laue.

CHARLTON. KENT.—Materl.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

a.—G. R.-C.-C. a M.-H. P.—Csntab.—H. TV. R-J. p.—
* u.—0. W. 6 —Glasgow.— W. R. ft Co.—W. E- S.—G. B. 8.—

F. R.- J. R. (declined wllb thanks),— K. W. a (an advertise-
.—Wrought iron (apply to the parties).—A Sabscrlber (height
h bniidlDRs has been given at different times lu tbe Builder).—
P. answer wouH depend on other points in the lease. Take
i-advIeel.-Arebltaot (next week).-D. H. T. (at any praotloal
sVs).

are oompelled to decline pointing out books and giving

itatements of facts, lists of tenders, ftc., must be accompanied by
mo and address of the sender, not ueceesarUy for puDlieatlou.
t—The respouBlblUty of signed articles, and paper* read at
meetings, reels, of course, with the authors.

Ivertisements cannot be receivedfor the cwrrent
's issue later than THREE o’clock, o.m.
HUHSDA Y. ’ ^

te Publisher cannot be responsible for Ori-
L Testimonials left at the Offi-ce in rephj to
rtisements, and strongly recommends that
Es ONLY should be sent.

Me. a. EIOHARDS will SELLbyAUC-
TION, onthe PREMISED, near Ch-rlton Railway Station

on WEDNESDAY JULY »1. at ONE. in lots Sow,
Klrdets. pKie*. and joists *0,800 fe.t of raft-rs and qner'a.ine 80squares of fl.mr batten*, meul.ted doors, sasbes aud frames, chtmu'ev-
pi-o-. l.noo feet of Y.rk navinr, stoves, ranges count “sTrUttf
DlOOftO bricks. ^*c.—May be viowed. Catalogues 'obtained on the

Toitenhsm,Preauses, and of tbe A

8BVENOAK8, KENT.—Valuable Freeh-ld Builder’s Premises
V/l ESSES. B. E & G. CEONK have re-

Mortgagees to BRI.L hy
ATTcriDN,
AUGUST the
't’clock.all ibi

front.g-of 115 fe

with tbe wbnle 1

Jchn's-hlll, Sev

[Advertisements.]

lURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
V. Benson, having erected eteam-powei
improved machinery for olocfc-making, at
manafaotory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
eh to clergymen, arohiteots, and committees,
nates and Specifications of every descrip,
of Horologica] Machine, especially cathedra]
public clocks, chiming tunes on any number
ells. A descriptive pamphlet od Church
Its post free for one stamp. Watch and
i Maker by Warrant of Appointment bo
H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the
i clock for the Exhibition, 18(>2. 25, Old
l-8treet, and 83 & 84, Ludgate-hiU, E.O.

j

Bin^r-'hfrr

bliflhed 1749,
'

Able opp .rtuulty t-i

aud pivmlses, being
la likely to take pine
nnd particular* and
Pale

;
Bn.e and

'

-- —jrtgageea to BRI.L hy
Sevenosk

. on FRIDAY.
Id. 1867, Bnl* to cmim-noB THRE1 for FOUR
valuable FREEHOLD BUILDER'a YARD,

to the Tos^-, aud averaging about 80 fee
'ge of timber lodges, wrpenL.rs’, plumber
“ *“' P'e'D**-*. all sub.tvulially
1 with g** at-inge. uioei desirably sltua-e

1

and having oavabDiiles for carrying

FOREST GATE.— Building Materials of the spacious Mansion
known as Forest 11. me, Bangrs of btabJlug aud Cuaub-bouses, Two
Co’iages, a lar^e Quauiiiy of valuable growing Timber, *0. to cleat
th- gr.iiind for buiKllDg purpoMx.

ESSliS. WINSTaNLEY & HORWOOD
LtA have received iDstnictious from tbe Con'ervative Land
Society to SELL by AU<T10N,on She PREV1I3B8 Fore-' House,
Forest Gale. B.ser. near ih- Eagle an.l Cnl d. on HUNDAY. JULY *9,
aud following day, at TWKLVa, in luU.allttie valuable BUILDING
MATERIALS, l-ixiore*, and FitOng* np of tbe MaNaIuN and
OFrlCfiA, Two Coitages, Subliog. and Ooach-homea : comprising

t 3811.000 exc-llniit atook brinks, 57 squares of elates, p.ntilea,
e oak and flr tliuber, in stout girder . rafters, joist*, aud qnartar-

iuv. Fieunh casemeots, gl-ced pla'e glass. SO pun 8o.be<, 7U doors,
varlons, souud fioor-board., haudsoiue carVed black anti gold
statuary and vein marble obimney-pieoee, York aud pobble paving,
giaulte pltCQlug*. Biuae sups, coping aud wit.dow ciUs. several thou*
sand f.et ruu of Ir-u railiuv aud gates, hurdle aud wire leociag, and
of wood fencing, ooacb bouse aud entrance gates, racks, mangers,
end stable flttlng*, "ceotl .n of large green buns- aod vinery with hot*
water appara-n-, seveial tons of loail, in flats, gutters, outems,
pump*, and pines, elegant register aud oitaer st..Tas, ranges, force*
pumps, cupp-rs. presses, and a yanety of rueful fixtures aud fl'tlngs*
up; ala . tbe ahoie of ibe growing Umber on <bs est.tv.— May be
viewe<l two days prior to tb* S.’e, aud catalogues bail of Uessre,
WIKBTANLKY ft HORWOOD, 10, farernoster-row, St. Faul’s, E.C.

f Be.e
large quantl.y of a V buil'i

Ho-cl,
;
BeU I

viewed any day pre-
of sale may be ha

. T..Qbriilg.
;

Kio{
It tbe Ftace of
Anus Hotel.
Ingham

:
Star

,
the E.,tat- B«cha-ige aud Auo..^.. ..,.^1 . .okbq

ie->ard, Loortou
;
of Q F. CARNELL. Eeq, Solicitor. Sev'enoaks

of Messrs. B. K ft Q. CHONK, Auctioneers, Shtata Aganie, ftc’.

M*
UCKFIELD, SUSSEX.— Freehold BnUdlug Sites.

R. T. S. jVlAKKWiOK is instructed to
for SALE by PUBI IC AUc.TION, at tbe Maiilen’e He.id

ion. Uckfleld, on FRIDAY, the «tll day of AUGUST. 1867, atTHRBR
o clock ill the afrenioou pr-C's-Jy, BKVaivTEoN valuable FKEB-HOLU BUILDING SITES, conUtulug about a quaiter of eh ^re
each, delighifuily situated on an ciu-ueiic- at tbe south side of the
town of Ouklield, and within flve iniiiutu' walk nf the railway
ste'lon. The property lies rin tbe weateru side of, aud freute u> toe
nrnpiker.ftd leading from Uckfleld to Lewes, and Commands ex-eu*

slve views o>er all the conn'ry around tola well-known aud de erv-
edly favouriredUtrlot.-Patticul.r-a .dcoudUiousorsale may be had
on application to J. O LaNHU AM. Bag- Solicitor, Uckfleld Mess™
J, 0. LANGHAM ft SON, Soltci ore, Hastings

; to th- Auctioucer'
Cburch-airBec, Uckfleld

;
at tbs Uai'l-o’. Hoad Hotel, Uck tleid

; the’
Star Hotel, Lewes

;
ttte King and Queen Hotel, Bilgbtoa

;
aud tbe

Sussex Hotel, Bastbourne.

WIMBLEDON CAMP.-Sale of Timber

M r. THoMaS AUTON, of Manchester,
will SELL by AnCTIuN, an MONUAV nexi. tbe *6 h. sud

BUIXIE-BOW, CITY, Dear the Cannon-street Station.

Mr. RERKI^J 6 will sell by AUCTION,
on the PRKW'SPB, 26 aud 27. Budge-r iw, Caonon-vtreet, on

TnL KSriAY. AUGUST 1.'. a- rWEi.VK loi ONE o’c'oek, in loG.the

I in gutters,
ij<b, 5 Iron

Columns, a l.nt m tkylighte. wareboui- fi-out
fla’s, cis eriiB, plp-s. ftc. The flxiure* compiue
safes, a Wilson’s ’20 Inch paper cutting uecblue,
B^puutu-, racks.^drtkSp -tove., sina, ga.Qttlugs. weighing machine,

or sale
;
ea'Hlugue* had of Uwsrs, H. ft J. D- MATHiCW.-.. Archit«:tt[

10, Cloak-lane, Cannon-street. EC. ; on the Fraaiisea
; aud of the

AUeUoueer, 92, Toolry-streeC, S.E

BERNE BAY. EitiNT.—Impor'anl Sale (by order of the Mortgageat
of the valuable Fieehold Piopertlo*. ccuon-ilug tlie P.er Hocol and
etabllog, tbe Pier inn. Clarendon H..uae. St George’s Baths, and
o'b-r ellginie Preunse*. together with about seven Acres of first-
class Freehold Building Land, lu tbe heart of the luwn ; also about
four Acres of bigUly-prudnoive Aiable Land, a short distance from
Herne Pay

; tbe woole cfferleg desirable uppcrlumties ior toe pm*
fltabic Investment of capital.

IV/j EbSRri. BEADEL are instructed, by the
ivA Mortgagees to BElL by AUCTiuN, at i.be MART. Loodrm. OB
THURSDAY, tne 15'h day of AUGUST, a' ONE o’clock p. eoisely. the

PKEMIoBS, lue „
i g. In this delightful wateruig-place. ’

ider, and luclnded in the Sale will t

Ulgu-street; al.o
the Bleb Btr*et 1

’^ulng G

. SHOP with dwelling, tr.

e tbe comui-.dious pr.mi-
Pier Hotel, and fronting

,
cipat build.

Uerel. which fOUW
whole lu woikiBg
'uiture and effects,

rt, wHb four double
yard eutai-ed from
ing Johu-street

;
la

-ruenue known as Ciwreud’oa
ive frou'kg- to the Esp'on-ide,

TUeaDAY next, the 8mh JULY, 18’

aud preparing tl

•l-is of upward,
iqaaree of first-

the TIMBaR n
eaDOVBineetiog The r

pituii.plue prepared floo
t. Pe'eisburg prepared

:

be viewed on the Ccu

imebts and domestic ofil.es,
>a supplied from the sea ; and
g-macbiues fruntlng tbe E -pis

t prinoipal buildings,
. Sue m Or. Importaat
tleid, CDotaUiiog about



560 THE BUILDER.

WANTED. SEVERAL FIRST-RATE

TJIIGUEE CARVERS or MODELLERS.—
i. Address, stating terms and reference, to No. 151, Office of " The
Builder."

V/rOULDTNG IMACHINE.—WANTED, a
L'i SITUATION as MOULDING MACHINE WORKER. Can
m«ke eiitlcr?, and do renair*. No obJecMnn to go abroad. Good
re'erence.— Aildrtas. J. L 3. G*rden-row. Hill-alre»t, Walworth, S.

UpIMBER TRADE.—WANTEO, a good
? BOOKKEEPER, at ous of the ont-porta Unexoeotlonable

r»fvr»nce« required.-Apply to A. Z. care of A. H. Billy 4 Co. Corn-
bill, London.

q'^IMBER TRADE. WANTED, in a
* Timber Yard and Saw-Mills. In a provincial town, as FORE-

MAN and SALE3M 'N. a thoronghly praetlea! Man, well acquainted
with >h* trade. All anplica’ion* to bo aorompanied with iesti-

moninls, and to state salary requided, —Address, No. 1, South-place,
Finsbtirr. E 0,

^HE Locril Board of Northam, near Bide-
s f.ird, in Ihe conntv of Devon, require the SERVICES of a

CIVIL ENGINEER, to make a cateful ernmlna’ton of their distrlo'.

and report lo them upon tbe beet meftoa t.f putting its sewerage and
water supply upon a sound and effie'ent fuotlni. Civil enelueer*
willing to undertake Ibis emplnvment.. are requested to apply (free of

chare-
)
t ' C- W, HOLE, Ftq of Bldeford, Devon. Clerk to the Board.

H Lating tbeir ch -rgas for such a preliminary exarainallon and general

report.. Pnpolstlo'i of the parish about 4.000, more than half of

which live lo tbe sexport town of Appledore

npiMBER TRADE.—WANTED, a TOWN
* TRAVELLER—Address, with particulars, 970, Office of " Tho

Builder,"

TO GAS-FITTERS, Ac.

"VTT ANTED, for a Drge JOB, a good
V V WORKING GAS-FITTER. Must be ona accisl-'me l ta ex-

tendveWork*. and w-ll up In hi* hn«inc».,—Applv to the Clerk of
Ihe Work*. Hop and Milt Exchangc-biilliilngs, Southwark stceet.

^wanted, in the Office of an Architect and
T I Suiveyor in the ccuntiy, an experience*! AS-^ISTkNT.—

Addreit, stving term* and where previously employed. No. 231,

Office of "The Builder.”

ANTED, permanently, by a Builder and
Siirvry.'r, a CARPENTER and JOINER, to assist in tbe

office, and wiiltne to work a* the b‘nch If reqiiirsd.—Addre-r, in hi*
own haiidwrliiiig. sta’ing age, where last erpacvd. and salary ex-
peeled. In CORNICE A SONS. Bnlldert, Bridnwt, Dorset.

TO ENGINEERS AND SURVEYOR •<.

TXTANTED, for a short period, THREE
VV A8SIRTANTS, wbo m'let be quick and aecu'ate Level’i-r*.

spri acenstofped to Town Surveys.— Apply, with terms, to Mr. J, K.

ORE ATORi X, Borongh Enn'neer. Porism'inth.

WANTED, as CARPENTER, &c. a Man
VV who understands JlBking Garden Ligh's, and who ran Paint

ami Gl'ze. The engagement would be permanent l.rt a enitable per-
son.- Addre**, with wage* reqnlred. to Mr. WM. BULL, EstablUb-
ment for New and Bare Plants, King's-ro.ad, Chelse.x, London, S.W.

TO PLUMBERS.

VTT’ANTED, by a Builder in the country, a
VV TIIREK-BRANCH HAND. Must be a good plumber.

Constant place. Moderate wages, to meet country prices.—Address,
IXtON. Po,(-office, Buc kingham.

\I7ANTED, a first-class ARCHITECT’S
T V ASSISTANT. Must bo also a good perspeotlve dranghte-

man and colourist.- Apply to Mr. R. J. GOODACRE, Architect. 5,

Friar-lene, Leicester.

ANTED, a thoroughly competent person,
VV to TAKE CHARGE of a BUILDER and CONTRACrOB’S

OFPICK, in the South of England. He must be a good aecc>niitant,

quantity taker, and e,tim4tar; well up in Ie)ndon prices, Must
have filled a rimilar sltnatlon. Ncone whose rliaracter wlU not hear
the strictest invi-siigatlon need apply.—Apply, with testimonials,
stating ace, salary required, and other I'articnUre, in Che Drat
p’ace, to D- M. 0. care of D ivies 4 Co. Adverti-ing Agents, Finch-
lane, Cotiihill.

TO PLUMBERS.

WANTED, a good THREE-BRANCH
VV HAND. Good references requireil.— Apply, personally, (to

Mr, HIGH, Builder, Clarence-rood, Lower Clapton,

TO BUILDERS’ FOREMEN.
WANTED, a thoroughly good WORKING
V V FOREMAN (carpenter and Joiner by tnvle); one who la not

afmid of u-ing 'he tools.—Addres'. Htating relercnces and wages re-

quired, C. 10, Friuces-street, Spltalfields.

TO SASH MAKERS.

WANTED, ONE or TWO good WORK-
VV MEN, accustomed to this branch of the trade, to taken

nnnjhrr of Sashes »• d Fcamei tn make. Pi- cowork.—Addresi, stating
where lost empl-'yed. to No. 190, Office of " The Builder."

TO FOREMEN OF STONE AND MARBLE MASONS.

TITAN TED, an energettic, well-educated
VV Man, sged 25 to 30. in the above capacily.—Addre.'s, with

fn'i pariioaUrs, lu own handwriting, to J. W. BIRD, 143, Euston-
rosd. N.W.

ANTED, in an Architect and Surveyor’s
T V Office a Yonng Mon who writes a good hand, who ha* had

some prac'ice In E-tfmatlng, 4c and who can make himself gene-
rally u,efii1.—Applications iu writing to be sent to 196, Office of
"The Builder."

"YTTANTED, immediately, a CLERK, in a
VV Builde-’s Office in the country. Well up in drawing, taking

out quantities, boukkeening, 4c.— Address, with telerencss, salary
rtquLiej, and age, to A. W. Post-office, Colchester.

TO BUILDERS, IBONMONGhRS. AND OTHERS.

YTTANTED, by a repectable Married Man,
V V »ged 31. a constant Sl'IDATION, as OasflUer, Bellhanger,

Lockimitb, and plain Zinc Worker
; he thoroughly understands hot

and "-old water work- Good referem-es, if reiutreJ.—Address, J. 0.

1, Hibemla-rood, Gruve-road, Hountlow. Middlesex.

TO SAWMILL PBOPRIKTORS, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

TTTANTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V V TIONos 8AW-8HARPENEB. or to wort t'mber, deal frime,

circular, or bond saw. Has had sixteen years’ experience. Can give

g 'Od reference.—Address, Mr. J. ELLISS, 117, Cathcort-street, Birken-
head, Cheshire.

TT/”ANTED, by the Advertiser, a CON-
VV STANCY as PaPBRHANQER. No objection to fill up

lime painting. 4c.—Addreia, stating terms, F. B. G. 71, York-ptace,
Old T.iwn. Croydon.

[July 27, 1867.

'

BEULAH PARK —A highly Important andraln»bleFreeh'’'i1 RnlM-

iDg E*tal« at Upper Norwood, one of the mott beautiful ami
henlthy dietriets In the conntr of Surrey.

IV/rESSRS. BLAKE will SELL by AUO-
i.Tl TTON. at the MART, Tokenhon«<-yaTd. on WKDNE.SDAY,
AUGUST 7lh, 1867, at ONE for TWO o’clxk, in two l.'fn. rh» flret

portion of the fine BUILDING FSTATE known as * BeoUli Park
cotnprWog an area of abont 50 sores on the ride of Peulah HiH.
fticing the aoQlh. The illnstion of tbU eiUie is alm"«t n'lrirallej in

this part of the county of Surrey, eomtnsixUng as it doe* m'^g)ilfl'!*n ;

and unlntennpted view* of the »nrroun<iih» beautiful cjuntry I| i*

well adapted for drainage, and Intereecled by new road*, upju which

and the existing roads bnililing frontages of ahoui 8,000 feet can Iw

obtaioed. present ng most de-lrabia sit-e for the eroc*inii of Tills

residences of a superior character. It Is in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the Crystal Palace and several railway etitioo*. and abont

eeven miles from the metropolis The upper portion of the land Is

within IfO yards of the BeuUh-hlll-road. The estate will he off-red

In two lots, thus presenting to capitalists an opportunity to invest

with profit, either by subdivision or otherwise. Iinmedlats po«8—-

slon can be had.—May b» viewed, and particulars h«d of J. .1.

SOLOMON, Esq. Solicitor, Klng-stieet, Cheapslde
;
of J. FOGERTI

.

Esq CE. and Surveyor. 1, Wesiminster Chamber*. VIctoria-st.reet
;

at the Auction Mart ; at the Conquering Hero, cloee to the B-ta'e
;

the Beulah Spa Hotel, Upper Norwood ;
and of Messrs. BLAKE,

Croydon.

WIMBLEDON PARK, OAKLAND3,—A Freehold Property. contain-

ing 10a. Sr. 15p. of park land, with be.sntifnl timber, well dlslri-

bnted over meadow land, overlooking the lake and WintbUdnu

rosd, and from Wimbledon hv the Park -road, and wlihlu easy dis-

tance of the three sta'lons of Putney, Wandsworth, and Wimble-
don, and In evety way thorou[.hly well adapted for residential pur-

pose*. At the north comer 1* a small villa reeideni-e, with two
acr-'« of lard apportioned thereto

;
and adjoining, on the west, is

another similar resid-nce, and nearly one acre of land. On the re-

sidue of 7J acres a large honse has been erected, with stables coach-

house, gardens, conservatory, farmyard, Ac. inclosed by an oak
fence. The site is most alleaclive, and deserves a ranch better

bouse, and pr s-etse* naturally all that Is required for the erj.'ymPLt

cf a superior suburban residence, In a healthy and fashionable

nelgbtionrhood. The whole will be, therefore, offered in

which will aive the iKssewor wishing to erect a large roan-iou one

opportunity of dealing with the smaller booses ae bethinks fit. The
future develormeot of the land for building purposes will be much
nstisted hv the fron'aae lo existing roads on tnr** eldes of the pro-

perty. The bnlMer will bateau opportunity of retalniog the pie-

sent hoDses.and adding others without the cost of roadmikiug

;

and the whole afford* a rare opportunity to several clvsea of

purch ssers.

Messrs, daniel smith, son, &
OAKLEY have ’eceived instnictiona to off-r Ibis valnable

FREEHOLD PBOFRBTV for SALE by AUCTION, at the MART.
Tokenhouse-vard on lUEfiDAY. AUQUbT 6th. at TWO pn-iise'y.

Plans and particular* may he had of Messrs. PI-EW.t A IRVINE. 31.

Mark-lsne, KC.; of HENRY HAERI-, Eiq 34a. Mooruat-stTecl

;

Of CHARLES GAMMON. E q 9, Cloak lane, Cannon-street, E.O.

;

and of Messrs. TILLE.IBD. SON, GODDBN. & HOLME, Solicltur*.

34,Old Jewry, E.C : and of Messrs. DANIEL SMITH. SON. * O AK-
LEY, Land Agents and Surveyors, 10, Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, a W.

jV/TR. FULLER is instructed by the London,
LVJ Brighton, and .Sonlh-Coaat Railway Comrany to SELL by
AUCTION, at the LONDON TAVERN, Bishop-gate-street, on
WEDNESDAY. AUGUeT7ib. at ONE oVlock precisely, several Lota

of extremely valuable FREEHOLD BUILDING LAND, advan-
tageously iiiuate at R-lheiithe. Queen-road, Blenheim-
Vlctoria-road, Per-kh*m, Gold Harboor-lane, Brixton. Diilwl- h. Tube
Hill. Norwood. Hir’ey, Three Bridges, and Uaywsrd’s Heath, off-r-

Ing most sicellent site* for houses, shops, and vilia-realdencea, being

la close proximity to several important railway stations, and
poiseisiug ftootagts to good rosd*.—ParticLlars will be rearly ten,

days prior to Pale, and may be bad at ihe Secretary’s offlee,

London, Brighton, and Rciuth-Coast Railway. London Bridge
Tetmlrusj Mersr*. FaITHFULL, BON. A COODB, Bolicltors

3, Whitehsll-garilena, and Brighton ;
of the Statioumas’ers at

Rotherhitbe; Rye-Une, Peckh-in ;
Cold Harbour-lane. Brixton;

Lower Norwrod, Horley, Three Bridges, and Hayward’e Fea'h ;
at

the London Tavern. Bialinpegate-street
;
and of Mr. FULLER. Estate

Auctioneer and Borveyc-r, 3. Whltehall-gardens.

London, Br'gb*on, and South Coast Railway.—Dorking.
Beauiif"! Freehold Bniliiiog Estate.

TV/TR. FULLER is instructed by the London
_LV I Brighton, and South Coast Railway Comrany to SELL hv
AUCTION, in AUGUST, a very beautiful FREEHOLD BUILDING
ESTATE of 23 Acre*, peculiarly eligible for the erection of flrsl-c-liisi

houses or villa residence*, being slt-ated In Ihe most populir, pic-

turesque, and healthy neighbourhood of Dorking, in the county of

Surrey. eij"ying *u[erinr r»ilw*y accommoda-loo, being imme-
diately adjoining two stations having direct communication with all

parts of the metropolis and the Southern and UlOluid Counties,

and of all the fa-hiinable watering-, -lace* on the Pou'h Coast, pret-

tily timbered, and posceesiug commanding frontages to good ruade.

To he sold in lult of viiri-ias sizes ui suit all pnrehaaerv.— Parllculirr,

with plan*, will ehortly be p<ibli«h*<i. and may be bad at the Becre-

taiy's Office, London. Brighton, sn-i Sou'h Coa*t Railway, London
Bridge Station, London bridge; or Meisrs. BAXTER, P.USE, NOU-
TON, A CO. 8. licltor*. 6, Victoria-street, Westrnlis'er; of Ihe Station

Masteisat Dorklugaud Redhdi; at tbo White Hone Huiel, High-
street. Do- king

;
at. the Ixindon Tavern, Biahopsg.i'e-slreet ;

niid of
Ur. FULLER, Estate Auttioneer and Surveyor, 3. Whitebsdl-gsrdens.

M-R. WILLIAM STUART CANDSELL,
ARCHn EOTfBAL ARTI8T. prepares for the Profession-
Academy Pictures.

j

Landscape Views,
Conii>et1liuu Designs,

|
Interiors,

And Artistio w oik in Oil or Water-colour.
24, WINCHb8TKR-aTREET,S.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.
_ dkaWINGS

, r Exhibition; Perspectivi
Designs, Sketches, or Finished and Working Drawings preps' ed f,o

Tongb sketcher or inetrnotions. First-rate refrrences from emi-
nent men.-Address, AKTJST, 8. Bessborough-street, Pimlico, S.W.

A RCHITECTURAL
g\ COLOURED for Competition oi

Architecture.—

a

Gentleman, aged 20,
is desirous of obtrinlng a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP, or a

Situation as Senior Assistant in Ibe above Proreseion. Country pre-
ferred.— Address, A. B, The Firs, Caversbam, Reading.

Borough of leeds.—wanted, by
'The Bfks Coi

~ ...... . .

t CLERK of the WORKS to supriinteLd the
paving, and building and retaining walls fur improving the Hol-beck
within ibe borr nch —KD'ther luforinaiion can be had ou applying
to Mr. ALFRED M. FOWLER, CE Borough Sur'

“ ’

Leeds. Wages 424. per week. ApplicanU must send teetiinoul
and also state the naiun- of the work they have been accustomed to,

not later than THURSDAY, the 15th of AUGUST next, addressed
tO*'TbeB'Cks Cl Djiuictae." Town Clerk's-olltce, Leeds, eudorsed,
" Appllcaiiou for Clerk of Worki.”- By order,

Leeds, 10th July, 1867. C. A. CUKWOOD, Town Clerk.

V-J practical Man. accustomed to
Apply by letter (with reference), t

33, King-street, Cbeapside, EC.

APPOINT a < LEEK of the Wi'RKd, to Euperlntend the Cnnstruc
tiou of the Diaiuage and Waterworks.—Applications, with reler

AUGUST next. Tesiiruotnai* not to be sent unless applied for.

OEO. 1 Hi S ROBINSON, Cletk to the Local Board.
Leominster, 22nd July, 1867-

TO ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.

,
wiih the highest teferencee.— Address, M. H. Post-ofth

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

‘V'AT’anted, by a thorougbly energetic M. r

V V with good reference* and tesllra-'nials. a RE-ENOA )

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS. AND OTHERS.

RANTED, by a good Workman^ a SJTUiJ
os PLUilBBR or THREE BllANCS HAND. OiR
•qnired. Tnwn or conntry.—Address. F. Q. No. P

-41-

TO ARCHITEirrS.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHEBS-

'XTTANTED, by a thoroughly practii :

VV Man, a RK-ENOAOEMENT as SHOP or GF.NERAL FOtf y

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT,
tne Advertiser. I* thoroughly experienced at taki .

. titles, meainring. e«timi>lng, acountr, Firet-ulass re 1

I.— Address. J. A. 4. Herne-pUce, Dulwich, 3.

TO BUILDERa
WANTED, by a first-class PLUMBE
V V CONSTANT EMPLOYMENT, or otherwise. Keferenuei

intrj I

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, '

l^ANTED, by a respectable Married Mi
VV a CONSTANT SITUATION B* a thorough good PLUMB

th-road, Hounslow,

w TO BUILDERS, 4c.

ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by
lerienced Mao. Aged 39. iUs ba-i over fifteen T< I

IS geoevO tuftnagemf buil'ilngoperatioiis. CariOenteri
i

sr by trade. Town or country.—Address, G. V. 2('3, Tottenhi >

i-tosd, W.C.

TO BUILDERS AND SPECULATORS.w ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Rj

TO ARCHITECTS.

^17anted, an ENGAGEMENT, by
VV Young Man. aged 22. Is well up in detail and worl

irawings, also c

equirei—Addri

i worl
.—.I perspective, A mo-ler»te ealary c

!, J. C. 33, Tcevor-square, Kulghlsbridge, Load'

w TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.

ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT
SHOP or GENERAL FOREMAN, or will take the Labor

aiitliy of Uirpeutar’s or Joiner's Work.—AdJrtSS, 8.M.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

VSrANTED, by an intelligent Youth, .

V" 18, who Witte* well, and i« quick at figure*, a SITU.

"VITANTED, by an experienced Mao,
VV BIIUATION a* WORKING FuREMAN of ILASTERI

:e.—Adire**, A. N. o'i, lli-esaes-sti

ITrANTED, by a thorougbly practical, ei

VV getlc MiU. a RE-ENG.tGEMENT os FanEMAN of E

, i-xprrlenci . ,

>rFlec--wcrk. Abu
Higb-*lTe«t.Claph

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, in a month’s time, a SITUA-
TION OB Tf.ME or STORE KEEPBB, and to m*ko bimtelf

cen-rally useful. Is a good accountant. Good refeiencrs.-Addiei
0. B. MARCH, Csmbridgesbiie.

WANTED, by a steady Man, a SITU
VV TlON as FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Tuoroughlv uni
itids mixing of eolonra, can do gralnii _

agement of the paJullog denartmeut. U,\* been f<

fourteen years.—Addreis, A Z. 4. Weyinonth-stree',

TO STAIRCASE MAKERS.

WANTED, by a HOUSK JOINER,
27, who has for tome time studied the theory of sti...

handrail work, a JOB where he might make biui-elf prseti^
acquainted witb tbeabjve under a good woikinan.-Address, C
PENTER 35, Edmuud-terrace, Notting-bill,

TO DUILDP.R3 AND OTRER.S.

IS TIME
Make him

—Addle**, J. K. 52, \

\irANTED, EMPLOYMENT,
VV STORE KEEPER, or any place of ttns

WANTED, by the Advertiser, an E
GAOEMENT in an AKClIlTE>n'8 OFFICE. Is a i

draught*mm aunl good coluuiiet, Tcst iaontals ami speciraen dr
inga prnduced If required. Salary, llOL a year.— Addtess.E. 0*
7, East India Avenue, Leadenhall-ttreet, E.O.

wANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK

the leading railway c

stating duties required, wit
Hendon. N.W.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23
SITUATION, sa PAINTER. GRAINER, 4o. Town -

try.-Addrees, J. W. 37, Kustou-iood, N.W.

TO BUILDEPA

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
SHOP or OUT-DOOR FOREMAN, or lake Chai-ge of a

Town or country. Thoroughly andec-tanil> the Betting out ofW t

in every branch. Prepares Plans and Working Diaeiun*. Ti I

mouialt as to ability, 4c.—Addrc**, L. M. Mr. Barrows, II, Morel I

street, Pimlico. S.W.

TO BUILDERS AND TIMBER MERCHANTS. ,4

WANTED, a SITUATION, by an exjb
tlenced LATH EENUP.R. Good reference.- Addreae, Djt

1, Homsey-road, Citizen-rood, Holloway, London.
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A Large Hotel for

Neu' York.

16 beyond comparej
or, at any rate, very

large, a hotel of con-

Btderable pretensions

is abont to be added
to those already ex-

isting in New York,
and we have received

from the parties in-

terested a view and
particnlars of the

proposed building.

Our readers will pro-

bably be glad to

know what is doing
in this way on the

other side of the

Atlantic, and we
give them the ad-

vantage of the mate-

rials in our hands.*

The site which has
been bought by Mr.

Cranston, now of the

- New York Hotel, is

'posite the main entrance to the Central Park,
mprising the whole of the block between
fty-ninth and Sixtieth streets, and extending
»m Fifth Avenue in front to Madison Avenue
the rear : it is a square of 201 ft. front by
0 ft. in depth. The intention was, when we
ire written to, to form a joint-stock company
erect the building upon this plot forthwith.
The situation chosen is unrivalled, particularly
view of the rapid growth and expansion of
9 city in this quarter. The establishment is
be strictly a family hotel of the first class,
lilarto that of the Clarendon, of Fenton’s, or
vart’s, in London

j and to this end the
angements will be somewhat different in cha-
iter from those of any hotel now existing in
w York. The designs have been made by
ssrs. Bryant & Gilman, architects of the new
y Hall of Boston, and lately residents of that
^ Mr. Gilman, having now removed to New
rk, will remain for the purpose of carrying
the works of the new hotel to their com-

tion.

'he proposed building is to be of five stories in
ght, in the walls, in addition to the basement
y, and includes also a seventh story of
mbers in the high Mansard roof, which
miB the whole. It is built in blocks around
' courts in the centre, which are separated by
OSS wing of the building. The height of the
Is above the level of the area pavements is
ut 90 ft.

'he plan comprises, as its principal feature, a
Qtl central court covered with a glass roof
from which alone access is obtained to the

lie building. This court is entered by two
iage-ways, each 26 ft. wide, one on Fifty-
ii-street, and one on Sixtieth-street, and
udes an area of 88 ft. by 118 ft. Two white
'ble terraces, with steps of the same material,
t. in width, give access from this court to the
Dsite wings of the main building, and open,

* See p. 571.

on the one side, to the salle de reception, 30 ft.

by 46 ft., and on the other to the hotel office and
the block on the Fifth-avenue front of the build-
ing. There are two main dining-rooms, one for
the talle d’hote, 46 ft. by 110 ft., and one in-
tended as a restaurant, 48 ft. by 100 ft., where
meals will be served at all hours. There are
eight staircases in all, each rnuning from bottom
to top of the bouse, four of which are for the
public and four are service-stairs, of iron, en-
cased in brick walls, for the use of the servants
only, but available, in case of fire, from all the
corridors of the building. Two of the public
staircases are 10 ft. in width, and two, near the
centre of the building, and opening directly from
the salle dereceptiona.'boYe mentioned, are each 8 ft.

wide, and are to be of highly ornamental pierced
and carved black walnut wood panelling, and
intended for ladies mainly. Two lifts will run
from the ground floor to the sixth story, opening
from the corridor opposite the foot of the central
staircases in every story. A balcony opens
from the upper saloon, which is directly over
the one before described, and of the same
dimension (30 ft. by 46 ft.), the balcony entered
from three carved doors, filled with plate-glass
panels, and overlooking the large dining-room
below from this higher level. The principal
corridors of communication are 12 ft. wide, and
the lesser ones 9 ft. wide, and are all open to
the external light and air; by transverse pas-
sages across the whole width of each block at
intervals of about 75 ft.

The bar-room, billiard-rooms, and barber’s
shop are all in the half-bas ?ment story, and
occupy each an area of about 50 ft. by 50 ft.

The kitchens, larders, pantries, service-rooms,
laundries, and all the other domestic offices

occupy the basement and first-floor of the whole
rear wing on Madison-avenue, and the basement
story of the dining-room wing in the centre of
the second or house court before mentioned.
All these apartments have been well studied out
and arranged.

In regard to the accommodation for guests, it

may be briefly stated that there are 174 private
parlours on the several stories, the largest of
which measures 18 ft. by 27 ft., and the smallest
16 ft. by 20 ft., each with one, two, or three
chambers attached en suite respectively, each
one with its own private bath-room and “ closet”
included

; the bath-rooms measuring in general
7 ft. by 10 ft., and each suite having in addition
its own antechamber, 7 ft. by 12 ft., giving
access to each room of the suite, but separating
them all by an entry and double doors from the
noise of the public corridors outside. This
feature insures privacy and quiet.

Besides the parlours above noted, there are
upwards of 600 chambers, single and in suites,
many of them being of the largest size, exclusive
of more than 100 other rooms, for the officers

and domestics of the house, for the servants of
private families, and for other necessary uses.
The exterior architecture of the hotel will pre-

sent many features of novelty in New York. The
large hotels there, from the Astor House to the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, have all been designed on
nearly the same principle, viz., a large square
block or mass of buildings, with a straight line
of wall and cornice, both horizontally and verti-
cally, and with no more relief or variety of out-
line than is to be found in a packing-case. This
appearance it has been the aim of the architects
in the present instance to avoid. The design of
the exterior consists of pavilions at each angle
of the great quadrangle, and massed in couples,
with a higher line of roof connecting them in the
centre of each longer fa9ade. Thus it results
that the composition separates itself into eight
pavilions, connected by eight wings or curtains
of different heights, and a considerable variety
of outline is accordingly produced by the dif-

ferent heights of the parts. The angles stand
somewhat forward from the line of the wings or,

curtains, and terminate in lofty, square pavilion
roofs, with a cov.ronnement of gilt iron railing.
The effect of these angles is repeated in the addi-
rional boldness and weight of the centre masses
in each longer fa9ade.

The centre of the Fifth Avenue front has a pro-
jecting portico of two orders, which forms a ter-
race walk overlooking the Park, in front of the
public parlours on the first and second stories.
Above this the insignia of the city of New York,
surmounted by a mural crown are introduced in
an ornamental shield in the centre of the pediment
over the central compartment of the third story.
The carriage-ways on Fifty-ninth and Sixtieth
streets are entered between detached columns of
the Doric order, carrying on their shafts vermi-
culated bands (an ugly feature by the way, not-
withstanding Philibert De Lorme), each column
being surmounted by a sculptured figure. A
profusion of balconies constructed of wronght-
iron scroll-work are also introduced on the various
floors, not less for the pleasure and convenience
of the occupants of the apartments than for
effect.

The authors acknowledge some obligation in
the distribution of the masses, and the outline
of the roofs to the premiated designs by Mr.
Garling, for our Foreign Office.

It is intended that the great interior court,
88 ft. by 118 ft., through which, as we have
observed, entrance will be had to the entire
building, shall be made the most ornamental
portion of the design. The general style of this

part of the composition is studied from the well-
known fa9ade8 of the Chateau of Heidelberg.
This court is to be protected by a light iron and
glass roof, and it has been determined to eon-
struct the architectural work required in Ran-
some’s concrete stone.

The new hotel, if carried out as proposed, will
certainly prove an important addition to the
architectural and social features of New York.

THE NIGHT-WATCHMAN.
The very destructive fires which now and

then break out in large manufactories and
stores have set us thinking of late about that
important officer the night-watchman. The
latest great fire at Messrs. Myers & Son’s, Lam-
beth, whereat property to the extent of 40,000?.
or more was irredeemably burnt and spoiled, has*
raised the question in our mind of watching,
what it is, what it is not, and, above all, what it
ought to be.

The first alarm was given by the inhabitantsm the dwelling-honses adjoining, who were
terrified, by the unnsual glare of light on the
back windows. Where were the police ? is the
question first to be asked. The locality is in the
L division, and all the way down the road to
the Waterloo dry arch is “studded” with
manufactories of various inflammable mate-
rials. The great Indian army stores’ office
is almost next door, and, it is believed, well
supplied with a competent staff of watch-
men^ or police, tell-tale clocks, and every
appliance to keep such people to their duty.
Where were they that they couldn’t see such a
body of fire sooner than people who were fast
asleep in their beds when the fire broke oat ?
Again, will anybody undertake to explain why a
builder’s fire on a Saturday night should be one
of the ordinances of the Fates ? When one is
reported we have the same stereotyped story,
“The works were vacated early on Saturday
afternoon, and at that time all was perfectly
safe.” Sometimes there is a watchman,—more
frequently not,—and, when the watchman makes
the discovery, it is,—“ The first intimation of the
fire was from the carpenters’ shop on the first
story, which the watchman found to be in
flames, although, when he passed through half
an hour previously, all appeared to be perfectly
safe.”

In this fire the conflagration had enveloped
an entire factory from floor to roof, comprising
the whole of the wood-working department.
There were nearly twenty fire-engines on the
spot, and a strong force of fire and salvage-
corps men. Most of the engines were steamers.
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and threw large quantities of water, but, for all

that, the fire burned until the Sunday afternoon.

Adjoining the burning premises is a large block

of buildings called “Bell’s India-rubber Works.”
In a very short time the upper part of this

building was all in flames
;
and, as if to give us

an idea of the terrible appearance of a town on
fire, all the dwelling-houses abutting on the

scene of the disaster in the Belvidere-road,

Gnildford-street, and the York-road, were set on

fire also. The consternation in the neighbour-

hood was something awful : the noise of steam
fire - engines, the shouting of men, the shriek-

ing of women and children, and the crackling

and falling of burning floors, roofs, and beams,
were things fearful to witness in their terrible

reality. lu the midst of all this calamity came
the inevitable contingent of the destroying

hundred-thousand— the London plunder mob.
It has been stated on reliable police statistics,

that there is in London the enormous number of

100,000 persons who live by plunder, who do not
know where their day’s food is to come from
when they get up in themorniug. At every fire

the police have a great deal to do to prevent
these gentry breaking into adjoining bouses and
ransacking them, on the pretence of rendering
assistance. The present instance formed no
exception to the rule ; the police had hard-
fighting with them, and, even then, were not
.always successful.

The buildings destroyed consisted of saw-
mills, moulding and planing shops, machine and
timbcr-diyiiig rooms, engine and boiler house,
woodsheds, joiners’, smiths’, and wheelwrights’
shops, in all 340 ft. long by 116 ft. broad. The
india-rubber factory had two floors burnt, and
the roof burnt off the entire building

;
it was not

insured. The backs of thirteen dwclling-honses
were, more or less, burnt. In addition to all this

the premises of Acre Wharf, in the occupation of

Messrs. Crosse & Co., timber merchants, were da-
maged by fire and water. Look at all this destruc-

tion, and then say whether the night-watchman
does not involuntarily rise up before the “ mind’s
eye.” Here is a case of such alarming dimensions
that, watchman or no watchman, it calls for an
investigation of the most searching character.

The place was stated to be “ safe on the Satur-
day night and what the public right demands
is, that an endeavour ought to be made to

ascertain how, under such averments of safety,

a bnilding 340 ft. long and 116 ft. broad came
to be all in flames from basement to roof-tree

by half-past three o’clock on Sunday morning ?

Was it by spontaneous combustion ? Was it

carelessness ? Was it negligence P What was
it? In all fires so terrible as this one— even in

smaller ones—especially where the workable
material is of a combustible character, a very
strict inquiry should be originated. Are there
any watchmen in each case ? If so, what kind
of men are they ? Are there any tell-tale clocks
to watch the watchmen—“ gi'is cv.stodict ipsos

cMstodes ?” Who is to take care of the care-

takers ? What are the watchmen of this compe-
titive age like ? Are they old, worn-out men,
or middle-aged active men ? Are they given to

ramble about in the day time and trust to the
chance of a “pitch” during the night? Do
they lodge in a place where sleep is not a diffi-

culty during the day-time P Are they of the old
“ Charley ” breed, and so, utterly worthless P

A night-watchman should be well paid
;

so
well that the money would always command a
superior class of men. lie should be in the
confidence of the connting-honse, hold the rank
of foreman, and bo called “ Mister.” If practi-

cable, he should be provided with a cottage
either on or near the premises; and if he should
happen to have a wife and family all the better,

for then he will have continually before him so
many hostages to fortune and good behavionr.
Twice a week, at least, some member of the
firm, or the manager, should converse freely

with the watchman, and let him see that his

care and intelligence are considered from a point
of view beyond the pay-table. He should have
a neat, plain uniform, something that he would
feel proud to wear as the “regimentals” of
the firm. He sbonld be able to read and
write well, and should, every morning, pre-
sent a short “ state ” of everything that
ha£ transpired in and around his territory

during the night. If he speaks to a policeman
at the gate, let it go down, with the time and
the man’s number; name the last man away
and the first back in the morning; and let the
“ state,” or, which would be better, an “ Occur-
rence Book,” show to the connting-house all that
had happened on the premises from watch to

watch. In short, the night-watchman should be
be revolutionised : instead of the common
labourer, we would have a man of sufiicient in-

telligence, good enough to be asked to sit down
and offer any suggestions coming within the

scope of his duty.

Aud the alteration would pay, and pay well.

Look at the enormous value of the interesta in

some firms committed to his charge, and con-

sider what his negligence or inattention may
cost. We would not have a night-watchman on
the place unless he was good enough to bo a
sergeant in the army. Such a qualification,

combined with the habits of a first-class police-

man, would make the article required. We have
abolished the “ Charleys ” from the streets, but
most of tbe night-watchmen I have seen have
been merely a prolongation and transfer of the
Charley system into where, of all other places,

such a system is the most unreliable and dan-
geroQS; namely, large manufacturing premises.

Some day tbe night-watchman will become a
very important officer on an establishment,

and his well-kept “ occurrence -book ” will

be looked upon as abording information to

the firm not obtainable in any other way.
To be sure, the article must bo paid for; but,

with a good night-watchman, a 40,0001. fire

would be a much more improbable con-

tingency than with an indifferent watchman.
We earnestly commend these views to the serious

consideration of employers, and fully believe

that, after one year’s experience of the change,
they would wonder how they had tolerated the
old system so long.

Let us take any of our large manufacturing
premises. We close business for the day, and
commit thousands, and tens of thousands of

pounds’ worth of property to the care of tbe
night-watchman,—a man who, in a general way,
is simply a common, unintelligent labourer. In
many cases yon may have good, well-meaning,
honest, industrious men

;
and then it may be

asked, “What more do you want?” You do
want more. You want a higher order of intel-

ligence with all this honesty and industry
;
and,

when you look upon the vast “sleeping” in-

terests confided to his care, you are as much called

upon to have him as to have a gaod manager
or foreman. We have heard most singular

doctrines about the quality of night-watchmen.
It has been said that when a man is fit for

nothing else he’ll do for a night-watchman. And
the fallacy is far too often acted upon.

Again, in large premises, the “tell-tale”
clock will be found a valnable adjunct in com-
pelling the watchman to go to the place where it

is and look it in the face, leaving the record of
his visit behind him. Most of our readers have
seen them, but those who have not can gratify

their curiosity any day by a v’sit to the House of
Commons

;
there they will be shown the tell-

tale, or “ peg-clock,” by merely asking any
policeman whom they may happen to see on
duty. We will say what they are like for the
information of those who do not happen to

know.
Tbe “Tell-tale” clock is the invention of Mr.

Whitehurst, of Derby, and was adopted by Par-
liament many years ago. It will be more ex-

planatory if the reader will occasionally look at

an ordinary clock while reading the following
lines :

— Imagine tbe dial of a clock without
hands, but with all the hours and minutes
marked on it. This dial is screwed on the “axle”
of the wheel that carries the hour-hand in

ether clocks. Fixed to tbe inside of the case,

close to the figure of XIL, and exactly opposite
to the XIL “ dot,” is a small wedge-like pin, whilst
standing up out of the rim of the dial are small
brass pegs, about a quarter of an inch high, and
placed at such a distance apart that four of
them extend from one figure on the dial to

another, so as to make a quarter of an hour in

time between every one of them. Over the
XII. again, and opposite the time-pointing
wedge-shaped pin just mentioned, is a little

fairy-looking hammer, covering the peg of each
quarter, but not touching it. This hammer is

connected by a wire, with a bell-pul! on tbe out-

side of tbe clock-case. Everything is locked in,

and the key kept by some superior officer. We
will now set tbe clock going, if you please. Ob-
serve, and you will see the dial moving away to

the left, which will shortly bring a quarter-past
XII. in front of the time-pin, and yon will notice
that tbe quarter peg has been brought under the
little hammer. Pull tbe bell now

;
down it goes,

and for the next eighteen or twenty hours it will

bear witness that yon knocked it down at the
proper time. As it is somewhat monotonous work

watching the dial of a clock, let ns look round;

little.

Well, the fifteen minutes having nearly ej

pired, let us go back and hammer down the haj

past twelve. By Jove ! we’re jost in time. Pul,

Ah ! the hammer has missed the peg : we arei

minute too late, and that peg will record t5

fact on tbe other side of the book against q
without the possibility of preventing it excel

by smashing the concern. Sometimes the pe;

are made to project from the rim instead
i

standing out of it. When they come round
|

the afternoon of the next d ay there is an inclintj

plate, or roller, over which the inside ends
i

the pins pass, and are thus pushed out aga;

ready for work as before.

It will now be understood that, where the]

are two of these clocks, tbe night-watchmc!
must be with each of them every quarter, ha;

or so on, of an hour, as may be deemed reqri

site. Thus, if one be placed at the gate an
another at the further end of a range of shop'i

stores, or warehouses, tbe night-watchman mu!
pay personal attention to them all the nig;;

throngh, or the up-standing peg will surely a
j

in its silence, where were you when yon ougi

to have sent me to rest in the night ?

We have probably said all that is necessai

about tbe night-watchmen. That we have d
made a general advance in this direction fc

will be inclined to deny. It is a curious featui

in onr national character how long we will re

upon an inferior article without for one momq
thinking of its inferiority. We have oft

pondered over this question of the night-watc

man when dreadful conflagrations have startl

the town. We are satisfied that the quality

not what we ought to have, and that some chan

should at once bo made.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE SECON
QUARTER OF 1867.

Some remarks upon tbe health of our lai

towns during the thirteen weeks ending the 2!

of June last, appeared in our columns a weekji

two since. Tbe Registrar- General’s Quartet

Return relating to these three months is nr

before us, and it is eminently satisfactory to fa

that the improvement in the health of our lait

towns was shared by the nation at large, it

greatly increased birth-rate, and a remarka?
decrease of deaths, be taken as a sign of p)
sperity, the present return is indeed gratii|

ing. The natural increase in the population^.

England and Wales during the three months, jli

excess of births over deaths, was 87,126, 1

23,359 more than in the same period of last yef
and at the rate of nearly 1,000 a day. Tf
birth-rate of the quarter, 37'4 per 1,000 was t^

highest on record.
(

The marriages given in the return just pit

lisbed are those registered in the first thi[

months of this year, and not for the sameperi^

as the births and deaths. In the first quarterfi

this year the persons married were only llv

per 1,000, instead of 14 00, the average rate!

the same quarter of the previous ten yeaj

This depression of the marriage-rate was, douls

less, as suggested, caused by the unsatisfactcl

commercial condition of the country. The cf

crease of marriages was greatest in Northu:^

berland and Durham, where tbe shipping a

:

coal trades were at a low ebb
j
atid in Comwffl

where the complete stagnation of business in t|i

mining districts is causing an emigration whill

is spoken of by the local registrars as “ f

exodus.” The marriages in tbe first three montij

of this year in Cornwall were only 493, ogaiij

709 and 577 in the same quarters of 1865 al

1866. Tbe births also fell from 3,453, and3,3G

in tbe second quarters of 1865 and 1866, to 3,01

last quarter. There is, therefore, no doubt tl

that the population of this county is decreil

ing in a remarkable manner, at a time wh

'

the general increase in tbe population of tl

country is proceeding at a rate never befc

known.
The most important feature of the presec

quarterly return is, however, the decline of t.

rate of mortality, and the satisfactory conclnsi*

which may be derived therefrom as to the ill;

proved condition of the public health. We af

somewhat at a loss when we attempt to accoti|

for the healthiness of last quarter. We are

used to attributing a rise or fall in the standal,

of health to the weather, that it would =

scarcely unreasonable to expect that our kno’

ledge as to the manner in which the temperatu^
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and varions conditions of the temperature affect
the pnbiic health should be making progress

;

but, beyond a certainty that extreme cold in

winter or extreme heat in summer alike swell
the returns of deaths, we really know little or
nothing more than our grandfathers. The spring
quarter of 1S66 was one of the most unhealthy
on record

;
while that just ended was healthier

than any corresponding period since 1857. The
mean temperature of the two quarters was
almost identical, and in sudden alternations
from wintry cold to summer heat the second
quarter of this year was certainly most remark-
able. Then, again, the price of wheat, which in
the spring quarter of 1866 was only 468. 6d.,
averaged 633. lid. last quarter, accompanied by
a corresponding increase in the price of nearly
all other articles of food. The decrease in the
death-rate can, therefore, be scarcely attributed
to the weather, or to the abundance of cheap
provisions. How much, then, of this improve-
ment in the nation’s health dare we safely attri-
bute to the great strides which in the past twelve
months have been made in the sanitary condi-
tion of the country ? In the spring of last year,
when the unsatisfactory condition of the health,
more particularly of our towns, was from time
to time pointed out, not only in these columns,
but by the press generally, warnings were freely
given of the consequence of a cholera epidemic
comirg upon us, unprepared as we evidently
were. That warning carried weight from the
previous fatality from cholera on the Continent,
and many towns immediately went to work in
earnest, and, doubtless, thus saved themselves
in many instances from the epidemic when it
really came in autumn. Many towns and vil-
lages and parishes which delayed doing any-
thing until cholera was really among us and was
carrying off its hundreds a week in London,
Liverpool, and the Welsh towns, then set to
work in earnest, not only in organizing preven-
tive measures, but in carrying out important
sanitary improvements, the effect of which on
the public health will prove cumulative. There
is no longer any reason to doubt that the nation’s
intelligence and interest have at last been fairly
roused to the vital importance of the subject

j

and when England sets about anything in ear-
nest, it is generally thoroughly done in the end.
More sanitary activity has been displayed during
the past twelve months than in the previous
twelve years. Again we ask, therefore, how
much of the improvement in the health of the
country dare we place to the credit of this sani-
tary activity ?

During the three months ending 30th June
the 112,523 deaths registered in England and
Wales showed a decrease of 16,169 upon the
nnmber returned in the same quarter of last
year in a smaller population. The annual rate
of mortality to 1,000 persons living was 2lT,or
IT per 1,000 less than the average rate in the ten
previous corresponding quarters, and3-3 per 1,000
less than that in the same quarter of last year.
In all the large town districts of England and
Wales, containing in 1861 an enumerated popu-
lation of eleven millions, the death-rate was 22 0
per 1,000, or 1'6 below the average, and 4'4 lower
than last year. In the remainder of the population
of the country, comprising the small towns and
rural districts, the rate of mortality was 19'9, or
only ‘6 below the average of ten previous quar-
ters, and showing an improvement of only 1-8
per 1,000 upon the rate in the same districts
last year, lb is only natural that the greatest
difference between an unhealthy and healthy
season should be shown where the heaviest rates
have long proved the greatest necessity for im-
provement

5 but it is also to bo remembered that
inasmneh as it was in large towns that most
dread of cholera was experienced, so it has been
in large towns that most has been done during
the past year in the way of sanitary improve-
ment.

The most marked decrease in the death-rate
•daring last quarter took place in the ten largest
towns of England, including London, and
furnishing weekly returns, and estimated to con-
tain at the present time a population of about
five millions and a quarter. The annual death-
rate in this popnlation in the three months was
only 22-0 per 1,000, against 27'5 in the same
period of last year. The details relating to the
improved health of these ten towns have been
previously examined

; suffice it here to remark
that the decrease in the death-rate was greatest,
11‘7 per 1,0C0, in Liverpool, 8'6 and 8 6 in Leeds
and Sheffield, while in Manchester and Sheffield
it was only 2'6 and 1’3 respectively. Both these
towns are, however, now actively considering

measures for the improvement of their sanitary
condition, and the appointment of efficient medi-
cal officers of health should be among the first

fruits of their consideration. London, Bristol,
Liverpool, and Leeds have already reaped an
ample return from the services of their sanitary
officers, although the effect of their labours is

only now beginning fully to appear in the death
returns.

Croydon, which, not a short time ago, was
notorious for its unsanitary condition, now re-

joices in a mortality of only 17 per 1,000, the
standard of healthy districts. The registrar re-
marks that preventible diseases have there been
reduced almost to a minimum. Southampton
has also recently been unprecedentedly healthy,
and to the present date shows no signs of its

annnal epidemic of diarrhoea. We hear, indeed,
of marked improvement in towns, villages, and
parishes in almost every comer of England and
Wales, which renders the few exceptions noticed

,

by the local registrars the more conspicuous.
Generally speaking, Wales, Yorkshire, and the

Northern Counties are still theunhealthiest, and
participated last quarter to the least extent in
the improved health of the country. Winterton,
near Glandford Brigg, Lincolnshire, and North-
allerton, in the North Biding of Yorkshire, are,
however, among the few places noticed as suffer-
ing from conditions the reverse of sanitary.

We, who have taken no inactive part in the
crusade which has been fought during recent
years against the ignorance and apatb^y which
have been displayed upon all matters relating to
sanitary reform, and against the almost wilful
opposition which in towns, parishes, and vestries,
has been made to the expenditure of money to
save the lives and ameliorate the condition of
our labouring popnlation, in the crowded courts
in town, as well as in the over-filled cottages in
the country, cannot but rejoice at what appears
to be at last the fruit of the general awakening
of the public to the importance of such matters,
But the victory is not won yet; we must still

fight on, in the hope of seeing still more grati-
fying results from the completion of what is now
only begun.

SKETCHES IN ANNANDALE.

During a brief residence on the northern
shore of the Solway Frith, not long ago, we
contrived to pick up a variety of curious infer-
mation with regard to what the French authors
would style its comparative civilization. We
made some notes on the ancient history, as well
as the present condition of its inhabitants. We
had time to examine the ruins of some of the
old feudal castles, and to contrast them with
the modern mansions of the district; and we
did our beet to compare the condition of the
working classes at the present day with those of
former generations. Finally, we discovered
certain curious coincidences of manners and cus-
toms on the opposite shores, which are worth
recording; for, be it always remembered, the
Solway constitutes the western boundary be-
tween the North of England and the South of
Scotland. These notes we shall try to present
in due order to the consideration of our readers,
without, however, making hny pretension to
systematic treatment of what wonld in that case
be a very wide subject.

Lady Mary Wortley Montague has pointed
out, with that clear perception and delicacy of
taste for which she was so distinguished, that
the most interesting point in the landscape of a
country is that in which the lowlands approxi-
mate to the highlands, and where the plains
begin to lose themselves and merge into the
slopes of the neighbouring mountains. A similar
degree of interest, wo think, belongs to those
debateable regions of land and water which
separate two countries

; and if we regard the
Solway from this point of view, we shall find it

well deserving of stndy
;
for it is equally rich

in the monuments of antiquity and of modern
progress, in traditionary lore, in ballad poetry,
in the annals of war, and in the arts of peace.
There are few subjects more fascinating and
seductive than the antiquities of the Solway.
The study may be regarded almost in the light
of an Iliad in a nutshell. The history of
England and of Scotland might be deduced from
examples derived from its neighbourhood

; and,
in point of fact, it is to this district we must go
for some of onr chief historical landmarks.
The western extremity of the Koman wall,

for example, abuts on the southern shore in the
vicinity of Bowness on the Cumberland coast.

The parish of Kuthwell on the Dumfries-shire
coast contains the finest extant specimen of a
Runic cross,— with its primitive Christian poetry
only recently deciphered,—that time and the
inroads of warfare have left to us. Although
we believe there are no round towers or borghs,
still there are abundant legendary evidences of
the ancient Plots and the aboriginal Celts; and
from the vernacular language of the district we
may easily trace the influences in their respec-
tive periods of the Danish and the Saxon in-
vader. With regard to Norman antiquities,
feudal castles, and the like, there is no district
in the country so rich in ruins and so redolent
of border traditions

;
and as to the relics of

memorable battle-fields, these are equally valu-
able and abundant. A monumental pillar at
Burgh Marsh, or Burgh-upon-the-Sands, still

identifies the spot where Edward I., at the
head of the English chivalry, was taken ill and
died. On the opposite coast lies the little town
of Annan, the patrimonial burgh of King Robert
the Bruce. Between these two points, at the
apex of the triangle, lies the celebrated Solway
Moss, which recalls the destruction of a Scottish
army. And there are two memorable points in the
Solway Frith—Dundrennan Abbey in Kirkcud-
brightshire and Afary-Port in Cumberland —
which signalise the departure from Scotland
and the arrival in England of the beautiful and
ill-fated Mary Queen of Scots !

To go back for a moment to the remote
history of the Solway, we must begin with the
Roman wall. On this head we cannot do better
than repeat a portion of Dr. Bruce's valuable
address, delivered at the Cumberland and
Westmoreland Archmological Association’s first

meeting at Carlisle.* As showing the value of
the Norman antiquities, he remarks that the
statements of Gildas (the first British historian,
as he is called) can only receive full credence
when they have been sifted and rectified by the
Roman inscriptions, and by the hoards of coins
which turn up from time to time. Tacitus tells

us, for example, that Agricola commenced the
battle of the Grampians by ordering forward
some Tungrian and Batavian cohorts. How
interesting it is to find buried in some of the
wildest parts of the north of England slabs and
altars carved by Roman hands which mention
both Batavian and Tungrian cohorts ! At the
request of the late Duke of Northumberland,
Mr. Lauchlan has not only surveyed the Boman
wall, but the Watling-street from the Scottish
border to the Tees, the Devil’s Causeway, and
various branch roads communicating with these.
He has also surveyed the ancient British and
the Saxon and Danish encampments in large
districts of that country

;
and he is now laying

down the combined results of all his interesting
researches in a map of Ancient Northumber-
land. Perhaps it is not too late to undertake a
similar work for Cumberland. For it seems that
the Romans took a firmer grasp of Cumberland
than of any other part of the north of England.
Besides the stations on the wall, including
Burdoswald and Bowness, and all between, a
chain of forts, the chief of which was Mary-Fort,
has extended all along the coast. These have
evidently been intended to prevent the enemy,
whether from Scotland or Ireland, from landing
within the wall. A road had connected these
coast defences, from which even modern mili-
tary men might still take a lesson. Such a
map would supply a desideratum, we have no
doubt

;
and besides every ancient barrow, every

Danish camp, every Border tower and Peel
house ought to be carefully marked and authen-
ticated.

With regard to the Roman antiquities north
of the Solway, we sliall just mention, on the
authority of General Roy,t that the second
principal Roman way, or that which served as
the western communication into North Britain,
crossed the Roman wall at Stanwix, near Car-
lisle, and leading by a place called Blackford,
seems to have passed the east at or near Long-
town Church. In the neighbourhood of this
place a road had branched off to the right, lead-

ing towards Netherby
; but the principal one, or

at least that which is most conspicuous at pre-
sent, points towards Gretna. From this place,

for many miles together, the vestiges are dis-

tinctly to be seen leading through the proces-

trium of the station at Birrens, near Middleby.
After leaving Malls Castle, Lockerbie, and
Agricola’s Camp, on Torwood Moor, it passed

* For a full report, aee the Carliile Journal, Nov. 9,
1966.

t Tide “Military Antiquitioa of Scotland," vol. i.
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the River Diyfle, below Dryfesdale Church, uot
far from the jimcticn of this river with the
Annan, near which a branch had departed from
it to the left, taking the route of Nithsdale. On
this line the most important remains are to be
found at the Roman Encampment of Birrens-
Tvark Hill. This singular height is of an irregular
oval shape, rising from the plain in solitary pre-
eminence to an elevation of 500 ft. or 600 ft. It

has been conjectured from this circumstance,
and from comparison with similar works else-

where, that the Selgovcr, a tribe of the ancient
Britons, had a fort here in the days of their

independence, when ^ornan legions were un-
known

; and certainly, adds General Roy, no
better site could have been chosen within the
whole circuit of their possessions on which to
found the family stronghold of a Selgovian
chief.*

Of the Roman remains excavated at the
Birrena Camp, the chief, perhaps, is a votive
altar, which was dug up in 1810, and now stands
majestically in the entrance-hall of Burnfoot
House, in a niche in the wall made on purpose
for it. It measures 50 in. in height by 22 in. in
breadth, and 0 in. in thickness, the back being,
as usual, roughly cub for standing against the
wall. It is profusely deccrated with leaves,
birds, fisbes, and other natural objects; and the
mouldings are extremely fine. There is also in
the possession of the same gentleman a lesser
altar, and a fine bust, the remains of what must
have been a beautiful statue, probably of Minerva.
Vast quantities of coins have been found near
Langholm, chiefly of the reigns of Nero and
Vespasian. Numerous remains of urns, lachry-
matories, and such-like specimens of Roman
pottery, have also been discovered here ; and,

The most ancient description of Ruthwell
Cross which we remember to have read is that
of Pennant, and it is still the best. The church
of^ Ruthwell, he says, writing in 1772, con-
tains the ruins of a most curious monument, an
obelisk, once of great height, now lying in three
pieces

;
for it was broken, strange to say, by an

order of the General Assembly, in 1644, under
pretence of its being an object of superstition
among the vulgar! When entire it was proba-
bly about 20 ft. high, exclusive of pedestal and
capital; but making allowances in the measure-
ment of the present pieces of fragments chipped
off when it was destroyed. It originally con-
sisted of two pieces : the lowest, now in two,
had been 15 ft. long. The upper had been
placed on the other by means of a socket. The
form was square and taper, but the sides of un-
equal breadth : the two opposite on one side at
the bottom were 18J in., at the top only 15 in.

;

the_ narrower side, 16 in. at the bottom and
11 in. at the top. He then goes on to transcribe
the inscription,—the Runic characters, Saxon
letters, the Latin legend as rendered by Mr.
Gordon,* and finally the rude sculptures, which
he says were probably the work of different
artists and different nations, the first being
Christian Saxons aud the other of converted
Danes.
The remains of this monnment as they then

appeared, were lying within the church; very
soon after that date, however, they were carried
out into the churchyard, where they lay exposed
to every species of accident and ill-usage, till the
Rev. Mr. Duncan was presented to the parish.
Soon after his settlement, ho had the fragments
conveyed into the manse garden, and re-erected
in something like their original form. In thiswo may add, on the anthonty of a rospeotablo now situation it stood, diapfsving in mysterious

'‘‘I’*'**"'; Oharaotors legends that provoked and tantalized

% ra
curiosity of this Worthy clergyman; but

When the f f ”“1, legible to him more £n the frag.When the lino of the Caledonian Kadway was mentary Latin insoriptions on the back and frontin process of construction, there was found in of the cross, which had already been made out

Se T
“ l’'^™

^
pennant, and had been freely quoted and die.the Land, near the Roman Camp, several slabs

|

cussed. He proceeded, howevi, to make care,of hewn pavement, abundant traces of soorim fnl drawings of the monnment, giving a precise

f

°
“tTi

told speoi. delineation of its ornaments, and a corrLt re.

Srtilo d
“ presentation of its Ennie and other inscriptions.

f

Si T but we must not These drawings were engraved and, aeooinpanieddw ell any longer upon the Romans. We have by a history of the monument so far as oonld be

SSlI ' gathered from parochial tradition, were for-spring well m this camp of Birrenswark, which — * -• .

the simple peasantry of the neighbourhood have
from time immemorial been accustomed to call
Grecklie’s lUelJ, of course without knowing the
reason why. But this Grecklie, we suspect, is

undoubtedly a corruption of Agricola; and if so,
it is not the only instance in which the rude
dialect of the Border has been enriched with the
sonorous idioms of the Latin race.
Our next paragraph relates to the celebrated

Runic cross of Ruthwell, a glance at which will
carry ns from the vestiges of Roman supersti-
tion and idolatry to tho rude memorials of our
Anglo-Saxon Christianity. Ruthwell is a parish
of Annandale, lying close to the shore of the
Solway, about half way between Dumfries and
Annan, and comprehending within its bounda-
ries a large portion of the celebrated Loebar
Moss, which we formerly described.

In a region where there are absolutely no
historical traces of the nature and disposition of
the primitive inhabitants it is always interesting
to study the remains of such singular menu-
ments. And even the very names of the places
themselves are often the surest index and the
only expression ofa remote and almost obliterated
civilisation.

The etymology of Ruthwell has not, so far as
WO are aware, been satisfactorily explained

; but
Dr. Wilson suggests that the name of the parish
has, in fact, been formed from the name of its
Runic monument. He mentions, in corroborS'
tion of this idea, a place similarly, if not pre-
cisely so named in the ancient province of
Moray, viz., Runeiivethil. But we need not
pursue this topic. The Runes, it is hardly neces-
sary to explain, are the characters of our most
ancient extant graven records, and are distin-
guished into two varieties; the northern Runes,
belonging to the ancient Celtic race, and the
Anglo-Saxon Runes, of which Ruthwell Cross is
a valuable specimen.

* At this period tLe diitrietg, afterwards named Eek-^e, Annandale, and IvTthsdale, and now comprehended hy
Dumfriesshire, were occupied by this tribe of Selqortiirom which name that of the adjacent Solvay Frith is, brsome authorilies, considered a deriration, or rather acor^ption.— Henry’i Ritf. of England, Tol. i.,

warded to various parts of northern Europe, and
to that quarter particularly, because the Runes
were then believed to be inscriptions entirely
peculiar to the Scandinavian races. The trans-
lation of the Ruthwell Runes was now an object
of desire and ambition to the first antiquaries of
Europe. It was first undertaken by Mr. Shor-
leifi’ G. Repp, an approved scholar, and a native
of Iceland, whose rendering, although unsatis-
factory, remained fur some time undisputed.
Professor Finn Magnusen was the next to essay
an interpretation, and although differing con-
siderably in his version from that of Repp, he
still agreed that the inscription, though of one
uniform Runic character, consisted of a mixture
of both Anglo-Saxon and old Scandinavian
words. Another Danish professor, Mr. Thorke-
lin (who had travelled in England and Scotland
in 1/90), added to this the discovery of one of
two etchings by the Scottish antiquary, Adam
Cardonnel, accompanied with a description by
Roger Gale, that had been read before the Society
of Antiquaries in London. Still the secret re-
mained undisclosed. At length, about the
year 1838, Mr. J. M. Kemble, a most eminent
English Anglo-Saxon scholar, undertook to
render the Ruthwell Runes, and he gave a
reading and interpretation entirely different
from hie predecessors. In his able paper on the
subject, he pointed out that although the cha-
racters were no doubt Runic, and as such the
proper characters to be employed by the old
bcandinavians; yet as otherwise employed by
fbe Anglo-Saxon race, the Runes represented
only radicals of their native tongue

; or, at most,
Anglo-Saxon with a mixture of old Northern
words. He was the more positive in the accu-
racy of his readings and correctness of the ver-
sion he had executed, from having satisfactorily
demonstrated that the inscription in its gram-
matical construction was of a rythmical charac-
ter peculiar to the poetic compositions of the
Early Saxons. Even now, however, when the

• In the Kinerariun Septrionalt.
t Dr. Duncaa’a drawings are enprared in the fourth

Tolume of the Archaologia Scotin. This gentleman, we may
mention, so distinguished and zealous as an antiquary
was also the originator of Savings Banks. See an eieellent
memoir in Chamltrs » Sdinhurgh Journal, vol. xvi.

language could be nearly read, the ihcnie was
only revealed in fragments—of rare beauty,
however, and of high poetic grandeur.
At this stage of the investigation, a remark-

able instance of good fortune occurred to reward
the unwearied research, and the uncommon zeal
of the Runic antiquaries,—which confirmed in a
most wonderful manner the conclusions of Mr.
Kemble, and raised him to a high position among
contemporary archmologists. Some years before
a manuscript volume, consisting chiefly of Anglo.
Saxon homilies, had been discovered at Vorcelli,
a town in Piedmont, which also contained, inter-
mingled with the prose compositions, some reli.
gious poems of Anglo-Saxon origin. Of these
poems, one was found on closer examination,
entitled “A Dream of the Holy Rood,” extend-
ing to 310 lines, which contained the whole of
the fragmentary lines previously translated by
Mr. Kemble, as well as a context almost com-
plete; but at all events sufficient to supply the
numerous lacunm which ocour on the broken in-
scription of the Ruthwell cross ! It is difficult

to say, says Dr. Wilson, whose excellent descrip-
tion we follow, whether this discovery, so singu-
lar in its circumstances, is more extraordinary
for the confirmation it affords to previously pub-
lished conclusions, or more interesting for the
ample satisfaction it gives us respecting a local
antiquity which, during many generatious, had
been the object of mystery, wonder, and super-
stition; or, finally, more surprising from the
beauty and exquisite grace of its revealinga of
the faith of an earlier age and race.*
The “Dream of the Holy Rood” commences

by representing a Christian startled from his
sleep by a vision of the cross, which seems to
come looming in glory through tho sky, attended
by angels, and displaying by various manifesta-
tions its intelligent sympathy with the inscru-
table passion that had been accomplished on it.

Onwards this cross approaches, till at length,
having arrived at the sleeper, it reveals in lan-

guage its feelings at being made the instrument
of the Bufl'erings of the Son of God. It is from
this part of the poem that the verses have been
selected for inscription on the Ruthwell Cross,
of which we can only presume to quote a dozen
lines

“A cross was I reared

—

I railed the poicerful Ring,
The Lord of the heavem,
I dared notfall do«n.
They pierced me with dark nails

;

On me are the wounds risible

!

They reviled ui both together,

I too* all etaimed with blood.
All creation wept.
Chrigl «a$ on the Cron;
Yet hither kattening
ifen cnme_from afar
Unto the Roble Une.
All that beheld me,
With sorrov I teat ovemchelmed.
They stood at the corpse's head;
They beheld the Lord of Ileaoen

!"

The lines in italics represent some of the
fragments which are still legible on the Ruth-
well Cross. It only remains to state, that the
date of the erection of this monument must
have been somewhere between the periods of
the sixth and eighth centuries, which corre-
sponds with a period when the Anglo-Saxons
of Northumberland attained to a state of civi-

lization as far advanced as any other portion of
Teutonic Europe. The present incumbent of
the isariah, the Rev. Mr. Gordon, is most obliging
in showing the cross and explaining it to all

poor antiquaries and wandering artists
;
and wo

can only hope that our notice of this somewhat
obscure but valuable antiquity may lead to some
official conservation of its remains

;
for at the

time of our visit its condition was not creditable
to the antiquarian or arcbieological societies of
Scotland.

We shall now pass for a moment to the me-
morials of the Norman era. We need scarcely
tell the most ordinary student of English
history that although none of the early Norman
monarchs succeeded in effecting a conquest of
this Northern territory, it so happened that
their followers obtained, one way or another,

—

we need not tell how,—possession of the greater
portionofthe most fertile land. ThusRobert Bruce
was the descendant of a Norman baron

;
John

Baliol, his rival, was another; John Comyii, whom
Bruce slew, was also a Norman

;
the Guidons,

the Hamiltous, the Lennoxes, the St. Clairs, the
Randolphs, the Lindsays, Kerrs, Montgomeries,

* Vide the “ ArchaioloBy and Prehiatorie Annals of
Scotland," by Daniel Wilson, LL.D., Znd ediiion, p. S34,
where the poem is quoted at length, See also Mr. Cuth-
berteon'B etoellent pamphlet entitled “ Walks in Annan-
dale,” to which we acknowledge onr obligations.
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and many others, seem all to have been of Nor-
man extraction. Let ns glance, for a moment,
at the sort of castles those Norman warriors built

in order to secure their property, keep their

vassals in order, and the neighbouring country in
gnbjection. Perhaps the most celebrated rnin
on the Solway,—at least as a specimen of de-
parted feudal grandeur as a castellated fortress,

or what the old historians quaintly denominated
“ a place of strength,”—is Caerlaverock Castle.
Its history commences so far back in the
remote periods of Scottish antiquity that it

almost belongs to the region of fable. It has,
however, been pretty clearly established that it

was founded before the Saxon kingdom of
Bei’nicia, or, indeed, before the disciples of St.
Golnmba had established Christianity in the
Borders. But by whomsoever it was built, the
fortress, as far back as the days of Malcolm
Canmore, was the seat of the Maxwells, a family
which still exists, and whose property it still is.

William the Conqueror beleagured it. Edward I.

besieged it, and reduced it. It was recovered
by Bruce

; it was again taken and retaken; and,
in fact, was so enfeebled by repeated sieges and
dismantlings, that a new fortress bad to be built,
which was finally completed in 1425; and it is

the ruins of this castle of which we must say a
few words.
Leaving Dumfries on a fine sunny morning,

•having previously secured a box seat on the out-
eido of the omnibns which plies between the
Crown Hotel, in the High-street, and the Pier

in their bosom the regions of the lakes. The
fishing.sloops, with their W'hito sails, pass-
ing and repassing in the frith, and the fisher-
villages, “peeping from among the trees,” add
to tho value of a landscape and sea-piece that
for beauty and variety can hardly be surpassed.
Who shall tell us about these Norman architects,
who seemed to choose their sites for beanty as
well as strength, and who combined the poetical
decoration of a ‘'Lady’s Bower” with the grim
constructive necessities of a Border tower and
garrison ? Caerlaverock Castle is still some-
times the scenes of feudal festivity. When
Lord Herries, the present proprietor, came of
age in 1858, there was a great and joyous meet-
ing of the tenantry and their friends in tho old
castle hall; and Mr. Maxwell, of Breoch—who
presided over the gathering—told, among other
things, that the ancient and hononrable family
to which the noble lord belonged bad been ever
distinguished for kindness to their vassals and
benevolence to their dependents ! Long may
tho walls of Caerlaverock resound with the
cheers which kindly acts must always evoke !

*
To conclude this subject we will briefly allude

to Drumlanrig Castle which will serve as an
illustration of ducal magnificence of the last
century as contra-distinguished from the ancient
feudal grandeur and the warlike necessities of a
fortalice. This extraordinary pile, it is said,
occupied ten years in constructing and bears the
date of 1689. It stands on a knoll or rising
ground on the right bank of the Nith, about

mansion—of which Smirke was the architect—we had intended to give some descrip-
tion ; but we have ah'eady exceeded our space,
and we must reserve some of our readers’
patience for our notes on a humbler class of
domiciles.

THE CASTLE OF ARQUES.*

or Quay of Glencaple, on the shore of the Solway, i seventeen miles north-west of Dumfries, and
we proceeded in high spirits, and with much
•curiosity, to have a leisurely survey of this noble
and interesting rnin. It has no connexion with
the subject, but it is worth mentioning that we
pass on our way down the old house of Kirk-
Patrick, the seat of the ancestors of the present
Empress of the French. It is an ancient
square-built and rather modeet-Iooking mansion.

within the parish of Durrisdeer
;
and for several

miles forms a conspicuous feature in the rich
and varied landscape of the valley of the Nith.
The castle superstructure consists of a hollow
square about 145 ft. on external walls, sur-
mounted with turrets capped and spired at its

angles. It presents such an array of windows
that there is a local proverb to the effect that

near the left-hand of the river Nith, and stand-
i
they are as numeroos as the days of the year,mg in the centre of a bare grassy field. What a ' Tho staircases enter from the inner court, and

contrast, one could nob help reflecting, was this ascend at the angles in semi-circular towers,
to the Tuileries ! Glencaple, as well as a sea-

1

The architraves of the windows and doors are
18 also a favourite resort for sea-bathing of

!

profusely embellished with the well-known arms
the Dumfries burghers and their families, as one

|

of the Douglasses—the bloody heart pendent on a
walking along the picturesque beach, field of stars. The principal gateway fronts to

which we must do for three miles before reaching
j

the north, and consists of a heavy Gothic arch-
the object of our search

; and many a weary mile 1 way ;
and the eastern walls also possess a noble

have we trodden m search of objects less in- though heavy elevation combining the aspects
teresting than Caerlaverock Castle. Near the

[

of strength and beauty as well as may be
Mores of the Solway, about nine miles below

;
expressed in the united lineamenfcsandpropor-

Dnnifnes, and situated at the southern extremity
;
tions of a fortress and a mansion. There is no

of the parish to which it gives its name, this
!

portcullis that we could seo, bub there is a
venerable ruin stands in solitude and peace in r very thick and quaintly panelled door of oak,
the centre of a wood of splendid oaks and birches. ^ as well as a ponderous iron gate at the princi-
As to its external aspect, we must remark that

'

pal or northern entrance. There are no means
it presents much the same appearance that it did :

left of ascertaining the cost of this singu-m the days of Pennant and Grose, both of whom
j

lar castle. It was built by William, the first
have ^ven a description of it, and it is carious

,

Duke of Queensberry, who, it is said, only slept
that their description corresponds closely with one night within its walls. But he had ex-
^at which is given of the original edifice in tho

!

ponded such enormous sums of his princely
Norman-French poem, which is still preserved in

j

revenue in completing it that he packed up the
the British Museum. It is triangular, or shield-

[

bills of cost in a parcel, on the outside of which

Af r
plau, and surrounded by a wet ditch,

j

he -wrote—“May the devil pick out the eyes of
At two of the corners there had been two round

,

any of my descendants who dare to inquire
towers; that on the western angle, of which

|

into this !” The traditional and poetical taste of
there are traces, is called Murdock’s tower, from ' the district has rendered bis famous sentence
the circumstance that the Regent Albany was ' the following couplet:

—

confined in it. The other, or eastern, turret is i ^ ,

castle-yard lies through a gateway in the
|northern angle, which is machicolated, and
|

Drumlanrig was the principal residence of the
flanked by two circular towers. Over the arch !

family of Queensberry
; but on the death of

of the gate is still seen the crest of the Maxwells, i
Charles, the third duke—the famtnis duke—with-

with the date of the last repairs, and the motto
|

out male issue, it passed along with the Queens-
“ I bid ye fair.” The residence of the family

|

beny titles to William, Earl of March, and upon
was on the east side, which is elegantly built, I

the death of the latter in 1810 it reverted by
has three stories, and measures 123 ft. in length,

j

entail to the Duke of Buccleuch. Daring this
The doors and window-cases are handsomely
adorned with sculpture. On the pediments of
the lower story are the coats of arms and initials
of the Maxwells, with different figures and de-
vices. On the windows of the second story are
representations of legendary tales

; and over the
third are sculptured designs taken from the
fables of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, a not uncommon
Characteristic of the feudal architecture of the
period. The opposite side of the courtyard is
plain. In the front is a handsome staircase
leading to the great hall, which is 90 ft. by 26 ft.
The snrrounding scenery is, of course, highly

picturesque. To the north lie the finely-wooded
uplands of Annandale; eastward lies the ma-
jestic form of the Criffel mountain

; to the
south the Solway extends, with its rippling
waves sparkling in the sunbeams; and be-
yond the Solway lie the beautiful outlines

'

of the Cumberland mountains, which contain i

period of its history it was little occupied,
^eatly neglected, and by the Highland rebels
in 1745 it was much defaced. (A portrait of
William III., by Godfrey Kneller, still bears the
marks of their violence.) But the present noble
proprietor, at bis majority in 1827, adopted it as
his favourite residence

;
and in a few years

brought the castle itself and the beautiful
grounds which surround it into the fine con-
dition in which we now see it. The present
Marquis of Queensberiy, wo may add, usually
resides in a modern mansion on his patrimonial
estate of Kellhead, near Annan. Of this respect-
able, but by no means architecturally remarkable,

John Hill Burton’s “ History of Scotland,” vol. ...

+ Sir Walter Scott often quoted the eTainple of the
Duke of Queensberry with regard to his own expenditure

Abbotsford. See Lockhart’s Life.

Like many other castles in Normandy, Arques
crowns and occupies the head of a steep and
bold cape or promontory,.—in this case a spur
from the great chalk table-land of the “ Pays de
Canx.” On the west it is flanked by a short
but deep combe or dry valley, and on the east
by the deeper and far -wider valley of the
Bethune and Varenne,—streams derived from
different sonroes, but which here meander
across a broad and level bottom, above half a
mile wide, until, a little below the castle,

uniting, they receive the tributary Aulne, and,
thus combined, under the name of “ la Riviere
d’Arqnes,” fall into the sea at the port of
Dieppe.

The castle thus stands above the left bank of
the principal valley. It is about 4 miles from
Dieppe; and immediately below, and to its

north-east is the village whence it takes its

name, remarkable for a church of unusual size,

and a most elegant example of the style of the
latter part of the sixteenth centmy. Beyond,
upon the right bank, are the remains of the
ancient Forest of Arques, a part of the spacions
domain of the ancient lords of the fee, and
upon the skirts of which, within shot of tho
castle, was fought, in 1589, the celebrated battle
of which mention has already been made.
The castle, in its present form, is composed of

a rectangular keep, standing in the south-west
comer of an inner ward, in plan something less

than a half-circle, having its chord to the west,
and contained within an enceinte wall, strength-
ened by towers and buttresses along its sides and
at its southern end, and capping its angles.

Applied to the north end of this is an outer
ward, of later date, four-sided, and having drum
towers at its four angles.

The main entrance, approached by a steep and
winding road from the town, is in the north end,
or at the point of the cape, between the two
towers. Entering, is a second gatehouse, open-
ing from the outer into the inner ward, also

between two towers. A third gate-house, at the
other end of the fortress, leads direct from the
exterior into the south end of the inner ward,
and thus opens a communication with the root
of the cape. There is also a lateral postern, de-

fended, within its vaulted passages, in the west
wall of the outer ward.

Outside the wall, encircling it closely, is the
Ditch, the most striking feature in the whole
fortress. This is in general plan not unlike the
long section of a pear, the northern end being
the smaller, and the western side flattened so as
to be nearly straight. The counterscarp of this

ditch includes an area of about 5 acres. The
ditch itself, measured from the level of the foot

of the wall crowning its scarp, is about 60 ft.

deep, with slopes of 1 ft. horizontal to 2 ft.

vertical, and about 70 ft. broad. It is only just
not too steep to be covered with short turf. The
crest of the counterscarp is a ridge about 6 ft.

broad, and about 20 ft. below the level of the
foot of the wall. From it descends another
slope, equally steep, but much deeper

;
on the

west side descending about 150 ft. to the bottom
of the valley, and on the east to a rather less

depth, as here this “glacis” is succeeded by a
sort of broad terrace of pasture land, which f^ls

gently towards the river, the level of which may
be 250 ft. below the platform of the castle.

At the north end the ditch is traversed by a
very modern causeway of earth, which supersedes
the earlier drawbridge. At the south end,
where the ground is highest, and the ditch

about 50 ft. deep and 80 ft. broad, there remain,

two engaged piers upon the scarp and counter-

scarp, and between them two detached piers, of

which the outer has fallen against the inner.

All are rectangnlar; and the inner of the de-

tached two is considerably the largest, and pro-

bably carried a tower for the protection and
working of a double drawbridge. These piers

are of flint rubble, cased with ashlar, of which
a small part only remains.

At the outer end is the earthwork of a bHe du.

pent, or ravelin, of triangular plan, the passage

from which was a little to the east side of the

’ See p. 5tS, anfe.
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apex. This work was evidently conatracted

when artillery was in nse, and is attributed to

Henry IV., during the campaign of 1589. It no
doubt represents an earlier barbican, also of

earth and timber. There are now no traces of
masonry beyond the bridge. This work opens
upon the ridge of the promontory, which widens
and rises somewhat higher to the south. Its

surface is secured with banks and ditches, the
remains of field-works of various dates, both of

attack and defence.

The design of this castle ditch is peculiar.

The more obvious plan would have been to place

ohe walls upon the edge of the hOl, and scarp
its sides down to the valley with such steepness

as suited the ground. Instead of this the upper
40 ft. of the hill, being chalk rock, was scarped
vertically, and then faced or revetted by a wall,

upon which was placed the enceinte wall of the
inner ward. At the foot of the revetment was
then excavated the ditch just described, the
material being thrown outwards so as to form
an artificial scarp, which thus became a sort of
advanced banquette or earthwork, beyond the
ditch, representing the crest of the glacis, and
capable of being held by a line of soldiers, but
which, when taken, was too exposed and too
narrow to allow of its being held, or of cover
being constructed upon it. This banquette was
at a rather lower level than the foot of the
opposite wall.

Such an arrangement is found in other castles
in Normandy, and notably, as pointed out by
M. Deville, at Molineaux, He Longueville, Bee
de Montagne, and in the later work of Chateau
Gattiard, where, however, it is less marked.
The keep is rectangular, about 80 ft. north and

south, by 70 ft. east and west, and at present
about 60 ft. high. It stands in the south-west
comer of the inner ward, close to the enceinte
wall, of which its south-west angle forms a part.
Its walls at the ground level are about 13 ft.

thick. It presents three buttresses on the north
face, and two on the south,—the third being a
sort of cap thickening and enveloping the south-
east angle. These are of the unusual breadth
and projection of 9 ft., and they rise to the
present, which cannot be above 10 ft. below the
original, summit. At the north-east angle the
adjacent buttresses are set square, leaving the
angle free. The south face is plain, or nearly,
excepting the cap at its south-east angle, which
extends southwards, and is connected with the
adjacent enceinte wall. The west face is plain,
outside of which was the entrance.

This is composed of a flightof steps, beginning
upon the north face, passing by a doorway
through its most westerly buttress, and which
then, turning, is continued along the west face,
until, at its south end, it lands in the usual
square appendage or barbican common in these
keeps. This staircase was guarded by an exterior
wall, and had a gateway at its foot, and one at
its summit. It was covered over, as appears
from marks upon the wall

j
and above it was,

no doubt, the usual platform for defence. In
the basement of the barbican, which forms also
part of the enceinte wall, was a vaulted chamber
opening into the basement of the keep; the
usual prison. The landing story was also
vaulted, in barrel, having at one end a loop
towards the field, and at the other a door in the
wall of the keep.

Entering this dooili the staircase is continued
southward in the wall of the keep, up a roughly,
vaulted, round-headed, mural gallery, until at the
angle it reaches the level of the first-floor. The
gallery now turns the angle, and is continued,
on the level, half-way along the south wall, when
it is stopped abruptly. A door on the right
leads npon the eticeinte rampart, and one on the
left probably leads into the keep.
The interior of the keep is composed of a

basement and an upper, or perhaps two, floors,

divided by a north and south wall into two
chambers on a floor. This division-wall is said
to be original, and ought to be so in a keep of
this size, but it looks of the sixteenth century,
and may represent an older one. The west
basement is much choked up with rubbish. The
oast is tolerably clear, and shows an exterior
aperture in its east wall, near the south end,
which communicates with the adjacent south
gateway, This may be original, but it is now a
mere bole. In the north wall is a short mural
gallery, entering a well-stair in the north-east
angle, which ascends to the first floor and chapel
only. The lower stage was not vaulted. The
first floor has four windows on the north side,
two in each room, and one on the east side. The
second floor had also similar windows on its

north, and a vaulted chamber on its east side,

—

no doubt a chapel. The chapel is formed by
throwing a vault from buttress to buttress for its

floor, and at a higher level for its roof, and above
this were the leads. There are traces of similar
chambers on the north front. The upper story
has been vaulted in six bays, three on each side,
duly groined and ribbed, as is shown by the
springers. The material and the workmanship,
no less than the section of the ribs, show this to
be a late addition, probably of the sixteenth
century.

The supposed two upper floors were very pos-
sibly intended for one floor of state, with two
tiers of windows and a chapel above. The
chapel seems to have had a barrel round-headed
vault, probably groined. The accounts show
this eastern side to have been the royal chamber
in the fourteenth century. The fire-places seem
to be confined to the upper floors. As now seen
they are of the date of the vaulting.

In the south-west angle of the keep, very near
the wall, is the well, of which the pipe was con-
tinued at least to the first floor. It is about 6 ft.

diameter, lined with ashlar, and in 1768 was
choked np at 254 ft. deep, or about the level of
the river

;
a depth now reduced to 30 ft. or 40 ft.

Outside, between the buttresses, are traces of
walls, as though the space between them had
been turned to account below as well as above

;

but these walls are thin, and do not seem
original.

M. Deville cites the public records for the
existence in 1318 of four turrets on the keep,
roofed with lead.

II. Le Due, in his Dictionary, art. “ Donjon,”
gives a great variety of very curious detail con-
nected with this keep, detail unknown to M.
Deville, and for which there should be some
authority other than the traces actually existing,
which are very unsatisfactory.

The keep is built of large chalk flints grouted
copiously in mortar, and cased outside with
ashlar, now mostly stripped off and removed.
Within, the flints are occasionally laid herring-
bone fashion. The ashlar was a calcareous tufa,

known in the country, and formed by the
trickling of calcareous springs over moss and
similar vegetation. It was used in the earlier
castles, but not afterwards. The later ashlar of
the vaulting ribs and inserted door cases seems

j

to be a flue bard limestone, approaching Caen
stone in appearance, and perhaps actually that
material. Where the ashlar is wanting the

,

putlog holes are seen, placed with exceeding
j

regularity. The joints of the original ashlar are
|

large, those of the later fine. The new and old
j

ashlar can readily be distinguished; but one i

flint wall is very much like another. '

The Inner Ward, in length about 160 yards,
and in its greatest breadth about 70 yards, is a I

natural chalk platform, revetted all round by a '

wall about 8 ft. thick, which on the east side is :

reduced to a parapet, but on the west rises
about 20 ft. higher, probably its original height.
In 1708 this court contained the apartments of
the governor and the staff of the garrison, a
well, and a chapel. These were probably of the
sixteenth century or later, and have now'entirely
disappeared.
The enceinte wall, which girdles this inner

ward, deserves attention, as most of it is of
early date. Setting aside the four northern
towers with their curtains which ai-e of later

date, we have about 380 yards of curtain broken
by five moral towers and three rectangular
buttresses. Nearly the whole of the wall is

faced with flint, with three bands of ashlar.
Much of the flint is laid in herring-bone
workmanship, the repairs, where of brick, being
of much later date. The ashlar bands are of
tufa. Of the towers two, half round, are on
the east front. Of these one, though probably
original, has been cased with brick. The other
has bad an ashlar base, and the upper part, of
flint, shows herring-bone work. Each is about
15 ft. diameter, with walls 5 ft. thick.

Between these towers are three rectangular
buttresses; two of 15 ft. breadth and 12 ft. pro-

jection, and one about 7 ft. square. The two
former contain no herring-bone work, and are
probably early additions, perhaps by Henry I.

;

the latter is original.

On the west face are now no towers, but in

1708 there were two
;
half-round, and of small

size, traces of which remain. They were, no
doubt, original.

The remaining three towers capped the three
salient angles of the south end; the central
containing the gateway, and the others flanking
it. All are one-quarter engaged.

The flanking towers are alike; about 22 ft,;

diameter, and 55 ft. high from the exterior base,
I

with walls 7 ft. thick. The bases are either!
solid or pierced by steps leading down to the,
galleries. There is a regular basement story, and i

above it a floor on the level of the inner ward,
i

They are not vaulted, and show no exterior
I

herring-bone work, though one has a little inside.
1

A modem summer-house has been built upon >

that to the south-east.

The central or gate-tower is 24 ft. diameter,
i

It is pierced at the level of the scarp by a por-

:

tal which opens upon the drawbridge, the piers
i

of which have been described; and there' is ai
stage above this.

The portal ascends towards the keep
;

its de-
[

tails are much broken down, and little can be
made of them.
Of the enceinte of the inner ward there re -

1

mains to be noted the northern gate-house. This, i

the original, and probably the only entrance to
the Norman fortress, though much ruined, does

i

not appear to have been materially altered. It

consists in a rectangular building, 40 ft. deep by

'

20 ft. broad, set in the centre of the curtain,

;

with which its outer face is nearly flush. It is :

crossed by an outer, middle, and inner wall, each i

pierced by an arch of 12 ft. opening, tlirongh

,

which lies the passage. There remain the rec-

:

tangular grooves of a portcullis, and a few years (

ago was evidence of a second, and in the wall i

is herring-bone work. The arches are plain, i

without moulding or chamfer. The inner one is

round-headed, and springs from a flat abacus,
chamfered below. The joints of the ashlar work
are about 1 in. wide. The curtains on either side
of this gateway, though much repaired, seem to

be original, and there are traces of the old

round gate-towers. The pit of the drawbridge
remains in front of the gate, upon the original
line of fosse.

The Outer Ward no doubt occupies the site of
an earlier outwork. It is built against the
narrow and north end of the inner ward, is foui>

sided, about 250 ft. north and south, by a mean
of 110 ft. east and west. Its west side is straight,

being the continued line of that face of the old

fortress. The east face has a slight re-entering
angle, caused apparently by the shape of the
ground. At the two southern angles are two
large drum towers, which connect the old
and newer work, and, probably, replace two
smaller and older towers. These stand in the
line of the old ditch, and flank the Norman gate-
way. That to the south-west, rather the larger

of the two, and slightly oval in plan, has a mean
diameter of 60 ft. ; it is of two stages, both
vaulted, or rather domed. That to the south-
east, of 50 ft. diameter, is nearly circular, but
has a remarkable spur, or keel-shaped projection,

in plan, towards the field. It is of three stages,

the two lower being domed. These towers are
in fact casemates, having embrasures for small
culverins towards the field. Each has a well-

stair in its southern side, and is entered from
the gorge.

The two other towers cap the northern angles
of the ward, and flank the main gateway. They
are of irregular form, semicircular to the field

and angular within. In diameter they are about
40 feet, and about the same height. They are of

two stages, which have been domed. The walls
of these four towers are from 14 ft. to 16 ft. thick.

They are of flint faced with brick.

Between the gate-tower is the gateway, com-
posed of a larger and smaller portal, the latter

very narrow. The present work is modern, but
no doubt, in this double entry, represents the

earlier openings. The ditch, two detached piero

standing in it, and with these the traces of the
drawbridge, are concealed by the modern cause-
way.

In the west curtain, near the south-west
j

tower, a flight of steps beneath hanging arches j

of brick descends from the ward level in the I

direction of the foot of the wall. This is much )

encumbered with ruin, but seems to have been a l

postern, opening upon the ditch.

All the works of this outer ward are of flint, s

rubble-faced with brick, which material forms i

the lines of the embrasures. The quoins are (

sometimes of ashlar, as are the extensive string- J

courses and bands, and the dressings of the
;

openings. Traces of herring-bone work in its

west curtain, outside, will be accounted for

afterwards.

As the original castle was confined to the 1

inner ward, its ditch everywhere encircled it.

When the outer ward was added, the intercepted 1

portion of the ditch was partially filled up, but i

the new work was included in a new ditch, '
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B. Inner Ward.
C. Outer Ward.

SCALE CF FEET

D. Walle ofLe Bel.
E. Old DitcE.
F. Glacis.

G. New Ditch.
H. Norman Gate.
I. Booth Gate.

K. Barbican.
L. North Gate,
a. Galleries.

PLAN OF THE CASTLE OP AKQUES, NORMANDY.

which was an accarate prolongation of the old
one, of eqnal depth and breadth, and continued
in the same direction. Accurate observation
will, however, detect two slight shoulders in
the counterscarp, showing where began the
curve of the old ditch,

Veiy remarkable in this castle are the
subterranean Galleries, driven in the chalk rock
beneath the lines of the original wall, and behind
the scarp of the ditch. These are now in part
blocked up, but there still remain two or three
hundred yards of them of which the direction is
known. They are entered by a passage in the
inner ward, in its north-west quarter, and by a
descent of fifty-four steps near the keep, and
possibly from other points now lost. The
galleries are about 7 ft. high and 6 ft. wide,
rudely cut, and somewhat singularly laid out.
They lie within, without, and beneath the wall,
and give off frequent spurs or short passages
intended to occupy any space in which a mine
was likely to be opened. At this time they have
been broken into at three or four points in the
scarp of the ditch, about halfway down. They
were intended as a system of permanent counter
mines to meet any attempt at mining on the part
of the besiegers. In one place a large central
pier is surrounded by a gallery, whence the
branches go ofl'; an arrangement intended
probably to check the progress of those who
might break in. So far as is known these
galleries, of which a survey was made in 1708,
are confined to the southern half, or four-fifths
of the old castle. There are none under the
outer ward.

Outside, and to the north-east of the outer
gate, are some semicircular platforms, which
seems to have played a part in the defence of
the castle

j but whether before or after the use
of artillery is uncertain.

The Bel.—

A

curtain wall, which originally
was about 5 ft. thick, and from 15 ft. to 20 ft.

high, commences abruptly upon the crest of the
counterscarp in two places

; one on the east
opposite to the mural tower, which marks about
the centre of that front of the castle, and thence
descends towards the river, and the other north,
close outside of the drawbridge of the main
entrance. This latter wall is continued down the
hill, and makes a bold sweep towards the town,
and finally reaching the river bank, joins the
river wall. The enclosure thus formed contains
about twice the area included by the ditch of
the castle, and has long been known as Le Bel
or La Baile, a form evidently of the Norman-
Latiu BaXlium, called by us the “ Bailey.” This
enclosure is traversed by the road from Dieppe
to llartigny, which passes through the two gates

bearing those names. A third, or water-gate,
to the east, opened upon tbo river. Upon the
north front appear to have been two small half-
round mural towers, of which one remains. The
river has somewhat encroached upon the lower
part of the Bel, and has undermined part of the
wall.

The Dieppe gate, which is also that from the
town of Arques, was in liSS called “ La pre-
mil^re Port du Bel de Chateau d’Arques,” and

j

as such was the subject of a tenure by castle
guard already mentioned, the tenant being

;

bound to defend it for forty days in time of war.
• Prom this gate the approach ascends to the
castle, having the curtain-wall as a protection
on its right. Where this wall approaches the
castle, at either end, it is covered by a broad
ditch, continued down the slope.
A flint-wall may be of any ago, but the re-

mains of the gates, which a few years ago showed
round-headed arches, prove this enclosure to be
of early date, probably one of the earliest additions
to the castle, and made by Henry I. No doubt,
before the construction of the outer ward, the
wall of the Bel was produced, so as to unite with
those of the castle. M. Deville has discovered a
part of this wall worked into the great curtain
of the outer ward, which lies in its line, and
may still be seen.

Looking to the history of this castle, and to
the evidence afforded by its remains, there can
be little donbt that the keep is the oldest part of
the whole, and the work of the Conqueror’s
uncle, Guillaume d’Arques, between the years
1030—1043, and it is supposed one of the earliest,
if nob the earliest of the rectangular Norman
keeps known. The chronicle of Normandy, cited :

by M. Deville, says of William, “ Si fist faire
jnne tour moult forte, audesans du chastol I

d’Arques,” as though there had been an earlier
!

castle, which is possible.
\

To William or his immediate successor must
be attributed the enceinte of the inner ward, the
excavation of the ditch, and the formation of the
galleries. All these no donbt formed part of the
original plan, and it is only the occasional
appearance of round turrets upon the wall that
leads to the opinion that any time intervened be-
tween the actual construction of the keep and
of its surroundings.
The southern entrance, with its gate and two

flanking towers, and one or two of the other
mural towers or buttresses, seem to be addi-
tions, but of the Norman period, probably the
work of the Conqueror’s son, King Henry I.,

who, about 1123, seems also to have enclosed the
Bel. Robert de Tborigny, called also “ Du Mont,”
from hie abbacy of Mont St. Michael, a Norman

I

chronicler of the twelfth century, says that

j

King Henry I. “ fortified admirably the Castle

j

of Arques with walls and a tower.” This has

j

been held to show that the whole structure was
I
the work of Henry, who reigned from 1105 to

' 1135, and the extreme boldness of the buttresses

j

and superincumbent constructions of the keep
no doubt favour this view; but, as M. Deville
remarks in the same passage, similar reference

I

is made to Gisors, Falaiae, and other castles,
known to be of earlier date. •

' M. Deville is disposed to attribute the southern
I gate to Charles V., as ho finds a record of 1367,
'charging cost of transport of 6 "nances” of
: atone, each of 16 to 18 " touneaux,” from the

j

river to the castle, for the masonry of the new
' bridge and the new gate of the castle. This
I material was taken by' the king’s direction from
I the dismantled "manoir” of Veulea or Weulles,

I

at St. Valery-en-Caux. The accounts of 1378-80
mention the tower on the bridge behind the keep,

I

its drawbridge, axles, ties, "vergues” or levers,
' 18 ft. long, and its beams of 9 ft. Probably the
;
three towers are Norman ; but this was pro-
bably the southern drawbridge and gate, and

i

the opening of the communication between this

j

and the basement of the keep. These works
,

are attributed to Charles V. about 1378-80. He

j

probably only pierced the pxisting central tower,

j

not otherwise altering or rebuilding it.

' The next considerable work was the outer
ward, which may be attributed to the fifteenth

' century, subsequent to the use of brick and the
i introduction of siege artillery. It is singular
! that no record of this very considerable work
should be preserved, for it included not only the
outer ward, a castle in itself, with its enormous
towers and massive curtains, but the extension
of the ditch, in itself an immense work, the
repair of the older walls and towers, and finally
the fitting up and vaulting of the keep. All
this is supposed to have been the work of
Francis I., and it is said that the date of 1553
was inscribed upon some of the additions to the
keep.

Henry IV,, during his occupation of the castle
in 1589, may have constructed quarters in the
inner ward and repaired what was amiss in the
old building

; but more probably his traces ai-e

to be found in the field works which crown the
adjacent hills and along the high ground towards
Dieppe.

It has been thought that the ditch of the
castle is a remain of an older fortification, such
a work as the early Normans or still earlier Celts
might have constructed. No doubt this was
often, perhaps usually, the case, with the sites

of the great Norman castles, both in Normandy
a
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and in England, and the position of Arques is a

tempting one. There is, however, no positive

evidence of an earlier encampment, and if one

there was, it is probable that it was entirely

removed when the present very peculiar ditch

was excavated.

It will be observed that the keep is so placed

as to command both the inner ward and the

moat exposed side of the castle, that along the

level ridge of the promontory. It was perfectly

capable of holding ont when all else was taken,

and finally, if threatened with fire or starvation,

had a possible escape by the galleries.

This castle is the triumph of Norman skill.

Often attacked, it was never taken by storm.

Without being a royal residence it was visited in

peace or in war by our Norman kings, from the

Conqueror to John, and by most of the kings of

France, from Henry I. to Henry IV"..; and, after

a lapse of 800 years, its oldest parts are still

those best worth attention, and ace at leaab as

well preserved as the additions of far later date.

1867. C..

A PUZZLE IN THE NAMES OF SOME.
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

When Southey was on a visit to the pleasant

city of Norwich, two difficulties, he tells us,

mightily puzzled and perplexed him, — the
number of turnings in the streets, and the in.

and-in medley in the genealogy of the important
family of the Gurneys of “ that ilk.”

A difficulty snch as Southey encountered
puzzles and perplexes ns. Curious and inquiring

as we are, and have long been, about English
architects, we have at times found ourselves in a
Campbell and Breadalbane maze about the
families of some of our best-known architects

and builders :—the Dances and the Hollands,
the Gandys and the Gandy- Deerings, the Hard-
wicks, the Gwilts, the Smirkes, the Wyatts, and
a Wyatville.

We first hear of an architect or builder of the
name of Dance—“ George Dance”—in or about
the year 1737, when Caroline, queen of George II.,

died, and Colin Campbell and Kent were fashion-

able architects through Lord Burlington’s recom-
mendation and ruling influence. Dance’s great
work was the “Mansion House” of the Lord,
Mayors of London. He died on the 11th of
January, 1768. In the Soane Museum there
is a large folio of miscellaneous drawings
(originals) by Dance, What more is known
about him ?

The second George Dance (the son, I presume,
of the Mansion House architect) was the archi-

tect of the Old Bailey Prison in London—

a

building the exterior front of which tells most
unmistakably its use. This George Dance was
bom in 1740; married 24th March, 1772, Miss
Gnmell, of Ealing, and, dying 14th January,
1825, was buried in St. Paul’s Cathedral by the
side of Sir Christopher Wren and John Rennie.
His two folio volumes of profile portraits, en-

graved by William Daniell, E.A., are well known
and deservedly admired. James Love, the actor,

who died in 1774, was the son of this George
Dance.*

Sir Nathaniel Dance (alias Holland), third

son of Mansion House Dance, was born in 1730,
and died 15th October, 1811, aged 81. He
married a Mrs. Drummer, a Hampshire heiress,

and changed his name to Holland. His widow
(Lady Holland) died 12th Jnne, 1825. Sir

Nathaniel resigned his Royal Academy designa-
tion of R.A. on his marriage in 1790. There is

a portrait of him by Cipriani at the Academy,
and a half-length engraving of him by Charles
Turner, after R. Westall, R.A.
We come now to Joseph Gandy, elder brother

of John Peter Gandy. He took the name of
Deering; had property in Buckinghamshire; and
was M.P, for Aylesbury, in that county. In
1826 he was elected an A.R.A., and in 1838, a
Royal Academician. Exeter Hall, in the Strand,
will preserve his name. I ret me add that he was
living in April, 1814, at No. 58, Greek-street,
Soho; and that he died in 1844.
From the Gandys to the Hardwicks is an easy

and natural step
;
and here we have another in-

volved architectuial family. In April, 1802, Mr.
Thomas Hardwick was living at No. 55, Ber-
ners-street, Oxford-street, next door to the Mrs.
Tottingham (No. 54) on whom Theodore Hook
played the memorable Berners-street coal-order
hoax. He was there in the same house, and for

many years, when Robert Smirke, the painter.

* Geneat’s History of the Engliah Stage, v. 411,

was living at No. 13, and Henry Bone, the ena-

melist, at No. 15.

As to the Gwilts,—were there not more Gwilts
than two architects of name,—George, who died
in 1856, and Joseph, who died in 1863 ? I may
be aUowed to observe that there is a good ac-

count of the latter in the BuiMer of 3rd October,
1863.

Fop-nearly a century the family of the Wyatts
has been well known to London contractors and
London masons. James Wyatt, who died in 1813,
having half destroyed the character of Salisbnry
Cathedral, is buried in Westminster Abbey, with
a tablDtj to, bis memory,, close to the grave of

Camden, in the south transept or Poets’ Comer.
His best work, the Pantheon in Oafbrd-street,

London, is still standing to proserve-his name.
The portico in Oxford-street is welhproportioned,
harmonious in all its parts, and.useAil.

Some account of the Pantheon (hitherto un-
published) from a competent hand- will not be
out of place.

“ The late James Wyatt was employed, im-
mediately on his return bo England from his

educational boar in Italy, on the erection (1770)
of the original Pantheon in the Oxford-road,

—

then one of the suburban avenues into London.
He produced a magnificent structure of most
elaborate Roman architecture, which was for

many years a fashionable place of resort, some-
what similar to Ranelagh (see allnsion to it in

the Critic). This building was destroyed by fire,

except the portion connected with the entrance
portico in the Oxford-road, and the side entrance
in Poland-atreet. It was then rebuilt as a
theatre, and was again destined to be a favourite

with the fashionable world, for the performance
of operas chiefly. It fell, however, into oblivion

(or rather, into Chancery), and remained for

many years deserted and dilapidated ; its capa-
cious stage during its latter years being occu-
pied by Graham, the aSronant, for the construc-

tion and occasional inflation of his balloon. It

was so tenanted (the audience part being thickly

enveloped in soot and cobwebs, and reported to

be in a dangerous state of dilapidation) when in

1834 a few gentlemen visited it with a view to

the erection of the present bazaar at their joint
expense.

With the exception of the rooms next the
entrance, the whole of the walla were then taken
down to within a few feet of the ground, and
other premises purchased, so as to gain an access
through into Great Marlborough-street. The
present structure was designed by and executed
under the superintendence ofMr. Sydney Smirke,
at an expense of between 30,0001. and 40,0001.

The entrance-front, in Oxford-street, as origi-

nally designed by Wyatt, was but little altered,

an attic being added, and the portico increased
in size, and otherwise remodelled. The front

rooms, which formed the refreshment-rooms in

the original building, were converted into gal-

leries, for the exhibition and sale of pictures,

Ac.
;
and the whole area of the theatre was

occupied by the great room of the bazaar, being
about 116 ft. long, 88 ft. wide, and 60 ft. high
in the centre. An aviary and conservatory con-
nects this great room with the southern entrance
in Great Marlborough-street

; and the wing,
which extends from the great room eastwards
to Poland-atreet, is devoted to the private accom-
modation of the numerous renters of the bazaar.
There are rooms for the deposit of goods, as they
are brought in from the wholesale dealers

;
in-

spectresses’ rooms, refectory, kitchens, &c.
;
and

the whole extent of the basement, nearly three-
quarters of an area in extent, is occupied as
wine-cellars.” *

A Jeffrey Wyatt changed his name from
Wyatt to Wyattville. He was nephew of the
Pantheon Wyatt, born 3rd of August, 1766, and
died 18th of February, 1840. Windsor Castle,

as restored or rebuilt under George IV., still

preserves his name, and Chantrey’s inimitable

bust of him, his shrewd look and features. The
bust well deserves the site it occupies in Wind-
sor Castle.

There are still more Wyatt architects. Old
Drnry-lane Theatre,—the Drury of the Rejected
Addresses,

—

" By Wyatt's trowel patted plump and sleek,"—

was the work of B. Wyatt
;
and Apsley House,

at Hyde Park Corner, as we now see it, was
designed by Messrs. S. & B. Wyatt. Of Wyatts
living this is not the time to speak.

Peter CuNNiNOHAy.

* In the “ Companion to the British Almanack for
1836,” are many other details, drawn up by Professor
Hosting, of King’s College,

SURREY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The annual excursion of the members of this!
society has taken place. The locale of meeting,!
previous to the proceedings of the day com-'
mencing, was at the Box Hill Station of the;
Soath-Eastern Railway, and the Dorking Station!
of the London, Brighton, and South Coast Rail-

1

way. One vehicle was occupied by Belgian I

volunteers : it was an open one, and the strangers!
had to endure a drenching rain, which they did!
with equanimity, disdaining umbrellas. The'
route was to Great Bookham Church, which was;
down for the first visit, and Burford Bridge,

i

Mickleham, Leatherhead, and Fetcham were;
passed. After a long ride. Great Bookham was;
at last sighted, with its little church on the;
rising' ground, nestling among the trees.

Mr. Alfred Heales gave a>. description of the

;

church and its associations.

The-, company then resumed the route onward!
tfarengh Little Bookham and Effingham, towards i

West Horeley Place.
!

Mr. R. A. C. Godwin-Austen, of Cbilworth
\

Manor, gave an interesting account of the mano-

1

rial associations from the time it was possessed)
by the Berners family down to the present period.

»

At the conclusion of the account the company I

dispersed, and minutely examined all the vari-

1

ons works of antiquity with which the house J

abounds. \

Mr. Austen, on the lawn, gave a short account
of the front of the mansion.
The company then repaired to West Horsley

Church, which abuts on the mansion.
Mr. W. H. Hart, in the absence of Mr. R.

Bray, gave some account of the registers, and
mentioned the startling fact, that in overhauling
an old cupboard, a few minutes before, and
alighting upon some ancient records of great
interest, the sexton coolly informed him that
there would have been more had he not from
time to time used them as occasion required to
light the fires in the church ! This announce-
ment rather startled the auditory, and many
warm expressions of animadversion were hurled

j

against the register-barning “man in office.”

Saved from this conflagration were many inte-

resting parochial records, which Mr. Hart handed
round to those present, dating from 1694. All
these were in a perfect state of preservation, and
contained the names of some who were in

attendance. Mr. Hart suggested that they
should be handed over to the society, who would

j

have them bound, and place them among their
j

archives. i

The rector, the Rev. H. S. Ceijat explained
j

some of the brasses and monuments. The
|

company afterwards drove towards Uplands,
|

Merrow Downs, the residence of Mr. W. Willmer I

Pocock, the president of the society, who had I

invited the members and visitors to a collation. (

The return journey was made over Newland’s- {

corner, famed for its extensive views.
j

A NEW CEMENT.
|

We learn from Oalignani that M. Sorel t

has communicated to the Academy of Sciences
J

a new cement, being a basic hydrated oxy-
|

chloride of magnesium. It may be obtained l

by slacking magnesia with a solntion. of chloride
j

of magnesium in a more or less concentrated
5

state. The denser the solution, the harder it

becomes on drying. The magnesian cement is t

described as the whitest and hardest of all those J

known to this day, and it can be moulded like j

plaster, in which case the cast acquires the hard- j

ness of marble. It will take any colour, and has I

been used by the inventor for mosaics, imitations «

of ivory, billiard-balls, &c. The new cement I

possesses the agglutinative property in the :

highest degree, so that solid masses may be
made with it at a very low cost by mixing it up i

on a large scale with substances of little value, j

One part of magnesia may be incorporated with i

upwards of twenty parts of sand, limestone, and [

other inert substances, so as to form hard <

blocks. By means of these artificial blocks, (

building may easily be carried on in places ;

where materials for the purpose are scarce. All \

that is required is simply to convey a quantity
i

of magnesia and chloride of magnesium to the ;

spot, if there be none to be had there, and then i

to mix them up with sand, pebbles, or any other ;

matter of the kind close at hand
;
blocks can

then be made of any shape, and imitating hewn ’

stone. This magnesian cement may be obtained i
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at a -very low cost, especially if the magnesia be
extracted from the mother-ley ofsalt-works, either
by M. Balard’s process, whereby magnesia and
hydrochloric acid are obtained at the same time,
or else by decomposing the ley, which always
contains a large proportion of chloride of mag-
neaiam, by means of qnicklime, which by double
decomposition yields magnesia and chloride of
lime containing a certain quantity of chloride of
magnesiom, and which, with the addition of
various other cheap sabstances, may be used for
whitewashing.

THE ARCHBISnOP OF YORK ON
ARCHEOLOGY.

At the opening meeting of the Archmological
Institute in Hull, the Archbishop of York made
an address as President. Hie Grace said,—We
may be prond of the two chnrches in Hull, Holy
Trinity and St. Mary, the former inviting and
the latter having received a wise and liberal
restoration. Hedon, a town which even in the
time of Edward I. langnished in poverty, fearing
the nearness of the two rivals, Ravensrod and
Hull increasing from day to day—Hedon, which
in the time of Edward III. confessed that its

commerce depended upon a sewer called the
Sturch, along which boats used to pass to the
borough, and that the said sewer was dried up,
has managed to preserve for us a church worthy
of a more flourishing and numerous population

;

and we cannot wonder that it beai's some marks
of decay. Unlike Hedon, which contains ex-
amples of various styles, the beautiful church
at Patrington is of one period, the Decorated,
and has the symmetry of one design. Its grace-
ful spire, for which one is thankful in a country
where a height of 190 ft. is almost mountainous,
its noble oak roof, its beautiful proportions,
entitle it to be called, after the fashion of county
historians, “ The glory of Holderness.” A
writer describing it in 18i0 (Wm. Poulson)
speaks of its ruinous condition. But it is al-
ready partly restored, and its present incumbent
has shown such zeal in so arduous an under-
taking that the completion of it cannot beamatter
of doubt. Of the Abbey of Meaux, the remains
are very small, but the arohieologists have to
thank Mr. Edward Levine for poblishing a
volnme of MSS. relating to this important house,
and amongst them a chronicle of its government
and doings. Further from us, but within easy
reach and embraced in the scope of the present
meeting, the Minster of Beverley, and St. Mary’s
Church in the same place, now worthily re-
stored, the Priory Church at Bridlington, the
Abbey Church of Selby, the church at Driffield,
possessing, we are told, an effigy of Paulinus, the
first Archbishop of York, Howden with its
chancel and chapter-house in ruins and fast dis-
appearing, Thornton Abbey and the remains of
the abbot’s house, which are to be explained by
one who has studied domestic architecture with
the greatest success

;
all these, and many other

monuments of the piety and skill of ages long
gone will pass before us, and will be lectured
upon by those whose knowledge may bo trusted.
Let US hope that with such a programme the
veteran supporters -of this society may carry
away with them pleasant recollections, even new
information from this meeting

j let us hope that
the novices whom they meet here,—a body over
whom I should have many claims to preside,
may retain the instruction that they are certain
to receive, and may catch the infection of that
fervent zeal for the past which animates this
and the sister association. In reading the
transactions of the sister society, to which
I happen to belong, I am struck with the
moderation of the present race of archa-ologists
in fixing the limits of their science, and in
the method which they pursue within those limits.
Archaiology is a science of the remotest past

;

> but this general description would include
ethnology, the history of iangnages, and the
study of ancient written reowds on palaeography.

' Arcbijeology, accoi-ding to otw. authority, should
I be content to separate herself from all these
tempting subjects, and to confine herself to the
study of the works of human skill, which indicate
the growth and social condition of man. A
boundary-line so artificial as this is likely to be

I transgressed from time to time. The charter,
I the chronicle, and the will are often appealed to,
although the object of the sciences is not the

’ written doenments, but they are used not so
much for the written thought as for some

: tangible monument on which they may throw

light, not so mnoh for the development of mind
they contain as for their account of things pro-
duced by manual skill. The charter illustrates
for ns some chorch, castle, or abbey

j
the will,

with its inventory of household possessions,
admits ns to the interior of a dwelling which we
can by no other means reproduce as it was upon
the day when the possessor left it never to
return. The main business of archfeology is with
thework ofmen’s hands. For myown part, I would
venture to submit that, in taking for its materials
all the materials of history, archeology would do
better still. I am glad to see a department of
history connected with this institute. Now this
bounda^ is a very narrow and artificial one, but
witbm it the archeologist has learned to pre-
scribe to himself rigid rules of method. You
know that every science consists of two parts,
the collection of facts, and the grouping of the
facts when collected under some idea, or law, or
principle, call it what we will. A French writer
tells us that in the course of their history
sciences pass through three stages—the theolo-
gical, the metaphysical, and the positive. I
prefer to say that sciences are found in three
conditions. The first, where facts are scanty
and theory too active; the next, where facts
have been industriously collected, but theory has
not been applied for their due interpretation;
and the last or perfect condition, where facts
have been abundantly supplied, and theory has
been used with soberness, and yet with hold
sag^ity, for their explanation. Now, the greatest
peril to science has always been on the side of
the tendency to theorise overmuch. The hypo-
thesis, too swift of foot for the laggard expe-
rience, has left her far behind. Bacon, in the
sixteenth century, usually has the credit of
awakening the world of science from a specula-
tive dream to a sober experience

;
but the re-

marks of Leonardo da Vinci and others show
that this was felt by other minds. Bacon was the
spokesman forhis generation of an intuitionwhich
perhaps no one else could have expressed so well
or with so large a result. Now, the temptation
which besets all physical sciences perhaps assails
archmology with the greatest force and success.
Over the restored building, or the exhumed relic,
the feelings of wonder, reverence, respect, and
curiosity are aroused : who can wonder that the
theoiy, or rather guess, is prompt, or that it is
ambitious ? Dr. Stukeiey \ST0te, in 1740, that
the church at Driffield was very old, and con-
tained an effigy of Paulinus, the first Archbishop
of York. I probably do him no Wi’ong in saying,
that the only evidence connecting the lasso
tbUsvo which still exists in the church with my
great predecessor, was that Paulinus was the
first and most illustrious archbishop, and that
there was no particular reason against fixing his
name to the ecclesiastic with a crosier whom he
fonnd at Driffield. Stukeiey was a wild and
speculative inquirer, and in such bands arche-
ology had not advanced very much beyond the
monks of Meaux, who record that in the reign
of Henry II. “ the bones of King Arthur, and
of Guinevere, his queen, were discovered at
Glastonbory,” and were distinguished by most
unmistakable marks, for Arthur’s thigh-bone
exceeded by three fingers the length of the
tallest man’s thigh-bone that had ever been
found when measured down to the knee. More-
over, the space between his eyebrows was of the
breadth of the palm of a man’s hand. One
understands the mistake which makes artless
monk and credulous doctor hasty to make over
to saint and hero the first great and worthy
thing that imagination can manage to connect
with their names. But guesses of this kind
are not archaeology, and it makes little differ-
ence in our estimate of them whether they
happen to be right or wrong

; they tend to
bring the whole subject into ridicule and dis-
repute.

Many people think, to this day, of a museum
of antiquities as a collection of stones and
potsherds ticketed into dignity by falsehoods,
and divide collectors into two classes—those who
deceive themselves, and those who would deceive
other people. Modem archseologists do not.
upon the whole, deserve this harsh estimate. In
the transactions of both our English societies
there is a remarkable caution and sobriety. To
avoid a groundless theory seems to have become,
as it were, part of tbe moral code of the arobre-
ologiat. The time for theories, it seems to be
admitted, begins when the collection of facts has
been large and general, and as exhaustive as the
subject seems to admit. Archaeology has passed
through the same stages as the other sciences.
Once chemistry like astronomy was bare of

facts, but full of dreams. But she was bom
late; and her earlier trips and stumbles took
place amongst her grown-up sisters, who make
merry with her failure

;
yet the ridicule has

stimulated her efforts, and no science walks
more firmly or more truly along the line of in-
dnction. But ever and again the ardent curiosity
and impatience of symmetry will lead us into
hasty genoralisations. The theory of three
periods—the stone age, the bronze age, and the
iron age — has been carried too far; and in
assigning a place to any weapon, or other im-
plement, people often forget that long after
bronze and iron were discovered, stone might
continue to be used among tbe poorer and less
crivilised, W'hilst in onr oym country it is very pro-
baible that the iron instrutneat preceded the com-
posite metal bronze which was in use on the
Continent.

At present one cannot help thinking that
many of those who explain to us lacustrine
dwellings of early times, and the buried flint
implements, and the inhabited caves, have far
outstiif^ed the facts at their disposal. An
enormous antiquity has been claimed for earthen
vessels found about the lake dwellings, on the
ground that the lake dwellings must be enor-
mously old

; bat an archccologist sets them side
by side with vessels known to be of the fifth and
sixth centuries after Christ, of the sort known
as Anglo-Saxon, and finds the form the same.
Surely this marked similarity of form is worth
more than any more speculation as to what the
age of the lake dwellings onght to have been.
And this brings me to consider a little more
closely the work of the archmologist, and to
recognise its dignity and worth. Archmology
might be called the microscope of history

;
and

we know that without the microscope neither
geology nor physiology could have reached its
present exactness. Ehrcnberg computed that
every enbio ineb of a stratum of Tripoli powder at
Biliu, in Bohemia, contains 41,000 millions of tbe
microscopic organisms, and this bit of stone or
pinch of powder, a thousand times more populous
than this island of men and women, would have
kept its wealth of life a secret only for the micro-
scope. One may say that without this instru-
ment the science of physiology could not exist.
The services which archmology render
to history are of the same kind, and in
the end they will probably not be less.
Next to the soil of England, perhaps English-
men are most interested in that country from
whence the word of life has come to them the
land which the Lord made holy by His foot-
steps—the land which for eighteen centuries
seems to have been mourning in ashes the crime
of having put Him to death. We could not stand
in Nazareth, embosomed in its low and rounded
hills—we could not shelter from the heat under
one of the aged olives of the Mount of Olives
without onr hearts burning within us with a
sense of greater nearness to the heavenly. We
of the English Church, known in those Eastern
lands as “ Christians of the Book,” have studied
with peculiar care the scenes that throw light
upon the Bible. Strange to say, tbe archteology
of Palestine is still in its infancy. The jealousy
of Mahometans, and not less the jealousy of
Christian sects towards each other, have
hindered us from using the proper means

;

and the traveller has stood guessing and
theorising upon some mound of earth under
which perhaps lay buried the monuments
that would have solved the riddle and set
the guesses at rest. We have hardly broken
ground_ in Palestine, though we know that
the evidence we seek must be buried under
the soil. But here, too, a beginning has been
made. Our Government has lately published an
elaborate work, full of exact measurements and
plans, and photographic reproductions. A
society has been formed for the exploration of
Palestine, and a fortnight since I pleaded the
cause of this society in a long interview
with Fuad Pasha, the powerful minister of the
Sultan, who promised that every aid should be
given to our explorers that was consistent with
public order. “ The Turkish Government,” he
said, “is tolerant to aU; bat the danger lies in
the fanaticism of Christians against each other.
We, too,” he added, “believe in Christ, the Son
of God, born of the Virgin—ascended into
heaven; only the crucifixion we do not believe.”
That is still to Jews a stumbling-block, to Gen-
tiles foolishness. But with larger powers our
little society will pursue its work so far as its
muans allow, and a word of sympathy and a

' word of prayer from members of this body will
: be valuable to us.
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for tte recreation and other wants of the immense
copulation which has accumulated upon the
banks on each aide of the Thames at London. In
all directions, wide tracts of land are being
occupied by buildings of various kinds. Others

—

and the spaces seem, when looked at, to be enor-
mous,—are devoted to the purpose of burying
the dead ; and in various directions—in some
instances by a slow process, and in others with
a degree of rapidity which is astonishing—the
barren districts are showing the several phases
of progressive management in land culture. But
we must not wander further in this direction at

present, and may only remark that, both in the
metropolis and while sojourning in provincial

the repose of nature, which is only broken by
the pleasant sound of the water, the dry rustlingj
of the withered grasses, and the notes of insects I

and solitary birds.
|

The spirit of travel is one of the characteria-i
tics of Englishmen. It is said that this feeling!

is more developed in Scotsmen, but respecting!
this trait we will not enter into dispute, andwilli
just remark that the wanderers from the British!

Islands have found their way, notwithstanding!
dangers of all kinds, into most parts of the!

world. Notwithstanding the attention whichl
has been bestowed on other matters, the explora*i

tion of rivers to their sources has always been;
favourite kind of adventure. It is, there-i

towns, we have found health, amuaoment, and ! fore, not wonderful that if at home we have no
instruction in observing with interest and care opportunity of examining such a watercourse as
the rivers, streams, and other water-courses

j

the Nile, we should be tempted to take advan-
which flow through the various neighbourhoods.

,

tage of what in this particular kind of adventure
Get some distance away: take, for instance,

'
offers itself

; and, even without moving from our
the Tyne, and by some means of convenient

i
own land, the journey throughout the course of

A CHAT ABOUT

THE BITER FLEET.

In times that have not long gone by when
there were but few facilities for travelling in

comparison with those of the present, a voyage to

Gravesend, or a journey to St. Alban’s, Windsor,
or other famous places in the parts surrounding
London which are now within an hour’s journey,
was looked upon as an adventure of as much
consequence as we at this time attribute to an
expedition to the Dutch coast,Paris,or the border-
ing parts of Northumberland, Durham, or other
comparatively far - off places. A journey to
Edmonton, Waltham, or for travellers of greater
endurance and enterprise, to Epping Forest,

was an undertaking of consequence. But in

those days, many pent-up Londoners were con-
tent to be able to wander with their children to

the Southampton Arms, the Bedford Arms tea-

gardens, or to other pleasure-grounds at Camden-
towu

j
the Load of Hay, on the road to Hamp-

stead, or to Chalk-farm. There was also

accommodation nearer to the City bounds, at

the Adam and Eve, in the Tottenham-court-
road, and the tea-gardens of the same name ad-

joining old St. Pancras Church. Then there was
the Elephant and Castle, and, not so far south,

the Fortune of War. Nor in this list of tea-

gardens and taverns should we omit the far-

famed Bagnigge Wells, the Merlin’s Cave, the
Angel at Islington, the White Conduit, and
other places of refreshment which were scattered

here and there. Even now antiquaries who have
diligently examined the books of local history con-

nected with London and its environs will meet
with much disappointment when they go in

search of the realities. Wonderfully has the
antiquarian map of the metropolis been changed.
Although in the parts which lie from fifteen

to twenty miles around Loudon, there are

scenes of exquisite beauty, which show a high
state of cultivation

;
there are also immense

tracts of heathy, wildly-picturesque, and unculti-

vated land, which seem to have been disposed

as they are for the express purpose of providing

water-transit sail from the rugged rocks on
which the priory and castle stand; see the
church and spots connected with the Vene-
rable Bede at Jarrow, the vast groups of ships,

the staith and other means of loading the

vessels with coals, the great docks, manufac-
tories, and other and varied scenes of industry

;

the Thames or of the Severn, if well performed,
would yield adventures with which the traveller
might with reason feel satisfied. Many would
be unable to spare time for this purpose, al-

though such a wandering, either alone or in

company would, in flue weather, prove very

the smoking and steaming of innumerable
chimneys, the commanding appearance of the

canny town of Newcastle, with its Norman
keep, the symmetrical lantern of its ancient

church, its famous bridges and other buildings,

both old and now. Then, with knapsack on
back and staff in hand, away to the immense
manufactories of the Hawthorns, the Stephen-

sons, and Sir William Armstrong ;
look to

the Roman wall : refer to our histories for

delightful
;
and therefore many, especially in

those bygone years to which we have referred,

have been content, if dwelling in London, with
the examination of some of the tributaries of
Father Thames. Take, for instance, the river

Lee, or the artificial stream made with so much
skill, patience^ and cost by Sir Hugh Myddelton,
and called the “ New River.” Either of these
streams will guide a cheerful company of Lon-
doners in a pleasant way towards the Hertford-
shire hills

;
or the “ Mole ” and some other

accounts of Scottish armies of invasion; away , streams which flow into the Thames will take
to Wylam, where George Stephenson was bom, I the pedestrian to many a delightful spot, where
and where the locomotive was first brought into

I
the landscape painter, the architectural draughts-

a rough working order
;
and so on to the little i man, and the antiquary might find subjects for

churchyard of Ovinghara, where Robert and i study, nor would the naturalist and the geologist

Thomas Bewick lie buried, and to the ruins of; find the soil unprofitable.

Prudhoe Castle
;
to Bywell, with its two little

j

But as regards the metropolis, the Londoner
churches—one the Black Church, the other the who in past times would have been content
White Church

5
the castle ; the Roman and other in the holiday-journey to Bagnigge-wells, the

remains of antiquity; and then through wild Spa-fields, Merlin’s Cave, and some of the
and solemn scenery, many points of which other places for the refreshment and repose of

are rendered more than usually interesting
;

travellers, is forced to go farther in search of

by the legendary lore which is connected

i

with them. And as mile after mile is passed,

and the pencillinga in the portfolio and note-

book become more numerous, the chief stream

;

of the Tyne dwindles away, until in the dry

summer weather its course and rise amongst the

heather-covered hills are scarcely distinguish-

able. Such a trip is not without its peculiar

delights
; and one in connexion with journeys of

this kind is, that the traveller is taken out of

the beaten track
;
he meets and mixes on terms

of friendly familiarity with travellers by the

way, and the dwellers who lead simple lives

away from the turmoil of towns.

The English rivers have all—each in its way

—

varied interest
;
and we know of few modes in

which a summer’s holiday could be bettor spent

than to select one of our rivers, and wander
from the outlet in the ocean to the humble origin

in the fissures of rocks, in minute gurgling

streams, or in springs in moss-covered basins, in

green fields
; and the little boys, humble fol-

lowers of old Isaak Walton, who with parcels of
provisions, earthenware vessels, willow rods, and
other articles intended for the fell destruction of
roach and dace, and such small fry, are obliged
to walk miles away, even from Clerkenwell and
the southern parts of Islington and St. Pancras,
before they have the chance, with success, of
casting a single line ; and the bournes and

.

streams which passed through parts of the City,

and were so familiar to the dwellers of Old
London, are hidden from the sight. And glad we
should be of the circumstance. Notwithstanding

:

the evident advantages of this shutting-up pro-
cess, however, there are one or two drawbacks,
which may be worth referring to. One of these
is, that besides the watercourse, they brought

'

along the margins a dash of the country into the
town, and seemed to point out the way, espe-
cially in days when the watercourses had not
become so polluted as to render them uuwholc-

-ii'.

The River Fleet.
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some to the body, to pleasant walks which did
not lie far away from- the homes of the artisans

and their children.

To refer, however, to the quarter of a century,
or thirty years ago, mentioned at the commence-
ment of the present paper ; even then the chief

of London streams had become hidden from the
sight, cast into a state of oblivion to all except
some of the authorities at the City Office of
Sewers and a few very old inhabitants, or a
small party of learned and painstaking anti-

quaries, who, by the patient examination of!

plans and maps, could, and even can now, by
the names of the streets, or by the peculiarities

of the gradients of the surface, trace the course
which those once lucid waters ran, and in which,
in Queen Elizabeth’s days, and for long after-

wards, close by the Mansion House, and mother
parts within the City walls, the small boys of
those generations may have caught minnows,
or captured frogs, and chased the butterflies.

At the time we have stated (about thirty years
since) although the Old Bourne and the other
City streams had been for long closed, the Eiver
Fleet and the New River came, with the excep-
tion of a short length, openly and directly to their
destination.

At this time there was but little difficulty in
effecting an exploration of the course of the Fleet,
from its source to the huge gully-hole from which,
at high-water, it tumbled a polluted and unwhole-
some stream into the Thames

;
and, when the

river was low, it fell with a splashing, heavy
noise, adding] during many yards of space to the
unwholesome deposit which, to a depth of several
feet, had collected on the shore. From the river,
along Bridge-street and Farringdon-street, the
Fleet stream was hidden from the river, and a
substantial sewer passed in nearly a direct line
to the back of the houses which formed the east
side of Field-lane, but those who felt desirous to
examine it might be fitted with water-tight jack-
boots andsuitablegarmen ts, and, in the guidanceof
some of the men whose business keeps them for
many hours in the day attending to those great
underground channels,—on the careful keeping
of which the health of the metropolis much de-
pends,—they might enter the covered part of the
Fleet and progress northward. It was some time
before the eye became accustomed to the dark-
ness, notwithstanding the use of lantern-light,
and to the deep roaring noise of the water. Far
away in the distant perspective was a small light,
which did not appear larger than a shilling, but
seemed of an intensely-blne colour, and this
showed the termination of the sewer at the point
to which it had then been carried. In course of
time the lantern-light began to glimmer on the
brickwork,— on the thick water, unpleasantly
tinted with a sickly greyish green, on the
picturesque figures of the assembled company,
on points of communication with other drains,
and parts where, in summer months, when the
water was not raised by heavy rain and thunder
storms, there were accumulations of a dark-
coloured, sandy-looking substance. At the time
referred to, mud-larks and others often explored
the Fleet in the search for articles of various
value, which had been thrown away by careless
housewives, or to pursue their trade of rat-catch-
ing, or in some instances to damage traps and
cariy away metal work of really small value, but
which would be costly and troublesome to replace.
Boys and youths often exposed themselves to
danger, not only from the flow of the Thames,
but also from those sudden land freshets which
accumulated, and rolled down the Fleet stream
with irresistible force, aided by the numerous
streams which flow from various direc-
tions. The noise of the water, the peculiar
sound of the conversation in this long archway,
and in parts the heavy rambling of the carriages
on the pavement overhead, when once heard,
kept their places in the memory amongst the
strange noises of the great capital. The air
was heavy here, and we were not sorry to pass
from this portion of the bowels of London to the
regions above, and to notice that behind Field-
lane the actual surface of the Fleet river was
about 10 ft. below the surrounding level, and
that on each side, more or less, the houses were
planted on a kind of quay, partly of brick and
partly of atone work.
From a suitable point, if we could by any

possibility have closed our sanitary eyes, the
scene which was here presented would have been
pleasant in respect of its striking and pic-
turesque appearance. Here and there passing
across the uncovered stream there were tumble-
down wooden bridges, supported in part by
rugged and dilapidated houses. From some

1

windows women were throwing liquid refuse,
and from others drawing water out of the
stream, which was often applied to domestic
uses. From many parts clothes were hung out
to dry

; and here and there were open spaces,
one of them being part of the premises of the
celebrated “ Horse-slaughterer to his Majesty.”
Others were devoted to preparation of cat’s-gut,
sausage and polony skins, which in immense
festoons hung in various parts of the ditch.
There were other unwholesome places, such as
butchers’ slaughter-houses and the premises of
tripe-dressers, placed in the midst of tenements
which were let to families, forming a dense
population.

But for those who had not been acclimatised
to the atmosphere, it was, in the days referred
to, advisable to make a ditoxw for the purpose of
obtaining a breathing of better air, but good air
could not be readily had in this vicinity. It
would be difficult, however, for any one who had
formerly known this locality to recognise it now.
Over a large space the houses have been swept
away, and those who once resided in them are
dispersed, but accounts of the dwellings which
once stood here have been given in these pages,
as we saw them, both in the broad daylight, and
in the darkness of night, when evil was rampant.
Then the deep shadows of London were less
known than they are now

j bnt words, even
when aided by the pencil, would fail to give a
full idea of the terrible conditions which pre-
vailed throughout the metropolis, and in this
district especially.

Unable to find satisfactory air in the locality,
part of which is now taken for the underground
railway and its terminus, and where the partially
completed vaults mark out the lines ofnew streets
in such an imperfect and strange way, that the
boys have been the first to christen it by the
name now generally known as “ the ruins,” we
wandered back over the surface of the part
through which we had passed from the Thames
in the covered sewer, and by means of old
accounts, and prints, formed something like a
notion of the scene here in the time of the grim
walls and other portions of the Fleet Prison,
with its outer walls and keeps eastward of the
London-wall, Newgate, and so forth

;
the high-

pitched centre of the inconvenient Fleet Bridge
at Holbom, and before the Great Fire of 1666,
Old St. Paul’s, and portions of Ludgate and the
City wall running towards the Thames. At the
time of onr exploration, however, no such marks
of particular antiquity met the eye. Large
houses withoutmark or picturesqueness, stretched
along New Bridge-street, past obelisks at Fleet-
street

5 the large bare wall, and the forbidding
bnt singnlar-looking portal which afforded an
entrance to the dreary, unwholesome, and un-
healthy-looking debtors’ prison : but even this
has passed away, a circumstance which few will
regret.

Again sauntering northward we reach the
open part of the Fleet, and marvel, while look-
ing along the line of the Fleet-valley and com-
paring its past value with the sums which it
would at present fetch if placed in the market.
For instance, the site of St. Pancras Workhouse
would, only a few years since, have brought the
usual price paid for pasture-land; but when
thought of for an extension of the Midland
Railway Company’s line, the solicitor of the
company offered to the vestry 80,0001.—to be
paid without interest in four yearly instalments
of 20,0001.—for the freehold land, the Vestry
Hall, and other buildings. The land consists of
7i acres, so that the price offered was over
10

,
0001. per acre; bnt after a consultation with

Mr. Lockyer, the architect, the Board of
Directors resolved that, in consequence of the
central and advantageous position of the work-
house, and the opening which the still un-
occupied land offered for any necessary exten-
sion, the proposal of the Midland Railway Com-
pany for the purchase of the property be
declined

;
and there can be no doubt that they

were right on this point, for the value of the land
will largely increase, and with great rapidity. It
is a wise policy for those who wish to endow
charities to let them depend for income upon the
revenue of welUchosenlandin the suburbs of the
metropolis. Many remarkable instances of this
might be given

; but the following may be taken
as a characteristic illustration, One William
Harper, was born in the town of Bedford, from
which town he came to London; and having
carried on business as a tailor, became a mem-
ber of the Merchant Tailors’ Guild, and eventu-
ally served as Sheriff for Middlesex, and Lord
Mayor ofLondon. In the reign ofEdwardVI. let-

ters patent were granted him, conveying to the
town of Bedford 13 acres 1 rood of meadow-
land, in the parish of St. Andrew, Holborn, in
the county of Middlesex, of the annual value of
1-lOJ., for charitable uses, for the benefit of the
inhabitants of Bedford and also of the school-
house in the said town, which had been built
by this worthy. The land was subsequently
built upon, and now comprises part of Bed-
ford-row, Bedford-street, Gray’s Inn-passage,
Featherstone -buildings, Hand-court, Three
'Cups-yard, Princess-street, Red Lion-street,
iLamb’s Conduit-street, Theobald’s-road, and
other places. The bouses were leasehold, and
Ithe leases having all fallen in, the estate,
which was only worth 140Z. a year, now pro-
duces 13,000h a year, and is known as the
Bedford Charity. Other instances more im-
'mediately in the way of our journey might be
mentioned

;
but we are in sight of the glittering

and richly-coloured banners of Field-lane, and
being invited by fair dealers, we enter this
singular London region.

“ Buy a good Ingian handkerchief, gentle-
men;” “Here is the genuine article; half a dozen
for a sovereign and other invitations to pur-
chase meet the ear

; and it is not easy to move
along in consequence of the pulling and pushing
and the bewilderment caused by the flutter of
silk handkerchiefs and articles of male and
female costume, the persuasive voices of the
daughters of Israel, most of whom were more
fat than fair, and the mingling of male voices
which more resembled the croaking of ravens
than the speaking of human beings. Here as we
pass along may be noted all the peculiarities, on
a small scale, of Petticoat-lane

; here were
second-hand tools for workmen, boots and shoes,
hats, caps, and whole suits of clothing, the chief
of which were renovated and altered with such
skill, and shone with such resplendent bright-
ness, that the original owner would have failed
to recognize the once familiar articles, which
for long he had been accustomed to wear. Very
skilful were the artists who effected those works
of restoration

;
but vain was the trust which

might be put in them by purchasers, for the
chemical processes and rubbings, the hot glazings,
and stiffenings, do not render the worn-out
materials substantial

; and as regards the gloss,
the tail-end of an April shower or a few boors
of a London fog, at once undeceived the most
sanguine, and caused the discreet to distrust for
evermore the charm-working of the dealers, who
still in loud words offered to stake their existence
that old articles revived in this way were “ better
as new.” In Field-lane, now no more, there were
no indications of the rural condition from which
its name was derived, except that the narrowness
of the flag-stone covered footpath was of about
the same width as that of many country foot-
paths ; bnt now the noise and crowding were
bewildering, and here and there amougst the
shops there could be noticed narrow dark pas-
sages, which led to upstair tenements, crowded
with people, and back premises abutting on the
side of the Fleet, in which lurked dangerous-
looking groups of idle people, who eyed with
dark glances any strange visitors. At the time
mentioned, dog and cock fighting, rat-killing,
badger-baiting, the fighting of boys and of men,
and other barbarous practices were common in
back slums such as this without interference

;

for then, although the time since is so short,
it appeared to be a police rale to leave the
benighted dwellers of these localities to their
own resources. There were also in the lane
lodging-houses for travellers, which were daily
and nightly places of resort for thieves, their
trainers and associates

; and here might be met
with old men, from whose physiognomy George
Crnikshank doubtless studied that remarkable
figure of Fagan with which the story of “ Oliver
Twist” is illustrated. Very Wilful were the
thieves who dwelt there, and it was by no means
unusual that visitors who might have ventured
into Field-lane from motives of curiosity, and
effected a purchase, were robbed of the goods,
and perhaps of other articles, before leaving it.

The dilapidated appearance of many of the
premises which abutted upon the Fleet was
extraordinary. Some of the houses were built
of wood, mixed with brick and plaster, and both
exteriors and interiors were crumbling to pieces.
In some of the least unsightly of those yards
and other premises which at one time had been
gardens, all the vegetation which remained was
a few dead and withered trees ; but there were
gathered on those spots human weeds, where the
flowers and fruit should have been, in the form
of boys and youths, who in groups were as in-
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tently bent on gambling as if the game were a
matter on which life and death depended. Snch
were the nests of the young gaol-birds of Field-
Jane, which, for the most part were watched over
by some neighbouring Fagan, who gained profit

from their destruction.

In much the same way the River Fleet passed
amongst the houses of Clerkenwell to the west
of the workhouse towards King’s-cross, where, as
also along the Old St. Pancras-road, the stream
was hidden from view

;
but old inhabitants re-

member when it was open throughout the dis-

tance. At the bottom ofthe King’s-road, opposite
the workhouse, by the garden behind the Ele-
phant and Castle Tavern, and by the bottom of
the grove,—this point forms the subject of one
of the engravings,-—a curious sailing-vessel was
found imbedded below the stream. Some said
it was of ancient British or Danish date, when
the stream was navigable up to this point.

PICTURES BOUGHT BY THE ART.U2?I02?
OF LONDON.

The following additional works have been
selected by prizeholders in the Art-Union of
London ;

—

From the Soyal CarrickfeTBus Castle, near
Belfast, G. Danby, 1001.

;
Phillis, A. JohrstOD, 6Ci. ; The

Young Student, S. B. Halle, 60Z. ; Cattle Plousbiug,
Wicklow, A. Burke, 60/,. ; Mountain Stream, North Wales,
R. Harwood, 601. ; A Stormy Summer's Day, E. S. Rowley,
•W/.

;
A Domestic Scene, A. W. Cooper, 40/.: Shadows

and Sunshine, M. G. Brennan, 36/. ; The Temple of Korn
Ornbo, F. Dillon, 36/.; Giovannina Roma, Miss E.
Solomon, 36/.; Autumn Time, F. W. Hulme, 35/.; Win-
ter's Evening, G. A, Williams, 36/.; The Race, J. A. Fitz-
gerald, 30/. ;

Cockmoop Yale of Monteilh, R. F. Mac, 25/.

;

On the Lea Marshes, T. J. Soper, 25/. ; In Epping Forest
—Evening, E. L. Meadows, 25/.; On the Banks of a River,
E. Gill, 25/. : From the Bavarian Highlands, A. Ludovici,
21/.

;
The Empty Cradle, J. C. Monro, 2C7. : Boulders on

the Teign. W. Williams, 20/.

From (he Socie/y of JBrUith King Henry the
Eighth, Act .3rd, Scene 1st, W. Bromley, 200/.; Away
from Smoky London, J. Tennant, 160/.; Beatrice in the
Arbour, E. J. Cobbett, 100/.; A Tedious Sermon. T.
Roberts, 100/.; Scene near Barmoulb, J. C. Ward, 76/.

;

Scarborough, J. P, Petlift, 75/.; Looking for ihe Smack,
W. Bromley, 73/. lOe.

; Wailing for the Lock-keeper, J.
Tennant, 63/. 8s.

;
View of Rome, J. B. Pvne, $0/. ;

The
Message, H. Garland, 60/,; Before the lluel—Love or
Honour, E. Dowling, 60/. ;

A Spanish Lady, C. S. Lidder-
(lule, 47/. 58.

;
The Brook Side, E. Holmes, 46/. ; Pont-y-

pent. North Wales, J. B. Smith, 46/. ; Leisure Moments,
A. Campbell, 40/.; Eetour au Port, J. J. Wilson, 40/.

;

Anxious Moments, W. Bromley, 40/.; The Fish Cart, J.
Heuzell, 40/. ; Cleaning the Old Lobster Boat, C. N.
Henry, -40/.

;
Marguerite Mocked by the Gossips, A. b!

Doualdson, 40/. ; Fruit end Bird's Nest, W. H. Ward,
32/. lOs.

;
Morning—Marazion Bay, E. Hayes, 30/. ; Even-

ing on the Themes, C. J. Lewis, 30/.
;
North Shields, J.

Danby, 30/.; In the Duddon Valley, J. Peel, 30/.;
Cottages at Capel Curig, J. Henzell, 30/1

;
On the Clunoy,

near Castleton, A. Pantou, 30/. ;
The Beggar’s Story,

Miss E. Brownlow, 30/.
;
The First Meeting of Valeria and

Esea, T. Davidson, 30/.; Harvest Time, A. J. Woolmer,
28/.; Scene on the Conway. C. L. Coppard, 25/.; The
Passing Storm, II. Birtles, 26/.; Sunshine in the Valiev,
L. C. Miles, 26/.

;
The Ilheo, or Lew Roc-k, W. A. Knell,

sen., 25/.; Kenilworth, R. Rayner, 20/.; Woodside,
Norfolk, J.B, Ladbrook, 20/.; Dover Beach. E. Hayes,
20/.

;
St. Margaret’s Bay, J. J, Wilson, 20/.; Faces in the

Fire, H. King, 20/.
;
Winning, E. G. Girardot, 2C7. ;

“ Will
yon have them ?” J. E. Powell, 20/.

From the Briliih Instituiion,—Amalfi, G. E. Uering

treme dry weather nearly 60,COO,OCO gallons.
The companies are bound to leave sufficient
water for the purposes of navigation. Any great
addition to the present supply would make re-
servoirs for storing water requisite, but there
does not seem to be any difficulty in construct-
ing such works. The committee are satisfied
that there will be an abundant provision of
water for the eastern pirt of London for many
years to come. They are also satisfied that, as
far as science aflbrds the means of judging, the
water supplied by the New River and East Lon-
don Companies is not only wholesome, but com-
pares favourably with that supplied to other
places. But they concur in the recommendation
made by the Rivers Pollution Committee that
after the lapse of a certain period no sewage
(unless passed over land so as to become puri-
fied) and no injurious refuse should bo allowed
to be cast into the Lea or its tributaries. The
committee state that with remedial measures
already provided for, the Lea will be as free from
risk of contamination as the Thames, and will
afford a supply of wholesome water of unques-
tionable character to the East London Company
at the lower source of supply, as it now does to
iheNew River Company from its intake near
Hertford. The other company, the North Kent,
draws its water from deep wells, and no ques-
tion has ever arisen as to the quality of tho
supply.

The result of the inquiry is, in the opinion of
the committee, that London is found to have an
ample supply of good water at its doors, and all

that is needed is to stop the systematic contami-
nation of it, and to pass a constant supply into
every house, both of which objects are attainable
and ought now to be atteined.

influence was most felt in the houses of the
latter class

; but when the attack occuiTcd, the
result was not apparently influenced by any cir-
cumstance of this nature.

Again, of the 104 attacks, 56, or more than
half, occurred in bouses more or less remarkable
for neglect of general cleanliness. Of these, 36
cases were fatal, or 66 per cent. On the other
hand, 48 occurred in houses not thus remark-
able

;
some of them very clean, even where the

rooms were small j and of these 27, or 56 per
cent., were fatal. The uncleanliness of the
habitations, then, had a distinct influence, both
in favouring the occurrence of cholera and
imparting to the disease a severe and fatal
character.

SANITARY PROGRESS IN
EDINBURGH.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF
ISLINGTON.

To us who have taken anoctive part in urging
the necessity for sanitary improvement in the
northern capital, it is satisfactory to note that
the magistrates and Town Council are about to^

put the enactments of their Provisional Order
into operation ; and we condense fi-om the Scots-
man newspaper a few of the more important of
the changes which it will introduce into the sani-
tary system of the citizens.

More extended powers of forming drains are
conferred by the Order, and the authorities will
now be enabled to execute much-needed works
which previously they were utterly powerless to
undertake. Thus, for example, the district

draining into the Lochrin Burn, the defective
sewerage of which has long been complained of,

is immediately to be dealt with under the Order.
Provision is also mado for the trapping and
ventilation of sewers. No one can form junc-
tions with drains in future save with the con-
sent of the Couucil, and after paying such sum
of money as they may fix. Under this system,
every one will have to pay for drainage, and na
one will be able to take advantage of the expen-
diture of others without contributing bis quota.
Power is also given to the Council to borrow

35/.

From Ihe General Exhibition of IVater-colour Eraicinqe.
The Trial Trip, E. Tncker, 63/. ;

Many Hands make Light
Vork, J. Hayllar, 60/.

;
Herring Fishing, R, Tucker, 40/.

From ihe Water-colour <S'oei‘(fy.—ReinaiDe of Kenbaan
Castle, H. Oastineau, 160/.; The Ferry, Geo. Dodgson,
80 guineas ;

The tVharfe, looking up towards the Valley of
Desolation, R, .T. Naftel, 73/. 10s.; Lochnagar, Aberdeen-
fhire, G. Rosenberg, 45/.; Chilham, Kent, David Coi,
,iui!.,42/.; Judge Croko, Miss M. Gillies, 30/. ;

Off Holy
Island, Northumberland, J. Callow, 26/. 5 b.

From the Inttitute of Painters in Ifater-colours

—

Cockle Gatherers, J. H, Mole, 105/.; Salo, Lago di
Garda, C. Vacher, 50/.

;
Latest News from tbe Wnr C.

Green, £0/.
-. Mussel Gatherers, J. H. Mole, 35/.; Holy-

rood in the Olden Time, J. Chase, 40/.
;
On the Brae-side

H. C. Pidgeon, 35/. ; Mea Culpa, C. H. Weigall, 31/. lOs. •

Sunrise on Coniston Lake, A. Penley, 26/. 5s.; Fruit!
Mrs. Duffield, 26/. 5 b.; Waiting for the Ferry, J. G.
Philp, 23/.; Goarhausen, on the Rhine, C. Richardson!
21 /.

THE METROPOLITAN WATER-SUPPLY.

The Commons’ Committee on the East Lon-
don Water Bills are convinced that the quantity
and quality of the water-supply from thel’hames
are so far satisfactory that there is no ground for

disturbing the arrangements made under the
Act of 1852. The New River Company and tbe
East London Company, drawing their supplies
from the river Lea (the former having also the
springs at Amwell, affording about 4,000,000
gallons daily), supplied nearly 38,000,000 gal-
lons a day in 1856, and 41,670,000 gallons in
1866. The population supplied by them is now
estimated at 1,458,570. The average daily flow
in the Lea is about 90,000,000 gallons; in es-

The report of Dr. Ballard, the Medical Officer
of Health for the parish of Islington, has been
printed. A considerable portion of it consists of

,

an interesting analysis of the cholera epidemic
j

money for the construction of sewers, and to
of last year, illustrated by a map, showing at a

;

spread the payment of the sums borrowed over
glance the localities where it prevailed. There several years.
were, between the 23rd of July and the 27th of

[

Every house must be drained to tbe satisfac-
November, 110 cases of cholera, with a fatality

;

tionof the Council
;
and if the owners do not see

of 60 per cent. ; and 231 cases of the milder
. to this, the authorities may do so, charging the

form of choleraic seizure, with a fatality of
j

owner with the cost. No house can be built iu
nearly 4 per cent.

;
and the disease swept over

,

future in such a way as that the walls of the
the parish, as it were, in itfo u’arcs,—the first the i cellars or lowest floors shall prevent proper
highest and most overwhelming, the second

!

drainage
;
and with a view to secure this, plans

lower. There were three principal foci towards showing the levels of all houses to be built of
which the epidemic influence appeared to gravi- ' new, or rebuilt, must be submitted to tbe Town
tate. Tho principal of these was situated at the I Council for approval. From the decision of tho
southern extremity of the parish

; the second
|

Council, if the plans are disapproved of there is
constituted by Lower Holloway, the Queen’s- ' a summary appeal to the sheriff,
road, and Palmer-place sanitary districts

; and i All branch-draios and cesspools arc placed
the third was the immediate neighbourhood of under the surveillance of the authorities, and
tho Back-road, Kingsland.

i mast be repaired, cleansed, and kept in proper
There is this in common in these three foci— |

order at the cost of the owners of the premises
they are all localities occupied by the lower class

|

to which they belong, or for the use of which
of tbe population, and situated at comparatively

, they are constructed.
low levels. All to the south of the Essex-road

;

The owner of every house, or part of a
is under 100 ft. of elevation. The second focus

\

house, occupied by a separate family, is
is situated at 100 ft. elevation, or a trifle above

j

bound, within, one month after notice from tho
it

;
and the third focus at and below 80 ft. authorities, to provide such house, or part of a

elevation,

Out of 108 cases, of which Dr. Ballard had
precise information as to locality of attack, 73
resided in parts of the parish situated at or
below 100 ft. of elevation

;
while of the remainder

24 resided at an elevation, of above 100 ft. and
below 120 ft., and 11 between 120 ft. and 130 ft.

of elevation. Above 130 ft. no case at all

occurred. Out of the 73 attacked at an eleva-
tion nnder 100ft., 43, or 58 per cent, died; and
out of tbe 35 residing above 100 ft. of elevation,

22, or 62 per cent., died. Judging by the fatality,

he is disposed to consider that other causes were
more potent than this in determining the precise
seats of outbreak in the parish, as well as the
intensity of operation of the causes of the
disease.

As to the character of tho houses in which tbe
attacks occurred, four cases out of the number
originated in the London Fever Hospital. These
most be excluded

; as also two, tho locality of
whose origin was not precisely known.
Of the remaining 104 attacks, 23 only occurred

in houses with fairly large and airy rooms, and
of these 14 or 60 per cent., were fatal. Eighty-
one occurred in houses with small, close, con-
fined rooms, and of these 49 or 60 per cent,
were fatal. The only conclusion the medical
officer can draw from this is, that the epidemic

house, with water, siuks, soil-pipes, and water-
closets. In all existing houses, where water-
closets ventilate into common stairs so as to be
offensive or injurious to bealtb, every practicable
means must be taken for having such water-
closets ventilated by shaft or other means com-
municating directly and only with the open air,

or in such other manner as the Town Council
may direct. In all neiv houses to be erected for

tbe use of two or more families, tbe water-closets
must be constructed so as to ventilate by shaft

or otherwise into the open air.

Concurrently with the working out of these
enactments must he the enforcement of the pro-
visions which authorise the sheriff, on the appli-

cation of the council and their officers, to deal
with the overcrowding of dwellings. Wherever
any inhabited bouse, building, or part thereof,

has been rendered unwholesome or unfit for

human habitation, by its being overcrowded, the
sheriff may “limit the number of separate
dwellings into which such common tenement or
part thereof may be divided, or let to, and for

the use of, separate families, aud the number of
persons who may be accommodated in such
common tenements, or such parts thereof which
may be let to, or for the use of, separate
families.”

As affecting the ventilation and cleaning of
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huild/ings, the Order provides that, before any
school, place of public amusement, or other place

for holding large numbers of people for any
purpose whatever is begun to be built, there

shall be submitted to the council a plan and
description of the proposed construction of such
building, with respect to the means of supplying
fresh air to, or proper access to and exits from,

such building. The owners of all common stairs

and passages are bound to have the same pro-

perly ventilated and cleansed to the satisfaction

of the burgh engineer and inspector of clean-

ing ;
and these officers, as well as the medical

officer, may enter all dwelling-houses or other
premises where there is reason to believe that

they are not in a cleanly condition.

The Order prohibits the establishment, with-

out the consent of the council, of any noxious
or offensive business or manufacture within the

city, or within 200 yards thereof. It enacts that

no premises within the city shall be used as an
infirmary or hospital without a license from the
magistrates, granted only after certification by a
medical officer. It authorises the medical officer

to cause persons labouring under infectious

diseases to be i-emoved to the infirmary, and it

further authorises him to cause to be removed
to a fnneratory, to be provided by the magistrates

and council for the purpose, such corpses as, if

kept, would bo offensive or prejudicial to the
health of persons in the same or any adjoining

tenement.
As regards the improvement of the City, the

Order also confers important powers upon the
Council. After one month’s public notice, they
may allow houses to be set forward so as to im-
prove the line of street

;
and they may also, on

making compensation to the owners, cause
.
houses projecting beyond the line of street,

when taken down in order to be altered or re-
' built, to be set back towards the line of the
street or of the adjoining houses. They may also,

after a resolution to that effect at a meeting
called for the purpose, acquire houses or pre-

mises for the purpose of widening, enlarging,
or otherwise improving any streets, courts, or
closes, reselling such portions of the premises so
acquired as may not be needed

j they may drain,

repair, pave, or otherwise improve streets, courts,

and places where there may be doubts as to the
liability of owners to execute such works. The
Council may acquire lands or premises for the
purpose of reserving them as vacant spaces, or
of opening up thoroughfares, or of improving
the buildings, or of otherwise disposing of them,
BO as to improve the sanitary condition of such
localities.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The House, in committee of supply, has just

passed the usual vote for the British Museum,
amounting this year to 99,6211., being 3,1231.

less than the estimate of last year.

Mr. Walpole, in moving the vote, said that
the number of those who studied in the different

departments was increasing, and that the accom-
modation required to be increased. Of the esti-

mates a large part was devoted to the purchase
of the Blacas Collection of Antiquities.

Mr. Layard said he considered that our col-

lection in the British Museum, as illustrative of
the progress of civilisation and art, was un-
equalled in the world • and he believed the
reason why it was not adequately exhibited at
the Museum was the want of room. He shonld
like to have some information on the subject of
the great catalogue so long in progress, and
when it was likely to be finished. He hoped the
Government would next year seriously consider
as to providing adequate room for our various
collections. He had it in intention to bring for-

ward a bill for the better arrangement and orga-
nisation of our national collections, which he
proposed to introduce next session, in the hope
that it might be referred to a select committee.
Mr. Ayrton regretted that further arrange-

ments had not been made for making the
Museum accessible to the public. It was per-
fectly easy to light the Museum with gas, with-
out any danger from fire or injury to the collec-

tion by the gaslight.

Colonel Sykes thought the result obtained was
by no means commensurate with the immense
expenditure of money on the British Museum.
He found that in 1861 the number of visitors
was 779.000 3

in 1863. 554,000
;
in 1865, 677,000

5

and in 1866, only 516,000, showing a progres-
sive decrease in that period. In the same way
the number of those who visited the Museum for

purposes of study and research declined from
136,000 in 1861 to only 99,000 in 1866.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said the collec-

tions were packed almost in warehouses, and there
was no inducement to collectors to leave their

valuable possessions to the country. He believed
there were many persons at this moment who
would leave their collections to the country if a
better state of things prevailed

;
and next year

it would be the duty of the Government to sub-
mit a plan to Parliament, which they hoped, if

adopted, would bring about results which had
long been desired.

Colonel Sykes said the labouring classes ought
to have the same facilities for visiting the British
Museum in the evening which they possessed
for going to the South Kensington Museum.
There could be no difficulty whatever in fixing a
number of sunlights in the building, from which
no danger need be apprehended.

Mr. Layard said if he were a trustee of the
British Museum, nothing would induce him to
consent to the lighting of such a vast building
with gas. It was a very doubtful question if

works of art, such as pictures, did not seriously
sulier from the effects of gas.

COTTAGE DESIGNS.

The Suffolk Agricultural Society offered two
premiums, one of 251. and the other of 151., for the
two best plans, with detailed specification, of

the cheapest double cottage, adapted for Suffolk

labourei 8 ;
the designs in competition to be exhi-

bited at the Show of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England at Bury St. Edmund’s.
The committee to whom the matter was re-

ferred reported that there had been sixty-three

plans sent in for competition, the cost of carry-

ing out which, according to the designers’

estimates, varied from 1061. to 3381. each. Upon
this point the committee remark that, having
been assisted by practical builders, they have
ascertained that in many cases the estimated
cost is far below what the actual outlay would
be in erecting the same. The committee state

that :

—

” Aftpr close inveatigatioD, they have uoaninioasly
arrived an the conclusion that Ihe pliin bearintr the motto
‘Suitability,’ and costing 170L 3s, 8d., should have the
first prize of 251 .

;

and that the second prize of 154. should
be awarded to the plan bearing the motto of ‘ Level,' and
costing 1901 .

The former the committee cousider would be improved
by continuing the roof so as to form gable ends, also by
placing fireplaces where the dressers are in each of the
sculleries, instead of that in the bakery. In both plans
more shedding outside is desirable.

In second prize a pair more rafters at each end are re-
quired. Sliding casements would be preferable. A fire-

place is wanted in the scullery, also windows in the
pantries for ventilation."

Messrs. Conder & Larkett, of London, were
accordingly awarded the first premium

;
and Mr.

Shaw, of Birkenhead, the second.

On the first-prize plan, the main entrances are
at each end of the block, the doors to the lobbies
being further protected by simple hood porches,
la the lobbies are the doors of the living-rooms
and staircases, the scullery opening from the

living-room
;
and out of the scullery open the

pantry and a cellar or fuel closet. The dimen-
sions of the ground-floor rooms are,—of the front

room, 11 ft. 7 in. by 12 ft. ; of the back room,
6 ft. 2 in. by 8 ft. 9 in.

;
pantry, 3 ft. by 5 ft.

6 in.
;
closet, 3 ft. by 2 ft. 10 in. Between the

two sculleries and opening to the yard is the
common bakehouse of the two cottages, which
is furnished with a large oven, kneading-trough,
and copper. The cottages and bakehouse are
thus brought within four walls. The water-
closets stand at the end of the common yard,
their doors opening away from the house. A
water-butt containing 130 gallons is provided to

each cottage, but no provision is made for a well,

owing to the impossibility of making any esti-

mate for a work the expense of which entirely

depends on the situation. There are windows
to the staircases, and from tho landing at the
top of each independent access is obtained to

the three bed-rooms, whose dimensions are re-

spectively 14 ft. 3 in. by 9 ft. 1 in.
5 7 ft. 3 in.

by 11 ft. 8 in.
;
and 8 ft. 10 in. by 6 ft. 8 in.

Two of the bed-rooms in each cottage are fur-

nished with fireplaces, and the third is venti-

lated by means of a piece of perforated zinc in

a framed opening in the middle of the ceiling,

the air passing into a false roof terminated at

each end by louvre boards. The windows of the
upper floor being below the roof-plate, the roof,

with the exception of these breaks for ventila-

tion, is uninterrupted, and the additional ex-

1

pense of gullies is avoided. The committee,
however, recommend that even this interruption
in the line of roof should be omitted. In the
larger bed-room is a corner cupboard, and in one
of the smaller a closet. ' The internal work is

designed to be neatly done, the doors being
panelled and the casements chamfered. The
total estimated cost is 1701. Ss. 8d.,—approved, it

is said, by a Suffolk builder. The woodwork is

painted internally with three, externally with
four coats. In the particulars of cost, the red
bricks are put at 258. per 1,000, the floor bricks
at 423., the pantiles at 7s. per 100. The brick-

layers’ work is set down at 3s. 6d, a yard (9 in.),

the flooring at 2a. 3d.

In the second prize design, the front elevation
shows the four windows of the living-rooms
(two to each), with bed-room windows above
them. The cottages form a square block, and
the entrance-doors are at the side. Each opens
into a lobby, from which there is access to the
staircase, the living-room, 15 ft. 6 in. by 12 fl.,

and the scullery, 9 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in. The latter

is provided with oven, boiler, and sink, and has
also a pantry, 5 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft., each cottage
being entirely independent of the other. The
scullery has a door opening into a back yard, at
tho further end of which is a privy, with its door
at the side. Adjacent to the latter is an ash-pit
common to both cottages. The staircase gives
independent access to each of the bed-rooms,
respectively 12 ft. by 9 ft., 9 ft. by 6 ft. 6 in.,

and 9 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in. Two of these have fire-

places, and there is a closet, 5 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft,,

conveniently situated on the landing. Estimated
cost, 1901.

GAS AND GAS-PIPES.

If there were no other reason why it is de-

sirable that some radical change should be
effected in the management of gas-supply, the
fact that the streets are torn up and the traffic

stopped at the will of the gas companies would
bo sufficient. If the pipes were laid in the sub-
ways, no such disturbance of the roads wonld
be necessary, and the coat incurred by frequent
paving and repaving would be dispensed with.

But there are other reasons why it is inevi-

table that a complete reform must be accom-
plished. Under the present system, the compa-
nies enjoy a monopoly, and the only control

which the Government obtains in virtue of this

concession is in its very nature an evil. The
dividends of the shareholders can never rise

above 10 per cent. The Act of 1860 fixed that
limit, and as a matter of fact the limit has been
attained

5
so that there is no longer any sufficient

motive to induce the companies to improve
their process of manufacture with a view to

economy or to supply gas of a better quality, for

in neither case could they gain anything by
change. The monopoly protects them, and the
limit to their profits acts as a complete check to

improvement. This is the present state of

matters as regards the gas-supply in the metro-
polis, and it is very justly awakening the atten-

tion of Parliament. The problem is to devise a
plan by which the companies shall be encou-
raged to improve their process of manufacture
so as to cheapen gas and to supply it of a better

quality. And so perplexing is tho task of

solving this problem that the Select Committee
appointed to investigate the question, and if

possible to propose a remedy, has abandoned the
task as hopeless. But a solution of the difficulty

must be found; and until this is done we must
seek it patiently.

A scheme which has been proposed by Mr.
R. H. Patterson is apparently attracting some
attention. Mr. Patterson believes that any at-

tempt to fix the price which the companies
should charge for gas would be a mistake. He
thinks that ordinary trade principles are suffi-

cient to determine this point, and that it is

beyond the power or province of Parliament to

touch it. He proposes that, in order to secure
gas of the best quality, we should adopt a sys-

tem akin to that of the Excise. He would have
certain officers empowered to apply appropriate

teats for illuminating power at tho mains near

the manufactory, and for parity near the ex-

tremities of the supply pipes, whenever and
wherever they please. In short, that tho gas

companies should be treated as tho distillers are.

He recommends a system of heavy fines for the

supply of gas of inferior quality, and these he

would enforce, giving the inspectors a large

share in the fines, in addition to a fair

salary. With this check Mr. Patterson would
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abolish the Act of 1860, which limits the divi-

dend to 10 per cent. He woald fi-K 8 per cent,
as a starting-point, and above this permit the
companies to gain what profits they pleased,
provided only that for every 1 per cent, so
gained, one-half per cent, should be appropriated
to a deduction in the price charged for gas. The
half per cent, dividend would thus induce the
companies to earn 1 per cent, by improve-
ments in their process of manufacture, and the
consumers of gas would profit equally with the
companies by the lessened price consequent
upon these improvements.
But Mr. Patterson’s scheme comprises a still

window, given by Mr. Farrer, represents the
granting, by King Edgar, of permission to the
men of the north to make their own laws. In
the centre is King Edgar, who, standing before
the throne and holding the sceptre, announces
to the ecclesiastical and military chiefs of the
north his grant to them of the privilege of
making or choosing the laws for themselves. On
the right of the king is his chancellor, holding
his charter recording the concession. Next the
chancellor are Oskytel, Archbishop of York, and
his attendants. On theopposite sideisOslaCjEai-l
of Northumbria. With him are other northern
chiefs, one of whom bears aloft the royal sword
y,r -D-V- J ...I .1 f _greater change. He thinks it desirable that the

i of state. Behind these chiefs is the Dragon
municipality should buy up the companies, and ' the ensign of Wessex, Edgar’s principal king-
take the business into their own hands. The dom. In the lower compartments of the window
question arises, is the scheme practicable To

;

are introduced the Dragon, the Haven and the
this Mr. Patterson replies as follows

|

White Horse, the ensigns of Wessex, North-
The transfer of the property of the gfts coiDpanies to i

Kent. This window has been
the municipality fso to call it, or the ageregate municipal ‘ manufactured by Messrs. James Powell & Sons,
bodies) can be effected without any direct purchaie, and 1 of London. Both windows were desi^ied bvvnthout atJi/ loan or other Jinaveial proceee, oa the v^t of To-moo Tr n i + 1, ii.
the municipality. AU that is required is to convert the .

' Doyle, the author of The Chro-
shares of those companies into city bonds of equal amount,

I

mdcs of England.” Other windows, continuing

i

‘“a ^pMng some of the most
in existence: they are supplied by the proceeds of the i

events m the City 8 history, are in
rate at present levied upon the community by the com- i

progress of manufacture, the necessary funds
change which would be made would be : having been promised by other citizensthe present amonnc of the gas-rate would be collected

I

^
by the municipality, and paid to the shareholders of the I

companies as interest on the bonds, instead of being col- 1

' -
lected by the companies themselves, and paid by them as

'

dividend to their shareholders.
|

This is all that is necessary in order, by one stroke, to ' FEOM SCOTLAND.
'Onarc... thA ... -A .i. - --transfer the property and interests of ’the gas companies I

Edmiursfh.—The tiirty.third annual meetbe
f” ae Pron.„tion „?

qnired for the annual payment on these new City bonds ;

Arts in Scotland has been held in
are already in eiietence.”

^

Qneen-street Hall. There was a large attend-

Taisley .—Some months ago a meeting wai
held to consider what should be done with i

sum raised by subscription in Paisley about fortj
years ago, for the erection of a monument tc
Wilson, Hardie, and Baird, who were executec
in 1820 for the part they took in connexion with
the Radical movement of that period. A gooc
amount was collected in a short time, and tht
design of a monument by Mr. William Robin
sculptor, Paisley, was approved, and the wort
was proceeded with. The monument has jnst beet
erected in the cemetery here, and inaugurateii
in presence of a large number of spectators. I<

consists of a square basement and shaft, formed
of a durable white freestone.

DOWAGER COUNTESS OF ELLESMERE
MEMORIAL.

To those who have inquired on this subject, we
are enabled to say that the three designs selected
by the committee were those of Mr. Charles
Henry Driver, of Westminster, London ; Mr. T.
Graham Jackson, of Devereux-court, London,*
and Mr. John Gibbs, of Oxford. The committee
afterwards submitted these three to the arbitra-
ment of Mr. G. E. Street, who, after visiting
the locality, and examining the drawings, has
decided in favour of Mr. Graham Jackson’s

There ie Bomething irgeeioes abont the pro- X™ ;

diBtribation of the prizes also took

losition thna atetel. A ™ Queen-street Hall. Theposition thns stated. A circular letter which p
^ was

Mr. E. H. Patterson has recently published es-
The

le inn,tf.pr mnro fnllTr
chairman stated that the total number of sub.plains the matter more fully, but enough has e ai.

^

been said to show that it Lserves attfntion. f”, 6,236, compared
The Bubiect is a moat imoorteat

'"‘til 5,1.1 last year, which he considered veryThe subject is a most important one, and legis- ooHafnatL,.
lation upon it cannot be long postponed. It is — ^
too late to do anything decisive this session, bub
the matter must not be allowed to drop.

GZas^ow.—The window placed in the west end
of the nave of the cathedral, and known as the
"Baird Memorial Window,” has been wantonly
destroyed by a person named John Marshall. It
is broken in three different places, by stones.
The culprit was asked why he had committed
the offence, and coolly replied he had an ill-will
towards the chnrch, and, were he liberated to-
morrow, he would do the same thing After

Griffiths, -and the arSit-eeUwUe Me^srsiuo;^
: th^ a^rdlr^'

WELSH NEWS.

Llangollen .—The court-house here has recently
been completed. The contractor was Mr. John

Williams & Underwood. The cost was about
act m order that he might

1,200!. Tho assembly-rooms and markets i r I
^

designed by the same architects, are also com- w ™A -

pleted, the contract haying been taken by ' to ofT^
Messis. Morris Roberts. The total cost of the

'
^

works has been about 2 200Z I

expressed by the tenantry on the estate, as

Rut;iin.—The contract for alterations and '

—

additions at Ruthin Gaol has been let to Mr.
John Griffiths, whose tender was 8,000i. Messrs.
Lloyd Williams & Underwood are the archi-
tects, Mr. Lloyd Williams being county surveyor.

Bangor.—The first portion of the contract at
the George Hotel, Bangor, amounting to about
4,000J., and including alterations to old house,
new portico, new laundries, kitchens, stabling,
billiard-rooms, servants’ range, gas-house, &c.,
has been completed by Messrs. Thomas & Sons,
of Bangor. Architects, Messrs. Lloyd Williams
St Underwood,

THE YORK GUILDHALL WINDOWS.
Two more windows have been erected in the

Guildhall. They are the gifts of the Lord Mayor
(Mr. JamesMeek), and ofMr.R,Farrar (ex-sheriff).
The Lord Mayor’s window illuslrates the first
of a series of historical subjects intended to be
commemorated. In the centre of the window is
represented the election of Constantine the Great
as emperor, at York, Jniy, A.D, 306. Constan-
tme, habited in a monming-cloak, is represented
as receiving the principal mUitary and civil
authorities (among the former of whom would
be the commanders of the 6th or Victorious
Legion, so long stationed at York), who bring
him the sceptre, the golden orb, the laurel
crown, and the imperial mantle. The portrait
of Constantine has been studied from his coins
in the British Museum. In the lower compart-
ments are mtroduced on each side the Roman
eagle, and in the middle the monogram of our
Saviour, which Constantine, after his conversion,
^opted as a device for the imperial standard.
This window has been manufactured by Messrs.

ment should be erected to his memory. A com-
mittee was appointed, subscription sheets issued
and in a very short time a sum was subscribed
sufficient to enable the committee to enter at
once into preliminary arrangements. The com-
mittee invited specimen designs for a monu-
mental structure

; and, after considerable labour,
and frequent consultation with Her Highness
Princess Marie, the Duchess of Hamilton, at
length decided on adopting that furnished by
Messrs. C. H. Wilson & D. Thomson, architects,
Glasgow. The site fixed on, and which was also
approved of by the dnehess, is at the entrance
to Cadzow Forest. The monument is to be erected
on a rock of red sandstone, on the bank of the
river Avon. It is designed in the classic style
of architecture, the plan being circular, with
square projections for pedestals under columns.
The basement will consist of masonry 8 ft. highj
with channels wrought on the joints, having a
moulded base-course about 2 ft. high and a
cornice at top. At the front there will be a
flight of steps leading to the interior of the
monument. The floor will be paved with stone,
and it is intended to fix seats between the
columns all round the apartment. These seats,
which are to be of stone, will be 1 ft. 6 in. high!
There are to be nine colnmns, placed at equal
distances

; each will be abont 15 ft. high and
19 in. diameter at the foot, diminishing to 16 in.
at the top. The shafts of these columns are to
be of Aberdeen granite, while the bases and
capitals will be foimed of freestone. In the in-
terior of the monument a pedestal of grey
granite, 6 ft. in height, and surmounted by a
bust of the late duke, will be erected. The
whole structure will be about 22 ft. in diameter
outside, and from ground to top of roof abont

BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

On Wednesday afternoon, the twentieth an-
nual meeting of the subscribers and friends of
the above charity was held at Willis’s Rooms,
King-street, St. James’s, for the purpose of
receiving the report for the past year ; for the
election of president, treasurer, directors, and
auditors for the year ensuing

j and for other
matters connected with the welfare of the in-
stitution. Mr. Benjamin Hannen, president of
the institutiou, occupied the chair.

The secretary then proceeded to read the fol-

lowing report :

—

Hardman & SonroF iiimUgham? IheTexUSLa'i J'-
®®«'"“'®'i *° ®°®t

l,500i.

The directors, in presenting to the friends and sup-
porters of the Builders’ Benevolent Institution their
report for the past year, take leave to state that notwith-
standing the unparalleled monetary depression of the last
twelve months which has so seriously affected allclasses of
society, the funds of the Institution have not diminishedj
the annual subscriptions having increased, which, taking
into consideration the above-named cause, is highly
creditable both to the feelings and generosity of all con-
nected with the building trades.

Since the last general meeting several friends have been
removed by death, and the directors have to announce the
receipt of the following bequests in aid of the funds of the
Institution:—Firstly, the late Robert Forest, esq., 1,OOW„
less duty; secondly, the late Charles Beachcroft, esq.,
601. ; thirdly, the late H. Lamer, esq., 31/. ; fourthly, the
late Charles Hack, esq., 200/., less duty

; and they take
this opportunity of expressing their deep regret, and the
lasting obligation which is due to their memory, together
with a feeling of gratitude for the generous sympathy
which prompted those gentlemen to think of the sorrows
and alleviate by their bounty those of their brethren who
had been less fortunate in life than themselves.
Two elections of pensioners have been held,* the first in

November last, when three were elected, viz,, two males
and one female; the second in May, 1867, when a similar
number was chosen, making a total of four males and two
females during the past year; and two deaths have taken
place daring the same period, one man and one woman,
making the number now in receipt of the benefits of the
charity 45,-23 males and 22 females. Pensioners elected :

Males—James Webb, elected ^ 0Tembe^, 1866; J. F.Goff
ditto

;
George Hnut, May, 1867 ; Charles Gravell, ditto.

Females—Mrs. A. Colbron, Britton, November, 1866:
Mrs. Ann Walker, May, 1867. Pensioners deceased—
John Noble, elected November, 1862, died August, 1066:
Mrs. A. Thomas, May, 1856, died April, 1887. 1,368/. I8s.
Slock has been added to the Relief Fund, and 100/, 43. 8d.
to the Building Fund, making an addition of 1,469/. fis. 8d.
Stock Three per Cent. Consols purchased dnnng the past
year. There is now standing in the names of the trustees,
for the Belief Fund, 9,806/. lOs. Id.

;
for the Building

Fund, 2,832/. lls.
;
being a total of 12,639/. Is. Id. The

directors again notice with regret that there is still a large
number of building carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers, &c.,
who have not yet responded to the numerous appeals made
to them to become supporters of a charity which relieves

many of the trades in immediate connexion with the

selves or through the persuasion of subscribers, they may
be induced to give their support to the Builders’ Benevo-
lent Institution.

In accordance with rule IR, section 3, a special general
meeting was held on the 3rd December, at WiUis'sRooma,
St. James's, to take into consideration what should be
done with the 2,500/. and upwards now subscribed to the
building lund, when the following resolution was passed:
‘ That it be recommended that there be a sub-eommittoe
formed from the general committee for the purpose of
selecting such sites of ground as may be eligible for the
erection of almshouses hereafter, within a radius of seven
miles from Charing-cross, the land not to be less than
three acres in extent; and the report of such sites shall
be laid before the general committee at their monthly
meeting for March, 1867, when they shall be empowered
to negotiate the purchase of the site upon which they may
determine.' Several meetings of the said sub-committee
have been held within the past six months, and plots of
land viewed; but no definite result has been determined

• on.
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The subscribers and donors are respectfully requested

to notice that permanent oflices have been taken in an
eligible and central position, at No. 4, Vernon-place,
Bloomsbury-square, TV.O.”

The Chairman moved that the report be re*

ceived, adopted, and printed, which, being
seconded, was unanimously carried.

lip. Plucknett, of the firm of Cnbitt & Co.,

proposed that Mr. W. R. Rogers, his partner, be
elected president for the ensning year.
Mr. G. Bird seconded, and Mr. Rogers was

unanimously elected.,

Mr. Plucknett was re-elected treasurer to the
Institution, and the directors and auditors for

the past year were reinstated for the year
ensuing.

The nsual vote of thanks to the chairman and
retiring president concluded the proceedings.

A COMPETITION ABROAD.

The Society for “ la Propaffation de l'Arc?ii‘

iecture," at Amsterdam, offer a premium of
500 florins for the best design for an Hotel de
Villo for the capital of the kingdom. The
[rewarded design will be published. The com-
petition is open to all nations, and should any of
our student readers desire to enter on it, they
may consult the programme at our office.

THE PAYMENT OF GOVERNMENT
ARCHITECTS.

A DEPUTATION from the Institute of British
Architects, consisting of Mr. W. Tite, M.P.
(president), Mr. Lanyon, M.P., Professor Donald-
son, and Mr. D. Brandon (vice-president), had
an interview a few days ago with Lord John
Manners, M.P., at the Office of Her Majesty’s
Works, Whitehall-place. The deputation at-
tended in reference to the commission to be paid
to the architects of that department for works
in connexion with the Houses of Parliament, and
other public offices, concerning which we have
already spoken. Lord John Manners said be
would inquire into the matter

;
and as to the

practice of the Governmental Boards, alleged to
pay the 5 per cent, free from the measuring :

further, that in requiring the measuring to bo
included in the charge of 5 per cent., he did not
cri^naie the question, bat merely followed the
practice of his office.

PAYMENT BY LOCAL BOARDS.

At a recent meeting of the United Water
Boards of Duesbury, Batley, and Heckmondwike,
a discussion ensued as to the plana and superin-
tendence of two local supply reservoirs to be
-conatmoted at Staincliffe. Some of the com-
mittee seemed to think they could draw the
plans themselves. A letter was read from a
civil engineer ofi'ering to make all the necessary
drawings, general and detail, and the specifica-
tions; to set out and fix all levels, superintend
the works, attend all meetings of the Board
when requested, &c., for one per cent, on the out-
lay. A correspondent on the subject says :

—

This will give the profession a clear insight into
the treatment they are likely to receive, and the
rivals they are likely to encounter, when they
become competitors for the premiums offered by
local Boards. If it is right to learn from the
dnemy,onereceivesamiserable lesson in pursuing
che right

!

IHE THAMES EMBANKMENT AT WHITE-
HALL, AND THE RAILWAY.

1 Sir—As an engineer of upwards of fifty

years’ experience, I beg to call your attention
-0 this important subject. According to a pub-
lished account of the north embankment, it is

Intended that the uudergri, imd railway (fortu-
nately not yet commenced) is to be constructed
m the inner side of the embankment, next the
-intended river-l'ront terrace houses, and the main
newer and the subway above it are to be placed
next to the river walling, a portion of which
s already built ; whereas, for all practical and
tiieneficial purposes, it must be obvious to every
one that the reverse position should Lave been
^opted, which would afturd the following bene-
iicial result. The drains and sewers from all

the Strand streets and longshore houses, &c.,
would thus discharge direct into the main sower,
as also the connexion with subway for supply of
gas, water, &c., without crossing over or syphon-
ing under the railway, which must upon the
present arrangement be done to connect the
present shore drainage with the main outlet
sewer, and pipes to subway. Also the very
tremulous agitation which the close proximity of
the underground railway must produce on “ the
whole length of this deep and treacherous-made
ground,” and where neither light, air, nor
ventilation can possibly be obtained, and the
only exit for steam and foul air must be
by shafts at intervals, to the injury of the sur-
rounding inhabitants, for the whole length of the
embankment. But if the position of the railway
be reversed, so as to run immediately within the
river wall, it may be thoroughly lighted and
ventilated the whole length, by external
apertures, 15 ft. or 20 ft. long and 3 ft. high,
18 in. above high-water mark, and filled in with
ornamental iron perforated work, in lieu of
the present blank parapet wall

; and with white
glazed brick slanting apertures to angle of roof
of tunnel, and a low water outlet for any per-
colation time might effect. This railway would
thus be as light as day, and free from smell and
unwholesome gases, as at Gower-street metro-
politan line.

Notwithstanding this error has so far ad-
vanced, there is yet time to rectify the evil
before the railway is commenced, or connected
with its Westminster approach. And even in
this there seems some blind generalship to have
allowed so many “ thousands nf thousands" of
loads of ground and ddbris to have been filled

in on either of these sites of construction; and
it is to be hoped that, through the medium
of your powerful agency and support, this evil
may yet be averted, and the public service and
benefit intended be speedily effected, before it

is too late. H. H. R., C.E.

BUILDER AND ARCHITECT.

Sir,—

H

avingnoticed acommunication headed
“ Architect and Builder” in your last number, I
am induced to send you a few lines which may
be headed ” Builder and Architect.”

I am superintending the erection, from my
own designs, of several semi-detached villas. A
lady living opposite approves ofthem, and wishes
to erect a similar pair of houses. She sends for
the builder, who undertakes to build her a
similar pair for the same amount as mine. They
copy the agreement, word for word, which I
.drew up for my client

; in fact, everything is

copied, without my consent or that of my client,
and without even asking permission. Upon re-
monstrating with the lady in question, she iu-
forms me that the builder said he had a right to
make use of the plans, &c., as he pleased

;
also

that a friend, who is an estate agent, is going to
superintend the works without any charge.

I should feel obliged if any of your readers
could inform me whether they know of a similar
case, and whether I have auy remedy

; because,
if not, architects had better be builders also, and
carry out their own designs, as it will not be safe
to entrust them to builders, who may make use
of them ad lib. I will send the names of the
parties, if necessary, to show that the above is a
real case. Architect,

NEW ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL,

The following is a list of the tenders received
for the Now St. Thomas’s Hospital, at Stangate.
The foundations are already in, Mr. Henry
Cnrrey, it will be remembered, is the archi-
tect :

—

Stone and Red Bricks . All Stone.
Ashby & Horner .£382,100 £400,400
Hill & Keddell . 381,060 400,300
Piper & Wheeler . 377,060 395,106
Brass

. 367,021 383,826
Lee

. 364,000 390,000
Gammon 362,664 396,566
Thorne

. 353,745 362,646
Webster . 353,664 376,308
Higgs . , 349,260 367,276
Mansfield . 347,168 ...... 364,173
Holland & Hannen . 344,262 364,488
Myers 340,946 .... 362,540
Lucas , 339,160 357,465
Perry

, . 332,748 .... 356.780

Messrs. Perry’s tender has since been accepted.
We may add that Messrs. Baker, Messrs. W.

Cubitt & Co., Mr. Downs, and Messrs. Trollope,
were invited, but did not submit any tender.

PROPOSED NEW SYNAGOGUE,
LONDON.

^•R, Permit me in justice to myself and other
unsuccessful competitors to correct a statement
iu your notice relative to this competition.
Mr. Philip Hardwick was not consulted, nor did
his opinion guide the committee in determining
the merits of the designs submitted, I com-
peted solely under the belief that the inferential
obligation as conveyed in the instructions to
architects would have been fulfilled by the com-
mittee, and that Mr. Hardwick’s well-known
ability and impartial judgment would, at least,
have guided, if not determined, the ultimate
selection- H. H. Collins.

*** The statement that Mr. Hardwick would
so act came to us from the committee.

THE CHISEL.
Sib,—In reply to yonr correspondent, "A Freemaaon,"

who aBiia when the chisel was first introduced into this
country, I beg to assure him that it is possessed of a much
higher antiquity than the elerenth century, as he sup-
poses. There are evident marks of the chisel on the
lintels of Stonehenge. There are chisels to be found
among the relies of the Bronze period. How old that may
Del cannot tell; but I think your correspondent would
probably arrive at a sound conclusion were he to suppose,
in the utter absence of authentic proof, that the chisel
was introduced into this country much about the same
time as the hammer; and there can be no doubt whatever
that it must be assigned to a period vastly anterior to that
of the screwdriver. An Ahtiqvart.

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
SiE,—I have refrained from making any remarks npon

yonr correspondent's letter in the Builder of July 6th
until I made myself acquainted with the facts of hia asser-
tions.

First permit me to state the small bouse he speaks of is
built by Messrs. Harwood, cement manufacturers, of
Northfleet. His blocks are made one day and laid the
pest, neoeSBUeting a larger proportion ot cement than one
in eight, as in my concrete, and thereby sacrificing both
strength and economy. I am at a loss to understand how
he cau call it concrete building, as it is built with cement
blocks as biicka, and with a large proportion of briedts in
chimney-jambs, Ac.
He thinks hollow walls far “beyond” solid ones. I

differ in opinion, and at the same} time think he must
be totally ignorant of my system of building, or he must
know, in the way my houses are cast, in one solid block,
I have only to insert cores, say 2 ft. Jong, 2 in. thick, and
fi in,, 10 in., 11 in., or 12 in. wide, in the centre of my
mould, and 4 in. or 6 in. apart, in the same way that 1
form the recesses for my joists., &c, and I get the hollow
wall he thinks so much of. A fi-in. wall may be made
hollow by li-in. cores or prints. I think, sir, this will
apply equally to Mr. Edwin Chadwick's remarks on
hollow wall constructiou. lam sure that gentleman has
not been well informed of my system of building, or he
would have spoken of it in his able remarks on improved
construction.
Your correspondent thinks he can build cheaper and

quicker. Permit me to say he is a bricklayer, and hie
lumps were laid by skilled labour.

I commenced two houses on Monday, the 22Qd of last
month, and on Saturday, the 27ch, my houses were up
9 ft. 6 in. in height, the work done being equal to laying
14,680 bricks. The whole of this was done in forty-three
hours by two labourers and one strong boy. They fill the
apparatus every day in seven hours (excepting on Satur-
day, when, owing to so many gentlemen visiting tlio build-
ing, they took one hour longer). I have no hesitation in
saying my two houses will be up and covered in by
August 10.

My men being laboorers do not understand work by the
rod, aud take it by the yard super, of 9-in. work. 14,580
bricks will do 14S{ yards super., which, at 6d. per yard,
equals 31. 12s. lO^d., the amount earned by two men and
one boy iu four days aud three hours, which 1 paid on
Saturday last. When the bouses are ready for the roof,
the labour for walls will have cost me 71. 5s. 9d., the
amount of work being equal to laying 29,160 bricks, in-
cluding moulded reveals to windows and doors.
If you and your intelligent readers will compare this

with the cost oi easting separately, and laying separately,
cement lumps, I feel sure you will at once be satisfied
as to the economy of the system. J. Tali,.

SMOKE FROM BAKERS’ FURNACES.
At the Marylebone police court, on Wednesday last

(July 31st), Mr. Dolamore, master baker, of South-street,
Mauchester-square, was summoued at the instance of the
Government Inspector fur unlawfully using upon hia
premises a certain furnace not constructed so as to con-
sume or burn its own smoke.
Mr. Saunders, the iuspeotor, said he had given orders

for certain alterations in the furnace, which bad not been
carried out, and called two police-constables who gave
evidence that on difi'erent occasions they had observed
smoke issuing from defendant's chimney.
Defendant produced a receipt from a leading trades-

man, to show that every alteration required by the Govern-
ment inspector bad been duly made by him, and that Mr.
Dolamore had paid him for the work. Defendant’s fore-
man was also called, who particularized the alterations
which had been ordered by the inspector, and he swore
positively that every requirement had been carried ont.
He said it was impossible at the first start off that all the
smoke could be consumed, and be would undertake to
prove that if any practical man went to the bakery he
would say that nothing further could be done than had
been already done.
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Mr. Dolamoro, who was fined thirty shiUiuga and costs,
•aid it was very hard to fine a man because practical and
scientific men were unable to conslmct an apparatus that
burnt all the smoke. He had paid the best price to a
first-class tradesman to enable him to comply with the
Act of Parliament, and had failed. Would his worship
or the Governmfnt inspector advise him what to do?
Both the magistrates and the inspector declined to give

any advice, and defendant paid the money with a remark
that there were scores of bakers in the immediate district
who were precisely in the same predicament as himself
with regard to furnaces that “could not” be made to
consume the whole of their smoke.

INDUSTRY ENCOURAGED.

A CORRESPONDENT scnds OS for poblication the
following resolution of the Labonrers’ Trade
Society in the Staffordshire Potteries ;

—

“ Ton are strictly cautioned not to outstep good rules
by doing double the work you are required, and causing
others to do the same, in order to gain a smile from your
master. Such foolhardy and deceitful actions leave a
great portion of good members out of employment the
year round. Certain individuals have been guilty, who
will be expelled if they do not refrain.”

THE SANITARY STATE OF EPPING.

The adjourned officialinquiry into the sanitary
state of Epping, before tho Government in-
speotor, Mr. Arnold Taylor, was resumed at
the police-station in that town on the 18th
ult., in the presence of a large number of
the inhabitants. Mr. Docwra, of London,
C.E., said he was qoite satisfied that a good
Bopply of water coaid be obtained for Epping
at a reasonable cost. The estimate for sinking
a well with a small engine of about six-horse
power, and a small reservoir over it, would
come in round numbers to about 1,6001. or
1,7001., and their pipes through the town might
be put down at 8001, which would make up the
total cost. 2,5001. would be sufficient every
way, and he wonld guarantee that it could be
carried out for leas than that. That would give
a supply at constant pressure of twenty gallons
a day for 4,000 people, which was double the
present population of Epping. After some other
evidence for and against the necessity for some-
thing being dune, the inspector said :

—“After
what I have seen to-day I am quite satisfied,
apart from the application made to the Home
Office, there is more than sufficient to justify this
inquiry, and it is most disgraceful that some of
the places should be allowed to remain in their
present state. As to your sewers yon are doing
the right thing in the wrong place, for you are
taking no steps to compel the owners of property
to drain their premises by bringing them within
the prescribed limits.” The proceedings then
closed.

THE ARCHITECT FOR THE HOLBORN
VALLEY IMPROVEMENT.

At the Court of Common Council, on Monday
last, Deputy Fry, the chairman of tho Improve-
ment Committee, brought up a report from that
committee, recommending that they should be
empowered to engage the professional services of
Mr. Hey wood, the engineer to the Commissioners
of Sewers, in any further manner they may con-
sider advisable for the successful completion of
the above works. The object sought to be ob-
tained by the committee in this report appeared
to be that Mr. Heywood should be employed to
superintend not only the work for which his
services were originally retained,—namely, the
viaduct,— but that he should also be engaged in
preparing plans for the erection of shops and
other buildings that wonld have to be erected,
a duty which would, in the ordinary coarse, fall
within the province of the City architect.
The report was strenuously opposed by Aider-

man J. C. Lawrence, Mr. Lowman Taylor, and
several other honourable members, on the ground
not only that it would entail a very large addi-
tional expense on the corporation by employing
Mr. Heywood in the way suggested, but that it
wonld also cast a slur upon the City architect,
by passing him over and retaining the profes-
sional services of another gentleman to do a
duty which he was perfectly competent to per-
form. Mr. R. N. Phillips, and several other
members, in supporting the report, repudiated
the slightest intention of casting a slur upon
either the talent or the fitness of the architect to
perform the work, but said that his time was
fully occupied by the great and important works
that were already in progress, and particularly

the meat market in Smitbfield, and that it

would be most advisable that the Holborn Valley
works should be entirely carried out under the
supervision of one professional gentleman, who
Lad been engaged npon them from the com-
mencement, and that a great saving of time was
likely to be thus effected. Mr. Medwin, one of
the members of the committee, also stated that
from the inquiries they had instituted, they had
reason to believe that the two gentlemen would
not act harmoniously together, and, therefore,
the committee had no alternative but to make
the recommendation they bad done in their
repoj t.

After a lengthened discussion, the reception of
the report was negatived by a majority of 14,

—

the numbers being, in favour of the report, 37

;

against it, 51.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Leek .—The chancel of the Old Parish Church,
Leek, after undergoing thorough restoration,
has been publicly re-opened by the Bishop of
Lichfield. For about two years the work of re-
storing the east end has been in progress,
though delayed in its final completion. The
whole interior of the chancel has been renewed.
One chief feature in the restoration is the num-
ber of memorial gifts. The memorial window at
the east end of the chancel has been placed
there at the cost of Mr. Thomas Carr, of Leek.
Tho window is of five lights, each divided into
two compartments. The centre one in the upper
series contains a representation of our Lord’s
Cruoifi.xion, and in the compartments right and
left are the Betrayal, the Scourging, the Trans-
figuration, and the Resurrection. In the com-
partments of the lower series are represented
the Ascension, the Last Supper, the Raising of
Jairus’s Daughter, Christ turning Water into
Wine, and the Feeding of the Multitude. In
the north and south walls of the chancel are
other memorial windows. One on the north
side is of two lights, containing a representation
of the Descent of the Holy Ghost. There is

also another memorial window of stained glass
on the north side of the chancel, of two lights,

representing two passages in the life of Naomi.
This window has been given by Mrs. George
Davenport, of Leek. A memorial window at
the south end of the chancel is the gifc of Miss
Wood. Corresponding in design and dimensions
with those in the opposite wall, it is of two
lights, divided into four compartments, in which
are represented scenes from the life of our
Saviour, viz., the “ Touch me not,” Christ’s
Charge to Peter, the Entombment, and the three
Maries at the Sepulchre. The only structural
addition to the church is the chancel aisle on the
south side, and this also contains two memorial
windows, one at the east end of the aisle, but
partially overshadowed by the organ. It is of
three lights, and contains figures of the Psalmist
as King, St. Cecilia, and St. Aldhelm, formerly
bishop of the diocese of Lichfield. The window
is the gift of the late Mr. Thomas Crompton, of
Leek. On the south side of the chancel aisle is

likewise a three-light lancet-shaped stained-
glass window, the gift of Mrs. Hannah Sleigh.
In the right and left compartments of the win-
dow are two representations of St. John the
Evangelist; and in the centre the figure of the
patron saint of the church, Edward the Con-
fessor. In the west end of the church, at the
sooth side of the tower, is a memorial window of
two lights, representing Moses, and Aaron the
High Priest. This window is the gift of Mr.
George Young. The pulpit is the gift of Mrs.
Heathcote, widow of the late Vicar of Leek. It
is of old English oak, having round its body
twelve niches, in which are fnll-length figures of
the twelve apostles, each bearing an emblem of
bis sacred calling. Surmounting the figures is a
canopy of richly-carved oak. The pulpit has
been executed by Mr. Earp, carver, London,
from the designs of Mr. Street, the architect of
the church restoration, at a coat of 2501. The
font is of marble and alabaster, and stands at
the south-west end of the nave. The work in-

cluded in the general contract embraces the
erection of a reredos of alabaster and marble of
various kinds

;
also a screen separating the

chancel from the nave, of Derbyshire grey
marble, moulded, and enriched with alabaster,
and filled in with mosaic work of variegated
pattern. The floor of the chance) is laid with
Godwin’s encaustic tiles, and the chancel is fur-
nished with open stalls for the choristers. At
the west end the old arch has been re-opened,

and the floor tiled, making a robing-room for the:
choir, and an additional entrance to the edifice
through the tower. The restoration anti addi^
tion have cost about 3,5001., tho contract workji
having been executed by Mr. John Nadin, ofl
Leek, from designs of Mr. Street, the architect, i

Broadstairs (A'enl). — Holy Trinity Church |

having been considerably enlarged towards the
east, and the altar consequently moved, has been
reconsecrated. The works which have just been
completed, have dealt with the interior, and the
points which have been aimed at are increased
accommodation, superior heating and ventila- ^

tion, and better provision for carrying out the
services of the church. The architect employed
was Mr. William E. Smith, of London. The
vestry and boys’ school which occupied the east
end of the church under an eastern gallery have
been removed, together with that gallery, and
the east end of tho church is now occupied by
choir-stalls to the north and south, by the
sanctuary with an oak altar-rail on ornamental
iron standards, and coloured tile paving in pat-
terns, and by the altar on a foot-pace of stone
and tiles, the east window being brought full
into view. An organ-chamber has been built on

|y
the north side, and the organ removed into it. I
The taking into the church of the space occupied E
by the boys’ school rendered necessary very con- E
siderable alterations and enlargement of the f
schools, so as to provide accommodation for the l
boys, and the whole of the schools and vestry u
have been renovated

;
these are also heated by E

means of hot water. The total outlay is about
1,200Z., nearly 4001. of which remain to be sub-
scribed. We understand that the east end is to E
have illuminated tables of the Decalogue, Lord’s
Prayer, and Creed, and that the east window is

to be temporarily stencilled in colour, awaiting
a stained-glass window.

goolis

The Last Thirty Years in a Mining District. By
Ignotus. London ; Longmans, Green, & Co.

The writer of this sketch considers the last
thirty years to be the most important period in |
colliery experiences, not only as regards mining E
in relation to the development of minerals for B
trade and profit, and as to the statistics of I
science, but equally so as regards the habits,
education, and general development of the work-
ing man.

Of the colliers, as a class, he says :

—

“AsanrcdJy the supply is becoming exhausted, some
say deteriorated. This, I believe, is not at all the case,
and lhat the rising generation of collier is, physically and
constitutionally, as strong as his predecessors. We can
account for it more readily and certainly in connezioii
with the fiollowing considerations:—Accidents, by explo-
sion and otherwise, not only directly diminishing the
stock, but deterring others from following Ihe likecaBing

;

monotony of labour, and education, both tending to in-
culcate preference for labour ahove ground; not being
permitted to smoke, or take intoxicating drinks into the
workings, but more especially the non-renewal caused by
emigration some years ago, and which even now draws
largely upon us at disaffected periods

;
-for we must recol-

lect that, not only did the gold-diggings cause a greater
draught upon class than any other, but they were in
a eeriain ratio absolutely necessary for the opening of those
large fields of wealth, and to be procured at almost
any price, Even at the present time, in the mines on the
Continent and the Hew World, no undertaking is contem-
plated without the assistance of the Britsh miner. I
believe to these causes may be attributed our being so
short-handed at present, and which bodes so unsstisfac- i
tory a prospect for the future in skilled and, in fact, col-

f
liers generally. Colliers are a race peculiar to themselves

; >!

idiosyncrasily, they differ most materially from any other
set of men who gain their bread by the work of their S
hands. I would seriously draw the attention of masters 3
to the extreme desirability of enconraging them to the i

utmost, and extending them as a class. 1 would respect- >

fully, likewise, urge the tJovernment to render them every i
protection, not only where life and limb are concerned, ^
but extend their support to any legitimate cause; for J
unless we derive aid trom machinery, we shall find our- S
selves at no distant day wishing wehad thought on these i
things. For they, assuredly,

“ When once destroyed can never be supplied."

Tho author also treats of trades unions, and v

on the most important question of coal ex- 9

haustioD.

ARIORUM.
A NEW edition has been published (Tegg) of «

“ The Juryman’s Guide,” by Sir George Stephen, 9.

revised to meet the law as it now stands. Every ii

man liable to serve as a juror will be rendered ^

much better able to discharge the duties of the
office properly by reading it. Various letters i>:

that appeared in the Gateshead Observer, on the J

subject of the Gateshead Town-hall Designs, n
have been reprinted in the shape of a pamphlet. (1
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gTisctllairca.

Tin? Strand Music IIali.—The sale of this

freehold property, consistiog of the Strand Music
Hall (now closed), together with the adjoining

houses and shops in the Strand and Catherine-

street, has been attempted by auction at the
Mart in Tokenhouse-yard, City, by Messrs.

Chinnock, Galsworthy, & Chinnock. The site is

described as extending over an area of 14,000 ft.

The auctioneer started the bidding at 40,0001.

No advance being offered on that sum, it was
withdrawn from sale. A portion of the site was
next offered, but, as no bid was made over

30.0001., no sale was effected.

CoLNEY Hatch Lunatic Asylum. — At the
Vice-Chancellor’s Court, before Sir E. Malins,
the caso of the “ Attorney-General r. Colney
Hatch Lunatic Asylum,” has come on for hearing.
This case has for its object the abatement of an
alleged serious nuisance by reason of the
present mode of carrying off the sewage. The
asylum contains 2,300 inmates. Mr. Bazal-
gette, the engineer, had made a scheme, and
there had been a commission and report, which,
as the defendants urged, would no doubt
terminate in some Government Parliamentary
measure. After a good deal of discussion, the
Vice-Chancellor directed the case to stand over
until November, meanwhile it might be seen
whether some scheme could not be devised. It

was stated that a pipe could carry off the
sewage at a cost of 6001.

Revival or the Proposal to Burn the Dead.
A discussion on this subject took place some
years ago in tho Builder. The Paris corre-
spondent of tho Star calls attention to a paper
published in the last number of the Journal des
Connaissances M4dicales, and bearing entirely
upon tho expediency of burning the dead, instead
of burying them. Dr. Caffe, the author of this
article, he says, very ably demonstrates that the
cremation of the dead might be effected at a
small expense by means of a sarcophele, or puri-
fier of the body, erected on some elevated point
of the town, and of which he gives a description.
The body once being incinerated, the ashes
might then bo gathered into an urn, and re-
turned to the family. Dr. Caffe believes that
the vast cemetery which the city of Paris pur-
poses establishing at Pontoise, and which will
measure 2,125 acres, will exercise a most per-
nicious and baneful iufluence on the sanitary
condition of the capital.

Preservation of National Antiquities.

—

In the House of Commons, on Wednesday, Sir
H. Verney asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department, whether he would endeavour
to devise means for the preservation of ancient
monuments, many of them belonging to pre-
historic periods, and some to the Roman occupa-
tion of Great Britain, which existed in different
parts of the country, aud many of which had
been injured and partially destroyed, owing to
the ignorance of their value and want of care of
their owners. Mr. Hardy thought there would
be great difficulty in tho way of the Home
Department becoming an archeeological depart-
ment, as it bad not tho means of doing so.
” The objects of antiquity to which the ques-
tion referred were private property

j it was
extremely desirable they should be preserved,
and perhaps the growing intelligence of the
country would supply the best means for this
purpose.” Ought we to trust wholly to this ?

Harbours of Refuge.—Tho annual reports of
the engineers show that at Portland the quan-
tity of rough stone deposited in the breakwater
mound, and the foundations of the heads, has
reached 5,627,654 tons. With a slight excep-
tion the works have stood successfully the storms
of the winter, and large numbers of vessels have
taken shelter within the harbour. At Dover the
expenditure upon the breakwater, or west arm
of the harbour, has reached 611,2771., the esti-

mate being 725,0001. At Alderney the expendi-
ture at the end of March, the period to which
all these reports are made up, had reached
1.140.5131., the estimate being 1,300,0001. At
Holyhead, at that date, a length of 7,037 feet of
the superstructure of the north breakwater had
been built to its full height, and a length of
/,124 ft. was built above high-water: the inner
or harbour wall was built to its full height, and
a length of 5,930 ft. In the year ending the
31st of March, 3,647 vessels sought the shelter
of this harbour. The expenditure had reached
I.371,1561.

Accident by Lightning.—The vane and upper
part of the spire of Rillington Church, near

Maltou, have been thrown down by lightning.

Whether there has been a proper lightning-con-

ductor we do not know, but should rather think

not.

Landlord and Tenant.— A notice of bis

intention to quit given by a tenant on a Sunday
is good and binding on him. This point was
decided by Sir J. Eardley Wilmot, Judge of the

Brentford County Court, iu the case of Sangstcr

V. i^oy, where the plaintiff had, on a Sunday,
given a written notice of his intention to quit

the defendant’s premises. The learned judge

remarked on the fact that the notice was the

act of the plaintiff, who, having chosen to give

it on a Sunday, now sought to treat it as a

nullity, and to take advantage of his own
wrong.

The Canning Statue in Palace-yard.— On
a motion by Lord Stratheden, in tho House
of Lords, for the restoration of the Canning
statue to its old position in Palace-yard, Lord

Stratford de Kedoliffe, as a relative, concurred

in the motion, and other lords spoke on the

subject. Lord Malmesbury said there was not

the slightest reason to suppose that any dis-

respect was intended by the removal of tho

statue, and he was sure that that step had not

been sanctioned by the late Government without

due consideration. The present Government
had only followed in their footsteps. He owned,

however, that there was something invidious in

the removal of any statue. IJuder all the

circumstances, he would recommend that tho

motion should be withdrawn, and ho would then

undertake that the subject should receive the

consideration of her Majesty’s Government, who
would bear in mind the high interest which
their lordships had expressed in the matter.

Tho motion was accordingly withdrawn.

The Bibkbeck Building Society.—The six-

teenth annual report of this society states that

their undivided accumulated profits, after pro-

viding for all contingencies, amount to

25,490Z. 163. Id., which equals a bonne of nearly

66 per cent, upon the total amount duo to the

shareholders. ‘‘ During the last three years,”

says the report, “ the profits realised are nearly

three times the amount of the total profits of

the first thirteen years. Under these favour-

able circumstances the Directors are enabled to

declare upon all investing shares which have
been in existence for ten complete years a
farther bonus at the rate of 851. per cent, upon
the three years’ subscriptions which have become
due and payable since tho last triennial division

of profits, thus showing a remarkable increase in

comparison with the former allotments, tho first

division having been at the rate of 41. per cent.,

the second 91. percent., the third 301. per cent.,

the fourth 531. per cent., and tho fifth 851. per

cent., which gives an average of upwards of 361.

per cent, on the amount paid on completed

shares of ten years’ standing, in addition to the

51. per cent, compound interest guaranteed by

the rnles.”

Vital Statistics of Scotland.—The Registrar-

General has now completed ten years’ detailed

reports of births, marriages, and deaths in Scot-

land
5
and we have now, therefore, the means of

ascertaining the vital statistics of the country

more accurately than at any time since Scotland

has been a nation. The annual birth-rate in the

ten years, 1855— 64 has averaged 3’447 per

cent.
5
the marriage-rate, 0 689 per cent,

j the

death-rate, 2T35 per cent. Tho death-rate in

England in the same period was 2'216 per cent.

The lower mortality in Scotland is due, partly,

at all events, to its smaller proportion of large

towns. The annual death-rate in Glasgow in

the ten years averaged 3 01 per cent. 91 per

cent, of all the childi'en born were illegitimate.

In the same period the registers show only 6'4

per cent, illegitimate in England, but a consider-

able number of births escape registration in

England, and it is assumed that the proportion

of illegitimate children at birth is nearly the

same in both countries. Owing to the Scottish

law of legitimization by subsequent marriage of

the parents, however, fewer persons in the popu-
lation are illegitimate in Scotland than in Eng-
land. In the five years 1855-59, 8S'2 per cent,

of the men who married aud 76 5 per cent, of

the women were able to sign their names in the

parish register; in the five years 1860-64, 89 3

per cent, of the men and 78T per cent, of the

women. These numbers are much above those

of England.

The Metropolitan Buildings and Manage-
ment Bill.—On the motion of Mr. Tite, leave

was given in the House of Commons to introduce

a Bill to regulate the construction anduse of build-

ings, and the formation of streets and of sewers
and drains, in the metropolis, and for other pur-
poses connected therewith. Tho Bill was after-

wards read a first time.

Fifty Photographs at once.—Mr. Helsby, a
Liverpool photographer, according to the AZtion,
after years of " hope deferred,” has at last in-

vented a machiue by which he can simulta-

iieonsly take fifty photographs of a person or
object. As yet Mr. Helsby has only applied his

discovery to tho production of miniature carter,

about the size of postage-stamps, and which
—gummed at the back—are very useful for

placing on cards, letters, &c. The likenesses

taken by the process, adds the Albion, are ad-

mirable in every respect.

Discovery oi an ancient American Tomb.—

-

Iq Monroe county, Indiana, lately, as some work-
men were digging a cellar, they struck a block
of stone which disappeared with a dull thump.
Investigation disclosed a chamber with a 6-ft.

ceiling, and 18 ft. by 25 ft. within the walls,

which are of solid neatly-seamed stone-work.

Ranged in row's, on rudely-constructed platforms,

were twelve skeletons, each with tomahawk and
arrow-heads at their sides, ear-rings and bracelets

of solid silver lying where they dropped, and
piles of what appeared to have been furs, in the
centre of the platform, each pile crumbling to

dust as soon as exposed to the light. A number
of tools, made of copper, and hardened equal to

tho best cast-steel, were also unearthed.

Pall of Part of a Tunnel at Aberdeen.

—

' It was the intention of the Government inspector

to go over the Denburn Junction Railway pre-

paratory to its being opened for traffic in

Augnst J but on Sunday night, says last week’s

Scotsman, between seven and eight o'clock, about

26 ft. of the Miiberly-street tunnel, Aberdeen,
fell in, and the opening of the lino is conse-

quently delayed for some time. On Saturday
tho line was inspected by Mr. Ironside, and
every part of the tunnel was considered by him
quite satisfactory. During the night a heavy
fall of rain occurred, and this, coupled with the

fact of some springs of water from the west side

mixing with the clay falling on the arch, caused

it to give way and fall. About 400 cubic yards
of rubbish lie in the tunnel.

A Bean Feast.—Sir : I beg to inform you
that the annual bean feast of the employes of

Messrs. Thorn Co. took place on Saturday
last, at the Gun Inn, Findon, Sussex, where
there were covers laid for 200, presided over by
Mr. P. Thorn, and the manager, Mr. J. Nadin,
supported by several influential tradesmen and
gencl'emen of the surrounding district. The pro-

cession was headed by the brass band, number-
ing twenty-two, composed of Messrs. Thorn's

employes. All kinds of old English sports were
indulged in until dark, when a walk of about half

a mile brought us to where the carriages were iu

waiting, and we regained our head-quarters

at 10'30, without a dissentient voice or accident.

Knowing your willingness to aid in recording

evidences of friendly feeling between employers
and employed, and being a twenty-one years’

subscriber to your valuable paper, will be some
excuse for my intrusion on your space.—R. V. C.

Animal Poi.sons supposed to be allied to

Cholera Poison.—In some experiments on the

poison of the cobra di capella, which George B.

Halford, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the

University of Melbourne, has been lately en-

gaged in, he has discovered that when a person
is mortally bitten by the cobra, molecules of
living “germinal” matter are thrown into the
blood and speedily grow into cells. These cells

multiply so rapidly that in a few hours millions

npon millions are produced at the expense of the

oxygen absorbed into the blood during respira

tion
;
and hence the gradual decrease and ulti.

mate extinction of combustion and chemical

change In every other part of the body, followed

by coldness, sleepiness, insensibility, slow

breathing, and death. The professor adds to his

account of the action of this poweifnl poison

that he has many reasons for believing that the

mate)-ies morbi of cholera is a nearly allied ani-

mal poison, and that if this, on farther examina-

tion, should prove to be the case, we may hope

to know something definite of tho poisons of

hydrophobia, amall-pox,8carlet fever, and, indeed,

of all zymotic diseases.
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Thu SURVEYOR3HIP of St. Luke’s Parish.—

Ifc has been resolved in appointing a new sur-
veyor in the place of Mr. Christie, resigned,
that the salary shall be 2501. a year, the sur-
veyor giving his whole time to the parish and
residing in it. Advertisements for candidates
were ordered to be issued.

The Rate of Mortality.—The annual rate
of mortality last week was 23 per 1,000 in
London, 23 in Edinburgh, 23 in Dublin, 22 in
Bristol, 21 in Birmingham, 27 in Liverpool, 34
in Manchester, 27 in Salford, 21 in Sheffield, 24
in Leeds, 20 in Hull, 26 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and 23 in Glasgow. The rate in Tienna was 23
per 1,000 during the week ending the 20th ult.,
when the mean temperature was S-S” Fahrenheit
higher than in the same week in London, where
the rate was 21.

The Thames Embankment Bills.— In con-
sequence of the postponement of the second
reading of the Wine and Coal Duties Bill till

Monday nest, and the lateness of the session,
it is understood that the Thames Embankment
(North Approaches) Bill, which was a Bill to
authorise the making of several new streets be-
tween Whitehall and Waterloo Bridge, and
altering others, and also the Thames Embank-
ment (Chelsea) Bill, will not be proceeded with
this session,—the funds for carrying out the
above works being derivable from seenrities
which wonld be available to the Commissioners
of Works by the passing of the Wine and Coal
Duties Bill.

The New Structures at Stanhope-street
Gate.—In the Commons a few days ago Lord
Ebnry asked upon whose responsibility the
Btrncturea now in process of erection at Stan-
hope-street gate were being built, and whether
the further progress of the works could be
sta.yed until an expression of some competent
opinion could be obtained in regard to them.
The Duke of Buckingham replied that the struc-
tures in question were being erected under the
direction of Mr. Pennethorne, architect. The
works were so far advanced that they could not
be stayed. In consequence of the widening of
Park-lane it had been deemed desirable to add
another story to the lodges in question. Whe-
ther a hoarding could not be placed round them
the duke could not say.

Kent ABcnA:oLOGicAL Society.—The tenth
annual meeting of this flourishing society has
been held at Dartford. The chair was taken by
Earl Amherst, the president. The Rev. T. P.
Coates read the annual report, which spoke in
suitable terms of the unexpected death of the
late Marquis Camden. The finances of the
society were represented as being in a flourishing
state. The archosologists then proceeded to
examine the many objects of interest to be found
in Dartford. The principal of these is the
church, attributed by Donkin, the historian of
Kent, to the Saxon period, but in which there is
abundance of work undoubtedly contemporary
with Gundulph, who was not only one of the
princes of the church but an architect of great
taste and skill. Amongst the objects of interest
in Dartford are some panel paintings in the Old
Bull Inn. Some remarkable caves were visited
in the plateau between the rivers Cray and
Darenth, which Mr. Dunkin describes as the
city of CassivelaunuB, or Caswallon, to which
Cmsar marched in hia second invasion of Kent,
and where the Romans were defeated. The
wchicologists then proceeded in open carriages
to the neighbouring village of Stone, where the
Rev. P. W. Murray, the rector, acting as guide,
pointed out all the interesting peculiarities of
the chnrch, lately restored by Mr. Street, archi-
tect. The party then returned to Dartford
where a banquet was prepared beneath a spacious
marqude erected upon a lawn at the back of the

taken by Sir W.
Stirling. In the evening a number of papers
were read m the Bull Assembly Rooms iu relation
to several places of local interest. Several
excursions were arranged for the next day.

of an additional wine to the East 3us.
sex, Hastings, and St. Leonards Infiriiiarv, and for cer-
tain alterations to the present building

Qin.n ff * " wSima & Martin
Nightingale
Sawyer
Hnghea ...

Jones & Moyes
Broadbridge
Winter
Poion & Smith,...."!!’."!
Geary
Kenwood ..

longhurst (accepted)..,
Sadler

.,£1,321 0 0
1,166 0 0
1,143 0 0
1,121 0 0
1,083 13 0
1,070 0 0
1,065 10 0
1,065 0 0
1,061 14 0
1,045 0 0
998 10 0
937 0 0

For rebuilding the New Fountain public-honse, City-
road, for Mr. James Blyth. Mr. James Harrison, archi-
tect. Quantities supplied by Mr. H. F. Gordon —

£3,407 0 0
3.400 0 0"0^0“ 3,013 0 0
2,990 0 0Henshaw 2,983 0 0

Hrowne & Robinson 2,925 0 0
2!894 0 0

T^r the erection and completion of New British Schools,
at Frogmore, Wandsworth, Surrey. Mr. E. C. Robins!

Quantities supplied by Messrs. Butstone &architect.

Hunt :•

Kirk
Nicholson &. Sons..,
Adamson & Son"
Lathey, Brothers

£3,514 0
2,430 0
2,400 0
3,248 0

Working Men’s Institute, Monmouth.

Set-—
Anchor-hill. Mr. Lawrence, archi-

Jackson £1,930 0 0
Roberts 1 920 q q
Lawrence, Webb, & Elias* 1 210 0 0

945 0 0
* Accepted.

For alterations at premises, Wells-street, Cripplegate
for Messrs. Pitman & Co. Messrs. Newman & Billing
architects. Quantities not supplied— ®

Greenwood £1,159 q q
1,083 0 0

Russell (accepted) 986 0 0

For new warehonse. Shad Thames, Southwark for
Messrs. Forster & Co. Messrs. Newman & BiJlinff
architects -

Lugg (accepted) £4,770 0 0

For new bay windows, &c., to St. John’s Parsot
Battersea. Mr. E. C. Robins, architect;—

Sharpington & Cole £299 0 0
Easton, Brothera 275 0 0

Lathey, Brothers..,
270 0 0
263 0 0

For alterations and additions to a warehouse. Noble-
street, City. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect

.£700 0 0
•

. 618 0 0
R^eton.. 640 0 0
Oordoii & Co 683 0 0

, 530 0 0
Crabb i Vaugham (accepted) 467 0 0

For alterations and additions, &c., at No. 30, Upper
Hamilton-terrace, St. John’s- wood. Messrs. Bird & Wal-
ters, architects :

—

^^cLacblan £739 q 0
Lbbs & Sons 686 0 0
Morsman 942 0 0
Williams & Son (accepted)’!!!!!!!!! 617 0 0

For alterations to Mews. Dudley, Rolls, & Co
Envelope W orks. in Goswell-street. Mr. J. W. Dennison
architect. Qaantities supplied by Messrs. Franklin &Andrews :

—

Patman & Fotheringham
Brass ...

Rider & Son !!!!!!!!!!

Downs ...

Little ...

Newmau & Maun....!,!!!!!!!
Henshaw !!!!!!!

Myers & Sons
Browne & Robins 5 (accepted)

£6,396 0 0
6,235 0 0
6,044 0 0

, 5,933 0 0
6,978 0 0
6,914 10 0
6,883 0 0
5,757 0 0
6,663 0 0

tect.

Ac., to the Friend-in-Haad beerhouse.
Wilcox-road. for Mr. Hewett. Mr. Daugerfleld, archi-

Quantitiea not supplied :
—

R“''‘>’ick 0 0
Nightingale q q

351 6 0
Whittiek 218 0 0

For additions to house
Gloyn, architect :—

at Chiselhurst, Kent, Mr,

h'ttle £1,&70 £1180
Randle C.n i rtn

AJlcr
1.671

Barnes
Nightingale "

Penfold
Cook
Holdsworth (accepted) ..

For Baptist Chapel, Brockley-road, New- cross. Messrs
.. Searle & Son, architects :

—

If Kentish Rag Stone
_ ,

not used, deduct
Colls & Son £5,180

6.120 130
Hedges 6,030 128
Sims & Marten 4,964 . . 200Wood 4 Nunn 4,897 155
Dove, Brothers 4 565 ]20
Higgs 4,467 ...!!!!.!!!!!!! 137

l,6i’S
Payiio & Co. ... 1,587 ...

Nightingale 1,350
Vi’ade

...

Watkins
'.£’2!8’si

”

1,140
1,086
1,030
1,004

t mil,”’'
>™>-<i«ooled residence.,

at Klthnni, Kent, for Mr. A. I'. Timoihj. Messrs. ToUey& Dale, architects
•'

Kilso&Capps ..£4000
LsDgmead .... 3 559
Fawcett
Blake

For additions to house. Woodlands-voad. Mr. Matthews,
architect. Quantities supplied ^

- £686 0 0
Nightingale 079 0 0
Peufold .. 675 q q

626 13 6
Holdsworth 917 jq 9

For new receiving wards. North Surrey District
Schools, Anerley. Mr. J, Berney, architect. Quantities

3,650 0
3,300 0

TENDERS
For alterations and repairs to the BcU and Anchorlaver^Hammeramith. Messrs. Bird & Walters, archi-

Eylea . .

Whittiek
Newman & Mann....!!.!!
Williams & Son,,.!.,!.!!!!

McLachlan (accepted)’

..£1,340
1,275
1,224

1,185

1,133

1,072

For the excavation, drainage, metalling roads and
walks, benudary walling, and entrances, Belfast Ceme-
tery. Messrs. Gay & Swallow, architects ;

£12!3C0 0 0Rents Smith 9 632 0 0
9!6!I0 0 0
®-389 0 0Monk & Co. (accepted) 8,700 0 0

J’a/iiuJes and Gates.

Cliff & Co. (accepted) 695 0 0

For the erection of a sessions-house, police-station
public ofiices, and assembly-room, for the Local Board.
Paignton, Devon. Quantities supplied, Messrs. J. Tar-
ring & Son, architects

Perrett & Sons ...

Roberts
Stevens
Call & Pethick ....

Weeks
Evans, Brothers

.

Bragg & Dyer ....

Filler

..£4,732 8 6
4.290 0 0
i !10 10 0

. 3,976 0 0
, 3,779 0 0
. 3,653 8 10
. 3,417 16 0
. 3,212 0 0

For alterations and repairs to No. 7, Adam-street,
Strand, W.C. Mr. J. Tarring, architect :

’

Jameson & Hobson £409 10 0
Ciemence

!!! 329 0 0
307 10 0

For five houses, Norman’s-buildings, St. Luke’s. Mr.ibomss J. Hill, architect
Perry (accepted) £2,000 0 0

Central-hill, Norwood, for Mr. D. MillerMr. Thomas J. Hill, architect:—
Webb & Sons £1,424 0 0Wood & Co 1^365 9 0

1,249 0 0
.... 1,100 0 0

1,073 0 0

R®"y
.... 997 0 0

Htsbles, at Enfield, for Mr. H. W. DraperMr. Thomas J. Hill, architect— -draper.

Webb & Sons q 0

supplied :

—

C. & J. Bowler
Munday & Hutchinson
Little

Simms Si Marten ,..!.,

West
Hart
Godboit
Nightingale .’!!

Lose^
,!

Jarrett
!

Chappell. !!!!!!!!!

Poxon A Smith
HoUedge (accepted) ...

Hazel

.. £2,4^9 0 0

.. 2,031 1 0
. 1,930 0 0
, 1,790 0 0
. 1.734
. 1,6

. 1,6

0 0
0 0

For additions, &e., to No. 4, Bury-street, Aldgate MrN. 8. Joseph, architect

£403 0 0

1. Joseph, architect :-

Newman & Mann..,
Conder .

King & Sons

,
to No. 20, Worship-street. Mr,For alterations, &c.,

Hammon, architect :

—

Alford £370 0 0
Browne &, Robinson 291 0 0
King & Sons 280 0 0
Macey 287 0 0

At&inton Morin Co»valeicent Hotpital, Wimbledon —
The contractors fbr this building are Messrs. J. Simpson
K Son, Baker-street, Portman-square.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

A D.—J. D.—A. W.—L. A M —H Oe if.—B. T.—T. J. H.— J, T.—
D. B. D.—G. A S.—H. H, C.— Valcsn.—B. E N H J L C 8 —

3. * Son.- JL D. W,- J. G. - T. L. U. - j. T. P.lw! 8.-f' R-
J. 8.--N. a B.-a J. P. _ J. w. 8. - A. C. - 0. V. - C. S. P.-D. 0.—LG. B. W. C.—W. J. D. - R. K,—Young Umod {apply to Society

Improving Condition of Labouring Clasaeo, Exeter Hail).

7e are oompeUed to decline pointing out books and glvlnK
addressee. ° ”

All eUtemenU of facta, tiate of tenders, Ac., jnnat be accompanied by
tne name and addreae of the sender, not neceaaarUy for publication.N^-The reaponalbUity of signed articles, and papers read at
public meatinga, roeU, of conrae, with the authon.

Advertisements cannot he receivedfor the current
meKs issue later than THREE o’clock. D.m.
on THURSDAY.

The Publisher cannot he responsible for Ori-
GiNAL Testimonials left at the Office in reply to
Ad/vertisements, ojtid, strongly recommendsS that
Copies only should be sent.
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Town Drainage.

H E sodden ground of

an undrained town

breeds fever and ma-

laria. Seldom is the

wisdom of the authori-

ties sufficient to enable

them to foresee this.

An epidemic comes

upon them, and they

cast about for a re-

medy, and use a great

deal of chloride of

lime—the best disin-

fectant of rotten or-

ganizations ; call out

the doctors to cure the

infected persons
;
and

get ready the ma-

chinery of burial.

The engineer is then

called in, and he cuts

up the ground in all

directions to relieve it

of the overcharged

liquid refuse.

In the old days,-

that is to say, before

the time of the glo-

rious old Board of Health,—this work, when

done at all, was done on a scale of magnitude,

and vast sums of money were spent in providing

receptacles which took down the filth from the

surface to a few feet below it; and, for the

most part, kept it there to still breed malaria, and

send it up through the open street-gullies and

open sinks in and about the houses. Was this

an improvement ? It is useless to inquire

whether it was or not. There are now few if

any towns absolutely undrained, and scarcely

any so badly drained as most of them were be-

fore the time of about 1S48. We find the more

usual state of things now to be, that towns are

drained more or less well under the advice and

superintendence of their surveyors, who are for

the most pai’t competent engineers equal to the

design and construction of any work that may
arise. The town surveyors of England have not

yet reached the climax of their glory, but they

are working towards it. The day of their glory

will be the day when one can live in a town with

as much pleasure as in the open country, and

with no more liability to disease.

The health of the people is the object of the

town surveyor. It is not always that he has the

advantage of having associated with him a

medical officer of health, but whether he has or

not his proper object remains the same, viz., the

health of the people.

Some of our surveyors of towns and cities do

not take a high view of their position, and are

satisfied to follow in the wake of committees,

and do anything or nothing as they may be in-

structed. This is unfortunate for any town sub-

ject to it, but the remedy for these evils will

come when these gentlemen, who fail to ap-

preciate their true position, are succeeded by

better men.

The atmosphere is one great disseminator of

health or of disease ;
and it is to the want of at-

tention to the ventilation of the drains that the

want of success in many attempts to improve

the health of towns is to be attributed. To

leave the street gullies open is to poison the

people in the streets. To leave the house-sinks

untrapped is to bring poison into the houses.

To ventUate the sewers by shafts over them in

the streets is a clumsy and imperfect device

;

and to ventilate by means of the rain-water

pipes is not much better, unless great care be

exercised in selecting proper places. That the

sewers and drains ovight to be ventilated no one

should deny. The decomposition of the animal

and vegetable matter they receive cannot be

prevented, and the gas into which these sub-

stances are converted will rise, and find outlets

into the atmosphere. The higher temperature

of a close sewer facilitates the formation of

gases, and increases their quantity. To provide,

then, a proper means of ventilation of the sewers

and drains is a necessity. How is this to be

best done ? Various means have been proposed

from time to time. At one time huge chimneys

are to be built, but they are found to be imprac-

ticable for any good, for they would only draw

up the air from the immediately surrounding area

of very limited extent, and would by no means

answer the purpose they would be intended for.

To come at once to the point, the proper way of

ventilating the sewers and drains seems to be to

carry up a flue or pipe at the head of every

howe-drain, that being the highest point of the

drainage. In building new houses, a flue of

half a brick square should be carried up with

and adjoining to, but quite independent of, the

fire-flue, and be continued to the top of the

chimney. In draining houses already built, a

4-inch pipe, which may bo the common sort of

rain-water piping, answers the purpose, and it

should be carried up at the back of the fire-flue

and to the top of the chimney. There are houses

of such construction as to make this difficult, if

not even impossible ; but they are few and may

be neglected.

Nearly every house in the town being thus

provided with a ventilating flue or pipe for its

own drains, and by thus providing for ventila-

tion in detail, the whole system of sewers be-

comes ventilated, which is precisely what is

wanted to make the work complete. The air

that is breathed by men and animals is drawn

from a space limited to about 6 ft. vertical

height from the ground in the daytime, and to

a height at all other times less than the height

of the chimney. It is this clearing of the lower

6-feet space of noxious effluvia from sewers

that renders a town healthy. The gas that is

most injurious to health is lighter than com-

mon air, and will continue to ascend when

conducted to the top of the chimney, and will

not descend again to the ground. In con-

sidering the efl'ect of this system of ventila-

tion it will be seen that the means taken

to conduct away the foul air of the sewers

renders the production of the foul air itself

almost impossible; for, to feed these numerous

ventilating pipes, there must enter the sewers

a supply of atmospheric air, which reduces the

temperature within the sewers and drains, and

so checks the formation of gases. And instead

now of the gullies being trapped to prevent the

escape of sewer gases into the streets, they

must be left open to supply fresh air to the

sewers, which ascends the tall ventilating pipes

by the law of motion of fluids. This is the con-

summation devoutly to be wished. The expense

of building in the wall such a flue as has been

described is very small
;
and the catting off of a

corner of a cupboard, or other space adjoining

the fireplace where the wall is thinly built, as is

usual in cottage houses, is of no groat moment

or injury to the convenience of the tenant, while

the benefit to the health of the people is im-

mense. And wher-e houses are already built

before they are drained, the carrying up of such

a pipe as has been described need not coat more

than 20s. per house. Not so much on the average^

because the practice is frequently to drain half

dozen houses by one drain of, say, 6 in.

diameter, and in these cases it is sufficient to

carry up one flue,- or one pipe, at the head of

the drain.

In one town that has been drained on these

principles, the cost has not exceeded lOs. per

bouse, and the results are the redaction of the

mortality from zymotic diseases to the extent

of 50 per cent, of the population during

the last five years, since the drainage works

were completed, compared with a period of ten

years immediately preceding that time. Another

town is now being drained on the same prin-

ciples, and a like benefit is anticipated. The re-

daction of the death-rate is not the only advan-

tage of good drainage. The redaction of the

number of days of sickness of the people is of

vast calculable advantage. It is easy, by going

thoroughly into the statistics, and taking the

numbers sick that accompany one death, and

the duration of their sickness in the one case

and in the other, to show an absolute saving to

the community, when the people can go about

their work without being made ill by it, and

can return home at night and stay there until

morning without being made worse by the in-

halation of a poisonous atmosphere. The owners

of house property are directly interested in these

things in a pecuniary way; for if the man and his

family are made sick, the one cannotwork, and the

others become a burden . Soon he finds he cannot

pay his rent, and goes to another house, of lower

rent, that be may perhaps be able to pay
;
but

he does not rest there, and the pursuit of the

inquiry what becomes of him and his family is

too painful to be contemplated, and, indeed, is

sufficiently obvious. It is more to the purpose

to show a positive benefit to the prosperity of a

well-drained town, and this is proved by past

experience, and is in the course of proof at the

present time. The results of one town were

given in the Builder not many mouths since.

But it is not necessary to wait for a multiplicity

of proof in such a case as this, where all that is

advocated is as agreeable to common sense as it

is to physical law.

The cost of these ventilating flues and pipes

falls properly on the owners of the houses, each

owner ventilating his own drains, and so by

degrees the whole town becomes healthy. This

necessity of ventilation is the thing most com-

monly overlooked, and therefore it is here men-

tioned in the first place ;
but there is another

thing very necessary to be attended to in laying

drains, and which is bub too often neglected, and

it is that the joints of the pipes, or of the brick-

work, as the case may be, should be made icater-

tijM. This is necessary both for preventing the

escape of liquids from the drains, and for pre-

venting the admission of land-water into them
;

for in the former case, the escape of the liquids

prevents the solids being carried forward

towards the outfall, besides contaminating the

surrounding soil ;
and in the latter case the

drains become surcharged with mere water.

In dealing with the sewage, the less superfluous

liquid there is to be dealt with the better.

Therefore, make the joints of all drains and

sewers water-tight. Clay is the best of all ma-

terials for this purpose. It is quite as invul-

nerable to the passage of water as cement ; and

it is more easily removed when junctions ai*e

required to be made with the drains or sewers.

The fall that should be given to drains has

often been overrated. The absolute quantity of

water or sewage that bos to pass through them is

small, comparatively, with the dimensions and

falls often given to them. It is seldom that a

house-drain, even when it drains a number of

houses, requires to be more than 6 in. diameter,

or to have more fall than 1 in 120.

The joints and the direction of the drain, and

its form of junction with the sewer, these are
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more important to be considered, because more
liable to be overlooked as secondary, whereas
they are of the first importance. The direction
of the drain should be the nearest way to the
sewer, turning nil angles with bend pipes of
about 3 fz. radius, and laying the interme<ljate
lengths straight; instead of follovring the bad
practice of trying to make long curves with
straight pipes, and leaving every joint open on
the outside of the curve, whereby obstruction is
offered and accumulation is promoted. Besides,
the shorter the distance the greater the fall pro
rata.

Another important thing is tha± the kitchen
sinks should not communicate directly with the
drains

; but the pipe from them should be car-
ried through the wall, and empty into a trap
outside the house, from which the water should
pass into the drains. lu other words, a drain
should never terminate inside a bouse.
With this trap outside, as with street gullies

and other openiugs at the ground level, where an
efficient system of ventilation is provided, it be-
rames unnecessary to trap it ; and, iutleed, it is
better that it and they should not be trapped,
but that the refuse from the kitchen siuke shonld

pass into the drains,—the solids with the
liquids,—and bo all carried away to the outfall
instead of choking up, the traps, and being, as all
traps are, a constant trouble to the tenants to
clean them out. But it is only with a thorough
system of ventilation that this becomes prao-
tioable.

In carrying out the system of ventilation that
h|^ been described, it has not been without
difficulty that the prejudices of the architects
and builders have been overcome in favour of
the system of providing a flue or pipe to the
head of every house-drain. The objections have
been sometimes ingenious, and it may be wellto
state some of them. The first was, that the
sewer air would be taken up to the bedroom
windows, and blown into them. The answer to
this is, that, to begin with, ventilation is neces-
sary, and has always been admitted to be so •

and then that th • attempts first made to accom-
plish it were either to leave every opening into
the drains untropped, and so diffuse the sewer
air all over the town, or to trap the honae-drains
and leave the street-gullies open, or to trap
these too, and carry up a ventilating-shaft in the
middle of the street, with or without diarcoal-
boxes; or, further to ventilate the sewers and
drams by the down pipes from the roofs. This
latter system, indiscriminately carried out, does
convey the sewer air to a too close proximity to the
bMroom windows, and even where great care is
taken to omit such down pipes as lead up dose to
the windows, yet the system must be allowed tobo
imperfect; for, besides the risk ofcontamination

u
drawn into open bedroom windows

these pipes do not in general enter the head of
the drain, and so do not lead away the air from
the higher parts of it, where it accumulates.
The improvement, therefore, seems to suggest
Itself that a jlue or pipe shall be taken up near
the fireplace for the purpose of increasing its
temperature, and, therefore, power of voutila-
tion and be continued to the hwhtst practicable
part of the building. The house-drain is easily
connec^ with this flue or pipe by an earthen-
ware pipe underground.
Another objection has been attempted to the

.
ellect that as all houses are not of the same
height the higher ones will do more than their
share of duty by reason of their greater power
of ventilation. Well, this would be no greath^m if It did occur, but in reality the quantity
ot air passing up auy flue or pipe is capable ofbemg regulated by its size. In practice, how-
ever, these small objections may be disregarded.

It 18 satisfactory to know that the system is
baing recognised and carried oat.
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BEITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
AT LUDLOW.

for M.iNCIIKSTER.—Of
annually in Manchester

and Salford, 8,000 die prematurely. The stress
upon the children’s hospitals of the town is
excessive. A successful effort has been made
towards building a country hospital in connexion
with the General Hospital and Dispensary for
sick children of Manchester. A recoivin^-house
will be retained in the city, of which the esti-
mated cost is 3,0001.

; and a hospital will bo
erected in the country, containing tlmee detached
wards of twenty-six beds each, on the Pavilion
system, with a central house for domestic and
administrative purposes. This will cost 12 0001
Nearly 10,0001. have already been subscribed.

IN' the coarse of the address with which the
Congress on the 2i)th nit. was inaagurated, Sir
Charles Rouse Boughton, hart., as president, re-
terred to the local historians of the district, citing
the namesof men, living and dead.whohad contri-
bated to illustrate and elucidate that history—
the late Mr. Botfield, who so long represented
Ludlow m Parliament, Mr. Wright, Mr. Dukes,
Mr. Pigeon, Archdeacon Owen, Mr. BJakeney
Mr. R. Anderson, Mr. Nightingale, and a host
ot other Shropshire worthies. He might remind
them, he continued, that it was in that neighbour-
hood,_at Berrington, near Shrewshuiy, that an
individual was born in the reign of Edward IVwho was still living in the timeofCharles I.,—that
old, old, very old man, Thomas Parr. He proposed
to say nothing to them that evening of all the
ancient remains in that locality—the British
earthwork, the Drnidical remains, the Roman
camp and town, the Norman abbeys, the PJanta-
genet castles—with which that part of the
country was ap thickly studded

; but he trusted
his arcbmological friends would bear with him if
lor a moment he reminded them of bow much
interest lay at their very feet. If they wcmld
learn all that M-as known of the early histor)'^ of
Lude-low and the solitary time the inhabitants
must have led, they could consult no better autho-
rity than Wright’s “ History.” Others had chro-
nicled the subsequent fends in which their castle
was engaged, and how different great men were
alternately lords of the castle and inmates of its
dungeons. It was here probably that the great
victories of Mortimer’s Cross, Wrighton, Barnet,
and Tewkesbury were planned, and her© pro’
bably the forces were rallied after the great
defeats of Ludford, Wakefield, St. Alban’s7aud
others. But it was not only as a stronghold of
war that Ludlow Castle appealed to their svm-
pathies, but after these tribulations had passed
it became the chosen residence of royalty.
Could those old walla apeak, how many a story
of the courtly revelries of the princes of York
might they not unfold; how much of misery
might they not divulge ! But 3G5 years ago the
saddest scene of all was presented, when the
funeral coii^ge departed from those gates with
the remains of Prince Arthur for their last long
home under Worcester Cathedral, after a short
period of happiness in wedded life with the
lovely Katherine of Arragon. Then again, it
was here that the lofty intellect of Milton first
drew attention in his "Comusj” and here
Butlers satirical pen was wielded. Parsing
over the Government of Sir Henry Sidney
they came to the time when, stripped of its
roof, the old border rnllying-pluce of centuries
the castle became the ruin it now was!
If they would gather something from these anti
quanan reminisoences, they might ask them-
selves how careful the thought ought to make
them when they reflected who the men were
that quietly viewed the destruction of Ludlow
Castle, and how anxious they should be that
posterity should not pass on them the same ver-
dict as we did on those before us. Those days
which saw the ruin of this fortress were not the
days of what was called a barbarous age, but
were the days when Swift and Congreve lashed
the most prominent of our national vices. They
were the days when the Spectator and the Tatl^
charmed our forefathers with the wit of Steele
and Addison,—the days when Bolingbrobe, Pope
Arbuthnot, and others gave to the world a Hte-’
rature which is still among our most cherished
possessions. If, then, there was much to cause
them to mix regret with pleasure in viewing
Ludlow Castle, he was glad to say no such
mingled feelings need bo entertained with re-
spect to Ludlow Church. Sir Charles briefly
sketched a history of the church, which he said
had gone through three periods,—a period of
splendour, a partial eclipse, and a perfect re-
vival. Ilethen referred to other ancient remainsm the town,—the old town walls, and one of the
original gateways still standing, the sites of two
priories, and half-timbered gabled houses, and
acknowledged the invitations received from the
mayor and corporation of Lndlow, Lord North-
wick, Lady Mary Clive, and Mr. Knight, of
Downton, to visit Oakley Park, Burford,' Down-
ton Castle, Ac. He shonld also himself have
plea^re in receiving the corporation at Down-
ton Hall, though he had not much of antiqua-
rian interest to show them, for they knew that
old stones must not be moved if they wished
tbem to retain their moss, and his familv had its
loundation on a Warwickshire soil.

In the evening of Tuesday, after visiting
various places and an entertainment at the pre-
sident’s, ^

Mr. E. Roberts, P.S.A., gave an account of
the day s excursion to Bitteriey Church, Middle-^n Chapel, Titterstone Clee Hill, and Downton
Hall

; after which
Kyrke Penson, P.S.A., read a paper on

nnn‘^1?^
Chul'ch,’’ taking as a fact that in

iiyy the then existing Norman church was^ken down and enlarged, and that the early
English church, exclusive of the side chapels,
coincided in extent with the present building.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. Thomas

Wright for his remarks and extracts, upon early
churchwardens’ accounts.

i-k^ doubt aware
that the corporation of Tiudlow possessed a col-
lection of records which contained a veiy con-
siderable number of documents of the greatest
interest, not only to the town of Ludlow but to
the country generally, because they threw
much fight on the liiatory of past ages. It was
Ins ongmal intention to give them a full report
upon those records; but, unfortunately, some
delay had been caused by their removal to a
place where he could more conveniently examine
them, and some of the papers had got dis-
armnged, and he was sorry to say that this had
obliged him to postpone what ho intended to do.
On some future occasion, however, ho hoped to
be able to complete his report, and to lay it
before tbem in full. In the meantime ho had
chosen from among the records one remarkable
document, containing the churchwardens’ ac-
counts for a period earlier than any other docu-
ment with which he was acquainted at present.
It began in 1540, and extended to 1607, and it
contained entries of a very interesting kind,
gmost, he might say, of on exceptional kind.
He was not well acquainted with the details of
thB_ history of Ludlow Church at its early
period

; but he was rather inclined to think that
it originally belonged to the Guild of Palmers,
or, at any rate, that they were in some way con-
nected with it. After the dissolution of the^ild—indeed, beforeit was altogetherdisBolved-
the corporation had great power over it, and the
churchwardens’ accounts appeared to have got
into the hands of the corporation, where the
documents now under notice had been preserved.
Partly for these reasons, perhaps, there were
Items of expenditure in these accounts which
were not usually found in accounts of this de-
scription

;
but that they might more folly under-

stand their nature, he would read some extracts
from them. Mr. Wright then read several
extracts ; among the most interesting were
these:

—

Richard la^cford and Wm. Bacon (or Lacon) ehurcli-wardena. 31 Heny. 8tb 1340.
Item, payd to Philip Tynker and Jlalliow Backlermaker

lor dranycuM ol the yrj n and tnakvDpe of the stnpuls jj».Hem’ payd h!8 some [Thomas PavvesJ for whippyngedoses out of the churche viiiri
*

1 k
wiimeue vjijn.

-rTJ‘
Ricliard Lane, 1541, churchwardens.

[The work upon th« church is full aud curious - cou-
tinuaJ TncDdicg and making of door keys to churchor fr> OiilurAti. vNo-fc

J
or fo dillereiit parts of it.]'

HolT ap Rees and John Clee, 1643.

iiijV
Belmon for makyngo cline of the churche.

Item, payd forreddynge the churche of stonys, iidHem, payd for mendynge of our Lady belrope, ijd.I^m, payd for a loke to the clocke dore. rijl

price^i/**^
Richd. Cupper in a reward a pair of gloves,

window in Saint Margretea
pargettynge ihe leadea to Thomas

\\illiam Holie and Thomas Coxe, 1648, church-
wardens. '

become this year a very important article ofthe accounts, for they arose from the sale of the objects
01 Komish superstition, and we learn not only the ap-pearuDce which the interior of our church must have
presented beiore the Reformation, but the manner inWhich these superstitious objects were distributed for

Antony Atkinson and Edward Cuper, 1550.

ii
S^«on for gowinge up into the sliplewyndy nyghtes to save the glase Iher in the wyndowye.

Item, to the said Thomasforii. foteof new giasie to thewest wyndow in the stiple, vj«.
“

Mr. Wright went on to say that the early his-
tory of pews was exceedingly obscure, and the
accounts usually given were confused and in-
acenrate. Then the article in the Penny Cyclo-

which was supposed to have beon care-
luUy compiled, informed them that “ there were
no pews in churches until about the period of the
Reformation, prior to which the seats were
mo^ble, such as chairs and benches as wo see

time in the Roman Catholic churches on
the Continent. Before that time no eases are to
be found of claims to pews.” The extracts he
had read from the churchwardens’ accounts of
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Lndlow were Bofficient to stoTV the inaccnracy
of this statement. But he had another proof of the

antiquity of the nee of the pew. In theEnglieli
“ Mort d’Arthur ” of Sir Thomas Malory, printed

by Caxton, one of the purest of the heroes,

Galabad, arrived at a monastery, and, says the
test,—“ On the morn he hard his masse, and in

the monastery he fonde a preeste redy at the
aulter. And on the ryght syde he sawo a pewe
closyd with yron.” This, no donbt, was a closed

pew. He was inclined to think the word “ pew ”

was not of foreign origin, but that it had been
some English word of popular formation.
A short discussion followed, in the course of

which theKev. Sir F. A. G. Ouseley expressed a
hope that further search would be made in these

records for entries relating to organs, organ
building, and organ players.

On Wednesday the meeting-place was the
Castle, where the members mustered well. Mr.
T. Wright, stationed on a bench surrounding a
tree, gave a brief outline of the history of the
castle, tracing the memorable events connected
with it from the time of its being built, in the
reign of William the Conqueror. The castle was
then explored, and the party afterwards pro-
ceeded to Ludlow Church, over which they were
conducted by Mr. Gordon Hills and Mr. Roberts, in

the absence ol Mr. Peiison. An adjournment then
took place to the Feathers to luncheon, to which
the Association had been invited by the Mayor
and Corporation of Ludlow. The tables were
laid for 2C0 guests, and eveiy seat was occupied.
The ex-mayor presided. After toasts, prepara-
tions were made for proceeding to Ludford, when
the “ house ” was kindly thrown open by Major
Ogle, who described the many objects of interest
there. A movement was then made to Ludford
Church, which was inspected, and then onward
to Whitton Court, over which the Association
was shown by the Rev. C. Whitefoord. The last
place visited this day was Ashford Court, where
some interesting old books were shown by Mr.
Hall, who also provided refreshments.
At the evening meeting, papers were read by

Mr. Levien, M.A., on tlie “ Barony of Buribrd,”
and by the Rev. J. De La Touche, F.S.A., on
“ Stokestay Castle,” a small castle now disused
on the banks of the river Onney, about four
miles from Ludlow. He traced its history from
about 1200. In 1291 a licence was granted to
Laurence de Ludlow to orenolato bis house, to
guard it against the Welsh marauders. The
castle has not been very famous in history. In
1790 it was the resting-place for a niglic of the
Bishop of Hereford. The bishop appeared to
have purchased food for himself. Ten genera-
tions of the I>e Ludluws held possession of the
castle down to 1497, when a female descendant
married one Vernon, and the property remained
in the Vernon family down to 1016 : eventually
it came to the Cravens.
On Thursday the excursion was by road

through Ludford, Woofferton, Ashford, &c., to
Little Hereford

; thence to Bushibrd, and so on
to Tenbury. The first halting-place was at Little
Hereford, where there is a quaint old church
close to the river- Teme. Mr. Roberts was the
guide to the party, and described the archaeolo-
gical features of the church. The party, after
spending a short time at Little Hereford Church,
resumed their carriages, and proceeded to Bur-
ford, where they were conducted over the man-
sion and church.
The party next wended their way to Tenbury,

where, at the Swan Hotel, Lord Northwick (who
was detained in London by Parliamentary
duties) had ordered to be prepared for the tra-
vellers a most hospitable reception. The church
was visited, as was an Oriental collection at Sir
F. Gore Ouselcy’s. At Burford Church, pre-
viously examined,

—

Mr. Roberts said that, with the exception of
the monuments in the church, there was not
much of particular interest. Mr. Levien had
stated tHm the church existed at a very early
period prior to Domesday, and had two priests;
but that after Domesday it was not mentioned
until 1253, and then it was held in three por-
tions. Tliero were tliree churches or chapels.
The monuments were restored in 1848, and re-
painted, according to the accounts given by
Dineley. However much they might regretthat
they did not see the monuments vrith the por-
tions of their original colours, it must be
acknowledged that there had been a very con-
siderable amount of zeal exhibited by the incum-
bent in the restoration, but ho (Mr. Roberts), as
an archmologist, would rather that they had
been untouched. The chancel, he had been
informed, was supposed to be Anglo-Saxon, but,

as far as he could see, there was nothing of the
kind. They could not tell without excavations
what the foundations might be, but there cer-

tainly was a church there before the Conquest.
It was supposed besides, that the church was
shortened at the east end and the west wall cut
through, and a new arch inserted in the nave at
the latter date, probably just before the Re-
formation. The registers commenced in 1569,
and were carried on to 1679.
TheRov. J. W. Joyce then proceeded to describe

the monuments. He said that those which
would aSbrd them the greatest interest were
those of Lady Elizabeth of Lancaster, who was
laid under the north window, and a small monu-
ment under which the heart of one of the
Cornwails was buried. Elizabeth of Lancaster,
daughter of John of Gaunt, was first married to

the Duke of Exeter, who was beheaded at

Cirencester, for rebellion against Henry IV.
She afterwards married Green Cornwall (so

called because be was born at sea), afterwards
Lord Faiibope, who distinguished himself very
much at Agiucourt, and afterwards at a tourna-

ment, where hewon great praise. Mr. Joyce, reply-
ing to the expressions of regret which had fallen

from Mr. Roberta, that the monuments should
have been touched, said that if nothing had been
done to them the orchajologists would have found
them covered with whitewash, and the efiigies

covered with very thick coarse red paint.

Through the advantage of the Dineley MSS.
they had been enabled to restore them to their

original painting. Then there was the Baron
Burford, Edmund Cornwall, a man of great
stature, 7 ft. 3 in., whose walking-stick would be
shown them presently. They next came to a
little monument, or rather stone, with a hole in

it, in which the heart of one of the Cornwails

was buried, who died at Cologne, and willed that
bis heart should bo sent to bis native soil.

Above this tomb was the inscription,

—

“ O Lord, my contrite heart is meek.
Do not refuse, 1 thee beseek,'’

And also the following verse :

—

“ 0 God, my soul I do bequeath, to rest in heaven hie,

And there my corpse to be interred where I shall hsp
to die;

My heart unto my native soil for burial I betake.
My i’aiih unto my friends 1 yield,—this is (be will 1

make.”

At the evening meeting in Ludlow, Mr. Gordon
Hills read a communication, which he had just

received from Mr. Jackman, of Leintwardine, re-

specting a discovery that had been made in some
fields at Broadwoocl Hall, Creighton, near Leiut-

wnrdine. There had been some draining and
well-sinking going on there

;
and the workmen,

in sinking one of these wells, had come upon a
mass of spear-heads, some being very perfect,

and others oxydised and welded together by tlie

effects of wet. Some of these masses weighed
as much as 1 cwt. A jar was also found, but,

unfortunately, was broken; some of the frag-

ments, however, were saved. These remains
were found at a depth of 7 ft. from the surface.

There were 3 ft. or 4 ft. of soil, and the rest was
clay, except some gravel on which the spear-

heads were lying. The writer said it ap-

peared to him that the place was originally a
morass, and the animals had been entrapped in

it ; for a great number of bones of animals were
found, and among them quantities of teeth,

apparently of largo animals, probably some of
them horses’ teeth.

The Rev. W. Perton gave a description of an
ancient and originally Saxon church at Stottes-

don, near CJeobury-Mortimer, which was il-

lustrated by drawings. The font waa a fine

specimen of a Norman font, with bold carvings
upon it. Some coats of arms in the windows
were referred to in one of the HarJeianMSS. In
1840 the church was restored, when the beautiful

rood-screen was pulled down, and most of it used
for firewood, und a “ three-story pagoda” was
built for the parson and clerk

j
but a few frag-

ments of the original rood-screen had been
rescued, from which he hoped to be able to

restore the whole.

Mr. Dillon Croker read a paper on Milton’s
“ Masque of Comns,” which was performed in

Ludlow Castle in 1634. After reviewing the
origin of this form of entertainment, of which
“ Comus” may bo considered the most import-
ant, he glanced at the literary history of the
work of Milton, tracing in certain passages of it

a likeness to the writings of Chaucer, Spenser
(in his “ Faerie Queen ”), Shakspeare (notably in

tbe “ Tempest”), and other authors
; and in the

plot a striking resemblance to a scarce old play
by George Peele, called “ The Old Wives’ Tale”

(1545). The incidents were so similar that he
thought there was much veasou to believe that
the old drama may have furnishod Milton with
the idea and plan of “ Comus.” Again, from
Fletcher’s “ Faithful Shepherdess,” and from
Browne’s “ Inner Temple Masque,” it was
thought Milton might have taken some bints.

But to whatever extent Milton might have been
indebted, either to the ancient writers or to

those of his own time, it could not be questioned
that he had interwoven many new allusions and
refined sentiments. The story, for which Oldys
was the earliest known authority, was that Lord
Brackley, then aged twelve (who performed the
part of the elder brother, and who was the
eldest surviving son of the Earl of Bridgwater),
accompanied by the Hon. Thomas Egerton (who
enacted the second brother), with their sister,

the Lady Alice (who could not have been at
that time more than thirteen, and who acted the
lady), were on their way to Ludlow fiom the
house of some relatives in Herefordshire, when
they rested on their journey and were benighted
in Hayward Forest, and the incident (the Lady
Alice having been even lost for a short time)
furnished, it was thought, the subject of
” Comus,” as the Michaelmas festivity which
was acted in the great *hall of the castle, the
occasion being tbo installation of the earl as
president over the March of Wales, to which
office he v/as nominated. The early edition, a
small quarto of 35 pp.. was simply entitled “A
Masque presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634, on
Miohaelmasse Night, before tbe Right Honour-
able John Earl of Bridgwater, Viscount Brack-
ley, Lord President of Wales, and one of bis

Majesty’s most Honourable Privio Connsell, &c.,

Loudon. Printed for Humphrey Robinson, at the
signe of the Three Pidgeons, in Paul’s Church-
yard, 1637.” The ” Masque” did not bearMiltou’s
name until 1645. Between 1637 andl797 as many
as twenty-seven editions have been enumerated,
and it is presumed that others existed. Enter-
tainments of this kind having been discouraged,
“ Comns ” was the delight of comparatively few
until 1738, when it was produced at Dniry-lauo
Theatre, divided into three acts, and adapted to

the stage by Dr. Dalton, prebendary of Wor-
cester, Lawes’s music being rejected, and new
uccompniiiments composed for tbe occasion by
Dr. Arne. It was subsequently (1773) reduced
into two acts by George Colman, and performed
at Covent-garden ; since which period it has
been repeatedly presented on the stage, and was
revived as recently as two years ago, at Drury-
lano. In 1750 it was acted and published for

the benefit of Milton’s granddaughter, who kept
a chandler’s shop, an occasional prologue being
written by Dr. Johnson, and spoken by Garrick.
It was surmised that Milton produced ” Comus”
under his father’s roof, at Horton, near CoJn-
brook, in Buokinghamsbire (Milton was then
twenty-six years of age). 'Iho poet wont to

reside at Horton after leaving Cambridge, his

father having retired there on a competent
fortune, and holding his house under tbe Earl of
Bridgwater. There was no evidenco to prove
that Milton was ever present at Ludlow Castle
during the representation of his work, though it

was thought that the general tbemo of Milton’s
poem was chosen to rebuke the excesses of the
inhabitants of that town.

Mr. Cocking read some roninrks on the remains
of the Austin Friars at Ludlow, which were acci-

dentally discovered when digging on the site of
the present cuttle-market, in 1861. At that time
Mr. Cocking was mayor of Ludlow, and fortu-

nately being an arcLa^ologiat, the accidental
opening of some of the fouiidations attracted
his attention

;
a subscription was got up, and

the whole of the foundations were uncovered,
and having been accurately measured and
drawn, were again covered over, and the cattle-

market is now carried on over part of their site.

At that lime the existence of any such buildings

was forgotten, though there was a street close

to it called Friars-laue. The different offices

wore all clearly traced,—the friury, with the
tower, nave, aisle, chancel, und apartments of
friars and servants, refectory, &c.

On Friday evening the Rev. G. F. Townsend
discoursed on “ Medimval Instruments of Tor-

ture.” Mr. Townsend’s remarks had especial

reference to certain instruments of popular

punishment that had been preserved at Leo-
minster and Ludlow. He proceeded to describe

the “ mortar,” tbe “ cucking-stool,” and the
" brank.” The mortar was a wooden utensil,

made something in the fashion of an ordinary
pail or bucket, which was used as occasion
required. It was curried by the offender, or by a
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beadle accompanying her, or a constable ring-
ing a bell, the different processes being meant
to effect the same end,—the provoking towards
the culprit the laughter, ridicule, or contempt of
the bystanders. The causes of a resort to this
punishment were the offences of the tongue. As
late as 1637, Boys, in his History of Sandwich,
related that a woman was compelled by the
magistrates to convey the mortar through the
town hanging on the handle of a broom. After
referring to the learned authorities on this sub-
ject, he described the cucking-stool. The ori-
ginal use of this instrument was in later years
accompanied by immersion in water, and in
process of time the name was changed to
“ ducking-stool.” This mode of punishment
held its place among the most acknowledged
punishments of this country. He had fallen
in with a gentleman (Dr. Walker) who re-
membered seeing it used at Leominster,
about 1809, on a woman named Jenny Pipes.
He next came to the branks. This instrument
was closely allied in its motive and purpose to
the two other engines that had been described.
It was, however, a much more cruel and severe
punishment, and was, he feared, more common.
Air. Jewett counted up thirteen examples in
Cheshire. Lancaster had only five, and that
was the number found in manv other counties.
It was thus constructed;—The foundation was
an iron collar, which fastened round the neck
with a sort of hinge. Where this collar would
touch the centre of the nape of the neck, another
iron bar rose with a slope forward, extending to
about the centre of the forehead, where it was
fastened by a hinge to another bar, which passed
across the nose, and was fitted with

THE BEECH.*

S' gagi
which, when the descending bar was fastened
into the collar in front, pressed npou the tongue
and caused exquisite torture. Another cruel
instrument in the Ludlow Museum appeared to
have been intended to dislocate the arm and to
cramp and crush the fingers at the same time.
He concluded by some remarks on the question
how far our public law admitted the use of
torture, and came to the conclusion that
although the letter of the law forbade it, the
practice of the law permitted it. In the in-
structious to Sir Philip Sydney, among the re-
cords of Ludlow, was an authority to the Lord
President and Council, to “ put any person
accused or sospected of any treason, murder, or
felony to torture when they shall think con-
venient.” There was, therefore, a direct com-
mission to torture, and these instruments might
or might, nor, hiive been used for this purpose.

Mr. G. E. Wright, F.S.A., next read a paper
“On Bir Pliiiip Sidney in his relation with
Ludlow Castle,” which, in reference to one por-
tion of it, wherein he referred to the chnracter
of the Earl of Leicester, led to a livelv disenssion.
The Chairman (Mr. Hills) obaerred that the

memory of the Earl of Le ceater had no doubt
suffered from the w ly in which it had been
handled by Sir Walter Scott in his ” Kenil-
worth but he thought that Mr. Pettigrew, at
the Newbury congress, had relieved bis memory
from the murder of Amy Robsart.

Mr. L 'vien protested against the apotheosis of
scamps. He thought Mr. Pettigi-ew had vindi-
cated the character of Leicester as to his treat-
ment of Amy Eobaart. They knew he could
also write fine letters

;
but they all knew what

was^said about “ fine words” and the “ butter-
ing of parsnips, and he thought public records
showed that he had been a designing, cold-
hearted, and cold-blooded man, and, though he
might have bad one or two flukes, that could
never vindicate him from the charge of being a
thorough scamp.

Mr. Blaskell made some remarks on certain
figures, carved upside down on the lintel of
Stottesdon Church ; various theories were ad-
vanced as to the origin of such reversed figures,
which appeared in more places than one.

Mr. Goldsmid, F.S.A., observed that shields
were reversed in the case of the last of a family,
and also as a mark of disgrace.
On Saturday, Stanton Lacy and Diddlebnry

Churches were visited
; and at Stokesay Castle

the Rev. J. D. La Touche pointed out its inte-
resting featnres, which he had already described
in a paper read on Wednesday night. Bromfield
Chnrch and Abbey were subsequently examined,
and Lady Mary Clive entertained the party at
Oakley Park.

In the evening, on the return of the Association
to Ludlow, short papers were read by the Rev
Prebendary H. M. Scartb, ” On Roman Itinera
connected with Wales and by Mr. T. Blaskell,
“ On the Half-timbered Houses of Ludlow.”

The beech {Fagiis sijlvatica), if it be not the
most magnificent of all British trees, certainly
rivals the oak itself in size and majestic beauty;
a grove of stately well-grown beeches on chalky
loam is at once graceful and grand : the effect
on the spectator is thoroughly awe-inspiring

;

the massive, smooth, upright fasciculated trunks,
and the far-spreading groin-like branches call to
mind some huge cathedral nave

;
the trunks are

pier-like, massive, bossed, and channelled
; the

branches like arches interlacing, curving, and
entangling; and the roots moulded, curled,
grotesque, and snaky, help to complete a scene
of the moat impressive character. The body of
the tree is frequently stained of a vivid grass-
green, produced by the ^owth of a parasitic
lichen, the beauty of which is enhanced on a
summer’s day by the bands of pure gold pro-
jected on the limbs where the struggling sun-
beams find a temporary passage through the
dense umbrage above.

In the silent groves and avenues of beeches
no sound is heard except the gentle moving of
the foliage overhead, or the sharp crackling of
last year’s leaves underfoot

;
the fleet squirrel is

frequently seen climbing the trees or flying from
branch to branch, but it seldom disturbs the
silence.

The value of the wood for buildingpurposes is
by no means equal to the beauty of the tree; for
whether in a living state and full of sap, felled
for use, or dried and made up into furniture,
beech-wood is invariably riddled by a parasitic
worm : this is one of the principal reasons why
the wood is seldom or never used for floors and
roofs. The wood, whilst apparently sound exter-
nally, is frequently rotten within, for on sawing
up sound-looking but disused or damaged beech
furniture, the interior is commonly found to be
one mass of decay, produced by the tunnellings
of these worms; the same may be said of the
tree in a living state, for sometimes the first
storms of autumn will snap off at the root
beeches that were apparently hearty,bnt really in
a state of decay

;
owing to this and other causes,

such as the rapid growth of the mycelium of
fungi, large branches of this tree (as indeed of
the elm) will frequently suddenly snap off with-
out warning, and doubtlessly gave rise to the
singular superstitions of bygone times. The
beech, however, cannot bear the loss of branches
like the elm, as it is very sensible to any da-
mage

; but the elm, as is well known, will bear
any amount of lopping, and when the head and

one who has once seen a beech can have failed
to remark the singular hemispherical bosses ou
the trunk; sometimes they are no larger than
a very small nut; at other times they reach the
size of a large orange. This singular growth
is produced by the puncture of an insect.

Occasionally beeches are afflicted with growths
which resemble immense semi-globular tumours,
attaining a gigantic size (sometimes 5 ft. or 6 ft.

in diameter). These curious growths have
caused one of the Burnham beeches to assume
the form of a gigantic female torso, the curv’es of
the breasts and body being surprisingly life-like

and perfect. The roots, too, of beeches are fre-

quently exposed, or appear to lift themselves out
of the ground

; they writhe, intertwine, and curve
like pythons. The bark is very characteristic,
generally smooth, of a cold grey colour, like plate-
armour; and as it is easily incised, it usually bears
the mark of the genus homo. But there is another
inscription common on beech-trees, far more
delicate and beautiful than ever Orlando carved
to his Rosalind. It looks like a magic incantation
from the realms of Fairyland, but is known to
science as Opegrapha scripta,

—
“ written lichen.”

It consists of a delicate white membrane (like

fairy-paper), spreading over the beech trunks,
and covered with small black characters, closely

resembling the arrow-head inscriptions of the
Assyrian sculptures.

The leaves of the beech are noticeable in many
ways. The two sides are not shaped exactly
alike, owing to the way in which they are folded
in the bud. They are strongly marked with
parallel ribs, running from the mid rib at an
angle of forty-five degrees. The leaf entirely
depends on this feature for its ornamental
character. In the spring the beech-tree puts
forth its flowers. The sexes are separated, the
female flowers being on the upper part of the
tree, and erect, and the male situated on the
lower portions of the tx’ee, and pendulous

;
the

tree, therefore, would seldom fruit, unless aided
by some external agency, such as that of insects
carrying the fertilising element from one flower
to the other, &c. When autumn has once set in,

these leaves speedily change from a bright green
to a brilliant yellow colour, which hue they retain
for some weeks,—indeed, till the first frosts of
winter have fairly set in, when the leaves fall in
showers of gold. It is at this time that beechen
groves present the most interest and perhaps
the most beauty. No animals will browse on
the foliage of the beech, and it is very rare to
find any plant growing amongst the leaves and
debris. This is partly owing, perhaps, to the

every branch has been cut oft’ will sprout out as ' persistence of the fallen leaves, as it is long
cheerfully as ever. I before they decay, remaining crisp as they do
The wood of the beech, when green and sound, ! from one year’s end to the other. Many country

is singularly hard, and if used for purposes which folks stuff their beds with dry beech-leaves in
require its immersion in water, it" is perhaps
second to no other British tree

; but an enormous
quantity of beech is used for making bedsteads,
chairs, packing-cases, and fnrniture in general

place of feathers, and they are highly approved
by many.

Every one knows the fruit of the beech in the
four-valved beech-nuts, or beech-mast, as it is

it is used for the bottoms of vessels; carriage- 1 called, and the oily kernel of doubtful quality,
makers use it a little, and sometimes gun-stocks With the exception of a few cryptogamoiis
and cannon-carriages are made of it. But

I

plants, nothing will vegetate on this beech-mast.
amongst timber trees it occupies a very low I

Beech avenues are generally quite devoid of all
place. Some years ago a French process was ^ undergrowth. Several very pretty agarics grow
brought forward, for the purpose of indurating

|

upon and are peculiar to beech-nuts
;
and an

beech-wood, and making it equal to oak
; but as

j

account has recently been published of how a
nothing has been heard of it for a long time, it

!

gentleman found a number of beech-nuts in a
probably did not answer the expectations that i

stream, apparently endowed with life and moving
were raised on its behalf. If the wood, however,

I

to and fro. The mystery was explained by find-
besimply treated with corrosive sublimate, much

!

ing that a colony of caddis-worms had secured
will be done to preserve it both from insects I

the old shells for habitations, and were going
and decay. It is a favourite fuel in some parts i

hither and thither in search of prey, with their
of Europe, and is now used to a great extent in I

houses on their backs. The young beech-plants
thi3country,andadmiredforthe glowing heatand that spring from the fallen fruit, after putting
agreeable odour which it emits. A well-grown
beech is handsome and attractive in every way,
it presents so many peculiarities, and is often
so grotesque in its form and habits. Sometimes
five, six, or seven trunks will become confluent
at the base ; at other times two or three trees
win embrace, entwine, and entangle their main
bodies and branches in the most fantastic
manner. We bave seen many instances of both
these vagaries in Epping Forest, where there
are a number of magnificent beeches still left.
In one place there is a beech and an oak growing
so closely together as to look like one tree : the
gnarled roots of the two are twisted together
like Celtic knot-work : about 6 ft. from the
ground the beech trunk suddenly opens asunder,
and throwing out two immense arms, tightly
etnbraces the inigged oak, the foliage above
being mingled in the most singular manner. No

elm, 4c., see previous

up three or four leaves, perish in the struggle
for existence.

One can never visit the Architectural Exhibi-
tion, or the architectural room of the Royal
Academy, without observing certain trees with
deep purple brown foliage, introduced as foils to
other trees in the foreground of coloured
perspective drawings : this tree does, or should
represent the curious black or purple beech

;

it has not been long known, and is much more
common in sbrubberies now than it was some
years since, often in company with interme-
diate varieties of every shade between green
and deep purple, sometimes the leaves are almost
yellow or sienna, and at others full bronze. This
object must not be confounded with young yews
and cyi^resses common in church and cemetery
chapel foregrounds. The artist, or designer, in
search of animal life will find no lack of it where
beech trees grow

;
although, with the exception of

a few moths, comparatively few insects are to be
found, rats, mice, squirrels, and other creatures
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are common
;

hogs eagerly devour the fruit,

whilst the branches are frequently alive with

thrushes and blackbirds.

A large number of vegetable parasites attack

the beech tree, and should any of them once

become established they prove sure forerunners

of destruction : a beech tree that was broken

short off in a storm last year at Hampstead, had

several specimens of the Sulphur Polyporus

growing on its sidej and a few days ago we
gathered a large specimen of the Liver fungus

{which afforded us a hearty meal) from a beech

in Epping Forest ; but, perhaps, the most beauti-

ful plant growing on doomed beeches is Agarims

mucidtis : this ivory-white mushroom-like agaric

seldom attacks beeches north of London, but

falls upon those in the southern counties, where

we have seen it in hundreds growing from top

to bottom of the trees ; we never saw it else-

where with the exception of a small batch on a

beech stump in Lord Mansfield’s wood at Hamp-
stead : in its young state it is one of the moat

exquisite of fungi, but when matured, as its

specific name indicates, it becomes unutterably

loathsome—one horrid viscous mass. A most

remarkable object sometimes takes up its place

on old beech trunks closely resembling in colour

and outline an immense cauliflower {Eydnum
carolloides)

;
it is extremely rare, but has

recently appeared at Barnet on an ash. The
myclium, too, of Peziza ceruginosa,, sometimes

permanently stains the wood to a great depth of

a beautiful verdigris green colour.

W. G. S.

in the reign of King Charles II. When the

progress and history of Sbabspeare’s reputation

first is written,—its immediate and its steady pro-

gresB,—the warrant I now first print -unll, I feel,

be referred to as proof positive and conclusive.

P. C.

SOMETHING NEW CONCEKNING
SHAKSPEARE.

The following really important royal sign,

manual warrant of King Charles II., issued in

the first year of his actual reign, is, strange to

say, new to our dramatic history. I found it in

an old Office-book, belonging to the office of the

Lord Chamberlain. Oddly enough, it has been

unnoticed by Malone, who examined carefully

at times the books that were unrestrictedly

open to him. Stranger still, Mr. John Payne
Collier, who very rarely allows an entry of mo-
ment connected with our early dramatic litera-

ture to escape his detection, has passed it by ;

and yet, as George Colman’s unpaid repre-

sentative as licenser, he was allowed unre-

stricted access to the papers of the Lord Cham-
berlain :

—

MS. Warrant Book of the Lord Chamberlain to King
Charles II., vol. iv., p. 343.

CHARLES 1.

Whereas Sir William Davenant, knight, hath humbly
presented to ua a proposition of reforming aoroe of the

most ancient plays that were played at Blackfriara, and
making them fit tor the company of actors appointed under

his direction and command; viz., the plays called,—“The
Tempeat,’’ “Measure for Measure,’’ “Much ado about

Kothing.’’ “ Romeo and Juliet,” “ IVelfth I^ight,” “ The
Life of King Henry the Eighth,” “The Sophy,” “King
Lear," “The Tragedy of Macbeth',” “The Tragedy of

Hamlet Prince of Denmark,” and “The Duchess of

Malfi.” Therefore we have granted unto the said Sir

W'illiam Davenant liberty to represent the plays above

named by the actors under his command, notwitbatanding

any warrant to the contrary formerly granted. And it is

our will and pleasure, and we do command, that no person

or persons, upon what pretence soever, shall act or cause

to be acted any of those above named eleven plays upon
pain of our high displeasure, but only such persons as Sir

William Davenant shall appoint. And we further grant

liberty unto the said Sir William Davenant to representby

the actors under his command all the plays written by him-

self formerly for the Blackfriara; and it is likewise our

will and pleasure, and we command, that no person or

persons, upon what pretence soever, but those under Sir

William Davenant’ s appointment, shall act or cause to be

acted any of those plays written by Sir William Davenant
formerly, or what hereafter shall be written by him

;
and

further, we command that no man or woman entertained

by Sir William Davenant in the company under him for

representations in places shall be received in the company
that is under Mr. Thomas Killigrew’s command, nor those,

nor any of those men and women representing plays in the

company under Mr. Killigrew shall be admitted in the

company under Sir William Davenant without the con-

sent of Mr. Thomas Killigrew and Sir William Davenant
joiotly.

And we likewise grant liberty to the said Sir William
Davenant, during the space of two months after the date

hereof, to cause to be represented publicly by the actors

under his appointment the six following plays, viz., “ The
Mad Lover,” “ Tlie Maid in the Mill,” “The Spanish

Curate,” “ The Loyal Subject," “ Rule a Wife and Have a

Wife,” and “ Eericles, Brince of Tyre.”
Given at our Court at Whitehall, December 12th, 1660.

By His Majesty’s command,
Euwabd Nicholas.

Here are eleven plays assigned to Sir William

Davenant, tlie patentee of “ The Duke’s

Theatre;” one by Webster, “The Duchess of

Malfi ;
” one by Sir John Denham, “ The Sophy

and nme by Shakspeare. We have here, then,

fresh and startling evidence of the pre-eminent

popularity of Shakspeare over other dramatists

THE BUILDING OF THE TEMPLE.

I.

OiTE said, “ What is't you make ?—
A vain, an idle thing

;

Whence far and wide
Conceited pride
Would o’er the small folk vantage take.

Wiat hath it else than shame
For sequel, save it bring

A conscience lame,

And slow to wake
A heart opposed to righteous blame ?

”

A second, “ "Vain and rude,

God wot !—the very stones would shape
Themselves in forms less crude."

A third, “ What, if this fool, agape,

All lesser fools about him ring ?

They point but at the truth : we find

Within the kingdom of the blind

The one-eyed man is king.”

Slipped in a fourth, “ And plain to me
He apes at heart yon ancient spire,

Forgetful of his ow n degree,

The churl ! I rede ye such desire

Is scorning of appointed place,
_

Pride, discontent, and deadly sin
;

Presumption thus persisted in,

Will work its fall.

Let be : mine eyes in sorrow trace

God’s hand upon the wall."

II.

Meanwhile the worker soar'd apace

From cave and trench in power and grace,

On vaulted pinions through the air;

And strong of arm, as pure in art,—

Of sun and shadow unaware,

—

Enwrought each inharmonious part

In slow design to promise fair.

He heard but as the windy rain

About the stormy gates of morn

;

And heeded less. “ Who strive in vain

Alone are meet to sit forlorn,"

He mused within, nor lift his face :

“ They fret their little hearts with acorn ;

But I must run my appointed race :

God grant that I attain !”

III.

“ Begat of folly, borne of pride,

Vain emulation stultified,”—

8o spake they; in the morn.
How find we in the eventide

The prophecies outhorue 't

IV.

Magnificently o’er the sea

The cloven sun, low-lapp’d in fire,

Lay dying in the purple calm ;

Wide, on the mountain sloped before

In green ways to the golden shore.

Uplift her pure face gloriously,

A Living Temple, perfect, fair,

From vaulted base to crowning spire;

An everlasting fane of prayer
;

A oarven chant, a shrined psalm
;

And vein’d each part of beauty thro’

“ Zaus e( gloria, Domino
Elgood PvirenABD.

ON OLD HOUSES.

At the meeting of the Essex Archrcological

Society in Dunmow last week, the Rev. C.

Lesingham Smith read this paper :

—

Though I am by no means competent to speak

learnedly or authoritatively on the subject which

stands connected with my name, I am glad to

call the attention, not of archmologists them-

selves, who need no hint from me, but of such

persons as are merely interested more or less iu

archmological pursuits, to those “old houses”

which are so rapidly disappearing from eveiy

city and county of England. It is not wise to

lament that decayed and inconvenient abodes

are continually being changed for others more

healthy and commodious; but we may reason-

ably regret that any structures of the olden time

should be swept away before some zealous and

skilful hand has photographed or traced with

pen or pencil those peculiarities in them which

tell us of ancient manners and throw light on

the home-life of our ancestors. Few buildiugs

of any kind now exist which date back a thou-

sand years, and the age of our oldest dwell-

ing-houses is confined to a much narrower

span.

This is what might have been expected even

before we had closely examined. At the dawn

of civilization the first fixed abodes of man on

the open surface of the earth must necessarily

have been constructed of slight and portable

materials, and were therefore doomed to speedy

decay. It was not till the mechanical arts of

shaping and moving large massive materials had

been discovered, that edifices could be reared

capable of resisting the attacks of time and of

the elements for any considerable period, espe-

cially in a climate like ours. Long after vast

and solid structures of stone had been erected,

dwelling-houses still continued to be almost

universally built of wood, partly because of the

facility of manipulating it and partly because of

its far greater abundance in earlier times. Of

course so perishable a substance seldom lasted

for many centuries, and the consequence is that

we have few bouses in existence which are more

than 200 or 300 years old ;
but even in those

which are of this lower degree of antiquity there

is something which usually at once arrests the

attention of the most careless observer. The main
lines and contours which diversify the exterior

surface vary considerably from what we see in

ordinary modern houses, which are comparatively

bald and flat ;
and this surface, however con-

cealed and defaced by the abomination of

plaster or whitewash, generally exhibits decided

traces of that picturesque complication of wood-

work which constitutes the frame of the build-

ing, and is graphically described by Tenny-

son as

“ A front of timber-crost antiqaity,

So propt, worm-eaten, ruinouBly old.

He thought it must have gone.”

One of the moat striking features of an old

house is the usual projection of one sto^ over

another for the double purpose of enlarging the

npper apartments and of securing more shelter

from sun and rain outside. The deep shadows

produced by this mode of construction add mar-

vellously to the picturesque. From it also

advantage was often taken to introduce that

eft’ective ornament which consists simply of the

beam-ends of the intermediate floor visibly pro-

jecting outside below the ampler upper story,

and supporting its wall. Ornaments of this

kind, which arise out of the very construction of

a building, are always particularly grateful to

the eye, because they are at once perceived to

have a meaning ;
such are the triglyphs in Greek

architecture, which were originally nothing else

but the slightly projecting ends of the beams of

the flat wooden roof. There is a good example

of this kind of constructive decoration in an old

house atTakeley, on the north of the high road.

It is not only tho hnman artist that admires

such a fabric as I am describing
;
the “ temple-

haunting martlet” also highly “approves” it,

finding there many “ a jutting frieze and coigne

of vantage” for “ its pendent bed and procreant

cradle.” The continually projecting story was
much used in Medimval cities, whore increased

room above and shelter below were so desirable

;

but the streets in these cities being usually very

narrow, it often happened that the upper rooms

on opposite sides of the street approached very

near to each other
;
and to counterbalance the

advantages mentioned, there was the terrible

drawback of impeded ventilation, making these

crowded dwellings nurseries for the plague and

other pestilential diseases. London gained more

in tho sanitary point of view than it lost in

the picturesque when the great fire devoured

so vast a number of its ancient dwelling-

houses.
From the general aspect of old houses I pro-

ceed to notice a few of their details, and we will

commence with the highest point—the visible

chimney. The first human dwellings doubtless

had no' vent at all for the smoke, which was
allowed, as it is now in many a moorland cot-

tage, to find its way out as well as it could,

through door, or window, or crevice. Then
came rude contrivances, such as are employed

at this day in the Highlands of Scotland, where

it is very common to see an old herring-barrel

tilted a little out of the perpendicular and stuck

into a hole in the rough thatch of the roof: this

is intended to be an exit for the peat-smoke, but

fulfils its purpose no better than those sarcasti-

cally described by Swift as

“ Chimneys with scorn rejecting smoke."

They were gradually, however, made more effec-

tive for their end, and assumed a more orna-

mental form above the roof, till at last they

contributed in no slight degree to the architec-

tural beauty of the whole building. Before the

lire at Easton Lodge, there were some exquisite

specimens in wrought brick : one stack still sur-

mounts the roof; but the most beautiful and

elaborate one, though little, if at all, injured by

removal at the time of the fire, was sacrificed by

the architect of the new building, aud I know

not what has become of it. Before we quit the
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a family house the hearth was the place ofreunion (or all the members; and was, as itwere, the hallowed centre of the home. Thiscircnmstance must have rendered the ” chimnevmoney or “ hearth-money ” levied by statutem Charles ILs time peculiarly odious; and the
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THE A3IEEICAN INSTITUTE OF
AECHITECTS.

We obtain from New York some partionlars of

EEuha7EE'd“®
“f Architects, which mayrightly find a place m onr pages.

^

teSs the®n“^'''^
Of February, 1857, a few archi-

ESE’of Mr''E®®h”7v'® E*”'®
“‘7- P'®*' P‘ ‘be

Rwmto
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Dudley, Fred. A. Peterson. CharlesBaheo^, Joseph C. Wells, Eichard M Hunt

“P" Siobard Ei:

mSEEnn and®\“®‘’
^Biobn was president of themeeting and has ever since been president ofthe Institute, Joseph C. Wells was the secro-

tliE?^rnl 1

^®®''°'’® ‘“‘be adoption of a constitutionthe following architects were invited to join inthe movement; and, having accepted, tecame

W EiEElf”f /°“7®7 ‘ °P’'®P‘ '‘‘PP’'! J“bP

F 1’ Broderick C. Withers, A. J. Davis

WaltErEf w“''T'
^°“®Pb ®PPbs, Thomas N.Walter, of Wnehington

; George Snell, ArthurGilman, and Edward Cabot, of Boston
; James

dEEw E'iiEEam
®- A- Warner, and

adrated ® S b867. a constitution wasadopted, and the Institute was fully organized

the fl®rs®t ®h® d°
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we fi d°E7”*^
°''®® ‘“® “f “”!liP»I members,

the raEmE® “E“®®
P'bo are still amongthe prominent members of the profession. First

HielEErd “r ® f ‘^® 7=P“P“b'“ “Pd well-knownKicli^a Upjohn architect of Trinity Church

ra77rJ p*‘“‘i,® ;
7“P‘‘F Building, the^Madison-

square Presbyterian Church, the entrance toGreenwood Cemetery, and churches in nearly

U “waltE^ ’“'ll*”® ®d°E°‘T'’
Tbename of Thomai

readily be recognised. It was hethat designed the eitensions and dome of thECapitol at Washington, and was tnrned off by
cEmE^^d^B^fPPrPwhen his work was nearly
rompleted. Mr. Mould first introdneed in thiEconntry eitcnor colonr decoration applied tobuildings, m All Souls- (Dr. Bellows-sEoEurch

|

Ip
“°P® better work in Trinity I

Parochinl School, adjoim'ng Trinity Chapel oE >

rwenty.fiftb.strcet, and in the new PresbEtertan '

'thEEiE
‘“’'5'-»®“™‘‘-etroet, In addilion tothese and many other chnrches and secular

tifnl EEeteik
“< tbe beau-

CratrsEp 1 .,
®.?®®b"®®‘PPP' work in theCentral Park Mr, Vauz is well known in con!

^f t
7*® “'® ’“B'PS “Pt of the Central Park

01 which ho was oonsnlting architect. Mr. Eidlitzhas designed some of the most remarkable
buildings of this city and vicinity, among which

bEEk^°thE®®’p®’®!5“
Bzchango and Continentalbanks, the Prednee Eichange, the BrooklynAcrfemy of Music, the Tabernacle (Dr. Thomp.sons), and St. George’s ("Dr. Tvnff’w'i r8tit./.P

AEEn°ue'®'p®”°®‘h
"“®''® ‘P ‘be HamiltonAvenue Feriy-honse, on the Brooklyn sideMessrs. Dudley, Hunt, E. M. Upjohi E|ohIl ithers^ Diaper, Sands, Gilman, Cabot Een’wick, Hatfield, Warner, and Lienan are alsoengaged in practice. Messrs. Gardner. Petersen

L^EEEEE^' "'®i®'‘’-
®”®“ have retiredfrom the profession. Two of the original mem-

wEEis'®’'‘®B„®E;
n"--Bpi-t and*'joseph 0 .

proEession
' ® '"®® p*®®”®® ®®®“P‘®p‘® ‘“ <*0

Objects.

The object of the organization thus completed

EEriElE, O ®f .®E‘®®
®'“‘®“ ‘blto by quoting from

article - of tbe constitution, which said —“ TIip
object of the Institute is to promote thE
artistic, Boientifio, and practical efficiency of its

™ES/n“-
‘beir intercouSe andgood fellowship, to elevate the standing of the

profession, and to combine the eff’orts of those

SJvSEeS'EEttr-^®"”®® '®® “®®

thSowtogTtiEto’;-
°°® " ‘'®®‘ '®B'®®'®®‘‘ “y

“ The means of accomplishing this end shallbe regular meetings of the members for the

ifhe EEE'r®
"f professional importance,

EnE®
“d original papers, lec-tures on topics of general interest, a library a

oolleotion of designs and models, and other

EitEteE’®'®^*'®®*
®° B®“'““‘® bbe objoots of the

The constitution provided for three olasses ofmembers :

—

members, — corresponding
the Eoyal Institute of

British Arohiteots,—who are architects thathave teen engaged as principals in the practice
ot architecture for not less than three successive
years.

whose qualification is that
they sh^l have studied for three successive years

<rf P>'of®a“oiiaI architect,
ora. Honorary members.
Meetings were held in the offices of the mem-

bers until the 17th of November, 1857, when the
InBtitnte held its first meeting in its own rooms,m the University building. About this time the
institute was incorporated under the laws of the
btafce of New York.

r.
°'‘S'^ization until march 19, -1861 it

has held meetings regularly twice a month,
except daring the summer months. The first
tour years were devoted principally to self-
improvement. At each meeting a paper on some
subject connected with the profession of archi-
tecture was read by some member, and its sob-

i

ject matter discussed. The members compared
notes with reference to matters happening in
their business experience, and were thus enabled
to ^me to a mutal understanding about many
mattera of professional practice that were before
nnsettled. Thus the first object stated in the
constitution was fulfilled.

, Me_^while the state legislature, in the session
,

ot 18o9, recognised the assistauce that could be
,

obtained from the Institute in establishing a
I

thorou^ system of superintending new build-
i

mgs. The law passed at that session provided
,
that

_

no inspectors of buildings should be
appointed until they had been examined with

,

referent to their capacities by a committee ofthe Institute of Architects, and pronounced by,them to be fit for appointment. Thus the
I

Building Act became and has continued
I

to this day to be most effective in its operation
I

from the fact that none but properly qualified
I

inspectors can be appointed under its provisions.The committee of the Institute has several times
been called m by the commissioner to assist in
the survey of unsafe buildings, and it was
through the instrumentality of this committee
that the ^rectors of the Academy of Music were
compelled to take down the dangerous walls of

,

the old building that they bad tried to retain,

j

1° the spring of 1861 the great excitement
, about the war, which then absorbed aU minds,
,
had its natural efiect upon the Institute, as well
as on many similar bodies. Tlio meetings be-

[

came less frequent, and at length stopped alto-
gether; bnt the organization was still kept np.Hut what the war dispersed it also gathered
togeth^. The Metropolitan Fair became the
absorbing topic. in the spring of 1864-, and the
architects felt it to be their duty to contribute
to the great undertaking. A special meeting of
the Institute was held, and it was one of the
mrgest and most enthusiastic meetings ever hold
by yiis association. The result was that the
institute contributed several portfolios of photo-
^aphs, engravings, and original drawings to tbe

V IJ J
meetings continued to bo

held, and the old spirit of the organization wag
revived. In March a room in Trinity-building
was hired, and the meetings were from that time
held twiM a month, at three o’clock in the after-
noon. A new constitution was soon adopted, and
tbe meetings resumed their former attractive-
ness. Papers were read, and diseusBious of pro-
lessional topics resumed.
In March, 1866, the rooms in Trinity-buildin'r

were gwen up, and the Institute, in view of thl
desirabdity of holding evening meetings, moved

EEiw heli'®^®®'
where its meetings are

Architects and Contracts.

The Institnte has sought, first, self-improve-
ment, with a view to the fact that thereby the

members can be improved. It hassought to elevate the standard to which an
architect should attain, and to eliminate fromthe profession mny immoral and dishonest
practices which had tended to bring all archi-
teots into reproach. It is a well-known fact,and peed not be disguised, that many architects

EEf
‘®/7® receiving commissions and

presents from bnilders who are performing con-
tracts subject to their acceptance, and from
dealers whose materials may be recommended by
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the architect. With the almost sure prospect of

makin" their fees in this way, and the ntter im-

possibility of detection in snch collusion, men
calling tbemselv-ee architects are often ready to

ofi’er their services to any one who will employ

them for a mere song,—in fact, for less money

than it would cost to make the drawings. Of

the utter dishonesty of such practices, and tho

danger that may result to capitalists from the

employment of such persona, it is unnecessary

to speak, for they are self-evident.

The Institute has always frowned upon snch

evil practices, and endeavoured to keep its ranks

free from all architects about whoso honesty the

least suspicion has been aroused. To this end it

has established a uniform rate of commission to

be charged by all its members, and thereby pre-

Tented all competition except that which rests

on professional skill and reputation. It has

,

endeavoured to establish by uniform practice

the mutual relations of clients, architects, and

builders. Fortunately, it has never attempted

to set up a standard of criticism in matters of

taste and style, and it is to be hoped that it

never will. All attempts of the kind have ruined

the bodies in which they have been originated.

But the Institute can reform abuses, establish

precedents, and educate architects. Such is its

misHioD. Independent and fearless criticism,

and the common sense of an intelligent commu-

nity, will in time settle the question of taste

and style.

The Institute of Architects contemplates in its

organization, as will be seen, many things that

it has not yet attempted. It has the nucleus of

a good library of works of arts, and it is to be

hoped that it will rapidly increase this depart-

ment. It has in contemplation the establish-

ment of a school and a conrse of popular lectures,

both of which we will gladly welcome.

Meanwhile, it needs the material assistance

not only of the architects, bat of all who are

interested in its objects and aims. It shonld

have a good building of its own, such as the

Academy of Design has, and one which of itself

would be a model of good architecture. It needs

the encouragement of the business community,

which is so much benefited by it, in establishiug

a library and school, and wo trust that the means

will not long be wanting.

FROM SCOTLAND.

St. Andreio’s .—The foundation-stone of a new
cathedml church has been laid in this city,

with full Masonic ceremonial, by Mr. J. Whyte
Melville, of Bennochyl and Strathkinness, Grand

Master Mason of Scotland, in presence of depu-

tations from numerous provincial lodges, and of

a large a-ssembJage of the inhabitants and neigh-

bouring gentry.

Ttiurso .—The chief stone of a new Free Church

School has been laid. The buildings consist of

two school-rooms and a teacher’s dwelling-house.

Tho largest room is 52 ft. by 20 ft., and the

second 26 ft. by 20 ft. The buildings will cost

about 900i. when completed. The plans were

drawn out by Mr. Dnncan, in accordance with

the instructions of the Central Education Board.

FROM AMERICA.

Germs of a Nm City in the Far West.—A new
city has been laid out on the plains at Chey-

ennes, near the Black Hills, America. Coal, iron,

minerals, and water-power are found in prox-

imity. The Union Pacific will concentrate its

f^reat locomotive machine car shop at this point.

It is confidently expected that the city will have

five thousand inhabitants in less than twelve

months. At present it is a bare prairie, but

within four months it will be the terminus of

the railroad.

Aifundaiice of American Timber .—It is stated

that over 100,000,000 ft. of logs are boomed on

the Mississippi, above the Falls of St. Anthony,

to be sawed into lumber. A nearly equal amount

has come down the tributaries of the St. Croix,

and the supply from the Upper Mississippi is

now abundant enough to run all the mills upon

the Mississippi as far down as St. Louis. Eastern

.
Wisconsin and Michigan have likewise yielded

increased supplies. It is believed the plentiful

supply must cause a decline in tho price of lum-

ber, and that building enterprises will ho stimu-

lated thereby.

Bridejiny the Mississippi.—The plans for a new

bridge across the Mississippi river at St. Louis

have been accepted, and it is to bo commenced

without delay. Tho new bridge will be an im-

mense structure. It will accommodate two

double tracks of rails for street cars, besides side-

walks for foot passengers, and will consist of

three arches, tho central arch having a span of

515 ft., and tho two side arches 497 ft. The

central piers will bo nearly 200 ft. in height

from the bed of the river. The estimated cost

of this great bridge is 5,000,000 dols.

The Temple of the Mormonites .—The great

tabernacle of the “ Saints” at Salt Lake City is

now finished. It is 250 ft. wide, and furnishes

comfortable sitting-room for 10,000 persons.

Boston .—At present this city contains 18,821

dwelling-houses and hotels. Of these houses

1,720 are valued at less than 1,000 dols., nine at

more than 375,000 dols. Two hotels are ap-

praised at 115,000 dols. each
;
five, each at

120,000 dols., 125,000 dols., 145,000 dols., 150,000

dols., and 176,000 dols.
;
two at 225,000 dols.

;

one at 281,000 dols., and one at 325,000 dols.

THE CENTRAL HALL OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES.

Mr. Labovciieee in the House of Commons
recently asked the Vice-president of the Com-

mittee of Council on Education whether he was

aware that the charter of incorporation granted

to the Central Hall of Arts and Sciences was

promulgated without consultation with the sub-

scribers
;

that much dissatisfaction was felt

with respect to certain of its provisions ;
snch as

the appointment of an executive committee, and

the power given to the provisional committee

to withhold all accounts until one year after the

completion of the hall 5 that under the powers

given to the executive committee a contract had

been entered into of a nature deemed by many
subscribers to be improvident, and such as might

fail to justify the hopes held out in the state-

ment on the faith of which subscriptions were

solicited 5
namely, that subscribers would obtain

for their subscriptioDS a valuable pecuniary in-

vestment} and whether her Majesty’s Govern-

ment were prepared, on application from sub-

scribers, to revise the charter, and, if necessary,

to issue an amended one, affording to subscribers

the same powers and the same representation as

was usnal in joint-stock undertakings.

Mr. Bruce said that, perhaps, as he was a

member of the Provisional and Eicoutivo Com-

mittee, his explanation would be accepted. Tho

character of the charter was fully stated in the

prospectus : each subscriber received notice of

the charter, and agreed in writing to accept it.

No one objected to it, and no complaint had

been received by the Provisional or Executive

Committee with respect to it. As to the con-

tract, it bad been entered into under powers

originally conferred upon the Provisional Com-

mittee. It was a highly advantageous one ;
no

complaint had been received against it; and the

accounts were open to inspection. Tho manage-

ment, including the preparation of legal docu-

ments, had been conducted without any charge

to the undertaking. He was not aware that the

Government bad any power to revise the charter

without the consent of the subscribers ;
but if

the majority of them thought there should be a

revision, he had no doubt the Board of Trade

would advise her Majesty to revise it.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Framlingham (^Suffolk).—A “People’s Hall”

Company has been formed here to provide a

hall for the general use of the town. For this

purpose tho company have purchased premises

at the entrance to the town from the railway,

which they are about to alter and enlarge for a

public hall, with reading and committee rooms,

library, &c. A new staircase tower, rising to a

considerable height above the building, will be

erected in connexion with the intended additions.

The building throughout will be warmed by

Messrs. Haden & Son’s apparatus. Mr.

Sugden, of Leek, is the architect to the com-

pany.
Broitwich .—The additions and alterations to

the Town-hall and the new building for the

police-station have just been completed. The

ntiw station is situated at the junction of St.

Andrew-street and Friar-atreet, which latter

street has been considerably widened. The

building is composed of red dressed brick, with

Bath stone facings. The buildings have been

erected by Mr. Beard, builder, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Rowe, architect, Worcester.

Eastbourne .—The foundation of a new Con-

valescent Hospital at Eastbourne has been laid

by Lady Fanny Howard. Two years ago,

through the exertions of Miss Brownlow Byron

and the Sisters of All Saints’ Home, Caventoh-

sqiiaro, a house was opened at Eastbourne as a

hospital for convalescents ;
but the number of

applications for admission was so great that the

accommodation was found inadequate. Accord-

ingly^ a site of five acres at Meads, close to the

sea, has been purchased from the Duke of

Devonshire
;
and, a sum of 10,0001. having been

subscribed, the plan for a new building capable

of containing 100 patients was obtained. One

wing is to be devoted to the reception of thirty

incurables. It is stated that a sum of 12,0001.

is still required in order to complete the hospital,

the foundation of which has been laid.

PROTECTION AGAINST FIRE.

There has now been issued the report of the

select committee of the House of Commons
appointed to inquire into the existing legislative

provisions for the protection of life and property

against fires in the United Kingdom, and as to .

the best means to be adopted for ascertaining

the causes and preventing tho frequency of

fires.

The committee, after stating the course which

they have pursued in making these investiga-

tions, and describing the general character of

the evidence they have received, proceed to offer

a aeries of recommeudations.

They advise a general building act for all

towns and places in tho United Kingdom

"overned by municipal corporations, Ac., similar

to the Metropolitan Building Act and to the

Building Acts of Liverpool, the suggestions of

professional witnesses as to the thickness of

walls and other details being taken advantage

of in passing such an act. In all buildings

composed of shops below aud dwelling-houses

above, the committee recommend that the floor

immediately above the shop should he made
fire-proof, and that there should be a ready

means of escape from the roof
;
also that the

floors of all largo lodging-houses for the poor be

made fire-proof, and that there should he ample

means of escape. The architects, builders, and

district surveyors who were examined before the

committee, deposed that when a fire takes pla^e

in a warehouse, iron is of little use in stopping

its progress. Generally speaking, they prefer

wood well plastered for fire-proof purposes to

iron, and some of them give a preference to

wooden stairs instead of stone, as the latter

crumble with tho beat. It seems that bills for

tho supply of water by companies or local

authorities containing clauses providing that the

water need not be constantly laid on, have been

allowed to pass without investigation, and the

committee recommend that it should bo made

a standing order of the House that such bills

shall be referred bo the referees to inquire whe-

ther sufficient reason exist for such provisions.

Where it is proved in an investigation that the

fire was caused by culpable carelessness, the

person or persons implicated should be deemed

guilty of a punishable offence.

Other recommendations of the committee re-

late to the igniting point of mineral oils used for

illuminating purposes, which ought not, they

think, to be sold with an igniting point under

110° Fahrenheit. All such oils imported ought

to be tested in this respect and marked before

being stored, and more stringent regnlationa

should be made regarding the storing in ware-

houses and keeping in shops, of turpentine, cam-

phine, and similar spirits. In very few other

towns save London and Liverpool is this subject

attended to. There remain fires that are wilfully

caused. On referring to tho evidence, the com-

mittee find that these are to bo traced to several

sources. Ist, to individuals and organized gangs

of men who make a trade of it to defraud the

insurance companies; 2nd, to parties who have

been unfortunate in business, and who cannot

meet the claims made upon them ;
3rd, to per-

sons in warehouses to conceal theft of goods

made by them on tho warehouses. -Itb, to malice.

The witnesses concur in the belief that an in-

quiry made into all fires would reduce the gross

number of them. The police, or fire brigade,

should initiate the inquiry, and report to aa

I

'
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THE NOEWICH GATES : PARIS EXHIBITION.

think,Bhotdd be the coroner, anything that appears inthe least anapicioas; the officer ahonld famine
witnesses, or, if he thinks proper, impanel ajnry •

any person shown to be implicated shonldbe proaecnted at the Central Criminal Coart.The coroner shonld be paid partly by fees andpartly by salary ont ofthe rates. The committee
apecmlly recommend that no claim shonld be

insnrance company mthont a
certificate from the police or fire brigade, or

s'”
investigation

Sum ‘Ws^rtSicateShould not debar the msuranco officers from ’

opposing the claim if they think proper.

j

SOME WROUGHT METAL - WORK IN THE :
P^rts of the gates, at the bofcton

PARIS EXHIBITION. sample, is scarcely made so obvious as it i
' Tut.. _n n havo been.

sentations g?ve7S'tt6‘wronvht fro
‘g The Spire is formed thronghc

tents of the Exhibition. The r-epousst! work on

* Virtue, lyy-lane.

crystals, jaspers, rich stones, and bri
enamels. The total height of the cross froi
ground will be 150 ft.

* See p. 690.
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RAILWAY,S.

A.v experiment on tlie American eyetcm of

railway travelling will, it is said, probably be

made shortly in England. The bridge and
viaduct at 'Runcorn Gap will save ten miles in

the London and North-Western Company’s line

between London and Liverpool. On "the com-
pletion of this work, the company are to put on
express trains in which the convenience of pas-

sengers is to be consulted by the constnieticn of

carriages on the American principle. There

will be a passage from end to end of the. train,

as we have long urged, together with retiring

and refreshment rooms.

The new line to Tunbridge has been inspected

by the directors of the South-Eastern. The
line is about twenty-three miles in length, and
shortens the distance between London and
Folkestone, Dover, Tunbridge-wells, St. Leonard's,

Hastings, and other important localities reached
by the South-Eastern, by about thirteen miles.

The line has been constructed under the direc-

tion of Mr. Peter Ashcroft, the company’s
engineer, at considerably less than the contract

price. The works are of a very heavy character,

—the heaviest in the south of England in em-
bankments, cuttings, and tunnels. There are

four tunnels in the 23^ miles. Some of the

cuttings are 90 ft. deep, and one of the embank-
ments, of great length, is 80 ft. high. The
brickwork in the tunnels was inspected by the

help of the lime-light.

On the Great Eastern Railway the following

legal notification has been affixed to the stations,

carriages, &c. :

—

‘‘ Take notice that all tbe fixtures, goods, chattels, and
fittings in, about, and upon these preimaesare the property
of the undersigned, Alexander Tracy, of Cambridge, in

the county of Cambridge, contractor; "William Booth, of
Ea8twoo<T, in the county of Nottingham, esq.

;
and John

M'JIfthon, of No. 1, St. John’s-groTe, Brixton, in the
county of Surrey, esq., and are used by the Great Eastern
Railway Company as their lessees

;
and that any person or

persons intermeddling or interfering with the same will do
so at his or their peril.—Jauson, Cobb, & Pearson, 41,

Fiusbury-cirens, London, E.C., solicitors for the said
Alexander Tracy, William Booth, and John M'Mahon,”

The traffic receipts of railways in the United
Kingdom amounted, for the week ending July
20tb, on 12,823 miles, to 797,5891., and for the
corresponding week of last year, on 12,560
miles, to 774,5851., showing an increase of 263
miles, and of 23,0041.

A TUNNEL THROUGH AN EXTINCT
VOLCANO.

LYTTELTON, NEW /.EAL.VND.

The fertile plains ” of the Canterbury
settlement, in the southern of the two great
islands of New Zealand, are divided from the

port of Lyttelton by almost impracticable hills,

over which even a bridle-road was at first a
difficulty. In course of time certain comparative
improvements in this primitive fnode of convey-
ance were effected

j
and in May, 1861, the local

Government accepted a tender from Messrs.
George Holmes & Co., of Melbourne, to com-
plete a line of railway from Lyttelton to Chriat-

chnrch, a distance of six miles, with the excep-

tion of the stations, in five years, ending Jane let,

1866, for 240,5001., the coat of a tunnel, 2,838

yards long, and called the Moorhouse Tunnel,
being fixed at 195,0001. The first sod was cut
in the Heathcote Valley on the 17th of July,

1861, and this may be said to have been the

date of the commencement of the tunnel works,

as up to this time nothing had been accom-
plished beyond sinking the trial shafts, and
driving ninety-six yards of heading, viz., thirty

at the south, and sixty-six at the north end of
the tunnel.

The plan adopted by the contractors was to

mine the whole work from a wide bottom-heading.
To expedite the work, three additional shafts

were sunk, one close to each front, and one in

the clay cutting at the north end of the tunnel,

whilst at the same time a gullet was driven up
the catting to meet the heading. Although the
ground proved very wet in places, rendering it

necessary to close-pole a length of seven chains
through clay and sand, this plan was perfectly

successful, and the timbering remained in good
order until the commencement of the brick
lining, at the end of the following year.

On the 29th of September, 1862, ilre. Moor-
house laid the first stone at the north end of the
tunnel, that of the south being laid by Mr. John
Hall, in April, 1864.

The works were at first carried on under great

disadvantages, on account of the Otago gold

fever and other causes
; bub the tunnel may now

be said to have been completed, as on the 24th
of May last communication was established

between the two drives, by the miners on the
port side breaking into a drill-hole sunk some
days previously in the face of the Heathcote
drive. After a few minutes spent in enlarging
the opening, an iron rod was passed through
from drive to drive, the distance between the

two faces being 14 ft. Tbe alignment and the
levels were thus proved to have been perfectly

correct.

The present tunnel affords, it is believed, the
first instance where a complete section of an
extinct volcano has been opened out. The
elaborate drawings prepared by Dr. Haost for

exhibition in Paris, will draw the attention of

geologists to the fact, and doubtless aftbrd the
greatest satisfaction to the scientific world. The
rock in the tunnel may be described as a series

of lava-streams and beds of tufa, intersected by
vertical dykes of phonolite. The lava-streams
generally consist of scoria, overlying a coarse
pink trachyte, which passes gradually through
shades of grey, purple, and blue, into a
black, finely-grained dolorite, intensely hard
and tough

j the lightest and softest rock
being at the top and the densest and
blackest at the bottom. Regarded from an
engineering point of view, the work is con-
sidered eminently successful. Wherever diffi-

culties have been met, they have been quickly
and successfully overcome. A siphon 600 yards
long was employed for the drainage of the
upper half of the tunnel. The system of venti-

lation has proved perfectly adapted to the re-

quirements of tbe case, and has been not only
effective but simple and comparatively inex-

pensive. The engineers of the Mont Cenia
tunnel have found it necessary to adopt similar
means of ventilation in that famous work. In
the first instance, air was driven in by fans

I

worked by horse-power, but this soon proved

I

quite insufficient ; and when the works bad ex-

I

tended some distance, much time was lost owing
1 to the difficulty of getting rid of the smoke. To
obviate this on tbe Lyttelton side, the upper
portion of the tunnel was partitioned off by a

I

floor or brattice, about 9 ft. above rail-level,

;
forming a smoke-flue connected with one of the

I shafts, at the bottom of which was placed a

^

furnace, which, by rarefying the air, caused a

;

steady current up the shaft, and drew the smoke
;

away from the face of the workings. A similar

I plan was adopted at the north end, the chimney

j

of a forge being led into the shaft, and answering

I

the purpose of a furnace, but the brattice was
only continued for a abort distance beyond the
upcast shaft.

On the Lyttelton side this system answered
perfectly well, and the ventilation has continued
good ever since; but on the Heathcote side,

where the work for the last quarter of a mile
has been driven by a top-heading (the temporary
floor being left above the permanent rail-level

for drainage purposes), the ventilation at the
close of the work became sluggish, and recourse
was had to driving air on to the face by means
of four fans driven by an 8-horse steam-engine.
This proved perfectly successful.

The system employed to secure the correct-

ness of the alignment of the two ends of the
tunnel was very simple. A permanent mark
was fixed in the centre line of the tunnel, on a
tower built on the dividing range, nearly mid-
way between the two ends. A transit instru-

ment being placed on the meridian of the tunnel,

as well as of the tower on the hill, it could be
seen at once whether the flame of a candle placed
in the centre line of the work inside the tunnel
was in a vertical plane with the mark on the
tower. But it was also desirable, in case of
error, to have the means not only of correcting,

but of calculating the amount of such error, and
this could be readily done. The permanent mark
on the central tower consisted of a batten 6 in.

wide, with a black stripe 1 in. wide down the
centre. The eye-piece of the transit instrument
being furnished with five vortical wires placed
at equal distances apart, the value of the space
between any two wires at a distance equal to

that ofthe mark on the tower could be ascertained
by reference to the width of the batten, which
thus gave a scale bv which the error in the
position of a light placed in the tunnel under the :

tower could be rated with great exactness. It

has been by this means that the alignment has
been tested from time to time, and the proof of
the correctness of the system has been estab-

lished by the present result.

In spite of the peculiar character of the work,
the health of the meu has been generally very
good. Accidents have been of rare occurrence,
and of comparative unimportance.
The total length of the tunnel, as nearly as

could be ascertained at the moment, is, in round
numbers, 2,870 yards, or about 30 yards more
than the contract measurement; and the coat,

according to the contract, is 195,000Z.

According to the design, drawn as iuLondon.the
tunnel would have entered Lyttelton at a slight

curve. This part of the plan was altered, so as
to give a straight run throughout.

Mr. Edward Dobson is the engineer
;
and the

work has been sriperintended throughout by Mr.
Edward Walker and Mr. Harry Smith as

foremen.

THE CATHEDRAL OF RATISBON.

In the year 1273 several buildings in Ratisbon,

and amongst them tbe Cathedral, were destroyed
by fire.

Bishop Leo, of the patrician family of the
“ Thundorfer,” resolved to build a new cathedral,

which was to be constructed of hewn stone
;
and

his intentions were seconded by the rich burghers
of the town, especially by the Zande” family,

one of the most prominent in Ratisbon. In
1275 the foundation-stone was laid. The work
went rapidly on, so much so that in 1276 the choir

was consecrated. Ludwig, who was the archi-

tect, directed the work after his plans. After

the death of Bishop Leo (in 1277), the building

advanced considerably under liis successor,

Heinrich von Rotteneck, especially so towards
the western side

;
and the choir was completed.

The rapid continuation of the works was facili-

tated by the great abundance of provisions of

every kind at that time, so that the wages of the
woi’kmen were very low. Bishop Heim-ich von
Rotteneck died in 1296. His successor was
Conrad von Lupburg, to whom Nicolas von
Stachowitz followed in 1313. During his

episcopate, which lasted twenty-seven years,

much was done; but great difficulties and im-
pediments were in the way for continuing the
western side, and for beginning the building of

the two towers.

It was necessary to remove several houses and
chai^ela adjoining, in order to begin the towers
now existing. Such changes, in those times,

required difficult and much prolonged negotia-

tions
;
but these were so far effected in 1325 that

tbe foundation of the southern tower was laid.

In 1380, at last, it was decided that the demoli-
tion of the Minster on the square was to be
effected, and one year afterwards the difficulties

were removed, which so many years had been in

the way of completing the building of the cathe-

dral ; soon after which the second tower was
built. The principal altar was erected of stone

in 1404 ; it existed until the beginning of the
seventeenth century. The present altar was
erected in the year 1785.

The building of the cathedral itself went on
without interruption, though slowly, by means
of many voluntary contributions, made princi-

pally by citizens of Ratisbon, who did every-

thing they could to promote the work. But the
doctrine of the Reformation taught by Wyclifl' and
John Hass caused great excitement and dis-

order, and the Hussites laid waste the country,

so that the funds for building the cathedral

could only with difficulty be collected. When
the Reformation was effected a total interrup-

tion took place, estranging a great part of the
population from the Roman Catholic clergy. In
consequence of the contributions coming in

very sparingly, the tower reached in 1436 only

the height of the roof of the church. The
naves were vaulted in 14:64, and the gable be-

tween the two towers was built in 1480. In

1496 the third story of the northern tower was
so far raised as it was still seen in 1858. After

the year 1496 but little was done towards com-
pleting the building.

The following persons were active as “ build-

ing and working masters" (domhau and iverk-

iiieister)oftheBte6ple8;—Liebhart der Mynnaer,
Heinrich Diimstetter Wenszla, Andreas Egl, the

three Roritzer, Conrad, Matbiius, and Wolfgang,

father and sons. The last named, as ringleader

of a rebellion against the magistrate of the town,

was beheaded in 1514. After him followed

Erhard Heydenreich, who died in 1524. Albert

von Tbrring (1613-1649) caused the cathedral

to be restored after the taste then prevalent. A
rich iron trellis was made at the entrance into

. the choir, before the high altar two large cande-

a.
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labra were placed, and the towers were
provided with roofs. It was under the same
Albert von Torring that the Thirty Years’ War
broke out. Duke Bernhard of Weimar captured
the town, and the Protestants took p08se.ssion of
the cathedral, and kept it during nine months.
Under Bishop Clemens (a Duke of Bavaria)

* more attention was, at the end of the seventeenth
century, bestowed on the building of the cathe-
dral. Above the crossing of the nave Master
Anton Riva, of Landahut, erected a cupola
according to the Italian taste, and from that time
the works proceeded in the same sense and
manner. The interior was overloaded with
tasteless pomp, and the noble building was
thereby disfigured.

King Lndovic I., of Bavaria, in the years ISSJ
to 1838, caused all that was contrary to good
taste to be removed

j the cathedral was orna-
mented with many painted windows: the altars

were renewed or restored in more appropriate
stylo. The cupola, erected by Anton Riva, was
taken down and replaced by a cross vault.
Tliese works were performed, under the direction
of Councillw’ Giirtner, of Munich, by Inspector
Nadler, of Ratisbon, who accomplished the noble
but difiicult task with praiseworthy and con-
scientious care. The restoration was completed
in 1839.

In the year 1858 a society for finishing
;

completely all parts of the cathedral was founded
under the patronage of King Maximilian II. and
of the bishop of the diocese : and Mr. Denzinger,

i

architect, was appointed domhau-meister. ^

The object of the society is to procure the
necessary means for completing the bnilding, '

especially the raising and finishing of the two I

principal spires. These steeples, which, before
jthe beginning of the work, had a height of ^

152 ft., are to be raised to a height of 365 ft. '

. Our view shows the cathedral as itispropo.sed
I to be completed.
A beginning was made in 1859, and with tlie

,

raising of the steeples in 18G0. Up to the year
18G3 the pecuniary means at the disposition of
the building-master were insignificant, and liLtle

could, therefore, be done. It was then that
King Ludovic I. of Bavaria took upon him to
promote the undertaking by a yearly gift of
20,000 florins (about l,066h sterling). Since
that time the works have proceeded with more
speed 5 but they would be carried on faster if

additional means could be collected.
Since 1860, about 310,000 florins, or 26,000?.

sterling, have been spent upon the building. The
works, it is asserted, will be completed in the
year 1870. The porch to the principal entrance,
as shown in our view, is triangular on plan.
Of this remarkable work we shall give a more
complete illustration.

Spire of the National Memorial of the Prince Consort, Hyde Park.
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•je'ieve, though we dolot speak qaite positively, that the Judges of

?avf?vom ''th^r?'" “Z"™"--
-f P>“ w°

meet the
°“t as scGniEg tomeet the greatest number of the stated renuirem6nts,-that of Mr. E. M. Barry. Pu^ther.hat m respeot of the external design, they gfvethe preference to that of Mr. Street;

^ ®

PHOM MELBOUENE.

1,479
Victoria ,.

New South Waj'es
"

Sooth Australia
Quaeoslaud
Western Australia!’
Tasmania
New Zealand’’!!!!!!!!
New Caledonia
Netherlend India"”
Mauritius....

_«jy t,ne Crovernment at thtReefs to be made available as a storage reservoir

bfp per Tnth
be connectedoy pipes. In the mean time it is oroDosed tn

onOTOOm “i
StaweU of a capacity

Beefs'Sf P^Posod at the

of therL^f a
total capacity

rLlonr?H '’“135WOgallons, independently of the reservoir alrfladv
constructed by the Government. Landsborouch

stSr'' Jh
“ *„rcon

the wa?e
^““t“borongh Creek, from whichthe water would be conveyed by moans of an

60^000 “"i- ““PP'-*' estimated at

PvtAr^on 7 elaborate, will be plainer

pu^XTet “eSIfg “T-^ctnre of tL east front"diXlrXXtX'
as tbwe are two fine Early English windows in-serted , but this only makes the unsightliness ofthe present arrangement more conspfcnons.

Observer,

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND BANK.

Total..

Je'asfoitw distributed

Victoria
New South Wales’.’!
South Australia.,,.’.'

Queensland
!!Weatern Australia,

Tasmania
New Zealand
New Caledonia
Netherland ludia !!!

Mauritius --

Medallions,
SOS ..

Hon.
Certilicates.

„„ “"f-“toM of tbe new building was laid

of
5.°”.“^ "’‘ll bo erected at the cornerof stephenson.place and New-street, Birminfr.

frmt 1,-°
“ ” in design. Thefront towards l^ew-atreet will be in three, andthat towards Stephenaon-placo in eight oom-

ground-floor by rnsti-cated pilasters, having Ionic pilaster caps on aplain substantial basement. The first Soor willhave three-quarter attached oolnmns of the

I XlM “ti" fPo

I an n ? "fPT >>8 orowned byan open balustrade, the angles being carriedgher and treated as coupled pilasters, withseparate caps and cornices. The public entrance

unde?
“ ^1° “

“e™
‘'"8 if8w-Btreet front,

Thim .r P°“8 detachedoolnmns the shafts and bases of which will bepolished granite, each in one piece. The
P'^' '"“S' PPIPP- ’'“8.and 30 ft. high, lighted by nme oircnlar-headedendows each 18 ft. high, and by a lantern

light in the centre of oeiling, 37 ft. by IS ft. 6 in

, ene me gross attend reS
Pp"? ''8 P" S‘8phenaon.plaoe,

ce, including season-ticket holder?, free passes w I'ofs.rooms on the first

''’^J5T,°,‘f‘‘o‘°^'P®-'P^PP8™oo»- Ther^cefpts tafidin 31
Pf “P "PPP-- P“"Pi8n of the™ I'i- The expenditure amounted for m??„

^P occupied by the private rooms
P®“’ fP ‘'>‘8 fctcl there are at elo

^“““gfrs and apartments for the resident
et 6,67a!. I5s. 6d.. which represent available fL Jhre«L.t ‘8 re™

THE CHISEL.

11.

" Eseemason" writes,—I did not seeX P*^ P’PP'' 8.°"88poudent “Ereemason”
until the commenting of "Antiquary" in yonr

Xtar?he
“ttsntion to the query eon-cermng the mventiou of the chisel. Perhans if

??tto?°o°f
th‘PPP“‘ P“P°* °P‘ ‘118 deri-vat on of the name is probably from the oldBritish word cimsi, a stone

; aef for instauL n

r
The Ohlsel.ran?'.‘PiXagS;^ S”(afS

from CKLr®''°P^
“ ‘'P ''“'‘P derivedfrom CTiisel-eu, on acoonnt of the nature of itsgravelly or stony soil. These derivations wouldcany us back to the era of fiint impZers

“
the poripd of the invention of the cUsol. Many
dmtl°PP’iPP‘fP?“v“''P'™ “ museums were evhdently intended for the same purposes as themodern steel tool, which ha, h?d Orproprlaldto It, in industrial technology, the word*^ origi.

u??d fo'0?h°^P‘’
‘P ‘P88«“P8 a shaped sharp stofe,used for the purpose of hollowing out canoesother wooden conveniences of savage life.

’

Total..

The fiuauoe committee have just issued theirthmee-sheet Bhowing^ ‘bcir rteeipts and e‘.

vs
* P??' ^P^8 Exhibition was open for 106•ys. During that time 150,896 persons paid

ce
8"" .P!‘8 gross attend

THE INTEBNATIONAL AEOHITECTDBAL
OONPEBENOE.

Last week brought to a close the Confer.
? 8, Internationale projected by the SocieteImperiale et Oeutrale des Architectos I Parisofwhich M. Baltard is president. It was nume’rously attended by French architects, and Eussia"Germany, Italy Prussia, Portugal To. “ro
?ue‘ ESrr„P 8-T to say only

mnin fronts will ho jw _±. .

fo ho u
permanent works,

to be handed over to the Government.

Tch Tfi?"T °i
y“tori| on the Slat of

.s|oSe?PeT6X?6%^!X; Th'eT“^
Hhere h"as ^efa^otal Ts^Lt pTIlSn
r, efT!PPf,- T“e ‘'““.“8 act that the

vno.v f A
-V a, Xi^urauiic nic. TPemam fronts will be m Portland stone, and theinterior walls and decorations of the bank and

principal rpoms in Martin's cement. The fittings
will bo of polished mahogany, and the bank andother principal rooms are intended to be warmedand ventilated by Dr. Van Heoke's system in-troduced into f.hio .

ass of departires o,%r arrivarsTwT/T trodJe“d“'Tt^^
®pp''8’8 878‘=r?Tn

SaVXT" P- ^8-*-8 ‘SeTrTTeXTte^-nSe
the new Post Office, which has been so lorn? 1 11

^?'°° Holmes, architect. The
no course of erection, was to be opened fof

^ ^ “ “''8 ^Icssrs. John Cresswell & Son.
first time on the 1st of July.

“P'nea lor

ne cattle market special committee, and the
' ^

lnd°TTP’ ‘'8commend that premiums of .

eTfor esT’’." 1 ‘‘“e
“‘”.'’88'' designs for

^ ^T EOMSEY ABBEY OHDEGHnets for cattle and shecp,PT,
to be’Tcte?

i.onttagalla. Application la to be invited
1 candidates for the office of city surveyol

church at West Mol.lie has been opened for divine worship. Thei has been completely finished within
.(floor slopes from the west end down to
I a a few yards of the pulpit, at an angle of

• u ro
8 lead up to the entrances

.™t SraTtT PPP “ '“P** extremity of^Bt end, and the paaaagos within converge

SfiT
5’°

‘i‘8
'8™ °f ‘Iro letter Vlinurch is stuccoed within, and set OB' with

IhT- f“8‘ '8™ cf constrnotL hS.Mowed in the roof, which is suppoTd b^umbers, and varnished in a wainroot style^endows are stained in devices, including
•orolla with texts of Scripture. At nieht

'.f tL ?Iu‘‘''PP '“P*® 8nnlighta in
'

’r portion completed is
0 of which 5,0001. have already been sub.

— some time since.

'7“'i
“ little trouble to havemade it known to its members, Englishmenwould have more fully responded. TheTurish.

T, T-
*°P'‘“^ P^ fraternity between thetwij nations is a groat boon, at least to theyounger members of our profession, for onelemns more m an hour in the bureau of a friendthan during a week en ville. It is there we can

TGrd=nTiTLrvre,T%TnrsT1
:yenTnrpas?eTffiTryVer„n1ir'‘’'^P‘’‘’'P

W. Hovexden Hendry,

Sill,—The Abbey Church of Komsey is wellknown as one of the finest specimens of Norman
architecture in the kingdom, and much has beendone of late years m restoring it, and for the

cZ7/1::7. T.TS- .

.^8 .‘''8 Eeclesiastieal

ST. STEPHEN'S, VIENNA, AND THE
SULTAN.

SlE,-No donbt, when Abdul Axix first behold

nmen engaged in repairing the Amherst
fir embankment have discovered that

' To “used by the boring of

.M um P8*“''‘“8 18S

"proposed to supply Pleasant Creek with
)} y means of an independent scheme
ii*emo_ consists in the constraction of

'

PtaAV<Tr.-ii.. .... a 1 Tti .. XT. '^8

Commissioner^, as chier recipients ^^dul
tonal tithes, belongs the duty of keeping the well aware
chancel m renairr anrl fRia 1

° a iamily anecdote, highly creditable to th«
arcnif.Af'f.nvol „_j i*"

i.no
chancel in repair

; and this, after long waiting
for, IS now being done. The lower tier of archel
IS opened, displaying the massive grandenr ofthe columns, which before was hidden, and nro-

magnificence of eflect hardly to bo
equalled. The elearstoiy and .triforium^ archesare bemg restored, and a fine roof is in course ofconstruction to replace the old dilapidated onewhich formerly extended to the extremity of thebuilding

; but, haying been destroyed by ffie, was

Z P“ 088^7 fiat; and the presentone which is raised to the original pitch, instead
of being continued to the end of the building
stops short some feet, and is furnished with aplain gable, of the barn style, and the battle-mented parapet remains. It is not yet too late
to remedy this, which, if completed, will alwaysbe regarded as a great mistake. The northtransept was restored two years since, andcovered with a new roof. There the gable the
original one, rises from the outer wall, and in.stead of being plain, has five fine arches the
wTPi.°°!aP?,pP-‘° “8 “'*'-'8r, and now filled

ov.«ix,-* I 1 A ,

"‘tjuiy creaicaoie to tbe

UbTfiTf
‘88‘8' perhaps some religione

strTolv Tr “cestor. But as the fact seems,
strangely, little known, it may be well worthbringing into notice at this jnnotnro. May thatW6ll.omened visit, as these to other oouitrios.not least ear own, bo the harbinger of muchpeace md mutual benefit 1

“ ““h

Sult??ofth?p‘^8T*
Ottoman siege, under thebnltanof the timewhen the citywas relieved,whensmkmg with its insufficient garrison of 11 000

8oTT8''f®‘T8‘°‘’8' g, by the good ally jWSobieski of Poland (its then own masterAugustus bemg of little worth), the Sultan
appears to have been deeply struck with the
noble spire of St. Stephen's Cathedral

; so muchso as to have revolted from its wanton destrno-
tion. He therefore sent a message to the
authorities, that if his insignia and cypher were
placed on the building, ho would direct great
care to be taken against injuring it. This waspromptly agreed to; and, to the credit of all, the
insignia have never been disturbed, and are

fservoir in theHa“ok KanT^oT oT°' “ 7“'’ '“”8d glass. The restoration ofT soute T?® “‘>"8. flaringaok hange, of a capacity ! transept is contemplated, and that, when carried asZ Tf ““ “8'^® ‘’*8 ‘“P'
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This tower and spire of Vienna (of which there

is a south-west view in Dibdin’e “Tonr”) are

perhaps the most beantiful in the world. Of

towers alone, Ulm (300 ft. high) nfay come

second ;
and the nearest approaches in England

may be St. Peter’s, Norwich j
and Wrexham. The

lower story of Vienna, outside the south wall of

the church, is very large. From thence the

gradual decrease or tapering is of wondrous

beauty, to the summit, which is about 50 ft.

higher than our St. Paul's.

In the words of a recent traveller, it is lite-

rally “ frosted over” (only not excessively con-

epicuous)
,
with carved ornaments. It has a clock,

a kind of gallery for observations, and contains

many large bells, the “great” one weighing

about twenty-four thousand pounds. P

.

COMPETITION. — BOAPD OF WORKS,
POPLAR DISTRICT, NEW OFFICES.

At the meeting of the Board, on the 30th ult.,

the report of the New Offices Committee, recom-

mending the following designs, was received and

adopted :

—

Motto.

Circinus..

Octagon..

Gives

Name. I Premium

Mr. Fletcher, late Assistant

Surveyor to the Board.
Mr. Arthur Harston, Eaet-

India-road. Limehouse.
Mr. A. Wilson, Bow.

£50

pelling the public to an outlay of probably more

than 100,0001., to keep their little cv.l de sac

qniet and secluded.

All this seems to show pretty clearly that

every interest having sufficient political influence

in this conntry is well protected, save thepuhZic

interest, which has but small chance of success

in the scramble of powerful cliques and coteries,

armed -with prescriptive rights, privileges, and

franchises, which are in most cases, when closely

Bcmtinized, founded upon usurpation or political

corruption, if not something worse.

If, however, the claim he recognised, let ns

see how far it will take us. There has lately

been a good deal said about opening out blind

alleys, if for no other purpose than their venti-

lation, and few will deny the benefit of such a

change
j
but will not the owners and occupiers

of such places, in even the most unsavoury parts

of the town, bo entitled to compensation for

having their courts and alleys disturbed by being

made public thoroughfares ? No doubt, if other

things were equal; but “ there’s the rub.

To return to thtf subject of barred streets and

streets ending in a cv,l do sac, I will venture on

what may be deemed a rash assertion
;
that is,

that to continue these streets and to abolish those

bars would be to stop at once the cry for wider

streets and more of them. Let me mention

Long-acre, Old-street, Paternoster-row, Lin-

coln’s-inn-fields, Judd-street, and scores of others

too many to name. J-

FALL OF BRICKWORK.

Forty-three designs were submitted.

Sir,—

A

short time since ten designs out of

forty.five were selected by a committee of the

Poplar Board of Works, and referred to Mr.

Sancton Wood to report upon, bnt not in their

order of merit, as the Board reserved to them-

eelves the right of awarding the premiums, which

they have now done to three competitors, who

are intimately acquainted with the Committee.

The sum proposed to be expended, according

to the instructions to competitors, was 5,0001.

Mr. S. Wood estimates the first premiated de-

sign, “ Circinus,” to cost 5,436Z.
;

the second

“ Octagon,” 6,080L (!) ; the third, “ Cives,’^

6,9951. (!!)

There are, I understand, several designs sent

in showing far greater ai-tistic merit at a less

cost than those selected for premiums.

The designs are to be exhibited for one week

in the Town-hall, Poplar, and one week in the

Vestry -ball, Bow, the admission to be by tickets.

The following extract from the local paper

(Fetst London Observer) is sufficient to open the

eyes of the ratepayers to a neat job :

—

BURLINGTON BOUSE SCREEN.

Sin —Perceiving thut vrorkmen have comirenced the

‘inoval of the wall in front of Burlington House, permit

to BUgeest that the ’nell-knovru colonnade on tho nmer

side should be re-erected in one of our public gardens.

It would be useful as a screen loany objectionable feature,

«« t, shelter to visitors from rain. Possewing sonae

Last week the fronts of two shops in course

of erection with others in the Glo’ster-road, Old

Brompton, fell just before the workmen left.

One man was injured and taken to the hospital.

The materials appeared to be good. The cause

of the downfall seems to have been the givmg

way of that portion of the party-wall on which

the bressuramers of the two shops rested, there

being no ties to keep the bressummers from

being thmst outwards by the weight of the

brickwork above, neither were the story-posts in-

serted. Too much care cannot be taken in carry-

ing up a party-wall the end of which has, as is

constantly the case, to support the weight of the

fronts of two houses. It should be constructed

of hard bricks set in good cement under the end

of bresBummer, with hoop iron bond about eve^

six courses, and strong iron ties should be built

into the walls, say 5 or 6 ft. long, passing over

the fop of the bressummer and securely fixed

;

ties should also be inserted to steady its centre.

The stone templet under each end of bressummer

should be, at any rate, the full width of the

bressummer. The surprise is that there are not

more accidents than even do occur from neglect

in this particular. If builders would but think,

they would see the risk they run, and that it

might be avoided by a very small extra outlay.

We have made more, perhaps, of this matter

than might at first appear needful j
bnt ^ this

careless system of constructing the walling to

carry so much weight be not altered, and

requisite ties used to keep the bressummers

in their proper position, some far more serious

accident must occur sooner or later than has

hitherto taken place.

and as a shelter to visitors Irom rain, rossewing Home

architecturftlheBiJty,and associated wilh memoriesol Switt,

Pope, Handel, Edmund Burke, and many other eminent

men of tho eighteenth century, I believe the question ol

its preservation well worthy of consideration.

Should this note have no other ellect, it may serve as a

hint that one of our best public buildings is about to

undergo great alterations in consequence of a vote which

silently paseed the House of Commons, viz.. 16,0001., for

adapting Burlington House to the use of certain leaded

societies.

THE GUILDHALL, LONDON.

At the meeting of the Common Council on the

2nd inst., on the motion of Mr. Stapleton, chair-

man of the City Lands Committee, who stated

that during tho last fifteen years the Corporation

bad expended about 50,0001., in all, m adapting

the Guildhall to great State ceremonials, it was

resolved by a majority of 11 in a court of 9/

members :

—

APPARATUS FOR BUILDING CONCRETE
HOUSES.

“We mav state that it waa reported that ‘Circinus

is DO other ihen Mr. Fletcher, the late Assistant-Surveyor

to the Poplar Board of Works; 'Octagon,’ Mr. Arthur

Harston, of East India-road; and ‘Gives,’ a son of Mr.

A. Wilson, of Bow. Of course, the conduct of the mem-

bers of the Board is unimpeachable ;
and there cannot be

the slightest donbt but that they exercised their architec-

tural knowledge to the fullest extent in the selection or
1 _ _ -n .1. . i‘. .. .V.... rtC lie. 1 tirpA fftTmirltpa

tural knowledge to me iniiesi. exieui lu luc «.

the plans. But the fact that one of the three favourites
. il.of oT,At>^pr fil>i lit

,. But tne tact inai one or me unco lowumcp
AAP ...... connected with the Board, that another is nbi ut

to form an alliance with a member’s daughter, and that

the third ie a gentleman of conaiderable local influence, is

60 very remarkable that we hasten to endeavour to remove

any idea that there has been the faintest tinge of favount-

iem or collusion between the parties, more especiall^y as

the committee, to protect thepublie (and themselves from

suspicion), employed a surveyor to guide them m their

demsion, and have awarded him the munificent sum ot

251. to give an unbiassed opinion on the relative merits of

the plans submitted to him."^ Delta.

BARRED STREETS.

Some attention has recently been directed to

the number of streets in London having bare

aoroBB them, which of course precludes any

other than local traffic
;
and during a discussion

in the Metropolitan Board of Works, a member

stated that he lived in a street having a bar,

and, should it be done away with, he would ex-

pect to be compensated. It further appears that

these streets are paved, watched, and lighted at

the public expense, just as other streets are,

where no such privilege exists, which leads one

to wonder upon what principle of equity such an

arrangement is permitted to continue. Surely

there is something wrong in allowing individuals

to lay out streets, and for their own privacy and

convenience debarring the public from their use;

and as in the case of Hamihon-place, a few per-

sons, socially and pcluically pewc-iiul, coni-

Sm,—In vonr journal there is an advertise-

ment beaded “ Tail's patent Apparatus for con-

structing Walls, Bouses, and other Buildings,”

accompanied by a wood-cut of the said appara-

tus, which Mr. Tall in his advertisement claims

tho credit of having invei\ted.

The apparatus in question was not invented

by Mr. Tall, but ia well known to engineers and

architects as being fully figured and described

in most of the standard elementary works on

building. , .

For example, in ‘‘ Rondelet, de I'Art de Batir,

vol. i., article 2, “ dea Pierres Artificielles,”

pp. 229—239, the apparatus ia fully described

and illustrated by sixteen figures, occupying the

whole of plates 4 and 5 in the first volume of

the folio atlases of plates accompanying the

work.
-v'- v 1

In another well-known work, “ Peter N ichoU

Bon’s Architectural Dictionary,” the same appa-

ratus is described in p. 526 ot the second volume,

and fully illustrated on the plate facing that

page by fifteen figures. Nicholson says that it

has been in “use tor some time in different parts

of this kingdom, as in Bedfordshire, Lancashire,

&c.”
The apparatus is also fully described and

illustrated by woodcuts in pp. 725, 726, and 727

of “ Cresy’s Encyclopedia of Civil Engineering.”

The apparatus thus elaborately figured and

described in these three very well known stand-

ard works is in all respects identical with that

claimed and figured by Mr. Tall in his advertise-

ment as bis own invention. “ The chimney

core ” figured in his advertisement has also been

m common use in forming flues in rubble walls

for the last ten years at least.

There are two other statements in his adver-

tisement that invite comment. He states that

the cost is only half that of brickwork, and the

strength ten times as great. This is an enor-

mous exaggeration. For equal thicknesses the

strength of the concrete wall is not ten-fold, bnt

only three-fold that of brick ; as correctly stated

in Mr. Chadwick’s report on the concrete build-

ings at the E'riucli Exhibition.

Dv-he-sircet, S.lf. Henry Conybeare.

“ That the reppated and heavy expenditure which takes

place at Guildhall on every occasion of public receptioi

affords evidence of the insufficiency of the aecouimodatioi

at the disposal of the Corporation for such purposes, whil.

the space available for.the mi^eum Lm ah<

been declared altogeibel insufficient
;
that, therefore, it n

desirable some comprehensive and weil-considyedplanfo.

providinc permanently for such objects should be atone

prepared and laid belore this Court, and that itbe referret

to such committee as this Court shall direct to obtain *

plan and estimate accordingly."

On the motion of Dr. Saunders, it was resolvec

m effect to retain the building in Guildhall-yard

recently erected for the reception of the Sultan

for the use of the Corporation until after th<

9th of November next, Lord Mayor’s-day.

It puzzles us to divine a reason why the style o

the Guildhall was not followed in the erection o

the temporary building referred to. The actua

effect is very incongruous. By the way, w
ahould much like to learn how many representi

tives of art, literature, or science were invited o

the occasion of the recent visit of H.R.H. th

Prince of Wales and tho Sultan ?

COMPENSATION CASES.

Lieul.-Col. James avd Mefropolitan Sailicay. — T!

oropertT required for the extension of tho Moorga

Street Station, comprises some twenty-seven shops a

warebonses, &c.. known as Nos. 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67,

60. 70, 70a, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 76, <7, 78, 7ft, 80, 81, 82,

!

84 85 sndSe, Fore-street, and No. 11, Little Moornek

and it was agreed to refer the question of componsation

arbitration, the arbitrators being Mr. E. .^WithalL'

behalf of the Company, and Mr. Geo. F^ler, of]

FouUrr, on behalf of the claimant, who appointed as th

umpire Mr. Charles Lee ;
and the case was commence

the Westminster Palace Hotel, on Wednesday, the ^
ult., the claimant being represented by Mr. Hawks

0 C , and Mr. Littler, instructed by Mr. Geo. Stenmr

solicitor, of Tonbridge, Kent; and the Company by 1

Lloyd and Mr. Holloway.
j ,

Mr. Hawkins, in opening the case, maintained tnat

correct way of arriving at the value of property ot tJ

description, was by considering it as

adapted to much more valuable purposes than thepr^

A question bad arisen as to the validity of Irt

granted by Co). James's father, and he would therafi

produce evidence as to the value in either alternaUv^

^ Mr George Fuller, arbitrator, valued the property

86,607L, or, subject to the said leases, at 77,476/. :

Mr. I’Aueon, architect, said bis opimou thatfi

whole of the land should be cleared, and it might then’

let on buUding leases in Little Moorilelds at is. per K
,h. e.ner„ p.rt of .n/--;™;

in tbeeaetern part oi id- eBiaic,

foot, and the western part at 2s. Cd. per loot.
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leaaee, 77 51-V
’ disputed

rentals of from iso^ To^^n../
“nd were worth

st the comer The timnno v.

“'’“Din, the public-house

', aLdtradeT«kched?o i?
a xery valuable licence

;' This wo.Ud eTve I totafof 87
allowed, 76 9bOZ

^ b7,897^; or with the leases

inrluda the ^eve^sionRrJintlt^^^•“^u*'“®,^6:««8 did not
Mr, Viffere dealt public-houses,

to Mr. Tri™.„J ilf;' 5
P™P'rty in • Bimil.r ma.ner

.»d ™i„ri „ „i.i „bj
68,
E°" tavS «

Th^'^wnl’
^ CommUHonert of the new Law Courte

’•Compensation‘’c“Srt®Air''
at Courts of Justice

Westminsw aSn 6th, before High Bailiff of
of Mr KeV Th«

oxeeedinc 20,uC01.. on the part
Old BoSourt^for Directory/' in

by removal The^caln wn^
business premises and loss

o'clock niiH .n«J^ appointed for liaif.past ten

o..t'»£3F“~ydrr^^

the property reqSd foV^tKel *A®leneth Mr HnwL-i.,o
° tne new Palace of Justice. At

aetfled,StheromaVei!T“^‘^ that the matter was
12,600t!., if ho felt S’^o « verdict for
The iurVman said ‘‘n?^

compateut to give it alone.

3om4a?“uror8 came theamount.” The
Bailiff thought thev w ^

'*'9oharged, and the High
«.» .Ufee.”™ wt'L ;h°“1'’“ • ™tdi.^.

the builder.

t oora'"'
Bridgwater, builder, for-jUOOi. Ihe arohiteot is Hr. 0 . Knowles. The

an^wnr
“ ‘*'® Perpendicular style,and will aceommodate 200 persons.

’

All Oannivgs (Wilis).—The chancel of the

brihe Her”? f t" P^-eSe been restored

A^newmO^?'?' 'eetor of the parish,

br the frie a
“ek has also been erectedby the fnends of the rooter as a memorial of

tae™ a*7t d "f
“ ^ ^beneath a stamed-glass window, given by MrSotheron Estcourt, bears this’ inscriptton 7Ibis window la dedicated to the bonoar and

Estein? *>y Thomas Sotheron

tha7 5o
7“ “b““T of a friendship of more

&?onrt ™W ofMethuen and

fed 7 m a 0
°°’' counsel together

SmTl'I/S -'"endsri-

and a S “ the interior,

|bdo;pg-??%htris^
on“£

595
desirable than the erection of two ohnrohes so

Os7ajXai“d ft
“= bbe “f St.

thereto At all e
^ew one opposite

snffloiTnUy ?p?io7r‘f?
°

bishop of the district is in favour of the sohe^eand so are the Tything Ohnroh Committee Apublic meeting has been held to consider theqnostion generally, and to investigate ?r Seo Psplans for the new church.

hai^narb 1

“®" P'*"®*' btarch, which

editice has been consecrated. The edifleo in

riow tho“?‘‘'““? P'*''“y"P°'‘ ““b fbbbda.

le?th i? °r®'’
measures 106 ft. inlength internally, and consists of nave with

on the”north”V'“‘“'' ‘'““bPton the north side, vestry on the south side ofthe chancel, and a tower, through which is the

S7''’Tl,7i:“U “d of the northLVe? ofThe oharerrhioh“S a^r^'/etighr/t^^ ®“^ ofTen7S
tamed in addition to several mural monuments and nf th

“ is about 100 ft.,
of the family, a huge family pew, withTfire! S ft from T"’ a tnlayp pew, With its fire-place, screen and curtains, in the style of the

iS- rTi?" ft
“°®® ''‘'® BO “fo®‘°® araw-mg-room than a place for prayer. This has

enrof'ftU®'';/”!*.'*"
fo®™-' “t fl-oeart

the nlaee
“Orth aisle, and the organ now occupiesthe place of the pew. This mortuary chMcl

Clas
entered by an archway^ of badOlaSBio character and proportions. This has

oar7dTr''?a“'’ •“ “f Otohes, with

raotei i"?'‘
Decorated ohn.

(Mess™ E E T c
"ohitects(Messrs. E. P. Law 4 Sons) originally intended

to form an arcade of three arches, but on pullingdown parts of t.hpi ronii *i ®

externally 1
are faced

tC * ''® B““‘>®‘one, from Oodsall, andthe TOofs are covered with grey and red tiles

or^sriS™
surmounted by an ornamental

Window d
^ Uo“’*y the columns, arohes, andwindow-dressings are of stone, from CodsaJlHeliington, and Bath, and the roof-timbers are’

7e'^S 'o"f °?;b Tbo sittingsare all of oak, the greater part being now, and

™mTh“?r "'“Be from ?he oak ?ews taSntam the old ehnrch. The ohancel-floor is laidwith eneanstio tiles, from Mr. Thome’s works

drvideffrf?!”??.!®®.,?""^®®-. Tie nave is

a-icaeB, nut on ouJlm^ nnH v«ri 11 -
*vitu uiacs

FhTrue7e7tf„"„“„“'ie"r;‘!,/“ "™ . Veria:
I,®

?™"’‘'°®*®P"®P°®eefi"sert divided from norft ,!''d‘‘“®,T®“-,
^ie nave is

xas recorded for l-’YooZ
* verdict by consent I

arches, discovered tvfo old square-headed I able xyUHV, k
south aisles, of consider-

,
1-6001

., .„d lie Decorated windows, one at the east Td one at SeLd W ®®°”® P'""®b> °ver.

L ®T These have been pro stone tL° 1

° Tie pulpit is of
M-jsrd, dSd foHomXlS

“

I u
T®^

“"v
and two arches only plared ^ 3ilh

''‘""i i"® i™ ''Sito.
tom 35. 30, and 3?, Bell-y,”,’ “d for other n’

“.P™'"'
|

ibf"Bbn them. All the old pews have 4L re ' Gouoh t? .“‘""'i S'"®®. ‘bo gift of Mr. R. D.

‘oTtSt“r
f?® i®™‘'4 “n®l new open seatsfwith open fmmrf i S?ton

'’®®‘ ‘b® window is divided

art,efeon.Xdfor”lomeS“l''“®°n •nd'tto “"'f, bo"k and kneeling boards placed in ' SDeciarin7d'‘’f''‘™®°‘®’
®“®b illustrating some

Mr. na„l,i„'."*,.!!M“.'»;;f'”' ii. m.uer. their stead. The whole are emented*^in pteh I E. ‘ / '’®®‘ “nnenion with the passion,
pine. The church is heated upon Mes8ra!?aden 1 The winEr”/“'°® °“® b°®‘> J®®"® Ohristl
4, Sons principle; that is, arrangements are I 4 Rah ?fT? ’’®®“ P” blf bf®®®®®- Clayton
made for ejtracting the cold air froilthe ehnrch 2501 'n! fl

'’®”’.,®®'’ ‘bo cost is said to be
ns wei asforforoingthehotairintoit. AS:mem„ri?i

‘be north side of the chancel is a

Jf-/® P,'‘’°"f°”® base, ofDeoomt®d character ! incumbent ®
,

<l.®®®a®ed son of the

n„? .u°®
north siilo of the middle aisle ' blessinv littlJfu -u

m

““‘"“‘b"* '® <^bri8t
aiidon thesonthsideisanoakiectemofsimilai^IsLh Sdo of ft i™® windows on the
character. Mnoh discussion took place as to : glas7 anient

**‘® “bancol are also of stained
the restoration or removal of an old oak screen ' bearinEf ft n ®®P®®®®n‘ations of the armorial
of lerpendicular obaraotor which stood at tho ' of LiclffieW

%?“^® °‘^^®“‘*‘®®'®"‘’ “°'“b® E®®1
entrance to the chancel. At the request of the

i transent to
’ ft™

‘® “ ®° “ window in the north
Architeotnral Society, as well as by the particular I wtos? nam?” -

®‘ “®' ®“bard Wilkes,
dMire of the rector, and with the full consent

I
Wmenhall Th^

intima‘cly connected with
of the architects, the screen has been retained ,

?® ®nhibits the family
and restored. The sanctnaiy la paved with

I the work /®iir®’®to®'
The latter windows are

eneanstio tiles from the works of Messrs. Maw church is intern/ d^t®
®®'*' ®‘ '''“"wick. The4 Co., and on the lace of the risers to the steps I and one haIf
®®®‘ ®b°nt 860 persons,

are inlaid the same description of tiles. The warming nun
^ these are set aside as free. The

works have been carried out, under contract, by Blakcm?re w *’1“ *’®®® ““'b by Messrs.
r.Banks.the woodworkb®ingeieoutedforhi7 by Mr Ro’adv^e'f °w

®®'‘ ‘b® «“» mains
by Ml. Kightley, and tile stonework by Mr cost of'tw .7’ / "'^lEfbampton. The total
Belton. It 18 proposed to remove the fl,a^ coil- noEarv°iitelto°*®'’®’

'"“'"bing fittings and the
ings of the nave chancel, and chapel, and sub. to be nb7n??7m 7

®®'''' 7®P7®®®®' '® to
stitnte open-timbered roofs. The seeing, pulpit Lonnt to oYmi '' ,“'‘7 .® ®nbsoriptions paid
^ayer.desk,lecte®n,altar.table, arcades in chan: Gough h«™ to™!'’

°"'*!'®b ““m Mr. and Mrs.

artiesoonsuItpH frt
Vpcialjurora attended, a

; d.v'‘"a'.r'.
“‘b'® ””ii«i®» .. to

A verdir. w„

CnURCH-BDILDING IfEWS.

»doh!steJtreir ^aEw.^d.^® S7®‘atelt

.erb.inglppHedt;^p/!?/®?/^^^^^^^^^^
Ifloc will aecommodato about 1.000 personshansal 6rean.-A gentleman.’ who h^r^e
/Bi.h’’”’

’7'°lP’'‘°’,b“S contributed 6,OOof to
1 Bishop of London’s Eund, for the piirnoso of.motiDff thfl „r - .

or

:

motte/ 'the "/reTtron “oT’a?!?ScT at)' STTd't' ' r
‘®''®' “’‘®®-‘“bl®. areata to^'hlin:

relnT;n”nE?E?”“®“‘^’‘‘^®bisrapidly which,
lOUGra townrdo tVics v.,..*: .

puiiau-
reasing in population.

nod aErTm^en, rTanSt?? thl“paAh

:r.e?f%Etorrgi?e/bri?”'
nway. of Catheintone, Chafmonth^wKs

®

iownor in the parish, and this was drawnmteiisly by Mr Pottenger, Mr. Slinttler, and
of ft ®‘'l' U® building is at the upper

L I
‘b® bamlet. It has four single-lift

t

^-headed windows on each side, wfh
ie eLt H®®®

“ ‘b"®®-Iigbt windowHe east end, and a small window of three

rth

"°ber a pointed arch at the west end

wLt ?d /r^'l
,b®,"-‘n®"®‘ surmountswest end. The olmrch has an open wood

, md the pnlpit and reading-desk stand at
. coiner of the chancel railings. The ooeni;hes supply seats for SO. The design wo^

a?! , Id-
“®'

t*‘®."’
“®®biteot, Crewkerne

M^?!l?.‘®efBL^LL““^’“'"®“®'‘®®‘®®:
iwiauirh,—The foundation-stone of the new

‘®!® “ ‘bis parish ha!Juid. The contract has been undertaken

— , owt,. cuinriDUcea by the narish-
loners towards the heating apparatus, has beenpaid by Mr. Valentino Cary-Elwes. The chancelseats, sanctuary pavement, and chancel doorhave cost 1061 which amomt has b“n met bythe rooter and his friends. The works haveE f®®,"' bssigns, and under the

Eto ft
®‘^®!®°’

°‘J“®®®®®-
D. P. Law 4 Sons,of Korthampton, Tho organ (which is the gift

ton”*
'‘“® built by Messrs. Beving.‘on 4 Sons, of London, at a cost of about MOL

HiSdE'7'^u®®”' ®®b®me, says the local

r! “’
5 *7 b® granted by tho Court of

o! n®"®'!
b'®ibe government and expansion of

8t. Oswald s Hospital, which has been for manvyears impounded ” in that Court
; under whichscheme oonaiderablo alterations and enlarge-ments o the charity,—its almshouses aid

tokte aU"!
‘“be place. It is now proposed totake advantage ®f this new era in the history

site „r
“ ''

®®r‘'”«
®“°b “ uburoh on thisite of Its present chapel as shall be fully ade-quate not only for the requirements o^ the

Em ’“‘!.‘"““®> but for the aecommo.dation of the Tything district generally. Thisplan IS proposed as being in every way mere

, .
oi wmeu sum Mr. and

n Marions ways, 2,300J

has “bleu
'“®‘'

'^“®'®U
Cbnrch, Denton Holme,has been conseoroted. The new ohnroh issituated upon an elevated plateau of ground a

hTuss" ?h "®'t®‘°‘b®“““‘b of MufreirHill

RippL of bLS T^rm®®®
Messrs. Andrew 4

The tE Egl-^f J?aifit“tm"ea^tr:S

‘rtopn?£^'"-'^-"-‘“the top of the ridge, is flanked by two aisles

tavs e""®??
‘'?b‘®<i by four t^o-lfeht win!

ohaniel aTt? ”’“! ‘I"®''®*'"!' ‘"“Oery. Thecuaucei at the east eud of the bnildiufr is 'of

dews ."bSTi; '\*“‘®/ by ‘b"®e trofoif win-

is ft’ fh! .

°
°,

‘®“‘"®® ‘b® building

Sses -m ft to u®°'^’
,.'’b®'-® “ square towel

on on >,
’

• 1
’ relieved by two windows

mir!^! “‘f®
B“®'“0“nted by an octagonal

fmir
’ ®"PPl®’nented by pinnacles at each of the

th! E®®™ °f
‘b® ‘""B®’ ‘be other four sides of

mied i^fw
projecting windows also

r
®®''- Tbe spire is relieved by

?” /,?
"b'‘® «‘®ne, and finished with an orna!

M? hLa® “rn '!
®"®‘°‘‘

'‘®®'S"’ ‘b® gift ofMr. Head, of Eickerby House. A larg! five
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ight window, the upper part of which is filled

with tracery, in geometric design, is placed in

the western end of the building ;
and at each

end of the edifice a stone cross gives finish to

the roof. Mr. Spooner acted as clerk of works,

and the contractors were as follow :
Messrs.

Thomas Dodd, Carlisle, mason; W. Davidson,

Carlisle, joiner
;

Irving & Lowthian, Carlisle,

plumbers
;
David Canning, Carlisle, glazier &

painter; Irving, of Stanwix, slater; Hampson,

of Wigtou, plasterers ;
Maw & Ingle, Leeds, and

Pickering, Carlisle, stone-carvers; W. Slater,

Bradford, metal work for doors. The edifice has

been built at a cost of about 4,3501.

Kidbrooke {near Blackheath).—ln consequence

of the increasing population in the neighbour-

hood of Blackheath
,
especially in the part known

as the Hamlet of Kidbrooke, it was determined

to form a district out of the parish of Charlton,

Kent, and to build a church for it. Lord St.

Germans, having liberally given an acre and

a half of land for a site for church and rectory,

the church has been erected
,
and was consecrated

on the 3rd of July by the Bishop of Rochester.

It is in the Early Decorated style, and is built of

Kentish ragstone with Bath stone dressings, and

has a tower and spire at the north-east angle of

the nave, 150 ft. high- The nave is 86_ft. long

and 28 ft. wide ;
the side aisles 14 ft. wide ;

the

chancel 26 ft. long and 28 ft. wide. The

vestry is on the south side of the chancel, and

the organ-chamber on the north side. The

pulpit, reading-desk, font, and reredos were the

result of collections among friends of the rector,

and were designed by Messrs. Newman & Billing,

the architects of the church. The works were

executed by Messrs. Dove, at a cost of about

7,2001., exclusive of the gifts, carving, organ, &c.

The organ was built by Mr. Robson. The carving

of pulpit, reredos, and of the church generally

was executed by Mr. Seale, of Walworth.

Sedlescomhe, near Battle.—The ancient parish

church having become dilapidated, and the rector

being desirous of obtaining increased accommo-

dation, a committee was formed, and necessary

funds having been raised, the edifice has been

restored, a new chancel erected, using the old

windows, sedilia, &c. ;
the galleries and pews

have been removed, new seating after tho old

model being nut in, by which means upwards of

100 additional sittings have been provided.

These works have been performed by Mr. Catt,

builder, of Sedlescomhe, under the superintend-

ence of Messrs. Newman & Billing, architects.

portion will be partitioned off for schools until

the schools can be erected. Altogether the chapel

will accommodate 450 persona, and the schools

hereafter to be built, 300 children. Mr. Webster,

of Manchester, iq the architect.

Market TVeighton.—The foundation-stone of a

new Wesleyan chapel has been laid here. The

new edifice will occupy a site near to the pre-

sent chapel, having a frontage to the principal

street. The building is designed in the Italian

style, by Mr. W. Botterill, of Hull, architect,

and externally will be executed in stock bricks

of two colours, with dressings of stone from the

Harehill quarries. The principal elevation will

exhibit three compartments, in which are placed

the doorway and window openings, divided by

pilasters with moulded bases and carved capitals.

The central arch connecting the pilasters will

rise into the gable, which will be finished with a

modillion cornice and an ornamental apex. The

side elevations will also be divided by pilasters

and arches, with two tiers of windows, the one

below, and the other above the galleries. Inter-

nally the dimensions are : length, 54 ft.
;
width,

34 ft.
;
and height from the floor to the ceiling,

30 ft. The accommodation provided is for

nearly 400 iiersons, and the cost will be about

1,5001. The contractors for the building are as

follow;— Bricklayers, stonemasons, and plas-

terers’ work, Mr. R. Pape, Beverley ;
carpenters

and joiners’ work, Mr. Jas. Jackson, Hull

;

plumbers and glaziers’ work, Mr. H. H. Law,

Market Weighton; slaters’ work, Messrs. T.

Smith & Co., Hull
;
and painters’ work, Mr. J.

Richardson, Market Weighton.

Good Shepherd. The subject of the third win

dow is the parable of the Prodigal Son. The

stonework of the windows has been restored by

Mr. Haselgrove. The other stained-glass win

dows in the church are also by M. Capronnier

In the east window, the figure of an elder, “harp-

ing with his harp,” has been substituted for &

symbolic pelican, which has been removed tc

another window of the church. On the north

side of the chancel five divisions of_ windows

have been reglazed with relics of stained-glasJ

windows of the fourteenth century.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

STAINED GLASS.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS-

West Retford Church.—

A

window has been

placed in this church in memory of the late Rev.

Charles Dales Butterfield, rector of the parish.

The window is inserted at the east end of the

church, and is of three lights of an Early English

character, and with the crisps and spandrels

floriated. The interior of the upper quatrefoils

are principally filled with the representation of

angels, having instruments of music, whilst the

two centre ones contain each the figures of

cherubim. The centre, and, of course, the prin-

cipal compartment, contains an allegorical re-

presentation of St. Michael the Archangel (to

whom the church itself is dedicated), holding

scales in his left hand, and apparently “ tread -

1

ing the clouds and walking upon the wings of
|

the wind below which are seraphim amongst

'

stars. The upper dexter are the three angels

announcing to Abraham the birth of a son; the

lower portion, that of Samuel being led to the

Temple ;
thus blending the Old Testament dis-

pensation with the New. Messrs. Hardman &

Co., of Birmingham, were the artists, and the

cost was 200 guineas.

Sf. Mary’s, Ryehill.— This church has just

received an addition to its internal decorations

in the shape of a stained-glass window. Mr.

Baguley, long connected with the establishment

of Mr. Wailes, is the artist. The window, which

TToIverhampfon.—The new chapel erected by

the members of the Methodist New Connexion of

this town, on an extension of the site formerly

occupied by their old one in Horsley-fields, has

been formally opened for divine service. The

building is not quite finished. It is in the Anglo-

Italian style. The front elevation has a slightly

recessed centre with two wings, the principal

feature being a portico of peculiar form, some

20 ft. long, with circular ends supported by four 1 of filr. wanes, is tne arbisb. iuo

detached columns of Corinthian character with
]

is in the Decorated period of nrohiteotnre oon-

folioted capitals. Above the portico is a triple sists of two openings and is m the south tran-

window, an^d on each side is a single window.
[

sept : the design of the ornamented portion is

The windows in the wing have ornamented heads, ' the rose and lily, terminating in a floriated cross,

and aAfaTther decorfted with small colnmns,
^

On a red ground the shapes in which the groups

foliated caps, and other embellishments. Tho
I
are placed are formed by entwining the stems,

upper part of tho gable is formed into a pedi- The subjects are esptained by texts be“eath

jnent All the windows are margined at the !” Mary hath chosen that good part, Ac. ;
and,

sides and down the centre with amber and ruby-
,

“ Jesus aaith onto her, Thy brother shall rise

stained glass. The pews have low sloping backs I
again. The Lamb which was slam is the

and scroll ends, and will seat abont 800. All the
|

subject of the tracery. The window is

woodwork is stained and varnished with a light ^ by a lady, in remembrance of two reletives. The

rm 1I„ ^TnU.nt.^oTi nf uortrait of onc IS inserted in the lower part ol
colour. The walls inside are an imitation of

stonework. The length of the chapel is 65 ft.;

width, 42 ft.; height, 36 ft. There are three

large vestries, also a large school, some 65 ft.

long by 42 ft. wide, under the chapel, with class-

room, and some other offices. The expenses

attending the erection of the building, exclusive

of the cost of site, are about 2,500l. The build-

ing will be heated by an apparatus furnished by

Mr. Blake, of Leamington. The architect is Mr.

C. Manton, of Wolverhampton ,
who has personally

superintended the erection of the structure.

Eccles .—Zion Temple, at Eccles, in which the

members of the Methodist New Connexion

worship, being now too small for the require-

ments of the body, a site for_ a new chapel and

schools has been obtained in WelHngton-road,

and the foundation-stone has been laid. The

chapel is to be in the Italian style of archi-

tecture, built of brick with stone dressings. A

Qy a. iaiij ,
ill J t^LLlClllUl

portrait of one is inserted in the lower part of

the window.
St. Olave's, York.—

A

stained-glass memorial

window, executed by J. W. Knowles, York, has

been erected in this church. The window chosen

is on the south side of the church, and is of

three lights, with tracery of Late Perpendicular

work. In the centre compartment, under a

canopy, is represented the figure of Christ as

the Good Shepherd, the side-lights and tracery

being filled in with geometred ornament.

St. Peter’s Church, St. Alban's.—Three stained-

glass windows, by J. B. Capronnier, of Brussels,

have just been inserted in the south side of the

nave of ihis church, at a cost of about WOZ.

The windows are each divided into three princi-

pal lights. The subject of the first of these win-

dows next the chancel is Our Lord’s parable

of the Good Samaritan. The second window

contains a representation of Our Lord as the

Ruthin.—The Grammar School, Ruthin, ha:

been undergoing extensive alterations am
additions, which are upon the eve of completion

The contractor was Mr. George Clark, of Chester

architects, Messrs. Lloyd Williams & Under

wood. The National Schools, Llanychan

near Ruthin, were recently opened. They ac

commodate nearly eighty children, and wer'

desi«njed by the same architects. The contracto

was°Mr. Robert Williams, of Rhyl. The cos

was under 700Z. The material for walls

pressed brick and free atone, all mullions, quoiru

plinths, jambs, &c., being of the latter material.

Qu'emyniynydd, near Mold. — A nations

school has been erected here, at a cost of abou

300I. The walls are of stone, and the dressing

of free stone. Mr. John Roberts, of Mold, wa

the builder.

Bodedem.—The national schools at Bodeden

Anglesey, have been designed by Messrs. Lloy

Williams & Underwood. The works are don

day work, Mr. Nicholson superintending then

The cost was 600I. The walls are of limeston

and the mullions and dressings of free stone. .

Wincle {Cheshire).—The new school-building

at this place, the gift, with the site, of Mr. T. I

Daintry, of North Rode, have recently be«

opened. They comprise school and master

residence, with the requisite offices, and wit

yards, and play-grounds. The buildings a

erected of stone, and the school is faced mte

nally with pressed bricks, blue and red,

bands and patterns, the porches being faci

with stone, as the exterior. The roof is 'ope

timbered, with a ventilating spirelet on to

covered with plain and ornamental tiles, and t.

whole of the woodwork is stained and v^nisbe

The site oflered some difficulties, which ha

been satisfactorily overcome. The^ inequaliti

of the ground have been formed into terrac

round the building, and planted with shrul

The school is warmed by Messrs. Haden & Soi

apparatus, and arrangement is made by wbi

the entrance and staircase of the master’s hov

can be warmed when desired. Mr. Sugden,

Leek, was the architect.

Kingsley {Staffordshire) .—The new endow

school-buildings at this place were opened on t

23rd ult. They are built of brick, with stc

dressings and blue brick bands, and compr

boys’
,
girls’ ,

and infants’ schools, with class-roo

and separate play-gronnds, with the requij

offices, and residences for the master andmistw

The entrance-lobbies to the schools afford acce

modation for hats and cloaks, and are also f

vided with washhand-basius in recesses in

walls. The roofs are open-timbered, construe

with collars and curled braces, covered vt

plain and ornamental tiles. At the intersect

of the roof is a ball spirelet, which acts a

ventilator, and one of the front gables is £

mounted by a bell-turret. The residences e

contain sitting-room, kitchen, scullery, pan'

and three bed-rooms, with closets, &c., i

separate yard and out-offices. Open lireplj

are provided both to the schools and class-rooi

but provision has also been made for the in

duction hereafter of the warming apparatn

Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge. Exteri

an expression of a domestic character bas^b

given to the residences, which serves to dis

guish them readily from the schools, but wit!

any disturbance of the unity of the combi

group of buildings. The works have t

carried out bv Messrs. Henry Goldstraw

Wetley Rocks, ' and Geo. Tipper, of Kings

Mr. Sugden, of Leek, was the architect.
j

Bristol.—New Wesleyan Methodist Day f

Sunday Schools are now being erected at Bail

Mills, Bristol. A memorial stone has been f

by Mr. Holden, M.P. The architect is I

Samuel Haneom, of Bristol, and Newport in ll

mouthshire ;
and the builder is Mr. Summerv#

of Bristol. )
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Erh.'VTum .—Collage Designs, Bury St. Edmimds.
The names of the successful competitors are
Conder & Laslett, not “ Conder & Larkett,” as
printed.

Metal Screen: St. Michael’s Ciu.-rch, Clif-
ton Hampden.—A brass screen, manufactured
by Messrs. Hart & Son, has been erected in this
church under the superintendence of their fore-
man, Mr. Buckingham. It consists of five
arches. Two on each side are surmounted with
a crest of polished brass foliage. The centre

' one consists of a crocheted pediment, termi-
natmg in an ornamental Latin cross, under
which, on an ornamental bracket of rich foliage,
stands a full-length figure of St. Michael (the
patron saint of tho church) in bronze. The
shafts of tho arches are of brass and iron, ter-

,

Tuinating in ornamental capitals of brass.

The Glasgow Water. — Chemists at the
London Institution have examined the water
from Loch Katrine, as supplied to Glasgow, with
an unexpected result. They say :

—“ We find
that 1,000,000 parts of this water contain pu-

' trescible organic matter corresponding to 0-13
I parLs of ammonia. The numbers for the New
• Biver water, which supplies some parts of

• London, are O’OD, and for the Southwark and
‘'^'^"shall Company’s water, taken from the
Thames high up tho river, 0'20. The Caterham
water, and also a spring in the greensand near
•Dorking, contain no putrescible organic matter.
These facts point to the propriety of seeking for
a supply of drinking-water from springs, and
not from rivers and lakes.”

Somersetshire ARCHiEOLOcicAL Society.—
The annual meeting of this Society will be held
at Bristol, on Tuesday, the 27th inst., and two
following days, under the presidency of Sir
Edward Strachey, bart.

Metropolitan Government.—It is said that
Government will next year take in hand the re-
form of the Corporation of London, and that the
members of the Corporation are willing to make
sacrifices for the purpose of bringing the whole of
the metropolis under one rule

;
the whole metro-

polis being divided into several municipalities
with the Lord Mayor at the head of all

The Mansion House, London.—At a meeting
of the common conncil last week, the chairman
of the General Purposes Committee stated that
the repairs to the foundations of the Mansion
House were entirely completed, and that a much
smaller snm than was originally voted for the
purpose had been expended. He would add that
but for these repairs, in all probability long
before this the Mansion House would have fallen
down.—(Cries of “ Oh, oh.”) He could assure
the court, notwithstanding the cries of “ Oh,”
that what he had stated was the fact.

Bo.ats of Papier-Mache,—Mr. George A.
Waters, of Troy, New York, has been showing
that paper makes the beat material for shell
boats, by constructing one 30 ft. long, which
weighs only 'iO lb., and is in every respect, it is
said, superior to boats made of wood. It isqnite
thin, lighter than a wooden boat, is rendered
impervious to water by a coating of oil and
other compounds, and it is asserted that it is
more durable, and that it will stand shocks
which would destroy a wooden shell.

Kidderminster School ofArt.—Thestudents
.of this school have been very successful in tho
national competition which has recently taken
place. A gold medal has been awarded to one
student, Edward Poole, and there are but two
gold medals for design awarded amongst the 110
schools of art in tho kingdom. The intrinsic
worth of the medal is 18Z., but its mere monetary
•Paluo is, of course, secondary to the honour
which It carries with it. In the same compe-
tition a bronze medal was obtained by George
Lees, and honourable mention and Queen’s prizes
3y varions others. Since Mr. Kennedy's appoint-
nent to this school, nine national medals have
seen obtained by nine different students, who
are now, through skill as designers, filling situa-
MODS of importance in London, Halifax, Glasgow
ind other places. This ought to show the manu’
'acturers and others interested that the money
pxpended in supporting the school is well
uvested.

Remarkable Arch/Eological Discovery on
!He Potomac River in America.—A narrative
searing date 1117, and called the Skalholt Saga
•ras found in the ruins of the college at Skalholt!
a Iceland, in 1863 j and the truth of this nar-
ative, so far as it relates to Icelandic voyagers
lanng reached America, or Great Ireland, is
aid to have been recently confirmed by the
dscovery of a Runic inscription, with bones,
ironze trinkets, and even Roman coins (!) on
le Potomac river in the United States. This
ascription is thus described by M. T. C.Raffinsou,
sho is said to be an eminent antiquary :

On the 2ath of June. 1867, in company with M. Louisequereux. the distinguished geologist. Professor Brand
Washington, and Dr. Boyce, of Boston, I had the

pppiness andsatisfaetion to discover themost indisputable
joofsof this early Icelandic voyage in a Rnnic inscrip-

1

imo
of an Icelandic woman, named

siasu, and ajierwarda by exhuming the partial remains ofliuman body m the very spot indicated by the Kuues

w'l distinctive
of the A\hite-8hirt Runic Inscription, is on the

.trth-east side of the large rock commonly called theurrow.head, m the Potomac river. The White-shirt
scnption, transposed into Roman letters (with the siuns
idmdistmct and restored Runes iu brackets) reads as

'aP HVILIR STA8Y [sign T1

ilLDI SlfSTlK THroRIG SAMrPh'.TTnwi r.4....d

Opening of the Public Art Gallery at
Birmingham.—The Picture Gallery in the Free
Library building, Ratcliff-place, erected by the
corporation, has at length been thrown open. In
addition to several pictures, the gifts of some
liberal donors, and those which have been placed
in the gallery by the Institute and the Society
of Arts, many local collectors have placed the
contents of their galleries at tho service of the
Free Libraries Committee, to whom the credit
of tho Exhibition belongs. Tho gallery opens
with some fifty oil-paintings of varying degrees
of merit and style, and a large collection of
chromo-Iithographs published by the Arundel
Society, the whole collection being presided over
by the god Buddha, presented to the town a few
years ago by Mr. Samuel Thornton.

The Yellow Fever at the Mauritius. — It
would appear that the dreadful fever which has
been decimating the population of this unfortu-
nate island for the last nine or ten months is still
continuing its deadly work. Letters to the
British Medical Journal speak of a diminution in
the daily rate of mortality, from which 250 in
the town of Port Louis alone has fallen down to
50 ;

but this diminution is considerable in ap-
pearance only

; for we must bear in mind that
of the 80,000 residents whom Port Louis num-
bered in the beginning of 1866, perhaps from
18,000 to 20,000 have perished by this time,
while all those who could afford it have fled from
that pest-house and hotbed of fever to the higher
and healthier parts of the island. We under-
stand that the Council of tho Epidemiological
Society has memorialized the Government on the
propriety of instituting an inquiry into the causes
and mode of propagation of this fever

; and that
this will be done.

• a obliterated] HALPTHRIT[UGR] [si^ X] GLEDA
-in

HJKNAB [sign XT MLI tunknoTO
j-nj. IVhich translated into English as nearly literally
cipossihle, and omitting the signs, reads thus Here

fair-haired, a person from the
(It of Iceland, the widow of Ejoldr, and sister of Thorgr

• ‘"•enty-five years of
). May God make glad her soul. 1061.’ This re-iirkable epitaph is written in the ancient style of Runes
-own as tfiehfavok a variety found only inVoSejs

that on tLoe rock with this Runic inscription, and just above its
lit band comer, there is the name, ‘ W, Lanelev ’ 176Suy distinctly though rudely engraved. . . In eon’nuing the accounts in the Skalholt Saga, it in an instantmamutes their shadows into solid, tangible realities

^ longer IS the Hiiltramannaland a visionary Atlantis’

I .

of America by the Irish, in the
ii distauce of the panorama of history, pointed to as if
ethe spectre of a dream.”

Imperial Hotel, Southampton.—This struc-
ture baa been opened for public accommodation.
It is situated in close proximity to the docks
and terminus. The rooms possess varied and
extensive views over the Solent, Isle of Wight,
Southampton Water, and the New Forest. The
building is for the most part intended to be fire-
proof. The staircases are of stone, of easy
ascent

; the kitchens being upon the fourth
floor, thereby avoiding tho usual fumes of the
culinary department. The building is supplied
with bells worked by electricity. There are also
hydraulic lifts, which travel the entire height
of the building. The pressure of water is ob-
tained from a large reservoir in the tower, which
is filled by means of steam pumps from the
basement,

_

and supplies the lavatories, baths, &c.
The building contains nearly 100 principal bed-
rooms, in addition to nearly an equal number
required for other purposes*; and there are, be-
sides, various saloons, sitting-rooms, ladies’
coffee-rooms, private dining-rooms, &c. The
salle-d-manger is connected by corridors with
other parts of the building, and is nearly 80 ft.
long, 35 ft. wide, and of proportionate height
opening into an oval room. The building has
two frontages, which are freely treated in the
Italian style of architecture. The elevations
are in Fareham red bricks, with Bath stone
dressings. It is stated that the directors have
expended nearly 100,000Z. in the undertaking.
The architects who designed and superintended
the various works were Mr. John Norton, of
London, and Messrs. Guillaume, Parmenter, &
Guillaume, of Southampton.

Cast-iron Rain-ayater Goods.” — Messrs.
Macfarlane & Co. have issued a trade-book under
this title, the chief purpose of which is to
set forth, in varions forms, Mr. John Taylor’s
telescopic tubes,” first illustrated in our own

pages. Their usefnlness, in view of the annoy-
ance constantly caused by the overflowing of
rain-water pipes, we have already pointed out.
The book contains, in addition, representations
of numerous rain-water pipe-heads, ears, gutters,
and brackets, also designed by the same archi-
tect, many of them novel and appropriate.

Society of Engineers.—On Friday in last
week npwards of sixty of the members of this
society visited the Millwall Docks, now nearly
completed. Preparations having been made for
their reception by the engineers in charge of the
works, the society had every facility afforded them
of inspecting the wrought-iron lock-gates, bridges,
hydraulic machinery, and other objects of in-
terest. In the evening the members dined toge.
thqr at the Ship Tavern, Greenwich, Mr. W. H.
Le Feuvre, president, in the chair, with Mr.
Alfred Williams and Mr. James Hendry as vice-
chairmen.

Supply of W'ater for London.—A commu-
nication from Mr. E. H. Smith, F.C.S., printed
ID the Laboratory, bears on the great scheme
for supplying London from Bala Lake. A sample
of water was taken from the lake on Monday,
July 15, and examined on the following Wednes-
day. The result arrived at is that, although
this water is beautifally soft, it is not remark-
able for its freedom from organic imparity. In
albuminoid or putrescible nitrogenous matter
Mr. Smith declares that this water is on a par
with that of the Thames at Hampton, and hence
concludes that it will nob do for London.

Just One More Chimney-pot.—A correspond-
ent, " W. J. D.,” suggests the widening out of
the top of the chimney-pot, and supporting a
cone in the centre, leaving sufficient space be-
tween the bottom edge of the cone and the side
of the pot for the smoke to pass :

—

“To be more exact," be says, ‘'tnkinff a pot 9 in in
dumeter, let the top be gradually widened upward, so
that It 18 12 in. wide at 12 in. above the smalleBt part:Irom this smallest part rises the cone, sloping inwwd at
the aame angle Biat the sides do outward, or so that it
would form a cone, showing IS in. above the widened top,and hollow for 8 in. from its base, with openings round
the side of such hollow part to allow the passage of thesmoko. The part of this cone above the top edge of thepot might be shortened down to theeonoidal form not lessthan 0 m. high.

It might be tried in zinc, or constructed in three
parts, in terra-cotta, or glazed earthenware, or
the cone in glass, after the manner of a bottle,
with an ornamental stopper if desirable. The
design might be made in keeping with Gothic
details, or be otherwise ornamental.

Restoration of Kendal Parish Church.-

A

recent examination of the roofs over the two
northern aisles, made by Mr. Crowther, of Man-
chester, architect, has shown that in certain
portions of these roofs immediate repair of a sub-
stantial character is absolutely necessary to
insure their safety. The restoration committee
have had contracts entered into to cairy out the
proposed work. The accepted tenders were
those of Messrs. John Fisher and Samuel Comp,
ston, carpenters; Mr. Robert Winder, plumber

;
Mr. Robert Shaw, mason

; Mr. William Jackson!
Stainer and varniaher; Mr. Joseph Steel,
plasterer. The first three named were the con-
tractors for the two southern roofs, which were
restored in 1863-64. The total amount required,
including the reredos (which is nearly com-
pleted), the architect’s charge, and other ex-
penses, will be altogether about 2,000Z., towards
which 1,162C. have already been promised; thus
leaving between 8001. and 9001. yet to be col-
lected. The timbers and masonry will be pre-
pared during the autumn and winter; and in the
ensuing spring the work will be commenced.
There is no intention to appropriate any portion
of the 2,0001. required to any contemplated
lighting of the interior of the church with gas
for Sunday evening service.
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i.AEBOW . ON - THE • HiLL LoCAL BoARD OF

i:ALTH.—Mr. Jacob, of Croydon, pupil to Ur.

j^aldwin Latham, C.E., was appointed surveyor

to this Board on Tuesday, July 30th. The other

two selected candidates were ilr. Young, sur-

veyor to the Watlington Highway Board, and
Mr. Fraser, of the R.E., New Brompton.

Designs foe Manchester Town-hall. —The
preliminary designs in this competition have

been sent in. Several correspondents urge, and
the request is a fair one, that a list of the various

Bets of designs with their respective mottoes,

should at onoe be printed, so that the competitors

may feel assured that their drawings have
aiTrived at head quarters.

The Improved Industrial Dwellings Com-
pany.—The ordinary half-yearly meeting of this

company has been held. From the report it ap-

pears that all the lOOL shares have been allotted,

and 31,225Z. have been subscribed in25Z. shares,

making the total capital subscribed 81,2252. Six

blocks of buildings, for 168 families, are being

erected on the Britannia - street Estate; and
nine acres of old houses and cottages at Bethnal-

green are being purchased for laying out on an
improved plan, for new blocks of buildings.

The report was adopted. A dividend of 5 per

cent, on paid-up capital for the last half-year

was declared.

Fine Arts Collections.—Mr. Cowper moved
in the Commons last week,

—

“ Por the appointment of a royal commission to con-

sider and report what portions of Clie national collections

of fine arts ought to be exhibited in the new National
Gallery in Trafalgar-square ; what provision ought to be

made for the exhibition of the portraits belonging to the

National Portrait Galleir
;
and what division ought to be

adopted between the classes of objects to be hereafter

exhibited in the foUowing institutions The National
GaUcry, British Museum, the South Kensington Museum,
the Museum of Patents and Mechanical Inventions, the

India Museum, the Edinburgh Mosoam of Science and
Art, and the Museum of Irish Industry."

After some remarks by the mover and Mr.

Beresford Hope, Lord John Manners said the

Government was prepared to deal with such

questions as should arise for consideration, there

having already been several commissions in

reference to this subject. The motion was then

withdrawn.

Sunday Street-watering.—When the Metro"

politan Board of Works was established, it was
generally anticipated that the state of our

streets would be in every respect improved.

There is no more patent or serious annoyance

than the neglect of the authorities in most parts

of London to water the streets on Sunday. All

the great leading thoroughfares and streets on a

hot Sunday are totally without this wholesome

and refreshing sprinkling. If, as we are led

to believe, cleanliness be next tn godliness,

surely sprinkling the streets to keep the people

clean of a Sunday cannot be a sin. Con-

trast the streets of Paris on the day named
with those of London. The state of our principal

thoroughfares on the Sunday afternoon is really

most offensive. If it was found needful for the

efficiency of the Fire Brigade that the Board of

Works should have full control over it, suggests

the Lancet, why should they not really control

street-watering, and at once remove this cause of

complaint ?

A Workman’s Funer-\l.—A funeral of a some-

what unusual character took place at the Bromp-
ton Cemetery on Saturday last. A bricklayer,

named Richard Dnffield, who had been employed

I by Messrs. Corbett & M'Clymont, builders, on

the Redcliffe Estate, West Brompton, accom-
panied the whole body of the workmen engaged

by that firm to their annual dinner, at Colney-

hatch, on Saturday week last. On returning the

vans pulled up at the Swiss Cottage, and Duffield

descended from his place on the roof. On
ascending again his foot slipped, and he foil

heavily head foremost to the ground. Medical

aid was promptly obtained, but the man died

immediately after being taken to the hospital.

An inquest was held on Thursday last, at which
evidence was given to show that at the time he
fell the deceased was quite sober, and a verdict

of accidental death was returned. His fellow

workmen, in order to express their regret at his

sudden death, and sympathy with his family,

arranged a public funeral, the expense of which

they (the workpeople) bore entirely. The funeral

procession was headed by a band, and the work-

men werejoined by the members of the Foresters’

Lodge of which deceased was a member. The de-

ceased has left a widow and five children, and
his fellow-workmen have, with great liberality,

subscribed to a fund intended for their support.

THE BUILDER.

The Sick Poor in Workhouses.—The three

committees of the Metropolitan Asylums Board
of Managers appointed to look after the Lunacy
Asylums, the Small-pox Hospital, and the Fever
Hospital, are commencing business. The Lunacy
Committee have appointed Mr. Wyatt, of Han-
well, as chairman. The committee have at once
to provide for 3,000 imbecile and chronic
lunatics. The committees are, according to the
orders of the Poor-law Board, invested with the
full powers of the general body. Any two mem-
bers are empowered, in case of exigency, to meet
and use the full powers of the Board, and their

acts will be valid as acts of the Board,

TENDERS
Eor parochial infant schools, St. Mary’s, Islington. Mr.

Edmeston, architect :

—

Watts £1,132 0 0
Thorpe 1,090 0 0
Taylor 984 0 0
Dove 965 0 0
Carter & Sons 940 0 0

For erecting honse and shop in the Anerley-road, Upper
Norwood, for Mr. \V. H. Wright. Mr. Samuel H. Hope,
architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Messrs. Wood £1,397 0 0
Jennings 1,263 0 0
King & Hepwell 1,238 0 0
Thorpe ... 1,190 0 0

Cressell 1,160 0 0

Leominster Water Supply and Drainage.—Contract
No. 1.—For sinking a well and boring, erecting pumping
establishmeDt and covered service reservoir, providing and
laying water mains, and for the construction of brick and
pipe sewers. Quantities supplied. Messrs. Gotto &,

Beesley, engineers ;

—

Coker £14,163 8 0
Dowel] .. 11,879 7 6
Mackenzie & Abell 11,339 1 6

Bogbird 10,861 0 0
H.K.&W. Mills 9,010 0 0
King & Godwin 9,155 0 0
Welsh A Son .. 8,770 0 0

Contract No. 2.—For two horizontal steam engines, with
boilers and pumps

J. A H. Gwynne £1,997 0 0
Handyside A Co 1,630 0 0
Bridges A Bridges 1,450 0 0
Watt A Co.... 1,360 0 0
Easton, Amos, A Co 1,300 0 0
Astbury A Son 1,300 0 0
Burton, Sons, A Waller 1,260 0 0
Claridge, North, A Co 1,226 0 0
Lilleshall Company 1,095 0 0
Worcester Engine Work Co. ... 1,080 0 0
Fielding A Platt 1,060 0 0
Mackenzie A Abell l.i^SO 0 0
Birrell, Rotherow, A Co 952 0 o
Herrington, Topham, A Co 900 0 0
Qimson A Co 860 0 0

For building St. Paul’s Church, Brentford, Messrs.
Francis, arcbitocta. Quantities supplied by Mr. Joseph
Robson ;

—

Colls A Sons £7,780 0 0
Adamson 7,345 0 0

Myers A Boa 7,277 0 0

Gibson 7,000 0 0
Dove 6,985 0 0
Nye (accepted) 6,740 0 0

For building dye-house and other buildings at Ponder’ s-

end, for Mr. ncadlock. Mr. Aubrey, architect :

—

Marsland £495 0 0

Nightingale 483 0 0
HaU 464 0 0
Field A Son 460 0 0
Patman 419 0 0
Bays 419 0 0
Shurmur (accepted) 417 0 0

For altering No. 18, Palace New-road, Lambeth, into

public-house, for Messrs. K. A W. Prichard. Mr. 8.

Brookes, architect. Contract No. 1

Langmead A Way (accepted) £625 0 0

For alterations and additions to Nos. 4 and 6, Bowater-
crescent, Woolwich, lor Messrs. J. A J. Smith. Messrs.

W. Gosling A Son, architects, by whom quantities were
lopplied :

—

Mortis A Brown £349 0 0
Wise 338 0 0

Brett A Bradbury 337 0 0
Ledbitter 333 0 0
Wicks 330 0 0
Vickery 316 0 0
Fenn 244 0 0

For the erection of a detached family residence,

boundary wails, Ac., at Plumstead, for Mr. J. Flagg.

Messrs. W. Gosling A Son, architects. Quantities not
supplied :

—

Brett A Bradbuiy £987 0 0
Smart A Pint gar 980 0 0

Wise 898 0 0
Vickery 875 0 0
Ledbitter 764 0 0

Wicks 760 0 0
Fenn 695 0 0

For the erection of a public-house at Upton, Essex, for

Mr. E. J. Ward. Mr. J. T. Newman, architect. Quanti-

ties supplied :

—

Lugg.. £1,850 0 0
Matthews 1,770 0 0

Allen 1,661 0 0
Holgate 1,588 0 0
Bunn, 1,682 0 0
Wicks 1,665 0 0
Henshaw 1,471 0 0
Aldoua (accepted) 1,460 0 0

[Aug. 10
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For alterations to Nos. 2 aud 3, Honey-lane Msrke
City. Mr. Lewis iL. Isaacs, aiohitect. Quantities sii]

'Axford £860 0 0
Walker 869 16 0
Bamford 760 0 0
Prince (accepted) 726 0 0

For erecting five warehonBes in Commercial-stiec
E.C., for Mr. M. Moses. Mr. N. S. Joseph, architec

Quantities by Mr. Thomas Pearson
Alford A Co £9,142 0 0

Piper A Wheeler 8,490 0 0
Newman A Mann 8,147 0 0
Brass 7,987 0 0
Browne A Robinson 7,980 0 0

Higgs 7,936 0 0
Conder 7.932 0 0
Ashby A Homer 7,880 0 0
King A Son 7,760 0 0
HillAKeddell 7,348 0 0

For completing twenty houses, Alexandra-rosd, Kilbur
Mr. Thomas J. Sill, architect :

—

Wood A Co £11,450 0
10,220 0

0
0

10,020 0 0
White 9,120 0 0
Eydmann 8,972 0 0
Anley 8,740 0 0
Henshaw 8,676 0 0
Webb A Sons 8,675 0 0 ••

Smith 8,662 0 0
Taylor (too late)

Salter

8,601 0 0
8,204 0 0
8,096 0 0

Corbeldick 7,710 0 0

Peny 7,686 0
7,-216 0

0
Sabey 0

For the erection of a house and shop, Newingto
causeway, for Mr. Hughes. M
tcct ;

—

Henry Jarvi ,
arc]

£2,639 0
Piper A Wheeler 2,548 0 0
Myers A Sons 2,526 0 0
Browne A Robinson 2,420 0 0

2,M9 0 0
2,236 0 0
2,206 0 0

Higgs 2,173 0 0

For additions to Nos. 3 and 4 Wharfs, Regent’s Can
for the Honourable Commissioners of City Sewe
Mr. W. Haywood, enemeer. Quantities by Mr.
Warburton Stent =—

Mowlem A Co £2,4r60 0 0

Gammon A Son 2,331 0 0

Newman A Mann 2,347 0 0

HiU A Keddell 2.229 0 0

Crook A Son 1,687 0 0

For villa residence, at Ellesborough, Bucks. Mr.
Preedy, architect. Quantities supplied

Ti-„oa Credit old
House

materials.

Turner A Sons £1,821 0 0 £73 0 0
Haddon 1,629 7 8 69 7 8

Jones A Sons 1,490 0 0 39 0 0
Espley 1,465 0 0 35 15 9

Selby 1,430 0 0 60 0 0

Cooper I,2t8 0 0 40 0 0

For alterations and additions to the Gravesend a

Milton Union. Mr. John Gould, surveyor. Quantit
supplied by Messrs. Curtis A Son

Ist Estimate. 2nd Estimat
Nightingale £6,173 0 0 £4,987 0 (

Henaliaw 5,950 0 0 4,660 0 (

Cobhom 6,’299 17 8 3,947 16 (

SoUett 6,270 0 0 4,094 0 (

Nayler 5,145 0 0 3,850 0 (

Blake 4,900 0 0 3,700 0 (

Crook A Bon* 4,767 0 0 3,627 0 (

Lillystone, withorawu 4,225 0 0 3,532 0 <

* Accepted.

For rebuilding Messrs. Howard’s premises at Clevela]

street, Fitzroy-sqnare. Mr. J. Schofeld, architect

Roberts £2,260 0 0

Grummon 2,087 0 0
Simpson 1,716 0 0

Conder 1,713 0 0
Nighting^e 1,640 0 0
Lawrence A Baugh 1,637 0 0

Lougmire & Burge 1,596 0 0

For Hinton House, near Cosbam, Hants, for Mr. H.
Tooker. Mr. Ewan Christian, architect :

—

Longmire A Burge £6,976 0 0

Stevens .>,463 0 0
Fletcher 5,430 0 0

Jackson A Bhaw 5,328 0 0

Barnes 6,ti60 0 0

For repairs to St. John’s Cbapel, St. John’s Wood,
the Maryiebonc Vestry

Spencer ...£96 0 0

Poole, 88 0 0

Koulen 86 10 0

Brown 86 10 0

Smith (accepted) 64 10 0

TO CORRESPONDEKTS.

A. C.—An Architectural Ovum.—9. U.— C. L.—W. W, L—M.-

O.-C. B. A.-L. H.-F. E. W.-E. G B.-J. T. N.-B. K. N.-T. J.S

C. A.—G. A B.-J. W.-A. H.-a J.—W. 8.—H. C-U Y.-J. E.-

4 Sod.—CotopeUtor.— J/a'»K.— T. C.— C. J. H.— H. W.— L. H. L-
^-.'—Mnocheiter.—H. G.—B, 1: B.—J. G. A eoa—J. K. (leotJeta 4
already In our bandi).— 11. a W.— W. E. B.— Mr. T.—R. 0.—A.

'

(thank). No).—W, W, L. (If papen not icccived, apply to FaiVe^

Bagni di Lucca).—W. B. (tty the aoap and alum application deirtt

in a previoua number).

We are oumpelled to decline pointing cut books and ^
addresses.

All itatementa of facts, tlata of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied

the name and address of the sender, not neceeaanly for pahUeatlWI

Non.—The responsibility of signed artlelee, and papers read

I public meetings, rests, of coarse, with the authors.
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T
turret, and STABLE CLOCKS.

J. VV. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved maobineiy for olock-making. at

mannfactoiy, Ludgate-hill, will bo gild to^sh to olerg^en, arohitects, and oomiSittoes,
Estimates and Specidoations of every deacrip-

snd

“*^

1

?.°'^ °S'oal Machine, especially cathedral
sad pnbho clocks, chiming tones on any nnmber

n „!* “ pamphlet on Chnroh
raocks post free for one stamp. Watoh and
Clock IMer by Warrant of Appointment to

the Prmce of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25 Old

SliSd'ml*^ ^ =>4.Lndgate.hiU,’B.C.
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PAMS EXHIBITION.-Clark’s Patent Steel
bhnttors can be seen at twenty entrances whichhave been fired by order of the Imperial Com-

rtlrB™' House by order
Of the Royal British Commissionera.

^ instructed to

where; aad liA,-iog frciitazp; od R uJ.w^ '‘“d et»o.

there ie a ereJi demlml houiwa, for which
THvey„ PI,,, ,i,b exdilr? ,rtvZe" h*Bnhmi'ted a «te»irahla nn.i ...h... .. i

>*'“*'* the earae tim- will be
niacii, i«M i.Wr,°lS,a,w ,U;"'S »“'•

PWnowtE.'
tile Auslmnin-a Office,, mfwcht-rold.*

ADVERTISEMENTS.
BECKBamasi. rnsaHoiD istate

\T^^ses. g.b. & s. Baxter & payne
hli valaable Kieahoid EsUle, k'nowl BU?Urty loU. for bnlldlok PUrpo.eerZL ao e«eilL^‘“be eretitlon of S.it-olau villa ««{?»??.. .

****“®'‘‘ PosiUon for
rtiahtful neiahhiiuihoiHi sod -hnut 'fiulred in thia

^Uiid Agent*, aon P.re aud Ute UldKaal tud°nt^*egi»ter omcv», Towo-liall Tir...ni^'^ « a
*"®''** ^'^Pftty

UMihurcb-atreet, City £c’ 8, Cnliiiin-sireei,

A NEW LEGAL HANDTBOOK
T TT d’v*?*®™;

limp cloth, le. free by pet. 1*. 2).TURYMAN’.S (THE) GUIDE^ B.reirOKOBQE STEPHES
-LJ •

New Edition
: revised by * Barruter
CONTENTS

of Proiuiee of ““*1 Breach
Court (prooeediijgB IP™®®*!'' ?» in)-Probale
c..vn,e. ,assv“z;.'rps“™r ‘i

““
I^udou : WILLIAM TEQO. P„n„,P.i„V. Chet^ide.

Country requires

Addr"be!A*atrPoEI-offl!™SUrBw.b‘^^^^

CROYDON LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH

of tahing the entire charm nf
perion, and caoabla

T.in..t.ll.C,.U,..3AlA.ffi,.ufe.'"- C1.,V.

Au Architect, of some position

1211, Strand, W.a
** P™®'-*®"®? “ '‘ttalned.—Addreee, KR.LnA.

> Inveators, Boilders and Othera.-Prechold> -Wr.,... 7-

“t,;"a^^heTt:lJorwi“en“c?a^ .itNe'^rr'.

^AESSKS. DOWHETT & OHATTELL are

rtoj eligible PREEHULD PROPEKTI£;/'"'°“*‘^“'^®'“’®

ue of about 60f. i«r annum eMn’
"® reut

wa?6Ti^^ra1^lL‘’i(wt’"'‘'‘’"'“ R*»l>l®nc®», near to Lot 1

» each uiue^ iij^ bJlTti rtuSeltl’cTlic^^*^
““

A alJulUr pair of Villu Carca^M!’”'

nl.e, : c®p\VloV kUchen“a;V«fr“'fl^t,^^^^^^^

r^ly for the fttiinge of Lou's and 3
^ made

51 8-A well-built palrofCottage ResldencM

«-KSS',S"*2*S‘. I

KS ”? B.Mi™ L.n.,.,
1, and Victorla-road, ujidu of Sdi’ie^

>' "u.^TaAT„r.v°.'

»s'satbS„;j

r>..*v. nr.u .
the NEW MAQAZfNE.

T W -P D '’A'
8 N®. I. ofHE BROAD WAY.—LONDON andNEW YORK. An Infernatlonal Magaeiue

, _ ,
corrTKH'Pj.

''"•t™
P«5quleU. C-ha^^ieTl

Illustration by G, «

2. Charnilan. By U-bert Buchanan.

f A WonderSd'A* J®hh HoIIingahead.

t Wirnam Rer 8 Illuetration,).

RumvII
“ ® ^ ‘ I’oetry. By W. Clark

V
By Clement Scott.

l!ztssri,?c"s£:i ' ” " ('‘t* M-p,.,

» iShKir’a %“” S" “• " o<na. Lir."

li
»™1?.V.T w11. Second Thoughts. By F. C. Burnand.

[

Chapter I.Poet Preface
12. Amaranth. By ftavile narke.
GEORGE ROC^EDQ^A SONS, The Broadway, Ludgate-hill.

Chapter li.

.
..'^I'AfE'S PERIK8.-NEW EDITIONS.

A eudimentary treatise on

EUDIMESTiRY TR “ATl&"”on the PRIM
EDWAM) LACY

COTTAaV^VuiTuiNG ' HINTS "tT UT
C. BUUCF. ALLRn!

A

rchies. CLASSES.

Thie day, price

QT. LUKE, MIDDLESEX The Vestrv nf
Slo!Ki?8na?;i,S,T‘ “

onTUESDdY. tha sOih iZu

V..to Cla.k.’ Offiaa.

AugUBtatb, 1887.

CAPITALISTS.—
fiih thB*BuhdlLg'Tr*IaT''of connected
fhicb yield* a large proat The urefulneM.

p3sr3iS“2SS“-fi
Mr. U.yne.. Auatleaaer «iil Sirrv.yan fiS. Nichato L^'ka ^

ly^VmNOTON DISTRICT HIGHWAY

:SHE£"?.*£:|T’P

"

Ilea thereof, and to devote the whole of hia time i ^

paat oocni^ilo,,,. accomiunied with *“1

BUUCE ALLKN. Architect. CLASSES. By
WTfTtKTv

^

quantities ™a"5^rsUREMEMTS ,

.W - das

"' '*
'^flutera', and Jo,'

preparing, a

fESSKb. DliiVER & Co will SFTT Kw

.‘.‘cr s -S";? rr.-s."'*)';™
“ z zs

iOlNG and ACCOAlMOD.vtlOV lIn^u COPVHOLD
e iiarUhea of 'i-wickoubam and ulewortb u* T***^!,’*^ f^tuated
ibard roudi. and near tha T=,ioieJ?.b f~‘'t.igea tj
he Soulh-Weitern wilwag * L

“°'^,,(‘‘*»orth SUtiona

!SnI»^?S‘3»ESiS
William ulay. bwt. yearly ^na."l

1/*','’?^^® ‘® >et
1 LoiTwo eom.irt^l. a

the very moderate rent

*rent of’sti ^'Lot’Tt*”’
Wimauf lCuo"tt *i*the

liud. now u,ed L marker'ra',,!?''^**®'’
7*“^'^'® op'cloaJire

eiu Sandy Co«be.”ne“o uipSM h ofW^ ,“®’‘ ®“«>^‘r
:t.ut 3 acre., let to H. GoaVrU aa jeariy ^r“-k. per aimum. Lot Pour ean.iin.il ,1‘ .u '* feutal of
d. now used Be^ardeu-gr^u^J

s.TiSsr .'.“AJX'sffrJ, s;
""'

Sollcilore, 20,‘ Whi’tehalf.dlce
*•'‘“0^0. 4

m.NEsoiy BEXT.-aiTCaAM._K.,„„„.„ ailA-Ti

—

nooTif.
M-Mi'rrry.i'S

ESSES. VEiUTOM, CLARICE, & BULL
ffiS'SS'i'ii" “,S S,

i. aud loose card/, tolline in xcbina .!•?-»
’ carding

dolly washlng-machluB, da.h.wt,eel
'OiDg labUa. tioUiM, spur and baud wheill T. .

-the day prior “ml mXj^f /fie'*',*wf“’ ‘roH-’ -MAy be

^h_th^mUes
, auu of the Auctioujef.._a.

lAvtom. and Others.
-“eicBauta, iiatiwgy

Jtol^s^-rc-li^^HAEDSON will Ofler for

ffic X I If,' ¥,"‘“,1““ "‘ l-'-l. ilil.,

^£&.sa.;;vs;7;;,.2sssx;:k,sr
-B plrM.,/, ,n

j!'® *t'>t*.dom. The Auctioneers

i«at'‘n?ml^'“'r“!^'“’' MMo'ut
^ aBuXmcnc?at''ri.LVoL^k?“‘'‘‘“* *’

- t-ke .

woi'k wuh'^^^irV'Tt’

London i VIRTUE * COMPANY, 213, Iryl-me.

STATE OP TifR CROPS 19R7

chronicle and a CLERK in a Builder's Office

5aT be ordered of any News Ag^it
‘ *^e®e'Pt of 8U Stamp,.. oi

0ffi„f„Aa„„i..„.,u,4i, iy.iiffi,i„,o,.,, a,„M,

wanted, ill the Office of a BiiMer
l-I.L. loteJIlgeut Yud'H, aged • - ’

quantities, estimate’ lutT
**' "oflu. taka

8w. .loin, ,in o„. H „3 l!.„.,ins,.

;il3 DVm^-rUc"keTeauZ‘’''Sa;^a^?,''*5''--
ilon«. Pageaut*. ic. from th/Lrl eat iMHod'r^I'b

®*' Pro-
New Edition, with a Cop'oiie IndVx,' by

present tlma A
Antlio, or.t. .. w WIuLIAM’hONK,

lomdon :

T^ANTED. a Young Man who can WRITE
I

j' * good Hand, aud haa some kiiowl.vlv« nS *>. ,• t,rude.—Lelteri etatiug wuere la<t BmTufrv«.i^f./T

llTANTk^n™*''
OR BCTILD!3EV OLBRKS.

VV m a Government Office an

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.TTT A •V-fTU'-n”
AND OTHERS.

'THOMPSON'S COTTAGES POP rinyirree.
yyAJNlElJ, bj a Youug Mau, a ffOOC

5NTY SUBJECTS on M pffK'. o_,OFVRNTV ' --—
8V0,

street, MaryJeboae. MinchestBi-r -
-Mr, THOMPSON. 2/ High-

]nOYAL POLYTECHNIC —See th»

Amongst'“a othif

M«i.1. WILLIAM STUART CANSDELT,

sssrT'is-."’
^ *“ Water-colour.

-1, VVI.VLHESTEfi-BTRERr, R.W.

TTT- A XrrniKT?
®^ILDEE3, and OTHBttaW ^ practical Man, a SITUA-

MAN CM?^nl’'fn''®n’h®‘'*‘r
" ^“•'^aGEE or YAJID PORE-

w, o“. lot w«u™X’k.;?i.‘s?'-
"

WANTED, a SITUATION as SMITH in
-nYEOoa'flrffi 'cXll.tt''’

=0"1 .“ko-d virks, or In

A EOHITECTDKAr “drawings

-Address, ARTIST, 8. Be«b..rogh•.t?ert*?^^|i^^.^^™'•

ww-w .
’*0 BGILDERS, 4e.

V^' ANTED, a RE-KiMGAGEMENT as
prlLd.°^“ru"p
BTouiUots and huHl«»^-Ad^i':^;o^:‘^

TXT A TVTmiwI? PLUMBERS, ic.wanted, a SITUATION or JOB, by a
Addrew. T. B^l,

^rO RETIRED BUILDERS, or an enerffetir
.;L

MAN.-J, tall requires h PAhTNEH
Kror;^ir/?,7u‘l,"aaU\ tZ'

t* J. T. PuUtaff yii-d, Keut-slreH, Soutiiw«t

|

w anted, by a good GENERAL
ASSISTANT an ESGAOEMJiNT with an Architect, la*

k'SXlust^o“"..S,‘8.'“ T.c.

W * CONTRACTORS.
-ANTED, by a thoroughly practical

acqUAinuS‘“wlS.' ^ThoSi
ffi»«.i..-A,u„„, 34i."&7r' ••in. Cal'? •““
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TO BUILDERS. ROAD MAKERS, AKD CONTRACTORS.

WANTED, by a first-class practical Man, a
Carrlftge-way P»vior, Street MaiOD. Orauite Dresser (wo^

bricks. Dutch cliukeia. or tiles), to Take WORK br the FIBCb.

t*hour only. Plenty of plant pood testimonials and reference#.—

Addrms. JAMES GKUTCliLEY. No. 7. James-place, North-street,

Poplar. B

TO BUILDERS.

\17ANTED, by a thoroughly practical and t

VV energetic Man, a EE-ENQAOEMBNT as GENERAL. SHOP, or

WORKING FOREMAN, or Ttke Charge of a Job. Town or country. „
Can measure np work, prepare all working drawings. Testimotilale ^
as to abilitv.and reference from last employer.—Addrese. A. B. .3. —
UlUngton-street, Pimlico, S.W. “1

TO MASTER BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, Ac.

Y17ANTED, by a <zood Three-branch Hand, ;
VV ased 35, a PERMANENT SITUATION as WORKING FORE- -

MAN. or'to Manage a Branch Shop. Is a good gra'ner ^il ji'atu

writer. Twelve yearn lu present sitnallon.--Ad<lres#, T- nt Fuw.etis

Library, FeliX-terrace, Liverpool-road, Islington, N.

rtranted, by a First-class AKCHITECT’S
VV ASSISTANT, well np in conetmctloa, detail, and working

^
drawings, pcnpective avd corapettilons. Ac, au ENGAGE.MENr.— j
.Address. ALPH.A, Deacon’#, 154. Leadenhall-street. _

TO IRONMONGERS, BELL-HANG EES, Ac.

\V7ANTED, by a Steady Good Workman,
VV a SITUATION as LOCK-SMITH, BELL-HANGER, GAS- ^

FITTER, and HOT-WATER FITTEK. Country preferred.—Address, g
431. Office of "Tfle Bnilder.” —

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

TVrA NTED, by a practical London Plasterer,
VV PIECEWORK. LuDoor only. Good references given.— S

AJdres#, J. CONNOR. Manor Cottle, Kenningtou-roud ; or 432. _
Office of "The Builder.” i

Ti) ARCeiPECrS AND CIVIL ENGINEEPA

'V'XTAISTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA- ^

VV TION as CLERK of WORKS. Good references.—Address,

T. 9. 38. Pownatl-rosd. Dal-ton, N.K

VIJANTED, by a respectable Young Man, c

VV »ged 21. a Joiner, an ENGAGEMENT In a BUILDER'S
.,

OFFICE. Can copy drawlog#, and understauds the general routine

of Office dnties. Would have no oljrcUon to make hlmielf generally

osefu’. Sslarv moderate. Excellent character.—Adilrets, 457, Oihte
p,

of " The Bnilder." w

TO BUILDERS AND CONTBACrORfU

TXTANTED, by an experienced BUILDER’S
VV CLKEK. a RE-ENGAGEMENT as PRIME COST and
LEDGER-KEEPER, Ac.-Addre*s, D. D. 228. Strand, W.C. y

TO TIMBER MEKCHANT3. «

XXTANTED, by an experienced Man, a «

W SITUATION as FOREMAN aud SALESMAN. inaTlmbvr 5
Yaril and Saw-mllL Good references.—Address. T. 27, Wise-slieet,

Lesmiugtou.

TO ABCH1TKCI8 AND BUILDERS. ^

WANTED, a SITUATION as FOREMAN,
VV or CLERK uf WORKS, or similar emplnyment. where

ability and confidence are necessary, by a competent Msu. Carpeuter

by trade. Thu-ty-fivB years of age. (Julck and correct lu the maisure- ^
msntand setting out of work, quantity taking, esllmatiug, Ac. First- -

class references. Salary moderate.—Address. 434, Office of *' The
Bnilder."

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

TX/"ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man, '

VV a SITUATIoNasFOBEMANofPLASrERKRS.or to Tvke
;

Work by the Piece, having had ten years’ prsclicsl experience in j

taking oifferent contracts, aud supei Intending men in the building

trade, with first-clses referenoe as to sobriety and business habits.—

Address, -A. B. No. 1, Forest-hill-terracs, Forest-hill, 8.B.

TO ABCHITECTS.

XXTANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, by a
VV first-class Architect's ASSISTANT. Is a good draugbt#m»n,

can make working drawings and speclflcatlons. take out quantities,

Ac. Is also well up in land surveying and levelling.—Address, H. o.

33. Xewman-itreet, W.

TO PLUMBERS A.ND BUILDERS.

YlirANTED, a SITUATION, bya thorougbly
V V practical PLUMBER. No objection to fill up time in ualui-

ing.Ac If required.—Aduress, M, D. 7. Howard’a-idace, Norlhamp-

tOD-road. CleikenwelL

TO BUILDERS AND .AGENTS.

YX7ANTED, a CONS 1 AINOY as PAINTER,
VV GLAZIER, and plain PAPERIIANOKR.—Address, J. K.

2J, James-place, Thoniai-street, Kennington Park. A teetotaller.

Wages not an object.

TO SURVEYORS, ESTATE AGENTS, &C.

XXTANTED, by a Young Man, aged 23,

VV a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Would have no objectlou to take a

nilusUon abroad. Good teietences.—Address, XHEODOLllE, care of

Mr. R. Benjamin, Trluity-slreet, Oardlif.

YATANTED, .a SITUATION, as .JOINER
VV in » SHOP. Town or country. Has been used to Gothic

work, ataUcssing, or anything in the church fittiug line, wainscot

work in general
;
could take the charge of a job if required

;
can have

good reference from late employ.- Address, £. J. 19, Augustus street,

Sirnnharland Market, N.W.

Ti; ANTED, JOINER’S WORK, by the
VV PIECE. Labour only. Town or country.—Address, A.B.

43, Vanxhall Bridge-road, S.W.

\irANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

VV OUT-DOOR FOREMAN: Carpenter by trade. Aged 38.

Has had sixteen years’ experience in London building. Good refer-

ence.—Addiees, J. B. 4, Upper Blngfleld-street, Caledoulan-road,

Islington.

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

XXT-^NTED, by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
V V TION as CLERK of WORKS, or to Buiierlnteud Works for a

Contractor ; has bad several years’ experience lu both capacities.

Can make working and other drawings, and meaaure np works,

SaJarylwo Oalneae per week. Good reference will be given from

last and prevtons employers.—Address, £. F. G. Post office, 37,

Clifton-streel, Flnebury-square.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, Ac.

XXT-ANTEO, by the Advertiser, aged 23, a

VV EE-ENOAGEMENT as JUNIOR ASSlST.vNT or CLERK.
Neat draughUman. quick at accounts, Ac, Undeniable reference.

Salary required, 23#. per week,—Addresv, A. B. 1, Stainton-place,

Shooter’s Uili-ro^. Blackheath, Kent, S.K.

TO ARCHITECTS AND L.ANO 8DRVEYORS.

TXTANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Ac-
VV costomed to wrrking. detail, and competition drawings, and

thoroughly up in the geueral routine of the above offices. Salary

moderaU.—Address, 395. Office of " The Bnilder.”

TO DECORATORS, BUILDERS, ic.
_

'ANTED, by a practical Artistic Interior
Decorator, an ENGAGEMENT as WALKING FOREMAN 0*

Paintera, or otherwise. Has a thorough practical knowledge of every

branch of art Willing to make hioMelf generaUy u»eful. Specimens

and designs shown. Good refsrencea.—Address, 373, Office of * Toe

W"

TO BUILDERS.

WJANTED, by a practical BRICKLAYER.
VV a SITUATION as FOREMAN, to Take Charge of the Btlck-JATlOn as ruciISOlAJS, to ina* vtiaigo «• -uo

or country. Wages 21. 10#. per week. Good reference.

i. N. 17. Vaoxhall Brioge-road. Pimlico.

Employment wanted, ty the Adver-
tlser, whose qnallfioations and business habits would prove an

acciuisitloo. Drawings, and tracings neatly finished.—For terms and

reference, address, B. 3. Charles-terraue. Commercial-toad. Peckham.

YXrANTED, by a practical BRICKLAYER,
VV a BE-ENOAOEMENT as GENERAL FOREMAN, or Brick-

by ilie Bod. Good references.—Address, 410. Office of “ The

TO BUILDERS OB HOUSE DECOR.ATORS.

e office. Hr .

)r, and s'x months with a bulld“r.

..ff quantities, measure, ic. Unex-
Aoply by letter to X. T. at Spalding’s, 46,

t, Nottlog-hill, W,

TO PLUMBERS, BUILDERS, Ac.

tirANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
VV TION as PLUMBER and plain ZINCWORKER. Has no

Jobbing shop preferred.—Address, T.

IANTED, by a respectable steady Man, a
constaoey as PLUMBER. Could flU np time in painting or

ig. — Address, T. H. Mr. Edmeado’s, opposiw the Archway

:n. Higbgste-hill, N.
.

RANTED, by a Young Man whu has served
' his lla.e, a constant SITUATION as PLUMBER and GAS-
ER—Address. A. B, Post-otBeo, Fenge, Surrey, B.E,

j WORKS.—Address, J. D. 7, Prloryteriace,

TITANTED, by a steady Young Man, a
VV SITUATION as OA'iFITTER. WiUing to till up time at

»ith od cbi

tc. in Town or country, or wiuiug to gu

iracier if required.—Address, Q. G. No. 4, Martha-sl

t. St. George’# In-the ea-t.

irANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as

V CLERK of WORKS or OENKR.AL IDREMAN. Was fifteen

t with contractors as manager to Governnieut and other exUn-

contracu. Mason by servitude. From 1861 has wled as clerk of

ks to a large church and other heavy work#. Understands ac-

Its, measuring, and estiroatlog.— Address. M. 37. Arthuc-road,

Hotiow'ay,

TO ARCHITECTS, LAND AGENTS, BUILDERS, AND
AUCnONBKRS.

Employment wanted, in the Office

of either of the above. Age 24, Has had three years’ esp«ri;

ence in a laud agency office. Competent to take a moderate-sized

chain snrvey, make neat plan#. Ixas had some practice in drawing

plans of chapels and dweliiug-houaes. Moderate salary. References,

— -Address, FRANCIS, Post-office, Briton Ferry, Glamorgan.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. AND ARCHITECTS.

riLERK of WORKS.—A thoroughly quali-

\j fied SUn wishes a RE-ENGAGEMENT early In September,

either as ESTATE CLERK of WORKS, or on a Building Estate, or to

take the entice Management of Works where gentlemeo
^“V***^

materials, labour, iic. -Address, The Clerk of Works. Lockluge House,

Wantage. Berks.

TO ENGINEERS AND LOCAL BOARDS.

An engagement is required in taking
Levels and preparing Plans, Sections, *c. for Toto Sewerage

or other public works, by an 6X|>erienced Surveyor.— Address, L. it.

38, Argyle-iqUBEe, Easton-road. W.C.

A GENTLEMAN, of experience in Drain-
age and BaUway Work#, and who li also a g(Wd Architecture!

Draughtsman, desires a temporary F.NGAGEMEM.—Address, 3/1,

Office of * The BniUler,"

A GERMAN ARCHITECT and BNGI-
NBKR, who has an experience of many years in building

and railways, who is also well exercised in_drawing plans

TO BUILDERS, Sc.

A YOUNG MAN, who is used to the Bench
and Jobbing, wishes for a CONSTANCY. Terms moderate.-

Address. E. N. 10, Little Carllsle-street. Blgware-roml, W
,

TO ARCHITEtTS.

An ASSISTANT, of good practical ex-

nerience and an efficient UniughUman, desires an ENG.AGB-

ME«T. Good i-eferenoot—Address, It. E. 124, Clatendou-road. Not-

tiDg-hlU, W.

TO MANUFACTURERS AND OTHERS.

A GENTLEMAN, of several years experi-

ence as an ORNAMENTAL DRAUGHTSMAN and DESIGNEE
is open to a RB-ENGAGEMBNT. He has some knowledge of bus,,

nese, is a good correspondent, and is iiuallded “ °,2 'y

trust. Good pereonal refeceLcea—Address, OBERST, Post-office.

Ewteheap.

JTED, an ENGAGEMENT,
IPKOVBR. in a good Joinei’s Shop. Has been three yeat

and a-half in the irede.—Address, J. W, 82, Denniarfc-road. Kilburii.

\TirANTED, a SITUATION as THREE-
VV BRANCH HAND. Can do gaa-flttlog. -Address, A. B. 2S,

TO DECORATORS. PAINTERS. «c.

117"ANTED, by a practical Man, a RE-
VV ENGAGEMENT as FOREMAN of PAINTERS. Can do

T -.-1 pilHii'g. Good business habits. A principal _

oartlAl retirement would find the Advertiser worthy of confidence,

slisfaclory teatlmoniaU. and the highest references as to character,

ddreas, W. Mr. Horton’s, 1. Blackhea' h-bUh

TO ARCHITECTS.

A SCOTCH Christian Youth, an AECHI-
TBCT'S ASSISTANT, who thoroughly understauds geueral

office work, wishes a SITUATION in Loodon.-For particular#, ad-

dress, 1. S. Christian Youths' Home, 12, Stallord-street, Mirylubone-

first-class GOTHIC
DRAUGHTSMAN.'an ENGAGEMENT for three days a week.

,
416. Office of •' The Builder."

ANTED,_^_by

WANTED, a SITUATION, as CLERK or
TIMEKEEPER in the Office of a Plumber, Painter, and

Decorator. Aooustome
‘

, coot, abstracting, bill log. Ac,

and a half reference. CouoUT preferred.—Address, A. B.

Mrs. Brewer, C. C*dogan-'erface,81oaue-#treet. Chei»#a, S.W.

TO BDILDEB&

WANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man.
a RE-ENGAGEMENT as SHOP FOREMAN of JOINERS

Good referenceL-Addiesa. D. E. 13. Regent’s-row. DsUton. H.E.

WANTED, GRAINING andMARBLING
by PIECE-WORK.—Address. X Y. 91, Charilngton-streot,

TO BUILDERS, DECORATORS, AND CONTRACTORS FOR
GENERAL KBl’AlHS.

A SITUATION WANTED, hy a respect-

able and experienced FOREMAN, in the ab .ve branches. Hat

a Lhoroush knowledge of the decorative department and the altera-

tion and repairs of house property. Good testimonials, personal If

reqnijcd.—Address, Y. Z. 19. Sussex-pla/;#, CouimercUl-road, Peck-

ham, 8.E.

A CLERK of WORKS, of the highest

practical ability > ml twenty years’ experience In the

of London firms in carrying out largo and Importaat worts. Is

desirous of a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Testlinoulals andrrferaacMof the

highest respectability.—Address. G. M. Office of The Builder.

TO ARCHITECTS.

An assistant desires a RE-ENGAGE-
MFJJT. Salary moderate.—Address, A. L, 10, Uarriugton-

strect, Mornington -crescent, N.W.

ARCHITECTQEB.—A Gentleman, aged 26,

U desirous of obtaiulog a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP, or a

Situation aa Senior Assistant In the above I’rofeasion. Country pte •

ferred.—Address, A. B. T le Fm, Caveraham. Reading.

Qakley sc|UATf ,
N.W.

TO BUILDERS, SURVEYORS, &c.
_

The Advertiser, son of a builder, desires

a RE-ENGiQEMENT as CLERK, *c. Would make himself

thoroughly u.eful. No objecHon to conutry. Temporary or other-

wise. Agrf 21. Undeniable references.—Address, J. E. B.JU, Upper

Berkeley-street. Portman-sguate, W.

TO ARCHITECTS. CO.N’TRACTORh, Ac.

rpHB Advertiser is SEEKING a SITUA-
I TION. He has had eight years’ experience (three in town and

lire in oonntry), in ArchlUcta' aud BuUders’ Offlc«. Is a good

draughUroan, can take off’ quautitie*, abstract and bill, and has a

knowledge of estimating.—Addrws, X. Post-office, Bsrley, Royston,

Herts.

WANTED, by a re.spectable Young Man,
a permanent PLACE as PAPfiRHANGER and DKCORATO)'.

'Willing to fill np hia lime in paiuting. No obi<etion to country —
Addreah, T. J. sea.Ciawford-sueet.John-itreet, Edgeware-road,

TO0 BE DISPOSED OF, in consequence of

the sudden death of the proprietor, a proflUble CiBI.NET-

MAKER’S BUSIN ESS. situated in a in.xrket town. Comtusodinga

good town and country baeineas. Stock-in-trade to be tsitea at a

valuation. A part of the money reqnvred might remain a spsoliled

time upon proper security being given.—Apply to I

SON, Miirkec Rasen, Lincolnshire.

a. RICH.aRD-

I’^O TIMBER MERCHANTS ami

TO SLATE MERCHANTS.

The Advertiser is desirous of obtaining a
PARTNERSHIP in an established Business. Has a moderato

capital, aud a good knowledge o;

sh Tuwn-road.

le.—Address. A. B.

riUMBBE TRADE.—WANTED, by a
* Gentleman, of sixteen years’ experience, acqui^ with |the

le merchanta in Lonaon, a SITUATION as TRAVELLER U
well aciiualutod with bookkeeping. SatUfaciory reasons for

jg last employera No objection to the outporta—Address. -HI,

of ’ The Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

The Advertiser seeks a RE-ENGAGE-
MENT as ASSISTANT. Town preferred. Salary moderate.MENT as ASSISTANT. Town preferred. Salary —

- . .11 referencea-Addreas, 8. T. 4, Buckmgbam-place, ^ ictorta-road,

Pimlico. B.W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYOBB.
-rvLTz-v

T^HE Advertiser is desirous of SHAKiINU
I jjj OFFICE with a Gentleman lu the above Profession, ^Nelgb-

hourhood of the olrauO- preferred.— Address,

BuUdBr."

,
Office of “Thi

TO BUILDERS AND IRON MERCHANTS.

HOTWATEK, STBaM, HOT-AIR COOK-
ING BATHS APPARATUS, a thorougbly practical -i.ntin.-

FI rj'ER, of any description. Labouronly__ _ itu 'tools or without

u, ,
mall jobs'.

' Middle age. Good testi

nionialt—Addrers, A. 4, Kdward-streer, Spepbeidess-walk, City-road

ENGLISH and FOREIGN TIMBER BUSINESS, situated in an im-

portant nelghbonrhood, 29 mile# from Loudon. The ptemisee are

well arrant, having a railway sldLig, and contiguous exlanslve saw

machinery. Saiiafactory reasons can be given by the propnetor for

relinquishing the same. None but principals wlU be ireatei with.

A poriion of the purchase-money might remain on mortgage.— tor

further particulars, apply to Messrs. MORRISON A HEAD, Solicitors,

23, Poultry, London, E.C.

WANTED, a full-sized Builder’s SPRING
CART.—Stale price, Ac. to T. B. Mr. Barlow, 30a, Lamb’

Conduit-street, W.C.

BOWMAN;
Handrail Maker to i

ball,' lambetb. Estimates on
w. Joiner, Staircase am

he Trade, No. 2, NevlUe-street. Vanx
ipplicailoo.

po BE SOLD, a large FLY-WHEEL
iplete.—HENRY POOL, 37

TWO MORTAR-MILLS FOR SALE, on'

each 7 feet and 9 feet pan. 'To be sold cheap.—Apply to I

ElCHAltUa A CO. Upver Oruuud-dtreet, Blackftiats Bridge, B.

0YSTER CULTURE.
largely e

-A Gentleman
igaged and thoroughly experienced in the cnllura o

has most euleusiVB and valuable breeding and fat

toning grounds, wishes the co-operation of a gentleman willing I

bring in 4,0U0i.-App)y to Mr. F. ROUSE, 19, Craven-street, Strand.

TO ARCHITSCTB. SURVEYORS, ENGINEERS, Ac.

Evening ASSIBTANUE.—Plans, Spem-
fleaUana. and Quan'itiea—Addrets, C. E. 14, Aigyle-tlreet,

Argyle i.juire, W.C. leima modera’e.

Mansfield stone. — The beautifo

Red Stone from Mr. LINDLEY’B deepest quarry may bai

0 It, or 6 It. thick, to be used bodwise tor columns or plinths harinj

unusual weight to earry. Of white Mansfield Stone, the upper an'

thicker bedt are most esUemed forgood masonry
;
but when ban

neas U required, the lower and ihlnuet beds of about 2 ft. tblck lU

meet recommended, and may bs cut in Irurtlis of 16 ft. or 29 ft. an

transported with safety. The M.gueaUu Limestone from the Manj

field Woodhouse Qnarries Mr. LINDLEY can hlgbly^r

but the average size of block is

Notts.

u amalier.-Mauafield Quarrfa
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Lucca, the Industrious,

U C C A would de-

light the heart of

our uncle Toby : it

;

is as neat and com-

pact a specimen of

a town fortified on

the principles of

Vauban as he could

desire. Perhaps he

would have pro-

posed a more satis-

factory glacis
;
pos-

sibly, for the sake

of humanity, he

would have wished

that it should, at

least, once have

been satisfactorily

invested; have
made gallant opposition

to the commencement of

the second parallel at

least; have cost thebe-

siegers its exactly esti-

mated price, to a day, a
cannon-shot, and a man

;

been battered in breach,

and after a vain night

attack on the trenches

have been taken by as-
sault, and occupied in the name of his Majesty,

—

if his Majesty could be conveniently committed
to a war at Lucca. Still the example is very
complete as it stands : bastion and curtain,
and ditch and counterscarp, ravelin and half-

moon, covered-way, and all the rest of it taken
together, are as neat and as obsolete as the
diagram of the lecturer on fortification in any
military college in New World or Old. There
are even now no ragged suburbs without the
walls, nor buildings that impede free circulation

of troops along their circuit within. Corporal
Trim might stand behind his honour’s chair
placed above a re-entering angle, and fight over
again the combat at the gate of St. Nicolas

; and
whether they looked to fortifications or city-

wards, forget occasionally that they were not
still before the model and mutable town that
encroached on the kitchen-garden at home, with
its bridges and its batteries

;
its representative

houses hooking on and off with such endless
facility of re-arrangement

;
its toy-steeples and

majestic cathedral.

Still Lncca is a larger place than it would be
supposed from the impressions of a walk round
the walls, or rather the ramparts

;
the fresh

green of the well-watered plats around it, and
the beauty of the mountains that close in the
prospect, so beguile the time. Some word of
intermediate dignity between hills and moun-
tains is required to designate the spurs and
ranges by which the Apennines here descend to

the plain
j

certain barer overpeering peaks of
the proper Apennines, to say nothing of memo-
ries of Alps nob far remote, forbid us to call

these nearer eminences mountains, as a certain

majesty in outline, even more than magnitude,
entitles them to promotion above the common-
alty, with no inferiors more important than
mounds and slopes and hillocks. More time is

thus spent in making the circuit and pausing
for admiration and the refreshment of cool airs

under shady trees than we are well aware of

;

and we find, when we descend, that the space

enclosed admits of not insignificant open squares,

and a network of streets, among which the

objects of interest are distributed quite widely

enough for the shortest cuts in hot days to be

welcome. As may well be supposed, in the

centuries when Lucca was a republic, it had
walls of very different character; these have

vanished, and there would be little interest now
in tracing their lines or relation to a still earlier

cincture in the Homan period. Enough that

the Church of Santa Maria Farisportam—with-

out the walls—is now considerably within the

present.

The city is most frequently entered from the

railroad on one side, and from the opposite by
the road that, following the embanked margin of

the Serohio, brings back sojourners of the Bagni
di Lucca. Those who have delayed their study

of the city till after their enjoyment of the baths,

and then for consistency in inversion take up
the monuments as they present themselves, will

so drop not unhappily
;

they will come first

upon the Amphitheatre, the most important

relic of Homan ages, and on the Church of San

Frediano, the earliest in many respects of the

Christian monuments. The lofcy and elaborate

facade of San Michele will then come into view

;

the interior will not delay even an archmologist

long, on the way to the cathedral, the great

centre of the curious, the ornate, and the beauti-

ful in Lucca.

The condition of the Roman Amphitheatre is

very similar to that' of one of the primmval spon-

cf-iodo? that is detectable in a flint; the general

form preserved, the internal markings quite re-

cognizable on fracture
; and here and there what

seems externally a trace of yet unobliterated

organic substance; some of the recovery of

original details : their demonstration is due to

comparatively modem clearances. Small houses

and gardens cleared away have left the internal

oval of the arena clear for a market
; an ellipti-

cal line of street defines the external outline, the

houses being raised on the foundations of the

seats, and seeming to observe the divisions of

the enveloping arcades
;
while the inner Piazza

del Mercato is entered by passages that pierce

the barrier, and admit us where abutments at

least and a voussoir or two give indication that

we tread the line of ancient vomitoria. Of pro-

per architectural features not a trace remains

;

to find these we must follow them to the Church
of San Frediano (Frigidianns), where within and
without in small pillars and large, we may ob-

serve shafts and capitals manifestly transferred

from Roman buildings. In every church of

Lucca, indeed, that does not belong to the

Renaissance, except the cathedral, we trace this

utilization of Roman columns, and parts of

columns, a proof, at least, that the ancient city

abounded in public monuments. As in similar

cases at Rome, their variety is remarkable, and
a single church is found to contain ancient capi-

tals in so many varieties as to imply either that

a considerable number of structures were laid

under contribution for one
; or that in single

structures of the later classic time a greater

variability was affected than ever bad toleration

or vogue in the earlier. We may note as re-

markable in San Frediano, that the small row of

pillars, manifestly ancient, on the front, support

not an arcade, but an architrave. Of the deriva-

tive character of these arcades we may find occa-

sion to speak at the cathedral. In the interior

the columns of classic proportions, and no doubt

date also, however rude in many cases, support

the nave arches of which the archivolts are

quite plain and flush with the plain wall above,

a very frequent model
;
the bases are Attic on

plinths, and with no pedestal. Within, an im-

mense font, with sculpture elaborate, but such

as might be expected from a Robertas Magister
' iu the twelfth century, illustrates a recommence-

ment of the art, and an altar, by Jacopo delta

Quercia, exhibits as decidedly the symptoms of

decadence, date, though he does, only 1422.

There are some frescoes, and a Francia
for those who are worthy thereof

;
but sym-

pathy will go rather with those who linger

before a work, unnoted by the guides, of

Luca della Robbia. The great charm of this is

not in the Annunciation that fills an upper semi-

circle, still less in the enormous rolls of garnish-

ing green and yellow leafage and fruitage that

descend on either side, and are sustained for still

another length by angels. It is on a frieze-like

band below the upper subject in seven cherub

heads symmetrically disposed, that we recognize

the great artist of the bas-reliefs in the Uflazi.

These heads are beaming with the tender and
instinctive intelligence that not unfrequently

dignifies feminine expression, but that art has

most successfully rendered by its invention of

forms infantine, and yet apparently mature. The
cherubs of the Sistine Madonna are probably

the highest example, but this row of Hfe-size

heads, the types of cheerful and rejoicing

innocence, may be admiringly dwelt on even

with Raffaelle in our memories.

San Frediano, we are told, was the son of an
Irish King who made a pilgrimage to Rome,
returned and founded a monastery, came back to

Italy—as it is still difficult not to do for those

who make pilgrimages thither for whatever

purpose. Not all can hope to have as good a

reason for remaining. He was made Bishop of

Lucca, and built a church. He was just the

man,—for an inscription of the eleventh century

testifies that he was equal, with the assistance

—

somewhat officious it would seem—of his canons,
'—to lift a slab of marble some 17 ft. by 7 ft.,

place it on a car, and not disdaining help

from two wild cows, deposit it where we
now see it against the wall of the choir, and
whore it has never answered any purpose at all.

The inscription is in Latin, of course, and, along

with the atone, will probably last with its mar-
vellous averment for centuries more. Latin is

conservative of inscriptions. To this day we see

at Metz an inscription conspicuous over a church

which records still the gratitudeand joy of France
for the providential recovery from measles of

Louis XV.,—he the Well-beloved,—whoaememory
still is sweet, it would seem, in brass and marble,

and blossoms still unswept away by the flood of

liberty, fraternity, equality, and imperialism that

his corruptions and those of his race gave

entrance to over the land. Even in this country

may be seen from time to time Latin commemo-
rative inscriptions erected by the ecclesiastical

in their churches within the last few years that

would scarcely live long in the full candour of

the vernacular. The Latin inscription round
the edge of our own Monument, ascribiug the fire

of London to the Roman Catholics, has certainly

had its vicissitudes
; cut under Charles, it was

obliterated by James
;
was recut under William

III., and in our own time we remember (was it

under the fourth William, or could it be still

eai-lier ?) it disappeared again by civic mandate,
and its place is now seen as a channel so deep

that the inscription will scarcely be able to house
itself there hereafter. So a line of Pope is falsi-

fied, and—
London’s column pointing to the skies,

no longer

Like a tall bully lifts its head and lies,—

bnt perhaps, as bully-like, prevaricates first, and

then finally and abjectly retracts. May the

citizens and their authorities right worshipful

be as successful—if the work, indeed, is still to

do—in falsifying the rest of Pope’s satiric

apologue, and the Sir Balaams of to-day come
out, and even come to court, unscathed—safer

in simplicity than in “ tower of brass,”

“ Though all the demon make his full descent
In one continued shower of cent, per cent.”
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The citizeua of Lucca, — Lucca “the In,
duPtrious,”—lightened their purses, and, in so
doing, their temptations, not to say sometimes
their consciences, by no sparing outlay upon
public monuments. It was ever, indeed, the way
of the wealthy of Mediaeval Italy to eschew
lavishness whatever their means, in those in-
dulgences that perish in the using. They knew
well how to put limits to that cacoethes of the
money-spinner insatiability of revenue-yielding
investments for revenue as it accrues—a mistake
of revenue for capital sometimes as miserable as
the spendthrifi’e treatment of capital as revenue.
But they loved to disburse for the realization of
enjoyments permanent, not only for themselves,
but for generations after them,—for the common-
wealth around. In this sense did the prosperous
burghers bring back into the very circle of
luxury those good old simple days described by
Horace when private resources were spare, and
those of the community unlimited. The Cathe-
dral and Campanile of Florence, or the monu-
ments of Pisa, are the most conspicuous in-
stances

;
but even Lucca evinces no contemptible

. rivalry in the noble emulation.
Her most characteristic, as well as most

splendid monuments, are certainly the Duomo
and the Church of San Michele, so far as regards
its facade. This latter work is assigned to the
date 1188, and the architect Giudetto, and
historically has of com-se to be considered as
affiiiating on the monuments of Pisa. But, like
Diumed in the Iliad, it evidently W'Ould fain

“ BoBst to be far better than its sire,"

and in this case also, not w’ithont a certain jnsti-
flcation. The facade of the Cathedral of Pisa
has a certain tameness in the uniform multipli-
city, so to speak, of its arcades and pillarets

;
of

which also the relative smallness reduces dig-
nity. Giudetto clearly perceived the value of
gradation, contrast, and more important magni-
tude in Lis ultimate members. His work seems
to have begun pretty high up, and in conse-
quence—as in the spire of Fribourg, in Breis-
gau, and elsewhere—the new elaboration is
somewhat out of harmony with the plainer
basis. His work is entirely of white marble in-
laid with black, except where some shafts of
coloured stone are introduced. The fount, as at
Pisa, is clothed with arcades in tiers, the pillars
diminishing iu height in the same way to
accommodate the slope of the side roof. The
shafts are variously carved with spirals and in-
laid, and the spandrels and plain surface above
thim have inlaid black figures of animals and
hunters, with patterns interspersed. There
seems to be no peculiar appropriateness in these
vague subjects, which at best only faintly reflect
the victory of Michael over the great serpent
that crowns tho whole. Above the point where
the side roofs meet the line of the nave, the
facade rises loftily, with still new tiers; but
here it is a pure frontispiece, for the building
behind is far lower, and the piercing of the
screen with window-like openings is but a
countcrsense. This screen-like surmounting of
a western facade became quite a characteristic of
Italian Gothic, and when it was cleared of the
remnants of pretence became as justly available
to confer dignity to dignified aspect, as a finial
for completing a pinnacle.
The facade that was added to the Duomo by

the same architect, was a later, a more elabo-
rate, and, in some respects, a finer work. A
strange work it assuredly is. Here the addition
comprised a portico as well as a fa 9ade, and in
consequence the general effect is more homoge-
neous

;
but to attain this the sacrifices, to say

nothing of ditlicnities, were not slight. An
ancient and very large campanile tower stood at
the south-west angle of the church, detached so
far as to admit good passage between them, but
advanced to tho north beyond the alignment of
the south wall, though not so far as to screen
from the front the entrance to the aisle. It,
therefore, stood bolt in the way of the extension
of the church by a portico westward, as it occu-
pied precisely the site required for the southern
angle ;—occupied and occupies, for the architect
determined, or was obliged to leave it, and yet
did not give up his portico. Normally com-
pleted, it would consist of a nobly proportioned
semi-circular arch before the central door, with
two others smaller, one before either aisle door,
and naturally matching each other. The cam-
panile just leaves room for an arch on the south,
that by attaching the abutment would range
well in opening with the small aisle door. It
was of course quite open to the architect, thus
under constraint, to make his northern arch of

the same limited span, and get rid of the excess
of margin at the northern angle by ornament
and “ treatment.” He did nothing of the kind,
wisely or not, he boldly made his north arch as
wide as he could, and the southern, in corre-
sponding position, as narrow as he must. Con-
cealment of the state of the case is out of the
question, and is not attempted. The southern
arch is struck with a very irregular line, and
seems stilted, not to say pinched

; but still the
designer wisely did not even forcibly make it
as lofty as the northern, but seems to have
considered that one great anomaly was
best left to be kept in countenance by several
others secondary. The real harmonizing influ-
ence is obtained by the regular spacing of the
tier of carved and inlaid pillars above, and by
the management that this regularity shall bring
a pillar accurately against tho side of the inter”
fering Campanile. It is for the draughtsman
and the photographer to reproduce the elegant
caprice,—the capricious elegance of the enrich-
ment of the front

; it has the advantage of being
usually arrived at from the happiest point of
view, and the unaccountable charm of the com-
position takes fall possession of the spectator
before ho has time to consider whether it is
either to be accounted for or justified. The
shaftlets of the several tiers have the greatest
variety

;
there are plain white or coloured

marbles,—white inlaid with black in rings of
zigzags, in figures, twisted shafts with the most
boldly.grooved and delicatelj*-moulded spirals,
compound shafts of four—knotted in the middle,
and yet even so avoiding offensive suggestion of
unrigidity

; others are carved with a complica-
tion of animal and human figures in a manner
to suggest the barb.aric carvings of tho new
world,—of canoes or clubs,—but still ore kept in
subjection by rarity and by the rule of a per-

banner, and the favourite oath of William the
Red was by that relic, before the shrine of
which the city but a few years since huug up
the lamp of solid gold, we see, out of alarm at
cholera. Doubtless, the intercourse between
Italy and the western islands in those early days
had other results besides the e.xporcation of Irish
prince-bishops balanced in exchange by holy
banners and profane oaths, and there is good
reason to believe that the passion and principles
of enrichment so prononneed at Pisa had a
stimulating effect on invention and rivalry, that
told in the choir of Canterbury still more
effectively than in the fa9ade8 at Lucca.

THE COAL-FIELDS OF THE FUTURE.

The present annual production of the coal-
mines of Great Britain is considerably more, not
only than that of any other country, but than
that of all other countries together, tho
English yield being estimated at lOO.OOO.fJOO
tons

;
and the total yield of the whole number

of coal-mines now worked being little more than
170,000,000 tons. Next in production to Great
Britain we find Prussia and the North American
Provinces, the annual production in each in-
stance being estimated at 17,000,000 tons.
France and Belgium, after Russia and North
America, rank side by side, each supply,
iug some 12,000,000 tons. Germany, Russia,
Spain, Italy, Asia, South America, and Australia
together, only produce some 14,000,000 tons. The
value of the total product is about the double
of that of all the mines of gold and of silver in
the world; that is to say, the annual earnings
of coal-miners, rated at a money value, amount
to twice the annual products of the industry of

vading symmetry. Symmetry, however, has • all the miners, diggers, and washers engaged in
here a way of its own. In the three tiers of the collection of the precious metals. And it
small arches we observe at once a care in
matching the shafts, varied as they are, so that
the contrasts of alternation shall be balanced
by side answering to side; yet at tho top this
scheme seems wantonly departed from

; a red
shaft is central, but the alternate shafts are on
one side red; on the other white marble. Why
was not the white marble flanked by the two
red shafts P It is much to be suspected that the
overbalance here of the two heavier shafts on
the north side was decided on as demanded by
the overbalance of the wide northern arch
below.

History gives the date of 1204 to this fa9ade
without hesitation. The cathedral itself is in
an entirely different, and in many important
respects very beautiful style, and worthy of most
detailed examination,—the which it must dis.
pense with here.

Tho portico of Lucca, therefore, was as
secondary an addition to a pre-established plan
as that of tho Norman cathedral of Peterborough.
The English architect was at least as bold a
designer, and his imaginations were subjected
to as stringent a condition. His solution of the
difficulty, however, was of another nature en-
tirely. The beauty he had in his mind to realize
was evidently a triad of three lofty and deeply-
recessed and shafted arches

;
but such is the

spacing of the nave' and aisles that, had he put
the widest arch in the centre, it will be found
that his piers would have blocked up or covered
the entrances to the aisles. Had he reduced
the width of the side arches in order to subor-
dinate them to the present central arch, they
would either have been of intolerably tall and
narrow proportions, or he must have forfeited
the principle of his composition by reducing
their height and leaving the centre super-emi-
nent. Thus beset he recovered his general
proportion by giving extra width to the side
porches against all precedent, and, although it

involved an extension laterally beyond the
breadth of the cathedral, he disregarded the
inevitable false centering of the side entrances
which hug the central piers, and trusted to the
distinction of position and contrast to give suffi-

cient weight to the arch of smaller span. The
chief difficulty of the problem furnished him
thus with his characteristic motive. There are
differences of opinion as to both his commence-
ment and his completions ; but the world, on the
whole, are agreed to applaud him, and take
pleasure in his work.
Tho original cathedral, of which we must

probably go below ground to find traces, was
founded by the Bishop of Lucca, we read (in

^

fact, in Murray), who, as Pope, presented

j
William of Normandy with his consecrated

,

will not be forgotten that while gold and silver,

apart from their use as articles of luxury, form,
by their service as coin, the basis of tbe mercan-
tile transactions of the world, the more bulky
and more perishable mineral forms the very
spring of manufacturing energy, renders habit-
able large districts of the earth that, without
the use of mineral fnel, would be closed to
civilized life, and enables tho steam-engine to
render services to mankind that exceed the
wildest dreams of tbe most sanguine enthusiasts
of the past century.

While the production of the United Kingdom
is thus in advance of the total united production
of all other countries, there is one respect in
which tho activity of another country exceeds
our own. If we compare the amount of produc-
tion of the chief European coal-fields with the
extent of their area, Belgium is in the van of tho
world. Our 100,000,000 tons are the yield,

in round numbers, of 1,000 square leagues of
coal measures,—at the rate, therefore, of 100,000
tons per square league. Bub the 13,000,000 tons
produced by Belgium come from an area of only
one-tenth part of the size of the British coal-
fields, being at the rate of 120,000 tons per
square league, or 30 per cent, more than our
own rate of produce. Prussia, in this respect,
ranks 15 per cent, below Great Britain, and
France 25 per cent, below Prussia, the produce
being at the rate of 85,000 tons per square
league in the latter country, and 60,000 tons per
square league in France.

While the actual produce of Great Britain
and while the relative produce of Belgium thus
evince the most active expenditure of their large
but limited stores of the chief source of mate-
rial prosperity, the tables are altogether turned
when we inquire into the amount of stored up
wealth which, in the different known coal-fields

of the world, awaits the necessities of tbe future.
In Europe, indeed, England maintains an un-
questionable pre-eminence, her coal-prodiicing
area being ten times that of Belgium, and one-
fourth more than that of the whole of Con-
tinental Europe. All other countries of tbe
world together, with one exception, present a
total area of 3,200 square leagues, less than the
double ofthe 1,800 square leagues of the European
measures. But this united surface of 5,000 square
leagues is but a fourth part of the area of the
enormous coal-fields of North America, including
both those of the United States and those of the
British provinces. Figures such as these are
more eloquent than argument, and point with
unerring certitude as to the locality of the great
coal-fields of the future. The proportion of coal
measures to surface unproductive of coal is not
very different in North America, in Great
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Britain^ and in Belgium, the former being respec-
tively a twentieth, a nineteenth, and an eigh-
teenth of the total area; so that in proportionate
coal-bearing surface, as well as in the activity
with which that surface is utilised, Belgium
ranks foremost in the world.
The actual service drawn by each country

from the produce of its coal-mines may be esti-

mated in different manners. We may consider
either the ^oss amount of absolute value or the
amount which is proportionate to the country.
In either of these points of view the United
Kingdom is first among the collieries of the
world. The value of coal annually raised cannot
bo estimated at leas than 60,000,0001. sterling.
The amount raised per head of population is, in
round numbers, three tons and a third per
annum

;
the quantity actually consumed is not

less than three tons per head. The City of
London annually imports more than 3,000,000
tons of coal by sea, and very nearly as large a
quantity by land. It exports less than 1,000,000
tons, BO that the consumption of the metropolis
for fuel, gas, and the manufactures and engine-
power carried on within its limits, is at the rate
of 1'7 tons per inhabitant. The consumption of
Belgium is two tons per head

; that of Prussia
15 cwt. ; that of France less than 10 cwt.
France consumes a third more coal than she

human idleness as we do by wasteful consump-
tion of fuel. Taking, then, the annual consump-
tion of oxygen by a full-grown man as an
element of calculation, we may reckon it to
be about equal to that requisite for the con-
sumption of 10 cwt. of coal; so that the equivalent
for the 40 million tons of coal consumed in

manufacture and in locomotion would be the
annual labour of 80 millions of men. We have
said that the estimate is rough, but it is not
therefore one-sided. We cannot doubt that our
coal-fields, besides all that they minister to our
comfort, health, and police, render us the service
of an army of helots of from twice to three
times the number of our entire population.
350,000 workmen, employed in our collieries,

place this amount of service at our command.
Mechanical invention and capital— that is to
say, the savings of labour—do the rest. Need
we seek any further for the source of the
material prosperity of Great Britain in the nine-
teenth century ?

Valuable information on this important sub-
ject may be derived from a French work pub-
lished at the close of 1866, Za Vie Soutetraine,
par L. Simonin. We should express a wish to
see an English translation, but for the con-
sideration of the loss in spirit and life that would
almost inevitably accompany the change of

produces. Prussia exports about one-eightb of
i

dress, and the hope that to most of those who
her produce, Belgium one-sixth, Great Britain

!
wish to study the subject, the language of con-

an eleventh only. tinental Europe cannot bo a sealed tongue. The
The service rendered to Great Britain by the I

plates of minerals are almost as instructive as
consumption of an annual quantity of ninety I actual specimens, and have greatly the advan-
millions of tons of ooala is of a magnitude hard tage in respect to portability. We have freely
to realise. To value the results of this con- reCerred to a work hitherto little known, or un-
sumption, as we have done approximately the known, in England, for data which it tabulates,
price of coal, at lOs. per ton, will fail to give any which we thus feel bound to acknowledge. Oar
approximation to- the amount of national wealth Colliery Commission will do well to place M.
that is created by the process of combustion. If

j

Simonin’s work before them as a guide when
we set aside the consumption requisite for the ' they come to draw up their report,
comfort and health of the people,—for warming,

j

It is as lying at the root of the national pros-
forcooking,andfor lighting;—ifwe then separate ' perity of Great Britain that we regard the in-
the large quantity consumed in the reduction of' dustry of the collier. We have recently seen an
metals, the remainder will be chiefly employed

I
able effort made to trace that prosperity to the

the production of steam. For iron works alone, introduction of railways. Wo took occasion to
our annual consumption of coal must amount
to from 20,000,000 to 25,000,000 tons. Some
2,000,000 tons more will be required for the re-
duction and working of the other metals. If we
suppose the consumption for domestic purposes
throughout the United Kingdom to be at the
same rate per head as the total requirements of
Prussia, we shall find that half our total

point out the fallacy of this view. We showed
that, while increased facilities of transport were
necessary, in order to allow the development of
increased manufacturing activity, they were not
in themselves a source of production. The
manufacture might be checked by want of
roads, but the improvement of roads was not
the increase of production. Increase of national

sumption remains to be accounted for; and that wealth means increase of production
;
means ofwe have to divide the useful effects of the appli- intercourse, like media of commerce, require

cation of this large quantity between manufac- ' corresponding increase
; but it is the inorease of

tures and commerce, or, in other words, that we
|

productive power, not that of transporting
annually consume more than 40,000,000 tons of power, that is the main element of wealth. We
coal for the service of steam-engines,—marine, ' traced that increase to the introduction of the
locomotive, and stationary. What amount of

j

steam-engine, and of the motive power of heat,
human labour do those forty million tons of We now see whence the food of these engines
coal represent

!

The combustion of coal, chemically considered,
is a phenomenon closely allied to the slow com-
bustion which is a function of animal life. In
the furnace and in the lungs the same process is

has been derived
; how the heat of the sun,

stored up for uncalculated periods in the strata
of the coal measures, has been liberated to en-
rich our country by supplementing human
labour by the service of machinery. Before, we

carried on with greater and with less rapidity.
!

indicated the source, now, we roughly point out
Carbon, in each instance, unites with oxygen to I

the nature and extent of that source. We see
form carbonic acid, which is liberated in the

j

the speed at which we are racing our most
process. In the first instance, the heat thus

|

active competitors in rifling the treasures of the
obtained is made available as a motive power

j

soil, and we see that, so long as our stores last,
through^ the use of the convenient medium of I

for the labour of every collier the mineral which
water ; in the second, wo can only say that its
production is very intimately connected with the
phenomena of animal motion. We cannot, as
yet, eat coal, but the same portion of oxygen
may be niiited either to the carbon of the mine,
or to that of the blood; it may be used to sup-
port either consumption or respiration. The
quantity, therefore, of oxygen required for the
combustion of 40,000,000 tons of coal would
have been sufficient for the respiration of a cer-
tain number of human beings. We get thus a
rough approximation of the service rendered to
England by the invention of Watt. The approxi-
mation is rough, but it is instructive. It must
nob bo forgotten that coal is not pure carbon.
Ihe proportion of combustible and non-com-
bnstible matter varies in every district and in
every vein._ But then, on the other hand, a
large quantity of coal goes to waste as slack or
as nuwon coal, and is consumed in working the
collieries

; so that one may, for the sake of esti-
mate, be set against the other. Again, it is true
that the coal actually burnt is by no means con-
sumed in the most economical manner, or in
anything approaching such economy. But
neither, on tho other hand, are human being's
invariably, nor even in a decided majority of
cases, industrious. We lose at least as much by

'

he wins is capable of doing the work of more
than 200 men. So long as the coal-fields of
Europe hold out, those of England are not likely
to be exhausted. But whatever be the duration
promised to the civilisation of Europe, so far as
it is dependent on coal, tho future of the Western
hemisphere exceeds it by 400 per cent. We seem
almost to reckon the future, as we do the past,
by geological i-ather than by astronomical time.
In England, in Belgium, and in the France,

the production of coal now doubles in fifteen
years. In Prussia and in the United States it

doubles in ten years. But the most remarkable
feature in this part of the case is one which is

very decidedly in opposition to the theory that
the extraction of coal is likely hereafter but
little to increase, a theory which has been sup-
ported by an analysis of our present chief
demands for combnstion. The petroleum trade
has sprung into existence, and ponred into the
market large supplies of a fuel which for many
purposes replaces coal, and that withont pro-
ducing any apparent check in the growth of the
coal trade. The United States, which in 1865
exported 28i million gallons of pretroleum, ex-
ported in 1866, 66^ million gallons. Yet Lon-
don imported, by laud and by sea, 111,000 more
tons of coal, and exported 23,000 more in the

latter than in the former year. If seems, there-
fore, that any hopes as to the prolonged dura-
tion of our own coal-mines that are based on the
expectation of a falling ofi' in the annual increase
of demand for coal, are inconsistent with ex-
perience.

It is dreary to look upon a blank wall, at
whatever distance from the eye it may bar the
prospect. That the material advantage pos-
sessed by Great Britain over other countries is

chiefly due to her mineral wealth, can hardly
be disputed. That at a date more or leas remote,
if our present rate of consumption continues,
our coal-fields will be exhausted to a depth below
which it will be unremunerative to work them,
is a mere logical deduction from the fact tbat
their contents are finite and not infinite. How
soon it would become cheaper to import coal
from America than to sink for it beneath our
present working levels, is not tho present ques-
tion. Whatever be our expectation of life, as
far as national life depends on coal, that of the
United States is four times as great. It does
not, however, followthat ivy will overrun the dome
of St. Paul’s when Englishmen shall have ceased
to mine. Persons ignorant of mechanical science
have called on mechanical men to name a sub-
stitute for coal, and have made suggestions for
its replacement on a par with that of the royal
lady who thought that a starving populace
had better eat cake. Nature, herself, however,
may yield a better reply. We owe the hardi-
hood of our national character in great measure
CO our insular position. Our commerce springs
from our early aptitude to encounter the buffets
of the waves. In the enormous tidal power
that is developed on our coasts, a power which
no engineering Xerxes has yet attempted to yoke,
we have a direct effect of the solar influence
far exceeding in magnitude the amount of force
which has been confined by the slow prooesa
of carboniferous vegetation. The mechanical
power evolved by the rise of a 20 ft. tide
over the surface of Milford Haven, or of Fal-
mouth Bay, or of Cork Harbour, is capable
of accurate calculation. The direction of that
force to the production of heat by compres-
sion of air, or by other means, is a subject to
which our attention has not yet been turned, nor
is it likely to be practically grappled with while
coal maintains its present price. But the econo-
mising of this vast source of power, and its direct
application to the service of man, is not more
foreign to many of onr present mechanical pro-
cedures, than the lighting ofstreets and houses by
thevapourof coal, conveyed in subterranean tubes,
was to the lamplighters of 1815. To warm our
houses, or to drive our mills by the water-power
now wasted on our coast, may seem a dream at
the present day. Those of us who remember
how long the time-honoured oil-lamps of Gros-
venor-square disdained to bo banished by gas,
may well believe that the dream may be de-
nounced as preposterous. For all that, the day
will come, if the world lasts, when the present
source of power will fail in England; and we
cannot doubt tbat, as that day approaches,
science will be able to make some use of the
enormous tidal power that is now wasted on
our coasts.

POPLAR OFFICES COMPETITION.

The fact as stated last week that the authors
of the three designs to which premiums have
been awarded are all more or less closely con-
nected with the Board might well at first sight
seem to jnatify the objections that have been
raised against the decision. An examination of
the drawings, however, considerably lessens
the strength of the objection. The fact is,

that the majority of the so-called designs
sent in are so horridly bad as to deserve no
attention whatever. The number of properly-
educated architects that have contributed could
be counted on one band of fingers. This ought to
show Boards the condition to which competitions
are being brought by the present system. Tho
plan to which tbefirst premium has been awarded,
“ Ciroinus " (25), has the entrance at the augle,

and appears to provide all the accommodation
required. The elevation, however, is terribly ugly,
and we advise the Board to pause before they per-
petuate it in brick and stoue. An alternative

elevation submitted by the author, hybrid Gothic
in style, is somewhat less repulsive. The
design, “ Gives ” (2), to which the third premium
has been awarded, Italian in. style, would make
a much handsomer building, aud the plan, too,

is artist-like: but then comes the question of
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expense. The designers were limited to 5,000L,
and this conld not be carried ont, we sup-
pose, for that sum. The external appearance of
the premiated plan marked " Octagon ” (4) (this
has a staircase tower at the angle), is also
superior to that of *' Circinua.”
Amongst the other designs may be mentioned

the set of drawings marked “Incognita” (9), as
clever. These are Domestic Gothic in style,
and the meeting hall has an open-timbered roof..

In the elevation of the design marked “ Givis
Eomanus” (10), the doorway is awkwardly
placed

;
so too is the staircase, but the design has

merit. “
Utilitas ” (27) seems to know what he is

about
; (30) anonymous, is a sensible design in

Domestic Gothic style; and “ Business Require-
ments well attended to ” (31) is far superior to
the majority of the designs. The last hung is

marked “ Quod,” and that is where many of the
competitors should be sent for their ignorance
and impudence.

THE LATE SIR ROBERT SMIRKE, R.A.,

ARCHITECT.*

I HAVE to tender my thanks to you for permit-
ting, and even encouraging me, to read before you
a short memoir of my brother, Sir Robert Smirke.
For this favour I can plead no claim whatever,
nor any other qualification for the task, save
only the long, intimate, and confidential inter-
course which subsisted between us. The task
might better, and certainly more naturally, have
devolved on another member of our family; but
I have reason to believe it to be one from which
he would, under the circumstances, desire to be
relieved.

In the beginning of the year 1796 my brother
Robert, being of the age of fifteen, was, by the
advice and recommendation of Mr. George
Dance, received as a pupil in the office of Mr.
Soane, then engaged on works at the Bank of
England. In July of that year he became also
a student of the Royal Academy. For I’easons

'

which I do not know, but can only conjecture,
he was removed from Mr. Soane’s* office after
the lapse of less than twelve months, with his
father’s concurrence and approbation. That his
son took a lively interest in his architectural
pursuits during that time, is evident from his
contemporary letters now in my hands and
addressed to his father

; but any one having the
slightest acquaintance with Mr. Soane’s works,
especially at the Bank and in the present Courts
of Justice at Westminster, will have little diffi-

culty in concluding that, although my brother
probably received some benefit from his expo-

;

rience of practical work in that office, he
certainly retained afterwards no trace of the
characteristic architectural peculiarities, whether
for good or otherwise, of his first teacher.

In December, 1796, he obtained a medal of the
Royal Academy for architectural drawing. In
1797 he received a like medal of the Society of
Arts

; and iu 1799 the gold medal of the Royal
Academy for Design.

In ISOl, my brother, having attained the age
of twenty, went abroad with his elder brother,
Richard, and attempted to visit Paris by way of
Holland, hoping to pass for Americans, and to
pay a sort of surreptitious visit to that city,
where some of the great works of Italian art,

the product of the cisalpine raids of Napoleon
in Italy, were in course of accumulation. The
excursion, however, was a failure, and my
brother escaped (not without some difficulty) a
permanent detention in Prance.

In 1802 the peace of Amiens opened the Con-
tinent again to English visitors, and my brother
found himself on his way to Paris, with every
prospect of an extension of his tour to the south
of France and Italy. During the whole of this
excursion, and, indeed, the whole ofmy brother’s
absence, a constant and very detailed corre-
spondence between him and his father attests
his devotion to the great objects of his visit,

namely, professional improvement and expe-
rience.

In the course ofthe year 1803, writing fromPisa,
he announced his earnest desire to extend his tour
forthwith to Greece. My brother had already
made himself pretty well acquainted with the
publications of Stuart, Chandler, Le Roy, and
others, who had before visited and described
many of the remains of Greek art, and he was,
therefore, well prepared to turn to account this

.u* Smirke, M.A. Read at a meeting of
the Bojal Institute of British Architects.

extension of his tour. Lord Elgin had, about
this time, arrived at Rome on his way to Con-
stantinople, with a corps of Italian and Russian
(or Crimean) co-adjutors, and had already earned
celebrity for the successful prosecution of those
Athenian and other researches which eventually
secured to this country those inestimable trea-
sures of art with which we are all now familiar.

These researches were known to my brother,
but it was not known to me until 1 lately ex-
amined his journal and papers, that overtures
had been before made to his elder brother and
himself (I believe before he left England), on the
part of Lord Elgin, with a view to enlist them
in his service.

It is well known that his lordship had much
difficulty in securing competent aid to carry out
his original intention, which at first contem-
plated only theobtaining of careful architectural
drawings, casts, and copies of the most import-
ant remains of Greek sculpture and architecture.
The terms of this negotiation are not specified
by my brother, but only noticed as a matter
that had gone off. The gentleman who was at
last engaged to superintend the works carrying
on at Athens on behalf of Lord Elgin, was
Lnsieri, a very accomplished Italian artist, whom
my brother found still engaged in his lordship’s
service, when he visited Greece.

It was an additional incentive to my brother’s
earnest wish to visit Greece, that he had the
good fortune to meet with such amateurs of
classic antiquity as Lord Aberdeen and Mr. W.
R. Hamilton, who had both been engaged in like
researches, though, of course, with immeasurably
more effective means at their disposal for in.
dnlging in their tastes than my brother could
ever hope to possess.

His utmost ambition was to visit the Pelopon-
nesus, Attica, and the adjacent islands, then
known to be teeming with the crumbling relics
of ancient art belonging to the most illuatrions
period of Greek culture. He and his young
friend, William Walker, only prefigured to them-
selves a rough journey over a charming country,
on foot or horseback, unincumbered by passports,
or firman, aud with no other difficulties before
them than those which health, youth, high
spirits, and a good will, conld overcome. When
they landed in the Morea, they found them-
selves, to their great dismay, at the head of an
escort of horse and foot, guides, and guards, to
bo paid, fed, and fee’d at their own costs, to the
manifest detriment of their very slender finan-
cial arrangements.

Their stock of portable topographic informa-
tion consisted of an edition of Pausaniae, with
the Greek and Latin text, and the memory of
what they had learned before they started, or
had picked np on their way. Occasional letters
to a local consul afforded them their chief hope
of assistance in difficulty, and letters of credit,
that never got nearer to them than Naples, were
their resource for supplies in a country overrun
with insolent Turks, and Albanians, who per-
formed the double functions of soldiers and rob-
bers, especially the last.

With such aids and companions these young
men scrambled over the Morea from Patras to
Tripolitza, Sparta, along the valleys of the
Eurotas aud Alpheus, Messene, Arcadia, Argolis,
Corinth, and Epidaurus to Athens, enchanted
with the scenery, and well pleased to copy a
fractured capital, or a mutilated inscription,
with a janissary, armed with a loaded mnsket,
on each side to protect them, and an armoury of
small arms, swords, Ac., round their own belts.
Whether this district of southern Greece be now
traversable without material risk or inconve-
nience since the expulsion of the Turks, I will
not undertake to say ; but I am informed that it

cannot, even now, be regarded as a very safe or
satisfactory excursion, at least to parties so
little provided for it as the travellers of whom I
am speaking.

At Athens the work of removal was still in
progress, and my brother does not conceal his
regret as ho watched the rough removal of the
bas-reliefs by crow-bars from the walls of the
cell of the Parthenon, and could not help feeling
it to be the signal for the annihilation of these
interesting local monuments, though he is

pleased with the prospect that they were des-
tined for his own country, and that the exertions,
which had been made by the French to secure
them, would fail. Though he did not at first

purpose to stay long there, he confesses that he
never felt such interest at the sight ofany ofthe
most celebrated Roman works. “ I wish,” he says,
I could come day after day, aud walk about
these wonderful specimens of architecture.” He

is everywhere forcibly impressed with the sim-
plicity and dignity of the great works which
2,000 years of decay and destruction had left

behind
;
and the memory of those grand architec-

tural features was ever after present in his mind,
constantly counteracting the more popular in-

clination to superficial decoration, in which, I

think, he was always disposed to indulge but
sparingly in the exterior of his buildings.
On my brother’s homeward voyage to Messina

he became apprised of the renewal of the Conti-
nental war and threats of imminent invasion,
and began in his letters to express a mournful
apprehension that, on his return to England, he
should have to resign himself to the disappoint-
ment of his visions of professional advancement,
and to “ put on a red coat and shoulder a gun ”

for the rest of his days.
His anticipations were only so far verified

that he and his two brothers and father were,
on his return, enrolled in that defensive volun-
tary force which has, in our time, received so
large a development

; but, happily, his profes-
sional prospects, as we shall see, were in no de-
gree impaired. It is worth notice, that he
became the author of a small illustrated manual
called “ A Review of a Battalion of Infantry,”
on the drill of infantry, which continued iu use
in the regular forces as late as 1840, and, I have
heard, even to a still later date. His name was
alone attached to it, but there is a family tradi-

tion that his father had some unavowed hand
in it.

On his return from Greece he made a detailed
examination and careful drawings of some of
the architectural remains in the Island of Sicily,

and he determined to visit the principal cities

between Rome and Venice, so far as the hostile

occupation of French troops would permit.
When at Rome, he found that his remittances

had miscarried, and ho resolved to return on foot

with a young Italian to Naples, and to visit the
buried cities of Campania

; and, meantime, to
trust (as he expressed himself in his letters)
“ to Providence and the highway” for the defi-

cient funds, and “ to live on bread and water ”

sooner than give up his visit to Pompeii. One
of those resources, viz., the highway, was one to
which he had, as a patient, become tolerably
familiar in the mountain passes of the Morea.

In his way through the principal Italian cities

the copious criticisms on them in his letters

mention with satisfaction the works of Palladio
;

but he rarely speaks with much approval of
what is usually termed the Italian, Medi.Tval
Italian, or Gothic, so far, at least, as regards
the architectural features of them. He remarks
that “ there is too much of a mixed style in
these works, to be agreeable to me,” and he
refers to the prevalent practice of introducing,
both outside and within, horizontal stripes of
dark-coloured stone every 2 or 3 ft. in height,
which are carried through the columns, pilasters,

and everything, and which, as he remarks,
“essentially injure the effect of the building.”
Ho even goes so far as to express his doubts
whether the long stay of a student, in the pre-
sence of those examples, may not be as likely
“ to hurt as to improve him : for the eye may
grow familiar with such practice, especially
when associated with very superior work, till it

ceases to be sensitive of its defects.”
My brother’s tour was prolonged by a stay of

several months in those parts of the Tyrol and
Germany which were not under French occupa-
tion. In this part of his excursion the visit to
Berlin sems to have beat pleased him. He
returned to his own country and home early in
1805.

Among the first fruits of his return was the
announcement of an illustrated work with
“ specimens of continental architecture.” The
first part consisted of coloured engi'avings of
Italian buildings and interiors, which we may
suppose to have been specimens of those which
had been most consonant with his tastes at that
time and in that country. The series, however,
was soon discontinued. In fact, a year had not
expired since his return before ho received the
first and one of the most important of his pro-
fessional commissions,—viz., the erection of
Lowther Castle in. Westmoreland : a commission
which he owed to the united recommendation of
Sir George Beaumont, bart., and Mr. George
Dance. From that year, down to the time of
his final retirement from all further profes-
sional engagements, it may be said with truth
that there never was any interruption in his
continuous employment.

If I were to remind his surviving friends (of

whom, I fear, there are now not many) of his
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various profeaaional works, even confining the
number to works of a public character and to
considerable private mansions both in England
and Scotland, it might seem a somewhat osten-
tatious catalogue, and might wear an aspect of
self-glorification, in which, if I knew him rightly,
he would not have permitted himself, or wished
hia friends, to indulge.

An enumeration of this kind, extending over
nearly fifty years (for he may be said to have
•declined every new engagement after 1845),
would not be very easy to make

j accounts would
have to be examined, and even buildings
•inspected, in order to distinguish mere repara-
tions, or unimportant additions, from a building
or mansion that was practically a new work.
Perhaps, however, we may be able hereafter, to
a certain extent, to accomplish this object.
His earliest employment on piiblic works was

in connexion with the Board of Trade, at the
nomination of Lord Bathurst, in July, 1807, and
on the new Mint in 1809. Eventually, he
became one of the attached architects of the
Board of Works upon the subdivision of the
office on the decease of Mr. James Wyatt.
Among the latest prominent works extant, in
that chai-acter, were the General Post-office, the
Britisb Museum, and King’s College, London.
Lowthor, Eastnor, and Kinfauns (N. Britain)

castles, are surviving and important examples of
his domestic architecture on a princely scale.
As to courts of justice, council houses, and the
like, I am really unable at present to enumerate
them, if I were disposed to do so. Nor would
it be pertinent to this memoir to particularize
those various buildings, on which my brother had
to perform the less ostensible, but rather
important and responsible, office, of upholding
Dr reinstating the work of some less fortunate of
his contemporaries, whose constructive character
had Bufiered by the knavery or negligence of
jontractors. Among these I will merely remind
ron of the Custom House and Penitentiary. It
vas on occasions such as these (of which I could
nention several others), that his friend, Mr.
broker, formerly Secretary of the Admiralty,
vas pleased to designate him as the “Dr.
Bailey of architects,” whose painful office it was
o be attendant on the last hours of a sinking
)atient.

I believe that I am justified by the published
writings, as well as private letters, of General
5ir Charles Pasley and others, in attributing to
jir Robert, not indeed the first nse or invention
>f concrete foundations in lieu or in aid of piles,
)nt the habitual and systematic nse of concrete
Q suitable situations to a far greater extent than
lad been theretofore applied in civil architecture,
have made this statement, not on his authority,

ir any claim of )iis own, for I find none. In
act, it was a sort of controversy on which hia
labitnal disregard of assumption, or self-
ibtrusion, would have made him an impassive,
inconcerncd, bystander, rather than a party
itigant.

About 1845, at the close of his general
iractice. Sir Robert was placed by Sir Robert
*eel on the Commission for London Improve-
nents, on which he attended for two or three
ears, but with a strong sense of his increasing
aability to serve the public by any active
xertions.

Let me venture to offer to the members of this
nstitute, which may fairly be taken to repre-
ent the highest development of recent arebi-
ectural art, some observations on one or two of
lir Robert’s earliest works, already referred to ;

.nd to oiler them in no spirit of criticism, or
nvidioua comparison, or of depreciation— senti-
cents which, in your presence, I feel no title, or
Qclination, to indulge in.

Lowther Castle was the first great work which
le undertook. Eastnor Castle was not much
ater in the aeries, and in both the Medimval
tyle of castellated architecture, utilized and
nodided for the purpose of convenient occupa-
ion by a nobleman of the nineteenth century,
ras deliberately adopted. Sir Robert, therefore,
annot be quoted as an authority by those who
onsider Medimval forma unsuitable to domestic
•rchitecture. These occupy two of the finest
ites in England.
I need not remind you that when the first stone

If Lowther was laid, the public taste had been
mt scantily educated by the careful study and
lelineation of the details and forms of the style
isually called Gothic. The folio volumes of
lohu Carter were known, and Mr. Britton had
;nly just commenced his series of excellent
Irawiugs illustrative of English ecclesiastical
Architecture.

Since that time, a host of young architectural
draughtsmen, and other aspirants to ecclesiology,
have arisen, who have laboured, and with great
success, to familiarize—I had almost said to
saturate—the public mind, clerical as well as
lay, with detailed examples of our most notable
fabrics of Mediaeval design

; but whatever had
been done, especially in England, in that way,
before the close of the last centnry, had been of
such a character, that our present race of ama-
teurs would have been well satisfied if it had
been left undone.
Under the guidance of my brother’s early and

valued friend, Mr. Samuel Lysons, whose varied
researches embraced the whole range of ancient
and Mediaeval art in England from the vestiges
of Roman rule, included in his “ Reliquifr
Britannico-Romana?,” to the sacred and civil
architecture of the Middle Ages, comprised in
the “ Magna Britannia” and other monographs
of local antiquities, it was impossible that my
brother should be uninformed on these matters,
or unacquainted with the earliest and best
examples, although be was not, and could not
well have been, provided with those super-
abundant materials which are now at the dis-
posal of even an architectural tyro, who has
never stirred out of his stndy. Among the en-
graved illustrations of those well-known works of
Lysons, you will find many proofs of my brother’s
early connexion with them, testified by very
careful and correct drawings, from which the
larger prints were engraved. Yet, with all such
drawbacks and such difficulties, I venture to
doubt whether, after the lapse of sixty years,
the design and forms of those majestic masses
of towers and terraces at Lowther and Eastnor,
which overhang Ullswater, or crown the lesser
heights of Malvern, have since been excelled in
their dominant features.

I have already admitted that, so far as regards
the Teuto-Roman Gothic in North Italy, my
brother’s experience (not, perhaps, a very mature
one at the age of twenty-one) had not left an
agreeable impression on his memory. He looked
on it as a heterogeneous phase of art, though not
unaccompanied in some remarkable instances
with very striking eftects, and very admirable
decorative details :—bow could it be otherwise,
at a time when the arts of sculpture, colour, and
architecture were found so often concentrated in
a single highly-gifted genius !

Whether this opinion of Sir R. Smirks in
1803-4 has been since reversed or over-ruled, at
least by those of his successors who appreciate
the purity and beauty of Anglo-Gothic models,
or admire the marvels of French and Flemish
Medifcval genius, I know not; for, though I
occasionally meet with recent works, which, I
presume, mean to represent “ Italian Gothic” of
the fourteenth or fifteenth century, I am im-
perfectly acquainted with the extent or success
of the late attempts to naturalise it in this
country.

Again, let me offer a few remarks on the late
theatre at Covent Garden, erected by my brother
on the site of the one burnt down in 1808.
On the application of John Philip Kemble

and Mr. Harris, then proprietors, he was en-
gaged to build a new one. From the papers
before me I infer that be was left at liberty to
adopt snch design as be thonght fit. The funds
were considerable, and my brother turned to
the fond recollection of his first architectural
love, and determined to make the new building
an occasion for realizing his early ideal of Athe-
nian architecture and art, which we have seen
exercising so strong an influence over him on his
visit to Greece. The facade of the Propylasa,
rather than those of the Dorian temples, appears
to have been the more immediate idea in his
mind’s eye. The vast and severe simplicity of
the Doric shaft, capital, and entablature, were,
for the first time on a large scale, to be exem-
plified in this metropolis, in which draped sta-
tues, types of the dramatic art, were to occupy
niches, while sculpture in the low relief, which
he had so much admired in the Phidian cella
and sculptures in the Acropolis, was to enrich
the masonry of the surface. To these the
classical geuius of Flaxman and the careful
execution of Rossi were made contributory.

In the interior an upper saloon, appropriated
in the original design to the circle of private
boxes, with its ranges of Sienna marble pilasters
and statues, recalled the internal taste and deco-
rations of an Italian villa or palazzo

; but this
disappeared many years ago and lapsed into a
disreputable appropriation.

The natural life of a theatre is generally a
short, though it may be a cheerful, one. Its

“little life” (asProspero would have aaid),“i8
rounded with a fire.” But that to which I refer
survived its perils for fifty years, though, in the
course of those years, much of the interior, and
many of its important external features, had
undergone strange mutations for the worse
before its final extinction in 1856; and nearly
all the precautions against fire designed by
the architect, so far as regarded the fabric, and
counselled by the great chemist of the day. Sir
Humphrey Davy, with reference to the more
inflammable materials of scenery and drapery
had been removed and forgotten. The details
of the original design now exist only on paper.
The correspondence on the occasion of this

building between Mr. Kemble and my brother
is extant, and is full of entertaining matter, to
which that great and very accomplished actor
was the chief contributor. The work was at
the time prodigiously eulogized and admired by
the Hopes and Aberdeens of that day.
With the close of Sir Robert’s professional

life, this Memoir ought also to end. Any notice
of his private life has no proper place here

; and
if I were to yield to my personal inclination to
portray him in his domestic character of a very
dutiful and affectionate son, and a brother to
whom we were all attached, and from whom we
never failed to receive constant proofs of kind-
ness, my testimony would be of little worth.
But a reference to some of those qualities, which
certainly conduced to his success, will neither be
inappropriate nor fairly liable to the suspicion of
fraternal partiality.

It was said by the biographer of an accom-
plished Roman, that a “man’s moral habits are
the mould of Lis character ”—“ sui cuique mores
fingunt fortunam,”* a saying which I believe to
be the origin of the motto adopted by a great
architect, William of Wykeham, and expressed
in hia archaic phraseology

—

“manners makyth
man.” My brother was eminently the architect
of his own fortune. We have seen that no diffi-

cnlty, personal privation, or personal risk, ever
discouraged him in the zealous and laborious
pursuit of his adopted vocation. From the
school, to which he was indebted for a very
solid classical education, ho turned into a wider
world with an aptitude for assiduous labour
which left no time idle on his bands. In 1796
he wrote to his father—“ I am writing alone in
the office [Mr. Soane’s] at 8 p.m., and I send
this to you to let yon know how I am getting on
here ” [and then follows a long folio letter of
three sides]. From the dawn of actual practice
down to the final suspension of all his labours
(1845), and his permanent retirement from it to
his pleasant villa at Stanmore, he was daily up
and at work long before any one else was stirring
in the house.

Another habit, which also conduced to his
satisfactory transaction of bnsiness, was the
methodical and orderly manner in which all his
arrangements were made.
His remarkable equality of temper and uni-

form moderation of language in oral intercourse
were known to all with whom he had relations
of bnsiness. I imagine that it must have been
a very difficnlt thing to provoke him, or to find
the materials for a quarrel with him. I can
undertake to say that I do not recollect a single
client with whom he had important transactions
of a professional kind who did not in the result
become his fast personal friend. I do not recol-
lect, nor have I found in his moat exact and
methodical private accounts, the occurrence in a
single instance of any difference or dispute
between him and his employers in relation to
his professional practice, or the settlement of
his accounts, or any complaint on the old subject
of estimates exceeded. In this respect I speak
from the constant intercourse of some fifty years
and upwards of my own life, and from the as-
surances of those who had habitual trausactiona
with him both of a private and public nature.
When the Office of Works was remodelled and
his services dispensed with as an. attached archi-
tect, Lord Melbourne personally told him that
knighthood was conferred on him to testify that
no ground of complaint or dissatisfaction existed
personally against himself.

It is well known that he never prepared de-
signs for public works in competition with any
of his professional brethren. It is true that, on
two occasions, he was invited at the instance of
the Government to prepare designs. The Houses
of Parliament may be cited as an instance of
this, where the design and execution were
eventually intrusted to another gentleman, a

Corn. Nepos, o. li.
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most distinguished architect, in consequence of
the subsequent adoption of the principle of com-
petition by order of the House of Commons. On
such occasions my brother withdrew wholly
from the arena,—not in dudgeon, but for reasons
which will readily suggest themselves to those
who may have themselves been placed in the
like position.

With respect to architectural works, founded
on special votes of the Commons, it seems pro-
bable that this sort of qualified commission will
at this day be generally resorted to. In such
cases it is not likely that gentlemen who occupy
the position in which Sir Robert Smirke then
stood will usually consider the terms of such a
conditional engagement acceptable

; for their
time would be too valuable to tempt them to the
possible loss of it. With others, and especially
younger practitioners, the state of things is

different, and the invitation may naturally and
reasonably induce them to embark in an adven-
ture that may perhaps terminate in a lucrative
and creditable engagement. This principle of
competition can, as wo all know, plead very
orthodox precedents in the best days of Italian
art. We know that Cosmo designed to invite
the emulation of all the sculptors of the
Academy to provide models of statues in com.
petition for the Sacristy of Lorenzo

j but we
also know that he looked to one of the greatest
of them all, then eighty years of age, to guide
and direct him in his judgment, and thus the
veal difficulty was, in that case, surmounted,

—

namely, the selection of snch judicial referees as
may at once secure the public from a lamentable
failure of judgment, and obtain for the competi-
tors a fair, unbiassed consideration of their
claims. Whether the former of these objects
has always been practically seccred, at least in
architectural works, is, I fear, still open to ques-
tion. It must be obvious that, in architectural
rivalry, even the most attractive designs and
admirable drawings do not necessarily imply
competent constructive ability to direct and
superintend the execution of the work.
On the retirement of Sir Robert Smirke, he

was gratified with the presentation of a marble
bust, admirably executed by Campbell, as a tes-
timonial by his various surviving pupils. Of
this excellent portrait bust, I have laid on the
table for your acceptance a very good photo-
graphic copy.

In 1853, this Institute honoured him with
their gold medal, a testimony of respect which
he greatly prized, as, indeed, bo could hardly
fail to do, when we look over the roll of names
of those who have received this ccmpliment.
When he permanently quitted London as a

residence, he resigned the treasurersbip of the
Royal Academy of Arts, after holding it for
thirty years and upwards. He was elected an
academician in A.D. 1811, and had at all times

;

been warmly devoted to its prosperity and in-
terests. Feeling, too, that he was no longer able
to render any material assistance to that body
by participating in its duties, he tendered to
the president and council his resignation of the
style and title of Academician, and her Majesty
notified to them her sanction of their acceptance
of such resignation, with an expression of “ her
full appreciation of the motives which actuated
Sir Robert in tendering it.”

I should mention that his willingness to take
this step had been before expressed to Sir Charles
Eastlake, through your late president, Professor
Cockerell

j
but, in consequence of other arrange-

ments then pending, with a view to some per-
manent modification of the constitution of the
Academy, my brother’s intentions were not car-
ried into efi'ect.

The voluntary task which I have undertaken
in memory of Sir Robert Smirke, and as an im-
perfect notice of his life and labours, must here
close. I am sensible of the embarrassmeut
which is inevitable when a biographical sketch,
and especially that of a profeBsional life, by a
near relative, is attempted by one who, like my-
self, can lay claim to no critical or practical
knowledge of that profession, or to any qualifi-
cation beyond a sincere love of art, and the
memory of many long years of sympathy and
friendship with some of its most esteemed pro-
fessors in various departments of it. If, in the
course of this notice, 1 may appear to have
formed too partial an opinion of his merits, I
must pray you will have me excused. But most
of all I should regret if I shall have had the
misfortune to convey to any an impression that
Sir Robert was used to assume an air of critical
superiority with regard to the works of his
brother architects. Far from it. As for his,

own, he was really as little accustomed to talk
of them, as he was to talk about himself, either
for self-display or otherwise. Upon such an
occasion and snch a topic no one would have
more willingly acquiesced in the judgment of
the Spartan patriot, and in the words of our own
poet, he would have said,

—

— " Be the Spartan’s epitaph on me,
Sparta bos nnmy a worthier son than he.”

HOWDEN AND SELBY.
THE AECH.i:OLOGICAL INSTITfTE.

In the course of the recent congress Howden
and Selby were visited.

The Collegiate Church at Howden is of great
size, and has a total length of 255 ft. The
church belongs to the thirteenth century, but a
good portion has been added since that date.
All the chancel is in ruins, as well as an octa-
gonal chapter-house standing beside it. Origi-
nally Howden Church was a rectory parochial,
but in 1267 it was made collegiate. When
Henry VUI. dissolved the college, the structure
suffered in consequence, and in 1630 the chancel
had to be deserted, being considered unsafe for
the celebration of divine worship. Sixty-six
years later the roof of the chancel fell. The
building is in the form of a cross, with lofty
square tower at the intersection of the transepts.
In the west front, which is very elegant, there
pe four divisions, formed by buttresses ending
in crocheted pinnacles. There is a fine window
of four lights, divided by a transom, displaying
much beautiful tracery. Mr. J. S. Petit and the
Rev. W. Hutchinson, vicar of Howden, officiated
as honorary guides. Beginning with the exte-
rior of the western front, Mr. Petit said that
part was of the fourteenth century, or at least
the end of the thirteenth. The transom was of
a later origin. No doubt the beautiful general
effect was much heightened by restoration not
having been made. He should be very sorry to
see the figures in the niches replaced by others.
Although the tower was almost wholly without
ornamentation, still it would be agreed that it

had a character of great richness, owing to the
carrying up of the lines and the buttresses, and
giving subdivisions in a vertical direction. Then,
again, though one of the tallest towers in pro-
portion, it still had an air of massiveness,—

a

characteristic that was not always gained by a
much shorter tower. That he considered to be
due to the flatness of the tower, and its being
withont pinnacles. It was said by Stukeley that
the tower was built by Bishop Skurlow as a
refuge from the floods. It was not vejy likely
that the floods should ever come up to that
height, flat though the district wasj but it

was very possible that the tower was erected as
a land-mark, for which it would serve most dis-

tinctively, owing to its great height and indivi-
duality, there being no tower like it in the
district. Indeed, there were very few towers
resembling it.—Mr. Parker said that, if the
vanes on the corners of the tower were ori-

ginal, no pinnacles would be intended. It
was stated, however, that the vanes were not
original, because some one remembered their
being placed there.— Mr. Petit continued that
the tower had a shaft of early date. He
pointed out the south transept porch, which,
he said, was given historically as of the time of
Edward II. This would confirm the date of the
porch, which would be of the fourteenth centnry.
The south transept was of Early English date.
Early decorated characterised the windows ofthe
transepts

; in fact, there was the earliest type
of the real tracery. The easternmost window of
the nave aisle was an earlier type of geometric
tracery than the others. The others, though
geometrical, bad not the same severe form. On
coming to the chapter - house, Mr. Petit said
there could be no doubt that it must have been
executed at an early period of Bishop Skurlow’s
life. He died at the beginning of the fifteenth
century, 1405, but tbe chapter-house, he thought,
must have been executed long before that time.
It was a very beautiful specimen of the perpen-
dicular, retaining a great deal of the feeling of
the decorated. There were a few circles and
quatrefoils, that showed the reigning spirit of
the time, and the chapter-house must have been
built in an early period of the bishop’s life. The
choir was of an earlier character; that was
rather early in the fourteenth century, and was
pure decorated. When it was constructed, the
style most have reached its completion. The
windows, though they had a geometric feeling

about them, still gave outlines which wer
flowing. There was no doubt that the flowin'
of the curvilinear tracery was established at tha
time, bat very likely in this case, for the sake c

uniformity, a geometric character was neverthe
less introduced. The work reminded him
little of the chancel in Nantwich, Cheshire.—

A

this stage it was remarked by a member tha
the sum of lOZ. had been left in 1387, toward
the building of the chapter-house.—The chance
Mr. Petit afterwards proceeded to say, wa
thoroughly unique in arrangement. There wer
some very beautiful fronts ofchancels remaining
but he did not know of any more beautiful tha
this. The great east window seemed to retai:

lines of geometrio, There were, no doubt, part
geometric, but there were also some flowini

parts. Mr. E. Sharpe had drawn and describe'

a restoration of the east front. The buttresse
were, what he believed Rickman to have pro
nonneed them, the most beautiful examples o

the decorated style we had. The pinnacle ove
the top of the central window was unique, h
thought. The parapets were hexagonal, but al

set the same way. Notwithstanding its rninou
state, tbe front was altogether most beautiful.

From 1300 to 1320 was assigned as the dat
of the chancel by Mr. Petit.—Mr. Sharpe re

marked that he was rather inclined to put i

down from 1315 to 1320.—According to Mi
Parker, 1327 was pronounced not to be too late.-

Mr. Petit, as regards the tower, said he shouh
be sorry to have any addition made to it, bu
there was one addition he should like made, am
that was a lightning conductor, as durinj

thunderstorms it might possibly be injured

Upon proceeding inside the church, Mr. Petit

alluding to the transept part of tbe structure

said the first building after the early Englisl

would be the tower arches and tbe windows
That might be after the time tbe chorch wa
made collegiate, which was in 1267.—Mr. Parke
said Bishop Skurlow came there in 1380. Th
chapter-house must be a little later, perhap
from 1380 to 1390.—All having examined th
building, Mr. Freeman made some remarks oi

the history of tbe church.
Wressel was arrived at shortly after noon, ant

the Castle there was forthwith inspected, Mr
Parker acting as guide. This castle was bnil

in the time of Richard II. by Thomas Percy
Earl of Worcester. Originally the building

formed a great square, but in the time o
Charles I. three sides were pulled down by thf

Parliamentary army to prevent the strongholc

being occupied by the Royalists. The soutl

front now remains, flauked by two square towers
round which ivy was twined. Small as is thii

part, it came very near destruction by the firt

which occurred when the building was used as a

farm homestead.—Mr. Parker quoted Leland’f

description of the castle, and added a few
remarks of his own from his work on “ Domestu
Architecture.” — Mr. Clarke, of Muddlingford
stated that the Earl of Northumberland of hie

day, to whom Anne Boleyn was betrothed, died

broken-hearted here, and left the place to Henry
the Eighth, who in September, 1541, passed twe
days in the Castle. He was then in company
with Catherine Howard.
At Selby, which tbe excursionists reached at

three o’clock, a visit was at once paid to the

renowned Abbey. Denuded of its tower, Selby

Abbey still appears majestic and stately, and
whilst possessing the beautiful decoration of tbe

fourteenth centnry, has also some fine Norman
work, and almost every period down to the

curvilinear. The abbey is believed to have been
founded by William the Conqueror in 1069, who
bestowed many privileges upon the institution.

When Henry VIII. dissolved the monasteries,

Selby Abbey, then in a state of great splendour,

was made a parochial church. Mr. Sharpe acted as

guide. He remarked that since reading his paper
atHnll, he had been put inpossessiouof documen-
tary evidence of a valuable character in au
account of Selby and neighbourhood and the

Abbey Church, by Mr. Mon-ell. In Selby
Church the Institnte bad for the first time in the

Hull district met with a very interesting ex-

ample of the Norman period of architectnre.

No such prominent example of Norman work
had yet been seen. Four of the principal por-

tions of English architectnre were represented

characteristically in the building
;
first, the Nor-

man work of the transepts and tbe crossing.

Only a certain portion of the nave was of the

same period. Then, in point of date, there was
a very interesting example of the traditional

period, with the ornamentation eo peculiar to

that class of building, in the ^western portion of
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t}i6 navo with its porcli and doorwav. There
was then a very interesting example of the lan-
cet period, or Early English, in the npper part of
the nave, on the aonth side

;
and, lastly, there

was just the commencement of the beautiful
choir in geometrical style, and its completion in
the curvilinear period, when flowing tracery was
llprevalent. The building had been condncted on
a very grand style, and, as bad been remarked
was frequently the case in Yorkshire, the magni-
ficent choir that was constructed in the fourteenth
bentnry was of equal length with the nave. The
edifice was therefore cross in form. In the nave
there was a tri-partite division, which was also
shown vertically, there being a lower storey, a
middle of blind storey, and the clearstory above.
The north transept still remained of the Norman
period, and the curious string-course then used
was observable. From some excavations which
had been made it would be observed that the
south transept had been in the same style. The
first four compartments of the south aisle west-
ward from the tower were Norman, and four
piers were left alternately circular and com-
pound, an arrangement that was common in Nor-
man buildings. Whether the Norman builders
completed the church according to the plan now
seen, or whether the work was arrested in its
progress at the fourth pillar on the south side of
the nave owing to want of funds, or whether the
design was completed and afterwards acciden-
dentally destroyed, could not now be determined,
but something like seventy years must have
elapsed between the completion of the first part
of the work and the commencement of the work
of the second order he had named. Although
our early Norman architects did not vault the
centre portion of a church, they always vaulted
the side aisles, and in the south aisle could be
seen what they would have done. In the first
bay there was a very good specimen of qnadru-
parb vaulting. He attributed all the early Nor-
man work to the year 1090. Mr. Morrell, in
hia book, gave the life of the man who built
;hat part.

^

It was commenced by an abbot of
/he name in 1097, and he occupied the greater
cart of bis abbacy in building the church. Mr.
Sharpe then considered the second portion of

I

jho architecture, to which he ascribed the date
11/0. The Norman work did not reach to the
'oof, to the full extent of the four compartments
n south aisle. In the blind and clear-
itories only two compartments were constructed

;

md these, if the Normans left off their work at
hat point, would act as buttresses to the tower.
.n the continuation of the works, the round
Borman arch was preserved, instead of the
lointed arch of the transitional period, evi-
lently for the sake of uniformity. Between
.1‘15 and 1190, he presumed, the whole of the
lorth aisle was bnilt. On the capitals of the
aiddle story pillars clustered together in the
tyle of the lancet period, Mr. Sharp pointed
nt the peculiar transitional volutes.

party then proceeded to the west front,
mere in the doorway Mr. Sharpe stated thatthere
ras represented one of the most beautiful ex-
mples of the ornamentation of the transitional
eriod. Mr. Parker said the volute ornamenta-
ion spoken of came from Syria, and was, he
elieved, one of the styles introduced by the
rusaders. In reference to the north doorway,
[r. Sharpe said there was the same ornamenta-
on as was on the west front. There was the
•ansitional volute exhibited again

;
and, ex-

spting the doorway itself, the pointed arch
srvaded the whole of the work. It was curious
jat the rounded arch was always treated with
lore decoration than the pointed arch. The
arty baying re-entered the nave, had the
aaracteristics of the Lancet Period pointed out
I

them on the middle story of the south aisle,
r. Sharpe compared the east end of Howden,
uisboroiigh, and Ripon churches with that of
alby, which he said probably dated about 1320.
8 style is remarkable for buttresses and gables,
irmounted by crocheted pinnacles. In the
purse of the proceedings recorded above,
I Mr, Sharpe announced that an interesting
acovery had been made that day. In digging
.6 excavations to find the foundations of the
nth Norman transept, a tombstone was come
Jon inscribed with the name of Alexander,
flis tombstone was found at a depth of about
ft., and was bordered with dog-tooth mould-
g, indicating the date 1220. Under the coffiu-
a wooden coflin was discovered with skeleton,

: complete as skeleton could be after remaining
; process of decay for 700 years. The skull
18 perfect, and no doubt an adept at phren-
?g7 could have told whether the worthy eccle-

siastic was great in the intellectual and moral
faculties, or, like mauy of his cloth, had much of
the animal in his temperament. Cue woman,
with true womanly characteristic perception,
said he evidently had an excellent set of teeth,
the white enamel still being greatly visible.
Mr. Sharpe stated that in the history of the
church there was an abbot, named Alexander,
who was appointed to the abbey in 1214, and
resigned m_ 1231, he being twelfth abbot.
His name did not usually occur in the cata-
logue.

As to the date of Early English architecture,
Mr. Parker said that it was proved that Lancet
Gothic was certainly of English origin. Saint
Hugh built the choir of Lincoln—the earliest
Gothic—in 1190 to 1200. Clee Church was con-
secrated by him A.D. 1192, as shown by an
inscription still remaining, and that chorch is

in the same style. These examples were twenty
years in advance of anything of the kind on the
Continent.

THE LATE MR. THOMAS CUNDY,
ARCHITECT.

Tuk death of this gentleman, one of a family
long known in Pimlioo, took place very sud-
denly at his residence in Cheater-square. Mr.
Cnndy was born in London in 1790, and was
brought up in the office of his father, who, the
founder of his own fortune, was extensively
engaged as an architect and builder. He suc-
ceeded to his father’s large connexion at the age
of 36, and thenceforth practised as an architect
only. The principal works he was engaged upon
at that time, were Eewell Park, for the Earl
of Plymouth

j Tottenham Park, for the Earl of
Ailesbury; Moor Park; Grosvenor House and
Gallery, for Earl Grosvenor

; with many others
both in town and country. In later years ho
was engaged in the erection of several of the
West-end churches,—the Holy Trinity, Padding-
ton, St. Barnabas, St. Paul’s, St. Michael’s, and
others in Pimlico. But ho was more especially
known as surveyor to the extensive estates of
the Marquis of Westminster, an appointment
he held for upwards of forty years, during
which period the extraordinary speculations
entered upon by the late Mr. Thomas Cubitt
were commenced and completed. Mr. Cundy
was an honourable and courteous gentleman,
and maintained the dignity of his profession.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.
ALTnouGH we have no official confirmation of

the belief expressed in our last, we have no
reason to doubt its correctness. Rumour,
always busy when facts are kept back, says
farther that the Judges’ Report occupies only
five lines of note paper ; and that the Treasury
are dissatisfied with the decision on the ground
that the Judges were not competent to name two
architects. If this statement be acenrate, and
we believe it is, and should the Treasury insist
upon the Judges’ naming one architect, it is not
unlikely that the report would then take some-
thing of the form of the Report on the National
Gallery Competition.
Mr. Scott has sent in a protest to the Treasury.

He is reported to have stated that bis plan can-
not, even at the worst, be considered as less than
second to Mr. Barry’s, while hia architecture is
superior, and therefore in fairness he ought to
have had the award ; for he, too, considers that
the Judges had no right to name two.

THE SUSSEX ARCHHSOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

The annual excursion, or general meeting,
of this society took place this year at Mid-
hurst, on the extreme western portion of the
county, perhaps one of the most inaccessible,
certainly the moat difficult to reach, by persons
coming from the eastern part of Sussex.

Brighton was made the rallying point, the
London and Brighton Railway Company havino"
consented to run a special train from Brighton
to Midhurst. A large number of persons, be-
tween 200 and 300, were set down at the Mid-
burst Station after a two hours' ride through
the mosc diversified tract of country and pictu-
resque scenery. With so short a distance to
travel before the first point of interest was

reached, the majority of the company preferred
to walk

; and the vehicles were, therefore, chiefly
freighted with ladies.

A few minntes’ walk snfficed to gain the parish
church

; and thither all proceeded, the character
and principal points of interest connected with
the building being explained by the Rev. W.
Hayden, M.A., the incumbent.

Leaving the church, the members and their
friends proceeded to the Grammar School, as the
most convenient place for holding the “ businesfl-
meeting ” part of the day’s proceedings.

Mr. William Townley Mieford, M.P. for Mid-
hurst, was elected to the chair.

Mr. William Durrant Cooper had promised to
read a paper on “ The Lords of Midhurst and its
Inhabitants,” when a visit was made to the
Cowdray Ruins

; but, as the weather looked
treacherous, he proposed to read a digest of it

before the meeting broke up. It was, he said,
prepared for publication in the next volume of
the Society’s works; but he thought some idea
of it might be formed from an abridgement, which
he accordingly gave.

Sir Sibbald Scott, who had cousented to act
as cicerone, led the way to the Cowdray Ruins,
which were thrown open by Lord Egmont,
the present proprietor

;
and his lordship, to

show more distinctly the delicate tracery of
the stonework of the windows, had given
orders for the ivy to be cut away which enve-
lops the ruins. Sir Sibbald pointed out various
features of interest as he led the company from
one portion of the roofless building to another.
The gpiounds and town were visited, and the
priory, the village of Eastbourne, &c. About
three o’clock they returned to the grounds at
Cowdray, where a cold collation was provided in
the Society’s marquee, to which upwards of 300
sat down. Mr. Mitford, M.P., took the chair.

CONDITION OF NEWPORT PAGNELL.
The gmardians of the peace here are in want

of guardians of their health. In other words,
the Newport Pagnell police-station presents such
abominable conditions in a sanitary point of
view that every officer condemned to it has
suffered from disease

; while the lock-up is alto-
gether unfit for the retention of prisoners. Bad
drainage and the immediate proximity of a bad
sewer are set forth by the medical officer of the
town as the chief causes. The drainage of the
town generally is very defective and calls loudly
for attention, if the inhabitants desire to retain
their health and would avoid the outbreak of an
epidemic. We have particulars before us of the
condition of some of the cottages that show an
altogether abominable and discreditable state
of things. The lady-visitors should state what
they know, and Mr. Surgeon Hailey and the
local Gazette must not relax in their endeavours.
The good people of Newport Pagnell should
know that bad health and premature death are
very expensive and damaging things.

PULPIT IN THE CHURCH OF ST. MARY
MAGDALENE, TAUNTON.

The idea of a new pulpit which should be
worthy of this church, originated with Mr.
Taylor, the senior churchwarden, and received
the cordial support «. f the vicar, aud the other
churchwardens. The design was furnished by
Mr. Perrey, F.S.A., under whom the restora-
tion of the church, in 1845, was conducted,
and who, with Mr. Scott, was more recently
architect for the rebuilding of the noble
tower of the church. The carrying out of
the design was entrusted to Mr. Davis, the
builder of the new tower. So far all was
well. But afterwards a few persona commenced
a vigorous opposition to the scheme, protesting
that it was contrary to the wishes of the
parishioners. This objection was set aside by a
majority of about four to one in the vestry. But
a now difficulty arose. A solicitor in the town,
who had been acting for the churchwardens,
threw them over, and shortly after declared him-
self the opponent of their scheme, and induced
two or three others to oppose it, on the ground
that there were figures in the niches of the
pulpit, which might occasion the danger of
idolatry ! A judge was found who held these
objections to be valid, and refused a faculty
for the pulpit. A compromise was entered into,
and the figures were withdrawn, upon which the
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CAEVflD PULPIT, ST. MARY’S, TAUNTON". Mr. B. Ferrry, Architect.
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faculty was allowed. The place of the figures is

at present occupied by dinpered panels. The
pulpit is built of Ham-hill stone, and is of
octagonal form, having live aides complete.
Each side forms a niche, with a trefoil arch,
crocheted and diapered, supported by four spar
columns, with moulded ba.-es and carved capi-
tals of white lias. The central niche was filled

with a figure of Our Lord, represented as the
good Shepherd

; the other niches filled with
figures of the Four Evangelists : the angles are
of polished green marble shafts, supporting a
carved cornice, carried upon a Ham-hill moulded
corbel,raised upon a carved capital, with polished

dark marble columns, and mould base of white
lias, the whole being raised upon two polished

j

black lias plinth stones.

Sir,

—

I have lately returned from viewing the new
pulpit designed by me, and reTently fixed in this noble
church, St. Mury’s, Tsunijn. I can scarcely repress iny
I'eelinas of indigt-stion at findine the pulpit robbed of the
beautifully carved statues of Our Lord and the four
Evangelists, which filled the niches, and are represented
in the accompanying jlhrstratitiD. The senseless opposition
which has been rai.^ed against these figures has so far suc-
ceeded. that permission to erect the pulpit has been
granted solely on the condition that they should be
omitted. There is somethiuE so inconsistent in this, that
one cannot understand it. This church has not been the

' scene eitherofextremeritnsliam or clerical vestments. Tlic
zealous vicar tills his church through the earneatnesa of
his ministraiions, and no suspicion on the ground of rs*-
cessive display in the mode of conducting divine service
can be alleged against him. At this very moment a
reyedoB is in course of erection at St. Cuthberfs Chuich,

j

y* ells, containing figu-ea in high relief, representing the

I

Last Supper, some of them showing much action. This
group is put up without let or hinderauce; and in the

I chnrch at Buckland St, Marj’, a few miles distant (lately

I

built Under me), there arc heaps of statues ; but it is not
I

necessary to look further than to the exterior of the new
tower to this church, the niches of which are furnished
with fignres

;
indeed, no work of any high art can he

executed without them. I must, therefore, in the esns*

j

of art, protest against this stretch of delegated authority,
!
by which the pulpit has been stripped of its chief features.

!
BESJAiiijf FEBBuy, F.S.A.
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THE PORCH, EATISBON OATHEBRAL.

To the view of Ratisbon Cathedral given in

onr last, we now add an enlarged view of the

triangnlar porch from a drawing purposely

made for us on the spot. A history of the

building accompanied the previous view.*

THE EARLY CAVES IN THE CHALK.

At the recent annual meeting of the Kent
Archmological Society, which was held in Dart-

ford, Mr. P. Spurroll read the following paper

upon the Early Caves in the neighbourhood:

—

I have to call your attention to those excava-

tions, so numerous in our county, known by the

names of “wells,” “chalk-holes,” or “chalk-

wells,” “sound,” “swallow,” and “dene
“ Dane-holes.” On the surface of the ground

the pits present several aspects between the

perfect and obliterated. When perfect, there is

but a small opening about 3 ft. wide, the edges

of which are flush with the surrounding level,

presenting in a wood or grassy field no mark for

the eye to catch at more than about a dozen

paces ofi*
;
sometimes the ground around the open-

ing of the mouth breaks away and leaves a great

crater, but more frequently they are quite filled

up, only leaving a more or less gentle depression

of varying diameters, from three to thirty yards.

It is in these latter cases that the common acci-

dent happens of a horse whilst ploughing, or cow
feeding, being engulfed, all the soil but a remnant
at the surface having settled, and leaving insuf-

ficient support for their extra weight. They are

generally found on the slopes of hills, but also on
high land and in valleys near the origin ofwinter

springs. Hereabouts the shaft is always of such

a depth as to penetrate the chalk a few feet only

before it is lost in its expansion for the cave, and
consequently it varies in length with the dis-

tance of that rock from the surface of the ground,

which may be any distance to about 70 ft., I

believe. Its diameter varies from a little less

than 3 ft. to more than 8 ft., though I suppose
that to have been originally only 3 ft. It is

usually uniform all the way down, circular and
perpendicular, and terminates generally in the

middle of the cave. There are some shafts which
penetrate the chalk about 100 ft., and seem
to have no enlargement below. The cavern
widens more or leas horizontally from the shaft,

a few feet below the upper edge of the chalk,

forming a very large space. There were three

methods adopted in forming the cave ; the
simplest was merely to continue the shaft with
a rapid enlargement of diameter, making it of a
sort of vertically elongated beehive shape, having
the angle formed by lines drawn from opposite

sides of the bottom and meeting at the top a
right angle or less. The second form is that in

which the shaft, having been enlarged by one

or two diameters, has three, sometimes four

chambers or recesses, of about equal width, and
made at about equal distances from each other
round it. The third form consists of a boring

at opposite sides of the bottom of the shaft

for about 6 ft., and then each excavation is

continued on each side in two directions at

right angles to the first horizontal catting

—

it was proceeded with by cutting away the

chalk and leaving pillars. The floors of such as

can be seen are shallow, basin-shaped, and
smooth. The roofs are, in many cases, fallen in,

the diggers having been too impatient to proceed
horizontally to have secured a sufficient thick-

ness of chalk above, to allow for a certain quan-
tity falling down without endangering the whole.

They are very large and lofty, one being in two
greatest measurements at right angles to each
other, 49 ft. by 38 ft. The probable depth of its

floor from the surface is over 70 ft.
j
this has

pillars to support it. I have been able to make
out very little of their contents—the amount of

earth thrown down and broken from the roof

being in general too great to remove conveni-

ently, in several that I have dug in; nothing
was found but shells and bones of large and
small forest animals, and also of tame ones; but
the very fact of the ones I attempted being so
clear of rubbish at the present day as to make
it a tolerably easy task to get at the bottom,
was enough to lead one to expect nothing, they
having been, without doubt, worked for chalk

of late times. Some are filled to the surface

with sand, with which is intimately mixed black

organic matter, and bones and bits of Roman

' See p. 589, ante.

and Romano-British pottery. Such an instance

is described in our society’s transactions, by Mr.

Robert B. Latter. The sand and chalk were

loosened by picks, the numerous and varying

marks of which resemble those at present made.

The access to the pits is provided for by holes or

steps cut in opposite sides of the shaft, some of

these holes being from 6 in. to 20 in, deep. I

suppose that sticks were placed across like a

ladder, perhaps only at intervals—as rests : it is

probable that in the latter part of the descent a

tree or notched pole was required in some pits.

I have not been able to find two caves commu-
nicating by a passage below ground, but have

seen one or two cases in which I conjectured

such to have been the case, and from the ex-

treme proximity of some caves, should suppose

it would have been the ultimate intention to

unit© them. A connexion is traced between
them by means of fosses and banks above

ground, which are plainly to be discerned in

the woods from the comparatively undisturbed

state of the ground. These I take to have

been paths or leading marks through the

forest. Others inclose small spaces of land,

whilst the batches of pits themselves ai-e

generally surrounded with them. Such is also

the case at Compton, in Berkshire, and at Fisher-

ton, in Wilts. I may say that the whole of the

country between the Thames and the hills

bounding the Weald on the north, and extend-

ing through Kent, Surrey, and even into Berk-

shire, is thickly studded with them, being found.

I believe, in White Horse Vale at Compton, in

the latter county—also in Hampshire and Wilts,

where, at Fisherton, near Salisbury, a remark-

able settlement has been found by Mr. Adlam.

Tbis, though different, I think it necessary to

notice. The pits, which are single or in clus-

ters, and communicating below, are dug in a

drift gravel resting on chalk, are entered by a

circular descending shaft, are carried from 7 ft.

to 10 ft. into the soil, and have their floors of

chalk, which are from 5 ft. to 7 ft. across. At
the surface they are from 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. 6 in.

across, and were covered by moveable covers of

wickerwork covered with burnt clay. Worked
bones, flints, and pieces of pottery were found in

them. Within this area are some particularly

well-known instances—as the Hegdale pit, de-

scribed by Hasted, near Faversham 5
the Club-

berlnbber’s Hole, in Swanscombe Park, which

somebody described in 1803 as having been

stopped up thirty years, yet as being a wonder-

ful cavern, divided into detached cells, and so

large as to require candles to traverse it. Of its

present appearance, he says that its entrance,

which was sloping downwards, has now a foss

often or more feet deep, and even its principal

is a well-like hole, which the guide judiciously

considered was a fall of the earth over the crown

of the cavity, and called Caer I’Arbre’s chimney.

There is also the Chiselhurst Swallow, and the

one in Camden Park. They were probably

rather num’erous in Norfolk, depressions and

falling in of earth similar to those we have

here occurring at North Elham, Dereham, &c.,

and I have seen signs of them all along the road

between Norwich and A-ylsham, also southward

of Norwich near Boyland Hall, and on House-

hold Heath, and at Stratton Strawless. There

is an admirable example at Royston, in Hert-

fordshire ;
this, however, has been much muti-

lated. They are numerous in South Essex

on the chalk hills near the Thames about

Grays, the Chadwells, and East Tilbury, &c.

There are some pits the description of which

answered somewhat to that of the present

ones at Ashton Cold, Gloucestershire, possibly at

Perth, in Scotland, and Newbottle, near Edin-

burgh, according to Pennant, who says that they

agree with Tacitus’s description of the ancient

German manner of forming their caves. It is

to be noticed that they are not found south of

the Weald, that is in the Sussex downs, &c., that

I can learn. The most remarkable clusters here

are several in Joyden’s wood, in a wood called

Staukey, near it, and in Little Thurrock in Essex.

It will be seen by this that the number must
have been very large from the traces left, and
from Lambarde’p, Hasted’s, and Camden’s re-

marks, &c., which do not now hold good, as the

existence of nndestroyed examples is compara-

tively rare. I will now consider the probable

uses of these pits. Their form is admirably

adapted to that of dwellings ;
they are dry and

warm enough in winter to be very comfortable
;

not needing a fire, it is probable their continued

occupation in summer was not required. They
are always found in clusters, never isolated ; I

am convinced that if one should be thought so,

further examination one or more vrill be
discovered near. From thirty to forty may be
found in as many as three or four acres some-

times. The great similarity of form in the

caves at Fisherton may be considered in favour

of their having been inhabited. In France on
the banks of the Somme, from its month to

Peronne, are caves descended into by by a well-

likeopeninginthechalk,which thoughso obviously
superior in design and appearance to ours, as to

be recognised at once as habitations from their

plan only, yet by their general description they

bear a relation to them. No human relics were
found in the Peronne caves. I think that evidence

may be obtained from foreign usages in favour

of their having been used as dwellings. Tacitus

says of the Germans, “They dig subterraneous

caves and cover them with much litter ; these

they use as winter retreats and granaries
3
for

they preserve a moderate temperature,

and upon an invasion, when the country

is plundered, these recesses remain unviolated

either because the enemy is ignorant of them or

because he will not trouble himself with the

search.” Which use Lambarde has adopted in our

case, calling the Germans the “ verie Syres of

these Saxons” “ our ancestors” who he supposes

made them. Xenophon, speaking of the cold

country of the Armenians, says that “ their

houses were underground. They were like the

mouth of a well, but spacious. Below these

were passages dug into them for cattle, but

people descended into theirs by ladders.” Ains-

worth commenting on this says,
— “This descrip-

tion of a village on the Armenian uplands

applies itself to many I visited at the present

day and he says the object of the one small

hole is to keep out the cold. Also, before him,

Bertrandon de la Broquifere mentions them.

Dr. E. Browne also mentions that at Clesoh, in

Toopolchan, when the Turks and Tartars invaded

the country, the people retired and hid them-

selves for long periods in such cavities whence

they could only be withdrawn by stratagem. As

to their having been granaries, we have the

assurance of Diodorus that the “Britons stored

their com in the ear in subterraneous reposi-

tories,” which seems to the point. According to

King, in his “ Munimenta,” Le Bmyn met with

many pits and wells near Rania, in Syria, which

he was told had served to keep corn and grain

in 3
and, by throwing down stones, he discovered

they were very deep. In Mingrelia, and in a

hundred places in Tartary, the inhabitants place

their corn, &c., as do all the peasants of the

East, in deep “ fosses ” which are called

“ amber,” that is to say magazines, which they

cover so evenly that the earth does not seem to

have been disturbed, according to Chardin 3
and

M. Dangles says that the Arabs of Barbary keep

theirs BO too
5
which Shaw confirms by saying

that he has seen 200 or 300 together sometimes,

the smallest of which would contain 400 bushels.

Hirbius mentions this in his “ Bellum Afri-

canum.” Dr. M. Russell says that the granaries

near Aleppo are snbterraneons grottoes, the en-

try to which is by a small hole like a well. Of

their having been used to obtain ohalk we have

the direct evidence of Pliny, who says “ an-

other kind of manure is the white chalk that

is used for cleaning silver. It is taken from

a considerable depth in the ground, the pits

being sunk in most instances as much as

100 ft. 3
these pits are narrow at the mouth, but

the shafts enlarge very considerably in the in-

terior, as is the case in mines. It is in Britain

that this is employed.” These pits are often

found where the chalk is on the surface, or

withiu a few yards of where it becomes so, and

where of course there was no necessity for

this laborious method of procuring it, making

it unlikely that they were merely dog for

that purpose. It seems that there was a

regular trade in ohalk between England and

the continent as proved by inscriptions, yet

that chalk obtained by these difficult inland

means for exportation as has been asserted,

should be preferred to that obtained from our

cliffs, for the picking, it is impossible to believe.

Some suppose them to have been burial places,

but they have as yet produced no signs of snob a

use in this country, though one exactly answer-

ing in the main points to ours, having the oave

with descending shaft and steps in its sides,

&c., but carefully finished and furnished with a

supplementary stairs and gallery with a well,

&o., was fonnd in Rome, with niches in the sides

and cinerary urns standing in them. Some have

supposed them to be sand-pipes or galls, the

empty ones being those emptied of gravel for

use, Mr. Prestwich even describing some as Buoh
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on the Stonr, and accounting for the engulphinn*
of small intermittent streams by them (which is
a very common circumstance) as simply sand-
pipes in more violent action than those that are
blind.” It is plain that though called Dane-

holes now they were in existence anterior to the
Danish invasion. It is plain they were not
haron as Lambarde, Camden, Easted,and others
say, being in existence when the Homans were
here, as we learn from Pliny. Though the
^mans and Saxons may have dug some, such
IS probable, copying ours from their suitableness
to certain uses, yet that either originated them
18 unnecessary to consider after Pliny’s notice
of this British peculiarity. The Homans made
use of them either as conveniently ready-made
places for getting rid of the remnants, worn-out
implements, and ashes, of the sacrihce. 2. As
pnticnli or common receptacles for the poorer
dead whether burned or not. 3. Or as common
rubbish pits, cesspools, &c. The shafts closely
resembling the rubbish pits which are often
s^een outside the boundary of some Roman towns.*ome of the old pits have been worked at a late
date for chalk, and I am told that some have been
dug lately and may be now in use. The earliest
history of them after Diodorus and Pliny’s is that
contained m a charter concerning which I will
qnote from Mr. Latter’s paper in our transactions,
The swallow near Camden Park appears to
have been a bounnary mark in A.D. 862, men-
rioned in a Saxon charter of Athelbert, King of
Wessex, to Dryghtwald, his minister, grantin
ten carncales of land in Bromleag.

“DanDefram Swelgendc, Cregfetna haga to Lioihiltre.’

[Aug. 17, 1867.
Amongst the miscellaneous works exhibited is

a reduced model, by Mr. Woodington, of “ The
Nelson Memorial, Trafalgar-square.” It is pro-
posed to prodnce this in bronze, and distribute
examples of it as prizes. It will be an admirable
work.
We niay mention, a little in advance, that the

council are about to offer a premium of some
amount for a series of drawings illnstrative of
events m the history of the country during the
present century; and will even increase that
amount should any senes submitted be marked
by peculiar excellence.

THE LAW OF THE BUILDING OF
CHURCHES.*

‘ Then from the swallow, the Craysettlers
dwelling to the gibbet mark.” Perhaps it
18 the same as that afterwards mentioned
in the “ Carta Etheldredi Regie qua concedat
terras m Bromleglie” in these words;—“To
ppelsende panne fram epelsende cresetenahaga to
sioxrhhtre.” In Morant’s Essex, while speaking
of the cave field in East Chadwell, there is a re-mark to this effect,—“ Tradition will have it that
here were King Cunobelino’s gold mines.”
Upon the strength of this notion countenanced
by a passage in Dr. Plot’s Natural History of
Oxfordshire, one of the bnbbles or pernicious
projects set up in the year 1720, was for extract-
ing gold or silver oat of the soil here, with this

improving a Royalty in Essex.”
Part of the passage in Dr. Plot’s book reads—

lis probable, at least, that here (in Oxford-
shire) may have been formerly such a mine
stopped np, as I first tbonght, by the Aboriginal
Britons, upon the arrival and conquest of theRomans or Saxons, who not being able to re-
cover their country within the memory of man

might be lost like the gold mine of Glaas-
Hitten in Hungary, when Bethlem Gabor over-
ran that country, or the gold mine of Cunobelino
in Essex, discovered again temp. Henry the
lourth, as appears by the king’s letters of man-
•damns bearing date May 2 an 2 (1401 A.D.)
(Rot. XXXIV.), directed to Walter Fitz-Walter
concerning it, and since then lost again ” The
date of Dr. Plot’s book is 1676. Camden men-
tions them, and Hasted in 1778.
At the conelnsion of the paper, Mr. Bloxam

moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Spurrell for
attempting to throw light upon the subject,
which was seconded and carried unanimously.

Were it not for the labours of text-writers,who have reduced into something like order
numerous important heads of our jnrisprudence
lying scattered in chaotic confusion, amidstmany hundreds of bulky volumes of statntes and
law reports, it would be well-nigh impossible
even for lawyers to ascertain or judges to admL
Ulster the laws of England.
Many subjects, however, still remain, if not

untouched, certainly not thoroughly investigated
by legal authors. Amongst these may be
reckoned the important subject taken in hand
by Mr. Trower.
The necessity for such a work will be readily

acknowledged by all who have had anythin.^ to
do with the building of churches, parsonavea
and schools, as well as by those who in admi-
nistering the law, are compelled to elicit some
meaning from the statute law relating thereto
and who rarely mention the Church Building
Acts, except in terms of well-merited con-
demnation. “ I need not comment,” says one
judge, “upon their obscurityj that is a matter of
public notoriety

; and of them—the Act of Lord
Blandford—(19 & 20 Viet. c. lOlO-is entitled
to pre-eminence for obsenrity and difficnlty of
construction” (per Doctor Lushington, in Gough
V. Jones, 11 W. R., 108). And again, “ It has
been no easy task to discover the meaning of the
Local Act” (then under construction); “but
that Act is light itself compared with the ob-
sounty of the Ohnroh Biiildiog Statutes” (per
Dr. Lushington, \ arty r. Nunn, 2 Curt., 893).And Vice-Chancellor Kindersley has charac.
terized them as “ ill-drawn and

augmentation, annexation, conversion, and sub-
stitntion. Chapter eighth treats of the disunionand union of benefices and places. Chapter
ninth on clergy residences, houses, and glebe •

and chapter tenth on sites for schools (for the
poor) and for schoolmasters’ residences, and onthe building thereof.
There are also some useful appendices to the

work, containing remarks on Banns of Marriage
Queen Anne’s Bounty, the Charity Board, the
Curates Augmentation Fund, the Additional
Curates and Pastoral Church Aid Societies,
the Redemption of Tithe Rent-charge, Land
given m commutation of Tithe Rent-charge
Mr. Hadfield’e Bill, the Ecclesiastical Commie'
sioners, and Church-building Contracts.

This brief analysis of the work will, we think,
show that Mr. Trower’s book will not only be
useful to lawyers and clergymen, but also tomany of our readers who are in varions ways
either interested or employed in the bnilding of
churches. Attempts have been recently made to
consolidate this branch of law, by embodying itm one comprehensive statute. These attempts
have hitherto failed

; but at no distant period
we hope to see such a measure successfully
carried out. One thing, however, is certain,
that Mr. Trower’s treatise will greatly facilitate
luture legislation on the subject.

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

ART-UNION OF LONDON EXHIBITION.
Tue pictures and other works of art selected

•by the prizebolders of the current year, 142 in
number, are now being exhibited in the gallery
ot the Institute of Painters in Water-Colours,
1 all-mall. As we have already given a list of
all the pictures from those of 201 . in value
upwards, it will be unnecessary for us to re-
capitulate to any great extent : amongst the
most important will be found “ Dean Swift and
the Peasan^’ by T. P. Hall (1501.); “Scene
from King Henry VIII.,” by W. Bromley (2001.) •

Arbour,” by E. J. Cobbett

>7^0
Camckfergus Castle,” by J. Danbv

(IWl.)
;
“ The Life-boat,” by E. Hayes (1501 )

•

London,” by J. Tennant
(1501.) ; The Wharfe ” (water-colonrs), by P. J.

Croke,” by Margaret
Gillies (801.) ; and “ Keubaan Castle,” by H.
Gastineau (1501.). The print for the ensuing
year, by Sharpe, after Maclise, “ The Play-
scene, Hamlet,” is a fine work. Each impres-

worth much more than the amount
oi the subscription.

terized thern as “ ill-drawn and obscure, and
extremely difficult to assign a meaning to, pre-

^ labyrinth of ambiguity, rendering it
difficnlt in the last degree to discover the inten-
tion, no less than twenty-jive Acts having been
passed on this single branch of the law alonem the last forty-five years” (Tuckness v.
Alexander, 2 N. R., 480).
To reduce these statistics and the decisions

arising ont of their construction as far as prac-
ticable into clear and logical order was the task
Mr. irower took upon himself—a task by no
means inviting, but one which the author
evidently looking upon it as a labour of love’
anxious to throw light upon an obscure but most
important subject, governing, as he well ob.
serves, “ in sacred things millions of oor fellow-

At a recent meeting of the City Council, the
Mayor said 136 seta of designs had been sent in
many of which were very beautifnl. He thought
there would be no difficulty in making a selection
of about a dozen. The estimates of the archi.
tects ranged from 150,000L to 400,000? “It
was decided that the pubHo shouid not be
admitted to see the designs, as some of the
architects made it a consideration that their
plans should not be seen by the public until
the final selection had been made.”
We cannot congratulate the architects whose

letters have led to this unwise determination.
It IB to be hoped that the Conncil will obtain
proper professional assistance in making their
first selection. To select about a dozen°would
be a matter of no difficnlty, as the mayor said

;but to select the best dozen is another matter!
Further, let there be no hurry.

LOWESTOFT, IN SUFFOLK.
The fine old perpendicular church of Lowes-

toft, in Suffolk, is now under a thorough restora-
tion. Mr. Christian, of London, is the Surveyor-
General of its wants, and of what it needs to
look again what it once was like. Ic is a long-
backed church, of good East Coast of England
proportions, with a tower and, sad to say, an in-
trusive modern churchwarden steeple of the
All-Souls

, Langham-place, London, character
and characteristics. To ail Shakapearian
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the work, it may be well to notice briefly the
contents of tlie ten chapters into which it is
divided. The first chapter gives very clear and
able definitions of the various important words
occurring in the work. The second chapter is
on sites lor churches and chapels in parishes, and
for church and chapel yard approaches, accesses
and curtilages thereto

; and on sites fur cemeteries
and burial grounds, and burial lodges and chapels.
Chapter third is on sites for rebuilding, enlarging
and improving (and, therefore, altering) churches
and chapels

; and on enlarging, repairing, alter-
ing, and making additional church and' chapel
yards, cemeteries, and burial grounds. Chapter
fourth is on the building of churches and chapels
without or before a district assigned to them
(i.e., before division). Chapter fifth, on the
taking down, rebuilding, restoring, repairing
(otherwise than by rates), enlarging, alterinn-,
and improving of churches and chapels. Chapter
sixth is the divisions of parishes and places.
Chapter seventh discusses the subjects of

flnH
Building of Chiireliea, Parsonages,and SobooK and of Divisions of Parishes and Places.By Charles l-ranas Trower, M.A., Barrister-at-Law-

;
late
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in the papers of the Shakspearian Society from
information supplied by Mr. Albert Way- Anti-
quaries will be sorry to hear that the whole
south side of the church has been so much
undermined (unnecessarily so) that, “ nodding
to Its fall,” it has to be shored up for future but
^aicertain safety.

THE NEWSPAPER PRESS FUND.
The report read at the annual meeting of this

Institution, on the 10th inst., showed that the
presided over by the Right Hon.

W. E. Gladstone. M.P., had benefited the fund
to the extent of more than 8001. The number
of members then on the roll-book of the Society
was -00, of whom 139 were annual, and the re-
maining 61 life, members

;
the whole being com-

posed of 142 metropolitan and 58 country mem-
bers. Seven new life members had been elected
since the last_ annual meeting. Two members
ot the Institution had died, and in each ease the
widow had received a liberal grant from the
t und. Other grants had also been made to ap-
plicants.
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The assets of the Association now amonnt to

700Z., well invested.

The chairman of the meeting, in moving the

ception of the report, expressed the surprise

id regret with which he heard the number of

embers enrolled. Considering that all who
sre connected with newspapers throughont the

nited Kingdom could entitle themselves to

irticipate in the advantages of the Fund, by a

erely nominal annual payment, the number
lould be nearer 2,000 than 200. The Asso-

»tion appeared to be managed with care and
onoiny, and he thought the members of the

pvincial press, if on selfish grounds alone,

inld hasten to become members on being fully

formed of its scope and character.

We shall be glad if this memorandum serve to

ivance the desired end.

ICHITECTURAL AND ARCHiEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY OF NORTHUMBERLAND AND
DURHAM.
The third general meeting of the members of

is Society has been held at the village of Bothal.

iriviug at Morpeth shortly after mid-day, the

ambers of the Society proceeded along the

rer side walk, inspecting on the way the rnins

—

ry scant now—of the Lady Chapel. On reach*

5 Bothal, the company at once proceeded to

lipect the chnrch. Mr. R. J. Johnson (Messrs.

Istin & Johnson, architects, Newcastle), de-

tibed the edifice, bat prior to entering it. a
Eper was read respecting Bothal Castle, by Mr.
mgstaSe. Leaving the chnrch, the company
lint to the castle, which is occupied by Mr.
itaple, the agent of the Duke of Portland,

9 owner of the Bothal estate. Here, after

lying walked three or four miles, a welcome
tritation was given to the company by Mrs.
imple (Mr. Sample being absent), to enter the

Jjtlo and partake of refreshments. Having
nwed the remains of tho castle, the company
inmed to Morpeth by way of the fields,

iriving at the Queen’s Head Hotel, they sat

iwn to dinner, the Rev. W. Greenwel), preai-

tat of the Society, in the chair. The chairman
rdressed the meeting chielly on the subject of

i restoration of St. Andrew’s Church, New-
Istle. He severely condemned the “restora-

n ” which had been carried ont by the church-
irdens and incumbent, and pointed out what
B Society had done to prevent the destruction

tthe original features of the church. The east

d had been entirely destroyed, and the whole
: ,s a very ugly thing.

F FATAL ACCIDENT IN NOTTINGHAM.
RESPONSIBILITY OF CONTRACTORS.

IAn accident, resulting in the loss of two lives

1 d seriously endangering another, has occurred
Xhaucer-street, Nottingham. Three labourers,

;lthe employ of Mr. Thumbs, contractor, were
:Bgagod in excavating for a new culvert, which
Kbeing constructed by the Board of Health, up
0 centre of Chaucer-street. The culvert runs

ft ft. or 13 ft. deep, bub opposite the Midland
tstitution for the Blind (where the accident hap-

ened) the depth was not nearly so great, being
;hth6 point where tho excavation had ceased,

mere was no shoring to the excavation, and the

eree men were throwing out soil, when a side

tithe cutting gave way, and they were literally

•ifried alive. Two of them were completely

erered by the earth which fell on them, and
leled, bnt Brooks’s head was above the ground.
3,6 coroner’s jury, after hearing evidence,

nrarned the following verdict in one of the two
eaes :

—

?Thatthe aaid UeiiTy Wagstaffe died from Iiaving been
idridentally crushed by the full of earth iu a culvert iu

luaueer-Btreet, in this town of Nottingham, where he was
izsged as a workman

;
and it appears to this jury that

death was brought about by the neglect of all proper
4 necessary precautions by the contractor, William

lanmbs, and the clerk of the works, Thomas Gascoyne,
pi protecting the lives of the workmen employed in the
gQgerouB calling of cutting the said culvert. The jury
' 0 desire to express their strong opinion, that in all

iTiore works in Nottingham of a nature Hke those in

isaucer-street, the town authorities should insist that the
j es of the cuttings be properly shored up, and be placed
eder more efficient superintendence."

lA similar verdict was returned in the other
e.3e.

'fcThe coroner, previous to reading over the

dirdict, called Mr. Thumbs into the room. The
oironer then said,—It has been with consider-

able difficulty that the jury have decided not to

return a verdict of manslaughter against you.

Had they done so it would have been my
duty to have committed you, and tho charge

would have been laid against you and Mr.

Gascoyne. That the accident arose from a want
of precaution on your parts, no one who has

heard the evidence can doubt. I very much
regret that you should have made a statement

to the effect that timber was taken to that street

and from thence to another. Nobody saw it but

yourself, and you only saw it in imagination,

although you swore to it as a fact. That your

statement was untrue was borne out by the

facts
;

your statements were contradicted by
every witness who was examined ; and after it

had been flatly contradicted you said it was
mere hearsay. I think you will remember, with

feelings of pain, that the deaths of those two
men have been brought about very much by
your neglect.

Ten jurymen, it is said, were strongly in

favour of returning a verdict of “ Manslaughter,”

but were compelled to give way to the others.

ST. MARYLEBONE BATHS AND
WASH-HOUSES.

The Vestiy of St. Marylebone have just been
gratified with the information that tho mortgage
incurred by them in building and fitting up the

above establishments, in the vicinity of Lisson-

grove, has been entirely paid ofl'. For the

future, the baths and wash-houses of the parish

will not only be self-supporting, bnt will return

to the parish exchequer a clear sum exceeding

1,0001. annually. Since the opening of the

baths in 1849, the number of bathers has been

2,487,109 ;
and the number of those availing

themselves of the wash-house has been 388,431.

Tho almost insurmountable difficulty of getting

a site at the eastern end of the parish is the

sole reason why the Vestry have not hitherto

erected similar establishments in that district of

the parish also.

THE MARYLEBONE MORTUARY.

The decision of the vestry of St. Marylebone
to erect a mortuary in the Paddington-street

bnrial-ground has caused great opposition

amongst the inhabitants of the immediate
vicinity, and the vestry held a special meeting
on Tuesday last, the 13th inst., to consider the

propriety of rescinding the resolution. After
discussion, Mr. Tyler said there had been no less

than three requisitions from coroners’ juries at

different times asking the vestiy to erect a
mortuary, aud, though there was a semblance of

;
opposition by the inhabitants of the district, he
would undertake to get more signatures from
the neighbourhood of the bnrial-gronnd in favour

of the erection of tho mortuary than could be
got against it.

Professor Marks quoted from personal know-
ledge several instances of the ill-effects pro-

duced on the health and the morals of the poor

by the absence of such nsefnl places as mor-
tuaries.

The chairman put the motion for tho rescind-

ing of the resolution of tho vestry that the
mortuary be erected, with the following result

:

For rescinding, 16 ;
on the contrary, 25. The

result is that the mortuary will be erected. We
may add that it is to be placed in the centre of

the buiying-ground, will be surrounded by trees

so as to be nearly invisible to the public, and
will be at a considerable distance from tho ad-

joining houses.

THE WINCHESTER DRAINAGE PLANS.

There were sent in eleven plans by competitors

for the three premiums. From the eleven plans

the committee selected four, because they all pro-

posed to distribute the sewage in the Chilcomb
Valley, which some consider to bo objectionable

for the purposes of profitable utilisation. The
committee returned the other seven to tlie re-

spective engineers, knowing nothing, or next to

nothing, of their merits. Not being able to

decide upon the four selected, they called in the

assistance of Mr. Bothams, the surveyor to the

town council of Salisbury. Mr. Bothams has

decided the plan No. 7, motto “ Experience,” to

be the best of the four, and consequently enti-

tled to the premium of 150L It also appears

that he has decided that the three others are so

defective, from inaccuracy of levels and other

important omissions, that they are, in their pre-

sent state, practically useless. But the com-
mittee must now decide how the second and
third premiums are to be disposed of. A special

meeting is to be held, to settle this somewhat
perplexing point.

WINCHESTER DRAINAGE COMPETITION.

Sin,—The unfairness, not to say dishonesty of the Win-
chester Local Board, in the matter of their recent main
drainage competition, demands the fullest publicity, and
the rejected competitors hope to enlist your powerful aid

in exposing the gross injustice to which they have been
subjected liy the Board.
The " printed particulars" issued by the Local Board

say, "The plans and specifications to set forth the beat

place and method of disposing of tho sewage." From
this it would appear as if the Local Board bad not deter-
mined upon the place in which to dispose of the sewage,
and accordingly we carefully surveyed the entire district,

and selected a locality which was best adapted, in our
opinion, for the disposal and profitable ntilization of tho
sewngo. We did not, however, select the Chilcomb
Yivlley, and for this, and this only, our designs were
rejected. It matters not with the members of the Win-
Chester town council what were the merits in other respects
of the seven rejected designs, With these self-constituted

judges it now appears to have been a sine qua non that tho
sewage should waste its fragrance in the marshy air of
Chilcomb Valley, and any engineer, no matter what his

judgment or experience might be, who recommended any
other locality, thereby deprived himself of the considera-
tion and courtesy which he had a right to expect at the
hands of the council. Upon these grounds wo protest

against the decision which has been given. The advertise-

ment was a delusion and a snare, and the authors of it

obtained designs and awarded premiums under false

pretences. Competitobs.

PROPOSED NEW SYNAGOGUE, LONDON.
Sib,—

I

n the Bitildgr of the 3rd inst., a letter appeared
signed by Mr. II. H. Collins, one of the unsuccessful
competitors in the late competition for the above building,

in which it was stated that

—

“Mr. Philip Hardwick teas

not conutlied, nor did hit opinion qiiide the committee in

deterinininq the •meriti qf the designt mbmitted.’'
Both these statements are quite inaccurate.
The absence of Mr. Hardwick from London has pre-

vented our notieing this letter previously, Immediately
on his return to town, however, we saw Mr. Hardwick on
the suhjeet, and we have his authority to state that he
«•(»* consulted, and reported to and advised the committee
upon tho merits of the designs submitted.
We have further the permission of various members of

the Building Committee, whom we have seen, to state

that tho report submitted by Mr. Hardwick was duly
considered by them, and was mainly instrumental in their

arriving at their ultimate selection.

Tue Successful Competitobs.

BUILDER AND ARCHITECT.
Bin,—The complaint of your correspondent "Archi-

tect " is one of long standing and too frequent occurrence,
tho only remedy for which, 1 believe, is for us architects

to adopt the system of keeping down the extras in our
own accounts and those of builders.
Exceeding the amount clieu* are desirous of spending,

and following the example of lawyers in making our
charges, often are the cause of those abont to build placing
themselves at the tender mercies of builders who adopt
the plan of ignoring the architect's existence, except in
cribbing his ideas.

As an example of this, allow me to state that in my
immediate neighbonihood a fresli.blown speculating
builder is engaged in erecting a private residence for a
client, and so fur is this lighi-bouse builder superior to
drawings (except upon his client frequently) that ho
designs (?) the building as it is carried up, trusting to
Providence how the next story may turn out.
What such building will end in, is some satisfaction to

us slighted professionals when we contemplate the soft-

ness of tho foundations, and of the persons who think
themselves so cute in being so cheaply done for.

W'. E. B.

ROUND NUMBERS FOR THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

Sin,—I take as a text a passage in the Builder of
July 27th (p. 642), "The establishing of schools and
museums would cost a good deal less than half as
moch as one of those lloundering iron-dads which appear

, to be superseded on an average about every six months."
When a comparison of expenses of this kind is to be

submitted to Parliament, I wish to assume an analogy
between that august assembly and the pariners in a firm

of contractors who are on t&e eve of putting in a tender
for a largo job. Suppose that the priced bill of quantities

lies on the table before the leading partners, while the

Bleeping ones occupy the back benches of the conclave,

supported by the managing clerk and other subordinates,

in readiness to furnish all required information. I take

it for granted that a very natural proceeding on the part of

an anxious partner will be, to look at, in round number.s

only, the several heads under which long castings of

figures are ranged; for instance, if the trade "wood-
carver " caste up to 999/. 19s. 2jd., cost price, he will look

at it as " 1,000/.
;

" perhaps, too, he will fortify his judg-

ment by taking a scrap of paper and scribbling down the

round sum.
Now, my proposition is, that the House of Commons

be furnished with a black board and white chalk, by
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means of which, while one responsible minister of theCrown 18 in the usual style stating the estimates for the
year, caloolated to the uttermost farthing, another
responsible minister of the Crown shall write down con-
micnously the round numbers only, emphasizing the mil-
lions and the hundreds of thonsands ofpoonds, and putting
cyphers for the odd amounts

; or, if this plan be unsuitable
to the construction of the house, a series of light woodMd paper frames, l^e boys’ paper kites, might be broughtm a portfolio, and held up to view at the proper moment.
•xTamuiarized to such exhibitions of general views of the
pubiic expenditure, the members and the public might be
led to a rational eomp^ison of the cost of shot, shell, and
gunpowder consumed in experim<*nt8 and salutes, with the
expenses of museums and educational establishments andmghteven go so far as to discover whether selling Epping
Forest would produce money enough to buy a new park
01 ten acres in extent. ^

[Aug. 17, 1867

WOOD WORKING MAOHINEET IN THE
PARIS EXHIBITION,

M.ch,11,17 1»« been publuhed, in nhicL comm.nd.tion
has been accorded to several exhibitors of the above

entitled
machinery, and to which no doubt they are

Without imnuting any motive, I think justice has notbeen done me by the total omission of my name from thisreport, as it is to me that the only silver m^edal (the hTg£
prize m this section^ has been awarded. The expense andpains, on my part ot contributing to the English Lplay ofrnwhinery (mine being aU lo motion) has, of coursj beenTwy ^eat, and it certainly is not unnatural for me toe^ect to be at least mentioned in connexion with the

f’
appears to me a very poorcompliment to the jurora “to make conspicuouaV itsabsence the name of the recipient of the highest award.

S. WOBBSAU.

Association of Gas Managers, held at Notting-
l^m, in^ June last. The subject is, “ On
the application of liquid hydrocarbons as a
substitute for cannel in the manufacture
of gas of high illuminating power.” The
discussion which ensned is also printed. Cannel
coal is becoming more expensive every day; but
certain companies are compelled to use it in
order to increase the illuminating power of their
gas to parliamentary standard. A substitute for
cannel is desired

; and attention is being directed
to the waste products from the oil works in com.
bination with coal, as a substitute. Mr. M’Kenzie
has been making a trial of an oil produced from
schist ” or “ schist clay and, it would seem,

successfully, seeing that works are being erected
at Merton, near Seaham Harbour, which “ will
be able shortly to supply the material equal to
the best Boghead cannel at about half the price

to Mr. M’Kenzie’s patent
that Mr. Goddard’s paper was mainly coniined.

THE LATE GREAT RALNEALL I2s' THE
SEWERS.

FLAT ROOFS
_SiE,—While I agree in much that Mr. Chad.-

, .. AU uiiiuu Lruau ilir. unau.
wick has advanced with regard to the propriety
of utilising the roof space in dwellings for the
labonnng classes, I wish to point out two im.
portaut purposes which flat roofs could noi be
made to serve as he seems to indicate. Firstm drying clothes. In the country this would be
unnecessary

j in the town it would not only be
drying, but smoking them. Secondly, he save
(Builder, July 20), “ On them the father of the
f^ily may sit in fine weather, and have better^ and an extended prospect, and enjoy himselfm the Oriental fashion.” I am afraid, in Lon-
don at all events, the old fellow would, after a
few hazardous experiments, be glad to descend
once more to terrajirma andenjoy himself in the
old and well-known occidental fashion. I am
not at all sure about his having better air

;
but

at any rate, in fine weather, I, for one, should
prefer the garden to the house-top

; and in cold
or wet weather, even Mr. Chadwick, I suspect
would prefer sitting by the dining-room fire to
the top of the kitchen chimney.

PiiiLir Doemek.

GAS.

Tee Worcester Gas Company have declared a
Jvidend of 10 per cent. ; the Taunton company of
8 per cent., and the Wisbech one of 10 per cent.,
for the past year. The chairman of the New-
castle-nnder-Line Gas Company at their general
meeting said :

—
“ When the directors reduced

the price of gas to 4s. per 1,000 ft. (making

Tn *90 years a reduction of
lolly *,0 per cent.), they expressed a hope that have more than answered the oreinal^exnectathey should be able, ere long, to make a further tions with respect to them, -nifir soSness

efficiency can scarcely again be more
pleasure propose severely tested than on the 26th of July last.ftAar,-r. . < . .. TLo nilTTino OTOk-a tV...* J . .

At the usual weekly meeting of the Metropo
litan Board of Works the engineer (Mr. Bazal-
gette) read a report, in reference to the recent
heavy fall of rain, of which we give an abstract •

‘ A fall of rain such as has not been recorded in
London for the last twenty years, and stated in
the Registrar-General’s return of July 27th, to
have been unprecedented at the Greenwich Ob-
servatory, fell between midnight on the 25th
July and nine o’clock on the following morn-
ing. During these nine hours 3i inches of rain
fell; not like a thunderstorm confined to a por-
tion of the metropolis only, but a uniform down-
fall extending over the whole of the metro-
politan area and the surrounding country.
Thus one-eighth of the average rainfall of a whole
year fell in nine hours, or nearly one-thouaandth
part of a year, one quarter of the year’s rain
having fallen during the month of July, In pre-
paring the scheme for the main drainage of the
metropolis, it was anticipated that the low level

'

district of London would be very considerably
relieved of the flooding which had previously
produced such disastrous destruction of property
during heavy rains, and those expectations have
been fully realised. It was not, however, con-
templated by the intercepting sewers to carry
off all the flood waters produced by extraordi-
nary rainfalls. The reports of the eminent engi-
neers who have considered this subject, and my
own commencing in 1854, are numerous and very
explicit. They propose, in addition to the
sewage, to carry off by the intercepting sewers
one-quarter of an inch of rain in twenty-four
hours. They give an average of the number of
days per annum upon which snch rainfalls have
occurred, and explain the manner in which it is
proposed to deal with exceptional rain-storms;
and how impossible it would be, by works of
reasonable magnitude and cost, to carry off and
pnmp through the intercepting system such
exceptional storms as fell on the night of the
25th July, and which within nine hours deluged
London with 26,000,000 tons of water. Such a
rainfall may not within the present generation
again occur The intercepting seweri
have more than answered the orginal expecta

London houses and London house-buildine, at thiswho shaU express how detestable it is. how frigl
J?or there lies in it not tbe physical mischief only Be
moral too, which is far more. I have often sadly thtof this. That a fresh human soul should be born in
a place

; bom in the midst of a concrete mendn
taught at every moment not to abhor a lie, but to thHe all proper, tbe fixed custom and general law ofand to twine its young affections round that sort of tl:England need3_ to be rebuilt once every seventy jEuild It once rightly, the eipenoewill be say fifty ner
more; but it will stand till the day of judgment. IMveuty years we shaU save the expense of buildin
England over again ! Say nine-tenths of the expen
say three-fourths of it (allowing for the changes nece'
or permissible in the change of things)

; snj in rigt
arithmetic, such is the saving possible to you; lying uyoQT nose there; soliciting you to pick it up,—bymere act of behaving like sons of Adam, not like scandl^unent phantoms aud sons of Bel and the DrsMere is a thrift of money, if yon want money!
money-saving would (you can compute in what tlength of time) pay your National Debt for yon, bi
the ocean for you

;
wipe away your smoky nuisances,muddy ditto, your misceDaaeous ditto, and make the'

of England clean again and all this I reckon as t
zero in comparison with the accompanying improver
to your poor souls,—now dead iu trespasses and

i

drow-ned in beer-butts, wine-butts, in gluttonies, slave
qusekenes, but recallen then to blessed life again, and
mght of heaven and earth instead of payday, and Mei
Co. 8 Entire. Oh, my bewildered brothers, what fou
ternal Circe has come over you, and changed you imen once really rather noble of their kind, into beat
into hogs Md asses, and beasts of the field or the sli
i declare I had rather die,"

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

picitsuro propose
at the present meeting that after the next quar-
ter the price should be 3a. 9d. ; aud by enei^
and watchfulness on the part of the directors he
hoped this would be done without infringine on
the dividend to which the shareholders were
fairly entitled,” A resolution to this effect was
unanimously carried, and a dividend at the rate
of 10 per cent, per annum on the old shares and
7i on the new was declared.
At the Bedfordshire summer assizes, in the

case of Smith v. The Bedford Gaslight Company,
a verdict of 50Z. has been obtained by consent
for damages to cottage property by percolation
of offensive matter from the old and disused
gas works near the property.

Mr, Cardwell, in the House of Commons, has
brought up the report of the select committee
upon the subject of the supply of gas in the
metropolis, and expressed a hope that early next
session some satisfactory measures, founded upon
the report, will be introduced.
A paper has been printed which was read

by Mn E. Goddard, engineer to the Ipswich
Gas Works, at the meeting of the British

The pumps were that day lifting a volume
of water equal to nearly half an inch of rain
over the whole of the low-level area, nearly
double the quantity they were intended to lift
and without even such partial failure or ‘acci-
dent as might, in a work of such magnitude and
under so severe a test, have been fairly expected.”

MR. THOS. CARLYLE ON LONDON
BUILDINGS.

In a paper recently published, Mr. Carlyle
writes thus ;

—

Bndgwatcr.—The foundation stone of a
church, which is to be built at Cumbwitch,
been laid. The late Rev. Dr. Jeffery, vica
Otterhampton, left 1,5001. towards this ob
and an additional sum of 6001. has been i

scribed. The contract has been undertakei
Mr. A. Squibbs, of Bridgwater, builder,
2,0001.

_

The architect is Mr. C. Knowles,
church is to be built in the Perpendicular st
and will accommodate 200 persons.

Dursley.—The church of St. James, wliich
fallen into a very dilapidated condition,
roof especially being considered to be in a v
dangerous state, is now in course of restorat
The estimate for the work is 4,0001., and
contractor is Mr. Robert Futcher, of Salisbi
Mr. Thomas Graham Jarkson, of London, is
architect

; and the work is under the immei
superintendence of Mr, Robert Mockford.
Wedmesbwy.—A vestry meeting, held atW

Green, has sanctioned the borrowing by
Burial Board of a further sum of 2,OlOI. for
purpose of completing the cemetery at Wi
Green. The total cost of the works at
cemetery, in excess of the 8,0001. already
pended, will be 1,7443.

Winchester.—A monument to the officers £
men of the Royal Bengal Fusiliers who fell,
died subsequently from wounds received,
Umbayla Pass, in 1863, has been placed in i

cathedral. The monument, which is a wallo
is pyramidal in its form, the background bei
black, and the front of white marble. At 1

apex, in a scroll, is the word “ Plassey,” denoti
that the corps was present at that great acti
of Clive’s, in 1757, the effect of which was
establish British superiority in India. Benea
this is a lozenge-shaped device charged witht
name of the regiment, and having its numl
(lOlst) iu the centre. Under this is the wo

another of the many brilliant achiei
ments of the corps.

§00ks lltaifetlr.

Cheap and nasfy' in operation. One small example
only ! London bneks are redneed to dry clny again in
sixiy years, or sooner. Brickt, burn them rightly, buildthem laithfully, with mortar faithfully tempered, tbev will

^ earthquakes and cannons, for
' Etruscan pottery {baked clay, but

ightJy baked) is some 3,000 years of age, and still fresh as
-n infant. Nothing 1 know of is more lasting than a well-marte brick -we have them here, at the head of this

(w*»ll once of a manor ^rk), which are in theirK - j '7 “ “ manor park), which are in their •' u, luu bwj
third or fourth century (Henry Vlli.'s time I was told) lESCnbed to the memory of a Painter.’and still perfect in every particular. Truly the stale of Uells of an unbalanced mind wrecked b)

A PILE of books addressed to the gen
reader, rather than to those of any special d
have come to hand and call for notice. Promu
amongst them are three volumes, titled ”
Adventures of an Arcot Rupee,” by Major Ci
F. Kirby, late of the Madras Army (Saunc
& Otley). This book treats amusingly
graphically of the social condition of India
the commencement of the present century,

.

points to what the author considers the cat
that led to the Madras mutiny in 1806, and tl

likeness to those which brought about the gr
mutinyofBengal. A very lively picture is give]
Anglo-Indian manners at that time, and tbe wi
is connected by a continuous story which is

teresting and lifelike. “ Circe,” by Babing
White, having passed through a popular magazi
now takes the shape of two neat volumes, pi

liahed by Ward, Lock, & Co. The story
“ inscribed to the memory of a Painter,” s
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ichfries of beauty without heart. The inci-

int is leas uncommon than some would enppoae.

ctravagant in parts, the story has the merit of

tereatiug the reader. The author sees in

e life of his unfortunate hero a protest

'ainst the worship of the sensuous in art:

—

Surely,” he exclaims, “in the religion of Art
ero is a higher and purer form of worship than

at which begins and ends at the feet of earthly

auty.” Mr. Winwood Reade’s paper in

Sgravia, “The Gorilla as I found him,” is an
ample of plain speaking seldom equalled. He
ffl M. du Chaillu is a liar, while be gives him
ich credit for the difficulties overcome in pene-
kting to Ashango Land. If M. du Chaillu

ver shot a gorilla, in former days he would
rtainly have shot a Reade bad he so spoken.

\ Reade properly gibbets Sir Roderick Mur-
ison for his impertinent intrusion into

diacussinn on which he knows nothing.

isley’s Magazine, edited by Mr. Edmund Yates,

gins well, Dr. William Russell, Mr. Shirley
ooks, and other well-known writers ably
[operating with him. The aim of its ener-

ac and clever editor must be to give it

character of its own. The Broadway,
other new venture (Routledge), is ad-

SBsed equally to New York and London, but
> first number contains nothing, beyond a
fef review of W. Cullen Bryant, from or
Bcially appertaining to the other side of the
iantio. It is, however, a very amusing part,

i a remarkably good sixpennyworth.
\Iartin Chuzzlewir,” the second volume issued
Ithe “ Charles Dickens Edition,” has special

jims upon us, setting forth, as it does, the
am architect Pecksniff, and the miserable way
Which the poor were, even are, attended to in

ikness. In all his writings Mr. Dickens has
Ter omitted an opportunity to show forcibly

ct crying want of sanitary improvement in the
lellings of the labouring classes. In addition
ilartin Chuzzlewit” is a capital story,—a book
.t will live.

^isrilhnua.

•liFFECTS OF A Strike.—Upwards of GOO men,
:aierly engine-drivers and firemen on the
irth-Eastern Railway— the victims of the
icmorable strike on the 10th of April last—are
w virtually starving.

•’he Paris Exhibition.—The Imperial Cora-
liision of the Universal Exhibition has just
Med a notice that the date of the 31st October,
i d for the closing, will be punctually observed.
» materials of the palace and park will be
ittly offered for sale.

LXMSHOUSES AT SaNDOWN, IsEE OF WtGHT.

—

sis said that the late Major Smyth has left

u)0L to be expended in the erection of a block
liJmshouaes for the widows of naval and mili-

a officers on the plot of land at the top of
Ifds-street. 2,0001. have also been left to pro-
' Ij bells and a belfry.

fi’HE Artisans’ and Labourers’ Dweilings
:.L.—We regret very much to observe that
1 bill has been discharged. Mr. M’Cullagh
Kerens, in moving the discharge of the order
fiiting to the bill, complained of the implacable
ilbility shown to the principles and provisions
lehe bill by a small section of the House, but
[jdged himself to bring forward a similar bill

\ y next session, when, it is to be hoped, the
,eremmeut will give him real support,

Ei'ESTIlIONIAD TO Mr, RoBERT THOMPSON, OF
1 Royal Horticultural Society’s Gardens.
ri retirement of Mr. R. Thompson from active

Y in the service of the Royal Horticultural
eiety has been thought by his friends to offer

;i*ing occasion on which to present him with
bibstantial testimonial, expressive of their cor-

s; sympathy with him in his declining years,
i indicating also their high appreciation of
D many services which ho has rendered to

jkology and meteorology during a long and
eve life. The council of the society have
nm the initiative by inviting several gentle-

' 1 connected with horticulture to attend a
timinary meeting, at which a committee was
(eaed to carry out the proposed object. The
Tiy services rendered by Mr, Thompson, both
[jr.orfcicQltural and meteorological science, are
kl known to those who are actively engaged in

Jie pursuits. For upwards of forty years he
ill held a prominent position in the working
(f of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Repair of Toulouse Cathedral. — This

cathedral is to be repaired by means of a lottery
;

tickets, 3id. each, giving an investor the chance
of winning 4,0001.

Haslingden Workhouse.—A correspondent

writes to complain that the guardians have ap-

pointed an architect for this building, without
going to competition. We really cannot blame
them.

'A Secret Telegraph,—M. E. Amonx, a
superior officer of the French naval artillery, has

endeavoured to ensure the secrecy of telegraphic

despatches by a contrivance which he has
described in a pamphlet entitled “ La Lettre

Electrique : Nouveau Service Telegrapbique.”

We canuot enter into the minute details of his

system, which is intended to apply, with some
modifications, to all the various telegraphs now
in use. It is not too simple.

Great Fire in Newcastle.—There has been
great destruction by fire in the pile of buildings

known as the Central Exchange. The fire was
only extingnisbed after a free course of about
five hours. The erection is a triangular block of

lofty stone buildings facing into Market-street,

Grainger-street, and Grey-street
j
it was a great

feature in the scheme of town improvement
carried out by the late Mr. Richard Grainger,

and the domes at the angles facing Grey-street

and Market-street, Grainger-street and Grey-
street, and Market-street and Grainger-street

were prominent objects from whatever point the
town was viewed. The fire commenced in the

upper story of the hotel. Property to the value
of 60,0001. has suffered.

APublic Hall for Tunbridge Wells.—Some
years ago a public company was formed, having
for its object the bniiding of a large central

hall, with which should be connected public

offices, reading-rooms, baths, and other con-

veniences. For some reason the undertaking
fell through, and the company collapsed, but
recently a somewhat similar plan baa been sug-

gested by a gentleman known by his efforts to

improve the condition of the working classes.

His idea appears to be to build a large hall

where all the business of the various friendly

societies in the town, including a very large

number of working men, might be transacted.

It is said that he has, in conjunction with other
gentlemen, expressed his willingness to advance
2,000i. towards such a bniiding, free of interest,

provided that members of friendly societies and
others interested would raise a like sum in

shares on the limited liability principle.

A New Safety Lamp.— Mr. Samuel Higgs,
jun., of Penzance, has invented a safety-lamp,

the principle of which is to enclose tho ordinary

Davy Lamp in a case, or tube, made partly of

gauze and partly of glass; by these means, it is

said, there is no diminution of the light
; no

possible chance of an explosion, however strong
the current of air

j
nor can the lamp be tampered

with, as the inner lamp is locked with one
description of fastener and tho casing with
another. The pricker, or trimmer, is done away
with

;
a flat, prepared wick being substituted

for the ordinary coarse wick
j
and the lower part

of the casing being of glass, a better light is

obtained. The lamp has been subjected to

severe tests. Highly explosive coal-gas—gas
which elongates the flame and causes the Da-vy

lamp to become rod-hot—has no perceptible

,

influence on Mr. Higgs’s double Davy, nor can
any amount of blowing force the lamp-flame
through the two surroundings of gauze.

New Music-hall for Sheffield.—The plans

for the proposed new music-hall, which is to be
erected fronting Barker Pool and Burgess-street,

have now been prepared by Messrs. Floekton &
Abbott. The principal entrance is in Barker
Pool, and it is proposed to extend a portico of

an ornamental character over the pavement, so

as to enable persons to enter dry-shod from
their carriages. The gallery entrance is at the

upper angle in Barker Pool. There are also two
subsidiary entrances to the hall in Burgess-

street. The building vrill be about 70 ft. high
up to the square. The basement story contains

dwelling for the hall-keeper, large kitchens, with
cooking accommodation ; a bar for refreshments,

and cellars. On the ground floor is an entrance-

ball, 27 ft. by 24 ft., opening from the portico,

and communicating also with retiring-rooms for

ladies and gentlemen. On the floor of the large

hall there aro rooms for a variety of purposes.

The large hall is 126 ft. long by 60 ft. wide, and
56 ft. high.

Joiner’s Work from Abroad.—At the recent

meeting of the Company for Providing Improved
Dwellings for Artizans in the Metropolis,

Mr. Henry Edwards, M.P., the deputy-chair-

man, said that tho doors, windows, and other

carpenters’ work used in the buildings now in.

course of erection were made and brought from
Stockholm at a coat of 25 per cent, leas than
they could be produced for in this country.

Monumental.—When the Alabama was sink-

ing, after her action with the Kearsage, its

surgeon, Mr. David Herbert Llewellyn, refused

to enter the crowded boat, and thus peril the

safety of the wounded
;

and remaining on
board the vessel, went down with her. All

honour to his memory ! To commemorate
his heroism a tablet has just been placed in

the lecture theatre of the Charing-orosa Hos-
pital, in which he was once a student. Though
simple and unpretending, the memorial is

suitable. Mr. W. T. Hale was the designer and
sculptor. A statue of Napoleon I. is to be
inaugurated on the 18th instant, at Moutereux.

It will stand on the spot where the emperor
uttered the words, “ The bullet which is to kill

me is not yet cast.”

Amendmf-nt of Trial by Jury.—Progress is

being made with this much needed amendment.
The first report has been made to the Law
Amendment Society by the special committee on
the preservation and amendment of trial by
jory. The scope of the report is limited to that

part of the inquiry which relates to the devising

a better and more equitable system of regis-

tration and summonsing; and was prepared

with a view to its being put in evidence to the

select committee of the House of Commons
(nominated a few weeks since), by Mr. Serjeant

Pulling, chairman of this committee, who was

the first witness examined. Next session it is

the intention of the committee to resume its

sittings for the consideration and discussion of

other branches of the subject. The committee

have necessarily been at considerable expense,

and they solicit a little assistance in support of

the fund.

The Atmosphere op the Underground Rail-

way.— Sarah Dobner, aged 56, died at the

Bishop’s-road Station of the Metropolitan Rail-

way on Tuesday before last. Deceased had com-
plained of a great difficulty of breathing while

on the underground, and while waiting for the

second train she said she was in great pain, A
medical gentleman advised her removal to the

hospital, but it was then believed she was dead.

Mr. Anderson, one of the surgeons at Sfc. Mary’s

Hospital, who made the post-mortem examina-

tion, said the deceased was labouringunder disease

of the bronchial gland, and undoubtedly the suf-

focating air of the Underground Railway had
accelerated death. The coroner, at the inqnest,

said ho had experienced the depressing effects of

that railway, and he therefore avoided it as much
as possible, The tunnels and stations should be
ventilated, but he supposed that would not be

done until some shocking loss of life from suffoca-

tion had occurred. The jury returned a verdict of
“ Death from natural causes, accelerated by the

suffocating atmosphere of the Underground Rail-

way.” It is to be hoped this verdict will lead to

the adoption of some such means of ventilation

as have already been suggested in the Builder.

The Velocipede.—Self-moving carriages on a

small scale, especially if some motive-power,

such as that of condensed air, steam itself, or

even watch-movement on a great scale, could be

applied to them, might become very serviceable

to those who cannot afford to “ keep a gig,” and

to workmen, clerks, and others, living at a dis-

tance from their places of business. The Builder

has often recurred to this idea ;
and in Paris the

extension of velocipede seems now to be

taken up in earnest, and not, like with us, as a

mere toy. Not only is there now in Paris a

velocipede driving-school, but also a velocipede-

club. The Prince de Sagan, M. Aguado, M.
Blount, and twenty other gentlemen riders, have

taken it under their patronage ;
and the Duke

de Bassano has just ordered a velocipede in

aluminium. In America, too, the Builder’s idea

is taking root. A new style of carriage appeared

in Boston recently. It was a light open buggy,

carrying two men, and had no visible means of

locomotion save a slight apparatns under the

box. The vehicle came along a street on the

track just behind a horse car
;
but when the car

stopped the buggy was turned aside and passed

by the car, and was guided as easily as if a

horse had been attached.
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The Trades Movement in Ireland.—The
Amalgamated Bmlding Trades of Dublin have
passed a resolntion indignantly denouncing the
Sheffield outrages, and “repudiating all con-
nexion with the trades unions of England.” The
presidents of the bricklayers, carpenters, house
painters, plasterers, and slaters were present, and
assented to the resolution.

Window Gardening in London. —The in-
spector of nuisances to the Holborn District
Board of Works has given formal notice in his
district to those having flower-pots in their
windows to remove them immediately, otherwise
proceedings will be taken to compel their re-
moval. It is right that such flower-pots should be
secured, for the public safety, and we have not
only urged this, but pointed out plans for the
purpose] but the safety of the public does not
require their removal

; and we hope the district
board will withdraw the order given, and substi-
tute another ordering the securiug of all window-
gardening apparatus, so as to ensure the public
safety.

The Yorkshire Memorial to the late Earl
OF Carlisle. — The foundation-stone of the
oonnty memorial to the late Earl of Carlisle was
laid on Tuesday last, on the summit of Bulmer
HOI, at the southern end of the long avenne at
Castle Howard. The design was selected bv the
committee of snbscribers from a competition of
four architects, that of Mr. F. P. Cockerell beiug
adopted. This is a Grecian column, standing
on a square platform, rising from a flight of
steps on one side, with pyramidal ornaments
at the four angles. The column has a capital
with a pendant wreath, and supports a metal
tnpod holding an urn. The cost of the memo-
rial (county) will be about 2,0001.

Magnetism in the Iron Manltacture.—

A

new mode of manufacturing iron, patented by
Mr. W. Eobinson, in February, 18G5, was re-
cently introduced at Brown & Company’s works,
Sheffield. The inventor having discovered that
certain files and smooths proved to bo magnetic
began to inquire why ? and found that such files
were always superior in quality, whether the
magnetic power was the cause or the effect. His
subsequent experiments showed him that a
current of magnetism through the molten metal
made the iron or steel so produced remarkable
for its purity, density, and toughness. Mr.
Eobinson claims that the effects of magnetism
have never yet been fully tested, and believes he
has discovered a process W'hich is destined to
revolntionise the manufacture of iron and steel,

CUARING-CROSS HoiEL COMPANY (LIMITED).—
The seventh half-yearly meeting of this com-
pany has been held at the hotel

j the Hon. J.
Byng in the chair. It appeared from the report
read by Mr. G. S. Haines, secretary, that the
directors’ anticipations of increased business
had been fully realized. The receipts during'
the SIX mouths amounted to 38,6031. 5s. 8d°
Mter placing 2,0001. to the credit of the fund
for depreciation and rewards, charging the in-
terest on debentnres, and 6901. lls. 9d., the
balance of the cost of the South Shades, there
remained 9,0911. 13s. Id. The directors recom-
mended that a dividend at the rate of 10 per
cent, per annum, free of income-tax, be declared,
which would leave a balance of 1,0911. 13g. Id,
to be carried over to the next half-year. The
report was adopted unanimously, and the divi-
dend declared.

The North Pole AS a Winning Post!—Who
will first reach the North Pole ? Britons,
Americans, Swedes, or Frenchmen. Hitherto the
rivalry has been between Britons and Americans.
Now it is to be between Swedes and Frenchmen.
The Swedish expedition has lately been an-
nounced, and now it seems that fifty distingnished
Frenchmen have sanctioned a simile enterprise.
M. Gustave Lambert, of the hydrographic depart-
ment, proposes to reach the open Polar Sea and
the Pole itself by a route never before tried.
We hope it is by tho route first of all pointed
out in the Builder, by the warm gulf stream
between Iceland and Scandinavia. The project
has been well received, and a subscription has
been opened. As soon as 600,000 francs are ob-
tained the enterprise will be carried out. Among
the fifty names_ appended to the announcement

those of Elie de Beanmont, Chasseloup Lau-
bat, Michel Chevalier, Drouyn de Lhuys, Guizot,
Emile de Girardiu, De Qnatrefages, Leonce de
Lavergne, Leen Say, Alfrey Maury, and Milne
Edwards. The Emperor has given his full ap-
proval to this spirited project. England ought
not to give in.

THE BUILDER.
The Labourers’ Dwellings Question at

Luerpool.—Some conversation on the subject
has taken place in the local Health Committee.
Mr. Eobertson Gladstone asked as to the present
position of the question, and stated that 500
labourers’ dwellings were to be erected, on the
most modern and approved principles, near Edge^
lane, on the London and North-Western Eail-
way route. The rental of each dwelling would
be 5b. a week, including taxes, and a free
ticket for morning and evening train. Mr.
Eobinson said that Mr. Gladstone was perhaps
aware that before the standing orders were com-
pleted the House of Lords asked for information
with regard to the labourers’ dwellings. He
believed under their New Improvement Act
they should have to eject some thousands of
persons

; and Lord Eedesdale asked what pro-
vision the corporation meant to make for them,
and the borongh engineer assured him they had
bought land and passed plans, and were about
to proceed with erections of that character. They
had also a clause in the Improvement Act by
which they were to give eight weeks’ public
notice that they intended to pull down. They
conld only pull down fifteen houses before giving
notice. The working man had a great aversion
against going any great distance from his work

j

and the experiments in London in attempting to
take men one or two miles away from the scene
of their labours had proved entire failures.
Some of the buildings had not paid 1 per cent.,
whilst others had been unoccupied. But those
houses that abutted on the immediate neighbour-
hood of their work had yielded from 8 to 12 per
cent. He trusted that no such difficulty would
be experienced in Edge-lane as was felt in
London.

[Aug. 17, 1867.

For building new lock ward, and other additione, to
Koyal, Portsmouth, Portsea, and Gosport Hospi
Messrs. Bake & Ranwell, architects. Quantities a
plied

Absalom £2,919 0 0
Simms & Marten 2,911 14 9
Lawrence .... ... 2.830 19 6
Light, Brothers 2,725 0 0
Backburst (accepted) 2,715 0 0

For incidental icorki, ^c.
Lawrence (accepted) £685 0 0

For finishing six houses, iu Cni-nwali-road, Kensiogt'
for Mr. Thos. Joyce. Mr. W. King, architect •

peer
. £3,510 0 0

3-306 0 0Muody&Co 3,100 0 0
2,925 0 0
2,741 0 0

... 2,690 0 0

... 2,555 0 0
Oent'ns 2,500 0 0

2.471 0 0
Martin 2.447 0 0
Moorf 2,220 0 0
Jfaae., ... 2,155 q 0
Walter 2,145 0 O
Loyd & Cockerill 2,079 0 0
JoaJe 2,051 0 0
Vere (accepted) 1,990 0 0

For finishing two honses, iu Comwall-toad, for M
Sharman. Mr. W. lung, architect:—

TENDERS
For the erection of two houses, at Addlestone, for Mr.

Thorn. Mr. B. Tabberer, architect:—
Dove, Brothers £1,385 0 0
Knight 1,285 0 0
Forster . 1,172 14 0
P/>ace i,u7 0 0
Keys (accepted) 1,115 0 0

For pulling down and rebuilding No. 6, Pilgrim-street
Ludgate-hill, for Alderrrian Sir B. S. Phillips Mr H h’
Collins, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr, George
Mortjmer ••a

WjUs 0 0

Ennor « ~

King & Sons
Newman Mann
Henshaw

664 11 0
645 0 0

For Holy Trinity Schools, Borer. Mr. Clarke archi-
tect. Quantities supplied by Pain & Clarke—

I'/PPee-. £2,2.59 0 0
Mackenzie 2,070 10 0
^agg 2,023 7 0
Adcock (accepted) i,86S 8 6

Mundy & Co. .

Wilcox
Steele ..

Deer
Palmer
Gade
Jenkins
Colley
Wills
Martin
Moore
Salter

Austin .

Foale
Lloyd & Cockerill
Vere (accepted) ...

.. £1,100 0 0
1,016 0 0
1,012 10 0

For building additions to two houses in the Clarendc
road, Kensington, for Mr. Bowron. Mr. W. King, arel
tect

®

£555 q 0
Salter ...,

, 660 0 0
J-ane. •••.

, 642 10 0
Martin

,
, 520 0 0

CoUey..., 490 q 0
Manley & Eogera 447 0 0
Wedekind 410 0 0

For finishing four houses, in Aston-road, Kensingto
for Mr. George Ansell. Mr. W. King, architect :—

Kan £990 0 0
Humphreys 935 0 0
Clark 978 0 0
Anatin 990 0 0
Joules 875 0 0
Martin 868 0 0
Salter 826 0 0
Joale 780 0 0

For building Christ Church, Park-gate, Yorkshire Mr
Iheld^™

‘'Vhite, architect. Quantities by Mr. Samuel

£3,951 0 0
Ainsworth 0 0
K'pley 2,823 0 0
Chadwick (accepted) 2,027 0 0

For the erection of a range of stables and coachhouses
covered stable-yard, and dwelling-house, lor Mr Lewis’
in Nernngton Green-lane. Mr. H. W. Bndd, architect •—

Carter & Sons £1,902 0 0
Ji'shop 1,814 0 0
Adams 1 599 14 g

For the abutments of a small girder bridge, Leicester.
Mr. Stephens, borough surveyor:—

J.^’^ehtr. 0 Q
Hutchmson 234 19 0
Kefiett 234 10 0
Duxbury 230 0 0
Kaul. 229 10 0
Herbert 328 13 6

[\ery close tendering.^

For restoration, Priory Church, Dunstable Mr GSomers Clarke, architect :

—

'Vhite £8,000 0 0
King A Sons 6,490 q q

6,2S3 0 0

6,837 0 0
Chappell 6,822 0 0
Pattmson 4,687 0 0

For farmstead, six cottages, and lodge, at Wadhuri
for Mr. J. Gee. Mr. J. Wimble, architect. Quantiti
supplied by Messrs. Birdseye & Stoner

Homestead. Cottages. Lode
Killby £7,516 ...£2,2s9 ...£794
Newman .Sc Mann 7,140 ... 2,665
Piper & Wheeler 7,310

!”

Alford & WhiJlier 7,269
Brass 6,795
Myers & Son 6,473 .

Auscombe 6,316 !

Punnett & Son 6’437
’

Widdicombe, Son, & Oakley 6,930 !

2,316 .

2,350 .

2,222 .,

2,240 ..

2,136 .,

2,180 .

2.100 .

For town-hall and market-house, Cinderford E
Dean, for the East Dean Town-hall and Market Comps
(Limited). Mr. Edwin J. Reynolds, architect—

Coleman £3.000 0 0
Clctterhucic 2,400 0 0
Durke (accepted) 2,220 0 0

For additions to Bath House. Honnslow, for Mr. G H
Barber. Mr. Gordon Stanham, architect •—

Macey ...£1,347 0
*

Newman & Mann —
Kye
Nicholson
Adamson

1,263
1,185

1,179

1,117 0 0

For erecting workshops, Euston-road, for Mr. G. J,Bowyer. Messrs. Wadmoro & Baker, architects—
^o. 1 No. 2

Workshop. Workshop.
Scrivener & White £840
Hyde 595 0
Dove, Brothers 625 0

..£548

.. 680

.. 530

For alterations, at 76, Upper-street, Islington t

workshops in rear, for Mr. J. H. Machu. Mr K Pan
architect:

—

Sea’jey £2,340 0 0
Taylor 2,206 0 0
Gordon & Co 2,080 0 0
Franklin & Lamming 2 001 0 0
Blackmore & Morley l|870 0 0
Groyer 1^846 0 0
Cnbitt, Brothers 1^795 0 0
West (accepted) 1,733 q 0
Waters 1,670 0 0
Poxon & Smith 1 547 0 0

For taking down and rebuilding three cottages w
shops, at Greenwich, for Mr. J. Buskin. Messrs Bin
Walters, architects :

—

Williams & Sou £837 0 0
».-"!”!!!”! 838 0 0

Ji-bbsA Son 927 0 0M“^ey <S: Rogers 793 0 0
Kelly, Brothers 774 0 q

For making up Avenne-road, Acton, Middlesex, and
other works, for the Acion Local Board. Mr Edwi
Monson, C.E. surveyor to the Local Board—

Waiuwright £1,600 0 O'
Ko'^nds 1,161 0 0

Moxon&Mutton 973 0 q
Goodair 935 0 0
KarsPns 894 0 0
Williams 850 0 0
Krewer 825 0 0
Porter 788 0 0
Steggles (accepted) 780 0 0
Pifzey 752 0 0!
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Still

in London.

N those comprehen-

sive and instructire

glances which the

accomplished na-

turalist oasts from

time to time over

the surface of the

planet Earth, he

regards with in-

terest those migra-

tory movements by
which furred or

feathered wander-

ers follow the de-

olination of the

sun. The clouds
of quails which fly by night over the Mediter-
ranean, and, alighting on the Italian shores,
set forth (bo many of them, at least, as escape
the pouched nets erected for their reception) on
a rapid pedestrian journey into France, may be
awaited almost to a day. The great swift, that
whirls through our villages, shrieking with
delight_ or with eagerness, in pursuit of his
insect prey, has travelled to our shores from
Senegal, at the rate of seventy miles per hour, a
speed ^now no longer attained by the express

I trains of^ the Great Western Railway. The
number of degrees of latitude covered by this
rapid traveller exceeds the ordinary range of any
except human wanderers

j
but wherever the map

of the Old World may be studied at appropriate
periods, we shaU find marks of the constant
self-adjustment of animal abode to the change of
season.

Artificial, conventional, civilised life is subject
to the same element of disturbance, and follows, to
some extent, the same laws. A philosopher of
that modern school which, after unceremoniously
throwing^ overboard the greater part of that
which is most surely received among us, has
been compelled to invent the facts on which the
previously invented theories are to be supported,
would probably astonish us with the synchronisms
to be remarked in our own island in the months
of August and September. Three days before
the festival of the Assumption of the Virgin, he
would say, a remarkable migration of a large
gallinaceous bird called the Tetrao takes place
into the United Kingdom, and specimens are to

bo met with not only on Cumberland and
Scotch moors, but simultaneously, and in great
numbers, in the streets of London—no doubt
exhausted by fatigue—so that the inhabitants of
that metropolis, who remain there for that ex-
press purpose, invariably celebrate the Feast of
the Assumption by partaking of the flesh of that
bird. Seventeen days later a similar phenome-
non may bo expected to occur with the same
regularity, it being remarkable that the second
influx of birds consists of those of another species,

smaller in size and lighter in colour, but appear-
ing in the same sudden manner over the whole
country. It also has been observed that the

species of club, or rhetorical exhibition, which
has come to replace the ancient Saxon wittena-

gemote, usually comes to a close between these

two gallinaceous immigrations, and that this

event is invariably preceded by the capture in

the river Thames, in the vicinity of Greenwich,

of large shoals of a very small fish, peculiar to the

river and to the season, on which the Cabinei

Councillors are, by virtue of their oaths taken

on appointment, bound annually to feast in the

hospital erected in that town.

If we exchange the s tyle of language and of

thought borrowed thus from our German neigh-

bours for our own plainer vernacular, we shall

have occasion to congratulate such of our readers

as are more or less restricted to a metropolitan

residence, on one result of the Parliamentary

session of 1867. Before rushing northward or

westward for the solemnities of the Ist of Sep-

tember, or at least for that monthful of country

air which the torrid heat of 86 degrees of

Fahrenheit in the shade has rendered so abso-

lutely necessary to comfort and to health, the

Legislature has passed one measure highly cal-

culated to save the time of the residents in,

and visitors to, London, from its most amazing

mode of consumption. "While men of all parties

and of all antecedents have been gaily consent-

ing to take a more unprecedented leap in the dark

than English history has yet witnessed, but of

which we are not at all afraid, wo find with no less

surprise than gratitude that a practical measure

of real and necessary reform has actually escaped

the murder of the innocents, and struggled into

legal existence. The Legislature which could

calmly and with perfect indifference survey the

ruin which its own ill-considered and contra-

dicting action had brought on that great interest

to which the internal communications of the

country have been committed with so little pre-

caution, Las been moved to forbid obstructions

to the Cabs in which honourable members may
have occasion to visit their stockbrokers. There

was of coarse a great outcry. It was held

to be a tyrannical invasion of the rights secured

by Magna Charta, to prevent any resident in a

great thoroughfare from having in his coals or

his b^er at any moment which either he, or bis

coal-merchant, or bis brewer, might find most

perfectly convenient, the incidental block of the

entire oast and west traffic of the city for five

or ten minutes being one of those trifles with

which such independent resident had no con-

cern. Why should the coal-heaver be forced to

get up an hour or two earlier in order that the

banker’s brougham might save a quarter of an

hour in the middle of the day ? Could any

specimen of class legislation be more odiously

unfair ? Where is the hereditary freedom of the

Englishman if he is liable to be ordered by a

man in a felt helmet to go through one of two
parallel streets rather than through another, for

the simple reason of expediting the general move-

ment of a city traffic ? These champions of in-

convenient freedom have, however, at length,

been worsted, and it will now be distinctly the

fault of the police authorities if London con-

tinue to be the city in which, while the traffic

is the most enormous in the world, it is at the

same time the most confused and unregulated.

That a moderate amount of activity and intelli-

gence on the part of the directors of the police

would have done much to render the Bill for the

Regulation of Metropolitan Traffic unnecessary,

we think few who have watched the neighbonr-

hood of Sb. James’s-street on Court-days can

doubt. But now, at all events, all doubt as to

the full legality of preventing persons from in-

conveniencing one another by sheer pig-headed-

neas is at an end, and we trust that regulations

at once simple and efficient will bo intelligently

made and unhesitatingly enforced.

The importance of the relief which the in-

troduction of system in the place of irrespon-

sible confusion is calculated to give to the street

traffic, has received, within the lust few days, an

illustration from an unexpected source. If the

emoluments of the coroner depend on the number
of fatal accidents as to which he may be called

upon to hold an investigation, the independent

and defiant liberty with which every carman

and cabman in London has hitherto driven across

Liis neighbour’s path, must have been a great

source of gain to that lugubrious functionary.

Bub a new field has opened to his exertions.

When the engineer suggested that the traffic of

London might be carried on in two stories, and
that a new system of thorough communication
might be wrested from the dominion of the rats,

the water-pipes, and the sewers, it might have

been expected that the palpable necessity of

providing a respirable atmosphere for the in-

tended passengers would not have been left out

of sight. How completely and inexcusably this

has been done we have not now for the first

time to complain. Very few persons who have

come nnderground, say from Edgwai'e-road to

King’s Cross, about three or four o’clock in the

day, will think any language that we can venture

to print sufficiently strong to reprobate the in-

tolerable and stifling atmosphere into which

those passengers have to descend who seek to

shun the fierce sun of the streets, and the inter-

mitting torture of the public conveyances. But
now that we have the authority of the coroner

for attribnting death directly to the atmosphere

of the Underground Railway, we trust that the

directors of that enterprise will feel convinced

that it will pay to attend to the ventilation

of their pestiferous tunnels. The traffic on

the railway is enormous, and, conducted as it ia

by fully adequate locomotive power, and unim-

peded by the delays caused by junctions, or by

the charging and discharging of luggage, it is

calculated to relieve the streets almost entirely

of a large amount of through traffic, were it not

for this one grand obstacle, want of ventilation.

There can, we should think, be little doubt that

a due attention to this essential requisite of com-
fort would very largely increase the traffic of the

Metropolitan Railway. If people could convey

their own oxygen, like water spiders in an

aquarium, very few would hesitate between the

coat of a cab or the discomfort of an omnibus on
the one hand, and the punctuality, speed, and
easy motion of a railway carriage on the other.

As it is, the long lines of omnibus are not only

far better served, but appear to be more
numerously supported than was the case before

the piercing of the tunnel under the New-road,

How much of this active support of the more
cumbrous, interrupted, and crowded mode of

transit is due to the stifling atmosphere of the

tunnel, we suppose the Metropolitan directors

have never calcnlated. But a little reflection only

is necessary in order to arrive at the conclusion

that nature in this, as in other cases, tacitly

asserts her rights. The man who now hesitates

whether to take a ticket by railway or to reach

the City by some above ground conveyance, may
not be at all aware bow much his choice is influ-

enced by dim remembrances of former escapes

from suftbeation. But, on the other hand, supply
the shorter and easier route with respirable air,

washed and dried if you like, like that furnished

to the Houses of Parliament, but at all events

not overloaded with the products of respiration

and of combustion, and he will not hesitate at

all. One would no more think of going from
Paddington to the City by omnibus than of
posting from London to Birmingham, were it

not for the fact that it is difficult to respire on the

route when conveyed nnderground. Now that

it appears that what all travellers have felt to be

a painful difficulty may in a given case become
a positive impossibility, we trust that those

responsible for the metropolitan traffic will not

be in vain appealed to in that most sensitive

part of the official organisation—the pocket.

One other reflection may occur to the fugitive

from London, pursued as he is by the dreary

aspect of brick-making suburbs down to West
Drayton and even to Slough, or met by the heavy

veil peculiar to the island metropolis when
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wafted bv cnsferly winds almost to the Boyal
Keep of Windsor. The Thames has actnaJly
ceased to be an open sewer; the quality of the
drinking water supplied to the metropolis has
engaged much and beneficial attention. Our
ways are about to be set in order

;
and in the

rapid rebuilding of many districts of the hundred
and twenty square miles of town, many notice-
able artistic features are daily springing up.
The riTcr-wall of the Thames ie rising. But we
all remember, with a scarce suppressed shudder,
that during the part of the year when the game
are all shot, the croquet grounds made un-
pleasant by the damp, the coD)pulsory inactivity
of John Doe and Richard Eoe is at an end, and
duty or necessity, in one form or another, is re-

peopling the dense abodes of the metropolis, it

is not the normal state of things for London to
be visible. The Nuverober fog season awaits our
return : the combination of the vapour of the
Thames valley with the unconsnmed and floating
dust arising from our wasteful and unraechanical
mode of burning our daily supply of fourteen
thousand tons of coal, which makes all London
at times somewhat of a subterranean city. Even
here there is hope. Mighty is the power of the
pocket. To burn coal economically, instead of
to volatilise 30 per cent, of that which
we purchase in the form of smoke, and to
send half of the heat produced up the
chimnies, has bceu as yet too Lard a task
for U3 to accomplish. Gradual and enlight-
ened reform in a matter of this kind, perhaps of
any kind, is not altogether germane to the Eng-
lish character. But when a new feature is in-
troduced, when a new power comes into play,
great and salutary improvements often accom-
pany it, as if of I heir uwn accor d. Such seems to
be tire irromise of tbe consumption of petroleum.
If all that we hear of ilie economy and convenience
of this material as a fuel be true, there can be
little doubt that it will rapidly supersede coal
for manufacturing if not for domestic purposes.
In such case, a smok.-less Loudon is not an im-
possibility. Let our photographers not omit to
perpetuate some of the efiects of picturesque
gloom which, during August, 1867, have
shrouded the leeward districts of London as if

under perpetual thunderclouds. The residents
in a Emcke'.ess London would find it hard to
understand how their predecessors should have
supported life in the metropolis as it existed
during the dog days of tlie present year

;
and

no photograph can enable those happy future
citizens, if such be about to succeed us, to tell

how far the chief necessary of human life, the
air we breathe, has been poisoned by the impro-
vident development of commercial activity, and
by a gradually accumulated neglect of the prime
laws of comiurt and of health.

OUR WATER SUPPLY.

Public attent;on is at this moment turned to
the present state and future supply of water to
London and tbe provincial towns of the country

;

and it is sincerely to be hoped that the inquiry
now being conducted will lead to some sound
and practical system, founded upon a full and
clear elucidation of tbe subject, exhausting all

the skill and science that can be brought to bear
upon it, and which have been zealously devoted to
it now for a considerable period in tbe conduct of
works, and acting up to the absolute wants and
spirit of the age. In aid of that object we tender
the following remarks :

—

Water is a necessary element of life; in all
civilized countries and in all ages it has been
the especial object and care of the supreme and
ruling authority to secure an abundance of this
indiep-nsable and vital element in human,
animal, and vegetable economy.

Id the palmy days of ancient kingdoms, even
the imperial heads of states did not consider it

beneath their position or dignity to confer upon
their subjects these inestimable blessings; and
the funds for carrying out the necessary works
of supply were not exacted directly from the
people, but flowed freely from imperial resources
and princely revenues. With us it haa been
the prevaihng pr.'ctice to allow all our great
works to emanate from the spirit, enterprise, and
resonrees of tbe people, guided in a slight
meature by Government and our Parliament;
and t'lns has sprung np and been satiS'hctorily
estabUshtd such nn txient c>l' roads, canals, rail-
ways, waterworks, &j., ns no other country
can boas: of, even in ancient or modern time^.
Still it must not be eupposed, because we

have succeeded in carrying out these very ex-
tensive and magnificent works,—that all that has
been done in designing, laying out, and carrying
into effect,—every object has been attained, every
want satisfied, every requirement fulfilled, and
all that we have now to do is to reap the harvest
which the spirit, enterprise, skill, and science of
tbe age have so widely and extensively sown.
But if tbe antecedents of our water-works

speculations come to be closely analysed, it

will be found that as many bad sperulations and
errors have been made in originating and pro-
jecting them as now unhappily exist in our
railway system, which our great capitalists have
found out to their serious coat. A relative of the
writer turned his attention at an early period to
railways, as an originator and projector of the
railw-ay system

; in 1821 he obtained an Act of
Parliament for a line of railway for general
purposes, and from that period he, in conjunc-
tion with William James and others, urged npon
the public by every means in their power the
importance of availing theroselvoB of tbe great
advantages of tbe railway system. In the year
1830 he published a map of Great Britain, and
upon it he laid down a system of railways, such
as he thought possible and practicable, from his
topographical knowledge of the conntry, and the
requirements of trade and commerce.

This map was urged on the attention of the
Government of that day, and also upon the
leading meu of the aristocracy, the Parliament,
and the commercial world; and he suggested
that these lines should be surveyed, sanctioned,
and adopted by the Government, and carried
out by private enterprise, and no other lines
be peimicted to bo made until these the main
arteries were completed

; as they are now
absolutely done, closely resembling the lines he
laid down. By the adoption of the plan sug-
gested, all controversy and competition would
thus have been avoided, and sneh costly suits as
opposition railway bills would not have been
heard of, and cur railway system, instead of
costing us the unprecedenied sum of 5C0
millions of money, would have cost us only 3(0
millions, and thus we should have saved 200
millions, the loss of which has ruined and broken
the heart of many a hapless shareholder, and
added considerably to the cost of railway
transit.

The Government evidently afterwards saw the
error of their ways, as in the year 1838, when
railways were first talked of in Ireland, they
directed the country to be thoroughly surveyed,
and lines were laid down and adopted by them,
and were thus carried out with better success.
They saw that if tbe same system had been
carried out in poverty-stricken Ireland as had
been adopted in England it would have been
attended with ruin and disaster, as Ireland had
no surplus wealth to throw away in speculation
and unprofitable works. And even now, under
this better and more economical system, the
Irish lines of railway are not commercially suc-
cessful, and what would they have been if the
foresight and forethought of Government had
not adopted a different line of policy to that of
Great Britain ?

In France the same system of Government
initiation and sanction secures, in a measure,
the convenience of the public and the commer-
cial success of the undertakings, and nothing is

left to chance, competition, or speculation. On
the other hand, in the United States the utmost
facility is aflbrded to projectors, reckless specu-
lation is the order of the day, and the result is

badly-constructed lines and little or no divi-
dends

; the heavy wear and tear of the lines and
rolling stock, numberless accidents, and other
causes absorb nearly all, if not quite all, the
profits in many cases.

This line of argument applies forcibly to the
system adopted in carrying out the water-works
of many of our towns : they are treated too
much, in many instances, as commercial specu-
lations, and but little care or attention is be-
stowed on tbe mode of supply, the quality of
the water, or the wants and necessities of the
inhabitants.

If the necessity is now felt for the state to
possess our system of railways, telegraphs, &c.,
to amend what is wrong and remedy abuses,
though how to accomplish the object is at pre-
sent beyond the scope of our present legislators,
how much more necessary is it that every muni-
cipality should possess its own system of water-
pupply, and that no body of capitalists should
have power to tax us heavily for this vital and
necessary part of our existence. Water should
be supplied at the lowest, cheapest rale, just

sufficient to cover the expenses of establishing
the works, their maintenance, and working ex-
penses, and not that enormous dividends and
bonuses should be exacted from an otherwise
heavily taxed and burthened people.
To elucidate tbe position that water-works

are not always well executed or attended with
success, we could instance Rotherham. Sheffield,

and many other places if requisite. In the for-

mer place the works were laid out under the
power of the Public Health Act (1848) ; a fine
scheme was projected to obtain a supply of
water from springs and existing wells, and
about 30,0007. were expended in construotiug
elevated service-refervoirs for bigh-pressore
supply, large pumping-engines, an extensive
system of mains, A'o. ; and after all these
fine works had been completed, it was
discovered there was yet one thing needful
to render these large preparations profitable

and useful, viz., a supply of water. For
years that district haa bad less than 100,000
gallons of water to supply about 15,000 in-

liabitants. The magnificent works were looked
for first, and that which was to I’ender them
useful to the inhabitants was only a secondary
consideration. But tbe spirit of the inhabitants
would not be baulked by this bungling engineer-
ing, and in 1864 they determined to go to Par-
liament again, for further powers to obtain an
adequate supply from other sources, from
gathering grounds in the neighbourhood; and
this time tbe Parlinmentai-y estimate exceeded
26,0007. These works are partially carried out,

and upwards of 20,0007. have been expended of
that amount, so that in that suffering and heavily-
taxed district their waterworks have already
cost about 56,0(107. (and are still far from
complete, requiring impounding reservoirs
and other works that will amount to about
20,0(X)7. more), for supplying so small a popula-
tion

;
and from the limited character of the

gathering-ground, and the probable supplies

should the population rapidly increase, as it is

expected to do, being a manufacturing district,

other sources of supply will have to be looked
for, at a further heavy outlay.

In this instance the failure was in the munici-
pality; but this arose from their want of dis-

cernment and discrimination, in selecting com-
petent and experienced engineei’ing talent to

advise and direct them, and which ought not to

have been left to their discretion.

Sheffield, also, has been unfortunate and un-
lucky with reference to her water-supply works.
That town is supplied by a company, from water
collected from the high moors and land situated
about seven miles distant to the west of the
town, and collected in reservoirs at Redmires,
Crookes, and other places. For many years
past grievous complaints have been made of the
extreme shortness of water; and their works
have been extended from time to time to in-

crease the supply, and to meet the public de-

mands; and even this year a Bill has been
passed to increase the supply, and to meet the
demand of the inhabitants, and the feeling of
opposition created by the disastrous failure of

tbe Bradfield reservoir, and its attendant con-
sequences, which occurred in the year 1864,
generally supposed to be from imperfect design
and improper workmanship

;
bnt, from what-

ever cause it arose, it is patent to the
world that the reservoir works failed, and
that, if every proper consideration had been
given to its design and construction, the
substrata on which it rested, and every sub-
ject matter connected with it, the reservoir

ought to have been successfully carried out, and
not so much as failure dreamed of in their phi-

losophy. At Bradford, Halifax, Dublin, Long,
dendale, and many other places, reports of
failures and defective works have been made
public, and these, doubtless it will be said, arose
Ifom uuforeseen causes and matters beyond the
control of the designers and constructors

;
but if

such are the facts, the causes of the failures may
be very interesting subjects to engineers to in-

vestigate; but the public judge in every case of
these works solely by the constructive, commer-
cial, and other success of tbe undertakings.
We have alluded to the preceding cases as

examples of the manner in which the water-
supply works of some of our towns have been
conducted, and for the purpose of showing that,

like the defects of our railway system they have
arisen from causes that should have been within
the control and supervision of imperial authority
and regulations. It is quite as important that
tbe future water-supply works of our population
should be matter of consideration and investiga-
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tion as mucii as our mode of travelling from place
to place. Even in those railway days everybody
does not travel : it is just possible to find people
who have never travelled a mile by railway

;

but it is not possible to find a living soul who
could dispense with the nso of water, and there-
fore it is a more general necessity.

It would seem that just as much as it was
necessary for Government to select lines, and
lay down our sy.-tem of railways, they should
devise and originate schemes for the water
supply of the inhabitants, and it might be
accomplished in this manner.

Let correct surveys be made of the water-sheds
of all our rivers and their tributaries, or out-
line copies of the Ordnance Survey be obtained
from their mouths up to the points whence they
take their rise. Let accimite meteorological
observations bo made on each water-shed, and
the rainfall carefully noted, making use of those
data which already exist, and where they are
trustworthy, but extending them so that they
may embrace the whole drainage area of the
respective rivers.

On each water-shed let a correct census be
taken of the towns, villages, and other popula-
tions residing thereon, pointing out their jiresent

modes of water-supply, their position, and defi-

ciency, if any. Let the quantities of water neces-
sary to supply them be computed, estimating 20
gallons per bead, if not a manufacturing popula-
tion, and 30 gallons per head if a manufacturing
population. Let impounding reservoirs be pro-
vided in the best and most suitable localities on
every water-shed, to collect the water that falls

during the rainy season, taking care to select it

at the best moment when it is least affected with
filthy matter, or discoloured with floods, and so
regulating the supply of the water in the reser-
voirs, by occasionally letting it off and taking in
a new supply, as to keep it fresh and pure at
all times; and these impounding reservoirs
should be held as a reserve to keep up a con-
tinuous supply of water to each district even
through the driest seasons known to man.

This system of collecting and storing up water
is not new

; it is well known to travellers who
have visited tropical countries, as there in the
rainy season it is the custom to collect and store
up the water in reservoirs and tanks sufficient
to supply the inhabitants through the period of
drought. And these sometimes extend over a
great length of time in Central America. We
have known it to be six months without a drop
of rain, when vegetation becomes sickly, dried,
and withered up with the powerful rays of
the tropical sun, and it is quite a novelty at
those times to see a gi-eeu leaf or blade of
grass.

But to render the water of our rivers and their
tributaries proper and useful for the supply of
our population, further means must be taken to
prevent the inhabitants from pouring their
sewage into and polluting them, rendering the
water filthy and unwholesome, wasting a
valuable fertilizer, and spreading disease and
misery along their verdant banks. It is already
an offence against the laws for the authorities of
towns to do so, and in some instances parties
aggrieved have obtained injunctions to prevent it;

but, nevertheless, the evil continues to be acted
upon and extended, and some more stringent
steps should be taken to prevent this crying evil,

as a perfect remedy in all cases is open to the
inhabitants if they only would avail themselves
of it.

These preliminary steps suggested on the part
of Goverumeut are necessary in consequence of
the alleged necessity, or expressed intention, on
the part of certain parties to look out for ocher
sources of supply for London, Liverpool, and
other places. London, at present, obtains its

supply of water from several sources : the
Chelsea, Grand Junction, Southwark, and Vaux-
hall, Lambeth, and West Middlesex, procure their
supply from the Eiver Thames and theNew River;
the Bast London chiefly from the River Lea;
the Kent Company from the River Ravensbourne;
the Hampstead Company from artesian wells at
Hampstead and Kenwood, and the New River;
the Piumstead, Woolwich, and Charlton derive
their snpply from a well and boring sunk into
the chalk above the town of Woolwich. The
whole of the water so obtained is filtered (with
the slight exception of a small quantity supplied
by the New River Company), pumped into
elevated reservoirs, and passed by gravitation
to the tanks of the consumers. These supplies of
water are comparatively modern, as they were
carried out under the Metropolis Water Act
(1852), and yield, it is said, a supply of 81 mil.

lions of gallons daily, which has been obtained
at a total cost for works of about 7,161,8231.

There are several sources of supply talked of

for London,—the Lakes in Cumberland, the
source of the River Severn, and other projects,

which, doubtless would yield an abundance of
good water

; but these crude projects require
close and rigid investigation, and the fullest and
most complete inquiry, by all and every party
interested. The estimated cost of the former
project is about 8,600,0001., and the latter

12,000,0001., to bring the supply to London; and
this cost is, we believe, exclusive of the purchase
of the existing works and plant, and exclusive of
compensation, and other expenses, that will

materially add to the total of the gross esti-

mates.

Liverpool, also, complains of a shortness in

the supply of water, although it is not much
more than nine years since they constructed
large and extensive works at Rivington, about
twenty-five miles distant

; the rainfall of the
district was carefully taken, and, impounding
reservoirs made calculated to supply 13 million
gallons daily, but this has been found to fall

short, producing for many years not much more
than 9 million gallons

;
and this, with the ad-

dition of about 6 million gallons from the wells
in the red sandstone formation beneath the
town, makes a total of about 15 million gallons,

while the present wants of the inhabitants exceed
IS million gallons, irrespective of a supply for

their future necessities. In consequence, pre-

liminary surveys have been made, with the view
of changing their source of supply, andBala Lake,
Gllswater, Haweswater, and other places have
been mentioned as the future probable source.
The tendency of modern engineering science

is to look out for large and easily acquired
sources of supply for such places as London,
Liverpool, and similar places. Glasgow is

already supplied from Loch Katrine and other
lakes

;
it is brought a distance of thirty-four

miles, is 360 ft. above tide-level at Glasgow, and
is conveyed through an 8 ft. aqueduct to the
service reservoir at Mugdock Castle, 311 ft.

above the level of the sea ; thence it is carried
through two lines of pipes to the city.

Manchester is also supplied from a distant
point, some twenty-six miles off. The water is

collected in the Longdondale series of reservoirs,

Woodhead being the largest and principal, and
which may be seen from the line of the Sheffield

and Manchester Railway. The water is collected
from an extensive gathering-ground, abounding
with mosses, and consequently is not the most
desirable ground to collect from, nor is the
water of the best and purest quality

; but reser-
voir space is found for upwards of 611 million
gallons, for the supply of the inhabitants, which
is conveyed through aqueducts and pipes, by
gravitation, to supply the city.

Bristol has long been supplied from a distance.
The water is collected from the Mendip hills,

some sixteen miles distant from the city, and is

conveyed by means of aqueducts and pipes, by
gravitation, for the supply of the inhabitants.

Bradford has been recently supplied from
gathering-grounds and springs, some thirty-
three miles distant to the north-west of the
town, from a district which is particularly inte-

resting and picturesque, and where the Wharfe,
Ribble, and other rivers take their rise, its prin-
cipal reservoirs being Grimwitb, Barden Park,
Chelker, Sllsden, and Heaton, and their total

contents of water is about 1,525 million gallons.

We have mentioned these four places to show
that it is not without precedent that London and
Liverpool should seek a more distant and purer
source of supply than they at present possess

;

but what should be specially guarded against is,

that these important, powerful, and wealthy
places should not be allowed to secure and
monopolise the important sources of supply in

the country, and leave numerous and less im-
portant places, situated not far distant, “ out in

the cold,” or with a supply inadequate for their
present purposes or future necessities.

The district adjoining where it is proposed to
take these large volumes of water from to sup-
ply distant places, is becoming every year more
thickly populated, and it is not unfair to calcu-
late, as population increases, that, at no very
remote period, many of those places must neces-
sarily seek these very sources to obtain a supply
of water. Besides, it has not yet been shown
that the water-shed of the Thames, if properly
reserved and economised, is not equal to the
requirements of London

; and it is probable that
r-ecent legislation, effectually carried out, will

relievo the river of its many foul impurities. It

is calculated that the lowest summer discharge
of the Thames is from 3L0 million gallons to
360 million gallons of water per day,—more
than four times the present supply of London

;

and, of course, the discharge in winter and in
rainy seasons is very much greater.
For the sake of illustration, let us observe

that the drainage area of the river Thames is

generally admitted to be about 3,086 superficial

square miles
;
and if we calculate the rainfall on

that area at 24 in. per annum, and allow 66
per cent, for evaporation and absorption (which
is an extreme average), we have the enormous
quantity of 157,137,429 cubic feet, equal to
982,000,000 gallons of water to be dealt with,
and to be rendered available, if necese-ary, for

the supply of the respective towns situated on
its drainage area,—more than equal to the sop-
ply of the inhabitants of Great Britain and
Helaud calculated at thirty gallons a head of the
population.

Many of the towns of England, France, Prus-
sia, and the United States are supplied from
rivers, and it is generally found that the water
is usually softer than that derived from wells,

springs, and small streams, and contains a less

amount of mineral salts than either of these
; at

the same time it is commonly more impregnated
with organic matter, and this may be accounted
for from its flowing over a great variety of geo-
logical formations and many 'different varieties

of soil
;
but this is capable of easy removal by

subsidence and filtration.

The system of land drainage now so uni-

versally adopted has had the effect of lessening
the summer discharges of rivers, and increasing
the volume in times of floods, so that flood

discharges are much more rapid than formerly,
and springs are, therefore, not so copiously fed.

Much controversy has taken place on the
snpply of water to London from deep wells sunk
in the chalk formation

; and although there are
many wells in and about the neighbourhood
of London, Cheshunt, "Watford, Souihinnpcon,
Brighton, and other places yielding a copious

,
supply, ic is not certain that it can be obtained
in sufficient quantity to supply continuously a
large population.

It is a singular fact that although the capacity
of the new red sandstone for absorbing and
holding water has been much insisted on of late

years, in the valley of the Eden, on the western
side of Lancashire and Derbyshire, on the
eastern side of Durham, Yorkshire, and Netting-
ham, the midland district south of the great
Derbyshire coal field, and in the West of Eog-

I

land, how few towns situated in those distriecs

j

and on that formation have availed themselves of
the opportunity of obtaining a supply of water
from deep wells ; the long and severe contests
in Liverpool, Manchester, and Birmingham on
that subject have satisfied theni that deep and
expensive wells are no longer objects to be
eagerly sought after and secured, as two of those
places have already obtained large supplies of

water from extensive gathering grounds situated
at a distance from them, and the latter town
would probably have done so bnt for the fact of
the numerous private wells that exist in the
gravelly and porous strata on which the town
stands.

Most of the towns situated in the districts

above mentioned are supplied from rivers and
from gathering grounds, and but few from wells

;

the latter include Sunderland, Northalterton
(shallow), Nottingham (partially), Liverpool (par-
tially), Wolverhampton, Bridgwurth, Coventry,
Warwick, and Wells

;
and out of these there are

only two towns, viz., Nottingham atid Coventry,
that can be said to be satisfactorily supplied by
public wells.

Doncaster is now supplied with water from
the filthy river Don, DOtwithetauding the
extreme foulness of the river, occasioned by the
drainage of Sheffield, Rotherham, and other places
being improperly thrown into it ; and the
authorities of that place have endeavoured for

some time past to obtain other sources of supply,
and some time ago they commenced to sink an
Artesian well, and they carried it to a depth of
900 ft., and incurred an exponse of 1,5001., but
they failed to obtain a supply of water and they
abandoned the attempt.
The conclusion arrived at in Liverpool some

years ago by Robert Stephenson, and subse-
quently by the present engineer, is that it is

not desirable to sink additional wells to obtain
a farther supply of water, but to look out for

other sources from lakes, rivers, or gathering
grounds at a distance, rather than iucur the
risk, expense, and uncertainty of obtaining a full
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and adequate supply from wells. Since this

article was commenced, Liverpool has decided
to abandon the new sources of supply at present

;

and they have determiued to construct an ad-
ditional reservoir at Eivington

; to collect the
additional supply required. If the cost of Lon-
don wells is to amount to as much as those of
Truman’s or Reid & Co.’a brewery (the former
cost 4,05G1., or 211. per foot, the latter 7,4541, or
291. per foot, and the latter yields 227.200 gal-

lons per day), and to produce 81 millions of

gallons of water, as now supplied by the com-
panies, it would require about 300 of thete
wells, and thus at the average cost of those above
mentioned, it would amouuc to l,726,5UoZ., irre-

spective of the extensive machinery required at
each pumping station, and tho complicated
character of the work.
But it is by no means certain—indeed, it is

extremely problc-niacical—that if this large ex-

pense is incurred in ainking wells, anything
like that average quantity of water will bo ob-
tained, as it has been discovered at Liverpool
and other places that tho yield over a given
area has not been pro rata to the number of
wells sunk, us one well lias been found to drain
the area of auotber, and to lessen considerably
the supply of that well

;
so no correct or definite

calculation can be made from the yield of one
well as to what others will produce. Indeed, out
of seven wc-lls sunk for the supply of Liverpool,
five out of the seven yield a decreased quantity,
and that decrease was very considerable between
the years 1854 and 1S65, as appears by the fol-

lowing table :

—

1954, Max, yield 1965, Max. yield
in 21 bonra. • in 24 houra.

Hallona. GalJona.
Boofle 1,K2,<('() 643,679
Bust 333,984
Soho 6(:9,528 612,204
Hotham-atreet Sm.Oi-O 300,600
Water-street.., 678,957 116,218
Windsor I,fi29,0<;0 966,316
Green Lane ...2,605,812 2,775,942

And the yield from the above wells in 1854 was
considerably less than in 1850, and it is, there-
fore, fair to suppose that that decrease will con-
tinue. It is thought that, in the instance of the
"Windsor and Green Lane wells, the yield is con.
siderably increased by infiltration of water from
the river Mersey. It will be inferred from the
preceding remarks that we are inclined to the
belief that the proper source of supply of water
for London is her own fine noble river Thames,
by impounding up her surplus waters in suitable
and convenient localities, and in sufficient quan.
titles, that would afford an ample supply through
all seasous, even the driest known.
Of course care most bo taken to perfectly

purify and filter the water, and this it is possible
to do, by putting in force the powers of the new
Bill, so that all sewage and filthy drainage water
may be religiously excluded, and by the con.
struction of large impounding reservoirs, that
would also serve for the purpose of subsidence
and purification.

And while on the subject of reservoirs, it

would be desirable that some better and more
substantial system should be adopted than in

the construction of some modern works. If a
system of impounding reservoirs is to be carried
out generally in tho country so as to preserve a
regular and continuous supply of water in all

seasons, it becomes a matter of serious conside-
ration so to deeign and construct them that they
shall become permanent and substantial works,
as is so well exemplified in the works of our old
canal engineers. In their days there is no re-

cord of such disastrous failures as those that have
occurred at Bradfield or Iloltnfirtb, nor the
lesser defects of those at Longdendale, Round-
wood (Dublin), Halifax, Bradford, and some
other places.

The great fault in the construction of the
former works arose from the tops of the embank-
ments being too narrow (Bradfield is only 12 ft.

wide
;

Holmfirth, IG ft.)
j

and therefore the
banks are too light to resist the weight of water,
the inner and outer slopes of insufficient angle,
the earth of which they are composed being of
an improper character, loosely, badly, and hur-
riedly put together, noc carried up in thin lifts or
layers, and one lift being thoroughly punned and
consolidated before another is laid on.

In the case of Bradfield the embankment was
carried up by means of tramways and earth-

wagons in lilts of many feet in thickness, and
before the bank had become consolidated ihe
water was turned in, and resulted in that
terrible catastrophe. The core or puddle wall
was not of good substantial tenacious clay in
the centre of the bank, or carried up sufficiently

high above top-water level. The inner face of
the bank should have been faced with a strong
apron of puddle, and protected from the wasu
and abrasion of the water by a durable stone
pitching. The face of the outer slope to be
soiled down and sown with grass seeds, or the
turf that is stripped off the base of the embank-
ment may be used for the purpose of securing a
green sward, as a protection to the face of the
slope. Many of the reservoirs that are now used
for the supply of our canals are now approaching
closely upon half a century old, and yet they
stand enduring and lasting monuments of man’s
handyworks

j and we see no reason why modern
works should not be similarly constructed, if

only the same painstaking and labour were be-
stowed upon them as was the prevailiug practice
of our forefathers.

Economy now appears to be the order of the
day

;
but it is false economy to construct works

carelessly and inefficiently, merely' to save a
little in the space of time or a few pounds in the
first cost, as works like these are generally found
the least expensive in the end that are well and
substantially executed, regardless of time or ex-
pense. According to modern practice there
seems to be no given rule for the construction
of reservoir embankments. Ac Longdendale tho
compensation reservoir bank is 27 ft. wide at top,
the inside slope 3 to 1, enter side 2 to 1, and
90 fc. deep (the Crowdeu reservoir, by the
same engineer, is only 15 ft. wide at top with
similar slopes), while the Bradfield reservoir was
only 12 ft. wide ac top, with inner slopes 2^
to 1, outer ones to 1 (as I found them), and
95 ft. deep. The Round Wood reservoir, near
Dublin, has a 30 ft. width of top bank with a
depth of 60 ft., while the Holmfirth reservoir
was only IG ft. wide at top, inner slopes 3 to
1, outer 2 to 1, and with a depth of
96 ft. At Oldham the Python reservoir has a
width of top bank of 30 ft., with a depth of
GO ft. of water, while a reservoir which failed at
Over Darwen had a width of top bank of only

Most of the reservoirs were designed and
carried into effect by eminent engineers, and
yet the practice so widely differs as to be quite
incomprehensible

j either the larger dimensions
are too strong, or the smaller ones ridiculously
weak : it is evident “ there is something rotten in
the state of Denmark,” and this must be patent
to the moat casual observer.
We do not find these defects and errors of de-

sign amongst the works ofour Telfords, Walkers,
Rennies, and other worthies. Telford’s usual
practice was to proportion the top width of his
embankments to be equal to two-fifths of the
depth, with inner slopes 3 to 1, outer slopes 2 to
1, and many of these works have withstood the
invaluable test of time, aud are more than half
a century old. Molesworth, in his Tables on
Reservoir Dams, gives the top width of hig7i

dams at from 7 ft. to 20 ft., without particularly
specifying a definite width for height of embank-
ment, although it is important and absolutely
necessary there should be a sufficient body and
strength of embankment to resist tho weight of
water pressing against it, as the pressure of
water is as the square of the depth, therefore the
resistance should be in a similar ratio.

The inner slopes he recommends should be
3 to 1, and the outer ones 2 to 1, the generally
admitted proportions for slopes.

It may noc be considered out of place here to
allude to the modern fittings of water supply;
and although we would advocate the system of
high-pressure supply for the waterworks of
towns, it leads to a very considerable loss and
leakage of water, without great care. Of course
the pressure being always on the pipes, they are
all put to a very severe strain in every part, and
leakages frequently occur, that have been going
on probably ibr some time until it attains suffi.

cient volume and force as to break up the sur-
faces, and when it does so, it carries everything
before it, as was evidenced in Liverpool a shore
time ago, and in some other places. There is

also a considerable leakage at the taps, which
not even the use of the ” screw-down tap” effec-

tually prevents.

There is something more required to preserve
the water, and to prevent it being wasted, than
the mere screw-down tap. Probably each house
should be supplied with a ” stop-tap ” also, so
that there may be a double check on the escape
and waste of water. The stop-tap might be fixed
within the premises, and in a position easily
accessible to the inmates. Stop-taps are gene-
rally fixed on the service-pipes outside tho pre-
mises and in the street, so that the water may

be shut off at any time, and to faciatafce repm'rs

;

but that is of no service at any other time, and
does not aid at all to prevent waste or the escape
of water.

These remarks have been extended to a greater
length than was intended, but it is a subject of
national importance, and needs full and ample
discussion.

LOSS OF THE CATHEDRAL AT
FRANKFORT.

All those who take an interest in the memo-
rials of former times or delight in the glorious

monuments which the Middle Ages have left ns,

will have heard with grief the news of the

destruction of the cathedral at Frankfort-on-the-

Main. The fire which destroyed this noble
church must be looked upon by Germany as a
national calamity, as this cathedral was the
electoral church of tho German empire. It may
not be uninteresting to our readers to give a
short historical sketch and a description of the
late cathedral. The first notice we have of a
church on this site dates back as early as the
year 874. In the year 882 this building is re-

ferred to as “ the Chapel of St. Saviour.” This
chapel was rebuilt in the year 1239, but of this

second structure there are probably no remains,

as the church was again rebuilt on a much larger

scale in the fourteenth century, and the building

then erected formed the late cathedral. The
foundations of the church were laid in the year
1315, under Louis the Bavarian. The choir was
completed and nsed for muss in 1338. The nave
and aisles were completed in 1352, and the vault-

ings in 1410. The great glory of the cathedral,

the noble western tower, was begun in the year
1415, and carried on until the year 1512. The
architect of this noble work was Madern Gert-

ner. The church when completed was dedicated
to St. Bartholomew.
The plan of Frankfort Cathedral is a very

singular one. It consists of a choir of great
length, a very short nave (only three com-
partments long), aisles, and immense tran-

septs, each of five bays. Each transept is con-
siderably longer than the nave. The nave
and choir are also much lower than the tran-

septs, so that it is difficult at first to realize tho
fact that the church was not biiilt north and
south, and that the two large transepts are not
a great nave and choir. There is a tower nearly

40 ft. square at the west end, and over 300 ft. in

height. Leading from the transepts are chapels.

The whole church is vaulted. The choir con-

tained a fine set of stalls, with frescoes by
Stephen, of Cologne, adorning the wall-spaces

below the windows. These paintings were exe-

cuted in 1427. In the south transept was a
statue of the Madonna, with a splendid lofty

stone canopy. In two of the chapels leading

out of the transepts were fine old stone altars,

with canopied reredoses. In the north transept
was the remarkably fine monument of John
Holzhasen, 1371. A new pulpit of good design
and an organ had been recently erected. The
beautiful lower was of a very similar design to

that of Freiberg, except that it was crowned
with a dome instead of a spire. The lower part

of the tower is square, with noble buttresses

;

the upper portion is octagon. The corner spaces
or brockes were carried up with noble groups of
pinnacles to the full height of the octagon. The
whole had been recently restored. It is quite

impossible to say yet what injury this noble
edifice has sustained ; but it is much feared that
little or none of it will be in a sufficiently sound
condition to remain standing, particularly the
tower, which baa suffered very much from the
quantity of wood used in the construction of
the belfry floors. The bells fell through tne
vaulting under the tower, and smashed the
organ, setting fire to the interior of the church.
Until the building can be carefully examined by
an experienced architect the real damage can-
not be estimated. We understand the cathedral
is heavily insured, and we feel that the Frank-
forters will use every exertion in their power to

restore, or, if necessary, rebuild this, the greatest
ornament and most interesting building of their

celebrated city.

To Loosen a Rusty Schew.

—

If you have a
screw rusted into wood, or a nut or bolt that will

not readily turn, pour on a little kerosene and
let it remain. In a little while it will penetrate
the interstices, so that the screw may be easily

started.
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SKETCHES IN ANNANDALE*
The district of country which lies to the

north-west of Carlisle in the conterminous
counties of Cumberland and Dumfries is possessed

of a certain carious, weird, historical interest

which is peculiar to itself. After crossing the
splendid viaduct which bridges the river Esk,
we get into the very centre of that celebrated
debateable land which is sacred to the memory
of the JIosB-trooper, where we are beset on all

hands with traditionary lore of Border feuds,

tales of adventure, and records of battle-fields.

The times are somewhat changed—some will

say degenerated—since Kinmount Willie and
Will o’ Deloraine used to ride on the opposing
shores 1 The Lords Wardens of the neighbour-
ing marches sleep with their fathers; and the
Howards and Percies have long abandoned their

hereditary feuds with the Maxwells and the
Douglasses. The general features of the country
are indeed unchanged. We have still the distant

Cheviots and the Northnmberland fells. The
stately forehead of Skiddaw still reposes in

. wreaths of vapoury clouds : and the distant peak
of Criffel may still be seen keeping solemn
watch and ward over the estuary where Solway

i tides roll in their rapid and impetuous career.

I It is only when we come to observe the improved
[agriculture of the district, the farm-houses dotted
here and there, the nicely situated gentlemen’s
seats, the pleasant villages, and the peaceable
(aspect of the people that we can form an esti-

imate of the social improvement which the
(Seenrity of Government and the fruits of peace-
;fnl industry have wrought since the union of the
itwo countries. Even yet the old feudal fort-

•resses, as wo have seen, are still conspicuous
lobjects in the landscape

; and many a romantic
land secluded dell is yet rich with the ruins of
:the ancient abbeys, whose monks derived a
fsplendid revenue from the illegal spoils of their

‘ferocious neighbours. The vesper-bell is now
.silent

; the feudal castles are tenantless
;
the

[Moss-troopers’ descendants are sheep-farmers

;

tand the mosses themselves are in process of
tbeing reclaimed. Yet we must nob suppose that
»nch vital and organic changes in the Border
leooiety were suddenly brought about, or that
ithis progress was the work of a generation or
feven of a century.

The vivid and most accurate deaenption which
M. Thierry f has drawn of the manners and
icuatoma of the population, or what is more pro-
eperly translated the 'peoples, of this Border
edebateablo land at the time of the Norman in-

ffvasion still characterised it long after the bless-

linga of peace had spread over the country
;
and

lindeed very strong traces of their lawlessness
land insubordination may easily be found at the
rpresenb day. For those who under the film of a
osomewhat enforced and artificial civilization

Ichoose to penetrate the crust of outward appear-
.lances may still observe that the force of habit
sSiB to the disregard of property law has by no
Qineans died out. Even yet it sometimes holds

—

as Wordsworth sings

—

“ The simple rule, the good old plan.
That he should take who has the power.
And he should keep who can."

The Border population surrounding the Solway
sis, in fact, still largely composed of people half
[igipsy, part smuggler, part poacher, who are
mot at all enchanted with the rules of peaceable
Hand orderly society; not given to marriage, for
lexample, nor sobriety

;
and above all, most

tfwo fully deficient in the exercises of religion.

iVWhoever chooses to read the account which the
xpoor parish-minister of Gretna once gave of his
swayward and backsliding flock J will not, in all

)[probability, seek for other proofs or illustra-

iitions. Indeed, the ofiices of a parish clergy-
Timan are very much at a discount in that quar-
£ter of the country

; and notwithstanding it

icsometimes happens—where the Church of Scot-
aland, or any or all of its formidable troop of
lidissenters, fail to evangelise a poor and lawless
lidistrict—that the Roman Catholic priest has
amet with signal success, even he has totally

afailed in the debateable land; and in fact there
ais neither chapel nor priest to be found in the
aaieighbourbood. The poor Scoto-Irish of Max-
ff’Welltown and Dumfries have their spiritual
BiWanta amply supplied, but the missionaries of
ithe Roman Catholic church have not yet reached
iaeastward further than Annan. We mention this
was a carious circumstance which may partly

• See p. 663, an/e.

t Vide “ Bietory of the Norman Conquest.”
} See Statistical Account of Scotland.

account for a social phenomenon which for

many years has puzzled our legislators and
played a conspicuous part in the marriage-

customs of England. There can be no doubt,

we think, that it was from this lax and irreligious

condition of the people that those habitually

irregular marriages sprang which ultimately

concentred at Gretna Green and has made that

obsenre village immortal,—customs which the
law of Scotland still tolerates, and which
have only, thanks to Lord Brougham, been
recently declared illegal by the Engish Legisla-

ture.

From these causes, also, seem to have sprung
the circumstances which made Bewcastle, Rock-
cliffe, and that neighbourhood the head-quarters

of the gipsies. This is a fascinating subject;

but we must not dwell here on the curious

details of gipsy life. The whole subject has
recently been investigated with much skill and
learning by Mr. Simeon,* who seems to have
established to his own satisfaction that many
noble families in Scotland have gipsy blood in

their veins ! It is a wonder, by the way, in

these days of ethnological analysis, that no such
candid inquirer has taken Burns for a gipsy.

His swart complexion,

—

“ The vellum of the pedigree they claim,"—

his raven locks, his brilliant black eyes, together

with his stooping though muscular shoulders,

gave all the requisite physical signs, as we are

expected to believe. And then the erratic and
undisciplined character of his genius ! Shade
of the illustrious Blumenbach, how many theories

of race could be half as well established ? How
many Aryan mysteries could be so simplified and
solved ? We only hope that any future writer

who pursues the subject will not forget to re-

member, as the fashion is, that we had thrown
out such a hint. There might, perhaps, be
certain geographical difficulties in connecting
him with the gipsy tribes of the Solway

;
but

what of that ? are they not merely branches of

one great trunk—lineal descendants of one great

family ? Quod erat demonstrandum. We need
say no more. The well-known Act of Geo. III.,

which brought the poor gipsies under the penal-

ties of the law by designating them rogues and
vagabonds, made sad work, under the vigorous

administration of the squirearchy and the jus-

tices of the peace, with their villages and can-
tonments

;
but even yet the pedestrian who is

fond of prowling into unexplored nooks of the
Border country, will meet perchance with an
aged sybil who can trace the pedigree and the
locality of her tribe for 200 years.

To the gipsies succeeded, in the natural order
of things, a community of smugglers, who have
only of late years become extinct. It is very
remarkable how little information we possess
respecting the Solway smugglers ; indeed, what
we do know seems to be altogether derived from
the pages of fiction : their adventures are chiefly

enshrined in the themes of forgotten ballads.

There can be no question, however, but up to a
very recent period—probably to the very date of
the equalization of the spirit duties between
England and Scotland—that this desperate pro-

fession did, in fact, engross the attention of a
very large section of the population. Their plan
of operation was simple enough and well under-
stood. The Isle of Man was the great dep6t for

the kegs of brandy, kilderkins of hollands, run-
lets of old Jamaica, bales of Virginia tobacco,

parcels of Valenciennes lace, and other wet and
dry commodities, which the British Legislature

in its wisdom, thought fit to lay under the em-
bargo of heavy duties. The whole secret, there-

fore, of the Solway smuggling was to transport
these goods from the island by means of a swift

sailing-lugger,—that is to say, a small vessel

carrying three masts, with a running bowsprit
and lag sails,—to any of the numerous ports, or

rather landing-places on either side of the shore.

A party of people were always ready to receive

the vessel on a preconcerted signal, which in-

variably returned by the same tide. Sometimes,
in CEises of extreme danger, the cargo was hid in

pits dug in the sandy beach; but, generally

the spreading shadows of the night favoured the
debarkation, and the bales and casks were
speedily landed, slung on the backs of horses
and “run” over the adjacent country. Such a
traffic— illegal, immoral, and in the highest
degree dangerous—was, nevertheless, lucrative;

and many loyal and unsuspected traders had, it

was quietly understood, a share in its profits.

Traces of its wide-spread influence may still be

* History of the Gipsies, London : S. Low. 1865,

found, if cautiously sought for
;
and among these

we may venture to point out—of course with all

manner of charity—the large amount of cellarage

and storage that one may see in such places as
Bowness and Skinburuess, as well as Port
Annan and Euthwell. Indeed, the cellars in the
little towns of the Solway are quite a curiosity

in their way : there is not an obscure village

baker’s, butcher’s, or even shoemaker’s shop that
is not supplied with a capacious cellar as large

as that of a London gin-shop in Oxford-street, oran
ironmonger’s store in UpperThames-street. Such
cellars for the most part have large and sub-
stantially-built openings, 6 ft. by 4 ft., at the
very least, and are usually supplied with stout

double-folding timber hatchways hinged on the
sides, and opening outwards. There are iron

stanchions and gratings across the daylight
openings, stout gangways and gantrices, iron
riLgs batted into kerbstone; in short, all the
facilities for getting in and out a puncheon or a
hogshead with the utmost secrecy and despatch.

We had the cariosity to inquire of an old inha-

bitant of Annan, the meaning of this extensive
range of cellars, which seemed, we said, to be as
much part and parcel of the plan of the houses
in that royal burgh as a kitchen area in an ordi-

nary house in London or Edinburgh. We were
told very quietly in reply that Annan had once
possessed a considerable wine trade I Upon
another occasion, while walking on the sands
near Dornock, we got into conversation with
an old sailor, one of those curious lounging
amphibious animals, half fisherman, half smug-
gler, and whole poacher, who seem to be indi-

genous to the Solway. He was, we found, as

well acquainted with the Cumberland as with
the Dumfriesshire coast ; and could point out
to our great astonishment every cove or head-
land in the bay, where a lugger might be run
in with safety, and a cargo bumped ashore.
“ I have been on the top of that mountain,
sir,” he said, pointing to Skiddaw, on the oppo-
site coast, over which a curious atmospheric
effect was at that moment visible. “ Indeed,” we
replied ;

“ in search of the picturesque ?” “ No.”
“ Shooting partridges ?” “ No.” “ Studying
the rocks ?” “No.” “What, then?” “Well,
sir,” he replied, with a most knowing squint,
“ I was showing a red light It is possible the
old salt might be tampering with our credulity

;

for unless on a very clear frosty night it would
require an immense stretch of imagination to

suppose a solitary signal of that natnre useful at

80 great a distance. But, on the other hand, it

is undoubtedly within the range of possibility;

the story is, at any rate, a good one, and so we
have written it down. We will only add respect-

ing the smugglers, that the ancient spirit is still

kept up, it is reported—but we most own, as far

as we are concerned, without a jot or tittle of
evidence—by the practice of illicit distillation. On
this subject, and with the recent New York re-

velations before ns, we can only observe that the
present high duties on Scotch whisky—notwith-
standing all the vigilance of the inland revenue
officers—is sufficient to tempt certain classes of
the people into secret crime. This is an abstract

question, which has very nice limits, and is of
course beyond our province to discuss

;
but it

does seem odd, we must confess, that this com-
modity alone, of all our national products,

should be taxed at the rate of 500 per cent.

!

If, as it is sometimes supposed, the high duties
promoted temperance, then we might safely

affirm that the legislative wisdom of Mr. Glad-
stone had reconciled one of the greatest para-
doxes in taxation, to wit : by the levying of high
duties he had also improved the public morality.

But, unfortunately, it turns out that the Scotch
people consume as much of the dear whisky
as they did when it was cheap. There is plenty
of«evidence with regard to the poachers, but we
need only refer our readers on this point to the

district returns ofcrime. The Solway poachers,

—

of whom there are two sorts,—land rats and
water-rats,—seem to suffergreattemptation under
the laws which preserve the grouse till August,
and from the Acts which constitute an annual
close time for the salmon, that is, from August
till February- The close time, indeed, seems to

exercise a most pernicious influence on the cha-

racter of the Solway fishermen, who are every

year pulled up and fined or imprisoned for divers

intricate and very often ill-defined breaches of

the Salmon Fisheries Acts. The fishermen

complain bitterly,—and, as it seems to us, not

without reason,—of the great injustice done them
by these recent Acts of Parliament; and, in

nothing more than this, that they are uniformly

tried before the local justices, who are chiefly
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tjpjjer propi-iotors in the neighboaring rivers,
and, consequently, their mortal enemies.
The Solway fishermen, we ought to explain,

are divisible into three classes at least. In the
first place, there are the regular lessees of the
salmon fisheries,—men of considerable capital,

—

who fish the Solway by means of the stake-nets,
that give so much offence to riparian owners.
These are the sorb of persons to whom Billings-
gate is chiefly indebted for its regular supply of
the finest fish. lu the second place, there is a
class of email farmers, who are known in the
district as “ Pendiclers,” from tho circumstance,
we presume, of their farms consisting generally
of small pendicles of land abutting on the shore.
These men have usually the right of Solway
fishing exadverso of their lands, as a condition
of their lease 5 and between the two farms,—the
sea and the land,—it is said that they manage to
pay a tolerable rent. One curious fact concerning
these “ Pendiclers ” is worth stating. It is said
they can only aff'ord to keep one horse

; conse-
quently, when about to plough, each has to
borrow another horse of his neighbour.

There is a sect of forejj:n invaders, we should
mention, who have within the last few years
sprung into existenee in the “ trawlers,” who
come from Morecamhe Bay in Lancashire, and
who are supposed to confine their operations to
the capture of shrimps and cockles. Such inter-
lopers do not come within our category

j
but we

may mention that these travelling gentlemen,
under the colourable pretext of dredging for
those molluscs we have just named, have of late
years contrived to do a good den! of illegal fish-
ing for salmon.
The third and last real division of the Solway

fishermen is that numerous class who fish for
everything that comes to the net,— for the most
part according to law, but not unfrequently ac-
cording to conscience,—a quality of the Solway
mind which, we new] scarcely add, possesses
great flexibility and powers of digestion. There
is an old saw current on the Solway to this
eflTect,—that tho conscience of a fisherman is

like the stomach of a fish
;
and wo may add

another which belongs to the Channel Islands,
which is, however, better expressed in the Guern-
sey patois,—they are like the fish they catch :

they walk backwards! To this law, if it be one,
the fisher folk of the Solway form no exception;
for, like most fishermen, they strive to keep as
much behind the age as the agricultnral and
manufacturing population do to keep abreast of
it ! The ingenious author of the “ Origin of
Species” ought, we think, to give a glance at
tho unprogressive character of these people
before comtnitting himself to a theory of trails-
mutation. No doubt much may be said for their
want of education, and so forth

;
but we ought

to consider, at the same time, that no possible
form of scholastic training could teach them
better than their own instincts and experience
to catch fish ! The bad effect of an irregular '

calling also tells on them,—the interruption by
storms and floods, Acts of Parliament, and, what
is worse than all, the scarcity of fish. Besides,
it should always be remembered that they suffer
more than other handicraftsmen by exposure to
the weather and all its attendant evils; and,
finally, they run a risk more or less constant of
eventually finding a watery grave.

It is curious to trace the influence which
centuries of English companionship has exer-
cised here

; for unquestionably there is a strong
tincture of the same civilization on opposite
banks. The very names of places, a sure symp-
tom of kindred races, are often identical. There
is a hill, for example, called Saddleback in the
neighbourhood of Derwentwater : there is a
hamlet of the same name in Moflatdale. There
is a Wigton in Cumberland and one in Gal-
loway. 'J here are two villages called Bride
Kirk in the opposite counties, and there are like-
wise a couple of Daltons. Tortborwald, in
Annandalf, is pure Saxon

; Hurray Thwaite is
an importation from the Lakes

; and Lanrig,
Healrig, Lnngiowu, West Newton, and suclilike
names in Cumberland, have numerous correla-
tives in tho south of Scotland. It is also very
remarkable that both English and Scottish dis-
tricts have their share of Irish immigrants with
all their Jlilesinn influences; and it is curious
in both crises that these colonies are chiefly con-
fined to the western coasts.

^

Similar analogies might be drawn from the
dialects of the common people. The term
“ statesman ” for landed proprietor is often used
on both sides of the Solway. “ Ca thee came” is
a proverb indigenous to both districts; and we
may easily detect by a little attention,—amidst

,

the profusion of rough and guttural expletives
which adorn that horrid drawling, snivelling
patois which is distinguished by Prince Jerome
Bonaparte into Low Country Scotch,—that pecu-
liar broad, open pronunciation of the “a” ”0”
and “ u ” which is peculiar to the vernacular lan-
guage of Cumberland

; which is, we are told by
philologists, to be clearly assigned to a Danish
origin, and which constitutes, indeed, nearly all
the vocal traces that we have left in those islands
of a Scandinavian supremacy.
These analogies of course indicate plainly an

early and continuous intermixture of the different
races. The population which has lined tho
shores of the Solway seem to have migrated
indiscriminately from time immemorial, from the
south to the north, and from the north to the
south. It is a singular fact, but it is neverthe-
less true, and all good observers come to the
same conclnsion, that there are more Cumber-
land people in Dumfriesshire and Galloway than
there are Dumfriesshire and Galloway people in
Cumberland. Does not this fact rather tell
against the universality of Dr. Johnson’s maxim.—that a Scotsman’s best prospect was the high
road to England ? But in whatever light we
may view it, there can be no doubt of the inter-
mixture and the consequent identity of the
popular manners and customs. The food is the
same,—not so much oatmeal and milk, as bread,
bacon, and beer. The dress is the same, only
that is not so much to be wondered at in the
era of Moses & Son. But the fashion of wearing
clogs, for instance, in place of shoes or boots,
which is universal among the peasantry of the
north of England, is also common to the south
of Scotland, aud these are worn by all ages and
both sexes. This, we partly suspect, is a neces-
sity of the rongh pavements of the district

;
for

such towns 88 are situated at the months of the
rivers are usnally paved with the small round,
hard, and water-worn boulders derived from the
bed of the neighbouring stream. To walk over
a pavement so constructed is not unlike the
ancient penance inflicted by the Church of Rome,
on certain holy pilgrims, of walking to the
shrine of Lorretto with pebbles in their shoes !

Again, a market day in Cumberland and one
in Dumfriesshire are so entirely similar in their
manifestations, that it would puzzle the keenest
observer to detect the difference. There is the
same curious exhibition ofcaravans, steamhorses,
raree shows, wax works, giants, equestrians,
clowns, and wild animals at the half-yearly
fairs

; the hiring markets are also characterized
by the same stupid, antiquated, and pernicious
fashion of the ploughmen and farm-girls exhibit-
ing themselves like lower animals, and showing
their points to the farmers like the slaves in the
market of Constantinople ! Other circumstances
there are which flow from these hiring fairs in
which the two countries have, unfortunately, a
common experience; but on this sickening sub-
ject we will not dwell.

A much more gratifying point de resemllance
may be found in the gymnastic games which are
common to both sides of the border; and it is

curious that Dumfriesshire, in the matter of fox
hunting and horse racing, ig almost entitled to
the character of an English Midland county.
For example, the Annan race meeting which,
after a lapse of ten years, was revived in 1865,
and which has risen since that time from com-
parative insignificance into something like re-
spectability, came off the other day on the usual
course on the sands of the Solway. There was
a very large attendance of sporting gentlemen,
and the course was crowded by less interested
spectators. The Marquis and Marchioness of
Queensberry graced the meeting with their pre-
sence, and took great interest in the proceedings
of the day, the marquis riding the winner in the
Hurdle Race, and his own horse in a match with
Mr. Lindsay.

Undoubtedly, however, the greatest elements
of similarity are perceptible in the striking resem-
blance of the architecture. We do not speak so
much of the churches and other public build-
ings,—although even here, to give an illustra-
tion, the town-house of Keswick and that of
Annan possess a distinct and well-marked con-
sangninity

; horrible gaol-looking buildings both
of them !—as we do of the villas, farm-stead-
ings, and cottages. It was, we confess, new to
our eyes

;
but with much pleasure did we trace

in the south of Scotland a few of those features
which are inseparably associated with onr old
English village architecture. Here is a villa
perched on the aide of a sloping hill, with neat
triangular roof, dormers, oriel windows, barge-
boards, finials, and tasteful dressings, such as
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we see any day in the neighbourhood of Carlislel
or Durham. There we may see a modern farm-*
town, as they are called; in other words, ai
decently-constructed steading, with proper and 5

convenient offices, showing some traces of de-

1

sign and fitness of purpose. Of course, the i

strong similarity of the building materials add 1

to the effect. In street architecture, theprin-f
cipal houses of a tovrn such as Annan or Looker^ k

bio are built of the beautiful red sandstone of ‘

the district,—a continuation, the geologists say,
of the Permian system of Cumberland,—which
admits of every variety of treatment

; but there
is also abundance of brick,—sometimes parti-
coloured,—plenty of compo, plastered fronts,
and painted imitations of freestone

;
together

with Welsh slates,—dark blue and dark green,—
|

often tastefully iutercoursed on tho roofs
; and 1

finally, a profusion of different patteras of terra- I

cotta ornaments, ornamental red tiles, and stone~
jware chimneys. l

One sometimes wonders where all the curious
old-fashioned designs in those ornamental articles
are disposed of. The mystery is solved at once
by the study of the sky-lines of a Border town.
One very coriona point of resemblance we
observed in the chimney-pots, which are often
composed of four mitred slates connected with
copper wire; pots which prevail all over the
Cumberland lake district, where slates are
abundant, and are here imported into Annandale
where no such materials exist ! Speaking of
chimneys, we may notice the very picturesqns
feature which is incidentally obtained by con.
structing the stalks of a chimney separately and
diagonally on the plan—an arrangement we
observed in this quarter for the first time in
Scotland.

One or two important lessons may be gained
by studying the respective qualities of the
opposite counties with regard to the question of
site. We need not enter on the nature of the
climate

; bub in the selection of a site for villas,
for example, two or three considerations occur.
If we examine the slopes of the Solway basin on
the Cumberland coast, we shall find that it wears
a darker hue as it ascends from the shore to the
heights of the Skiddaw. Slanting downwards
from the sun it has a much darker shade than
the opposite slopes of Scotland, which face the
sun, and are consequently in possession of the
southern exposure. The difference, therefore,
of the climate of the north of England and the
south of Scotland is in favour of the latter.
But, on the other hand, the northern coast is

more exposed to the ravages of the south-west
wind, which during certain seasons blows un-
commonly fierce and strong, from which the
southern coast is protected by the Cumber-
land mountains. It ought to be remembered,
therefore, in planning a house north of the
Solway, that the ordinary law of southern expo-
sure ought to be modified

; and that it might
turn out a happy accident if the proprietor got
a hill or a forest between his prospect and

1

the “ Atlantic son’-W'ester,”

With respect to the general plan of-houses,
the English form is everywhere visible. There
are no.^ts on the Solway. Even in the neigh-
bourhood of Dumfries, although there are
numerous specimens of the antiquated and
barbarous pent-roofs, there are few of the Edin-
burgh and Glasgow tenements and common
stairs. As to construction, we may state that
the mason-work is generally very good. Some
houses, near Annan, we examined, that were
being built by Mr. Hugh Ker, were quite of a
superior execution. The joiner-work is not 80
deserving of praise

; but this is not to be
wondered at in a country district. A curions-
fashion seems to have prevailed in the slater-

work, of commencing at the eaves with slates
probably 2 J ft. by 2 ft., gradually diminished in
the upper courses, and finishing at the ridge
with slates 9 in. by 6 in. The plumber-work is

not very far advanced. But the compo is carried
to a pitch of imitation that almost deserv'ea the
name of high art; and we are of opinion that
the craft of plasterer exists here in a very high
state of perfection, or, at least, of development.
For example, we shall see in any small country
town, houses of precisely similar plan and eleva-
tion, much diversified in their external coating:
one is plastered and painted imitation free-stone
—a darker and lighter shade of raw sienna alter-
nating all too regularly on the wall-courses;
another is done to represent a slate-coloured
wbin-stone,—very small blocks, very well cubed,
and exquisitely pointed

;
while a third gives a

glaring neutral tint of real sand-stone irregular
rubble, with contrasts of colour in cornice.
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lintels, qnoins, and Btring-conrsea, which, on
the principle that good wine needs no bush,
seems much less carefully constructed than its

artificial neighbours. To conclude this subject,
we may suppose the painters not to be so plen-
tiful, or that paint on the northern shore was
Tery scarce. Some doors and windows we
observed in Annan appeared as if they had not
been painted these twenty years.
The cottages on the Solway are, upon the

whole, favourable enougli specimens, very supe-
rior indeed to what we have seen in other parts
-of Scotland. The worst are those rude, ill-built,

and diminutive hovels, with barely any light,

and scarcely any room to stand upright in, which
we may see clustered around any fishing station.
The best are those on improved estates, such as
that of Lord Mansfield. The late General

I Dirom gave a prodigious impulse to the im-
provement of cottages, in the carrying out and

'

building of the village of Brydekirk, so far back
as the beginning of the century

j and although
these little houses are now antiquated and too

: small, still they are capable of being clean and
. well aired. Even before his day there seems
to have been a spirit of improvement abroad.

I We observed on the road to Ecclefechan, a group
of cottages bearing the date of 1766, sub-

1 stantially built of sandstone, and slated, with
i sashed windows, ceilings 8 ft. in height, and
deccut-sized rooms of the ordinary “ bnt.and-

; ben ” plan. This was, we confess, a surprise to
: ns. It was not so good to see one of them that
; had been built in 1866—a century afterwards

—

• of the very same plan, mould, type, variety, aud
form ! The very dimensions of the small wiu-

:<Jowa had been slavishly copied. Surely there
’ was au utter absence of the spirit of progress
; here. One gratifying fact we may record

; the
cottagers generally seem to cultivate a taste for

i flowers, which may be duo, perhaps, to the cir-
: cumatance that Annandale is celebrated for its

'gardens aud for its horticultural trade. But
there are other manifestations which lead us to

) believe that the love of art is inoato in the
1 poorest classes of people. The pavement we
1 have mentioned is generally composed of smooth
( water-worn boulders,—or cbuckie stones, as
1 they are termed in Scotland,—and we need not
: say that a river which takes its rise in a granitic
• rook, and drains a district of red sandstone,
t superimposed upon clay slate, and lined over its
; banks with glacial debris and conglomerates,

—

1 that such ariver will produce a verygreatdiversity
' of boulders, in form, composition, and colour.

; In fact, a proper selection can at any time supply
I all the positive colours, most of the intermediate
’Combinations, and many of the most brilliant
! shades. With these materials, then, the inha-
'bitauts of Annandale construct their pavements,
I after the manner of mosaic work or parquetrie

;

1 in fact, they make a rude sort of tesselated pave-
I *nent, mostly of regular geometrical designs, such
Laaarhomboidenclosedinaparallelogram. But this
sis not all. There is a fashion among the peasantry.
Land also the servant-girls, with regard to door-
I steps which would greatly delight Mr. Henry Cole,
iior any art-master of Kensington who dreams
liabout popular intuitions in our schools of art.
'The step.9 are usually constructed of red sand-
tfitofae; but, at all events, in cleaning the steps a
'ipieoe of very deep red sandstone—keel, in fact

—

i-is commonly employed. This constitutes the
rgroundwork of the picture, over which a series
fof graceful curves, after the manner of engine-
otuniing, are produced with a piece of white
lipipe-clay ! The effect is then heightened by
p^onohing off with white the comers of tho steps,
?which, from long rubbing, become regularly
Ichamfered, and seem as if they had been so
(constructed as to afford a ground for the belt
fof colour.

Hitherto we have pointed out, as far as we
scan, the siinilarity which exists, under certain
ioircumatances, between the two populations on
l±he opposite shores of the Solway; and we should
.mow, like good artists, proceed to describe the
'd-ifftrence—to reverse the picture, so to speak :

iput in some shadows, and throw some light on
hthe background, but our apace is exhausted.

The Paris Exhiiution Building.— The Nord
imys the Exhibition building will not be pulled
oiown as soon as the Exhibition is over, but will
ebe used for an international bazaar, in which the
rproduotions of all parts of the world will be
foffered for sale. A canal is to bo made between
ifihe Seine and the Champ de Mars, so as to place
jche building in direct communication with the
river.

THE YORKSHIRE MEMORIAL OP THE
LATE LORD CARLISLE.

We may add to our previous memorandum
that the site selected for this monument is

Bulmer Hill, not far from Spittle Beck. It is

so placed that when the proposed alterations are
completely effected, it will stand in the centre of
a magnificent avenue of trees, extending from
the top of Slingsby Hill down to Barton Hill

Railway Station, and having in a line with it the
arch of the Crow’s Nest Inn, Castle Howard, and
the Marlborough obelisk. The column will

spring from a square platform, about 13 ft. high,
having pyramidal supports, and approached on
the Castle Howard side by a flight of steps. The
height of the platform and column will be about
120 ft., and the bill on which it stands may be
taken as from 350 ft. to 400 ft. above the level

of the sea. An ornamented capital will crown
the column, and the column itself, in addition to

a pendant scroll of flowers on either side, will be
fluted to a depth of 6 ft. or 7 ft. on the upper
part of the shaft. Surmounting the column will

be an iron tripod supporting a mass of flame.
The monument will be constructed of Bolton
Cragg moor stone. Mr. John Chick (agent to

Sir E. A. E. Lechmere, Bart.), of Whitwell, has
undertaken to superintend the works. The con-
tractors are Messrs. G. Bailey & Son, of York.

MURRAY’S SCOTLAND.*

scene ; the feeling is nearly as grateful and re-
freshing as that which we experience on emerg-
ing from a long, dark, suffocating railway tun-
uel to a fertile champagne country, rich with
verdure, and sparkling with silver streams. Take
it all in all, there is no country under the sun so
varied, and upon a certain scale so magnificent
in its natural beauty as Scotland. The highland
hills of course cannot be compared to the snow-
clad Alps. Loch Lomond must veil its beauty
when compared with the Lake of Geneva. Even
the Hebrides must sink into insignificance beside
the islets of the Grecian Archipelago. But for
all that, Scotland is a country eminently calcu-
lated to arouse the flame of patriotism, and in-

spire the soul of poetry and song. Hence it is

that the very soil, so to speak, is impregnated
with poetry, and the very woods are vocal with
music. In fact, we must confess, speaking for
ourselves, that after a gocjd deal of patient ob-
servation and study of the multifarious subjects,
moral, iutellcctual, and physical, which may be
comprehended under the bead of Scotland, we
are very far indeed from getting to the root of
the matter.

For these reasons, among others, we looked,
as we have said, with some anxiety to the ap-
pearance of Murray’s “ Scotland.” But we are
glad to find that the compiler has risen to the
occasion

; and on the whole, this handbook will
amply sustain the high reputation of its pub-
lisher’s red-covered series. Of course, it would
be unreasonable to expect that among the
numerous subjects of which it treats no mistakes
had occurred. Unless a man possessed the
encyclopedia! genius of Hermes Trismegistus he
could hardly combine the elements of history.When Mr. John Murray chooses to present

the world with a Handbook, it should be received ' poetry, philosophy, archmology, topography, and
in the light that we accept a Russian bond from

,

geology without falling iuio some blunders.
Rothschild. The subject may be open to doubt Accordingly there are both sins of omission and
in a variety of ways ; but the doubt can in no of commission in this respect. The Solway Firth,

way apply to the banker. Mr. Murray is the for instance, is not mentioned at all, although
colo.ssus of guide-book publishers

; and it is the traveller passes close to its northern shore,
hardly necessary to observe that in such a busi- Holyrood Palace was not built on the grounds
ness experience is worth its weight in gold. '

of Drumseuch, from which it is distant nearly
There can be no doubt, for example, that the ' two miles. There is no mention of “ artistic

method which has been so successfully employed
\

granite” in Aberdeen, one of thestaplemanufac-
in conducting thousands of bewildered travellers tnres of that flourishing seaport. Kinrara be-
over the Alps or up the Rhine would be at longed to the Duchess of Gordon. Some errors
least as serviceable in tho Scottish Highlands or
the Hebrides; and accordingly Mr. Murray’s
title to be heard—to pursue, as our Scotch legal

friends would say—on tho subject of Scotland is

beyond all question. How be may have con-
ducted his case is a different affair, and, in fact,

we must confess that we looked for this hand-
book of Scotland with some anxiety, and we
will explain why.

Scotland, although it baa now been for more
than a century and a half an integral portion of
the British empire, is, nevertheless, in many
respects, less known and understood by the mass
of Englishmen than any country on the Continent
taken at random. Its whole system of juris-

prudence difiiers from ours
; and to that curious

extent that at this moment England in the eye
of Scottish law is a foreign country ! Let us
ask any average man on this side of the Tweed
what he knows about the Scotch marriage laws,
for example, or the tenure of land, or that com-
plicated legal process which is called a multiple-
poinding, or an action of declarator and putting
to silence, or a warrant in meditatione fugcB ?

You might as easily get authentic information
about the political state of Patagonia or the
climate of Kamschatka ! Again, the Scottish
theology is so very peculiar—partaking, to a
much greater extent than most people would
suppose, of the ancient Jewish economy, or,

rather, of the dogmas and doctrines of the
Pharisees. With all this pretension to superior
sanctity, the statistical returns of the Registrar-
General show an amount of absolnte immorality
which is not surpassed by any country of Europe.

can wipe out tbis sad blot on the national
escutcheon. We will say nothing about the
consumption of whisky, nor of certain other
little profanities, of which the Jedburgh people
found themselves guilty the other day. We
have said enough to show what, however, re-

quires no demonstration, that our northern
countrymen are a peculiar people. If we pass
from a consideration of the society in Scotland
to that of the physical character of the country,

'

the change is like some beautiful transformation

Handbook for TraTcllers in Scotland, witb TraTeUing
Maps and Plans, Svo., pp. 368. 1867.

are obviously typographical, as, for example,
where we are told to pronounce nionzie as monce.
John Milne & Son, in Edinburgh, are brass-

founders, and not type founders, &o. <ic. These
and such like errors we must view with leniency
in the first edition of a book which possesses
many solid qualities to recommend it, aud we
will not dwell upon them. It is a more pleasing
task to indicate its merits.

la the first place, there is nothing of the
turgid, verbose, and vapid descriptions of
scenery—untruthful for the most part—which
distinguishes the most of Highland guide-
books. This fault originated, we believe,

with Dr. Macculloch and his disciples, whose
accounts, notwithstanding a copious interfusion
of scientific jargon, are habitually exaggerated.
Even Mr. Geikie, the most recent exponent of
this school, rather allows his language to govern
his ideas when he talks, for example, of the
“ long, lonely moor of Rannoch.” Of course a
moor is not a meadow

;
but there are many

lonelier moors in Scotland than Rannoch, as we
know to our bitter experience; and what is

worse, plenty that are far more barren of birds.
The editor, in making use of such materials,
very judiciously prunes away much of their sur-
plus eloquence; and in place of that we get
some account, in a rational way, of the indus-
trial resources of the country. We select for
quotation the following interesting paragraph
upon ” Coal and Iron —
"These products are, perhaps, the most important and

characteristic of Scotch industry, employing indirectly at
least seven-tenths of the population of the Lowlunda.
For legislative purposes the collieries of Scotland are
placed m two divisions, West and East. The former in-
cludes W. Lanark, Ayr, W. Stirling, Dumbarton, Ren-
frew, Argyle, and Dumfries, and embraces 233 collieries,
which produced in 1865, 6,250,000 tons. In the eastern
district are E. Lanark, Fife, Clackmannan, Haddington,
Kinross, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, E. Stirling, Peebles, and
Perth, including 374 coJlieries yielding 6,4iX),000 tons. Of
cannel coal 323,000 tons were raised in 1865; and tho
annual consumption of the Boghead coal, which is so
extensively used for distillation into paraffine, ic., is

equal to nearly 100,000 tons per annum. It may be of
interest, as the oil trade from coal distillation has become
so very important, to mention that the Boghead coal pro-
duces 128 gallons of oil per ton, while the other coals vary
from 72 to 90. As regards the iron trade, there were in

1865, 141 furnaces in blast (producing 1,163,000 tons of pig
iron}, which consumed ni)wurd8 uf U, million nf tons of
iron ore, all raised in the district. Next to Ststlbidshire,
the Scotch iron market is the most important of any. Tho

icipal iron shipping ports are Glasgow and Ardrossan,
the Clyde, and Bo'ness aud Grangemouth on the

Forth” (p. 30).
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In the second place, the arrangement of
rentes, the wayside divergences, and the variety
of schemes introdneed for tours of one,
two, or three months, in order to suit the differ-

ent periods of time at the disposal of tourists,

are, we find, all that can be expected or accom-
plished. The clear and precise series of charts
from Stanford’s geographical establishment, in

themselves a most valuable feature, are so

introduced as to give the utmost value to the
letterpress. The architectural notices are much
superior to those in other Scottish guide-books.
We quote the description given of Sir Walter
Scott’s Monument, in Edinburgh ;

—

The Scott Monument ia the most heautiful work of art
in Edinburgh, but it is not well placed. It was completed
in 1841, from the designs of George Eemp, an architect,
who was previously unknown to Came, and did not live to
see his plans completed. He was an intense admirer of
Melrose Abbey, and has endeavoured in this monument to
combine ail the characteristics and proportions of that
building. Four grand Early English arches support the
whole superstructure, which serves as a canopy to the
statue. To these main arches lour others are attached at
the cornera, aflbrding to the former a strong lateral
support, and sustained themselves by strong exterior
buttressed piers, surmounted by pinnacles. From these
spring four flying buttresses, which serve to support the
arches of the second story. Three galleries of the same
style rise above this, so that the monument may be said to
consist of a pile of arches in the Early English style,
gradually decreasing in size till the whole terminates in a
single piunscie. An interior staircase (admission 2d.) con.
ducts to the top, which is 200ft. from the ground. Above
the principal arches, and in various parts of the struc-
ture, are fifty-six niches, which are to be filled with statues
representing the most prominent characters in Sir Walter’s
novels : of these, nine have been completed and put up.
Beneath the main arches ia placed a statue of Sir Walter
Scott aud dog, by Steel!, a first-rate work of art

;
but the

situation is an unfortunate one. the loftiness of the arches
making the figure seem insignificant.

Upon the whole, then, what wc have to say of
Murray’s “Scotland” is to recommend it warmly
to onr readers, particularly to those who are
going north of the Tweed. If they do not find
it a “ guide, philosopher, aud friend,” they will

also intended to screen off, but to leave peculiar
openings, by which means a watch may be kept
up without the cognisance of the Post-office
employes. The furniture fittings, which are of
New South Wales cedar, cost something like
6,000Z. The rooms are lofty and well ventilated.
Around the arcades which extend along the
sides, or fronts of the building, tessellated pave-
ment is being laid down of an expensive descrip-
tion. The contractor for the building is Mr.
Samnel Amess

;
and, when ready for occupation,

it will have cost close upon 140,0001.
The works at Stony Creek, for the supply of

water to Geelong, are progressing satisfactorily.
There are at present nearly three hundred men
in the employ of Mr. J. Chappell. The embank-
ment baa been built up to the height of 61 ft.,

and the stonework of the front of the tunnel is

nearly completed, two-thirds of the fencing
round the reservoir has been erected, and
labourers are sinking shafts at the site of the
proposed reservoir at Lovely Banks to ascertain
the kind of strata.

The Victorian Chemical Works, Footscray, for
the manufacture of kerosene from Sydney shale,
consist of a main building for the manufacturing
processes, and another building some distance
apart from the main one, for containing the oils,

and for packing operations. The main building,
in which the retorts, stills, and refinery are, is

constructed of iron, and measures 100 ft. long,
20 ft. high, and 60 ft. broad. The other building
detached from the main one is also of iron, and
measures 66 ft. long by 33 ft. in width. The
works are situated at Footscray, on the bank of
the Saltwater river.

From the Registrar-General’s report on the
vital statistics of Melbourne and suburbs during
the month of April, we learn that the deaths
during that period amounted to 393, being a
daily average of 13'10, against a daily average

probably discover that it possesses as much of ' of 14-16 in March. The deaths, however, exceeded
that ternary compound as can be conveniently
stuffed into a knapsack or packed in a port-
manteau.

FROM MELBOURNE.

those of any previous month of April since 1860,
with the exception of 1865, when the number
was 399. The deaths of children under five

years of age numbered 221, of which 115, or
about 52 per cent., were of males, and 106, or
nearly 48 per cent., were of females.
The first part of the population statistics of

ports in 1865 was 2,000,000, and a similar
amount of tonnage left those ports during the
same period. Forty years ago the nnmber of
horses, cattle, and sheep in Australia was under
400,000 5 the number is now nearly 35,000,000.
A copy of the Official Record of the Interco-

lonial Exhibition held at Melbourne 1866-67, has
been sent to ua by the Commissioners. It is a
goodly voinme of many pages, and besides a
business-like Introduction by the secretary and
general manager, Mr. J. G. Knight, and the
Catalogue ofExhibits, Guide Reports and Awards,
it contains eight valuable Exhibition Essays
on the Progress of Victoria; its mining and
general statistics J its physical geography, geo-
logy, and mineralogy

;
its gems and precions

stones
; its agricultural resoiarces

; its zoology
and palccontology

;
and its climate; and on

Australian vegetation. There is also an appendix
containing much further information as to New
South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Tas-
mania, New Zealand, and Western Australia.

THE NEW THEATRE ROYAL, LEEDS.

A HANDSOME stained-glass window was lately 1 Victoria, for the year 1866, has been presented
on view at the works of Messrs. Ferguson, Urie,

[

to the colonial Parliament in the form of a blue-
& Lyon, Curzon-street, North Melbourne. It is . book. The number of immigrants who arrived
designed for the chancel of St. Peter’s Church,

[

during the year was 32,178, divided into 21,142
Wooloomooloo, near Sydney, and it is the gift of

j

male adults, 7,639 adult females, and 3^397
Mr. James Gordon. The window is composed of

;

children. From the United Kingdom the arrivals
three lancet lights, and is 16 ft. by 7 ft. in size. !

were 4,071 adult males, 3.133 females, and 1,310
It has nine separate subjects, the centre being a

;

children
; total, 8,514. From foreign ports the

large figure of our Savionr. The other subjects ' arrivals were 1,439 adult males, 133 females,
bear on the principal events in the life of St.

j

and 97 children. Of the arrivals from the
Peter. No. 1 is the calling of St. Peter

;
No. 2,

|

United Kingdom, 3,610 were warrant holders,
Peter witnessing the Transfiguration

; No. 3, and 584 were Government immigrants. The
Peter awakening Jesus from sleep during the i number of warrant-holders was nearly equal of
Tempest; No. 4, the Last Supper. In No. 5, both sexes, but of the Government immigrants
Christ’s agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, ' there were 513 adult females to 42 males and 29
Peter is shown sleeping, leaning on his sword

; |

children. From the neighbonrincr colonies there
No. 6 represents Christ supporting Peter on the

j

arrived 15,632 adult males, 4,373 females, and
water; No. 7, the Crucifixion; No. 8, Christ’s

j

1,990 children. From New Zealand, fhere are
charge to Peter,—“ Feed my sheep.” The style

i
5,0-13 adult males to only 624 adult females. The

is Early English.
|

number of emigrants who took their departure
The same artists designed a chancel window from the colony was 27,629, leaving a balance

'

for St. John’s Church, Launceston. The centra
figure is the figure of our Saviour in the Trans-
figuration, and in the two side lights are the
accessories. Beneath is Jesns at the Last Supper
with the bread and wine. In the three top lights
are the Dove and the Alpha and Omega.
The new post-office is nearly completed. In

Februaiy, 1866, and June last, the AustraUan
News gave views of it, an exterior and interior
one. The central hall is 80 fc. long by 30 ft.

wide, and 47 ft. high. It is lighted daring the
day by the windows in the roof and sides of the
building, and at night by four largo sun-lights.
The Elizabetb-street frontage is at present 194 ft.

long, the intention being to extend it to 316 ft.

An arcade runs along the front of the building,
affording access to the receiving and delivery
windows, registration, sale of stamps, inquiry
windows, and private letter-boxes. The opposite
side is appropriated to the letter-carriers and
receiving-rooms for inward mails, which enter
the building by the mail-yard, on the eastern
side from Boarke-street. On the first floor access
is obtained by corridors to the offices of the cor-
responding branch on the right or east side, and
to the accountants’ branch on the west side. A
view is obtained from the corridor of the opera-
tions on the ground floor, but it is intended to
carry a screen round of sufficient height to in-
tercept the view. The necessary superriaioi)
will be obtained at the north end, which it is

favour of the colony of 4,549. The number of
Chinese who arrived was 974 against 1,043 de-

The new Theatre Royal, Leeds, is in the
Italian style of architecture. The entrance to
the boxes, the floor of which is tesselated pave-
ment, is by a broad stone staircase, with gilL

balostrades, and it is lighted from the dome by a
chandelier, and a number of figures in niches in
the wall, holding globes. The boxes are entered
from corridors, and W'ill be furnished with chairs,
instead of inconvenient benches, and besides the
front circle of boxes at the sides, there are
twelve private and other boxes, approached by
separate entrances, that will hold about eight
persons each, and the entire boxes will accom-
modate 220 persons. The pit, reached by an
entrance at the side, will bold about 1,100 per-
sons. The gallery ia approached by a stone
staircase at the back of the theatre, down
Waterloo-street, throngh a. covered passage form-
ing part of the building. It will seat 1,150
persons. The entire accommodation of the
theatre is 2,516 seats.

The stage was laid down by Mr. Richard
Huby, and was built away from the theatre in

pieces. The width of the proscenium ia 25 ft.,

and the height 28 ft., and the depth from the
front to the back of the stage is 55 ft.

The architects are Messrs. Moore & Son, of
Sunderland. Messrs. Nicholson & Son, of Leeds,
are the builders.

The entire cost of the building is roughly
estimated at from 15,0001. to 20,OOOZ.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Johnstone {Renfrewshire).—Subscriptions for

a new public hall having been got, a committee
was some time ago appointed to get designs for
the buildings. Several architects were asked to
submit plana, and the designs of Mr. Lamb, of
Paisley, were selected as the most suitable of
those sent in. A site was obtained at the corner
of Lndovic-eqaare and Church-street. The
building will thus have a double frontage of

purtures. The total number of the population
j

50 ft. to the square, and of 90 fc. to the street,
on the Ist January, 1866, is given at 626,639, of - The principal entrance is from Ludovic-square,
whom 357,515 were males, and 269,124 females.
At the end of the year the number was 643,912,
or 365,317 males and 278,595 females

;
the in-

crease being 17,273, or 7,802 males and 9,471
females. About three-sevenths of the entire popn-
lation are given as on the gold-fields, the number
being 257,264. The aboriginal population is

estimated at 1,908 men, women, and children.
There are sixty-two municipal bodies in the
colony, including the City of Melbourne and the
town of Geelong, containing an estimated amount
of rateable property valued at 20,241,0731.,
having an annual value of 2,314,594Z. The
revenue they receive amounts to 341,429Z., the
expenditnre being 315,4751. The estimated popu-
lation of the municipalities amounted to 315,939,
and the dwellings they contained numbered
68,968, their area 241,930 acres.

In 1865, the imports into the Australian colo-
nies reached 35,000,000i., and the exports

30.000.

0001. Within the last sixteen years
New South Wales and Victoria have yielded

150.000.

0001. worth of gold, and New South
VVales has produced 5,000,000 tons of coal.

South Australia has also, within the last ten
years, exported 5,000,OOOZ. worth of copper. The
tonnage of vessels which arrived at Australasian

on the south, by a hall and staircase to the
public-ball floor. The ground-story has a games
or amusement room, about 62 ft. by 23^ ft., with
a 17 ft. ceiling. It is lighted from the sidewalls.
The reading-room or newspaper-room is 45^ ft.

long and 16 ft. wide. The library is 16 ft.

square
; and the directors’ room is 16 ft. by

11^ ft. There is an entrance from Church-
street, from which all the rooms on the ground
floor can readily be reached by a corridor, There
is also by this entrance a special staircase to the
public hall, and for concerts or similar enter-
tainments it may be used for the first-class

seats. The two staircases and wide entrance-
doors give ready means of exit. On the ground-
floor are lavatories, bath-room, and other accom-
modation. On the upper floor is the public
hall, 62 ft. long, 46 ft. wide, and 26 ft. high.
The hall is entered from both ends of the bnild-

ing, and has a large platform at the north end,
with a snite of retiring-rooms for ladies and
gentlemen. Attention has been paid to ventila-

tion. The architect has selected modern Italian

as the style. The door-piece, with an orna-
mental balcony over it, is the central feature, and
enriched Venetian windows balance the door-

piece and light up the upper story. The build-
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ig has been contracted for, the contractors being
-for the masonry department, Messrs. D. Jaffray
i Son, Johnstone

; for the carpenter and joiner
'ork, Mr. Robert Whyte, Glasgow

;
for the slater

'ork, Mr. John Robertson, Johnstone; for the
lumber work, Mr. John Stewart, Johnstone

;
for

lie plaster work, Mr. James Hutchinson, Paisley.
1 Kirkwall (Orkney).—The new iron pier at the
arbour, extending 500 ft. in total length from
16 head of the East Quay, is now nearly com-
ieted. Messrs. Laidlaw & Son, of Glasgow,
.'ere the contractors. They were to complete
I by the 18th of October, 1806, for a lump sum
r 10,490i. The progress of the work was slow
t first, owing to delays caused by the rocky
ottom near the head of the quay deflecting the
crew piles, and also by an unfortunate accident
.’hich befell the crane, and which terminated
rtally in the case of one of the workmen be-
>ngiug to the town. The narrow part of the
ier, extending 332 ft. from the top of the East
may, is provided with a tramway, which has a
jossiug in the central p.irfc, and a railed-off

iromenade for foot-passengers, floored with hard
cood. Between the broad iron rails of the tram-
jay there is a pavement of usphalto, 4 ft. 4 in.

li breadth. The tramway rests on twenty-eight
ist-iron piles, connected by arches. The pier,
ihich has an upper and under platform, is 38 ft.

II breadth from rail to rail, and 168 ft. in length,
taking the total extent of the structure 500 ft.

here are, at the head, sixty-four iron piles and
aventy-three fender piles of strong teak wood.

I specialty of the pier is that the timber bracing
n separate from the iron framework, so that any
ijury done to the fender piles by the concussion
^ vessels driving alongside leaves the iron part
f the structure unharmed.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

WMacclesfield .—The foundation-stone of a new
iifirmary has been laid hero by Earl Grosvenor,
P.P. The intended new institution takes its

’igin in an endowment of the sum of 30,0001,
[iqueathed by the late Mr. Joseph Tunniclifl’.

Q eligible site has been chosen—a vacant plot
ri ground bounded by two new streets, Cumber-
dnd-street and Westminster-road, and adjoining
e public park. The building will be erected on
6 pavilion plan, and be made to accommodate
yty patients. The architect is Mr. Stevens, of
lanchester and Macclesfield

; and the contract
1.8 been let to Messrs. Nield & Sons, of Man-
sester, for 12,6501., exclusive of the furnishing,
liiting, &c., which it is estimated will cost 2,0001.
rore. The existing Macclesfield Dispensary will
i) incorporated with the new institution.

^'Stafford .—Tho new Manchester and Liverpool
it^trict Bank is now almost completed. The
TW building is of red brick, with Hollington

.

rone dressings, and tho shafts which support
' 6 capitals iu the windows and doorways are of
1 i Mansfield stone. The style is Gothic, treated
•hth considerable freedom, and a good deal of
vrving and other ornamentation. The front is

ivided into three gables, terminating with
ia-ials. The whole width is 44 ft. All the door
1 d window openings inside and outside have
ifafts of red Mansfield stone, supporting carved
litpitals. The bank itself is 40 ft. G in. long by
fc ft. wide. It is entirely lighted from the top
a a large lantern with side lights all round it.

Id which is also partially roofed with glass, an
eDervening ceiling of ornamental glass in panels
vrving to soften the effect of tho vertical light,
e.e architect is Mr. Robert Griffiths, county
'vrveyor

; and the work baa been earned out by
.
. H. Lovatt, contractor, of Wolverhampton.

H’Hoylake .—The Stanley Hotel, at Hoylake, has
!iBn formally opened. The building was com-
Dtnoed about four years ago by Mr. Cookson,
t owing to a want of funds it remained for a
isasiderablo time in statu quo. Recently it was
eien in hand by tbe Amalgamated Brewery
umpany, of Birkenhead. The building stands
)iDn about an acre and a half of ground, and it

I 3 a frontage of something like 300 ft. The
etel is intended chiefly as a place of resoit for
ujursionists, and, with this view, it has been
Itilt to meet the requirements of all parties. It
immands a view of the race-course, as well as
khe surrounding neighbonrhood. Mr. J. Bratton,
liBirkenheacl, was the architect

j
and -Mr. Evans,

EHoylake, the builder.

‘tStafford .—The covered market has been en-
;eged. The space between the Guildhall and
C) covered market has been cleared of the old
cuce barracks, and entirely enclosed, adding a

covered space, 93 ft. by 33 ft., to the market. On
each side of the entrance is a shop, and above
these, and extending the whole width of the
market, an armoury for the volunteers has been
provided, with an entrance at each end, and a
place at the back for cleaning arms. The new
part of the market is ventilated by louvres. Mr.
Griffiths, the county surveyor, was the architect,
and the contract was taken by Mr. Christooher
Eapley.

• MANCHESTER TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

Readers will learn with satisfaction that the
Corporation of Manchester have carried out the
suggestion made in our pages, and Iiave printed
a list of the designs received under mottoes or
devices. It will be found in our advertising
cohimns, so that all competitors will know if
their designs have been received. We are in a
position to state also that the committee have
called in professional aid to assist them in making
their first selection of not fewer than six nor
more than twelve, thus offering further evidence
that a strong desire exists to do full justice to
the competing architects.

We would suggest to the two or three com-
petitors who have addressed letters to us on the
subject that they should at least wait until the
Committee have done something before saying
that they have done wrong. So far as we have
the means of judging, the Committee appear,
and we have said this before, to have the
strongest desire to do justice and to bring about
a satisfactory conclusion.

SEFTON PARK, LIVERPOOL.
Some few years ago the enormously iucreasing

,sjze of the borough of Liverpool (which had
nearly trebled itself in twenty years), induced
some of the leading members of the council to
consider the best way of preserving open spaces
for breathing room, while the land was yet to bo
obtained at a reasonable rate at tbe outskirts of
Uie town. They already possessed the Newsham
House Estate, situated on the extreme eastern
boundaries, and by the munificence of the late
Mr. Richard Vaughan Yates, the Princes Park
was in existence at the south-eastern boundary.
Yet the connecting link between the extreme
northern boundary of the borough and the
southern was not completed. Mr. James New-
lauds, the excellent borough engineer, suggested
that, if sufficient space was not to be obtained
to continue the cordon, of parks, an inner and
outer boulevard, of wide dimensions, should
be substituted, well planted with trees, to con-
nect the two divisions of the town to the north-
east, east, and south-east, while the noble river
Mersey completed the circuit of this densely popu-
lated town. But at this time a most popular
gentleman, Mr. Robert Hutebinson, late mayor,
presided over the Improvement Committee, and
he was determined that tho whole of the cordon
of parks should be accomplished. In accordance
with this determination tbe council purchased a
large tract of land, some 160 acres in extent,
from the Earl of Derby, at the extreme north of
the town. This is now being laid out as the
Stanley Park, under the direction of Mr. Edward
Kemp, of the Birkenhead Park. The corpora-
tion then purchased the site of Shiel Park, named
after an old and esteemed member of the council,
which is now completed and open to the public.
This completed the circuit up to the Newsham
House Park. The Wavertree Park and old
Botanical Gardens continue the line to within a
short distance of Parliameut-fields, still unbuilt
upon. The Princes Park here joins, and at the
Ullet-road boundary of this park the Sefton
Park commences, and stretches over hill and
hollow to Mossley-hill and Aigburth.
The area of the park is 400 acres, distributed

thus :

—

Building Bites surrounding Park 113 o' o'
Botanical Garden 19 0 0
Area of Lake and running water i.i l-i 0 0
Ajea of Roads and Drives 61 0 0

210 0 0

The 190 acres left will be planted and laid out
with carriage-drives and walks.
At the latter part of last year the corporation

of Liverpool offered liberal premiums for the
best designs for laying out tbe land as a park.
Besides the sites for building lots and botanical

garden, the council required a review ground
capable of reviewing the local Volunteers, a
large cricket-ground, and, lastly, a grand boule-
vard of 75 fc. wide (having a gallop or Rotten
Row running beside it), forming a connecting
link with the Croxteth and Princes Park roads
which give the chief access to Liverpool from the
esteemed quarter of Mossley-hill, Garstou, and
Aigburth.

Twenty-nine competitors sent in designs, and
after calling in and consulting Mr. Nesfleld, the
distinguished metropolitan gardener, the Council
awarded, as we have before now stated, the first

premium to the authors of this design—Mr.
Edward Andre, of Paris, and Mr. Lewis Horn-
blower, of Liverpool

; the former gentleman
having charge of the public parks and gardens of
Paris, and the latter being a local architect, who
had the advantage of experience in these matters
under the direction of the late Sir J. Paxton.
We give a bird’s eye view, which will explain

the whole arrangement proposed. The boulevard
is in the foregound, running from Croxteth-road
on the left to the Garston-road on the right, a
distance of one mile and a quarter.
Tho Park proper is enclosed by a carriage-

drive 50 fc. wide, with side footpaths.
The Botanical Gardens are enclosed with iron

railings, and are centrally situated, with a soutb-
westernly aspect. Nineteen acres are devoted
to this department. It seems well arranged,
and includes many modern improvements.
The contour of the land shows a valley

running longitndinally down the centre of the
park, while about half-way down this valley
another joins, coming from the Mossley Hill side.
Both valleys have a great fall 45 ft. towards the
lowest part of the land. This fact, and tho
small streams which issue from the heads of each
valley, suggested to the designers a series of
cascades leading from tbe heads of the valleys
to the lakes at the lowest or Aigburth-road
entrance to the park.

These cascades are eleven in number, varying
in the depth of fall from 12 ft. to 6 ft., and are
formed with ornamental rockwork and other
accessories. Five bridges will span the streams
at various selected spots, each bridge varying iu
design and size. Footpaths of 10 ft. wide follow
the windings of the rivulets, and intersect the
ornamental plantings surrounding the lakes, &c.

Secondary carriage-drives of 30 ft. wide follow
the course of tbe lake, and intersect with the
main drives round the park. At many com-
manding .'ipnts kiosks and other ornamental
buildings will be erected. A large band pavilion,
first and second class restaurants, a cricket
pavilion, with markers’ pavilions, covered sheds

' for equestrians, boat-houses, deer-house, &c. Ac.,
will be provided.

Lodges will be placed at all the entrances, and
it is the wish of the council that these should bo
habitable as well as ornamental. Houses for the
curator of the gardens, grand conservatory with
monumental casesdes, fountains, &c., will he
introduced. Some few of the elevations of these
buildings we have engraved.
The park and garden are estimated to coat

140,0001., and it is expected that tho sale of the
bnilding lots, 290 in number, varying iu size
fi'om 1,250 to 6,000 square yards, will nearly
repay the council for their outlay in the pur-
chase of the land and laying out the park

; at
any rate, the difference will be amply repaid by
the large open park area of 190 acres secured to
the public for ever.

The staking out of the roads and drives is

now being proceeded with rapidly
j
but it is in-

tended, when the fences are down and before
the earthworks are commenced, that an oppor-
tunity shall be given to tho county of Lancaster
and its northern neighbours to show what their
Volunteer army can do in a review on a grand
scale; and it is expected that, on the 3rd or 4th
of October, some 25,000 Volunteers of tlie

northern district will be reviewed by H.R.H. the
Duke of Cambridge.

It is expected, and indeed arranged, that tho
whole of the works will be completed in two
years from the date of the contracts. We may
state that, since the resignation of Mr. Hutch-
inson from the conncil, the corporation have
selected Mr. Joseph Hubbach as the chairman
of the Improvement Committee, under whose
auspices every encouragement is given to the
designers to carry out their work in its entirety
and without interference.

The views we give represent, in order, be-
ginning at the top, The Main Lodges and Gates

;

The Head Gardener’s House; The Shepherd’s
House

;
and the Cricket Pavilion.
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DISCOVERIES IN KILDALE CHURCH,
YORKSHIRE.

In the cotirso of the works here, jnat withiu
the line of the north wall of the church, a series

of interments, laid east and west, and with the
head of one near the feet of the next, were
found to the number of seven or eight ; and with
them a number of weapons of iron and articles
of bronze. Among the former were three swords,
an axe, three or four daggers (presumably ; from
the state of corrosion it is hard to say decisively
that one at least is not a spear or javelin-head),
a knife in a bone handle, portions apparently of
spurs, &c. Among the last is a pair of tweezers,
a curious object consisting of two legs, each 2 in.

I long, set square in the ends of a cross-bar (about
I half the length of the legs), and terminating
each of them in movable rings, not unlikely a

I means of suspension for some object or objects
unknown

; the remains of two hemispherical
bowls of thin metal, about 2^ in. in diameter at

I the mouth, and perforated with four small holes
near the rim, which probably or certainly
formed parts of a balance. A plug of lead also
'was met with, which, from the green metallic
matter about it, seemed to have come from a
bronze or bronze-lined socket j and a shield-
Iflhaped and decorated plate of bronze, which
may have been the chape of a sword or dagger-
Isheath. A small wooden frame was also found,
with a movable panel, inclosing a small plate
lof lead, about the thickness of half-a-crown,
land X iu- by 1 in. in dimensions.
A writer in the Yorkahire Gazette considers,

—

ihe axe-head, and one at least of the swords,
lare so characteristic that they belong to the
(period of the Danish occupation of Cleveland.
The dispossessed owners of Kildale, named in
'Domesday, were Orme and Ligulf; and there
can be no reasonable doubt that they were
iheirs— at least successors—to others whose
nationality was as distinctly declared by tbeir
names, as in the case not only of these two,
but in that of twenty-one more out of the twenty-
iseven owners in Cleveland specified in the Domes-
day Book. It is scarcely a mere surmise that
)3ome of the earlier of these settlers—perhaps
not quite the earliest—might be buried within
tthe limits of a Christian edifice and yet not with-
!Dut the accustomed weapons of their heathen
rfore-elders. The swords lay with the blade
ibbliquely across the bones of the leg, the hilt at
lohe right hip. The axe lay on the insteps of its
une-time owner, so that its helve must have
:feached up to or towards his right hand.

Liverpool.— The Operative Carpenters and
Joiners have met to consider the new trade rules
proposed by the masters. Several amendments
to the proposed rules were submitted and carried
The eighth rule proposed by the masters was as
follows :

—

“ Each eraployer shall conduct h'8 business in any way
he may think advantafieoua in the matter of letting piece-
work, employment of society or non-aoeiety men, taking
aoprentices, using machinery and implements, and in all
details of management not infringing the individual liberty
of the workmen."

The adoption of this rule was strongly opposed,
and the rule was rejected.

Qlasgoio.—The masons are on strike at the
University Buildings. The original cause of the
dispute was the employment by Mr. Thomson,
the contractor, of certain non-union men, and
his refesal to dismiss these when requested by
the unionists to do so. The immediate result of
the misunderstanding was that nearly all the
builders and hewers then engaged on the works,
numbering 180, threw down their tools, leaving
on the ground only labourers, quarrymen, smiths,
and joiners. Mr. Thomson, however, adhered to
his determination to employ non-’anionists if he
saw fit. In the absence of masons employment
was given to the labourers and quarrymen in
obtaining stone, and thus at least one important
branch of the work was vigorously pushed on.
Meanwhile, masons continued to come in on Mr.
Thomson’s terms, and by this time, it is said,
the fall complement wonld have been made up
but for the unionists. The result is that only
some seventj -eight masons have yet come in,
the number required being about 250. Some of
those who have accepted employment were
unionists.

THE METROPOLITAN MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT BILLS.

The term “London” in this summary means
the whole of the metropolis, and “ City of Lon-
don ” the City proper only.

In contrasting Mr. Ayrton’s scheme with this
one, it is submitted that the humbler scheme
embodied in the Metropolitan Municipalities'
Bill and the Metropolis Municipal Government
Bill offers over Mr. Ayrton’s the following ad-
vantages amongst others :

—

Ist.—It is self-acting, and can be put to work without
any Government interference.

2Dd.—It is based upon principles and embodied in forma
which are approved by experience and fomUiar to the
people.

3r(l,— It mates nse, as far aa possible, of all existing
mnnicipal agencies, and developea instead of destroying
them.
4th.—Whilst far more moderate in its immediate aims,

it affords a basis broad enough to include hereafter every
relorm which experience may show to be desirable.

Mr. Ayrton’s scheme, it is maintained, is
“ characterised by centralization and official in-
terference,” while Mr. Mill’s, though introducing
a vast change io the municipal administration of
the metropolis, avoids these characteristics, and
is essentially conservative.

THE COST OF METROPOLITAN PAVING.

A REPOKT from the Highways, Sewers, and
Public Works Committee of St. Pancras has just
beeu printed for the consideration of the vestry,
showing the outlay for paving purposes, as well
aa the additional sum thrown upon the pariah
by the abolition of tolls, by which that vast
monopoly, the London General Omnibus Com-
pany, has derived enormous advantages, without
affor(iing the public any adequate benefit. The
report sets out by stating that for 1866 the rates
levied for paving purposes were insufficient by
4,600J. to meet paving requirements, whilst at
the same time extraordinary expenses had to be
incurred out of the general rate, making a total
under this head of 2,9751. The cost of works in

ntersecting por»

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

. A SUBSCRIPTION has been set on foot for the
nnrpose of raising a testimonial to Mr. W. C.
ei^eng, the editor of the Sheffield Daily Telegraph,
lOr the important and manly part he took in
Reference to the recent outrage commission, and
. sum of about 2001. has already been sub-
rcribed. After the New Uereford-street outrage
a December last, Mr. Leng advocated the ap-
liointment of a commission with extraordinary
iiowers, for the purpose of making a thorough
vivestigation. He also broadly stated that there
ttould be no doubt of the complicity of some of
ehe trades unions in that and similar outrages
irhich had disgraced the town, and meetings of
irade societies were held at which the accusa-
)ion was denied with great warmth, Broadhead
ieing, perhaps, the most emphatic and energetic
i “ hurling back the foul imputation.” While

rlr. Leng was writing on the subject, one of
tiroadbead’s accomplices (Hallam)—who subse-
laiently gave most important evidence before
eie commissioners—called upon him and made
c confession, which was communicated to the
Iblice, and proved to be of the greatest value,
itotwitbstanding threats of vengeance, and com-
iined efforts to damage the circulation of his
piper, Mr. Leng persisted in his demands for a
ommission. In this he was cordially assisted
V merchants and manufacturers of the town.
Iiln speaking of the efforts of the local press
si should not be forgotten that in a less promi-
amt but in a firm and courageous manner this
xjiosure of dangerous rascality was materially
iromoted by the editor of the Sheffield hide-
vmdent. We may here note that the Saw-
flinders’ Union have virtually and formally
ifnfessed themselves to be accomplices of the
ipspicable Broadhead, at least after the fact, if

also before it. Ic is to be hoped Parliament
1.11 know what use to make of this confession,

j

Besides the scheme proposed by Mr. Ayrton’s
committee, two Bills were brought into i’arlia-

^

relaying footways and paving
meiit by Mr. Mill, M.P., under the auspices of tions of adjacent roads in connexion with paving
the Metropolitan Mnnicipal Association, 1, Adam -

1

certain of the late turnpike roads, had been
street, Adelphi. In introducing the second of 6,9761. The total cost of paving these roadwava
his two Bills, Mr. Mill said the Bill embodied the ' amounted to 49,6611., for defraying the cost of
remainder of the plan which he had introduced

I
which 50,0001. had been borrowed by the vestry,

in another Bill at an earlier period of the sea- 1
In consequence of works executed there was a

sion. It could not be expected that the Bill
j

large quantity of surplus material in the depot,
could be carried into effect that session, and his i

which being available for other streets requiring
object was simply to have it printed, so that it !

repair, might be regarded as an asset to the
might be laid before the public with a view to I

value of 1,5001. Amongst the estimates for
its being considered next session. It provided 1 1866 was an item for repairing the carriageway
for a central government, and proceeded very and footways of Tottenham-court-road at a cost
much in accordance with the recommendations
of a commission which had considered the ques-
tion. It enlarged the City corporation into a
municipality for the whole of London, leaving so
much of the present corporation in the City as
was necessary for purely local purposes. There
would be a mayor and two aldermen for each
district, they being those candidates for the
common councillorship who had the greatest
number of votes. The corporation property
would pass into the possession of this larger
municipality. The City, it was right to say, had
not yet authorised this cession. It was proposed
that the City should have twice the number of
representatives in the common council that its
population wonld justify; it would thus have six
aldermen. It was proposed that the county of
the City of London should become the county of
all London, and should have one commission of
peace, of which all the aldermen should be mem-
bers. Asa temporary measure it was proposed
that the Board of Works and all the present
aldermen should be added to the council. Sir
John Thwaites being appointed chairman of the
standing committees at his present salary, pro-
vided that he was willing to accept the office.

The Metropolitan Municipal Association have
issued, in a printed form, “Notes in explanation ”

of these two Bills. The first of the two, they
state, is so framed as to be capable of passing
into law alone, although the two form in reality
one whole, and could be passed, pan passu, with
an enactment in the second that the two should
be construed as one. The objects of the two are
thus summarized in the “explanations —

•To extend throughout the metropolis that local
municipal life which is characteristic of our towns, but
which, in the metropolis, has hitherto been confined to the
City of London.
2nd,— To retain the Corporation of London as one of a I

group of district municipalities, all henceforth to berepre-
I

iited in a common council. I

3rd.—To establish

of 8,2881., but the old paving could be dressed
for other thoroughfares of lesser traffic. After
referring to the payment of great works on roads,
such as Gray’s-inn-road and others, out of the
general rate to the extent of 13,000i., which
they considered a great mistake, the committee
report that the cost of maintaining the roads
thrown upon the parish by the abolition of tolls
was 11,0001. per annum

;
but the vestry having

borrowed the 50,0001. referred to, and paved
with granite those portions of the old turnpike
roads that were subjected to the heaviest traffic,

had reduced the coat of maintenance, including
the payment of the instalment of loan and in-

tereat to 8,4001. per annum, which was equal to
a rate of 24 d. in the pound. The appendix to
the report thus shows that the amount required
for paving works in the pariah of St. Pancras in
1864, the year in which tolls were taken off and
turnpike roads thrown on the parish, had been :

March, 18,0971. ; September, 17,7101. In 1865,—
March, 18,5171.

j September, 21,6071. In 1866,—
March, 18,7941. ; September, 21,7101. In 1867,—
March, 21,8421. ;— total, 138,2771., the amount for
all purposes required under the general rate for
the same period being 170,1561.

HOW TO COOL HOUSES ?

Can any of your correspondents oblige
me with information on the following subject ?

I must premise that I have been for many years
a resident in India, and am about to return
there. A cool house is an object I seek with
earnestness, as essential not only to the comfort
but to the health and happiness of myself and
my family. Some fourteen or fifteen years ago.
Professor Piazzi Smyth suggested that this object
might be accomplished by the expansion of com-

City of Lunrioa und the -Metropoliiuu Hoard of
' temperature of the surrounding

ks. atmosphere. It is well known that air will give
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out its heat nndor compression, and -will, in

consequence, be colder on its re-expansion than
it was before. Professor Smyth’s idea was that
it would be practicable to compress the air in

strong vessels outside the house, and then allow
it to expand, after being cooled down, in the
interior, to which it would be passed through
pipes. In 1854 I met with a paragraph in the
Calcutta Literary Gazette which stated that a
paper had been read on behalf of ilr. Macquorn
Bankine, at the meeting of the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, which
described how this mode of cooling houses might
be applied

j and which stated that a one-horse
power steam engine with a bell receiver would
compress 66,000 cubic feet of air per hour to so

great an extent as to reduce its temperature 30°,

flay from 90° to 60°. A much less quantity
would be sufEcient to cool an ordinary house
as greatly as would be necessary or pleasant,

and the plan, therefore, seems to be as practi-

cable and convenient as could be desired. Tet,
strange to say, though the comfort and happi-
ness of great numbers in India, where families

are constantly broken up by the ill-health pro-
duced by heat, would be secured by its opera-
tion, I have been unable to learn by any in-

quiries that I have had it in my power to make
either in India or England, that it has ever been
tvcd, or that any notice has been taken of it.

The only mention I have seen made of it was in

a short paragraph in the Friend of India, in

which it was spoken of as too expensive for use

;

but this could not be if ilr. Rankine’s statement
was correct. What I now seek is information
about this mode of cooling houses, whetherithas
ever been tried, and with what result, and I

should be extremely obliged to any one who
could afford it. Steam-power I could not com-
mand ; but 1 suppose that of a one-horse power
engine could be obtained by the use of oxen. I

cannot say that I understand, from the imperfect
description given in the paper I have referred

to, the mode of operation propounded by Mr.
Hankine. The plan which appears to me the
most feasible would be to compress the air by
means of a condensing pump, in a long air-tight

cast-iron tube, running through a small canal of
water, and opening into the house, the end in

the house being closed with a valve so loaded as
to produce the requisite degree of condensation.

Inbicus.

HOUSE DRAINAGE AND
VENTILATION.

Sir,—Our experience before and since our
combined works of water supply and drainage
came into operation (at Leek) is so exactly in ac-
cordance with the views expressed in your recent
leader (p. 581), that I cannot help forwarding you
some practical detailed results as to our case. A
large portion of my time daring the last ton years
has been devoted to the important question upon
which youwrite soforcibly. The systemof ventila-

tion you advocate baa been practically tested
here during the last six years. Atmospheric air

is admitted into the main sewer at the lower
levels, and sulphuretted hydrogen and other
light poisons are carried off by 3 in., 4 in., and
6 in. pipes from the drain heads at the high
levels. Nature is thus allowed to do the whole
work of ventilation herself. I have frequently
demonstrated chemically the truth of what you
say as to the propriety of ventilating every drain.

Where a drain, quickly ascending off the main
sewer, is not ventilated, fill one vessel with the
atmosphere of the drain at the drain-head, and
another from the street sewer, where the drains
enter, and in nearly every cose the latter will
support life, while the former will not.

Experience justifies me in stating that I know
of nothing so mischievous as allowing slop-stone
pipes to be directly connected with the drain ;

when this was allowed here, I found 40 to 50 per
cent, where the bell-trap was either defective or
removed, and a constant stream of gaseous poison
entering the house. Taking the slop -stone
pipe through the wall unto a trap outside,
in the manner you suggest, would, in my
.opinion, if universally carried out, save thousands
of lives.

I do not approve of street gullies being un-
trapped, except here and there one at very low
level, where, if a few diy shavings are kindled,
the draught is forced inward.
Onr town drainage was executed by Mr. C.

Slagg, C.E., now borough surveyor at Kingston,
at a total cost of about 10,0001. We have lately
gone through the mains, and I do not think a

hundredweight of sub-soil could be found in the
entire length.

The chief advantage has been derived by the
poorer classes. The following is an example in
proof :—During the six years previous to the
drainage works the mean number of members
belonging to the Leek Burial Society was 5,178,
and the total number of deaths 984, and the
average age at death 18‘66 years. Daring the
six years since the new drainage works came
into operation it stands thus :—Mean number of
members 5,988, number of deaths 608, average
age at death 27'06 years

; showing the decrease
in the number of deaths, corrected for the in-

crease of members, to be 475, which is equal to
a decrease in the annnal rate of mortality of 13'24

to 1,000 of the living. The increase in the value
of life is S'4 years. I estimate the total number
of weeks’ sickness prevented amongst these
persons duriug the last six years to be upwards
of 40,000. It is found that one-third of the
total amount of sickness experienced occurs be-

tween the ages of fifteen and fifty-five years.
Supposing each male between those ages to
earn 10s. per week, and each female Ss. per
week, and the medical and other expenses
attending each person sick to be lOs., and the
cost of each funeral bl., the total saving to this

portion of the community, under these heads,
during the six years, amounts to 2,000L more
than the entire cost of the whole of the drainage
works. And supposing the same state of things
that has existed during the last six years to con-
tinue during the after-life of the present mem-
bers of this society, the total saving that will

have resulted to them under these heads, when
the last shall have died off, will be 61,97Sh

Robert Farrow.

THE LAW COURTS COMPETITION.

Sir,—

I

bog to offer a few words in coiTection
of a statement in your impression of this week.
What I said in reference to the reported doable

award of the judges did not amount to a protest,

but only to a suggestion of the question, whether
or not such an award would be consistent with
fairness to the competitors, and the impression
under which they had entered the competition.
The opinion said to have been offered by me as
to my own claims and to my position in the com-
petition would have been most imbecoming as
proceeding from me, and I need hardly add,
was not expressed.

I will only add, that I have no kind of doubt
that Mr. Barry and Mr. Street would produce
an excellent building, ray only doubt being as to
the justice, according to the customary rules of
competitions, of thus, as it were, clubbing
together the merits of different competitors.
Should this, however, be thought right by those
best authorized to judge, no protest shall pro-
ceed from me; but I shall rejoice if a noble
result is the consequence.

Geo. Gilbert Scott.
P.S.—I am sorry to observe that my cause has

been taken up by an over-zealous friend, in one
of the papers, in a tone which I should never
have for a moment sanctioned had I been
consulted.

BATHING.
It appears to me that all our watering-places should

provide enclosed bathing-places, so as to be available
"af all timei of tide; "

either in form oi "floating bathe,"
or fixed ones formed of an enclosure of piles, and a timber
grating rising and falling with the tide. Nothing can be
more gloomy or uninviting than our machines, with the
hoods behind drawn down, excluding sun and air. If the
“ Continental mode ” is objected to by the fastidious here,
separate the sexes: but why confine them to the limit of a
small machine ? There is no bathing in the proper sense
of the term here.
Owing to the tides bathing is rendered very difficult at

the proper hours. Is a remedy so difficult ? What is
wanted are proper baths and bathing-places. Natatob.

FUTURE COMPETITIONS.
SiH,—"Win you allow me a line to repeat the suggestion

I made some time ago as to the future of architeotural
competitions ? It is that in all cases the architects com.
peting should be required lo furnish bondjide drawings of
the future building and its details.
Suppose in every instance, as a jnst free trade trial, a

plan, eection, and elevation only be sent in the actual
drawing of the architect A»»i*f//’as evidence of bis power
as an artist, not all clerks’ work and the resnlt of
hired assistance. 8o much for the general competition
open to the world. The next process should be to reduce
this number to three or six or twelve, according to extent
of the work, and to demand of those competing
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drawings so as to show the design fully, and these draw-
ings to be paid for as in the instance of the Manchester
Town Hall competition. Thus would two ends be gained,

—

first, the tchoU art could and tcould have ift cAunce, without
the excessive labour of complete drawings, but yet
enough; and next, the real competing architects would
feel that they were earning their wages fairly by the being
paid for, to a certain extent, profitable and assured
work

;
and finally, and not the least, a blow would bo

struck at the present bad system of putting forth a series
of drawings, and evidences of tine art espacity, wholly the
handwork ofothere,whenever appear in it, except, perhaps,
to hear it told to the world afterwards as the reason of tne
short coming and final failure that they, and not their em-
ployer, who gets everything, are the real and primal cause of
that failure. The whole future of art in reality depends
on the following of this course and principle of action,-—
that of the bond fide work of the exhibiting artist becom-
ing a tine qua non. I think this idea has already begun to
live, and that the result of the Law Courts competition
partly proves it

;
and surely, sir, it is the interest of every

artist and architect and artist workman, to help to make
the public aware of its absolute necessity. Until this be
done an architect'* competition is an impossibility—the
resultant work is “starved," for the real workers are
starved

! C. B. A.

BOARDS AND SURVEYORS.

Sir,—The enclosed application for the office

of “District Surveyor” has been sent to the
Watlington District Highway Board, Oxon, in

reply to an advertisement in your pages, the
character of which should not be passed um
noticed. S. T.

(Copy.)

Sir,—

I

wish to apply for the post of district surveyor
for Watlington, having been brought up in that line, and
I can produce first-class testimonials from all the most
emiueni London surveyors. I have passed the examina-
tion at the Royal Institute of British Arcbiteois, which is

necessary under Act of Rnrliament, before one can perform
the duties of “district surveyor.”
Haviug hitherto found the scope for my intellectual

powers rather confined in London, I look forward with
“ Great Expectations" to an open tract of 150 miles of
country, with a salary of equal amount.
My iullnential relatives offer to advance the security of

2001., which might be deposited at interest with the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals for the benefit of
the horse.
Gathering from the obscure wording of the advertise-

meut that the Board find the horse, but that I should have
to find the hoard, I wish to ask whether bis appetite is

good, and how are his poor feet? Do the Board pay the
turnpikes? Does the horse go quiet in harness, or do
they expect to find an ass to ride him ?

The advertisement does not give me a chance ofjudging
of the bandwriting of tbe Board, but haviug been educated
at Oxford I will undertake to write as clear English.
Should I bo entitled to parochial relief from each of

the thirty-nine parishes? My wife takes in washing.
Would tbe Board uuderlaka to push the business in iullu-

ential quarters ? Should I be allowed time for turning the
maogle? and bow much of ray “whole time'’ could be
devoteJ to sleep ? Claudb Viator.
To the Clerk to the Watlington Highway Board, Oxon.

WINCHESTER DRAINAGE COMPETITION.
Sib,—The blundering one idea of the Winchester

Local Board (the utilization in Cbiloomb Valley) having
resulted iu a complete muddle as to the second and third
premiums, the only honourable course open to them
seems to me, to at once recall tbe rejected designs, and
submit them all to Mr. Botham, or any other competent
engineer, as they ought to have done in the first inatanoe.

In tbe Farnham Drainage Competition tbe Local Board
fortunately had the advice of an eminent civil engineer
residing in the neighbourhood, and upon his auggestioB
they at once sent tbe whole of the competing designs to

Mr. Leather, for him to decide their merits. These
amateur engineers at Winchester, however, were above
(or below) advice, including that of their own surveyor,
and now behold the resnlt,

Tbe arrangements suggested above, though not including
the first premium (whiA I imagine is now unavoidably
awarded to “ No. 7") wiU show that the Winchester Loou
Board are willing to acknowledge their error, and rehite
tbe unpleasant (though not unreasonable-looking) state-

ment of your correspondent “ Competitors," that “they
haoe obtained detign* underfalse pretencet."

OUE OF TUB EbJECTBD.

APPARATUS FOR BUILDING CONCRETE
HOUSES.

We have received a communication from Mr.

'

Tall in reply to Mr. Conybeare’s letter (p. 594
ante), stating that he only claims “improve-
ments in apparatus,” and that his apparatus is

superior to that referred to. Those who are

interested can compare for themselves. As to

the strength of concrete, the writer adds :
—

“In order to prove to the public and to ‘H. C.’ how
erroneous his statements are, I will make a beam of con-
crete, and let him make abeam of ordinary brickwork,
and if my concrete beam is not only ten but twenty times
stronger than his brickwork beam, I will forfeit 50/., be U>
forfeit a like amount if it is so. And further, as he says
my apparatus is ' in all respects identical ' with tbe one he
professes to know so much about, I challenge him to make
one of them, and build a wall, say ft. high, and 1 wiU
use my apparatus and also build a wall, aud if I do not
build twice as fast, with the same number of meu, that is

2 ft. to bis 1 ft., I will i'orfsit 50/., he also to be subject to

a like forfeit if Ido so,"
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WASTED; INPOKMATION.
Observing in your intereatiog number of the

3nd inat., a statement about a new cement, the
main elements of which are magnesia and chlo-
ride of magneaium, I presume many of your
readers have by this time experimented thereon.
Would you be so good as to ask some of them to
contribute the result of their experience, toge-
ther with the information where the above mate-
rials can be readily procured, and the cost of
each article, and oblige, A Sanl-rail,

Various inquiries continue to reach us as to
what was described in our pages some time ago

: as " Italian plaster,” and said to be obtainable
i in Ipswich. We shall be glad to receive precise
information on the snbject. The recent rains

: have penetrated brick walls and stone walls in all

I

parts of the country. Borne means of rendering
' walls waterproof are anxiously asked for by a
I dozen correspondents. At present we can but
I refer them to previous numbers of the Builder,
I wherein various remedies have been at dilierent
I times discussed.

DEERING AND WYATT.

Sir,—^Tour correspondent P. C. says (p. 568),
' “We come now to Joseph Gaudy, elder brother
. of John Peter Gandy. He took the name of
I Deering,” &c. &c. Joseph Michael Gandy should
. be styled A.li.A.

:

he was the most celebrated
) architectural draughtsman of his day, but he did
not take the name of Deering as stated, that

: name being taken by his youngest brother, John
Peter Gandy.

Drury Lane Theatre was the work of Mr.
i Benjamin Wyatt, son of James Wyatt. Apsley
I House, “ as we now see it,” was designed by
^ Mr. Benjamin Wyatt and his brother Philip, and
: not by S. and B. Wyatt. A. B. C.

COTTAGE PLANS.

A coRREsroNDENT of the Svfolk Chronicle
I states, in reference to the cottage plans ex-
ibibited at the late Royal Show, that the Suf-
j folk Agricultural Society have offered 101.
[towards the publication of the two prize plans,
i]Upon condition that each of the members
Isbould Lave copies, and have appointed a
(Committee to carry the matter through, and if
Ithe amount of subscriptions is sufficient, to
^publish other plans with them. The expense of
(reducing and publishing 500 copies each, con-
ataining a dozen plans (giving elevation, section,
:iground, and chamber arrangements of each.
(Cottage) would be about 60Z. For 101. or 15Z.
amore an additional 500 could be struck off. A
tsubscriber of 11. will probably have ten copies

;

lone of 10a., four copies. Subscribers’ copies to
i(be from the first impressions, and copies not
tsubscribed for to bo sold to pay expenses.
We have received a letter, signed “Alfred

)Creer,” stating that the design for which the
iSuffolk Agricultural Society awarded the second
[premium lo Mr. Shaw (see p. 575 ante) was
lin reality by the writer; and that our “error”
sas regards the authorship “ has occurred through
a friendly arrangement having been made be-
liween Mr. Shaw and himself for a simple ex-
hchango of names in the matter of this com-
petition.” It is somewhat cool, certainly, for
a man who has written a lie to tell those who
ebelieved him that they have committed an error.
VWe advise Mr. Alfred Creer to avoid all such
f* dodges ” in future, and to stick to his own
aaame before he is made ashamed of it.

state that the Sydney operatives have the advantage of
their brethren here. There is one other matter favourable
to the ' memorial ” I have also to admit

; that about the
time it was despatched the prices of meat were ruliuK
higher than they are here now.
Having thus somewhat cleared the war, let me now

institute a eompsrison of wages and cost of living in
Melbourne; and just now there is pretty keen com-
petition, particularly in the building trades. All the
operatives in Melbourne work onlv eight hours, for which,
as IS stated, they receive from Ss? to 10s. per diem, some
working piece-work even more. Labourers engaged on
buildings receive 6s. to 8a. The proportion of emplov-
inent is much higher than stated. I do not say that men
are never out of employment, but I constantly hear
contractors complaining of the difficulty of getting meu

;and of this I am certain, that because good workmen are
scarce many men are employed here who would not bo
tolerated in England. A good workman in any trade here
can always ensure employment.
Then as to Jiving, let me give you some ofthe prices quoted

to™® m the market this morning. Large cabbages Id.
each, cauliflowers -Id. each; last week 3d. each. Turnips
and carrots IJd per bunch. Mutton from 2d. to 3d. per
lb.; by the side 2id, Milk is selling at 3d. to 6d. per
quart, according to locality. Bacon and cheese at Is. and
upwards per lb. Tea from Is. 9d. upwards

; sugar from
3^(1. All groceries can be had of the best quality and at

r®ii8onable rates. Boots and shoes cau be had good
and at fair prices. Rents vary, of course, as to loeahty
irom 5s. and 6b. upwards for 4-room cottages. I think I
have already jotted down sufficient to show you that our
operatives are not so badly off as some would have you
believe. I could name some in several trades who are
letting house or bouses toothers. These are among the
poor oppressed workmen who warn their fellows in Eng-
land not to come to Australia. Was there ever a more
hollow pretence ? I am sorry to say that, with scarcely
an exception, the leaders of these trades unions are not
the most successful or most reliable men in their several
callings

;
thet there are good workmen connected with the

unions I admit
;
but they generally join in self-defence,

ihe rongbs, like scum, rising to the top.
You were misled when you wrote,—" There are no well-

lighted .... shops," Ac.
;

" no lofty smithies, with
engines for turning lathes for fitters,” Ac. Ac. Not only
have we steam, but water-engines employed. Indeed',
machinery to a very large extent is used in various trades,Md but lew builders are without proper accommodation
for thetr workmen. While I should be afraici to venture
on stating the number of well-appointed foundries sup-
plied with every appliance, engine-driven lathes are in
almost every such eaiublishment, while already some two
or three ste»m-hamm<‘rs have also found their wov to the
colony. If you recollect that we are only a small com- „„ ,muniiy, some 7TO,0('0in the whole colony, these facts will to all stucco* work.’
stand out much more prominently, and prove that our ' tioii of \ii

‘ '

meu are made ot the right stuff, are full of indomitable the works,
energy. To the man who is uot afraid to work aud knows
hiB business, I eay there is plenty of room

: let him come.

T> D o-
MELnOVEXH.

Ir.a.— Since the above was written the following clipping
appeared in the Melbourne Argus

The whole of the moulder's employed in the Victoria
and Pbtnnix Foundries, Ballarat," save the Post of M —
day, " have struck work,
their emploji
13a. per day.

iDg sewer are complete, the river wall is con-
structed to its full height, and the parapet is
being formed thereon. The new Temple Pier is
also approaching completion. The approximate
value of the whole of the works completed
amounts to about 215,'1.90Z. Contract No. 3—
The drawings are completed. They comprise a
viadnct from the eastern end of Inner Temple
Gardens to Blackfriars Bridge, aud will com-
plete the line of embankment between ‘Westmin-
ster and Blackfriars Bridges; but this section
of the work awaits certain negotiations pend-
ing between the board, the Metropolitan Dis-
trict Railway Company, and the City Gas Works.
The roadway along the whole length of the em-
bankment cannot be completed until after the
construction of the Metropolitan District Rail,
way. Southern Embankment—A length of about
2,570 fc. of the dam, and 2,870 ft. of the staring
is complete, and in the construction of which
about 237.000 cubic feet of timber, 13,000 cubic
yards of clay puddle, and 185 tons of iron have
been used. Within the dam about 240 ft. in
length of the river wall have been brought to a
level of 1 ft. below, and 2,060 ft. of the wall to
levels varying from 1 ft. to 7^ ft. above Trinity
high-water mark. For the construotion of this
wall about 87,000 cubic yards of earth have been
excavated, 30,000 yards filled in, 22,000 yards of
concrete deposited, 580 yards of brickwork laid,
and 123,000 cubic feet of stone bedded. The
total approximate value of the work done is
107,0001.”

SHOREDITCH NEW VESTRY HALL.

. n ecinsequence of a proposal by
3 lo reduce tlio rate of wages Irom 158. to

LABOUR AND PRICES IN SYDNEY.
! Bie,—

I

am not surprised that yon should have been led
' ^ I'y*’’].®

receipt of the " memo-
nal_ ' from iho Sydney operatives, although I cannot but
OQOtice that towarOa the conclusion of your article you are
snseneibly led to confess to some misgiving as to tHe accu-
leacy of the averments in the ‘‘meraonal." If I can
iiatisfy you that the statemeuts in the “memorial" are
J^acious, your whole argument falls to the ground.
Itutnough I do not append my usual signature, 1 am not
almknouu to you, at least, by report, and you will admit Ilam in a position to speak on tins subject, aud that what Iwrite may bo relied on. 1 am bound, however, to preface
Sfhat I have to write by acknowledging I am a resident in
eaelbourne and not Sydney

;
Imr so ii.r as cumpanaon of

t^vages with cost of Jiving is concerned, my visit lo the
Italter place and frequent correspundeuce enable me to

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
The engineer to the Metropolitan Board of

Works has reported on the progress of the em-
bankment. We give a condensed abstract of
the report. “ Contract No. 1, between Westmin-
Bter and Waterloo Bridges—The dams are com-
pleted, and portions removed from the works
here sufficiently advanced; 3,262 ft. of the

low level sewer, 3,244 ft. of the subway, 2,925 ft.

of the smaller sewer for intercepting the drains
from the foreshore, and 284 ft. of the flushing
culvert are also complete. About 320 ft. of the
Westminster Steamboat Pier and the face wall
next the bridge, the maiu wall, return wall,
screen and retaining walls, &c., are all in a very
forward state

;
586 ft. of the adjoining river wall

aro complete, aud a further length of 134 ft. has
been brought to a height of 3i^ ft. above Trinity
high-water mark

;
lOU ft. of the York-gate sub-

structure are brought to a level of about 1 ft,

above that mark; 2G0 ft. of the river wall ad-
joining aro complete, and a further length of
463 ft. is constructed to a height of 3-J ft. above
Trinity datum

; 45 ft. of the Charing-cross Pier
are brought to the same level, and excavating,
concreting, and brickwork are proceeding within
the dam for the completion of the remainder of
this pier

; 302 ft. of tho river wall adjacent are
brought to heights varying from 1 ft. to 3:} ft.

above Trinity datum. The works to the Adelpbi
landing-stairs are brought to 1 ft. above, and
398 ft. of the river wall adjoining those works
are brought to levels varying from 1 ft. below to
SJ- ft. above that mark. In connexion with the
Waterloo Steamboat Pier works up to the junc-
tion with the No. 3 Contract, the works gene-
rally are brought to levels varying from 1 ft.

below to about 1 ft. above Trinity datum. Fill-

ing in behind the walls and in the wOrbs has
been carried out to the extent of about 500,000
cubic yards. The Victoria and Regent-street
sewer outlets are complete. Approximately the
cost of the whole of these works amounts to
ibout 394,2001. Contract Bo. 2, between

At a meetinp of the Shoreditch vestry, held on Tuesday
evening, a long discussion took place with reference to the
testry-ball m course of being erected in Old Street,
road. 1 he principal point raised was in respect to tho
painting of the interior, which, in terms of the contract
•pecilication, was required to be “ paint in four oils

CO work.” The oontractor having put a sola-
triol on the wall next the lime, the clerk of
, Mr. MerrioD, condemned it as being con-

trary to specification, and stopped the work. On
th(> matter coming before the building committee they
oi^ered ihe paint to be removed and the vitriol size taken
oft, at the expense of the contractor. The discussion in
vestry arose upon the report of the committee. On one
side It was contended that the vitriol was used to kill the
active properlies of tho lime, and prevent the paint be-coming embedded, so that more paint being made to ap-
pear on the surface of the wall wheu finished than had
been used, tho desired purpose of the projectors of the
liuilding had not been effected. On the other hand, the
process was said to be in accordance with the prac-
tice ot the trade in such cases, and the difference of
opinion thus expressed Was the real bone of eon-
tention. The clerk of the works was called, and he
persisted (hat ho had acted properly, and for the interest
ot his employers, by insisting that the contract should be
duly executed according to the terms of the specification.
Ihe arcihitect, Mr. C. A. Long, was not present during this
discussion, although he had attended the meeting of the
committee when it was resolved that the paint shoald be
taken ofl and the vitriol size removed, wlrch was done
with bis concurrence. The result of tho discussion was
that the vestry adopted the report of the committee, and
confirmed the decision at which it hud arrived.

CHDRCH-BDILDING NEWS.
2^orthill.—The first stoue ofAll Saints Church,

Caldeoote, has been laid. The late rector’s
widow gives 1,OOOZ. towards its erection. Mr.
Harvey baa presented a site, adjoining the
school-house, fur tho church and a burial-ground
around it, valued with his subscription at 250Z.
Other contributions bring up the list to about
1,660Z., the estimated cost being nearly 2,000Z.
Plans for a church to hold 400, and to be con-
structed for the most paj-t of brick, after a
Romanesque design, have been obtained from
Mr. A. Blomfield, ot Loudon, and the execution
of the works has been entrusted to Mr. Warren
of Stevenage.

East Brixion .—The foundation-stone of St.
Jade’s Church, Dulwicb-lane, East Brixton, wae
laid by Mr. Joshua Blackburn, of Brockwell
Hall, on Saturday last, the 3rd iustant. The
archdeacon of Surrey delivered the address, the
service being read by the Rev. N. A. Garland,
assisted by the local clergy. The church will
accommodate nearly 1,10U persona, on the
ground-floor. One-third of the sittings are free.
The building is designed in the Early Decorated
style. It is faced with Kentish rag and Bath
stone dressings, aud is arranged with nave and
aisles divided by arcades, sustained on circular
stone piers with carved capitals. There are
shallow transepts and a deep chancel, the tower
and spire being situated in the angle between
the end of the north aisle and thu side of tbe

Waterloo Bridge and Temple Gmdens.— Tho I chancel. Mr. E. C. Rubins is the architect and
low-level sewer, snbway, aud smaller intercept-

[ Mr. John Kirk is the contractor, whose tender
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for the erectiou and completion of the church is

under 6,000L
Pembury .—The parish church of Pembnry has

been re-opened, after extensive repairs. The
restorations have been carried out under the

direction of Mr. R. Wheeler, of Brenchley, and
embrace the removal of the galleries and high
square pews. These have given place to open
benches. The walls have been repaired and
renovated throughout the building. The east

wall has been partially rebuilt, and a new
eastern window inserted. A vestry has been
erected on the north side of the chancel. The
nave roof has been stripped of the plaster which
covered the old timbers, and opened to view. A
new roof of the same pitch as the nave has been
constructed over the chancel, and has taken the

place of the former flat plaster ceiling. The
internal part is formed in panels and ribs, with

moulded principals. All the windows, door-

ways, &c., have been restored as far as possible

in accordance with the ancient work, the old

architecture being retained where decay had
not rendered this impracticable. The chancel

is seated stall-wise, and is raised two steps

above the level of the nave. The communion is

approached by three steps of polished marble.

The floor of the chancel is laid with encaustic

tiles, the altar floor and foot pace being com.
posed of different coloured marbles. This por

tion of the work is the gift of Mr. William Am
hurst Tyssen Amhurst, of Didlington Hal
Norfolk, some members of whose family lie in

terred beneath the sanctuary floor. The reredos

is a composition of marble and alabaster. Be-
neath a carved canopy are inlaid marbles of

divers colours, on which are incised the sacred

monogram. In the spandrels are carved sub-

jects of the pelican and Agnus Dei. The works
have been executed by Mr. Punnett, of Ton-
bridge, at a cost of about 1,3001., exclusive of

gifts in kind.

Bei’jhton (SheJJield).—At a meeting of the in-

habitants of Beighton, held in the vestry of the
parish church, to consider the propriety of re-

storing the church, it was resolved that plans

for this object, which had been prepared by Mr.
6. Rollinson, of Chesterfleld, architect, should

be adopted. Earl Manvers, the patron of the

living, has headed the subscription list with a
donation of 5001, All the seats in the church,

when restored, are to be open and unappro-
priated.

Manchester.—The last portion of the Philips

Park Cemetery,—that to be devoted to the

Church of England,—is now so near completion

that it has been consecrated by the Bishop of

Manchester. The cemetery, of which we have
before spoken, has been constructed by the

Corporation of Manchester, and occupies the

site on which St. Ann’s Rectory formerly stood,

—to the north of Philips Park, from which it is

separated by the River Medlock. Altogether,

the corporation purchased about forty-six acres

of land, stretching for more than half a mile

along the banks of the Medlock. They then
advertised for designs for laying out the grounds,

and for chapels to be erected
;
and out of the

forty designs submitted, those of Messrs. Pauli

& Ayliffe, architects, of Manchester, for the

chapels and other buildings, and of Mr. William

Gay, landscape gardener, Bradford, Yorkshire,

for the engineering works and for the laying out

of the grounds and approaches, were selected.

The main feature of Mr. Gay’s plan, which has

been carried out, was the fixing of the principal

entrance at the north-west corner, being the

nearest approach to the city, and the arterial

road running from it through the centre of the

ground to the eastern end. The approaches and
boundary roads have reduced the area within

the walls to 41 acres. Of this the western end,

19i acres in extent, has been appropriated to the

Church of England, next 14 acres to the Dis-

senters, and at the eastern end 7i acres to the

Roman Catholics. Each portion of the cemetery
is made complete within itself, having its chapel

and lodges, and those appropriated to the Dis-

senters and Roman Catholics have separate en-

trances, independent of the main entrance.

Though all the chapels are in one style,—the

transitional period of Gothic architecture,—each

is distinct in design. The whole of the buildings

are treated rather severely, no elaborate orna-

mentation being permitted. Mr. W. Storr, of

Stalybridge, was the contractor. The road

making, drainage, and earthworks have been
carried out by Mr. Israel Thornton, under a
schedule of prices

;
and the laying out and plant-

ing by the corporation, who employed a number
of cotton operatives who had been thrown out

of work during the cotton famine at day labour

The total cost of the cemetery, including land’

buildings, engineering works, &c., is estimated

at about 60,0(J0L Since the dissolution' of part-

nership between Messrs. Pauli & Aylifl’e, the

works have been completed under the super-

intendence of Mr. Pauli.

Ipswich.—At a vestry of the parish of St.

Margaret, Ipswich, it has been resolved “ that

Mr. Barnes, the architect, be requested to sur-

vey the church at California to ascertain what
amount would be required to put it into repair

and what amount would be requisite to enlarge
it so as to hold 400 persons and in order to

make it snitable for consecration by the bishop.”

Leicester .—The spire of St. Martin’s Church is

now completed. The total height of tower and
spire, from the floor-line to the top of the vane,

is 218 ft. 6 in., the tower being 107 ft., and the
spire 111 ft. 6 in. The style is Early English,

to correspond with the tower, lately restored.

The architect was Mr. Raphael Brandon, of

Loudon, and the work has been carried out by
Messrs. W. Neale & Sons, of this town. The
weathercock was put on by the vicar.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Liverpool. —The foundation-stone has been
recently laid of a Wesleyan Chapel at Old Swan,
near Liverpool. The building will be iu the
Gothic style, of red sandstone, and contain 478 i

sittings. It will have a large school-room
j

and a minister’s vestry at the back, and three
j

class-rooms on the basement. The estimate is
j

2,1171. 10s. This includes the cost of heating, I

boundary-wall, and fittings. The architects are
i

the Messrs. Green & Parslow, of Liverpool, and '

the contractor is Mr. John Westmorland, also of
i

Liverpool.
j

Scarborough .—The exterior of the new Baptist

!

Cbapfl, which was recently opened, is designed
'

in the Geometric Decorated style of Gothic archi-

tecture, and its site is the centre of Albemarle- '

crescent. The south-east corner of the principal
I

front is occupied by a tower and spire, rising to I

a height of 110 ft. The windows of the upper
j

stage of the tower are moulded, filled in with tra-

ceiy, and surmounted by crocketed canopies

rising high up the four faces of the spire. The
centre portion of the facade consists of a vesti-

bule entered by triple arches springing from
circular shafts with moulded bases and bands
and sculptured capitals. From this vestibule

the entrances to the ground and gallery floors

of the chapel are reached. Above the arched
vestibule is a large six-light window, filled in

with tracery. The facade is flanked by the
gallery staircases. The materials used are Brad-
ford Wall stones, with dressings and spire of
Whitby ashlar. Internally the chapel consists

of a nave and aisles, divided by iron columns,
and supporting an open-timbered roof. The
transepts correspond iu height with the nave,

and have each a large five-light tracery window
j

while behind the pulpit is an ornamental baptis-

tery with an apse end, the three two-light open-

ings of which are filled in with memorial win-

dows. Vestries are situated in each side of the

baptistery, and a large lecture-room is built on
the ground behind. An organ-chapel, a minis-

ter’s vestry, and a gallery across one end of the

chapel complete the accommodation provided,

which is for 750 people. The cost of the build-

ing, including the land, is estimated at 5,5001.,

and it has been erected by Mr. John Barry,

contractor, of Scarborough, from the designs of

Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson.
Buckley .—A new Wesleyan chapel is to be

built for Buckley. The edifice is to bo situated

on land given for the purpose by Mr. Craven.

Its dimensions will bo 56 ft. by 36 ft. and it is

calculated to seat 300 persons. The style

will be a modified Gothic. The architect is Mr.

Krolow. The total cost is estimated at about 6001.

Wahall.— The memorial-stones of a i

Wesleyan chapel, intended to be built at the

corner of Queen-street and Bridgman-street,

have been laid by four ladies. The new struc-

ture is designed and will be built by Mr. J.

Wilkes, of Darlaston. It will partly supplement
and partly supplant a school chapel, which was
built on an adjacent plot i.f land nearly three years

ago, and which, on the completion of the new
structure, will be used for school purposes only.

In style it will be a mixture of Gothic and Italian

and, as regards capacity, it will seat 350 persons.

At present there will only be one end gallery for

I
the school-children put up; but the building
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will be so arranged as to admit of the addition
of side galleries hereafter. The total outlay is

set down at 9001., rather more than oue-half
of which has now been raised.

Hanley.— The corner-stone of a Methodist
New Connexion chapel has been laid here. The
Building Committee engaged the services of
Messrs. Scrivener & Son, of Hanley, architects,

to design a suitable edifice, at a cost of some-
thing like 2,0001., more than one-half of which
amount has already been raised. The chapel

f

will be 72 ft. long, 37 ft. wide, and 36 ft. from i

floor to ceiling. The style is Gothic of the i

thirteenth century. It will be built with white i

bricks and stone dressings. The main front
|

(which is south) is gabled, and has a series of j

six windows, with lancet heads, divided by
columns with moulded caps and bases. Above
this is a four-light traceried window. On the
east side of the front is a porch entrance. The
porch is carried up as a tower, and has atone

pinnacles with carved finials rising from the
angle buttresses. At the west corner is a square
tower, with angle buttresses, rising to a height
of 46 ft., and from the tower is a spire rising to

the height of 76 ft., making a total height of

122 ft. This tower is the principal entrance to

the chapel. A doorway with columns and deeply
recessed mouldings is the main feature. The
sides of the chapel are formed into bays by but-

tresses with stone weatherings. In each bay is

a single-light window with traceried bead. The
interior is fitted up with open benches in red

deal, and with a rostrum of novel design. Be-
hind the rostrum are the vestries and organ-
gallery and choir. There is a gallery at the

south end
;

the gallery fronts are framed in

quatrefoil panels, which are filled in with crim-

son cloth. The roof is open timbered, the span-
drels being filled in with open tracery. The
ceiling is pentagonal iu section and covered with
red deal boards; all the wood-work is stained i

and varnished. The heating is by hot air, and
!

the system of ventilation is what is now termed
|

the “natural,” the fresh air being admitted
|

through ducts covered with wire gauze, and the
vitiated air carried ofi" through the ceiling into i

the apex of the roof, and thence into the atmo- 1

sphere. The chapel is being erected by Mr. C. i

Wooldridge, of Hanley.
Whitby .—The commencement of the new Con-

,

gregational Church, West Clift’, Whitby, has been
celebrated by a devotional service on the site.

The foundation stone will bo laid on September
11th, by Mr. S. Morley, of Loudon, who has con-

tributed 5001. in aid of the building fund. It is

expected that the church will be opened for

worship in twelve months. The architect is

Mr. Pritchett, of Darlington, and the builder

Mr. R. Robinson, of Whitby. The total cost of

the building, including land, will be about
4,OOOZ., l,400i. of which have yet to be raised.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Tamworth .—The foundation-stone of the new
Grammar School at Tamworth has been laid

by the Marquis Townshond, who, as Viscount
Raynham, represented the borough in Parliament

for some years. The site is on the outskirts of

the town, on the Ashby road. The position is

elevated. Considerable delay has taken place in

the erection of the building, owing partly to Sir

Robert Peel, the senior member for the borough,

having taken objections to the site and other

points in the proposals of the trustees, and
besides urging bis views upon the Charity Com-
missioners, having addressed meetings at Tam-
worth on this and other local topics. The right

hon. baronet moved in the House of Commons
for the correspondence on the subject with the

Charity Commissioners to be printed, and the

,

blue book eontaining this was, with the news-
papers of the day and coins of the present reign,

deposited in a cavity of the stone. Mr. Nicholas
Joyce, of Stafford, was selected as architect

;

and the building is being erected according to

his designs by Mr. Charles Clarson, of Tamworth,
builder, for 2,800J. The walls were up a con-

siderable height when the ceremony took place.

The front of the building is about 140 ft. in

length. In the centre is the master’s residence,

with sitting-rooms, dormitories, and other accom-
modation for twenty-five boarders. At the north

end are the servants’ apartments and domestic

ofiices, and at the south end the schoolroom,

42 ft. long and 20 ft. wide. On the ground-floor

is a large room in which the public library will

•be placed. This is au old library belonging to
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6 town. The building will be of Gothic
aracter, the walla faced with pressed bricks,
?riohed with dressings of Bath stone, and the
i)f8 covered with Scafibrdshire tiles, in orna*
tmtal patterns.

(Carlide.—The new schools in connexion with
ra recently erected church of St. Stephen’s, in
IS city, have been formally opened. The build-

\ baa been erected at the west end of the
'arch. It is of brick, faced with white stone,
e building consists of three rooms. The
libitect was Mr. Jas. Nelson, jun., of this city,

0 also designed the church
;
and Mr. Milburn,

iithis city, was the builder.

STAINED GLASS.

tSt. Thomas’s, Rhyl .—An east window has been
mseuted to this church as a memorial of the
)p and sympathy given by the Bishop of St.

faph in its erection. Messrs. Ward & Hughes
?’e the artists.

liastnck Church.—A memorial window has
placed in the pariah church of Eastrick,

ir Brighouse, Yorkshire, in memory of the son
[Mr. Thomas Bradbury, Longroyde, Brighouse.
9 window is composed of two lights, crowned
a transom, and contains in the lower division
D subjects, namely, the “ Nativity ” and the
'cresentution in the Temple,” framed by
ifopies and mosaic borders. The upper parts
htho ivindow are filled with medallions, con-
iuing angels

;
and the base is formed with

ajaic work, under which is placed the inscrip-
. 1 . The window is from the works of Messrs.
JB. Edmuudsoa & Son, of Manchester.

§.ciolis llirciljil).

r!^ation in Spain. By J. P. Egberts, C.E.
5iondou : Spun. 1867.

S author has compiled this essay from infer-
icion collected during a residence of several
•srs in Spain. Ho is of opinion that irrigation
ifks, wlien properly carried out with a

regard to economy, must, besides being
ilhly beneficial to landed proprietors and
liners, be exceedingly remunerative to those
f> embark their capital in them, if the district
ebe irrigated be judiciously selected. The
ija district of Spam, in which he resided for

y
years, has for centuries been irrigated, and

re the subject is thoroughly understood. He
p professicnully engaged for aonie time in ex-
lining projected irrigation works

; and as be
'TBves very little is known on this subject in
lijland, he rightly says that his notes con-
1 matter of sufiicienc importance to merit
iefication, especially in connexion with the
?icultural improvement of our possessions in
i.a.

VAEIOEUM.
S'Syjions’s Monthly Meteorological Magazine”
nmford, Charing-cross) lor August contains
i e usetul inl'ormatiou on rainlall, especially
irarst paper, on the excessive rainfall of 26th of
li last, which is illustrated by a map and use-
itabular details, given by various observers in
iivicinity of the Thames and Medway, show-
ththe enormous amount of rainfall lu some
ises compared with others not far oil’. Thus
se at Strathfie.ld Turgiss, Winchfield, Hants,
KKev. (J. H. Griffith Jound the amount of
alall on that occasion to be 1'25 in.j and at
iejelands, West Hoathley, Sussex, Mr. J.

j^eon records 1-33 in.
j
Dr. Bullard at Corap-

eien-ace, Islington, Middlesex, gives 2'22 in.

;

J J. Glaisher at Greenwich Observatory,
:,t, records 3-67 in.; and Mr. W. Bland
[iilartlip, Sittingbourne, in Kent, 5'04i in. !

T, value of these observations is great.
wens & Hole’s School Series : The Standard
mmeticul Copy-book. By Henry Combes &
ain Hines.” Longmans & Co. •• Stevens i
Vs School Series: The Complete Writer,
[efenry Combes, E. T. Stevens, & C. Hole.”
itjmaus Co. The first of these series of
J )1 books forms a carefully-prepared course
il'ithmetic, advancing step by step from the
eJest elements to the higher brunches of the
:ece, arranged so as to ensure good figures,
Beee methods, and correct results. There are
o:of them. The principle upon which the

! 0 course is constructed is that of showing

by example, how the work should be written out,

and then leading the pupil step by step to do
similar work for himself. The idea is a decidedly
good one, and will probably be found far more
effectnal than the older or more usual modes.
" The Complete Writer” comprises a course of

sixteen carefully graduated narrative copy-books,
designed to lead to good and correct writing for

upper and middle class schools. The poetical
and other selections given as copies are a great
improvement on the old jog-trot system.

Ulisrcllattca:.

Wroxeter.—The excavations atWroxeterhave
been proceeding for more than three weeks by
the liberality of Mr. Meyer. Three or four men
have been employed in clearing out the ground
on the north angle of the buildings generally
termed the enameller’s workshop, and between
this, and what has been supposed to have been,
a basilica, A good many feet of ancient wall
have been laid open, and are being measured
and laid down to a scale by Mr. 11. Davies, and
much curious subterranean building has been
discovered. Various articles have been found,
almost all of which are, by this time, to be seen
in the Museum.

Furnace Chimney.—A chimney has been built
at the works of the West Cumberland Hematite
Iron Company, near Workington, from a design
by Professor Eankine; the builders are Messrs.
William Wilson & Son, of Glasgow, The follow-
ing arc the principal dimensions: height above
ground level, 250 ft.

;
depth of foundation below

ground level (including a bed of concrete 3 ft.

deep), 17 fc.
J basement, 30 ft. square at the

bottom, diminishing to an octagon at the ground
level, pierced by four apertures for flues, each
7 ft. 6 in. in diameter; outside diameters of
cone, at bottom, 25 ft. 7 in.; at top, 15 ft. 3 in.

The cone has a straight batter of L in 48; tliick-

ness of brickwork in cone, 2^ bricks at bottom,
diminishing by steps inside to brick at top,
and iucloding fire-brick lining.

Towns’ Sewage.—An important Bill, known
^

by the title of “ The Sewage Utilisation Act of
1867,” for facilitating the distribution of town

j

sewage for agricultural purposes, has just been

j

printed, in the form in which it left the House

j

ol Commons. Briefly stated, its provisions em-
I power Local Boards to provide any works for

'

j

receiving, storing, disinfecting, or distributing '

sewage within their respective districts; and in
|

• districts where no Local Boards exist, a special

'

I

authority may be created for the purpose. Such '

I

Boards or authorities may purchase any requi-

I

site lands, and for agricultural objects may lease
'

;
land for a period not exceeding seven years, or

j

may contract to share the produce, or farm it

ana dispose of the produce. Different districts
may unite for these ends. Authorities under the
Act muy also agree to contribute to any out-
lay on the part of private capitalists or public
companies for carrying sewage plans into execu-
tion, and, as regards companies, may become
shareholders. All assessments under the Act
are to be included in the poor-rates.

Fall of a House in Liverpool.—A portion of
a honse situated in Preecot-road, Uld Swan,
nearly opposite the police-office. Las fallen. Ac
the rear is a chasm between 40 and 50 ft. deep,
evidently an old quarry, and the back parts of
the houses project over this, aud are supported
by massive stone pillars. It is supposed th.at

the foundations of those pillars were not
sufficiently firm to sustain the superincumbent
weight, and that those supporting Mr. Has-
kayne’s honse sunk, and so caused the catas-
trophe. A police-constable named Eastham, on
being informed that there was a female inside
unable to get out and in danger, at once ascended
to the upper floor as quickly as he could, snatched
the young woman oat of bed, and brought her
down in his arms. He narrowly escaped, furjust
as he had reached the foot of the stairs the flour-

ing gave way beneath him, and he and his
burthen would certainly have fallen into the
Ifighcful pit beneath had not five or six of the
more courageous of the crowd rendered their
assistance, and dragged them both out. The
adjoining houses of the row appear also to be in

a very dangerous state, the pillars supporting
them to the rear not seeming to be in a reliable

condition, and cracks in the walls, sinking of
floors, and other unpleosing signs, give strong
indications of danger.

|

Carelessness in Stacking Bricks. — Three
boys ha,ve been buried by a stack of failing

bricks at the Liverpool new Exchange bnildings,
but fortunately they were rescued without loss

of life.

Fire in a Church at Venice.—A great fire

has occurred here in the Church of St. John and
St. Paul, Venice. Titian’s painting of Peter the
Martyr and many other master-pieces of art
were burned.

White Lead.—An invention has been provi-
sionally specified by Mr. Bouuiville, of Paris, for
obtaining white lead direct from the ore, by
pouring the molten metal into cold water, to
render it as porous and bulky as possible; it is

then dissolved in sulphuric acid, and the sulphate
is treated with pyroligneous or oxalic acid, com-
bined or not with tincal dissolved in water, and
next dried over the fire on trays. The vessels
employed are either made of atone or wood,
lined with lead.

Glass Walls for Fruit Trees.—A con-
trivance for more thoroughly ripening fruit,

noticed or suggested in the Builder some years
ago, has been introduced in this shape. Small
bars of wood are driven into the earth about
3 fc. from an ordinary brick wall, and being
grooved easily receive plates of glass. The
fruit trees are trained against this glass wall
on the inside, and so besides the light and

' heat obtained on the one side through the glass

!
get the reflected heat from the wall opposite.

,

With two glass walla about 4 ft. apart in the

j

open trees can be trained on the insides of both,
i and in either case the tops can easily be covered

j

in case of frost.

I

The New Bunhill-fields Park.—Agreeably
I to the new Act, which has just received the

,

Boyal assent, for the preservation of Bunhill-
fields burial-ground, the Corporation of the City

j

of London is now to perform its part in the im-
plied contract, and convert the burial-ground,

!

which contains the bones of so many eminent

;

men, into a public garden or ” park.” Bnnhill-
fields possesses a large area of ground, capable

I

of being converted into a place of recreation for

j

resident citizens, of park-like dimensions, and wa
bear it will receive the name of “ Bunhill-fields

Park.” It is to bo hoped that the tombs of
Banyan, De Foe, and the other worthies there
will be duly cared for.

Portable Hen Houses.—M. Giothas invented
a “fowl-omnibus.” One of these perambulating
hen-houses is to be seen at the Paris Exhibition.
M. Giot puts nest-boxes and perches into a
broken-down ’bus, fills it with fowls, and wheels
it out into the fallows and plough lands. The
Houdans aud CrSvS-cccurs feed themselves
entirely, follow the plough or harrow, clear the
land thoroughly of worm and fly, pick up all the
stray grain after harvest, manure the soil, lay
innumerable eggs, rear hardy broods, and make
capital poultry for the table, all without cost or
trouble, beyond the necessity of trundling them,
now and then to a new spot.

Prepar.vtion of Whitewash.—Whitewash is

one of the most valuable articles in the world
when properly applied. It not only prevents
the decay of wood, but conduces greatly to the
healthiness of all buildings, whether of wood or
stone. Ont-buildings and fences, when not
painted, should be supplied once or twice every
year with a good coat of whitewash, which should
be prepared in the following way :—Take a clean
water-tight barrel, or other suitable cask, and
put into it half a bushel of lime. Slake it by
pouring water over it, boiling hot, aud in suffi-

cient quantity to cover it 5 in. deep, and stir it

briskly till thoroughly slaked. When the slaking
has been thoroughly eflected, dissolve it in water,
and add two pounds of sulphate of zinc and one
of common salt : these will cause the wash to
harden aud prevent its cracking, which gives an
unseemly appearance to the work. If desirable,

a beantiful cream colour may bo communicated
to the above wash, by adding three pounds of
yellow ochre

;
or a good pearl or lead colour, by

the addition of lamp, vine, or ivory black. For
fawn colour, add four pounds of umber—Turkish
or American, the latter is the cheapest—one
pound of Indian red, and one pound of common
lump black. For common stone colour, add four
pounds of raw umber, and two pounds of lamp
black. This wash may be applied with a com-
mon whitewash brush, and will be found much
superior both in appearance and durability, to

the common whitewash.

—

Albany Cowitry Gen-
tleman.
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Gold roR the Mormons.—A communication
from the Salt Lake, dated the 10th of July,

speaks of great excitement, owing to rich dis-

coveries of gold near the South Pass, some 250
miles from the city. The mines are said to ex-

ceed any others ever found on the American
continent for value and extent.

The Public Park at Halifax. — Sir F.
Crossley, hart., who in 1857 presented to his

fellow-townsmen a People’s Park, which cost

30,000Z., has commemorated the tenth anniver-

sary of the opening by presenting to the town
of Halifax a sum of 6,300Z., the interest to

provide salaries to park-keepers and other

expenses.

Opening op the New Railway between
London and Edgware.—A want which has long
been felt,—viz., the establishment of direct

communication by railway between the metropo-
lis and the extreme northern districts,—is sup-
plied by the opening of the new London and
Edgware line by the Great Northern Railway
Company.

Restoration op the Crystal Palace. — We
are told that a contract has been made with the
Hamilton Windsor Ironworks Company of Liver-
pool, for the erection of 145 ft. of the north end
of the Crystal Palace, destroyed by fire, bringing
the restored part up to the spot at which the
north transept formerly stood. The work is to

be completed by November.

Value of Property in Liverpool.—In the
Sheriff’s Court, St. George’s Hall, before Mr.
J. J. Aston, assessor, and a jury, an arbitration
case between the Corporation and certain owners
of property in Church-street has been heard.
Mr. Lloyd stated the nature of the claim. He
said the premises were required by the Corpora-
tion for the purposes of improvements in Church-
street. It was obvious that they did not want
the whole of it, but they desired to recoup the
ratepayers the outlay they were about to make
by purchasing the whole block, and then re-

selling a portion of it. A number of witnesses
were examined on both sides. The area of the

|

premises was 378^ yards, with a frontage to

Church-street of 49 ft. 2^ in. Mr. Wordley esti-

mated the value of the land at 50 guineas per
yard, or 22,128Z. for land and buildings. Mr.
T. J. Kilpin 22,321Z. ; Mr. Hornblower, 22,011Z.

;

and Mr. Cunningham, 21,8251. For the Cor-
poration, Mr. Culshaw, on being examined,
stated it as his opinion that the value of the
ground was 16,005Z., which was an average of
421. is. a yard; by one calculation out of
three be made it 12,038Z. Mr. W. Scott
valued the land at 15,832Z.

;

Mr. P. Ellis,

14,3G7Z. ; and Mr. James Holme, 15,120Z. The
jury found for the claimants, 18,500Z. compen-
sation.

Excavations in Sanday, Orkney. — Mr.
Farrar has discovered an ancient building
apparently of the “ brongh ” order, at the
Brough of Quoyness, in the island of Sanday.
The mound is 63 ft. in diameter and 12i ft. in
height. The building has been 33 ft. in diameter,
and there is a space of 12 ft. between an inner
and an outer wall, thus leaving a sort of area
or court eucireliug the whole building. Outside
this outer wall is another, regularly built, leaving
a space of 3i ft., which is filled with loose stones.

Mr. Farrar thinks the object was to strengthen
the original wall. On the south-east side of the
mound there is a passage 12 ft. long by 3 ft. high
and 21 in. wide, covered with large stones set on
edge. This passage communicates with a large
oblong chamber in the centre of the mound.
This chamber is 11 ft. 10 in. long, 4 ft. 5 in. wide,
and 12 ft. 6 in. deep. Within the wall on the
north-west side are two kists of a semicircular
shape, 19 in. wide at the entrance, and 6 ft. high
inside, and 5 ft. respectively. They contained
no bones. On the right of the entrance passage
there is a kist 20 in. wide and 6 ft. high, and on
the left another probably of the same dimensions
but not yet cleared out. Both of these kists
contained sknlls and a few other human bones.
There were also other human remains found in
course of the excavations, Mr. Farrar says, " it

would be difficult to determine positively whether
the mound was, in its original state, a bnrial-

place. It may have been a brough, and the space
between the inner and outer walls— which I

suppose to have been an open area—may have
been a mass of rode walling constructed with
the view of supporting the building in which the
graves are found. Further excavations can
alone settle this point.”
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Laying on Fresh Air.—A Mr. Thomas has a
scheme by which he proposes to revivify London
by means of fresh-country air, oonveycd in pipes,
cooled by passing through tunnels and ioe
houses ! Nature would do this for us, if we
would but let her.

Tin-lined Lead Water-pipes.—Experiments
have been made at New York with these pipes,
and the pipes, as well as the experiments, are
thus described in the Journal of the FVanfcZtn
Institute ;

—

“

A solid cylinder of tin, weighing,
say, 15 pounds, is bored of a certain diameter.
It is then placed in a larger cylinder, haring
poured around it melted lead. A powerful hy-
draulic press forces it through a gauge, just as
in wire drawing, a steel rod forming, as it were,
the core. The line of contact of the lead and
tin is clearly defined, and the pipe is a very
perfect one. The following are the results of
some of the experiments :—An ordinary leaden
pipe, 1 in, interior diameter, and weighing 4
pounds 11 ounces per foot, burst at pressure of
1,000 pounds on gauge. A tin-coated pipe, of
like capacity, but weighing only 2 pounds
6 ounces per foot, required 1,150 pounds to burst
it. A ^-in. lead pipe, weighing 3 and S-lOths
of a pound per foot, required a pressure of 1,200
pounds before bursting. A tin-coated pipe of
the same calibre brought the dynamometer up
to 1,275 before bursting. This last weighed only
1 and 12-100th8 pounds per foot. About the
same ratio was kept up with other sizes experi-
mented upon, showing a great saving in weight,
with a commensurate gain in strength.”

TENDERS
For farm bnildinga at Heath and Beach, Leighton

Buzzard, for Mr. John Buahell. Mr. F. Gotto, arohi-

Miles £660 0 0
Dimmoct & Adama 640 0 0
Barker 627 0 0
Dinimock 525 0 0
Adams A Gibbons 490 0 0

For the erection of national schools and master’s resi-
dence, at St. Harmon's, Radnorshire. Mr. £. H.Liugen
Barker, architect :

—

Evans £399 11 0
Woolley 395 13 0
Edwards 394 0 0

For Small Heath Congrecational Chanel near Birming-
ham. Mr. W. F. Poulton, architect

Barnsley £3.629 0 0
Hardwick 2,596 0 0
Briggs 2,630 0 0
Webb 2,519 0 0
Partridge 2,500 0 0
Smith 2,499 0 0
Mathews 2,445 0 0
Bennett 2,395 0 0
Horsley 2,316 0 0
Jones (accepted) 3,249 0 0

Tenders for main drainage works, Southampton, con-
sisting of covered reservoir, main outlet, &c. Contract
No, 2. Mr. James Lemon, engineer. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. Howell and Messrs. Bake & Ranwell :

—

Sibsey £10,U83 0 0
Nowell 9,330 0 0
Mackenzie & Abell 8,856 0 0
Furniss 8,750 0 0
Waiuwright 8,400 0 0
Sanders 8,270 0 0
Ball & Sons 6,963 0 0

For new warehouse in Park-street, Southwark. Messrs.
Newman & Billing, architects. Quantities supplied by
Mr. EdsaU:—

Axford & Wbillier £6,095 0 0
Simms it Marten 6,985 0 0
Downs 6,890 0 0
Ashby & Horner 6,831 0 0
Little 6,698 0 0
Perry 5,695 0 0
Thompson 6,640 0 0
Greenwood 6,698 0 0
Hider 6.580 0 0
Coleman 6,340 0 0
Wells 6,300 0 0
Brass 5,247 0 0
Browne & Robinson (accepted) 6,192 0 0

For alterations to the Queen's Arms, Notting-hill, for
Mr. Haynes. Mr. W. H. Lamborn, architect:—

Gailienne £398 14 0
Martin 338 0 0
Fetters (accepted) 814 10 0
Sporle 246 14 0

H. S. Hammon, architect :~
Turner &. Sons £1,667 0 0
Macey 1,533 0 0
Eunor 1,483 0 0
Browne & Robinson 1,476 0 0
Henshaw 1,462 0 0
Webb & Sons (accepted) 1,430 0 0

For finishing and completing houses at Low Leyton r—
Monday & Hutchinson £2,700 0 0
Harris 2,576 0 0
Mansfield 2,530 0 0
Fisher 2,456 0 0
Cubitt 2,937 0 0
'Varoe 1,930 0 0

I Cogswell 1,923 0 0
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For stabling and alterations to the White Lion, Cem
street, St. Luke’s, for Mr. Gardner. Mr. James Schof
architect:— "

Saby „£343 3
Perkins 306 0
Grover 298 0
Laurence & Bangh 297 0
Eton & Chapman 290 0

For additions and alterations at No. 12, Wilton-crest
S.W., for Mr. Henry W. Bull. Messrs. C. Habera
Brock, & Webb, architects :

—

Manley & Rogers £533 0
Bowman 493 0
EboralJ 490 0

For church and schools at Tottenham. Messrs. 81
& Son, architects. Quantities not supplied :

—

Schools uuder
Church.

Adams £4,180 0
Barker 3,958 0
Nightingale 3,957 0
Blaekmoro & Morley... 3,683 0
Crabb & Vaughan 3,400 0
Mundy & Hutchinson 3,163 0
Palmer 2,830 0

..£3,365 0

.. 3,318 0

.. 3,125 0

.. 2,800 0

.. 2,550 0

.. 2,403 0
2,179 0

For house and shop at Twickenham, for Mr. Cl
Mr. Marshall, architect. Quantities not supplied

Jackling £636 0
Mundy & Hutchinson 618 0
Whittles 609 0
Hazell 545 0

For alteration to the Victory Tavern, Albany-str
Regent's Park. Mr. William Munn, architect :

—

Batehelder £333 0 0
Selleck 765 0 0
Langmead & Way 649 15 0
Chutter 649 0 0
Anley 695 0 0
Lamble 5B9 0 0

For the erection of houses and shops in the Forest-n
Cindesford, Gloucestershire, for Mr. Hirnm Benn
Mr. Edwin J. Reynolds, architect, Cindesford :

—

Darke (accepted) £369 0 0

Bar fitting, Queen Victoria, Clapham Jauction.
William Munn, architect

Anley (accepted) 260 0 0

For erecting timber stage, exclusive of timber in bai
for Mr. C. B. N. Bnewin, Hatton-garden. Mr. John!
architect :— ^

Crabb & Vaughan (accepted) £220 0 0

For the construction of new brick sewers in St. Jams
street and Thomas-street, Notting-dale, for the Kensi
ton Vestry. Mr. James Brnadbridgo. surveror:

—

Waggett & Barnett £2,864 2 5

Wainwright 2,4U0 0 (

Beeves & Steggles 2,203 0 (

Crockett 2,160 0 t

Allcock & Cooper 2,100 0 C

Qoodair 1,881 0 C

Thirst & Co 1,869 0 C

Wigmore 1,794 0 t

Thackerah 1,760 0 C

Williams, Brothers 1,760 0 0

For the construction of brick and pipe sewers at Hen
hill, Denmark-hUl, Woodland-hill, Norwood

;
Park-roi

Norwood; Denmark-road, Coldharbonr-lane, and Ac
lane, Brixton, for the Lambeth Vestry. Mr. Hu
McIntosh, surveyor

Girdler £15,101 0 (

Munroe 13,334 0 (

Pearsnn 13,000 0 (

Crocket 12,900 0 (

Blackmore 12,260 0 (

Wainwright 11,950 0 (

Burton 11,900 0 (

Thackerah 10,86 1 0 C

Hitchcoi Jt Co 10,850 0 (

Wigmore 10,520 0 C

Mutton 10,400 0 (

Mayo 10,276 0 (

For rebuilding the Angel and Crown, Tabernacle.sqnW
Mr. H. J. Hammon, architect. Quantities supplied:—

Patrick £1,191 0 0
Mann 1,187 0 0
Turner & Son 1,077 0 0
Henshaw 1,072 0 0
Langmead & Way 1,048 0 0
Eaton & Chapman 1,030 0 0
Preedy (accepted) 913 0 0

For alterations to the Jolly Coopers, Clerkenwcll-doi
for Mr, Fulloom. Mr. T. i\ FUlary, architect. Qua
tities not supplied :

—

Sabey £1,875 0 0
Lungmead & Way 1,786 0 0
Bamford 1,600 0 0
Hawkes & Co 1,075 0 0 !

For a villa residence on the Norbury Park Estate, We
Croydon. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect. The quontiti
supplied by Mr. T. T. Green ;

—

Piper & Wheeler .,

‘ ‘

Browne & Hobinson
Killby l,s 0 0

Bayes
Kilby, Brothers
Perry & Co
Webb S Sons
Hill & KeddeU
Tolly
Carter & Son
Henshaw
Crabb & Vaughan (at

1,858 0
1,817

1,8U
1,8U0
1,7-11

1,706

1,6

:epted) .

1,674 0 0
1,660 0 0
1,482 0 0

For a pair of villa residences, Clytha-square, Newpoi
Monmouthshire, fur Messrs. Ooss & baiter. Mr. 1

Lawrence, architect

Milies £1,500 0 0
price 1,466 0 0
Durke (accepted) 1,438 0 0
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itit. Mr. F. Gotto, architect

•

Barker £369 lo o
Whiting 309 q q
Dawson 365 q 0
Gafsido 341 0 0
Edwards 38« 0 0

335 0 0
Miles 320 0 0
lamb 319 q q

Mg. IX. xLcijueu. iuessr
Mtects. Quantities not supplied;

—

Smart & Pinegsr
Vickcray
Wise
Brett & Bradbury
I/odbitter

Thompson
Wicks
Green
Upchurch & TTanVa

350 0 0
330 0 0
300 0 0
2»0 0 0
276 0 01

i90i architects. Quantities snoDlied
Smart d: Pinegar £238 0 0

233 0 0
Thompson 223 0 0
Biohardeon !!!!!!... 223 0 0
Wicks.... 218 0 0
Brett & Bradbury 217 0 0
Ledbitter 213 0 0
Wise 210 0 0
Bwiodels 209 16 5Fpn 190 0 0
'Jckery. I75 q 0

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
F. P.-G. o.-r. D.— L. R-L. H,— It. p,_J. H, jt.-
r. n, J. F.—a & R.-.A'rra /’/nna.-J.
—B. B. & \V.—B. C. A.— W. N.— C. A V.—J. L.-
r. P. W.—A. D.-E. J. R.-B, B.-C, W. W.-W. H.
V. L.—L. W. L.-J. H.—W. 4 eont-J. L.—Rer,
iclntilU.-J. J._J. 0. & 9on.-N. A H. (oext wetl
I and alum. See previous niimbeta of the Sul
ikah.ill be sent to a landscape artist),

are compelled to decline pointing out books
rues.

•tatements offacU. liita of tenders, *0.. must be accompanied bj
ame and address of tbs sender, not ueoessarily for publication.

The responsibility of signed articles, and pap
a meetiuas, rests, of course, with the authors.

:lE8 ONLY should be sent.

[Adtertisements.]

lella. A descriptive pamphlet on
ifs post free for one stamp. Wai
k Maker by Warrant of Appointi
IH. the Prince of Wales, and makei
t clock for the Exhibition, 1862.
i-street, and 33 &. 84, Lndgate-hill, B.C
Iblished 1749.

riRlS EXEIBITION.—Clark’s Patei

e Royal British Commissioners.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

C CUh'KS aod WATCHK8 and BELLS. By EDMtJNIHIT DENISON, M.A. Q.a
^ njJiuuNl

Now ready, Third Edition, price Ss.

CTDIMENTARY TREATISE on the PRIN-
of PKSION in ARCHITKCTORE. as deducible from Nature

iimpliiied in the worki* of the Greek and Gothic architecta. Rv
USD LACY GARBR'lT.ArohlteoL
i^w really. New Riltlon. revised and enlarged, prfoe la.

TTAGE BUILDING HINTS for IM-
'D DWELLINGS lor the LABOURING CLASSES Kv
ICE ALLKN, Architect.

uy

This day, price !«.

lANTITIBS and MBASUBEMENTS
i how

itlate and take them. In Bricklayers’. Masons’ Plaatarers’

w’ C*n>«nt«r8’, and Joiners'
Olth rules for abstracting, nnd hiiiU for preparing, a bill of
Lsa. By .ALFRED CHAnLES BEATON, Architect and Sur*

London: VIRTUE 4 COMPANY, 28, Ivy.lane.

I’YAL POLYTECH NIC,— See the
iPARIS EXPOSITION for ONE SHILLING. - Professor
>.3 LECI'UKBSon the PALAIS DE L’EXPO.SITION, daily
tiand Eight. Amongst the other atlracllons are, ihe'‘Wou-
molartr the great optical surprise, called •• The EFFIGY of
• iR DLEUNLT, and the Musical KhterUlnmeuta of Dsmer

IV/fE. WILLIAM STUART OANSDELL,
XrdL ARCHITECTfiRAL ARTIST, prepares for the Profession

—

Academy Pictures,
1 Liudsoape Views.

Competltl.m Designs, 1 Interiors.
And Artistic Work In Oil or Water-colour.

24, WINOHESTER-BTREET.S.W.

A KCHITECTUEAL DEAWINGS.—The
Xi. suoesM or failure of an Aiohltectural Design frequently depends
upon the Perspective View. A thoroughly artistic representation.
With accompanimeot of flrsl-class Sgures, guaranteed, at a moderate
coat. References from eminent men. — jCldress. ARTIS'I' 8 Boss-cn borough-street, Pimlico, S.W.

' '

pUPIL. — An ARCHITECT and SCR-i VEYOR, of 20 years’ standing, requires an intelligent,
gentlemanly YOUTH, with premium. A salary wUl be given sa
si'on as proficiency U atulned. — Address, F. R. I. B A 126.
Bti-and. W.C. ’

TO BUILDERS. DECORATORS. AND OTHERS.PjECOEATIVB gilders
-JLX Te be had at the

KING’S AEMS, POLAND STREET, W.C.
Address to the 9KCBETART.

\ PROVINCIAL ARCHITECT requires
“S immediately a clever GOTHIC DRAUGHTSMAN for Six

Weeks or Two Months. To one acou«roined to perspectives aud pen-
and-ink drawings a liberal salary will be given.—Address. D. F.
Office of “ Ihe Builder.”

P RAINERS (MASTER) and WRITERS.
VjT WANTED, to APPRENTICE a YOUTH to the above trade.-
Addresa, HOUGH. 13, Fleet-lane. Old Bailey.

\^ANTED, by a large Building Firm in the
»T City, another K9I1MATINQ CLERK; also, a WHARF

FOREMAN accustomed to the conversion of timber.—Address, A. B.
CHTB of Messr*. Field 4 Tnn. 136. Mluories, B.C.

A^ANTED, by an Architect, an ASSIST-
T T ANT, who has had experience aa clerk of works, who ciq

measure and take ont quantities, aud Is a fair draughtsman.-App yby letter to A. B, care of Mr. King, Bookseller, 4o. 34. Parliameul-
^ street, S.W.

1’ Architect and Surveyor,
_ ' ' t* YOUIH, who can copy dmwlncs, trace, square diiiienslous,

and writes a good hand.—Address, iu own handwrltlog, W H L
J. 21. Milmau’s-row, Ohelioa.

'YYT'
ANTED, in a Builder’s Office, a respect-

jV » aUe Youth, about 17, who writes a good hsud, and Is quick '

g at figure*,—Apply, by letter, stiting salary required and refereutes,
1

to 221
, Cainberwell-ruad, B,

^ large provincial town, a
at • » first-class DRAUGHTHMAN. A man of ability will be libe-

rally treated with.— Address, 668. Office of "The Butidor.”

" WANTED, a JUNIOR CLERK, in a
i

,
• • .

Builder’s Office. Must be quick at figures, and a fair
draughtsman. Good references Inillspensable.—Applv. by letter
stating salary, and where lust employed, to A. B. Miles, Library!
Upper-street. Islinkti’u.N.B.

' WANTED, TWO BBIOKLAYERS.—
0 »T Apply to Mr. DERBY, at the Building, Hlnton-road, oppo-

site Loughborough Station, London. Chalhani, and Dover Boilway.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.
- TyANTED, in an old-established Firm at

T T the West-End of Loudon, an APPRENTICE to the Build-
ing Trade. A piomlum required.—Address, BETA. MaishaU’s Library

^ 21. Edgware-road.

r WANTED, a good GENERAL FORE-
, T T MAN. None need apply but those used to Church work.—
t’ Apply, staling wages required, to a B. Builder. Post-Office, Ealing
0 '*'•

q

’ TXrANTED, by a West-end Decorator and

builder^ work preferred. Reference as to cbaraci»r reriuired-
r Addrere, A. P. care of Mr Green. 15, Lincoln’s-lno-firld*. W.C. '

.

1 ANTED, as CARPENTER, on a Gentle- '

T T mans property, a man who undersiauds painting and gisxlug
0 as well aa carpenter's work.—Address, Mr, DAVIS, Trotsworih Farm

Bouse, Virginia Water, BUmes.

^ ^y ^ flood Draughtsman, a RE- c

,
TT ENOAQEJIKNT as GENERAL A8SI8IANT Palarymode-

rat^-Address. A. L. 10, Harrlngtou-slreot. Monitngtju-oresecnt, ''

1
'VST'^NTBD, by a Young Architect, EM-

1 TT PLOYMBNTlnan Office where Temporary Assistance is

J
required, or at his own Office.-Apply to CADIZ, Post-office, Pea- A

•* church-street, E,0. > “ .

TO BBIf'KMAKEBa
T^ANTED, by a Person who thoroughly
T T uiideratands hl« bu-iiiess, a SITUATION as FIREMAN »

Understands blue or red.-Addi'esj, B. D. Mr. Friend's, Bull ring “
Kidderminster, ‘ si

TO BUILDERS. ’

WANTED, by a practical BRICKLAYER,
TT a RE-ENOAGEMENr. as WORKING FORilMAN or to »

take the entire Charge of a Job. in town or country.-Oood refer- I>

ances.—Address, H. G. No. 5. Cornwall.road Lambeth S. u*

WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEMENT as .
TT GENERAL FOREMAN, or Buperintendant of Works. Hashad considerable experience lu measuTiiig up and retting nut works

Could Uke ont quantities, or estimate if required. If for a con-
"*

stancy, a moderate salary required. TestiinoiiiaU as to ability
^briety, ±c. -- Address, A. J. Portsea cottages, Otduance-rond, —
Hounslow, Middlesex.

TO GRAINF.RS AND OTHERS 1

TyANTED, by a YOUTH, a SITUATION
TT as IMPROVER to the GRAINING. Panerns to bo seen.- go

Address by letter, to H. R. B, Clarence-placc, Wells-street, Albany in
road, Camberwell. ’

TyANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA- 1
TT TION OS CLERK, 4o. in a BUILOBK'S OFFICE. Six years' '

«perienoe. Well mi m quantities and astimates. Good references.- BP
Address, C. B. 26, W^est-screet, Brighton. in

WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as

stre^ Pl^U^'^^W 7. Kullaud- -w

635

W/"anted, by a London DRAUGHTS-
» » man, COLOUKIST. quantity CLERK. 4c. aged M

iug Machinery, Well used to the manufacturing
1 make any kind of cutters

; sharpen saws. Good
If country.—Address, MACKINjflT, 7, Theobild’s-
oad, London.

WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
ESTIMATING CLF.RK and BOOKKEEPER by a flrst cUss
. iviautlty taker, measurer. 4c. TestlroouiaN from archl-
reyors, aud contraetois.—Address, A, J. K. Laurel Cottage.

Ohurch-streBt West, Crnyilou, 3.

T V GAG
NTED, by an ASSISTANT, an En-
gagement with an Architect. Is well accustomed to the

id a very good perspective draughtsman. Re-
•years.—Address. ttJS, OfBoe of " The Builder."

W^l
TO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS.

TED, a SITJATION, by a Young
' CARPE.VTER and JOINER. Aged 21,-Addra^

TO PLUMBERS.
WANTED, a SITU-ATION, as PLUMBER
V r or THREE-BRANCH HAND, by a yuuug MAN, aged 28.

Address. J . K. 48, Harruoii-street. Qray’s-inn-road.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

lY, 5, SprlugQeld'Cottages, Acce-lana, Brixton, 8

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
T^ANTED, by a young Man, who is a
TT flrat-cUasPLUUBER.a8irUATIONorJoa Hashailgood

t, Camberwell.

TO BUILDERS, 4c.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 23, a
RE-ENOAG EM ENT, as CLERK to a fair Draughtsman,

itomed to taka out '{nantitles, aud the geueral rontiuo of a
leris olflie.—Address, F. C. 10, Brjanstone-tcrTace, B»ce-hiU.
I ton.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
TANTED, a KE - ENGAGEMENT as

OE.'iERAI, rOREMAN, Clerk of Works, Foreman ofCarpen-
or the Ciiaigi of a Jon, In aoy part of the country or abroad.
_3a^^alar» ^inodeiate.—Address, J. D. No. 1, Caiudon-letraoe,

'fo hUILDEKS, HOUaB DECORATORS, 4o.

TANTED, by_a thoroughly practical Man,
who cso take all branches of the uusluesa, a oouitaut SITUA-

. as WBITEK, Oralner, Decorator, Pluiubor. Lead GDzler
•hauger. Distemper and Furniture Paiuter. The aobucb? of

l.'v.^n--Addras..

wanted, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
T T GENF.KAL FOREMAN, or Clerk of Works, or Foreiusn of- ‘ -

-ir lo Uke CarpeuteFs Work by the Pircn. by a peraever-

Uuloa-coad, Wiind:

lUgb kuuwledge o
Aged 42.—Address, '

th, 8unoy.

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
ANTED, by a good Plumber, a SITUA-

T T TION 04 PLUMBER and O.ASFmER. Cau do holwater
work,—Ad iire-«, U C 20, Great College-atreet, Westm uatar.WANTED, EMPLOYMENtT

L

y a steady
T T Man, a Joiner by trade. Can measure up work, take outmeasure up work, take o

lu a auowledge of upholsterer's work,
k the last four yoata.—Address, A. B.

7ANTED, by a steady Man, who has been.
' seven yean Foreman to a London Builder, aud has just
led a three years' joO. a BE-ENGAOSUBN I'. Good chamcier.
up to contract work.—Address, Q. MAY, I, Park Cottages,

rheap-street. Canterbury.

TO BUILDERS.
7"ANTED, by the Advertiser, a Joiner by

trade, an ENGAGEMENT as SHOP FOREMAN. Tboronghly

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.
'ANTED, by the Advertiser, a constant

BITUATION, or JOB, as PLUMBER, orlhree-Branch Hand.
Address, K. M, 38. Royal-i I, KeuuiugtoQ-paik, Loadon.

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, Ijy an experienced TIME-

T V hEEPPlK, an BNG.AOKMBNT on a town or country job Is” versed la extra and lUy accouuts, aud oau draw and trace
V and expeditiously. The Advertiser i» 25 yeaia of age, and of
hablU -Address, i^S, Office of” The Builder,"

Ti^NTED, an APPOINTMENT as OUT-
DOOR FOREM.AN, or Superiutfudent for iho Erection of

Ings, by a person of over twenty years' thorough pracUoal es-
ivo in the building trade, 'i'he Advertiwr is cnmpelent tot
Jg plans, 'pecidcatioiis, aud takiog out riuuniities lu ail depart-
I.—Address, W. 125, 1'J, Brown-aireet, Mauch sier.

' ANTED, by a corapeteut ARCIII-
TBCT'S ASiHiaTANT, an ENGAGEMENT. Well up in oon-

lon, detail, and working drawings, perspective, aud eompelitlon,
•ess, BETA, care of Hauu, News Agent, Sti8. Oray’s-iun-road.

XU XJU11jUC,£10 AtiU Uiar-AO.

WfANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
T f ENGAGEMENT os GENERAL FOREMAN

;
just completing

TO CIVIL KSOIN’EBRS. otKCHI I'ECT.S AND aURVEYiiRS, 4o.

WAN 'I' ED, by a Gentleman (aged 24)
EMPLOYMENT lo toe offlceofthe above. Is a go^ drau.hu-

man, quick at Hgures. and cau assist lu pretouiug -.tiiuatei and
™I’^'»- Goodrefereiioea^ baUiy moderate.—Address, A. Mr. Dolby.
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WANTED, by a firsbclass GOTHIC
DRATIOHT6MAN1 AD EyQAQKM R\T for Uixce d»yB a week.

Addren, 816, Office of “TheBaUder."

TO BUILDERS, ROAD MAKERS, AND CONTBACTORRW ANTED, by a first-class practical Man, a
CAmajjfWAj Parior, Street Mason. Oraiiite Dresser (wood

bricks, DuUih cliiikera, or tiles), to Take WORK b^ tbe PIKUB.
Labonronly. Pleatj of plant Good teallmoulaU and relerences.—
Address. JAMBS CttUTCilLEY. No. 7, James-place. Nenb-street.
Poplar.

TO BUILDERS.
WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT as
TT SHOP KORSMAN of JOINERS. Good references.—Address.

F. T. B. No. II. Union-street. CUpham.

TO BUILDERS. AND 0

ANTED, by a thoroughly practical Man,
11 a E&ENQAQEMENT as SSOP or GhNERAL FORt-M.AN.

TO BUILDERS AND THE TRADE.

The Advertiser, a steady Young Man,
wi.hes for a cous’ant SITUAHON as GENERAL HaND.

Can do writing and aeeoiid-clHss gTAlcing, and con'd makeblmseli
useriil in any branch of tbe trade Wsget not so much an object as a
coust-iut .liuaMon —Address, W. CRAOKNELL, 2. Norfolk-stieel,
Middlesex Hospital.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.r[E Advertiser, aged 20, seeks an En-
gagement AS IMPROVER Can take and copy plans,

prepare drawings from rongh sketches, good colourist aud nnder-
•taiiris the geneial rontlne oi an arcblt-cfa office. Salary no oojeot.
Address. F. B. F. 4. South etescent, Bedford-sijuare, W.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
'pEMPORARY assistance, or other-
8 wise, elyen by Y. Z. of nine years’ experience In flrst-claaj

omcee.—Aodress. 2. Pfinces-pUce, Commerelal-ro»d, E.

TO BUILDERS. *c

WANTED, an APPOINTMENT to a
village school, by au nncertiflcated Mistress, who will

be recommended by her pres
....

TO GLASS PAINTERS. Sc.

WANTED, to APPRENTICE, a Lad to
V T the abore, indoors.-Apply to U Mr. Hedge'* Llbru-y, Froinj,

T^ANTED, by a Young Man, a STTUA-
T T TION "8 PLUMBER and GASFUTER, Sc. In town or country.

r. No. 4. Than r. Old Brentford.

W ANTED, by a middle-aged Man, a SITG-
ATION on a Oentlemsn's E-Ute. or in a Builder’s or Paint-

er’s Firm iu the country. A thoroughly good painter, glazier, aud
plain paperbanger. Has been In prrsent emnloj many years -Ad-
die»B, R L W. No. 14. Roberr-Btrert, Bejford-row, tV’.l'.

W-^NTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
» L VORRMAN of a Timber-yard and Sawmilli. H is b»d sereral

Addteis. K T. No. 2, I

TO ABCeiTECTS AND BURVEYOR®.
"WANTED, a RE-ENGaGEj\I‘ENT, by
T T a competent ASSISTANT. Terms 30s. per week. Good

e, Cimbndge-Blreet,

UAKHKAl, itbPAlRiJ,

\ATanted, a SITUATION,by a respectable
f V and well experienced FOREMAN, In^the abnye branches.

(X-place. Commercial-road. 8 B

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACruRS.
"WANTED, Piece-work, PLUMBING and
f T PAINTING, by an experieuied Man.—Addiess, A. EVANS.

8, Bedford-i-t r-et. Bedfurd-row.
'

TO I

wTO CliNTRACrORS, PUBLIC COMPANIES, AND OTHERS.
AN I’ED, a SI 1' LJATIUN in India, China,

, .
r Jap.iu as SUPBRINTENDENT. or to take the

Managenjim «r Mason, Bn-k, or Earthwork., by a praciicU
Mason. Has liad great experience on public work, in England,
Ceylon, a' d China, and ba. just compleie.i tbo largest kraviiig dock
in tbe E.sc at Ilon< Koog.-Address, A. B. 1, Heuiysireet. Jubilee-

eet. MUe-ind-road, London,

w TO DIBTBIOr BUBVETOBS,
ANTID, a KE-E.sGAGuMRNT, by a

Address, 652, Office oi

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, Ac.

"WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERK of
T Y WORKS, or GENbRAL FOREMA.N. by a person of g.,od

WANTED, by
T T trace, and write w

Youth, who can
, a SiTU.MION in au Ar

w TO BUILDERS, COMRACI'ORS, AND MASONS.
ANTED, a EE -EKGAGE.UENT, as
PflRtM .XJ , j. '

ergelic Man. aged 3FOREMAN, by an experiedca.1 and
(Mason), Charge ot a chnrch er other job. or
yard or bnsiness. Cau take ont <}aaiiiltirs. make wuikiug ui
meMUre nn. Ac. Eoik-keepiug if reiuireJ. Good refer
Addresp, 676. Office of " Tbo Builder.”

W ANTED, a RE -ENGAGEMENT,
WORKING FOREMAN of JOINERS, or as OENKBaL oU f-DOOR Foreman, by a thoroughly practical joiner and staircasi

hand. Thirty years of age. Good draughumm, aud well up iu
setting one all kinds of work. Good refeienco from laot employer
Connlry not objected to.- Address, W. K. 12, Richaid-.treot. Liyer-
poot-road, Lonnoc.

TO ARCHnECTP.
WANTED, an E^GAGEMENT, by a
Y Y really good DRAUGHTSMAN. Well versed in construct. on

ary, 30s. per week,—Address No. 662, Office of

TO ARCHITECTS,
\17ANTED, an EISGaGEMENT, by a
YY firit claes Architect’s ASSISTANT. Is a good dranehUmandranehtsman^ maks working drawlngi and ppeciflcait-'n*. Uke ou' quautm

»«'l npiu Ikad iurveyiug and leyelliug.—Address, H.

TO ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.^HE Aiiveriiser desires an IiNGaGEMENT.
.-I- H** ^ad luncn experience in the preparation of plans fur town

and good diaoghuniau, and th-irouglTy ai

ment of a public office.—Addre«, C. £. I, Argyle-.quare, Euslon-

TO BUILDERS.

The Advertiser will shortly be open to a
EH-ENOAOEMENT at FOREMAN of MASONS. Wed

qnalnted with the teiioration ot olo, and lha buiMing ot r

thurebrs. &c Over elghtjears with present employers Country
preferred.—Aildre.8, A B. Post offica, Victoria crescent, Burlou-
Trent.

The Advertiser, who is agood DRaUGHTS-
Man. Clerk, an-i ACCjUN fANr, is deslrou. of obtain i

I

SITUATION in any capacity. Would prefer tbe cuuutry. or to go
abroad.—Address, E. T. K. Mr. Pigott. Booki.eller. 223, Kenuingtou-
Fark-road.

Timber trade. — wanted, by the
Advertiser, a RK-hNGAGEMEST aa S.aLE-MAN, Sc.—Ad-

drers, TOBAECO, Post-office, Aidgaie, E.C.

PLASTERING WANTED by a practical
L M''“’ Town or country. Labour only.—AddressfA. D. Poat-

TO AKCHITUCtS, SURVEYORS, 4c.

An ARCHl'i’JiCr, of extensive practical

auu qU'ok cumtructive dr.u.btecn.n. specidcalluu writer, aud care-
ful dBiUi.er. U open to an ENGAGE r K.NT, temporary orotb-rwUe.
nil nj..deinte L-rn-s - .ddrea. ARCHITKCT, care ol Mr. Crump, 6,
Pr.speci-terrace, Battenea-rise. 8.W.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N ASSISTANT, of good practical expt
eoce and an efficient draugbttmau. desires an ENOA

MRNT. Good references —Address, E. K '124. Clarendon-road.'
tlog hm, W.

TO BUILDERS ANu OuNT RACTO aS.

A THOROUGHLY practical GENERA
FOREMAN requires a RE-KN0A6BMBNT, in town

country. Well up In measuring. R-feron.-i-s and testlmouUls fl

class.—Addrtas, No. 647, Office of ’ The Builder."

Ballast wagons. — wanted
HIRE, for 18 Months, 150 6-tou Contractor’. Ballsit Wag

(•Idea to open).—Apply, stating terms, to J. A. 143, Cauiden-n

JUNIOR CLERK. — SITUATION
by a Youth aged 17. Has b.en nearly three years in

niHd Nottio"’ h
Cornwall-

JJOT-WATER, STEAM, and GAS FIT-
-1 J TING WANTED, by a competent FniBE, In constructing
ai.d fitting any extensive job In the above line. U.od to all kinds of
kitchen, cuokmg, bath, aud hol-water apparatus for heating horticuU

Lom]on'^E°C*"*^
building..—Aodeesj, A, 12, Bath-street, City-road,

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND ARCHITECTS.^LKRK of WORKS.—A thoroughly quali-
fled M-n withes a RE-KNGAQEMF,Nr esrlv ! Seotumber

eliher as ESTATE CLKRK of WORKS, or on a Bui dlag Eaiate, or to’
take 'he e"llre Management of Works where geutleiiieu flud' their
niBt-rlata. labour. 4c.- Addiess. The Clerk of Woika, Lockiuge House
Wantsge, E:rke.

pLERK, or CLERK and TIMEKEEPER.
V-ANTED, by tbe Advertiser, aged 23. a SITUATION as aboveHas beeu eight years Iu the Iron tra-le. Good references.—Address.

J. H. care of Mr, Hart, 168 Fleet-itreet. E. C.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS. CONTRACTORS, AND BUILDERS.
A GENTLE .ViAN. aged 26, town experi-
xn. ence, is seeking an APPOINTMENT as CLERK of WORKS

A GOOD PLUMBER and GASFITTERXX -WANTS a PITUATIOV, or as Three-Branch Band.-Address
A. Z. a' W. E.5. Fark pUceCotUges, Lower Park-road. Peckham. 8.K.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.
A gentleman, who has just completedXV hl» Articles (5 yean) wishes for a SITUATION.— Adoress 583

Office of ’’ Tbe Builder." '

A RESPECTABLE, steady Man requires a
Xa. constancy as PLUMBER Cau fill up time paiutiugor
glezing.—Adilrsto, C. C. 17, Bruu»wlck-toad, Upper Holioway, N

TO ARCHITECTS, Ac.

A N experienced CLERK of WORKS, whoXX hasjint ci>iopIe'e<l *n exte''8lve job under Uovemmen', U
ni-eu to au ENQAGfcJdKN'J'.—AddreeS, £ Q. No. 16. Elch-teriace
Bromptciu S W. ’

TO ARC'HlTBUrS. SURVEYORS, AND BUILDERS.
A N Estimater, Measurer, and fully com-

rAJL.., Aronlteccural ASSISTANT. U open to au ENGAGE-MENT to prepare bills of q'lautlUea. drawings, or to measure no
works. Aged 3C.—Ajatee*, A. B. U. 103, Regent street. Pnnees-road
L»nib-th. 8.

A C' IRRBCT and rapid CONSTRUOflVE
XX, DRA DG HTSMAN, a -csiuiu-d to designiug In various s tyles
aud to iwr-i-ecilve aud surveTt„g. bl- sorvlo-s at bis own office
or ollierwn«.-Addref, ARCHITECT. 21, Chichester-road, KUburu.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A YOUNG GENTLBMaN, having recentlyXX comnUte'l bit hi tide*, deelres au ENGAGEMENT as JUNIOR
AfSIdTANT iu HU Office of the above. I* a rieat aud rapid draugbts-
ina.c, quick at figure", good colourU'. and perspective hand, and wuh
a g.-od kuowle-'ge of rie ails —Unlary m.xlerat*.—Addriwi, J. M. c.ire of
T. K. o-.en. esi, 22 Fi' -biiry.plMC-, K.U.

A THOROUGHLY practical Man WANTS
XX aSirUATlDN as CLEHK or FOREMAN - UndersUnds the
BLgliihHDd foreign timber ir*de. and could make hlmaelf u-e'ul.
Good refereuces. Is q uck at aocouutt. — Addrew, J. W. 21, Eujsell-
ilreet, W»doe«biiry.

TO ABCHITRCrS AND SURVEYORa
A N ENGAGEM BNT required, by a Gentle-XX men with eight, yeari' experience (in Lobdou), with either of

ibe above. Salary not so inucb an obJ-ct as tue deaire to extend his
knowledge.—Addiess, 853, Office of "The Builder,"

A THOROUGHLY competent Builder’s
XX Clerk and Ritlmator desires a temporary or pnrmauent
ENOAOEMSNl. Has bad much experience in tbe arrangement of
uegl-c'ed accounts.—Address, X. Y. Z. 6, Bury-street. Museum-
street. W.C.

To BUiLUKRS, SPECULATORS. AND OTHERS.
A RESPECTABLE Young Man, aged 20,XX wishes an engagement as IMPROVER in the Carpeutery

aud Joinery. Wlliiug to agree for twelve mouths if required.
'Town or c.uutry. lu-door or out-door.— Address, J. Q. 34, Great
PuiieDey-slreet, Golden.rquare.

TO ARCHITECTS.

A N experienced ASSISTANT desires an
XX ENGAi^EMKNT in an Arcblteci’s Office In Loudon. Well up
iu de’all and coustru^tioii, and uoderstauds the general Tontiua of
an office Satlsfacory releience.-Addreea, AJtCHUB, 43.0sboru6-
Urrace, Claphaiu-road.S.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS.
A CLERK of WuRKvS, of long experience
XX upon exieu-ive and important wuiki in town and country, is

open to a KE-ENOAGEiliiNr,—Addiess. Mr. J. JONES, 2, Stauton-
villaa, Barnes. &W.

TO ARCHITECT'S, 4c.

A thoroughly practical CLERK
XX of WORKo Uopen to* KE ENGAGEMENT. First-class teatl-
luuuiala—Addie-S. M N. Post-office, Shoreditch

JOHN MARRIOTT BLASHFIEL
STAMFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE, maniifncturer of TERRACO!

-nd ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY, Cornices, String Courses, Jan
MnllioDS, Tracery. P.neli, Relievi, Capthalr, Bintues, Vases, Bi
Pedestals, Founuln Baslua. Tszzie, Pavrmeuts, Ac. warranted to st
ItotL iDtemaUonal Exhibition, 1862.-Cla.8 10, Section C.—Ar
tectnral Objects. Mei'al awarded for " Perfection iu fltauufacture
Beauty of Fonn.” Cla-s 35.—Pottery. Medal aw.irded for " Ti
Cotta.” Dnolln International Exhibition, 1865.—Section 25. Mi
awarded for " Fine Terra Cottas for Architectural Purposes ”

J. M. SLASH FIELD obtained letters patent iu 1354 for" Imprt
merits In the manofacture of China, Pottery, Bricks, and ot

aiticlea, made for tbe most part of Clay.” Alao letters patent in 1

for ’ Improvementa In burning Pottery and Coins Ware.”
Large examples of J. M. BLASUKIBLU’S TEbRA COTfA are ni

erecud in the Architectural Court of the Paris Exhibition.

FIRST CLASS MEDALS TO MAW a CO. EXHIBITION Of
1862; DUBLIN 1865; AND OPORTO.

rMPERISHABLE TESSELATE
L Pavements, combining a highly decorative and econom:
substitute for ordinary floors and their periabable coverings. Mv
4 CO.’S Pattern-book, tbe work of tbe first dasigners of the day, l

warded, together with special designs and eetlmatss for every klu(
floor and wall tiling. Specimens may be .eeo at MAW $ CO
Manchester Agents, T. DALE 4 SON, 60, John Daitoo-etieet

; i

Agents,-w. R SIMPSON A SONS, 4-M. West Strand.
BENTHALL WORKS. BROsELEY.

W OOD TAPESTRY (HOWARD
PATENT), for covering walls, ceilingv, and other surf*

with real Wood, in lieu of painting and graining.— HOWARD
SONS, Decorators and Upholders, 26 and 27, Beinen-street, Oxfo
street, W.

VENTILATION-PURE AIR.

Sherlngham’i
I

Day and Night

Ventilator

THROUGH THE EXTERNAL WALL.
These Ventilators are arranged so that the requisite quantltj

ir may be admitted for the due ventilation of au apartment with'

ht elightest draught being felt by the oocupatits; and as they
ilaced In the eXTemal wall, their action is not impeded when <

uoQse la closed for the evening, at which time a constant supply

fresh air U most required.—HAYWARD, BROTHERS, sole Mai
botoxers, 187 and 182 (late 117 and 116). Union-street. Boron
London

TTAANCOCK’S INDIA-RUBBER HOS.
li for WATERING GARDENS, LAWNS, Ac.

BEST Make ONLY.
Made in 60-feet lengtlia. Tbe most usefol sizes for t

above purpose are

4 in. ^ in. and J in.

and strength according to pressure of water.
BRA&S-HaND branches, with TAPS. SPREADER'!. JETS,

a

ROSEb, in great variety ; al.o UNION-JOINTS to connect the HOE
ILustrated Price Lists on application.

JAMES LYNE HANCOCK,
VULCANIZED INDIA-RUBBER WORKS.

GOSWELL MEWS, 4 266. QOSW ELn-ROAD. UINDON. E.C.

N.B.— HANCOCK’S GALVANIZED IRO.N UOSE-BSEL,
ludliig up long lengths of GARDEN HOSE, It a very use:

MACHINE.

FLANGE-TUBING, for eiclndlDg Draughts
'

_ad J>QSt through DOOBS, WINDOWS, and •

GLASS-CABBS.

T10 RAILWAY CONTRACTORS ai
y*rd end T_ OTHERS.— For SALE, a large number

EARTH WAGOONn. nearly new; also several ouuucea coos

Coutrautor's Rails, 30lb, aud 40ln. per yard; and other Plant.
Apply, by latter, to 553, Office of Tbs Builder.”

\/fathematicaldrawinginstei
iyj. MENT\ THEODOLITES, LEVELS. CIRCUMFERENTBl
SCALES, TAPES, CHAINS, T-SQUARES, BULKS, 4c.

J. & W. E. ARCHBUTT,
201, WESTMINSTER BBIDOK-ROAU, LAMBETH,

MaHQfactureraof the above, aud all descriptions of Surveying
•truments, unequalled for quality aud price. niiutratcd pil'

Catalogues free ou appltcatlon.

Every article warranted. Second-baod Initruments of all kinds
by the best makers, always in stock.

jV/TATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS,
J V I the first quality, at moderate prices, with many import... . . . import!
liupruvemeuts. illustrated Catalogue seut post free. W.
St'ANLKY, Malbematlcal lustriuueuc Maker to the Dovemins
3 and 5, Great ‘Iniuatlle, Holboru, Lsmdou, W.C.

STANLEY’S TREATISE on MATHEMAl
CAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS. Si post-free.

• • • ork.--nuUder. JprlJ 21. ISW-

KAMPTULICON floor CLOT]
for Chorcbea, Clubs, Offices, and Private Houses.

GOUGH & BOYCE,

TiARPAULINS on HIRE, 2s. 6d. p

Tarpaulins luew, to purchase) from 1>. 6d. per eqca’e yard.
Any size, any colour. SauHeS ou a|<plica;i.-u,

PIGGOTT, BROTHERS,
Na 52, Blshopsgate Without, Loudon, E.
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The Inqxtiry, in connexion nith the Paris

Exhibition, into the Condition of the People

of different Countries.

LONG with the

settiDg-forth ma-
terials from every

scarce, machines
and tools ofvarious

applications, and
products of each

kind, inclnding
works of fine art,

it was an object

with the promoters

of the Universal

Exhibition of 1867

to place in relief

institutions that

might be found

tending to amelio-

rate the physical

and moral welfare

of the people in

differentconntries.

With thatviewwas
constituted the

“Tenth Group” of

the Exhibition,

having relation

with all the other
I Groups so far as signalizing things that might be
more especiallyofthe useful sort, and summing-up
the economic aspect of the entire agglomeration
of works and specimens displayed. The best
Jneans of educating men, and of feeding, clothing,

housing, and supplying them with work, were
to be exemplified, following out the idea
attempted to be set forth in 1855. It is the
isame idea as that upon which Mr. Twining has
founded his Economic Museum at Twickenham

;

and probably it owes much, as did the feature
the Exhibition of 1855, to Mr, Twining’s

linitiation.

The Group was divided into seven Classes,

numbered 89 to 95, inclusive, in the general
collection. The first of these (89) comprised
iippliances and methods of the education of
children

j Class 90, books and other appliances
cor the education of adults, in the family, the
workshop, the commune, or the corporation

j

ICllass 91, furniture, clothing, and food, of every
sind, distinguished by the useful qualities as
well as cheapness; Class 92, specimens of the
nopular costumes of different countries; class
)i3, specimens of habitations characterised by
nheapness, conjoined with the conditions
if health and comfortableness

; Class 94, pro-
ilncts of every kind of handicraft by superior
workmen

; and the last class of the seven, tools
iind processes of work specially appertaining to

araftsmen of the kind referred to in the descrip-
non of Class 94. The Group was intended to
cocupy a sector of the plan of the building, like

.each one of the nations, instead of a circular

.lallery, like each of the nine other Groups.
I Eventually, the bureaux of the seven Classes
‘fere formed into a central committee. It in-

Jduded the names of M. Conti (as president),
irho is the secretary and Chef du Cabinet of the
nlmperor, and is president of Class 93 ;

of
1. Charles Koberb, General Secretary of the

Ministry of Public Instniction, and president of
Class 90; of the Baron Seguier, president of
Class 95; and twenty-four others, presidents,

vice-presidents, or secretaries of Classes. The
secretary to the union of bureaux, or to the
Group, is M. Guyot de Moutpayronx, the secre
tary of Class 89.

It was soon felt that the objects to be attained
rendered necessary an inquiry not bounded by
the Exhibition itself. Therefore, in Janixary,

1866, an appeal was addressed to the committees
of the Departements of France; and in the fol-

lowing April, this was followed by a circular

with questions to be answered. The result has
been the collection of more than a hundred
papers of particulars concerning the working-
classes of France, and their relations with their

employers. From foreign countries, by the help
of their commissions, eighty different documents
were collected. The possession of the materials

®°SS®sted the preparation of an Analytical
Catalogue. Five members of the united bureaux
were named as a commission for examination of
the documents, and the compilation ofthe volume.
The names were those of MM. Conti, Leon
Donnat, Fr. Ducuing, Guyot de Montpayroux,
and Charles Robert

;
and there were also five

secretaries of the commission, viz., MM. Cham-
bereb, Compaignon de Marcheville, Leon Mo-
rillot, Sazerac de Forge, and Sudre. Proposals
were soon addressed to them by foreign pub-
lishers; and editions of the catalogue are likely

to appear in London and Frankfort. Since the
French edition went to press, a great number of
new reports have been sent to the Commission :

some of these it is proposed to take notice of in

a future edition.

A copy of the first French edition of this

catalogue is now before us.* The object of the

publication is defined to be, in pointing out
examples, the giving the desire to imitate them;
secondly, the inducing the working classes to

seek amelioration of their lot in wise measures,
and not cloudy theories

; and, lastly, and espe-

cially, the inspiring competent men with the
ardent desire of sounding those problems of
which the solution is of so much importance to

modern society. Following the appeal that we
have referred to, or on the 7th ofJune, 1866, was
promulgated the decree that has been so much
commented on in the English press, establishing
“ a new order of awards,” or “ in favour of per-

sons, establishments, or localities that, bv an
organization or some special institutions, have
developed entire harmony between those co-

operating in the same labours, and have assured
to the workmen, material, moral, and iuellectual

well-being.” A jury to award these distinctions

was constituted on the 30th of November.
The manner in which the aims of those who

established the Group, and promoted the inquiry,

were met in this country, was such that not nine
pages of the catalogue are devoted to the United
Kingdom. These give just nine designations of
trading-concerns, or institutions of the co-opera-

tive kind, with particulars summarized under the
prescribed heads of inquiry. Bub even those few
pages are marked by errors, which it becomes
the Commission to explain the origin of, as well

as to correct ; for, their tendency must be to

discredit the volume with English readers,

—

a volume that, we really believe, contains matter

of extraordinary value, and points the wav to

more. Let ns give instances of the blundering

to which we have referred; and which, we may
say, seems to us unparalleled in any public docu-
ment. Under the head " Rochdale District

:

Comti de Lancastre,” we get some particulars

“Exposilion Universelle de 1867. L'Enqoufe du
DixicraeGroupe: CaCdlogiie Analytique dea Doeumeuie,
Mdmoires et Rapports expoBcs hors Classe dans le
diii^me Groupe, etjelatifa sux-InBlituUons Publiques et
Privees creeea par I’Etat, lea Departement8,]e8 Communes,
ei les Parlicuhera pour Am^liorer la Condition Pliysiqae
et Morale de la Population. Paris; E. Dentu, Libraire-
Editeor de la Commission Impvriale, Palais-Royal, 17 ct
19, Galerie d'Orleans. 1867." 8vo., pp, 283.

of a co-operative store, (“SociJte co-op4i'ative

de consommation,"^ founded, as we read, in
‘ 1850,” by members of the Rochdale Pioneers
We learn that "subventions” are given, by
the Soci4t4, to certain institutions, inclnding,
besides a certain "Hospice de la ChariU,”
an "Impnmeric royale de Manchester.” Now
it is possible there is in Rochdale an alms-
house with a name to be freely translated by
"la Charitd;” but what is the Royal Printing-
house of Manchester ? We know the latter town
pretty well, and never heard of any printing-

establishment of the importance indicated by
“ Imprimerie Royale.” Can it be that the English
words were “ Royal Infirmary of Manchester ?

^

But this would not be the worst of the blnnders
in the volume. On the page opposite the one
last referred to, are particulars of the Rochdale
Equitable Pioneers (" Association des Pionniers
de RochdaXe'’) For “Pioneers,” in the English
title, we get "Pionners:” but we never knew
French priutei, or his “ reader,” who could spell

an English name correctly, even with type-copy
before him, so will not expect M. Ch. Lahure
to be bettor than others, the printer of the
Moniteur included. So let us look at what is

stated as to the foundation of the Rochdale
Society. After the words “ Comti dc Lancastre,”
this is what immediately follows,—“ Fondie en
1841 par 28 d 30 ouvriers tisserands but, then,
next, in a separate line, we have “ Fondie en
1863parlf. Alderman et Sheriff Waterlow.” Whe-
ther the now-knighted gentleman’s family-name
would be, to the French reader, something com-
pounded with “Sheriff,” we need not trouble
about

;
but we pity the inquirer who is left, aa

to the date of foundation and authorship of the
institution, to his speculations from two different

statements, or one of them erroneous. After what
refers to the Rochdale Society, we get a heading
Sociiti des Cit6s Ouvrieres which institu-

tion, according to the next line, was "Fondie
en 1863, par M. Waierlow, d Halifax.” Perhaps
this should have had some relation with the
particulars given under a different heading, tl at
of "James Akroyd et Fils.”

The other designations of estaVishmenta
or institutions, representing all the eff'orts for
the amelioration of the physical and moral condi-
tion of the people of the United Kingdom, are
“ Thomas Adams ct C"-,” of Nottingham; “ John
Hare et C‘'-\” of Bristol; "Bliss {}Villiam) etr

Fils,” of Chipping Norton
;
“ Sailors' Homes, de

Cork and “ Sailors’ Homes de Dxiblin;” whilst
in some of the statements appended to these,
evidence of bad “reading” for the press ia

apparent to an English eye.

We happen to know, in the case of one
important institution, the “ Working Men’s
CInb and Institute Union,” that no communica-
tion relating to the inquiry ever reached the
secretary, and that consequently the particulars

which would have been sent were not sent ; and
this may be taken to represent the facts generally*

connected with the representation of the social

movement in this Country. For such omissions
there may have been some excuse. But is it

too much to ask of French compilers and
printers greater care than they exhibit in dealing
with English names? For the Builder we can
say, we never print a foreign name without care-

ful examination of every letter of it
; but French

editors and printers habitually give English
names any way but the right, and often print
the same name spelt in different ways in the
same column. Where these particular defects do •

nob occur, there are others, to the eye of the
English printer, as in the want of the precise

distinction that is usual in English printers’

work, between quoted words and others, and in

the use of the comma to mark decimals, instead

of the point generally adopted in England. We
proceed, however, to the examination of what
forma the bulk of the “ Catalogue,” or what
relates to France

;
for, the whole of the foreign
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inquiry occupies only seventy-five pages, as

appendix.
To complete the particulars, as far as poa-

aibie, for Prance, certain institutions under the
control of the Government were included

:

though no comparison of their results and those
of other institutions was offered. The inquiry

thus embraced institutions of every kind, in

France, established with the aim of ameliorating

the condition of the class devoted to manual
labour, and a certain number of foreign institu-

tions. These were classed, at least in Franco,

into,—1. Institutions connected with popular
education, providence, and charity, due to the

intervention of the public authority, and of

associations not industrial; and, 2. Institutions

created by the initiative of beads of establish-

ments and the workmen. The particulars under
the two beads are introduced by a “ Notice Pru-

Uminaire," in two sections.

With the institutions in the first section are

included those attached to the observance of re-

ligion. The religious, or sectarian, question has

been so much a difficulty in the way of education
in England, that it may be well to quote the
opening sentence. This runs:

—

“The Government provides in the widest measure for the
wants of the recognised forms of worship. Catholics,
Brotestsnts, Israelites, find in the resources of the budget,
means of receiving, according to their conscience, the
religions succour necessary to them. The service of the
different forms of worship represents au annual expense
of 43 millions incurred by the State.”

That is to say, an amount equal to l,920,000i.

This, of course, is a mere contribution to the
large funds accruing from private sources. In
the small communes, often short of means, the
Government has created more than 2,000 parishes

in fifteen years.

Next to the support of public worship are

placed education, and the parish - roads.

The desire to augment, at the same time, the
value of the products, and that of the man
who cultivates the soil, had been expressed
throughout the reports of the inquiry, of some-
what antecedent date, into the agricultural con-
dition of France. The improvement of tho roads
has within the last fortnight been the subject of
important measures initiated by the Emperor.
What relates to edneation, or instruction, in

the “ Notice,” iuclndes the assertion that it

guarantees the exercise of rights aud political

liberties. lu the present position of this country
it may be not amiss to quote the words, often

referred to, of the Emperor, and quoted in the
pages before us, that “ In the country of uni-
versal suffrage, every citizen ought to kuow how
to read and write.” It is due to the Emperor to

state that he has repeatedly expressed similar

views as to the importance and urgency of edn-
oatiou

;
albeit something is left to be done in

France ere education will be rendered obligatory
aud made entirely free of cost

;
which is tlie

position that has been contended for by some of
the chief publicists. What is, relatively, in an
advanced state in France, as compared with
primary education in that country, or with the
ordinary middle-class education in this country,

is the secondary and collegiate education, as well
as the technical education

;
of wTiich last so

much has been said of late, and not a word too
much. This superior education is obtainable by
people of almost every social position, or at
very moderate cost ; and the result is the
existence of middle-class educational attain-

ments possessed by people of a lower class

socially than the English middle-class, that is to

say by many handicraftsmen, and a correspond-
ing dissemination of the higher university-edu-
cation over a larger proportion than with us of
the class below the aristocracy.

The great business of education is not limited

to the work of the ministerial department that
is specially charged with public iustruction and
public worship. Tho Ministry of War provides
regimental schools, and even makes instruction
therein obligatory. The Ministry of Marine
gives primary and professional instruction, in

schools of eight different kinds, to those destined
for the navy, to the junior officers, aud others, as
well as to engine-men and stokers. The Ministry
of Agriculture, Commerce, aud Public Works
anpporta wholly, or in part, three schools of

agriculture, forty -eight school -farms, three
schools of “Arts tt ilL-Uei's,” and other techni-

cal schools,—besides that there are some about
being formed,— in addition to what may be the
result of the labours of the mixed commission
appointed, in connexion with the Ministry of

Public Instruction, specially with a view to agri-

culture. Then, ns connected with industrial

matters, the compiler of the “Notice” thinks

fit to mention tho Conservatoire des Arts ei

Metiers and the £cole Centrale des Arts et

Manufactures; but he really might have gone
further, and included many institutions, such as
the schools for miners, and a school for horologj',

besides the ^cole des Fonts et Chaussdes, aud
the Jtcole PoXijteclinique.

The work of general popular education is

divided, as will have been understood, into two
branches, or what are here called “ Enseignement
primaire” and “ Enseignement secondaire spe-

cial." A law bearing upon the former, has been
passed this year; and one relating to the latter

is dated 21st June, 1865. The secondary in-

struction of the special character, in the words
of the statement before us, will form the sxeb-

queers of industry, and will powerfully serve
also the interests of agriculture. In this instruc-

tion, living languages are to be substituted for

Latin and Greek (for, the same error has been
made in France as here

;
where the classics, and

not always well taught, have been almost exclu-

sively considered)
; and the applications of the

sciences are to be set forth. As regards primary
instruction, there was a law, of 1833, which
is called one of the best vestiges of the
Government that made it. But it forgot girls’

schools; and financial conditions were left, in-

volving restrictions in its application.

Considerable progress has been made under
the Empire. In 1802, the race of remuneration
of teachers was increased. Lately, evening
classes for the instruction of adults have been
highly successful. Near upon 10,000 primary
schools have been opened since 1847 ;

whilst the
result of the new law will be the opening of
11.000 more such schools; of which number
8.000 will be for girls. Of educational libraries,

intended for the same persons as those forming
the classes of adults, there are now about 8,000.

These seem to date from 1862. They lend,

every year, 500,000 volumes. Perhaps it is in

the number of the libraries, rather than in that

of the volumes lent, that the greatest contrast
with England should be taken note of. Agri-
cultural and horticultural instruction in the
country districts, and instruction in draw-
ing in the towns, aud everywhere the ex-

tension of singing and musical classes
;
the com-

plete disseminatiou of knowledge of tho laws of

health
;
and the development of gymnastic exer-

cises : such are the points to which the attention

of the Government is now particularly directed.

To instruct the peasant, and to make him con-
tented with the village, is stated to be the
double object that the Government pursues. To
the school to which payment is ordinarily re-

quired, free admission is given to those who are
on the lists of the bureau de bievfaisance

;

whilst,

moreover, should tho family be able to support
the cost of education only by painful privations,

the commime, if needy, is to draw from the
national exchequer. Including 3,572 infants’

schools with those of the boys and girls, thei*e

are now 73,271 schools, giving iustruction to

4.850.000 scholars, of whom nearly two millions

have been admitted gratuitously. The attend-

ance is 3,500,000 scholars more than in J829,

and 1,300,000 more than in 1847. The ordinary

service of public instruction in France, including

subventions for construction of schools, cost in

1865, 58 millions of francs (2,320,000i.)
;

of

which, however, we may suppose that the larger

portion either was returaed directly, or in some
other manner did not come into the accounts;
since the total charge to the State is put down
at only 6,800,000 /rancs. The new law will, how.
ever, increase this latter sum by seven or eight

millions.

Besides the State, many private societies and
religious associations are engaged in the work of
education, including what is “ technical.” The
pages immediately before us mention only some
few of them. Tims there are the “ des

freres des 4coles clir^tiennes ” and like institu-

tions, and others, similar, in which women are

the gratuitous ministrants : there is a society for

primary instruction amongst the Protestants;

and there are other societies devoted to educa-
tion of adults, as well as children, indifferent

localities. To teach reading is insufficient : it

is necessary to cast-abroad books. This is per-

ceived in France, and is the object pursued in

Paris by the “ Soci4t4 Franklin,” the Society

pour Vamelioration et V encowagexnent des publi-

cations populaires,” and the “ Socidte des litres

utiles" recently founded; to which last the

Emperor has advanced a sum equal to l,600i.,

and which commences by drawing from English
literature,—-characterized in the “ Notice ” as rich

in popnlar moral and instructive works at low
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price. Similar institutions to these of Paris i

exist in several of the Departements. Technical :

education, or apprenticeship given in school, is
|

fostered, so far as it emanates spontaneously
|

from associations, private individuals, or com- P

munes, by the Ecole Lamartiniere of Lyons, by i

different institutions at Mulhouse, by the esta-
f

blishment of Saiat-Nicolas of the Freres des |

£coles cJirdtiennes, and by the Asile Fenelon, i

and also, for women, by the institution of the |.

Notre-Dame-des-Arts, and the schools in the Eue
de Turenne and the Eue Eochechouart at Paris.

There is a school for apprentices at Nancy ; one
is about being opened at Tours

;
and the Jews

have a School of “ Arts et Mdtiers" at Stras-
^

bourg.
i

Having recapitulated works of the State, and
of private associations, in connexion with objects

religions and educational, and of which the
statutes or regulations are placed in the Tenth
Group, the “Notice" here adds something as to

the efforts in the two directions named, made
by the heads of industrial concerns,—these last

however being more especially the subject of the
second section. At Creusot, Blanzy, Wesserling,
Munster, Mulhouse, and many other places,

profits of industry are employed largely, and in

a spirit of tolerance, in the construction of

churches and other places of worship, and at

great expense. And, from north to south, from
east to west, according to our authority, it is by
the school that the master, or "patron,” endea-
vours to attach to bis manufactory phalanxes of

intelligent and well-behaved workmen. Evening-
classes are founded, as at Guebwiller, Mulhouse,
aud the ateliers of the Orleans company, or work-
rooms (puvroirs) as by the company of Saint-

Gobain at Chauny. Generally, the expense
is defrayed by the heads of the establishments

;

but sometimes, as at the coal-mines of De-
cazeville, the mutual-aid fund of tho work-
men provides for the support of the schools

;

thus putting, as is well observed, “ the malady
of ignorance with the number of miseries

that it feels bound to relieve.” At one place.

La Grand’ Combe, the workmen’s fnnd has

lent to tho company 100,000 francs (-4,000^.) for

the construction of schools. In some schools

payment is made ; in others, the instruction is

gratuitous. Some manufacturers leave the

workman free to not send his children to school

;

but many others, especially in the eastern part of

France, have coosidored themselves as fulfilling
,

a duty, and at the same time making a clever

calculation, in declaring the attendance at

school obligatory for those who would ultimately

replace their fathers. To the primary education,
|

and that connected with the manufacture, a
i

great number of tho heads of establishments
have joined singing and music. Or as the

volume before us says :

—

"... they have comprehended tliat man has need of
the enjoyments of art, and that the sentiment of tho
beautiful is for the workman who has iinisbed his task the
noblest relaxation : they have also founded, nearly every-
where, libraries to combat tho iofluence of the public-
house \cabaref\, and to group iu the evening.time the
whole of a family around a good book. It is to be desired
that in formiug co-operative societies, workmen attach to
them of their own accord useful institutions of this kind.

Examples already numerous prove that they themselves
feel the need of these institutions : it is ofleu on their de-
mand, and at their expense, that the friendly-society, the
school, the library, aud the music - class have been
established.”

As regards the provident and charitable in-

stitutions, the principal contributor to the Tenth
Group is the Emperor. He exhibits specimens
of habitations, in the Class 93 ; but the catalogue

sets forth other matters due to his initiative,

and that of the Empress. According to the
“ Notice," the Imperial Government has been
pursuing for fifteen years the work of recoLcilia-

tion of classes and protection of the feeble. The
principle maintained is that when the action of

individual citizens is not sufiioieutly energetic,

it is for the Government to intervene, in setting

example, aud, if need be, by direct assistance.

Therefore the Imperial Government has nob

limited itself to the development and eucou-
ragementof institutions existing, such as savings’

banks, relief-offices, hospitals and alms-houses,

orphanages, nursing - establishments, aud the

establishments for the insane, the blind, aud the

deaf and dumb. It has propagated, with parti-

cular care, the mutual-aid societies, which by
the law or decree of 1852 were to be established

in all the cotnmuxies ; thus there are now 6,000

of these societies, counting near a milliou mem-
bers, and possessing forty millions of franca. By

, n decree of 1855 were created the refuges of

Vincennes and Vesinet, for couvalesoeuts (work-

men and workwomen) of Paris. In 1864, there
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i was the law on coalitions, said to have “conse'
: crated the principle of the liberty of labour.” A
S
year a^o was set on foot a system of annuities

1 for workmen invalided, or permanently iucapa-
; citated. At the same time the subjects of pub-
1 lie health, and decent,'comfortable, and economic
I lodging, were being pursued. In 1819, had been
I erected the first Cit^Oww-iere of Paris. In 1850, a
I law wasenactedrelatingto insalubrious dwellings.
: Two years later, ten millions of /ratios (400,0001.)
1 were placed to the account of amelioration of
' workmen’s dwellings in the great manufactur-
i ing-towns. Subventions were accorded to com-
[
panics having the same object, in particular

; 300,000 francs to the “ Socidtd des CiUs Ouv-
f ri^'cs of Mulhonse. A model-house containing
• eighty-five furnished lodgings for unmarried
f workmen was built in 1866, near the Asile de
1 Vincennes, on ground given by the Emperor;
2 and his Majesty has quite recently erected a
!: large structure, near the Champ de Mars, for
r workmen’s families. Baths and public wash-
L houses, a loan-society for assisting the purchase
:> of tools, a society for the saving of life at sea,
' great agricultural works like those of the Landes
i and in Sologne, and reduction of hoars of work
( for children, are amongst the other meetsures of

1 various kinds undertaken or commenced.

^

Example has been fertile of imitation on all^
sides. The heads of manufacturing establish-

iments^ have recourse especially to friendly.
ii societies, deposit-banka, gratuitous advances,
l and annuities, to ensure themselves devoted
cfellow-labonrers. Whilst public institutions have
jibeen founded, the Emperor has not ceased to
'.stimulate the emulation of these heads of esta-

) blisbments, and to enconrage the initiative of
icitizens. His words, in 18G3, to the exhibitors
ereturned from London, testify to his feeling
rthat the Government should be relieved from
'ibeing “ the sole promoter of the vital forces of a
lination.”

The movement resulting from the initiative
lihas already exercised an important influence
iiupon the condition of the working-classes in
France. This is shown in the following chapter,
erelating to institutions created by masters and
(worknien, and in the particulars which occupy
tthe chief portion of the catalogue.

SOUTHAMPTON versus SALISBURY.

No more satisfactory evidence of a growing
imterest in sanitary matters, and of a fuller ap-
roreciation of tho importance of the public health,
eieed be wished for than the controversies which
rare now, from time to time, appearing in the
ikolumns of our leading new8paper8,a3 to tberival
slaims of various towns to be enjoying the lowest
eleath-rates. Although it is to be regretted that
itnto such controversies are too often introduced
0 certain amount of personality, and a needless
uaste to throw discredit upon rival claimants,
xocompanied at times by inaccuracies and some-
hphat random assertions, it must be remembered
ithat this over-zeal is in a good canse. Besides
i^rawing publio attention to tho effect of sanitary
itotivity in certain towns, it is to be hoped that
ttbers will, from time to time, enter the lists,
;i.pd strive long and earnestly to obtain that en-
siable, and we are thankful to find, now much
Toveted position of*' the healthiest town.”
1 Not the least important of the controversies
o which wo have above alluded, is that between
rlr. A. B. Middleton, of the Close, Salisbury,
md Dr. MacCormack, the medical officer of
laealth for Southampton. It has resulted in a
orrespondence^ which has found its way into
cacal papers; into the Lancet; and last, but
)iOt least, into the columns of the Times itself.

3

sis well known our interest in the health of
Mwns 18 cosmopolitan, but it so happens that wo
i^ave devoted considerable attention to the sani-
r\ry state of Southampton. In the Builder for
a.ay 26, 1866, too, a column or two were devoted
0 the condition of that town, incident upon the
cecent appointment of Dr. MacCormack, and
icoon Its unsatisfactory sanitary condition, as
itndenced by an outbreak of cholera in ’the
itatnmn of 1865, and by a severe epidemic of
iiarlatina which prevailed throughout the winter

1865-6. We take tho present opportunity,
eierefore, of reviewing the result of Dr. MacCor-
Kack’s labours as shown in the rate of mortality
iihioh has prevailed since his appointment to
? e present time, and intend also to say a word or
oro about Salisbury. If we cannot satisfy the
a?al claimants for the palm of health, we may
k least succeed in convincing our readers that

the moot point is rather a nice one, and that
both towns fully deserve to be at the present
time held up as models of sanitary progress, and
to receive the congratulations of all other town
populations.

The borough of Southampton, which in 1851
contained an enumerated population of 35,305,
had increased to 46,960 by the census of 1861

:

assuming that the same rate of increase has
prevailed since 1861, the population at the
middle of this year is estimated at 56,170.
During the ten years 1851-60 the average annual
death-rate in the borough was 24-4 per 1,000.
During the first three years of the present
decennial the to'wn was remarkably healthy, the
rate being in 1861, 19-7; in 1862,20-0; aud in
1863, 19'8; but in 1864 and 1865 it rose succes-
sively to 23-6 and 24 9. In the autumn of 1865
there was a slight visitation of cholera, and
about that time Mr. Francis Cooper, who had
been for many years medical officer of health for
the town, died

; and it is believed that his death
was hastened by anxiety and hard work in con-
nexion with the epidemic. Dr. MacCormack, his
snecessor, was not appointed till March, 1866.
In the first quarter of that year, when the
epidemic of scarlatina had scarcely subsided, the
mortality was at the annual rate of 27'9 per
1,000; in the June quarter it fell to 21-2. In
the third quarter, however, there was another
visitation of cholera far more severe than in
1865, and the death-rate became 27'7 per 1,000;
during the last three months of the year the town
was again healthy, and tho rate fell to 18-3. The
average annual rate for the year 1866, in spite of
the cholera, did not, therefore, exceed 23-8 per
1,000. Since the beginning of the present year
the improvement in the health of Southampton
has advanced with rapid strides. In the March
quarter the death-rate was only 17-2, and in the
three months ending 30th June had fallen so low
as lo’O. In the nine months ending 30th June
the rate, therefore, averaged only 16-8, and if
the returns for the remaining weeks of the
current quarter continue as satisfactory as they
have been since the beginning of July, Southamp-
ton will have enjoyed a year of unexampled
health. Before passing on to consider Salisbury’s
case, a word or two upon the causes of death in
Southampton last year. All the previous rates
have been calculated for the borough proper, bub
as the Portswood tything, containing in 1861 a
population of 3,546 persons, although within the
borough is not situated within the registration
district of Southampton, the figures relating to
the causes of death will refer to the district only.
Of the 1,178 deaths there registered in 1866,
335, or 28'4 per cent., were referred to diseases
ofthe zymotic order—small-pox. Cholera, which
in 1865 had only caused 21 deaths, was fatol in
106 cases in 1866; 18 were also the result of
dysentery, and 41 of diarrhcea; tho latter
number showed a considerable decrease upon the
two previous years, when the figures were 64 and

The fatal cases of scarlatina fell from 17'’'

tained at the census 9,039 persons.

79.

in 1865 to 46 last year
;
those of typhus from 52

to 27 ; measles and whooping-cough in 1866
caused respectively 39 and 35 deaths

;
and not a

single death from small-pox occurred. Though
the efforts of the medical officer were futile to
prevent tho mortality from cholera, we feel
satisfied as a result of Dr. MacCormack’s labours
with the reduced death-rate of the past nine
months, alluded to above, and with the fact that
the mortality from typhus in 1866 was only just
above half what it w-as in 1865. If the present
satisfactory condition of health continue in
Southampton, its inhabitants may fairly expect
to have seen the last of cholera as an epidemic,
and can at any rate assure themselves that a
low death-rate aud an immunity from ordi-
nary zymotic diseases afford the only reliable
guarantee against such visitations. It may be
as well to allude to the birth-rate in Southamp-
ton, as corroborative of the assumed inci-ease of
population since the census of 1861. The births
registered in the district have, with very slight
fluctuations, risen from 1,572 in 1861 to 1,690 in
1866, averaging 1,613 in those six years against
1,470 in the ten years 1851-60. The birth-rate
to 1,000 persona living during the year 3866 was
34'4, or 2-5 below the average rate in the thirteen
other large towns of the United Kingdom
furnishing weekly returns.
The municipal borough of Salisbury, according

to the census of 1861, contained a population of
12,278 persons. As is the case in Southampton,
however, the registration district of Salisbury
does not include the entire borough, but only the
parishes of St. Edmund and St. Thomas, and the
municipal portion of St. Martin’s; these con-

The re-
mainder of the borough, namely, the liberty of
the Close, 602 persons, part of Pisherton Anger
parish, 2,334, and part of Milford parish, 308
persons, form part of tho registration district of
Alderbury, and the births and deaths there re-
corded are included in the returns from that dis-
trict. As Salisbury is not one of the towns
furnishing weekly returns to the Registrar-
General, the figures for the whole borough are
not available, as in Southampton

; and in the fol-
lowing remarks we must entirely confine our
facts and calculations to the district of Salisbury'.
Between 1841 and 1861, the population of the
district declined from 9,490 to 8,930, bat had
increased again by the census of 1861 to 9,031

;

it was still, however, between 400 and 500
below the population of 1841. Bearing this in
mind, it has been assumed, in calculating the
following rates, that the population of Salisbury
has been stationary since 1861, and this estimate
is strengthened by the fact that the births re-
gistered in thesixyears 1861-6 have onlyaveraged
283, against 287 in the ten years 1851-60.
Moreover, the birth-rate per 1,000 in 1866 was
only 29-5, a low rate even for rural districts, and
a sufficient argument against the probability of
any under-estimate of population. During the
ten years 1841-50, the average annual death-
rate in Salisbury was 28 per 1,000, and this fell
to 24 per 1,000 during the next decennial
1851-60. In the five years 1861-5, the rate was
respectively 18 0, 26 6, 17-6, 22-5, and 231, and
last year it fell again to 19'6

; therefore, in the
six years ending 1866, it has averaged only 21'2
per 1,000, a still further considerable reduction
upon the improved rate prevailing in the pre-
vious ten years. In the year 1866, of 177 deaths
in Salisbury only 16, or 9 per cent., were re-
ferred to all diseases of the zymotic class, and
but 60 or 34 per cent, occurred among children
under five years of age. In Southampton, 28
per cent, of the deaths were from zymotic causes,
and 38 per cent, of infants under five years.
The first two quarters of this year were unusnaliy
healthy throughout tho country, and Salisbury
enjoyed its full share of benefit therefrom, as
the annual death-rate per 1,000 in the first
quarter was only 21-1, and in the three months
ending 30th June fell to l i'6, making the average
rate in the nine months ending that dace 18-5.
All these rates, let it bo remembered, are cal-
culated on the enumerated population of Salis-
bury district in 1861, which is assumed to have
remained stationary.

Publicity having been given to the present
satisfactory condition of the health ofboth South-
ampton and Salisbury, we should be inclined to
rest satisfied

; but the question has been raised,
and warmly disputed, too, ns to which is the
healthiest, and as we have thoroughly investi-
gated the subject, we may be entitled to express
an opinion thereon. There is such an infinity
of matters to be taken into consideration in com-
paring the death-rates of towns opposed to each
other in character so widely as the two in ques-
tion, that it will be better, in the first place, to
compare the actual death-rates, to 1.000 persons
living, in a series of years, without auy qualifica-
tion whatever. In tho decennial 1851-60 the
mortality averaged 24 in tho districts both of
Southampton and Saliabnry. In the six years
1861-6, the rate has been 22-4 in Southampton
(including two cholera epidemics), and 21-2 in
Salisbury. In the first two quarters of this year
the rate in the borough of Southampton (we
prefer to use the mnnicipal boundaries of towns
when practicable),the ratehas been 17-2 and 15 0
against 21-1 and 14-6 in Salisbury. Taking thenine
months ending the 30th of June last, the advan-
tage appears still stronger on the side of South-
ampton with 16-8, against 18-5 in Salisbnry.
Although, therefore, Salisbury has rather the
best of it in the actual rate for last quarter,
which, we believe, first gave rise to the eon-
troversy, by taking the whole nine months
Southampton would appear to have been the
healthiest. Without for one moment wishing to
detract from the merit due to Salisbury, which
has reduced its mortality from 28 per 1,000 in
the ten years 1841-50, to 19'6 last year, and
17'9 in the first half of this year, we cannot but '

come to the conclusion that the present low
death-rate in Sontbampton is still more remark-
able. Seaport towns invariably labour under
many disadvantages, sanitarily speaking; they
contain a considerable population of the sea-
faring and fishing type, to whom cleanliness of
person and home is unusual, aud difficult to
enforce, and among whom a greater amount of
poverty and distress at times prevails than in
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any other class. Such towns, moreover, are
more directly liable to infection from cholera
or other epidemics from in-coming vessels

;
and

a not inconsiderable number of persons arriving

off long voyages only live to land, whose deaths
appear against the towns in which they die.

There are also one or two considerations which
bear specially upon Southampton and Salisbury.

The density of the two districts does not so mate-
rially differ, being twenty-nine persons to an
acre ia the district of Southampton, and twenty
to an acre in Salisbury

5
but the advantages of a

town with a stationary or slightly-decreasing

population, like Salisbury, are very great com-
pared with a town in which a rapid rate of
increase prevails, as in Southampton, where those
vital questions of providing proper house accom-
modation and preventing over-crowding come
prominently before the health officers. The
apparently inevitable mortality which prevails

among infants during the first few months of

their existence renders it, moreover, necessary to

make some allowance for the difference between
the birth-rates, 34'4 per 1,000 in Southampton,
and 29 5 in Salisbury.

In conclusion, we would venture to offer a few
suggestions which may prove useful to those
anxious to test the rate oi mortality prevailing
in their towns or parishes. Having ascertained
the number of deaths for any given period, the
only difficulty likely to arise is in finding the
correct population to apply to these deaths.
In large towns, where the rate of increase of
population is snbject to considerable fluctuation
from a rise or fall in the prosperity of any staple
trade, or any special commercial convulsion,
the necessity for a quinqnennial instead of a
decennial census is often felt, in order satisfac-

torily to estimate the population towards the
end of the interval of ten years

;
but in ordinary

town or country districts it has been found
sufficiently correct, where a given rate of in-

crease has prevailed between one census and
another, to assume that the same rate will con-
tinue during the next ten years. To raise the
population of any place to the middle of the
present year, it would therefore now be neces-
sary to add to the enumerated population in

1861 six and a quarter times the annual rate of
increase between 1851 and 1861 : so much for
the population. Bates for comparison should be
given in as uniform a manner as possible; expe-
rience has proved that annual rates are most
instructive, and that it is most convenient to

calculate them to 1,000 persona living. It would
be, moreover, useful, and often prevent misun-
derstandings, if in all public statements as to

rates of mortality, the population (estimated or
otherwise), upon which theyhave been based were
given. It ia more than probable that a very large
portion of the difference between the rates for

Southampton and Salisbury, as calculated by
their rival advocates, might be explained by the
use of differently estimated populations. Not
very long ago the mayor of a considerable town
in the East of England made a most startling
announcement in the Times as to the mortality
in his town. On investigation it was discovered
that he had taken the deaths for one quarter,
and, applying them to the population, had pub-
lislu-d the rate in the quarter as an annual rate.

Except that the method of handling such figures
is now becoming so much better understood, we
should have warned those making such attempts
for the first time that, if the deaths obtained are
for any portion of a year, either the deaths must
be raised up to a year, or the years of life ex-
posed to risk must bo reduced to agree with the
period over which the deaths extend.

Leamington has already entered its claim,
which is apparently well founded, to rank with
Southampton and Salisbury

5
and wo hope other

towns will lose no time in at any rate ascertain-
ing their death-rate, and we shall always feel

great satisfaction in acknowledging the attain-
ment in any towns of the success achieved by
Southampton and Salisbury iu the prosecution
of their sanitary improvement.

Sinking of Clay Cross Tvnnel.—The arch
of this well-known tunnel has sank, and is now
being repaired and strengthened, and the traffic

is now carried on by one track. It is feared
that unless great skill bo brought to bear in

repairing the arch the whole of the traffic

through the tuimel will have to be stopped.
The giving way of the arch is attributed to the
extensive getting of coal and ironstone in the
immediate neighbourhood of the tunnel.

DEVELOPMENT r. CBITICISM.

It is amongst the anomalies of art in its his-

torical manifestation that the theory of its scope
and practice should so frequently be most satis-

factorily understood and expounded in periods
when the production of works of art in the
highest sense is little better than extinct.
Criticism would almost appear never to flourish
so luxuriantly as when it succeeds to the ground
that an age rather of instinct than intelligence
once occupied with a luxuriance of beauty that
reached its acme only to forfeit the faculty of
reproduction. The exchange seems hardly ac-
ceptable; the law of progress that our hopes
cling to appears to be reversed. The botanical
sequence that we are told of, in which pines
have regfularly supplanted ferns, and beech suc-
ceeded to pines, until the nobler oak forests
again pushed out the beech, or took up the dis-

tricts that their exhausted forces seemed to leave
desolate, but really bad enriched by their de-
caying trunks : this is a development that
warms and interests, but creative power—the
poetry of art—seems ill forfeited, for even the
highest critical acuteness. If the song of the
nightingale is to be even jeopardised, not to say
lost for ever, we would rather dispense with the
best demonstration of the anatomy of its larynx.
And it is not alone that just criticism ia so often
dissociated in period with creative power as
almost to seem to exclude it naturally, but it

appears as provokingly, not to say perplexingly,
compatible with any amount of miscreation.
The production of bad works of art is often
most rife at a period when the best are for the
first time, or after long neglect, attaining, if not
their highest appreciation, certainly their most
intelligent. The age of the great Greek tragedians
had gone by when Aristotle expounded the theory

I

of their art, as absolutely as free self-government
' was obsolete in the Grecian societies and cities

when he laid the foundation of the philosophy of
politics and made a collection of their constitu-

tions. Whatever may be the date of the work
of Vitruvius, the architecture that he at least

did his hearty best to expound had already had
its highest triumphs, and was doomed to fall

before whatever innovating system might prove
most vigorous.

Shall we say, then, that critical acumen and
theory exert a noxious influence upon creative
genius, and positively check it and choke it ?

Is the artist wise who declines to combine intel-

lectual study with imaginative enthusiasm ? Are
we prepared to give up as fallacious all the
intimations in the greatest achievements of
poetry and poetic art, of studied and revised
adaptations, of conscious arrangement and pur-
pose ? The statements of these questions involve
their answers, and go far to solve whatever there
may be of enigmatical in the case. A critic is

Bcai'cely a critic, and cannot be a fine one who ia

not somewhat,—nay, no little,—of an artist
;
and

an artist conversely has of necessity no moderate
proportion of the spirit of the critic

; and yet
are the two,—such distinction is there due to
the predominance of one or other spirit,—as
wide asnnder as the poles, as contrasted in their
functions as are the polar operations. Nothing
but a development that amounts to transforma-
tion will make these species convertible. There
ia one certain mode of critical acumen wherein
lies the force of the critic; and logic is its ally,

and definition in command of most unambiguous
expression should be its handmaiden. On the
other hand, for the most purely intellectual
processes of the artist there is no need
whatever that they should be endowed
with words,—nay, nene that they should reduce
themselves to propositions awaiting recognition.
Numerous and manifold will be the successions
of his ideas that, could they be aiTested, would
truly admit of statement in form, and figure,

and syllogism; but they are not to be followed,
and are not to be retained. The conclusions
they lead to are constantly caught sight of afar
off, and cancelled at once, or confirmed by a
sense of harmony that it ia for Imagination, a
fellow labourer, to minister. Imagination seizes
what pertains to it 'of right, wherever it is

fonnd, and dispenses by loftier privilege with
tracing back how it came within her reach.
The critical acumen, therefore, which helps

US to understand and even enhances our enjoy-
ment of works of art is quite a different power,
or a power in very difierent form,—allotropic, the
chemists would say,—from that which assists
most effectively in their production. To return
to onr illustration : the very best demonstration
of an organism may teach us some conditions of
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its health or disorders, of its action and co-opera-
tion, but will in no way enable us to make
a comparable imitation of it. Criticism proper
only begins to exist after the completion of the
masterpieces it treats of, as the herbage must
at least have been ready for the animals that
can only exist by browsing it, as the air and its

qualities are pre-supposed by the plumage and
apparatus of flight. But if the masterpiece is

antecedent to criticism, the latter in tendering
assistance cannot at any rate claim to be indis-

pensable. Study,—tenacity in thinking will do
much,—many things, but a work of art may be
of highest quality and yet will it owe its best per-
fections to something besides having been, as it

is called, thoroughly thought out, to something
antecedent and superior to any such operation
whatsoever may be its persistency and its nature.

It is no doubt true that there are great differ-

ences between even high artists in the faculty of
distinctly recognizing and stating, though it be
but to themselves, the principles on which they
proceed

;
some work under a cloud of the seeming

unconsciousness that gave Plato occasion to
speak of poets,—in some peevishness,—as in-

spired idiots
; and Shakspeare himself to bracket

them with “ lunatics and lovers,” men, like the
elements,

—

“ That know cot what nor why, yet do effect

Bare issues by their operance."

But effective reasoning no less than the
aptitude—the reasoning power—is as absolutely

there as it is in the deaf and dumb, to whom
only the extravagant nominalist school of John
S. Mill, if school in this matter he has, would
deny it for an instant. These are the enriosities

of the human mind. We have a common-place
parallel in the calculating boys of whom one has
been able to render an account of his processes,

while others, neither more nor less prompt in

their astonishing solutions, are only cognizant of
an interval of concentrated pondering and its

result. It is thus actually given sometimes to
the critic proper to trace more justly than can
the artist himself, the course of his associations,

and the value that in reality decided his adop-
tion of one epithet rather than another, of a sub-
sidiary incident, of a principle of gronping, whe-
ther of figures in a picture, or windows in a
faqade.

Can we wonder, then, that some great artists

have given strange reasons for what they have
done well, and more wisely than they are dis-

tinctly aware of, and in the face of their own
utterance; and while it is speaking trumpet-
tongned to the intelligent, will weaken its force

if anything could, by diverging into the far-

fetched or trivially irrelevant explanation ?

It is probably architecture that among all the
arts demands the most nearly balanced alliance

of the Eeason and the Imagination, bound, as
these endowments are, to co-operate, however
diversely proportional, in all. There is no escape
in the ars regina, as a late professor of archi-

tecture loved to call it, from the responsibility

of diligently collecting and collating evidence
most detailed, and then co-ordinating the con-
ditions and options and opportunities of the
problem in hand, to be treated after all with a
freedom and mastery demanding the broadest
intellectual grasp. And yet, when the result

shall be brought out, if it does not appeal to the
sympathies with a liveliness that justifies every,
thing, yet that tasks all the resources of scientific

aesthetics to follow, and will baffle them to
entirely explain, the work for all its vigour of
ratiocination is inapt and feeble, and despite
whatever other wealth it may bo lavish of, it is

nought.
A form in which many artists,—and all more

or less,—embody the results of their definite

reflections, their critical theory, is in maxims.
There are few who have not a predilection for

some favourite maxims,—and wherefore not?
Some are positive and positively valuable as
eternal principles, and the negative are as

often as not convenient warnings laid down
npon the chart, of hidden rocks that have been
grazed in times gone by, or vortices that have
sneked down too adventurous sailors before their
sight.

In the best form, however, and most harm-
less cases, they are but brief expositions of

characteristics of predilection, the tuming-points
of an individual style. The artist has yet to be
bom, and there is no need to be anxious for him,
whose work can rise absolutely above his in-

dividnality, who shall be able truly to boast that
he never repeats in one work a characteristic

treatment that can betray the authorship, that

bespeaks his own idiosyncrasy and not exclu-
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sivel7 that of the occasion that he is dealing
with. But maxims have their abnsej and just
as style may degenerate into mannerism, a set of
so-called principles may receive such ill-con-

sidered development into a code as to degrade
them into dead rules,—receipts for the evolution
of the Becoming and the Beautiful. There is

scarcely any maxim in art that can be so framed,
retaining any show of usefulness, that it will
bear to be stated absolutely. Absolutely, yes, if

taken in tacit connexion with all that its

enunciator is ever bearing in mind, but otherwise
it will only degenerate into that pernicious mis-
growth of criticism crossed with pedantry—

a

law of art.

Architecture is, perhaps, scarcely infested so
unluckily with this spurious and intrusive legis-

lation as the sister art of painting, and, still

more pestilently, sculpture. The dogmatism
begins with the critics

; and if it only infected
the constitutions of weaker artists the mischief
would be slight. But it spreads to the public,

—

it is epidemic with patrons, and when the world
has once begun to condemn beauty,—the gates
of Ghiberti,— the campanile of Giotto,— the
choristers of Della Robbia,—the Jlledicean monu-
ments of Michelangelo, as confounding the laws
of the distinct arts,—it is on the brink of ad-
miring ugliness on the ground of conscientious
adherence to rules at once uncompromising and
all-sufficient. Admiration by book is not so
disastrous as design by book, but is too likely to
tempt to it, and may become strong enough to
enforce it even in important cases.

Beauty, like truth, is justified in all her chil-
dren

; and art, at its highest states, exhibits the
problems that criticism has to solve, and de-
clines as politely as it may—declines if it is on
a level with the dignity of its calling—to accept
as necessities the presumptive laws which
owe their currency and sanction to herself,
and are subject to her magical reversal at
any moment. All great advances in the arts
have been made by innovation, of which de-
velopment is but a milder name

; and every
such change has been signalized by a wreck of
criticisms and a ruin of laws that critics had
-deduced and inculcated,—fulminated, rather, as
eternal. Here, then, we touch on the cause why
an age of very excellent appreciative criticism
is often an age of but bastard style and poor
invention. The eyes of the world are still fixed
on perfections already achieved; its ears are
full of their glorification, and the exposition of
their peculiarities, even more than of their
principles. Who can be surprised that imitators
are eager to take the open road, and that even
bolder spirits are tempted or forced to qualify
their originality with concessions to a taste that,
if it never can be obsolete, is, as regards its

natural growth, exhausted, not to say effete.

Criticism fully competent to expound the past
pretends,—with pertness, to be deprecated,

—

guarded against,—to legislate for the present
and all time. It is too apt to set a fashion under
pretence of defining taste, and clings to it with
a favonritism that allows no change but an en-
hancement of extravagance, and, rather than
admit a fault in it, will

—

"Exalt each trifle, every vice adore.”

If art is to escape the catastrophe that ever
awaits the elevation of even the truly admirable

I into a blind worship, it will be due to the reso-
luteness of artistic genius, that fully accom-

I plisbed, indeed, with the resources of the past,
shall above all be alive to the best promptings of
the most daring present, and so be prescient of
the future.

I THE CARVINGS OF GRINLING GIBBONS.

Ix the year 1721 died Grinling Gibbons, a
' wonderful handicraftsman in wood, who was
bom of Dutch parents in Spur-alley, in the
-Strand. Comparatively little is known of his
personal history, and the same may be said of
bis work, notwithstanding that it embellishes a

> very large number of the most celebrated public
• edifices and private mansions of England. In
: many instances, the beautiful and fragile car-
; vings of Gibbons have suffered from the attack
; of larvm, or have been tampered with by the
inartistic hands of Philistines, who, by plasterin"

1 and painting what they could neither understand
1 nor appreciate, have done much to ruin it for
i ever.Auother circumstance, which may to some
) extent account for the ignorance that exists re-

;
garding the work of Gibbons, except among the

I few, is that though London possesses several

charming specimens of the master, some of the
most marvellous things he ever did are scattered
widely apart throughout the country—in the pri-

vatemansions of the wealthy, and so are compara-
tively lost treasures. It is only when skilful and
experienced experts in wood-carving are to be
found to search out these treasures that we learn
anything satisfactory (sometimes, alas ! how un-
satisfactory also) concerning them,' and are
made aware how much the arts of sculpture and
carving really owe to such men as Grinling
Gibbons. It is only after the investigations of
Mr. W. G. Rogers and others that we learn, for

instance, that the peculiar description of light
interlacing scroll-work of which Gibbons was so
perfect a master, and of which the most ex-
quisite examples are to be met with in nearly all

of his important works, has never been success-
fully attempted since his time. It originated
with him and died with him. Mr. Rogers’s
paper under the title of “ Remarks upon Grinling
Gibbons,” and read at a recent meeting of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, is highly
important and interesting. To this gentleman
we are indebted for the restoration of the valu-

able carvings by Gibbons at Belton House, the
seat of Earl Brownlow. In 1855 these carvings
were described as being in such a condition as to

render it absolutely necessary that something
should be done to prevent their complete de-

struction. They were placed in the hands of
Mr. Rogers, and their restoration seems to have
been an experiment. Happily it turned out
completely successful, for, on recent examina-
tion, not a single live worm was found in the
carvings, where formerly hundreds, if not thou-
sands, had congregated. It may be as well to

give the method adopted on this occasion, as we
find it stated in the Report of the Commission
appointed by the Committee of Council for

Education to inquire into the causes of decay in

wood carvings, with a view to preserving the
valuable decorative examples in the South Ken-
sington Museum. It appears, then, that the
first step taken was to have the various pieces
photographed, as a means of recording the posi-
tion of each detail of the ornamentation, &c.

"TLe whole of the works were in a serious state of
decay, portions being completely honey-combed by the
worm. In order to destroy or prevent any future develop-
ment of the insect within tbe wood, Mr. Rogers caused
the whole to be saturated with a strong solution of corro-
sive sublimate (chloride of mercury) in water. The
colour of the wood, however, suffered so seriously by tbe
action of tbe mercury that it was found necessary to adopt
some means of restoring the original tint. This was
effected by ammonia in the first instance, and subse-
quently by a slight treatment with muriatic acid. After this

the interior of the wood was injected with vegetable gum
and gelatine, in order to fill up tbe worm-holes and
strengthen the fabric of the carvings. A varnish of resin,
dissolved in spirits of wine, was afterwards spread on the
surface, and then the dismembered pieces were put
together in conformity with the photographs taken as
records, prior to the work of restoration having been
commenced." <

Mr. Rogers ia now investigating the Gibbons
work so profusely used in the Wrennian
churches of the metropolis, aud also in the great
halls of the various guilds, and the private

houses of wealthy citizens of the seventeenth
century. He hopes to extend his inquiries to

Windsor Castle, Hampton Court, and St. James’s
Palace, and other places where there is too
much reason to fear the carved treasures are
rapidly falling into worm-dust. In the mean-
time we have a report of a number of examples
of carving by Gibbons at different places already
examined. Of tbe peculiar foliated scroll-work

previously mentioned, the reredos in the church
of St. Nicholas, Abchurch-lane, ia one of the
richest in the City, and deserves to be better
known.
“Large masses of festoons and pendants of fruits and

flowers cover the whole width of the wall up to the
cornice; this has been painted over in the same way as
the carved work at St. James's, Piccadilly (another marvel-
ions specimen). The horizontal bands on the organ in St.
Paul’s Cathedral are the perfection of this character of
foliated scroll-work. I remember,” continues Mr. Rogers
in a note, " seeing in the Church of St. Michael, Crooked-
lane (since taken down to enlarge the approaches to
London Bridge), two curious pieces of carved drapery by
Gibbons, representing curtains hanging on a rod by rings
placed on the back of the high pews as a screen

;
there

were other smaller objects of interest in tbe church. I
hare often regretted that such choice little bits have not
been preserved in the City Library at Guildhall, as they
are sure to be lost when they full into private hands.”

At Cassiobury, the seat of the Countess of
Essex, Mr. Rogers found room after room covered
with tbe finest of Gibbous’s work—dead game,
wild flowers, scrolls, live birds in the softest

plumage, masses of fruit entwined with delicate

tendrils—all as pure as when the carver left

them. This was more than thirty years ago.
On making a second visit to Cassiobury two
years since, he found “that all this charming

work had been covered over, and loaded with a
thick brown paint and heavy varnish

; all the
delicate feathering of the birds and veining of
the leafage were effaced, smothered up, and had
vanished

j
and what repairs had been made were

wrought in plaster or a composition.” Gibbons’s
name is frequently associated with works which
he never could have seen, and which would have
disgraced it : Mr. Rogers alludes to some of the
great companies’ halls in the City mis-described
in this way. At Chatsworth, Mr. Rogers soys,
“his name may not appear in the records, but
this was his school, and there he educated his
workmen who partook of his inspiration.” We
know of no evidence that Gibbons did much
at Chatsworth. Mr. Newdegate, M.P., has in
his possession, at Arbury, the original accounts
of Gibbons for the carvings done at Harefield
Church. Among other places mentioned is

Kirtlington Park, eight miles from Oxford.
This mansion is particularly rich in carvings:

—

“ The Great Hall is striking and lofty, and has in it an
alcove and niches, with classical figures. Over the marble
chimney is a panel, 5 ft. or 6 ft. square, in the best style
of the master, and worth a long pilgrimage to see. It is
nearly in its virgin state, and quite capable of being
recovered and brought back from its present dark state to
the rich golden tone of the carvings in the cedar chapel
at Chatsworth. On the grand staircase, in rather a dark
corner, high up, is a second Gibbons panel, the subject of
which is a basket of flowers and fruit, with side pendauts,
covering a space of about 5 ft. by 4 ft. The two panels
are the largest and finest I have yet seen."

At Oxford and Cambridge may also be seen
much of the work by Gibbons. The exquisite
ceiling and fittings of the chapel of Trinity
College, at the former University, are parti-
cularly worthy of mention. Unfortunately, how-
ever, a great portion of the carving there,

“wrought in costly, richly, sweet-scented cedar,
is now covered over with a dirty undrying oil.”

The discussion which followed the reading of the
paper, brought out one or two points of import-
ance in connexion with this interesting subject.
In answer to a question as to the beat means of
restoring old carvings which have been painted
over, to something like their original condition,
Mr. Rogers observed that the process was a
difficult one.

“ It was not possible to scour and wash the paint off in
the ordinary wav. In order to remove the paint it must
be eaten off, and for that purpose he made a trough large
enough to hold the carving, and to admit of its being
covered over with sawdust, which would be saturated with
an alkaline solution of a strength varying according to the
circumstances of the carving to be treated. By sdlowing
it to remain in that state for a few days, the whole of the
paint would be eaten off. That was the only method of
treatment he was aware of, without the risk of breaking.
With reference to the restoration of carvings which had
not been painted, but had become blackened, in such
cases scouring must be resorted to

;
but it required to be

done by the careful hand of an experienced man. They
knew that scouring either with strong or weak alkali or
ammonia would raise the grain of the wood

;
nor could

they satid-paper it over, to get the raised grain of tbe
wood off; but a number of little tools were required, the
ends of which were dipped into a little glue, to which
powdered glass would atiix itself, and thus make a sand-
paper at the end of the stick. In that way the burrs
which were formed upon the wood by moisture could be
removed from the delicate parts of the carving

;
but this

likewise required to be done by an experienced band.
That was the method he had adopted at Chatsworth and
elsewhere.”

It was farther elicited that carvings in lime-
wood appeared to be the most susceptible to the
ravages of insects, and of all woods cedar was
the least susceptible. We are glad to hear that
though some portions have been broken by
violence, the Lord Mayor’s stall, aud the stalls of
the bishops in St. Paul’s, are in a remarkable
state of preservation. It appears, indeed, that
all the carving in the venerable cathedral has
escaped the ravages of the worm, and is in excel-
lent condition. Mr. Rogers considers that paint-
ing is fatal to the preservation of carvings.

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.

The fine open space reserved for these gar-
dens is now completed in all its external
boundaries by ranges of the most costly mansions
in the metropolis, nearly half a mile long and a
quarter of a mile in width. The end next the
park, facing the Albert Memorial, is laid out for

the hall of arts and sciences, already planned

;

and the south portion is reserved for the erection
of national museums. The whole extent of this

great quadrangle of fashion is larger than either
St. James’s or the Green Park

;
and from its

position close to Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens, promises to become the most attrac-

tive locality for aristocratic residence.

On tbe east side, Mr. Freake began mansions
in Priaces-terrace and along the entire length.
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of Exhibitjon-road, which for the most part are
backed by open sqnares, and front the Horticnl-
iQral Gardens

; on the west, Albert-road is also
complete

j
both presenting grand thoroughfares

tPrmmatiDg in the Park on the north, and which
jr, is proposed to extend,—on one side to connect
with the fine quarter of Onslow-eqnare, and on
the Albert-road side to be extended so as to
reach the river at Cbel.'^ea, through continuous
fcquares, flanked by mansions of importance.

Queen’s Gate-gardens, Harrington and Stan-
hope squares (already laid out and partly built),
and other large squares projected on Hr,
Freake’s new south-western creations, will con-
nect Albert-road with Chelsea; and the southern
side of the quadrilateral along Cromwell-road
being finished with palatial residences, no quar-
ter of London can compete with South Kensing-
ton in size of houses, width of noble thorough
fares, and convenience, with healthfuines8°of
position.

^

The internal arrangements and struc-
tural aptitudes of the new houses show great
improvement upon the old system of internal
construction. In most cases there are ten or
twelve bed-rooms, with baths, lavatories, con-
servatories, and all modern accessories

; lofty
rooms, richly ornamented; together with stables
and coach-houses. Hr. Aldiu began the ter-
raoes along the Albert-road, and Hr. Harler is
now finishing its southern continuation, which in
the rear of the houses has the advantage of
several open s.'inares, and the vicinage of the
new Metropolitan Railway Terminus within a
quarter of a mile, the distance to the river at
Chelsea being scarcely a mile, and to Hyde
Park-corner about the same.

So far as the plan and arrangement of this >rr r

De said, as the whole is laid out and in progress ;
known. ^

Amsiera^ bv Cora. Danckers 1647.” Latin verses at
tbe side by Edward Benlowea. [Sold at the Townlev sale
tor 151. 16 s ] Lithographed the same size by Robert
Martin, 1832,

T
of London and Westminster, taken fromLambeth, by V, . Hollar, 5 ft. by 1 ft. (no date)

London and its \ icinity, * being a ready guide for aU
Btrangera to And any place therein.” This is a plan on

Da°te
Townley sale for 13/. 5a.

A New Map of the Cilties of London, Westminster,
and ye Bo/ough of Southwark©, with their Suburbs,
showing ye streets, lanes, allies, courts, etc.,iwith other

truly and carefully delineated.Sold by Robert Green at ye Rose and Crown in Budge-
row, and by Robert Morden at ye Atlas in Cornhill,London.— ir. Hollar,fecii, 1C76.

of paper, price 12d. \Zond. Gaz.,* 0 . 1036]. The upper part of this map contains a

Ti
as It was flourishing before the

Destruction by Eire" [size 23 in. by 17]

\k'1 ^
general! Wap of the whole Citty of London, withW estmiLster and all the suburbs, by which may bee com-puted the proportion of that which is bnrat with the

other parts standing. — W. Hollar, fecit 1666

u-A;
groiind-plot of the Citty of London and the

SubuTbes thereof, that is to say, ail which is within the

“I-*?®.
^®rd Mayor, or properiie callatLondon, by which is exactly demonstrated the present

condition thereof since the last sad accident of fire. The
blanke space signifemg the burnt part, and where the

exprest those places yet standing. Sould byJohn Overton, at the Whitehorse in Little Brittaine, nextdoore to Little S. Bartholomew-gate, 1666.
and Eiacteat Mapp of the most famous

Littles London and eslminster, with their Suburbs •

and the manner of the streets; with the names of the
and numbers set in

the rest instead of names, the which names are at length
1 n trie I uril ^ m 1 1, i.Awn i.

ic aeserved any reward
; but we do most certainly

assertthat itought tohavehad full consideration as
an illustration of what has been done in England
in recent years, in the way of the housing of
Farm Stock as well as of Farm Labourers. To
the award of a gold medal to the Emperor of the
French, for what his majesty has done in thelatter
direction (though the plan of the houses he has
put up in Paris is not a good one by any means,
and the buildings were erected by an English
contractor), we have not the slightest objection
to make. The good desire thus expressed on
the part of a ruler deserved the fullest recogni-
tion. England, however, should have justice.

BELLS AND WOOD-WORK.
EXETER ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

AT the annual meeting of the Exeter Diocesan
Architectural Society reference was made, in tbe
report read, to a paper by the Rev. Mr. Ella-
combe on the Bells of Devon
” Oim church towers wherein these church bells are hung

are widely Bettered
;
they are in verv many cases not eaev

ol access. When the tower is reached, tbe bell-chamber
must be visited; the bells have to be measured, the in-
scriptions and mottoes have to be copied, and this, and much

A"
tne wnicii names are at length

i

more than this, has l>een done by our good and enereetic

th«t H
^ how to find them readily, so

j

committeeman. Thesocietyreapsthebenefitofliislubours

It A V
® ready helpe or guide to direct countrey-meu

!

has withal a good example in him of what eernestand ytrangers to Imdo^the u^earest way from one p%e to
j

«:^rk,in a church cause really is. There are po^s of

i him of what earnest

St. Faule'o.
T. Porter. Ko date, but before the Restoration, and

curious as marking the site of Piccadilly Hall. A copv

>r
hbrary of the Society of Antiquaries. Tbe lateMr. Crace, of Wujniore-streef, had a copy in his noble

No other copies

anntw
‘ '® ^rom one place to :

work in a. church cause really is. There are points t

wSn‘ at^e p 1°'^^ in that paper, and your commiLe cav*» aitOD, at Globe and Compaases, on the north side of “ot forbear directing attention to the evidence which i

T “ , , , . .

therein given. Ot the absence of that earn, which cm
church towers and bells demand li-orn us, your commiUee
feel that in too many c.oses the towers and the bell-
...W. ...cv kvy. lieauy fitses l..„ .vocio Uiiu me ueji-
chambers have been passed by, or have not been eared for
as they ought. And a united experience can in many
cases convince us that the ascent of a church-tower is a

ofno little dillieuUy, and, iusome cases, ofeven some
mother uoint niiirht: alan fn -..O.—..J ... ic-

, 4U.1U v,ui/ uuu m progress
but now is the mumenr, to provide fortbe tittiair,

^“'muiuL- xiv.no;. iuua uesennea ny ivaipoie ^vuvi.ici pi ».
not to say decent, reform of the srand southern i .

Dailawaj, v l-W),—"A plan of London and ;
Ellacombehasgiveousinhmpapi

route bTKliinhtnLirt... . Z ““ .t-o h«ir...h«M. Pnh.
-vw vv. o.-j V.V.V.V 111,, ic.oim oi tne grana soutben
route by Knigbtabridge

; the barracks, that un-
sightly and incommodious lair, constricting the
road, defiling the Park, and destroying an in-
comparable site for noble raunsions, is the blot
and the blain which infect and depreciate this
essential and communicating link between Picca-
dilly ^d Royal Kensington. The whole length
of this grand boulevard ought to be Parhside,
from Apsley House to Kensington Palace gates.

Whilst renovations on a colossal scale are in
progress, sneh as will enormously improve Lon-
don,—the Holborn improvements, the river em-
bankment, besides ocher extensive matters in
the hands of the Board of Works,—it is pitiable
that the principal houlccwd of this city, con-
ducting from Regent Circus to the ancient
Palace, should at the present day be left un-
opened, and in its pristine state of deformity
and constriction.

"Ti-iA- T> . I

kttle dillieuUy, and, iu some cases. ofeven aomp
(16c8). Thus described by Walpole

,

<l«nger. Another point ought also to be referred to. MrA plan of London and ;

Ellacombe has given nain hispaper agreat deal of informal
cathedral bells,—the finest peal, it is eene-
in lllA L'mi./!..—n . 1...V . 1- - • r.

1
- v j

aneeis anci two nall-sheets.
lished and surveyed by Newconrt, 1658.” Very rare

Ogilby & Morgan (May, 1682.— London Gazette of
tliat period). Eugraved on twenty • plates. Ogilbv’s
daughter married a Mr. Morgan, whose son by Ogilbv’s
daughter succeeded the poet geographer in his situation
ue his Maiestya cosmographer (Aubrey’s “Lives").
Ihoso who have been employed in making a general map

—Sir W. I'etty, p. 23. should have liked to inform them of tho dis
London, Westnunster, and Southwark, by Ro. Morden, I

graceful state in which some of the church cower'
'! I- Harris, Delin. et Sculp., I in the diocese were. On f.bnf

tion about o c-n. 11,13 .er^y admitted, in the kingdom
; ‘but“much morVinforma-

tion IB wanted before their history is complete, and your
committee most express their opinion that much more
information on that history might be obtained throueh a
caretul search of the cathedral archives.”

The Chairman (Mr. Ellacombe) said he was
sorry that there were no archdeacons present,
for he should havR likprl fn infivT.vr. ,i;_

•DiUr f
’ i..— vivivviinaiiv. vy xvo. aioroen,

Browne, “I. Harris, Delin. et Sculp.LOO in t^he corner. This is a capital map. A copy in
the British Museum, among King George III.’s mspsVA Book of the Prospects of the Remarkable Places
in about thA Pilt. of Tn.,.!..., 1>_u nr j_- .. .

in the diocese were. On that account he did not
enter much into detail, but made a few conven-
tional remarks. He divided the state in which

EARLY MAPS OF LONDON.
The following attempt at a catalogue or list

of Maps of London known to be preserved, and
of a date anterior to the year 1800, has been
compiled by me from maps (some nnique) pre-
served in the libraries or portlbli.is of the British
Museum, the libraryof the Society of Antiquaries
the library (at Guildhall) of the Lord Mayor
and Corporation of the City of London, and the
rich collection of London illustrations made with
skill, assiduity, and at any cost by the late Mr.
Grace, the late well-known and skilled decorator
of more than one large room deniaDding taste.

Eadolph Agas (about 1560)* “Civitas Londinvm *

a map or bird s-pye view, 6 ft. I in. by 2 ft 4 in
There is a copy of this map in the Guildhall librarv arecent purchase at the cost of 35/.

;
a second in the library

at Lambeth
;

and a third in tho Pepysian library atCambridge. All these, 1 believe, difler. Agas’s map wasre-engravrd by ^ ertue m 1737.
^

The Gmldhall copy has tho arms of King James in thecorner (an after insertion), and the arms of Queen
Elizabetli upon the state-barge on the river

..
London and Westminster in his

not 80 gcoT’
the re-engraved copies

” “'’ '"'"‘•‘I t" J"l>» Speed, are of little
authority or ci.n.sequeDce.

C. Viseber’s long prospect of London (1616), of sreatment and vanty (yiseher was never probably in England.

f
^-.152). publi„hed at Antwerp

r.d:? Pcpjsian library at

ma^e
^ L^kographic Jactimile has recently been

WenceslauB HoUar. View of London from GreenwichPark (in 2 plates), 1637.
PriB iect of London from Westminster to bevond StKatharine s at the Tower, 7 ft. 6 in. by H h. “ Sold at

A Book of the Prospects of the Remarkable Places in I

Gonal remarks. He divided the State in whicl

lVrLr^hS;Vd'pS&,"/tSMl°^ I

classes, good, bad, an.
cules, in Cheapside. ,

uircy.

The maps in Strype’s edition of “Stow’s London "(two
I

Tord inquired whether Mr. Ellacombe“ that there waa danger to the
by Kip, 6 ft. 8 in. by 3 ft. A copy in the Guildhall library’

because if that were SO he would cer-
Sevtrsl Prospects of tho most noted Publick Buildings

i

Mainly recommend that a communication be sent
'atal daans. They would be fail.,

— ~--J “• — i--v..v,-iv,nt 11 1 .Mr
oblong-shape). London : Printed and sold by Johnprmt and Bowles, map seller, over against Stocks Market.

and Mset plan of the Cities of London and West-

V. * wv/eijaD, xuuy WUUlU ue lail-
mg in their duty if they did not found upon the
report some practical course of action.
The Chairman said he found some of the towers

* See a
a the

vjcf tta account of Ag: s (new to biography)
trintlcmaHs itagazine, whi:e under the editorial care ofJohn Bruce, P.o.A. It was furnished bv the writer of
this attempt.

Tnifl«fAr th
of London and West- The Chairman said he found some of the t

‘'-‘ed by the bellhangrr,,
’

wh,
do^ m such a manner that any site or place may readily 1

‘-l^^PP^d away at the stones of the fabric, SO as
iLe like not extant. Printed and to get in extra bells easily.

.old b, Thomu Ashworth read a paper on < Tho Ancient
Woodwork of Devon.” He commenced with an
allusion to the mistaken notions of church
builders of the beginning of this and the pre-
ceding century in designing Gothic woodwork,
whether in roofs, screens, or seats, and com-
ments on their fondnePs for plaster imitations of
old oak in ceilings, and proneness to plaster over
what could not be imitated. Of early woodwork
in screens we have the gates of the choir aisles
in the cathedral, and the curious bishop’s
throne

; tbe latter’s pyramidal form is composed
of a series of ogee canopies finishing with a light
crocheted open spire, and is eloquent of the best
period of Decorated work, though set down in
historical records as dating 1470. After referring
to trussed rafter roofs the early introduction of
curved braces, i.e., timber arches, was noticed
in the roofs of Hoccombe Chapel, Tawstock
Church, and in secular buildings, as in the Exeter
Guildhall, and a roof at BowhilJ, in St. Thomas
parish. Of hammer-beam roofs of the Perpen-
dicular period, there are in Devon very few e.x-
amples: the rich one over the hall at Wear
Giflbrd

; another over a hail in the cathedral
yard, now Mr. Down’s office; a beautiful examplem the hall at Bradfield, near Culiompion.
Amongst a number of drawings with which
the paper was illustrated, the ordinary cmdle
r(»f of many Perpendicular churches waa ex-
hibited, culminating as it were in the ne
plus ultra of florid decoration at Cullompton
Church, and the no less splendid example of a
different construction over the chapter-honse of
our cathedral, dating about 1430. Somewhat

i
akin to this latter was shown the tie-beam roof

.a1.iT
luspvciion : me ate not extant. Printed an<

sold by Thomas JefiVeys, geographer to his Royal High
ness the Pnnee of Wales, in Red Lyon-etreet, near StJonns Gate. A very large map, with references, well
done. A copy in the Guildhall library.

1738. Published by Geo. Foster, 30th Autnist. 17:A copy in the British Museum, among the king’s maps.

?
Eoeque's. In several sheets, and good.

1/63. By John Pine and John Tinney. Minute and
accurate, lung’s maps (tbe engraver, John Pine died in
1766).

Horwood’s, “ showing every house.”

T *, maps of Bowles, in St. Paul’s-chnrcbyard
London (pabhshed about 1770), are of little or no autho-
nty. C arendon House, Piccadilly, and Cavendish-square
are marked as standing at tho same time.

London maps of the nineteenth century are
common enough — so common, indeed, that
instructive though they be, an account of them
would unnecessarily crowd your columns.

Peter Cunninghait.

ENGLISH EXHIBITORS AT THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

_

The fact that in many eases English exhibitorsm the Champ de Mars have not been Well treated
is made every day more certain. Thus, in the
case of Mr. Denton, jun., who had sent illus-
trations of farm buildings, showing the accepted
details of onr foremost agriculturists, and illus-
trations of rural labourers’ cottages, twelve sets,
It appears clear, from a correspondence recently
printed, that his Exhibit was not even looked at
by a jnry. It seems to have been transferred from
one class to another, and so tohave received no no-
tme whatever. We did not see when in Paris what
Mr. Denton submitted, and are unable to say that
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of Wear Gifford Chnrch, and a simpler tie-beam
roof over the south aisle of St. Peter’s Church,
Tiverton. Of church seats no very old examples
are preserved except the stall seats in the choir

of the cathedral, which are genuine Early
English, although surrounded by debased work
of the worst character. Poppy-head termina-

tions to bench ends are rarely found. There are

a few at Atherington and at Ilsington, and
peculiar finials atBuckland llonachomm. Many
churches, however, preserve their old square-
topped carved bench ends, near Exeter. They
are preserved at Christow, Kewe, Plymtree,
Talaton, and Ashton churches, and also at High
Bickington, Westleigh, Lapford, Marwood, and
many other churches in North Devon. Devon-
shire, in comparison with many other counties,

is rich in oak screens, mostly of the fifteenth

century. A series of traceried compartments
between moulded and standard, which ramify
into a groined canopy supporting a rood-loft, rich

with ribs, bosses, and vignette enrichments, fre-

quently extend the whole width of the church.

In many instances the groining has been torn off.

Amongst the rood-screens comparatively perfect

may be instanced those at Cullompton, Brad-
niuch, Plymptree, Dartmouth, Honiton, Bideford,

Kenton, Stokeinteignhead, Kentisbeare, Burles-

cooibe, Talaton, Paybembury, Lapford, Chulm-
leigh, Chawleigb, and several others. These
retain mnch of their old colouring. In domestic
work it was lamented that Dartmouth, with the
curiously carved windows of its old houses, was
gradually becoming modern, and that the
wainscotted interiors have long since been
stripped of their beauties.

CHATEAU-GAILLAHD.

Ciiateau-Gaill.\rd, the “Saucy Castle” of

Coeur-de-Lion, the work of one year of bis brief

reign, and the enduring monument of his skill

as a military engineer, is in its position and de-

tails one of the most remarkable, and in its his-

tory one of the most interesting, of the castles

of Normandy. Although a ruin, enough remains
to enable the antiquary to recover all its leading
particulars. These particulars, both in plan
and elevation, are so peculiar that experience
derived from other buildings throws but an un-
certain light upon their age ; but of this guide,

usually BO important, they are independent, from
the somewhat uncommon fact that the fortress

is wholly of one date, and that date is on record.

Moreover, within a few years of its construction,

whilst its defences were new and perfect, with a
numerous garrison and a castellan, one of the
best soldiers of the Anglo-Norman baronage, it

was besieged by the whole disposable force of
the most powerful monarch of his day; and the
particulars of the siege have been recorded by a
contemporary historian with a minuteness which
leaves little for the imagination to supply, and
which, by the help of the place and works, bub
little changed, enables us to obtain a very clear

comprehension of the manner in which great
fortresses were attacked and defended at the
commencement of the thirteenth century.

Chateatr-Gaillard crowns the almost precipi-

tous head of a bold and narrow promontory of

chalk, which, isolated on either hand by a deep
valley, stands onb from the broad table-land of
Le Yexin, at a height of 300 ft. above the deep
and rapid Seine, which washes and has for ages
threatened to undermine its base.

The conrse of the Seine through Normandy,
from below the conflux of the Epte to the sea, is

one i-apid succession of bold and graceful curves,
the concavities of which, bluff and precipitous,

are attacked by the advancing stream, in strong
contrast to the opposite banks, which, deposited
and encircled by it, are low and fertile, and
studded with ancient villages, churches, and
manor-houses, rising through a mantle of rich

smiling verdure.

At the- bottom of one of the highest and
grandest of these reaches, in the centre of a vast
amphitheatre, stands the saucy boast of Cosur-
de-Lion. Bight and left are the bold bluffs of
the chalk range, masked with turf, green as that
of Sussex or Kent, varied by the occasional pro-
trusion of a cliff of chalk, and relieved by a band
of vegetation covering up the foot of the steep,

and intervening between the high ground and
the river. In front, beyond the innumerable
islands of the Seine, is the tongue of rich low
land known as the peninsula of Bernieres, a vil-

lage, which, with Toeni and Venables—names
familiar in Anglo-Norman history, is seen in the

foreground. The valley on the right, or east,

and immediately below the castle, is that of the

Gambon, upon which are the towns of Great and
Little Andelys; the former the birthplace—or
within a mile of the birthplace—of Nicholas
Poussin and Brunei

;
the latter half-a-mile lower

down, upon the junction of the stream with the
Seine, and under the immediate command of the
castle, and contemporary with its foundation.

ChAteau-Gaillard is composed of two principal
parts, the castle proper and the outwork : the
one covering the whole head of the promontory,
the other occupying the only level ground, being
the root of the ridge, from which the fortress

could be attacked on equal terms.
The castle proper is composed of a keep

;
an

inner ward, of the enceinte of which the keep
forms a part, and which has its own ditch

; and
an outer ward, within which the inner ward is

placed, the two uniting, or nearly so, at the
north end. This division of the fortress is there-

fore concentric. The outwork, in advance of
the ditch of the outer ward, has a ditch of its

own, and presents its salient or strongest part
towards the south.

The keep is a tower of which one half, in plan,
is round, and the other projects into the ward as
a right angle, or spur,—a form of tower well
known in French castles. It is 48 ft. in diameter,

or 55 ft. taken at the spur. The walls are 11 ft.

thick, at the spur 18 ft., and the circular interior

is 26 ft. At this time it is composed of a base-

ment and a first floor
;
nor does there appear to

have been a second below the ramparts. In the
basement is one window towards the west, or
exterior, and a rough aperture towards the east,

or the inner ward. There are marks as though
this had been a door of 4 ft. 6 in. opening ; but
if so, it was doubtless not original. This keep
is not likely to have had an entrance on the
ground floor.

The first floor has two windows towards the
west, and a door to the north. The windows
being on the cliff side, and inaccessible, are

moderately large. They are of two lights, flat

headed, beneath an equilateral arch. Their in-

ternal recesses are slightly pointed. The door-

way, also flat-headed, occupies the space of a
window-light. In the other space is a loop, com-
manding the approach. Both are beneath a
round-headed aroh, the tympanum being closed.

There are neither mural chambers nor a stair-

case within the keep. The floors were of wood.
There is no fire-place, nor visible gnardrobe, and
no well. The spur is solid.

The exterior is very peculiar. The lower two-
thirds batters considerably all round, so as to

add strength to the base, and canse a missile

dropped from above to be projected outwards upon
an assailant. About half-way up this slope there
commences from corbels a series of buttresses,

which expand laterally as they rise, but have
vertical faces. They are, in fact, machicola-
tions, bnb commencing low down ; and, like

ordinary machicolations, are connected by a
series of arches, carrying the parapet, behind
which was a passage for projectiles, as, for ex-

ample, at Avignon. These exaggerated machi-
colations give a considerable increase of space
to the top of the keep, but they are confined to

its inner two-thirds, the outer aide beiug
sufficiently secure without them. As the upper
part of the keep has been removed, the arches
are gone, and only the buttresses remain. One
of these defences overhung the entrance.

From a curious representation of the castle in

stone in the church of Great Andelys, there is

evidence that the keep vras surmounted by a
second and smaller tower within the rampai'b

walk, aud this again by another within that,

rising like the tubes of a telescope.

A narrow flight of steps, commencing at the
wai’d level, and carried up the outside of the
keep, ascended, with two turns, to the entrance.

Part of this narrow and dangerous staircase re-

mains. There are also traces of a lean-to building

on the east aide of the keep, probably an
addition.

The material of the keep is flint rubble, grouted
in a copious bath of mortar, and faced inside

aud out with ashlar. The atones are about
1 ft. 6 in. long by 6 in. high, and are a hard and
durable variety of chalk, with occasional flints.

The material is probably local. The workman-
ship, though plain and without ornament, is

good. The joints are moderately open, enough
to admit an ordinary lead-pencil.

The inner ward is something of the shape of

the human ear, the keep standing in the west or
hollow side, and the lobe being to the north or
north-east. This ward measures about 200 ft.

north and south by 100 ft. east and west. Its

enceinte wall is one of the curiosities of the
castle. It is in girth about 500 ft. O ' this the
keep, a round tower, and an intermediate build-

ing, occupy about one-third on the north-west
quarter, and the remaining two-thirds inclndes
some plain wall, a gateway, and seventeen seg-
mental buttresses of 9 ft. in the chord, placed
upon the curtain 3 fo. apart. The wall, about
8 ft. thick, is plain within. By means of
this arrangement great strength was given
to the wall, aud a aeries of flanking defences
provided on the only face on which the
ground admitted of any attack being di-

rected. This part of the wall was probably
about 30 ft. high, and stood upon a vertical

scarp of about 20 ft. more. The battlements are
gone, so that it does not appear how the wall
was crested. A wall similarly buttressed, aud
of rather earlier date, existed at the Castle of

Cherbourg, and there is something a little like

it at Caerphilly.

The keep has already been described. It

stands in the line of this enceinte, on the west
side, whioli it protects. Annexed to the keep, on
the north side, and also a part of the enceinte,

is a rectangular building, probably the lodging of
the castellan. It is about 30 ft. wide, aud 40 ft.

long, having a basement excavated in the chalk
rock. It is of two floors, with fireplaces and
segmental arches, and has an appendage on the
north, perhaps for offices. It baa M-indows in

the curtain looking over the cliff towards the
river. Stairs from hence descend to the postern,

and the keep stair lies between this building

and the keep.

At the northera point outside of, but engaged
in, the wall, is the foundation of a round tower,

now included in a square bastion, belonging
rather to the outer ward than to this.

The postern is common to this aud the outer
ward, or rather at this point the two run into

one, aud the postern pierces the common wall.

It is a narrow door having a flat top supported
by two brackets, and above a round-head arch
with closed tympanum. It opens in a re-entering

angle of the wall, covered by the bastion, and
upon the scarp, so that it must have been reached
by a shifting bridge or ladder, the arrangements
for working which seem indicated by some
recesses for bars just within the portal. There

.
is no portcullis ; the defence was a barred door.

The cill of this postern is about 30 ft. below the

base of the keep. It is reached by steps cut iu

the chalk rock, and but little worn.
The great gateway of this ward opens in tho

curtain to the east, and liad a gate-house almost
entirely within the wall. This gate is cousiderably

below the level of the ward. A steep descent leads

to it, and the portal vault has three hanging ribs

or arches, with a portcullis inside them, with a
square groove. The inner half of the portal is

gone; probably there was a second vault and
portcullis, and an open space between. The
face of the porter’s lodge is gone, but the lodge
is seen to have had a plain segmental vault.

Outside the gate is a curious square groove as
for a portcullis, but it is stopped, and does not
descend below the springing level of the gate
arch.

This gate opens upon the ditch. Tho base of
the scarp-pier of the bridge remains. The
connterscarp has tumbled in. There was pro-

bably a central pier in the ditch. The new
bridge was not original. The approach to this

gate left by Ccear-de-Lion was a causeway,
formed by leaving the rock uncut. It was over
this causeway that the inner ward was taken.

Just within this gate was a well a70 ft. deep,

now blocked np.

Outside the enceinte is the ditch, about 20 ft.

deep and 30 ft. wide at the gate, and along the
south front, with vertical sides, but running out
to nothing on the steep ground as its ends pass
northwards.

This ditch is, in fact, in the outer vjard, which
envelops the inner ward. This ward is oblong,

about 325 ft. north and south, and 200 ft. east

and west. Its northern half is of an irregular

oval form, following the rock, and terminating

in two large rectangular conjoined bastions upon
the precipitous north end. The southern half is

nearly rectaugular
;

having a straight south
face 325 ft. long, flanked by two drum towers.

From these pass ofi‘ the lateral curtains, forming

the east and west front, and now ending in two
other drum towers, of which that to the east,

nearly opposite the inner-ward gateway, is gone.

The curtain from this tower northwards is also

gone. On the opposite or west side it is a mere
parapet, cresting the precipice and following its
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PLAN OF OHlTEAU GAILLAED.

b'. Chapel.
C. Outer Ward or Ravelin.

‘^r.tlineg. From the manner in which the inner
ward is placed in this ward it occopies nearly
all its northern end, bat leaves to the south a
platform, ontside the ditch, of about 140 ft. by
loo ft. Here is a rectangular foundation, about
^0 ft. broad by 60 ft. long, and divided length-
ways by a wall. Its length is north and sooth,
bat here is said to have been the chapel, pro-
bably built across one end. It was the work of
King John, placed upon a substructure of cellars,
and in close contiguity to the castle garderobe
in the west wall. “ Juxta foricas, quod quidem
roHgioni contrariura videbatur,” say the chroni-
cler. The end walls and the east side are faced
with ashlar, but there is nothing like a chapel.
Here, however, it appears to have been, and its
roof was visible above the wall. These founda-
tions are interesting, since it was here, through
a window in the contiguous wall, that the ward
was entered and surprised during the great
siege.

No regular gateway remains in this ward.
There is an opening in the south curtain which
led to the great outwork, but which could
scarcely have been the regular entrance.
Neither could this have been on the west or
north fronts. Probably, therefore, it was to the
north-east, where the wall is now wanting. It is
said not to have been opposite the inner gate-
way. At best the approach must have been
little suited to wheel carriages. There was a
well in the east quarter of this ward.
Mention has to be made of some curious

chambers cnt in the chalk of the escarpment of
the ditch, from which at this time they are
entered. There are three or four of these, abont
80 fi. in length and 7 ft. high. They are carved
with a sort of rough regularity, with pilasters
left against the wall, and bands representing
segmental arches. One large octagonal pier has
a cap and base, and the latter has the water-
bearing hollow of the Early English style, and
13 evidently original. It is probable, from what
IS said of these places in the account of the
surprise of this ward, that they had a door
towards the ditch, but they seem to have been
also entered by a round hole, 4 ft. across, in the
roof, as was the case with the dungeons at
Coney.
The outer ward has its proper ditch, cut with

vertical sides across the ridge in front of the
south wall, between it and the rear of the
outwork. This ditch is about 30 ft. wide and

20 ft. deep, but runs out to nothing when it
reaches the steep ground.
The outwork, ravelin, or outer ward, is an

antemural work, intended to cover the only side
upon which the castle was open to an attack
from level, or rather rising, ground, and to
occupy what would otherwise have been a very
dangerous platform.

It is in figure an isosceles triangle, havinfv a
base of 125 ft., and aides of 175 ft. Each of the
three angles is capped by a round tower of 35 ft.
diameter, having wails 11 ft. thick, and which
seem to have been at least 40 ft. high. Besides
these, in the side walls, 60 ft. in rear of the
front tower, are two subordinate towers, also
round, of 25 ft. diameter; and again, a few feet
from these, the curtain is slightly bent, so as to
present an obtuse salient to the field. The
work, therefore, though in general plan a trian-
gle, has really five angles and as many towers.
The front tower has a well-stair at its junction
with its western curtain. The curtain is much
broken down, but must have been at least 30 fl.
high, and, near the front, about 12 ft. thick'
and elsewhere 8 ft.

’

The rear or gorge wall is not exactly a cur-
tain to the fianking towers. It is placed a little
outside of them, on the edge of the ditch

;
and

between it and the east tower was the gateway,
the special and independent entrance of the out-
work. The north side is gone, but the other
side shews the springing of the portal arches
and a square portcullis groove. In this gorge
wall, not far from the gate, is a large arch, cor-
responding to that already mentioned in the
outerward wall. This was, no doubt, a way of
communication between the castle and the earth-
worth. This ditch was crossed by a wall at the
east end, which connected the two works and
protected the bridge. The west end is filled
with min. There are now no traces of build-
ing in the outwork.
The towers of the outwork are of great

strength, and have been faced with ashlar. The
front tower especially is strong, and does not
appear ever to have been mined or breached.
Also the rock beneath it is undisturbed. Possi-
bly the breach spoken of at the siege was in the
adjacent curtain on the east.
In the rear of this work is the ditch already

described,
^

and along its front and flanks is
another ditch, proper to the outwork, and the
most formidable of all the defences. It is above

30 ft. wide, and at the advanced point, where
the ground rises, above 40 ft. deep. The scarp
and counterscarp are vertical.

Besides these regular works are others of a
less regular bub very formidable character, on
the west side. This face of the rock towards the
Seine, steep naturally, has been scarped and
defended by art. Half way down the slope is a
round tower, connected, it is said, with the work
above, by a gallery cut in the chalk. From the
tower a wall descended to the river, so that the
approaches on this side and the road between
the hill and the river were effectually com-
manded. This wall seems to have terminated on
the river bank, in a pier of which traces remain,
and which supported one end of a strong dam or
weir of piles, which extended across the river, and
was part of the original work of Cccur-de-Lion.
Several other works were stepped into the rocky
slope, and especially covered the west side.
The weir crossed above the island, called for-

merly D’Andelys, upon which was the octangular
fort, erected also by Eichard, and of which
traces remain. The bridges from this island,
either way, to the banks, were of timber, and
have left no trace behind.

Finally are to be mentioned the fortifications of
the leaser Andelys, now destroyed, and the lake,
fed by the waters of the Gambon, and which
washed the walls of Great Andelys, and com-
pletely enveloped the lower town. These addi-
tional^ defences are now destroyed, and the lake
is drained and filled up, but indications remain
sufficient to verify the detailed description of
Guillaume le Breton, and to justify M. Deville in
his description, and M. le Due, in his restora-
tions, advanced under the excellent articles
‘ Chateau ” and “ Donjon” in his Dictionary.*

DESIGNS FOE THE PEOPOSED LAW
COUETS.

We publish in our present number a bird's-
eye view of Mr. Street’s design, to which, in
conjunction with the plan submitted by Mr.
Barry, the Judges of Designs have pointed par-
ticular attention. A key plan of Hr. Street’s
proposed building, and some descriptive par-
ticulars, will be found in a previous number.f

To lie eoatinaed. f See p. 103 and p. 113, 4c.
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NEW ACT ON EQUITABLE COUNCILS.
Ti!E Act to establish eqnitable conncils of

csonciliation to acljast differences between masters
and workmen has just been printed. After re-
citing the 5th George IV., c. 96, and the other
Acts to amend the same, it declares that in order
to better facilitate the settlement of disputes
between masters and workmen it is expedient,
without repealing the several Acts, that masters
ind workmen shoold be enabled, when licensed
by her Majesty, to form equitable councils of
5onciliation or arbitration, and that the powers
3f the Acts for enforcing awards should be ex-
jended to such equitable conncils of conciliation,
rhe mode of procedure is for a number of
nasters and workmen in a locality to call a
neeting, and agree to form a council of eoncilia-
iion and arbitration, and to petition her Majesty
)r the Secretary of State to grant a licence,
vhich may be done after notice in the news-
)apers. A council is not to consist of less than
iwo or more than ten masters and workmen and
i chairman, and the petitioners for a licence are
o proceed to the appointment of a council from
imong themselves within thirty days after such
'rant of licence, and the council is to remain in
tflSce until the appointment of a new council in
ts stead. The council is to have power to de-
ermine questions submitted to it, and to enforce
ts awards, as mentioned in the first-recited Act,

y an application to a magistrate, by distress,
ale, or imprisonment. No council under the
let is to establish a rate of wages or price of
ibour or workmanship at which the workman
hall in future be paid. A committee of con-
iliation is to be appointed by a council. “ No
ouncil, solicitors, or attorneys to be allowed to
ttend on any hearing before the council or com-
littee of conciliation nnless consented to by
oth parties.” Householders and part-ocenpiers
lay demand to be registered and to have a vote
ir the council, and may be elected thereto. A
sgistry is to be kept, and the masters and the
'orkmen are to elect the council. The forms to
e used in carrying out the Act, and to enforce
le awards of the council on the questions “ sub-
litted to them by both parties,” appear in the
.ct.

as a progressive innovation. In the same village
tbsr® sets of single and double cottages now
finishing that will, doubtless, give a tone to all
future cottage building in the locality, whether
on the ducal estate or otherwise. Some farm-
houses, too, have been rebuilt. But his grace’s
memory will be most associated with the
hospitality with which he opened the superb
edifice his predecessor embellished for the enter-
tainment of thousands of his neighbours on the
attainment of his grandson’s majority. As Earl
of Beverley his grace was a prominent figure in
the “war time” at the commencement of the
century. The remains of the late duke lay
in state in the sumptuous apartments in
Alnwick Castle on Monday and Tuesday. The
gorgeous ceilings, the lustrous whiteness of the
sculptured chimney-pieces, the glitter of the
carved and gilded furniture, the superb paintings,
of the chambers first slowly traversed with hushed
tread, formed, as it were, a vestibule of ducal
splendour that fitly conducted the stream of
visitors into the darkened room, bang with black
cloth, in which the remains lay. The Percy
volunteers formed an imposing and suitable
guard of honour.

INDUSTRIAL ART IN FRANCE AND
ENGLAND : PARIS EXHIBITION.

countries in regard to the application of art’|to
manufactnres remains very much as in 1863.
Indeed, some few of the actnal specimens of art-
manufacture exhibited in the Cromwell-road
may this year be recognized in the Champ de
Mars.
No small portion of the success of the English

“ exhibits ” has been ascribed to the employ-
ment of French artists by some of the leading
manufacturers in this country in the preparation
of high-class specimens of manufacture. So far
from this being blameable, the English manufac-
turers who employ French talent are largely
promoting the progi’ess and improvement of
applied art, and it is no proof of the failure of
the system of art-education adopted by our
Government that the demand for industrial art
of the highest order is in part supplied from
abroad. Our insular position and the compara-
tive neglect of art-education in any shape until
a comparatively recent period, render it sur-
prising that we hold as high a position in re-
spect to industrial art as we do.

In France, schools of art have long existed,
both in the capital and in the provinces. The
foundation of some of them date back as far as
the close of the seventeenth century. Most of
these institutions have originated and thriven
quite apart from Government aid

; and their suc-
cess is due, perhaps, in a great measure to this
independence, the necessities of the more im-
portant local manufactures having developed

Schools of Art, in the sense of schools ^for ! and sustained them. The course of instruction
teaching art, are but scantily represented in the ' in these schools has been based upon no uniform
Paris Universal Exhibition. This is hardly to

!

system, the aim of the authorities being to
perhaps regretted. The adapt the teaching as closely as possible to the

exhibition of the best works of the best School of requirements of the locality.
Art is interesting to and understood by few

i

Tbe greater distances from the capital and the
except those engaged in art teaching or art difficulties of communication have doubtless had
learning. To the public the display of drawings their influence in further isolating from each
from the antique, studies from the life, models

;

other the French provincial art-schools, and it is
in clay or plastej-, and compositmns for colour, just possible the more prominent success of one

THE DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND.
This venerable nobleman, whose remains will

lis week be interred with much solemnity
id ceremony in Westminster Abbey, has en-
yed his great possessions for so short a time,
lat it is not surprising that we ho,ve not a large
amber of architectural works to chronicle as
arks of his day. Nevertheless we must record
lat building works have not been altogether at a
andstill since the death of one of the greatest
lilders of his race, Duke Algernon. At the
Page of Lesbury, which lies on the road be-
reen his ancestral seat, Alnwick, and the sea,
lere are now building varions sets of cottages,
which great consideration has been given, not

ily to external sightliness and interior com-
rt, but to general sanitary reqnisites. On
itering the village from the west, the first of
.e series presents itself. This is a very striking
(ublo cottage, nearly completed, having a cen-
il gable and two one-storied wings. In the
tex of the gable is another story, affording to
e two cottages just that much extra accommo-
-tion that i

are mystifying, if not repulsive. Placed, as they
must be in a “ Great Exhibition,” in close prox-
imity to gorgeous paintings and sculpture, and
even more gorgeous specimens of manufacture
in precious materials, they become reduced to
complete insignificance.

There are, however, some collections of works
exhibited by Art Schools, the most remarkable
of which is that from the “ Kiinste Schule ” of
Nurenberg. It comprises a number of full-sized
studies from the antique, studies from the life,

and a range of studies of heads from livinj

or two of our more remote schools of art, as
those of Sheffield and Cork, is due in part to
their distance from the capital.
What in France was done independently and

at difl’erent times, in England was attempted to
be done at once. At first wholly supported by
Government, and managed in accordance with
rules approved by it, and taught by teachers
more or less trained to the views of the central
authorities, it is not surprising that for a long
time the success of our schools of art was very
imperfect, and that even now their influence on

models,—these^ last especially full of character industrial art is sometimes called in question,
and individuality, transparent in tone, masterly

|

A large portion of tbe work of Schools of Artm execution. A fair collection of models and must always consist in the production of
a^ few designs for mannfactures complete the draughtsmen and copyists, for whose services

T T ^ • 1 I . . . !

there is comparatively a large demand; and it
ihe Ecole Imperiale de Dessin” exhibits a is hardly generally understood how few original

selection of students’ works, and a screen is designers are required to satisfy the wants of
creditably filled by a collection of drawings,

|

manufacturing industry. Only a few important
paintings, and models from the Lambeth School firms require more than one chief artist, al-
of Art. The Municipal Schools of Design of

,

though he may require a strong staff of assistant
Paris are illustrated by rather meagre displays

, draughtsmen or modellers under his control,
on the walls, and by folios filled with the ordinary

j

Many manufacturers prefer to purchase designs
school studies.

j

from various artists. With some it is an object
The Science and Art Department attempts no

|

to establish an individuality of style, which
exhibition of the works of the English Schools

!
can only be done by retaining exclusively the

of Art, confining itself to the e.xemplification of
I

services of an artist of high standing, while
the means of diffusing a knowledge of art pro-
vided through its agency.

Incidental to this object, a series of drawings
and models illustrating the course of instruc-
tion adopted by the Department, from the earliest

so many cases makes all the outline exercise to the section of “Applied De-
fierence between decency and the reverse. In
eso houselets the window difficulty is very
ocesefully managed, for without having re-
nrso to the diamond-paned lattice, a very
cturesque effect is gained. The secret of this ap-
ars to consist entirely in the proportions of the
ndowopeningajandthemuUions thatdivideeaoh
them into fonr compartments. These windows
e amply large enough to make each room cheer-
Ily light, without having that bare factory-lik©
ipearance that large openings in small cottages
nerally produce. The sanitary arrangements
e upon an equally satisfactory basis. In
3st Northumbrian cottages the labour of the
rson entrusted with the charge of feeding the
;b has alone been taken into consideration, and
e styes are placed as close to the back door as
ey can be erected, and more frequently than
t built against the back wall as lean-tos. But
these instances the pigstyes, as well as the
cessary conveniences for the inmates, have
en placed some 30 ft. in the rear, leaving a
lall garden space between them and the cottage
dl. Seeing how faithfully models are copied
the country for years, we may look upon this

sign," is exhibited
; but from the way they are

framed and hung they arc difficult to examine.
The examples of the reproduction of works of

art, executed at the cost or throngh the inspira-
tion of the Department, are beyond praise.
They range fronv such important works as the
Pulpit of tbe Baptistery at Pisa, of which a com-
plete cast is exhibited, and the Bronze Gates of
theDuomoat Pisa, reproduced in electro-deposit,
down to minute carvings imitated in fictile ivory,
and include coloured photographs of choice exam
plea of applied art from every source.
An estimate of the state of instruction in

industrial art in the different states contributing
to the Exhibition must be chiefly based upon the
results of such teaching as shown in manufac-
tured goods. But this is surrounded with diffi-

culties. In many articles the value or beauty of
the material conceals poverty of art-work, while
the vast area that industrial art embraces
ranges from works in precious materials which
are virtually works of high art in the strictest

sense, to the plainest woven or printed fabric
decorated with a few stripes of colour.

The relative position of England and other

others seek variety.

_

There is probably no want of industrial ar-
tists to supply the wants of the manufacturers
of the country, the great problem to be solved
being the raising of the standard of their ar-
tistio attainments. It is of no use educating
a number of designers if it is impossible to
find employment for them

j and the aim of the
State should be rather to increase the oppor-
tunities of study and improvement in the rare
cases of genius which crop up from time to time
in our Schools of Art, than to train a compara-
tively large number to a low level of mediocrity.
The trainingof certificatedart-teachers at South

Kensington having in a great measure ceased, in
consequence of tbe falling off in the demand for
them, greater attention is now paid to the train-
ing of industrial artists.

At present the more successful pupils of coun-
try Schools of Ai’t are invited to compete for
“ national scholarships ” (Queen’s scholarships”
would be a better term). These at moat may be
held for two years, and their maximum money
value is 1001. per annum. There can be no
doubt that a young man of talent can learn a
great many things in the schools and museums
at South Kensington

; but the proposed training
of these scholars does not go nearly far enough,
and the scholarships are too easily obtainable.
They should be open to all comers, and the
period of study should be extended, say, to five
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years. A certain small number of travelling

scholarships should be established for competi-

tion among those who seek to become designers

of the highest class. A year or two spent in

study abroad, and notably in Paris as the

great centre of industrial arts, arrange-

ments being made with the French Government
that the scholars should attend the State

schools, would wonderfully enlarge the know-
ledge and ripen the talent of a promising young
man.

It is not that the Museum at South Kensington

is deficient in examples or reproductions of ex-

amples of applied art in many, if notin all, styles;

but in Paris one lives and moves in a medium so

impregnated with artistic elements of all kinds

that a new state of existence is entered upon.

The easy access to museums and palaces, to say

nothing of the variety of details of architectural

ornament of all periods and styles, some bad,

but mostly good, the endless streets of shops
containing goods displaying art-workmanship in

endless variety, all tend to keep alive the im-

pulses of genius. It may be objected that this

course of training, if successful, would produce

a race of industrial artists as essentially French
as Frenchmen themselves. It might, and if it

did, we should still be gainers; but in the

analogons cases of English artists and architects,

who have studied abroad, it does not appear that

they have lost to any disastrous extent the

nationality of their art.

If, however, the State should undertake to

educate industrial artists to the extent here pro-

posed, it would be necessary to devise some
means of securing their matured services to the

country. We have no State manufactories to

absorb them, and private manufacturers could

not be compelled to employ them.
The experiment, however, is surely worth

trying
; and a beginning made on a limited

scale, and persevered in in spite of possible first

failures, is not beyond the means of our autho-

rities. David W. RAiiiBACH.

NOTES FROM IRELAND.

Much activity is still apparent in the “ Green
Isle

” on public and other works, despite the
supposed depressing influence of reputed
Fenianism. In every province there is a little

doing, and from indications it needs no prophecy
to say there will be much more. In the west
of Ireland, where much desolation existed for

the last few months, the Government has lately

set some works in operation at Spiddal and
i

Clifden in the Irish highlands. These will help
in some manner to give employment to the poor
in that very poor district.

Preparations are now making to take up and
finish the navigation works of Lough Mask and
the River Robe in the County Mayo. The town
of Balinrobe would be much benefited if this

were done. It is nearly a quarter of a century
since these navigation works were first projected.

They were subsequently carried on, bnt came to

a standstill a dozen of years since. Of course, if

the Government don’t think it advisable to ap-

portion an adequate grant to carry out these
works in the west of Ireland, they will remain
in nearly precisely the same state as they are.

Between fifty and sixty thousand pounds were
expended upon them previous to their discontinu-

ance. In the southern counties, Harbour Board
and Town Council are busily engaged in projecting
improvements and devising plans for raising the
all-potent legal tender. The Royal dockworks,
at Haulboliue, alluded to a couple of months
since in the Builder, are progressing favourably.
A good deal of dressed stone is ready for the
boundary walls and causeway between Spike
Island and Hanlboline. The limestone quarry
discovered at Hanlboline has turned out a valu-
able aflair, and leads to immense saving, con-

sidering that stones had on former occasions to

be carted several miles. Free and convict
labour, as we on a former occasion remarked, is

extensively engaged on the dockworks. Of the
hands employed, there are nearly 300 convicts
and somewhat under one hundred free labourers.

We believe we are correct in saying that among
these hands are included some of the Fenian
prisoners lately convicted. Messrs. Dowson & Co.,

London, are the contractors for supplying 1,500
tons of pine timber for the Baulboline dock
works.
In Waterford the city magnates are busy

agitating for a postal subsidy from Government
for the Milford route. It is argued that the

route between Waterford and Milford Haven
would be little inferior and less expensive than
the Holyhead one. It is calculated that pas-

seugera leaving Waterford at six in the evening
would reach London early in the morning. It

may not be generally remembered that the
Government some years ago established a daily

service between these two ports, and spent a
large sum of money in the construction of a
dock at Dunmore for that object. Many years
ago the same thing was done at Howth, north of

Dublin
;

but the embarkation of the Fourth
George at Old Dunleary robbed Howth of the
honour. Dunleary was dubbed Kingstown in

consequence, and became the packet station vid
Holyhead. If the mails can be sent quicker by
this route from Ireland to London, by running
the trains in conjunction, Waterford and Milford
may get a chance.

A water scheme is also afloat. The motion
for carrying it was passed at a town council

meeting. The cost is put down at the mode-
rate sum of 8,000Z., but it is not at all un-
likely it will swell a little more. There is

one commendable feature about it which will

recommend it to the citizens and the poor. No
man is to be asked to contribute the smallest

amount towards carrying it out : so we are told;

but we are a little suspicious when municipal
bodies assert that they will cany public works
to completion “ on their own resources.” The
people require water, and a plentiful supply

;

and if they do not pay for this, perhaps the

supply they are in the habit of having will by
some change or other become gradually small

and beautifully less. In a sanitary' sense, how-
ever, we want to see a plentiful snpplyof water.

Basins, reservoirs, tanks, wells, pumps, and
fountains cannot be too many.

In Waterford, the spinning factory of Messrs.
Denny gives employment to about 300 bauds;
and the firm are at present adding to their

machinery. The establishment is a boon to the

poor of Waterford. A flax factory was lately

established at Cork, which has also proved very

successful. Mr. Maguire, the Irish member,
exerted and interested himself greatly in setting

this in operation.

In Wexford, harbour improvement works are

in operation
;
but the commissioners are anxious

to obtain additional aid from the Admiralty to

carry them out. From the reply of the Admi-
ralty it seems the Harbour Commissioners will

have to raise the wherewithal to continue opera-

tions. Having identified themselves with the
Dogger Bank works they are, according to a
provisional order of 1864, empowered to raise

i'unds. They must do this, for the sums at

present at the disposal of the Admiralty Com-
missioners will be soon run out. The bar at

Wexford is at present in a bad condition.

In New Ross, in the same county, the new
bridge will be forthwith commenced. The Wex-
ford Grand Jury Bill has passed the Lords, so

all obstacles to further delay will be removed.
The construction of main sewers in this town
was considered a useless expenditure by one
wise man in the council, but the chairman of

the meeting, like a sensible man, thought other-

wise ; so the motion was put and carried.

In the north of Ii-eland, and particularly in

commercial and manufacturing Belfast, there

is seldom a lull. At Woodburn very large water-

works are in course of construction for supply-

ing the town of Belfast with an increased supply'

of water. The south Woodburn reservoirs will

embrace 85 English acres, and will have an
average depth of 25 ft. when filled. About May
next, or early in the summer, will complete the

southern portion of these. Some engineering

difficulties having been experienced, the reser-

voir on the upper side will be somewhat longer

delayed.

In Belfast, as well as in Waterford, a mail

service is warmly discussed. The Postmaster-

General inclines to the route ^^id Dublin
;
but

the Belfast folk are reluctant to give up the

bright idea of a short sea passage.

In the town of Cavan, the people are crying

out for the establishment of a pork market, and
other improvements and removals. A public

grievance exists in the town called ” The
Dummy’s Wall.” This is an obstruction caused

by the existence of some walls. These walls are

built across the river Erne
;
so when the water

rises, the lands of the poor people are completely

flooded. The Government has been called on to

interfere, and a report is about being drawn up.

The retention of the walls is certainly an
injury to the surrounding lands

;
but on their

removal, the owners of the mills will have to be

heavily compensated. A local paper in the tow
asserts that hundreds of acres are flooded by th

obstruction.

The foundation of a new Roman Catholi

church has been laid at Headford, in Galway.
At the inspection of the scene of the grea

railway accident at Brayhead, Dublin, it wa
found that a portion of a new rail was fitted i;

at the curve, about half an inch narrower thai

the old plate this of course caused an obstruc

tiou to the flange of the wheel, which resulte(

in lifting it ofl’ the rail. The incline was on tbi

land side, or the engine, carriages, and all woul<

have been at once precipitated into the sea

Accidents are somewhat rare on Irish lines. "Wi

hope there may be a rigid inquiry into this sac

occurrence, as a great many persons are serionsh

injured and disabled.

At the conversazione held in Dublin, tc

which all the members of the British Lledica

Association were invited, among the rare an<

curious MSS. examined by the company wen
a collection of MSS. of the twell’th century

a portion of the Four Gospels iu the verna
cular, the Book of Ballymote, the Book o:

Leacum, the Transcript of the Book of Bally

mote, the Transcript of the Wars of 1641
the original MSS. of the Annals of the Foui
Masters, and the Book of Conquests. Numerous
autographs were also viewed, among whicl
were Archbishop Maher, William III., Janies II.

Robert Boyle, Swift, Tyrconnell, Bishop Percy
Berkeley, Brinsley Sheridan, and the manuscript
Journal of Dumont de Bontaqnet, so often re^

ferred to by the late liiatorian Macaulay, relating

to the war of 1689-90. Many other scarce auQ|

curious tracts on astronomy and medicine, in

Irish, were also examined, which evidenced, on
the part of the native writers, considerable

acquaintance with Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and
Arabic, copious quotations in these languages
having been made by them.
The notice of the Postmaster-General, an-

nouncing that he will be ready to receive ten-,

ders for her Majesty’s mails from some pore

in the United Kingdom for New York, has set

the citizens of Limerick athinkiug. Limerick,
in consequence, puts in her superior claims as

the site of a transatlantic station. The former
Galway enterprise proved such an unlucky affair

we fear Limerick will not be successful in ob-

taining the coveted prize.

In conclusion we may add that the crops

throughout the country promise well
;
and, as

this question bears upon the social and sani-

tary aspect of a people, it will not be out of

place to mention it here. Capital is wanted iu

Ireland; but money, without enterprise or ex-

perience on the part of projectors and specula-

tors, will be of little use, as late events have
clearly shown.

ENGLISH SAFES r. AilERICAN SAFES.

The contest in the Paris Exhibition, of which
we have before spoken, has now taken place.

The purpose was to test the impregnability of

the fire-proof and burglar-proof safes of Mr.
Cbatwood, of London, and Mr. Herring, of New
York. The contest arose out of the challenge of

Mr. Herring. Each side staked a sum of 6001.

The Germans who were employed to operate on
Mr. Chatwood’s safe brought a great number
and variety of tools : the Lancashire men who
operated on Mr. Herring’s safe had compara-
tively few. It was proposed that each side

should be allowed only the same weight of tools.

A piece of wood with a seal upon it was put by
Mr. Chatwood into bis safe, and the task for

the Germans was to get it out. The Germans
first of all tried the lock, but failed to do any-
thing with it. They tried to drill through the

door, but against the intersected steel their

powerful instrument was useless. They tried to

wedge open the door, but there again they com-
pletely failed. They spent an hour upon the

door, but could not make any impression upon
it. Failing iu the front attack, they next

approached the safe on its flank. After three

hours and fifty-five minutes of very hard work
they laid bands upon the sealed block of wood
and exhibited it in triumph, to the great delight

of the Americans. Had Mr. Cbatwood put the

block of wood into one of the drawers which
opens outwards against the door which had

resisted all efforts, it would have cost more
time to get it out. In that case the Chat-

wood safe would not have been the first pene-

trated. In the mean time the Lancashire men
were working on Mr. Heiring’s safe. The
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Herring safe is about double the size of the
other, being built on the principle of safe within
safe. The outer door was burst open in twenty-
nine minutes. The burglar-proof safe, which is

a strong box with an iron door fixed on the
bottom of the larger safe, is from its position
difficult to get at. The Lancashire men were
deficient in tools, and as their work proceeded
they had to get a sledge hammer to put them-
selves on something like an equality with their

German rivals. What they wanted most of all,

however, was wedges. They worked on help-
lessly with such tools as they had, much depend-
ing on the sledge hammer. The result is that it

took twenty minutes more time to break into

Hr. Herring’s safe than it took to break into Mr.
Chatwood’s. The committee have not yet given
their decision, but there are no two opinions,
among the English at least, as to the superiority
of the Chatwood safe, as the Herring safe was
taken in front and entered by the door, whereas
the Chatwood safe presented an impregnable
front, and was entered on the flank, which is

usually inaccessible to burglars.

THEATRE ROYAL, NEWCASTLE.
This theatre has been re - opened, after

entire lenovation of the interior, under the
direction of Hr. Phipps, architect. The Greek
style has been adopted. The principal ceiling is

of a light turquoise, enriched with ornamental
borders. Bold honeysuckle and other ornaments
are painted on the box facings, in colours tur-
quoise, blue, red, and gold, being enriched fur-
ther with stencilled borders, mouldings of gilt,

crimson rasters for the arms, and vandyked
valances of rich amber damask. All parts below
the level of the dress circle are coloured with a
full Indian red. The lighting of the interior of
the theatre has undergone an alteration. The
chief improvement is the removal of the chan-
deliers from the boxes, and the substitution of a
very handsome and brilliant chandelier, with
sunlight combined, which is pendant from the
centre of the ceiling. This is from the manu-
factory of Messrs. Jones & Co., Covent-garden.
With the exception of the lighting, the whole of
the new work has been done by Messrs. Green &
King, of London.
The painting-room has a frame 42 ft. by 32 ft.,

which travels up and down at the painter’s plea-
sure. There are also two painting bridges 26 ft.

long, which move up and down, and carry the
artist to the height of 30 ft., if required. The
depth of the stage from the foot-lights to the

' back is 58 ft.
j
the width from wall to wall 62 ft.,

. which does not include the large scene dock,

. which is 40 ft. by 30 ft. The height from stage
I to gridiron is 60 ft.

;
the depth from the stage to

1 the magazine floor is 10 ft.
;
from the magazine

floor to the cellar is 16 ft., which makes 26 ft.

I from the stage to the cellar. Over the scene
I dock is the carpenter’s shop, and under it is the
working property-shop. At the back of the scene
‘dock is a large furniture-room for the storage of

I furniture. Mr. Day, of the Prince of Wales
' Theatre, Liverpool, erected the stage.

[ ROMAN CATHOLIC CATHEDRAL, SLIGO.

Pkepahations are being made for commencing
ithe erection of a large and important structure
Din the town of Sligo, as the cathedral of the
lancienb Roman Catholic see of Elphin.

The site is a commanding one, and when
lerocted the cathedral will be the prominent
^feature of the town. The building is by special
ideaire to be of Lombard or Norman character,
land will consist of nave, aisles, transepts, semi-
i circular apse, with an aisle passing round it and
[apsidal chapel beyond, and two chapels of the
asame form in the transepts. A massive and
jlofty tower and spire will rise at the western
rend of the nave, and lateral porches and sacnsty
tbuildings, with hall for meetings, sacristan’s
atesidenco, and connecting cloister, complete the
rarrangements.

The dimensions are as follow:—Total external
iilength, 219 ft. 6 in., ditto internal, 211ft.; total
texternal width across transepts, 121 ft. 6 in.,

iiditto internal, 115 ft. 6 in. j width of nave and
iiaisles, 66 ft. ; height of nave under vault, 61 ft. •

‘height of tower and spire, 176 ft.

Tho materials are to be, externally, the local
tblue limestone, and internally, the yellow sand-
cfltone of the country, with a partial use of the

j

limestone in columns and shafts, and polished
Irish marbles about the apse and choir. The
contracts have been let to Mr. Killgallin, of
Sligo, for the mass of the work, and Mr. Clarence,
of Balisodare, for the cub stone work. The
designs and working drawings have been pro-
vided by Mr. George Goldie, of London. The
whole coat of the work will be about 20,000i.

MANCHESTER.
We are glad to hear that the Sanitary Sub-

committee have unanimously resolved to report
in favour of the appointment of an Officer of
Health for this city. His duties will necessarily
be multifarious and important. The astonishing
part of the business is that Manchester is still

without an officer of that kind. It is to be hoped
that the Council will at once adopt the recom-
mendation and carry it out. The Committee
suggest for the office, at a salary of 500Z. per
annum, Mr. John Leigh, a surgeon locally known
for the interest he has manifested in sanitary
inquiries and bis chemical knowledge. As to
this part of the report, however, we say nothing
beyond the remark that the best obtainable man
for the position should be looked for. The
Sanitary Sub-committee appears to include some
energetic and far-seeing members.
As to the Town Hall competition, the selection

sub-committee met on Tuesday last, and after

further careful consideration, with professional

assistance, agreed upon a list of the competitors
whoare tobe invited to a second competition under
the terms of the advertisement, each receiving the
sum of 300Z., except the author of the one design
eventually selected for exeention, who will receive
the usual professional remuneration. This list

has been reported to the General Purposes Com-
mittee, and will go up to the Council next week
for their decision. 137 sets of designs were sent
in by 123 competitors.

THE DRAINAGE OF CANTERBURY.

the laud coloured red on the accompanying plan, and
there_ buried at n depth of, say, 18 in. below the surface
by pipes, which I will call reverse drain-pipes, laid all

over the land.
The depth of 18 in. of earth over them will prevent any

exhalation from the sewage, and the sewage will become
naturally deodorised and rendered innocuous before it is

carried oil' by water-courses and draiuod away to sea by
the natural streams.
The liquid sewage will be applied to tho roof* of fhe crops

—and this is the cist of luy plan—so that the roots of the
crops take up the liquid sewage for their growth, and tho
insoluble matter remains in the ground.

This plan avoids all those expensive artificial means of
dealing with the sewage; it utilises it by the growing crops
absorbing it ; it avoiQs exposure of the sewage to the sun
and the atmosphere

; but allows the essence of the sewage
to bo drawn out of the ground by the sun acting on the
vegetation, the growth of which will be greatly promoted
and iucreased.”

I W.T.S glad to see in the newspapers that the
same or a similar plan has been proposed for

Malvern, and I think it is a plan worth serious
consideration for all places.

Charles Slagg, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

MASTER BUILDERS AND THEIR
WORKMEN.

At the Marylebone Police-court, on Tuesday, Mr.
Coyle, master builder, of Great Marylebono-street, ap-
peared to answer a summons under the following cir-
cumstances. It appears that he engaged complainant, a
carpenter, to do a certain job for him, but in two hours,
being dissatisfied with the work, ho there and then dis-
charged him. He also offered him a shilling for his two
hours’ work, but complainant declined, averring he must
have Is. 4d.,—being at the rate of 6d. per hour. De-
lendant refused, and complainant stayed in the shop for
eight hours, and now sought to obtain his wages
for all that time, inasmuch as he was “not” dis-
charged uutil he was paid. Mr. Mansfield said,
it was ridiculous to suppose that a man who chose to stay
a fortnight on the premises of bis master after being told
to go about bis biisiness could demand payment for all

those hours. The complainant said, that when a master
told his workman to pack up his tools and go away, he
must pay him for the work already done at the recognized
rate of wages. Unless the man were paid there was no
discharge. Mr. Mansfield would not allow the pay for
the waiting hours, but ordered defendant to settle the
matter by paying the Is. 4d. Tho defendant then pro-
duced a workman, who said that complainant’s work was
so badly done that it had to be re-made. Mr. Mansfield
Ihereupoi) altered bis decision and dismissed the summons,
with the remark, that if a workman failed to do his work
the master was not liable to pay him anything.

Sir,—The unfairness of the Canterbury Local Board in
the matter of their recent competition for the supply
of stoneware-pipes demands the fullest publicity.
The advertisement published in the huilder of the 13th

and 28th of July informed stoneware-pme makers that
tenders would be received by the Local Board up to the
30th of July. 'W'ell, Sir, myself aud others tendered
according to the conditions of contract and specifications
proposed by the engineer.
At a meeting of the Local Board it was decided that

none of these tenders should be received, and that an ad-
vertisement for further tiude -s should be issued. This
appeared in .the Builder ol the 10th inst,, informing us
that tenders would bo received np to the 28th inst. On
the 13th the Board held a special meeting, and decided
that one of the tenders first sent in should be accepted.
Now, Sir, is this a fair and honourable way of treating
us ?—to put us to the trouble and expense of preparing
fresh tenders, and then to accept one of the first tenders
in the face of thoir advertisement for further ones.

A Fife Maker.

BATHING.

HOW TO USE TOWN SEWAGE.

Sir,—To comply with the Act of the Thames
Conservators, it will be necessary to dispose of
the sewage of Kingston and the adjacent places
in some other way than running it into the
River Thames. In March last I began to con-
sider how it should be disposed of; aud, to obviate
the objections to the exhalations from surface
irrigation, it occurred to me that the sewage
might be run underground, in pipes with open
joints, or preferably in half-round pipes, or tiles

with serrated edges, covered with a flat tile; and
that through the serrations the liquid sewage
would flow to the roots of the crops right and
left, the distance apart of these lines of pipes
being varied according to the retentiveness or
otherwise of the ground.
At that time I was not prepared to make any

report on the disposal of the Kingston sewage,
not having completed my investigation of the
district

;
but about that same time the people of

Leytonstone, in Essex, wanted to know how to
dispose of their sewage, and the following is an
extract from my report, dated April 24, 1867, to
the committee appointed to carry out the pro-

visions of the Sewage Utilization Act, 1865, and
the Sanitary Act, 1866 :

—

Ab to the dispoBBl of the sewage, the success of
surface irrigation of land is very considerable where suit-

able land can be obtained. It is possible that a sufficient
breadth of land might be obtained, but it does not lie iu
that convenient form which renders surface irrigation u
snccess in some places. Looking at the nature of the
ground at command, I recommend a more simple and

j

efi'ectual plan. I recommend that the sewage be led to ^

I quite agree with “ Natator,” that at all our watering-
places “ enclosed bathing-plBces" or fen/s should be pro-
vided for the public. “ There is no bathing, in the proper
sense of the term,” at auy of our most frequented coast
towns, I have just passed a fortnight at Brighton, and
the bathing there is anything bat satisfactory. The vast
multitude who visit that beautiful town with the view of
having a few dips into the sea find themselvee restricted to
the cold, coiul'ortless bathing-machineB after eight o'clock
in the morning, let the tide be high or low. At low water a
swimmer must wade a long way out before he can get his
pleasant plunge, whereas if he could be allowed to bathe
when the tide suited, at any hour of the day, he conld
enjoy his swim and the luxury he had taken the trouble to
travel for; and, without interfering with the comfort of
others, invigorate himself without the risk of that sudden
chill which wading in shallow water creates. This applies
also to the Isdies. The bathing is worse thannseless in the
low tides. Their machines are kept so much out of the
water, that the ladies scnrcely get a dip of the pure water,
but are kept shiveriug ankle-deep in the dirty snrf. There
is a vast expanse of beach at Brighton, aud soilloientiy
distant from the promenade to prevent any indecency :

surely a portion might be sot aside for the public generally
—whether for those who cure or those who can?iof afford to
patronise the icy, miserable machines. A Batueb.

THE PARIS INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

Sib,— It is a rare thing to hear the Paris Exhibition
spoken of with praise— a very rare thing to hear it referred
to with enthusiasm. I believe tho genera! feeling in
England to be, that it may be well enough, if one is led by
circumaiauces to Paris, to turn in for a few hours at the
Champ do Mars, but that the Exhibition is not worth
taking any trouble to see; that Paris is ruinously expensive
just now, and that little is to be gained by going there.*

These, at anyrate, weremyown notions a week ago
;
but

having been to Paris I have learned how grievously mis-
taken I was. and I am anxious to be allowed to urge upon
all those of your readers who have the means and the
opportunity to go, that if they allow the very few weeks
during which the Exhibition still remains open to pass
without visiting it, they will miss a valuable opportunity
of study, and a great treat. The Exhibition is full of
objects which cannot fail to interest those who form the
main body of your readers.
The antiquary will find the illustrations of the “history

of labour” and" the wonderful fragments iu the Egyptian
Temple a most complete, most instructive, and most com-
prehensive archa’ologieal collection. From the dawn of
handicraft to our own day the arts of Western Europe
(aud partly of the East) are exhibited in precious collec-
tions ot the pre-historic and almost all the historic
periods.
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The lover of modern works of art will delight in the
Trench galleries, rich in paintings bj G5rome, Meia-
Bonnier, Kosa Bonhenr, Yvon, and many others. The
Bararian gallery, where Kaulbocb and Piloti exhibit some
of their grandest works

; the Dutch eollery, where a whole
host of skilled painters maintain the traditions of their
school, while the works of Aleux Tadiima seem to win fur
it distinction in a new field

;
and, not least, the Belgian

gallery, where thesoble Pre-EafTaellite works of Leyshaog
side.by side with the charming trifles of Stevens, and the
graceful and finished studies of Willems. Hor is fine
sculpture entirely absent, thoogh it is scarce.
The student of modem art-work, and the artisan, will

find the greatest imaginable perfection of workmanship,
the most striking variety of design in the furniture and
textile fabrics, the pottery and goldsmiths' work, the
jewelry, and the dresses of European nations, In the
unprecedentedly complete and rich exhibition of Indian,
Chinese, Japanese, Turkish, Persian, and Egyptian art,

he will find examples of faultless design and colouring
crowded together in profusion.

This list could be extended indefinitely, forwhat may be
called the practical portions of the Exlubition, displaying
machinery, materials, structures, and contrivances, are
as rich as those relating to arts and antiquities. All the
things are easily approached, and well seen. The arrange-
ment adopted is most satisfactory, and the only drawback
is the fatigue caused by the want of a proper amount of
iresh air in many parts of the building, by the discomfort
of concrete floors, and by the fewness of seats. But the
park and the central garden, and the excellent and
abundant arrangements for refreshments, are a great
counterbalance to this evil, and are all readily accessible
from any point.

Lastly, I did not find prices much raised. I paid, in an
excellent hotel, abont half-a-crown a night more for my
room than at ordinary times; but other charges remained
jnst about the same that I have found them in Paris
during the last year or two. H.

THE BUILDERS’ CLERKS’ BEJhEYOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The first annual meeting of this meritorious
Association was held, yro /ormd, on the 26ch
inst., Mr. William Henahaw presiding. It was
adjourned to the 23rd of September, when it is

to be hoped that all who are interested in its

success will endeavour to attend. The Institute
has now completed the first year of its existence.
The purpose is to maintain and educate the
orphan children of builders’ clerks, and to relieve

distressed clerks and their widows. Although
founded just at the crisis of the recent monetary
depression, its first year’s operations have ex-
ceeded in success the anticipations of its

friends. The balance-sheet shows donations
and subscriptions amounting to the sum of
638Z. 138. 4d., against which the necessary dis-

bursements have been 161t. Is. lid. The meet-
ing, though small, was enthusiastic.

CHURCn-BUILDING NEWS.

Wonibwell .—The foundation-stone of a new
cemetery has been laid at Worabwell for the
township. The site chosen consists of six acres
of land, which have been purchased for 1,2001.

It is only proposed to lay down one-half of the
land at present. The cemetery is situated at the
Barnsley end of the village, and is removed from
the houses. The architect is Mr. Thomas Dobb,
of Rotherham. The coutraotors for the various
kinds of work are as follows :—Mason’s work,
Mr. W. Scharfield

;
joiner’s work, Mr. D. Ham-

merton; slater, Mr. John Jarvis. Some of the
other work is not let. The total cost of the
buildings, land, laying out the grounds, &c., is

1,7851., or with the land, 2,9061.

Plaislow.—The new church of Holy Trinity,
Plaistow, has been consecrated. The edifice is

in the ornamental English style, has been built
from designs by Mr. Charles Barry, of the firm
of Banks & Barry, and the builder is Mr. Ennor,
of Hackney. The interior is plain, and the
whole of the sittings, which consist of plain open
benches with accommodation for 1,029, are free.

Wetherhy.— The foundation-stone of a new
church has been laid at Hunsingore. The old
structure had become somewhat dilapidated, and
to a certain extent unfit for use. Mr. Charles
Kirk, of Sleaford, Lincolnshire, architect, was
consulted on the matter, and the edifice is to
be erected at the cost of tho patron, Mr. Dent.
The church will consist of a nave, aisle, and
chancel, with apsidal termination, vestry, porch,
and a tower and spire at the west end of the
south aisle. The structure will be in the Geo-
metrical Decorated style of architecture. The
floor is to be paved with Minton tiles. It is

in contemplation to put a peal of bells in the
tower.

Twickenham .—The cemetery lately consecrated
is eight acres in extent. The walls have been
formed of different curves. The chapels are of

a modified character of English Gothic. The
buildings are constructed of Kentish rag with
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Bath stone groins. The stone carving, both
externally and internally, was executed by Mr.
Dore, of Brentford. The stained glass in the
east windows of the chapels, with the other
glazing, was by the Savoy Glass Company. The
whole of the works have been executed by Mr.
Nye, of Ealing, at a cost of 3,0001., from designs,
and under the superintendence of the architect,
Mr. Charles Jones, of the same place.

Hyde.—The Church Building Committee, we
hear, says the Bampshire Independent, “ have
abandoned the idea of raising a church suitable
to the standing of the town, and have dropped
Mr. Gilbert Scott’s plan, that was estimated to
cost 15,0001., and have advertised for a plan
that, with fittings and enclosure, must nob exceed
8.0001. The sale of the adowson of Newchurch
has realised 3,7501., and 3,0001. have been sub-
scribed. With such a sum to start with,the church
building committee only show their incapacity
for the work, and their want of resource.”

Aylesbury .—The first and second contracts for
the restoration of St. Mary’s Church, including
the repairs of all the lower portions of the
edifice, are now nearly completed. The church-
wardens and the committee have received, or had
promises sufficient, amounting to about 7001., to
warrant them in going on with the restoration of
the tower and spire, and a contract is being
entered into. The tower, like the other parts,
will be faced with stone, the spire and clock
tower will be leaded, and the battlements of the
main and clock tower will assume a more archi-
tectural character, according to the plans of Mr.
Scott. Some few hundreds of pounds will be
required to complete the clearstories.

Hyde, Cheshire.—The foundation-stone of a
new church, to be called St. Thomas’s Church,
has been laid by Lord de Tabley, the head of the
Masonic fraternity in the Cheshire district, at-
tended by a largo number of the brethren of the
province. The church will consist of nave, 71 ft.

3 in. long, and 42 ft. 9 in. wide, with chancel,
organ chamber, and vestry

; but this is only
part of the scheme, which includes north and
south transepts, and an extension of nave, one
bay westward, with porches under the western
gallery. The present western elevation will,

therefore, be of a simpler character than the
completed design. The roof will be of timber,
stained and varnished. The pews will have low
and broad seats, and sloped backs. There will

,

be a bell gable of a simple character at the west
end. The materials are the local rubble stone,
with brick dressing at the angles of tho build-
ing, and jambs of doors and windows, and in
bands with ashlar, where required. The pas-
sages will be paved with Broseley tiles, in geo-
metrical patterns. The church will accommo-
date in all 4-72 persons. The contract has been
taken at 2,128L, by Messrs. Robinson & Son, of
Hyde. The architect is Mr. J. Medland Taylor,
of ^Manchester.

Dorchester .—For the rebuilding of Holy Trinity
Church so large a number of plans have been
sent in that it was deemed advisable to remove
them to the Town-hall, where the public were
invited to inspect them. The estimated cost is

about 6,000L
;
but towards this amount scarcely

2.0001. have yet been promised, and this in-

eluding a sum of 4001., offered on condition that
the work should have been commenced before
the present time. A piece of ground is also
offered conditionally upon the requisite funds
being raised within two years.

TT’onitourne.—The church here has recently
been restored and enlarged, and is now con-
secrated, by the Bishop of Rochester. The
architect engaged in the work was Mr. G. E.
Street, and his plans have been carried out by
Messrs. G. & F. Higham, of this town, builders.
The church now contains 560 sittings. The
total cost of the restoration and improvements
is estimated at 3,5001., the greater part of which
has already been raised by voluntary contribu-
tions. The reason for the ceremony of conse-
cration was, that the pi’esent new chancel has
been built partlj’ on new ground.

Shaftesbury .— The new Church of St. James
has been consecrated. The total cost has been
3,5001., of which the Marquis of Westminster
has given 2,0001. and the site, and the Rev. H.
Boucher 6001. The materials of the old church,

,

80 far as they were serviceable, have been used
in the construction of the new one. The designs
for the building were furnished by Mr. T. H.
Wyatt, of London, the builder being Mr. Miles,
of Shaftesbury. Though the general character
of the church is Early English, that style has
not been rigidly adhered to throughout the
edifice. It has been built of greenstone, with
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Bath stone dressings. There are two entrances, I

one under the tower at the west end, and tho
1

other by a porch on the north side. The front
of the porch is a moulded arch, with carved
capitals on a cluster of Purbeck marble shafts,

|

with moulded bases. The tower at the west end
i

is 66 ft. high, with four pinnacles, surmounted
\

with iron crosses and copper vanes. There is a i

battlemented parapet, with carved gurgoylos.
i

The entrance underneath the tower is by an

.

arch, supported on Purbeck marble columns. In
the interior of the aisles, the parapets of the
old church have been retained. The church
itself consists of a nave, north and south aisles, 1

and chancel. The nave is separated from the
|

aisles on either side by four arohes, on clustered
i

piers, with carved capitals. The roof throughout i

is open timbered. The fittings of the chancel
;

are of oak, obtained from the old church, but all
|

carved. The chancel is paved with Maw’s
I

encaustic tiles. The organ has been supplied
!

from the mannfactory of Messrs. Bevington &
[

Sons, London, and is fixed at the east end of the
I

north aisle. It is what the builders call the
j

chancel organ, which they have made a speci-

ality of their own, and which has obtained for

them a silver medal at the Paris Exhibition.
The nave is lighted by six clearstory quatrefoil

windows; the south aisle with two two-light,

and one three-light windows ; the north aisle by
three two-light, the north transept by a lai^e
three-light tracery window, and the south tran-

sept by two three-light tracery windows, deco-
rated. At the west end of the north aisle there
are two small memorial windows, one a two-
light window with figures of Faith and Hope

;

the other also a two-light, with figures of St.

Stephen and the Prophet Samuel. At the east !

' side of the south transept there is a memorial i

window of stained glass. It is a three-Iigbt

decorated window, bearing figures of St. Peter,
St. James, and St. John the Evangelist. This
•was the chancel window of the old church. The
chancel is lighted by a large five-light traceried

window at the east end
;
in the north side there

is a two-light window
j
and on the south side

two two-lights, of coloured diaper glass, and
three small windows, being the gift of the archi-

tect and builder. It is hoped that before long
the eastern window will be filled with stained
glass. In the tower at tho west eud there is a
four-light traceried window. The three stained
glass windows were all supplied by Messrs.
Lavers & Barraud, of London. The seats

throughout the church are open, and of stained

deal. There will be accommodation for 440, the
old church having only accommodation for 230.
The building is heated with apparatus supplied

by Messrs. Haden & Son, Trowbridge; and it

will be lighted by eight decorated coroum, there
being two polished brass brackets in ihe chan-
cel, supplied by Messrs. Willis & Jones, of
Frome. The old clock has been refixed in tbe
tower. The churchyard has been extended.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Bacitp.—Tbe new Market-hall at this place
has been opened with some ceremony. The in-

ternal dimensions of the Market-hall are 137 ft.

by 71 ft. The erection is of stone. The central

area is fitted with a uniform an'angement of
stallages. There are three principal aisles or
passages, and around the interior are twenty,
three enclosed shops. In addition to this, there
are under the basement of the building eight
other shops which are used for the sale of fish,

&c. The roof of the building is of iron and
glass, in three bays, supported by twenty cast-

iron columns, with ornamental girders. Tbe
height of the central roof from the floor of
the Market-hall is 32 ft. The interior has been
coloured, and there is ornamental stained glass

in the roof. In connexion with the market,
but having separate access, is a board-room,
office for surveyor, and waiting-room, with lava-

tories, &c., &c. The total cost will be a little

over 6,0001. The building has been erected by
the Local Board from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr, Joseph Brierley, of
Blackburn.
Doncaster.—The Grand Race Stand is being

improved. Messrs. T, & C, Anelay, the con-
tractors, are at work on it. The entrance to
the Stand has been enlarged; the vestibule will

be much wider ; recesses are formed, and
counters fixed in them for the sale of tickets.

There are now two doorways, each of which is an

wide as the old one, and if found desirable they
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may be used separately for ingresB and egress.

The new building is in uniformity with the rear
of the stand. A portico, approached by a flight

of steps, will be erected and carried out with
balustrades, &c., in detail, as the colonnade in

front of the stand. The work is under the
Idjpeirieion of Mr. Anelay, the borough surveyor.

STAINED GLASS.

Llangollen Chv/rch ,—The large eastern win-
dow of this church has been filled with stained
glass by Messrs. Done & Davies, of this town.
The window has been erected at the cost of
Lieut.-Colonel Tottenham, of Plas Berwyn, as a
memorial to his mother. The window illus-

trates the Law and the Gospel. In the centre of

the lower tier (representing the Law) is the
figure of Moses, holding in his loft hand the
tables of the Law, and with his right pointing
to them with a rod. In the four compartments
on either side are the figures of the four major
prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel.
In the upper tier are the figures of our Saviour
and the four Evangelists, our Saviour occupying
the centre compartment, being raised above the
side figures. In the tracery above them are
theii’ emblems

;
the angel, the lion, the bull, and

the eagle, surronuded with ornament, inwhich are
introduced the rose, leek, shamrock, and thistle.

Above these, on the right side, is the figure of

St. David, the patron saint of Wales, and near
him are the arms of the see. On the left is the
figure of St. Patrick, and above him the arms of
the donor, who is of an Irish family. Over our
Saviour are two angels holding scrolls. The
two upper tops finish with a canopy formed by
the lily.

§00liS

“ Railway Finance,” by Joseph Mitchell,

F.R.S.E. and C.E. Stanford, London. This
pamphlet contains soggeations for the resuscita-

tion and improvement of the railway companies
who are at present in financial difficnltiea. It is

in the fonn of a letter to Mr. Disraeli, as
[Chancellor of the Exchequer. The author says :

' “ My idea ia, 1hat this is a most auitable opportunity for
the interference of the Government ia railway afiaira,

—

ifor an experiment to ascertain the value of a semi-govern-
mental management of railways, and for an interposition
of a limited Government guarantee, which would restore
ipublic confidence, and enable tho companies to right
themselves.*****
The Government has to advance nothing, but simply to

interjiose its guarantee. When it has restored the com-
ipany's finances, it may hand over the line and worts to
the shareholders, and recede from its charge.”

This last remark, which is made in connexion
with one special case illustrative of the author’s

[idea, cannot fail to excite a rather sad smile on
ithe countenances of many guarantors who read
it. How often have they been told in confident

language that they will have to advance nothingP
Nevertheless, something should at once be done
)to put the great highways of the country on a
right footing for the public convenience.

.'“Local Government in Battersea.” The snb-
atanceof an address, by J. C. Bnckmaster, church-
warden, at a meeting of ratepayers (Chapman,
iBattersea). Tho object of the author of this

iaddress is to promote the discussion of parochial
questions with a view to a more just and
fefficient system of local government. Few
ivestrymen, he remarks, know anything about
iparish business, or care to know : nay, in Batter-
sea it is considered “ scarcely respectable to

attend vestiy meetings;” and sixteen out ol'

ithirty-eight have never attended a single

meeting. Mr. Bnckmaster’s observations well
jieserre attention.

glisiillanta.

' The lATE M. Paccard, Architect. — The
:Ieath is announced of M. Paccard, architect of
i4he Palaces of Fontainebleau and Eambouillet,
It Aix-les-Bains, in his 54th year.

1 Hearing in the House of Lords.—Professor
?ryndall, Dr. Percy, and Mr. Barry, the com-
iaiittee appointed to report on the best means for

ifniproving the acoustic qualities of the House of
Lords, have recommended that they shall be
'permitted to postpone full consideration of the
bubject until the beginning of next session.

CojfPETiTiON, Harrogate. — The premium
ofi'ered ,by the West-end Park Company for a
plan for laying out their estate, has been awarded
to Mr. H. Hirst, architect, Bristol.

Free Sunday at the Crystal Palace.

—

About 10,000 of tho artisans of London, with
their wives and families, assembled at the
Crystal Palace, on the 25th August, it being the
free Sunday granted by the directors every year
to the officers of the trade societies and other
organisations of workmen. The tickets are
necessarily |limited in number, and are distri-

buted through the agency of the National
Sunday League. Short addresses were delivered
by several gentlemen from the platform on the
great orchestra. In the evening a selection of
sacred music was performed on the great organ.

Schools at the Creusot Ironworks. —
Monsieur Schneider, the President of the Corps
Legislatif, and the head of the great ironworks
at Creusot, has presented to the British Govern-
ment a complete set of the illustrations of the
system of primary instruction carried on in the
schools attached to his works. In these schools
upwards of 4,000 children are educated, and the
system appears to be far more comprehensive
and complete than that in any similar school in

England. It is at these works that a large num-
ber of the locomotives for the Great Eastern
Railway are manufactured and imported into
England.

A Town under Sequestration.—The govern-
ing body of the Royal Leamington Spa, Warwick-
shire, are placed in a position of great difficulty

in consequence of Mr. Thomos Heath, of War-
wick, one of the plaintifls in the recent pro-
tracted litigation in Chancery against the
Leamington Local Board, having taken steps to
enforce the sequestration issued by the court for
the infraction of an injunction restraining the
Board from discharging tbo filtered town sewage
into the river Learn, so as to pollute that stream.
The penalty which the sequestration is to exact
is 5,0001. The local Board are left without funds
to meet the current expenses of the town.

Norfolk and Norwich Akchacoiogical So-
ciety.—The annual meeting of this society was
held at Great Yarmonth. There was a numerous
attendance. The proceedings commenced with
a paper by Mr. C. J. Palmer on the Star Hotel,
in which they were assembled. The members
next inspected the Town Hall, after which they
proceeded to the parish church of St. Nicholas,
a paper on which was read by Mr. A. W. Morant.
The party, after quitting St. Nicholas, proceeded
on their excursion tour, visiting in their route
the churches of Caister, Hemsby, Winterton,
West Somerton, Martham, Rollesby, at most of
which short papers were read. In the evening,
after their return, the party dined at the Star
Hotel, the Mayor presiding.

Manchester Institution of Engineers.—Tho
first annual meeting of this institution has been
held in the Town-hall, King-street. There was
a large attendance. Mr. Alderman Bennett pre-
sided. Mr. E. Dando, the secretary, read the
committee’s report, which stated, that since the
institution was formed, in March, 18G7, its pro-
gress had been in every respect most satisfactory.
There were now sixty-four members, eight asso-
ciates, and one graduate. The primary objects
of the institution were an interchange of ideas,
and tho growth of mechanical and scientific

knowledge, and the committee hoped to bo
favoured with many communications for the
enlightenment of the members. The report was
adopted, and the council for the current year
appointed.

The Bells of St. Andrew’s, Plymouth.

—

The bells of St. Andrew’s Church, Plymouth, have
undergone inspection by Mr. Hooper, of Exeter,
who has been requested to send in his estimate of
the cost of putting the peal in complete order.

The steeple and bells were pronounced to be in a
very satisfactory condition, and the frames per-
fectly steady and free from vibration when the
large bells were in full swing—a fact attributable
no doubt to the enormous strength of the walls
of the steeple, which allows of what would other-
wise be considered a dangerous course, wedging
the frames to the walls. Some of the large bells,

however, require considerable strengthening of
the stocks to which they ai-e suspended, and also

of the ironwork. Surprise has often been ex-

pressed by ringers that this peal, which was
always intended to be ten (the places being left

for two bells) should have remained so long in-

complete.

Easney Park, near Ware, Herts. — The
foundation atone for this mansion for Mr. J. F.
Buxton, has been laid. Mr. A. Waterhouse
is the architect

; Mr. W. Beaas the builder
;
and

Mr. G. Burton, clerk of works.

Odessa Harbour.—We understand that the
prize of 1,200J. has been awarded (over twenty
other competitors) by the Emperor of Russia to

Sir Charles A. Hartley, C.E., and engineer in

chief to the European Commission of the Danube,
for his plans for improvements of the harbour
of Odessa.

A Spire shattered by Lightning.—The spire

of Elderafield church, near Tewkesbury, has been
struck by lightning. The lightning struck the
spire about 16 ft. from the top, displacing large

portions of masonry both above and below the
part struck. Passing down, it struck out holes

through the stone in several places, cracking the
spire more or less all the way down : it then ap-
pears to have expended its remaining force on
the covered top of the belfiy staircase, a portion
of which it shattered. The stones driven out
were scattered about the churchyard. For-
tunately the bells were uninjured. The spire

had been partly rebuilt and thoroughly repaired
in the autumn of 18G2. A considerable portion
of it will require rebuilding.

A Disputed Contract.—At the Stockton
County Court, the case of Wright v. Moore baa
been decided. The plaintifi" was a contractor
living at South Stockton, and the defendant re-

sided near Stokesley. The action was brought
to recover 141. 9a. 6d. for drainage work. Com-
plaints were made to the South Stockton Local
Board of Health of a nuisauce existing on de-

fendant’s property, and he was requested to

abate the nuisance. The defendant saw Mr.
Spicer, the surveyor to the Board, and gave him
authority to do what work was required to re-

move tho nuisance. On one occasion Mr. Spicer
introdneed plaintiff to Moore as a suitable per-

son to repair the drains complained of. The
defendant gave him orders to do the work, and
afterwards disputed the bill, saying that the
Local Board were liable. A verdict was given
for the plaintiff to the full amount.

Monumental.—A favourable site for the
national monument to Lord Clyde has been fixed

upon, and the monument itself is in a fair way
to completion, more than half of it being already
erected. The site is in Carlton-gardens, opposite

the monument recently erected to Sir John
Franklin, the Arctic navigator. The German
press contains a proposal by Karl Blind to erect

a monument in honour of Robert Blnm, the
member of the German Parliament who was
executed at Vienna in 1848, according to a
court-martial decree

;
as well as one in honour

of Trutzschler, also a member of the German
Parliament, who was shot at Mannheim in 1849,
together with a large number of the champions
of democracy, at the order of the then Prince,

and now King of Prussia. An equestrian

statue of Napoleon I. has just been inaugurated
at Montereau (Seine-et-Marne) with great cere-

mony. Tho figure stands upon the level space
between the two bridges at the confluence of the
Yonne and the Seine, in front of the plateau of
Survillo.

Threatened Enclosure of Wandsworth
Common.-—A great meeting of the inhabitants of
the parishes of Wandsworth and Battersea has
been held at Clapham Junction. Between -4,000

and 5,000 were present. The destruction of a
fence surrounding a portion of tho common en-

closed by the Brighton Railway Company seems to

have been threatened, but Earl Spencer got from
Sir Richard Mayne a body of mounted police to

check any damage, and the railway company
had a suspicious number of “navvies” in knots
among the crowd. The proceedings commenced
with an address from Mr. J. C. Buckmaster,
MA., churchwarden of Battersea, and it was
resolved unanimously :

— “ That this meeting
regards with extreme sorrow and regret the en-
closures which have taken place on Wandsworth
Common, and urges the committee appointed for

its preseiwation to take every step to restore the
privileges which the public have enjoyed from
time immemorial.” Mr. Buckmaster said that

two or three private gentlemen would destroy

the fence, in order to try the rights of the case ;

and, in a closing speech, be produced roars of

laughter by the repetition of the lines,

—

" The crime ia great in man or woman
\\ ho steals a goose from ofl' the Common ;

But who shall plead the man's excuse,
Who steals the Common from the goose?”
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“ To Artists.”—We wonld draw attentioa to
the premiam for designs offered by the Council
of the Art-Union of London. The advertisement
of this in onr last said,—the drawings must illus-

trate some “ political ” or historical work. This
should have been poeticaX or historical work.

Cholera.—The epidemic which lately visited
08 is spreading through the Continent, and, be-
sides its more prominent field in Italy, at pre-
sent, has appeared at Marseilles, Rotterdam, and
elsewhere. Severe as it has been about Rome,
the filthy state of which has been an object of
remark in the newspapers, cholera is by no
means so virulent now, at least in this country,
as it once was. Our sanitary improvements
have evidently stripped it of half its terrors.

Vegetable H.v.ir.—Californian papers state
that there is now dug out of the mountains of
the Sierra Nevada range a better material for
beds than has been hitherto available in the
markets of the world. It is the soap root, which
grows in unlimited quantities in that region. It
is a bulbous root, enveloped in a very tough and
supple fibre, resembling somewhat the husk of
cocoanut in colour and appearance, but nearly as
tough as whalebone. The natural colour is

brown, but it is often coloured black, and an
expert, it is said, would find it hard to tell it

from curled hair.

Progress of the Trve pAcinc.iToiis.

—

Another " terrible engine of war” has been in-
vented by Herr Von Dreyse. It is a shell
needle-rifle; that is to say, a needle gun which
throws diminutive shells, which burst in the
human body and tear the flesh to pieces. If
anything be likely to put an utter end to war, it

must be a diabolical invention such as this.
Could they not add poison to the shells to strike
additional terror into those whom kings lead
like unresisting sheep to the slaughter ? Oar
only hope is that both sides in the next threat-
ened war will be supplied with such pacifi-
cators.

The late Mr. Macintosh, Marbler.—

A

correspondent mentions the death of Mr. James
Macintosh, of the firm of Macintosh & Nicol,
imitators of woods and marbles, and whose pro-
ductions in the Royal palaces, the principal public
buildings of London, the provinces, Scotland,
and Ireland are well known. He left Scotland
some twenty-six years ago as a journeyman
painter, and worked his own way to a good
position. His last works were for the Queen,
under Mr. Homan’s directions at H.R.H. the
Prince Consort’s Mausoleum, and the Duchess
of Kent’s Mausoleum, at "Windsor

;
and at the

Easton Hotel coffee-room, Euston-square, for
Messrs. Holland & Hannen.

Two Churches under One Roof.—Instances
of two churches in one churchyard have been
mentioned in your columns, but the following
example of two churches uuder one roof must be
unique. Two distinct churches are under one
roof at Pakefield, near Lowestoft—All Saints’
and St. Margaret’s—forming a double aisle of
similar architecture and dimensions, divided by
seven pointed arches on octagonal pillars. It
was evidently erected for two distinct congrega-
tions, and each had its own altar with raised
steps. There is a square tower at the west end,
the lower compartment of a richly-painted rood
screen, and the silver chalice is dated 1337.
This instance is mentioned in Mr. Nall’s Iland-
took to Great Yamiouth and Lowestoft, from
which book a great deal of valuable matter may
be derived.—Notes and Queries.

Bl.\ckfriaes Biudce.—While removing one
of the Surrey piers, preparatory to the construc-
tion of the new Blackfriars Bridge, two founda-
tion-stones of black slate were discovered by the
workmen. One of them is evidently a stone
that was laid with all pomp and ceremonial,
while the other and smaller one found near it

was as evidently stowed away on the same day,
but prior to the ceremonial, by some master
workman, who took this advantage of his oppor-
tunity to hand down his name to posterity. The
clear cut inscription on the first says “ On the
23d day of June, 1761, in the first year of the
reign of King George III., the first stone of this
the first pier was laid by Sir Robert Ladbroke,
knt., and president of the Honourable Committee
for carrying this bridge into execution. Robert
Mylne, architect; Joseph Dixon, mason.” The
second stone says ;

—“ On the 23d day of June,
1761, in the first year of the reign of King
George III., the first stone of this pier was laid
by Joseph Dixon, master mason to this bridge.”

Cricket and Joiners. — Messrs. Simms &
Marten have established a cricket club for the
’oiners belonging to their works at Chelsea. The
two elevens meet at Battersea every Saturday
from three till five

;
and the principals, as well

as the foremen, attend and take part as often
as circumstances will permit. They also have
a club at Hastings.

Fall of a New Bridge. — The bridge in
course of construction at Crieff has been de-
stroyed. Mr. Pitkeathley, the inspector, went to
examine a damaged arch, when the fabric sud-
denly gave way, and be and four others were
precipitated into the water below. A mason had
his legs and arms broken, and the inspector got
his jawbone fractured, and was otherwise ent
about the head.

Birmingham Society of Artists. — The
“ private view " of this year’s exhibition took
place on Saturday last. Amongst the pictures
exhibited there are the productions of Sir Joseph
Noel Paton, R.S.A.

;
Vicat Cole, R. Thomburn,

J. B. Millais, R.A. ; T. Faed, R.A. ; R. V. Mar-
tineau, James Danby, W. H. Fisk, G. E. Hicks,
F. Dillon, J. Sant, A.R.A.

;
E. Nieholl, A.R.A.

;

tbe late J. Philip, R.A.; the late C. R. Leslie,
R.A.

;
Eyre Crowe, George Sant, James Archer,

R.S.A.
J &c. The local artists come out credit-

ably.

Our Narrow Railavat Bridges : Peril of
HER Majesty.—Every now and then one hears
of a railway-guard being killed in attempting,
from want of a proper gangway, or access
through the carriages, to crawl over their tops
as a watchman or actual guard over the train

;

and in one week lately two such cases occurred.
From a slight excess of size in a carriage, the
Queen has been in peril of her life from a similar
cause, on her way to Kelso. Some doubt was
suggested whether the new state carriage was
not too wide for some of the bridges on tbe
Waverley route. The gauge of the royal train
was taken and applied to the bridges, and the
result was that it was found that the new car-
riage would not pass through ! At Carlisle the
whole train had to be re-arranged, and a smaller
saloon carriage of the London and North-"We8t-
ern Company put in place of the state carriage.

The Neav Millwall Docks.—These docks
have now nearly approached completion. The
total area of the land purchased by the Millwall
Dock Company is 204 acres

;
42 acres will be

the area of the water in the docks, so that 152
acres will be available for wharfs and ware-
houses. The portions of the work already con-
structed have a water area of something more
than 33 acres, and present about 2,600 yards of
wharf frontage. The graving-dock, which is

also included in the work completed, is 413 ft.

long, and has an entrance 65 ft. in width. The
Millwall Docks are situated to the south of the
"West India system, and will, when completed,
be of a T form in plan, the supporting line of
the letter stretching towards the "West-India
Docks, the cross arms running at right-angles
with the perpendicular, and being of nearly
equal length. The lock-gates are each 43 ft.

wide by 31 ft. high.

New "Gnderground Telegraphic System. —
A number of gentlemen connected with tele-

graphy have been at the residence of Mr. D.
Nicoll, Oaklands Hall, Kilbum, for the purpose
of witnessing a series of experiments with a new
species of underground electric telegraph. The
principle consists of its being made in sections
of any length, and at any angle, and laid doAvn
in shallow or deep trenches at option, jnst as a
line of railway may be laid, but without chairs,

bolts, rivets, &c. The system is described as
being of exceedingly simple construction, con-
sisting of a zinc or other metallic serai-tube, or

species of gutter, in which any number of electric

wires can be laid. In manufacturing the con-
ductors the wires receive first a coating of
insniatory substance, then a coating of fibre, and
each wire is then embedded in the semi-tube,
and embedded in more of the insulating com-
pound. This insulating material does not
decompose. It consists mainly of ^ur6 Trinidad
bitumen, and with 16-gauge copper wires in zinc

troughs the system can be laid and completed,
it is said, for 20 per cent, less than the present
cost of overhead wires, either on poles or house-
tops. It has been calculated that twenty miles
of sections, containing fifty or more wires, may
be laid in a day by thirty labourers. The cost of
each wire will, it is said, ordinarily average not
more than 51. per mile.

|

Organs in the United States.—A largl

new organ has just been completed in the BostcJ
Music Hall, and has been opened before a nnm^
rous and enthusiastic assemblage of listeners. F
other cities it is said that new oi-gans of consf
derable size have lately been built, and tht!

choral societies after our English fashion aii,

here and there springing np.
'

The Copper Tilvde.—Tbe firmness evinced hi

holders, say Messrs. Vivian, Younger, & Bonl
(August 23), especially of Chili produce il

Liverpool, has resulted in a further improvemeni
in prices of that description, bringing the figur
for spot bars, good brands, up to 701., while
148. 6d. have been refused for a cargo of regain
to arrive. The actual business done has bee:
only moderate. At the present moment ther
are no sellers of bars to arrive at 71L Englis
copper has participated in the improvement
and a fair business has been done in tough a
781. and 791.

South "Wales Institute of Civil Engineers
The annual general meeting of the members o
this flourishing institute has been held in thi

theatre of the Royal Institution, Swansea, unde:
the presidency of Mr. George Martin, of Dowlais
Upon the table were specimens of fuel dipped ii

petroleum—bricks of compressed Aberdare stean
coal, made at Aberaman, submerged in water 4-f

hours
; of the Tredegar coal exposed to the sun

wind, and rain for six weeks, made by Barker*!
machine, also sections of Davies’s steam striker

After some official business had been got through,
a previous discussion on a paper by Mr. G. C
Pearce on Mechanical Ventilation was continued
and papers on the Structure of Iron, by Mr,
Vivian

;
on tbe Duration of the South Wales

Coal-field, by Mr. Bedlington
; on the Port

Newport and its Coal-field, by Mr. A. Bassett

;

and on the Cornish Engine, by Mr. Loam, were
read and discussed. Other papers were read,
and several postponed. The members and
friends of the Institution afterwards dined!
together at the Cameron Hotel,

TENDERS
For erecting a pier and landing-stage at Battersea, for

Messrs. Lee & Jerdein. Mr. C. Fppy, architect
Simms & Marten £H80 0 0
Hedge 646 10 0
Eigby 490 0 0

For a house at Tunbridge Wells, for Mr. John Guy,
Mr. Fredk. Johnstone, architect

Alford £6,170 o 0
Willicombe & Oakley 6,100 0 0
Punnett & Son 6,074 0 0
Simms i. Marten 5,876 0 0

For alterations and repairs to No. 3, Portland-plaee,
Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Qnantities supplied by
Messrs. Hichardson & Waghorn

Burdett £1,938 0 0
Wheeler (accepted) 1,777 0 0

For the erection of four houses in Lonefield-street,
Morton-roart, W'andsworth, for Mr. T. Oliver. Mr. De
Carle, architect :

—

Hearn £699 10 0
Strong, H 697 0 0
Eeudall & Son 685 0 0
Peck 674 5 '>

Strong, W 660 0 0

For additions and alterations at Nos. 12 and 13, St.
John's-street, Clerkenwell, for Mr. W. E. Bridges. Mr.
W. P. Griffith, architect

Devereux £785 0 0
Martin 650 0 0
Bishop 613 10 0
Bamford 600 0 0

For building four shops on North London Railway
Company's land, Dalston-laue. Mr, E. H. Horne,
architect

Bishop.., £2,979 o 0
Asford 2,954 0 0
Eaton A Chapman 2,883 0 0
Preedy & Son 2,876 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan 2,586 0 0
Tomer (accepted) 2,447 0 0

For the erection of an hotel in the Cattle-market,
Derby, exclusive of foundations, cellaring, and stabling.
Mr. George Thompson, Borough Survevor, architect:

—

Lockett & Forrest £1,990 0 0
Thompson 1,744 0 0
Gadsby 1.564 0 0
Fryer (accepted) 1,539 0 0

For the construction of pipe-sewers and other worts in
connexion therewith in the parish of Putney, for the
Wandsworth Board of Works. Mr. Jas. Niblett, sur-
veyor :

—

Brew i Co 1,429 0 0
Trinsley 1,387 •4 0
Avis & Son 1,355 0 0
Wainwright 1,340 0 0
Goodyear 1,260 0 0
Eobineon 1,246 0 0
Strickson 1,175 0 0
Wigmore 1,099 10 0
Thackerah 950 0 0
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“ Wanted, a Manager.'’

ONSOLS, we are in-

formed by the oldest,

and, we may add,

deservedly the most

influential of those

daily journalists who
tell ns of the state of the

money market, “ are again at

the point from which during

the last eight weeks they have

several times suffered a re.

lapse.” " The relapse usual of

late after every slight advance

in the English funds has been

witnessed to-day.” “ The English funds continue

to decline.” “ Railway stocks showed a ten-

dency to relapse.” “ British railways were

again disposed to weakness.” Such is the

ordinary tenour of the “City intelligence”

during the present harvest season.

“ This season,” says a well-known agricultural

authority and experimentalist, “will be a very

profitable one.” “ The Corn-market,” says our

earlier quoted informant, “was very dull this

morning, at the decline of between 2a. and Ss.”

Prices,” we hear from Dorsetshire, “ have a

decided downward tendency.” “ Old wheat,”

at Gainsborough, sold at 2$. per quarter “ less

money.” At Salisbury, with “ an improved

attendance of farmers, millers, and dealers,”

new wheat fetched from 28. to Ss. per quarter

less than last week. The same character of

market prevails at the eight principal local

centres of the com trade, from Newcastle to

Dorchester, from Lynn to Monmouthshire, that

is to be remarked on the Corn-exchange in Mark-
lane. It will be borne in mind that a decline in

the price of wheat is evidence of an increase in

ithe supply, or, in other words, of a progress in

the harvest more abundant than the promise of

the previous week gave reason to expect.

If we turn to another part of the same journal

(we read that—“ The Board of Trade returns

for the past month indicate the continuance of

a steady export business, the declared value of

Dur shipments having been 15,562,4301., or

4 per cent, in excess of those of the correspond

ling month of last year, and 10 per cent, above

ithose of July, 1865.

The existence, in parallel columns of the same
qonrnal, of reports such as we have above cited^

is a proof of that remarkable and unprecedented

)Condition of our commercial and financial in-

dustry which, more than eighteen months ago,

(we warned our readers to expect. For it must
2be borne in mind that dnlness in the money
imarket and dulness in the market for produce

imay, under the same name, describe a very dif-

jferent state of things. The English funds

iPemaining with little fluctuation at the high

rpricp of 94 or 95, indicates an abundance of

idisposable money, and the returns of the Bank of

^lEngland, as well as those of the Bank of France
hshow an accumulation of bullion almost or

[altogether without precedent in the vaults of

bthose two gigantic establishments. The certain

I'indication of the improved character of the

^harvest which is given by a general decline in

rprices, assures us against the probability of a
i diminution in that stock of bullion for the pur-

hchase of foreign grain, as well as of that increase

)in comfort and activity of our industrial classes

which is affected by the price of the loaf. With

these symptoms of that description of prosperity

which is expressed by the significant phrase of

plenty of ready money, we have to couple the

absolute testimony of statistical returns as to

the increasing activity of our commerce. A rise

in the value of the exports of the month of 4 per

cent, over that of the corresponding month in

1866, which in its turn was 6 per cent, above

that of the similar period in 1865, would seem

to be in itself no very imperfect criterion of the

well-doing of the country daring the present

year.

And yet the tone in which the writers of the

money articles speak is one of almost hopeless

despondency. Nor can any one fail to be aware,

to some extent, of the cause. Private suffering

is known to be very considerable j
and all those

professional and industrial classes which the

rapid development of onr great public works

during the last third of a century has swelled

into so important a portion of the nation, are

Buffering, more or less acutely and persistently,

from want of occupation.

The novelty, then, of the present position is

this
:
production, properly so called, and trade,

in as much as it is not speculative, but a true

function of production, are not only unchecked,

but steadily increasing in a ratio far above that

of the increase of the population. But, on the

other hand, speculation, as it once existed, has

disappeared, and the want of confidence engen-

dered by the heavy losses and reckless extrava-

gance of the last period of inflation has put a

stop to that higher species of production which

looks beyond the returns of the single year, and

increases the national wealth by the constant

application of labour to the development of the

resources of the future. There is, therefore,

good as well as evil to be found in the causes of

the present embarrassment. Dnfortunately, the

two are not to be dissociated
;
and it would be

hoping in the face of all experience of human

nature to suppose that we shall witness a wise

application of our ready money to increase the

actual productive power of the nation, without a

revival at the same time of that spirit of gam-

bling which has made so many victims to the

decennial panics of the present century.

We may regard the same important question

in another light, but with a similar result. If

we leave out of consideration those whose re-

alised property exempts them from the call to

labour, in any manner, for their support, and

those who are but too happy to find employment

for their daily toil, and even thus to secure little

more than daily bread, we must be aware that

the sources of the income of most of the active

classes are of a two-fold nature. First, there is

the legitimate direct income, to which the atten-

tion of the recipient is naturally, regularly, and

beneficially directed. Such are the fees which

the physician earns from his patients, and the

barrister from his clients
;
such are the profits

of the farmer, the manufacturer, the carrier, the

wholesale or retail trader. But then moat of

these persons have more or less income, for

which they do not actually work. They have

laid by so much of the earnings of former years,

as they have not consumed in the support of

their families, and from the investment of their

earnings they derive a supplementary income.

Some of these persons are content with such an

investment of their surplus funds as need cost

them no thought after it is once carefully made.

Funds, exchequer bills, such plain loans on mort-

gage, best of all a few acres of land, are pur-

chases on which the fortunate man, who is a

bond fide investor, may safely go to sleep. To

such a man the “ City article” has no interest

—

the financial panic no terror. The last month’s

excess over the customary banker’s balance,

bought Consols at 94— that of next month may
buy them 1 per cent, higher or lower—it makes

no appreciable difference. To sell to-day be-

cause one can make a five-pound note on the

displacement of five hundred ponnds, would be

to trifle with time and attention far more usefully

and more lucratively employed. The thought of

a man in this position, if he be a wise man, is, to

know best what to buy with safety, and so to

lay up his spare money, that its dividends will

thereafter come in without giving him any

trouble or anxiety. And if he likes to make a

fancy purchase, to take shares in the railway

over which he daily travels, or in any under-

taking, of the ultimate solvency and stability of

which he has good reason to he persuaded, such

investment takes the same position as the rest

;

he makes it for better or for worse, in hope, no

doubt, of the better, but safe from any possible

chance of taking a glass of wine less in the

week if it turn out to be the worse.

Now, investors of this sensible character are

the natural enemies of the large body of well-

dressed sharks who live on the cupidity and

on the fears of their neighbours. For our

friends, not being unduly tempted by the former

passion, are not readily to be preyed upon by the

latter. And it is the possession by persons such

as these, in considerable proportion, of Consols,

of Bank Stock, or of any other of the more

approved species of marlietable security, that

prevents those fluctuations on which a large

number of unprincipled men exist from assuming

the formidable proportions to which the specu-

lators proper are always endeavouring to drive

them. Speculation, then, would be a less

profitable pursuit than it sometimes appears to

be if it were not for the large number of industrial

men, who neglect their legitimate sources of

income when dazzled by the prospects of specu-

lative investment. Men of this kind have also

their business, but their hearts are not wholly

there. It is not the spare money that they

invest in a safe and remunerative fund, but all

the money they can spare, which is a very

different thing. And this they lay out, not as

an investment, properly so called, but in some-

. thing that they will buy to-day in the hope of

selling better to-morrow. Now, it is clear that

these men, half given to trade or professional

exertion, half given to speculation, are likely to

go to the wall in either case. The anxiety

caused by the perusal of the “City article”

distracts attention from the counter, the ledger,

and the letter-hook on the one hand, while on the

other, hurried visits to the broker, or stolen half-

hoars of furtive calculation or picking up

information, leave them no loss at the mercy of

the keener speculators who make a business of

speculation.

It ia this class of people who have (with the

exception above given of the civil engineer and

the rank and file of his subordinates) been the

greatest sufferers from the financial crisis. At

the same time it cannot be denied that it is to the

same individuals that the crisis has been mainly

due. Anxious to become rich, not by the pur-

suits to which they had been bred, but by a

shorter cut to wealth, they have formed the

ready prey of the speculator proper,—we were

going to say the gambler ;
but it is a character

worse than the mere gambler, it is the profes-

sional black-leg, who keeps himself cool and

apparently respectable, and who can afford to

keep cool because he knows how the dice

are cogged. It may be said, that without

the existence of the men who go in for a rise no

public enterprise would be launched. It maybe
replied, that in their absence many public enter-

prises would not have been launched, and that ic is

just these undertakings that have come to grief.

It ia, of course, impossible to discriminate with

any absolute certitude between the real and the

speculative investor. Extraordinary circum-

stances may for a time convert the former into

the latter. Still less can it be possible to arrive

at their proportionate numbers. But we can

hardly err if we set down the 200,000,0001. which
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other writers besides ourselves have estimated
to have been wantonly and mischievously squan-
dered in our railway system to the credit of
these half investors. That is one little result
of their leaving their natural callings in order
to get rich in a hurry. We have reen instances
of the result in the leaders : who can tell the
amount of misery caused and suffered by the
rank and file ?

As the main corpus on which the commence-
ment of ill-judged and uuromunerative enter-
prises has been based is composed of the ever-
shifting and varying class of somi-spccnlators, it

is not nnnatural that the method of management
nsnally adopted is precisely that which reason
as well as experience would induce us to expect
to turn even a good affair into a misfortune. A
Board of Directors is chosen, or, in the first

instance at least, usually chooses itself. A
board, the well-known action of which form of
association is to bring into prominence the worst
features of each individual member, and to cast
his better qualities into the shade, is nsoally a
compound, inconsistent, and irresponsible arti-
ficial personage that undertakes the manage-
ment of a large business, with the principles and
details of which he is necessarily nnacquainted,
and deals with a large capital of which it owns
an almost infinitesimal share. The real interest
of the proprietors, and the “ policy” of the
directors, are thus materially dissociated, and
very frequently opposed. It will be remembered
that the men most anxious for the dignity or for
the remuneration of directors are for the most
part those who desire thns to fill np their tirfe
because it is not better employed. The anatomy
of one board might throw light on the structure
of scores. Here you have the respectable
country gentleman, engaged for bis name and
for the weight that it may add to his leFs known
colleagues,—anxious to keep name and weight,
but seeing little further over the green cloth
spread before him than it is convenient for the
secretary to allow. Then comes the active
shrewd director on, or some how or other
closely connected with, the Stock Exchange.

His influence goes to decide measirres that
may be expected to affect the price of shares, to
tide matters over a crisis, or even to bring on
that shock which “must ceme” before affairs
can mend. Then follow two or three gentlemen
whose names are down on many lists, and who
aro^ continually consulting their watches and
their pocket-books in order to be in time to
earn the next guinea at some other board. You
may sometimes add to these the obstinate and
stupid director, who may in other respects be a
most estimable man, but who is accustomed to
make a great hole in the available working time
of the board by insisting on an explanation of
what is patent to every one else, though some-
times he is not without value. Among these, or
besides these, as secretary, director, manager, or
what not, may be found the real wire-puller,
the man who, unseen and irresponsible, moves
the whole

; and who, if he were the known and
responsible manager, avowedly and equitably
paid for his services, and responsible, at least in
character, for the conduct of the undertaking,
would give it the best chance of success. With
a machinery such as this how can we be sur-
prised to be told oue day of a company which,
having taken legal advice,” has “ suspended

the proceedings ” to which they led their share-
holders to look for solvency; another, of one
which, having paid a dividend of per cent,
upon eight millions of capital in 1854, has since
that time spent another eight millions without
producing a shilling of additional profit in the
shape ot returns

; in short, from dav to day, of
the scandalous results of the most "imbecile or
most wanton mismanagement.
A famous French financier is said to have

gained the first capital of which he made such
active nse by the simple expedient of annexing
to the list of deaths which were chronicled in a
local newspaper with which he was connected
the name of the medical attendant on the defunct.
So intolerable, after a time, did the attention
thus excited to tho results of the practice of his
prey become, that a large purse wasmade up to boy
off the inconvenient chronicler. A Shareholders’
Manual, giving in a legible print the names of
directors of failing and faltering companies,
pointing out the date of their services, and
giving adequate indications of the state ofcapital
account, of dividend distributed, and of dividend
earned, from year to year, might be of service to
tho next crop of eager purchasers of “something
really reliable.”

A better and more busmess-like plan has been I

adopted by another large company, which, while
involved in the struggles and the expenditure ofthe
time, has kept to some extent out of the slough
which has engulphed its moat active rival. The
chairman having intimated that the affairs of
the company were now in such a state that he
could leave them without peril, and that he
roust attend to bis own interests, the shareholders
very wisely secured the services of a man who
seems to know what he is about, and to carry
out what he purposes, by voting him an .annual
salary of 2,5C0Z. A step of this kind is true
economy. We do not speak of the individual,
but of tho principle. To select an able man—to
give him ample power, to attach to him full and
public responsibility, and to assure him an in-
come which will enable him to devote his whole
undivided energy to his work—such is the only
rational mode of attempting to administer the
greater number of our large social enterprises.
No essentially rotten scheme can thus be made
good, but many a good one might thns have a
chance of fair development—many a moderate
capital might be thns saved from extinction.
When proprietors of property which they do not
know how to manage will burst the bonds of
clique, and look ont in earnest for the best man
for a manager, the worst of social enterprise will
have passed. The true cry for the mass of help-
less shareholders,—the one point to be kept, in
the first instance, before every half-yearly meet-
ing,—is :

“ Wasted, a Manager.”

ROME, WITH SOME OBJECTIONS.

And what ofarchitecture at Eome ? It seems a
shame to have spent not a few weeks in the city
that was the mefropolis of the old world, when
the world had indeed but one metropolis, and
to have nothing to say of stmetures, ancient
or modern,—nothing that if not new mav not at
least be as interesting to the absent* as re-
miniscences from absent and nnchanged friends
are wont to be.

But certainly Eome is not a city that, whether
in its ancient or more modern monuments,
warms tho architect to the purest enthusiasm.
Donbtless it contains much that the architec-
tnral student may gladly take note of; but, as
he re-peruses his notes, he will be apt to find
that warnings of what is to be avoided out-
number the hints and the suggestions of beauty
to be achieved. The sculptor and the painter
have much better reward for lingering. In the
Sistine chapel of Michelangelo and the Stanze of
Eaffaelle, all the thoughts and imagery, the
philosophy, pcetry, and pictorial art of the
Middle Ages ripened, and were harvested and
garnered. Eaffaelle set forth the growth and
progress of intellectual accomplishment in the
“ School of Athens,” as Michelangelo depicted
the expressive epochs of the great development
of Hebrew religion

;
and, as his antithesis of the

pagan sibyls and the Hebrew prophets declares,
the anticipation that the two most progressive
sections of the human race were at last to react
upon each other. The so-called “ Dispute of the
Sacrament” of Eaffaelle is in fact au exhibition
of the great project of the scholastics to recon-
cile reason and religion, philosophy and faith,
Plato and the gospels. They may not have been
so snccessfnl, their processes not quite so un-
questionable as they are represented as sup-
posing, but of the importance and dignity of the
problem we are assured by the disputations that
go on around us to this day.

It is not easy, again, to overestimate the im-
portance of the Eoman collections of sculpture
for the sculptor. The Elgin collection of the
British Museum is no doubt to sculpture what
the Sistine Chapel and tho Slanze are to paint-
ing. London must remain the most interesting
centre of this art until the Oriental, the Eastern,
question shall be so solved that we shall be justi-
fied no less than we are bound to return the
greatest works of the greatest sculptor to their
appropriate and rightful seat. Still Eome is

wealthy in sculpture beyond appreciation, and
its collections mnst be the basis of study for
those who seek for the highest enjoyment of
its varied capabilities and styles, or would hope
to reunite, if it may be, some of the broken up
and dispersed connexions of its development in
history.

What pleasnres has Eome to offer to the archi-
tectural sense that can be placed in worthy com-
parison ? It has on one side St. Peter’s, its portico,
and the Vatican; on the other, in as distinct
a group, the Colosseum, the baths and palaces of

the Cffisars, and even eome republican, not to 1

regal, reminiscences about the sacred way, (

forum, and the approach to the capital." '

4^
hill of the capital and the Tarpeian rock
interposed between these more secluded groij

and the modern city, which covers in its mi
crowded parts the anciently free space of i

Campus Martins, and covers the sites or do
up round the remains of its scattered monumerj
from the column of Trajan to that of Autoninl|
from tho almost perfect Pantheon to the ore
air theatre that now occupies the concave of ll|

ruined mausoleum of Augustus. Arrangg
chronologically, there are scanty regal au
republican remains, abundant CECsarian ofvarim
merit—some few refined, and more that j|

chiefly remarkable for mass,—temples, and bat
and palaces

; then follow, bat probably rati

intermixed than in sequence, some strnctui'i

that seem original in the debasement of clas i

art as it died out, and others composed of adapt

:

fragments of earlier buildings
;
afterwards con

on a more vigorous period when plunder:
materials were still adapted, but with a certs
freshness in style of arrangement and a certs

independence. Again, and this is scarcely
change, if old materials are admitted they a

without influence on plan, which leans on mix
Byzantine and Lombard inspiration

;
prop

Gothic is then sparingly interposed before t
access of the full Eenaissance, which is rife a:

rampant everywhere, and when not in entire ai

fiist possession is constantly found casing t

works of predecessors without, or lining the
within. In such an abundant series there cann
but bo much to study and interest

;
but still \

come back to the point, that of works that ba'

that degree of perfection that entitles them
rank as finished works of art, lamentable iudei
is the dearth at Eome.
A city may be taken as an architectural woi

in itself, and let us dismiss that first. T1
occidental who comes to Eome after seeing n
a few of the northern Italian cities is apt to 1

surprised at finding it so modern. The visib
city might seem to have sprung up entire
within the 150 years nearest to A.D. 1500. 1
one who may have been accustomed to thir

that the Eeformation ruined the power of Eomi
it will be strange indeed to note how much c

what constitutes its splendour as well as it

mass dates, at least, after the birth of Luthet
He may profit by the surprise if he turn bac
again to some neglected pages of history, whic
will fully account for how this happened,—b;
the vigorous reaction, and, indeed, qnalifiei

reformation within Catholicism, and by the largi

share that fell to the lot of the powers tha
remained Catholic in the flood of wealth that se

ill from the new world.
The prodnetiveness of general industry wai

also at this time increased immensely; but a
Eome these advantages were for the church anc
the nobles

; in a less degree—in scarcely any
degree at all—for a municipality

; hence whal
wo see,—sumptuous, elaborate, and immense, il

not very frequently imposing structures
Churches, and colleges, and palaces, are {latted
for the most part, it seems, at random among
surroundings of squalor unutterable. Here ana
there we trace an attempt to consult the archi-

tectural effect of an open space or public ap-
proach, but it is usually unfortunate and incom-
plete; at the best it is not exempt from the
general rule, that whatever is in itself ornate is

embraced by the atmosphere and all the iuci.

dents of the vilest slums. Dignicy escapes fromi

tbe contact, to a certain extent, though it cannot'
from the penalties of transit. When we pene-i

trate to the interior of a palace or a college we
find that flights of stairs lift the noble apart*'

ments above the worst contaminations, wliile

sometimes inner courts, glorious with well tended
fruits and foliage, comfort eyes that have
acquired a habitude of unconsciousness in tra-

versing the vile approaches. Eefinement turns
its back upon the public ways, and climbs con-
tentedly above the lower world

;
and housed

amidst the happiness of art and decoration and
secluded outlook, can afford to forget the con-
ditions of a city that envelops it. Visitors still

more excusably rush from the few well-found
hotels to gallerie.s—to the Vatican, tbe gardens
on the Pincian, the unrivalled landscape of the
Campagna, and naturally are averse to allow a
sojourn too short for all the delights at hand, to

be poisoned by either sensations or reflecti'ms

that are shocking or simply disagreeable. But
there are some who have, more or less, self-

command, whichever it may be ;
and such a one

traverses the city from Via della Porificaziono
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to Ghetto, from Capitol to extremity of Corso,
and does not find twenty consecutive yards that

I may not remind him of Seneca’s allusion to loca
adiles meUientia. Pio Nono is in the seat of the

]
pupil of Seneca and the oediles, and the fear of
them have departed. If anything would revive

I that strangely regretful superstition (met with
( elsewhere besides in Suetonius), that Nero after
! all was not really dead, but would return from
1 beyond the Euphrates and rule again, it might
I be a fond hopo that he would bring back his

(Ediles, the antique district surveyors, and the
\ wholesome awe they inspired, along with him.
The Roman fever as incipient is no doubt con-

^fitantly chargeable on the surrounding Cam-
[
pagna and its miasma

3 but let physicians say
f how frequently its fatal result is due to the in-
t. -fiuences within the walls.

In a general view of the city, the cupola of
E St. Peter’s is of course a most conspicuous fea-
Irture, but from the nearer views it does not
j dominate the whole with the effect of St.Paul’s,—
1 a consequence of its position without, instead of
I in the midst of, and at the highest point of the
' city. For what value it has in this respect it

r must be caught eight of eminent above the
i horizon, when Rome is approached from the
I’direction of Tivoli, or the Flaminian way. In
II some other directions its effect is marred by the
I mimicry of five or six other cupolas of not insig.
) nificant size in themselves, and nearer to the
ppeotator. To mistake any one of these for St.
’ Peter’s may seem absurd enough

;
yet the mistake

sis at least often so near happening that the
[iquestion is suggested,—the great cupola being
cBometimes out of sight, and its magnitude in
lany case receiving no emphasis from the mean
icadjuncts at its base. It is possible that a
cpainter by persevering search may find a point
lof view from which the projecting architecture
fof Rome may fall into happy combination,—but
lithe efiect does not occur spontaneously, and it
'Will go hard but that pictorial license must be
hshrewdly indulged. It is in this respect that
ithe aspect of the city of Florence is so effective

;

coot alone from Bellasquardo, but from numerous
Ibther points, and from some, more happily, the
j^owers and steeples and municipal palaces and
'iDuomo rise above the houses and group most
.'Oeaotifully

j
their forma have sufficient variety

rbr contrast, yet within a range sufliciently re-
ritricted to conserve the characteristic; in collo-
uation they are neither huddled nor dispersed,
land by relative magnitude subordination en-
laances unity. The city of London of Wren has
ajlaims to be put in comparison,—Paris scarcely.
i3nt we are in Italy now, and shall do well to
seep there, otherwise it were tempting to expound
MOW it is that in the case of the twin spires of
Ovoyentry, “ each gives each a doable charm,”
livhile in a not remote cathedral town the spires
if the cachedral lose dignity by a spire of a later
ichurch, that after all only achieves for itself an
ipxpression of impertinence.

Modern Rome inherited from ancient times a
rarge number of Egyptian obelisks, large and
iimall, sculptured and plain, and has not been
aranting in care for them

; all are re-ereoted, re-
paired, and the inserted pieces in some cases, as
n that of Psammetichus in the Campus Mar-

uina, have been spared the disgrace of clumsy
lend fictitious hieroglyphics to replace the obli-
rerated. At Rome, however, as little as else-
b^here, has the problem been solved of inventing
p pedestal that shall improve upon the Egyp.
Pan mode of setting up these monuments upon
6. sheer fiat; a problem possibly that it was not
icecessary to entertain for an obelisk any more
ahan for a Doric column. Roman examples in
'lonfirmation of others, authorize us to speak of
icuother treatment without any qualification as
I n abuse

; this is the erection of a lofty obelisk
o directly in front of an important facade that
s interferes with it from important points of
eiew. Three streets converge to the Porta del
Jf’opolo, and in the midst of the Piazza del
j/opolo is erected an obelisk that bisects the
lioid of the archway, however we approach
fj from within. The Porta del Popolo is worth
itut little architecturally

; a reason good for
tdther hiding it or pulling it down, but not for
itQtting it in half

; not for presenting an obstacle
0 the very line of our prospect of egress. Still
onore vexatiously out of place and in the way is
ehe obelisk in front of the church of Trinita di
olonte. The church is seen high and conspicu-
sQs by the many who come by direct line from
BIO bridge of St. Angelo, past the Borghese
lalace and along the much-frequented Via Con-
itotti to the important Piazza d’Espagna; it is
nans constantly in sight

; the symmetry of the

front is most emphatically expressed in the cen-
tral division, even the space immediately in
front of it is so confined that when it is reached
it would at best scarcely afford a favourable
point of view

;
and if it did the southern expo-

sure would make it but rarely tenable; the
value of the fa9ade upon a noble site from its
one excellent point of view is thus disgraced and
ruined. The damage is more conspicuous as its
central composition is responded to below by a
double ascent of ample stone steps which carry
the symmetrical distribution from the very
piazza to the crowning structure only to collapse
in renegation and bathos. The elaborate double
flight that pauses intermediately and then
branches upward again to right and left, seems
almost as much sacrificed by this countersense
at the conclusion as the church itself; it can ill

afford reduction iu importance as an object, for
its uses are very secondary. Well do its bar-
like lines merit from students who look at
them and shudder in passage to and again
between easel and Cafe Greco, the title of
the “ Gridiron.” From the exposure to mid-
day sun already spoken of, the vaporous heat
rising from the steps as from a kiln makes their
lines wavy and indistinct till it would be diffi-

cult to count them
;
and even hurried passen-

gers to the Via Felice creep round by back steps,
undignified but thoughtfully contrived, on either
side.

The obelisk in front of St. Peter’s is, of course,
our last example, but, perhaps, it is the least
reprehensible of all

; by the time it comes into
sight the cupola has already sunk into eclipse
behind the meanly-designed facade, and the
attempt of this to realize an effective central
feature is far too miserable a failure for us to feel
very hurt that it did not command more respect.
Irony apart, however, the division of the ascent
is still unfortunate, and the obelisk, from its
magnitude, the symmetry of the beautiful foun-
tains on either side, and the responsive curves of
the porticoes, narrowly escapes usurping all the
honours of the approach.

If we may be borne with in another reference
to Florence, attention may be drawn to the care
and skill with which the pair of obelisks—pyra-
midal cones, we may rather call them—are so
disposed in the piazza before the Church of
Sta. Maria Novella as to declare a definite prin-
ciple of collocation, and yet not to interfere
with fa9adea from any important points of
view.

The obelisk at Lnxor flanked tho entrance to
a temple. One of the paii’ removed to Paris is

now erected in a central position, where it must
cub in two either the Palace of the Tuileries or
the Triumphal Arch, and seems thus to jostle
the spectator out of the one standing-place from
which he could contemplate either, undamaged
and at will. In this case, however—we have it

on the best authority—architectural considera-
tions were overruled by other influences : very
pertinacious opposition indeed was unable to
move Louis Philippe from his resolution that the
site of the execution of Louis XVI. should be
occupied by a monument that might have the
greatest possible chance of being a fixture for all

time. On the same authority the atmosphere of
Paris, less conservative than tho valley of tho
Nile, has already sensibly affected the sharp
edges of the stone and its sculptures. Our own
eyes, however, have their motes, and it is both
fair and graceful to advert to them. The Monu-
ment interferes, indeed, with nothing

;
but it

teems a pity that the few feet were not allowed
for in the new street that would have brought it

full in view from the very Mansion-house. The
lofty pedestal of Chantrey’s Duke does no good
to the Royal Exchange as approached from
Cheapside ; and, though it is hard to cavil at
the honours of Nelson as we come up Parlia-
ment-street, and are aware of the associations of
the Admiralty, it is hard, too, that the column
should so seriously complicate the problem of
dealing with a site that remains fine and noble
in tho eyes even of those who have seen more of
the sites of Europe than had Sir Robert Peel.
From Trafalgar-square, by the associative

link of fountains, we pass easily back again to
Rome. Fountains abound in Rome, and almost
the only ugly one is that which interferes with
the debouchure of the Via Condotti almost as
destructively as the obelisk that is in a line
with it above. It might seem as if the wealth
of waters that ennoble Tivoli,—the prjBceps
Anio of Horace,—had made any ignoble manage-
ment of water here impossible. Even this water-
fall of Tivoli—these waterfalls, as we now see
them, are, to a great extent, works of art and

results of management; but Nature has all her
rights reserved, and the scene from the peristyle
of the temple of the Sibyl or from olive-groves
around is worthy of that temple, the only archi-
tectural work within reach of the Capitol that
is really worthy of name along with the master-
works of Greece. Within tho city, the fountain
of the Trevi is, of course, supreme

;
and in what

a situation!—it abuts upon a palace,and has much
that is less sweet than Seven Dials for its imme-
diate surrounding; and even this is forgotten aswe
go out of our way,—shorter it may be, but not
otherwise redolent,—to pass by it. Let not him
drink of it, it is said, who would not bo possessed
thereafter with longing to revisit Rome. The
excellence of the water is not disconuecied with
its beauty. There is a difference in quality of
briskness and sparkle between fount or streams
and tarns as ever appreciative eye of Jew could
detect between the metaphorical water of
diamond and diamond. Water pumped and
re-pumped never shall reach this glory. But to
describe all the beauty of the fountains of the
Trevi would require an article by itself, and the
point of view of architecture would still be liable
to be lost in a rhapsody upon the variety of
effect obtainable by tho crystalline liquid spread
as it descends into a glassy sheet, dropping in
more silent but more copious mass, straggling in
wild meanders, and escaping in spray, from nnder
tufts of dwarf vegetation and self-sown lady,
fpn,^ tossed into jets that add intermittent
tinkling to the steady murmur, and all at last
uniting in the ample basin rippled with the
opening wavelets, and dotted, must it be said,
with floating lemon-skins, and refuse more
ungainly,—welcome, nevertheless, as a cooling
bath to “ Eric, good dog,” in intermission of his
evening exercise, too apt to degenerate into a cat-
hunt. By light of day or light of noon, in
shadow or in shine, this fountain is beautiful,
probably the most beautiful ever devised, and
after this admission we must reconcile ourselves
as we may to the imitation rocks it flows over,
the mythological sculpture that does not quite
effect the aim that was boldly tried for, and the
mouldings of the architecture of the Palazzo
Polo, that blend into the rough uushapeu masses,
leaving some uncertainty as to whether it is in
gradual development from the rude, or not
rather about to sink back into undistinguished
tufa, from which the chisel only temporarily
could deliver it.

Not purity of water alone, but dryness and
tranquillity of air, are essential to the beauty of
a fountain. The fountain that breaks into spray
to reinforce a fog, give effect to a chill, or simply
drench a pavement, has claims to a kind of
attention to which tho beautiful is indifferent.
Beauty is not much interfered with iu this way
at Rome, and there has been little check there*
fore to the varied forms in which water is
sported with. The water is ever copious, and,
so far as we have observed, nnintermittent; and
however it is managed for the sake of beauty,
the chief reliance is always placed on the beauty
that is to be elicited from the water as water,
not as thrown into representations of cages and
basket-work. Then even the variety of sound
that water produces as it falls variously seems to
have given motives of treatment, and one foun-
tain is passed from time to time, where the
water seems delivered in an upper basin in sue-
cessive basketsful and comes over regulated but
splashing.

Climate^ must ever limit the application of
fountains in England as enhancements of archi-
tectural combinations

;
but climate being duly

allowed for, they may often be important as
well as beautiful. Fountains by the street side
for thirsty wayfarers may seem more within the
province of the sculptor; yet there is no escape
from the observation that too many protest by
visible signs against a failure not alone in pro-
portion and architectonic detail, but in those
adjustments with reference to physical incidents
as well as taste that the architect alone has
always under his consideration.

Bhidport School or Art.—The annual meet-
ing of this school has been held. A large
number of persons attended. The Mayor dis-
tributed the prizes. Mr. J. P. Montague was in
the chair, and expressed himself strongly in
favour of the teacher, Mr. Dewar Campbell, and
the success of his efibrts. Two hundred and
forty-five works, executed by the students, had
been sent to Kensington for the annual exami-
nation.
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OLD ST. PASOEAS.

Things hare wonderfully changed since the
author of “ Speculum Britannim” wrote, in 1593,
that “Paucras Church staudeth all alone, as

vtterly forsaken, old and wetherbeaten, which
for the antiquitie thereof, it is thought not to

yield to Paula’s in London. About this church
baoe been manie buildings now decaied, leaning
poore Pancras without cotnpanie or comfort

;

yet it is now and then visited with Kentish
Towne and Highgate, which are members
thereof

;
but they seldome come there, for that

they haue chappels of ease within themselnes
5

but when there is a corps to be interred, they

are forced to leaue the same in this forsaken

chnrch or churchyard, where (no doubt) it resteth

as secure against the day of resurrection as if it

laie in stately Paule’s.” Honest John Norden
as little foresaw the wreck which the Great Fire

made of “stately Paule’s,” as he did the havoc
which the Midland Railway Company have com-
mitted in “ poore Pancras.” The former event
is a matter of history, and we propose in the
present article to say a few words on the latter,

and to mention some points of interest con-

nected with the locality. Public attention was
drawn to the subject in this journal about
eighteen months ago, and most of our readers are'

aware that the line of the Midland Railway
passes directly across the churchyard.
The first thing which strikes a visitor on

entering the churchyard is the number of graven
stones bearing crosses, the occurrence of such
inscriptions as, “ Pie Jesu Domine, dona ei

requiem,” and representations of the Crucifixion.

One of these is rather elaborate, and is carved
in low relief,—a very unhappy imitation of rude
Medieeval work. Their appearance shows plainly

that they were erected at a period when Angli-
canism was not sufiBeiently advanced to admit
of such things in a Church of England burial-

ground. They belong, in fact, to Roman Catholics,

with whom St. Pancras was at one time a very
favourite place of interment. It has been
asserted that this preference was owing to the
fact that Roman Catholics were burnt there in

Queen Elizabeth’s reign. It has also been ex-

plained by saying that mass is said daily in a
chnrch dedicated to the same saint in the
south of Franoe, for the repose of the souls of
the faithful buried at St. Pancras in London.
Both of these statements appear, however, to

be without foundation, and Mr. Markland, in a
note to Croker’s edition of Boswell’s “Life of
Johnson” (1860, p. 840) says,—“I learn from
unquestionable authority that it rests upon no
foundation, and that mere prf^’t/dice exists among
Roman Catholics in favour 'of this church, as is

the case with respect to other places of burial
in various parts of the kingdom.” It is also said
that this was the last chnrch in England after

the Reformation whose bell tolled for mass, and
in which the rites of the l.rman church were
celebrated. Several of these interments may be
accounted for by the fact that a large number of
French refugees, who were driven from France
at the Revolntion, settled close by in Clarendon-
square. They would naturally find a last

resting - place in their parish churchyard.
Amongst them were several bishops, but the
inscriptions on many of their gravestones are
entirely obliterated (thanks to a London atmo-
sphere and the exhalations from some gas-works
in the neighbourhood), whilst the bodies of
others have been removed. The most con-
Bpicnons of the monuments was that erected to
the memory of Jean Fran^ 's de la Marche,
Bishop of St. Pol de Leon. Forced to fly from
France, he devoted himselfwhilst in this country
to helping and consoling his suffering fellow-

countrymen. He died in Queen-street, Blooms-
bury, in 1806. His epitaph is said to have been
written by the Marquis of Buckingham. A
mean, neglected gravestone, situated a few feet
from the eastern wall, tells us that Arthur
Richard De Lox, Archbishop of Narbonne, is

buried underneath. He died in 1806. One of
the most tonching epitaphs in the churchyard
is that of a poor French nobleman, who,
whilst grateful for the shelter which Eng-
land afforded him, cannot forget “ Ma Nor-
mandie.” It runs as follows :

—

In, loin de
sa patrie, repose L. F. E. Camus, Seigneur
de Pontearr^, de noble et tres ancienne famille de
magistrature, premier Prisident du Parlement de
Normandie, Conseiller du Roi en tous ses conseils.

l)Sc(fd^ le 6 Janvier, 1810, ag4 de 64 ans. Fidele d
son Dieu, d son Roi, d ses serments, il fut persi-
cut4, d4pouill4 d’une grande fortune. Proscrit, il

vint avec une partie de sa famille sur cette terre

hospitalidre et g4n4reuse. Longues ann4es aprSs
sa veuve et ses enfans ont rendu cet liommage d sa
memoire v4n4rie.” The Comte d’Hervilly and
several other French marshals are buried here,
as is also the Chevalier de Sainte Croix, Minister
Plenipotentiary of Louis XVI. at the court of
Sweden. At the fall of his royal master he fled

to this country, where he became involved in

much pecuniary distress, and died in 1803. We
may also mention Tiberius Cavallo, a well-

known Neapolitan -writer on natural philosophy;
the Chevalier d’Eon, the unfortunate nobleman
whoso sex was a matter of so much dispute
during the last century

5
Jeremy Collier

;
Timo-

thy Cunningham, anthor of the “Law Diction-
ary;” Janies Leoni, architect; General Pascal
de Paoli, Corsican patriot

;
Stephen Paxton and

William Webbe, both well-known musical com-
posers of the last century; Samuel Francis
Ravenefc and William Woollett, engravers

;
John

Walker, the lexicographer; William Godwin,
anthor of “Caleb Williams” and “Political
Justice,” and his wife, Mary Woolstonecraft,
who wrote the “ Rights of Woman.” Although
the monument remained, the bodies of these
individuals were removed many years ago to

Bournemouth. Amongst the eminent Roman
Catholics we must not omit Father O’Leary, of
the Order of St. Francis, who died in 1802. He
was much esteemed for his amiability, but he
held heretical opinions with regard to the tempo-
ral power of the Pope. The monument was
erected by Earl Moira, and repaired by public
subscription so recently as 1851.
The appearance of the churchyard is mate-

rially altered since its invasion by the Midland
Railway Company. It is as nearly as possible
five acres in extent, and in its original condition
Old St. Pancras Churchyard was a very dismal
place indeed. There were no paths, and the
grass was apparently never cnt, but bad been
for some years allowed to grow and die down
again. The outline of most of the graves was
entirely obliterated, and scarcely any two grave-
stones were parallel. The burial ground of St.

Giles, which joins Old St. Pancras Churchyard,
is of about the same size, but the desolation is re-

lieved by the presence of a few trees. We may
remark, that the building formerly used as the
Cemetery Chapel, in the vaults of which a large
number of bodies are interred, is now a school-
house.

The churchyard consisted originally of about
IJ acre, and the population in the immediate
neighbourhood was exceedingly small, the chapel-
of-ease at Kentish Town being really of more
importance than the mother-chnrch. In the
latter part of the last centnry the population in-

creased very rapidly, and several new streets
and squares were built in the neighbourhood of
the New Road. The churchyard was soon over-
crowded, and the vestry-books of the period con-
tain continnal complaints to this effect. In the
year 1792 an Act was obtained to enlarge the
ground, stop up a foot-road which ran across the
churchyard, and build a house for the sexton.
So anxious were the Pancratians to economise
their space that the sexton’s house was built on
the old ground instead of on the new. This fact
was brought to light when the house was demo-
lished, a short time back, by the Midland Rail-

way Company, bones and fragments of coffins

having been discovered amongst the founda-
tions. It was originally intended that the rail-

way should pass over the churchyard by a
viaduct which would just clear the tombstones,
and the only powers conferred on the company
(so far as St. Pancras churchyard is concerned)
by their original Act of July 22, 1863, are those
necessary to take the sexton's house, and a por-
tion of the churchyard, for constructing the
piers, the dimensions of which are strictly

limited. The representatives of persons buried
in those parts of the ground required for the
piers were allowed to remove the remains of
their friends, the cost being borne by the com-
pany. The original plan, though very objection-

able, was not nearly so bad as the one which
was afterwards carried out. By a subsequent
Act, which received the Royal Assent on the
25th of July, 1864, thecompany were empowered
to make a tunnel, to join the Metropolitan at

King’s Cross, in addition to the viaduct above
mentioned, which carries the line leading to the
proposed terminus in the New-road. No part
of the tunnel was to be within 12 ft. of the
surface, and the company were not to acquire
an absolute interest in any part of the church-
yard, but were empowered to purchase and take
an easement under it, to such an extent as might
,be necessary for the construction of the railway.

Now it is obvious to any one possessing even ;

slight knowledge of London graveyards, that ;

limit of 12 ft. from the surface is of very littl

use in preserving the remains intact.

The sickening nature of the excavations whic'
were rendered necessary by the rebuilding an'

enlargement of the old chnrch in 1840, wa
described in these columns by Mr. Gough, th

architect engaged in the work. Mr. Chadwick
quotes the evidence of the chairman of the Ho'
bom and Finsbury Division of Sewers, showin
that the exudations arising from the decompc
sition of the bodies were most offensive in th

excavations of a sewer situated at a distance c

30 ft. from the churchyard. These statement
refer to a period of twenty-five years ago; an
seeing that the ground has now been closed fc

some time, the work of removing the bodi€

during the recent encroachment by the Mic
land Railway Company, has not been attends

with much inconvenience. At all eventi

the task of tnnnelling through a denselj

packed mass of old coffins was not plej

sant to contemplate
; so the company drove th

proverbial coacb-and-six through their Ac
and opened a trench right across the churcl

yard. In the conrse of their operations the

removed between 10,000 and 15,000 bodie

which were re-interred in an adjoining piece «

ground which had been purchased and consi

crated for the express purpose. Th^ removi

appears to have been effected with great care, as

with as mnch reverence as the case would adm
of. Attempts have even been made to place tl

tombstones in their properrelative positions inti

new ground, but the crowded state of the churcl

yard must have rendered this almost impossibl

There is little doubt but that the plan aJopte

by the company was the best, although at fir

sight it looks like a gross violation of the

pledge. The proceedings of the railway cos

pany have been the cause of much pain to tl

inhabitants of the parish, most of whom wer
however, too poor to do anything but complai
On the occasion of one of our visits, the subje

was being discussed very warmly by two -

three groups of people whose friends were barb

in the ground. The news reached even to Co
aica, where much indignation was felt at tl

proposed removal of the bodies of Paoli and h

countrymen. These graves have, however, U'

been interfered with.

Respect for the dead, and for their last res

ing-place, is happily not uncommon, and it

important that no violence should be done
such a sentiment. Those portions of the ean
which have been set apart and used for sepr

ture should not be lightly disturbed. It isqui

unnecessary to consider whether the ground h:

been “ consecrated it is in one sense holy I

the remains of those who were dear to ns. Tl

law, it is true, recognises no such claim as thi

but, on the other band, it has conferred certa

important privileges on consecrated gronn
Bunhill-fields has never been consecrated, but
has most properly been allowed to remain n:

disturbed. With “ poore Pancras,” however, t)

case is different. The choice of the compai
lay between a churchyard and some gas-wori
and it was easy to predict which would be take
The bodies, we have said, were removed to a ne
piece of ground consecrated a short time prei

onsly. Now, supposing the company finds, in

few years, that this new graveyard would be
desirable site for a goods-shed, is there ai

reason to believe that it would not be built

due course ? Judging from the facility wi
which the company obtained permission tomaJ
a huge gash in the old ground, we should si

decidedly no. The solemn dedication of groui

to sacred purposes becomes, in fact, a mere for

when it can be deconsecrated almost as a matt
of course by simply applying to Parliamei
Such a state of things is not desirable, and, f

all the protection afforded, the ceremony of co
secretion might as well be performed in a dun
show.
The Midland Company made an attempt, \

believe, to buy the entire ground, including ti

church; hut this was happily frustrated,—fortl

present, at all events. It will, however, probab
happen, sooner or later. The churchyard of 0
St. Pancras is Somewhat peculiarly situated. I

the Act 56 Geo. HI., cap. 39, the rights ai

privileges of Old St. Pancras as a mother chun
were transferred to the new edifice in the Nei

road; but, whilst the old building ceased to

the parish chnrch, the burying-ground remain

• A SnpplementeTy Report ... on IntermeBt
Towns : London, 1843.
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le parish churchyard, aod, as such, is vested in

10 Vicar of Sfc. Pancras. Unremitting efforts

ive been made by the Rev. Mr. Arrowamith,
ffpetual curate of Old St. Pancras, to preserve
e ground attached to his church

; but the
nrts decided that he had no locus standi.

Whilst defending burial-grounds we must
'oid falling ino a very common misapprehen-
jn, and which it may not be improper to men-
m by way of conclusion. It is generally held
at a person once deposited in a churchyard
bs a sort of legal right to that ground for ever
terwards. The law of the subject was clearly

id down in a judgment given by Lord Stowell,
the case of Gilbert v. The Churchwardens of
k Andrew’s, Holborn, on the use of iron

fBns. “ It has been argued,” says his lord-

ip, “ that the ground once given to the body
appropriated to it for ever. It is literally in

brtmain unalienably. It is not only the domus
Kma, but the domus atema of that tenant,

]o is never to be disturbed, be his condition
jat it may. The introduction of another
dy into that lodgement at any time, bow-
er distant, is an unwarrantable intrusion,

these positions be true, it certainly follows

at the question of comparative duration
iks into utter insignificance. In support of
em, it seems to be assumed that the
aant himself is imperishable; for, surely
ere can be no inextinguishable title, no
rpetnity of possession, belonging to a sub-
it which itself is perishable. But the
ct is that "man” and ‘‘for ever” are terms
Jte incompatible in any state of his existence,
ad or living, in this world. The time must
mo when ipsis periere ruincB, when the poa-
amous remaius must mingle with and com-
se a part of that soil in which they have been
posited. . . . The domus CEterna is a mere
urish of rhetoric

; the process of nature will

sedily resolve them into an intimate mixture
ith their kindred dust; and their dust will

ip to furnish a place of repose for other occu-
nts in succession. The common cemetery is

t res unius cetatis, the property of one genera-
n now departed, but is likewise the common
operty of the living, and of generations yet
born.” Thejudgment goes on to say that any
atrivance which prolongs the time of dissolu-
n beyond the period at which the common
lal understanding and usage have fixed it,

an act of injustice, unless compensated in some
.y or other. Such contrivances, moreover,
iBure to bodies a much longer porseasion, and
somparatively small portion of the dead will

onlder out the living and their posterity.

This, however, is not sufficient to justify such
leeecration as that recently committed by the
Idland Railway Company, and we have not a
ird to say in favour of the way in which com-
oies "acquire” a church and churchyard,
ikh as little compunction as they would buy a
Iblic-house and tea-gardens.

A NEW SKETCH-BOOK.

fHEBE has been recently quietly and privately

cnched a new sketch-book, or hook of architec-
lal sketches of Modimval antiquities, intended
)i private circulation. It is of some singularity
e regards the contributors, who are all sup-
iled to have been bred in the same school, or,

n modern parlance, to have wrought in the
Boe office under the same direction

; as well as

osome merit both as to execution and taste in
oice of subjects. It is called the “ Spring,
k’dens Sketch-book,” a title that serves the
il purpose of a designation and astatementof
usource. The list of members, as the contri-
inors are called, includes several well-known
enes, whose owners, however, are understood
ttbave been, at some time or other, either iu-

or or out-door, collaborateurs of Mr. G. G. Scott,
8 architect, who is the president of the staff.

. Barlisou is the vice-president; and Mr.
i^hur Thompson is the treasurer. The leading
utributora wo shall name in our brief notice of
y contents. The first volume, of more than
nenty plates, is now completed, and the first

alB of the second volume are issued. We must
jimise that none of 'the sketches are mere pic-
3.68. Most of the subjects are measured and
awn to scale, and in every instance where it is

ilsible ample details are figured. Nor are they
ufiued to one class of objects, nor even to the
iL'kmanship of one nation, for there are two or
jee examples of foreign art. The book is on
!c scale known as large folio.

Among the earliest plates we notice a bold
drawing of the Cathedral Church, Oxford.
Standing in the verger’s garden, the limner, Mr.
Tinling, has chosen the point of intersection
beneath the central tower as the leading idea in

his sketch. Above the two lines of building,
departing at right angles from one another,
rises the grave pyramidically- capped tower,
with the ancient high-pitched roof-marks of the
great arms of the cruciform buildings still show-
ing, and with small Norman openings in the
stage beneath the belfry, telling of an older

structure than that with which it is now
finished. The venerable, crumbling character of
the masonry of this early portion of the tower
is indicated by a fine soft treatment, in contra-

distinction to the general hard, bold, effective

strokes with which the rest of this picture is

made. We are next specially impressed with a
detail drawing of two finials from the stalls of
the Church of St. Lawrence, Ludlow. Many
who saw the suggestive sketch for tracery of a
great window made by Mr. Millais some years
ago, in which the leading lines were formed with
the bold edges of angels’ wings, will agree with
King Solomon as they gaze on these finials. In
the first of them the Medimval artist obtained
his pinnacle by grouping together and drawing
to a point the wings of the angels with which
the top of the finial is composed

; and thus, with
the exception that be compressed the wings in-

stead of extending them, anticipated the poeti-

cal design of our eminent modern painter by
some four or five hundred years. Two sets of
seats, the first alternately tall and short, in the
nave of the Church of SS. Peter and Paul,
Warmington, and the second in the nave of the
Church of St. Bartholomew, Chosen, or Church-
down, Gloucestershire, are also given on this

sheet, which bears the signature of Mr. Medland.
As we turn over the leaves we are next

startled at the forlorn east end of St. Andrew’s
Cathedral, Scotland, standing spectrally on the
page, with its window openings only so many
sorrowful eyes looking down upon the beautiful
wilderness of ruin around. This frayed piece of

Transitional workmanship has been sketched
with feeling by Mr. B. Hughes. In contrast to

this Mr. Hubert J. Austen gives the soutb-west
angle tower of Helmsey Castle, Yorkshire, used as

a residence by one of the Dukes of Buckingham, a
sturdy piece of domestic architecture of tolerably
settled times, four stories high, based upon a
foundation in which an arrow-slit indicates that
resistance and defence were requisite when it

was built. This is an agreeable sketch, leafy,

sunny, and careful. Close upon this we notice
a plate divided into four compartments, each
containing a very spirited drawing of an iron
standard from the Strozzi Palazzo, Florence.
Three of these standards (LumiSra maravigliosa)
are in the form, of winged dragons, the third
having the head of a woman. All have wings
attached to them. They are known as the
work of Nicolo Grasso, called " Caparra,” who
flourished in Florence about the middle of the
thirteenth century. Our cleverest metal workers
will be grateful to Mr. C. J. Fergusson for the
particulars of these choice specimens of the
work of one of their able predecessors. Though
tempted by reason of the embarrassment of
riches to allow page after page to flutter over,

we must tell how neatly and quietly Mr. S.

Clarke has shown a portion of the former palace
of the Archbishops of Canterbury, at Maidstone,
and a ripe old half-timbered mansion at East
Mascalls, near Lindfield, Sussex. As an instance
of the variety of the contents of the sketch-book,
we mention two drawings of a chasuble, by Mr.
J. T. Mickelwhaite. One shows the chasuble

;

the other gives exact details of the crucifix, with
figures of the Virgin and St. John embroidered
on the back orphrey, full size, with the colours
indicated in marginal notes. Another striking

variety is the old bridge at Heybridge, illustrated

by Mr. Kelly. Our old bridges are so much
more picturesque than our new ones, that
they deserve examination and consideration.

Their low, pointed arches, their quaint abut-
ments, ofi-en containing a seat for wayfarers, and
always affording them a retreat from the perils

of the narrow way, and the ancient gateway
towere with which some of them are defended,

are as characteristic in their way as any other
department of Medimval buildings. A sketch-

book of old English bridges would occupy a niche
among artists as desirable as that accorded to

the water-poet by men of letters. Mr. Kelly
gives plan, section, elevation, besides sections of
parapet, cutwater, and arche.s, as well as a placid

perspective. Difl'ereut, again, from this, and |

awaking a very dissimilar train of ideas, are
three sketches—the somewhat bald execution of
the north view suggests the substitution of the
word scratches—of the unmistakably Norman-
French church of Tarengeville-sur-Mer. This is

evidently a very interesting edifice, whoso details

would have been worth giving, and it is a matter
of regret that Mr. Austen dismissed it in such
a peremptory fashion. As the loose leaves of
this well-stored sketch-book continue to pass
before us, we catch sight of a fragment of
Welsh architecture that stays our hand. It is

part of Chirk Castle, in North Wales. A round
tower stands boldly forward, as though it were a
promontory in masonry, and in the angle whence
it commences its bold sweep is a curious door-

way rendered in most eccentric perspective.

The bam of a Benedictine priory, at Harmonds-
wortb, Middlesex, a cell of the alien abbey of
St. Katherine, at Ronen, makes a good drawing
of ancient timber work. There is not a particle

of ornamentation, but the multiplicity of the
timbers, and their regular arrangement give an
appearance of considerable richness to the priors’

bam. Many of our modern corn-exchanges
would look miserably bare by the aide of it.

When we come across such specimens of honest
workmanship as this, we can but allow that the
"good old times” earned their reputation. It

would be as well, perhaps, if the architectural

draughtsmen combiriing together for the perfec-

tion of the sketch-book, had agreed not to en-

cumber it with subjects that were already
published in works of acknowledged reputation.

Mr. Delamotte’s drawing of the draw-well in the
inner bailey of Alnwick Castle is a case in

point. The subject is interesting in itself, doubt-
less, and it is the only draw-well in the book,

but it has been recently given in the " Feudal
and Military Antiquities of Northumberland and
the Scottish Border,” by the late Rev. 0. H.
Hartsbome, as well as in the sumptuous volume
printed for the private circulation of the late

Algernon, 4th Duke of Northumberland. More-
over, this drawing must have been made more
than ten years ago, for a modern doorway shown
by the side of the well has long since been re-

moved. The west end of Holyrood chapel,

too, is somewhat familiar to all who would
inspect the work for the sake of information,

though it is charmingly drawn by Mr. Hughes.
We might say the same of Mr. Baker’s faithful

and delicate delineations of portions of St. Alban’s
Abbey church.

Mr. G. G. Scott, jun., has given some details

of stalls in a masterly manner. The Chichester
stalls, with their admixture of foliage nnd geo-

metrical figures, are particularly fine, and Mr.
Scott has made them appear so. Mr. Henry
Walker has been to Bolton, and when there

wisely abstained from tbe well-known general

views in favour of details, which are not so acces-

sible to ti'avellers whose journeys are performed
in the library. He uaefolly gives sections of

jamb and arch mouldings, of the bases and sills

of lower and upper arcades, of the caps and
strings of both arcades, and sketches of other
details, such as tbe hinge on the north-west

door to a scale of 2 in. to 1 ft. In like manner
Mr. Ralph Nevill has been to Lichfield, and
brought away careful portraitures of parte of its

great and glorious fane. Very clear and plain-

speaking, too, is a drawing of the triforium in

the north-east bay of the south transept of

Westminster Abbey church, by Mr. W. Jolley.

From these, carefully drawn with rule and ruling

pen, with compass and bow, it is amusing to

turn to two sketches of foreign subjects appa-
rently depicted without aid from either. The
author does not affix bis name to these two
studies; nor has he occasion to do so : there is

an individuality about them that is unmistake-
able. Close to the eye, a series of rough lines ;

removed from it, an aerial perspective : there can
be no doubt as to the authorship of these rigid

though transparent incognito sketches. Here
we haveHameln, Germany, scorching in the sun
before us, a cruciform building, surmounted by an
octagonal tower, with a minaret-like terminal;

and a wonderful Norman pile at Conqnes. The
foreign air is not more apparent than the hazy,

baking heat and the venerable age of the fabrics.

As a contrast to these we turn to tbe repose and
cold of some sculpture. Mr. J. O. Scott gives

two draped figures from the north |>ortal ot

Chartres, whose drapery, arranged in minute
and many folds, shows the favour in which in-

tricacy in this department was once held; just

as the figures given by Mr. W, G. Niven, from
the tomb of Aymer de Valence, in Westminster

Abbey, show the ease with which it could be
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dispensed. Xany of the plates we have not men-
tioned are of equal interest. We have aimed at

showing a sample of the contents of the new
sketch-book, rather than selecting for praise the
best execution or the choicest subjects. We men-
tion the work to suggest that it should be thrown
open to the public. If the drawings were de-

signs, we could understand the reticence of the
authors; but as they are all representations of

early works of art, we think the good cause of

preservation, which wo presume every architect

has at heart, would be best promoted by their

widest dissemination.

WILLIAM EDMONSTOUNE ATT0T7N.*

It is long since we have risen from the peru-
sal of a book with such feelings of sadness as we
have done after reading this graceful and un-
assuming memoir of Professor Aytoun. Mr.
Theodore Martin, we suspect, must have written
it under the pressure of very deep emotion.
Indeed, we do not know how he found the
courage to undertake the task. Orestes might
have got through the ^loge of his friend Pylades

;

Damon might have pronounced the funeral
oration over the corpse of Pythias with the com-
posure of ancient Greeks and Pagan philoso-

phers. The case is somewhat different when a
Christian author of the nineteenth century is re-

quired to write the biography of his dearest and
most valued friend. This performance, we
suspect, even in ordinary circumstances, is

,

one which taxes to the very uttermost the
principles of sacrifice upon which our com-
mon Christianity reposes. But when those
friends are both poets,—and poets who have pub-
lished books with their joint names on the title-

pages, the cruelty of the situation almost
amounts to an intellectual crucifixion. “ To the
sisters of my friend,” writes the biographer, in

his brief but touching dedication, “ this memo-
rial of his life is inscribed in affectionate re-

membrance.” “ Amicum perdere,” he might
have added, in the words of Publius Syrius, ” to

lose such a friend is the greatest of losses. It is

irreparable."

We think it may be for this reason, perhaps,
that Mr. Martin has not attempted anything
more than a brief sketch of Aytoun’s life. There
is no attempt at biological analysis, no estimate
of the society in which Aytoun's lot was cast,

hardly any of his correspondence, and, finally,

no attempt to assign his place in modern lite-

rature. As a consequence, his treatment of the
subject almost conveys the impression that he
has struck too low a tone in estimating the pro-
bable interest of his readers. We can also

detect, as we fancy, the uneasy feelings of a
distinguished author torn between the neces-
sities of the publicist and the sacred duties of

private friendship,—undesirous of obtruding his

own opinions, and, above all things, averse from
displaying his personal emotions. Now, here
Mr. Martin has, in our opinion, committed an
error—a most excusable error indeed—of judg-
ment. Whatever may be the impression in

London literary circles, Aytoun’s countrymen
are proud of him. There may perhaps be greater
Scotsmen in the present generation, although
we do not know them

;
but certainly there is now

no greater Scottish poet. Whatever Aytoun’s
other qualities may have been, this he possessed
in an eminent degree—the power of exciting

the sympathies and kindling the enthusiasm of
all classes of his countrymen. He was, we
suspect, “ the last of the clan,” the solitary

representative of a class of illustrious Scotsmen
who have either been expatriated or become
extinct.

William Edmonstoune Aytoun was descended
from an old Fifeshire family, the same that is

now represented by Mr. Eoger Sinclair Aytoun,
of Inchdairnie. He was not the first poet
of his race. This ancient house had the
honour of possessing among its sons the cele-

brated scholar and poet, Sir Eobert Aytoun,
who has long been laid in Westminster Abbey

;

and who was the friend in his day of Ben Jonson
and Hobbes of Malmesbury. His father was
Mr. Eoger Aytoun, a writer to the signet, a
genial, kindly, and honourable man ; and a sound
Whig of the good oldGibson-Craig and Jeffrey and
Cockburn clique. His mother was a Perthshire

* “ Memoirs ofWiUiamEdmonstoune Aytoun, D.C.L.,
Author of ' Lays of the Scottish Caraliera,' &e., &c. I3y
Theodore Martin, With an Appendix.” 8to. W illiam

Blackwood & Sous. Edinburgh and London. 1867.

lady, a daughter ofKeir of Kinmonth, a woman of
great accomplishments, and endowed with high
literary taste. She was, of course, a stanch
Jacobite; and from her there can be no doubt
Aytoun, her only son, imbibed bis poetical passion
and his strong historical bias towards the dynasty
of the Stnarts. He was bom at Abercrombie-
place, Edinburgh, on the 2lBt June, 1813 : the
rest of his family consisted of two sisters, who
both survive him. His boyhood was spent in

Edinburgh and its neighbourhood, where his

father possessed a small woodland estate. He
was educated at the Edinburgh Academy, under
the care of the late Archdeacon Williams, and at

the University, under Pillans, Dunbar, Wilson,
Hamilton, Eitchie, Jamieson, and Hope, the
professors respectively of Latin and Greek, moral
philosophy, logic and metaphysics, natural history

and chemistry. He was not a distinguished
student, we are told

; but he was by no means
indolent or negligent of his studies

;
and, more-

over, be was throughout his whole career an
ardent devourer of books. It was at college that
his biographer first saw Aytoun, thonghhe did not
really become acquainted with him for some years
afterwards. The occasion of their meeting was
rather remarkable, audits resnlt was thoroughly
characteristic of Aytoun ; indeed, it was no leas

an incident than a meeting of students where
the futnre professor of literature, in a single un-
prepared and impromptu speech, pat to ront

and general disorder the best laid schemes of
Thomson Gordon,the future Sheriff of Edinburgh,
and James Moncrieff, the future Lord-Advocate
of Scotland.

About this time he became a clerk in his

father’s office. In this capacity he was much
engaged, it appears, in the Lanarkshire election,

which immediately preceded the passing of the
Reform Bill. The experience of the electioneer-

ing policy of that time, doubtless, supplied him
with material for the vivid and life-like descrip-

tions of election scenes that occur in several of

bis works. In the year 1833 we find him in the

office of a parliamentary agent in London
;
but

he remained there only one session : indeed, he
began to discover a bitter and insurmountable
aversion to the purely formal and technical

part of his profession
; and we may as well state

here that Aytoun’s love of green fields and High-
land streams and mountains was far too strong

to coincide with the necessities of his legal

studies.

At length he went to Aschaffenbnrg for

the purpose of studying German, where he re-

mained for a year, in the course of which he
made a translation in blank verse of Goethe’s
“Faust,” which, however, was never published.
Like every intelligent Scotsman who goes
abroad, the Sunday usages of the people of

France and Germany seem to have struck

Aytoun very much, and he had the courage and
good sense in writing to his mother to state

frankly how the contrast affected him. Dating
from Aschaffenburg, on the Ist of April, 1834,

he says :
—“ The people here are certainly more

religions and attend far better to public worship
than the generality of people in North Britain

—

a circumstance which I must attribute to their

very different way of passing the Sunday.” He
was certainly correct m this view. Our London
gin-palaces are worse places than Continental tea-

gardens ;
and there is no greater piece of legal or

ecclesiastical fiction, we will not say imposture,
under the sun than the forced observance of the
Jewish Sabbath as it exists in Scotland. How
an intelligent and high-spirited nation so quietly

submit to the tyranny, is one of the numerous
paradoxes which puzzle every observer of
Scottish civilization.

During his residence in Germany, he made
great progress in his studies, and gained the
friendship and good opinion of his respected

tutor, Professor Joseph E. Merkel, a distinguished

scholar, and a man of great and varied attain-

ments. Under his guidance he acquired a mastery
of that language which set open to him the
treasure-house of German poetry, philosophy,

and literature ; and from which ho gathered

materials that were of infinite value to him in

his future career.

On his return to Edinburgh, in 1835, he passed
as a Writer to the Signet; and he was a few

years afterwards called to the bar. Before this

time he had begun contributing to Blackivood’s

Magazine. His first papers consisted of transla-

tions from the German poet Ubland, in 1836;
but he soon spread his wings in the larger

sphere of politics and literature ;
and what was

rarer in Scotland at that time, he wrote several

able essays upon art. He continued hencefor-

ward to be a constant contributor to Blacliw\

down to the close of bis valuable life.

It was about the year 1841 that Mr. TheodL
Martin began to form that literary partnersl

with Aytoun, which only death has dissolv*

and which had for its immediate results, amck
other things, the prodncbion of the celebra

Bon Qaultier Ballads,— after James and Hor
Smith’s “rejected addresses,”—the most po
lar and inimitable burlesques of their day. 1

“Lays of the Cavaliers” also began to app<

about this time. “ The Burial March of Dunde
the first of those stirring ballads, appeared
April, 1843. This year he sustained his fi

great loss in the death of his father, and '

Jacobite ballads were accordingly written unt

the pressure of deep personal emotion. He \

now thrown entirely upon his own resouro

but at length, in the year 1845, he was elect

by acclamation to fill the chair of Eheto
aud Belles Lettres, in the University of Ed
burgh, a position to which he had early aspir'

and had long looked forward to as the sumi
of his literary ambition. His genius and ^

advocacy of conservative politics procured b
the sheriffdom of Orkney in 1852 ; of whi
office he used to say pleasantly respecting !

own administrative and judicial powers, that

was “ Czar of all the Orkneys.” Two or thi

years afterwards he made his celebrated cava
charge into the ranks of the spasmodic poets

the publication of “Firmillian, the Student

Badajos and in 1855 he produced bis last a

greatest work, “ Bothwell,” a poem, whi

although unsatisfactory in its original pli

nevertheless contains passages of great pon
and picturesque beauty. We have now arriv

at that period where the poet’s star has reach

its zenith
;
and the rest is the story of its c

dine. In the year 1859 his wife—a daughter
his guide, philosopher, and friend, John Wils

—died, after a painful and lingering illness, a

from this blow he never recovered. His

health began to fail. Twice he tried the wat<

of Hombnrg, and each time with beneficial i

suits
;
and in 1863 he felt comparatively restor

to health, so much so as to venture upon a seco

marriage; and the following year he seem
almost to have taken a renewed lease of his li

Bnt the fact is, his constitution had been ov
tasked, and had at length given way. All int

lectnal work became painful and even diatressii

He had hired a shooting-box for the season

a place called Blackhills, near Elgin; and he

he died on the 4bh of August, 1865, in the 52

year of his age. His body was brought
Edinburgh and buried in the Dean cemetery,

i

a plot of ground which he bad long ago select

and in which reposed the ashes of Emily Wilsc

his first wife.

It would, of course, be out of place in the

columns to enter on a lengthened critical es

mate of the genius of Professor Aytoun. B
we think it possible in a few words to indica

the leading features of his character as a poet,

teacher, and a public writer,—within the limi

of which mental classification his claims to t
respect and admiration of posterity will, v

believe, ultimately rest.

As a political writer ho is beyond our pr

vince. He has been accused by his adversari

of misstating or overstating his facts. Wo a

not aware that the same thing has ever been sa

with regard to his enunciation of principle

From bis earliest years he seems to ha
acquired a thorough knowledge of sound at

true doctrines on the subject of politic

economy; and on this head we shall extract

passage from his biographer, which will sen
to support our thesis, and at the same time

illustrate Mr. Martin’s admirable style. T1

subject is Aytoun’s celebrated account of tl

“ Glenmutchkiu Railway —
“ About this time, what has since been known as t

‘ railway mania,’ had began to set in. The great lines

communication, so far as completed and m operatic

were yielding very high dividends, and it had becor

apparent that their extension throughout the country w
indispensable to its prosperity. The snccess with whi

several legitimate enterprises had been launched was f»

lowed by the projection of schemea solely for the pu

poses of speculation on the Stock Exchange. Mon
changed bands more rapidly thau in the saloons of Bade
Baden and Ems Of this general game
beggar-my-neighhour Aytoun was a close observer. Mai
ofnia immediate circle of friends bad gone deeply into '

He saw its pernicious influence upon the habits of ' mai
worthy fellows,’ who, as he used afterwards to say, we
' out io the ’45 and he was too well versed in econoni

cal science not to foresee very clearly the disastrous r

suits to which the universal scramble after sudden weal

could not fail to lead. At llrst, and before he becan

aware of the extent to which the mischief had spread, i

of the rascally devices by which bubble stkemes we:

forced upon the public, he dealt with the subject in

' purely jocular spirit, as in his sketch, ‘ My First Spec :
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the Biggleswadea,’ most of the actors in which were
real personages under a very faint disguise. But as
the fever of speculation grew worse and wore®, and the
projects of those who traded upon it more rascally,

Aytoun determined to let in some light upon the rotten-
ness of the system, and help to arrest the folly which he
saw carrying thousands to inevitable ruin. With this

view he wrote,— ‘ How we got up the Glenmutchkin Rail-
way, and how we got out of it.' Never was truth more
ithil^ told, nor a good purpose better served, under the
isgmse of humour. People laughed at the tale, but it

made them think. Knavish projectors saw their infamous
system laid bare; and their miserable dupes stood aghast
at the folly which had made them the easy prey of the
M'Corkindales and the Dunshnnnera, The Times reprinted
the paper at full length, delighted to have the warnings so
emphatically backed which it had for a long time been
preaching in vain. ‘Glenmutchkin’ became a byword
for every outrageous project

;
and ridicule slew what bad

been proof against the assaults of the strongest argument.
The demon, it is true, was only laid fbr a period; and
when he rose again, he spread his snares under another
guise. Unhappily there has arisen no second Aytoun to
show np, with the same force of sarcasm, the gigantic
rascalities of railway ‘financing,’ and to fix for immortal
infamy the lineaments of the men who have carried on
under that name a system of falsehood and fraud which
has desolated the homes and blighted the lives of thou-
sands in these later days.”

Ifc is upon such social topics above all others
that we must regret the loss of Aytoun; at the
same time we must say on our own account, and
Mr. Martin will we are certain do us the justice

to admit, that we have stood in the vanguard
(and almost alone) in reprobating the deplorable
iniquity of our modern railway “ financing.”

And all we can say is that the sooner the
whole subject passes from the domaiu of the
journalist to that of the criminal jurist the
better.

As a lecturer Professor Aytoun bad no compeer
in the Edinburgh University,—at all events, after

the death of Wilson. He possessed a manner
which we can only describe as at once kindly
and dignified ; a voice which, although some-
what plaintive in its tone, as often became
hia subject, was singularly mellifluous and well
modulated

;
and an accent correct and refined

without being over-refined. Hia lectures were
perfect models of literary disquisition

;
beauti-

fully composed and carefully studied and thought
out. He has been charged with not rising to

the philosophy of his subject, and the charge is

to some extent true. But cui hono ? we do not
see for whose benefit it would Lave been to teach
the raw and undisciplined lads w bo came up from
Ross-shire or the Isle of Skye every year to study
heology and metaphysics anything more than
rudimentary rhetoric and "bdlcs leitres. Guizot
or Villemain, not to speak of that positive

philosopher Monsieur Cousin, would have failed, in

our opinion, had they lectured on the philosophy
of history and literature in the Edinburgh
University instead of the Sorbonne. On this

subject. Colonel Hamley points out* with some
astonishment the practice which, as he supposed,
Aytoun tolerated of the students expressing their
approbation of his teaching by the ordinary
British method of stamping their feet. “ I once
accompanied him to his lecture-room, and sac
beside him, while in front of us gathered an
audience most respectfully attentive

;
but who,

somewhat to my siirprise, evinced tbeir approval
of certain brilliant passages of the discourse by
a loud aud general clattering of their feet.”

Col. Hamley obviously did not suppose, nor would
our readers believe, that Aytouu’s students also
exercised this “privilege” in expressing disappro-
bation of the discourse

;
and sometimes, indeed,

without any adequate motiveat all ! “Lecturing,”
adds the colonel, “ was a pleasure to him, and
he did it well. But another portion of his
duties must have been less congenial : I used to
see his tables loaded for weeks together with the
books in which the members of his class wrote
their essays, aud which he was at great pains to
coriect.” We really do not know how to add
another word to this inestimable proof of
Aytonn’s earnestness and assiduity as a teacher.
And, to tell the truth, when we got to under-
stand this department of his academical duties
we did noc think it necessary to seek for anv
other cause of his premature and untimely
death. To correct the literary essays of three or
four hundred Scotch students every year. Par-
hleit,

!

Even Julius Ccesar Scaliger would have
sunk under it.

Aytonn’s knowledge of art, we may state,
was great

;
and his taste, like that of all true

lovers of external nature, was healthy and truth-
ful. Writing from Homburg to Mr. J. Blackwood,
in 1862,t respecting Noel Baton’s designs for
the illustration of “ The Lays of the Cavaliers,”

* In an able sketch which Mr. Marlin hcs printed,
p. 175, eC teq.

t Quoted at p. 220.
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he makes the following sensible remarks about
ghosts and skeletons :

—

. Ghosts are not skeletons
;
nor are they ever so

portrayed. 1)', in the tragedy of ‘Macbeth,’ a skeleton
were to walk on instead of the image of the murdered
Banquo, the whole interest would disappear. A skele-
ton, in the view of Albert Durer, the old masters,
and the old poets, typifies ‘ Death ’ — not the appa-
rition of a man who lias been slain. A skeleton was,
indeed, technically called ‘aDealh,’ ns in the account
of the hideous figure that appeared in the dance at
Holyrood on the occasion of the nuptials of our last King
Alexander. And such were the veiled figures that were
supposed to flit through towns infected by the plague.
The idea of skeleton ghosts was, I think, first started by
Biirger and Mat, Lewis, and is a poor conception, since
it is hardly possible to distinguish one skeleton from
another, and nobody ever saw his own. I hope Noel
Paton will seriously consider this, for even in allegorical
design there should be an observance of pi-oprietj"; and I
am quite sure that this drawing of his (masterly in execu-
tion, as is eve^'thing from his pencil) would be objected
to as in doubtful taste. I do not like to presume so far
as to ofler a suggestion, but it seems to me that if the
head were left, and, instead of the skeletons, two veiled
female figures were introduced, with averted faces, and
hands clasped and raised to heaven, the sentiment would
be more elFectually expressed.”

But we must burry on. We have only room
for a few more lines in which we must venture
to speak of Aytoun as a poet; aud here we are
certain that he suffers for the moment at the
hands of his critics, if not of his biographer,
from a misapprehension.

in the first place, we must always remember
that Aytoun was not merely a Scottish poet, but
a Jacobite. The sentiment cf attachment to
the Stuart race which, as we have mentioned,
he had imbibed from his mother, amounted to a
passion, if not to a positive frenzy

;
and there

can be no doubt whatever but hia intense love
for the memory of the ill-fated Mary Queen of
Scots did lead him to select a hero in that un-
mitigated scoundrel Bothwell, into whose arms
she was obviously driven by the very terror for

her life. With all this original error of concep-
tion, superadded to an excessively faulty con-
struction, there are lines in Bothwell of such
tenderness and beauty, so full of melancholy
music and sad retrospection, that they leave
a lingering cadence on the ear like the fabled
song of the Dying Swan. N’evertbeless, we
are bluntly told by one of his posthumous
critics “ that whether working in prose or in
verse, Aytoun’s /orfe lay in farce.” The .same
thing might have been said—substituting the
word burlesque for farce, which must have been
meant, we suspect—of Goethe or of Sbakspeare,
or of Walter Scott. But who would estimate the
sum of Shakspeare’s intellectual power from a
study of the clowns at Ophelia’s grave

;
or of

Scott fi'om the picture of Caleb Balderston, in
the “ Bride ofLammermoor ?” Because Aytoun
wrote clever burlesques like the “ Massacre of
the Maepherson,” does it follow that be was
disqualified or incapable of writing in a strain of
truthful aud elevated poetry? We think not. The
fact is, in our opinion, that Aytoun was so much
of a true minstrel or troubadour that he had
acquired the command of a variety of instru-
ments. He could touch the chords of the harp

;

be could sound a reveille on the trumpet; he
had even acquired the art of playing on the
bagpipe. A poet whose forte lay in farce
would scarcely attempt to strike anything of a
higher tone in a Masons’ Lodge

;
yet here is the

sort of lines he produced on one occasion,—

a

copy of which we read with admiration at the
time, although they have not, as far as we know,
been published. We have not space for more
than a few stanzas :

—

“THE RAISING OF THE BEAU8EANT,”

Aj' recited Pnorsssou Aytovx, at a FeiHcal of the
Knighte Templars of (he Meirnpolitan Friorij of Scot-
land. 1862.

Fling out the Temple banner as of old !

Age hath not stain'd the whiteness of its fold,
Nor marr’d the ruddy cross, Salvation’s sign.
Once more we lift the sacred standard up—

Companions, fill the cud—
tVe pledge the Beauseant in this sparkling wine

!

Oh ! what a valiant host have fonght and bled
Beneath that banner to the wind outspread,
Since first it moved against the infidel

!

tVbo knows not how it waved on Salem's towers,
When Acre, Ramla, Nazareth, were ours.

And at Tiberias fell?

Fell with the knights who bore it to the field.
When foulest treason broke the Christian shield.
And bade the Turkish crescent-sign advance !

Fell but to rise again with triple pride,
When, bounding o’er the tide,

The armies came of England and of France!

And who is he, the leader of that hand,
Who first sets foot upon the Holy Land?
Move on, unrivall’d champion that thou art

!

Shout, brethren, shout ! aloft your banners fling—
'Tis he, the Christian's hope, the island king

—

Richard, the Lion-heart !

'

DEATH OP PROFESSOR FARADAY.

The public have learnt with very general
regret that Professor Faraday is dead.

Michael Faradny was born in 1791, in the parish
of Newington, Surrey, and was entirely a self-

made man. After being instructed in the more
rudiments of knowledge he was apprenticed to

a bookseller and bookbinder, and continued to

work at his trade till 1812. During this early

period of hia life, however, he showed the bent
of his genius; for in the intervals of his em-
ployment, he not only read with avidity such
works on science as fell in his way, but applied
himself to the construction of electric and other
machines. Having been present at some of the
last lectures delivered by Sir H. Davy, Faradny
wrote to him asking encouragement, and in-

closing notes of the lectures. Sir H. Davy
answered the request of the young aspirant
promptly and kindly; aud in 1813 he was ad-
mitted into the Royal Institution as chemical
assistant to Professor Brand. Faraday soon
became the favourite pupil and friend of his

patron, whom he accompanied in the autumn of
the same year on a visit to France, Italy,

Switzerland, &c., returning to his place in the
Royal lustitution in 1815. In 1820, Faraday
discovered the chlorides of carbon, and, in the
year following, the mutual rotation of a magnetic
pole and an electric current

; in 1823, the con-

densation of gases; in 1831 and following years,

the development of the induction of electric

currents and the evolution of electricity from
magnetism. The establishment of the principle

of definite electrolytic action, the discovery of
diamagnetism, and the influence of magnetism
upon light, obtained for him in 1846 the Rum-
ford medal and that of the Royal Society. In
1847 he announced the magnetic character of

oxygen and the magnetic relations of flame and
gase.s.

In 1835 Mr. Faraday received a pension of
300i. a year from Lord Melbourne’s Government.
In the following year he was appointed scientific

adviser on lights to the Trinity House, and was
subsequently nominated to a similar post under
the Board of Trade. He was chemical lecturer

from 1829 to 1842 to the cadets of the Royal
Military Academy at Woolwich. In 1825 he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society ; and in

1832 the honorary degree of Doctor of Civil

Laws was conferred on him by the University of

Oxford. He was a knight of the Prussian order
of merit, of the Italian order of St. Maurice and
Lazarus, and one of the eight foreign associates

of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Paris.

In 1855 be was nominated an officer of the
Legion of Honour, and in 1863 he was made an
associate of the Paris Academy of Medicine.

Although tbe late professor chiefly confined
himself to experimental researches, there arc
theoretical views thrown out with regard to

static induction, atmospheric electricity, the
lines of force, both representative aud physical,
which are well worthy of consideration. Hia
papers on the conservation of force, and on the
division of gold and other metals, are amonust
his latest productions. It is in connexion with
electricity, aud its relations with almost all

physical, chemical, and physiological phenomena
that his fame will principally depend. He was
the best lecturer that was ever listened to.

FROM PARIS.

At Notre-Dame a portion of the constructions
in planks, forming tbe moulding ateliers, has dis-

appeared, aud on the spot, south of the cathe-
dral, a new sacristy is being ei’ected, the style of
which will harmonize with tbe church. The
door-hangings of the lateral porches of the Virgin
and of St. Anne on the western faijade of the
cathedral are very curious examples of the iron-

work of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

According to an old tradition, this ironwork was
the handiwork of no less a personage than the
demon himself, who associated himself and made
a pact with a woi’kman of the name of Biscornet,

charged with this work, which was above his

means to complete. All the resources of the
devil failed to finish the iron-work of the
central door through which the Eucharist is car-

ried on days of solemnity. The task of comple-
tion remained for a modern artist, and a fine

piece of ornamental iron-work is being put in

place, executed by M. Boulanger, under the
direction of M. Viollet-le-Duc. In the interior
ofthe church the works ofrestoration undertaken

a
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more than twenty years ago, have been eon-

tinned almost without intermission, and the last

fiTiishing tonch is being given to the restoration

of the screen, of stone, adorned with figures,

enclosing exteriorly the choir of the church.

This long series of sculptures, executed in a great

portion by Maitre Jean Ravy, who was mason of

Notre-Dame during twenty-six years, was com-

pleted in 1351 by Jean de Bouteiller, as appears

by an ancient inscription placed at the end of

the screen due to the chisel of these sculptors.

The new Gothic porch of the church of St.

Laurent, now quite terminated, has been stripped

of its scaffolding, and now appears in all its

architectural splendour. The new facade has

two open-work gables 30 metres high, and the

whole is surmounted by a wooden spire, covered

with lead, the edges of which are gilt, so that

it bears some resemblance to that of the Sainte-

Chapelle. It is decorated with the figures of

the twelve apostles, as large as life, which pro-

tect the dais pertaining to the florid Gothic

style
;

six great counterforts, terminated by
pinnacles, relieve the pressure of the arches of

the vaulted roof. The summit of spire is 147 ft.

7 in. above the ground.

The new reading-room of the Imperial Libraiy

is now completely finished
;

it is occupied by
sixteen rows of tables. At the extremity, in a
large and magnificent hemicycle, ornamented
with caryatides, is the bureau of the guardians,

attendants, &c. At the end of this is a largo

semicircular-headed doorway, with two doors,

leading to the library, properly so called, which
!

is of iron open-work, and five stories high. An
ingenious contrivance is provided for ascending

and descending with the books. The whole is

heated by hypocausts. Nothing now remains to

be done but the placing and classifying of the

books, and for this purpose three hundred sub-

oflicers and soldiers are employed to aid the

employes of the library.

A New Invention .—The “ Parisian
”

stereo-

scope is constructed by M. Marinier, so as to

show stereoscopic views and those of 16 centi-

metres magnified by a glass placed on a third

aperture. This stereoscope can contain an
indefinite number of slides, and the mechanism
which effects the changes is of the simplest

description. Each card, after having been
introduced into one of the upper slits, according

|

to its size, rests tipon a small balance, which

!

becomes moveable by pressing downwards a

.

button placed on the right side of the instrn-
j

ment. The views fall flat at the bottom of the '

box, where they remain one over the other,
'

until, in withdrawing them by a door situated

underneath the three eye-holes, the slides are •

seen one after the other, and a great number can
’

thus successively be brought under notice. There
are two models of this stereoscope, one for the

stereoscopic vision only, with two glasses; the,

other with a third glass over the two others. To
view the stereoscopic slides, all that is necessary

j

is to introduce them into the slit nearest the eye.

Messrs. Speakman & Charlesworth, Princess-

street, Manchester.
Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, New Cavendish-street,

Portland-place, London.
Mr. Thomas Worthington, John Dalton-street,

Manchester ; and
Mr. T. H. Wyatt, Great Euseell-street, Blooms-

bury-square, London.
We have given the names alphabetically and

not in the order of the mottoes.

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL
COMPETITION.

The committee reported to the Council, on
Wednesday morning last, that, after frequent

deliberations among themselves, they had called

in Mr. George Godwin, architect, to assist them
with his profifssional opinion of the several

designs, and the result was that this gentle-

man’s choice agreed in the main with that

which the committee had themselves arrived

at. They, therefore, recommended that the

authors of the designs bearing the follow-

ing mottoes and devices be invited to send in

designs for the second competition, each receiv-

ing, as arranged, 3C01., with the exception of

the author of the design selected for execution :

—

St. Michael; “Ring out the old, ring in the

new;” A circle within a ring; “Time tryeth

Truth;” “Polyanthus;” “Municipal;” Three
Hebrew characters; and “Au bon Droit.”

The Council unanimously adopted the report

of the Committee.
After the resolution had been passed, the

Mayor opened the letters containing the names
of tlie successful competitors, and announced
them to the Council, as follows :

—

Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, Buckingham-street,
Strand, London.
Mr. William Lee, Comhill, London.
Mr. Edward Salomons, King-street, Man-

chester.

Mr. John 0. Scott, Spring-gardens, London.

WORKHOUSE FOR ST. MARTIN’S-IN-THE
FIELDS COMPETITION.

It will be remembered that six architects were
invited by the Board of Guardians to submit de-

signs for a workhouse about to be erected at

Wimbledon, for ‘400 old men and women, each
competitor receiviug 50 guineas.* A general

idea of the plan desired was given to them by
the clerk to the guardians, consisting of an
annular buildiug, with dormitories, wards, and
other apartments radiating from it all round.

As was mentioned in our notice of the designs

that were sent in, Mr. Frederick Marrable was
the only one of the competitors who had really

carried out this idea.

It seems that the guardians were not suf-

ficiently satisfied with any one of the designs

submitted to adopt it ;
and, moreover, had be-

come aware that by confining the bnilding to

one end of the plot ofland belonging to them, they
wonld be able to lot a valnable frontage for

building on, and so materially lessen the cost to

the parish. They accordingly, after allowing the

competing architects to examine each other’s

designs, invited them to send in revised

plans.

I

Regarding alone the great object of a competi-

j

tion, which is, to obtain the best possible building

for the purpose in view, this proceeding, speaking

in the abstract, is a good one. But when to this

;

is added, as of course it should be, the question

of perfect fairness to the competitors, it is, at

least, open to discussion. In the present case,

however, so far as we know, the course pursued
has the concurrence of the competitors. Mr.

Marrable adheres to the suggested plan, but has
materially improved his version of it by clearing

away attached buildings; and this he might do
•with advantage to a still greater extent, so as to

get windows on both sides of his radiating

wards. The expediency of giving a circular, or

even polygonal form, to a building, in the

construction of which economic principles

should govern, may be doubtful
;

but this, as

we understand it, was the outline prescribed, and
a competitor should certianly not be damaged by
adherence to conditions. Two of the compe-
titors, Mr. H. M. Burton and Mr. H. R. Cotton,

have coalesced, and, in addition to revised

versions of their original plana, have sent in

jointly an entirely fresh design, wherein the

main building is a parallelogram, having an
internal open, area, 90 ft. by 60 ft., with three

pavilions projecting at right angles from each of

the longer sides. From the entrance in the

central bnilding, corridors communicate on the

right to the side of the building devoted to

women, and on the left to that for the men. At
each of the four angles of the parallelogram is

placed a staircase, with stone stairs
;
the stair-

cases being carried up as towers, and holding

water-cisterns. It is not unlikely that the

decision will rest between these gentlemen and
Mr. Marrable. We again, however, advise the

Board to take professional assistance in making
the selection, and to look carefully to the “ Con-

ditions” under which the designs were prepared.

NEW OFFICES, POPLAR DISTRICT.
COMPETITION.

At the last meeting of the Board the letters

accompanying the selected designs were opened,

and it was found that “Circinus” was from
Mr. W. A. Hills, architect and surveyor. Bow

;

“ Octagon,” Mr. A. Harston, East India-road,

Poplar
;
" Cives,” Mr. C. A. Wilson, Bow.

According to the report in the Tower Hamlets
Express,—Mr. Blott said he was quite surprised

to bear that “ Circinus” did not belong to Mr.
Fletcher, who had been spoken of as the suc-

cessful candidate in that room. He believed the

Board had done quite right in selecting the plan

they had done, and he was satisfied they wonld
find Mr. Hills’s building well adapted for their

purpose.

Mr. Rugg : Whom did you vote for ? Mr.
Fletcher or Mr. Hills ?

Mr. Blott : Mr. Fletcher

!

A correspondent writes,—“ Rumour was very
little wrong; Mr. Hills, late assistant-surveyor,

is now in partnership with Mr. Fletcher, the
recently resigned surveyor. In your number for

June 1 (p. 397) is a letter signed “B.,” wherein
the actual result is pointed to as probable. The
writer asks the Poplar Board how the competition
is to be decided, and says,

—

I hear that the present assistant surveyor, assisted by
the past assistant surveyor, is likely to he a competitor

;

and now, probably enough, we shall find the fntnre
assistant surveyor has a linger in the pie. If the mem-
bers have determined to uphold at all risks their associa-
tion of past, present, and future assistant surveyors, 'why
ask for other designs ?

”

Putting out of sight these questionable compli-
cations, we feel forced to reiterate our assertion

made after examining the drawings (p. 602, ante)

that the design by “Circinus” is abominably
ugly, and to urge the Board to pause before they
perpetuate it,—we might say perpetrate it,—in

brick and stone. If the Board will not take
advice, the ratepayers, before it is too late,

should look to it.

WORKSOP NEW CHURCH COMPETITION.

FoRTY-THiiEE designs were sent in for this

church. That by Messrs. Clarke & Son, of
Nottingham, was chosen, and they have received

instructions to carry out the works.

SOUTH HAYLING : COMPETITION.

In reply to offer of three premiums (100?., 50?.,

and 25?.), for laying out 200 acres of laud at

South Hayling, thirty-three designs have been
sent in. Mr. F. Fuller, by whom the premiums
are offered, has adopted the expedient of making
the competitors the judges; each competitor
having three votes. They are to meet (this)

Saturday, at Hayling, for the purpose. We shall

be anxious to hear the result. It is another
“leap in the dark.”

BRONZES.

Classified Hats of photographs taken for the
Department of Science and Art, and which ar&
purchasable, are being published in a cheap
form, under different headings.* Each subject

is prefaced with some introductory observations.

Thus, under the head of Bronzes :

—

The art of casting in bronze is ofgreat antiquity;

it is stated to have been practised by the Eastern
nations long prior to its introduction into

Europe. The Chinese historians say that Yu,
who was associated on the throne with Chun,
2,200 years before the Christian era, cansed nine
brass vases to be cast, upon each of which he
had engraved the map and description of the

nine provinces of the empire. That the art was
much practised by the ancient Greeks and
Romans, and that they attained to the greatest

' perfection in it, is well proved by the celebrated

monuments of their work which remain. The
finest collection of ancient bronzes is at Naples :

among the specimens there are some showing
the very enrions manner in which the ringlets of

hair, worked separately, were fastened on
;
many

of them are the size of life. Bronze casting in

Greece seems to have reached its perfection

about the time ofAlexander the Great (330 B.C.).

The accounts given of the works executed about
that time almost exceed belief. After Lysippus,
the favourite sculptor of Alexander, who ere-

cuted, according to Pliny, above 6U0 works,—the

art began to decline in that conntry. The taste

of the ancients was still preserved in Italy in

the fourth and fifth centuries, and many im-

portant works in bronze casting are recorded us

havingbeen achievedby them at that early period.

In France, Germany, and England objects cast

in bronze have also been discovered in the tombs

of the fifth, si.xtb, and seventh centuries. During

the three following centuries this art seems to

have declined and been little practised in the

See p. 367, anft. Arundel Society, Bond-street.
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Western countries, for we read of no great works
being produced by it until tbe beginning of the
dfcventh century, when it was revived in Ger-
inany under St. Bernard, Bishop of Hildesheim,
who had the gates of his church cast in bronze,
and who erected in the year 1022 on the space
in front of it a bronze column about 15 ft. high,
ornamented with bas-reliefs ascending spirally
from the base, depicting the life of Christ, in
twenty-eight gronps.

In France the revival of this art was of a still
later period, the earliest evidence of id being the
gates of the church of St. Denis, which were
cast in bronze under the direction of the Abbot
Suger in 1140, and were enriched with bas-
reliefs illustrating Christ’s Passion and Resur-
rection.

Italy furnishes no important evidences of the
revival of bronze casting prior to the end of the
twelfth century, when Bonano produced the
bronze gates of the cathedral of Pisa, and soon

I after those of St. Martin of Lucca; the large
I

gates of the cathedral of Monreale were also
I executed by him, and boar his name inscribed
( on them.

Many of the objects used in religions services
i in Germany, Prance, and Italy, were made in
I bronze during the twelfth century, such as
( candlesticks, candelabra, baptismal fonts, and
{ some of the vessels for the altar. Important
E specimens of the work of this period are still to
I be seen in the different churches.

The Mediasval and Renaissance periods also

{
produced for the same purposes numerous 8p0ci>

I mens of bronze casting
j
but as these pieces were

c always moi’e or less enriched with precions
1 materials, they belong more especially to the
g goldsmith’s art.

Italy possessed in the sixteenth, century a
g great number of celebrated artists, who designed
B and executed with incredible rapidity statues,

g groups, monuments, and fountains in marble
a and in bronze. There were many also who re-

F produced in bronze, miniature bas-reliefs and
e Btatuettes, either from the antique or from the
n works of contemporary masters. Florence was
IT most renowned for these works. The pupils of
J John of Bolognareproduced, in bronze, statuettes
tn of the numerous works of their master. Many of
:l these beautiful statnettes and fine bas-reliefs are
fc found in the collections of the present day, and
a arc much sought for by amateurs. These artists
i did not disdain to employ their talents on the
ii improvement and decoration of objects of ordi-
D nary domestic use; in the museums and 'private
n collections of the present day there are many
b- beautiful specimens oftheir work, such as candle-
5l sticks, fire-dogs, knockers and handles for doors,
iiinkstands, &c., which are justly valued as objects
ilof art.

The photographs named in the catalogne are
nmostly from works of the fifteenth and sixteenth

strength and solidity, while the finely-propor-
tioned windows above give an elegance and
beauty ^to the whole design which at once
relieve it from heaviness or squatness. A kind
of triforium or gallery is carried round the
ohurch,_ supported upon boldly-carved corbels.
The foliage of the capitals ia exceedingly elegant,
and most of the windows are filled with very
early stained glass. The “Dog-tooth” is very
uncommon in France, but we find it here used
sparingly and with good effect. Another singu-
lanty is observable in the mouldings. The lar<^e
beads do 'not run down ou to the abaci of the
capitals, but are stopped upon small bases about
a foot above them. We shall now leave Angers
and proceed to make a few remarks upon other
churches of the same kind.
Le Mans is justly celebrated for its superb

cathedral, certainly one of the finest in France
;

but it possesses another church, which is,
perhaps, oven more interesting to the anti-
quary. This church is known under the
einculai’^^ appellation of “Notre Dame do la
Couture,” which some have supposed to bo a
corruption of the words “ De Cultura Dei.”
The dedication is very remarkable, and is not, to
the best of our knowledge, to be met with else-
where.

The church is a building of mixed dates.
The earliest portion is the choir, the arches of
which are circular and very much stilted

; they
are supported upon very massive round columns
with square caps

; the arches aro entirely with-
out mouldings. The nave is late twelfth-century
work, and bears so strong a resemblance to that
of the cathedral at Angers that one is led to
believe them to bo the work of the same archi-
tect ; this nave, however, is very much smaller
than that of Angers, as the squares of each
compartment are only 35 ft. instead of 52 ft.
The detail ia also less refined

; and the way in
which the great blank arch cuts into the

span IS 4i ft., the length 100 ft.
;

it is vaultedm stone, and is one of the most superb examples
of Late Decorated work in the country. The
Church of New Monktoa, St. Mary’s, near York,
is a good example of a nave of one span. The
stylo is fine Early English. In Belgium a few
examples ofsiugle-span churches are to be found;
they are not, however of an earlier date than
the fourteenth century, and belong, or have
belonged, to the Franciscans and Dominicans.
The church of the Dominicans at Ghent ia a fine
example. The buttresses are inside the building,
and the spaces between them form a row of
chapels on each side of the nave. The roof is
of wood. The style is late thirteenth or early
fonrteenth century. In Germany, single-span
churohes are more frequently to be met with

;

they are not, however, generally of an early
date, and have, in nearly every every instance,
belonged, to raeudieant orders. The Franciscan
church at Dettelbach, near Wurzburg, is a good
example. This church is vaulted in stone. The
span is about 45 ft. The Pilgrimage Church at
Volkach, in Bavaria, is in one span, with a flat
wooden roof. The effect is very ugly. The
same arrangement occurs at the very remarkable
church of Dettwaug, near Rotheuburg, where
the nave is exactly square. At the east end of
the nave is a rood screen, filling up the entire
end of the nave with three arched bays, each
vaulted, two of which form chapels, and contain
ancient altars, and the centre opens into the
chancel, which is vaulted. The church of St.
Mary at Rothenburg, and St. Wolfgang, in the
same town, are fine specimens of single-span
churches

; both are finely vaulted, and are
fifteenth-century works. The church of St. Paul
at Worms is a very early example of a single-
span nave. The old roof, however, does not
exist. The style is very early Romanesque.
The_ Franciscan chm-ch at Boppard, the Car-
melite church of Hanwelspfort, the Dominican
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nave; large fourteenth-century windows have
been inserted into the clearstory

;
the ambulatory

or aisle round the apse, or, as the French call ic,
the chevet, is evidently very Early Romanesque,
and the three chapels which open into it are
remarkable specimens of the architecture of that
date.

^

The west front is a verj' striking composi-
tion,—two square towers project from the face
of the west end of ihe nave, so that their eastern
sides alone are engaged to the church

; a nar-
thex or open porch with one bold arch connects

SINGLE-SPAN CHURCHES.
One of our former numbers contains a

iedescription of two very remarkable churches at
iiAngers, and we promised our readers that wo
Ttwould continue the subject. We now fulfil our
irpromise by giving an account of the cathedral
nin that ancient city, to which we append
1 a few observations upon single-span churches,
Twhich, it is hoped, will not be without
ninterest.

The Cathedral of Angers is dedicated to St.
iIMartin, and is a building of the latter portion of
lithe twelfth century, with additions of the thir-
eteenth and fourteenth centuries. It has the
epeculinrity of being one of the very few cathe-
irdrala in Europe which are built in one single span,
nind is without aisles either to the nave, choir
rjr transepts. The nave consists of three bays’
aeacli of which on plan forms a square of 52 ft. •

h fourth bay of the same dimensions forms the
lEunction of nave and transept

: each transept
I *s of one square bay, as is also the choir, which
i a terminated by a large round apse. ’At the
west end are two fine First Pointed towers, with
iviwo long belfry windows in each face. ’These
upupporb well-designed fourteenth century spires,
'Iwhich in outline remind one of St. Mary’s
VChurch at Oxford. The interior of this cathe-
rdralis singularly noble and majestic: the groups
I'ofcolumns supporting the vaulting give an air of
rafrandeur that is rarely to be met with, and the
mow r

Ely. which originally formedmow arches between them convey an idea of vast the Lady Chapel of Ely Cathedral. The clear

gua buxciD, turuugu wmen
IS seen a splendid though much mutilated western
doorway. This narthex forms a kind of external
gallery • the west window of the nave is seen
above the narthex, and is a most beautiful
example of fourteenth - century tracery. The
towers aro only carried up one story above the
walls of the nave, and are capped with temporary
pyramidal roofs ; the middle story of each tower
has a large open arch in each face, showing a
vaulted space : the effect is very striking; there
are doorways in each tower, but they do not lead
into the church.

Other single-span churches aro to be found at
Angonleme and Alby. The cathedral of the
latter place is probably the largest church under
one roof in existence

;
it is over 300 ft. long,

about 60 ft. clear span from wall to wall inter-
D&lly, and 100 ft. to the orown of the vaulting;
which is, perhaps, the boldest ever constructed
during the Middle Ages, both on account of its
vast size and the solidity of its construction. It
is built of solid brickwork, 2 ft. thick

; the riba
are of stone, and are nearly four times the size
of those used in the roofs of ordinary cathedrals.
As, however, this church has been most ad-
mirably described and illustrated by Mr. King,
we shall not enter into any detailed account
of it.

The nave of the abbey church of St. Martin
dea Champs is a singular and early example of a
one-span nave; it is said to be by the same
architect as La Sainte Chapelle. The detail is
good but simple

; the span is about -40 ft.
;
the

roof is wagon-funned, and of wood
; the choir,

which is earlier, has aisles.

In England, the widest single-span church ia
Trinity Church, at Ely, which originally formed

————
. tuo Jiieiuitani

at 1 adua, St. Fermo Maggiore, and St. Francis
at .Assisi, are good examples. The latter church
18 vaulted

; the two former have boarded roofs.
These churches are works of the latter portion
of the thirteenth century.

Several modem attempts to revive this form
of church have been made, but few have proved
successful : and wo believe the reason for the
^most universal failure in this form of church
istho absence of vaulting. A one-span church
seems to demand a vaulted roof, either in wood
or stone

; without this important feature it looks
Ime a large hall. This is strongly apparent in
Mr. Hansom’snew R.C. church of St. Walburger
at Preston, which looks exactly like a repro-
duction of Westminster Hall.
The illustrations are from sketches made on

the spot by Mr. G. Goldie.

ILLUSTRATION’S.

1. Interior of nave, Angers Cathedral.
2. Interior of nave, Notre Dame de la Couture, at

Le Mans. '

MARCH NEW CEMETERY, IN THE ISLE
OF ELY, CAMBRIDGE.

This new oemetei'y is situated on the east side
of the Elm-road, about three-quarters of a mile
from the town, and occupies an area of about six
acres. The two mortuary chapels, fourteenth
century in style, are S2 ft. by 15 ft. within the
walls of each chapel, and have a small vestry
attached to each. The chapels are connected by
a tower and spire 97 ft. high.
The walls of all the buildings are of hammer-

dressed wall stone, laid in “random” courses,
and tuck-pointed in black mortar. The wall
stone is from the Wannsworth Quarries, in
Yorkshire

; the tracery and all the other stone-
work is of polished Ancaster stone.
Mr. G. W. Stephenson (late of the Town-hall,

Liverpool), engineer to the local Board of Health’
is architect to the Burial Board, and laid
out and planted the gronads. Messrs. Bread-
hurst & Bearing, of March, were the con-
tractors for chapels, lodge, &o,, at the sum of
1,4631. 23.
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THE CEOTON AQUEDUCT.
It will be well worth a visit to the beautifnl

. villages of Carmausville and Manhattanville to
take a peep at the works which are being carried
on there under the Croton Board, so as to have
the water fj'om their aqueduct conducted to all
the places of importance in the north part of
the city, and to every district where the popula-
tion guarantees the requisite expenditure. We
get some few particnlars from the New York
Herald. The preparations for erecting the
engine-house and boilers will soon be perfected

;

and the Croton Board is, through their engineer,
pushing on the work well.

The engine-house will convey water to the
:
great tower, and through that medium to all

• the highest points of the north end of the city.
Messrs. Brown & Witherall, in erecting this
tower, feel confident of giving every satisfaction.

- From the tower water can be forced to Washing-
I ton Heights, i’ort Washington, and all the other
I
places in the district where it is necessary to

i send it. The water will be heaved between
. 300 ft. and 400 ft. from the engine-house to the
I tower. This will be a work of much importance
t to the public comfort. There will be two new
f gate-houses, the one at the east and the other at
t the west end of the reservoh-. They will be
( erected by Messrs. Koach & Jenkins, the builders
c of the reservoir. The gate-houses will be plain
: and substantial.

The inside walls of the reservoir have been
c commenced, and are being constructed with
8 solid stone and cement. Captain Edick super-
i inteud8_ this as well as the general work. The
II machinist, the mason, the carpenter, the blaster
0 of rocks, the hewer of wood, and the drawer of
T water, are all working like so many honest men
t- to finish this beautiful improvement to the city
0 of New York. The inside wall of the reservoir,
c called the slope wall, will be very strong, and
t! those who have seen it state that it is the best

^
of the kind ever built in J,he State or United

S States. When the reservoir is finished, the gate-
j' houses built, and the tower in complete working
Horder, then the Croton Board will have done
itheir duty to the north end of the city.

WINDOW GAEDENING.

Window gardens assume many forms, bub we
leseldom see plants grown or displayed in windows
uin a thoroughly satisfactory manner. Usually
.lithe display consists of plants in pots, and that
^is better than nothing, if the plants are goodj
)ibat the appearance of the pots is not pleasing!
PfTho Gardener^s Magazine has some remarks on
lithe subject of window gardening, from which we
umay glean a few suggestions.

Those who are familiar with the western parts
ifof London must have noticed of late the increase
ifof an elegant form of window garden, consisting
ifof a glass case projecting beyond the plane of
lithe window-sashes—a sorb of vertical bow-
i-iwindow constituting the lower sashes

; and in
hthese groups of plants are seen at all seasons of
tithe year. There are some charming examples
[ jf these window gardens attached to the win-
oiows ofmansions in Eiccadilly, Cavendish-square
umcl other districts, where the residents are
loiostly wealthy persons.

The great difficulty with many persons who
Esee and desire such things as these is to obtain
bshem. If a tradesman be called in and in-
tnti'uoted, there is always a risk that a mistake
rivill be made in some part of the aftair, and that
b high price will be chai-ged for work occasion-
ifug to all parties very much trouble, and which
iviii be quite useless when done. Those who
atave dabbled in the manufacture of fem-cases,
qiquaria, and heating apparatus, employing per!
irons not practised in such things, will quite ap-
rareciate the importance of being enabled to
umrcbaso window gardens of the kind just de-
scribed from a maker who understauds all
ithe requirements of the case, aud who studied
lehe business from a horticultural as well
i a from an artistic point of view. Given
I simple idea of this sorb, aud a skilful manu-
tiacturer will soon vary it to suit many tastes
itind circumstances. Generally speaking, the
uaner and outer sill together are made°avail.
il'ble to give considerable breadth to these cases

;

ahat is to say, breadth at right angles to the wall
u which the window is set, without any greater
tjrojectiou beyoud the lino of the wall than is
'uonsistent with safety and convenience. The
noTver sash perhaps is removed, and a plant-case

takes its place. In many parts of great towns
it is necessary to exclude the view of the street,
no less for the privacy of the inmates than their
protection from absolute offence and annoyance.
The ordinary means of accomplishing this is to
“ frost ” the glass with an alkaline salt, or to put
on a thin coat of paint, or to employ embossed
glass. But a plant-case accomplishes the same,
and more agreeably and quite as effectually, and
renders the house cheerful within and elegant
without. Where the embellishment of the inte-
rior is the matter of highest importance, an
aquarium can be fitted to the inner side below
the level of the sill, and in this case exterior
embellishment is possible by forming a bank of
ferns on a miniature rockery above the water.
A slab of slate is the best foundation, and it
should be pierced for drainage where plants are
grown. A depth of 4 in. to 6 in. will usually
bo found sufficient for the small plants that are
best adapted for such cases. But in a window
of ordinary dimensions a depth of 9 in. for soil
could be obtained without difficulty, and an
elegant moulding on both sides of the case
suffices to hide pots and soil from view.
A few years ago was produced a useful form of

open boxes for windows. These were made in
every variety of style imaginable, some having
rustic work in front, others with architectural
fronts to harmonise with stone and stuccoed
walls. The glass cases are of course to be pre-
ferred, where a portion of the window can be
permanently given up to them, as in these a
display of beautiful vegetation can be secured
without difficulty the whole year round; for in
the depth of winter the plants derive a consider-
able degree of warmth from the room, and it is

even possible to heat the cases in the same
manner that some plant-cases are heated, by
means of a boiler periodically filled with boiling
water. Light and air are precious gifts, and no
plant-cases should ever interfere with the free
admission of two such health-giving agencies to
dwelling-rooms

;
but where the window plant-

case can be adopted without interfering with
light and ventilation, thero can scarcely be a
better way of increasing the elegant resources of
town life.

THE BEITISH ASSOCIATION AT DUNDEE.

^

The opening meeting of the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science was held
at Dundee on Wednesday evening last

; but too
close upon our time of going to press for us to say
more than that the Duke of Buccleuch delivered
the inaugural addi-ess. If first impressions are
to be trusted, the local arrangements are infe-
rior to those of previous meetings. When the
train from London arrived at mid-day on Wed-
nesday, with its passengers tired, travel-stained,
and hungry, after some seventeen hours on the
journey by day and night, the local secretaries
were not to be found : moreover, the lodging -

accommodation in the town is of very inferio r
character, and exorbitant in price.

DESTEUCTION OF TITIAN’S ST. PETER
MAETYE.

By a fire which originated in the chapel of the
Madonna del Rosario, of the Church of San
Giovanni e Paolo, the irreparable loss of Titian’s
celebrated picture titled “ St. Peter, Martyr,”
has occurred. This was one of Titian’s three
grandest works,—the “ Assumption,” the “ St.
Peter, Martyr,” and the “Bacchus and Ariadne.”
The Academie of Venice has the first; our Na-
tional Gallery possesses the last. These two
were painted in 1516, and were the work of his
yonth. Twelve years later, in 1528, in the ma-
turity of his powers, Titian painted the “ St.
Peter, Martyr.” It has existed three hundred
and thirty-nine years. There are copies, of
course. One is in England, at the house of a
private gentleman of Norfolk, according to the
Mo'i'ning Post, but considerably reduced in the
proportions.

Together with the Titian and the Bellini,
Jacopo Tintoretto’s “Virgin of the Rosary,”
which stood over Marco Giustiani’s monument,
was displaced to insure its safety, aud has been
consumed. The other pictures burnt are of in-
finitely less importance.

It has always been a matter of wonder' that
the.'\'enetians could consent to allow the principal
glories of their city to remain scattered among
the vai'ious churches at the mercy of the thousand

mishaps daily and nightly threatening them from
the carelessness of those old men and women towhom the places are entrusted. For many years
the counoil of the municipality have been con-
Bidermg the advisability of the measure of re-
moving all the great pictures of the Academie.
It seems, moreover, that it had just been decided
to carry it into action.
The Prefect of Venice, at all events, according

to the local Gazette, has requested the President of
the Academy ofFine Arts to properly advise upon
suitable means for preserving from accident the
objects of art which are iu the churches, and par-
ticularly in those in which olergy who had be-
loved to the suppressed religions corporations
perform the services.

MONUMENTAL.
On Monday last thero was great rejoicing in

the beautiful village of Dunchurch, a few miles
from Rugby, where a statue of the late Lord
John Scott was inaugurated by his brother, the
Duke of Buccleuch. The statue is the work of
Mr. Durham, A.R.A., and was subscribed for by
the tenantry of Lord John. The statue, we ai-e
not surprised to hear, has obtained the entire
approval of his family.

In Eyam Churchyard a subscription monu-
ment has been erected to the memory of the
late Mr. Wm. Wood, a native of the village, but
more extensively known as the author of the
“ History of the Plague at Eyam,” “Tales and
Traditions of the Peak,” and other literary pro-
ductions. The design was selected from “Clarke’s
Sketches and Drawings of Sepulchral Mouu-
ments,” with a few alterations. The base, 4 ft.
Bquare,^ is composed of two couraes, rusticated
and pointed. The upper edge of the first tier is
chamfered so as to unite with the square above,
which is of less dimensions. On this is a hollow
and round moulding, supporting a square pillar,
polished, to receive inscriptions. Its four sides
are enriched with tracery in the Perpendicular
Gothic style. The panels formed by the arches
are incised and sunk. The comer spaces above
the curves are filled in with trefoils and seraphs’
wings, pointed with the chisel. Over the pElar
is a projecting comice or dripstone, which will
protect the inscriptions from the weather.
Above are several receding parts, each member
moulded in the Early English style. The whole is
surmounted by a Grecian tazza vase, resting on
an octagonal foot and stem, the swell carved and
enriched with foliage in relief. The lip is deco-
rated with laurel leaves, whose points overlap
the edge and form a sort of Vandyke ornament
round the rim. From base to summit the monu-
ment measures 14 ft. Mr. John Bright, of
Tideswell executed the design.
A monument has been erected at Darlington

as a memorial of the late Rev. William Hogarth,
D.D,, Roman C.atholic Bishop of Hexham and
Newcastle. The deceased bishop lived at Dar-
lington for the greater part of his life, where ho
was much respected. The memorial is com-
posed of four steps of polished Park Spring
stone, which composes the basement, and from
which rises an obelisk of polished granite, the
plinth being in colour dark red, the base dark
gray, surmounted with a gilt cross. The struc-
ture stands about 31 ft. high. It is from the
design of Mr. A. Pugin, of London, architect.
The work has been executed by Messrs. Priest-
man, of Darlington.
A monument to those sailors who perished in

H.M.’s ship Bombay, which took fire, as will be
recollected, on the coast of South America has
been executed by Mr. Brodie, of Edinburgh’
R.S.A., for a church near the place where the
event occurred. Ninety seamen and two officers
perished on the occasiou. The sculpture repre-
sents the ship on fire, and the inscription records
that, “By the steady discipline displayed b}'
officers and men, the boats were hoisted out in
the midst of the flames, and, by their meaus
only, 524 out of 616 people then ou board were
saved.”

The same artist has in his studio, according to
the Scotsman, another piece of sculpture con-
nected with a monument to be erected in the
Cathedral of Glasgow in memory of the officers
and men of the 71st Regiment who fell in the
campaign of Eusofzai. The tale is told and the
names are graven upon a marble slab.

The Morny Statue at Deaunlle. — The
statue of the late Duke de Moruy has been
inaugurated at Deauville, in presence of an
immense crowd both from the surrounding dis-
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tricts and from Paris. Cleneral Vaubert de

Genlis, aide-de-camp to tbe Emperor, represented

his Majesty at the ceremony, and the Prefect of

the Calvados, M. Le Provost de Lannay, was at

their head. M. Boittelle, senator, gave the hand

to the two yonthful daughters of the Duke de

Momy. Baron Haussmann, Prefect of the Seine,

took his place upon the platform erected for the

invited guests. Immediately upon the statue

being uncovered, tbe Prefect of tbe Calvados

delivered an address, in which be gave a sketch

of the late duke’s career.

THE STAGE.

Eaymarkct Theatre.—Mrs. Scott-Siddons has

made a successful re-appearance as Rosalind in

“As Ton Like It.” The weakness with which the

first scenes are gone through scarcely justifies

tbe audience in expecting the graceful and

effective acting shown later by Mrs. Siddons

when in boy’s clothes. In the present dearth of

female talent on the stage the appearance of so

promising a young actress is an event of interest

to all concerned in the welfare of the drama.

Let us hope that injudicious friends may not by
over-praise check those earnest endeavours to im-

prove, which must be made by Mrs. Scott-Siddons

if she would take a place as a great actress.

We look forward with interest to her promised

appearance in “ Borneo and Juliet.” Mr. Howe
was the Jacques : Orlando was played by Mr.

Kendal, a young actor, who, if be improve his

elocution and conquer certain tones in his voice,

has a good future before him. There can be

found no better Touchstone and A^ulrey than Mr.

Compton and Mrs. Edward Fitzwilliam present

;

and Mr. Walter Gordon gave more force to the

elder brother than is always obtained. Mr. Buck-

stone is wonderfully funny in the farce that

follows the play,
—“ To Paris and Back for 51.”

The Adelphi .—An exceptionally good perform-

ance of the same charming play took place here

on Wednesday evening for the benefit of Mr.

Anson, the treasurer and something more. Mr.

and Mrs. Herman Vezin played admirably

Rosalind and Orlando, Mr. Sterling Jacques

(much more really the “ melancholy Jacques”
than Mr. Howe’s version), Mr. Widdicomb Touch-

stone, Miss E. Farren Audrey, and Mr. Addison

Ad-'m; Mr. William Harrison singing the songs

that make the part of Amiens. The piece was
applauded from beginning to end by a full house.

Let us take the opportunity of mentioning with

great admiration the acting of Mrs. Vezin in

“Masks and Faces ” on a recent occasion at the

Princess’s Theatre.

I'he Princess's.—Mr. Vining has opened with
“ The Streets of London,” himself playing Badger
with his accustomed vigour, and this is to be

succeeded in a week by “ Arrah na Pogue,” Mr.

and Mrs. Boucicault sustaining their original

parts. We bear, too, of a novelty in preparation.

THE TRADES MOVEMENT.

Sluficld.—Ml-. Gomersall, builder and con-

tractor, has been advertising for joiners, and

another advertisement advises joiners to keep

away from Sheffield. A dispute has arisen be-

tween Mr. Gomersall and bis joiners, as to

making overtime at tbe work connected with

alterations of the town-hall. In consequence

twenty-two joiners have left work. Mr. Gomer-

sall baa on hand works connected with the

erection of new premises at the corner of Fargate
and Church-Btreet. The dressed stones for this

erection were lying at his yard, and during the

night some persons got into the yard and

broke or otherwise defaced a large part of these

stones. Mr. Gomersall believes that the damage

has been caused by the joiners on strike, and

offers 20Z. reward for the discovery of the

offenders. In consequence of tbe ruling of

Mr. Baron Pigott, and the decision of the jury

in tbe recent action against the File Masters’

Association, the men who left Messrs. Turton &
Son’s employ, by reason of their refusing to

discharge a non-unionist, have expressed their

willingness to return to their work, and several

of them have been reinstated in their former

situations. The non-unionist still remains with

tbe Messrs. Turton, but it is to be feared tbe

poor fellow will not have a pleasant time of it

with his fellow workmen. A numerously

attended special meeting of stone-masons has

been held to consider the notorious “ resolu-

tions ” passed by tbe saw-grinders. It was
unanimously resolved :

—

“ That this meetine has heard with the utmost horror
and regret the frightful disclosures brought to light by the
Commissioners

;
and hereby expresses its abhorrence of

the instigators and perpetrators of the diabolical deeds
committed in the name of the union, and believes that
such actions will be detrimental to the interest of their
own union, and also to the interest of other unions
throughout tbe country ; and hopes that all well-regulated
unions will stand aloof from the Saw-grinders’ Union,
which has not only brought disgrace on their own order,
but done serious damage to the trade of the town by their

unwise action in retaining Broadbead and Crookes as

members of the union
;
and by their attempted justifica-

tion of the outrages they have done much to separate
capital and labour."

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks

was unanimously passed to the local Independent,

for the attitude it had taken in the late con-

troversies.

Leeds .—A strike, which at one time threatened

to prove a serious impediment to the progress of

the extensive works at the new railway-station

in Neville-street, now in course of erection, by
Messrs. George Thompson & Co., the contractors

for the North-Eastern Railway Company, took

place recently amongst the operative masons.

Several of tbe foremen, who are non-unionists,

were objectionable to the men on account of not

being connected with their society, and the latter

waited upon one of the members of the firm and
demanded that they should either be compelled

to join the union or be dismissed from tbe job,

intimating, at the same time, that the whole of

the masons would leave the works if this demand
were not complied with. He was surprised at

the suddenness of the demand, and desired the

men to wait until the following morning, in

order that he might take it into consideration;

but to this the men would not consent, and re-

quired their immediate discharge. This he de-

clined to comply with, and within ten or fifteen

minutes afterwards the whole of the masons, of

whom there were upwards of a hundred, stopped

work, notwithstanding that they were receiving

33s. a week wages, where the ordinary wages of

the town are only SOs. Subsequently the men
offered to resume work if their demands were

acceded to, but the Messrs. Thompson steadily

refused to do this, and tbe men who struck still

remain out. Tbe directors of the company at

once granted an additional twelvemonth for the

completion of the contract, and expressed their

willingness to extend the time still further if it

should be necessary. A large number of the men
on strike have been replaced by non-nnionists,

and tbe contractors are sanguine that they will

ere long be able to secure their full complement
of hands.

Harrogate .—The usual half-yearly meeting of

the Yorkshire Association of Master Builders

has been held here, under the presidency of

Mr. Archibald Neill, the president for the past

half-year. After the business of the meeting

had been commenced, Mr. Fawcett, of Hudders-

field, was elected president for the ensuing year

;

Mr. Beanland, of Bradford, treasurer; aud Mr.

Longley, of Leeds, secretary. The report of the

past half-year, which contained satisfactory ac-

counts of the operations of all the local societies,

and which alluded to the sittings of the Royal

Commission, was read and adopted, after which

there was some conversation on the question of

architects making bills of quantities
;
and the

meeting, after fixing upon Wakefield as the

place for bolding their meeting for the next half-

year, separated. A dinner was held at the

Dragon Hotel, at which Mr. Fawcett presided.

Darlington .—As showing the opposition which

is still manifested by some classes of workmen
to the use of machinery in their trade, a story is

told of what has happened to Mr. D. McDermid,

an upholsterer, of Darlington. This gentleman,

it seems, has invented a machine by which he

proposes to save one-third of the usual amount
of labour in paperhanging, and has taken out a

patent for it. He tried to get it introduced in

London, but although tbe masters were favour-

able to the design, the workmen were hostile,

and either purposely spoilt the paper or refused

to use the apparatus. He had been recom-

mended to the chief of one large paperhanging

firm, but be found that in repeated calls the

gentleman could not be communicated with, as

he was always out. He learnt some time after-

wards, although he had repeatedly left cards for

the principal, that that gentleman had. never

been permitted to hear of his invention
;
and

when ultimately he did so he stated he could

not adopt it because of the hostility of his men.
In another instance he was civilly invited by

some operative paperhangera to attend in a

certain quarter and show them the machine.ii

This he did, when all he got for his pains was aa

heavy blow from the fist of one of the party, andj

a strong blackguarding. On leaving, one of the

fellows followed him, and, pretending to be in-

dignant at the usage to which he had been sub-

jected, persuaded him to go to another part ol

London to see a paperhanger, with whom he waj
induced to leave one of his machines. This was
another ruse, as he afterwards discovered, and
the machine he left was totally destroyed,

Eventually he left London, not feeling himsell

safe there. Even in Darlington the union feel-

ing has been manifested against the machine,
which, however, is in use by one or twe
firms.

Manchester ,—A Trades-Union Commission h
beng opened at Manchester in order to inquire

“into anyacts of intimidation, outrage, or wrong”
which are supposed to have originated or been
promoted by trade organisations.

TRADE-UNION LAW.

The Leeds plasterers have a rule that,

—

“Providing any l<ihourer, bricklayer, mason, or the like

comrnenee any job by lathing, or any other portion being

a part of the busineea of a plasterer, no member of this

society will be allowed to work on the said job : any mem-
ber breaking this rule will be fined IE, and one month
will be allowed to pay the fine, and if neglected will b«

liable to expulsion from this society."

The same rule, it is said, exists in the whole

of the branch rules belonging to this same asso.

elation.

A witness before the late Commission states

some carious instances of trade-union restrictive

regulations, which lead one to anticipate some-

thing like the Hindu caste stagnation at some
future time amongst our own operatives if the

present system continue to prevail. This witness

says :

—

While I was engaged in an arbitration case at Boltoi

last year, or at the commencement of this year, I was
told by a master of the name of Mr. Day, who is quiw
willing to come here and tell you the same, that during
that same week some bricklayers ha't passed by one of his

works and had heard some hammering of brickwork going

on inside, and bad looked inside, and bad found a carpen-

ter, whom he had sent to fix some joists, who was cutting

the holes left in the brickwork to put the joists into si

little larger, and because he had allowed this carpenter tel

do that tbe bricklayers fined tbe master 21., and tbe mas-l

ter paid the line ! 'Here is a case from Ashton-under-Lyne:
exactly similar, only I have this in the writing of the

gentleman who was concerned Mr. George Colbeck, &

joiner and builder of Ashton-under- Lyne, in December,
1865, sent a joiner, a bricklayer, and two labonrers to
make some alterations in an inhabited house : a door was
to be removed half the width of itself. The bricklayer

built up the part requiring it. The joiner, having to
stand idly by while this was doing, proceeded to pall out
the few bricks which had to be removed. The bricklayer
struck work and left the job. Some weeks afterwards
Colbeck commenced a new job. A member of the Brick-
layers’ Society went to his men and stopped them. Col-

beck made inquiry why his works were stopped, and the
men withdrawn without notice of any kind. He was in-

formed that the bricklayers’ union had fined him 21., and
all jobs at which Colbeck was employed would be stopped
until he paid the fine. He reinoustrated, but to no pur-
pose. He had infringed their rules by permitting a

joiner to pull out bricks, which must be done by a bnek-
layer, and must pay. The black mail was accordingly

paid

!

I have a case from a Mr. Murdy, a master plasterer

in Nottingham. He says, “Two jears ago a respectable

man (who had formerly been in business as a bricklayer

and plasterer, but who had been reduced in circumstances

to obtain bis livelihood as a journeyman) came to me for

employment. Feeling sorry for the man, and knowing
him in better days, 1 gave him employment. After he
had been at work a few days, the trade unionists in my
employ informed me that I must discharge this man, aa

they had passed a resolution ' that as he professed to be as

much a bricklayer as aplasterer, he should not be allowed

to work as a plasterer, and he might go sumeriiere else

and work as a bricklayer.’ I remonstrated with them, but
to DO purpose. The poor man tried all he could to retain

his place of employment with me. He ofl'ered to join their

trade union, and become one of their body if they would
allow him to work for his living

;
ho pleaded to them that

be bad a wife and a large family dependent upon him for

bread; but it was ofno use : they were determined that he

should throw himself out of work, or otherwise the whole
body of men would strike against him. The result was, I

had to come to the understanding that he should leave my
employment.’’
Mr. Marriott, of Coventry, was restoring the parish

church of Kenilworth. Part of tbe old stonework had to

be cleaned down and tbe joints raked out and pointed.

That is work which in our part of the country (I live near

Coventry myself) the bricklayers are specially qualified

for, because they have very great experience, and the

masons very seldom have to do any such work as that in

our neighbourhood. He accordingly employed two brick-

layers to do this work, and immediately be employed them
the masons struck. He asked the masons whether any of

them who were on the work could do the work as well as

the bricklayers were doing it, and, with the exception ol

one setter whom he happened to be employing then, and

who was so occupied that his time could not be spared,

there was not a man on the ground who could do the work

at all, because they hod all been brought up as banker

hands and not us setters, and were not accustomed ac-

cordingly to the use of the trowel.’’
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The following extract is no less ridiculous and
amusing than those already given, though it

relates to a rather different point of the in-
quiry :

—

“Notice,—Any brother in the union profesging to csirv
any more than the common number, which is eight bricks,
shall be fined Is., to be paid within one month, or remain
out of benefit until such fine be paid

;
any member know-

ing the game shall be fined the game sum unless he give
the earliest information to the committee of management.”
Chairman: What does “ knowing the same ” mean ?—

It means to say knowing it of any other mau. I should'
tell the committee that this “eight bricks” is a ridicu-
lously small number. At Liverpool the rule is twelve
bricks. I believe that the usual rule all over the country
IS ten bricks. I remember the case of a master who met
one of his Irish labourers carrying up eight bricks on to
the first floor of a house, sod he said to him, “Hallo!
what are you doing this for?” The man answered,
“Well, sir, you know it is the rule." “No,” said the
master, “it is only the first floor.” “Ah I hut sir,” re-
plied the man, “ I am taking it up a three-story ladder.”

THE LAW OF MASTER AND SERVANT.

In the new Act to amend the statute law as
between master and servant there are twenty-six
BectioQS, carrying ont the declaration of the pre-
amble as to the expediency of altering “ in some
respects the existing enactments relative to the
determination of questions arising between em-
ployers and employed under contracts of service.”
After a definition of the expressions used, in
which the term “ employed” is to include per-
sons under age, there is a limitation and substi-
tution for existing enactments contained in the
first schedule annexed. Either side, employer
or employed, can make complaint before a magi-
strate and a summons be obtained, and in the
event of non-attendance a warrant to follow, and
where there is an intention to abscond security
can be required for the appearance. Compensa-
tion may be awarded for breach or non-perform-
ance, or a fine not exceeding 201. may be
imposed, and security may bo required for the
fulfilment of the contract. The money ordered
may be recovered by distress, and in default of
payment, with imprisonment not exceeding
three months, without hard labour. There is a
provision in this Act for “ aggravated miscon-
duct,” contained in the following words :

—

” Where, on the hearing of an information or com-
plaint under this Act, it appears to the justices,
magistrate, or sheriff that any injury inflicted on
the person or property of the party complaining,
or the misconduct, misdemeanour, or ill-treat-
ment complained of has been of an aggravated
character, and that snch injury, misconduct,
misdemeanour, or ill-treatment has not arisen or
been committed in the hon&Jiie exercise of a legal
right exisiting or 6ond fide and reasonably sup-
posed to exist, and, further, that any pecuniary
compensation or other remedy by this Act pro-
vided will not meet the circumstances of the
case, then the justices, magistrate, or sheriff

by warrant commit the party complained
against to the common gaol or house of correc-
tion within their or his jurisdiction, there to be
(in the discretion of the justices, magistrate, or
sheriff) imprisoned with or without bard labour
for any term not exceeding three months.” The
Act, which extends to the United Kingdom, is

not to prevent proceedings by civil actions. It
is to continue in force one year from the 20th of
August and to the end of the then next session
of Parliament.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

The traffic receipts of railways in the United
Kingdom amounted for the week ending August
17th, on 12,823 miles, to 834,1801., and for°the
corresponding week of last year, on 12,560 miles,
to 788,4301 , showing an increase of 263 miles
and of 45,75ul.

A return moved for by Mr. Bazley has just
been issued of the amount of capital, in shares
and by loans respectively, proposed to be raised
by the railway and other Bills brought before
Parliament in the session of 1867, and the aggre-
gate amount of such capitals and loans

j together
with the gross aggregate amount of similar re-
turns for the years 1865 and 1866. The return
shows that during the present year, the proposed
capital was, by shares, 24,947,4471. ; by loan
17,691,328; total, 42,638,7751. The gross aggre^
gate amount of a similar return for 1865
126,441,7081., and for 1866, 175,490,5461.
The Duke of Sutherland has used a private

railway-carriage of his own invention daring
his recent journey to Scotland. This is probably

the first instance of a railway-carriage not the
property of any railway company having been
made use of. It is of tbe largest size that can
be run with safety, and is luxuriously fitted up
with three compartments and a roomy platform,
covered, but open at the sides, which is sugges-
tive of the comfort of a cigar in travelling.
The Emperor Napoleon’s railway state car-

riages are connected by decorated bridges, and
are furnished with chairs, ottomans, sofas, mir-
rors, pictures, clocks, and chandeliers. There is

a study, a bedroom, with two beds, a drawing-
room, a kitchen, a wine-cellar, and a conserva-
tory. The Emperor can communicate by tele-

graph with his suite in the other carriages.
The Mont Cents Summit Raihoa]/.—The line

of railway which has been in the course of con-
struction for the last eighteen months over this
pass, and which follows in the main the great
road of the First Napoleon, has been successfully
traversed over its whole length of forty-eight
miles by a locomotive engine. Mr. Fell’s system
consists of the application of a central double-
headed rail placed on its side in the middle of
the way, and elevated about 14 in. above the
ordinary rails. There are four horizontal driving
wheels on the engine, under the control of the
engine-driver, which can be made by pressure to
grasp the central rail so as to utilize the whole
power of the engine, and so enable it to work up
incredible gradients without slipping. The
carriages also have four horizontal wheels under-
neath, which, with the central rail, form a com-
plete safety-guard. In addition to the ordinary
break there are breaks upon the central rail.

ADVERTISING ARCHITECTS.

We have received fi-om two or three quarters
the moat remarkable handbill of prices ever
issued by a gentleman calling himself “ archi-
teeb and surveyor.” “ I think this will astonish
you,” writes one correspondent :

“ What next ?”

It does astonish us
;
and in reply to the inquiry

we say that nothing can go beyond it, in its way,
but an offer of payment to be allowed to act as
architect. How the gentleman proposes really to
get paid for his time is beat known to himself. He
sets himself forth as an exhibitor, and his handbill
is made to look as if he dated from the House of
the Institute in Conduit-street

;
but this is not

the case. One of his items will serve to show
his calibre :

—

” Plan of, and Report on any Delapidation
[sic], the materials of which shall not exceed
the value of l,000i....lZ. 10s.”
He will design a 2,0001. house for 31. 10a., and

then make all the working and detail drawings,
” including all levels, sections, plans of drains,
&c.,” for a five-pound note in addition. He
might fairly stipulate for a “ drop o’ beer” extra
when the job is done to owner’s satisfaction.

GAS.

The Liverpool United Gas-light Company
have declared their usual dividend of 10 per
cent, per annum for the last half-year. The
price of gas at present in Liverpool is Ss. in
the borough and 3s. -4d. in the country districts.

The Wolverhampton Town Council are in dis-
pute with the local gas company on the subject
of the supply of gas. The company having re-

duced the price of their gas to a minimum of
2a. 9d., desired the council to renew their con-
tract for three years, paying the minimum price
to ordinary consumers

;
but to this the council

object, having always hitherto, as large con-
sumers, had it at 3d. per thousand less, and
they demand it at 28. 6d. The council have
also been negotiating for a transfer of the works
to themselves

;
but the company ask for a bonus

of 6,040Z. on their total capital, making iu all

105,0001., and this is considered exorbitant. At
a meeting of the council on Monday, Alderman
Hawksford said works of sufficient magnitude to
supply the town could be erected for 50,0001. A
series of resolutions were adopted, authorising
the continuance of negotiations, and requesting
the company to light the lamps on their own
terms till tbe Ist of October.
The Sunderland Gas Company’s directors re-

commend a dividend of 9 per cent, per annum
for the last year on the original capital stock,
and SJ per cent, (the maximum) on recently
created stock of the company.
A meeting of the gas consumers of Brierley-

hill, Dudley, was announced by a placard to
consider the following questions:— “Shall we
burn gas at tbe extortionate price it now is ?”
“ Why pay 4s. 7d. for gas when it is sold at
2s. 6d. in other towns ? ” The meeting was
attended by about 180 persons. At a former
meeting the secretary was requested to write to
tbe directors of tbe Gas Company to inquire
when they intended to reduce the price of gas,
and what reduction they intended to make ; and
to ask, on behalf of tbe consumers, that the price
should be reduced to Ss. 9d. per 1,000 ft., the
same as at Stourbridge. The replies of the
directors, which were read, were to the effect
that they were not prepared at present to fix

any date for a reduction in the price of gas nor
the rate of such reduction. It was resolved that
the Gas Company should bo allowed till the 25th
of September to consider whether they would re-
duce the price of gas, and that in the event of
their not doing so the consumers present would
out off their entire supply.
The Gloucester Gas Company have declared

dividends for the last half-year of lOZ. per cent,
per annum upon Class A shares, and 71. lOs.
upon Class B shares, leaving 551Z. 12s. 7d. to be
carried over to the next half-year.

NEWS FROM WALES.

The Welsh Presbyterians have lately enlarged
one of their chapels in Carnarvon, at a cost of
2,300Z. It has now a front of Penmaenmawr
blue atone, all dressings being limestone. The
portico in front is a structure of the Tnscan
order. The building has a gallery on tbe three
sides, and the whole will seat about 1,000 per-
sons. The minister’s platform is constructed
of pitch pine, French polished, at a cost of lOOZ.,

a gift of a lady belonging to the congregation.
The edifice was opened in January last. Con-
tractor, Mr. Evan Jones, Maen Coch, The other
chapel, called Moriah, belonging to the same
body, is now in course of re-construction, the
whole of the interior being re-pewed in Memel
pine, varnished

;
platform, pitch pine, French

polished
; a very ornamental panelled ceiling,

and a now portico of Wrexham stone added in
front. Seats are provided for about 1,150 ;

size,

75 ft. by 54
;
gallery on three sides. Cost 2,4-OOZ.

Contractor, Mr. Hugh Rowlands, Carnarvon.
The same body are also erecting a now chapel

at Biynrodyn, four miles from Carnarvon, with
seat-room for 650 persons, the front being Pen-
maenmawr blue stone, and all dressings iu front
and sides are of Wrexham stone. There are to
be, also, vestries and minister’s house connected.
Total cost about 2,000Z. Contractor, Mr. J. R.
Jones, Rhyl.

The Welsh Presbyterians are erecting
a new chapel at Abergele. The style is

Gothic, of the Early English type; tbe plan
cruciform, with nave, transepts, and short
apsidal chancel, vestries behind ; wings for gal-
lery staircases, and an entrance porch in front

}

the whole exterior being built of Penmaenmawr
random rabble and Wrexham stone dressings
throughout. It will seat about 650 persons.
The total cost will be about 3,OOOZ. Contractor,
Mr. J. R. Jones.

Mr. J. R. Jones also erected a new chapel for
the Welsh Baptists at Rhyl, at a cost of 1,600Z.

;

seat-room for about 350 persons
; schoolroom

and vestry connected; the exterior part being
of Yorkshire shoddies and Wrexham stone dress-
ings. Opened last June.
The Welsh Presbyterians in Dwyran, Anglesea,

are about rebuilding their chapel, at a cost of
1,500Z.

Messrs. Lewis & Thomas, drapers, Bangor, are
building new premises for themselves in High-
street, one of the most commodious in the prin-
cipality, the shop itself being about 80 ft. by
30 ft., and a large dwelling-house attached.
The total cost will be about 2,500Z. The con-
tractor is Mr. Hugh Rowlands, Carnarvon.

Mr. Roberts, timber merchant, Liverpool, has
lately erected a dwelling-house at Bryngwen-
allt, near Abergele, the style being Domestic
Gothic with barge boards, all of pitch pine,

varnished. The exterior walls are dressed lime-
stone, the whole interior woodwork being pitch
pine. The verandah and all halls and staircases

are laid with Minton tiles; all windows glazed
with polished plate; all chimney-pieces made to
designs furnished by the architect, and grates
to match. Ic is being done day-work, under the
superintendence of the architect and Mr. J.

Jones as foreman over all. The architect in
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this and in the previous cases mentioned above

is Mr. Richard Owens, Liverpool.

Farm buildings have recently been erected at

Plas Llanddoget, Llanrwst, for ilr. H. B. Roberts,

from the designs of Messrs. Lloyd Williams &
Underwood. The contractor was Mr. George
Clark, of Chester

j
the cost was about 2,200Z.

The foundation - stone of a new school

was laid at Rhayader last month. It will be

capable of accommodating 120 children, and
when completed will add one more to the large

list of new ornamental structures recently

erected in this rising little town. The architect

is Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker, and the contractor

Mr. William Evans, of Rhayader.
The foundation stone of a new town-hall

has been laid at Loughor. The question of

the erection of a building of this description

has been for a long time under discussion, and
at length, principally through the exertions

Mr. Benjamin Jones, of Llanelly, and Mr.

William Edmnnds, of Swansea, the present in-

augural movement has been made. The plans

have been drawn by Mr. Henry Davies, of

Llanelly, and the building is to be erected by
Messrs. Gongh & Griffiths, contractors. It is

37 ft. long by 27 ft. in breadth. It is to be two
stories in height, and the lower floor will be a
residence for the local police and a lock-up.

Two large rooms are to be over the whole of this,

one to serve as a reading and a public library,

and the other as a court-bonse and magistrates’

meeting-room. This is also to be used for the
general transaction of the town business.

IMPROVEMENTS IN CALCUTTA.

We understand that, after more than three

years’ discussion, it has been at last decided that

the Government Telegraph Department is to

have a separate building, instead of having its

offices in the same building as the Post-office

;

and that Mr. GranviUe has been instructed to

prepare plans for the office to be constructed in

continuation of the southern wing of the new
Post-office in Coila- Ghat-street

;
this will give

greater accommodation to each department than
could be given, if they were both located in the
same bn’lding. The Calcutta Engineer's Journal
says,—Plans are also in course of preparation
for new Government offices at the south-eastern

corner of Dalhouaie-sqnare, on the site of the
premises lately occupied by Messrs. Burkinyoung
A Co., and we believe the works are to be under-
taken as soon as the plans are complete. The
works at the new High Court are progressing
rapidly, after having been temporarily sus-

pended : we believe the lower story is to be
completed and fit for occupation before the walls

are carried up for the second stoiy. The carving
of the capitals of the pillars, which are of Caen
stone, is really very fine : these pillars (twenty-

seven in number) were delivered in Calcutta
within one year from the date of the order
having been given. The waterworks contract is

being rapidly proceeded with, and the drainage
works of the sou hern portion of the town are
in a very forward state.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Mirjield .—The Mayor of Dewsbury has laid

the corner-stone of a town-hall in Mirfleld, in the
presence of about 3,000 people. There was a
demonstration by various friendly societies,

volunteers, and principal inhabitants. The
bnilding, which will be in the Italian style of

architecture, will cost, with the site, about
4,000Z., and comprise a large hall capable of

affording sitting accommodation for 1,000 per-

sons, and suites of offices. The roof of the great

hall will be dressed and partially exposed, the

principals being carried on projecting corbels.

The principal features of the building externally

will be the south front, with tower, and the east

front. The architects are Messrs. John Kirk &
Sons, of Huddersfield and Dewsbury.

Southampton .—The corner-stone of the new
relief offices, dispensary, &o., has been laid. The
contractor is Mr. J. Bull, and the architect is

Mr. Skelton. The structure is to be raised

on a piece of ground near the park, facing

Houndwell. The building will present to the

park a red brick elevation, with stone window-
sills and lintels. A waiting-hall, with an open-
timbered roof, and large windows in each gable,

is entered from the Sc, George’s-road by a porch.

From this hall are approached the relieving

officers’ rooms, through which the persons to be
relieved will pass into a corridor, having on one
ride a suite of rooms for the medical officer, and
on the other a dispensary and a dispenser’s resi-

dence
;
and from this corridor a door leads to

the footpath on the north side of the building.

The plans were approved of by the Poor Law
Board without alteration.

SUFFOCATED IN A CESSPOOL.

A SAD accident has happened at the north part
of Brighton, proving fatal to one man, and nearly

depriving two others of their lives. The man
who lost his life was a well-digger, who had con-
tracted to dig a cesspool in the back premises of

the Horse and Groom Inn, Islingword-road. The
cesspool was to be joined to another which was
full, and which was to be drained into it. The
men had finished digging, and deceased had
driven a “ heading ” from one cesspool to another,

when the landlord gave them a quart of ale.

They had had none previously, and deceased was
perfectly sober

j
but, on going down the new

cesspool again to make the beading larger, he
began to roll about. He was told to take hold

of the rope which was hanging down the hole,

bnt he was unable to do this, and fell into the

hole head-foremost. A fellow labourer went
down to help the deceased, and he became
insensible, as did a baker who went down to save
both, but who succeeded in fastening a rope to

the leg of one of them, and so saved his life.

A medical student of Guy’s Hospital stated at

the inquest that he was summoned to the place

of the accident, and arrived there jnst as they
got the body of the deceased up. Life was quite

extinct. He tried artificial respiration, but with-

out effect. The body, upon which there were no
marks of violence, was very livid, and smelt very
strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen, the inhalation

of which had, he believed, caused death. He
saw the other two men, who seemed to be suffer-

ing from the same cause.

The jury returned a verdict of “ Accidental
death.”

PAPIER-MACHE IN ROMSEY ABBEY
CHURCH.

Sir,—

O

ur noble abbey is in the course of
restoration, and much of it is well done

;
but we

have an ingenious vicar, who has employed his

leisure time in making bosses for the roof in

papier-mache, which are painted, and put up in

the north transept. He says they look as good
as carved work.
What would the old builders of the walls say

if they could rise and see the papier-mache
decorations ? C.

COMPETITION COMMITTEES.
Sib,—

A

x advertisement was placed in yonr jonrnal,
oflVring a premium of 25i. for tlie best design for a pro-
posed new cburch at Horcbesier. In answer to this

appeal I prepared a very carefuDy-studied set of draw-
ings. A friend of mine, who is quite old in the study and
practice of church an hitectare, also sent in an elaborately
prepared set of drawings. After waiting about a fort-

night the drawings have been returned, and I am informed
that none of ihe designs have been accepted. 1 should
scarcely have thought it possible that there could be found
a committee, having 6,0<j0E at their disposal, so mean as
to withhold a paltry premium of 25/., alter having caused
a number of architects to throw away at least six weeks'
labour, as well as other expenses, such as frames, artistic

colouring, 4c. Surely the committee, even if they had
determined not to carry out any of the designs, must have
seen that the least they could do, consistently «ilh honour,
would have been to award this palirypremiura, as it would
scarcely cover the expenses of the successful competitor.

A Yicim.

SOUTHWARK PARK.

8ie,—

A

s I have not met with the following particulars
respecting New Southwark Paik in the Btixldfr, and as
the 8uhj“ct is important to many thousands, perhaps you
will think these lines of suQicieut interest for insertion.
At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works on

the first day of last March, the Works and General
Purposes Committee submitted amended plans and esti-

mates for lodges, and plans for entrance-gates, fencing,
and roadways of the Park, and for Ihe drainage of the
roadways and houses, and recommended that the same be
approved, and that the otticers should be directed to pre-
pare specidcaiions and plans with a view to adveriise-
ments being issued for temlers for the several works

;
and

with regard to the question of the land drainage of the
Hark, the committee recommended that the same be
deferred. The plans were approved, and the Board
resolved that tenders for the several works should be
received that day six weeks.

On April 12 the tenders were opened. The work had
been divided into three contracts, and this was the re-

sult :

—

for the drainage o/roade, ij-c., eleven tenders were sent

in, the highest being 4,700/., and the lowest 2,417/.

For the formation of carriage-roadi, foolpaiht, ^e.,

twelve tenders were sent in, the highest being 9,225/. I

and the lowest 1,054/.

!

For the principal lodget, e/itranee-gaUi, palinai, 4^.,
eleven tenders were sent in, the highest being 5,149/., and
the lowest 3,950/.

It was resolved that, subject to the usual inquiries, the
lowest tender should in each case be accepted; and that

the drainage and formation of the roads should be placed
tinder the charge of the engineer

;
and the construction

,
of the lodges, gateways, &c., under the charge of the
architect.

On May 17th the Board resolved, a further report from
the Committee of Works and General Purposes having
been received, that a tender of 2,812/. for the carriage-

roads, footpaths, &c.. should be accepted, instead of the
tender of 1,954/. previously accepted provisionally.

The matter was finally settled thus :

—

Drainage of roads, &e ,...£2,417
Formation of roads, &c 2,812

£6,229
(These to be under the control of the

engineer).
Principal lodges, entrance-gates, Ac 3,959

(These to be under the control of the
architect). • —

£9,179

In conclnsion, I would observe that the whole business

of the park seems to be still making anything but rapid
progress, and I think that another deputation should wait

upon the authorities at Spring Gardens (as soon as they

return), to again urge despatch in the matter.
Absqub XianoBE Nuui..

APPARATUS FOR BUILDING CONCRETE
HOUSES.

Mb. Conybeabe replies to Mr. Tall, and for-

wards copies of the works of Rondelet, Nichol-

son, and Cresy, to prove his statements. We
are not disposed, however, to carry the corre-

spondence further. Mr. Conybeare adds ;

—

“ As I am not a builder, Mr. Tail’s ofi’er to bnUd a wall
twice as fast as I can, goes for nothing. His allegation

that he can make a beam of concrete twenty times as

strong as one of brickwork is simply irrelevant, as the
qnestion was the building of valU (in which the material

would only be exposed to compression) and not of /earns.

I do not at all wish to be understood to disapprove of

the use of hydraulic concrete in walling; on the contrary,

I am of opinion that if the quality of such concrete can be
ensured, it is a very much better and cheaper material

than ordinary brick and mortar; but to over-rate the
strength of a mtterial now coming largely into use in con-
struclion is a course not without its danger. I have (as

you must be aware) no interest that oonld be in any way
affected by the validity or otherwise of Mr. Tail’s patent,

and in pointing out the original of his patented apparatus,

was only acting on the principle of ' mum cuique,'
’*

THE “UNDERGROUND” IN BAD
ODOUR.

It has nnfortunately happened that a third

death has occurred within a few weeks amongst
the Metropolitan railway passengers, and the

coroner’sjury have rightly resolved to adjourn till

a chemical analysis ofthe atmosphere of the line

shall be made, although the medical man who
made the post-mortem examination declined to

say decidedly that the death, which occurred

from constriction of the aortic orifice, was even
hastened by the atmosphere of the “ Under-
ground.”

That there is a want of proper ventilation seems
evident, and something really most be done to

remove the stagnant air regularly from the

tunnels ;
but on occasions when we have

personally gone through them we carmot say

they felt worse than tunnels always are, so far

as regarded sensible odour at least, or even of
conscious oppression in breathing. The Metro-
politan carries 25,()(K),000 passengers annually

;

and it must be remembered that many persons

in bad health who would not be likely to journey
on country lines, will pass to and fro within the

limits of the metropolis. There they are, as it

were, at home ; and every one knows that more
people die at home than anywhere else. The
directors express their anxiety topromote inquiry,

and they point to the good health of their servants

who are permanently engaged on the line, to show
that it cannot be injurious to passengers.

Sir,—

I

t appears that the deaths on the Metropolitan
Bailway have induced the company to employ Drs.
Lethehy, "Whitmore, and Bachhoflber to report upon the
sanitary coudilion of the atmosphere of the railway.

Now, the mere lactof the above-oamed geotlemeo being
employed by the railway company to report to the railway

company on the unbealthiuess, or otherwise, of the com-
pany's property, when the pockets of the company are

directly concerned, seems to me sulBeieut to nullify their

report. It is well known that lawyers who are Mid by
their clients generally coincide in opinion with their
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clients. Doctors may, or may not, act upon a different
policy.

The Railvray Department of the Board of Trade should
take action in the matter, and appoint on© or more com-
petent chemists to analyse the railway atmosphere, and
report on its condition. Nothing less will be satisfactory
to the public.

During the last three years I have passed by, almost
daily, the Gower-atreet anS Portland-road stations, and on
some occasions have been nearly aud'oeated, although pos-
sessing a vigorous constitution and healthy lung*, by
inhaling the noxious gases issuing from these stations.

I trust, sir, you will use your influence in protecting the
lives of her Majesty’s subjects.

E. Nugbst, Civil Engineer.

NEW METEOPOLITAN TRAFFIC ACT.

This A.ct haa been issued in a printed form.
There are twenty-nine sections in the Act. As
to scavengers, it is enacted, that after the let of

January next, between the hours of ten in the
morning and seven in the evening, in such streets

as may be named by the Commissioner of Police,

no ashes, &c., are to be removed from a house,
and no goods deposited or unloaded, under certain
penalties, between the hours mentioned. Within
the “ general limits

”
of the Act, the driver of a

metropolitan stage carriage shall not stop such
carriage for the purpose of taking up or setting
down passengers at any part of a street except
as near as may be to the left or near side of the
roadway. For acting in contravention the line

is not to exceed 40a. Advertisements on car-

riages, &c., are prohibited, except those approved
by the commissioner

j but the section is not to
apply to the sale of newspapers. The Commis-
sioner of Police may make “ special limits,”

with the approval of the Secretary of State, and
regulations may be made after notice as to the
route of vehicles, &c., and for disobedience,
penalties are to be enforced; and within special

limits no driver of a metropolitan carriage is to
take up or set down. Certain rules are to be
enforced as to the delivery of coals and timber,
and as to hackney carriages. There are to be
regulations as to shoeblacks and messengers,
and as to dogs. Three or more persons as-

sembling for betting in a street are to be deemed
an obstruction, and each is liable to a penalty of
5L No fare for a hackney carriage is to be less

than Is. The Act is to take effect on the Ist of
November next.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Sa/y .—The church here has been re-opened.
It was desirable to improve and enlarge the
chance], and open it to the nave. There have
been added an apse of semicircular Norman
form, an organ-chamber and vestry on tither
side of the chancel, besides which the nave has
been divided from the latter by a triple-pointed
arch of the Early English order, springing from
two central circiflar columns with carved capi-
tals, and square cushions, each arch being sur
mounted by a tooth-work moulding ; the termi-
nating corbels form human heads, whilst a
similar design forms the key or finial at the
point of each arch. The whole is composed of
alternate layers of blue and white Bath stone.
The organ-chamber and vestry are, like the
church itself, plain structures. The apse is

lighted by three small lancet windows filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Clayton & Bell; they
aro the gift of Mr. F. R. Trnmper, of Hay.
The subjects are, centrally, the Crucifixion, and
right and left, the Agony in the Garden and
the Entombment of our Saviour. Besides the
apse windows, Mr. Trumper has given a costly
pulpit in commemoration of a departed wife
and her mother. This is composed of rock
alabaster, octagonal in form, and rests upon a
central column of red Mansfield stone, the stairs

being also composed of the latter material.
Beside the central column supporting the pulpit
there are others of serpentine marble forming
an arcade; the front panels are each adorned
with an oval quatrefoil recess, containing, in
high relief, ^edallions of white marble repre-
senting our Saviour and the four Evangelists.
The pulpit and the alterations generally were
designed by Mr. T. Nicholson, of Hereford,
architect

;
and the brasswork was from Messrs.

Hart & Son, of London. The pulpit haa been
executed by Mr. R. L. Boulton, Cheltenham,
and all the other portions of the work have
been carried out by Mr. Merrick, of Hereford,
at a cost of between 600Z. and 700i. All the
work has been executed externally with native

stone tooled, and hard stone dressings ;
and

the internal dressings and ashlarings wuh Bath
stone. The roofs are of open [construction,
boarded, varnished, felted, and covered with
green Pembroke slates. That over the apse is

carried upon curved braces springing from
carved corbels. The plaster ceiling over the
old chancel has been removed, and an open
timber roof set up in its place. The apse and
organ chamber open from the chancel through
arches, composed of alternate vonssoirs of grey
and white stones. The chancel is stalled with
open benches, and the floor laid with encaustic
tiles. The style of architecture adopted is Early
English, treated somewhat after a continental
type. The carving was executed by Mr. Walker,
and is a combination of natural and conven-
tional foliage.

Pitsford. — The parish church has been re-

opened for divine service. The old church had
long been in a state requiring restoration, and
about fourteen months since the work was
commenced, and it has been brought nearly to

completion. The capitals and other stone work
still require carving, but funds are still wanted.
The new church consists of nave with north and
south aisles, south porch, and tower at the
west end. The nave, south aisle, and porch
are wholly new. The tower and north aisle

formed part of the old church, and the three
windows in the north wall were inserted in-

stead of three others that were debased. The
new church is larger than the old one by the
whole of the space comprised within the south
aisle, porch, and chancel. It is Middle-Pointed
or Decorated. The arcades, with clustered
shafts, are intended to have carved capitals.
The chancel arch is moulded. The deal roof
is formed with moulded ribs, wall pieces, &c.,

and hoarded, the whole being open to the ridge.

The seats, of varnished deal, are moulded from
the old example. The painted east window,
representing the Crucifixion and incidentsl
connected with it, was executed by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, under the superin-
tendence of the Rev. Mr. Sutton, vicar of
Theddingworth. The church has been erected
from the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. W. Slater, and Mr. H. Carpenter, archi-

tects, London; the builders being Messrs,
i

Halliday & Co., of Oakham. The works were
superintended by Mr. W. Thompson and Mr.
J. T. Halliday.

Hereford Cathedral.—Eight stained-glass win-
dows are to be put up in the Ladye Chapel of
this cathedral in memory of the late Canon
Morgan.

Kirkheaton.—The church of Kirkheaton has
been re-opened, after having undergone various

j

restorations and improvements. The restorations '

consist of the entire re-building of the chancel,
I

except a small portion of the south-east corner,
opening a window in the west end, adding a new
vestry, removing the old-fashioned pews, and re-

placing them with rash-seated chairs. Mr.
Bodely, of London, was the architect, under
whose superintendence the work was done. The
chancel has been fitted up with oak seatings,

candelabras, and hangings, revived, under Mr.
Bodely’s superintendence, from very old designs
in the Paris Exhibition of the present year.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Gateshead .—The Building Committee of the
Albert Memorial Schools met on Saturday at the
new Town-hall, Queeu’s Head Hotel, Gateshead

;

the mayor (Mr. Miller) in the chair. Mr. A. Swan,
architect, has submitted his amended plans
for the schools, which have been agreed to

;

and the offers of builders to execute the works
having been considered, the offer of Messrs. N.
& R. Reed, 4,222Z., being the lowest, was ac-

cepted. The site proposed by the architect was
approved, and is to be purchased from Sir

Walter James.
Jpsivich .—A large convent has been com-

menced in the environs of Ipswich, planned with
the view of affording accommodation as a place
of education. The architects are Messrs. Goldie
& Child, of London; and Mr. R. S. Smith, of
Ipswich, is the contractor. Red Suffolk brick,

with a sparing use of white and black bricks
and Bath stone dressings, are the materials. The
style is a free treatment of Early Domestic
Gothic, with large shafted windows opening in

sashes, strings, buttresses, and other features,

simply to mark the points of the floor-lines, &o.

I

The rooms are all to be spacious, light, and airy,

'

and the whole design combines simplicity with
architectural character.

Tothij (Sheffield).—The corner stoneof the new
building in coarse of erection for this Orphanage,

i at Brook Hall, Totley, has been laid. The work
bas made considerable progress, the structure

1 being in many places several feet above the

j

ground. The building is entirely of blue stone

I

from the Twenty-well-sick quarries, the walling

I

being rock-faced courses, and the dressings
I tooled. The architectural arrangements are
adapted to the purposes of the building, there

j

being a school-room, a dining-room, nnrsery,
kitchens, dormitories, store - rooms, teachers’

!

sitting and bed rooms, &c. The ventilation of all

the rooms has been cared for, and the drainage
will be good. The building stands on the side of
the hill behind Brook Hall, and can be seen from
the Sheffield and Baslow road, Messrs. C. J.

Innocent & Brown, of Sheffield, are the archi-
tects

;
and the contract, which is forl,630Z., has

been taken by Messrs. T, & W. Nelson, of
Wadsley Bridge.

Manchester.—The foundation - stone of the
Manchester Warehonsemen and Clerks’ Schools,
which are being erected near CheadleHulme, and
near Stockjjort, by the Manchester Warehouse-
men and Clerks’ Association, has been laid by
Earl Granville, with considerable iclat. The
building is from the designs of Mr. E. Bate, of
Manchester and London, and will be after the
geometrical period of the Gothic style. The

[
front elevation will have a total length of 188 ft.,

! and show three gables, one central, and one at
the end of each wing. The height will be three

[

stories, and at the side of the central gable, oyqc
the principal staircase, will be a tower and spire

1 120 fc. high. The building will be of brick made

j

on the spot, with dressings of Darley Dale stone,

!
and bands of blue brick. The front, which faces

! the London and North-Western Railway, will be

j

decorated with stone carvu’ng. The tower and
I
spire will bo covered with blue Welsh slates, in

I

patterns, and the total cost of the structure will

be about 13,000Z. The site covers five acres of
!
land.

i

^ PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Impuoved Means op Forming Joints between
Sashes, Doors, Drawers, and other Struc-
tures, AND the Frames in which they move or
ARE FITTED.

—

J. R. Cadmun. Dated 12Lh Novem-
ber, 1866.'—This invention consists in forming
joints as follows :—Around the inside of the
frame in which a sash-door, drawer, or other
structure moves or is fitted, the patentee cuts a

j

dovetailed or other formed groove or recess, and
' in this groove he fits a tube or cushion of India-

I
rubber, or other suitable yielding and elastic

material : then upon or against the tube or
cushion he fits a bead of ebony, metal, wood, or
other suitable hard materia!, which projects from
the frame like an ordinary bead, but can bo
forced inwards owing to the elasticity of the tube
or cushion behind it. The sash-door or other
structure fitted in the frame is cut with a groove
corresponding to the bead, and the elasticity

given to the bead by the tube or cushion behind
it forms an air-tight joint, and at the same time
prevents the sash or other structure bearing
upon or rubbing the wood of the frame, and
compensates for any shrinkage in the material
of the frame, or of the sash or other structure.
Apparatus por Grinding Clay, &c. — 3.

Qoodfellow. Dated 22ud December, 1866.

—

The object of this invention is to grind clay
and strong marls so that a great deal of
labour now necessary in the ordinary mAT^ner
of preparing clay for the pugging-mill may
be saved. The object is also so to place the
apparatus for grinding the clay, that when in a
proper condition the material may fall into the
pug-mill beneath, and so by the practical com-
bination of the two the finished material may be
prepared at a very great reduction in cost. The
apparatus is particularly intended to dispense
with the very expensive system of wheeling
ground marl into large heaps to be watered,
sometimes turned over, afterwards tempered by
the moulder, and then wheeled back to be
pngged. Upon an upright shaft is hung a
conical runner, having cast upon it certain ribs

or projections, which are placed in an oblique

direction. The said cone-shaped runner works
within a strong metal casting of suitable shape
and size, which is provided internally with
certain other ribs or projections, to correspond
with those with which the runner is furnished,

except that these may be either placed obliquely
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or in a perpendicnlar direction. The marl is

supplied to the grinding apparatns from a plat-

form fixed to the npper part of the cone-shaped
casing, and it will be obvious that, as the runner
revolves, the clay will be ground and worked
downwards to the bottom of the cone. From
here it falls into the png-mill underneath, but
which is no part of this invention except as far

as regards its combination with the grinding
mill and its position in respect of the said
grinding apparatus. Part of the metal casing
within which the cone-shaped runner revolves is

made recessed and set back from the runner.
It is also removable at pleasure, and by prefer-

ence forms that part of the casing over which
the raai’l is supplied to the apparatus for grinding
from the platform. The object of this is to allow
stones and other hard foreign substances which
may be in the marl to remain in the said recessed
space while the clay is being ground, until the
casing being removed the stones may be taken
out. Motion may be given to the apparatns by
any convenient means.

§00ltS Utailjilt.

The second number of Tinsley's Magazine is a
good one. The stories by Dr. W. Russell and Mr.
Yates increase in interest. The introduction of
a monthly chapter on French fashions, attractive
as it may be, is to be regretted. The enormous
and growing importance attached to female
dressing is one of the worst signs of the times.
One trembles to think of the generation that is

to proceed from such a race of mothers.
Nothing but dress is thought of or desired, and
in many cases means of any kind are resorted to
to obtain it. London Society has a vigorous
protest against the eccentricities of fashion iu
our day. The writer says justly,

—

" These freaks of fancy make ua ashamed of oar country-
women. They savour too much of the demi-monde, and
are suggestive of ell that is coarse and sensual.”

The current number of The Quiver contains
some good and interesting writing. The illus-

trations of this work are scarcely equal to the
literary part of it in merit. Some of them, in-

deed, are very bad. Better give a few good than
many poor.- Mr. Jas. Hannay contributes an
affectionate recollection of Alexander Smith, the
poet, in Cassell's Magazine, which well main-
tains its place among the cheap periodicals.
Frazei^s Magazine commences with an apprecia-
tive notice of General Grey’s most touching !

account of “The Early Years of H.R.H. the'
Prince Consort.” Never was curtain in palace '

so lifted up before. In what other palace would
the sight displayed be so wholly admirable and
charming ? “ Pastimes with Neptune. By
Joseph Longland, C.B. Worthing; Loveday.

'

London : Hamilton, Adams, & Co.” The author,

'

who is surveyor to the Worthing Local Board of
Health, here gives a design for improvincf sea-
bathing at Worthing. He proposes to make the
town peculiar or original by providing it with
something that other towns have not got,
although they may imitate it

; and that some-
thing comprises two artificial sea-water, swim-
ming lakes, one for ladies, and the other for
gentlemen, with hot, shower, Turkish, and vapour
baths; waiting, reading, and refreshment rooms,
conservatory promenade, or “ spacious crystal
ways to the lakes,” and public hall. The total ex-
pense he estimates at 22,000Z., and the total pro-
fits at 7,640Z. per annum

; working expenses,
2,0001.

;
net income 5,6401. per annum, or a profit

of more than 25 per cent. The site proposed is

the large space of open ground lying between
the sea and the sonth end of East-street. The
scheme would cover 2^ acres of ground.

glisfcllanca.

The Restobation of Ripon Cathedral.—
The committee appointed five years ago to carry
out the restoration of this cathedral in accord-
ance with the recommendations of Mr. G. G.
Scott, has issued a report, showing the present
position of this important undertaking. Mr.
Scott estimated that 32,COOl. would be required
to complete the entire restoration necessary.
Towards this sum 28,7S7Z. have been promised,
and the committee earnestly appeal to Church-
men of the diocese lo aid them in completing
the proposed alterations.

Profits or Iron Masters.—The personality
of the late Mr. Wm. Crawshay, the great iron-

master, has been sworn under 2,000,000z.

Trees of JIissoeri.—Professor Swallow, of
the Missouri Geological Survey, gives the follow-
iug aelual measurements of laige trees iu south-
east Missouri:—“The largest is a sycamore in
Mississipi county, G5 ft. high, which 2 ft. above
the ground measures 43 ft. iu circumference.
Another sycamore, in Howard county, is 38J ft.

in diameter. A cypress in Cope Girardeau
county, at a distance of 1 ft. above the ground,
measures 29 ft. in circumference. A cottonwood
in Mississippi county measures 30 ft. round at
a distance of 6 ft. above the ground.

Bursting of a Caisson at Chatham. —
Shortly after two o’clock on Saturday morning
in last week, during an unusually high tide,
the caisson at the entrance of No. 4 Dock,
in which the double - screw steamer Beacon
is fitting, suddenly gave way, without any
previous indications. The water rushed into the
dock with the roar of thunder, carrying the
Beacon to the brow of the dock, and afterwards
throwing her on her beam-ends, and causing
considerable damage to her. The occurrence
taking place in the night there were no work-
men in the dockyard, and messengers had to be
despatched in various directions for assistance.
The Beacon was ultimately secured and shored
up. Her starboard screw shaft and propeller
were found to be broken off, and her port pro-
peller also injured, while the vessel was filled

with water.

Thf. Lighting of Hyde Park. — The Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests have effected
an improvement in Hyde Park which will be
heartily welcomed by the public. Along all the
main roads, with the exception of the road from
the Marble Arch to Noliing Hill, powerful lamps,
with solar reflectors, have been placed. It is

suggested that lime lights might be erected at
two or three stations sufficient to illuminate the
larger portion of the entire area, and it is not
too much to hope that the improvement may be
extended to the several parks under the control
of the Commissioners. The work has been
executed by Messrs. Comyn, Ching, & Co., but
it is understood that the lighting is delayed by
the difficulty of arranging the gas supply with
the companies. A new mode of lighting, it is

said, is to be adopted by an electric apparatus
fixed in the base of the pillar.

Free Edvc.ytion in Southwark,

—

It is doubt-
less unknown to the majority of our readers, says
the Guardian, that close to London Bridge there
exists an institution which is now seriously im-
peded in can-ying out the object for which it was
originally founded. As publicity would appear
to be the only remedy in its existing circum-
atacces, we beg to call the attention of our
readers to the matter. The institution to which
wo allude is the Queen Elizabeth’s Free Gram-
mar School of St. Olave’s and St. John’s parishes,

which offers a free education to children of all the
inhabitants of those parishes, but from various
causes it has been found impossible, we are told,

to attract to the school children of a class able
to avail themselves of the excellent classical

education offered to them, and consequently,
although numbers of boys flock to the commer-
cial school, there are, comparatively speaking,
no candidates for the numerous exhibitions at
the universities and elsewhere which the gover-
nors of the school are anxious to give. A great
deal of the house property in the two parishes
belongs to the school; and, as it would appear
indisputable that a house which carries with it

a free education for the children of its occupants
is worth more than a house which does not, it

is hoped that this notice may attract new resi-

dents, and thus relieve the corporation from
their present embarrassment of having but few
boys upon whf'm to bestow the benefits of a first-

class education. The buildings of the school are

second to none in the kingdom, the masters are
excellent, and boys to educate is the only re-

quirement for the school to become to the in-

habitants of Southwark what the City of London
School is to those of the City. The school con-
sists at present of an npper classical division,

which is completely separated from the rest of
the boys, a lower classical school, and an English
school, which has now been placed nnder the
Revised Code

;
and, as we have said above, it is

only necessary for parents to reside in these
parishes to obtain for their children an excellent
education, and the right of competing for scholar-
ships and exhibitions at the universities.

Colouring of Marbles.—Variegated marble,
it is announced, may be imitated in all the rich
coloured veins for which some species of it are
distinguished. For this purpose a solid block of
marble to be treated is first warmed in an. oven,
after which the colours are applied. These con-
sist of an alcoholic solution of alkanet root, to
produce a rich lavender; a madder lake, to
make a crimson

;
indigo, to produce a blue

;

verdegris, green
; and gamboge, yellow. They

are put on according to the fancy and taste of
the artist, so as to form the desired patterns

;

after which the marble is again warmed, to make
it absorb the colours.

A Telegraph Clerk struck by Lightning.

—

The Scotsman relates a singular accident which
occurred to the telegraph clerk at the Buchan
railway station during a late storm. The young
man had discovered that the telegraph wires had
somehow got out of order, aud, while engaged at
the battery, from which the operating handles
bad been removed, the electric force from the
atmosphere ran along the wires, and, entering
the body by both hands, it produced such a
shock as to throw him prostrate on tho ground.
The agony was excruciating. Both arms were
entirely paralysed, and remained so, the left for

two or three hours, and the right for a much
longer period.

The late Mr. Betts.—Mr. Betts, contractor

was buried in Southampton Cemetery. He was
a native of Ashford, in Kent. He was of humble
origin, and when he left his native place, fifty

years ago, he said he would never return to it

until he could enter it in his cariiage. Many
years afterwards, when he kept his carriage, he
visited his native village. He at one time owned
large property in Southampton. He purchased
Bevois Mount, once the property of the Earl of
Peterborough. Relics of Pope and Voltaire, who
visited the earl, are still to be seen there. Mr.
Betts was a Wesleyan, and a munificent sup.
porter of that sect. He was the father of Mr.
Edward Ladd Betts, the partner and son-in-law
of Sir Morton Peto. Mr. Betts died at the age
of 73.

Metal Trade.—According to the Iron Trade
Circular the trade in iron and metals is healthily

active, copper is not easy to be got at with
advancing prices, and tin has made a stride of
40s. forward. These are specially good signs,

the latter more particularly. Pig iron is being
largely exported from Scotland and the North;
Staffordshire numbers also finding buyers, and
continuing to be preferred where a superior and
dependable quality of iron is indispensable,

—

indeed, specified in contracts. Merchant iron

is no longer a drug : of manufactured iron
generally, we no longer hear a desponding cha-
racter. The export lists tell the tale of the
trade in a manner that the hardest grumblers
cannot contradict. If thousands of tons of
rails go out somebody must send them, and,
what is of more importance, somebody must pay
for them. An impulse has been given to the
ship-building trade by the Government con-
tracts for steam shipping, aud hence, perhaps,
wo may account for an unexpected call for

plates. Some signs of recovered courage are
showing themselves. Here and there contrac-

tors are getting to work again.

The Drainage of St. Leonard’s-on-Sea.

—

Mr. J. A. HatcLard, of St. Leonard’s, has ad-

dressed a letter to the Times, in which he says :

“ Hitherto, like most sea-side places, St.

Leonard’s got rid of its sewage by discharging
it into the sea [on which we have often com-
mentedj, from 'long dirty tubes,’ resembling
‘ vast unclean centipedes.’ I am happy to in-

form you that the St. Leonard’s commissioners
have now removed all the nine channels of
pollution that disfigured the sea-shore under
their control. An intercepting sewer has been
constructed, which commences at the St.

Leonard’s Archway, the boundary between
Hastings and St. Leonard’s proper, or West St,

Leonard’s, and passes under the beach at the
foot of the parade-wall, intercepting aud carry-
ing away all the sewage and drainage until it

reaches the western extremity of the town. It

then passes along and under the Bexhill-road
and tails into a reservoir formed in the beach
westward of Bopeep railway -station. This
reservoir is so constructed as to contain within
it all the sewage until the period when the tide

turns westward, and by the strong sea current
of the ebb tide it is then carried miles away to

sea in the direction of Beachej-head never to

return. All this is accomplished by gravitation.”
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Fkankfort Catiiedrai,.—

a

committee for the
reconstruction of this cathedral has been formed
in Frankfort.

Fall op a New Cornice. — The narrow
thoroughfare known as Cow Cross-street, Smith-
field, which has been for some time past the
route taken by vehicles going east from Holborn
to the City, was the scene of an alarming acci-
dent on Wednesday morning. At half-past ten
o clock, when the street was crowded with omni-
buses, cabs, and pedestrians, the cornice of a
new building, and, in course of erection by
Messrs. Kippersly & White, suddenly fell, forcing
down part of the scafifolding and workmen, and
precipitating a large quantity of debris into the
road. The passengers on an omnibus which was
passing at the time appear to have suffered very
severely, and several others are stated to have
been badly injured.

A New Knight.—Mr. John Brown, of the
Atlas Works, Sheffield, has received the hononr
of knighthood. Sir John Brown commenced
business nob a great number of years ago in a
small way as an iron manufacturer, and by his
persevernnee has succeeded iu making an
immense fortune, which he largely devotes to

promotion of benevolent and religions objects.
His works have gradually increased in extent
until they rank as one of the largest iron factories
in the country, and closely rival the stupendous
eptablishnient of Krupp’s. John Brown’s armour
plates are known all over the world, and the
largest plate ever rolled was rolled at the Atlas
Works, in the presence of the Prince of Wales.
The works are now the property of a limited
company, bub the founder of thorn is largely
interested in their prosperity.

A Prussian Eailway Carriage at tee Paris
Exhibition.—In the Prussian department a first
and second-class railway carriage, made at
Berlin, is exhibited, which has many novelties
and conveniences worthy of the attention of our
own railway authorities. The carriage accommo-
dates six first-class and sixteen second-class
passengers

; the first-class compartment has a
separate retiring-room, with lavatory, and the
seats can be made into comfortable beds. Each
second-class compartment has a retiring-room.
Instead of hot-water vessels under the feet,
vessels of heated sand are fixed under the seats!
The lighting is brought near the passengers for :

Teadmg. There is a passage for the guard
I

through the carriage, and footboards at both ends I

of the carriage communicating with the next.
The price is between 400Z. and 500Z. per carriage
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Chatham Drainage.—The Local Board of
Health has resolved to carry out Messrs. Gotto
& Beesley’s plan for the high level intercepting
sewer to drain the south side and east end of
the town. The sewer will discharge into the
present outlet at the level of high-water mark,
and will be executed mostly in tunnel through
the chalk.

“ Eight to a T.”—It is as well to be so. The
newspapers have been telling bow Baron
Triqueti’s marble inlay Scriptural pictures, now
in the Paris Exhibition (French department),
are to be placed on the walls of the Albert
Memorial Chapel, Windsor, under the line of tlie

windows. They will form the dado, in fact. The
costly decorations of this chapel are being con-
tributed, as our readers know, by the princes and
princesses of the Royal family. Of these panels
the one contributed by bis Eoyal Highness Prince
Leopold has for its subject “ David and Saul
that by Princess Louise, “A Scene from the
Life of Moses.” On the panel given by Prince
Arthur, David is 8ho^vIl with his harp; while
Princess Beatrice has presented a picture of
Nathaniel. Above each panel is a medallion
portrait of the contributing prince or princess,
sculptured on white marble, and there are ap-
propriate inscriptions attached to each panel.
One of these inscriptions is intended to show

I

that the subject refers to the ‘‘ latter days ” of!
Lot, but it is written the later days

; and as
j

this, to the English mind, does not convey pre- i

ciseiy the same impression, we suggest to the I

sculptor that the error should be set right before
'

the work is fixed. The panels display much
elegance.

^

Eoyal Manchester Institution.—The Exhi-
bition of Modern Paintings and Works of Art
here, will be opened to the public next Monday.

Art in Russia.—The Artiste informs us that
the greatest amateurs and most distinguished
dilettanti ofRusaia, Sweden, Spain, and Portugal,

j—The Emperor of Russia, the principal
amateur of the empire; after him comes the
gran d-duchess, Marie Nicola’ievna : the hereditary
Grand Duke has also a princely collection. The
Museum of Fine Arts of St. Petersburg continues
also to collect many modern paintings. Among
the most distinguished amateurs in private life
are;—Prince WiavarofF,PrinceNari8hkina, Count
Auvaroff, Count J. do Stenbock, Messrs. Tre-
tiakoff, Prianisehnikoff, Soldatenkoff, Kloudoff,
Swindoff, BykoS', and Barissowsky. ’I'he Grand
Duke Nicolaievitch has sent to the Paris Exhibi-
tion a very fine painting by Soukhodolsky

; also
some excellent ones by Sokolotf and Renmers
have been lent by the Grand Duchess Marie. In
Spain the amateurs are extremely rare, the
objects being collected in great galleries and
palaces. Portugal is fortunate in having an
artist for king; he prodnees and purchases.
Dom Auguste is a princely dilettante. His
portrait may be seen at the Exhibition, painted
by Fonseca for his gallery.

New Dredging Machine.—During last week
anew dredging vessel or mnd-agitator of a pecu-
liar kind has been at work on trial in front of
Woolwich yard. The vessel employed is one of
the old gun-boats, with engine power and screw.
The agitating machinery consists of a barrel
with large and numerous spikes made to work
across the stern of the vessel. Rapid motion is
given to this barrel from a shaft fixed across the
deck, taking its motion direct from the screw
shaft.^ By the rapid action of the barrel the
mud is brought to the surface in a liquid slate,
and is carried away to a great distance (many
miles) dependent on the strength of the stream
and the depth of water. By winches on the
deck the barrel is capable of being lowered or
raised to suit the depth required, or the vessel
with its machinery may be taken from one eata-
blishmeut to another by its own power. This

I invention was designed for moving mud or sand
from all tidal rivers, bars, or basins. Objections
:have been raised that, in certain localities, the
imud so raised may be inconveniently deposited.
iTo this the author has explained that the great
ibulk, being once removed, either at once or at
intervals, it would not again be allowed to accu-
imulate by using this machinery frequently, and
ithe small quantity so removed must be unobjeo-
itionable. The usual cost of removing and de-
positing mud is from Is. to Is. 6d. per ton. The
probable cost by this new method should not
Exceed 3d. per ton. Just twenty-six years ao’o
the first trial of the agitating machinery was
made in front of Woolwich yard. The question
that may now be asked is, whether the Board of
Admiralty were justified iu not allowing the
machinery to be employed during twenty-six
fears, and thus entailing an expense of many
ohousands annually for dredging by the ordinary
method, or whether they are justified now in in-
surring an expense for new machinery, the con-
Etions not having been altered. The machinery
aas been fitted to the vessel by Messrs. Blythe.

i

Army anti Navy Gazette.

Buried in a Tunnel.—John Martin, aged 73,
was a labourer iu the employ of a Mr. Morley, a
builder; and on Saturday last, he and Robert
Morley, his employer’s son, were engaged in
making a tunnel underneath a footpath and
garden in front of a new residence recently
built at Navarino-road, Dalston. Robert ilor-
ley said the old man was told to make an open
cutting in order to reach some pipes in con-
nexion with the drainage, but he preferred to
make a tunnel. The tunnel was made through
sandy soil, 6 ft. below the surface of the earth,
and it was 2^ feet high. It was only intended
to make it 5 ft. long; but the deceased, while
tunnelling, made a mistake and missed the
pipe, and carried the tunnel 8 ft. further on.
The tunnel was not shored up in any way. The
Coroner asked the witness why he was so foolish
as to enter an nnshored tunnel through sandv
soil. The witness said that he trusted to Martin’s
experience. On Saturday, while they were both

I

in the tunnel, 2^ ft. of the top of it suddenly
*

gave way, and the deceased, who was at the end
of it, was instantly buried alive. The witness
was near the opening, and he had just time to
pull his bead out of the way, when the sand fell.
The jury returned a verdict of ” Accidental death
through being buried alive in a tunnel.”

Re-opening op the Catholic Apostolic
Church, Stretford New-boad, Manchester.
This bniiding, which has been rebuilt and en-
larged, was opened on Sunday last. It occupies
the whole of the site on a portion of which
stood the former church, and has a frontage of
36 ft. to the Stretford-road, and a depth of 100 ft.,

the whole of which is appropriated to the church!
a cottage in the rear having been adapted for
vestries. The materials of the old church have
been re-used as far as serviceable. The prin-
cipal entrance is by a central doorway iu the
Stretford-road. There is a nave, with side aisles,
lower choir, with provision for organ-charaber!
and chancel, with upper choir, and sanctuary and
chance] aisles. The arches to clearstory of nave
are supported on columns of red Mansfield stone,
with Bath stone caps and bases. The roof of
nave and chancel are continuous, giving leno-th
and height to the building, the chancel i^of
being distinguished from that of the nave by
trusses, supported on carved corbels, with
columns of red Mansfield stone. There are also
similar columns to the coupled windows of the
clearstory. The west window is of four lights,
and the large east window of five lights,'°the
upper portions filled with tracery. The internal
fittings are temporary, and the old stalls have
been refixed in the chancel. There will be a
screen to the arches on either side of the chancel.
The building will accommodate 380 person.'a, and
has been erected in the Early Gothic style of
architecture, from the designs of Mr. 0. Aylifte,
architect, by Messrs. Ellis & Hinchliffe, who were
the general contractors.

The Liverpool and Birkenhead Docks.

—

The report of Mr. Lyster, the dock engineer,
on the dock works of Liverpool and Birkenhead,
during the year ending the 24th of June last,
has been published. The North River Wall has

j

been carried and completed to its northern ex-
. tremity, a total length of 1,596 ft., and a raised
terrace with a retaining wall had been formed

I

at^ the back of the parapet. The dock lines of

i

raihvayhad been extended to the timber storage
yards at Bootle. The Lancashire and Yorkshire
and London and North-Western Railway Com-
panies had opened new communications with
the north docks. At Waterloo Dock Works, the
whole of the internal masonry and excavations
are completed. The river entrances are drawing
towards completion. The whole of the gates,
bridges, and capstans of the several entrances,
with the hydraulic machinery for working the
same, are drawing towards completion. The
east block of the corn warehouses is completed.
The west block is very nearly completed. No-
thing has been done towards the improvement
of the river approaches. The total expenditure
of the year on works on the Liverpool side was
294,178i. Ss. lid. At Birkenhead the construc-
tion of the warehouses is now proceeding satis-
factorily. Preparations have commenced for
laying hydraulic pipes from the northern en-
trances to the warehouses and other construc-
tions on the north side of the Float, with the
view to establishing a common system for work-
ing the whole of the machinery in that locality.
The total expenditure during the year on the
Birkenhead works was 220,9071.

The Drainage of Child’s Hill, Hampstead.
A meeting of some of the most influential inha-
bitants of Child’s-hill was lately held at the
Parsonage, Mr. Charles Baylis iu the chair, to
consider the best means to be adopted in order
to procure an effectual drainage of the district,
which, including Cricklewood, now contains a
population of 1,700 persona. It appeared that
the illness had materially decreased, partly iu
consequence of the change of weather, and
partly from the efforts of Mr. Freeman, the
inspector of nuisances of the Hendon Union.
The feeling of the meeting, however, according
to the Hampstead and Highgate Express’s report,
appeared to be that no time should be lost in
having proper drainage works carried out, how-
ever costly they might be; and it was under-
stood that the authorities of the pariah of Hendon
were ready to do all in their power, but that the
real, and at present apparently insurmountable,
difficulty was, that there was no outfall, and the
Metropolitan Board of Works would not allow
their main drainage system to bo entered from
any outlying districts. On the motion of Dr.
Lankester, who resides at Child’s-hill, seconded
by Mr. Henry Briedenbach, a committee of
twenty gentlemen, consisting of the most pro-
minent residents, was formed, to be designated
“ The Child’s-hill Sanitary Committee.” Mr.
A. T. Cox, of the Hermitage, was elected hon.
eec., and it was resolved that the committee
should seek an interview with the Board of
Guardians of Hendon, to urge upon them the
necessity of taking immediate steps for the
adoption of sanitary measures for the improve-
ment of the health of the locality.
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Sooth Kensington Museum. — The visitors

during the week ending Slst Angnat, amounted

to the large number 27,877, 18,951 being free,

1,407 at 6d. each, and to the National Portrait

Exhibition by payment, 7,519.

Pall of a Lighthouse.—Considerable alarm

has been created in consequence of the falling

over into the river Liffey of the metal lighthouse

at the extreme end of the North Wall, Dublin.

Fortunately no loss of life ensued. The acci-

dent is attributed to excavations which are being

carried on at the quay wall. Arrangements

have been made to fit up a temporary light.

A Medal tor Public Services.—A decree of

the King of Italy orders that a medal shall be

struck in bronze, silver, and gold, to be con-

ferred on such persons as shall have rendered

signal services during the prevalence of cholera

or any other grave epidemic. It will have no

one side the head of the king, and on the other

a crown of oak, with a legend importing that it

is a recompense for services in connexion with

public health.

London Labourers’ Dwelling Society.—The
twelfth half-yearlymeeting ofthe members of this

society,was held on the 29th ult., Mr. Richard Pos-

ter, in the chair. The directors presented their re-

port for the six months ending June 30th, which

was received and adopted, and the usual divi-

dend at the rate of 5 per cent, per anuum, free

of income-tax, was declared. The capital of the

society now amounts to 30,5001., the sinking

fond (for the redemption of the leasehold pro-

perty of the society) to 8301., and the reserve

fund (for the equalization of dividends, or extra-

ordinary expenses), to 3,9621., of which sum
1,0001. are deposited at interest in order to provide

the means of purchasing temporarily at par any

shares that a member may from unforeseen cir-

cumstances wish to realize.

Granite-cutting Machine.—A correspondent

says of this machine,—It does not effect results,

as I thought at one time, by a series of revolving

chisels, but by cutting instruments not unlike the

large cheese-knife of the cheesemonger. This is

made of a surprisingly well-tempered steel. The
machine being brought to the block of granite,

the quarry-side, or a cliff, a series of these knives

cut their way into the solid material with accu-

racy and despatch. You can divide a huge

block in two, or pare off the least piece of sur-

face, in either case the chisels leaving their work
BO smooth that the face of the stone is at once

fit for the polishing-bed or lathe. All kinds of

the most obdurate material have been success-

fully acted on ; and one of the machines has

been, or is to be, tested as a tnnneller and driver

of levels.

Madame de Sevigne’s Residence. — The
railway from Vitre to Fougures was opened a

few days ago, and many of the visitors at the

inauguration profited by the occasion of examin-

ing the ancient chAteau of Les Rochers, well

known as the residence of Madame de Sevigne.

Tt is one of the moat picturesque spots in

Brittany j and though the modest retreat

—

scarcely can we call it a chateau—was sur-

rounded by woods and desert plains, it was the

favourite abode of the marchioness. The tower

still remains, in which the celebrated “ cabinet

vert ” was placed. It contained the ” secretaire,”

sitting before which she chatted so gaily with

her Gon-in law, “so chere de Grignan.” In the

saloon there is an excellent full-length portrait

of Madame de Sevigne, in court dress, attributed

to Mignard.

Terrible Powder Explosion at the Camp de

Chalons.—On Friday, the 30th ult., as the troops

were preparing for striking the camp on the 1st,

a terrific explosion took place, by which eight

persons were literally blown to atoms. Among
the victims was M. Riviere, captain of the target

practice, a young officer of great promise. The
circumstances of the case are as follows :—Each
cl vision has a dep6t of blank and ball cartridges.

At 1.30 p.m the soldiers brought the packets of

cartouches, which remained over and above after

the great manoeuvres, to the artillery depot ; but

the guard of artillery refused to receive them, as

they were open here and there; so they were taken

back to the divisional dep6t, and remade. During
tLifl manipulation the explosion occurred. No
cause baa yet been assigned for this explosion

;

but i must be recollected that the new car-

tridtrs are extremely explosive, and contain the

fulminating matter of a percussion-cap. It is

probable that one being trodden upon, exploded

and set fire to the rest.

TENDERS
For aTicarage and stables at Addington, Surrey. Mr.

Evrau Christian, architect :

—

Adamson & Son £2,240 0 0
Wells 2,162 0 0
Brass 1,999 0 0
Jarratt 1,962 0 0
Sharpington & Cole 1,916 0 0
Rhodes & Hoberta 1,862 0 0

For a new billiard-room, and bedrooms over, at Lays-
toD Villa, for Mr. F. G. Hobson. Messrs. & Son,
architects;

—

Gunson £597 0 0
Gibbon 685 0 0
Preston 498 0 0
Saggers (accepted) 409 0 0

For new front, staircases, and gallery to Independent
Cbapel at WaTertree, Messrs. W. & J. Hay, archi-

tects ;

—

Denton £1,300 0 0
Tyson ... 1,320 0 0
Bobinson 1,298 0 0
Barker & Son 1,285 0 0
"Wesimorlond 1,098 0 0
Hicbolson S; Ayre 1,083 0 0

O'Kills & Morrison (accepted)... 1,067 0 0

For an iron fence, 1,940 ft. long, at the river prome-
nade, Kingston-on-Thames. Mr. Charles Slagg, borough
surveyor;

Matthews £695 0 0*

Bevington 692 0 0
Deuce 676 0 0
St. Pancras Iron Company 664 0 0
Turner A Allen 655 0 0

Windsor 657 0 0

Cochrane, Grove, & Co 662 0 0
Eddington 636 0 0

Harris 636 0 0
Yates, Haywood, & Co 633 0 0
Guilford 630 0 0
BeU 526 0 0
Haywood 624 0 0
Finney , 516 0 0
Butt 616 0 0
Dixon 614 0 0
Simpson 485 0 0
Smyth... 485 0 0
Shaw 459 0 0
Newton, Chambers, A Co 454 0 0
Hill A Smith 447 0 0

Morgan
Bussell
Brooks A Shoobridge ....

Norton
'Williams
HaU
Waddington
Ingram oiu u u

There were three tenders very much higher than tUs,

but for the credit of the parties tendering they are with-

held from publication.

442 0

315 0 0

For chapel, Barking-lane, Ilford, Essex,

ning, architect

:

Warner £1,396 0
Dearie 1,025 0

Withers SgO 0

Hill A Keddell (accepted) 874 0

Mr. A. Man-

For the building of St. Jude’s Church, TVoiverhampton.

Mr. George Bidlake, architect :

—

Thompson £4,800 0 0

Lovatt 4,647 6 4
Horsman 4,349 0 0
Nelson 4,250 0 0

For constructing brick sewers and for other works on
an estate adjoining Portobello-road, Notting Hill, for the

Freehold Securities Company (Limited). Mr. Houle,
architect :-

Tinsley
Burgess
Crockett
Burton
W'hittick

J. A 8. Williams
Sbrimpton
Kyan A Co
Faulkner A Cowley..
Goodair
Moxon A Mutton
Carter
J. Porter
George
Wigmore
Hayden
Brewer A Sceggles ..

P. Porter

..£1,409 8

.. 1,400 0

.. 1,350 0
1,260 0

.. 1,160 0

.. 1,140 0

.. 1,061 0

.. 1,036 0
990 7

For constructing brick sewers and for other works on an

estate near Westboume Park Station, for the Land and

House Investment Society (Limited). Mr. Joaiah Houle,
architect :-

Burton
Burgess
Sbrimpton
Crockett
Brewer A Stegglea ...

Carter
Wigmore
Faulkner A Cowley..
George
Hayden
Kyan A Co
Whittick
Tinsley
Moxon A Mutton
J. A 8. Williams
P. Porter
Goodair
J. Porter

..£1,180 0 0
. 1,064 10 0
. 1,022 12 10

For seed and jute warehouse, East-India Import Docks,

for the East and West India Dock Company. Mr. E. J.

Leonard, engineer. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Parr

A Strong :

—

Hill A Keddell (accepted).

For erecting a pair of houses at Gipsy Hill, for Mr.

E. J. Gordon. Mr. Samuel H. Hope, architect :

—

Cresseli (accepted) £520 0 0

For the erection of two dweUing-houses in Elizabetk-

Btreet, Cbeetham, Manchester. Mr. Herbert E. Tijon,

architect

Neill A Sons £1,160 0 0

Thompson 1,070 0 0
Foggett 1,053 0 0

Farrell 1,023 0 0
Heron (accepted) 1,008 0 0

For the erection of the Earl Spencer Tavern, Battersea,

for Mr. H. U. Hewett. Mr. E. J. Dangetiield, archi-

tect :

—

AVhittick £1,536 0 0

For extending six shops, Highgate HiU, for Mr. G.

Flowers. Mr. L. W. Eeed, architect

If with If Deal Painted

Plate Glass and Sashes and
Mahogany Sashes. Sheet Glass.

Heatley £8"6 0 0 £760 10 0

King 786 0 0

Preebles, Brothers 695 ''

Richards 613

Rome A Ball 600 0 0 600 0

Cubitt, Brotbera ... 683 0 0 480 0

Brett A Bradbury... 534 0 0 440 10

Shellield 497 0 0 369 0

Gordon A Co 452 0 0 368 0

Franklin A Lamie... 432 6 0 '430 0

0 687 0

For the erection of a dwelling-house, for Mr. W. C.

Parkinson, at Tufnell Park. W. Mr. John Tarring,

architect
Saunders (accepted) £2,656 0 0

.. £643

For alterations and repairs at the Pavilion stabling,

Brighton. Quantities supplied
Anscombe A Newnbam...
Sims A Marten 694 0 0

Hall.... 668 0 0

Lockyer 652 0 0

Saunders 623 0 0

p'arr.... 508 0 0
Nightingale 442 o 0

For new bar-fittings at the Dublin Castle, Walmer-road,
Netting Dill, lor Mr. J. Shailer. Mr. F. F. Doidswortb,
architect :

—

Nutt A Co £360 0 0
Manley A Rogers 289 0 0

Kelly, Brothers (accepted) 253 0 0

For alterations and additions to ale stores and offices,

Frederick-street, Daoipstead-road, for Mr. Taylor. Mr.
Potter, architect. Quantities uot supplied :

—

Hatehman £884 10 0

Henderson 874 13 0
Sabey A Sons 850 0 0

Perkins 768 0 0

For the erection of additional vestry at the Congrega-

tional Church, Clapham. Mr. John Tarring, architect :

—

Sykes £396 0 0

Saunders (accepted) 265 0 0

For works in building reformatory, with master’s and
superintendent’s residences, at New Wandsworth, for Mr.
J. Leyland. Mr. H. M. Burton, architect:—

J

Nightingale (accepted) £3,ICO 0 0

For iron fencing for new premises, 533, Oxford-street,

Mr. John Dale, arhitect:—
Daniels £147 6 6

Sweet, Brothers 140 0 0
Rotherham Iron Company* 136 0 0

• Accepted.

For alterations, for Mr. John Mixer, at 95, Newgate,

street. Mr. John Dale, architect

Carter A Sons
Macey

£1.845
1,767

0
0

Josephs 1,687 0

Axford A Co 1,635 0

Lister 1,559 0

Mather A Reid 1,553 0

Walker 1,620 0

Ashton 1,510 0

Parsons 1,383 0

Henshaw 1,374 0

Baxter (accepted) 1,337 0

For Church of 8t. Columba, Eaggeratone.

Young, architect

-

Perry £9,065 0 '

Longmire A Burge b,867 0

Fisher 8,7ii0 0

Higgs 8,473 0

HillAKeddall 8,376 0

Aabby A Sons 8,14'i 0

Ennor 8,133 0

Piper A Wheeler 7,990 0

Henshaw 7,894 0

For alterations to the Prince of Orange Hotel, Graves-

end. Bird A Wallers, architects :

—

Kelly, Brothers £1,385 0 0

Newman A Mann 1,286 0 0

Williams A Sons 1,257 0 0

Ebbs A Sons 1,195 0 D
BiaUe 0 0

Henshaw 1,117 0 0
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The Antioerp

Congress.

HEN the foreign

members attending

the International

ArchaJological Con-

gress arrived in

Antwerp on the

25th ult. they were

cordially received in

the H6tel de Ville,

took le vin d’hon-

newr, and then pro-

ceeded to the in-

augural meeting in

the hall belonging

to the Koyal Society

of Harmony, where

several questions

were discussed.

Without attempting

to give an account

of the proceedings,

which lasted a week,

we may usefully jot

down a few parti-

culars. America,

Belgium,the Brazils,

Denmark, England,

France, Germany,
Spain, Switzerland,

^Sweden, and Turkey were represented. Amongst
)hose who attended from England were ilr.

I’ollen, M.A. (of South Kensington Museum), Mr.
1. Wykeham Martin, M.P., vice-president of the

wiociety ofAntiquaries, Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A.,

ind Mr. J. 11. Parker, P.S.A. In the Archmolo-
(^ical Section, on the 2Gth, M. de Caumont pre-

iiding, Mr. Worsaae, inspector-general of Danish
cnonuments, delivered an interesting discourse on
ifhe monuments of the age of Stone, the age of
ironze, and the age of Iron, in the North. As
iiese grand phases of the history of humanity
.^ave occupied thousands of years (at any rate,

ehe two first), they had established, he said, in

!i)enmark, sub-divisions. In the two divisions

f the Stone age the works of the second were
pperior to those of the first

;
but of the two

rivisions of the age of Bronze, the works
Icelonging to the first were better made than those

f the second. Ho was unable to give the date

t which these different periods commenced,
i^hey never found stone implements in monu-
ments of the Iron age. Mr. Worsaae described
ome of the recent discoveries in Denmark,
pjpecially in the peat bogs, and an animated
idscuBsion ensued.

( On the question whether what was known of
eie Dolmens of Ireland and Scotland (in Scot-
tiind, by the way, there are very few) interfered

itdth the conclusions arrived at by the French
itntiquaries as to those of Brittany and Nor-
aiandy, the meeting appeared to be unanimously
cf opinion that they were all of the same epoch,
ithd agreed in all points.

1 The age of tombs of lead-, and the position of

ede study of Runic inscriptions, were amongst
eae other subjects discussed.

I In the Historical Section, Mr. WykehamMartin,
eresident, the place of birth of Peter Paul
itubens was the first subject treated of. All

aaat appears clear at present is, that he was
'tot bom in Antwerp, as is usually assorted.

Even the name of his mother is doubtful, some
asserting that he was an illegitimate child taken

charge of by the wife of his father !

An attempt to determine the influence exer-

cised by Greece and Etruria on the develop-

ment of the arts and sciences in primitive Rome,
led to a long discussion

;
but the illustrations

given were too few to have weight.

On the 27th the Archmological Section re-

turned to Runic inscriptions,—Mr. Zesterman,

of Germany, speaking learnedly,—and to the con-

sideration of the Stone period. Afterwards

M. Coifs spoke at some length on the question

—

“Were the forms of Greek Temple-architecture

borrowed from constructions in wood?” dis-

cussing the opinion of M. Tiollet-le-Duc, who
thinks they were not. The speaker urged that

M. Le-Duo had not gone back far enough in his

researches for the origin of the Greek Temple,

and gave reasons for taking the affirmative side

of the question. He ended with some remarks

on the changes and mystifications that have been

introduced into the writings of Vitruvius by edi-

tors and translators, and said that what Vitruvius

wrote of the Greek Temple had been confounded

with the Doric of the Romans. To study Vitru-

vius nsefully, it was necessary to consult at the

same time drawings and profiles of the ancient

Doric temple, and to get rid of the greater part

of the illustrations which had been added by

others to his works. M. Colfs’s address was
printed.

In the Historical Section, on the same day,

Mr. Wjkeham Martin gave some particulars of

what had been done in England for the pre-

servation of our archives, which remain un-

broken from the time of Edward I., many dating

from William the Conqueror. The documents

are joined together to form a band of consider-

able length, which is rolled on a cylinder. There

is an inventory of them, giving a summary of

each document, and an index points out the

names cited in the documents, and the page of

the inventory where the summary will be found.

M. Advielle said the arrangement in France

was better. Inventories were printed and

issued by the Government ; the collection

already comprised 1,500 volumes. The depart-

mental archives were in two classes,—the histo-

rical, and those posterior to the Revolution,

The first were nearly all classified
j the latter

only imperfectly.

Particulars were given of the archives of

other countries. In the course of the discus-

sion it was stated that the designs of the

departmental architects in France charged with

the restoration of churches, also the designs

made by the Corps des Fonts et Chaussees, were

not properly preserved.

The Archajological Section, on the 28th, occu-

pied itself wholly with architectural subjects.

The question how to determine the character of

Carlovingian Architecture and its influence on

the art of building, and the influence of the

Normans upon that art after the time of Charle-

magne, was discussed at some length, the Baron

de Quast, president, and others, describing vari-

ous early buildings, and seeking to arrive at

features peculiar to the earlier periods. Then

came the question, “Is the Pointed style to be

considered the natural and complete develop-

ment of the Romanesque?” M. de Caumont

and M. le Maistre d’Antaing pointed to buildings

wherein the transition was seen.

Mr. Parker said the transition occurred not in

one building, but all. What they wanted was

to know precisely the date of each monument.

It was in Anjou and in England that the real

origin of the Pointed style was to be found.

The change in the ornamentation took place

before the change in the style. The Pointed

style could not be dated earlier than the end of

the twelfth century ; before that it was Transi-

tional. Each counh-y had its peculiarity; every

abbey had its school of workmen, and each was

striving to surpass the others. The first monu-
ment in the Pointed style was the Cathedral of

Lincoln, built from the year 1192 to 1200.

There was no other so ancient.

In the Historical Section the position of the

art of glass-painting excited considerable inte-

rest. The heading in the programme was,

—

“Describe the processes employed in the Middle
Ages for the manufacture of painted glass, and
point out the ancient ateliers most renowned for

its fabrication.” Mr. O’Kelly contended that the

ancient processes were unknown to us. As to

schools, we had none. M. Pecher, of Tournay,

said, if we failed in obtaining satisfactory re-

sults, it was because the manufacture of glass

was bad. By the old glass, the rays of the sun

were decomposed, and effects were produced

that we could not equal. Formerly the glass-

painters made the glass themselves; now they

were obliged to trust to manufacturers, who sup-

plied glass that was too translucent. Baron de
Quast said, in Germany they had had ateUers

very renowned, especially in Bavaria, from the

tenth century. In the Cathedral of Augsbourg
there were remarkable painted windows, but of

which the date was unknown. The constant

re-appearance of the same details showed that

there were but a few centres from which
the artists transported themselves from place

to place. M. Dognee observed that, in Bel-

gium, France, and England there were manu-
factories of stained glass according to the ancient

processes : these had never been lost, though in

consequence of difference in materials there was
a certain difference of colour. In Switzerland

they used doable glass to obtain the degree of

opacity desired. M. Bordeaux said the Paris

Exposition showed the condition of mediocrity

into which glass-painting had fallen. As a rule,

modern glass-paintings were below the level of

contemporary arts. Some modern windows, not

twenty years old, were already deteriorated.

The fabrication of painted windows was to-day

a mere matter of trade, and price was considered

rather than goodness. The Abbe Sauvage re-

!
plied, that was true; nevertheless theie were

I

good and conscientious artists to be found who

j

produced solid and artistic works. The art was
> not lost any more than was the art of the worker

j

in bronze. Other speakers urged that if the

I

builders of churches would exercise more dis-

I

cretion in their choice of artists, and would pay

^

more, they might obtain better windows. The
race of men of talent was not yet lost.

In the course of the sitting on the 29th Mr.

Pollen described to the meeting the Universal

Catalogue of Works of Art proposed to be pro-

duced by the Department of Science and Art.

The letters A and B are nearly complete, and
the speaker sought the aid of the learned in all

countries to supply omissions and rectify errors.

The announcement of this work was received

with great applause.

A discussion of the right of the Tan Eycks to

be considered the inventors of painting brought

out some interesting particulars of Roger Van
der Weyden and the Tournay school of painting.

The great influence of the Flemish artiste at

that period was made evident.

Amongst several interesting subjects discussed

on the Slst was this,—What are the principles

that should be followed in the restoration of an
ancient monument constructed at successive

epochs, and in different styles ? M. Coifs con-

tended, in a memoir he had prepared, that the

course to be pursued was to bring back the

building to the primitive conception; or, if that

could not be done, to give the preference to the

dominant style, and restore the building in ac-

cordance with that ! For example, he said, if I

have to restore a building constructed two-thirds

in the Romanesque style, and one-third in the

Pointed style, I apply myself to suppress the

one-third of Pointed (we are using the

^speaker’s own words), so as to present after
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restoration, a pure style ! M. Bordeanx ener-

getically combated this deatrnctivo Tiew : in

thus pretending to produce unity works of the
highest interest would be destroyed. Baron de
Quast took the same view, and mentioned some
very bad cases of injudicious restoration in

Belgium
; and ultimately, on the motion of

M. Genard, the meeting came to a Resolution,

that in the restoration of ancient monuments
each part of the building should be repaired and
conserved in the special style in which it was
built, and with the character which was proper to

it. Colonel Meyers called upon the members
present to pledge themselves to assist in bringing
about the recoastrnction of the ancient Bourse
of Antwerp, important from both an architec-

tural and artistic point of view, and this they
did with loud expressions of accord. But we
may not give more space to these proceedings.
We can only add that many of the delegates and
visitors, particularly the Engbsh, were much
indebted to Mr. Grattan—-our consul—for great
kindness and attention. The Baron Notte-
bohm, the Danish consul, gave the members
a splendid banquet at his country residence.
The President of the Academie d’Archeologie
de Belgique, and the Bourgmeatre de la Ville

d’Anveiy, entertained them
; the former in the

Grand Hall of Harmony, where the Congress
held its sittings

;
and the latter at his private

residence. Concerts, to which they were all

invited, were held every evening, and endeavours
were made in all quarters to render the visit

agreeable as well as instructive.

THE PARADE GROUND AND THE SPADE.

The readers of that great novelist who has
had no successor, will not have forgotten the
characteristic scene in which the extremely re-

spectable clerk of a London merchant finds him-
self, with no less surprise than discomfiture, the
inmate of a Scottish prison. Under all the em-
barrassiog novelty of the position the precise

habits of the counting-house assert the force of

a second nature
;
and when a small sum in addi-

tion is required in order to simplify matters, the
drawing of the line beneath the two numbers
that are to be cast is as duly and accurately
performed as in the sacred columns of the ledger
itself. Those of our readers who learned arith-

metic from the pages of “ Bonnycastle,” may yet
realise the mingled feelings of wonder, suspicion,

and disgust with which the ancient systematic
teachers of the mysteries of “sums'’ and of
cyphering, first beheld men like Augustus De
Morgan run up five columns of figures at a time,
one lor each digit, and give an accurate result

before on the old method one would have done
more ihan set down nought and carry one.
The total change in method of thought which

is illustrated by such a contrast pervades every
branch of social activity. It is probable that no
preceding century, taken as a whole, has witnessed
so much change in men’s minds and in ordinary
habit as has taken place within the last thirty or
forty years. In tbe great centres of population
the change is, of course, most apparent, but even
in tbe remotest rural districts the same influence

is traceable. The red cloaks of the peasant
women, which transformed the Welsh farmers’
wives into regular troops in the apprehension of

the French invaders of Fishguard at the close of
the last century, have now altogether dis-

appeared. We look in vain for the habitual
dress of the ploughboy of forty years past, the
“ smock-frock ” that had come down to him from
Saxon England. Those anti-social cages of steel
ribbons, absurdly known by the name of
crinolines, have invaded the remotest rural
districts under various forms of ingenious dis-

comfort and ugliness, and the village children are
becoming far too cosmrpoiitan to greet a decent
stranger by a bob at the forelock.

The laudator timporis acti who, while refusing
to travel, has found the England of the eighteenth
centuiy to be travelling far from his disappointed
and lingering vision, has been long wonc to con-
sole himself for hateful innovations by a glance
at those institutions for which he pays the most.
"Thank God,” was a memorable ejaculation,

we have a House of Lords.” “ Thank God,”
it is now more appropriate to remark, “ we have
the traditions of the service and tbe regulations

of the army.” As to the navy we have less

consolation. Nor even is the contemplation of
the army a subject of unmingled self gratulation.
If we look at Hogarth’s “ March to Finchley,”
we shall find that the ucilbrin. cf the British

soldier, though still proudly distinguished by the
apoplectic stock, the compulsory use of the
distinctive tattoo of the razor, and the white
cross-belts that answer the double purpose of

contracting the chest and furnishing an admirable
bull’s-eye for the enemy, has undergone con-
siderable change since “ Geoi^e the Third was
King.” Especially have we made so great a
stride in the introduction of the formidable
artillery which has given a just fame to Sir W.
Armstrong, that we are likely steadily to refuse
to consider any farther evidence on so noisy a
subject for another official generation. Bat in the
navy the new element lias made wild work with
the venerable traditions of the past. The float-

ing castles which, twenty-five years since, were
regarded as chief among the wonders of human
handiwork, are now looked on as so many arks,

and instead of relying on our wooden walls we
are girding ourselves round with walls of iron.

There baa, however, always been one essential

difference between our laud and our sea services,

—a difference inherent in their nature, and to

which the popularity of the naval officer may in
great part be attributed. Preparation for de-

fence is of tbe essence of all military order; but
the preparation which is requisite in an inland
garrison, in the native country of the troops,

and in a time of profound peace, is apt to sink
into a matter of formalism and routine,—of
stocks and pipeclay. On board ship it is other-
wise. An enemy may be at any moment along-
side,—not an enemy who will rush up the ropes
with cutlass and marling-spike, but one who
may lay the vessel itself on its broadside with a
lurch, or pour with irresistible force through the
unclosed port-holes. The winds aud waves of
our stormy seas have been since the time of the
Armada, to say nothing of earlier history, at
once the best guardians of our freedom and the
best educators of our adventurous youth. A
squall may come on at any time, and for two or
three days out of every week the energetic ac-

tivity of the sailor may expect to be tested in a
manner calculated not only to keep him alert,

but to call for and to develop his bodily strength.

Thus, while the professional activity of the sol-

dier can only be exercised by conventional
appeals to bis duty in time of peace, tbe pro-

fessional activity of the sailor is ever on the
alert. The grand object to be dominated by the
navy is the sea, and hostile vessels come in only
as a portion of that great host of difficulties over
which we expect the “ meteor flag” to triumph.
A ready aptitude for whatever may occur thus
comes to form a portion of the sailor’s charac-
ter. Jack is at home, proverbially so, under all

circumstances. A party of English sailors were
amusing themselves in the streets of Naples by
experiments in horsemanship, or in whatever
may be the proper term to use when the animal
mounted was of the humbler rank of an ass.

Not relishing the vigorous thumps administered
by his rider, the first animal of the cavalcade
executed so successful a kick os to send Jack
flying clean over his head. The sailor alighted

on his hands, and ran briskly forward in that
inverted posture as if it had been perfectly

natural for him to go along with his heels in the
air. This was only a trivial illustration of the
manner in which the education of rough weather
makes tbe sailor instantly at homo under the
most novel circumstances.

With this difference between the nature of the
emergencies peculiar to the land and sea ser-

vices, it naturally occurs that a review by land
diffei-B from one by sea in everything but in

name. A naval review is always a bit of actual

service. The wind will not come to order. The
handling of vessels, even under steam, is a real

bit of work. The military review, on the other
hand, especially the military review of the
earlier part of the century, served to bring into

strong relief the difference in the meaning of the
adjectives “ military ” aud “ warlike.” The
aflair was merely a parade on a large scale,—

a

matter of buttons and well -brushed coats, of
promptitude in the manipulation of the fire-arm,

and of mechanical exactitude in marching and
wheeling. The length of the pig-tail is no
longer an item requiring exact admeasurement;
but the pig-tail school is not extinct among our
older officers. We do not wish to speak with
any dialaspect of the unrivalled steadiness of the

British march, the firm, united, unbroken tread,

as unshaken under fire as in the parade, which
excites the admiration even of soldiers formed
under the most opposite systems of drill. But
it is more than questionable how far the slow
march is in arrear of the Annus Domini. The

|

most brilliant courage, the most perfect sang i
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froid under fire, prove no protection against the
rifle. That part of the military code which most
wisely and justly sentences officers to punish-
ment for undue exposure of their lives in

presence of the enemy, demands a fuller exten-

sion. So long as it took a hundred and fiftj

shots to produce a wound, coolness and un-
wavering discipline won tbe day. It was by
these reliable qualities in the British soldier that

the greatest captain of the present centm-y woe
its most decisive battle. He calculated that his

troops would keep their ground to the last man
and that the expenditure of life before French
cannon and musketry could not reach the last

man before the arrival of Blucher or of night
fall. But if both armies had been provided witi

breech-loading small-arms and with riflec

cannou Waterloo could not have been fought as

it actually was fought. What changes th(

Great Duke would have made in his dispositions

we have not the advantage of learning from his

genius or from that of his colossal opponent;
but we may yet derive a lesson from the grave
of Wellington. Eminently, while on activt

service, the duke was a practical man. It was
his habit to weigh possibilities, to seize first th(

leading features of the position, to leave as littk

as possible to luck, and to make the main chance
secure. It was thus that he prepared his famoxu

lines of defence in Portugal, and at a time whei
actual fighting formed more of the business ol

war than it does at the present day, gave the

first important check to the combinations ol

Bonaparte, not by the bayonet so much as by
the spade.

We cannot doubt that if a soldier such as

was Wellington in his prime were now at the

head of the British army the importance o!

the spade in all future warfare would be
brought out iuto strong relief. With the in-

creased precision of aim and rapidity of lire ol

modern arms a battle becomes more a

question of time than was formerly the

case. The defence involves endurance more
than courage. Let troops be kept on
an exposed position for so many minutes, and
they will be mown down to a man. In all the

great battles of modern times, the seizure ol

some partially covered position has usually beet

the object of tbe most obstinate struggle. Thif

feature of war remains unchanged, unless by the

increased rapidity with which the torrents of

blood will flow around the post that is selected

as the key of the position. But in the occupa-

tion of open positions, which dominate the field,]

but which are now exposed, as was not the easel

formerly, to the fire of rifled shell and shot, will!

be found the main difference in the features ofi

modern battles. Points of command essential toi

the tactical movement of the hour will be.

tenable only for so many minutes, because in soi

many minutes every soldier thus exposed will be
shot. It is obvious that the resource in this'

emergency is the spade. The art of self-defence'

must, as in the Spartau times, be made the first

duty of the soldier. To stand to be shot may be
magnificent, but it is not warlike. We must
learn to stigmatise it as unmiiitary. The general

who can moat rapidly intrench his troops will

remain master of the field. We do not speak of

the painful and elaborate system of entrench-

ment which was practised in the American civil

war, although it was the spade which enabled

General Lee so long to hold his own against

forces so immeasurably out-numbering his bat-

talions. But a rapid mode of throwing up a

blind against riflemen, a familiarity with the

pick and shovel, such as make our " navvies ” as

adroit as so many moles, is as essential to the

safety of the troops, and ought to form as inte-

gral a portion of the military education of the

infantry as the nse of the rifle itself.

The subject has been formally brought under
the notice of the Horse Guards, and of course

with the usual result. The first objection made
is, that the soldier is unaccustomed to handle

tbe spade, and that an addition to his drill of a

severe form of manual labour will render the

service unpopular, and interfere with recruiting.

Tell him that it is for hie own protection that he

is thus called on to instruct himself, and bis

reply will be,—to decline to enlist.

To this objection there is one complete reply.

The soldier must have extra pay for extra labour.

This can be effected, not only without addition

to the army estimates, but in a manner that

would become popular both among officers and
men, by affording a rate of pay very far in ad-

vance of the military rate, on a aelf-sopporting

I

basis. Our navigators readily earn their 53. and

) Ss. a day. The education of a navigator consists
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• in patting a spade into hie hand, and telling
' him to fill 80 many barrows of earth a day. At
i first he does it very badly; he works slowly and
clameily; he does Jess than half as mnch as his

3 neighbour, and he is tired to death by sunset.
A week or two of practice makes an immense

i-difference
; in three months a pick may be put

into his hand; in six months he is a skilled
earth workman

;
in twelve he is fit to be a

'ganger.
Now, if working parties of troops were de-

tailed for the execution of civil or military
rworks, commencing under the guidance of
picked civil workmen, who would soon be

• replaced by non-commissioned officers, very
1 little time wonld pass before the military exca-
r vators became as skilled as the civil. Ifapre-
t liminury outlay seem requisite for clothes and
‘ tools, this outlay would be replaced long before
the close of the year, and the proper price of the

« work done would be such as most amply to
''remunerate all engaged. We speak from large
‘ experience of civil works, and we can appeal to
Itbe testimony of engineer officers, who know the
) inefficiency of recruits at any skilled work, and
< who also know the rapidity with which efficiency
ris attained under instruction and practice. We
! do not say to what extent the array might thos,
(While increasing tenfold its military or rather its

(Warlike efficiency, be rendered a self-support-
ling institution, but we are confident that the
iisuggestion merited a better reception than the
(reply from the Horse Guards, that the plan was
i'deserving of attention, but that we have too Jew
ymen in the army to allow of its adoption. It is

tthis very scarcity ofour precious personnel of war
Ithat will, sooner or later, (let us hope before
rsome great affront has demonstrated its neces-
isity,) render the adoption of some such plan an
'fessential part of our military system.

:€ONCEIlNING THE BHITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
AT DUNDEE.

’

The meeting at Dundee has been more suc-
ecessful than at first seemed probable. The
iiproceedings in the sections were, as they always
(are, interesting

; the hospitality connected with
hthe excursions was gratifying to all who took
apart in them

;
whilst, notwithstanding many

rcwell-known faces were absent from Dundee, the
iitickets issued and the amount realized at the
omeetiug were beyond the figures at Nottingham.
iMoreover, the city-authorities did so much during
lithe week, as to remove to a considerable extent
nimpreeaions that were produced on visitors from
/London, on their arrival, or by the first twenty,
"four hours’ residence. The Provost himself was
oindefatigable

; and one, or perhaps two of the
hthreo local secretaries, soon after our notice of last
((Week was written, came out into the light : to
JMr. Henderson at least, we are indebted. More
amight have been done, it is admitted, as to the
rsrrangeiuents of the opening-day

; but we are
saesured that any omissions were owing to the
innsuggestiveness of those who alone know—the
egeneral and assistant secretaries of the Aseocia-
iction—what is required in details, from having
ahad experience, or at least ought to know. When
3che Association goes, next year, as is decided, to
(Norwich, there must be some arrangement by
Iw-hich lodgings may be kept within reasonable
laimits of price, and by which persons employed
yby the local secretaries to ascertain available
(3iccommodatiou may not apparently play iuto
Lobe hands of those letting the lodgings, as
3 0 the terms, and may eschew altogether the
riirtier quarters of a town, and do something
3ioward8 pi’oventing the proprietors of taverns
nmd the purveyors of refreshments from beeom-
3(ng every day more extortionate. The list of
icodgings at Dundee was worse than useless

:

3cnquircrs were directed by it to places that could
oiot be found, and to one place that was a cellar.
iChe lodgings, when found, were from 30a. to
IM. lOs. per week, for two small rooms

;
and of

Ivhat we saw, the more expensive were the least
laleanly. As it was, effects of some of the
rareliminary arrangements, oud the original de-
icects of the places of residence, remained, or
evere operative to the last. The majority of' the
irenements in Bonnie Dundee have certain de-
cnoiencies that would prevent persons from the
JKOUth of the kingdom from settling in the city,
li?hatever otherwise the indneements. Excepting
in hotels and public institutions, and in houses
liinilt by the more wealthy people for their own
ifiesidence, one requisite seems to be always un-

provided in the plan, and non-existent in fact.

A certain odour, not that of sanctity, or else a
smell of burnt lavender as a substitute pro-
vided and preferable, is apt to be met with. On
the first morning a general chorus of complaint
was sounded in the reception-room in the Ex-
change buildings; which apartment, by the way,
soon became almost unbearable, from the de-
mand upon certain accessories of the bnildiug
that have been alluded to as wanting elsewhere.
The system of residences in flats is very general

;

and, of course, this has the advantages which
onr readers are well aware of. The “ stair,” in
such cases, usually ascends direct from near the
street entrance-doorway, to which last there is

no door. The oonsequences, in many oases,
need not bo mentioned

; and should there be
nothing more objectionable, and the stone steps
be scrupulonsly clean to the eye, there is stench
that is disgusting, due to the fact that the pupu-
lation of the tenements is largely feline. We
may say that the flea of this part of Scotland is

of a bigness and an agility unknown in the
southern part of the island

; that is to say, if we
may bear witness to the zoological fact after
sleepless nights, and succeeding days of discom-
fort like that which was the lot of the carriers
iu Shakspeare’s “ Henry IV.” As regards the
worst defects, alluded to, of the dwellings, the
authorities of the city are no doubt anxious to
ooiTeot them. Sewerage and water-supply have
been attended to : the water moreover seems
good. The most-reoently built of the tene-
mented dwellings, as those erected by the
Messra. Baxter, in Lyou-street, of which we
may again speak, are very superior to others.
We have no doubt of the anxiety of the city-

authorities to remedy what is defective
;
but at

present the system of the removal of ordirre
from the houses is disgusting; albeit as to what
comes under the ooniprehensive designation
“dust” in a London-house, we advocate the
French system of depositing it in the stre-t,

combined with perfect streot-cleansing, in lien of
the hoarding it in or close about houses, which
is general in London.

(Jf the city itself mnch more might be said
;

but our present business is with the Association.
The opening meeting was held in the Kinnaird

Hall, a room built as a Corn Exchange, and for
public meetings, and said to be 130 ft. by GO ft.

on the ground, and 40 ft. in height, and esti-

mated as affording space, with its end-gallery,
foi' from 2,500 to 3,000 persons. On this occa-
sion there were side-galleries, temporarily
erected. Theceiling has slopingsides audacentral
plafond, and is carried by iron ribs of the semi-
circular-arch form : the lighting, by day, is

through the sloping sides. By night the arrange-
ment provides for sun-burners; but on the
evening in question, gaseliers were substituted,
and the room was almost unbearable. Before
the proceedings commenced Sir David Brewster
fainted, and had to be carried oat. The original
Bun-burners have now taken the place of some
of the gaseliers, and with advantage

;
but on

each of the lecture-nights the room has been
still hot and uncomfortable.
The chair was taken, in the absence of Mr.

Grove, the former president, by Sir Roderick
Murchison, who,with questionable taste, saiil that
the choice of president this year had been made
on the principle of alternating men of rank with
men of soienoe. The address of the Duke of
Buccleuob, which followed, was an argumenta-
tive exposition of the advantages of scisnee,
and of the importance of its being taught in
schools and universities; and anywhere else
than at the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, would have been highly credit-
able to the person who delivered it. It re-

sembled in no respect the addresses of former
years in being a review of the scientific progress
of the year. Therefore, it seems to us that tho
Association this year will have failed of one of
its most important functions. The duke said,
he had never in his life attempted to pen, before-
hand, a speech or address to be delivered, and
that in this case ho must have had recourse to
the pens and to the heads of others, whilst he
preferred speaking from his own heart and
head. There is much in this that is creditable
to the dnko; but the man who is not capable of
utilizing the labours of others, whilst acknow-
ledging them, and of making his ovrn indivi-
duality, as v/ell as acquaiutauce, to some extent,
with every branch of science, clear at the same
time, is not fitted for the post of president of the
Association.

There is frequent error, in several ways, in the
practice of men in such a position as that of the

president of the British Association, men of
science or others. Whilst not forgetting that
there is no natnral demarcation of branches of
science, distinguishing them from other branches,
they assume that au individual mind is held, by
the public, capable of grasping tho whole. It
would be far better,—indeed it is essential for
the annual address at tho meeting of the British
Association,—that the utmost use should be
made of the assistauce of the man most compe-
tent in his department, and that such assistance
should be openly acknowledged. This was the
course pursued by the great Humboldt in his
Ooswos. Lord Brougham, although there is no
donbt of the writership of his addresses on sub-
jects which were all taken in by his comprehen-
sive mind, was accustomed for many years to be
kept up with the progress of different branches
of floionce by chosen persons regularly attending
him with the object. In each of these courses
there is recognised that for which we contend.
If tho proper man be chosen for the presidency,
the address will be that of the individual, none
the less that all requisite assistance is both used
and acknowledged, whilst it will be, what the
address this year wae not, a report of the state
of each science and of the existing relations in
the whole.

We should mention that at the meeting of the
General Committee, in the morning, a very im-
portant report from a committee was read, on
Scientific Education in Schools. It is too long
for our reference to more than one or two of the
many important points in it. It showed that
those boys upon wljom the ordinary school educa-
tion produced slight effect could be stimulated
by instruction in science, and that science would
be found a most valuable element in the educa-
tion of those who shovred aptitude for literature.

It referred to the opinion as concurred in by
schoolmasters, that much more knowledge and
intellectual vigour might be obtained by most
boys during the many years they spend at school,
than what they do obtain. So far from the
valuable results of a classical education being
diminished, the report maintained that the ex-
clusively clansioal education failed deplorably for
the majority of minds. The report said :

“ As
a general rule, tho small proportion of boys who
leave our schools for the Universities consists
undeniably of those who have advanced furthest
iu classical studies, and judging the exist-
ing system of education by these boys alone,
wo have to confess that it frequently ends
in astonishing ignorance.” As to the notion
of excessive strain upon the minds of boys,
the report alluded to the enrao objections
as once opposed to the introduction of modem
languages and mathematics

;
and it remarked

that change involving play of a new set of
faculties often produced n sense of positive relief.

A distinction is mado in the .report between
scientific information and scientific training.
Both of these should co-exist in a school pro-
fessing to offer the highest liberal education;
whilst at ei'ery school there should be corapre-
hensive elementary instruction in science. Bat
the report clearly contemplates mnch more than
the merely elementary instruction. It considers
the claims of experimental physics, chemistry,
and botany, and says of chemistry that pursuit
of this science “ affords a corrective of each of
the two extremes against which real educators
of youth are constantly struggling.” For, on the
one hand it loads even sluggish or nnculfcivated
minds from simple and interesting observa-
tions to general ideas and conclusions, and gives
them a taste of intellfctual enjoyment and a de-
sire for learning. On the other hand, it checks
over-confidence in mere reasoning, and shows
tho way in which valid extensions of our ideas
grow out of a series of more and more rational
and accurate observations of external nature.”
Further on in the report, reference is made to the
fact that many boys of thirteen or fourteen are
sent to the public schools almost totally ignorant
of the elements of arithmetic. With a view to
the furtherance of the objects, the following
anggestions are made :

—

I. That in all schools natural science be on(» of the sub-
jects to be taiiy:ht, and that in every public school at
least one natnral-acienco master be appointed for the
purpose.

II. That at. least three hours a weeh he devoted to such
acientifle instruction.

III. That natural science should be placed on an equal
footing with matbematios and modem langnsges in
effecting promotions, and in winning honours and
prizes,

IV. That soma knowledge in arithmetic should be re-
quired for admission into all public schools.
V. That the Universities and Colleges ho invited to

assist in the introduction of scientific education, by
making natural science a subject of esaminatioa, either
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at matriculation, or at an early period of a University
career.

TI. That the importance of appointing lecturers in

science, and oS'ering entrance scnolarsbips, exhibitions,

and fellowships for the encouragement of scientific

attainments be represented to the authorities of the
CoUeges.

With reference to the last two recommencla-
tions, co-operation of the Universities is neces-

sary, although not more than 35 per cent, even
of the boys at the great public schools proceed
to the University, because the curriculum of a
public school is almost exclusively prepared with
reference to the Universities. Attached to the
report are .Appendices, giving particulars of the
scientifio education within the present sphere of

the Universities, including London, and of the
College of Preceptors, and also particulars of

what is done in the French and German schools,

as well as ample information as to the teaching
of science at Rugby and Harrow.
On the following day the sections got to work.

Some of the papers which were read on subjects
directly interesting to our readers we shall print
or refer to.

Resides the proceedings in the Sections, there
were two lectures to large audiences in the Kin-
naird Hall, one of them by Mr. Archibald
Geikie, on “The Geology of Scotland with
Relation to the Picturesque Features of the
Country j” and the other by Professor Alexander
Herschell, F.R.A.S., on “Meteors and Me-
teorites.” Each of these lectures was illustrated
by large diagrams and views, and the latter one
by some very remarkable experiments. On two
other evenings there were soirees in the Volun-
teer Drill Hall

j
which were attended each by

upwards of 2,000 persons. The only defects in
the arrangements were insuflScient width of
entrance-and-exib-way, and very inadequate
provision for overcoats aud umbrellas. This
drill-shed is a large structure, of the railway-
shed character, as built, but which on this occa-
sion was made to assume a highly-effective
appearance. It was erected partly for the pur-
pose to which it was applied during the meetings
of the British Association, and partly for that
which its name indicates. There seems to be
some idea of making the structure eventually,
longer than it now is.

On the nights of the soirees, the entrance
where carriages set down was approached by
crossing a forecourt, ornamented with plants
and coloured lamps

; and across the whole end
of the building ran a temporarily-erected porch,
glass-roofed, and decorative in appearance.
Double flights of steps were in the centre; whilst
other flights of steps at the ends of the loggia,
were reserved for pedestrians. The walls of this
hall were covered with paintings, about six hun-
dred in number, some of them copies of old mas-
ters, though not always acknowledged to be
such, but many of them works of the highest
order of excellence

; and many interesting ob-
jects were dispersed about the ample area of the
hall. After one of the soirees, there was a ball
in the Xinnaird Hall. There was an agri-
cultural show

;
there was a flower-show in

the Baxter Park
;

and there were numerous
places of interest thrown open for the in-
spection of visitors. On the Saturday there
were excursions to St. Andrew’s, to Bossie
Priory and Fingask Castle, to Falkland Palace,
and to Glamis. Eight or ton others were
to be made this Thursday. On each day, each
one of the excursions ofiered such temptations,
that scarcely a member of the Association was
there who did not regret his or her inability to
go to all. A comparison of notes on Saturday
night showed that every one had been gratified.
The more formal business of the Association

concluded on Wednesday.

Cost of the Xew Yestey-hail, St. Luke’s.
In accordance with a request of the vestry, the
clerk has laid before the Board a detailed ac-
count of the money expended in the erection of
the new Vestry-hall. It contains the following,
with other items Cost of site, 1,6501.; build-
ing, 6,416i. 2s. lOd. ; expended at the laying of
the foundation stone, 701. : Mr. Stett, for first

drawing, 3651. 53. ; for second ditto, 2791. 68. Id.;
some additional painting, 101. ISs. 9d.

; carpen-
ters’ work, exclusive of the building contract,
two items, of 101. 158. 2d. and 1451. 143. 6d.

;

gas-fittings, Mr. Jeal, 2471. 78. ; a marble slab,

431. Ds. 4d. The total was 10,2721. 19s. 3d. The
clerk said the guardians had to pay half of that
amount, namely, 5,1361. 9s. 8d. That body had
already paid 1,6501. for the site, and 3,0001. cash.

THE BUILDER.

VENTILATION.

The Drummond School was opened in May,
1864, for the reception and education of orphan
daughters ofsoldiers.** Thirty children, the
youngest of seven years, were selected, medi-
cally inspected, and admitted within the next
few months, and a female staff placed in charge
of them.
Not very long after the entire number of chil-

dren was assembled, slight ailings occurred,
which were attributed to change of climate and
diet, and other ordinary causes

;
but this con-

clusion was in time discovered to be inexact, as
these tendencies did not pass away with longer
residence, and ordinary health was not in all

cases resumed. These illnesses were in them-
selves, with one or two exceptions, unimportant,
except from indicating that something was amiss
in the sanitary conditions of the school : they
comprised sick headaches, deranged primcB vice,

sore throats, sore eyes, glandular enlargements,
colds, feverish attacks. One girl was removed
with incipient lateral curvature, another died
from gastro-biliary fever, which rapidly assumed
a very low type

;
and, lastly, porrigo showed

itself. No exception could apparently be taken
to the mansion; it was situated in a most
healthy position, the rooms were of good size

and airy, and in the dormitories the beds were
so arranged as to be one yard apart. Ventilators
likewise had been introduced into the walls of
the school, and other rooms, under the direction

of Col. Durnford, of the Royal Engineers; and
in fine weather the windows were kept partially

open, and everything done to keep the house
sweet.

In August, 1866, the governors at my request
sanctioned the venti!ati( n of the sleeping apart-

ments in the manner I am about to describe.

Since then, that is during the last year, a
most gratifying change has taken place; only
two cases have been presented to me for treat-

ment. one of acute dyspepsia after the Christ-

mas holidays
;

another of scarlet fever, which
ran a very mild course after the Easter holidays.

This result, both novel and striking, can be
attributed to no other cause than the thorough
ventilation of the above-mentioned rooms, which
was carried out by a most competent ofiicer, Mr.
Daly, of the Royal Engineer Department.
The removal of impure air from a room can

be effected by offering to it a ready outlet and
dynamically replacing it with pure air; the
problem to be solved is how to compass this

object without creating a draught, which may
be detrimental to health, or which shall interfere
with the personal comfort of the inmates. I do
not know that there is any novelty in the mode
adopted at the Drummond School, but a little

care is required to secure all the objects con-
templated and in the best way.
Each room was ventilated quite independently

of itsneighbonrs. From sneh room holes or per-

forations were made, exactly opposite to each
other, close up to the ceiling, through walls and
partition walls, right through to the open air in

front and rear of the building : into these per-
forations tubes or conduits were inserted which
passed from the room completely to the outside
uf the building. Some of these tubes were, of
course, very short, as they had only to clear the
thickness of the outside wall : those opposed to
them, proceeding from the other side of the room,
were long, as they bad to extend through the
partition walls, from the inside of the room,
close to the ceilings of the interposed passages
and rooms, until the outside of the building was
reached in the exactly opposite direction. These
conduits were 15 in. by 4 in. in the clear : the
wider and shallower they are the better, so that
the section do not much exceed 60 square inches,

lest the change of air in the room in windy
weather be too rapid. They were made of well-

seasoned yellow pine, ploughed and tongned, and
the joints put together with white lead, so as to
be perfectly air-tight-f

• Mr. Drummond, a mercLant of Dublin, who bad for-
merly been in her Majesty's service, bequeathed a sum of
20,000i. to establish this school : a further sum of 2,231i!.

was raised by subscription, and expended in purchasing,
repairing, and improving two private dwelling-honsea
(twin houses), situated in a large garden, on an agreeable
aite overlooking the River Liffcy. The interest of Mr.
Drummond’s magnificent bequest was reserved for the
exelnsive support and education of the orphan children.

t The recreation-room and dormitories of the Royal
Hibernian Military School have been most successfully
ventilated in this manner. The conduits are of frame-
work, covered with canvas and deeply coated with paint

:

they have discharged their ofilce well. Some of the con-
duits which open into the recreation-room pass over twelve
yards through rooms and passages. When the frames of
the zinc plates at the inlets were first put up (some years
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Outside the house the inlets or outlets, as the

case may be, of these tubes or conduits were
furnished with perforated iron gratings, the per-

forations being | in. diameter and in. apart

;

the holes were punched, “ not drilled,” the face

of the plate with the “burrs” or projections

made by the punching being kept on the out-

side, whereby wet blown against the front of it

is prevented running into the tube through

the holes : the gratings were in. thick. On
the inner side, opening into the rooms, per-

forated zinc, with holes ^ in. diameter, are fixed

fair with the face of the walls, and draught-

boards, which experience has shown should be
perfectly horizontal, 2 in. or 3 in. wider than the

zinc plate, and project into the room about 10 in.,

are fixed under the apertures, to guide the air

into the room, direct it across the room to the

opposite aperture, and prevent its descending

immediately on introduction. This draught-

board performs an important office and cannot

be dispensed with. These ventilating apertures,

with their special conduits, should be from 15 ft.

to 18 ft. apart, so that two sets will fully venti-

late a tolerably large room. It is not necessary,

excepting for about 18 in. of the part directly

entering or leaving the room, that these long

tubes should be perfectly straight
;
they can

without detriment take a little excursion, so as to

clear a staircase or inconveniently obtruding

partition-wall ; but the less friction, to the aii

that is permitted within them the better.

Most people have a vague notion that, heated

air expanding and ascending, all that is neces-

sary to provide for ventilation is to favour the

escape of impure heated air at the top of the

room and to permit the entrance of a cooler

stratum of pure air below : no doubt pure dry

air would be obedient to this law, but the air in

a room may be in conditions in which the inter-

change may be interrupted, nay entirely arrested,

unless the difference of temperature be very

high,—high to a degree that should never be

permitted, so high indeed that it may prove

exceedingly prejudicial to health.

My attention was first drawn to this deviatior

from received principles, many years ago, in the

East. I was, late one night, during the preva

lence of cholera, called to visit some soldiers ol

j

the 95th regiment, in a large, lofty barrack-

j

room : the floor area, however, allotted to the

I
men was so restricted that the soldiers’ beds

were all hut touching. As the corporal moved
forward with the lantern, I observed that the

flame became small and red ; but when he, by
my directions, raised the lantern above his head,

the flame resumed its ordinary appearance. I

moved gently to an undisturbed part of the

room, and found on raising myself a foot or two
that the air above was tranquil and compara-
tively pure ;

but, lowering my head to a level

with the men’s bodies, I felt it to be oppressive,

tainted, and sickening. The presence of this

bank of ungenial air enshrouding the men I

attributed at the moment to the presence of

watery vapour, the lialitus from their breath

and transpiration from their bodies. All who
have observed on a damp morning in some
manufacturing town the heated air and smoke
arrested in its upward movement, and hanging

like a cap over the huge factory chimney, will

realize the idea that suggested itself to my mind
as I regarded it,*

There is something very curious in this

tendency of air, in the ordinary conditions in

which we find it, to arrange itself in strata. In

the atmosphere, free as every particle of air is

to obey the forces acting on it, to adapt itself as

it listeth, we perceive this stratifying disposition

in the flat bottoms of cumuli, in the horizontal

sheets of stratus,+ and cirrho-stratus. In the

East, journeying up to the sanitary stations on
the hills, we see it in the early mornings as we
mount our horses and glance back on our ride

of yesterday, in the flat-topped dense fog, which
fills the deep valleys rife with malaria, in the

aco) I caused them to he furniehed with slides to regulate

the quantity of admitted air: these were soon fountl to be

unnecessary, even in the stormy weather of midwinter,
and have been withdrawn. In the dormitories, the air of

which was formerly much tainted, but now very fair in-

deed, I have found, after several years’ experience, that

the minimum space which, consistently with due regard to

maintenance of health, can be allotted to each boy is

45 square feet. The average age of these boys is 10 years;

a larger apportionment would, therefore, be required for

full-grown persems.
* I wrote by the next mail to Sir John Webb, describing

what I had witnessed, and pointed out the propriety of

securing a greater amount of lateral space to men in bar-

racks. By return mail he informed me that my suggestion

would be carried out in a new barrack about to be erected

for Artillery at Portsmouth.

t “ Meteorology." Sir John Herechel. Pp. 98, 200.
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VENTILATION OF EOOMS.

I

VtntilaUon of (he front rooms is shotvn hy the lines A ;

qf the rear rooms by the lines 23; each set completely

independent of the others.

intervals of the mountain spurs."’ Mr. Glaisher,

in his balloon ascents and descents, is stated to

have passed through some 2,000 ft. of air of
uniform temperature into other strata indiffer-

ently of higher or lower thermal state.* Mr.
Clibborn, of the Eoyal Irish Academy, has
favoured me with another singular instance in
“ a peculiar effect produced in the old library by
the mode of heating it under the bookcases with
small iron pipes, heated so highly with water
that they would char dust and blacken paper
sometimes, so that we expected an accident,
until I adopted a method of cooling them by
means of hundreds of iron saddles made of bits

of hoop-iron, a plan which I found wonderfully
efficacious in cooling the pipes and heating the
air in the room moderately and agreeably,
instead of the hot dry air we had previously.
Now this air used to accumulate and form a
stratum of the height of the long table in the
middle of the room, provided the place was
still and no one walked about

;
your head

and body would feel cool, but your
legs and feet oppressively warm : you
would be reading and all quiet, and in a
moment the cold air from the great lantern at
the top would tumble down, and you would feel

a great shock,! as if a blast of cold air struck ;

you from some window or door suddenly open-
ing. At night, on one occasion, when we were
at work at the Catalogue, moving very little,

having books on the table and eight large candles
burning on it, the night being very cold we had
the hot-water pipes very warm, when suddenly

* TTi/e on this subject Prof. Tyn^ul’s charming volume
on heat and motion.

t Non-commissioned olBcers have several times men-
tioned to me this horrid descending blast though the
upright ventilating shafts in the barrack-rooms, but I
never thoroughly comprehended the drift of their expla-
nations until these observations of Mr. Clibborn reached
me. I may mention that these ventilating shafts with
louvre tops have utterly failed in every instance : vre had
four of them in the feoyal Hibernian Military School
dormitories, as many in the recreation-room, which never
did any good whatever.

the cold air fell from the lantern, and the hot air

flew up suddenly into its place with such rapidity

that all the candles were blown out.” Mr. Clib-

born likewise observes, that this stratification is

by no means absent from private dwelling-

houses; the separating plane of the strata being
usually on a level with the upper edge of the

fireplace.

We thus can readily comprehend that in still

rooms, such as they ever are at night, we have
no guarantee in loftiness of ceiling for the purity

of the air we are breathing. It is, besides,

highly objectionable to admit in any great quan-

,

tiby cold air by ventilators at the baseboard of

the room ; I have had on many occasions to

close them up, as I have found coughs, sore

throats, and sore eyes clearly traceable to them.
In the mode of ventilation I have been describing

these untoward results never occur.

In our variable climate it is exceedingly rare

to find the air perfectly still. Wind is always

j

being propelled in one direction or another, and
I never so completely end on to a dwelling-house

but that it will sensibly press on either the front

or the rear. It will be obvious then, that, no
matter how the wind may blow, an nuequal
pressure will be exerted on one or other face of

the house, and that the effort at equilibrium will

carry a current through the tubes or conduits

from the windy to the lee side, directly across

the upper part of the room to bo ventilated.

The friction of this current on the volume of air

in the room very soon sets the mass in gentle

motion, revolving on a horizontal axis
;
part of

the introduced air becomes entangled with the

revolving mass, and keeps up a supply of pure

air to the room ; while, in like manner, a portion

of the mass disengages itself, and passes out

with the current, thus removing a part of the

impure air previously circulating in the room.
I A little care is required to adapt the average

I

in-fiowing current to the size of the room, so

that it may not cool the room too palpably. I

I

have adopted a section of 60 square inches in

j

the Drummond School, the ceiling being only

9 ft. from the floor, and with this have had the

ventilators open all the last severe winter, and
have not found that the temperature was incon-

veniently lowered, or comfort at all interfered

with.

Robert Templeton, Dep. Inspector General,

Royal Hibernian Military School.

THE ARCHITECT OF THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

Before the claim for Mr. Pugin in this re-

spect had reached its present shape, we said, on
receiving an anonymous note from one obviously

not personally concerned in the disenssion, and
possessing no special knowledge of the case,

that “ persons making this claim (a sort of claim

always to be looked at with the greatest suspicion,

especially when death has removed the chief

person concerned) should refer to the statement

made in our pages by Mr. Pugin himself on a
similar occasion ; to which we could add the

recollection of an indignant personal denial by
Sir Charles Barry and Mr. Pugin both.”* Mr.

E. Pugin considered this a personally oflensiva

aUusioD, t although, in truth, it was meant to

apply generally and not to be offensive to any
individual.

Our observation, in its general application, we
now reiterate. Claims of this kind go to destroy all

confidence between principal and assistants, and

to lessen the chances of men who, not having

work to do themselves, are glad, at certain stages

of their career, to sell assistance to those

who have. Admit what seems evident, that

Pugin was, for a certain time during the progress

I
of the Houses of Parliament, Barry’s chief and

j

very valuable assistant. Go even further and

j

say, simply for argument’s sake, that he was the

designer of the building : he accepted the

' position for his own purpose, and undertook to

* P. 494, ante. t 635.
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do what he did for a cprtnin remaneration, which
he received. To claim for him now eomethiog
much more than he agreed to receive, is a breach
of contract and a breach of faith.
Bnt if Pagin himself is to be believed, there is

no ground whatever for seeking to claim for him
the title of architect of the Westminster Palace,
and it may be worth while to restate the circum-
stances which enable ns to say this positively.

In the Builder of August 30tfa, 1845,* we
printed the complaints of some English decora-
tors, who considered themselvee ill-treated with
reference to the Parliament Houses, in the
course of which the writer said:

—

“Jlessrs. Crace have both the hononr and the profit
accruing from the painted decorations of the House of
liords, which are being executed by foreign and Engiish
artists,/rom deiigngfurniihed by Mr. Pugin, and under hi»
direction, to the exclusion of the only two artists who were
qualified for employment, according to the decision of the
committee.

Immediately after the appearance of this
statement, the conductor of this Journal re-

,

ceived from Mr. Pugin, and printed, the follow-
ing letter:!

—

appears by an article in the last nnmber of

'

the Builder, m well as in notices contained of late in other
penodiculs, that a misconception prevails as to the natureM my employment in the works of the new Palace atWestminster, I think it incumbent on meT in fustica ?o

‘hat I am engaged by him, and by himalone, ^th the approval of the Government, to assist in
working.drawings snd models, from his de-
^ the wood-carvings and other details of the

init
procure models and draw-mgs of t^be best examples of ancient decorative art of the

or specimens
for the guidance of the workmen in respect of the taste

with artists and the

Star!
workmen that can be procured in every

t' superintend persona®^e practical execution of the works upon the most econo-mical terms compatible wiih the nature of it and its most
? P^formance. In fnlflUing the duties of my oXe
alf

anything whatever on my own responsibility •

all modeh and workiog-drawings being prepared from MrBarry a designs, and submitted to him for bis approval oralteration previous to their being carried into^^ect- in

Ueally Mr Barry-, oi;:n desigra and rietc, in all respect,
to your fairness in giving insertion to this ktterin your next number, I sm sir 4c
S,pt. 3rd, 1S15. ' + A. Wemt Prois,
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convinces us that a central hoard appointed by a Statedepartment is necessary to the efficient protection of run-
ning waters.” “In order to prevent the pollntioo, and
legally control the management of rivers, their basins or
watersheds must be placed under supervision, irrespective
of any arbitrary divisionB of county, parish, township,
parliamentary, municipal, or local government Act boun-
daries

; or, indeed, of any artificially established division.Killing waters flow on from their source to the sea, and
It the lyiland waters are polluted by town sewage and by
Tpfuae dis^arged from manufactories, as in the West
Kiding of Yorkshire, the entire length of a river is neces-
sarily polluted, and will require to be conserved or pro-
tected. Towns situated midway or on the lower branches
of rivers, as Leeds, Manchester, Salford, and manyother places, will establish and carry ont local improve-
mcnts, and would clarify their sewage and other refuse
fluid to little practical purpose, if the towns, villages, and
manufactfines on the same river with themselves and its
tributaries are not placed under restrictions atainst send-mg down poDutions. This state of things applies eouaUv
to villages, and even to single mills and factories as to
l^arge towns: it prevents local authorities, as alsomana-

tion””^”’
taking npthe question of separate pnrilica.

Mr. John Craoe also wrote a letter, in which
he says,

—

“lean state distinctly that not onesingleforeigneris or

of
the decorations of the Hew House

Bar^ “’e sketches from Mr.
Ko

^ ® them out full-size with my own
execution of themunder Mr. Barry s immediate instructions and control."

At the same time Sir Charles, then Mr. Barry
called apon ns, and denied emphatically the’
correctness of the statement that had been
made. Amongst other things he said,—wo re-member it distinctly,—that, to avoid thepossibi.
Jity of such ascription, Mr. Pngin made few
drawings, eioepting from his, Mr. Barry’s own
rongh sketches, and none that i.e (Barry) did not
to some e.ytent or other work upon. Air Pogin
had already said the same taing in his letterMd reiterated it viva voce on another occasion!We might exlraet other evidence from onr own
pages; wo might quote the l.stimony already
given by Mr. Wolfe, Mr, Banks, Mr. Wright,
Mr. Perrry, Atr. Talbot Bury, and others, Ind
examino some of the stateme tits made on the
otlier side

j but there ia no occ.teion for it. Mr.
Pugin told us himself, distinctly, that he had
no right whatever to be considi red the architect
ol the Houses of Parliamer.t, and that his
TCcnpation was simply to assifit in carrying out
Mr. Harry s designs in all respects.
We shall be glad if we hear no more of the

claim that has been set up, and we express that
hope with equal regard for the fame of Pogin as
lor the fame of Barry.

°

At Croydon, at South Norwood, and at some otherto^s. ithas been forbidden by injunction for the local
autborities to pass town sewage intorunningwaters below
a defined standard of purity, and the result has been,
alter the failure of all other systems, a clarification ofsuch sewage by imgation, which not only proves success-

,

tut lor the purpose desired, namely, to prevent river
pollution, but in its operation is a source of profit to the
ratepayers However that be, the question of profit or
loss in abating nuisances, and in preventing either theundoe pollution ofthe atmosphere, running svaters, or thesewhore, by town and house sewage, or bv working mines
and carrying on trades and manufactures, ought not too
closely to be taken into account, as in some cases restric-
tive measures rigidly enforced would result in profit,
whilst >D others there might he a small loss, if that cun be
Jairly called loss which ia more than compensated by gain to
the community. Towns can as well afford to pay for themeans and appliances necessary to render sewage innocu-OU8 to running waters, as they can to pay for the sewersand drains which are necessary to their sanitary well-domg e have explained in this report that abuse and
pollutions of running waters are of wide extent and affect
entire watersheds, so that it may be inferred that any
useful remedy must be capable of being applied as widelv
as the polliuioLs extend. Some districts are notoriouslymore polluted thsn others, as, for instance, those whichwe have just visited where the great woollen and worsted
trades are established

;
there the abuses and pollntiona ofrunning wafers have become almost intolerable and even

trade is seriously injured in consequence. The long cata-
logue ot pollutions and of floodings, as set forth in theevidence and in the appendix to this report, indicates the
extent to which such abuses may further grow if left un-
controlled. Every witness we examined admitted the
existence of many great evils, and remedial measures are
lu the evidence over and over again suggested, the reite-
rated stipulations being, that such measures shall be asgeneral as the trades to be affected by them, and that
their enforcement shaU be by Government authority.”

On the sevrering of towns, and the application
of the sewage to the soil, the Corntniseioners
remark that the sewering of towns is a complex
question, and requires to be specially studied, so
as to effect the greatest amount of good at the
least risk of polluting water-courses. Natural
streams, as small brooks, should not be arched
over and formed into sewers, neither should
nrers be made the receptacles of sewage,

falling into each farrow as into a conduit, leaving
the ridges comparatively bare. Such work may
cost about 51. per acre. Small fields may have
useless hedges removed, so as to have larger
areas at command. Under-draining may or may
not be necessary; this mast be settled after an
examination of the subsoil to be dealt with. If
under-draining be adopted, deep drains answer
best, and these shonld be laid so as to extract
water and admit air. Where the surface-con*
tours will allow of interception, sewage-water
from drains may be turned on to the land three
or four times with advantage and with a certainty
of extractingmoreof the saltsofsewage. Sewage
meadows ought to be laid out on a plan similar
to that adopted for water meadows. Can-iers
shonld contour the surface, at intervals apart, in
proportion to the character of the soil and the
slope of the surface. Where main open carriers
may be considered a nuisance, as near houses,
roads, or foot-walks, they may be covered con-
duits having cheap outlet-valves at a chain
apart

; carriers in the fields may be open grips
formed with plough or spade, and such as to be
broken up if necessary when a change of crop is
made. A cheap main carrier can be formed with
common agricultural drain tiles, butT-jointed, laid
half in and half out of the ground

; a single pipe
or length of pipes can then be removed by hand
at any^ point to allow of irrigation, and these
same pipes can be readily replaced again. Where
foul smells’ are complained of as coming from
sewage-irrigated lands the causes are in the state
of the sewage and in the rude mode of using it.

If old and putrid sewage is stored in large tanks,
or is conveyed in large open ditches which are
never cleaned, there will be offensive taint.
Fresh sewage does not give offso offensive a taint,
and, if conveyed at once by covered conduits to
land, all nuisance ceases immediately. Cast-
iron piping and hose and jet application are
costly to provide and expensive to manipulate.
If they are adopted, some special reason must
have been urged to warrant this form of extra
outlay, as for lawns and fields near houses, or,
for gardens. The produce from properly irri-
gated land will be from five to tenfold that
of the same land under ordinary cultiva-
tion. Sewage evenly and regularly applied
to the growth of Italian rye-grass, on any
soil, will produce from 30 to 60 tons weight of
green grass on each statute acre per annum.
The celebrated Craigentinny meadows near
Edinburgh, principally sea sand, have pro-
dneed from forty to sixty tons per annum to each
acre, and let by auction at rents varying from
25Z. to 351. the acre. At South Norwood and at
Worthing clay land ont of which bricks are made
is irrigated with town sewage, and produces from
fnr+.Tr tn f^F^rr tv..-.., -P . -i

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

Anotiiee Beport of the Hoyal Commissioners,
Messrs. Kawlinson. Harrison, and Way, on the
rivers Aire and Culder, lias been printed. On
the general question of the best means of pre-
Venting the pollution of rivers, they say in this
report,

—

p.l*
always practicable. Where it

least^ nuisance and

i
‘ ratepayers. tVliere the solids are ex-

on
ui^cbsnical deposition, there ia pecuniary lose

operation, and xnnning streams receiring the

t-int ‘
It*"

Po^uted, tie pollution Beinggreater as the Tolunie ju the stream is relstivelv smalf
for treating sewage are satisfactorr

USM^*
* direct applieation to land for ngrieuKural

eipcncnce of the weakness inherent in unaidedand nncoDtrclled local authorities as at preseutcunstituted

p. 416. t VoL iii., p, 4

..... ..vw ..... wvi.'coa.ii ji lu lurui dupli-
cate systems^ of sewers and drains, but it will
require intelligent and careful attention to pre-
serve surface gradients and natural outlets for
storm-waters, and, where these have been
^mpered with, to restore and improve them.
The sewers and drains of a town should provide
for the removal of subsoil-water, the slop and
waste-water from houses, and the contents of
waterclosete. These sewers and drains may
have storm-overflows in connexion with the
natnral streams of the district, so arranged as to
preventfloodingof housesorbursting of theeewers
during thunderstorms. All dry-weathcr sewage
and such portion of the surface-water due to
moderate falls of ram as finds its way to the
sewers will flow down with the sewage to the
outlet, and be a manageable volume either to
apply by gravity, or to be pnmped to land for
agricultural uses. The remark may be made
that, when the sewers overflow, the streams will
be polluted : this is true, but the pollution will
be a minimum, the sewage will be in extreme
dilution, and the natural streams of the district
win be in flood, and most probably mnddy by
grit and silt washed in from road -surfaces, and
by fine particles of soil from the banks and the
surfaces of the land. Floods caused by heavy
rains ever have been turbid, and ever will bo
tuj-bid.

'

The only general rules applicable to sewajre
irrigation in all cases, they remark, are that the
works should be simple and cheap. Land to be
irrigated does not require costly work in shaping
and levelling

; neither need there be expensive
tanks to receive and store sewage. Heavy day
land, which has been ridge-and-furrow ploughed,
may have the surface brought to an uniform
slope by lowering the ridges and filling in the
furrows, BO as to prevent sewage, when applied,

— . ....... uii ^luyuou, preiers to irrigate
without draining. The reporters would by no
means be understood to undervalue rhe advan-
tage of draining clay lands in general. Sewage
irrigation may bo carried on throughout the
entire year, and grass may be cut at Christmas.
In early spring, and weeks before ordinary culti-
vation will produce green crops fit to cut, from
four to five tons per acre may be got from
sewaged land. At such times the grass sells at
ISs. and 208. per ton on the field. Six or eeven
crops of grass may be cut during the year.

It has been asserted that sewage-grown grass
is unwholesome, and will not make good bay.
The grass is, however, not only wholesome, ac-
cording to the commissioners, but cows fed upon
it give richer milk from which first-ciaas butter
may be made. The chemist proves by careful
analysis that both milk and butter are better
than samples produced from the same land in its
ordinary state of meadow. Hay mude from
sewage-grown grass is also sweet and imtritious
if properly got, but there is great diliicalty in
fully drying it during ordinary seasons.
Ihe Leamington Congrcca papers have been

prepared for the press by Mr. Hitcliman, an
extreme advocate for the earth-closet svstem
which the Congress itself ignored, and which, as
wo have before said, however useful in country
places, would become a horrible nuisance, and,
indeed, utterly impracticable as a sanitary sys-
tem, in towns, and worse than the abominable
cesspool system which our towns have jnst been
getting rid of, but which correspondents of the
daily press would fain have us return to, because
It is still carried on in one special form at Milan.
A correspondent ofthe Times, Mr. BurchelJ, who
rightly opposes the Milan scliemo, points atten-
tion to the experiment at West Worthing. There,
he remarks, the solid portion of the sewage.
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whicli conatibutes the real sulliage, ia separated

from the water or fluid part before the soluble

salts which are contained in the sulliage are dis-

solved, and is then carried away without the

slightest annoyance either in its removal from

the sewers or in its cartage, and in a manner

which renders it conveniently available for fer-

tilizing purposes. We have already given par-

ticulars of the system in use here.

The process by which this is accomplished,

and which has now been in operation for upwards

of twelve months, consists in the use of closed

portable filters, which are placed on the sewers

in such manner as that the whole of the sewage

rises and enters the filters from beneath, the

solid portion deposits itself and is retained in a

manure-bos enclosed in the filter, and the fluid

part passes through and is purified by the filter-

ing medium. The filter is lifted daily from the

sewer and immediately replaced by another. This

operation is performed in the early morning, but

it has frequently been done in the daytime 5
it

occupies not more than from five to ten minutes,

and, he says, does not occasion the slightest

annoyance to the occupiers of the houses or to

any casual passer by. The fluid or water which

runs from the filter is found to be sufficiently

pure to admit of its flowing at once into the sea.

TOWN SURVEYOES.

It has often been debated whether the town

surveyors should have a private practice in addi-

tion to their remuneration from the local public

treasury. What is necessary is, that a town

surveyor should be independent of the caprices

of the local authorities of towns, and of their

cabals of private interests. Seeing this necessity

our legislators have made it a law of the “Towns
Improvement Clauses Act,” that the appoint-

ment and removal of the surveyor, as well as

the amount of bis salary, shall be subject to the

approval of the Home Secretary. This, it may
easily be conceived, is obnoxious to some sort of

members, and to some others who in all other

things are reasonable but in those which have a

colour of centralized authority.

The wisdom of the provision is profound ; but

that ia not considered when the Bill of the

Special Act is being framed, and in too many
cases a clause in the Special Act excludes the

application of this clause iu the General Act.

And the surveyors of those towns and cities in

the local Acts of which the Act above mentioned

is not incorporated at all are under the same
disadvantage.

It ia easy to cavil at this, and say that where

a surveyor understands his duties and his position

he will get on very well with the local authority,

aud he aud the Corporation or Board, us it may
be, will pull together aud do their proper work

without interference from any Secretary of State.

That state of things happily exists in some

places, bat long expeiueuce proves that they are

few in number and the practice exceptional.

The general state of things in this respect is

that the surveyor, whatever his salary, for it is

so where the salary is 1
,
000 J. as well as where it

is 1001 ., finds himself under so many diverse

inflnences that his natural inclination to bo

courteous induces him to lend an ear to all

requirements, and so to become involved in the

petty questions of the hour. The salaries paid

are never liberal. Where they are large it is to

men of good standing iu the engineering pro-

fession that they are paid, and who would

probably have earned by independent practice

as much as, or more than, their salaries as sur-

veyors ;
and of whom is required an amount of

work in attending committees and preparing

aohcmes for their approval, and after getting

them approved carrying them out with such poor

assistance as is afforded by the small salaries to

clerks and assistants, that renders the salary,

however apparently large, really a poor one, and

only worth keeping because the recipient has

got into a groove out of which he has not the

coura'’’e to struggle; and, in fact, he becomes a

mere drudge, swayed this way and that by the

various committees and their separate interests.

This being so with what might be called good

salaries, how is it with small ones ? The same,

with the difference that there is less of it in

degree ;
but not in kind.

To those people who are unacquainted with

the practice of municipal government it would

seem an easy thing for the surveyor to have his

duties defined, and, granting tliat he complied

with them, to take things easily. But that,

often attempted, always results in disaster.

The composition of municipal authorities—they

must be taken as they are, and not as one would

wish them to be—is such that unless the sur-

veyor takes high ground no real improvement of

the state of towns can be brought about. And
it ia emphatically the improvement of towns in

respect of the health of the people that makes it

so necessary that there should be surveyors at

all. If it were the only object of the authorities

to beautify the town architectnrally they would

do better by consulting an architect from time

to time as their requirements might arise ;
if to

improve the course of a river, to prevent or

alleviate floods, if to build a bridge, if to do

any work for the mere convenience of the

inhabitants, they would have no difficulty in

employing the proper engineer to do it for them.

But it ia because it is so necessary to employ an

engineer continually from day to day to attend

to tke daily requirements of the inhabitants, that

one is appointed as a permanent surveyor. The

water supply of a town may be looked upon as a

work extraneous to the surveyor’s duties;

so may, in some cases, the main drain-

age or sewerage ; but neither of these

works can be properly initiated and car-

ried out without the intelligent co-opera-

tion of the resident surveyor. In the greater

number of towns, however, of moderate size,

these works are very properly undertaken by the

surveyor himself. But it is when the great

works of water-snpply and sewerage are com-

pleted, that the more proper and daily work of

the surveyor begins. It is when the hooses are

to be drained into the sewers, and how the house

drainage is to be done, so as to render the outlay

on the main sewers profitable, or them of any

use whatever, that the efficient town surveyor

shows himself
;
for it is a fact that very large

sums of money have been spent, and the rate-

payers heavily burdened in laying down sewers

in towns that have not been at all proportionately

benefited by them, for they have merely carried

off more readily the rainfall, and that would

have passed away in the greater number of cases

by its old channels, or, at the best, might have

been carried oft’ by surface drains constructed at

much less cost. The chief use of the sewer ia

to take away the house drainage,—the refuse

organic matter,—from the proximity of dwelling-

houses. Whether the rainfall also be turned

into the sewers, is a question of economy,

aff’ected by the question, how is the sewage to be

dealt with when carried to the outfall? This is

one of the numerous considerations required of

the town surveyor, which renders it necessary

that he should possess an adequate knowledge of

hydraulic engineering.

Seeing now the high qualities required to con-

stitute a town surveyor, it is worth while to

consider whether such qualities co-exist in the

same individual in general with those lower

ones which qualify the man for au easy agree-

ment with the caprices of public bodies 5 or

whether they are not rather such as are incom-

patible with it, and for that reason disadvan-

tageous to the surveyor, whose tenancy of office

depends entirely on the will of the body under

whom he acts.

For these reasons it ia very desirable that the

town surveyor should be independent of that

body to a degree sufficient to warrant him in

pursuing the course that leads to the real im-

provement and the permanent prosperity of the

town, and in doing sometbiug instead of dawd-

ling his time away iu the pursuit of the ii,nis

fatuus pleasing everybody. The surveyor often

finds it the pleasantest way, and the way that

pleases many of the constituted authorities, to

do nothing, or only that which may be regularly

ordered in proper form of minute and resolution

of the Board or the council. But that is a delu-

siou, and leads to disaster. Many members of

almost every municipal body are elected for the

sole purpose of preventing anything being

done. “ How not to do it,” is the art they

study, and too many are proficient in it. If our

towns were in snch a state that the people could

live in them with any pleasure and ease, and

not be called upon by nature continually to fight

against the insidious poison that enters tbeir

bodies with every inspiration, and gives them

unrest aud disquietude, then, indeed, the gentle-

man who might get up in his place at the Board

and resist mere wanton outlay of money to

gratify the fancy of some of his townsmen,

might be admirable and useful in his day
;
but

it is the misfortune of these same gentlemen

that they do not distinguish between a true and

a false economy.

The true economy of the public money is to

spend it freely on those things that enable the

people to cheerfully return more into the

treasury, and feel that they live in the town, and

not merely, as before they paid their rates,

exist miserably in it. Our people are not afflicted

with the fatal mistake that the poor Italians,

:
they say, labour under, of suspecting the sani-

tary inspector to be a secret poisoner, and resist

his interference to their own destruction. An.

English labourer knows well enough when he is

in a good atmosphere, and when he is not ;
but

bis necessities compel him to endnre great hard-

ships and suffer cruel wrocgs done to him by

the very persons who are constituted by the law

of the land his governors in the place in which

he lives. Let him work in an atmosphere where

be can breathe freely, and in one where he can

pass his hours of rest in quietude and get up

cheerfully in the morning to hia work again, and

he will not curse the collector of his rates and

everybody and thing about him.

If that be true of the labourer it must be so

also of the gentleman, for their ills and happi-

ness in this respect are common.
It is an ascertained fact that, where the sani-

tary inspector has been able, by having had the

drainage of the town previously well carried out,

to supplement the uses of the drainage by care-

ful and considerate operations and advice, to so

instruct the poorer inhabitants of the town in

the habits that conduce to their prosperity,

they welcome him as their best friend, and he

effectually prepares the way for the coming rate-

collector. The result of it all is, that the regis-

trar of deaths returns a continued diminution of

deaths from preventible diseases every quarter,

taking them generally and with consideration

of the varying influences of the seasons of the

year. It is evidently desirable that the town

surveyor shonld be, to a certain degree, inde-

pendent of the caprices of the local authority.

MONUMENTAL.

The largo monument to Luther at Worms will

not be inaugurated for a year. This composition

by Reitschel consists of twelve statues, eight

medallion portraits, thirty-four coats of arms,

aud twenty-two bos-reliefs

!

The city of Liege, with the concurrence of the

Belgio Government, is about to raise a monu-

ment to Charlemagne. The Revue Artistique

says the monument will include an equestrian

statue of the monarch, and six statues repre-

senting principal persons belonging to the Carlo-

vingian family. All the statues will be of

bronze.

A monument of the Empress Catherine II.,

which was to have been placed at Tsarskoe-Selo,

is now ordered to be erected in Sc. Petersburg,

The site chosen is in the centre of the square

partly formed by the Alexandra Theatre and

the Public Library. The figure, which is rather

over life-size, stands on a pedestal containing

bas-reliefs. The artist was Mr. Mikechine, of

St. Petersburg.

FONT, ST. THOMAS’S CHURCH, DUDLEY.

The font which we illustrate is at present in

the French Exhibition, at the close of which it

will be set np in St. Thomas’s Church, Dudley.

It was commissioned by the Earl of Dudley, and

is one of many munificent gifts which the Earl

has made to that town and neighbourhood. Tho

style of the font aud cover is late fourteenth

century, and ia intended to harmonize with that

of the church it will enrich. The total height is

about 10 ft. The font is executed iu Caen stone,

aud contains sculptured representations of the

Baptism of our Lord, “ Suffer little Children,

&c.,” the Presentation in the Temple, and the

Baptism of the Eunuch. At the angles are the

four evangelists; and in niches between these

are angels, with instruments of praise. The

ornamental details, together with those on the

oak cover, are rich and carefully executed. The

sculptor was Mr. Forsyth. Mr. E. Blore, F.S.A.,

gave his assistance in the architectural design.

Town Sueyeyoe fok Harrogate.—At an ad-

journed meeting of the HaiTOgate Improve-

ment Commission, held on the 9th inst., Mr. J.

Richardson, C.E., Assistant Surveyor of Leeds,

was elected surveyor for that town.
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ST. AlfDEEW’S, HAVERSTOCK-HILL,
ST. PANGEAS.

The first designs for the Church of St. Andrew,
Haverstock-hill, were matured by the archi-
tect as long as ten years ago, but since this time
many disappointments have been met with,
Erst in failures to procure an appropriate site,
and then to raise sufficient funds to warrant
commencing anything beyond a temporary
church to be converted into schools, as soon as
the permanent building could be erected. In-
deed, owing to the poverty of the now district,

18 the wants increased, so seemed the prospect
jf supplying them to diminish, till at last some
generous but anonymous donor, placed a sum at
ihe disposal of the committee of the Bishop of
London’s fund sufficient to carry out one work,
ind St. Andrew’s pressing claims were allowed
ihe precedence, on condition of the plans being
nodified to come within the amount of 4,500L
fhus the architect’s ideas were controlled by the
itrictest economy, as the amount of accommo-
iation to be afforded was fixed at the utmost
imit such a sum could be properly considered to
)ermitwith auyjhope of makinga good substantial
iuilding, and one worthy in any degree of the
•bjects to which it was to be dedicated.
The design resulting is a large bnOding, con-

aining nearly all the seats nnder one roof, the
isles being narrowed to mere passageways, and
he transepts being shallow. Provision is added
or a future western gallery if ever required,
nternal effect has been chiefly aimed at, and
he simplicity of roofing has been relied upon
ir giving dignity to an otherwise low-looking
uilding, the total height being about 48 ft. from
oor to ridge. The pulpit, reading-desk, and
mt are carefully wrought in Plymouth marble,
nd the tout ensemile of the interior is more
triking than could be expected. The brickwork is
ommon grey stock, with Malm dressings, and the
ime is used also for the interior, stone columns
Itemating with piers of brickwork. The con-
ract was carried out by Messrs. Dove, Mr.
harles P. Hayward being the architect engaged.

'AGES OP BRTCELATEES’ LABOTJEERS
IN AMERICA, AND IRISH

EMIGRATION.
iTiieue has recently been a strike among the
ibourers of the building trade in New York.
16 wages were enormously high before, in pro-
irtion to those ruling on this side of the*At!an-
5 5 but the ultimatum of the men last on strike
IS 21 dollars per week for 60 hours’ work,
tat is to say, six days’ work of ten hours,
:th one hour and a half meal-time out of
e ten hours. Taking the dollar at 48. 4d., this
te gives 41. lls. per week, or 236i. 12a. per
mum,—being something like treble the salary
I a junior clerk in the English Civil Service,
: of an ordinary curate of the Church of Eng-
bd. If the expense of living in New York
ere in proportion to this scale of wages, the
?)arently (but in that case not really) high
;e of wages would be naturally accounted for

;

ft such is not the case in America. An Irish
sourer with his family knows bow to live in
DW York very nearly as cheaply as in London,
itbat his present rate of wages leaves him a
ry large balance over and above his necessary
penses, even allowing for a little extra indul-
:Qce in drink. These facts are at once suffi.
tnt to

_

explain the remittances continually
fceived in Ireland from friends and relatives in
aerica, to enable them to emigrate to the land
iipromise, and fully accounts for the exodus
:ich is now taking place, without the necessity
^referring it to the " bard terms of grinding
lidlords,” or to the dread of another potato
inine. The fact that 12s. a week at home, are
dse exchanged for Ols. a week in America, at
i cost of less than 41. for a fourteen days’
issage, sufficiently explains the rapidity and
imestness of the rate of emigration, without
tther seeking for causes, especially when it is
:ten into consideration that the 41. necessary
;l the voyage is generally furnished by friends
asady in America to those who cannot raise it
wome.
t may be well to inquire whether the labourers
o obtain this high rate of wages make a lever
htheir savings to lift them into a higher posi-
, 1, as skilled artisans, or small landowners.
B unsatisfactory answer is, that if in nineteen
ses out of twenty they do not succeed in raising
irnselves, they are often thrifty, and succeed

in hoarding considerable sums of money; bnt
the great bulk, from the present fearfully defec-
tive system of education in Ireland, can neither
read nor write, and the consequence is, that
their extreme ignorance prevents them from
bettering their social position : so that even
when possessing some hundreds of pounds of
honestly-eamed and thriftily-saved money, they
continue to be hod-men and mortar-makers,
without the slightest hope of improving their
status in society. It is from this class that
immense sums have been obtained by designing
men in the mistaken cause of Penianism

;
and it

is by thrifty habits while in the receipt of this
exceptionably high rate of wages, that the Irish
labourer in America is continually enabled to
command a still higher rate by means of syste-
matic strikes—as he is well able to afford a six
weeks’ or even a ;pix months’ strike, if neces-
sary, without inconvenience to himself—while he
well knows the vital importance of labour,
power to his employer, in a country where every
kind of labour is so scarce, and where, especially,
the hardy muscular frame and cheerful disposi-
tion of the Irish peasant are fully appreciated.
How it is, with continual strikes, combined

with this extremely high rate of wages, that the
building business of New York can be carried on,
appears a mystery

; the more especially as these
seeming impediments do not for a moment inter-
fere with the general activity of the business, as
important lines of buildings, and immense

' detached warehouses, hotels, and private houses
are springing up every day, in every quarter of
the city. The explanation may, perhaps, be
found in the present value of house property in
the great American cities. I get my information
on this point from The Philadelphia Inquirer of
the 8th ult., in the advertisements for the sale or
purchase of houses. These advertisements might
be difficult to find in the immense mass of
announcements of various forma which fill a
leading American journal, bnt for the simple
though ingenious method adopted of placing a
small woodcut of a house, about 5 in. square, at
the head of each advertisement connected with
house property, which at once attracts the eye
of the seller or purchaser of houses, and saves
much hunting among hundreds of other adver-
tisements. At the head of the list figures, “A
very desirable large residence in Logan-square,”
the price of which is announced as 25,000 dols.

;

this is, upwards of 5,0001. Now, if that same
large residence be about the size of the houses in
Princes-square or Leinster-square, Bayswater,
the price obtainable by the builder is more than
double the present market price of houses in
those English localities, and probably four times
what the actual builders sold them for in the
first instance

; a fact which at once explains how
American builders can afford to pay tbeir
labourers four guineas a week. But the reader

,

may say, it is possible that the house in Logan-
square, Philadelphia, is more like the houses
about Lancaster-gate, Hyde Park

;
yet, that is

scarcely an answer, because, except in some
parts of Paris, there can be no other site in the
world of equal value to the frontage to Hyde
Park, and it is the prestige and value of that
situation that makes the houses alluded to worth
from 5,0001. to 6,0001. and upwards—a matter
which has nothing to do with the builder’s legiti-

mate profit, except when he has been a laud
speculator as well.

But it is not at ail probable that the house in
Logan-square is at all equal to the Lancaster-
gate houses, as we shall see

;
for instance, a

house somewhat more of that character is also
advertised as “an elegant cut stone mansion,
with -10 ft. front, on Chestnut-street, West
Philadelphia,” the price of which is stated at
30,000 dollars. It is true that the garden is

240 ft. deep at the back
;
bnt, then, West Phila-

delphia is a suburb, and tbe site, whether small
or large, would not form an important item in
tbe total value, which is equal to nearly 6,000
guineas, and is consequently, in proportion toEng.
lisb prices, most excessively high. That neither
of the houses mentioned is, in fact, a very large
house, may be inferred from the prices set on
smaller residences, the dimensions of which are
accurately defined. Eoi' instance, “ a new dwell-
ing with ten rooms,” equivalent to our ordinary
ten-roomed house, which sells at from 8001. to
1,0001., is priced at 9,650 dollars, or neai-ly

2,0001. There is evidently, then, a good margin
out of which the American builder can pay very
high wages to his labourers

; though, certainly,
the rates mentioned above appear remarkably
high, even considering tbe present value of

I

building property in the States, H. N. H.

SOUTH EAYLING, HAMPSHIRE.
COMPETITION.

As wo suspected would be the case, the plan
for making the competitors themselves select the
best designs would not work satisfactorily on the
7th instant, and it was agreed to refer the selec*
tion to Mr. Longcroft, solicitor, who had been
named in the particulars referee in the event of
difference. That gentleman accordingly awarded
the first premium to Mr. A. Gordon Hennell,
Chancery-lane

; the second to Mr. Crickmay,
Weymouth

; and the third to Mr. Milne, Syden-
ham. Mr. Fuller handed the premiums to
them, and afterwards entertained the competi-
tors who were present. When drinking the
health of the unsuccessful competitors, Mr.
Longcroft expressed a wish to couple with that
toast ho')iourable mention of two designs of grea>t
merit, “ We bide our Time” (Mr. J. H. Metcalfe,
architect, London, and Mr. Maurice Young,
landscape gardener, Godaiming, Surrey), and
“ Live and let Live,” (Mr. Whitaker, West-
minster) to which, of course, tbe representatives
of each respond^, and the proceedings then
terminated.

It has been for some time past in contempla-
tion to connect Hayling Island with Southsea
and Portsmouth by a steam floating.bridge, in
substitution of the existing ferry. This long
talked-of matter would, however, be unneces-
sary, if we were all as independent as an
Australian gentleman who visited Southsea
last week. This gentleman having read a
vivid description of the natural beauty of Hay-
ling, was determined to visit the island, which
he knew was only separated from Cumberland
Port and the neighbourhood by a narrow chan-
nel,—the entrance to Langstone Harbour. Walk-
ing to this channel, he found on his arrival that
the ferryman was absent, and he therefore took
off his clothes, strapped them on his back, and
swam across,—a feat which any one acquainted
with the force of the tide at this spot will readily
appreciate. How much longer will the local
authorities remain insensible to the necessity of
improving tbe communication, and realizing the
profit which a steam-bridge could not fail to
produce ?

We believe that Mr. Hennell, who obtained the
first premium, will bb asked to advise as to the
realisation of his plans ; and it will be seen by
an advertisement in another column that de-
signs are in preparation for the immediate erec-
tion of another hotel at Hayling, the contract
for which is to be put up to public tender. The
capabilities of Hayling as a watering-place were
dwelt upon by Mr. Longcroft at the meeting,
and if judiciously managed, and with a liberal
expenditure of capital, the property may prove a
satisfactory and lucrative investment.

TRADES’ UNIONS AND ANTI-TRADES’
UNIONS.

There are trades’ union worthies at Man-
chester who are quite a match for those of
Sheffield. The Trades’ Union Commissioners
are now at work among the brick-making
fraternity, and the confessions of fire raising,
hamstringing horses, explosions, shootings,
breaking bones, and murdering, not to speak
of needling clay, and wholesale destruction of
bricks and other property, are as hideous
as anything which came out in the revela-
tions of villainy at Sheffield. The method of
the Commission is clearly a most effectual one
for compelling the murderers and incendiaries
to confess tbeir diabolical deeds : the only pity
is that this very confession secures them against
the punishment they so richly deserve. It is

needless going into the details : they all come
to just what we have stated. The officers ofthe
commission have been more than once frustrated
in their attempts to get at the authorised
doings of nnions as regards the expenditure
of blood-money, or money for breaking human
bones, fire-raising, or exploding infernal ma-
chines in workmen’s dwellings and amongst
their wives and children. On the fifth day
of their proceedings, however, the chairman
at the opening of the court, said he wished to
make an announcement publicly. The exa-
miners had got in their possession the box
belonging to tbe Manchester Brickmakers’ Union.
It could only be opened by several keys, which
they were told by the witnesses were in the
possession of certain members of the society.
He would now give notice that if those who h^
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got these keys chose to come forward and
attend the court by ten o’clock on Wednesday
morning, and have the box opened in that way,
well and good

;
but the examiners would certainly

get access to the box
;
and if, after this notice,

no key was forthcoming, they would have the

box broken open. There was plenty of time for

this communication to go forth to the proper

quarters, and the examiners were determined to

do as he had stated. No one came forward,

however, with the keys at the time appointed.

The Leeds master builders have laid a state-

ment of their views before the Trades’ Union
Commission and the public, in which they first

of all express a desire to recognise and adopt the

following principles :

—

“ 1. ‘Free trade in labour.’ Every workman has the
right to sell, and every employer to purchase his labour on
such terms as they mutually agree upon. Labour should
form no exception to the law of free trade, which is sufli-

cient to regulate the price of all other commodities.
2. The high or low rate of wages depends not upon the
price of provisions, hot on the demand and supply of
labour. When many labourers are looking out for work
wages will fall, and they will rise when many employers
are looking ont for labourers. 3. That all combinations,
whether of workmen to force up or employers to keep
-down the price of labour, are injurious and should cease,

because they interfere with the natural price of the pro-
duction of labour.”

Definiag “labour as it should be,” they say

that if these principles be correct, and were
carried out, then it follows that every workman
would be at liberty :

—

"Ist. To work without joining any combination or
'Union for such rate of wages as the demand for his labour
at the time enabled him to obtain from an employer.
2nd. To work any number of hours which his desires

or necessities led him to undertake. 3rd. To work at any
kind of employment within the reach of his skill and
experience which was at the time in greatest demand,
although differing from his own particular branch of
trade. 4th. To work piece or contract work, and by so
doing increase, in proportion to bis skill and industry, his

weeldy earuings, and share with bis employer the profits

of his labour. 6th. To embrace any opportunity for im-
proving bis individual position, or of obtaining increased
Temuneration for his services. The result of all this would
be dth. That each workman would find his own level.

The skilful and industrious would merit and receive his

just reward, while the incompetent and idle would be left

in the rear. A greater amount of work would be done in
!

the same time, and at less cost, and thus the wealth and
I

prosperity of the country be greatly increased.” I

Describing “ labour as it is,” the masters say

that the working of trades’ unions has brought
about results the reverse of the above, for by
their rules neither employer nor workman can
be free agents. They then sum np the restric-

tions which are imposed by the unions.

The resnlts of these restrictions, the masters
say, in conclusion, are disastrous alike to the

artizan,the employer, and the country. The use

of machinery is frequently prohibited ; or, when
large sums have been invested in it, it may at

any time be laid idle and unproductive by a
sudden strike of the operatives. The employer
is thus prevented from calculating with cer-

tainty the cost of his prodnctions, is liable for

broken contracts, and subject to most serious

losses. Wbat is a loss to the artizan and his

employer, the Leeds masters add, cannot but be
a loss to the country. Apart from the more
violent outrages of trades’ unionists, from which
Leeds seems happily to have been free, the

Leeds masters have in this statement furnished

the Commission with a compendious statement
of the whole case, the heads of which embrace
most of the illustrations that have been adduced
and the general views that have been expressed

by employers and their representatives during
this inquiry.

The audacity and revengeful feeling, though
not violence, exercised against masters, even at

Leeds, by trades’ unions, may be judged of by the

fact, that a master builder, Mr. Branton, has

been denied “ for life,” the privilege of employ-
ing union men. Another, Mr. Barker, had his

business suspended for two yeai'S, because he
employed non-union men.

Sir Daniel Gooch, M.P., one of the Trades’

Union Commissioners, who is also one of the
members for the borough of Cricklade, presided

at the annual dinner of the Foresters’ Court, at

New Swindon. The society, which comprises
several hundreds, is composed almost entirely of
working men connected with the Great Western
Company’s locomotive works at Swindon. The
hon. baronet, who commenced life as a working
man—a fact to which he has before allnded,—in

Tesponding to the toast of his health, said,

—

“A little leBB than two years ago they had conferred
upon him the honour of permitting him to enter the
Bociety. As one of the members of the Boyal Commission
appointed to inquire into the system of trades' unions, he
had had to turn his attention very particularly to the
effects of these upon society and the working classes. The
revelations that had been made before the Commission
xespectisg the outrages commiHed at ShelLeld were not,

ns it wonid appear, confined to Sheffield. Scarcely less

criminal or mysterious were those relating to the neigh-
bourhood of Manchester. In fact, it seemed to be a part
of a system. Men, for instance, had come forward—men
bolding inilueutial positions in trades' unions, and stated
before the Commission that it was monstrous that one man
should be paid better than another; that intelligence,

skill, industry, should go for nothing; and that the level-

ling system should prevail which made every man alike,

whether deserving or undeserving. He was quite sure
that no one here would maintain any such doctrine. What
•was the great charm of England ? Is was this, that any
roan, no matter wbat or who he was. by industry, perse-
verance, and merit, might rise to the highest station in
the land ? Could that be done by any levelling system ?

He hoped the working classes would look upon this matter
as of far more importance to ibis country than even the

' question of reform, for it had to deal both with them and
,

with the capitalists—the levers of trade.”

Twelve months since a contest arose among
the miners and ironworkers of Staveley as to

whether trades’ anionism or the principle of free

labour should prevail, and,the result has been
that the non-unionists hav# succeeded in con-

quering their opponents. This new state of
things has been brought about in a great mea-
sure by the firmness of Mr. Markham, managing
director of the Staveley Coal and Iron. Company.
The workmen, to mark their sense of the bene-

fits, both pecuniary and social, which they have
received throngh the efforts of Mr. Markham,
have subscribed together and purchased a testi-

monial, which has just been presented to him
in the presence of a very large and influential

gathering of miners and employers of labour.

The testimonial consists of a silver claret-jug

and waiter, and an inkstand. The cost of the

testimonial has been upwards of 53L, the sub-

scriptions being limited to 6d., from working
men only. The claret-jug, which was chased,

bore the inscription,

—

“Presented to Chas. Markham, esq., by 2,566 of the
workmen of the Staveley Coal and Iron Company, Limited,
in grateful acknowledgment of the zeal and ability dis-

played by him in vindicatiog the rights of the British
workmen to freedom of labour, by his action against the
oppression of trades' unions, and also in appreciation of
his uniform kindness to his workpeople. August, 1S67.”

Alongside this movement for the presentation

of a testimonial to Mr. Markham, there has
been another for the establishment of a Me-
chanics’ Institution in the lecture-hall of the

Workmen’s Dining-hall at Barrow-hill. In fur-

therance of the latter movement, a tea party
was arranged to come off previously to the pre-

sentation. A large number partook of tea in a
tent near the dining-hall. The party afterwards
adjourned to the Staveley Works’ School-room,
which was soon densely packed with workmen
and visitors. The chair was taken by Mr. B.
Whitworth, M.P. for Drogheda, one of the
directors of the Staveley Company. Among
the visitors on the platform were the Duke of
Devonshire, Mr. W. Jackson, M.P., Mr. Allport
(general nianager'of the Midland Railway Com-
pany), and various other influential gentlemen.

THE NEW HOURS OF LABOUR BILL.

The Act for regulating the hours oflahonr for children,

young persons, Bud women employed in workshops, and
for other purposes relating thereto, enacts that— “ ‘ Child'
shall mean a child under the age of 13 years; ‘young
person ' shall mean a person of the age of 13 years and
under the age of IS years

;

* woman ' shall mean a female
of the age of 18 years or upwards

;
‘ parent ’ shall mean

parent, guardian, or person having the custody of or con-
trol over any such child or young person; ‘employed’
shall mean occupied in any handicraft, whether for wages
or not, under a master or under a parent as herein de-
fined; ‘handicraft’ shall mean any manual labour exer-
cised by way of trade or for purposes of gain in or inci-

dental to the making any article or part of an article, or
in or incidental to the altering, repairing, ornamenting,
finishing, or otherwise adapting for sale any article;

'workshop' shall mean any room or place whatever,
whether in the open air or under cover, in which any
handicraft is carried on by any child, young person, or
woman, and to which and over which the person by whom
such child, young person, or woman is employed has the
right of access and control

;
'the court’ shall include any

justice or justices, sheriff or sheriff substitute, magistrate
or magistrates, to whom jurisdiction is given by this Act.
This Act shall not apply (1) to anv factory, or part of a

factory, or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the
inspectors of factories, in pursuance of any Act of Parlia-

ment already passed, or which shall be passed dnriug this

present session of Parliament. (2.) To any bakehouse as

defined by the Bakehouse Regulation Act, 1863.

JIo child under the age of 8 years shall be employed in

any handicraft. No child shall he employed on any one
day in any handicraft for a period of more than hours,

and such employment shall take place between the hours
of six in the morning and eight at night. No young per-

son or woman shall be employed in any handicraft during
any period of 21 hours for more than 12 hours, w ith inter-

vening periods for taking meals and rest amounting in the
whole to not less than 1), hour, and such employment shall

take place only between the hours of five in the morning
and nine at night. No child, young person, or woman
shall be employed in any handicraft on Sunday, or after

two o’clock on Saturday afternoon, except in cases where
not more than five persons are employed in the same
establishment, and where such employment consists in

making articles to be sold by retail on the premises, or in

repairing articles of a like nature to those sold by rets
on the premises. No child under the age of 11 years sha
be employed in grinding, in the metal trades, or in fnstia
cutting.

IfanychUd, young person, or woman is employed i

contravention of this Act, the following consequences sha
ensue First, the occupier of the workshop in which enc
child, young person, or woman is employed shaU be liabl

to apenalty of not more than 3L Second, the parent c

or the person deriving any direct benefit from the labour o
having the control over the child, young person, or woma
shall be liable to a penalty of not more than 20s., unless :

appears to the conrt before whom the complaint is hear
that the offence has been committed without the consent
connivance, or wilful default of the parent or person s

benefited or having such control.
In every workshop where grinding, glazing, orpolishinj

on a wheel, or any other process is carried on by whic!
dust is generated and inhaled by the workmen to an inju
rious extent, it shall be lawful for the local authority o
for the inspector of factories to require a fan or sue
mechanical means as may trom time to time be approve
by one of her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of Stati
under the provisions of the Factory Acts, to be provide'
by the occupier of the workshop within a reosonabl
time, under a penalty not exceeding lOL nor less than 3/.

If, on the complaint of any officer of health, inspector c

nuisances, or other officer appointed by a local authc
rity, or of any supprintendent of police, it appears to an
justice of the peace that there is reasonable cause fo

believing that any of the provisions of this Act or of th
Sanitary Act, 1866, are contravened in any workshop, i

shall be lawful for such justice, by order under his hanc
to empower the complainant to enter into such workaho;
at any time within 18 hours from the date of such ordei

and to examine such workshop
;

and any person s

empowered may examine, touching any matter within th

provisions of this Act or of the Sanitary Act, 1866, so fa

as relates to such workshop, any person whom he finds i

such workshop. Any person refusing admission to au
person so empowered, or obstructing him in the dis

charge of his duty, shall for each ofleuce incur a penalt
not exceeding 20^.

Under penalties against employers and parents, ever
child who is employed in a workshop shall attend schoc

for at least ten hours in every week during the whole (

which he is so employed.
One of the schedules appended to the Act relates t

temporary and permanent exceptions to its enactmenti
and to its application to England and Wales, ScoClani

and Ireland.

NUMEROUS CASUALTIES FROM
LIGHTNING.

The reports of deaths and injuries to person an
property during the late thunder-storms through

out the country are unprecedented, at least i

our recollection. At Ibury, near Banbury, on
man was killed in a rickyard, and another ma
and a boy seriously injured. At West Bron
wich, a man was killed in his cottage. A
Oxhey, in Saddleworth, a man was struck an

killed while travelling along with an electr:

machine on his back. Near Knighton, in Salo]

a farm labourer was killed while on a ladde

and his son struck, but not injured. At Penegoei

near i^achynlleth, the lightning passed down
chimney and killed another farm labourer : h
wife was struck, but not seriously injured

:

pig and a duck were killed in the yard, and fn

niture shattered. Two children were killed, an

five others injured, at Smallburgh, in a schoo

room, while about to go to church : the bel

turret was first struck. At Exeter Ross, a ma
and horse were killed in a field. Lightning ra

through a house at Heath Town, Wolverhamptoi
doing damage, but not injuring any of the famil

of a spindle-maker who were in the house at tl

time. A valuable horse was killed near a plat

called "Whitehall, and another nearly killei

Rails on a branch of the Bolton Railway wei

torn up for some distance, the stump of a tn
smashed, and a horse killed. Near Boulo

in Haute Garonne, a man was killed by
ball of fire, and various others stunned. Tl

Qiornale d' Udine relates that a thunderbo

fell on the church of Anfagnano, in the di

trict of Palmo. Four women were killed on tl

spot
;
and seventeen other persons experience

violent shocks, and were more or less injurei

At Boxford a farmhouse chimney was struo!

and the house extensively damaged, a due

killed, and a man hurt. At Wombweli Mai

colliery a cottage chimney was struck, and

tree shivered. The railway station at Wigtc

was set on fire through the telegraph wires at

lead gas pipes conducting the electricity, mel

iog the pipes, and then setting fire to the ga

The flames were got under before much damaj

was done. At Kirkaldy, in Scotland, the ligh

ning strnck the stalk of Messrs. Brown’s engir

works, and rent it from top to bottom. Tl

roofs of the workshops suffered very much froi

the falling of the bricks. The church at S

Pe-Saint-Simon, France, has been greatly ii

jured by lightning, which struck the clock towe

and, although leaving the bell hanging, rent tl

foundation : descending into the church, it toi

np the flooring, destroyed the windows and sevi

ral paintings, flattened a tin vessel on the hig

altar, and drove in the door of the tabemacU
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thence it went to the side altar and mutilated a

figure of the Virgin. The edifice has been so

much injured as to be no longer fit for divine

worship. At Sanzet (Lot) the wife of the bell-

ringer and her son had ascended to the church

tower to toll the bells, in accordance with a be-

lief very general among the peasantry there, that

by doing so the eflfects of the lightning might be
neutralised. They had scarcely commenced when
the building was struck, and the woman killed'

on the spot. The son escaped uninjured. The
timber work of the belfry was set on fire, but the

flames were extinguished before any serious

damage had been done.

FKOM SCOTLAN’D.

Edinburgh .—The town-council, as improve-

ment commissioners, have met, under the presi-

dency of Lord Provost Chambers, who said he
trusted the Act would be carried out gradually,

and only piece by piece. His feeling, he

said, was that they should proceed, in the first

place, only to the canying out of two streets,

leaving others to be judged of afterwards, as

circumstances arise. He referred to the street

in Market-street to the top of Leith-wynd, and
the street widening North College-street. He
left to his successors in office to initiate any-

thing more than that. These streets would not

dispossess a large number of the poor classes of

the inhabitants ; and, besides, they would be
very useful. There was at present a great

demand for sites for bouses of the better class,

connected with manufactures and trade. Their

first duty was to appoint an interim clerk, to put
the Act into operation

;
and he would venture

to suggest that they should invite Mr. Marwick,
city clerk, to take the work. The next thing

was to appoint a collector, and he would suggest

that the collector of police should be appointed

for the duty. A committee should also be
appointed, and he would simply name the Lord
Provost’s committee, to serve under the City

Improvements Act. Bailie Handyside seconded
the proposals of the Lord Provost

;
and Mr.

Marwick was appointed interim clerk.

Qlasgoiv .—Contracts are about to be taken
for the removal of the present Hutchesontown
Bridge and the construction of a new one.

Besides the insecurity caused by undermining
from the great alteration on the bed of the
river, there were other reasons which rendered
it desirable that a more convenient and commo-
dkus bridge should bo erected. The chief of
tlese were the narrowness of the roadway and
the steepness of the bridge and approaches. In
the new structure the steep approaches will be
done away with. The spacious roadway of the
bridge will be practically level, the gradient not
being more than 1 in 70. The architectural

character of the work will be entirely difi’erent

from that of the other bridges which span the

Clyde 'at Glasgow, as it will be chiefly con-

structed of iron. The bridge will measure
410 ft. in length and 60 fc. in breadth, and
will comprise three spans, the centre one being

114 ft. and the side ones lOS fc. wide. In order

to guard against the dangerous effects of altera-

tion in the river beds, the piers and abutments
will be founded on cast-iron cylinders, each
10 ft. diameter, going right through the allu-

vial bed of the stream to the hard substratum
of shale covering the coal measures, a depth of

about 80 ft. below low water. These cylinders

will be filled with hydraulic concrete, forming
columns of artificial stone, to about 15 ft. from
low-water mark, after which they will be filled

in with solid masonry. Above the low-water

level the piers aud abutments will be built of

white granite, with the exception of the shaft of
the central piers, which will be of red polished

granite, surmounted by enriched capitals. The
abutment piers will be carried up 11 ft. above
the roadway, forming massive rectangular towers
flanking each side of the entrances to the bridge.

These towers and the pedestals of the piers

will be surmounted by standards of a rich de-

sign, bearing each a cluster of three globular

gas-lamps. Circular recesses are left in the
outside elevations of the towers for the recep-

tion of large medallion busts, in marble or
bronze, as shall afterwards be decided

j
and the

elevations of the towers and pedestals next the

roadway will be filled in with panels of red

polished granite. The towers will be orna-

mented by a bold cornice, and will harmonize
with the massive architecture of the adjacent

court-houses. The arches connecting the piers

.

will be of wrought-iron, of a slightly elliptical

form. They will be relieved with ornamental

cast-iron work. The ironwork will be painted

and decorated in harmony with the general

style }
and the armorial shields, lamps, stand-

ards, and bosses of consoles will be bronzed and
relieved with gilding. The bridge is to be com-
pleted in two years. The engineers are Messrs.

Bell & Miller.

Hamilton. — The Combination Poor • house,

erected for the accommodation of the parishes

of Avondale, Blantyre, Cambuslang, Dalserf,

Glassford, Hamilton, East Kilbride, and Stone-

house, has just been opened for the reception of

inmates. The bnilding, which is in the Eliza-

bethan style of architecture, has been in pro-

gress for upwards of two years, and occupies a

site granted by the burgh of Hamilton, near the

cavalry barracks, in Botbwell-road. The ground
on which the poor-house is erected, with its

surroundings, is about six acres in extent. There
is accommodation for 170 inmates, for all of

whom single beds are provided. There are

besides three dormitories, giving additional

accommodation for thirty-four boys and girls.

The shares in the poor-house are divided accord-

ing to the necessities of the different parishes.

The dining-hall and chapel, measuring 40 ft. by
22 ft., forms a division between the two sexes,

and is convenient to both. The interior of the

house is abundantly supplied with lavatories

and bath-rooms, and all the apartments are

thoroughly lighted and ventilated. The heating

of the building is effected on approved methods.

The ceilings are lofty, the height of the one

above ground-floor being 11 ft. 3 in. ;
above upper

floor, 11 ft.
;
and above attic floor, 9 ft. ;

while

the cubic feet of space allowed to each inmate is

said to be slightly above the maximum amount
allowed by the Board of Supervision. The
drainage of the poor-house is also said to be

effective. The designs of the building were
prepared and carried out by Mr. J. Graham
Peat, architect, Hamilton. The estimated cost

of the work was 5,5001., or at the rate of 321. 78.

for each pauper inmate.

T7ic/c.—The British Fishery Society, who are

proprietors of Pultneytown, on the south shore

of Wick Bay, are engaged in constructing a new
harbour on a large scale, from the designs of

Messrs. Stevenson, of Edinburgh, in the Bay of

Wick, well known for its extensive fisheries of

1,000 boats, and also for its stormy seas. This

work has now been going on for some years,

but, owing to the great depth of water in which
the breakwater is founded (being about 30 ft.

at low water), and the interruption to the work
in consequence of the heavy seas raised by
easterly winds, the progress is slow, being only

about 200 ft. per annum. The contractors are

Messrs. A. & K. Macdonald, of Glasgow. This

work will extend for a distance of 1,500 ft. into

the Bay of Wick. It is proceeding satisfactorily,

and, although as yet only about half finished,

already shelters a considerable portion of the

bay.

EAILWAY MATTERS.

The extension line of the Midland Railway
Company has been opened from Bedford to

London. The gcods terminus of the company
at Agar Town, into which the line runs, has been
for some time in use, but hitherto it has been
worked by a branch from the Great Northern, by
means of which system the Midland line is now
in communication with the metropolis from
Hitchin. At present this extension will be

.

employed only for the goods and merchandise
traffic, the passenger and mineral traffic being as

before carried on at the stations of the Great
Northern at King’s Cross. Since the completion

of the Midland to Bedford, the Great Northern
have received tolls for the traffic put upon their

line at Hitchin to the amount of about 60,0002. a
year. By the aiTangement which exists between
the two companies the agreement could not be
terminated except upon seven years’ notice.

When the Midland had obtained its parlia-

mentary powers in 1864 the requisite notice was
given, and this will expire in 1871, the Great
Northern receiving until that date a minimum of

20,0002. a year in the shape of tolls, which will

continne to be earned by the goods and minerals

which will still bo put upon the line until the
terminal passenger station is completed in the
New-road. The works for this station are being
pushed vigorously forward, but the building, with

the large hotel adjoining, will probably not be

completed for twelve months.

A large new station has been opened on the

North London Railway, in Lee-street, Kingsland-

road. The new Haggerston Station commands
that neighbourhood, and also the Downham-road
and De Beauvoir Town, which places are situated

too far off from the Dalston Junction to profit by
the latter. The new station, while proving a

great accommodation to a numerous colony of

clerks and others resident in the suburb of

Kiugsland, will be a convenient point for Kings-

laod passengers requiring to reach the west-end

of London.
The North-Eastern Railway Company have

just completed the Hutton Viaduct, formed of

iron girders and masonry. The trains run upon
the girders, instead of between them.

Mr. C. W. Dixon, C.E., of Wakefield, and of

Wickham Market, Suffolk, has just patented an
elastic compensating wheel for facilitating the

rounding of curves and preventing vibration and
shaking. It is said this invention will cause a

great saving to railway companies in the item of

wear and tear.

PENZANCE PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

A LARGE pile of buildings in Penzance, of

which we have before spoken, has been inaugu-

rated. The architect is Mr. John Matthews,

the town surveyor. The front elevation is

in the Italian style of architecture, and is

composed of a centre and two wings, each of

which projects about 15 ft. The entire length of

this elevation is 135 ft.
;

it is raised 3 ft. above

the road, and is 52 ft. in height. The base-

ment is composed of rusticated work, extending

along the whole front. The chief floor is ap-

proached by a flight of stops, eleven in number,

each 21 ft. wide, leading to a granite terrace

68 ft. long by 13 ft. wide. On this terrace are

the principal entrances. The central entrance

consists of an arched doorway, having on each

sidetwo massive three-quartered coupled columns

of the Roman Doric order, with moulded en-

tablature in full. These four columns are each

cut from one piece of granite, and are 14 ^ ft.

high, with moulded caps and bases in solid

granite. The whole of the front elevation is

executed in massive white granite from Messrs.

Freeman’s quarries at Lamorna.

I

The eastern elevation is 122 ft. long, 56 ft.

I

high, and consists of three blocks, a centre, and

j

two wings. In this elevation the dressings are

j

of Lamorna granite, and the fiUing-in is of

j

granite from Chun Castle quarries. This latter

' is of brownish tint.

I

The central portion of the buildings is entirely

I

the property of the Penzance Public Buildings

I Company (Limited). Inside the principal

I

entrance on the terrace is a handsome vestibule

!

of 16 ft. by 17 ft., laid with caustic tiles in an

I

ornamental design. From this vestibule open on
1 the right and left the reading-rooms of the

! Penzance Institute and the Gentlemen’s News-
room. Massive chandeliers hang from the ceilings

of each room. The institute room is furnished

by Mr. William Bennetts, builder, of Penzance.

The fittings in the library are designed by Mr.

Matthews, and executed in Archangel deal by
Mr. Bennetts. A light projecting gallery runs

round three sides of the room, to all'ord access to

the upper lines of shelving. Five bays are

erected in the room, each 8 ft. deep, and 8 ft.

wide, which will receive six leather-covered tables

for the use of members. Over the chimney-
piece at each end of the room are arches with

fretwork, to receive the portraits of the late

Mr. Joseph Came, and the late Mr. Foxell. The
length of the whole of the shelving in the room
is 2,408 ft.

The large hall, the crowning feature of the

building, is SO ft. in length, 40 ft. in width, and
40 ft. in height, from the floor to the crown of

the ceiling. It is lighted by fifteen large windows.

The ceiling is elliptical in shape, and is divided

into seven compartments by moulded perforated

arches. From each arch are suspended five star-

shaped gas-burners. The organ is placed at the

south end of the hall, in a large arch-headed

recess. The organ is decorated in gold, on grey,

neutral-tinted green, and brown ground. Around
the orgau is an orchestra and platform calculated

to accommodate a chorus of 120 persons. On
each side and at the north end of the room is a

balcony projecting about 7 ft., supported by iron,

cantilevers with front balustrades. At the north

end and at the back of the balcony is a gallery

to hold 135 persons. The body of the room will

seat 650 persons, making a total of 1,043 persons

who can be comfortably seated. The ground
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floor has three wide entrances with folding doors,
also entrances to both balcony and gallery by
staircases on the right. Just below the entrance
to the balcony of the large hall are the Masonic
Hall and ante-room, lighted from east and south.
Ascending a flight of stairs a room is seen,
intended as the museum of the Penzance Natural
History and Antiquarian Society, 31 ft. long,
27 ft. wide, and 17 ft. high. The eastern wing
is the property of the Penzance Town Council,
The council chamber is 28 ft. long, 20 ft. wide,
and 18 ft. high.

To the north of the committee-room is the
Guildhall, which is 47 ft. long, 31 ft. wide, and
21 ft. high. It has a panelled ceiling, and is

,
lighted by four star-lights of twelve jets each.
The entrance to the Guildhall for all officials is

the principal entrance, while suitors and the
public enter at the northern end. About 400
persons may be seated in the hall. Over the
Guildhall are commodious offices for officials of
the town council, local board of health, and for
other borough purposes.
The western wing is the property of the Royal

Geological Society of Cornwall. The principal
entrance leads into the fossil museum of the
Society, a room of 28 ft. by 27 ft., and IG ft.

high. The geological museum is 50 ft. long,
28 ft. wide, and 21 ft. high.
Hot-water pipes are laid on throughout the

centre and east wing of the buildings. Messrs.
Weekes & Co., of Chelsea, are the contractors.
The water is heated by a tubular boiler fixed in
the basement, and the whole of the buildings
can be heated at one time, or any portion can be
heated separately. The contractors who have
erected the building are Messrs. Jacob O’ver &
Son, of Falmouth. The cost of the entire work,
including fittings and furnishing, will not be
much less than 15,0001. Mr. Yeoman has acted
as contractors’ foreman at Penzance, and Mr.
James as clerk of the works on the part of the
town.

bricks, after coming from the mill, are soaked in
a rock-oil, and afterwards waterproofed

; so that
whenever a fire is needed, either for house or
other purposes, all that has to be done is to
break one of the bricks, place it in the grate or
elsewhere, and set light to it. The cost, we are
informed, will be very considerably below the
price now charged for ordinary coals.

THE SEWAGE OF TOWNS.
Sib,—

P

ermit me to occnpy a Binall space in voor valu-
able columns witb a lew remarks on tbia 'important

' sional gentlemen of note, if not more
; and,

besides this, there is an architectural association
second to none in the kingdom, and in no place
is there better work being done than is now in
progress at the new museum, the Church of
Mary Major, and a new church on St. David’s
Hill. With such examples before them, and
such advantages within their reach, how could
the parishioners of St. Martin’s allow such
abominations which are now being perpetrated
and perpetuated on what might have been made
a good specimen of a small Devonian tower of
the fifteenth century ? Close by its side is a
glorious specimen of a four or five-light (I forget
which) window, occupying the westei'n end of
this little church. Do the churchwardens in«
tend to immortalize their names in letters of

subject.

Fi>5t, I beg leave to introduce two new distinctive
words, which are more euphonious than the terms n
used, and will be convenient in discussions,—cguine, sigui-

I u .
— “*

lying the liquid portion, and eioaeine, the soUtf portion, of inside the church with the date of this
work of retrograde restoration ? Perhaps some

the refuse oftowns.
Secondly, I submit that, in dealing with the refuse of

towns, aquine should be disposed of separately as value-

TEE NEW WORKHOUSE FOR ST.
MARTIN’S-IN-THE-FIELDS.

Of Monday evening, at the meeting of Guardians of
St. Martin's, Mr. R. Cobbett in the chair, the minutes of a
"’leeial meeting of the Board
.t 1 r.

••-•e read, setting forth that
the plan of Mr. Cross for the new workhouse was adopted,
in preference to a plan of Messrs, Burton & Cotton, by 7
votes to 6. Whereupon Mr. Lamb protested against the
correctness of the numbers as recorded in the minutes. A
letter was then read from Mr. Scott (a Guardian)
also protesting against the decision of the Chairman at the
special meeting. Mr. Barton said he withdrew from
the said meeting on the same grounds. Mr. Scott con-
tended that the special meeting was convened to consider
the plans only, and not to decide upon them

;
and, there-

fore, he conaidered that the ruling of the Chairman was
not correct. After some further discuseion, tho minutes
of tl^ special meeting were signed as being correct, and
Mr. Barton gave notice of a motion to rescind the resnlu-
Hon of the special meeting, adopting the plan of Mr.
Cross; and the whole subject will be discussed at the
next meeting of the Board.

less, and even deleterious.
Ihirdly, I bold that without an admiiture of decayed

vegetable matter, eloacine and sand or clay will not make
good earth. For what is eorfA 7 Is not (he best earth or
mould a compound, with a large proportion of decayed
vegetable matter ? As I write, leaves are falling, and will
in due lime become incorporated with the soil on which
they fall. It seems to me that in considering earth as a
disinfectant, this point has been often overlooked, and
should be remembered. j

HAND-WRITING ON STONE.

COAL BRICKS.

A BitiCK-MACHiNE, Capable of makiog bricks
not only of clay but of coal dust concreted with
a patent composition, has been invented by
Mr. George Arnott, of Gloucester, who thus
describes the machinery, for which he has re-
ceived protection from the Patent Office :

_
I have a png-null erected, with a large screw rnn-

ning do^ the centre, and to each side of the pug-mill are
fastened strong steel plates, which pass through the arms
of the screw, so that when either coal or clay is passedmto the top, it is ground and thoroughly well mixed be.
lore reaching the bottom, when it fills a double row of
square iron moulds or frames, which are endie«s being
hinged together, and which rows of moulds pass over two^uare tumblers (one .it each end of the machine), which
tumblers are worked by means of an iron rod from themam shale and a rschet-wbeel, and tit every revolution of
the mam shall the rod takes hold of one of the notches in
the ratchet-wheel, drags two boxes or moulds out of the
png.mili,_ passes them under the iron plungers or pressera

t to the mill, where they are pressed and marlied irith
trade-mark, &e. ; and at the same
plunger
bottom

be-
-- — the next two

leyond pass two complete bricks through the
the machine on ro an endless band ninninir thobottom of the machine on ro an endless band running the

cross OP contrsry way to the piler or man who takes them
off, BO that at every revolution of the main abaft either two
coal or clay pressed bricks are made. At the low rate ofwity revolutions per minute, one of these muchmes wouldmake /,200 per hour. AU the labour they require is oneman to feed and another to take away.”

The Uskside Engineering Company, ofNewport,
Monmouthshire, it seems, have nearly completed
one of these machines tor the Compressed Coal
Company, whose extensive new works are
Bituated at Whitecroft, near Lydney, Glouces-
ershire, formed for the purpose of using np
he heretofore worthless small coal thrown np
rom the pits in the Forest of Dean. The coal-

Sib,—W ill you allow me to communicate a fact which I
think will be Ibund interesting just now ?

our concersarione evenings in Canon-row
Architectural Museum,” I wanted to get something

rather more interesting to visitors than heavy books of
prints; and to do so 1 called on Sir C. Barry, who was
always very kind to me, and asked h:m to lend me for the
evening his thttch in pencil, so I understood, of the
Houses of Farlisment, which he said he had kept carefuUv
as a memorial of the beginning of a great work. He told
me he could not oblige me that evening, but that he would
do so on another occasion, and that he would show me
(I asked him also for it) a Hay (a geometrical drawing,
not a sketch) of the South Front which I so much
admired, and thought the finest bit of modem Gothic in
existence. These drawings must be still in existence, and I
cannot help thinking how very interesting, apart from all
controversy, they would now be if exhibited as specimens
of architectural handwriting by a master himself. Con-
troversy always comes of imperfect information, and
abscnceoffacts on one or both sides. If there be any doubt
as to the authorship of a ltHer, the production of it im.
mediately dispels that doubt, and the work aud individu-
ality 01 the writer and author at once, and without any
lOBsibility of mistake, declares themselves, for it is impossi-
de for one man to write exactly like another. On stone
t IS the same : it is iropossi ble for two men to write ^ike
on stone : that feat can only be accomplished through the

. third person. C. B. A.

one else will tell you what is going on inside the
walls. I had not the heart to enter, but walked
ofiF to my inn in sorrow and disgust.

A "N’isitok.

medium of a clerk, i

NICE -^ORK AT ST. MARTIN’S, EXETER.

Sin,—A few years ago you very justly ex-
posed to ridicule the unprincipled and dishonest
mode of pointing stone walling, which prevails
to such au extent in Exeter and the neighbour-
hood

; doing it in the “ tnck and point” fashion
of brickwork, and not only that, bnt actnally
showing sham joints where no joints exist, and
converting rough nobling, so as to look like re-
gular range work

!

Happening to be passing tlirough Exeter a few
days ago, I could not have believed that such a
thorough ignorance of good workmanship and
pure taste in this age of progress and correct
treatment could exist, had I not myself seen the
restoration, as it is called, now going on at the
Church of St. Martin (it is close to the Clarence
Hotel). A good Perpendicular tower, built of
the red conglomerate stone, and some other
from the neighbourhood, has been exposed to
view by the removal of the old rough-cast.
Instead of raking out the joints, and point-
ing them as the stones happen to bo shaped,
nud replacing defective stones by others of the
like sort, and removing any brickwork, with
which in the worst days of church repairs the
walls may have been cobbled, the whole surface
is now being dandyfied by making good the
deficiencies and plastering them over with
compo. False joints are marked out; the string-
course at tho midway set-ofl’ is rounded off
smooth, every member of the moulding being
obliterated

; and, to crown the whole, the battle-
ments are absolutely capped with pieces of
square coping, and the string-courge immediately
below the battlements is made of a sort of
chimney-piece cornice on a flat deal board or
some other wood painted white ! It cannot for
a moment be supposed that the work has been
entrusted to any architect, but that the whole is
being done under the direction of amateurs

; for
the city may be proud of, at least, two profes-

'

SHAPE OF BELLS FOR PUBLIC CLOCKS.
In a communication published in the Braider

of the 2nd of March last, I made the following
statement :—“ Everybody knows that for house-
clocks, &c., bells of the hemispherical form are
very properly used. Nevertheless, if you want
a bell for a tower, or turret, to produce a good
volume of sound, and a fine quality of tone that
shall be heard at a reasonable distance, it mitst
be made of the long-established shape and pro-
portion of our best church bells. And we know
the reason why. Bella of the hemispherical
form weighing about 4 cwt. may answer for
cemeteries for obvious reasons. But the sound
of heavier bells of that form is generally tuhby,
extremely doleful, and offensive.”

Now, in the interest of a science to which I
have directed some attention, allow me to say
here is an example worth recording. A clock
and a bell have recently been placed in the tower
of the town-hall of Northampton

j and this bell,
on which the clock strikes the hours, is of the
bemiapherioal shape alluded to, its weight being
about 8 cwt. What, then, is the result ? Why

—

though no blame attaches to the respected
founders, or clock-makers—this metallic saucer
speaks for itself in confirmation of the above
statement. It yields a sound so peculiarly dnll
anl disagreeable to the musical ear, that people
may well exclaim, “Stop that dreadful belli”

Tnos, Walesby.

DRY ROT.

tB,—An important beam in the basement-story of my
house has got infested with dry rot

;
can yon suggest anv

remedy? The beam is about 30 ft. long, made of bog-
fir, the most incorruptible of timbers. It had been in its
present position upwards of fifty years wiihout showing
any decay, but about four years ago I had to build a new
wall under one end of it, and not wishing to inclose
the beam in new work I put a piece of oak under it.
About a year ago this piece of oak was observed to be
covered with dry rot, which was spreading along the
beam. I took out the oak, and cut off all the decayed
part of the beam and washed the beam, first with hot
whitewash and afterwards with strong solution of cop-
peras; but the rot is spreading with alarming rapidity.
The sir of the room is very confined, aud the beam

could not be taken out without much dilBculty.

J. M.
Removing the parts affected, and a wash of diluted'' ' ’

e bet
" ’

sulphuric acid, have been fonnd useful in a similar case.

THE ESTIMATION OF AN INCOMPLETE
CONTRACT.

Sir,—There must of necessity be a right way, ,<

as well as a wrong way, of making an estimate H
of the value of works done under a broken con- •

tract, but I cannot find that any two builders
''

agree upon the modus operandi.
'

In a recent case in this town (Plymouth) cer- '

tain builders tendered for the erection of a villa '

residence within a short distance of the town;
the highest tender was 3,1751., and the lowest '

2,1501.,—the latter being accepted.
Owing to the failure of one of the contracting

parties, the works were stopped when the walls
were built and the roof-timbers iu place.

To avoid any litigation, it has been agreed to
submit two questions to arbitration ; the one
to a lawyer as to what damages are due by
reason of the breach of contract

; the other to a
surveyor as to the actual value of the work per-
formed.
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Should the works be measured according to

the present value of work and material without

any reference to the contract ? or, should they

be measured with reference to the contract and
the schednle of prices upon which such contract

was founded ?

Should the amount due be the value of the

work already performed, or should it be the

amount stated in the contract less the value of

work to be performed ? J. W. B.

The works should be measured and valued

with reference to the contract and the schedule

of prices upon which the contract was founded :

the amount due is " the amount stated in the

contract less the value of work to be performed,”
The question of damage done by breach of con-

tract is to be separately considered.

NEW TOWN HALL, MANCEESTEE,

We are authorized by the mayor to state that,

in deference to an opinion expressed in our

columns and elsewhere, the following circular

has, by order of the Town-hall Sub-committee,
been addressed to the architects who have sent

in plans in competition for the new town-hall ;

—

“ Town-Lall, Manchester, 9th September, 1867.

Sin,—You will no doubt have observed in the papers
that the plans or desi^DS sent in for the ne^v Town-hall,
with the jollowicg mottoes or devices, have been selected
for the second or final competition, viz., ‘St. Michael,’
‘ Ring ont the Old, Ringin the New,’ A circle wiihiu a ring,

‘Time tryeth Trnih,’ ‘Polyanthus,’ ‘Municipal,’ Three
Hebrew characters, ‘Au Bon Droit,'

Considerable anxiety having been expressed on the part
of the public to see the competing plans, I have, at the re-

quest of the new Town-boll Committee of (he (Ilounci], to
ask yon to inform me duringihe present week whether you
are willing that your plans should, with or without your
name being attached thereto, be for fourteen days publicly
exhibited.

I need hardly say that it is not proposed to exhibit the
designs selected for the second competition, and unless a
largo proportion of the architects intimate their desire to
have the plana exhibited, no public exhibition will take
place. I am. Sir, Ac.,

Eobebt Neill, Mayor."

The designs of the eight architects selected

for the final competition will most likely be
exhibited after the award is made ; but at present

such a course is deemed undesirable. There is

much diversity even among the successful com-
petitors iu the manner of arranging the plan of

the building, the shape of the land offering great

scope for the ingenuity of architects, and an
exhibition of the designs at this time would
be a disadvantage, it is urged, to those who have
succeeded in arranging the best plans.

The letters already received, in answer to the
circular of the mayor, are chiefly in favour of an
exhibition.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.

Sir,—

I

take the liberty of asking your assist-

ance in c&Iliug attention to some clauses of an
Act of Parliament which has been passed with
a view of suppressing the nuisance arising from
the smoke of furnaces

;
indeed, of attaining the

same end throughout the country generally as has

been already accomplished in London and its

immediate vicinity.

The Act is the 29tb & 30tb Vic., c. 90, and
is entitled an “ Act to amend the law relating to

the Public Health;’’ it was passed on the 7tb
of August, 18G6, but the clauses relating to the
consumption of smoke did not come into opera-
tion before the 7th August, 1867 : this was, of

course, done in order that the owners of furnaces

might have time to make such alterations as

would abate the nuisance.

In this city and neighbourhood (Eochester),

however, I do not think that one alteration has
been made; and, from what I can observe, the
same is the case everywhere

; indeed, I am sure
the existence of such an Act is not at all

generally known.
If you would kindly look at the Act and

publish some observations upon it in the Builder,

you would be doing a. great public good
;

for in

no other way can its provisions become so widely
known. W. H. Nicholson.

• LIST OF TENDERS.
Wulcocks
Ellior. -

.£3,176
, 3,009

Clarl 3,000
Adams

. 2,090
Trevena . 2,850
Turner , 2,960
Terren

, 2,610
Lethbrid ge 2,478
Harrey , 2,319
Condy , 2,150

Average £2,754

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION.
The Oxford local eiatnination certificatea, awarded for

tbe Manchester district, have been distributed in the Free
Trade Hall, by Earl GraoviUe, K.G,
The statistics in the report of the committee for con-

ducting the examinations in the Manchester centre in-

cluded the following among other details;—In the Man-
chester centre, though the number of candidates was less

than in the previous year, the number of those who passed
showed a considerable increase. There were examined
this year, 212 ;

last year, 223
;
passed this year, 145 ;

last

year, 139; per-eentage of success this year, 68 ;
last year,

62. Of these there were seniors examined, 37 this year,

45 last year; passed, 28 this year, 32 last year; per-
centage of sncceas, 76 this year, last year, 71. Of juniors
175 were examined this year, 178 last year; 117 passed
this year, 107 last year ; per-centage ofjuniors this year,

67, last year, CO, In the seniors, Manchester had passed

6 per cent, above the averages of the country, and in the
juniors (in which it was last year below the average of the
country) it was this year 2 per cent, above. Manchester
sent one-ninth of all the seniors; it had more than one-
seventh of the aggregate honours. In the number of
senior candidates, Manchester still Tnaintained itsposition
next to London. London sent 81

;
Manchester, 37 ;

Liver-

001,30; Northampton, 23 ;
Oxford, 19. In junior candi-

atea, Manchester, which took the lead of all tbe centres
last year, was now exceeded by London, but it still sent
more than one-sixth of the whole number of juniors. Iu
jnnior honours Manchester fell below the average of the
whole country. In preliminaries, the per-centage of
seniors in tbe country was 81 per cent.

;
last year, 63. Man-

cheater had passed 76 per cent, against 80 last year. In
juniors for tbe whole country, 77 per cent, against 73; for
Manchester 81, against 72. The whole of the failures of
the seniors here occurred in tbe preliminaries, though
some of them h.^d gained honours in one or more of the
sections. Oxford had wisely, from the first, dealt very
strictly with this part of the subject, and bad the satisfac-

tion of seeing a gradual rise from less than 50 per cent, in

1858, the first year, to about 80 per cent, in the present
year. This year, for the first time, failures in tbe hand-
writing were found mentioned at the foot of the junior
lists. The total number of these was 76, of which 12 be-
longed to MHuebester. In the Manchester seniors, in

English, 34 bud passed out of 37 ;
in languages, 30 ;

five of
these being in the first division and 12 in tbe second. In
mathematics the number was much less than last year.

An.ong the Manchester juniors, Latin had been success-
fully taken up by 1( 6 (last year, 106); French, 78 float

year, 71) ;
Greelt, 22 (last year, 18) ; German, 6 (last

year, 8 ); chemistry, 6 (last year, 8). Of 20 centres, only

8 sent iu candidates for chemistry, and the whole number
of candidates, senior and junior, was only 104, of whom
not one-half had passed. In conclusion, tho report alluded
with pleasure to the offer of valuable scholarships in con-
nexion with these exsiuinstions by Boliol College, Oxford,
and Owens College, Manchester.

UistcIIaiwa.

Taunton High Cross.—Dr. Kinglake purposes

erecting, at his own cost, a cross at the northern
end of the Parade at Taunton, and Messrs.

Shewbrooks, the builders, have commenced the

work, by putting up a hexagonal enclosure. The
donor has had a design prepared, as nearly as

possible, we are told, a fac si7nile of the High
Cross beneath, which the Duke of Monmouth
was proclaimed king in 1685. It will be 32 ft.

in height. Lamps will be attached to the cross,

which is to stand on three steps, and a drinking-

fountain will be placed at the base.

Opening of the Blackuore Museum.—

A

museum, which has been founded in the city of
Salisbury by Mr. William Bluckmore, of Liver-

pool and London, has been opened. Tho building
containing the collection, which has been erected
at the cost of the founder, who is a native of
the town, is of early Medimval character, and
consists of the museum and north entrance-
porch, with curator’s room on the south side.

The building is fitted for gas.' The varied col-

lection of objects in the Blackmore Museum
mainly comprises specimens belonging to the
stone age of different countries, with similar

implements in use among existing races of
mankind.

Walcot Cemetery Chapels.—The condition
of these chapels being very unsatisfactory, Mr.
Clark, of Bristol, architect and surveyor, was
requested to report to tbe Burial Board on the
subject, and he informs the Board that he finds

the upper stage of the tower and spire in a
dilapidated and dangerous state, the first cause
of which is the failure of the freestone head of
the doorway leading from the staircase turret to

the tower, it being of freestone hardly 6 in.

thick, and not sufficient to support the super-

incumbent weight ; that the danger has also

been accelerated by the imperfect manner in

which the masons’ work has been erected, and
the deficiency of proper bonders to tie the work
together. Other defects iu the chapels are also

pointed out, and remedies proposed. Meantime,
however, the architects of the chapels, Messrs,
Hickes & Isaac, have spontaneously offered to

rebuild the spire at their own cost, and the
Vestry have approved of their proposal, and
.referred the matter to the Burial Boitnl.

The Holborn Improvements.—The demoli-

tion ofMiddle-row, Holborn, has been commenced,
and in a short time the block of buildings will be
removed, and a long needed metropolitan im-
provement, talked of for half a century or more,
effected at last.

Surveyor to the Watiington Highway
Board.—This Board, at their meeting on the

4th inst., appointed Mr. Eichard Eades, of Eed-
ditch, as their surveyor. Five selected candi-

dates attended the Board, the whole of whom
had their travelling expenses paid them.

Single-Span Churches. — A correspondent,
“ J. Y.,” writes,—I may add to the information

contained in your article on single-span churches
that an example occurs at Monferrand, near

Clermont Ferrand, in the Pay de Dome. The
date (from remembrance) is of the fourteenth,

century, and the span about 40 ft. Chapels are
built as projections from the north and south

walls.

Home for Fatherless Boys. — At Sfcockwell

the foundation stones of three dwellings for

orphans have been laid by a lady (Mrs. Hillyard),

who has contributed 20,0001. for the purpose.

The homes will consist of terraces of bouses, each
house capable of accommodating eighteen or

twenty boys, and presided over by a nurse
;
and

it is considered that this plan will preserve, as

far as possible in a large institution, the idea of

a family, and will enable the trustees to proceed

with other houses, as their funds will permit.

It is also proposed to build a largo school-room

and dining-hall on the orphanage ground. The
houses will coat from 500i. to fiOOLeach, and the

trustees have accepted a builder’s tender for tbe

erection of three at once. A large shed has been
built, which will serve for holding meetings on
the ground, and can be afterwards used as a

covered playground for tho boys.

The Atlantic Telegraph Company.—The
report presented at a meeting of the share-

holders states that 205,3171. have been earned by
the cables during the past year; that towards

the close of the financial year the revenue has

had to bear the expense cf two accidents to the

cable of 1866, both, it is believed, the result of

crushing by icebergs. The Anglo-American
Company have deducted 21,8961. 16a. from the

revenue in respect of these two events. Not-
withstanding these large deductions, there

remained to the credit of the revenue account a
balance amounting to 28,1331. 16s. 5d., and out

of this the board proposed to declare a dividend

for the year ended 27th July ultimo, at the rate

of 4 per cent., free of income-tax, upon the first

8 per Cent. Preferential Stock. The directors

intend to reduce their charges to a certain

extent, though not so far as has been urged
upon them. Messages will be sent at an average

of about 51., instead of the 101., to which the

original 2Ul. had been reduced. The charges

urged are 78. 6d. a word, or about 21. 10a. per

message.

The lNTERN.iTIONAL WORKMEN’S CONGRESS AT
Lausanne.—About sixty delegates from England,

France, Germany, Italy, &c., appear to have
attended the meetings of this Congress; and their

proceedings, though nob altogether orderly and
deliberative, show that the trades’ -union princi-

ples, though not under that name, are rapidly

pervading the Continent. Some of the decisions

of the Congress are rather startling ;—for exam-
ple, the “ equivalence of functions,”—that is to

say, that ” the eight hours’ labour of a carpen-

ter or shoemaker is of equal economical value

with the eight hours’ labour of an astronomer or

poet.” They do not seem to have as yet de-

cided, however, that the eight hours’ labour of

the weak or indolent is of equal economic value

with the eight hours’ labour of the strong or

active
;
but no doubt they are of opinion, with

our own trades’ unions, that the eight hours*

labour of the stupid and unskilful are of the

same economical value with the eight hours*

labour of the talented and skilful. No chance

here for the man with " seven talents ” to double

chem : be must bury them iu the ground alongside

of the “one talent” of his less willing or able

fellow-workman, or share with him bis “seven
talents,” so that truly hia fellow-workman will be
the hard task-master. The Congress are inclined

to approve of strikes because they tend to raise

wages, although they do not approve of wages
at all. One of the French delegates stated that

“the aims of the International Working Men’s

Association tended to replace the present unsa-

tisfactory state of things by a system of practical

justice.”
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Leeds Exhibition. — The Executive Com-
mittee of the National Exhibition of Works
of Art to be held at Leeds in 1S68, have received
a notification from the Secretary of State for
India that a selection of works of Indian art
will be made by Dr. Forbes Watson. The many
and beautiful objects of Oriental art therein
will form a most attractive and important sec-

tion of the Exhibition.

French Enterprise in Greece.—At Port
Mandri a French company are ac present dili-

gently smelting down the old scorite, slag, and
refuse from the ancient lead mines, and extract-

ing as much as 30 tons of metal a day. The
work is said to pay well, and the lead chiefly

goes to England. It is calculated that there is

a sufficient qnantity of scoriae between Cape
Colouna and Port Mandri to supply the works
for fifteen years to come.

The Clock-tower at London Bridge.—

A

correspondent suggests that a good place to
which to remove the Wellington clock tower
would he to the middle of New Southwark Park.
He says,—“ During an hour’s stroll over the
park ground a few days since, I was asked by at
least six persons to tell them the time. The
great question (there) appeared to be, not the
interview at Salzburg, not the captives at Mag-
dala, but— ‘ What's o’clock?’ ”

An Amateur Theatre proposed tor London.
A meeting has been held with the view of

Military Gymnasium, Portsmouth.—

O

n the
2nd inst. Sir George Buller laid the foundation-
stone of a gymnasium, on the left side of the
new line of road across the mill-dam. Colonel
Hadden explained to Lieutenant-General Sir G.
Buller and the company present the object of
the new building, namely, the improvement of
the soldiers, and providing for them the means
of innocent amnsement

; and as this was the
first erection of the kind in Portsmouth, he
considered it a fitting and pleasing opportunity
of calling attention to it.

Defacing a Monument.—At the Bromsgrove
Sessions lately, a boy, aged thirteen, was charged
with damaging the tomb of Sir John Talbot and
his two wives in Bromsgrove parish church.
Defendant pleaded guilty to the charge. Mr.
E. Housman, for the churchwardens, said the
tomb injured was an alabaster one, and it was
supposed that in an idle moment the boy had
scratched away some of the letters. The church-
wardens would only ask the bench to express an
opinion as to what punishment they would in-

flict upon future offenders, as it was thought
probable they would have to charge others for
indecent scribbling on the organ, and other
offences. Defendant was discharged on paying
expenses. The tomb referred to is the one which
was used as evidence in the great Shrewsbury
case, and concerning which it was stated by a
writer in the Athcwxum, about two years ago,
that the alabaster letters had been chiselled

raising a company to build a theatre for away, and obliterated by means of paint, in
amateurs, on the site of Old Lyons Inn, Strand, ......
apparently part of the property purchased for
the ill-fated Strand Hotel. A capital of 2O,O0OZ.
was named. The working expenses were put
down at 2,345Z. per annum. An ordinary theatre
in Newcastle-street might or might not pay,-

order to destroy evidence.

Americ.^n Tube Well.—

A

number of gentle-
men recently assembled upon the cricket-ground
of the Manchester Club, Old Trafford, to witness
the sinking of a well upon a system just intro-

we need not now go into that question,—but to "iuced into this country, of which Mr. Norton, of
suppose that the amateur actors of London could Blackfriars-street, Manchester, is local agent.
support it, and pay the shareholders a return
for their capital, seems to us a wild idea.

Gas.—The following are dividends declared at
the last meetings of various gas companies, viz.,

10 per cent, by the Richmond Gas Company
j

per cent, by the West Ham Company
; 6^ per

cent, by the Hartlepool Gas and Water Company
10 per cent, by the Cardiff Gaslight and Coke
Company

; 10 per cent, by the Belper Gas and
Coke Company

j and 8^ per cent, by the Sun-
derland Gas Company. The Gas Company at
Hereford have reduced the price of gas for the
public lamps to 3a. per 1,000 cubic feet. The
Sereford Tunes urges a reduction to the same
figure to private consumers, and advocates the
purchase of the works by the corporation.

Successive Deaths from Foul Air.— By a
singular combination of ignorance and devoted-
ness five persons have lost their lives at Flint.
A boy was amusing himself at the chemical
works of Muspratt & Co. by winding up and
down a bucket used for baling out water from a
shaft communicating with a drain. Whilst thus
occupied the bucket caught somewhere in the
shaft, and the boy got down a ladder to liberate
the bucket. Poisonous gas which had collected
overcame him, and he fell to the bottom. A
carpenter went to rescue him and shared the
same fate, as did three others in snccession, and
a sixth volunteer only escaped by being rapidly
drawn to the top. The five were afterwards got
out with grapnels, but they were all dead.
Experience and warning seem to be of no use
to the public in such cases as this.

Organs.—TheMusicaZ Standardeaye,—Messrs.
Hill are carrying out some important: works at
the large organ in St. Peter’s, Cornhill. The
additions consist of a bourdon on the pedals,
and the completion of the pedale, which was for-
merly of one octave only. Nothing has been
done to the organ in the way of repairs or addi-
tions since 1840. The tuning is being altered to
equal temperament. The church will not be re-
opened until the 22nd instant at the earliest.

The organ in the church of St. Mary-le-Bow
is to be rebuilt by Mr. Holdich. At St.
Botolph’s, Aldersgate, Mr. Speechley, of Cam-
den-town, is rebuilding the organ, which is

expected to bo ready in about three weeks
(organ-builders’ time). Messrs. Gray (k Davison
are completing further alterations in the organ
at St. Botolph’a, Bishopegate,—the works they
effected in the instrument on its removal in
1866 inclnding the extension of the swell to
tenor C and the addition of couplers, and other
mechanical accessories. At St. Margaret’s,
Westminster, Messrs. Hill have instructions to
complete the organ, we are glad to announce.

Water was reached in five minutes from the com-
mencement of the operations, and in twenty-two
minutes a depth of 10 ft. had been reached ; the
pump had been fitted to the top of the well, and
a flow of water obtained. The well consists of
an iron pipe li in. in diameter, about 12 ft. long,

pointed at one end, and perforated with holes
about 16 in. up the pipe from the pointed ex-

tremity. A moveable iron clamp is fitted round
the pipe, and, upon the principle of pile-driving,

a u6 lb. hollow weight round it is raised, and
allowed to drop upon the clamp : thus the pipe
is driven into the ground. Earth, sand, &c.,

first enter the pipe through the holes, and, when
these are pumped out, the theory is that pebbles
rest against the pipe and form a natnral filter.

About 5Z. is the cost for the completion of a well
15 ft. deep. When rock is reached the operation
is more costly if it be necessary to bore the rock.
One of these wells, to the depth of 15 ft. has
been sunk in the Manchester Botanical Gardens.
The inventor accompanied the Northern army in
the late American war, and procured an unfail-

ing water supply. He has sunk many wells in

the States : oue at Ithaca, New York, is said to

be 120 ft. deep.

Rattening—The derivation of this term has
excited some discussion. A writer in Notes and
Queries says,—In “ Hallamshire,” the district of
which Sheffield is the capital, and, indeed, in

Yorkshire generally, by the common people, rat

is pronounced rat'n, and hence the secret mis-
chief done by one workman to another in trade
disputes was called rattening,—that is, doing on
a larger scale what the “varmint” does on a
smaller, snch as “blending the scales and
springs” of the cutler, cutting the “wheel-
bands” of the grinder or the bellows of the blade
forger, and other like iDjuries. These wrongs
were generally perpetrated during the night,

and when in the morning the sufferer asked who
had done the mischief, the reply was, “ The rata

had been!” I believe this is the origin of a
phrase with which I have been familiar for more
than half a century, and which recent painful
circumstances have made sadly familiar wherever
an English newspaper is read. Of course, it has
happened, in this as in other cases, that an ex-

pression used at first in a limited meaning has
come to be used as signifying trade outrages of

whatever kind. I will not say it would be im-
possible to split a grinding-stone in the way
described by Dr. Vaughan, but 1 never heard of

such a case. I close with a literal illustration

of my etymology. An amateur in fancy engine-
turning said to me the other day, “ I have been
rattened ; I had just put a new cat-gut band
upon my lathe, and last night the rats carried
it off, and, I suppose, have eaten it

!”

A Hint foe the Amalgamated Engineers.

—

An official return, just published at Berlin, gives
some curious particulars relative to the manufac-
ture of railway locomotives in Germany. It
appears, according to the Pall-mall Gazette, that
in 1864 the number of locomotives on the Ger-
man railways was 4,768, 674 of which were
manufactured abroad, while Germany now not
only builds her own locomotives, but sent 1,000
last year to other countries, such as Switzerland,
Italy, France, and Russia. The number of
engines now used on the railways of Germany is

5,250, 340 of which have to be replaced every
year, it being calculated that a locomotive
seldom lasts longer than 15 or 16 years.
The largest of the German factories is that of
Borsig, of Berlin, which has built 2,000 railway-
engines since it was first established in 1841.
Of the others, the principal are that of Maffei, in
Bavaria, that of the Austrian railway companies
at Vienna, Egerstorff’a at Hanover,and Henachl’s
at Cassel.

TENDERS
For a pair of semi-detached residences, ia Bi

road, Acton. Mr. G. Biliington, architect
Eydmann £1,999 0
Waters 1,S96 0
Blick & Son 1,836 0
Harding (accepted) 1,736 0

For alterations and repairs to No. 48, Wimpole-street,
for Mr. W. Benson. Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quan-
tities furnished by Messrs. Richardson & Waghoru :

—

Henderson £1,989 0 0
Phillips 1,847 0 0
Scrivener & White 1,843 0 0
Keyes & Head 1,737 0 0
Eaton & Chapman (accepted) ... 1,731 0 0

For alterations and repairs, at Gloucester House, Lark-
hall Rise, Claphan ''

King & Son
Mills & Son 7Zo 0 0
Colls & Son 615 0 0
M'Lachlan... 683 10 0
Notley 650 0 0

For alterations and additions at 191, Upper Ebury-
street, Pimlico, for Mr. E. E, Price. Mr. Parker, archi-
tect

Saunders £635 0 0
Wilson 615 0 0
Thompson 681 0 o
Dear 497 0 0

For farm-houses and home-steading for Earl Suffolk,
Charlton, near Malmesbury, Wilts, exclusive of building
stone, sand, &c. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect

Claridge £6,677 0 0
HalJum & Co 6,960 0 0
Liddiatt 6,496 0 0
Smith 6 118 0 0

For additions to Bentham House, Purton, Wilts, foe
Mr. W. J. Sadler, exclusive of timber, stone, bricks, lime,
sand, and slate. Mr. T. S. Lansdown, architect

Liddiatt £120 0 0

For Wronghton Schools,
old materials to be re-naed.
tect :

—

Phillips

Harris
Hawkius

lear Swindon, exclnsive of
Mr. T. S, Lansdown, archi-

496 0 0

For alterations and additions, Tockenham Rectory,
near Woolton Bassett, Wilts. Mr. T. S. Lansdown,
architect:—

Brown £1,098 0 0
Wheeler 895 0 0
Frampton 875 0 0
Twine 860 0 0
Barrett 840 0 0
Carter 930 0 0
Liddiatt 825 0 0

For parsonage-house, in the parish of Holy Trinity,
Kentish Town, inclusive of amounts for rain-water tank
and hot-water supply. Messrs. Beck & Lee, architects.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pain & Clark:—

Manley S Rogers £2,387 0 0
Browne & Robinson 2,302 0 0
Ashby & Sons .

Colls & Son ..

Conder
Woodward
Webb & Son ..

Foster

For new buildings,

& Son, architects

2,280 0 0
2,276 0 0
2,262 0 0
2,230 0 0
2,191 0 0
2,149 0 0

Norton-folgate. Messrs. J. Young

Refuge. Residence.
Ashby & Horner £ 6,661 £1,996
Jackson A Shaw
Ashby & Sons ,...

Jackson
Conder
Brass
Webb & Sons .....

Henshaw
Hart (accepted)

,

6,657

6,549 1,984
6,618 1,917
6,184 1,931
6,145 1,953
6,012 1,869
6,904 1,794
6,622 1,797

For dwelling-house, at Sydenham-hiU, forthe Rev. J, B.
Brooke;

—

Hills & Son £1,769 0 0
Colls & Son 1,690 0 0
Gammon 1,677 0 0
Clemence 1 628 0 0
Jerrard 1,675 0 0
Shapley & Webster 1,649 18 0
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Public Worh in

Sfain.

COMMISSION was

nominated by the

Spanish Govern,

ment to draw np

a report upon the

state of public

works in Spain,

for the purpose of

laying the informa-

tion thus gathered together

before the world, as it is

represented by the great

Parisian Sxposition. This

report is now before ns, end we find it

confirms the generally received impression of

the rapid progress made by the Spaniards

since the commencement of this century. The

commissioners excuse themselves for not having

made the account so full as it might have

been, by pleading the insufficiency of means at

their disposal, the short period of time allowed

them, and the unfavourable season of the year

for the production of photographs of public

works. The survey of modern Spanish enter-

prise forwarded by them to Paris, consists of

four parts
; in the first being an “ album gra-

pTiiq^ie," of the most notable works
;
the second,

a collection of photographs of the same
;
the

third, a collection of models ; and the fourth,

the report under notice. When we recollect

that in 1820 there was no school of engineers

in Spain, and that the public works there were
undertaken by empirics without scientific know-

ledge ; and at the same time bear in mind the

comparatively small sums that could be devoted

to constructional improvements, we must allow

that Spain has done tolerably well, especially

in some branches. The maritime lighting de-

partment, consisting of a hundred and forty-

nine lighthouses, appears to be, perhaps, the

most noticeable perfection. After this come
the roads, the railways, and the ports in the

succession we have given them ; to which the

commissioners add, with special pride, mention

of the canal of Isabel II., by the means of

which Madrid is provided with water, and of

the Canal d’Urgel, works of merit and im-

portance, projected and directed by Spanish engi-

neers. The roads, in 1804, consisted of lengths

amounting to 14,1)26 kil., of which the road known
as Las Cabrillaa,with the magnificent bridge over

the Gabriel, and those between Sahagun and
Eivadesella and Granada and Motril, are the

most noticeable. The railways have a total of

7,018,587 kilometres. The ports at which most

hasbeen done are Barcelona,Tarragona,Valencia,

Cartagena, and Almeria. Besides these lines of

communication, navigation, and irrigation, and

the ports mentioned, with their lighthouses,

quays, and other maritime constructions, there

is the department of civil constructions, com-

prising all the edifices serving for public instruc-

tion, for the administration ofjustice and charity,

such as schools, libraries, prisons, hospitals,

theatres, &c., in a word, all works executed with

the fund s of the Treasury or with those ofthe pro-

vinces and commnnes. All public works, gene-

rally, are nnder the control of the minister of

public works (Ministerio de Fomento) ; some ex-

ceptional instances, however, being amenable to

the minister of finance (Hacienda) and the

minister of the interior (Gobernacion). The

minister of public works has for his staff the

corps of Inginieuvs des Fonts et Chauss^es,

supplemented by that of the Conducteurs or

Ayundantes de obras publicas. When a construc-

tion is simply for the benefit of a province or

municipality the cost is generally defrayed by

the place interested, the exceptions being cases

in which the Treasury affords a grant to assist

the local improvers. The acceptance of such a

grant brings the supervision of the works into

the department of the Government, Ministerio de

Fomento. There are two modes of execution

recognised. The Government department either

takes a work in hand or permits a company to

do so, allowing it, as compensation for their ex-

penditure, the profits of the undertaking for a

certain number of years. This concession system

is that which is most frequently adopted, as the

administration is not always^ furnished with the

large sums required for the prosecution of costly

works. The minister of public works enjoys the

assistance of two consulting corps. The first of

these councils (Junta Consultiva) is composed of

inspectors-general of the corps of engineers; and

the second (La Commission des Phares) is presided

over by an inspector-general of the first class,

aided by several inspectors of the second class

of the Corps des Fonts et Chaussdes, and by some

of the superior officers of the marine depart-

ment.

The Spanish school of engineers was definitely

founded in 1834, and the Corps des Ingdnieiirs was

created in 1835. The latter is a corporation

numbering 340 individuals : 5 inspector-

generals of the first-class, 15 of the second-

class
;

30 engineers-in-chief the first-class,

60 of the second; 80 ordinary engineers of

the first-class, 120 of the second ; 15 assist-

ant - engineers of the first-class and 25

of the second. In the details of the service

these engineers are aided by the subalterns

(ayundantes y sobrestantes) before mentioned.

The surface of the country upon which they

have to carry on their operations presents many
difficulties. Its contour has been likened to the

trunk of a cone, rising in platforms, the summit

of which, if carried up, would be high in the air

above Madrid
;
but this simile has also been

objected to as conveying an idea of greater

regularity than really exists. It enables us,

however, to form a rough conception of the

difficulties to be encountered and vanquished by

the corps in question, as they lay down their

long lines of communication on the vast moun-

tainous promontory. There are thirty-three

railways in Spain, if we may include four large

tramways in the list, twenty-two of which are in

the hands of railway companies. A general

survey of these has been made, and a project of

rectification made out, in which districts that

are now beyond railway communication may be

brought into it, and centres of production and

consumption linked together by the same accom-

modation. These proposed additions are nearly

all very short lengths, varying from one to three

or four hundred kilometres, the whole not

amounting to more than 3,331 kilom. Owing

to the mountainous nature of the country,

bridges and tunnels follow each other in some

sections in rapid succession. Within about 10

kilometres on the line between Cordone and

Malaga, for instance, there are twelve tunnels

and six large bridges, spreading heights and

spanning gorges and fissures as sombre as those

of the Alpine chain. The second section of the

Saragossa and Barcelona line, which extends

from Cervera to Tarrasa, has sixteen tunnels,

eleven bridges, and a viaduct of eighteen arches

in a run of 94 kilometres.

The commission of phares was created in

1842, at the suggestion of the engineers forming

[

the Direction Q47i^rale des Chemins, des Canaux,

et des Ports. It has under its charge all the

business relating to lighting and signalling in

Spain, in the islands of Baleares and the

Canaries, and on the coasts of Africa. The

most remarkable of the lighthouses are those

at Santander, La Corogne, Cadiz, Almeria,

Murcia, Tarragona, Barcelona, Ibiza, Majorca,

and Minorca, which vary in height from 30

metres to 61 metres. Of these some are

fixed lights and others revolving. Thus a first-

class light can bo either revolving, with an

eclipse from minute to minute, or fixed
;
second-

class lights permit of the same choice; whilst

fourth and fifth class lights are generally longer

in their revolutions, the scintillations being at

intervals of three minutes’ duration. Nine of

the moat important towers are represented by

careful models in the Exposition. The materials

employed in their construction are nearly always

stone for the towers and for the staircases within,

though, in some few instances, the latter are made
of iron. To preserve the stone from the action

of the salt in the sea-water a coating of oil-paint

is used. Three lighthouses in Spain differ from-

this constroction. They are those at Fangar

Point, Sana Point, and the Isle of Buda. Follow-

ing what is known as the Mitchel system, they

are built of iron on a foundation of piles. For

the sake of economy, say the Commissioners,

these were made in England, but from the de-

signs and under the superintendence of Spanish

engineers. They were lighted for the first time

in 1864.

Spanish legislation has divided the laws con-

cerning Spanish waters into seven chapters.

The first relates to the waters of the sea, and the

second to the waters of the earth
;
then follow

their beds and currents, their uses, concessions,

and general supervision, all of which are full of

sub-divisions, such as navigation, loading and

unloading of cargoes, fisheries, tbo fabrication

of salt, &c. The terrestrial waters are either

pluvial, living or rnnning, stagnant, or subter-

ranean, and the chapter relating to them deals

with all these varieties. The alimentation of

towns, as the French have it, is, of course, an

important branch of the subject. The most re-

markable work executed in Spain is the canal

of Isabel II., constmeted for the water supply

of Madrid, as before mentioned. It follows

the ancient Boman method, that is to say, the

water is conveyed on aqueducts built of ma-

sonry. Its length is 76 kilometres, and its

tranverse section is 2'80 ra. in height by 2T5 m.

in width. Along its course are several important

works of constructional interest, as the Prise du

Ponton de la Oliva, thirty-one tunnels, thirty-

two lengths of aqueducts, four grand syphons

for the passage of four valleys, and the depot of

water of the Champs des Gardes. The subter-

ranean galleries used in the distribution of the

water complete this great undertaking of the

Government engineers. Thirty-five fountains

and 3,000 bouches for watering the roads or ex-

tinguishing fires, are supplied with water from

this source, besides the liberal allowance ac-

corded to every resident in the capital city. The

Government engineers have also projected and

carried out water supply works at Xerfes de la

Frontera and at Valence
;
and* have authorized

others at Oviedo, Cordova, Valladolid, Cadiz,

Lorca, Barcelona, Albaceti, and other centres of

populations. Sixteen models of aqueducts,

bridges, and machinery connected with marine

engineering illustrate these works in the Expo-

sition.

The Spanish commissioners inform us that it

was not until 1862 that the laws relating to civil

constructions were properly framed and digested.

This department is now under the auspices of

the corps of engineers likewise, and the Minis-

terio de Fomento is the commander-in-chief of

it. Of the short period between this re-organi-

zation and the creation of the commission no

mention is made ;
but before 1862 three import-
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ant works have bteii taken i:i Jinud by the corps
in qnestion, viz,, the aggrandizement and em-
bellishment of Barcelona, the improvement and
embellishment of the Pnerta del Sol, ITadrid,
and plans for the aggrandizc-ment of the
same city generally. The project for the im-
provement of Parcelona was confided espocuillv
to Mr. IldefoiiBo Cerda. Mr. Lncio del Valfu
was entrusted with the embellishment of the
Puerta del Sol,—the Trafalgar-sqnare, if we may
say so, of Madrid

;
and the general improve-

ment of the city, already completed in various
quarters, is superintended by Mr. Inspector
Carlos Maria do C;.i?tro. Among other works
recently accomplished are a Survey of Madrid,
gardens and monnmentB in the Plaza del
Oriente, the St. L;-ui8 fountain, the edevation and
distribution of the waters of the Queen’s Foun-
tain, a viaduct in Segovia-etreet, and the length-
ening of BuilMi-street, all in Madrid, besides
projects for two new quarters and further die-
tribulions of water in the same city, and the
improvement of Bilbao.

In a quaint geogruphical work, entitled, “A
Short Way to Know the World,” publibhed at
the commencement of the last century, it is
written,

—
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•' Msdrid jtlie c-npitnl of Spain, is a floiirishiDc eifv, as
big, as the fepanmrila preieud, as Paris, and ot note for
tlie royal seat ami Miprcnie courts possession at ptc-
Bent of Philip II,,. y. ;

hut fur the most part ill-buiuLd
the streets lU-i,yd; hut if there is ever a good house in
It. the king b»s a pretopative which no other prince can
hoestof, Tiz, to claua the heat part of it

; for the firstUoor of every houi-e iii Madrid belonaa to the king till it
he purchased of him by the o«ner. It is of note, also, for
a famous bridge built over the Tuirus by Pfaihp n - but
the river in summer time is ihere so shallow that some
cnuhl not forbear siiying, his Catholic Msjesty would be
obliged to sell the hndge to buj- water for the river."

The corps of engineers we have mentioned so
frequently htis put MadriduponadifFerentfoot-
lugj butit has still gigantic tasks before it. Great
credit is duo to the commission who have so labo-
riously shown the increasing prosperity of their
countiy. They exhibit ninety-nine drawings of
bridges, 17G drawings of lighthonses, showing the
whole system of lighting the coasts in possession
of Spain

;
a collection of thirty-two drawings

relating to the different ports, difficult lengths
an the routes of railways, and canal works ,^8ix
volumes of pli.ifographs, illustrating twenty
lighthouses, thirty ancient bridges, thirty modern
bridges, forty-six iron bridges, lorty construc-
tional works ou lines of comiminication, and
thirty aspects of the canal of Iwabel 11. Be-
sides these, the engiiieoriug world is informed of
a project ffir a port of rffug; on the coasts of
Asturias, in three volumes, and of another for a
railway from Cadiz to Gibraltar, in five volumes,

THE PUBLIC WORKS OF THE FRENCH
empire.

The prediction of Lonis XIV., or rather the
authoritative announcement of that powerful
monarch, when the long-coveted crown of Spain
had at length encircled the brow of a cadet of
the House of Bourbon, that the Pyrenees no
longer existed, has not as yet been verified by
the march of events. But that which Royal
power and family compact have failed to c-fibot
has to some extent been accomplished by
science. Physical lines of demarcation have
lost half their importance, since they have
ceased to retard the transmission of intelligence.
At a period when the twelve-mile tunnel thorough
the very bowels of the Alps is alreadv pierced
for more than half its distance, and when
notwithstanding, the impatient internationai
traffic I.S demanding the service of the temporary
mountain railway constructed by Mr. Fell, we
are fast diminishing the importance of mountain
frontiers as barriers to the circulation of travel-
lers and tourists. The collapse of speonlation
has alone prevented the coming off of the inte-
resting duel between the advocates of a ferry
over, and those of a tunnel under, the Eiio-Hsh
Channel, supposing the latter, indeed, to have at
any time entertained the intention of seriously
backing their own wild proposal. Not a year
passes williout aifortlmg fresh facilities
lor that mutual acquisition of knowledge as
to the habits of the various citizens of Europe
which has made such steady progress since’
the days of Hogarth and of Gilray. And
although, ever and nnnn, the appearance of the
conventional Eaglishinan on the boards of the
Pans stage, wijero we have seen him repiv-
sented in a sliorf eurtout coat iurnishef; with i

cape, top-boots, and straps! (an impossible com

bioation which does the greatest credir. to th<
genius of the green-room), or the issue of
some literary display of the English as certainly
'hey do not appear to their own eyes, bears
testimony to the continued existence of the
Channel dividing Dover from Calais, still the
process of fraternisation is going on with un-
checked rapidity.

_

While the facilities which steam-communica-
tion by sea and by land affords to the pursuit of
business or of pleasure thus form a main charac-
teristic of our times, we have perhaps hardly
yet fully appreciated the important addition
which IS at the same time offered to the ole-
meats of national education. We do not here
refer to education in the merely technical sense,
to the newly-imported adaptations of the latest
German grammatical confnsion of either the
Latin or the Eoglish tongue, or to the clear and
systematic,* if somewhat superficial, treatises
which French ministers of education Cud time
to publish for the benefit of the Lijcifcs over
which they successively preside.
We refer to that broader and more permanent

form of social education which consists in study-
ing those conditions of political and of physical
life m which other countries differ from our own,
and in deducing the lessons as to our own future
which such studies are calculated to teach. At
no period in the history of the world has social
experiment been conducted ou so gigantic a
scale, and under such widely varying conditions
as at present; so that at the very time when
the barriers are being cast down, behind which
each kingdom or republic has so Jong enjoyed a
more or less isolated existence, and wiie'u the
man who, like the great father of modern
thought, seeks to study on the spot the institu-
tions of other countries before writing on those
proper to liis own, can most freely gather the
incideiitB on which to base his work, each variety
of habit, and each contrai’iety of priuciple may
be found undergoing a portentous and uiiexam-
Iiled development. On one hand we see the flag
of the purest absolutism nailed to the mast, and
the priuciples of that authority which, rather
less than three centuries ago, literally and posi-
tively condemned every man, woman, and child
111 the Netherlauds to be burned, beheaded, or
bulled alive, as unhesitatingly asserted as by
the edicts of the execrable Philip II. of Spain.
On the other hand, we see tho rule of the
mnj;,riTy, pure and simple, carried to its most
tyrannical extreme by the invention of the
“caucus” and the “previous question,” and wo
enn watch the results of these two opposite
systems in the weekly intelligence that reaches
ns from the shores of tho Tiber and from tho
western coasts of the Atlantic.
The iioint to which, on the present occasion,

wo are most anxious to direct attention, is that
of the opposite principles on which the public
works of the British and of the French empires
are at this moment conducted. And this we do
not in tho spirit of either self-pratulation or
self-depreciation. It is not in order to say,
“ They mauago these matters better in France’”’
or, “Let all the world come and learn of us.”
It is rather in the pure spirit i,f inquiry. Some-
thing, nay, very much, may be due to the differ-
ence of national bent and genius

;
but the ques-

tion whether it is better for the Government to
charge itself with the conduct of the public
works of a country, or whether it is better to
leave these works to individual enterprise, is one
which it is most important fully to elucidate.
The French Emperor has just decreed a large

expenditure for the purpose of country roads,
the planting of denuded mountains, and similar
purposes

; including, no doubt, protection agaiust
the destructive inundations which have been so
much increased in frequency and in mischief
by the reckless destruction of timber, and, at
all events, the more important works of irriga-
tion and of drainage. No one who knows
France can doubt that the 32,400,OOOZ. sterling
which it is proposed to apply to these purposes
during the next ten years will be, if well laid
out, highly reproductive. The expenditure in
question is to be divided between the State, the
Departments, and tho Communes, which are to
be benefited not only by the works themselves,
but by the encouragement that will be given to
local industry in the course of their construc-
tion. The sum in itself seems large, but it must
be remembered that it amounts to but little
more than 700L per week for each of the eighty-
mne departments of France,—an expenditure
that can hardly bo considered, when regarded as
thus divided, as in any way excessive, or likely

I

unduly to affect the labour market. The only

question as to which hesitation nriRcs in our
inode of viewing the case is as to the mode of
thus developing tho industrial wealth of the
country. Ic is foreign to our habits, it is con-
trary to the principles of that school of politi-
ciaiis which among ourselves may almost alone
he termed demi-scientifie, and it ’is contrary to
the experionce which we have derived from such
efforts of a like nature as we Lave ourselves
made on such occasions as that of the Irish
famine.

Ou the other hand, it cannot be contended
that our own system has effected a very notable
triumph. TJiirty years is much in the life of an
individual

: it is comparatively little in that of a
nation or of a system, lb is now about a third
of a century since a great impulse was given to
our domestic enterprise by the successful estab-
lishment of steam locomotion between London
and Bifuiiugham. Since that time jirivate en-
terprise lias expended ou our railways a sum
equal to nearly three-quarters of tho national
debt. Tho public are, perhaps, only beginning
practically to realise the ill-results of the enor-
mous waste with which this expenditure has
been conducted. It has not been the case that
the tyranny of the trades’ unions or the or'^aui-
z ition of the phalanstere has caused a wasteful
remuneration of labour. As far as the actual
labourers are concerned, ij is probable that at
no period of human history has so much hard,
steady, persevering labour been called into con-
tinuous exercise as that which has executed our
iron roads. With us the demoralization has
been limited to the more educated classes. The
“navvy,” indeed, may Lave been too much
accustomed to take out the balance of his fort-
night’s pay at the beer-house, or to indulge in
two or throe days’ oblivion of a mouth’s inces-
sant toil by the too-ready aid of John
Barleycorn. But whether lie drank out or
otherwise spent or saved his earnings, no one
can deny that they wore fairly won. High as
the wages paid to a skilled earth-workman
seemed when contrasted with those of an agri-
cultural labourer, there is no doubt that they
were not disproportioned to the duty performed.
In almost alt cases piecework prices gave the
workman a higher remuncratiou than the ordi-
nary day-work tarif. A certain consumption of
oxygen was involved, a demand on thew and
musolc that made necepsary a more generous
diet. So many millions of cubic yards could not
be removed without a certain productioii or
liberation of heat, even if the motive force had
been other than human labour. As far as the
actual operatives, the engineer and his staff of
workmen, are concerned, we are convinced that
our public works can vie with those of any
nation or any time in real economy of construc-
tion. It is one thing to wheel a harrowful of
earth up a plank, at an inclination of one in ten,
and another to send the contents tho same dis-
tance in a dozen baskets on the heads of so many
women or girls, as is donein the south of France,
or in Italy. Our own choice is in favour of our
o .vn method of work.
But when we learn the actual scene of tho

labours of the engineer, the aspect of affairs has
entirely changed. In the present silence of
Westminster Hall, and dihconsolate aspect of
Groat George-street, it is difficult to realize the
state of things in the good old times of post-
chaises-and-ibur and of express trains hasting to
depart. Landowners, counsel, witnesses—what a
ravenous host fixed on our railway capital when
in its nascent state, that condition in which, as
chemists tell os, disturbing action is most power-
ful. Chief culprit, no doubt, was the legislature,
but the legislature itself is only to some extent
an embodiment and intensification of the public.
Profligate expenditure on properly designed
works, or rather in obtaining the necessary
authorisation for such works, more profligate
expenditnre on works which never should have
been authorised, have been steadily encouraged,
or stolidly winked at, for more than a quarter of
a century, by the pnblic opinion so much glorified
among us.

The result, long bitterly experienced by the
unfortunate shareholders, is now becoming more
palpable to the public. A great voice of
grumbling is everywhere heard. Here the fares
are raised

;
there the trains are taken off

j
iu a

third instance a distance may bo certainly accom-
plished by railway in but little longer time than
it could be performed in ou foot

j iu a fourth
case, any exact calculation of time is out of the
question. The old features of the coaching
competition of former days are quietly reap-
pearing, to the grief of this more locomotive
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age. CompaDies whiuh, fighting one another to

the last gasp, Lave striven by every possible

blandishment to attract one another’s customers,
have at last, in the very agony of impecuniosity,
come to an agrement which, if made in time,

would have saved a third of their outlay, and
enabled them to servo at the same time the
shareholders and the public. For these two
interests, however it may be sought to divide

them, are essentially one. If the public encou-
rage waste, the public will have eventually to

bear the loss of that waste. A constituency that

has disbursed from five to six hundred millions

sterling forms indeed no inconsiderable portion

of the public
;
but we are speaking of the cus-

tomers of our great carriers alone. If a company
be encouraged or permitted to expend fifteen

millions where ten millions should have sufficed,

the travelling public will certainly have, in one
shapeorauother, in increased pricesorindecreased
efilciency of service, sooner or later to pay forfeit

for that wasted five millions; and this is pre-

cisely the stage in railway experience at which
we are now arriving.

We cannot, therefore, admit that the political

economists of our day, the gentlemen who en-

deavour to make half science do the duty of
whole science, and to decide the course of social

action by an appeal to some of its lowest prin-

ciples, have much cause to congratulate them-
selves, or to look for the gratitude of the public,

on the reflection that they have had altogether
their own way with our public works. Still leas

can we admit that they are entitled to deliver an
e® cat/iecZrd judgment as to the wisdom of the
present effort of the French Government to pro-
vide for the communications of the rural dis-

tricts. We are not advocating the French
system. We are not expressing an opinion as to

its merits or demerits. Wo have seen France
adorning herself with noble cities; we can hardly
recognise, in the Paris, the Lyons, the Marseilles
of the empire, the strongholds of the revolutionists

of even so late a date as the year 1880. But we
feel that these palatial buildings may have been
erected at too great a cost. We know that the
system adopted has incurred a great and a cer-

tain risk. We are seeking, therefore, not to

enounce opinions, but to collect facts. We are
desirous to store up and to systematise the ex-

perience which fifteen years of the Imperial
policy with respect to the relations between labour
and the state has allowed our brilliant neighbours
to accumulate. We know, or we are likely to

know, the worst ns well as the best of the results

of our own system. We have, perhaps, seen the
best of those of the opposite plan. It may be
that we have yet to wait to see the reverse of
the nmdal, the shadrs as well as the lights of the
picture. At nil events, in our own enforced idle-

ness wo cannot do better than to study carefully
;

the different cases of this great problem, and com- I

pare the results of labour directed by the State '

with those of labour directed by private enter-

'

prise. It is not out of the usual course of events
to suppose that some via media may be arrived
at, that some leading principles may bo detected.
That private enterpise, if directed by the exclu-
sively selfish principles, let us say the intelligently

selfish principles, which are so loudly advocated
among ourselves, may produce results un-
favourable to the best interests of the community,
we have palpable and painful proof. That State
interference with labour may for a time give
prosperity to the operative at the more or less

compulsory cost of the trading and rent-

owning classes of society, wo think France is a
witness. Whether or no collapso will follow,

and whether the results of such collapse, if it

occur, may be more or less disastrous to the
•ntire community than the degree of inefficiency

and waste that has hitherto been inseparable
from our own system, it is for the future to
show. In each case the decision has, to a cer-
tain extent, been in the hands of the Govern-
ment. Legislative sanctiou is us necessary for
the construction of an English as of a French
railway. If we think that the prefects aud
ministers of the empire have interfered too
much with the right of private enterprise, if we
prefer the distinction which our own civic

anthorities attain in the way of banqueting

—

and of any other means of distinclion, if such
they have—to the mdileship of the prefect ofthe
Seine, at all events, we cannot point to the
imperial sanction of such a scheme as the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, or to a
conglomeration of ill-adjusted lines like those
which circumvallate London Bridge. Our first

step is to ascertain the actual facts
;
our second

—

and that is as yet a long way oflT—is to proceed to

apply our knowledge in the best and moat prac-

tical way. The idea that the Englishman has

nothing to learn from the foreigners is becoming
decidedly out of date. Eow much evil wo owe
to its long, though generally tacit, influence, it

would be hard to say.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR
SCIENCE IN DUNDEE.

In our last notice of the meeting at Dundee,
we intimated the intention of referring to papers
that were read. But selection from the number
is difficult. In every one of the Sections, nob
excluding Section D (“Biology”), subjects were
treated of immediately pertinent to the field of

practical architecture; and it is simply astonish-

ing that the profession continues to be so little

represented in the Association. There were
several engineers in Dundee; but excepting the

representative of this journal, and Mr. Myine and
Mr. Fergusson, we know not who thfrre were to

testify by their presence that true ai'chitecture

requires to take cognizance of the progression in

science, just as moch as of results of archaiologio

exploration. If architecture is to be living and
progressive,— art in fact, and not in name
merely,—it must be comprehensive also of all

the science that relates to building. Real art in

architecture is all bat impossible without know-
ledge of the properties of materials, and of the
laws of vision

;
successful planning of numerous

kinds of buildings requires the study of branches
of “ Economic Science;” and the history itself, of

art, and the analysis of styles, is but inade-

quately studied unless with reference to

“Ethnology” and the characteristics of races

and peoples. Consequently wo need offer to our
readers no explanation for taking them out of

the field of “ Mechanical Science” (Section G),

and for noting down some of the subjects of

papers, in other Sections, which we are unable

to report at length.

Let us refer to the Report of the Lunar Com-
mittee in the Section (A) of “ Mathematical and
Physical Science,” for the sake of reporting the

observation of Sir Wm. Thomson, the president
j

of the Section, on the increasing importance of

this subject to the science of geology. Ho said
“ the Huttonians would be forced before long to

take the subject of lunar volcanoes into account,”
and that “ a great revolution in geological spe-

culation must soon take place.”

In the same Section Mr. J. Clerk Maxwell
read a paper on a “ Real Image Stereoscope,

with Illustrations of Solid Geometry.” In ordi-

nary stereoscopes the observer places his two
eyes opposite two lenses, and sees the x'irtiial

images of two pictures apparently at the same
place. In the real image stereoscope, the ob-

server stands about 2 ft. from the instrument,

and looks at a frame containing a single large

lens. He then sees, just iu front of the lens, a
real and inverted image of each of the two pic-

tui’es, the union of which forms the appearance
of a solid figure in the air between himself and
the apparatus. A number of figures of mathe-
matical surfaces as defined by their lines of cur-
vature have been engraved, and some of these
will bo published in the Quarterly Journal of

Matliematics. Subsequently, a paper on “ A
Now Fact in Binocular Vision” was read by Mr.
A. Claudet. Mr. Balfour Stewart read a paper
“ On the Behaviour of the Aneroid Barometer at

different Pressures.” It consisted chiefly of an
inquiry as to the extent to which an aneroid
might be taken as a reliable instrument when
exposed to considerable changes of pressure

such ns occurred in mountain ascents.

Ill Sections, Chemical Science, the president,
Professor Tbos. Anderson, referred to the pre-

sent insufficiency of the atomic theory, at least

iu the form in which Dalton left it, to explain

the lacts accumulated in the last twenty or

thirty years; which, besides other results, had
given the paramount importance formerly as-

cribed to oxygeu, rather to carbon as an ele-

ment. On the same day, a paper on the Decay
of Stone, was read.

Professor Wanklyn read a paper on “The Ex-
istence of Putresciblo flatter in River and Lake
Waters,” in which he detailed several analyses
which he had made in seeking to detect

the presence of organic matter in London
water.

Mr. Dugald Campbell then read a note on
“ Messrs. Wanklyn, Chapman, & Smith’s Method
of Determining Nitrogenous Organic Matters
in Water,” which was replied to by Professor

Wanklyn, and caused a good deal of disoassion*

in which Dr. Angus Smith took a prominent
part.

A description of a new anemometer for mea-
suring the speed of air in flues, was read by
Mr. A. B. Fletcher, Government Inspector of
Alkali Works for the Western District. The
instrument makes use of ether, bub dispenses

with the introduction of any delicate con-
trivance into the vitiated air; and the con-
struction of the apparatus is based on the
fact that a current of air passing across the open
end of a straight tube, causes a partial vacuum
in it. An application of this principle is seen iu

a small toy in common use. The anemometer is

described in the “ Third Report of the Inspector of
Alkali Works, 1866,” which may, no doubt, be
procured from the Queen’s printers. With this

description is a table to show the speed of cur-

rents of air as iudicated by the apparatus. The
instromeut is so sensitive, that on a windy day
the effect of each successive gust is observable
as variations are caused in the draught of the
chimney. By a modification, the apparatus may
be used as a wind gauge. Testimony was given,
in the Section, to the efficiency of the con-

trivance.

Mr. Fletcher then showed a “self-registering

perpetual aspirator.” A small fan placed in an
opening in the side of a chimney communicates
with a bellows which drives air from the flue

through testing bottles, and thus the amount of
acid passing through the flue is indicated.

Mr. G. Ansell gave an explanation of “ an
apparatus for indicating the pressure and amount
of fire-damp in mines.” The idea embodied in

the machine was founded on the law of diffusion

announced by Graham, that gases diffuse in the
inverse proportion to the square root of their

densities, or, more popularly, that light; gases
diffuse more rapidly than heavy ones. Mr.
Ansell here showed by experiment that, when a
tube closed at one end by plaster of Faris, is

filled with common coal gas, the lighter part of
the compound is rapidly diffused through the

plaster, as is at once seen by the yellow flame
aud slight explosion which ensue on bringing a
lighted match close to the closed end. Henop,
Mr. Ansell said, hia proposition. In a pit the
case is the reverse of that of the tube. Thera
the gas is ready to escape into the galleries, and
the apparatus must, therefore, be modified to

suit the varying circumstances. The essential

parts of the apparatus may be described as
consisting of an alarm-bell and a telegraph-

needle,—the former being rung and the latter

deflected by an electric current, which is set in

motion by the action of the dangerous gas. The
means by which this is effected consist of an
iron cup, on which is fixed a disc of white
Sicilian marble, standing on a U-tube, which
contains a quantity of mercury. The marble
here represents the plaster which closed the end
of the tube in the first experiment, and through
it the dangerous gas is diffused. As it does so

the mercury is pressed up into the other
extremity of the tube, completes the previ-

ously broken circuit, and an alarm is given by
the ringing of the bell and the deflection of the
needle. When the apparatus is intended to

indicate a sudden eruption of gas, marble

I in. thick should be used. When there is a slow
accumulation of gas, rising to 10 per cent. (104
being the most explosive), the apparatus detects

it, and points out the danger. Again, when it is

wished to give warning to a man who had left

the pit that gas had accumulated in his absence,

marble 4 in. thick is used, and the danger is

indicated as before. Mr. Ansell stated that he
had used the instrument in the Monklnnd pits

at Airdrie, where it had been also used inde-

pendently by Mr. Mowie. It had been fitted up
in the upper part of a gallery where Mr. Ansell

and Mr. Mowie were unable to detect any gas.

The instrument gave the alarm, and Mr. Ansell

remarked that in this case it must be incorrect

;

but on elevating a light into the upper current,

an explosion followed, showing that gas had
indeed been there. Mr. Ansell went on to say

that when gas was known to be present, it was
of great importance to learn whether the per

centage is increasing or diminishing. This be
has accomplished by means of a modification of

the Aneroid barometer. Mr. Ansell thought that

he would be able to improve his apparatus by
substituting such a corrugated metallic chamber
as that iu the Aneroid for the column of mercury
which was used to make connexion between the

poles of the battery.

Professor Anderson believed that this was the
first attempt to apply the law of diffusion to
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practical pui'pcises, anti it was certainly of the
highest miportance.
Mr. EhII, Newcastlp, feared that the very

nature of the work of a colliery, which would
necessitate the perpetual movement of the ap-
paratus, might impede its use by the workmen

;

but thought that, in the hands of the coal-
viewers, it might be turned to good account, as
the accidents most feared by coal-owners were
those in which the atmosphere of a whole
gallery, or a portion of one, is polluted. This
apparatus might be applied to prevent such
wholesale catastrophes.
Mr. Ausell mentioned that Mr. Mowie bad

si^rgested that the whole apparatus should be
enclosed. When this was done the workmen
had in no way misused it.

Mr. J. Lowthinn Bell read a paper on "The
Present State of the Manufacture of Iron in
Britain, and its Position, as compared with that
of some other Countries.” The paper was sug-
gested. by the opportunity afforded in the Paris
Exposition of comparing the position held by
English and foreign manufacturers. Mr. Bell
wished, by a comparison of foreign and British
iron-masters and their mechanical progress, to
discover whether the opinion that our country
was advancing less rapidly than some Conti-
nental nations, was well founded. He regretted
that some of the English specimens showed great
slovenliness ofworkmanship

j but, notwithstand.

present state of knowledge of the geology of
Scotland was clearly set forth

;
whilst it was

allowed to be seen how much is yet undetermined
as to the relative importance of time, and erosion
by water, and of sudden upheavals as by volcanic
action. In this Section, Mr. J. Wyatt read a
lengthy paper on “The Gradual Alteration of
the Coast Line in Norfolk.” It described the
result of observation on the changing coast line

;

and as others had for years past called attention
to the waste and erosion by the sea constantly
in progress, the author showed that the geological
changes in this part of the island were not all to
the loss of the nation. On the contrary, he
proved that in West Norfolk there was a con-
tinual addition to the area. A secondary object
of the paper was to enforce the necessity of
accurate records of the changes of coast lines,
and the author suggested that this should not be
left to individual observation, but should be
undertaken by a responsible department of tbe
Government,who should combine the two systems
adopted by tbe Ordnance and Admiralty sur-
veyors, and so secure by periodical surveys accu-
rate maps of the changing line of the coasts, the
fluctuation of the levels of the sea bottoms, and
the nature of the deposits within a given dis-
tance of the shore. In the same Section, a paper
“On the Preseberg Iron Mines in Sweden,” was
read by Dr. Clement Le Neve Foster.
The Biological Section (D), presided over by. .....w ucv-i/iuu ij-';, ureaiueu over D\mg this, and the very fine specimens exhibited by

;
Professor Sharpey, was divided into two depart-

fbreiguers, after careful investigation, in which ments, viz., “ Zoology and Botany,” and “ Ana-he had received all possible assistance, he would
I tomy and Physiology.” In the first of these amaintain that British industry and enterprise
!

paper bearing npon a subject of considerablehad not fallen behind those of the Continent.
;

interest to readers of the Builder was read byMr. BeU referred to the past history of the art Mr. A. Murray, entitled, “The Future Admini-
as showing which nation had contributed most

' stration of the Natural History Collections of the
to its present advanced state. Beginning with

! British Museum.” It was a merciless butthe introduction of mineral fuel by Dudley, he
I
apparently needed, exposure of the system ofspoke of Cort 8 rollmg-mill, and Nilson’s apphea- 'formation of the collections, that has pre-

tionofheatedair, to aid m reducing ore, as being 'vailed. This was followed by a paper by Dr.
really revolutions m the manufacture of iron.

1
Lauder Lindsay, entitled, “ Is Lichen-c^rowthHe further noticed the improvement of furnaces

introduced by the Durham and Xorkshire iron
masters, which at once raised the temperature
and effected a saving in fuel; the introduction
of the steam-hammer for the manufacture of
armour-plates

; and the discovery by Sanderson
that rolled plates would be more suitable. Such
were the contributions of this country, which
other nations bad turned to account as occasion

any Criterion of the j^ge of Pre-historic Struc-
tures?” In the other department a paper

ARCHITECTURAL DOINGS IN
GERMANY.

Prussia.—In Berlin, the rebuilding of the
cathedral, or “ dom,” has for some time been
determined upon, and the first active step in this
direction was a public competition by Prussian
architects. The conditions these gentlemen had
to bear in mind were manifold and difficnlt,

particnlarly as the preservation of several exist-
ing parts was insisted on. Thus the “campo
santo,” on the north, which will ultimately be
decorated with frescoes by Cornelius, was to be
retained; the foundations towards the east,
abutting on the Spree, were again to be made
use of

;
the Royal Dispensary, on the south, was

not to be interfered with
;
and whilst certain

liberty was given as to the western extension,
still the new building was not to exclude a view
of the museum from a certain porch in the
Palace. Whether these conditions crippled the
competing architects too ranch, or whether the
designs submitted were all open to serious
objections, we know not, but certain it is that
no better design was obtained than one prepared
some years ago by the late Professor Stiller, and
accordingly his plans are to be carried out.
The cathedral, which will be of classic style
(Corinthian), will have a length of 230 ft. by a
height of 1-10 ft. to the ridge. A dome 190 ft.

high will rise above this, carrying a tower, which,
including the cross at top, will be 70 ft. high,
giving a total of 400 ft. The cost is not to exceed
3,000,000 thalers, or about 450,0001. The
new H6tel de Ville, of which we have a model
in the Paris Exhibition this year, is now rapidly
advancing towards completion. The style is

essentially German Gothic
; but the dark brick

is effective, and the internal arrangement very
complete. The great central tower is unique in
its upper treatment, being crowned with a steeply
sloping roof, flattened at the apex, and forming
an octagonal plateau. From the corners of this
plateau rise eight strongly curved ribs, termi-
Dating in a flag-post, and within this sort ofwas read by Dr. Davy, “On the Influence open crown will behungthe clock-bells. We doubt

of All- Vifrtl A i. 1 .1.1.... °
.of Air on Vital Action, as tested by the

Air-pump.” The author described experiments
which showed how much longer some animals
are capable of resisting privation of air than
others. In one instance an egg, an inchoate
animal so to speak, was hatched, producing_

, . „ .
av opoaft, 1VO.O naLCXjeu, prOUUClDg

offered. The chief difference between this and a healthy chicken, after having been acted
other nations consisted m the fuel. Foreign npon by an air-pump twenty-six days; a young
coal, not being so pure as our own, gave bird expiring in about half a minute, a fish—the
rise to various improvements m its cleansing, minnow—in about half an hour, the frog and^d in the production of coke. Similarly toad in about the same time, the earthworm in
in -Tfance they turned to account the excessive about an hour and a half; insects, such as the
wasted heat, and also the combustion of the bug. dragonfly, and butterfly, after apparent
gases which burn at the top of the furnace

;
but death for more than an hour, recovering onour own ironmasters were not less ready to adopt exposure to the air, and that repeatedly.^ By

these improvements when the price of coal made other experiments on birds by means of sub-
it profitable for them to purify it, improve the

,

mersion in water, heshowed that differentspecies
coke, and turn the gases and wasted heat to vary greatly in ability to bear exclusion of air •

account. As to steel, Bessemer’s improvements thns while all the snake-birds of which he had
were so Rreat as to eclipse all others. Mr. Bell made trial expired under water in a minute
remarked that his personal acquaintance with • or less, the buzzard lived about twenty minutes
tbe manufacture of iron at home and abroad for and a half, the common fowl about four minutesmany years led him to suppose that there bad and a half, the goose and duck about ten minutes,
been no change in the relative position of our Reasoning on the results, he infers that eachown and other nations. The present state of I

individual animal has something peculiar in its
trade had led many to suppose that more rapid

j

organisation determining its peculiarities of
mechanical progress was being made abroad function or action, peculiarities more readily
than m our own country, but this, be was per- described than accounted for. He holds the
snaded, was a mistaken conclnsion. In this I

subject to be in a great measure mysterious, nor
country the royalties to be paid in connexion

I
is he sanguine, referring to the new and ingenious

with mines were excessive as compared with views on the genesis of species, that they will
those of the Continent, but this was counter-
balanced by tbe expense to which foreigners
were put in procuring fuel. Nor was it true that
foreign workmen were better educated than those
of Britain : neither can be looked on as superior,
scientifically, to the other. Again, in Britain
there was greater facility for reaching a seaport,
owing to onr insnlar position

; but the easier
charge for royalty and the lower railway charges
compensated for this. This did not, however,
account for the disappearance of much of the
trade, which was wholly due to the cheaper rate
at which labour is obtained abroad. He con-
cluded by showing that on an examination of
the economic position of the workmen they stood
on almost perfect equality as to the cost of the
necessaries of life.

Professors Anderson, ‘Williamson, and Odling
spoke very highly of Mr. Bell’s paper.

In tbe Geological Section (C) tbe most in-
teresting part of the proceedings was tbe address
of the president of the Section, Mr. Archibald
Geikie, especially if viewed in connexion with
his lecture, mentioned in a former notice. The

tend, except partially, to enlighten the subject,
considering that life itself is a mystery, and the
origination of life, as regards Natural Science,
an unsolved problem.

Discovery in Sheffieid Parish Church.

—

In erecting a new clock, it has been necessary to
cut a circular bole in the north side of tbe tower,
for the reception of one of the dials. In doing
this a stone was found embedded in the rnbble
filling of the wall, measuring 11 in. by about
12 in., and about 9 in. deep. The face of this
stone was carved with a simple variety of the
indented chevron moulding, and bad evidently
formed a portion of an arch in the Norman
church. Judging from analogous cases, this
stone, it is thought, had probably been fixed in
the chancel-arch, its size indicating that the
span of the arch would be 16^ ft. The pattern
upon the stone fixes the date of the church as
in the twelfth century, thus agreeing with the
opinion of Hunter.

the wisdom of an arrangement whereby the bells
will hang utterly unprotected against the
inclemency of the weather. Count Bliicher is
about to erect a mansion of great size and cost on
the “PariserPlatz.” Mr. Richter is tbe architect.

The late political changes in Germany have
necessarily bad their influence upon this city,
which is in reality, though scarcely as yet in
name, the capital of Germany. One of the first

necessities was the extension of the War Office,
and the erection of a new wing on the park side
of the present building has been decreed.
Baurath Herrmann (his full title is “ Baurath
and Oberbaiiinspector,”—the latter rather a
mouthful) has received the order to visit London
and Paris, in order to study the Parliament-
houses of both capitals

; this, too, is a sign of the
political times, as also the fact that the subject
competed for at the Academy of Arts this year
was “ A Design for a House of Parliament for
the North German Reichstag.” Mr. K. H.
Schaffer, architect, of Brandenburg, was the
successful candidate. Some sixty students,
who were accompanied by two professors, have
just returned to tbe Academy of Architecture,
after their annual sketching tour. They ex-
tended their trip as far as Kiel and Hamburg,
where they were received with great attention.
Among other civilities afforded them, the Ham-
burg American Steamboat Company gave them
a trip down the Elbe, on board the Germania,
We know from personal experience the value of
these annual sketching tours under the guidance
of the masters attached to the German “ Acade-
mies,” and recollect meeting a bevy at Nuron-
berg. Scattered throughout the town, in the
churches, on the Schloss, we fonnd them, sitting
alone, or by twos, on their camp stools, sketch-
ing, and often colouring in too. The masters
would go the round, now stopping to correct a
perspective sketch, now pointing to peculiar
featnres, perhaps comparing them with others
elsewhere; or they would fix a date, or help to
take a measurement. The evenings are passed
sociably, the professors mostly joining the
students, and losing no prestige by so doing.

A year or so ago Frankfort would have had
a paragraph to itself : now it must need stake its

place here, as elsewhere, under Prussia. We
noticed briefly recently that a committee had
been formed for the rebuilding of the cathedral.
On the evening of the 26th ult., a well-attended
meeting was held in the salle-d-manger of the
H6tel du Nord, those present being mostly
members of the Archmological Society and the
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Artists’ Club of Frankfort. There was but one
opinion as to the desirability of reconstructing
the dom as soon as possible, but the next two
proposals were the subject of warm discussion.
The first proposal was that the tower should
be restored to its precise form before the fire,

but this was met by a counter-proposal that a
spire should take the place of the former cupola,
which, it was contended, was not in keeping
with the character of the tower itself, and should
therefore not be replaced. The other proposal
was one of ways and means. Some arened that
all Germany should be appealed to for funds,
inasmuch as the Dom was a national monument,
intimately associated with the history of the
nation for a thousand years. Others held that
the Frankforters had ever helped themselves,
and would do so now. The result of the meeting
was the appointment of a committee, consisting
of the leading members of both societies, for
the purpose of considering both questions and

necessity for an opening for the exit for the
used air on a level with or below the floor,

especially for winter. Although it is but a small
portion of the year that dependence should be
placed mainly on floor exits for the foul air, yet,
as that small portion of the time is just when
artificial ventilation is most relied upon, and
that there is no disadvantage in leaving them
open at all other times, I think this provision
for floor ventilation thus becomes one of the
most important considerations in artificial ven-
tilation.

It has been my endeavour to illustrate clearly,
in a simple way, when floor ventilation was
necessary, and when ceiling ventilation was
beat. I have been a atrennous advocate for the
necessity for floor ventilation for fifteen years

j

but, being opposed by all physicians and emi-
nent writers on the subject, I could make but
little impression. But within a year or two, a
very great change has taken place in this conn-

reporting thereon. In the meantime we hear ofi try on this subject. It is now admitted by all
finnap.rinfiriTici _11 —‘J-- mi_ _ 1.1 1. . /• » r . . ... .. .subscriptions coming in from all sides. The
King of Prussia has ordered 30,000 dollars
(4,500Z.) to be paid annually to the fund, and
the young King of Bavaria, who promises to be
<18 great an art-lover as his grandfather, “ old
Ludwig," has contributed a donation of 5,000L

Austria.—In Tienna there is comparatively
but little doing, owing probably to the slow re^

thoughtful and intelligent writers upon the sub-
ject to be of great practical importance.
The adoption of this principle by the Govern-

ment during our late war was of great advan-
tage in this respect,

I should infer, from the tenor of frequent com-
munications pablisbed in the Builder, that you
Englishmen have not considered in all its bear-

covery of the nation from the eflects of the late
|

ings the efi’ect of dispensing with that great
war.

_

The principal object of any interest and i charm of an English home, “ the fireside." I
size 18 the new “ Conaervatorium,” which is know the open fire has its great inconveniences,
being erected under the auspices of the Associa- and is entirely inadmissible in many buildines
tion of the "Friends of Music.” The building,
which is Kenaissance in style, is estimated to cost
upwards of 50,0001., and is being executed from
the designs of Mr. Tbeophil Hansen, to whom
the first place was accorded in the late public
•competition for this object. The Emperor, who
takes a great interest in the matter, has pre-
sented the Society with the site, free of all ex-
pense, forever, and has, moreover, granted them
the very questionable proceeds of two " State
lotteries.” The Votive Church, for some years
in course of construction, has come to a stand-
still for want of funds, but an effort recently
made to meet the remaining expenses has been
so far successful that the works are again to be
continued. The church, however, will hardly be
completed for the next five years, and even then
much of the stone carving will necessarily re-
main in block.

under the cover, for the escape of moisture. The
lower part is cased, and fresh air is brought from
outside into the chamber thus formed and passes
into the room warmed. The objection that occurs
to us, without further explanation, is the contact
with highly heated metal of the air brought in
to supply the apartment. The same objection
seems to apply to the arrangement for temporary
hoppitals illustrated.

We sincerely hope that America will listen to
the arguments and statements of Mr. Leeds as
to the vital importance of fresh air.

VENTILATION IN AMEEICA.
We have received from Mr. L. W. Leeds, of

Philadelphia, a pamphlet on Ventilation, being
the substance of a course of lectures delivered
by him in the Franklin Institute, together with
•various diagrams and lithographs.* It appears
that Mr. Leeds was employed during the late war
by the Quartermaster-General and Surgeon.
General in directing the introduction of improve-
ments in ventilation in all the Government
hospitals, and in making and collecting plans of
the buildings under Government control, and is

nowcoDsultingengineerofventilation and heating
for the Treasury Department, giving him charge
of the heating and ventilation of the Treasury
buildings, all the custom - houses, marine
hospitals, most of the post-offices, and United
States court - rooms, these buildings being all
under the care of that department.
The following communication accompanied

the pamphlet :

—

" Although a stranger to yon, I feel like ad-
dressing an old acquaintance, made so by the
constant perusal for many years past of your
Tery valuable paper.

1 believe to-day, and have thought for years
ipast, that the Builder exerted the greatest influ-
cnce for the spread of correct and valuable
information in sanitary science of any publica-
tion now extant, not only in the place of its
publication, but in this country as well.
Your frequent articles on Ventilation, and

your very urgent appeals for fresh air, greatly
inierest me. It is with much pleasure, there-
fore, that I forward you copies of some lectures
delivered last winter before the Franklin Insti-
tute of this city upon that subject, and which
have just been published in the Journal of that
Institute. No greater satisfaction could be
afforded me than the approval by the Builder of
the views expressed in those lectures.
You will see that I lay much stress on the

Ventilation.” By Lewis W. Leeds,
raladelplus, U.S, x Lippincatt & Co.

but I think you have scarcely comprehended the
value of an open fireplace alone, even without
the fire, for winter ventilation. I think, there-
fore, the remarks in the lecture upon that subject
will apply to yon as well as to the Philadelphians.

It seems to me best not to encourage the
thoughtless or casual observer to believe that
any good ventilating arrangement can ever be
made to work automatically. Automatic feeding
machines or drinking apparatus, or automatic
dressing machines, I think would be more likely
. 11

J n. uuiiujLj^ tv ue crcL'Ltfu, -n
to work successfully than any automatic venti-

,

lecture-rooms, and workshops, suitable for the various
lating machine—that would supply us at all

' The building to be as handsome as posai-
' 1 . .. . . . . - . I bje, compatible with economy—the taste of the inha-

bitants of a town being much improved by being sur-
rounded with beautiful objects. An efficient stafl' of
professors to be attached. The professors to give free
lectures twice a day (say morning and evening) in order
that all classes may enjoy the advantages of the institu-
tion. Bupila to be taken either as iu or out-door pupils j
the terras to be as low as possible, only high enough to
make that department pay for itself. Comfortable quar-
ters for the boys to be considered as a most important
part of the arrangement of the building.”

INDUSTEIAL EDUCATION.

While various continental nations are going
ahead in manufacturing skill, we seem to be
standing still, and to stand still in such aposition
is to retrograde, all the more especially while
othernationsaresurpassing us. We are glad to
observe that a consciousness of onr position in
this respect is awakening manufacturers them-
selves to the necessity for being np and astir
in the industrial race. Messrs. G. H. Nussey &
A. Nussey, of Leeds, manufacturers, have issued
a pamphlet, “ A Technical Institution for Leeds
and District," in which they take an enlightened
view of onr shortcomings and of what we require
to enable us to bold our own in the markets of
the manufacturing world. The late wool sales,
they state, show efl:eetually the progress of the
foreign woollen manufacturers, half the wool
having been bought by them for their own con-
sumption, although fifteen years ago foreign
buyers were rare. The woollen manufacture
is what the authors of this pamphlet are more
especially interested in

;
but the question is one

which applies to all our manufactures. Messrs.
Nussey suggest that a school of weaving and de-
signing should be established at once in Leeds,
and the present local school of art improved.
They propose :

—

" A buildicg to be erected, with every convenience for

times and in all places with air ofjust the right
temperature and just the right quantity to meet
all the various changes in the external atmosphere
and the constantly varying condition of our
physical system. I think we must depend only
on the proper education, and on the intelligent,
thoughtful care of every one to know and see
that he is careful to breath nothing but pure air
all the time."

The lectures are a vigorous protest against
the want of provision for the supply of fresh air
everywhere apparent

;
and numerous simple ex-

periments are made to show the immense im-
portance of fresh air, and the evils that result
from want of it. Their circulation cannot fail

to effect much good. Mr. Leeds is quite right
in urging the value of the open fireplace. In
many cases floor ventilation, we agree with
him, is important; but this must by no means be
taken to mean that exits for fonl air in the upper
part of apartments are not absolutely required.

Opinions in these matters, supported equally
by large experience, strangely differ. Thus, Dr.
Templeton, in the very interesting communication
printed in our last number, though he points to
the occurrence under certain circumstances of a
stratum of foul air next the floor, provides in the
system he has carried into practice, for outlets
and inlets only at the top :* the friction of the
current on the volume of air in the room soon
sets the mass in gentle motion, revolving on a
horizontal axis, and sweeps out, so to speak, a
portion of the impure air previously in the
room. In a letter further explaining his views.
Dr. Templeton writes,

—

“I can best explain the principle thus: suppose a circu-
lar pond in a meadow with a stream ninninu tangentially
across one point of the circumference and freely com-
municating with it ; the friction of the fluid will very soon
excite in it a revolving motion round its centre, acquire to
it a portion of fresh fluid from the stream, and detach
from it a part of that which has already circulated

; the
activity of the change depending on the size and velocity
of the stream. My stream is fresh air, and the pond the
room to be ventilated. It will be seen at a glance how .

important it is that the stream's course should be as
direct as possible. My experiments confirm this.”

The papers sent by Mr. Leeds include illustra-

tions of a stove made by his direction for the
American Western Hospitals where they burn
bitumenous coal. Many hundreds were made,
and they proved, be says, very satisfactory.
This stove includes a water-boiler on the top of
it round the smoke pipe, perforated at the sides.

' See p. 676, ante.

They state that “in onr standard textile
manufactures, cotton, woollen, worsted, silk
hosiery, and articles of common use, we are
almost nowhere,” and that it is “ in these trades
we find the greatest want of technical educa-
tion." The inventive genius of foreign de-
signers has much to do with the superiority of
foreign goods, as in those of silk especially.
The Lyons designers, for example, are all edu-
cated at the School of Fine Arts and Manufac-
tures, where they are taught to weave, as well
as to design and paint flowers, &o. Even the
partners in a firm, or one of them at least, must
have had artistic education. In short, the
sound system of technical and scientific educa-
tion for workpeople and employers that has been
established by foreign Governments, and the
great attention that has been paid to the scien-
tific improvements relating to various manufac-
tures, are the chief cause of the advance of
manufactnring industry abroad.
The Nottingham manufacturers are astir on

the subject. At a special meeting lately of the
local Chamber of Commerce, the following mo-
tion to the Associated Chambers of Commerce
was unanimously resolved upon:

—

“That the importance of more extended education in
relation to the various arts and manufactures of this
country is recognised by us, and it is recommended that
an inquiry should be made at the instance of the Govern-
ment as to the state of education abroad as it affects the
industries of various nations, and that a committee be
appointed by the associated Chambers to counsel and
assist the Government and the Chambers of Commerce in
the promotion of industrial education.”

The chairman said, that since this motion was
drawn up he had ascertained that the Govern-
ment had made some appointment for the pur-
pose of making inquiries into industrial educa-
tion abroad. The other day Mr. B. Samuelson,
M.P., called upon him and informed him that
he was commissioned by the Government to
pursue this course of inquiry. He (the chair-
man) suggested that some gentleman should
be associated with him in the important work,
and, having communicated with the Govern-
ment on the subject, they had appointed Pro-
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fefcsoi’ L(;oiie Levi to assist Lira. It was high
t'uie tiiiii rhe subject was properly taken op,
HR rher.' coiEd be no doubt that foreign conn-
tries were beating us in our manufactures.
The reason, as lie went on to show, was entirely

owing to our present system of education, and
he was quite sure that until that system was
improved no alteration could take place.

At a iTK'.'ting of the central council of the
Yorkshire Union of Mechanics’ Institutions, also

under the pre.'‘idency of Mr. E. Baines, M.P., it

has been resolrtd to institute au inquiry into

the present me.ans for the promotion of scien-

tific nud lilt education in Yorkshire, and to

ascertain the opinion of the principal manufac-
turers and .others as to what measures are re-

quired to increase and extend the means for

the technical instruction of the managers and
foremen of manufacturing establishments, as
well as the more rudimentary scientific educa-
tion of artisans. In the instructions given by
the president to Mr. Henry H. Sales, who is

charged with the inquiry, are the following
directions ;

—

*‘Yoa will inquire chiefly into the instruction given in
the classes of the pevernl institutions under these heads.
1. The art of design, and especially mechanical drawing.
2. Mathematics, especially applied to mechanical art.
3. The principles of mecliiiuics. 4. Chemistry, especially
applied to dyeing. You will learn distinctly whether the
gentlemen whom you consult are of opinion that Mecha-
nics’ Institutions are calculated, if properly used, to etFect
the object in view, or whether it is essential to have some
institutions of a higher claps, exclusively designed for scien-
tific and art education, and supported partly (and to what
extent) by the public funds. You must also endeavour to
judge how far uur iiriizana would avail themselves of the
opportuniiies for techaical education, if offered, snd
whether, if evening clHSsea be insullicieut, we must look to
the means of supporting students during their period of
etudy.”

In connexion with ting subject we may here
remark that a project for transforming the
machine gallery at tbe Paris Exhibition into a
gigantic international workshop is said to be just
now before the Emperor. In estimating the
whole of the steam engines employed at 2,000
horse-power, 4,000,000 francs yearly, it is esti-

mated, might be realised by the rent, and a
population of vorkmeu now scattered might be
fixed on the bunks of the Seiue. “ It would be,”

says the Engineer Brissac in conclusion, “ a
Cyclopean school without rival in the world,
which would render to Paris, to Prance, and to
industry, the greatest service.”

Technical education in Austria is now being
attended to with increasing interest. The
Imperial Boyal Polytechnic Institution atVienna,
established in IBUi, for the object of promoting
instruction in the practical sciences, at first

formed a kind of preparatory school for artisans,
but it has since been gradually extended and
improved into wliat may be termed a scientific

university
;
and since October, 3865, by imperial

decree it has been created u, “ Hochschule,”
power being given to it to gr:.nt diplomas, and
the entire course of educa”'in being made
strictly compulsory, whilst a higher scale of
knowledge is demanded from vudents applying
for admission. jMosc of' the s udents enter at
about eighteen or nineteen yea.s of age, having
generally previously passed tliMjugh an educa-
tion of six annual courses in the Realschulen
(Government echoole, where solely teohniual
Bubjects, emirely excluding ihe ancient lan-
guages, are taught), preceded by four annual
courses in the Ilauptschuleu (preparatory
Government schools for children).

THE ANCIENT BRITISH REMAINS IN
YORKSHIRE AND DERBYSHIRE.

Tbe lateness of the harvest has prevented the
resumption of the scientific examination of the
Yorkshire tuninli untilnow. Atumulus examined
near Weavertborpe has given up relics almost
if not quite unique. In excavating, quantities
of red deer and other animal bones, all split
longitudinally, for the marrow, wore found. In
the centre, in a circular grave of 10 ft. diameter,
and nearly 6 ft. deep into the solid chalk, re-

minding us of tbe so-called ehalk-pits elsewhere
found and not yet clearly accounted for, was
tbe skeleton of a Briton,—a warrior laid with
his weapons beside him. The body was on the
left side, with the head towards the north-east,
and in a contracted position as usual. The
right hand of the skeleton grasped a fine bronze
dagger of the ronnd ended (and early) type. Tbe
ovate-oblong blade was delicately thin, and the
broad end hud the three rivets (bronze) which
fasten it to the handle, the mark of which still

remained. A flint knife lay upon the dagger,
and below it was a double-pointed awl or bodkin,
of bronze, — a curious and novel implement.
Over the breast were five very large jet buttons,
and one of clay ; and ac the hack of the skeleton,
in the position it must have held when slung
over the shoulder during life, was the fine bronze
battle-axe (a model of the old stone axe) having
the mark, on the patina, of the wooden handle.
Only one tnmulus of similar interest to this has
been found : that is recorded in Bateman’s “ Ten
Years’ Diggings.” The inquiries will extend
over many months.
An interesting discovery of Celtic funeral urns

has been made in the railway cutting near the
picturesque hamlet of King’s Newton, Derby-
shire, in a situation not hitherto suspected as
being likely to afford matter for archaeological
investigation. The height of the sitnation, the
absence of any covering upon the urns save
earth, and the pancity of other relics such as
flints or bronze, prove that one of the early
tribes had formed here a regular burial-place
for the ashes of their dead. Cremation had
been practised elsewhere, and the urns then
brought to the grave-hill from the distant place
where the funeral pyre had been erected. Small
vases containing the ashes of infants were
found

j but in no case did the layer urns con-
tain the smaller vessel called by antiquaries the
” incense cap,” or any bones except those of
human beings. The ornamentation exhibits
evidences of considerable taste and ingenuity,
one fragment presenting the unusual feature of
a double ring of crosses carefully impressed by
means of a stamp.

IMPERIAL SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS,
PARIS.

This year the subject for the grand prize in

architeccure was ” TJn Palais de I’Exposition des
Beaux Ar+s.”

The 1st prize was awarded to M. Henri
Jean Emile Benard (<^^dve de Paccard).
The 2nd prize to 11. Pierre Henri llaneux

(^leve de Guenepin).
Both designs were excellently drawn, and

would form a very interesting feature in our
architectural exhibition, if their authors could
be prevailed upon to send them.

ECONOMIC AND REFORMATORY
LABOUR IN PRISONS.

Tnis is a subject we have occasionally urged

;

in the Builder, and we do not see why prisoners
should nob be set to useful and remunerative
employment, not only for behoof of the public,

but for their own behoof. It is odd that while
such a system has been fonnd practicable in other
countries it should usually fail to be so in England.
TheHowardAssociationjOfwhiehLordBrougham,
Sir John Bowring, and other well-known men
are patrons, have issued a circular on this sub-
ject, in which they say :

—

“

English prisons are,

in too many instances, merely places of temporary
detention, and of very inefficient deterrence, in-

asmuch as many prisoners are re-committed
thirty, forty, fifty, or even more times ; and their
condition, as to food, clothing, and lodging, is

superior to that of multitudes of the honest poor
outside; thus frequently offering an inducement
instead of a discouragement to crime.
The objection sometimes urged, that prison

labour would compete unfairly with honest
workers outside, will be found, on examination,
to be very superficial. For the prisoners, if not
trained to remunerative labour, are a dead
weight upon tho ratepayers whilst confined, and
will, again be a nuisance and expense to the
public when discharged. Further the number
of workers inprison would, at most, be very sm 11

compared with those outside. In many foreign
prisons, the strict enforcement of prison labour
is found to be deterrent and preventive, as well
as reformatory.

Jinny imprisonments, especially of poverty-
stricken misdemeanants, are a heavy and wholly
unnecessary burden on the community, and
might be beneficially avoided by such preventive
measures as making fines systematically payable
by instalments, as in county-court debts. Pre-
vention is better than cure.

In a few of the best managed of our prisons,
as at Bedford, Holloway, Manchester New Bailey,
Newcastle, &c.j the prisoners earn from 51. to

lOZ. each per annum. At many others almost
nothing, as, for instance, a fnrfhin^ a day at
Exeter gaol. But the convict prisons (especially

in Ireland) are far better. Some of the American i

prisons are wholly self-supporting, and return a i

net profit to the State, with excellent moral and
preventive results in addition. But in the average
of English prisons (good and bad together) each
prisoner costs 30Z. per annum, and earns less them
21. Yet, to show what can be done in this

country (and even by women), the inmates of
the female House of Refuge at Greenheys, Man-
chester (under private management), earn 18Z.

each per annum,”
Mr. Tallack, the secretary of the Howard

Association, has sent to the daily papers a peti-

tion from convicts in Western Australia com-
plaining of great cruelty and mismanagement by
the Governor. The petition is accompanied by a
corroborative letter from one of the warders
themselves, and it is to be hoped the Government
will look into the matter, keeping in view, of
course, as they will, the consideration that such
convicts cannot, as a class, be the best of
characters.

MONUMENTAL.

A STATUE of Lord Clyde, by Baron Ma"ochetti,
has been set up on the eastern aide of Waterloo-
place, near the Duke of York’s Column and
opposite the Franklin Memorial. The statue is

8 ft. 3 in. in height, and represents the general
standing in undress forage-jacket, with his right
hand in the pocket, whilst in his left he holds
the tnrbaned species of helmet usually worn by
officers in the Indian service during the hot sea-

sons in that part of the world, and in front of
which the general’s sword is suspended from the
waist-belt. The statue stands on its own proper
feet without any other support. The pedestal is

a massive piece of workmanship. The base,
some 12 ft. square, is composed of blocks of
grey granite, and on the front part of this is a
crowned female, said to be intended for tbe
Empress of India, seated on a coucliaytt lion,

and holding in one of her hands an olive or
palm branch. Behind this group is a pillar of
polished red granite, the floral mouldings being
in bronze, supporting the cornice and figure.

The entire height from base to summit is 26 ft.

Tbe statue looks small compared with the base-

ment, but is a good likeness and easy figure.

The sire of the lion may be found in Trafalgar-

square. The least satisfactory portion of the
design, and this is very unsatisfactory, is the
female figure, who sits weakly, with the legs
crossed, and is altogether mesquine,

Mr. W. Day Keyworth, of Lower Bclgrave-
place, has just completed a statue of Andrew
Marvell, which, with a view to its erection in
the new town-hall, Mr. J. Widship intends to
present to the corporation of Kingston-upou-
Bull, the birth-place of Milton’s secretary. The
statue, which is 7 ft. high and of Sicilian marble,
represents the patriot at the moment when he
may be presumed to be rejecting the bribe
offered to him by Lord Danby on behalf of the
king. The sculptor cites as his authority for the
features the portrait of Andrew Marvell in ttie

British Museum, which pictures a fine handsome
man in the prime of life.

WATER SUPPLY : SEWER VENTILATION.

The Liverpool Water Committee of the town
council have recommended, and the coniieil

adopted the recommendation, that the water
engineer, Mr. Duncan, be requested to undertake
the execution of the works in connexion with the
Yarrow reservoir, the filter-beds, and the diver-
sion of the river Douglas.

Mr. Alderman Cooper said he saw that tbe
highest tender was for 151,0001. and the lowest?

,88,0001. Now, he wanted to ask the chairman
of the water committee whether any communi-
cation had been made to the person who sent
the lowest tender. He thought tronble might
be saved by taking care, when accepting tenders,

to have the usual guarantees with them for tho
performance of the work.

Mr. Beloe said that by some means the
amounts of tho tenders appeared, to their sur-

prise, in the public newspapers. How tho
gentlemen of the press obtained their informa-
tion he had endeavoured in vain to discover.

But so it was
;
tbe tenders were put in, and the

lowest tender was fonnd to be far below the
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estimate of Mr. Duncan, and he was not sur-

prised to find that Messrs. S. Sim & Co., instead
of giving the securities they otherwise would
have done, declined to carry out their tender.
They reserved the names of their securities, and
their tender was accepted subject to those
names being furnished. He thought the with-
drawal of Messrs. Sim & Co. was entirely at-

tributable to the publication of those figures in

tbo newspapers. He bad the authority of the
town-clerk for saying that it was quite open for

them to w'ithdraw. Tho tender has not been
accepted unconditionally

;
on the contrary, it

was conditionally, on the guarantee being
thought acceptable.

In March last the Liverpool corporation came
I

to tho determination to ventilate the sewers of
I the borough, and without loss of time the work
I

was in rapid progress. At a meeting of the
I

Liverpool Burial Board last week, it was stated
I

that the number of interments during the past
I

month were only 413, when compared with 786
i

in the same month of- last year, showing a de-

I
crease of 373, and that ever since the sewers

I
had been ventilated the death-rate had sensibly
decreased in the borough.
The new reservoir connected with the water-

i works of the town of St. Columb, in Cornwall,
I

has just been completed. It will hold sufficient
' water for tho use of the inhabitants for three

months, in tho event of no rain falling during
that time. The residents seem well pleased with
the prospect of having the convenience of an

I
ample supply of water brought to their houses,
and regard it as a great public boon, notwith-
standing what has been said against the intro-
duction of the Local Government Act.

THE STAGE.

Baymarkct Theatre .—As Juliet Mrs. Scott-
Siddons has made a considerable advance in
public estimation. It is a very excellent per-
i'ormance, superior as a whole to her Rosalind.

• Several crudities observable in her acting on the
1 first night of “Romeo and Juliet” have been
' overcome, and a full house every night recog-
i nises her merits. Mr. Howe plays Mercutio with
great dash and spirit, and Mr. Kendal Romeo

' with considerable elegance. Some suitable and
: agreeable scenery has been painted and selected,
I so that the spectator has no doubt the action is

1

1

going on, we will not say precisely in Verona,
but at any rate in Italy. The balcony scone,
with the city in the distance, is, of course, made

: a striking feature. Tradition points, with or
without truth, to a house in a close street in
Verona as the residence of old Capuletj but we

• make no objection to the scene-painter on the
present occasion for going a little way out of

I town.
Lyceum .

—“ Tho Lady of Lyons,” on Monday,
’ was received with acclamation by a full house.
Why, it would be hard to say, for it was cer-

t tainly not well played
;
indeed, to tell the truth,

i it was played very badly. Mr. Fechter, clever
i actor as he is, managed to make himself look more
I like tho young lady’s father than the enthusiastic

y young poet-lover figured by the author. Miss
( Charlotte Leclercq {Pauline), charming in many
t things, is not equal to the partj and Mr.
( G. Jordan, who played Beaitseant, must have

if. fancied he was playing Gians, the comic con-
B spirator. There is very little that can be honestly

f praised in the production, beyond some very
f pretty landscape scenery, painted by the Messrs.
C Greive.

Bristol.—The new theatre in Park-street is

F progressing rapidly towards completion, though
D much requires to be done in the way of embel-
Ii lishment and decoration. The front, somewhat
I Italian in style, is of freestone, with Pennant
c columns at the entrance. The dress-circle will
B Beat nearly 250 persons. On extraordinary ocea-
B sions the corridor may be used by spectators, as
it it presents a full view of the stage. What about
tithe draught?

Theatre Royal, Doncaster.—This theatre, the

p property of the corporation of the town, is re-
o;opened for the season, after undergoing a
tithorough reconstruction from the designs and
Bisuperintendence of Messrs. Thomas Moore &
BSodb, architects, of Sunderland, who are also at
pipreaent engaged upon the building of the new
TTheatre Royal and Opera Honse, Leeds, and the
Emew Theatre Royal, Yarmouth. The builder en-
pgaged at Doncaster was Mr. Thomas Wood, ofthat
U)town; decorator, Mr. Jackson, of Leeds. The
lumodelling was by Mr. Alfred Walker, also of

Leeds; the gas arrangements and sunlight, by Mr.
G. L. Smith, of Birmingham

; and the upholstery,
by Messrs. Robei'ts & Woulddhave, of Leeds.
A Sxceet Programme. — Au American has

invented a tasteful play-bill for the French
theatre. Tho programme and names of artists

are printed upon an agreeable paste by means
of juice of chocolate, so that the programme
can bo eaten. This is a new way of having a
taste for theatricals, and “ devouring their
discourse.”

ACCIDENTS.

A FATAL accident has happened in the Strand,
on the site of the new law courts, or rather in

the street immediately fronting the site. A num-
ber of workmen were engaged in removing the
stone pillars of the archway leading to Clement’s
Inn, and opposite St. Clement’s Church, when
the standards—two long poles, crossed—sod-
denly canted, and fell to the ground, striking a
young man on the head, and crushing him to

death. He was one of a number of persons who
were standing watching the progress of the
operation.

A labourer has been killed while engaged at
the gasworks, King’s-cross, removing the dtibris

of a wall that was being knocked down. Part
of the wall between the top and the bottom had
been removed, the top, however, being left flush.

A man who was on the top of the wall stepped
inadvertently upon tbo part from which the un-
derlayers of bricks had been removed, which
gave way, but as he was falling a comrade
caught hold of him and saved him. He, how-
ever, dropped his pickaxe, which, falling a dis-

tance of 25 ft., buried its point through the neck
into the chest of the deceased. A verdict of
“ Accidental death,” has been given in this case.
A bricklayer has been killed by a fall from a

scaffold in Queen-street, Essex-road, Islington.

Deceased was banding boards down from the
scaffold, which was being taken down, to another
bricklayer, who was standing on the ground,
and when he came to tho last board, instead of
drawing the board toward him, and holding on
to the pole while ho lowered it, he lifted it np
and pushed it from him, in doing which he lose

his balance and fell into the street, a distance of

about II fc. No one was to blame. A verdict
of Accidental Death was also returned by the
coroner’s juiy in this case.

Twenty houses have been burned and damaged
at Rotlierhithe, near the water side. The tire

appears to have broken out in a bakery carried
on in Rotherhithe-street. The fire swept along
the street both east and west, and within half an
hour twelve of the adjoining houses were in
ruins. The flames swept across the street and
set fire to a ship’s bows and rigging, and it re-

quired the incessant exertions of the firemen to
prevent it beiug wholly burned. Several houses
in Lavender-lane were also burned down.
At St. Michael’s Church, Bishop Stortford, an

accident has occurred. Some years ago the
large five-light plain window at the east end of
the chancel was taken out and a smaller coloured
one put in in its place, the interstices being
rather tastelessly filled up with bricks. Work-
men had been engaged in cutting away the face
of the brickwork to the depth of 4 or 5 inches,

and substituting flint stones to match the other
parts of the wall. At the time of the accident
two bricklayers were upon the scaffold engaged
in filling up a portion they had cut away over
the top of the window, and immediately below a
row of stone coping partly supporting a foot or
two of wall, the stone battlements, and a stone
cross. Suddenly and without any warning the
stone coping, with the superincumbent wall,
battlements, &c., fell forward on to the scaffold,

which all fell outwards to the road, hurling a lad

who was ascending a ladder with a hod of flints

on his shoulder, backwards on to the opposite
side of the street, and overthrowing the iron
railings and stone curbiug under the window.
One of the bricklayers fell upon the fallen rail-

ings and had one of his arms terribly lacerated.
The other fell to the ground close to the church
well, and was partly buried by the falling debris.

All three were taken np insensible. '

At the new parish church at Stroud a shed
standing in the churchyard, and close to the new
church which is in process of erection, was found
to be in flames. In about an hour, however, the
fire burnt itself out. The shed contained all the
workmen’s tools, and also a considerable quantity
of prepared oak timber intended for the roof of
the nave. The whole was destroyed, and the
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loss of the timber will necessarily lead to delay
in the building of tlie church. The loss is esti-

mated at little short of 7001., which is wholly
uninsured, and will, therefore, fall upon the con-
tractors, Messrs. Wall & Hook. The cause of
the fire is not known, but it is conji'c-tured that
a cinder from the engine used in tho yard muv
have lain smouldering, and thereby led to tbo
catastrophe.

A fatal accident has occurred at the Nonnan-
ton Station. Workmen have been pulling down
the old buildings, and whilst engaged in the
work a portion suddenly gave way, and, falling

upou the foreman, he was buried in tho dt^bris.

A church spire has been destroyed by light-

ning at Suttou-in-Aahfield, Notts, where the
parsonage-house had been struck by lightning.
During the second storm the lightning struck tho
spire of the church at the diotance of only a few
yards from the scene of the previous visitation.

No lives were lost, but the spire was shattered,
many stones being thrown from it, and the upper
portion twisted round. A slight wind will pro-
bably complete its destruction.

THE COAL-CELLARETTE.

A CAPITAL notion; and a capital name. You
cannot have a coal-cellar in the club-room or the
first-floor of an hotel; but you can now, thanks
to Mr. Thompson, of Sloane-street, have a coal-

cellarette, which will contain a very large quan-
tity of coals, in an ornamental form on a small
ground space. The coals are removed from the
bottom of the ccllarette, and the small being
equally consumed with the large, dust aud dirt

are avoided. Its capacity, too, being made equal
to the consumption of a whole floor, it can be
used for all the fires, as well as for replenishing
the scuttles for the upper floors (as in the case
of large hotels), when placed in the corridors.

The form of the cellarette is that of a pedestalj

the top being movable for the reception of the
coals. It varies in size, is capable of holding
from 84 lb. to 40 cwt., and can be mounted upon
castors or rollers, rendering it easily movable.

It was patented under the title of the London-
derry, but it is more likely to become known
under its second title,— Thompson’s Coal-Cel-
laretto, which at once explains its purpose. We
are not sm-prised to heaa* that it is in use at the
Bank of England and many other largo estab-

lishments.

LEEDS MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION AND
SCHOOL OF ART.

The new building in Leeds, intended to be
occupied as the Mechanics’ Institution and
School of Art, is making rapid progress towards
completion, and will be opened, it is expected, in

May next. The first stone was laid on the SIst
of August, 1865. It will provide accommoda-
tion for the following departments :

—

1. Tho Institution department, offering a woll-

selected library of upwards of 12,000 volumes;
sessional lectures, illustrative of science, liters-

ture, and the arts ; a news-room, well supplied
with reviews, magazines, daily and weekly news-
papers.

2. Evening classes, for instruction in writing,

reading, arithmetic, book-keeping, the higher
branches of mathematics, French, German,
mechanical and architectural drawing, and che-
mistry, both theoretical and manufacturing.

3. A school of art, ably conducted by trained
masters, affording instruction to above 2,000
pupils in the central and other schools.

4. The scholastic departments,—viz., a girls’

school, with upwards of 130 pupils
;
aud a boys’

school, with 190 pupils : both these schools are
self-supporting, and enable thecommittee, by the
employment of the same teachers, to conduct
the evening classes for males aud females, at a
comparatively small expense.

For the first-mentioned department the prin-

cipal feature is the lecture-room, a circular hall,

73 ft. in diameter. The room is approached by
the principal entrance on the ground-floor, aud
rises to the top of the building, a height of
52 ft. An ornamental coved ceiling, a roof of a
somewhat novel construction, with windows im-
mediately below it, completes the architectural

features of this hall, which, with the assistance

of the gallery, is capable of accommodating
1,500 persons. On the same floor with this hall

are situated the reading-room and library, aud
large, well-adapted rooms for the purposes of
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the Ladies’ Educational Institution. The boys’
school is provided in the south end of the base-
ment floor, while on the north are refreshment-
rooms and porter’s residence. A tea-room is

llso placed in this part of the building. It is

immediately below the lecture-hall, and, like

that room, it is circular—the diameter being
equally large, and the height 16 ft.

Two rooms for the accommodation of the
icience classes are to be found on the first and
second floors, but the greater part of these por-
iions of the erection is entirely devoted to the
School of Art, the importance of which in a
large manufacturing town like Leeds it is im-
possible to over-estimate. On the first floor the
allowing rooms belonging to the school have
aeen placed : — The ladies’ class-room, the
nechanical and architectural room, the model-
•ing-room, the painting-room, and the picture-
jallery. The proportions of the last-named part
)f the building are as follow :—Length 81 ft.,

areadth 28 ft., height 34 ft. It is intended to

jstabliah in this gallery, partly out of the profits

)f the National Fine Art Exhibition to be held
n Leeds next year, and partly, it is to be hoped,
rom the munificence of the inhabitants, a fine

irt collection, which will form one of the per-
nanent, as it will be one of the most valuable,
nstitutions of the town. Mr. Walter Smith,
ve may mention, is the bead-master of the
Lieeds School of Art. On the second floor the
)nly part available is the south side, the centre
leing occupied with the top of the lecture-hall,

ind the north end with a similar portion of the
lainting-room and picture-gallery

j but here
pace haa been fonnd for a suite of boys’ class-
X)om8, including lecture-room, elementary class-
:oom, and mosters’-room.
' The architect of the building is Mr. Cuthbert
Jrodrick, the architect of the Leeds Town Hall.
iThe style of architecture adopted is Italian,
uhe west and south fronts are of stone—the
Principal entrance, approached by a circular
itaircase, being in the first-named. The lecture-
iall, as W6 have said, is entered directly from
he doorway, whilst to the right and left are the
leading-room and library, and the rooms appro-
iiriated to the Leeds Educational Institution.
Iccess to the School of Art can also be gained
irom this part of the building, but a separate
mtrance is provided on the north side. The
jontractor for the masonry is Mr. D. Nichols,
ueeds; for the joiner’s-work, Mr. W. Britton,
oeeds

} for the plumber’s-work, Mr. John Hall,
ueeds

; for the painting, Mr. W. Nelson, Leeds
;

or the iron-fonnding, Messrs. Nelson & Son,
"jeeds

;
for the alating-work, Messrs. Dauber &

ion, Hull; for the stone-carving, Mr. Joseph
lolmcs, Leeds ; and the whole is being carried
n under the direction of Mr. J. T. Brown, the
lerk of the works. The cost will be about
,
2,0001.

FROM SCOTLAND.

( Glasgow.—A meeting of the Glasgow City
improvement Trustees has been held to consider
r report of their committee, which proposed that
)r the second year of the operation of the Act
ehe assessment should be limited to 4d. in the
i.ound. The adoption of the report having been
inoved and seconded, Mr. Bain proposed an
itmendment, to the efi’ect that the committee be
ibstmcted to select a block of buildings for
sconatroction

; that in the meantime the trns-
ises delay granting powers to borrow more than
,0,0001., or to purchase property except in the
ilock to be reconstructed

;
and that the aasess-

nent be at the rate of 3d. per pound. Another
wnendment was proposed by Mr. Lang, enjoining
eie committee to make no more purchases and
rorrow no more money without consulting the
irustees, and limiting the rate to 2d. per pound

;

lihile Mr. Wm. Brown moved for the restriction
f the rate to 2d., and of the borrowing powers
1) 20,0001., with an instruction to the committee
) confine their efforts in the meantime to a
r3rtahl specified block. After discussion, Mr.
irang’s amendment was withdrawn in favour of

Brown’s. On a division, Mr. Bain’s amend-
ment was carried against Mr. Brown’s by twenty,
iiur votes to five

;
but when pitted against the

itotion, obtained only nine votes against thirty-
eio. The report was accordingly adopted.
?Peehles.— The new waterworks have been
naugnrated with local rejoicings.

iiMachar (Aberdeenshire).—Lord Provost Nicol,
i Aberdeen, and Mr. A. Forbes Irvine, of Drum,
amvener of the county, forwarded a joint appli-
tibtion to her Majesty on behalf of the committee

for the restoration of Old Machar Cathedral. A
letter has just been received from Sir T. M.
Biddniph stating that “her Majesty learns with
pleasure that an endeavour is being made to

preserve and restore such an interesting struc-
ture.’’ He is also desired to forward a cheque
for 1001. whenever the committee feels justified

in commencing the work.

THE SOCIETY OP ENGINEERS.

A LARGE party of members and associates of
the Society of Engineers visited the extensive
engineering works of Messrs. J. Penn & Son, at
Greenwich, last week, by permission of the pro-
prietors. Among the company were Mr. W. H.
Le Peuvre (president of the Society), Messrs.
William Adams, F. W. Bryant, Willian Mac
George, Vaughan Peudred, George Waller, Francis
E. Houghton, Thomas Cargill, P. Thorn, A. Thorn,
Lewis Olrick, W. H. Maw, F. C. Young, Alfred
Williams (honorary secretary), and Perry F.
Nnraey (the auditor of the Society), &c. On
arriving at the works, the visitors were told off

into three parties, each of which was conducted
over tbe works by gentlemen connected with the
establishment, who exolained the various works
going forward in the several departments. After
an instructive visit of iuF'pection, the members
returned to town, and a number of them dined
together at the Bridge House Hotel, London
Bridge, in the evening.

THE ARCHITECT OF THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

Sir,—We provincial pigmies of the profession,
pursuing our petty projects amid the deep ob-
scurity of commercial communities, scarce lifting

our eyes from our diogy drawing-boards, save
when we open both wide in admiration and amaze
as some metropolitan Titan deigns to alight
among us and undertake some great commission,
which, divided, would be a boon indeed to any
six of ns nobodies ; or when we lift one eye per-
haps with a hungry glare to note the number of
“jobs” which fall to the lot of some lucky local
farmer of draughtsmen, acquiring the would-be
semblance of our oraft by cleverly joining his

experience at the bench with the handiwork of
his clerks

;
—we, thus drudging through a half

centnry, perhaps, of inglorious toil till Time lays
us unsung in the earth we have not loaded with
our works, yet in our pilgrimage glancing anon
at the London papers over our chop and small
beer, cannot but fir what we venture to call our
minds from time to time on the matters which
stir the Olympian heights of architecture.
Tims we, the pigmies, presume to think a little

about the battle waged or waging between a
living knight of the holy Roman Empire and
the shade of a whilom knight of this British
Empire, and eke a giant in architecture

; and it

seems to us in our pigmy judgment (if allowed
the term) that, while loyal to his father’s
memory, the Roman knight is seeking to prove
too much, and that the no less loyal sons of our
own much honoured knight are willing to admit
too little. It is scarcely seemly, we fancy, that this

debate over the names of two so highly dis-

tingnished artists should on either hand run into
anything like bitterness; and with such know-
ledge of the merits of the question as some
acquaintance with works of each and some
memory of the events referred to afford us, we
pigmies think that the fame of both architects
is safe with their countrymen without any
ungenerous endeavours to exalt that of either at
the expense of the other. As to the great build-
ing in debate, it was always, as we remember,
admitted that the architect derived valuable aid
from his gifted coadjutor, and it was never in the
lifetime of the latter asserted, as far as we can
learn, that he claimed more merit in the matter
than thus accorded him. If from tbe letters

referred to by his son it appears that he gave
more aid than has been generally supposed, we
cannot see that the reputation of the friend he
assisted can be damaged by admitting the fact.

The plan of the building is acknowledged to

bo Barry’s ; the style is surely not Pugin’s, but
of a phase of Gothic work which he and his

school always decried. The composition is

derived from the plan, and resembles no work
wo know of Pugin’s. The working out of much
of the detail was always acknowledged to be due
to his unique skid j and by the partial quotations

published from the correspondence, it would
appear that the composition of some comport-
nie7its must also have been entrusted to him, but
wo do not see that they can prove more. We
all would sympathize with the feelings of a son
seeking to have justice done to his father’s
memory, hut that of Pngin needs no better
monument than his known works, architectural
and literary

;
and all who enter on such a

controversy as that in question shonld surely, we
think, beware lest the fame they seek to enhance
be not injured rather than benefited by their
endeavours, which cannot bub be the case should
a shade of egotism or self-love appear to mingle
in the efforts made on either side to enlist the
sympathies of the public.

An Obscure Provincial.

GOVERNMENT ARCHITECTS AND
GOVERNMENT SURVEYORS.

Sir,—

I

n the Builder of the 3rd ult. I find a
reference to the payment of architects as em-
ployed by Government at the Houses of Par-
liament, &c. ; also an account of a deputation to
her Majesty’s First Commissioner of Works, who
evidently is not aware of the usages of his office,

sprung op of late years to suit individuals and a
clique, to the serious detriment of the Crown
property and of the public purse.

Objection is made to the proper payment of a
first-rate architect. Now, I would ask, why do
the Government pay a surveyor 1,0001. a year,
standing fee, and per-centages in addition, for

a few hours’ work each week ? This is a
practice that wants inquiring into. The present
surveyor is also allowed to do private practice

for the builders, and occasionally dabbles in

architecture.

There are plenty of equally able surveyors
who would devote all their time to the duties of
the office for less money. The practice there as at
present pursued certainly needs revision. More-
over, the works required to he done for her
Majesty’s Office of Works ought to be put to
public or partial competition annually, and fairly,

and not smuggled to one firm only.

'The works at the now Foreign and India
Offices want looking to.

A London Surveyor.

WAGES OF BRICKLAYERS’ LABOURERS
IN AMERICA.

A LETTER in the Builder for September 14th,
with the initials “ H. N. H.,’’ upon the subject
of emigration, and the inducements held out in

tbe United States for the removal of our building
operations to a market where their labours would
be more remunerative, requires a few corrections,

which, as an architect ofmany years’ practice in
America, I venture to think I can supply.

In the first place, “ H. N. H.’’ has made a
mistake in his estimate of the present money
value of the “ dollar,” which he states as 4«. 4d.,

a price it never could reach—48. 2d. beingrather
more than its par value when in gold

; bub it

must be understood that the current value of the
dollar is now only about 3s. 6d., and has been
less, so that his statement of the rate of wages
must be qualified accordingly.

Had “ H. N. H.” resided in New York or
Philadelphia, he would never have asserted that
an Irish labourer can live “ very nearly as cheaply
there as in London.” Some years ago, when the
Irish and German emigrants were allowed to take
temporary possession of unoccupied tracts of
land not yet reached by the onward stretch of
building operations, and to build their hovels
thereon, such, by saving house-rent, might have
been the case

;
bub it is so no longer—and to be

at all decently housed, even in the humblest
manner, requires an expenditure for rent that
makes a considerable hole in the wages received
at tbe end of the week. As to cost of living, a
recent letter from New York gives the following
prices :—Coal, 51. 58. per ton (of 2,000 lb. only) ;

flour, 4Z. to 51. per barrel (which seven or eight

years ago was, to my knowledge, but 11. to
11. 10s.)

;
butter, 28. 6d. per lb. ;

so that the
apparently increased wages are quickly swallowed
up by the disbursements for the bare necessities

of life, to say nothing of the luxuries.

Another error that “ H. N. H.” has fallen

into is in regard to the price of building-land in

the principal cities of the United States. The
rise in the value of real estate there is something
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perfectly wonderful : thus it is no uncommon
thing to find a house boilc upon a lot in a new
part of the city and sold for a fair price, and the
sum realised insufficient in two years’ time to buy
the land only of the adjoining lots. Suilders in
i‘^ew York, Philadelphia, and Boston make their
auccessfol speculations out of the increased value
of the land, rather than by legitimate profit on
the cost of building; in simple fact building by
them is usually considered as the means whereby
the value of the land is made to rise, rather
than as the end for which the ground was
originally purchased. Again, the houses are far
more expensive in themselves than the writer
seems to suppose. The house he alludes to in
Logau-square, Philadelphia, which he considers
so dear at 25,000 dollars, is in all probability
70 ft. to SO ft. in depth, the interior most sumptuous
in its arrangements, bath-rooms on every floor,
and finished in a manner vastly superior to the
average of the residences about Lancaster.gate
or any other west-end suburban situation.
Furthermore, of this 25,000 dollars, at least
10,000, and probably 12,500, would be the value
of the land. The same of the house he alludes
to as “ an elegant cut-stone mansion, with 40 ft.

front on Chesnut-street West, Philadelphia, with
a garden 240 ft. deep," and which appears so
extravagantly high in price at 30,000 dollars,
probably is worth in land alone at least one-
third of that sum. A “ new dwelling with ten
rooms ” is in New York or Philadelphia a very
•different thing from our “ordinary ten-roomed
house,” and in a good situation 9,550 dollars
would be a very reasonable price. So great, in
fact, is the value of land in the fashionable
parts of New York that numbers of houses are
built upon “ half-lots,”—that is, with a frontage
of 12^ ft. only, and the utmost ingenuity is
shown in making these bowling-alleys of houses
comfortably habitable. “ H. N. H.” will pro-
bnbly scarcely believe the fact that as much as
17,000 dollars has been paid for such houses
recently in New York. It is not, therefore, the
legitimate profit on building that enables a
master to pay such apparently high wages to
labourers, so much as the extravagant rise that
has taken place in everything, wages in-
cluded.

Having offered these few corrections, the ex-
perience of several years spent in the country
lully justifies me in agreeing with the writer as
to the real position of a labourer in America as
compared with what it is in England. The
thrifty, long-headed man will thrive anywhere
•if has a chance; and in these words is the
explanation of the whole matter : he has more
chances in America than he can have here. His
wages to begin with are somewhat larger, and
he may make his expenses less, principally be-
cause he can, if he pleases, dispense with the
customary lavish outlay in “allowances” and
beer, which I notice forms so heavy an item in
our workmen’s disbursements at home. Then,
as he saves a little money, opportunities of pru-
dent investment at high rates of interest are
easy to find. In all probability he will own a
lot” (as building sites are called), and by sell-

ing at the rise, and buying again elsewhere, the
shrewd labourer finds himself in a few years the
possessor of a fair independence; and though
he may not himself be able to either read or
•write, he has sense enough to value these bless-
ings for his children, which, thanks to the noble
educational institutions of America he can ob-
tain of the very highest excellence for abso-
lutely nothing (in the state of Massachusetts,
education, during at least a portion of the year,
is not only offered gratuitously, but is even
compulsory upon parents). So in the second
generation, the thrifty father’s savings bear
good fruit, and numbers of successful men can
be pointed out whose fathers or grandfathers
first came to America as builders’ or carpenters’
labourers. One curious observation comes to
my memory. The Irish labourer on first ar-
riving is a zealous “ son of the Church,” and
gives of his earnings liberally at the bidding of
his spiritnal director; but after awhile, as he
finds the value of money, he becomes cunning
and parsimonions, whilst bis children grow np
less and less tightly bound to the demands of
the priest; so that, although the Homan Church
in America is enormous both in number and
influence, it is supported mainly by the influx
of emigration. The second and third generation
become but lukewarm, and the members little
more than nominally Romanists, although too
indifferent to become proselytes in any great
cumber of any other creed.

To r eturn to the general question. This much

may be said, —The skilled workman need not
emigrate ou score of wages only. He may un-
doubtedly find more scope for the establishment
in life of his children, and better interest for his
savings; but the mere labourer will be very
much better paid in America than he can be at
home

; and, if he is prudent, temperate, has an
industrious, sensible wife, and will adapt himself
to the habits and climate of his new country, he
will be sure to get on. But this success must
entirely depend upon himself. As before said,
he will have more chances there than here, and
his future welfare will be in proportion to the
:ood use he makes of them. G. W.

TOWN SURYEYOES.
Permit me to add one observation to the ex-

cellent article hereon iu yonr last impression
(p. 6/9). A slight change in the terms upon
which the office is held would effect a most
salutary improvement in the status of the
officer. At present town surveyors are ap-
pointed during pleasure, and are liable to be
dismissed by any breath of the local political
weathercock. They should be appointed during
good behaviour, then they could feel as inde-
pendent in the honest discharge of the duties of
their office as the coroners of England do, who
are so appointed. The law protects persons
who hold offices during good behaviour, and if
any one public officer desires that protection
more than another it is A Town Surveyor.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR ASSISTANTS.
We have received a letter from an architec-

tural draughtsman, stating, with reference to a
building of some importance now on the eve of
completion in Southwark under an architect,
that he, the draughtsman, designed such and
such portions of it, and that the rest only is the
architects own work; and he gravely asks ns
“ to favour him with a corner in our paper to
that effect.” If we gave his name it would be
for the purpose of making other architects aware
of the exact terms on which his assistance is
to be had.

exact reproductioE of the churches at Angers ia the f
Tadted single-span church to be built after this article

.

Surely it ought to be obvious to any one who is
architect, or knows what architecture is, that to desien
church of 65 ft. span and 106 ft. long, with sufficient b
tress and no more, sufficient light and no more, witl
roof of almost entirely novel combioation of (he princii
members, sufficiently strong and no more

;
and in the e

to gain from an adverse eriiio the extravagant encomii
^at jt “looks exactly like a reproduction of Westminsi
HalJ

; and to do all this at an outlay that would bar<
serve with some men to reproduce two or three of t

pnneipals of the roof of that same hall, ia as great
effort of skill, or greater, than to carry out the ordins
nave and aisle substitute. Let it be, that a little model
may creep in, and teach us that there are labour and mei
in many paths, and not alone in that which we ourseh
choose or chance to pursue. Josh. A. Haxsom,

* Mr. Hansom sees more in the observation than
ntonded to convey. The “poke,” as Mr. Hansc

terms it, had no occult motive. The writer simply c
pressed his opinion that the church at Preston is scarce
ecclesiastical in appearance, and, right or wrong, is
mat opinion still. vVe are not likely to have assailed M
Hansom for building a single-span cnurch. Theconduct
of this journal early built a single-spau church.—

£

Mary’s, West Brompton,—and the value of the form b
been often urged in these pages.

THE MANAGEMENT OF COMPETITIONS

A RESTORED ROOD-LOFT DOOR.
Sill,—As a parallel case to the papier-mdcle bosses in

Romsey Abbey Church, mentioned by your correspondent
“C.,” I beg to say ihat, at Leadenham Church, Lin-
colnshire, the rood-loft door is retfored by stretching some
canvas on a wooden frame fitting the opening, and colour-
ing it to imitate a massive door; the whole being nicely
varnished. Tn B

THE CLOSE AT EXETER.
8iB,-Ihcar, on good authority, that a brick house of

the commonest and most ugly description, is at once to be
erected, in the Cathedral Close at Exeter, from the desii
of a national schoolmaster. Surely, sir, there should L.,
taste enough in the capital of the west country to prevent
the lew remains of antiquity which have been allowed to
exist there from being ruthlessly swept away.

Monkios.

‘SINGLE-SPAN CHURCHES.”
Sib,—

W

hat is the object of the poke at me in the con-
cluding paragraph of the article on the above, in your im-
presaion of the 7th ? I can assure the writer that I am
not so far troubled with self-complacency about my work
at St. Walburp’s, or anywhere else, as to need it. On
the other hand, I do not feel to be so far obfuscated as to
receive the dictum—that a roof covers a hall and a vault
a church ! Eorrnerly I was assailed because I had built
so unusual a thing as a large single-span church

; now,
however, as the hunters after, and slaves of, precedent,
have lound numerous old examples, the indictment is
changed. I shall be content to wait again, until further
explorations, or the acquirement of vision shall have re-
vealed that the men ot the Middle Ages, taking common
sense for their guide, as well as we, and when they had
attained the power of making large and fine roofs of wood,
did not hesitate to cover churches with them as well as
halls

i nay, I believe that this very Westminster Hall was
first covered with a vanlt. So much for the dictum quoted
above.
The writer says that “few of the modem attempts to

revive this lorm of church have been successful,” and then
seems to derive pleasure in insinuating that mine is not of
the few. Ifow, if I am to trust the general verdict, and
the testimony of those who use the church, it is a success,
as least as much so as one cares to go in for in this age of
mediocrity and exaltation of small geniuses, and when
the very selected chiefs of our profession are denounced
in on© universal chorus of critics as imbecile and incom-
petent.

I suppose the similarity of treatment of a similar sub-
ject, namely, the covering in of a large and undivided
area, constitutes in the mind of the writer the exact re-
production of Westminster Hall. Shall we anticipate an

We mentioned last week that the propoaal i

the case of the Hayling Park competition, t

leave the decision to the competitors then
selves, had been found nnworkable, as we e:

pected would be the case. It may be wort
while, for the sake of future essayists on tL
best mode of managing competition, to poii
out one of the causes of failure in the preset
case. It had been proposed that the compt
titors should not vote for their own designt
but should have one vote each for such of th
other designs as they considered entitled t

the first, second, and third premiums, an
voting papers were prepared to carry out thi
mode of selection, with all due secrecy an
--npartiality. The paper was to be signet
Author of” such or such design. Neithe

the owner of the estate, who suggested thi
scheme, nor his coadjutors, however, appear t

have contemplated that which in fact too'
place, namely, that although the designs wer
sent in anonymously, and with the authors
names in sealed envelopes, it was obvious, oi

an inspection of the drawings, that one, if no
two, gentlemen had sent in three designs nnde
different mottoes, and three or four other gen
tlemen tivo designs each. The chairman a
the meeting adverted to this fact, and sug
gested that, as it might be supposed that thosi
competitors who had submitted more than oni
design would obtain an unfair advantage bj
a plurality of votes, it might perhaps, be ex
pedient to put it to them as a point of honoui
to state which of their designs they would elect
to compete with, and withdraw the other oi

others from competition.
This led to an animated discussion. Tht

designs had been sent from London, Liverpool
Bristol, Newcastle -on -Tyne, North Wales
Surrey, and other southern counties, Ireland,
and other places, far and wide apart. Nearly
twenty of the competitors attended the meet-
ing

; and, whilst the suggestion of the chairman
met with some support, it was on the other
hand contended that those gentlemen who had
taken the pains to prepare three designs, shonld
not be deprived of a corresponding number oi
chances for the premiums. Eventually it was
unanimously resolved to adopt a proviso, in the
conditions, that in case of any dispute, the
premiums should be awarded by Mr. Longcroft.

ARCHITECTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES.

A CASE of some importance as between archi-
tects, contractors, and employers has recently
been the subject of investigation in Leeds, be-
tween Mr. Henry Hood, of Pepper Hall, York,
and Messrs. Dobson & Chorley, architects, Leeds,
each party appearing as plaintiff against the
other. The actions were originally brought in

the Court of Common Pleas. It was, however,
agreed to submit the whole of the matters in

dispute to the arbitration of Mr. J. A. Picton,
architect.

It appewB that in the year 1861, Mr. Hood purchased
an estate in Yorkshire, known as the Pepper Hall Estate,
and in the autumn of that year Bonght the services of
MesBrB. Dobson & Chorley who undertook to prepare
plans and specifications, and superintend the alterations
lor the usual five per cent, commigsion. Plans, &c., were
accordingly prepared and approved of, and the works let
in September and October, in the same year, to seversl
contractors, whose estimates in the aggregate amoonted
*' iver 13,0001. Messrs, Longley, Brothers, of Leeds,
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re contractors for the masons’ and bricklayers' work
;

J. Hall Thorp, of Leeds, for tbo joiners’ work
; and

ssrs. Bussell & Sons, Darlington, for the plumbers'
rk. Mr. W. Freeman, of Ripley, was appointed clerk
;he works. The works were completed in 1064, and the
si cost, as certified by the architects, and on which
y charged commission, exceeded 27,OOOL The accounts
extra work were sent in by the several contractors to
ssrs. Dobson & Chorley, who certified tbe same,
len, however, they came into Mr. Hood's possession,
ich was not until they were certified, and he became
tre of the very large sums which he had to pay for
ra work, he had the whole of the accounts investigated;
1 notwithstanding they had been certified, it was dis-
ered that certificates had been given for work which
not been executed iu accordance with the plana and

sifleation. Materials of less quantity and inferior
lity than specified had been permitted to be used,
in the measurement of bricklayers, masons, joiners,
plumbers extra-work quantities were certified, which

aed out on investigation to be greatly in excess of the
k actually done. Messrs. Dobson & Chorley, on being
euled to, refused to entertain Mr. Hood's objections
ho accounts, and supported the contractors in their
•ral claims for the balances certified. Acting, there- '

, under professional advice, Mr. Hood had no alterna-
but to pay those exorbitant charges, and seek his

ledy by an action at law against the arohitecis. In the
ntime Messrs. Dobson & Chorley furnished Mr. Hood
1 their accounts for preparing plans, Buperintending
works, and sundry other charges, amountingto l,6O0L
•ards which they bad been paid about 1,300L, and Mr.
d, considering the manner in which Dobson & Chor-
jad neglected to exercise proper care and supervision
le contractors' accounts, as well as several unprofes-
al extra eharees iu their own account, proposed to
act about one-half of the balance claimed, or submit
matters in dispute to the decision of some gentleman
he law or their own profession. To this proposal
ars. Dobson & Chorley refused to listen, and com-
Md proceedings for the recovery of their balance.
Hood at onco paid 150L into court, and, under tbe
36 ot counsel, commenced a cross action for neglect,
(Consequential damages on the grounds before stated.
16 investigation extended over a period of eleven days,
a consiOerable amount of evidence was tendered on

.1 sides. On the part of Messrs. Dobson & Chorley,
i*s contended that, so far as their account for profes-
.1 charges was concerned, they were entitled to be
ithe full amount ol the balance claimed, and that their
(jes were based on a scale, and under the sanction of
i.toyal and other lustitntions of British Architects. On
rart of Mr. Hood, it was shown that Dobson & Chorley
isharged commiaaion on works for which they had not
p plana and designs, and were not consulted, and also
flterations carried out long after they had cessed to
d and supervise the works. Evidence was also given,
'le part of Mr. Hood, to show that in the contract
lithe plans and specificatioDS had not been complied
1 that timber of inferior quality, and of less dimen-
tl than specified, had been used; that the brickwork
rory defeciive

; and that lead of lighter quality, and
mmeusions than specified, had, with one or two excep-
L been used throughout the whole of the buildings.'
ieae allegatious Dobson & Chorley pleaded, that so far
I’ contract work was concerned, the clerk of works,
tot themselves, was liable to Mr. Hood, and that they,
ilhitects, were consequently absolved from liability

;

1} to the excessive measurements allowed in the lead,
SI and atoue work, it appeared from the evidence of
iT-'horley, who measured the work, that he had in
isinstances taken the word of Mr. Russell as to the
n’tness of the lead, both as to thickness and quantity

;

eie same from Longley Brothers as to the brick and
fcwork, both of which turned out incorrect.

! e arbitrator has awarded to Messrs. Dobson
oiorley—plaintifla in the first action—the
)fof 91. 18s. l^d. over and above the sum of
ptpaid into court

;
and he further awards to

oiood—plaintiff in the second action—the
([)f 2651. 143. lid. Each party to pay their
osOBts, except as to a trifling amount.

relatively to tho breadth of their avenues, greater than
usual in this country. In the latter church, tho proportion
of the breadth to the height is 1 to 3. Croydon Church
has been gutted by fire.”

As in Mr. Denison’s list the letter S denotes a
spire; the letter 0 that the steeple, whether
tower or spire, stands in a central position ;

with no letter prefixed, a tower only is under-
stood.

Perhaps some of our readers can give the
dimensions of the following large churches :

—

St. Peter’s, Sheffield
;

St. Giles’s, Wrexham

;

Ashbourn, Derbyshire; St. Helen’s, Abingdon;
St. Mary’s, Shrewsbury; Soham, Cambridge-
shire; Witney, Oxfordshire

; and Terrington St.
Clement’s, Norfolk.

26,400

65il26

DIMENSIONS OF CHURCHES.
iiDur volume for 1864 * will be found a com-
itation from Mr. E. B. Denison, giving the
iiisions of a considerable number of our
rdrals and churches. As a supplement to
rllr. Samuel Sandara has made the foilovr-

.t. Mr. Sandara writes :

—

o not extend the liat to churches with an area of
»n 8,000 square feet. This limit excludes several
Bing churches; for example, 8t. Andrew's, Heck.
L Lincolnshire, with an area of 7,900 square feet
jry’s, Ottery, Devonshire, like Exeter Cathedral’,
Dsnsepts formed by a tower on either side, and also
t throughout, area, 7,600 square feet; and 8t.
i.'s, Patriogton, which possesses eastern and western
li the transepts, area, 0,734 square feet,
iference to the churches in the accompanying list, I
omark tbo Glasgow, Kirkwall, and St. Cross are
ibthroughout. 8t. Patrick’s is partly vaulted

;
Hex-

a Milton are without naves. Malvern has nosouth
. t. Austin Friars, London, and Leominster, are
ns of large cruciform churches. Melton Mowbray
erersham have east and west aisles to the transepts;
ifner also possesses a western porch. 8t. .lames’
.1 Edmund’s, is without a steeple : the adjoining
^ gateway aerves as a substitute. The tower at
S SuflTolk, stands detached at some distance from
tboh. 8t. Cuthberfs, Wells, has five avenues, or
«Mid Sleaford and St. Martin's, Leicester, have
me addition to the former is recent; tbe lofty
If'f the latter, just completed, replaces a far less
t ? structure. Long Melford has a large, aisled
^epel, which is not included in its dimensions as
jlbthe list. The choir and transepts of St. John’s,
|b have been shortened, and Great Grimsby has
ini more mutilated. I may add, that at Glasgow
bpepts do not project beyond the line of the walls
ibiave, and that its height and that of Kirkwall are.

Glasgow Cathedral
,

St. Patrick’s Cath
Dublin

St. Giles, Edinburgh
'•t.Mary, BurySt.Edmund’s
Kilkenny Cathedral, Ire-
land

Hexham Priory, North-
umberland

Maidstone, Kent
St. Mary, Warwick
Leominster, Herefordshire
Austinl'riars, London
Halifax, Yorkshire.....
Brecon Priory, Brecknock-

shire

St. James, Bury St. Ed-
mund’s

Malvern Priory, 'VVor-

cestepshire
Stratford-on-Avon, War-
wickshire

Kirkwall Cathedral, Ork-
neys

Faversham, Kent
St. Martin's, Leicester
Lowestoft, Sufl'olk

Luton, Bedfordshire
Armagh Cathedral
Rye, Sussex
Dorchester Abbey, Oxen...
St. Mary’s, Leicester
St. Margaret’s, Leicester..,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire ...

Melton Mowbray, Leices-
tershire

Lavenham, Suffolk
Long Melford, Suffolk
Milton Abbey, Dorsetshire
Christ Chnrch, Dublin
St. Cuthberfs, Wells
Beecles, Suffolk
8t. Cross, Winchester
Crovdon, Surrey
Sc. John’s, Chester
Nantwich, Cnesshire
Headon, 'Yorkshire
Great St. Mary, Cambridge

,

Sleaford, Lincolnshire
I 8,364jl46 78: 87;

St. Mary’s, Oxford I 8,198 168] 65
Great Grimsby, Lincoln-

j

I I

shire
I 8,14o|l44 60'

319] 03

14,024j213' 68

13,706212

13,645 160
13,500'l68

13,420il80
12,9l5!l23
12,6<J9'163

12,664176

12,498'l98

13,13a|l93

ll,65o'l77

ll,484jl97

11,2001320
ll,060;]60

n,030|l65
10,840,182
10,6U0|174| 67!l00
10,4004831 60,119
Hl,226ii59 60 7'

10,216:i83l 69| -
10.142 1521 76 -
10,O80 l80j 72 -
9,960jl69j 69101

9.717,163! se'ii;

9,608140' bS; -
9,48Bi]53 62, —
9,432 132' OlllOa
9,36uj220| 38: 9u
9.30(ih60, 60| 84; —
9,270|14S, 62| —I —
9.240 126i 66116 —
9,134!i3iiI 74 —I —
9,098 128, 7T 71' —
8,976 16&l 67,117 50
8,693|ld6| 49 IO3I —

0 142' 66| —
j
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all who ato in any way connected with the press. The
'‘reader"_i8 too frequently ignored, except for blame.
Little consideration is given to the difficulties under which
he performs his thankless duties.
We have often mentioned the insanitary closets ” in

which many are immured for very long days (and too
"ights also).

_

in a lmost poisonous atmosphere;iften
:

but in aadition to this their work is nearly always per-
formed under great pressure, the tendency being to cram
them with more work than can be thoughtfully accom-
plished in a given time, while they are required to grasp
St a glance the meaning of everyjumble which a careleas
writer mayinllict upon the printer. We may look now
to hear of some improvement in their position.

THE NEW WORKHOUSE FOR ST. MAR-
TIN’S-IN-THE-FIELDS.

Ojt Monday, at the meeting of the Guardians, Mr.
Cobbett, in tbe chair, Mr. Barton, pursuant to notice,
moved, that a portion of the resolution of the Board, of
the -ith inst., relating to the acceptance by the Board, of
the plans of Mr. Cross, bo rescinded. Mr. Barton said
he brought forward tbe motion because he thought that
the_ decision of the chairman, at the special meeting at
which the plan was accepted, was illegal, as many of the
guardians were absent, it being generally understood that
the meeting would only select and not decide upon any
plan.

Mr. Scott seconded the motion. He said he was the
mover of ihe resolution convening the special meeting,
and he intended that the meeting should confer upon tho
’lions and not decide, and he hoped the matter would now
'6 fairly considered.
Some further discussion having taken place, the motion

T,-aa put and carried by 8 to 4 ;
and it was then resolved

that the Board, at its next meeting, should select and
decide upon a plan for the new workhouse.

• Vol. xxii,, p. 964.

THE PLANS FOR WORKING MEN’S
DWELLINGS, LIVERPOOL.

Mb. S-IMUBLSON, in the local Health Committee, having
inquired what was being done with regard to the working
men’s dwellings;—
T be Chairman said the matter was referred at the last

meeting to the borough engineer, the town-eJerk, and Dr.
Trench.
In answer to a question,
Mr. Newlands, borough engineer, said he thought he

could go through the plans which had been sent in in ten
weeks. With three assistants he had made an examination
of a plan yesterday, and it took them three hours to go
through it. There were seventy-four plans.
After some further conversation, ID. Alderman Dover

threw out a suggestion that Mr. Rathbone'a sub-committee
should be called together to consider what course it would
be best to pursue in reference to the plans.
Mr. Newlands interposed, however, and said he intended

to send Mr. Rathbone a statement showing the amount of
labour required in examining tbe plans.
The question was not pursued further.

PROCEEDINGS UNDER THE SANITARY
ACT.

At the Thames Police Court, Mrs. Caroline Smithers
appeared to answer a summons issued against her, by
direction of the Board of Works for the Poplar district,
for not having complied with Board's order to carryout
cortaiu sanitary works at six houses, situated at Uuut’s-
row, Poplar.
Mr. Layton, jun., appeared for the Board, and stated

that the proceedings were taken under the authority of
the Sanitary Act, and the regulations of the Board ap-
proved by her Majesty's Principal Secretary of Stale.
'1 he defendaut was the owner of six houses, at Hunt's-
row, Poplar, which had been duly registered, and there-
fore came under the regulations of the Board. The
premises were in a very dirty condition, the roofs were
out of repair, the ventilation was defeciive, and the privies
had no supply of water. The houses were situated in a
very densely-populated neighbourhood, and it was abso-
lutely necessary, not only for the inhabitants of the houses
iu question, but also of the neighbourhood, that the sani-
tary works required to remedy these evils should be car-
ried out. Mr. Layton desired to inform bis worship, not
with a view to prejudice this case, but as a matter of fact,
that during last year the district was visited with cholera,
and tbo Board had determined to put in force tho Acts of
Parliament, empowering the carrying out of sanitary
measures, to prevent a recurrence of the disease.
Proofs having been given

;

The Defendant stated she had not the means to pay for
putting the bouses into repair. She admitted what had
been stated was true.
Mr. Benson, the magistrate, said the regulations and

the Sauitbry Act were necessary for the public health;
but this being tbe first case before him, and seeing that
th6_ defendant was but a poor woman, he should onlv
inflict a penalty of 68. and costs, or seven days’ imprison-
ment

;
but if the defendaut was brought before him sgain

he should be obliged to enforce a much heavier penalty.

THE CORRECTORS OF THE PRESS.

A JIEBTING of the London “Readers” was held
Tuesday last, at the Salisbury Hotel, to consider the
means of improving their position, and to adopt a memo-
rial to the master printers. Mr. Charles Dickens pre-
sided. There were present about 300 readers ” from the

cipal printing-olRces of London, and two resolutions
} passed, one expressing the opinion of the meeting

that the services of the London readers were not ade-
quately remunerated ; and the other adopting the memo-
rial to employers, asking for an increase of 10 per cent, on
the present salaries, and stating, in extremely fair and
moderate language, and to the efl'ect given above, the
reasons why the application was made.
We cordially agree with Mr. Dickens and the other

speakers who urged the value of the services of “readers ”

in printing-offices, not merely to their employers, but to

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Llangollen .—The parish church has been re-

opened after restoration and enlargement at a
cost of 3,0971. Mr. Pountney Smith was the
architect employed, and Messrs. Roberts & Co.,
of Llangollen, were the contractors. On account
of the growing wants of the town, additional
church accommodation was much required. It
was decided to duplicate the old north aisle by
one on the south, and, as the site allowed of it,

to extend the building eastward. This has been
done, forming a spacious chancel, aisles, and
vestry, the total area added being 2,734 ft., out
of a total of 6,403 fc. superficial

;
and, although

the western gallery has been removed, doubling
tho accommodation. The new buildings have
been erected wholly of local and Ruabon stone,
&c., in a style intended to harmonize with,
though not copy the fifteenth - century work
of the old church. The fittings are wholly of
oak. The tower has been opened, and a western
door added, giving a view of the church and
chancel. The tower and north porch require
considerable outlay to make either worthy of
the new work. In making so extensive an addi-
tion to the parish church the parishioners have
had to contend with expensive operations in the
grave-yard. A vast accumulation of human
remains had buried the old ohuroh several feat
below the surface. This and drainage, stopping
down vaults, and concreting within and without,
have involved the committee in extra works.
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Gloucester.—The Earl of Ellenborongh is about
at once to commence the restoration of the

apaidal chapel in Gloucester Cathedralj com-
monly called St. Paul’s Chapel.
Bunvash Common.—The new church of St.

Philip, Burwash Common, has been consecrated
by the Bishop of Chichester. St. Philip’s con-
sists of a nave, north and sonth aisles, chancel,

south porch, and a vestry at the north side of

the chancel. The chief characteristic is simpli-

city. The style is First Pointed. The chancel

is apsidal, and has simple lancet windows.
There are three windows facing the east, and
these have been filled with stained glass by Mr.
Bailey, of London. The nave is separated from
the chancel by an arch, and from the nave by an
arcade of three arches. The roof of the church,

which is of timber, and open, is supported by
pillars of granite, and the pavement is con-
structed of local tiles, while on the gable,

between the nave and the chancel, there is a
bell-cot. The walls are built of native sand-
stone

;
they are unplastored. The church will

seat about 250 persons. The architects were
Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, of London. The
builders were Messrs. Baldock & Brooker, of
Enrstgreen ; and the clerk of the works was Mr.
E. Piper, of Robertsbridge. All the stonework
was executed by Mr. Balcombe, of Ticoburat.

Danbury.—The ancient parish church has
been restored and re-opened. Mr. Scott supplied
the designs, and Mr. Saunders, of Maldon, was
the builder employed. Mr. Chappie acted as
clerk of the works. The south aisle has been
extended 4 ft. 3 in., and a new north chancel-
aisle added. The chancel-stalls have been
shortened, lowered, and pierced. In the course
of the alterations the ancient roof was dis-

covered, and has been made use of to roof part
of the restored building} and the ringing-plat-

form is now above the tower-arch. The whole
of the seating is in Riga wainscot, at a cost

exceeding a thousand pounds. The carved
poppy-heads and elbows, as also the altar-table

and lectern, and the other carvini'S were done
by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley. The facing of the
east part and west end is of pudding-stone and
cement : a great part of this stone has been
gratuitously supplied by Mr. J. Oxley Parker.
The total cost of the restoration will he about
3,780Z. The church will now seat about 648
people.

Wath.—At a meeting of the committee for

effecting the church restoration, it has been
decided to instrnct Mr. Hadfield, the architect,

to accept the tenders of Mr. J. Rodley, mason
and builder, Sheffield, for the mason’s work

;
and

Mr. Hayball, joiner, Sheffield, for the joiner’s

work, the tenders amounting together to about
9001. It was also resolved to postpone iJie

letting of the plumbers’ and glaziers’ and paintei-s’

work for the present.

WesirninsUr.—Arrangements are in progress
for the erection of a new church, in Westminster
for the accommodation of a new district to be
formed out of the parish of St. James’s, Picca-
dilly. It is to be hoped that a site may be
obtained for the edifice either in Great Marl-
borough-street or its immediate neighbourhood,
and meanwhile a temporary church has been
opened in the southern end of the old Pantheon.

Kirby Lonsdale.—Lord Kenlis, son of the Earl
of Bective, has undertaken to defray the entire

cost of restoring the parish church of Kirby
Lonsdale. It is estimated that the work will

cost more than 6,0001.

Lifverpool.—We hear that a gentleman is about
to erect, at his own cost, a chnreh in Parliament-
fields, Prince’s Park-road, nearly opposite the
Greek church now in course of erection.

DISSENTING CEURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Braintree.—The chief stone of anew Wesleyan
chapel has been laid here, in the Puyne-road. The
new building, which will be in the Gothic style,

with tower, at a cost of 1,325Z., is to be erected
by Messrs. Parmenter, of Bocking, from designs
by Mr. Frederick Barnes, of Ipswich. The
ground cost 2501., and it was originally intended
to erect Sunday-schools in contiguity to the
chapel, but it being fonnd that this would
interfere with the proposed dimensions the
idea was abandoned. The building is of
red brick, with Caen stone dressings, and
will consist of nave and transepts, with tower
and spire at the north-west angle. The vestry
and offices are at the bock, with entrances from
the minister’s house. Internally the roofs will
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be of open timber, with carved ribs and braces.
The fittings will consist of open benches and
yellow pine, the whole stained and varnished.
The building when completed will accommodate
about 40u persons, with facilities for extending
the accommodation to 650 persons.

Middleton Cheney.—The memorial-stone of the
new Wesleyan chapel, in this village, has been
laid. The old chapel being inconveniently small,
the tew one is being built near the Baptist one,

in Queen-street. It will be of brick, with pointed
arches, and a porch fronting the street. The
contractor is Mr. Kimberley, jun. It is also

proposed to erect a school.

Bristol.—A new Congregational chapel and
school-rooms have been commenced in Stapleton,
road. The chapel will be in the Italian style,

with the principal entrance from Stapleton-
road, and will provide seat-accommodation for

between 900 and 1,000 people. At the end of

the chapel will be the minister’s and deacons’
vestries, and behind the chapel are to be the
school buildings, which will have a frontage in a
new street from Stapleton-road to Pennywell-
road. The cost, including fittings, but exclusive
of land, will be, for the chapel and vestries about
2,300Z., and forthe school and class-rooms, 1,200Z.

The architect is Mr. Bans F. Price, of Weston-
super-Mare

} and the builder, Mr. James P.

Stephens, of Bristol. We understand Messrs.
Ball & Sons, of Broadmead, have promised the
glass for the buildings, and Mr. Barrett, of Bristol,
to do the glazing, free of expense. The sura of
823Z. 153. lljd. has been already contributed or
promised.

WINCEESTER DRAINAGE.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Local Board of
Winchester was held on the 17th inst., when the
General Purposes Committee presented their re-

port, recommending that the first premium be
awarded to the author of the scheme No. 7,

bearing the motto “Experience;” and that
taking into consideration the decided opinion of

Mr. Botham, relative to Nos. 1, 5, and 11 plans,

no premium be awarded to the authors of these
plans. After a long discussion, the report of the
committee was adopted by the Board.
The author of the successful plan is Mr. James

Lemon, C.E., of Southampton. Mr. Lemon is'

now carrying out the main drainage of that
town.

^.oolis

Sussex Archccoloyical Collections. Published by
the Sussex Archmological Society. Vol. xix.

Bacon : Lewes.

The new volume of the Sussex Archaeolo-

gical Collections maintains the character of
the series and the society. Amongst the con-
tents will be found Notes on the lost Towns of
Northoye and Hydneye, an illustrated account of
Ote Hall, one of the Susse.x manorial residences;

and Fact and Legend concerning Harold. An
account is given of the Punishment of Press-
ing to Death at Horsham in 1735, which is

thought to be the date of the last infliction of
this dreadful punishment in England. How re-

cently we were barbarians ! The account of
Sliudon Church includes particulars of the
coloured decorations it presented.

VARIORUM.
“ The Theories of Copernicns and Ptolemy.”

By a Wrangler. London : Longmans, Green, &
Co. This is an ingenious piece of “wrangling,”
showing what can be said on both s'des of a
no longer moot question, and especially on behalf
of the Ptolemaic side. Even the revolution of
the whole starry system round the earth’s axis

in twenty-four hours does not daunt the
Wrangler, but he does not attempt to incorporate

this tremendous idea with the revolution of the

self-same starry heavens at one and the same
time round the axis of Jupiter in eight or nine
hours, and round the other planets at their

respective and varying rates of rotation, so far

as they are actually known, like Jupiter’s. Of
course, on the Ptolemaic system, we must close

our eyes fo the known and actual rotations of

all other planets, as well as the earth's, or rather
we must not regard our little bit of dirt as one
of these planets at all, but as the self-sufficient

centre of the whole universe. The organ ot

cosmical self-esteem, were there any such organ
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in the Wrangler’s brain, must be “very la

did he really desire to uphold the Ptok
theory in the face of the Copernican

;
but

only justice to him to repeat that this is m<
an ingenious piece of argumentative wrang
and that the author makes out a very fea

case for Ptolemy.

Ulistfllanta.

The Mont Cents Railway.—A oorrespom
two days ago, wrote ;

—
“ The Paris papers

the news of an accident on Mr. Pell’s rail

over Mont Cenis, by the awkwardness of

breakaman. The carriages, &c., it appears, i

over a precipice at a carve, the velocity ha
been too great.” There has been no confi]

tion of this statement, so we conclude it

erroneous.

Mejiortal of a Lord M.ayor of Londo
According to the City Press, the North Loi
Railway, in making the approaches to thete
nns in Liverpool-street, removed a brick wa
which was a stone with the following insi

tion:

—

’^Thomas Rowe, miles, cum praitor

Londinensis, hune locum reipublicce in usum
licce scpultwcc communem suo sumptu dcdic^

Anno Domini 1569.” The wall enclosed a
siderable space, on which the terminus
stands, but which previously had been used
garden to some houses contiguous. A pa

charity was annually distributed within
walls up to two or three years back, the

j

being supposed to be dispensed over a tomb,
ground having been onoe used as a bnrial-pl

for which purpose the tablet records its dec

tion. Previously to 1569 the site was bo
swampy, and ill-drained. The railway com]
removed an immense quantity of bones in

I

ging for foundations.
|

Quantities : The Hertford Union W*
house.— Last week, in our notices to cc

spoudents, we stated in reference to a If

complaining of the architect’s refusal to

the quantities to be taken out by a surveyor!

was named, that the evidence that the archi

was wrong was not very clear. The sequel sc

' to show that we were right. The architec

now appears, had an agreement with the L
Board of Guardians that he should furnish

quantities to competing builders ; and the Be

have resolved, by a majority of eighteen to ei

to adhere to that agreement. The architect,

Peck, had declined to allow the quantities ti

taken out by Mr. Timmis, the surveyor allt

to, who had gone to various builders likel_

compete, in order to obtain from themautho
to take out the quantities

;
and Mr. Tim

had, therofore, made a stir as to the ma
amongst the guardians, of his influence amoi
whom he had boasted, and bad written v
Mr. Peck called “ a peculiar letter” to him,
in fact had brought the architect up before

guardians with the view of compelling hin

allow the quantities to bo taken out by
Timmis.

Bucks ARcnj,OLOGiCAL Society : Press:

TION OF OUR National ANTiquiTiES. —
Bucks Archaeological Society have held t

annual meeting at Wotton, one of the seat

tho Duke of Buckingham. An excursion

made to Boarstall, Brill, end several O'

places of historical interest. The dukepresi

at the business meeting, in the course of wl

Sir Harry Veniey, M.P., made some remark!

the destruction of valuable antiquities thro

neglect, and suggested that these remains shi

be under the care of local authorities, and
supervision of a responsible Minister of

Crown. The dnke, in acknowledging a vot

thanks for his hospitality, alluded to this subj

He said—There are close to Bnokingham, li

buildings erected in great part, by my own fan

out of the destrnction of most ancient Roi

remains. Very curious pavements, rooms,:

so on, have showed that, if the search had t

made fifty or sixty years before, we might 1

laid open the arcana of a Roman house, anc

its domestic arrangements, as perfectly as

preserved in Herculaneum and Pompeii,

first thing that would result from Govemn
care would be centralization in London. I w

rather to see old relics preserved in their (

localities, and I really think it will be done

better by local associations calling the atteo

of local residents to them, than by any pose

Government provision that can be devised.
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IIeiieford Cathedral.— Tlie tower of thiB
ithpdral is being re-leaded, tbe old lead having
ycome useless through visitors cutting their
itials on^it, a practice to which the dean and
apter will for the future put a stop.

Eodse Flies.—An American paper says that
•use flies may be effectually destroyed by taking
If a spoonful of powdered black pepper on a
ispoonful of brown sugar, and one teaspoonfu!
cream : mix them well together, and place
B mixture in a room where the flies aro trouble-
ne.

Ely C.athedral.—Bishop West’s chapel, at the
kth-eastend of Ely Cathedral, is being adorned
;h an encaustic pavement, by Minton. A large
»numental slab (by Field), embellished with a
lated cross and inscription in brass, to the
imory of the late Bishop Sparke, is placed in
} centre of the floor.

OuniiN ExiiiuiTioN Palace.—Tbe affairs of
I Company are in such a condition that, at a
ebing just held, the question whether the
ilding should be sold for what it would bring
i discussed. It was stated that a share-
der had offered, on the part of a purchaser,
DOOt. for it, but the purpose to which the
rer meant to devote the structure did not
iispire. An absolute resolution to sell was
ladopted, but the mutter was held over.

.AiLWAY Matters.—The Lime-street Station
Liverpool — the Liverpool terminns of the
i-don and Iforth-WeBtern line—is now being
ktly enlarged and improved. A jiortion of
I tunnel is being opened up for station
poses and sidings, and several new platforms
; being erected. The Lancashire and York-
e Company liave also determined upon the
uning of their passenger station at Tithe-
a-Btreet. The importance and practica-
y ot a tunnel beneath the Mersey, in order
iring into more effective union the Birken-
1 and Liverpool docks, has been brought
sre the Mersey Bock Board by Mr. Hawk-
,v, civil engineer. Mr. Hawkshaw thinks
;l the best point for crossing is between Mew

and Bootle, as the existing dock lines
a be thus connected more easily and cheaply,
9^ the rock at New Brighton offers certain
itties for working. He estimates that the
1 allowing for contingencies and excess of
Qates, would be under one million sterling.

^i;popoLiTAN Poor Act.— That important
I of this Act which provides for the esta-
iment of dispensaries for the relief of the
lioutdoor poor is now about to be put in
i and intimation to that effect has been
llilly given to the Boards of Guardians. The
iring are the leading principles upon which
Koor-law Board proposes to act Those dis-
'Lries must either be in separate buildings, or
atable part of tbe workhouse may be set
; ; but to each there must be a n.sident dis-
,r, and qualified medical officers will attend
i;ted hours to prescribe for, at their dwel-
stsuoh as are not able to attend the dispen-
.

_

The medicines and appliances for these
litions will be provided by the guardians,
ale establishnient will be under tbe manage-
fif acommittee to be elected by the guardians
f from among themselves or ratepayers
ded to bo_ guardians. The entire cost of
rdiapeusaries and the medical oflScera will
arayed out of the common fimd to be levied
itiX over the metropolis.

i Gypsum Mine at L-vckenhy.—A large
yty of gypsum is now being won of excel-
ualjty.

_

Twenty men are employed in and
tithe mine, and work double shifts. The—there are two, one for air and the other
ftwing the material to bank,—are about
eleep. The seam of gypsum is about 5 ft
eie works. The super-strata of the gypsum
tLfo a green shale and thick clay. The
L'igs are on the Newcomen Estate. The
I'jf gypsum crops out for some distance
tithe southern shore of the Tees. The
imre very peculiar, and lie like tree-roots
tithe brown clay, presenting a very pecu-
laeycombed appearance. In one place the
amvo completely insulated the stratum,
bisniiill gypsum island, not unlike a clum’
l(de centre-table of larger dimensions than
aias been formed. The stratum seems to
iiher sharply to the north, and has a leaser
i'don to the west. Gypsum underlies the
f the north-eastern portion of Cleveland,
iliddleabro’ to Coatham, and from the base
iliills to the Tees.

Industrial Partnekships.—

I

t is intended to
hold m Maucheeter a reunion of the friends of
indostrial partnerships and co-operation, in the
week commencing the 22nd instant. The pro-
ceedings will comprise a breakfast meeting, to
give an opportunity for social intercourse

j a
conference meeting for discussion; and a de-
monstration in the evening, the whole bein
compressed iuto one day, the 27Lh iuataub.

Apples and other Fruit.—The scarcity of
good apples and the desirability of cultivating
apple and other fruit trees more extensively in
this country than appears to have been done of
late years, especially by landlords in tenants’
gardens, have been a subject of discussion in
the Times; and Mr. Roach Smith recommends
the planting of railway-cuttings with fruit-trees
as a very profitable scheme for adoption by rail-
ay companies. We, with others, much regret

the scarcity of good fruit, especially of the
apple species, and wish much that something
were done to restore old times in this respect

;

but we still retain our objection to the shuttingm of railways by trees of any kind. Where
they aro in cuttings that conceal the country
at any rate, well and good : let profitable use
bo made of these

;
but we can conceive notliiDo"

more tiresome than the miles upon miles of tree°-
bordered railways along which we have had to
pass on Continental railways, and we hope never
to see anything of this kind in England. Rail-
way travelling, what with cuttings, tunnels, nnd
rapidity of passage, even in a diversified country,
18 quite irksome enough already.

Tunnel Drill.—A machine for boring tun-
nels, driving “adits” of mines, &c., has been
brought to this country by its inventor, General
Haupt, of the United States’ army. The whole
apparatus, which drives a bole in granite or even
quartz, at the rate of nearly 4 in. a minute,
scarcely occupies, it is said, more space than an
ordinary umbrella-stand, and weighs leas than
six hundredweight. It is a mere powerful frame
of steel, which stands in a universal point set in
a little bed of iron, and the steam borer is
capable of being turned in all directions. Though
capable of being worked with the same facility
by means of compressed air, General Haupt pre-
fers steam as more economical. The centre of a
very small cylinder contains tbe drill, which is
li in. in diameter, but the size of which may
be nearly doubled at will. With a pres.sure of
about 25 lb. of steam, the drill is driven forward
like an ordinary piston-rod, but at the rate of
from 250 to 300 blows per minute. When the
drills have penetrated about 28 in., the
blasting powder is used, and the drill is easily
hfeed over the debris of stone. General Haupt
was the chief engineer of tbe Hoosac tunnel in
Massachusetts.

Gas in Japan.—A company is being organized
in San Francisco for the purpose of introducing
gas into Japan.

Present.\tion 01' Works op Art to Purtic
Ectablishuekts by the Prekch Govebkment.
Tbe usual report of presentations of works of
art by the Ministry of the Fine Arts, on
the occasion of the Imperial fCfes, has just
app.inred, and is of unusual length ; the reci-
pients include churches and chapels in sixty-four
departments of France, and in Algeria; more
than 200 museums, libraries, and scientific and
artistic institutions in tbe provinces, and various
public bodies and institutions.

The International Working Men’s Con-
GREss.— The labours of this congress have
terminated. It has not had so much of the prac-
tical as of the speculative and doctrinal in it.
One resolution we may quote “ The committee
acknowledges that machinery is the moat powerful
means to bring about the material improve-
ment of tbe working classes. But to attain this
It 18 indispensably necessary that recourse should
be had to banks of mutual credit.” Working
men’s societies are also recommended to apply a
portion of their reserve or savings-bank funds
to the establishment of co-operative productive
concerns.

Need of Sjioke Consumption in the Pot-
teries.—No attention, it appears, has hitherto
been paid to the smoko-consuming clauses of the
Sanitary iict of 1866 in the Potteries, which so
much require amendment in this respect. A
year from August, 1866, was allowed to bring
the law iuto operation, and it is full time now
that something was done. The local authorities
will have the Government authorities down upon
them if they do not wake up. The Staffordshire
Sentinel complains of their shortcomings, and
points to various modes and places to show the
possibility of carrying out the smoke-consuming
clauses of the now Act.

The liiPEKiAL Hotel, Dover.—An important
addition to the hotel accommodation of Dover
has just been made. The immense buildinc
commenced by the Clarence Hotel Company
some three years ago has been opened for busi-
ness. The new hotel stands on a plot of free-
hold land, facing one side of Clarence Lawn, and
commands a grand sea view. The grounds are
about an acre in extent, and the house is almost
surrounded by some fine old trees. The en-
closure will be laid out as ornamental gardens
The building has been erected at a cost of
70,0001, from the design and under the super-
mtendence of Mr. Whichcord, architect, and its
principal feature is a lofty tower at the eastern
side, under which is the main entrance. The
^ound-floor, approached from a portico project-
ing from the tower, has a suite of three larrre
coffee-rooms facing the sea. The principal one
of these is 45 ft. by 30 ft.; another, 45 ft. by
22 ft., is to be devoted to tbe nse of ladies, and
it is contemplated to add a conservatory to this
in the rear to lead into the gardens. Branching
away to the right from the vestibule is a long
corridor, from which various private saloons
open, and at the end of which is situated a large
billiard-room, 42 ft. by 25 ft. A stone staircase
leads to the upper part of the bouse, where there
are some rooms adapted for receptions, meet-
ings, balls, and other public purposes. Tbe
building altogether is nine stories in height, and
contains 234 rooms. At present 200 of these
are open, of which 75 are bed and dressing
rooms. Tbe kitchens have all the improvements
in use in similar buildings, most of the cookino-
being done by steam. The stoves were fitted up
by Mr. Jones, of London. Lifts have been pro-
vided for lessening the work connected with the
establishment.

Rolling Armour Plates.—One of the hea-
viest armonr plates ever rolled has just been pre-
pared at tbe Atlas Ironworks of Sir John Brown
& Co., Sheffield. The size of this slab of iron
when in the furnace was a little over 20 ft. long
by about 4 ft. broad, and 21 in. thick. Its rongh
weight was over 21 tons. It was built up in the
furnace before being rolled, by five mould plates,
each 3 in. thick, and one solid plate of 6 in.
This mass, when reduced by intense heat to the
consistency of dough, was withdrawn from the
furnace, and in the course of less than a quarter
of an hour was passed between the enormous
rollers many times, was reduced to a compact
slab of iron of a uniform thickness of 15 in.
and then passed on to its bed to cool till it is fit
to have its rough edges planed down to the
proper dimensions. The men at work were
attired in thin steel leggings, aprons of steel,
and a thin curtain of steel wirework dropping
over their faces like a large, long vizor. All the
rest of their bodies were muffled in thick, wet
sacking.

NorriNGH.AM School op Art.—A meeting of
the subscribers and donors of this school has
been held in the large Room of the Institution,
to adopt and agree upon the rules and regula-
tions Ibr its future government. Mr. E. Birkin
occupied the chair. The chairman said he was
sorry tliere was not a more numerous attend-
ance. He believed that one reason was, because
they had a debt about them. He regretted to
say that there was a great advance on the part
of our French competitors : he considered they
were our competitors, as it was tolerably well
known that the machinery producing French
lace was a Nottingham invention. He was of
opinion, from what he saw in the Paris Exhibi-
tion, a few months ago—beautiful and cheap
articles, whether in silk cluuys, or cotton, in-
cluding some of the best imitations of real lace
he had ever seen, that their manufactures in
Nottingham must make an effort. He took
credit to himself for being a judge, and he never
saw better imitations of lace made than those
exhibited by the French people. Mr. Mallett said
he dared venture to challenge French produc-
tions as to novelty and ability (Mr. Birkin

—

“ And price .5”) As to price they had not the
advantage, but there was a movement only wait-
ing for adoption and completion—he meant the
new Board of Conciliation and Arbitration

—

which, if carried out, would, be hoped, remove
every obstacle between themselves and foreign
competition. The rules of the school were re-

' solved upon as proposed.
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The NE^v Ihfanthy Barracks at Windsor.

—

The erection of the new additional officers’ and
soldiers’ quarters on the recently-acquired in-

fantry barracks site at Windsor has been com-
menced.

Manchester Townhall Competition. — The
instructions to the architects selected for the

second competition have been issued. The sum
of 250,0001. is named as the amount to be spent,

and the designs are to be sent in by the 14th of

February next.

Cockroaches.—In Science Gossip for the pre-

sent month is a hint from a correspondent, who
says he has pretty well exterminated these pests

by pouring a small quantity of common creosote,

of which a gallon may be had at the gasworks
for sixpence, into the crevices, and about the

places in which the cockroaches usually appear.

The only disadvantage is a healthy smell of gas tar.

The Herbert Hospital, Woolwich.—Accord,

ing to the newspapers the foundations of the

Herbert Hospital have given way in parts, and
are being underpinned. “ A deep drain has been
discovered at the base of the concrete on which
the hospital has been erected, and is probably
the cause of the disaster.” Before the building

was finished we mentioned the threatened evil,

and were contradicted and reproved in conse-

quence.

Monster Bridge in America.—The founda-

tion stone ofthe great bridge across the Ohio river

at Louisville, Kentucky, has been laid. The total

length of the bridge will be 5,220 ft., or nearly

one mile. The graded approaches will be 2,500 ft.

in length, and the superstructure, consisting of

iron suspension trusses, will rest on twenty-five

piers and two abutments. The longest span
will be 360 ft., 36 ft. longer than the longest

span of the Victoria Bridge at Montreal.

Street Advertising.—The sooner a good
deal of this sort of thing is put a stop to

the better. Tradesmen’s vans, omnibuses, cabs,

hoardings, live sandwiches,— every available

thing is seized hold of and plastered over with
advertisements. London is badenongh in these

respects, but Paris is going to outdo us in the
advertising line. A Frenchman of fertile ima-
gination has just invented the following ridi-

culous mode of advertising. He proposes to

erect along the Boulevards, level with the lamp-
posts, a number of lay figures, on which the
bootmakers, tailors, hatters, shirtmakers, dress-

makers, milliners, jewellers, &c., would, in re-

turn for a certain sum, have the right of showing
off all they have of newest and best. The
promenaders on the Boulevards could in this

way judge at once of the beauty and elegance

of the advertised article.

The Durham and Northumberland Archi-
tectural and Arcileological Society.

—

The
members of this society have held their fourth

and last meeting for the season, on the borders
of Durham and Yorkshire. They met at Croft

Station, and examined Croft Bridge, the inscrip-

tion on which is dated 1673. Croft Church was
next visited, and in it Mr. Longstafi’e gave some
historical information respecting the village.

The architectural peculiarities of the building

were described by the Rev. Mr. Hodgson. The
party afterwards proceeded to Haughton-le-

Sterne, where the Rev. E. Cheese invited them
to luncheon. Here Mr. Longstafi’e read a paper
on the district. The church was then visited,

and was described by Mr. Hodgson as being
entirely of Norman oharacter. The party then
proceeded to Darlington, and inspected the

recent restorations of St. Cuthbert’s Church.

Dunn’s Fire Pillar.—The invention patented
by H. G. Dunn, for the savingof life and property
from fire, takes the shape of a letter-pillar pro-

posed to be placed at the comers of streets or
inside public or private buildings, factories,

ships, or mines. At the call of fire the
policeman, fireman, watchman, or other ap-
pointed person, opens the door of the box
with a key placed in the handle of his rattle,

and finds therein hatchet and rope-ladder
j

he then takes the nozzle of hose, which is

also there, drawing the hose after him, which
revolves from the centre of the box and is

from 200 yards to 300 yards long, so that one at

a cross street would serve a length of houses.

Many fires might thus be extinguished at their

outburst. The inventor’s belief is that no engine
would be required, but that the water as turned

on would rise to the height required. We are

not certain that the practice of the metropolitan

water companies justifies that belief.

Cologne Cathedral.

—

Cologne has jnst cele-

brated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the date

on which the works of the cathedral were
resumed. The King was expected, but did not

attend, being represented by the Prince Royal.

A solemn “ Te Deum ” was sung in the nave of

the church in presence of the population of the

town and the numerous members of the society

which, founded in 1840 under the name of the

Dombanverein, took the works under its

patronage. There was afterwards a procession,

and in the evening a banquet, terminated by a

promenade on the Rhine.

TENDERS
For new buildings for Lewes Union. Mr. H. Carrey,

arcbiteot :

—

Eeynolda
Myers & Son ....

Keeble
Howell
Hart
Kirk ....

Nightingale
Sawyer
Heritage & Son .

Henshaw
Higgs....
Simms & Martin.
Card & Son
Cheeseman & Co.
Peerless
Berry
Thorn & Co
Chappell
Perry, jun

£16,162 0 0
14,677 0 0
M,365 0 0
13,955 0 0
13,S94 5 0
13,715 0 0
13,484 0 0
13,333 0 0
13,305 0 0
13,301 0 0

, 13,273 0 0
12,946 0 0
13,875 0 0
12,810 0 0
12,662 0 0

.
ll,9i'3 0 0
11,733 0 0
11.397 0 0
10,651 0 0

For Public Hall at South Norwood. Mr. J. T. Barker,
architect

Carter £2,300 0 0
Carter 3,250 0 0
Myers 3,200 0 0
Nixon 2,198 0 0
Henshaw 3,145 0 0
Higgs 2,065 0 0
Pollard 1,775 0 0

For alterations to the Coach and Horses, High Hoi-
born, for Mr. Charles Shalleas. Mr. Henry Itoberta,

architect

Feun £400 0 0
Josephs 317 0 0
Hoare & Postletbwaite 265 0 0

For alterations sod additions to a bouse, Lanrel-road,
Fairfield, near Liverpool, for Mr. W. li. Allen, Messrs.
Pieton, Chambers, Bradley, architects:

—

W.&F. Witter £3.55 0 0
Wilson 345 0 0
Black ... . 318 0 0
Urmson 304 0 0
Okills & Morrison 301 0 0
Callie ... .. 300 10 0

For erection of house in Margaret-conrt, Oxford-street,
for Mr. G. A. Poland :

—

Sharpington & Cole (accepted) .,.£665 0 0

For alterations to All Saints’ Church, Tork-street,
Lambeth. Mr. K. J. Withers, architect

Sharpington & Cole (accepted) .,.£435 10 0

For alterations to Mr. Eoache's premises, Pimlico.
Messrs. Walford & Donkin, architects :

—
Patman & Co £785 0 0
Newman & Mann 717 0 0
Sharpington & Cole 663 0 0
Fish 648 0 0

Mr. K. W. Johnson, architect:

—

Sharman £676 10 0
Barlow & Stanyon 668 0 0
Austin 628 0 0
Wilson 619 0 0
Barlow & Butlin 660 16 0
Haycock 493 18 0

For alterations to dwelling-house, Kettering. Mr.
K. W. Johnson, arcbiteot :

—

Hawthorn £305 0 0
Wilson 3.52 10 0
Buswell & Henson 339 0 0

For new Temperance Hall at Finedon, Northampton-
shire. Mr. K. W. Johnson, architect:—

Whitteriog & Wallington £974 0 0
Watkin ... 900 0 0
Wilson .. 888 0 0
Barlow & Co 886 0 0
Perkins .. 826 0 0
Henson 797 0 0

For new schools at Finedon, Northamptonshire,
li. W. Johnson, architect;

—

Watkin £690 0 0
Wilson 665 0 0

Barlow 665 0 0
Henson 660 0 0
Whitiering 639 0 0

Mr.

For additions to farm premises at Barkley Thorpe, near
Leicester :

—

Halliday & Cave £1,415 0 0

Faat...i 1,310 0 0
Herbert 1,199 0 0

Osborne 1,183 0 0
Neale iS Sons 1,122 10 0

For additions and alterations at 50, Westbourae-grove,

for Mr. C. Stafford. Messrs. Newman & Billing, archi-

teds. Quantities not supplied :

—

Ware & Jouel £535 0 0

Phillips 678 0 0
Wicke 645 0 0
French (accepted) 637 0 0

For alterations to the "Dover Castle," Great Dove
street. Borough. Mr. W. A. Murphy, architect :

—

Sharpington & Cole (accepted) ...£115 0 0

For house, stables, and lodge, at Clapham Park. M
Notley, architect:

—

House. Stables. Lodge.
Colls . £4,700 £620 £230
Macey . 4,696 696 201

Turner k Sons 4,424 600 323
M'Laglun 4,359 606 213

Hart 4,310 683 198

Newman &Mann ... 4,055 678 243
Myers . 4,096 679 196

VWbb&Sons 4,097 650 200

Browne ik Robinson 4,067 534 183

For new Receiving Wards
Forest-lane, West Ham. Mr.

Worskett
Adams
Shawmsn
Sheffield

Garrud
Smart 4 Co
Knight
Hall .

Shaw
Johnston
Abrahams
Tanatt
Rivet
Lockeby
Langmead
Poxon & Co
Blackmore
Nutt & Co
Morter
Hill t Keddell
Henshaw
Webb & Sons
Goshawk

at the Industrial School
John Hudson, architect :

£4,850 0 0
4,760 0 0
4,695 0 0
4,637 0 0
4,617 0 0
4,455 0 0
4,383 0 0
4,369 0 0
4,369 0 0
4,300 0 0
4,295 0 <>

4,197 0 0
4,133 0 0
4,077 0 0
3,990 0 0
3,99) 0 0
3,962 0 0
3.960 0 0
3,738 0 0
3,694 0 0
3,687 0 0
3,684 U 0
3,620 0 0

For stabling at St. John’s-wood, for Mr, H. C.Newto
Mr. W. A. Baker, architect. Quantities furnished 1

Messrs. Richardson & Waghorn :—
I'Anson ,....£849 0 0
Abbott 767 0 0
Kelly 769 0 0
Manley 4 Rogers 737 0 0
Mann 729 0 0

Browne 4 Robinson 697 o 0

For alterations and additions to Claydon Parsonag
Oxon. The incumbent to provide stone, sand, and hai

ing. Mr. Edwin Dolby, architect:

—

Waller £307 0 0

For a house and smithy at Cowley, near Exeter, f

Mr. Thomas Bluck^. Mr. Edwin Dolby, architect i

—

Woodman £230 0 0
Mitchell 227 0 0

Stevens 226 0 0
Godbeer & Coles 219 14 11

Inch 207 13 0

For boundary walls to the new vicarage, Abingdo
Berks. Mr. Edwin Dolby, architect :

—

Brick wall. Cleft Oak Fence.
Selby £224 0 0 £110 0 0

For alterations at 16. Brideewater-square, for Mr.
Berg. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect:

—

Moreland 4 Burton £766 0 0

England /49 0 0
Perry (accepted) 668 0 0

For a mannfactory, Norman’s-buildings, St. Luke's, f

Mr. U. Shephard. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect :

—

Moreland 4 Burton £3,398 0 0
Page 3,220 0 0
Taylor 3,160 0 0

Anley 2,726 0 0
Perry 2,676 0 0
Sabey 2,390 0 0

For works at Tottenham, for Mr. W. Robinsc
(Second contract.) Mr. Thomas J. Hill, architect :

—

Pattman, Brothers £948 0 0

For a country inn, with stabling, offices, and smit
adjoining, proposed to be built at Clewer, for Sir Dan
Gooch, bart., M.P. Mr. 'William Sim, architect :—

Inn, with Stabling. Sroicby.

Kelly £899 0 0 £109 15 0
Fish 860 0 0 112 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Uaioa (a licence <a not neceaaarj).—W. P. 8 — C. 8. M.—H. H. I

O. W. H.— a. R a.—O. A.—B. A Co.— E. K-—T. W.— j. Vi'.—VI

R. A W.—B. D.—C.—J. L.—D. A D.— H. C.— U. S. 8.—B. K.

fVe are cuinpellad to deoluie pvintm); oat bvou and giv

addteases.
AUaCatementa of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., most be accompanied

the name and address of the sender, not necesaarlly for pubUcatlox)

Nora,—The respoDstbllit; of signed articles, and papers read

public meetlnts, resta, of coarse, with the authors.

[Advertisements.]

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCK
J. W. Benson, having erected Bteam-povf

and improved machinery for clock-making,

the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, wiU be glad

famish to clergymen, architects, and committei

Estimates and Specifications of every deacri

tion of Horological Machine, especially cathedi

and pnblio clocks, chiming tones on any ntunh

of bellfl. A descriptive pamphlet on Chur
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch ai

Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of t

I

great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, C

) Bond-street, and 83 & 34, Lndgate-hill, E.

i
Established 1749.
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Harmony in Colour

and Sound.

T is a hard saying of Dr.

Helmholz,* that for all

the marked analogy

that exists between

sound and light (light,

like sound, is dependent

on the undulations of a

special medium, and its

undulations, like those

of sound, are subject to

the incidents of inter-

forence, and vary in

effect according to

varied rapidity of vi-

brations), all this agree-

ment notwithstanding,

there is, we are told,

one material failure of
I

physiological analogy as
j

between the organs ulti-

mately addressed, the

ear and the eye, and in

consequence “ the eye

has no sense of harmony
answerable to that of

,

the ear,—it has no I

music.”
I

S Such is the paradox to which an investigator
I

Ttrives, and so complacently is he apt to accept
I

4 who follows too exclusively the clue that has

•erved him for one-half of the labyrinth he
mvestigates. He would usually do well, since

the object is not merely to get out of the laby-

unth, but to explore it,—to cast himself free

ror a change from his favourite guide even the

more readily because he might reasonably ap-

prehend temptation to favouritism. Let him
rtrike for once independently into a road that at

srst seems to lead widest away, and so may he,

lerchance, for the first time master the true

Hearings of his former track by looking over it

3rom new points of view.
' The sense of musical harmony, says Helmholz,

'[[epends ultimately upon this physiological pecu-

iarity of the ear which wo have been expounding

;

c.nd, as there is nothing answerable to this in the

oye, as the eye has nopower ofresolving acompound
bolour into its constituents (green, for example,

tnto blue and yellow), as the ear distinguishes

,ihe overtones,—the harmonics, combined in a

)iote, by a faculty which is the condition of the

itense of musical interval,—the eye is excluded

orom a sense of harmony. And yet is there

iiurely another aspect, a different entrance, to

iihe subject.

' Tho harmony of colour is a matter of experi-

ence—the highest of all matters of fact. The
iiflcordance, even to painfulness, of some com-
Dinations of colour to cultivated and refined

Tenses, is as real as is the paiufulness of a wound
itith a knife. As matter of fact, this is esta-

iilishcd far on the hither side of any assthetical

npeculation
;
and the pleasures, no less than the

I

nains, from this source, being facts in sensation,

must needs have, like all other such, a set of

icaots in physics and facts in physiology too, of

kike diversity to back them and account for

* * “Ueber die phTBiolofrischeQ Ursacben der Musikalis
lebea Harmoaio,” Heidelberg.

them. We do not need philosophy to explain

what the material diversities are upon which the

differences of two colours depend, in order to be

assured that a difference of such kind there must

be
j
and if combined colours are in some cases

delightful, and in others, at least with equal

certainty, disagreeable, we justly assume that

the primary physical difference affecting tint is

susceptible of still another variation, affecting

pleasantness ; and we bold fast by this convic-

tion, however reluctant physiology may be to go

at our bidding on a search for its material vindi-

cation, however positively she may avouch on

her return from the excursion that none such

exists. If the physiological comparisons of

Helmholz are really well founded, we are per-

fectly entitled, apart from a possible error in

his inferences, to enunciate that it is the ear

which has a disability as compared with the eye.

Taking our stand upon the restricted analogy of

the eye, we might rashly infer that, being desti-

tute, as appears, of a power of distinctive ap-

preciation answering to that by which the eye

becomes susceptible of harmony, it is the ear

that must be condemned as incapable of music.

Harmony is a term so constantly associated with

sound that we are apt to assume that sound has

an exclusive, or at least a prerogative, right to

it, and to the idea that it expresses. But this is

gratuitous. Harmony is a word that simply

translates into Greek, fitting, or adjustment in

coincidence,—coincidence in the very widest

application, and limited to no one sense, and no

sets of senses, and not, indeed, to the senses at

all.

The word harmony in itself, then, meaning

accurate fitting, it is found consistently used by

the ancients to express even a detail so secondary

j

after all in architecture as the wonderfully close

!

jointing of marble ashlar in a Greek temple.

But a certain dignity has accrued to the word,

and it is, therefore, now the appanage of noblest

applications. Thus it is applicable currently to

conditions of social life, to tranquil order, or

effective discipline,—the order that may “reign

at Warsaw,” or might be established by a Spar-

tan Harmost,—and to the liveliest and happiest

activity, effective co-operation in a family, a

firm, or a constitutional government.

The essence of harmony, then, is the exquisite

adjustment of differences, of whatever kind,

with each other, to whatever agreeable result

;

and this adjustment is in general form dependent

upon apt modification of degrees, of quantities,

as amongst the associated elsments. The value

of the result depends on the delightfulnoss it

realizes 5 bat the process and its theory are no

more the property of the ear and the musician

than gravitation pertains especially to the

bodies most conspicuously heavy, or that prove,

it may be, to have the greatest specific gravity.

When, therefore, wo speak of an experienced

pleasure as due to harmony of colours, it is

clear that we postulate, and surely equally clear

that it is with justice, the dependence of our

pleasure on degrees and differences, in quality,

arrangement, coincidence
j

on colonrs, not

merely as such, but as adjusted thus or thus

relatively to each other. Such a pleasure of the

eye manifestly corresponds in the general prin-

ciple of its conditions with the pleasure de-

rivable from simultaneous sounds adjusted to

each other in degree and coiucidence, in a

manner to be consistent with, to conduce to,

enhanced enjoyment,—that is, that are in har-

mony.

We conclude, then, that either the special

faculty of the ear to which Dr. Helmholz

ascribes its competence to appreciate harmony

of sounds has not, if it exists, any such preroga-

tive function
;
or else that the eye is endowed

with an analogous faculty which has yet to be

searched for, or ultimately it must have some

compensating relation to its objects as coloured

that makes its sense of harmony,—its musical

competence,—independent of any such con*

dition.

The inquiry, therefore, it is clear, may be

taken np independently from the aide of vision,

and the conditions of visible harmony,—the

musio of colour,—as matters of experience and

experiment, must provide the leading cine;

while the physiology of the ear and the conditions

of audible harmony become but matters of refer*

ence, and when glanced towards for an analogy

must be ever jealously repulsed at every

attempt to impose dictatorial mandates.

The ancients were, doubtless, justified in the

enthusiasm with which they fixed their attention

on the hint ascribed to Pythagoras of the

mathematical quantitative relations snblying

the consonances of musical notes, and right and

sagacious also in their assumption that the

analogy must hold good through the whole of

natm-6 . But erring in a too cramped compari-

son, they expected that the music to be detected

in the rest of the universe would adhere to details

that, in truth, resulted from special and distinc-

tive conditions of sonnd; and so the theorem

became fairly exposed to an objection that,

inasmuch as the conditions failed elsewhere, the

assumption of music elsewhere than in sound

was a mere delusion. It may have been too

early in antiquity for such a paradoxical protest,

however provoked, to be ventured on, and it is

too late now for ns to rest in it-

The larger theory, with all its defects, did not

do the world ill service; it originated schemes

of astronomy, not to say of theology and crea-

tion, in which the visible planets were forced

with some violence to assume the intervals of

the diatonic scale; but it was the conviction,

—the primary assamption,—of a harmony that

held Kepler to his work : assuredly it led him

a strange dance, and desperately did he

strain the records of observers on the racks

of prejudiced imagination. Practice teach-

ing him independence, however, he waded

clear from a slough of more artificial absurdities

than ever before did a benefactor of his kind

entangle himself in, and came out at last hold-

ing high above his head those half-dozen sen-

tences,—the laws of Kepler,—that vindicated

his earliest assamption of cosmical harmony at

the same time that they convicted of absurdity

all his earliest conceptions of it.

When the solar beam was first drawn out be-

fore a really philosophical eye, into a sequence

of bands comprising every characterestic colour,

the ancient prepossession was again prompted

to seize upon its theory; and intervals and in-

tensities of colours were soon impressed as

rigorously as had been the planets before them
;

and all was done that could be, and ineffectual

but pitiable enough it was, to make them also

keep step to the march of sound. In due time

light made good its claim to have a vibrating

medium, an elastic ether of its own, and was

then allowed to escape from tho restrictions of

the audible gamut; its right was by this time

established, to participate in the mathematics of

vibration
;
and pulses, waves, and interferences,

as we have seen, are common to the philosophies

of the sister senses. But this being so, in

the face of common experience and current ex-

pression before the claim of the eye to a harmony

of its own is given up, we must surrender

plausible analogy as well as palpable experience,

and in such case it will assuredly be the fault

of the expounder if the sacrifice has to be

allowed.

The colours of nature are as varied and nu-

merous at least as its sounds ;
and as sounds are

recognised as either noises or notes, accordingly

as they affect the ear, or fail to affect it, with a

pleasing unity, a certain wholeness of reson-

ance,—by experiment it is found, accordingly

as they are due to more or less regular

vibrations,—so have colours a difference appre-

ciable by the eye by which we recognise them
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as more or less piire,—more or less delightful
and snseeplible of delightful combination. The
.natural colours of flowers are especially beauti-
ful

;
and in colour to be beautiful is to be pure.

In using the word pure, we may seem to be as-
suming a theory

; but, in truth, we are declaring
an experience,—the experienoe that the beanty
of a colour concurs with a certain sense of un-
disturbed unity, of a leading effect not interfered
with and reduced in value by foreign admixture.
And this touches, in fact, upon a main point

in dippute. If the eye cannot distingnish pure
blue and red in the secondaiy purple, how is it
likely to be able to separate the still more com-
plicated impressions that impair the effect of a
colour that ought to be a pure primary. It is

sufficient in the first place, so far as the sense of
harmony is in question, for the eye to be compe-
tent to condemn a colour as defective in clear-
ness, decisiveness, and homogeneonsness, without
pretending or caring to specify the cause. This
is what eyes, finely gifted with sense of colour,
certainly can do with wonderful nicety, this and
much more, as certainly aa every musical ear
appreciates the purity of a note. The test of
pleasure approves or condemns with every degree
of vigour, from absolute repugnance, to satisfac-
tion rested in as entirely undisturbed and com-
plete. Moreover, to assist appreciation of pre-
sent effect, the eye has memory, and the eye has
imagination; it can recal and conjure up, if not
the actual spectra of impressions of colour, some
perfectly serviceable associations with them.
Then when intrusive and impairing tints do not
betray themselves immediately even to the best
and cultivated eyes of an artist, they respond as
to a test on the approximation of another tint

jand the actual application of the testing colour
as it heightens or declines in efi'ect by proximity
of the first, makes the existence of a latent pec-
cant admixture as manifest as the application of
a sounding-board makes audible the note of a
vibrating rod.

The delightfulness betrays to the sensitive
that there must be some canse for it, and for
every mode and qualification of the delightful-
ness, though it is far from giving direct infor-
mation as to the jihysical nature of the causes.
These qualifications are endless yet most defi-
nite, and the eye does not wait for a justifying
experiment when it responds to severe provoca-
tion, and calls many a bad colour dirty,—the
contradiction of pure. We may rejoice when
physicists trace and inform us of the causes of
the differences, but we want no information
from them as to the fact of their existence.

Pui-ity and impurity of tint are quite distinct
from darkness or lightness, deepness or its
antithesis, and therefore we assume that it de-
pends on a defect of composition in the colour
itself. The impure colour is thus of necessity a
mixed colour, and the impurity must arise from
a defective proportion between the elementary
colours involved; the remedy remains to adjust
this proportion and so reduce the colour to a
pure one. Here, then, the eye recognizes a pure
tint ns the ear a pure note, and in one case as in
the other, the ultimate cause probably depends
upon coincident or non-coincident vibrations;
but in any case os regards the sensibilities of the

'

organ, it is matter of adjustment—of harmony.
Let us now assume that we are in possession

of a pure colour, be it natural or artificial. We
may consider it os variable in degree of deepness
of tint without its ceasing to be the identical
colour. By way of illustration this is effected by
successive layers of the same pure pigment

;

how successfully this can be achieved in practice,
it may not be easy to say. The principle, how-
ever, is secure

; and if, in applying each wash
successively, we leave an uncovered margin, we
shall or ought to produce a scale of gradation
from deepest to lightest tint of the particular
colour.

The most natural comparison of the steps of
such a scale is to the repetition of a single note
from the lowest to the highest pitch

;
but in the

case of a musical note we proceed from octave to
octave, and each successive note ascending is
produced by double the number of vibrations of
its antecedent. It would seem as if there was
no such limitation to the degrees of a colour. The
limits of musical octaves is reached after compa-
ratively few repetitions, bnt the gradations of a
colour seem infinite. Is it possible that in this
sequence there may be degrees which give pecu-
liar excellence by some law of interval ? At nny
rate, tints taken out of such a series are to each
other in a relation of harmony that will seem,
until the physicist can show us otherwise, very
fairly analogous to unison in the music of sound.

The fr^uent application of this harmony in
decorative work is familiarly called putting one
tint of colour in relief on another of the same.
When we come to compare one colour with

another, with others, we are not far from this
discovery, that they admit of being all arranged
in a stquence that has, at least, an analogy with
a scale of notes, as one element of the succes-
sion, one colour as one note,—follows another
in easy and agreeable succession, nntil onr cir-
cuit com^ to an end by our being reconducted to
the starting place,—to the colour we commenced
with, by a gradation as easy as that bv which
we left it.

Further, when a succession ofcolours has been
disposed by no other rule than easy gradation
and visible relationship; when green has taken
its place between yellow and blue under no
other guidance than our sense that it has grada-
tions within itself of which some lose themselves
gradually in blue in one direction and the rest
verge towards yellow in the other, and so of the
rest,— this verdict of the eye is found to be con-
firmed by the changes that are independent of
sensation. The prism arranges colours in the
same order as the eye; and no less independ-
ently than notes upon a gradually shortening
string assume the same order that the ear would
give to them though ignorant of their depend-
ence upon strings of certain length or strings
at all.

We must carry on onr remarks in another
number.

IRISH RAILWAYS.

A VERT momentous subject is now occupyin'^'
the attention of the Government, and was
recently debated in Parliament, and that is, the
present state and condition of the Irish railways.
It appears that upwards of 27,000,0001. have been
absorbed in the construction of them, and that
the great majority of the lines pay little or no
dividend. The parties whoee capital is embarked
in these undertakings are clamorous for the
Government to purchase them, or to make some
endeavour to improve their financial condition,
either by taking them into their own hands, and
leasing, or otherwise, to competent parties, who
would guarantee a moderate dividend, or by a
system of amalgamation to lessen the working
expenses, so that a better dividend might be
realized from the property.

It is stated that the gross income derived at
present amounts to 900,0001. a year, or 3i per
cent, on the gross expenditure

;
and this railway

property may be purchased for 19,500,0001., and
it would therefore pay 4/. 12s. per cent.,—not a
bad per centage in these days of panic

;
bnt if

the money could he borrowed at 3 per cent., it
would take 634,0001. to pay the interest, and
leave a surplus of 266,0001. to the Government.
Again,

_

it is held out that by a system of amal-
gamation and consolidation of interests a con-
siderable saving may be made in working ex-
penses, amounting, it is said, to at least 80,0001.
a year, and making a total profit of 346,0001.
for the purchase, leasing and working the lines
upon the most approved system, and which
might be applied in the reduction of the fares,
or in improved facilities for the traffic, and in-
creasing the accommodation to the population
of Ireland.

There can be no doubt that the present
lamentable position of the Irish railways has
arisen in a great measure, like that of their Eng-
lish contemporaries, from a variety of causes,
over which Government and Parliament ought to
have exercised a more vigilant supervision and
control. It appears from a Parliamentary return,
that tbe legal and Parliamentary expenses ofthese
lines have amounted to the average of upwards
of 1,0001. per mile, and some lines have paid as
much as from 1,5001. to even 2,4001. per mile,
for the discharge of this simple and preliminary
business. And this does not include the ex-
penses of tbe long and costly fend between the
London and Korth - Western and the Great
Western, and other lines.

This exceedingly heavy expenditure certainly
reflects no credit upon the country

;
and if Par-

liament had exercised ordinary vigilance and
precaution, this dead weight upon railways
might have been considerably lessened or modi-
fied. It has been the unwise and variable policy
of the Legislature, with reference to railways,
that must be ranked as one of the principal
causes of their present embarrassed state and
depressed financial condition.
Another “ Old Man of tbe Sea ” that has ham-

pered and oppressed them has been the eno
mous sums paid for land and compensation, tl
sums paid by many ofthe companies-having bee
almost of a fabulous amount. ' Land valued {

5.0001. previously to a line of railway being pr(
jected, has been sold to the company whe
formed for 120,0001. A great portion of the Ian
taken for railway purposes has realized to th
fortunate owners prices varying from 2,0001. t

10.0001. per mile
; and it is upon record that tb

snm paid to one wealthy landholder for his lane
and to bny off his Parliamentary opposition, wa
so preposterously large that after his death hi

heir absolutely returned the greater portion of;
as conscience-money. In another instance
proprietor of a small piece of land receive
5.0001. compensation for loss of minerals unde
it, and tbe minerals had absolutely been worke
out as far as was j^racticable, the remainde
being hopelessly submerged in water. Thei
market value was absolutely nil, but a railwa
land agent appeared upon the scene, and he con
verted, as if with the wand of a magician, thes
fabutoQS minerals into bright and sterling golc
The wrongs that have thna been inflictei

upon railway property might, be multiplied
but we have said enough to produce a lastini

impression as to one of the great cause
of railway depression. Another cause whicl
has operated unfavourably has been an ex
travagant outlay on works

;
as if railways hat

not suffered enough from legislators, lawyers
and landholders, the contractors must step in ti

superadd to the evil, and to heap Pelion on Ossa
Too much money has been spent in orna

mental work of a costly character, where sub
stantial and less expensive work would havt
sufficed, except to establish reputations

;
doubh

lines have been made where single ones wouh
have served the purpose; and works have beei
carried out at a lavish expenditure, and withou
any attempt at economy

; and contractors (onci

navvies and masons) have realized large anc
even immense fortunes, and have become th<

envied purchasers of some of the richest do
mains of onr ancient gentry and aristocracy.

Other evils have arisen from the constructioi
of branch lines on the same expensive systen
as the main lines, the purchase of contractors
lines at exorbitant prices, and giving undub
considered and rninous guarantees. There k
scarcely one of onr main lines whose dividend!
have not gradually become reduced year bj
year, from 14, 12, and 10 per cent, from the

above causes
; and to prevent competition bj

keeping out other companies from their district,

“ Fine by degrees and beautifully less,"

to 5, 4, and even less per cent. ; and now every
one looks with snspicion on railway securities,

and many congratulate themselves, and say,
“ Thank God, I am not a railway shareholder !”

But, notwithstanding these adverscs, however,
and while the eflbcts from them continne, we
must not expect n considerable extension of the
railway system in this country uutil confidence
is restored and they are put into a financially

good and proper position. There is hope dawn-
ing in the future ; and in the same way that the
Government could relieve a panic or great pres-

sure in the money market, as in May, 1866, they
could place railways in that position that would
enable them to work out their own redemption.

It is highly desirable that the railway system
iu this country should be extended and com-
pleted, so that every town, and even village,

should be placed on the iron web of communica-
tion with other parts of the country

;
otherwise

they are completely isolated,—shut out from
proper facilities of trade and commerce

;
and

they must inevitably decline in prosperity and
population.

J

It is surely the imperative duty of the Legis-
lature to encourage and foster these under-'
takings, and to aid their legitimate progress in

every way; and means should be taken to secure
Acts of incorporation by steps more simple
and inexpensive than at present.

|Competing lines, with their ruinous contests,

should bo avoided and discouraged as much as

possible, and an independent attitude should be
uasumed by railway promoters towards land-

holders; as, wherever railways traverse, the
land in the vicinity is greatly increased iu value; •

in fact, landholders have derived more pecuniary
benefit from the introduction of railways than
any other persons

;
therefore they should sur-

render their land at its fair market value; be-

come cordial promoters, not greedy antagonists,
bearing in mind that the land wanting the faci-

lities of railway communication loses at least
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ne half its value. Greater circumspection is

equircd in selecting and forming branch lines,

be estimated cost of which should be pro-

perly and correctly ascertained, not left for con-
ractors to work out, and then (o be bouj^ht

p at their valuation. The works should be

ubstautially and economically carried out,

pecially adapted for the amount of traffic that

I likely to pass over it, and suited to the wants
f the country through which it passes.

If most of the stipulations here shadowed forth

ad been adopted es a rule, and which we ex-

eot has been the exception on the Irish lines,

6 should not have heard of the urgent appeals

5 the Government of the country to endeavour
) relieve them of their^ pecuniary difficulties

;

nd, indeed, I do not see what greater claim they
ave than many lines in this country similarly

ircumstanced
:
probably the latter would be

uly too happy to meet with a benignant,
ttherly Government that would arrange and
itisfy their debts, and place them in a more
opefiil position for the future. After the com-
ietion of the works, one of the most important
ems in railway finance is the working expenses :

le cost of working the Irish lines has been
mted to vary from 37 to 75 per cent.

;
but it is

aid that two of the principal Irish lines cost

Jy 43 per cent., which compares favourably
.’ith many of onr English lines; if there are

oy lines whose working expenses exceed the sum
amed, the companies are conducting the traffic

; an enormous saciifico, rerjuiring immediate
Jvision and retrenchment, which it is just as
ossible to do on one line as upon another.
From the length of time many of the Irish

nes have been constructed and in operation, it

iiust fairly be supposed that the traffic of the
ijuntry is pretty well developed (though there
'*e complaints to the contrary), therefore the
_ily chance of reaping proper returns on the
.*pital invested must be contingent on an amal-
omalion of the lines, and u necessary reduction
the woiking expenses. It is strange that

otwithstanding so many years the railway
ifstem of this country has been in operation,
lere is very little trustworthy data or statistics

• enlighten and regulate companies or their
(ficers in the working of them; and I think
lere ought to be full and complete statistics

pepared by every company, to which every
aareholder might have ready access, so that in

trery way the relative expenditure of each line

flight be compared, which would lead generally
9 a more economical and uniform rate of ex-
.mditure and system of management.
I'lt is not sufficient that Government alone
uould be furnished with this information, as
iiat too often is shelved in the dull recesses of
iieir offices, or issued in an impermeable Blue
'(ook ; it should be published far and wide, and
fitposed to the broad light of day, so that every
rvrty interested may 3un and read, if he so
•ssire it.

COn look’ng over some statistics we had col-

;tcted from about twenty-two of the principal
aies of railway of this country, we find the
iiorking expenses to vary from 37 to 02 per
nnt., and this great difference ought not to
idst, becime the circumst inccs and conditions
t’tbe respective lines could nob difter so much
a to make the working expenses of one almost
ujublo that of the other

; and in the instance of
M6 Irish lines before mentioned, quite double
lie actual outlay of some lines. The extrava-
Lsnt expend itu e in the construction of the
irorks and other causes, are now unhappily pro-
cacing their efi'ects on the prosperityof the under-
kiiing, and telling fearfully on the dividends;
did although the lri^h lines compare favourably
ti that respect with those of England, still they
Tive been too expsnsively constructed to be
worked with sufficient profit, and that is felt

rorongly through every artery, vein, and nerve
t' their sys cm.
I The average cost of the English system of
iliilways amounts to the exorbitant sum of
•iHjGSSi. per mile, and there is only one of the
isish lines that has exceeded that amount, and
aiat is the Dublin and Kingstown, which has
stist 45,OOOZ. per mile; the Newry and Enniskillen
imo cost 32,934Z.

;
and the Coik and Passage,

!,1,478Z.
; but the great lines did not cost so

niuch : the Great South-Western (Dublin to Cork,
cost 21,3981. per mile; and the Midland

ihd Great Western (Dublin to Galway, &c.), cost
ilaly 11,0281.) per mile, while other lines varied
worn 10,092l. to 21,3981. ;

and the lines from
Londonderry to Enniskillen, cost only 8,4491.,

idid the Killarney Junction, 5,8631. per mile
Bpspectively.

The latter lines compare favourably with the

cost ofsome of the continental lines. In Belgium,

for instance, their system of railways averages

about 8,800Z. per mile; the Sardinia railways,

from 7,6oOZ. to 8,OOOZ. per mile; but it has been
the especial privilege of the United States to

show us the way how to construct cheap rail-

ways. It is true they had no heavy Parliamen-

tary expenses, or grasping landholders to deal

with, and, so far as ihe cost goes, they have cer-

tainly set ns the example bow to make cheap
railways.

In quoting from an official report of the State

of New York, the average cost of constructing

their single lines, with turn-outs, or sidings, at

intervals, was only 7,448Z. per mile ; and for a
mixed gauge (double and single) 9,483Z. per mile,

for the whole of the lines in that State, com-
prising a length of about 2,341 miles. While
in other parts of the United States single lines

have been constructed at a much cheaper rate

per mile; for instance, the Maine Central, 109
miles long, cost only 2,306i. per mile

;
the Macon

and Western, 102J miles, cost only 3,2371. ;
the

Madison and Indianopolia, 132 miles, cost 2,331Z.

per mile
; and the “ Nicaragua,” 180 miles

long, was estimated to cost 3,050Z. per mile : the

first Hue paid 13i^ per cent., the second 12J per

cent., and the third 8^ per cent dividends.

And our Canadian brethren, with the dread of

the Grand Trunk and other lines before their

eyes, have taken a leaf out of brother Jonathan’s

boob, as the new line from Halifax to Biviere de
Loupe has been estimated to cost only 7,00CZ.

per mile, and we have no doubt will be well

executed for the money.
Some of the Indian railways have also been

cheaply executed : the Scindo has cost from
7,000Z. to 8,0(X)Z. per mile

;
the Great East

Indian, 8,50(JZ. per mile
;
the Bombay, Baroda,

and Central India, 6,14-lZ. per mile
;
and others

equally moderate in price,—and these lines have
been carried out under Imperial guarantee and
control. Some of these lines, executed under
the direction of English engineers, have been
well and subshantially made

;
and it must not be

inferred that, because we instance the American
railways as models of cheapness, they are all

that could be wished, and that they possess no
defects. We know well there is great room for

improvement
;
but what we would deprecate for

Ireland is the heavy bost of construction of the

English and their earlier lines, and, on the other
hand, the cheapness of the American lines, at

the sacrifice of utility. There must be some
happy medium, some intermediate point of

excellence and cost, between what are known as

the European aud the American systems,—

a

combination, or, it may be, various different

combinations and adaptations, which will de-

creat-e working expenses in a greater ratio than
they can poS'ibly increase first cost.

T'he American system has opened out aud
developed the resources of a considerable ex-

tent of country in virtue of its cheapness,

which would not have been possible if the
. English system of construction had been adopted,

and a modification or adaptation of the two
systems, avoiding the defects of the one aud the
great cost of the other, occasioned by elaborate

works and other causes, might be usefully em-
ployed to complete the Irish system; indeed, it

might be applied with advantage in completing
the small arterial lines of even our English
system.

To show the extravagant manner in which
some details of our railway works have been
conducted, even the “ permanent” way or upper
woiks of our lines have exceeded the entire cost

of many of the Aanerican lines, and, indeed,

of some of the Continental ones. They have
varied in many instances from 4,500Z. to 7,OOOZ.

per mile
;
and on the London and North-Western,

with a 75 lb. rail, it cost 8,0001. per mile, while

the elaborate and complicated works of the

Great Western cost 9,000Z. per mile.

But the American system consists of light

works, no heavy cuttings or embankments
;
the

gradient skims over the surface of the earth,

just filling up and lowering alight inequalities
;

iheirfTradients are neC'^ssariiy short and chopped
up, not long and continuous like ours, and they

have ventured to ascend steeper gradients than
with us, our steepest incline being the Broms-
grove Lickey, on the Midland line, which is

1 in 37i, while the Americans have had the

boldness to mount inclines of 1 in 18 and 1 in 20
on the Virginian Central Railway.
The advantage and importance of steeper

gradients is fast gaining ground in the opinion

of engineers and scientific men, as evidenced

recently by the constrnction of the Mont Cenis
Railway, which forms an important link con-
necting the system that traverses France with
Italy and the southern part of the Continent.

This line of railway passes along that extra-

ordinary engineering work constructed by the
fertile genius of Napoleon I., for military pur-

poses
;
and in addition to the double line of

rails, it has a central rail laid so as to be about
12 iu. above the level of the outer rails, and on
this central rail horizontal guide-wheels attached
to the locomotive and carriages act on either

side, 60 that they are enabled to pass very sharp
curves, even of 44 yards radii, aud with the
additional bite or grip of the mil to ascend the
steep incline from Lanslebourg to the summit, a
distance of 6^ miles in length, with an inclina-

tion of 440 ft. per mile, or 1 in 12, and after

passing along the summit level of 3 miles in

length, skirting the lake Cenis, to descend
gradients of 6^^ miles long to Molaretta, at the
rate of 376 ft. per mile, or 1 in 14, and from
Molaretta to Susa, of 6i miles, or 1 iu 15.

On the subject of inclines, juit as the bulk of
our principal lines are completed at an unpre-
cedented cost, we are turning onr attention to a
cheaper system of railways with steeper gra-

dients when it is almost too late to reap much
advantage from them : if these gradients had
been taken into consideration at an earlier

period of the railway era, we probably slionld

have heard less of railway panics, difficulties,

and depression of railway securities.

There cannot be much doubt that one of the

greatest drawbacks to the railway system of

Ireland is the number of little petty companies
that the Legislature has permitted to be or-

ganized to construct and couduot their manage-
ment, with the inordinate number of cm^loy&s

to work the traffic of the respective lines. To
manage their 1,838 miles of railway, they have
thirty-five companies, and I suppose thirty-five

staffs of officersof all kinds,fromengineera-in-chief

down to stokers and platelayers, with separate

rolling stock and working plant; and it appears
it has only just dawned upon them that, by a

judicious system of amalgamatiou and consolida-

tion, their boards of management may be con-

siderably reduced, likewise theii- staft’ of officers,

and other expenses.

To show that this can be easily accomplished,

what has been done in this couucry in the shape
of amalgamation, on the London and North-
Western Railway, may be pointed oat. They
work satisfactorily l,319i miles; the Great
Western, 1,311 miles

;
and the Midland and

other lines have great lengths of railway under
their management and control; the whole of

these are satisfactorily worked and managed
with success, and are not so large as to bo
beyond the power or scope of single boards of

management. The reduction of boards of

directors, and staffs, would at once add a con-

siderable per-centage to some that already pay
a dividend, and would possibly enable others to

pay one that have hitherto been without, and
would not detract one iota from a proper system
of control and management, the reduced staff of
officials would be fully employed, and the

greatest available benefit derived from a con-

stant and regular use of the rolling stock and
plant.

To accomplish this object the Government, or
new companies established under their auspices,

might purchase the existing lines at the market
value of the stock, form new boards of manage-
ment aud officials, and commence the working
of them upon a new, improved, and economical

system, regulating the trains according to the

amount of the traffic, the density of the popu-

lation, and the resources and necessities of the

country.

It should not be said that railway companies
rejected traffic, as is asserted of some Irish lines

;

their object ought to be to increase and develop©

it in every way, and convey it at those rates

that would be remunerative to the shareholders;

at the same time looking at them in a com-
mercial point of view, we w'ould not work a line

at a loss, as it cannot be expected that

capitalists should establish means of communi-
cation, and be compelled to work them pro Z^ono

pubZteo at a dead sacrifice of the sinews of war,

as the profitable employment of that precious

commodity alone justifies its uses, and thereby

increases the stability, power, aud wealth of the

nation.

On comparing the map of Ireland, published by
the Royal Commission in 1838, and the present

one with the lines of railway laid down upon it,

it will be found there is very little deviation
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from the Government plan as originally laid out,

p the present lines are carried out almost
identically with it, showing forcibly the advan-
tagea the country derived from the preliminary
step taken on that occasion. It appears to ns,
on attentively studying that map, that the Irish
lines of railwaymay be advantageously worked by
dividing them into three districts, with boards ol
directors

;
and, taking Dublin as a centre and

focus of traffic, with the lines radiating from it,

I would divide them into the northern and
eastern district, the northern and western
district, and the southern district.

The northern and eastern district would com-
prise Dublin to Belfast, with the lines radiating
from the latter town, and from Dundalk, and the
Irish North-Western line, making a total length
of about G22 miles j the northern and western
district, comprising the Midland Great Western,
and the lines to Meath and Clones, making a total
length of about 490 miles; and the southern
district, comprising the lines from Dublin to
Wexford, Cork, Waterford, and Limerick, with
the branch lines, and the lines radiating from
the above and ether towns, and making a total
distance of about 741 miles or thereabouts.
The above divisions would be convenient to

work, and much less in length than some of our
£nglieh lines, that are worked with advantage
and success

;
and our leviathan companies are

not even satisfied with the great extent of rail-
way now under their management, as they are
adding annually to the lengths, by the construc-
tion of new works, or absorbing or amalgamating
Tvith other and competing lines.

If the Irish lines of railway, which have cost
twenty-seven millions of money, can be bought
up for 19,500,0U0J., which is a sacrifice of nearly
one-third of their first cost, and these lines now
yield a revenue of 9OO,00OL per annum, and by
a careful revision of management, the working
expenses, be brought within reasonable limits,
such as those of their two main lines, or to even
say fifty per cent., for the sake of illustration,
the Irish lines of railway ought to yield a very
handsome revenue, something like U. lOs. per
cent., and thus to make the Iiish railway sought
for as an investment.
But from the tone of the discussions at the

half-yearly meetingsof some of the principal lines,
it appears the shareholders are fully alive to the
value of their respective properties, as those that
pay a moderate dividend are satisfied with things
as they are, and would rest thankful; never-
theless not doubting that the Government would
pay the full value of their property if they pur-
chased; and it is only those lines that pay no
dividend, and are hopelessly involved, that are
ready to ma’ke heavy sacrifices to be rid of their
troubles and responsibilities.

Of course, if a general plan of purchase and
amalgamatinn be carried out, the same course of
policy would have to be adopted as was pursued
in South Wales under the new Eoad Act, where
the Turnpike Road bonds were taken at their
market value; but I have no doubt that the
mere supposition or probability of Government
purchasing the railways would have a sensible
effect on the value of those secni'itiea, and con-
siderably enhance the market-price.

Therefore, if any step be taken it should
be done promptly; otherwise, from the im-
proved prospects of trade and commerce, the
gradual, slowly, but surely approaching period
of returning confidence, with a fair harvest,
a cheap rate of money, and a plethora of it in
the cofl'ers of our capitalists waiting but for the
happy moment to employ it with advantage,
safety, and success, a much higher price will be
demanded for them ; and though the share-

.

holders may ask a small sum, comparatively, in
the day of their difficulties and depression, this
will not satisfy them, nor be accepted, when that
period has psissed away, and trade and commerce
flourish once again, with all their attendant train
of blessings in profusion, peace, and happiness

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION IN DUNDEE

New Corx Exchange, NEwroRT, Mon-
iloUTHSHlHE.—At a meeting of merchants and
Others interested in the formation of a corn
exchange, it has been determined to form a
limited liability company to raise a capital of
1,0001. in 200 shares of 51. each. Mr. Hancorn,
architect, has been requested to draw up a plan
for the erection of a building, on a suitable site
available for the purpose, at the back of the
Steam-packet Inn, Old-green, and close to the
High-street market-place. Several gentlemen
have already promised to take shares.

Continuing our notice of the proceedings of
the Association, we come to the Section E,
‘ Geography and Ethnology.” After an address
by the President of the Section, Sir Samuel
Baker, a paper was read by Lieut. S. P. Oliver,
R.A., descriptive of two proposed routes through
Nicaragua for interoceanic communication
between the Atlantic and Pacific. Various
routes, he explained, had been proposed at in-
tervals during the last twenty years, from the
Tehuantepec route on the north to the Darien
Canal and Humboldt’s Atrato River route at
the south. Of all these, the only line in opera-
tion was the railway between Panama and
Aspinwall, successfully worked by an American
company since 1855. Of the others, the only
routes at all capable of competing with the
Panama Railroad were those through Nicaragua.
One of these, according to the paper, has been
and is partially worked, though unsuccessfully,
by the Transit Route via the River San Juan and
the Lake. The other, soon likely to be carried
out, is that proposed by Captain Pirn, R.N., for
a railway. The first of the two last-mentioned
routes has been more than once advocated as
suitable for water-communication—indeed, even
for a ship canal—from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
in 1850. The other has been only in want of
suflicient capital to carry out the terms of the
local Government concession. Both these routes,
be said, necessarily follow the configuration of
the valley through the elsewhere uninterrupted
chain of impracticable Cordilleras. Lieut.
Oliver then gave a description of the country sur-
rounding the Nicaraguan Lakes. The difficulties
of the navigation of the San Juan, against which
the Transit Company have to contend, were ex-
emplified on his ascent of the river after having
passed the harbour of San Juan del Norte, or
Greytown. The steamer they were in, drawing
but eighteen inches, at last got aground, and
could not be got off, so that they had to take to
flat-bottomed boats and canoes. At the diver-
gence of the San Juan with the main stream, or
Colorado mouth of the river, about nineteen
miles from Greytown, they observed the re-
mains of a futile attempt to dam up the
Colorado branch, in order to divert the stream
down the San Juan branch— a stupendous
undertaking. The low banks and marshes of
the delta are such that the closing of the
Colorado would cause the flooding of the sur-
rounding country. Mr. Oliver thought that a
more direct and easy route might be found, up
the valley of the San Juan, across the mountains,
to the tablelands of Costa Rica and San Jose.
He hoped this would soon be effected, as Captain
Pim proposed to explore this unknown river.
From San Carlos, the regular transit route, as at
present carried out, is by a paddle-steamer to
^ irgin Bay, sixty miles, then across the narrow
neck of land, twelve miles, to San Juan del Sur,
making the total length of this route, from ocean
to ocean, 165 miles. On the 2Sth March, Mr.
Oliver and his friends started off to follow the
party under Mr. Collinson, which was cutting
its way through the woods to the Eama River.
They had been cutting a whole month, so that
they bad made considerable progress. The
cutting, called by the Spaniards El Picquet,
commenced at the very shore of the lake at San
Miguelito

; the pathway being bored out at
inteivals as required for the levelling and survey,
did not make the tract a difficult one to follow,
but for the first seven miles over savannah
and jicaral they found it a better course to
follow the regular cattle-route to the utter-
most rancho. They, therefore, skirted the
foot of some hills to the north through occa-
sional thickets of bamboo, and halted first
outside the denser forests at the last station,
where water was procurable in a grove of stately
coroBO palm. The mosquitoes drove them nearly
mad in the night; and at early daylight they
were glad to be off, entering the cutting into the
vast and hitherto impenetrable forests of the
Musquito frontier. The path travelled through
this part of the cutting was in many places
very difficult for the oxen with cerones to pass,
and frequent halts took place in order to shift
the cerones and rest the beasts. On the 7th of
May they came in sight of Captain Pim and his

navigable waters of the Rama River, reaohii
the village of Rama Indiana by night. He:
Collinson returned to finish his survey; ac
Lieut. Oliver’s presence being no longer require
he accompanied Captain Pim down the Rama i

the Atlantic, proceeding on the 9th to Greytow
by canoe. Of the engineering details of th
line, he said, it was not his province to speaJ
Mr. Collinson’s report would soon appear in fnl

when many erroneous ideas about the court
passed over would he done away with. Eov
ever, too much credit, be affirmed, could not I
given to Mr. Collinson and Mr. Deering for th
perseverance, energy, and courage with wbic
they prosecuted their survey in the face of moi
than ordinary difficulties.

Admiral Ommanny asked as to theharboui
that might be formed at the ends of the pre
posed line.

Lieut. Oliver said the engineering questio
was almost taken out of his hands ; but be knei
that two harbours were proposed by tbe eng
neers—one at Monkey Point, on the east coasi
which would be well sheltered from the onl
dangerous winds that prevailed in that place
and the other at Realejo, on the west, at whid
there was a splendid bay, capable of shelteriuj
a large fleet.

Subsequently, a paper "On the Physica
Geography of Nicaragua,” by Captain Maury, c
the United States Navy, was read. It 8bowe(
that without meteorological observations, whiol
might be undertaken through the agency of th(
Academy of Science established by the lati

Emperor, and by the Geographical and Skatistica
Society of Mexico, none of the rontea proposec
could be adequately considered as to the respec
tive merits. The author compared the Panami
and Nicaragua routes, referring to the prevailing
winds of the Pacific ocean, and concluded by ex
pressing an opinion favourable to the Nicaraguai
route 08 compared with that of Panama. A
paper by Captain Bedford Pim, " On the Mining
District of Chontales, Nicaragua,” was afeet'
wards read.

To the papers on Ethnology and the Races ol

Man we shall give attention elsewhere.
In the same section a Report of the Palestine

E.xploration Fund was read by Captain Wilson.
R.E. This fund, as our readers may know, was
commenced with a subscription of 5001. from
Mies Burdett Coutts

;
which was followed by

one of 1001. from the Royal Society, and 1001,
from the Royal Geographical Society. The
original object was that of a water-supply to the
city of Jerusalem. Capt. Wilson’s report stated
the manner in which the 1001. voted by the
British Association last year had been expended.
The half of that sum had been used for general
purposes, and the other half for instruments.
The first sum had been applied towards paying
the expenses of Lieut. Warren, R.E., who had
charge of the second expedition sent out by the
society. The results already obtained might be
stated as follows :—The construction of a map,
on a scale of 1 in. to a mile, of the highland dis-
tricts of Judea, to the north-east and south-west
of Jerusalem, of the Jordan valley for about 16
miles north of the Dead Sea, and of a large
portion of the plains of Philistia. These surveys,
combined with those made in 1865-66 by Wilson
and Anderson, gave, for the first time, materials
for a correct map of more than three-fourths of
the Holy Land, and do much to remove the
reproach that no trustworthy map existed of this
most interesting country. The sum of 501.
granted for meteorological instruments has,
under the superintendence of Mr. Glaisher,
F.R.S., been expended in the purchase of four
sets of standard instruments, which have been
sent to different cities in Palestine; and the ob-
servations taken at these places will, with those
taken at Jerusalem, form the basis of an accurate 1

knowledge of the climate of Palestine, so re-
markable in many respects.

^

Captain Wilson then read a detailed paper,
giving an account of recent discoveries in and
around the site of the Temple at Jerusalem.
The writer first referred to the publication of
the Ordnance Survey maps of Jerusalem, under
the direction of Colonel Sir Henry James, among
tbe most interesting and valuable of which were
those of the Haram ash Sharif, the enclosure
which contains within its walls the site of the
Jewish Temple, and, as some hold, that of the

—j tu kyaptuiu jTim ana nis
party, who had come in search of them. He oewisn Temple, and.
accompanied them to their last camp, and at Holy Sepulchre also. The paper gave a monce despatched a pitpan^ full of provisions up ( description of the present appearance of
to the party still left behind. They proceeded piece of ground, and of the buildings still
in canoe on the 8th down to tbe Rama station, maining upon its surface. With the excepi
where the bulk of the stores was deposited,

j

of a deep hollow in front of the Golden Gat
and, leaving all rapids, found themselves in the slight rise towards the north-west corner, >
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tVie raised platform in the centre, the surface of
the area is almost level, and has an elevation of

2/119 ft. above the sea. On the platform stands

the well-known mosque Kubbat as Sakhra
(Dome of the Hock), which contains the sacred
rock from which Mahomet is said to have as-

cended to heaven. At the south-east corner the
level surface is formed by the vaults known as

Solomon’s stables, the age of which has been
much disputed. In connexion with the mass of
masonry at the south-east angle, Lient. "Warren
has made important discoveries (already referred

to in the Bjdlder). Daring the progress of the
survey, a large arch connecting the Haram area
with the causeway was discovered north of the
Wailing-place. This arch is one of the most
perfect and magnificent remains in the city.

Much information was also obtained about the
ancient water-supply, which was admirably
arranged. The water was brought by an aque-
duct from the pools of Solomon, and stored in

rock-hewn cisterns, with connecting channels
and arrangements for overflow, &c. Several of
the cisterns were found to be of great size,

ranging from 25 ft. to 50 ft. in height.
Lieut. Anderson nest read a paper, entitled

“l^otes of a Reconnoissance of some portions of

Palestine.” E.splorations on horseback were
made in different directions over the valley of

the Jordan
;
and, with a prismatic compass, the

positions of all the important points were fixed

by bearings taken to points previously deter-

mined. A map is to be prepared, showing all

the important features that were seen as they
travelled from Jernsalem, through Kefer Saba,
to Cmsarea and Athlit, and southward along the
plain of Sharon, including Eamleh, Beit Jebrin,
Kebron, &c.
A long discussion followed, in which Sir Henry

James, Sir John Bowring, and others took part.

The Rev. H. B. Tristram read a paper “ On
the districts of Palestine as yet imperfectly
€xplored.” He said there were many castles
which, if visited, would throw great light npon
the crusading districts. The place of the murder
of John the Baptist and the Moab district were
almost toTfc incognitcc. Of the country of East
Moab nothing whatever was known. He hoped
that this section of the British Association would
go on the principle that nothing was known
while aught remained to be known.

In the same Section a paper was read by Mr.
Cyril Graham on the “ Explorations in Palestine
to the east of the Jordan, and on future intended
operations.” After some opening observations,
he said what was proposed was in the first place
a trigonometrical survey on a large scale, in
which every village, and every mound which
marked the site of what was once a village, every
glen, every spring, every feature, be it ever so
email, of presumptive importance, would be de-
lineated. He continued: “Then we want to
know the materials of which old Hermon and the
other mountains were composed, the fossil re-

mains of ancient creatures which were embedded
in their sides, the nature of the soils, all the trees
of Lebanon, all the flowers of Carmel(which cover
it like a carpet in the spring of the year), all the
fishes of the Sea of Tiberias, and the phenomena
of that most wonderful of basins, the Dead Sea.
We want, too, a catalogue of the beasts and
reptiles, in which the crocodile will appear; of
the birds, of the butterflies and beetles, and the
smaller entities of creation in all their varieties.

In short, we wish that book rewritten, which has
not been transmitted to this day, composed by a
master of science nearly 3,000 years ago, that
treated of plants, from the hyssop which is on
the housetop, to the cedar which is upon Lebanon,
and of the birds, and the beasts, and the creep-
ing things, and the fishes of that land.” He
then spoke of the material that was to be ex-
pected from the country on the other side of the
Jordan.

In Section P, “ Economic Science and Statis-
tics,” after an address from the President of the
Section, Mr. E. Grant Duff, M.P., who referred
to the omission of teaching of the principles of
Economic Science, from the Universities, to the
questions connected with Trades Unions, and to
the importance, not merely of “ technical edu-
cation,” but of having, like Germany and Swit-
zerland, a really good system of elementary and
middle-class education as a foundation, the re-

port of the Committee on "Weights and Measures,
and Coins, or so much of it as related to the first

branch of the subject, was read by Professor
Leone Levi

;
and a paper was read by Mr.

James Yates, entitled “Reasons why the Office
of Warden of the Standards should include
Standard-weights and Measures of the Metric

System, in addition to the Standards of the Im-
perial Weights and Measures.” It appeared
from the report that the method recommended
to the Board of Trade by the Metric Committee
of the Association, by the International Statisti-

cal Congress, and by Mr. Ewart’s Committee of

the House of Commons, and adopted in the
Quarterly Account of Births, Deaths, and Mar-
riages, of having items stated in the terms of

the Metric as well as the Imperial System, had
not been adopted by the Board of Trade, simply
on the gronnd of “clerical difficulties.” The
mural standard, which had been the subject of

so much care, both as to precision and material,

the report said, was now completed. The two
units now authorized by law—namely, the yard
and the mfetre—are shown together, for com-
parison, with their divisions, the yard in red and
the metre in blue. “ By very careful observa-

tion,” according to the Committee, “ it has been
found that the measures on this instrument are

exact to within the two hundred and fiftieth

part of an inch, or the tenth part of a milli-

metre.” The standard is made of white glazed

porcelain (porcelain being the material found to

be least affected by changes of temperature),

and it is fitted into a mahogany frame for sus-

pension on to the walls of Custom Houses,
Markets, Chambers of Commerce, and other

public buildings.

The report then detailed the proceedings of

the Conference with delegates from the Chambers
of Commerce, when resolutions were passed in

favour of the provision of standards of metric
weights and measures, aud of the atampingthose
in general use, so as to avoid the inconvenience
which would prevent adoption of the system as

permitted, and in favour of an introduction of
the system into the public departments, as the
Post-office aud the Customs, and otherwise.

It also gave particulars of the Conference in

Paris held in connexion with the special exhi-

bition which the Imperial Commission organized
at the suggestion of the Committee and of the

International Decimal Association. At that meet-
ing M. Jacobi’s report on weights and measures,
which had been adopted by the organizing com-
mittee, was read. As regards nomenclatnre,
that report was against any material change
(and very rightly so)

;
and it is of course equally

opposed to the use of old names for new quan-
tities. Neither did it favour the combination of
the old and new systems, snch as the use of the
foot side by side with the metre, even as a
measure of transition. M. Jacobi’s report, in

conclusion, recommended the immediate tuition

of the metric system in schools, and its use in

statistical and other public documents. At the
same conference there was an important discus-

sion as to the state of the standards in France,
and as to the exact correspondence of those at the

,

Archives and the Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers. A commission being appointed to

inquire and report, it was stated that on the
5th of October, 1863, a commission had been
charged by the Ministry of Agriculture, Com-
merce, and Public Works to make a comparison,
when the m^tre at the Conservatoire was found
to be '00000329 more than a metre. The state-

ments were considered to be “highly satisfactory,

as giving every guarantee of exactitude, and
completely dispelling every doubt suggested on
the subject.” The commission appointed by the
committee afterwards inspected the m&tre and
kilogram at the Archives and Conservatoire, and
made a protocol signifying their satisfaction.

The report read in the Section concluded by
saying that though the introduction of the
metric system throughout the Continent had
been accelerated by the Conference, the use of

the system in the United Kingdom, though legal-

ized, had made little progress, or even in the
education of the people

j
and the committee

of the Section were of opinion, and recom-
mended, that a bill abonld be introduced
in Parliament to make the use of metric weights
and measures compulsory after a given and not
distant time. Mr. Yates’s paper showed that
metric weights and measures are now made in

considerable quantities in London, Birmingham,
and Sheffield ; but the manufacturers apply in

vain at the proper offices to have them tested.

It may be useful here to mention that the report

of the English Royal Commission declared the
m^tre to be of the length 39'37079 in., and that,

on this, Dr. Craig, the author of an account of

the metric system lately published at New York,
which Mr. Yates says appears to be written with
great skill and care, observes,—“ More recent
determinations reduce this somewhat

;
and the

figures 39'37 accord very nearly with the average

of the measnrements made in this country
[North America] and in England, aud may be
assumed as practically the exact truth.” Mr.
Yates’s paper showed that besides the Intro-

duction and promulgation of the system by
France, Belgium and Portugal had adopted it,

that Germany and Russia were tending in the
same direction, and that the United States had
introduced the system into the Post-office and the

Customs department. There are now, in the

States, postal scales graduated in grama
;
whilst

a law ordains that the half-ounco is to be
considered equivalent to 15 grams.* Mr.
Yates concluded with the recommendation
that the recently appointed Standard Commis-
sioners might be made the instruments of expe-

diting the adoption of the metrical system in

this country.

Mr. Edward Hall mentioned the discrepancies

he had found to exist between the centimetres

marked on a London 2-ft. rule, and the mural
standard on the wall opposite the Senate in

Paris of 1862 in metres in the French depart-

ment of the Exhibition. He also referred to the

inconvenience and confusion which sometimes
resulted from the French printers using commas
for decimal marks, instead of periods, as in

practice here.

Colonel Sykes said that wherever the decimal

system had been introduced it had been found
to save three-fourtbs or at least one-half of the

labour. He believed that the discrepancy men-
tioned by Mr. Hall must have been owing to the

measure be had applied having been affected by
the atmosphere.

Mr. Hall said that the discrepancy he had
found was too great to be accounted for on the

supposition of Colonel Sykes.

Sir John Bowring spoke in favour of the

decimal system, and said that he never knew of

a Chinese boy making a mistake in an account,

simply because he used his ten fingers, and their

diflerent joints, in his calculations.

Sir George Campbell said he believed that if

they were to begin on philosophical principles to

make a new multiplication-table, they would not

nse 10 but 12 as a multiple; and it might be for

consideration whether, as they proposed to make
a change, it should not be a more radical one
than had been suggested.

Mr. Manockjee Cursetjee said that the adop-
tion of the metric system would be particularly

beneficial in India, where the weights varied
every 200 miles.

Professor Levi said it was too late in the day
to adopt 12 instead of 10 as a multiple. He re-

gretted that Professor Piazzi Smyth should
spend his time in looking at the Pyramids, and
in trying to find out what was the use of the

casket inside that tremendous amount of bricks.

He thought all men of science should co-operate

in endeavouring to procure the general adoption
of the metric system.

Professor Rogers moved “ That this Section

recommend to the Committee on Recommenda-
tions the propriety of moving the Legislature on
the necessity of introducing a knowledge of the

metrical system into all schools which receive

Government aid, and are under Government in-

spection, at as early a date as possible.”

Sir John Bowring seconded the motion, which
was unanimously adopted.

Decimal coinage was taken up on the follow-

ing day : Professor Levi read so much of the
Report of the Committee on the “Uniformity of

"Weights, Measures, and Coins ” as related “ to

Coins” [it might better have been said to coins

and accounts']
;
and Mr. F. P. Fellowes read a

paper “ On the various methods in which our
Coinage may bo decimalized; the advantages
and disadvantages of each.” The report, or por-

tion of report, was confined to the statement of
resolutions arrived at in Paris at the Interna-

tional Conferences lately held. Mr. Fellowes
proposed a scheme making the farthing the unit.

Sir John Bowring believed that the adoption of

such a method would cause confusion in the

monetary system both at home and abroad. He
was of opinion that the sovereign should be the
decimal unit of all coinage.

Professor Levi gave an outline of what had
taken place as to coinage at the International

Conference. The first proposal was for the gold

• How long ie the stupid system of the EngHsh and
French international postage-rates to be allowed to be in

the rear of all other arraiigemeutB in the relations between
the two countries? An oroinary letter between Dover
and Calais, 21 miles, will cost Sd. postage; whilst the
same letter would go, say, 700 miles or more iu the United
Kingdom, for Id. The persistence iu such a state of
things is enough to make every Irieud of progress in either

1
country lose all hope and heart.—En.
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five,franc piece as standard, bat it was fonnd to
be objectionable as being too small and very
costly of muuufactare. It was considered that
a 25-franc piece should form the unit, but as the
present sovereign was equal to the value of 25
franca and 20 centimes, its value would require
to be reduced, or the present coinage recalled.
Such a step would seriously interfere with the
commerce of the country. Lastly, the 10-franc
piece, which happened to be equal to the value
of 100 pence of the most recent form, and had
been recommended, in the first instance, as a
subsidiary coin only, and were it introduced, the
people to be recommended to keep their accounts
in duoats and pence, and, if successful, they
should replace the pound by its present division.
The two systems of the pound reduced, and the
ducat of lu franca, were essentially international,
but with the difference that with the sovereign
brought to 25 francs as a unit, calculations would
still be rendered necessary for reduciug inter-
national value from one system into another.
On the last day of meeting of the Section, a

paper was read by Sir. P. H. Thoms, entitled
“Observations on Community of Language, and
Uniformity of Notation, Weights, ileasnres] and
Coinage.” The nuthor, by examples, such as those
of the Admirable Crichton, and other Scotch-
men, who acquired distinction, and even held
professorships on tho Continent, showed the
value of the Latin tongue as a means of com-
munication, and that the growth of French as a
prevailing language led to the conclusion, which
was by no means to be regretted, that in two or
three generations it would become the spoken
language of the Continent generally. English
would, however, supplant all the other languages
of North and South America, and even of India,
if not all Asia, besides Australia, New Zealand,
and the islands of the Pacific. English would
prevail over the southern portion of Africa, and
French over the northern. The remainder of
the paper was chiefly devoted to advocacy of the
views put foiward in reports and speeches that
we have mentioned.
A rot-unimportant paper, as connected with

the subject of weights and measures, and we
may say with the matter of the supply and pur-
chase of certain building-materials, and entitled
The Measure and Value of Oats,” was read by

JJr. A. S. Wilson, in the same Section. It
showed that, whereas, in various districts, corn
was sold by ono or other unit of weight, which
had usually reference to a weight per bushel,
the weight of the measure might differ enor-
monsly, because there was no legal or uniform
way of filling the bushel. Assuming it is correct
that the weiglit per bushel is an index of quan-
tity of meal ppr grain of the corn, there should
be one unifoim way of filling the measure. The
author of the paper ^ad adopted tho arrange-

town.s especially, in a destructive manner upon
dolomite and the numerous class of limestones
commonly employed in public buildings. This
chemical action, aided no doubt by the simul-
taneous attack of carbonic acid and moisture,
and in the winter season further supplemented
by the disintegrating eff’ects of frost, must, 1

conceive, furnish a sufficient explanation of all
the facts observed. I would here remark that
Dr. Angus Smith, Mr. Spence, and others, have
already directed attention to the immense scale
of production of these sulphur-acids, and have
even quoted statistical data showing the extent
or degree of pollution of the air from this cause
in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire.
When it is known that the best class of coal and
coke contains usually one per cent, of sulphur,
and that this proportion reaches a treble equi-
valent when stated in the form of the final
oxidised product—hydrated sulphuric acid—it

follows that a ton of coal of this high quality
necessarily evolves during its combustion nearly
70 lb. of oil of vitriol. Here, then, is the origin
of the sulphates which we find invariably present
in theloosenederustof decayed stones, whetherof
calcareous or magnesian character. I have tested
numerous samples of dolomite, Caen, Bath, and
Portland stones fresh from the quarry, and in
no instance found more than a trace of ready-
formed sulphate, whereas scrapings taken from
the decayed portions of the stone of the new
Palace at Westminster are bitter to the taste, in
consequence of the comparatively large amount
of sulphate of magnesia formed during a few
years’ exposure to the sulphurous gases occurring
in a metropolitan atmosphere. Caen stone from
several buildings and localities, Portland stone,
and even old faces of chalk cliff in the neigh-
bourhood of Woolwich, were in like manner
found to contain appreciable quantities of the
sulphate of lime, having undoubtedly a similar
origin. A close examination into the circum-
stances attending the decay of stone at the
Houses of Parliament invariably shows an in-
creased liability to corrosion under the project-
ing eaves and mouldings, and at such sheltered
parts of the stouo surfaces as are usually covered
with soot and dust, and are in a position to re^

tain for the longest period the moistures ab.
sorbed during a season of rain. The plain
ashlars are throoghont vtry much less affected
than the buttresses, gablets, and other elabo-
rately carved and highly ornamental portions of
the work, which appear to be more ass.iilable by
reason of their relatively greater superficies. In
many places the disintegrated stone exhibits
white crystals of the sulphate of magnesia,
which, alternately dissolving and recrystallising
in the pores of the stone, may be conceived to
exert a disruptive action sufficient to account for
the scaling and fracture of the dolomite, whichmPTit nf O fill 1 J — ; V® ft

oi-ttiiug »nu iracturo ot tne uoiomite, wfiicfi

stirred the corn through the boles, thus filling
the measure equally all over, constantly from
the same height, and without enclosing masses
of air. Generally, this mode of filling increases
the weight above that froni the ordinary basket-
filling, from three to eight pounds. Moreover,
with certain sorts of oats, the weight generally
increases each successive trial with the same
sample. “ The weight per bushel will thus in-
crease, while the absolute weight diminisbos.”
The paper concluded It appears, therefore,
to the writer, that a uniform coru-trade should
be based on a uniform unit of weight, the quality
or comparative value to be tested in the manner
adopted in these experiments, and that the bushel
should be wholly set aside.”

THE DECAY OF STONE : ITS CAUSE
AND PKEVENITON.

In the Chemical Section of the British Asao-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, at the
Dnndee meeting, a paper on the decay of stone
was read by Mr. John Spiller, of Woolwich, who
has been for several years occupied at intervals
in studying the canses of the decay, and in ex-
perimenting with such chemical re-agents as
appeared to offer any promise of being usefully
applied as means of prevention. We report the
paper because of the peculiar importance of the
subject, though it does not establish much con-
clusively. The author said At an early stage
of the investigation I arrived at the conclnsion
that the corrosive action of sulphurous and sul-
phuric acids in the atmosphere, resulting from
the combustion of coal fuel, operates, in large

and regret. With the view of overcoming some
of these difficulties, I submitted a plan to the
Royal Commissioners charged with inquiring
into the decay of stone at Westminster, in May,
18G1, which consisted in the application to the
cleaned surfaces of the stone of an aqueous
solution of superphosphate of lime, a salt re-
markable for its action in hardening the surfaces
of chalk, Caen stone, or other calcareous build-
ing stone to which it may be applied either by
brushing or immersion, and which acts upon the
carbonate of lime in the stone, giving rise to the
formation of Bodeker’s salt (crystallized diphos-
phate oflime—2 CaO, HO PO-S -r -1. Aq.) . My sug-
gestion received a practical trial in a competition,
to which other five candidates were adnaitted by
the Eight Hon. the Commissioner of Her
Majesty’s Works in April, 186-1

; and, in regard
to the work executed on that occasion upon
three faces of the Westminster Palace, I fear-
lessly await tho Government report. In the
meanwhile, another promising scheme for the
treatment of the decayed stone, especially appli-
cable to dolomite, has been submitted by me to
the notice of the First Commissioner, but this
new proposal has not yet been selected for trial.
It consists in the employment of baryta con-
jointly with the hardening salt, so that a base
may be presented which is endowed with the
power of destroying the soluble snlpbate of
magnesia in the pores of the stone, forming
with it the remarkably insoluble sulphate of
baryta, and at the same time engaging the
magnesia in one of its most difficultly soluble
combinations. On a recent occasion i applied
this process on a small scale to some Caen stone
facings at St. John’s Church, Woolwich, which
were badly decayed. With reference to the
application of the superphosphate to decayed

Caen stone, Iam able to refer to several succesafnl
examples of its nse. In the year 1862 I applied
the process upon some alms-houses forming part
of Northfleet College, where the decay has been
completely stopped. In 18C4 I operated upon a
window and buttress of St. John’s Church,
V7oolwich

;
and in the following year the facade

of the Grand Hotel, Brighton, was treated by
my process. With respect to Portland stone, the
earliest experiments were made at the Army
Clothing Establishment, Woolwich, where iu
1861 some decayed window-sills were treated,
and with perfect snccess. I have some interest-
ing results to record in connexion with, the
treatment of Portland stone, which servo to
illustrate the increased hardness and strength,
and the diminished rate and capacity of water
absorption attending the employment of the
superphosphate. Small cubes of Portland stone,
each 1‘3 in. dimension, were treated with the
phosphate solution, and left to dry in the air;
these were then subjected to gradually increasing
pressure, until crashed between plates of lead in
the American Testing Machine at the Royal
Gun Factory

;
and the breaking weights of two

precisely similar cubes of the native stone were
at the same time carefully determined. The
results were as follows :

—

CrushiDg weight.
I. Stone, in original condition, 3,66ull>.

II. Do., do., 3,800

Mean, 3,725
III. Stone treated with superphospbatc, 5,375 lb.
IV. Do. do. 6,500 „

Mean, 6,437

Thus acquiring an increased strength amounting
almost to 50 per cent. The relative hardness oT
the stone before and after treatment could be
readily ascertained by mutual friction of their
surfaces, and also by scratching with a pointed
instrument of copper, which metal proved to

possess a degree of hardness intermediate be-
tween the original and treated Portland stones.

The porosity of the stone, as indicated by the
amount of water absorbed, in equal intervals of
time, proved to be greatly diminished in the
case of the treated cubes. On this point several
experiments were made, the stone being first

weighed in the air-dried condition, and then im-
merged in distilled water at the temperature of
sixty degrees Fahrenheit for the several periods
named, and the increase of weight in each case
noted ;

—

” TF7ntI}ed," Fortland.

Original
Stone.
Grs.

tVVight of Cube (dry) 1,421
"WHter absorbed iu 5 min

Treated

Grs.
1,420

do. 30 min...

do. 1 hour £

91

“ £aic Bed,” Portland.

Gra.
Weight of Cube (dry) ],i91
Water ubaorbed in 6 min 120
Do.
Do.
Do.

do- 30 min
do. 1 hour 30 min.

124
120

These results have been further controlled by
other experiments, in which the same block was
used in the original condition, and again after

treatment with the superphosphate. It will be
noticed that the advantage of the process ia

most clearly apparent in tho case of the denser

and more compact variety of Portland known aa
tho “ Whit Bed,” which alone is employed for

external building purposes. The other, the “Base
Bed,” is softer, and only fit for internal decora-

tion, and its texture is so porous that in becoming
saturated it absorbs nearly 10 percent, of water.

Samples of Mansfield dolomite absorbed amounts
of water varying in different specimens from
6 to 8 per cent. After treatment by my process

the degree of absorption was reduced one-

half, and the results were even more favourable

in the case of Caen stone. The cost of materials

employed in the treatment of stone according to

this plan is very trifling, and bears but a small

proportion to the cost of labour necessarily

expended upon the cleaning and preliminary

preparation of the stone before the solution can
be applied. One gallon of solution will cover
about 300 ft. superficial, when two coatings are
applied upon Caen or Portland stone. The
superphosphate employed must nob contain any
appreciable amount of sulphuric acid, and the
specific gravity of the solution, when dilated for

use, should be about 1,100.

Iu the discussion that followed, the President
of the Section (Professor Thomas Anderson) said :

The decay of such magnificent buildings as tho Houses
of Parliament had been naturally regarded as a moat
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serious questioD, alntif* wth that of the prevention of

further decay. Mr. Spiller’s account of the results of his

process were, therefore, peculiarly interesting to us, and
the observations he had made was of considerable value,

inasmuch as thev afforded some CTplanation of the cause

of the decay. I'hey could see what was peculiar in the

decay, and {"t showed them how important it was to bear

that in mind. At the time when the erection of these

buildings was commeuced, immense care was bestowed in

the aelection of the stone; and the peculiar magnesian

limestone was selected because it was found that all the

buildings erected of it in the Middle Ages were in an en-

tire state of preservation. However, it had been seen

that these were not esposed to the atmosphere of large

towns and other influences peculiar to such populous

places, so that, when the same stone was built in London,

It was found not to serve the same end. He was satisfied

that the crystallization of the soluble salt on the pores ol

the stone subjected to wot and dry weather, was a great

cause of the disintegration of the stone; but the results

obtained by the application of Mr. Spiller'a preparation,

as illustrated by the several instances shown them that

day, were of great importance, and he thought there was

little doubt but that the process would meet with general

approbation.”
Mr, Spence said he thought it was the presence of

sulphur amongst smoko that had the influence on the

atone. In London they used a larger quantity of coal

than in other cities, but then it was of a better quality

than in other towns. In Manchester they used coal with

2 per cent, of sulphur ; and as they consumed in that city

2.000,000 tons per year, they put daily 120 tons of sul-

phuric acid into the atmosphere. This was rather a

tearful thing did they see it fully. Then the first shower

that came brought down the acid—it ley under the cor-

nices of the buildings
;
and he had no doubt the add then

commenced to seize on the stone, especially if there were
any iron in it, and so began the disintegration. This waB_

done, and tho influence spread abroad. In speaking of

the emission of sulphuric acid from smoke, he had, it was
known, some peculiar opinions, and these he bad pub-

lished; he did not think the acid came mostly from the

black smoke, which was the subject of the prosecutions.

He thought that when the black smoke was cleared away
they would have tho acid stronger than at present'—that

the invisible smoke was by far most mischievous, as there

was still S8 much sulphuric acid, and that, too, in a more
concentrated form, for the carbon was all consumed. He
hoped they would yet be able—but the time was, perhaps,

distant— to carry oil' tho acid in tho towns' atmosphere,

and he thought they would never be right till (hey got it

carried away so far that it would never come near them.
Dr. Gilbert asked Mr, Spiller whether he had got, or

thought it would be difficult to get, rid of all the sul-

hates in his prop-iration
;
and on being answered that

e had not got a preparation without these. Dr. Gilbert

remarked that a irenchmen had made a discovery which
might do away with the dilliculty.

Professor Ansted then made some remarks. He first

referred to the difl'erent characteristics of stones,

even before brought from the quarry, and then spoke
as to the manner in which the softer classes were
disintegrated by the atmosphere of difl'erent places,

such as Oxibrd and London. There shou d, he held,

be a careful selection of stones for building purposes;

and his opinion was that were they to be preserved,

tho appliance of any material for that purpose should be

made when the stones were taken from the quarry— that
when decay once got in it could not be removed from a

house—though the same means were sufficient on a stone

in a laboratory—but that the stones then cracked and
broke up time after time—so that perhaps preservation

was impossible, end ii might be well to give up the

attempt, save on the stone.s of new buildings.

Mr. Spiller replied, and held that the opposite of Pro-
fessor Austed's views had been seen from the trial for six

years of building.s in London. They had given resulcs

which removed irom his experiments any appearance of

a simple laboratory experiment, and indeed yielded them
real practical benefits.

Mr. Ausell suggested that tho best mode of getting the

preparation pui on the stone might be to enclose it in a

chamber from which the atmosphere was excluded, and
then introduce fluosilicic acid into the stone in a gaseous

•State.

The President, in a few closing remarks, expressed his

opinion that the subject was of so very great importance,
that it could not be too often considered. >o doubt
many of the methods suggested yet admitted of consider-

able improvement; but one of the advantages of these

discussions was exemplified by the suggestion just mado,
and there was no doubt that the ideas might be turned to

eome account. A stone might be treated by a prepara-

tion, in the same way as limber was made impervious to

NOTES FROM FLORENCE.

One most make many walks in and around

this city in order to see all that has been under-

taken for public improvement. Besides the

several new and broad streets, the promising

quarter that is fast springing up on the northern

Bide, we should follow the yet unfinished roads,

excellent specimens of engineering, that are

opening communications between tho capital

and various points of its vicinity
;
two of which

are especially attractive, one skirting the Arno’s

right bank eastward, the other winding round

the gentle ascent of the hills beyond the southern

line of walls, that still remains intact, both

these new highways promising to become
favourite resorts, both offering the loveliest

views of the luxuriant and populous Arno valley

at every turn. The new enterprises for conferring

substantial benefit upon this capital are nu-

merous. A few days ago the Scottish Company
of Leyden intimated to the Municipal Council

its readiness to commence immediately the

works for its much - desired aqueduct, which
is to bring water from the Seine river into the

heart of Florence; hut the decision by that

contracting company in favour of the system

of metallic conduits along the whole extent meets

with opposition from another party, who desire

to see a construction in masonry. The Council

has conceded the ground requisite for three large

buildings, beyond three of the city’s gates, de-

stined for the lodgings of artizans and families

in poor condition, with a moderate rate of rent,

on the same method, generally speaking, as the

several other establishments for lodgers of such

class built during the last two or three years,

either within or at short distances beyond the

walls of i'’lorenc6
;
in this last instance the con-

cession being made to a company at whose head

is a capitalist named Barlasina, and with which

is connected the engineer undertaking to carry

out the works, Signor Fiorucci, a young man of

ability, who pledges himself to have these dwell-

ings built on a plan quite bis own, with baths for

both sexes, illumination by gas, and a supply of

water to each floor, from the time that the city

itself shall have been secured this same benefit

through means of the aqueduct. One among
many things proposed is the formation of

a public cemetery at the Certosa, that interest-

ing old monastery, about three miles from

Florence, whose inmates must of course share

the fate of other such. At S. Miniato works

are still going on for extending the area occu-

pied by vaults and monuments ;
and it is gene-

rally thought that as a place of sepulchre the

premises of that church no longer answer to the

requirements of the enlarged city.

We have commended the principle acted upon

in most public works here, of respect for the

claims of whatever is historic or artistic, but

have to regret one exception, however it may bo

defended as unavoidable, in the demolition, now
in progress, of the arcades for family monuments,

extending at an angle from the front of S. Maria

Novella, to the entrance of a street that leads to

the railway station, and thereby limiting that

thoroughfare in a manner very inconvenient.

Those monuments are of antiqnity, at least as

high as the Dominican Church itself, commenced
about 1278, and offer interesting examples of

the ancient Tuscan style, in the modes of

entombment : under each of tho centre arches,

faced with the usual alternations of black and

white marble, is a sarcophagus filling the lower

part of the recess, adorned with heraldic devices,

beside a central cross in relief, but without any

sort ot epitaphs. It is satisfactory, however,

to see that the new works will not neces-

sitate the destruction of the whole series,

and that another species of decorative build-

ing in poloured marbles, ecclesiastical in

style, is being raised along the narrower pre-

mises still left to the church in a line flanking

the enlarged street. The modernization of a

stately mansion, the architecture of Brunel-

leschi, on the Lung’-Arno (next door to the

house of Alficri), is a less excusable example of

the renovating spirit that now provokes criti-

cism, but for which private, not official, pro-

prietorship is alone responsible. Since the

S. Marco Convent was destined for its new
appropriation as a museum of sacred art, the

project has been advanced of uniting all the

Florentine galleries in one great edifice, or

rather cluster of edifices, to comprise those

cloisters the extensive buildings of the “ Acca-

demia,” and the royal stable, that occupy awide
space between the convent and the academic

premises, and will no longer be wanted for their

present purpose after the completion of the

much statelier Scuderia, now almost ready, be-

yond the Porta Romana, on ground adjacent to

the Boboli Gardens. When lately submitted to

the Minister of Public Instruction, this project

met with approval, and was referred for final

decision to a committee, at whose head is the

chief of the civil engineering department, One
might be loath to see the favourite Mount of the

Uffizi deprived of the art-treasures that have

long attracted all Europe to its walls ; but such

concentration as is proposed would have its

advantages, and many of the pictures, as well

as sculptures, now in the Uffizi, might be much
better placed as to light.

An esteemed antiquary. Professor Gamurrini,

has been appointed to succeed to the late Pro-

fessor Migliarini as “conservator” of ancient

monuments in the Florence galleries. In the

Uffizi our attention is excited by the addition,

since last year, of a few paintings, on sacred

subjects, from the earlier Italian schools. In

the Medimval museum at the “ Pretorio ” the

cast of Michelangelo’s “ David ” now occupies a

permanent place at the centre of the largest and
finest among the vaulted halls of that old

Gothic building. The frescoes attributed to

Giotto in the refectory of the S. Croce convent

may now be seen without difficulty, though that

great room has not (as intended) been made
actually public, but is used aa the magazine for

official documents of a ministerial department

now established on the premises.

The long history of projects and competitions

for the Duomo facade is not yet at an end. We
hear of another ecrpected exhibition of designs,

and of the probable preference for one that has

lately attracted much notice, and is now seen in

photograph at many shop-windows, by an engi-

neer named Tasinio, who is, we understand, the

son of a well-known engraver. Of rich and im-

posing effect, and conforming to the character of

Italian Gothic in the church it is intended for,

this designed facade terminates in a depressed

gable at the centre, with lean-to roofs at the

sides, and a projecting gallery carried along

the whole extent of sky-line, with pointed cano-

pies to the three portals, each adorned with

sculptures in canopied niches, as the tympanum
above the central door, a relief of the Assump-
tion and colossal statues of Apostles at intervals

between those three entrances; the whole re-

ceiving splendour from the profusion of sculp,

tore and such elaborate details as to justify a

very high estimate of probable expense. The
thing has not yet been officially announced, but

it is certain that a report of the third competi-

tion, and the designs then exhibited, is soon to

appear from the pen of the secretary to the com-

mittee and judges. Many doirbt the possibility

of giving new impulse to the long-suspended

subscription for this work, which bad brought

in about 100,000 francs, collected in weekly

rates, for which persona of every class, rich and

poor, had pledged themselves. Years have

passed since this mode of collecting was aban-

doned, and the subscribers have been, in most

cases, dissatisfied at finding their money left so

long unproductive at the disposal of those who
were doing nothing towards the object in view.

Perhaps the chief obstacle exists in the but too

manifest animosity against all that pertains to

the ecclesiastical causes in the Italian mind, as

now is the policy of the Italian Government.

A society calling itself the “ Italian Asso-

ciation for Instruction of the People ” has

ofi’ered a 5,000 francs prize for the best work

as a theme analogous to that of the admirable

“Self Help” by Smiles, with no prescribing

of modes of treatment, but the requirement

that the writer should efficiently show, not

only the benefits of knowledge, but that “ man
can often do just as much as he wills.” Another

prize has been liberally offered by Adelaide Ris-

tori (who lately gave two performances at the

diurnal theatre here) for the best dramatic com-

position suited to the st.'ige.

The restitution to Italy of all the art works

removed by the Austrians from Venice, and of

all, save one-twelfth, of the historic documents

at the same time taken thence to Vienna, is an

act of tardy justice we must rejoice to hear of.

Such was the determination lately made by a

committee at Milan, empowered to decide in this

affair, and the small modicnm reserved from the

documents is confined to such as have reference

to possessions still held by Austria south of the

Alps. We hear from Cortova of a projected

monument to a man of letters, Francisco Bene-

detti, native of that town, whose story is tragic,

for he put an end to his existence at Pistoia in

1821.

OPENING OF THE DOCKS AT
BARROW-IN-FURNESS.

So little was Barrow known quite recently,

that after speaking of its progress in the Builder,

we were asked, from Lancashire itself, where

Barrow is. Its locality is the extreme north-

west corner of Lancashire, near Ulverston, and

facing an island known as Barrow Island, said

by tradition to have been the burial-place of the

Norse rovers, who, in tlie “good old times,”

carried fire and sword round the coasts of Great

Britain. For centuries Barrow was a mere dull

fishing village, and even ten years ago the entire

population did not amount to 1,0U0 souls, and

most of the “ bread-winners ” ofthe village were

either sailors or fishers. Now it contains a popula-

tion of nearly 20,000, and is a rapidly-increasing

and prosperous town. It has recently been in-

corporated, and will soon, in all probability, be a

flourishing seaport, and the seat of an immense

shipbuilding and timber trade. The magic thing

which has so rapidly transformed Barrow from

i stagnation to activity is the great geni/us of
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modern days—iron. Hematite iron ore is found
in immense quantities at Barrow

j and some ten
years ago Messrs. Schneider, Hannay, & Co. esta-
blished works for smelting it there. Assisted
by the apropos discoveries of Mr. Bessemer,
Messrs. Schneider & Co. rapidly increased their
business, yearly adding furnace to furnace, and
speedily making an immense fortune. These
iron-works soon gave employment to a large
population, which rapidly increased year by
year, until an active, prosperous town super-
seded the old quiet fishing village. The great
natural advantages of Barrow soon attracted the
attention of Mr. Ramsden, for several years the
managing secretary of the Furness Railway,
which was constructed expressly to develops the
trading and commercial specialities of the dis-
trict. Assisted and supported by the Dukes of
Devonshire and Buccleuch—who are large local
landowners—Mr. Ranisden’s efforts were crowned
with unprecedented success

j
and, fostered by

such powerful influences,—regulated by rare
commercial tact,—Barrow soon attained the
rank and dignity of a town

; and, when incor-
porated, Mr. Ramsden was elected the first
mayor. In the meantime, Mr. Ramsden became
a director of the railway, the Duke of Devonshire
being chairman. Connected with every line of
railway in the kingdom, Barrow soon attracted
the notice of the Midland Railway directors, who
resolved to rnn their line of steamers to Belfast
from it, the Furness Railway Company having
resolved to make a series of docks by damming
up the channel between the town and old Barrow
Island.

The plans for these docks were prepared by
Messrs. M Lean & Stillman, of London, engineers,
Messrs. Brassey & Field being the contractors!
The total cost is about 200,0001. In their entirety
the Barrow Docks will extend from Crow’s Nest
Point to Cunninger Point, and be adapted for
the accommodation of vessels of all sizes, while
Walney Island,— sheltering them from the
roughest weather,—will render them safe at all
Beasons of the year.

The dock, opened so auspiciously, is named
after the Duke of Devonshire, and is 30 acres in
extent. There is another dock of 33 acres,
named after the Duke of Buccleuch, which is to
be ready for business early in the ensuing year j

while adjacent to it is a “ timber pond,” extend-
ing over an area of 35^ acres.
Every requisite for making the Barrow Docks

useful has been provided by the promoters.
Huge capstans and cranes, worked hy hydraulic
power, and manufactured by Sir William Arm-
strong, will open the dock-gates and hoist goods
into the warehouses, which have a fioorage
accommodation of 17,000 yards. The quay
space extends over 100 acres of ground, wnile
the remaining portions of the island,—about
300 acres,—will afford sites for shipbuilding
yards. In fact, Barrow Island will, in all proba-
bility, soon become the seat of an immense trade
in iron shipbuilding, for the steel and iron can
be procured on the spot from the Hematite Iron
Company (Limited), who now carry on the
business of Messrs. Schneider, Hannay & Co.,
and it is proposed to establish in connexion vrith
it a manufactory for flax and cordage. Ronnd
the island are about 10 miles of sidings con-
nected with the Furness Railway, so that ships
can load and discharge with the greatest possible
facility and despatch.

MASONIC HALL, DUBLIN.

The accompanying engravings illustrate the
new Masonic Hall and Club buildings which are
in course of erection in Molesworth-street, Dublin.
The front elevation is executed in Ancaster
stone, and is divided into three stages ; the
lower one of the Doric order, the centre of the
Ionic, and the upper of the Corinthian. The total

pediment will be 73 ft. The wholeof the club por-
tion of the building is arranged on the ground-
floor. The Grand Lodge room, which is to be
on the first floor, will be 72 ft. long, 39 ft. wide,
and 32 ft. high

; the other portion of this floor is
divided into Royal Arch Chapter, Libraries,
with regalia and preparation rooms, which are
approached by a flight of stone steps 6 ft. wide.
The Prince Mason’s Chapter and Grand En-
campment will occupy the second floor.

The contract was undertaken by Mr. Michael
Meade, of Dublin, at 7,6001.

|

The architect is Mr. Edward Holmes,

Birmingham and London, whose design was
selected in public competition.*

REFERENCES,
Ground Plan.

1. Coffee and Beading
Boom.

2. Corridor and Lobby.
3. Board-room.
4. Safe.

6.

Secretary’s Office.
6. Staircase.

7. Coal.lift.

8. Clerk's Office.

Firat-floor Plan.

A. Grand Lodge Boom.
B. Preparation Room.
C. Waiting-room.
D. Storefor Paraphernalia.
E. Staircase,
F. Landing.
G. Coal-lift.

H. Lavatory,
I. W.-C.

9. Dining-room.
10. Dining-hall.
11. S«rving-room,
12. Wine-room.
13. China.
14. Back Stairs.
16. Hats and Cloaks.
16. To Dressing-room,
17. Lavatory,

Librarr of Superior
Order.

K. Library.
L. Regalia and Prepara-

tion Room.
M. Royal Arch Chapter.
N. Porch.
O. Ante-room.

• Some extraordinary structures, it appears, are being
raised for “the craft" in America. An illustrated
American paper, containing four illustrations of the
Grand Masonic Celebration and Dedication of the New

Masonic Temple, corner of Tremont and BoyJston
st^ets, Boston, Mass.,” thus speaks of the edifice—
Upon entering the building one is reminded of the

descriptions which are preserved of those Egyptian tern-
pies, miles in circuit, with pillars 80 ft. high and lintels
40 ft. long, which were evidence of the architectural
of an almost extinct race. The famous temples of Isis
and Osiris are celebrated, and the Temple of Apollino-

E
ol is alluded to for its many peculiar features. The
gyptian architecture, with its cylindrical shafts enriched

with rings of richest sculpture, crowned with bell-shaped
capitals, wrought in the foliage of the palm or papyrus
embracing the caryatic order, was well adapted to give
form to the metempsychoaiau creed of the people, and

iuo irtjtai
of these marked features have been produced in this

came to this task with no inconsiderable experience, pre-
sents the novel combination of colours which forms the
peculiarity of this style of decoration. The walla are
finished with massive columns, having capitals enriched
with leaves of the palm, the Nile lily, and human faces.
Ihe ceiling is divided into compartments by heavy beams
above ewh column, which are decorated with various pat-
terns, laid in with blue, red, orange, and green, in un-
broken tints. The ceiling is tinted sky-blue, nnd studded
with golden stars, and from the centre hangs a forty-eight
light chandelier. The two main pillars at the east end of
the hall, between which is the throne of the High Priest,
form the most striking feature of this apartment. These
pillars are ornamented with hieroglyphics, taken from the

I

the Obelisk Luxor, now standing in the

r Concorde, Paris, and refers to Kameaes III.
Oi (Sesostris), B.C, 1650."
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THE FEEEIIASOKS’ ALMSHOUSES,
MELBOURNE.

The fonndation-stone of these almshouses

has been laid, with all the formalities apper-

taining to the Masonic order. The Govern-

ment having granted a piece of laud of

about five acres and a quarter in extent, front-

ing the Punt-road and contiguous to the

Wesleyan College, a plan was agreed upon to

erect buildings which will form the nucleus of

a number of charitable institutions for the poor

and indigent, the widov/s and orphans of the

brethren. The piece of ground is of a quad-

rangular form, 650 ft. in depth by 350 tt. in

width, and the architects are Messrs. Eeed &
Barnes. The plan embraces the erection of

twenty-four cottages or almshouses, and a centre

building to form an orphan asylum. Entering

the ground from the Punt-road, the design shows
twelve triple semi-detached cottages ranged on

the right and left of the quadrangle, which will

be planted, and form the chief approach to the

orphan asylum and superintendent’s quarters,

to be erected at the north end of the ground.

Each cottage will be replete with every con-

venience. The first portion of the almshouses

has been contracted for by Mr. Thomas Dalton,

for 6591., the funds being subscribed by the

brethren of the various lodges of the order.

PAEIS.

Recent works have been carried on, to restore

to its primitive state the elegant chapel of the
ancient College of Beauvais, behind the Market
of the Carmes and the Place Maubert. This
chapel is a simple structure, without colla-

terals, terminated by a five-sided apsis, snp.

ported by solid counterforts, and pierced with
lofty ogival windows. The spire, decorated at its

base with an arcature of three lobes, has also been
completely restored, and the building has been
disengaged on the south side by demolishing an
old house in the Rue Jean de Beauvais, which
was attached to it. The chapel of the Beauvais
College has become the property of the religious

order of Dominicans, who have added a cloister

and spacious buildings, where they are now
installed, after having left the ancient monastery
ofthe Cannes, in the RnedeVangirard, which was
cleared away for the Rue de Rennes.
A remarkable fountain has been jnst con-

structed in the Avenue de I’Observatoire of the
Luxembourg gardens, nearly on the site of the

ancient gateway. It is composed of two great
basins of Jura marble, the upper one having a
jet d'eau. The parterres of the grand avenue,

on the portions laid down in grass, have been
furnished with handsome monolith columns of

various coloured marbles
;
on these have been

placed Florentine vases, in bronze. These par-

terres are to be surrounded by candelabra and
lighted with gas. The iron gateway which
separates the newly transformed garden from the

ancient Avenue of the Observatory has been pat
in place.

The circular railway of Paris is at last being
joined in so as to have no break. Between the
Batignolles-Clichy station and that of Levalloia

Ferret the works are being actively pursued.

This connecting line passes under the Western
Railway, crosses the Rue d’Asnieres and the

Boulevard Malesberbes, near its point ofjunction

with the Boulevard Berthier; then, tumiug to

the south, it cuts the Boulevard Pereire and
joins into the old line of Auteuil and the rest

of the circular railway. The passage of the

line under the Boulevard Malesberbes is

attended with much difficulty on account of the

levels. In fact, the line passes over the great

collecting sewer, but the crown of the arch is

higher than the level of the rails. Thns the

arch of the sewer will have to be flattened down
BO as to lower it Im. at the key.

On the 25th inat. the works for the newwater
supply from the valley of La Vanne are to be
adjudicated at the H6tel-de-Ville of Paris. It

is estimated that this valley, so rich in springs

rising from chalky soil, can easily furnish daily

to a maximum height, in Paris, of 230 fc.,

22,000,000 gallons of water, equal in quality to

that of the valleys of the Champagne now
delivered into the Menilmontant reservoir. The
reservoir for the new supply is to be constructed

at Montronge, on the summit of a rising ground

not far from the Barriere Saint-Jacques. Like

On Tuesday, the 27th ult., the roofs of the

catacombs of Paris fell in in two places, at the

corner of the Rue de I’Ulm, and underneath the

Place dn Pantheon. An artist painter who was
going to his domicile was dragged down along

with the footpath to a depth of 5 ft., and had a

narrow escape of his life, escaping unhurt. The
usual periodical inspection took place a month
ago, and many visitors obtained the favour of

accompanying the cortege of municipal officials.

All the streets have been accurately laid down
underground and permanently marked, and the

blocks upon which houses stand have been con-

solidated from time to time by substructures. A
budget for this purpose is annually presented to

the municipal council. The visitors, usually

numbering 100 or 120, and all the persons present,

are counted by the guard four times j— on first

descending, at the foot of the staircase, at the

first lower door, again at the second door, and
at the final entrance into daylight again.

The disengagement of the fine tower of Jean-

sans-Peur, masqued by the houses in the Rne
Fran9ai8e, has created such a sensation among
antiquaries that the mnnicipal authorities are

determined not to leave tbo work undone j it is

to be completely restored, and surmounted by
a recreation garden or square, like that of the

Tour Saint-Jacques.

The Church of Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Belle-

ville, near the Buttes Cbanmont, is hut little

known. It was commenced in 1854, and finished

in 1859 : it was the last work of the architect

Lassus. It is seen from all quarters of Paris,

being conspicuous from its two spires and three

porches situated on an eminence. The town of

Paris has lately gifted the nave with stained,

glass windows. At right and left of the choir

apsidal chapels are being decorated by M.
Alphonse Chaignon, pupil of M. Tiollet-le-Duc,

for the Abbe Demures, curate of the parish.

On the 18th ult. a statue of Napoleon I. was

peered in the 2Ionitev.r, to this effect. “ The
curate of Saint-Roch, in a moment of d^raison,

refused to pray for Mdlle. Chameroy, and to

admit her into his church ; one of his colleagues,

a reasonable man, received the cortige in the

church of Saint-Thomas, where the service was
performed. The Archbishop of Paris has sus-

pended the curate of Saint-Roch for three

months, in order that he may be reminded that

our Saviour ordered him to pray for even his

enemies.”

The great military road which encircles Paris

at its new boundary, close to the fortifications,

the width of which was ouly 12 metres, has

been rapidly transformed into a spacious boule-

vard, 40 metres wide, and planted with trees.

On the left bank of the Seine this thoroughfare

is unbroken, and continues from the Quai de la

Gare, on the east, to the Qaai de Javel, on the

west. On the right bank it will continue from

Berey to the Porte de Bagnolet; then from the

Porte de la Chapelle to the Route de la Rcvolte.

THE NEW CASUAL WARDS FOR
MARTLEBONE PARISH.

In times gone by, and long before such matters

received general attention, we described the

miseries of the “ Casual Ward.” In those days

it was thought desirable to give as little comfort

as possible, that no inducement might be offered

for the return of the lodger. Public opinion, how-

ever, gradually brought about a demand for the

provision of decent accommodation, and the guar-

dians of the parish of Marylebone have just now
completed some wards which meet that demand,

The building is situated at the north-east

corner of the workhouse ground, at the back

of the old Relief Offices. The entrance pas-

sage of the Relief Offices affords access to the

uncovered. It is due to the chisel of the Count
j

new buildings ; at the end of this passage is s

Payol, eldest son of the illustrious general who
j

general waiting-room, and adjoining is anothei

fonght 80 bravely at the battle of Montereau,
I
for females only, next to which is the Eemak

and reaped the principal share of the glory. \
Bath-room. The bath-room is 12 ft. long, 9 ft

The principal statues of Napoleon I. hitherto ^ wide, 13 ft. high, and is lighted by window!

erected in public places are—1, That of the ' in the upper part of the walls. These window!

Place Vendfime, by Lannoy, in 1808; 2, on the ^ are hinged at the bottom, and open like hop

plains of Marengo, erected by the Sardinian pers. The baths, of which there are two, ar(

Government, inaugurated 14th June, the antii- made of Stourbridge clay, each in one piece

versary of the battle ; 3, a statue by Jouffroy, and, having a white glaztd surface, present a'

on the “place” of the town of Auxoiine; 4, all times a cleanly appearance. The water foi

Lyons has a fine statue raised in 1854; 5, Cher-
1

these baths is heated by a stove, which, beinj

bonrg possesses one in the Place de I’Hotel de
^

in the same room, is under the supervision of tht

Ville ; 6, Ajaccio, inaugurated lately. Of these
i
attendant. The stove consists of an upright cylin-

principal monuments to perpetuate the memory der, the casing of which is hollow and form!

of Napoleon I., those of Lyons, Cherbourg, and
,
the boiler, while the fire is contained in thi

Ajaccio are equestrian.
j

central portion of the cylinder ; a pipe passe;

The following is the consumption in ordinary from the upper part of this boiler to a galva

times of various articles in Paris :—There enter ! nized wrought-iron cistern fixed above, fron

annually 90,052^ tons of floor. These gave which anotiier pipe descends to the lower por

aboQt 273,155 lb. of bread. The potatoes con* tion of the boiler ; thns, by a well-known law

Burned in Paris during an average year amount causing a continual circulation of hot water t

to 895,500 bnsbels. The poultry and game sold the cistern, which is always ready with upward

and consumed are dossed as follows :—1,090,000 of 100 gallons of boiling water for the supply c

pigeons, 187,000 dneks, 2,535,000 bred rabbits, the two baths.

1.869.000 fowls, 377,000 capons and hens, I Adjoining this bath-room is the Female Sleep

590.000 turkeys, 155,000 partridges, 197,000
j

ing Ward, 58 ft. long, 18 ft. wide,15 ft. high to th

wild rabbits, 37,000 hares. lowest part of the sloping sides of the roof, am

There have been sold for the value of 22 ft. high to the apex. The roof is support®

7,866,437 fr. (314.6581.), poultry and game;
!
on circular cast-iron ribs, bolted to iron stand]

r r.C'r rro r- /arxn (.IA7 \ —r - I in fEo tViif-kTiPOO nf tliA T.valhS.OBSfiOa fr. (203,1201.), of salt-water fish ions contained in the thickness of the wa
479,980 fr. (19,199?.), erf fresh-water fish ; and which rest on solid stone bases. Runnin]

8,505 884 fr. (340,215i.), hotter; 4,377,302 fr. I along the whole length of the room is a ven

(175,0921.), eggs. Total, 1,052,58-11.

MM. Petit et Cie. have b^n entrusted by
the municipal anthoiitius of Paris with the

execution of the prolongation of the Roe
Reaumur, between the Place de la Bourse and
the open space in front of the new Opera-house.

It is said that the above firm, ordinary con-

tractors for the works of the town of Paris, are

to receive for this last section of the Rue
Reaumur the sum of 1,120,0001., payable by
annuities. This street, 66 ft. wide, will absorb

wholly the Rue Menars, and cut through the

Rues des Filles-Saint-Thomas, des Colonites, de

Richelieu, de Grammont, de Choiseul, de la

Michodiere, du Port Mahon, and Ltmie-le-Grand.

The Jacobite convent of the Filles-Saint-Thomas

was founded in 1742, by twenty nnns. Mention of

the Fillee-Saint-Thomaa has revived an anecdote.

A danseuse of the opera, Mdile. Chameroy, died

in 1812. The funeral cortege proceeded to Saint-

Roch, the curate of which refused to admit the

remains, stating that all comedians should be

excommunicated
;
so the procession went to the

church of the Filles-Saint-Thomas, the curate

that of Menilmontant, the Montronge reserreir of which performed the service. A few days

will be arched over completely.

tilator, 5 ft. wide. The upright sides of thi

ventilator are fitted with wide flaps, having ;

very simple apparatus for opening and closiuj

when requisite, the top portion being glazed

afford alight to the apartment. On the floor im

mediately beneath this ventilator is a cast-iroi

grating covering a brick air-channel. This channt

is snpplied with fresh air, which passes from th

outside of the building by covered channels mr
ning under the adjoining floors. It also con

tains hot-water pipes for heating the apartmen

in cold weather. The room is well lighted 8

night by two pendant star burners, the lowes

parts of which are some 9 ft. above the flooi

it will thus be seen that the arrangements fo

heating, ventilating, and lighting, are so arrange

as to be entirely out of the reach of the inmate!

Ranged down either side of the apartment ar

the sleeping bunks, affording accommodatio

for 44 women and 20 children. These bunk

are generally 6 ft. 6 in. long, and 2 ft. 4 ii

wide, bnt ten of them are made wider t

afford accommodation for a woman and tw

children each. The boards forming the bee

are so hung on pivots as to be capable of bein

afterwards a communication, not signed, ap-
j

turned up every day for the purpose of cleaniu
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) floor under. The head of the bed under
i pillow IB slightly raised, and is hinged
Darately, for the purpose of lifting and de-
siting the clothes of the sleeper; the clothes
each inmate being thus under his own pro-
tion. It should also be observed that the
id of each bed is some 6 in. from the wall,
I a current of air is consequently always
e to pass under the bed and upwards towards
I ventilators.

Scripture texts, the Lord’s Prayer, and the
a Commandments, are printed on the walls
1 ceilings, the red letters and blue tinted
lund forming a pleasing decoration.
It the end of the room is a door leading
ough a lobby to the water-closets. These
Bets are constructed on the latrine principle.
1 seem well adapted for the purpose.
Che arrangements for the accommodation of
males is identical with that described for
females, excepting that the shape of the

h-room stove is so modified as to allow the
ike and heat to pass by an iron flue-pipe
ugh an adjacent disinfecting chamber. If
ixamination it is found requisite, the clothes
;he casual are, whether male or female, hung
lin this heated chamber, and well fumigated
a sulphur.

'n each side of the main buildings are ranged
i working sheds, where the casual in the
ning picks oakum or performs such other
z as may bo assigned him. These sheds are
ut 12 ft. wide and 9 ft. high, and are well
ted and ventilated by skylights,
he wards are constructed as '* temporary
idings,” by which means their cost is thrown
u the general London rate. They are formed
uprights of iron and wood, plastered inter-

y, and covered with metal externally. The
ile appears to be very creditable to the archi-
? Mr. Saxon Snell. The builders were Messrs.
))b & Vaughaj], and the total cost was about

1 will not be out of place in onr pages to
ibibe the course now pursued in Marylebone
r reference to Casuals.
pplicants for admission have to apply at the
;je-station, MarjJebone-lane, about a quarter
I mile from the Workhouse, for an order.
I test the master does nob impose upon a
ran with a family, or a tired or aged appli-
. On presenting the 6’rder at the Work-
je-gate, the casual is at once admitted

; and,
certain information has been obtained from

I and duly recorded, he is searched, and
orohibited articles taken from him or her,
‘le restored in the morning. The pipes,
h are ,tho chief articles found, form a
DUS collection. On two occasions only
ng the past two years were persons found
t money concealed upon them, and each of
II was taken before a magistrate and com-
lid to prison. The clothing of the casuals is

fiexamined, and, if it is clean, it is placed in
mmall box forming a portion of his bed
Wy mentioned, and thus placed out of the
u ofany of bis companioDS, who might other^

p
pilfer or change some of the garments. If

Iclothes are filthy, which is the case with
uhirds of the poor, they are placed in a
Meeting chamber, and are handed back in
3aorning thoroughly fumigated.
0 casual undergoes the bath process, with
intiful supply of hot and cold water, and
tab his command. He is then supplied with
nrm woollen night-shirt, conducted to his
ilwhich consists of a mattress filled with

flock pillow, and two rugs weighing 81b.
wering. The strictest silence is maintained
13 wards, which are all night under the
avision ofpaid officers

; and prayers are read
n night in each ward by male and female
mure readers, especially appointed and paid
; e guardians for this purpose. The shirt
Hied covering are disinfected in the morning,
ere thus ready for another occupant.
isix o clock a.m. in summer, and seven in
,r, the casuals are ordered to work—the
1 a employed in cleaning the wards or
:g oakum. The strong, sturdy, idle men
Selected and put to stone breaking the
l_to oakum picking. The task of work
ibibed by the guardians being, males, to
titwo bushels of stone or pick two pounds
; b of oakum. It frequently happens that
isisorderly fellows, well-known to the officers
fefessional casnals, will improperly linger
ihtheir work, and not have exeented a
liable half-hour’s labour in the four hours,
cloharacters may be charged before the
icrate with wilfully neglecting to perform

their allotted task of work; and, thanks to the
assistance given by the magistrates at the
Marylebone Police Court, this class has been
pretty well weeded from this parish. Casuals
who complain of being ill or unable to resume
their journey, are examined by the medical
officer, and it he thinks they are proper cases for
the Workhouse Infirmary they are at once
admitted. The breakfasts and suppers of the
casuals consist of 6 oz. of bread, and one pint of
grneleach meal; and they are permitted to take
with them in the morning the fragments of bread
collected from the sick and infirm wards, which
previously found its way into the waste tub of
the establishment. There is no limit to the
number of times a casual may be admitted into
the same ward. If he find no employment he
may return again at night

;
and if he show a

willingness to work, and cheerfully conform to
the rules, an effort is made to provide him with
some temporary employment.

It is the wish of the guardians of St. Maryle.
bone that care should be taken to discriminate
between the deserving houseless poor and the
sturdy idle loafer

; and while all is done to
render the position of the former as comfortable
as the law will allow, it is sought by a strict
exaction of the labour test to drive the latter
class from depending upon the pockets of the
ratepayers for their nightly shelter. Mr. Douglas,
the master, appears to devote himself with great
earnestness to carrying out these views.
The total number that can be accommodated

is about 100. We were not surprised to hear
that the number of applicants has fallen off
since decent conduct, silence, and other whole-

.

some requirements have been insisted on. On
Saturday nights the wards are always full,

—

a circumstance not difficult to understand, when
it is remembered that no labour is required to
be done on Sunday morning.

parapet of the Thames Embankment. I like
the notion immensely, and would fain be a
‘great man’ to go there myself.” We hope,
however, if the scheme be carried out, that it
will not be absolutely necessary to be a great
man to obtain a place in the Walhalla on the
Thames, but that onr great women will also find
there fitting pedestals.

COMPETITIONS.

^

Bedfordshire UliddU- Class Schools.—Twenty,
nine sets of plans were originally submitted,
and four were reserved for consideration and
selection,—viz., those of Mr. F. Peck, London;
Mr. John Usher, Bedford

;
Mr. John Day, Bed-

ford
; and Messrs. Mayhew & Calder, Loudon.

Ultimately, they selected Mr. Peck’s design as
the most snitable for the school buildings.

A SHEFFIELD CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY.
A Chamber of Industry has been formed at

Sheffield,

“ to look to tbe interest of both capital and laboar, in
order to Vriug them into closer union; to give adrice in
cases of dispute between emplojera and employed

; to
study the principles ol political economy; and to examino
the laws relating to capital and labour.”

The business of the Chamber is conducted by
an executive of thirteen members, including
president, vice - president, secretary, and
treasurer, to be elected by a general meeting of
the body. The executive have issued an address
explanatory of their objects, and in which they
say :

—

"The Sheffield Chamber of Industry owes it origin to a
few working men, who have long witnessed with pain and
regret the Irequency of disputes between masters and
workmen, and they believe (he Chamber will have a ten-
dency to bring them together for their mutual good. The
executive believe that disputes often arise from mistaken
notions of the relations of capital and labour, and they
propose to iociuire into the laws which regulate the pro-
duction and distribution of wealth. They are also of
opinion that the true interest of capital and labour is
identical, and that, like manufacture and commerce, they
are twin sisters, and ought ever to go hand in hand, ft
ie intended to have lectures on political economy and
other matters relating to capital and labour; also short
essays, to be followed by discussion. Efforts will be made
to secure the services of the ablest men of the age for
these objects. The Chamber will use its influence to
establish » Board of Arbitration and Conciliation, and
until that is accomplished it will give its counsel, with the
consent of both masters and men, to tbe settlement of
trade di-putes Strikes and lockouts are evils pre-
jorticial to employers, workmen, and the public, and it is
hoped that all claasea will come forward and prevent, aa
lar as possible, their recurrence.”

ACCIDENTS.

The inquest on the body of tbe young man
killed by the falling of a stone pillar in the
Strand, as recently reported, has ended in a

j

verdict, " That the deceased met his death by
Feeling a difficulty as to the claims of Mr. ! want of proper caution being used by the Messrs
Usher and Mr. Day for the premium of 501 for

!
Forster.”

the design and plan the best of those rejected,
i

A dangerous and curious accident has ocoorred^ey liberally paid tbem each a premium of 50Z.
I

in Coleman-street, Bunhil). fields. It appears
For the fourth design they sent thanks.

I

that near the Quaker burial-ground extensive
Taunton .—The Taunton College School Com-

,

excavations have been made to form the founda-
pany lately solicited designs from six architects.

;

tion of a large factory. The house adjoining has
Mr. Giles, of Taunton, was the successful compe -

1

during the operations been shored up, b'ut it
titor, Messrs. Norton & Masey getting a pre -

1

seems that the excavations have weakened itmmm of 501., and the Messrs. Francis one of 251. fivifl (-.bia alHo wnii ft»ii n-.-.-... t_
Workhoiase, St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, London.

The Board of Guardians have selected the de-
sign by Mr. Cross, subject to the approval of
the Poor Law Board. The building is to be
erected at Wimbledon, and will provide accom-
modation for 201 males and 201 females, in-
cluding 6 married couples and 40 permanent
sick. Tbe cost of the building is estimated not
to exceed 28,43ul., viz

, main building, 24,680J.

;

infectious wards, 1,500Z. ; lodge and receiving
ward, 700Z.

;
boundary fences and gates, 1,550Z.

A WALHALLA ON THE THAMES.
It was early urged in onr pages that the

Thames Embankment would afford admirable
sites for the statues of such men as England
might wish to honour, while they might be
made to form one of the best and noblest adorn-
ments of what will be a national highway. Lord
Winchelsea has recently given expression to the
same suggestion, and it has been well received
by the public. He proposes that the line of the
Thames embankment be garnished with statues
of the worthies of England—simply treated—in
bronze

; and he think,s that to conquer a place
in such an array would be striven for in future,
as now is the Victoria Cross. We do not think
that. The man who deserves a statne seldom
thinks or cares much .about it

;
but such a setting

forth of our good and great men would be an
incentive to good deeds nevertheless. ^uuow nasA lady-correspondent, earnest^ in well doing, ' fallen. The timber of the stand-house, which
writes to ns, Pray aid in obtaining statues of

j

was densely crowded with people, was heard
England s great men for the adornment of the

. cracking, bat the noise occasioned only a

and the side wall fell into the excavation. In
tbe room, of which the wall formed a side, a
woman had lately been confined, and through
the aperture she and her child, with all the
furniture, were exposed. The frightened woman,
however, was soon removed.
A man has been buried alive at Dalaton. Ho

was a labourer in the employ of Mr. Morley, a
builder, and on Saturday last he and Robert
Morley, his employer’s son, were engaged in
making a tunnel underneath the footpath and
garden in front of a new villa, recently bnilt at
Navarino-road, Dalston. Robert Morley said, at
the inquest, that tbe old man was told to make
an open cutting in order to reach some pipes in
connexion with the drainage, but he preferred to
make a tunnel. The tunnel was made through
a sandy soil 6 ft. below the surface of the earth,
and it was 2^ ft. high. It was only intended
to make it 5 ft. long, but the deceased while
tunnelling made a mistake, missed the pipe, and
carried the tunnel 8 ft. farther on. The coroner
asked the witness why ho was such a goose as to
enter an unshored tunnel through sandy soil.
The witness said that he trusted to Martin’s
experience. While they were both in the tunnel,

2i ft. of the top of it suddenly gave way, and the
deceased, who was at the end of it, was instantly
buried alive. Witness was near the opening,
and he had just time to get out of the way when
the sand fell. It was half an hour before the
body- of the deceased could be dug out. He was
then quite dead. The jury returned a verdict of
accidental death.

Tbe stand on the Racecourse at Mallow has
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momentary panic. A few minutes later, how-
ever, again the timber was heard cracking, bur

this time too late to allow the crowd to avail

itself of the warning. Half of the stand sank

to the ground, a distance of between 20 and

30 fc., together with the people on it. One boy
sustained internal injuries, and cut and bruised

heads, faces, lips, and arms were numerous.

Hats were crushed, and coats and other garments

torn 5 but no life was lost.

At Newbury, Berks, some men in the em-

ploy of Mr. Samuel Elliott, builder, were engaged

in digging sand on Wash Common, when the

ground fell in upon one of them, and killed him
on the spot.

At Stroud a subscription has been com-

menced on behalf of the contractors, Messrs.

Wall & Hook, for the rebuilding of the parish

church, who suffered to the extent of about 700J.

by the fire in their shed, which we have already

reporte 1. lOOZ. were raised at once. The
destruction of all the prepared timber for the

roofs will cause some delay in tbe rebuilding, as

seasoned oak is diCBcnlt of obtainment, to say

nothing of the time required to work it.

Three serious accidents in connexion with
buildings have just taken place in Liverpool.

While a man, bis daughter, and another young
person, who reside at No. 18, Johnson-street,

were in the back part of tbe house, washing
themselves, a portion of the building gave way
and fell upon the three people, inflicting injuries

of a very serious nature. The houses in the

street are being taken down for corporation im-

provements. Another accident, resulting in the

death of Mr. Bell, master joiner and builder, oc-

curred at Bootle on the same morning. Mr.

Bell was upon some scaffolding surrounding a
new bnilding at Bootle, when by some means he

lost his footing, fell to the ground, and was so

frightfully mutilated that he died shortly after-

wards. A third accident has happened at the

corner of Church and Paradise streets, where
some bouses are being taken down for the pur-

pose of widening the street. Three men were
engaged, on tbe first-floor of the building, in re-

moving a wall, when another wall opposite to

where they were employed gave way, carrying

with it to the floor below the three men. Two
of them are suffering from scalp wounds and
other contusions, while the third is injured in

the spine.

At the Parish Church, Leamington, a serious

accident has occurred. A considerable portion

of the scaffolding surrounding the new wing fell,

and three of the workmen were buried in the

debris. The men were at work on the scaffold,

and fell from 80 fc. to 100 ft. There were only

two large stones on the scaff'old, and a hand-

barrow of bricks. Under the scaff’old where the

poor fellows fell, was a heap of stones, and not

only were they seriously injured by falling on

these, but also by the planks and woodwork
which came down upon them. Mr. Marriott, of

Coventry, is the contractor of the works.

THE WINCHESTER DRAINAGE
COMPETITION.

Sir,—

K

nowing that the pages of the BviUer are always
open to vindicate tbe rights of our profession, and also

that several letters have been published in that journal
within the last six or eight months relating to the Win-
chester Drainage Competition, I beg you will allow these

few remarks to appear in your columns with regard to tbe

latest transactions in this matter, viz., tbe special meeting
of the Local Board on Tuesday, the 17th inst.

At that meeting it was resolved to adopt Mr, Botham’s
report; that is, to give the first premium of 150L (which
by the bye, is no premium at all, being included in the

commission for carrying out the works) to Jlr. Lemon,
tbe author of ^o. 7 plan, and to withhold the second and
third premiums on the miserable grounds that the other
designs were not according to the printed particulars. So,
in fact, they have got designs sent in, and tbe professional
advice, of eleven gentlemen for

—

nothing, by simply
ofi'ering three glittering baits; tbe first of which is a

babble which bursts directly it is laid hold of, and the
other two turn out to be as ethereal as the first, and
vanish in the end : a cheap (and decidedly nasty) way of
getting professional advice.
Last week I saw by your paper that at Dorchester some

board or body had offered a premium of 251. for a church
design, and, when several were sent in, had refused to give

any premium at all.

Now, sir, are these facts to be established as pre-

cedents ? Are jouDg engineers, who are obliged to enter
these competitions sometimes, to be ridden overroiigh-

abod by these local boards and others, because they think
they are out of the reach of punishment ? Have they
never thought that there is a moral obligation in these

cases? and when they hold out offers for gentlemen to

compete, are they not bound to see their part of the con-

tract carried out as well as the competitors' ? I would
suggest to the Winchester Local Board that there are
other trusts and duties entailed upon their office as im-

portant as that of saving tbe city tbe snm of ISi'l.

COWPER’S SUMMER HOUSE AT OLNEY.

On making a recent visit to tbe village of

Olney, in Bnckioghamshire, I was grieved to find

that the summer-house in which “ The Task ”

was composed is fast relapsing into ruin and

decay. This "nook” or “ summer parlour,” as

the poet has diff’erently designated it, is situated

at the bottom of the garden attached to tbe

house in which Cowper resided from 1767 to

1786, and is a small plain rustic building of

lath and plaster, covered with red tiles, and
run around the interior with a small bench. In

this retreat, which is contigoons to the remains

of the tree beneath whose shade the poet was
wont to linger in the peaceful summer hours, he

isolated himself from the social aud domestic

interruptions to his literary labour, and it is in

obvious allusion to the delicious solitude which
he here enjoyed that he writes in the “ Task,”

—

“ To me an unambitious micd content
In the low vale of life that early felt

A wish for ease and leisure, and ere long
Found here that leisure and that ease I wish'd.”

And again,

—

“ Had I the choice of sublunary good,
"What could I wish that I possess not here ?

"

The walls are covered with initial signs and
names,—a noble testimony to genius; and
amongst others I may select those of Hugh
Miller and Sir Walter Scott. The Throckmorton
family have attended only to those spots asso-

ciated with the memory of Cowper which are

situated on their estate near Weston, and the

summer-house, where one of the noblest poems
that adorn the pages of Euglish literature was
composed, has fallen into the hands of a baker
and confectioner, whose means are inadequate

to the placing of tbe retreat in a proper state of

repair. Is sensibility to the beautiful wholly

extinct? J. Campbell Nugent.

SINGLE-SPAN CHURCHES.

Sir,—Let me add to the examples of single-

span chmehes recently mentioned in the Builder

a notable one in Bordeaux. I saw it a short

time since while passing a few hours in that

city. Divine service was being performed, and
my observations were consequently vei-y super-

ficial, of necessity; but I was much struck by
the contrast between tbe nave and choir—the

former spacious and broad, without pillar, or

much-projecting column; the latter having an
aisle all round it, and separated from it by
acutely pointed arches,—the former equally

illuminated over its whole area, tbe latter broken
np into a most eff’ectivo combination of light and
shade. The style of this church is Early
Decorated throughout, except that over the
south transept are two tall spires of elaborate

pierced stonework, apparently of later date than
the rest of the building.

Cannot our architects design churches for us

which, while thoroughly ecclesiastical, would
admit of every member of the congregation

seeing and hearing the clergyman ? Aisles too

often prevent both. J. M. A.

BUILDING IN A LONDON GRAVEYARD.

Sir,

—

Close to Victoria Park Cemetery is a

graveyard attached to the Globe-fields Wesleyan
Chapel, Mile-end. It is no long time since this

burial-ground was in tolerable condition with

tbe usual array of head-stones, &c. ; but about

a year or eighteen months ago I observed that

the stones were being gradually removed and
packed in a comer, and the graves levelled.

These stones were soon altogether taken away,

and about a quarter of the graveyard was used

as a cabbage-garden 1 On the wails of this

burial-ground were painted the usual large

figures, indicating to the visitors the latitude

and longitude of the graves, but as visitors for

dead relations in a cabbage-garden might be

inconvenient and anomalous, these figures were

soon obliterated, and the whole space used for

the purpose of a sort of market-garden.

At the present time, sir, semi-detached villas

are springing up in the place of the cabbages,

several pairs of which are already erected.

In digging out the foundations for these bouses,

the burial-ground was incised and excavated in a

shocking manner. This “ resting-place for the

dead ” is close to the embankment of the

Great Eastern Railway
;

and, as I have to

constantly pass and repass it, I have had t

opportunity of observing the desecration fre

the beginning.
There was once a burial-ground attached

Spa-fields Chapel, Exmonth-street, Clerkenwel

recently the gravestones were removed, and
make-belief garden was planted, bat the shrn

and plants could not live
j
so they were soi

rooted out to make way for other transform

tions hidden from the public by a tall boardin

which, however, was not sufficiently perfect

prevent the fact of certain excavations haviil

taken place in the graveyard being pret

generally known. S.

CONCRETE HOUSES IN TEE
METROPOLITAN DISTRICT.

Sir,—Being about to erect some concre'

cottages, I should be glad if you or any of yoi

readers would inform me whether there is an

thing in the Bnilding Act to prohibit it
;
an

further, whether any concrete houses are knew
to have been built within the Metropolits

District ? The District Surveyor tells me
cannot be allowed. Builder.

#*# We are not aware that anything in tl

Building Act would prevent the erection of Co:

Crete buildings within the Metropolitan distric

The requirement that “ the thickness of evei

stone wall in which the beds of masonry are

laid horizontally shall be one-third greater tht

the thickness prescribed in the rules” migl

possibly be held to apply- The Board of Worl
could settle this.

CHURCH DESIGN ABOUT SHEFFIELD.

Sir,—

I

thiuk your “Commissioner” won
do good service in reviewing the designs of tl

new churches that are springiug up in ai

around Sheffield. Draughtsman’s andcarpentei
(architect) Gothic very much predominates

tbe exclusion of fine-art architecture, and I fe

will not redound much to our credit in the pag
of history.

One of the leading “ Goths” admitted to i

about two years ago that he knew little of Goth

architecture, and now he carries ofl' all the priz

with the aid of experts from London offices, ai

thereby argues that the “bench” is the su

road to distinction and success. C. E.

THE NEW ENGLISH CHURCH OF
BADEN-BADEN.

On the 14th instant the church of All Saint

Baden-Baden, was solemnly opened. Theedifi

was designed by Mr. Thomas Wyatt, who ft

nished all the drawings gratis. It has spire ai

belfry. A stained-glass window, presented 1

Lord and Lady A. Loftus, decorates the ea

end. It was painted at Munich. The mosa
pavement, reredos, brass railings, and other orn

ments, the pulpit of carved oak, the Bible ai

Books of Common Prayer for the reading-de

and altar, were also the contributions of Lady

,

Loftus, and offered by her as a memorial of h

eldest daughter, who died at Baden-Baden sot

years ago.

The Queen of Prussia, who takes great intere

in the English Church, has contributed libera]

towards the erection of this church. HerRoj
Highness the Crown Princess of Prussia provid

a font. The lectern, in the form of an eag

carved in oak, with Gothic stand, having t

four Evangelists at the four corners of tbe bai

is the present of the Grand Duchess of Bade

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, durii

bis late visit to Baden, took great interest

everything connected with this church, andse
the treasurer as a donation 1,000 francs.

RESTORATION OP ST. MARTIN’S CHUEC]
EXETER

Sir,—A “Visitor” very justly reprehends t)

work that is going on at this church, situated

it is in the very Cathedral-close, iHs-d-ins wi

the best original Norman and Decorated work,

He is a little hard noon the pointiug, wbii

nearly follows the old joints
;
but does not noti

that the old bell-chamber windows have not hi

^
their tracery replaced, and some small quati
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foil lights that have been scraped oat to circles
are left in mutilated condition, when a few
pounds would have made them good. These
mutilations “ cleaned down ” are more glaring
than before; the “Visitor” does not notice
them. What he says about the parapet and
comice is, I fear, too true.
Had he, however, entered the church he would

have found that improvements have been already
made in the chancel, under a very judicious
architect, whose services, then gratuitous, should
have been continued now; and assuredly the
“ a,bominationB ” noticed would never have
existed.^ No one can interfere

; for, as “ there's
a divinity doth hedge a king,” so there is a
deference due always to churchwardens. The
“glorious west window” remains, as yet un-
touched

; but a shallow porch, of very singular
construction, is about, we fear, to rear its modern
gable in front, and somewhat to the injury, of
the fine old window.

It is only proper that some one should acknow-
ledge the ‘‘ Visitor’s ” jnst letter, and appreciate
the good intentions and just censures of the
writer. In doing this, I sign myself

An Exonian,
And Member of the Architectural Society.

PEOVINCIAL NEWS.

I annontli.—The new fish market and wharfs
are now nearly completed. They are situated
between Beeching’s yard and the lower ferry, and
are of considerable extent. The market is 750 ft.

long by 40 ft. wide, with a landing wharf of the
same width between it and the quay. The
former is flagged throughout with Caithness
atone, and the latter paved with granite pitching,
the whole having a fall to the haven of 3 ft.

The market is covered with a span roof, with
queen-post trusses, resting on 148 iron pillars,
which are set in York stone, embedded in con-
Crete. The roof on the east side is lighted with
thirty-six skylights, 10 ft. by 6 ft. each, the west
front being open. Along the eastern side are
oflScea^ for fish-salesmen and telegraph clerks,
while in the rear are extensive warehouses, with
an intervening space of 80 ft. wide for the storing
of swills. These back premises communicate

' with the wharf by roadways, two of which inter-
f sect the covered market. The contracts for the
\ wharf and market amounted to about 8,000Z.,
1 but as several additions, including the ware-
1 houses in the rear, were subsequently made it
i is estimated that the entire cost will amount to
i about 12,OOOL The works have been carried
( out by the corporation.

Stockhridge .—The foundation-stone of the new
] Parsonage - house has been laid. It is being
I built by Mr. Henry Reeves, of Rookley House,
i upon his own lands, expressly for the use of him-
s self and family, consequent on his accepting the
I
position of rector of the parish. The building

T will cost about 2,000J.

Eastbourne.—The extensive premises at the
e east end of Pevensey-road, which have been

it taken by the Eastbourne Royal Marine Baths
a and Laundry Company, and fitted up “ for the
,p purpose of supplying hot and cold sea and fresh-
i« water bath accommodation, and also the means
0 of washing linen and other things, for the visi-
|tc tors and residents, on the best and moat approved
ac scientific principles,” have been formally opened
|fofor business. The building has been appropriated
|kto the purposes of the company under the super-
iiiintendeuce of Mr. Atkins, the engineer. The
|fi fittings of the bath-rooms are of porcelain, and
illthe bath in one [piece (Rufford & Finch’s
ipipatent)

.

1

Torquay .—The foundation stone of a new har-
ihbour baa been laid at Torquay by Miss Palk,
;d(dangbter of Sir Laurence Palk, bare., lord of the
mmanor, and M.P. for South Devon. The harbour
Ssis estimated to cost 37,000Z. On the same day
fefestivities were observed in Torquay in comme-
mmoration of Mr. L. H. Palk (son of Sir Laurence)
otattaining his majority. The plot of land in front
oLf Eilacombo, Torquay, has been presented to
tb;he Local Board as a pleasure-ground for the
pmublic.

Maidstone .—The re-decoration of the ceiling
t)f)f the Town-hall by Signor Galli is now com-
ploleted. Originally the ceiling was painted in
distemper instead of in oils, and the consequence
was that the paint peeled OS' in large masses as
locoon as the damp made its way to it. Signor
jaJalli has materially changed his design, and he
loiow guarantees that the work shall be durable,
'iihe coat is 100 guineas.

BHILDEES’ CLERKS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The first annual general meeting of this young
Institntion was held on Monday evening, the
23rd inet., in the hall attached to the offices.
Mr. William Henshaw, the president of the
Institution for this year, took the chair. The
Secretary read a report, which said,

—

“The claims that recommend this Institution to the
support of the benevolent are many, but we can urge
none more forcible than the fact that it represents an
educated class, who are engaged iu a trade where perma-
nency of employ is very uncertain, and the occupation
very sedentary, end who are in many cases unable to
ake any adequate provision for the necessities of old

Bge, or to meet the requirements of occasional illness,
lamily troubles, or loss ol employ. We regret the absence
ot support by many employers in the trade, but we are
buoyed up with the hope that, as our principles (non-
union ones), are better known, wo shall number them
amongst our warmest supporters.”

The receipts showed an amount to the Relief
Fond of 409h Sa. 6d., and to the Asylum Fund,
227Z. 11s., making with interest on the banking
account, a total amount of 638Z. 13s. 4d.
The disbursements for the year amount to

161Z. Is. lid.
} and the balance at the bank, and

in the hands of collectors, to 477Z. lls. 5d.

On the motion of Mr. Conder, seconded by Mr. Prit-
chard, the report was received and adopted.
Various other resolutions were moved and seconded by

Messrs, Countney, Nightingale, Earle, and Dallen.
The Chairman considered that the present was an op.

portunity not to be lost bv the builders’ clerks. Iu the
working of this their own Institution, they had not been
interfered with. They had started it themselves

;
they had

drawn up their own code of rules; they had had the
entire management of it from the commencement and
save with the encouragement of their support, the’ em-
ployers had not interfered in the slightest degree with
whatever they chose to do. From its commencement the
objects of the Institution had been most ably advocated,
and with what success he would leave the balance-sheet to
tell. The Society was now well afloat, and it only needed
the personal exertions of the clerks to keep it so. It
would not do for them to stand aloof, and expect their
employers and the trade to keep it up for them: it was
such a one as met with their best wishes and entire sym-
pathy, but he could assure them that the warmest support
Irom without would be of no use unless equally balanced
by the exertions of those personally interested in its wel-
fare. The past year augured well for the future. They
had started at a (ime, perhaps the worst in the annals of
this centu^ that could possibly have been chosen for
such an object, and therefore he considered the success
achieved all the more surprising. He wished particularly
to call the attention of all present to Rule 6. That rule
struck him forcibly the first time he rend it. He admired
the principle of it exceedingly. It gave the committee
entire power, when any case of urgent distress is brought
to their notice, of a builder's clerk, or bis family through
accident, Ulness, or loss of employ (except ttrough his
own misconduct), to grant from the funds of the Instilu-
tion a sum not exceeding lOLj also in the ease of the
death of a builder’s clerk leaying his family in desti-
tute circumstances, to grant a sum not exceeding 61
towards the expenses of his funeral

; and a further gra-
tuity not exceeding lof. towards the assistance of his
family. This ho thought an admirable feature in the
Institution, aod it received bis warmest support.
After some further observations from tne chairman a

vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas Peto Ward, for his exer-
tions in connexion with the Institution, was passed
unanimously

;
and the chairman having been warmly

thanked, the meeting broke up.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Stoodleigli .—The new bells of the parish

church have been inaugurated. Previous to
their arrival the old ones, under the superintend-
ence of Mr. J. M. Baker, were lowered from the
bell-chamber. The date npon the old tenor is
1612, 80 that it had probably occupied its late
position for a period of 255 years. The new
frame-work, or the cage, in the bell-chamber,
was made by Mr. James Osmond, of this place!
The timber is oak; the frame bolted to the
beams of the floor. The new peal, which is the
gift of the lord of the manor, and patron of the
living, Mr. Thomas Daniel, was manufactured
by Messrs. Warner. The inscription on each
bell, in addition to the maker’s name, is Thomas
Daniel, esq., donor and patron; John Greenslade,
churchwarden. The peal is in the key of A
natural, the tenor being the tonic, of course, and
in six bells, the treble F sharp. The note of
each successive bell was found to be correctly in
tune. The ringers of the parishes of Oakford,

,

Bampton, Huntaham, Waahfield, and Stood- '

leigh tried them with “ round-ringing,” and
Mr.^ C. A. W. Troyte, of Huntaham Court,
assisted by some of his own ringers, and Mr.
Boswell, foreman to Messrs. Warner, and who
belongs to the “ College Youths,” rang the
“ Grandsires.” The number of changes on six
bells is 720, which should bo rung in about
twenty-five minutes. In the evening, the com-
pany, about 50 in number, had supper at the
New Inn.

Wethersfield .—The church which has lately
been erected at Blackmore End, in this parish,

,

has been consecrated by the bishop of the
diocese. The building has been long contem-
plated, but was commenced only sixteen months
ago.^ It is built of red brick, the appearance of
the interior being relieved by bands of blaok.
The designs were by Mr. C. Buckeridge, of
Oxford. The contract for building was taken by
Mr. Runnacles, of Halstead. The edifice is
built to accommodate 220 persons, and is seated
with open benches, free and unappropriated.
The pulpit and font are of stone. The total
co.-t of the building, &c., will be about 1,200Z.

Cartmel .—The restoration of the old* parish
church is completed. The extensive repairs
have been in hand during the last fonr years.
The galleries have been removed, and the old
pews have given way to seats, made of oak.
The lime and whitewash have been chipped off
the facings of the stone. The western end of
the church has had the ceiling renewed and the
walls cemented; and nearly all the windows have
been re-glazed.

Stoke.—The foundation-stone of Christ Church
has been laid by Lady Bovil here. The site is in
Waterloo-road. It will be a Gothic structure,
and will consist of a nave, north and south
aisles, and an apse at the east end, with tower
and spire. At present it is only intended to
build the nave, which, including the site, will
cost about 3,0(X)Z. Over 2,000Z. have been sub-
scribed. The architect is Mr. Christian, of Lon-
don, and the builders are Messrs. Swayne &
Son, of Guildford.

Moreton (Herefordshire). — The parish church
has been re-opened. The restoration was carried
out, under the superintendence of Mr. W. H.
Knight, of Cheltenham, by Messrs. Cullis &
Collins, contractors, Tewkesbury. The tower is
entirely new, as also is the porch, and the ex-
terior walls have been scraped and pointed.
New windows of stained glass, with Bath stone
dressings, have been inserted. One of these is
a three-light window in the east end of the
chancel. The centre represents the Ascension,
with the Agony in the Garden and the Bearing
of the Cross on either side, while in the bead of
the window above is the dove, with the sacred
monograms, “I.H.S.” on the one side, and
“ A.O.” on the other. The reredos consists of a
triple arcade, composed of Bath stone and mar-
ble, the shafts dividing the compartments having
floriated capitals of Derbyshire spar. In the
central compartment is a cross of white marble,
bearing the sacred monogram, “ I.H.S.,” and
studded with carbuncles. On either side of the
reredos are some symbolical designs in encaustic
tiles (Godwin’s)

,
the cbancel also being paved with

plain tiles from the same manufactory. There is
an open wooden roof, entirely new, to the cbancel,
in which a sedilia in Bath stone has been in-
serted on the north side, and the altar-rails are
supported by light metal work. The pulpit is
of Bath stone, the top part being in marble, as
also are the shafts. The lectern is of carved
oak, UDpolished, and the reading-desk of pine
wood, varnished. The pews are made on the
open bench principle, but have doors to them :

they are of pine wood, relieved with oaken
panels, the wood naed in the latter being taken
from the old church. The whitewash has been
scraped from the walls, which are now relieved
by appropriate Scriptural mottoes in missal print-
ing, while the plaster has been cleared away
from the roof,—we are now speaking of the nave
and body of the church,—and the old original oak
exposed to view. The organ is a new instru-
ment, and the gift, we believe, of the squire’s
wife, Mrs. Evans.

Killingicorth.~The foundation stone of St.
John’s Church, Killingworth, has been laid. The
style will be Early French Gothic, and the plan
consists ofnave, side aisles, chancel, organ cham-
ber, vestry, north and sonth porches, tower, and
spire. It is intended, however, to erect only
the nave, chancel, south aisle, south porch, and
vestry at present; leaving the north aisle,
tower, and spire for erection at a future period.
The building will be of atone from local quar-

I

ries, the property of Mr. Punshon, with orna-
mental bands of red Carlisle stone. It will hold
about 350 persons. The roof will be plastered
between the timbers, and the passagesoi nd halls
will be paved with coloured tiles. The contract
price is about 1,762Z. The builders are Messrs.
T. Middlemiss, Son, & Stafford; and the archi-
tect, Mr. Bassett Keeling.

Stathem, Leicestershire.—The restoration of
St. John’s Church has been commenced.
The works will comprise the removal of the
present unsightly pews, opening out the
tower-arch, new pulpit and benches, removal of
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the organ, complete restoration of the chancel,

heating, &c. The new woodwork will all be
execnted in oak. The works are being carried

out from the designs and nnder the superin-

tendence of Mr. E. W. Johnson, architect, of

Melton Mowbray and Leicester.

Wolverhamptcm .—The memorial stone of the

new Church of St. Jnde, Wolverhampton, has

been laid. The church is being pnt up on the

north side of the Tettenhall Bxjad, nearly equi-

distant between those of Tettenhall and St.

Mark’s respectively, and it will form the centre

of a district having 2,000 inhabitants, to be

made by the division of that of St, Mark’s. The
scheme originated with the Eev. A. B. Gonld,

the vicar of the last-named parish, who, upon
layiog it before Miss Stokes, a benevolent lady,

residing in Wolverhampton, received her autho-

rity to draw upon her to the extent of 2,000J. in

support of it, and also to take as a site for the

church-buildings any land she possessed in the

parish of which Mr. Gould is the vicar. The
land taken in is about one acre in extent. The
church is in the style of the thirteenth century,

and consists of nave, north and south aisles, and

chancel, vestry on south side of chancel, organ-

chamber on north side of chancel, and a tower,

through which is the principal entrance at the

west end of south aisle. The height of the

tower will be about 70 ft. The walls are faced

with Codsall stone, and the dressings of Box
Ground stone; the roof timbers stained and
varnished. The Beatings provide for 812 adults.

The design has been prepared by Mr. Bidlake, of

Wolverhampton, architect, nnder whose superin-

tendence the works will be carried out. The con-

tract has been taken by Mr. Kelson, of Dudley,

at 4,250Z.

Heworih.—The chief stone of a new church
has been laid here. The land selected for the

site of the church, and also a parsonage, the

latter of which will likewise be built, consists of

about an acre and a half of ground, situated at

the entrance to the village, and immediately

adjoining the road leading to Tang Hall. The
church, which is to be designated the Holy
Trinity, will cost in the erection upwards of

5,0tJ0L Its style will bo Early English, and it

will have a nave and chancel, with a tower and
spire. There will be a porch on the north side

of the church, an entrance underneath the tower,

and another entrance by the vestry. The church
will have an open-timbered roof, the rafters of

which will be stained and varnished
;
Westmore-

land slates will be used for the covering in of

the edifice. There are to be no side aisles, as

the interior will be sheltered by one roof of

35 ft. 6 in. span, which will bo the breadth of

the church, and its length is to be 11-1 ft. Pro-
vision will be made for having an organ chamber
underneath the tower. The floor of the nave
will be flagged, but encaustic tiles will be em-
ployed in the paving of the chancel floor and
the sanctnary. The nave and chancel walls will

be pierced with two-light windows. The east

end of the church will have three single-light

windows surmounted by a cinquefoiled window,
and the west wall will have fonr single-light

windows of the same character; above which
there will be a cinquefoiled window. All the
windows will be filled in with cathedral glass,

and have coloured margins. The sittings of the
chprch will be open, and stained and varnished,

and will accommodate 300 adults and 150 chil-

dren. Mr. G. F. Jones, of York, is the architect

;

and the tenders of the following York tradesmen
for the execution of the work were accepted,
namely :—Mr. Joseph Keswick, mason and brick-

layer; Mr. John Holmes, carpenter and joiner;

Mr. Francis Bawling, plasterer; Mr. Eichard
Walker, plumber and glazier ; and Mr. Thos.
Wood, slater.

DISSEKTING CELRCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Llanelly .—The memorial stone of a new Con-
gregational chapel (being the fifth belonging to

that body in the town) has been laid at the New
Dock, Llanelly. The architect is Mr. John
Humphreys, of Morriston, and the bnildcr Mr.

David Edwards, of Llanelly. The style of the

erection is a mixed one. The dimensions over

all are,—length, 58 ft. 3 in., and breadth, 43 ft.

The height from the floor to the wall-plates is

28 ft., and to the centre of the pitch in the root

about 8 ft. more. The walls will be of stone

from a neighbouring quarry, except the front,

which is to be of di-essed stone and rock work or

pool work. On this side there will be six win-

dows. The principal entrance is a large folding

door in the centre of the front side
;
this leads

into a porch, from whence doors on the right and
left hands open into two side aisles, running from
top to bottom of the chapel. The ceiling is a

concave one, formed in plaster and with panel-

work. A galleiy, supported on iron pillars and
girders, and the front, of cast iron, is to run
round two sides of the end of the building. At
the end, and facing the entrance, a platform will

be erected at a convenient height from the
ground, and in front of this a small reading-

desk of polished Memel wood will be placed.

The pews are to be of yellow pine and red

Swede timber, the top being of polished maho-
gany, as well as the top of the gallery round the

whole of the front. The windows behind the

pulpit will be of enamelled glass, and the small

lobby-windows are to be glazed in the same
material. Seat accommodation is provided for

about 600 persona, and it is estimated that the

entire cost of the building will be about 1,4001.

Plaistoio .—The memorial-stone of a new Inde-

pendent chapel has been laid at Canning Town,
Barking-road, Plaistow. The new building,

which will cost 1,5861. 19s. 9d., is being erected

by Mr. R. Stevens, of Poplar, from designs by
Mr. J. W. Morris, of the same place. It will be
a plain building, with platform pulpit, and vestry

underneath, and the interior will be so arranged

that galleries can be afterwards erected if

necessary. Accommodation will be provided for

495 persons.

Lardisley, Hereford .—A new cbapel for the

,

Primitive Methodists has just been opened in

this village. The edifice, which is in the Early

English style, is built with brick and Bath stone

dressings, open sittings, with rostrum set in a

recess. The roof, which is open, is framed and
braced, with boarding under slate. The wood-
work is stained and varnished. Mr. J. H. Evins,

of Hereford, was the architect.

Loieer Cwmbran {MonmoiitJisliire').—The foun-

dation-stone of a new English Wesleyan chapel

has been laid here, by Mrs. Bytheway, who
officiated in the absence of Mrs. Greenway, of

Glantorvaen House, Poutypool. The architect

for the building is Mr. Samuel Hancorn, of

Bristol and Newport, Monmouthshire
;
and the

builder, Mr. Joseph Parfitt, of Cwmbran.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Doncaster.
—

^The new church of St. Peter has

been opened with great ceremony, and in the

presence of large congregations. Tho church
occupies the site of the old chapel in Princes-

etreet. The style of architecture is First

Pointed, and it is very simply treated. The
material used in the work is brick, stone being

sparingly introduced for the dressing of doors,

windows, and other points of detail. Messrs. M.
E. Hadfield & Son, of Sheffield, were the archi-

tects
;
Mr. Rodley, Sheffield, the contractor; Mr.

Hayball, of the same place, executed the wood-

work. The building has accommodation for 400
people.

liichmond, Torl'shire.—The fonndation-stone of

the new church of St. Jcseph and St. Francis

Xavier has been laid. The site selected is in close

proximity to the old church. The plan consists

of a nave, entered from an extended porch, snob

as may be seen at Fountains, and as existed at

Byland, in this country. The nave is flanked

by two aisles, giving a total width of 50 ft., and

is terminated by a chancel of apsidal form, the

total length being 101 ft. There are a side porch

aud two confessionals, whilst a sacristy, with a

turret and upper chamber, terminates the eastern

aisle. Tho aisles are separated from the nave

by circular shafts of red stone and pointed

arches, with a clearstory above of circular tra-

ceried windows. The roof is framed with arched
principals, springing from stone corbels. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. George Goldie,

of London, the architect of the new Roman
Catholic church at York

;
and the contractors

are Mr. Smith, mason, and Mr. Naylor, of Rich-

mond, builder. The coat of the whole will be

under 3,0001.

Sh-ipley .—The new chapel of St. Mary and
St. Walburga, Shipley, has been opened for

divine service. It is two years since the site,

an acre in extent, in Victoria Park, was purchased

of Mr. Cnuliffe Kaye. It looks down on the

mill and the village of Saltaire, and commands
an extensive view of Airedale and its back-

ground of undulating bills. A Gothic presby-

tery baa been erected, and between it and the

present chapel there is an extensive plot of
ground, intended for a better church at some
future time, when the present cbnpel would be
converted into schools. The chapel, which is in

plain Gothic style, is 84 ft. by 30 ft., including

a small sanctuary.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Baw’sker.—Hitherto the extensive township of

Hawsker-cum-Stainsacre has been ill-provided

with a Bchooi-house and place for religions

worship. Some time since the farmers and land-

owners resolved to make an effort to raise a

suitable building, and their appeal for aid was
so promptly responded to, that the erection was
soon commenced, and it has now been opened.

The school is conveniently situated, in a central

part of the township, about three-quarters of a

mile from the village of Hawsker. Ic is bnilo of

stone, supplied gratuitously from one of Mrs.

Cholmley’s quarries. The site, including play-

ground, has been granted by the lord of the

manor and Mr. Moorsome. The cost of the

building, including a house for the teacher, is

5501. ;
and about 1501. are still needed to start

the institution free from debt. The design of

tbe building was famished by Mr. E. Smales,

architect, and the sole contractor for the erection

was Mr. Wood, of Malton. The room is capable

of accommodating upwards of 200 people.

Hticknall-iind^r-Ruthicaite.— The foundation-

stone of a new school for the parish of Hucknall-

under-Huthwaite, a large village situated be-

tween Sutton-in-Ashfield and Aifreton, has been

laid by the Dowager Countess Carnarvon. Tho
site of the building is upon a declivity near the

road leading from Hucknall to Blackwell. Mr.

C. J. Neale, of High Oakham, is the architect.

The principal room in the building will be used

as a chapel of ease for the use of the village,

which possesses no church. Accommodation
will be provided for about 300 children of both

sexes. The girls’ and infants’ school will be in

dimensions 35 ft. by 22 ft.
;
and the boys’ room,

32 ft. by 20 ft. There will also be a class-room

22 ft. by 12 ft. It is contemplated to erect two
teachers’ residences if the funds permit. At
present the contemplated expenditure is about

9o0i.

Hanley .—The chief stone of a new ragged

school has been laid here. Mr. Snaitb, the

borough surveyor, who is a member of the com-

mittee, prepared the necessary plans without

charge, and he has designed a building which

will cost about 600J. It will consist of one large

room, with a moveable partition, two class-

rooms, and a gallery, and will accommodate
about -KX) scholars.

Penzance.—The memorial stone of new Wes-

leyan day and Sunday schools has been laid close

to the enlarged chapel in Chapel-street, the front

abutting on the thoroughfare to the quay, and

having a second approach for the infauis’ school

from Voundervour-lane. They will be built

from the plans of Mr. John Trouusou, of Pen-

zance, architect, who was the successful com-

petitor among five fora premium of lul. Messrs.

Philip Thomas & Son are the builders. The cost

when complete will be about 1,5001. The eleva--

tion in Chapel-street shows a building of dressed

hammer-raised granite, with granite ashlar

dressings. This frontage will be 33 ft. high, to

the parapet of cut granite, and will have six

circular -headed windows aud a square porch,

surmounted by a bell-turret 12 ft. above the

parapet. The carpenters who have contracted

for their portion of the work are Messrs. Hill &
Jenkin. Mr. James is clerk of the works.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Peter's, Quernmore .—The east window of

St. Peter’s Church, Quemmore, Lancashire, has

lately been filled with coloured glass under

somewhat singular circumstances. Mr. Garnett,

late M.P. for Lancaster, having been led to

visit Cannes, in the south of France, for three

successive seasons, assented to a proposal made
to him in the spring of last year to join with

the chaplain and another layman in providing a

coloured window for the English church at

Cannes, which was to be enlarged. An order

was given in London, and the window was
finished and sent out by the Fairy Vision for

Marseilles, in October last. The ship foundered

almost within sight of port, on one of the
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dangerous sandbanks off the mouth of the
Bhone. The window was insured and an order
was sent to London for another, which in due
time arrived, and was fixed in the church. The
unfortunate Fairy Fisi'on, at the bottom of the
llediterranean, was sold to a Greek, who set to
work to recover the lost cargo, and while Mr.
Garnett was at Hyeres in the spring of this year,
the window was fished up and sold by auction at
Marseilles. He bought it and sent it home, not
much the worse for its five months’ dip in the
sea, and it is now in Quemmore Church. The
window represents leading events in Gospel his
tory.

|j00ks

Mushrooms and Toadstools : How to distinguish
easily the Differences between Edible and
Poisonous Fungi. By Worthington G. Smith.
London ; Hardwicke, Piccadilly. 1SG7.

Smith is a devoted and enthusiastic
student of the Fungus tribe. For many years
he has devoted every moment of his leisure to
it

3 and some time ago he received the gold
medal of the Royal Horticultural Society for his
drawing and dissections of fungi. By means
of the little book before us, and two large sheets
containing figures, one of twenty-nine edible and
the other of thirty-one poisonous species, drawn
the natural size, and coloured from living speci-

: mens, he seeks, while preventing disasters, to
I make known the large number of fungi that may
I be pleasurably eaten. He invites his readers
I to partake of the bountiful feast spread all over
I the country for those who care to partake. We
I must, nevertheless, inculcate care. The know-
I ledge generally possessed regarding the immense
1 fungus tribe of this country is embraced in the
I words mushroom and toadstool.

If we take the mushroom type of fungus as
! an example, we have, it appears, some GOO spe-
c cies, all possessing a certain general similitude
c of form. This has caused many to look upon
! fungi in common as equivocal pi-oductions, diffi-
c cult or impossible to distinguish as permanent
B species

3 but when the study is once entered
a upon in earnest, the student will soon perceive
ti that the species, as a rule, are marked with
f great distinctness and permanency, rendering
tl the recognition of most of them as certain as any
ej species of flowering plant. Mr. W. G. Smith
I has done a good work well. He brought to
tithe task an accurate pencil as well as special
k knowledge.

£ Exam-pies of Bridges and Viaducts: from the
Contract Working Drawings, or Admeasure^
ments. By W. Davis Haskoll. Second
edition. London : Lockwood & Co. 1867.

TThis edition of Mr. Haskell’s “ Examples of
BBridges and Viaducts ” has the advantage of
Koontaining moro than 500 estimates of over-
rsrail and under-rail bridges, and some sensible
olobservations ou the practice of setting out works,
aiand the value of practical knowledge to the
Biengineer. Id is a very valuable volume, aud
nmay be added usefully to the library of every
rcyoung engineer. It will bo very useful, too, in
i)the colonies.

We will take an item of information from his
tapages. He has found the average number of
jrbricks laid by one man in a day of ten hours.

IjGOO in abutments aud foundations.
1,400 in arches of large span.
1,100 in IS-in. walls, with joints struck.
1,000 in 14.in. walls, with joints struck.

_

He notes, too, that 12 tons of Blue Lias quick
inime will make about 47 cubic yards of first-class
umortar, 53 cubic yards of second-class mortar,
mind 81 cubic yards of concrete.

' of various questions, and so gives piquancy and
life to discussions which would read rather fiatly
if all the speakers were on one side. “The
Civil Service Geography. By the late L. M.
Dalrymple Spence, revised by T. Gray, assistant
secretary. Board of Trade” (Lockwood). “Xot
to make too fine a point of it,” this little volume
is a crammer, but a very good one. We have
heard of a machine by means of which live geese
could bo stuffed to the throat, and so iu time
made fit for the roasting to which they were
destined. If any machine will stuff Civil Service
candidates with grains of geography, and fit them
thus far for their examination, this little manual
will do it. There are members of the Govern-
ment, too, of pretty high rank, who are said to
be not by any means posted up in their geo-
graphy : here they will find the pure grain
winnowed from all the chaff, and available at
any sly moment. As a help to children at school
the book is by no means unsuitable. “ Report
of the various Proceedings taken by the London
Trades Council and the Conference of Amalga-
mated Trades in reference to the Royal Commis-
sion on Trades Unions and other subjects in
connexion therewith” (Kenny, printer, Parker-
street. Little Queen-street). This is a clear and
bnsiness-like report of proceedings connected
with the trades-union question. Amongst the
recorded matter is that relating to the endeavour
to obtain a bill to secure the funds of trades-
unions from dishonest officials. A temporary ' Istter by tfio secretary to the vestrie;
bill was introduced into Parliament, but thrown ' St. Marylebone and St. Pancras the write:
out. No doubt the whole subject of trades

;

=—It has been suggested that openingi
unions will come before Parliament next session,

* ™ight be made at several points in the Maryle
and some protection will be granted in this i

I’o^s&DidEustonroads, where importantthorongfa
respect. Country Life is a periodical that :

®rosa this line of road, by means of hand
many people living in the country will value, ' ornamental hollow colomns, whicl
treating as it does of the farm, the garden, the ,

®kiouId be connected with the tunnels, and whicl
house, and so forth. “A North Northampton-

,

should support street lamps similar in principle
shire Rector,” by the way, who has commenced fashion to the lamps at each end of the new
some jottings in it, when he quotes a line known ‘ street in the Borough. Of course such works
to everyone in this fashion,—“Some one has b© undertaken by or with the consenl
said that ‘ man made the town, and God the vestry, and I am, therefore, desired h
country,’”* does not give a good impression as

’

to the precision of his knowledge. Hard-
wicke’s Science Qossip progresses capitally. It
is invaluable for young naturalists, indeed to all

living in the country. Mr. Tcgg has published
a new edition of Wright’s “ Eton Greek Gram-
mar,” revised by the Rev. John Mas.sie, M.A.— -And from the same publisher comes a fresh

The Co-oper.vtive Principle in America.

—

Co-operative associations are multiplying among
the working men of New York. Two co-opera-
tive building societies have been formed, and it

is proposed to establish a co-operative savings-
bank, also a store.

The late M. Heiseb, Architect.—M. Heiser,
architect of the Austrian department in the
Paris Exhibition, has died. He was only forty-
four years of age. M. Heiser received the cross
of the Legion d’Honneur, on the Ist of last July,
from Napoleon.

The Tree that Grows Grease and Tallow.
In China there grows a tree known as the Grease
Tree. It is said that large forests of this vege-
table lubricant are to be found there, and they
form the source of a considerable local traffic.
This tree not very, long ago was imported into
India, and it is said that the experiment of cul-
tivating it there has proved quite successful.
Dr. Jameson, a chemist in the Punjanb, has pre-
pared hundredweights of grease from this parti-
cular tree, and has forwai-ded on trial a portion
of it to the Punjaub railway, to have its qualities
tested as a lubricant. The grease thus obtained,
it is said, forms an excellent tallow, burning with
a clear, brilliant, and white light, emitting no
unpleasant odour or smoke.

The Atmosphere of the Underground Rail-—In a letter by the secretary to the vestries

.... ttuva A aiu, Luereiore, uesirea to
ascertain whether the vestry would be prepared
to assent.” On the reassembling of the vestries
the subject will be considered and determined
upon.

Tr.vditional Relic of the Slayer of the
Great Snake op Slingsby.—It has been found

.. u-esu
‘0 down one of the few ancient

issue of Strutt’s “ Sports and Pastimes of the i

Yorkshire— the
People of England,” with Hone’s Index: an

I 1

°^ All Saints, Slingsby—m consequence
amusing and valuable book. A really

decayed condition. The church formerly

edition, properly edited and added to, is wanted *^“d convent of Whitby.
Mr. Wyld, always prompt, has just issued '

a new Map of Abyssinia, which will be of.°“^ u
vl“'*y^dls, who, tradition and the Dods-

interest nt the present moment. It is well I 01
°''^“, famous snake ofinterest at the present moment. It is well I

famous snake
marked with numerous names of places, and I

appended is an interesting section of the laud
to Dalton was diver

levels of this mountainous district of country,
from the Gulf of Aden to Agaumeder.

VARIORUM.
‘ “ Journal of the Transactions of the Victoria
DFnstitute, or Philosophical Society of Great
Britain. 18G7” (Hardwicke). “Annual Address
00 the Victoria Institute, May 27tli, 1867. By
. . Reddie, Hon. Sec.” (Hardwicke). Althou-jh
hae members of the Victoria Institute are obliged
0 J reason on restricted principles, no member
eieing admissible who is not a believer in the
iibible, and, in fact, at least a nominal Christian
lieie subjects discussed are of great interest, and
leie mode of discussion liberal, and free from
nnything like bigotry. The society have a
liidevil’s advocate,” as they call him, in Mr.
'i’arington, nbo defends the ultra-liberal side

Our Indian Rail-ways.—A leading article in
the Times of India, of the 19th of August last,
relates to serious defects in the management
and execution of the railway works in India.
The writer says ;

—“ There can no longer be any
evasion of the truth that faulty construction is
one of the blots of oar railway system—the
shingle embankment at the Sukkee Nullah, the
seven suspected bridges within seventy-five
miles between Sheagaum and Budnaira, and the
utter destruction of the great viaduct on the
Bliore Ghaut, are indications of a general flaw
which more or less seems to pervade all railway
constructions iu India.” He complains of the
operation of the sub-contract system, and the
construction of embankments formed of “ shin-
gle,” arches of “ rubble masonry,” and piers
composed mainly of rubbish called “ concrete.”
“ Happily,” he remarks, “ some check is already
being given to this system. The contract on
the Eastern Bengal lino has, we believe, been
quite regular and satisfactory, and the same may
be said regarding the progress already made
with the Delhi line. It is imperative that a
stop should be put to the illusory and expensive
procedure which is inseparable from the practice
of amending coutraocs.”

* “ God made the country, and manmade the town.”
Cou-J>cr ; “ The Totk."

The Hnmaa writer. Tarro, eubstituting “divine
nature” for “God,” had said the same thing serentT
years before Chnst.

10 icjjui.eu to nave oeen so
terrible that the highway to Malton was diverted
one mile to the south, to miss the snake’s lair.
In the tomb below the effigy a skeleton was
found, the bony hand of which wore a splendid
and massive gold ring, having the death’s head
and cross-bones picked out in coloured enameL
The tomb, the skeleton, and the effigy have been
preserved, and will be restored to the chancel of
a Norman church, which is to be reared on the
old site, of which the foundation-stone has just
been laid. From below the foundations of the
old church coins of the Hanse Towns Confede-
ratiou (twelfth century) were dug up.

The Rochdale Pioneers.—The annual return
has been issued of the statements rendered by
industrial and provident societies in England,
registered under the Act of 1863. 24D neglected’
to send a statement of the business of the year
1866 3 4-36 complied with the requirements of
the Act. The business carried on is that of
dealers in provisions, some associations also
supplying drapery goods, or boots, or both. The
number of members of the 436 societies had
reached 173,423 at the close of the year 1866.
The shares are commonly 11. each. At the end
of the year the amount of share capital was
1.048.0961., and of loan capital, 118,0231 .

3

the
trade liabilities, 334,5611.5 the assets and pro-
perty, 1,009,8491.3 and the cash in hand, 192,8031.
The Rochdale “Equitable Pioneers,” established
in 1844, still take the lead. This association
had at the end of the year 1S66, 6,246 members,
and a share capital of 97,4891 .

5

grocery and
provisions sold iu the year to the amount of
249.1221., cash, realised a profit of 31,9311.
There is a quarterly audit by members. The
profits were disposed of thus:—For interest,
3,8231 .

5

dividend on the amount of purchases
made at the shop, 25,8291.3 education, 6811.3
reserve fund, 2521.3 for depreciation of fixed

[stock, 1
,
1971.

3

charities, 1651.
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Architecture : University College, Lon-
don.—Professor Hayter Lewis has issued his

programme. The first term in each course will

commence on October 8th.

Gloucester Cathedral.—Mr. J. Roddis, of

Birmingham, has completed the last of a series

of figures, thirty-three in number, for the chapel

of St. Andrew, in Gloucester Cathedral, at pre-

sent being restored under the direction of Mr.

Gambier Parry and Mr. Scott, R.A.

Johnstone, Scotland.^—The chief stone of a

public hall has been laid here. The cost is

estimated at nearly 3,0001. The building, the

site of which is in Ludovic-square, ^ intended

for a public library and reading-room, and will

contain a hall for public lectures. The walls

are a few feet above ground.

Transparent Door-plates.—Messrs. Drury &
Westrup have patented a new knocker, which
includes an arrangement by means of which the

number of the house or name of occupant can be
seen at night. A small opening is cut in the

door to fit a plate of ground-glass at the top of

the knocker, on which the number or name can

be written
; a light in the hall would, of course,

be necessary to make it obvious at night. For
the design of the knocker at present made we
can say nothing very flattering

;
but the

transparent part may be found useful by
physicians and others, and for houses in the

suburbs which have a plot of garden in front, as

the number can be seen from a distance.

Sponge tor Seat and Mattress Stuffing.

—

A grass sponge, hitherto not made use of, has

been found to be very suitable for stuffing chairs

and mattresses instead of hair. It grows in

shallow water among the coral formations of the

Bahamas and on the coasts of Mexico and Florida.

A new trade in this article has been established

in New York and Boston amongst the up-

holsterers. It is used instead of feathers in

beds as well as hair in mattresses, and at much
less cost,—at least one-half, it is said,—than

either. It is prepared by a patented process, in

which glycerine is nsed to render its elasticity

permanent.

A Life-saving Mattress.—Experiments have
been made in America with the view of testing

Golding’s Life-saving Mattress. The mattresses

in question are intended to take the place of

ordinary mattresses on board vessels. The lower

portion is composed of cork cuttings encased in

canvas, while on top is a second mattress of hair

—the whole intended to serve the double purpose

of a bed and life preserver. Thus, if a passenger

is awakened in the night and finds the vessel

sinking he has only to pick up the mattress and
jump into the water in order to be safe. The
steamer Silas 0. Pierce, having a party on
board, arrived within half a mile of the shore,

when five men, each having a mattress, jumped
off from the vessel. The beds proved to be

exceedingly buoyant, and the men sat on them
and paddled themselves ashore by using their

bands as paddles.

The Bradford New Town- hall.—“ There is a

very general opinion,” says the local Ohsen'er,
|

“ that the town council has made a great mistake

in deciding to build their new offices on the west
side of Chapel-lane. The objection is manifyld.

It is urged that the site is inadequate, unsuit-

able, expensive, and required for other purposes.

Further, that we ought not to be satisfied with
‘ offices,’ but should go in for a town-hall as

!

pretentious at least as those of Leeds and
Halifax, and that on the site chosen such a

building is not possible. Also, that a better site

in all respects, less costly, equally convenient,

and more commodious can be found, upon which
temporary offices may be erected if thought
advisable, and a grand town-hall eventually.”

The Chapels, Bebington.—At the monthly
meeting of the Bebington Burial Board, it

appeared from the proceedings of the former
meetifig that the second premium for the de-

signs for the chapels, &c., had been awarded to

Mr. Thomas Holmes, Tranmere, and that the

tender of Mr. John Dobson, Bock Ferry, bad
been accepted for the carrying out of the de-

signs of Mr. Huinilton, in accordance with the
plans selected for the first premium. It having
been stated that some remarks had been made
respecting a disparity which it was said existed

between the specification for which tenders had
been invited and the original one submitted by
Mr. Hamilton, the surveyor had been instructed

to examine them and report, wbicli he now did

to the effect that the two specifications were
substantially the same, any small alterations

made being principally explanatory, and that in

almost every instance their tendency was to in-

crease the cost.

The Railway cut across America.— The
last, the longest, and by far the most costly of

j

the excavations along the line of the Central

Pacific Railway is the great tnnnel which has
just been completed. Of this tunnel while in

progress we have already spoken. It is 1,660 ft.

in length, and was begun at the east portal on
the 16ch of September, and on the west portal

on the 20th of September last, and the work
upon it has therefore occupied about a year.

The material which had to be drilled and blasted

was granite of the hardest grain. Advantage
was taken of a depression in the centre, and a
working shaft of 159 ft. was sunk so as to pre-

sent four working faces. The average rate of

progress with powder was about one foot per day
to each face, or from 20 ft. to 30 ft. per week iu

all. In March last the company accepted the

services of an experimenter in nitro-gljcerine,

which article was manufactured on the spot, and
the average was increased to nearly 5(3 ft. per

week. 'The workmen, principally Chinamen,
laboured in three gangs for eight hours each,

and proved very serviceable in this kind of

work. .At times the consumption of powder
reached 400 kegs per day. The Pacific Rail-

road is thus making rapid strides to a successful

completion.

Increase or Large Cities.—The following

statements are from a work entitled “ fitude

MtMicale et Statistique sur la Mnrtalitc ^ Paris,

il Londrea, A Vienne, et i New York, en 1865,”

by Dr. Vacher. In 1865 the population of Paris

was calculated at 1,863.000; of London, at

3,028,000 ; of Vienna, at 560,000 ;
of New York,

a year earlier, at 1,U25,000. The annual ratio

of increase per inhabitant was, in Paris, 0 02 (in

other words, 100 inhabitants became 102 iu the

course of the year)
;
in London, 0’017

j
at Vienna,

0'016
;
and at New York, 0'35. The average

number of inhabitants in a single house is, for

Paris, 27; London, 7; Vienna, 54; and New
York, 14

;
so that Vienna is the most densely

peopled town of the four. From these data it

appears that the increase of population at New
York is equal to that of the three other towns

taken together— acircumstance owing, of course,

to the stream of emigration constantly flowing

in that direction. In 1790 the population of

New York was 33,131, and it has since been
fully four times doubled. With regard to the

other towns, Dr. Vacher attributes their increase

to the tendency of the country people to migrate

to the large centres of population, for the mere
excess of births over deaths cannot account for

this increase. Paris has doubled in the course

of 32 years, London in the coarse of 40, and
Vienna in the course of 44. Yet the excess of

Ijirths over deaths in Paris was only 41.934 from

1836 to 1856, while the increase of popnlation

during the same period was 305,908. In Lon-

don, from 1841 to 1861,'the excess of births over

deaths was 328,189 ;
the increase of population,

on the contrary, was 926,026.

TENDERS
For file erection of new schools at Tranmere, in con-

nexion with the Birkenhead Union Workhouse. Mr. T.

LayUnd, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. W.
Longso^n^—

^ ^

Dobson H,104 0 0
Cameron 8,887 0 0
Burroughs & Bon 8,799 0 0
Kirkham 8,750 0 0

Chuck 8,600 0 0
Harkuess & Dempster 8,526 0 0

Jones ,& Co 8,2a7 0 0
Roberts 8,181 0 0

Campbell 8,123 0 0

Boniface 8,100 0 0
Forde 8,066 0 0

Roberts i Robinson 8,048 0 0

HoBarlh ‘,987 0 0
Calhe 7.950 0 0
Ridehaigh 7,775 0 0
Blakeley 7,683 0 0

Anderson 7,613 0 0
Mullbolland 7,636 0 0
Roberts 7,438 0 0
McCormick 7,360 0 0
Corria (accepted) 7,360 0 0

For carcassing only, two houses at Thornton Heath.

Croydon. Mr. J. Beiney, architect:—
Hall £1,-183 0 0
^iightingale 1,233 0 0

Crabb a Vaughan 1,190 0 0

Lose 1,163 0 0

Brett & Bradbury 1,148 0 0

I

George 1,127 0 0

For Congregational Church, Eastwood, Notts. Messrs,
Bidlake & Tail, architects :

—

Thomson £2,191 0 0
Trow & Sons 1,934 0 0
Wright 1,832 0 0

T. &. H. Herbert 1,823 0 0

For the erection of new workhouse, infirmary, &c., at

Hertford. Mr. Fredk. Peck, architect :

—

Chappell ,

Glasscock
Moxon & Mutton
Skins & Sons
Pattenson
Smith
Savage
Norns
Perry, jun
Huddlestone
Bland
Henshaw (accepted) .

..£10,500
8,600
8,400

8,373
8,200

8,155

Dllman. Mr. John Dale, architect,

by Mr. Shrubsole;

—

Macey
Johnson
Carter k Sons
Cowtand
Butt .k Son
Parsons
Nightingale
Wilcox
Nutt & Co
Munday Si Hutchinson
Thome & Co
Grover
Cockrell
Pearse

pany, Islington. Mr.
tuppiied by Mr. G
Axford & Whilber
Perry & Son
Patman Si Fotheringhai
Webb & Son
Sbamian

Hill L Heddeil (accepted)

isington. for Mr. 8.
Quantities slupplied

. £16,490

. 14,990 0

. 14,176 0 0
. 13,240 0 0
. 13,075 0 0
. 13,986 0
. 12,742 0 0
.. 12,696 0 0

. 13,613 0 0

. 12,4’'.0 0 0

. 11,945 0 0

. 11,060 0

. 11,675 0 0

. 11,600 0 0

. 9,678 0 0

ricultoral Hall Com^
i, architect. Quanti-

...£4,51-2 0 0

... 4,.515 0 0

... 4,-tlO 0 0

... 4,333 0 0

... 4,3"0 0 0

... 4,046 0 0

... 3,965 0 0

For Masonic Hall, Birmingham. Mr, Edward Holmes,
architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Baistuu &
Hunt

Naden & Son £17,000 0 0

W. & B. N. Smith 16,950 0 0

Hardwick & Son 16,985 0 0
Matthews 16,850 0 0
Parnell & Son 15,.5''0 0 0
W. &J. Webb* 16,078 0 0
Moffatt 14,896 0 0

* Accepted, the tender of Mr. Mollait not being in

accordance with the proper form.

For pulling down and rebuilding the court and oflieea

of the Coopers' Company, Basinghall-Btreet. Mr. Qeo.
Barnes Williams, architect to the company :

—

Coleman £4,889 0 0
Myers 4.867 0 0

Ashby & Son 4,824 o 0
Brass ... 4,778 0 0
Ashby & Horner 4,750 0 0
Rider 4,660 0 0

Browne & Robinson (accepted) 4,027 0 0

For the new London Pottery, Lambeth, for Messrs. J.

Stiff* Son. Mr. Jas. Taylor, architect. Quanlicies by
Messrs. Birdseye & Stone:

—

Webster £0,090 0 0

Lsthey, Brothers 8,224 0 0
Killby ... 8,223 0 0
Holland & Hannen 8,109 0 0
Rider * Son 7,880 0 0
Clemence 7,729 0 0

Gammon & Son 7,531 0 0
Higgs 7,300 0 0
Hili li Keddell (accepted) 7,404 0 0

For cottages at Bonchurch, Isle of Wight, for Mrs.
May. Messrs. Habershon * Pite, architects:

—

Pritchard £1,290 0 0
Tharlo 1,283 0 0
Lale 1,260 0 0
Poxon & Smith 1,310 0 0
Nennbam 1,200 0 0
Beavis * Son 1,200 0 0
Loe 1,176 0 0
MosCs * Wallder (accepted) ... 1,150 0 0
Parson & Saunders 1,120 0 0
Denham 992 0 0

For schools at Ventnor, for Rev. A. B. Peile. Messrs,
Habershon * Pite, architects :

—

Pritchard £498 0 0
Tbarle.... 454 0 0
Lale 450 0 0
Newnham 450 0 0
Parsons * Saunders 424 0 0
Poxon & Smith 420 0 0
Loe 412 0 0
Beavis & Son 375 0 0
Moses & WaBder (accepted) 365 0 0
Denham 363 0 0

For Congregational church and schools at Tottenham*
Messrs. Suiiin * Son, architects. Quantities by Mr*
Shrubsole and Mr. Paice :

—

Entire works. Church only.

Adams £4,180 0 0 £3,366 0 0

Gordon* Co 4,t85 0 0 3,U87 0 0

Barker 3,958 0 0 3,378 0 0

Nightingale 3,957 0 0 3,125 0 0

Blackmore & Morley ... 3,683 0 0 2,800 0 0

Crabb * Vaughan 3,4U0 0 0 2,550 0 0
Munday * Hutchinson ... 3,153 0 0 2, 103 0 0

I

Palmer (accepted) 2,820 0 0 2,179 0 0

For detached villa near Epsom, for Mr. M. Angelo.

Messrs. Bacon & Boll, architects. Quantities supplied by

Mr. Shrubsole :

—

Munday & Hutchinson (accepted).., £1,200 0 0
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Wliat is your

Name ?

Who gave you that

Nam e f

S language is one of

the most important of
the endowments of the
human race, all inquiry

into its sonrcea, or into

that of any of its

branches, must ever be
of general interest.

Philologists, or philolo-

gers as they used to be
termed, put forward
large claims in its be-
half, which wo can bob
allow. Philology, they
aver, is one of our most
valuable aids, or reli-

able clues, in the
study of ethnology.
The names of the geo.

graphical features of a
jry help us to a knowledge of the race who
loeopled it, or who were sufficiently civilized
nve any decipherable trace behind. In
end, for instance, the names of hills, valleys,
1 and places clearly indicate a succession of
iition possessing different languages. We
she Celtic wave in the names of some of
e^ers, such as the Avon, Esk, Derwent,
ind in the names of places containing the I

fTre, Caar, signifyingin the Cymric tongue
gigs, fortified or otherwise; wo realize the
I occupation in the names of places
itating in “ Chester,” and its varieties
c caster,, —xeter, in which wo recognise
Utin castra; we own the Anglo-Saxon
bf places that affix the terms ton, ham,
^ick, or include a reference to natural
is m the Saxon speech, as ford, brook,
“ale, hurst, wood, &c. ; we note a
1 naming of settlements, in certain
S2B, in which words having Danish ter-
irare used, such as by, tborpe, dale, beck,
.i, ness, thwaitej and a fifth in theNorman-
I names llowson (Malvoisin), Malpas,
lond, Beaumaris; in a word, wo find in the
fif onr chief places exact corroboration ofmn facts of history. If we look abroad,
b;by this clue, the names of places will
1 very important information. We have

this fact pointed out more clearly than
'iPicton, who, in a paper read before the
)bl Library and Philosophical Society
t the great value of nomenclature in
laical researches by various illustrations
ti.tioned the state of Massachusetts as a
atample of the working of the same
hihat has given designations to English
I In Massachusetts the rivers and promi-
atatures of the country retain their
I Indian names, just as ours have kept
lilbio appellations. There ore the rivers
Clout, Merrimac, Piacataqua, Saco, Amoo-
; ! the lakes Sebago, Winipis-co-gee,
8 and the mounts, Monaduock, Waset^

Ui,8-cutney, all terms having a meaninK
Wgue of those who named them. Planted
iididst this Indian nomenclature are the

settlements of the English emigrants, named
after their old homes,—Plymouth, Portsmouth,
Cambridge, Manchester, York, Dover, Glou-
cester, (fee. Here, however, the correspondence
of the two cases ceases

; but the tracks of other
settlers may be pursued by the same guidance.
Mr. Picton lays it down as a rule that a colony
will always betray its origin in the names it

gives to the localities and peoples, as the Dutch
have done on the shores of New York, at Staten
Island, Hoboken, Middlebnrg, New Amsterdam,
the Hudson river; and the French along the
banks of the Mississippi, as witness New Orleans,
Baton Rouge, Pon t Chartrain, Chandelenr, Plaque-
mines, and St. Louis. Applying this principle
to remote times we can make some curious de-
ductions. The Celtic names of our rivers occur
in continental countries

; and so do the Celtic
terms for rock, hill, hollow, lake, valley, whence
we may see the existence of an early Celtic
population in Europe

; and in proper names we
may find a clue to the origin of the people ap-
parently akin to the Laps and Pins, whose small
remnant now occupies the district around the
base of the Pyrenees. “Thronghont the north
and centre of France,” says the philologist we
have mentioned above, “the names of places
have generally a Celtic base, first Romanised,
and then corrupted and contracted into modern
French,—as Lutelia Pariaiorum (now Paris),
Ambiani (now Amiens), Rotomagus (now Rouen).
In the south-west of France this Celtic element
almost entirely disappears. The base of the
names can only be explained from the Euskarian
or Iberian speech.” Now, if we found Euskarian
or Iberian terms occasionally scattered over
Europe, as, indeed, wo are supposed to do in
the names Britain, Tyne, and Tweed,—may wo
not lend serious consideration to the suggestion
that this Iberian race may have been a pre-Celtic
wave passing over Europe? Mr. Picton, however,
makes no such suggestion. After showing us the
euccessiveoccupation or colonization of Spain (the
country of rabbits) by the Iberian or Euskarian
race, the Phoenicians. Tyrians, Carthaginians,
Colts, Romans, Goths, and Moors affirmed by the
names of places, and disentangling some names
that are composed of two languages, as the
Arabic and Phoenician Guardiana, he pursues a
more intricate question. The root Ar or Ir or I

Er, common to the appellations of many nations
of the great Aryan family, has derivatives in
most of their languages expressive of skill and
noble qualities. Ar meant to plough, in days
when to plough or cultivate the land was a work
of skilled labour, and the Greeks, Latins, Gaels,
Goths, and Anglo-Saxons all framed words to
express ploughing from this root, as well as deri-
vations to indicate the idea of refinement. Thus
excellence is expressed in the Greek Apt, in the
Latin artifex, for a skilled workman in distinc,
tion to a common labourer

; in the Gaelic air-
aireach, signifying noble, excellent, rich; in the
Anglo-Saxon ar, glory and honour; led on by
this wide presence of the same term for this
quality, Mr. Picton confesses it would be easy,
by drawing together all the words containing
the syllable ar, as in Ararat, Arabia, Ar of
Moab, &c., to make the whole world kin

; but he
is withheld by the consideration that there is

another great family of man in which the same
root expresses quite a different thing,—namely
the Semitic ar, awaking or watching; and so he
comes upon two mighty streams of humanity in
which the same sound represents distinct
ideas.

The names of places have given designation to
many articles, such as coffee (Kafa), calico
(Calicut), dimity (Damietta), as well as to
some actions, such as to roam, a pilgrimage to
Rome, sometimes serving as the pretence for a
long absence from home

; but moat especially
have they conferred names on man. In the
south of England the great majority of sur-
names are derived from the names of places, the

remainder being made up by a description of
the pecnharitiea of the first person so named,
by the affix of the name of the trade of the first
person of the family assuming or haviog a sir-
name conferred upon him, or by the application
of some nickname, or by some foreign importa-
tion. In the north of England, as in Wales, the
majority of surnames are patronymics

; and in
Scotland and Ireland they are clan or tribe
names. The Danes gave us the idea of affixing
the word son to the paternal name, as Nelson,
the son of Niel. The Saxons designated the
children of Billa, Waera, and Walla as Billings
Warings, and Wallings, who. in their turn, as'
Mr. Pioton also points out, called the lands they
acquired by their own names, Billingbam, Wal-
singham, and Wellington; bat as these were
tribal names and discontinued when association
for mutual defence was no longer necessary, this
very large proportion of the population were
without patronymics when subsequently it be-
came necessary to use them. The curious and
comical names of which some persons find
themselves possessed, in virtue of this necessity
coming to pass in days when refinement was not
one of the most striking characteristics of the
world, read like nonsense when grouped
together.

Nearly every portion of the human body has
given a designation to multitndes. We have
dozens and dozens of people called Head, a great
many more called Foote, plenty of Leggs, some
Arms, a few Backs, several Fipgures, not so
many Necks, several families of Blood, more of
Bone, and others of Skin, Thew, Hair, Gore,
Beard, Whisker, Whitehair, Body, Skull, Nail'
Shinn, Heel, Lipman, Lightfoot, Hand, and its'

French representative Main, Wort, Mole, and
Mark. All of these cognomens are at this day
possessed by respectable London householders.
No one appears to have been called after the most
prominent of all features, the nose; the only re-
semblance to the same sound being Nosworthy
and Noyes, And a further dignified exception has
been made in favour of our internal organs, for
we can point to no Mr. Heart, or Kidney, or
Liver, or Lung; the nearest approach to any

I

reminder of them being Heartwell, Kidner,
' Livermore, and Lnngby. This reserve is com-
pensated for by a vigorous ring of changes upon
some of onr limbs. Arms, for instance, are com-
bined in several ways. We have Armstrong,
Armstead, Armsworth, Armsby, and Armsford,
Legg is less flexible

; it only runs into Leggatt
or Leggett. But head is transformed into Head-
man, Headland, Headwortb, Headen, Head-
ing, Headford, and Headlam. Minor parts are
treated with equal freedom. Nail becomes
Naylor, Nailor, Neal; bone is twisted into
Boner, Bonell, Boning, Bonner, Boniwell,
Bonham, Bonney, and Smallbone

; and
Hand into Handey, Handiside, Hands, Hand-
over, Handman, Handford, Handley, &c. These
groups are not taken from the same roots in all
eases

; thus some of the Bones, doubtless, are
descendants of some one surnamed the good, in
French, whilst others may have Scottish ances-
try who were “bonnie.”

Nearly every component part of a house has
given names to men. We have Story, Dore,
Chambers, Hall, Stair, Step, Rooff, Post, Board'
Rafter, Gable, Wall, Dormer, Oriel, Slate, Kit-
chen, Pantry, Ovens, Binge, Hobbs, Shatter,
Key, Lock, Pipe, Pole, Vane, Tower, Lodge'
Loft, Court, Yarde, Weatherstone, Stone, Wood,
Ivory, Iron, Brick, Brass, Alabaster, Glass'
Gold, Silver, Waters, Stairs, Steel, Clay, Flint,
Sand, with House and the Field, or Apple-
yard, or Orchard in which it stands. Is not this

curious ?

Then, again, we have many names identical

with those of our honsehold goods. We have
Dresser, Fender, Kettle, Potts, Scales, Riigg,
Challice, Pitcher, Tnbb, Caster, Broom, Box,
Boll, Thickbroom, Doll, Cole, Cushion, Irons,
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Bedding, Crase, Davenport (an example, by-the-

'

bye, of the case of a piece of furnitnre being

called alter a man, as well as vice verso), all of

which are borne either by merchants, trades-

men, or professional men, occupying respectable

positions in the various grades of London
society.

Here is another set of names that is comical

when viewed as a group, though scarcely striking

when taken separately. It is a string of con-

sonants and their varieties. No one would deem
Lee anything but an enphonions title, till they

saw it strung with its peers. Bee, Dee, Gee, Key,
Mee, Sea, Tee, and Rea. We may ask, inciden-

tally, by what mystery of pronunciation the last

link in this chain of consonants should be pro-

nounced Ra, when sea is sounded as see The
missing consonants are nearly made up in the

following variations :—Ceeley, Heeley, Keeley,

Neeley, Q,nelly. Again, the string May, Ray,
Day, Jay, Fay, Gay, Kay, Lay, Pay, Nay, Say,

Quay, Way, must raise a smile. The set of

names that have arisen out of the varions offices

of ecclesiastical establishments are also curious

when seen as a whole, beginning, as they do,

with Pope, and running thiough the various

grades of Abbott, Bishop, Priest, Clerk, Prior,

Frier, Nun, Monk, Vicar, Parson, Parsons, Par-

sonage, Parish, with Church, Chapel, Kirk,

Temple, Templemau, Palmer, and Tabernacle in

great profusion. The same may be said of those

beginning with King, and running through the

peerage, as in Prince, Duke, Earle, Lord, till

they terminate in legions of Knights and Squires
;

as well as those representing the coinage, Far-

thing, Penny, Shilling, Dollar, Pound, Sterling,

with the odd variation of Twopenny.
A great many of these names have significa-

tions that take them ont of the groups in which
we have momentarOy placed them. It is a
recognised fact in philology that all names
have a meaning in the language in which they

were originally conferred. If, therefore, our
names have no meaning in onr own tongue, we
may look for it in another. This is clear to us
in the matter of Christian names. We all know
that our Christian names are translations from
other tongues, principally Greek, Latin, and
Hebrew, conveying in a compact form some
hope, conviction, or expression of feeling in

connexion with the circumstances of the birth or
prospects of the little one first named by it. In
the soft, sad word, Benoni, for instance, the
dying Rachel bequeathed, in her new-born
infant’s name, a vivid remembrance of her sor-

rows. We have names foimded on foreign bases

that are identical in sonnd to some of our own
familiar words having a different meaning to

the foreign root. These are probably more
numerous than commonly supposed, the cor-

respondence in sound of many names with words
giving them a naturalization to which they are

not entitled. Some scholarship is, therefore,

necessary in determining the exact meaning or

nationality of a proper name.
The points of the compass form the nucleus of

a large family of names. So do the seasons.

The colours, too, are curious when viewed and
contrasted as a whole. We have a great many
Browns, Greys, and Greens

;
nearly as many Blacks

and Whites ; several Lily-whites
;
several Pinks ;

not so large a number of Dunns and Hazles; some
Scarlets and Rosej only a very few Lavenders and
Ambers. The domestic ties have given rise to a
still more comical group. We have Child, Young-
husband, Husband, Bachelor, Strongchild, Norse,

Cook, Youngson, Steward, Widows, Lover, Win-
men, Manlove, Houseman, Boy, Bratt, Ladd,
Dadd,M’Bride, Maiden, Heme; and gallantreaders
may add Darling, Angell, Love, Paradise, and
Eden.
We cannot bnt note the great number of

qualities which are used as sirnames. Bigg,

Little, High, Low, Strong, Sturdy, Swift, &c., are

all very well, though often misnomers ; but the
descendants of those who assumed, or upon
whom were conferred some examples of the class

of name, cannot feel very pleased with them.
What young lady can be contented who is known
as Miss Giddy, or Miss Dry, Lean, Tbin, Vile,

Tite, Sharp, Cross, Smellie, Tame, Sly, Wild, or

Vice ? On the other hand, some of the fair

possessors of sneb cognomens as Sweet, Pretty,

Wise, Witty, Tidy, Smart, Neat, Bright, Quick,

or Blythe, might bo almost reconiiled to single

blessedness. One could not bnt feel sorry for a
lady converted by the great lottery of life,

matrimony, from Virtue to Vice, from Meek to

Cutting, from Speedy to Slow, from Pleasant to

Tongh, from Frank to Reckless, or, for another
instance, from Loving to Curt ;

and yet these are

but a few of the risks in store for her. Miss

Single might become Mrs. Double ;
Miss Strange

be developed into Mrs. Savage
;
the widow Good,

in course of time, suffer a seachange into the

widow Crabbe ;
or Miss Yonng be converted

by a ceremony scarcely lasting more than a

quarter of an hour into Mrs. Old. Some of these

quality-names, so to speak, must almost entail

a necessity for a certain line of conduct on the

part of their owners. How conld Mr. Moody be

jolly, or Mr. Jolly be moody, with propriety ?

Or Mr. Grave be gay, or Mr. Gay be grave ?

How could Mr. Hard be easy, or Mr. Easy be

Stiff? Why should Mr. Merry ever be sad, or

Mr. Broad be otherwise than stout and short?

With so many misnomers the most warm-
hearted and generoos of beings may bo known
as Cunning

;
-the ever remote policeman as Cum-

ming; the feeblest invalid asHale, Sturdy, Strong,

Doughty ; the most exorbitant of cabmen as Just j

the most stiff-necked of individuals as Carling;

the rosiest possessor of ringlets as Straight
;
the

fairest of Lucretias as Miss Frail
;
or, but for the

theatrical license with regard to names, apremiere

danseuse as Miss Heavysides. Past generations

have certainly made a mnll in our names,
although they may have dubbed their contem-

poraries with their peculiarities with much
pungency. They could scarcely, we will hope,

have realized the discomforturo of bearing sneh

a name as Greedy, of growing up and dying,

known as Greedy. We have among us, how-
ever, names that are far more unpleasant than
this.

It is difficult not to laugh at the number of

animals we are named after. There are few who
do not own a Bull, or an Ox, or a Heifer, in their

acquaintance. Cow is not so common, for there

are bnt two householders of that name in

London, and Calf is still more exceptional.

Bullocks, however, are quite as plentiful, and
Steer scarcely less so. The nearest approach to

sheep, in London, is Sheeppey, if we do not

count the numerous Mnttons.* Lambs are to be

told off by the score. Ram occurs, but is scarce.

We have Foale, Colt, Cobb, Kidd, Hart, Buck,

Stagg, Deer, Hare, Goat, Beaver, Roe, and Rabbits

for familiar friends. Then we have Hogg, au
naturel, and as Bacon. Nor are we confined to

domestic animals. Some of us are flatteringly

called after wild beasts: Lion, Tigar, Panther,

Badger, Fox, as well as Reynard, Wolfe, to wit.

Our f^eathered contemporaries furnish ns with

the fine titles of Peacock, Pheasant, Partridge,

Cocks, Wren, Fowle, Pigeon, Parrott, Duck, Drake,

Dove, Martin, Lark, Kite, Swallow, Swan, Heron,

Sparrow, Hawk, Gander, Gosling (and even

giblets, but no goose, notwithstanding all that

might be said to the contrary) ;
Starling, Daws,

Crow, Crane, Jay, Bat, Gnll, !^ok, Grouse, Wid-

geon, Eagle and Woodcock, with Egg and Brace.

Some of these birds reappear in various combi-

nations, but none so frequently as Cock, which

appears in gniso after guise, as in Cox, Cock-

burn, Wilcox, Hancock, Pocock, Groucock, Ad-

cock, Nocock, Badcock, Boncock, Hitchcock,

Allcock, Tocock, Alecrck, Colcock, Cockerell,

and almost incognito in Henaman. As if to con-

firm the theory that we cannot have wings with-

out previously having fins, we find such names
as Codd, Salmon, Whale, Seal, Pike, Herring,

Roach. Chnbb, Sole, Ling, Grayling, Codling,

Mullet, Haddock, Sturgeon, Whiting, Cockle,

Crabb, Leach, and Turtle preserved among us.

Wasp, Bee, and Fly are more names associating

ns with creatnreo of the air j and Worms,
Beetles, Bugg, and Emmett, to the things that

crawl upon the earth.

Fruits furnish us with other names. A solu-

tion of the eccentricity of the lews of selection on
this matter would be easy, if we could have

pointed back to Medimval fruit and flower shows,

and to the possibility of the spJcialitJ of a suc-

cessful contributor sticking to him as an appel-

lation all the days of his life. But we can, in

trnth, suggest no such origin to the titles Nutt,

Raisin, Lemon, Orange, Plum, Peach, Cherry,

Biffin, Pears, Pine, Gage, &c. We call our
‘ modern pages Buttons and Tigers, from the pro-

fusion of those articles of Birmingham manufac-

ture on their attire in the first instance, and the

agile and feline knack of springing upon the

foot-board of moving vehicles, with extreme

nicety of calculation as to distance in the second
;

but what peculiarity of costume or custom can

account for calling man, woman, or child, Mus-

tard, Salt, Pepper, Hotter, Cheese, or Curry?

We have a patriarchal precedent for Ham, but

* The London Directory pvea no butcher of that name,
bat at Brighton there is one.

whence Teal? Who was the humourist t

first called a fellow creature Tripe ? Was 1

joker, or a retaliating sufferer called Hogsf
or Gammon ?

We take a few surnames from beverages

Beer, Porter, Goodale, Perry, Mead, Port, She

and Claret.

Topographical and geographical features
j

us a great many names. Amongst these we
call to mind Mountain, Lake, Hill, Way, Rl
Road, Ridgeway, Street, Field, Town, L
Townsend, Place, SIoss, Moore, Stack, F
Banks, Miles, Vale, Brook, Beck, Acres, Al

Dyke, Syke, Cragg, Cave, Woods, Forest, B
Dale, MUIs, Waterfall, Pond, Middleditch, J

dlebrook, Poole, Dean, Barn, Hedges, Bo
Marsh. The elements and the weather

sented farther fields for the eccentric systei

naming in which our forefathers appare:

indulged. Airey, for instance, is an houo:

name in scientific circles to-day. Eyre, fam
to St. John’s Wood’s residents, might be bt

variation of the same name, if we did not k
that it related to itinerant courts of just:

from the old French word erre, a journey,

there are plenty more names that are not t

explained away, as well as some that may b

treated. Piling them np as they occur we :

note Snow, Baine, Hoare, Frost, Fogg, C

Eddy, Dust, Dew, Dewy, Hailstone, Day, Dt

Light, Cloud, Tempest, Moon, Doubleday, Do
fire, Mudd, and Mould.

Curious sequences may be made of som

onr names, as in Pain, Death, Coffin, B
Grave. Sets of precious stones may be lo<

out, as in Alabaster, Agate, Amber, Diam
&c. So may lists of apparel, as Coates, Clo

Caps, Stocking, Cotton, Bonnet, Hood, Ce

Silk. The old Puritanical names found lin

ing among us that we should scarcely lool

out of the “Pilgrim’s Progress” are c

pointed ont. Among London honsebolderi

streets thronged with pedestrians and noisy

the ^roar and rattle of passing omnibuses

cabs, are such quaint names as Makepeace, i

beloved, Goodchild, Strangeways, Strng

Such, Swadling, Goodwill, Goodspeed, Goodi

Goody, Goodfellow, Goodbody, Goodchap, G

day, Kiss, Comfort, Delight, Lightup,

Honour, Justice, Wouldhave, Gladman, Gi

head, Sneezom, Rich, Late, Last, Schoo;

Gentry, and Gentle. Some sequences are <

ously incomplete, os in the last-mentioned ni

there being no Simple out of Captain Marry

novel, and no Fool in the whole metropolis.

The plan of naming a man after his t,

has the disadvantage of applying only to

generation and not to all. A man named Sb

because he was a slater by trade, makes hie

a carpenter, and the surname, is a inisnom<

once. This custom is still rife with ns althc

we do not go to the length of perpeiuating

name of a person’s occupation in writing.

board a steamboat we call the attendant i

the passengers “ steward ” from his office ; i

hotel we call him waiter; at college we call

gyp and scout. The man who cleans our b

we inconsistently identify with those articli

apparel
;
and the person who prepares our du

we address as cook. In this way, in the daj

old, arose such names as Silversmith, Han
smith, Goldsmith, Cutler, Barber, Draper, Sd

Baker, Tayler, Potter, Constable, Carpei

Glover, Cooper, Groom, Coleman, Pack:

Woodman, Forester, Parker, Page, Tanner, St

man, Taverner, Weaver, Workman, Bov

Bugler, Hind, Herd, Fisher, Waterman, Sto

Stainer, Scrivener, Porter, Plater, Plomi

Piper, Palmer, Painter, Harper, Miller, Fov

Fuller,Chapman, Chandler, Cbeesewright, Sex

Slioesmith, Tiler, Mason, Joiner, Thacker, Dri

Dyer, Gardener, Ashman, Farmer, Bute

Bowman, Archer, Messenger, Carter, Bowyerj

The custom of calling a man after his bi

place also gave rise to immediate misnoiu

When Alexander de Cheswick removed to I

don and settled there, his name was a clu

his identity, doubtless, but still a misnoi

more especially for his sons. But, as a rule,

plan would answer better for those who left b
than for those who remained there, for whoi

would be too confusingly common. Thai

was not, invariably, given to those who reiflo

to other parts of the country, and so

strangers identified by the name of the p

from which they came, we have evidence in

cases of the landed proprietors whose suma

and lands correspond, as the CresswellS

Cresswell, the Crasters of Craster, the Rodd

of Roddam, &c., in Northnmberland.

If men have taken names from objects, t
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have also bestowed those borne by themselves
npon many articles of their invention. The
theodolite has been traced back to D. Corolnm
Theodulum, or, perhaps, some member of his
family, all of whom were mathematicians. Bat
these instances are too numerous to mention.
A volume has, indeed, been compiled of words
derived from proper names by Mr. Chamock, so
large is our stock of them. Etymology has had
a fascination for the human mind for centuries.
It is a study that advances in intricacy as years
roll by, and so, like wine, improves with age.
Words that were in every-day use two thousand
years ago are now the special possession of the
scholar. Greek names that are high-sounding,
and are called “high-flown ” by us, were simple
enough to those who first gave and owned them

;

such as “ a fight of men ” (Andromache), “ far-
famed” (Pericles), “possessing equal rights”
l'(l8ocrates), “strife” (Ptolemy). The first

Caosar was merely “long-haired” in the eyes
of his Homan name-givers.

^ Majesty’s Government for an investigation into
the composition and constitution, history and
action, of local Boards of Health in all corporate
towns since the adoption of the Public Health
Act, with the object of ascertaining how many
are interested, directly or indirectly, in con-
tinning what the said Act anywhere prohibits,
and how many (if any) members have been pro-
ceeded against by the local Board.
At a subsequent meeting the special question

proposed in the Section was “ In what form and
to what extent is it desirable that the public
should provide means for the recreation of the
working classes ?”

Mr. W. Hardwioke, M.D., medical officer of
health for the parish of Paddington, replied in a
paper which set out by observing that the want
of means for recreation was one of the causes
why the industrial classes resorted to artificial

stimulants. The writer believed it to be a

public duty to provide means of recreation.
This doty was to be undertaken not in the spirit
of the schoolmaster, but with the view to take
advantage of a healthy instinct. For this pur-
pose, baths, reading and news rooms, picture-
galleries, museums, recreation-groimds, prome-
nades, &c., were necessary. Before these could
be properly used it was requisite that a change
should be made in the opinions of the people
with regard to Sunday.
Miss Barbara Corlett also read an interesting

paper on the subject, in which she strongly
advocated the establishment of places of re-

creation for the lower classes, especially for
children.

,
Dr. M'Gee said the evils that had been

pointed to as to the want of places of re-
creation suggested to them the necessity of
looking to the source of them. He thought that
Miss Corlett had very clearly drawn attention to
where they should begin first—with the young.
With the elder members of society, he feared,
they would not be able to do much. He did not
think that the blame of not providing amuse-
ments should be thrown upon the higher classes
of society

}
for they should remember that a

mechanics’ institute had been established in Bel-
fast, but through the apathy of the people it

was allowed to fall into decay. Upon Monday
mornings he found that there were seldom less
than double the average number of drunken
and disorderly cases brought before the magis-
trates. And why ? Becanse there was no place
of recreation for the lower classes to frequent on
Sundays, when they were idle.

Mr. H. C. Knight, of Belfast, called attention
to an effort being made to establish a “ Work-
men’s Club” in Belfast.

The Eev. W. M'llwaine repudiated the idea
that clergymen were opposed to lawful recreation
on Sundays.

Dr. Martin, of England, was in favour of
physical exercise and intellectual improvement,
which, if provided, would give them men, in the
true sense of the word, with healthy minds and
healthy bodies. With regard to “ Workmen’s
Clubs,” he thought it was a great mistake to
confine their operations to the providing of
amusement. After a time, that generally failed

;

but, when education was combined, it was
generally found a success.

Mr. Early, of Scotland, said that, in Glasgow,
institutions such as they wished to establish bad
met with great success. Last winter there had
been no less than 900 successful soirees held in
Glasgow, and the result was that all the singing-
houses, with the exception of two, had been
superseded.

Dr. Martin proposed that it should be recom-
mended to the council to consider how best
provision could be made for providing places of
amusement for children in large towns. Mr.
Eoper, of Manchester, seconded the motion

;
and

the Chairman said he would convey their wishes
to the council.

The congress have also had the fisheries of
Ireland under consideration.

Mr. Blake, M.P., read a paper as to the best
mode of promoting the extension of Irish
fisheries. It stated that, according to the last
returns, out of thirty-eight fishery districts,

twenty-three were represented as declining,
and six showing no signs of improvement.
The fisheries of Ireland were, if properly worked,
capable of affording support to 500,000 people.
He maintained that in the first instance these
fisheries should be placed under the manage-
ment of a special department of three com-

A competent staff of inspectors

THE SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGEESS IN
BELFAST.

^

The meeting of the Social Science Associa-
tion at Belfast has gone off very success-
fully. Politics, Law, Crime, Education, and
Trade, appear to have been the chief subjects
treated of, wound up, however, with something
about Health. The Ulster Hall was the place
)f the opening meeting, and Lord Dufferin, pre-
sident of the council, delivered the inaugural
liddress before a brilliant assembly. Mr.
Hastings, who was active daring the week, read
a report from the Council.
In the Health Department, under the presi-

dency of Dr. Lankester, coroner for Middlesex,
the first especial question for discussion was,

—

'‘ What measures are necessary to secure effi-

Biency and uniformity in the working of the
ianitary laws throughout the kingdom ?”

Mr. W. H. Michael read a paper on the sub.
Bct. He assumed that a uniform system of
wealth legislation should apply to all parts of
ingland and Wales

; that the system should be
lompulsory

; that a central body, or Ministry of
I’nblic Health, should be established in all cases,
0 direct local action, and to act as a court of
fppeal 5 and that the whole of the kingdom
should be divided into districts, each district to
•e under the control of one local authority,
i7hich should have attached to it a medical
ifficer of health. The object of health legisla-
lion should comprise,—Prevention and removal
f nuisances, regulation and snperviaiou of
I'Welling-houses, the making and keepingin repair
f roads and streets, water supply, public light-

and, where necessary, private lighting
j

'fleeting public improvements and directing
irivate lighting, establishment and supervision
f markets, supervision of food, and providing
laths and washhouses public recreation grounds,
md burial grounds. The writer was of opinion
aaat a general system was required, under which
s would be impossible that defects should be
unrecognised or no steps taken to provide a
lemedy. He contended that, in conserving public
aealth, culpable negligence of sanitary precau-
iion must be remedied by some supreme autho-
y.ty

5 and where it was for the good of an ei-
lended district that combined works should be
dndertaken, the central authority should have
TOwer to compel those districts so to be bene-
eted to join in the work, and to share per rate
1 the expense. In conclusion, the writer sng-
33sted that what was at present required in
d'der to secure efficiency and uniformity in the
3iorking of the sanitary laws throughout the
Djngdom, was their consolidation and the adop-
iton of means to enforce them.
I Dr. Eobert Elliot (Carlisle) next read a paper
h Health. The problem was—how most readily
9 secure efficiency and uniformity in the working
f the sanitary laws throughout the kingdom.
Ifter reviewing at some length the legislation
iihich has taken place on the sanitary question,
idid the imperfect manner in which it had been
nrried out by local Boards, Dr. Elliot went on
0 observe that he was forced to the conclusion
aiat the source and cause of the unsatisfactory
idid imperfect action, as compared with what it
igight and should have been, of our sanitary
ff.ws, must be looked for in the fact of our having

combined in one our municipal and our
ninitary Boards. He asked either for an ei-

1

missioners. .usueei-ura
ncnded inqujry by a committee of this Associa- should collect statistics, and afford information
iD)n, or for a petition by the Council to her | to fishermen as to the best mode of capture, and

give instructions in oyster culture, &c. Some
present restrictions on fishing, especially on
trawling in bays and estuaries, should be re-
moved. Another most important requisite was
that better harbours and piers than at present
existed should be provided at suitable places.
Loans should be granted to small fishing com-
panies. The fishermen should have a little
land to support them when not engaged in
fishing. The erection of curing-houses would
be desirable

j and another most important desi-
deratum was increased facilities of transit to
market, which he hoped would be afforded by
the Government purchasing Irish railways.

In the discussion which followed, the neces-
sity of having a greater number of good harbours
of refuge round Ireland was strongly insisted on.
We give notices under separate headings of

what was said on some subjects with which wo
particularly concern ourselves.

Public Health.

Sir Jas. T. Simpson, as president of the
Health Section, said in his address that public
health might be defined as public wealth. It
was important to attend to it, because, in rela-
tion to disease, prevention was much better than
cure. At the outset he referred in some detail
to the great evils which arose from the over-
crowding of dwellings in great cities and towns.
Nature had everywhere provided a bountiful
supply of that most essential requisite for
healthy life, pure air. Man everywhere en-
deavoured to contract this supply, and to putrify
and corrupt it by the internal arrangement of
his dwellings

;
outside his dwellings also, in

entire disregard of the laws of health, or the
manner in which manure and sewage are allowed
to collect in rural and other districts. He re-
ferred to the way in which foal matter was
allowed to collect in the inferior class of Irish
hovels, in consequence of pigs and other animals
being allowed to occupy them with the inmates.
Some years ago a doctor, visiting an Irish
family located in the upper story of a large
house in Edinburgh, found an immense pig, and
asked a man in the room how it had been got
up-stairs. “Faith, yer honour,” the man replied,
“ she never was below.” In the country dis-
tricts, worst off in these respects, the people
were better off than in the towns, and human
life more prolonged in the former than in the
latter. Cowbyres, and even stables for horses,
ought to be banished out of every town. In
Westminster there were 1,000 cow-houses
vitiating the air required for 30,000 human
beings. In Edinburgh, still, they had splendid
house-fronts, and confined squares and spaces
behind them, in which the air was poisoned by
offensive exhalations. A splendid problem for «

modern science to solve, and statesmen to carry
out was. What was to be done with the vast
amount of their sewage matter ? For it, as well
as for everything else, there was a natural use;
and he believed the time was coming when they
should not toss so much of it into the sea as they
did. The true use to make of it was to return
it to the soil. The value for each human being
was calculated at 10s. a year, which gave 70,OOOZ.
worth of sewage wasted every year in Belfast.
We have various kinds of hospitals—medical,
surgical, obstetrical, &o. There are as yet,
unfortunately, no means of making a general
estimate of the comparative efficacy and coat of
hospital and home treatment. Materials of the
kind have been provided with respect to
obstetrical hospitals. In the great Eotnndo
Hospital in Dublin, than which there was not a
better in the world, the cost of each patient was
about 30s. It was found that the coat of treating
the same class at home was about 10s. Now, the
pecuniary losslin hospitaltreatment was a matterof
no small moment. The French Government issued
a commission ofinquiry, which collected statistica
on this subject of nearly a million cases from all

the hospitals of Eussia, Prussia, Sweden, Den-
mark, Great Britain, Germany, Switzerland, and
900,000 cases of poor patients confined in their
miserable hovels. Hospitals afforded by far the
greatest advantage in respect of medical advice
and care. Yet the conclusion afforded was most
startling. The report stated that in hospitals
there was one death in thirty, whilst of the same
class at home only one in 212 died. It had been
found the same all over Europe. With regard to
surgical and medical hospitals, the collection of
patients, and the exhalations arising from them
and their wounds and diseases, into compara-
tively small spaces, could not but be pernicious.
One patient labouring under a contagious disease
often caused the spread of it through the
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hospital. In the hospital with which he was
connected, after a case of cancer had come in.

it was often found necessary to stop operating for
a week or ten days, becanse it was found that,
after the arrival and partial treatment of such
cases, all the other cuts and dressings and sores
began to go wrong. The man treated in a surgical
hospital was exposed to more chances of death
than the soldier on the field of battle. The
great object in hospitals was to increase the
amount of pure air for each patient. Any one
who went inio an empty room which had been
shut up for a few days would find it smelling
musty in consequence of the decomposition
of small material particles. Everything, in
fact, was secondary to pure air. Mr. Hep-
worth Dixon, in an account of the settle-

ment of the sect called Shakers at Mount
Lebanon, in America, mentioned some interesting
facts. The married women there lived as nuns,
and the men as monks. They had no doctors
among them, and took close scientific care of
ventilation. Every building was provided with
shafts, fans, flappers, and vents. Stoves were
so delicately adjusted as to keep the tempera-
ture in winter within one degree of warmth.
The elderesp, or queen of the community, told
him that they had had only one case of fever
during thirty-gi.x years. The head elder said good
food and sweet air were their only medicines,
and said to liim, “ Is it not" strange that you
wise people of the world keep a set of men called
doctors, who lie in wait for yon, until, by somo
mistake of habit, yon fall sick and then come in
and poison yon with drugs F” How were our
hospitals to be improved ? They should be given
up or greatly altered. It was now an important
point of dispute how many cubic feet of air were
required by each individual per day. He had
often thought that if their hospitals, from being
crowded palaces, with a layer of sick in each
flat, were changed into villages or cottages, with
one, or, at most, two patients in each room, a
great saving of human life would be effected.
The village should be so constructed of iron or
wood as to be movable, so that it could be placed
where required

;
and in case of epidemics the

accommodation could be easily increased. He
wonld pass to another subject, namely, the
dreadful mortality among children. Having
given statistics of this mortality, he attributed it

to the ignorance on the part of mothers and
nurses of hygienic laws. One great requisite for
infant children was pure air; but it was essen-
tial that the air should he warm. Cold air was
most destrnftive. In Belgium, where children
had to be brought nut for baptism when only a
fortnight old, one half more died in winter than
in summer. Want of clothing of the neck and
arms of the child was also mischievous. What
a shame, too, to pot children into cold baths

—

little creatures that should be always warm. In
a Highland regiment in which that practice pre-
vailed amongst the wives of tl**' men—hardening
it was called—enough of the children did not
live to make pipers for the rr- iment. He then
alluded to the mortality cau8e<> by the criminal
starving by mothers of their illegitimate chil-
dren. It was recorded of th- foundling hospi-
tals which formerly existed in Ireland that from
1791 to 179G the number of children admitted
into them was 12,686, and that of these 135
walked alive out of the hospitals and the rest
were carried out in the dead-cart. He then
referred to Jenner’s in\aloable discovery of cow-
pox. It saved 80,0C0 lives every year. The
Government ought to be able to stamp out the
small-pox as well as the cattle plague, but im-
proved regnlalinns were still needed for this.

Jenner received 30,0001. Had he slain 100,000
men in battle he would probably have got much
more, and have been made a duke. The French
erected a statue to him at Boulogne. A few years
ago one was erected, by eubscription, in Trafalgar-
square. It had been since removed, with the
sanction of the House of Commons, to make
room for one of those fighting Napiers,

Sanitary Condition of Belfast.

Dr. Samuel Browne, E.N., read a paper on
“ The Progress of Sanitary Inquiry in Belfast.”
After the close of the years 1847-48, when
nearly 15,0('0 of this community were struck
down by fever and dysentery, and 2,500 in-
dividuals hurried to untimely graves, the public
began to be directed to the inquiry, whether
there were nob some ascertainable causes which
had aided i be progress and increased the fatality
of the epidemic through which thev had passed.
A committee organised by the late Dr. Malcolm
drew up a report on the sanitary condition of

Belfast, and afterwards an influential committee
was appointed for the purpose of carrying out
its recommendations. This was the rise of the
sanitary reform in this town. It gives me (he
said) great satisfaction to be able to inform the
congress that the town council, having obtained
the requisite legal enactment, have purchased
and set apart a large plot of most eligible
ground, about forty-three acres, for the purpose
of safe and decent sepulture, and are now push-
ing on the inclosure and laying out the ground
with all available speed. In the meantime, the
town council have taken the proper steps pre-
liminary to closing all the graveyards within
the borough against what may be termed free
interments, and, at the same time, of limiting
the burials in proprietary grounds by certain
fixed salutary rules and regulations. The next
important sanitary work to which I call atten-
tion is the introduction by the Belfast Water
Commissioners of an abundant supply of water.
This, I understand, will be on the continuous
and high-pressure principle, and is calculated, I

believe, to give for all purposes at the rate of
about twenty gallons a-day for every inhabitant

;

besides which, the commissioners have obtained
power, by their Act of 1866, to compel the
owners of all tenements to introduce a proper
water supply. And when it is remembered that
there are still 4,227 habitations without it, the
action recently taken by the commissioners, and
their stated determination to enforce their
powers, cannot be too highly commended. The
borough, including Ballymacarrett, is divided
into seven districts, with one medical attendant
for each. There are also three dispensing sta-
tions, the two in Belfast having each a qualified
apothecary attached. He then gave some sug-
gestions relative to a system of SQwerage such
as would prevent the present evil effect resulting
from floods, and also recommended paving
some of the principal thoroughfares instead of
macadamising.
A paper on the same subject by Mr. James

Kennedy was read, in the course of which he
stated :—The Registrar-General reported that
last year the death-rate of Belfast exceeded the
death-rate of any town in all Ireland. The
ratio is reported thus :—Belfast, 1 person out of
32-2 persons; Armagh, 1 out 56-3; Antrim, 1
out of 64'3; Ballymena, 1 out of 73 8; Ban-
bridge, 1 out of 64'8

;
Downpatrick, 1 out of 66 ;

Lisburn, 1 out of 54 3; Lurgan, 1 out of 62-5;
Dublin North, 1 out of 36 2 ;

Dublin South, 1
out of 35‘8

; Cork, 1 out of 46 5 ;
and Dundalk,

1 out of 59'2 of the population. The ratio of all

Ireland is 1 in 62 ;
and thus it is that propor-

tionately twice as many die in Belfast as in
Antrim, Ballymena, and Banbridge

; 50 per cent,
more than in Cork; and nearly twice as many ns
in all Ireland. Our people have been in the en-
joyment of good wages, and of the means that
usnally promote health and longevity, and yet
our death-rate exceeds that of Dublin itself,

wherein there is mnch poverty, and which last

year was severely visited by cholera and epide-
mic. The writer then proceeded to trace the
causes of this calamitous state of things :—1.

Out of our 937 streets, between 400 and 500 are
Tinpaved, unsewered, and, consequently, un-
cleansftd. These streets are receptacles for

stagnant water, and for all manner of filth and
dirt. 2. In Belfast wo have had since 1845
powers to allocate 1,5C0Z. a-year to the widening
and sweeping away of our very numerous old
lanes and alleys, that are the hotbeds of drunk-
ennesp, immorality, disease, and death. During
this time, however, our two Boards have spent
lOO.OOOZ. on Acts of Parliament and in litiga-

tion, all of which outlay yields no return
;
but

not one shilling has been expended in carrying
out the benevolent designs of the Legislature,
and which, probably, would have eventuated in

little or no pecuniary loss to the town : the legi-

timate duty was overlooked
;
the others were

observed. 3. For the erection of baths and
waslihouges the necessary funds have been snb-
pcribed long since, and the money still lies un-
used in the hands of the treasurer. The import-
ance of such establishments in a town like

Belfast was universally admitted, and the town
council were not ignorant on the subject, as a
report which ho had before him very clearly
showed. 4. Our old streets are hollow in the
centre, and badly formed, and are no more than
impounding reservoirs for water, mud, and filth.

This, he observed, was not the fault of the sur-

veyor, for the funds available for the necessary
work were devoted to another purpose. 5. In
Belfast we have been obliged to drink the water
from the River Lagan, which contains in it the

'

sewage of many towns, villages, and numeroa
establishments for dyeing, spinning, and bleach
ing.

Dr. Lankester said a few words on the paper
which had been read. He considered that thi

moat important point with regard to Belfas
was a correct death-rate. They found, whe
discussing the matter, that the death-rate di
not show the true state of affairs. The
found that the registration of deaths by th
Registrar-General was defective not only i

Belfast but throughont Ireland, and tha
thousands of people died whose deaths wer
never registered. If it was true that there wa
a death-rate of thirty in the thousand in Belfast
the time had come for immediate Governraen
interference. In a healthy community, when
people were healthy, and were not dying or call
ing doctors, money was saved. If they lookei
at it from a money point of view, the preventioi
of disease and death ought to induce Corpora
tions to spend money. They had a moral ant
better population, when they had a health]
population, than when they had a sick and dyinj
population. He appealed to the clergy to dt

something in the matter, as there were a grea
many things to be done in Belfast. With regan
to the supply of water, he was glad that some
thing was about to be done to provide a bette;
supply. The Lagan water was nob fit to drink
and they were constantly in peril of typhou
fever, which, in many instances, had beei

brought on by drinking bad water. He reool

lected being in Belfast fifteen years ago, at j

meeting of the British Association, and he thei

passed by that Blackstaff ditch, and he wa
shocked to see it, but he found that that grea
nuisance still existed. The Sanitary Act wa
one of terrible power; and, if the Corporatioi
wished, they could compel the owner of ever
honse in Belfast to have it properly cleansed. 1

the Corporation refused to do that, then the;

had the power under the 49th section of the Ac
to appeal to the Secretary of State, who woult
send down a Commission of Inquiry, who wouh
compel the Town Council to remove the nui
sances.

Rev. Hngh Hanna said be wished to call th'

attention of the Council to over-crowding an<

snb-letting of houses j and he regretted that tb
Sanitary Act of 1866 could not deal effectuall;

with this great cause of complaint. Benevoleno
and wealth were absolutely essential to meet th'

great evils which existed.

Mr. John Hancock, J.P., Lurgan, said tha
under the Act of 1866 most extensive power
had been given to all corporate bodies in tin

United Kingdom. A considerable amount o
sanitary reform might be carried out under tha
Act; but there were still some defects in th(

Act, which, however, might be remedied. Then
was no doubt that if the Town Council did noi

carry out the sanitary operations under the Ac
the inhabitants had the power to apply to th<

Lord Lieutenant to compel the Council to do it

Ho thought that course wonld not be necessary
in Belfast, as a great deal had lately been dom
by the Town Council, and they had lately taker
a most important step,—that of having propei

back-yards constructed in the rear of houses.
The President said he wished to correct th(

statement made by Mr. Mowatt that Loch Katrine
had done no good for Glasgow. The fact was
that the death-rate now was only twenty-two ir

the 1,000, while it was thirty-three in the 1,00C

in Belfast. The rate of mortality in Glasgow
was ranch lower than before the water of Loot
Katrine wa.s introduced into that town.

Dr. Browne then replied. He said that they

had now a population of 347,400, with a death-
rate of about 24 9. These numbers had been
taken by himself and by the inspectors of the

Council, who had taken great care in preparing
them. His calculations were made up to the

30th June, and he bad got the death-rate from
the registrar at the workhouse, so that they had
not 80 large a death-rate as had been propounded
in the Section that day. He believed that the

greatest necessity existed for their putting these

sanitary laws into force at once. Wherever they
increased a water supply and improved the

sewage, there could be no doubt that there would
be a decreased mortality. He believed that' in

a large town like Belfast they were obliged to

have hospitals, but, if they had the means, they
might have cottage hospitals, as bad been
suggested by the President in the morning.
The President said,—I am snre yon will agree

with mo when I offer your thanks to Dr. Browne,
through me, for his excellent paper. According
to his observations, you lose here every year
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ihree or four people ia the 1,000 more than they do
n either Bristol or Dublin. If you lose four in the
1,000 out of apopulationofl50,000,you lose 600
jeople every year that should not be lost. If the
fown Council or any public body allow this mor-
lality by any act of omission, it amounts almost
,0 an act of commission. You would be horrified
f the Town Council should order 600 inhabitants
0 go to a jail or place of execution, and be hung
ip there

j but if they allow this mortality by any
ict of omission on their part, it comes to much
ho same,
Mr. Hancock then moved the following reso-

ntion :
—

“ That the Council be respectfully
equested to renew its exertion to obtain a com-
ilete and uniform sanitary code for the United
kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.”
1 Dr. Macadam seconded the resolution, which
ms passed unanimously.
I Dr. Macadam afterwards read an interesting
aper on “ Town and Domestic Water Supply.” :

1 The reading of the paper led to a brief dis-
UBsion, and the following resolution was come
> :
—“ The Health Department resolved to re-

ommend to the committee of the Association
le desirability of memorialising Government to
ike into consideration the present mode of
iking evidence in water and other health Bills,

nd to suggest that the evidence in such Bills be
iken by the referees on the spot where the
luitary measures are required.”

Trade Unions.

I In another Section Mr. E. Kathbone read a
iiper on “The Moral to be drawn from Trade
.atrages at Sheffield, and the Limits of Personal
ceedom.” Our great difficulty in inquiring
jto questions of social science is the liability
a are under to mistake facts that are excep-
imal for facta that are typical. In the case of
hde societies there are peculiar difficulties,
L-cause, through the ignorance of the habits
d customs of certain trades, inquirers are apt

I attribute to trade societies actions which are
0 natural expression of the daily life of that
188 of workmen. Now, in inquiring into the
aral to be learned from the Sheffield trade
•trages, there is yet another error to be
ioided, and that is the assumption, that because
(de societies must sometimes be tempted to do
liust actions, they must necessarily yield to that
[luptauoo. Every man who goes into business
ts himself into the temptation of over-reach-
; ; but it would be hard to condemn business
pgether on this account. The question we
ght to ask ourselves is, Are these outrages
n natural—I do not say necessary—outcome
;i trades-unionism, or are they rather to be
ihibuted to the exceptional character of
L‘ffield workmen and of Sheffield employers ?
:er glancing at the outrages which took
tee prior to the repeal of the Combina-
1 Law, and showing they were more
quent than at present, he went on to say
iihink a close examination of the evidence
ccurable will prove that the practice of com-
iiting outrages is on the decline

; and though
B not extinct, unhappily in other places than
Sheffield, still the improvement in this respect
creat and uodeuiable. Time will not permit
fi fully to illustrate the position that, if you
e effectively to influence any class, whether
Nking men or not, you must address yourself
)£ihe leaders in whom they have confidence,
orofore, when worthy members of Parliament
;3earch of facts relate interesting conversa-
1 s with intelligent bricklayers, who have been
i^ed upon their own houses, and who coufi.
iiOially complain of the tyranny of their unions,
q question naturally arises. Why do not these

1 form a union of their own if they really
on what they say ? The real remedy against
jtyrauny of a union lies, I venture to think,
laie formation of a free labour union, as has
a done at Stavely

;
for, in my opinion, as in

a an organized army will have the best of it
gigainst a disorgnnized mob of two or three
s!e its size. Beferring to the building trade
tithe restriotiuus imposed by the workers, he
I no wise man will employ his capital in a
“,e, because whenever, through these qualities,
atas secured a profitable contract, bis work-

,

staking advantage of the special penalties
h'hich he is bound to complete the work by a
liain time, dishonestly grab all the results,
cfof their work, but ot his foresight, ability^
ctcommand of capital. I do not say this is
itstate of things now, but that, unless great
isis taken on the part of the building unions,
II ll rapidly become so. The probabilities are
iflin the next few years the present power of the

unions of the building trades will bo broken up,
and then, but not till then, may we hope to solve
the mixed question of providing decent habita-
tions for our working men. For philanthropists
can do very little until they can prove that to
build decent working-men’s dwellings will pay a
fair return for capital invested. I have taken
the building trades as an example, because the
mischief of which it is capable is not so easily
demonstrated as in other cases. The amalga-
mated engineers is another most powerful union,
with an income, if I recollect right, of some
30,0001. a year, and in these trades 1 have never
heard of outrages

; but, on the other hand, it

is a fact which ought to open the eyes of our
engineers that we are importing instead of ex-
porting locomotive engines, and that the Paris
Exhibition has demonstrated that in many
trades where we considered ourselves quite be-
yond the reach of competition we are equalled,
and in some case surpassed, by the Continaut.
To sum up, the moral, I think, to bo derived
from the trades union inquiry, seems to me to
be that—First, when trade outrages occur in
a trade, the union should be held responsible
as the authorized expression of the public feel-'

ing of the trade, and that suoh outrages would
not occur if the public feeling of a trade were
not bad. Secondly, the great object of all should
be to olear away all the sentimental cobwebs
which obscure the question. Labour does not
differ from any other commodity, except that
it is perishable, and in that resembles fish or
any other perishable commodity. As man, sell-
ing his day’s work, must get as much for it as
he can, just as a fisherman selling his fish, which
is his night’s work, must get as much as he can

;

the more fish the fisherman has the more he will
get for them

j
and the more work the man does

per day the more eventually he will get for it.

It may be worth while for a certain body of
fishermen to agree to stand out for a certain
price, and let the whole take of two or three
nights go bad rather than take a lower price

j

but, as a matter of fact, they do not seem to find
that plan answer. Let it now be understood
that labour is only a commodity

;
that employer

and employed stand in relation to each other
merely as buyer and seller of that commodity

;

and that the laws of political economy, wlieu
rightly understood, are as much the laws of Pro-
vidence as the laws of gravitation, and I doubt
not the good sense of the leaders of our working
classes will step in to prevent the danger that
now threatens us of sinking in the scale of
nations as an industrial people.

Mr. David Smith next read a paper on “ Trade
Societies,” in which he held that look-outs and
Btriki-s were evils deplorable in their conse-
quences to the surroundingcommunity, bringing
suffering on those not directly connected with
the matter under dispute, and, if indulged in,

they ought to be made criminal, and the trade
society ordering such ought to be made amen-
able, and, if possible, made to indemnify the
sufferers. In the second place, he considered
that trade societies ought to be incorporated,
pi'operly legalised, and a constitution given them
by Act of Parliament, and simply registered
under it as a trade society, in the same way as
some of them were registered as friendly societies
at the present time. Disputes between em-
ployers aud their workmen should be referred
to aibitration—the award of the arbitrators to
be final and binding, and no appeal to be allowed
from their decision.

A paper contributed by Mr. Tito Pagliardini.
headed “How to put an End to Strikes,” was read.
The writer stated that the disastrous extent to
which strikes and lock-outs had been and were
still being carried, inflicting equal injury on mas-
ters and workmen, and on the public, proved that
the time had come when it behoved all thinking
and practical men to reconsider the mutual rela-
tions and duties of capital and labour. Those
long aud bitter contests, while cansing a lament-
able stagnation in public aud private works, and
great misery to the working classes, generally
ended like a protracted and disastrous campaign,
leaving the field of battle strewn to no purpose
with the victims of a useless and ruthless
struggle. As long as the workman had no direct
interest in the success of the enterprise he was
engaged in, he naturally looked upon bis em-
ployer as a milch cow whom he must turn to the
best account; and whilst his employer’s aim was
to extract from him the maximum of work for a
minimum of pay, the workman’s aim was to
lengthen out his work, that it might last longer,
and to strike for an increase of wages, or for its

equivalent, a limitation of time. The legality of

strikes afforded no room for doubt; and since
the strong arm of the law could only interfere
when the tyranny of the nnions assumed the
form of open intimidation or violence, it was
decidedly high time to seek for some equitable
adjustment of these seemingly opposed interests.
The writer stated that the regenerating prin*
ciple he should wish to see introduced into the
field of production was that of the association of
masters, managers, and men (capital, talent, and
labour), so that each might participate in a fair
degree in the advantages of any work which was
the result of their combined concurrence.

The Children of the Poor.

Mr. Allworthy read a paper on “ The Neglected
Children of the Poor, and what we owe to them.”
He said,—The most casual observer must have
been struck with the vast number of those who
experienced misery untold as their lot. The daily
papers frequently contain iustaoces of wide-
spread demoralisation in the treatment of the
young, but this was nothing to the crimes daily
committed against them, as the majority of out-
rages was unrevoaled. The natural result of
parents’ neglect was to enchain children to all
evil, but, beyond this, thousands of parents train
up their children to the most vicious courses,
which was the most prolific source of crime,
disease, and death. The State should devise
laws for preventing, as well as for punishing,
crime, and not act, as it hitherto has acted, on
the principle of non-intervention. I would pro-
pose that inspectors should be appointed to look
after the young, and compel parents to show
cause, and in cases of cruel treatment to punish
the offenders by law. The causes of vice and
brutality would thus be made known, besides
oonferriog a great boon upon “ the little ones.”
The education of children is, to a certain degree,
provided for by the Act of 1862, and the Factory
Acts only allow them to be employed for certain
hours. Daily we interfere with individuals and
property when the general good is concerned,
aud, therefore, interference in this matter
is not infringing on the liberty of the subject.
The expense of this supervision would be very
little compared with the gain, and surely no one
will deny that a Government should protect the
lives of its subjects.

Mr. C. Woife Shaw, one of the Honorary
Secretaries of the Malone Protestant Reforma-
tory, read a paper on the same oubjeeb, having
reference principally to the Malone Institution,
from which we take the following extracts :—It
appears that juvenile crime has been generally
declining since the year 1860, which was the
time when Irish reformatory schools were first

established, and this was urged as a strong argu-
ment in favour of the reformatory system. The
committals of juveniles to the County Antrim
Jail under sixteen years of age, which amounted
in 1859 to 151, was only sixty-seven in the year
1865. The paper noticed the fact that so few
magistrates throughout the different counties
took advantage of the Reformatory Act, as the
iuspector-general of prisons makes special men-
tion of this in his difi'erenb reports, on finding
so mauy children under detention in the different
prisons he inspected, who, he said, should have
been sent to reformatory institutions, instead of
allowing them to return to their criminal pur-
suits. The report of the working of the Malone
Protestant Reformatory was most encouraging.
It stated that out ul thirty-eight discharged on
completion of sentence, only one had fallen back
into crime. Those who had emigrated and joined
the army kept up a continued correspondence
with the officials there, aud in several cases sent
home money to pay tho expenses of other boys
to enable them to join them in their new homes.

Technical Instructioji.

The Rev. Canon Norris treated of “ Tech-
nical Instruction.” He understood by the term,
an education to enable a workniau to use hia
mind as well as bis baud and eye over his
work. In a thousand ways England was wast-
ing her resources for want of intelligence in.

their employment. What we wanted was to
teach our youth those branches of applied
science most nearly related to their future craft.

The kind of instruction needed to make an
intelligent artisan touched the elementary school
on one side, and the work8b(jp on the other. It
should nob require any preparation beyond what
an average village school supplies. It did not
imply the learning or practice of an art. Tho
Ceuchiug required was something between the
science teaching of Universities aud that of the
commercial teachers. In applied science, we are
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defective. There is a broad gnlf separating the

men of theory from the men of practice. Its

sabject-matter embraces mensuration, perspec-

tive, commercial arithmetic, engineering, &c.

Tor the teaching of these subjects, good manuals
were wanted; and to educate the teachers,

Normal Colleges, like that of Cluny, in France,

were required. Mr. Norris described the steps

taken in this country and in Belgium to promote
technical instruction. The complete organisation

which France is giving to this kind of instruction

was accomplished in Prussia eleven years ago.

The machinery existing in this country included

the School of Mines, the School of Naval Archi-

tecture, the Eoyal College of Chemistry, the

College of Science in Dublin, and the Glasnevin
Agricultural Training College, with the staff of

South Kensington as a superior Council of

Keference. There are now 620 science teachers,

and 200 science schools, with 8,000 pupils. The
most successful of these were the Hull Naviga-
tion School, the Bristol Diocesan Trade School,

and the Manchester Mechanics’ Institute. The
schools at Oldham, Newtonards, Oldcastle, Glas-

gow, Bolton Mechanics’ Institute, Plymouth
Science School, and the Stroud Institution were
mentioned favourably. The schools at Bristol,

Hull, Oldham, and Plymouth were specifically

instituted for the teaching of science. Mr.
Norris did nob see why Town Councils should
not be empowered to levy a rate for the
establishment of schools of applied science in all

large towns, especially the centres of manufac-
turing industry.

PARLIAMENT SQUARE.

“pAKLiAMENT.squAEE !—Parllament-square!

—

where is it ?
”

” In my mind’s eye, Horatio !”

We have been street- hunting,—wandering
about from Pall-mall to Pimlico, from Pimlico to

Parliament, by palace, prison, and purlieu, to

discover the locus in quo of “ Parliament-square.”

Directories of posts, places, and “ peoples ” have
been explored with keen eyes, but “ Parliament-

square ’’has not as yet reached our note-book.
“ London Ancient and London Modern,” “ The
Eight Side,” “As it is To-day,” “To Fulham,”
“ The Town,” “ Haunted London,” “ Up and
Down the London Streets,” and all their piracies

and plagiarists have been examined and cross-

examined, but to no purpose. All the “ squares,”
“ crescents,” and “ circuses ” have been asked
the question, and the unanimous answer has
been,—“ Never heard of the party before. Must
be some new-comer from the country, I suppose.

At any rate, we don’t know her hereabouts.”

We went to Covent-garden, as the oldest member
of the family, and found the good lady in a very

testy mood. In answer to our kind inquiry she

said,

—

“ My friend, I have not been a square for

many years. When that promising young
Inigo piazzaed me, be meant me for an Italian

model, but that other lordly man of the world,

he of the che sara sara goat, covered me with
fruit and potato sheds, and made me a hideous
thing, miscalled ‘ a market,’ instead of being a
pretty little plaza for you. Those who come to

see me in my onion and cabbage capacity, insult

me with the laughter of contempt, and those

who have to use my premises, overload me with
their coarse, boorish anathemas, because my
circumstances are so straitened 1 I am utterly

unable to bear the work that he lays upon me.
Oh, that it would please the providence of the

mighty metropolitan Board to put me out of my
misery! Go to Lincolu's-inn-fields; she is my
next younger sister—her lot is a heaven-on-
earth compared with mine—the stranger you
are seeking may have visited her.” And the
poor old lady disappeared beneath the deep
ahadowy portico of St. Paul’s Church, and con-

tinued to sob and moan until we were out of

hearing.

On speaking to Lincoln’s-inn-fields, she re-

peated the name we were inquiring for, and
pointed to “ that big house at the corner.

It has long been jointly occupied by law
and gospel, and a prime minister once lived

there
;
they are sure to know something about

the square of Parliament as well as the

and she laid her fore-fingers at right angles upon
one another, and nodded her head towards the
“ big house.” As we crossed the road she called

out, laughingly,—“ Try Whetstone Park
;
per-

haps they have * squared ’ its dimensions to

something like what you are looking for.” The
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“ big house at the comer” we found to be occu-

pied by a highly-positioned legal firm, and the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge

;

whilst “Whetstone Park” was a dirty mews,
and cab stables, running from one turnstile to

another.

Thus we spent our time, receiving more or

less caustic or impertinent answers, and con-

tinued our course on a west-south-west sailing

line, from the eastern parts of Bloomsbury until

we reached the limits of Tyburnia, when we fell

off a point to the head of the Serpentine, and
passed down .through Belgravia to the Broad
Sanctuary, where we rested ourselves. We sur-

veyed the prospect for some time, until at length

we were aroused by a rather heavy rap on the

shoulder. Upon looking round, we were some-
what astonished to see the smoke-begrimed
statue of Canning nod to us; and the brazen

image of the great statesman began to speak.
“ I knew you,” it said :

“ as usual, on one of

your midnight rambles trying to spy out the
nakedness of the land.”

“ Hilloa, old friend ; why, what in the name of

wonder are you doing here ? I thought that I

nlissed you from the original place.”
“ Oh, I’m all right ; it does not much matter

where I am, now. At any rate, I have a much
better prospect in front of me than an improvised

cab-yard, with all its dirt and smell. Listen,

there go the dozen. How splendidly Big Ben
gives tongue to-night. But what are you doing
out so late ?”

“Well, I'm trying to find where ‘Parlia-

ment-square ’ is.”

“ Parliament • square ! Parliament • square !

Well, that is as good a joke as I’ve heard for

some time.”
“ Well, where is it ?

”

“ Why, it was a joke of that funny fellow. Lord
John Manners. You can see where I used to

stand
; step out on one side a little.”

“ Ob, yes, I see it right enough.”
“ Well, when Manners shifted me he had a

road out through the enclosure—and a nice

bungle it is j—and, after dinner and trimmings
one night, they were asking some questions

about me, I think, when he spoke of that

wretched lark’s-cage patch as ‘ Parliament-

square !

’”

“ Oh, you’re making fun of me ?”

“ Not a bit. And now shall I tell you how to

make a real, first-class Parliament-square
;
one

that shall be worthy of the name and the

country.”

“Let us hear.”
“ Begin, then, beside the new Foreign Office,

and draw a line from the Park front along to

Storey’s-gate, down Princes-street, by the end of

the Westminster Palace Hotel. Then continue

along the line of Dean-street until yon reach

Peter-street, then turn to the east to Wood-
street, and down to the junction of Abingdon-
street and Millbank-street.”

“ My goodness ! that would bo a square.”

“Tes; but I have not done yet. I would
cross over from the India Offices to Richmond-
terrace, down to the embankment line, and back
again to Westminster Bridge. I would clear

every bit of that ground except Westminster
Abbey. Such a change would remove the block

from the India Office to Great George-street,

Great George-street itself, the Stationery Office,

Westminster Hospital, the Westminster Guild-

hall and Sessions House, St. Margaret’s Church,
Westminster School,* Dean’s Yard, and other

lesser places. Richmond-terrace would go on
the east side of the plan. Parliament-street,

Cannon-row, the Board of Control, and minor
buildings. As St. Thomas’s Hospital is coming
so close to that locality, I would remove Tothill-

fields prison into the suburban commons of

Wimbledon, build middle-class houses there, put
Westminster Hospital on the play-ground of

Vincent-square, and send the Westminster
School on an estate of its own somewhere up
the river, where boating, football, and cricketing

would come more to them by nature than ever it

can now. I know the sentimental cry of ‘ genius

loci ;’ but after what I saw in my old quarters,

and a railway coming under the clock-tower,

and within sound of the Speaker’s bell, yon
must not let the ‘ genius loci,’ nor any other

genius, in these days, stand in the way
of real improvements. I would, furthermore,

lay hold of all the houses from Storey’s-gate to

the barracks, pull them down, and rebuild them
with something of architectural character be-

* We are not to bennderstood as going all the way with
onr “brazen" auggeater.
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longing to them. Around this great square I
would place such buildings belonging to Govern-
mental departments as were not already pro-

vided for. A new Stationery-office, with some-
thing better than a stable-yard front elevation to

sadden the eye of the stranger, might arise. 1
would also ask all our leading architects to give

us, each of them, a building that would best

illustrate their own particular speciality, and I

would then have such a square, that for grandeur,

novelty, and originality the modern world has
never yet seen. I would make it the Mecca of

architecture, and I would have it so contrived that

there would be space enough for statues like me
for ages to come.
Then what would you have on your “ finest

site in Europe,” as my friend Peel used to call

it ? Why, you would stand on the steps of

the National Gallery, and, looking down the
broad vista of Whitehall, the sight would
expand upon a plain of architecture that would
be making monumental history for our country
and our race. And yet, we need not forget the
poor. I declare that we have in old, tumble-

down, rickety London more wasted space than
would serve to house comfortably and cleanly

three times the present number of people.

Sometimes I step down from this pedestal, when
everything is quiet, on a hard-freezing winter

night, and stroll through the back sluma
of Westminster, and I see bouses there that

seem to me to be an absolute disgrace to

any Government or people, and an allowance

of the local self-government, and do-what-you-

like-with-your-own principle, bordering on the

maniacal. Look at the Millbank Penitentiary.

Sixteen acres of ground devoted to the lodgment

of the very human poison of society,—ground,

too, that lies between what you now call South

Belgravia and Parliament—even under the very

shadow of the great Victoria tower.

You may say, “ How about the expense?” My
answer is that, a country with an income of

72.000.

0001. a year, the colonizer of the world,,

the very soul of personal and political freedom,,

and the nursing mother of nations, ought to be
able to afford an open space in accordance with

the greatness and dignity of her institutions,,

from which could be viewed that majestic pile,

under whose roof are made her powerful and
far-reaching laws. Such a place can only b&
satisfactory on the scale of magnitude sketched

here. Although it may be best for every nation

to pay as it goes on, still there must be excep-

tional cases in all matters. I know something

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,—Minister

of Finance would be a far better name,—and I

do think that, if we can afford to spend

100.000.

000!. in going to war about a neigh-

bour’s quarrel, we ought to be able to spend

something more than we do on ourselves. You
can mention this matter at “the Institute,” and
tell them, from me, that in this way they may
have a genuine, complete, and English-worthy

PAIlLIAMENT-SqUAEE !

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR
SCIENCE.*

Proceeding with our report of the more
interesting proceedings of Section F, “Economic
Science and Statistics,” we have to tell that

Sir John Bowring read a paper on “ Productive

Labour in Prisons, as associated with the Refor-

mation of Criminals,” which was an able argu-

ment in favour of effort towards the reformation

of criminals, through putting them to remune-
rative labour,—a trade being taught them if

necessary. It was followed by a paper by Mr,

James Oldham, C.E., of Hull, on “The Utiliza-

tion or more profitable Employment of Mala
Convicts.” This paper began by speaking of

the regret felt that the grand old rivers of our

country are not in a better state of efficiency,

and that, in wet seasons, and during heavy

rains, they overflow their banks, inundate our

beautiful valleys, and cause great destruction to

property and even to life ;
and Mr. Oldham

suggested that about fifty or one hundred con-

victs should be placed, under a proper guard, on

one of the rivers—say, for instance, the Trent

—

that they should be put on board one or more

vessels, fitted for their accommodation and the

service required, having suitable steam, tread-

wheel, or hand dredgers, barrows, planks, and

all other necessary implements and tools for

their use, with competent overseers to direct

* See pp. 676, 691, 708, ante.
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tie work of dredging and clearing the beds
and channels. The rivers, he said, would be
vastly improved as to their draining powers in
clearing the country of surplus surface-water,
and to a great extent lessening the danger of
flooding the valleys, their navigable qualities
would be increased

; and the matter excavated
would go partly to strengthen and improve their
banks where required, and partly to fill and lead
up low-iying ground, and enrich poor land.
On many portions of the rivers the banks could
be straightened, and the width of the stream

I advantageously contracted, and so a considerable
extent of land would be reclaimed, thereby
adding wealth and general improvement to many
idistricts.

The next point of importance was the safe
ikeeping of the convicts. In this, Mr. Oldham
argued, the army might be employed, and ad-
Tantageously for the soldiers themselves.

Admiral Ommanny bad been inspector of the
convicts at Gibraltar, where 800 convicts had
made a breakwater. In Bermuda, convicts had
erected works and dockyards, and made a very
substantial naval port ; but he was of opinion
•that departure from a system of employing con-
ivicts on Imperial works, only, would be very
linjndicious, and might interfere with private
enterprise.

Captain Vemey, and Mr. T. Thornton, also,
'4poke. The latter, in addressing himself to
die point of Sir John Bowring’s paper, said
t appeared to him that the unremunerative
Jharacter of prison labour, as at present, might
!3e attributed to two causes, one of which had
iieen alluded to by Sir John Bowring. The first
)f these was the state of our present buildings,
tvhich are not constructed so as to admit of
many trades being carried on; and the second
was the want of some common trade to which all
chose wanderers on the streets, who constitute
0 a large extent the present population, might
e put. A carefully compiled paper was read by
c’rofessor Leone Levi, “ On the Condition and
t’rogress of Scotland in relation to England and
Ireland in Population, Education, Wealth, Taxa-
)ion, Crime, Consumption of Spirits, Savings’
lianks, &c.” We regret that wo have not space
•)r even a statement of the whole of the ” con-
liusions.” Two of them were :

—

Ist. Ihat. Rs regards population, Scotland and Ire-
Ind are mcreasing at amuch Blower rate than England,
IB eftect rather of a lower rate of marriages and au
eccess of emigration than a larger mortality.
nZnd. That, iu education, Scotland standa in a higher
;)8itioii than England and Ireland."

[ Others were to the effect that “ property is
:ccreasing faster in Scotland than in England
fid Ireland,” that “as regards pauperism, the
lumber of persons receiving public relief in
ojotland is less in proportion than in England,
nough much in excess of Ireland j” that the
mmber of persons committed for trial for in.
icotable oflences in Scotland is greater in pro
rtirtion than in England and Ireland; and,
iLOUgh she shows less propensity to offences
gainst property, she stands in an unfavourable
ibsition as to oflences against the person

;
that

! 0 common assumption that Scotland consumes
core spirits than England is unfounded, the
cantily of spirit in all spirituoiis beverages con-
:med being taken into account, though there is
1jninished consumption of gin and whisky, which
more than counterbalanced by the greater

itantity of spirit consumed in the other beverages,
nincipally ale and wine; and that in so far as
I B savings of the working classes are repre-
itated in the capital deposited in the savings
links, the amount per head in Scotland was
'.3. 5d., in England 37s. 5d., and in Ireland
a 5d. per head.*
jiCoIonel Sykes, M.P., acknowledging that the
isper was a valuable one, would have all stn-
itnts of the subjects on hand to compare the
tsts with the figures, if they would avoid many
iJacies which commonly arose from statistics.
'lUr. Moncrieff, M.P., said the striking dimi-
;iition m ordinary crime commenced with the
irimean war, but the first impression in the
nluction of thefts, &c.. was perhaps immediately
;rer the discovery of the Australian gold fields
icich must have drained off a large portion of

E D,uriug the last ten years the change in the habita of
p people as regards the consumption of snirituous
irerages was as follows :

—

Spirits,

'its in beer

EnglaLM.
Per cent.
1057. ISfle.

.. 21 20

.. 76 76 .

Scotland.
Per cent.

1867. 1866.

100 100 ICO 100

the idle popnlation. Juvenile crime had wonder-
fully decreased, which was mainly to be traced
to the action of reformatories.

Prof, the Rev. J. E. T. Rogers read a paper
on “ The Funds available for Developing the
Machinery of Education,” which produced one of
the most important discnssions in the Section.

Sir John Bowring said that the bearing and
importance of the paper could scarcely be over-
estimated. This question of education had in
these days become the question to which the
futurity of this great country must look. Pro-
fessor Rogers had pointed onb the cause of the
abuses and inefficiencies of our public institu-
tions, and the means of reforming them. The
cause of these irregularities and abuses was
pretty obvious, when, looking into endowments,
they considered the ignorance, the prejudices, the
tendencies of the age from which they emanated

j

for, nnfortunately, these endowments naturally
represented not our own forwardness but the
backwardness of onr ancestors. This was not
the only mischief : they were turned to fearful
political account. He was himself connected
with a city in which it was impossible for the
child of a freeman not belonging to a political
party to obtain the chance of anything like a fair
education. Most of these establishments are
monkish in their conception, and bring down
with them the ecclesiastical organization of the
Middle Ages. What they profess to teach they
teach very badly, and they do not teach at all
that which is the most important and useful to
learn. They constantly heard Latin and Greek
spoken of as^ instruments of great value. Now,
he ventured to say that the mode in which these
languages were taught was absurd, and so little
reducible to any neeful account that one could
scarcely find a boy who could think and write in
either of those languages. Within the last few
weeks he bad occasion to speak to boys who had
carried off Latin prizes, and he had desired that
they would return thanks in Latin to the donors.
It turned out, however, that none of them had
any idea of Latin except in the translation of
English words into Latin form. The very
sweepers of the streets of Rome would have
shrugged their shoulders and smiled with con-
tempt at such attempts at the language as fell
from the lips of these boys. Students had a
very imperfect acquaintance with a foreign
language, living or dead, until they could thinkm that language—until thoughts could present
themselves in the peculiar forms and idioms
of that language. In the neighbourhood of the
Danube, the natives spoke a language very much
resembling Latin, and when foreigners came and
could not speak to them in other languages they
generally resorted to Latin, and, in such cir-
cumstances, he had seen learned Professors, who
had devoted their lives to the study of Latin,
prove that it was a “ dead ” language, in respect
that they could impart to it no living vitality, not
being able, in that language, to carry on a flowing
conversation with any ease or accuracy. Whatever
there might be of eloquence and elegance in the
ancient tongnes, out of the scale of mathematics
and ethics, their ornamental phraseology could
represent very little. They could not go to the
past for knowledge. If they wanted to find a
race wholly occupied in the past, lot them go to
China, where they found everybody inqainng
what their forefathers were, but nobody asking
what their own children were to be. Their
great duty was not to forget the past, not to
suppose the past could give them no good, but
to take ont of the past what was true and sound
and good, and to fling out the masses of igno-
rance on many points associated with by-gone
centuries. Whenever any scheme such as that
of his excellent friend, Professor Rogers, was
brought to bear, the country would be almost
revolutionized

; there would he that gradual
progress towards prosperity, that gradual de-
velopment of the national resources, associated
with the great principles which would not only
unite, as he proposed to unite, the different
portions of the kingdom with one another, bat
would associate them with the whole world.
There were only four or five languages of any
considerable importance representing in the
world the progress and civilization of the times.
These languages were French, German, Spanish,
and probably Italian. With these five elements
almost all that the world knew was most
thoronghly accessible. By Greek and Latin
they learned nothing of the progress of science.
What was wanted here was an educational

2 3
machinery, universal as that in China, for_ _ gathering together great masses of the yonno-

100 loo 1 people of the nation for training. If they could

Ireland.
Per cent.

1867. 1866.
. 63 63

only examine and teach the children that came
to be examined in Pekin as to what concerned
the present and the future, instead of what only
bore upon the past, he ventured to say their
machinery of education would place China at
the head of the civilized world. There would
be little difficulty in establishing similar machi-
nery here. If they could only get a good
educational legislation, he did not think there
would

^

be much difficulty in getting a good
educational executive. When the powers of
Government were transferred to the multitude,
they were bound to consider with great serious-
ness the responsibilities of the sitnation, and to
see that the multitude were enlightened, in-
strncted, and intelligent, so as to be able to
fulfil well those functions which, probably, with
too great a haste, and with too little hesitation,
had been placed in their hands.
The discussion was continued by the Rev.

Principal Tulloch, of St. Andrews; Mr. W. E.
Baxter, M.P.; Mr. Leng, of the Ditndee Adver-
tiser ; Mr. Holyoake

; Prof. Ramsay; Prof. Camp-
bell; Col. Sykes, M.P., and others; and it
seemed to be admitted on all sides that the
system of Privy Council grants was a complete
milure, that Scotland could claim to participate
in^ English endowments, and that as regards
middle-olass and other edncation the United
Kingdom stood in an unfavonrable position con-
trasted with several other countries.

After this, Col. Sykes read an “ Analysis of
the Report on the State of the Empire of France,
presented to the Senate and Legislative Body,
February, 1867 which, we believe, will appear
in the “ Journal of the Statistical Society."
The question of public health was touched

in a paper read by Mr. H. J. Ker Porter on
^the Prevalence of Spedalske or Leprosy in the
Kingdom of Norway,” and in one by Mr. P. M.
Tait “ On the Population and Mortality of Calcu-
lation," as well as in one by Mr. A. Roberton
entitled “ Statistics of the Social Condition of
Dundee.” TJiu mannfactnres of the town were
exhaustively treated of. Mr. A. J. Warden, the
most competent person, being the author of au
excellent volume on the subject, read a paper
on the “Linen Mannfactnre of Dundee,” which
was followed by a paper on the “ Engineerin"
Trade ’ of the town, by Mr. J. G. Orchar

;
one

on the “ Iron Shipbuilding,” by Mr. H. Gourlay;
One on the “ Seal and Whale Fisheries,” by Mr.
J. Teaman

; one on the “ Leather Manufacture,”
by Mr. F. Henderson

; and one on the “ Confec-
tionary and Marmalade Trade,” by Mr. C. C.
Maxwell.
The subject “Employer and Employed:

Capital and Labour,” was that of a paper by
P. Mathew; but, time running short, it was
only “ taken as read.” It has been ijrinted in
tho_ Dimdee Adve^-tiser. The writer claims the
position of a W'orking-man

;
and the paper directs

attention to the two great impediments in the
W'ay of rapid improvement,—first, war between
employers and employed, causing outlocks and
strikes

; _

and, second, great national warlike
preparation. The author says he wrote the
paper to extend the utility of association and
combination among working-men. Wages-cora.
bination, however, he urges, should cease on
each side; whilst he has no donbb that combina-
tion 18 necessary to regulate hoars of labour,
and to see that the sanitary conditions of work-
Bhops_ and factories are what they shonld be.
Alluding to means of regulating labour other
than strikes, he refers to co-operation by work-
ing men of small capital. Then, apparently dis-
posed to argue very much as we have done on
several occasions, he says,—" It is a pity that
factories cannot be placed in rural villages,” but
adds

;
— “ The advantage to the employer of

being every day in the market in a large manu-
facturing town overbalances the advantage, to
the employed, which a sanitary rural situation
affords, and more especially to their children.”
“ In Germany,” he continues, “ I have seen the
great advantage of manufacturing villages in
promoting the well-being of the employed. Here
every head of a family had a garden excel-
lently cultivated—as gardens generally are in
Germany—and such w'as the demand for gar-
dens that for a mile around a large village there
was nothing but gardens of the manufacturers,
who, in fine weather, went out in the evening to
tend and cnltivate and enjoy their gardens, their
dwellings being closely adjacent to the facto-
ries for convenience. In this country the em-
ployers only have their gardens and rural dwell-
inga, while the employed are subjected not only
to indoor labour, but also to city dwellings in
crowded ill-ventilated localities, where the human
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organism must gradually in the course of a few

generations dwindle away and die out. The

town of Dundee is in this respect highly defec-

tive ; and I hope that before leaving the Dundee

meeting, a number of the members will accom-

pany me on an excursion through the close

alleys and vennels of this town, which have quite

as much need of scientific examination as the

vestiges of an ancient barbaric age.” He then

alludes to Eobert Owen’s experiment at Hew
Lanark, as successful to the extent of securing

the health, and the elevation of manners, of its

workers and their families.

A paper was read “ On Arbitration in the

Nottingham Hosiery Manufacture,” by Mr. E.

Eenals. It showed conclusively, from six years’

experience, that beneficial effect had resulted

from the establishment of a Board ofArbitration

and Conciliation in the Hosiery Manufacture of

the Midland Counties
;
and the writer argued

that if such success was possible in a manufac-

ture including so many varieties of goods, diffi-

culty of adjustment could no longer be pleaded

as excuse for deferring the adoption of such

Courts or Boards in other fields of industry.

The particular Board referred to in the paper

was founded in December, 1860. The imme-

diate cause of its formation was a strike, for an

advance of wages, by the hands employed in one

branch of the manufacture. Before resorting to

an outlock of those at work, who were maintaining
the others, the manufacturers sought a conference

with their workmen : the dispute was settled, and

the existing Board was formed. The difficulties

with which the Board has had to contend, have

been caused by the small manufacturers rather

than the operatives. The Board now consists of

nine manufacturers and nine workmen j
and there

is a mutual agreement to abide by the decisions.

Questions affecting the remuneration for labour

are settled generally in advance. One rule of

the Board is that no advance or reduction in the

rate of payment for work can take place without

a month’s notice being given. The decisions of

the Board are generally arrived at, after discus-

sion, without the necessity for votes being taken.

The paper gave illustration of the Board’s action.

These showed the hold that the Board had
obtained on the minds of the workmen as a

means of remedying any grievances believed

to exist, and proved the advantage to the

manufacturer, namely, in securing something

like a uniform rate of payment for labour.

Within the Board, there is a Committee of

Inquiry to whom are referred questions of

unusual difficulty. Should there be a determina-

tion on the part of any manufacturer not to pay
the prices set forth in the authorized list or

statement, then the Board itselfoperates against

him through what is in fact a strike, but a strike

differing from other strikes inasmuch as it is a

strike of masters and workmen both. Instances

of such a course being taken are however rare.

The results, every way, of the Board’s existence

seem to have been most satisfactory. In the

periods of transition and alteration in trade, it

renders essential service
;

it has caused acts of

intimidation to cease ; it has abolished the

truck-system ;
it has saved the men what would

have been their contributions to union-funds

:

there are no stoppages of labour when demand
for the article of manufacture is active

;
and there

is a process of enlightenment always going on.

As regards the masters, the advantages, says Mr.

Eenals, are equally obvious. First, all contracts

may be taken with confidence,because the delivery

of the goods can be safely guaranteed, and thus

orders are prevented being sent to other coun-

tries
;
second, machinery and capital are em-

ployed to the fullest advantage during periods of

prosperity
;

third, there is uniformity in the

rates of labour, so that any unscrupulous and
oppressive employer is prevented from under-

selling a more liberal and humane manufacturer,

and in this way bringing down wages to the

lowest level compatible with the bare sub-

sistence of the workmen; and fourth, there has

been a discontinuance of those abusive attacks

on employers which were formerly so frequent,

not one having been published for more than

seven years.

The influence exercised on other trades has

been most salutary. In tbe lace manufacture of

Nottingham, in which strikes and lock-outs have

proved so detrimental, a Board is now being

organized. In Leicester, a Board has already

been established for the settlement of disputes

in the hosiery-trade ;
and in Sheffield, a chamber

of industry, on similar principles, is about to be
founded, for the adjustment and prevention of

disputes in the trades of that town.

At the conclusion of the reading, Sir John

Bowring alluded to the arbitration-system at

Lyons, and remarked that this excellent plan

was only a development of a principle which had

existed twenty years before in Denmark, in the

shape of Courts of Conciliation. All disputants

had to go to these Courts and state their cases

without the exaggerations of counsel ;
and the

cases being often thus amicably settled, there

was much less resort to the superior courts.

The disclosures at recent conferences on these

matters were not only degrading and disgusting,

but damaging to British reputation. England

was bound to give an example of sound political

economy. If masters and workmen could be

brought together in a conciliatory spirit more
frequently, they wonld at once see that they

could no more alter the conditions which ulti-

mately ought to rule, and which ultimately

would rule, questions regarding their respective

relations, than they could alter the course of the

planets or the succession of the seasons.

Mr. Hermann said he at first anticipated a

difficulty from the circumstance that these

courts had in their decisions no binding effect,

and because such decisions were not legal
;
but

when it was considered that the interests of the

masters and men were in this way so far com-

bined, and that they were being brought toge-

ther to discuss questions relating to the trade,

ho was glad to say that he found the system to

be productive of good. The men were made
aware of the state of trade ;

and if labour was

THE QUEEN’S THEATEE, LONG ACEE.

All playgoers have heard with great satis-

faction that Mr. Alfred Wigan is again about to

resume the management of a theatre. St.

Martin’s Hall, as om’ readers know, has been
transformed for that purpose, and is advertised

to be opened on the 17th inst. The principal

entrance, leading to the stalls and two tiers of

boxes, is in Long Acre, through a loggia, opening
into a vestibule 42 ft. by 22 ft., immediately facing

which is the grand staircase, a double flight of

stairs, G ft. wide, leading to the boxes. The
stalls have a separate approach by a few steps,

and an incline under the pit, without ascending

the staircase. The entrances to pit and gallery

are in Wilson-street; where, also, at some dis-

tance apart, is the royal entrance, opening im.

mediately upon a private staircase to the royal

box on the grand tier, and forming also, on ordi.

nary occasions, an exit way from the stalls, level

with the street. The entrance to the stage is

in Charles-street.

The plan of the auditorium is peculiar. Each
tier recedes, so that two balconies are formed.

The plan of the front of the dress-circle tier

may be described as three-parts of an egg ; the

upper-box tier similar, but larger in radius;

while the gallery tier resolves itself into a com-

plete circle, carried round over the proscenium,

and forming as it were, a cornice. The effect of

the junction of the square top of the proscenium

with this circle does not promise to be pleasing.

greatly wanted, then they received increased ' The audience in the amphitheatre do not occupy

wages, and, if not wanted in a great degree,
[

more than to the half-circle, the remaining part,

they were made aware that such was the case,
|

where it would, of course, be difficult to see, is

and were led to accept the terms of the masters occupied by a circular frieze, taking the same line

without having reoonrse to a strike. What was
j

asthe circleof the gallery,crowned withacornice.

wanted was a knowledge of political economy,— |

Upon this frieze is a wall-painting, 30 ft. long

that masters and men should become convinced
i
and 7 ft. deep, by Mr. Albert Moore. This

that their interests were the same and must be. ' painting, which is in a flat medium, like fresco,

Mr. Senioi’ also gave corroborative testimony represents a group of life-size Greek figures, in

to the success of the Nottingham system ; after ! various attitudes, listening to and watching the

which Prof. Rogers, who was in the chair,
'
representation of a play which is being enacted,

called on Mr. Briggs to speak of the other pro- ' The better to judge of the size of the new
cess by which disputes might be prevented,

;
house, we append a table, giving the dimensions

_ I 4-1.A .1A A.aoI T >ATt ATI fLotlfT/IO_namely, the principle of co-operation.

Mr. Briggs said he had long been of opinion

that strikes were often brought about by reason

of the masters and men standing so much aloof

from each other, and becaiise the masters did

not explain to the men the true position of the

trade. The masters did not appreciate the diffi-

culties of the men, and the men did not appre-

1

ciate the difficulties of the masters. Mr. Briggs
j

then gave the particulars with which our readers

are acquainted, of his Limited Liability Com-

i of some of the principal London theatres

co-operation, because the men did not appreciate i
Lyceum

trade than men should be allowed to have ; but

these difficulties had been overcome, and now
they were able to avoid all disputes with their

workmen
;
whereas during the four years prece-

dent there had never been a weekwithont a strike.
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The computation of the seating accommoda-
Mr. Edward Hall remarked that there were I

jg follows :

instances of the success of industrial co-opera-

tion of a much longer date than that alluded to

by Mr. Briggs. In the house-painting establish-

ment of M. Leclaire, Paris, such a system had

been in operation for the last thirty or forty

years. Conjoined with it there were a mutual

aid society, pensions for deserving workmen, a

library, lectures, Ac., and, what had been referred

to, the “ annual statement.” Nothing whatever

was concealed from the men. A complete ac-

count of the system had been given in the

Bwilder some time ago, and he believed that was

the only complete account that had ever been

published. M. Leclaire had informed him (Mr.

Hall) that in the revolutions which had taken

place in France since he established the co-

partnership—and there had been two very im-

portant revolutions — not one of the men in

connexion with it had ever taken part or joined

the revolutionists in the streets. It was im-

portant to notice that M. Leclaire had sent

over men who did work in the decoration of

houses in London and in Ireland.

Prof. Rogers, in winding up the discussion, said

that political economy should be taught in all

schools, and that he had not the smallest doubt

that the great mass of masters and workmen
were not cognisant of the absolute laws which

governed the relations of employers and em-

ployed ; and to that he attributed the many diS'

putes which so frequently arose.

Place.
No. of
Rows.

Distance
front to Width of Seat. No.

The Stalls

Dress Circle

18 Private Boxes
Upper Boxes ...

Amphitheatre ...

5
7

6

ft. in.

3 0
2 9

2 8
2 2
2 0

321 (arm-chairs)’ 110
j1 do.

1
230— —

1
64

31 (arm-chairs)
!
230

20 — ,100
18 do. 1 640

GaDery 14 1 lOi 16 do. 610

Beating 1,931
Standing 236

Total ,220

The decorations have been executed by Messrs-

Green & King, and are of a Eaffaellesque cha-

racter. The ceiling consists of a semicircle, pro-

longed horizontally over the greater part of the

auditorium, and beyond this a flat portion raking

up over the gallery. The lower-box fronts are

painted with arabesques and borders, and are

farther embellished with gold mouldings and

amber satin curtains, testers, and Vandyck

valances.

The lighting is effected by a powerful sun-

burner, manufactured by the patentees, Messrs.

• To grand tier box front. + To upper box front.

. J Gallery tier.
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Strode & Co., placed in the centre of the ceiling,
but not depending more than 18 in. below it.

There is a large ventilating shaft, 6 ft. in diame-
ter, immediately above the sun-burner, carried
throngh the roof, in the centre of which is ano-
ther flue, ^specially to take off the combustion
from the gas. The same firm has also fitted up
the float-light. It consists simply of the Argand
burners reversed, with the lights burning down-
wards, all the combustion being taken away
through a large iron cylinder underneath to a
flue at the baok of the proscenium. A joint on
each burner is so contrived that if any one of
the glasses breaks it falls, and so shuts off the
gas in that burner.
The stage is separated from the audience by a

brick wall, carried on an arch over the prosce-
nium, opening up to the roof, and behind the
proscenium are stone staircases on either side,
leading from the basement to the roof, with
communications on every level.
The difficulty of arranging satisfactorily for

themultifarious requirements behind the scenes is

evident from the lack of width between the walls.
There are two tiers of flies, 9 ft. 6 in. wide,

the upper or working flies being about 30 ft.

above the stage, and the lower 20 ft. On these
last are arranged two di-essing-rooms, on either
side approached by staircases at the back of the
stage, opening on which are four tiers of other
dressing-rooms. Under the stalls are placed the

:
green-room, and a large room for the ballet, with

1 two small dressing-rooms, approached by the
I staircases in proscenium before mentioned.

The painting.gallery is at the back of the
I stage, on a level with the first tier of flies, having
I two frames, 36 ft. wide, which can be made
I available for ascensions of scenery, &c.

The works have been carried out by Mr.
I Samuel Simpson, contractor, of Tottenham-
( court-road; the gasworks, except as before
1 mentioned, by Messrs. Jones & Co., of Bow-
f street

;
the stall and dress-circle seats by Wad.

1 man Brothers, of Bath ; and those in the private
I boxes by Mr. Church, of Bath

;
Mr. Phipps being

l the architect.

A BORDER TOWER.

Her Majesty’s recent progress through the
0 old classic and historical Border-land has once
r more brought into full light a number of inte-
r resting but forgotten shrines. The beautiful
r ruins of Molrose and of Jedburgh will, of course,
1 never die, oven although time shall have com-
f
pleted the process of their ruthless destruc-

t tion. But there are numerous objects of inte-
r rest in the valley of the silver Tweed which
a are slowly sinking into oblivion and decay

;
and

(3 of these we desire to mention the Eortalices,
I Peel Houses, and Border Towers—the residences
0 of those famous chieftains who harried under
t the Bold Buccleuch, and rode with their re-
ttainers under the banners of the Earl of
1 Douglass. Staying at Melrose not long ago for
a a conple of days, we were taken to see one of the
a most ancient and best preserved of these Border
p peel houses, and we think some account of our
T)viait, and its relative investigation, may not be
TT without interest to our readers at this season of
ththe year.

Half-way between Melrose and Abbotsford
tlthero is a picturesque village, or, as it is perhaps
amore properly described in Murray’s Hand-
bibook, hamlet, called Darnickj which is chiefly
fafamous in consequence of containing the very
fiifine specimen of a Border keep which is known
tcto all true lovers of the Border antiquities as
DDamick Tower. On approaching the village
tithe traveller will readily observe this
olold tower as it raises its grey weather-beaten
hiiead over the crest of the railway embankment,
Itbalfhid in a wood of ancient sycamores and silver
bibirohes. The splendour of the halo, so to speak
ofof Medimval romance with which the genius of
SSir Walter Scott has surrounded this district
rerenders every object interesting and romantic

;
bbut it is not often the practical man can be so
wwell satisfied with romantic ruins as he can be
ffwith an examination of Damick Tower. The
arirchitect will feel interested in its construction,
th:be artist with its picturesque appearance, and
tb'ffie antiquary with its high and most creditable
Jtatate of preservation. Above all, the historical
statudent

_

will be gratified with the study of its
asissociationa, which range in their diversity from
SMcenes of the coarsest butchery and brutality to
Dmcidents and illustrations of the finest and most
Jlalaintive poetry with which our annals are
idiidorned.

There is nothing so calculated to excite a
feeling of melancholy curiosity in the mind of
the traveller as to trace the chain of ruined
castles and fortresses which line the valley of the
Tweed from Norham Castle at the mouth of the
river to Neidpath Castle above Peebles, and far
beyond Neidpath to Crichton and Craigtnillar in
Midlothian. There was an intermediate chain
or cordon of fortalices (of which Darnick Tower
18 the finest remaining typo) often clustered
together, like Horsburgh and Smailholm, bat
always so situated that a flag, a light, or a beacon
fire could be seen from one to another. Anti-
quaries can find no better reascii for the cluster,
ing of these peels, other than the evident one of
their haying been ereoted for mutual defence

;

though it is not improbable that some other
reasons, peculiar to the times, may have con-
tributed, such as that of the national security in
places more than ordinarily exposed to foreign
inroads. But, in any view, they are intwesting
features of the Border landscape even in their
ruins, and must always be esamiued with respect
as well as curiosity

; most notably as showing
the kind of embattled residences in which the
Border gentlemen of former times were obliged
to reside^ when domestic peace was a blessing,
only, as it were, snatched at intervals from con-
tinual turmoil and interminable feuds.

The barons and peiitlemen," says Foster, in his re-
of Sir Walter Scott's ‘Border Antiquities,’ “ had for

their residence an inferior kind of fortress, often heard of
in Border history, under the denomination of ‘streneths/
constructed upon a limited scale, usually in some situation
pi natural strength. Having very thick walls, strongly

emented, they could easily repel the attack of

During this invasion of Hertford there are
plenty of historical evidences that evil days had
fallen upon Darnick Tower. We may easily
imagine that it had its full share of the battles
and skirmishes of the period

; and as Hertford’s
generals were animated by the promised rewards
of feudal grants of such fortresses, we may be
sure that snob places would not escape the
general havoc. But, to set all conjectures at
rest, Mr. David Laing discovered a MS. account
of the Earl of Hertford’s invasion, in the library
of Trinity College, Dublin, in which the Tower
of Darnyck is described as one of those which
had been “razed and cast down.”

Tlie present tower was either the old one
repaired (for the word “ razed ” did not always
signity total demolition, an act requiring more
time and labour than invaders, in the midst of
an angry people, could bestow), or a new one
erected on the old site, and probably, as was
often the case, with part of the old stones. The
repairing or rebuilding of the present tower was
probably accomplished by that principal member
ot the family, Andrew Heiton, soon after the
passing of the Act, iu the reign of Queen Mary,
for the improvement of the kingdom, by
planting and rebuilding.
We must now say a few words about the con-

struction. Sir W. Scott tells us that,—
" The smaller gentlemeo, whether heads of branches of

Claus, or of distinct families, inhabited dwellings upon a
waller scale, than the feudal castles, called Peels or
Bastle-houaea. They were surrounded by an enclosure or
barnkin, the walls whereof were, according to stnlute a
yard thick, surrounding a space of at least 60 ft. square.
Within this onterwork the laird bailt his tower, with ita
nrojecting battlements, and usually secured the entrance
oy two doors, the outer of grated iron, the innermost of
out, elenched with nails. The apartments were placed

built and cemented,
any desultory excursion, and the village which almost
always adjoined, contained the abodes of the retainers, . -

of the chieftain, took arms either 0 “lt, clenched with nail's. “The apsrtme'nts were%lace'dfor the defence of the fortress, or for giving battle in the : directly over each other, aceessiWe only by a narrow
turnpike stair, easily blocked up or defended."

This description is so good a picture of the
peel of Darnick as it now stands that it almost
supersedes the necessity for our describing it.

In these circumstances, then, every lord had
his castle or fortress, and every laird his peel
tower or fortalice. Each dwelt in an embattled
keep, of greater or less size and strength, accord-
ing to his status and means of resistance.

Darnick Tower on one occasion was signalized,
as we are told, in a Border legend, by ajoyous pas-
saee of arms between the Scots of Buccleuch
and the Kerrs of Cessford, to obtain the person
of the king, wherein Andrew Heiton, of Darnick
Tower, turned the tide of battle in favour of the
loyal party. One curious fact we must relate
flio A 1 1 1 .

. .

The apartments all over each other and the stair
may still be seen, and, in addition to Sir Walter’s
account, a door at the top leading out to the
battlements, which run entirely round, so that
in the very last extremity, and when the inmates
were actually driven up out of the apartments,
they had still not only a refuge, but a position
from which to harass the enemies or whoever
remained in the court-yard. Two-thirds of the

iujuipaiLy. une curious lact we must relate: remained in the court-yard. Two-thirds of th<
the ladye of the tower pot her husband in the peels, we may add, of which we have any re-
donjon till she saw which was to prove the con- mains, were built between the middle and close
quering party

!

For this valorous deed he obtained his
charter, which may still be seen signed by
Bothwell on the account of Mary, and con-
firmed under the Great Seal of the Chancellor
Lethington. The laird of Darnick was thus con-
stituted an original vassal of the Crown; and
this charter was a satisfactory evidence that
he had fought in the ranks of the king. And
although this charter was not granted by King
James V. himself (who was supposed to have
favoured the design of the Bold Buccleuch), it
was given by Queen Mary, whose councillors
were not led by nice political distinctions, and
who had great regard to pnmd facie evidences
of loyalty in their Border adherents.
The next incident respecting the history of

Darnick Tower will lead us to say a few words
about Hertford’s invasion. After the death of
James V. the country was torn by the factions
of the Church on the one hand, and the dis-
satisfied nobles on the other. A promise of mar-
riage had been made between the heir-apparent
of England and the youthful Mary of Scotland;
but the queen-mother, Mary of Guise, supported
by the Regent Arran and the Cardinal Beatoun,
broke through the contract, and Henry VIII.’
annoyed at this duplicity, gave immediate
expression to his dissatisfaction by entering upon
a war. An invasion took place under Hertford

;

and in 1544 Sir Ralph Evers, with Sir Brian
Latoun, were directed to harry the Border towers
and churches. Under these instructions Henry’s
two generals laid waste the whole of Teviotdale
and Tweeddale with unexampled ferocity and
barbarism ; corn was wasted, fields were fired,
cattle carried off, towns, towers, and churches
were ruthlessly razed, burned down, destroyed,
and in some iostances obliterated. The Abbey
of Melrose suffered severely. The ancient tombs
of the Douglasses were defaced. A long and
heroic line of Douglasses was buried on the
north-east side of the high altar

; but no vestige
of these tombs afterwards remained to indicate
their names or their deeds of valour.*

• The property and tower of Damiek muat hare been in
. 1 Heitoun from a period long before the

nsit of Hertford
; bat it was after this time that they
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of the sixteenth century in conformity with an
Act of the Scottish Parliament, 1535, “ For
Bigging of Strengthis on the Bordouria and
this is the statute to which Sir Walter Scott
refers.

At one time this tower, the family property of
the Heitons, stood along with two others, both
of which are now extinct, and were of inferior
dimensions.

It was a palpable mistake in the “ Border
Antiquities” to denominate thia tower as be-
longing to the Fishers, that of the latter
being at the time in ruins. The mistake was
the more extraordinary, as Sir Walter Scott had
made several attempts to purchase this tower
from the late Mr. Heiton, and, had he succeeded
intended to convert it into an armoury.
The stone of which Darnick Tower is built ap-

pears to be the same as that of Melrose Abbey,
a yellow and red sandstone

; and if this be the
case, the red must have been obtained from
Dryburgh. There had been a quarry of red
sandstone, formerly worked near Oakendean, on
the base of the Eildons, so like the Dryburgh
stone, that it is impossible to difitinguish the
difl’erence. From these sources we are led to
understand the stone was derived of nearly all
the old buildings in the neighbourhood of Mel-
rose

; and there is no other possessed of such
fine qualities for carved work. Mr. Currie, of
Melrose, the well-known sculptor, recently saw
a beautiful corbel which had been dug up near
this quarry ; and, curious to say, ita counterpart
(a fac-simile), is built into the walls of Darnick
Tower. It would be of importance to know
how so many fragments of moulded stones
came to be built into the rubble walls

; our in-
formant is inclined to believe that they must
have come from the ruins of a convent, which
Sir Walter Scott tells us once stood near the
same spot.

The walla of the baee'inent are 4 ft. thick,
diminishing to about 3 ft. at the top. The

acqoired what was termed their out-field. Andrew Heiton
the then proprietor, was one of those men of substance
selected out of the Crown vassals for receiving land under
the provisions of the Improving Act, as appears from two
charter, by M.rj m 1566 aod 1667, .igned, the one by
Lethington and the other by Bothwell.
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donjon is vaulted; the hall, 9 ft. in ceiling, with

narrow windows deepl7 embrasured ; the floor

above is 12 ft., and above that the granary

reaches to the roof. The beams were originally

of oak extremely massive. The tower is

square, with span roof, and crow-stepped gables

corbelled near the top, and the whole roof

is embattled. The slate roof is modem; it

had originally been constructed with slabs of

stone. The present building, as appears from
the monogram over the door, was built in 1569,

fourteen years after Hertford’s memorable defeat

at Ancrum Moor. The other existing tower

(incorporated in the house of Mr. Currie),

belonged to the family of the Fishers, and was
also, along with the other two, destroyed at the

same visit of the English. It was partially re-

built, and the massive walls may still be seen in

Mr. Currie’s house.

From the sculpture referred to, it appears the

builder of Helton’s Tower was one Andrew
Heiton, his wife’s name Fisher—one of the

Fishers of Darnick. The present tower has not

been used as a dwelling in the memory of the

oldest living in Darnick ; but some eighteen

months ago the idea of restoring the old tower

to something like its former appearance in the

interior, and rendering it inhabitable, occurred

to Mr. John Heiton, of Edinburgh, the proprietor.

Meeting with a suitable tenant, in Mr. Murray,

architect, of Newcastle, means were at once

taken for its restoration. Assisted by the anti-

quarian and artistic judgment of Mr. Currie, the

work has now been accomplished, and this old

Border tower is open to visitors, who may in

it see as good a specimen of the old peel house,

or laird’s dwelling, of 300 years ago, as is to be

found in Scotland. Among other restorations

we may notice the fitting up of the Heiton crest

in the east wall—the bull’s head surmounting a

shield emblazoned with other three. The interior

contains four large square apartments, one above

another, some of which have been re-floored,

the walls plastered, and all put into thorough

repair. Two of the rooms are adorned with
sculptures corresponding with the Medimval
character of the building. The original doors

and locks are still in use—the former studded

strongly with great iron nails, and the latter of

prodigious size and strength. One of the most
pleasing views of the vale of “ fair Melrose ” is

obtained from the tower which overlooks the
“ old Abbaye,” the windings of the Tweed, the

triple Eildons, and the whole valley north and
south.

Darnick Tower was among the chief objects of

Sir Walter Scott’s passion for territorial acquisi-

tion
;
and so well was this feeling understood in

the district, that he at length obtained the local

sobriquet of “ The Duke of Darnick.”* The
late Mr. Heiton, although inclined to dispose of

a portion of the lands, was rather reluctant to

dispose, even to Sir Walter Scott, of the old

* Lockhart’s Life.

tower, which had been for hundreds of years the

peel of the family. Of course, the great novelist

could not but respect this noble hereditary pen-
chant. But Mr. Lockhart, in his Life of Scott,

thought fit to indulge in a sneer on the subject.

He tells ns that the proprietor of the tower
having made money in Edinburgh as a builder,

was unwilling to part with the tower. He had
forgotten the obvious antithesis. Sir Walter had
also made money in Edinburgh as a writer. No
doubt he had reason to be proud in founding a
new family

;
but surely the Laird of Darnick

had at least equal reasons for preserving an
ancient one.

According to a tradition delivered from father

to son, the Heitons came originally from Nor-
mandy, in a company of French knights, about
the year 1425, to assist the Scots against the
English. They were well received by James I.,

by whom a grant of land was given them in the
vicinity of the village of Darnick, where they
had settled. The name is a translation into

Saxon-Scotch of the French Hauteville, a word
common in Normandy, and serving, according
to the usage of the time, as a patronymic de-

rived from the family property or residence.

We have an analogous example of the Norman
designation in “ Heiton,” or the “ bill,” in Rox-
burghshire, Melrose Abbey has been the burial-

place of the Heitons for many generations.

The present proprietor is Mr. John Heiton, of

that ilk, a descendant of a long line of Border
warriors, who were afterwards builders in

Edinburgh
;
and the heir-at-law is Mr. Andrew

Heiton, city architect of Perth, who, we believe,

superintended the restorations.

HOP AND MALT EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
NEW SOUTHWARK-STUEET,

BOROUGH.

This building, the first stone of which was
laid August 31st, 1866, is now about being

opened for business.

The want of a building of this description has

been long felt by the general public, there being

no exchange or proper place for carrying on the

hop, malt, and seed trades. To supply this

want a limited liability company was formed,

who, upon the advice of their architect, pur-

chased a freehold site of above half an acre, or,

26,000 superficial feet, in New Southwark-street,

London Bridge. The company have by a subse-

quent arrangement obtained additional land to

the extent of 21,000 superficial feet, making in

the aggregate 47,000 feet, or one acre and a

tenth, and having a frontage in the new street

of 340 ft., and in Red Cross-street of about

75 ft.

The works have been pushed on without in-

termission since the commencement, and six-

sevenths of the entire area are now covered and
carried to the full height. The fa<jad6 in South-

wark-street has an elevation of about 100 ft.

above the level of the pavement, and consists of
twelve stories with a double basement of

brick arches carried on iron hollow columns and
girders. Of this we have already given some
account.*

In consequence of several diSicnlties the com-
pany had to contend with, it was found more to

their advantage that the works should be carried

on without the assistance of a builder. The
company’s architect, Mr. R. H. Moore, of Wal-
brook. City, who, it appears, is a large share-

holder, has taken more than ordinary pains to

carry out and complete the works.

Great difficulties were encountered in the

excavating for the foundations ; the whole
ground, from 12 ft. below the level of the street

paving, was found to be running sand and water,

which had to be taken out to a depth of about
23 fc., in order to obtain a proper foundation.

From this more than sufficient sand has been
procured for the whole of the buildings, as well

as ballast and core sufficient for the concrete

in all the foundations, basement-floors, &c.

The whole of the main walls (which are one
brick in basement, and half a brick throughout,

more than the thickness required by the Building
Act) are laid on concrete foundations, 8 ft. wide by
5 ft. deep. The concrete is composed of gravel,

ballast, and brick core, mixed with hydraulic

lime in the proportion of 6 to 1.

The whole of the bricks used in the building

are hard well-burned stocks. All the basement
walls are laid in Portland cement as well as the

two tiers of arched cellars, with the entire front,

and all walls and piers of a less area on plan
than 10 ft. super., the best lias lime being used
for all the other portions of the brickwork.

In the front, Portland stone pedestals, about
4 ft. 6 in. high, forming the base of cast-

iron ornamental columns, extend along the
entire length of front, excepting at the ends and
principal entrance to the exchange. The latter

is flanked with pillars of Portland stone, in all

about 27 ft. high. The caps and entablature are

executed in Conflans stone, which harmonizes

well with, and is become as hard as, the Port-

land. The crowning members of the cornice are

of Portland stone. From this line to the top of

the building, the whole is executed in bricks and
Portland cement, excepting the keystones and
corbels to all the windows, which are of stone.

There is a bold cornice carried on trusses, 3 ft.

6 in. high, surmounting and running the entire

length of the front.

The building consists of an exchange-room,
80 ft. long by 50 ft. wide, and 75 ft. high to

crowning member of cornice, from which springs

an iron roof of 25 ft. radius, with a lantern-

light surmounting it, and in which is provided

ample ventilation. From the ridge of this

lantern to the floor the height is 115 ft. The
roof is formed of 3 in. by 3 in. by | in. angle-

iron in the shape of lattice-girdors, each rib

being at the springing 3 ft. deep, and diminishing

at the top to 18 in. The foot of each rib is

securely bolted to strong cast-iron corbels built

in the walls to receive them. The ribs are also

in pairs (24 in. apart), connected with each other

by lattice or trellis tiers of 3 in. by 3 in. by | in.

metal. The bays between each pair of ribs are

14 ft. wide. The purlins are also of trellis form,

and these carry the sash-bars, which are bent

to the curve of roof, and are placed aboat
2 ft. 10 in. apart. The roof is glazed with stout

32 oz. bent sheet-glass.

Around the Exchange are four stories of offices

and show-rooms. The three upper floors are

approached from ornamental cast-iron galleries

running all round. The atone staircases at the

opposite angles of the Exchange, and one at the

principal entrance, lead up to these galleries,

giving easy access to each office. The floors of

the galleries are of diamond-shaped pattern, and

glazed with small squares of plate-glass, and

are carried on ornamental cast-iron brackets of

appropriate design, as well as the balcony rail-

ing, in both of which the hop leaf and seed have

been introduced.

A refreshment-room of first and second class

is provided, and also a subscription-room 40 ft.

by 35 ft., and 24 ft. high, having a rich ceiling,

and supplied with six glass star-lights. An orna-

mental self-supporting fireproof gallery is carried

along one end of this room, affording access to a

sec of offices fronting the street.

The principal entrance is placed at the end

next to the London Bridge side of the street, and

nearly opposite the Alliance Bank. There is a

* P. 348, anii.
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fine flight of steps within the porch leading to

the Exchange. The vestibule consists of a cen-

tre and two side arches. The outer pillars are
of Portland stone. The inner arcade consists of
segmental-arched and panelled ceilingSj sup-
ported by four elaborately wrought Irish red
marble columns, and twelve green marble pilas-

ters, all of which were supplied by a Dublin
manufacturer. The whole of tlie caps to the
marble columns are carved in Conflans stone,

principally in natural foliage.

A large portion of the building being designed
to be used as warehouses, a certain portion fire-

proof floor) is carried on wrought-iron girders
. throughout the building, so far as the offices ex-

tend, making a party separation between them
I and the warehouses.

The wrought-iron girders are built into the
' front and on to the walls at the reai*, forming a
perfect tie to the whole of the front and outer
walls

5
in every other story of the building, from

the ground-story to roof, strong iron ties, 7 ft.

! apart, are built, tying the front and back walls.

1 The floors of all the corridors and passages, as
} well as the Exchange (80 ft. by 50 ft.), are laid
> with encaustic tiles.

The area of the warehouse-room for the storage
I of hop and other produce exceeds 220,000 super-
i ficial feet

5
the area of brick-arched cellars, to

\ which ample access is provided, to compart-
) ments over room, each 80 ft. by 50 ft., the size

) of Exchange, and two 40 ft. by 35 ft. each ; and
I in all exceeding an area of 63,000 ft.

Machinery is being fixed for the purpose of
( loading and unloading from the warehouses, seven
: cranes, or jibs, standing about 100 ft. high from
I where the wagons will stand, worked by a fixed
• steam-engine of 8-borse power in the first base-
D ment. There is a Cornish boiler andnpright shafts,

f which run from the engine to the roof of the
D building, with about 70 ft. of horizontal shafting,

p with all proper drums, gearing, &c., to work the
iijibs. When complete, there will be 240 ft. of
b horizontal shafting running the entire height of
1 the back of building, to which will work the seven
; cranes. The engine now fixed is also designed
l^to pump water on to thereof of the building.
I Troughs of wrought-iron are now being fixed for

tl the purpose, which will hold several thousand

I
gallons of water. This water, which will be

' pumped from a deep well in the sand, the
> company purpose using for the supply to the
b building, the architect having, amongst his other
r requirements for economy to the company, pro-
T Tided filters for the purpose of preparing it fit for

n nse before it comes into the offices. Ilie large
B supply which can be obtained by means of the
D engine being daily at work, hydraults will be
£ fixed for safety from fire, as the cistern at their

e elevation will be of immense value, and before
t their contents can be exhausted, a' fresh supply
c can be obtained in case of fire : this will be of a

g great advantage, as well as an enormous saving
t to the company by way of water rent. The
8 small remaining portion of the building, part
0 of which is up about half its elevation, will

b be built to its full height in elevation in

8 about three months, and will consist of ware-
1 houses and offices in the front the height of four
8 stories. There will be in all above 100 offices,

fi fifty show-rooms, sixty stands, besides basement
0 offices for wine-merchants and others, with ware-
h house room for

,
50,000 bales of hops and other

p produce, and cellarage for about 3,000 barrels of
a ale or other goods. The cost of the entire build-
i) ing up to the present is 40,0001., and it is esti-

B mated the part unfinished will cost about 10,0001.
1 It is anticipated that the rents will be not leas
I than 3,0001. per annum : this may be inferred
ii from the fact that the ground and first-floor

0 offices, which are all now let, realize nearly
d double the original estimate for return on an
0 outlay in all of 120,0001., the first capital of the
c company.

The interior, as may be seen from our view,

p presents a striking appearance. The panels
u under the roof are not yet painted.

Re-naming or Stueets.—The intention of the
I Hackney antborities to give the name of Church-
8 street to the whole line of Mare-street and
C Church-street is meeting with great opposi-
t tion, according to the Pa>-ochial Critic. The
ii inhabitants are rightly desirous of retaining
t the name of Mare-street, which it has had
1 160 years, before which it had from time imme-
D morial the name ofMore-street. A memorial has
b been signed by 40 inhabitants of Church-street,

a and another by 90 inhabitants of Mare-street.

THE CHATEAU-GAILLARD.*

The history of Chatean-Gaillard is intimately
connected with the lives of Richard Cceur de
Lion, its founder; of John, his brother, who
basely neglected to support it; and of Philip
Angnstus, who besieged and captured it. It also

plays an important part in the moat critical

period of the history of Normandy, its loss by
the English, and its absorption into the kingdom
of France.
The Dukes of Normandy, with their capital at

Rouen, and their command of the lower Seine
and the ports of the north, were always a dan-
gerous tWn in the side of France

;
but when

they became kings of England, and could bring
the forces of the country to fight out a Norman
qaarrel, their presence upon the Seine became a
question of life or death with France, and as
such Philip Augustus seems from an early

period to have regarded it, and to have prepared
himself for a deadly struggle with his contem-
porary, Richard.
The two princes assumed the cross in 1188,

and met before the walls of Acre in 1190-1.

Philip soon returned to attend to his affairs at
home, and Richard, fearing his designs, followed
him in October, 1192. The adventures of Richard,
and how he was detained in prison, are well
known. Philip profited by the opportunity, and
especially by the weakness and baseness of John,
the natural guardian of his brother’s interests.

Philip commenced by the recovery, by treason,

of Gisors, a strong place on the Epte, built by
Rufus, strengthened by Henry I., and which,
after many changes of masters, had come to

Philip, and by an oversight been given to Richard
as a part of the portion of bis sister Alice.

Philip re-entered in April, 1193, and with Gisors

acquired Le Vexin, the territory between that
fortress and Andelys.

In 1194 be took the field on the opposite or
left bank of the Seine, possessed himself of Ivry,

and, crossing, laid siege to Rouen. The Earl of
Montfort, then governor, was too strong for

him, and he retired, burning his siege artillery.

In April Richard re-appeared upon the scene.
The advance of Philip was checked, but the
war continued with much ferocity.

In January, 1196, occurred the treaty of
Issoudun in Berry, by which Franco was to
retain the Norman Vexin and Gisors, and, on
the left bank of the Seine, Ivry, Vernon, and
Gaillon. Richard was to hold En, Arques,
Anmale, Driencourt or Nenfchatel, and certain
places in Perche, Berry, and Auvergne. Richard
was outwitted. He lost Gisors, the shield of
Ronen, and the frontier ofthe Epte, and he further
bound himself not to fortify Andelys, the only
point by which he could hope still to retain the
Seine and the Andelle, and thus cover Rouen.
He, therefore, as the manner was, determined to
break faith by fortifying the rock of Andelys, a
part of the estate of the church of Rouen, repre-
sented by Archbishop Walter, the king’s old and
trusted counsellor.

As it was certain that France would resist this
infraction, and the church would remonstrate,
no time was to be lost. His preparations were
vast, but they were made silently and rapidly,
as became the greatest soldier of bis day. The
time of his commencement is established by a
letter from the Archbishop to his friend Ralf de
Diceto, the chronicler. Dean of St. Paul’s, in

1196, in which he speaks of ditches and barbicans
trespassing upon the property of the church. It
will suffice to say that, after an interdict and an
appeal to Rome, Walter obtained excellent terms.
Richard, meantime, stayed neither for Pope nor
bishop, and swore he would not atop for an
angel from heaven.
He commenced operations upon an island in

the Seine, below the castle. Upon this he con-
structed a fort, with mnral towers and a ditch,
in advance of which was a strong palisade. Here
be posted himself during the progress of the
works. A wooden bridge crossed from the fort
to either shore, and as a Ute du pont to that
toward the right bank he constructed what is

now the town of Little Andelys. The waters of
the Gambon were deepened into a lake, which
extended from the Great Andelys downwards,
and two streams from which encircled the Little
Andelys, which was fortified and provided with
two drawbridges, and thus was covered the foot
of the rook on its eastern and northern sides.
The Andelys defences were strengthened with
towers of wood, embattled and looped, and
placed at convenient distances.

* See p. 643, ajite .

Finally, across the Seine, above the island,
was constructed a dam of three lines of piles,

just opposite to and commanded by the rock;
and again, about four miles up the river, on the
right bank, rather above Toeni, was placed a
detached work in masonry, which bore the name
of “La Bonte - en - Avant,” or “ Boutavant,”
“Pulsus in anteriora,” a name given to one of the
advanced towers of Corfe Castle.

The actual promontory, upon which the castle
itself was to be placed, was'about 600 ft. to 800 fb.

long, 200 ft. broad, and 300 ft. above the river,

and there the ditches were cut and the towers
and walls raised, such as they have been
described. It was a grand stroke of genius,
audaciously conceived and perfectly executed.
“ Ecce quam pulchra filia niea anni?” “Is
she not fair, my daughter of a year ?” was the
royal vaunt, and, as he happily designated it,

“,C’est Chatean-Gaillard its official name, how-
ever, for some time was “ Castrum de Rupe,”
“ Bellnm Castrum de Rupe,” or “ Rupes Ande-
liaci;” but Le Breton, Philip’s historiographer,
and his contemporaries use the more popular and
permanent name.

Richard at once reaped the fruit of his

exertions. In the war which broke ont the
presence of Chateau-Gaillard saved central
Normandy, and forced Philip to confine his
attacks to the northern provinces. Richard,
however, detached from him his ally, the Earl
of Flanders, and Philip, beaten, fled to Gisors,

where lie was nearly drowned in crossing the
river. Richard brought 100 prisoners to his

castle, and soon afterwards (1198) received there
his nephew, Henry, Duke of Saxony. In the
Record-office is a charter of confirmation to St.

Peter’s, Chertsey, by Richard, date, ap«d rupem
andeliacmn, 10th January, 10 R.T. (1199) ; that
is, three months before his death, which took
place in the following April.

John’s first step, in August, was to foake a
treaty with Renaud, Count of Boulogne, and
Philip’s marriage and subsequent excommunica-
tion gave him a farther respite. Philip, when
once more in a condition to act, commenced by
destroying Bouteavant. The murder of Arthur,
which occurred soon afterwards, induced him to
draw off his forces from Arques and the north,
and to concentrate his efforts in good earnest
upon Chatean-Gaillard, the siege of which he
determined to conduct in person.

His first step, advancing down the left bank of
the Seine, was to take position upon the peninsula
in front of the castle. Here ho cast up lines,

extending from Toeni on one bank to Bemitres
on the other, to provide for the defence of his

rear.

The castle was commanded by Roger de
Lacy, the constable of Chester, with a gar-
rison sufficient for its defence, but power-
less for operations in the field. Upon Philip’s

appearance, Roger’s first step was to break
down the further bridge from the island.

Richard would have chosen this time to attack
the French before their lines were ready, and
drive them into the river, but John lost the
golden moment. Thus established and pro-
tected in front of the castle, Philip next formed
a communication with the right bank, and so
prepared to support bis attack upon the place,

and secured a retreat if molested by a superior
force in bis rear. He proposed to bridge the
river above the island, between it and the
stockade, which was first to be broken down, to

allow of the navigation of the river. Powerful
mangonells, machines for casting missiles, in-

troduced from Turkey, were planted on the left

bank, and, thus protected, the piles were cut by
divers, notwithstanding a continued discharge
of arrows from the castle above. A gap opened,
Philip brought down ferry-boats from the upper
Seine, and laying planks across these, connected
the head of the island with either bank. The
fort was not yet taken. To command it, and to
protect the bridge, four large barges were
anchored above it, and upon them were con-
strncted tall wooden towers. Thus strengthened,
the French crossed the Seine, established their

head-quarters before the walls of Lictle Andelys,
and so opened an unmolested communication
with Le Vexin, whence they drew provisions.

King [John, now seriously alarmed, employed
William Marescbal, the great Earl of Pembroke,
to relieve the garrison. The earl, with 300 men-
at-arms, 3,000 serjeants-at-arms on horseback,

and 4,000 infantry, besides a band of tried

mercenaries under Algais and Marcadmus, two
of Richard’s captains, planned a double attack
by land and water, the success of which ob-
viously depended upon their being simultaneous.
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The land forces were to attack the lines by night,

v?hile the flotilla came down upon and broke the
bridge, thns dividing the French army, and re-

inforcing the fort. Seventy vessels laden with
mnnitions and food for 3,000 men, were^ pre-
pared at Bonen, and brought down under the
command of Martin of Arqnes and De Brandin.
With them was Alan, a well-known Breton
seaman and pirate.

Marescbal drew op bis men in the peninsnla,
by night, outside the French lines, and awaited
the signal from the boats. This never came

j

so, as the night was passing, be waited no
longer, but advanced on the lines. In so doing
he routed a horde of Bottlers and camp-followers,
who fled across the works, spreading terror and
confusion among the troops. These fled to-

wards the bridge, which broke beneath their

tumultuous passage. They fled, however, more
quickly than they were pursued, for the English
were delayed by the lines, the remains of which
attest their passive strength. This gave Philip
time to come up from his camp to rally and
support his troops, and hastily to repair the
bridge. The English were driven back.
Some hours after this, at the dawn of day,

the flotilla appeared, having been delayed by
the navigation. It was met by a force on either
bank, and the bridge and towers were armed
and ready. The flotilla came down in mid-
stream, and the two leading boats struck the
bridge; a sharp hand-to-hand fight took place,
in the midst of which a heavy oak beam was
flung upon the two boats, and sank them in front
of the bridge. Upon this the rest took to their
own, and retired up the stream, and two more
were taken. The failure was complete, and
showed the garrison that their reliance must be
on themselves alone.

Philip now attacked the island fort. The stock-
ade in advance of its ditch was burnt, and the
fire spread to the fort itself, which sui’rendered,
and was repaired and garrisoned at once by the
French, now completely masters of the river
and of either bank. Alarmed for their personal
safety, the burgesses of Little Andelys, to
whom had been trusted the defence of their
town, dcEerted their posts, and fled to the
castle, where De Lacy was weak enough to
admit them, 1,700 in number: a dangerous
addition to a place of small area, and already
fully garrisoned. Philip at once took possession
of Andelys, the defences of which were very
strong, repeopled the town, and now, in August,
1203, commenced the actual siege of the castle.
Leaving others to make preparations, Philip
was compelled to absent himself to besiege
Radepet, a castle about five leagues distant, which
he reduced in about three weeks, during which
time De Lacy attacked Andelys, and a system
of single combats was established between the
knights of the two nations, who met to perform
thoBO feats of arms in the level space below the
castle rock.

Philip returned in September, and winter
being in prospect, and the period of service of
many of his retainers reaching its close, he de-
cided on a blockade. The first step towards
efi’ecting this was the formation of lines of con-
travaliation round the west and south of the
castle, from the Seine to the Andelys lake.
They chiefly took the higher ground, and were
out of shot. Besides the usual ditch, bank, and
stockade, which composed every field-work,
these were strengthened by seven large wooden
towers, each with its special ditch and draw-
bridge. The troops garrisoned these towers,
and w'ere lodged in wattled huts along the lines.
On the top of the ridge, opposite the southern
front of the castle, an open space was left un-
protected by earthworks, in contemplation of a
future attack. These preparations completed,
Philip’s person was less necessary, and he de-
parted for the winter. The general course of
these works may still be traced.
As the winter came on De Lacy’s provisions

began to fail, and he turned out 500 aged or in-
firm persons ; and, soon afterwards, an equal
number more. On hearing this, Philip ordered
no more to be received

; and in consequence, a
further number of 400 persons put out of the
castle were forced to remain in the open ditches
exposed to wintry weather and great privations
for three months. Very many died, and it was
not until the return of Philip in February,
1204, that be allowed the survivors to be re-
lieved.

February was the seventh month of the siege,
and Philip, preparing for more active measures,
took poet upon the southern ridge in front of the
salient of the outwork, and in the centre of his

,

own lines. Here he levelled a platform and
opened a covered way towards the castle ditch.
A wooden turret was then constructed upon four
wheels, and pushed forward to the crest of the
counterscarp. When there, it was raised, under
cover of large shields, to three stories, so as to
overtop the tower. Thus protected, the engi-
neers commenced filling up the ditch. When
this was partially done, stimulated bj the king’s
presence, the soldiers jumped down, scrambled
up the uncovered part of the scarp, and under a
fire from the turret, which kept the battlements
partially cleared, succeeded in applying miners
to the foot of the tower.
An aperture was quickly made, and thus

shelter obtained while the mine was dug, and
the wall supported on wood props. These were
then set on fire, and the miners withdrawn. In
a short time a part of the tower fell. The cloud
of dost was the signal for the assault; but the
outwork being no longer tenable, De Lacy fired
the building within it, and withdrew the garrison
into the castle, for the defence of its outer ward,
next to be attacked.

Philip proposed, under cover of the outwork,
to renew his attack upon the curtain of the
southern face of this ward

; but in the mean-
time five resolute men, having observed a win-
dow in the wall to the south-west, in the build-
ings below the chapel, pushed up one of their
number, who by aid of a cord drew up the re-
mainder. Once in they gave the alarm. The
garrison, uncertain what had occurred, blocked
up the door of the bnildingwith fascines. These
took fire, the flames spread, and so great was
the confusion that the garrison, regarding the
ward as lost, fled into the inner enceinte, while
the assailants took refuge from the flames in the
chambers within the chalk rock of the counter-
scarp of the inner ditch, and thence, as the
flames somewhat subsided, they rushed out upon
the gate, lowered the bridge, and admitted their
friends. Thus Philip became master of all but
the inner ward, the garrison of which was re-
duced to 180 fighting men.
The prevision of Richard had placed the gates

of the middle and inner ward at some little dis-
tance, laterally, from each other, and the space

doubt he should have known the risk attendant
upon a joint attack by land and water, where
all depended upon combined and simultaneous
action.

Philip’s conduct after the establishment of a
safe base upon either side of the river was also
able. Having thus, and by fortified lines of
contravallation, secured his blockading force, he
spared his own men and sufl'ered the garrison to
waste their resources by lying idle during the
winter; and when, this force being thus weak-
ened, he commenced his attack, he allowed no
pause, but made one success the immediate step
towards another. Looking at the great and still

apparent strength of Chateau-Gaillard, it is

difficult to understand how it could ever have
been taken by storm.
Witb the siege of Philip Augustus ends the

main interest of this castle. In 1261 St. Louis
dated a charter thence. In 1314 it was the
prison of Margaret and Blanch, the adulterous
wives of Louis Hutin and Charles-le-Bol. Mar-
garet died there in 1315, some say being
strangled. Blanch survived for a longer period,
and seems to have been kindly treated.

In 1334 King David of Scotland found an
asylum here. In 1356 it was the prison of
Charles the Bad, king of Navarre. Another
Charles, afterwards Le Sage, was a visitor here
in that same year. In 1413 Charles YI. reduced
the wages of the governors.

In 1419, after the battle of Agincourt, the
English besieged Chateau-Gaillard, which it took
them sixteen months to reduce, and it is said that
its surrender even then was due to the well-
cords being worn out, so that the water was
inaccessible,—a cause scarcely sufficient for the
consequence, seeing that in so soft a rock steps
could readily have been cut. The English then
held it for twelve years. They were dislodged
by escalade in 1131. Soon afterwards they
again recovered it, but of these vicissitudes no
particulars have been preserved, nor, unfor-
tunately of their final loss of it in 1-149, when
Charles YII. in person laid siege to it, and by
means of “ bastilles,” or wooden towers on the
counterscarp took it in six weeks,

In 1591 the Leaguers held it, and rendered it
between the two wards was here far too narrow

,
to Henry Quatre in person. At the request of

to allow of the setting up of an engine. Unfor-
' the States-General of Normandy it was then

tunately, however, the inner ward gate had no
j

dismantled, all but the donjon. The battle-
drawbridge. The approach was over a cause-

j

ments were taken ofi" and part of the works
way of rock, left when the ditch was cut, and i blown up so as to render the place indefensible,
by this causeway Philip at once decided to make ' In 1603 the Capuchin Monks of Great Andelys
his approaches. A “cat” was placed upon the

\

had a licence to remove timber, stone, and tiles
causeway. This was a covered frame, under

j

from the ruins for their convent, and this de-
which two miners abreast were pushed forward

;

structive grant was extended to other orders,
to the base of the gate towers, which they pro- ' The donjon, however, was garrisoned until 1616,
ceeded to undermine. De Lacy at once sank a

j

when Louis XIII. reduced the whole very nearly
countermine; but Philip placed his most power-

j

to its present condition.
ful engine at the root of the causeway, and flung : It is thought that this is the earliest instance
his heavy stone missiles at the gate tower with ! of a Norman machicolation, or rather of a Bre-
such force, that, being weakened by the mining, • tasche executed in stone.
at the third blow it came down, and with it a ; Chateau-Gaillard has been fortunate in its
part of the adjacent wall.

j

historian and its illustrator. M. Deville’s book
De Lacy and his men were seen lining the * on this building is not only an excellent history,

breach
; but the French, equally brave, had

j

of which what is given above is but an abridge-
greatly the superiority in numbers. They rushed

,
ment, but he has given plans of the building,

up, and so outnumbered and mixed themselves
j

which, if not strictly accurate, yet represent
up with the garrison that these were unable to

j

well its peculiar features. M. Viollet-le-Dnc
retire by the narrow exterior stairs to the don- ! has made this castle the subject of parts of the
jon, and thus, with De Lacy, were taken pri- 1 articles “Siege,” “ Chateau,” and “Donjon” in his
soners, and with them fell the castle on the 6th ' Dictionary, and, although some of his restora-
of March, 1204. There was taken De Lacy

j

tions are only probable, his general account
himself, and with him 160 prisoners, including ! of the works is a masterpiece of military
forty knights. So fell Chateau-Gaillard, and description.
with it the English rule in Normandy. De Lacy
was well treated, and certainly lost no military
reputation by his defeat. Philip repaired and
garrisoned the place at once, and the former so
completely that, although the particulars are to
be indentified with great certainty in the earth-
works, there is no trace of the ditch having been
filled up, or of the main tower of the outworks
having been injured by a mine such as that
described.

The details of this siege, no leas than its

general conduct, show very considerable mili-
tary skill, and the extent to which Middle-Age
commanders had learned to apply the maxims of
Roman war. Philip’s approach by the opposite
bank of the Seine, the care with which he forti-
fied his rear, the pains he bestowed upon the
communications between both parts of his army,
are all steps which show consummate skill, and
which a more impetuous and less able com-
mander would have neglected for a direct
attack. William Mareschal’s attempt to raise
the siege, considering the limited force at his
disposal and the feeble and treacherous charac-
ter of his sovereign, was well conceived

;
but no .

The traveller who can afibrd to pause between
Rouen and Paris will not regret the employment
of four or five hours in a visit to Les Andelys
and Chilteau-Gaiilard, or the purchase of the
volume of M. Deville. C

1867.

THE MANCHESTER TOWN-HALL
COMPETITION.

One hundred and one ofthepreliminary designs,
not selected, are now being publicly exhibited.
To 78 of these (including four double sets) the
names of their authors are appended. Amongst
the competitors are seen to be Messrs. A. Bil-

lings, John Robinson, Medland <tMaberly, E. W.
Pugin, T. Allom, W. H. Bleesley, J. Houeyman,
C. S. Nelson, R. Reid, Ridge, E. B. Lamb,
Mayhew & Calder, S. C. Fripp, James Hibbert,
Hirst, H. S. Snell, J. B. Baddock, Finch Hill &
Paraire, W. & G. Audsley, E. H. Carson, J.

Pritchard, J. Moyr Smith, E. Godwin & Crisp,

W. A, Moy, T. Roger Smith, Hay ley

Dawes, &c.
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EAST GRINSTEAD, SUSSEX: PROPOSED
CEMETERY.

Atteb mnch delay and diBcnssion, it aeems
to be settled that East Grinstead shall have a
cemetery. The principal entrance will be from
the London-road into the Swan Mead, by Mr.
Clarke’s workshop, which is to be removed,
crossing the Swan Mead by a semicircular road-
way.

At the entrance of the cemetery will be
placed the sexton’s house and garden.

~

through the nnconseorated part of the
we arrive at the two chapels, which will be in

the Gothic style, and built of native stone
with Bath and Mansfield dressings. The chanela
will be divided by an archway, through
will be the entrances, and above will be e

a spire with bell-turret. The consecrated chs
I will have a vestry attached. The portion of

.

ground on the sonth-west of the chapels, i

leading from them to West-street, will be c

secrated. The cemetery will be enclosed by a
I
wall of native stone, with dressed coping, and
iron gates at the two entrances. The design

: was made by Mr. J. L. Parsons, arc’

I Lewes, and it is estimated that the total

i will be abont 2,7501. The tenders were opene<
on Tuesday last, and that of Mr. Robert Pink

I East Grinstead, accepted. The following wer
the tenders sent in :

—

Longley & Fuller, Tamer’s-hill £2,464
Mercer & Co., Tunbridge Welle 1,959
"Wallter, Tunbridge Wells 1,831
Morris, Ashurstwood 1,783
John Godly, East Grinstead 1,742
Chandler, Crawley Down 1,680
E. Pink, East Grinstead 1,671

Either Mr. Longley or Mr. Pink has made s

) bit of a mistake.

East Grinstead is looking lively, thanks to thi

• railway. Building is going on in and around it

i and carriages rolling in from the increasinr
1 number of Seats in the neighbourhood, to “do
i' shopping,” give life to the street. The country
I around is so charming, and the drives are so
1 numerous and beautiful, that we look for an in-
: crease in its prosperity rather than
lision.

ARCHITECTS AND QUANTITIES.

We have briefly allnded to some proceedings
t. connected with the designs and tenders for the
'proposed Hertford Union new workhouse. Mr.
I.J. C. Timrois, surveyor, thinks he has been ill-

.itreated by the architect, and has sent us a his-

xtory of the transaction from his point of view.
PWe are unable, however, to print the whole of it,

)'bnt give bis reasons for being so determined,
iiand as some of yonr readers may be inclined to
Ithink rather importunate.”

“ Ist. Beeaugel had obtained permitsioa from t

ning owners, and saw no reason why tbe architect's caprice
itshould be allowed to act to my detriment, and to I'rus-

rtrate the wish of the guardii

unnless the quantities could be made part of the co
oto ‘Which I knew tbe guardians would not consent,
’iPeok had been pleased to say he would guarani
icacouracy of his own work in a bond of 1

,
000 ?.

;

OBUoh an unusual course as this was deemed necessary by
1 Mr. Peck or the guardians, I thought it only fair to look
3 to the builder's interest.

: 3rd. Because I have known bills of quantities prepared
jhy Mr. Peck very recently to issue from his olHce with,
inout Mr. Peck’s autograph on the endorsement, and as a
urule, I think builders like to know upon whose quantities
tthey are tendering.

4th. Because my opinion of tbe right course to adopt
•.was confirmed by ten highly respectable members of
hthe profession.”

In consequence of statements made to the
3iBoard of Guardians by Mr. Peck, the selected
^architect, respecting the mode in which the
^tqnantities were being taken out

;
and after Mr.

PfPeck’s refusal to let Mr. Timmis see the plans
iiand specifications to take out the quant
idbehalf of eight or ten building firms,

UMr. Timmis had an order from the Board
‘feffect, to Mr. Peck for him to see them,—Mr.
fiTimmis addressed the following letter to
iifirms :

—

' “I am desirous to get some evidence as to the cus
ibf taking out quantities, and shall feel obliged by y
dtindly answering the questions on the other side. The p
lipipal points are as to the propriety of an architect tal
JiDUt his own quantities, and refusal on bis part to alio
tuurveyor nominated by some eight or ten builders to h
icAccess to tbe drawings, and take out the quantities
heheir behalf.”

' These opinions being of general interest,

)brint the whcle of them :

—

MR.

J.

H.

H.

DODGHNEY.

1.

Certainly

not,

as

he

would

thereby
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party,
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qualified

to

do

his

duty

to

his

employers.

2.

Certainly

not.

as

this

method

is

an

endeavour

to

avoid

incurring
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respon-
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for
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accuracy
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to
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employers
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the

builders.
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No.

2.

It

is

contrary
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by

himself?

2.
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THE GATESHEAD TOWK HALL
DESIGNS.

The Tomi Hall Committee have reported that
in accordance with the resolutions of the meeting
of the Town Council, held on the 17th July last,

specifications and detail drawings bare been
furnished by Messrs. John Johnstone & Thomas
Oliver, and a specification and two drawings
have also been furniabed by Messrs. Austin &
Johnson.

The Committee met on the 5th ult., and
directed the specifications and detail drawings
of the three designs to be referred to Messrs.
Heed, with a request that they would state the
total cost at which each design could be executed.

Mr. Reed stated that the total cost at which
the designs of Messrs. Thomas Oliver & John
Johnstone could be carried out might be ascer.
tained for 501., provided the Committee would
also engage a competent person on their part to
go through the designs with him. Mr. Reed
also intimated that the two drawings sent in by
Messrs. Austin & Johnson were not sufficiently
in detail to enable him to state the total cost at
which their design could be executed.
The Committee have engaged Mr. J. G. Brown,

architect, Sunderland, to go through the specifi*

cations and drawings on their behalf, at a fixed
remuneration of 501.; and Messrs. Reed and
Brown are actively proceeding with this work.
The Committee requested the confirmation by
the Council of the proceedings they had adopted
in this matter, and their authority to pay to
Messrs. Reed and Brown the sum of 501. each, on
the completion of their reports, &c., to the satis-
faction of the Committee.
The Council passed the following resolution in

connexion with the motion that the report be
adopted:—“That the architects be invited to
attend to give evidence on all occasions on which
the estimates of the plans are being considered.”

THE TRADES UNION INQUIRY AT
MANCHESTER.

Our readers, who may remember the account
we gave some time ago of a shamefnl strike
against an architect in Manchefter, will scarcely
be surprised to learn bow completely organized
the system of tyranny and terrorism baa been
proved, by the evidence before the Commission,
to be in the Manchester district. Were all the
metropolitan burglars and murderers, thieves and
fire-raisers to be invited into the witness-box as
into a confessional, with the promise, on Govern-
ment anthorit.y, of having all their sins par-
doned nnless they did not confess all, no more
revolting or horrifying exposure of villainy coula
thus be obtained. The Manchester tribe of
Thugs are far wiser in their generation than
those of Sheffield. They have reduced their
despotism to an elaborate system, with laws and
regulations, under fearful penalties fur infringe-
ment against all and every one who has the
misfortune to come within the scope of their
operations. And this is especially the case in
certain branches of the building trades. The
violence and plunder in the shape of broken
bones and murder, fines and penalties, destruc-
tion of property, ruin in business, and so on, are
not merely levelled against masters as a class,

but against fellow-workmen. Non-unionists
must not live, inasmuch as masters must not
give them the means of life, either for themselves
or their families,—in short, must not employ
them at all

;
otherwise, both the master anO his

men know the certain consequences, which are
of vital import to both. We spoke of one master
having been ruined in his business “ for life,”

and another for a stated number of years at
Sheffield : that is nothing : in Manchester we
have the principle carried out as a general rule.
A master bricklayer or brickmaker must only

employ unionists, under certain stated penalties
on both, ranaing from 51. to 50Z. on the master,
according to circumstances

; and it is well with
him if he has not property destroyed beyond
even that amount besides, or his business stopped
altogether. If he dare to complain of bad work
he is fined 5Z., and will be, over and over ao-ain
and compelled to pay it, too, or to suffer some-
thing worse, uoless, as he is often obliged to do,
he stop work altogether. The making of bricks
by machinery is strictly prohibited. The brick-
layers, by a special treaty with the brickmaken?,
have refused to lay machiue-made bricks, autl
the brickmakers refuse to supply band-made
bricks to masters who use those made by the

machine. Moreover, the machines are destroyed.
And all this is done, although it is almost uni-
versally admitted, and is undeniable with anj
truth, that ” machine-made bricks are better
and cheaper than hand-made, and would super-
sede them in an open market.” Bricks must
not even be transferred from one district to
another: none but Manchester bricks must be
used iu Manchester district. One would almost
suppose that the stupid brutes who inflict the
penalties for infringing such rules bear malice
against the horses used on snob occasions, be-
cause they are not unionists. Hamstringing the
horses is a mild mode of punishing both them
and their masters, and so is cruel violence to the
carters. The executioners of the decrees will
even torture a horse to death fordoing his work :

they will tie it up by the head, apply shavings
to its belly, and set it on fire, keeping up the
fire for a couple of hours till it is burnt to
death ! ! Was anything so abominable ever done
in all the devilry of the first French Revolution ?

Never. Yet this has been done by the trades
unionists of Manchester.

EXHIBITIONS.

It is proposed to hold another International
Working Men’s Industrial Exhibition next year
in the Agricultural Hull, Islington, if the hall
can be obtained for the purpose. A meeting to
promote the object in view has been held in the
King Edward Tavern, Liverpool-road, and there
a public meeting was resolved on, to be held in
St. Pancras Yestry-hall, on Monday evening
next. Mr. M'Cullagh Torrens, M.P. for Finsbury,
is to be requested to take the chair.
The Eastern Counties’ Working Men’s Indus-

trial Exhibition, at Norwich, has been closed,
after being open daily for six weeks. It has
been successful. The receipts amounted to up-
wards of 900Z. The average weekly attendance
amounted to upwards of 10,000 persons. This
satisfactory result is attributed to several
causes,—first, perhaps, to the novelty of the
undertaking

; next, to the creditable character of
the exhibition itself; and lastly, to the way in
which the committee have discharged the duty
of management, and provided for the amusement
as well as the instruction of the visitors, in the
musical programmes which they have weekly
issued. The various bauds and musical societies
of the city also came forward and gratuitously
gave their services to the committee. The
prizes will be distributed on the 5th of November,
in St. Andrew’s Hall, under the presidency of
the mayor. Some of the articles exhibited are
to be sold by auction.

CONTINENTAL NEWS.

Brussels .—Immediately after the death of the
late lamented King of the Belgians subscriptions
were set on foot ibroughont the country for the
purpose of erecting a fitting monument to his
memory, and contributions were at once forth-
coming for so laudable an end. The amount
collected in this manner now amounts to 252,705
francs, to which tnuat, be added 200,000 francs
from his present Majesty, 50,000 francs from the
Count of Flanders, and 1,000,000 franca fromthe
State, making a total of upwards of 62,OOOZ. A
recent decree of the Minister of the luterior and
of Public Works determines the form the
memorial shall take. A large public park is to
be laid out at Laeken, and will contain a special
monumental structure (the form of which, how-
ever, has yet to be decided) to the late king’s
memory. It will stand immediately opposite the
castle, and near the church erected to the
memory of Queen Louisa Maria. The park will be
a great acquisition to the environs on that side of
the capital, and will include drainage and other
improvements much wanted in that low-lying
neighbourhood.

Cologne .—The Dombau Society has just cele-
brated the twenty-fifth anniversary of its crea-
tion, and the proceedings were the more
interesting as the Crown Prince of Prussia was
present, and also becaose the top stone of the
beautiful and elaborate gable over the western
porch—between the two towers—was laid with
due ceremony on that occasion. His royal high-
ness concluded his answer to the address pre-
sented to him with the following words ;

—
“ With

joy and pride I am uuiungst you this day, for 1

.
have fresh proofs of what Gorman industry,

German strength, and German endurance have
brought about in a few year’s

;
and these mighty

walls, which have risen immensely within the
last twenty-five years, should be to us a symbol
of the great step our fatherland has but latelv
taken. Let ns continue together with iron
steadfastness of purpose to fiuish this work even
to its last stone, and let us not rest until the
colossal towers shall proolaim in farthest dis-
tance the glory of the German name.”
Bresd&n .—The committee appointed to award

the prizes for designs for the new Academy of
Arts, to be erected in that city, has just pub-
lished its award. Messrs. Viebweger & Periitz,
of Leipzig, obtain the first prize; Mr. Lipsius,
of Leipzig, the second

;
and Messrs. Rossbach &

Rumpel, of Dresden, the third. A fourth design,
motto, “Art is regal,” received honourable men-
tion.

Hamburg .—Tbeauthoritieshere have published
an order fixing the size of common bricks, said
order to take force on the Ist of July next. We
mention this unimportant fact because the
dimensions seem so cuviously chosen, namely,

X X 2§. In the south of Germany,
where the decimal system is daily gaining
ground, the dimensions are 10 x 5 x 2^, which
seems a readier proportion, though, doubtless,
in the above figures due allowance is made for

joints.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Worcester.—Dr. Lankester lately delivered a
lecture iu the Guildhall, at the request of the
United Vestries’ Sanitary Committee, upon sani-

tary arrangements as they affect the health and
mortality of the people. There was a poor
attendance. The lecturer urged in a forcible

way the importance of good sanitary arrange-
ments to health, and recommended the appoint-
ment of an officer of health. The still defective

state of the local drainage was adverted to, and
the amonnt ofthemortality of the city, which was
said to be 27 per 1,000 of the population, declared
to be more than it ought to be. The local Chronicle
in reference to this point remarks in a leading
article on the subject of the lecture, that in Octo-
ber, 1849, the mortality was 25 per 1,000; that
since that time, 60,000Z. have been expended on
the drainage

;
and hiuts, therefore, that sani-

tory improvement is worse than useless. The
argument reminds us of more than one somewhat
similar case. After the drain-ige of Croydon, for

example, had been effected, it was fouud, to the
perplexity and mortification of those interested,

that a very serious increase of mortality took
place, with typhoid fever prevalent. Croakers
against sanitary improvement had it all their

own way for a little, but it was soon discovered
that from defective arrangements connected
with the drainage, sewer gases got into the
bouses and rendered them more unhealthy than
they were before the drainage had been carried
out. This defect in the drainage being reme-
died and other sanitary progress made, Croydon
became far more healthy than it had formerly
been, and now it is regarded as one of our most
healthy towns, and a proof of the benefit of
sanitary improvement. Wo do nut mean to say
that the defect in the drainage of Worcester is

precisely of the same nature
;
but this and other

cases go to show that the 6i),000Z. expended are
not worse than useless as regards the local

health, and that a little further expenditure is

probably requisite before the original outlay will
yield all the profit it is capable of conferring on
Worcester. The writer of the leader referred to
says :

—

" The public are entitled to know exactly what are the
points of detail in which the sewerage is pronounced to
be shortcoming, and what is ihe exact nature of the
deficiency in Worcester eanilary arrangements. If these
particulars be not supplied ihey w>ll be templed to regard
ihe alarum so lustily rung by Dr. Lankester, at the in-
stance of the united vestries—suddenly resiisciiated for
the purpose.—as mere empty thunder, meant to terrify
them into the appointment of an officer of health off-
hand, the panacea of a certain class of philosophers, who
have got hold of the eel of acience by the tail, for all the
iUa that llesh is heir to.”

What is the exact nature of the deficiency or
shortcoming iu the sewerage details and sanitary
arrangements, it appears to us, was just what
Dr. Lankester urged should be discovered and
remedied for behoof of the public, and iu order
chat all possible benefit might be derived from
the work already done and the money already
expended

;
but it appears, to apply a somewhat

vulgar bub expressive axiom to the objector’s

figure of speech as to the eel and its tail, as if

he willingly ate the eel but felt mclined to choke
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upon the tail. Such a line of argument aa this
writer’s is not creditable to any respectable and
well-conducted journal such as many years’
weekly acquaintance with it assnres us the
Worcester Chronicle ia. Moreover, the editor has
since discovered that both the writer of bis
article and Dr. Lankester were wrong : the
mortality is now only 23^—not 28; bub even
that requires a farther reduction.

Maidenhead.—A Government inquiry has been
made here, respecting the sanitary state of the
town, before Mr. Arnold Taylor, the Government
inspector. Some of those in authority were
evidently inclined to throw obstacles in the way
of the inquiry

;
and one of them, Mr. Baker

Smith, barrister, who appeared on the part of
the local Board, or rather of the Mavor with-
out the authority of the Board, applied the
argumentum ad hominem to one of the complain-
ants, Mr. Hibbert, who Mr. Smith said was “ the
very personation of health,” and a very fitting
and proper personation too in one of those who
desired to confer similar health upon the whole
town. But Mr. Baker Smith’s peculiar ideas on
sanitary subjects may be gathered from the fact
that he called a witness to prove that his hay-
makers drank the water of a stinking ditch
complained of, but lately cleaned out, in prefer-
ence to so much beer (being a good deal stronger,
we suppose), and that he had had some that
morning and it was very good. The resulbof the
inquiry was that the inspector intimated that if

thelocal Board satisfied the Secretary of State that
they were really going to work, the matter might
not be pressed further. At a recent meeting of
the local Board of Health, the surveyor reported
he had seen Mr. Bird, respecting plans for the
drainage, and if he were appointed to do the work
he could work with the present plans, but could not
lay down new plans with other persons’ levels.
Mr. Bird’s terms for making the necessary plans
and superintending the works would be 5 per
cent, on the first 2,0001. and 2^ per cent, on the
remainder. Mr. Bird would be willing to let the
payment for the works be spread over some
years. The following resolution was carried ;

—

‘ That this Board sanctions Mr. Bird doing the
work at a schedule of prices to be submitted to
a committee, and that a committee of the Board
he formed who are favourable to the said plan,
viz., to draw off all sink and waste water from
houses and manufactories, to carry it out.” A

I committee was then formed.
Canterbury.—The directors of the Canterbury

I Gas and Water Company having reported to
I their shareholders that they strongly recommend
I the adoption of Mr. Homersham’s plan of water
1 supply from a well in Wincht-ap in preference to
Mr. Pilbrow’s from Silverhole, or from Miller’s
field, the shareholders have adopted the report

I of the directors, and empowered them to raise
17,0001. for the purpose in 101. shares.

DRAINAGE OF TOWNS IN THE THAMES
TALLEY.

Under this title two members of local Boards,
Windsor and Eton, and who are also medical

1 men, have addressed a communication to mem-
I hers of local Boards generally, setting forth the
c difficulty they find in determining on the best
s system of drainage for their respective districts.

“There appear to ua,” they say, “ to be three aystema
0 of draiiiace worthy of special consideration, either on
ii account of their intrinsic excellence, or of the sanitary :

R engineers who arirocafe them ;

^

let. That in which the whole of the sewage and rainfall
0 of a distriot is conveyed by one set of sewers to a given
p point.

2nd. That in wh’ch the sewage and a portion of the
r rainfall is conveyed by sewers to one oullsll, whilst the
r rotnaiuder ot the rainfall is carried away in a composite
1 manner to the nearest watercourse.

^

3rd. That iu which the sewage and the rainfall are kept
p perfectly distinct, and each conveyed away by itself, the
t sewage to a given outlet, and the rainfall to the nearest
w watercourse.

The first system is that which has hitherto been in
f general use, wherever a town has been able to discharce
il Its drainage into a river or into the sea. The whole of the
h fool draiuage, as well aa the whole of the raialall from the
k houses, streets, yards, So., and the subsoil water, is con-
t Teyed by one cbsunel to a uiven outlet. This resembles
tithe system upon which Windsor and Eton have been
a drained, and upon which the drainage of London itaeli' is
t now being completed.

It appears to us to require no great engineering skill to
Bi see that, to pump all this uncertain quantity of matter on
ti to land for irritation purposes, is simply impracticable
I and very questionable as an agricultural experiment • for’
r at the very times when the soil would least require irri-
figating, thrn the supply would be moat abundant and
Dmnstbe spread over the ground. The profit or loss in
llthis ultimate dispiisal of the sewage is quite as much a
mmatter for consideraiion as the expense incurred in the
u actual draining iu the town itself. The subsoil of the
iclowna in the Thames Valley in flood time ia in direct com-

mnnication with the bed of the river
; so that the faster

the pumps acted at one end of the drain, the faster would
the water pour in at the other, and along the whole line :

in ficf, it would be pumping the river itself, and the sub-
soil would be none the drier for the process. The river
also, at the same time, would rise and bring back the
water upon the engine, unless there were a valve and dam
to shut the river out. The rain, also, would be pouring
off the roofs of the bouses in the night-time as well as iu
ihe day, so that it would sppear impossible that this sys-
tem should help us out of our troubles.”

After discnssiDg the first and second systems
they set forth the third, in which the drainage
and rainfall are kept distinct from first to last.

They incline to this :

—

“We went lately with several other members of our
local boards to inspect the asylum and adjoining buildings
at Broadmoor, where this plan was carried out in accord-
ance with Mr. Menzies' instructions, and under his super-
vision from first to last. The area of the roofs, as ascer-
tained, was 2^ acres

;
the area of the site of the buildings

about 17 acres
; the population varying from 600 to 800,

but arrangements made for an increase to 1,000. Here
we found the rain-water off theroofs all saved for washing
purposes; the surface water discharged into the nearest
ditch, and all the foul drainage conducted by itself,
filtered, and applied to about 15 acres of land for utiliza-
tion. One part of this land was planted with Italian rye
grass, the third crop of which was then in cut. This we
were informed was given to the cattle, and they take it
eagerly, and are in good condition; the cows led on it
give an excellent supply of milk, and this is used in the
establishment. Another portion of Ihe land was planted
with turnips and oats, but not irrigated this year

;
and a

third portion of the land was laid out as garden ground.
Here the appearance of the difi'erent vegetables and fruit
was perfectiT astonishing; everything looked so fresh,
healthy, and clean. The contrast presented by this garden
to the surrounding heathy and barren district was most
striking, and certainly most encouraging. The man who
attended to the irrigation told us he had not had a day’s
JllnesB since he hud been so occupied. What struck us
most was the extreme regularity and economy of the
system: one man attending to the whole process. We
visited the point where tho drainage is ultimately dis-
charged into a brook, and took some of the water as it

passed from the drain : this to the ta-te, smell, and sight,
was not to be distinguished from ordinary spring water.”

They want farther advice. They do not nn-
derstand, they say, the recommendation of the
Rivers Commissioners (though its meaning seems
to as qnite clear), and they aak for a committee
of members of Parliament, or some such non-pro-
fessional body, to assist local Boards. If engi-
neers cannot yet quite settle the qaestion, we
can scarcely expect a solution of it from
amateurs.

SEWAGE IRRIGATION AND WATER
SUPPLY.

Pie,—

T

suggest that sewage irrigation should bo car-
ried on under cover of a glass roof over an inclosed space,
and that the sewage should also, when expedient, be
heated before it is applied to the land. By this means a
leas area of land would suffice for the sewage. The sew-
age might be preferably distributed under the surface, for
by that method the noxious eases would be absorbed by
the dry earth. By the eielusion of rain-water the earth
Wvinld receive and retain more sewage. By maintaining a
high temperature the growth of vegetables would be more
rapid, and, therefore, more sewage would be used. In,
ou, and above the earth, vegetables, Jruits, and flowers
might be forced and sent back to the prodneers of the
sewage. The rain-water falling on the glass roof might be
collected in reservoirs and sent on to tho towns below,
instead of, as now, sending them sewage. Tho plan of
construction might be very simple. Any sized piece of
land might be covered with a glazed roof, about 6 ft. from
the surface of the lend, supported on gutters in rows,
about 10 ft. apart, and these gutters supported on hollow
pdlars standing in a water channel. Ttie rain-water fall-
ing on sections of the roof would flow along tho gutters
down the hollow pillars and along th* channels to the
reservoir. The plan provides At the uiilizariou of sewage
on a leas area of ground, for the growth of forced vege-
tables, and for a supply of rain-waier. For the provision
of any one of these alone, perhaps the outlay might be
profitable. J. Wuiiu.

POULTRY FARM.
SiE,—I am about establishing a poultry farm. Can any

of your correspondents inform me where any are to be
seen in woiking, the best buoka on the subject, and what
number of fowls are calculated at per acre ?

Eoostee.

CONCRETE HOUSES AND TEE
BUILDING ACT.

Sin,—Eeferring to the letter inserted in the last number
of the Builder, I beg to slate, for the information of your
correspondent, who proposes to erect concrete cottuges,
that about eighteen roonihs since I frit it my duty as
district surveyor to object to the erection of concrete
walls to houses

;
and my reason for doing so was this

Afiei giving the matter roy roost careful consideration, I
came to the concliisiou that the rules in the Building Act,
d* filling the construction ai.d thickness of walls, did not
apply to or include the particular kind of concrete walls
described as intended to be built. For although in
“ Clause I., Ist Schedule, Preliminary,” mention is made
of “other hard and incombustible substances yet this
clause, taken in eontiexion with the neit, '‘shall be
properli/ landed and tolidly put torjether," I think prevents
the district surveyor from allowing the erection of such
concrete walls as were proposed to be built; ihat is, of
materials mixed in a particular manner, to be held to-
gether by means of long boards, or iron plates, fixed on

both sides of the wall until the concrete had set. When
done, such walls could not bo said "to be properly
bonded,” having regard to the strict technical meaning-
of the word “bonded.” At the same time, believing the
Metropolitan Board had power to deal with this case
pursuant to sec. 56, part 1, of the Building Act, I aocom-
panied my objection wnth a recommendation to tho
builder to make application to the Board on the subject.
I understood the builder did so apply; and as the bouses
have not been built, I conelade the Metropolitan Board
refused their consent. This, however, could be easily
ascertained by applying at theofflee of the Board.

Henbt Jaetis, District Surveyor of Camberwell.
*,* We remain of our opinion that the construction of

concrete houses ia not prevented by the Metropolitan
BuildiegAet. It is desirable that the matter should be
at once authoritatively settled. The Board of Work»
have the matter now before them.

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE VICTORIA
TOWER.

Mr. Stephen Atling has produced a very
remarkable photograph of the Victoria Tower,
Westminster. It is taken from a height about
level with the roof of the Royal Gallery, and
shows the tower from the bottom to the top, and
the adjacent portion of the building below. The
tower is perfectly upright, and all the detail
comes out with wonderful sharpness

;
it is, m

short, a marvellous work. Lambeth Palace,
faintly delineated, is seen on the other side of
the river. The size of the photograph is 22i in.
by 16^ in.

HOUSE-AGENTS’ CHARGES.
At fhe Warwick County Conrt the Deputy Judge read

the following judgment by Mr. F. Dinadale, in the case of
Wildigg and brown n. Leech, which was beard at the lasli

Court:—"This action is brought to recover 13L, under
Ihe following circumstances. In the year 1864, the plaiu-
tiffi, who are house agents at Leamington, were employed
by the defendant to procure a tenant for the defendant’s
house and premises in Leamington, called Spotland Villa,
They introduced to him Mr. John Wackrill, who took the
premises under a written agreement bearing date July
16th, 1864. The tenancy was to be from August 13lh,
1864, to March 25lh, 1865, and for three years next en-
suing the latter dav, and defendant paid to plainiiff tho
sum of 45. l(>s. as their commission on such letting. On
settling the terms of the aKreement, Mr. Wackrill appears
to havo required the insertion of a clause giving him the
option during the continuance of tho tenancy of pur-
ebafcing the premises for the sum of 700L, to which the^
defendant reludantly assented, and on which Mr. Waok-
nll bus elected to purchase the property, whereupon tho
plaintiffs, relying upon an alleged custom of their business,
claim the sum of 17/. lOs. aa their commission on a sale,
at the same time giving him credit for the sum of 4/. 10a.
the commission on the letting previously paid to the de-
fendant. Now, there is no queatfon that, if in the lan-
guage of Chilty, there be an unvariable, certain, and gene-
ral U8“go or custom of any particular trade, peraone con-
tracting with members of such trade upon a matter to
which such usnga or custom has reference, are bound by
it, whether they have knowledije of such usage or not

; but
it is incumbent on the plaintiffs relying upon ench a
custom to prove ita evidence to the satisfaction of tho
Court, clearly and undisputably. That the plaintiffs have
in this case Jailed to do. Having regard to the evidence
of Mr. Cookes on cross-examination, and the direct testi-
mony of Mr. Hawkee, it ia impossible for me to find that
the plaintiffs have proved the custom they rely upon to
entitle them to my judgment. I therelore direct judgment
to be entered for the defendant.” Mr. Overell, who
appeared for the defendant, applied for costs, which were-
allowed.

FALL OP A CHIMNEY IN NEWCASTLE.

A SERIOUS accident has happened in Onse-
barn, Newcastle, resulting in the death of one
person, the injury of another, and the de-
struction of a very considerable amount of
property. The place of the catastrophe waa
Mr. C. T. Maling’s Ford pottery, Ouaebnrn.
The accident was the fall of a chimney, or
shaft, 100 ft. in height, npon a mill, in which
many persona were engaged in the grinding
of flint, and manufactnre of jars and other
articles used by makers of marmalade and jams.
Recently, Mr. Muling has been improving his
premises; the flint mill, formerly of two stories,

having been raised by another floor. This ex-
tension has been carried out during the past
three or lour months. The foundations of tb&
shaft had been laid 30 fc. below the ground, and
were of stone. The proposed work had been
approved by Mr. Bryson, the borough surveyor,
at the time, and even more precautions, it ia

said, had been taken to render the work more
substantial than he had thought necessary. The
chimney was abont 8 ft. square, and had reached
its lull height—100 ft.—the last stone being
about to be placed on the summit. The brick-
work of tbe chimney was about 18 in. in thick-

ness. The JighLning conductor would have been
fixed probably in a day or two. The damage, it

is said, will amonnt to some 2,0001. or 3,000Z.

The chimney, it is suspected, fell through some
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smkiog or defect in the foundation. A cause of
weakness has been suggested by some, that the
chimney had not yet been tied by iron bands,
The old chimney, which was to have been re-

moved on the completion of the new, possessed
bands which, it is said, were intended to be
used hereafter for securing the new chimney.
The demolition was so complete that scarcely a
single instance occurred where two bricks were
found adhering to each other. It was also ob-
served after the accident that the mortar used
was not dry, even towards the base.

PARTNERSHIP OF INDUSTRY.

A reunion, in Whitwood, Yorkshire, of a
suggestive kind, has taken place. It was a
sotr^e in commemoration of the conversion of

the collieries of Messrs. Henry Briggs & Sons,
at Whitworth and Methley, into a partner-
ship concern, in which the workers have an
interest, and a bonus is paid yearly to every
labourer, in proportion to his wages and the
success achieved. Up to two years ago the
proprietors had constant disputes with their

workpeople, and, as a consequence, the success
of the firm was small, and the dividends by no
means satisfactory. The proprietors formed a
•company, on the limited principle, in which the
workmen are allowed to have shares, and after a
fixed dividend has been paid upon the capital

the remainder of the profit, provided there is

any, is divided amongst all interested, including
those labourers who have no pecuniary stake in

at. The soiree was attended by 1,800 persons,
all in some way interested in the colliery. The
chairman said that they had been able to divide
a large sum amongst their operatives. Last year
it was 1,8001., now it was 2,7001. He believed
that they would continue to prosper, and that
the operatives would improve in their character
for steadiness, thrift, and sobriety, as they had
already done. Mr. Hughes, M.P., congratulated
the meeting on the great success of the concern
daring the past year. Both those who advanced
the money, and those who worked in the col-

leries, being pleased with the results of their
year’s labours, this, he remarked, was a strong
proof that they were in the right road, not only
to success, but to something higher than any
mere money success could bring.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Reigate .—The copyholders of the manor of

Reigate have agreed to give up to the Corpora-
tion sixty-three acres of land on Earlswood-
common conditionally, on the pnrcbase by the
Council of the sixteen acres of land formerly
bought by the Government for the purpose of
building thereon a military hospital, to be laid

out as a recreation-ground for the people. The
Council thus secure a pleasure-ground, and at

Earlswood a place in which to dispose by irriga-

tion of the sewage which the new drainage works
will take from Warwick Town, and both at a
comparatively small cost.

Bristol .—The contract for the new drawbridge
n,t the bottom of Clare-street (or rather for the
ironwork of it) has been obtained by Messrs.
Finch & Heath, of Chepstow. Their estimate is

1,5901. The bridge is to be completed in about
three months. The new Colston’s Hall, St.

Augustine’s, which has been in the course of
erection for the last four years, is now completed.
The portion finished forms only a part of the
original design : it is said to have cost 25,0001.,
and that 15,0001. more will be required to com-
plete the plan. The new hall is 150 ft. long,

80 ft. wide, 70 ft. high, and will accommodate
8,000 persons. The capitals of the freestone
columns, the window and door frames, &c.,
nre carved ; the ceiling is ornamented with
panellings, and a comice runs round the room.
The orchestra will hold 400 performers, and
space is left in it for a large organ. The
epandrils over the arches are to he enriched with
medallion portraits of celebrated Bristol citizens.

Two are already occnpied with busts of Mr. Geo.
Thomas and Mr. Conrad Finzel. The hall is

lighted with fourteen lai^e semicircular windows
of coloured glass. The chandeliers are of
Mediaeval pattern brass work, painted chocolate
and gold. Provision has been made for heating
and ventilating the hall.

Lancaster.—A site for an asylum at Lancaster
for the idiots and imbeciles of the northern

counties has been obtained, comprising 67 acres
of land, and the buildings—capable of accom-
modating 500 patients—are now in coarse of

erection. Nearly 40,0001. have been obtained,
and 20,0001. more are required to complete the
buildings and fit them for the reception of
patients. Vigorous steps are being taken to
realize the requisite sum, and a committee has
been appointed to obtain subscriptions.

Brcfi/ord.—The foundation stone has been laid
of a Tradesmen’s Home, auxiliary to the Trades-
men’s Benevolent Institution. The work of
erecting the cluster of dwellings which are
to be known by this designation has formally
commenced. The site of the Home is a field at

Lillycroft. The Home will consist, when
finished, of thirty houses, placed so as to form
three sides of a quadrangle, of which the length
is about 105 yards and the width 33 yards, open
towards the south. In the centre of the longest
side of the square is a reading-room, 21 yards
long and 10 yards wide, with an open timber
roof and apsidal end. This room is intended for

the recreation of the inmates of the Home. Each
of the bouses contains a parlour, living-room,
pantry, coal-place, and outbuildings on the
ground-floor, and two bed-rooms above j and as
each of them has also a separate back-yard and
doors at front and back, the occupant of each
will be quite independent of his neighbour. The
erections are to be entirely of stone, and the
roofs will be covered with Taylor’s patent tiling.

Pointed architecture has been selected for the
style of building. The windows have no mul-
lions, however, and a domestic character per-
vades the whole of the structure and fittings.

The contractors are Mr. Richard Crabtree,
mason ; Messrs. John Ives & Son, of Shipley,
joiners

; Mr. John Tattersall, slater
;
Mr. Samuel

Ullathome, plumber; Mr. Thomas Hargreaves,
plasterer

;
and Messrs. Brown & Pullan, painters,

all of Bradford. The Home will be erected from
the designs and under the superintendence of
Messrs. Milnes & France, architects.

Yarmouth (Isle of Wight).—By the plans of

the Bouldnor estate, it is intended to erect a
large number of fashionable villas and lodging-

houses, and a church is to be built in the
centre of the estate. A pier is to be made to

run out a long distance northward into the sea,

for the accommodation of yachts and steam-
boats visiting the new town which is now about
to spring up. In addition to this an esplanade
along the seaside is to be made, besides new
roads and pleasant walks which are to be laid

out, to afford every convenience and accom-
modation to the residents and visitors. The
surveyors are already engaged marking out the
roads and plots for the various erections.

100 men, it is said, will shortly be employed
on the works. Bouldnor is situated about one
mile from Yarmouth. It is well timbered, and
has a pleasant view of the Solent, ranging
from Hurst Fortifications to Spithead. At
Yarmouth itself there is ample room for im-
provement, and other lands, situated between
Yarmouth and Bouldnor, are offered for disposal

on building leases, one villa having already
been built and another partly finished.

Overstrand .—The old church having fallen into

ruin, and being very insufficient for the accommo-
dation of the parishioners, Mr. J. H. Gurney,
some time ago, originated the intention of build-

ing a new one. This, after a delay of two or

three years, has now been accomplished, and a

small church has been completed by Mr. R.
Cornish, of North Walsham, as contractor; Mr.
A. Salvin, of London, being the architect.

STATUES AND MONUMENTS.

The first of the statues to be placed in the
vacant niches in the west front of Salisbury

Cathedral has been fixed. It is the statue of

Christ holding a globe, and is 7 ft. high.

A huge block of stone is being removed from
the quarry of Messrs. Townshend, at Moscar,
near Asbopton, to Heeley Churchyard. The
stone, it is calculated, weighs over 20 tons, and
it is intended to be erected, after suitable

dressing, over the tomb of the late Mrs. Short-

ridge. The process of removing so vast a block
has been a work of great difficulty. After the
lapse of ten days since the work of removal
commenced, the stone had only reached the
neighbourhood of Rivelin Bridge. Day by day
thirty horses had been stroggling with the work
of drawing it—the roller on which it rests

,
weighing in itself 6 tons.

[Oct. 5, 1867.

The group of sculpture executed in Paris,
from designs by Rosa Bonheur, representing a
tigress bringing food to her cubs, and presented
to the city of Glasgow by Mr. Kennedy, of New
York, has been formally uncovered on its site in
the lower level of the West-end Park. After
the ceremony of unveiling the party adjourned
to Kelvin Grove House, where wine and cake
were served, and various toasts were “given
appropriate to the occasion.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Highway.— The little church of Highway,
which has been completely rebuilt at the sole

expense of the Hon. and Yen. Archdeacon
Harris, the incumbent, has been consecrated by
the Bishop of Salisbury. Highway is situated
immediately beneath the downs, between the
villages of Compton Bassett and Clyffe Pypard.
Mr. Butterfield was the architect, and the
builders were Messrs. Restall & Cox, of Bisley,

Gloucestershire
; the clerk of the works, Mr.

Knight.
Amherley .—Tho chapel of ease here has been

re-opened for divine service. The restorations

have been projected and carried out entirely at
the expense [of Lady Lindsay. They consist of

new roofs to the nave, chancel, and porch
; a

repair of the masonry of the fabric, new floors,

open sittings, pulpit, font, lectern, and stalls. A
screen has been reproduced from the discovered
fragments of the ancient one, and set up in the
original position

;
and new bells have been

mounted in the cote. The church-yard will be
levelled and inclosed with a fence. The work
has been carried out from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. Thomas Nicholson,

of Hereford, diocesan architect.

Chigiuell.—The new Church of All Saints,

Chigwell-row, erected upon ground recently in-

closed from Hainault Forest, has been conse-

crated by the Bishop of Rochester. Chigwell-
row is a scattered hamlet of the parish of
Chigwell, situated on very high ground over-

looking the valley of the Thames, and command-
,

ing views of Hainault and Epping Forest
; and

the site of the new church is almost imme-
diately opposite the Maypole Inn, which village

tradition points to as the identical old Maypole
immortalised in “ Barnaby Rudge.” The new
building as it at present stands comprises a nave
73 ft. long by 22 ft. 6 in. wide, and 50 ft. high,

having an arcade of four bays and lean-to

aisle on each side. Along the whole width of

the west body of the nave is an open lean-to

porch, with three arches in red stone, columns,
and carved capitals. A tower and spire, which
will rise to the height of 150 ft., is intended
to be built hereafter

;
and the erection of the

chancel, with its transepted aisles, is also post-

poned. All the walls are 3 ft. thick. Moulded
arches of freestone, borne upon circular columns,
with carved capitals, support the clearstory, tho
windows of each bay of which are a group of
large cuaped circular openings, with two small
lancet windows, one on each aide. Internally

two red Mansfield columns support their triple

near arches, while above, from a deep moulded
cornice, springs the arched boarded ceiling under
arch-roofed braces. This is divided by moulded
riba, and is intended to be painted hereafter.

A large rose window forms the principal feature

of the [west end. The style of the church is

Early Gothic. The designs were by Mr. J.

Seddon, of London. The builder was Mr. Thos.
Williams, of Canton, near Cardiff. The carving

was by Messrs. E. Clarke & Son, and the glass-

work by Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The building

is in brickwork, faced with Godaiming stone,

with Bath stone dressings, and it will accommo-
date 300 persons. The cost, so far as the work
at present goes, is about 4,0001., which is only

half the estimated cost of the entire fabric. The
parsonage-house, commenced at the same time,

is sufficiently near to the church to group with
it. The cost of the parsonage is 2,3001., and it

is proposed to add hereafter stabling, nursery,

and lawn. An organ, built by Bryceson, of

London, has been placed in the church.

Heytesbury .—The church of Heytesbury has
been re-opened after restoration and enlarge-

ment at a cost of about 5,0001. The pillars of the

nave had fallen much out of the perpendicular,

and they have been rebuilt. The tower has been
repaired, and the eastern arch has been widened.

Some Early English arches and columns, which
had long been hidden behind the plaster of the

walls of the chancel, have been opened and
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repaired, and the side aisles which formerly

existed hare been rebuilt, and the high pitch of

the original roof restored. The galleries, one of

which blocked up the arch of the nave, and

«ntirely separated the chancel and transepts

from the rest of the edifice, have been pulled

down, and the whole of the church has been

reseated, whereby there has been a great increase

of accommodation and a gain of many free

sittings. The west window of the nave, which

was given by the Eon. Miss k-Court, is in the

Perpendicular style, and is filled with glass of

old pattern, with coloured borders. The nave is

paved with Peake’s Staffordshire tiles, and the

seats are of deal stained with imitation walnut

•capping. The roof of the nave is coned with

moulded ribs. The tower rises at the junction of

the cross, and stands on four arches supported by
piers. The eastern arch has been widened and
the piers rebuilt. The window in the south

transept is filled with stained glass, the expense

of which was defrayed by money collected by
Lady Heytesbury. The subjects in the window
are St. Peter and St. Paul, with the Saviour, St.

Gabriel, St, Michael, and St. Raphael. Th0
north transept, which was formerly the burial-

place of the h-Courts, has been fitted with seats

for Lord Heytesbury and his family, the remains

of the dead having been removed into the

churchyard. The stained glass window in this

transept was given by the Hon. Mrs. Daly. It

has figures of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and
Melchisedec. The chancel is Early English in

style, and consists of three bays. The columns
and arches, which were formerly hidden, have
been restored, and new aisles have been added.

The old roof has been replaced by a new open
roof, which has been raised to the former pitch.

The walls of the church are inlaid with Minton’s

coloured tiles. The arcade at the east end is

supported by Purbeck marble shafts, and the

reredos is inlaid with coloured tiles. The east

window is a single lancet, forming a triplet

inside. It is filled with stained glass, the cost of

which was borne by Lady Heytesbury. The
subjects are the Nativity, the Crucifixion, and
the Resurrection. The chancel is paved with
Minton’s encaustic tiles, with interlaced stone

bands. All the fittings of the chancel are of

oak and walnut. There are four windows of

stained glass in the chancel, the gift of Mrs.

A-Court Repington, the Rev. Prebendary Fane,

and the Rev. Hyde Beadon. The figures in the

window represent John the Baptist, Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel. The restorations

have been effected from designs by Mr. Butter-

field ; Mr. Strong, of Warminster, being the
contractor

;
and Mr. Burdett clerk of the works.

The woodwork was executed by Messrs. Search-
field, of Heytesbury; and the stained glass

windows are by Mr. Gibbs.

Nichol Forest.—The small church of Nichol
Forest, which has been erected at Kingfield, to

supersede the damp and inconvenient chapel of

ease, which formerly existed there, has been
consecrated by the Bishop of Carlisle, and opened
for divine service. The undertaking has been
accomplished chiefly through the instrumentality

of Mr. Ewart, of Kingfield
;
the total cost of the

building, including the churchyard wall, having
been about 1,7001. Nearly all the resident land-

owners and farmers, in addition to their sub-

scriptions, contributed to a very large saving of

•expense by arranging among themselves to cart

^11 the building materials. The site of the new
building is near that on which the old chapel
stood. The architecture is Geometric Gothic,

and the edifice consists of a nave 50 ft. by 21 ft.,

and transept 12 ft. by 8 ft., an apsidal

chancel 20 ft. by 15 ft., and a south porch and
vestry. Sittings are provided for about 220,
and the church is so planned that a considerable
number of sittings can be added at a future time,

should the requirements of the district render it

necessary. The five chancel lights and the three
west windows are to be filled with stained glass,

by Mr. John Scott, of Carlisle. Three of these
lights are already fixed, and the remainder will

be completed this autumn. In the centre light

of the chancel is a representation of our Savionr
as the Good Shepherd, having on either side

figures of the Evangelists St. Mark and St. Luke,
with their appropriate emblems in the tracery

;

and the two other Evangelista are to be added.
The walls of the church have been constructed of
stone from the Fairloan’a quarry, near Riccarton,
and roofed with blue Bangor slate, with cut
bands of purple. The whole of the aisles are

laid with tiles in three colours, and a cornice of

tiles is carried round the internal walls. The
roof is boarded inside, the boards being laid

diagonally, and is stained and varnished. The
seating is of yellow pine. The architect was
Mr. Graham, of London. The builders were

Messrs. C. & J. Armstrong, of Carlisle.

Weobly.—The chancel of the parish church of

Weobly, Herefordshire, has been lately restored at

the cost of the vicar, the Rev. J. B. Peploe. The
restoration consists of stripping the plastering

from the internal dressed stonework, replaster-

ing the walls between the same, restoring the

masonry of the windows inside and out, re-

moving the whitewash, and pointing down all

external walls. The old plaster ceilings have

also been taken down, and a new open timber

roof, boarded above the rafter, set up in its

place. The chancel has been paved with God-

win’s encaustic tiles. The work has been carried

out from the designs, and under the super-

intendence, of Mr. Nicholson, of Hereford, the

diocesan architect.

STAINED GLASS.

Edcnham Church (^Lincolnshire). — Three
stained-glass windows, executed by Messrs. Thos.

Baillie & Co., of London, have just been erected

in the north aisle of this ancient edifice by the

tenants and friends on the Grimstborpe estate,

as a memorial of the late Lord and Lady
Willoughby d’Eresby. The windows are coup-

let, with tracery lights, and are divided in the

centre by stone transomes, so that there are four

openings in each window. Commencing from the

west end of the aisle, the first window contains

in the tracery the arms of Lord Willoughby

d'Eresby surmounted by the baron’s coronet, &c.

In the dexter upper opening is the figure of

St. Paul, with sword
;
below which is represented

St. Paul in prison, dictating to St. Luke the

“acts of the Apostles.” In the sinister upper

opening is figured St. Peter, with keys; below
which is shown St. Peter’s Release from Prison

by the Angel. In the next or centre window
tracery are shown the arms, quarterly, qf

Lord and Lady Willoughby, surmounted with

their respective crests. lu the dexter upper
opening is the figure of St. Matthew, with pen
and Gospel; below which is shown St. John the

Baptist preaching in the Wilderness, and the

command, “Prepare ye the way” (St. Luke iii.

4). In the sinister opening is the figure of

St. Mark, with pen and volume
;
and below is

represented our Saviour raising Jairus’s daugh-

ter. In the tracery lights of the third window
eastward are the arms, &c., of Lady Willoughby

(Drummond). In the dexter npper opening is

the figure of St. Luke, with pen and Go-<pel;

below which is a group representing our Lord
feeding the Multitude. In the sinister opening

is the figure of St. John the Evangelist, with pen
and volume, under which is represented our

Lord raising Lazarus.

St. Philip’s, Burwash, Sussex.—Three stained-

glass windows have been erected in the apsidal

chancel of this church at the expense of Mrs.

Harriett Gould. The windows are lancet-shaped,

and the centre one contains, in the middle group,

the Crucifixion of our Saviour, above which is a

group, the Baptism of our Lord. The group at

bottom is the Last Supper, and the whole is

surrounded by an ornamental border on a mosaic
background of deep colours. On the north side

is a window containing in the centre group the

Resurrection of our Lord, above which is the

Agony in the Garden, and the Group below is

the Entombment of our Lord. These are also

surrounded by an ornamental border on mosaic
background. On the south side the window
contains, in the centre, the Ascension of our

Saviour, the group above being the Adoration of

the Magi, and below is the Nativity of our Lord,

surrounded by borders, and background similar

to the window on the north side. The groups

are contained in separate medallion shapes.

These windows were executed by Messrs. Thomas
Baillie & Co., of London.

Kenilworth Church.—The east window of this

church has recently been filled with stained glass,

at the cost of Mr. John Harding, of Tattenhall

Lodge, Leamington, in memory of his last surviv-

ing son. The window is in the fourteenth cen-

tury style
;
and the glass has been treated in ac-

cordance with that period by the artists, Messrs.

John Hardman & Co., of Birmingham. 'The sub-

ject chosen for illustration is the Crucifixion.

The centre light contains the figure of our Lord
on the Cross, surrounded by an aureole of glory,

which again is edged by a band of Cherubim.
At the foot of the cross kneels a figure of St.

Mary Magdalen clasping the cross and weeping

over the death of the Saviour; and the back-

ground is a representation of the City of Jeru-

salem. In the dexter light are figures of the

Virgin Mary, Mary of Salome, and Mary Cleophas.

The figure of the Virgin is depicted in au attitude

of grief, and one of the Marys is shown support-

iog her. The sinister light contains the Good
Centurion and St. John the Evangelist, and in

the background is the figure of St. Joseph of

Arimatbcca. Each group is placed under an
architectural canopy.

The Popular Science Review for October con-

tains an excellent paper on Ventilation and
Ventilators by the editor, Dr. Lawson, who is

the Professor of Histology in St. Mary’s Hospi-

tal, and a distinguished physiologist. It would
not be easy to say much that is new in the

Builder of what is yet known on the subject of

ventilation and ventilators. Were all that has

there been printed within the last quarter of a
century on the subject incorporated into volumes,

a goodly “library” would be the result. So good

and popular a resumi of what has been said and
done of late years, however, as Dr. Lawson’s,

more especially with his own snggestiona inclu-

sive, well merits the perusal aud consideration

even of those constant readers of the Builder

who are more particularly interested in the sub-

ject. As we not long since remarked, there is

no little humbug in much of the popular talk of

ventilation : still even that gives indication of a

growing public opinion in its favour which must
ultimately lead to permanent benefit to the pub-

lic health. Dr. Lawson’s introductory remarks

on the popular cant as to ventilation are much
to the point : he says,

—

'' If wo may be permitted to define cant aa the current

expression of unintentional insincerity, we believe that

there is no species of cant more general than that which
people talk about ventilation. Go where we may, whether
in the houses of the wealthy or into the miserable dwell-

ings of the poor, we hear the same cry about ventilation

and its advantages
;
but in no cases, or at least in few, do

we see any reason to think the cry a genuine one. How
many people tell us of the healthy influence of pure fresh

air, but how few ever take proper steps to introduce it

into their houses. How seldom do we see anything like

a rational system of ventilation in public buildings; and
whore are the private dwellings in which vitiated breathing-

air is not abundantly present ?
'*

I Let UB hope, however, that this smattering about

I

ventilation is only introductory to a real know-

I

ledge aud appreciation and a beneficial adoption
I of ic in its most practical forms; aud we regard

I such endeavours as Dr. Lawson’s to be important

j

aids towards so desirable an end. His paper

thus concludes :

—

I

“ What we have said, has been said rather with a view

j

to draw the attention of the thoughtful to a subject of the

I

most vital interest, than to convey the idea that any per-

I

fectly satisfactory scheme of ventilation has yet been pro-

I

posed. Our aim bus beea to lay before our readers a

;

general expression of the couditions as to the quality of

I

air necessary tor healthy ventilation. This, we think, has

not hitherto entered siilQciently into the considerations of
those who have pursued the study of methods instead of

I

principles. It must, nevertheless, be admitted that no

I

system of ventilation can be satisfactory nnless it be in

I
uecordttuee with the laws of hygiene. Of these laws, as

I

they relate to ventilation, we have given our readers a
I general idea; and we would, in conclusion, assure them
I that, since they are capable of mathematical demonstra-
1 tion, they must inevitably form the basis of every efficient

!
plan for the maintenance of a healthy atmosphere in our

' private dweUings and public buildings.”

Mr. W. E. Hickson, once the editor of the

Westminster Review and an advanced Reformer,

is publishing, under the title ‘‘ Tracts for In-

quirers,” a selection from the notes he has been
in the habit of making through many years on
various subjects. No. 2 is called “ Reform
Illusions” (Groombridge), and is intended to

show the evils that must result from govem-
meut by the majority, the majority being neces-

sarily the least wise. “ The Conrt of Rome,”
says he, “ would desire nothing better at the

present moment than to place on the electoral

register the agricnltural pop ulation of Calabria

and the Abruzzi.” There is much in the

pamphlet deserving serioos attention, but Mr.
Hickson is too fearful of the result of recent

legislation, which we feel no doubt is in the right

direction, and shoots

“ Awake, arise, or be for ever fallen !

”

to an entirely different class from that to which
it has been heretofore addressed in England.

In the current Fraser, Mr. C. R. Weld gives an
agreeable view of the Paris Exhibition. The
number contains some very good and tboughtfol

1 writing. Professor Owen replies in it to Mr.
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Lewes’s argument of “ Infirmity.” The Art-
Jowmal notices of the Paris Exhibition include
papers on the “Northern Schools of Painting j”

“Adaptations from the Antique,” and “Art
Products in Clay, Stone, &c.” The engraved
illustrations of the Exhibition are numerous and
valuable. The engraving of “ Les Femmes
Savantes,” after Leslie, is not up to Art-Joumal
mark,—in fact, is a disfigurement.

glisn’llanca.

Technical Education in Ireland.—During
the past week Mr. Buckmaster has addressed
meetings in the chief towns in Ireland, with a
view of organising a system of scientific instruc-
tion suitable to the industry and requirements
of young men, artisans, and those who have left
school. The meetings on the whole have been
most satisfactory.

Artisans in Paris.—

I

f an artisan coming to
the Paris Exhibition has not already made in
London his arrangements for lodgings, by cor-
respondence with Mr. Layard’s committee, 265,
Strand, London, or through Mr. Cook, the excur-
fiion manager, he is advised to proceed imme-
diately he arrives in Paris, by a cab, which costs
two francs, to the workmen’s lodging-house, in
Avenue Eapp, close to the Exhibition. If this
^nse be full, then let him go to the British
Workmen’s Hall, in the Exhibition, and ask for
M. Houssoulier, and he will escape all fleecing.

Ancient Sepulchral Crosses.—On taking
down the old walls of the chnrch at Brompton
Dear Northallerton, prior to rebuilding the edi’
fice, the remains of several sepulchral crosses
with the Runic knot cut npon them, were dis-
covered. Mr. N. S. Heineken suggests that they
should be most carefully preserved, either by
being built into the outside walls, or within in
the vestry. One of the crosses is tolerably
perfect, and might be so placed in the vestry
that access could be given to both sides—

a

Blight recess being made in the wall for this
purpose.

The Grasshoppers again in America. — A
tram on the North-Western Railroad, in the
western part of Iowa, was recently delayed one
hour and a quarter by grasshoppers, which
covered the track so thickly that the engine-
drivers slipped on the rails. A Page County
(Iowa) letter says The ground is perfectly
alive with them

; they fill the air for many bun-
dreds of feet npward

; they strike you as you
walk to and from your meals

; the public and
private buildings are black with them; they
infest everything. In consequence of their pre-
sence no fall wheat will be sown. The West is
full of them, and they are journeying eastward.

OiiR New Fortifications,—“There nppears
to have been some serious mismanagement in
the erection of the new forts,” says a daily con-
temporary. “ On the banka of the Medway the
results ot our work appear positively ludicrous
The mere substructure of the forts had scarcely
been completed when these foundations settled
down, and the masonry cracked and yawned in
fantabtic fissures from top to bottom. The mass
was screwed up again by stout iron braces, and
the building coutinned, but no sooner was a
course of stones laid upon one of the faces of
the work than it suddenly sank with the weight,
while the opposite side rose in the air, after the
fashion of a see-saw. In fact, the works at this
point seem to have been fairly given np as
impracticable.”

The Sewage Utilization or Liverpool and
London.—A few of the directors of the Sewage
Utilisation Company of Liverpool have paid a
visit to the works of the Metropolitan Sewage
Company among the Essex marshes. The object
of the party was to become acquainted with the
operations of the London company, and to in-
quire into the success of the steps by which
they are carried out. In this object they were
greatly aided by Mr. Hope, of the International
Financial Association, who is also the managing
director of the Metropolitan Sewage Company,
and who afforded them every possible informa-
tion as to all the details of their operations. The
Liverpool gentlemen, who have taken the sewage
from the corporation of that town, were informed
and encouraged by their visit, and will no doubt
DOW proceed with redoubled hope. A destruc-
tive fire has occurred at the farm of the Metro-
politan Sewage Company.

Taunton College School. —The successful
competitors are Messrs. Giles & Robinson.

The
_

Stone-cutters’ Strike in Belfast.—
According to the local papers, the stone-cutters
h^e accepted the terms proposed by the masters.
The men were on strike for nearly three months,

during which time they have lost in wages nearly
3,u00b,

The New Tork Popdlation.—-Were Brooklyn
^cbnically, as it is practically, annexed to New
York, says the New York THb-une, it would have
a population of 1,700,000, and a territory of
nearly circular form with a radius of ton
miles.

Shocking Death of a Liverpool Architect
AND HIS Wife.—

M

r. William Green, of the firm
of Green & Paislow, architects, was crossing
the line of railway at the Broad Green Station
hurriedly to save his wife from a coming train
while also crossing, but the train caught both,
and killed them, mangling the bodies in a shock-

accidents have occurred at the same level croL-t
^ of glass, if that be any merit,

mg during the last eight months, and when the
second occurred the coroner’s jury recommended
the directors to throw a light foot-bridge over

homicide
indicted for cnlpable

Junction of Brighton .and Clif^onville.—
Preliminary steps have been taken towards
bringing Brighton and Clifconville more imme-
diately into connexion, by the removal of the walls
which enclosed the pathway rnnning from the
rear of St. John’s Church, at the top of Palmeira-
square, to Chnrcb-street, Clifconville, throngh
what were formerly known as Hove-fields, pre-
paratory to the formation of a roadway, for
vehicles, &c., in continuation of that which now
runs on the north side of the enclosure at the
op 01 Palmeira-square. Arrangements have
been made for drainage. The western esplanade

jfs present point, south
ot Palmeira-square, to Mills’s-terrace. When
this desirable improvement has been effected,
and the land is covered with bnildings, there will

between Brighton and West Hove
and Clifconville, forming an extensive and
unrivalled marine frontage.

Clerks’ Dining Company, Limited. —A final
proep^tus of this company has been issued.
The offices are are at 38 a, King William-street,
City. The capital is 20,0(j0J., in 20,000 shares

u
^ “P capital, 5.0001. or 58. per

share. No shareholder to possess more than
four shares. “ The intention,” ssys the prospec-
tus, “ is to limit the trading of the company at
first to four establishments—to be increased
eventually to ten— (one at the West-end)—at
any one of which, shareholders or members can
dme. The cost of the dinner to be one shilling,
and to consist of fish or plain soup, joint, two
vegetables, bread, cheese, and half-pint of ale or
porter. No fees to waiters, and all e.xtra beer,
or wine and spirits, to be charged at the whole-
sale price.” Luncheons, tea, &c., will also be
provided at equally reasonable rates, and there
will be a reading-room and a smoking-room,
lo a certain extent the co-operative principle
will be brought into operation. The plan is
said to have great support in the City, and is
being taken np with energy. A public meeting
hast just been held for its promotion.

Destruction of the Government House at
Buenos Ayres : Chubb’s Safes.— Our fellow
citizen, Mr. Chubb, has certainly reason to
congratulate himself on the result of a fire
which we see, from a Buenos Ayres paper, has
ravaged^ the Government House there. The
fire originated in the Treasury office, and spread
thence to other parts of the building. The paper
referred to, in describing the ruins, says: “At
eleven o’clock yesterday the only things saved
in the S.W. quarter of the building, where the
fire originated, were two of Chubb’s patent iron
safes. The Government, with admirable conr-
tesy, before opening these safes, sent to advise
^e managers of Thompson’s house, and Mr.
Bell at once came down. On opening the safes
Mr. Bell had reason to be proud : there were the
papers quite untouched

j
the inside of the safe

was not even hot. It must be stated that one
of the safes had fallen from the upper story and
lain among the burning ruins for several hours.
The ornaments, &c., were completely burnt off,
but the papers inside were as perfect as ‘the
cock and poond of butter,’ of historic memorv
in the Yankee’s safe."

New Brighton.—A new promenade at New
Brighton, a fashionable watering-place on the
Cheshire side of the Mersey, has been opened,

y

Memento of the late Mr. William George
Drew. At the chapel of the Licensed Victual-
lers Asylum, the memorial window and tablet
which have just been erected to the memory of
Mr. Drew, has been nnveiled in the presence of
a large number of ladies and gentlemen, friends
and admirers of the deceased. The memorial
was considered due to so large a contributor to
the funds of the asylum as well as to those of
the Licensed Victuallers’ School. The window
is situated on the left of the pulpit. It is com-
posed of a mosaic background, on which are
placed some medallions, coloured. In the centre
of the_ window is the subject of our Saviour
Feeding the Hungry.” This is surrounded, in

oval form, by a border of flowers, leaves, and
berries. Although the size of the window is
only about 7 ft. high by 3 ft. 6 in. wide, there
are upwards of 1,400 pieces of coloured glass, so
placed together as to appear to be one piece or
iSflnaro /-.f n'lnco u_ •,

^

The Highest Chimney in Yoekshiee.—
Bradford has acquired considerable notoriety on
account of its long chimneys, but the longest of
them all must hide its diminished head in com-
panaon with one that has jnst been completed
at_ the works of Messrs. Mitchell, Brothers,
spinners and mannfacturers, Manchester-road.
This chimney, measured from the bottom of the*
foundation, is 110 yards long, and rises a clear
100 yards above the ground line. It is said to
be_ the highest in Yorkshire, the next in size
being a brick chimney near Huddersfield, built
in 1857, the length of which from the founda-
tion is 105 yards. The foundations, which con-
sist of two courses, 22 ft. and 21 ft. square, and
12 in. thick each, rest upon the rock. A good
bed of coal was obtained in excavating for this
part of the structure. The chimney is built of
stone, is octagon in form, and measures 20 ft.
across at the foundation and 9 ft. at the snm-
mit. The flue is perpendicular, and 7 ft. in
diameter. The “stalk” has been erected by
Messrs. John Moulson & Son, Little Horton-
green, contractors, from plaus made by Mr.
Mark Brayshaw, Old Bowling-lane, architect.
The foundations were laid in August, 1866, and
the work was completed on Tuesday last, no
accident having occurred during the progress of
the erection.

Grinding Cement.—A millstone of the style
for grinding wheat is not at all fit for grinding
cement. The eye of the stone should be at least
16 in. in diameter. The balance-ryne should be
semicircular (old style), with chambers in the
lugs for the driver to work in. However goodm theory it may seem to drive a stone near its
centre, all millers of varied experience know that
a stone driven near its centre wears down rapidly
around the verge, leaving the centre high.
Under the most favourable circumstances, a
stone which grinds cement wears out of “ face ”
very fast, and is much more difficult to be kept
in proper order than a stone for grinding wheat.
If the cement is not ground fine and even, it is
not much better than sand, unless it is by itself.
When not to be mixed, it should not be ground
fine; when to be mixed with sand or other
material, it should be as fine as possible. In all
cases, bat especially with some kinds of rock
that cannot be evenly burnt, the cement should
be bolted. A bolt 10 ft. long and 30 in. in
diameter, covered with wire cloth, would in all
cases make an even quality of cement. What
would not pass throngh the wire could be returned
to the stone again. It takes a greater quantity
to fill a barrel when coarse than fine. It should
always be ground while there is a little heat in
it, as it takes less power and makes better
cement. As French Burr is best for grinding
wheat, so it is best for cement. It should be as
hard aud free from pores as possible, the hardest
block or blocks around the eye of the stone. A
stone 4 ft. 6 in. in diameter (the best for cement)
should be divided into sixteen parts, with two
furrows to the part. The lands should all be of
equal width at the verge and tapering inward.
The furrows should be 14 in. wide, and about
three-eighths deep at back. There should be a
cast-iron stand lor the concave, with four legs
obliquely set. It could be bolted to the floor.
The concave need only bear in the stand at top
and bottom. The crusher shaft should have an
oil-cup, set screws, and centre lift, like a mill-
stone spindle. — Corresponde7it of Scientific
Americevn.
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Harmony in Colour

and Sowul.

E are told that the eye

has not the power of

resolving a mixed
colour. Extending

our complaint,* we
suggest, this is a hard
saying. When com-

parison comes into

question, at any rate,

it distinguishes with

facility a blue green
from a yellow green,

and recognises blue-

ness in one and yel-

lowness in the other,

and we have to pur-

sue the experiments

of complementary
colours but a little

way to have abund-
ant experience of the

fact : if we please to

press the more ob-
1 vions nferences to a certain extreme, we may
r make shrewd guess even at some of the stages
c of reaction beyond.

We must, however, first pass in review the
7 varieties of colour in their orderly arrangement-
I It is given to us by Nature in the rainbow, and
I by art m the solar spectrum. Infinite as are the

g gradations, there is a general division that is

( definite enough
5 and upon this is founded the

c classification of the primary and secondary
c colours—red, yellow, and bine—with their inter-
I mediates, orange, green, and purple. If the eye

,

I had no power of resolving colours, it would
B seem that green has as good a title to be called

la a primary as red
5 bnt the eye can decide that

V whatever tint of green be taken it has still

a afBnity to those that absolutely affiliate on blue
0 or yellow preferentially

5 while, for the case of
rred, it has abundant tints that absolutely
r repudiate the slightest taint of admixture with
e either orange or purple. Thus the eye inde.

p pendently gives a distinction to three colours,
ff which challenges for them the designation of
p primaries, and leaves the justification to science.
E Experimentally, mixtures of these will produce
0 other colours in great variety, but by no mixture
o:of other colours are these producible; the
Bi sensitive eye is most sensitive of the approxima-
titions to purity in these. Their relations to other
titints are, as we shall see, of the greatest
ppossible difference, and therefore of exceptional
cicontrast. They seem to form the standard by
TTwhich the eyo judges of all other tints and
fgradations; and it appears certain that, at any
nrate, by cultivation, the eye can by an exertion of
tithe will even reproduce an image—a coloured
Bispectrum, however faint, representing a fore-

gigone impression, in conjunction with a seen
aoolonr.

The primary colours may be conceived or

iiarranged in radiation from a centre, with
inintervals for those—the secondaries, which are

Informed by their union, and which introduce and
BcBoften their transitions. The order will run

—

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and so

return to red.

Let each section be coloured with tints in

gradation, with the deepest next to the centre

and the lightest outward
; and let a black spot

occupy the common centre, and a white ring sur-

round all. Each colour should then commence
with the grade in which it is most nearly in-

distinguishable from black, and be extended
outwards towards indistingnishableness from
white. The degrees between the limits of all

continuous gradations are infinite, and therefore

there is no question whether all the colours are

susceptible of equally numerous gradations

;

it may, perhaps, be a question worth asking, in

what way it is possible to arrange a solar

spectrum, or the electric, so as to exhibit such a
parity most effectively and distingnishably.

Assuming the fact, we may see that a scale

upon this plan, divided by concentric circles^

would give a series of rings, in any one of which
the various included tints would have the

olosest possible relation of quantity to each
other : the secondaries in such case would, of

course, accurately represent the result of uniting

the adjacent included primaries. Even the

primaries in such case acquire a link of agree-

ment in respect of gradation of tone : the cir-

cular zones or bands may be called circles of

tone.

In such an arrangement, in which purple,

orange, and green have their tones decided by
those of the adjacent primaries, we seem to ex-

clude or not to have provided for one important

form of gradation. Why may not a green, let

us say, be formed by the union of a yellow of the

first circle and a blue of the fourth, and so on ?

So we should have a new gradation of second-

aries accordingly as they favoured one or other

constituent,—a blue-green or a yellow-green,

and so forth.

To exhibit such gradations as these ex-

haustively, it would be necessary to set up the

gradations of one of the component primaries

vertically, and that of the other laterally against

it for its entire length,—to cross them, in fact, so

that a horizontal line through any portion of the

vertical column of blue intersecting one of its

tones would pass to right or left through every

tone of yellow in succession. Thus we should

have every possible tint of green that could be

produced by the mixture of yellow and blue in

any proportion whatever.

If the tables of secondaries thus produced were
placed in line, they would exhibit multitudinous

tones and their affinities as determined by
analogous place and derivation.

Again, wo may produce tertiary colours by
mingling secondaries, as

* See p. 705, aTUe.

Orange and green.

Orange and purple.

Green and purple.

This proceeding is manifestly equivalent to

mixing the primaries in new proportions :

—

Orange and green = 1 red + 1 blue + 2 yellow,

„ and purple= 2 „ +1 „ +1 „
Green and purple =2 blue -fired +1 ,,

To exhibit these further variations exhaus-

tively it would be necessary to superimpose the

completed tablets of secondaries, assumed to be of

like dimensions, one on the other; and then;—but

the permutations are all bnt inexhaustible : in

such a tablet every square—every point—has a
different tint, and has to be brought succes-

sively into combination with every point on the

other.

A type of the secondary combinations may
easily be prepared by the use of lines alone, to

represent, by gradation of closeness, gradation

in depth of colour
;
the lines might indeed be

printed in the respective colours. Thus, in the

case of the secondary colour green, a square

would be printed with horizontal blue lines,

becoming more and more open from the bottom
upwards, and with perpendicular yellow lines

crossing them, and more and more open from
the left to rightwards.

Apart from some very sufficient objection

being adduced, we should scarcely hesitate to

regard the phenomena of complementary colours

in the eye as the correlatives of audible har-

monics or overtones. When the eye has been
steadily excited for a certain time by a spot of
bright colour, and then closed, it is well known
that a spot will be seen of a colour comple-
mentary to the original,—that is, comprising a
mixture of the hues that accompany the original

colour in the solar spectrum,—that are its com-
plements in the constitution of the pure white

light broken up by the prism. That the ocular

phenomena are in sequence, and those of the

ear concnrrent, amounts to no essential differ-

ence; indeed, it is most probable that there is

almost as mnch eoncurrentness in one case as in

the other, and that the excitement of the eye

that manifests itself when the eye is closed had
been going on previously when it was still open,

and though overpowered by the actual excite-

ment of the light bad not been without effect

on the resulting sensation.

What relation in tone is there usually between
the exciting tint and its complement ? This is

a matter of experiment for those who hava
strong as well as sensitive eyes. We assume that

they are lower—the complementary
; but that

if the eye is to be fully satisfied by exhibition of

the actual complementary colour, it will have-

to be taken from the circle of tone that com-
prises the original exciting tint. Eyes vary in

strength as well as in keenness, and there is, no
doubt, a great diversity in the susceptibility of

excitement by complementary colours and of the

distinctness with which they are seized and
recognized. It is worth while to consider what
are the consequences that the condition of the

phenomenon taken in itself seems to lead to.

The sensation of red excites the complemen-
tary spectrum of green, and the green, if we
assume sufficient vividness and sensitiveness,

wonid, by parity of condition, re-excitered
; bnt,

by the exclusion of the red object, the stimuluB

is declining, and with it declines'the reaction,-

and so both come to an end. But it is not to be
supposed that the tendency to reaction is due
to the withdrawal of the actual exciting redness ;

and, therefore, while the open eye is still fixed

on it, the reaction must be constantly setting in,

but as constantly checked. But now let a green
spot of the complementary tone be associated. •

with the red, the green will heighten the red,

and the red the green, it may be supposed, br-

each positive impression having a complementary
excitement to reinforce it. The eye is presented •

in each case with the exact stimulus that is pre--

pared by its reactionary condition to entertain.

This is, perhaps, the explanatory fact of the

agreeableness of simple gradation. Excitement-

exhausts sensibility, and vividness declines with-

it, and the succession of modified excitement

falls in happily with modified sensibility.

Complementary colonrs, it would thus appear,

are contrasts indeed, bnt heightening and en-

livening contrasts; but in every case one of the

colours is a mixed colour; and in the varions

contingencies of relative vividness and sensibility

this will be apt to be—so at least it pleases ns to

speculate—practically resolved; itis produced by
conjoint excitations, which may or may not die

out concurrently,—and what then ? Then the

yellow element of green will have a tendency to

excite the spectrum of purple, or tho blue ele-

ment to excite orange ; and even when these

new complementaries are not actually excited,

the susceptibility for them will be stimulated

;

and thus in case of their actual presentation as

colours to the eye, an expectation, an uncon-

scious appetency, will be satisfied, and herein

will be a harmony.
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The new complementariea are adjacent to red.
and thus the moat acbiYely stimulant colour is

heightened by the opposed contrast, green, and
relieved by its allied secondaries, purple and
orange. The remaining colours, blue and yellow,
are now adjacent to admitted tints, into the com-
position of which they enter, and thus acquire an
opening for introduction, although in themselves
the most harshly opposed to the leading tint of

red.

A certain assistance to distinctness and unity
of effect is given by favour to one of the aides of
the chief complementary over the other,—as in

the illustration adopted, to yellow and orange,
rather than to blue and purple, or vice versO..

But here, again, harmony depends not on
absolute equivalence, but on selection of appro-
priate proportion.

When the selected key is a secondary colour,
its complementary contrast will of course be a
primary, but the rule of relief and predominance
of contrasts obtains unaltered and runs its cir-

cuifall the same.
Adjusted combinations of whatever kind for

a definite purpose of couveuicnce or delight,
must have reference to the variety and the de-
gree of the elements treated of, and may fail,

—

may be offensive by ill-management in either
respect, and by sin of excess, whether in one
direction or another. The liabilities and respon-
sibilities involved are shared by colour at least
on an equality with sound.
Thus harmony is liJible to disturbance

—

L By want of variocy or by excess
; by mono-

tony that is, or by distracting multiplicity of 1

elements
;
by absence of an essential element or

intrusion of a superfluous.
2. By tedionsness in gradation,—or its oppo-

site error, al>rnptnesa,—harshness of transition.
These faults have a certain appearance of

tending to neutralize eacli other
;

but this is

scarcely a necessity.

A composition that sins by excessive vai’ietv,
let ns say of tints, may offend also, and in aggra-
vatioD

,
either by the tedioneness oftransitions or

[by harshness in intermixture
; and so not even

'

limitation of the number of tints treated will in
itselfsecure, accordingly na they may be selected,
from tameness of transition or as distressing
violence.

Elementary selection and limitation of number,
therefore, are the primary oonditi^ms of har-
mony, and will be found to have been exercised,
when

_

successfully, under caution of tho dis-
paraging liabilities w© have just enumerated and
classified.

Any colour whatever, any tint of a colour,
beauty and purity being always assumed, may
bo taken as a point of deparfuro; and a fir.st re-
atriction of distracting mal&ivdioity is eitheted by
conferring npon it a decided predominance.
How this can bo done is matter for analysis. In
any artistic composition the selection of a lead-
ing colour and its leading tint will of course
have to be made %vith reference to the proprie-
ties and expression involved on the occasion

;
we

assume it now to be in these respects appro-
I>riate.

The predominance of a tint,—its manifesta-
tion as a governing tint,—is displayed by its

proper strength and quantity,—its brightness
and pervading distribution,—and then more in-
directly, but still most important, by its infiu-
ence on the tints associated and on the selection
of them.
We will assume that our governing colour

shall be red, and the question of predominance
first concerns the relation of the particular tint
of red that governs to all the other reds in the
composition. The predominance of one may, of
course, be favoured by secondary assistance from
other colours

; but wo ask first,—How can a tint
of a same colour come or be made to lord it over
its other fellow-tints ? Wo assume that all the
tints in themselves are equal in quality, and so
also that any one may be chosen for predomin-
ance over the rest. What will secure for it this
predominance ? In tho first instance, no doubt,
the lighter tint attracts tho eye to the disad-
vantage of its darker fellows, but these may be
emancipated bysoporior brilliancy duo to higher
illnmioation. Let a luminous beam be thrown
upon any degree of the scale of red, and the more
luminous tint thus distinguished will govern the
rest.

Thus distingniehed simply on the scale, it

will have a doable range of predominance as
over the degrees alx)ve it and those below it.

Now, concentration of effect, it would appear,
would be consulted by all or the majority of the
associated tints being either above or below the

luminously-distinguished key. There should be
a marked difference when it is the deepest red
in the series applied that is most laminons, and
when it is the lightest} and then, again, as the
balance of the tints above and below it is

variously adjusted. It is only artistic instinct
that can decide on the varieties of combination
that are available for various artistic purposes
within these limits. The case seems parallel to
the musical choice first of a key-nota, then of its
pitch or of the pitch at which 'it shall be most
frequently or expressively applied, and of the
range of unisons above and below that shall be
admitted. To the artist again, to his invention
and his instincts, mnat be left the determination
how far mere force of brilliancy can enable a
deep tint to make head against its lighter com-
peers, or can contend with tints of tho same
colour that are indeed lees luminous, but in
grander masses. Daring things have been done,
and happily, and gracefnl things also, that, in
truth, involved quite aa much daring; for
failure, the catastrophe in either ensQ, is quite
as imminent and disastrous.

Thus it appears that, even within the limits of
the scale of a single colour, there is unlimited
scope for election, first, of the primary or go-
verning tint, and then of the characteristic
formula leaning first either to the grave or the
cheerful, and then, whichever of these may he
adopted, and in whatever form, of the character-
istic formula of milder gradation or spirited

! contrast.

_

The primary tint itself, and all others asso-
ciated likewise, may, of course, be exhibited on
occasion in various degrees of light and shadow,
the tint itself not changing tint in shade

; as, if

shade be thrown upon the entire scale, each
[degree of tint will still retain its place and still

!
be different from all others. Thus, in a picture

I

we ma.y see a curtain of a self-colour, and no-
' aft’ecf.od by reflected colours, t-aliing every
' variety of light and shadow in successive folds
or in the same.
Even in these variations, however, there is

opportunity for the assertion of unity. The
uniformity of dayli-^ht illumination is the great

j

harmonizing influence of the picturesque, every
I
difference that different exposure prodnees being
still relative to the primary difl'ereneo. So the
omission of intermediate tints of the leading
colour, the affecting of wido intervals, may be
responded to by similar sudden transitions from
lights to shadows, and neglect or exclusion of
half-tints, be kept in counten.ance by suddenness
of half-shadows or the avoiding of them.
The variable illumination of a given tint

!

seems most analogous to the variable loudness I

and emphasis that may be ossisned to the occur- i

rence of a musical note. A note when it occurs '

npon the accented part of a bar may bo said to I

be in light, and otherwise, according to position, I

in deeper or deeper shadow.
;

The most gentle and insensible transitions,

'

then, that the scale of colours affords are, first, I

between differently illuminated degrees of the
same tint; then between successive tints of the
same colour; and, accordingly, as we glide or i

leap along these successions, we have modes
'

even here of contrest as well aa of relief. I

But a more varied succession comes in if we
jmove from one colour to another. Here the

!

transition is made most gently—naturally, as it
*

is called—by passing laterally through its circle I

of tone. Red passes to yellow through orange,
which partakes of red as well as yellow, and
yellow again finds itself represented in green,
which has an eqnai relation to blue

; blue again
passes into the next division, where blue is

broken up with red, and the resulting purple
leads back to the starting point. In some
respects it is preferable to substitute a spiral for

the concentriu circles of tone, and so tiie con-
clnsion of one circuit, which in itself will have
thns awjuired a new element of variation, will

glide into the commencement of another, as the
octave of a note is the recommencement of a
new series.

From any tint whatever then in the gamut of
colour, there is a way, by a series of easy transi-
tions, to any other ; the easiest transitions are to
the adjacent, which include a common element

;

the omission of a link produces a contrast, more
or less harsh, and in the interests of harmony,
which above all repudiates a jar, demanding to
be qualified and finally resolved.

The primary oolonrs are the richest in con-
trasts

;
for red, for instance, has no proper

immediate connexion with any but the adjacent
secondaries, purple and orange

;
and is in con-

trast not only with its complementary green, but

even more violently with both blue and yellow.
A secondary, on the other hand,—orange, for
instance,—ia only in uncompromising contrast

with its direct opposite primary, of which it is

the complement,—bluo; it has an element of
sympathy with red, and with the purple that
contains red on one side,—with yellow, and the
green to which yellow is a contributor, on the
other. It is, therefore, the characteristic of the
secondaries that they all relieve each other,

while the primaries are all in strongly pronounced
contrast—a principle of vigour, however, rather
than a disability.

The adopted leading tint has, therefore, its

contrasts, complementary or otherwise, and its

transitional reliefs; and these tints of associated
colours will participate in the claim to special

distinction, as they will, indeed, be chief instru-

ments in enhancing the distinctioa of their chief.

Each associated tint, again, of th© leading
colour will equally have its own. oitede of con-
trasted and relieving colours of its proper tone,

with supplies of tints availsdile, most numerous,
and yet all united with the principal tint by a
law not the less absolute beeaus© it involves the
facilities for such free modulation.
But there is a further priuciple of division,—

a

dnpHcat© division,—applicable to the general
scale, which is of the utmost importance and in-

fluence. This is into warm and cold colours,

—

or colours which advance and meet tho eye, and
colours which seem to retire, and tend to appear
more remote than they really are. Red and
yellow are classifiable as warm and advancing
colours, and blue as cold and retiring. It is for

the physicist and the phvsioIogUt together to

investigate tho natural differencos on which tho

difference of effect is dependent. No doubt,
association heightens the original influence,

wliutever may be the nature of this. Flesh
colour and blood, and fire, enhanco one set of

feelings, and ice and wintry skies reinforce the

other. Still this is not all. Things may be very
hot and yet be of a cold colour; and if, indeed,

spscifle temperature does correspond with colour

in prevalent instances, it opens the question

whether such colours may not be in these cases
common effects of some common cause.

In painting it is certain that tho contrast of

effect between warm and cold colours is very re-

markable, and the titles have been given to them
from a sense that their effects have considerable

analogy to secondary effects, accompanying, at

any rate, sensations of warmth and coldness.

Wa turn from a Rubens to a Gaido, and are

conscious of it at once, without any regard to

the subject of the picture ;
and it gives the point

of tho epigram in Albano’s picture of the Loves
of Venus conquered and effectless against tho

boys of Bacchus.
Tho warm half of the scale comprises the two

primaries, red,—red especially,—and yellow, and
their intermediate orange ; and each casts a
certain glow and reflection upon the adjacent

purple when inclining to red, and upon green

when the yellow is predominant. The single

blue, however, dominates the frozen segment of

the circle, and has such power that it subdues
tho warmer tendencies of both purple and
green.

We are inclined to think that it is in warm or

cold treatment that we are to recognise in the

music of colour the equivalent of the major and
minor keys in the mnaic of sound.

The same note may be made the key of either

a minor or a major series, accordingly as one

line of harmonizing notes or another is chosen.

There are two notes very near to each other

that are at an interval of a third above the key
note; one of these has to be taken, involving

the exclusion of the other, and the determination

of the character of the scale. Thus, in the

case of a key-tint of red, the effect will neces-

sarily vary considerably, accordingly as the har-

monies are taken in preference from the side of

the purple or the orange, the bluo or the yellow.

Whether the leading colour selected, then, be

warm or cold, it is of no slight moment in re-

spect both to harmony and effect that a due

counterpoise should be adjusted between colours

as divisible into these classes. It is not that

one set must be the exact equivalent of the

other, a plan which would tend to neutralize

both,—but that they should bear to each other

some apt and definite proportion. It were vain,

of course, to give rules for adjnsting colours

proportionately; as well might we attempt to

teach singing by ascending to first principles

and setting a future prima donna to study the

mathematics of resonance, or trusting to instruc-

tion in terms of the muscles that subserve
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vocalization. Enoagh that proportionate adjust-
ment involves effective predominance of one
element withont obliteration of the other; that
its Bucoessfnl formulas, no leas than its possible
failures, are infinite

;
and that genius must in-

vent them, and then taste will be happy to enter
into the enjoyment, asking not why, and caring
not wherefore, in the first instance, but willing
enough that the men of science should enter-
tain and should answer the questions if they
may.

131aok and white are terms in the succession
of tints of every colour, and thus are not to be
assigned to the class of either the warm or the
cold. They harmonize with every colour

;
maybe

interposed between any colours
; and thus afford

moat valuable resource for tempering the very
harshest contrasts. White, moreover, confers
ever brilliancy without heat, as black composes
without chilliness. Indeed, but for the high
enlivenment that white confers upon other
colours generally by its well- attempered prox-
imity, it might seem as if it verged rather to
coldness than to the opposite.

Still both black and white are dangerous in-

deed for employment in absolute purity; and
white especially so far disturbs the eye by irra-

diation, that colourists have been known to wish
that all the white paint in the world were an-
nihilated. Much may be done,—and it is almost
tho only resource, — by a firm administrative
hand adjusting quantity. The eye must be the
guide

; but if the eye is to be the guide, it must
to original fine endowment have conjoined dis-

creet and persevering education. Among tho
examples of banded architecture in Italy, the
exterior of the baptistery at Pistoia is a happy
example of the improvement obtained by rela-
tively narrowing tho bands of black. But other-
wise these examples can only bo cited either way
with qualification and a caution

; for time and
weathering sometimes mar and sometimes rescue

' design, and, moreover, the so-called black bands
I are usually but a very deep-tinted green.

Broken tones of mixed black and white—the
family of greys—have a range of applicability

; and a value when employed with best effect, of
which it is far easier to admire the beauty than

I to expound the theory.

But,—quorsuni hese ?—it is quite open to follow
1 up the exposition of the claim of colour to be
1 harmonious,—musical no less than sound,—by
: another exposition of the rightful assertion of
1 the architect to be a master of this music even
1 no less than the painter. Kegard to the exio'en-
I cies of space has restrained illnetrations through-
- out,—otherwise, whether for good or evil, they
I might have been gathered in snflicienoy from
( our own art. Nature herself will ever be the
1
great inducter to the theory and illustrator of

i its perfections
; and it may be, that when we

1 have quite accounted to onrselves for all the
( delight of the harmony between flower and leaf
: and bark of the pomegrauate-tree before the
\ window, we may have little more to learn.
Titian himself, in his sacred and profane love of

l the Borghese Palace, cau only teach us, when we
( come from the school of Nature, how majestic a
1 height it is possible for man to reach in rivalry,*—
; a height where we become conscious indeed that
‘ “ the art itself is Nature.” Nature herself, it is
c certain, must often be contentedly left, in a
I climate such as England’s, to work out her own
i effects of colour upon the materials of our
s structures. But, still, her treatment can be
a anticipated, assisted, heightened; in any case it

i. is an opprobrium to trust to it entirely. Never
} yet, it IS true, was there structure that could not
c become picturesque, and even beautiful, in ruin
a and decay; but this is cold comfort for the
a architect. The physician can only anticipate
’ with bitterness the return, on that “ first dark
a day of nothingness,” of the beauty that he has
t been baflied in his hope of re-uniting with health,
a and the world may be fairly excused for grudging
i an average lifetime in waiting for even compa-
r ratively venial i-awness to be mellowed by time.
1 If we are to speak frankly, we should say, that as
r regards the application of colour to architectural
e exteriors, art has scarcely at present, in existing
t monuments, even approached its best. In this
c.case the best prize is still to be won; it will be
8 assigned to him who shall attune “ every chord
0 of the lyre, and be master of all,” and by the
fifalnesB and freshness of his harmonies make us
f( forget that important buildings have too often
tbeen entirely destitute of colours or overdone
T\with them, bedizened with streaked or spotty
C' contrasts, or with gradation of hues so sobered

p
puritanically down as to be still more unendurable
um tameness.

SUMMER UIARRHCEA IN LARGE TOWNS.
Infant mortality is now generally acknow-

ledged to be a useful test of the physical and
sanitary condition of any aggregation of human
beings, although its value for comparison may be
in some cases partially destroyed by varying
birth-rates. With almost greater safety may we
assnme that the extent of the mortality among
infants in summer, from diarrhoea, affords con-
clusive evidence of the stamina and strength of
constitution possessed by infants in difl’erent

localities. Healthy parents as a rule have
healthy children, and we may therefore fairly

conclude that where infant mortality is habi-
tually high, or even exceptionally so in summer,
through the prevalence of diarrhma, there is the
general standard of health low.
Recent weekly returns of tho Registrar-

General have furnished some useful facts con-
nected with the extent of the mortality from
diarrhcea in our large English towns, during
past weeks. This year, moreover, can scarcely
be called exceptional

;
for as surely as the sum-

mer comes round, from year to year, so are the
deaths swelled by the mortality from this
disease. In ordinary years this mortality is

principally confined to infants, as has been the
case this year; periodically it becomes epidemic
iu a choleraic form. During the past three weeks,
in ten of our largest towns, including London, of
7,673 deaths from all causes, 1,52U were the result
of diarrhoDa, being 20 per cent, of the total
deaths. Wears not able testate the exact number
of these deaths which occurred among infants,

but, taking London as an example, it is quite
safe to conclude that at least 95 per cent, of
these deaths from diarrhcea are of children nob
exceeding one year of age. Mnch of this waste
of infant life is doubtless owing to carelessness
and ignorance of mothers, who first probably
induce the complaint, and then either neglect or
are unaware of the proper treatment. Medical
practitioners in crowded neighbourhoods well
know to what extent these causes tend to the
fatality of this disease. The presence of organic
impurity, however, in either the atmosphere or
the water is now thoroughly acknowledged as
one of the loading causes which produce the
summer scourge. It will, therefore, be useful
to compare its fatality in tho different towns.

Of the annual death-rate per 1,000 from all

causes in the three past weeks, the mortality
from diarrhoea has been 2 in Bristol, 3 in London,
5 iu Newcastle, G iu Liverpool, 8 in Sheffield, 10
in Manchester and Leeds, 11 in Birmingham,
and 12 in Hull. These figures at first sight
appear somewhat contradictory, but should be
studied side by side with full information as to
the sanitary activity prevailing in the different
towns, and the nature of their water supply.
Bristol, though possessing many natural disad-
vantages, has, in the results of the past few
years, every reason to be proud of its sanitary
condition, and we are, therefore, prepared to find
it stand at the head of the list with a low mor-
tality from diarrhcea. London, having spent its

millions on a system of main drainage, having
an efficient stafi’ of medical officers, and a water
supply which, although not beyond reproach, is

now steadily improving, thunks in a great mea-
sure to public attention having been awakened
to its vast importance, now stands next to
Bristol, not only iu its general death-rate, but
also with the lowest mortality from diarrhoea.
It is, however, somewhat surprising to find New-
castle appearing with hut half tho mortality
from diarrhoea from which other large towns
have suffered, when the recent and present high
death-rate from all causes iu that town are taken
into consideration. Sheffield has recently en-
joyed a death-rate below the average of the other
towns, and the health of Liverpool is fast im-
proving; bat in Manchester and Leeds the
continual high rates somewhat prepai'e us for
the fatality of diarrhcea. Not so with Birming-
ham and Hull, both of which towns have, in the
last two or three years, stood well as regards
their death-rates among the list of large towns.
It would be well that these towns should endea-
vour to discover the cause of this fatality of
summer diarrhusa. The water supply of Bir-
mingham, at least, is rather suspected of being
deficient both in quality and quantity. If this
suspicion be founded on fact, we need look no
further to account for the prevalence of this
disease.

In the Register-General’s return for the week
ending 2l8t September, it is gratifying to find
that the fall in tho temperature of that week
had somewhat influenced the mortality from

diarrhcea
; it is worthy of remark, however, that

whereas in London it was only at the annual
rate of 1'9 per 1,000, the rate in the nine other
large towns furnishing weekly returns, with
more than two millions of population, averaged
7'7 per 1,000. This fact is somowliab remark-
able

; and should be pondered upon in onr large
towns. Either the ignorance and cnrolessness
of mothers in provincial towns is greater than
in London, or medical assistance is not so ready
to hand, or sanitary supervision is not so effec-

tive in keeping the atmosphere free from organic
emanations, or the water supply is more liable
to sewage contamination

; it may be that any,
or a little of all these causes is at work, but
whatever the causes may be, the fact itself

should not be lost sight of. The thousands of
infants annually dying from summer diarrhcea
are surely worth an effort to save.

THE EARLY CONDITION OF MAN
;
THE

ORIGINATION OF RACES; AND THE
RELATION OF THESE QUESTIONS TO
PRE-HISTORIC ART, AND TO VARIA-
TIONS OF STYLE AND CHARACTER.

The title prefixed will sufficiently serve to

show what is our idea of the great interest that
should be taken by architects and others, in re-

ports of certain papers and disoassious iu the
Geographical and Ethnological Sections of the
British Association for the Advancement of
Science at the lute meeting in Dundee, and to

which particular importance of the subject-

matter we have already alluded. W© subjoin a
summary. The papers, more immediately re-

ferred to in this present notice, may be said to
have commenced with one by Mis. Lynn Linton,
on the “ Ethnography of tho French Exhibition.”
It contained these observations;

—

Scattered throughout the building are exam-
ples of almost every condition of human life,

from the rude works of the savage, whoso finest

ideas of art are embodied in a necklace of shells,

a mask of tattoo, or a temple of skulls, through
the intermediate grades of the serai-civilized

making their first awkward efforts after an intel-

lectual life, up to tho latest productions of Euro-
pean skill, and the grandest combiuations of
human power and material forces which tho
world has yet seen. One of the most interesting
parts of the Exhibition is the Arclimological
Gallery, which leads us by sneoeseivo stages
from the primitive condition of iho lake-dwellers

to tho complex life of modern times. Then how
expressive of ethnological conditions are the
special manufactures of various races!—the in-

tention, so to speak, of different natioual work-
manship. At first sight it would appear that all

gold and silver work would have much the same
meaning; that diamonds and emeralds could
never be much more than diamonds and eme-
ralds

;
and that silks and satins, if they answered

their final end of clothing the human body,
would have no other function or expression.

But seen and compared together, tho work of
each nation has a distinctive character of its

own, evidencing the peculiar habit of thought
and intellectual status of the race. Within
the larger area of ethnological diflerences in art
lies the smaller one of international differences,

seen very clearly in the various Europeau courts,

and the direction which the genius of productive
art has taken in each. Take the jewels as one
very small but popular example. There are
lovely Italian ornaments of the purest taste,

broad and simple, though so highly wrought;
and there are Palais Royal pretbinesses of dia-
mond birds and golden boas, and green leaves,

with lady-birds settled on the edge, and drifting

flower-petals, bearing dewdrops in the curve,
and childish toys as pins and charms, and
brooches and buttons

;
and, to crown all, automic

singing birds, executing a duet of sung most
creditably for metal windpipes. Then we have
the Eoglish jewelry, culminating in Lady Dud-
ley’s jewels, incomparably tho finest in the
Exhibition, but owing nothing to their treat-

ment. They are set quite quietly announcing
themselves, and dependent only on intrinsic

value. A Frenchman wonld have isolated the
finest, and have massed the smaller ioto si;

overwhelming oonglomerato of brilliancy. The
Englishman simply sets them so as to show*

themselves in order. Is there no international

difference here ?

After a oomparison of the features and cos-
tumes in the model-figures, the writer oh-
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served :— Onfc of doors, the annexes, architecture,
and restaurants offer the same immense national
varieties. The forward races fill their allotted

spaces with scientific material, and the latest

mechanical contrivances
;
while Ej^ypt builds np

a model of the Temple of Edfou, with its

sphinxes, lotus capitals, and the Eternal Neph
upon the architrave. But as repetition inva-
riably vulgarises, the subtle gjace of line and
harmony of colour of the original is lost in the
copy, which, however, does not prevent our feel-

ing the wonderful union of past and present,
when we find a modern model of Lesseps’ Canal
and the whole Egyptian country inside the doors
which Neph overshadows and the sphinx pro-
tects.

The paper concluded :—There is one little

fact in the English Food department which must
not be omitted, thongh apparently insignificant.

Owen Jones, our best illuminator and ornamen-
tal artist, has given his skill for the better dis-

play of Huntley & Palmer’s biscuits
;
and Crosse

& Blackwell have used a beautiful Wedgwood
vase for their preserved ginger. The meaning
of which is surely the endeavour, now making
itself felt through all English life, to get a true
and noble manner of art into our daily surround-
ings, and the desire to unite the idealising

presence of beauty with the practical advan-
tages of utilitarian science, hitherto at war
together.

The subjects of race and the antiquity of man
occupied a large amount of attention in the
lecture. On the Saturday, three papers by Mr.
Crawfiird were read. They were :

—“ On the
Antiquity of Man

“

On the Complexion, Hair,
and Eyes as Tests of the Races of Man;” and
“ On the snpposed Aborigines of India, as dis-

tinguished from its Civilised Inhabitants.” In
the course of the first paper, it was said that
the discovery of metals, without a knowledge of
which man must have ever remained a feeble
savage, attested man’s antiquity. The difficult

art of making malleable iron seemed to have
been immemoriaiiy known and practised, even
by the rudest people of the Old World, but it

might be fairly conjectured that the first dis-

covery must have been made by natives who
had previously made considerable advances in
civilization, and that from them the art came to
be disseminated among ruder tribes. He was
led to entertain that opinion because the same
word of the Malay or Javanese language was
given to iron, and even to steel, in all the lan-
guages of the Malayan archipelago, and in the
language of the savages of Borneo. Were the
languages of the negroes of Africa investigated

—

the rudest of whom are known to practise the
art of fabricating malleable iron—it would pro-
bably be found that it was acquired from the
Mauritanians, Carthaginians, and Egyptians on
the western, and from the Hindus on the eastern
side of the continent. After reference to the
ages that must have elapsed before man acquired
power of making a record of his actions, the
writer said :—The countries in which—through
the auspicious character of the physical geo-
graphy and intellectnal quality of the races in-

habiting them—the earliest civilization sprang
up, were Egypt, Syria, the valleys of the Tigris
and Euphrates, India, and China

;
and, in a

minor degree, Persia, the region lying between
India and China, Japan, and one or two islands
of the Malayan Archipelago. In all these
writing had been early discovered, and a balendar
•formed—arts indispensable to the rudest record
-of human events. Bat it was not necessary
alone that the capacity of framing a record
should exist; it was not less necessary that the
monument containing it should be of durable
materials, and be under conditions favourable
to its preservation. In regions subject to
violent alternations of heat and cold, drought
and moisture, the most lasting materials were
in time decomposed, while in tropical climates
the same destruction was produced by a
rank vegetation. Hume made true history
begin with the first page of Thucydides; but
man’s story went far back beyond the time
either of Thucydides or Herodotus. Egypt was,
far beyond all other countries, that in which the
chronicle of civilized man could be carried to

the highest antiquity. After many dynasties of
gods and demigods, the earliest date which,
with any show of antiquity, could be ascribed to
the history of Egypt, began with the first

dynasty of civil writers, and the learned made
that correspond with the year before Christ 8986,
which would make the first dawn of reliable
history 10,833 years old, reckoning to our own
time. The Pyramids of the first dynasty were

built, according to the same authority, Lesueur,
B.C. 3460; the Great Pyramid, B.C. 3280

—

respectively 5,327 and 5,127 years ago. At the
earliest of these dates the Egyptians were
already a civilized people, in possession of a
high scale of numbers, of a kalendar, and of the
art of writing

; while at the latest of them they
were certainly a numerous people, skilled in

architecture, and equal to the construction of
gigantic monuments. The history of the Jews
conld pretend to no such antiquity as that of the
Egyptians, or even as that of the Chinese. There
was a general assent among critics in fixing the
building of the Temple to the year before Christ
1015—a date which would make it 2,446 years
later than the construction of the oldest of the
Pyramids. Reckoning backwards, the Exodus
preceded the building of the Temple by 480
years, and the bondage in Egypt was given as
having lasted 430 years. There were other races
of man which, from their conspicuous position,
must have made a very early advancement,
although probably not equalling that of the
Egyptians. The valleys of the Tigris and
Enphrates, from their climate, fertility of soil,

and facility of investigation, with the genins of
their inhabitants, were formed by nature to be
the seat of a very early civilization, and we have
abundant evidence of such a civilization having
sprung up, rivalling that of Egypt in extent, and
greatly surpassing it in power. Its perishable
monnments, however, do not furnish us with the
same satisfactory evidence of antiquity as do the
enduring monuments of Egypt.

Mr. Crawfurd’s conclusions, recapitulated,
were that man, though the latest creation of

the class of beings to which be is most nearly
allied, is yet of vast antiquity, whilst the
time elapsed since he acquired the art of making
a durable record forme but a small fraction of
the period. In the early portion of the period
he was without speech, ignorant of every art,

and, like the lower animals, chiefly guided by
instinct. This, according to Mr. Crawford, is to

be inferred from the fact that, where material
evidence of man’s presence exists, whether
in caves or “ drifts,” he is already found in pos-
session of implements of stone, implying a con-
siderable step in advance. But over the greater
part of the earth, auspicious locality and genius
of race were not so combined as to enable man
to reach the point of skill necessary to produc-
tion of the enduring record. Some races have
never approached it.

Sir John Lubbock thought Mr. Crawfurd some-
what underrated the quantity of human remains
which had been found under circumstances
which implied their great antiquity. It was
quite true, no doubt, that in the drift beds, from
which 80 many specimens ofhuman workmanship
had been obtained, no undeniable traces of
human bones had yet occurred

;
but it must be

remembered that many traces of human skele-

tons bad been found, and that it was only on
account of the extreme difficulty, in every case,

of feeling quite certain that they belong to those
beds in which they had occurred, that
archmologists and ethnologists had not felt

justified in putting them forward as indu-
bitable traces of human remains. There were
very many cases on record of caves in which
human bones had been found under circum-
stances which implied that they belonged
to the same antiquity as the weapons which
were found associated with them. They found
as many remains of bones in such localities as
they could expect to find, and he would even
venture to go further than that, and to say that
they found more than they might naturally have
expected to find in caves which had also been
used as the dwelling-places of man. Of course,

it was natural that, under any circumstances,
men were not buried in caves during the time
these were occupied as places of habitation; but
any difficulty they might have on that head was
removed when they found that the Esquimaux,
who lived under such very similar conditions, and
with animals identical with those that were living

with our earliest predecessors in the west of
Europe, paid very little attention to the remains
of their dead, allowing them to lie about
neglected in the neighbourhood of their dwell-
ings, and also that there were many races of
men who were actually in the habit of burying
their dead in the houses which they occupied
when alive, so that the tomb was not only
figuratively, but was literally “ the house of the
dead.” Among many races, such as the Esqui-
maux, when a man died, his body was laid in the
house which he had occupied, and it was shut
up

;
and there were traces of the same thing in

other parts of the world. It was, therefore,

partly to be accounted for in this way that so
many traces of human bones had been got in

caves which had evidently been inhabited. Upon
that point he could not help thinking that Mr.
Crawfurd would find that he need not explain or
apologise in any way for auy supposed absence
or rarity of human remains in those caves which
had latterly been examined with so much care.

Mr. Cyril Graham called attention to the fact

that the chronology followed by Mr. Crawfurd
was that of only one person. There were several
eminent Egyptologists who followed a different

system, and there was great reason to believe
that the Pyramids, which the writer of the paper
spoke of as having been built so very long ago,
had been built within a much more modern
period.

Dr. Hunt said there were some little difficulties

in the paper which he should like Mr. Crawfurd
to explain. First, there was that with regard to

the innate incapacity of the Australians. Mr.
Crawfurd went on to speak of the people who
were once without speech and had only instinct

—and he called these Men. Well, it was rather
a difficulty if they were once without speech,
and with only instinct, why he called such
beings men. Mr. Crawfurd had said that the
Australians had the innate incapacity to accept
civilization, and thus argued from that absolute
original distinction. With regard to the other
subject—that of Egypt : Bunsen was the first

advocate for the unity of man, and he said it

was utterly impossible to explain it in fewer
than twenty thousand years.

In replying, Mr. Crawfurd said that, as to the
unity of the human race, of course he did not
believe in that. His friend believed in the
theory of special selection, and be hoped to be
able to hear Sir John describe his theory of the
human species, to explain how he discovered the
missing link, how a monkey became a man, and
how all the different races of men had under-
gone the change they had now done. He would
like to see a single particle of evidence to show
that a black man became white, or a white man
became black, or how a black woman could be
compared to the women he saw before him. He
did not quite understand what his friend Dr.
Hunt had said about speech. He had made
remarks upon the difference between speech and
instinct. Dr. Hunt having explained that he
understood Mr. Crawfurd to have stated that
there were men without speech, and with only
instinct, wherenpon he (Dr. Hunt) had asked
how these creatures could be classed as men,
Mr. Crawfurd replied that Dr. Hunt had only
misconceived what he did say. He said that
there was capacity for speech, but that they
could not speak, because they had never learned.
In the same way they conld not use gun-
powder or steam-engines, because they knew
nothing about them.

In his second paper, Mr. Crawfurd adduced
facts which, he argued, at once disposed of the
hypothesis of climate being the cause of colour
in the human complexion. In the course of an
animated discussion that followed between Dr.
Hunt and the reader of the paper, the latter

said he recognised sixty distinct creations of
men, and the former spoke of the structure of
the hair as most important in a question of race,

saying that dark colour of hair and eyes, com-
bined with curliness of hair, was always a mark of
mental inferiority, and he challenged exception
to this generalization.

The third paper showed that in many parts of
India there existed rude tribes, differing widely
from the great body of the civilized inhabitants.
People in that state of society were found only
in districts more or less inaccessible, and by
their comparative sterility holding out little

temptation to conquest and occupation. He
accounted for the existing circumstances by
supposing detached growth of numerous distinct

civilizations
;
which would remain for a long

time unknown to each other, as were the Mexi-
can and the Peruvian in America. All this

most probably happened long before there was
an Aryan invasion, or a religion of Bramah. The
state of India at such a time would be a parallel

to that of America on its discovery
;
the wild and

savage tribes would be numerous, and the civi-

lized few in number. Proportionate to its extent,

it would have as many small tribes, speaking as

many distinct languages, as America itself.

On a subsequent day a paper was read by Sir

John Lubbock, “ On the Origin of Civilization,

and the Early Condition of Man.” It began by
alluding to the different opinions which have
always been held as to whether man constibutes
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one or many species, and to the two very differ-

ent views which there are also as to the primi-
tive condition of the first men, or first beings
worthy to be so called. Many writers, Sir John
Lnbbock said, have considered that man was
at first a mere savage, and that onr history has
on the whole been a steady progress towards
civilization, though at times, and at some times
for centuries, the race has been stationary, or
even has retrograded. Other authors of no Jess
eminence have taken a diametrically opposite
view. According to them, man was from the
commencement pretty much what he is at pre-
sent. If possible, even more ignorant of the
arts and sciences now, but with mental qualities
not much inferior to our own. Savages they
consider to be the degenerate descendants of far

euperior ancestors. Of the recent supporters of
this theory, amongst the most eminent was the
late Archbishop of Dublin, who enunciated his

opinions in these words :
—

“ We have no reason
to believe that any community ever did, or ever
can emerge, unassisted by external helps, from a
state of utter barbarism, into anything that can
be called civilization. Man has not emerged
from the savage state

;
the progress of any com-

munity in civilization, by its own internal means,
must always have begun from a condition re-
moved from that of complete barbarism, out of
which it does not appear that men ever did or
can raise themselves.” The paper proceeded

' with an examination of the reasons that led Dr.
' Whately to his conclusion. In the course of

this it was shown how short a period is a centurv
in the history of the human race, and that if,

taking the ordinary chronology, in 6,000 years a
given race has only progressed from a state of
Titter savagery to the condition of the Austra-
lian, we could not expect to find much change
in one more century

j for, many a fishing vil-

lage, even on our own coast, is in very nearly
the same condition as it was 127 years ago.

' Civilized races, according to the views advocated
1 ty Sir John Lubbock, are the descendants
I of races risen from a state of barbarism.
Barbarians, on the contrary, argue his oppo-

1 nents, are the descendants of civilized races,
I and have sunk to their present condition.
1 But, according to Sir John Lubbock, Archbishop
' Whately admits that the civilized races are still

r rising, while the savages are now stationary, and
g seems to regard this as an argument in support of
t the proposition that tbedifference between the two
i is due not to the progress of the one set of races,
1: bub to the degradation of those whom he himself
I maintains to be stationary. The delusion. Sir
. John says, is natural, and like that which every
c one must have sometimes experienced in looking
c out of a train in motion, when the woods and fields

s seem to be flying from us, whereas we know that
i in reality we are moving and they are stationary.
I Having considered the arguments brought for-
T ward by Whately, Sir John proceeded to state
f facts on the other side. First, he endeavoured to
s show that there are indications of progress even
a among savages

;
second, that among the most

c civilized nations there are traces of original bar-
ttarism. He adduced evidence in favour of onr
a assuming that if Australia, New Zealand, or
S South America had ever been peopled by a race
0 of herdsmen and agriculturists, the fauna and
"flora of these countries would almost inevitably

b. have given evidence ofthe fact, and differed much
fr from the condition in which they were discovered.
F Further, we might assert that no weapons or in-
Ei struments of metal have ever been found in any
0 country inhabited by savages wholly ignorant of
n metallurgy. A still stronger case, said Sir John,
I'is afforded by pottery. Pottery is nob easily de-
slatroyed : when known at all it is always abundant;
a and it possesses two qualities there,—namely, that
o of being easy to break, and yet difiicnlt to destroy,
vwhich render it very valuable in an archaeological
ppoint of view. Moreover, it is in most cases asso-
c. ciated with burials. It is therefore a very sig-

anificant fact that no fragment of pottery has ever
bbeeu found in Australia, New Zealand, or the
PPolynesiau Islands. It seems to me extremely
iiimprobable that an art so easy and so useful
slahould ever have been lost by any race of men.
ilMoreover, this argument applies to several other
aiarts and instruments. I will mention only
btwo, though several others might be brought
fcforward. The art of spinning and the use of
ttthe bow are quite unknown to many races of
Ersavages, and yet would hardly be likely to have
hbeen abandonedwhen once known. The absence of
aiarchitectural remains in these countries is

aanother argument. Archbishop Whately, indeed,
I
clclairas this as being in his favour, but the absence

, ofof monuments in a country is surely indication of

barbarism and not of civilization. The mental
condition of savages seems also to me to apeak
strongly against the “degrading” theory. I

have elsewhere pointed ont that, according to the
almost universal testimony of all writers on
savages—merchants, philosophers, naval men,
and missionaries alike—there are many races of
men who are altogether destitute of a religion.

The cases are perhaps less numerous than they
are asserted to be, but many of them rest on
doubtful evidence. Yet I feel it difficult to be-

lieve that any people which had once possessed a
religion would ever have entirely lost it. Religion
appeals so strongly to the hopes and fears of

men-—it takes so deep a hold on most minds—it

is so great consolation in times of sorrow and of
sickness—that I can hardly think any nation
would ever abandon it altogether. Where,
therefore, we find a race which is now ignorant
of religion, I cannot bub assume that it has
always been so. Sir John then mentioned a few
cases in which some improvement appeared to
have taken place, including that of the inhabi-

tants of the Andaman Islands, who have recently
introduced outriggers

;
of the Bachapins, who,

when visited by Burchell, had just commenced
working iron; and of the Wajiji negroes, who
have recently learned to make brass. The
rude substitutes for writing found among
various tribes, Sir John said, must also in many
cases be regarded as of native origin. In the
case of the system of letters invented by Mo-
hammed Doaln, a negro of the Vei country, in

West Africa, the idea was no doubt borrowed
from the missionaries, although it was worked
out independently. In other cases, however,
this could not, he thought, be maintained. Take
the case of the Mexicans. Even if we suppose
that they are descended from a primitively civi-

lized race, and had gradually and completely
lost both the use and tradition of letters—to Sir

John’s mind a most improbable hypothesis—still

we must look on their system of picture-writing
as being of American origin. Even if a system
of writing by letters conld ever be altogether

lost—-which he doubted—it certainly could not
be abandoned for that of |picture-writing, which
is inferior in every point of view. Although,
therefore, we have no historical proof that the
civilisation of America was indigenous, we have
in its very character evidence, perhaps, more
satisfactory than any historical statements would
be. After a reference to systems of figures and
account-keeping amongst savage races, the
paper proceeded to certain considerations that
seemed to show that even the moat civilised

races were once in a state of barbarism. Not
only throughout Europe, not only in Italy and
Greece, Sir John said, bub even in the so-called

cradle of civilization itself—in Palestine and
Syria and in India—the traces of the stone age
have been discovered. It may, indeed, be said,

that these were only the fragments of those
stone knives, &c., which we know were used in

religious ceremonies long after metal was in

general use for secular purposes. But why were
stone knives used by the Egyptian and Jewish
priests ? Just because they had been at one
time in general use, and there was a feeling of
respect or reluctance to use the new substance
in religious ceremonies.

After having adduced a great amount of other
evidence, and after remarking on one of the
illustrations as showing that similar ideas in

distant countries owe their origin, not “ to an
era before the dispersion of the human race,”

but to the original identity of the human mind,
Sir John wound up thus :—While I do not believe
that similar customs in different nations are
“ inherited from a common source,” or are neces-

sarily primitive, I certaiuly do see in them an
argument for the unity of the human race,

which, however, be it remarked in parenthesis,

is not necessarily the same thing as the descent
from a single pair. In conclusion, then, sir,

while I do not mean for a moment to deny that
there are cases in which nations have retro-

graded, I regard these as exceptional instances.

The facts and arguments which I have here very
briefly indicated might have been supported by
many other illustrations which I could not bring
before you without unduly extending a comma-
uication already somewhat too long. They,
however, I think, afford strong grounds for the
following conclusions :—namely, that existing

savages are not the descendants of civilized

ancestors; that the primitive condition of man
was one of utter barbarism

;
that from this con-

dition several races have independently raised
themselves. These views follow, I think, from

. strictly scientific considerations. We shall not,

however, be the less inclined to adopt them on
account of the cheering prospects which they
bold out for the future. If the past history of
man has been one of deterioration, we have but
a groundless hope of future improvement; but,
on the other hand, if the past has been one of
progress, we may fairly hope that the future will

be so too ; that the blessings of civilization will

not only be extended to other countries and
other nations, but that even in our own land
they will be rendered more general and more
equable, so that we shall not see before us
always, as now, multitudes of onr own fellow-

countrymen living the life of savages in our very
midst, neither possessing the rough advantages
and real, though coarse, pleasures of savage
life, nor yet availing themselves of the far

higher and more noble opportunities which lie

within the reach of civilized man.
The chairman. Sir Roderick Mnrchiaon, ex-

pressed his adhesion to the views of the author
of the paper, and his conviction that there had
been progression throughout the works of Nature.

Professor Busk said there was a previous
question, which should be settled before they
could enter into the substance of this paper,
namely, what was meant by “ civilization.”

The word might be explained in several ways.
In one sense it might be regarded as the obtain-
ing of a command over the powers of nature,
and the invention and application of useful arts

;

but in another and much higher sense, “ civili-

zation ” meant the cultivation of moral qualities

and of intellectual pursuits. Now, when they
regarded mankind from this last point of view,
he thought the results would be very different

from those which should be arrived at if they
considered civilization simply in the broad sense
of the mere application of useful arts for pur-
poses of ordinary life. In the higher sense of
the word, they had at the present time in the
world perhaps three, but at all events two,
distinct kinds of civilization. They had the
Chinese in the westward parts of Asia, the
origin of which was lost in remote antiquity

;

they had, secondly, a civilization in western
Europe, and probably throughout Hindostan,
though that might, perhaps, be a distinct centre,

but at any rate it diverged at a very remote
period from European civilization. But the one
to which he was particularly desirous of drawing
attention was the civilization of Europe, which
was drawn entirely from the Greeks— for all

modem inquiry, even in the form of physical
inquiry, was to be traced to the ancient civili-

zation of Greece. He thought that in one sense
—that was the intellectual sense—the moderns
had not advanced one single degree beyond the
civilization of ancient Greece : there had been
no progress whatever in that respect. Of course,
there had been a great acquirement of physical
knowledge, and an abundant application of that
knowledge to the useful arts. The condition of
mankind had been very much improved in con-
sequence

;
but the real essential civilization of

the human mind had not advanced, he supposed,
in Western Europe from the time of Aristotle and
Plato to the present. They reasoned in the same
way as we do; they had almost the same moral
sentiments—and the higher among them, those
of Socrates, for instance, were equal to ours.

There had been no advance in civilization in that
direction, so far as he (Dr. Busk) could see from
the period of these great meu, and probably for
some time before it. The origin of this Greek
civilization was as yet a great mystery

; but he
thought he might say, expressing himself widely,
that all the civilization iu the world with which
they were acquainted, leaving out the Chinese,
was due to one common source, whatever that
source was, although it was lost, like that of the
Chinese, in the remotest antiquity. They had
no evidence of nations which had been debarred,
from their geographical position and circum-
stances, from coming within the sphere of this

Greek civilization. They had no instance of any
nations having become civilized except as they
had come into contact with it since. The whole
civilization—or so-called civilization, which was
merely the invention of industrial arts among
savage nations, with the exception of a trifling

inQuence of that kind—the whole of their

advance was due to their contact with tho
European mind

;
he thought no one could deny

that. He fully concurred with Sir J. Lubbock
in the assertion that these savage nations were
not degenerated from any former condition of
civilization of any kind

;
but at the same time he

was hardly prepared to admit that there was any
evidence to show that savage nations had tho
power of advancing themselves by their own
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unaided intellect. They had a striking instance
to the contrary in the case of the African Conti-
nent, or rather that part of it south of the Great
Desert. That part of Africa, of course, was quite
cut off from the rest of the world, as well in

modern as in ancient times. Those Ethiopian
races had existed in Africa in vast multitudes,
in some of the most fertile countries in the
world, with every possible advantage of metals
and minerals, and with abundnucs of animals
which they might tame, and which other races
than themselves bad tjimed. Ho referred to the
African elephant; the n^ro had never domesti-
cated it, though it was perfectly capable of

domestication. The negro was so stationary a
creature that ho had never from the beginning
of time invented an alphabet, or built a ship, or
domesticated a single animal

; he was as great
a savage as he had been in the early dawn of
his country. He bad never been bro'agbt Bufl3.

ciently in contact with European civilization;

but, even if he were, it seemed doubtful whether
he would ever advance to bo more than a mere
copyist

; but chat he would never originate ideas,
either moral or intellectual.

Sir Walter Elliot was understood to ask Sir
John Lubbock whether it was not the case that
no race of men had ever been discovered who
were not po.^soseed of hiirhly artificial language.
It was nlnioBt impossible to conceive that
savages gradually emerging from utter bar-
barism should be able to form a structure of
grammar such as was to be found among them.
There were instances of races fulling from a
high civilization to a lower. He mentioned, in
detail, several Indian races as an illustration
of this. He also related as a curious f,<ct that
an instrument like the boomerang of Australia
was represented on some of the Egyptian moou-
ments, and had evidently been in use among
that people 3,000 years ago.
The Rov. H. B. Tristram wished to suggest to

Sir John Lubbock whether his statements and
facts were not compatible with some other con-
clusion than that at which he had arrived. He
agreed with Sir John in the emphatic statement
"which he had put forth of tho original identity
of the human mind

; but at tho same time he
would suggest whether many races which had
not yet risen might not still rise to a higher
place in the scale of civilization. While on
tho Gold Coast and the Slave Coast even the
commonest arte of life had been lost, and lost
from the earliest time of which the Portuguese
voyagers gave us any account of the Guinea
Coast, yet in the interior of the country south
of the Sahara, iu the centre of Senegambia, many
of those arts were found, such as malting
barley, weaving and dyeing, and smelting iron.
These arts certainly told of a civilization which
put the negro a little above the position in which
Professor Busk would place him. But granting
that the negro bad as yet shown no aptitude for
or power of invention, and that he bad never
risen without our help, was there not a time
when the civilization ot the Greek race was far
behind that of the Egyptian race ? Did not
history seem to say that there was some sudden
start at some period ? First, the Chinese civili-

zation, then the Assyrian, then the Egyptian,
then the Greek civilization, of which we are the
successors, which had arisen at different periods,
in different nations, perhaps independent of each
other

;
but ever since these civilizations arrived

at a certain height, Dr. Busk tells us, they have
not advanced. Perhaps they did not ; certainly
the Chinese and the Assyrians did not advance,
and tho Egyptians were stationary for many
ages, ilay not these other races liave their
turn to advance, if they have a sufficient draft
on tho bank of time, and produce, too, their
Socrates aud Platos ? Then he thought Sir John
Lubbock had hardly given sufficient allowance
to one very probable way in which the islands
in those distant regions were peopled. If the
northern parts of Europe were peopled with out-
casts from civilization—if they were peopled
with shipwrecked crews cast ashore in boats

—

was it not most probable that these individuals
could not possibly, from the force of circum-
stances, on their first arrival preserve their arts

;

and then the very first terms of language that
they would lose would surely be the abstract
terms. While they would preserve tho names
of any particular tree, the abstract idea of a tree
wouldibe the very first that they would lose. He
(Mr. Tristram) was submitting this on the
hypothesis that there had been degradation as
directly opposed to Sir John Lubbock

j he was
submitting that it was true that Sir John’s facts
might be reconciled with the hypothesis of de-

gradation, which he himself believed in most
firmly. He never could see anything in the
state of these savages which might not be easily

accounted for by their isolation; and the diffi-

culty of the unity of language seemed to him
to arise from the fact, that as they lost their
knowledge of the arts, they lost all terms of
speech which represented those arts that they had
forgotten. He did not see it was impossible to
reconcile Sir John’s facts with the fact of all

barbarism being a degradation from a previous
civilization—not such a civilization as we have
at present, but such a civilization as existed at
present in Arabia, Armenia, and in the Plateau
of Xorthern Asia.

Dr. Hunt entirely disagreed with Professor
Busk respecting his opinion that there had been
no advance in the civilization of the people of
Western Europe during the last two thousand
years. Two thousand years ago there were a
small people who had arrived at a very high
state of intellectual culture and civilization, but
it was no less true that that was confined to a
very small portion of Europe, and that since that
period it had extended throughout the whole
area of the Continent. They saw then a centre
from which civilization radiated, but there were
no doubt other centres at this time from which
a higher civilization was again radiating, and
possibly Dundee was one of these centres. With
regard to his opinion that no savage race had
advanced, that was also to some extent the
opinion of the author of the paper. He had told
them that there were several races who had
raised themselves, but it was only a question of
degree, and be understood Sir John Lubbock to
mean that these savage races had raised them-
selves only to a certain position. He thought
that, up to this time, there had been no real
scientific satisfactory reply to the questions
Whately had propounded. He said they never
knew of any savages civilizing themselves, and

: that, therefore, civilization was the original state
I of man. Now he (Dr. Hunt) was very much

I

surprised that, after the conclusive and exhaus-
, tive, satisfactory and final, answer to the qnes-

I

tion, and the facts there brought forward, that
there was any member of the Association who
would still advance the opinion which they had
heard from Mr, Tristram. Sir John Lubbock
seemed to have brought forward all the evidence
in such a clear manner as to leave no mistake on
the minds of those who wero open to convic-
tion, that the original state of man was not
certainly that which was depicted by those
who believed it to bo a state of civilization.
With regard to the unity of language of
which Mr. Tristram spoke, tho progress of sci-
entific inquiry showed that there were great
diversities which could not be reconciled by any
theory of unity. Mr. Tristram had told them
that they must wait with regard to tho civiliza-
tion of the negro and other savage races, but that
was nob science. They had to found science on
facts which they at present knew. They were
nob called npon, before bringing forward a scien-
tific theory, to say what might take place in the
future. All they could do was to trace the
history of the races in the past, and see accord-
ing to that what were the theories to be pro-
pounded. With regard to the original unity of
the human mind, to which Sir John Lubbock had
alluded, did Sir John mean an original unity iu
the shape and the form and the size of the brain
or the skull P If he did, then he (Dr. Hunt)
must entirely differ from him

; bat if he meant
an original unity of all animal life, then he for
one had no objection to that expression

;
or if he

meant to say the original unity of all organic
nature, he should not raise the slightest objec-
tion to the words

;
but he should be very glad

to know exactly what was meant by Sir John
Lubbock with regard to the words, “ tho original
unity of the human mind.” With regard to the
conclusions to which Sir Jolm Lubbock had
come, he entirely agreed with the first and
second. As to the third, that several races bad
raised themselves, perhaps Sir John would kindly
mention any race which had done so. He (Dr.
Hunt) did not know at this moment of any race
who had raised themselves since we first knew
them, with tho exception of the races of Europe.
The whole races of mankind appeared to him to
have derived their progress and their advance-
ment in civilization from the European races.

Sir John Lubbock, in reply, said he thought
the remarks which had fallen from Mr. Tristam
and Dr. Hunt showed the necessity there was
for his reference to the opinions of Archbishop
Whately, which Lad been called in question by
Mr. Crawfnrd. In answer to remarks about

religion, he would only repeat that many travel-
lers had met with savage races who had no
knowledge of religion. Dr. Hunt had asked him
for some cases of nations who had raised them-
selves, He thought many might be given, but
he would merely mention the Chinese, Mexicans,
and Egyptians as three races who appeared to
him to have raised themselves to a certain
amount of what Professor Busk would still per-
mit him to call civilization, independently of any
assistance from one another.
The discussion then terminated.
Connected with the subjects of the papers and

discussions that have occupied so much of our
space, was the announcement made by Sir Rode-
rick Murchison, of ‘‘ The International Congress
of Anthropology and Prehistoric Archaeology for
1867.” The decision as to a meeting in England
had been made, on the 29th August last, at the
meeting in Paris, over which M. Lartet presided.
In making the announcement, Sir Roderick re-
ferred to some local manifestation of feeling as
to the tendency, supposed, of one of the papers
read in the section.*

MONUMENTAL.
We learn that the execution of the proposed

statue of Mr. Peabody is now resolved upon.
At a meeting of the general committee on
Saturday, the amount reported was over 3,0001.,

when it was decided by the unanimous vote
of the meeting to entrust tho work to Mr.
Story, tho American sculptor. Mr. Peabody
will give sittings in Rome, and it is hoped
that the statue, which is to be of bronze,
may be ready within eighteen months. The
Corporation of London have been memoralized
to grant a site near the Royal Exchange. The
subscription list will be closed this month. The
treasurer is Sir Benjamin S. Phillips, alderman
and the honorary secretary Mr. Charles Reed,
F.S.A.
The Birmingham town council have resolved

" That the Free Libraries Committee bo in-

structed to consider if accommodation can be
afforded in the Gallery of Art for the temporary
keeping of the statue of H.R.H. the late Prince
Consort, and to report to the conncil.”

It has been resolved to erect a memorial of
the late Lord Foversbam, at Helmsley, and a
design, in the form of a market cross, with a
suitable inscription, has been accepted, the
architects being Messrs. Banks & Barry, of West-
minster. The memorial is to be placed in the
market-place, and already about 600Z. have been
subscribed towards the necessary expenditure.
A Brockett Memorial has been erected in St.

Edmund’s Cemetery, Gateshead. The committee
selected the design of Mr. Pearson, marble and
stone works, of the Red Barns, in this town, and
tho work was intrusted to him. The monument
is a square Gothic one. Tho inscription is in

grateful remembrance of Wm. Henry Brockett
J.P., Mayor of Gateshead, 1839-40.”

A mausoleum, erected to the memory of the
late Duke de Morny, in the cemetery of Pere
la Chaise, is now terminated. This monument
stands on the western summit of the eminence
which overlooks Paris, cob far from the tombs of
Caaimir Delavigne and Honore de Balzac.

OPENING OF PRESTON TOWN HALL
AND PARKS.

The Duke of Cambridge has inaugurated tho
new Town Hall and two public parka, and the
Mayor next day opened Moor Park. Both occa-
sions were celebrated by holiday ceremouial.
The new Town Hall has been about five years

in building. We gave a view of it in the Builder
of 30th August, 1862, p. 620. The architect was
Mr. Scott. The building occupies the site of

the previous Town Hall, at the top of Fishergate
and the higher end of the market-place. The
architecture is Gothic of the early part of the
fourteenth century. The ground-fioor contains
an exchange-room, 60 it. by 40 ft. Over the
exchange-room there is a great hall for the
holding of public meetings, &c. All the windows
are filled in "with stained quarry glass. The
entire cost of the To^vn Hall will be about
70,000Z.

The new parks, opened by the Duke of Cam-

* In making this summary have derived assistance
from the Dundee Adterfitier, whose reports of the entire
meeting fulJy deserved the encomiums they have received.
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bridge, are situated on the south-western side of

the town. One of them is called Avenham
Park and the other Miller Park. The former
has long in the main part of it been a recreation

ground, but until lately has not been laid out
to any particular extent. The latter is quite a
new park, the land for the greater part of it

having been given on certain conditions to the

town by the late Mr. Alderman T. Miller, of

Preston. Both parks have been laid out accord-
ing to designs by Mr. Miller, landscape-gardener.

At the higher end of Miller Park there is a
belvedere of stone, and in the centre of the
ground a fountain. Moor Park is 100 acres in

extent. It is situated on the northern side of

the town, and is a new one.

CAMBERWELL.

The land on which Christ Church stands
being required by the South Metropolitan Gas
Company, the site and building have been pur-
chased under the powers of an Act of Parliament
for the sum of 6,0001. A new site has been
obtained in the Old Kent - road, near the
“ Half - way House,”* being the house and
grounds lately occupied as a ladies’ school,

and known as Claremont House, but which
was formerly the residence of the notorious
Dick Turpin.”
The foundation-stone of the new church was

laid last week, and the building, which is now in

active progress, will be ready for use by Mid-
summer next. It will be a brick structure, with
dressings of yellow and blue stone, and in style
a free adaptation of Early French Gothic. The
chancel will be to the road, which places the
ouilding as nearly east and west as the exi-
gencies of the site will permit.
The plan consists of a wide nave and south

aisle, containing a gallery for about four-fifths
>f its length, but set back from the nave-aroade
itbout 7 ft., and, stopping short of the east end
if the aisle about 9 ft. The gallery is reached by
1. Portland-stone staircase of semicircular plan,
imd the building containing this also serves as a
means of exit for the sittings under the gallery.
The main entrance is by a large porch at the
uast end of the south aisle in the corner fomied
r?y it and the vestry, with orgau-chambei' over,
bwhich in its turn fills the south-east angle formed
oy the chancel and aisle. There will also be a
iiarge doorway at the western end of the north
uave-wall, near which the font will be placed,
tfhero will be no clearstory-lights : the nave will
eje lighted by a large west window and four large
ithree-light windows in the north wall. The
roresent contract does not include the tower, to
iraiae the funds for which, however, an effort is

oiow being made : it will be erected over the
erestry and organ-loft,

‘ The present contract is taken by Messrs.
IcDove, at the sum of 4,754i., which will be
imcreased by another 1,0001. if the tower is

rerected before the completion of the present
otontract, and of this there is every probability,
lair. Bassett Keeling is the architect.
The spire of what is known as Camberwell

l^ew Church, one of Mr. Scott’s earlier works, is

oiow surrounded by scaffolding, with a view to
prery extensive repairs, rendered necessary by
eiecay of the stone.

THE MAGNESIAN CEMENT.

We have had experiments made with the
erement alluded to in Galignani as having
«teen invented by a M. Sorel. The ingre-
iejents are oxide of magnesia and chloride
ff magnesium, and the “cement” is there-

irjre an oxychloride of magnesia. That it has
eiementive power to some extent appears to be
kfhe fact, but the experiments are not very
tmeouraging. Time, at all events, will be neces-
arary to enable us to say what power the cement
Miay ultimately display, but it certainly does not
iihow much haste in setting and hardening
icnoroughly. Other cements are far superior in
liais respect. A good deal of gravelly sand,
owwever, may be mixed with it into a somewhat
;®raentive mass. How the ingredients can ever
e B made to compete with those of other cements
iQ cheapness we cannot see. Oxide of magnesia is

fy no means a cheap material : neither is chlo-
iide of magnesium. Oxychloride of zinc dis-

btayed more cementive power than oxychloride
magnesia.

HOLBORN VIADUCT AND LONDON
THOROUGHFARES.

Aftee being under the ban of public opinion

for half a century, Middle-row has disappeared,
and the viaduct looms up in the distance,

giving evidence of an earlier completion than
the public had recently been led to expect. When
finished, people will wonder how the hill had
remained so long a standing reproach to the

public spirit of the City, and the constant source
of serious accidents. The new streets in con-
nexion with it are hardly of less importance than
itself, and, when completed, will necessarily sug-

gest others : for instance, the one from Hatton-
garden to Smithfield will hardly be allowed to

end at Charter House-square; it certainly ought
to be continued not only into Aldersgate-street,

but through Bridgewater-gardens to Bunhill-
row, and thence between the Artillery-ground
and Bunhill-fields burial-ground to the City-

road. This would nob only be in itself a de-

sirable new thoroughfare between Smithfield
and the north-eastern parts of the town, but it

would be an important sanitary improvement
for one of the most crowded and dirty neigh-
bourhoods in London already pointed out by
you,—namely, the large block within Old-street,

the Barbican, Aldersgate-street, and Bunhill-row.
There is, however, in streets a difficulty

of great importance which the completion of

the viaduct will rather increase than diminish,
because the traffic will most likely be con-
siderably promoted by the opening up of wide
and convenient streets of easy grade converging
at the Old Bailey, having an aggregate width of

some 200 ft., the said traffic going east and west
by Newgate-street, which when widened will

only be 50 ft. ; and, still worse, Cheapside in

some parts is less than -10 ft., with very little

prospect of being widened. I am aware that

Mr. Haywood projected a new street throiigh

Christ’s Hospital eastwordly to Whitechapel, but
there does not seem much prospect of an early

commencement of this undertaking; and, even
if made, I have some doubts about the extent of

diversion of traffic which it would cause, being
mindful of other experiments in this way. On
the other hand, considering the value of property
and the nature of business in Cheapside, it seems
hopeless to expect any relief from an increased
width of that street

;
and as Greeham-street was

hopelessly botched from its commencement we
are left with one expedient only, that is, a new
street, or streets, as near Cheapside as possible.

I would propose a sti'eet commencing on the
north side of St. Ved,ast’a Churchy Foster-lane,

and running as nearly straight as possible to

Prince’s-atreet, crossing the Old Jewry at St.

Olave’s Church, and passing in rear of Grocers’

Hall. The access from St. Martin’s-le-Grand
would be rather difficult, as the Post-offioe

encroaches on a direct continuation of Newgate-
street; still, with the sanction of the authorities,

a practicable street might be laid out without
interfering with the integrity of that building.

And here I cannot help adverting to its entire

inadequacy to the enormously increased busi-

ness now forced upon that branch of the public
service. The style of architecture chosen is ill

adapted to the irregular form of the site, as,

including porticoes, nearly or quite one-third of

the space is lost. A two-story classical building
for strictly business purposes, not half large
enough for the wants of the Department, is not
the best way of utilising land worth probably
half a million per acre. Two or three portions

of the service are lodged in neighbouring streets,

to the great inconvenience of the public, and a
large space on the opposite side of the street is

now being purchased for an extension; but it

seems to me that, with the traffic of such a
street between them, this is nearly as bad as the
present method of having them in different

streets in the vicinity. My idea would be to

buy all the property within King Edward-street,
Bull and Mouth-street, St. Martin’s-le-Grand,
and Newgate-street, and there to raise a lofty

business-like block of buildings with an interior

court, the whole of sufficient capacity for double
the present business. This would, of course, be
very costly, but the sale of the old site would
partly recoup the expense, and in the long run
the most costly would really turn out the most
economical, as nothing can well exceed the ex-

travagance of our perpetual makeshift patch-
work way of doing such things.

When the Newgate meat-market is removed
to Smithfield, which, I fancy, may take place

some tinfe next year, I look forward to an agita-

tion for a new street from Cheapside through the

market site, Warwick.sqnare, between the Court
House and Newgate, to Farringdon-street, which,
if accomplished, would with the one I have pro-

posed settle the question of streets in that
vicinity for half a century at least. J. W.

A correspondent writes,'—Some years since

there was a plan noticed in the Builder for

uniting Tottenham-court-road with St. Martin’s-
lane by a new street.

Now that the North Western and Charing
Cross Underground Railway (which company
was to have made the new street) is given up,

would it not he as well to call the attention of
the Board of Works to the desirability of making
the new street ? It would be an immense
improvement to the W.C. district, and could be
m£^e at a moderate expense.

YALE COLLEGE MEMORIAL CHAPEL,
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT, U.S.

In accordance with the request of tho Alumni
of Yale College, expressed at the commemoration
in July, 1865, a committee then appointed have
considered various plans suggestod for a memo-
rial of their brethren who fell in the recent civil

war. After consulting with a committee ap-
pointed by the corporation of the college for the
construction of a new chapel, they reached the
conclusion that the desire could be best accom-
plished by connectiug this memorial with the
obapel which tho college had for some years past

proposed to erect. Designs were submitted to

the committee by several leading architects of

New York, each presenting some attractive

features, and from these the design presented by
Messrs. Vaux, Withers, & Co., of which we give a
view and plan, has been selected. Permission has
been obtained to devote to the memorial chapel

. a gift from Mr. Joseph Battell of 30,000 dollars,

which now amounts to about 36,000 dollars ;

but, in addition to this generous contribution,

the sum of 160,000 dollars will be required in

order to caiTv out the design selected, and this

sum the comioitteo are now seeking to raise.

The purpose of the chapel, that it should be a
memorial of the graduates of Yale College who
fell in the service of the country during the late

rebellion, necessarily gave the key-note to the
design as a work, of ai’t.

Two lofty halls, or ante-chapels, are provided,

opening through archways in the side-walls of
the tower entrance, and only separated from it

by ornamental iron screens. These two ante-

chapels, with the principal vestibule between
them, will thus present the effect of one apart-

ment devoted to memorial purposes. The
windows being 20 ft. from the lloor, there will

be ample wall-space beneath them for mural
tablets.

This general arrangement is adopted, say
the architects, in order that every one on enter-

ing the main building from the principal entrance
may at once be made aware of the parUeular
intention of the design, while yet no portion of
the area thus set apart will be used as a common
passage. Each of the ante-chapels is extended
in the form of an aisle or ambulatory, parallel

with the chapel proper, from which it is sepa-

rated only by arches filled to the springing line

with light iron screens. The chapel proper, with
its aisles, will be lighted mainly by twelve large

clearstory windows, as shown in the general
view, the small ambulatoiy windows being in-

troduced rather with a view to their being ^ed
with memorial glass, than to their serving' any
important purpose in the general system of
lighting.

The whole number of sittings provided by the
plan is 1,100, of which 960 ai-e on the ground
floor, and 140 in the transept galleries.

The principal front of tho exterior design in-

cludes the two monumental ante-chapels and
the tower ; and this part of the composition is

depended on to embody tho memorial idea, the
bronzes or marbles in the panels being of a leas

personal character than the mementos in the

interior. The exterior architectural effect of the

chapel proper is intended to be simple, apd will

depend mainly on the clearstory, the transept

gables, and a broad stretch of roof.

It will thus be seen, that although the ex-

pression of the memorial idea predominates both
in the interior and exterior of the design, the

portion of the bnilding intended to be used for

, religions services occripiea the central position,

and has an individual character.
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THE NEW OPEKA HOUSE, PABIS.

The immense pile the Parisians call Le
Nouvel Op4ra, and the Acad^mie Imp6riale de
3fusique, vies with the Great Exposition in
attracting the attention of Parisians and
Strangers. This new wonder of Paris is pro-
gressing steadily towards completion, and has
now attained a stage that gives tangible
assnrance of the stnpendons effect of the whole.
Sitnated in the centre of an open Place,'present-
ing its fonr facades to full view, in one of the
best neighbourhoods in Paris, close to the
junction of the Boulevards des Capucines, and
the Boulevards des Italiens, well set back from
both, and easily accessible from three spacious
thoroughfares besides these, the position of the
Opera-house is satisfactory. The facade looking
upon the boulevards is sufficiently completed to
adroit of the removal of the scaffolding, though
the rest of the edifice is in parts still encased in
it. Besides scaffolding, the structure is further
ccfvered up with the wonderful glazed screens
that are used in Paris to protect buildings from
the weather, or shield the workmen when in
course of execution. Over and above the hoard-
ing with which English builders are content to
protect the public and their workmen, rises, to
the full height of the structure, a huge timber-
work screen, pierced with large glazed openings
for the purpose of admitting plenty of light.

Behind this glazed screen is the scaffolding, the
various stages of which form light sheltered
gaUeries, in which the sculptured decorations and
other advanced operations can be conveniently
carried on, at any height, in most weathers.
To give a rough idea of the form of the new

Opera-house, we may liken it to an Italian

I

palace, full of spacious suites of apartments,
; corridors, loggie, staircases, salons or fovers,
I vestibules, &c., built close up against a Greek
temple. But this comparison only holds good
as far as the general effect as seen from a dis-
tance, for there is much more in the buildinc^

; than can be snggested by it. The palace, or
:

palatial-looking portion of the structure, has an
inscription, in the centre of the frieze in gilt

I Roman capitals upon it, which describes it as
; the Acad^mie Imp^riale de Musique; the raised
:
part, covered by a huge pediment, as in a Greek
temple, is that occupied by the theatre. At the

I point of junction where the Acaddmie abuts upon
the theatre, there is, on both fa9adeB, a pavilion
two stories high, with spacious and handsome

; circular carriage- drive approaches to them.
I These pavilions, it is whispered, are for the use
. of the Emperor and Empress. All that is seen
' of the theatre from the streets around is the
) huge pediment standing up above all the other
' roofs of the building, for it is built on as a centre
1 by a facade of angular-fronted houses having
tier over tier of windows in them, assigned for
the use of the personnel—employes, choristers,

'' fyurantes,—and for the transactions of various
i departments of theadministration, and residences
) of the officers. The Academy has a richly-
I. ornamented frieze and attic story, and a roof of
1 pavilion-like construction. The style in which
I the whole is designed is French Classic Renais-
iisance, of a most enriched kind, covered with
: carvings of great boldness and profusion, and
I ennobled as to material by a free use of marbles,
I and bronzes in juxta-position with the sculptured
timasB of the cream-coloured stone of the fabric,
i The facade of which we give a view is that
rwbich is seen from the boulevards. It consists
i!of two open loggie, one over the other. A
ilslightly advanced wing flanks the centre on
iieither side, and returns as the commencement
itof the facades that form the second and third
rfrontages. The first open loggia, or that on the
;iground-floor, is approached by a flight of steps
^extending along its entire length. There are five
lesemicircular-headed arches here, besides one in
iieither wing, and another in each return,
making nine in all. Between each of these
ijopenings is a pedestal, with a group of sculp-
'Titure upon it. Balconies project between every
ptwo columns of the upper loggia. Marble
lipillars enrich the openings on this storv. Over
'3^ch opening are circular piercings, or open-
nings, in which busts are placed. Mozart occu-
lipies the central place, or post of honour,
insupported by Spontin, Meyerbeer, Auber,
JHalevy, and Mendelssohn; and the busts of
itother musical celebrities are ranged all round
Ithe building in the same circles. On this
J'fa^ade is the inscription, " Acaddmie Imp^riale
'ede ilusiq^ie and on one wing is inscribed

Chor^graphic,” and on the other “ Po^sie
riLyriqxte." A bronze cresting runs from the

pediment of one wing to that of the other. Over
the handsome frieze, which is principally formed
of^ boys, boldly carved, supporting crowned
shields bearing the gilded letter N, is a second
cresting, which is eccentrically formed of gilded
masks. At the snmmit of each angle, making a
pyramidal finish to each wing, is a group of
sculpture. We may here note that in some of
the recent public works the Napoleonic initial is

intertwined with that of the Empress, but in this
case the imperial N is alone ueed.

Within the unfinished parts of the structure a
marvellous sight presents itself in the multi-
plicity of the iron pillars, girders, tie-rods, &o.,
most of them fixed in their places, and others
in course of being raised by steam-engines.
Those who saw the interior of the domes of
our International Exhibition of 1S62 while
in progress would be immediately reminded
of them when gazing upon this labyrinthine
construction. At present there is not a bit
of woodwork to be seen, except the forest of
balk-timber scaffolding : it is a vast so-called
fire-proof shell full of iron spider-webs. A tall

massive iron column rises from the ground to
the roof at the interval of the boxes all round
the interior of the house, rising from the parterre
to the amphitheatre. From these pillars depart
girders to carry the floors of the stalles de
balcon, loges, baignoires, and corridors. This
arrangement is carried out in tier above tier.

Two immense lattice-girders cross the body of
the house, high in the air, from the proscenium
to the back of the auditorium, to carry the roof
and the fireproof back arching of which the ceil-

ing and roof are composed. We noticed very
substantial pedestals by the side of the prosce-
nium, which appear likely to obstruct the view
from several seats, as well as a general massive-
ness in the ironwork, which, when the construc-
tion is lined with wood, as must be the case in

three kinds of art : the purely meohamoal-,
the imitative, and the idea), or works of
fancy . No person was a great artist who did
not possess all those parts, who could not copy
anything he pleased, and who had not that
power of idealization by which he could give
expression to them. Every artist had those
powers to a certain degree. It might be said
that every carpenter’s apprentice had within
him the mechanical and imitative parts, and
hoped by practice and attention to improve upon
them

; and, if that were so, every man was an
artist in his own nature; but the object to be
obtained was proficiency in art, which did not
rest either upon mechanism or imitation, and if
the British workman wished to excel, he would
train his mind to the higher branches of art, or
otherwise he would be left behind. Let them,
if they would, look at the thing in a commercial
and purely financial light, affecting as it did the
mass of the nation in that respect. Let them
consider what descriptions of art it was that
affected the artisans of the country ? It was
that kind of artisans now before him. They
might not become either Raffaelles or Michel-
angelos, but, if they were not, they might study
so far as to make themselves good skilled me-
chanical artisans, and then, in future life, their
master wonld, if he thought they were worth any-
thing, know how to make the distinction between
one class of workmen and another.

Several speakers besides the chairman ad-
dressed the meeting, and appropriate resolutions
were t

THE BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND
INSTITUTE.

The winter session of this Institute has been
opened. The president for this year is Mr.

the boxes and elsewhere, would be of conse-
! Commissioner Hill, Q.C., for a quarter of a cen-

quence in a smaller house. It remains, however,
to bo seen whether the extent of the structure
will altogether obviate this possibility.

The groups of sculpture shown in the view
surmounting the wings are but temporary models
cut in wood and brilliantly coloured. The gild-
ing is at present confined to the bronze cresting,
the inscriptions on the frieze, and the imperial
Napoleonic initial letters on the shields on the
attic story.

The coup d’mil will, doubtless, be magnificent.
The art-work for the interior will, of course, be
placed in competent hands

;
for, as the existing

theatres boast of sculpture, frescoes, and paint-
ings by Klasrmann, Guichard, Sechan, Dieterle,

tury recorder of the borough.
The learned President, at the commencement

of his address, cited a few sentences from a
speech delivered by the late Prince Consort in
laying the foundation-stone of the building twelve
years ago. The illustrious Prince on that ooca-

“This work I do not look upon as a aimplo act Of
worldly wisdom on the part of this erreat town and locality,
hut as one of the first public acknowledgments of a prin-
ciple which ie daily forcing its way among na, and is
destined to play a great and important part in the ftitupo
derelopment of this nation and the world in general, I
mean tho introduction of science and art as the unconsci-
ous regulators of productive industry.”

The learned President said that much as had been
Desplechin, Duret, Ferri, Lescorne, and this is

;

done in the direction defined by the Prince Con-
intended to be the finest in the world, the sister

;

sort, he was persuaded they felt acutely that
arts must be represented in it by the first talent of ranch still remained to be done; but effected it
the day.* Another year must elapse before the ' assuredly wonld be, unless he formed a false
structure can he finished. Considerable impa-

1

eetimate of his fellow townsmen. The continued
tience having been betrayed by the Parisians,

j

prosperity of the town, he said, oonld only be
those concerned removed the screen-work of one

|

retained by an uninterrupted series of victories,
front, and revealed the yet incomplete facade we i

In no place on the face of the globe was so rapid
have illustrated, as an assurance that the work a succession of trades necessary for the full em-
is not standing still.

ART EDUCATION.

A MEETING has been held at Oxford in the
Music-room, Holywell, under the presidency of
Dr. Acland, to consider what steps should be
taken to render the School of Art for the Work-
ing Classes, established in the Taylor-buildings,

more attractive to those for whom the school
is specially instituted. There was a numerous
attendance of those who have always taken a
practical interest in the school, and there were
many present who have not hitherto identified

themselves with the movement.
The Chairman said the object in view was

essentially the cultivation of the mind of the
working-classes, and that was the subject he
would ask them to consider upon the present
occasion. He need scarcely tell them that the
skilled workman always commanded the higher
rate of wages; and, as a School of Art was
essentially one in which men were taught to be
skilled, they would readily see the importance of
the objects in view. Besides, Oxford was a city
so closely connected with art that it possessed
advantages not to be obtained in any other place
in the kingdom; and therefore he invited the
working-classes to attend the opening of the
Art School for the ensuing season. There were I

ployment of the population. Staple trades, with
tho exception of gun-making, there were none,
or next to none. Numerous manufactures, how-
ever, started into existence, prospered for a time
and died out again at the caprice of fashion.
What was better, because of more permanent
benefit, discoveries in science were speedOy ap-
plied here to the arts of life. In conclusion, the
president expressed his conviction that the re-
moval of every obstacle to the permanent welfare
of the town, and the promotion of whatever
tended to its advancement, must concurrently
foster the love of knowledge in the rising gene-
ration.

A list of the artists to whom the decorstio&s are
entrusted has been pablished,

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

The Liverpool Architectural Society held their
first meeting of the session on the 2nd inst., at
the Royal Institution, Mr. T. J. Kilpin in the
chair. In bis opening address the president
alluded to the subject of labourers’ dwellings,

and said that nowhere had it received such
anxious consideration as it had done in Liver-

pool. The talent, experience, and practical

energy of the borough engineer had been called

into requisition, and some excellent plans had
since been tendered. There were upwards of

seventy of these designs
;

but the difficult

problem still remained unsolved of how to square
an inevitable expenditure With adequate re-

mnneration. With all their talent they were
unable to accomplish their diffioolt task. Then
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a revision and relaxation of the laws now regu-

•lating the erection of buildings for the working

classes wonld become a matter of imperative

necessity. He spoke with deference and with

dne consideration when he expressed an opinion

l[in which we are not disposed to agree] that

important reductions might be made in the thick-

ness of the external and internal walls, and in

the scantlings of the timber. He would also

venture to suggest that the distance and open

spaces now required to be left between the blocks

of buildings might in some instances be reduced,

and this would also tend to the reduction of cost.

THE WEST HAM (STKATFORD) TOWN
HALL COMPETITION.

The West Ham Local Board have awarded

the first premium of 1001 . to the plana marked
Civis,” the joint design of Mr. Lewis Angell

and Mr. John Giles, of Craven-street. The
second premium of 501. is awarded to Mr. G. A.

Wilson, of Leadenhall-street, for design marked
“Adsum;” and the third premium of 25Z. to

Mr. H. S. Legg, of Bedford-row, for the design

marked “ Indnstria.”

The sum is not to exceed 20,0001. That

sum includes the site and cost of the building.

PREMIUMS, WINCHESTER DRAINAGE.

At the last monthly meeting of the local

Board, the General Purposes Committee brought

up a report containing the following para-

graph :

—

" Mr. Newman, the surveyor to the local Board, having
"been instructed by the committee, presented the following

report upon the merits of the diSerent plans for the drain-

age of the city:

—

‘Gentlemen,—! beg to say that I have very carefully
considered the relative merits of all the schemes for drain-
ing the city and the disposal of the sewage, and consider
•that awards should be made as under :

—

Ist Premium, to Ko, 7j 2nd ditto, No. 3 ;
3rd ditto.

No. 11. H. Kewsiax.
Oct. 1, 1867.’

Near Blackburn a serious explosion has oc-

'

curred at Messrs. Hodgkinsou, Swain, & Cod-

lin’s mill, Livesey. A number of large pipes,

called economisers, were connected with two
boilers, to supply them with condensed water.

These pipes were fixed in the chimney flue, in

order that the spent heat from the boiler might

be made serviceable. The water on entering

these pipes was about 110 degrees, and on leav-

ing them it was raised from 250 to 270 degrees.

The boiler shed was about 35 yards long and

20 yards wide, and was used for the purpose of

storing cotton. It was covered with a slated

roof, the joists being supported by iron pillars.

Immediately adjoining is the shed, aud on the

opposite aide of the shed is a row of houses.

The explosion occurred in these pipes, through

some yet nnexplained cause. The roof of the

shed was blown off, and the outside wall entirely

demolished. The pipes were broken into frag-

ments, and large portions of them, and also the

boiler-valves, were thrown 30 or 40 yards into

the air. All the glass in several alleys has been

removed, and a great many of the looms are

broken with the bricks, stones, and piping

thrown upon them. The damage is roughly

estimated at 5,000Z. The pipes in question were

put in by Mr. Eilson, of Oldham, about eight

weeks ago, and at present no opinion can he

given as to how the accident occurred.

At Pimlico, on Tuesday morning, a frightful

accident (similar to the late Blackfriars-bridge

accident) occurred at Messrs. Fabbricotti’sCarara

Marble Wharf, Grosvenor Wharf, Pimlico, which
unfortunately has resulted in the death of

two men. They were at work on a “ traveller,”

shifting a block of marble of an immense weight,

when the framework suddenly gave way, and
the traveller with the unfortunate men were
precipitated to the ground, a depth of about

28 ft. Shortly after they were extricated both

died.

THE STAGE.

Tonr committee having, in their last report, presented
to the special meeting of the Board on the 17th of Sep-
tember last, dealt with the question of awarding premiums
to the plana then before tnem, viz., Noa. 1, 6, 7, and 11

;

and having again fully considered the matter with refer-

ence to the plans originally sent in to the Board
;
and

having referred to the report of the surveyor, Mr. New-
man, which was presented to the Board on the 4th of
April last, and which embraced the whole of the plans in
competition; and after consultation with Mr. Newman as

to the relative merits of the same, have determined
•fiDally to recommend to the Board that plan No. 3 be
awarded the second premium of lOOL, and that plan
No. 11 be awarded the third premium of SOL, end they
trust that a satisfactory conclusion of the preliminary
matter will be thus attained. They also recommend that
the Finance Committee be authorized to sign cheques for

the amount of premiums, and the clerk be instructed to

write to the authors of schemes Nos. 3 and 11 to forward
their plans to the Board."

No. 3, “ Esto Perpetua,” Mr. C. W. Whit-
taker, C.E., Southern Thamea Embankment
Works, London 5 No. 11, “ Economy,” Mr. W.
Russ, C.E., 35, Gresham-street, London.

ACCIDENTS.

At Clapton an accident has occurred on the

works of the main sewer in the new road from

the Priory Estate, to the Lea-bridge-road. It

.appears that the soil was sandy, the sewer was
about 25 ft. below Ibe surface, and the sides

_ga7e way, and two poor fellows were buried in

the ddbris, in which position they remained for

upwards of three hours. Animation was re-

stored, but the leg of one them has been twisted

in a peculiar manner by the falling earth.

A fatal fall from the tower of a new church at

Stockwell has occurred. The workman killed

was engaged in serving un the cement for point-

ing the brickwork of the tower, and his foot

slipped, so that he fell a depth of some 70 or

80 ft. His skull was terribly fractured.

At the Prince of Wales’s-road, Norwich, a
.gentleman narrowly escaped serious injury the

other day from the careless way in which the

pavement was left after the removal of some
acaffold-polea, used for building purposes. The
ffags were carelessly put down, no regard being
paid to their projecting a considerable distance

Above the level of the pavement
;
and persons

hurrying to and from the railway station could

not escape stumbling and falling. The gentle-

man above alluded to was precipitated with great
ibrce upon his head.

Neiu Theatre Royal, Leeds .—The new theatre,

to which we have before alluded, has been

opened. The front is lofty, and is Italian in

style. There are three doors in it, and they

are sheltered from the weather by a perma-

nent awning. The floor of the vestibule or

crush-room is laid with encaustic tiles. The
walls are coloured to harmonize with them, and

stencil ornaments relieve the surface. Over the

marble fireplace a large mirror is suspended; by
the sides of the chimney-piece are a couple of

niches, coloured blue, contaiuing statues repre-

senting Tragedy and Comedy, holding lamps in

their hands. Several pieces of classical sta-

tuary are also placed in niches on the stairs. A
broad flight of stone steps, ornamented by a gilt

balustrade, leads to the upper saloon. The
statuary has been supplied by Signor Brucciani.

On this saloon landing are retiring-rooms, fitted

up with velvet-covered seats, and having lava-

tories supplied with hob and cold water, and

other conveniences ;
and near them are separate

coffee-rooms and refreshment-rooms, most com-

fortably furnished with small marble tables,

chandeliers, &c., in the French style. The boxes

are reached by a central door leading from the

upper saloon. This part of the house is lighted

by three Chinese prismatic lanterns and gas

brackets. In front of the boxes, and separated

from them by an iron balustrade, is the dress

circle. It is fitted with fauteuils. There are

twelve private boxes, lower and upper, ap
preached by separate entrances, and fitted with

chairs. The entire range of boxes will accommo-

date 280 persons. In the pit the seats are

stuffed and fitted with backs. By an arrange-

ment of the orchestra, the front of the pit can be

turned into pit stalls, having a separate en-

trance, on extraordinary occasions. The pit will

hold 1,100 persons without inconvenience. The
gallery will seat 1,150 persons, and, like the pit,

it can be divided into higher and lower priced

seats. There are three separate exits from the

pit, and a similar number from the gallery.

The decorations are a reproduction of the de-

signs which embellish the theatre in the Palace

of Tersailles. The proscenium is white and gold.

In the centre of the arch is a bust of Shakspeare,

and over this are the arms of Leeds. On the

ceiling above is an oval panel, bearing the

monogram, in gilt letters, of the proprietor,

" J. C.” A diapered cove runs round the ceiling.

A large circle, coloured blue, and studded with

stars, is formed in the centre by a framework

at the comers are filled in with richly-decorated

pendants and scroll work. The large sunlight

ill the centre of the ceiling is enclosed in a

basket of prismatic glass. A shafo above

the sunlight carries off the heated and impure
air. The fronts of both boxes and gallery

are enriched by scroll work, elaborately orna-

mented in gold and colours. The stage was laid

down by Mr. Richard Huby. The machinery

can be worked on one side
;
and, from the height

and depth of the stage, everything can be taken

up or down quite out of the way. The width of

the proscenium is 25 ft., the height 28 ft., and

the depth from the front to the back of the stage,

55 ft. The scenery is entirely new. Mr. James
Gates has painted an act drop, and the principal

scenes of the opening pieces ; Mr. Chas. Smithers

is the painter of a new curtain. There are up-

wards of twenty dressing-rooms, in every one of

which hot and cold water has been laid on
;
and

everything has been done that can conduce to

the comfort and convenience of the performers

and others employed in the house. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Moore & Son, of Sunderland.

The builders are Messrs. Nicholson & Sou, of

Leeds. The decorations have been executed by
Mr. Jackson; the arch of the proscenium, with

the bust of Shakspeare and the arms of Leeds,

and the whole of the designs in carton pierre, by
Mr. Alfred Walker ;

the upholstery, including

the fittings-up of the private boxes, is by Messrs.

Roberts & Wouldhave ;
the iron-work by Mr.

Tennant; the plumbers’ work in the lavatories,

the bob and cold water apparatus, and all the

gas-fittings, including the central sun-light, by
Mr. Lindley ; the slating by Messrs. Watson &
Wormald

;
and the plastering by Mr. Mountain,

of Leeds. The entire cost of the building is

estimated at from 15,0001. to 20,0001.

Bristol .—The new theatre here, will be opened
on the 15th inst. The auditorium is identical

in size with that of the Queen’s Theatre in

London, the same architect superintending both;

but the stage and surroundings of the Bristol

theatre are much larger.

A New Theatre for East London .—A new
theatre, to be in future known as “ The East

London,” is to be opened this week. It is situated

in the Whitechapel-road, and occupies the site

of the Effingham Theatre. To make room for

the new theatre the old Effingham and some ad-

joining houses have been swept away, and a

building has been erected in their stead, capable,

it is estimated, of accommodating 4,000 persons.

It possesses a large stage. There are two tiers

of boxes. Those nearest the stage are fitted up

for the accommodation of private parties. The
centre of the first row of boxes is to be the

dress-circle. The centre portion of the second

tier is the amphitheatre, and behind that the

gallery. The architect was Mr. Hudson, and
the builders were Messrs. Palmer «& Sons.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

The large dep6 b of t^e Great Western Railway

Company, beneath the site of the Smithfield

Market, has been opened for goods. It is in-

tended to supply the place of the warehouses at

the Bull and Mouth, which are shortly to be

pulled down. The rails are not yet laid down
which are to connect the depdt with the Great

Western system, so that the yard will as yet be

merely used as a receiving station for goods to

be transported by the company’s wagons to

Paddington. This will ultimately form the

largest and most important goods station of the

company. The road into the dep6 b is a spiral

one, occupying the centre of the old Smithfield

Market, and descending at a gradient of one in

twenty-five. At the end of the descent are three

large arches, of skew brickwork, which carry the

road above, and through these is the passage to

the yard, where temporary platforms and offices

have been erected for the receiving and delivery

of merchandise.

The traffic receipts of the railways in the

United Kingdom for the week ending September

20th, 1867, upon a mileage of 12,537, amount to

815,1811., being equal to 65Z. per mile. For the

corresponding week of last year the receipts

were 7G3,692i., the number of miles open 12,304,

or Oil. Ids. per mile. A comparison of the two

weeks shows an increase in the aggregate

receipts of 51,3651., and in the number of miles

open of 173. On the lines having termini in the

metropolis, the increase has been, on the London

sbart), IS iuruieu lu tue ccui,rti uy iiuuicwutjv . and Brighton, 1,780Z.
;
Great Northern, 4,1771.;

of conventional foliage, and the four spandrels 1 Metropolitan, 4,2501.; London, Chatham, and
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Dover, 2,899Z.
;
Soutli Eastern, 3,7691.; Midland,

6,975Z.; North London, 8911.
;
Great Eastern,

7331.; London and South Western, 2, 1871.

;

Great Western, 2,9051.
;
and London and North

Western, 4,1411. On the principal lines in Eng-
land and Wales there has been an increase on
the Lancashire and Yorkshire of 3,2071. ;

on
the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire of
1,7241. ; on the North Eastern of 2,8241.

;
and in

Scotland the North British and Edinburgh and
Glasgow shows an increase of 8471. ; on the
Glasgow and South Western of 1,0521.; and on
the Caledonian of 1,3191.
The largest railway contract ever made by

single person, in the United States, is said to
have been made recently by the Hon. Oakes
Ames, of Massachusetts. It is reported that he
has contracted to build the mountain section
of the Pacific Railway, some 600 miles inlengtb,

: for 17,000,000 dollars.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Sidmouth .—The drainage works in connexion
1 with the sewer outlet have been completed and
Buccessfully brought into operation. Thejunc-
ition of the old sewers with the new outlet had
just been effected, and all ready for putting the
I sewer into use, when heavy rains and high tides
I combined to teat the utility of the sewer, which
•is said to have been completely up to the
lOCcasion, and prevented the usual swamping
and flooding of houses. The only thing regretted
‘is, that the pipes werenot2 ft. 6 in. in diameter,
;instead of 2 It. 3 in. Mr. Phillips, who planned
Ithe works, has since submitted a plan and report
:for carrying out the Western Town drainage,
rwhich is also urgently needed.

Chippenham .—A company is being established
:tiO supply this town with water from the Locks-
well Spring. Pure water is much needed here.

Leamington .—The steps taken by the local
iBoard, in obedience to the order of the Court of
Uhancery, to cleanse the bed of the river Learn,
•from below their sewage outfall to its confluence
with the Avon, has revealed that the deodorising
works fail to render the town sewage sufficiently
innocuous to permit it to be discharged into the
river with impunity. The lime process is the
Dne adopted, and the works are said to be as
^perfect as it is possible to make them. Now
ithat the water of the Learn is diverted, however,
linto a temporary channel, that in the natural
hed of the river appears perfectly black, loaded
with offensive matter, and emits a horrible
stench. It is onlyabout fiveyears since this part of
ibhe river was straightened and widened, so that
jthe whole of the existing sewage deposit has
liaken place since then. It is not probable that
ibhe cleansing of the Learn, which will supply
'jvidence that will strengthen the case of the
Iplaintiffs in the Chancery suits against the
cocal Board, will satisfy the Court, and in all

rorobability steps will have to be taken to
untirely remove the sewage out of the river.

29'5 for the five successive quarters, ending
September 28, 1867, being an uninterrupted
prevalence of that dreadful and exceedingly fatal

epidemic for no less than fifteen months !

Manchester has lately decided to have a
medical officer of health

;
but so nearly was the

project being negatived by the Town Council of

that city, that on a division the numbers were
found to be equal, immediately on which the
mayor gave his casting vote in favour of the
proposition.

The Town Council of Birmingham have been
memorialised in two petitions from the inhabi-

tants of that borough to appoint an officer of
health. To the second memorial were attached
the signatures of eighteen borough magistrates,
the leading members of the medical profession,

aud principal householders and tradespeople of
the town. The petition was also signed by
many of the merchants and manufacturers, and
a large number of other eminent aud influential

mercantile houses within the borough.
The prayer of the memorialists is now under

the consideration of the Town Council.

It may be as well to observe that Birmingham
is the only great town in England which is de-
prived of the excellent sanitary advantage of an
officer of health.

Thomas L. Plant, F.M.S,

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

The annual mortality of the ten large cities

land boroughs in England for the quarter just
landed, compared with the corresponding quarter
if last year, was as follows :

—

1867. 1866.
Quarter ending Quarter ending
Bepteruber 2S. September 29.

London 21'3 29'2
Liverpool 28 6 60 S
Manchester 31'6 30'7
Birmingham 25-9 19'3
Leeds

,
28'8 30'9

ShelEeld 23-8 2'1'0

Bristol 19-2 20'7
Ncwcastle-on-Tyne ... 29'6 31-6
Salford 28-4 26-3
Hull 26-3 22'3

I The high death-rate in Liverpool for the summer
quarter of 1866 was owing to cholera. London
imd Bristol have been remarkably healthy this
iinmmer. But in all the other places the public
iaealth has been unsatisfactory. Infantile mor-
lality from diarrheea aud scarlatina was exces-
rively great. In Newcastle-on-Tyne, scarlatina
lias been very fatal for five consecutive quarters,
(i circumstance unparalleled in any of the large
tiities and boroughs since the death returns were
tstablished. So fatally prevalent has scarlatina
’eeen in the borough of Newcastle-on-Tyne in the
iCibove-named period, that the annual mortality
!per 1,000 was raised to 31'6, 36'7, 37'0, 27‘3, and

SCARCITY OF HOME-GROWN FRUITS.

Sin,—In the notice you kindly gave (p. 703,
ante) of my proposal to plant the waste lands
of the Government and the sides of railways
now unoccupied, with fruit-trees, you raise an
objection (solely, I am pleased to see) on the
possible obstructions of the view from the rail-

way-carriages. Certainly, if standard pear and
apple trees were grown continuously this would
be a valid objection, and not the ouly one ; but
standards (high orchard trees) need only be
planted where there is plenty of room, and
where the view would not bo intercepted. I
propose, in cases such as you anticipate, dwarf
trees, such as pyramids aud bushes, which at no
season of the year could possibly interfere with
the view, which in the spring -would be attractive
for the bloom, and in summer and autumn for

the fruit.

My calculations for profit would, no doubt,
remain much the same; for where one large tree
is grown, six to twelve small bashes would
flourish

; and the price of 3a. a bushel for apples
might be doubled, or even quadrupled, for choice
winter apples and pears.

My remedial suggestions have now been for

four years before the public. I cannot learn
whether they have yet been even partially
adopted and acted on in England

; but in France
I have reason to believe they will shortly be
properly tested. C. Roach Smith.

“ QUANTITIES.”

Sir,—Allow me to ask one or two farther
questions on the subjeot of quantities,

1. Does not the employer, in some shape or
other, pay under the present system the charges
of both surveyors, i.e., the one appointed on his
behalf, and also the one nominated by the
builders

; the cost being added to the con-
tract ?

2. Is it right that this should be the case ? and,
if so, should there not be clear understanding ou
the point ?

3. In case of the abandonment of the work
after the quantities have been taken ont, in con-
seqaence of the amount proving too high, should
the employer pay all the charges of the sur-
veyors ?

4. Is the architect liable in case the amount
has exceeded the limit of his instructions ? and,
if so, is any margin, calculable on a per-centage,
to be allowed as regards such excess ? (For
instance,—given the instructions to have l.OOOL,
and the lowest tender proving 1,100Z. or 2,0001.)

5. Is it not presumable that the surveyors
would know as well or better than the architect,
previously to the quantities being taken out that
the tenders would prove in excess ? and, if so,

should not the responsibility be shared by them,
and to what extent ?

The above are points of practical importance
to employers, architects, and surveyors, and it

would be desirable to ventilate them.
An Architect.

CLOYNE NEW ROMAN CATHOLIC
CATHEDRAL.

8ib,—An announcement baa been Tery generally made
through the Press that the designing of the new Catholic
Cathedral for the diocese of Cloyne, about to be erected
at a large cost and on a proportionally large scale in the city
of Queenstown, Ireland, has been entrusted to Messrs.
Pugin &. Ashlin. As many members of the profession are
aware that it was originally intended there should be a
competition for this important work, we think it necessary
to inform them, and those interested in the question of
architectural competitions, how it has occurred that
Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin have now acquired the work
without the test of a competition. Early in this year we
received a circular from the Rev. Dr. Rico, the Secretory
of the Building Committee, inviting a competition for the
proposed new cathedral between Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin,
Mr, J. J. McCarthy, and Mr. George Goldie. This cir.

cular contained the terms of the competition, and also re-
quested the intending competitors to visit Queenstown for
the purpose of receiving further instructions. We ac-
cordingly visited Queenstown in a few days, and saw the
Right Rev. Dr. Keane, the bishop of the diocese, and the
very Rev. Dr, Rice. We expressed our satisfaction with
the general fairness of the conditions of the competition
proposed by the Committee, hut as one of these couditione
was that the successful competitor should give security
that his design could be executed for the stipulated sum
of 25,0001., we thought that, on the other hand, the other
competing architects should have some guarantee that
the Committee would not, as has too frequently occurred,
select a design, the execution of which would ultimately
far exceed the proposed outlay. Furthermore, being
aware that Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin had powerful family
connexions and other influences over the general com-
mittee, we considered that a perfectly impartial sub-
comraittee of selection should be formed in the way to
which we shall hereafter refer. We mentioned all this in
conversation to the Bishop and Dr. Rice, and they highly
approved of our proposals. The Bishop said, moreover,
that what we advised would ensure not only fair play for
the competing architects, but would secure the committee
from being involved in a scheme which would far exceed
their resources; and he mentioned a case of the kind
which occurred some time ago in the City of Cork,
Finally, the Bishop and Dr. Rice suggested that we should
put our terms in writing, and invite Messrs. Pugin &
Ashlin to join us in requestiug their adoption on the part
of the Committee. Tne Bishop said further, that if
Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin refused to join us in asking
such reasonable conditions it would produce a very
bad impression on him, and also on the committee in
their regard, but in such case he might say for certain
that the request of two out of the three proposed com-
petitors would be quite sufficient to secure the adoption
by the committee of the conditions we proposed. Wo

irdingly drew up the conditions of competition, a copy
of which we enclose, * and having signed them ourselves,
forwarded them to Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin, requesting
their signature. This, however, they declined to append;
and, as the Bishop and Dr. Rice advised, we forwarded
the conditions to the committee, requesting their adoption.
The committee declined to adopt them, but drew up a new
set of conditions, substantially the same as the first,
except that it was provided that each of the unsuccessful
competitors should be paid 200f. instead of 751., as
originally provided. After mature consideration, we de-
cided, under the circumstances mentioned above, that our
safest course was to adhere to our original conditions, and
to ask Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin again to join us in re-
questing their adoption by the committee. Messrs. Pugin
& Ashlin again declined, adding that they had addressed
their reasons for so acting several months previously to
the committee. Wo then once more requested the com-
mittee to adopt our conditions, urging that we saw-
no other course by which fair play in judging of
the merits of the designs could be ensured. The
only assurance we could get on that point was that
the committee had passed a resolution that fair

• The following are the principal conditions sug-
gested

“ 3. That all the plans and specifications shall remain in
the bauds of the bishop and administrator of Queenstown
parish, till the expiration of twelve calendar months after
the actual commencement of the building; and that they
are not to be returned to the architects on any pretext
whatever till the expiration of the time named.

4. That the architects’ securities required by the reso-
lution, Ko. 1, be obtained in the following manner The
architects whose competition plane, and specilication, are
deemed by the Committee of Selection first in order of
merit, shall furnish all supplemental drawings and specifi-
cations that may be necessary to enable builders to pre-
pare tenders. Such supplemental drawings and specifica-
tions not to introduce any alterations or deviations from
the original plans, but to be merely illustrative of them.

6. A sub.committee of selection to be appointed to con-
sist of the Bishop of Cloyne and the administrator of
Queenstown parish, three gentlemen not belonging to the
architectural profession (one to bo named by each com-
petitor)

; and two architects of eminence to be elected by
the five foregoing members. That the successful com-
petitor shall be the gentleman whose plans shall, in the
opinion of the foregoing eub-eommitlee of etUction, gua-
rantee the most beautiful, commodious, and cheapest
building.

6. That the plans and specifications so prepared be
advertised for tenders from competent builders, and if no
respectable buUders (with two solvent and approved seen-
rities for the amount of 6,0001.) will undertake to build
the cathedral according to the said plana and specifica-
tion for the sum of 26,9001., the said plans and specifica-
tion are to be entirely rejected, and the architect of them
to bo dismissed from all further share in the competiti.>n,
or in the erection of the cathedral, and is to receive no
compensation whatever, and is to have no share of the
sum ol'160i., mentioned in the fifth resolution of the com-
mittee meeting of the 20th January, 1867.

7. That in the event of the plans considered first in
order of merit being rejected as above described, the
architect of the second plan in order of merit shall be
directed to proceed as mentioned in condition four

; and
in the event of such second plan being rejected for the
same cause as the first, the plan considered third in
order of merit shall be advertised for tenders in the same
w ay as the two others

;
and if it be found impossible to

have the cathedral built according to it for 25,000f., the
'said plan and its architect shall be rejected without
compeusation as in the two preceding cases,'

"
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play should be shown ; the fact, however, of their refusing

to secede to conditions which the bishop and Dr. Rice

(and we think all impartial people) consider fair and
reasonable, joined with the persistent refusal of Messrs

Ppgin & Ashlin to associate themselves with us in our

endeavours on behalf of fair play, left us far from satisfied

that a single resolution on the part of the committee,

was a sufficient guarantee that justice would be done in

the matter. In reply to our second application, the com-
mittee, through their hon. secretary, invited us either to

accept their conditions or to decline the competition. In

reply we expressed our unwillingness to decline so im-

portant a competition, and repeated our hope that the

committee would after all adopt our terms. With this

the correspondence ended, for the newspapers very shortly

announced that Messrs. Pugin & Ashlin were appointed
the architects of the new cathedral. From this simple

statement of facts, we think our professional brethren,

and those who take an interest in such subjects, will be

enabled to appreciate the exact value of the chances of

fair play that existed in the Cloyne Cathedral competi-

tiOD ae proposed by the committee.
J. J. McCiKTiir, R.H.A., M.I.I.A.
GsoaoE Goldie, M,R.I,B.A,

CONCRETE HOUSES AND THE BUILDING
ACT.

Sib,—I observe the Camberwell district surveyor has
come somehow to the conclusion that a wall which is me-
chanically homogeneous cannot be even " said to be pro-
perly bonded,” and so opposes the erection of cottage
walls of concrete, notwithstanding the convincin? proofs
which ancient and modembuildingsalTurd of the strength,
solidity, and prolonged duration of that economical und
invaluable material.
Are we then to prefer the letter of the Building Act

confined narrowly to what the above surveyor calls

“etrictlj; technical meaning,” which, although his own
point at issue, he unfortunately abstains from defining, to
a comprehensive and Liberal interpretation of ile spirit ?

If the former, as some advances are now being made on
“rule-of-thumb” notions, it appears reasonable that

London. Proper lavatories, baths, and w.-c. are

attached to each ward, and on the outside are

four airing-yards, having the access to each

arranged so that no communication takes place

betwixt the different classes of patients.

The whole of the works have been carried ont

by Mr. S. Thompson, builder, at an expense of

7801., from the plans and under the superintend-

ence of Mr. J. R. Veall, architect.

Exhibitions. — An ecclesiastical exhibition

or collection of vestments used in the ser-

vice of the Chnrch according to Roman Catholic

observances, and by some clergymen in the

Established Chnrch, has been opened at

the School of Art in Darlington-street. The
exhibition is restricted chiefly to the lecture-

room of the school. The declared pnrposo is to

extend the practice of ritnalism, and to furnish

purchasers the means of worship, public and
private, according to ritualistic views. Copes,

and stoles, and chasubles abound in almost

every variety of colour, design, and arrangement
of material and workmanship. Many of the

contributions have been sent by the sisterhood of

St. Thomae-the-Martyr, Oxford; others from
“ Sister Katherine M. Household, St. Mary’s
Priory, Ash Grove, Hackney;” others from “ The
School of Embroiderie, St. Margaret’s, East
Grinstead

;

” and others from different vestment-

makers at Norwich, Birmingham, Manchester,

and London. The amount of bad art included

was astounding. An exhibition of local manufac-

tures, models, curiosities, paintings, &c., has

been opened in the lectnre-room oftheAthenmum,
Queen-street, in aid of Causeway Lake New
Church Building and Mission Funds. The num-

the Act should be modified to suit the exigencies of the - u c .• i
° e u-u-.- _ i a

age, without neceBsitating perpetual appeals to the cen- '
art'cles sent for exhibition was large, and

tral Board whenever “strict teehuical meaning’' (as of
j

the tables much Crowded together,
bond, which may be considered closer and more BfTeclual

'

of unbending uniiormity nor of rigid regulation by mar-
tinets in building or in law.
The line drawn where rubble (permitted) and concrete

(prohibited) walling meet must be fine indeed. The plain
meaning of bond is the mode of consecting bodies.

E. L. Taebdcx.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
At the usoal weekly meeting of this Board, the follow-

ing among other subjects came under notice.

SncroacTimenls on Jfandttcortk Common,

will also be of marble, while at the summit be-

tween and outside the canopies four figures will

be placed. The cost will be 380Z. The architect

is Mr. Scott
;
and the sculptor Mr. J. B. PhiUijp,

of Chelsea.

Ipswich.—Mr. F. Barnes, architect, having

been employed to examine St. John’s Church,

California, Ipswich, has suggested certain repairs

and strengthening of the walls, as well as in-

crease of accommodation, and his report has

been formally received by the vestry. Mr.
Barnes, however, was requested to revise his

report, to ascertain what amount would be
required to put the church iuto subatant^
repair, and to extend the west end so as to pro*

vide fifty additional sittings.

Drinkstone.—The parish chnrch of All Saints,

Drinkstone, near Buty St. Edmund’s, has been;

re-opened, after twelve months spent in the!

work of restoration, under the superintendence
|

of Mr. Edward Hakewill, architect. Amongst
I

the most interesting features of the building are,!

first, the preaching-stone, which was discovered!

under the pew flooring, and which consists of a

!

Purbeck marble slab raised 16 in. above the'

pavement on sides of carved stone. This has

been simply restored to its supposed original
j

use, a carved oak standard having been placed'

upon it, from which the Bishop preached the

opening sermon. Secondly, the rood-Bcreen,|

which for many years supported a gallery in

front of the tower, bat has now been replaced in

its original position. The font is the oldest por-

tion of the building, and consists of an octagon'

of Purbeck marble on eight circular pillars sur-

rounding a central shaft, all of the same mate*'

rial. Many ftragments of old stained glass of the

fourteenth century were found in difl'erent parte

of the chnrch. These have been re-arranged by
Mr. Hakewill, and replaced in accordance with

their supposed original position at his own ex-

pense. The work lately undertaken has consisted

of a new roof over the nave and aisles, of fir

rafters, a pavement of blue and red tiles, open

I

benches, all of oak, and for the most part carved.

The new east window, by Messrs. Lavers & Bar*
A deputation from the Wandsworth Common Presemv- I memory of the father of the

'inn flnniflfv waited on the Board, and drew attention to I

* > o _ _ ^W. k.v. recei-d . l.tler from Mr. T.ll, r™,: ho i.
;

*i«^8od.y Bo.rd,^^^^
|

the builder alluded to by the district aurveyor of Cam- ' some building eneroachments being made
berweU. His opinion as to the force of the Act (he being Common. Tbe deputation requested the Board to assist

the party concerned) would, of course, go for little. We them in resisting these encroachments on tho common,
have already expressed our own disunctly. He says in and preserving it to the public.

the course of hia letter :— ’
I The request of the deputation was embodied iu a memo-

4, rtf.v • * r , . . - , trial, and that document was referred to one of thecom-

, i» y
apparatus now being made^ me

, niittces for inquiry and consideration,
one is for a large London firm, to build a 2,(HX1L house, '

^

under direction of a well-known architect. The tracings i

Southern Main Drainage Outfall.
supplied me to make mould are herewith inclosed. Iu

j

Mr. Lowman Tavlor drew attention to reports which he
conclusion, allow me to contrast the conduct of ihe Me- ' had heard had been circulated to the effect that there had

Emperor of the French,
j

been some serious mud deposits at tho southern outfull of
"be Board has spent the whole time in eonaideration,

! the main drainage. He was given to understand that the
•while the Emperor has housed 144 poor familieB iu

,

expense of removing the accumulatioos would be enor-
concrete houses. If, after a few more yeart.’ considera- i mens.
tioD, the Board are of opinion that the Act is ag-ainsi

[
Mr. Bazalgette, tbe engineer, was understood to saw

concrete, I am confident it would only be so much tho
;
that one section of the works referred to

’
''

worse for the Act."
I 1861, and another in 1667. No donbt some considerable tiou la a viiin-uv-wci., uiivi
‘ amo.it had taken place between the year. ISM and 1867. I

jo^rcely any attempt at oruament, the prinoipa
The works of the Board were not onened till The ^

. n ,
‘

works being the repairing and replastermg o

the chancel walls, opening ont of sedilia., re

moval of a plaster of Paris reredos, construotioc

Barming, Kent. It is hoped that the remainin

portions of the work, oouaiating chiefly of the

tower and recasting of the bells, will shortly be

taken in hand.

Lj/im.—All Saints’ Church, South Lynn, ha*

been re-opened for divine service, having beea

closed a short time for the purpose of completing

the restoration of the chancel. Tho works have

been performed by Mr. W Brown, builder, Lynn
from the designs of Mr. E. Christian, architec

to the commissioners, the amount of the con

traot with them being over 400Z. Tho restora

tion is of a simple character, and include

PRESERVATION OF STONE.

of
SiE,—In your number of the 28th ult. there is a report
papers “ The Decay of Stone,” read by Mr. Juo.

Spiller, of Woolwich, at tbe meeting of the British Abso-
viation for the Advancement of Science recently held at
Dundee. After describing his process for preserving
stone, he lays claim to the invention of another and new
process for effecting the same object, viz., by using baryta,
as a means for nentraitsing the effect of the sulphurous
and sulphuric acids in the atmosphere upon dolomite and
limestones used in public buildings.

-is one of the five persons in eompelilion with Mr.
Spilter. when the experiments were trieuupon the Houses
of Parliament in 1884, I beg to say that I was the first
person who suggested the use of baryta for the purposes
mentioned by Mr. Bpiller, which can be proved by refer-
ence to the report oi my examination before the Commis-
sioners. Hence Mr. Bpiller cun scarcely bring forward
Mb (?) invention as a novelty. Jissn Rrsx.

question, therefore, was how much of the accumulati'
took place between 1864 and now. There had always been
a tendency to mud accumulations at tbe site of these
works, particularly at Barking, but he had no hesitation
in saying that tbe accounts which had been published
were very much exaggerated. The matter stood thus : in

some places there had been an increase of mud accumula-
• in aud iu others there bad been a decrease. Tbe whole

bject was, however, under cousideratiou, and nothing
would be left undone to get at the truth of the mutter.

Park-lane Improvement.

The "Works and General Purposes Committee sub-
mitted a plan for forming a paved footway 8 ft. wide, and
making good the roadway on the additional site to be
added to Park-lane, at an estimated cost of abont 3,500L,
and recommending that the engineer be instructed to pre-
pare plans and specifications, and that advertisements be
issued iuvitiog tenders for the execution of tho works,
which was approved.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
New Infections Wards have been erected at

the Union Workhouse for the accommodation of
two classes of patients. The building consists of
two males’ and two females’ wards, each 30 ft.

by 20 ft., and 13 ft. high, providing accommoda-
tion for seven beds in each ward, with an allow-

ance of 1,030 cubic feet for each bed. A sepa-

rate stone staircase is provided for each pair of

wards, and on the ground-floor is a kitchen, with
nurses’ room above.

The wards are lighted and ventilated by sash

windows on each side, and also by air-bricks in

the lower and upper parts of the walls, covered
with perforated zinc, and each having a sliding

shutter. In each ward is fired one of Gallon’;

patent ventilating warm-air grates, provided
by Messrs. Kennard, of Upper Thames-street,

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Iililhome Port .—The chief stone of the enlarge-

ment of the parish chnrch has been laid. The
increased length of the nave will be 25 ft. The
uisle will be 74 ft. long, and 12 ft. in width. The
new work, which is on tbe north side, will have
five windows, and three windows corresponding
to it will be opened on the south. The old roof
under the tower is panelled and bossed. The
old Norman pillars will remain nntonched. The
designs of the enlargement are by Mr. Henry
Hall, of London. The windo'ws are copies from
an original window on the south side of the
church. The works, under Mr. Alfred Reynolds,
builder, are in active progress.

Faversham.—A reredos in the parish chnrch
has been commenced. It null be of Caen stone,

with three centre canopies and three arches on
either side for inscriptions, the whole being

of a timber and slated roof, raising and paving

the floora with Sainton’s tiles, &c. Some im-

provement has be^ made in the seating, and

the view of the chancel has been opened out bj

setting back the pulpit and removing altogethei

the great square reading-desk or pew, and sub-

stituting for it two small desks, one against eacl

pillar of tbe chancel arch. The organ chambei

is built in the angle formed by tbe north side o;

the chancel and tho east side of the north Iran

sept.

Lincoln .—Tbe Dean and Chapter of the catbe

dral have undertaken tho restoration of ihi

beantifnl woodwork of the choir, which is un
rivalled both for variety of design aud foi

accuracy of workmanship. One portion on th(

south side is completed, and the change effeetec

by the removal of the high pew-fronts that hue

been added to the old stalls and benches makei

one anxious to see the improvement carried oi

through the whole choir. The work has been dom
by Messrs. Rattee & Kett, of Cambridge. Th«

tesselated Roman pavement, discovered sonu

years since in the cloister, and which had beet

almost destroyed by damp, is being removed t(

a place of greater safety, and the hideous red

brick shed -which covered it is about to be pullei

down.
ShoAlands .—The foundation-stone of a nev

chnrch at Shortlands, near Bromley, Kent, dedi

cated to St.Miary,has been laid by Miss Wilkinson

The land has been given, and the building wil

be erected, at the sole cost of tbe Wilkinaoi

family. The style of architeoture is Gothic o

tbe thirteenth century, and the church will com
inlaid with marble. The columns of the arches prise a nave, side aisle, transepts, chancel, am
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rgan-charaber, together with a lofty tower and
pire at the north-west angle. The material
mployed is Kentish rag stone, with dressings of
ath stone. The roof is framed with open
mbera, covered with boarding, and the seatinga
ill accommodate 400. The design haa been
repared by Mr. Whioheord, architect, nnder
hose superintendence the works are being
irried out. Messrs. Dove, Brothers, are the
ailders.

^0oIvS

ides: to Foreign Scientific Periodicals contained
in the Patent Office Library. Tol. I. June

—

December, 1866. Printed and published by
order of the Commissioners of Patents.
HIS is a most useful publication, and, indeed, it

fords the only way for the British public to
itaiu direct access to foreign serials oonnected
ith science and art, manufactures, agriculture,
id commerce. The subscriber to this twopenny
rtnightly periodical, for example, has only to
insult the Index and he will there find, trans-
ted into English, the titles of papers connected
ith subjects in which he may be interested, to-

jther with the authors’ names, and of course the
de of the foreign periodical containing the paper
' article. He can then obtain access to the
iriodical itself at the Patent Office library,

icility of access such as this to foreign stores
' science and art is of vital importance to us as
nation, and the public ought extensively to
•ke advantage of it; the knowledge sought
r is diffused through so many channels, and
dden under languages so various, as to be diffi-

ilt of access even to the rich and learned,
hilat, but for this Index, it is entirely beyond
e reach of the mass of the people, and espe-
ally of the operative class, to whom it would
I of the greatest benefit.

VAEIORUM.

“A Sketch of the History of French Rail-
lys

;
with Suggestions in favour of thorough

lilway Reform at Home.” By Samuel Haugh-
D. Dublin: Webb, printers, Great Brunswick-
eet. The author of this pamphlet urges that
ilways ought to bo public properly, and the
les laid and upheld at the public cost

;
rates

d fares to be only sufficient to pay the ex-

1

uses of woi'king the traffic. It may not be I

visable, he admits, for the Government to un-

!

rtako the working of tho traffic
;
but, at all

'

entg, he thinks,—
' Thfl real questioii for the State seems to bo the policy i

pl8L-iii« railways as nearly in the position of roaift anii
(dgea as can possibly be done with dne regard to the
jety of the traffic, so that the country at large may reap
I

I full benefit of rapid and cheap intercourse
; and this

mot be thoronghly and satisfactorily attained by any I

If measures perpetuating' the systems of toll bridges
i turnpike roads, by the abolition of which Ireland has I

)wn a fine example; and it seems probable that she will
iin take the lead on the railway question.”

—The Second Report of the Quekett Mioro-
jpical Club and list of members (July, 3867),
s been published in the form of a pamphlet,
u-ious useful papers appear to have been road
the meetings of this new club last year.
leport on the Drainage of Gibraltar.” By
[ward Roberts, C.E, Published by the Sani-

:y Commissioners of Gibraltar (Garrison
brary Printing Establishment). This report
jompanied plans and estimates for a new
item of drainage and a supply of water for
shing, prepared by the direction of the Right
m. the Secretary of State for War, for tlie

Saideration of the local Sanitary Commis-
ners. Mr. Roberts’s estimate is 26,0001. It
pears that the principal supply of water comes
im crevices or fissures in the rock, which re-
,ve the water during the rainy season, and ai-e

aetantly pouring it out in the form of springs
ng the foot of the Northern escarp :—one of
386 alone during the whole of last year yielded
average quantity of 144,000 gallons a day;

d even now, although there has been during
3 winter bnt half the usual rainfall, it is yield-

:

T daily from 60,000 to 70,000 gallons. From
3 various attendant circumstances, although
B water is slightly brackish, it is held to be of
re origin. Works are now being carried on
ih the view of tracing it to a higher level
•ere it will necessarily be free from contamina-
nbythesea. -‘‘ManchesterNewTown Hall,”
the title of a Letter to the Mayor and Corpora-
a, in which Mr. J. King, jun., makes another
lempt to induce them to enlarge and improve

|

I site (now heater-shaped) on which it is pro-
j

posed to erect tho New Town Hall. The long
delay that has already occurred doubtless indis-

poses many to consider any proposition that
would have the effect of again postponing action.

It occurs to us to suggest that a valuable improve-
ment might be made without going so far as Mr.
King, by taking in an angular plot on the Lloyd-
sfcreet side. The fact that more than one very
good design, was put out of consideration by the
failure of the designer to provide the requisite

rooms on the right floor, shows that the accom-
modation required is not easily obtainable on the
area already provided. Setting back tho front of
the New Hall behind the line of Cross-street, as
shown in Mr. King’s plan, does not seem to us
desirable. “ Report on the Drainage of the
Borough ofBelfast. J.J. Montgomery, Engineer.”
Belfast : Braid, Arthur-street. The plan reported
on by Mr. Montgomery to the local authorities has
been in the main approved of by Mr. Bazalgette,

whose separate report is here also given. It is

proposed to irrigate the slob-lauds adjacent to

the town, as well as others on the shore, and
Mr. Bazalgette suggests sewage reservoirs
nearer the town than Mr. Montgomery has
done, with the view of meeting this desideratum
ns regards the nearest slob-lands, and also the
discharge of sewage at the fitting time of tide.

The cost of Mr. Montgomery’s plan for high and
low level intercepting sewage, and outfall and
reservoir arrangements, is estimated at 150,0001.

By this plan an uninterrupted flow of the sewage
would be obtained at all points, instead of the
present intermittent flow, which causes deposit,

and districts drained which cannot now be
drained from want of outfall. The harbour and
streams would also be purified, and the sewage
sent out to sea nntil it could be utilized.

“The Timber Merchant’s Pocket Companion.”
By Charles Gane, Wisbeach.— This is merely
a small doubled card, convenient for the pocket,
and useful as a table, containing calculations of
prices per Petersburg standard.

glTsaII;titca.

Fall of a Tunnel.—A portion of tbo roof of
the Summit Tunuel of tbo Lancashire and York-
sliiro Railway haa fallen. Fortunately the occur-

rence was discovered in time to prevent any
accident.

London Association of Foremen Engi-
nekcs.—The members of this institution held
their first monthly meeting of the present session

at the George Hotel, Aldermanbury, City, on
Saturday evening.

WiKTEEiNG AT Ll'XOR.—People who are think-
ing of paying a visit this winter to Egypt may
be interested in the following letter from Lady
Duff' Gordon, dated Cairo, tho 10th uU. :

—

“ JnrlginR from the number of people who have asked
me to find them lodgingB at Luxor (Ancient Thebes), I

think many of your readers, invalid or antiquarian, will
be glad to know that au hotel will be opened there this
winter by one Shnoodah, a respectable Coptic Christian.
It is a hundsome house, built in the Enropean style, and
surrounded by a prottv garden, full of shady trees,—

a

very pleasant thing in Egypt. He offers board and lodg-
ing at lOs. a day each, including a pint of commou wine."

Pkoi’osed Roman Catholic Cathedral.—It

is stated in the daily papers that a site has beeu
obtained for the erection of a Roman Catholic

cathedral as a memorial of the late Cardinal
Wiseman. “ It is close to tho Victoria Railway
Station, not far from Westminster Abbey, and
bordering on that new quarter which is springing

into existence round Buckingham Palace. The
whole architectural profession will be called

upon, it is thought, to compete for the designs;

but it is just possible that the competition will

be restricted to Roman Catholic architects

alone.”

New St. Thomas’s Hospital.— The founda-
tions for the new hospital adjoining the Thames
at Stangate are approaching completion. An
enormous mass of concrete haa been put in be-
hind the embankment-wall, over the whole site,

and on the greater part of this the brick-footings

and counter-arches have been built. Some of the
concrete that we saw thrown in near the bridge
would have been the better for a little more
atone in it. The enormous size of the intended
establishment is now apparent. When it is

completed, Westminster Bridge and its surround-
ings will be a remarkable piece of London,—

a

sight worth looking at. Tho regret we expressed

at the time that the hospital should be placed
here is, nevertheless, in no way lessened.

Clark & Hunt’s Registered Secure Sash
Fastener.—This aash-fastener puts a difficulty

in the way of the sash being opened from out-
side, and serves at the same time the double
purpose of sash-fastener and window-wedge, as,

when screwed firmly down it prevents the sashea
from rattling. It seems to deserve recommenda-
tion, and the prices are not high.

A Labour Exchange at S.an Francisco.

—

A
leading citizen of San Francisco has off'ered,

npon certain conditions, to give 50,000 dollars

for the foundation of a “ Labour Exchange,” an
institution “for the protection of labour and the
advancement ofindustry; aplacewhere every one
who seeks employment can find it without fee or
reward, and where the minutest information and
statistics respecting every branch of industry
shall he collected and imparted gratuitously.”

Birmingham Lunatic Asylum.—This asylum
needs enlargement. More than 100,0001. have
been already spent upon the buildiog and the
land attached to it, and the committee now ask
for leave to spend lO.OOOi. in addition. When
the asylum was built provision was made for

300 patients. This number baa been extended
to 631 ; and it is proposed to raise the total to

810,—the whole of whom, it is estimated, will

be paupers belonging to the parishes within
the borough. It would appear from this demand
for additional space that the increase of lunatics
is proportionally much larger than the increase
of population.

The Dry Earth System.—The Rev. Henry
Moule has received from the Indian Government
a substantial recognition with reference to his

system of dry earth sewage. A letter to him
from the India Office says :—•“ I am directed by
Sir Stafford Northcote to forward for your infor-

mation copies of reports which have now beeu
received from the Government of India, on the
successful and general adoption of your dry
earth sewage system in India. In consideration
of tho very satisfactory character of these re-

ports, and on tho recommendation of the Govern-
ment of India, the Secretary of State for India
in Council has much pleasure in authorizing the
payment to you of tho sum of 5001.”

The Railway Lines in B.\.tteksea. —
Tho last completing link of the system of
high-level lines in Battersea, which has been in

course of development since 1864-, to improve
tlie access to the Victoria Station, was inspected
during last week by Msjor Rich, R.E., on behalf
of the Board of IVacle, who submitted the
various heavy bridges and other works on the
inaiu line of the London, Brighton, and Sooth-
Coast Railway to severe tests, nine of the
heaviest class of locomotives and tenders being
employed for the purpose, giving a moving load
of 430 tons. The works, which have been
carried out under the superintendence of Sir
Charles Fox & Sons, as engineers to the com-
pany, are of a heavy character. The contractors
for the brickwork, &c., were Messrs. William &
John Pickering, and Mr. James Haywood, of
Derby, was the contractor for tho iron-work.

Discoveries in Romsey Adbey.—In connexion
with the work of restoration some interesting
discoveries have been made. The ancient
entrance, known as tho Nuns’ Doorway, but
which has long served as a window, has been
restored to its original purpose, and in opening
the chancel arches some curious Norman paint-
ings were found upon the column near the vestry
door. In removing one of the screens of these
arches, two stone lamps of curious form were
discovered. The Vicar of Romsey, in writing to
the local papers, says that it is certain these
lamps are of very ancient date, inasmuch as the
rubble-work in which they were embedded was
built against some of the very earliest painting
upon the stonework of the piers, and from this

ho presumes they were made and last used in
the twelfth century. One of the lamps resembles
a rather large brick, with a thick handle like
half a ring on one edge. The other lamp con-
sists of four cylindrical cavities in a lozenge form.
In these are fragments of charred wicks, and a
carbonised substance that burns with a brilliant

flame—evidently tallow, says the vicar, seven
hundred years old. It has been suggested by
some that these curious lamps were used in the
night processions of the nuns. Others think

they were made and used by the stone-cutters

who carved the Norman capitals and mouldings
of the abbey church, when Henry de Blois,

brother of King Stephen, was Bishop of Win-
chester and the first Henry began his reign.
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Damagikg Drinking Fountains.—A “drunken
and dissolnte” econndrel, who, with the true

pnblic-honse spirit, looks maliciously on the

progress of temperate habits amongst the people,

has been very properly sentenced to a month’s
imprisonment with hard labour for wrenching
off some iron ornaments from a fountain in the

Southwark Bridge-road. It is to be hoped the

police in other districts will be more on the alert

than they have been in securing the punishment
of such fellows.

The Proposed Contaiesce-vt Hospital again.

A gentleman well known in the commercial
circles has, says the Sunday Gazette, recently in-

vested in the names of trustees the princely sum
of 250,0001., for the purpose of founding a Con-

valescent Hospital in the metropolis. The plans

for the building have been entrusted to Mr,
Dale, of New Inn. Is the gentleman who is

known in commercial circles the same of whom
we spoke some time ago, and whose intention was
erroneously attributed to the Queen ?

Ware New Corn Exchange.—This new ex-

change has been opened for business. The
exchange is about 75 ft. long by 42 ft. broad. It

is lofty, with a circular roof, a portion of which
is glass. Gas-burners depend from the roof, but

do not come low enough to light the place pro-

perly without an extravagant consumption of;

gas. At the rear of the exchange is the new
j

cattle market, now nearly completed, which I

opens into Church-street, opposite the Congre- I

gational Chapel. It is hoped that some means '

will be found to make the exchange serviceable '

for meetings and lectures : the town-hall is
:

not adapted to these purposes.
j

The State of our Indian Eailways.—The I

remarks in our Journal a few weeks ago as to
I

the defective construction of railway-works in

India are justified and confirmed by last week’s
|

news. Twolargebridgesoveran unopened portion :

of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway between !

Kundwab and Hurdab have given way. A crack
has been discovered in the largest viaduct at'

Thull Ghaot, and three other viaducts over the
same ghaut are in such a dangerous state that

I

passengers have to leave the trains and walk

'

across. Seventeen other bridges over unopened
portions of the Nagpore Extension of the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway have been condemned
by the company’s engineer. A fatal accident,

we may here observe, has occurred on the Great
Indian Peninsula line by a collision, in which
Mr. E. I. Howard, a barrister, the guard of

a train, and a native foreman have been killed.

The Society or Engineers.—A visit to the
Thames Embankment works and the Blackfriars

Bridge works was made on Friday in last week
by a considerable number of the members of this

Society, to whom the contractors afforded every
facility. The party had opportunities ofinspect-

j

ing almost every class of engineering work,
j

At the first meeting of the members
for the session, held on Monday evening

I

last, Mr. W. H. Le Feuvre, the president,
I

alluded to the incorporation of the Society by i

registration under the Companies Act, 18G2, i

and stated that the matter would be fully con-

!

sidered at a special meeting of the council, to
j

be held at the offices of the Society on Friday,
j

A paper was read by Mr. Ewing Matheson, on
i

“ The Quality of Iron a& at present used.” A ,

discussion took place on Mr. J. Pendred's paper,
on “ Water-tube Boilers,” read on the 6th of May
last.

The Iron Trade.—Eyland’s “Circular” for

Saturday last says :
—

“ The general agitation
evident in the metal trades has resulted in arise,

materially aided by the rednction of production
both in copper and tin at home. From similar
causes—the increase of home demand, the re-

duction in production, and the shortness of stock—iron, both pig and mannfactnred, is susceptible
of a like rise, which may now be expected in a
partial, although, at present, bnt slight degree.
The position of continental finance tends to

check both production and competition in that
quarter. Everywhere in the United States the
makers of iron are succumbing to the tyranny of
onr last export, trades-unionism; which has
accompanied the emigration of workmen, so

delusively brought about and encouraged to their

own ruin by ironmasters seeking to bolster up a
falsely-based trade by protection, and hoping, by
drawing from us our discontented workmen, to
embarrass onr means of supply, and enhance the
wages paid here to a non-remunerativo point so
far as masters were concerned.”

Advertising Architects.—A correspondent

sends us the advertisement of an undercutting

architect in Leeds, but no good would be done
by reprinting it.

Price of Land in Paris.—The Moniteur gives

the following as the price of land for building in

several of the new streets of Paris :—Place du
Theatre Fran9aiB, equal to 481. the square metre;
Rues Turbigo and Reanmur, 341. 103. ; Rues
Laffitte and St. Georges, 331. ; Chauasee d’Antin

and Rue OUivier, 281. ; Rue Lafayette, 42Z.
;
Rue

Taitbout, 40Z.
;
Rue de Rennes (continued), near

Mont Pamesse, 61.

The Building Trade at Barnsley.—A meet-
ing of the masters and operative masons of
Barnsley, at the request of the latter, has just

been held with a view to a settlement of the
long pending strike. The men accepted the
proposition of the masters, and on these terms
work has been resumed. The strike commenced
on the Ist of May last, since which time large

contracts have been held in abeyance. The men
have of course lost some thousands of pounds in

wages.

Cowper’s Summer-house at Olney.—With re-

ference to the remarks on the desirability of

maintaining this relic of the poet, 'and which
originally appeared in our pages, Mr. W. H.
Collingridge (of the City Press) deprecates a
“ restoration,” and suggests the erection of a
hall as a memorial. We asked for no “ restora-

tion,” in the modern sense of the word, bnt that

the summer-house should be put into a proper
state of repair, to resist time and the elements,

and this we ask still.

Chester Cathedral.—This church is now
closed, except in the Lady Chapel, to allow of

extensive alterations and repairs which the dean
and chapter arc making in preparation for

special evening services. Amongst other im-

portant works begun, that of banging five new
bells in the central tower must be included : the

bells are from the foundry of Messrs. Warner.
It is to be hoped that the new dean will before

long see his way to begin the repairs which
are much needed to preserve the fabric of the

cathedral.

Kino Alfred’s Remains.—The ancient parish

church of St. Bartholomew, Hyde-street, Win-
chester, is shortly to be rebuilt, and made
a suitable resting-place for King Alfred’s re-

mains, and also for those of his queen, Alswitha,

which since the period of their discovery by Mr.
John Mellor have reposed in two plain chests in

the little vestry of the church, sent to the

excavator by the rector and the Dean of Win-
chester. Two new gilt mortuary chests, with

gilt crowns and suitable inscriptions, have been
designed by ilr. T. Butterworth, to receive the

bones and relics, and are to be set np over the

new chancel and choir, which will henceforth be
called King Alfred’s Aisle.

Martpobt.—The report of Mr. Hawkshaw on
increased harbour accommodation at Maryport
has been made to the local trustees. The sur-

j

veying and boring operations of Mr. Brunei have

j

been confined to the south side. It is said that

1 Mr. Hawksbaw’s scheme provides a five-acre

j
dock and four-acre basin on the south side, with

5 ft. greater depth on the sill than the Elizabeth

dock. The cost is estimated at 80,0001., but

Mr. Hawkshaw advises the trustees to apply for

borrowing powers to the amount of 100,0001.-

The Carlisle, Cockermoutb, and Maryport road

trustees have resolved to grant permission to the

trustees of the town and harbour of Maryport
to lay pipes for the conveyance of water from the

Goat to Maryport, along the high road between
Cockermoutb and that town.

TENDERS
For pnsGttings at St. Matthew's Church, New Kent-

road. Mr. JarTis, architect :

—

Bneringham £190 0 0
Lawson 186 14 0
Comyn, Ching, & Co 179 0 0
SteTeus & Son 173 15 0
South 156 0 0

Biggs 153 10 0

For erecting a viUa'resideuce at Reyiner, Sussex, for

Mr. AV. J. Smith. Messrs. Goulty & Gibbins, archi-

tects ;

—

Hall £1,166 0 0

Lockyer 1,048 10 0
Simms & Marten 096 12 6
Nightiugale (accepted) 973 0 0

For reseating St. Matthias Church, Poplar. Mr. W.
H. tenfon, architect :

—

' CiaUb J; Vaugban (accepted) £647 0 0

For six houses at Hove, for Messrs. Tooth & Co,

-

Simma & Marten £9,677 0 0
Nightingale 9,467 0 0

» Cbeeseman & Co 9,300 0 0
Sawyer 8,996 0 0
Bland 8,945 0 0
Longhurst 8,890 0 0
Hazell 8,460 0 0
Chappell 8,185 0 0
Hall 8,060 0 0

For erecting a public-house at North-road, Brighton.
Messrs. Goulty & Gibbins, architects:

—

Hall £667 0 0
Lockyer (accepted) 667 0 0

old materials. Mr. R. P. Notley, architect

Newman & Mann £8,815 0 0
Hart 8,600 0 0
Turner & Son 8,675 0 0
Colls & Son 8,370 0 0
MacLaughlsn 8.366 0 0
Browne & Robinson 8,215 0 0
Adamson & Son 8,030 0 0
Webb & Son 7,797 0 0
Myers &, Sons 7,758 0 0

Iron AVorkfl, Cinderford, Gloucestershire, for Mr. James
Russell. Mr. E. J. Reynolds, architect :

—

Baker &, Heaven (accepted £521 0 0

For building a house in Maple-road, Penge, for Mr.
Bigwood

Brooks £430 0 0
Eustace 430 0 0

Larmerton 410 0 0

Croaker 360 0 0

For a new Wesleyan chapel, at Buckley, Flintshire,

North Wales :

—

Lloyd £823 0 0
AVilliams 756 0 0
Hamblin 730 0 0
Foulks 600 0 0

Mr. Toby. Mr. H. Currey, architect. Quantities sup-

plied by Messrs. Strudwick & Co. :

—

Bayley £3,324 0 0
Coleman 2,989 0 0
Newman & Mann 2,898 0 0
Hart 2,890 0 0
Downs (accepted) 2,787 0 0

For building four cottages at Yentnor, Isle of Wight,
for Mr. John Webber. Mr. Augustus F. Livesay, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied :

—

Ingram k Son £678 0 0
Tharle 677 3 0
Moses & Wallder 676 0 0
Newoham 648 0 0
Beavis & Son (accepted) 530 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Inquirer (very doubtful).—H. J. (next week).—W. C, T. (ditto).—

J. H. B.—L. A.-E. J- B.- B. B.—R. B. — C. J. A.- S, A Co.-O. T.-

J. B. M. W. — T. M. t Sons. — O. O. 4 J. J. McC. — J. T. — Sir C. F.—

B. K— T. a N, - W. T. — J.f. 8.— H. 8. 8. — O. AG.-W. E. H.-
W. H.-R, H. M.
A'rrafa —Amongst names of rompetlton, Uanebester Town-baU,

for '• U. 8. Snell," read Jf. T Snetl.

We are told Ibat tbe estimated income of tbe Hop Exobaoge

building li SO 0004 per annum, not S.OOOI. There Is cellar-ruom (01

30,000 twirels of ale.

We are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

addresaee.

All etatements of facta, lists of tenders, Ac., moat be accompanied b)

the name and addreat of tbe aender.not necesaarUy for publication.

Kora.—The reaponaibiJtty of signed aitlcles, and papers read a<

pnblic meetings, rests, of course, with the authors.

]]
Advertisements.]

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CER-
TIFICATE.

—

Translation.— We, the under-

signed, at tbe request of Messrs. Jas. 0
Thompson & Co. certify that the IRON SAFES
of Messrs. CHUBB & SONS, London, of wbiol

these gentlemen are agents, were exposed foi

several hours to the fire that took place in th(

offices of the National Government on the even

iEg of tbe 26th inst. ; that in our presence thej

were easily opened with their respective keys

that the moneys and important documents thej

contained were found in perfect order
;
and thai

these safes are now in use in the Nationa
Treasury Office.—(Signed) J. M. Dbago (Trea

sorer of the National Government), Jose Tomai

Rojo, Juan M. Alvarez. A true copy—A. M
Bell.—Buenos Ayres, July 31, 1867.

CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS
J. W. Benson, having erected steam-powe
and improved machinery for clock-making, a

the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad ti

furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees
Estimates and Specifications of every desorip

tion of Horological Machine, especially cathedra

and public clocks, chiming tunes on any numbe:

of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Churol

Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch an(

Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment U

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and maker of thi

great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 2S, Olt

Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hiR, £.0

r Established 1749.
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Bristol and Clifton.

Elmdala HousCy

on the Downs.

H E growth of Bristol

within the last eight

or ten years is some-

thing to wonder at,

and the change that

is now being made in

the cityitself is equally

marvellous. Hundreds

of houses faced with

stone, many of them
costly, and of con-

siderable size, have

been built, and are

being built, in Clif-

ton
;
and we bear at

the present moment,
of a fresh undertaking,

which includes the

erection of 300 houses

on property at Red-

land, extending far on

'

the road to Horfield.

The corporation are

about to spend nearly

200,0001. in forming

new roads
;
let us hope

under good advice,

and that the improvements are to be all car-

ried on with relation to each other, and so as

to produce the most satisfactory whole. They
are also straightening their river, and making a

new lock, at the cost of 150,0001.
;
the rock and

earth removed being hoisted to the Downs,
and used there to fill up some large quarries,

whereby they hope to gain several acres of avail-

able recreation-ground.

Elmdale House, of which we give illustra-

tions,* faces the Downs, and has been built by
Mr. Alderman Proctor, for his residence, Messrs.

George and Henry Godwin being the architects.

For a house making no pretensions to be a man-
sion, it is noticeable for the size of the rooms,

and the amount of accommodation afforded.

The hall, of some size, is open from bottom to

top, with galleries on the different floors leading

to the rooms around it, and is lighted by a large

flat skylight, containing coloured glass. The
dining-room, with ante-room, has a length of

G1 fc. by 18 fc., and the drawing-rooms are of
the same dimensions, affording the opportunity
for a fair walk in foul weather. The billiard-

room, including the bow (as in the case of the
other rooms), is 31 ft. by 23 fc. 6 in., and is con-
nected with the dining-room by double folding

doors. A tube all round the billiard-room, under
the ceiling, one side of it being formed by a per-
forated enrichment in the cornice, and which
communicates with the outer air by valves under
control, assists the ventilation. A pipe from the
outer air opens in thehearth of each fireplace with
a grating that can be closed or opened at pleasure,

the object of course being to supply the fire

with air without creating draughts in the room.
We are scarcely prepared, however, to recom-

mend the indiscriminate introduction of this

arrangement. It needs intelligent regulation.

The dining-room, it will be seen on the plan, is

“served” from the conservatory, where there

is a life from the kitchen department. The

whole of the exposed woodwork throughout

the house, except the staircase, which is of

oak polished, is of picked pine varnished.

This part of the work is very creditable to the

joiners employed. There is no cast-work in the

cornices, with the exception alluded to in

the billiard-room, and the walls are hung with

lining paper merely coloured in distemper and

bordered. The height of the ground-story, we
should mention, is 14 ft. On the first-floor the

height is 13 ft. Here there are a library and

various chambers, all of large size. To meet the

views of the owner, who maintains that a screen

in a large room answers all purposes, there are

no dressing-rooms. There is a second-story of

chambers, including the bath-room, with boiler
;

and a staircase leads up to a flat on the roof,

whence is obtained a view rarely surpassed.

The house externally is of stone, dug on the

spot, with Bath stone dressings. A previous

quarry on the site, by the way, necessitated

some rather heavy work in the foundations at

one corner of the building.

The front we have illustrated next the Downs

faces North-West. For comfort’s sake (the cir-

cumstances of the ground permitting) the

entrance porch is placed on the other face,

south-east; and on this side are the lodge, the

stables, and the glass-houses.

We can scarcely refuse to let the owner say a

few words on two or three points. Mr. Proctor

thus writes :

—

“ We find the situation of the house and arrangement of i

windows and hall very favourable for ventilation. During
the cold weather we were enabled to keep the house com-

I

fortably warm, and still obtain all that agreeable freshness
j

which nothing but plenty of air will give. In the sum-
!

mer we could so regulate the chauge of air, and light, as to
|

have it sg'-eeably cool. The supply of air to the fires

answers well, except in windy weather, when we close the
j

gratings on the windward side of the house. The ventiia- I

tion in the billiard-room also answers well. The advantages
of placing the house south-ettst and north-west as regards '

light, ventilation, and enjoyment of prospect from the

windows, forces itself upon us daily, particularly as the
j

rooms open by folding-doors and run through to these
j

points.
I

Our prevailing wind and rain are from the south-west,
|

and I attribute a great deal of tho comfort we enjoy to
j

our not having any opening on that side. I would venture
j

to suggest that you recommend the building of houses
j

with large rooms, if the occupants wish to be comfortable
;

!

and, if cost is an object, save money by omitting decora- I

tioQ : have large plain rooms rather than small rooms '

highly decorated. We find that, by placing large paintings
I

upon the walls, a few largt pieces of furniture in the
'

rooms, with the advantage of the well-proportioned doors ’

and windows you have given us, we obtain that homely
comfortable Jfeeling we all enjoy, but which we were
afraid we should not find iu rooms so large.”

Mr. Proctor ha3 covered tbe walla with a very

considerable collection of agreeable modern

paintings and drawings, including F,cty’s “ Joan

of Arc,” and works by Miiller, Woolmer, Hopkins,

Bright, Hill, Syer, Wolf, Pyne, Iltilme, S. Tovey,

Meadows, Shayer, Anthony, E. Barnes, Cooke,

Nieumann, Ward, “ Jock ” Wilson, Wells,

Dawson, and others.

Close by the house tbe Gatbrie memorial

chapel, recently completed from the designs of

Mr. Hansom, in connexion with Clifton College,

forms a very agreeable feature. It is Decorated

in style, and has a polygonal apse. Tbe college

altogether forms now an important pile. It

seems regrettable that tbe style adopted in one

of the masters’ honses recently erected, a large

rectangular building, with overhanging roof,

should bo such, whatever may be its merits, as

should entirely separate it from tbe establish-

ment to which it belongs. A handsome Con-

gregational chapel, Mr. Hansom being the

architect, has been erected near the college. A
Baptist chapel in the White Ladies-road is

another noticeable building in the neighbour-

hood.

Getting away down Park-street, soon it is to

be hoped to be rendered a less steep descent, a

hoarding will be seen in College-green, behind

which Mr. Street is shortly to begin to complete

the cathedral, for which some thousands of

pounds will bo required. Some diiference of

opinion exists on the subject, but the work will

doubtless go on. College-green Hotel, lofty and

large (five stories besides attics), is approaching

completion. It was designed by Mr. Hawtin, is

all of stone, Italian in style, and in parts a little

weak in character. On the other side of College-

green, adjoining the mayor’s chapel, there is a
shop-front at the establishment lata Mr. Charles

Taylor’s, and now belonging to Mossrs. Peters &
Co., which deserves a word of praise. It includes

piers of granite, with well-carved white marble

capitals, and brown stone arches. The credit of

the design belongs to Messrs. Foster & Wood, and
Mr. Broad was tbe builder. Mr. Broad, an old resi-

dent of Bristol who worked under tbe writer

many a year ago, is also the builder of a hand-

some pile of stone-fronted offices and shops in

Nicholas-street
j
Mr. Ponton being the architect.

This front includes tiers of semi-circular arches,

and some very good carving in the shape of heads

and ornamental dragons in spandrels. Close by,

at the corner of High-street, Mr. Pointing, the

chemist and something more, has rebuilt his

house in North of Italy style, probably under tbe

direction of the last-mentioned architect. Here,

too, there is some very well executed carving,

including a series of large heads in circular

frames over the windows of the one-pair story,

inscribed Apollo, Esculapius, Celsus, Minerva,

and so on. The appearance of tlie front is very

good, but it is none tbe better for a row of eight

Medimval lions along tbe top of it, holding

shields, the efiect of which from some points of

view is bizarre. Minerva plays a prominent part

in the pediment of a new building in Corn-

street, now in progress, under Mr. Gingell,

architect, for the Liverpool, London, and Globe

Insurance Company. Tbe group, of which

Miuerva forms tbe centre, is intended to sym-

bolise tbe wisdom of insuring against fire and

the damage of death; and, so far as can at pre-

sent be seen over the scaftblding, seems very

creditable, in point of execution, to Mr. Colley,

the sculptor. The front, which is very elaborate,

and promises to be an ornament to the too-

narrow street, includes life-size figures of the

Seasons, and much other carving. In this

building we get back to classical forms and

mouldings.

We must hasten on. At the fine church of

St. Mary Redclilf, Mr. Godwin, architect, con-

siderable progress has been made with the re-

storation of the tower, commenced in tbe spring.

The lower part of tbe structure was found to

be in an actually dangerous state. Many tons of

stone have been used below ground to strengthen

and support it. Tbe organ here—always a good

instrument—has been greatly enlarged and im-

proved by Mr. Vowles, and has been set up in

the chancel, part on each side, the works com-

municating by means of a tunnel. When the

old Georgian caso in the gallery is removed, tho

great west window will be exposed to view.

This is about to be filled with stained glass, at

the cost of Mr. Sholto Vere Hare. Messrs.

Hardman, we believe, will have the opportunity

it afl’ords of showing their skill. It is a fine

chance and should be made the most of. In

the south transept, a window, executed by

Messrs. Clayton & Bell, and a very charming

work, has been quite recenlly set up. It tells

the story of Lazarus, in accordance with

a pre-arranged scheme for filling the various

windows that are at present glazed with plain

glass, and was produced, if we mistake not,

at the coat of tho vicar, tho Rev. H. G.

Randall. It is simply inscribed, as a thanks-

giving offering for great mercies. The

same artists have another window in band for

the church, the Sacrifice of Isaac
;
and Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne are at work on glass

for the west window of tho sotith aisle, illus-

trating tho Life of Moses ;
the gift of Mr.

Cruger Miles.

When we add that amongst many other works

a new post-office is being built in Small-street,

that tbe Assize Courts arc to bo re-constmeted.
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that there is to be a new hotel in Broad-atreet,

that a new hospital is about to be erected at

Stapleton, and that on Monday evening last a

new Theatre was opened and the architect

shown upon the stage, wo shuJl surely have
made good our preliminary assertion, that won-
derful activity prevails in Bristol.

FEESH AIE.

Most people are advocates, in theory, at all

events, for fresh air ; but few care to think

where the difierence lies between the smoke-
laden atmosphere of a large town and the pure

air of the open heath or breezy downs. Much
of the exhilaration produced by changing the

air of London for, say, that of Salisbury Plain,

is undoubtedly due to the difference of scenery

and to the sense of freedom from the cares and
troubles of this life

;
but there is something

more than this, and an impression has been
gaining ground for the last few years, that the

quantity of ozone contained in the atmosphere
exercises a very important influence on the
healthiness of a district. This theory has not

only been denied, but the very existence of ozone
in the atmosphere has been doubted. The lite-

rature of the subject is already very large, and
amongst the moat important contributions we
must assuredly place those of the discoverer

Professor Schoubein, of Basle. Putting aside

the more elaborate researches, we propose to

gather up into a small compass the arguments
in favour of the existence of ozono, as stated by
Professor SchunLein himself. The subject is

well worthy of attention from a sanitary point

of view.

When oxygen gas is submitted to a series of
electric discharges, it midergoes a remarkable
modification, and a pecnliar smell is noticed.

Amongst the new properties acquired by the
gas is the power of liberating iodine from its

compounds, a property which is manifested by
mixing a soluble iodide with starch-paste, and
exposing it to the air which has been thus acted
upon. A deep blue colour immediately appears,

caused by the combination of the liberated

iodine with the starch. Ozone may be produced
by other methods, but it is not necessary to

mention them. This new power possessed by
the oxygen is said to be duo to ozone, the
ordinary “ ozone test” being nothing more than
a slip of paper moistened with iodide of potas-
sium and starch.

So far all are agreed, and no one denies that
oxygen does undergo some modification when
submitted to a series of electrical discharges.

Further, it is admitted on all hands that the
atmosphere is always more or less highly charged
with electricity. Since, then, an electric dis-

charge cannot take place through air without a
portion of the oxygen in the path of the spark
being converted into ozone,—a fact which is ren-

dered abundantly clear when an ordinary elec-

trical machine is set to work,—it follows that
ozone must be formed in the atmosphere by the
ordinary operations of nature. It should be re-

membered that electrical action may still bo
going on without the palpable evidence furnished

by a thunder-storm.

When the ozone test is used for demonstrating
the presence of that body in the atmosphere,
the opponents of the theory refuse to admit the
evidence, saying that similar appearances are
produced by other substances which may be,

and sometimes undoubtedly are, present in the
atmosphere. Besides ozone, chlorine, bromine,
and hyponitrio. acid, have the property of dis-

placing iodine from its compounds, leaving it

free to form the well-known blue colour with
starch. The occurrence of chlorine and bromine
in the atmosphere is very improbable; but with
regard to hyponitrio acid, Professor Schonbeiu
admits that, during the electrical discharge, the
oxygen and nitrogen of the air sometimes com-
bine to form hyponitrio acid

;
and, although the

quantity produced in the atmosphere is in all

probability very small, it may still be sufficient

to liberate the iodine in the test paper. “ Ac-
cording to my experiments,” says the Professor,

the addition of a very small quantity of hypo-
nitric acid (^.OJ is sufficient to communicate
to water the property of producing the charac-
teristic blue colour; but, chemically, pure dilute

nitric acid has not this effect. It might, there-

fore, very well happen that rain-water collected

during a severe thunder-storm should possess
this properfy. thus indicating the presence of
free hypouitric acid in atmospheric uir. No

I
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chemist has, perhaps, made more observations
on this subject than myself, but I have never
met with any rain-water capable of burning
starch paste blue, or which indioated an acid re-

action with litmus paper, although I have fre-

quently observed that rain-water, when treated
with dilute sulphuric acid, does communi-
cate a blue colour to starch.” This effect

is probably due to nitrous acid, set free

from the nitrite of ammonia which moat rain-

water contains. The presence of nitrite and
nitrate of ammonia in the atmosphere is ex-

plained in the following manner ;—Amongst the
products of the decay of organic matter on the
surface of the earth is carbonate of ammonia,
which, beinga very volatile salt, evaporatesinto the
atmosphere. When this body comes into contact
with the hyponitrio acid assumed to be formed
by the discharge of the atmospheric electricity, it

becomes converted into nitrate and nitrite of
ammonia, which salts, in consequence of their

solubility in water, are conveyed to the earth by
the fii'St shower of rain. The Professor’s argu-
ment, then, runs thus ;—Hyponitric acid has the
power of liberating iodine from its combinations,
and this acid is formed iu the atmosphere by
electrical discharges

;
but it never (or, at all

events, very rarely) occurs in a free state, being
instantly seized upon by the ammonia always
present in excess, and formed into nitrate and
nitrite of ammonia, neither of which is capable
unaided of setting iodine free.

There is, however, another test for ozone
depending upon the property possessed by that

'

body of converting the colourless protoxide of
thallium into the brown teroxide. Hyponitric
acid does not produce this effect, since it becomes
decomposed, as we have already seen in the case
of ammonia, into nitrate and nitrite of thallium.

It is true that this brown compound might be
sulphide of thallium, due to the sulphuretted
hydrogen contained in tho atmosphere; bnt
Professor Schbnbein has observed that the
colouring takes place when a slip of acetate of

lead-paper (the ordinary test for sulphu-

retted hydrogen) remained perfectly white.

In the course of his experiments he
discovered that teroxide of thallium assumed
a blue tinge when moistened with tincture of

guaiacum, so that wo have an infallible means
of ascertaining whether the brown compound
formed when thallium papers are exposed to

fhe air be really the teroxide of that metal or

not. Professor Seboubein finds that it is. The
thallium test is not nearly so sensitive as the
iodide of potassium and starch test. An exposure
of twenty-four hours, or even more, is necessary
to obtain the brown colour on thallium papers.

The shortest time ever observed was on the 6th
of January of the present year during a heavy
snow-storm, when an exposure of six hours was
sufficient. So great was the quantity of ozone
that the starch papers were discoloured in the
short space of half an hour.

So much, then, for the evidence in favour of

the existence of ozone, which has been main-
tained for some years through evil report and
good report by Professor Schbnbein. Assuming
that the facts already stated are sufficient to

prove that ozone is something more than a
figment of the laboratory, we proceed to consider

the part it plays in the grand scheme of nature.

During the decay of animal and vegetable
matters large quantities of mephitic gases are

generated, the chemical composition of which is

not well understood. We do know, however,
that they are destroyed and rendered innocuous
by powerful oxidizing agents, such as the
hypochlorites and the permanganates. The
well-known ” Condy’s Fluid” derives its dis-

infecting properties from the presence of the
latter salts. According to Professor Schonbein’s
experiments, artificially produced ozone has
precisely the same action on fetid exhalations,

and it is, therefore, not a far-fetched hypothesis
that ozone is nature’s own disinfectant. After a
severe thunderstorm, the remark is often made
that “tho thunder has cleared the air,” and
there is probably more in this than people
are aware of. That the air is purer and fresher

after a thunderstorm few persons will deny
;
but

much of this is due to the rain which generally

accompanies such phenomena. This freshening
of the atmosphere occurs, indeed, after most
storms of rain, whether accompanied by thunder
or not. M. de la Eive, an eminent physicist of
Geneva, has recently put forward the opinion
that the increased transparency of the atmo-
sphere after rain is due to the removal of the
foreign matters and germs or sporules which
are perpetually floating in the air, ready to settle

and germinate wherever they find a fitting soil.

Professor Pasteur’s beautiful researches leave
little room for doubting that minute fungi really
do exist in the atmosphere. To return, how-
ever, to our subject. We have already referred

to the well-known fact that ozone is generated
duringthe electricdischarge; andwe should there-

fore expect to find it largely developed during a
thunderstorm. May we not attribute to this a
large proportion of the freshening effect expe-
rienced ou such an occasion ? As to the precise

manner in which ozono acts we know very little

with certainty. The following view of the case
has,we believe, not yet attracted attention. Some
years ago a theory was started that infectious

diseases were propagated by extremely minute
corpuscles or organized bodies which floated in

the atmosphere and communicated the disease
to persons who breathed them. Attempts have
been made to obtain these infusoria, or what-
ever they may be, by suspending large glass
globes, moistened with water, in the small-pox
and fever wards of hospitals. About two months
ago, M. Poulet read a paper before tho French
Academy of Sciences, in which he showed that
infusoria existed in the breath of persons sufter-

ing from whoopiug-cough. He describes two
species of monads, or bacteriums, as they are
called by somo authors, as present in the liquid

obtained by condensing the breath of a child

attacked by whooping-cough. The infusoria

were seen by the aid of a powerful microscope
in very large numbers.

It has been shown by Professor Schonbeiu
that comparatively large animals,— such as

mice,—are killed by breathing air containing an
insignificant quantity of ozone, perhaps in con-

sequence of the rapid inflammation of their

tissues. A former pupil of the Professor’s, Herr
Scharr, of Berne, noticed, whilst making some
experiments with permanganates and hypo-
chlorites, that infusoria were immediately killed

when immersed in even very dilute solutions of

these salts ;
and ho concludes that this effect

was due to the rapid oxidation and consequent
destruction of the albuminoid substances in tho

bodies of these organisms. Assuming tho theory
' of the propagation of diseases noticed above to

be true, wo may, without pushing speculation

beyond reasonable limits, state that the compara-
tive absence of epidemic diseases during those

periods when tho atmosphere contains a large

quantity of ozone is due to the destructive action

of that substance upon the germs by which such
diseases are propagated. We do not wish to bo
understood as stating that it is absolutely the

true exi>lanatiou of so-called healthy and un-

healthy seasons. It is simply an hypothesis,

and is not incompatible with the present state

of our knowledge of this very important sub-

ject.

The great difficulty at the present moment in

the way of further investigations the absence
of any method of determining the per-centnge of

ozone present in tho atmosphere. The iodized

starch paper hitherto used is certainly a good
and very sensitive ozonoscope, but we require au
ozonounjfcr. For purposes of comparison, our

present test is SiS useless os are the indications

of the oat-beard and hair hygroscopes compared
with those of the wet bulb hygrometer. In ex-

treme cases the quantity of ozono contained in

the atmosphere does not, in all probability, ex-

ceed one-millionth part. It is obvious that an
apparatus of extraordinary delicacy will be

necessary for measuring even this,—the largest

proportion of ozone with which we have to deal.

If science ever supplies the requisite method,

—

and we see no reason to doubt that it will, sooner

or later be forthcoming,-—it will, in all proba-

bility, be a volumetric process, in which a sub-

stance, having a powerful affinity for ozone,

will be cither coloured or discoloured by its

oxidation.

Houses of the Working Classes and the
New KEFOEi? Act.—

M

r. VV. E. Hickson writes;

—

“ I thank yon for your little notice of my ‘ Tracts

for Inquirers ’ in the Builder of the 5th iust. j but

let me urge you not to think lightly of those pro-

visions of the new Reform Act which abolish

compounding, disfranchize owners, and substitute

the personal rating of temporary occupiers of

the lowest class. As affecting the burden of the

poor-rates in all districts, and the improvement
of the dwellings of the working classes, in which

you have always taken au interest, these pro-

visions of the new Act must work as a natural

calamity
;
and the Builder might do great ser-

vice iu caking up the subject.”
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STATISTIC CONGRESS IN FLORENCE.
The International Statiatio Congress— the

sixth hold since the first assemblage for such
interests, in Brussels, in 1853,—concluded its

proceedings in the Italian Senate-hall, on the
5th of October. Tho number of deputies from
different countries gathered in Florence for
this occasion is reported as d83, of whom
ten represented England. Many were tho pre-

parations made by the Florentine authorities to

show honour to their guests. A “committee of
reception,” presided over by tho Duke Casigliano,
was formed with the express object of rendering
such attentions and escorting them to visit all

the mirabilia of this city; another committee,
alike aristocratic in composition, charged itself

with the ordering of a banquet, illumination,
and musical performances, at the Pagliauo
Theatre, tho largest among such buildings here

;

and the municipality, wo are assured, voted
30,OOU franca for the expenses of that enter-
tainment. All the leading journals reported the
discussions more or less fully ; and if tokens of
interest on the part of the public, as well as iu

the minor journalism here so redundant, were
wanticg, this might be ascribed to the absorbing
interest in political questions now uppermost in

the Italiuu mind.
The hall where the Italian senate assembles,

in tho Uffizi buildings, was a most animated
scene during these scientific sessions, owing to
tho large number present, the variety of subjects
discussed, and tho warm expressions of approval
in which the public, as well as the members of
tho Congress, took part. Not, indeed, that that
public was at any time iu great force ; for wo
were surprised to observe how few availed them-
selves of the facility of obtaining tickets (given
most courteously, for the entire course), and
how slight tho sprinkling of auditors in tho
strangers’ gallery, where, strange to say, the
attendance of ladies, in their separate com-
partment, was generally larger than that of the
other sex. Tho modern and brilliant decoration,
paintings, gilt carving, &c., with which that hall
of Medici origin was fitted up when first destined
to tlie uses of the senate, did not indeed seem
appropriate to the gravity of these assemblies,
reminding rather of courts and theatres than of
things in the sphere of abstract science. It was
to be regretted, also, that the gallery assigned for
male auditors is too high-placed to allow of such
closG attention to the speakers as is requisite for
the full apprehension of long discourses illus-

trated by statistic details. In this case it was
better to read than to hear.

A', ten a.m. on Sunday, 29fcli September, was
held the inaugural meeting, under the presidency
of tho Minister of Agriculture and Commerce,
Baron de Blasiis, who opened with a not very
long but appropriate and well-composed speech,
bearing chiefly on the condition of Italy as a field

for statistic illustration, and the favourable dis-
positions of her government for encouraging
and promoting whatever tends to national
benefit or scientific progress. After this the
office of president was confirmed in the person
of the same minister, and the members of
the Junta {Ginnta Sitperiore di Statistica) were
aggregated as vice-presidents, together with all

tho delegates of foreign governments
;
as secre-

taries, the four gentlemen who bad acted in that
capacity at the previous private meetiugs of repre-
sentatives, together with four others of different
countries, one being English, of the name Brown.
Tho assembly then dispersed, and the rest of the
proceedings for this day, not public, wero the
formatiou of the sections and what the Italian
journals designate ns sepjji (seats), thus dis-
tributed :—1. Theory and technicality of sta-
tistics

; 2, topograpliy
;

3. agricultural statistics
;

4. communal statistics; 5. monetary and banking
statistics, circulation and trustees

; G. moral and
juridic statistics

; 7. medical and military sta-
tistica. On the afternoon of this Siinduv, all
the members, both of this and the other Con-
gress, that of the Italian Chambers of Commerce,
whose sessions had opened ou the same after-
noon, under the presidency of the same minister,
were entertained by the municipality iu the
palace (ex-ducal) of the Cascine, whore refresh-
ments were served, and two military bands kept
up concert during the aoeinl meeting, the beauti-
ful pai'ks of Florence being throughout this fine
evening more gaily frequented by the beau
monde, on foot and iu carriages, even thaii usual
in the hours of promenading on festivals. Cn
Monday, at ten a.m., was the first public assembly
of the Statistic Congress for transacting general
business, despatched this morning in about an

hour and a half, the minister opening with
another well-turned discourse; the most animated
passage in the debate referring to the question

as to the language for future discussions, one
deputy (an Italian) proposing tho exclusive use
of French

;
others, the language of each nation-

ality, with translations from all idioms except
French and Italian, by the secretaries; but such
discussions were over-ruled by the minister-
president through the simple annooncement that
this matter had been already settled by the
sections

; the choice of language to be ad
libitum, with the system of compendious transla-

tions, save from two idioms, as on one side pro-
posed. It would bo beyond our limits here to

attempt any abstract of the discussions and
reports that occupied every day for tho rest
of this busy week

;
the daily arrangement

for the sections to meet from nine to twelve,
and the general public assemblies to be held

,

from half-past twelve to four p.m. ; in the last

instance, from nine to one p.m.
;

in tho evenings
all being invited to spend their time, at pleasure,
in the halls ou the ground-floor of tho Effizi,

connected with the senate - houses, and now
serving for a sort of political club. The subjects
iu debate, and those topics dwelt on in the

j

several memoirs read aloud, went through the
general range of statistical science with such
collation of relevant facts as did credit to the
zeal and research of those engaged, in some
cases exciting discussion, carried on with the
warmth and gesticulation inseparable from
Italian oratory, but not always contributing to

make the point at issue more intelligible to
|

auditors. The extreme difference of intona-
1

tion and delivery on the part of English and
German speakers, contrasted with tho Italian,

'

was a source of difficulty to the hearers iu the
|

galleries
; and we had canae to regret the de-

j

ficiency of our own countrymen in the mode of;

delivering what itself was well worthy of being ,

listened to. Tho last public meeting, adjourned,
instead of breaking up as anuonneed at one, till

,

two p.m., came to a close at half-past three,
]

winding up with a speech from the ministerial

president (suitable as was all that he said) and
general vote of thanks, this sitting being in

some respects the most interesting, as the topics
'

brought forward were more various than on I

other days. !

In reference to the statistics of art galleries
^

and museums, it was proposed that not only
'

public collections, but tho works of sterling!

value in stndios and private keeping should be
brought into the sphere of official report. On

[

this took place a discussion of some warmth,
j

participated in by men of note. For the
juridic reference it was proposed that not only
crime itself, but tho moral dispositions of con-
victs before death should bo contemplated.
There was also long and able speaking on the
hygeiau question and the statistics of cattle, the
proper limitation for inquiries relating to such
interests, &c. It was determined, on tho pro-
posal made in a section by M. Quetelet, to

j

found a permanent committee, or section, of
Italian statistics. Shortly before the breaking
up, was mooted the question of tho next inter-

;

national assemblage and its locality : Eussia,
Sweden, Holland, Switzerland, the countries
severally proposed. The Dutch deputy, iu tho
name of his Government, invited tho Congress
to meet at the Hague; the Swiss deputy made
earnest recommendation of his own laud, though
speaking bub in private capacity; and Mr.
Lockhart (English) so far anticipated a much
desired future as to propose Kome—the elect

capital of Italy

!

On the evening of that day, tho members were
entertained at dinner, in the Pitti Palace, by the
King, who had invited them, in a few gracious
words, on occasion of a general reception, when
all hid been presented to his Majesty. Tlie

English minister sab at the right hand, the
Minister of Commerce at the left of the royal

host. But the grandest entertainment was the
banquet at the theatre, with admission by paid
tickets, the Baron de Blasiis, as usual, taking
the lead in the speeches that ensued after good
cheer, and proposing health “ to this Congress
and its future, and to the continual development
of its scientific conquests ;” the Swiss delegate
(M. Pioda), “To tho Sovereign of this great
and beautiful country the French delegate
(Chev. Legoyt), “ To tho Minister, De Blasiis,

who had so ably discharged his tusk the
Anstrian delegate (Baron von CzOrnig), who had
acted as vice-president at the public meetings,
and delivered himself in three languages with

, equal readiness, “To Florence, the capital of

Italy, and her worthy magisterial representa-
tives ;” lastly, the distiiiguielied writer in-

vited all to drink — not their wine, but
their coffee—“ To the Solidarity of Nations,”
proceeding, in a brief but excellent speech

—

perhaps the best of the occasion— to congratulate
on the iutellectaal fraternity, the common bond
uniting peoples for mutual benefit, secured
through such means as science and culture are
now rendering more and more efficient, so that
the countrymen of Goethe, Shakapeare, Thor-
valdsen, Cauova, Pascal, Galileo, are becoming
in a true sense brethren. i

Beyond comparison, tho most picturesque of
these scientific entertainmen ts was the recaption,

on the night of the 3rd, at the ancient Pretorio,

alias Palace of the Podesta, whose Gothic halls

and corridors wero illuminated, whilst all those
representatives of different nations were mingling
iu converse under their vaults, and in the largest

of the fine old building’s apartments was given
a supper, served at a late hour; ladies being in-

vited by tbe authorities to this really memorable
J'tte, and musical bands performing in the cortilc,

one of the most majestic specimens of Mediaeval
civic architecture in Italy. Ic may be imagined
bow striking and fairy-like was tho effect of this

gaiety and lustre, thrown Irom lamps and tapers,

in the interior of that grand, gloomy-looking
pile, reminding one of things so different, of
conditions of society no doubt more stirring and
romantic, but assuredly by many degrees less

favourable to hnman happiness tlian those iu

which scientific luternatioual Congresses prove
possible.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

A VERY excellent reason exists for that sus-

picious dislike of the dead hinguages which is

evinced by some of those who most loudly

counsel their fellow countrymen to be guided
by their advice. To these teachers the fable of

the fox who had lost his tail is inapplicable, or
at least it should bo written for their use in an
entirely new version. It should bo the Manx
cat and tho household cats, or the ape among
tbe monkeys. The fable holds iu respect to the

counsel given—namely, that others should dis-

pense with an ornament not possessed by the

lecturer; but tbe d’screpuncy lies here, that it

is not im ornament lost by that disinterested

friend, since it is something in which he is noc
only deficient, bnt with the use and value of

which he hu.s no acquaintance whatever. The
true reason, then, is further to seek, and it may
possibly be found to be this, that the man who
offers a programme for the future that is per-

fectly satisfactory to himself, inasmuch as it is

the child of his own imagination, has a sort of

half uneasy fear of the ghost of tho buried past.

Iu other words, he would rather not have his

bran now theories contrasted v.’ith the experience

of those two thoesand years of human history of
which we find certain relics in tlie pages of

Greek and Latin authors.

The clear perception of the manner in which
history ever reproduces itself is r.-irely attained.

The man busily occupied with the present is apt
to forget his boyish recollections of tho past.

The man steeped in the learning of the academy
shrinks from the loud din and personal squabbles
of tho politics of the day. Or if, ns iu the case of

so illustrious an exception as De Tocqueville, a
writer brings a profound knowledge of history to

illumine his all but prophetic insight iuto the
course of tbe present and the future, bis disciples

are but few and rare. The daily jouruuls, which
more and more assume tho poeitiou of the in-

structors of the public, make it a rale to handle
no topics of more than twenty-four hours’ growth.
There is but little time for a colloquy with the
ancients at the diepoaal of the reader of the

morning’s news.
It thus comes to pas.s that we are not unapt to

take for granted propositions that are not only
unproved, but actually disproved by history.

V7e speak of progress where there really exist

decadence and decay. Attention is at this mo-
ment directed to one of these subjects, a matter
iu which the English of tho nineteenth century
are very fur inferior to tho Greeks of the Alex-

andrine ago,— inferior not only to the Greeks as

Aristotle laboured that they should become, or

as Plato dreamed of them in hia Utopia; but as

they actually were. Nor is tins comparison to

be made with men of differoiit blood iiud dill'ereut

climate alone. We cau trace an inferiority, not

so marked because not so geuornl, but sufficiently

marked, in the education of tho English gentle-
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man of to-day, as compared with that of the

English gentleman of the time of tournaments

and chivalry.

The portion of education to which we refer, is

that which is strictly physical. It is the pur-

posed, intelligent, systematic training of the

bodily powers. At the time when the hcman
intelligence was at its acme, and in the race

which subdued the world, the exercises of the

palfcstra were as incumbent on a yonth who
hoped for distinction, as were the wisest lessons

of philosophy. The great annual games of

Greece were not mere assemblages for the pur-

pose of gambling on the speed of horses, or for

the exhibition of the most costly toilets. They
formed an essential part of the physical education

of the Grecian youth. It was not then, any

more than now, given to many to excel in very

different branches of study. And those branches,

moreover, were far fewer, and some of them far

more limited, than is the case at the present

time. But if chemistry was unknown, if metal-

lurgy was in its infancy, if mathematics were
confined to geometry, if astronomy was await-

ing the discoveries of Galileo, and if the boldest

reach of the navigator was confined to the cir-

cumnavigation of Africa, we most not forget

that politics was a science, even if some sought

to make it a trade, and that the physical welfare

of the race was directly cared for by the institu-

tions of legislators, and by the solemn order of

the public games.
As Europe emerged from the flood of barbarian

invasion, and down to the time when the in-

creasing use of gunpowder tended to equalize

the advantages of strength and of skill, and
finally to induce the abandonment of defensive

armour, the physical education of noble yonth

received even an undue share of attention. To
ride, to use weapons of all kinds, to inure the

body to toil, was the object of youthful study

and competition. In the chase and in the tourna-

ment was to bo found the school of the soldier :

careful training in manly exercises, for the ex-

press purpose of developing bodily strength and
skill, was not confined to the aspirant for knight-

hood. The English statute-book bore witness

to the anxiety of our rulers that the yeomanry
should maintain that familiarity with the bow
which told with such terrible force in our French
wars

;
and in the times of the Stuart kings,

when the jack-boot, the squire of the arquebuse,

was displacing the jointed plate-armour that

'

had replaced the older mail covering of the legs,
|

the aim of the publication of the "Book of'

Sports” must not be held to be msrely or even
mainly polemical. The idea of the primary duty

'

of attention to the physical training of all

classes of the nation was only densely obscured
by the increasing smoke of gunpowder, and for-

gotten in the search for gold and the effort to

make the most of the maxim that time is

money.
Thus it came to pass that the manly out-door

exercises which toughened the muscles of our

forefathers were more and more regarded as

mere amusements. Sour-faced men spoke of

them as sinful
;
sharp-faced men spoke of them

as waste of time. The best batsman on the
cricket-ground was warned of the end of the

idle apprentice. Books and work were extolled

at the expense of healthful play. Heavy imposi-

tions, useless repetitions framed for the purpose
of strengthening the memory (as ifmemory were
a special faculty of the mind, and not a phase of

the action ofmany very distinctfacukiea), keeping
in from the playground or the cricket-field, were
prevalent in our public schools. At the beginning
of the present centnry physical education had
probably sunk to its lowest ebb amongst our-

selves, and the peaked bookworm,whom awise and
comprehensive discipline might have developed
into a noble man, was held up as the pattern by
the teachers of the good-boy school.

The change which we are now witnessing in

this respect appears to have sprung from the

manly instincts of the nation rather than from
the wisdom of its teachers or the forethought of

its legislators. Sports, never quite extinct, are
becoming more carefully organised. Such an
annual contest as the Oxford and Cambridge
boat-race has far more of the mettle of the
Olympic games than is to be met with at Epsom
or at Ascot. An increasing interest in Alpine
adventure is apparent. Slen whose opinions on
education are known and valued advocate some,
thing far beyond the mere constitutional walk
necessary to the maintenance in working order
of that ill-used machine, the brain of the
hard -reading student. In that great mili-

tary academy which exacts f/om the candi-
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dates for admission a standard of mathematical

proficiency, and of acquaintance with language,

either living or dead, and with physical and
classificatory science, of an order that claims the

very respectful attention of the Oxford first-class

man and of the Cambridge wrangler, the utmost

care is given to the exercises of the perfectly-

appointed gymnasium. Dangerous and idle use

of this portion of the machinery of education is

rendered impossible, at the same time that proper

and beneficial use of it is made obligatory.

The result is the supply for the services of our

engineer and artillery corps of a set of men who,

in accomplishment of mind and of body, as well

as in discipline and in the habits of gentlemen,

are, if not facile principes, at least second to none
in the world. More and more through our larger

schools the gymnasium is becoming recognised

as a place, not of idle amusement, but of essential

importance to complete education.

With this great improvement of the day arise,

as usual among us, the clash and conflict of

opinion. Much of this would be avoided if

men would only devote to the real study of a case

on which, very likely, they feel not only strongly,

but properly, the time which they consume in

shouting out their own crude opinions. The
man who is perfectly aware of all that is known
on a subject is never vociferous, never violent,

never over-bearing. It is the totally or the par-

tially ignorant man who is intolerant,—the im-

perfectly-convinced man who insists on his con-

victions with the most acrimony. When a

child first acquires a new idea it hastens to com-
municate it to its fellows. Monsieur Jourdain's

wonder and delight at learning “ tout ce qui

n’est pas vers est prose” is instantly communi-
cated to Nicole, in the absence of a fitter pupil.

Take a subject ou which actual knowledge is

unattainable, and it is just the one on which
controversy is moat fierce. What ever exceeded
the fury of the /lOTJioousian and the homoiousian

quarrel ? Thus it is very natural that men who,
manly sportsmen it may be themselves, are

personally unaware of what well-ordered and
systematic training can actually effect, should

clamour for the open air and unchecked exercise

of rowing, or of other less regulated sports, as

the proper substitutes for the gymnasium. No
less natural is it for those who have become
aware of the ill-effects of exercises carried to

excess, such as rowing, for instance, when pur-

sued as a passion, and not regulated by an

experienced trainer, to discredit our returning

attention to our too-long neglected physical edu-

cation. Common sense and daily observation,

experience that may be acquired in a few years

no less than the testimony of history, our duty
to posterity no less than oar regard to our own
completeness of life, all point to the extreme
importance of the provident and well-counselled

development of the body, no less than of the

mind, by appropriate and effective training.

In a national point of view, physical education

will, perhaps, hereafter, as it was formerly the

case, be regarded as possessing claims on the

attention of the legislator, even prior to those

of moral and of intellectual tuition. Morals are,

to a certain extent, conventional. The code
differs amid different races. Science is subject

to that change which is a condition of healthy

growth. But so many inches round the chest,

and such a girth of the arm, are facts indepen-

dent of theory. A stalwart and able population

has a double value in a political sense : it con-

stitutes the hope of the future no less than the

safety of the present. In it we look for the

fathers of future men and women, as well as for

the defenders of our coasts. Nor must it be lost

sight of that the equalising effect of gunpowder
has reached its limit, and that with every im-

provement now introduced in its application,

the advantage of the able-bodied soldier, able iu

skill as well as in celerity and in endurance

over his weaker competitor, becomes more ap-

parent. The soldier is no longer mere food for

powder. The statistics of the battles of the

century, if their accuracy may be relied on,

show that it takes as many or more rifle-bullets

to kill a soldier as was the case with the

heavier balls of Brown Bess. Sadowa was
gained by the marching powers of the
Prussian troops as much as by the needle-

gun. To say nothing of accuracy of aim,

a subject which attracts, and deservedly

attracts so much attention in our rifle-grounds,

aptness for ropid manoeuvre and for sustained

fatigue, is an element of the utmost military

importance. Drill is much simplified. With
the Snider rifle the old manual is at an end.

' The endless routine of " Shoulder arras

!

Ground arms ! Port, ho ! Charge bayonets !” is

superseded by a simpler set of movements. The
less the soldier is embarrassed with a cumbrous
manipulation of his arms the more he is

at liberty for a complete and improving
gymnastic training. The more fatal and deadly

become our projectiles, and the means of dis-

charging them, the higher must we rank the

value, and the more carefully must we study the

education, of the soldier. The finer, the healthier,

the more skilful, and the more enduring are our

soldiers, the higher will be the physical status

of our whole nation. The art of war has done
much to brutalise the private soldier : it is now
needful to raise him in the scale. The improve-

ment in destructive, no less than that in con-

structive, machinery must ultimately serve to

the elevation of the human race.

Gymnastic training holds the middle ground

between neglect and the useless severity of

the pipe-clay and pig-tail school. It neither

leaves the man a clod, nor stiffens him into a

machine. The gymnastic teacher looks askance

at the time-honoured stock that still maintains

its place in the British uniform, with scarcely less

disfavour than at the heavy iron-shod boots which
have devoured the calf of the rustic. The man
who can go with ease through all the feats of the

vaulting-room, the bars, and the trapesium, will

be the one most ready to scale a precipice or to

afford prompt aid in any emergency. He is

equi-distaut between the bumpkin and the mere
drill-sergeant, and is worth more than the pair

of them put together. Propriety of dress, not

smartness alone, but fitness for the greatest

amount of service with the least fatigue, is yet

far from being attained, either in the army or

out of it. How many questions ou this score are

still open ! how many are yet openly set at

nought! Which is the best boot? which the

best great-coat ? which the best hat ? No reply

has as yet been given to these questions by one

consent. The well-known defect in the gait of

our heavy-booted country swains, the destruc-

tion of the calf of the leg, and the slouching and
fatiguing walk that are characteristic of the

ploughman and the wagoner, are constantly re-

curring proofs of the need of some guidance

more correct than an instinctive sense of com-

fort. The long-atirrupped, mpture-threatening

seat still maintained by our cavalry is even a

more inexcusable error in exactly the opposite

direction. The completion of the gymnastic

code, and the subordination of dress, of drill,

and of seat, to the requirements of the gym-
nastic trainer, are matters of no trilling import-

ance to the country, and improvements which we
no longer despair of seeing carried into effect.

May we offer a word of advice to our pro-

fessional brethren in this matter ? It is this.

In every design, for school, or college, or public

building, in which provision is in any way to be
made for the home or the education of youth,

let them never lose sight of the necessity for a
commodious gymnasium. Not a damp patch of

ground, garnished with one or two poles and
swings, such as we could point out within the

walls of a building that assumes for itself a high

rank among our educational establishments. A
lofty, light, water-tight roof, a floor hoarded
throughout, and padded under the bars and
poles, with a distinct portion of the building set

apart for spectators, should bo considered as

essential a part of a scholastic building as either

class-room or theatre. Great comfoit and per-

fect adaptability can be attained at small ex-

pense, but not without proper forethought. Let
those who are in want of precedent to guide

them, pay a visit to the noble gymnasium at the

Royal Military Academy at Woolwich. Let us
add one other caution. The gymnasium, when
provided, is intended for education,—not, as in

the instance of the open yard above referred to,

for rough and bearish larking. Such a use of its

facilities involves danger to limb or even to life,

and should be strictly and carefully prohibited.

The eye of the principal, and the invariable

presence of a fully-qualified jittendant, are requi-

site to make the gymnasium the scene of a noble

branch of education, not the mere resort of

mountebanks and of roughs.

Art-Unior or Loxdon and the Mansion
House. — The Eight Hon. the Lord Mayor
(Gabriel) has invited the Council of the Art-

Union of London to a dinner at the Mansion
House on Friday, the 25th instant, and will have
a large party to meet them. This will be the

last state dinner of the present mayoralty.
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THE WKOXETEE EXCAVATIONS.
The excavations at Wroxeter, which had

been discontinued during the harvest time,
were again commenced about a fortni^-ht
ago. A spacious room has been discovered
and laid open, 34 ft. long by 32 ft. wide,
having in its centre a square bed of stone,
similar to the one found in the apartment
called the enaraeller’s shop, and which probably
sustained a central pillar which supported the
roof. A good many curious things have been
found, especially in what has been a latrina.
As usual, plenty of hair-pins and cocks’ legs
have been collected. But the greatest rarity
brought to light was a small clear red cornelian
stone, six-eighths of an inch in length, and of an
aval shape. It had probably been set in some
metal, and used as a seal or signet-ring. It was
deeply cut or engraved so as to represent in the
?entre a large goblet or vase, on each side of
vhich, perched upon a round stand, was a
mrrot well characterised by the hooked beak

;

i-om the mouth of each issues a stream of liquid
lowing into the bowl. Before this remarkable
vork of Roman art could be placed in the proper
museum-case, it was shown to a party of
f gentlemen,” one of whom, it is supposed,
must have sljly made off with it, as it can
lowhere be found. An impression in wax had
ortunately been taken, so that the article can at
;ny time be identified. It is to be hoped the thief
Hll now see the uselessness of retaining such a
slic, which he dare not show to any one in
espectable society, and that ho will therefore
and it back to the museum before the police get
lold of him and it.

BTRATFORD TOWNHALL COMPETITION.

S A CORRESPONDENT Writes as follows,—" The ac-
Dunt in the local papers of the meeting of the
Dard to decide on the designs, shows that the
ithor of the selected design marked ‘ Civis,’ was
)iown to several members of the Board to be their
rvn surveyor, Mr. Lewis Angell, F.R.I.B.A.
fefore competing, I applied through a friend to
t»ie of the most influential members of the
xtard to know whether they had any particular
:l'chitect in view, and was assured that they
iid no preference for anyone architect, but that
il would be fair and straightforward. One of
le clauses in the conditions says,—‘Any com-
•iititor communicating his motto, directly or in-
erectly, to any member of the Board, will be
cpqnalified from receiving a premium.’ How, I
:,k, could the members of tbe Board have known
itat the plans marked ‘ Civis,’ belonged to their
wveyor unless the above condition bad been in-
linged, whereby Mr. Angell is ‘disqualified
lom receiving a premium ’ ? I have no doubt
iiat the selected plan is the best, as the author
uuld have opportunities of knowing exactly the
[iquirements of the locality which no stranger
iluld possibly possess. But why the Board
)iould advertise for designs when they had a
lUllow of the Institute of Architects at hand,
ith a suitable design, passes my comprehen-
om.”

rflhe Board have acted most injudiciously, if
't unfairly. With an architect acting as their
edeer, if they considered that he was in a
itsition to carry out the work, with his other
itties, they might very properly have placed
3 matter at once in his hands; but having
lipealed to the profession at large, they should
. t have allowed their surveyor to compete.
! s position would necessarily give him advan-
:e?es, and his selection, they might be sure,
ululd bring down, as it has done, a cry of un-
rumesB that no explanation could wipe away,
e le of the local papers writes,

—

Iflf such a building is really essential for thebest interests
tthe parish, the ratepayers hare no cause to regret the
cisclion. On the contrary, it must be some consolation
tchem to know that the choice has fallen upon the sur-
oror to the Board, inasmuch as had any other plan been
ipepled, a sum of 6'iOL or 60i'/. would have been paid as
immission for superintending the erection of tbe building-
tt the Board «iil hardly award this to their surveyor in
iliition to his present handsome salary, for the duty
laid only be performed in the Board’s time."

Whether or not this belief weighed at all with
h Board in making the selection we do not
TOW. If 80

, they will doubtless be disap-
Dinted. Mr. Giles, at any rate, is not an officer
•hthe Board. We make no question as to the
'eaeriority or otherwise of the selected design
e e elevation has consii-lerable merit : the plan
bhave not seen)

; our objection rests solely on

tbe ground we have stated. The proceedings
of the Board before selecting the designs ought
to be instructive. Some of the members were
anxious that an architect should be called in to
assist in tbe selection, and the clinching circum-
stance that led to the rejection of a motion to
that effect was the fact set forth that even if an
impartial professional man were appointed to
the task, there would be the same abuse of tbe
referee and questioning of the decision as if the
Board had acted for themselves. The question
whether, spite of this unseemly and unwise con-
duct, the decision in the former case would not
nevertheless be the better one, was not raised.
Every member of tbe profeesion, indeed every
person anxious for the right conduct of com-
petitions, is interested in potting a stop to the
proceedings pointed to in this discussion, or the
result will be that no architect with any regard
to his own dignity will accept the office of re-
feree, should any committee still think it de-
sirable to invite him so to act.

THE LATE MR. CHARLES FOWLER,
ARCHITECT.

We beard with great regret of tbe death of
this gentleman, on the 26th of September, at his
residence, Western House, Great Marlow, Bucks.
Mr. Fowler was in his 76th year : he was born
at Cullumpton, Devon, where his family had
been settled for several generations. At the age
of fifteen he was bound apprentice for seven
years, as tbe manner then was, to Mr. John
Powning, at Exeter, architect and builder, as he
styled himself (he held, we believe, tbe appoint-
ment of surveyor to the Dean and Chapter of
the Cathedral). During this long apprenticeship
Mr. Fowler, no doubt, acquired that thorough
knowledge of all tbe practical details of bis
profession for which be was remarkable. Soon
.after the expiration of his articles, in 181-1-, he
came to London, and entered the office of Mr.
David Laing, who was then engaged in the
building of the new Custom House and numerous
other works. Here he became acquainted with
Mr. Tite and Mr. Bellamy, who were fellow-
students, and whose friendship he retained to
tbe end of his life. He appears to have re-

mained with Mr. Laing between three and four
years, after which he commenced practice
on his own account. His first work
of importance was the building for the
Courts of Bankruptcy in Basinghall-street, com-
pleted in 1821. In 1822, he sent designs in
competition for the proposed new London Bridge,
for which he obtained the first premium out of
fifty-two competitors

; but he was not allowed to
carry out his design. He also made designs for
bridges at Kingston, Littlehamptou, &c . ; but
tbe only one he carried out was that at Totness,
over the river Dart. The following list ofbuild-
ings designed and executed by Mr. Fowler is

taken from the inscription on a silver trowel
formerly in his possession, and used in laying the
several foundation.stones ;

—

Totness Bridge, 1826
j Hungerford Market,

1831 ;
Exeter Lower Market, 1835 ; Charmouth

Church, 1835; Honiton Church, 1835; Brick-
leigh Church, 1838 ; Devon Lunatic Asylnm,
1842 ; London Fever Hospital, 1848 ; Wax-
chandlers’ Hall, 1852.
To these may be added Covent Garden Market

and St. John’s Church, Paddington
; small

markets at Gravesend and Tavistock; extensive
works at Powderham Castle, for the Earl of
Devon

;
several country seats of minor import-

ance, &c., &o. The work to which, perhaps,
more than any other, Mr. Fowler owed his profes-
sional reputation, particularly abroad, was Hun-
gerford Market, now removed

; the peculiarities
of the site and the different levels to be accom-
modated afforded great opportunity for the
designer’s skill, both in the arrangement and
architectural treatment. Those who only knew
the bnitding in its subsequent altered form
would be unable to realise the striking effect
produced by the original arrangement.
In tbe earlier part of his professional career

Mr. Fowler frequently engaged in public com-
petition, and several of his most important
works were obtained in this manner. In con-
junction with his friend, the late Mr. Sievier, the
sculptor, he submitted a design for the Nelson
monument in Trafalgar-square, to which the
second premium was awarded.
Mr. Fowler was one of the founders of the

Institute of British Architects, and for many
years filled the office of bonoraiy secretary, and

subsequently that of vice-president. He was
also a member of several other learned societies.

JSr. Fowler commenced his orofessional life in
Red Lion-square. From thence he removed to
GreatOrmoud-street

; aiidsubsequenl ly, fornearly
twenty-five years, he resided in Gordon-square.
In 1852 he was induced by failing health to re-
tire into the country, and soon afterwards he
withdrew from professional practice. He con-
tinued, however, to take an active interest in
professional matters, and never relinquished the
use of his pencil and drawing-board, amusing
himself with working out different architectural
ideas, which occupied his mind to the last.

His son, Mr. Charles Fowler, an accomplished
member of the profession, is district surveyor of
St. Giles’s • in - the -Fields and St. George’s,
Bloomsbury.

EARLY CONSTITUTION OF THE
" OFFICE OF WORKS.”

The Committee of Professional Practice ap-
pointed by the Council of tho Institute of Arcbi-
tecta, recently considered as to the remuneration
paid by the Commissioners of Works and Public
Buildings to the architects employed by them,
and have now printed some " Rough Memoranda
on Professional Practice,” extracted from reports
on tbe Board of Works, 1813—1828. The com-
mencement of their minute shows the early
constitution of the Board of Works, and is

interesting,
“ Our attention,” they say, "was first directed

to tho Report from tho Commission of Inquiry
into the conduct of business in the Office of
Works, ordered by the House of Commons to be
printed the 3rd June, 1813. This Report of the
Commissioners states the mode in which the
business of the Board was conducted from the
12th October, 1705, to Lady-day, 1715, passing
on to the constitution of the Office of Works in
1742, within which period (p. 6) ‘ Sir Chris-
topher Wren held the office of Surveyor to the
Board of Works, and Sir John Vanbrugh that of
Comptroller.’ ‘ In 1718 Mr. W. Benson ’ (who
was not of tbe profession), whose history is so
much involved in mystery, ‘ was appointed to
the office of Surveyor,’ with ‘power to appoint
a deputy, and he appointed Mr. Colin Campbell,’
whom the Commission ‘ believe to have been an
architect of eminence.’ From 1718 (p. 7) the
office of Surveyor-General ceased to be held by
a professional person, ‘ and a Deputy Surveyor,
receiving 1801. per annum salary, as such,’ is

one of the officers enumerated in the list. Soon
after the commencement of the reign of George
HI., two architects, with a salary of 300?. each,
were added to the establishment, and tho offices

of Surveyor of the Royal Gardens and of the
Private Roads ceased to bo held by professional
persons

;
and in the eighth year of the reigu of

George III. a new set of regulations was estab-
lished, and the Board consisted of the Surveyor-
General, Comptroller - General, Master Mason,
Master Carpenter, and two Architects, and in
addition there were six Clerks of the Works,
having tho power of appointing labourers in
trust. It appears that in 1783 the Surveyor-
General had possessed, in right of office, two ex-
tensive houses and premises in Scotland Yard,
another at Hampton Court, and another at
Kensington. Sir W. Chambers (p. 8) seems to
have been the active member of the Board, and
had the special superintendence of the works at
Somerset Place (Honse) (p. 9), and he was
allowed only 2jr per cent., by deduction from the
tradesmen's bills, for his trouble and expense in
superintending tho works at Somerset Place,
and in keeping and making up the general
accounts of the same; but that, on a representa-
tion to tho Treasury of his loss by this service,
he was allowed to charge in addition per
cent, on the expenditure. Sir W. Chambers had
also a bouse, which belonged to him as Comp-
troller, worth 1501. per annum. On tbe occasion
of the new works, and considerable repairs
executed at tbe public prisons subsequently to
tbe riots of 1780, the Clerks of the Works, im-
mediately superintending these services, were
allowed, under the authority of tbe Treasury,

per cent, on the amount of the bills for their
trouble in making plans, in attending tbe execu-
tion of the work, and in measuring and making
up tbe bills for the same, agreeably to the prices
of the Office of Works, but that ic was directed
that this per-ceniage should be deducted from the
bills so settled, and not be charged o\'cr a/nd above
the same ; for the public was not to he put to any
additional expense ;—a most clumsy device to
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conceal the true state of the case; for if the

tradesmen liad to bear this additional charge

npon the fair trade profits, they would add it to

the prices charged, and thus the public would

have to pay the valtie of the services of their

office, despite the transparent attempt to keep

them in ignorance of the fact. The Commis-
sioners quote a return of salaries received as

follows :

—

The Surveyor-General, Mr. Keen (p. 9), re-

ceived clear per annum 6S71- Ifis. 4id.; the

Surveyor of Private Beads, Mr. Pane, per

annum, 730Z. lls.
j
aud the Paymaster, Mr.

Selwyn, per aunum, l,0l7h lls. 7id. The Pay-

master’s advantages arose from a salary of 3d.

in the pound on ail payments made by him.

The Act of 22nd of George III., chap. 82

(p. 9), suppressed the principal offices of this

department, and directed (p. 10) that all H. M.
buildings, wliich had been under the manage-
ment of the Board of Works, should thenceforth

be under the direction of some one person ap-

pointed by li. M. Surveyor or Comptroller of

H. M. Works (the said Surveyor or Comptroller

being bond jid^ by profession an architect or

builder), with such officers or clerks under him
as His Majesty might from time to time direct

and appoint.

It appears that the Clerks of the Works were

to be allowed a convenient habitation or apart-

ment at the place of their appointment, in which
they were constantly to reside, and they

measured the works and rendered their accounts

to the Surveyor, Examiner, and Inspector.

Mr. Wyatt was at the head of the department

(p. 24) at the time this report was made (1813)

(p. 11), had a salary of filuh per annum, and an
allowance of lOf. for stationery. He was archi-

tect to the Ordnance at a salary of 2801. per

annum ; Surveyor to Somerset-place at 20Ui.,

with allowance of commission on extra works of

5 per cent. (p. 97). He had been much em-

ployed in superintending as an architect some
very important works carried on under special

votes of Parliament, and he had extensive prac-

tice 08 an architect. On the occasion of Lord
Nelson’s funeral he charged for his attendance,

and for all new works at Somerset-place, and
for the works carried on under votes of Parlia-

ment, he received a commission of 5 per cent. Ho
had, in virtue of his office, the appointment of

labourers in trust, of the constant labourers,

gate-keepera ou the king’s road, the office-

keeper, messenger, and tradesmen. Mr. Wyatt
occupied an apartment in Windsor Castle at-

tached to his situation of Surveyor-General of

the former Board of Works, and it seoms to

have belonged to the Surveyor-General as far

back as Sir Christopher Wren’s time.

Mr. Wyatt admitted that there were no pecu-

liar duties to bo executed by the Surveyor at

Windsor, but added that his atteudance was
more required where the king resided, in order

to give his Majesty information respecting the

works carried on in other places. It was,

perhaps, for this reason, that residences were
assigned to the Surveyor-General at Hamp-
ton Court and Kensington,—these places having
been formerly the residences of King William

III. and George I. Ho was at no expense for

taking measurements of works (p. 99), or making
out accounts of same, and only gave so much of

his own time as was necessary. With respect

to the Clerks of the Works, as they were then

called,—but which at the present day would
more properly be called resident architects,—it

is stated that, with the exception of the Clerk of

the Works for Windsor, they were all educated for

the higher branches of their profession, carrying

on practice, having salaries varying from 2501.

to lOUl. per annum, and all having official resi-

dences within their respective departments, as

directed by the instructions, and they seem to

have been allowed from 2 to 2^ per cent,

on occasions of any large expenditure on new
works carried on in their departments. They
had to measure the work and make out the
aoconnts.

The Commission (p. 45) suggested a recon-

struction of the Board, to consist of a Superin-

tendent, who sbonld also be the Public Accountant
for the department (and not necessarily an archi-

tect), and two Architects, a resident and assistant

Clerk, and six Clerks of the Works. The Archi-

tects to be men of eminence, with a salary of

500Z. per annum. And when employed under
the orders of the Treasury in carrying on any
extra works in places or districts, not within the

Office of Works, ati allowance of 2^ per cent, on
the tradesmen’s bills. In the case of the Houses

allowance to be made to the Architects. One of 1 of medallions. Each roof is marked by a similar

these officers to be always in attendance to make slight variety in the design. All of them, with

up the Board. The Clerks of the Works (or

resident Surveyors) were to have salaries varying

from 300Z. to 200?.

‘The salnriea and odvantapes of the clerks of works,
oopht to depend on the quantity of bnsiness under
their care, and on the different sitnations in which they

may he placed (p. 47). We propose, consequently, that

the clerk ol the works haring the care of Hampton Court,
and the Richmond and Kew departments, should have a

salary of 300Z. per annum, with a residence at Hampton
Court. The clerk of the works for Kensincton and the

Queen's Palaces, 250?. per annum, and areaidence at Ken-
sington. The same description of ofEcer for Windsor,
&c., 200?. per annum, and a residence ; and 260?. per an-

num to the clerk of the works for St. James’s and Carlton
House Palaces, and the mews; and 30(1?. to the clerk of
the works for the Whitehall and Westminster depart-

ments, according to the arrangements before mentioned,
and 5C?. per annum additional unless residence can be
provided for them; and to the remaining clerk of the

works, who is to have the care of the Tower, the Rolls-

buildings, and the prianns, 200?. per annum, and 60?. per
annum, or a residence, if Somerset House be put under
his care; and we propose that an allowance of 5?. per
annum be made to each of these six officers for stationery.

The appointment of these otlieers should rest with his

Majesty, as is the case at present.’

‘The duties (p. -IS), now executed by the clerks of the

works are, as we have before shown, rather those of sur-

veyors; but whilst professional men, of the qualifications

and respectability of those now holding these situations

in the department, will undertake tlie employment in con-
sideration of the salaries and advantaiies hitherto annexed
to it, we would not propose any further alteration in this

part of the establisbinent
;
neither do wo see any objec-

tion to their carrying on private business, if in the opinion
of the snperintendent. such employment does not inter-

fere with their official duties. The propriety of this

the spandrels of the arches of the nave, are

treated with the same spirit, and the colouring

is of the same tone throughout. Under the i

auspices of the Commission a trial piece of

repainting of the ribs in the most staring and

astounding of bright colours was approved, and

the whole of the vast spider-web work of ribs iS;

now painted from end to end in the same fashion.

Hewreusement” sighed our guide, “ Ze/ond i?s:

Tv’ont pas toucM.” The graceful flowing and
intertwining arabesque work on the panels is left

untouched. But the effect of the contrast of

the prodigiously lavish use of yellow ochre

and other staring colours npon the ribs against

this ancient, subdued, and beautiful back-ground

is intensely offensive and disastrous. “ Tout Is

monde les bliime" acquiesced our guide, in

answer to onr expostulations. It is difficult to

understand why the ribs shonld have required

so thorough a re-painting, when the panels

are sufficiently good to remain. We esau only

conclude that the Commission was unaware that

it was possible to renew any decayed or effaced

portion of the work, to correspond with the

ancient part, without wiping out good and bad

together. Some years must now elapse before

anything like harmony of tone can again pre-

vail. And the disparity is never likely to be qnite

over(X>me, for as the ribs mellow down with age.

the same lapse of time will not be uufelt by the

arraogement muet, however, depend entirely npon the 1
already ripe colouring on the panels.

^ ^

competency of the Isbourers in trust, to execute those
\
^ second want of feeling is exhibited in tht

duties which it was intended by the inst^ctions should bo
; renewal of the tracery of Some of the windows

a-Tftr.i’f.pri nv f nA AlArlrt at Toa wort*. \v e (hint, there. '

.

-i
_ ^ .execcted bv the clerks of the works. T\'e think, there- '

, . ,
' j a i_ t ^

fore, that as the clerks of the works are to be responsible :

The ancient mnllions and flamboyant tracery

for the labourers in trust, they should have the appoint-
' have been removed, leaving the aucient arch

mentoftbem, subject to the approbation of the Board, na mouldincs and iambs insitu; and new tracery

otosive inserted be.eath th.

being suspended or removed by the same iiulhority. They ancient time-stained mouldings. Removed thin

should have residences in their respectWe districts or association of idea with the form of thi

pkc.., ..hioh they ,bo«ld occupy nnoniora or with the colom or identib
....... 'window openings or

the usual hours of work, unless llieir respective prinei- i of the stone of the whole of the exterior, the nev

pals, the clerks of the works, should give them leave of tracery has the most meaningless, marring, anc
absence: but notice of this leave should bo communicated . . . * o. -r

to the office.’
”

THE COMMISSION OF MONUMENTS
AT LlfiGE.

intrusive effect.* St. Jacques, we perceive, re

tains possession of its ancient stalls. A largt

organ in a Renaissance case occupies the whol

of the gallery at the west end.

In the cathedral the choir has new tiers be

hind tiers of stalls, screen, and altar-rail ofligh

oak of early Mediaeval design, untouched b;

TmiEE vears ago a commission of monuments colour. We have no fault to find with thes

was appointed to the charge of certain of the i

except that they impress the beholder more wiC.

...^. .... . .... -.w • . Mnnw.aAArfl-..^laTyisn iiivriATirt if nv-A nl TnATIfiV fUT Da
public buildings in Liege. Daring the interval

that has elapsed the members of this commission
haveunfortuiiateiy deemed themselves competent

to deal with the renovation of some of the most
celebrated and important structures, including

the world-famed church of St. Jacques. The
arabesque treatment of the vaulted roofs of this

structure is one of the most delicate wonders
Medimval times have left us

;
nevertheless, they

have not hesitated to deal with it as though it

were in truth as common as they have contrived

to make it. The groining of the nave, aisles,

transepts, (3hoir, chapels, and the intersection of

the nave and transepts, is arranged to form

diflerent designs. The mighty ribs rising out of

the stately piers and reed-like columns, and
spreading out like so many stems, divide each

compartment into angular sub-divisions, all of

which are stndded with bosses and medallions

and teem with arabesque CJonceptions rendered

in the most harmonious colouring. All the

central angular panels of the nave roof are filled

with medallions, surrounded by light feathery

foliage mired with flowers ; and the prominent

ribs are picked out in bands of colour, yellow,

red, and blue, with a black and white zig-zag

border, alternating with yellow, blue, and green

finished with the same zig-zag border. In the

centre of each rib is a long length of yellow, and
the arrangement wo have mentioned occurs in

each case between these broad bands of gorgeous

colour and the four bosses on the points of inter-

section. The bosses are carved and coloured.

They represent frequently the heads of men,

occasionally those of women, sometimes full-

length figures of saints, and there are instances of

birds, i'he heads ere treated in the most fanciful

fashion, the wreaths of foliage with which some
are surrounded proceeding from their mouths,

others being crowned,helmeted,turbaned, capped,

and hatted. A circle of gold surrounds both

medallions and bosses, save in rare instances.

In like manner the choir is treated, except that

angels playing musical instruments are freely

introduced into a set of bosses terminating the

riba that vault downwards from a crowning boss,

a sense of the lavish expenditure of money on oal

than with any artistic excellence.

Perhaps the crowning display of want o

wisdom is the travesty of noble work, cxe

cuted at St. Martin’s - on -the - Hill. In th

choir of this edifice we find an absnrd atterap

to csopy the wondrous roof of St. Jacques. Th
fan-groining ribs and bosses are there, but ver

much depressed in their arched forms. Th
whole is painted, recently, in the gaudy yello'

ochre and other colours in imitation of th

original, and has a most theatrical aspect,

There is really need for a judicious renovatio

of a part of this structure that affords one c

its chief sources of attraction to strangers. Th
view from" the top of the tower is magnificen

and not to have seen it is not to have see

Liege. But the ascent, instead of being mad!

safe and commodious, is as perilous as it we
can be. The adventurous being who sets out o

this aerial tour, after paying the franc charge

for the opportunity, leaves the ground for

short distance by moans of an ordinary an

tolerably-proper stone turret-staircase, whiol

however, soon stops short, and the rest of tb

ascent is made by a series of shaky ste{

ladders through the different floors of the bel

tower. The rickety oak steps and the loot

handrails are indeed dangerous companions, an

the platforms by which every step-ladder :

reached, as one after the other is climbed, ai

pit-falls. Not unaccustomed to climbing laddei

and walking-planks at great elevations, we ov?

there is good cause for fear here, aud that j

heart we commended the prudence of a fellov

climber who declined to complete the asoen

and turned back half-way up. Arrived at tl:

summit, by dint of grip and scramble ar

dexterous selection of strong points aud ti

avoidance of weak places, the stranger steps oi

upon the gutters at the top of the tower, an

makes the tour of the fonr sides round the pan

pets. Here his only protection from wind, <

representing the Majesty, and that each panel is

of Parliauient, or Speaker’s House, no extra filled with flowers and foliage, to the exclusion

• If the rDuIlions and tracerv were deesyed, doubtld

they should have been removed; but they shonld hs'

been replaced by stone work of the colour end kind

the mouldings with due reTjerd to the integrity of t!

aJifice, not by careless putebwork.
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giddiness, or any kind of mortal sickness, or the
indefinable longing to take a header from high
places that is almost irresistible to some tempera-
ments, 13 a low parapet about a foot high!
Below lies the city, once boasting sixteen gates,
the cathedral, the castle, the palace, the
conncil-house, the famous monastery, and a
convent, all blocked together by the busy streets,
and watered by the Rivers Meuse and Ourthe,
which are spanned by bridges, and seem to
tie the intersected parts of the city together.
And beyond the great mass of roofs and house-
tops, between them and the girdle of mountains
in the distance, lies a landscape as lovely, as
fnll of hills and dales, waterfalls and streams, as
onr own famous Highlands. We point ont to the
Commission a remunerative investment for their
money, as well as an attraction to the edifice,
in the provision of a safe and easy mode to
ascend this tower. This would bo more to
the purpose than daubing with yellow ochre
one ol the most delicate pieces of arabesque
colouring bequeathed us.

FROM MELBOURNE.

The New General Poat-offi-ce.—After about nine
j^ears, during which it has been in course of
srection, the new General Post-office has arrived
it completion, and been appropriated to the pnr-
Dosea for which it was designed. The fittings
ire all of South Wales cedar, and cost some-
;hing like 6,0001. The building is heated
n cold weather by hot-water pipes, supplied
jy Messrs. Bobardt & Co., and the floors will
)e covered with cocoa-nut matting. The light-
Dg arrangements are on Dempster & Co.’s
)atent. Perhaps the most faulty of the internal
irrangeraents in the whole building are the sani-
ary. Baths for the mail guards and delivery who
ravel all night by coach in rain, heat, or dust,
'Ughb to have been provided. The lavatories
.re also very circnmscribed. The large clock
hown at the Intercolonial Exhibition will be
•laced at the north end of the Elizabeth-streeb
rcade, in juxtaposition with the postal boxes,
fittle short of 30,000 persons visited the build-
3g the first day of its opening. The general
ontractor for the work has been Mr. Samnel
imess. The entire cost will be nearly
40,0001. After tlio public had retired, aw friends met Mr. Amess to congratulate
im upon the completion of the work. Nob
ae slightest accident had ocenrred in the
rectiou.

St.Jv.des Church, Carlton.—The foundation-
tone of this church was laid by the Bishop of
[elbourno, in October, 1866; and that portion
f the building now erected was opened for
;ub]ic worship in March last. The site of the
hurch is the moat elevated in Carlton. It is
bout half an acre in extent. The style of the
rcbitecture of the church, the first of its kind
1 Melbourne, is the Pointed Gothic of Italy, or
:ombardic, and the material is brick. The
eneral structure consists of Hawthorn bricks,
ilieved with red and white quoins, arches,
racery, and other ornaments. Freestone is
saringly need for springers, drips, &c., and the
iiof is covered with slate of difterent tints and
)rm8. The chancel measures 23 ft. by 12 ft.

;

le vestry, 12 ft. square. The nave, when com-’
j.eted, will measure 80 ft. in length, its width is
5 ft., and the highest point from floor to ceiling
- 44 ft. The tower, serving also as an entrance-
orch, is 135 ft. high to the top of the roof. The
undowB are glazed with cathedral glass, and
ordered with stained glass. The chancel win-
r>w is ornamented with the emblems of Faith,
Dpe, and Charity. The artists were Messrs.
(jrgusoD, Urie, & Lyon. The reading-desk is
irmounted by a displayed eagle, designed and
rrved in cedar by its donor, Mr. Felix Terlecki,
)Ood-carv0r. Another friend, Mr. C. C. Tewster,
! amateur sculptor, designed and executed in
iiarente stone, and presented, the baptismal
;at. A hell has also been presented to the
rarch by Mr. Lee. Messrs. Reed & Barnes are
3 architects, and Mr. John Pigdon. of Carlton,
ithe builder. The Australian News, to which
? are indebted for these particulars, gives a
bd view of the exterior of the church. This
tper is profusely illustrated. The last number
:ichhas reached ns contains, besides numerous
ter engravings, a very largo one, showing a
ises of panoramic views of Melbonme itself,
;Bch really merits the name of a great city]
'hits numerous public edifices, and its long
fi spacious streets.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
Tawnton.— The inmates of Hnish’s Alms-

houses in Hammet - street have shifted their
quarters to the new almshouses in Magdalene-
street. Messrs. Giles & Robinson were the
architects, and Mr. John Spiller was the builder.

Birmin(jham.—The estimate of Messrs. J.
Cresswell Sons has been accepted for the
erection of the new Birmingham and Midland
Bank. The work has already been commenced,
under the superintendence of Mr, Edward
Holmes. The site is opposite the Exchange
buildings, in Stephenson - place, immediately
adjacent to the Central Railway-station, and
occupies the central position of New-atreet. The
two principal fronts will be erected in Portland
stone (being its first introduction as a building
stone in Birmingham). The columns and bases
of the portico will be of polished granite,

Gloucester. — The Children’s Hospital, at
Kingsholm, near this city, has been formally
opened. The building has been erected at a
coat of upwards of 3,000Z. Mr. Jacques, of
Gloucester, is the architect. The entrance is

approached by a broad gravel road from the
highway. On the left are the cloisters, 150 ft.

in length, connecting the Hospital with St.
Lucy’s Home. The sick-wards are reached by
a broad staircase, open to the roof, and furnished
with a lift, for raising invalids, and for other
purposes. On the first landing there are two
wards,—one for boys, containing seven beds;
and another for girls, with eight beds. The
walls are decorated with coloured Scriptural
pictures. Each ward has a nurse’s room adjoin-
ing, and several rooms for attendant nurses.
At the end of the landing is a small chapel, with
a atained-glass window, the centre ofwhich repre-
sents the Crucifixion, with the figure of St. John
on the right, and the Virgin Mary on the left.

At the top of the house is another ward,—called
the infection ward,—furnished with seven beds
for boys. There is a nurse’s room adjoining,
with a small dispensary. There is to bo accom-
modation for twenty-three beds. There are
several Itnen-cloBeba, a bath-room, and two
servants’ bed-rooms. On the ground-floor is the
servants’ -hall, leading to the cooking-kitchen,
which is fitted with a gas-stove, and every con-
venience. Adjoining this is the laundry, with
scullery, wash-house (underneath which is a
large tank, holding 10,000 gallons of soft water),
aud back kitchen. At the north wing is the
convalescence-room, decorated with appropriate
texts of Scripture, and other offices. There are
several oittbuildings, including the mortuary, the
gift of a lady, over the door of which is inscribed
“ The angeJa do alway behold the face of My
Father which is in Heaven.”

Hereford.'—The improvements at the lofirmary
within the house have been began, in accordance
with the recommendations of Dr. Briatowe, the
inspector from Loudon, for its complete ventila-
tion and improvement. A large number of men
are employed, with the view of limiting the
inconvenience it occasions to the shortest possible
time. The contracts for extending the staircases
at each end of the building to the top, with
large glass lanthorna over each; for building up
two tiers of new watereloaets in the back angles
of the Infirmary, and removing the present ones
from the wards

; for making two largo wards back
and front; for re-arranging the wards, and in-
cluding all collateral expenses, amount to
8871. 158. This sum completely exhausts all
the funds at the disposal of the committee. The
estimated cost of putting in gas, with all the
fittings, burners, and lamps complete, is 1103.

NEW CHURCH NEAR LUTON,
BEDFORDSHIRE.

A NEW ecclesiastical district is being formed
near Luton, in Bedfordshire

; and sites have been
given, and a church and parsonage are being
built upon them by Mr. John S. Crawley, of
Stockwood, near Luton. The church is sub-
stantial, and contains a nave, chancel, chancel
aisles, vestry, south porch, and warming crypfc.

The nave is 58 ft. long and 26 ft. wide
;
the

chancel 36 ft. by 20 ft.; and the chancel aisles
20 ft. by 10 ft., opening to the chancel by a
double arcade on each side, supported upon
polished marble pillars.

The walls generally are 3 ft. thick, that of the
west front, which is surmounted by a double
bell-cote, being 4 ft. thick, and are faced inside
and outside with cream-coloured bricks, relieved

with bands of red Mansfield stone. All the door,
window, and arch dressings are of free-stone.
The roofs are open-framed with pitch pine
timber: they are boarded with pitch pine above
the rafters, and covered with felt and green
Pembrokeshire slates, finished with red Mans-
field stone ridge tiles. The roofs are intended
to show the raw timber, without either staining
or varnishing. All the seats are in pitch pine,
unstained, but varnished. A carved oak screen
divides the chancel from the nave; and the
chancel contains stalls arranged choir-wise, a
double sedilia, piscina, and credence.
The east wall will be decorated with a reredos

of enamelled tiles, with a carved stone brattiah-
ing over. The works, which have now progressed
to the level of the window - heads, are being
carried ont from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. Tfaos. Nicholson, dio-
cesan architect, Hereford.

ST. GEORGE’S CHURCH, TUFNELL
PARK, HOLLOWAY.

This church, which is peculiar in plan, was
consecrated on the 28th nit. The building is

arranged as a largo circle, 85 ft. 6 in. diameter,
with eight 10-in. iron columns supporting
arches 31 ft. in height, and octagonal clearstory
above, which central octagon is no less than
54 ft. 8 in. diameter; the total height of it from
floor to ceiling being about 50 ft. East of the
circle, the plan runs out into chapel-like pro-
jections or aisles to the chancel, which is 36 ft.

long and 25 ft. wide, with circular end. The
total length from west to east of the church is

120 ft. internally. The accommodation is for
1,040 adults on the ground floor. The building
is of Kentish rag, and Bath stone dressings : it is

intended some day to erect a lofty tower and
spire. Up to the present time the church has
cost, including beating, gasAttinga, &c., about
6,0003. The architect is Mr. George Truefitt.
Messrs. Carter were the builders.

ST. ALBAN’S CLOCK TOWER.
Tbavelleks in England have all seen and re-

member the famous clock tower of St. Alban’s,
in Hertfordshire. What an old-world, useless
thing it was in our grandfather’s time, who was
wont to tell strange stories about it to the Hugh
Little Jolma of modern Verulamium. Not uu-
like old Barbican in London, “ moth-eaten fort,”

time and neglect had eaten deeply into it ; and
St. Alban’s clock tower had become a neglected
nuisance

; the peaceful bell-hung fortification

of the wars of York and Lancaster, sunk to a
patched Batty - Langleyed, bricklayered, old
trunk, sad sight to the eyes of antiquaries, who
look with true Medimval eyes on its many asso-
ciations. This year of 1867 has happily seen
its restoration under the watchful eye of Mr.
Scott.

Our object in prefacing these stray remarks is

to call public attention to the appropriate use to
which the clock tower of St. Alban’s is now put.
The warder of the tower can send messages fur-
ther far and infinitely quicker,

—

“ Speed the soft intercourse of soul with soul.
And waft a sigh from Indus to the Pole,”-—

than the blazing bale-fires and far-reaching
beacon-lights could cover in Tudor and Stuart
times. The restored clock-tower of St. Alban’s
is now a magnetic -telegraph station to and
from all parts of the civilized world. Few old
cities or towns in England have done so well
with its “past” history as St. Alban’s has done
in this instance. Thanks, in many ways, to the
memory of the Abbey’s late rector, the Rev. Dr.
Nicholson, who knew St. Alban’s Abbey by
heart from foundation-stone to crowning-stone,
and worked to preserve and continue the
memory of monuments that often need memorials
to tell unborn ages why they were erected.
Good time is now kept in St. Alban’s ; so that
the apprentices of the sainted town have no
reason to complain with the apprentices of Lon-
don and Bow Bells. The threat of the young
Cockneys, some four centuries ago, to the clerk
of Bow Bells, was alarming enough ;

“ Clurk of Ibe Bow Bell, with the yellow lockes,
i'or thy late riuging thy head shall have kuuckes.”

Significant enough. The clerk replied in rhyme :

“ Children of Cheapo, hold you all still,

For you shall have the Bow Bell rung at your will,”
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THE OPEEATIVE FLINT-GLASS MAKERS
AND THE QUESTION OF EDUCATION.

A CONFEREKCE of the FHnt-Glass Makers’

Society of Great Britain and Ireland is held

every three years, and at the last of these, which

was held in Edinburgh within the last few

months, the delegates took into consideration

the question of the better education of boys

learning the trade. The subject was introduced

by Mr. John Cartwright, of Oldswinford, near

Stourbridge. Since the-n a circular to the em-

ployers has been issued, urging their co-opera-

tion. In this circular the operatives propose :

—

“Ist Soegestion: To eBtablisli schools in the rarious

districts solely connected with tho trade, to he open on

Mondays and Saturdays, or such other times as mey suit

the working hours of the districts. These schools may be

taught by employers, by the Letter educated operatires,

or by their nominees. One-third of the expenses to be

borne by employers, and the other two-thuds by the i'lmt

Glass Makers’ Society. Boys to pay a small sum weekly

to form a fund from which to give prizes annually, in

tools, boobs, &c., to such of them who have attended most

regularlv and made most progress during the year. Boys

to find their own books, slates, Ac. 2nd Suggestion: lo

compel boys to attend a national, or other public school,

when off work, on Mondays or Fridays, and to obtain the

services of a trained or other approved schoolmaster ; to

have school open for our boys and apprentices haii-nays

on Saturdays."

Tbey suggest that a fine sbould be inflicted on

boys for neglecting to comply with any regula-

tions which maeters and workers may agree to;

and, after about two or three years from the

time of making such provision for their better

education, no boy should be advanced to make

foot who could not read, wite a legible hand,

and pass a simple esnraination in arithmetic.

•' In issuin; ibis to our employers [they add], we are

aware that wo arc only takin g the initiative in a direction

which many of you have already intimated a wish for,

and that without your hearty co-operation, any eflort of

ours to improve tfie intellectual condition of the boys and

apprentices will, to a very great extent, prove abortive.

We, therefore, the more earnestly ask you to give a

serious and candid consideration to its contents.

We believe the masters have tho snbject now

under consideration. From replies already re-

ceived from individual manufacturers, it appears

that the proposals of the men are regarded in a

friendly light, and it is hoped will lead to some

practical issue.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tiir quarterly meeting of the Northern Architectural

Association w«B held on the 8th inst., at the Old Castle.

Newcastle-on-Tt^ue, Mr. John Green in the chair. The

following officers for the ensuing year were elected

President, Mr. John Green; vice-president, Mr. Matthew

Thompson; hon. treasurer, Mr. K. J. Johnson; hon.

seoretarv Mr. T. Oliver; hon. solicitor, Mr. G. W.
Hodge •' council. Mr. Greener, Mr. A. M. Dunn, Mr. John

Johnstone, Mr. F. Charlton, and Mr. Wm. Peachey. Mr.

Pearson was elected an associate. The meeting discussed

the conditions of the Durham Union Woikhouse Exten-

sion Competition.

FIRES IN SCOTLAND.

There haa been a aeries of fires iu Scot-

land, all accidental, so far as is known, within

the last ten days.

On Wednesday in last week the most aenoua

of these fires, so far as regarded loss of life,

occurred in the Canongate, Edinburgh. This is

one of the best known streeta in the “ Old

Town,” and is flanked with exceedingly lofty

houaes,—the palaces of bygone times,—sepa-

rated by narrow, dismal alleys. These housea,

now occupied in flats, with a common ataircase,

each contain a sufficient number of familica to

people a small hamlet. The shop on the ground-

floor of one of them was occupied by a maker of

fireworks. A rocket he was engaged in making

exploded in the ramming, causing further explo-

sions, which set fire to the premises. A great

volume of flame stopped egress by the common

stone staircase, and at the same time sent suffo-

cating fumes into tho many rooms above. The

occupants of the rooms at the time were mostly

women and young children, the men being at

work and the elder children at school. The

women rushed to the windows, screaming fran-

tically, and a most painful scene occurred. Five

persons were killed, and a still larger number

wore burned or otherwise injured. Fortunately

prompt help was given, or tho consequences

would have been far more calamitous.

On the night of the following day a tan-yard

took fire at the bottom of North Gray’s Close, on

tho north side of the High-street, midway be-

tween the North Bridge and Leith Wynd. This

place is surrounded by numerous closes, the

crowded and unwholesome dwellings of a host

of poor people. The whole of these adjoining

buildings were placed in the most imminent

peril by the fire. Crowding upon each other in

pestilential confusion, and towering in all direc-

tions to most unwieldy heights, it seemed all

but hopeless, with this fierce naked fire rising

up in the midst of them, to prevent a genera!

and most disastrous conflagration. The tan-

yard buildings were destroyed, but happily the

fire did not extend to any of the surroundirg

closes.

Oil Thursday morning, at an early hour, a fire

broke out in Dalhousie Castle, on the banks of

the South Esk, near Dalkeith, and eight or nine

miles from Edinburgh. The fire originated in an

upper-story room, called the sky-parlour. After

the fire had been so far subdued as to allow

investigation to be made, it was found that the

third and attic stories of the main portion of the

building were a total wreck ;
that the sky-parlour

and the room below it were totally destroyed;

and that the roof of the staircase had given way.

The fire, happily, was kept out of the east wing

;

but in consequence of the great quantity of

water poured upon that part of the building, it

was percolating to the ground-floor, while in the

middle section of the castle, the second and

drawingroom floors were drenched. The library

and other rooms in tho west wing were un-

injured. In the east wing a great quantity of

water percolated from floor to floor. The damage

to the castle, which is covered by insurance in

the Scottish Union, has been estimated at about

3,5001. ^ ^

At Dundee a great fire took place on the night

of Tuesday in last week, by which two ship-

building-yards were ravaged, timber and build-

ings burnt, and two ships on the stocks, and

nearly finished, were entirely destroyed. The

property destroyed in the yard containing these

vessels is thus estimated : the whaling ship,

13.0001.

;
composite ship, 7,OOOZ.

;
general loss,

15.0001.

;
totallOBS, 35,000Z. In the other yard it

is calculated that three or four thousand pounds

will clear the loss.

In the Canongate fire, at Edinburgh, tho

want of fire-escapes was lamentable. No such

thing as a fire-escape seems to be in use.

Ladders and ropes, and even sheets, were used

for lowering those in peril, but no fire-escape.

Tho Lord Provost, in allusion to this extra-

ordinary want, said, at a meeting of the Justice

of Peace Court, that “ it was felt that more

lives might have been saved bad tho city been

furnished with a fire-escape : it would be tho

duty of the town-council to procure one as soon

as possible. They would also take measures

immediately for looking into the system of selling

and preparing fireworks in the city.” This they

have much need to do, as well as to establish

stricter police regulations for the management

of fires. The want of proper organization was

manifest. Great complaints were made by the

inhabitants of North Gray’s-close and adjoining

closes, of thefts committed while the fire was

going on. Houses were entered by bauds of

roughs, pretending to help to rescue furniture,

and in many cases it was not seen again. Some

housea left by their inmates with locked doors,

on going out to watch the progress of the fire,

were found broken into and the contents removed.

Great quantities of furniture were destroyed.

the boiler on the other. On the boiler side are

two leading wheels, which take only a small

portion of the load, and serve for steering. The

boiler is vertical, on the Field principle, and the

engine works direct on the large roller, by means

of two pitch chains, without any intervention of

gearing. The dimensions are :—Diameter of

roller, 7 ft. 6 in.
;
length, 6 ft. ;

length of external

casing, 18 ft. 6 in.
;
width, 8 ft.

;
height above

roadway, 8 ft. ;
diameter of steering-wheels,

3 ft. 6 in.; width, 1 ft. 2 in. The machine was

shown turning at right-angles into roads, and is

quite manageable even in a crowdedstreet. When
at work it is not turned round at the end of its

course, but goes backwards and forwards with

equal facility. The vertical boiler is said to be

a great source of safety. The diameter of the

boiler is 4 ft. 3 in.
;
height, 10_ ft. 6 in.

;
two

cylinders, 11 in. diameter, 1 ft. 6 in. stroke. The

pressure of steam is 100 lb. per square inch, and

the gross weight 25^^ tons—21 i tons on roller,

and 4 tons on steering-wheels.

THE QUANTITATIVE THEORY ;
OR, THE

DOCTRINE OF DEFINITE PROPOR-
TIONAL RELATION WITH REFERENCE
TO THE HARMONIES OF SOUND AND
COLOUR.

STEAM ROAD-ROLLERS.

It is to be hoped that ere long no macadamised

road will be left in the rough state for poor

horses to flatten with feet and wheels. A new

steam road-roller, made by Messrs. Richard

Moreland & Son, has been tried in Hyde Park,

in the presence of Sir J. Thwaites, Mr. Bazel-

gette, Mr. Pollard, and various other gentlemen

connected with the Metropolitan Board of Works.

The trial was conducted under tbe direction of

Mr. Mann, tbe superintendent of the park and

park roads. Tho road had been specially pre-

pared with metal, sand, and water. A very few

passages of the roller speedily reduced the road

CO a smooth surface. The operations of the

machine met with general approbation. The

new roller, however, has not been constructed

for metropolitan use, we are sorry to say, but

for the government and municipality of Bombay.

Ic is designed in accordance with a recent patent

of Mr. D. Thomson, and consists, externally, of

a square wrought-iron casing of great strength

and rigidity, which is nearly balanced on a large

central roller, with tbe engine on one side and

SiH,—In my work, “ The Science of Moderation

;

or, The Quantitative Theory of the Good and

the Beautiful,” portions of which have appeared

from time to time in the columns of the

1 attempted to prove that all things exist in,

and that all harmony in nature is fundamentally

resolvable into, definite proportional relation.

That there is but one scale of ratio, or of the

relation of one quantity to a second, of which

2 : 0 represents the extremes and 1 : 1 the mean;

but one scale of gradation from 1 to 0, 1 and 0

being tbe extremes or limits. And not only

this, but that tbe principle involved in the mono-

chord appertains to all phenomena fluctuating

between limits or extremes, the compass of

variation being the unit bolding the same rela-

tive position to each species that that does to

tbe variety of musical notes. Also that there

arc certain points of agreement in tbe ^eater

fitness of things, and to sense, in tbe variations

of phenomena within the tenor half of their

respective scales ;
and in the nniversality of

tbe la^w of quantitative compensation in ex-

ternal nature and in sense, which may be

thus generally expressed,—that any tempo-

rary persistence of phenomena to one ex-

treme of their scales of variation necessitates,

at some time or other, an equivalent re-

action in the opposite direction, in order to

re-establish that balance, or mean state, which

is eternally maintained in nature directly or

indirectly. This principle of compensation pro-

ducing harmony both of colour and sound has long

since forced itselfupon the attention ofmusicians,

painters, and scientific men. An eminent musical

composer once said to me, “ Music is a system

ofbalance ;” and painters know that good colcnir is

also a system of balance. I have also shown

that the same principle of compensation, of

balance, holds in tbe planetary system, not only

by surmise, but by the testimony of celebrated

astronomers ;
and I might trace it in meteorology

,

politics, &o. There is, therefore, not merely an

analogy, as often noticed and discoursed upon,

between the harmonies of music and colour,

but a certain fundamental identity
;
neverthe-

less, there may be certain specialities in the

organization of each sense which prevents abso-

lute identity in both systems of harmony, but i

hope to bo able to show by some curious experi-

ments, at no very distant date, other points of

conformity than those I have already mentioned.

Consider for a moment the logical conclusions

which the adoption of the popular theory of the

correlation of forces lead to. If all the powers

of nature be only modifications of force, sound

and colour have the same fundamental form, and

all the differences in notes and colours are only

proportional. The correlation theory, therefore,

is resolvable into a more fundamental theory

still—tho quantitative. For force is only a form

of sense underlying others more complex ;
but

quantity is a more general form, and the only

firm basis of tbe human understanding. If,

however, force be considered as a noumenon,

which appears to me to be the error of modem
physicists, it would be homogeneous and could

only be recognised iu proportional relativity, and

find exact expression iu measure and number.

Profes.sor Baines recently, in an able article m
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Macmillan’s, on “ The Theory of the Correlation
of Forces in reference to ilental Phenomena,”
inevitably passes into a quantitative estimate of
fanctional power snch as I had previously formu-
lated from the more abstract aud general point
of view of the quantitative theory. I feel, how-
ever, how difficult it is to express oneself con-
cisely concerning these outpost subjects of the
understanding

; but as I have thought them over
with much labour, I trust there will be a reader
or two who will not throw them aside without
pondering them a little while. I believe metro-
nomy will be the great science of the future, and
hope yon will favour me with space on another
occasion for a more elaborate investigation of the
theory of colours. W. Cave TnoilAS,

[Oct. 19, 1867.

culture, is ended, at about 8 p.m., than to go
either to their dens, or lodgings, and to bed,
or else to a gin and beer palace. Yes, a
palace wherein min to body and soul is drawn
in under the guise of a false social enjoyment.
And thjs is progression in England and in London
in 1867, or is it not more truly a very terrible
retrogression ?

A very large majority of our single men and
women, who are compelled to lead isolated lives
oecause they are removed from their friends by

same honoar tbej bestowed on the architectural ones —namely, a second competition P Let their reasons bewhat they may, they are now advertising for fresh tendersbased in every way upon the same drawings, but with theaddinonal bait that the quantities are furnished by theirown architects. Now, I must say, as a practical man, and
having, with others, gone carefully into the matter, that
the building would be cheap at 2.500L, althongh this sumwould not include extras, which are inevitable to carrvout the works according to the design."'

''

Now Sir, I think you will agree with me that two great
acts of injustice have been committed on architects and
buudera, the first in resorting to a second competition,end in selecting a design that will cost more than theamount stipulated in the conditions; and, secondly
reiectiny the whnia nf Ja— ..-.j

’
^

CLAM SHELL FOPv FOUNTALS-.

The “clamp” shell your correspondent refers
to is the shell of the so-called “Giant clam”
(Tridacna gigas) of the West Indies. There is

an enormous specimen in the Church of St.
Sulpice, Paris, used as a holy-water stoup. A
pair of small specimens may be purchased for
Ss. or 4s., but the larger ones vary greatly in
price. A single shell will sometimes weigh two
or three hundredweight.
They are often brought to this country by

sailors and others, as curiosities, or to be sold to
dealers. lamrach, of St. George-street, E., is
the man who usually buys them to sell again

;

or, after him, they may probably be bought of
Cutter, of Great hussell-street. W. G. S.

.ciiiuvcu num Lueir inenas uy a nesign mat wiu cost more than the
death or distance, are forced into mtemnerance •

stipulated in the conditions; and, secondly, in

JrSof c.oseSTo”e ffor half.past nine on ordinary days, while on ^he rejected tenders were based. 'W.r.
SiinnAV'Q Tirlici •t.ATT u— —11 .

-- wu wiuiuuiy uays, wmie on
Sundays, when they should be open all day long,
they are (with but a very few exceptions) all
closed against the seekers of temperance refresh-
ments and rational enlightenment. They are
now dirty disorderly places, where tea, coffee
&c., are sold utterly unfit to drink, having only
one or two newspapers and no serial publications.
Their customers have also no opportunity to
study books that would elevate their minds.

It is a disgrace to any country, and especially
to one so advanced as England is (or win.), that
tens of thousands should be unable to procure
temperate liquid refreshments, and have no
place to sit in and acquire useful, truthful know-
ledge, and this is the case in Loudon.

Scintilla.
I

THE BELLS AND CHIMES OF THE
ROYAL EXCHANGE.

Public attention having lately been called to
the subject, I offer a brief account of the bells
and chimes in the tower of the Royal Exchange.

I may first observe that, in one of my former
communications on bells and chimes, is the
following remark :

—“ If in any case the number
of bells can be increased to fifteen, or more, so
much the better.” Allow me now to give an
example. If you have a peal of twelve bells
tuned to the diatonic scale, in the key of C
major, by adding three extra bells, F sharp, its
octave, and B flat, yon can modulate to or set
tunes in two other keys,—namely, G and F
major. Moreover, certain passages can be played
in A, E, and D minor.
Now, the bells of the Royal Exchange, fifteen

in number, w-ere cast by ilessrs. Taylor, of
Loughborough, aud are tuned according to the
above example, the note of the largest bell,
which weighs Sd. cwt., being C. The chime
machinery, constructed by the late Mr. Dent,
has a metallic cylinder with movable pins : so
that if the force of the action were perfectly
equal and regular—assuming, of course, the
intonation of the bells to be accurate—a variety
of pleasing melodies might be neatly performed.
The tunes at present set on the evliader are

^‘God save the- Queen,” “Auld Lang Syne,”
“ The Roast Beef of Old England,” and “ The
Hundredth Psalm.” The clock now chimes the
quarters, and strikes the hours, as usual. But
the tune-chimes are silent, the machinery being
amperfect. Thomas Walesby.

PLNISHMENT FOR DEFACING
MONUMENTS.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
to carry on a public discussion

nitfi JUr. Jesse Rust, but it seems necessary for me to
reply to the challenge which that gentleman offered (inma letter to you last week), when questioning the novelty,
and hinting at the origin, of a chemical method of pre-
serving stone which formed part of my communication
read at the recent meeting of the British Association.
LntU now I was not aware that Mr. Rust had employed

baryta in the composition applied by him to the decayed
stone of the Houses of Parliament

;
but since he makes a

statement to this effect, and refers to the published report
of our examiuation before the Royal Commissioners I
assume that he carried out the process described by him
on the 22nd June, 1861, and used this substance in con-
junction with fluosilieic acid. Mr, Rust is evidently under
the impression that he alone of all the six competitors was
using baryta. I can assure him, however, that it was
used in different forms of combination by half our
number. Speakingfor myself alone, I employed baryta in
shtht excess to separate tbe small quantity of sulphuric
acin iTiviii'TiiliJw Tn-Ao.iT.f -A 1 .. . . T-

Jonx Spillbb.

COFFEE-HOUSES AND OUR SUNDAY.
Is there no one possessing wealth, and at the

same time a sufficiency of selfish practicality
and desire for his pecuniary advantage, who
can perceive that there is a large scope for action
in opening coffee-houses for the people, where
while temperance may be greatly promoted^
instruction of progressive character may be
obtained ?

Coffee-honspB, viDlil the last fear oi- fli-e years
were comfortable aad rational resorts, and alwars
filled with the temperately inclined and useful
knowledge seekers. They should now beeven more
attractive and more in number. Without doubt
they would always be thronged with customers
mstend of being emptied of them as we now see!
What an immorality and vile anomaly are pre-
sented to ns by the fact that many thousands of
single persons leading compelled solitary lives,
and possessed of tolerable inermes, down to the
very poor in means, have no other resource after

sutui, ciueaa lo separate tue small quantity of sulphuric
acid invariably presrnt in the samples of superphosphate I

_

Aparagkaph in tbe “Miscellanea” of your ^^“7,

jssne of September Idth, heeded, Dofaoiog a lP'.d’l^b/"U™ .S.^7cotpl.f„e
jjionument. leads me to suppose that tbe public

1

** fstminater Palace (2nd May, 186-i).

are ignorant of the existence of a very strineent •

aspect toiheocirfselectedforhardeningthestone,

kw enacted to punieh those who injure tn^n. ±
ments exposed to public view, whether in church- not even the first to inform the Commissioners on
yards or elsewhere. The statute to which I refer ^ Crookes, Dr.

ana cue primary cause of its enactment was the '“Dous bases; and other parties, representing “ The
wanton destruction of the Portland vase. The •

^Company,’' have even been admitted to take
penalty is impriBomnent and whipping. A ' ThS f.”','tSll,'’l t™t,'bi°d.emed a .nlljcient an.werreference to the Act will show that it is very to the accusation brought against me. In the meanwliile
effective, and if only put into force would give ^ ^ust that I have as yet no permission

me onir™™"”Ibe only case on record of a trial under this bim so much alarm. ta..,. q„..
Act was a Crown prosecution* of a man named

jGleeson, for injuring ancient sculptures at Cion- 1

—
mnenoise, in Iteland. The trial took place 1

rs.izt:^wkn';hjttc;B:dpXe'';”at“dt”[^^^^
houses AKD the BUILDIKO

disagreement of the jury. James Graves.
^

'

Sir,—

I

have read the paragraph on concrete
for cottage walls in your last number, but having
been from town for the last few weeks, I have
not seen the previous remarks on the subject.
The question seems one to be solved bv quiet
argument rather than by passion. Reforeoce
18 made to ancient practice. The Romans in
their walla never used concrete without courses
of brick bond, at heights of 3 ft. or 4 fD., and
strengthened the quoins also with brick or stone
construction. The Medimval builders also used
tiers of bond in their walls of le^s thickness.
But it is to be observed that the concrete of the
Romans and Medievalists was used iu walls of
from 5 ft. to 10 ft. thickness, and even then
with some precautions to strengthen the mass.
The unbecoming use of terms such as “ strictly

technical vieanirg,” and “ rule-of-thumb notions,”
are unworthy of a calm reasoner. It is invidious
to endeavour to force an officer to be responsible
for experiments in construction : the Board of
Works is the only proper authority to grant the
permission, leaving tbe responsibility to the ex-
perimenter, A District Surveyor.

THE HERTFORD UNION WORKHOUSE.
Mn. Henshaw, whose tender was the lowest,

offered, when security was required of bim, to’

deposit 5001. in good bonds. The guardians at
first required sureties to the amount of 2,0001.,
blit ultimately said they would be contented
with 1,0001. in bonds. This, however, Mr.
Henshaw refused to give, nud has thrown
up the work. The tender of Mr. H. Norris, at
7,8471., has since been accepted by the guardians.
Mr. Norris is engaged at this moment, amongst
other things, on the enlargement and repair of
Wareside Church, in the same county, under the
direction of Messrs. Godwin.

ANOTHER COMl’ETITION, LUTON,
Sib,—

Y

mir condemnation of the injustice which is so
often practised on architects and builders in cumpetition
matters must be a autlieieut excuse tor troubline you with
this letter. Some months since, the Local Board ofpiton advertised tor plans for a Corn-exchange and other
buildings, and received, in answer to their advertisements
a number of elaborate designs. As to their choice in the
selection they made 18 not lor me to comment upon, but
i know that some of the best drawings were laid aside in
consequence of the outlay, which, in their judgment ex-
ceeded the amount limited in the conditions Why was
tl.e work not given to the author of the first premialed
design ? Had he no friends at Luton ? Whether he hador nut, the committee seemed to think it desirable to get
the four architects whose designs were selected to again
rack their brains in another competition. In this second

clearly stated that any design exceeding
-.0001, would be excluded. What is tl.e result ? A set ofdrawings were selected ; tenders advertised for • eight re-
ceived, and opened,—the lowest, 2 199/.; the next. 2.493/. •

-.'-fiL Is the l.Awest tender accepted? No I

ol’hLe ,! A "-P
Lmou? And what about theotner lenders? Are their estimates too high? or do theworthy numbers of the Local Board wish to show their

mpartiality by giving to the contracting competitors the

.

* unJert.l-,n .t llie io.tunce of
„ iiuuiiiei- rveuurce alter .. U.,, i'‘'-vvuuon was unuertakeu at the instance ofchurch or chapel service, or epiritnral Boul ’ s^i-jety.

Souih-Rast of Ireland ArcLa-oiogical

INFANT MORTALITY.
In the “ Health ’’ Section, at Belfast, Professor Eedfem

read a paper from Mrs. Baines, "On defective alimenta-
tion as a cause of infant mortality." The paper stated
that the writer intended to confine her remarks to one
view ol the question only— that which related to defective
alimentation as a source of the excessive disease and
lortahty prevalent amongst infants. It was a sad and

yet an encouraging reflection, that while the cause' just
relerred to was the most prolific in bringing about such a,
high rate of inlant deaths, at tbe same lime it was perhapsm a greater degree preventible than many other causes of
disease" and death that consign thousands of children
annually to the grave. Poverty of condition was not so
great an enemy to the health and life of the infant poor
i-s the Ignorance of those upon whom these little ones are
depeuding for succour and care. The more simple the
food the better if u contain a proper amount of nutri-
nient ; but the children of the labouring classes as a
rule, partake of tbe same kind of food as ilieir parents
Thus milk, which ought to be a plentiful article at
the poor man’s table, was really a scarce one. and what
little milk is purchssed daily is consumed iu rendering
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opaq^ue the tea or coffee of the adult members of the

fenjilv, instead of being employed for the purpose of

enriching the infant’s food, which, by some strange incon-

aistency of arrangement, was either composed of ‘‘ bread-

pap ” or of the most heterogeneous and otherwise

nnsuitable ingredients. Thus convulsions and other

disorders followed, which too often terminated fatally,

and when death takes place it is ascribed to " teething,"

or to what is much the same thing, " natural causes.”

The fact that the want of maternal milk forms a promi-

nent cause of infant death is a reproach to the mothers of

England. If this commodity, tbemost benign of nil Nature's

gifts, were scarce in the land the case would be different;

but it is not so, for, with very rare exceptions, every infant

is provided with its own natural nutriment during the

early period of its existence, and to withhold it is to do a

child most grievous, perhaps irreparable, wrong.
_

The
writer suggested some inquiry respecting a new kind of

food for infants which has been introduced to the notice

•of the public under the sanction of Professor Liebig’s

name, and with respect to which great difference of

opinion existed, for it had been condemned by the Academy
of Medicine at Paris.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

first, that Mr. Steward was not the builder, as when he

stated to the district surveyor that he was building the

oilice in question, he meant he was employing some one

to build ;
that this was not a building, as it was not at

all substantial or worthy of the name of a building ;
that

it was constructed away from the spot and completed,

leaving a space for the fire-placo on one side, and then

brought to the spot ; it was consequently moveable,

and of a temporary nature
;
that being "8 ft. from the

ground or building of an adjacent owner, and 2S ft. from

a public way, it came within the exemption
;

that the

railway company were the owners, as when the building

was once erected it became a fixture and a part of the

freehold
;
that it was used for the purposes of the rail-

way, being for the receipt and despatch of hay. Ac., by

the railway, and that they had terminated the agreement
and bought the otiice from Mr. Steward.

Mr. Elliot determined that the building did not belong

to the railway company, they having demised the land to

Mr. Steward with a covenant to build
;
that it was not

used for the purposes of the railway, being for Mr.

Steward's business as a hay salesman
;
but Mr. Steward

not being the builder, the summons as against him must
he dismi^8ed,—a summons must be taken out against the

builder, upon which he would make an order. As to the

company having purchased the building, he thought that

would have to be settled with the Board of Works.
ACircK*.— On Wednesday, the 9rh, the District^ Sur-

veyor of Camberwell, took out two surumonses against a

Mr. John Barrington, the proprietor and builder of a

Circus erected at Peckham. The one summons was for not

aide of the chancel will be placed the vestry,

and provision is to be made for warming the

church by means of a hot-air apparatus. It is

intended to have an organ in the new church.

The new church will seat between 300 and TOO

persons. The structure will cost in the erection

about 4,5001., the greater portion of the expense

being borne by the Hon. Admiral Howard.

The dimeusions, as finally fixed, will be as

follows:—Chancel 31 ft. by 18 ft., with south aisle

19 ft. by 8 ft., and north aisle, 19 ft. by 11^ ft.,

having eastward of it (occupying N.E. angle) a

^ vestry, II 3 ft. by 10 ft-, beneath which the heat-

ing apparatus will be arranged, and from which

the hot-air flues will radiate. The nave will be

39 ft. by 19 ft., the north aisle, 39 ft. by 10^ ft.,

and the south aisle, 39 ft. by 7 ft. The chancel

will have the five-lighted eastern window filled

with Perpendicular tracery of two orders. The

south window of the chancel will be appropriated

to memorial glass for the late rector, the Rev.

William Walker. The western window it is in-

tended also to fill with coloured glass, in memory
of the late patron, the Earl of Carlisle. The
new church is the same length as the old one,

but is wider towards the north.

Parkgafe {Rotherham).—The chief stone of a

new church, to be known as Christ’s Church, has

been laid. It will be in the Early English style

of architecture, and will accommodate upwards

of 600 persons—all free. The dimensions will be

106 fc. by 40 ft. ; the height from the floor to the

eaves 30 ft., and to the ridge of the roof 50 ft.

The walling inside and out will be of random
rubble

;
the roofe will be open, plastered between

therafters
;
and there willbe a wood block flooring.

There will be the usual nave and chancel, with a

north aisle and north chancel aisle aiid vestry,

and both the cliancel and the aisles will be paved

with Minton’s tiles. The ground work will be

laid for a tower, which, for want of funds, will

not bo erected until some future occasion, but

there will be a bell - turret. The cost of the

new building, exclusive of the l.Tud, which

has been given by Mr. G. S. Foljambe, will be

3,000Z., of which 2,0U0Z. have been subscribed,

leaving 1,0001. yet to be provided. Messrs.

Chadwick A Thirlwall, of Hasbro’, are the con-

tractors and builders; the architect being Mr.

W. White, of Loudon; and the clerk of works

Mr. M. Macklin.

Sheffield .—The corner-stone of the now church

of St. Silas, in Hanover-square, the gift of Mr.

H. Wilson, for the ecclesiastical district. of Gilcar,

has been laid. The plan of the church consists

of a nave, 27 ft. wide and 80 ft. long, having

north and south aisles, with a chancel 27 ft.

wide and 33 ft. long, on the right side of which

is the organ-chamber and vestry, and on the

other side an aisle for the children, having a

separate entrance from the Hanover-square side.

Entrances are provided from Hanover-street and
Hanover-squaro. The interior of the church

will be lighted by clearstories, carried on arcades

with simple circular piers, having capitals en-

riched with conventional foliage of varied design.

The benches are open-framed ones, stained aud
varnished. The whole of the roofs are boarded,

the nave being supported by principals carried

by stone corbels. The chancel is coved and
divided into panels. There is a large window at

the west end. The tower is at the junction of

Hanover-street aud Broomball-street, and will

form a feature in the approach from Broomball-

park. It rises for some height with little orna-

mentation, save its projecting buttresses. Two
of the belf'ry-windows are placed on each of its

sides, and enriched by shafts, whose carved

capitals are connected by a comice of similar

design round the tower. The whole is sur-

mounted by a parapet, with foliated cornices,

terminating in eight pinnacles, the total height

being about 96 ft. The style is of the Early

Geometric period. The heating will be by means
of Mr. Jobsou Smith’s Gill-stove. The contrac-

tors for the work are Messrs. Badger & Holmes.

Messrs. Blackmoor & Mitchell-Witbers, of Shef-

field and Rotherham, are the architects, and
Mr. Meliers the clerk of the works.

Bristol .—The district chnrch of St. Silas,

newly erected in St. Philip’s-marsh, has been

consecrated by the Bishop of Gloucester and

Bristol. The site was purchased, facing the

Float and nearly opposite Avon-street, for 850Z.

The church is 120 ft. long aud -10 ft. wide, and

is built of Pennant stone, with freestone dress-

ings. The style is Early Gothic, the church

consisting of a nave and circular chancel, which

forms an apse. The roof is open timbered, of

stained red deal, the trasses of the roof resting

on carved corbels. The frames of the windows

At the usual weekly meeting, Mr. Hows in-

troduced a deputation from the inhabitants of

Packington-street, City-road, and its immediate

neighbourhood, for the purpose of presenting a

memorial in favour of a direct route for vehicle

traffic from Essex (formerly Lower) road, and

proceeding along Packington-street, Shepherdess-

walk, Bath-street, Bunhill-row, aud Moor-lane,

into the centre of the great termini and of

the Metropolitan, Great Northern, Midland,

Great Western, London, Chatham, aud Dover

railways, Moorgate-street, Cripplegate, and the

immediate widening of Shepherdess-walk, at

the cost of the Metropolitan Board of Works as

a part of a great metropolitan improvement.

The memorial stated that at present there

were from 30,000 to 40,000 who went from the

Islington district every day to the City.

The subject gave rise to a short discussion,

and the memorial was referred to the Works and

General Purposes Committee for cousideration

I and report.

A report was read from the Works and Gene-

ral Purposes Committee recommending that the

• salary of the superintending architect be in-

: creased from 1,000Z. to 1,2001. per annum, and

; that the resolution of the Board of the 4th of

; March, 1864, in relation to the salary of the

:
superintendent architect, be varied accordingly.

' The report was adopted.

The Solicitor to the Board drew attention to

( certain advertisements by the Gas-light and

; Ooke Company, to the effect that they intended

I to apply to Parliament in the next Session for

: an Act to alter or repeal and consolidate all

1 their former Acts, and to confer further powers

( on the company, to define, fix, aud regulate their

< capital, and the necessary powers to manufactnre,

; store, and sell gas at Barking Creek. He further

read an advertisement from the Gazette respect-

ing the Metropolitan Gas Companies’ amalga-
• relation

;
and said that Messrs. Baxter, Bose,

. Norton, & Co., had given notice that it was in-

tended to apply to Parliament next Session for

the necessary Act or Acts to amalgamate into

one, two, three, or four companies the metro-

politan gas companies, and to vest in those new
I companies the necessary powers, as now pos-

I sessed, to purchase or hire ships, coal-mines, &c.,

in order to procure coals at a cheaper rate for

; the manufacture of gas, and to repeal or alter

1 the Metropolitan Gas Act of 1860. The subject

• was referred to the Works and General Purposes

( Committee.

CASES UNDER METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

Hailtcay Eximptiont.—'Mr. Steward was summoned by
the District Surveyor of Ceulral Lambeth and part of

Battersea, before Mr. Elliot, at the Lambeth Police

Court, for having erected a building enclosed with wood,
coutrury to the Isl Schedule of the Act, on land belonging

to the London and South-Western Railway Company, at

Nine Elms.
Mr. Taylor, for the District Surveyor, contended that

(the facts being admitted) the exemption clauses would
not apply, inasmuch as the building >n question was but

16 ft. Irom the nearest building. That the other clause

was conjunctive, requiring the building both to belong to

and to be used for the purposes of the railway. That
even though the railway company might be the owners
under the Act (Mr. Steward being only an annual tenant

of the ground), the building was not used for the pur-

poses of the railway, but for the business of Mr. Steward

as a bay salesman. That the building did not belong to

the railway company, as in the agreement there was a

provision for terminating the tenancy by three months'
notice, upon which, if the company declined to purchase

the office, Mr. Steward should be required to remove it at

hia own cost. The company would not have agreed to

purchase what was already their own,

Mr. Crombie, of the Law. clerks' OlDce of the London
and South-Western Bailway, for Mr. Steward, argued

having given him the two days’ notice required previously

to commencing the works
;
the other for having the en-

closure of wood and the roof of canvas. It was urged by

the defendant that, as the erection complained of was

simply a large gallery for 1,600 people, lined at the back

with wood, and sheltered at the top by a covering ol

canvas, it was no more than a large booth
;
and, therefore,

he considered it was exempt from the operation of the

Building Act. After having heard the case, themagistriite

decided that the Circus was a building, and lined the

defendant 101. penally, remarking that il the dt-leiidnnt

was dissatisfied, he could app-al to a superior court. No
order was made upon the sun;mon8 for irregular con-

struction, as it was ascertained by the surveyor that the

(lefendant had made application to the Metropolitan Board

for their approval of the plan and construction of the

building, and that they were about to consider it.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Leicester .—The foundation-stone of St. Luke’s

Chnrch, Humberstone-road, has been laid. The

groand-plan consists of a nave, with six arches

on either side, forming side aisles, with apaidal

chancel and aisles, the organ being placed in the

north one; there being also a vestry, beating

apparatus, and other conveniences. On account

of the nature of the site and the number of

sittings to be provided, the general form of the

building is somewhat peculiar, and the tower is

made to project to the west. The style is Late

Pointed, and the materials to be used are brick

and native stones of various colours, fonned into

bands, both on the exterior and interior faces.

The west and principal front will comprise a

central entrance, with a three-light window over,

and high pointed gable. At each end of the

north aisle there will be a three-light window,

and at the end of the south aisle the tower is to

be placed, in which are to be sonth aud west

doorways, a belfry (access to which will be

obtained by circular turreted stairs in the

south-west angle), a bell-chamber surmounted

by four pinnacles, aud a spire, which, to the top

of the fane from the ground, will be about

130 ft. The south side will be simple, divided

into six bays, with windows of two aud three

lights alternately. No windows could be obtained

on the north side. The roof is to be opeu-tim-

bered, and the whole interior will present a

simple appearance, and provide upwards of 800

sittings. The architects are Messrs. Bellamy A
Hardy, of Lincoln. The contractor is Mr. John

Firn, of Leicester; and the works are being

superintended by Mr. Samuel Davies.

SUngshy .—The chief stone of a new church

has been laid on the site of the ancient church

of All Saints. The new church will be in the

Perpendicular style, and will be bnilfc upon the

site of the old structure. Appleton stone will

be used in the building of the church, aud the

old stone will be made available as far as pos-

sible. The dressings, mouldings, arches, Ac.,

will be of Whitby stone. The roofs throughout

will be covered with lead. The tower will be

set at the west end of the church, and it will

contain the three bells which were in the tower

of the former edifice. On the north side of the

nave will be placed the porch. The roof will be

low pitched and open timbered, and the sittings

in the nave are to be of oak, with carved ends,

whilst the chancel will be fitted up with stalls,

having fiuials at each end. The floor throughout

the church will be paved witli coloured tiles, and

those used for 'jhe floor of the sanctuary will be

of a superior description. The east and west

windows will be Perpendicular in style, and have

five lights each. Tlio chancel, nave, aud clear-

story will have eight two-light windows on each

side, filled with cathedral glass. On the north
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are of freestone, and the rough stone is relieved
with fonr freestone bands, which run round the
entire building. There is a porch on the north
side, and also a vestry, while over the western
entrance is a large gallery for the children. Over
the vestry is also a small gallery for the choir
and organ. The chnrch contains 780 sittings,
551 free. The total cost, including the land, has
been between 5,0001. and 6,0001. The church
was erected from the designs of Messrs. Pope
& Bindon, and the work was carried out by the
following Bristol tradesmen :—Mr. J. Thorne,
mason

} Mr. G. Humphries, carpenter; Mr.
Bevan, plasterer; Mr. Williams and Mr. Leaman,
smiths; Mr. W. Tuckey, plumber; Messrs. Hale
(t Sons, gas-fitters

; Messrs. Gay, glaziers.

Wallinffion.—Holy Trinity Church has been
consecrated. The church is situated not far

from the Carshalton R-ailway Station, from
whence it is conspicnous by its white stone spire
and square flint tower. This church is the gift
of Mr. Nathaniel Bridges, the lord of the manor
of Wallington. He commenced the work alone,
and ^had intended to complete it without aid
from any source ; but, whilst the building was
in course of erection, he received the unsolicited
aid of Mr. Joseph Lawrence and another friend
interested in the parish, which enabled him so
much the sooner to bring the work to maturity.
The edifice comprises a nave and two side aisles,
a tower (open to the flooring of the belfry), the
chancel, and robing-room. The walls are of
flint, and the windows and doors are dressed
with stone. The spire is also of stone. The
roof is open, with plaster between the timbers.
The seats are low open benches of varnished
wood, the pulpit and reading-desk oorresponding.
The paving is of black and red diamond-shaped
tiles. There is no stained glass in the windows
at present. The aisles are separated from the
nave by stone arches, supported on columns with
carved capitals. The tower contains a bell,
which has been presented by Sir Brook Bridges,
hart., and is intended to be only tho first of a
fine peal.

Zlanbrynmazr.—The chief-stone of a new
church has been laid here by Lady Williams
Wynn. The site of the church, which was
presented by Sir Watkin Wynn, in addition to a
donation, is about half an acre in extent, and is
situated eastward of the village on a gentle
eminence. The walls at present erected define
the extent of the edifice to be 80 fc. 6 in. by
27 ft., and comprise a nave, chancel with apsidal
end, and vestry on north front. The principal
entrance is at the west end, which portion of the
edifice has been treated as the priucipa) feature
of the erection, and will be approached by a
flight of steps on to a terrace from the road. It
consists of buttresses, which flank tho springers
of the entrance archway, the inner ring of which
is constructed of moulded Cefn stone, the outer
arch being formed of Talerddig stone, the inter-
mediate voussoirs being of slate from the
Machynlleth quarries, which will form a contrast
with the general walling. The bell turret rises
to a height of 50 ft., on the western front.
Accommodation is provided for 230 persons.
The interior will consist of open seats, the whole
of which are to be free and unappropriated.
The nave roof is formed of open timber work,
and plastered between the rafters, the aisles
being paved with encaustic tiles, and the edifice
is intended to be heated by hotair. Thereof
will be covered with slate from the Aberllefenny
Quarries, Machynlleth, surmounted with Peake’s
terro-metallic crest. The cost of the church
will be about 9001., Mr. John Harrison, of Mont-
gomery, being the contractor

; and Mr. David
Walker, of Liverpool, is the architect, from
whose designs, and under whose superintendence
the works are being carried out.

Sparkbrook. — Christ Church, Sparkbrook,
has been consecrated by the Bishop of Wor-
cester, in whose diocese the edifice is situated.
The church has been erected from the de-
signs of Messrs. Medland, Maberly, & Med-
land, of London and Gloucester. It consists
of nave, with north and south aisles

;
tower

placed at the south-west angle
; chancel, with

vestry and organ-chamber
; and a porch to the

north aisle. The stylo is Decorated, and the
material Hampstead stone with Bath stone
dressings. The roof timbers are wrought and
stained, and the sittings are of deal stained and
polished; those in the chancel of oak, and tho
chancel is paved with encaustic tiles. The
building has been fitted with warming tppara-
tua by Messrs. Haden & Sou, of Trowbridge.
The dimensions of the church are as follows
Nave, with north and south aisles, 103 ft. Ly
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58 ft., divided into seven bays
; chancel, 28 ft.

by 20 ft.; organ-chamber, 12 ft. by 10 ft.;
height of nave to apex of roof, 50 ft.

; and height
of tower and spire to top of vane, 150 ft. The
edifice will accommodate 890 persons, and a
third of the sittings will be free. The works
have been carried out at a cost of 8,0001., under
the superintendence of the architects, by Messrs.
Briggs & Son, of Birmingham. The carving was
done by Messrs. Purdy & Allen. The tower has
been constructed specially for a peal of six bells,
which, with the organ, for ^hich a chamber is
provided, have yet to be supplied. Land has
been purchased for schools.

btrat/oz'd.—The first stone of the new church,
to be dedicated to St. Andrew, at Barking-road,
Plaistow, has been laid by the Bishop of
Rochester. The locality, a few years ago a
rnral village, has now a large commercial and
manufacturing population. The works con-
nected with the church, parsonage, and schools,
which it is proposed to erect, have commenced,

™ore than 3,000Z. have been promised or
paid in aid of the object ; but a sum of not less
than 7,0001. is still required finally to complete
the undertaking.

2ieu‘bunj.—The parish church has been re-
opened. ILe edifice consists of a chancel and
nave, with aisles to both, and a tower at the
west end. The chancel was restored about two
years ago. The present restoration embraces
the heightening and completion of the tower
with its pinnacles, the clearing away of the
cumbrous galleries and high pews, and the sub-
stitution for these of new oak and open sittings.
The nave-roof has been entirely restored and
decorated, and the aisle-roofs are new, but copied
from the old ones, which had gone to decay.
The whole of the stone-work, both externally
and internally, has been cleaned and restored, a
new chancel-arch built, and the north and sonth
chancel-aisles, hitherto walled off from the nave-
aisles, have been opened out with now arches.
A new vestry lias also been constructed at the
east end of the north chancel-aisle. On re-
moving the old pavement, &c., it was found
that the true bases of the piers were far under
the then level of the floors, and it was decided
to excavate and lower the floor to the former
level, and thus restore the original proportions
of the church. When the old plaster, also, was
stripped from the walls, they proved to be built
of a rough ashlar of freestone

; this has been
gone over with the tool, and repaired where
necessary, and now remains in sight, instead of
being again covered with plaster. The nave-
roof has been entirely restored. The three
stained-glasswindowsatthewestendofthechurch
constitute a chief feature in the work. The
great west window nnder the tower consists of
ten lights and tracery. The subject chosen is
that of the Last Day. Tho whole of this window is
designed, drawn, and painted in tho style of the
fifteenth centmw, to harmonise with the stone-
work of the window. The glass itself is of tho
uneven varied character of the old glass used by
the Medimval artists. The west window of the
north aisle is a somewhat peculiar specimen of
the same style of architecture as the west
window, viz., the Perpendicular or fifteenth
century. Tho subjects chosen for illustration
have been the six corporal works of mercy. The
window baa been executed in the same manner
as tho west window of the nave. The west
window of tho south aisle is very similar in stylo
to that of the north. The subjects are five
scenes from onr Lord’s life on earth, intimately
connected with the priesthood. All these win-
dows have been executed by Jlessrs. John
Hardman & Co., of Birmingham and London.
The whole of the windows in the chnrch have
been entirely reglazed, those on the south side
having shaded glass, and all showing green
borders. Messrs. Wheeler, of Reading, were
the general contractors, putting into the hands
of the following tradesmen of tho town the
several branches of work,—namely, woodwork,
Me.^srs. Adey & Son; ironwork and beating ap-
paratus, Messrs. Plenty & Son; plumber’s and
decorator’s work, Messrs. Boyer; gasfitting, Mr.
Long; carving, Mr. Turrill. The ornamental
ironwork was done by Mr. Filmer, of Guildford.
The restoration was carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. Walker, as clerk of the works,
by Mr. H. Woodyer, of Guildford, architect!
Messrs. Wheeler have been represented through-
out tbe^undertaking by Mr. J. Gibbs, their fore-
man. No accident lias befallen any of the stone-
masons or other artisans employed in restoring
rhe building. Messrs. Bevington {z Sons, organ-
buiulcrs, have removed the old organ, retaining
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the valuable part of the old pipes, and erected in
its stead a new organ, with mi^ern improve-
ments and extended compass.

Llanfair Caerlinion, Welshpool. — The chief
corner-stone of a new church has been laid here.
It will consist of nave and chancel, north aisle,
vestry, and south porch, and afford accommoda!
tion for 430 persons. The old roof will be re-
fixed over the nave and chancel. Local bine
stone is being used for the walling, and Shelooke
for the dressings. To cover the expenses con-
nected with the chnrch upwards of 2,0001. will
be required. It is proposed, when sufficient
funds are forthcoming, to carry up the west
tower, of which little more than the base now
exists, and add a stone tower. The extra cost
of thu tower and spire is estimated at 1,000k
The style of the chnrch will be Early Decorated.
The architect is Mr. E. Haycock, jun., of Shrews-
bury

; and tbe contractor, Mr. Lloyd, of Welsh-
pool.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
Sittingbourne.—The foundation-stone of a new

Wesleyan chapel, at Key-street, near Sitting-
bourne, has been laid. The building is to seat
150 persons. There is to be a school-room be-
neath, 40 ft. long and 22 ft. wide in the clear,
and the body of the chapel will be of the same
dimensions. Mr. W. J. Beaumont, of Milton, is

the builder, and Mr. Stephens, of Maidstone, tho
architect.

Whitby.—The foundation-stone of a new Con-
gregational church has been laid by Mr. S.
Morley, of London, the most liberal contributor
to the building fund. The edifice will be built
on the West Cliff. It is to be a Gothic edifice,

with spire, and will cost about 4,000Z., of which
about 2,4001. have been promised. The architect
is Mr. Pritchett, ofDarlington, and the builder, Mr.
Robert Robinson, of Whitby. It will seat about
950 persons. Tbe old chape), in Silver-street,
will be adapted for lectures and other similar
purposes.

Blyth (near Newcastle-upon-Tyne).—Tho foun-
dation-stone of a Wesleyan chapel has been laid
at Blyth, by the Rev. R. Haworth, of Gateshead.
The edifice will occupy a position facing the
main road from Blyth to the railway-station in
Waterloo, and having the river on the east side,
and the lake on the north. The Classical style
has been adopted, and tho building will be 65 ft.

long by 51 ft. wide, with a central projection of
9 ft. at either end. Tbe sonth front shows a
large central door on the lower part, with a
window on each side to light the lobby. Above
these is a strongly marked cornice across tbe
central projection, and over this a moulded stone
pedestal with four columns of the composite
order engaged on the wall, carrying the moulded
stone cornice, which again is surmounted by a
pediment and circular window. Between the
columns are three windows with circular lieads.
In tho east front there will be six windows, tbe
upper ones corresponding with those of tho south
front. The walls are 'to be built of red brick,
the dressings being of stone, and to ensure
stability tbe main walls are all to be carried
down to the rock. Internally the gronnd-floor
is to be divided into three groups of pews, tbe
metal pillars carrying the galleries marking the
lines of tho passages between them. The side-
pews will occupy the whole length of the chapel,
tho centre group finishing against a cross aisle,

on the north side of which is placed the enclosed
communion space. The gallery will contain
three pews in depth at the sides, and ten pews
at the south end. In the north projection over
the minister’s vestry the organ will be placed,
and in front the seats for the orchestra. Tho
total accommodation is for 800 adults, and there
will be 250 free sittings. The whole of the
internal woodwork will be varnished, and the
chapel will be lighted by sun-light in the ceiling,

and by brackets under the galleries. The con-
tract for the whole of tbe works has been let to
Mr. Wm. Middleton, of Blytli

; and Mr. F. A. N.
Haewell, of North Shields, is the architect, from
whose design, and under whose superintendence,
tho works will be carried out.

Small Heath (Birmingham).—The chief stone
of a Congregational Chapel for Small Heath baa
been laid by the Mayor of Birmingham (Mr.
Thomas Avery). The chapel will be Gothic in
style, and from the designs of Mr. W. P. Ponlton,
architect, Reading. Blue brick, with stone dress-
ings, will form the material of the structure, the
internal measurement of which will be 40 fc. by
70 fc.

;
height, 35 ft. 0 in. Tho roof will be
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open, and the internal fittings of deal, stained

and varnisiied. It is proposed to erect a gallery

at the extreme end of the haiiding, with access

by a staircase at the side. The chapel, with

gallery, will accommodate 600 persons. Mr.

Jones is the builder.

Laiichester.—The foundation stone of a Wes-
leyan chapel has been laid at Lsmchester.

The style of architecture adopted is the Deco-

rated. The chapel will seat 230 adults, and

behind the pulpit provision is made by sliding

doors to accommodate fpart of the congregation

in the school-room if necessary. The building

is detached, and will be enclosed in the front

by iron palisades. The situation is about the

centre of the village, and fronts the main
street. The cost of the building, including

site, will be about 1,0001. The architect is Mr.

John Smith, of iledomsley; contractor for

mason work, Mr. John Rutherford, Hexham ;
for

slating, Messrs. Nicholson, Leadgate
;
plastering,

not let
;
joiner, Mr. Houtledge, Consett

;
plumb-

ing, Mr. Smith, Consett.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH BUILDING
NEWS.

Bath .—The spire of the church on the South

Parade has been completed. The cross, with

a large part of the tower, has been added

during the present year. This spire takes the

lead of all the Bath spires in height. St. Michael’s

is 182 ft. ;
the Abbey follows suit with 170 ft.

;

while in order come St. Matthew’s (Widcombe),

St. James’s (including lantern and dome), Bath-

wick St. Mary, and St. Saviour’s, with 155 ft.

150 ft., 120 ft., and 120 ft. respectively. The
spire of the Roman Catholic] Church, however,

is 222 ft., and so it has a superiority of -10 ft.

over St. Michael’s, standing as it does upon the

same level. The cross was placed in its position

by Mr. Herridge, the clerk of the works. Mr.
Hansom, of Clifton, was the architect, and bis

design is now complete. The whole edifice has

cost, we understand, 15,000Z. The spire is in

accordance with the whole erection, being in the

Decorated style. When the chapel was opened
four years ago, 60 ft. of the tower Lad been
erected, sufficient to clear the roof of the nave.

Above this is the belfry, with turrets at the

angles, which changes from its form below, that

of a square, to that of an octagon. Around this

is a pierced parapet, and four crocheted pinna-

cles terminating the angle turrets. 40 ft. above
the height which it has retained for three years

and a half commences the spire, which is there-

from 122 ft. high. The material is Bath stone,

that having been used in the erection of the

clmrch. Messrs. Bladwcll & Ambrose were the

contractors.

Ifaverstoch-hill. — A Dominican chnrch has
been opened at the Dominican Priory, Haver-
etock-hill. The church, which is an unpre-

tending bnilding, is only intended for temporary
use during the erection of the new chnrch which
was commenced some time since, and which will,

it is estimated, cost 50,0001. When the now
church—which is to be a Gothic building capable

of containing some 5,000 or 6,0l.0 persona—is

opened, the temporary one will be used as the

priory library. Among the subscribers to the

new churcli, the walls of which are just appear-

i ing above ground, was a lady, who refused to

I have her name mentioned, but who is a donor of

: 9,000Z.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Neivnliam .—The new National Schools here

have been opened. The schools were designed

by Messrs. Medland & Maberly, of Gloucester,

and built by Mr. James Coleman, of Cha-xhill.

Thropton (Newcastle-vpon-Tyne)

.

— The old

school having fallen into a dilapidated state, it

was resolved to build a new one. The plans and
specifications were furnished by Mr. T. Arkle,

Shaftoe. The present building is erected at the

east end of the village. The school, with a house

adjacent for the master and mistress, is of rock

stone. It is 38 ft. long and 18 ft. broad, and is

capable of holding upwards of eighty scholars.

Foivnhope,— The chief stone of a National

School has been laid here. The school bnildings

to be erected, to which will bo added a house for

the master, will be built with stone of the dis-

trict, random ranged, with freestone dressings,

and the roofs will be covered with green Pem-
broke slates. The architecture employed will

bo Gothic, somewhat eclectic in treatment. The
plan comprises a school-room, 52 ft. long by 18 ft.

wide, with separate entrance for the boys and

girls; a class-room, 16 ft. by 14 ft.
;
a sitting-

room, kitchen, scullery, pantry, three bed-rooms,

and requisite conveniences. The site, which is

dry and elevated, with a southerly aspect, will

be enclosed with a wall and gates next the road,

and with fences on the other sides. The design

has been prepared by Mr. T. Nicholson, the

diocesan architect; and the buildings will be

erected by Mr. Ford, of Po^vnhope, under the

architect’s superintendence.

Newcaetle-upon-Tyne .—The foundation stone

of the Brumel wing of the Ragged and Indus-

trial Schools has been laid. The extension will

consist of a large boys’ school-room, with class-

room, store-room, and work-rooms on the ground

lloor, and a large boys’ dormitory and reading-

room above. In addition to the extensions, very

considerable alterations are being made, and
proposed to be made. The dining-room has been

enlarged by the removal of the printing-office to

another part of the buildiag
;
and the school-

rooms for boys and girls will be thrown into one,

to be used in future for a girls’ school only. New
class-rooms for the girls and lavatories are also

provided. Alterations are projected in the ad-

ministrative department, and in the sick ward.

The new wing will correspond in its style of

building with the existing premises. Care has

been taken to make it dry, warm, cleanly, and

well ventilated. A layer of slates set in cement

is carried all round the foundation, to prevent

the damp from rising; and the walla of the

school-room, class-room, dormitory, and reading-

room, are built in the inside of bnff-ooloni'ed

glazed bricks, to a height of 5 ft. from the floor,

and above this height they will be faced with

Parian cement, so that no paint, whitewash, or

other absorbent material will appear to view,

and the whole of the walls can be washed down
more frequently. The ventilation will be self-

acting, with additional resources when required :

it is designed on the “ through and through ”

principle, with openings opposite, and the win-

dows are also arranged on the same plan. There

will be a large cubic quantity of air to each per-

son, and abundance of light. The warming is

entirely by open fireplaces, which also assist in

ventilating the rooms. New latrines are pro-

vided for the boys, and will be thoroughly ven-

tilated on the same principle as the rooms and
dormitories. Increased accommodation will be

provided for between fifty and sixty inmates,

and about 100 day scholars in addition. 'The

drawings have been made by Mr. Thomas Oliver,

under whose superintendence the works are now
being carried out. Mr. Henry Andrews is the

clerk of the works; and Mr. William Gibson, of

the Red Barnes, is the sole contractor. The
total cost, it is expected, will not exceed 2,0001.

The Louvre and M. Fould. — The Paris cor-

respondent of the Mominy Post, speaking of

M. Fould, says,—“It was under his direction,

and inspection that the new Louvre was built,

that magnificent architectural triumph which

faces the old Tuileries. When the gorgeous

bnilding was completed, the Minister of State

ordered a banquet in honour of the completion

of a great national work. Who was invited ?

The workmen who had taken part in the con-

struction of the elaborately decorated blocks

and pavilions. I remember M. Fould saying,

—

‘ You must come and dine at my table, and you
will be surrounded by dozens ofmasons, and shake

the hard horny hands that built the building.’

I mention this little fact as an illustration of

M. Fould’s thorough appreciation of the demo-

cracy of Imperialism.”

Museum of t-he Archives of France.—This

new museum, the opening of which was an-

nounced a few weeks since, presents a very

interesting collection of documents and objects

illustrative of the history of France. The
museum occupies six rooms in the Hotel des

Archives, formerly the residence of the Prince

de Soubiae, in the Rue de Paradis, not far from
the Place do la Bastille. The courtyard, the

grand staircase, and ocher parts of the hotel are

remarkable in an architectural point of view.

The museum is on the first floor, and the first

saZZe, which is the largest of the six, contains a

largo number of rare charters, diplomas, and
other documents of the Merovingian and Carlo-

vingian periods, written on papyrus or parch-

ment
;
charters of the fourteenth century; and

registers, cartularies, and illumiuated manu-
scripts of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries.

Co-OFEs.mvE Cluus and Cheap Food.—

A

co-operative club, without the paraphernalia of

stores or offices, is being established in the north

of London by a Mr. Heine, the object of which
is to contract with tradespeople for the trade

of the association at certain reduced prices for

ready money. In this way, batchers, bakers,

grocers, bootmakers. Sic., are glad to provide the

meral>era with goods at much reduced prices for

ready money. For example, suppose the 4 lb.

loaf to be at 9Jd., as it now is, or even dearer, a

club member will be charged 8d., and the baker

will pay ’id. out of this to the club for its

patronage. This farthing goes to pay expenses,

and any surplus will be devoted otherwise to the

benefit of the members. The entrance fee is

23. 6d., which is the only other outlay. A clerk

or workman may thus save a good few pounds in

the year off his small income. It is to be hoped
the plan will be extended. We some time since

noticed the establishment of a club of this kind

in which Mr. William Howitt, the author, took

an interest, but we do not know whether this be
the same or a new one.

§00li3 Htntiitli.

The Gyvinasium and its Fittings. By E. G.

Ravensi'ein and John Hullev. London

:

Trubner & Co.

This pamphlet gives a description of gymnastic

apparatus, illustrated with 38 woodcuts and 143

figures on 14 plates; so that any carpenter

employed may be able to construct all that is

required; and, indeed some of the apparatus

might readily be put together by any one with a

mechanical turn without even the help of a car-

penter. The intention is to guide clubs and

others in the construction of gymnasia, both

open-air and covered. Mr. Ravenstein is presi-

dent of the German Gymnastic Society of Lon-

don, of which we have before spoken, and Mr.

Hulley is a Liverpool gymn’asiarcb.

gtisreihutca.

“ R.aiBXEa ON Railways.”—Under this title

Sir Cusaclf Roney is about to publish the re-

sults of a long experience in that line, including

some curious facts in connexion with mountain-

railways, especially that of Mount Cenis. The
work also includes details relative to railways in

various quarters of the globe, and to tunnels,

curves, and roadways, constructed in the most
ancient as well as in modern times; together

with observations on the respective arrange-

ments made between the railways and the Post-

office.

Opening of another Tumulus on the York-
shire Wolds.—The Rev. Canon Greenwell, of

Durham, and other pre-hiatoric inquirers, have

made an examination on the Mid-Wold range of

East Yorkshire. The tumulus contained about

twenty-four burials, but had been previously

disturbed. The mound was 56 ft. diameter, and
G ft. high. The burials presented an extraor-

dinary line of bodies, buried in a great measure
on a stone pavement, and, although laid in all

possible positions, yet forming a line of inter-

ments running S.E. by N.W., nearly cropping

out on the N.W. end. Pottery, implements, and
flints were found. Among them were a stone

pounder, hammer, or rubber, extensively “used”

at one end ; a square (cube) flint, all rubbed on
the edges; a long piercing implement of flint,

twelve “ thumb ” flints, two flint arrow-heads of

the leaf shape; enormous quantities of pots-

herds of a peculiar plain black ware
;
part of a

cinerary urn and portions of a drinking-cup
;
two

handles of small urns ;
a great number of flint

flakes and chippings, and several rounded atones,

rubbed flat on one surface; one extraordinary

stone utensil or implement, most like a cobbler’s

lapstone, rubbed very smooth, and over 1 ft.

long, and a great quantity of animals’ bones,

broken for the extraction of marrow, and among
them the teeth of the ox and the red deer in

great numbers. A sickle-shaped bone imple-

ment, made Irom a very long tusk of the boar,

was also found. The skulls were dolichoce-

phalic, or long-headed, and of a smallish people,

supposed to be of the earliest date. Ten feet

S.E. of the centre was a hole in the chalk, 2^ ft.

diameter and 2 ft. deep, but this contained

nothing but soil.
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Decatirg IIaeble.—Many buildirgs •were

coDEtructed in Chicago a few years eicce of

“Athens” marble, which is already crnmbling,
and has to be painted.

Cottage Plans.^—The preminm, a silver cap,

offered at the "Working Men’s Flower Sho'vv

held at Darlington cn the 25ih nit., “For the
best plan of a single cottage, the cost of which
would not exceed IC’02.,” has been awarded to

lleesrs. Dean & Yeoman, of Y’ork. Seven
designs were sent in.

Cost of Heebert JIeaioeials.—The total cost

of the pnblic memorial raised to Lord Herbert
has been rather over 8,0001.—namely, 6,83S?.

17s. Id., for the Ccnvalescent Seaside Home,
jnst opened at Bournemouth; 2,0211. 18s. lOd.

for the statue of “ Sidney Herbert,” by Baron
Marochetti, erected in the market-place at

Salisbury
;
and the remainder for printing and

incidental expenses.

Decoration of the Leeds Emiibiticn
Building. — The Executive Committee have
placed the entire designs for decoration of the
building in the bands of Professor Lewis, of
tJniTersity College, London, -who is now engaged
in carrying ont the scheme originally proposed
by Jlr. J. B. Waring, chief commissioner.
Promises of contributions continue to come in,

and there seems every reason to expect that the
Leeds Exhibition will be a great event.

Southwark new Park,—The People’s Park
for Southwark, situated partly in the parish of
Bermondsey and the remaining portion in that
of Eotherhithe, is rapidly approaching comple-
tion. The principal entrances are three in

number, viz., one on the north side, one on the
west side, and one on the south. There are also

three minor entrances. The lodges at the prin-
cipal entrances are designed in a decorative
style. A large number ofgardeners and labourers
are employed in laying ont the flower-beds and
walks, and in transplanting young trees, ever-
greens, and flowering shrubs. Three drinking-
fountains are to be erected within the enclosure,
and an ornamental fountain in the centre of the
grass-plot, and which -n-ill be placed amidst a
grove of trees and shrubs. The vialks are
gravelled and completed, and it is expected that
the park will be opened to the public on or
about Christmas.

The Fail of a Chijiney in Newcastle.

—

At the adjourned inquest, Hr. Bryson, town sur-
veyor, was examined. He said the bricks and
otber materials had been removed from the
foundation, and he had found that the founda-
tion had not given way in the slightest. The
ground upon which the concrete was laid had
not subsided, nor had the concrete itself. He
thought, therefore, that the fall had been caused
by the equinoctial gale which ble'w at the time.
Ee thought the chimney -was not sufficiently

strong, being weakened by the construction of
the boiler-flue leading into it. Hr. Haling was
going to re-build the chimney, and had arranged
to submit the plan to witness for his approval.
The jury found “that the said Eobert Turner
Hoore was killed by reason of the bricks and
other materials of the chimney falling upon him,
and that the said chimney fell in consequence of
the violence of the wind

;
and that it was not

sufficiently strong in its construction, by reason
of the weakness of the fine near its base leading
to the boiler.”

Steam Boilers.—A mode of preventing in-

crustation consists in forming an interior case
for the boiler by means of small curved plates,
arranged like tiles on a roof, and thus leaving a
thin layer of water between them and the boiler.
This thin layer heats rapidly, and a circulation
of the fluid is produced, which prevents deposit,
except in powder, on the plates. Heat is thus
economised, and danger of explosion lessened.
Nothing, however, can be more conducive to the
prevention of steam-boiler explosions than a
reliable means of ascertaining the level of the
water. Hany contrivances have been devised
for this purpose. A simple one is coming into
use in the United States. It consists in snr-
rounding a short tube, which issues in a horizon-
tal direction from the boiler, jnst beneath the
proper water level, with a jacket containing
•water. So long as the tube is filled, as it should
be, with water, and not with steam or foam,
water remains between the jacket and tube

; but
when there is no water in the pipe, the water in

the jacket evaporates, forming steam, which
blows a steam whistle, and even, if desirable,
opens a safety-valve.

Architectural Association.—The Conver-
sazione with which the session is usually opened
will take place on the 25th instant, when the
president of the year will deliver an address.

Origin of Names.—Sir: After reading the
article on Names in the Builder, I venture to

send yon two instances of peculiar changes of
name through marriage. One is that of Hogsflesh
(some corrupt it to Bo’fltsh) to Bacon; a case,

however, which was mentioned to me so long
since that I should have difficulty in verifying
it; and the second is that of Mew to Cat, men.
tioned to me by a Brighton solicitor while stay-
ing at the Bugle Inn, Newport, Isle of "VV’ight,

kept by Hr. Hew. I was told that Hr. Charles
Cat, of Brighton, married Hiss Emily Mew, to
whom, I believe. Hr. Frederick Hew, architect,

is related. This you -will be able to verify your-
self. Hy own name, Male, is peculiar; but I

know of no corresponding name of Female.
I may add that the name of one of the foremen,
for many years, at Betts’s Patent Brandy Esta-
blishment, was Tipple.

—

Dudley Male.

Proposed Working Men’s International
Exhibition.—A crowded public meeting has
been held in the Vestry-ball, St. Pancras, for the
purpose of considering the best means of pro-
moting a Working Hen’s International Exhibi-
tion in London. The chair was taken by the
Hon. Auberon Herbert. Hr. Ward (secretary)
read the report of the committee by whom the
details of the scheme have been planned. A
resolution in favour of the report having been
moved. Hr. Patterson, of the Working Hen’s
Club and Institute Union, asserted that the
report as read differed from that which was
agreed to at the meeting of the committee. He
expressed Lis dissatisfaction at the constitution

of the Provisional Committee, and moved as an
amendment that the arrangements for the Exhi.
bition be undertaken by a honorary council; that
the Hon. Aubtron Herbert, Mr. Hamilton Bosre,
Hr. Hodgson Pratt, and several working men
whom he named, be members; that the com-
mittee be half composed of guarantors

;
and that

the surplus money be devoted to the founding of
a permanent Exhibition in which working men
would receive awards for their skill, and recog-
nition for their individual merit. Alter a
stormy discussion the amendment was all but
unanimously carried.

The Victoria Hotel, Bradford.—A new
hotel has been erected adjoining the station of
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Eailway, at Brad-
ford. The edifice is of stone, six stories high,
and designed in the simplest style of Italian

architecture. The principal front is flanked by
lofty pavilions rising to a height of 105 ft., and
terminated by conical roofs, decorated with
wrought-iron work. The entrance portico, and
also the large bay windows facing the station,

yard, are flanked with polished red granite
shafts and carved capitals, while other carved
decorations are sparingly introduced into the
design. Internally, a spacious entrance-ball and
broad corridor, the latter laid with Haw’s en-

caustic tiles, give access to the various reception-
rooms, some of which are of stately proportions.
’'The arrangement of the interior is simple. A
long corridor runs from end to end of the build-

ing, on each of the six stories, access being
gained to the rooms on the left and right. The
coflee-room is 70 ft. by 30 ft., exclusive of a large

bay window. The commercial-room is 36 ft. by
20 ft.; the billiard-room, 36 ft. by 31 ft.; and
the smoke-room, 31 It. by 24 ft. Numerous
private sitting-rooms, also sets of rooms ar-

ranged en suite, are planned on the ground
and first floors, and the hotel is capable of
making up ICO beds. The principal stair-

case is 21 It. by 15 ft. It is painted in imita-

tion of marble, as also is the principal corridor.

The arrangements for the service of the hotel,

including the luggage hoist and dinner hoist,

waiters’-room, and bar, &c., are on the newest
principle, and communication through the hotel
18 kept up by means of electric bells. Separate
staircases are provided for the servants. The
corridors and staircases throughout are fire-

proof, and the decorations have been carried ont
by Hr. Briggs. The contractors for the masonry
and brickwork are Messrs. J. & W. Beanland

;
Hr.

Dixon is tbe plasterer; and Hr. Walsh, plumber.
The cooking apparatus has been fitted up
by Messrs. Jeakes it Co., of London. The esti-

mated cost, exclusive of the fuinisbing, is

22,500L The builcing has been erected from
the designs and under the superintendence of
Messrs. Lockwood & Hawson, architects.

;

Bequest of S0,000h for a Church of
England College in Devonshire.—The late

Admiral Benedictus Harwood Kelly, who died
at Saltwood House, near Bath, September 26th,
and was buried at Kelly, Devon, October 8th,

1S67, has bequeathed nearly tbe whole of his
property, which will probably realise little short
of 80,0001., to trustees in trust, to apply the
dividends to the education and maintenance of
boys, sons of members of the Church of England.

{

The trustees are to provide a school-house in 1

Devonshire, at some point west of a line drawn i

north and south through the parish church of
North Tawton, under special restrictions as to
the amount to be expended on building. The
institution is to be called “ The Kelly College.”

Enlargement of Hasland Church, Derby-
shire.—About twelve months ago, this church
wasfound to be too small for thecongregatioit,and
its enlargement was deemed necessary. A plan,

drawn by Hr. Bollinson, of Chesterfield, archi-

tect, was accepted
;
its enlargement soon after-

wards commenced, and its completion lately

took place. Two stained glats windows have
been placed in the church. The east window is

by Messrs. Warrington, of London, the subject
being Christ’s charge to Peter to feed his sheep.
The west window is by Messrs. Heaton, Butler,

& Bayne, of London. A. new aisle has been added,
and the church has been benefited by sittings for

about 150 pel sons. Messrs. Hoole & Handby,
builders, did the work of enlargement. The
cost amounted to over 700Z.

A Public Park for Chester.—Tbe Marquis
of Westminster has, during the past three
years, been converting a tract of land on the
banks of the Dee, at Chester, into a park and
pleasure-ground. It was anticipated by the
public that his lordship intended the park i'or :

the use of the citizens, and their expectations '

have just been realized by the offer of the park
as a free gift to the citizens. The council have
accepted his lordship’s munificent efler, and a
committee has been appointed to consider the
best means of maintaining the park. A resi-

dence has been provided in tbe grounds for the
park-keeper, and the marquis, it was announced,
would charge a portion of bis property in Chester
with the annual sum of ICOZ., to be applied by
the corporation in payment of tbe salary of the
keeper and other expenses of the park.

Zinc Paint.—An improved metallic zinc paint
has been invented by Messrs. Webster, Deane,
& Bumble, of Birmingham. They propose to
take spelter and melt it in a suitable furnace,
and raise it to about 800° Falir.

;
they then cover

the molten metal with a flux or borax mixed
with caustic of soda or chloride of ammonia, or
otber suitable flux, to prevent the action of the
atmosphere npon the surface of tbe molten zinc ;

they then add thereto about 7 or 8 per cent, (or
|

more or less) of finely-divided iron wire or scrap,
|

agitating the whole with an iron rod until the I

whole of the iron or scrap particles are taken up ^

by tbe zinc; they then add sufficient antimony ‘

to cause the metal to run freely from the surface.

When the metal thus prepared has cooled down,
it is next pulverised and ground, when it may be
mixed with any oleaginous matter or varnish, and
the metallic zinc paint results. When the paint is

intended to he used for coating ships’ bottoms or
for marine purposes, they add thereto per
cent., or thereabout, of vermilion or sulphide of
mercury.

TENDERS
For atablirp at Southaide House, Holloway. Mr. J. W.

DenniaoD, architect :

—

Mann £687 0 0
Crabb & Vaughan (accepted) 669 0 0

For three houses and a Baptist chapel at South Eeu-
singtoD, Messrs. C. G. Searle & b'on, architects ;

—

Bouses. Chapel.
Fosley 0 0 . ..£7,660 0
Pairnan X FotheriLgham.... 6,488 0 0 . .. 6,798 0 0
Gammon & Sons .... 6,481 0 0 . .. 6,369 0 6
Sima & Marten ... 6,173 0 0 . .. 6,602 0 0
Hedges .... 6,276 0 0 . .. 6,465 0 0
Colls & Sod .... 5.290 0 0 . .. 6.427 0 0
Ferry i Co .... 5,270 0 0 . .. 6,326 0 0
Dove Brothers .... 6,320 0 0 . ,. 6,273 0 0
Ennor ... 6,1 84 0 0 . .. 6,410 0 0
Higgs .... ^193 0 0 . .. 6,236 0 0

For alteration and addition to 13t, Old Kent-road, for
Mr. T. Couldery ;

—

Lmsdall £362 0 0
Randall 364 0 0
"W hiltiek (accepted) 344 0 0

Holfbig’MU avd Boytwater Proprietary NeJoo/.—Mr.
'Yillisni Bird's tender Tor erecting the New School H all-
Mr. John Crawley, architect—has been accepted, 1,9301,
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Tlie Boad to India.

|F ifc bo true that charity

1
begins at home, it cannot

:

be unnatural to suppose
: that other virtues may
, follow her example. On
this showing, patriotism

must take precedence of

philanthropy, and the

more venerable moral at-

tributes will move in nar-

rower circles than the

:
junior graces. It may be

objected to this view that

we come at last to sel-

fishness, pure and simple.

The reply to this criti-

cism may be, that an
enlightened selfishness, if

not in itself an actual

virtue, would very well

fill the place of less in-

telligent good intentions.

And, apart from the ethics

of the case, there can be
little doubt that in all

those great enterprises

which are proposed with the object of at once
altering the face of the world, and turning a
stream of wealth into the pockets of their pro-

jectors and supporters, the paying character of
the scheme is of primary importance, nob only
to those directly interested in its success, but
to the public at large.

If the charity which begins at home be the
same excellent grace of which it was once said

that it “ tbinketb no evil,” wo trust that this

Christian virtue will rule the minds of those
Englishmen who are interested in our obtaining
the shortest road to India. Our French neigh-

hours, and our Italian friends, look with a lively

interest to our need in this respect, but as yet
these nations are not altogether as unanimous as
could be wished. Three grand ideas have been
struck out to facilitate this communication.
There seems to be no reason why they should
not, if each by itself be practicable, be carried

out as integral portions of the same great
scheme. We might, indeed, raise the number of
these engineeriug marvels to four, although it

is not only the Indian, but the entire Continental
traffic that demands, in order to effect a great
engineering triumph, an outlay that has yet to
be commenced. We allude to such a well-

arranged steam ferry over the English Channel
as shall receive the carriages at Dover or at
Folkestone, and land them on the opposite coast,

without troubling the traveller to alight; while
the size and build of the ferry-boat shall, after
the example of the Great Eastern, be such as to

preserve a majestic calm amid the chopping seas
of the passage. There can be little doubt that
a well-considered improvement of the steam
transit across the Channel, if it received the as-

sent and support of all the railway companies
interested in the route, would be one of the best
undertakings in which a portion of the idle

capital of the country could be advantageously
employed.

When once landed on the Continent, two
objects command the attention of the engineer
who seeks the best route to the far East. The
first is, to go as far as possible on the Continent
before taking ehip in the Mediterraaean

;
the tion not readily to be forgotten’ took place the

second is, to make the best possible connexion
between that sea and the Indian Ocean.
Up to the present time Marseilles has been

the natural port of embarcation for the Oriental

traveller. Large sums have been expended on
the improvement of the harbour, and on the em-
bellishment of the town

; and the obstacles to a
longer land route which were presented by the

physical barrier of the Alps, and by the political

condition of Italy, were such as to lead the
owners of the lines of land and of sea carriage

which meet at Marseilles to anticipate a longer

permanence for that city as the Eastern port of
Europe than they are altogether likely to be able

to maintain.

With Italy as she existed before 1860, the
position of Marseilles was secure. So long as
France adhered to the policy from which none
of her rulers but the present one ever departed,

no Italian port was likely to be put in a position

to rival the great French harbour. The influence

of Austria was directed to support Trieste, and
Trieste, as an Oriental point of departure, was
not a formidable rival to Marseilles. While the

Austrian rulers of the northern and eastern
divisions of Italy knew how to discourage any
projected line of through communication which
would be likely to injure Trieste, the Papal pro-

vinces presented a natural barrier to a north and
south Italian lino of traffic of a yet more for-

midable character. And in Southern Italy, while
King Ferdinand well knew what would be effected

for the physical welfare of his states by railway
communication, while he assured the English
engineer, whom he induced to undertake the
charge of the most important line projected in his

dominions, that he would not rest until he could
enter a railway carriage at Brindisi and step out
of it in Paris, that timid and vacillating sovereign

dreaded the political, more than he desired the

commercial, effects of such a thorough com-
munication. He therefore granted a concession

for the line, and constantly expressed his anxiety

for its completion, while his ministers so con-
stantly threw new obstacles in the way of its

execution that no real progress was made. Thus
a company held the concession and occupied the
field, while their contract was constantly infringed

by some new edict of the Government, and the
ground, as far as works of any magnitnde were
concerned, remained unbroken.

With the movement of the French troops into

Italy, King Francis II., following so far as his

more than limited capacity would enable him to

do, the wily policy of his father, sought to serve
his person and his crown by large concessions to

commercial enterprise. Naples was forthwith to

be threaded by three main trunk lines of rail

way, and the pathless districts of Calabria were
to be intersected with serviceable roads. French
capital, or, at least, French specnlation, came in

at the summons, but not in time to restore the
tottering throne of the Bourbon king by the
spade and pickaxe of the “navvy.” It was too late.

During the changeful and stormy times which
followed the death of King Ferdinand II., the con-
cession of the great line from Naples to Brindisi

was given, and broken, and bought and sold, and
tampered with and rendered worthless, after a
fashion probably without precedent in Europe.
With an English concessionnaire actually on the
ground, a parallel, or even for much of the
route

; an identical, lino was promised to a
French speculator by Francis II.

;
then to

Kotbschild, then to an Italian speculator, for

whom the State was to find the money, by Gari-
baldi; then to Kotbschild again by the sub-
Alpine ministry. Then the Chambers, thinking
the affair too good to be shared by any but
Italians, out-voted the ministerial contract, and
made over the concession to Bastogi, who, for

that purpose, abandoned a political for a com-
mercial position. Then Bastogi came to grief,

and a scene of scandal, of tears, and of recrimina'

Chamber of Deputies. The subsequent steps,

after a great line through a populous district,

where the people were ready to sell their very
coats to hasten its completion, had been thus
discredited and rendered all but impossible

by the bad faith of the successive Bourbon,
dictatorial, and Italian Governments, are

less known in this country. Through them
all, however, it would seem that the great na-
tural importance of the line has so far enabled
it to struggle, that we are told that a practicable

line of railway is now actually existing between
Susa, at the foot of the Alps, and the noble har-

bonr of Brindisi, the ancient Brundnsium, the

eastern port of Italy in the time of Horace, a
harbour of which the mouth is yet partially

closed by a bar caused by and covering the

sunken fleet of Pompey the Great.

While a through line of railway, more or less

in practicable working order, is thus provided

from the Alps to the most eastern port of Italy,

the French and the Italian Governments have
carried on a most honourable and fruitful rivalry

in boring through the barrier of the Alps. The
long tunnel, at the summit of the Mont Cenis pass,

bids fair to be completed in the year 1871, and
in the meantime an English engineer, Mr. Fell

has constructed, on a new system, a railway

over that summit itself. The advantage of the

route thus obtainable, taking to the water at

Brindisi instead of at Marseilles, is 77 miles out

of 2,536. This actual saving in measured
distance is rendered more important by the fact

that the Brindisi route, while 451 miles longer

by land than that by Marseilles, is no less than
728 miles shorter by sea, being a saving of very
nearly one-half of the voyage from Marseilles to

Alexandria. A rough estimate of the relative

speed of sea and land transit indicates a possible

saving of more than 48 hours by the adoption of

the Italian route. The advocates of this route

are content with indicating a gain of 43 hours
on the completion of the tunnel through the
Alps, of 39 hours on the opening of the summit
railway, and of 35 hours according to existing

arrangements. Of this precious time nearly 18
hours are now lost by the studious misfits of the
French railways. The night mail from London
has to wait for more than thirteen hours at Paris

before a train is allowed to carry its bags and
passengers towards the Italian frontier

; and in

the route from MUcon to St. Michel occur further

vexatious delays, besides that careful misfitting

of the second and third class carriages which
tends to force passengers to take the more costly

railway ticket, as involving leas expense than
the extra hotel charges which they will other-

wise be called on to support.

It is not to be supposed that this unfair and
unwise opposition on the part of the French
Railway Companies will continue. If they do
their worst, there is still a gain of nearly twenty-
four hours to be secured by the use of the Italian

line. Public attention will be fixed on the sub.

ject
;
every traveller vexed by the purposed

waste of time, will join in the complaint, and it

is difficult to know what reply can be made to

representations from this side of the Channel as

to the inconvenience wantonly, and without re-

suit, thus thrown in the way of a most important
stream of British traffic. More than all this,

should be borne in mind that wo are

no means dependent on French railway

companies for taking us to an Italian port. The
same disposition to take the most rapid route

that has led us to encounter the trouble and
expense of a double shipment and unshipment of

passengers and of mails, and the use of a foreign

land route in place of a sea route in our own
steamers,—and to make Marseilles, rather than

Southampton, our port of departure for Alexan-

dria,-—will infallibly lead us to choose Briudisi in

lieu of Marseilles. The Alps are pierced for the

locomotive in other passes besides the Mont
Cenis, and any persistence in the attempt to
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keep OB to the passage through the Gulf of

Lyons, instead of starting from the heel of the

boot, will infallibly lead ns, as a matter of self-

defence, to send our Indian mail by a route less

liable to what can only be termed imposition.

With the Alps pierced, the Italian coast line

in working order, and the port of Brindisi freed

from the bar caused by the sunken vessels of

Pompey the Great, no serious obstacle will re-

main to oppose our making the best speed

towards the best Mediterranean port. Of the

excellence of the service attained by our steam-

vessels in the Mediterranean itself it is needless

to speak. The next point that attracts the at-

tention of the engineer is the transit through

Egypt. It is here that we are called on to be

careful that our own prejudices (call them

patriotic if we will, and even admitting them to

be not without foundation), do not actually cause

ns to stand in our own light.

The power to sail in the same steamer from

Brindisi to Bombay would be a boon to the

Indian traveller of even more importance than

the facility to travel in the same carriage from

Calais to Brindisi. This is what the enterprising

M. de Lesseps offers to our hopes. We were

about to write the well-known enterprise
;
but

the fact is that, famous as it undoubtedly is, it

is anything but well known or well understood

among Englishmen. It is extraordinary to note

what a change as to the reliable character of

information takes place when once the water-

shed of the Alps or of the Pyrenees is passed.

Eeports suffer sadly in the robust character of a

truthful health if they have to climb those emi-

nences. And travellers who have gone by those

routes, and who have used their own eyes and

oars in Spain, Portugal, Italy, or Greece, have

come to the conclusion that the latter organs are

comparatively of little value in those countries.

Eye-sight alone, and that the eye-sight of yonr

own eyes, or of eyes well known to yon to see

straight, cau be relied on for information as to

doings on the shores of the Mediterranean.

It is for this reason that the actual condition

and prospects of the Suez Canal form so much
of a mystery in London. It is quite true that

the disfavour with which, as we cannot disguise,

the enterprise has been regarded in this country

is based on two assumptious which seem at first

sight to be mutually destructive. One is that

the canal cannot be made and maintained ; and
the other is that it is unsafe and impolitic to

entrust the keeping of the gate of India to onr

French neighbours. We speak with all reserve

on the subject, from the feeling that nothing

work, rather than that a company, formed

under political anspices and “ inspiration,”

should be the ostensible owners of the

route. Difficulties which in the former case

would be either removed by diplomatic means,

or afford a just ground of direct international

complaint, would in the latter become perma-

nently insoluble when their origin was lost in

the relations of the concessionnaires and the

protecting Government. That an Egyptian canal

should exist, would be roost desirable for this

country. Failing this, a French canal, belonging

not to French speculators, but to France, might,

if possible, be of almost equal value to Great

Britain in any case except that of actual war
with France. But the attempt to construct and

to maintain such a canal by private enter-

prise, having regard to the questions of

the remunerative employment of capital, of

the side issues or subsidiary sources of profit

which the proprietors would hardly fail to seek,

of the political complications likely thus to

arise, and of the want of guarantee for the due
maintenance of the canal if once completed, is

one which we need much more detailed and
reliable information than has yet reached this

country to enable us to regard without grave

and serious apprehension.

THE LAST BLUE-BOOK 0'S PUBLIC
HEALTH.

The last blue-book on the public health, or the

ninth report of the medical officer of the Privy

Council, gives some very satisfactory informa-

tion. Perhaps the most so is the result of an

official inquiry concerning the improvement
made in the health of the inhabitants of twenty-

five towns in which sanitary structural works

are in operation. Hitherto the advocates of sani-

tary improvement have not had many fully esta-

blished facts to advance in favour of the results

of structural works ; for lapse of time was neces-

sary for them to accrne
;
and the largest propor-

tion of our re-modelled towns do not dace their

improvement from a period sufficiently distant to

I
have admitted an inquiry into the results to

have been made before the present time. In

ISG5, Mr. Simon submitted to the Lords of the

Council that it would not be then premature to

commence an investigation of the kind, and,

with their approval, Dr. Buchanan commenced
the tour of inspection. The report, now con-

cluded, places beyond dispute the fact, that

short of a prolonged residence on the site of the
j

towns, after systematic drainage and water

great work in question would enable us to speak 1 supply, immediately become places of abode in

with certainty as to the prospects of the under- which people are less liable to die prematurely,

taking. We remember that Mr. Stephenson’s ' through disease, than they were formerly. The

opinion was unfavourable to the success of the

undertaking, and, so far as our own personal

experience enables us to speak, we share Mr.

Stephenson’s opinion. How a traffic can be

found to pay interest on outlay, and maintenance
both of canal and approaches, we are at a loss

to understand. And a recent appeal to the

capitalists of London to come into the scheme

at the very moment when the difficulties are said

to be surmounted, and when it only remains to

reap the golden fiuit of the undertaking, is in

itself a puzzling circumstance.

So far as we feel justified in expressing an

opinion, it is to the effect that the Suez Canal

is a most noble and important undertaking, but

one that is entirely out of the limits of com-
mercial enterprise. To the sovereign of a country

like Egypt it might present no insuperable ob-

stacles, and the immense contingent advantages
that his country would derive from its comple-

tion might justify not only an enormous outlay,

but an annual charge upon the revenues of

the State. To a private company no such col-

lateral advantage can offer itself; and therefore

it would seem to bo only by such expedients as

large territorial purchases, or as disposal, under
one form or another,of the resources of the State,

that disastrous failure can be avoided. To such
imperium in tniperio established in Egypt, we
think that England has cause for grave and
solid objection. A broad line from the Medi-
terranean to the Red Sea, under the shadow of

the French flag, is not desirable for the insular

lords of India. Nor can there be any doubt

in the minds of those accustomed to the sort

of legerdemain that seems invariably to take

place when any "fusion” of private interest

and political action is attempted, that it would
be preferable, as far as England is concerned,

for the French Government itself openly to

twenty-five towns examined contain an aggre-

gate population of more than 600,000 people.

Some of them show more startling differences in

the death-rates before and alter the completion of

their sanitary works than others, which circum-

stance should show us that the two items of town
improvement we have mentioned, town-drainage,

and water supply, are not all that constitute

sanitary perfection in the condition and manage-
ment of towns

;
and that some cases evidently

require more provision for the public health to

be made than is necessary in all. In Cardiff

nearly a third part of the mortality from which

the town suffered before the commencement of

the sanitary works has now ceased; while, in

others, the improvement has not been so very

remarkable. In Newport the reduction on the

former mortality, exclusive of infantine epi-

demics, is about 32 per cent. Croydon, MaccleS'

field, and Salisbury can boast a reduction of

20 per cent. Merthyr-Tydfil can show a death-

rate from typhoid fever and diarrhcea reduced

from 33 to 15 since the improved removal of

nuisances, abatement of over-crowding, and pure

water supply; as well as a death-rate from

cholera reduced in 1866 to 20, whereas it stood

at 34 in ISSi, and was 267 in 18-18. Brynmawr,
after paving, draining, supplying with water,

and constant attention to removal of nuisances,

has abated 15 per cent, of its former general

mortality, and reduced its death-rate by typhoid

fever and diarrhoea one-half. In Ely and Ban-

bury the last-memioned diseases have been

likewise deprived of half their death-detling

power. Dover, Leicester, Cheltenham, Bristol,

Carlisle, Warwick, Rugby, Penrith, Stratford,

Alnwick, Worthing, Morpeth, and Ashby have

all rednced their death-rates since the comple-

tion of their sanitary works. But, as we have

said before, some of these towns do not appear

greater decrease in the death-rates of others

that have employed the same means would lead

Q3 to expect. Before entering into the pai-ticu-

l-ars of these cases we most, however, point out

a very important and unexpected piece of infor-

mation that has come out of the present investi-

gation. Dr. Buchanan finds that the death-rate

from consumption is materially affected by
sanitary works. This fearful scourge of our

climate, it would appear, is open to influences

over which we can exercise a large amount of

control. In those cases where the drying of the

snbsoil of the site of the town has been effected

by the new measures a decrease from a third to

a half of the whole mortality from this cause

has taken place; iu other words, there appears

to be a connexion between phthisis and subsoil

waters, and a fluctuation, as between cause and

eftect, in the number of deaths by consumption

according to the amount of dryness produced by

drainage in the soil. Such towns as have had

special arrangements made for the drying of

their snbsoil, such as Salisbury, have most con-

spicuously improved, and those that have large

sewers and deep storm onlverts stand next on

the list. The cases where the least improvement

under this heading has taken place are those

where the soil was already dry, as at Penzance

and Brynmawr, or where the drainage consisted

of impervions pipes laid down in channels in

which no drainage of water could occor,

as at Penrith and Alnwiok. Dr. Buchanan is

somewhat puzzled, however, over four exceptions.

Carlisle and Chelmsford, where the ground-

water has been removed to a greater extent than

in some places where a large decrease in the

number of deaths has been made, keep up their

rate in spite of favourable conditions; and

Worthing and Rugby have lowered theirs with-

out much drying having been achieved. The

solution he suggests for this variation is, in his

own words, " that the natnre of the change in

climatic conditions, produced by drying the sub-

soil of a locality, is not everywhere the same

(the environs of Chelmsford, for example, stil

get flooded through the action of a mill-dam),

and that different degrees of effect may hence

be produced on consumption.” Here, then, we

are brought face to face with an inkling of a fact

bearing upon the grand subject of the improve-

ment of the condition of mankind. If we are able

to add phthisis to the list of diseases that are

preventible or capable of amelioration by

structural works we have surely been armed

with another weapon to use against the de-

stroyer.

We DOW turn to consider the reason why the

decrease in the death-rate has not been equally

marked in the case of every town that has in-

curred the expense of sanitary works. It must

be allowed that the very worst cases are those

most susceptible of improvement ;
therefore

we cannot be surprised that places that were

in the filthiest condition have benefited the

most by thorough cleansing and a proper

water-snpply. Cardiii’, Newport, and Mertbyr-

Tydfil must be ranked in this category.

But, contrasting with the excessive fall here,

and six other cases, and the more mode-

rate decrease in eleven instances, there are

three or four towns that have made but the

slightest improvement, and one shows a small

increase in the rate of mortality since the

execution of the sanitary works it now possesses.

Penrith, Worthing, Penzance, and Ottery St.

Mary, are the towns that have partaken iu the

least degree of the expected benefit, and Chelms-

ford is the puzzling case in which no improve-

ment appears in the statistics. This town has

suffered from diphtheria to an extent of 65 per

10,000 of its population in 1858-62. And in

Dover we have another instance of outbreak of

diphtheria after works of drainage and water

supply were completed, although the great re-

duction in deaths from other causes does not

make this appear to bo a case of general in-

crease. It is noticeable that different items in

sanitary works have especial results. The re-

moval of excreta and house-slop tells princi-

pally upon typhoid fever. At Rugby, Carlisle,

Worthing, and Chelmsford,the sewage is received

into pumping works at the outfall, in such a

manner as to retain much of the sewer gases in

the pipes, and the result is, the atmosphere

being charged with the gases ari-ing from de-

composing organic matters, there is no con-

siderable reduction in typhoid. At Worthing,

this tendency had, it will be remembered, very

serious consequences in 1865; and it will be

seen that Chelmsford may owe its want of im-

be the proprietors of such an international to have been bonefited to the extent that the
[
provement of the public health to this cause.
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We quote the doctor’s view upon this sub-
ject

lu Chelraaford, again, there had been no decrease of'
typhoid fever. Here, too, the sewage is delivered into a
tank by an outfall sewer, which enters some 6 ft. below
ground. The opening can be covered by a sluice, or it
may get covered by the rise of the sewage in the well
when the engine is not at work, or the quantity of liquid
16 in excess of its pumping power. There is, indeed, a
storm-overflow into the river, to prevent the sewage
backing up beyond a certain point

;
but it is a fact that in

certain conjunctions cellars do occasionally get flooded
by the sewage, in spite of this overflow, and still more
must there t&eu be a tendency of sewer gas to escape
from the pipes; and though this is provided for by some

being left untrapped, it is at critical times
left for a very easily-occurring stoppage in a rain-water
pipe to determine whether or not sewer gases shall
be forced up through the inch or two of water that is
provided to exclude them in the ordinary sink and closet.

Sewer gases, wo may be sure, must be disease-
dealing agents of the greatest power for evil,

wherever they occur
j and it is extraordinary that

any system of sewerage should be adopted that
is likely to entail the possibility of their escape
into dwelling-houses. Those who assent to the
execution of such schemes are merely shifting
their ill-favoured load from one shoulder to
pother, instead of getting rid of it. Excreta
in the form of gas is as fatal as in any other
guise

; and Chelmsford only shows us the
soundness of the conclusion that the health of
the inhabitants of a town requires that all the
excremental produce of the population should
be promptly and efficiently removed, so that
the air and water should be uncontaminated
by it.

Dr. Buchanan finds that measles are in many
instances influenced by structural works and the
removal of pre-existing organic impurity in the
air. He says :

—

“ In the towns where there was most room for improve-
ment in this respect, and where most improvement has
been actually made, measles has commonly been reduced,Md the towns where it has remained stationary, or has
mcreased iu amount, are those which either had less
foulness of atmosphere to begin with, or have made lees
radical improvement of it. But there are several excep-
tions to this general statement. The introduction of
better drinking-water has not perceptibly all'ectcd the
prevalence of measles

;
but some connexion appears pro-

bable between reduction of measles and mminished
density of population."

Overcrowding appears, too, to have exercised
a deleterious influence in favour of whooping-
cough and scarlatina. Only those towns that
have improved the lodgment of the people pre-
sent any notable decrease in either of these dis-
eases. Diarrhcca, on the contrary, does not
appear to be affected by the condition of lodg-
ment, nor by dampness of sobsoil, bub more
especially by purification of air and water. But
the crowning glory of sanitary measures are
what W0 may almost call their defeat of cholera.
In the twenty-five towns under examination
cholera hns shown its fearful face but in the
following instances in 1866 Merthyr, where
the town is still undrained, though there is good
water; Cardifi’ (15i per 10,000, whereas 208 in
the same number died in 1849)

;
Newport (12

per 10,000) ; Bristol (H deaths per 10,000 only,
against 82 in 1848-9)

;
Dover (4 2-3rds in 10.000)

;

and Croydon (2 per 10,000). Merthyr, Cardiff,
and Newport are all recent cases of amendment,
and, therefore, may be allowed not to be already
in possession of the fall benefit of their new
works. Nevertheless, the worse case, Merthyr,
must be considered a triumph when we consider
its great general improvement and compare its
last cholera rate, which was 20 per 10,000, with
that of 1849, when 267 out of the same number
fell victims.

The report goes fallyinto the cholera question.
Indeed, when we hear of sanitary conferences at
Constantinople and Weimar, we must own the
subject of the public health is, at last, widely
taken up. At Weimar, Mr. Simon met at
Easter the leading epidemiologists of Germany,
who had proposed an international medical con-
ference with the object of consnlting the in-
terests of the public health, in considering the
best defences against cholera, and the sort of in-
vestigation likely to lead to a knowledge of the
right principles upon which to act. Though
England and Germany are undoubtedly the two
best authorities upon the cholera question, it so
happens that each Las worked the subject in
different directions

; and though Mr. Simon was
able to import the very important sanitary ex-
periences of England, which included the results
of Dr. Bnchanan’s examination of the twenty-
five towns, the continental observers, who were
chiefly German, placed before the conference in-
formation as startling in the form of facts of
great importance in branches of the study that
had been scai-cely cultivated iu our county, and

are, therefore, valuable accessions to our experi-
ence. There were three different departments
discussed by the continental authorities, the
caprices of cholera, chemical disinfection, and
the cholera fungus. By the term caprice of
cholera is conveyed a theory that the occurrence
of the pestilence is due to certain states of the
local soil. A geological map of Thuringia was
shown, in which the sites of the epidemics of 1866
were marked, and, curionsly, it was clear that
they were almost exclusively on one geological
foundation. And some smaller maps showing
Bautzen, Zwickau, Altenburg, Apolda, Wurz-
burg, &c., showed boundaries of epidemics
agreeing as distinctly with the geological forma-
tion, Observers from St. Petersburg, Liibecb,
and Pesth, adduced facts bearing upon the
character of “ time caprices,” which they con-
nected with temporary variations in the thick-
ness of superficial porous soil, and its penetration
by air, or occupation by “ground-water.”

In the department of chemical disinfection
there was some conflicting testimony. Mr.
Simon laid before the conference Dr. Budd’s
account of the successfnl disinfection of Bristol
from cholera by Mr. David Davies, the medical
officer there. This was met by a statement of
an equally assiduons disinfecting of Leipzig with
exactly an opposite result.

In Leipzig, Professor Victor Cams, ss a volunteer for
his town, had been all that Mr. Davies was in Bristol : the
town was divided into 100 disinfection districts, each with
an officer who visited daily for disinfection with sulphate
of iron every house in his district; over these district
officers were four young chemists, constantly inspecting
under Dr. Carus’a instructions to see that all disinfection
was satisfactory; and Professor Carus himself, besides
superintending all this work, personally, every day, visited
all bouses which had cholera in them : disinfection had
never before been tried in Leipzig, yet never bad Leipzig
snlTered so severely from cholera."

But there were more failures than this. In
Stettin there was an equally free use of lime
and chloride of lime, and yet the epidemic, when
these disinfectants were used, was severer than
it had been in the thirteen previous devastations
by cholera. Carbolic acid was used so profusely in
Erfurt, that the drinking-water tasted of it ; i

nevertheless, cholera was three times more fatal

than it had ever been before. In the last-men-
tioned case, however, it is easy to see that if the
water tasted of carbolic acid applied to the cess-
pools, there must be connexions between the two
that would account for any amount and ob-
stinacy of cholera.

The cholera fungus is a more strictly medical
branch of the subject, but as a knowledge of its

existence and consequences also shows the im-
mense importance of efficient drainage and other
structural works, wo will give a slight outline
of it. Dr. Thome, Professor Klob, and two lead-
ing mycologists of Germany, Professors Hal-
lier, ofJena, and De Bary, of Halle, were asso-
ciated in this investigation as a committee. They
found in cholera evacuations and in the intesti-

nal mucus of the dead from cholera, exceed-
ingly minute and definite organic structures,
which they identified as zoo-gloea. These orga-
nisms consist of fine granules, which divide and
subdivide, and form beaded threads, which in-
terlace themselves into masses in the mucus.
What they would develop into has not yet been
determined, though some wonderful experiments
have been made

;
but what they have developed

from is not quite so hidden a mystery. Profes-
sor Hallier states that the fungus, which in the
bowels of the human subject performs so fatal a
part, cannot be of European origin, as it requires
a high temperature for its fructification, and
conjectures that originally it may have been a
blight of rice. But he does not throw out this
clue till the granules found in cholera patients
have been actually cultivated, the seeds sown on
a solution of sugar, on paste, and on muscnlar
tissue, and a growth observed exactly like that
originally found in the intestinal canal. The
idea, however, that choleraic distnrbances are
the result of an active cryptogamic vegetation,
is not altogether new

;
nor is the supposition

that rice is the habitat of the death-dealing
fungi, now made for the first time. Dr. Tytler,
iu 1833, descanted on Facts estdbUshing the dele-
terious properties of rice as an article of food

;

and several of our own microscopic observers
announced their detection of a fuiigic growth in
the stools of choleraic patients twenty years ago.
Their discovery was not considered of much
value, but now that the learned German profes-
sors have shown the vitality of the seeds, with
what ease they reproduce themselves, and the
consequent importance of a prompt and
thorough removal of all excremental matter

by efficient drainage, it is to be hoped we shall
be able to turn it to some advantage. Hallier
tried the possibility of producing the fungus on
rice. He planted some rice in a situation, as
regards heat and moisture, as nearly identical
with an Asiatic rice-field as could be contrived,
and watered it with the stools and vomita in
which he had found the fungus. On examining
his little rice-plants he found the epidermis of
each perforated by fungus threads in great
numbers, and though not able to identify the
parasite with the cyst-bearing plant, ascertained
that it was of the same type. The epithelium
of the intestine is destroyed by the operations of
the cholera fnngus in like manner. This train
of investigations carries more weight when we
call to mind that the English physicians in India
first called upon to treat Asiatic cholera named
it “ rice disease,” and recognised some connexion
between it and a diseased condition of the rice-
plant.

Dr. Thudicum enriches the report with thirty
nine coloured diagrams illustrating a scries of ob-
servations he made as to the effect of temperature
upon choleraic cases

;
and Mr. Radclifl'e gives a

map showing the distribution of cholera in
London and its environs from Juno 27th to
July 2lBt, 1866. Smaller maps stamped with
direful black patches of different degrees of
density show the comparative extent to which
certain districts were affected; aud another
diagram represents the deaths from cholera and
diarrhma in each week of the six months from
June to December, 1866, with the meteorological
phenomena registered at Greenwich in the
corresponding weeks. Thus it will be seen
cholera has been attacked from geological,
botanical, chemical, meteorological, and sanitary
engineering points of view by able minds within
the last few months ; and the present blue-book
gives records of all that has been ascer-
tained.

Concerning the working of the New Sanitary
Act, 1866, the reporter is content with the
exception of its insufficiently stringent bearing
upon water companies, who at present may bring
death into thousands of houses without incurring
a penalty greater than a fine of 200J. The
engineer of the East London Water Company
owns to having distributed a most improper
water without having passed it through the
ordinary filtering beds ; and Mr. Radcliffe brings
very forcible evidence that the outbreak of
cholera in the district watered by this company
was occasioned by this most culpable negligence.
It is urged that such distribution of polluted
water should be punishable with greater severity
than it is at present. Altogether, this is certainly
a valuable blue-book.

LONDON ORPHAN ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

The managers of this important charity have
obtained a large piece of laud close to the Wat-
ford Station on the London and North-Western
Railway, nud are about to erect buildings on it
to accommodate 400 boys and 200 girls, with
facilities for extension when needed. It consists
of about 36 acres, 20 for the institution and 16
for protection, so to speak, on which latter Looses
will probably be built. A limited competition
having been decided on, designs havebeen sent
in by Messrs. Belcher, G. S. Clarke, John Collier,
Henry Dawson, P. R. Peck, E. C. Robins, Thomas
Henry Watson, and P. Williams,—eight archi-
tects, who have sent nine sets of drawings. The
grounds on which Mr. F. Williams was invited to
the competition are not obvious, as he is evi-
dently a tyro, and has sent a design which may
at once be pnt on one aide. The Committee
offer three premiums, 2501., 1501., and lOOZ., and
their desire is, of course, understood to be to
employ the author of the design selected as
No. 1 to carry it into execution as architect, or
with such modifications as may be fonnd desir-
able. The sum named for expenditure is 65,000Z.
The designs are commodiously exhibited in a
large room in Old Jewry; all the competitors
have adopted Gothic as the style (one, Mr.
Collier, sending an alternative design in a
modern dwelling-honee style), and we may add,
that the majority of the designs are set forth
with most creditable artutio skill.

Competitors were informed, if we understand
rightly, that each fifty boys were to have an
establishment of their own,—day-room, matron’s
room, offices, dormitories, and so forth. School-
rooms, large dining-room, swimming-bath, the
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administrative department, chapel, and infirmary

were amongst the other chief requirements, and

the way in which these are provided by the

several competitors, the amount of light and air

given, the modes of approach, means of super-

vision, ic., when judged of by the various offi-

cers of the establishment, will of course mate-

rially influence the selection. Beyond convenience

and commodiousness, however, the committee

must see that they obtain a building which shall

be worthy of the charity and fitly mark its

nobleness.

Mr. Dawson has produced what seems a very

good plan: all the rooms are well open to air

and sun. His eight homes for boys have the

living-room on the ground-floor, the schools, &o.,

above, and are for the most part but two stories

in height. The covered ways leading from part

to part are under the first-floor. The infirmary

is made a great feature, and would seem to

prepare for a larger amount of illness than

would be creditable to the managers of the Insti-

tution. Great care seems to have been be-

stowed in planning it. The elevations are

less satisfactory than the plans, and are sug-

gestive of the railway station. The cost of the

design as it stands is estimated, we believe, at

78.0001., to be reduced to G8,000I. if confined to

the requirements made by the committee.

Mr. Watson’s design presents a more important

pile of buildings externally, with an estimate of

65.3501., the adoption of a third story aiding to

cheapen. The dining-hall is made a very hand-

some feature, and is placed in the centre of

the main block building. The boys are housed

in a quadrangle (we should prefer one side down
or all the corners open)

,
to the left of the dining-

hall
;
aud the girls have a building, with two

wings, on the other side of it, so that the separa-

tion is complete. The chapel and the infirmary

are placed in front of the girls’ block, for sake,

with reference to the latter, of aspect. The
approach to the girls’ department from the

carriage entrance is not very obvious. Mr.

Watson places the boys’ living-rooms on the

first-floor, nor are we certain that there is any

great reason against this arrangement
;
though

the majority seem to think the ground-floor the

better position for them. Mr. Peck places six

of his boys’ homes on the ground-floor and two

above. He gives handsome elevations, including

a lofty campanile, of red brick aud freestone

dressings, with tastefully adorned chapel, and
estimates the cost at only 55,0001. The cause of

its lees cost as compared with some of the other

designs, which have many cubic feet of building

less, is not immediately obvious.

Mr. Bobins has adopted the pavilion system,

and with much skill, each home for girls as well

as boys radiating from a connectiug corridor.

Whatever advantage this arrangement might

have upon the boys’ side, it would probably be

found less workable for the girls, where the same
amount of separation is not desired. The eleva-

tions look business-like; and the cost is put

down at 71,0001. The design deserves full con-

sideration, and will doubtless have it. The
living-rooms are on the ground-floor. Mr.

G. S. Clarke, by showing where other buildings

are to bo erected within the quadrangle in the

event of greater accommodation being required,

has rendered bis plan unattractive. Indeed,

without these the ground seems to ns too closely

covered. A number of small courts in a build-

ing of this character, and in tbe country, are

scarcely defensible. Tbe elevations are artis-

tical and effective, if we except the centre por-

tion, which has too much the character of

modern German Gothic, with thin buttresses and
pinnacles running op the face of it, to please us

quite. Tbe cost as the design stands, the designer

says, would be more tbau the committee name,

65.0001.

; bnt, if the building be reduced to their

requirements, it could be done for the money.

Messrs. Belcher give some handsome eleva-

tions, partly faced with stone, and name 67,5001.

as the cost of the building they would like to

erect. Mr. Collier, in Lis design, follows

more tbe old almshouso type than the other

competitors have done, and puts down for it

62.0001. His alternative design, three stories

in height, and very monotonous, he estimates at

57.0001.

The committee, we arc told, li ave already given

long consideration to the drawings, and have

amongst them an architect, Mr. Geo. Pownall.

There is every reason, therefore, to expect, re-

membering, too, the importance they most attach

to obtaining the best possible building for their

purpose, that justice will be done to the com-

petitors.

SCOTLAND YAED.

How shall we designate, how shall we describe

them ? Scots, Scotsmen, Scottishmen, Scotchmen,

Caledonians, North Britons ? Call them wbat

we will, Sandies or Sawneys, the Scots have left

visible and enduring memorials of their settle-

ment in London. See wbat G ibbs, “ frae the far

north” has given us in the noble church of St.

Martin-in-the-fields by Cbaring-cross. See what

the brothers Adam (born beyond the Tweed)

have left us in the bold Adelphi of the Strand.

See the wonders James Watt has wrought

for us, both on land and water, in his noble ap-

plication of steam to countless uses. See what
John Rennie—-a sturdy Scot—has done for the

Thames in London by a bridge worthy of

Sesostris or the Cmsars. See what John Rennie’s

sons (Caledonians to the back bone), have done

for London in Middlesex and London in Surrey,

by making them part and parcel of the same
city land. A Scot, James Walker, made the

noble bridge that spans the Thames between

Pimlico and Vauxhall.

Our population returns reveal a curious and

instructive fact, that in this London—tbe me-

tropolis of Great Britain and Ireland—there are

more resident and vagrant Irish than resident

and wandering Soots. St. Andrew is com-

paratively well to do in London, not so St. Patrick.

The thistle takes root in English soil where the

shamrock will not grow.

Who has not heard of Scotland Yard ? Thieves

and rogues and vagabonds within the city and

metropolitan districts know Scotland - yard

equally well with the exterior of Wren’s St.

Paul’s, and tbe exterior (nob the interior) of

Soane’s Bank of England.
When the York and Lancaster "long jars”

were raging, Scotland-yard and much of White-

hall were waste places between the pariah of St.

Martin-in-the-Fields, and tbe Thorney Island of

the city of Westminster. When King James VII.

of Scotland became King James I. of England

and Scotland, Whitehall rose into importance,

and tbe Banqueting House, under Inigo, into a

classic celebrity, which it still maintains. The
royal pala^'e at Westminster was deserted by the

bouse of Stuart for Whitehall, as Whitehall has

given way in its turn for St. James's aud " our

Palace at Pimlico.”

Scotland-yard has been for centuries a Lon-

don locality of interest to architects and masons,

and, indeed, with all who have aught to do with

the profession or trade of building. It was in

Scotland-yard that the surveyors, comptrollers,

and paymasters of the works to the crown,

had their offices. Here in Scotland - yard,

alias Whitehall, long before the days of

Lord Duncannon, of Lord Morpeth, and Lord

Llanover, Inigo Jones and Sir Christopher Wren
were to be seen " on business’’ touching esti-

mates, alterations, travelling expenses, and sala-

ries in arrear. Hither from Berners-street,

Oxford-street, Sir William Chambers was often

to be seen, talking influential officials into good

humour with their cheque-books concerning

Inigo’s chapel for " the Infanta,” and the

wants of the Commissioners of Wine Duties,

the Auditors of Imprests, and the Commis-

sioners of Stamps and Taxes. Here Mr.

Pennethorue, Chambers’s worthy " continuator,”

may be found forestalling tbe unvoted estimates

of ’68 and ’69, by puzzling first Mr. Gladstone and

then Mr. Disraeli. Hither Sir Charles Barry was

often to be found on tiptoo about bis "Victoria

Tower,” or dreadfully downcast about the

perishable nature of Nottingham stono.

I once heard, years ago (the memory of

it is still fresh upon me), a Highland roll-

call, called over in a loud guttural voice fit

to be beard at Glencoe or the Pass of Killi-

crankie. It was on the Surrey side of Vaux-

ball Bridge, and Cockneys stood and stared, and

gaped at the Campbell-Argyll sergeant who
summoned,—“ Duocan Macpberson, 1 ;

Duncan
Macpherson, 2 ;

Duncan Macpberson, 3; Donald

Macpherson, 1 ;
Donald Macpherson, 2; Donald

Macpherson, 3 ;
Donald Macpherson, 4 ;

Dugald
Macpherson, 1 ;

Dugald Macpherson, 2 ;
Dogald

Macpherson, 3 ;
Dugald Macpherson, 4,” varied

at this point by a call fur MacGregors sufficient

to compose a clan for Rob Roy himself.

A friend, who was by my side, suggested what
a humorous roll-call a list of names of men
ofcolonr would make-—ten Greens, fifteen Blacks,

twenty Browns, and five-and-twenty Whites. A
hue and cry for the Smiths and the Smytbes,

another friend remarked, would be an amusing,

though a puzzling call to hear from a Cockney’s

tongue.

Two illustrious Englishmen,—one a Londoner

by birth, the other a Staffordshire man—paid

Scotland a visit. Ben Jonson went on foot

there as far as Edinburgh and Ben Lomond ;
and

Samnel Johnson, a century and a half later,

visited Edinburgh and the Hebrides with a

thorough Cockney Scot, James Boswell, of

Auchinleck, in Ayrshire, esquire. That Ben and
Sam were well pleased with their reception, we
have enduring testimony in the " Heads of

Conversation,” jotted by Drummond, and the

" Tour” and " Life” published by Boswell.

Among the Scotsmen in London, late in the

last century, was William Burns, a brother of

Scotland’s poet. He was ten days in his passage

from Shields to London. He wrought as a

saddler in the Strand, possibly in the same

hoTise in the Strand in which the late Mr. Archi-

bald Hastie carried on a saddler’s business, and

collected merry men and trne Scots around

Burns’s punch-bowl filled with reeking and

beading whisky to the very brim.

A true child of Scotland—a Caledonian to the

back-bone—is, when settled in London, all

eao'emess to get other Scotsmen about him.

Thus Allan Cunningham, when he had settled

as a mason (and something more), in the studio

and “ shops” of Sir Francis Chantrey, actively

worked to bring other Scottish lads from the

banks of his native Nith to the banka of his

adopted Thames. Thus he tempted to London,

and with a certainty of work and good pay, four

or five sturdy Scots, rejoicing in the Northern

names of Affleck, Dunbar, Sandilands, and, of

course, a Cunningham,—and excellent masons

they turned ont, to the full satisfaction of a

Derbyshire man, with a smack of a Yorkshire

Riding about him—Francis Chantrey.

I may be pardoned for mentioning here, that

an elder brother of Allan’s served assiduously

long and died in the service of the Rennies (the

engineers), and that he lies buried in the church-

yard of St. John’s, Waterloo-road, beneath a

monument erected to his memory by his brother

Allan.

" Cannie Scotland” has not supplied (strange

to say) its fair share to the corporation

of tbe City of London. We can call to mind

only three Scots who have filled the office of

lord mayor, and been right honourables and

privy councillors for a year. Let us name
them :— Sir James Shaw, Sir Peter Laurie, and

Sir John Pirie. It was good Sir James Shaw
who brought two of the sons of Robert Burns

(the poet was then dead) from the shadow of

the Mid Steeple in Dumfries to the cloisters and

school of Christ’s Hospital in London. I do not

remember, when I was a Bluecoat-boy, a period

extending from 1825 to 1831, that there was a

sample of a Scot to be found in the school.

Had there been one, tbe boy, whether a red

or hlach Douglas, would have found Christ’s

Hospital, off Newgate-street, a little too hot for

his Caledonian “ bluid.”

London possesses (and will lake care to keep)

two noble memorials of Scotland and tbe Scots,

—

tbe Stone of the coronation-chair in Westminster

Abbey, and the punch-bowl of Robert Burns,

now one of the curiosities of the British Museum.

The Coronation Stone (the Koh-i-Noor of Scot-

land) was a theft committed by King Edward of

the Plantagenets ;
the bowl was a bequest to

the Museum by “ a Paisley body,”—I mean, a

member of Parliament for Paisley.

That the finest sight a Scotsman sees,

—

“ The Caledonians armed with want and cold,’’*—

is the high-road to London, we have the

authority for asserting of no less a person than

Samuel Johnson. Scots, when once in London,

are unwilling to return. The “ gaeing back

ar^en” is not grateful to a Scot, and yet, strange

to say, tbe epitaph on Lord Belhaven, who died

in 1639, records the astounding fact that " he

returned to his country.” In the year 1639 the

country Lord Belhaven returned to was rampant

with troubles, civil and religious ;
nor was

London, indeed, at that time, in a much more

pacific condition. -

We have no evidence whatever that any of

our Scottish kings had ever set foot in London

before tbe death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603.

It is, however, within the range of probability

that King James I. (the poet-king) saw it on bis

way to his prison in Windsor Castle. The

march into England of King James IV. was

stayed at Flodden. Mary, Queen of Scots, was

never farther south than fatal Fothe’iogay.

Sir William Wallace saw London at tbe cost

* Waller’s Panegyric on Oliver Cromwell.
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of his head, and Robert Brnc© may have seen
it, as the young “ Pretender” is known to
have seen it, concealed in Essex-street, in the
Strand, with a ready escape to the Thames. But
it is idle to indulge in mere conjecture.
My father’s father—John Cunningham—made

his way from Dumfriesshire to London to see
what was to be seen there

” To gae to Lon’on's but a walli,’'

and^ from thence, on foot (out of pure love for
antiquities), he sought the mystic circles of
Stonehenge. The wonders of that riddle in
gigantic stones, as related by him, had an
influence on the mind of the boy-mason his
son. To see Stonehenge was one of my father’s
desires

; but there were no railways to Old
or New Sarum when he was dreaming of
Druid temples. It was but natural that a young
mason—and a poetic one—should long to see
Stonehenge, and_ invest its silent rough-hewn
blocks with fancies founded on the wildest of
uncontrolled imaginations.
Mr. John Ilill Burton has lately given ns a

very interesting work called “ The Scot Abroad
to our thinking, however, the Scot “Abroad,” is
more at home than he is among his own heathery

«T ^^'aocisque Michel has given us
Les Ecossais en France, lea Francjais en ficosse.”Who has nob read “ Monro, his Expedition with

that worthy Scots’ Regiment,” &c. of which Sir
Walter has made such excellent use in his
Legend of Montrose ?

”

There was living within the sonnd of Bow
bells—some sixteen years since—a fine, large-
hearted Scot, of the name of Mac . He was
a favourite with Londoners, pure and mixed,
and was much in company, for he talked fluently
and well, and sang a Scottish song with feeling
and humour. He was to have been one of a
dinner-party to which Douglas Jeriold and others
of less wit were asked, but had the misfortune
to arrive after the removal of the fish. He was
in a heat, and evidently disturbed in mind. Ten
•tongues at least addressed him,—“ What is the
matter? “ Where have you been ?” “You
have lost some of the best fish that ever was
served up m my time at the Toy at Hampton
Court. Ay, friend,” was the reply; “ I have

^ heart-rending sight.” Cries ofWhat was it?—what was it?” “Why, just
this and nae less

; a party of decent folk
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tow many
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than have suffered ^hat v
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THE SMOKE NUISANCE.*
The smoke that is suffered to escape from the

chimneys of manufactories is nob only the cause
of great discomfort and annoyance to the
inhabitants of towns, by soiling the clothing and
furniture, and by destroying the beauty and
fertility of gardens and the verdnre of the
country

; but it is also considered to be very
deleterious to health, both from the mechanical
and chemical impurities, arising from the soot
and the gases which are inhaled by the organs
of respiration.

As by the Sanitary Act of last session every
town and place has the power to abate this
nuisance, it may not be out of place shortly to
review the whole smoke question.

It is now more than twenty-four years since
the first active steps were taken by the Legisla-
ture on this subject, a Select Committee having
been appointed by the House of Commons “ to
inquire into the means and the expediency of
preventing the nuisance of smoke arising from
fires or furnaces.” After having sat for up-
wards of a month and examined more than thirty
witnesses, consisting of chemists, engineers,
manufacturers, patentees, and others, the Com-
mittee came to the conclusion that, “ Smoke,
which is the result of imperfect combustion,
may in all cases be much diminished, if not
prevented.”

Bub, although it was recommended that a Bill
should be brought into Parliament at an early
period of the ensuing session to prevent the
production of smoke, the recommendation was
not carried out, and the matter remained in
abeyance until ISi?, when a danse was intro-
duced into the Towns Improvement Act (10 & 11
Viet., cap. 34).

Before proceeding farther to review the
various enactments now in force, it may be well
to define what smoke is, and how it can be
prevented.

The black vapour that escapes from a chimney
in the form of smoke is caused by tho imperfect
combustion of the fuel supplied to the furnace,
and consists of Sue particles of soot, or lamn-
black.

^

On a charge of coal being thrown into a
furnace, the incandescent fuel remaining of the
previous charge ignites the fresh supply, and
causes combustion, the products of which are

:

first, steam, formed of hydrogen and oxygen

„ ~ j'ou sunerea and ar
suffering. I would have paid for the men myself;Mac here took out a handful of silver “Ehman. It never occurred to me; it never crossedmy head. The laugh was renewed and hardly
ended by the time Mac made the discovery of

freens ” the Jade were “ laughing at.”When King James I. settled in Whitehall, in
London, the Court and the City, from Charing
Cross to Cheapside Cross, swarmed with Edin-
burgh “ gentry.” There were Murrays and Mont-
gome^a, Alexanders and Primroses, Maitlands
and Drummonds. Ramsays and Heriots, and

t Scobland-yard would

c?^ ^^^'““’s.m.the.Fields, the Savoy
St. Mary-le-Strand, and St. Margaret’s, West-
minster, found ready shelter for. Any one whohas taken the trouble of examining tbe rate-
books and chnrch-books of the parishes close to
Scotland-yard, m London, will find (he must
carry more than a little learning with him) that
the Scots who followed King James to Loudon,
at Queen Elizabeth’s death, were soon “ well todo about the Strand and Whitehall. The
Scottish thistle took root rapidly, and Scottishmasons found full employment, and often at
their own prices.* p q
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away nnconsumed.
The vapour that arises from the chimney-top

consists principally of the first of these pro-
ducts, steam, which is invisible and incom-
bustible

; it receives the dark colouring generally
known as smoke from the last, or the carbon,
which on being separated from the hydrogen,
from the want of a proper supply of oxygen,
loses its gaseous character, and returns to its
natural state of a black pulverulent and finely-
divided body, and as such becomes visible, assum-
ing the form of soot or blacks.
Where oxygen is supplied in proper proper-

tions no smoke is generated, the gases are con-
verted into flame, and the carbon is consumed,
the result being an absence of any visible escape
from the chimney, and a great increase of tem-
perature in the furnace.

It is quite possible to consume smoke—that is,
to prevent any visible escape of black vapour
from the chimney—yet at the same time to
allow, both of the escape of a gas which is ex-
tremely injurious to the atmosphere, and of great
waste of heat, or of the effects of combustion.
Thus the celebrated James Watt thought that if
he could render the products of combustion from
furnaces invisible, he bad accomplished the pur-
pose of burning those products. His contrivance
consisted in allowing a stratum of air to enter
the furnace through or among the coals, and in
making tbe smoko pass over incandescent coal.
The air which thus passes up through the bars
becomes carbonic acid gas, from the combination
of tbe carbon on the bars, and this vitiated atmo-
sphere is incapable of burning the gases which
occupy the space above the fuel

;
and, by allow-

_

Report aod Minutes of Evidence of the Select Com-
mittee on Smoke Prevention.
Combustion of Coal. Weale’s Radimentary Series
Smoke-burnmg made Easy, Tracts on Steam bv R

Armstrong, * •'

mg the smoke to pass over the incandescent coal,
the carbon gets half burnt, and forms carbonic
oxide, which passes off in an invisible form, but
is extremely noxions and more injurious to the
atmosphere and health of towns than the soot
or blacks. Two or three inhalations of carbonic
oxide are sufficient completely to destroy life.
The flame which may occasionally be seen issu-
ing from low chimneys, such as the funnels of
steam-boats, is due to carbonic oxide, which,
escaping at a sufficiently high temperature, im-
mediately on coming in contact with the atmo-
sphere takes up sufficient oxygen, and bursts into
flame. If this orygen had been supplied at the
furnace, the heat arising from this flame would
have been utilised in the flues of the boiler.
From this it will be seen that the term “ con-

sumption of smoke” is a misnomer, the object
being not to consome, but to prevent smoke
being generated. And the aim of all successful
patents is to provide a due supply of atmospheric
air to^ mix with the gases to enable tbe necessary
combination to take place, and cause the greatest
effect from the combustion of the coal.
The chief difference in the several patents is

not so much one of principle as of the method
of supplying this atmospheric air in proper
proportions and at a right temperature. A great
deal depends in the prevention of smoke on the
management of the fire, and many patents
which have been brought out have failed to effect
their object owing to inattention on the part of
the fireman. To obviate this difficulty is the
object of Jukes’s and other similar patents, by
means of which the fuel is supplied to the fur-
nace by Machinery

;
the grate being also made

to revolve, is thus kept constantly supplied with
an even layer of fuel. Being self-feeding, it
requires no skill on the part of the fireman, who
has merely to fill a large hopper with coals two
or three times a day. The result of tbe applica-
tion of these patents has been, so far as it goes,
successful

;
but the very regularity of the action

is at times a disadvantage, by preventing the
stoker, in case of emergency, from urging his
fire. It also requires that the furnace should be
very large, and that there should be a surplus of
boiler room. It could be adapted but to few
existing fnmacee, and the expense is such as to
make its adoption a matter of serious considera-
tion.

Where ordinary care is used by the fireman, a
very simple plan is effective. The method re-
commended by Mr. Charles Wye Williams, to
whom tbe arbitrators awarded the prize of 500Z.
given by the Steam Coal Collieries Association,
appears to be the most effectual. It consists in
the admission of atmospheric air at the bridge
of the furnace by means of numerous small
apertures, with the object of diffusing it in
streams and jets amongst the gases, on the same
principle as the Argand gas-burner, the mixture
of the air and tho gases of combustion being
made to take place in the furnace. Tbe mode
of firing recommended by Mr. Williams consists
in applying the fresh fuel alternately at opposite
sides of the furnace, so as to leave one side
bright, whilst the other is black. It is obvious
that the cost of applying this principle must be
very small.

At Leicester and other towns where smoko
prevention has been successfully carried out, a
very effective apparatus is much in use, which
has also the advantage of economy in fuel and
smallness of cost, the price of the apparatus and
fixing varying, according to the size of tho fur-
nace, from 71. to lOi.

Objection i•^ often made by those in charge of
the fires that the admission of air otherwise than
through the bars of the grate, has the effect of
cooling the fire down, and consequently dimi-
nishing tbe supply of steam from the boiler.
To meet this objection, several patents have
been brought out to supply the air to tbe furnace
at a very high temperature; but a little con-
sideration will show this to be a mistake. The
apertures by which air can be admitted can only
be of a limited size, and bear a certain proportion
to the furnace. By raising the temperature of
the air, it expands, occupies a much greater
space, and can therefore only pass through the
apertures provided for its admission in diminished
quantities. If the supply of air be admitted at
the bridge, and the current has first to pass
through the ash-pit, it becomes sufficiently heated
to prevent any deleterious effects, and at the
same time the temperature is not raised so high
as to interfere with its free admission.
Where a furnace has not been constructed

with the special view to the prevention of smoke
this object may be accomplished, to a very great
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extent, by a carefnl stoker, by the admission of

a moderate snppiy of air by opening the furnace

door a few inches for a few minutes after each

firing. This may lessen the prodaction of steam,

bat it will prevent the loss of fuel from smoke

passing np the chimney.

It appears, therefore, that the emission of

smoke from chimneys may be prevented, the

chief requisites being :

—

1. A sufficiency of boiler accommodation to

allow of easy firing, so that the fire need never

be overloaded with coal or forced in its work.

2. A chimney having sufficient height and

sectional area to provide a good draught, with*

out which it is impossible that the temperature

of the furnace can be raised sufficiently high to

effect complete combustion.

3. The admission of atmospheric air in suffi-

cient quantities to allow of the complete com-

bustion of the fuel, an e.ttra supply of air being

admitted to every fresh charge of coal.

4. Due care and attention on the part of the

stoker in the management of his fire, by having

his fuel properly prepared before commencing to

charge, by charging bis fire quickly, evenly, and

regularly all over ; by keeping a uniform depth

of coal, and nob allowing any part of the bars to

be uncovered ; by not covering more than half

or two-thirds of the grate with fresh fuel at

once, and as the draught is strongest at the back

near the bridge, placing the fuel thickest at the

back, and allowing it to diminish gradually

towards the front; and, lastly, by doing as

little stoking and stirring as possible.

By an observance of the above simple regula-

tions, the prevention of smoke from the chim-

neys of manufactories may be effected within

certain limits, the cost of the necessary appa-

ratus not being such as to render it an obstacle

to its application
;
and the economic valne of

the coal and the evaporative power of the boiler

may be at the same time increased. The saving

in fuel has been variously estimated from 10 to

40 per cent. ;
Dr. Ure, in his examination before

the Parliamentary committee, putting it at the

former rate, and Professor Rankine, at the re-

cent meeting at Dundee, stating it to be as high

as the latter.

The law relating to the subject is included in

the Towns Improvement Act, 10 & 11 Viet., cap.

34, sect. 108, by which it is enacted that every

furnace constructed after the passing of the Act,

within the limits of the Act, for working engines

hy steam, or in any mill, factory, dye-house,

bakehouse, brewery, gasworks, or any manufac-

tory whatsoever, shall be so constrncted as to

consume the smoke arising from the combus-

tibles used in the furnace. Every existing fur-

nace used for any of these purposes not so con-

structed must, within two years after the appli-

cation of the Act to the district, be so altered in

its construction as to consume its own smoke.

In case of failure to make the necessary altera-

tions in the furnace, or for using the same negli-

gently, a penalty of ‘K)s. is incurred, one month’s

notice in writing having first been given. This

danse was incorporated in the Local Government

Act, 1858, thus extendiri g its provisions to all towns

where that Act has been adopted, an additional

danse being added giving local Boards the

discretion of excepting from the operations of

the Act certain processes, such as coking, making
bricks, the smelting and manufacture of iron or

glass, t&c.
;

and giving justices the power to

excuse people who have used the best known
means for preventing the nuisance. The interpre-

tation of this last clause has been settled in the

case of Cooper i'. Woolly, which was an appeal

from the conviction of Birmingham magistrates

heard in the Court of Exchequer in January

last. The appellant carried on the trade of

annealing brass for wire-drawing, and for this

purpose had a furnace. It appeared that the

smoke emitted from the furnace might have been

much diminished by the admission ofcold air, but

it also appeared that if air were so admitted the

even temperature necessary for the maunfactnre

could not be maintained. The conviction was
quashed, the Court holding the words “ as far as

possible” to mean as far as possible consistently

with the carrying on of the trade.

The Sanitary Act of last year (29 & 30 Viet.,

cap. 90, sect. 19) defined the word nuisance,

under the Nuisance Removal Act, as including

any fireplace or furnace which does not as far as

practicable consume the smoke, and used within

the district of a nuisance authority, such

authority being by the 18th & 19th Viet.,

c. 121, and the 23rd & 24th Viet., c. 77, either

a Board of Health. Improvement Commissioners,

or Board of Guardians ; but any inhabitant who

is aggrieved may lay a complaint before the

justices, who can, however, dismiss the same if

they are satisfied that the fireplace is constructed

in such a manner as to consume its smoke, and

that such fireplace has been carefully attended

to by the person having charge of it.

The negligent stoking of furnaces is one of

the great difficulties to be conteuded with.

Magistrates are not inclined to convict a master

when he has done all in his power to put his

furnace in a proper form, bnt where his efforts

have been frustrated by the negligence of his

servants. The total absence of smoke also is an

impossibility; an escape must take place when

the fuel is first ignited, and on certain other

occasions. To meet both these cases a certain

amount of discretion is necessaiy on the part of

the anthorities. The rules laid down by the

Board of Health at Leicester seem entirely to

meet the case, and their effectiveness is proved

by the very successful result of the operation of

the law as carried out in that town, from the

entire absence of any annoyance arising from

the smoke nnisance, and the greatly improved

appearance of the town since active measures

have been taken. The limits allowed by the

Board are one hour for lighting, and in subse-

quent hours ten minutes oat of the sixty is

allowed. In case of any excess of that time,

the stokers are summoned before the Board of

Health, and, in the first case, cautioned ;
in the

second default they are taken before the magis-

trates, and fined. If the stoker can show that

the fault arises from the constrnction of the

furnace, the Board direct proceedings to be taken

against the master ;
the operation of the law

thus being made to bear upon the person actually

guilty.

In conclusion, then, it may be stated, that

wherever a town suffers from the annoyance

arising from smoke and blacks
;
and wherever

the chimney of a mannfactory, whether situated

in a town or elsewhere, may be seen constantly

sending forth streams of black vapour, the faolt

is with the anthorities of the place, and not

with either science or the legislature.

W. H. W.

CONDITION OP GLASGOW.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETT.

After the annual supper of this Society, held

at the close of the General Meeting on the 2l8t

inst., Mr. John Honeyman, jun., president, in

giving the toast, “ The Glasgow Architectural

Society,” made an interesting address, though

we cannot agree with him in what he said

as to the proposed demolition and improvements

in the city, to which we look hopefully. We give

a portion of his address, with which wo more

fully coincide. There is a subject, he said, which

demands, I think, a larger share of our attention

than it has hitherto received, and that is the

practical application of the knowledge which

hygienic science has placed at our disposal. Of

late years, thanks to the labours of such men as

my friend here. Dr. Gairdner, and to such publi-

cations as the Builder, and others, an immense

flood of light has been thrown on sanitary mat-

ters, and the thousand subtle agents which affect

the health of town popnlations especially, are

noted and understood, and their influence duly

appreciated—while the valuable reports of the

Registrars, and an accnmulation of statistics,

prove how greatly the death-rate of a city is

affected by the introduction of improved sanitary

arrangements. It is satisfactory to think that

not only are these things more perfectly under-

stood, but a conviction of their importance has

greatly spread among every class of the commu-
nity. That is indeed satisfactory, and a token

for good. What is unsatisfactory and disgraceful

is, that, notwithstanding our knowledge and our

convictions, so little is done. During the last

thirty years, I make bold to say, that in onr

dwellings, for example, we have not introduced

a single sanitary improvement worth mention-

ing ;
and in many classes of property—and these

by no means the lowest—the state of matters is

infinitely worse now than it was at that remote

period in the history of sanitary science. 'Ibis

is hard to believe, and I may not pause to pursue

the snbject. I speak as to wise men, who can

investigate it for themselves. I cannot, how-

ever, resist offering one illustration. Let ns

compare, for instance, an old and a new tene-

ment of flats of four and five rooms and kitchen.

There are some very good specimens of the

former at the east end of West Regent-street.

In these, access to the flats is by a close going

right through the building, and perfectly open

at both ends. At the back, on the ground floor,

a paved balcony leads right and left to the stair-

cases. Only one “house” enters fromeach landing,

and only two houses are approached by each stair-

case. In each house the water-closet has a good

sized window to tho exterior; the staircases ar©

entirely of stone, and have no doors at the foot.

In short, the hall doors are as nearly as possible

independent entrances from the external air,

and every apartment is lighted and ventilated

directly from the exterior. Now, contrast with

this a tenement of houses of the same number of

apartments not yet occupied which I visited

last week. The entrance to the upper floors is

by a close such as we are all so familial with,

having a swing door at the front
;
this leads to

a dingy contracted staircase, lighted by windows

6 ft. high by 3 ft. wide. Two bouses enter from

each lauding
;
and, as the tenement is four

stories high above the basement, the staircase

is the common entrance for six families. The

water-closets are entirely without light or air,

except what they get through a sheet of per-

forated zinc from the dingy staircase already

mentioned. I did not venture into these, but

tried to get an idea of their size by groping for

tbe walls with my umbrella. A continuation of

the stair below the street floor gives access to a

wretched little back court, the chief feature m
which is the ash-pit, where all the refuse of these

eight families may he allowed to ferment and

rot for months together. Such, gentlemen, is a

tenement hardly finished, yet in one of the most

salubriouB and pleasant situations in the ont-

skiits of onr city; and I leave it to my learned

friend or any other man to estimate the value of

its arrangements in a sanitary point of ^view as

compared with those of the tenement first de-

scribed which was built before my day.

Since visiting this building, I have seen on©

of the same class in one of tbe finest situations

on Hillhead, where eight houses enter within tbe

one swing door, and the eight W.-C.s are lighted

and ventilated from the staircase alone, and the

said staircase has not oven small windows : it

has none but a skylight, which is closed ®ud

fixed. If we descend still lower in the class of

dwellings, we find the change for tbe worse not

so marked, but we fail to detect much change

for the better. The honses of two apartments

and of single apartments are almost all as bad

as possible, whether older new. Before passing

from this subject I must refer to a mistake which

is often made by the public in supposing that

we architects have anything to do with the pre-

sent state of this lowest class of house property.

Whatever may be the case hereafter, I may suy

that, in times past, the builders of such honses

have considered the services of an architect

quite unnecessary, and it is the exception when

even tenements of a superior description are put

np under the supervision of an architect. But,

gentlemen, other sanitary delinquencies crowd

upon us. What, for example, have we done in

the way of ventilating our common sewers,—

a

matter of the very greatest importance to tbe

general health of the community. Indeed, I

think this is by far the most important sanitary

measure which can engage the attention of our

authorities,—the effectual trapping of house-

drains, and the complete ventilation of sewers.

It is now nine years since I insisted on the im-

portance of this in a paper read before this

society. About that time, as now, many

schemes for purifying the river and for uti-

lising the sewage were propounded, and there

was a general agreement that “something must

be done.” I ventured to assert that the puri-

fication of the river, however desirable, was of

very secondary importance compared with the

efficient drainage of the city and the thorough

ventilation of the sewers, and I am still more

convinced of this now. I must not, however,

attempt to illustrate this subject at present.

This has been very admirably done in a recent

number of tbe Builder, in an article entitled

“ What there is still to do in Glasgow,” which I

strongly recommend to tho attention of any who

have not seen it. The writer of that article ad-

verts to many other defects in our sanitapr

arrangements,—such, for example, as the dis-

graceful state of onr streets in regard ^ scaveng-

jijg—worse certainly than in any city I have

visited—the filthy and dilapidated condition of

footpaths, our system of accumulating refuse in

ashpits, the condition of the river—that stand-

ing reproach—and other things of less conse-

quence. Now, gentlemen, we have been alive

to the existence of these evils for years onr

knowledge of their operation and effects has be-
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come more and more precise and complete, bat
we have been contented year after year to speak
about them and to do 'nothing, absolutely nothing.
Tliey are all (except the purification of the
river) capable of being soon disposed of, without
even gi-eat expenditure, and I think it well be-
comes us, the members of this society, to lend
all our influence towards this desirable consum-
mation. We cannot, I am sure, direct our efforts

to a more important end, or one which will more
conduce to the health and so to the happiness of
our fellow-citizens. Wo are professedly a body
of men who know more about these matters than
other people

; but while our proper function is

this our collective capacity is educational; we
are bound in our individual capacities to do our
best to carry into effect those measures of prac-
tical sanitary reform which are eliminated by
onr own and contemporary discussions and re.
searches.

Professor Gairdner, in the course of a speech
made afterwards, said that he concurred in the
remarks which had been offered by the chairman
with reference to the purification of the river.
He believed that the architect had ten thousand
times more to do with improving the health of
Glasgow than the engineers who would improve
the state of the river, and he did not hesitate to
repeat what he had said at another society meet-
ing, although he by no means approved of having
a dirty river, that the injury to the health of the
inhabitants by the river was excessively small,
scarcely anything at all, while that from imper’
fectly constructed honses stared them broadly in
the face, jilthough no doubt the business of
an architect must always have a great relation
to the ornamental, they also looked to them to
give the public good, comfortable, well-ventilated
honses. lie believed in what the chairman had
aaid, that it was not architects who were to
blame for the present state of matters. The
public had got it into their heads that they did
not require an architect to build houses, and the
consequence was, they were always being built
upon the same bad models. The most modern
buildings in Glasgow were, as a rule, just as bad
in construction as the old houses in the centre
of the city which were now wanted to be taken
down. There were common stairs in Garnet-
hill quite as bad, in a sanitary point of view, as
those in the centre of the city, although not so
dangerous, on account of their not being so
overcrowded.

THE WILTS AECE^rEOLOGICAL SOCIETY’S
CONGRESS AT HUNGEHFOED.

The members of the Wiltshire Archccological
and Natural History Society held their annual
congress at Hungerford a few weeks since, and
examined tho objects of interest to be mot with in
that town, and also in the villages dotted hero and
there at that end of the county of Wilts, Hunger-
ford itself standing partly in Wilts and partly in
Berks.

At the genez’al meeting it was stated in the
report for the past year, that the total number
of names on the books of the society was 331,
and the finance report exhibited a balance of
260Z. in favour of the society. After the presi-
dent, Sir John Awdry, had delivered an address,
Hr. W. L. Barker read a paper “ On Hungerford.’’
Dinner was afterwards served in a marquee, at
the Bear Hotel. In tho evening there was a
conversazione in the town-hall, and Mr. H.
Godwin, of Newbury, read “ Notes on a recent
Visit to Wroxeter, the ancient City of Urico-
nium. ’ This was fullowed by an essay on the
“ Ancient Earthwork Enclosures on the Downs
supposed to be Cattle-pens,” by Hr. Smich.
Tho next day the members made an excursion

to some churches and other buildings in the
neighbourhood. Tho party first visited Chilton,
where they examined the church. They then
went to Littlecott House, Ramsbury Church,
and the old Manor House, erected in brick, from
Inigo Jones’s designs. This house belongs to Sir
Robert Burdett, son of the celebrated Sir Francis
Burdett, and resident in Paris : for nine years he
has neither lived here himself nor allowed any
one to tenant it. At Ramsbury Church there is
a tablet bearing the names of members of the
Burdett family, but the party were astonished
to find that although Sir Francis Burdett and
his wife were buried there (on the same day),
nothing is visiblo recording that memorable
fact, and they were informed by a parishioner
that through some family differences, Miss
Burdett Coutts is prevented from erecting in
the chancel a memorial of her deceased parents.

Leaving Ramsbury, the party went to
Crowood, where they were hospitably enter-
tained by Major Seymour. They next went to
the village of Aldbourne, which Mr. Black said
remains just as the Romans left it. The church
was visited.

The party then returned to Hungerford, and
had luncheon at the Bear Hotel, after which the
journey was resumed with a visit to Upper
Upton, which was so decidedly up, with the
wind in their faces, that it was no easy task to
reach this summit of the Downs. Here the
party examined the ancient house of large pro-
portions, built from the ruins of the bunting-seat
of John O’Gaunt, where encaustic tiles and
other relics have of late years been found. Mem-
bury Fort was to be included in the excursion,
bat darkness was approaobing, and the members
returned direct to Hungerford.

ST. GILES’S CHURCH, EDINBURGH.

A MOVEMENT has been set on foot by Lord
Provost Chambers, for the restoration of the
choir of St. Giles’s Chnrch, the tower of which
forms one of the most picturesque and marked
features of the old town. This tower, or that of
St. Nicholas, at Newcastle, gave the hint to Sir
Christopher Wren for the tower of St. Dunstan’s,
but the latter falls far short of either of them in

effectiveness. Opinions differ as to whether
St. Nicholas’s or 8t. Giles’s bears off the palm :

while the former is lighter, and probably more
graceful, the latter is more picturesque, both
as to position and ontline. The chapel attached
to King’s College, Aberdeen, has a similar but
much inferior tower, and the same feature of
an open crown is supposed to have surmounted
the towers of the Abbey Church of Hadding-
ton and the steeple church of Dundee. Illus-

trations of all of these buildings will be found
in “ Billings’ Baronial and Ecclesiastical Anti-
quities of Scotland.”

A churoh is said to have existed on the site

occupied by St. Giles’s, so early as the ninth cen-
tury, but the present building dates from the
fourteenth. It contains the full complement of
nave, transepts, choir, and aisles, and is of con-
siderable extent, measuring 206 fc. from east
to west, and the transepts 129 fc. from north
to south.

In 1446, St Giles’s was constituted a colle-

giate church, by virtue of a charter of James III.,

with a regular staff of officiating priests, and
it contained no less than thirty-six altars. At
the time of the Reformation, this church was
despoiled, but it did not suffer to the same
extent as many similar edifices throughout
Scotland

;
but the brass screens and other metal

details were sold by the civil authorities along
with many valuable articles of church furniture.

The edifice was thereafter divided, by solid

walls, into four separate churches, and parts of
it appropriated as a court of justice, a grammar-
school, and an office for the city clerk. Charles I.,

while endeavouring to establish Episcopacy in
Scotland, ordained St. Giles’s to be the cathe-
dral of the diocese of Edinburgh, with a chapter
of a bishop, dean, and twelve prebends; but it

does not appear that active steps were ever
taken to convert the interior into a cathedral,
and it still remains divided into three churches,
occupying respectively the nave, south transept,
and choir, the north transept serving as a
vestibule. As might be expected, the interior

presents the usual concomitants of heavy gal-
leries, blocking up the aisles, high pews, and
other evil features. The gaunt, bare, plastered
walls of the north transept are relieved by
a few marble tablets of questionable design;
and in the south transept is an altar-tomb to
the memory of the Regent Murray in the
Elizabethan style, which has recently been
restored under tho superintendence of Mr.
Cousins, the city architect. Many other monu-
ments and brasses are said to have existed, but
they have disappeared.

Up till 1817 the exterior of the building was
nob interfered with, except by the erection of
numerous small shops between the buttresses.
These shops were called tho Luckinbooths, and
were occupied principally by jewellers and book-
sellers. After the destruction by fire of the
“Parliament Close,” -n’hich stood immediately
to tho north of the church, and tho erec-
tion of the present “ Parliament - square ”

in its stead, the luckinbooths were removed,
and considerable alterations (they were called
improvements in those days) were effected

npon the exterior, which amounted to a
total destruction of every ancient feature
excepting the tower, which fortunately remains
untouched. The course adopted by the architect,
Mr. Burn, was to encase the wholewalls in smooth-
rubbed freestone, and to re-design the doorways,
parapets, pinnacles, and, in short, every detail,

the result being simply abominable. Au amusing
anecdote is told illustrative of the modus operandd
of restorers fifty years ago. One of the workmen
employed on the great east window was over-
heard exclaiming to one of his colleagues, “ Odds,
man, I’ve got this mullion cut doon nice and
sma’, and if I cut aff ony mair the hail window
’ill fa’ tae bits.”

A partial restoration is better than none at
all ; but a satisfactory result will never be
attained till the whole edifice is re-converted
into one churoh. Were this resolved upon, and
the restoration entrusted to competent hands,
with a sufficiency of funds at command, St.
Giles’s might be made the finest church in Scot-
land; but there are other impediments to this

desired-for result besides the primary one of
expense : the charge could not be made a colle-

giate one without the sanction of the General
Assembly of the Chnrch of Scotland, and it is

very problematical if that reverend body would
sanction such an innovation.
Wo trust that in tho restoration of the choir

the exterior will meet with attention as well as
the interior; indeed, tho one depends upon the
other, for the effect can never be good either
without or within so long as the present meagre
tracery remains iu the windows.

SURROUNDINGS OF ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

Ix the heart of tho City, at the confluence of

five of its busiest thoroughfares, there is a wide,

expansive area, bound in by an ancient and
heavy railing of iron, which, while ic obstructs

the free intercourse of traffic, disfigures the

majestic fane that it was designed to adorn.

On the north side, which, as it leads to the
principal entrance and to the chapter-house
opposite thereto, may bo called the Via Sacra,

a bar interdicts the passage of carriages, and
the width of tho driftway from Fleet-street, on
the east end, is but 15 ft., increasing to 22 ft.

in the aveiage, but closing in again at the grand
portal and circular steps to only 7 ft., and that

inclusive of two stone blocks. The rest of this

causeway, along which aro ranged many first-

rate shops and business houses for au extent of
about 250 yards to the opening of Cbeapside, is

in actuality a Strada Clausa, except for pedes-
trians, or for the access of wains so far only as
the central bander, to return east or west by the

way they entered.

On the south side the traffic road is wider, in

some parts, towards Cannon-street, being of

ample breadth
;
but at the east end ib is cribbed

and restricted in the most absurd way by the
convolutions of the massive iron railing, which
absolutely detracts from the building to which ib

ought to be subsidiary and ornamental. The on- I

tire traffic of London is forced to take these two
sides, the south being 250 yards, the east 170
yards, making together 420 yards, and being
170 yards in excess of tlie north line, which
would, if opened, form a direct communication
between the Bank and the West-End. Besides
that, tho Cannon-street line, which will soon be
more crowded by the new street from Black-
friars, requires separation in the torrents of
traffic by Paul’s Chain.

If there were any symmetry iu the iron

railing, or if the inclosure were filled with
gorgeous tombs, there might be some plea for

the maintenance of an iron barrier so lethal to

trade, so unsuited to the enormous carriage
traffic of London

;
but there are, iu fact, no

tombs nor gravestones, except in the north-east

angle
;
and the unrivalled cathedral would be

much better viewed if this hideous fence were
removed, and a line of low railing or light

balustrade were drawn along a reserve, equable in

width, to the extent of the poi-tico Btep.s, on the
south and east sides, with perhaps n little wider
bub still equable reserve on the north side, and
if the whole of this unused and desolate interior

space were thrown into a grand piazza, for

the use of the public, tho accommodation of
trade, and for the glory of Sir Christopher

Wren's grandest monument.
On the west side there is an extensive paved

Largo, or Campo Santo, near the centre whereof.
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opposite to the grand west portal, stands the

statae of Qaeen Anne : the new fence might be

placed BO as to enclose this handsome royal

monument, with appropriate gates of entrance,

if the Dean and Chapter should think such a

reserve reqaisit'e for grounds where no inter-

ments had ever been made. The rest would, in

addition to the other surrounding liberated

spaces, form an extensive and imposing area,

from which the Cathedral could be viewed to

advantage without an iron screen ; and the few

tombs that might be disturbed on parts of the

south-east and north sides could be transferred

to suitable mansolea in the new reserves, from

their now levelled positions, where the names
and legends are unnoticed, and for the most part

illegible and nndistinguishable
;

or a mural

tablet inside the church, might more suitably

reveal the names and designations of the trans-

ferred remains. A uniform ground-line, with

massive granite curb, and a continuons strong

but light iron rail, would set off the edifice ;
and

the removal of the ovular projections, opposite

Doctors’ Commons and St. Paul’s School, would

at same time clear the way and open the aspect.

When St. Paul’s was first designed, the sur-

rounding routes were ample to accommodate the

commercial requirements of an age of pack-

horses and small wains. Now both population

and trade have increased, as the metropolis has

also extended, over twentyfold. It cannot be

apprehended that the Church will stand in the

way of great public requirements, or that they

will uphold antiquated barriers which disfigure

the cathedral whilst they cripple free inter-

course. Quondaii.

SMOKE AND SEWERAGE IN THE
POTTERIES.

A conference of members of the various

governing bodies of the Potteries has been held

at Stoke-on-Trent, for the purpose of considering

the questions of the consumption of smoke and
the disposal of sewage. The mayor of Henley
presided, and there were present representatives

from all the towns in the district.

Alderman Boochroyd stated what had been
done !in reference to the qnestion of smoke by
the Hanley town council.

A committee, appointed by tbe council, had made in-

quiries of twenty-nine towns, in ten of which the con-
sumption of smoke was enforced

;
in five of which smoke

was partially consumed ; in thirteen of which the con-
sumption of smoke had not been attempted, and one
where not only had there been no attempt to enforce the
coDSumption of smoke, but tbe town surveyor declared
all ooosuminft apparatus to be “ bosh.” The result of the

inquiries of the committee clearly proved that there were
no trades carried on in this district but what might, to

a considerable extent, consume the smoke at present
evolved.

The alderman then read a report of the com-
mittee, in which the smoke-produciug sources in

the Potteries were classed, and the means of

ensuring the consumption of smoke in the dif-

ferent classes discussed. The most annoying
and injurious source, and the most difficult to

deal with was the calcining of ironstone. The
smoko and gases from ironstone might be con-

snmed by the adoption of Mr. John Ojera’s

patent. Smoke from iron furnaces could be

consumed by the adoption of plans which were

named. The ovens and kilns in potteries could,

the committee believed, be also dealt with, and
to the advantage of the manufactnrer, and there

was no difficulty in regard to other chimneys.

The Act could be at once applied to slip kilns

and steam-engines, but as to ovens, it might be

left a little longer, in order to ascertain what
was best to be done with them. They would be

better able to tell in six or eight months’ time

what to do.

After some discussion, it was resolved, with

one dissentient,

—

*' That the local governments be recommended to give

notice that the smoke-cousuming clauses of the Sanitary
Act of 1866 be put in operation forthwith in the cases of
slip kilns and engine chimneys, and such like chimneys,
and that pottery ovens and ironworks’ chimneys be re-

ferred to tbe Cliamber of Commerce and the Coal and
Ironmasters’ Association.”

A committee was then appointed to watch the

carrying out of this Act in the cases in which it

had been decided to recommend the enforcing

of the smoke clauses, and also to deal with tbe

question of fully carrying out the clauses by
applying them at a future time to the chimneys

at present excepted.

The conference then went into the sewerage

question, which was discussed at some length.

At a meeting of the Henley Town Council the

surveyor, Mr. Snaith, reported on both subjects

what the committee (including himself and Mr.

Boothroyd) had done, and what they recom-

mended. On tbe subject of sewage, Mr. Booth-

royd remarked, in the discussion which followed,

that a district sewerage system would not be so

formidable a matter as some people seemed to

suppose, the estimate of Mr. Smith, the con-

tractor, being something under 40,0001. for

the sewer, without the purchase of the land

:

the surveyor said 32,0001. would suffice
;

and
another member of the council stated that the

Duke of Sutherland would take the sewage.

The surveyor seems to have laid great stress

upon the dry-earth system of treating excreta,

but it was remarked that this system would in-

volve them in considerable expense, and would
not obviate the going of filth into the general

sewerage system, and the pollution of the river.

Regret was expressed that ia tbe north of the

district an outfall sewerage was likely to be

opposed.

The surveyor’s report was received, and the

matter referred to the Town’s Improvement
Committee.

BIRMINGHAM.

The memorial stone of the new church of St.

Nicholas, which is to serve a district of tbe

parish of St. Stephen, has been laid by Mr.

Frederick Elkington. The new church is to ac-

commodate 600 persons. It consists of a nave

with two aisles, a chancel, an organ, chapel, and
vestry. The extreme length is 101 ft., and the

extreme breadth of the nave and aisles 56 ft.

Tbe nave is 26 ft. wide, and 56 ft. high to the

ridge. The nave is separated from each aisle by
five brick and stone arches, carried on columns
of Bath stone. Above these arches is a lofty

clearstory, by means of which the church will

be principally lighted. The roof is of timber,

and will be open to the ridge. The chancel is

lighted by means of a large eastern window of

five lights, the head of the window being filled

with geometric tracery. The total height of the

chancel is 50 ft. The church is being built

almost entirely of brick, the bell-turret, copings,

and east and west windows, and entrance door-

way. being the only portions of the exterior

which have stone dressings. The style is Geo-

metric; but, from the nature of the material

used, it differs from the old typical forms of that

style. The total coat of the church will be about
3,5501. The architects are Messrs. Martin &
Chamberlain j

the contractors, Messrs. W. & J.

Webb. Messrs. Elkington give the site.

The corner-stone of the new church of St.

Augustine, Hagley-road, Edgbaston, has been

laid by the Bishop of Worcester. Tho new
church will be situated on a site given by Mr.

Joseph Gillott, near the corner of Hagley and
llotton Park roads. It will be cruciform, and
consist of a chancel, nave, north and south aisles,

north and sooth transepts, &c. The internal

measurement will be from the western door to

tbe inside line of the apse, 122 ft.
;
from wall to

wall of the aisles, 52 ft. 10 in. Over the south

transept a tower will be erected, and when the

spire is built it will form the point of convergence

of four avenues leading up to the church. The
nave will be divided from tbe aisles by two
arcades of five arches each, resting on round

piers with carved capitals, and surmounted by
clearstories. A plinth of Darley Dale atone will

run round the base of the church, and over the

plinth the wall will be of Box-ground stone, with

occasional bands of Hamstead stone. Internally

the church will be faced with grey and red

Bromsgrove Btone,piera and dressings of Corsham
Down stone. The roof will be open, the arched

ribs of tbe principals resting upon clustered

shafts, with carved capitals. There will be
accommodation for 700 persona. It is intended

eventually to raise the spire to a height of 200 ft.,

but at first only 30 ft. of the tower will be

erected. The cost will be 5,5001. Mr. Chatwin
ia the architect, and the builder is Mr. William

Partridge.

A new site for the Aston Union workhouse
has been purchased in Luckcock s-lane, near the

Gravelly-hill Railway Station, containing about

ten acres of land. Upon this it is intended

nltimately to erect a new workhonse, with

schools, infirmary, &c., complete. For the pre-

sent, only a portion of the schools is erected.

The work has been undertaken by Mr. Teoville

Thomason.
The schools, when completed, will provide

accommodation for 250 children, in the propor-

tion of 100 boys, 100 girls, and 5U infants. The

ventilation is arranged by a series of air trunks

under the floor, with gratings in the floor to

open and shut, aud the foul air ia passed off into

extraction flues immediately underneath the

ceilings. These are also covered with gratings

to open and shut, the whole being of simple

character, and not liable to get out of order.

The water supply will ultimately (at present

it is only temporary) form a part of an extensive

scheme for supplying the entire house, and will

be obtained from a deep well sunk on the pre-

mises, and raised to cisterns placed at high

levels by means of rotary pumps. The soft

water from the roof ia collected into extensive

cisterns placed under the washhouse and laundry,,

capable of holding 10,000 gallons. Tbe drainage,

by reason of a good fall, is easily conveyed away
to the agricultural land adjacent.

Externally, the whole of the buildings are of

red bricks, with blue bricks to all plinths, atriugs,,

arches, &c., and moulded bricks to the windows
and principal cornice, with stone, where required,

for constructive purposes. All the roofs are

covered with blue tiles ;
all the windows have

double-hung sashes, as being superior to iron.

Internally, the woodwork is stained and var-

nished. The staircases are of stone, the pas-

sages, &c., laid with quarries, and all day-rooms

and dormitories boarded. All ornamentation is

avoided.

The cost of the whole, including engineers’

work for the water-supply, boundary-walls, roads,

and approaches, was esCrimated at 8,500Z.
;
but

as this was in excess of the borrowing powers-

of the guardians as allowed by Act of Parlia-

ment, it was determined until tbe full amount
conld be obtained to omit the dining-hall, in-

fants’ rooms, a portion of the offices, palisading,

&c. The present outlay has therefore been

limited to 5,200Z. The works have been carried

out by Messrs. Jeffrey & Pritchard, of this town,,

under the superintendence of the architect.

The Board of Governors of the Children’s

Hospital in Steelhouse-lane have resolved to

lease, for ninety-nine years, a piece of ground in

Steelhonse-Iane, on which to build a new de-

partment of their hospital for out-patients.

OXFORD IMPROVEMENTS.

The local papers, as usual, report progress on-

the architectural and building improvements of

the city. These seem to show a gradual pro-

gressive movement, and a determination, on the

part of the University especially, to renovate’

and restore what was becoming dilapidated,—an

example which the city itself has not been slow

to imitate. We cannot just now enter into the-

numerous improvements recorded in the local

Journal and Herald; but we may select two-

or three as a specimen, and first of' the Uni-

versity :

—

The important work of rebuilding the greater

portion of Balliol College, and the Master s-

Lodgings, which was contemplated last year, baa

been vigorously proceeded with. The old build-

ings in Broad-street were pulled down in April

last, and rapid progress is being made in tbe

erection of the new ones, as upwards of a

hundred men are employed upon the works.

Miss Brackenbridge gives the sum of 20,0001.

towards the undertaking. The new building is

not raised to a sufficient height to enable one to

judge of what its peculiarities will be, but it is

intended to build a finer front than the old one,

to make a higher and more elaborate tower, and

there will be some Oriel windows less confined

than in the previous structure. The architect ia

Mr. Waterhouse, and the builders are Messrs-

Brass & Co., London.
In addition to the library of All Saints’ College,

a law library has been formed, consisting of a

room 50 ft. long and 16 ft. wide. It has an open

timber roof, with panels of glass, and a glass

ceiling at the line of collar-beam. Mr. Bruton

was the architect, and Mr. Wyatt the builder.

The completion of Worcester College Chapel

restoration is being proceeded with. All that-

remained to be done was the laying of a new
floor down the centre, from the entrance to the

altar, and this work is being done by Messrs..

Fisher & Harland, of London. It is being exe-

cuted in a most costly and elaborate manner, and

some portion of it is laid down ;
bnt the nature

of the design is of so complex a nature that

much time must necessarily elapse before it is-

completed. Tbe principal material used is-

polished marble, arranged in the form of tesse-

lated pavement, and the figures in the portions.
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the trustees were onder of obtaining the approval
both of the anthorities of the Tailors’ Benevolent
Institution and of the Charity Commissioners;
by whom its affairs were for the time ad-
ministered. Bat at length all difficulties were
overcome, and the works commenced. A portion
of the school-buildings is now rapidly approach-
ing completion, and will be used as a temporary
chapel until the funds for the permanent struc-
ture are raised. As 620 persons can bo seated
in the school-room, it will answer its immediate
purpose in a very efficient manner for some time
to come. Stock brick and Bath stone are the
materials employed for the exterior of the school-
buildings, which, though plain, are of a sub-
stantial character. It is proposed to open this
first instalment of the premises on the last day
of the present month.

Mr. Hobson, of the Adelphi, is the builder.

now finished represent SS. Gregory, Austen,
Ambrose, and Jerome.
A work of considerable importance and diffi-

culty has been executed at the Eadcliffe Library.
It having been ascertained that the rain found
its way through the roof into the interior of the
building, under the direction of Mr. Gutoh, the
architect to the Eadcliffe Trustees, and Mr.
Thomas were instructed to ascertain the cause.
They found that the lead was perl'orated in
several places from the top of the cupola to the

I bottom of the dome, which terminates at the

I

parapet where visitors generally have access to.

The trustees held a meeting to consider the sub-

i

ject, and they directed Mr. Thomas to execute
I the necessary repairs. He then found that the
i injury to the lead was confined to those parts of
t the roof where it was in contact with the oak
• supports. In those places a gallate of lead was
I formed,—a subject known to chemists as a com-
bination of gallic acid, the active principle of
oak, and lead. The lead had been destroyed in

; those parts where there were pins of oak, and T>-c'T»rvT.mn
nowhere else. The more arduous portion of the

REPOETS OF MEDICAL OFFICERS
, task ofexeoutiugthe necessaryrepairs arosefrom HEALTH.
the diffionity of ereoting soaffoldiog to the St. Jameis, Weshnimter.— H,. Lonkeater’
injured pi^tB but this was effected, and the report treats fully of what was doue last yeai

, whole work has been carried out without aoci- uersiis cholera in the parish of St. James West-
dent. As it is an established fact that it is im-

j
minster. The mortality of 18GG was 769 or

: proetioable to place oak in contact with lead,
; thirty-sevon in excess of the average for tenmahogany is now being generally snbstitnted. years

; bnt this was not owing to Siolera for
It IB impoBSiblo to visit any of the suburbs of dnring the quarter when it was prevalent inOxford without observing the spirit with which J^ondon the death-rate was less thM in any ofbnilding operations are being earned out and

|

the other quarters of the year: so much for

^

ae formidablo list of applications to the Looa; . active sanitary warfare with this deadly epidemic.
1 Hoard at every meeting of that body, for per- ' Bndden cold Dr. Lankester regards
-mission to erect new dwellings, is conclusive

j

deadly influence than any other
, evidence that before many years have elapsed

! St. Uaryleione.- Dr. Whitmore states thatthe City of Oxford will have entirely outgrown
,
sanitary work of every kind has greatly nro-iits orpnal bounds with greater rapidity than greased, and is still progressing with acceleratedalmost any other tom, the manufacturing speed in this parish. The type of the cholera

districts excepted. Bast, west north, and south,
,
was not of that formidable kind which has

I
r.llfs anTnO TyW*\irs*Aaa set 1 I J. V. . • . . . .

months. The poor are generally but too ill off
as regards warmth of bed and other clothing

;

lienee chiefly their inveterate propensity to
stuff up everything in the shape of ventilators
whether accidental ones or intentional. Then
again, what medical anthorities tell us as
to the deadly effects of cold on health (espe-
cially amongst the ill-fed) must bo well con-
sidered, and above all else the evils of draughts.
To ventilate a room properly withont incurring
the risk of suffering from draughts, especially in
winter, is no easy matter. Still, approximations
may be made to a more satisfactory state of
matters than as yet e.xists

; and with judgment
and great discretion much may be farther done
to improve the health of the people even in the
most crowded localities till more and better
accommodation be supplied to them in future
years, as it is earnestly to be hoped it will.

the same progress is perceptible.

MR. E. L. BETTS, TEE CONTEACTOR.

heretofore distingnished it ; and no donbt if
sanitary progress does continue it would become

;

still less and less formidable. There were fifty
deaths, however, from cholei-a, and 175 from

! diarrheea. The overcrowding and deficiencies in
ventilation in the dwellings of the poorer classesThe inhabitants of Maidstone and its vicinity i ovQ u. i.i.“ i. t u.v

: have presented an address to Mr. E. L. Betts, on
| u-

1 the occasion of his departure from Preston Ilall. ' ameSent — ratheway of satisfactory

lit expresses “deep regret at the circumstances 1

(connected with the cause of your departure, and necessary to healthy

kiccxacct- r,v,w.». *1 vi: J ’ f I

Tcspiration be aOotted for each Tnrante of a house, howrtheir deepest sympathy with you under misfor-
\

many thousands in this metropolis will find themselves
itunes so rarely paralleled, and so equally un-

1

mthout a home to shelter them ? In the poorer and
nmerited. During a period of nineteen years von

densely populated districts of St. Marylebone there

.have often been the originator, and always ^he
I "LfS

tlpromoter, of every measure that would tend to
;

each separate room is tenanted by a separate
itadvance the science of agriculture, and elevate !

j and, in many, the cubic space afforded to each
^1. n cl c IT.* T> I

Inmato does not exceed 200 cubic feet * in some instanpAaithe character of the labouring poor. By you that have come under my notice, it has b“en less than
tscnools have been erected, reading-rooms opened,

|

100 n. Now, as every one at all conversant with sanitary
ilold charities have been sustained, and new ones

i

knows that each adult person requires at

established
1 your aims have been directed to

,

Itne reiier oi the sick, and the support of the
|

ment be granted; and yet every consideration of health
imeedy. What you and Mrs. Betts effected in I

shows its absolute necessity.”

bthe parish of Aylesford alone entitles you to the Mile-end, Old-toim.—Bv. Corner, like others
^gratitude of its inhabitants, leaving marks in of his colleagues, feels this to be one of the chief
tatrong characters not easily effaced.’’ Mr. E. L. difficulties in the way of sanitary amendment
JBetts, replying from Betchworth, says The new regulations, he observes,—

Obliged as I have been by adverse circum- ., >«• xv • ^ x

tstance8 to_ leave a place so long cherished as a t»ct «°ddtSi ttircomitaXlL'bl?
(home, it IB no small gratification to see my

j

to ensure that the sanitary measures are efficiently carried
fiefforts to fulfil the duties of my position have

I

at the same time creating opposition or

*een so generally and spontaneonsly acknow.
jhedged and appreciated, not only by my more effective in staying the progress of diseases by destroying

Dintimate friends, but by so many with whom I
[

infections properties in the places where they had
..ihaTTo nnf flia li/hTirtVT,. r-,f n r.1 i

hocomc fixed. Recently, iu the west ward of this hamlet,.have not the honour of a personal acqnaintanoe.
j

XTf.vSo,
L trust ere long again to become a resident in

'

(imy native county, to which I am bound by so
nmany ties,’’

NEW WESLEYAN CHAPEL AND
: SCHOOLS, PRINCE OF WALES ROAD,

HAVERSTOCIC HILL.

Towards the close of last year a plot of land,
'f)f about half an acre in extent, adjoining the
'tfailora’ Benevolent Institution, in the Prince of
Wales road, was, after some negotiation, obtained
ipy a body of trustees, who proposed to erect
pipon it a Wesleyan chapel and schools. Mr.
!.£. Hoole, of Craven-street, was appointed arebi-
Kcct, and received instructions to prepare de-
i^igns for a chapel, to accommodate at least
,1,000 worshippers, with schools for the education
frf 500 children. After vacillating for a short
inime between the Classical and Gothic styles,
bthe trustees chose the latter, and the plans were
coocordingly prepared and adopted. Some con-
ididerable delay was occasioned by the necessity

, ^ ,

Tery prevalent for several months. I
have observed many marked iustances of the Boocess of the
course pursued, whereas in houses in which suchmeaaures
had not been adopted the disease continued to extend.”
.‘‘4 man sleeping, or rather narcotieizing,

with his wife and family in a room aUowinc from 60 to 160
cubic feet of air to each person, and withont the most
ordinary provision for ventilation, becomes totally unfitted
for his work, and unable, however wOliug, to bring to his
aid sufficient vigour and spirit to attempt to raise himselfMd family from their condition of poverty, misery, and
dependence. Iu this way the statistics of pauperism are
increased."

‘‘ I am fully conscious of the difficulties in the way of a
speedy and perfect remedy for these evils, but seeing that
they aM literally the cause of so much disease and (feath,
I think we ought, so far as we may reasonably be
expected, endeavour to mitigate them, and to this end we
can do much."

If it be impracticable, in the meantime, to
carry out the restriotions as to cnbic space which
ought to constitute the ideal to be more or less
approximated to, according to circumstances,
then to supplement shortcomings in this respect
the powers of sanitary officers to compel the
making of as efficient arrangements for venti-
lation as possible in bedrooms ought to be
very great. Here too, however, another diffi-

culty presents itself, especially in the winter

OLD BEWICK, NORTHUMBERLAND.
A S3IALL Norman chapel at the foot of a

heather-clad hill in the pariah of Eglingbam,
that has long lain in ruins, has been recently
restored, and was opened for the celebration of
worship on the 4th instant. On the top of the
hill there is a Celtic camp, in the form of a
semi-circular entrenchment, with a double fosse
and vallum, and at the foot, as we have said,
lies the pretty little Norman relic in question,
as open to the skies and as deserted as the
camp of the ancient Britons. All around the
country is one vast undnlation of hills and
moors. The village of Old Bewick is three
miles distant from the parish ohnroh, and it has
long been in contemplation to restore the chapel
for the convenience of the inhabitants. As the
popnlation in 1S51 only numbered 191 souls, it

has been a work of time to gather the required
funds together. It is about twenty years ago
that a report and designs for the restoration
were first procured from Mr. Hardwick, who has
now carried out the work. The chapel consists
of a nave with a chancel which has an apsidal
east end. To this has been added a small vestry
at the west end of the north side, and a small
porch in a corresponding position on the south
side. The windows of the north and south
sides, and in the apse, are remarkably small

;

they have been filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell. Those at the west end
are somewhat larger and have a small rose
window above them. The roofs are open-
timbered, and covered with slates. The sitting
are of white wood varnished. There is a small
stone retabnlom at the back of the communion-
table. The most pleasing feature of the struc-
ture is the beautiful tint which exposure for
centuries on the moorland air has given the
interior stone-work as well as that generally sub-
mittedj^o external influences. The ornamented
north arch into the chancel, and the small second
arch over the apse, with the rest of the masonry,
have been toned down into a silver-grey colour
that is particularly in keeping. On the exterior
this effect is not so noticeable, the new slates
intruding modern associations. A single bell-
tnrret strides the point ofjunction between nave
and chancel. About 120 persons can be accom-
modated with seats in this secluded and interest-
ing relic of old times. Such of our readers as
may be travelling northwards in these tourists’
days, and visiting the unique herd of wild cattle
in Chillingham Park, will be within a knapsack,
walk of old Bewick

; and within sight of other
Celtic encampments, specimens of the newly-
found inscribed stones, and of a natural cave
called Cateranes’ Hole, formed by a fissure in a
freestone rock which descends to a great depth
at an angle of 15 degrees.

THE COURT-TARD OF THE INDIA
OFFICE, WESTMINSTER.

The India Office, as all mast know, forms
part of the new pile of Government offices
fronting Downing.street, St. James’s Park, and
Charles-street. The main entrance to it is from
this latter street. The accompanying engravings
illustrate the Court-yard, a rectangle in plan,
about 115 ft. in length, and 60 ft. in breadth,
which occupies a nearly central position in the
building, and affords means of light and air to
a large number of the rooms in the north, east,
and west sides, and to a portion of the mwitT

corridor on the south side.
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The general design of the architectnre con-
!

Bists of three stories of engaged colnmns and

piers snpporting arches; the upper story being

much more richly ornamented than the lower

stories. On the south side the columns are

detached, and are doable. Above the third story

are a plain frieze, with slabs of red granite, in-

laid, and a comice : this entablature breaks for-

ward over the colnmns, and has large scroll

shields on the projections. The top of the cor-

nice is crowned by a balustrade. The ends are

occupied by open loggias, two stories in height,

the columns and arches corresponding with those

in the main structure. On the ground and first

floors the arches are all filled with glass between
|

the piers, excepting on the south side, where the

columns are two in depth, and the windows

are here fitted to iron stancheons between the

columns. The upper story all round has two-

light windows, a baluster-looking mullion of rich

design separating the lights. The total height

from the floor of the court-yard to the top of the

balustrade is about 80 ft.

The whole of the work is constructed of Port-

land stone
;
the Doric columns and pilasters of

the lower story, the Ionic columns and pilasters

and the pedestal dies of the second story, being

all of Peterhead red granite, with the caps and

bases of the columns of red Mansfield stone.

The colnmns of the upper story are of dark grey

granite, from the neighbourhood of Aberdeen,

with caps and bases of grey Dean Forest stone.

The effect of the architecture is considerably

enhanced by the introduction of this red and

grey granite, and further by the frieze of the

Doric story being in Della Robbia ware, the

ground of which is of a greenish grey, with

1
enrichments of toned white, and the frieze of the

i

Ionic order is partially of tiles and of mosaic, the

prevailing colours of which are bine, and shades
' of yellow and brown. In the spandrels of the

I

arches of the Doric story are moulded fluted

i discs with red centres, and in those of the Ionic

story are panels similar in material and colours

to the Della Robbia frieze below, with a fret

border of red tessera;.

The cornice of the Corinthian story forms an

impost for the arches above. These arches are

deeply recessed and coffered, and in them is

placed a series of busts of celebrated worthies,

both civil and military, connected with the

Indian empire, beginning with Admiral Watson

and Lord Macartney, and including heroes of

recent historical renown, as Havelock, Clyde,

and Lawrence. The back-ground of the basts is

in each case formed by a large escallop shell

with a branch of laurel and oak on either side.

The total number of these busts is twenty-eight.

Amongst the architectural ornaments are

introduced representations of the fruits and

flowers of India.

At the four angles of the court are niches,

whicharefilled withstatues: the fouronthegronnd-

floor are. of Marquis Hastings, Minto, Amherst,

and Wellesley, sculptured by Mr. Protat : those

on the first-floor, immediately above the others,

are Cornwallis and Clive, by Mr. Nicholls; and;

Warren Hastings and Teignmonbh by the hand
j

of Mr. Phyffers, who has also produced the four

sculptured panels in high relief representing

striking incidents in Indian history, and tbej

shields of arms near them.

The loggim on both the ground and first floors
,

have tesselabed pavements of Maw’s tiles, by!

Messrs. Simpson & Sons, of the Strand, by whom
]

also the mosaic frieze was executed. The access

to these is through four arched openings on each
'

floor, richly decorated with carving, and in the

jambs and arches are arabesque panels in low

relief. I
The conrt-yard is occupied on the basement-

1

story by record-rooms, above which is a floor of

tiles. A terrace-walk crosses the centre of the

court-yard, both longitudinally and transversely."

The court-yard was used, it will be remem-

1

bered, as a ball-room on the occasion of the

entertainment given to the Sultan by the Indian

Government, when its merits were brought out

very prominently under the aspect of interior

decoration. H
The Della Robbia frieze was produced by

Messrs. Minton, Hollins, & Co. Mr. Earp executed

the carving, and Mr. Protat modelled the busts

in the upper story. The builders were Messrs.'

George Smith & Co., of Pimlico. The whole of

this, as well as the interior of the India Office

generally, has been executed from the designs of

Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, under the superintendence

of Mr. Daniel Ruddle, the clerk of the works.

INNER COURT OF THE INDIA OFFICE. Part of Upper Story Enlarged.
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INTEEIOE OF PEESTON TOWN HALL.

The interior of the new town-hall at Preston,
recently opened, displays a considerable amonnt
of decoration. The entrance-hall, which is on
a level with the gronnd-floor, is approached by

I a triple archway. The ceiling is composed ol

highly decorated cast-iron girders, which support
the stone landing above. The flooring is laid on
tiles, 12 in. square, of Hoptonwood and red Mans-
field stone, alternately laid. The grand stair-

' case tnrns to the right and left, and after
passing up a flight of steps the landing ap-

proaching the Guildhall is reached. Looking
' westward from this point there is observed on
the wall which divides the staircase from the main
portion of the building, an allegorical representa-
tion of Industry, havingon the left hand an allegori-

: cal illustration of Manufactures, and on the right
. an allegorical illustration of Commerce. Beneath
the allegorical representations are full-length

I portraits of Caxton, Columbus, Raleigh, Linnteus,
! Arkwright, Watt, Sir R. Peel, Dalton, George
: Stephenson, and Wheatstone, each bearing a
! device. Leaving the grand staircase by the
east, the great hall is approached. The room

I is 82 ft. 6 in. by 54 ft.* The height
I from the floor to the apex of thereof is 48 ft.

.There is a spacious gallery on the south aide,

approached by a corridor running along the east
I side. The gallery is 69 ft. long and 15 ft. wide ;

and it is calculated that, exclusive of the accom-
;inodation for performers and others, about 1,100
i persons can be seated in the room. At each
gable there is a circular window. The east
rwindow contains seven compartments, and in

Ithe centre is one bearing the arms of the
icounty of Lancaster. There are also emblazon-
(inentB of the arms of Preston, Liverpool, Man-
Ichester, Clitheroe, Wigan, and Lancaster. The
rwest window has also seven compartments. The
(centre bears the arms of the United Kingdom, and
(Surrounding it are the arms of England, Ireland,
land Scotland, and the flrst Lancastrian
(Sovereigns,—Henry IV., Henry V., and Henry
'VI. The other windows are all formed of stained
Iglaes, each window having alternately a medal-
ilion containing the arms of the borough of Pres-
;ton, aud the red rose of Lancaster. In the
ioircles above the large windows are emblazoned
tthe arms of Blackburn, Bolton, Burnley, Roch-
(dale, Stockport, Oldham, Salford,and Warrington,
iln a circular opening on the west sidearerepresen-
(tatioDs of the heads of Henry IV., Henry V., and
[Henry VI. Beneath the spring of the roof are
(portraits of the following celebrities :— Purcell,
IMozart, Handel, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Fara-
day, Humboldt, Sir Humphrey Davy, Newton,
Ifiacon, Herschell, Clive, Cook, Sir J. Franklin,
iDr. Livingstone, Nelson, Wellington, Michel-
langelo, Raffaelle, Titian, Reynolds, Flaxman,
iWreu, Gibbon, Goldsmith, Dr. Johnson, Addison,
Macaulay, Chaucer, Shakspeare, Milton, Scott,
iByron, Burns, Hunter, Harvey, Cuvier. On the
'west side, within the space devoted to the gal-
:lery, are also the shields and names of several
benefactors to the town. The gallery is divided
•from the main roof by an arcade of four bays.
'The front of the gallery is open. The ceiling is

Bupported by five pairs of principals, which are
(moulded, stained, and varnished. The ceiling
bf the main part of the hall is divided into 120
apanels with carved ribs. The roof is supported
on the south side by fluted iron columns. The
•orchestra is on the north side. On leaving the
(Guildhall by the principal entrance, the retiring-
)fooms for ladies and for gentlemen are passed,
(and on the right is a room to be devoted to com-
imittees connected with the Town Council. The
(lobby running between this room and the landing
_8 richly vaulted. On the left, at the north end
:>f the edifice, is the mayor’s parlour, containing
Mhe arms of the present mayor (Mr. Birley), the
rirms of the Guild mayor (Mr. Parker), and the
rirmsof the borough, which are carved on the stone
rire-place. In the lobby approaching the council
uhamber the vaulted ceiling is filled in with Long-
(>idge blue stone and Bath stone alternately. At
iihe north-eastern angle, and nearly facing the
imayor’s parlour, is the council chamber, which
8 35 ft. long, 25 ft. broad, and 16 fc. 6 in. high.

..t is lighted by five two-light windows. The
Jtornice consists of wood

;
and immediately under

,t, on the right side, is a coloured band, contain-
ing on shields the arms of all the known Guild
mayors of the borough, from 1328 to 1862, in-

(tlusive. Between each shield are three red
(soses, representing the historic rose of Lancaster,
ivith the word “ Laucastria ” on the twisied

* The Exchange-room is 82 ft. 6 in. bj 39 ft.

riband underneath. On the left side is a similar

number of vacant shields, intended for the arms
of future Guild mayors. The chimney-piece
consists of carved red Mansfield stone, supported
by Rouge Royal marble pillars, and surmounted
by a shelf of Irish green marble. In the centre
of the carved work are the borough arms.
Leaving the council chamber, and proceeding in

a southerly direction, a large committee-room is

approached, measuring 26 ft. by 21 ft., lighted
by two two-light square-headed windows. The
chimney-piece is a handsome one, and bears at

each side the borough arms. The vestibule,

which is immediately opposite the entrance to

the Guild-hall, baa a floor of inlaid marble,
variously coloured. Over the doorway leading
to the Guild-hall is a sculptured allegorical

representation of Music
;
over the gentlemen’s

retiring-room is a representation of Painting;
over the ladies’ retiring-room, Sculpture; anci

over the committee-room. Architecture. Over
the door of the council chamber the borough
arms are sculptured. The sky-light over the
vestibule is filled with various heraldic shields

;

and the sky-light over the landing contains the
arms of the mayors of the borough since the
passing of the Municipal Reform Act. On the
walls of the vestibules are representations of

Peace and War, on land and at sea
;
and, run-

ning along the ceiling, is a representation of one
of the Guild festivals. Beneath the mayor’s
parlour, on the first story, is the town clerk’s

office, with accommodation for his clerks adjoin-

ing. Under the council chamber is the ofiice of the
borough treasurer, and hp has also a room for his

clerks. The ground-floor contains the Merchants’
Exchange. The ceiling is vaulted, and is sup-
ported by eight large polished granite pillars, with
carved capitals in Penswick stone. Theresponds
to the granite pillars are sixteen in number, and
are formed of Devonshire marble. The Exchange
also contains two hooded chimney-pieces, very
elaborately carved, and containing in the centre
the boroBgh arms, supported by angels bearing
shields, and also by small pillars of Rouge Royal
marble.

TOWN t’. COUNTRY.

Sir,

—

I was very much struck with a little

passage of criticism in the Builder of September
18th. A North-Northamptonshire rector, whom
you properly corrected, was proved guilty and
convicted, in the first place, of the sin of omission
in showing himself ignorant of the author’s very
name; and, secondly, of the sin of commission
in mangling and mis-quoting the beautifnl and
higbly-suggestive line in Cowper,

—

“ God made the country, and man made the town.”

Being struckwith your criticism, I fell a thinking

on. the subject; and soon began to remember
that I had somewhere read an elaborate argu-

ment against the poet’s aphorism regarded as a
philosophical truth. In fact, I remembered to

have seen it laid down somewhere as an indis-

putable proposition, that God made the town as

well as the country ! I could not, at the moment,
call to mind the author’s name

;
nor could I

recollect the precise phraseology in which it was
expressed. Indeed, I could not lay ray hands on
the passage for several days

;
and I may as well

tell you the process of reasoning by which I

ultimately discovered it; for it may be useful

to other people of short or failing memory like

myself.

Being kept awake one night with the violence

of the equinoctial gales, this paradox (for such I

more than suspected it to be) camo, like an un-

bidden guest, into “ the chamber of my inmost
thoughts,” Who was its author? Where could
I have read it ? I could not tell. After a long

taxing of my fugitive and somewhat treacherous

memory, I hit at length on the idea of writing

out the problem by the old process of syllogistic

reasoning, which I proceeded to do as follows.

I do not know that the method is strictly accurate;
but it did the business :

—

Proposition I.—
“ God made the conntrv,
Man made the town.”

—

Coteper.

These conjoined propositions I regarded as

indisputable.

Proposition II.

—

‘‘God made the eonntry,
God made the town.”-— Untaoicn.

First premiss admitted
; second, queere.

Argument.— If God made the town (imt-

versaliter) He made every part of the town
|

(particularibit). Therefore God made Hounds-
ditch or Bethnal-green—which is absurd.

Proposition III.—Author’s (unknowu) mean-
ing must have been that God, through man, mad©
the town.

Argument.—But God, through man, also made
part of the country (fields, gardens, trees). In-
consequential, therefore, and incomplete.

Proposition IV. Author’s (unknown) meaning
must have been that God made man, and man
made the town.

Such, I supposed, must have been the iden-
tical language. And now for the author. On
the principle of excluded middle this proposition
signifies that God is the maker of the town,—is

responsible for the errors of the town—in one-

word, that God made Bethnal Green. Bub no
account is taken of man’s responsibility and
free-will. Accordingly, it is simply a distorted

phase of the doctrine of inevitable necessity,
of which there is an old, old illustration in exist-

ence. [“The woman that T/iou gavest me,” &c.,

Gen. iii. 12.] I then proceeded upon th©
exhaustive method :

—

Proposition V. No English author could have
written this.

Proposition VI. No German author would.
Proposition VII. It must, therefore, have been

a French author.

Argument.—Voltaire? No. D’Alembert? No-
Rousseau? Very likely.

But Rousseau died in 17—, and Cowper
published his “ Task” in 1782. It must be,

then, a modern writer of his school, or the
schools which sprang from his philosophy.

Argument.—A. The Pantisocratist. B. The
Egahtaires. C. The Socialistes. Probably
Fourier.

Proposition VIII.—That Fourier was in all

probability the author of the dogma that God
tnade man and man made the town. (See “ Le
Phalanctere ”)

.

At this stage of the argument I fell

asleep. Next morning I discovered, not that
Fourier or the French socialists had evolved
from the tremendous depths of their perverted-

consciousness this formidable dogma; but, to my
great surprise and astonishment, that it hud
sprung—fully armed like Minerva from the fore-

head of Jove—from the fertile imagination of a
Scotch political economist ! My deductions, it

is proper to state, were to some extent correct
with regard to the school from which it had
emanated. For, while searching in a volume in-

which,as I now recollected,were discussed certain
doctrines of the French socialists, I stumbled
across the very passage I wanted. You will

find it in Mr. Stirling’s translation of Frederick
Bastiat’s well-known “Harmonies of Political

Economy”* (at p. 36 of the Introduction). I
have ventured to transcribe it for you literally,

and I have quoted a few lines of the context
in order to render the passage intelligible:

—

“ Bastiat was not one of those pessimists who
persist in looking at the existing fabric of
society as if it wore some ill-made, ill-going

cl-jck, requiring constantly to be wound up, and
to have its springs adjusted, its wheels lubri-

cated, and its hands altered and set right. Far
from this, he regarded society as a self-acting,

self-regulating mechanism, bearing the stamp of
the Divine hand by which it was constructed,,

and subject to laws and checks not leas wise,

not less immutable, not less trustworthy than
the laws which govern the inanimate and material
world.

‘ God made the country, but man made the
towns’ [_sic in originalis], was the exclamation of
an amiable but a morbid poet. He might as well

have said, ‘ God made the blossom, but bees
made the comb.’ Reason asks, Who, then,

made the bees ? Who made man, with all hie
noble instincts, and admirable inventive reason-
ing and reflective faculties ?

A maulier, because a juster, philosophy en-

abled Bastiat rather to say with Edmund Burke,
‘ Art is man’s nature.’ Looking at the existing

fabric and mechanism of society, and the beau-
tiful harmony of the economic Liws which regu-
late it, he could see nothing to warrant constant

legislative tampering with the aflairs of trade.

He had faith in moral and material progress

under the Empire of Freedom. Sweeping away
all Socialist Utopias and artificial systems of
social organization, he pointed to society as it

exists, and exclaimed, ‘Digitus Dei est hie.’

Unlike the sickly poet, he believed that the same
good and wise Being who created both town and
country upholds and sustains them both; and

* 8to. London: John Murray. 186.>,
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ttat the laws of valae and exchange, left to

their own free and beneficent action, are as

much His ordinance as the laws of motion,

attraction, or chemical affinity.”

I will not take np more of yonr valaablo space

with pointing oat the fallacies which underlie

this argument. When the astute author has got

the length of comprehending the difference be-

tween the instincts of bees and the reason of

mankind, I shall then condescend to break a

lance with him in defence of the fine philosophy

and high-toned morality of Cowper. In the

meantime I conclude by quoting, with your

permission, a few more lines of the noble passage

which, in my opinion, deserves, to be written

in letters of gold :

—

“God made the country and man made the town :

What wonder then that health and Tirtue, gifts

That can alone make sweet the bitter draught
That life holds out to all, should mo«t abound,
And least he threaten’d in the fields and proves ?”

The Talk, book ii.

Rus.

THE RAILWAY COMMISSION TOR
IRELAND.

A COKRESPONDENT writes,—I snppose you ob-

served the appointment of the Railway Commis-
sion for Ireland. There are some good names
amongst them, bat it appears to me there is no
representative of the cheap railway system
alluded to in your recent paper on tho subject.

I think on all these commissions all interests

should be represented, otherwise it will be all

one-sided, and not satisfy modern requirements
;

and surely those men who have helped to get our

English system of railways into their present fix

are not exactly the men to help the Irish out of

theirs. The present Government have been toler-

ably fortunate in their selection of men for their

pnblic commissions
;
but I think in this instance

they have omitted an essential element of the

inquiry; as I presume it is the intention to

bolster up that which has been shown to be
utterly rotten and unworthy, as dividends prove.

SOUTHWAUK PARK.

Sib,—

I

regret very much that you should he miBinforraed
as to the progreBS of New Southwark Park, I have seen
the same etatemeut elsenhere, aod took uo notice of it

;

bat, when each a paragraph becomes inserted (in all good
faith) in the BuiUer, it is a very different thing. Then it

acquires importance.
The park is Jiof “rapidly approaching completion;’’ it

is not mach more than begun. JV’o “gardeners and
labourers are employed in laying out the fiower-beda and
walks, and in transplanting young trees, evergreens, and
floweringshrubs.” Sofarfromitsbeingtruethat “thewalks
are gravelled and completed;’’ they are not, except here
and there a bit at the side of the partiallT-formed road,
even commenced. So far from its being true that “ it is

expected the park will be opened to the public on or about
Christmas,” it is, on the contrary, expected that two or
three Christmasea must come before that “opening"
occurs.

It has been publicly stated that “the works of the
Southern Embankment are nearly completed." Yon are
aware that the total contract for that embankment is

309,0001.
;
and, by the engineer's report to the Metropolitan

Board, the progress of that work to the Ist instant was
(including 23,8701. for materials on the ground) 139,780/.,
leaving 170,0001. to do

!

My heart is so set on the rapid improvement of London,
that I could not allow the above-mentioned pa-agrapb
about Southwark Park to stand in the Builder without a
word. AusQUB Ladobe Nihil.

CONCRETE WALLING AND THE
BUILDING ACT.

8ie,—

T

here is something so questionable in the quasi-
authoritative sesertion of the Camberwell District Sur-
veyor that concrete walling is not properly bonded within
the meaning of the Building Act, that, perhaps, I may be
allowed a little more space in examining u conclusion
which, if endorsed, must exclude Jroni the whole metro-
politan district a material elsewhere successfully adopted
in solving the problem of erecting economical, healthy,
and datable habitations for the labouring classes.
The very word concrete, importing a mass formed by

concretion, or the coalition of separate parts, is signi-
ficant of its derivation from the essential fact of the
materials composing it being elliciently bonded or con-
nected. “Inmasonryor brickwork," Gwili says, “bond
is that disposition of stones or bricks which prevents the
vertical jomts falling over one another." Concrete being
so homogeneons m texture that there are no joints, its close
bond can scarcely be considered inferior, as such, to that
of masonry or brickwork. Then comes tbe question of
solidity, or how far the respective materials resist crushing
and hold together. On this point, recent impartial and
conclusive testimony may be cited. In his report on
healthy and economical dwelling*, written for the English
Commissioners of the Paris Exhibition, Mr. Edwin Chad-
wick says,—" It is proved that with a proportion of from
one-filth to one-eighth of Portland cement to sand, gravel,
or small stone, a wall may be made one-third stronger
than common brickwork

;
or, with concrete, a wail may be

made of equal strength with one-third the thickness of

common brickwork, and of equal thickness about one-

half the price. The common brick absorbs about 20 per
cent, of water. Tbe concrete wall does not absorb one-

quarter that quantity." Further, he remarks that the

principle of concrete construction is that “ everything is

made, as it were, a monolith.’’ Yet such, we are now gravely

informed, is not properly bonded, although the cohesive
strength, as in some concretes manufactured by M.
Coignet, is often something enormous. Even flat roofs of

wide span are formed of concrete, without what Mr.
Chadwick elsewhere notes, “ the insecurity of numerous
mere common mortar joints;" and the workmen’s
dwellings erected by the Emperor of the French, with
others in this country, practically exemplify the value of

tbe system.
Next, turning to the Building Act, as you, sir, who had

something to tell the Institute about concrete thirty years
ago. and can speak officially ou the Act, indicate, “the
construction of concrete houses is not prevented by it."

One section provides that,—“Every wall constrocted of
brick, stone, or other limilar tubelancei, shall be properly
bonded and solidly put together wtfA mortar or cement ’’

That concrete walls fulfil these conditions appears mani-
fest from Mr. Chadwick's report. If they are out of the
Act, it must surely be because their bond is more effectual

than that contemplated in it. “ The thickness of any wall
of a dwelling-house, ly built <)/ malerialt other than such

: bricks as aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficient if

made of the thickness required by the table, or of suck less

thickneis ai moy he approved iy the Metropolitan Board."
In this latter case aloue, I submit, when it is proposed, on
account of their snperior strencth, to erect concrete walls
thinner than the thickness prescribed for brickwork, is

there real occasion to apply at all to tbe Board ; not when
the walls are tbe tabulated thickness, or one-third more if

horizontal bedding is urged
;
and not under sect. 66, until

better evidence is adduced to class them with “ buildings
to which the rules of tbe Act are inapplicable."
Eat if, after all, it is true that, notwithstanding the

severe tests of strength concrete has successfully sustained,
it cannot be even “ said to be properly bonded” in the
sense intended by the legislature, but cnfortnnately left

undefined both by the officer who insists on “ strict

technical” purport and in the Act itself: then it seems,
indeed, clear that the fulness of time has arrived for
modifying or abrogating an enactment which admits of
such misapprehension and mystification, and is so unsuited
to the legitimate requirements of the age.

E. L. TABnrcK.

CLOYNE CATHEDRAL COMPETITION.

Sir,-

A

brief recapitulation of facts, without any com.
ment on our part, will be aaulBoieot answer to the lengthy
communication from Messrs. McCarthy and Goldie on the
above subject, which appeared in your journal of the 11th
instant.

Three gentlemen are invited to enter a competition on
certain stated conditions. Two of tbe gentlemen thus in-
vited, without consulting the third, coalesce for the purpose
of effecting a total alteration of the terms of the said com-
petition. They endeavour to impose upon tho committee
a set of “amended conditions.” drawn up and signed by
themselves, and then send them to the third competitor
for signature,—having, however, previously done their
utmost to secure two things.

lit. That their "amended conditions'’ should be binding
on the third competitor, akelker he signed them or not.

2nd. That his refusal to lign would make a lad impres-
lion on the committee.

1 he third competitor (1), not recognising the right of
the other two gentlemen to interfere in the manner they
had dune, and (2) seeing no reason for departing from the
original conditions, which he had already unreservedly
accepted, refuses to sign.

At last, after repeated but ineffectual efforts on the part
of the coalition to force their “amended conditions"
upon the committee, and obtain the signature of the third
competitor thereto, the committee finally desire the two
dissatisfied competitors cither to accept or decline the
competition on tbe original terms (with a minor altera-
tion). The two still attempt to enforce their araend-

,
m>nts, and therefore the third competitor is absolutely

. chosen.
It is the old story of the “ biter bit,” or " too clever by

half.’’ Pugin & Ashlin.

DARLINGTON WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

Sib,—

Y

ou have done tho public no much good by yonr
publications on the vexed subject of competitions, that I
trust you will think fit to insert my experience in the above.
A year ago the guardians issued an advertisement for
designs fur converting their notoriously badly-arranged
poorhouee into a properly classified establishment for 250
inmates. Tbe terms of the advertisement were, however,
so unreasonable, that tbe guardians, under protest, with-
drew their advertisement, and consented to receive designs
under fresh conditions, which, though poor enough, com-
rehended the payment of the successful architect 201. if

e should not be employed to carry out the work. As I

was engaged at the time converting the poorbouse of a
neighbouring union into a properly classified house, and
bad tbe subject at my fingers' ends, aud had received great
courtesy and proper professional treatment from the
guardians of that union, 1 resolved to trust myself to tbe
mercy of the Darlington guardians. I therefore went to
the expense of Barveying their workhouse, and made the
necessary elaborate plans. Previously to doing this I
wrote to the clerk to ascertain whether estimates were
required, because I had determined not to complete it if

I bad to incur the risk of this additional loss of time.
Having, on lhe28ih of October, last year, received a reply
from tbe clerk that no estimate was required, I sent my
designs. After this, on tbe 15th of November, I received
a letter from the clerk, asking me to send “ the amount of
cost I estimated the alterations and additions to tbe work-
house, according to mv plan." In the full faith that the
preparation of my estimate thus became a distinct trans-
action, not fettered by any condition, and that I should be
paid for preparing it, I went carefully into the matter,
and duly forwarded it. From that lime to this I have not
received back my plans, nor any intimation of the
intention of the guardians relating to them or my esti-

^m8te. To my great surprise, I nowfind that the guardians

have iasned advertisements for fresh designs,—this time
for an entirely new house, on a new site. My unfortunate
experience, therefore, is that the Darliugron guardians
have kept my designs and estimate nearly a year, and have
entered into fresh arrangements, without informing me of
their intentions as to my plans or estimates.
I have sent an application for my designs to be returned

and claimed payment for tho estimate.
An Old Subscbibbb.

FROM MELBOURNE.

St. Phillip’s Church, East Collingwood, has

been consecrated. The foundation stone was
laid by Sir Charles Darling three years ago. The
church is built in the Gothic style, and, exclu-

sive of chancel and tower, which are not yet

added, costs 2,414Z. 3s. Mr. Lloyd Tayler is the

architect. It at present accommodates 300, and
when completed will hold double that number.
The new Independent Church in Collina-

street East has been opened for divine service.

The foundation stone of a Roman Catholic

chnrch has been laid at Richmond. The edifice

is dedicated to St. Ignatius. It will be Gothic

in its style of architecture, and will consist of a
chancel, two aisles, and Lady Chapel, and have
a tower and spire. The gronnd measurement
according to the plan is 140 ft. by 60 ft. It will

be built of bluestone with freestone dressings.

The relaying of the foundation stone of the

Ballarat monument to the explorers Burke,

Wills, and Gray, has been performed by Mr.
Thomas Davey, mayor of the borough. The
following document was placed with the coins,

&C. :

—

“ 26th August, 1867. Burke and Wills Monument.-—
TheCommittee of the Burke and Wills Monument having
failed to carry out the original design by Mr. Canute
An'lerson, the treasurer of the cotuniiUeo handed over to

the borough council the balance of the funds in hand.

Tbe borough council decided to supplement the sum and
|

to have a drinking-fountain in commemoration of the
|

memories of the unfortunate explorers. Tbe design was
i

prepared by Mr. Canute Anderson. The contractors are '

Messrs. Murray & Broome for the stonework, and Messrs.
|

Walker & Co. for tbe east-iron work. The bottle contain-
(

ing the original coins and doouments was replaced by the

mayor of the borough, Thomas Davey, esq,, on Monday, c

the 26th day of August."

The Bendigo Gas Company have declared a
i

5 per cent, dividend (per annum) ;
the Dayles-

,

ford, their usual dividend of 12^ per cent.; the

Williamstown, a 10 per cent, dividend ;
and the

Geelong, one of 10 per cent.

A LITTLE DIFFERENCE AT SOUTH
HAYLING.

Tenders have been delivered by seven

builders for the erection of tho West Town
Hotel, South Hayling, Hants, Mr. F. Whitaker,

architect ;
and here is a list of them t

—

Fish £2,054
Perry
Welch
Lathey, Brothers

.
2,n60

. 1,820
. 1,695

Sito::::::::::::::::::::::::;:

Tyler, H. (accepted)

, i.5:s

. 1,322

. 845

And a pretty list ibis
;
the highest being about

140 per cent, above the lowest : 8451. one, 2,054Z.

the other ; and this difference, it will be ob-

served, is not tbe result of an accidental slip,

because, mark, the amount of the next tender is

but 41. below it. The amount of the lowest ten-

der is not BO well backed up
;
but still more

than 50 per cent, must be added to the lowest

tender but one to bring it up to the figure of the

highest. Will any one favour us with an expla-

nation ? Such differences, and they too often

occur now-a-days, are very unsatisfactory, not

to say disreputable.

LEAMINGTON SEWAGE.

The engineer in charge of the sewage works

of Leamington, Mr. T. D. Barry, writes to ns

denying the correctness of the statement made
in our columns (p. 753) that the diversion of the

waters of the Learn have shown that the filtra-

tion works fail to render the town sewage iu-

nocuous. He says,

—

“ In the river bed a considerable quantity of black mud
has been found

;
and this deposit was known to have ex-

isted long before tho filtration works w**re properly in

operation, and occured before any reliable mode of filtra-

tion was adopted, so that solid matter for a long time

found its way into the river, So far from the bed of the

river proving that oui works arefauliy, it proves the very

reverse; as it plainly shows that, whereas iu time past,

black deposits had been made, now a thick superstratum

,
of road-sUth, gravel, and sand (in some parts 2 ft. deep)
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beeu found covering up tbe old stratum of mud, and
ring a clean surface. This has been the general ap-

lance, except where the scour of the stream has tept
centre part more or leas free from silth and sand. It is

known that in very sluggish streams large deposits

inually take place, not necessarily sewage, but black

table and animal matter
j
and our river/ur u6ove the

\ shows such deposits quite as black and offensive as

B belcw the sewage outfall. The bed of the river is

lonly free from any fall between our outfall and the

1
,
but is in many parts actually lover than the bed of

4von, into which it flows; and there is flcarcely any

reptible curreut unless during wet weather or heavy

Is
;
and, when these floods occur, the river Avon rises

(backs up the Leam, depriving it of nearly all the scour

’benefit it would otherwise receive from its own waters.

L'Ddly, it is contrary to fact that the water in the na-

1 bed of the Leam is ‘perfectly black, and emits a

lible stench.’ The water ftom the bed is being cou-

rtly pumped day and night (a process not likely to

rove its condition), yet it does not discolour the shoots

ingh which it passes, nor alter the colour of the diverted

T-water in the temporary channel into which it dis-

’ges. Those who expect to find the bed of a stagnant

fr free from black deposit, should witness the occasional

b sings of canals, where they will find mud as black and

hsive as any we have found in the Leam, and this can-

arise from sewage matter. The deduction isa perfectly

iuitousopinionas to what steps willbe taken in the future

•er by the Local Board or the plain till', or what remedies

(the Court of Chancery insist on. One thing is quite

ain that so long as our filtration works, as at present

lied, discharge clean water only into the superior

ime of the river Leam, no tewage deposit can fake place,

loan the waters of the Leam be polluted by our out-

I but the peculiarity of our Chancery suit is that we
lobarged not with polluting the Leum, but the Aboji,

ifhose banks the plaintiff lives, nearly half a mile from
(Leam's confluence with it, and quite a mile from our

Ihll thisriver Avon recei-ving the sewers of Warwick
le by, of Milverton, Coventry, and other places; and
tLeamington is made to sufier for all the pollution of

1 infected stream,"

E FALL OF HOUSES IN YOEK-ROAD,
BATTEESEA.

I the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works
(he 18th inst, Mr. Vulliamy, superintending architect,

'sented a report on the fall of two houses in lork-road,

itersen, which took place ou the day previous. A re-

ft from Mr. I'Anson, the district surveyor, on the same
'qect, was also presented and read. Mr. Tuliiamy

Jed,—two houses in course of erection have fallen this

ming (October 17th), and injured one man. The works
ie in progress about one month, and during that time

' le stories were built. One bouse still stands, but the

ty-wall being injured, it was demolished for one

y when inspected. The materials used were the

lal bricks and limber for small houses, and the walls

( concrete and footings. The fault is attributed to

ite in erection and recent rains, but the mortar is brown
t useless, not having suiiicicnt lime, and loamy sand

pg used, and formed a very insulBcient building mate-

. Proceedings in such a case might bo desirable, if

iipraotice with regard to speculative builders had been

TO strict in requiring the use of well-compounded
»tar. The punishment, in one sense, arises from the

is in imildings and materials-, but I think that, as the

r Building Act* will introduce a better system, the

ixiel surveyor should even now be instructed as to a

tcter enforcement of the law in regard to materials, and
isnsist upon a greater proportion of lime being used,

ii'he report was referred to the consideration of the

ilding Act and General Purposes Committee.

ACCIDENTS.

lA GASPITTER, wMst engaged in repairing

i£ne gas-piping at a house in Warringtou-ter-

Eje, Maida-hill, accidentally dropped one of

8 screws, which cansed the gas to escape : he

jry incautiously lighted a candle to enable him
iifind it, which caused au immediate explosion,

irning him about the hands and face very

ererely. Fortunately, although the win-

r-w-blinds took fire, it was speedily estin-

ilished.

lA building two stories high, in Bell-street,

ilcbdale, has fallen, a woman who was in it at

3 time narrowly escaping with her life. The
f)f fell in upon the bedroom floor, and part of

3 side wall then fell, and broke down a flight

itsteps.

While two slaters were standing on a scaffold-

slung with ropes to the side of a house

iaich they were repairing in Simpson’s-court,

eceenside, Edinburgh, the ropes broke, and the

ren were precipitated to the ground, a distance

B about 40 ft. One, whose right ancle was
token, was carried to the Eoyal Infirmary, but

1

0

other escaped with several slight bruises

jcout the body.

iA part of the church at Santa Croce at Padua,

TOvince of Salerno, in Italy, has fallen to the

jinund, burying eleven persons in the ruins,

riven were got out alive, one was dead, and the

eree others had not been found.

7 The Metropolitan Buildings and Management Bill

'PjpoaeB to enact, sec, 82 ;—“ Every wall constructed of
ftAe, stone, or other similar substances shall be properly
idnded and solidly put together with mortar, compounded
itsharp, cleau pand or grit, and good lime, in proper pro-
iL’tiona, or with cement.

BUILDING IN THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICTS.

According to the report by the Superintend-

ing Architect on the monthly returns of District

Surveyors, under the Metropolitan Building Act,

the total of the gross fees received for the year

is 34,9891. lls. 4d., in respect of 20,196 works,

of which nearly two-thirds were done within the

year.

The gross fees received in 23 districts vary

from 43i. to 3931., six being under 200J. each,

eight under 300Z. each, and nine under 400Z.

each. In 32 districts the incomes vary from

409Z. to 2,135Z.

The expenses of district ofilces are

6,519i. 128. 7d. The fees remaining due for all

arrears are 26,9721. 28., but probably mostly of

little value. The sums abated or lost are

1,7601.

It is a remarkable fact that every year, from

1856 to 1866, shows an increase in the amount
of fees received, ranging from 19,904Z. to

34,9891., with the single exception of 1861, when
the amount of fees was l,20uZ. less than it was
in 1860.

NEW STABLES IN SWALLOW STREET.

Sons sound handsome stables and coach-

houses have been built for the Earl of Zetland,

in Swallow-street, Regent-street, by Messrs.

Lucas, under the direction of Messrs. Banks &
Barry. The floors are covered with Pyrimont

Seyssel asphalte, presenting a level surface hard

as granite, and at present unbroken by a single

crevice capable of lodging dirt or moisture. The
stalls are supplied with Mr. James Barton’s ex-

cellent patented fittings. The horses mostly

live on the first-floor, a serrated inclined plane,

also of asphalte, leading up to the stalls. The
means of artificially warming are provided. The
roofs are of iron and glass. The external aspect

of the building is characteristic and agreeable.

THE BARRIERS ACROSS STREETS,

The Metropolitan Board of Works at their last

weekly meeting had this nuisanceunder considera-

tion. Mr. Shaw asked what measures the Board

proposed to adopt to ensure their removal. There

were upwards of 150 of them in the metropolis,

nearly the whole of which were in streets now
subject to parish management, and which were

maintained, repaired, and lighted at the expense

of the general rates. He called attention par-

ticularly to the parish of St. Panoras, which, he

said, had twenty-nine barriers, reducing the

direct thoroughfares to three between the

Edgware-road and Gray’s Inn-road, a distance

of three miles. He thought it hard upon the

ratepayers that they were not only obliged to

keep up the streets, but to open other thorough-

fares, whilst the bar nuisances were allowed

to remain. They ought to be treated like

any other nuisance. He thought it the duty of

the Board to go to Parliament for power to act,

and he therefore moved that the matter should

be referred to the works committee. Mr. Nicolay

seconded the motion, which, after a brief dis-

cussion, was adopted.

GAS.

The Stockport Gas Company have completed

the additions to their works at the Heaton-lane

Station. The gasholder was constructed by
Messrs. William Mabon & Co., of the Ardwick
Iron Works, near Manchester, from drawings

and specifications prepared by Mr. Jacques, the

practical superintendent of the Borough Gas
Works, and approved by the Council. The cost

of the holder and tank is 10,9001. The contrac-

tors for the tank were compelled to resort to

the assistance of a pump, which discharged 200

gallons of water per hour for twenty-four hours,

or between 5,000 and 6,000 gallons per day for

the whole eighteen months. The holder, which

is telescopic, is 100 ft. in diameter. It will con-

tain 530,000 cubic feet, and being self-acting is

divested of the old-fashioned weights and chains.

In style it is of the Grecian order, having twelve

columns, each 67 ft. high, with pediment on the

top, and ornamental trellis wronght-iron girders,

weighing 4 tons respectively. The excavation

and construction of the tank were contracted for

by Messrs. W. & J. Worthington, of Manchester.
The tank is 104 ft. in diameter and 33 ft. deep.

There were 20,000 cubic yards of excavating and
filling in

;
30,000 cubic yards of puddling ; 600

cubic yards of concrete
3 2,000 cubic feet of

atone
3
3,000 superficial feet of landings

;
and

900,000 bricks.

A machine for drawing and charging gas
retorts has been made at Messrs. Handyside &
Co.’s Britannia Foundry, Derby. The machine

; is the invention of Messrs. Holden & Best, and
is intended for the Alliance Gas Works, Dublin.

The trial was successful. The object of the

apparatus is, of course, to dispense with the

exceedingly laborious duty ofcharging and draw-

ing gas retorts by manual labour. It consists of

a wrought-iron carriage constructed to run on
rails laid in.front of the retorts, the whole length

of the retort-house. Three long wrought-iron

arms or rakes, and three long scoops, are carried

by frames made to traverse the main carriage in

the direction of the retorts. The apparatus is

furnished with a pair of vertical high-pressure

engines and boiler. These machines have been

applied with success, we understand, at the

Chartered Gas Works, London, and at one of the

gas works in Paris. The operation of charging

and drawing the retorts, opening and closing the

mouths, and completing the whole operation,

occupies only nine minutes for a bench consist-

ing of nine retorts, the operation for a set of

three being accomplished at the same time. By
the ordinary system at least three-quarters of

an hour are occupied in charging and drawing,

instead of nine minutes.

THE NEW TRAFFIC ACT IN THE
METROPOLIS.

On Friday next, the let of November, the

Metropolitan Traffic Act, including the City of

London and the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, will come into operation. The
general limits of the Act extend four miles from

Charing-croas, and the “ special limits” any part

taken out of the same by the Police Commis-
sioner with the sanction of the Secretary of

State, and the City Police Commissioner, subject

to the approval of the Court of Aldermen. New
regulations are to be made, and the route of

vehicles arranged, and in a short time a new
traffic may be expected, carrying out the preamble

in making provision for the greater security of

persons passing through the streets. Several

important amendments are made in the law with

respect to obstructions in the streets. By the

Police Act passed in 1839 power was given, and
it is now extended to the police of the City of

Loudon, and the law is further altered to carry

out the intention of the Legislature, to provide

for the public safety in the streets. No goods or

articles are to remain in the streets for any
longer period than is absolutely necessary to the

unloading or loading. An addition has now been
made which will prevent the exposure of goods in

the public tboroughfaree within four miles from
Charing-croBs (the general limits of the Act) be-

yond the shops. The words are ;
—“ For the

purposes of this Act the surface of any space,

over which the public have the right of way, that

intervenes in any street within the general

limits of the Act, between the footway and the

carriage-way, shall be, notwithstanding any claim
of any person, by prescription or otherwise, to

the deposit or exposure for sale of any goods or

other articles on such surface, deemed to be part

of the footway.”

SINKING A WELL IN HALF AN HOUR.

In the late American War, as we have already

stated, a sharp inventor obtained an unfailing

supply of water for the soldiers by an ingenious

system of well-sinking. Mr. J. L. Norton, of

Manchester, bought the patent for this country,

and he is now generally introducing the system.

His agent, says the Gloucester Chronicle, lately

showed the process behind a house now being

built by Mr. Jenkins, on the clay bank at the top

of Denmark-road, Wotton, in the presence of a
number of gentlemen :

—

“ An ordinary wrought-iron tube, similar to a gas-pipe>

12 ft. long, of IJ in. diameter, pointed at the end, and
perforated for 16 in. from that end by holes barely i in.

across, was forced into the ground, by the aid of a

moveable iron clamp fitted round the pipe, and driven by
a hollow 80 lb. ‘ monkey,' raised by pulleys and allowed

to drop upon it 011 the principle of the old pile-driving

‘ monkey.' "When that pipe was driven in a certain

distance another pipe of equal length was screwed on, and
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ihe driving process wan continued. By a mishap, part of
the pipe fell forward, and cut open the head of one of the
workmen; but he was not serionsly hurt. When the
depth reached was 30 ft., there was a breakage of the pipe.
Ho water bad been obtained, and the attempt had to be
laid aside for a few days, until more pipes can be obtained
from Manchester."'

A person wishing to have a well sunk, has to
answer three qnestions—“At what depth from
enrface is water usnally found in the district ?

"What is the nature of the strata for that depth ?

Id what kind of strata is the water ?’’

On the Heathville Estate, at the foot of the bank,
where the experiment was made, Mr. Castree re-

cently had a well sunk 16i ft. into the sand, and
found an excellent supply of pure water. To con-
firm the assurance of the existence of abundance
of water, Mr. Castree, after the breakage on the
bank, employed the agent to sink a tube-well on
the estate. The boring was begun at half-past

four, and by five o’clock, says our authority,
“ the tube had gone in 15 ft. 9 in., and the plumb-
line showed a water depth of 5 ft. 9 in. an ap-
parently inexhaustible supply was bubbling up
from the gravel.” The agent showed the copy
of an order from Colonel Simmons, of the Royal
Engineers, for the apparatus for fifty wells to be
sunk through the arid Abyssinian surface for the
supply of tiae English force. The inventor was
recently having wells sunk at Alderahott. Wells
have also been sunk at Cheltenham.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Avksey,— It has been determined to restore
the church here, and Mr. Scott has reported to

the vicar on the subject. Subscriptions amount-
ing to l,200i. have been paid, or promised, to-

wards carrying out the work, but a much larger
sum will be required.

Hinton Waldrist. — The parish church has
been re-opened, after being restored. The
gallery at the west end has been pulled down,
the roof raised to its former pitch, and, instead
of having to go down three steps into the church,
it is now on a level with the ground without.
The whitewash and daubing outside have been
washed off and the stones pointed, and low seats
pot in the place of high-backed pews.

Eglnshayle.—The parish church of Egloshayle,
Wadebridge, having fallen into a state of decay,
the parishioners raised a fond for its restoration.
The contractor for the work was Mr. William
May, of Pool, builder, and the building has
recently been re-opened. The contract was for

1,400Z. The tower and porch are to be restored.
St. Sennen, Land’s End.—The church of St.

Sennen has been re-opened for divine service
after restoration. Two years since the rector,
on the completion of some chancel repairs, found
how decayed was the state, and unsightly the
appearance, of the north transept and south
aisle. Assisted by his parishioners, the chuich
is now restored. The plans for the restoration
were by Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn; and the work has
been execntcd by Messrs. Carah & Edwards, of
Crowan, at a cost of 8001. The church now
consists of a nave, an aisle, and a north transept

—

the aisle 50 ft. long, the nave 60 ft., and the
transept 14 ft. The roof is open. The seats
will accommodate 200 persons. They are
entirely free.

Gamhlesby [Addingham, Cuinherland).—The
chief stone of a new church has been laid in
this village by the Bishop of Carlisle. The
style of architecture is Early Gothic, and the
plan consists of a nave about 42 ft. long by 18 ft.

wide
; with an apsidal chancel, and a small

transept on the south side, forming a vestry.
The west end is surmounted by a wooden spirelet
about 50 ft. in height. The interior has an open
roof and open sittings, and affords accommoda-
tion for about 100 persons. The church will be
built with new red sandstone. The architects
are Messrs. Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle

; the
contractors for masonry, Messrs. A. Watson &
Sons, Kirkoswald

;
joiner, Mr. Pollock, Penrith

;

plumbing, glazing, &c., Mr. W. C. Porter,
Penrirh; slating, Mr. Watson, Penrith.

Lincoln.—The church of St. Peter at Arches,
which has been closed for two months, has been
re-opened for divine service. The part to which
special attention has been given is the galleries,
in which 260 sittings are kept free. These gal-
leries have been repaired and painted. In ad-
dition to these and other practical and useful
works, an attempt has been made to bring out
the Jew architectural features the church pna-
seeses. This has been done by distempering the
arches in coloured patterns, and picking out the

few mouldings which exist. The columns, which
have never received a finished face, have been
tinted and “ flatted.” An attempt has also been
made to make the chancel painting contribute
to the improved eheerfulness of the church.
The cost of executing the whole of the works has
been 2501.

Selmeston.—The ancient church of Selmeston,
after having been completely restored, or rather
almost entirely re-boilt, has been re-opened.
About eighteen months since portions of the
building whiohwere condemned were demolished,
and the restoration commenced, the designs
being furnished by Mr. Christian, of Loudon,
architect, and the contract undertaken by
Messrs. Avis, of Hastings. The style of the old
church, one of that kind so common throughout
the weald of Sussex, has been strictly followed.
The stained-glass windows around the aisle are
all memorials. The north window in the nave
has been erected as a thank-offering by the
patients of Dr. Skinner, of Selmeston. Another,
in the east, has been pnt in by the schoolfellows
of the vicar

;
while an inscription to a three-

light window on the south side states that it

has been placed there to the memory of children
of Nathaniel and Harriet Blaker, of Tilton.
There are other smaller ones put up at the
expense of various friends of the church. The
tower has been re-built, and the chimes therein
are arranged on a new principle—worked easily

by means of a handle — arranged by Mr. J.

Murray, jan., of St. Leonard’s, and the same as
that in use at Westminster. The wood-carviog
has been executed by Mr. Walter Avis, of Sel-

meston
5
the iron-work by Messrs. Skidmore, of

Coventry, and Mason Filmer, of Guildford.
The cost of the whole re-building has been 2,5001.

Weston (Herts). — The parish church of
Weston has been re-opened for public worship,
after passing through the process of repair
and restoration. The foundations of the tower
had given way, owing to some coffins having
been inserted under the south-west pier

;
and to

the decay of courses of wooden slabs, which had
been built at intervals nearly through the whole
thickness of the walla of the tower, and which
had probably formed the bottoms of the boxes in

which the flint-work was built, the sides only
having been removed. The walls had also be-
come quite disintegrated, from numerous settle-

ments
; besides being out of the upright. This

made it necessary to rebuild the tower
;

but
owing to the stone-work of the Norman piers

being of very hard stone (Barnack rag), it was
found possible to use them again, and they were
all marked, and have been rebuilt in their old
places, thus leaving this specimen of Norman
architecture unaltered. Of the five bells, one
has been recast

; and all the peal re-hung. The
interior of the chnrch has been re-paved and re-

seated, with open benches of polished yellow
deal. The south aisle has been roofed, and the
whole of the church, except the chancel and
nave roof, restored. Arrangements have also

been made for heating the church with hot
water. The works have been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Robert Hesketb, of
London, architect. The builder employed was
Mr. James Hayward, of London. The coat of
the restoration slightly exceeds 2,000J., of which
Mr. Robert Pryor, we understand, contributed
1,5001.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Gateshead.—The building of the Gateshead
Ragsed or Abbot Memorial Schools is now
rapidly progressing, and the chief-stone has
been formally laid. The site is an open piece
of ground to the south of Catherine-terrace, and
facing Durham-road. The plan of Mr. Swan, of
Newcastle-npon-Tyne, has been accepted} and
the building has been contracted for by Messrs.
N. & K. Beid, of Newcastle. The structure will
be of a bright red brick, and the style Gothic.
The outside walls are double, so as to allow a
space between the four bricks, which com-
prise the thickness, to prevent damp. The
building will three stories, two only beiug
accessible from the front. The basement floor

will be the only one into which entrance can be
had from behind, on account of the sloping
nature of the ground, and will comprise at the
extreme south side a large workroom, 58 ft. 5 in.

by 24 ft. 8 in. On the northward of that are
several workrooms, including a tailors’ room, a
printers’ room (17 ft.), a general work-store

} and
also, at the north side, on the same floor, is a

,

large drying-shed, 28 ft. in. by 22 ft.; a laundry,
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kitchen, &c. Proceeding eastward on the sat
floor are the lavatories, baths, and large pla
shed, divided by a large wall for the males ai

females. A covered corridor runs in the san
direction to the closets and coal- cellars. TJ
main floor is the principal part of the buildin
At the sooth end there is the boys’ school-root

58 fr. 5 in. by 22 ft., standing directly above tl

general work-room. Next to this room there is

large class-room, 28 ft. 2 in. by 16 ft. 3 in. ; at
another printers’ room. Dividing the boys at

the girls’ side of the building, are the official

apartments. The large dining-hall, to the eas
measures 50 ft. by 27 ft. Northward, on tl

same floor, are the girls’ school-room (same si:

as the boys’) j also a class-room (same as boys’
The ventilation and lighting of this flat ha^
been especially considered. The dormitory flo(

is the third and highest story. The corridoi

running through the building are lofty, and ax

6 ft. wide. The front entrance will be by a rig

of stairs. Behind the bniiding is a large opei
space for gardening.

Sheffield.—The chief-stone of the new School!

and Club Rooms, of St. Paul’s parish, at thi

junction of Cross Burgess-street and Cambridge
: street, has been laid. The new building wi.

occupy a Buperflcial area of about 650 yardj
The elevation will be plain. There will be npo:

the ground-floor a boys’ school, 52 ft. by 42 ft

and three class-rooins, respectively 17 ft. 6 in. h\

19 ft., 29 ft. by 19 ft., and 29 ft. by 14 ft. Abovi
the boys’ school will be a girls’ school of th

same dimensions, and three rooms, respeotivel
26 ft. by 19 fc., 28 ft. by 19 ft., and 29 ft. by 14 fi

The girls’ school will have a gallery, 26 ft. b
10 ft. There will be an occasional room in th
roof. The girls’ school and one class-room wi,‘

be contrived so as to form one room whei
required, as for services, &c. The architect i

Mr. H. D. Lomas; and the masonry has bee;

contracted for by Mr. Butler
;
and the joinerg

work by Messrs. Badger & Holmes.

STAINED GLASS.

St. Peter’s, Newcastle. — Two stained-glasi

windows have just been erected in this church
That at the west end has been erected as i

memorial of the late Rev. Wm. Dodd, M.A., whi
was for many years the incumbent of St. Andrew’i
Church, in this town, and through whose exer
tiona St. Peter’s Chnrch was built. The windov
is in the Decorated style of architecture, am
consists of four lights. The subjects introducec
in the upper portion of the window are thi

baptism of our Lord, and the baptism of thi

Eunuch by St. Philip ; and in the base or lowei

portion, the subjects are our Lord calling Peter
James, and John to be his disciples, and oui
Lord's charge to St. Peter. The window anc
brass were from the establishment of Messrs
Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of Loudon. The othei

window, similar in architecture, consisting o:

three lights, has been erected as a memorial o
the late Mrs. Abbot. The subject is taken froa
the ninth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles
and represents Tabitha or Dorc-aa. The lattei

window is from the establishment of Mr. W
Wailes, of Newcastle.
Ely Cathed/ral.— A new window has beet

added to the stained glass of this cathedral. II

is put up in memory of Mr. Richard Freeman,
who died about a year ago. He was well knowi
as a builder, and executed, under the superin-

tendence of Mr. Scott, a great deal of the worl
lately carried on there. The subject represented
is the purchase of the cave of Machpelah. The
left compartment represents the death of Sarah,
her son Isaac apparently standing by her bed-

side. The centre contains a representation of

the purchase of the cave of Machpelah from the

sons of Heth, in whose presence Abraham is

weighing out the purchase-money of 400 shekels

of silver. The right compartment represents the

burial of Abraham, who is borne on a bier into

the cave : the name Machpelah being written

over the tomb. The window was designed and
executed by Mr. Preedy, architect. The whole
of the windows of the north aisle are now filled

with stained glass, representing various Old
Testament subjects.

Bt. Alary's, Oxford.—A stained-glass window
has been erected in the north side of this

church, in memory of the Rev. Charles Mar-
riott, B.D., formerly fellow of Oriel College, and
for many years vicar of the parish of St. Mary-
tbe-VirgiD, who died in 1858. The window
which was executed by Messrs. Hardman, of
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iirmingham, represents the patriarchs and other

'Criptura! subjects. It is contemplated to erect

nother window, aided by a fund left by the late

Ir. Bartley for that purpose.

Aston Old Church {near Birmingham).— A
lemorial window has just been completed and
xed in this church, executed by Mr. Holland, of

Warwick, and containing two openings, with the

ubjeots of Visiting the Sick, and Our Saviour
lealing the Lame, Halt, and Blind, under
anopies, with inscription at bottom, and angel

Q tracery bearing a scroll.

We have before ns a little heap of books,
oostly for boys and girls, recently published by
dessrs. George Routledge & Sons,—Koutledge’s
• Every Boy’s Annual,” “ Barford Bridge,”

'The Handbook of Football,” ” Original Poems,
llustrated ;” three or four sixpenny coloured
oy-books for children (such as “ The Multipli-

ation Table in Verse,” and ” Old King Cole”).
' Every Boy’s Annual” hasastory by Mrs. H. Wood,
iailed the Orville College Boys, and a capital

eries of papers by the Rev. J. G. Wood, headed
be Waves and their Inmates, illustrated, as

,re many of the other contributions. It makes
,n excellent present-book for boys. “ Barford
Jridge j or. Schoolboy Trials,” by the Rev. H.
1. Adams, is also aremarkably interesting book,
f its class, incnlcating right feelings, without
ireaobing, and carrying the reader, whether he
e big or little, on to the end with undiminiahed
ttraction. It is, moreover, a handsome little

lolume, prettily illustrated. To young readers
he title,

“ Original Poems ” will convey the im-
jression of something new, but their elders,

ooking through the volume, will recollect that
hese poems were published years ago under the

ame title, written, if we mistake not, by Jane
md E. Taylor, and will be sent back to the

)ays of their childhood by sight of “ Little

inn and her Mother,” “ The Red- Breast’s

Petition,” and “ Honest Old Tray.” The pre-

Bnt edition is full of charming illnetrations,

nd is elegantly bound. Amongst the books
ant by Messrs. Rontledge is a smart paper-
overed edition of “ The Life and Opinions of
ristram Shandy, Gentleman,” for sixpence

; a
ook, we need scarcely say, not for children,

—

hll of humour, wisdom, charming touches, and
Srty allusions. We have ourselves no great re-

:3ecb for the Rev. Lawrence Sterne, however
iiuch we may prize detached portions of his

iritinga. The Broadway for November is in

ne same packet. We take from it a few notes

a the value of land and rents in the city of New
lork :

—

' “Lots on Broadway bought, scarcely two buudred years
I'o, from ihe native Indian, for a handful of wumpurn, or
lairinc of beans; from hard-headed Datcbmeo andpru-
i?Dt Englishmen, in colonial times, fur a score or two of
Diinda

;
and from sharp Yankevs in our own days for a

w thousand dollars, are now worth half a million or
rore. The proprietor of the New York Herald paid
'r a lot, about 60 ft. in width and lliU ft. in length, the
am of T-'i ’.OOO dollars, of which amount 25o,0' 0 dollars

rere paid to Barnuni, the celebrated showman for
le lease he held, and raised upon it a structure of
:hiie marble, which is said to have cost at least 300,000
Ijllars. The piece of ground nest to the Herald
Liilding, li'O ft. in length and 66 ft. in width, was
'rchascd by a New York insuranco Company for 360,000
lollars, and upon it they are constructingan edilice which
I ill cowt SnO.t’OO dollars. A thin slice of land, only 4 ft.

' width, and 100 ft. in length, lately brought the large
mm of 75,0' 0 dollars. The lease—mark it, the lease only
lof anoti er Broadway lot was but a few days since sold
Ir 2i4’,<il‘0 dollars, although within the last ten years the
ujne lease had exchanged hands at the comparatively
.significant price of 26,ttUO dollars. A merchant built a
rarehouse which, with the ground, cost him ‘40(',000

Ibllars
;

its value is now estimated at 800,000. A
iijokselier bought, some ten years ago, the Society
library building in Broadway for loO.OnO dollars, and a
>'W months since sold the lot, after the building was
tamed down, for 450,0i.i0 dollars. The purchasers are
idsing upon it a structure which is to cost a million."

The October number of the Church Builder

Eivingtous), contains a short paper on the
.-oijitiuQ of church organs, and an account of
Bje origin of the Incorporated Church Building
{ociety. Mr. Laurent de Lara has just pub-
hshed some outlines for illumination, in which
sie designer has introduced fac similes in oil

lolours of woiks of old and modern painters, to

rBrve as vignettes in the place of the photo-
iirnpbs which are now extensively introdneed

i connexion with illuminated designs. The
light colours for the various portions of the
ulumination are stated, so that people who wish

) prodoce, mechanically, showy eliects are pro-

itded with the means.

glisrtllitnta.

The Church of St. Benet, Gracechurch-
STREET.—Messrs. Fnller & Horsey have received

instructions to sell by tender, in lots, the mate-
rials of this church, which will be the first re-

moved under the Union of Benefices Act.

The Telegraph at Fires.—We long since

urged the junction of the Fire Brigade stations

and police-offices by telegraph, and we are

pleased to see that telegraphic communication
is about to be provided between the chief police-

office in Scotland-yard and the other police

stations, as well as the chief station of the Fire

Brigade at Watling-street, in order to facilitate

the transmission of information as to fire in the

metropolis by the police.

Sanitary Improvements in Kidderminster.
The town council of Kidderminster have decided

to spend 40,0001. on a complete system of sewer-

age, and a constant supply of pure water, for

the whole of their borough; and at their meet-

ing on the 22nd inst., they appointed Mr. Josiah

Forster Pairbank, civil engineer, of London,
to be the engineer, to carry out these works.

The sewage will be disposed of by irrigation on
lands of the Earl of Dudley and others.

Windsor Corn Exchange. — The propriety

of rendering the market - house fit for a

com exchange has been under discussion,

and the mayor and corporation have been
requested to give their consent and to assist

in carrying out the plan. A subscription list

has been opened to defray the expenses; and
a committee, con-isting of the mayor and others,

appointed to confer and act with the town
council in carrying out the undertaking and ob-

taining subscriptions. About a third (105i.) of

the requisite sum (3501.) has already been sub-

scribed.

Search for the Body op St. Cuthbert.

—

Various attempts have been made to find this

long -buried "treasure,” and recently efforts

were instituted from the exposure of a secret

tradition, found on the body of Bishop Mayer,
in 1769, and since then secretly preserved until

September, when the search was instituted.

The secret, however, as understood, has proved
not to be a correct one. The recent search was
made in consequence of Mr. Swinburne, the
town-clerk of Gateshead, making public the
secret, which was entrusted to his father, who
was a Roman Catholic. The Roman Catholics

complain. Why it should be desired by the
Roman Catholics to keep the information (if

they really have it) as "a secret” it is hard
to say.

New Ship Entrance of the Regent’s Canal
Dock at Limehouse.

—

The Liraehouse Dock and
the river entrances have been very inadequate
to the requirements of the traffic there

;
aud,

under the advice of their engineer, Mr. Edwin
Thomas, the company obtained powers to en-

large and improve the Limehouse Dock, and to

make a new entrance from tho river, with ex-

tensive wharfs and space for warehouses. The
estimated cost, including land, is 200,0001. The
foundation-stone of the new ship-lock was laid

on Wednesday, the 16th instant. The ship en-

trance lock will be 350 ft. long by 60 ft. 7 in. in

width at coping level, with the outer gate sills

fixed at 28 It. below Trinity high-water mark.
The lock will be fitted with three pairs of

wrought-iron gates, by which arrangement pro-

vision is made for dividing the lock into two
compartments of 120 ft. and 230 ft. each, when-
ever necessary.

Value of Land in Liverpool.—-About a
month ago an arbitration took place iu Liver-

pool, to decide the value of a quantity of pro-

perty in Lawton-street and Fairclough-laue, re-

quired for the contemplated Central Railway
Station about to be erected in Ranelagh-street
by the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire

and Great Northern Railway Companies. The
property belonged to Messrs. Pairclongh, and
covers an area of 464 square yards. There was
great diversity in the valuations made by the

professional witnesses examined on either side

—

the claimant’s witnesses estimating the value of

the land at about 141. per square yard, while
those j'or the railway compauies assessed its

value at about 5Z. per yard. The arbitrator’s

award, though dated the 28th of September, has
only now been made public, aud the amount of
compensation awarded is 5,800Z., representing a
value of over 12Z. a yard for the laud.

St. James’s Tower, Taunton.—At a meeting
of the parishioners to consider what should be
done in reference to this tower, it has been re-

solved, after a lively discussion, that the plans
and specifications of the churchwardens be pro-

duced, and that estimates be obtained for carry-

ing out the work of taking down the tower to

the groined ceiling and rebuilding it; a report

to be made to a future meeting.

Coal in Shropshire.—An important dis-

covery of coal has just been made near Medely,
in Shropshire, iu a district leased by the Medely
Wood Company. The coal has been struck at a
distance of 256 yards from the surface, and the

seam, known as the “ top coal,” is one of the

most valuable found in the district, and is in-

variably followed, in regular succession, by the

double coal, yard coal, beat coal, flint coal, riddle

coal, and little flints.

The Workmen’s Dwelling Question in Ne'vt

York.—-Dwellings for working men are ooenpy-
ing general attention in New York, and it is

said that a company has been, formed in that
city for erecting such dwellings on the co-opera-

tive plan. They intend to build several blocks

of houses contiguous to Central Park and other

eligible localities, on. the Parisian model. The
design is to occupy the lowest floors with
restaurants and provision stores, and to divide

the upper into suites of six, eight, or ten rooms,
where the occupants can enjoy all the quiet and
comfort of a private home at a moderate cost.

Health in Kew Gardens.—The Royal Gar-
dens ac Kew are acquiring an unenviable noto-

riety by the number of young men whose health

is shattered by short terras of service there.

According to the Gardeners' Magazine, four

assistants in the herbarium have in succession

resigned on account of ill-health, three of whom
are dead, and the fourth, Mr. Helmsley, is quite

incapacitated. The plant-houses ruin many
young men of spirit and promise. They go there

strong and hopeful ; they soon after leave, with
constitutions destroyed, and with little other hope
than a quick consignment to the grave. There
must be something wrong, and worth inquiring

into. In all gardens the health of practical cul-

tivators is exposed to a certain degree of risk,

and the risk is usually in a direct ratio with the
extent of glass and heating apparatus ; but Kew
Gardens appear to a great disadvantage in re-

spect of the health of persons employed there,

when compared with any similar establishments.

Site of the New Town-hall, Manchester.

—

A meeting has been held at tho local Chamber of

Commerce, to take steps to induce the Corpora-
tion to enlarge and improve the site of the pro-

posed new Town-hall, before the plans are
finally decided upon, and to widen the contem-
plated approaches to the building. Mr. Malcolm
Ross presided. It was resolved,

—

“ That this meeting ia of opinion that the proposed new
towD-h.<ll will be insuflicient to meet the present and
future wants of this city, and that the approaches thereto
will not be so accessible as such an important building
requires."

Aod also,

—

“That with the view of testing public feeling on the
subject, the mayor be respectfully requested to conrene a
meeting of the citizens at au eaily date to alTord the rate-
payers of Manchester an opportunity of approring or
otherwise of the size and shape of the proposed building,
and the arrangement of the tnoroughfares leading to it."

It was also resolved that a deputation, consisting

of the chairman and other gentlemen, be ap-

pointed to wait upon the Mayor, with these

resolutions.

Caution to Landlords.—Mr. Thomas Mason,
the owner of Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, William’s-buiid-

ings, French-alley, Goswell-street, was sum-
moned by Mr. James Neighbour, the sanitary

inspector of St. Luke’s, to the Clerkenwell
police-court, to answer the charge of having the

houses alluded to so overcrowded as to endanger
the health of the inhabitants. The magistrate,

Mr. Barker, made an order for the overcrowding
to be abated forthwi..b, and fined the defendant
20a. and coats. The defendant was also sum-
moned under the Metropolis Local Management
Act for neglecting to provide necessary water-
closets, &c. Mr. Neighbour, in giving his evi-

dence, stated that there was only one water-

closet to the four honses, which contained

seventy-three persons, and that the premises

generally were in a disgraceful state. The de-

fendant was fined the full penalty of 5Z. and 5a.

per day for twenty-two days, the time elapsed

since the date of the notice, making in all

lOJ. lOs. and costs. This is the second convic-

tion of the defendant for the same offence.
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Closing of the Coventky Exhibition.—The
Indastrial and Fine-Art Exhibition at Coventry,
which waa opened by Earl Granville on Jane 19,

has been closed. The report states that the
number of visitors has been 98,569, exclusive of
6,000 school children.

Bafid Phinting.—M. Marinoni has put np in

the new printing ofBcea of the Petit Journal
(a halfpenny daily paper), 61, Rae la Fayette.
Paris, a machine of his invention, which prints

600 copies a minute. Four of these powerful
machines turn out 144,000 copies an hour, the
whole impression being 446,000 daily.

Almshouses, Wantage, Berks.— The gover-
nors of the charities intend to erect a block of
eight new almshouses in Mill-street, Wantage,
for the residence of as many old pensioners.

The works will be begun at once. Mr. J. P.

Spencer, of Wantage, architect
; under whose

direction the old almshouses in Newbury-street

and Mill-street are already being pulled down.

The Glass-blowers’ Burial Society,—The
United Glass-blowers and Cutters’ Trade Burial
Society has recently been dissolved, and the
property, in accordance with a resolution passed
at a general meeting, presented to the oldest
member, Mr. Logan, sen., who has been trea-
surer for some years. To “ celebrate ” the dis-
solution of the Burial Society, a supper took place
last week. Twenty of the remaining twenty-
seven members (most of whom are very old)
attended. The society was established in 1783.

The Farnham Drainage Plans.—One of the
competitors writes us from Leeds, under the
signature of " Expectation,” saying,—“ As the
author of one of the schemes for draining the I

town of Farnham, I beg to ask the local Board
of that place, through the medium of your paper,
if they have inadvertently omitted to give me
notice of the non-success of my scheme, or am
I only one among the rest of those whose labours

I

seem to be ignored ?” He thinks that, to say
the least of it, he has been treated in a very
negUgent manner. The plans were sent in on
the Ist of March last. Letters from two other
competitors have been received since.

Co-OPEEATION IN LONDON.—It is to be feared
that our butchers, bakers, and middle-men gene-

[

rally, are learning trades-nnion principles, and
bringing them to bear on the public who are not

j

trades-nnionists
; and it is full time the public

i

were co-operating for their own interests, in ^

order to meet the co-operative or unionist

'

tactics of their tradespeople. We lately alluded
'

to the formation of a co-operative association in
the north of London

j and we are informed that
]

this is not the only one already at work. There 1

are two civil service co-operating associations in
jLondon, one of which, the “ Civil Service Supply I

Aissociation,” numbers many more than 4,000

;

members, and the other, the “ Civil Service
Co-operative Society (Limited),” has already!
2,500 members

; and as they^ have opened the '

doors to the army, the navy, and the clergy,
'

they will probably soon double their numbers,
j

It is said that one firm alone received from 1

members of the first-named society in the course i

of last year as mnch as 10,000i., while the ac-

1

counts of another firm in connexion with the

!

West-End Society, show transactions with its
\

members to the extent of 12,0001. I

The Sussex Aece.eoeogical Society.—The
!

members of this society took their autumnal
trip to Slangham, and had a very pleasant ex- '

cursion. Hayward’s Heath was the place of
rendezvous. Slangham is about six miles
distant. Slangham Place belongs to Mr. W, J.

Sei^ison, of Cnckfield. Mr. M. A. Lower, the
editorial secretary of the society, gave a short
account of the ruins. He said they were in
a part of Tilgate Forest, which was a highly
interesting locality in a geological point of view.
It was formerly a resort of the Iguanodon, a
monster some 70 ft. or 80 ft. long [Query : The
ancient “ worm” of so many places, according to
various local traditions. If man existed, as is
now said, in the time of the monsters, why not ?],
and afterwards the forest was one of the prin-
cipal sites of the great ironworks of the county.
The party, after inspecting the ruins in detail,
repaired to the church, which was explained by
the Rector, the Rev. W. Sergison. Leaving
Slangham, the arcbmologists returned by way of
Cnckfield, and paid a visit to the old cbnrch
there

; and thence returned to Hayward’s
Heath. A luncheon had been provided at the
Station Hotel, at which the Rev. Edw. Turner
presided.

The Poor-law Board and the Valuation
OF Property.—The Poor-law Board have issued
a letter on the subject of the proper mode of
ascertaining the gross estimated rental. The
Board considers that the rent which is actually
paid is the best criterion of value

j bnb it is not
regarded as being conclusive, as it may be
shown that the actual rental value is above the
snm paid as the rack-rent, or that there has
been a depreciation in value, which renders the
rent paid higher than that at which the pre-
mises might be expected to let from year to year.

Proposed Subway under the Thames.—Mr.
W. Haywood, engineer to the Commissioners of
Sewers, has laid before that body the par-
ticnlars of an application which had been sent
in by Mr. Peter W. Barlow, the well-known civil

engineer, requesting permission to tunnel under
Tbames-street, to enable a subway to be con-
structed by him beneath the river Thames. It
was stated in the application that permission
had been obtained by him from the authorities
of the sewers to sink a shaft at a point north of
Thames-street, and that in the tunnelling the
surface of Thames-street would not be in the
slightest degree disturbed. It was added that
the subway was to be of sufficient diameter to
take an ordinary omnibus, which was to traverse
the tunnel each way as fast as it was filled. The
subject gave rise to some considerable discus-
sion, and was opposed by some of the represen-
tatives of Thames-street and the locality, but
ultimately the application was acceded to.

Land Societies.—The last quarterly report
of the Conservative Land Society states that
the receipts for the fifteenth financial year end-
ing September 30th were 116,9831. Os. lid.,
and the grand totals to Michaelmas, 1867,
1,100,6031. 78. 9d. The shares issued were
27,783 at 501. each, making 1,389,1501. ; and
the total withdrawals since the formation
of the society (1852) to Michaelmas, 1867,
306,74-91. Os. 2d. The total sale of land for the
same period was 537,0501. lOs. 6d. The second
portion of the East London Estate waa allotted
on the 2nd Augnst, and bnilding operations are
in active progress thereon. Additional portions
of the Forest Gate Estate will be offered in due
course. Bolingbroke Park, with its frontage to
Wandsworth Common on the one side and
frontage to Battersea Rise on the other, had
been acquired for the society. Mr. Percd Stace,
public accountant, and Mr. Newnham Winstanley
for the Board, and Mr. W. H. Clemow and Mr. Jas,
Goad are the four auditors to report as to the
accounts and balance-sheet for the financial year
ending September 30th, 1867.

Opening of a ” Broch ” at Thumsteh,
Caithness. — An interesting account of local
excavations is given in the John O'Groat’s Journal
of last week. The brochs are a peculiar class of
buildings, common all over Shetland, Orkney,
Caithness, and Sunderland, but not found much
farther south. The most perfect specimens are
found in Shetland. They are circular buildings,
having on the ground plan a wall from 12 ft, to
15 ft. thick, enclosing a central area of about
30 ft. to 40 ft. in diameter. In the thickness of
the wall narrow oblong chambers are formed
opening into the interior conrb. A stair in the
centre of the wall leads to a gallery, which winds
upwards from story to story with a gentle ascent,
traversing the whole circle of the wall like an
interior cork-screw, and opening here and there
into recesses, which are all lighted from the
interior court. There is only one entrance
passage, generally low and narrow, to this court,
from the ontaide of the tower. These brochs stood
originally 40 to 50 or 60 ft. high, and the central
court was open to the sky. The lower story was a
solid wall with chambers opening from the court,
hollowed out, as it were, in its thickness, while,
from the commencement of the gallery in the
second story, the solid wall of the first became a
double wall, with a spirally ascending passage
between. At Yarhouae Loch one of these brochs
has recently been uncovered. The excavations
disclosed a very fine rnin of a broch in the centre
of a cairn, surrounded by a congeries of cells or
dwelling-places of later date, mostly founded on
and erected out of the rubbish and min of the
older structure. The cairns seem to have been
occasionally used in still later ages as burial-
places, — sometimes even in recent times.
Amongst the niimerons stone and flint imple-
ments found in the Yarhouse broch were a
number of spinning-wheels, of polished stone,
and one of baked clay, ornamented with con-
centric circles.

Opening of the Dudley Fountain.— Thi
fountain has been formally opened by the Earl am
Countess of Dudley, in the presence of a largi

concourse of people, in the market-place o
Dudley. The total cost of the fountain, a mode
of which has been in the Paris Exhibition sine
its opening, is 3,0001., a gife of the earl. Tbi
fountain is in form a quadrilateral, pierced b'

arohes in one direction, in the other by semieir
cular projections, surmounted by two sea-horsee
In the dome, two large plates of coloured glas
have been inserted, and these throw a colourei
light upon the water when thrown from threi

marble tazzas. The fountain also bears tw(
figures, representing a miner and an agricnl
turist, in allusion to the characteristics of thi

county. The total height is 18 ft. Mr. Forsyth
of London, is the sculptor.

For the erection of a shop and premiees. No.
huroh-iit.rpAt: C..* x.4. ir- -r

... ...v. wAvvv.vu v* a <iuu
Church-etreet, Greenwich, for Mr.
cheater, architect

Hatiield
Adams & Son.
Hammer
Fox
Wills

!

Walker

£1,515
1,497

1,400
1,378

1,287

1,147

£4,990

For Dolwich Station, on the Peckham and Suttoi
branch of the London and Brighton Railway. Mesan
Banks & Barry, architects :

Waterson
Bracher & Son
Patrick & Son
Simms & Marten
Chappell
Winship
•Tackson & Shaw
Sawyer .

Perry & Co
Butt & Co
Myers & Son
Bull & Son

4 >0

4,397
4,258

4,260

3,991 0
3,975 0
3,931 0

3,832 0

For rebnilding No. 17, Air-street, Piccadilly, a dwelline
house and shop, on the Sutton Estate, Mr. W. Q
Clements, architect :

—

Messrs. Nightingale £837 0 0
Adams & Son 710 g 0
Ires A Pelham (accepted) 680 0 g

For engine and boiler houses, chimney-stack, woi
men’s houses, &c., for the Corporation of Portsmouth,
meir sewage-pumping works, at Eastney. Mr. J.
Greatorez, architect

^

Simms & Marten
Bull & Sons
Furniss

^

Ward A Son
Burbidge
Messrs. Light (accepted) .

Stevens

£3,940 0
3,881 0
3,876 0
3,815 0
3,703 13
3,693 0
3,433 0

For bringing out new public-house front, Park-ro
Hornsey. Mr. John Viney, architect

Clark
. ... £409 0 0

Hawlces 343 0 0
Greely 338 11
Elder 323 10

For residence, with butcher’s shop and ont-buildingsl
at Hornsey, for Mr. Edward Smeaton. Mr. John Vinei

'

architect :

—

Hawkes (accepted) £765 0 (

For the church of St. Stanislaus, Beaumont, Ole
Windsor. Mr. Blount, architect:

—

Contract No. 1. Contract No.

1!
Bath

Stone

Dressings.

§2

Bath

Stone

Dressings,

^81

1 1

£11,650
11,626
11,631
11,296

9,776

11,017
10,935

6i882
6,809 8,281Patman A Fotheringham

Messrs. Myers 9;362 4|965 6isa

For the erection of five dwelling-housee at Thomti^
Heath, Surrey, for Mr. Richard Davis. Messrs. Mills J
Co. architects :

—

Hitchcock £1,550 0 0
Robarts 1,*13 ig g
Palmer & Tomer 1,300 0 0
Day 1,222 10 0
Blackmore A Morley 1,176 0 0
Holloway 3,125 0 g
Smith 1,030 0 0

id warehouse^
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ATCHLEY’S NEW BUILDERS’
FOR 1868.

Coataining a complete List of the present Prices of Builders’ Materials and Labour, with moat useful and important
Tables and Memoranda for preparing Estimates, &c., for the u*"

the Luton Corn Exchange. Messrs. Messengei
y, architects :

—

Nightingale £3,895 0 0
Thomas & Son 3,291 0 0
Pattiuson 3,fi00 0 0
Nutt&Co 2,948 0 0
Manly & Rogers 2,900 0 0
Sims & Marten 3,760 0 0
Begis & Son 2,533 0 0
Smart, Brothers (accepted) 2,529 0 0 ;

Dennett i Co 3,625 0 0

Colls & Son
Adamson & Sons ..

Simnas & Marten
Patman & Fotheringhai
Ramsey
Sewell & Sons
Moreland & Burton

£6,600 0 0
6.47-1 0 0

.. 6,460 0 0

.. 6,370 0 0

.. 6,316 0 0

.. 6,143 0 0
6,f>B0 0 0

.. 6,823 0 0
,. 6,760 0 0
.. 5,487 . 0 0

ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, &c.

Q each sabject.

To which IS actcled

“THE UNION OF TRUE CONSTRUCTION WITH GOOD TASTE.”
By AN ARCHITECT.

Treating of the following subjects : Brickwork, Stonework, Woodwork and Furniture, Slates and Tiles, Leadwork
Zinc, Metal Work, Plaster, Glass, Painting, Staining, &c.

London: ATCHLEY & CO. ARCHITECTURAL and ENGINEERING PUBLISHERS,
106, Dreat Russell-street, Bloomsbury.

BOOKSELLERS SUPPLIED WITH SHOW-CARDS UPON APPLICATION TO ATCHLEY k CO.

rebuilding No. 64, and putting an additional story

. 53, St. Mary Axe, E.C., for Mr. Lewis Lazarus,
s. Parr & Strong, architects :

—

Hiil&Keddall £3,000 0 0
Watts 1,865 0 0
Foster 1,789 0 0
Browne & Robinson 1,749 0 0
Bolunaon 1,733 0 0
Brass 1,697 0 0
Conder 1,660 0 0
Newmau & Mann 1,626 0 0

King & Sons 1,595 0 0

' Yentnor main sewerage, Contract No. 3. Mr. John
dveaay, Engineer. Quantities supplied by Mr.
stua F. Liveasv :

—

Absalom £1,634 0 0
Wainwright ...i 1,660 0 0
Phillips 1,486 0 0

. Dowell 1,450 10 0
Coker 1,450 0 0
Moses (StWallder 1,280 0 0

I Beavis i!fc Son I,2u0 0 0
Moxou & Mutton 1,189 0 0
Harries 1,096 10 9
'Pritchard 1,096 2 6
Sharon 1,049 0 0

' Prayne (accepted) 913 15 0

four shops aud dwelling-houses at the corner of

gea-street and White Hart-court, Covent Garden,
•fs. Wigg k Oliver, architects. Quantities supplied

r. James Schofield :
—

'Simpson £3,125 0 0
. LoDgmire & Burge 3,U3 1 0
, Gammon 3,071 0 0
. Lawrence & Baugh 3,010 0 0
r Turner & Sons 3,968 0 0
i Ennor 2,706 0 0
li Roberts 2,641 0 0

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CER-
TIFICATE.— Teanslation.— We, the under-

signed, at the request of Messrs. Jas. C.

Thompson & Co. certify that the IRON SAFES
of Messrs. CHUBB & SONS, London, of which
these gentlemen are agents, were exposed for

several hours to the fire that took place in the

offices of the National Government on the even-

ing of the 26th inst.
;
that in our presence they

were easily opened with their respective keys j

that the moneys and important documents they

contained were found in perfect order
;
and that

these safes are now in use in the National

Treasury Office.—(Signed) J. M. Deago (Trea-

surer of the National Government), Jose Tomas
Rojo, Juan M. Alvaeez. A true copy—A. M.
Bell.—Buenos Ayres, July 31, 1867.

t house at Tulse-hilJ, for Mr. O. MuUett. Mr. J. D,
)3n, architect
Piper & Wheeler £1,635 0 0

.'Curtis 1,500 0 0
B Brass 1,497 0 0
L Deacon 1,350 0 0
S Smith 1,260 0 0
I Dowds 1,170 0 0
B Bharpmgton k Cole 1,155 0 0

S Nutt k Co 1,116 0 0

By order of the Tnuteee under a Deed of Ateigomeut,—To Builders

Messrs. C. & U. WHLTK are instructed
to SELL ny AUCrriON. on the PREMISED, No. 39, SWmford-

eireet, WaiBrioo-road, sad Kailway Arcb-e. ooruet of Croie etrert,

york roel, LambHh, on TUK-.UAY, NOVEMBER 5th. -it TWELVE
O'cluck. the Sl'UCK-lN-TKADE of a BUIuDSR: ooinprietng a quan-
tity wide cut plue plank. deal aud'batteo boaidi. quarteriog, oak
ecaiitliiig.aiid oaeful timber, quantity nf scatTuld pules and board!,
imilugi, KaffuUl corda. Port’aud atone lanilogi. draiu-pipet. Iron-

mongery, pluiuber anil palnter’e pUnt, old iron, useful building
luitvrl'ds, and other Ueuis.—Catalogues obtained at lleMrs. C. A H.
WUriE'S Offlcee, Eenniuglon-ci

PARIS EXHIBITION.—Clark’s Patent Steel

Shatters can be seen at twenty entrances which

have been fixed by order of the Imperial Com-
missioners, aud in the Testing House by order ESSRS. RICHARDSON have the plea-

of the Royal British Commissioners. -LVL.Iuie to announce they_hftTe received in*trooUo_M ^8BLL_by

To Timber Merchente, Bulllere. Cabinet, Chair, and Beditead
.Maker., Coach Builder*. Wheelwright*, aud Others.

Mr. LEREW will SELL by AUCTION,
on the PREUISEd, Camden terrace, Comden-towa, near the

Cam leti - road Staii'iu, North - London Railway, on MONDAY.
OCroBEK 26lh. at TWELVE fur ONF. 20,000 EKET DRY A8H and
t'DUK FLANK. 300 rim and oak stookH, 400 dry oak ipokai. 182 beech
felloe*, elm board, dry cut slufT, 3,000 leet mahogany, birch, and
wlllo<r, 4,000 feet wide plue buard, Sou plankt, deals, and btttena,

lO.OOO feat qnartermg, 40O »quarei fluorlng, 3,(00 feet white dla

aquaie ecatfuld pole-, ladiirr*, hammer aud pickaxe handle*, tamed
pnsiB, top rail*, Btuiupe, drawer feet, t-nt plUara, table legs, old

matFrial'i. Ao. — Auction Olhcee, 3, Cardiugton-street, Bampiiead-
road, uear huitun-staliun.

To Navy Coutraoior*. SbipbaiMer*. Railway Contractors. Timber
Merohanle, Impiemeut Manufacturers, Bnllder*, aud Other*. —
Iniirortant Sale of Ouk aud Ash Timber, at Easton Uiii Side, about

luile from Stamford.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rpESTIMONIALS,
I deecilpHon of PPINTIN*

REPORTS, and every
PPINTINQ, executed li. the best manner, with

and punctuality, aud at moderate chargee.—WYMAN A
sONsj Oriental, Classical, Fine-Art, aud G« oral FrluUrt 74-7ia

Great Quceu-itieet LlncoLn'a-lun-Belds, W.C.

aUuTION, on TDEsDaY, WEONESDaY. and THURSDAY, t

6ih, 6ib, and 7th days of NOVEMBaR. 1S«7, l.Ml OAK and 240 ASH
'JIM BEK TKEEa, now l>lug on Euluu UiLt Bide.— (Jalalognea uf the

above aie in course uf preparation, and will be forwarded free on
applicatii'U. The Aaotloueers can strongly recommend tbe above
timber to all p.irtie* Intoreete'l in the trade, a* being some of the

aueet iu the kingdom. The prluclpal part of the tree* are of great

length and substanoe, very clean, and o( a quality that can

eurpaasoU. They are close to good road*, and within a short <1

of the Midland, London auu Noitb-Westem, and Great Northern
Railway*.—Auction and Valuation ufflees. B.tru-htU, Stamford. lOlb

October, 1867.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

>*, A, (next week).—District bnrveyor (clause a> to rnbble stone

ig has been already j-ointed uut).—C. J. (shall appear).— B. W.
r. B,—Mr. P.— B. 8.-E. H.-F. K.-F. B. W.-Tho Earl D.-
-.-T. H. H.-E. W. P.-J. U.— L. & B.-8. A Sons.-M. P.—

. W. A Co.— J. G. L.—C. 8. M.—W. Q. O.—B. A
-,-T. J.-H- R.-J. H- L.—J. r. 8.-lf. A.Cki.-R. H. M.—
rw.—C.-U.L. de L.—W. W. L-J. H.D.—J. B.—F. B.-T. C. E,

G O.

rare compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

of facts, lists of tenders, Ac., must be accompanied by

uKue and address of the sender, not necesaariJy for publication.

H,—The responsibility of signed articles, aud papers read at

iiueetinire, rests, of course, with the authors.

lifvertisements cannot he recewedfor the current

f '$ issue later than THREE o’clock, p.m.
EHURSDA 7.

NOTICE.—All Communications respect-

iUdvertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should be

'.sessed to “ The Publisher of the Builder,"

,1, York-street, Covent Garden. All other

nmunications should be addressed to the

litor," and not to the “ Publisher."

[Advertisements.]

HURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.
'.7. Benson, having erected steam-power

linimproved maohinery for olock-making, at

hmanufaotory, Ladgate-liill, will be glad to

tlah to clergymen, architectB, and committees,

jinates and Specifications of every deacrip-

'ofof Horological Machine, especially cathedral

(iiDablio clocks, chiming tunes on any number
blblls. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
[iiiB post free for one stamp. Watch and
: : Maker by Warrant of Appointment to

SH. the Prince of Wales, and maker of the

f 0 clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old

'-s-street, and S3 & 34, Ludgate-hill, E.C*

blblished 174&.

To Ironmongei*. Builders, snd Others.

Mr. frank lewis will sell by
AUCTION, on ths PKEMIBBP, 111. Newtiigton-bnlt*. on

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 0. aud following at ELEVEN for

TWiLVEo’clnck each day, the whole of the STOCK of a WHOLE-
SAt.F. BUILDER and >URN18HINO IBONMONOEif, consisting

•ners, about 900 registers, loO cottage raogee, Stuns wrought
aud cut nail*. 6 dozen gelvanti-ed lurnaoe-pau*. 8 dozen spad-s and
shovels, 900 yards ralu-naier pipes S tuus eash-weightj, 6 doze
stable grating, nnd traps, 24 dozen sink tiaK*. a quantity of buitden

and cabineimsker.' breeawork, a large quantity of run. deal

mortUe. and draw-baik look*, a quautliy of wrought aud ear

bu-t hinges, about 300 gross of wood sciews, ca.t-lrou sere

upright aim tide pulleys, shutter
centres and lirte, cbma and bia

holt heads aud esdr, iron aud brass frame and axle pulleys,

10 ewt. of Weights, hooks, and binges, 1 ton of boics and
nuts, various Norfolk latches, Icuockets, eortilce ends, glass-paper,

shutter bars, hammers, taws, trow-l*. feudore. icr.pem, gulden
rollers, scuttles, cross garnet and other bmges, pail*, garden tools,

wire netting, garden seals, 4cwt. glue, wire arcliee, sorubins, ba'hs.

|jr,tss lubliig, bedsteads, bayrakes, an iron sale, about 4 loos uf red.

Catalogues had on'the Premise*
;
of HUNKY A HUMI’HRYe>,

Accountants. 14. Irouinonger-lane : and of Mr. FRANK LEWIS,
Auctioneer, So, 33, Coleuiau-streel. E.C.

To Decorators, Builders, and Others requiring eupsrior Wall Paper*
Borders, Sc. ICiO OOo Pieces of Paper, In tasteful pa'terns, of
foreign manufacture, Tu BE 90LU, withuut the slightest reserve,

on 'IUi-BDaY. NOVEMBER IDth, at ELKVEN o'clock a.m.
punctually, ou uccjuut of tbe number of Inis.

G & H. BONHAM are instructed to SELL
, by AUCTION, at their BALE ROu:

Leicester-squure, a large quantity of PAPER HANGING of a
superior dmcilpiion, aud well worth public alteutlou. To tie Sold,

without reserve, to s-ttle a di-piil-d Hccuuut —Maybe viewed (in

sample and hulkl two days preceding tbe day of 8 1'e
;
and (kitaloguee

had at tbe Auction Boom, Leicestec-stieet, Leicester square.

NOTICE
FOR SALE BY PUBLIC AUUlToN, in the 8.ALBROOM, a

F K BARNES & SONS’ TIMBER
• YARD. CANONS’ MARSH. BRIBTOL, ou WEUNEdUAY,

NOVKMBKKdtb, 18(17, at TWO o'cl.

Fc
'

£0.000 Spruce Deals ai

10,000

Quebec Pine Ueil- ami Plauhs
7,(i00 Bwedish Red DeH-aul lettens,

5 -do xt, Petersburg Bed U
lO.OoO Onega aud Archangel Deal*. Bstten*. and Boixds.

7.000

Wynurg and Memel Deals

3,0 jU Cruwu Riga Whilewood Deals

8(|0 Loads Quebec Red and Yellow Pine Timber
6U0 X-oads Memel, Dauzic. aud Swedish Red Timber
50 Lugs fie-h Daozic Uak
200 LogsS.vsnuHhPi
100 Kig. Wainscot O.k Logs

j- Spars

250 22 reel Rickers
luO Boat-hook Poles

100,000

B -ards Prep.red Flooring
JS.lKiO Spruce Paling*

With other U mda.
K.B,—Duiiug the winter the Timber Silee will be held on the Fii

and Third Wed B'day In the mouth. The oawlogusa will

fewer lut*. as tbe days are now too s>>DVl fur a large sale.

For Catalogues apply to

F. K. BARNES A SONS, Brokers.

Canons' Marsh, Bristol, Oct. 32ud, 18U7.

wesietn Biciioo.—Beventn B*ie or uauoing mawriara.

]\TESSRS. GLASIER & SONS arefiivoured
LyX. with instructions from tbs Commissioners of her Majesty's

Works and Public Boildiiig*. to BELL by AUCTION, on the PBR-
MIBES, oiiTbURSDAY next. OCiOBEtt 31-1, at TWELVE for ONB,
Inlet*, the BUILDINU MATERIALS of TBS HOUSES, No*. 251, 252,

and 2.18, bi-snf1. No. 3, Ph ket- place, and Nos. 11 to 16. Newcsstle-court;

compniiliig about ttdO.UOd onpical .lock bricks, pan aud plain tUe«j

e’nte*, limber* in roots, floors, and doore, sashes and frame*, plate-

gtua shop and publlo-house fronts, about 8 tons of lead, stone paving,

and fixture*.—May be viewed the day prior aud raoralng of Bale ;

aud CaUlogne* obtained at the Offi -e of her Majesty's Work*, Ac.

12, Whltehall-pUco
;

on tbe Piemises; j
“

41, CUariug-cros*.
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TOWN SURVEYORS.—The Local
1 B'ard of Health for the District of Worthing are d*sirniij of

ENGAGING the SKRVCCgSof an experienced and practical Man, to
-cl as TOWN SURVEYOR. B-aidrs tbe ordinary duties of a Sur-
veyor to a town placed under tbe Public Health Act and tbe Local

within his duUes, also the lorpector-hlp 01 nnlearice*, common
lodging-hnnses aud slaughfer-houseJ. He will bo required to devote
hla whole time to tbe s-rvlce of tie Boird, and not eugage In any
private bualnees. Salary 1502. per annum. The sirlctesl Inquiries
will be made as to the capabilities of tbe candidate*.—AppUcaClons.
with tcetimoulal*, to be seat to the undertlgned, on or before the
7tb uay of NOVEMBER next.

W. VERRALL, Clerk to the Local Board.
Worthing, 23rd October, 1367.

YY/'ANTED, a F0EEMA.N of MASONS,
T T who ha* been used to Monumental Work In Stone and

Marble. Oue who (-an carve and cut leltera preferred.—Apply to
JOSEPH B. ROBINSON, Scnlptor, Derby.

TO PLUMBERS.

XYTANTED, a praciical PLUMBER, one
T V that can fill up ble time in paintlog and glazing, foracon-

»tancv. State wag»a. Good reference required. — Apply to A.
JEFFRIES, House Decorator, 4c, Woodbridgr.

WANTED, an ARCHITECT, in the
T V Country, to make the plans for a residence, and tee to <h*

same being uairied out,- Addies*. A. R. Messrs. Dawsoa 4 Sons, 121,
CauDon street, London. E.C.

"YXTANTED, a thorough, energetic, good
VV BRICKLAYER competent to lake charge of Work*.-

Applv. giving refeieuce and wages required, to JOHN HUNT.
Builder, Hndueadnn.

YX7ANTED, au efficient CLERK of WORKS.
V V Address, J. MEuLANU TaYLOR, 2, 8t. Anu’e Churchyard,

Manchester.

YY/’ANTED, a first-class HAND, thoroughly
f V experienced in Hlgh preasure H it-water Work.- aoply, on

Tm-sdav, to J. L. BaCON 4 CO. F^rringdoo-road. ii-ar -laff on-hlll-

\jn A'NTED, in a Builder’s Office, a compe-
VV tent CLERK. Must be a thorough bookkeener, cr>rre»i>i>od-

ent. and acruttomBd to the usual rouilue of a bnildo-'s office.-

Addres*. stating age. qualiScati >ns, and ealary. A, S. EiUte Office,

Booth Norwood Park. Surrey, 8.

TO ARCHITECTS, 4c.

YY/’ANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, as
VV CLERK of WORKS, In town or country.—Address, JOHN

DAVIS, 7, Rulland.ilr-et, Pimlico. 8. W.

TO ARCHITFCra

YYrANTED, by an ARCHITECTURAL
V V DRAUGHToMAN. an ENOAGPMENT. Is a good draughts-

man, aud understand* tbe usual routine of office work. —Address,
692, Dffirn of "The Builder."

YY7ANTED, a SITUATION, as YARD or
VV CHALK-LINE FOREMAN, to Take Charge of a Job. or Take

Work by the Piece, havlog ailed * similar situation.—Address, J. C.

4, Oruve-road, King's-read, Fulham.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

YY/'ANTED, FMPLOYxMENT. by a Jobbing
VV Plnrober. G»tatter, and Zlncwoiker. N.6. Is a good painter

and glazier.- Addr-et, J. R. 12, B.lscUva-rcad, Bermondsey.

TO BUILDERS AND HOUSE DECORATORS

YY/^ANTED. by the Advertiser, a SITUA-
VV TION as JOINER orolherwise Well op in all branches of

the buildlog trade. Till lat-ly had charge of general work.—Aduresi,
A, B. 7, James-street Freehold. North Brix on.

TO ARCHITECTS AND OTHERS
YY/’ANTED, by a CLERK of WORKS, of
V V ten jears’ experience, a RK-ENGAGE «EXT, or as Manager

to a ContracLir. Can measure, esiimate. and take out quantities,
Audrea*. C. W. 1, Upjier Ciaytou-road. Pecknam, S.E.

TO Carpenters and builders.

YY/’ANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
VV TION a* IMPROVER to the C-irpentering and Joinering.

Town or country.-Addrcaa, B. W. 196, Seymour-alreet, Oakley*
square. N.W.

TO BUILDERS, PLUMBERS, 4c.

YYTANTED, by a respectable Married Man,
V V aged 30, a constant SITUA TION aa a thoroughly p'actlcal

PLUMBER, Ga* fitter, aud Zluc worker. Thoroughly underatauds
every de'cnpUon ot new and old wore, hut water, bath, pump, aud
deep well woik. Rr-fetence# If required.—Address, J. W, 3, Burnett-
itreel, VaUxball Garden*.

TO PLUMBERS AND GASFiTTERS.
ANTED, a SITUATION as above. A

VV Jobbing shop preferred.—Address, A. F. Morley'i, Stationer,
Forest bui, S.E.

YY/'ANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT as
V V E -TIMATI.VG, MEASURING, and QUANTITY CLERK, by

a BUILDER'S CLERK, ageu 32. I* a tborongn b'rokkeeper and fair
draugta'sman. Salary moderate. Good reference*.—Address, C, D
41, broad-atreet. Golden square, W.

TO ARCHTECTS AND BUILDERS

YY/’ANTED, aa ENGAGEMENT, by an
V V experienced Quantity Surveyor, Mraaurei'. E*'lrnalor, anJ

good practical aud finished Draugbuuau. Aged 36. 'Temikirary or
prrmaneut. Good reference*.—Address, A. B, No. 17, Zoal-slreet,
Essex -atreet. Great Ouiloford-street South.

YY/^ANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 38,
VV who till lately haa been in bueineea as a bii-ldrr, a perma-

uent STTUAIION aa MAN.tGbR or GENERAL FOREMAN Oh au
ESTATE, or otherwise. Well understands building in all lit

branches, Flrat-clasa testiuiooial*.—Address, E. D. Poat-offlee,

TO PLUMBERS. BUILDERS, AND OTHERS.

YY/'ANTED, by a steaily Young Man, a
VV SITUATION ai BLUMSEE. Oaefitter, 4c. WUlingtomake

him-elf geuer«)ly useful. Good refevouc* If required.—Address, J. M.
No. 1, Mai. house lu-tbe-Hullows, Old BreuUuril.

TO BUILDliRB, HOAU MAKER-t. AND CONTP.ACTORS.

YY/'ANTED, by a first-cla.ss practical Man, a
V V Harriage-Wey jPavlor. 8'reet Muon. Granite Dre-ser (wooi

bricks, Dutch clliikec*, c.r tiiei). to TaKB WOKK by the PIEOK.
L«ih>nrouly. Good tes iinouials aud leleienoee.—Address, JAMSd
CitUTCHLaY, No. 7, Jamea-plaue, North-street, Poplar.

WANTED, by a good JUNIOR
VV ASal'T.ANT. a SUUaTION lu au ArebiUct'a Oflice.-

Aodreas, No Ii03, office of '• The Biulder."

[Oct. 26, 1867.

NOW REACT. PRICE SIXPENCE.
In AH nioiDiDated Wrapper, 84 pp. beAUrifullr priutod in Old Stfle

Type, un Toned Paper, wlih red edeei,

T^VERYBODY’S YEAR-BOOK for 1868

a Treiwnry of Popular FacU ado Basinete TufortuHtion for ;

Seference; Family Fare for etery Day lu the Year; Becipt
Boim*. bAUoea, VegetAblea, and Pu-diuga; Beaaoaable and Prai

Slnte on Oardeulny; the H'Btory of Great Qneen-atreet
;
Aofc

of AtUaU, Acton, Author*, Docton, Lawyer*. Ss^. with Naval
Uilitary Anredote* ; the Mode of Addreai-iug P«raoo> »f Diatluc
Twenty foor Thing* worth Knowing; Weatber-wudora'; and a .

of eaiefolly edlied Informailoo, expreesiy coinplJed for thia Work,
Taeful to Bveryhody all ene Yrar Round,

Sold by all Bookseller* In Town and flountry.

llln(tratrd,Iiiip.39mo.
; cloth, S'.; gilt edge*, Si. fid

Tale of a tub. Written for the uni-
versal improvement of Mankind.

By JONATHAN SWIFT. D.D Doan nf 8t. Pa-rlcVa
And (hv the »ame Author) THE BATTLE OF THE BOOKS IN

ET. JAMES'S LIBRARY, with Notes hy Wotton and others. Also.
THE ADIUOR'S AP0L03Y ; and A LIFE OF DEAN SWIKT.

London WILLIAM TFA30 PancrasOHiie, Cheapside.

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.
On MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, will be Pubilsherl, in quarto. Pric

Sl>. In Ornamental uothic Covers, deelimed by J. Leighlun. F.S.A.
or ^8*. bound In Morocco Antique

;
or 4S*. in Morocco Blegaut, i.y

YKA GERMANICA, the Christian Life.

With upward* of 200 Illn- . .

prising Bible Landscapes, Scijp’ural Vlgn«
Emblematical UarglDaiia, Tail Pieces, aud Initials engravi-d
TtT .j •—

-n Original Designs by J. Leighton, F8.A. E. Armltaga,
A.R.A, aud F Hadox B'Oi
London : LONGMANS, OllBEN, & CO. Paternoster row. of whom
may be bad, uniform with <he above in size and price, the Hlus-
trareil Edition of LYkA GERMaNICA, the Chriiiian Year.

Crown 8vo cloth, illn'trated with Woodcuts by G, Crulksbank,
Twenty-two full-page (cunou*) Engravings, piice 3». 6d.

BARUN MUJ'ICHaUSEN : his vS'oiiderful
Travels, aurprleing Adventure*, and Hairbreadth E <

London: WILLIAM IBGG, Paucras-lane, Cheapaidi

To Architects,

Engineers,

Bonders, &o.

THE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwarf Gab Pillars,

Brackets, Lamps,
Garden and Drinking

Fountains,
Gatrs, Railings,

Balcony Panels, Stable
Fittings, Columns,
Verandahs, Ac. Ac.

will, upon receipt ofpar-
ticulare, be forwarded

on application to

TURNER A ALLEN,
Ironfoanders, Engi-

neers, Ac. 201, Upper
Tbames-street, £.G.

| r
"[

/ STONE \
i

Sole Agents for J. A. FORREST A CO.’S PATENT
CYLINDER STREET LAMPS.

BUILDERS’ ACCOUNTS made out and
arranged (at the Office) ; alio Works measured and made out

by an expeiienced Borveyor, who has Just now toms uno-cupled
llme.-Addrass, HENRY WILSON. Ban. 22. Elesjjor VUlas, Tolling-
ton Park. N.

SPECIFICATIONS WRITTEN (at the
Office of the Architect) by an experienced practical Surveyor.

—

. HENRY WILSON. Sen. 22. Eleanor TUIas. Tolllngtn

TO BUILDER3, DECORATORS, AND OTHERS.EOOEATIVE GILEEES.
— To be had at the

KING’S ARMS, POLiND STREET, W.C.
Address to the SECRETARY.

D
TO AECeiTECrS, BDILDERS. DECORATORS, ic.

"IVTACINTOSH & COMPANY (Established
XTA 28 }ears). Qralners and Marblera, JS, Laugham-street,

w.—Designs for Butr

MR. J. H. LEONARD.
A RCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN,

JTi. ARTISTIC COLOURIST, and LITHOGRAPHIC ARIIST.
11. Tur— fi-.v.- ... ... ...

ve, Clapbam, Loudu

rjlO the CLERGY, ARCHITECT.-;, Ac,—A JOSEPH Lane. 172
,
Hockley-hlll, Birmingham, Artist in

Church and Home l ecoration. Wail Painting Diaperin*. Wniliig
ano Gilding in the Hedisevaland other Bcclesia-ilcal itylve.Fiagsaud
Banner* illumloaUd with emblems, texts, 4c. ; Architect*' Designs

it by experienced work

TO CONIRACTOBS.

A QUANTITY SURVEYOR wift some
tlm- at disposal could arrange to undertake the MEASURING

ana ACCOUNTS of a Building Firm.—Address, 61U. Office of " The
Builder.”

TO COUNTRY BCILDERS.

A SURVEYOR, of experieDce, OFFERS
to MAKE WORKING DRAWINGS. MEASURE UP WuRK,

lAKEBUhViliSi 4c.—Addrtw C. 7U, Camberwell New-road, 8.

T70REMAN WANTED for PORTLAND
J_ ChMENT WORKS.—An active, induatrlcus il*n is required

rlencv.—Adoress, Mr. HAd'llNGS. 21, SalUbury-.trvot, olraud, W.

TO BUILDERS, DhCORATORS. 4c.10 JJU1LUKB8, DhCORATORS. 4c.

ILDERS, thoroughly experienced in House
vX Work, may bo OBTAINED at the Uous* m Call, Marlborough
Ipii. B’etihrim-eteMs, Oxlord-Btrcet.—Ad.lr-.* t.. ih* s./.r-r.-vthe Secretary.

WANTED, a respectable, steady Young
Man. toactasTlJlEKEEPtiR.A"OoONTANr.audCA»HlK°

and to generally look after a numb-r ot meu at a buildiug, a few
miles oat uf tuwu. Uue with a kuuwledte uf the building tca-Je pre-
ferrtd. Remuneration. 2 guineas i-er week. A dep «lt as »-corlty
woold he tequlred.-Audrets, BDILDElt, a; Mr. Fo.ter’e, SUtiouer,
High street, Peckham.

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, well
aciinainted wita the bull log trade, a HirOaTION as

Clerk.—

A

dare;*, 11, G. 1, Chapel-ilrtec, South Aadley-stieec, W.

TO BUILDERS AND PLUMBERS.
TTFANTED, by a respectable Young Msn,
vy SIIUaTION as good PLUMBitH. Has no objec'lon to'

to la GaeQtting oc Painting If required. A good referei
Ptn oe g'ven.—Address, T. T. care of Messrs. Jones 4 eou, 8, Abt>
treet. Bermoodsey.

TO BUILDERS.
\TrANTED, by a first-class tradesman
V V Joiner by Traded a BE-BNOAOEMBS"Has GRNRRAL SH

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS.
ANTED, by a Young Man (who h

V V been six years with surveyor.), a SITUATION In a BuUde
No ohJecTlou to out-door work, nalary n

and wrl’e* well. Good reference. — Addreas. BAY, Mr. Thom
News Agent, Newland-tenaue, Keuslnglou.

WANTED, byaDRAUGHTSMAN, havit
TT eicolleot oertiflcate*. a SITUATION. Can keep sc -oan

oar ar u i n u tt--'.

TXT'ANTED, by a mitidJe - aged Man,
» V SITUATION as MANAGER or FOREMAN, H.s had

of a marble and stone maso .’* wharf for upwar...
six year*, is prnBclent In all mea»urem-nts, hook-kreplng b-lh I

sli'gieand double entry, an accountaur, auu correepuuueu’. Has
olgrction to tbe conn ry or to go abroad.—Addrc**, C. 8. 14. Cravt
teirace. Hyde Park, W.

VyANTED, by a Christian Young Ma:
T T *g-d 21, a SITUATION lu an AKCHITECT’S, ENOINEEh

or .BUlLi'ER'o OFFICE, — having served bis time as a CatiiU'
maker and gone tbruugn a course »f c immerulal and m.tbematu
Insiractioii. Salary uo object wnerea rond knnwletge of tbe busine

.ay be ooialntd.—Addres-, E. S. Mr. John M'CorJ, Cardigao.

WANTED, by a practical Clerk of Work
a RE-ENG.aOKMENT, or sa Builder's General F.irem*

Personal reference, with others, if rrquirrd. Tm years with 1.

imployer. Locality no o&j-ct.—Addra»*. G, W. 30 J witi-cTe-co'.t. K.

TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDBRS, 4c.

\yANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT, i

Tf GENERAL or SHOP FOREMAN, or Clerk of *ork«,
lowD, count. y. ot abroad, by a pract'c^ Mm, carpeuier and join
by trade. Can trace or m.ake wurktug drawioga. First rl-ss tei

luials from last empluvec*. AgeJ 35.—Addreas, G. W. 18, WiUi.u
eel, Cauideu-r.iart. Holloway. N.

TO BUILDF.R8 AND MASONK

WfANTED, by a Young M<in, a teetotalle
¥T aged 25. a StTUATION a.* TIMEKEEPER, aud wuk at f

TO WHITESMITHS, BUILDER^ AND OTHERS.WANTED, by a steady Young Man,
SITUATION as IMPROVER. Has beeu Used so gas, steal

and hot-water work. C'ouuiiy preterred.-Addreai. A. D. No. £

Beury-.treet, at. Johu'a Wood. N. W.

WANTED, a SITUATION as CLERE
T T in a BuildeP* Office. Five years’ experience. Flrst-cU

TO BUILDERS, IRONMONGERS, BMITHa AND BBLLUANOBR
HOtWATER KlXfKBS, GAB BNGINEBilS, AND KITCHl
FirritRci.

WANTED, a SITUATION, as WORI
ING FOREMAN, hy an experienced hand. Aged 38, Goo

ference.—Address, Y. Z, S, Victcrla-place, Easex-ioml, Isiingtoi

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
"YyANTED, by a thorouabiy efficient an
T T energetic SHOP FOREMAN of JOINKRS. 4o, a RE ENOAGi

MEXr either as SHUP or GENKk’a L FoRKM AN. or Cl'eik uf w'jr
1* a good draugbisiiun, aud well up in Gniolo work. Also acca
omed to inaeblnery, SaUry moderate, Ag-d 37.—Addie^, J, V
2 Brunswick CotUges, St.ke Newlngtou-road, N-E-

W ANTED, an ENGAGEMENT, a
JUNIOR ASSISTANT, In an Aicblleci's Office. Well up I

teneral routiue of office worn. First ula-s testimnuiali. Saiai
ddrcjs, W. A. 4, Plnmore-ploce. Devou-jnuire. Nowto

Abbot, Devon.

TO KNOINBERB AND SUrVBYOKAWANTED, a SITUATION, by a
ASSISTANT, who is a good surveyor and le.eller an

diaughfsmau. U.ed in all office-work conn-ct-d with railway an.
other surveya-Address, No 51)1, Office of " Too Builder,"

WANTED, a RE - ENGAGEMENT, a
CLERK r.f the WORKS by a tbornughly praclcat U >n.

Carpenter by trade, aged 40. Upward* of two yeaiV leforeoce fr«
P^'uvlous employer. No uhjaclioo lo tue country.—Addrois, O. E. 4

TO PLUMBERS AND BUILDERS.

YTTANTED, a JoB, by a Young Man, i

T T good Pliimlier. Town or country.-Address, C. 3. P. 19;

W ANTED, by the Advertiser, a thoroughl
practical Man. BRICKWORK by the ROD, or Cnarge nf'

J'lb asPoiemau; well up at furnace wort of every d-»crlptloiL-
Addres*, F. N. 8. at Mr. Aldridge’*, Victoria Taveru, Burdett roail

TO PLUMBERS, PAINTERS, AND GLAZIERS.

WANTED, an ENGAGbiiVlENT, by i

tboronghly practical THREE BRaNCH HA'JD with lln

above, or on au Estate. Aged 27.—Aduress, S53. Office of " fh
Builder."

TO BDILDER-I AND roNTRaCToRs.

Y^ANTED, a RE-ENGAGtiMENT, by i

fT practical GENERAL FOREMAN. Caroei.ter audJoiuerh:

Si’T. Pond.
lotry-—Addrea

WANTED, EVENING EMPLOYMENI
by a Cl elk of Work*. A thoroughly practical Jlmlupn

paring plaur, tracings, quautltles, or pricing exlmaie,, <>ii muOer*
trrms aud »Uh iho r-*i«».t d-apatco —Adjrets, 8. T. J. cira of Mi
Robluaou, biAtiuDer, High-street, Putney.

YYT'ANTED, PLASTERING, Piec-.work
» V by a PRACTICAL MAN. Is well experienced lu l.kia

To BUILDERS ANO CON Ti.ACTUrtrJ-

3' thoroughly practical Man,
T V a BITOA'ION, ti WobK a < IUCUlaK BRNC'H. Is :

gnod rharpt-urf. Thori,u,hiy vi

.hoi'. Eight years' nxperieuce lu a Urge bun 1111
$

u or c .uutry.—Addrtss, M. Care of Mr*. Turuer
road, Loiidwn.
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The, Present Con-

dition of Ecclesi-

astical Architec-

ture in Germany.

HEN in future ages

ibe history of the

nineteenth century

shall be written, no

more striking event

will be chronicled

than the fact that a

style of architecture

disused for about

three centuries

again came into

use, and that not

only in one country,

but all over Europe.

These pages, from

time to time, give

specimens of the

revival of Gothic

architecture in Eng-

land
;
and on many

occasions we have

alluded to the

gigantic progress

that that style of

architecture has

made in France

within the last twenty or thirty years. Holland,

Bel'^ium, and Germany have also come under

our notice ; and we purpose now to give our

reader.'! a more extended account of the works in

progress, and the present condition of Gothic

architecture in the last-named country. In order

thoroughly to understand the piesent condition

of architecture in Germany it is necessary that

we should take a retrospective glance at the

history of art in that country.

The architecture which we call Gothic was

not so early in use in Germany as in France or

England. The Germans seem to have made use of

the Round-arched or Romanesque style for nearly

a century after it was abandoned in England.

It must, however, be acknowledged that the

Germans carried the Romanesque style to a

pitch of excellence and perfection that it never

reached in any other country. If, however, the

Germans were the last people—except the

Italians—to adopt the Gothic style, they clung

to it with the greatest tenacity, and were cer-

tainly the last people in Europe to abandon it.

This will be seen by referring to the dates of

many of the Gothic buildings in Nuremberg and

Augsburg, and particularly the Jesuit churches

at Coblenz, Cologne, and Paderborn, all of which

were built after the year 1600, and yet are

thoroughly Gothic in style, although there is a

slight admixture of Italian work in some of the

minor details. Nor are these isolated examples,

for along the banka of the Maine are many village

churches of even later date whose chief features

—windows, doorways, &o.—are quite Gothic,

although the other portions of the buildings are

Italian. The thirty yeais’ war, however, put

an end to all architecture, and the churches

built after that struggle are Italian. The

Roman Catholic churches, though often vulgar

and gaudy, are sometimes rich and costly

in the extreme. The Protestant churches

of this date are remarkable only for their

meanness and absence of architecture. The

French revolution, and the events conse-

quent upon that overthrow of everything

ancient, put the finishing stroke to the destruc-

tion of architecture in Germany. The Prince-

Bishops, who had been the great patrons of

ecclesiastical architecture, were driven from

their sees, which were given over to princes little

likely to bnild churches
;
and from that time

until about the year 1830, little or nothing was

done that is worth study or imitation.

In 1835, the church of St. Ludwig, in Munich,

was built by the ex-king of Bavaria. The

architect was Gartner. The style is a kind of

Romanesque. As this church was, perhaps, the

very first attempt at a revival of ecclesiastical

architecture in Germany, we must not criticise it

too harshly, although some of its defects are of

the most glaring description. Such as the want

of a chancel or choir, the use of plaster instead

of stone, the admixture of classical features in

the details, &-o. The church of St. Boniface, in

the same city, was building at the same time

;

and the church of “ Maria Hilf,” in the suburb

of Au, in the next year : this last is a Gothic

church of large dimensions. The architect was

Ohlraiiller
;

and, whatever faults the building

may possess, it was a great advance upon any-

thing that bad previously been done, and is,

perhaps, the first specimen of a real Gothic

church carried out in Germany. In 184'2, a

great impulse was given to the “ revival ” by the

commencement of the works for finishing the

cathedral of Cologne. The architect chosen

wfiB Zwirner, and the choice was a wise one;

for, although possessed of little originality, be

was one of those men who devote themselves

heart and soul to the performance of any duty,

instead of consulting his own taste' or ideas.

Zwirner devoted himself wholly to study what

was the intention of the original architect j
in

fact, he looked upon himself merely as an

instrument for carrying out the ideas of

that great master
;
and it is a matter for con-

gratulation that he did so. What makes that

noble church so interesting is the fact that it is

such a thorough link between the Middle Ages

and modern times 5
it is the design ofa thirteenth

first conceived the grand idea of finishing this

noble building; but he did not live to see the

work far advanced. His successor, however,

brought great zeal and energy to bear npon the

undertaking, and received considerable assist-

ance from the kings of Prussia and Bavaria, but

by far the greater portion of the money for this

grand undertaking has been collected from

private individuals by a society called the

" Dombauverein.” This society has branches

all over Germany, and deserves the greatest

praise for its zealous and disinterested exer-

tions.

The first thing that it was found necessary to

do in 1842 was entirely to restore the choir,

both inside and outside. Then the foundations

were laid for the west front
;
the south aisles

were carried up to their full height, and the

vanltings constructed. The next step was to

raise the walls of the two transepts to a level

with the aisles of the nave, and construct the

arches of the six great doorways. After this

followed the triforia over the nave and transepts.

The whole building was then again covered with

a temporary roof, which remained until the

year 1863. During the eight or nine preceding

years the works were carried on with great

expedition,—the clearstories over the nave and

the flying buttresses, and the great

vaultings over the nave and transepts were con-

structed. In 1863 the temporary roofs were

removed, and the whole of the interior of the

cathedral, with the exception of the two bays of

the nave between the towers, was completed.

We are not aware whether Zwirner lived to see

this glorious view ;
if he did it must have repaid

him for his patience and self-sacrifice. We are

sorry to have to find fault with any portion of

so grand a work, and one carried out so con-

scientiously ;
but we cannot help expressing our

opinion that the omission of the atone lantern

over the “ crossing,” as shown in the original

drawings, was a great mistake, and its loss is

not compensated for by the stumpy and un-

graceful JlSche which occupies its place. What a

pity it is that Zwirner did not reprodnee or
erntimes; itistue aesiguuia umi-LeyiiLii -

1

—
• -Dv,„-,v,a

architect etill beieg carried oat, though etudy teauWn at
century

nearly six centuries have passed since the draW'

ings for it were made. How very few architects

would have bad the wisdom to sacrifice them-

selves as Zwirner did. September 2nd of this

present year was the twenty-fifeh anniversary of

the laying of the foundation-stone for the com-

pletion of Cologne Cathedral, and on that day

the finial was placed npon the canopy over the

great western doorway. It may interest our

readers to learn what has been done towards

completing this noble edifice during the last

twenty.five years. In order that they may

realize the greatness of the undertaking we

mnst describe the church as it existed in the year

1841. The great choir and aisles, the chapels

surrounding the “ chevet," the two northern

aisles of the nave, and the sacristy, were the only

portions of the building completed. The nave

and two south aisles were carried up as high as

the capitals of the great arcade, and covered

with a temporary roof; two bays of the eastern

wall of the north, and two bays of the eastern

wall of the sooth, transept were built. The

great south-west tower was carried to the

height of 150 ft. ;
of the north-west tower there

existed only the foundations, and the north-east

buttress to the height of about 50 ft. This

north-east buttress of the great northern tower

was the latest portion of the old part of the

cathedral
;

it will be seen by examining it that

although it follows the general outline of

the buttresses of the opposite tower, its detail

is quite late Third Pointed. From this descrip-

tion it will be seen that about half the cathedral

was built, and in this condition it had remained

for about 350 years, during which period no work

of any consequence was carried on in connexion

with the church. The last archbishop but one

as the one he has erected at Cologne is simply

a great stone-like pinnacle, executed in metal.

Another feature which we mnst oritioise, is the

cresting which, like the jl^che, is thoroughly

unmetallic in character, and the design is more

suited for a stone parapet than a metal “ brat-

tishing.” The finials on the transept gables

seem to ns far too large, and have a heavy and

clumsy appearance ;
and surely nothing can bo

more miserable and paltry than the new altar

erected at the entrance to the choir, which looks

as if it had been bought ready made at some

upholsterer’s shop. Since Zwirner’s death, the

chief works have been the raising of the north-

west tower to the height of the south-west one,

the turning of the arch and building the canopy

over the great west doorway, and the grand ter-

race round the north and east sides of the cathe-

dral. This terrace was opened to the public on

the 2nd of September this year, and is really a

very fine work, which adds greatly to the dig-

nity of the exterior of the cathedral.

Internally we notice the two new windows

at the ends of the transepts, which are very

beautiful, and far more like old glass than most

of the modern windows in this church. Four

new statues, by Fuchs, of Cologne, have been

placed against the large piers of the “crossing,”

and an altar has been erected in the eastern

aisle of the south transept. The reredos of this

altar, called the altar of St. Agilolpbus, origi-

nally stood in the Church of S. Maria ad Grados,

which was destroyed at the commencement of the

present century. The reredos consists of a trip-

tich of large dimensions, raised npon a super-

altar. When closed the valves are ornamented

with a series of pictures, by a Flemish master, of

the sixteenth century, representiog the chief
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events in the life of St. Agilolphns, and another
saint. When the valves of the triptich are open,
the reredos exhibits a series of niches, filled with
small snbjects, carved in wood. The whole is
most elaborate and intricate, and is one of
the most beautifal specimens of sixteenth-cen-
tury carving in Germany. This magnificent
work of art has been well restored, and forms a
great ornament to the interior of the cathedral.
Before leaving Cologne Cathedral, we must not
omit to mention the new hangings which adorn
the backs of the stalls; they are the work of the
ladies of the city, and are thoroughly in keep
tng with the architecture of the building.

Another work of Zwirner’s which we mast
mention is the church of St. Appolinarisburg, at
Ecmagen. When we look at this church, we
cannot feel too rejoiced that Zwirner did not
indulge his own fancies at Cologne; for here,
where he was unrestrained, he has prodnoed a
building which exhibits every fault possible in a
church of its size : were it not for the glorious
frescoes it contains, it would be difficult to find
a more unintere-sting building.

^
Contemporary with these works of Zwirner in

Northern Germany, Heidloff was restoring the
churches in Nuremberg and the cathedral at
Bamberg. We cannot, however, givo much
|)raise to his works, as in many cases bis restora-
tions were extremely destructive. This was
particularly the case at Bamberg, where several
most splendid Cinque-oento monuments were
removed ont of the cathedral, and a very pictu-
re.sque “Passions hila” destroyed. Of the
new churches built from his designs, the less
said the better. It is remarkable, but not
singular, that a man who could write so ablv
about architecture, and draw so well, should fail
so terribly in the practical part of his profession.
The restorations of the cathedrals ofEatisbon,

Munich, Ulm, and Speyer all helped to farther,
for good or ill, the cause of the Eevival. We must
now mention a church which is, perhaps, one of
the finest monuments of the nineteenth century,
the new church of St. Nicholas, at Hamburg, by
Mr. Scott. This is certainly the noblest church
ever erected by Protestants in Germany, We
shall not attempt to describe this building, as
we are speaking of the work of German archi-
tects, and it has been illustrated in our pages;
but we mention it on aoconnt of the influence
which it has had upon the taste for Gothic archi-
tecture in Germany. It showed the Germans
that there was nothing to prevent the erection
of a cathedral in the nineteenth century that
should be perfect in all its parts, and a rival of
•the grand works of former ages. The works
of Pugin, which were read extensively in
Germany, had also the same effect. The works
of Heidloff, Gartner, and Muller had thoroughly
instnicted the German mind upon the principles
of Gothic architecture; but still there was some-
thing wanted

; for, howeverwell the theory might
be understood, the buildings erected were either
tame and spiritless reproductions of ancient
ones, or mere wild and fanciful jumbles of all
kinds of styles. This want has at length been

_

supplied by two men, both, we believe, pupils of
Zwirner, aud educated architecturally in the
workshops of Cologne Cathedral : we refer to
Vincent Stadtz, of Cologne, and Professor
Schmidt, of "Vienna. Others have arisen round
them who possess the same spirit, but wo believe
they were the first architects who ever built
thoroughly good Gothic churches in Germany

;^d since they have set church architecture upon
its proper fooling, Germany has made immense
progress in this art. We shall now speak of
works at present in progress or recently finished
commencing by noticing some of the churches
vy Stadtz.

The church of St. Mauritius, at Cologne, of
which we give an illustration,* is one of the finest
modern Gothic buildings in Germany. It con-
sists of a nave and aisle, large western tower,
crowned with an octagon lantern and spire, over
'200 fc. high

; transepts, with apses and small
upsidal chapels, a deep chancel terminating in
an apse, and two apsidal chapels. The arrange-
ment of the eastern portion of the church
18 singularly original and good. The apse is
in two stories, and bears a slight resemblance
to the east end of the cathedral at Ratisbon.
The walls of the lower story of the apse are
much thicker than those of the upper, and this
gives mternally a deep recess in front of each
•window. The angles between the transepts and
chancel are filled up with two semi-octagon
chapels, set obliquely between which is an

octagon turret
; the angles between the nave and

the transepts are also occupied by octagon
chapels, but there is only one on each side, the
extra space beiug taken np by the aisles cutting
into the transept. The iutetior of the church is
very noble; the whole building is beautifully
vaulted in brick, with stone ribs. The nave
arches are rather narrow, and are supported
upon very solid piers. Above the main arcade
18 a triforium, which is glazed in the apses only;
and this accounts for the transom in the eastern
windows, which is_ nothing more than the back
arches of the triforium showing externally. This
arrangement is precisely similar to that in Ratis^
bon, and has internally a very pretty effect. The
clearstory is noble and lofty, and lighted with
large three-light windows. The chapels in the
angles between the transept and chancel have a
very picturesque effect when seen internally.
Most of the fittings are temporary

; but two very
good side altars have been done, and a pulpit of
good design is in course of erection. The
sacristy opens out of the south transept.
There is very little sculpture made use of

throughout the building; but in the tympanum
of the western doorway is an old fifteenth century
rood aud attendant figures in stone, and on the
top of the spire is a statue of the patron saint
in stone. This is, perhaps, the only feature in the
whole building with which wo have any great
quarrel. The effect of a statue on the top of
a spire is never satisfactory. We know it was

;

occasionally done in the Middle Ages, as in the
case of the Capella della Spina at Pisa, and the
cathedral at Milan

; but we do not know of any
ancient example north of the Alps, and we
cannot help thinking that M. Stadtz has ruined
his spire by placiug a statue at the top of it. To
our mind, also, the spire has too many bands and
lights in it, and would have looked better had it
been kept more simple. However, we do not
wish to criticise a building which is, on the whole,
so extremely satisfactory. The length of the
church is about 200 English feet; the width of
transept about 120 ft. The material used is
brick. The windows and dressings are of stone.
The next church we shall mention, and of

which we publish a plan,* is the new cathedral of
St. Mary, at Linz, on the Danube, also by M.
Stadtz. This church was commenced in 1862,
and will, when completed, be the largest modern
church in Europe aud the largest cathedral in
Austria. At present, however, the crypt, the
lady chapel, aud foundations only are completed

;

but it is expected that the church will bo ready

CIVIL ENGINEERING IN INDIA.*

The civil engineer, who has been educated in
England, and commences to practise in India,
will find that there are many things he will have
to learn over again from a different point of view,
and large accessions to his stock of information
and experience to be obtained before he can make
amove. We are not airing aplatitude in making
this statement. The fact has been so forcibly inH
pressed upon us after looking carefully through
two new volumes, edited by the indefatigable
president of the Thomason College, Roorkee,
Major Medley, and coming face to face there with
a realization of the difficulties aud peculiarities
that must be contended against in overy-day
practice in civil engineering in India, that we are
fain togivonoteof it; although many aharassed
cadet has, doubtless, arrived at the same con-
clusion before. Trains of loaded elephants

;

railways drawn by bullocks
; ever-recurrinr' need

of sunshades and punkahs; mighty inundations
sweeping all before them; immense trees im-
bedded in rivers to the great increase of the dan-
gers of navigation

;
vast deposits of silt choking

up canals and rivers
; boat-bridges

; constant
liability to the inroads, attacks, and devastations
of a seemingly inconsiderable, but in reality in-
sidions enemy it is impossible to exterminate,
the white ant, are but a few of the local novel-
ties quite unconnected with the puzzling differ-
ences in the building materials available, which,
of course, present a still more important study
to bo mastered. Ou the principle that those who
are forewarned are forearmed, Major Medley’s
works should be well digested by all who are in
training for Indian service, as well as by those
who have commenced practice. In many re-
spects, however, the basis of Indian experience
must be home experience, and we perceive this
deftly interwoven with much of the major’s
teaching. To give an instance of this dovetail-
ing of experience, wo may note that the decay of
the ornamental tracery of many handsome build-
ings at Agra aud Delhi, including the Kootub
Minar, would not have been so easily accounted
for if the Cathedral of Lichfield, and some of the
colleges at Oxford, had not also furnished ex-
amples of the decay of atone, and the cause of
the misfortune.

The building materials, as we have said, present
a most formidable difference from those in use in
England. There are 16'! kinds of Indian woods
bearing the most outlandish names, either in use
for house-building, furniture, agricultural imple-r- V.W — V. ..... ixuijov-wuiiujug, lui aiLure, aKnouiLurai impie-

for consecration by the year 18S-i. The lady
|

ments, &c., or worthy of beiug experimented
chapel was opened for divine service in 1866.

,

upon for those purposes. Some of them are
Ihe following will be the dimensions ofthe church

,

familiar to us by name, and by force of associa-
(in

^
lenna feet) when completed : — External

,

tion stand out pioturesquely and almost poetically
length, 410 ft.; width across transept, 211 ft.

;
from the list,—the date-palm, sandal-wood,

height, inclusive of external roof, 136 ft.; height
j

tamarind, cocoa-nut palm, locust, lancewood,
to vaulting, 96 ft.

;
height to vaulting of aisles, ebony, all suggestive of Indian scenery or Indian

^ It.
;

height of spire, 410 ft. The material
j

industry in rich carvings aud cunning inlayinws •

being made use of is granite, with sandstone
I but most of them couvey nothing to those •who

dressings. The church will consist of a nave do not hold the key of their meaninfr in
aud aisles, with a western tower, flanked by
porches and two apsidal chapels, opening out of
the aisles of the nave, deep transepts, a large
choir, and aisles, surrounded by chapels; a lady
chapel, sacristies, muniment room, and an exten-
sive crypt, under the eastern portion of the choir,
and lady chapel. The site on which this church
is being built cost 300,000 florins.

The church at Euphen, by the same architect,
is -very similar to that of St. Mauritius at Cologne.
It is, however, smaller. It consists of a western
tower and spire, the design of which we prefer to
the one at Cologne, a nave aud aisles of three
bays, transepts, and an eastern apse. The style
is good Geometrical.
The churches at Kiivlear, near Cleves, Hochen-

sum, and several others in the neighbourhood
of Cologne, are by the same architect; bub
our space does not admit of our giving a descrip-
tion of them. We shall carry on our observations
in another article.

* See p. 303.

Aeotiier City Church for Sale.—

S

t. Mary
Somerset, Thames-street, will be sold in the
course of a few weeks, under “The Union of
Benefices Act,” and warehouses erected on the
site which it at present occupies. Gilbert Iron-
side, D.D., warden of Wadham College, Oxford
wh(^ was Tice-Chancellor of the University in
1687, when James II. seized upon the venerable
foundation of Magdalene College, and sent his
commissioners to Oxford to expel the fellows
lies buried here. —

.-..u V,. v-uuvfjj- uui/UlUg 1,0 LUuoO « no
do not hold the key of their meaning in the
native tongue. Novices would be puzzled -with
specifications naming such woods as Odroopoo,
kurroo-vangay, though this is but the Hindoo
disguise ot the sweet-smelling acacia, coorvee-
allum, cush-mulla, jambo, keekur, kuddapab,
mahwah, neichitte, peddowk, hcouk - ghan,
jedachoo, siasoo, thii-byew, thingan, thumbo-mm
tsheik-khyee, trincomallee, and the voiuitmut^
which is the English name conferred, in
Hindostau, upon the strychnos nux-vnmica. The
Burmese have noted the close grain of a large
tree growing on the high hills between tho
Sitang and Salween rivers, and have called it
Thcetmin, the prince of trees

; and in like
manner these curious names we have culled as
samples have their significations. Indian timber
is, however, comparatively an e.'isy subject to
master in comparison with Indian stone.
Although Major Medley intimates that there
are but few records descriptive of the various
building stones found in India, he runs through
a minutely graphic list of upwards of fifty
varieties of sandstone. Every colour of the
rainbow is found in Indian sandstones. The
Ainthi rock yields stone of a pinkish white, or
ochreous yellow, barred or striped occasionally
with black. Paraoh sandstone is white

;
that

from Telri is of a dull blue-green colour, which
turns to olive green after exposure; that quarried

See p. 8C2.

T-i-
Roorkee Treatise on Civil Eagineerinpin India.’*

Edited by Major J. G. Medley, E.E., Assoc. Inst. C.E.,
Rrineipal, Tboinaaon Civil Engineering College, Roorkee.
Printed and published at the Thomason College Press
Allahabad : Hill & Son. Calcutta : Thacker. Spink, i Co.
iBombny: Thocker, Tining, & Co. Madras: Gantz,

I

Brothers. London : Smith, Elder, i Co. 1367.
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olose to the Gwalior KeBidencj is of a dull

brownish rod hue; Bamor quarry yields a dirty

white stone ;
and Manpoor a dingy pink.

Laterite is the rock most largely employed for

building purposes -wherever it is procurable,

as in the Midnapore and Orissa districts.

Cretaceous limestones are quarried for the con-

fitrnction of small village pagodas and chuttrums.

The natives use gneiss for their temples

;

trap, quartzose, and greenstone rock for build-

ing and paving purposes ;
coral - reef lime-

etones for their rice-mortars and water-troughs.

English architects and engineers occasionally

contrast one stone with another, as in the

pavement of the Gwalior Residency, where

squares of olive-green sandstone alternate with

others of a brownish-red colour. When we
come to bricks which are sun-dried and called

kucha, or burnt and called pucha; tiles, which

may be either pot tiles, pan tiles or flat tiles,

flooring tiles, or drain tiles
;

limes, cements,

mortars, concretes, and plasters, we come to

just the same inconsiderable differences as we
find in the tools and execution. Everywhere, of

course, the amount of work performed by coolies

and native horses is less than that easily

executed by Europeans. A coolie labourer

requires to be instructed in the use of the wheel-

barrow, for hitherto a basket has been his only

contrivance for carrying, and he does not care

to dig more than 50 cubic feet a day. The force

an English horse is calculated to exert when
walking slowly on a level plain is about 1201b.

;

•but a native horse does not nse more than 90 lb.

An implement called a scoop is in much use

here, as in America. This consists of an open

box, like a hand-barrow, from which one aide has

been removed, leaving the bottom exposed. The
edge of the bottom projects, and is sharpened,

so, as the implement is dragged along, it scoops

up the earth, and the three sides mentioned

•confine it for conveyance. A couple of bullocks

or horses are attached to the scoop by means of

chains or ropes, and a driver walking behind it

guides it by means of a conple of handles affixed

to the back of it. This implement is of no use,

however, where the ground is not tolerably soft

and loose.

In Indian railways there are many specialities.

The greater part of the country being very flat,

•the gradients are very slight, and the tunnels

very few. On the East Indian railway between
Calcutta and Delhi, there is only one tunnel in a

distance of 1,025 miles. This is the Monghyr
tunnel, which is 900 ft. in length, and runs

through an outlying ridge of the Tindhya range

of bills, on a rising gradient of 1 in 500 up to

within 75 ft. of the west face, where the gradient

falls 1 in 500. On the Bhore Ghat incline there

are, on the other hand, as many as twenty-six

tunnels in a short run of thirteen miles. The
white ants are a pest here as elsewhere, and have

•to be taken into account in the selection of

sleepers and all timber work. The passenger

traffic forms the most remunerative item in the

receipts, although it was expected that the goods

transit would have been the real source of profit,

ilojor Medley divulges that it was laid down as

a principle (when railways were first contem-

plated for India) that the great lines should bo

carried from end to end by the shortest and
easiest routes, in the belief that it was the

through traffic that must be looked to for pro6t

rather than short local journeys
;

but, so far,

the results tend to reverse this assumption, and

to suggest that it is worth while to make very

considerable detours to pick up the local traffic,

as it is in reality more remunerative than any

other. A ton of passengers, it might have been

foreseen, though requiring no more haulage-

power than a ton of goods, can afford to pay
more for it than the competition, made by water-

carriage and other transits, enables the directors

to demand for goods. Short journeys in every-

day life are more frequent than long ones
;
hence

it follows that they should be well provided for

in the laying out of a line to make it remunera-

tive. A man may have occasion to visit the

next town or station to that in which he resides

several times a week, while he may, perhaps,

never be obliged to proceed from one end of the

line to the other. At Indian stations it is

•customary to provide verandahs, about 15 fc.

wide, to extend the whole length of one platform,

und waiting-sheds on the other; and a chu-

bootra, well, and latrine for the use of third-

class passengers, besides the ordinary waiting

and retiring rooms. An Italian adaptation of

Oriental architecture is the prevailing style used.

"Wells and bullock-runs are employed at some
stations for the water supply of the tenders, and

Persian wheels at others. All the arrangements

for traffic, such as the number of trains, the

hours of departure, and the tariff are made in

concert with Government through the medium
of the consulting-engineer. Before turning

:

from Indian railways, with their dark-faced,

turbaned attendants, shadowy stations, alter-

nating with glaring lines through scorching

plains,we may state on the authority of statistics,

furnished to the Major, that the East Indian

Railway on the 21st December, 1865, was

stocked with 322 engines and 5,547 traffic

vehicles of all sorts. As in England, the

receipts from the intermediate and third-class

passengers exceeded those of either the first or

second class.

Horse-railways offer several advantages in

districts where unlimited traffic cannot be hoped

for, and accordingly they have been put in

operation in India. Our hard-working Major

has explored these advantages, and lends his

countenance to the conclnsion that, where

cheapness of construction and working is of

more consequence than speed, horse and cattle

power may be advantageously substituted for

the locomotive ;
though he advises that the

possibility of an increase of traffic warranting

the use of locomotives should be borne in mind,

and that, as a rule, all lines should be so con-

structed up to the surface of the roadway as to

admit of such a substitution, leaving the imme-

diate difference of cost to be effected on the

lighter kind of rolling-stock, the cheaper kind of

station required, and the sharper curves and

steeper grades allowable for low speeds. Sir

William Denison, with special reference to a

proposed horse-railway in the Madras Presidency,

advises the employment of stone blocks

ns supports for the rails instead of timber

sleepers, adding, that in many parts of the pre-

sidency, where the gneiss crops out to the

surface, the stone block would be cheaper in first

cost than any other sleeper, as well as more

durable. Iron-pot sleepers, where stone is not

procurable, are the next, in his esteem, for this

purpose. An early experiment of cast-iron

sleepers was made on the East-Indian Railway,

for a length of about seventeen miles
;
but the

road made by them was so rigid and bad, that

they were taken np, and wooden ones substi-

tuted. A second experiment has been made
with wrought iron, for a length of one mile, the

result of which has not yet transpired.
_

The

Government bullock-train is another description

of cattle conveyance with which India is fur-

niahed. As the daily journey of a bullock is

averaged at ten miles, this mode of communi-

cation is no rival of the locomotive, except in

the matter of cost. Captain Yule, writing of a

projected cattle-draft railway in Rohilcund,

ignores the expediency of making the road at

the first in the substantial manner that would

permit of the eventual use of the locomotive

upon it, or of maintaining the gauge of the

great railways, deeming that a great saving of

expense would be made in the cost of wagons,

works, and way, by the employment of a narrower

gauge. His estimate for one mile of cattle-

draught railway, including the necessary earth-

works, sand and brick-ballast, timbers, cross-

ties, spikes, laying way, rails, amounts to 15,923

rupees
;

aud adding sidings, culverts, small

bridges, large bridges, station buildings, fencing

and gates, plant and wagons, runs up to a total

of 26,500 rupees for the same distance.

Irrigating works must form a large section in

an Indian engineer’s practice, especially canals

and tanks. A canal of the importance of the

Ganges canal performs as much work as 300,000

men assisted by 1,200,000 bullocks could do.

Well, irrigation also gives employment to the

engineer to devise the means of raising the

water, now usually performed by the ipaecottah,

which is a lever with a bucket at one end,

attached by a rope and a counterpoise at the

other, worked by two men, the mCt, which is a

leathern bag, made from a whole ox-hide, raised

from the well by two bullocks walking down a

slope, and the Persian wheel, a cumbrous piece

of machinery, also worked bs bullocks.
_

This

mode of irrigation is inconsiuerable in its re-

sults, compared to that effected by means of

canals. Major Medley reminds us that the first

canals opened out in India were those which

had been made two or three hundred years ago,

in the days of the Mabomedan Emperor, but

which had been so neglected as to have be-

come useless. These were repaired by the

cheapest expedients, so as to bring them into

working use again, without much reference to

the true principles upon which such works

should have been constructed. Little, indeed,

was known of the laws of running canals until

observation wrought them out. Sir P. Cantley,

in prosecuting the construction of the Ganges

canal, which was one of the first undertakings

of the kind, made great accessions to the current

information on the subject, which will be, of

course, available in further works, although there

are still important points that are yet open ques-

tions. There are two systems of canal irrigation

now in use in the north and south of India,

which are known as the Madras and Bengal

systems. The first of these is chiefly confined

to the deltas of great rivers, and consists of

throwing a dam across the bed of a river to

raise the surface level of the water to canals,

whose mouths are above the dam, which con-

duct the water to the lands requiring it. It is

only available where the adjacent lands are not

above the level of the surface of the river. But

as the beds of many rivers are highly charged

with silt during the rains, and thus raised to the

necessary height to make this mode of irrigation

possible, many long strips of fertile country are

watered in this fashion. The other system is

by inundation. Cuts are made along the borders

of the Punjab rivers, for a certain distance, and

are then carried in directions parallel with the

fall of the country. When the river floods, these

cuts water the autumn crop. In the cold season,

when the water is low, the cuts are dry, and they

are of no use to the spring crops. As the waters

subside, it is found that they have left a deposit

of silt in the canals, varying from I ft. to 10 ft. in

depth, and the opportunity the subsequent dry-

ness presents is seized upon for an effectual clean-

sing. A largo body of labourers is employed in

removing the silt. Some of these canals are

300 years old, crooked, following every winding

of the ground, but still in good working order,

owing to this annual cleansing. Lieut. -col.

Anderson,who has bad considerable acquaintance

with irrigating works, considers that one of the

first points in the management of canals is to

keep up the velocity of the waters. Any change

of direction causes a certain loss. The slope of

the main channel should be less than that of the

branches,which in their turn should be less that of

the minor channels and branches. By this means
a uniform velocity will be maintained as far as

possible, and the depositor alluvial matter made
as equal over the lands to be irrigated as is

desirable. The snows of the Himalayas are in

reality the great supply of some canals, as they

feed the rivers in which the heads of them are

fixed. From the necessity of fixing the source of

supply high up on the river’s course, so as to ob-

tain plenty of command of level, that portion of

a permanent canal near the head has to be built

in a series of steps, down which the waters

descend in falls. The first question is not, How
much water do we want ? so much as, How
much water can we get ? for, in Northern India

especially, there is practically no limit to the

amount of land requiring irrigation to prevent

famines. It is not, however, considered econo-

mical to make the channel large enough to carry

off the utmost quantity of water the river can

spare when at its highest, for experience has

proved that this extra water would only beavail-

able for one crop, from which there could not

accrue sufficient profit to pay for the outlay on

the extra size of the channel and masonry works.

It is a singular fact that, though the minimum
discharge of the Ganges is reckoned at 8,000

cubic feet per second at Eurdwar, where it

leaves the hills, and the Ganges Canal is made
to abstract 6,750 cubic feet, there is no percep-

tible diminution of the waters, nor is any inter-

ference with navigation felt. Each cubic foot

per second of discharge is assumed to irrigate

218 acres. In the Soane Canal project, 1861,

Colonel Dickens reckoned three-fourths of a

cubic foot of water per second for every square

mile of gross area. The Eastern Jumna Canal

is found to irrigate 296 acres with each cubic

foot; and in Madias, 40 acres of rice, or 100

acres of sugar, can be watered with the same
discharge per second. But a new system is

called for in the mode of payment. At present

the area watered is the fact taken into account,

not the amount of water used; aud there is great

waste.

The obstacle to an adjustment of this difficulty

consists in the fact that no practical method has

been devised for measuring water under a con-

stantly varying pressure. Many things have to

be contrived in the formation of these double-

purposed canals. Some of the land through

which they pass may be too swampy for irriga-

tion ;
more may be reserved for forests, gi’ass
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preserves, or occupied by towns or cantonments :

these tracts most be deducted from the sum
total of acres to be watered. Major Medley
puts the following case Suppose we desire to
irrigate a particular district, say 200 miles long,
averaging forty miles broad, lying between two
rivers, by cutting a canal from one of them, and
carrying it along the watershed of the country.
The total area of such a district would be 8,000
square miles. Now of this our maps would show
us (say) that 1,500 square miles were khadir land

,

which could be irrigated by wells, or by small
canals cut from the river, leaving 6,500 square
miles of bangur to be provided for, from which
another 1,500 would very likely be deducted for
town sites, swamps, forests, &c., leaving 5,000
square miles actnally requiring irrigation. At
the rate of 1 cubic foot per square mile, this
would require a canal with a minimnm discharge
of 5,000 cubic feet per second.
Aqueducts are occasionally required. Of these

the Solani aqueduct on the Ganges canal is a
remarkable instance. The canal is carried
across the valley of the Solani river on an
earthen embankment two miles and a quarter
long, raised to an average height of 16^ ft. above
the country, having a base of 350 ft., and a
breadth at top of 290 ft. On this embankment
rise the banks of the canal, 30 ft. in width and
12 ft. in depth, lined with retaining walla formed
in steps. The river itself is spanned by a
masonry aqueduct 920 ft. long, having fifteen
arches of 50 ft. span, and a clear water-way of
750 ft., dimensions which place it among the
most remarkable works of its kind in the world,
^ith so much solidity is the masonry executed
that there is as much below the surface aa there
is visible above it. The piers are 10 ft. thick
at the springing of the arches and 12^- ft. in
height, and the side walls are 8 ft. thick and
12 ft. deep.

A MARKET FOR LONDON.
Abe the people of this mighty kingdom of

houses, called the metropolis, ever to have a
market worthy of them and of it

j and, if not, why
not ? Is it not a reproach to the public spirit of
the aee and its boasted intelligence, that there is
not, within aradius Uneof fourrailes from Charing-
cross, or from the cross of St. Paul’s, any thing
fit to be called a market for retail produce ?
Are we for ever to be dependent on the mind-
gauge of some private individual or other for
our provision “ exchanges ? ” What is the rea-
son that Londoners, the knowing, the “ go-
a-bead,” the keen, the wealthy, the “ hang-the-
cost,” are stolidly content with markets that
comparatively poor, struggling, third-rate towns
would blush for ?

The markets that we want the most are what
may be called kitchen-markets

;
places where

we may buy that which is to grow muscle and
bone for ns, and enable us to feast and make
merry. Man is a wonderfal-eating and drink-
ing animal, and, as he possesses, and lords it
over the genii of the "sacred” fire, the provi-
sion market is an important spot of land for
him. As the ancient philosopher said to the
would-be student :

" If ye know not geometry,
then ye are not yet on even the very threshold
of knowledge;” we say, that if ye know not
marketing ye are not yet on even the very
threshold of civilisation. There is, however, an
old saying that " when things are at the worst,
if they move at all they must mend.” That
saying has been, and is being, exemplified a
little among ns. Miss Burdett Coufts is busy
with the market-redemption of Bethnal-green
and the east, and the Corporation of the City
have, after mneb trouble and popular pressure,

I

taken the centre of London City in hand.
Leadenhall and Newgate are doomed, and aA tank is an artificial lake formed by an em- great meat-market will take their place.'

speech a bund,
j

Our list of markets on paper looks formidablethrown across a hue of drainage or the gorge of enough, and deceives the stranger- in fact
waters on ' many of them are like mock auctions,—down’the upper side, whence they are distributed for

irrigation by means of slnices and channels.
Some valleys possess several of these tanks, the
bead of one being placed where the cultivation
under that beyond it ceases; and a breach in
one leads to a breach in all, ifproper precautions
are not taken. The conditions most favourable
for the construction of tanks are a channel
bringingdown an ampleaupplyofwater to a broad
expanse of nearly level land suitable for a bed,
with a rooky foundation, and which has in its
rear a tract of country slightly lower in its level,
to permit of its irrigation through masonry
slnices constructed in the embankment, and
communicating with earthen channels leading
to each field. It is also a matter of moment
that water may he at hand for the use of
the work and work-people

; and that stone,
lime, and fuel be also procurable. As all
these facilities seldom present themselves in one
spot, it remains for the engineer to make a
selection of a site embracing as many of them
as are to be fonnd in one locality. This espe-
cially is a branch of engineering in which but
little home experience cun be brought to bear.
And 80 again in the removal of kunkur banks
and the blasting of large trees. We mention one
example out of numbers given by our author of
the removal of a tree. Ic lay 200 fc. from the
banks of the river at a village called Chupree,
where there was a depth of 20 ft. of water at the
root, and a number of branches spreading out in
various directions, which were taken in hand
one after the other. The root and stem were
broken by successive charges of 25 lb. to 50 lb.
of powder, and then separated and dragged to
shore by crab capstans, but this was not effected
till 850 lb. of powder had been expended. The
root spread out in irregular masses to a diameter
of 20 ft. facing the current, and was only de-
molished piece by piece, after having had several
cylinders broken in the attack upon it. Such
details as these given by Major Medley afford
vivid pictures of the difference between Indian
and home practice.

Crook (Durham).—The foundation-stone of a
Mechan’cs’ Institute has been laid at Crook by
Mr. J. W. Pease, M.P. A large number of in-
fluential gentlemen were present. The site of
the building—the largest room of which will
seat between 500 and 600 persons— is situated
at the end of Victoria-street. The building will
cost between 8001. and 1,0001.

right shams. To begin with, there is a book
description of them before us, by which, were
we merely a sojourner, we should certainly be
taken in. There is Bloomsbury Market de-
scribed as " for the sale of provisions generally.”
Now, we have lived in London a long, long time,
many a year agone, but we never remember any-
thing approaching to a market in Bloomsbury

;

we might just as well look for the green pastures
and waving meads of St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields as
try to find a market in that locality. There is a
decent-looking butcher’s shop and the combina-
nations of greengrocer and coal-shed standing
viS‘d‘tns at the corner of a court to represent a
market; yet none of the guide-books seem to
have become aware of that fact. Bloomsbury
" Market” is a kind of yard-street, of about
50 ft. in length and 25 ft. wide. It lies parallel
between the High Holborn junction of New
Oxford -street and Hart -street, Bloomsbury-
square. A continuation of it, under another
name, runs under an archway into Sonthampton-
street. It is much patronized by the flying
exiles of the neighbouring Seven Dials, who
resort there to toss and gamble, during divine
service on the Sunday morning. Then, again,
we have "Brooke’s Market,” at the end of
Brooke-street, Holborn, and, with the prolonging
street leading you into Leather-lane. Here,
another Guide to Loudon speaks of “ the sale of
provisions generally.” We have been in Brooke’s
Market many times during the last five-and-
twenty years, and even very lately, and the only
“ provisions ” we ever saw were those for dogs
and cats. We believe there are the usual
coal-shed and potato-bin

; but whatever else
there may be, there is certainly nothing ap-
proaching a market, save the name. The
locality has an historical association, and is
making a second one.

It was in the ^rret of a house at the end of
Brooke-street, within sight of the market, that
the unfortunate Chatterton transmitted his name
to posterity as the literary boy-snicide of 1770.
The second association is in connexion with a
prominent church erected within the Inst few
years

;
bat as it has more to do with Ritnalistic

Commissions and Pan-Anglican Synods than
with our subject, we will pass it by. The popu-
lation of Brooke-street and the adj'icent market
has altered greatly of late. Those fragile-ware
shops, kept chiefly by the children of Italy, in
whose windows mysterionsly-markedglasB-tubing
attracts the curious visitor, have broken out
wherever a break-out has been possible. There
are a great many courts that have burrow-runs

from all sides of the market. They lead into
other courts, that lead again into Gray’s Inn-
lane and Leather-lane, and the population is

such as may be expected among such human
warrens, under a oystem that has compelled the
needy, ignorant poor, to lodge and bring them-
selves up, generation upon generation, afr+r the
fashion of their own unbridled, animal instincts,
and that is all about Brooke’s Market.
The next of these shams is Clare Market,

neither more nor less than a gutter market, with
stalls of fish, fruit, and vegetables, which, how-
ever, "handy” to the residents, has no pretension
to be called a market. It is something like
Strutton-ground, Westminster, a mere collection
along the curb-stone of costermongers’ barrows.
Then there is Newport Market, which is com-
posed of a long, narrow alley, a kind of " 6-feet

”

passage, with butchers’ shops on each side. On
Saturday nights it is somewhat crowded, but
there is no competition, as the butchers settle-

the prices in the morning, when they arrive
from the wholesale markets of Newgate and
Leadenhall. At the very best it is a most un-
snitable place to be dignified with the name of a
market. We go towards Soho, and come upon
what is known by the name of Carnaby Market,
near to Broad-street, Golden-square. It is diffi-

cult to imagine bow such places came to be
gravely put into print as “ markets.” The-
Metropolitan Board of Works might step in here
with a series of re-christenings.

Going still further westward, we come upon
another of these puny “ markets.” Turning
Whitehorse-street, Piccadilly, there is Shepherd’a
Market,—that elysium of retirement for prudent
footmen and upper-housemaids into the genteel
chandler’s shop or greengrocery business. But
you have only to look round the 200 ft. of street-
ing, its high-life-below-atairs atmosphere, to dis-

cover that " market” is a sad misnomer.
Continuing oor course, there is Mortimer

Market,—a small huckster-shop-looking place
near Tottenham-court-road, with not a single
feature to suggest a market. Then there is

Fitzroy Market, also, by Tottenham-court-road,^
entered by a court from the street. It seems to
consist of sbut-up, ruined, slum-looking shops,
cats’-meab stalls, marine-store dens, and old-

fnrniture brokers. We had almost omitted a
most humble-looking place, by the upper end of
Oxford-street, called by the mighty title of
“ St. George it would puzzle a keen observer
to discover what part of it constituted a market.

Again, we have Oxford Market, on the north
side of Oxford-street. It seems to have been
originally intended for a market "by construc-
tion but there the resemblance ends. It is

half unoccupied, and the remainder is taken up
by ktreet-shops of a very crampy-looking kind,
with nothing of the market character about
them. Portland Market, Paddington, is quite a
different affair. Although not fully tenanted, it

has all the characteristics of the market proper.
The Borough Market, too, in Southwark, is a
regular market, at which a large business is

done every week. It is chiefly noted for pota-
toes; bub there are well-stocked shops for all

kinds of provisions. Cumberland Market, Re-
gent’s Park, is chiefly a stablemen’s market for
hay and straw. Farringdon Market, at the foot
of Holborn-hill, is mainly kept up by the sale of
water-cress

;
otherwise it is a failure. We go

on further into the City, and we find Honey-hine
Market, on the north back of Cheapside. It
consists of a batcher’s, fishmonger’s, and shoe-
maker’s shops, the City of London School in
the centre, the back entrances to some ware-
houses, and a " public” or two. Hoxton Market
is "nowhere;” whilst Finsbury Market, in its

deserted, tumble-down state, stands another
witness to the folly that planned the sites and
forms of these departed markets. Spitalfields
Market is an extensive and a useful one, and
Whitechapel, with its well-stocked butcher’s
meat and provision shops, offers a chance and a
choice to the marketing housewife, should she
venture out.

Of those small markets that are the more
immediate objects of our present remarks, it

may be asked, Why have they proved such
failures ? The answer is not far to seek, and, in

giving it, we may ask another question :—Why
were markets of such descriptions put in such
places ? Any market for provisions of a retail

character of trade ought to be in the leading
street of the district, having the whole of its

interior open to the street, and not closed in by
a enrtain of shops. Look at Farringdon Market.
Had that market been placed on the site of the
Fleet Prison, where there was plenty of level
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ground for all purposes, it would have presented

a very different appearance, and have told a very

•different financial tale to-day. Our plan would

have been to have had it quite open along its

entire frontage, except some dwarf railings for

police purposes. Then all could see it and

be invited to enter as they passed along. It

would have been well lighted everywhere, and

that is a great point; for nothing is so depressing

or deterrent to trade as a half-lighted, gloomy

shop or market. Then, again, the market-carts

ooul I have driven in easily and unloaded, and

the market would have been busy and popular.

But what was done? The market was put on

the side of a very steep hill, up which no fully-

laden horse could possibly climb.

Then, as if to put the thorough extinguisher

on the possibility of transacting business or

•drawing custom, a long curtain of shops was

allowed to close in the whole line of front to-

wards Farringdou-street, and the market proper

was over-weighted and killed—at least not

killed quite, but chloroformed into a state of

stupor that has paralysed it to this day. Facilis

descBTisus Averni, it is true, sed rei’ocare gradum

is not so difficult in this case as in the one put

by Virgil. There is time, even yet, to make
Farringdon a useful, thriving, popular market.

Clear that unsightly curtain of shops, and bring

the market down to the very edge of the pave-

ment
;
have it all open, that it may see and be

eeen
;
make the cart-entrances all on the lower

level of the street ;
secure land for extension

northwards; then, with two levels, we might

venture to stake the pen we write with that

Farringdon Market, under the shadow of the

new viaduct, and with these improvements,

would put flesh on its starved, skin-cutting

bones, and grow fat, prosperous, aud happy.

With respect to the small retail markets, such

as those we have previously enumerated, aud

whose resuscitation may be very desirable, the

only successful way is to place them openly in

the “ high street ” of the place; let them be con-

venient and low-rented, easy of occupation by

opinion
;
because, when that comes to pass, the

market must “move on.” Yet, there it is, and

the same three] millions of people before men-

tioned, with their battalion array of borough

members and of county members in Parliament,

with their vestries, their chief boards and dis-

trict boards of works, and other things,
_

and all

their trumpeting and shouting about their power

and their greatness, are content to have their

principal market of this kind in a small crowded-

in square, the property aud tax and toll of a

private owner.

Now, there is no enlargement, practicable, of

Covent Garden Market on its present site
;
the

cost would be enormous. Let us take, even, the

most moderate extension to clear the ground.

Begin at the right-hand corner of the Long-acre

end of Bow-street, and walk down to the corner

of Tavistock-street, then along to the corner of

Bedford-street, tuim up to the right to Long-

acre, and on, again, to onr starting-point. h<o-

thiug on a smaller scale would make a “good

job” of it; yet does not the immense valne of

the property immediately brand the whole scheme

as impracticable? The rebuilding of Covent

Garden Theatre on the site of the old honse was

a fatal mistake, so far as the enlargement of the

market was concerned, and so it is felt to be. But

for the reconstruction of the theatre there

was just the probable speculation that the

market might have expanded eastward to

the Bow-street line ;
the more especially as

the police-court is to be removed over the way

when the present lease expires in a couple of

years or so. With that space thrown in from

Tavistock-street corner to Hart-street, and on to

James-street, a stop-gap might possibly have

been found for the next ten years, but for no

longer. A population that sweeps the farthest

market-gardens of England for its earth-grown

edibles, and then scours the continent of Europe,

extending even to the fruitful fields of Algeria, is

not likely to remain much longer contented with

a stable-yard area for its principal centre of distri-

bution, nor to let that centre continue in a

everybody, and then rigorously sweep away t private hand.
^ ^ ^

street-stalls of every kind aud degree, whether I
Old historic associations and memories are last

on wheels or otherwise. A retail market, pro- ! fading away from us before the flood-light ot

perly regulated and inspected, ought to be a modern “improvements.” We have mentioned

great guarantee to its locality. If unfit food of
.
the removal of the Bow-street Police-court m a

every kind were turned out of it with punish-
'
few more years. It is intended to place it beside

ment, sharp and sure to the seller, and no possi- , the present station-house, extending backwards,

bility of costermougering it about the streets, > and then turning at right angles and debouching

the public health would gain largely. Make the upon what was Little Eussell-streeb —
market fair and reasonable; and, having done

j

Bnssell-street only—opposite the colonnade ot

BO, force every dealer into it, or mercilessly .
Drury-lane Theatre. At this moment may be

“ wipe him out ” of street-hawking as au act of
;

seen an indication of the proposed change m the

public safety. newly-built entrance-front surmounted by the

Look at Billingsgate. Can any one under-
I
royal arms, now serving as a temporary builder s

ataiul why three millions oT people put up with yard, opposite the pit-door.

the cost, inconvenience, and monopoly of a fish-
j

Amongst the places doomed to bo swept away

market not much bigger than a good - sized
|

is one old memory dear to_ the hi^rionic heart

jobbing carpenter’s shop ? It seems a marvel; of a by-gone time. This is the Harp J^avern,

but there is the fact. Three millions of people

whose eternal throat-splitting cry is,
—

“ Local

self-government aud no surrender,”—allow their

fish, gathered from the waters of every sea, to be

sent down to Billingsgate, in order that tax aud

toll may increase the price of the already too

dear finny food ! We ought to have large, un-

fettered, well-supplied fiah-markets, east, west,

north, and sout-h of Charing-oroes, the modern

centre of Loudon. Why, even Paris has a fish-

market ten acres in extent.

Let us turn now to its vegetable counterpart,

the ancient market of Covenc Garden. What do

we find there ? Why, that the market proper

has now become ouly the centre of the market

•of business. On each market morning,—Tues-

day, Thursday, and Saturday,—the laden carts,

wagons, greengrocers’ “ traps,” aud coster-

mongers’ barrows completely block up, and

make morn hideous with their shouting, yelling,

and imprecations in every street from the Strand

to Long-acre, aud from Lrury-lane to St. Mar-

tin’s. Here, again, is a curious phase of modern

Loudon character. Covenb Garden has been,

for generations, the chief fruit and vegetable

market of the metropolis. It has altered little

iu size, at any rate, since 1830, when the present

market buildings arose, at an expenditure of

•50,0001., under the superintendence of the late

Mr. Chas. Fowler ;
the space has not grown with

the growth of the people. A few years ago, a

clearance was made at the south-eastern angle

for flowers aud routs, but this is like enlarging

an estate by pulling down au out-house or two
;

but the market is still far too small, and, what

is more, aud what is worse, the “ Bedford

people ” aro at their wits’ ends about “ room,

room,” being made a leading cry of public

EuaBefUtreet—the old “0. P. and P. S. House”

of a former generation standing next door to the

place just named. Up by the aide of it is a gate-

way leading to a livery-stable yard, and as all

are scheduled for the new court, the days of the

tuneful Harp are numbered ; so, whilst we have

the opportunity, let us place on record some

incidents connected with its history.

has found substantial aid iu that parlour before he

became famous. It was round one of its tables,

too, that the flonrisliing “ Sooieiy of Buffa'oes,”

which now nnmbera thousands of branches, was

formed.
There is still a curious social institution up-

held there, called “ The Ancient and Honourable

City of Lushingtou,” that, strange to say, claims

to be the oldest temperance society in the world.

But to go into an acconnt of this curiona associa-

tion would lead us too far out of our way.

To return to the main subject. The question

of market accommodation must soon force itself

upon the governing powers of the metropolis

and upon Parliament. To say that the great

west-central market area can remain as it is,

because it happens to belong to a powerful

nobleman, is to say that Covent Garden must

stand still whilst all the rest of the world pro-

gresses. The next inquiry is,—What is best to

be done ? Turn whichever way we will the pro-

speot of expense is fearful. Suppose we were to

buy the Duke of Bedford out, in what direc-

tion should we move ? The cheapest way

would be towards Bedford-street, by removing

the church and the contents of the church-

yard, and taking in the enclosing sides of

Henrietta, Bedford, and King streets. This

would give us double the present market area.

Then we might at the eastern end push into

Bow-street as far as the theatre would allow us.

Hero is the only palliative we can apply on the

present site. The cry is still “ Eootn, room,

room !” and there is no room to give. The con-

sequence is that a general choke up and cor-

responding nuisance take place every market

morning, from an early hour in all the sur-

rounding streets. Surely this can never be

allowed to continue,—that, for the special benefit

of an individual market proprietor, the whole of

the adjacent thoroughfares shall be taken up by

his market-paying customers to the inconve-

nience of the general public. To work our way

into Long-acre would be too costly ;
but we

might take the block from Evans’s Hotel and

throw ourselves in the same direction ;
whilst

on the south side we might get into Tavistock-

street and Maiden-lane. Our readers will now

see the difficulty that enwraps the subject, and,

we believe, the anxiety of the Bedford office

about it is no secret.

But is this the best we can do ? Let us look

round and see.

If we commence at the oerner of Eudell-

street, Broad-street, St. Giles’s, ajd go south to

Castle-street, then, still keeping to the right

hand, pass down Castle-street, we come to the

top of St. Martin’s-lane. We then continue our

course up West-street, and Crown-street, to its

junction with Denmark-street, by which we

roach St. Giles’s Church, and down Bro-ad-street

to the corner- of Endoll-street, onr starting-

point. In this tour we take the boundary-liue

of what is called “ The Seven Dials.” This will

comprise an area about equal to that from

Bedford-street to Bow-stroec, and from Long-

acre to Maiden-lane, amounting to three times

the length and three times the breadth of the

present Covent-garden Market, and twice as

large as Did Smithfield. This is the place in

which a great metropolitan market^ could be

are composed chiefly of the dangerous classes.

The place is like a rabbit warren, all cut up into

courts and alleys. Who that has seen the

cellar-dwellings of Monmouth-street, to which

place the old, notorious “ Field-laue seems to

have emigrated, cannot confirm what we say ?

All the property required within this extensive

boundary is of a poor description.^ A thorough

clearing away would purify the social and moral

atmosphere of that part of the town. The next

problem, of dealing with the dispossessed people,

is one that is capable of solution hereafter : it

would be too extensive for discussion in the

present paper. ... t-

Now, let us look at the advantages of site ot

our market in such a situation. In the

place that long, much-wanted improvement, the

continuation of Tottenbam-court-road, by the

for nearly a century; amongst the “ noted
_

houses for the sale of “ pure malt and hop,” it

has always been noted; and, even in the present

age of shamelesB and wholesale adulteration, it

has not degenerated, if we are to believe some

half-dozen certificates of Dr. Hassall.

The Harp is an old house. The yard was

taken iu and a square cottage built upon it, the

ground-floor being the parlour of the tavern. It

is the associations of this parlour that have

helped to make the house famous. In times

when actors lived on the battle-field of the

drama the Harp parlour was one of their evening

rendezvous both for song aud supper. When the

great Edmund Kean came out at Drury-lane, iu

i814, be often refreshed himself at this hostelry,

and amused the company, who were all, more or

less, of the theatre, with his favourite song of

“Lord Allen’s Daughter.” There is.now.a cast of

face over toe ee^at where he formerly .at, aad
j coaWt ^S'oat aron^the

western line ot the market boundary. By thiB

means all the western and north-western traffic

for the market could enler_ itj gates at once

a suitable tablet recording that circumstance.

The walls are covered with portraits of actors

and actresses whose name are landmarks to the

English stage. Many a

“ Poor plaver

struts and frets bis hour upon the stage,”

and who has long since

“ Shuflled off this mortal coil,"

by Kew Oxford-street, and Tottenham-court-

road. Hammersmith, Fulham, Pntney, and

Brompton, could come along Piccadilly, and

enter by the southern gates, whilst the eastern

onus, opening upon Broad-street, St. Giles s, and
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the south-eastern upon Endell-street, Long-
acre, would admit of all that came that way.
Nor would this apace, large as it undoubtedly is,

be too large.

In a comprehensive, self-contained chief mar-
ket of that kind for London, it must be borne
in mind, that room would be wanted for bait
stabling to a large extent, and warehouse space
for the necesaaiy fodder. Besides, stores would
be required for large consignments of fruit,
potatoes, and other root edibles, in passing
from grower to consumer. Provision must
also be made for the sale of dairy produce as
well. It is not everybody who will care to go
to Smithfield for a turkey, or a pair of fowls,
or fresh dairy butter. In such a market suffi-

cient space would exist for the breaking of
bulk, and the transfer of loads

; the moving
about of carts and wagons

; the ingress and egress
of railway vans from all points of the compass,
and the proper supervision, control, and refresh-
ment, of both man and horse. Classification of
either districts or goods could be carried out to

heard deep down in the valley beneath us, we
see the ocean sending forth its glistening waves,
contrasting admirably with the atone, the chalk,
and the green bushes and landscape which
meet our view farther west across the South-
down Common. And on the edge, bounded by
the sea on one side, and the rising ground on
the other, we notice Beer-head, and while ad-
miring this ivy-hung promontory of the lower
chalk, we see before ns the last chalk cliff in
England.

It was a Sunday evening when we made our
descent, and never did a village look happier.
The cottagers, principally fishermen, were hold-
ing^ their evening converse with their wives,
their children, and their neighbours, while the
young girls, released from a week’s lace manu-
facture, were taking their evening stroll down
the highway or across the cliffs. And how the
eyes of many of onr London friends would have
opened had they seen the gorgeous lace shawls
which covered the shoulders of the majority of
these Devonshire village beauties, who, reared, .

—
I

ucuuties, >vno, rearea
the ^eatest attainable perfection

; there would humbly yet respectably, are not too proud tofurthermore be no c.rn^h r.n accept the title of •' Dumplings,” so healthy and
furthermore be no crush, no crowding of
adjacent thoroughfares, no shivering horses in
the by-streets, and no confusion; laden vehicles
could be emptied upon arrival, and their loads
stacked for sale, when they could draw off to
the stabling side of the market that would be
set apart for their use. Here wo could have
entrances on all sides of the great arterial
thoroughfares of the metropolis,—the eastern
and south-eastern by the top of Bow-street, to
the next corner of Endell-street

; the south, the
same way from over Waterloo Bridge; the
south-western, by Piccadilly and St. ITartin’s-
lane

;
the western and north-western, by Oxford-

street and Tottenham - court - road
; and the

northern and north-eastern, by New Oxford-
street aud Broad-street. Compare such a
market as this would be with the present coal-
shed and greengrocer kind of affair. In the
new market both sunshine and shelter could be
at the optional choice of everybody and for
everything, and nothing need be left undone or
uncared for.

OUR DEVONSHIRE VILLAGE.

Our Devonshire village is really a remarkable
landmark ou the jnap of England. Its scenery,
its houses, its people, manners, and customs, are
all fit for a ncfrelist’s pen or a painter’s pencil

;

and yet, with all, its name sounds harsh. Boast-
ing in all that is romantic, its name is as ungenteel
as conld be. Glorying in the name of Beer, its
fame is not imaginary, for, cloaked with the
grandeur of nature, it is surrounded, too, by an
army of workers as busy as bees, who prodnce
for our West-End worthies the elegant Honiton
lace

; and there is hardly a lady whose laced
shoulders grace the “ drawing-room ” or “even-
ing party ” who knows what a charming and
romantic district is that which produced her
delicate covering.

It was the love of rambling, with the assist-
ance of the travellers’ friend, Murray, that
caused our being introduced to this Devonshire
village, one of if not the most romantic on the
English coast. We had already commenced our
tour along the South Devon coast, had taken our
rest at several villages on our way, had enjoyed
the borders of Dorset, the beauties of Lyme,
bad narrowly escaped a fall of 200 ft. in the
great Pinney landslips,—a grand and solitary
region, where gaunt cliffs and dense copse, craggy
pinnacles aud Mistress Echo lend enchantment to
the scene ;—we had passed through Axmouth
and Seaton, and along the coast hereabouts is a
pleasant, as well as a dangerous ramble

;
but,

when we cross White-cliff, called by Murray a
bluff, picturesque headland,” we are eve-

witness to a scene which well repays us for the
venture.

From above we look down upon “Our Villa"e”
in the valley, and truly it is a picturesque view.
A single street of email cob-houses has a rapid
winding descent towards the shore. The back-
ground is enlivened by clusters of trees. In the
centre of the village is its curious small shaped
church

;
and down the street runs an open stream

of clear spring-water. Rising in the hills above,
and augmented by other springs on its route’
its velocity is so great that at the foot a pretty
cascade empties it into the sea. On our left a
corn-field rons to the edge of a cliff, and from this
another view is obtained. While the foreground

well do they look. Of course the appearance of
strangers was a signal for a village ovation.
Every eye was turned, our features scanned, and
inquiries daily made, and it is not too much to
say that within a very short time after, who and
what we were formed the leader of their " latest
intelligence.” And even this was lucky, for we
were thrown into the society of a worthy fisher-
man, boasting in the name of William Good,
whose life has been spent here, and who, bearing
the character of a free and sincere adviser to his
neighbours, was not the whit less courteous to
ourselves. It was his lively conversation, and
really useful knowledge, that assisted to bind us
to the place, and to him our thanks are due for
many expressions of goodwill and kindly advice
while on our ramble.
Our Devonshire village has not changed much

this century, for it likes not new faces. The
same cob houses stand that stood in the days of
the residents’ ancestors, and but a very few in-
deed have given place to rebuilding. Still it

must be supposed the buildings are sufficient for
its population—a reality sadly against the vil-
lage

; and it must be owned that the value of
the property in rentals, ranging from two to six
pounds, is detrimental to its participation in the
great reform, long wanted, and hardly as yet
awakened. The clear spring watercourse still
runs through the village, as it did in the days of
our forefathers, and though its course was con-
tracted into a narrower channel some twenty
years since, and it now forms an open sewer,
yet it is ever clear, ever sparkling, and to the
stream is to be attributed the health the
villagers enjoy. Two conduits, erected in the
street, give a “constant supply” of spring
water, and the Lord of the Manor, the Hon.
Mark Rolle, has already commenced other works
to improve this luxury—a luxury which East
London would indeed have worshipped in the last
cholera par. The velocity, too, of this merry I

stream is so great, that anything put into its
course at the top of the village would reach the
sea within but a very few minutes. So curious,
indeed, did this freak of nature appear to ua,
that we still have before us a vivid view, and we
can still in imagination see it merrily caperino'
towards its ocean bed. And while the stream
runs merrily on, while we walked along the
pebbled path, we can yet see another sight, for
the very grass grows beneath your feet, and
ducks and geese trot about, taking little heed,
and having little thought whether it be a village
green or the Queen’s highway.

°

At the upper end of the village are the schools
and almshouses founded in 1820 by Baroness
Rolle, whose liberality finds mnch praise in this
part of the county, while a little farther on is
the newly laid-out cemetery, which, to save the
villagers carrying their deceased friends to
Seaton, the Hon. Mark Rolle has, at an expense
of 1,2001., considerately given them. And let
me not forget to mention another benefactor to
Che village, a Mr. Williams, of the Isle of Wight,
who, having occasionally visited here, and
noticed how difficult it was to get the fi.shing.
boats on shore on their return from trawling,
presented the fishermen with a capstan, which
proves to be a great friend indeed to them.
But if the village is bright in the summer’s

eun, it is not so when the darkness of winter
makes all look grim. When the shades fall, and
the moon is far away, few can picture the scene.shows hooses amidst the clnstering bongbs of Aud wheu, three winters since, brackets for themany a good-aged tree, and the merry laugh is I lamps were liicd in the walls, many there

thought a great reform had come at last, that a
good genius had been at work, and bis deeds
had but just been brought to light

j
yet curious

still is the aspect, for along the single street,
with the rushing waters beneath, and perhaps
the stormy element raging above, the only light
to be seen in this romantic valley is the strange
flicker of a candle, or the but little better illnmi.
nation from paraffine.

^

In the bay by Beer-head, the natural forma-
tion of the rocks presents one of the most favour-
able opportunities for the making of a harbour y.

and such a plan has been, I believe, some time
in existence. Now Beer-head, called by the-
fishermen Berry-wold, is another curiosity, re-
markable for its two natural towers of chalk, not
to mention the ivy-clad appearance which gives
a particular character to the scene. Looking
up from the beach, and surrounded by the great
cliff in this rugged cove, there is a certain en-
chantment lent which no words can here repay.
And even while we see all this around us, while
our minds become mixed up with retrospective
glances and present-day experiences, other sighte
come to our gaze, and we recollect that the cele-
brated Beer quarry is worthy of a visit.

Beer quarry, about a mile up the road from,
the village, produces a most valuable stone,
which for three centuries or more has been
worked here. It is in two divisions, the old and
the new. The old one, the stone of which is
much softer, has not been worked for many
years, but the new one is now supplying stone
for many great improvements, not only in the
neighbourhood but at a distance, including the
cathedral at Exeter; and, should a railway be
made from here, and a harbour formed, this
quarry will tend to raise our village to no small
eminence in the history of these parts. Occupy-
ing, as already worked, about eight acres, it is

at present held by Mr. Mircb, of Colyton, who>
from what we could see, would do well to infuse
more spirit into the work by a company or other-
wise. Arriving at the entrance, low, gloomy,
and forbidding, we shout as we had been directed,
and in the distance is heard the echo. Soon w©
see a candle flicker, and a quanyman is duly
introduced to our notice. We ask his name, and
he answers, John Cowley. He commenced his
work here so long ago as the 13th of November,
1825, while a mate of bis, a James Tucker, who
died two years since, dated his apprenticeship
from 1807, showing that life, though thus con-
fined, can exist in the deep recesses of a free-
stone quarry.

It was then with this guide,—and “ bad luck”
to him who would venture into the labyrinths
withoutone,—weentered the cavern andsurveyed
its precincts. And a wonderful

,

sight it was,
consisting of beds of freestone, lying at th©
junction of the chalk with the green sand, being
principally composed of carbonate of lime, soft
and easy to work, but hardening on exposure-
from the evaporation of the water it contains.
You here see the huge blocks cut aud removed
by a single quarryman. These caverns are .

rendered, too, more imposing from the fact of the
square pillars of stone left standing in order to-

support the roof; and which pillars are huge
blocks, 18 ft. long, 7 ft. wide, and rising to th©
height of 14 ft., for the stone is generally con-
stituted in layers of seven beds, aud not higher.
Aud when it is recollected that these deep
recesses in the earth are under the rising ground
iu parts 300 ft. from the surface, it naturally
excites our astonishment that falls -in do not
often occur—the last of any consequence taking
place half a century ago. And far into the
interior of the darkness—for our only light wa©
a small and remarkably thin candle—are some
curious nooks pointed out. Here, in a narrow-
compass, far underground, may be seen the
remains of the Smugglers’ Cave; here Jack
Rattenbury, the bold smuggler of the Devonshire
coast, kept his court, among the smuggled
spirits; here existed— does exist still— th©
chamber wherein law was defied, and strange
scenes enacted. Jack Rattenbury left this world
some fifteen years since.

As already stated, the inhabitants of our vil-

lage are for the most part a fishing population.
The fathers employ their time in mending their
nets at home, or casting their lines abroad upon
the sea, for the distance of about ten miles from
shore. Out with the early birds at two or three
in the morning, they seldom return until the day
has far advanced. Of course, the village is not
great in fishing repute, but it is well known
round the coast that the Beer boats are large
and strong, and that the men bear the general
character of being honest, sober, and industrious.
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Some have other trades besides a dependence on
fishing, and well for them that they have

5
for,

when rough weather sets in, they would stand
poor chance against the sea off Beerhead. The
boats are twenty-three in number, of which
seventeen are trawlers and six are employed in

catching lobsters and crabs.

When your morning stroll is taken, when you
return from a lounge at Seaton or a ramble over
the South Downs, you take a turn to the beach,
narrow and limited as it is

;
you watch a little

speck in the distance
;
you see it approach

nearer and nearer; you perceive a sail, and,
waiting patiently, one of the long-looked-for

boats runs to shore. Already have the buyers
arrived

;
already we see excitement

;
and when

the fish is landed, the Dutch anction held, and
the haul sold for, say, Sa., 10s., or 208., or even
less than the lowest of these sums, the fish is

soon hurried away to be retailed some miles in-

land. And, as each little sail makes a ran for

shore with her fresh cargo,—or none at all,—the
produce of the briny deep, a continual excite-

ment is kept np on this usually quiet beach for

several hours. But the fish caught off hero
seldom, if ever, enter the London market; the
consumptive powers of nearer cities claim the
produce for themselves.
The housewives of Beer appear industrious,

while the girls form parcel of the great lace
manufacturing district, which though bearing
the name of Honiton, is at least ten miles
around it. Of course we have heard of Honiton
lace ; our lady friends have justly prized it from
the time the Lollards introduced it in the reign
of “ Good Queen Bess,” but we fear our fair

friends of the West end little imagine that the
earnings of those that manufacture it, do not
reach to more than from 4a. to 6s. per week.
How often do we close our eyes to the actual
pay for labour in this country, when bent on
enjoying its proceeds. This makes our girls

marry early, and often leads them to a life of
misery. Then they leave the village, and as
often their ambition is to go to London, to the
great metropolis they come.
The young men, too, of Beer seek their for-

tune, and many find employment in the great
City houses, seldom forgetting, however, their
native village. And as for the children, they all

take early to the water, are good swimmers, and
death by drowning here is rarely heard of.

But if our village is a model in one way, it is

equally so in another. If the character of its

buildings tend to tell ns that Beer loves old
associations, so the character of its people proves
that all live in good fellowship with all men. It
boasts not ofthe assembly,

—

"Where village statesmen talk’d with looks profonnd,
And news much older than their ale went round.”

It aims at a higher mark of distinction. In
trouble, in sickness, or in health, the love of
mischief is a prohibited pastime. Curiosity is

at all times allowable, and Mrs. Gamp and Mrs.
Partington are not ladies to bo easily “ put
down” in this age of ours, but the horrors of

scandal-mongering, as detestable a crime as a
fellow-creature can commit, are in this village a
name, but no reality. Woe to those that do

I scandal at Beer! Would we could say as much
; for all other villages.

But what will be thought whenistate they have
1 neither a doctor, a lawyer, nor a parson amongst
I them ? The inhabitants say they nnrse their
I own sick, and can well plead for themselves.
. As for the parson, ho resides at Seaton, about
two miles distant. Again, ever ready to help

' each other, a “Volunteer Life Brigade” has
' been formed ; it now musters 68 strong and
: active men embodied to protect their homes and
families, and what was once a hotbed for smug-

I
gling is now the hannt of law-loving Englishmen.

Such, then, briefly, are the appearance and cus-
: toms of our little village,—as romantic in reali-

I tics as any village could bo. And yet it is not
; alone : it is surrounded by others noted in more
ways than one, and places of interest to us all.

We have on the west the straggling village of
. Branscombe, picturesquely situated between
1 three hills, one of which is 600 fc. high. At
. Branscombe, the workpeople of the late Mr.
' Tucker (the principal lace-mercbant in the
1 county) turned out, in 1839, the Queen’s wed-
t ding dress, and here was produced for the
Exhibition of 1851. a marvellous specimen of

I the art, value 3,OOOZ. Beyond lie interest-

i ing and lofty cliffs, with their Weaton-mouth,
1 romantic little dell ; Sutcombe Kegis, once a
I fort, the last in the county to hold out for

. King Charles
; and two miles farther is the

I much- vaunted Vale of Sidmouth, where the
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Duke of Kent (the Queen’s father) died, and
where the world-famons Knowle Cottage (now
closed) was, by the late Mr. Pish, of Walworth,
thrown open every Monday to the eager in-

spection of the curious. It was a museum,
menagerie, conservatory, and geological collection
combined

; and it was a sad blow to Sidmouth
when, on Mr. Piah’s death at his Walworth reai-
dence,in 1861, no more “Fishites”—as the visitors
were called—passed through the place.
On the east of Beer, across the White Cliff, is

the little village of Seaton. Beyond lie the
magnificent, yet terrible, landslips of Pinney

;

and, farther, the quiet and picturesque Lyme
Eegis, on the Dorset coast. More north is to be
found the ancient, melancholy, and dreary town
of Axminster, once famona for its carpets

;
with

Honiton near at hand, which alike is celebrated
for its lace and butter

; and recalling to mind as
well as taste certain treats in wholesome Devon-
shire cream, butter, and cider, I often think of
the pleasant time spent at oar out-of-the-way
village on the South Devon coast. N.

THE SEWAGE DIFFICULTY.

A LECTURE on this subject was delivered some
months since, by Mr, Baldwin Latham, C.E., at
Maidenhead, before the Local Board of Health,
in reply to a paper by Mr. J. D. M. Pearce, M.A.,
which was also read before the same Board

;
and

both have been published in the form of pam-
phlets. Of Mr. Latham’s able discourse* we
give our readers an abstract :

—

From remote periods works of drainage have
been considered necessary wherever men have
congregated together. Hence wo find that the
most ancient cities of the world were sewered.
Then came a period in history when their bene-
fits seem to have been forgotten or were ignored

—

when sanitary science, like many other sciences,
descended to the very lowest ebb; and, though
an object, as I will show yon, of immense impor-
tance, and attended with great advantages, it

has only been revived in its true spirit within 1

the memory of living man. !

The sewers of ancient cities were intended to
j

convey the frocal and other matter; but the!
early sewers of this country were intended only

1

to carry the rainfall to the nearest stream. In '

fact, it was illegal, until 1815, to carry fa-!cal
i

matter into sewers. Such matter was retained
j

in cesspools, or by means of other contrivances.
But the growing evils of harbouring such matter

j

in the vicinity of or under our dwellings were
j

so great, that the laws guarding sewers were
!

allowed to lapse
;
but it was not until 1847 that

it became compulsory to draiu into sewers.
Now, if we inquire how this great change was
brought about, we shall find that it was not
forced upon the cmintry. No : the country
adopted the measure in self-preservation

; for it

was nob until epidemic diseases had devastated
our populations, and were still threatening us
with dire calamities, that works of sewerage
were carried out. We find that in 1848 and 1849

j

no less than 58,293 men, women, and children
|

of this country perished by that direful scourge,
1

the cholera. Sanitary works were carried out in I

order to stem the tide of disease and death, and I

how they have accomplished that end, experi-
j

ence in towns in which they have been carried !

out will most fully demonstrate. At page 4

'

Mr. Pearce refers to “ the failure of costly plans,
which have been introduced” for the sewerage
of London

;
but what is the failure spoken of ?

London, we find, is the healthiest metropolis in
the world— far healthier than covfus of much
smaller size; and it is well known that, as the
population increases in a town, the more difiicult

it is to retain the standard ofhealth
;
yet London

stands at the head of the large towns in our own
country, because works of sanitary reform are
carried out there more completely than in the
other places. If we take Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds, or Sheffield, all of which
retain excrementibious matter on the premises of
the inhabitants, they are the unhealthiest towns
you can bring forward. No population can be said
to be healthy or free from devastating epidemics
if living in the midst of aerial impurities arising
from the detention of faical or other deleterious
matters. Then it becomes a question of vital

importance for every town to adopt such mea-
sures as shall free it from the abominations
which more or less crowd every ill-drained or

" A Lecture on the Sevrape DilBculty.” By Baldwin
Latham, C.E. London: Spon, Charing-croas.

nndrained place. A system such as Mr. Pearce
deprecates, wherever carried out, has saved the
lives of hundreds, and increased the standard of
health among thousands. So it has fulfilled the
conditions, and I may say the only conditions,
that were laid down when the system was first

inaugurated. Although the results of sewerage
works are inestimable, I cannot but see that to
some extent they have been marred by the state
of pollution into which the rivers of this country
have been brought. Yet it should be clearly
understood that, although the present state of
the rivers is a crying evil, it is not so great
as the evils from which the towns have been
freed. In fact, the lives and health of our citi-

zens have been purchased at the expense of the
rivers. It must be admitted that the purity of
water is of great importance, and we shall not,
as a country, derive the full benefit to be ob-
tained from sanitary measures until our rivers
have been freed from the abominations that have
been poured into them.

In the opinion of Mr. Pearce, a rational mode
is ono that requires sewers, bub also special
appliances, such as pails, tubs, barrels, carts,
horses, and men, for removing ficcal matter; in
fact, he considers sewers necessary

;
and so

must all the advocates, whether it be of earth
closets or of any other description of sanitary
appliance. They cannot get away from the simple
fact that sewers are necessary in every town,
which chooses to deal in a proper manner with
its refuse matters, and preserve the health of
the community, the only difference being as to
what should be sent into the sewers.
The great difference between applying liquid

and solid manures is, that, while the former
are applied to the plant, the latter are applied
more properly to the land. In both cases, the
land is the medinm by which the nutriment is

given to the plant : but, if two given amounts
of fertilizing matter be applied, one in a liquid
and the other in a solid state, the solid
manure needs to be exposed to atmospheric
influences until it has become soluble

;
after this

it requires to be taken into solution by water,
before the plant can utilize it ; while, on the
other hand, we find that the fertilizing elements
in the liquid manure are presented in a form
fib for immediate assimilation by the plant.
From which fact it is obvious, that a greater
number of crops can be taken with liquid than
with solid manure

;
which is equivalent to an

increased area of land
;

bub with this great
advantage, that you have only one rent or first

charge to pay for it. Water is the vehicle that
conveys nutrition as well to plants as to animals.
The quantity of water that usually enters the
roots of plants is extremely large

; it is then
evaporated through the leaves, leaving the ferti-

lizing matter to build up the tissues of the plant.
The vegetable kingdom always takes its food in
a state of extreme dilution; in fact, a concen-
trated essence of fertilizing matter will effec-

tually destroy a plant.

Mr. Latham then enters at large into the case
of Croydon, where, as he observes, 2,500 persons
are now alive who would have been dead had it

not been for the sanitary works there carried
out.

At page 32 he says, “ Mr. Pearce states that
‘ Edinburgh has had the best possible opportu-
nity of judging, during the 200 years it has been
practised in Craigentinny meadows, of the merits
of sewage irrigation, and that it is emphatically
and finally condemned and he goes on to say,
at page 10,

‘ and if Edinburgh gives it up, who
hereafter will dare to uphold it ? ’ The author
has here quoted an article in the Builder, enti-
tled ‘ The new Town of Edinburgh, its Drainage
and Water Supply.’ Yet I must say that the
purposes of that article are greatly perverted.
In reading the author’s pamphlet, you would
be led to conclude that Edinburgh was about to
give up sewage irrigation

;
but such is nob the

case. Edinburgh has three outfalls for its

sewage : one empties itself into the Waters of
Leith, which have become far more foul than
the Thames water before the construction of the
intercepting sewers of London

; another into
Craigentinny Burn

; and the third into a burn
called Pow Burn. The system of sewers now
being carried out (upon the completion of which
the inhabitants may be congratulated) will free
them from a crying evil, or that evil which
exists in every undrained city. Edinburgh is an
undrained city, and now adopts the system of
drainage. But does it give up the system of
utilization ? No ! The sewage flowing into the
Craigentinny meadows will be utilized as in
former years.
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Aa to Mr. Pearce’s own particular scheme,

that gentleman says at p. 17 :

—

‘I propose that the Board should make it compulsory

to clc«e every cesspit in the borough, and to substitute ii

pail to be placed under the seat for the reception of the

whole of the excreta; that it should engage or enter into

contract with a proper person to empty these pails daily

at such times and in such way as they may think fit, and

convey the same from the town in hermetically sealed

barrels or cisterns. Ihe sale would coverthe expense, and

leave a profit.’

There you have a scheme advocating the daily

removal of human excreta from every house,

leaving all other matters to find their way to

the sewers. He admits that sewers are required,

and house-drains will also be required
;
for what

is the use of sewers in streets if you have not

the drains communicating with them ? And

yet he would tell you that this is a system

which is to save the expense of 81. or 101. for

every house. It is no such thing. The cost of

a water-closet is a mere trifle. And then you

are to have a most expensive mode of collecting

the material, and you are to have horses and

carts for taking it into the country. To say

nothing of the inconvenience of having the

privacy of your houses invaded daily by men
for the purpose of removing such abominable

matter, is it not far better, taking a common-

sense view of it, to let the sewage carry itself

rather than you should carry it ? And then you

are told that, if you adopt this system, it will

pay and leave a profit. A very similar system

to that of the author’s was adopted in the town

of Hyde, in Cheshire. A certain company,

called the Eureka Manure Company, undertook

to collect the whole of the solid and liquid excre-

ments of the population. Now, what has been

the result iu that town ? Why, we find from

parliamentary returns that the cost of applying

this system to the town of 20,U00 inhabitants

would be 10,0001. ;
imd the system is this, that

water-closets or cesspools are done away with,

that boxes or drawers are put under the seats of

the closets, that these are removed from time to

time, not daily. When this company was

your streams, so that you will not be relieved

from the injunctions, which is one of the princi-

ples set up by the author; and not only so, but

the system, instead of bringing in munificent

profit, would be worked at a great loss to the

town.
In conclusion, I would say, with regard to

those systems of filtration which seem to be

strongly advocated by Mr. Pearce as being far

preferable, in his opinion, to irrigation, that a

person only knowing the very first rudiments of

chemistry would know how impossible it is to

purify sewage by filtration. Why, filtration is

merely a mechanical separation. Filtration has

been tried and found not to succeed. Other

measures have been adopted, such as precipita-

tion and deodorization or treatment by various

chemical substances ;
there is no single case in

which the plan has been found to answer.

There is one point which will ever stamp preci-

pitation, deodorization, or filtration as unsuccess-

ful, which is this, that as ammonia is the chief

constituent of value in sewage, and as there is

no known mode by which it can be rendered

insolnble in water, and aa it is necessary, for the

time being, to render it insolnble in order that

it may be precipitated ; on the other hand, if it

it is assumed that ammonia may some day bo

rendered insoluble, then in an agricultural point

of view the system would be a failure, because

insoluble ammonia would be valueless.

I tiTist a case has been made out for sewage

irrigation to yonr satisfaction. I came here to

explain facts and elucidate truths, and I hope I

have thrown some light on this very important

subject, sufficient to enable yon to see your way
out of the sewage difficulty.”

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

In the course of the opening address at the

conversazione of the Architectural Association,

- r- ..
.elsewhere referred to, Mr. Spiers said,—I have

origiuall^started, it was with the idea*” that they ! from time to time during the course of my
wore going to give the people something for this ' paper, made comments on the want of a theo*

very valuable matter
;

but they found out, '
retical education in architecture in this country j

after working a very short time, that they could ! this absence of any system of teaching cf the

not afford to give anything for it, so they took it I principles of either science or art has, of late,

for nothing. A little further experience demon- ' been deplored continually in the various jour-

strated to them that, even that would not pay, ' nals, comparisons being drawn between the

so that they must make a charge of 2s. for 1 products of all countries in the Great Exhibi-

every house
;

but before they have time to
!
tion of Paris, and considerably to the detriment

prosecute their labours any further an action is
j

of our own. It would appear that, notwith-

brougbt against them for creating a nuisance standing the immense advance which we bad

they'are found guilty, and the works are stopped, • at one time acquired over other countries in

after incurring an expense and a charge of 28.,
j

engineering and commerce, the workmen of

which, if capitalised, would amount to ISs. per i such countries as Germany and France, being

head of the population. The town still had to 1 instructed in the theory of their mechanical

carry out a system of drainage just the same, '
operations, were able to work with so much

aud at as great a cost as if it had been done for
1
greater intelligence, that not only had they

the reception of the water-closets. After the
I
caught us up, but were really surpassing us

failure of the company, the Corporation of Hyde
|

on what we imagined to be entirely our own

undertook to collect the matter in the identical
'

ground ;
and our great manufacturers, appa-

mauner portrayed in the author’s paper; but ' rently not content with the result of the schools

when they went to work they found it did not I
of the Department of Science and Art, have

pay to collect, and then they gave three months’
[

lately instituted commissions, to make serious

notice to the inhabitants that they could not
|

inquiry into the system of the education of

collect it. If fertilising matter is of any value, artisans abroad, with a view of introducing

certainly it is in those districts of Cheshire in
j

them into England. In art we have always

the neighbourhood of Hyde, and yet yon find that
!
been allowed to be far behind-hand, and

the corporation, from accidental circumstances, ^ though the progress made in England be-

actnally adopted tho system of the author
;
and

yet we find that it could not have paid them,

and so they gave it up, and a great number of

tho houses have put up water-closets, and others

unfortunately have had to revert to cesspools.

From a list of over forty towns in this country,

in which the local authorities undertake to

collect fmcal matter from the houses, in not a

single instance do they make a profit.

Birmingham is reported by the author as

being one of the places that has an injunction

against it for pollaiiiig its streams, yet it is not

a water-closet town : not more than 5 per cent,

of the whole houses have water-closets.

Birmingham is a town of ashpits and cess-

pools, and yet there yon find the rivers polluted,

and an injunction brought against the corpora-

tion, which would be the case in every town

where a system is carried out that would only

deal with fecal matter; because it may be laid

down aa a rule that any water brought into a

town and serving the domestic purposes of man
is not fit to be afterwards turned into a stream

from which his fellow-man may derive his supply

of water, until it has been purified.

The system of the author, like that of earth-

cloeets, attempts to deal with fecal matter only,

leaving all other matter to run into and pollute

tween 1851 and 1862 was such as to give us

reason to hope that in a few years’ time we
should have equalled our foreign neighbours, this

present exhibition shows us that we are still as

far behind as ever. It would be out of the

scope of an address to enter generally into the

vast systems of education ;
bnt I wish to call

your attention this evening to the great desira-

bility of establishing some more definite system

of architectural education. So long as the his-

tory and principles of art and architecture are

completely ignored in our schools and colleges,

as one of the most intelligent means of learning

the history of nations, so long artists and archi-

tects must “conamore" instruct themselves in

the best way they can, without expecting to

receive from the public that assistance or appro-

bation of their endeavours which is always

necessary to the production of true art. At the

present day the only class which can be said to

take any interest in architecture are archceolo-

gists
;

and though I must allow that they

have worked much good among us, to be

always dependent on them would be fatal,

as we should always be obliged to move
in the groove of precedent. Of this groove,

however, we must free ourselves in some way,

and it is best to be done by forming schoote,

where students cau walk together, interchange

ideas, and co-operate with one another. In sup-

port of what I am now saying I cannot help

referring to an admirable paper contributed to

the American Institute by Professor Ware, who
is now travelling in Europe forming materials

for the formation of a school in America. Pro-

fessor Ware remarks that “ whilst every other

branch of applied science has mnltiplied schools

in every part of the country, the art of building,

upon which more money is spent and misspent

than upon any other, is handed down from

generation to generation by personal tradition

alone.” “ The system of articling or apprentice-

ship,” Professor Ware says, “ in America has

disappeared, as being unsnited to the temper of

the time, and no other sufficient means of educa-

tion has taken its place. In the meantime tho

building profession is suffering from the isola-

tion of its members
;
whilst in other professions

they are brought together, as lawyers in court,

physicians in hospitals. Architects never meet;

and the profession presents the singular spectacle

of a score of men, living and working within a

stone’s throw of each other, as much allied

among themselves as they are separated from

the rest of the community by taste and educa-

tion, but each leading the life of a hermit, and

not only cut off from the stimulus of personal

intercourse, but, through all, are engaged in the

solution of the same problem; never comparing

results, nor profiting by each other’s experience.”

Now our Association docs much good towards

remedying this state of affairs, and there is not

one here this evening who will not bear me out,

and especially the members of the Class of De-

sign, when I speak of the great advantages

offered in it for the study of architecture and

the promotion of friendly intercourse amongst

one another
;
but our members, or rather the

members of those who attend here, are but

limited, and a great deal has yet to be done.

The Association has from the first exerted itself

in favour of an increased architectural educa-

tion, and from time to time has memorialised

the Institute to that effect. To its pressure may
be ascribed the formation by this body of a

voluntary examination, and it did its utmost to

promote the proposed school of which Mr. Scott

threw out the first suggestions. The volun-

tary examination, for the possible reasons above

stated, has almost fallen to the ground, and

Mr. Scott’s scheme never took wing at all. I

hope, therefore, to be able to convince you this

evening of the necessity of taking further steps

in this matter. You will all, I think, agree with

me, that the position of the Institute is such

that, if a school were formed, it ought to be its

chief promoter and director ;
and yet I fear that

it may be taken out of their hands, for it is the

intention of the directors of South Kensington

to establish there a school of architecture, and

the principles of the formation of this school

will be adopted from one existing already in

Paris, of which I propose in a few words to give

you the purport aud history. The “ Ecole des

Beaux Arts” in Paris is, as you are probably

aware, a Government Institute, open to students

of all countries on their passing an examination.

The chief prizes are, or rather were, awarded by

a jury consisting of the members of the Institute

of France ;
the secondary prizes by various pro-

fessors of the school. Now, as many of these

professors and some of the members of tho

Institute had private studios of their own, their

feeling naturally prompted them to be indulgent

to their own pupils when awarding the prizes.

A considerable abuse, therefore, had crept into

the school, causing at the time great disturbance.

In the midst of this M. Viollet-le-Duc, the emi-

nent Gothic ‘architect, obtained the ear of the

Government ;
and in consequence a decree was

published in November, 1863, changing the con-

stitution of the school as follows :

—

First, the prizes were to bo awarded by a jury

selected from the architects in Paris.

Secondly, studios (” ateliers”) were to be

established in the school, under the care of

Government inspectors.

Thirdly, any Frenchman might compete for

the grand prize without being a student of the

school. And,
Fourthly, a new staff of professors were ap-

pointed, amoDgsb whom M. Viollet-le-Duc

himself was • named a professor of theory of

art and architecture, and the student was to

attend regularly all his lectures, pass examina-

tions in them, and frame their designs in accord-

ance therewith.

Now, much as the students (hitherto of classic

tendency) appreciated tho publications of M.
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Viollet-le-Duo on Gothic architectare, the pill he
• wanted them to swallow was much too large to
be taken at one time

;
consequently, after three

ineffectual attempts to make himself heard in
the lecture-room, he retired in disgust, and the
Government allowed the school to relapse into
nearly its former state, without, however, stulti-

fying itself, by withdrawing the decreo. Shortly
after this circumstance, M. Emile Trelat, pro-
fessor of the school of ni’ts and manufactures,
conceived the idea of forming a school of archi-
tecture, based on the theories of construction
and construction alone. He pretended that art
had nothing to do with architecture, and that all

the problems of antiquity had been worked
out by reasoning alone ; the necessary conditions
for stability and equilibrium being all that the
Classic or Gothic architect had had to deal with.
To M. Trelat, M. Viollet-le-Duc goes at once, to
aid him in forming a rival school to the ficole des
BoauxArts; but, unfortunately, their principles
were not the same. M. Viullet-le-Duo has the
greatest belief in art and archreology, Mr. Trelat

' discountenances both. A compromise, however,
; seems to have been effected. M. Trelat would
advocate the principles of art and lecture on
them, if M. Viollet - de - Due would give up

: archmology and the study of ancient monuments.
The school, called “L’Ecole Centrale d’Archi-
tecture,” was formed two years ago; and when
in Paris in August last I was conducted through
the establishment, and there saw the result of

1 tho two years’ labour. As far as architecture
• was concerned, the compositions were as wild,
I extravagant, and ugly as possible, and, as a rule,
1 badly drawn

; the system of study in the

1

practical details of architecture, such ns con-
I struction, materials, physics, &c., seemed good.

I was there informed that the authorities of
! South Kensington, fully alive to the great want
I of a properly defined system of architectural
I education, had made earnest inquiries into the
1 whole system, bought a largo number of draw-
i ings, which were pointed out to me, with the
i intention of forming a similar school at South
] Kensington.

Now, glad as I should be to sec any system of
i architectural instruction established in England,
i it would be, I think, a source of regret to all hero
i if the Institute should allow whac is really their

j
province, as the only chai’tered society of archi-

I tects, to be taken out of their hands by adepart-
t ment which, though admirable in its own sphere,
^ was founded for an entirely different purpose,
1 viz., the artistic education of artisans.

Many will remember a paper read before the
: Association in these rooms, four years ago, by
} Mr. George Gilbert Scott, in which, after re-
I marking on the utter inadequacy of the present
B system of articling, to supply to the student a
t theoretical knowledge of architecture and power
0 of drawing, suggested a scheme of education,
? and recommended the nomination of a com-
t mittee, consisting of delegates from various
a architectural societies, to make inquiries into the
0 said scheme, and report upon it. The Associa-
t tion nominated four delegates, but as we have
t never had any communication from them, I
n may assume, as I believe to be the case, that
1 this committee never met, and the whole affair

T was allowed to fall into “ abeyance.” Now, that
01 scheme of Mr. Scott’s, admirable in every way,
a; and containing in it the chief elements of a
01 school which will be one day established in
I England, had the further advantage of being
D more feasible than any other scheme (and these
h have been many), hitherto brought forward

;

b but it would seem that a link of the chain,
« which connects its formation with the present
8;
system, is wanting. We are rather apt to sigh

ft for fresh changes and improvements, without
It looking around us to examine, and find out what
^ really exists: if, instead of endeavouring to

g graft a new and untried scheme on an old one,
^ w© were to take note of the numerous advantages
& and inducements held out already, and work
I them into a re^lar defined system and proeSdd
0 of study to begin upon, the difficulty experienced
^ would be less, aud tho result, 1 feel sure, more
0 ; satisfactory.

With your permission I will just enumerate a
ft few of the opportunities which now exist for the
a acquirement of a proper knowledge of thetheorj'
8 and practice of architecture, and show what
li little use is now made of them.

The Eoyal Institute of British Architects
cl offer each year nine prizes and medals, of the
ii intrinsic value of 170L, and there were last year
u twelve competitors only in all subjects. They
thold also a voluntary examination, to pass
^'which four only presented themselves this year.

They have a most valuable technical library;
but, with the exception of the librarian and one
or two others couuected with its establishment,
there are no readers.

The Architectural Association offer seven
prizes, of tho value of 21 guineas: there were
twelve competitors in all this year. The meeting
and classes, I am glad to say, are well attended,
and good use made of the library, though it is
smell.

The Royal Academy offer four and three
prizes, in alternaio years, of tho value of 180i.
and llOZ. respectively. Tho competitors for
these prizes average four to six for all subjects.
They have also, amongst others, a valuable
course of lectures in perspective, and students
are admitted to draw from the antique.

In addition to these societies we have the
Architectural Museum

; the Classes at South
Kensington, and its library

; the Society of Arts
;

and the lectures by Professor Hayfer Lewis on
architecture and construction at University
College; and on constructive materials and de-
sign by Professor Kerr at King’s College. A
course of lectures also of the greatest utility nt
the two above-named colleges in surveying and
levelling, geometrical and landscape drawing,
descriptive geometry, mathematics, physics,
geology, chemistry, &o., which to my certain
knowledge are not attended at all by architec-
tural students.

Here, then, is a long list of prizes and medals
offered, and of inducements held oat to students,
which, from a want of some system of reduc-
tion to practical use, are almost entirely neg-
lected

;
for the average number of competitors

for prizes I find to be little more than one for
each subject, whilst many of the lectures are
not attended at all. How is this to be accounted
for ? I can scarcely believe when I see so many
around me to-night, when I remember the largo
audiences at our meetings last session, that the
younger members of the profession are apathetic,
and care not for distinction

;
there must be some

other reason, which I venture to think is this :

during the period of his articles the student
either does not yet take sufficient interest in his
profession, or else is so hard-worked during the
daytime as to be little inclined to continue his
studies in the evening. When out of his articles
he is inclined to fancy himself already an archi-
tect; and, instead of competing for those hono-
rary prizes and medals as a further means of
shidy, plunges into the vortex of public competi-
tions, in which he is tied down to economy and
practical conditions, and from which he learns
little but of the partiality evinced by members
of town councils, committees, and juries for their
own private friends. Now, whether I am alto-

gether right or wrong in my surmises, much of
this could be remedied if the Institute would
publish a pamphlet as advice to students and
their parents or guardians of tho course to be
pursued in architectural education

;
pointing out,

for instance, where instruction on special sub-
jects could be obtained

;
what medals or prizes

the student should compete for; and in what
order and what should be the general skeleton of
study to be adopted. Assuming, for instance,
that five years be the least time (and it was
formerly seven) that an architect’s education
can be completed, the first year might be spent
in making up for that deficiency of scientific
teaching, so much to be deplored, in our schools
and colleges, by following the courses of lectures
at King’s and University Colleges, drawing from
tho cast at the Architectural Museum, and (when
established) attending nn elementary coarse of
architectural design. The next three years
should be spent in an office, learning practical
work four days out of the six

;
the other two

dayB_ being devoted to the getting out of com-
petition drawings for tho various medals and
prizes before enumerated. The fifth year
might be spent in travelling, and in prepa-
ration for the voluntary examination of the
Institute, which might be supposed to termi-
nate theoretically the architectural student’s
education in the same way as the degree
of M.R C.S, for a physician, and being called to
the bar for a barrister on completing their
courses of study. Now such a programme as
this, which I throw out as a suggestion only,
is one which is perfectly feasible at the present
d ly, and would go far to remedy some of the
detects which are felt by one and all in the pre-
sent system, or, rather, want of system, of a
course of architectural study.

In concluding my address, let me call the
especial attention of the members to the syllabus
set forth for them this session

; and, in doing so,

to remind them that the main object of our
Society being mutual instruction, they are
bound, to a certain extent, to attend our meet-
ings as frequently as possible, aud, by taking
part in the discussion, to pve whatever informa-
tion may be in their power; and in order to be
better prepared to do so, it is incumbent on
them,—and let me specially impress this on yon,
to read up and study boforeliand the various
subjects on which papers are read, that they
may be able to impart to others the result of
their labours, in return for tliat afforded to
them,—so that working together and mutually
assisting each other in the great object we all
have at heart (viz., the advance of architectural
art), remembering that the monuments we are
called upon to erect,—if not more lasting than
the recorded memory in historj', painting, or
sculpture,—of our great heroes and statesmen,
exert a far more extended iuflneuco from their
magnitude, utility, and coustiint presence
amongst us. That as in all ages tbenrchicec-
tnre of a country has testified 'more than aught
else to its greatness, so we have before us the
proud calling of raising those edifices which
shall in generations to come bear witness to
England’s greatness and power, and may thus
attain to such honour as that which attaches
itself to the memory of that great architect, Sir
Christopher Wren, in whose chef-d'anivre, St.
Paul’s Cathedral, the passing traveller now reads
these words,—

•

" Ltetor, »i monumenium requirit, circumtpiee."

THE MIXTURE OF STYLES IN A
BUILDING.

ST. ALB.YN’s AECniTECTL'IlAL AND ARCH.IOLOGICAL
SOCIETY,

The usual autumn meeting of this really use-

I

ful society was held last week (Thursday), in the
Council Chamber of St. Alban’s Town Hall, and
was well attended, especially by the fairer sex.
There was, indeed, much to attract, for on the
walls of the room—and it is a handsome one

—

were hung some 200 folio-sized water-colour
drawings of churches in Normandy, done with
scrupulous care and spirit by more than a
master-amateur, the Rev. J. Lewis Petit.

The meeting opened with a brief but sensible
paper by Mr. Grove Lowe (the king of coin col-
lectors in St. Alban’s), called “ Cold Harbours”—a puzzling subject among English topographi-
cal antiquaries. There are several " sanctua-
ries” (or Alsatian retreats) of the name in Hert-
fordshire—now, of course, of no use whatever to
the murderer or the thief.

There was a “ capital messuage,” as Stow calls
it, of this name in Dowgate Ward, on the
Thames, in the City of London. The etymology
of the name continnes to be a riddle. Stow
spells it “Cold Harbrongh.” A church in Lon-
don, called Allhallows the Less, or Allhallows on
the Cellars, was to be seen in Upper Thames-
streeb before the Great Fire of London in 1666.
Mr. Cunningham has a separate article upon it

in his “ Hand-book,” with quotations from Ben
Jonson’s “ Silent Woman,” and Heywood &
Rowley’s “ Fortune by Land and Sea,” to which
Mr. Lowe might have referred with advan-
tage.

Mr. Lowe’s paper ivas followed by Mr. Petit,
who, from a few notes, and a good memory,
proceeded to give a very interesting account
of the “discrepancies of style” in the same
building, which he was inclined to look upon
rather as beauties than deformities

;
nor was

he willing to look differently on the picturesque
pent-house bits that surround so many fine
old cathedrals and churches on the Continent
and, as at York, give grandeur to the whole
elevation. These, when they are unmistakably
old, ho would not pull down. He then referred
to the beauty of the High-street, Oxford, which,
by the way, must have been once far more
bcautifnl in its irregular sky-line of roofs than
it now is.

Here is a sample of Mr. Petit’s matter:

—

“Among the objects which occupy a promi-
nent position in the Acropolis of Athens, is a
Medimval tower, perfectly plain, and evidently
intended for thi purposes of defence

; it was, I

believe, erected by the Venetians. It is possible
that a rigid antiquarian, exclusively devoted to
the art and architectare of ancient Greece, might
wish this tower to be pulled down, as out'of
character with the pur© Classic remains of the
Pfopylcoa, to which it is annexed, of the sublime
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temple of the Parthenon, and the other relica of

an age unsurpassed in the beauty of its produc-

tions. I confess this is not ray feeling. I do

not look upon the tower in question as any

blemish in the scene. It rather improves than

injures the general outline; it by no means
detracts from the dignity of the other buildings

comprehended in the same view, and it may
have its value as a historical monument; for if

the age of Pericles be the most interesting

period in the history of Athens, it is not the

only interesting period, and we are not called

tipon to sacrifice the records of other periods,

for the sake of fixing the attention more
especially upon one. If I am right in assuming

that the individual tower is not out of keeping

with the rest of the picture, it becomes a

question whether there is any general principle

which constitutes harmony between buildings

altogether different in their character and archi-

tectural style. I feel very certain that my views

on this subject will not meet with general

acceptance, and I am not in the least disposed to

bring them forward in a dogmatical manner;
still, I trust they may furnish some suggestions

not without value even to the practical archi-

tect.” “ We all know how perfectly the dift’erent

ilediseval styles harmonize together in our

cathedrals and large conventual churches. Your
own magnificent abbey offers the finest illustra-

tion that can possibly be found. What can be

more different or opposite in character than the

rude Norman tower and transepts, and the light

and elegant Decorated choir ? The nave com-
prises the Norman, Early English, Decorated,

and Perpendicular styles (you must excuse me
for sticking to the old terms, as I am used to

them), and each worked in its most distinctive

and characteristic manner, and yet who that has

an eye for the picturesque, or a feeling of the

value of architectural history, would wish to

replace the effect by one of uniformity ? Ely,

Gloucester, Norwich, Winchester, Tewkesbury,
are magazines of several lledimval styles,

which are mixed and combined in the moat

perfect harmony
;

and the list, as you well

know, might be much enlarged.”
“ Now my object is to suggest an inquiry as to

what is the principal or the pervading element

which gives to these groups that harmony which

they decidedly possess. We notice that in all

the cases to which I have referred the builder of

every part has had his own definite aim and
purpose, and has worked in the style, whatever

it might be, which belonged to his own age and
country. It may appear a paradox, but I fully

believe that there exists so much harmony in

each group, because there was so little attempt

on the part of the designers to ensure it. Their

honest independence has proved a firmer bond of

union than the most subtle adaptations and imi-

tations. To my mind there is nothing which is

less in keeping with an old Gothic building than

a new Gothic building, not because it is inferior

to it either in design or workmanship, but

because the one actually belongs to its own age

and expresses its spirit, and the other does not.

It may be, or it may not, that the Gothic will

again become our national style; if it does,

there will be something about it to characterise

it as snch ; and then it will no doubt harmonise

with old Gothic on the same principle on which
any building designed in the style of its own
period will harmonise with it ; nor do I suppose

the similarity of detail will do otherwise than

increase the harmony, but at present I doubt

if even the most careful reconstructions, except

it be on a very small scale, will perfectly satisfy

the eye and the mind. In adaptations it is

difficult to avoid deception on the one baud, or

unsuccessful imitation on the other. Architec-

ture is too high and noble an art to indulge in

deception; and an imitation, to be worth any-

thing, must be but little short of a deception.

Our Gothic architects, are, indeed, now striking

out a style in some respects distinct from and

independent of the genuine Jledimval styles
;
but

while we cannot but regard their eflbrts with

respect and admiration, and do honour to their

genius, neither can we allow that they have as

yet accomplished the task of forming or establish-

ing a national style, and one expressing the spirit

of the present age. But it is not my wish now
to discuss the merits of rival styles

;
I would

simply express my conviction that in almost

every case in which buildings of different periods

combine iu a pleasing and satisfactory manner,

each building is a genuine production of its own
period, and not an imitation of the style of

another. If we had a national style of the

present day, I would rather see important addi-

tions, or what are called restorations, iu our

Medimval churches, carried out in such a style,

than in imitation of the older building. Ic was
in this manner that the Medimval architects

themselves did their work.”
Here is another example :

—“ The domestic

style of architecture which prevailed in Queen
Ann’s time, at least such specimens as do not

exhibit the classical orders too prominently,

baa always appeared to me to harmonise

extremely well with Gothic buildings, and it

is a style which might be used in the present

day without giving the idea that we are adopt-

ing the manner of an age different from onr

own. For it is a style which, I may say,

without any modification whatever, is calculated

to meet all the requirements of the day,

whether we want size or number of rooms,

fine proportions, good ventilation and lighting,

convenience of passages and staircases, or a
stately and dignified aspect. All these may be
obtained in the Queen Ann style, with as little

waste of material, or unnecessary expense, and
with as much attention to durability, as any
style that can be named.” My belief is that

genuine works of excellence, if they are brought

together, as it were naturally, by accident, and
without apparent effort, would always har-

monise. I believe that Karnak, the Parthenon,

the Colosseum, and York Minster, so brought
together, would be found in harmony. I do not

say that an artist could so bring them together,

that is quite another question, for the great

charm in such combinations is that they are not

intended, or designed, for effect : the principle

of unity is something natural, not artificial. If

it is impossible to define or discover it, depend
upon it we shall nob find it impossible to create

it. If there is anything in what I have said,

the practical lesson we should draw from it is in

the first place that we work, as far as it is pos-

sible, in our own national style, and that of our

own age; or if there is not sneh a style, then
take for onr models such examples as seem best

fitted to meet the purposes and the require-

ments of the present day, and which have archi-

tecbural excellences we can appreciate. If

such be found among theMedimval styles which
have passed away, well and good

;
let us adopt

it by all means. Bat if not, we are no more
tied down to Gothic, than the Greeks were to

the Egyptian, or the Eomans to the Greek, or

the Romanesque, Byzantine, or Gothic archi-

tects were to either. The men of the Renais-

sance did nob think it necessary to conform
strictly to their ancient models. Such an archi-

tecture as that of the Middle Ages could not

pass away without leaving some permanent
mark, and Italian churches show much that is

Mediaeval in construction, composition, and
spirit. The style, though derived from an ancient

source, is anything bub a tame and pedantic

reproduction.”

Some votes of thanks terminated the meeting.

COMPETITION.

Cheshunt College, Hertfordshire.—The design

of Messrs. Lander & Bedells, of London, has

been chosen, in a limited competition, for the

intended new buildings at this college.
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THE CHUECH OF ST. JIAURITIUS, COLOGNE. Mr. Stadtz, Architect.
See 79 i, anfe.
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SIR ROBERT KANE ON TRADE UNIONS.

At the Social Science Congress, Belfast, Sir

Eoberb Kane delivered an address, as president

of the Economy and Trade Department.
Touching on the question of trade-unions, he
said,—To arrange the respective claims of
capital and labour in the division of profits at

any stage of an industrial undertaking, should

require in itself very accurate knowledge of

details to avoid injustice, and it is not surprising

that, where both parties are interested in the
result, and neither quite free from prejudice,

serious difficulties and collisions should occur.

It is, however, consoling to observe, that not-

withstanding the deplorable revelations recently

made at Sheffield and elsewhere, there has been
of late years a steady tendency to more tem-
perate and rational consideration of those
questions both by masters and men. Instances
of violence have been rarer and leas serious, and
the economic principles by which such questions

must be governed have obtained more general

acceptance. The gradual diffusion of education
among all classes, the discussion of those sub-

jects by the public press and in the Legislature,

has helped to dispel a great deal of ignorance
which had hitherto prevailed, and which was by
no means confined to the lower or working
classes, whose action, in seeking to protect them-
selves by associations for mutual defence against
the overwhelming influence of capital was, when
kept within proper limitations, not merely com-
patible with, but a consistent corollary from
economic principles. The voluntary association

of the members of any trade or industrial occu-
pation to collect facts as to the circumstances of
that trade, to discuss such questions ns may influ-

ence its welfare, to determine and mark the quali-

fications of a skilled workman, and to propose
the rate of wages by which his labour should be
paid, cannot be considered as overstepping the
legitimate field of action, provided that no
attempt is made to coerce or injure those who
do not freely embrace its membership and adopt
its rules. An individual and isolated workman
is BO powerless—he is practically so unable to

stand out for a higher price—his necessities are
so pressing, and generally he is so ignorant of
what really influences the labour-market at the
time, that, unless by union with his fellows, be
is not in a position to get even his plainest
rights, if it is the interest of his employer to
refuse them. On the other hand, by tlie discua-

siou to which the relative claims of capital and
labour, of the respective rights of the employer
and employed, must be subjected at those meet-
ings of the most active and best informed among
the working-classes, many of the prejudices

which darken the mind of the working-man in

regard to bis employer are certain to be weak-
ened, if not removed, when ho obtains more
information as to the circumstances of his
branch of trade. Hence, although their agency
has been so often employed for purposes
which norhing can justify or even palliate

;
al-

though frequently made mere instruments
of the vanity of ambitious men who prey upon
the simplicity and absorb the funds of the
honest artisan, the operation of trade societies

has been, upon the whole, more frequently useful
I than otherwise, and may, as I believe, be rendered
I highly beneficial in arranging all questions in

( dispute among the industrious classes. The
1 fearful system of outrage that has been revealed
1 by the inquiries lately conducted at Sheffield
• will, in itself, prove the necessity for some
: legislation, which, whilst firmly repressing by
I condign punishment all attempts at violence or
( coercion, will recognise and support that which
i is wholesome and just in trade organization, and

)
provide a legitimate and authoritative tribunal
for the adjustment of such questions as may be

1 in dispute between masters and men. A very
I useful and effective agency in abating prejudices
; and diffusing sounder knowledge of the economic
I laws which govern labour and its price, has been
I the establishment of co-operative societies, where
t the property of a factory or other undertaking is

I held wholly or in part by the workmen them-
i selves, and where consequently they have to bear
I the responsibilities when they enjoy the profits

( of capital, as well as of labour. There is now no
( doubt of the practical success of a large propor-
I tion of the undertakings founded on that prin-

( ciple. Not merely in manufactories and general
E stores, but in mining and even railway manage-
1 ment, that principle of co-operation has been
t tried, and with success. In Great Britain, in

i America, in France, and Germany, the workmen
1 have thereby learned that the rate of wages is

by no means at the caprice of the employer ; that

the prices of produce may be raised and yet profits

be none the larger, if the prices of raw materials
have advanced in an equal or greater proportion.

These co-operative undertakings have also had a
valuable effect in bridging over the chasm which
had for so long and so injuriously separated the
capitalists and the working classes. For these

countries, especially when, by the gradual
development of onr constitutional privileges, the
middle and working classes are yearly acquiring
more and more infiuence in public affairs, it is

important that no feeling of hostility or estrange-
ment shonld be allowed to remain between the
employers oflabour and those whom they employj
that all shonld feel that they are members of one
common body, the producers of public wealth, the
real sources of national power; that from the
humblest workman to the great capitalist, there

is but a graduated hierarchy, in which the ascent,

though difficult, is not impossible to energy and
talent

;
that the interests of all the industrial

classes are indissolubly united, so that, for true

and permanent success with men and masters,

the surest course is mutual goodwill and co-

operation. When it is fully understood that all

civilised society is based upon the reciprocity of
righto and duties; that the property of the
humblest worker in the products of his toil is

equally sacred and inviolable with the hereditary
rights or the accumulated treasures of the
greatest in rank or wealth

; that, under the pro-
tecting cegis of public law, the weakest is safe

from injury or injustice; then those barriers of
ignorance and prejudice which have for so long
obstructed the normal relations of landlord and
tenant in Ireland will of themselves fall down,
and the true interests of both classes will be
found in friendly intercourse, fair business con-
tracts, and co-operation for the general good.

THE LORD MAYOR AND THE ART-UNION
' OF LONDON.

Thk Lord Mayor (Sir Thomas Gabriel) en-
tertained at the Mansion House, on Friday
evening, the 25th ult., the council of the Art-
Union of Loudon, including Mr. Antrobus,
F.S.A., Mr. Henry Baker, Mr. Cbas. Barry, Mr.
Benuoch, F.S.A., Sir William Bodkin, Mr.
Broadwater, Mr. Butterworth, F.S.A., Dr. Dick-
son, Mr. Godwin, Mr. Thos. Grissell, F.S.A., Mr.
Henry Hayward, Mr. Jas. Hopgood, Mr. Charles
Hill, F.S.A., Mr. R. Hudson, F.R.S., Mr. Charles
Mayhew, Sir Chaa. Nicholson, hart., Mr. J. R.
Planche (Somerset Herald), Mr. Lewis Pocock,
F.S.A., Mr. Zouch Troughton, Mr. T. S. Watson,
B.A., Professor Westmacott, Mr. Thos. Williams,
Mr. Alderman Wilson, and others.

lu the course of the evening,
The Lord Mayor said,—Nothing tended so

thoroughly to elucidate any subject under con-
sideration as just and correct comparison, and
nothing so fully illustrated the marvellous ac-
quirements made by society in the present day
in the arts and sciences, and in everything that
bears upon the moral and social condition of the
people, as comparing the present state of things
with the condition of society thirty years ago.
And, amazed as we should be at the progress
made in that time in all that conduced to com-
mercial and political greatness, when comparo
iug our present mode of communication and
transport by telegraph and steam with the
modes known and used thirty years ago, we
should be no leas astonished at the advancement
made in the physical and moral condition of the
people, and especially in the general dissemina -

tion of a taste for the Fine Arts, when looking
back at the state of society in these respects
thirty years. The sole adornment of the dwell-
ings of the humbler classes then consisted in a
few vulgar, staring earthenware figures, or the
well-known pictures of a fine lady with a red
face and dazzling green gown, inclosed in the
universal black frame. These, fortunately, have
become things of the past, and the artisan and
humbler classes show that they fully appreciate
the capital engravings, illustrating the first

masters of the day, and other works of
taste brought within their reach. Nothing
had tended so much to bring about this marked
improvement in the tastes of the people as
the labouts of the Art-Union of London, the
council of which society had that day honoured
him with their company. This society, com-
posed of gentlemen of all professions and calling,

united for the single object of the advancing of
art, bad, during the last thirty years, expended

about a quarter of a million ofmoney in bringing
within the reach of all classes the choicest speci-
mens of works of art

;
and by thus familiarising

the public taste with things of beauty, had
helped the growth of the appetite for them by
the things it fed on. If ever the labours of this

society were necessary, they were so at this time,
for nothing could enable ua as a nation to keep
our place among the manufacturing countries of
the world but a thorough education, and training
of the people in all that belongs to the arts. A
love for the beautiful was innate in the human
nature, and the rudest savage would prefer a
decorated and well-proportioned tool or instru-

ment to a rough, ugly article ; but, if this is true
in that class of manufacture, how much more so
was it with reference to all those articles of
every class required to meet the luxurious
taste of the day incident on the vastly in-

creasing wealth of every country. We might
therefore depend upon it that if wo wished
to avoid seeing ourselves altogether distanced in
the manufacturing of all articles in which any
thing like taste could be introduced, and left

as the manufacturers of only coarser articles,

—

in fact, becoming the hewers of wood and
drawers of water among manufacturers,—we
must diligently do all that tends to improve and
raise the taste of our people

;
and in conclusion

he said he would then give as a toast the name
of the society which had done so much in bring-
ing about the good already accomplished, join-
ing with that toast the name of Mr. Godwin.

In retorning thanks to the Lord Mayor on the
part of his colleagues, as well for the observa-
tions he had then made as for his hospitable
reception, Mr. Godwin said many years had
elapsed since, when their esteemed co-member.
Colonel Wilson, was Lord Mayor, the council
had been received in the City. The career of
the Art-Union had been an eventful and a re-

markable one; and, when the history of the
progress of art in this country shoixld be fairly

written, it would bo found that the Association
had played no unimportant part. The early pro-
gression of it was remarkable. When Mr. Henry
Hayward, Mr. Lewis Pocock, Mr, Bond Cabbell,
and himself, the only four of the founders re-

maining in the council, had sat down at a
small table in a small room first to organize
it they had hardly expected such a result as had
followed. Scarcely able to obtain a subscription of
500Z. in the first year,'it soon became 1,000Z., then
2,000Z., 5,000Z., 12,0001., 14,000Z., and so mounted
to nearly 18,OOOZ., after which it subsided to a
comparatively steady income of from 12,000Z. to

14,000Z. a year, according to the aspect of social

and political events. About 340,000Z. had been
raised by its means, the whole of which largo
sum, with the exception of the necessary ex-

penses for rent, clerks, printing, and so forth,

had been devoted to the encouragement of artists,

and the dissemination of works of art. The
gallant admiral. Sir Alexander Milne, in reply-

ing for the Navy, bad spoken of the extent of
the service, and had mentioned many foreign
ports. At all those ports, wherever an English
man-of-war floated, the Art-Union had a col-

league engaged in the dissemination of works of
art : wherever, indeed, English men and women
were located, whether in China, India, Barbary,
Egypt, Russia, Turkey, New Zealand, or the
gold diggings of Australia. It was surely no
small thing thus to have spread over the world
an associated brotherhood interested in the pro-
gress of the arts that ennoble and refine. Look-
ing round the hall in which they were assem-
bled, he was reminded of a member of their

council, the late City architect, through whose
endeavours mainly the corporation had been led
to aid nobly the sculptors of the country, by
filling the niches of that apartment with their

works. It was to be hoped that before long the
corporation would bo led to call in the aid of the
sister-art, painting. Strange to say, there was
not a single picture in that Mansion House of the
richest city in the world. He hoped he might not
be thought impertinent for mentioning it : at any
rate, it was a fact nob to be proud of, and ought
to be remembered. Mauy then present would
remember a building in Venice, known as the
Scuola of St. Rock; which, built by a fraternity

of merchants 300 years ago, and still belonging
to them, had been visited and enjoyed by pil-

grims from all parts of the world. And why p

Because that corporation bad wisely devoted
some of their funds to its adornment by Tin-
toretto and Titian, who had there set up grand
specimens of their art. For many years the
reports of the Art-Union had urged the desira-

bility of placing works of art on the walla of
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public meeting-placee, and where they could

delight, appeal to, and influence the multitude.

Public galleries of works of art in our provincial

towns were greatly needed. In most French

towns, as at Rouen, Caen, Lyons, Lille, Bor-

deaux, there were galleries of art to which the

public bad free access : it was surely not credit-

able to UP,—it was not wise, even commer-

cially,—that, with the exception of those in the

three capitals, no such collections were to be

found in England. He was glad, however, to be

able to mention, as a fact not yet generally known,

that the corporation of Liverpool were about to

redeem us from this opprobrium, so far as their

town was concerned, having determined to erect

a gallery and found a public collection of works

of art. A leading member of that corporation

and their architect had already commenced the

examination of the principal picture-galleries in

Europe, with the view of determining on the

best plan ; and as soon as that was settled the

work would be commenced. It was earnestly

to be hoped the example would be followed in

our other large towns.

EVEXIJsG AND SATURDAY AFTERNOON
RESORTS.

The London Early-closing Association has

issued a printed syllabus of places of resort for

instruction and amusement, such as literary

institutions and evening classes ;
national insti-

tutions, including museums and art collections,

to which should have been added the Schools of

Art I and, for recreation, gymnasia, swimming-

baths, parka, and environs, &c. It would have

been well to have added places of temperate

refreshment with instrumental music for the

evening, where good tea and coffee, chops, &c.,

could be had at very moderate prices, and with-

out either the strong drinks or the buffoonery of

music-halls
;
but there is really no such place of

resort in London at present that we know of.

Hungerford Hall was the only thing of its kind,

and it was knocked down when the Charing-

cross Hotel and Station were built. We under-

stand, however, that it is abont to be revived,

with the same name and on precisely the same
principles, in the arches below the Charing-cross

Hotel itself. At the old Hungerford Hall, a

small teapot of excellent tea, with loaf and

butter, and sugar ad libitum, could be had for

sixpence, and good instrumental music all the

evening, from five o'clock p.m., with chess and
draught boards, newspapers, &c.,all for nothing.

The great want of such temperance cajVs in

London has often been pointed ont in the

Builder, and it is to be hoped the hint will be
followed up. As I'egards instruction there are

able and excellent scientific lectures nearly all

the year round and at almost nominal fees, on
Monday evenings, at the Mnseum of Practical

Geology in Piccadilly. These lectures have not

been attended as they ought to be, nor are the

Schools of Art.

SCOTLAND-TARD.

It was in Scotland-yard that Evelyn built

and furnished a house for Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

Godolphin, ancestors of the Dukes of Leeds. It

will he remembered that Evelyn’s great-great-

grandson, the late Hon. E. Venables Vernon
Harconrt, placed n MS. of the renowued diarist

in the hands of the Bishop of Oxford for pub-

lication, in 1848. It was a biography of Mrs.

Godolphin, who was one of the maids of honour
of the queen of Charles II. The good Evelyn
calls the subject of his memoir n “ constellation

of perfections,” a “young saint,” a “jewel,” a
“ Starr,” an “incomparable Christian, virgin,

wife, and friend;” and seen, as he saw her,

against a background of frivolity, luxury, and
licentiousness, her purity and piety could scarcely

have been depicted with less encomium. Her
affectionate friendship and early death invested

her memory with a peculiar interest in his eyes

;

and he required but little solicitation to put the

particulars together which constituted the neatly-

written MS., that for 170 years remained un-

published. She died at twenty-five, in Scotland-

yard, leaving an infant son ten days old. Her
husband made no second marriage. He was
created Earl of Godolphin, and lived to see his

son, Francis, thirty-four years old. The son

married the eldest daughter of the Duke of

Marlborough : a daughter of this marriage, Mary,
married the fourth Duke of Leeds.

When Mrs. Godolphinwas five years old she was

taken to France by the Duchess of Richmond,

who gave her into the care of the Countess of

Guildford, then in attendance on the widowed
queen of Charles I. When her Majesty came back

to England after the Restoration, the child was
restored to her mother, Mrs. Blagge, wife of

Colonel Thomas Blagge, gjoom of the bed-

chamber to Charles I., with whom she stayed

in London til! the Great Plague broke out. She

was visiting her father’s relations in Suffolk

during the prevalence of this scourge, when
the Duchess of York made choice of her as a
maid of honour. Upon this, though only twelve

years old, she removed to court, and lived there

till the duchess died, when her services were re-

tained by the queen, and she removed from

St. James’s to Whitehall. It was here she made
the acquaintance of Evelyn. After seven years

of attendance on the queen, during which time

she scrupulously held herself aloof from the

surrounding gaieties, she begged permission to

retire, that she might devote the whole of her

time to works of piety and charity. After

some delay, and with much reluctance on the

part of the king and queen, she obtained her

suit. It is suggestive to learn there was
another kind of life pursued in that gorgeous
palace besides basset-playing, love-soug-sing-

ing, and “ toying,” with three duchesses at a
time. Before dawn, Evelyn tells us, there was
always one figure there, kneeling in adoration

of the King of kings. And, again, “ Were it

never soe wett, colde, and darke, even before

daybreake, in midst of winter,” she was always
present at the first of the four daily public ser-

vices in the chapel, and attended the rest when-
ever she could contrive to do so. It was on the

occasion of her subsequent marriage, that Evelyn
built the residence in question in Scotland-yard.

We know him to have been a man of taste, the

patron of Grinling Gibbons, and can well

imagine that these premises were as “ sweet
and pretty,” and full of “ all manner of cod-

veniencys,” as Mrs. Godolphin appreciatingly

and gratefully declared them to be. Where
are they now ?

THE_STAGE.

Haymarket.—Mr. Sothern has returned with
the untiring Dundreary, strengthened by the

advent of Miss Robertson (sister of the dramatist

of that name), from Drury Lane. Additions

were needed to the lady portion of the company
here, and this is a good one. “ The Winning
Card” is a poor farce, but it enables Mr. Comp-
ton to make the audience laugh.

Pnneess’s.— “ Arrah-na-Poguo ” is running
well again : and certainly, if a very interesting

and well-constructed story, capital acting by
Mr. Yining, Mr. and Mrs. Boucicanlt, and Mr.
Dominick Murray, and very charming scenery,

are of any avail, this is not to be wondered at. It

is something, too, to have a piece which has been
pnt into French, not translated from it.

j^delpfii.—It is some time since a piece was so

well put upon the stage here as “ Maud’s Peril
”

has been,—an effective though not in all parts

agreeable drama by Mr.Watts Phillips, which will,

doubtless, run some time, and ought to do so. The
assistance of Mr. Grieve and his sons has been
obtained in the scenic department, and with
excellent effect. The first scene, an ornamental
lodge with wide open verandah round, hung with

plants in pots, and showing the hall and park
beyond, is excellent ; and the same may be said

of an interior that follows. Miss Herbert has

a part that suits her well, and does full justice

to it, though her declamation is a little too

stilted. Mr. George Belmore, one of our best

actors, plays with great power and intelligence

a returned convict. On the first night his acting

was a little overdone, but the experience of a
few nights has brought the necessary moderation.

The New Queen’s.—“ The Double Marriage,”

the romantic play with which Mr. Alfred Wigan
has opened his new theatre has the great merit

of being entertaining. Mr. Charles Reade being
a competent and well-known author, some dis-

appointment has been manifested on the dis-

covery that the story mainly proceeds from a
French source. It would seem almost that we
have few, if any, dramatists who can invent a
dramatic story. Our own belief is, however,
that no one ever invented anything,—certainly

not a whole play. Nothing can come of nothing.

Everything is built up. Many rills are needed
to make a river, and a great many story-tellers

went to the making of Homer. Let this pass,

however, just now. Acted and mounted as “ The
Double Marriage ” is, it can scarcely fail, in con-

junction, too, with the bright new theatre, to

draw large audiences for some time to come.

Mr. Wigan, Miss F. Addison, and Miss Ellen.

Terry are its main supports, all acting admir-

ably
;

but Mr. W. H. Stephens, Mr. Lionel

Brough (new to London as an actor), Mrs.

Saville, and Miss Henrietta Hodson, contribute

greatly to the general result.

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.

The co-operative principle, in various forms,

is making rapid progress.

A numerous meeting of the inhabitants ofHollo-

wayand Highgate has been held in Hampden-hail,

Hampdeii-road, in furtherance of the movement.
The meeting was composed almost entirely of

working men and their wives. Mr. W. T. M‘C.
Torreus, M.P., presided, and expressed his

approval of the co-operative movement. Mr.

Heine made an interesting and suggestive

explanatory statement, and iu illustration of the

importance to the working classes of co-opera-

tion, and the practice of the ready-money
principle in the purchase of their food. Resolu-

tiona were passed approving of Mr. Heine’s

plan, and virtually establishing a company, to be

known in future as the Holloway and Highgate

Co-operative Society (Limited).

A Co-operative Society for the sale of meat
was formed in London in May last. The store

is at 23, Rood-lane, Fenchurch-street. Associates

pay 08 . a year; members 11., without further

liability. The present price for the best meat is

8^d. per lb. ;
everything else at corresponding

prices. The patrons are Earl Spencer and the

Earl of Ducie. The committee consists of Mr.

J. W. Malcolm, M.R., Captain Holman, Mr. D.
Forest, Captain Mackenzie, of the London
Scottish, and his brother, Mr. A. G. Mackenzie.

Captain S. Flood Page is the chairman of the

committee. The society is managed with a view

to reduction of prices, and not to profit.

A lively scene took place in the carcass

market of Bristol on Saturday morning last.

No sooner were the gates thrown open than

some fifty or sixty workmen, representing as

many firms, made their appearance, and com-
menced buying meat in the carcass, to be cut up
and retailed at “prime cost” to their fellow-

workmen. Some of the butchers wore out-

rageously abusive, and a good deal of ill-natured

“chafl’” went about, but the purchases were

made, and the workmen attained their object,

for during that very day meat went down in price

in Bristol.

At Highbridge, Somersetshire, a “ co-operative

bakehouse ” is about to be started to sell cheap

bread; and a firm has undertaken to purchase
' sheep and oxen and have them killed, so as to

sell the meat for much less than do the local

butchers. In this way prime mutton is being

sold at fid. a pound, and good beef at 5d. and 6d.

The movement has made great progress in

Cheshire, there being no leas than twenty-seven

societies at work in it, which is a high average

for the population. The largest of these is at

Stockport, which has 660 members, and the next

at Hyde, which has 624 members. The Suuder-

land-street Equitable Provident Society in

Macclesfield has 320 members, 148 of whom
were admitted during the last year. The amount
received on shares during the year was 9681.,

and the whole share capital was 1,2411. The
cash received for goods during the year was
12,yS0l., of which 1,3191. was profit. Of this

1,0411. were distributed in dividend to the mem-
bers

;
1171. were applied to paying off interest;

1531. were set down for depreciation of stock

;

and 61. expended in charitable gifts.

Mr. D. P. Fowell, of London, has delivered a

lecture at the Odd Fellows’ Hall, Falcon-street,

Ipswich, upon “ Co-operation— what it has done

and what it will do for Working Men.” At the

end a large number of those present gave in

their names as members of a store. A success-

ful co-operative store is iu work at Chelmsford.

At Edinburgh, steps are being taken for the

organisation of a supply association, on the plan

adopted with so much success in London by the

members of the Civil Service. A meeting of

gentlemen, comprising representatives from

various banks and Government offices, and a

number of professional men, has been held,

according to the Scotsiiuin, and a provisional

committee nominated to take preliminary steps.

The proposal has been received with much favour
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by the large class of householders having stated
incomes, such as those engaged in banks, in-
fiuranco offices, Government offices, and other
like employments, upon whom the increas-
ing cost of living presses with great severity.
Already some of the leading establishments have
offered to deal with the association on the same
terms as in London.

A SWEET SHOP OSPOffD STREET.

No. S6, OxFORD-STiiEET, a house erected a few
5
years past, with some architectural pretensions,

1 has lately undergone considerable internal altera-
i tions, to render the premises applicable fur the
[
jrarposfcs of a first-class “ Confiserie Fran^iiise,’*

! similar to those tasteful establishments of the
[ Rue da la Paix and the Boulevard des Italiens.
I The front has been cleverly decorated, in the
F Pompeian style. The want of flat surfaces on
f which to execute the delicately designed orna-
iments of the style, rendered the treatment some-
s what difficult. However, onr attention is more
swith the interior, inasmuch as wo have here
!]
specimens ofFrenchshop fittings and decorations.
rTbe whole has apleasingefieeb. The colouring has
iibeen kept to the same tone as the furniture and

'

iffttiugs, and is relieved by the judicious intro- i

iiduction^ of contrasting colours, used in small
'

liquantities in their original intensity. Greater
)part of the furniture has been made in France
tand very well made. The coloured decorations
fwere executed by Mr. Homann, who is, we
understand, carrying out some of the decorative
rwork at the Mausoleum erected by her Majesty to
jibe late Prince Consort. Messrs. Finch Hill &
'Paraire were the architects. The costliness and
lelegance of some of the bo7i-bon boxes here will
Qjurprise ordinary visitors.

r.he way of experiments in this matter, for ter-
finoride of silicon is readily obtained by boiling
fogether washed sand, or broken gla®3

,
and

Derbyshire spar in common oil of vitriol. The
gas could be conveyed or collected in the
manner used by chemists. Should, however, it
become necessary to invent a more simple plan
of operation, the creation of the want would be
but the forernuner to its accomplishment, as lias
been so often the case. According to Mr.
Anaell, there would be little or no practical
difficulry in applying this plan to completed
buildings.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
. In a recent number we printed the heads of a
ifaper on this subject by Mr. Spiller, read at the
inJundoe Meeting of the British Association • and
ere had previously alluded to a remark which was
iwade in the discussion on that paper by Mr
eieorge F. Ausell, to the effect that the best plan
or preserving stone would, in his opinion, be by
ikhausting the atmosphere from the wromrht or
wworked”^ stone or marble by means of a~n air-
immp, as it is done in the case of “creosofced
tiimber,” and then to admit an atmosphere of
aiat dense gas which is known as ter-fluoride of
Ikiicon

i
or, as Mr. Ansell preferred to call it i

mo-silioic acid. The president of the section
I

ramarked upon this suggestion, that it was just I

clch a one as cropped up at these meetings,
I

iiliQ was likely to be ofpractical value. Those who
e e interested in the preservation of stone will
aiamino this proposition, and should take some
?pp8 to carry out the idea conveyed. Let ns
)bk at the subject a little more in detail. Mr.
isisell stated that he would operate upon the
mne when it was fitted for its final position,
leiether as statue, block, or moulding, and he
pipressed an opinion that a stone so treated
Dluld become one solid mass of insoluble sub-
uince, upon which the atmosphere would have
ir influence, and that, in fact, marble so treated
nlnld become as permanent as granite, without
s a of colour. This, if it be the fact, is easy of
nmonstration. The action of the gas would be
Lfollows : when the stone had been exhausted
tithe term is, it would represent a kind of
ejnge, into the pores or interstices of which

: ter-fluoride of silicon would, when admitted
mmeate, so that the stone would become eatu-
e(hd with that dense gas instead of with water
li air, as it usually is. So soon as the stone thus
ppared came into the air, the moisture of the
loiosphere would act on the ter-fluoride of
^o:on, and mutual decomposition would ensue

r result of which would be to fill the inter’
tses of the stone with pure silicic acid, better
« wn as sand

;
while the ultimate result of the

^nr substance would be the formation of
nade of lime, commonly known as Derbyshire

•. In the case of ordinary mortar it is well
jwwn that the sand under the influence of time
^iBturc, &c., combines with the lime, and forms
imnsoluble silicate of lime : hence Mr. Ansell
k'eesed an opinion that the silicic acid in the
I p proposed would also form a silicate of time

j

III it will be seen that these changes are
jmoied to take place throughout the entire
1

0

of the stone. Expense can hardly stand in

Kingston and Surbiton .—A special drainage
committee was lately appointed by the borough
council of Kingston-on-Thamcp, to inquire into
the best way of dispo.sing of the sewage of the
borough which now runs into the Thames. The
report of the borough surveyor, Mr. Charles
Slagg, to the committee on this subject, has
now been made and printed. He proposes to
use the surplus water at Teddington Weir in the
disposal of tlie sewage, and think.s it advisable
that the Sewage of Long Ditton, Thames Ditton,
East and West Molescy and Hampton shonld be
similarly dealt with, by making use of the fall

I

of water at Hampton Weir. For Kingston and '

, Surbiton ho suggests the formation of a reservoir !

' and outfall near Teddington Lock, and irrigation
jof lands in the neighbourhood by conveying the ^

sewage beneath the soil in reverse drain-pipes,
or semi-cylinders, with serrated edges, and topped
by flat tiles, so that the liquid sewage will
pass through into the soil, a layer of gravel in-
tervening. Every three or four years a ripping-
plough for the purpose should lift and clean
these pipes, throwing the sediment on the soil
to be ploughed into it. The drains should be
about 12 ft. opart, and 1 ft. or less below the
surface. The sewage on this plan would bo con-
veyed direct to the roots of the crops, and the
surplus moisture would of course bo drained ofi’

clean. The surveyor proposes to deal with 300
acres in this way to begin with. The total cost
of the system ho estimates at 29,180h, aud he
anticipates not ouly that all expenses will be
covered, bat a profit ultimately reaped.

Reading .—The pressure of the great question
of the disposal of the sewage equally afpL'Cts this
town. The Thames conservators are here
threatening as well as elsewhere. The borough
surveyor, Mr. W. E. Woodman, and consulting,
engineer, Mr. John Lawson, have made a joint'

I

report to the local drainage committee, in which '

I they propose a new scheme of drainage, at an '

j

estimated cost of 49,000h, with outlet works
near Blake’s Lock, and a sewage firm of 387

I acres at Lower Earley, Sonning
; tho soil to be

irrigated by the sewage on the South Norwood
aud Worthing system.

lighting of the new wing is completed. It
is proposed ultimately to light portions of the
grounds with standard lamps, the Norwich
gates, &c.
The old conservatory adjoining the house is

being rapidly converted into a billiard-room, and
an American bowling alley, 100 ft. long, ie being
built : the wall on one side is of concrete, 18 in.
thick, and has every appearance of beino- as
hard as a rock. This alley and the billiard-room
will be lighted with gas.
Tho intermediate block, now in course of

erection, will consist of a large room, 30 fc.' by18 ft., to be used as the steward’s dining-room,
a housekeeper’s room, linen-room, housemaid’s
sitting-room, butler’s department, strong-room,
coffee-room, &c., with dormitories over for female
servants

;
a basement story runs under this por-

tion of the building, and will be fitted with
heating apparatus, wine, beer, and coal collars.
It is anticipated that this block will bo roofed in
by Christmas.
The whole of the building works have been

carried out by Messrs. Goggs, cnntnictors, of
Swaffliam, ujicler the direction of Mr. Humbert,
architect. Mr. Schofield is clerk of the works.

THE WARMING AND VENTILATING OP
BUILDINGS.

NEWS FROM SANDRINGHAM.
Great progress has been made during the

last few weeks in completing tho new kitchen
aud offices, in expectation of a visit from their
Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of
Wales. This wing, which is built of Car stone,
and white brick dressings, is divided from the
Hall by a new block of building at present in an
unfinished state, but is temporarily connected bv
a covered way. The portion now completed
consists of the kitchen, 30 ft. by 23 fc., and
19 ft. high, and is fitted up with every modern
appliance for cooking, by Messrs. Adams &
Son, of London. The scullery adjoins, and
is of the same height as tho kitchen. The
remaining portion of this wing extends at
right angles with the mansion, and contains
confectionery and pastry rooms, kitchen-maid’s
and footmen’s room, and at the end a servants’

,

hall of ample dimensions
j out-buildings are

again continued from this, consisting of washing-
rooms, brushing and boot-cleaning rooms, and a
pump-room. An iron tank, holding 3,000 gal-
lons, is placed over the scullery for the supply of
water to this part

j
and a 2i-incli main leading

right through the building, with hydrants at
various points, will furnish a considerable supply
in case of fire.

Gasworks have been erected by Messrs. Walker
of Donnington, Shropshire, near tho farm build’
ing-s, and the mains laid through the grounds to
the hall, also to the residence of Sir W. Knoliys
and the Equerry’s Cottage in the park. The

Mr. Constantine, known as proprietor of the
Turkish Baths, in Manchester, has given much

,
attention, with a view to obtain the best descrip-

i

tions of apparatus for air-heating that could be
procured. Some of these failed, from the con-
stant tendency of the metal to superheat and

j

overdry the air; others consumed an excessive

I

amount of fuel, and rapidly wrought their own
destruction. From defective internal arrange-
ment, the combustion was so imperfect as to

I

permit most of the heat to pass np the chimney.
I There was an obvious want of sufficient internal
absorbing and external radiating surface, and an
utter impossibility of securing uniformity of

I

temperature, even with the most vigilant atten-

J

tion. In seeking to remedy these evils, Messrs.

I

Whitaker & Constantino have devised and
patented a stove, which 'they find, when in

j

operation, fully to equal their expectations.

[

Sereral have been erected in and around Man-
Chester, for warming and ventilating churches,
chapels, public buildings, Turkish baths, man-
sions, and drying-rooms. The apparatus may be
thus briefly described:—The lower portion con-
sists of an ash-box, with fire-grate above. These
are surmounted by a series of nearly flat iron
arches, each being deeply grooved, to form a

i

chamber, with an aperture at the top of each
,
arch leading to the smoke-box. These grooves
extend also down the sides, and each is a
separate casting, so as to be easily replaced,
if necessary. They are fastened together by a
peculiar joint, which is said to admit of expan-
sion and contraction without risk of fracture.
Fire-clay is used for projecting the flame into
tho convoluted flues, and for ensuring slow and
uniform combustion of the fuel, and also for pre-
venting superheating of the air, and at the same
time protecting the castings. A stove on this
principle, large enough for a small chapel, does
not consume, according to the patentees, more
fuel than an ordinary sitting-room fire

; while, in
consequence of the slow combustion, it only
requires attention at long intervals. A circu-
latiug boiler could be fixed in tho convoluted
stove, without interfering with its use as an air-
warmer.

ST. MARK’S, AT MARSKE.
The new Church of St. Mark was consecrated

by the Archbishop of York on Thursday, the
17th October. Owing to the oldchurch, St. Ger-
man’s, being inadequate to the increasing popu-
lation, the Church of Sc. Mark was commenced,
under the liberal patronage of Lord Zetland and
a zealous committee.
The new church is a spacious and substantial

building of the Early French period, to seat 705,
all beiug free. Dimensions of nave, 76 ft. by
•J1 fc.

J chanoel, 30 ft. by 23 ft. ; north and south
aisles, 76 ft. by 13 ft., with an elegant and sub-
fitaotial tower on the south-east corner, and a
spacious porch on the south-east side. The
principal entrance is from the west, which forms
a semi-porch with rich moulded doorway and
carved capitals. The exterior is all built of
pitched-face blocking, “ light sand stone,” from
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Lord Zetland’s Marsh Quarry; the windows of

aisles being double lancet, having bar arches,

with bases, shafts, and caps, &c., those to clear-

story being sexfoil, and a beantifnl rose win-

dow in the west end, filled in with cathedral

glass. The east window is of stained glass,

executed with great taste by Heaton, Butler,

& Bayne, London, the gift of the tenantry to the

memory of the late Countess of Zetland.

The main arcade in the interior springs

from circular columns, which have carved

capitals and bases of the same period, ihe

lining is pressed bricks throughout, relieved with

stone bands with good effect. The timber of the

roof is all fir, constructed on the circular-nbbed

principle, springing from stone and wood corbels

with ornamental bammer-beams, and boarded

diagonally ;
that of the chancel forms a wagon-

head ceiling, with monlded ribs. The benches

are all red deal, stained and varnished. There

is tile paving in the chancel, Maw’s, of orna-

mental design ;
in the passages, red and black

Staffordshire, neatly arranged. The Seating

apparatus was supplied by Messrs. D. & L.

Bailey, London.
The contractors for other portion of the works

was Mr. Wilkinson, Coatham. The entire cost

was upwards of 4,0001., against which there were

1,0001. subscribed by the parishioners, and Lord

Zetland presents the remainder. It ought also

to be added that Mr. J. Pease contributes an illu-

minated clock and bells. The works have been

executed from designs by Mr. F. P. Cockerell,

London, and nnder the saperintendence of Mr.

G. Carter as clerk of works.

THE AECHITECTTJRAL ASSOCIATION
CONVERSAZIONE.

did not carefully sketch. It was, in fact, careful

sketching which accustomed the hand as well as

the eye to appreciate the beauties of Nature and

Art. The jointing of the masonry, the forms and

shadows of the monldings, the light tints of

colour, were all of importance, and might be

overlooked without a sketch. He believed it was

Mr. Street who, when dilating on this subject,

said that, when the student had made a very

good sketch, the best thing he could do with

ib would be to put it into the fire ;
and^ Professor

Kerr, who was present on the occasion, there-

upon observed, with much propriety, that for his

own part, be would much rather the sketch

were given to him than burnt. That which Mr.

Street, however, no donbt intended, was, that

when the student bad made a careful sketch, he

had got as much knowledge through its agency

as could be acquired on that particular subject.

At University College he found that the students

failed most in sketching, and to improve them in

this respect the questions were framed as much as

possible so as to get the answers in sketches

;

for he felt no donbt that a few lines carefully

drawn, and with a few references, would give

a better description than any amount of writing.

The reason of the failure to which he referred

was that the younger students frequently endea-

voured to do too much in too little time. He

would venture to throw out as a suggestion,

that it might be desirable to set aside, in some

of the classes, half an hour or so, to be devoted to

putting on paper thoughts upon some cognate

subject suggested on the spur of the moment, and

then comparing these notes. This would, he

thought, be the means of eliciting a gwd deal

of practical information. This sort of inquiry,

even into the moat familiar subjects, often re-

vealed the somewhat discouraging circumstance

that one knew very little indeed about them.

to the tinting of the architectural drawings at

the Paris Exhibition (to whioh allusion had been

made by the president) . thatthose exhibited by Mr.

Waterhouse, and which obtained the only grand

medal awarded to English contributors, were all

tinted by that gentleman’s own hand.

In the course of the evening there was a

concert of instrumental music, by Messrs. T. H.

Waight, Svendsen, Weiner, and Schmoyer.

COMPENSATION CLAIM AT LIVERPOOL.

TnK premises of an Italian warehouseman heingreqmred

for the Central Station and Hotel, in Kanelagh-street. a

claim for loss of property and business has been made

aeaiost the Manchester, Sheffield, and Linco^shire, the

Great Northern, and the Midland Railway C-mpanies.

The original claim sent in was 12,08SZ., being 6 820/. for

leasehold land, messuage, shop, warehouse, stable, here-

ditaments, afld premises; 1,023J. compensation for com-

Dulsory sale, si-Terance, and damage; 3.G92f. for loss or

destruction of business
;
395/. loss on sudden realiratioa

of stock-in-trade, and 158/. damage, compensation, and

reinvesiment. Subsequently an amended claim was pnt m
for 11 WO/, odd, which was resisted by the companies. Ihe

jury viewed the piemises, which were shown by Mr.

Brattan, architect and surveyor, ot Birkenhead, on beball

of the claimant, and by Mr. J. Arscott, for the companies.

On retuinine into court a long consultation ensued between

thelegal gentlemen, and an award of 7,6n('/. was accepted,

the claimant, who will occupy the premises for other

twelve months, retaining the fixtures, which were valued

at 600/.

DARLINGTON WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

Tub opening meeting and conversazione of

the twenty-sixth aeseion of the Association were

held on Friday evening, the 25th ult., at the

House in Conduit-street.

In the rooms were displayed a number of

paintings and works of art. The drawings of

the successful competitors for the various prizes

offered by the Association were also exhibited.

The attendance of members and visitors was

more numerous than usual, and included a

number of ladies.

The chair, having been taken by the newly-

elected president, Mr. R. Phene Spiers, it was

announced that letters had been received from

Sir F. Grant, Mr. Tite, M.P., Professor Donald-

son. Mr. Godwin, and other gentlemen, express-

ing their regret at not being able to be present.

Mr. E. G. Tarver read the report on the class

of design, which stated that the first prize had

been awarded to Mr. G. Vialls, and the second

equally between Messrs. E. Lee and Metcalfe.^

Mr. C. H. F. Lewes announced that the prize

for figure drawing in the Life School had been

given to Mr. E. H. Bearne.

Mr. J. D. Mathews (hon. secretary) brought

up the report of the judges on the Architectural

Union Company’s prize, which recommended

that half of the amount should be awarded to
j

Mr. W. R. Tilling.
„ ^ , I

Mr. T. Blashill intimated on behalf of the .

judges that the prize of 5 guineas, offered by the

oat going president (Mr. R. W. Edia), bad been

awarded to Mr. E. Lee.

The successfnl competitors having received
|

their respective prizes, the President delivered

the inaugural address, quoted on another page.

At the conclusion,

Pro^ssor Hayter Lewis ventured, both as a

Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects and as a member of the Association, to

congratulate the meeting on the prosperous and

eatibfaciory condition of the Association. It was

from the jnnior members of the profession that

the Institute must draw its life-blood, and no

machinery could be better devised for its circu-

lation than an Association like that which had

begun another session that evening, because all

its members derived benefit from au interchange

of knowledge, from healthy competition among

themselves, and from a salutary system of self-

government which was not too proud or too

self-reliant to invite the senior members of the

profession to visit them occasionally, and give

them the result of their experience. He quite

agreed with what had fallen from the president

in reference to the necessity of sketching ;
and

he thought he might paraphrase the words of

Bacon, and say that sketching made a correct

man
;
for it would be impossible for the student

fully to understand the beauties of nature if he

Sib.—

N

oticine a letter in your last from An Old

Subscriber," which conveys the impression that the

Buerdians have not honourably fulfilled their conditions, by

withholdinff the premium advertised,! thiok it only tair

to inform your readers that so loop: ago as December 2ith.

1866 the committee selected my design as the best. A

that one knew very little indeed about them, qnestion, however, arose at the same rneeting respecting

Bui, on the other hand,
/-.na’D riTOn 1 (VTinrance was most useful because _ t,- „ .v,., nlrl m- bnildiniT a new house depend-

But, on the other hand, th.B

of one’s own ignorance was most useful because
al'erir g the old or building a new house depend-

it out the atudent on the high road to inquiry and i„|, „ „„i,. Ha.irB t.il.d to m.ke , ..ti.f.otoiT

reflection, and then after a little work it became
|

‘a old ptop„.y, ft

quite a pleasant surprise to him to hud that Ue
; empioving me to carry out my design,

knew BO much. With regard to figure drawing j ,3 ,, p^t see what ground of complaint your corre-

, , . TTrti tyor ^ titof t h A Anmtnif left did not appro-KUeVV BUlOUOll. ...OL. — o.

from the life, he was happy to soy that at Univer-

sity College it was now in contemplation by the

Council to establish classes for drawing from life

models under the instruction of competent artists.

He had been in communication on this subject with

I

the head masterof the college drawing scbool fone

. of the most successful existing), and also with a

gentleman well known in that room, Mr. Poynter.

In the course of his address, the president had

referred to the Institute
;
and with reference to

this subject be (Professor Lewis) felt bound to

! allude to the discouraging cironmatance that so

few competitors came forward for the prizes

which it offered. If, on tlie other hand, there

were obstacles which were susceptible of re-

moval, he was sure the Council of the Institute

would be glad to consider them, and to act upon
' any well-considered suggestions which might be

' offered with that view. There was only one

other point to which he would refer, and that

was the modern style of architecture in

France, noticed by the president. For bis own

part, he could not agree with the latter in his

j

admiration of that uniformity, and ho did not

1

' think foreigners themselves were enamoured of

it, because be found it extremely difficult to_ get

photographs of their modern public bnildings.

In conclusion, the speaker moved a vote of

thanks to the president for his address.

Professor Kerr, in seconding the vote, availed

himself of the opportunity to add his congratu-

lations to those of the last speaker, on the pro-

gress which the Association bad made for at

least one-and-twenty years. The Association

had steadily proceeded in one direction,—

namely, the instruction of junior architects,

and in this way bad effected much good. The

Institute had been referred to both by the Presi-

dent and by Professor Hayter Lewis, and all be

would say on the subject was, that if the student

depended upon the Institute for education, he

would not be able to realize his expectations,

for it would be perfectly impossible for it to do

much more than it did. The little success

which had attended the voluntary examination

scheme, got up, as it was, at considerable expense,

and in a spirit of perfect sincerity of purpose,

was a proof of how little the Institute could do

in the way of education. The best means of

education, apart from office-work, was that fur-

nished by the Association, and it was a gratifying

illustration of the good which had been effected

by ib to find that more than a dozen of the best

• designers of the day had been educated by ib.

1

j
Mr. T. Roger Smith observed, with reference

1 du not see wnat Kfounu
jpondent has, except that the committee did not appro-

3iafe hi* design as highly as lie himself appearsdate hi* design as highly as lie himseii appears to oo.

I think if any one has ground of complaint, it is 1, tnat,

“owing to circumstances over which” no one “ h«d any

control," I should only receive a small premium instead

of a good commission, and hare to comp-te again lor the

Ihtter.
Pkiicheit.

* • We do not agree with Mr. Pritchett, that our first

correspondent has no cause of compUii.p Ms actual

complaint remains wholly unanswered by this letter.

HOLBORN BAR AND VIADUCT.

IT 18 evidently too true that, as this Journal has so

frequentlyremarked.m all oureiideavouret ortfect improve-

menw, as in Gresham-street. /tc., they have been boteb-d,

and simply in eflecl
;
tbatad.-tined pUn is not previ- usly

fairly laid dnwn and accurately adhered to.

the ione-soughl for removal of that umightly block of

buildings known as the Holborn Bars, which bus at length

yielded to common eonse, if not good taste and judgment,

exposing, as it now does, the very irregu ar. winding

frontage of the former court-houses,—some ot vihich have

been recently expensively rebuilt on their former very

distorted line. Surely the Board of Works, and the Local

Board, must have long since foreseen the certainty

of the removal at no distant period of this long-rtisgracelul

excrescence in one of our greateet thoroughfares, and

ought to have been empowered to enforce upon ‘ the

give-and-take principle" to arrange these frontagea upon

their rebuildiog to a uniform Imi, ranging from the

end of Staple’s Inn buildings to the upper hiiuses of the

late Middle-row, or even to Soutbampton-kuildiugs, thus

giving or taking; in no instance more than 1 ti. either

tav but alTording an undoubted improvement. To ibe

great credit of the engineer of the Thames Conserv.Dcy.

This system is now always enforced and adop ed, in the

revisal of all wharf's, piers, and embankments up and down

the river, on whose plm a bold and sweeping ‘‘"e ^
fined, bearing no doubt the motto. Thus far shiiU IbM

go and no further," but wiln permission, where uecessaiy

or'beneficial to recede ad libitum. The fine gin-paUM

recently erected all askew upon the above site must strike

with regret for the bungle which has been commiti^d.^

TOWN r. COUNTRY.

Toub correspondent ” Rus ” thinks it clear that—

“ God made the country and man made the town,”

because the town contains Houndsditch

greeo. That the coumry is wholly God’s handiwork h*

fbinks noue can doubt; while equally certainly

squalor, overcrowding, and disease mamfrst in Jionuos

j?._u ... A u^rv.nui.rrreen nrove the towo to be man s wora.
Sich i„',d''B5tbn''»r-er-en pro., th. town to

Jf then all fillb, squalor, overcrowding, disease, aoo

simi’lar i.flVnces against our ideas of order be ®

duct.on, where does “ Bus " classify-

up the mighty trees bke twigs and

on the ground, the lightning that splits

oak. the countless creeping grubs tb“t spread their baW

ful film over hed^e and thorn-tree an4 nip oU

leaf, the insidious earwig that m her

food cuts off the leader of the plant and stops its

growth, the unseasonable frost of an oarly spring which 11
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jeeming Batire and contempt strews the eround with tender
cboots and makes the early tinge ol green a broken
oromise, the universal law of nature by which the strong
iree oppresses its weakly neighbour; the raven picks up
•or its morning meal the tender rabbit, with its nerves, its
limbs, Its wonderful eyes, when surely any disorganised
lump of matter were as suitable food ; the rahbit himself.
!fbo wages ceaseless war on every green thing, and would
.-oon depopulate the earth were there not dealt out on him a
raraspthless? Illustration is as endless as the face of
tature IS va.8t, that the Jaw established everywhere is the
tne which gives its filth, sqiialnr, overcrowding, and
nisease to Houndsditch and Belhnal-green—the power
ulaoed in the seemingly irresponsible hands of the strong
fver the weak. If, indeed, in the reduction of this power
O ^e rule of right and justice, is made manifest the work
4 we see such manifestation clearer in Honndsditch
iid Betbnal-green than in the country, for there this
pighty work is plainly in hand.
B Bastmt is surely ri(iht, and not " the amiable but morbid
•oet; and these injustices,—these ofiences to our sense
It what is just and good,—we were wise to attribute to
•le nnamiable conditions of early man, who with God’s
111! knowledge and in the intention of His unerring wis-
mm, must pass through the faulty "tage of ignorant
omsturity BO offensive to our aspirations before ho can
pep out into the clean and wholesome breadth of a man-
ood achieved by God through the psges of the Biti/rfer
ua olher such manifestations of bandy.work we justly
111 man's own, if, indeed, in the highest sense, the
leature can claim anything of bis Creator. H. F.

FROM SCOTLAND.
lEdinburgh.—DeBigus for new Free St. George’s
march have been prepared by Mr. David Bryce,
:tchitect, for a Bite secured at the angle of
aiandwick-place and Stafford-atreet. The ground
SIS occupied by housee, and in the purchase of
'»8e something like 13,OOOZ. were expended,
eie design is in the Palladian style, and will
isssess features new to the architecture of the
py. The ground has been cleared, and already
nme progress has been made with the masonry,
flie cost of the buildine, exclusive of the site'
111 be from 17,0001. to 18,0001., so that the
iitire expenditure will not be less than 30 0001
ee price obtained for the old church was
CiOOOI., BO that the congregation will have a
‘6 amount to raise; but a large proportion of
9 sum required has been subscribed.
yQlasgou).—A new Home, erected at Lochburn
nr Marybill, for the inmates of the Glasgow
cigdalene Institution (in which institution the
pginal Magdalene Asylum of Glasgow was
rgrged m September last) has been formally
Lined. The house is situated on the slope of a
hjht eminence, about 300 yards north from the
slal, at Lochburn.

_

The front of the house
S9B the south. It is three stories high, the
itund floor being occupied by such apartments
lithe directors’ room, waiting-room, business
nm, matron’s room, and the upper floor by
BCiitories. At each end of this raugo of build-
there is a staircase, giving access to the

fiious floors, and from these extend baokwarda
i ranges of buildings two stories high, the
imnd floors being occupied as work-rooms,
I the upper floors as dormitories. The space
ween these two pavilions is roofed over, and
ippied as the dining-hall and the chapel,
:tch, being only separated by folding doors,

when desired, be used as one large apart-
tit. Well lighted corridors extend along both
)s of these apartments, which have doors to
. 1 . There is a bath-room at the foot of each
i6i6 principal staircases. The dormitories are
qnged to accommodate 100 ininutes. Inime-
lely north from the centre of the building there
le large range of buildings of one story in the
a of the letter T, the gabie of the part repre-
(fed by the lower limb being about 30 ft. back

I the kitchen. This part is the laundry,
lie carriage-entrance is a lodge. The whole
t has been carried ont from the designs of
BHoneyman. The following were the oou-
oiors engaged Masons’ work, Messrs. Lyall
dckie; joiners’ work, Messrs. M’Craw&Key
bibers’ work, Mr. W. Reid; plasterers’ work'
AA. Campbell

;
and slaters’ work, Messrs,

flis Stewart & Sons. The cooking apparatus
Sifiitedup by Messrs. A. & J. Niabet; and the
n n-boi!er and fittings of washing-house and
iriry by Mr. Pornell. The clerk of works
MMr. William Kent. On an adjoining site
leiew Girls’ House of Refuge, also designed
r.r. Honeymun, is rapidly approaching oom-
'Din.

Wmoral.—The colossal statue of tho Prince
)r5rt, by Theed, has been uncovered at Bal.
1.1. The Queen and other members of the
II Family were present.
otoa.—The construction of new waterworks
•01081 of 3,0001-, has just been brought to a
useful completion. Messrs. Chalmers &
franzie, Dunfermline, were the contractors.
t 't Glasgow.—The new waterworks here have

been opened by the authorities. The works,
which were done by Mr. Gale, C.E., Glasgow,
have been in progress for the past year and a
half, and consist of a reservoir, near the farm ol
Laperstone, and a filter and tank at the farm ol
Parkhill. The reservoir is 33 ft. above the mean
level of the sea, covers an area of 26 acres, and
is bounded by two embaukraents. The reservoir
will contain 8,800,000 cubic feet of water, and
is estimated to supply 12,000 people with water
for a period of 100 days without rain, and 30
gallons per bead per day. The cost of the works
is as follows :—Reservoir, 4,3391.; conduct filters
and tank, 22,3011.; pipes and pipe laying, 4,7201.;
lands, engineering charges, &c., 5,0001. Total’
1 OQQ7 ’ ’

CHURCH-BDILDING NEWS.

Strathjieldsaye (Har-fA.—The church of St.
Mary the Virgin, Beeoh Hill, has been conse-
crated. The site was given by Mr. Henry
Lannoy Hunter, and the cost of the church
(upwards of 2,0001.) has been defrayed by Mr.
Hunter’s sister, Mrs. Forbes, and her daughter,
and son-in-law, the Rev. E. H. Landon. Mrs!
Forbes also presents 4,0(:01. for the endowment.
The site is an elevated one at the south-east
corner of tho "Seventeen Acre" Field, on the
Home Farm. The architect was Mr. W. Butter-
field, of London. Messrs. Wheeler Brothers, of
Reading, builders, were the contractors. 'The
church is built of red brick, flint, and Bath stone
on the outside, and of red, white, and grey brick
and Bath stone, in patterns, on the inside. It
consists of a nave and chancel under one con-
tinuous roof, with a short north aisle opening to
the nave by two arches, an organ chamber and
vestry also on the north side, and a south porch
chiefly of oak. The church is covered with tiles,

and has a belfry covered with oak shingle at the’
west end, containing a peal of bells. Atraceried
screen of oak and walnut wood, with gates,
divides the nave and chancel. The seats are
low and open, and of one uniform character
throughout. The windows are generally foliated
lancet lights in different combinations, and the
style of architecture may be considered as that
of the thirteenth century. Some stained glass
windows are in preparation, and will shortly be
fixed.

Newmarket.— St. Mary’s Church, Newmarket,
has been enlarged. It was at first resolved’
simply to add a north aisle, or rather to convert
the transept into an aisle, terminating at the east
end in an organ chamber, which is in fact an
extension of the aisle beyond the line of the
chancel arch. In addition to this it was decided
to build a vestry on the north side of the chancel.
Mr. J. F. Clark was the architect, and Mr!
Andrews (of Bury) the builder employed. After
a time it was thought that as these extensions
would only provide about 100 additional sittings,
and there was already a gallery on the south side
of the church, it would be better to place a
gallery above the new aisle also, and this has
therefore been done, so that the recent altera-
tions afford accommodation for about 300 addi-
tioniil persons, making the total number of
sittings somewhere about 900. The new aisle is
lighted by four Perpendicular windows, in
harmony with those on the opposite side of the
church, two of them being entirely new, whilst
the other two, previous to the alterations, lighted
the transept and the west end of the nave. The
aisle has been fitted with benches of stained deal’
corresponding with those in the body of the
church. The total cost of the alterations is

about 1,200L
Sealand (^Cheshire")

.

— St. Bartholomew’s
Church, Sealaud, has been consecrated by the
Lord Bishop of St. Asaph. The church,—which
is situated on the River Dee Company’s estate,

'

in the parish of Hawarden,— is about one mile
from Queen’s Ferry and five from Cheater. The
ite occupied by the building was given by the
River Dee Company, in addition to which they
have contribnted 1,2501. The total amount of
subscriptions raised towards the building fund
is 2,1311., and up to the present time there has
been an outlay of 2,3001. Only a small portion
of the oak seating is at present complete, the
nave being arranged with chairs. The church
affords accommodation for 300. The heating is
by Porritt’s underground etovo. Theeastwindow
is filled with painted glass, by Messrs. Hardman
& Co., of Birmingham. The church, which is in
the Early Gothic style, is constructed of stone
from the Helsby quarries, the interior being
finished with chiselled ashlar. The plan consists

of nave, 62 ft. by 26 ft.
;
chancel, 24 ft. by 17 ft.

;

a small transept on the north side is to contain
the organ, and the vesfry is nnder the tower on
the south aide of the chancel. The tower is 65 ft.
high, surmounted by a metal cross, bat at pre-
sent only contains one bell. The whole of the
roof timbers and doors are of oak. The spaces
between the timbers of the chancel roof are
decorated with designs in black and gold on a
blue ground. The architect was Mr. John
Douglas, of Chester, and the builder Mr. Robert
Beilis. The decoration of the chancel was
executed by Mr. Robert Ellis.

Slovgh.— It has been resolved at a public
meeting of the parishioners to erect a new parish
church, retaining the old one as a mortuary
chapel or a chapel-of-ease. A committee has
been appointed, and a subscription-list opened.
A site has been offered.

Birrjn'7i3/ia?ri.—The chief stone of St. Gabriel’s
Church, Bordealey-street, has been laid in the
presence of a large concourse of spectators.
This church is the second that is to be erected
by the aid of the Ryland fund. After the cere-
mony, and (of course) a luncheon which fol-
lowed, the company adjourned to witness the
casting of five church bells, a branch of manu-
facture which has only lately been revived in
Birmingham, by Messrs. Blews, who have estab-
lished a foundry capable of turning out at one
casting a peal of bells 9 tons in weight. Those
founded on the occasion were two of them for
King’s Norton Church, one of which, the seventh
in the peal, weighs about 15 cwt.,and the other,
the treble, about 6 owt. The other three were
for Rock Church, near Bewdley, one, the tenor,
about 13 cwt., the third bell 8 cwt., and the
treble bell 6 cwt. Our old correspondent, the
Rev. H. S. Ellacotnbe, was one of those present
at the founding, and expressed his approval of
tlft! nrr ngemeiita of the foundry.
Thomcombe (Dorset).—A new church has been

consecrated here. The old one had been allowed
almost to crumble to dust, and was dangerous to
hold service in. It was accordingly decided that
the old building should be pulled down, and that
a new one should be erected upon a site pre-
sented by Mr. Bragge. Plans and specifications
were drawn np by Mr. James Mountford Allen,
architect, Crewkerne, under whose snperintend-
ence the edifice has been erected. The new
church consists of nave, north and south aisles,
Ford Abbey aisle, chancel, and north and south
chancel aisle, and a tower at the west end. The
walls are built of a portion of the material used
in the old church, and limestone found in the
neighbourhood, with facings of Ham-hiil stone
supplied by Mr. Charles Trask, of Norton-sub-
Humdon. The aisles are divided from the nave
by arches resting upon pillars of Ham-hill stone,
ornamented with Bath stone capitals. The church
is of tho Perpendicular style of architecture.
Tho windows are characteristic of the period,
the model being one of the old cloister windows
at Ford Abbey, in conformity with the expressed
wish of its former owner, Mr. Miles. The nave
is lighted on the north side by four three-light
windows, the south aisle having two three-light
windows, a door, and Ford Abbey aisle. At the
west end of the aisles are two two-light windows.
The roof of the nave is open, of stained deal,
with plastered panelling. An arch of Ham-hill
stone, supported on Bath stone capitals, divides
the nave from the chancel, which is raised two
steps. The chancel is lighted by a five-light
window, with pointed tracery. On the south
side is a two-light window, by O’Conner, repre-
senting St. Peter and St. Paul, with medallions
of the conversion of St. Paul and the release of
St. Peter from prison. The tower is divided
into three stages with string courses and bell
turret on the north side, above which rise the
cross and weathercock taken from the old church.
The tower has three two-light windows and a
peal of five bells, which have been rehnng. The
nave is floored with blue Keinton stone, and
fitted with open seats of stained deal. Open
sittings formed of the old chnrch pews fill the
north and south aisles. The chancel stalls are
of oak, as are also the fittings of the Ford Abbey
aisle. The whole of the work has been carried
out by Mr. Davis, of Langport, under the super-
intendence of the architect. The entire cost of
the erection is about 4,000J.

Standish (Gloucestershire).—The church here
has been re-opened, after a restoration, which,
with an organ, has cost 1,3701. Mr. St. Aubyn,
of Gloucester, was the architect employed, and
Mr. O. Estcourt, of Glonoester, the builder. The
stone-tile roof has been entirely renewed. The
walls have been cleaned and pointed, inside and
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out : tbe steeple is to be pointed, and also re-

paired at the top. The windows have been made

new in the old style, and filled (by Messrs. Lavers

& Barraud) with plain glass, tinted green in the

borders. The flowing tracery of tbe east window

is similar in character to the west window of

York Minster. The nave is ceiled with the

ancient oak panels of tbe flfteenth century, with

carved ribs and bosses, which have been cleaned

and restored. The chancel has an open stained

deal roof, nearly 40 ft. from the floor. The fleer-

ing is of Painswick stone throughout. The high

oaken pews have been cat down, and cleaned ;

the oaken pulpit has yielded material for a lec-

tern ;
and the chancel is fitted with choir seats.

The communion space is paved with Godwin’s

tiles. A rood-loft stair was discovered in the

south corner of the nave, and has been opened.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Bythe.—The Building Committee connected

with the New Congregational Church and

Schools have opened the tenders sent in : they

were as under :

—

Cburch.

W. .T. Adcock £2,185 14

H. Un'via
J. Bowley ...
- 2,192 17

1,977 14
1,925 0

Edmundson & Son, of Manchester; and the

iving w;i8 done by Mr. Stirling, of Liverpool.

Creu'e .—The chief stone of a new Welsh Pres-

byterian Chapel has been laid in St. Thomas-

street, off West-street. The plan and elevation

of the proposed edifice have been prepared by

Mr. Eli Frost, of Crewe, architect ;
and the

builder is Mr. Thomas Lee. The cost of erection

will amount to about 6001. The building will be

in the Gothic style, having a high-pitched roof.

The front will consist of blue, red, and buff

bricks, with stone dressings.

j. Wftddell

J. Q. Petts

K. Hazell ..

Schools.
..£698 14 .

.. 709 9 .

652 2 .

668 14 .

625 0 .

Total.

£2,884 8
2,865 10
2,9'9 0
2,844 19

STAINED GLASS.

St. Andrew's, Smcthwiclc {Birmingham).—The

first light of a memorial window, to be dedicated

“ to the Glory of tbe Triune God, and in

Memory of the Holy Dead who once worshipped

in St. Andrew’s Church," has been placed in the

large chancel window. The colours are rich and

brilliant, and the countenance of the saint, who

is represented with uplifted hand, in the act of

preaching from the knotted cross, to which,

tradition informs us, be was tied for three days,

2,550

Mr. Hazell’s tender being the lowest, was ac-

cepted, subject to some inquiries to be made by

Mr. Gardner, architect.

Richmond.— The memorial stone of a new

Wesleyan School-Chapel has been laid here by

Mr. P. B. Hall. The new building has been

commenced, adjoining the Kew-road. It is

Early Gothic in style, and consists of a chapel.to

seat 400 persons, with two class-rooms attached.

The whole is designed to serve as a school when

a larger chapel, for which space has been ro-

fierved, is bnilt. The exterior is of picked stocks

with Bath stone tracery and dressings. The

roofs are covered with coloured slates, and sur-

mounted with crested ridging. Mr. E. Hoole, of

Craven-street, is the architect. The work is

being carried out by Mr. Hookham, of Kentish-

town, at a cost of 1,120Z.

TTrei'/iani.—The new Welsh Calviniatic Chapel,

recently built between the town and the railway-

station, has been opened. There are on the

will be square, oblique, circular, or of any othe

suitable form. The framing of tbe bottom wil

vary according to the nature of the bed on whicl

it is to refat. The entire iron jacket intemall’

and externally will be coated with an incorrod

ible marine paint. Each pyramidal vessel, whei

completed, will be floated from the dock inti

open water, and be so weighted with blocks o

stone, rubble, or concrete, as to sink it to a con

venient depth. Next, it will be towed to it

destination, and have as much water admittei

as will compel it to sink down to its suitably

prepared bed
;
and, after it has settled down ii

position, sufficient blocks of stone, rubble, o

concrete will be introduced, to prevent, by thei

own weight, the vessel being filled up at big.

water, 'i'he contained water will be withdraw!

and, provision being made in the internal frara

ing, each pyramidal segment will, when deeme'

necessary, be invariably fixed to its sea or rive

bed by piles, iron bolts, screws, or otherwist

being driven through the bottom into its bee

and also into .the end of the next segmeni

Finally, concrete will he poured in as quickly a

possible until each pyramidal vessel is fille

therewith. In some cases it will be more expe

dient, when the pyramidal vessel has arrived £

IS cxuresBive. Nearly'the whole cost of this its destination, to sink it at onco by filling it n

light has been collected by the younger members ' with concrete, instead of overweighting by th

of the congresation. It is to be regretted, how-

!

ever, that suffictent money has not been raised

to complete the filling in of a window in one of

the largest chancels in the neighbourhood, and

so admirably adapted for this kind of ornamenta-

tion. The light has been executed from the

design by Mr. T. W. Camm.
Haseley Church {near Warwick).—The east

wall of the chancel of this church has been

taken down, and carried out, to enlarge the

church, and a new window built up,—Mr. Kibler,

of Wellesbourne being the contractor,—and the

openings of the window have been filled with

stained glass, exeented by Mr. Holland, of War-

wick, and erected as a memorial of the late

rector. It contains three openings, and tbe

design is arranged in medallions with the Annun-

ciation, Nativity, and Crucifixion, upon grisaille

groundwork, with emblems in tracery.

St. Giles's (WincTiIiall).—Tbe north chancel

window of this church has been filled by Mr.

Holland, with stained glass, representing Christ

Blessing little Children, with ornamental ground-

work of the vine foliage, and an angel in the

tracery, bearing a shield, with the arms of the

Hope-road half a dozen places of worship within present rector,

a stone’s throw of each other, which have Gloucester Cathedral .— Soon after the death

been built at a cost of above 20,0001., the
,
of the late Mr. Francillon, Judge of the Glouces-

outlay on the latest being about 5,000Z. Tho tershire County Courts, the registrars and other

style of architecture adopted in this building officers resolved to erect to his memory a window

is the Romanesque, the material being brick- jn this cathedral. The work was entrusted to

work, with ornamental bands of red and black Messrs. Hardman, and was completed a short,

bricks and moulded stone dressings for all the time ago. The window selected was the western

more important parts. The principal front one of the south walk of the cloisters. The chief

consists of a gable, flanked by two square part of the window is divided into six lights.^ In

towers, terminating in slated spires, which rise
, three of these the Saviour is represented rising

to a height of about 100 ft. from tbe ground. ! from the tomb, and bolding a banner; and on

The lower portion is pierced with three small
' the sides are two Roman soldiers in amazement,

deeply -recessed lights, over which, at the level 1 and another asleep; in the other three, the

of tbe gallery-floor, rises a group of three large
j

Angel addressing the devout women bringing

moulded windows, filled up with tracery, the
j

apices to the sepulchre. The upper lights are

pillars dividing these windows having polished
|

filled with coloured glass.

red granite shafts, banded with stone and carved
j

Wapley Church .—A stained-glass window has

capitals. Entrance is obtained by means of two been placed in this church to the memory of the

porches, one in each tower. These porches late Sir William Codrington, barb., M.P.

project about 3 ft., and terminate in gables,

introduction of water as above.

Window-sashes and Window-prames. — '

Bullivant. Dated Slst January, lbG7.—Thi

invention has reference to the construction an

arrangement of sliding sashes and sash frame

and in the adaptation of roller-blinds thereto, wit

the view of rendering the sashes air-tight, ar

preventing any rattling or shaking of the sam

as also readily removed for being cleaned (

otherwise, and in fitting the roller-blinds with!

the head of tbe said sash-frames so as to pn

teeb the blinds from dust or dirt when not ;

use ;
and consists in forming the sash-frami

with vertical metallic grooves, or otherwise, j

pulley styles, in which metallic guides attache

to the pulley-cords aud weights on each side '

the said frames are caused to work iu sue

manner as to admit of the sashes aforesa

being taken out and replaced when require

through the medium of fixing screws inser^

within the sash style, flexible material beii

employed for cxjveriDg the said metallic guide

so as to give a smoother sliding action to tl

window-sashes, and also to shut out the draugl

By these arrangements the inner beading a:

parting head, together with tho projecting or

side linings of tbe sash-frames, as at presei

are dispensed with. A box or cavity in co

nerion with the above is formed at the head

the said sash-frames for receiving the roller-blii

and sash-pulleys aforesaid, a space or openii

between the movable head and front mouldi:

being left for the blind to pass through wh
being drawn up or down.

gooIiS §l£tcxij£ij.

anpported on polished red granite columns,

having carved bases and capitals. A wheel-

window, 11 ft. in diameter, tilled with plate-

tracery, is placed in the east gable over the

pulpit. The interior of the chapel is about 80 ft.

long by 43 ft. wide, and rises to the height of

35 ft. from the floor to the ceiling. It is

galleried on both sides and at the west end.

Seats are provided for about 800 persons. Ail

thewindows are filled with quarry cathedral-glass,

having borders, the tracery being worked iu

patterns of different tints. A vestry is provided

under the east end of the chapel. The building

is to be heated by hot-air from a Gill-stove placed

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Improvements in Constructing Quays, Jet-

TIES, Piers, Sea Walls, and Breakwaters; in

THE FoBMATION OF RESERVOIRS, DOCKS, BaSINS,

Coast Harbours, Harbours of Refuge, Light-

houses, AND Sea Batteries
;
applicable also

foe the Reclamation of L.\nd and for the

Building of Bridges.—H. Buss, M.D. Dated

January 11, 1867.—This invention comprises,

among other features, the construction iu a suit-

able dock of a framework of iron, efficiently

Society of Eyigineers. Transactions for 1866

Spon, Charing-cross. 1867.

This volume contains a paper, by Mr. C

von Wessely, on " Arched Roofs ” of Iron^(

should prefer to have it called on “ Arch-fo

which, with the discussion that 1Roofs"), which,

lowed, well deserves study. It is illustral

with sections and details of the Dublin Exhi

tion Palace, Derby Market-hall, Crystal Pah

(Sydenham), Amsterdam Crystal Palace, a

St. Pancras Station of Midland Railway (spi

2-10 ft.). Papers on the utilizaiiuu of aewa

and on the designing of storage reservoirs, w

the discussions that followed, assist in render,

this a volume of more than ordinary value,

may add, that the paper on the designing a

construction of storage reservoirs (by_ 1

Arthur Jacob), with its illustrations, is publisl

by Messrs. Spon, in a pamphlet form.*

in tbe basement. The chapel is placed back
i

supported by internal framing, and cove^red^ ex-

from Hope-road about 30 ft., and at the street
' " ' ’ ' ^

line is bnilt a low ornamental-dressed stone wall,

with two entrance-gates, opposite the porches;

and ornamental cast-iron railing is to be placed

between the gate-piers. A dispute with the

borough surveyor as to this wall was settled by

rebuilding the wall. The chapel has been built

from the designs and under the superintendence

of Messrs. W. & G. Audsley, architects, Liver-

pool
;
by Messrs. Thomas & Son, builders, Menai

Bridge. The glass was manufactured by Messrs.

ternally on every side but the top with sheets of

iron so riveted to the said framework as to form

a watertight vessel. Tbe precise shape of such

vessel will vary according to tbe structure it is

designed to erect. When a jetty, pier, break-

wattr, or sea battery is to be constructed, the

transverse section of such watertight vessel will

be of a pyramidal form, truncated at the apex,

of the full height and width of the intended

structure, and in length varying according to

.need from 100 ft. to 1,000 ft. The ends thereof

A Treatise on the Strength of Materials.^
_

Peter Barlow, F.R.S. A New Editi

London: Lockwood & Co. 1867.

We have to mention the publication of tbe bi:

edition of the late Peter Barlow’s well-kno

treatise, revised by his sons, Mr. P. W. Bari

• "We have before us a pamphlet on the Praci

DeBieninff of lietaitiing Walls ' Oy the same author,

A Jacob, A, B. Printed by Chas. Cooper. Lmcoln-pl

Dublin. 1867. It ia a very valuable contribution tow

the full understanding of t£o subject.
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and Mr. W. H. Barlow, and arranged and edited
by Mr. W. Humber. Professor Willis’s Essay
on the effect produced by passing Weights
over Elastic Bars, and various formula) for
Calculating Girders, &c., are given as appen-
dices. Mr. Humber seems to have discharged
his part of the work conscientiously.

Lyra Germanica: the Christian Life. Translated
from the German by Catherinf. Winkwobtu
and illustrated by John Leighton, E. Armita^^e!
A.R.A., and P. Madox Brown. Longman°&
Co. 1S68.

The first of the Christmas books, and a hand,
some one,—a book not merely for this year,
but for many. We may suppose from the ap-
pearance of this second series of translations
from German hymns that the first volume found

" favour with the religious and art-loving public.
. It necessarily addresses itself, so far as the
1 literature is concerned, to a special circle : by
i its artistic embellishments, however, it widens
t that circle very greatly. Most of the hymns are
!
popular for singing in Protestant Germany, and

I date frorn the sixteenth century to the present
t time. Six of the illustrations are by Mr.
I Armitage, three by Mr. Madox Brown, but the
g great majority are by Mr. John Leighton,
r whose fecundity and skill, within certain
L limits, are very remarkable. Initial letters,
li head- pieces, tail-pieces, and side-pieces, dis-
p play an amount of quaint invention that is
E never wholly found out, and suggest never-
e ending matter for reflection. Some of his
Bi small Jandscapes, that at the head of “ Services,”
pp. 71, for example, and at the head ofa" Morning
PPrayer,” p. 79, showing an avenue of trees in
ivwinter, are particularly agreeable and satisfyino-.

Of the designs by Mr. Armitage, we prefer
tithe illustration of the passage, “ Both conquer
Siam and death for evermore,” p. 19,—a large pic-
tcture in little. The chief contribution by Mr.
UMadox Brown, is the “Burial of Christ,” p. 3S
mhich has groat merit. It may be objected’
ijowever, that the head of the Saviour is
idetached from the body. The volume is beaoti-
a:uily prmted, and altogether a genuine article de
II Hjr.A.

suitable tribunal a power of arbitrating between the
society and its members, whenever it is impossible for
them to comply with the requirements of the Registrar of
Friendly Societies. Declare, in affirmance of what we
believe to be tbe common law, that all societies formed in
restraint of trade (other than those combinations pro

the -Ith and 6th sections of the Gth Geo. IV..
?• nlegsl, and give to justices a summarv
jurisdiction against thei'

•'

kutsir uiuiuuers.
Ihe law will then be adequate to the mischief. If it can>A on r.Tnc have freed itself from a great

be enforced, society will ^reeu useii irom a great
penj; dangers to our manufactures and commerce, the
amount of which no man can measure, will have been
arrested, and a demoralization which threatens to lower

Tk
the English operative to the level of the

Ihiig of India will have been stayed : if not, we must be
prepared to see our prosperity wither and perish unde-
the ruinous influence of persons as ignorant of their owt
true interests as they are careless of tbe feelings and reck
less ot the interests of others.”

VARIORUM.
The Quarterly Review for October containa an

blble paper on “ Trades’ Unions,” and one on
IS Science in Schools.” The paper on Trades’
loJnions gives a review of the more salient
biomts m the Commission evidence, and asks, as
[e'e ourselves did, “Are we nob rapidly tending
i 0 the institution of caste as is found in India ?

”

kfter putting the case against the trades’ unions
n .. .l.n -

With reference to the subject under notice, we
may here incidentally allude to the important
remarks of the premier on trades’ unions in his
recent speech at Manchester, Lord Derby
characterised trades’ unions, as they at present
exist, as associations which endeavour not only
to set class against class, but to promote ill-will
amongst all classes. On the other hand, he ex-
tolled the co-operative principle, which he be-
lieved had already done great good not ouly
in establishing habits of frugality and order,
but in teaching working men to estimate the
claims of capital as well as of labour.
The almanacks and calendars are coming in :

foremost amongst them and in the various well-
known shapes are those of De la Rue & Co. Little
books for ladies and large books for gentlemen.
Indelible Diaries, Red-letter Calendars, and im-
proved Memorandum Books. The astronomical
illustration for the year shows Lunar Craters.

Cassell’s Illustrated Almanack for 1S6S con-
tains a large number of illustrations

; some of
them very good. Everybody’s Year-Book
(Wyman & Sons, Great Queen-street) contains,
in a small compass, for six pennies, a mass of
carefully-edited information, including popular
facts, knowledge as to family fare, hints on
gardening, a garland of anecdote, and the his.
tory of Great Queen-street. especially with refer-
ence to Franklin’s press. Readers interested
in the important inquiry as to Pre-Augustine
Christianity in Britain, as indicated by the dis-
covery of Christian symbols, may be glad to
know there are some interesting notes on the
subject in the September part of “ The Journal
of the British Archtoological Association.”
A paper in London Society, headed “ How I fell
into the Clutches of King Theodore,” by Dr.
Burette, is more than usually interesting under
present circumstances. He gives a rough por-
trait of the king, and some curious insight into
his character.

People’s Park for Lltox. — An offer of 43
acres of land within a quarter of an hour’s walk
of the middle of the town has been made by
Mr. J. S. Crawley, of Stockwood Park, in ex-
change for a portion of the Luton moor contain,
ing 11 acres, and a sum of 2,2003. The offer is
looked upon as a liberal one.

L f
tjo meixna heard all that ia to be alleged

ifeiDst ^em, and the evidence in their favour ia utterly
iltile. Wo Bay that they injure in the most vital manner
' e interests of the very working class whom they are
leant to aid

; that they threaten some branches of manu-
lotures with exiinclion, and seriously limit the diffusion

u? . fj® I
they are carried on by means fatal to every

btht that a free country respects
;
that they are rninous

11 the legitimate ambition of industry and merit • that
'>y can only be conducted by a systematic breach of the

;
and that they run through the whole gamut of crime

n a mere conspiracy in restraint of trade, to robbery
m, mutilation, and murder. We do not say that they

. » all alike. A vast interval separates such an associa-
iin fis the Amalgamated Carpenters and Joiners from the
riicklayers of Lancashire or the Saw Grinders of Sheffield
It they all contain wiihm them the germs and elements
rurime, they are all founded on the right of the majority
ccocree the minority, on the absolute subjugation of the
ij to tbe many, and the employment of such means as
y be necessary in order to give effect to these false and

jrgerous principles. Is such a state of things as weMe described to be tolerated in this country ? Is every
!.g which has hitherto been the pride of Englishmen to

p pretty strong terms, the writer says :• Slisttllaiua:.

-iTU .1 ;
pi-iue oi angjisnmcn to-vrihced to the vam attempt to overthrow by brute

;e the moat clearly established principles? Are i
l.oly to stand by and see these bodies ruin our trade ai
;o)y to stand by anJsee these bodi/s ruiiT our tr^Vand
.:iufaclures and toJerate a progivssive demoralisiition
ifastes destined henceforth to have a potential voice injigovernment of this country, to which no limit oau be
;n;ned short of the worst and blackest of crimes ? If
» what 18 the remedy?"

I remedy, continues the author, depends of
tree, upon the state of the law. The law ’he
iiaiders, is not adequate to punish such enor’mi-

',t, although nothing is clearer than that com-
ili law will not allow conspiracies in restraint
rarade or oppression either of workmen or of
teters. The alterations in the law which he
;t(e8ts are these

|.orbid absolutely, under pain of indictment—or
.ET still, summary punishment before two justices— thalidisbment of any Friendly or Provident Society with!
ifie eernficate of its rules from the registrar of such
if.ies. Give a reasonable time to all existing benefit
lovident societ'es to come in and register, and afterHome has expired declare alt such societies illegal and
0 members liable to punishment. Give to some

Ekstoeatiox of Worcester Cathedral. A
meeting has been held at the Town Hall, Strat-
ford-on-Avon, “ to promote the completion of the
cathedral of the diocese. There was a tolerably
large attendance. Lord Leigh presided

; and it
was, on the motion of Lord Lyttelton, resolved,
“That this meeting expresses its satisfaction
with the progress made in the restoration of the
cathedral of the diocese, and desires to reaffirm
the obligation incumbent on the diocese generally
to maintain the fabric in due order and architec-
tural beauty.” His Lordship remarked that the
work at the cathedral had been commenced
some eleven years ago, and tbe cost came ont of
the funds of the Dean and Chapter, aided by
private friends, to the amount of about 30,0003.,
and it was not until that amount had been ex-
pended that an appeal was made to the diocese
generally, and it was computed then that it
would require 20,0003. or 22,0003. to complete
what had been begun. To perfect the whole, as
was contemplated, it would need an outlay of
something like 70,0003. If they could raise a
sum of 15,0003. the work could be completed, and
in a substantial manner, according to the plans
drawn by Mr. Gilbert Scott, and now placed in
that room. The whole amount, in fact, which
had been subscribed up to the present time was
22,0533., 18,8673. from Worcestershire, and about
3,1863. from Warwickshire. Sir J. Pakington
moved, “ That this meeting expresses its ap.
proval of the plans for the restoration of the
choir, as prepared by Mr. Scott, and engages to
co-operate in the attempt to raise a further sum
requisite for the completion of such plan.” This
resolution was also carried. The subscription
made in the room amounted to 5943. Is. 5d.,aDd
an additional sum of 473. was collected at’ the
doors.

New Street FROir Lin'coln’s-inn-fields to
THE Strand.—A new thoronghfare, being aa
extension of Serle-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields,
intersecting the site of the new Law Courts and
leading into the Strand through Picket-place,
is in course of formation. To effect this it has
been necessary to pull down several houses in
Carey.street, between Hemlock and New Courts,
and the premises in tbe rear. To complete a
direct and continuous commuuicatiou for car-
riage traffic from Holborn to the Strand, the
houses in Great Turnstile will be pulled down
and the thoroughfare widened. Thus the neces-
sity of widening Chancery-lane will be obviated.

Abattoihs for London.—The corporation of
London have under consideration a scheme for
erecting, at an estimated expense of 36,5503., a
number of additional slaughterhouses at the
Metropolitan Cattle-market, with all the neces-
sary conveniences, and with the ultimate object
of connecting them by railway with the new
Meat and Poultry Market which the City
authorities are now erecting in Smithfield. The
site that has commended itself to them for the
purpose is a piece of ground, about eight acres
in extent, on the east side of the market con-
tiguous to the Great Northern Railway, and
sufficient for fifty-five slanghterhonses

5 but the
City architect, who has prepared the necessary
plana and estimates, only recommends the im-
mediate erection of twenty-two, with all the
necessary appurtenances. For the estimated
outlay of 36,5503. the architect calculates that
an annual revenue of about 1,6803. would pro-
bably be derived by the corporation from the

I

slaughterhouses proposed to be erected in con-
junction with the Metropolitan Cattle-market.

Proposed Extension of Bradford Work-
house.—The committee appointed by the local
guardians called on the services of Messrs.
Milnes & Franco, architects, and they reported
that the present building used as imbecile wards,
and also the building used as male sick wards^
should bo pulled down, and now buildings
erected, according to plans furnished by them.
The general plan of tbe new building for imbe-
ciles is in tbe double form of the letter |-H, the
centre part being about 50 yards long byll-i
yards wide, and the two wings each about
21 yards by llj yards. The plan of the infir-
mary is the letter L, the long leg "being
30 yards by 8 yards, and the short one 20 yards
by 8 yards. Each building is, for the present,
proposed to be three stories in height, with the
exception of tbe short leg of the infirmary,
which will be four stories, having a cellar there-
under. By the new arrangement a superior
classification of patients will be effected. The
imbeciles’ building was estimated at 8,0003., and
the infirmary at 4,0003. The consideration of
the report of the committee recommending this
plan has been postponed.

Patent Direct-acting Steam Crane. — A
satisfactory trial of a combined steam and
hydraulic crane has taken place at the Duke’s
Dock, T.iverpool, in presence of Mr. Mitchell,
agent to the Bridgewater Trust, and many
other gentlemen and engineers connected with
steam shipping. The crane is the patented
invention of Mr. A. B. Brown, C.B., of the firm
of Brown, Wilson, & Co., Vauxhall Ironworks,
London, by whom it was constructed. A flat con-
taining 263 barrels of ale was placed underneath
the crane, some 25 ft. below its level. These
were raised, swung round one half revolution,
and deposited in a warehouse in an hoar and a
half, the rate of lifting and swinging being in
most cases two in one minute. The crane wo
nre informed, can raise 30 cwt. at a speed of
800 ft. per minute, and it has at the Hamburg
docks, where sixteen have been at work, raised
aa many as ninety parcels of one ton each per
hour, or 900 tons per day of ten hours, with a
consumption of coal equal to 4 cwt. The advan-
tages claimed by the patentee are as follows :

The direct utilisation of the elastic force of
steam, governed by the inelasticity of water

5 the
high working speed of load with low speed of
machinery

; the total absence of all cog wheels
or revolving parts

j
lastly, extreme portability,

combined with great power and speed, and with’
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ClOTNE Catbedrai, Ootipetitios.—Wb have

received a letter from Messrs. McCarthy & G.

Goldie on this subject, but too late for considera-

tion.

PiKACY The editor of the Calcntta EnpineeT’s

Journal will doubtless thank us for informing

him that the article “Professional Skill in High

Life,” printed in large type in his September

number, headed “ Communicated,” and signed

“S. M.,” is taken from an article published by

us in March last.*

Makxingtree Parish Church. —The parish

church of Mistley having fallen a victim to that

well-known disease affecting timber, the dry rot,

it is intended, if the requisite funds can be

raised, to erect an entirely new edifice, at a cost

of about 3,000i. The new church is intended to

provide accommodation for 600 persons.

“Kahbles in the Rhine Provinces.”—

A

volume under this title, by Mr. Seddon, is about

to be published by Murray. It will be illustrated

with chromolithographs, photographs, and wood

engravings, and has for principal object the pre-

servation of some record of many interesting

remnants of the old domestic as well as of

ecclesiastical architecture, fast being interfered

with by the wants of modern time. We can

speak of our own knowledge of sad destrnction

since we first walked the banks of the Rhine,

sketch-book in hand, in student days.

One Reason why Liverpool is Unhealthy.

Some discussion took place at the meeting of the

Health Committee of Liverpool, with reference to

the fact that there are still in the town—in spite

of the law—no less than 13,000 cellar dwellings.

In answer to questions, Mr. Higgins, one of the

inspectors of nuisances, said that people using the

cellars had a trick of removing all traces of bed-

ding, &c., in the day time, and the magistrates

required proof—before condemning a cellar—

that it was need as a sleeping apartment. In

addition, the law also required two convictions

in three months against a cellar before it could

be legally closed.

The Manchester New Town-hall Site.

—

We understand that a meeting of members of

the council favourable to some modification of

the site of the New Town-hall, has been held,

and, after a full discussion, the following deci-

sion was unanimously come to :

— “ That, whilst

adhering to the choice of the Albert-square site

for a New Town-hall, they were of opinion that,

with a view of improving the present unsatisfac-

tory shape, it is most desirable to extend the

area so far in the direction of Dickinson-street,

as to admit of the erection of a rectangular

building.” It was decided to call another meet-

ing on an early day.

Journeymen Builders and the Hour System.

At the Sheriffs’ Court, on Saturday (before Mr.

Commissioner Kerr), the case of Mitchell^ v.

Prince came on for hearing. This was an action

to recover la. 8d. for grinding-money. It was con-

tended that since the introduction of the system

of payment by the hour, an allowance for grind-

ing tools would be equivalent to double pay.

The Judge was clearly of opinion that as a

matter of law plaintiff could not recover the

money. It bad been proved to the Court that

the men might terminate an engagement at any

period of the day, and it would b^e most unrea-

sonable to allow grinding-money when the hiring

was an hourly one. Plaintiff must be nonsuited.

Salisbury Cathedral.—A number of men
are just now engaged in a work which, when

completed, will add materially to the beauty of

the northern and eastern views of this cathedral.

The work may correctly be described as ex-

huming a large portion of the cathedral wall,

which has been literally buried for the greater

portion of a century. Nearly eighty years ago

an enormous barrel drain or culvert, internally

2 ft. in diameter, was formed to carry off storm

waters from the cathedral roof. At that time,

as no outfall could be obtained lower than the

palace ditch, the culvert would have projected

above the level of the ground, and in order to

conceal it, it was earthed over, thus necet‘8arily

covering some feet of the base of the cathedral

wall. The greatest beauty of the wall having

thus been hidden, the right proportions of the

building have been unseen by two generations.

The culvert, being now useless, is being removed,

also the earth which covered it and the base of

the wall.

• Stone at Pudlicote.—On the 20th, a new

Primitive Methodist Chapel, at Chilson, Oxon,

was opened for public worship. The chapel is

built entirely with the stone recently discovered

on the adjoining Pudlicote estate. Mr. R. Nor-

ton, of Chilson, was the builder.

Discovery of an Anciently-carved Stone

AT Ilkley.—The excavators engaged by Mr.

Metcalfe, of Bradford, in making new drains,

streets, and roads, found, the other day, a stone

2 ft. deep in the excavations near the top of

Green-lane, which, when turned face upwards,

was found to be elaborately carved in deep re-

lief with the representation of three figures,—

a

male on the left, a female in the centre, and a

child on the right. The general opinion is said

to be that it is of the Roman period.

The Air of the Underground Railway.—
The inquest on the body of the young woman

who died suddenly while travelling on the

Underground Railway has resulted in a verdict

of death from natural causes. The evidence of

the scientific witnesses was conclusive as to the

innocuous character of the atmosphere of the

railway. Two independent analyses were made,

and both agreed in the opinion that there were

no impure gases which existed in sufficient

quantities to affect the health even of passen-

gers who were in a diseased condition of body.

We never had any other opinion ourselves.

Accidents.— A chimney at Wakefield has

fallen. Two men were engaged in straightening

the chimney, which is some forty yards in

height and had been blown crooked in a late

high wind, when the chimney fell, and^ buried

one of them in the debris. He was inside, and

the other man on a scaffold outside. When the

man inside was extricated it was found that his

head was dreadfully battered, one^ of his legs

broken, and that he had received serious internal

injuries. The fallen material has penetrated

the earth to a great depth. A eerions accident

has occurred at Cliffe’s Foundry, Bradford.

The corporation, in driving the mam sewer

in the direction of Bowling Old-lane, have

to pass it under the foundry, and a shaft

has been sunk in the fonndry for this pur-

pose. A number of men were at work in

the excavation, which is 19 ft. deep, and at the

same time the found rymen were preparing to cast

a large bridge plate, the monld being close to

the excavutioo. The crane-ladle, containing

26 cwt. of boiling hot metal, was swung over

the mould, and the men in charge of the ladle

were in the act of pouring it out, when it ob-

tained the mastery of them, turned over, and the

mass of hot metal rushed about the foundry like

a wave of fire, ran into the excavation, and

dropped on to the persons of the eight men who

were working below. These men were on three

stages, one below the other, and consequently

they could not all get out quickly. They were

all more or leas burned.

For Church of St. Chad, Haggerston. Mr. James

Brooks, architect:—
c-n r, n

flill&Soiia ? 5
Piper & Wheeler 7,183 0 0

e:™ 2 S
.,757 0 0

Hiil&Keddeii 6.387 0 ^

Ennor ® ®

Ashby & Sons 6.1« 0 0

Henshaw (accepted) 5,990 0 0

For Church of St. Columba, Haggerston. Mr. James

Brooks, architect;—
Perry & Co £9.^65 0 0

Longmire & Burge 8,877 0 0

Fosl^ 8,700 0 0

Hjjrga 8,3/6 0 0

Ashby & Sons 8,1« 0 0

Ennor 8,130 0 0

Piper & Wheeler 7,990 0 0

Henshaw (accepted) 7,894 0 0

Clergy Home, St. Michael, Shoreditch. Mr. James^

Brooks, architect;— „ «
Ashby A Sons £3,600 0 0

Hills Sons 2,635 0 0

Hill&Keddell 2,370 0 0

Henshaw 2,343 0 0

Foster (accepted) 2,34- 0 0

For repairs, Wolstanton Vicarage, StalTordahire. Mr.

James Brooks, architect :—
Barlow ,X ^
Sutton 963 10 0

Lowe 16 0

For building new casual wards for

Union. Messrs. Tress. Purchas, .

Quantities by Mr. Q. P. Raggett :—
Wood
Ramsey
Holmes
Garrud
Stangle
Marter
Egg

White
Crook
Langley
Turner
Sheffield

Hall
Wilt A Son
Mote
Perkins
Cooper
Bland
W’yatt A Son
Henshaw (accepted)

the City of London
t Willis, architects.

.£3,060 0
- 3,840 0

3,651 0
. 3,&i0 0
. 3,330 0

3,207 0
. 3,140 0
. 3,110 0

3,010 0 0
0 0

2,990 0
2,989 0 0
2,980 0 0
2 934 0 0
2,913 0 0
2,894 0 0
2,890 0 0

0 0

2,849 0 0
0 0

For detached villa residence in the Seven Sisters’-road.

Stoke Newington. For Mr. Henry Taylor. Mr. A. Man-

ning, architect ;— n, o-n ft ft

Brisby (accepted) £1,2d0 0 0

For a detached house in the Seven Bisters’ -road, for

.Ir. J. Andrews. Messrs. Franklin A Andrews, archi-

"Brisby (accepted) £1,160

For proposed new Cemetery, Biggleswade, Bedford-

shire. Messrs. Ladds A Hooker, architects. Quantities

by Mr. Glenn:-

Chapell
Bates
Redhouse
Thomas A Son

.

Roy
Howe ’

TENDEKS
For Chatham drainage,

level intercepting sewer.

Contract No. 2. South high-

Messrs. Gotto A Beesley,

£5,940 0 0 !

Smyth ACo!'!!!!!;!!!!! 5,783 0 0

Crockett 5,400 0 0

Girdler 4,314 0 0

Naylor 4,078 0 0

Ball A Co 4,017 0 0
3,900 0 0

poui 3,740 0 0

Goodwin 3,733 0 0

Bugbird 3,588 0 0

Moxon A Mutton.... 3,420 0 0

Clements 3,350 0 0

Hubbard 3,215 0 0

Coker, iun 2,814 0 0

What dot•B it all mean ?

I For hoB.e at Snttoi,, Mr. W. A. Morph, arohilect

‘ fa^aith £1,714 O O

lotter A So';:;;:;.:;.;;; i.™ o o

Sharpington A Cole 1,617 0 O

For the erection of a house at Netteswell, Herts, for

Mr. W. Cox. Mr. Sabine, architect. Quantities by Mr.

Shrnbsole:-
Nicholls £L565 0 0

Godbolt 1.4W 0 0

Hunt (accepted) 1,297 0 0

Chapels.j Lodge.

Entrance I

Qatee, Ac.

I

1.020 1
342 173

1

964 301

845 256

816 1
259

223
238
230
193

• Accepted subject to revision of Lodge.

For parsonage house and offices, Temple Grafton

WarwicLbire. Mr. Thos. T. Allen, architect

Giles (accepted) £1,630 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

For the erection of Home and Offices at Surbiton-hill,

Surrey. Mr. G. Somers Clark, architect

Kirk A Parrv £4,690 0 0

Browne A Robinson 4,500 0 0

Lucas 4,482 0 0

Myers 4,4.33 0 0
Ashby A Horner 4.221 0 0

King A Sons 3,994 0 0

Chappell 3.693 0 0

f D >p_j N B F-—H. J. 4 H.—J. B.—T. I- P. A.LN.-

J.0.A;-K.'4Boo..-Mr, T.-T. F. P-W V* 9 4 C
W,-E. H,- R. N.-P. P.-J. P- P -W. F, j.- O- 4 B - J. B.-9. 4 C

—H K B-F. M.-SkewUck, iDdla-KejatoDe. ludi^-J. 0. »

T -Mr. S.-J. O.-B. W. 4 M.-W. R.-A. ».-A. J. fl

_J. D. P. (.ball appear).-T. R. 0.-T. B. (apply to tb.

H. D (will c.ll).-A Viclim (.rcbltect* bars at pretent uoproteeuw

agalo'at piracy. There la no copyrl.ht as to a building when ereewd-

_J W. (cancellerl. baying appeared elsewhere).

are compelled to decUno pointing out books and pvui

addreeaea.
,

. v

All lUtementJ of facta, lIsU of tenders, 4c., most be accompaoled #

ne uame and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication-

NoTt—The respon.lbUlty of signed articles, and papers read i

oubllc meetlnin, rests, of oonne, with the authors.

* Sec p. 165, ante.

For repairs, Ac., to No. 15. Grenville-stieet, Brunswick-

square. Mr. J. Schofield, architect

Simpson *204 0 0

King A Sons 188 « 0

Hussey 174 0 0

“ Lawrence A Baugh.... 168 15 0

Advertisements cannot he received for the curren

week’s issue later than THREE O clock* p.JR'

; TflVPSDAY.
NOTICE.—All Communicahons respee^

inn Advertisements, Subscriptions, ^c., should

addressed to “ The Publisher of the

No. 1, York-street, Covent Garden. All otj

Communications should be add/ressed to

I
'‘Editor,” and not to the “ Publisher.
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The ManvfaduTQ of

“ Roughs'^

OW shall we improve the

educatiua of our artisans,

BO that England may not

be behind in the indus-

trial race, is a question

that ia being earnestly

asked in several quarters.

We have done something

towards echoing the ques-

tion, if not towards the

preparation for eliciting a

right response. The an-

swer must be obtained,

and actedonwith prompti-

todo and earnestness, if

this country is to keep its

place
;
and we shall not be

found wanting in endea-

vours towards that end.

Just now, however, we
would go a little lower in

the body-politic, and speak of the entire absence

of education there, and the urgent and crying need

for it that exists. The Reform Bill of 1832 gave

an impulse to education. Let us hope that the

new measure of reform about to be bestowed on

the people of England will act in like manner,

and with redoubled force, and we do hope it

and expect it. People have talked of the school-

master being abroad, and the general spread of

education. Never was a greater or more mis-

chievous error entertained. Talk of the spread

of education ? Why, Parliamentary returns

show that one-third of the men of Hertford-

shire, Cambridgeshire, and Norfolk, who mar-

ried in 1865, had to make their mark instead of

signing their name to the register; andthatmore
than a third of the men of Suffolk, Bedfordshire,

and Staffordshire were in the same discreditable

predicament. Why, in South Wales more than

half the women were unable to write their names
when married; and in Bedfordshire, where the

children are put early to work at straw-plaiting,

the proportion of the uninstructed was very little

less. In Liverpool, out of 23,740 persons who were

apprehended in 1866, only 253 could read and

write well
;
while of 720 children, dealt with

under the Juvenile Offenders’ Act, not one could

do so.

For the 148,000 marriages that were made in

England in 1864, 42,000 of the men and 58,500

of the women (using round numbers) signed

with a mark !

Whatever is spent on education is saved twice

over, and more, in prisons and police ; to say

nothing of the mighty saving of misery and life.

This is pretty generally admitted : how can it be

denied ? But we are very slow to act upon it.

Some of the hinderances are found where, with-

out knowledge of the human mind, one would

scarcely expect to discover them. When all things

are ripe for a large extension of the blessings of

education, even Religion and Conscience step

forward, and with a resist-to-the death expres-

sion bar the way. Not that they are opposed to

education
;
they have got beyond that after long

reflection
;
they desire that education should be

given, but it must be their own sort of educa-

tion, and mixed up with their own menstruum.

“
‘ Orthodoxy ’

is my doxy, ‘ heterodoxy ’ any-

body else’s doxy : and that doxy I oppose to the

last.”

And so neglected weeds grow apace, and in-

stead of corn we get deadly-nightshade : in-

stead of men and women with honest hearts and

clear minds, we get “ roughs ;” and from roughs

come burglars, garotters, and murderers.

The cost of crime is enormous
;

in fact, it

cannot be counted. It operates in a hundred

ways. Look at what the expense of the machineiy

towards punishment of crime alone amounted to

in 1866 according to judicial returns :

—

Police £1,827,105 16 7

Sums paid bj her Majesty’s Treasury
OD account of criminal proBscutiuDS 143,511 6 6

Cost of prisons 614,677 12 8
Cost of convict prisons 237,333 2 0

Paid by her Majesty’s Treasury on
account of reformatory schools ... 61,734 0 1

Do. do. industrial schools 18,567 10 6

Criminal Innatics 45,037 12 0

ragged little waifs of the London streets, not

one of whom knew what discipline or letters

were. Two of them lived “hany how;” two
“ nohows and, with ono exception, it seemed

pretty clear that when an opportunity for pilfer-

ing with safety occurred, it was regarded by

them simply as a piece of luck. The story told

by most of them was similar to what has been

often heard before, and we need not repeat it.

The condition of mind exhibited (the mingled

ignorance and cuteness) was dreadful to contem-

plate. One, as pretty a boy as could be found

without difficulty, showed generous impulses

and inclinations to right. In the rest all such feel-

ings had been smashed out, if they ever existed,

and their faces were as debased as their minds.

It is unnecessary to soy wbat might have been

the fate of these children, and wbat it will be ?

What has become of the boys and girls we ques-

tioned thirteen or fourteen years ago in the

Golden-lane district, the courts of Gray’s Inn-

lane and Drury-lane, the slums of Bishopsgate-

street, Bethnal Green, and Whitechapel ? What

could they have come to but the bad ? The

great majority of them went to increase the

ranks of the dangerous classes, have preyed

upon society that disregarded them, and have

£2,937,967 6

Three millions sterling per annum, and this is

not all or anything like all. Another million, at

least, should be added for the interest on money

expended on buildings, the salaries of various

officials, and other items. And each year it

becomes greater

!

Convicts in England, according to returns,‘cost I

filled, at society’s expense, workhouses, hospitals,

344. 7b. a head per annum. What do they cost
[
convict prisons, penal settlements, and pauper

the country when they are free ? The number graves.

of the criminal population in England and Wales
! showed years ago the extent and danger

was computed in the year 1864-5 to be 145,000,
j of the undercurrents of London society

;
that

and we believe this to be enormously under lying in the dark shadows of London, bred in

the mark. Including beggars and persons
j
town swamps, and living in the midst of igno-

Bubsiating by other disgraceful means the
j ranee, dirt, vice, and social degradation, an

number has been calculated at 250,000. Let
j army of rough and desperate men and women

us, however, take the first to be the numben i existed unsuspected and uncared for. They are

and say there are 145,000 persons, 117,000 ' to be counted in thousands. An execution or a

of whom are at large, destroying instead of
t local riot sometimes brings them into daylight,

producing, living upon the industry of others,— i fi^t at ordinary times they are to be found only

taking from the community instead of giving to 1 where they live, massed together, and under

it. Would 501. per annum a-piece be too much
! such conditions that improvement is scarcely

to put down as the loss caused by them to the
]

possible.

community ? No, nor enough, and yet at that
! jfow is the time,—this very day,—to stop the

sum we get nearly six millions to be added to the
I

recruiting of these fearful ranks. It is a dis-

other four millions
;

or ten millions sterling a
|

grace to us that we should have such a class as

year, the cost of crime. If part of the cost of

pauperism were added to this, as it might fairly

be,the amountwould beraised some millions more.

Proper education would save much of this

enormous expenditure, and would not cost

what it saved. We may safely say that

four boys can be educated at the annual cost

to the community of one moderately successful

burglar. Wbat gain, then, to that community,

roughs —it means short-sighted parsimony

and criminal neglect. The thousands of children

running the streets of London and other places

may be very nearly wbat we choose to make

them. Humanity, Christianity, economy, self-

interest, are all in favour of rendering

them decent members of society. See that

every child be awakened to a perception of the

difference between good and evil, and receive

what gain to the sum of human happiness, if we
|

elements of knowledge. As the education

picked out of the dirt four boys who otherwise
! ^fig training, so are the children; as the

would probably become burglars, and rendered

them fairly honest and industrious members of

society ! We will say nothing here about souls
;

we are talking only of bodies ;
and yet the

recollection that they have souls ought to

strengthen the argument.

This is no new cry with ns, no fresh perception.

Fourteen years ago and more, the writer of

these lines said, and afterwards, again and

again, in varied words,

—

“The number of children who at this time are being

educated in vice, fitted for disturbing andinjuriugaocietj,

forbidden from good and prepared for a life oi misery

;

children who have no affections or ties ; in whom natural

good feelings have been quenched
;
who have no advisers

but the bad; no home, no hope; is perfectly appalling.

They are to be counted in thousands ;
we fear to say how

many. Can nothing be done to sa»e them, and so save

society ? Here is a fertile field appealing for labourers to

the Christian, the philanthropist, che political economist,

and the mere egotist, who would save himself money and
annoyance by preventing, instead of punishing. Let u"

remember there is no irremovable reason why these chil-

dren should grow to be disorderly and lawless—liars,

thieves, perhaps murderers ; they were born as capable of

good as your own offspring; and, with the same nurture

and teaching, would make as useful members of society.

Lead them into good habits
;
imbue them with right prin-

ciples, and their lives, in the natural course of things,

will be in accordance with those habits and principles.

Equally, as a matter of course, will the lives of these

poor outcasts follow the training they are now receiving.

Knowing the seed, we know what the plant must be. It

seems almost an injustice to punish for a natural result.” •

A few evenings ago we spent an bonr with five

“ London Shadows.” By Geo. Godwin.

children, so are the men and women.

We stood nearly alone when we nrged the

Legislature to prevent men from murdering

their own flesh and blood by a law against the

overcrowding of dwelling-houses; and such a

law has since been passed.

In calling upon the State not merely to see that

the means of education are placed within the

reach of every child, and that all connected with

them should be compelled to avail themselves of

these or other means, but in the event of this

failing to give that education itself,—in fact,

for the compulsory education of every child,

—we have now with us a large portion of the

public and many eminent social reformers. We
have no doubt whatever that this will be ulti-

mately done. We want it done at once. The

Government that eflects it, be it Whig or Tory,

will deserve and have the never-dying grati-

tude of England in the future. Children are the

sacred trust of the State. Improve the homes

and teach the children, and we shall soon cease

to have “ roughs,”—soon lessen the nnmber of

the dangerous classes. We urge upon all in-

terested in this holy cause the immediate neces-

sity of renewed and continuous exertion ;

—

“ Pail not for Borrow, falter not for sin,

But onward, upward, ’till the goal ye win.”
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The violent reaction bronghtabont by the entire

loss of confidence of the public in enterprises of

every description, owing to the collapse of
nnmeroDS rotten schemes brought out by specu-
Jators, after the passing of the Limited Liability

Act, has resulted in a very anomalona state of
affairs. With money at an unprecedented low
rate of interest there is no appearance of activity

ia any of those channels which have, daring the
present centnry, employed to such a great
extent one division of the professional talents of

the country, and which have absorbed the invest-

ments of the people to an amoniit almost equal
to the national debt. The railway system having
extended itself to nearly every part of the island,

and every town of importance being put in com-
munication with the great centres of commerce,
can no longer bo expected to find sufficient

employment for the great body of engineers who
have been called into existence by the necessities

of the construction of the various lines; and.
although there yet remains a vast quantity of
nseful work to be done in that direction

;
in

sewering some of our towns
;
in providing others

with an adequate supply of water
;
in the con-

struction of docks and harbours, and other
similar undertakings; yet the engineering world
cannot look forward to the same active times as
those which have gone by, until some genius,

—

some other Watt or Stephenson,—shall arise and
change the whole method of locomotion, causing
railways to retire and keep company with the
old turnpike roads of the past.

Engineering talent having, by the extension
of railways, given such a surprising impetus to
trade and manufactures, and so found employ,
ment for thousands of hands, which otherwise
would not have been required, tending to a vast
and annual increase in the popnlation, may be
said to be morally bound to do all that lies in its

power to assist in providing for the maintenance
of the growing numbers. While the population
of the island is annually increasing at the rate
of many thousands, the area of gronnd remains
the same, and cannot be increased

;
and unless

other means are taken, there is no remedy but to
become more and more dependent on foreigners
for our supplies, and to cripple our resources by
sending capital out of the country in exchange
for food, instead of keeping it at home to be em-
ployed in the more profitable cultivation of oar
own lands. It is obvious that every extra unit
of useful produce we can compel from onr soil,

by availing ourselves of the resources of nature
and art, is so much clear and actual addition to

the wealth of the country; and although the
island cannot be increased in size, yet a very
considerable portion of it may be made to yield

a large addition to its present produce, and
much which is now utterly barren be turned
into fruitful land.

Here then is an opening for unemployed en-
gineering and mechanical talent, and an outlet
for investments which would yield a sure and
certain return to the investor, and be productive
of a national benefit in its results.

The more prominent improvements in the cnl-
tivation of the soil which may be said to come
within the scope of the engineer include drain-
£^e, irrigation, embankments, and steam cultiva-
tion.

Since the days when Elkington first intro-

duced the modern system of drainage, it has
made such way that pregudice has vanished,
and there probably does not exist the farmer
who is not convinced of the desirability of
drainage for his land : the only cause to be
assigned for so many thonsauds of acres yet re-

maining undraincd is the want of spirit or
capital on the part of the proprietors or their
tenants. But, although mnch Las been done, a
great deal of it has been done very badly, and
to little purpose. The necessity and advantage
of drainage, having once thoroughly permeated
the agricultural mind, through the unceasing
efforts of the engineers who took up this depart-
ment of their profession, and whose skilfully
designed and executed works paid so well for
the outlay, has, in proportion to the difficulty
which was at first encountered in convincing the
farmer of its ntBity, led to the idea that drain-
ing can be carried out without the aid of skill

and experience. The services, therefore, of the
drainage engineer are dispensed with ; and the
tiles being laid in the ground, the field is con-
sidered as drained,—only in many cases for the
unfortunate occupier to discover that his work
has done him more harm than good. There ia

hardly a land-agent or sarveyor who could not

tell of numerous absurd mistakes, and large
sums of money which have been thus wasted by
tenants who have executed their own drainage,
the landlords having provided the material, and
thus wasted his own and their money. There
ought not to be an acre of laud in the country
which ia not properly drained, and it is to the
interest of every proprietor that he should him-
self undertake this work. The want of capital
need be no obstacle, special legislation having
provided for this, and companies being in exist-

ence' who will advance the funds required, what-
ever the title of the occupier to the land.
The arterial drainage of the country may also

well deserve the attention of the engineer.
Here is a fine field open for the exercise of
talent and ingenuity by improving and straight-
ening the natural brooks and watercourses, cut-
ting fresh channels, and training the outfalls
of rivers through their estuaries to the sea.

Perhaps there cannot be found now in this island
a tract of land in the same condition as the fens
of Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire, where
600,000 acres of land have been converted by
drainage fi’om a swamp and a morass into one qf
the richest tracts of land in the kingdom,—

a

work which called forth the energies, at one
time or another, of nearly all our great engi-
neers. Old Rennie and his son Sir John have
left their mark everywhere in these fens, in the
canal-like drains, with their massive-sea-sluices,
and in the works carried out for the improve-
ment of the great fen rivers, the Ouse, the Nene,
and the WitLam. Vermuyden, Smeaton, Tel-
ford, Mylne,’ Cubitt, Walker, Brunei, and others
equally celebrated, have at various times been
employed

; and although still there is work in
the fens for the engineer, yet its present state
is an example of what may be accomplished in
draining flat districts, and rendering efficient

the whole interior drainage by the improvement
of the outfall of a river. There are thousands of
acres of bogs and low lands in England equally
capable of improvement as these fens, and only
waiting the aid of the engineer and the capitalist

to turn them into com-fielda and pastures.

But, while it is necessary to good cultivation
that nature should be aided in her operations by
the skill of the engineer in removing the surplns
water which falls on the land from the clouds, or
rises from nndergrouud springs, advantage may
be found in bringing on to the very field which
has jnst been drained a copious supply of water
from a neighbouring brook or watercourse, and
either inundating the field in order that it may
take np the fertilising matter contained in the
water, or simply refreshing the parched soil by
allowing the water to flow in certain regulated
streams acro.ss it.

Irrigation is of more importance to tropical

lands than to a climate like England. In the
former cultivation could not be carried on with-
out it; and t^ent and ingennity of the highest
order have been called forth in designing the
vast works which are to be found in those conn-
tries. The frightful famine which recently
occurred in India has stirred np the attention of
the Government to this all-important subject

;

and for the execution of contemplated works,
they require at this time the services of an in-

creased staff of engineers. In Spain, again, from
the earliest recorded times, irrigation has been
practised. Even now, large works are being
carried out, the result of those already com-
pleted being to turn a barren, desert land, into

fruitful gardens and fields. The engineer en-

gaged in these works in Spain is look^ upon by
the peasantry as a public benefactor, and when
surveying for a new canal, will receive the
greatest courtesy and assistance from the occu-
piera of the land over which he has to pass. It

ia unnecessary to refer to the irrigation works in

Italy
;
they are too celebrated to require com-

ment. Although the English climate and soil

may not yield such startling results as ace found
in the countries already enumerated, yet we have
sufficient proof that even in this country there
remains a wide field for the skill of the engineer
in improving the grass lands of the country by
irrigation. In Devonshire water meadofvs have
been in existence for a. great length of time

;

and wherever in other parts of England similar
works have been judiciously carried out, most
successful results have ensued. By the diversion
of part of the waters from a natural stream, and
the application of it to poor grass land, at an
expenditure of a very small sum per acre, the
land may be made to yield heavy and abundant
crops, which will pay tenfold the interest on the
outlay. The sewage of some towns has also

been successfully applied to the land by irriga-
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tion with surprising results; but whether this is

the most serviceable mode of utilizing the sew-
age of tovyna is a question which has yet to be
settled by experience. The attempt to convert
a barren tract of sands into productive lands by
the application of the sewage of London, which
formerly was worse than wasted by polluting
the great river of the metropolis, is an attempt
worthy of all success, and a method of irrigation

which, if it answers the expectations of its pro-
moters, ought undoubtedly to lead to its imita-
tion on every part of the coast where there are
sands available for the purpose. The enormous
tract of barren land of which Aldersbott and
Bagshot Heath form a part, lying in the heart of
England and so close to its capital, which by
irrigation might be rendered productive, is a
disgrace to the intelligence of the country, and
affords an opening for any enterprising capi-
talist and engineer.

Besides the improvement to lands already in
cultivation, there are other sources to which the
attention of the engineers might be directed.

Around out coasts are many thousands of acres
of accreted lands, which are now covered' by
the tides, but which, if embanke<^ would form
rich corn land. On. some parts- of the East
Coast, the land thus available for reclamation is

from one to three miles in depths the greater
part of which is covered" with coarse manine
grasses or samphire, and which, with an expen-
diture of ten to twenty pounds an acre, could be
enclosed, and would, when reclairaed, grow
annually on every acre sufficient corn to keep at
least one family, and pay ample interest on the
outlay. The !^man engineers, during their

occupation of the island, saw at once the value of
this land, and the embankments thrown np by
them to exclude the sea, on the south and east

coasts, remain to this day a monument to their

skill and perseverance. The reclamations on
the Lincolnshire coast, of the large Crown estate

at Sunk Island on the Humber ; and in the
counties of Essex, Hampshire, and Devonshire;
on the estuary of the Dee

;
and more recently

those made by the Norfolk Estuary Company j

added to the numerous in-takes which are con-
tinually being made by private proprietors, show
the feasibility of this work, and ought to raise

a feeling of regret at the national loss which is

being incurred in not availing ourselves of this

land for growing, corn, which now has to be
fetched from Russia or America, the very cost

of the freight of which alone would pay for the
necessary works of enclosure. When the Romans
formed the old embankments, they made their

criminals work under the supervision of the
military engineers, and their soldiers were also

employed at these and other engineering opera-
tions. This example might well be imitated by
our own Government. Work would be benefici^

to the soldier, as has been nrged before in these

pages, and the gain to the country enormous.
Thus for the civil engineer, then, there is

ample room for employment in the improvement
of the productive resources of the country, in

works of drainage, irrigation, and embankment.
To the mechanical engineer there remains the
improvement which may be effected in the
various mechanical appliances which are used
in the cultivation of the soil, and principally

in the^ application of steam. Farming be-

comes yearly more and more of a science, and
depends on machinery to a very considerable ex-

tent for its successful working. The machines
used on a farm are endless, and their manufac-
ture is a most important branch of our national

industry. The several eminent firms of agricul-

tural implement makers have displayed ingenuity

and talent of the highest order, and give employ-
ment to an immense number of skilled bands.

The Irishman who comes over annually with liis.

sickle to help to reap our crops, finds each year

lees to do, and sees that his services are being
gradually superseded by the reaping-machine

;

the flail had to give place to the thrashing-

machine worked by horses, which only per-

formed the same operation in a more expeditious

manner. The horse has given way to steam

;

and now the motive power, taking its own ma-
chinery and appliances from farm to farm, at

one operation thrashes the corn, stacks the

straw, dresses the seed, and then retires^ leaving

the farmer nothing to do bnt to carry his com
to market

; and how long it will be before the

four horses dragging the wagon-load of com
slowly along the highway, will be superseded by
the traction engine, who can tell ? It is the

manufacture of the machinery which will assist

in cultivating the soil, and increasing the pro-

duce of the land which is now more especially
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to be considered. Numerons inventions have
been brought out for digging the soil, and other-

wise manipulating it ;
but the perfection of the

steam-plough, or cultivator, appears to be the

great desideratum. So far back as the year

161S, a patent was granted to David Kamsey
and Thomas Wildgosse, for “ kinds of engines

and other profitable inventions, as well to plough
up ground without horses and oxen;” and from
this time forward nearlyeveryyear produced some
new invention for either digging or ploughing by
machinery, until the commencement of the present

century,when steam was applied to this purpose, a

patent being taken out in 1816, by Joseph

Reynolds, for “ploughs and other implements
used in husbandry to be moved by steam, heated

air, or vapours.” In 1837, another patent was
granted to Upton for “ an improved method of

generating steam power, and applying the same
to plonghing and harrowing and other agricul-

tural purposes.” Those and many subsequent

inventions, however unprofitable to the patentees,

formed links in the chain that led up to the

comparatively perfect machines of the present

day. The really successful application of steam
to the cnltivation of the land may bo said to

date from the show of the Royal Agricnltural

Society, held at Lincoln, in the year 185-i,

when Mr. Fowler exhibited bis steam draining

apparatus; the idea being suggested by a practical

farmer, Mr. Smith, of Woolston, that this

machinery might be applied to the cultivation of

the land. Slowly, but steadily, steam plough-

ing is making its way : Messrs. Howards claim

to have made and sold in England and the
colonies upwards of 500 sets of machinery ; and
Messrs. Fowler, in their circulars, give references

to 300 persons or companies who express their

satisfaction with the apparatus which that firm

had supplied to them. The manufacture of the

supply for our own and foreign countries, Egypt
deserving especial mention, has given sufficient

impetus to the trade to render it a distinct

branch of engineering.

The systems now generally adopted may be
divided into two classes, the “ roundabout” and
the “ direct the former, the method generally

known as Howard’s
;
and the latter, Fowler’s.

Howard’s system is generally considered most
suitable for email enclosures. The method
adopted is to place the engine in one comer of

the field, and to surroand it with an endless

rope, stayed at the corners by anchors. To this

rope the plough or cultivator is attached, and
attendance is required to move the anchors and
other parts of the machinery as the work goes
on. One objection urged against this system is

the waste of pow'er in moving the great length

of rope required, and the wear and tear of

the same, an expensive item in steam ploughing.

Fowler’s plan is to place a traction engine on
one headland, the rope running from that to a
drum attached to a self-acting moveable anchor
•placed at the other side of the field, the plough
being made to traverse backwards and forwards
between the two. Where the work is carried on
to any great extent, so as to warrant the addi-

tional outlay, as in the case of the steam
ploughing companies, the drum and anchor are

resplaced by a second engine, the two engines
alternately drugging the plough towards them,
and uncoiling the slack rope. The engines
employed are about 12-hors6 power. Beneath
the boiler there is a large horizontal sheave or
drum, 5 ft. in diameter, round which the rope is

coiled. The plough or ^cultivator is a frame-
work of iron balanced upon two large wheels.
To each end of this framework are attached
from four to six ploughshares, or cultivating

tines
;
on reaching the end of the furrow, the

part of the framework which was balanced is

depressed, the other being raised, and tbe shares
which were out of the ground, and which point
in tbe opposite direction, are inserted in the
soil and turn up the furrows on the way back to

the^ other engine. To manage the apparatus
three men are required,—two to drive the
engines and oue to guide the plough. Tbe rate

of speed is from throe miles to three miles and
a half an hour, and the quantity of work done
in a day by the cultivator, under favourable

circumstances, about ten acres. The cost of

a single -set of apparatus, with engine, self-

moving anchor, ploughs, and scarifiers, may be
put at BOOL

In tbe early days of steam cultivation, one of

tbe greatest difficulties was found to be in con-
nexion with the rope. One inventor tried chains,

which, as may be supposed, from tbeir weight
aud other mechanical objections, were found to

be impracticable. Hemp rope conld neither

stand tbe strain nor the wear and tear over the

gronnd, notwithstanding the aid of “porters”

and other contrivances. Wire rope, although

more durable, was found to be very expensive,

owing to the frequent breakages. The great

improvement which has been made of late years

in tbe manufacture of steel has enabled that

metal to be applied as a material for the pur-

pose. The rope now used contains twentydbnr

steel wires, about one-twelfth of an inch in

diameter, and of such wonderful strength and
pliability is the erteel that each of these wires,

although it takes one hundred and seventy-sis of

them to form a section of 1 square inch, will

bear a pnll of upwards of a ton ;
and yet, although

this wire is so stiff as hardly to be bent by the

fingers, yet when force is applied it may be

twisted round in a coil sufficiently small for^^all

practical purposes. These ropes are at once

tongh, pliable, and enduring, very little liable to

break, and, when broken, easily repaired. To
this ingenious and marvellous invention, steam

cultivation, in its present form,' in a great

measure owes its success.

The advantaces of steam cultivation may be

summed up as follows :—It enables the farmer

to perform his tillage operations at the best

season of tbe year, aud to free his land more
quickly and effectually from weeds. Tenacious

soils are rendered more friable and porous, and
good drainage promoted by the efficient manner
in which tbe subsoil can be stirred by the aid of

steam. The steam cultivator can be worked to

advantage in an unfavourable season when it

would be impossible to work with horses, and
considering the depth to which the soil is stirred

and the expedition with which the work is exe-

cuted, it can be performed as cheaply as horse

labour.

Numerous able writers in the Times and other

public journals have, this year, testified to tbe

advantage to bo gained by steam cultivation.

Mr. Bailey Denton, in an able letter, gives one

very striking example of a farm at Blackheath,

wliere three adjacent fields had been difterently

treated. The first, land not naturally fertile,

being drained aud steam cultivated, had a crop

on it equal to forty-five bushels of wheat per

acre, worth 18L Tbe second bad been drained

and treated in all respects similar to No. 1, with

the exception of the plonghing, which had been
done with horses. The yield was estimated at

thirty bushels, worth 12L per aero. The third

field of similar land, but neither drained nor

steam cultivated, had not more than twenty
bushels, worth 6L per acre. The difference here

shown between steam and horse cultivation

being 6L per acre. Mr. Smith, of Woolston,

who speaks with the authority of experience,

having used steam for twelve years, gives, in a

letter to tbe Times, some striking illustrations of

its advantages, and the increased results ob-

tained from the land by its use. At tbe time of

writing his letter his steam cultivator w'as at

work, following closely on the teams leading

the corn out of the fields, smashing up the
stubbles at a time when the horses on the farm
were otherwise occupied, and at a rate which no
amount of horseflesh, which a fanner could pro-

fitably keep, could accomplish : thus giving tbe
land tbe benefit of a summer fallow in scorching

and killing the weeds. To quote his own words :

“ I have looked round in all directions aud can
see more than a usual quantity of dead fallows,

and no end of land in a state that will cost vast

sums of money to clean it. Tes, aud I can look

over the hedge on to the best farmed land in the

neighbourhood and see more twitch on a square

yard of land than there is to be found all over
my farm. Such are the results of steam and
horse fanning after wet seasons.”

The first outlay for machiuery is no donbt
heavy, but taking Mr. Denton’s statement as

correct, that a gain of 61. per acre may be secured

by steam cnltivatioo, and tbe statement is borne
out by the report of the Committee of the Royal
Agricultural Society, who quote similar statis-

tics, on a farm having 140 acres in wheat the

cost of the apparatus would be gained in the
first year, iocludiug the price of the engine,

which would be useful for other purposes.

Here, then, is an opening for enterprise and
tbe profitable employment of some of tbe re-

dundant money now in the market. It has been
calculated that every 2,000 acres of cultivated

land could find work for a steam-plough; and as
encouragement, it may be mentioned that the
companies which have been already established

are rapidly making progress. From personal

experience it can be stated that some of them
have full employment nearly all the year round,

and at times have more orders than they can
execute. To the engineer an inducement is

held out for the employment of his talents in the

manufacture and perfecting of the machinery

;

to the capitalist, for a safe and steady invest-

ment of his money ;
to the farmer, from the in-

creased profit from his land
; and to the philan-

thropist, from the increased supplies thus pro-

duced for the food of the people and the addition

to the national resources. "W. H. W.

LIYING AND DYING IN THE THIRD
QUARTER OP 1867.

CoNsiDEKixG how short a time has elapsed

since all statistics were voted a bore, and statis-

tics of births and deaths tbe “ flattest, stalest,

and most unprofitable” of all statistics, it is, at

any rate, a must healthy sign to find that many
subjects, which can only be treated of through

statistics, are at last beginning to assert in

public interest that place which it is of such

real importance they should hold. The Public

Health is one of these subjects. Thero is no
social problem to the solution of which it is

more decidedly the duly of ns all to lend our aid

than the reduction to a minimum of the un-

natural waste of life that has been for years

going on around ns, in town and country,

through ignorance and neglect of the simplest

sanitary laws. “ CleanliueBS,” it has been said,

“ is next to godliness.” Osing tbe word cleanli-

ness in its largest sense, only those who have

seen the disease and misery in some of the worst

parts of our unhealthy towns can fully appre-

ciate the force of this axiom and its antithesis.

But the public does now, we are convinced, take

on interest in its health, and an honest rivalry

has been established between towns, with regard

,

to their death-rates, which has already, it would

seem, resitUed in increased saniiory activity all

over the country.

We have before us the Registrar-General’s

Quarterly Return for the third quarter of 1867,

and the insight it gives us into the vital condition

of the country is, on the whole, encouraging,

both as to past months and the future prospects

of the sanitary measures which have been, and

are being every day adopted, in both town and
country, for the improvement of public health.

During the past quarter tlio excess of births

over deaths in England and Wales was 81,793,

averaging very nearly 900 per day. In the

coiTespondiug quarter of last year the excess

was only 62,156. This result has been as much
due to the increase of births as to the decrease

of deaths. The births were at the annual rate

of 35‘2 per 1,000, a rate unprecedented in the

third quarter of the year. The 'deaths re-

gistered in the quarter were 108,462, giving an
annual rate of 20T per 1,000, against 21-8

in the corresponding quarter of 1866, aud
20-3 the average rate in the corresponding quar-

ters of 1857-66. Only twice in the eleven years

1857-67 has the death-rate in the third quarter

of the year been lower than it whs in the quar-

ter just ended; in 1860 and 1862, when it was
17‘2 and 18-0 respectively. The weather during

the past quarter was, on the whole, favourable

to health. The mean temperature at the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich, was 59-7, agreeing

almost identically with the average of the cor-

responding quarter of ninety-six years. The rain-

fall in the quarter was 11'3 in., and nearly 4 in.

above the average of the same period in fifty-two

years. Of this rainfall so much as 3-* in. fell

during tbe twenty-four hours of 25th July : this

fall is almost unprecedented for England. There

was scarcely any really hot weather during the

summer, and the rain was abundant : tbe com-

bination of these two circumstances, it will bo

found in comparing a long series of summer
quarters, almost invariably produces alow death-

rate. The remarkably cold and wet summer of

1860 was the healthiest on record.

In all the large town-districts of England and
Wales, containing at the last census about

11,000,000 persons, the death-rate last quarter

was 22-4 per 1,000, or 2-8 below that which pre-

vailed iu the same period of 1866, and slightly

below tbe average of tbe ten previous cor-

responding quarters. In the remaining or rural

population, amounting, in 1861, to rather more

than 9,000,000, the rate of mortality was 17-0

per 1,000, or only '5 below both the rate in the

same quarter of last year and the average of the

past ten years. It will thus be seen, therefore,

that the principal improvement in the public

health during last quarter was shown in towns.
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This must be attributed in a great measure to

the epidemic of cholera, which last year un-
naturally raised the death-rate

; but, as we shall

find, the improvement was also conspicuous in

many of the towns which did not suffer from
cholera last year. It will be useful to examine a

little in detail the figures relating to those ten

large towns of England for which weekly re-

turns are published by the Eegistrar-general,
both because the condition of these towns and
the measures which have recently been adopted
for their sanitary improvement, or which have
been neglected, as the case may be, are pretty

generally known, and because the means of

comparison with previous years is ready to

hand.
These ten towns, including London, are esti-

mated to contain at the present time a popula-
tion of rather more than 6,000,000. In these
towns the excess of births over deaths in the
quarter was over 17,000, and the birth-rate

equal to 36-8 per 1,000, against 35-2, the general
rate in the whole of England and Wales. The
death-rate in the ten towns was 23 8, or 3-7

above the rate for the whole country, and 1*4

above the rate in the entire town population
!

above mentioned. Although in some of the
smaller towns no doubt great sanitary short-

comings exist, we may feel sure that in these ten
towns are included most of those which have in

past years principally contributed to the excessive
death-rates in towns.

In the following list these ten towns are
arranged in the order of their rates of mortality
during last quarter, from the lowest, and against
each town appear the death-rates per 1,000 pre-
vailing in the third quarter of each of the years
1865, 1866, and 1867. Returns from Sheffield
and Newcastle-upon-Tyne were, however, not
published in 1SG5 :

—

1865. 1866. 1867.
Bristol 20’4 20-8 19-2
London 21-9 28-9 2(l'7

Sii«flield — 24'0 23'8
Birmingham 23-5 19-2 25'8
itull . 30-3 22-4 25-9
Salford 297 26-3 28-4
Lwerpocil 33 7 60'5 28'6
Leeds . 317 31-0 28-7
Newcastle — 3i-8 2fl-5

Manchester 32 9 30-6 31'6

As the figures for last year were somewhat dis-
turbed by the epidemic of cholera in many of
the towns, a reference to those for 1865 materi-
ally assists in arriving at just conclusions as to
the improvement which appears in some of the
towns, and the conspicuous absence of it in
others.

Take Liverpool and Manchester, for instance.
Ignoring the rate for Liverpool last year, the
rate has decliued from 33-7 in 1865 to 28'5 this
post quarter. In Manchester the rate may be
said to have remained stationary. It is well
known that the Liverpool Corporation has, with
the aid of their medical officer, resolutely set to
work to clean their Augean stable. It is as
equally well known that, in Manchester, they
have not yet made that first great step which is

an earnest of sincerity in such measures,—they
Lave not yet appointed a medical officer of
health, though the step is determined on. Leeds
forms a good example of sanitary progress. In
1865 and 1866 the rate was almost stationary,
although no cholera appeared in the latter year

5

but, since the appointment of the present
medical officer, the fatality from fever and other
zymotic diseases has continually decliued, and
the death-rate in the borough has fallen from
31-7 in tho third quarter of 1865 to 28-5 last
quarter. This town, however, still stands low
down in the list. Newcastle continues to enjoy
an unenviable notoriety for its excessive death-
rate. This is another of the towns which is

without a medical officer of health. Birming-
ham, too, presuming, it would appear, upon the
comparatively low death-rate which generally
prevails there through the natural advantages
which the town enjoys, still holds back from the
appointment of such an officer. It is to be
Loped, however, that the recent mortality in
tbat town from diarrbeea and scarlatina (the
latter of which is still fatally prevalent), and
the retrogression which is shown in their death-
rate for last quarter, -will stimulate them to
delay no longer. Bristol still occupies the post
of honour as the healthiest of our large towns

;

and it is satisfactory to know that this position
8 fully appreciated and valued by the inhabi-
tants. Ic is needless to say that this city
has some time possessed the services of one
ot the most active and efficient of the at
present small body of our medical officers of
health. Even in Bristol, which enjoyed the

lowest rate in the summer quarter of 1865, the
rate has progressively declined from 20’4 to
19-2.

Without looking beyond what has been already
achieved in Bristol, it is well to remember how
terrible is still the waste of life that is going on
in our large towns, compared with the number
of deaths which would occur if the death-rate
did not exceed 19-2 per 1,000 in our town popu-
lations. During last quarter, the saving of life

in these ten towns alone would have been 6,063,
of which 1,389 would have been in Manchester
and Salford. We dare hope, however, that we
may look for a still higher standard of health in

towns. In many ways, life in town should be
more healthy than in the country, and we see
that the death-rate in the rural districts last

quarter did not exceed 17 per 1,000. Salisbury
appears by the present return to have attained
a success, in her sanitary system, which but a
short time ago would have appeared most wildly
visionary; in this town the death-rate was 28
per 1,000 between 1841-50

;
24 between 1851-60,

and has steadily decliued, uutil in the quarter
just ended it has been only 10 per 1,000. This
is indeed encouragement, if any be needed, to
all those towns still hesitating to adopt sanitary
reform, and to incur its necessary expense, from
want of faith in the result.

THE EDUCATION OF THE WORKMAN.
The subject of this paper is, perhaps, not

generally considered to be one upon which a
painter has any right to discourse

;
but having

in early life seen much of those trades of which
the products have since been ennobled by the
title of art-manufactures, and having devoted
considerable time to the teaching of workmen
engaged in such artistic occupations, I have
very naturally given the education of the
workman very earnest study. Moreover, a
thorough investigation of the theories of art
and education has shown me that their funda-
mental principles are the same,—that they
should bo influenced by the same formative
idea.

The processes of modelling and of education
are very analogous

;
it is in one case the lifeless

clay, in the other the living earth which has to
be formed in rectitude

; but man can only be
effectually remodelled by right reason working
from within. The educator, therefore, com-
mences the reconformation of plastic humanity,
by the rectification of the understanding, in
order that the ideal pattern, which he in com-
mon with the statuary, keeps steadfastly in
view, may ultimately be realised palpitating with ^

life.

Each snccessive International Exhibition has
shown that English workmen,—art-workmen
especially, require a more complete education
than they have hitherto received. The present
one, indeed, from all that I can gather from
competent observers, has convinced them that
some educational measure is imperatively and
promptly required,—that Bristish workmen may
have a fair chance of successfully competing
with their naturally clever allies. All the re-

forms in technical education which have been
made since 1351, would appear to have been
mere surface scratching instead of deep plough-
ing. To produce substantial and lasting results,

there must be a radical change in the system of
primary education.

You will, perhaps, trace through the lecture a
leaning towards my favourite theory of “ The
Mean,” of which the following four laws are the
broad exposition :

—

1. That the fundamental form of phenomena
is quantitative.

2. That the mean is the scient'ific measure of
rectitude and beauty.

3. That every aberration from the mean, either
in excess or defect, must be compensated by an
equal but opposite one. That any undue expen-
diture of vitality by one function, or group of
functions, must be compensated by inaction in
others; or by a system generally, by a period of
absolute rest, otherwise organization will be im-
paired, the fund of vitality unduly drawn upon,
and existence shortened.

4. That the lawful limits of departure from
the mean are those of moderation, which permit
variation in the tenor half of the scale of possible
fluctuation.

This is, I believe, the substance of what sci-
ence yields towards a system of ethics

;
and on

a former occasion I showed how universally
|
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these principles obtain in the fluctuating pheno-
mena of the entire solar system,— a theory,
though perchance it be erroneous, often serves
as a ground on which to marshal and parade
one’s facts; and I hope before I conclude that
mine—if I may call it so—leads, at least, to

some common-sense conclusions. If I appear to

you to be somewhat doctrinaire, I believe

you will find that I am also practical
;
aud

that I am doctrinaire only because no one
can hope to be practically of any great advan-
tage to others unless he be theoretically

correct.

The art of education, as I have just now
indicated is essentially formative, as essen-

tially so as the arts of design
;

and I be-

lieve human nature to be as plastic to its

hand, through periods of time, as the clay to

the potter, and that in the plenitude of its

mastery over means it will be able to develop
whatever manner of man it wills. You will, I
think, find, if you examine them, that most of
the popular notions upon education have been
derived from phrenology : hence tendencies,
which appear to me to be only habits of thought
aud action, are elevated into faculties, and these
so numerous tbat we can scarcely wonder at tho
anxiety of teachers and parents that our youth
shall be cultivated by all the “ ologies ” that can
be mustered. Let us, if possible, dismiss this

notion for the present, and trace the natural order

or sequence of our knowledge. Facts are first

received by the outpost, observant senses

;

secondly, they are registered by the memory

;

thirdly, they are ordered, systematised, and util-

ised by reason
;
or, to describe the process by a

lower analogy, there are the receptive, the retain-

ing, and digestive processes. Now, it is no matter
what kind of phenomenal knowledge it is, but
it must pass through either the first, the second,

or all these stages
;
and I should desire you to

be impressed with this very natural inference,

—

viz., that if the senses be not correct obsen'ers,

we can neither expect facts to be correctly re-

membered, norjust conclusions drawn from them.
You will therefore be prepared for my return to

this portion of my subject, and insisting upon
the proper training of the senses. These three

powers or faculties, observation, memory, and
reason, should be of an equally apportioned excel-

lence. For if the power of observation be culti-

vated to the neglect of the retaining and reason-

ing faculties, there will be a clinging to mere facts

and minutim, a too facile credulity, disconnected

thought, uncertain and inconsistent action. If

memory be cultivated to excess and burdened
with encyclopedia! information tothedetrimentof
the observing and reasoning faculties, there will

be loquacity on all subjects, and a facile dis-

pensing of second-hand knowledge
;
but should

originality be attempted by this conformation of
intellect, the data will probably be incorrect, its

conclusions false. If the reasoning faculty be
unduly stimulated and the powers of memory
and observation allowed to lie dormant, it will

be at fault in its premises, fruitful in reckless

hypotheses, systematically wrong. The moral
form or right constitution of these three func-

tions, then, is when they are duly proportioned

to each other, and which when thus constituted

may be said to have the perfect capacity for in-

vestigating nature, for confirming or discovering

truth, for receiving and communicating know-
ledge. Lord Macaulay says, when writing of
the men of a certain eventful period of onr
history,'

—“The constitution of their mind was
remarkably sound. No particular faculty was
pre-eminently developed, but manly health and
vigour were equally diffused through the whole.”
Or, as Shakspeare would have written,—“ The
elements were so mixed in them that nature

might stand up and say, These were men !”

Now, this equable development, these mixed
elements, are precisely those moderate qualities

indicated in the middle column of the following

table
; they are those, indeed, of the ideal man,

whom a true system of education keeps stead-

fastly in view as its “ pattern.” It is that
average or essential manhood divested of all the

accidents of eccentricity, of aberration. Yet
we may very frequently find the average man
jauntily asked for, as if he were a common and
very easily to met with creature, ready to answer
and flock to advertisement by the thousand.
Why, it is this manner of man, “ in whom no
particular faculty is pre-eminently developed,”

but the whole manhood, who has been at all

times the true reformer and deliverer. He, of
all men, is least likely to damage or wreck a
good cause. It is because society is a con-

glomerate of disproportioned materials tbat the
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State haa to asaame his fanctions, to harmonise
and balance the whole.

TABLE OP MEAN AND EXTREME QUALITIES.

Escess.—Immoral,
DeBtroctire.

Mean.—Moral,
Conetructive.

Defect.— Immoral,
Destruciive.

East
RuBh
Recklesa
Extravagant
Bufl'oon
Irritable

Gay
Indulging
Licentious
Overhearing
Assurance

Manly
Courageous
Prudent
Liberal
Wit
Good-tempered
Good-humoured
Temperate
Free
Magnanimons
Confidence

Clownish
Timid
Over-cautions
Parsimonious
Dullard
Immobile
Austere
Obstinste
Moroso
Mean-spirited
False modesty

Predisposition to

Disease.
Health.

Predisposition to
Disease.

Excessive exercise

Iintiioral nae ot'

function
Deformed organi-

ZHliUQ
Shortened exist-

ence

Moderate exercise

Moral use offunc-
tion

Moral organiza-
tion

Long life

Defective exercise

Immorul disuse of
function

Deformed organi-
zation

Shortened exist-

Deformitj’. Beauty. Deformity.

Giant
Gross forms and

features
Disproportion

Average height
Averageforrosand

features

Average propor-
tions, the beau-
tiful or moral
form

Dwarf
Defective forms
and features

Disproportion

You will perceive, then, that the theory I am
advocating is in direct opposition to the popular

notion of cultivating and still further developing

the strongest natural bias of a youth. Only
attempt to carry out this notion thoronghly and
consistently, and you will be convinced of its

immorality. The strongest natural bias is always

impatient of bit and curb
;
but give it head and

spur, and it clean bolts with a man. The true

object of education should bo, on the contrary,

to strengthen those qualities which may be
defective and undeveloped. Both the intellect

and the physique draw upon a common fund of

vitality, the prodigal expenditure of which by
either disturbs the desirable balance of the

system. And not only is this the case as regards

the general equipoise of mind and body, but by
the extravagant use of any particular functional

power of either. In fact, any disproportionate

organization and activity in any portion of our

natures destroy the just temper and harmony of

their well-being. Having thus briefly given you
my theoretical views upon the subject of educa-

tion, I turn to the practical suggestions, which
I believe, will be found perfectly consistent with

them, and which, if the theory be rejected, may
be judged of separately, as measures designed

to improve the education of the workman and
raise the quality of British workmanship.

Preserving the ideal of a well-balanced man-
hood before us, it will be seen to be of the

utmost importance that the studies essentially

necessary to its development should be separated

from those which may be mere amplifications,

specialities, or superfluities. These would ap-

pear to be,—1. The English language; 2. Ethics;

3. Arithmetic and Geometry ; 4. Drawing
; 5.

Music
;

6. Athletics. This was the course of

training to be pursued in the primary schools

which I proposed should be established through-

out the country in a pamphlet which I published

in 1851. Let me give the reasons for the fore-

going selection. Those for the study of English

and ethics are obvious. I will merely observe

with reference to ethics that I use this word as

a general title for religious instruction. For
my own part, however, I lean to a rigor-

ously secular system which would permit the

study of Bcientifio ethics only, or leave moral
-training to home direction. The studies of

Arithmetic and geometry are included, not for

their more obvious utility alone, but also on ac-

count of the logical training they furnish. Nos.

5 and 6 in our list are drawing and music; of

these studies I have more to say, having just

now, as you will perhaps recollect, drawn your
attention to the importance of educating the

senses. Let us bear in mind, that through the

eye and the ear we cheifly bear witness to what
is passing in the world ;

and teachers of drawing
and music only know, to the full extent, what
false witnesses these senses are before they are

properly cultivated. Let it not be forgotten, too,

that it is upon these generally uncultivated

senses that character and life are frequently ut

stake. The desire to obey the command,

—

" Thou shalt not bear false witness,”—may

sometimes be strengthened, but evidence can-

not be guaranteed upon oath. If a witness be

an imperfect observer by eye or ear,—and such

he commonly is,—in default of the educational

training we insist upon, he will conscientiously

swear to the absolute truth of his erroneous im-

pressions. I have on several occasions pointed

this moral in teaching. “ If,” I have said, “ you
misapprehend the truth with regard to the

model immediately before you, and biding your

time for deliberate inspection, how can you ex-

pect to observe, and accurately record the fleet-

ing facts and occurrences of every-day life ? ” It

is not, however, in the witness-box only, that

trained senses are required, but for the apprecia-

tion of harmony and beauty in nature, to preside

watchfully over all kinds of work, and to endow
the manufactures of a nation with that per-

manent excellence which will insure their appre-

ciation throughout the civilised world. 1 am
speaking now more immediately of the educa-

tion of the eye. I will venture to say that you
would find that painters and sculptors would be

more readily inducted to the exercise of any
craft, could more readily torn their hands to any
kind of work, than any other class of the com-

munity
;
and why ? not only because their arts

require the greatest dexterity of hand, but be-

cause they see better.

There is a certain affinity between all true

work, be it of art or manufacture. The system

I propose I believe to be the only true way to

produce a nation of unrivalled workmen ; depend
upon it all the study of the physical sciences in

schools, now so mnch insisted on, will never

efiect that. The study of the sciences promotes

invention, extends our command over means, but

does not materially and directly contribute to

the development of the student’s nature. And
when I propose a course of study of drawing and
music in these schools, I do not mean that draw-

ing is to be practised in inconvenient and ill-

lighted class-rooms, furnished with a oast ortwo
and a few flat copies, for an hour or two in the

course of the week, but that the class-room be

properly designed for the purpose, well found,

and that a fair share of every day’s time be

devoted to the study. I cannot so well speak of

what is required for the proper study of music,

but I would have the arrangement as thorough

and complete. As the localities which would be

fitting for the establishment of these schools for

the workmen’s children would very probably be

also convenient for the workman, I wonld have

these school studios, or others in close proximity

with them, open to him in the evening, classes

established for the study of tho sciences, &c.

Think of the effect such measures would produce

upon manufacturing skill
;
what new and health-

ful sources of pleasure they wonld open to the

workman, and how they wonld contribute to

,

raise the whole status of art in the country
;
for

as the toe of the mechanic “ gibed ” the heel of

the artist, he, too, would have to move forward.

The last subject enumerated in our scheme of

primary schools was physical training
;
but of

this presently. Tho system proposed, therefore,

provides for the appropriate expression of ideas

by the study of English
;
for correct observation

and the appreciation of beauty and harmony by
the studies of drawing and music; for the exer-

cise of right reason by the mathematics; and

for the moral and physical health by ethics and
athletics. If, then, this course of training be

sufficient to educe the essential qualities of man-
hood, it is the fundamental system on which any

extension of study in the direction of science and

languages might be superimposed. The man is

intellectually potent when he is able to observe,

remember, and reason rightly. The formative

system, I think, commends itself by its simpli-

city, and simplification in education is of the

utmost importance to the workman
;

for his

children cannot drone at school through long

periods of time, and require, more than those of

any other class, that the time which can be

devoted to schooling shall not be wasted on what
is not immediately necessary or what is inessen-

tial. .General knowledge could afterwards be

obtained and superadded in this and similar

institutions. The scope of the local Schools of

Design could easily be widened so as to embrace

the larger plan proposed, and the new bnildings

about to be erected here* are arranged in a way
which would favour the establishment of a school

sDch as I have proposed.

I will now return to the subject of physical

exercise. In most crafts this is amply provided

• The 'Working Men’s College, where this paper was
read.

for the workman by the occupation itself, but

not always of a kind calculated to improve tho

symmetry of the human frame. The subject on

this account is one of great importance to the

workman. There are some employments neces-

sitating some particular list of the body, cramped

position, &c., which are prejudicial to form and
health, and which if it be not possible to miti-

gate by mechanical contrivance might be coun-

teracted by judicious athletic training. And nob

only on this account, but that we have all to

recollect that in the present state of the world

true men must be militant
;
for we know not if

the work of progress and the institutions most

dear to us may be forcibly assailed ; and if they

be not, and the world move forward in the tenor

of reason, we shall learn that symmetry of form

is an index of a really progressing, healthy,

and noble people. For however opposed it

may appear to commonly accepted notions,

rectitude of life does restore and preserve

the beanty of a people : it may be a slow, but it

is a sure and certain result. Great changes in the

organization and form of living beings can only

be gradually effected. If the deformation of nature

be not the result of erratic action, what is its

cause? The consequences of the irregular and
careless treatment of machinery are well known.

How much more, then, are the wonderfully deli-

cate structures of living organisms afi’ected by
ill treatment ? A variety of causes tend to

shako the nerves, dwarf the bodies, deform the

limbs, and distort the features in the present

competitive haste of life, so fraught with mis-

chief, morbid ambition, highly wrought nerves,

unhealthy occupations, vice; and we may be

certain that social disorganization will gradually

increase till a higher and healthier purpose than

the mere attainment of the power of wealth,

supervene, and produce remedial reaction. We
all know that physical exercise has long been

considered an important branch of education by
the founders of the Working Men’s College ; to

them, indeed, I believe we may attribute the

present popular recognition of the valne of

athletic sports, but as the new hobby is now in

danger of being ridden to ridiculous excess, I

venture to offer a few remarks in reference to

its scientific direction. If the mean be accepted

as the scientific measure of that stature and ful-

ness, of that perfection of the human form,

which has neither excess nor defect, of that ideal

to which men are to gradually go on, and
grow up unto, by the moral or just use of every

function of their being, of that pristine symmetry
which has been marred by error, and which is

only likely to be restored by mind dominating

body ;—I say, if we accept this measure of recti-

tude, there will be no danger of muscularity

being over-developed for the sake of being

stronger in mischief, or for those purposes which
had so long prejudiced and degraded athletics

in the eyes of the public. In the exercise of the

body this great law of formative ethics should

be remembered, viz., that as vitality is a fixed

quantity, no one faculty, or group of faculties,

can be excessively exercised or developed, but at

the expense of others, prodigious mental exer-

cise at the expense of the body, great mus-
cular effort by diminution of power of thought;

and if the vital power be unduly and con-

tinuously directed to either of these pur-

poses, abnormal deformation and disproportion

ensue. The danger that has to be guarded
against in the institution of athletic sports is,

lest the true object of education be lost sight of,

and an excessive development of thew and sinew

be educed, instead of that moral form, in which
all the faculties are co-ordinated, and from

which any departure implies deformity and pre-

disposition to disease. Kewards, in my opinion,

should 'never be offered for excessive feats of

strength, but for general capacity of mind and
body. I believe, if it were practicable, that it

would be of greater advantage to human pro-

gress, to crown perfect form, than feats of

strength. The Greeks, who of all people, per-

haps, best understood the training of men, and
consequently those proportions in which beauty

of form inhere, bad intellectual as well as

physical development in view in the institution

of their Olympic Games, which bad a dignity of

purpose wanting to the Roman amphitheatre, in

which men, brutalized by strength, contended

with brntes. The foregoing operations are

perhaps, the more necessary, because some o

the recently-established athletic associations

have adopted the device of a figure of the

Farnese Hercules, with the legend, Mens sana.

in corpore sano. Now this antique statue is an.

embodiment, as painters well know, of muacular
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exoees, a mooutain of physical strength capped
by a weak eummlt. Such an embodiment is

wide of the mark demonstrated to be the
standard of manly beauty, in which all the facnl-
ties of mind and body are duly apportioned. The
mens sma would be impossible in an incarnation
of the Hercules

; sudh a being, from his mental
immobility, would only bo useful as a club-
bearer or porter. This device of the Hercules

' shows that the true objects of muscular training
are not yet popularly understood. It has been
raised ae an objection to the formative theory
that the power of remoulding human natnre is

very limited
; but we all know that very great

changes in the human form can be effected in
the wrong direction, let us try if as much cannot
be done in the right. We also know what
changes knowledge can effect in other forms of
being over which man exercises greater control.
The true intellectual and phj-sical conformation
of man is, doubtless, the increasing purpose
which, as Tennyson expresses it, is widening
with the process of the sons. Let us give our
energies to it, without minding how long it will
take to accomplish. It takes a long time to
learn how to be, and to be men. You may,
perhaps, think this lecture has been less special
than its title promised. But are we not all
workmen who must set beforo ourselves the self-

same ideal, and keep it steadfastly in view ? To
be men, I take it, is alike tho ambition of the
artisan and the peer.

If you think I have anywhere expressed my-
self too aOthoritatively and positively, set it

down to the earnestness of conviction. I know
you would rather forgive me for being a little too
positive than for not being in earnest.

W. Cave Thomas.

ASSOCIATED AHTS’ INSTITUTE.

We have before os the programme of the cur-
rent session of this society, showing that several
very interestingpapers are prom ised, andwewould
take advantage of the opportunity afforded to
draw attention to the existence of a society which
offers considerable advantages in its bringing
together the younger members of the three pro-
fessions of architect, sculptor, and painter, and
affording them an opportunity of yielding one
another that mutual assistance and co-operation
which history has shown us to be necessary for
the production of true artistic works. The
‘‘Associated Arts Institute ’’ meets at the House
in Conduit-streeb on Saturday evening. The
society now numbers 120 members, and Pro-
fessor Westmacott, E.A., is its president. The
essays or papers read are short, and a discussion
on them afterwards is one of the more impor-
tant objects held in view by the founders of the
society. The subjects given for sketches are so
selected that it be possible for any member,
whether painter, sculptor, or architect, to con’
tribute designs. There is also a class ofhonorary
members, who are eirher amateurs or non-resi-
dents in town. We are disposed to think that
such a society offers considerable advantages,
and that publicity only is required to induce
young students to enrol themselves as members.

OPENING MEETING OF ROYAL
INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
The opening meeting of the new session of

the Institute took place at the House, in Conduit-
street, on Monday evening last, Mr. Charles
Barry, one of the vice-presidents, in the chair.
The Chairman, in terms of regret, announced

the obituary of Fellows and Associates deceased
since the close of the lest sessioB, in June last.
Chevalier Heinrich Ferstel, Professor the Cheva-
lier Friedrich Schmidt, and Herr Carl Hasenaur,
eminent architects of Vienna, were elected by
acclamation honorary and corresponding mem-
bers of the Institute, their olHims to that dis-
tinction having been stated by Professor Donald-
son, the hon. secretary for foreign correspond,
ence. Mr. Godwin referred to the Chevalier
Ferstel and Chevalier Schmidt, from his own
faowledge, as having played an important part
in bringing about the present condition of eccle-
siastical architecture in Germany, in conjunction
with Herr Vincent Statz, who was already on the
list of foreign honorary members. He regarded
this as a well-merited distinction to those gen-
Hemen.

Professor Donaldson announced the liberal

donation of 1001. by the president, Mr. Tite,
M.P., towards fnrnishing the library of the Insti-
tute with architectural works,—more especially
those of foreign authors of great value, which it

does nob at present possess, and a special vote of
thanks for the same was accorded to Mr. Tite.
Mr. Godwin mentioned the fact, to which we

have elsewhere referred, that the Governor-
General of India had issued a commission, for
the purpose of ascertaining the best means,
and acting upon those means, for the preservation
of records of the numerous arebiteotural remains
which abound in onr Indian empire.

Professor Donaldson expressed a hope that a
similar spirit would actuate the Government
with regard to the architectural remains of
this country. He mentioned that, on the occa-
sion of a recent visit to Wales, he found the
castles of Conway, Carmarthen, Beaumaris, and
Harlech in such a state of dilapidation as to
threaten their entire destruction

; which, he
aaid,^ might be prevented by a little judicious
repair with the materials on the spot. He had
taken upon himself to communicate with the
Firat Commissioner of Works and Buildings on
this subject, and received a reply stating that
the castles held under the Crown did not come
within that department. By means of another
letter he learnt that they were under the con-
trol of the Woods and Forests, He thought it

specially became this Institute to take what
steps they could for securing the proper preser-
vation of the old castles and similar buildings of
the conntry

;
and added that he would be pre-

pared to place a motion in the hands either of
the president or Mr. Beresford Hope, for a return
of all the buildings held under the Crown since
the year 1600, stating their present condition
and by whom and under what terms and con-
ditions they are now held. Until they had a
return of that sort, the ancient architectural
monuments would not be properly preserved.
The paper read was n “ Memoir of the late

Mr. Charles Fowler” (Fellow), written by Pro-
fessor Donaldson, to some parts of which we
may return. At the oonolusion of it,

Mr. Edwin Nash said he knew Mr. Fowler
sufficiently to form a very high appreciation
of his works and character. As an instance
of that gentleman’s kindness of disposition,
he mentioned that on one occasion he ap-
plied to him for some information respecting
one of his works, when Mr. Fowler not only
furnished the information required in writing,
involving a considerable amount of labour’
but added to those laboui's a number of
drawings, which ho specially prepared. He
could^ nob refrain from mentioning it on this
occasion, and he did so with a view of en-
couraging intercommunication between them-
selves as a valuable means of promoting the
interests of the profession as well as a personal
gratiffcation to themselves.
The chairman having risen to propose a vote

of thanks to Professor Donaldson for this paper,
Mr. Godwin said he thought it would be a pity

to allow the observations on the subjects brought
forward by Professor Donaldson to terminate so
abruptly as they appeared about to do, inasmuch
as there were so many texts opened to them in
the papers, that they afforded matter for half a
dozen sermons. He had no intention of preach-
ing a sermon on those texts himself, but there
were one or two points on which he begged to say
a very few words. For example, he was not able
to agree with Professor Donaldson’s statement,
that there was a difference of opinion amongst
medical men in the present day on the subject of
having parallel wards, side by side, in hospitals.
Anything more preposterously bad than such an
arrangement as that could not be conceived.
He spoke from long consideration of the subject,
and from knowing the opinions of many of the
most eminent medical men of the day upon it.

It was impossible, with such wards opening into
a corridor, as they usually did, to prevent the
spread of an “ hospital atmosphere,” which there
could be no doubt was highly detrimental to the
recovery of convalescent patients

; and in many
of the old hospitals the inmates had died more
rapidly, probably, than if they bad been placed
under a hedge, covered with a blanket, and
decently fed. That was the opinion of men of
long experience in the matter, in which he fully
agreed. He should be very sorry if the ex-
pression in the paper sboulil lead any architect
to believe that if he submitted a design which
included double wards side by side it would stand
a chance of being selected. He was glad to think,
he might even say he was proud to think, that
no such design would now be selected. He I

had laboured for some years in endeavouring to
spread a knowledge of the advantages of the
pavilion principle in hospitals, and he was happy
in the belief that the double ward system would
not now be admitted in the construction of those
buildings. With regard to competitions he was
glad to hear Professor Donaldson’s observation
—he put it ve^ mildly—that the instructions
to architects, instead of being more precise,
should rather be left more open. It was a very
difficult thing, he knew, to obtain a decision
without precise instructions that would give
satisfaction to all; but he was quite sure that
instructions of a general character were best cal-
culated to bring out the talents of architects,
and more likely to lead to the production of
good buildings. The restrictions under which
architects were usually placed precluded the
exercise of their own opinion and judgment in
any case. It was of the utmost importance
that the Institute should take up this matter,
and discuss the four propositions which Professor
Donaldson has laid down, with the view of
arriving at a more general understanding in
respect of competitions. A good deal might
bo done towards improving competitions by
the profession itself. There was, as they all
knew, a great disposition to cavil and find
fault, often very necessary

;
nor was there

any alteration in that respect when the com-
mittee or municipality called in professional
men to assist them, tho only difference in that
case being that the referees came in for the abuse
instead of the committee or municipality. Com-
mittees would feel that they might as well exer-
cise their own judgment, and allow local prfju-
dices and favouritism to have their weight;
becauBe there was the same abuse bestowed
whether impartial persons were called in or
net. Let the profession give their brethren
credit for honesty of intention, and not assume a
“job” without at least some evidence of the
fact. He would, in conclusion, say one word
with reference to their excellent friend, the
author of the paper. They must all agree that
considering his recent and still existing indis-
position which precluded him from reading his
own paper that evening, and other circumstances,
together with the weight of some yeara upon
him, the time and labour that he gave to the
matters of that Institute, and for the benefit of
the profession at large, were beyond all praise.
He knew no man so ready ever to come forward
to bear testimony to the good qualities and abili-

ties of a fellow-labourer, whether he were alive
or dead. In this respect especially he deserved
the gratitude of all, and he was sure there were
non© present but would hope that when they
died they might have such a friend to tell their
story.

Mr. Digby Wyatt remarked that it was his
good fortune to have known Mr. Fowler for up-
wards of twenty years. He had also seen most
of hie works, and he confessed they had all im.
pressed him, as his personal acquaintance with
him had done, with a profound respect for that
gentleman’s character. There was a degree of
uprightness which was impressed upon him both
in his life and in his works,—a straightforward-
ness of purpose of which any architect might be
proud, when manifested alike in his life and
works. Professor Donaldson had dwelt princi-
pally upon the architectural phase of their late
friend’s character, and had not touched upon
the domestic phase of it. Happy in his every
relation of life, Mr. Fowler was a man to be
respected in all things

; and in every piece of
professional business, small or large, with which
he was connected he never issued from that
bnsiness without carrying with him the respect
of his employers and the esteem of those who
laboured with him. Mr. Wyatt fully endorsed
all that had been said with regard to the great
merits of Professor Donaldson and bis exertions
on behalf of the Institute, and the profession at
large.

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks
to Professor Donaldson for liis able memoir, ex-
pressed his unqualified concurrence in all that
had been said of him by the preceding speakers,
adding, that he had set au example to the
younger members which they would never for-

get, and which he trusted they would all endea-
vour to follow.

The vote of thanks having been passed with
acclamation.

Professor Donaldson returned hie acknow-
ledgments for the kind manner in which the
proposition had been received by the meeting.
He said if he had yielded to his own feelings he
should have said more about Mr. Fowler and the
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valaable qualities be posaessed ;
but he felt

. assured his late esteemed friend would not have

' wished to have one word more said about him

than others might be disposed to accept
;
and

I he had forborne to treat of his private charac.

. ter because there was so much in his profes-

I sional career
;
such integrity, high, honour, and

I
straightforwardness, that he felt there waa ip

; that career alone sufficient to occupy their

I
attention for that evening, as ha hoped and

: believed, with interest and not without in-

I atruotion. With regard to the young mem-
; hers of the profession be had written a few

I words, which he hoped would come home to

; them, BO as to induce them to greater exertions,

j to infuse more energy into them, and lead them

; to sympathise in the feelings with which they

[ looked upon their art, in which respect more

( was expected from them than they had y«t done.

1 It was from their ranks that the vacant places

! which were left must be supplied
;
and he hoped

L they would nob only do honour to their profes-

5 sion, but also to their country.

It was unanimously resolved that the honorary

( secretary bo requested to convey, in suitable

t terms, the sincere condolence of the members of

t the Institute with Mrs. Fowler and her family

( on the great loss which they have sustained.

THE NEW PUBLIC OFFICES FOR
LIVERPOOL,

It is now some years since the oorporation of

1 Liverpool resolved to erecr public offices in the

I town worthy of the importance and standing of

t the great northern port, and in which all their

I numerous officials should have accommodation

i aufficient to enable them to transact the business

( of their respective departments. The want of

! anch offices had long been sorely felt
;
the incon-

\ venience and expense of having the corporate

i servants dispersed about different parts of the

1 borough became more apparent day by day j
and

t the urgency of the case having become irresist-

i ible, the local parliament commenced what may,

' without exaggeration, be called a somewhat

1
gigantic undertaking. That was some five or

I six years ago, but, owing to a number of unfore-

! seen circumstances—the chief being its inability

I to obtain the particular kind of stone required—

•

1 the work dragged slowly along, and for awhile

1 matters were almost at a standstill. The huge

:
pile, but half complete, became for a length of

time the subject of many a bitter comment, and

. afforded a capital illustration of the slowness

with which corporate bodies are popularly sup-

posed to proceed with any great public work

intended to meet a great public want j
but about

a year ago matters were pushed on with con-

siderable vigour, and the large building is now
all but ready for occupation. The site chosen is

in Dale-street, and is admittedly one of the best

in the town, being situated in the busiest of the

many busy streets of Liverpool. The building,

which abuts considerably too close upon the

public pavement, thus marring the general

effect, presents a bold and substantial appear-

ance. In size it is only inferior to St. George’s

Hall.

The Public Offices, which in form represent a

quadrangle, cover an area of about 4,800 square

yards, and have a depth of about 196 ft. The

style is Coriuthianesque, treated very freely.

The height of the building to the upper cornice

is about 60 ft., and to the roof of the pavilion

between 80 ft. and 90 ft. A tower, to a height

of about 200 ft. rises from the centre of the

building, and its elevated position renders it

I
conspicuous a considerable distance off. The

frontage is, of course, in Dale-street. There is a

large granite-framed doorway in the centre, and

on either side of this are massive stone columns

projecting so as to form a porch. At intervals

along the front other columns are placed, and

the wings at each end take a tower form, covered

by a pavilion roof. Each angle of the building is

similarly completed. The top story is constructed

os an attic, and single figures, representing dif-

ferent branches of art and science, occupy posi-

tions upon broken entablatures. The caps ofthe

columns which support the front are not formed

after the usual acanthus model, but from designs

supplied by English ferns. It is proposed to

place a clock in the tower, which is to be fur-

I
nished with bells to strike the quarters, and

which is to be regulated by electricity. The
building has five main entrances, and there is

' plenty of vacant ground in its rear
;
which fact

m^kes it the more to be regi'ettedthat the struc-

ture was not put much further back from the

thoroughfare in Dale-street.

Round the entire building within runs a broad

corridor with a gi-oined roof, from which access

to all the offices can be obtained. The ground

and upper floors are similarly arranged, and at

each entrance a stone staircase leads from the

one to the other. The Tax Office is the most

capacious room in the building, and it is 40 ft.

by 60 ft. It is placed in the centre of the pile,

and is lighted from the roof by means of sky-

lights. The woodwork on the ground and firat

floor is all of oak, and on the npper_ floor of

pitch pine
;
the whole of the work being very

substantially done. There are upwards of 100

rooms : the corridors are lined up to a given

height with tiles of a handsome pattern ; while

the staircases are lined with enamelled plate.

The principal offices will be on the ground-floor

;

the olerks in connexion with different depart-

ments occupying the upper floors. A hoist

travels from the basement to the top, bamng a

communication with each floor
;
and the building

is warmed by means of Price & Co.’s hot-air

apparatus. The eastern portion of the building

is appropriated to the departments under the

direction of the borough enginee**, the treasurer,

tho medical officer of health, and the officials at

present having rooms in CornwalUa«8troet. The

western wing, on the ground-floor, is assigned to

the town clerk’s department, with the exoeptiou

of five distinct rooms, each 34 ft. by 18 ft., which

are sec apart for committees; and upon the

second-floor will be the muniment-room, and the

offices of the borough architect and surveyor, the

water engineer, and the deputy town-clerk. The

different parts of the building will be com-

municated with by means of speaking tubes and

electric bells. The land and furniture apart, the

cost of the building will be somewhere about

lOO.OOOL
We need only add that the design was

originally made by the late well-known architect

and surveyor to the corporation, Mr. John

Weightman
;

that the builders are Messrs.

Holme & Nicol, Messrs. Haigb & Co., and

Messrs. Parker & Son
;
and that the new borough

architect and surveyor, Mr. Robson, has

personally superintended the erection of the

budding, and has made such modifications in

the first design, as seemed desirable.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

A MEETING of this Booiety was held on the

Slat ult., at the Town Hall Chambers, Mr. J. J.

Bateman, president, in the chair, when the

session was opened by an address from the presi-

dent. In tbe course of it he said, as to the

Paris Exhibition building, that although in ar-

rangement well adapted to its purpose, it was Oi

all iron and glass exhibition buildings the very

ugliest; indeed, it was scarcely possible to

conceive a building erected in tbe present

day so devoid of any attractive feature. Here

Mr. Bateman remarked how very little we, in

Birmingham, have attempted in the adaptation of

iron in tbe construction of buildings, the town

being bo favourably situated for the developmentof

designs in that material. After paying a passing

tribute to Messrs. Payne & Maw, as tbe authors

(though as yet unrecognized by the authorities)

of the plan published in the Bidlde)-, from which

tbe design ofthe bnilding wastaken, Mr. Bateman

proceeded to speak of the Exhibition itself, and

said it appeared to be the accepted verdict that

England bad not successfully competed in the fine

arts, and there was little doubt of this being tbe

case in historical painting. In onr own depart-

ment ofthe fine arts, he said, we appeared to have

lost an opportunity of ofiering to France that of

which she stood iu need—a lesson in ecclesias-

tical architecture. Noticing the care and atten-

tion which French architects pay to the plan,

Mr. Bateman said here we could take a lesson

oureelves, in making the plan a more important

feature of the design. No one could examine a

French design without being struck with the

greater amount of study given to it than we

were in the habit of bestowing. The French

plan was as much a picture as the elevation,

and generally more carefully treated. We should

also profit by studying from French designs the

art of tinting, the beautifully transparent toned

colouring of their geometrical elevations and

plans, preserving clearly every line and detail of

the design, and at the same time heightening the

effect of the compoBicion to the utmost. Next Mr.

Bateman referred to the much-praised practice of

the French architects in making very large

geometrical drawings as studies for their de-

signs. However advantageous this system of

colossal drawings might be to tbe painter, he

totally disagreed with the practice as applied

to architecture, as having an inevitable tendency

to produce a want of boldness and a littleness

in the detail of executed work, arising in part

from the fact that they could not draw the build-

:

ing full size. While admitting that, under Lonis

Napoleon, Paris had become a magnificent city,

Mr. Bateman remarked that there was little force

or vigour of design, which their street architec-

ture appeared to him always to want. In two

particulars we might profitably study their

buildings : firstly, tbe undisguised and effective

treatment of the roof, which we resorted to, all

expedients to cover up and hide; and, secondly,

the beauty and delicacy of their sculptured

detail. Being iu a transitional state, we need

not be afraid of interfering with the nationality

of our school of architecture ;
we should, there-

fore, be ready to adopt, from whence-ever it

might come, any suggestion which might aid us

in producing a worthy, national, practical school

of architecture.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

The underground railway has carried in six

months’ time over 12,000,000
_

passengers, or

about three times the population of London.

The actual number transported over the line

since ica opening iu January, 1863, is about

70,000,000. The line is only three miles and

three quarters long, and waa constructed at an

enormous cost, but makes good annual returns

in dividends.

A tube, intended for use in constructing pneu-

matic railways, has been patented by Mr. A.

Beach, of New York, U.S. It is composed of

sheets of wood veneer, about one-tenth of an

inch in thickness, laid one over another in alter-

nate transverse spirals, and firmly glued toge-

ther, forming a shell about IJ in. in thick-

ness. The full-sized tube is cylindrical in

form, about 8 ft. iu diameter, and is put toge-

ther pn sections of about 5 ft. in length, with

overlapping joints. The car is nearly cylindri-

cal in form, running on wheels upon a track laid

on the bottom of the tube. Around one end of

the car is a disc, fitting as closely to the iuterior

of the tube as it may without creating too much
friction. The current of air pressing upon this

impels the car. The impelling current in this

case is created by a fan, shaped like an ordinary

marine propeller, which is placed in one end of

the tube, and driven by steam or any other

power. Letter-boxes are to be placed at conve-

nient points along the line of the road—in a

town they might bo at every street corner—the

bores being divided into two compartments,

marked for letters going in either direction.

The boxes are so arranged that, as the proper

car passes, the bottom of the box opens and

deposits its letters in a box of the car.

The thirty-sixth half-yearly general meeting of

the Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company has

been held in London. The report was adopted,

and tbe chairman in reply to a question stated

that the probable coat of the restoration of the

works which had failed would be about half a

million sterling.

PROPOSED NEW ROAD FROM BELGRAVIA
TO SOUTH KENSINGTON.

We would direct attention to the following

communication :

—

One of tbe most characteristic features of the

age is the marked improvement which has taken

place in our great city. Wealth, population, and

civilization were always connected with London,

but the beautiful and picturesque have long been

wanted. Our noblest temples of piety and

magnificence are buried in obscure places, and

deprived of their otherwise commanding effect

by miserable dwellings surroanding them.
_

It is

only of late years that we have erected a suitable

senate-house for a parliament which has existed

for 1,000 years. But the spirit and sense of

beauty, combined with utility, which has made

Paris the “ city of the world ” has at length

come amongst us. It was the boast of a great

Roman emperor that he found Rome of brick

and left it of marble. Let it be the boast of oim

age that we found Loudon ugly and left it

beautiful.
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In yonr most valuable journal yon Have
repeatedly urged the necessity of improving onr
town thoroughfares and approaches. The Bel-
gravia and South Kensington new road is a
scheme which is considered not only likely to be
commercially successful, bnt also pronounced to
be of immense utility as a London improvement.
A complete barrier is now presented between

Prince’s.gate, on the one side, and Belgrave-
square on the other : such a road as the above
would at once bring these favoured regions into
direct communication with each other, thereby
uniting the district foreshadowed as the /uture
centre of opulence and fashion with that which
is at present so, to the improvement of the entire
surrounding neighbourhood and the immense
enhancement of the value of local property.

^

The communication in question will pass in a
direct line from the part of Belgrave-square
opening into Pont-street to the Cromwell-road

;

and it is proposed to render this not alone a mere
thoroughfare between these two favoured points
of our metropolis, now almost entirely cut off
from each other, but to give to it the most im.
posing and attractive character, presenting a
straight mile, such as no other city in Europe
can boast, and giving to this quarter of our
capital a grandeur of effect par excellence, of
which she may be justly proud.
To accomplish this, and at the same time ensure

sufficient privacy to the spot (there is already
an authorised new road to the right of this from
the Brompton-road to Eaton-square, over which
the heavier traffic would pass), triumphal
arches of allegorical design, honouring Fame,
Glory, and similar attributes, might be erected
at each end , the one opposite Cadogan-place in
Sloane-street, directly facing Pont-street, the
other at the opposite end, and in a line with
Cromwell-road. These would open upon a
Broadway sufficiently wide to allow in its centre

and throughout its entire length an ornamental
garden, supplied with fountains and statues, and
bordered on either side by rows of palatial
mansions, after the style of the most attractive
Boulevards of Paris, thus offering a striking
feature of interest to our metropolis, regene-
rating the West-end, and at the same time con-
ferring upon us a national prestige for awaking
practically from a long lethargy, and at once
give our chief capital rank by the side of the
most tasteful cities of modern Europe. Opening
up also, as this great artery would, the Govern-
ment property at South Kensington, and espe-
cially the vast and important site of the
Exhibition of 1862, as well as forming a direct
line of communication between the Eoyal resi-
dence and a spot so associated with the memory
of one who was ever the first to recognise and
promote any enterprise of a great and useful
nature, it cannot be doubted that such an
improvement would meet with the highest
countenance and favour, and also forward the
future prospects of the West-end to an immense
extent.

“ The Birdcage Walk” would only be broken
by the intervention of a few yards at Belgrave-
square. A magnificent continuity of route west-
ward from the Houses of Parliament, the
Thames Embankment, Westminster Bridge, &c.,
would be developed to this important point, thus
effecting an improvement worthy of the age,
alike useful and ornamental to this aristocratic
quarter of our great city.

South Kensington being now the cradle of
science and art, in addition to possessing so
many elements of attraction as it does in its
iluseum. Horticultural Gardens, proposed Hall
of Science, and ere long its Royal Academy of
Music, such a thoroughfare or Boulevard as this
really would make, ought to be named the
Boulevard of Arts,” and the statues, placed

at equal distances thronghont its length,
should be those of our greatest Englishmen, so
many of which, now scattered in every direction,
might here be appropriately concentrated, thus
heightening the national character of the under-
taking, and improving the source of proud
gratification with which our conritiymen might
view so magnificent a triumph of their taste and-

rru
^ BeLGRAVIAN.

** The proposed road has our heartiest con-
currence, and should have the aid of tho Privy
Council Department of Art and Science. A con-
siderable part of the line is at present uncovered
with houses, and wo are informed that the re-
quired capital, or greater part of it, is forth-
coming.

ANCIENT BRONZE MEASURE, OCHSEN-
FURTH, GERMANY.

The accompanying engraving represents the
“ Eimer” measure still used in the town hall at
Ochsenfurth. It is cast in bronze. On the rim
is the date “Anno dimini Ml CCCC und i/I.”
1403. The mixture of German and Latin in the
inscription is very singular. The subjects re-
presented in low relief are the “ Crucifixion,” oa
the first and third compartment, and “ St.
Michael and St. Lawrence” in the second and
fourth. The handles are curious, but very con-
venient. The following are the dimensions of
this peculiar relic of antiquity :

—

Height 30 in.
Diameter 32 in. at rim,
UiEurea g in. high.
Thickneas at rim,.. 2 in.

This measure is preserved in the council
chamber of the town-hall. On a future occasion
we shall give drawings of other remarkable
specimens of ancient furniture in the same room.
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NEW KBKBDOS AND ALTAK-TABLE,
WBSTMINSTEE ABBEY.

The new reredos, executed in marble and
alabaster, and the altar-table of cedar, are now in

course of completion in Westminster Abbey,
from the designs of Mr. Scott. The new works
also include the restoration of the sedilia and
a tesaelated pavement of marbles and enamel
mosaic surrounding the table. The work has
been admirably well executed by Messrs. Poole,
at a cost of about C,000l., defrayed from a
fund devoted to decorative purposes in connexion
with the Abbey.
The design for the large mosaic of the ** Last

Supper” was made by Messrs. Clayton & Bell,

and has been executed by Dr. Salviati, of Venice.
The size of the recess to contain this mosaic was
determined by the old central canopies of Bernas-
ooni and by the length of the ancient retabulum,
fragments of which are still preserved in the
Abbey, under glass : it was, however, discovered,
after the mosaic was prepared, that these cano-
ipies were not originally attached to this part of
ithe reredos

; so their restoration was aban-
doned, and the mosaic set between two neces-
aarily disproportionate borders. The whole
Huffers in conseqnence. The upper border, not
Eyet executed, but represented in the Abbey by a
!temporary cartoon, will consist of canopies in

imetal-work and enamel, and the lower part (also

tit present represented by a cartoon), of medal-
dions in mosaic, after the manner of the old reta-
tbnlum. The carving of the subjects from the
Hife of our Lord in the comice were executed by
[Mr. H. H. Armstead.

The table has been executed in pencil cedar,
land inlaid with other woods, by Messrs. Farmer
& Brindley, the front and sides being ornamented
•with Scriptural subjects, carved in relief, the
lold marble slab being placed on the top.

The tesselated pavement on which the altar
latands is now set back to its original position,

3}0 as to admit of the restoration of the part of
}ohe old marble mosaic floor which was previously
ioidden by it.

In previous numbers of the Builder, notices
nave been given of the progress of the work,
ivith reports of several interesting antiquarian
idiscoveries then made, to which we refer our
readers.

I ARCniTECTUEAL REMAINS IN INDIA.

' Our readers will be glad to hear that the
Ic3overnor-General of India, Sir John Lawrence,
aias taken the praiseworthy step of issuing a
siommission to inquire into the best means of
roreserving the numerous fine and interesting
rurchitecbnral remains which exist throughout
hihe whole of our dominions in India. For years
Wol. Cunningham and others have been advo-
atating this measure, but have failed to obtain a
roroper bearing. It is said that an efficient plan
dVill be organized for taking photographs, plans,
told measurements.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.
J Liverpool .—The foundation-stone of the new
orfonthern Hospital has been laid by the Earl of
lelerby. The new hospital, which will be built

pcpon a plot of land in Caryl-street (late Har-
iiington-street), will cost 35,000^. It will include,
. ; is said, all the most modern and approved
Jianitary arrangements. The endeavour is to
Dmmbine entire simplicity of architectural out-
ume with the most perfect internal arrangements,
opoping, by so doing, to prevent the occurrence
mmong the patients of those diseases pecnliar to
oeospitals, and which have often proved more
itatal than the accidents and diseases for which
jeaey have been admitted. The sabacription-list
1

1

headed with twelve individual contributions
[ f 1,0001. Altogether towards the cost of the
building 25,0001. have been contributed. The
ririncipal front of the new building will be
) ) Hill-street, presenting a frontage of 300 ft.,

ahd extending in depth 180 ft. There will

e 9 a centre and two end blocks. The former
iifill contain the administrative department,
Htith the operating theatre, chapel, hoard-
»x»m, waiting and examination rooms. The end
lotocks, separated from the centre by corridors
asist and west, will contain one large and one
nmall ward each, with nurses’ rooms, baths,
atitients’ lifts to each floor, and every arrangement
ITT the comfort and convenience of the patients,

i

i

The proposed accommodation will embrace 200
beds. The building will be erected from the
designs, and will be under the superintendence,
of Mr. Culshaw and Mr, Sumners, of Liverpool.

Penzance.—The state of the Penzance Western
Esplanade wall engages attention. The further

fall of 25 or 30 ft. of wall, and the consequent
exposure to wintry gales of the path and road-
way, begin to excite apprehension in the town.
Already there is a thousand pounds’ worth of
wall to be rebuilt, for a foundation has to be
sought 25 ft. deep through sand, beach, boulders,

and clay, and a wall 14 ft. or 15 ft. high raised
on this foundation. But this is not the worst.

A southerly or south-easterly gale would under-
mine more of the wall to the east, and furiously

assail the shaky wall and ground outside the
Baths, which is only about 12 ft. from the outer

wall. It is feared that a gale might bring down
this large structure. To make a good job of it,

says the ComisJir Telegraph, some would have the
Local Board rebuild the whole length of the sea
defence, widen the Esplanade 12 ft. or 14 ft., and
purchase and remove the Baths. These ought
to form the. centre of a fine crescent on the un-
occupied land known as Miss John’s field. This
improvement might cost ‘6,0001., but it would
not be dear. A small rate thrown over thirty

years would meet it.

Salthum-hy-ihe-Sea .—A meeting of the inha-

bitants of Saltburn has been held, for the
purpose of considering the advisability (or

otherwise) of establishing a company for the
erection of a promenade pier at Saltburn. The
cost of the proposed scheme is guaranteed to

bo under 6,0001., and it was ultimately resolved

that a company under the limited liability prin-

ciple should be formed, the capital being 7,500i.,

in 1,500 shares of 51. each.

Exeter.—The buildings of the Devon House of

Mercy, at Bovey Tracey, have been opened.

The building is from designs by Mr. Woodyer.
The plan is a parallelogram, running east and
west, with two principal wings projecting to the

south, the chapel being an extension of the

mainline of building to the east. Being' built

on a sharp declivity, there is a basement story

under the west end of the house, containing the

kitchen and other domestic offices, stofea, &c.

A large laundry and wash-house, extending to the

north or back ofthe main building, contain all the

modern conveniences for carrying on that branch
of industry, by which it is hoped that the
inmates will be able to earn funds towards their

own support. The western wing contains a large

dining-room, probationers’ rooms, and dormi-

tories, with sisters’ rooms annexed for superin-

tendence. On the ground-floor of the centre

block of the building are class-rooms for the

instruction of the inmates, and porters’ rooms,
with dormitories and sisters’ rooms over. The
eastern wing, which is not commenced, owing to

a deficiency in the funds, will contain the
sisters’ community and dining-rooms, the sister-

superior’s apartments, and the infirmary and
visitors’ room. The materials of the building

are granite and Bath stone, and extreme sim-

plicity, as is fitting for a building devoted to such
a purpose, has been st'udied in every detail in

the house. The chapel is lofty, and terminated
in the east end with a polygonal apse. A chap-
lain’s-room and vestry are built on its north
side. The windows are single lights, with
moulded jambs and hoods, internally standing
upon circular shafts of grey forest stone, and
five of them are filled with stained glass, by
Messrs. Hardman & Co., of Birmingham. The
reredos is for the most part of alabaster, princi-

pally English, but some portions of white Italian.

It consists of an arcade filled with figures of

angels, above which the work is carried up in

geometrical forms as high as the plate of the
roof, and the openings will be filled with English

mosaics. The east window is so treated as to

be embracejl by and form part of the reredos.

The whole of the fittings will be of oak. At
present, however, only the western screen, with
the organ-gallery over, is completed. A simple
bell-turret, of oak shingles, surmounts the west
end of the roof. When completed, the house
will accommodate eighty inmates,—viz., seventy-

two penitents and eight sisters.

Greenstreet, near Faversham .—A small insti-

tute building has recently been erected in this

village by a limited liability company, composed
of a few spirited inhabitants of Greenstreet and
its neighbourhood, under the presidency of
Captain Lake, to whose assistance the company
is mainly indebted for its success. The building
comprises a lecture-hall, capable of seating about

'

400 ;
reading-room, and offices. The hall has an

open-timbered roof, with a pierced quatrefoiled
comice, forming the upper part of roof-plate.for
the purposes of ventilation. The room is lighted
with gas from bracket-lights against each side.
The woodwork is stained and varnished, and the
walls distempered a light fawn colour. Exter-
nally the building is of gray stocks, relieved with
red and black brickwork. The total cost has
been about 5001., and the works have been car-
ried out from designs by Mr. Benjamin Adkins,
architect, Faversham, the builder being Mr. S.
George, of Greenstreet.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Dundee.—A serious accident has taken place
at Dundee Old Gas Works, whereby twelve men
have been dangerously hurt, and some of them, it

is feared, beyond the hope of recovery. A gas
iron tank, 100 ft. in diameter, is being erected
by Mr. R. Lnidlaw, of Glasgow. There is an ex-
cavation 26 ft. deep, into which the tiers of plates
are lowered, the men working on scaffolding
fixed in the middle of the excavation. The men—15 in number—were attempting to lower the
third tier of plate, weighing about 10 tons, when
it swung to one side, breaking the scaffolding
and precipitating twelve of the men to the
bottom of the excavation.

Qrieff.—Since the accident which occurred
about the middle of August at the new bridge in
course of erection across the Earn at Criefi', the
rebuilding has been pushed forward. Theai’ches
were finished some time ago, and the parapet on
the east side' is in an advanced state. One of

the centre arches, however, has bulged out, and
showed symptoms of again giving way. The
contractor became alarmed, and gave orders at
once to stop the traffic and works, which was
accordingly done

;
and it is doubtful if the build-

ing can be proceeded with till after the winter
months. The inspector from Edinburgh has
examined the damaged arch, which measures in
length from pier to pier upwards of 40 ft.

Jedburgh .—Another slip has occurred at the
Castle-hill Tunnel. A somewhat serious slip

had taken place owing to the presence of much
water and sand. The contractor thought that
the best thing for them to do was to sink an-
other shaft at the place where the ground had
slipped

;
and accordingly this was done, not,

however, without a considerable amount of
labour, the men having been working night
and day in it so as to have it completed as
speedily as possible

; but another slip took
place, and, as fears were entertained that the
wall in front of the Castle might also be brought
down, the workmen were ordered to fill the shaft
up immediately for safety ; thus undoing in a
few hours what it had taken nine days and
nights to accomplish. The work will now bo
carried on only by the shaft situated a little

further towards the west, until the workmen
again approach the daugerous spot •which has
just been filled up.

Glasgow .—Free Barony Church, erected at
the coraer of Castle-street and Mason-street, has
been opened. The edifice (a notice of which
has already appeared in the Builder) is seated
for 1,100, and large side rooms adjoining will

hold 500 or 600 in addition. Tho chief pecu-
liarity of the interior is the arrangement of the
pews, which are in concentric tiers, both in the
area and gallery, so that the sitter in every part
of the church directly faces the preacher. There
is a tower, 130 ft. high. The style is Gothic.
The building was commenced about two years
ago j its cost is about 10,0002,, inclusive of site.

The architect was Mr. Honeyman. The con-
tractors were,—For mason-work, Messrs. Bruce
& Keir; joiner-work, Messrs. 'Watt & Wilson;
plumber, Mr. R. Philip; plasterer, Mr. Alex.
Campbell

;
slater, Messrs. J. M'Ouat & Son.

The heating apparatus was fitted up by Mr.
Ritchie, of Edinburgh, and the painting was
done by Messrs. M'Farlane & Smith.

Stirling.—Mr. M'Leau, acting for Mr.Rochead,
architect of the new transept of tho High Church
here, has examined the unoccupied space above
the modem plaster ceiling of the West Church,
and finds that the old open timber roof of the
thirteenth or fourteenth century still exists, in
all its entirety. A tracing of this roof has been
taken, and the wonder is expressed that it should
ever have been hidden under a mass of plaster.

It is hoped that the discovery will engage the
attention of the town-council.

Alloa.—Tho Episcopal congregation finding

their present church to be inconvenient in various
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ways, began to move some time ago for th‘

erection of a new place of worship. The Earl of

Eellie offered to defray the cost of the new
building, on condition that the old one should be

placed at his disposal. The offer was at once

accepted, and arrangements have now been com-

pleted for the erection of a new church. Hr.

It. Anderson, Edinburgh, is the architect whose
designs have' been selected, and under his super-

intendence the work will be carried out. The
church will accommodate in the nave 165 sitters,

exclusive of space for chairs, and the choir

thirty sitters, exclusive of the clergy. The
entire cost of the church will be over 3,C00Z.,

the contracts amounting to 2,600Z., exclusive of

boundary walls, cost of site, and incidental

expenses.

THE NEW ORPHAN HOUSES, •

ASHLEY DOWN.

The twenty-eighth report of the proceedings

of the remarkable institution for orphans at

Ashley-hill, Bristol, has just been issued by Mr.
George Muller, its founder. It is, like all the

statements on the same subject that have pre-

ceded it, very extraordinary. The institution has

been more than thirty-three years in operation.

Its beginning was very small, but the ex-

penditure during the past year amounted to

31,849Z. Os. 6d. In no case is an appeal made to

any individual for help, and everything is paid

for in ready money, although there is no capital

to fall back upon should the hand-to-mouth
system happen on any occasion to fail the 1,304

orphans who have to be provided with their

daily food. It is a moat perilous position for

such a multitude of children to be placed in,

unless, indeed, one believes that Mr. Muller and
his wife are not liable either to accident or
disease.

Here is the principle in operation,

—

"Not, 30.—Tbie morning we had only received for the
j

benefit of the orphans lOi. ICs. fid., anil for the building
fund ]9i. 2e. fid. We gave thanks to the Lord for this,

and afked for more. In the afternoon came in further
[

fi/- 13a. 3d. In the evening when my dear wife and I were
giving thanks for this, came in further, while we were in
piaycr, 6/. 59. We again gave thanks for this, when pre-
sently, while we were yet in prayer, came in 21. Is. 9d.
and 7b. fid. Wo further praised the Lord for this, and
told Sim in prayer, that even this very evening He could
tend us more than He had done all the day, when a few
Diinntes after there was a knock at the door, and a letter
containing 300L was handed in, which a gentleman hud
just sent. In prayer we had especially spoken to the Lord
abont the high price of provisions, &c., and asked him for
large supplies on that account."

The moat of all this money was actually

jxren, and on the way, before the prayers that
we are to understand evoked it were uttered.

Mr. Muller wants 40,000Z. for the current year,

and no doubt he will get it.

WREXHAM CHURCH, NORTH WALES.

The parish church of Wrexham was re-opened
Tor divine service on the 16th of October. The
alterations effected in the interior, by the
demolition of the huge galleries and the removal
of the high square pews throughout, have
restored to the nave arcade its massive and
_grand proportions. Previous to the changes
nothing could bo worse than the arrangement of

the seating, &c. The aisles were choked op,
and the fine Perpendicular windows cut in two
by ponderous galleries, in which very few could
see the clergyman

;
while the approach to the

chancel was blocked by a huge pile of carpentry,
forming the pulpit, reading-desk, and clerk’s

desk. The chancel itself was in confusion,—the
fine old brass lectern stowed in one corner, dis-

nsed, no proper stall-seats, and the north win-
dow of the chancel, next the apse, concealed by
a monument of gigantic size, the work of
Roubiliac. The curious metal screen to the
chancel has been preserved. During the process
of cleaning the walls from the successive coats
of whitewash, some very interesting remains of
mural painting were brought to light, the most im-
portant being portions ofthe representation of the
Last Judgment, over the chancel arch, the colours
remaining in good presei-vation. The east ends
of both the north and south aisles were originally

chapels; that on the north was probably the
ladye-chapel, the entire wall surfaces being
powdered with Jleurs-de-lis and other devices.

Every trace of art-workmanship has been pre-
served, and the fragments of window-tracery
depending from the now chancel-arch left as

historical evidence that the chancel and apse

were subsequent additions to the church itself.

By the kind permission of Mr. Fitzhugh,

the large monument on the north side of

the chancel has been removed and fixed between
the windows in the north aisle, and the window
which it concealed has been restored. The
chancel has been paved with handsome encaustic

tiles, and stalled with oak seating on each side.

On the north-east side of the nave, at the

entrance to the chancel, a handsome stone

pulpit, having niches filled with the figures of our

Lord and the Evangelists, and enriched with

marble shafts and much carving, has been fixed.

This has been presented to the church by
Mr. Walker, the mayor of Wrexham. The
prayer-desk stands on the south side of the

chancel-arch, and the noble brass lectern is

again used for the reading of the lessons to the

congregation.

The entire area of the church is filled with
wainscot open seats, having ornamental bench-

ends. It is much to be regretted, that owing to

insufficient funds, the north chancel aisle

(intended to receive the organ) baa not been
built. The western gallery, therefore, with the

organ-chamber over, still remains ; but the

removal of the organ, and the erection of a

suitable chamber for it, on the north side of the

chancel, will probably be accomplished at no
distant period

;
for, until this is done, the work

cannot be said to be complete. The church has

been efficiently warmed with a hot-water appa-

ratus, by Mr. Roper, of London.
Mr. Yates, of Shiffnal, has carried out the

works in a most able manner, under the archi-

tect, Mr. Ferrey, F.S.A., of London. The cost

has been upwards of 3,000Z.

THE POLLUTION OF RIVERS.

A CONFERENCE of representatives of the muni-
cipal corporations and other local authorities iu

the valleys of the Irwell and the Mersey, has

been held in the Manchester Town-hall, upon
the invitation of the corporation, to consider the

steps it may be desirable to take when the

Rivers Pollution Commission sits in that city.

The Mayor of Manchester presided ; and the

mayor’s parlour, in which the meeting took

place, was crowded. There were representatives

presentfrom Bolton, Blackburn, Oldham, Maccles-

field, Bury, Stockport, Wigan, Bradford (near

Manchester), Newton Heath, Rusholme. Hey-
wood, Bacnp, Rochdale, Salford, Cborley

; from
the millowuers’ associations along the course of

the Irwell and the Mersey; and a considerable

number of the city corporation.

The Chairman, in introducing the business,

said the question was felt to be a very important
one. It seemed to him that nothing could meet
the requirements of the Commissioners but the
formation of very large sewers, upon the London
model, by which the sewage and other impurities

of the towns in the basins of the Mersey and
the Irwell might be conveyed direct to the sea.

If Manchester were to adopt that plan, the

action which it might take would be useless

unless the other towns above and below it on
the Irwell acted in combination on the same
plan. It was clear, therefore, that the works
must be either undertaken at the national cost

or be shared in by the whole county. It had
been suggested that the sewage should be used

for tbe purpose of irrigation ; but it would be
exceedingly difficult to carry out that system
near Manchester, which was surrounded by a

network of house property for many miles. The
atmosphere in and around tbe city was not very

agreeable, but if the sewage was to be turned

npon tbe land be was afraid that the present

evils would he very much aggravated. He
believed it would be unadvisable to attempt to

carry out a scheme of irrigation ; and he sup-

ported a plan which would remove the nuisance
of the sewage matter from the neighbourhood
and carry it direct to the sea. The practice in

Manchester had been to collect the refuse and
send it into the country, hub the demand was
falling off, because while the production in-

creased the extent of land requiring the article

was getting smaller every year.

Tbe town clerk of Manchester said that the

Rivers Pollution Commission would hold a pre-

liminary inspection in that city on the 12th of

November, preparatory to beginning their public
inquiries in respect to the condition of the basins

of the Mersey and the Irwell. The city surveyor
had prepared a map (which was exhibited in the
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room) of the towns which drained into the Irwell

and some of its tributaries, and it showed that

there were 159 towns, or villages, having more
than 500 inhabitants, which were so situated.

The commissioners recommended irrigation os

the best means of disposing of town sewage, and
that in order to carry out the plan local autho-
rities should have the power to purchase or take
land compulsorily to the extent of one acre for

every fifty persons in the population. As re-

garded Manchester that suggestion was abso-

lutely impracticable. First of all, the com-
missioners proposed that all privies and ashpits

should be done away with, and they were of

opinion that the system of sewage irrigation

could never be effectively carried out until

the water-closet system was more thoroughly
adopted. It had never yet been proved that

irrigation with pure water could not be as bene-

ficial as irrigation with sewage. There were
50,000 houses in Manchester, and he estimated

that it would cost lOZ. per house to substitute

water-closets for the present system, and it

would require half a million of money at the

outset. He could nob even suggest whac
would be the probable expenseof the sewers that

would be necessary to carry away tbe volume of

sewage. Where were the local authorities to

purchase the land ? Taking tbe population of

Manchester at 380,000., that would give more
than eleven million gallons of sewage water per

day which they would have to dispose of; and if

he added Salford, the population would be in-

creased to 450,000, and the sewage matter to

fourteen million gallons. It would require, on
the commissioners’ scale of one acre to every

fifty persons, more than 7,500 acres for Man-
chester alone as a sewage irrigation farm. It

appeared to him that that was an absurdity.

Great regret was expressed, in which we par-

ticipate, that the town-clerk should hold such

views.

A resolution was passed declaring that, in tho

opinion of the meeting, all the local authorities

should combine in giving the fullest information

to the commissioners
;
urging npon all corpora-

tions and local boards interested in the inquiry

to be prepared with evidence of the mode in

which sewage is at present dealt with in their

respective localities; and to say to what extent

irrigation or any other system could he carried

out, and generally to point out tbe local difficul-

ties of dealing with the whole question.

ACCIDENTS.

An inquest has been held on the body of an
excavator, who was killed whilst at work in the

tunnel of the St. John’s Wood Railway by the

fall of a large quantity of clay which formed
part of an embankment along the centre of the

tunnel in the Park-road. The evidence showed
that deceased, with another man, whose thigh

was broken through the accident, was engaged
in a rather irregular manner in attempting to

drain some water which had accumulated at the

base of the clay bank, and which would have im-

peded the progress of the works. Although a

ganger had instructed tbe men to drain the water

off, the superintendent of the works said this was
not done by his orders, or he would, before

allowing the men to proceed with the work, have

shored up the clay bank. Whilst the men were

making a small trench to carry the water off a

portion of the soft clay halfway up tbe bank
gave way, and the top of the bank, which had

become hard through exposure to tbe wind,

broke off for several yards in extent, and in fall-

ing struck deceased on the head and knocked ^

him up against the wall of the tuunel. It also

partly buried deceased’s comrade. The jury,

after deliberation, returned a verdict of acci-

dental death
;
but added a resolution that, in

their opinion, more care in future should be ob-

served on the St. John’s-wood Railway, in pro-

tecting the lives of workmen, by shoring up in

tbe excavations.

At the Lewes-road Viaduct, Brighton, an acci-

dent in connexion with the Kemp Town Rail-

way Extension Works has just occurred. Work-

men were about to lower an iron girder on to the

abutment of the viaduct which spans the Lewes-

road, near tbe entrance to the Parochial Ceme-

tery. There were three girders
;
and two of

them, weighing 12 tons each, had been lowered

safely, and the third weighing only 4 tons, was

about to be lowered by the same tackle. A sea-

man, being practically acquainted with the

making fast of ropes, had charge of the “sheer
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cegs” and “gnys,” and was standing on the
abutment to ease off the girder with a crowbar,
n case it hnng up anywhere. While attending
0 this, the stmnp to which one of tbe guy-ropes
was fastened was torn out of the ground,
t.lthougli it was driven into the earth 4 fc. at an
;ingle of 45 degrees. When that happened, the

r sheer legs” fell over, and a chain, catching
iiim by the leg, pulled him over the viaduct, he
•ieing too near the edge to recover himself. The
sistance which be fell was about 51 ft., and the
p''OOr fellow died in the hospital. The ground
into which the stump was driven was clay and
lints, with only a few inches of mould ; and it

ims examined before the girder was lifted. None
f the witnesses could account for its giving way
under the st’^ain of the lighter girder when it

itad carried the heavier ones. Thejurywasof
ipinion that every precaution had been taken,
md returned a verdict of ” Accidental death.”

; At Chesterfield, a man was engaged in putting
n the roof of the new building for the Sheffield

md Rotherham Branch Bank, when he acci-

lentally fell, and his body came in contact with
(be joists of the first floor. He was much injured

a the side and head. A similar accident
cccnrred in St. Helen’s-street on the same day.

rlr. Edwin Wragg was engaged in putting on
he roof of some houses, and he fell, his body
mming in contact with the joists of a floor,

leveral of his ribs were broken.
. At Leeds, a chimney about 20 yards in height,

ittached to the Pontefract-lnne chemical works,
itark-row, has been complotelydemolisbed. Great
lamage was caused to surrounding buildings by
1 s fall. The chimney, which was a square one,

,iad been built many years, and the damage to

» and the buildings will only be repaired at the
s38b of several hundred pounds.
1 At Orpington, near St. Mary Cray, nearly
wenty buildings have been destroyed by fire,

imdering fifty families homeless. The fire, it

irould appear, broke out in a large wood and
ctroora-handle yard, situated in tbe parish of
jrpington, which is about half a mile from
b. Mary Cray. The fire next seized upon a
irge barn, and the flames drifted over the roofs
•’ fourteen private residences. Owing to tbe
rj.rge quantity of wood used in their constmc-
iion the whole burned with the greatest vehe-
iieuce.

P PROPOSED ST. PANGEAS INFIRMARY.

1 Tuf Poor-law Board having sanctioned the
irarchase by the St. Pancras guardians of 4^^

rcres of land at Highgate, on which to build an
liifirmary for the sick poor in the workhouse, the
iritish Medical Journal says,— “ It is proposed
mat 20,000Z. or 25,0001. should be spent upon
(le building, and a limited number of architects

e'e to be invited to send in plans for competi-
imn

;
but, as the tenders of builders for such

rorks often far exceed tlie estimate of the archi-

itcts, it is proposed that it shall be a condition

tith tbe architect that he shall make no claim
won the guardians if he cannot find a respect-

' Isle builder to carry out the works at the sum
j 0 estimates them to cost.”

! .\Are the guardians prepared to pay each archi-

t 'let the cost of a precise estimate P or will they
oiow the builder who submits a tender to exe-

' late the works at that amount, without farther

1 umpetitlon ? Of course the guardians do not

,
stsh to get something for nothing. Are they

1 ware that each architect, if he employed a sur-

tf rcyor to make a correct estimate, would have to

I
y y at the least 2001. (1 per cent.) for it ?

DARLINGTON WORKHOUSE
COMPETITION.

, iiJiB,—The publication by you of my letter herein has
)
nought about two results. On the Sl'st ultimo 1 received

! i?k my designs apparently from some anonymous source,
t f there is no communication therewith to lead me to
I 'ppose they have come back from the guardians; neither
nuy estimate returned, nor any reply received to my de-

1 t^nd concerning it; and there was a paltry sum of lOd.
I [ipay for carriage. The other result is, Mr. Pritchett’s
• ifier in your last impression, conveying to the public as
I HI as to me, a competitor, for the first time, the fact
'i 1 it the premium bad been awarded, and that so far back
I D December 24th last year. My grievance with the
. iTirdians is, if anything, aggravated by Mr. Pritchett's
I i.'iouncement

;
for by it I iind they have retained my

I ipigna ten months after they had awarded the premium
I inanother

; and left me in doubt how long or for what
; rprpose they would have retained them had I not applied
I il them. Tbe most honourable course for tbe guardians
I pupursue is to advertise the award of their premiums and
> rereturn immediately the competitive designs.

An Old Svdscsisxb.

THE HIGHEST CHIMNEYS IN
YORKSHIRE.

In your impression of tbe Sth of October, you
call attention to a chimney lately erected at

Bradford, as being tbe highest in Yorkshire.

Tbe paragraph states that this chimney mea-
sures from the foundations to the top 110 yards,

and rises a clear 100 yards from the ground-
line. Its foundations consist of two courses,

22 ft. and 21 ft. square. It measures 20 fc.

across at the foundations, and 9 ft. at the sum-
mit. The flue is 7 ft. in diameter. It is also

said that the next chimney in size is one near
Huddersfield.

I beg to state that this latter chimney was
erected by me in 1857, for Messrs. Brooke, Fire-

clay Works, Huddersfield; and the following

statement of its dimensions shows that the

Bradford chimney is not the highest in York-
shire :

—

Messrs. Brooke’s chimney is built throughout
of fire-bricks. Measured from the foundations

to the top it is 107 yards high, and rises a clear

102 yards from tbe ground-line.

The base at the foundations is 36Jft. square :

at the ground-line it is 31 ft., and 11 ft. diameter
at the summit.
The flue is 14 ft. in diameter at the bottom,

and 9 ft. at the top. The chimney contains

144 cubic yards of concrete, 2,227 cubic yards of

brickwork, 2,452 cubic feet of ragstone footings,

and 3,341 cubic feet of ashlar.

By these it will be seen that Messrs. Brooke’s

chimney is 2 yards higher from the ground-line

than that erected at Bradford, and is in every

respect considerably larger. I have no reason to

believe that there is a larger or higher chimney
than Messrs. Brooke’s in England.

Robekt Morgan, C.E.

COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS.—A CAUTION.

Sir,—

I

lflviup given attention to this study, and be-
lieving that colliery explosions are induced by certsin
extraordinary conditions of the atmosphere, I now beg to
return once more to the subject.
The most terrible catastrophes of this class were pre-

ceded by remarkable oscillations of the l)arometer and
great changes of temperature, with frequent rains, and
the characteristic meteorological reatures at tbe precise
time of each explosion were high temperature and greatly
diminished atmospheric pressure, with damp hazy wea-
ther. Such were the exact indications on the 10th, 11th,
and 12th of December last. The barometer rose and fell

considerably in a few hours, and the temperature as
rapidly advanced and declined in the same way, the
greatest heat being invariably registered simultaneously
with (he most reduced readings of tbe barometer, aud tbe
awful explosions at the Oaks and Kidsgrove collieries

occurred on the morning of December 12tb, at tbe very
time when temperature, having been just previonsly very
low, became suddenly high, and just when the pressure of
the atmosphere, which had been considerable a few hours
before, was then much reduced.
We have been and are still passing through the like

conditions of weather,—dry and cold one day, damp and
warm the next. The rush of these various kinds of air,

with constant changes of atmospheric pressure, must
interfere with the ventilation of our collieries. Hence
the need of caution. The men should be warned of the
increased danger of using naked lights. The shafting and
other ventilating facilities should he closely watched.
Every such mining inspector ought to study meteorologi-
cal elements, especially ill the winter season : and should
make himself familiar with the changes of the weather,
rise and fall of the harometer, and teniperatore, particu-
larly during a critical period like the present and the
season in anticipation,

Thomas E. Plant, F.M.S,

THE GULF OF LIONS.

In tbe article on “The Road to India” in tbe
Builder for October 26th, your printer has fallen

into an error, which, however, is very frequently
made, and even in many of our best maps, in

spelling the Gulf in the Mediterranean, tbe

ancient “ Gallicus Sinus,” as the ” Gulf of
Lyons,” as if it were so called after the city of

that name. The city of Lyons is nearly 180
miles inland, and has no connexion whatever
with the name of the gulf, which is properly the
“Gulf of the Lion,” or, as it appears in some
French maps, “of the Lions” (des linns), and
was so called on account of the sudden and
violent storms which prevail on its coasts.

The AbbiS de Longuerue, in bis “ Description de
la France,” says it is called the Gulf of the Lion,
“ d cause des grandes temji^tes dont il est frequent-

ment agiiii, et des has Jbnds qu'on iruuve d, ces

cCtes-ld, qui font perir les vaissaux qui y abordejit,

ou qui y sont portes par la tempete': de sorte que
Von compare la cruaut^ de cette mer orageuse et

dangereuse, qui engloutit ceux qui y navigent, d
celle d’un lion dJvorant."

Guillaume de Nangis, in his “ Life of St.

Louis,” speaks of it as “ Mare Leonis idea sic

mmeupatur quod est semper aspierum, fiuctuosum,

et crudele."

M. Bruzen de la Martiniire, in his “ Diction-

naire Geographique ct Critique,” 1732, says,

—

“ Quelques-uns imagineni faussement que cette ville

(de Lyons) a donne' son nom axt, golphe, ce qui

n’est ni vrai ni vraiscmhlahle. M. Boudrand a con-

jecture que ce nom poui'oit avoir etd donnd d ce

f7oZp/ie d cause des tempvtos auxquelles il est fort

svjet.” M. Guibert says, in his “ Dictionuaire

Geographique et Statisque,” “ Golfe du Lion. On
attribue I’origine de son nom d Vagitation con-

tinuelle de ses caux, qui a comparcc d Zo

violence du lion.” The Spaniards call it “ Qolfo

Leone."

In Blackie’s “ Imperial Atlas,” edition 1856,
under the head “ Lion, Gulf of,” we read,

—
“ The

name of the gulf is said to be derived from the
fury with which the waves are often lashed by
tbe violence of the winds, and not, as is some-
times supposed, from the French “ City of
Lyons.”
By using the original orthography of the

name, and writing the “ Gulf of Lions,” we
should at once correct a popular error, and at

the same time preserve the sound to which we
have been accustomed. J. C.

POOR STRAW-PLAIT WORKERS.
APPEAI, TO LADIES.

The Builder has long been known to readers

as having several times gone beyond its diversi-

fied provinces to “ do good.” May I ask per-

mission to submit through it the sorrows—I bad
almost said “ wrongs”—of a large body of Eng-
lish women, in what may be termed a national

manufacture, promising to wilfully “set down
nought in malice ?”

The distress of the “plait workers” (to

which, I now learn from the neighbour-
hood, should be added “ bounet-sewers ”) has
been several times mentioned. A correspondent
of the Bedford Times, in quoting Echoes from the

Clubs, seemed to have hit the mark in observing,

“Ladies should, from principles of humanity,
wear straw bonnets, like their not less attractive

mothers and grandmothers.”
May I digress for an instant ? The “ young

days ” memories of my contemporaries will bear
me out how reiT/ pretty young girls looked in
“ cottage ” or other rather coquettishly-shaped

bonnets, with “ribbons ”—not least when “blue”
—at fancy. I am sure, also, that a “ Thompson ”

or “ Bloomfield” would have agreed with me

—

quite equally attractive, or inciting to hymeneal
aspirations, as all the “silk” or “velvet” in

tbe world. Would they receive less male admira-
tion now, if known, as “ good girls,” to have
reverted to the other from real patriotism and
benevolence ?

I shall probably have to meet one objection
(though not from them) to dispose of. It “ makes
good” for the silk, ^c., trade. Very likely;

but pity if that rises on the unexpected and un-
deserved ruin of another.

Also, as certainly expected, I have received
(equally disinterested) good medical corrobora-
tion, that the “patch,” however rich, on the
“top” of the bead, is no sufficient protection.

To me it has long seemed a special mercy that
they have not frequently had sunstroke, else

deadly chill in the opposite season; and can we
be siire now that, “ from want of proper bon-
nets,” ot(ght not to form a small part of each
week’s account of deaths

;
or that none, dear as

fair, have been lost to parent or lover through
this origin ?

But, to the “point,”

—

Luton (long known to

Auti^iiariesforitslargechurchand “Baptistery”),
now the straw plait “ metropolis,” even more
than Dunstable, has a very large parish,—16,000
or 17,000 acres, — with enormously increased
population of late years, believed now nearly
20,000. Of this I fear about five thousand
females, of all ages, are “ three parts starviug,”

unable to earn half-a-crown ” where they could
“seven shillings” a week; and mainly supported

by the poor-rates, which have reached “ twelve”

shillings in tbe pound. Also, we have read of
“ poor children crying for bread in the streets.”

The same applies more or less to several neigh-

bouring places, including part of Bucks, aud, I

believe, Herts
;
and even at Bedford, twenty miles

distant, one or two large plait-shops have been
entirely closed.

Alas ! for the “ caprice of fashion,”—harmless.

I ;

t i

I
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perhaps, sometimes, bnt hardly so if it caases

the helpless misery of many thousands. And
this, perhaps, the work and continuation of

three or four “Madame Mantalinis,” as I will

not believe, ladies of the aristocracy or middle

class would have knowingly brought this dis-

tress on their country-women. Might we not

hope our beloved Queen might be moved to

“set the fashion for straw” again ?

There is yet a last view, rather delicate, bnt

well worthy the attention of principled ladies

for their less favoured “sisters.” The morale,

—

or, rather, temptatious^j—of younger females in

more than one manufacture have been thought a

little perilous or “slippery,” and I fear that at

Luton is not exempt. How very sad, then,

if they should anywhere have the added tempta-

tion of want ! A C.vmbeidge Man,
Native of the Quarter.

DEKIYATION OF NAMES.

Being very much amused wUh some remarks headed
“Human Beasts, Birds, and Fishes," which appeared in

a recent article in the Builder, induced me to try my
hand, at what might be done in a similar lashion, with the

surnames of my brother registrars, scattered up and
down the land, and I have ventured to send you a Jew for

perusal and insertion, if you think proper. I could make
out lists embracing almost anything and everything,

making altogether a very curious, amusing, and iuterest-

ing lot of surnames.
James Johns, Begislrar of Births and Deaths.

BEGISTBABS’ NOMENCLATURE.

Dispontion and Temper. — AJlgood, Camell, Croker,
Cross, Faithful, Gsy, Egar, Good, Jolley, Light, Noble,
Savage, Smoothy, Wildish, Meek, Sturdy, Bland, Moody,
Still, Sharp, and Grave.
Animah.—Bullock, Bear, Buck, Bull, Fox, Hare, Hart,

Kid, Lyon, Fitch, Stag, and Wolf, with Hunters and
Butchers to slay them.
Feathered Tribe.—Bat, Crow, Daw, Jay, Parrott, Pea-

cock, Swan, Teale, Martin, Kite, Nightingale, Wildgoose,
Fineb, Crane, Woodcock, Gosling, aiid Buzzard; but
nothing bnt Archers, Fowlers, and Cauuun to bring
against them.

Food.—Bacon and Lamb, either Eoast or in a Pye, with
only Salt, Sage, Badish, Onion, Mustard, Garlick, and
Sice as adjuncts, a very meagre bill of fare; to be washed
down with Beer, Porter, Perry, Goodale, Hollands, and
"Water. There is a Kitchen provided and several Cooks.
^parel.— Coat, Glove, Wig, Cloak, and Bussel.
Uteftxl Articlet. — Pulley, Sponge, Saw, File, Gad,

Pillow, Harnes, Chalk, Candy, Hatchet, Hartshorn,
Emery, Flint, Cork, and Wagon.

Coneidered Preeioue.—Alabaster, Ivory, Silver, Gold,
Dymond, and Jasper.
Countriei, Counliet, CUiet, and Totem.—Derbyshire, Corn-

wall, Lancashire, Cheshire, Holland, Ireland, Bradford,
Bromley, Bromwich, Clapham, Crewe, Croydon, Daven-
ort, Douglas, Fulham, Lancaster, Leeds, Leith, Oldham,
aisley, Preston, Sunderland, York, Cairo, Nuremberg,

Whitby, Chester, and Hull.
Judicial Bench.—Turner, Stuart, Wood, Wightman,

Mellor, Shee, Williams, Martin, Willes, Byles, Lush, and
a Wilde for those tired of the marriage tie.

PEOFESSIONAL SPARRING.

Sib,—

I

am happy to find yon set your back against
allowing your periodical to be used as a sparring ground
between professional men. If they have not suUicient self-

respect it is well they should have the means of lowering
the tone of the profession taken out of their hands.

An Occasional Beaobb.

THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION DINNER.

The Twentieth Anniversary Festival in aid
of the funds of this excellent Institntion was
celebrated on Thursday evening (Slst ult.), at
Willis’s Rooms, St. James’s. Mr. W. R. Rogers,
president of the Institution, officiated as chair-
man, and about 200 gentlemen were present.
After the usnal formal toasts.

The Chairman proposed “Prosperity to the
Builders’ Benevolent Institntion.” He said that
most of those present were aware that the Insti-
tntion had been established more than twenty
years, for the purpose of giving relief and grant-
ing pensions to unfortunate members of every
branch of the building trade, as also to their
•widows 5 and during that period a vast amount
of good had been done, owing to the very great
judgment exercised in conducting and managing
the affairs generally. The desire still was to
increase the society’s sphere of usefulness, by
increasing the number of pensioners. He found
that they had pat by sums of money every year,
which were invested in the public funds

; and he
had no doubt, when be addressed them, there
would be a good deal more. Ho found that
they had in stock 13,000il.

;
then there was-

the interest to be added to that amount,

and also the new donations and snbscrip-

tions, which, without going into details, be
might say would be considerably over 1,000L

The sum of 13,0001. mentioned was not of itself

entirely for the pension fund, for out of that

sum 2,900L had to be set apart for a special

fund for building purposes. He would not,

however, go further into that question, but call

the attention of the gentlemen present to the

number of pensioners then upon their books,

namely, 45 ; and he would also say that at

each election several of the candidates who
were unsuccessful had to wait for a second,

third, or even a fourth time. And then, again,

in order that the candidates might be eligible

to the rules, they must be 65 years of age.

That was not what the builders of London
would be contented with. No person, according

to the rules of the Institution, conld be eligible

tp the benefits until he reached the age of

65 5 and then, having been elected, his enjoy-

ment ofthe pension could only last fora few years,

say (as he understood was about the average), ten

years. He wished to alter that, and for the pur-

pose more funds were required. That was the

way it was to be remedied. He was of opinion
that the pensioners should receive the benefits of

the Institution before they reached so advanced
an age. He would make it sixty instead of sixty-

five. He was very glad to find such sympathy
among them. The question then was, how it

could be done. There was only one way. There
were 1,300 builders in the metropolis, besides a
vast number of other persons conuected with the
different branches of the trade, from many of

whom who were prosperous and wealthy an
annual subscription had not been obtained. If

they were to subscribe, the funds of the Builders’

Benevolentlnstitution would be greatly enhanced
and the desired aim could be attained. When he
(the Chairman) became their president his first

effort was to endeavour to raise that important
element—the funds of the Institution. He conld

see that those subscribers who gave one guinea
might give two guineas, or even three guineas,

if they made a slight sacrifice
;

for really it was
no charity to give away that which they did

not want themselves. If they had any doubt as

to whether it should be two, three, or five guineas,

all he conld say would be, “ Give the Institution

the benefit of the donbt.” He was about to call

their attention to another circumstance, and
that was the vicissitudes by which their trade
was surrounded. Any master builder might be
taken by misfortune, through no act of his own,
and become so reduced that he might be neces-

sitated to seek relief from that Institution; and
he mentioned that for the purpose of showing
how needful it was that they should look after

their unfortunate brethren. A very distinguished

architect, upon whom he (the chairman) had
called, gave a good subscription; but he was
surprised that the builders were not able to help

themselves. He (the chairman), since be bad
become connected with them, had felt a great
interest in the Institntion, and had collected a

considerable sum. He would tell them what
that sum amounted to,—it was 1,000Z. He had
done that with a motive. He thought the
building trade should have ample funds to relieve

their distressed brethren. He wanted to increase

the number of pensioners, and he wanted to in-

crease the amount given. At present they gave
24Z. to the men and 20Z. to the women

,
per annum

but how much more satisfactory it would be if;

they could give them 30Z. and 25Z. He was quite

content to believe that ample funds could be
obtained for such purpose, for there was no want
of sympathy. The want was,—more funds,

more subscriptions,— to make the declining

years of their unfortunate brethren happier
and to obtain such result he suggested that each’

well-wisher of the Institution should call upon
his friends and obtain his subscriptions; for

means they required, and he was sure that, if

sought for, the efforts would be crowned with
success. He had obtained ten subscriptions of

lOOZ. each, and he was sure that if applications

were made, such examples as those he had
just mentioned would be followed. They would
give a subscription,—they would give something
in proportion,—so that their own Institution

should be first supported before going to another.

The chairman resumed his seat amidst great
applause.

The successive toasts were then proceeded
with, complimentary speeches accompanying
each.

Mr. George Plucknett having replied to the
toast “Tlie Treasurer,”

Mr. Thomas Cozens, the founder of the in-

stitution, expressed his sentiments on the prO'

cedure of the child—his child—which had now
passed his majority (as stated by their worthj
chairman), and he hoped that the “big
boy ” would be provided with funds to carrj

him on.

Mr. Benjamin Hannen, the late president ol

the lustitntion, as also other gentlemen, repliec

to complimentary toasts given to them.
Mr. A. G. Harris (the Secretary) then an

nounced the donations and subscriptions of the

evening to amount to 1,328Z. 128. Gd.

gottlis

Eiramples of Chinese Ornament, selected from
Objects of Porcelain, Enamel, and Woven
Fabrics, in the South Kensington Huscum and

other Collections. By Owen Jones. London
S. & T. Gilbert, Copthall-buildings. 1867.

Since the late war in China a large number ol

works of ornamental art have found their way
into England, and old opinions in respect oi

Chinese art have been greatly modified. Witl
thousands the willow-pattern plate was the

limit of their knowledge in that direction, and

a lesson could be drawn even from that,

but, like a very distant object, it required point-

ing out before it could be seen. The best workg

from China that have reached England have

been gathered up by the South Kensington

authorities, Mr. Alfred Morrison, Mr. Louis Hath,
and others

;
and Mr. Owen Jones, indefatigable

with pencil and brush, has transferred theii

ornamentation to paper, and by means of ebro-

molithography has given it to the public in the

shape of a handsome volume of a hundred plates,

which may be regarded as a supplement tc

his remarkable work, “The Grammar of Orna-

ment.”

“ We have lonR been familiar,” he obaerres, “ with tht

power of the Chinese to balance colours, but we were not

BO well acquainted with their power of treating purelj
ornamental or conveDtional forms

;
and in the chapter in

‘ The Grammar of Ornament' on Chinese ornament I wai

led, from my then knowledge, to express the opinion that

the Chinese had not the power of dealing with conven'
tional ornamental form; out it now appears that then
has been a period in which a school of art existed it

China of a very important kind. We are glad to thinl

that this art must in some way have had a foreign origin

it so nearly resembles, in all its principles, the art of thi

Mabommedan races, that we may presume it was derive<

from them. It would be no difficult task to take a worl
of ornament of this class, and, by simply varying thi

colouring and correcting the drawing, convert it into at

ludiau or Persian composition. There is, of course, in al

these works, something essentially Chinese in the mode o
rendering the idea, but the original idea is evidently

Mahommedan.”

We have no desire to see these forms adoptee

and reproduced as a fashion of ornamentatioi

to last for a season or two, like a chignon or ar

invisible bonnet, and it would cerlaiuly not

last longer. The forms are not generally

good. Many of them are ugly, and in entire

contradiction of a system of ornamentation ol

which Mr. Owen Jones has been one of the oLiel

expounders. Our author, however, views, as the

chief merit, their suggestiveness. Tiiey show

how unnecessary it is to be content with the

stock forms ; and that many natural objects may
be conventionally rendered in ornamentatioi

without overstepping the bounds of propriety;

and so far we go with him. In another direc-

tion we can go further still. The system ol

colour adopted is for the most part excelleab

The scheme of colouring of the Chinese is theii

own. They deal with broken colours : pale blue,

pale green, and pale pink for the masses
;
dark

pink, dark green, purple, and yellow and white,

in much smaller quantities. There is nothing

crude or harsh in their compositions
;

tbe

eye is perfectly satisfied with the balance

and arrangement of both form and colour
;
but

there is, as we have already remarked, an ab-

sence of purity in the drawing.

As to arrangement, as Mr. Jones pednte

out,

—

“In the Chinese ornamentation, trrangulation is the

main feature
;
the geometrical arrangement is absolote

and undisguised, but softened by a free treatment of the

intermediate spaces left by the triangulation.”

The examples given are mainly from works in

cloisonne enamel and painted china vases and

bottles.

The taste and skill shown by Mr. Jones in the

selection and representation are entitled to the

greatest praise, and we shall hope to find oni

manufacturers largely benefiting by the lesson t(

be learnt from his elegant volume.
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brha Nominalia ; or, TFords derived from Proper
'Navies. By Richard S. Chaekock, Ph. Dr.,

London : Triibner.

MNV well-known words have originated in

[oper names, and it is well to Lave a record of

asm made from time to time before the origin

iiBuch words is forgotten. Mr. Chamock’s is a
r-y good dictionary of such words, and is both
rtrnctire and amusing. It contains many
erds of interest to our readers, though the
igin of few of these may be new to pro-

isional men. Passing over all such words as
Ithic, Doric, Ionic, et hoe rjevus ormie, we may
otanco such as Derrick, Parian, Travertin,

iranize, &c. Under “ Parian ” the author has
5 alluded to those statuettes and other art-

krks of artificial and marble-like composition
V called Parian. Under the word Cockney
a some amusing remarks on its origin : eook-

he thinks with others, had aomething to

' with that land of Cocaigne where fowls

i)dy roasted cry “ Come, eat me.” Under
ilalilee” are some interesting remarks on
» monkish practice of seeing friends in the

tst sacred part of their churches. Humbug
i maced to Home or Hume of the Bogue : it has
( Dhing to do with another gentleman of that
iifne of more modern date. Hurrah is a word
' :ich originally denoted To Paradise ! having

1 i n shouted iu Eastern battle, on the idea that
( rwho died for their country went straight to

4 i«adiae, or Hur, and the Huris, or nymphs of

< itadise. The. discovery of an ancient city of

I lidead, called Hur, in the district once culled

t laldea, where Eden or Pnradise was supposed
I oave been situated, might have been alluded
i under this head, as well as the obvious asso-

ridon of Houris or Huris, as the word has also

( in spelt, with Hur, and the Slavonic hur-raj,

1 isingdom, no doubt, of Hur or heaven.

\ ! Antiquities of Hastings and the Battle-field,

yly Tho-aus H. Cole, M.A. St. Leonard’s

:

I alarl Burg. 1867.

i ! s little volume contains some interesting

'ccter as to Hastings. In Part I. the possi-

; yy of Roman origin is considered, aai attempt
I do to fix the sit# of the Saxon town, and the

;
ajage in Domesday book relating to Hastings

I atatigated with especial reference to the “ New
'

' g ” therein mentioned. Some materials have
1 b been given for determining the data of the
1 tit of the arms of the Cinque Ports. From

1 11. it appears that in the course of a careful

t nmination of tho Battle-field the writer was
1 jiunato enough to discover a ravine which

I
responds in every respect so exactly with the

,ilal fosse” of the “Roman de Rou” that the
cter considers that it settles the questio vexata

tits position ; and this appeared to be the
I !ieral opinion, it is said, of those who examined
m the occasion of the late Ootocentenary

I riversary.

I ijALE OF THE BRIGHTON OlD WoRKHOUSE. —
1 b bnilding materials comprising the Old Work-
;eee Infirmary, at Brighton, and outbuildings,

he been sold. The sale was attended by a
t tit number of persons, and there were thirteen

I

‘rers
; the several lots realising 7731. Is. 6d.

.
tiRE New METRoroEiTAN Streets Act.—The

; / Act for regulating the traffic in the metro-
1
,
s, &c., has come into operation. Some

I pipatby is felt for the costermongers, and for

I jxpoor who are their chief customers. Meet-
1 b have been held at the East-end to take the
1 sase as to street dealers into consideration, and
\ acadviaability of presenting a petition to the
t tretary of State, praying for the revision of
I . Act approved. The ocenpation of the
i totting men” seems gone, and a good thing
I Suspended to various lamp-posts at the
• leier of the principal thoroughfares in the city

I
'“police notice,” directing attention to the

( 'ereets and portion of the streets ” having
. isial reference to the Act with respect to

I
iaiage traffic. The cab proprietors are making

I }908t determined resistance to the clause re-

1
ining them to affix lamps to their cabs at night.

1 protest, all those cabs which have hitherto
I leied lamps of an evening, principally the
! scBoms, have come out without them. The cab
I iriirietora also threaten that, if the police oom-
I ioioner determines to enforce the observance

E

*e clause, after a given day no proprietor

i send out his cabs after dark until the order
lUthdrawn.

The Holy Sepulchre.—Letters from Jeru-

salem state that the works of reconstruction at

the grand cupola of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre are advancing rapidly.

The New Park for Hvlme and Choelton-
ifPON-MaDLocK.—Arrangements have been made
for the purchase of the land for the purposes of
a new park on the south side of the city. The
sum of 24,0001. will be paid to Lord Egerton,
the owner of the soil, the area purchased being
sixty acres. Lord Egerton will give the street

land, and the corporation have agreed to pay
5,2001. for the making the roads, for sewering,

and for the necessary fencing of the streets on
both sides.

St. James’s Tower, Taunton.—The annonnee-
ment that a faculty had been granted to take
down and rebuild a portion of this tower, and to

restore the remainder, was somewhat premature.
The court has just decreed that a copy of a reso-

lution of the vestry to raise the necessary funds
for the work proposed must bo filed in the
Registry of the Court before the faculty would
be issued. It is considered questionable whether
the funds will be forthcoming. The church-
wardens, however, have advertised for tenders
for taking down the tower, and as soon as they
come in will call a meeting of the parishioners.

The Tramways Scheme.—

T

he Islington ves-

try clerk, at a recent meeting of the vestry, read
a communication from Messrs. Noble & Co., the
promoters of this scheme, stating that they in-

tend to fix notices of their intention to apply to

Parliament this session for powers to lay tram-
ways in Archway-road, Holloway-rond, Upper-
street, High-street, City-road, Seven Sislers’-

road, Camden-road, and Park-road, and inquiring
if the vestry wished to give any instructions as

to how those notices should be posted. Mr. S.

Smith thought Messrs. Noble & Co. should con-
duct their business in their own way, and the
vestry resolved to take no action in the matter.

An Elrgteo.Magnetic “Divining Rod.”

—

An American, according to the Hamiton, C.W.,
Times, claims possession of the secret of a won-
derful discovery for making subterranean ex-

plorations from the surface for mineral deposits

by the application of electro-magnetism. The
apparatus, as described, will indicate the direc-

tion of the bulk of a mineral vein at any depth,

and affords a principle for calculating the species

of the ore and the richness of the deposit. The
direction of mineral deposits, wh,en away from
any railroad line, which exerts a counter attrac-

tion of great power, is indicated at a distance of
several miles. The remarkable success of an
American silver mining company in the Lake
Superior region is attributed to this discovery.

Tungsten, in Drilling Rock.—It is proposed
by Mr. E. Gaudin to substitute tungsten for the
black diamond employed for drilling rock, Mr.
Gaudin prepares from tungsten, in a flame sup-
plied freely with oxygen, a substance far more
brilliant than the ruby, and which will pulverise

the hardest granite quite as readily as the black
diamond. Numerous experiments, it is said,

have shown that it can be obtained in any form
and of any dimensions without difficulty : it is

equally applicable for drilling rocks and for

working tempered steel, and even white cast-

iron. We should think, however, that if it be
far more brilliant than ruby, and attainable of

any dimensions, its value aa a precious stone

would far exceed its money-value as an article

of purchase for any other purpose in the mean
time.

The Chester Cathedral Bells.—Five new
bells have been formally received at Chester
Cathedral, and added to the three remaining
there, so that there is now a peal of eight in-

stead of five as before. The ceremony of de-

positing them was witnessed by a large con-
couree of spectators. The curfew weighs 32 cwt.,

the same weight, and said to be of the same
sonorous tone, as the old one. It contains the
following inscription :

—“ Benevolentia Civium
erga Decanum F. Anson, S.T.P. Warner et Fil.

Londini.” There will nov/ be a peal of eight

bells in the belfry. It is proposed to form a

Bell Ringing Association, consisting partly of
amateurs and partly of paid ringers in connexion

with the cathedral. The bells having been sus-

pended in the cathedral, the Dean addressed the

people who had assembled together respecting

the reception of the new bells. The large bell

has been contributed for by the citizens of

Chester as a mark of respect to the late Dean,
Dr. Anson.

Porcelain Glass.—The New Bedford Glass
Company (U.S.) has recently begun to manu-
facture porcelain glass for photographic plates-

They are blown in hollow cylinders 4 ft. long,

ent longitudinally, flattened iu a furnace, and cut
into plates of the required size.

Architecture at the Royal Academy.—Pro-
fessor G. G. Scott will give a course of three'

lectures on Architecture this season, commencing
on Thursday, January 23rd, The first course of

the season will be by Professor Westmacotb, on
Sculpture, and will commence on Monday, the
11th instant.

Building-blocks, America.—The New Haven
Building - block Company are manufacturing
patent brick, having a long, narrow slit, or air-

chamber, which they claim will keep buildinga

constructed therewith cooler in summer and
warmer in winter than when built with ordinary
brick. The bricks are made of a mixture of

cement and shell lime.

An Architectural Society for Sheffield.
A meeting of architects was held at the council

hall on Monday morning, when it was resolved

to form an architectural and arcba3 ological

society in Sheffield, to be composed of architects

and gentlemen interested in the objects of the

society. After preliminary matters had been
discussed, and several resolutions passed, the

meeting was adjourned.

Engineering Beavers.—A paper was recently

read before the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, which stated that on
the southern shore of Lake Superior, in Mar-
quette county, Wisconsin, were found remains of

I

long canals and dams constructed by the beavers

for the purpose of transporting their cuttings,

consisting of trunks of trees, 2 ft. or 3 ft. long,

from the places where the trees had fallen to

their lodges. Some of these canals were 300 ft.,

400 ft., and 500 ft., long. They were generally

3 ft. wide, with an average depth of 3 ft. In
order to maintain a continuous depth of water,

they made dams at certain distances^ and fol-

lowed the Chinese plan—to whom the lock waa
unknown—of drawing their cargo from one level

to another.

Liverpool Architectural Society. — The
third meeting of the present session of this

society -was held in the Lecture-hall of the Royal
Institution on the 30th nit., Mr. Eilpin in the
chair. Mr. J. A. Picton said he had lately made
a pilgrimage to the village near Conway, which
was the birth-place of John Gibson, the sculptor,

and he looked in vain in the church for any
monument of the artist. An idea had forced

itself upon him that the Royal Academy, to whom
Gibson bad left all he possessed, should erect a
monument to his memory in his native place ;

and, if they did not, he thought Liverpool would
do itself honour by subscribing a small sum for

the erection of a mural monument in that place

to the memory of the eminent sculptor, whom,
without much violation of fact, they in Liverpool
might call a townsman of theirs. Mr. Picton
and Mr. Boult then agreed to co-operate and take
initiatory steps to carry out the object.—The
paper of the night was by Mr. F. Homer. The
subject was “ Notes on Progress in Architecture

and the Arts.”

The Great Cattle Market for Paris.—The
large market at La Villette, on the outskirts of
Paris, for the sale and slaughter of animals used
for food, was opened on the 2l8t of October. The
constructions completed consist of three immeuse
halls, built much in the same manner aa the great
halles centrales, at the east end of the Rue St.

Honore, that is to say, principally of corrugated
iron and glass. The central hall is for homed
cattle, that on the right hand for calves and
pigs, and the other for sheep. Near the halls are

two large streams of water, with sloping sides,

through which the cattle are driven and thus re-

freshed, and beyond are large laystalls and pens.
The present market will contain upwards of
40,000 animals of all kinds, and when the build-

ings are completed half as many again. The
establishment includes an exchange, a bank, and
a cff/J restaurant and buffet now in course of com-
pletion. The dealers draw lots every morning
for the places which they are to occupy in the
halls. The means of communication are ad-

mirable. The establishment stands close to the

circular boulevard which lies round Paris, just

within the fortifications, and has on one side a
canal, and on the other the Chemin de Fer de

Ceinture, which communicates with all the greaii

. lines of railway and all parts of the capital.
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The late Professor M'Gal’ley. — We are

glad to hear that a fund, to be called the

M'Ganley Memorial Relief Fund, is being raised

for the assistance of the •widow and family of

the late Professor M'Gauley, editor of the

Scientific Review, whose death was recently

announced. A committee, of which Sir David

Brewster is chairman, is associated for this pur-

pose, and particulars will shortly be made public.

Proposed Restoration of Dbnstaule Priory

Church.—There is a necessity for restoring this

church, which is in some respects in an unsafe

condition, but there is a difficulty in obtaining

the means of doing what still requires to be

done. The inhabitants are chiefly of the work-

ing classes, and have already contributed alto-

gether nearly 3,0001 .

5

and the county, and the

public generally, are appealed to in the BeOford

Times for aid in the work. Besides 1,7001. im-

mediately wanted to complete the roof according

to the plans, the east-end gable must be taken

down and rebuilt, the north aisle repaired and
lengthened, and the whole church repaved and
fitted with new seats. Besides all this, the ex-

terior much requires attention and restoration.

The Kirmesse of Teniers.—The museum
of Brussels has just made an important acqui-

sition. A picture by Teniers, of a character

such as is not to be found save in the col-

lections at St. Petersburg and Vienna, has

been for many generations in the possession of

a family of Antwerp, handed down as an heir-

loom, and preserved as a sacred heritage. All

the great amateurs of Europe have long known
of this picture, and large sums have been from
time to time offered to induce its possessors to

part with it, but always without success until

now. The subject is a Flemish feast, and the

host or seigneur is Teniers himself, who is ac-

companied by bis wife and two daughters. The
Musee of Brussels have paid 125,000 francs for it.

Improvement in the Steam-Engine.^—An in-

vention, said to be of great importance, has been
SHCcessfully tested, in the presence of a com-
pany of engineers, scientific men, aud others, at

the engine factory of Mr. Smith, Holborn. The
most remarkable circumstance in connexion with
the scheme is that the inventor (Mr. Alexander
Cmsar F. Franklin, junior) is a young gentleman
of the tender age of thirteen ! Hia invention is

thus described. “ By applying the steam to one
side only of the piston a vacuum is caused, with-

out condensation, as in the old low-pressure

engines ; and the cushions of ordinary high-

pressure engines are done away with. The oppo-

site end of the cylinder is left open, and the

pressure of the atmosphere — 151b. 0^ the

square inch—forces the piston back again. Irre-

spective of this pressure, the saving of motive
power is exactly one-half.” In speaking of “the
immense value of Mr. Franklin’s discovery to

navigation, if it be successfully brought into

practice,” it is added, “ the effect will be to dis-

pense in most instances with any need of coal-

ing stations on long 'voyages.” But where is the

novelty in “ applying the steam to one side only

of the piston ?”

Artistic Instruction.—Professor Leone Levi

recently gave a lecture at King’s College, London,
on the need of extending artistic and technical in-

struction in the United Kingdom, and concluded
his observations by stating that, with peace and
progress in Europe in the last half century, a

coniplete metamorphosis has taken place in the

productive powers of the principal countries;

that, after vain attempts to prop up manufac-
turing industry by restrictive legislation, most
nations have accepted the economic axioms of

Adam Smith and Stuart Mill, and have acted on
the policy of free trade

;
that such freedom of

trade has opened for British mannfactores the

commerce of the world ; that, with the extension

of mechanical knowledge in aU countries, and
the facilities of communication, British prospe-

rity must henceforth more than ever depend on
the abundance of capital and a plentiful supply
of skilled labour; that it is all-important to re-

move all obstacles and discouragements to the
investment of capital in manufactures; that the
unhappy difficulties between capital and labour,

which have produced strikes and dissensions,

demand a prompt remedy ; that it is necessary

to improve the education and elevate the mind
of our labouring classes; that the system of

apprenticeship, as prevalent in many branches
of indnstry, is not a sufficient means for aflbrd-

ing art instruction
;
and that the support now

given by the State to the teaching of science is not

sufficient.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Mr. Edw.
Byrne’s paper, “Experiments on the Removal of

Organic and Inorganic Substances in Water,"
which was read at the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers before closing for the recess, is to be
brought forward for discussion next Tuesday*

evening, the 12th instant, when the meetings of

the members of this Society are to be resumed.

The Sf.-\vac.e Question.—The works in con-

nexion with Mr. Pilbrow’s scheme for the drain-

age of the city of Canterbury, have commenced
at the point where the outfall sewer is, and
empties itself into the deodorising tanks. A
staff of labourers are employed in making ex-

cavations. The New York press are urging
that the sewage of that city and Brooklyn,

which now runs to waste, should be saved and
applied to filling up the marshes which lie on
the neighbouring shores of New Jersey and Long
Island.

The late Earl of Rosse.—The astronomical

world has lately met with serious losses. In ten

days Lord Rosse, Lord Wrottesley, and Sir James
South have all died. Lord Rosse and Lord
Wrottesley had both of them been presidents of

the Royal Society, and the only scientiGc noble-

men who have held that presidency for many
years. Every one has heard of Lord Rosse’s

wonderful telescope. The discoveries made with

it have been of great interest and importance

;

and the telescope is still unrivalled. It was
made chiefly by Lord Rosse’s own hands, and
cost 20,000J.

The “ Accumulator ” Door-spring : Trade
Marks.—At the Central Criminal Court, before

the Recorder, Henry Brook, ironmonger, was
placed at the bar on a charge substantially of

forging a trade mark with intent to defraud.

The prosecutor was Mr. R. E. Hodges, of

Southampton-row, who manufactured an “ac-
cumulator” door-spring. For this article Mr.
Brook acted as an agent for eleven years

;
but

in 1S66, Mr. Hodges, not being satisfied with

his conduct, refused any longer to supply him.

The defendant then got a similar article made,
and sold them in printed wrappers similar to

those used by the prosecutor. The patent

having expired in 1863, anybody was at liberty

to manufacture the “accumulator;” but the

charge was that he disposed of those of hia

own make under the representation that they

were the prosecutor’s. The jury returned a
verdict of Not Guilty.

Opening of a New Park at Chester.—The
new park, lately presented to the city of Chester

by the Marquis of Westminster, «’a8 opened on
Tuesday with great expression of the citizens’

appreciation of the gift. The park has been in

course of construction about two years. On the

right-hand side of the principal entrance there

is a lodge which is built in the timbered style,

and corresponds in every particular with the

ancient characteristic architecture of the city.

In November, 1865, a subscription was originated

for the purpose of erecting a testimonial of the

public and private worth of the Marquis of West-
minster. Upwards of 5,0001. were raised for

this purpose, aud it was resolved that the testi-

monial should take the form of a statue, to be
erected in the new park, which at that time had
been just commenced. A fountain has been
erected over a spring known from time imme-
morial as “Billy Hobby’s Well.” The entire

cost is said to be 70,0001.

The Leeds Exhibition.—We may as well

make clear that this undertaking is exclusively

for the illustration of the fine and oruameutal

arts, and that the works will be distributed as

follows :— 1. Three galleries of oil paintings by
the old masters, and a collection of their draw-

ings and sketches
;

2. Two galleries of oil paint-

ings of the English school by deceased and
living artists ; 3. A gallery of oil paintings by
modern foreign artists

;
4. A gallery of English

water-colour drawings
;

5. A gallery of portraits

of deceased Yorkshire worthies ; 6. A collection

of miniatures ; 7. A gallery of engravings,

etchings, &c.
;

8. An Oriental museum
;

9. A
museum of ornamental art, from the earliest

British period to the close of the eighteenth

century, including furniture, tapestry, china,

glass, metal work, &c.
;
10. A collection oi

marble sculpture. The building in which the

display' will be held is the new Infirmary of

Leeds, lately erected at a cost of 100,0001., its

principal interior features being a large central

ball 150 ft. long by 65 ft. wide, surrounded by
corridors and galleries.

Derbyshire Mementoes of Niagara Falls
A Quebec paper states that the Table Rock orna-

ments, sold at the Falls of Niagara, are manu-
factured from spar imported into America from
Derbyshire in England.

From Ireland.— The improvements at the

rising town of Holywood, according to the Belfast

,

News Letter, are rapidly on the increase. New
houses are being erected on a large scale. Holy-

wood ranks amongst the healthiest towns in

Ireland. The town commissioners have lately

constructed new sewers in every part of the

town. The public buildings are all of modern
erection. The parish church is immediately to

be greatly enlarged, and ground has been taken

for the new Roman Catholic chapel. The in-

crease of the population, within the last few

years, has been remarkable.

Monumental.—The marble statue of Andrew
j

Marvel, executed by Mr. W. D. Keywortb, jun.,
j

of Hull and London, and presented to the town
j

by Mr. Winship, has been inaugurated at the
j

town-hall, Hull. The ceremony took place on
:

the ground landing, where the statue has been
;

placed. A statue has been inaugurated at 1

Rotterdam, to the memory of Count van Hogen-
dorf, the statesman who went to England to

offer the crown of the Low Countries to William

of Orange, son of the Stadtholder, William I.

The King of Holland, the Prince of Orange, the

ministers, and the principal personages of the

kingdom were present at the ceremony, which
was presided over by the burgomaster of the

place.

TENDEES
For the erection of a pair of detached country houses

in Croydon-road, Penge. Mr. H. Wiber Webster,
architect

Poion & Smith £1,992 0 0

Alterations to the Vulcan Tavern, Salmon-lane, Lime-
house, for Mr. John S. Eaaey. Mr. Arthur Harston,
architect

lleiser £1,331 0 0
Hearle 1,275 0 0
Johnston 1,233 0 0
Palmer (accepted) 1,215 0 0

Alterations and reinstatements after fire at Vulcan
Cottage, Frederick-street, Limehouso, for Mr. Faaey.
Mr. Arthur Harston, architect :

—

Clemmaus £228 0 0
Allen 204 0 0
Heiaer, 199 0 0

Hearle 165 0 0
Bullock (accepted) 145 0 0

For budding house, shop, and diary, Whiteliorn-street^

Bromley, Middlesex, for Mr. Sharpley. Mr. Arthur
Harston, architect

Brown £837 0 0
Hearle 715 0 0
J. Allen 664 0 0
Golding & Son 660 0 0
W, Allen 655 0 0
Salt (accepted) 635 10 0

For building public-house, boundary wall, and fencing
at Nunhesd Green, Peckham, for Messrs. Day, Noakes,
& Sons. Mr. H. Alexander, architect :

—

Public House, Wall. Fencing.

Eustace £947 ... £45 ... £26
Waterer 910 ... 60 ... 24
Tarrant 894 ... 68 ... 27

For additions and alterations at the Ship Public-house^
Erith, lor Messrs. Day, Noakes, A Sons. Mr. G. Elkington^
architect :

—

Blofield £560 0 0
Tarrant 655 0 0
Willis 540 0 0
Falkner 630 0 0

Eustace 493 0 0

For alterations to 18, Great Portland-street, for Messrs.
G. Heggie & Co. Mr. W. F. Potter, architect :

—

'i'ozer £187 10 0

Stephens A atson 178 0 0
Gill 170 0 0
Perkins 156 0 0

Ashley (accepted) 150 0 0

For building a house at Beckenham. Mr. James L-

Pedley, architect :

—

^ enner £2,365 0 0
Howard 2,093 0 0

Messrs. Browne & Robinson 1,987 0 0

Messrs. Breeze A Russell (ac-

cepted) 1,688 0 0

For new shop-front, No. 26, Down-street, Piccadilly,

for Mr. S. Benjamin. Mr. Joseph 8. Moye, architect:—
Walton £237 0 0

Bywater 178 0 0

Barnett (accepted) 170 0 0

For Building a public-honse for Messrs. Vallance, Catt,

A Co., at Brighton. Mr. Tunner. architect :

—

Patching A Bon £1,045 0 0

Lockyer 1,036 0 0
Cheesman A Co 1,0'20 0 0
Anscombe A Newnbsm (ac-

cepted) 952 0 0
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Coloured

Arcliitedurc.

^ N the exposition of the

claim of colonr to con-

tribute to harmonies

which are the essence

of music in the largest

sense, we had but little

occasion to refer to that

theory of harmonious-

ness that refers all

success to the admix-

ture of colours in the

proportions that consti-

tute,white light. This

theory has had, at least,

its fair share of promi-

nence ;
but the com-

binations that have

been moat influenced

by it, if the truth must

be told, have not been

so conspicuously satis-

factory that we should

be blamed for approach-

ing the subject from

another side. Beauty

produced by a formula

will seldom be worth

very much, but it will

be worth least of all

when proposed to be

brought about by applying a rigid formula, and

the works referred to bear too frequently the

impress of such origin. From the seed so sown

a more plentiful crop has sprung up of discords

than of harmonies. Advancing to the analysis

from another aide, we were led to take note that

every possible shade of every possible colour

might take its place in a series along which the

eye might travel from beginning to end,—en-

countering no sudden shock, turned back upon

no harsh revulsion. Pleasingness of combina-

tion and pleasingneas of transition are in colour

as in sound the essentials of harmony and

melody,—the negations of discordances. But

discordances are continually inflicted on us by

those who, having set their palette of archi-

tectural colours by the sanctioned rule, scatter

its assortment of tints too much at random, and

manage at last to fail as often by tame apposi-

tion as by harshness in absence of softening

gradations.

Before, however, adverting to any of these

failures, a few words may be given to the mis-

chief which, so long as it lasts, must ever move

a previous question in every discussion of colour,

good or evil. Harmony of colour pre-supposes

comparative purity of colour, and how can this

be secured against the double invasion, from the

road below and black-charged skies above, of all

deflling dirtiness ? While the causes that induce

this subsist, we must,—at least in our cities and

large towns,—limit our ambition for harmonies

of colour : much of the only satisfaction we can

hope for will be, that we do not make matters

worse or invite the enemy that destroys us.

It is on this ground that brick has so much to

answer for in the gloominess and griminess

of aspect of many otherwise noble streets. Some-

thing may be done, no doubt, by excellence of

material and workmanship, by closeness of tex-

ture, evenness of face, and fineness of joints.

Something, again, might be done by an altera-

tion of proportions of the brick
5
a flatter pro-

portion would not only confer an appearance of

general fineness to the construction and also

solidity by subjecting each individual brick to

the manifest bite of a greater number and a

larger circumambient mass ; but the very reduc-

tion of the difference in area between the face of

the brick and the mortar-seams adjacent would

enhance the sense of bond, and then a more

general average would result of stains and dis-

colourations on the bricks
;
and the colour of the

seams, however fine they might be made, would

become capable of contending in some degree

with that of the plain surface they surround.

After twenty years the memory lives in the mind

of the sense of repose conveyed by large and

plain buildings at the Hague, for which no other

explanation could be given but the value of the

long flat bricks. These suggestions leave asidej

of course, the consideration of what sized brick

will do for all constructive purposes,— will be

most economical of labour in handling and

brick-laying,

—

" Oh, reason not the need [says Eing Lear], onr
basest beggars

Aro in the poorest thing superfluous

;

Allow not nature more than nature needs,

—

Man’s life is cheap as beast’s;"

and his dwelling will be scarcely dearer; and

we shall descend even lower again from that

style of accommodation in which some of the

noblest of the land might seem at present less to

be housed than warehoused.

Do what we will, however, brick, as we have

it, will still absorb damp and harbour dirt, and

even lodge lichen-growth. We by no means

wholly escape from these evils when we move

from brickwork to stone
;
and here there is the

further disadvantage that stone can scarcely be

becomingly introduced into arcbiteotnre without

some acknowledgment of its dignity by carving ;

and to nooks and crevices that are provided in

abundance by a capital ora frieze, fly at once all

the unhandsome miseries and abominations of

our atmosphere,—like the heaped unhappiness

and nnholiness that huddled about the altar of

Pity in the Agora at Athens, or took sanctuary at

Westminster in the bright Middle Ages.

We can scarcely hope, then, for anything but

palliations until after the suppression of coal-

smoke, which those of ns who are younger need

not despair to see—if they will persist in reite-

rating the delenda est.

If brick be taken at its very best and under

best circumstances, it is capable—we may not

only say with memory of Roman rains in our

minds—of dignity, but of harmonies of colour of

considerable value. For illustrations of this we

must, it is feared, rather look to the works of

the past than of the present. We demand

colours good in themselves, and then in effective

combination. Walks may be taken of no little

interest in search of examples through the older

streets of London that were once fashionable,

and are still sometimes genteel, though often no

better than highly respectable. Good bricks

well set together will be here found, and often

of a colonr that may be safely accepted as

original—as unchanged and very agreeable.

The colour of the brick is the complexion of the

future dwelling, and should no more be left to

chance even within several shades than the

colour of the same house would be if it

were introduced by a painter into a pic-

ture. Rawness, coldness, crudeness, seem

to be the opprobrious words that rise most

readily to the lips when we are moved to revile

brick architecture that offends ns. The dia-

agreeableness they indicate is very happily cor-

rected in the best of the examples we refer to,

by a clear warmth, not without obligation to an

admixture that gives faint suggestion of an

orango glow. The uncleansed accretions of

years do injury to the best examples, which it is

easy to see, even now, only require the healthy

application of a bath from a powerful fire-

engine to discover themselves in all the grace of

a tone as fresh as over was recovered in an old

master from under the brown varnish of Sir

George Beaumont. The same process would

reveal that no little, though by no means perfect

taste, was exercised in the associated colour of

bricks at the angles, edges, and borders of

windows. In the distribution of these there ia

often much to desire ; but iu the selection of

colour there is rarely a failure of harmonioua-

ness. There can be no greater contrast to much

of modern practice. The associated colour?

blend by the gradation of relationship,—we had

almost said of consanguinity,—do not start

asunder and fly into the fragments of repulsive

contrasts and antagonisms. From one colour to

the other we should not have to travel far if we

compared the route between them upon the

consecutive spiral of the diagram demonstrated

iu our previous article. The sin, as it seems to

us, of too many later attempts at polychrome in

architecture lies in harshness of contrast,—in

breach of sequence. Contrast clumsily at-

tempted ever founders on a discord. Black

voussoirs alternating with cream-coloured, and

not even kept in countenance by any analo-

gous broken alternations elsewhere, are as

painful to the musical eye as was ever unpre-

pared and unresolved discord on the ear.

The choice of the contrasting colour has to

be sustained by appropriate place,—by hap-

pily proportionate mass. When these points

are neglected or ill-managed, the eye ia at-

tacked— the word is not too strong—by the

intrusive glare ;
is left without any intermediate

help to escape
;

is carried away to other parts

only by violence of will instead of spontaneous

solicitation ;
and is teazed by the apprehension

of again encountering its enemy ;
worried by

vagrant lines of red and spots of blackened

angularities that defy all rational rule, as

vexatiously as if it were pursued by a torment-

ing and dazzling reflection. To such baited

misery, tameness is a relief, and insipidity for a

moment passes with approval for sobriety ;
bub

why should we be exposed to either one or the

other ? Wearied by a reader or a declaimer, who

is lavish of emphasis, but ever gives the dis-

tinction to the wrong word, the wrong clause,

we may accept with gratitude for a time

—

through this it is not impossible to sleep—un-

accentuated monotony or drawl ;
but when we

escape from both in no moderate discontent, we

are, if wise, no nearer to renouncing faith in the

possibility of either true eloquence or coloured

architecture as verities in art.

When stone is associated in the same work

with brick, we may observe how all-important it

is that its permanent colonr, or that which it is

sure to assume, should be duly allowed for in the

colour of the brick selected. How the transition

from one to the other is best managed—especially

how the immediately adjacent mortar-beds can

be masked by moulding or projection, and must

be, atperilof mnch offence, is matter that belongs

elsewhere : enough if it be noted here that unless

some relationship of tone and hue is within

reach, it were better that any presumed en-

hancement of dignity to the inferior material

should be sacrificed, and the nobler left in its

qnarry or cast into the sea.

The permanence with which red granite pre-

serves a high polish in a London atmosphere

has recommended its employment in very costly

and important external enrichments chiefly in

the form of columns free or attached. The

beauty of the material renders it a matter worthy

of most careful study to secure for it a place

and surroundings in every way appropriate

:

(

this can scarcely be unless in a building of any

importance it be applied in such abundance as to
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preclade the appearance of being biitap«rpureus
pannvs, and the effect of simply branding the
general material with poverty by its implied
costliness and rarity

;
the next condition is that

when rightly applied in place and in quantity it

shall be duly snpported by the associated colonrs.

It is difficult even for an ardent admirer of
Early English architecture to acquit it of having
set but an unlucky example in its use of Pur.
beck shafts. The colour of these is ever in

harsh contrast with the masonry contiguous and
connected with them, and whether in the pilla-

rets of Canterbury or Ely, or in the pillars of
the Temple in Lmdon, we shall fail to do free

opinion justice if we accept the combination as
harmonious. lu some former papers on archi-

tectural development we showed how the appb-
cation of Purbeck affiliated on the precedent of

Pisa
;
but England failed in a wealth of varied

marbles to complete the ideal. An age in which
imitation and revivalism cannot bur, have im-
portant sway amidst reviving enthusiasm of
ancient monuments, has ever to bo on its guard
against reviving the erroneous and taking the
immature and the mistaken for models. We
would say boldly that the Gothic architects
never did full justice to any one of their styles;

before they bad perfected one by elaborating
its best capabilities and revising its defects, they
were carried off by suggestions of novel forms,
and pushed on an improvement at once so rapidly,

that it came out forthwith as blank substitu-
tion. If this be 80

,
the task of the modern Gothic

architect who selects a period for special atten-
tion should be quite as much to correct and
complete as to imitate bis master. How far he
is capable of such a function he will have an
opportunity to show, in his treatment of Pur-
beck shafts, as well as many another detail.

Gothic apart,—there is much the same objection
to the position of polished granite shafts where
by splendour and permanence they shame the
poverty of the stone above them aud around,
that is always taking stains and variegations
from the atmosphere even when not suff'ering in
surface as being “ soluble in soot and water.”
We see dust and weather-stains so far co-

operating in some instances, that while the sheen
of the granite is reduced, and its colour deadened,
the stone of the building acquires a yellowish
tone, that helps to some appearance of a union.
But this is not architecture, any more than a
sweep’s dirty face is full dress.

It is but seldom we see these enrichments
without being tempted to cry, would there had
been more or less. Costliness fails fatigued even
before it has accompliehed the column ; and
to escape a harsh discord, not merely in
quality of material but in colour, we demand
both for ease of transition and as matter of
keeping that it should have such a bronze base
as was familiar in Sicily to Pindar, and a bronze
if not gilt capital. If any part whatever of the
column is to be exceptionally rich, it would seem
that it should be the naturally rich and conspi-
cuous capital and moulded base. To leave these
poor conveys the intimation that extravagance
has made a vulgar blunder, and, exhausting its

purse upon an equipage, has nothing left for

horses.

OUE DAILY BEEAD.

The subject of the supply of food to the popu-
lation of the United Kingdom is one which the
annual increase of that population renders every
year more important. Kor can we measure that
increase by the moderate augmentation of some
one per cent, per annum, indicated by the total
of each successive decennial census. The ever-
increasing complications of modern civilization,
the strain put upon the productive power of
Europe by the diversion from agriculture to
military occupation of 4,000,000 of the flower of
her youth, the competition of all manufacturing
art with the patient toil of the farmer, and,
perhaps more than all, the insatiable rapacity of
speculation, tell with formidable weight on the
exertions of the bread-winner.
The mother-idea, as our Continental neigh-

bours would term it, of the British school of
political economy, was that of the difference in
the ratio of increase between consumption and
production. In this, as in all theories which
stare from a single assumption, practice differs
widely from hypothesis. That under certain
given circumstances the difficulty feared by
Malthas might arise, may be freely granted.
That in a country which is a very hive of indus-
try, and of which the ports are freely open for
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the reception of the harvests of the world, an
increase of the inhabitants should be, were ail

things wisely ordered, anything but an increase
of wealth, may be unhesitatingly denied. Of all

the products of civilized life the mature, healthy,
educated man or woman is the most precious. It
is that without which no other product Laj any
value at all.

To secure this ultimate product of civilisation
the first and most important requisite is an
abundant supply of cheap and wholesome food.
Increase in the price of food, or, what is the
same thing, diminution in its quantity, or
deterioration in its quality, is instantly felt, aud
the immediate tendency of such a change is the
detenoration of the race. Brought to a certain
pitch, such a change is the sure cause of political
convulsion.

That continental government which assumes
to be the ultimate expression of the popular will
invariably keeps a watchful eye on the supply of
food for the people, aud is accustomed directly
to interfere when the price of bread threatens
any notable rise. In our own country any such
interference on the part of the Government is

inconsistent with our habits, and foreign to our
political forms. But it by no means follows that
the supply aud the demand will equalise them-
selves with the happy propriety promised us by
political economists. It is true that the opposing
interests are altogether disproportionate in their
magnitude. The want of cheap and good food
is universal. The benefit to be derived by
individuals from the rise of price or from
the adulteration of quality is dispropor-
tionately small in comparison to the injury
inflicted on the consuming public. But, on
the other band, that small benefit is divided
among so small a number of persons that the
amount which may be received by each of
them is very large. There is, therefore, a
very powerful inducement to the formation of
sufh an organised system on the part of the sup-
piyers,—not the producers,—of food, as the con-
sumers can only meet by some sort of counter
organisation. In other words, the tradesman’s
profit has become disproportionately high. The
difference between the wholesale and the retail

price, between the sum which the farmer receives
for bis beasts and his wheat, and that which the
butcher and the baker demand for ajoint and for a
loaf, is too great to do no more than cover the
proper risks and profits of trade. Butcher will
not undersell butcher, or baker, baker, because
it is more to their interest to arrive at a common
understanding, and to keep up the price of their
commodities against their common prey,—the
public.

The above statement is not matter of mere
opinion. Not a season passes without the atten-
tion of the publicbeingmore or less forcibly called
to the subject, by such means as the comparison
between the Leadenhall price of meat and that
charged by the West-end, or even by the country
butcher; and the remark of the steady main-
tenauce of the items of the baker’s bill, in face
of a fall in the corn market. But exposures in

the newspapers effect little, unless it be by turn-
ing more and more the attention of those to
whom domestic economy is important to the
practical application of that remedy which lies

nearest to the hand.
In every speculation, and in every kind of

business, profit is in some sort dependent on
risk. Eisfc and profit might be spoken of, in
mathematical language, as “functions” of one
another, were it not that the latter is generally
so contrived as to increase much more rapidly
than the former. The increased profit, in busi-
ness as well as in the lottery system, generally
far exceeds the increase of risk which forms its

pretext. In this fact lies the secret of the large
fortunes which are now so rapidly accumulated
in trade. The risk of the tradesman, who is

sufficiently at home in his trade to understand
the art of purchasing his wares, may be reduced
to two items,—want of custom and bad debts. If
we except the risk of pilferage from bis own serv-
ants, and suppose the salesman to be fib for his
trade,he canonly loseeither from having hiswares
left on his hands from want of custom, or from
having them taken off his hands by customers
who subsequently fail to pay him for the goods.
If these two sources of risk can be eliminated, the
profit of atradesmanmay becalculated with thent-
mostexactitude. It will depend,toa certain extent,
on the amount of his business, because a certain
fixed expenditure in rent, wages, Ac., will have to
be divided over a larger or less difference between
income and expenditure

; but we are supposing
the magnitude of the business to be to some
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extent determined beforehand, when we speak of
avoiding the risk of want of custom. Let a man
be assured that he shall have a steady demand
for so many pounds, hundred-weights, or tons of
food or other merchandise per week, and let him
be assured that he shall be paid for such demand
down on the nail, and he can afford to he satis-

fied with a very moderate per-ceutage upon the
wholesale price.

This practical piece of political economy has
been acted upon, with the best results, by some
of the co-operative associations of the day.
There are signs that the attention of the con-
suming public is being more and more steadily
turned in the direction of self-protection by
association. Of course the danger will arise, as
we have not nnfrequently pointed out, of the
waste of money from want of experience, or from
want of faithful service. A number of house-
holders uniting in a meat association, and ap-
pointing their own agent to buy and to manage
for them all, are veiy much at the mercy of suuh
a manager

;
and if they light on an incompe-

tent or a dishonest agent will be likely by and
by to sneak back again repentant to the tri-

umphant butchers, who will, no doubt, cele-

brate the return of the converted prodigals
by the addition of an extra halfpenny or penny
to the price of the pound of meat. The great
source of loss in all undertakings that are
carried on by subscribed associated capital,

namely, the wont of a sufficient personal interest
on the part of the manager, must never be for-

gotten by those who seek to save or to gain
money. They must take care that the principles
of human nature are acting for, and not against,
their enterprise, or human nature will win in the
long-run, and the enterprise will come taanend.

It is, therefore, rather by the association of a
respectable body of customers, on the one baud,
with respectable and selected tradesmen on the
other, than by means of more directly self-

originated undertakings, that we hope to see a
reform in the supply of food. But such enter-
prises must have, in order to be sound, a certain

degree of restriction. There must be a reality

in the membership, if there is to be any position

aud permanent advantage to be derived by the
members. A co-operative association must not
sink into a mere means of advertising certain
tradesmen. Above all, it seems important to

insist on exclusive ready-money transactions, and
that for a twofold reason : one is the avoidance of
risk, for even with a weekly payment there is a
certain amount of risk—a definite maximum, it

may be, but still an appreciable item in the
balance sheet; the other is, that the man who
pays cash trades on his own capital. The re-

tnrus are rapid. Pay day by day, and your
shilling is turned daily by the tradesman, and

j

earns its daily profit. Pay once a week, aud
i

the shilling is turned only once, instead of six

times. The risk may be little; the time is very
short; the bank will readily find the money to
conduct the short credit business

;
all this is

true. But it is no less true that 1001. daily

turned over will earn just six times as much
in a year as lOOZ. weekly turned over. If we are
seeking for economy do not let ns neglect so ob-
vious an element.

With the function of the retail tradesman the
supply of the family at the smallest remunera-
tive advance on the bond/de wholesale price of
the chief articles of consumption the question by
no means ends. The full ligffit of publicity has
to be turned on the sources of primary produc-
tion. Some producers, many, it may be, object
to this. Parmers refuse to give information as
to the acreage devoted to various crops, and re-

sent what they consider an unwarrantable in-

terference with their own business. Let them
rely on it that they are wrong in so regard-
ing it. They thus injure the consumer, and
by no means benefit themselves. Ignorance is

hostile to the true interest of either producer or
consumer. Such a proposition, nakedly put, is

self-evident. There is, indeed, a class of people
who live upon that ignorance

;
it is the class

which, known to our ancestors by odious names
of forestaJler, regrater, and the like, now dignifies

itself by the name of specnlator. We do nob
speak of that free and open speculation which is

the life of all commerce—the fair risk which the
merchant knowingly runs, and for which he de-

serves to be fairly remunerated. But it is the
speculation which has prolonged the panic of

1866 to the winter of 1867 j
it is the unrighteous

and accursed speculation which broke bank after

bank that men might make money by the depre-
ciation of shares, and grow fat upon the ruin of
families, that we deprecate. The man who sells
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that which he has Bot— cotton, iron, wheat,

shares—in the intent, which ho forthwith sets

himself to work to carry out, per fas et nefas, so

to force down the prices as to buy a week hence

at a lower value than that for which he sells,

or the man who buys that which he cannot pay

for, in the hope that he can puff his purchase

into imaginary value before he is called upon

to pay,—these are the men, and these alone,

whose interest it is to close the eyes of the

public as to the actual operations of yearly

husbandry.
With statistical knowledge of the actual state

of our agriculture, should be associated full in-

formation as to the most reliable improvements

in husbandry. Very much has been effected

within the last ten or fifteen years. A ride or

a drive through an agricultural district now, is

very unlike what it used to be. If the progress

of the railway system has, unfortunately, been

brought to a stand, such is not the case with

that of the steam plough. Drainage is annually

adding to the productive acreage of England

a far more certain gain than that effected by

such operations as the annexation of Nice and

Savoy to the French empire, at the cost of

fifteen years of imperial rnle. New manures,

and, better still, the intelligent use of the refuse

of our great cities, are only commencing their

beneficial service, and the chemical investiga-

tion of soil, and scientific application of the

deficient elements, in each particular case, are

raising farming to the rank of practical science.

Connected with this application of science to

agriculture, are the labours of the naturalist.

Acclimatization, which hitherto has for the most
part been studied for the sake of ornament and
luxury, is more and more attracting attention for

economical purposes. In our colonies and foreign

dependencies, this is, perhaps, more the case

than in Great Britain. The extension of tea

and coffee culture in India has had a sensible

effect upon the home' market. The enoonrage-

ment of the growth of cotton has received a

powerful stimulus from the post campaigns of

the American civil war. Perhaps the most
noticeable of all similar efforts has been the

safe conveyance, under circumstances of peculiar

danger and difficulty, to suitable climates in

India, of the seed and seedlings of the cinchona,

and the successful inauguration of a new and do-

mestic source of the invaluable drug quinine. In

England itselfwe have welcomed the visit of that

marvellous stranger, the Raphaiius Caudata, the

new radish, with pods that grow with visible

celerity, the very bean-stalk of the fable! We
are just now witnessing an amusing newspaper
discussion as to the merits of a new cereal, the

Chinese sugar-grass, which disappointed pur-

chasers declare comes up only by aid of the hot-

bed, and is worth nothing when it has so come
up. We are receiving lessons from the growers

of Normandy pippins and Bon Chr4tien pears as

to the more productive management of our

orchards. In kitchen horticulture, as well as in

floral horticulture, our gardeners seem arriving

at great power of modifying, and, in many in-

stances, improving the ordinary operations of

nature. That this skilful attention may be

directed with the best results to the wider field

of agriculture, we have at least two very notable

and luminous proofs. One is to be found in the

magnificent growth of giant turnips that has

been attained by the carefully repeated process

of selection of seed from none but the finest

plants
;
the other is the similar result of a similar

care in the case of wheat. The instances which

we have quoted are enough to encourage the hope

that we are but on the threshold of a very marked
and beneficial improvement in the results of

agricultural study,— improvement which will

combinethe naturalisation and successful growth
of plants hitherto strangers to our soil, with
the transformation of those long cultivated

among os into highly improved varieties.

We have left no space to speak of that which
was chiefly in our thoughts on taking up the pen

,

—namely, the improvement in water-farming.
Everywhere, indeed, by land as well as by water,

the increase of scientific knowledge is leading

men to respect more, and to destroy less, the

works of God. The grouse disease of the present

season has called attention to the ill results of a
wholesale destruction of the birds of prey. But
our rivers have suffered far more than our forests

and hedge-rows, and that from the double cause

of the wanton and greedy destruction of the fish,

and the pollution of the streams by sewage. In

both of these respects we have brought legisla-

tion to bear with visible success. The care of

man, directed to the artificial hatching of fish,

is restoring the salmon to those rivers from

which unpardonable neglect has allowed this

king of fishes to he driven. Even the Thames
gives promise of a return of these noble

migratory fish, and there is reason to hope that

within a few years they may become couamon in

many of our inland waters. It is, indeed, time

that we should try to restore the fish to their

element, or the element to the fish, for it is

announced that we are at the end of onr oysters.

So vigorous has been the onslaught of the

dredges, that the beds are exhausted, the price

of the natives is becoming fabulous, and, without

the scientific aid of the oyster farmer, the eaters

of that nutritions mollusc will be driven to depend
on the supplies furnished by the French and

the Italian bays and lakes. Look where we will,

the need of man has so far impaired the wealth

of the uncultivated stores of nature, that h'e is

called upon to labour in order to replace the

waste. He has so far subdued the earth, that

he has no time to lose in tilling her surface and
in replenishing her stores.

MB. HENRY COLE’S ADDRESS TO PARIS
ARCHITECTS.

The opening meeting of the ficole Centrale

d’Architecture in Paris was held on the 12th

inst., when Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., delivered a

discourse in French. We English it thus ;

—

“ Readers of the Bible, at your Universal Exhi-

bition, thanks to the Emperor, you know well

that no one is a prophet in his own country. If

the South Kensington Museum were endowed

with life, it would on this occasion express to

you at once surprise and gratitude lor the

gracious consecration that you give to it in my
person. In its own country, the museum has

had to fight for its life. Parliament pays, but

discusses seriously its existence, besides salutary

opposition. An ignorant public, it is true,

delights itself in filling our galleries} bot in

England our high priests of architecture have

crucified the author of the designs for the

museum buildings,—Captain Fowke, to whom,
nevertheless, the International Jury of your Ex-

hibition has awarded a gold medal of the first-

class. Finding myself in the midst of friends

of the museum, as I flatter myself you are,

allow me, notwithstanding the quality of my
French, as well that I am not an architect, to say

a few words to yon on architecture. I ask my-
selfwhy you have done me the honour of request-

ing me to preside over you, and I imagine I have

found the reason in a certain analogy that exists

between your Central School of Architecture and

onr museum at Kensington : we put in practice,

I believe, the theoretic principles that you teach

here. If I do not deceive myself, yon regard

construction as constituting the skeleton of

monnraents
;
so do we j

you hold as a fundamental

principle that a monument should he appropriate

to its purpose, the same as we do. You believe

that the nature of the materials used should

regulate the form : we also. It is then, and

then only, that yon concern yourselves with

decoration : we the same. You subordinate de-

coration to construction : so do we at Kensing-

ton. Is it, then, a heresy to proceed thus ?

The. arrangements of a public mnseum, which

thousands of blouses and short jackets frequent,

differ from those of a religious temple, whether

it be Egyptian, Greek, or Roman : they differ

from those of a cathedral or of a church, re-

formed or not reformed ;
nor are they any more

like those of a fortress, of a battlemented tower,

of an imperial palace, or ol a feudal chateau.

Museums are, so to say, a sort of modern
socialist monument, where the level is the

same for all. There is no dais, and there are no

reserved places, and the architecture of the past

furnishes us with but rare suggestions for their

foundation. London not enjoying the brilliant

clearness of the Paris climate, we have sought to

obtain the greatest amount of light possible

:

that being obtained, we regulate it by means of

blinds. It is easy to intercept the light, but not

to make it. It is necessary for us to provide

heat on a great scale, and we have miles of pipes

moderately warmed. Wo have since our opening

lighted the museum by illuminating each night

14,000 gas-burners, and we hope soon to have

40,000. Our ventilation is provided by that

primitive process that consists in introducing an
abundance of fresh air or of warmed air, accord-

ing to the exigencies of the season, and allowing

the vitiated air to escape by the ceilings. Not;

. having that magnificent freestone of Paris, which

cuts like,—cheese, we nse red brick and terra-

cotta; and terra-cotta, you know, resists atmo-

spheric influences better than granite itself.

You have noticed, perhaps, in the Exhibition a
semi-circular arch and a work in brick, which the

despotism of a logical classification has placed

in the gallery for machines. We have had the

honour of offering these specimens to the Con-

servatoire des Arts et Metiers, where they will be
placed in the garden. We imitate at Kensing-

ton the example yon give us in Paris in daring

to apply iron for the support of carpentry and
ceilings. We even allow to be seen some of the

iron ribs, which we decorate with gildings. Upon
the walls we place majolica and mosaics of

enamelled faience,—an invention to which I

venture to call your attention, because it offers

the means of giving an eternal duration to mural

paintings. Gentlemen, if yon are willing to

brave the terrors of La Manche, to have faith in

the recipes against sea sickness, and to come
and see the Kensington Mnseum, we shall be
happy to act as your guides, and you will find, I

dare hope, that we are faibhfnl to the true prin-

ciples of architecture,—principles that are so

resolutely, so brilliantly, taught to you in the

Central School of Architecture. Perhaps yon
will find there some ideas,—some useful sug-

gestions that yoiT will accept in exchange for the

magnificent examples of yonr studies that we
have been permitted to obtain from your school.

It seems to me that architecture, like many
other things, is just now in a state of transition.

The architecture of our days is not studied in

the cloister for the purpose of building cathe-

drals, fortresses for the nobles, or numerous
palaces for kings. It ought all over the world to

supply the wants of a civilized democracy, and
cannot progress bat by resting on common sense

directed by science and inspired by art; and it

i.s thus architectnre should devote itself in all

humility. May M. Hausstnann long continue to

respect these tranquil gardens of the Central

School, which recall to mo the peaceful shelter

of a cloister, and permit yon to pursue your

studies, BO pacific, so useful, of a character so

elevated, and which contribute so much to the

happiness of humanity. Gentlemen students, I

am happy to be able to say that your director

has been so bind as to allow me to oft'er, for the

end of the present scholastic year, a prize to be

given to the most successful student in draw-

ing the figure ; this prize will be awarded by the

students themselves.

Mr. Cole is a valuable public servant, and has

often entitled himself to our warm thanks, which

were never sparingly given. We are very sorry

that we do not find ourselves induced to

add to those thanks by this address. The work
for which the International Jury awarded a

medal to the late Captain Fowke has no con-

nexion whatever with the building designed

by him which provoked hostile criticisms,

nowhere more severe than in Franco ; nor

did “the high priests of architecture” cru-

cify Captain Fowke for those portions of the

permanent museum which could now bo shown.

In setting forth the ordinary principles of

architectural design as those in which the

Ecole Centrale d’Architecture and the South

Kensington authorities agree, his Paris audience

must have been led to suppose, erroneously,

that these were not the principles taught in

England, and carried ont more or less by Eng-

lish architects according to their ability and

taste. Again: surely it was neither necessary

nor correct to say that the iron construction

in the new Courts at South Kensington

was the result of following what had been

done in Paris. That Mr. Cole, of the Great

Exhibition of 1851, should say this, is surely re-

markable. The French architects who studied

years ago the court of the Oxford Museum, and

imitated everywhere the construction of our

railway stations, must have listened to this re-

mark with surprise, though much too jealous of

national credit to question for a moment its

correctness.

American Manufacture of Steel Tires.

—

The manufacture of steel tires for locomotives,

formerly a branch of trade done only in Ecgland,

is now accomplished successfully at several

places in the United States, one of the latest

factories opened being located at Nashua, New
Hampshire. Philadelphia was the first place in

America where steel locomotive tires were

made.
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SANITABY AJ.'D SOCIAL ACCOMJIODA-
TIONS IN THE STBEETS OF PAKIS.

The sparkling streets of Paris have several

features in sanitary and social accommodation
tbat deserve a word of notice. Ever gay, with
the use of light colours and gilding, and full of

motion, with the fluttering of awnings drawn
here and there over the footways in front of

houses, and shops, and caf^s, with jalousies

and sombreros to the windows on the sunny
side of the streets, and green, rustling, and
leafy with the blending of trees with road-

ways, the authorities have made them still more
attractive by erecting and allowing others to

erect various constructions of an ornamental
character for useful purposes in great numbers.
The Boulevards, the Palais Royal, the Champs
Elysees, the most frequented of the places, have
all isolated erections of the kinds we are about
to describe. But before specifying these we
would allude to a still more important experi-

ment, the concrete roads that are now in

use. In some streets the noise and rattle we
are accustomed to associate with much traffic

is suddenly lost, and although the bustle con-
tinues and there is just as much swift coming
and going to and fro, a comparative quiet reigns
ai-ound. This is owing to the construction of
the roadway. Instead of the surface presenting
the rough, uneven form of granite blocks or
macadam, it is entirelyconcreted and smooth. The
wheels of the omnibnaes are muffled, and all

that is heard is the ring of the metal shoes on
the horses’ hoofs.

The disadvantages of this system appear to

be the rapid casting off of a fine powdery dust;
which inconvenience is only to be obviated by
the use of the water-cart or watering hose. The
limey nature of the concrete combined with the
BUD-heat absorbs the water rapidly, and water-
ing is continuous in fine weather. Accordingly,
a feature in Parisian streets is the frequent pre-
sence of the watermen. One of M. Haussmau’s
grand points is evidently to efiect a saving of
labour

; and this intention is carried out right
and left, even to the watering of streets. The
apparatus used for the purpose is ingenious.
Several lengths of metal pipes, each about 10 ft.

long, are attached together by hose junctions,
the junction of each length resting on very low
small wood trucks furnished with tiny wheels.
One end is attached to the home-fontaine, or
water-plug, and at the opposite end is the nozzle,
which the waterman carries in hia hand, squirt-
ing the water right and left from the main,
with great dexterity, among passengers and
vehicles, easily moving the metal pipes on their
wheels along the smooth surface in any direc-
tion he requires, and standing at considerable
distances from the water-plug. This system
can, however, only be applied in very wide and
uncrowded streets. The new roadways are con-
structed on a principle that has some advan-
tages on the score of cleanliness and sightliness

as well as noiselesaness. Instead of the gutters
being made as open channels running parallel
with the curb-stone, they are partly recessed
underneath it. Besides the deep curve beneath
the overhanging curb-stone there is a slightly-

raised portion in granite blocks, which confines
the waters in the channels, discharges them into
the concealed gullies, and prevents them from
overflowing on to the cement roadway. As the
daily dust, waste, and ddbris accumulated by
Parisian householders are turned out on to the
gutters and collected by the scavenging carts
every morning, the gutters necessarily hold for
several hours before noon the filth. Water is

turned on three hours a day to purify the streets,
and men are employed to sweep them as the
water runs

;
the gutter keeping the filth out

of sight under the curb is therefore a desirable
sanitary provision.

At intervals, among the trees that border the
footways of the Boulevards and other places of
public resort, are somewhat fantastically con-
stmcted pavilion erections, varying from the
size of a pillar-post to a small Swiss cottage.
Some are for the sale of light drinks, others for
the exhibition and sale of newspapers and small
literary wares, and others, again, are “stopping-
places.” The proprietors of co/^shave, indeed, time
out of mind, carried awnings over the pavements,
and placed their inviting chairs and little tables
under the green and shady flicker of the trees

;

but these smart little buildings are on the in-

crease, and have a sort of affinity to the world’s
fair that has been such an attraction in Paris
this year. We will describe one of them. It is

for the sale of newspapers. The materials em-,

ployed are wood, glass, and bronze. It is of an
octagonal form, and its height is divided into

three tiers of panelled compartments, of which
the lowest is entirely of wood, and the two upper
ones are glazed. One panel, or one side of the
octagon, is left open for communication with the
person in charge within. A bronze cresting
finishes the octagon, which is covered over with
a small domed roof. The entire diameter is

about 4 ft. and the height 12 ft. The urinoirs
are more like very tall pillar-posts, with a small
recessed sink provided with a drain at a conve-
nient distance from the ground. There are,

however, numerous designs in these accommoda-
tions, which are for the most part situated in

astoundingly exposed and public places. The
municipal government boldly deals with the sub-
ject of the necessary conveniences. An English-
man is not prepared to find so much provision
of the kind ; nor the sites of it so conspicuous,
nor the forms so studied, and ornamental, as
may now be noticed.

At the main entrance to the H6tel de Yille

the first bay to the left has been furnished with
simple slate divisions between the buttresses at
the plinth level, without any farther shelter for,

or disguise from, the passers by.
*

Within sight of the Tuileries windows on that
broad gravel-walk, where the prim orange trees
with their twisted, gnarled, and knotted roots,

stand in boxes, and the ornamented sentry-
boxes are painted in dark green stripes upon a
white ground, and the familiar statues stand out
luminously white against a dark green foliaged
background, and all around is stately, palatial,

and somewhat formal, we come upon two more
conveniences of this description in a moat public
position. The broad flight of atone steps by which
ascent is made from terrace to terrace has a re-

taining wall on either side, and in these retaining
walls, close to the steps, are two arched recesses,

made originally to relieve the blankness of the
masonry, which are now each furnished with four
urinal sinks, divided from one another by a slight

projection, hut in no respect partitioned ofl' from
the frequenters of these Elyeian fields. And
nearer than this to the Tuileries, at a gateway
immediately under the windows, a cafd has been
permitted to establish itself, and place a conve-
nience for the use of its patrons on the side

nearest to the palace windows. Provision for

ladies is also made. Among the shops in the main
streets are, here and there, shop-fronts in which no
goods are exposed for sale. They have announce-
ments in the windows to the effect that there are
cabinets inodora within. On entering the open
door, farther notifications point out which
cabinets are intended pour les dames, and which
are set apartpour les hommes. We know not which
is most startling, the amount of provision or its

exposure.

In the Place de la Madeleine there is a foun-
tain, in which flowers and water are alternated
with a charming effect. The margin of the
large stone basin into which the fountain daintily

splashes and sprinkles its waters is bordered
with flowers. Half-way up its height are more
flowers and moss, and its summit is formed by a
gaslamp, with which the whole is lighted up at
night. We must add, admiration of flowers as
ornaments sometimes lead to curious associa-
tions. We saw, a few days’ since, a geranium
growing in a pot deftly inserted in the inside of
a fatted calf, that a butcher had recently killed,

and suspended by a hook in hia shop-window,
and bouquets and flower-pots indiscriminately
garnishing the meat.
The cafis are more resplendent than ever.

They made Paris a city of colonnades of awn-
ings and loggie. We note an arrangement in

which the front of the caf4 is raised from the
fa9ade of the house, so as to leave room for a
row of velvet-covered seats and ornamental
slate tables beneath the protection afforded from
the overhanging house. Beyond the slate-

covered table is a cane-bottomed dos-d-dos. Per-
sons sitting on one side of this face the velvet
chairs we have mentioned, and those on the
other face a second row of tables, which are in
their turn bounded by another row of seats, over
all of which flutters a smart striped awning. In
the Palais Royal, between the piers of four of
the arches of the arcade, which are made to
serve as a base, a glass and iron cof4, called the
Rotonde, on account of its form, has been per-
mitted to encroach into the gardens. Still more
covered space is cleverly contrived by the exten-
sion of the flat, ornamental, zinc roof, which is

fringed on its outer edge by a cresting above,
and cnaped valence below, considerably beyond
the Crystal Palace-like salle. It is supported at
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intervals by light iron columns, and forms a
sheltered colonnade, which at this season is

crowded with visitors. It is furnished with
chairs and small tables. Protection from the
sun is obtained for the occupants of the colon,

nade by curtains, which are looped to the
columns, or drawn at pleasure. The whole is

painted in stripes of colour, A second encroach-
ment upon the gardens from the arches of the
colonnade, forms another caJ4, This is not
glazed. It consists only, we might almost say,

of a rectangular roof, supported on light iron
columns, to which curtains are also attached.
The Parisians, like ourselves, jealous of their

open spaces, would, doubtless, not eye these
encroachments with toleration, if it were not
that coffee sipping in the open air is part of
Parisian life, which any one may enjoy who can
pay for it. Notwithstanding this feeling, the
French press is beginning to inquire how much
further are such encroachments to be permitted.

In all the public places, on the boulevards, on
the quays, in the gardens of the Palais Royal,
Tuileries, and Champa Elysees, there is an ample
supply of double-seated benches with rails, so

that people sit upon them dos d dos. These are
free to the public. In addition to these there are

tens of thousands of chairs provided by specu-
lators, for the use of which a demand of two
sous is made. The latest novelty in the form of

a chair is that provided in great numbers in the
outer circle of the Great Exhibition, concerning
the monopoly of which there has been so much
dispute. It has a spring circular seat, which is

made of strips of thin metal, radiating from a
flat central boss, each strip being narrower
where it runs into the centre than it is at the
outer edge of the seat, and rises up in a round
cushion form. The novelty consists in the
lightness yet strength of the chair, which is all

painted metal, as well as in the elasticity of the
seats. In noting these apparently inconsiderable

sanitary and social accommodations, the improved
roads, gutters, waterings of streets, newspaper-
pavilions, seats, &c., we find the Government,
while grasping with the greater features of
public buildings and new streets, has not
omitted attention to the minor matters that
increase the convenience of the out-of-door

public. In this respect our town authorities

might well take some hints.

THE QUALITY OF IRON AS NOW USED.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Engi-
neers, Mr. Ewing Matheson read a paper under
this heading, wherein he showed the difference

there is in the character of iron, and how very
dear a low-priced article sometimes is. We
quote a portion of the paper as of great interest

to our readers :

—

This paper in being addressed to engineers at

any rate, appeals to those who can disease the
facte put forward, and, if they think proper, act

npon them
;
but unfortunately a large proportion

of constructive ironwork is not designed by
engineers at all, but by architects, who, of
necessity, have to usurp functions in the proper
exercise of which they have not had sufficient

experience.* The materials of wood and stone
and brick they use in all the forms and dispo-

sitions which the accumulated traditions of
centuries have proved to be the best, and they
have on every side examples of what to copy or
avoid

; but iron is a new element to many of

them, in its present numerous varieties of ap-

plication. The demand for fire-proof building,

for open spaces involving large distances between
bearings,—in fact, for iron in most of its modem
forms,—finds many of them quite unprepared for

its proper treatment. There are, of course,

many exceptions ; there are those who have
wisely given the subject special attention, as one
which is paramount, and there are those who, in

these special matters, show their discretion by
asking the advice of an engineer. But while
some architects have a large and happy belief in

the capabilities of iron, they cannot get out of
their mind’s eye, or rather their architectural

eye, the forms and proportions of bygone days.

There is sometimes to be seen in London the
most extraordinary strength given to ironwork
in warehouses, where stancheons have been
placed that would have carried St. Paul's
almost

j
and this feeling, again, is another re-

sult of the utter uncertainty that prevails abonfc

• This refers to what is rather than to what ought to

be.—

E

d.
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the strength of iron. The matter ends with the

architect, when, in a neat bill of quantities en-

dorsed “ Smith and Founder,” bis ironwork

goes forth to the builders, and from them no
one knows where, certainly, in most cases, all

over Great Britain, directly or indirectly ;
and a

contracting builder of the present day will

obviously accept the lowest tender, unless some-
thiug notoriously wrong appears in it. And
naturally, therefore, the architect makes himself

safe, and allows for a strength of casting which
probably the vilest iron in England will give

him. Architects often apply tests, but generally

only to something higher than their working
load, and no valuable knowledge is obtained.

In the more conspicuous and ornamental iron-

work an architect will examine critically the

outside finish and appearance of his castings,

quite unaware, in most instances, whether in

strength or toughness the iron is twenty per

cent, above or below a fair standard. "What it

is likely to be may be shrewdly guessed from
the system under which it may be procured, it

having very likely been purchased from the

cheapest ironfounder, who cannot use good iron

without loss.

In London, where space is valuable, where
the skill of the architect is taxed to make the

most of the ground, surely it would pay best to

use the strongest material, and save in breadth

and head room. Iron is simply iron in the eyes

of a builder who does not care to make curious

scientific inquiries into the material supplied to

him : if it has a good appearance he is satisfied

he has done the best for himself; but it is doubt-
ful if the architect has done the best for his

client. In the so-called fire-proof structures of
the present day, the structures themselves may
•be so, but when filled with combustible goods,

they are destroyed in spite of precautions. A
warehouse composed of iron framing, of concrete
jfloors, and stone staircases, is looked upon as in-

vulnerable
;
but when, filled with hemp, and tea,

and oil, it catches fire, what of the framework
•then ? Then, indeed, the iron stancheons and
girders are tested. With the intense heat, all

their power changes
j
they bend, they break, they

fall
;
floor crashes through to floor, and the fire-

jjroof building is in ruins. Who knows how much
turned the scale, and whether just a little more
strength and toughness in the iron would not
iave stood the ordeal

;
but the building has

fallen because of cheap rotten iron, and all the
ingenuity that contrived the structure is baffled

and defeated. One other small instance, though
it may seem a trivial matter ;—the lamp-posts
•of London, the moat conspicuous and oftenest

repeated objects in the streets, and which are a
disgrace to this city. They are common, clumsy,
and ugly to a degree. If elegant, they might
give a character and finish to the thoroughfares,
but there is no public censor of taste, and a
local Vestry Board ask for the old, old pattern

;

and, having invited tenders, obtain their pillars,

painted and weighed, into store for something
like 61. 6s. a ton. When any one sees a lamp-
post smashed by a passing wagon, let him look

to the article that was supplied to the parish.

Bad iron, and the core perhaps all on one side,

.will show what is done in open competition and
rotten iron.

And if it be now asked, What is the remedy
for this state of things ? it would not be unfair

to reply that this should rest with the profes-

sional engineer, who needs only to be acquainted
wich the deficiencies he has to deal with. But,
at any rate, some suggestions or hints may be
offered for consideration. The main thing to

correct is the great uncertainty that prevails, and
the more of which is removed the greater nicety
can be given to calculations, and the greater
reliance can be placed on them when they are
mmde. At present there is no standard held up
ifor imitation, and every one has his own notions
•on the matter. If an ironfounder is asked if his

znetal is *' good,” it would not be in his human
nature to answer but in the affirmative; while,

if be were asked if his iron would stand a specific

strain named in exact figures, he would think
twice before he said that which could easily be
proved to be false. Again, an honest ironfounder

would prefer to have this uncertainty removed.
He would know then what was expected from
him, and how far he could compete; while, at
present, he may use irons the difference in the
value of which may more than cover the margin
between the highest and lowest in a row of

tenders. And for the engineer how useful would
this certainty be. Any experiments he might
make, or experience he might gain, would be
based on positive facts as to the quality of

material, and he would know that in any suc-

cessive work the same results would follow only

where similar construction was combined with

the same value of iron.

Nothing has been said here of the morality

involved in the manufacture of good or bad
iron

;
but when it is remembered how often

human lives depend upon the structures designed

for public use, and when engineers recall the

failures that have occurred within their own
experience from defective material, it will be
acknowledged that the subject is one of the

gravest importance.

TEE HEALTH OF SWANSEA.

There are certain groups of our large towns
in which commercial prosperity, inducing a

rapid growth of population, has resulted in

excessive death-rates. The cotton districts of

Lancashire, the woollen districts of Yorkshire,

the black country of Warwickshire and Stafford-

shire, the coal districts of Durham and Northum-
berland, and the coal and iron districts of South
Wales, are the most conspicuous of these groups.

The towns in these several groups have increased

in population more rapidly than their house
accommodation ; and till lately their growth has
been unheeded and untended by sanitary pre-

cautions
;
as a natural consequence, the over-

crowding and neglected drainage and sewerage
have resulted in high death-rates, with their

usual heavy proportion of sickness, and, in too

many instances, a disastrous mortality from
cholera during the epidemic which prevailed last

year.

Not one of the above groups of towns suffered

80 severely from cholera during 1866 as that in

South Wales, comprising Merthyr Tydfil, Bridg-

end, Neath, Swansea, and Llanelly. These towns
had for some time previously considerably con-

tributed to the excessive town death-rates in

England and Wales ; but the result of that

epidemic stimulated a greater sanitary activity

in many of these towns, the effect of which is

already appearing in the periodical returns of

mortality. We have before us the quarterly

returns of Mr. Ebenezer Davis, medical officer of

health for Swansea, for the three months ending
the 30th of September last. The report itself is

concise and unpretending, but the figures are

conclusive both as to the amount of useful sani-

tary work which baa been carried out by the

Swansea Local Board of Health, and as to the

present satisfactory condition of the health of

the town.
The borough of Swansea contained at the

census of 1851, a population of 31,461 persons;

these bad increased in 1861, to 41,606; and
crediting the town with a similar rate of increase

since 1861, the present population would not be
far short of 50,000. The deaths registered during

last quarter in this population, were 221, whereas
Mr. Davies states that the average number of

deaths in the third quarter of the four preceding

years (omitting from the comparison last year,

when the deaths from cholera alone exceeded
the usual deaths from all causes), was 250.

These 221 deaths give an annual rate ot mor-
tality for the quarter under 18 per 1,000 persons

living. In the entire town population of England
and Wales, the death-rate in the quarter was
22'4; in the ten large English towns furnishing

weekly returns, the rate was 23'8
; and the

lowest rate enjoyed in any of these ten towns

for the same period, was 19'2 in Bristol. Swan-
sea, therefore, for last quarter takes a very high

place among our most healthy towns for last

quarter.

Wich regard to the causes of death we learn

from the report that the deaths from zymotic

diseases were only 38 in the quarter against a

previous average of 75, and of these 19 were due

to diarrheea and choleraic diarrhoea. Swansea,

like most other large towns, suft'ered severely

from diarrhoea during September, but most of

the deaths were of infants under one year. There

were, moreover, five deaths each from fever and
whooping cough. The deaths from zymotic

diseases formed 17 per cent, of the total deaths,

against 16 per cent., the proportion in London.
Of the 221 deaths in Swansea, 68 were of in-

fants under one year of age
;
a proportion due in

some manner tothefatality of infantine diarrhoea.

During the quarter 66 houses have been con-

nected with long existing sewers, 106 with recently

constructed sewers, and 95 houses have been
supplied with water. No less than 172 nuisances

have been reported by the four inspectors. Such

facts as these are satisfactory evidence of the

practical kind of sanitary reform which is being
steadily carried out iu Swansea, and which
already appears to have borne fruit in the satis-

factorily low death-rate last quarter.

We are aware that similar, if not yet qnite so

successful, sanitary activity prevails in at least

one or two other towns of the South Wales group
above alluded to : so we may fairly hope that these

towns will nob much longer contribute to the

excess of town death-rates.

MODERN ART IN FLORENCE.

Amidst the intense excitements and momentous
questions that are now occupying minds and
absorbing attention in Italy, we can hardly ex-

pect to find any interest awake for things

pertaining to the serene sphere of art or intel-

lectual produce. Yet in this city the claims in

that order have not been forgotten, even at a
period when all are convinced that a crisis

involving the welfare and honour of the nation

has arrived. We might describe some of the

recent demonstrations in Florence as themselves
presenting the most impressive subjects for

modern art, especially one scene on the piazza
“ Della Signoria,” where the dark masses of an
angrily-excited crowd and long files of mounted
troops, gleaming in war array, were at intervals

made visible by flashes of lightning that threw
lurid glows on the Palazzo Vecchio and the

Loggia of Orcagna, momentarily dispelling the

darkness of a starless night, and showing what
hiatorio architecture formed a background to

that apparently menacing scene. It must be
added, however, for the credit of these good
citizens, that Florentine crowds, however noisy

and disposed to vent their feelings in terrible

utterances, are, in the long run, far from
dangerous, altogether docile and manageable,

and little inclined to anything like brutality.

We still hear of the new projects for the

facade of the Duomo; and lately has appeared a

letter from one architect of note to another, in

which the design by the latter. Signor Cipollo, is

highly extolled by his correspondent, Signor

Donna, and it is advised that all the designs

prepared since the last exhibition should pre-

sently be made public, and that the artists

should choose a point of view in which the

fa9ade is seen obliquely, instead of that immedi-
ately in front,—the oblique being the view pre-

sented in the drawing of Cipollo’s composition.

The design most generally noticed, and com-
mended, among all recently made public, is that

of Lasiuio, now to be seen at all the principal

printaellera’ and bookshops in Florence ;
and the

character of which, a richly-elaborated Italian

Gothic, we have already noticed. Paying a
visit to the Duomo the other day, we found it

in a state of temporary desecration, to be entered

by but one lateral door, and occupied by work-
men with ladders and scaffolding, engaged in

the process of a general cleansing, long wanted,
and much to be desired for the venerable edifice.

At various points of the exterior, the sharply-

defined contrast between the white and green
marbles lately inserted and the weather-stained

surface around, shows the activity with which,

such restorations are now, as they have long

been, progressing. At the Accademia were ex-

hibited, till the other day, some sculptures,

groups and statues, that excited attention,

winning notice on the whole favourable from
the press. Victor Emmanuel at the battle of

Palestro, on horseback, with a dead soldier

stretched on the ground, and three Zouaves
addressing him to urge more regard for his own
safety as he is dashing into the thick of the

contest, is a group of statuette size by Corelli,

marked by great spirit and truthfulness, scarce

attempting any idealization, yet making the

most of modern costume, and successful in the
intelligible presentment of the moral interest.

Raffaelle, as a youth, seated whilst drawing, and
Columbus, also as a youth, seated on a rook,

with a book and chart on bis knees, are statues

about life-size, by Zocchi (both to be sent to

commissioning parties in New York), the latter

far surpassing the former, as it struck us ; for

the sculptor’s “Rafl'aelle” seems tame and con-

ventional, but bis “ Columbus ” satisfies by inten-

sity combined with simplicity; the earnest gaze

that seems looking into a far-distant future,

with endeavour to estimate unknown possibili-

ties, giving to tSiat boyish face something accord-

ant with the destinies, and with one’s own ideal,

of the discoverer of new worlds.
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Afc the studio of Conaoni—certainly one of
the firat among living Tuscan acnlptors—a life-

size statue of Victory, subscribed for bv differ-

ent Italian municipalities in order to be pre-

sented to the King, and eventually, it is believed,

to find its place in the.Pitti gallery, deserves
more than common notice for the character of
intellectual power and elevated repose distiu-

gniahing it : seated on a rock she is inscribing on
a laurel-wreathed shield the glorious names of
Montebello, Palestro, and S. Martino 5 her figure

being nude iu the upper, amply draped in the
lower part ; her attributes recognisable in the
moral expression, without any help from such
symbolism as at once explains them. A wounded
Amazon, defending herself on one knee in the
combat, is another statue by the same artist,

which was chosen by the commissioners for the
Paris Exhibition. More interesting is the monu-
mental figure of the Countess Matilda, recumbent
in regal costume, and crowned, on an ornate
sarcophagus

;
an affecting presentment of the

historic personage in death that sends the mind
through the vicissitudes of the great drama she
acted her part in during life

5
this also, chosen by

the comraisBioners amongConsoni’s works deemed
worthy of a place at Paris, was to have been,
but was not, sent thither.

The fate of art-works in the cloister might be
uncertain in consequence of the laws lately
passed against that institution, but for the
measures well directed towaixls the preservation
of all that is valuable. A circular from the
Minister of Finance to the prefects of provinces
orders that report should be made to government
as to all objects found on monastic premises of
such character as to claim respect, in order that
buildings as well as the works of art they contain
may be properly oared for, and authorities decide
what should be preserved intact, what churches
should, together with their decorations, be main-
tained for worship. A committee has been
appointed to provide for the preserving of all

that possesses artistic character, in monumental
and other forms, on the monastic property
exposed to sale.

The new streets, and the new “ Lung’ Amo,”
on the left bank of that river, are progressing in
a manner that promises well for the enlai’gement
and ultimate transformation of the city that it

is desired should not be the permanent capital of
Italy.

METAL FONTS.

WUETZBVIIG CATHEDBAL.

Toe material need in modern fonts is generally
stone, but we conld point out examples in which I

costly marbles are introduced. We do not, how-
j

ever, know of a single example of a metal font,
if we except one or two cast-iron abominations
painted in imitation of stone, which are to be
found in churches in the manufacturing districts
of the North of England.

In the Middle Ages fonts were frequently made
of bronze and brass. The examples to be met
with in Belgium and Germany are very numerous
and beautiful, and of every period from the
twelfth to the seventeenth century. One of the
earliest we know of is that in the cathedral at
Hildesheim. ’This interesting work of art is in
a most perfect state of preservation. It is

buckot-shaped, and supported upon four feet,
each of which consists of an allegorical figure
representing one of the four rivers of Paradise,
with the name inscribed upon it : on the first is

the word “ Phison," on the second “ Gehon,” on
the third “ Tigris,” and the fourth “ Euphrates.”
Each figure holds a water bottle in its band.
The basin of the font is omamenttd with an
arcade of four trefoil-headed arches, each arch
of which contains an appropriate subject in low
relief ;—thug, the Israelites crossing the Red Sea,
the Baptism of Our Lord by St. John, &c. The
cover of this font is conical, and surmounted with
a very beautiful finial : round the cone is an
arcade. This font is a work of the earlier part of
the thirteenth century.
A remarkably fine bronze font exists in the

cathedral at iirzburg, and of this we gave an
illustration in our last*, where, by a rare acci-
dent, it was made to take the place of a view of
an ancient bronze measure of the fifteenth cen-
tnry, at Ochsenfurth, and is described accord-
ingly.

The font is drum-shaped, and surrounded bv
six double niches, with crocheted gables, and
separated by buttresses crowned with pinnacles.

• See p. 820, ante.

These double niches contain subjects in full re-

lief ; amongst which may be noticed the
Crucifixion, the Resurrection, the Baptism of Our
Lord, and the Annnnciation. The figures are
about 14 inches high, and very well modelled.
The shape of the Cross in the Crucifixion is re-

markable, and resembles the “ Y cross ” on the
back of most ancient vestments. This font is

east in separate pieces, and then put together
with bronze screws. Round the rim is an in-

scription, with the date 1279.
Iu the cathedral at Munster is a bronze font

of the earlier portion of the fourteenth century.
It is chalice-shaped, richly ornamented with
statuettes, evangelistic symbols, «tc. This is one
of the earliest chalice-shaped fonts we know of
in Germany. In the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries they are, however, by no means un-
common. A font of very singular design is to
be seen in the cathedral at Louvain. It consists
of three separate basins standing upon thin
legs. The lever for raising the cover is a re-
markable piece of metal work. The fonts are
bronze. Five fourteenth-century fonts exist at
St. Sibald’s, Nuremberg, and the cathedral at
Maine. These fonts are also bronze. A re-

markable font exists in the church at Ochsen-
forth.

Bronze fonts of the latter part of the fifteenth
century exist at St. Stephen’s Church, Prague,
and St. Sfary’s, Lubeck

; and a brass one iu the
church of St. Colnmba at Cologne. This font is

chalice-shaped.

The chnrches of St. Maria in Capitolis and St.

Peter in Cologne, contain brass chalice-shaped
fonts of the sixteenth century.

In England, metal fonts were never much
need

; however, in the Abbey Church of Dor-
chester, Oxfordshire, is one cast in lead : it is

probably a work of the earlier part of the
twelfth century.

In the Great Exhibition of 1851 was a modem
’ font of bronze, from the designs of M. Viollet-le-

Duc.

ST. ALBAN’S NEW GAOL.

The new prison at St. Alban’s, Herts, was
opened for prisoners on the 1st instant. It has
cost about 14,000Z., and is situated on the north-
east side of St. Alban’s. The building stands on
an eminence, from which it may be seen for
miles round.
The architects are Messrs. Martin & Cham-

berlain, of Birmingham, and the contractor is

Mr. Young, of Lincoln; clerk of the works, Mr.
i Wilcox. The building is of brick, with facings

j

of dark blue Staffordshire bricks and Bath atone,

j

It is constructed on the same plan as the county
j

gaol at Warwick, and several of our large
modern prisons. It is in a castellated style of,
architecture. Over the gateway there is a port-

!

ctillis. The governor’s house stands on the right

!

of the gateway, and the chief warder’s on the
left. The front, with its entrance of lofty pro- ,

portions, is surmounted by a large air-shaft,
j

which is 60 ft. high from the entrance steps.
|

This shaft conveys fresh air to every cell and
other apartment in the building. !

There is a spacious central hall, with long
corridors to the left; and right. This hall is

lighted by a lofty lantern dome, which rises
about 64 ft. from the basement floor. The corri-
dors run in a straight line the whole length of
the building, or about 150 ft. Along these cor-
ridors run three tiers of cells, with galleries
running in front of the two upper tiers. The
two corridors are respectively distinguished as
the "A and B” wings. There are seventy-eight
cells for the male prisoners in the corridors, and
each cell is numbered. A cell is 12 ft. long, 7 ft.

wide, and 9 ft. high, with a small window, which
gives a not too cheerfal light. The cell is pro-
vided with two flues. A grating is provided,
through which hot air is let in for warming the
cell. The vitiated air passes out through a
grating above the floor of the cell, up tho walls,
and along the horizontal flues in the roof, to the
shaft, outside the building.

The cells ai’e heated by means of hot-water
pipes, w'hieh are let in at different points along
the wall. Each cell is lighted with gas, the tap
being placed outside the cell, so that the warder
can turn oft' the gas without entering. In the
centre of the cell door is a little trap about a foot
square, called a ration-trap, opening from without
by a spring. Each cell is provided with a cistern
holding eight gallons of water, which is con-
veyed to the cell by pipes from the npper stories.
The supply is so regulated that the prisoner can.
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not be cheated out of his allowance of eight
gallons per day, nor obtain any more than that
quantity. In each cell is a washing bowl with a
tap over it, and a water-closet with its trap. In
the walls of the cells, about 12 in. from the floor

on each side, are four strong staples, on which
is swung the prisoner’s hammock. The door
closes with a spring lock, of which the w’arder
has a key, and tho governor a “ master key.” A
cell locked by the governor cannot be'opened by
the warder, and by this means the governor can,
when be pleases, exercise a personal supervision
over any prisoner. In the cell door there is a
glazed inspection hole, rather larger than an ordi-
nary eye-glass, by means of which the warder
can at all times overlook the cell and the in-

mate. It enables prisoners to communicate with
the officials. The prisoner pulls a handle draw-
ing out a spring, which strikes upon a gong afc

the end of the corridor. When pulled the spring-

afc the time it strikes the gong throws out a
square piece of iron on which is marked the
number of the cell from which the gong has been
struck.

Near tbe entrance-hall is the visiting jus-
tices’ room, a retiring-room, a waiting-room, the
offices of the governor and chief warder, recep-
tion cells, bath-rooms, an examining-room, and
a visitors’ room. On arriving at the gaol, the
prisoners are placed in the reception-room. They
then pass to the examination-room, where they
are examined by the surgeon. After being
divested of their clothing, which is placed in a
fumigating oven, they are compelled to take a
tepid bath. After this generally very needful
operation, they are supplied with the prison,

uniform, and placed in their respective cells.

There are two separate cells outside the entrance,
for prisoners afflicted with infectious skin dis-

ease, and a dead-house also outside the entrance.
Attached to the infirmary are a surgery and a
room for the infirmary warder. The chaplain
has also an apartment. In the basement story
are the workshops for the prisoners, called
“ associated rooms,” which are a modification of
tbe separate system. The kitchen is a large
apartment. The prisoners’ foo^l is raised from
the kitchen by means of a shaft. The scullery
adjoins tbe kitchen, and near it are the bake-
house, potato store-room, meat store-room,
ordinary store-room, and an officers’ mess-room.
There are two punishment cells in the malo

prison, iu which prisoners may be placed in

solitary confinement for three days, for breaches
of prison discipline. These cells are provided
with double doors, so that no sound can reach
the ear of the prisoners confined in them. There
is a visiting room, where prisoners at rare in-
tervals are allowed to see their friends.

The chapel, which is in the upper part of the
north side of the prison, is a spacious structure
in the Gothic style.

The arrangements of the female prison (which
communicates with the other part of the prison
on the ground-floor) are much the same as we
have described.

The works in common with tbe new gaol were
finished by Messrs. Kirk & Belstone, as sureties
for Mr. Young, [the contractor. The heating,
steam, and treadwheel apparatus, with the
pumps, were supplied by Messrs. Haden & Eon,
of Trowbridge, Wilts; and the works in con-
nexion with the water-supply to the gaol were
carried out by Mr. Whil-w'orth, of Birmingham.

THREATENED DESTRUCTION OF THE
GATEHOUSE (OR OLD PRISON) OF ST.
ALBAN’S ABBEY.

The inhabitants of once mitred, and now
disfranchised, St. Alban’s are in a divided duty
“ anent” what is now to be done with their old
gaol, a genuine piece (in the main) of ante-
Reformation or Dissolution Gothic, and a part
(ere Henry VIII. and Thomas Cromwell were
omnipotent and unsparing) of the great abbey
itself.

This old gaol (now no more) was the gate-
house of St. Alban’s Abbey, and very fine it is.

Its central archway, with its great span and
bold groinings, cannot be forgotten by any one
of taste who has seen it. Abbot Thomas de la

Mare, of whom there is a fine monumental brass
in tho abbey, was the fortieth abbot of St.

Alban’s, was its founder, and (it is conjectured)
its architect as well. Bt. Alban’s has now got a
new gaol of its own, at the London end of the
town, close to the London road, high-placed,

castellated, and baronial, with a prison look of
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its own, compatible with security and archi-

tectural propriety. It is much admired.

Having of late newly restored the famous old

clock-tower of St. Alban’s, and turned the tower

into a telegraph station (a most appropriate nse

for it), and added a new and excellent clock, let

the authorities of St. Alban’s turn their deserted

gatehouse-gaol into something useful and appro-

priate,—and at once. Touching the likely and to-

be-deprecated fate of this interesting gatehouse,

the St. Alban’s Times has said what follows :

—

“We sincerely hope that so venerable a relic

of antiquity is not doomed to destruction. We
feel sure that the magistrates of the Liberty will

never suffer such an act of Vandalism to be

committed. We would again remind our readers

of the suggestion which has been made to con-

vert the old building into a house for the Gram-
mar-school, and the governor’s house into a

residence for the master, by which means the

beautiful lady-chapel may be recovered from its

present degradation, and restored to the Abbey
Church.”

There is in St. Alban’s a “ Young Man’s

Christian and Literary Association,” with insuffi-

cient rooms; and there is, in the same place,

a “ St. Alban’s Architectural and Arcbmological

Society,” without any local habitation at all.

Now, it appears to us that this noble Gatehouse

of St. Alban’s Abbey (it is the property of the

corpora^n) might be applied with great advan-

tage to the wants and purposes of both societies,

wliile, what is so much needed is “ A Museum of

St. Alban’s and Hertfordahire Antiquities,” for

the county is rich in early British and Roman
remains,—witness Mr. R. Grove Lowe’s collec-

tioD,—and the town and bowels of the earth are

both rich in treasures, relics of Roman Veru-

lamium and of the civil wars of York and Lan-

caster.

Another seeming difficulty is distracting St.

Alban’s. ’Ihe Abbey parish wants a cemetery.

The present buiial-ground on the north side and
west end of the Abbey is crammed with the

dead, and buried architectural ruins. It is here,

on the north, that men in authority would have

the new St. Alban’s Cemetery. We hope not,

—

it would be too near the church, too near to

human habitations, and would eminently dis-

figure one of the noblest abbeys in the three

kingdoms of Queen Victoria.

The most celebrated “gate-house” in Great

Britain was that which was once a part of the

mitred Abbey of Westminster. Sir Walter
Raleigh was led from his last prison, the Gate-

house at Westminster, to the scallbld in Old

Palace-yard. Sir John Eliot was taken from it

to the tower. Here Colonel Lovelace sang and
wrote his divine poem, “ To Althea from

Prison,”

—

“ Stone walls 6o not a prison make,
N or iron bars a cage

j

Hinds innocent and quiet take

That ibr a hermitage.”

No traces of it are now to bo seen. We
remember in early days to have had pointed out

to us some architectural remains of ic, which did

little more than mark the site and call up mis-

cellaneous memories of other days.

WORKS IN PARIS EXHIBITION.

TUE ABCniTECTUHAL ASSOCIATION.

The usual meeting of members was beld at

the House, in Conduit-street, on Friday evening

(the 8th inst.), Mr. R. Phene Spiers, president,

in the chair.*

Mr. J. D. Mathews (hon. secretary) stated

that Mr. Haywood, the architect of the Holborn
Valley Viaduct, had kindly offered to allow the

members of the Association to inspect the very
interesting works in progress in connexion with

• The following gentlemen were elected members of

the Association :—Mr. S. E. Smith, Craven-street, Strand;

Mr. G. Borer, Langdalc-road, Beckham
;
Mr. Josiah Rose,

Piitiold-street, Islington; Mr. J, B. Waring; Mr. C.
Price, ArgylUstreet

;
Mr. F. W. Tucker, Argyll-street

;

Mr. N. R. Knapp, South-crescent, Bedford-square; Mr.
J. Bull, Manor-street, Clapham; Mr. H. Negrove, Cam-
berwell New-road; Mr. A. Smith, Cambridge-etreet,

Pimlico; Mr. 11. W. Saimders, Hill-sireet, Peckbiini

;

Mr. F. J. Alexander, Hornsey-road
;
Mr. A. Lewis, Har-

rington-street. Regent's Park; Mr. T. A. Adwinble, Cleve-

land-road, Islington; Mr. J. T. Lacy, Guildford-street

;

Mr. Bernard Smith, Devonshire-terrsce, Notting-hill;

Mr. F. E. Thick, Camberwell; Mr. fl. W. Wilson, White-
hall-place; Mr. Scores, Whitehall-place

;
Mr. J, O. Scott,

Adeiphi; Mr. C. Leonard, Welliugton-square, Che]s“aj
Mr. F. Stalker, Finsbury-plaee ; Mr. R. Wild, Highbury
New Park; Mr. Harrison, Brighton; Mr. A. Bailey,

Charing-cross; Mr. H. G. Funier, Gower-street
;
Mr.

E. It. Burton, Craven-street; Mr. J. T. Bressey, Wan-
fltead; and Mr. C. F. Booth, Albany-street.

the improvements now taking place in Fatring-

don-street; and that the visit would be paid on

the afternoon of Saturday, the IGth inst. He also

announced that a proposition had been made for

the election of. honorary members of the Asso-

ciation, and that the suggestion would be taken

into consideration on a future evening.

The Rev. C. Boutell then proceeded to

make some observations in connexion with the

arcbieological collections of the Paris Exhibi-

tion. He regarded the latter as constituting the

culminating point to such exhibitions. It was
in the year 1797 that the first great exhibition of

art and industry ever took place, and it was held

on the site of the present building in the Champs
de Mars. In each subsequent exhibition a de-

velopment was observed which made the last

more important and interesting than its prede-

cessors. The exhibition just closed was, in many
respects, the most important of its race. The
arrangement of the building itself (a concentric

oval, with a garden in the centre, and curves

leading to it) was admirable, and nob the least

interestingportionof its contents were its arcbmo-

logical illustrations. The idea of including

archmology originated with the Emperor him-

self, who wished to show what mankind bad
done in all generations, and thns to form what
might be termed a history of labour. In his

opinion England was very well represented at

the Exhibition ; at the same time, ho was bound

to confess that we might have done much better,

and that our contributions suffered in public

estimation on account of imperfect classification

and arrangement. The earliest specimens of

human handicraft among all nations, such as

articles formed of flint and bone, were charac-

terized by the same features
;
but some degree

of taste and feeling was to be traced even in the

formation of the rudest implements and weapons,

showing in certain instances a more skilful hand

and a more observant eye. These early speoi-

mens of inventive art had been brought together

from various countries, and were so typical of

various primeval races, that it seemed a pity to

see them dispersed. Among the most extra-

ordinary objects exhibited in the archicological

collection were the crystal vases of Hungary,

contributed by Austria. These were, he believed,

without a parallel in the world. The collections

of Italy, brought together under the careful super-

intendence of Signor Castelani (including Ceramic

ware and personal ornaments in the precious

metals) were also most valuable for purposes of

comparison. Moat interesting, too, to architects

were the drawings and models of architectural

monuments in France. The preservation ofthose

relies was declared by the Government to be a

matter of public interest and importance, and he

hoped the architectural body in England would

take up the subject and bring its influence to

bear on our own Government to induce them to

follow the example set by France. If, however,

this could not be done, he ventured to suggest

to the Association the desirability of carefully

examining, measuring, and drawing those monu-
ments, BO that an accurate record of them might

be preserved to the coantry. The archeeology of

the East was also extremely valuable, and

amongst the most curious objects exhibited was

a statue carved in wood of a human figure,

which was supposed to be the oldest specimen of

the kind in the world. It was found in one of

the Egyptian tombs, and was believed to be of

the period of Abraham. The personal orna-

ments found in the same locality were also very

interesting. Nothing, he thought, was more
remarkable in connexion with the Exhibition

than the manner in which various works were

reproduced. In Italian works. Signor Castelani

was satisfied with reproductions of the antique,

and in this respect he was so successful that it

was almost impossible to tell ancient from

modern works. Eight gold medals were awarded

for goldsmiths’ work
;

and of these six were

given to France, one to England (to Mr. Phillips,

of Cockspur-street), and one to Italy (to Signor

Castelani). Had another medal been given to

England, he believed it would Lave been awarded

to Mr. Brogden. Illustrations of the application

of ancient art to modern uses were not wanting

in the Exhibition, and he was particularly struck

by attempts by different persons to apply

Egyptian and Etruscan art to objects of domestic

utility. In the former case, an Egyptian tea

service was incongruous and unsuitable; while

in another, Etruscan forms were found to be all

that could be desired. In the latter case, the

work was the production of M. Boucheron, of

the Palais Royal, who had also exhibited the

revival of an ancient art,—namely, translucent

enamel without any metallic back. Referring

to the “ democratic jewelry ” exhibited at Paris,

and purchased for the South Kensington Mu-
seum, Mr. Boutell observed that the design was
BO beautifnl that the best consequences might

be expected from its introduction into this

country. This jewelry was in common use

among the humbler classes in Italy, and he was
sorry to say that it had been of late to some
extent displaced by Birmingham work made
from debased French models. Among other

objects in the Exhibition important to archi-

tects were Signor Salviati’s reproductions of

glass for glass • painting. Referring in con-

elusion to the English contributions, and to

the importance of the fact that much of the

prosperity of the country and of its progress, in

an architectural sense, depended upon the use

made of the arts of antiquity, he observed that

if the English collections were undervalued at

home or abroad, there was this lesson to be

acquired, that even if what we sent was as good

as that of any other country, it was no better.

This showed the necessity of study. We had

great coHections both at the British Museum
and at South Kensington, but did they teach

the public mind ? It would not do for a country

like England to suppose that, because she was
strong, there were not other nations equally

strong.

Mr. N. WLite called attewtion to soma oraamental

doors and door-cases from Norway exhibited at Paris,

which were supposed to bo of ninth or tenth century

work. They were covered with Runic characters, end
were probably originally used as the facing of some
wooden ccmstruction. With regard to the remarks of Mr,
Boutell, as to the necessity of keeping pace with other

nations in art-workmanship, he thought it would be vain

for us to attempt improving upon the work of others until

we were able to copy the best things of the past.

Mr. R. W. Edis, although quite ready to recommend the

careful study of arehmology, was not prepared to advo-

cate architectural imitation, which he regarded as a great

evil. He would give all the honour that was due to the

works of the past, but he would regard them_ in the light

of guides, and not as objects of servile imitation. He re-

garded it as in the last degree humUiating that we so eel-

dom aspired to originality, and mentioned as an illustra-

tion of how not to do anything new, that when a gold box

in which to place the liberty of the City of London, on its

presentation to the Sultan by the Corporation had to be
designed, nothing could be devised better than a monstro-

sity covered with mosuues, minarets, and crockets, with a

space for the autograpn of the Lord Mayor !

The Chairman, referring to the want of proper classUI-

cation and arrangement in our national collections, ob-

served that the visitor, when entering the ninseums of

France or Germany, might go in comparatively ignorant

and come out a connoisseur, while in Eegland it would be

necessary to go in as a connoisseur. The only specimens of

English archteology which he wss able to discover in the

Paris Exhibition were confined to Chelsea China. Indian

photographs, and some plate of the time of the Georges.

He recommended the members of the Association to act

upon the hint of Mr. Boutell, and during their vacation

rambles endeavour to measure and sketch the most in-

teresting historical monuments of the country.

ST. SAVIOUR’S COLLEGE, ARDINGLY,
SUSSEX.

ST. NICOLAS COLLEGE, LANCING, AND ITS SCHOOLS.

The third or “lower Toiddle-class school” in

connexion with the College of Sfc. Nicolaa, at

Lancing, is being erected at Ardingly, in Sua-

sex, on the slope of a hill overlooking the beau-

tiful valley of the Ouse, and in sight from the

great viaduct on the Brighton Railway between.

Hayward’s Heath and Balcombe stations. A
general view and plan of the school (or St.

Saviour’s College, as it is to be called) is given.

It is designed to hold 1,000 boys of the superior

artisan, or small tradesmen class, and, for the

small sum of 1-lZ. per annum, to board and
educate them thoroughly, the education being

based on church teaching. It will be entirely

self-supporting,

The first stone of the buildings was, as it may
be remembered, laid by Earl Granville, on the

12th day of July, 1861, and since that time the

works have been pushed steadily forward, and
are now far advanced. A reference to the plan

will show the general scheme. It consists of

two large quadrangles, the lower one being open

on the southern aide. The two wings of the

lower quadrangle have accommodation for 400
boys in eight dormitories of 50 boys each, the

ground floors being occupied with class-rooms,

with masters’ rooms at the end. The head

master’s house joins on to the south end of the

east wing. The cross buildings between the two
quadrangles comprise the upper and under

dining-halls, bad the two great school-rooms

which occupy the whole space under the chapel.

A tower stands between the hall and the chapel

which is reached by a staircase communicating

,with the aute-chapel.
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The npper quadrangle has on its three aides

double dormitories for 600 boys, with class and
master’s rooms, and separate school-rooms for

the very young boys. The kitchens and offices

stand westw ards of the dining-hall, and form a
distinct quadrangle.
The ground falls rapidly towards the south-

east, a terrace will therefore be carried along the
southern front and the quadrangles kept on one
level ; below the terrace is a steep slope with a
lake at the bottom. The river Ouse forms the
south-east boundary of the estate.

The style adopted is simple Early Pointed,
with alternate two, three, and four-light cusped
windows in the wings, and three-light traceried
windows in the upper dining-hall. The material
is brick, with red facing bricks from St. John’s
Common, Chailey, and elsewhere. The windows,
arches, dormers, bands, and other architectural
features are of the local sandstone of a light
brown tone. The roofs are covered with brown
tiles from St. John’s Common. The fittings are
of a very simple description, with iron frames and
window casements. The estimated cost is about
40.000i.

The St. Saviour’s boys are at present located
in temporary buildings in the town of Shoreham,
and will be removed to the Ardingly buildings
as soon as they can be made ready.

Lancing .—Besides these schools the college
have also during the last two years carried out
very important works at the parent institution

at Lancing. The great dining-hall, 100 fc, long
and 38 ft. wide has been completed, and an
open arched roof erected on it, surmounted by
a lofty lantern of oak, with a shingle spire. A

series of stone dormer windows is erected above
the cornice to light the roof; they are 24 ft.

high to the finial, and of two lights, with
traceried beads, with richly carved pinnacles
and crocheted pediments. An ante-hall of
equal height and width, and 40 ft. long, is

erected at the north end of the hall, and opens
into its gallery by an arcade of three arches,
with polished granite columns. An elaborately
moulded and carved bay window of stone reaches
the entire height of the ante-hall, of six lights,

the angles being ornamented with canopied
niches and shafts. The kitchens adjoin the
ante-hall, and are now being commenced. The
grand staircase is in course of erection which
leads from the cloister to the ante-hall. It is

groined with stone, and is of three double bays
of vaulting, supported on two clustered shafts,

the north end being fi.lled with richly moulded
two-light windows. Besides these important
additions, a wing of the upper quadrangle has
been built with four additional domitories and
master’s rooms.

Den^tone .—Steps are now being taken to com-
mence at once the erection of a new school on
the model of St. John’s, Hurstpierpoint, at Den-
stone, near Ashbourne. It is for 400 boys, and
will comprise chapel, hall, dormitories, master’s
house, (fee. A site has been given by Sir J.

Perceval Heywood, bart., who also gives a large
donation to the building fund. It is intended
by the founder that this school shall be the first

of a series similar to those in Sussex. The plans
for this school, as well as for the other buildings
at Lancing and Ardingly, are by Mr. W.
Slater & E. Herbert Carpenter, architects.

It is also in contemplation to commence next
year the great chapel at Lancing, which will be
on a scale suflficient to serve for great gatherings
of all the schools, as well as for the college itself.

It will have an apsidal choir and ante-chapel,,

with north and south aisles, groined for its oncire

length
;
a great western tower, 220 ft. high, and

a tower on each side of the apse. The whole-
will have a lofty vaulted crypt underneath. The
dimensions of the chapel will be 200 ft. long
from the west wall of the ante-chapel inside, to
the inside of the east wall of the apse, “rhe
width across the choir is 32 ft., and including
the aisles, 62 ft. The height from the choir floor

to the crown of the vault is 80 ft.

REFERENCES.

OFPICES.

a. Eitchen.
b. Lift.

c ce. Serring lobby.
d. ScuDery.
e. SerrantB' ball.

J". Pantry.

g. Kniyes.
A. Vegetables.
i. Dairy.
j. Women servants’ room.
k. Housekeeper's room.
l. Housekeeper’s stores.

m. Coals and ivood.
n. Bake-house.
0 . Bread store.

p. Store.

q. Covered way.
r. Yard.

A A. School-rooms, nitb
chapel over.

B B B, Clasa.rooras.
C C C. Wardrobes.

D. Lower dining.hall.
E, Tower.

F F. Under-masters’ sit-

ting-rooms.

.

GGG. Under-msstsra’ bed-
rooms.

H H. Eitebens.
J. Matron's roomi.
E. Porter’s room-
L. Scullery.
M. Store-room.

N N. Servants' room;
O 0. Pantry.
P P. Corridor.

Q. Head-master’astudy..
H. Head-master’adinin^

room.
S. Head.master’s

ing-room.
T. Hall.
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COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS.

WAHNixe was lately given in the Builder that

le season was approaching when, from atmo-
iheric causes, explosions and other accidents

, collieries might be anticipated where the

imost care was not taken to prevent them,
bat season seems now to have begun, and as

jfore with several almost simultaneous acoi-

mts. At the Ferndale Colliery, in the Eboudda
alley, no less than 200 colliers (less or more),

vve been killed, it is believed, by an explo-

on. And yet this is said to be one of the best

anaged collieries in the district, with a good
•stem of ventilation for such deep and fiery

orkings.

'Twenty-one men have been seriously injured

' an explosion at Homer-hill Colliery, near

courbridge, in Staffordshire. All the men
6 seriously injured by burns, and three of

em, it is said, have since died. Explcsions

i fire-damp are of very rare occurrence in

onth Staffordshire, and at the time the explo-

on occurred between 2,000 and 3,000 cubic feet

I air were circulating through the workings, in

ime places of which the draft was so strong

tat the candles had to be protected by a screen,

i is considered that the fire-damp had been
derated by a fall of material from the roof.

'Three men have been killed by an explosion

5 Silverdale Colliery, also in Staffordshire. Mr.
iynue, Government inspector, said at the in-

!»eet that ho considered the mine was in an
iasafe state, but the acccident might not have
uppened if two of the deceased had not taken

c'tho caps of their lamps. Thejury found that

le deceased met their deaths by accident, which
suited from their own imprudence. They con-

eiered the workmen ought to be visited fre-

nently by overlookers, and that the proprietors

i the pit should as soon as possible effect a

.Ltter state of ventilation in the mine.

lAt the Eppleton pits of the Hetton Coal

company, near Durham, a serious conflagration

i s taken place, by which all the woodwork
l the Jane pit has been destroyed, and the

?fe8 of about 200 men and boys jeopardized,

f good fortune there was a way oat through
)tother pit. One man has died.

[The Shankhouse pit, at Cramlington,Northum-
Irland, has been deluged with water, by an
roreak from an old pit adjoining, and 150 pit-

Bin have made a narrow escape with their

ses, but a good many ponies have been drowned,

1 i the pit property is much damaged.

, . PAUL’S AND THE MAIN CAUSEWAY
OF LONDON.

PLAN, recently given in the Builder, for the

caning out of the wide space surrounding the

bihedral, and the removal of the massive iron

iding, with its heavy and decaying stone base,

iving met general approval, an allusion to a

(T details may not be amiss,

fjepnration of the great torrent of traffic into

0 courses, by the north and south sides, would
a a great public advantage, whilst it would
eiefit the aide of Dootors’ Commons, and re-

ece St. Paul’s Schools and the east end, which,
1 m its stinted width, is wholly inadequate as a
iftway

;
and the diversion of the spring tide of

I y traffic to the north side, could in nowise in-

'B the great retail houses in St. Paul’s Church-
1,d, whilst it must confer an inestimable ease-

itnt upon the important wholesale houses on
S( south.

bi'he great width which might be thrown in on
I north, would allow at the narrowest part
iTW only 6 ft.), a driftway of 40 ft., and a foot-

?• of 12 ft. here by an alteration of the circular

; and the opening out of the large space of

('! churchyard now blinded off, would give ample
){pe for cab-stands at either end of the cathe-

1,1, leaving reom for resting-places, to harbour
c carriages of purchasers, and a footway for

esestrians at either side of the driftway.

5.8 to ulterior improvement in surrounding
8«e8, that would necessarily follow, as in all

^rjr quarters when opened out. The widening
N'Newgate-street, now nearly complete, will

H3ve that line to Cheapside ; and then it will

inr to any observer from St. Martin’s-le-

Btnd that there is one house, at the corner of

irsrnoster-row and the Churchyard, which pro-

ijjjust 10 ft. beyond the street frontage, and
kiks off the east end of the cathedral, whilst it

Idld to some extent obstruct the proposed new
e.e. Eemove this house, and the new line of

street would be in direct alliue.'ition, and would
offer a noble causeway to the Bank well beficting

this important position in the City’s core.

The effect of wide open spaces round majestic

buildings is evidenced by the Duomo at Milan, the
Madeleine at Paris, and by the one-sided view of

our own Abbey of Westminster. In the Strand,

upon the same line, the church of St. Clement’s

Danes stands isolated in a very largo space, with

a wide street encircling an ovular enclosure ; the
small church of St. Mary-le-Strand being similarly

surrounded by driftways. In these localities

great improvements will, doubtless, follow the
completion of the New Law Courts; such as the

clearance of Holy woll-street and Temple Bar, and
the withdrawing of ten honses between the Bar
and Chancery-lane, at least G ft. backward. The '

traffic of the line will increase in a corresponding
ratio, and, therefore, direct and commodious
thoroughfares to the Bank and to London Bridge
will become an inevitable necessity.

Such a route will give a better access to St.

Paul’s, which, although it has two portals, is

entered ouly by that on the north side
;

if there

be noise of rollage, the division of traffic, or

diversion of a portion to either side, would
rather diminish than increase it; and the re-

moval of the heavy and invidious enceinture of

iron, whilst it gave freedom of circulation to the

public, might make way for aground or basement
line more consistent with the dignity and freedom
of the stupendous design. Q.

TOEK SCHOOL OF AET.

The annual meeting of the subscribers to this

school has been held, in the large room of the
institution. Minster-yard. The Eev. Canon Hay
occupied the chair.

Dr. Procter read the report, of which the fol-

lowing is an abstract :

—

Diirinp tbe paat year there baa not been much to dis-

tinguish the working of the school i'rom that of former
ears. It has been with pleasure that the committee have
ad to refer to the steady advancement of the pupils, and

the superior excellence of the works proclnced by them ia
each succeeding year. The number of pupils in attend-
ance on the various classes during the year has been fifty-

one. The committee have to acknowledge with thanks
the gift of a carved Ionic caoital from Mr. Wolstenholme,
of this city. Mr. .T. P. Pritchett also has given to the
school a valuable collection of casts of modern ornamental
and architectural details. The treasurer's account for the
past year is not so sutisfaetory as the committee desire,
showing as it does a balance due to him of •13/. Is. 2d.
Owing to the reduction in the Government grants, the in-

come of the school is barel)' equal to the ordinary expen-
diture, so that any special expenditure has to be met by
donations or special efl'ort. No donations have been re-

ceived during the year. A prize fund has been subscribed
for by severm gentlemen of the committee.

Mr. J. G. Fitch (Government Inspector of

Schools) said he thought that the report, though
it did not declare brilliant success, with regard
to real aud valuable progress, told a story

modestly, and worthy of the recognition of the
meeting. The report and the observations of

Mr. Swallow, tho head-master of the school, had
called attention to a subject of considerable im-
portance—he meant in reference to a deficiency

in the matter of technical education. This had
been a subject of many specific addresses which
had been lately made to the Crown in connexion
with tho Paris Exhibition.

THE AECHITECTUEAL MUSEUM.

In consequence of the unexpectedly high
amount of the lowest tender for the erection of

the proposed new building in Bowling-street,

Westminster, further eftbrts are needed to raise

the required sum. The Council have received

nearly the 2,000Z. calculated on as necessary to

cover the ground and to carry out the stipula-

tions of the lease, which provides for that sum
being laid out. 3,000Z. were at first demanded,
but through friendly intervention that sum was
reduced to 2,0001., and the rent diminished

to 80Z.

The lowest tender, by Mr. Eoberts, of Isling-

ton, is 2,970Z,, and to bring it to this sum he
took 10 per cent, off the total. It is of the
utmost importance that the Council should start

free of any debt. Most of the members of this

body have voluntarily promised lOZ. each. At the

same time, however, the Council of the Museum
feels that for an object of such general interest

it has a right to appeal to the public at large.

The subscribers to the Architectural Museum
have done well, but funds are still wanting for

the completion of the work, and the Council has

no scruple in inviting them from all friends of
architectural progress, without affixing any
amount.
The profession have scarcely come forward

as they might have done, though they have had
more than one opportunity

; but, judging from
the inquiries that have been made about space
to let in the new home, both Architectural
Societies, and art-workmen, too, are alive to the
privileges of being near such a collection as this

well housed. Seeing how much the friends of
the art have done, the Council may surely look to
those for whose advantage the museum ia in-

tended for the further sum required.

THE WEOXETEK EXCAVATIONS.

The money subscribed being again nearly
expended, the work has been brought to a close.

Some of the walls lie so deep under a mass of

earth, that, to uncover one square foot, it became
necessary to dig out and convey away several

square yards ; the labour and cost were there-

fore very considerable. But they have succeeded
to a great extent in laying open the ari-ange-

ment of walls between the basilica and the
adjoining buildings. A doorway has been dis-

covered leading into the latrina, and the step,

which is veiy well formed, is distinctly worn by
feet. No exit has been traced from the drain

;

but a singular conformation exists underneath
the outer wall of the basilica. This wall is the

subterraneous continuation of the great wall

which has forages marked the site of Wroxeter
above ground. Under this wall, where the exca-
vations have been going on, they have discovered

a wide open space, or large drain, which is to

the rabbits an underground means of commu-
nication between one part of their dwellings and
another. It is considered likely that this was a
cZoaca maxima, into which the drain already
mentioned, and that long since discovered in the
bypocaust near the great wall, emptied them-
selves. The enameller’s shop, or forge, or smelt-

ing bouse, and that adjoining, opened upon the
great street (Watling-street), where we know
there were handsome public buildings on both
sides, and a considerable space of ground (per-

haps the Forum) between them.

SITE FOR MANCHESTER NEW TOWN
HALL.

A MEMORIAL on this question was presented at

the meeting of the City Council on the 9th inst.

from the Manchester Architectural Association.

The memorialists say :
—

“We, as architects, have never entertained a favourable
opinion of the shape of the site as decided upon

; but,
after a careful examination of the oompetitiou plans, we
are more than ever eonvinoed of the uufitnees of the site

for the purpose of a Town Hall for this oitjj and our
object in addressinR jou is to entreat you to recon-
sider your decision while there is yet time

;
in doing

which we feel that we are only echoing the opinion of the
majority of our professional brethren who supplied
sketches in the recent competition; and we know of
instances where men of talent aud high reputation in the
profession have thrown up the competition on account of

I

the inappropriate nature of the site as regards its form.
!
With its position no fault can be found, and in many
respects it is admirably adapted for a fine arcbitectur^
display. But we respectfully a^ that the boundary line

of the plot may be altered ao as to form right angles, and
thereby render the site more available for the production
of a good and convenient plan.”

From the general feeling which seems
to prevail amongst the well - informed por-

tion of the Manchester community, we may
suppose it likely that the Council will re-

consider their determination as to the shape of
the site for the new structure, which a glanco
at the plan shows to bo inconvenient and un-
desirable. The Corporation should nee this op-
portunity of improving the street communication
of the neighbourhood, and it would be well to
adopt plans which would meet the probable
requirements of the city for many years to
come.
A correspondent writes, and with some force,

matters having now so far progressed,

—

“Attempts are being made to induce the Corpo-
ration to alter the shape of the site, so as to

make it rectangular; and the Architectural

Association here has, inter alia, memoralised the

Corporation on the subject. The Manchester
Society of Architects has not yet moved in the

matter, beoanse, although I think they are

pretty unanimous as to a rectangular shape being
preferable to the triangular, yet they think it

would bo excessively unfair to the architects
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now engaged in the second competition if their

labour and the expense they have already in-

cnrred were thrown away. The mere 300Z. each

would by no means compensate for their loss and

the loss of employment of their respective office

staff. No; let this competition be decided on

its present basis, the architect chosen, and then

let the Council improve the site if they can.

The architect who can design the best arrange-

ment on the triangular site can surely do equally

well on a rectangular one.”

CONVENTION OF THE AUERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

The annual convention of the American

Institute of Architects was held on the 22nd

ult. Mr. Richard Upjohn, the president, made
an address, in which he spoke of the inter-

change of courtesies which had recently taken

place between the Institute and the Royal

Institute of British Architects. Mr. Upjohn,

as president of the American society, has

been elected an honorary member of the Insti-

tute. The speaker referred to the evils of com-

petition among architects, under the present

system of proposals for plans. It was wrong,

he said, for architects to submit their work
without compensation, for the examination and

rejection of a committee of business men, not

one of whom probably knew as much of the

subject on which he was to decide as any of

the competitors. The proper way would be to

appoint five commissioners of good repute, and

three non-competing architects. The competi-

tors should not exceed ten, nor be less than

five, and should be properly remunerated. The
plans submitted should be examined by the

architects, and the best reported to the com-

missioners. The reports of several committees

were read. The Committee on Education re-

commended the formation of a Polytechnic

School by the Institute, under the management
of a Board of Control. The following officers

were elected for the year 1868 : — President,

Mr. Richard Upjohn ;
Treasurer, Mr. R. G.

Hatfield ;
Secretary, Mr. Fred. C. Withers

;
Cor-

responding Secretary, Mr. W. R. Ware ;
Libra-

rian, Mr. A. J. Bloor.

BRISTOL.

The Royal Infirmary.— This edifice has for

some time been in the hands of the builders.

The roof has been raised, and the height of the

upper story rooms will now be 12 ft. There will

be large dormitories for the use of the regular

nurses, about forty in number, each of whom will

have a separate sleeping-room. Large windows
in the front, and a corridor between the dormi-

tories and windows, secure ventilation. There

are other improvements and conveniences. The
•cost of this portion of the work is 3,2001. The
contractor is Mr. W. Baker ;

and the architects

are Messrs. Popes & Bindon. In the rear of the

building are being erected, on the pavilion plan,

two new wards; the cost of which has been

defrayed by Mr. T. W. Hill, of Clifton, who has

given a donation of 3,000Z. The new infirmary

-wards are now nearly ready for the roof. Each
ward is 50 ft. by 25 ft., and 15 ft. high, and is

designed to take twelve beds. The wards are

cheerful and well ventilated, their floors will be

of polished oak
;

the windows will be glazed

with British plate-glass, and the walls and ceil-

ings cemented. The two wards are built one

Above the other. The extra cost of other im-

provements, will be borne by the Infirmary Com-
mittee. There has been no attempt on the part

of the architects to make an ornamental build-

ing, but rather to make it look like a portion of

the old building. The firm by which the Hill

wards were designed, is that of Messrs. E. God-

win & Crisp. The general contractor was Mr.

B. J. Hatherly, the masons’ work being done by
Mr. J. P. Stephens. Mr. Tuckey did the plum-
bers’ work, and Mr. Cowlin the plastering and
glazing.

The New Lunatic Wards at Clifton Union .

—

These wards have just been completed by the

addition of two wings, one for male and the

other for female patients. They are built in

keeping with the general plan of the workhouse.
On the ground floor of each is a day-room, 70 fc.

by 20 ft., and a spare room, 21^ fc. by 20 fc.

Adjoining are a lavatory and water-closets. The
first floor is approached by a stone staircase.

On this floor is a dormitory, 100 ft. by 21 fc.,

water-closets, and bath-i’oom. The building has

cost about 1,800Z.

The New St. Philip's Police Station.—This

building, which adjoins the Hannah More Schools,

is a plainly-designed structure, 91 ft. in length.

On the ground-floor are a charge-room, an in-

spector’s-room, an inspector’s retiring-room, a

sergeants’-room, and a large mess-room, 2'i ft.

long by 17 ft. wide, with a room adjoining,

and a kitcnen, 20 fc. by 15 ft., and a scullery,

16 fc. by 10 fc. A corridor affords communica-
tion between the charge-room and the cells,

which are eight in number. The place is

warmed by Hayden’s heating apparatus. Adjoin-

ing the station-house proper is a building in

which the fire-escape is to be kept. On the first

floor are four large dormitories for the men, cal-

culated to contain eighteen beds. A lavatory

and bath-room are attached. The premises have
been built, at a cost of 2,7001., by Mr. J. Webley,

from designs prepared by Messrs. Popes & Bin-

don, architects.

St. Augustine's Church, Montpelier.—

A

place

of worship which is to bear this name, says our
authority for these details, the local Times, has
been erected by Brother Cyprian, on land adjoin-

ing the Home at Montpelier. The edifice, which
consists of nave, chancel, and aisles, is designed

to seat 500 persons. The exterior is of gal-

vanized iron, and the inner walls and roof are of

stained deal. Fifteen two-light Gothic windows
in the front and sides furnish light. The nave
and chancel are divided by a rood-screen. An
organ of the value of SOOZ. will be placed in a

chamber behind the communion. The main en-

trance in Kichmond-road is surmounted by a

bell-turret, with cross over. Below the chapel

is a school-room for 300 children. The interior

arrangements have been designed by Mr. Dun-
das, assisted by Mr. E. Grigg. The builders

were Messrs. Tapper & Co., of London. The
masons’ work has been done by Mr. M. King-

stone, and the carpenters’ work by Mr. Grigg.

The gas-fittings have been supplied by Mr.

Foley, and the paintings and decorations gene-

rally are by Mr. Ridley. The edifice will be

heated by steam. The church is to be opened

on the 6th instant.

New Chapel for the Penitentiary. — A new
chapel has been erected on the premises of the

Bristol Female Penitentiary, Maudlin-street.

The .cost, about 2,200Z., has been defrayed by
subscriptions. The gallery has been entirely

reserved for the inmates of the Penitentiary,

who will be enabled to enter the chapel and take

their seats unobserved. The public will be ad-

mitted downstairs. The edifice is intended as a
mission chapel. The chapel and building have
been set back, and give a clear space in front of

50 ft. The style of the chapel is Gothic of the

early part of the fourteenth century. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Popes & Bindon. The chapel

will be opened in the course of a week or two.

The new Rihialistic Chapel erected by Mr.

C. A. W. Dundas, better known as Brother

Cyprian, has been opened. The building is

situated in Ricbmond-road, Montpelier, and has

cost about 2,000Z., the whole of which has been

defrayed by Mr. Dundas. It is called a collegiate

chapel, from its connexion with St. Augustine’s

College, an institution which also owes its exist-

ence solely to Brother Cyprian, and which was
established by him in July, 1861, for orphan and
other poor boys, whom he feeds, clothes, and
educates. In addition to this be gives them a

trade, that of printing. The chapel will accom-

modate about 500 persons, and connected with

it are schools intended entirely for the secular

education of the poor children of the district.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Smethwick. — The new Public Hall, at

Smethwick, is at length completed, and in-

augurated by a grand concert, for the benefit

of the Smethwick Library and Reading-room.

The new building comprises the hall, a large

room, with seats for 1,000 persons, and the rooms

for the local board of health ;
the whole being,

in fact, a town-ball, with its attendant offices.

The hall is about 75 ft. long by 50 ft. broad, and

is approached by an entrance in the central

block of buildings, and two side entrances. It

has galleries on three sides, the fourth being oc-

cupied by the orchestra. The style of the interior

may be considered as a free rendering of the

Venetian-Italian, adapted to modem require-

ments. The ceiling is elliptical, and is enriched

with moulded ribs and ornamental intersections

;

the window architraves are gi-oined into the

ceiling. The galleries have panelled fronts sup-

ported by cast-iroucolumns, painted intwocolours,

and the capitals gilt. The orchestra is similar

in character, but the front portion is brought

forward upon carved brackets, that heighten the

effect. The whole of the woodwork is stained

and varnished. The hall is lighted by star

pendants from the ceiling, and warmed by
Melling’s apparatus. The remaining buildings

consist of the Board-room, and rooms for the

clerks, surveyors, and others connected with

the local Board of Health. Externally the eleva-

tion to the road is a combination of brick and
stone, of two stories. The principal entrance in

the centre consists of an arched portico of four

column8,with enriched capitals. On either side are

two windows, with pilasters, with carved capitals

supporting moulded arches worked with a com-

bination of moulded brick and stone. The upper
story and return side has corresponding windows,

and the whole is surmounted by a mullioned

cornice, with pediment in the centre. Arrange-

ments have been made for the erection of a
clock-tower above the north entrance, but this

has been deferred for the present. The cost of

the whole will be nearly 4,000Z.

Grantham.—The foundation-stone of the new
Town-hall has been laid by the mayor. The site

for the new edifice is ” The Firs,” on St. Peter’s-

hill. The design was by Mr. Watkins, of

Lincoln.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh.—A preliminary meeting for the

consideration of resolutions to be moved at a

public meeting on the 19th current, on the

subject of the establishment of a Free Public

Library for Edinburgh, has been held, and appro-

priate resolutions agreed upon in favour of the

object in view. The united council of trades

delegates of Edinburgh and Leith have also had

a meeting promotive of the same purpose, and a

committee’s report on the subject was read and
approved of.

Glasgow.—A new dock, which has taken three

years in its construction, has been opened at

Glasgow. Its cost will be about 115,0001.

THE VENTILATION OP SEWERS.

Having for many years devoted much time to inves-

tigations respecting the cause and distribution of disease,

I have long since come to the conclusion that, with the

exception of bad water, more disease is engendered liy

sewage-gases from in-door water-closets and waste-water
drains (where such are ia use), than from all other pre-

ventible causes together.

In reference to sewage-gasea and the ventilation of

sewers, the Registrar-general states, that “ this is one of

the serions complications of water-closet drains, as under
that system every house is put into communication with
every other house, so that the zymotic volatile slull' of

disease has a chance to find its way from house to house
through this artificial chaDnel,” Yet, great as the evils of

that system are, as remarked in the Lancet, " where there

are already expensively-constructed systems of sewerage,

there is little probability of their being superseded, at

least in our day." These quotations show the urgent

necessity for some improvement in the ventilation of

sewers, and any proposition for that purpose must he
worthy of consideration; I therefore submit the follow-

ing, hoping that its adoption might be found beneficial,

although I believe that no meats for ventilation will ever

render the water-closet system free from risk to health.

The plan I propose has been submitted to the considera-

tion of some who are well qualified to judge on such sub-

jects, and they recommend a trial of it ;
but, as I umoo

engineer, I leave the decision as to the utility of the plan

to those whom it may most concern.
The above quotation from the Registrar-general's

report seems sulncient to prove that all means now in use

are inadequate for ihe ventilation of sewers
;
stiU I know

that many hold the opinion that open shafts, of the height

of or higher than the neighbouring houses, would he suffi-

cient for the purpose. In a pamphlet ‘‘On the Venlils-

lion of Public Sewers,” 1884 fnow out of print), I sug-

gested that a ventilating pipe snould be inserted into ^
water-closet pipes, &c., below the trap, so as to allow the

gas to escape into the open air above the house-top or

where convenient ; but I contended, and still hold, that

no system of ventilation, merely by high shafts or pipes,

cun render bouses connected with the sewers free Irom

risk of contamination from sewage gases. Gas can only

escape from the sewers by the expansive force of the gas

generated within them, and to do so in volume the expan-

sive torce must overcome the pressure of the atmosphere;

I therefore hold that a gas pressure sufficient to force an

escape at the height of 30 ft. or 40 ft., or higher, as the

case might be, would be sutTicient to force an entry into

any house with defective water-closets, pipes, or waste-

water drains connected with the sewers ;
and to such de-

fects, from bad materials, failure of workmanship, or the

effects of frost, every house connected with the sewers is

liable. Even without such defects there would still be

risk of contamination, as during severe frosts, when, from

the exclusion of external air, and from respiration and

combustion, the air withiu doors is more than usually

vitiated—every house, from its greater heat, would act aa

au air-pump to suck in gas from the sewer.
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r The great point to be gained in the ventilation of sewers
li to withdraw the gases directly from them, and thus keep
ebe expansive force of the gases in the sewers less than
that of the atmospheric pressure without

;
so that there

ihould be a constant pressure into the sewers in case of
.'ch defects as I have alluded to, rather than an eipan-
ive escape of gas Irom the sewer wherever possible. This
' propose to do by air-pumps connected with the sewers
Ind worked by steam-power; so that the gases thus with-
irawn from the sewer might be forced into a discbarging-
ibaft carried fo any neeetiury height or distance, so as not
b be a nuisance to the neighbourhood,
r That pumping power sufficient to produce such effects
Mold be applied cannot be doubted; the chief question
fherefore is, as to the expense of working such apian. On
ihis head I am informed that, in many of the condensed-
ir blast-furnaces in Staffordshire, upwards of 80 cubic
fBet of air, at atmospheric pressure, sre discharged from a
ijpgle cylinder at every stroke, and these at upwards of
ihirty per minute. On this calculation we have a dis-
iharge of gas from the sewers of 144,000 cubic feet per
oour, or 3,460,000 per dsy; a quantity equal to the con-
isnts of a cylinder of one yard in diameter and more than
iinety_miles in length. "What the working cost to pro-
cuee similar effects on the plan I propose might be I can-
tot guess

;
but, as the gases to be pumped out would

rardly give any resistance, it may be calculated that all
'16 force would be expended in merely working the engine
taelf, and therefore no very great steam-power could be
[Squired.

i'l’or ventilating purposes the pumping apparatus need
lit be directly in contact with the sewer, but might be at
riy convenient distance if connected with it by an air-
tght'pipe; or the pumping-chamber might be in such
jinnexion with the sewers at various parts, so that the
asea could be pumped at the same time from the sewers
•ser a large area, or from either or any of the connecting
’ipes 88 required.
) Of late much has been said of a risk from choke-dsmp
il the underground railways of themetropolis

;
and, from

pepiration by so many persons, together with the con-
usnt combustion of so much gas and coke, carbonic acid
us must be generated there in large quantities, and may
ijcome injurious

;
but I believe that ventilation in this case

OBO could bo effected by the plan I propose
;

as separate
epee from a pumping-station could communicate with
urious parts of the tunnel, even to a very considerable
iistance

;
and by these, if laid along the bottom, the heavy

1 IS (carbonic acid) could be withdrawn, while the gases of
ijlighter character could be drawn off by similar pipes
oeniog into the upper part of the tunnels.
l.Altbough on tbe proposed plan steam power would be

I rcessary for ventilating extensive systems of sewers, or
. e like, other mechanical means, or horse or manual
I
ohour, could bo applied as the motive power in carrying
t the principle on a smaller scale, or where only occa-

. isnally required.
_

By pipes, of the necessary size, distri-
f;ted over a building on a plan similar to those for gas,

part, when required, could be brought into eommu-
ication with the pumping chamber, and the appliances

r ir ventilation could thus be as readily at hand as gas for
r ithting purposes, and under similar control, as the com-
I ninication or communications with each room could be
tore or less closed^at will, and when needed the whole pump-

' powder could.be made to act entirely on any department.
I'e principle therefore seems very generally applicable,
d assembly rooms, courts of justice, hospitals, or even

dwellings might be ventilated in accordance with
•

I For the ventilation of crowded or over-heated manu-
Mtories or workshops it is fairly applicable

; and, where
iffstn power is in use, the additional working cost for
Trying on the ventilation would be very little. The
unciple could also be applied in chemical and other
n-nui'actories for drawing of deleterious fumes or gases,
’® ventilation of vaults or stores where it might

. li difficult or dangerous to use fire for such purposes, and
i iiBiiiht be usefully applied for cooling or drying purposes
isoany trades and mauulactories.

, nln important advantage under the proposed system is,
I : .t the gases or whatever might be withdrawn in the
I recess of ventilation would be under control. Thus with
I idinary ventilation the discharge might be at once into

* “jr, hut in the ventilation of hospitals the exhalations
icndrawD from wards, for fever or other contagious

' teases, could be diverted through heated pipes, or some
1 iistance, which would render them innocuous. In like
I ooner noxious fomes, from chemical and other mauufac-
fses, might be brought into contact with absorbing or
isomposing matter, so as to prevent injurious effects

least, some mitigation of such evils.

I

iVith respect to sewage gases, the roost ready way to
i *1 with them would be to pass them through fire

;
but,

iiu a more than ordinary format'On of hydrogenous
1 >pa, or an escape of carburetted hydrogen from the gas
' uns, there would be risk of explosion, and, as already
( Jed, sewage gases could be driven off to the least
njctionable spot, even if at a considerable distance,

1 fwever, the experiment might be tried as to bow far

,

gases might be disposed of by underground
iltilating pipes; for, as vegetation deodorizes sewage

,
tter, and has its growth promoted by it, it is possible

I s even sewage gases might be turned to economical
' oooses. G. A. Kowell.

^ HE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE WALLS.

tlETKRMiNED to 866 for myself wLafc Lad been
I Jtomplisbed with concrete, I visited the con-
! e;e houses at Gravesend; and, fortunately for
/ 6 conviction, I arrived at tbe time of the
1 nmination by the committee of the Metropo-
i i a Board. I saw a O-in. concrete wall battered
111 a 14 lb. sledge hammer. Mr. Vulliamy,
I aiarcbitect of the Board, said that with about
I fl'e such blows a bole would have been made
•: Hfngh a 14-in. brick wall. I cannot say what
I ihber of blows were inflicted, but certainly
tKwall was struck vigorously, the only per-
I ibible effect being a slight crushing of the
«eB on the surface of the concrete on the

I 1 hammered. Mr. Vulliamy tested the wall
I bibe other side with a straight edge, and
I aiared that not the slightest effect -was pro-
• idid. Robert Whiteley, Builder.

RYDE CHURCH COMPETITION.
inclose an extract from the Isle of Wight Times,

regarding the competition for the proposed parish church
at Ryde, and urging the desirability of selecting a local
man’s design. Upwards of silty designs have been sent
in, in sccordance with the advertisement published in
yonr jcurnal, on the faith of the competition being a bond
fde one. Comment would be superfluous.

One of the London CoxiPEiiTons.
P.S.—After the appearance of such an article in a local

paper, the only way to satisfy the public of the good faith
of the advertisers, is for the committee to appoint some
architect of eminence, unconnected with the competition
or with the locality, to make the selection.

CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD ARCHITECTS.
At the Manchester city police-court, James Macmaster,

master builder, and Adam Banning and James Slater, fore-
men in bis employ, were recently charged with conspiring
together to defraud Messrs. Pennington & Bridgen, archi-
tects, Manchester.
The evidence given for the prosecution was in substance

as follows Tbe prosecutors had been largely employed in
the erection of villa residences in and aroumJ Manchester,
and they had contracted with Mr. Macmaster to build
them eight houses in Clifden-avenue, Fallowlield. A dis-
pute arose between them as to the amount they were to

n Macmaster, and on Saturday, the 9th of February
,
he came to their office about this dispute. When

Macmaster left their office, he said be would find some
way to make them pay the account without going to law.
On the Tuesday, the 12ih of the same month, tbe two de-
fendants came to their office, and represented themselves
to be a deputation from the Operative Joiners’ Associa-
tion, and that they had been sent to wait upon their firm
in consequence of a complaint which Macmaster had made
at a meeting of the society on the Friday previous. They
had got two surveyors to measure tbe work for which they
hud contracted with Mr. Macmaster to build, and on the
two defendants coming to them they showed them their
own and Macmaster’s account, which did not agree
together. The cheque was given on the understanding
that, although it whs written for Clifton-avenue, it was in
payment of all Mr. Macmaster's demands. The defendants
said that Macmaster was bound to agree to the settle-
ment, as “ He dared not make fools of them, because if
he did all his men would be drawn out of their jobs.”
The men came again, and obtained IL for their expenses.
David Foulkes, a joiner, and treasurer of the Manchester

Lodge of the Operative Carpenters’ and Joiners' Society,
held at the Cheshire Cheese, in Bridge-street, Manchester,
stated that until lately the prisoner 8iater had been aeore-
lary of the l.idge. Mr. Macmaster never brought tbe
matter of his dispute with Messrs. Peiiningtou & Bridgen
before tbe lodge, and no deputation was ever appointed
to wait upon them.

Sergeant Spibey, of the city police force, deposed that
on Saturday, toe 19th October, he went to Macmaster’s
house in Mereer-street, Hulme, and there sew Macmaster,
He told Macmaster that be had come to make inquiries
Respecting two men who had been to Messrs. Beiiniugtou
& Bridgen, and had received on his behalf a cheque for
lOOL, stating that they were a deputation from the Joiners'
Association. Macmaster replied, “No; it is not so.
They were no deputation from the Joiners’ Society

;
they

were two men of mine. Pennington 4 Bridgen owed me
150L and odd

; I owed my men’s wages, and I told them
they might go and settle the matter for 100/., and I would
pBV them if they got the money.”

ilr. Addison, on behalf of the prisoners, said he be-
lieved there was a good defence to the charge. He sub-
mitted that with regard to Macmaster, even assuming
that the other prisoners did falsely represent themselves
as a deputation from the Joiners’ Association, there whs
nothing to show that he was any parly to that misrepre-
sentation

; or that his statement to the police officer was
not strictly correct.
The prisoners were committed for trial at the Assizes,

but were admitted to bail.

TEE TRADES MOVEMENT.
General JBu£ZcZei-s’ .<4ssoaaiiofi.— The annual

noeeting of the Birmingham branch of tbe
General Builders’ Association has been held.
Mr. William Webb, tbe president of the branch,
ocenpied. tbe chair. The committee reported
that tbe progress of the Association bad been
eminently satisfactory. This was mainly due to

the accession of members consequent upon tbe
amalgamation, in the spring of the year, of the
late Master Painters’ Association vrith them-
selves. They had now 112 members, as compared
with sixty-three at the time of the presentation
of tbe last report. For some time past the com-
mittee had been impressed with the necessity for

some amelioration of tbe present system of con-
tracts, agreements, and bills of quantities, and an
effort had been directed towards tbe attainment
of that object. At the end of last year a letter

on tbe subject of tbe appointment of quantity
surveyors and forms of contract, and bearing tbe
signatures of sixty-one of the principal employers
of labour, was sent to the honorary secretary of
tbe Birmingham Architectural Association. A
promise was given that the matter should be con-
sidered at the adjourned annual meeting of the
Association to be held on the 21st of the present
month. Until a settlement should be obtained,

the committee recommended that a strike clause
and provisions for arbitration in cases of dispute
during the execution of a contract should be
insisted upon. They would also advocate the
incorporation of bills of quantities in the agree-

ment, and the adoption of a system of monthly
payments on account. A scheme for the registra-

tion of non-union workmen had been originated.
The committee regarded the proposed scheme as
one of tbe utmost importance to the trade. The
report was unanimously adopted. Mr. W. Briggs,
juu., was elected president, and Mr. Cresswell
vice-president of tbe branch for the ensuing year.
Mr. Hardwick was re-appointed treasurer. A
committee of twenty was elected. The annual
dinner of the Association took place on the day
of meeting. Mr. George Dixon, M.P., presided,
and there were about 170 gentlemen present,

including the principal employers in the building
trade of Birmingham and tbe neighbourhood.

Arbitration in the File Trade .—A monthly
delegate meeting of file-smiths held at Sheffield

has been considering the advisability of esta-

blishing a board of arbitration and conciliation
in connexion with the file trade. The meeting
adopted the following resolution :

—

“ That this meeting recommend the delegates present
to consult with their several employers, and ascertain
whether they are willing to co-operate in the formation of
a hoard of arbitration and conciliation to settle any dis-
putes that may from time to time arise in the trade re-
specting prices or other matters as between employers
and employed, and to report the result of their interviews
at the next delegate meeting.”

Preriresswe Society of Carpenters and Joiners.

—

The annual dinner and entertainment of this
society took place at Charlotte-street, Bedford-
row. About fifty of the members of the society
were present. Mr. George Potter presided.
After dinner, Mr. Potter gave, among other
toasts, ” Success to the Progressive Society of
Carpenters and Joiners,” and took advantage of
the opportunity to refer to the trades’ union
questions which have of late become a topic of
much discussion throughont the country. He
remembered, he said, that when he first came
to London the joiners worked for fis. a day, and
had to work on the Saturday till half-past five

o’clock in the evening. If he did not mistake,
they now received 3Sb. a week, and left off work
on Saturday at one o’clock. In addition to that
they novi' possessed the great privilege of having
their affairs published, so that the public might
be able to judge as to whether what they asked
was reasonable or not. The trades’ unions were
no doubt established in the interest of the work-
ing people, but they were perfectly legal, and
bad been, in his opinion, mainly instruniental in
imparting to the working man that education
which Government had up to the present failed
to afford, and which had been the means of sus-
taining the character of England as a manufac-
turing country.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Kenninrjton.—The foundation-stone has been
laid of a new school-church, which is to be
erected in tbe Foxley-road, and which is designed
to aflbrd accommodation for some of the inhabi-
tants of tbe thickly -populated district of St.
Mark’s. Tbe design embraces a church and a
superior middle-class school, which, for tho
present, are to be worked together.

Pickering .—Rillingtou Church spire has had a
considerable portion of its top displaced twice
during thelast thirty years,on the former occasion
by the great January gale, and on the latter by
being struck by lightning during the present
summer. The restorations on both occasions have
been effected by contributions of the landed pro-
prietors and others. Mr. John Bisby, of Leeds,
has executed the work

; and it is hoped that the
application of a now lightning conductor will
prevent the recurrence of a similar accident.

.dnisbj/.—The old church at this village has
been restored and re-opened for public worship.
The Norman arches were covered over and white-
washed, but now they have been cleared of that
and restored. A gallery has been removed from
the west end, and the tower arch, which was
blocked up, has thereby been re-opened. The
sonth aisle has been rebuilt, and a new roof put
on it. Tbe walls have all been replastered. Tho
chancel had a flat roof on very high walls

j
these

walls have been lowered, and a high-pitched roof
put up instead, with open timber. The seats in
the church are of deal, and varnished

; the floor

of small red quarries with coloured bauds.
There are three memorial windows of stained
glass—one at the east or tower end, given by

Perkins
;
a small one on tbe sonth side,

given by the architect
;
the third window is given

by the vicar, and is placed in the south side of
the chancel. Thqre is a new high-pitched roof
put on the nave and aisles. Mr. John Loveday,
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of Kibworth, was the contractor j
and Mr.

Millican, of Leicester, the architect employed.

Manchester. — The foundation-stone of the

Stowell Memorial Church, situated at thejunction

of Cross-lane and Regent-road, Salford, has been

laid by the Bishop of Manchester. It is esti-

mated to cost about 7,000L Mr. Mark Foggett

is the builder
;
and Mr. J. Medland Taylor, Man-

chester, is the architect. The eastern end of the

church is towards Cross-lane ;
and the tower and

spire are at the east end of the north aisle, so as

to show to advantage from every approach. The

arrangement of the church on the ground plan

comprises a spacious nave, with five arches on

either side, marking it off from its north and

south aisles. The chancel fittings will be of oak.

The roofs will be covered with purple slates.

Salford (Bedfordshire).—The church of this

rural parish having become dilapidated, as well

as disfigured, has been under restoration in the

hands of Mr. W. White. The tower has been

removed and replaced by an open bell-cote, sur-

mounting the western gable, and capped with a

short spire, covered with oak shingles. The east

wall of the chancel has been rebuilt, and also

the arch opening from the nave. The roof has

been reconstructed and covered with old tiles,

relieved by bands of new. The chancel fittings

are new. The nave roof has been reconstructed,

and the western gallery removed. Whitewash

has been cleaned ofi", and stonework renewed.

Mr. A. Kimberley, of Banbmy, executed the

work done.

Eardioycke.—The parish church of Hardwycke,

a secluded village, about four miles west of Wel-

lingborough, has been re-opened for divine

service after having been restored. The church

was in such a dilapidated condition that it was

almost ruinous. It was placed in the hands of

Mr. W. Slater and Mr. R. H. Carpenter, of Lon-

don, architects, aud the work of restoration was

at once proceeded with. The arches separating

the south aisle from the nave were blocked up,

and the aisle itself was in a ruinous state. The
arches were thrown open, and the aisle was re-

built on the old foundations. The porch on the

north side is new, and the whole church, includ-

ing the chancel, has been new-roofed. Originally

the chancel was larger than it is now, but in the

recent restoration it has been thought desirable

to extend it. The old mouldings have been fol-

lowed, and an old beam has been left at the west

end of the nave. The windows are new, the

east window being of the Early Decorated style,

to which the original church belonged. The
chancel is laid with Minton’s encaustic tiles, the

gift of Mr. Minton, '^here is a lantern-window

at the west end, which now contains a picture of

St. Leonard, to whose memory the church is

dedicated. 'That was put in by Mr. ilall, of

Northampton, by whom all the plumber’s and

glazier’s work has been done. The contractors

were Messrs. Clark & Heap, of Northampton,

builders.

Nottingham.— St. Mary’s Church, which has

been restored at the cost of many thousand

pounds, by Mr. Gilbert Scott, has been reopened

for divine service. The following statement has

been published by the committee. General

works done :—Roofs, restored, 2,4391. ;
internal

walls, recased, 1,0101.; floors, new, 7901.
;
gas-

fittings, new, 4751 .

5

windows, reglazed, 2501.;

window-tracery in transepts, restored, 1751.

;

warming apparatus, new, 2001.; chairs, 1501.;

organ, removed and repaired, 1201. Subscrip-

tions to meet these items, 5,0001. General

works to be done :—Oak seats, vestry roof and

walla, buttresses, parapets, and the whole of

north exterior, organ-ebambev and organ, wall

and fence of churchyard, porch. Special gifts

suggested ;—Pulpit, reading-desk, chancel-stalls

at 401. each, stained windows. The gasfittings

generally are supplied by Skidmore, of Coventry,

and the heating is accomplished by four of

Gurney’s stoves, supplied by the London Heating

and Ventilating Company, the old arrangement

for hot air having become useless. The whole

of the works have been carried on under the

direction of Mr. Scott and the immediate super-

intendence of Mr. W. Cook. The contractor for

the whole of the works is Mr. J. E. Hall, of this

town.
Lee (Bucks).—The chief stone of a new church

has been laid in this vUlage. The plan consists

of a nave 46 ft. long by 21i ft. wide, and a

chancel 21 ft. long by 16 ft. wide, an ample

vestrv, and south porch. The roof of the nave

will be open timbered
;

that of the chancel

boarded. The walls will be of brick and flint,

with stone dressings and gable crosses. A bell-

turret surmounts the western gable. The church

has lancet windows and buttresses throughout.

The east window is a triplet. The contract for

the first portion of the work amounts to 1,0651.

The seats are open, and accommodation will be

immediately provided for 182 persons. The
builder is Mr. James Honour, of Tring, and the

architect, Mr. Augustus Frere.

Maldon.—All Saints’ Church has been re-

opened. By removing the old pews, and. erect-

ing in their places the usual benches, additional

accommodation is provided, the number of new
seats thus obtained being 162 ;

so that the

church will now seat 1,000 persons. That is the

chief alteration. The seats are free. The old

pulpit has been replaced by a stone erection,

octagonal in shape. A reredos, in Caen atone,

has been erected, and the interstices have been

filled by paintings from the studio of a local

artist, Mr. Nightingale, the subjects being the

chief sacrificial features in the life of Jesus

Christ. The flooring of the church, which was

of different levels, has been made into one,

partly re-flagged with new materials, and the

floor of the altar-steps laid with encaustic tiles.

The alterations have been effected from the de-

signs and under the superintendence of Mr. Wm.
Adams, architect, of Maldon, and of Newport,

Monmouthshire, by Mr. E. Saunders, contractor.

The cost of the new works will be about 1,200J.

Nattlc.—The parish church of St. Mary, Battle,

is in bad condition. It dates from the twelfth

century, and the stonework of the exterior is

much worn and decayed by time
;
while the in-

terior is not only defaced by injudicious altera-

tions, but the area is wasted and encumbered by

pews, which are as inconvenient in form as un-

sightly in appearance. Efi'orts are now making

to restore and reseat the church under the direc-

tion of Mr. Butterfield. The coat', of the work

will be aboitt 4,0001.

Cottenham.—For some time past’the interior

of the parish church has been in course of gra-

dual restoration. The whole has been com-

pleted, with the exception of some of the more

elaborate wood- carving, by village tradesmen and

workpeople, under the superintendence of Mr.

W. M. Fawcett, architect. The plastering of

the walla, the stonework, flooring, roof, and

woodwork, have all been restored. In the place

of square pews, the church now has open-bench

seats in oak.

Twywell.—The parish church of Twywell, a

village about four miles from Thrapston, in Nor-

thamptonshire, has been re-opened for divine

service, after having undergone a restoration.

The tower was not safe, and had to be supported,

and the whole edifice required almost to be re-

constructed. The west end gallery has been

taken down, and the arch opened. A new bay

has been added at the west end to the south

aisle. New windows and mnlHons have been

put in. The whole interior of the church was
plastered aud whitewashed. This has been re-

moved. The roof, even, was whitewashed : this

has been cleaned off, and the rafters stained.

The south porch has teen paitly rebuilt, and

the chancel has been rebuilt, the north wall and

the east end being entirely new. The old pave-

ment remains. The old high pews have been

removed, and open seats substituted for them.

There is a new oak pulpit, carved, with a read-

ing-desk also of oak. The carving on the pulpit

was taken from an old low screen which was

hidden from sight, and blocked up the high

pews. The chancel has a pitched roof, which,

like the flat roof in the nave, was whitewashed.

The church is heated with Marriott, of St. Neot’s,

hot-water apparatus. The work has been done

by Mr. S. R. Brown, of Kettering, builder, under

the superintendence of the Rev. Mr. Else, who
has been his own architect and clerk of the

works. At a luncheon after the opening, the

bishop of the diocese, in coarse of some remarks

as to the church, said there was a peculiarity in

the work, which he would not commend to their

imitation. The church had been almost re-built

without either architect or clerk of the works.

Now, there were some very excellent clergymen

—men of great attainments in various ways, but

he must confess that if a clergyman came to

him and told him that he was about to restore

his church, without having either an architect

or a clerk of the works, he should hesitate before

he gave him a faculty. He admitted, however,

that in the present instance he could not find

fault.

Sheldon.—The church here, which for more
than a year has been undergoing a restoration,

has been reopened for Divine service by the

Bishop of Worcester. "Whilst being dismantled

many curious old relics were brought to light.

The walls were found to be covered with paint-

ings, and in some places superposed one upon
another. Being rudely done in distemper it was
impossible to retain them. The remains of a

rood-loft and staircase were also discovered, and

one or two piscinas became revealed to view as

the old plaster was removed. Above the rood-

loft was found a large cavity in. the main wall

20 in. by 30 in., which was evidently used as a

hiding-place for relics and church jewels and

plate. There is an old inscription in the tower,

now framed, with plate-glass front, recording

the fact that the church was built in A.D. 1461.

The roof, hid behind the plaster ceiling, was in

good preservation, and remains now in the new
church exactly as it was in the old. Twelve

stained-glass windows, by Messrs. Ward &
Hughes, have been inserted, and the cost of one

of them has been entirely defrayed by cottagers,

having the appropriate subjects of the widow’s

mite and the Mary “ who hath done what she

could” represented in the two lights. The

architects were Messrs. Slater & Carpenter, of

London
;
and the builder, Mr. Bromwich, of

Rugby. A new organ is now wanted.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Finslwy, London,.—The Congregational chapel

in Finsbury Circus has just been reopened, after

having been decorated throughout. A consider-

able alteration has also been made in the in-

ternal arrangement of the chapel on the north

side, the accommodation on the ground-floor

having been somewhat curtailed to allow of the

erection of a large lecture-room, with minister s

and deacons’ vestries. A deep gallery, which

forms the ceiling of these rooms, furuishes a

space for a large new organ, built by Messrs.

Bishop & Starr, and contains, besides, two rows

of pewing. A new beating apparatus has been

provided, and a fresh system of gas-fittiug

adopted, consisting of starlights from the ceil-

ing, and brackets under the galleries. Mr.

W. A. Dixon was the architect employed
;
and

the works have been carried out by Messrs.

Staines & Son, of Great St. Helen’s.

Hoxton, London.—The new Barbican Congre-

gational Church has been erected in the New
North-road, Hoxton, in lieu of the old one of

the same name which stood for upwards of

eighty years in Barbican, but which has been

purchased by the Metropolitan Railway Com-

pany. It was opened on September 26ib. It is

of the Early Decorated type. On the basement,

which is more than half out of the ground, there

is a lecture-room, 64 ft. by 41 ft. 6 in., and 12 ft.

high, with platform and two good entrances;

two infants’ class-rooms, with galleries for 100

infants
;
and two class-rooms, for forty senior

scholars ;
all possessing excellent light. On the

ground-floor is the church, 102 ft. by 41 ft. 6 in.

aud 38 ft. 6 in. high, having accommodation for

900 persona. In the front are two entrance^

with corridor 25 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft., paved wiUi

ornamental tiles
;
and in the rear are roiniste^

and deacons’ vestries, a lavatory, &c., with stair-

case to the organ gallery. The church is weQ

lighted. There are no columns above the galle-

ries, the roof spanning from wall to wall. The

front is of Kentish rag and Bath stone, with

appropriate carving. The cost of the whole, in-

cluding lighting, warming, ventilation, cushions

to pews, architects’ fees, &c., will be under

6,0001. The architects are Messrs. Lander &

Bedells, and the work has been done by Messrs.

Browne & Robinson.

Chcquers-alley, London.—The space between

City-road and Aldersgate-street,—especially that

portion of it in the rear of Bunhill Fields,—is

occupied by a dense network of narrow streets

and alleys. The houses composing these thorough-

fares are of the worst imaginable stylo of con-

struction, and are many of them in the last stage

of dilapidation. They are inhabited by a most

poor and squalid class, to whom dirt appears to

be a necessity of existence, or to whom, at any

rate, cleanliness seems to be impossible. In the

midst of this mass of wretchedness,—and it is

to be feared of crime also,—a Wesleyan Chapel

and schools have just been opened. Chequers-

alley,—one of the narrowest and darkest courts

in London,—affords a site for these buildings.

Both this thoroughfare and Pump-alloy, which

intersects it at this point, are so narrow, that

when a passenger in either of them extends his

bands, he can touch at once the walls oo each

side. In such a situation architectural display

would have been out of place, even if the limited
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hds at command had allowed it. The Btrnc-
Te, therefore, is of the plainest description,
(hough commodious. The chapel will seat

0 persons, and ia entered through a short
•rridor, designed to exclude the noise of any
aturbance outside. For the same reason, and
avoid the risk of damage, the window-sills are
tpt up as high as possible. An infant school
tattached to the chapel. The remainder of the
©mises consist of a school-room of the same
e as the chapel, with class-rooms, lavatories,

, ., attached, and a house for the porter who
.'ses charge of the whole. Bath stone and
ijck brick are the materials employed. Care
d attention have been given to the lighting
d ventilation of all apartments. Mr. E. Hoole,
'.Craven-street, was the architect. The whole
.it of the premises has been about 1,5001. The
undation stone was laid by the Earl of Shaftes-

gy. The chapel and schools have recently
un opened. Mr. Hobson, of the Adelphi, was
b builder.

^Sunderland .—The foundation-stone of a new
fapel has been laid in South Durham-street,
(uderland. Abont thirty years a^o a large
i»ernacle, used by one of the Wesleyan Metho-
t ministers, was built in South Dmham-street,
t this has been found ill-adapted to the pre-
;it day, and the United Methodist Free Church
fly, who are busy erecting several chapels in
} neighbourhood, determined to pull down the
t tabernacle, and rebuild it in more modem
ele, at a cost of 2,0001. The new place of
srship will be capable of holding abont 1,200
3»ple. The architect is Mr. Joseph Potts.

B Golden Sheaf ; Poems contributed by Living
Authors. Edited by the Eev. Cuas. Rogebs,
LL.D. London : Houlston & Wright. 1868.

Itho composition of this very cheap and pretty
<k eighty-four writers have contributed, in-
liding, and we name those whose poems have
rerested ua most, the Rev. Goodwyn Barmby,
CC. Bennett, Fras. Bennocb, Sir John Bow-
,t, Mrs. Cowden Clarke, Mrs. Newton Cros-
,3, Canon Dale, S. C. Hall (a capital “ Love-
!rer to his Wife ”), Fanny Havergal, Mr. and
j. Howitt, Chas. Mackay, Eliza Ogilvy, Bessie
stkes, the late Miss Power, J. E. Reade,
isistina Rossetti (subtle and obscure), Charles
iain, Martin Tupper, A. A. Watts, &c. The
t^eat work, with the exception oflUr. Edmund
Jide’e “ Battle of Hastings,” and the one that
t belongs to our special subjects, is “ Venice

'.h,” by the author of “ Blythe House.” This I

ass in charming verse a graphic account,!
I the only one, so far as we know, of the
ibts that attended the assumption of Venice 1

KKing Victor Emmanuel. The descriptions
-Tevidently those of an eye-witness. Here are
.Tw lines from it abont

—

' Vicenza.

Tiecnza gives a welcome, aU her own,
; No town in modem times could e'er have shown,

i : Her world-lumed citizen, Palladio, planned
|1 Her an Olympian theatre. Death’s hand
' 1 Bemoved him when his work was scarce begun

j
'1 But worthily 'twas finished by his son.

’

:. As amphiiheatre the inner space

j

I Is formed. The stage is upward sloped to face
11 The enlarged arena. Eudiating thence
jl lire streets are seen, which— to the misled sense
l( Of vision—seem to stretch far out of sight;
I

And these are crossed by others, left and right,
|1 The Btage-front a trinniphal srch appears,
'V Where columns and tall statues,rise in tiers
H Up to the tent-like roof, ’nealh which a space
iJ Is formed, where noble bss-reliefs have place.
1

1 The theatre is filled in every nook
|I By faces whose expectant, eager look
18 Seems almost pain."

fejeaking of

—

Verona.

V Verona, with the wondrous legacy
fi Bequeathed to her through many a century
E By ancient Eome, her massive world-renowned
0 Old amphitheatre, herein has found
T The grandest medium whereby to convey
E Her sense of joy on this her festa-day.
V "With weli-plaeed care she has contrived to keep
E Her treasure almost perfect

;
save the steep

1 Arcaded outer wall, the rest remains
T The same as when proud emperors and their trains
f| Of cruel courtiers came to glut their eyes
"With tortured Chrietians' dying agonies,
.1 And scarce less brutal contests of wild beasts,
[llWhich formed the crowning glory of their leasts,

ji Among the illuminations of the night
iTlThis weird old circus forms a startling sight.

ithin the giant arches’ yawning void,
jTIThroughuut the evening, soldiers are employed
ITiTo tend each steady-burniug deep red fire,

[iiWhose floods of criaisou smoko rise ever higher."

Departing thence, the king proceeds to

—

Florence,

” Forth from Verona’s gates he’s gone.
Through Virgil's native Mantua; and on
To his new capital, Florence the fair,
Where Brunelleschi’s dome soars up in air

;

Where Giotto's beauteous CampanUe stands

;

Where crowd the works of Donatello’s hands

;

Where Buonarotti’e David rears its head
;

’

Where Raphael’s, Titian's works are richly spread
O'er endless walls: where, from the plastic hand
Of Luca della Robbia, bold groups stand

;

Where Ghiberti’s unrivalled bronze gates rise,—
‘ Fit only to be gates of paradise,’
Said Michelangelo ;—where Dante’s Seai
Is still remembered

; where dead heroes meet
In Santa Croce's fane,—heroes, that is,

In the world's progress ! Of a snrety this
Is the meet noble conquest

!

Oh ! God graut
The BODS of Italy again may pant
For glory such as this

!

. .
May they once more

Revive their schools of painting as of yore.
In Bculptnre, literature, science, and art,
And in all strides of mind take their due part

;

Recalling the ^and names which form their dower,
May they go tbrth with resurrection power.
To fill their post in heaven's wide-spread plan,
TAaf ma7i thall Kork, and aid hii/eliotc-man !"

Heartily we re-echo the good wish.
The volame is introduced by a brief essay on

the Poetic Art, by Mr. E. J. Reed, who, besides
being chief constructor of the Navy, shows evi-
dence of skill as a critic.

IflisrtllaTrca.

SunscBiPTiONs TO Buildeks’ Benevolent
Institution.—The secretary writes,—“In error
I omitted in the advertisement of last week the
name of Wm. Tite, esq., M.P., a donation of
10k lOs. Will you kindly assist me by taking
notice of this in your publication of this week ?”

We willingly comply.

A NEW Hot-air Engine.—A number of gentle-
men, most of them practical engineers, recently
assembled at Edwards (Sc Co.’s establishment,
Oxford-atreet, to inspect their new patent hot-
air engines. A one-horse engine at work, a two-
horse engine not at work, and an engine in
pieces, were exhibited and criticised. The engine
consists of a large furnace, surmounted by a
cylinder, through which the piston moves. The
lire having been lighted, the piston begins to
work, at first slowly, until it pumps in the fresh
cold air. In less than a minute, the supply of
air having become heated, the engine gains its
full speed, which is regulated in the same manner
as in steam-engines. The waste air escapes by
means of a large pipe, which will also serve for
the purpose of heating, as the pump through
which the cold air is drawn in answers for venti-
lation. Difficulties and complications in the old
caloric engine are avoided, we are told, and the
cost is said to be exceedingly low.

Hackney Board or Works Reports.—The
eleventh annual report of the Hackney Board of
Works, including the reports of their surveyor,
Mr. Lovegrove, and their medical officer of
health. Dr. J. W. Tripe, has been printed. There
aro also reports on the cholera epidemic ap-
pended. From that epidemic Hackney suffered
comparatively little. Small-pox was the most
prevalent of the ordinary diseases in ceurse of
the year, and want of vaccination is said to have
been a cause of this prevalence. The general
rate of mortality in the district was 229 per
10,000 inhabitants, by contrast with 264 in the
whole of London. In respect to the very im-
portant subject of overcrow'ding, and the powers
of the new Act as a remedy, Dr. Tripe says :

—

“The 36th seotjon, under which the regulations for
lodging-houses have been I'rained, is one of the moat im-
portant in the Sanitary Act, but so far as I have seen,
requires much care in carrying it out. Before the passing
of the Act, there was not any difficulty in obtaining con-
victions for overcrowding, under the Nuisances Removal
Act, at some police courts, but I believe there was in
others. This section has this great advantage, that the
district auihorities have been able to obtain a regulation
stating what is, and what is not, overcrowding. The first
district for which regulations were obtained, was Hackney,
and the minimum space, viz., 3C0 cubic feet for each adult
in a sleeping-room, may be considered as the minimum
for other districts. The Secretary of State objected to
this space as too small, but he granted it as being the first
application to him to fix the breathing space requisite for
an individual, and expressed a hope that a larger number
of cubic feet would be afforded after a time. I can scarcely
agree with this hope, and find great difficulty in enforcing
this regulation YVe have not found it neces-
sary as yet to take out any summonses under the regu-
lations, inaamneh as the ordinary powers under the
Nnissnees Removal Acts, have been found sufficient. The
great error, so far as I perceive, in framing the regula-
tions has been, that no district has fixed a minimum
penalty, while all have adopted the maximum penalty

I mentioned in the Act.”

Tde New Law Courts.—We do not find any
grounds for a recent parsgrapli in the daily
papers as to a decision in this competition. The
judges have not met since their report was
returned by the Treasury, and nothing whatever
has been done.

Paper prom Wood.—Many very interesting
samples of paper manufactured from wood have
been shown at the Paris Exhibition. The inven-
tion ia not new, but the processes by which the
fibres are treated, the method of whitening the
material and converting it into a pulp for the
manufacture of excellent paper, have only now
been successful

;
and the factories in operation

in France and elsewhere abroad are preparing
daily from 1,000 to 2,000, and, in some instances,
10,000, kilogrammes of pnlp per day from wood,
for the production of white paper. Hitherto
there Las been great difficulty in producing
paper from woody substances, on account of it

not receiving ink and pressure without dete-
rioration.

New Market, Accrington.—The new market
in Accrington, the result of a competition which
cook place last year, and was duly noted in onr
pages, is now up to the level of the plinth
course, and the upper portion is about to be
proceeded with, under a fresh contract. The
size internally is 60 yards by 40 yards. War-
renden stone, in large blocks, is nsed up to the
plinth, and local stone (white) of good quality is

used for the upper portion. Patent glazed bricks
are to bo used for lining the whole of the
interior. The roof is entirely of iron, and
covered with blue slates. The lighting is by
means of splayed clearstories, and the appear-
ance is expected to be novel and effective. The
architect is Mr. J. F. Doyle.

Opening op the New Rifle Drill-Hall,
Gre.at Yarmouth.—The new rifle drilJ-haU,
recently erected for the use of the Yarmouth
rifle battalion, has been formally opened. It
was built from designs prepared by Mr. J. T.
Bottle, of this town, architect. The style is

Gothic. The hall is 114 ft. in length, by 60 ft.

in width. From the base to the centre of the
roof the height is about 30 ft. The roof is

elliptic, and springs from the floor. The south
front is faced with flint, with Bath stone dress-
ings, and contains a residence and offices, an
armoury, and other adjuncts. The edifice is

constructed of red brick, with white brick string
crosrings. The total cost will be abont 1,3001.
Mr. Leggett was the builder, and Mr. Want the
Carpenter. At the south end an orchestra has
been erected. The hall ia lighted at night
with gas.

Metropolitan Cemeteries.—A return, moved
for by Mr. Berkeley, has just been issued from
tho Queen’s Printing-office, which gives the
number of licences and other particulars con-
neebed with burial grounds within the metropo-
litan district. By this return it appears that
licences were granted under the Metropolitan
Interments Acts, 1852, for new, or extension of
old, burial grounds in the districts of Maryle-
bone, Lambeth, Islington, Paddington, City of
London, St. Pancras, Camberwell, Westminster,
Charlton, Putney, Greenwich (Crooms-hill)

j

Deptford, Sydenham, Hammersmith, Norwood,
Battersea, Plumstead, and Willesden. Particu-
lars are recorded as to twenty-one cemeteries,
the largest of which belongs to the General
Cemetery Company, Kensal-green. This burial-
ground comprises an area of rather less than
80 acres, of which 73 acres have been conse-
crated, and 25,363 interments took place be-
tween the let of January, 1852, and the 31st of
August, 1866. The Cemetery of St. Mary at the
same place is used exclusively by Roman Catho-
lics, consists of 30 acres of land, and between
1858 and 1866 inclusive, 13,561 interments took
place. The Norwood Cemeteiy occupies 40
acres

; that at Abney Park, 33 acres
; the Bromp-

ton Cemetery, 38 acres
;
and the City of London

and Tower Hamlets Cemetery, 25 acres. It ap-
pears from this return that the number of bodies
permitted to be interred in one grave varies
from one to five, and that at Kensal-green no
restriction as to number is made, but that a
layer of earth at least a foot thick is to be de-
posited between each coffin ; so that under this

regulation a grave 16i ft. in depth will receive
six coffins. Particulars are also appended as to
drainage, with reference to brooks, watercourses,
wells, and springs in the immediate vicinity of
these cemeteries, and the return specifies also

the number of houses situated within 200 yards
of each burial-ground.
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Society of Aets.—The opening meeting will

be held on Wednesday, the 20th instant, when

the opening address wOl be delivered by the

chairman of the Coancil.

The Collieey Explosions.—Mr. Plant invites

attention to the fact that the explosion at Oaks

Colliery on the 5th occurred jnst six days after

his letter of “Caution” was sent to ns, which

communication, however, was not published by

ns until the 8th. Others have since occurred, as

elsewhere mentioned.

Leicesteb-squabe. — An action has been

brought against the Metropolitan Board of

Works for alleged trespass in dealing with the

inclosed space in Leicester-square under the

Public Gardens Act of 1863. The plaintiff is

Mr. Talk, who claims that the inclosure is his

property, and not a public garden.

Clifton Workhouse Infirm.ary.—Attention

has been called to the uncleanly management of

this infirmary by the British Medical Journal,

and we are glad to see that the guardians have

been aroused to the carrying out of much-

needed amendments in that respect. The

journal named suggests to the guardians, that

not only is it necessary that their rules should

be good, but that they should be thoroughly

carried out, and not neglected as they were at

the time their inquirer paid his visit. Without

extreme cleanliness in an infirmary, it is not

possible to prevent the spread of disease.

The Albert Institute at Windsor.

—

An
infiuential meeting was held on Wednesday
last week, at the Town-hall, Windsor, for the

purpose of furthering the erection of the pro-

posed Albert Institute. Captain Bulkeley pre-

sided. Mr. Eawlins read a statement and sub-

scription list, from which it appeared that about

1,1001. bad already been subscribed. Mr. Eykyn,

M.P., Captain Bulkeley, Mr. W. E. Harris, Mr.

Hall Saye, Mr. Darvill, Mr. Browning, Mr.

Gordon Gyll, and other gentlemen, addressed

the meeting, and a resolution that “ it was
desirable to erect the proposed Albert Institute

in order to express, in a work designed for the

public good, the respect of those present for the

memory of the Prince Consort,” was unanimously

carried.

Plant-house Glass.—M.L. Cailletet detailsex-

periments on the influence of coloured rays on the

decomposition of carbonic acid by plants. He
observes that green light aff'orded unexpected

results, whether this colour was obtained from

grass, vegetable leaves, or solutions. Under its

influence carbonic acid, he states, is never de-

composed : a fresh quantity of gas seems, on the

contrary, to be evolved. When a glass contain-

ing pure air and a leaf was placed in full sun-

light, under a green glass shade, after a few

hours a quantity of carbonic acid was obtained

that was scarcely inferior to that which the leaf

would have evolved in the dark. If correct, this

should influence the glazing of greenhouses. Of

course, for a plant-hoose a chief object must be

to promote the decomposition of carbonic acid

and the absorption of carbon by the growing

plant, and hinder the evolution of carbonic acid,

by day at least.

Self-supporting Prisons in America.—The
governor of the State Prison of Massachusetts

(Mr. Gideon Haynes) forwarded a letter about

nine months since to Mr. William Tallack, secre-

tary of the Howard Association, 5, Bishopsgate-

street Without, E.C., stating that the said prison

receives about 120,000 dollars per annum for the

labour of its inmates, and estimating that a clear

profit of 20,000 dollars would probably be gained

during the year. Mr. Tallack has just received

from the governor a second letter (November,

1867), from which the following is an extract :

—

The Concrete Groyne at Brighton. — The

works in connexion with the Concrete Groyne,

the construction of which has, from various

causes, been long delayed, have been brought to

a close. The top forms a promenade, gradually

inclining down to the water. The total cost of

the Groyne (constructed by the Town Council

itself) has been nearly 5,0001., or something more

than double the amount of the original contract

price.

The Sanitary State of Leicester.—A paper

upon this subject has been read before the local

Literary and Philosophical Society, by Dr. Buck,

as president. The authorof the paper passed in re-

view the works which have been done and arenow

being carried out for the promotion of the public

health. He has been for some years ofBcer of

health to the borough, viz.—from 1849 to 1854,

a period in which the important sanitary works

of drainage and water supply were established.

Leicester, be said, had certainly done much
during the last twenty years, had accomplished

deep drainage and some forty-five miles of

sewerage, bad abolished intramural interments,

and had obtained, by the aid of the Leicester

Waterworks Company, a constant supply of the

most excellent water.

Working-Men’s College Building Fund.

—

Afresh appeal to the public is being made on the

part of this college by the principal, Mr. F. D.

Maurice, for contributions towards extending

their building in Great Ormond-street, in conse-

quence of the great increase in the number of

the students. The principal says :

—

‘ A Bile is already provided, the ground in the r

An Ancient Tree.—A tree has lately been

cut in Ohio which is declared by experts to be

792 years old. It weighed thirty tons, was moro

than 12 ft. in circumference, and made 7,000 ft,

of inch boards, clear stufi'.

St. Paul’s Schools, Poetwood.—The building

committee of these schools have selected a tender

for their erection from the numerous list sent in

by the principal builders of the town and neigh*

bourhood. Their choice, we hear, has fallen upon

Mr. W. H. Brown, of Stockport. It is con*

templated, we believe, to proceed at once with

the building, so far as the weather permits.

Bridging the Ohio.—Louisville will soon have

a great bridge spanning the Ohio. The bridge

is to be constructed with but one swinging span,

or draw, which is over the Louisville and Port-

land Canal. The total length of the superstruc-

ture will be 5,220 ft., and of its graded ap-

proaches 2,500 ft., making the total length of

the bridge, from the points where the ascent ia

commenced, 7,720 ft. The total length of the

connexion between the Jefiersonville Eailroad

and Louisville and Nashville Eailroad, including

bridge, will be 3^ miles. Estimated cost*

1,500,000 dollars.

Monument to the late Mr. E. Ash, in

Highbury Chapel.—A monument has just been

erected in Highbury Chapel, to the memory of

the late Eichard Ash, of Victoria-square, by hia

widow. The design baa been prepared by

Messrs. Hansom & Son, of Bristol
;
and exe-

cuted by Mr. Bolton, of Cheltenham (late of

Worcester). It is 10 ft. high by 5 ft. wide,

commencing at 6 ft. from the ground. The front

is divided into three niches or compartments,
tbe bouse (12,000 square feet in area) being the freehold

, . v cwa fVio fwn aida
property of the coUege. We are advhed that such a build- the centre being doable the Size ot the two siOe

fng B8 this can be well and eubstantially built in a plain ones, each being finished by a Bharp-pomteQ

but good style for about 2,ocoL to 2,600?. Of this amount
j
g^ble crocketed, and snrmounted by a carved

we have 1,0002. in band and 200?. promiaed."
1 finial* The centre compartment contains the

Financially the college is self-supporting. Con-
!
inscription, on a white marble slab. Above the

tributions may be sent, amongst others, to the I inscription is a coat of arms of the deceased.

London and county Bank, Oxford-street Branch

(“ Working-Men’s College Account ”) ;
or to Mr.

Thomas Hughes, M.P., 9, Old-square, Lincoln’s-

inn, or 33, Park-street, Grosvenor-square.

Economy in Street-watering. — Cooper’s

patent for watering streets, &c., has been tried

on roads in the district of St. George, Hanover-

carved in stone. In the side compartments are

two recessed niches, containing standing figures

of angels, holding scrolls, on which is engraved,

“ Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord,”

The base is a moulded stringcourse, having

demi-figures of angels in the centre and at each

angle. The divisions of the three compartmenU

marked by small bultresses, having moulded

square; and the surveyor, Mr. H. T. Tomkins,
j

amj crocketed pinnacles. Interspersed iis

says the trial “ is most satisfactory, and far
[

various parts are demi-figures of angels, carvec

exceeds his expectations,” and he anticipates its
( capitals and spandrels, &c,

general adoption, both from its great economy
;

and its doing away with the old annoyance of

perpetual street-watering in dry weather. The
materials, we understand, are dissolved in the

water of the watering-carts, and are deliques-

cent : they are not only innocuous, but act as a

deodorizer, and also as a consolidater of the

roads. A single watering is said to last a whole

week, so that the saving to the ratepayers, it is

believed, will be of importance, as the ingre-

dients are both cheap and abundant. The clear-

ing of the streets from watering-carts is itself

a great desideratum, both with the public and

the ratepayers.

TENDERS
For church and school-buildings for the district o

Christ Church, Somera Town, Bt. Fancras. Messrs. New
& Billing, architects. Quantities supplied by Mi

Antiquarian Discoveries. — AC the last

monthly meeting of the Newcastle Antiquarian

Society, Dr. Bruce laid on the table a paper im-

pression of a stone found in the wall of Antoninus

Pius, about eight miles from Glasgow. It was

now in the possession of Professor M'Chesney,

American Consul at Newcastle, who intends

moving it to the United States. It measured

2 ft. 10 in. by 2 ft. 3 in., and bore an inscription,

which was thus interpreted :

—

Rickman
Howard
Carter & Sons
Perry
Browne & Robinson ..

Coleman
Patrick & Son
Thompson
Dove, Brothers
Myers & Sons
Wells (accepted) ....

clear profit of 22,f-00 dollars. This has been sccompliehed
notwithstanding that the Legislature has, since I wrote to

you, increased the salaries of the ofliceis of the prison to

the amount of about 6,COO dollars per annum, wbicli has
been paid in the past year. 'Ibis sum of 22,0C0 dollars is

over and above all an3 every expense connected with the

prison, viz., olBcers’ salaries, clothing, bedding, and feed-

ing the convicts, transporting them Irom the various coun-
ties where they were convicted to the prison, adding 200

volumes to the library, providing all discharged prisoners

with a new suit of clothes and five dollars in money, and
paying ail repairs connected with the bniiding.”

The governor estimates 30,000 dollars (6,0001.)

as the profit for the coming year. He remarks
“ Our records show that crime is most prevalent

among that class who are ignorant of trades

A greater per centage of reformation is obtained

through the agency of good trades being taught

the men than in any other way.”

..£13,890

.. 13,480

.. 13,317

.. 12,995

.. 12,680

.. 12,525

.. 12,173

.. 11,925
11,630

... 11,350 0 0

For works at 34 and 36, Monkwell-atreet, for Messrs

H. E. & M. Moses. Mr. N. 8. Josephs, architect

Condor £4,218 0 0

Newman & Mann 3,993 0 0

Browne & Robinson 3,984 0 0

David King & Sons 3,766 0 0

Dedicated to the Emperor Caisar Titns iElins Ha-
drianns Antoninna Augustus Pius, the Father of His
Country. The Vexillation of the 20th Legion, styled the

Valerian and Victorius, constructed three thousand paces

of this wall."

A Portland cement cast will be taken of the

stone for the Old Castle, Newcastle. Dr. Brnce

then described an altar found near Wallsend,

which had been presented to the society by Mr.

B. Atkinson. When found, before 1848, it was

suiTonnded by twelve stones. Dr. Bruce took

the perforation in the centre as representing the

sun, and believed that twelve rays round it and

the twelve stones bad reference to the twelve

months of the year. Much superstition was

associated with such stones. Bargains made by

shaking hands through the perforations were re-

garded as very sacred
;
and children were passed

through them that they might be cured of any

disease they had. A similar efficiency was sup-

posed to belong to the passing of children through

the cleft in a riven tree.

For rebuilding and repairs to Brunswick Stable-yard

and No. 122, and 122a, City-road; and Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, «

and 7, Lewington’s-buildiugs. Mr. J. M. M'CuIIocd

architect:— „
Dove, Brothers £1,485 0 0

Mansbridge 1 ,468 0 0

For building warehouse and stables at Eonpell-streel

Lambetb, for Mr. F. Bowering. Mr. James L. Slewarl

architect;— „
Sawyer £^.,140 0 0

Shurmur 2,110 0 0

Smith & Son 1,996 0 0

Eustace 1,968 0 0

Cubbitt, Brothers 1,901 9 0

Wilcox 1,876

Quennell 1,760

Golding & Son 1,746

Pierce & Booth
Pearce 1,^47

Pinner (accepted)

li47
1^6

For rebuilding No. 64, Broad-street, St. James f.

B. Tabberer, architect
Prince £1.C89 0 0

Keys 917 0 2
Messrs. Bawaters 897 0

Larke 896 0 0

Bostel (accepted) 837 0 0

For the erection of a pair of villas at Cbislehnri

Kent, for Mr. D. Chattle. Mr, Joseph 8. Moye, arct

Grover (accepted) £2,100 0 0
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The Legitimate

Audit of Railivarj

Finance.

ARVELLOUS it

how contentedly a people

,

amongst whom time is

actaally convertible into
xMl WIN money will put up with

the waste of time when

that waste is the result

of a cherished system of

red tape. In the fourth

quarter of the year of

grace 1867, the Board

of Trade limps after the

steady progress of Time,

and smilingly offers to

the forgetful public com-

plete railway returns for

the year ending 31st of

December, 1865. In the

paper submitted last

year to the Statistical

i Society by Mr. Dudley Baxter, into the subject

i:of which we entered at the time with some

I detail, the Board of Trade returns were only

lavailable up to the end of 1861, when a total of

;4!25,482,0001. had been expended out of an

lanthorised capital of 520,522,0001. on the rail-

rways of Great Britain and Ireland. The paid-up

ocapital at the close of 1865 stood at 455,478,1431.

^

Ishowing an actual expenditure during the course

)lof that year of close upon fifty millions sterling.

The point which would be most desirable to

lolucidate by these items is one, however, on

^ which they cast but little light. We are informed

1 that the average dividend on the ordinary capital

. of opened lines, amounting to 206,748,60Gi., was

1 at the rate of 41. lls. 5d. per cent.—an average

d div’idend which is greatly reduced by the low

n returns of the Irish railways, on which only

2 21. 16s. 8d. per cent, was divided. The London

6 and North-Western, the Midland, and the Great

^ Northern, divide from 6Z. 12a. 6d. per cent, to

7 71. 28. Gd. per cent., on capitals amounting to an

a aggregate of forty millions and a half sterling

—

a a rate of dividend which, after the long Parlia-

B mentary warfare of these great lines, shows the

e elasticity of the railway system, and indicates

T what the property of the shareholders might by

t this time have become under sane and honest

r management. On the preferential capital,

I debenture stock, and debenture loans, amounting

ii in all to 219,598,1961., dividends or interest have

t been paid at the rate of from 4Z. 28. per cent, to

4 41. 83. 5d. per cent. The question we should like

i to have answered is, how much of the twenty

r millions or thereabouts distributed within the

j
year to the holders of these various descriptions

( of “ titles ” came out of the fifty millions received

f from the public during the same period under the

d denomination of “ capital ?”

The question is neither unimportant nor un-

f founded. Many years ago, during the great

i inflation of 1845, a violent attack on the railway

B system made its appearance in the form of a

j
pamphlet, in which parallel tables were given of

c calls and of dividends, the object of the writer

1: being to show that all the money distributed

< with one hand, as dividend, had been contempo-

raneously collected with the other hand, under

the name of capital. The idea was indignantly

scouted by the financial authorities of the day.

The pamphlet has probably long been forgotten
;

but it would be happy for the country if the view

which it brought forward had been altogether

erroneous and visionary. It is in this very con-

fusion of two distinct branches of expenditure

that the great evil and misfortune of railway

finance has invariably lurked. Nor will public

confidence either be bestowed or be deserved

until satisfaction is given on this simple but

vital point.

The temptation to anticipate profit, to make

the readiest and the pleasantest use of money

actually to hand, and then to disclose admirable

reasons for raising more, is by no means peculiar

to railways. The glorious, pious, and im-

mortal memory” of that great and good king

whose name is enshrined in two such diame-

trically opposite toasts by Irish wit, is associated

with a deliverance from brass money as well as

from wooden shoes. But the brass money from

which King William is said to have delivered us

was a far less national evil than the paper

money—or, rather, paper which is not money-

for which wo are in great measure indebted to

his wisdom. Loans, more or less voluntary,

had been procured from a long-suftering people

by many kings and ministers before the time of

the hero of the 5th of November
;
bub his name is

associated with the transformation of loan into

permanent debt—a transformation very similar

to that which railway debentures are now in the

process of undergoing. If we might at all

illustrate the case of railway finance by that of

the funded debt of Europe, the prospect would,

indeed, be gloomy enough. That great incubus

on the industry of the nineteenth century

amounted at the close of 1865, nob including

America, to the sum of two thousand eight

hundred millions sterling, of which eight hundred

millions have been “ borrowed ” within the pre-

ceding ten years. The annual demand of the

public creditor, in 1866, amounted to 98,000,0001.

Of this the surplus of taxation over expenditure

supplied the modest portion of some 30,000,0001.,

the remaining 68,000,0001. of annual dividend

being derived from an annual increase of loan.

Such is the present financial position of Europe,

in which two states alone, Holland and Great

Britain, pay all the interest due to the fund-

holder out of revenue.

The position of our railway property cannot

be compared with justice to the insolvable, if not

insolvent, state of European public debt. But

it has made a notable advance in the same

perilous direction, and it is an object of no little

national importance that the tendency should

be firmly and intelligently checked. For the

455,478,1431. which we have spent on'our rail-

ways, we have, on a moderate computation,

value in band, in land, works, and plant, equal

to at least three hundred millions sterling;

and if between unearned but divided interest,

secured by extortionate landowners, lawyers,

and contractors, and waste by sheer blunder, we

have thrown away the balance, yet we must

remember that this large sum is not lost—it is

only improperly divided amongst ourselves. The

case is far other with the public deficit or

irredeemable debt. The fleets, the fortresses,

the dockyards, the arms, and the military stores of

Europe would, if duly valued, form but a small

set-ott’ against the enormous per contra of more

than 2,830,000,0001. sterling. Again, the rail-

way capital is self-supporting. The income is

not raised by a tax, but is a bond fide payment

for work done, and done, moreover, at an

enormous gain to the country. To estimate

that gain in its money value is no easy task.

Money, indeed, cannot represent it
;

for if we

could conceive that, from any change in the

physical condition of our world, steam were to

lose its elastic force, no combination of horse-

power, at any cost, would replace the present

method of conducting oar enormous traffic by

land and by sea.

The purchaser, then, of any description of rail-

way shares or stock knows that he is so far pos-

sessed of a property which cannot deteriorate

more than to some two-thirds of its original par

price. The property is one essential to the

intercourse of daily life, and to the maintenance

of the phase of civilisation at which we have

arrived. With care and prudence it must im-

prove
;
under any circumstances but those of

wilful blindness and mismanagement, he not

only knows, but now experiences, the worst.

The holder, on the other hand, of what is

called funded “ property,” or a portion of the

public debt of any country but England or Hol-

land, is the possessor of an acknowledgment of

debt which, at the same time, is almost tanta-

mount to an acknowledgment of insolvency.

This property, under no possible contingency,

can become productive or self-supporting. The

annual dole must, on the moat favourable hypo-

thesis, be wrung from the pockets of an over-

taxed people; and on the actual basis of fact,

two-thirds of it must be begged as a loan from

the speculative capitalist. In the former case it

will be indispensable that the gross taxation of

Europe, which now amounts to 334,000,0001.

sterling of British money per annum, should be

raised to the amount of 409,000,0001. sterling

per annum. In the latter case it is necessary

that the respectively responsible Governments

shall among them borrow on the Exchanges of

Europe an annual and au annually increasing

sum of from 60,000,0001. to 70,000,0001. sterling

for the mere maintenance of public faith by dis-

charging the claims of the holders of Rente.

In the funded debt of Europe we can thus

see an exaggerated condition of the same great

canker that infests the English railway system,

since the man who waa once called the Napoleon

of Railways, first found out the way to “ make

things pleasant ’’ for shareholders. The dispro-

portion, indeed, is great, and the character of

the two properties differs as much as do the real

and the fictitious. While the income of the fund-

holder is derived, one-third from onerous taxa-

tion, and two-thirds from loans from year to

year ;
the income of the railway proprietor is

derived, four-fifths at least, from bond fide earn-

ings, even if the remaining fifth be taken from

one pocket to put into the other. But in this

apparently harmless transfer lies the danger of

his ruin. Directors have, for the time, ceased to^

throw the shareholders’ money broadcast, in

order to fight one another. They have now to

learn only to distribnto what they actually earn-

It is not the case, as assumed by some of our

contemporaries, that this distinction between

capital and revenne is so clear and palimble in

fact as it may be made to look on paper. With

the information we now possess, that engineer

is inexcusable who cannot and does not estimate

exactly how much money should be spent on a

new line of railway. In the commencement of

the railway system it was far otherwise. The

accommodation that would be required for traffic

was as little imagined beforehand, as was the

enormous traffic which the constantly augment-

ing accommodation would continually increase.

For the same reason for which the originally

estimated capital was raised, did increase of

this limited amount become again and again

necessary. The true rule was, that new works

required new capital
;
that maintenance and re-

pairs were chargeable to working expenses.

Then arose questions as to how much was re-

pair, and how mnch was extension. A line had

to be relaid : experience suggested that the new

rails should be heavier than the old ones ;
six-

sevenths of the expense then should go to

revenue, and one-sixth to capital. In this manner,

even with the best intentions, accounts would

be sure to become confused in the absence of
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one necessary check,—a check which, judging
from the constant reports of railway meetings,
would seem to have been utterly abandoned from
a false economy, if from no other questionable
motive.
The check in question is the distinct, public,

professional responsibility of a competent engi-
neer. In the early times of railways, the pro-
duction of the report of the engineer-in-chief
was a prominent and most important pai-t of the
proceedings of the half-yearly meetings. It is

true that it was more eagerly looked to as a
gpide to the future rather than as a record of the
past; but it was, in principle and in fact, the
exact professional record, the regular prepara-
tion and reception of which might have afforded

a barrier against the tide of disorder from which
we are now suffering. As the great names of
the fathers of railway engineering disappeared,
as Brunei, Stephenson, and their contemporaries
and earliest pupils fell into the grave hollowed
out by their own incessant and never-resting
toil, their succession fell to men less known
to railway proprietors, less known to the
world. The temptation to economize a thou-
sand or two per annum in the salary of the
engineer—a miserable and false economy as it

has tamed out to be—was irresistible to secre-
taries and directors so soon as they had to deal
with men with whom they could take liberties.
Then, little by little, the control, or the eflBcient
check, of expenditure on works and mainte-
nance, has passed from the hands of the educated
and responsible class of men to whom it natu-
rally belongs. Amateurs have taken the place
of the profession, and we see the result.

It cannot be denied that the regular formal
report of a competent engineer would act as an
audit on which reliance might bo placed. In
lines too insignificant to demand the whole time
of a man of eminence, the same advantage
would be obtained by the application to such a
person for the sole purpose of preparing an
annual report, in which the actual distribution
of the capital and revenue outlay should be
determined with that precision which scientific
knowledge of the details of railway expenditure
can alone give. An audit by an accountant is a
totally different thing from such a searching
audit as this. The accountant can tell you that
so much money has been expended, and that
there is such aud such authority for its expendi-
tnre, and such and such vouchers for its dis-
bursement, and he can tell you no more. The
engineer can tell you how much has been wisely
and how much unwisely expended

;
how much

that revenue should support has been “ cooked ”

into capital, and how much more revenue must
expect to support for five or ten years to come.

It is, therefore, to the reappearance of the
duly educated professional adviser in bis proper
position that the shareholders have now to look
for an assurance, and thus for a restoration
of the value of their property. If it once became
the rule that no dividend should be divided
without the formal sanction of the report of a
responsible Engineer that it had been fairly
ensured, the-great element of uncertainty which
now, more than anything else, depresses the
value of railway property, would be to a great
extent removed. It is obvious that such a report
would differ in its form, and, to some extent, in
its object, from the reports commonly produced
during the actual construction of a line. But
the real object of both kinds of report would be
the same, the assurance given to the share-
holders, on the direct personal responsibility of
the educated chief executive officer, of the due
application of their money to its destined objects.
At present no snch responsibility exists. All
that can happen, or all that ever does happen,
to the individual members of a board which has
been guilty of the grossest misuse of power, is

—

to be replaced. The man who, ifhe be fit for his
post, is usually the real master of the enterprise,
is not appointed by the shareholders at all. lie
is the nominal servant of the directors—respon-
Bible to them alone—the secretary of the board.
With an executive responsible only to the
shadowy and untangible personality of a board,
and with the members of the latter under no
sort of direct responsibility to the shareholders,
all that bad system can effect towards the im-
poverishment of the latter would seem to have
been providently and successfully carried out.
The contrast between this slovenly arrange-

ment, a plan asunbusiness-like in its conceptTon
as it has proved di.sn-stroas in iw general appli-
cation, and the regular and formal responsibilty
of a competent executive chief, is as n.arked as
can well be imagined. In speaking of the Civil

Engineer as the proper officer for restoring and
maintaining public confidence, we make no ob-
jection to those cases where a tried and efficient
manager, or even a properly paid and exclusively
engaged chairman, may be looked to as respon-
sible to the proprietors. Such instances, no
doubt, may occur; but it is of the special nature
of the education of the Civil Engineer tofitbimfor
the post, and not only to fit him for the efficient
discharge of the duty of a continuous and trust-
worthy audit, but to give to the shareholders
and to the public the warrant that the work
for which he is responsible is fitly performed.
What would be the effect on the value of the
shares of a company which should circulate, with
its half-yearly accounts, such a report as the fol-
lowing, if signed by a known and respectable
name ?—“ To the Proprietors of the Railway.
Gentlemen, I have inspected the state of the
line, works, and plant of yonr railway during
the past month, and I have also verified the ap-
plication of the various sums stated in the
accountant’s balance-sheet, which I have counter-
signed, and, with doe regard both to the accounts
aud to the immediate requirements of the line,
I recommend the payment of a dividend for the
last half-year, at the rate of so much per cent,
on such and such descriptions of capital.”

Absolute security is not to be hoped for in
human affairs. But all that maturity of expe-
rience and reliance on personal integrity could
effect could be brought, by such a method, to
guarantee the real stability of railway property.

WINTER EXHIBITIONS AT THE FRENCH
GALLERY AND THE DUDLEY GALLERY.
Mr. Wallis has mixed foreign with English

pictures for his winter exhibition this year
;
but

its greatest difl'erence from its precursors is

brought about by some foreign work from British
hands, and such work as unfortunately is too
foreign. Without indulging in the “ cant of
criticism ”—whatever that may be ; at any rate,
critics were never better worth reading than with
rare exceptions they are now, seldom more inde-
pendent or better informed—it would be very
remiss, even in those whose business is rather to
note I han to analyse a production of such special
and particular interest as Mrs. Benham Hay’s
great picture, to leave its merits unacknow-
ledged,—a great picture, not with reference to
its size alone.

Processions have been favourite and favonrin"
introductions to more than one painter. Mr.
Leighton was ushered into celebrity by some
such honour-conferring pageantry, and Mr.
Calderon’s election to the full dignity of E.A.
was preceded like a Lord Mayor’s to civic glorj',

not omitting a suggestion of the “Watermen”
(Salt) in the trip across the Channel, that proved
so short a road for him. Mrs. Hay’s “ Flo-
rentine Procession ” (conveying a collection of
various articles of luxury, useless fantastic orna-
ments, immoral books, pictures, &c., to the burn-
ing of the “ Vanities ” during the Carnival of
14y7), it is to be hoped, will bring for her an
adequate compensation for the investment of
much talent and the devotion ofmuch time. The
want of some such examples to our younger
painters, to mark the repeatedly-expressed re-
grets that, with a vast amount of facility in
producing, there should be so few instances
wherein this facility is turned to a worthy
account, is amongst the many considerations
that secure for Mrs. Hay immense praise. It
is undoubtedly an exceptionally fine picture,
though the subject be one of the last that a lady
in the nineteenth century might be expected to
dilate on, as it advocates a contempt for all

artificial adornments, with particular emphasis
on those that are personal. The present dis-

cussions about vestments, and in vestries, may
also add to the interest it is sure to excite

;
for

it illustrates the influence of Savonarola’s re-

ligious fervour and patriotic zeal, Boys were
chosen and clothed in white to represent angels,
crowned with olive wreaths, and badged with
the red cross of their party

;
they were divided

into little bands that paraded the streets and
ways of the city, starting from the several points
of it, and gathering “vanities” as they passed.
Some (if the youthful disciples are beautiful

enough to pass for angels at any time. Witness
the child who carries the trinkets, and whose
innocence has been a sufficient appeal to convert
a damsel as lovely and innocent-looking as hini-
self, for she has taken oft' her necklace to add
her small sacrifice to the basket of jewels so

timidly held forth to receive it. A youth
dressed in a deacon’s vestment (consecrated for
sacred service we are informed by the descrip-
tion in the catalogue,—an apology that can only
be valid to the ritualists for not being burnt
with the rest of the gauds), is already laden with
volumes of such profane rhymes as might have
been appreciated at the orgies of the Medici.
Gorgeous drapery, vases of fantastic design,
heathen statuettes, and all similar objects, with
appliances of art that tend to no good and
direct purpose, were the spoil of these detach-
ments from the regiment of virtuous young
foragers for food for flames, whose memory will
not be much respected by “vertu” hunters,
collectors of “ bricabrac,” and of old curiosities
in general. The mother of the maiden so readily
converted, a florid specimen of a Florentine
matron, is expressing contemptuous repudiation
of the proceedings, and indignantly refuses any
explanation of the use of a ball of rouge beyond
what her unnaturally blushing cheek can tell to
a little fellow who has accosted her, and uncon-
sciously reproves her endeavours to create arti-

ficial attraction. (Do little boys ask such per-
tinent questions in our days ?)

It is a pity there were not more spectators
introduced to witness the proceedings, and to
give more apparent evidence of what effect they
had on the community at large; but this is only
one of the many little bands, aud others may
have been more inconvenienced by the crowds :

besides their absence here has enabled Mrs. Hay
to make very mucb of an admirably selected and
painted background, which is taken from the
Piazza del Duomo,—and includes part of Giotto’s

Campanile, part of the Baptistery of St. John, and
the Loggia del Bigallo. Fra Domenico, the
entbuaiatic friend and assistant of Savonarola,
accompanies and directs this procession : the
monk helps a young painter to carry a gilt

banner, on which is depicted the Saviour as a
child, with the Virgin Mother

;
the painter

typifies aspiration towards the more elevating
and purifying capabilities of art, making clear
that the Reformer’s purpose was only to destroy
such as ministered to debased tastes and excited
corrupt motives

; the student indicates his

reverence for nature and truth by wearing in

his belt a few blades of common grass, and on
bis stamped leathern jerkin the pattern of a
bird—an old spiritual emblem of the soul. Four
young girls follow playing musical instruments :

one represents a votary to the Ideal, absorbed
in sympathy with the music she evokes and
heedless of all that surrounds her; another,
of the contrary or worldly temperament, more
easily influenced by extraneous circumstances
than by inspiration, accepting the influences
of those around her rather than her own election.
After these come a deputation of citizens to give
eonntenanoe and authority to the proceedings,
and who typify the degrees of regard that dif-

ferent couBtitnenoies or parties had for them.
All the actors are invested with some significant
attribute

;
in fact, symbolism has been a little

too much relied on for conveying meaning, the
need for which a more dramatic treatment would
have reduced very much, but then it would have
been a totally (iiatinct method of enunciating
the intention of the picture

;
and since the artist

has chosen her own, preferring the typical to the
real, it must bo conceded that success has
justified her choice, inasmuch as the result is a
very remarkable and memorable production. Its

chief defect is the one already alluded to,—the
want of something to indicate the popular ac-
ceptance or reception of the ceremony,—as, in

addition to the haughty ultra-fashionable matron
and her charmingly modest daughter,—both very
finely characterised and represented by the
brush,—there are but the three rou^s bent on
their own evil courses, and on passing the Car-
nival in their own manner with cards and dice,

the tradesmen who sneeringly ridicule those who
would destroy their wares, and a vendor of the
red crosses that distinguish Savonarola’s ad-
herents, to represent the people. The technical
merits of the performance are ofso high an order

as to outweigh the few objections that may be
taken to their entirety. We will take no more,
and will stop at a note of admiration !

Mrs. Benham Hay has emblazoned her name
on a title-deed that makes rare possessions hers
patent. If history records this to be an efl’emi-

nate age, it will be by reason of woman’s own
superiority, rather than by that of decadence on
the part of the shaving sex,—by the strenuous
and persistent efforts of our sisters to he recog-
nised as men aud brethren to help in what may
constitute our claims of progress in mundane
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latters. Time was when man swore by his

:

Kard
;
time it is that he never swore at all, for

lidies are now his companions, and equals ever,

iven the Indian chief’s taunt, “ Your warriors

Te women, heugh!” may be stripped of its

Stby disdain if the Adjutant-General’s appeal

')r recruits should bring forth an army of ama-
ons with rifles of precision and a very, very

ling range, warranted to kill anything before any-

iaing else had a chance of killing (a woman bits

joything she aims at), and to become as effective

a dealing wounds as hitherto in healing them.

1 The possibility is enough to make the shades

f the late Mr. Fennimore Cooper’s red-skinned

reroes blush redder still through their war-

iaint, if there was a chance of Eeuter’s telegrams

juaching their “happy hunting-grounds,” and

nore than enough to make superlative a paler

romplexion, that changes at the bare mention of

even a baby in arms. No ;
let woman’s acquaint-

cnce with gnnpowder be limited to the shake of

cie hand that commingles it with the family

ilobea, and the only arms she cares for those that

nail be her shield,—never weapons of offence.

1 Mrs. Hay’s picture, though the chief, is not

eie only attraction at the little gallery in Pall-

uall, for, as usual, there are plenty of clever, plea-

amtemanations to while away an hour or so in exa-

mining. Mr. F. Good all, R A., shows adelicately-

uatured and fair-faced Brittany girl, “At Prayer”
D.O)

5
Mr. J. Sant, A.R.A., a splendidly-painted

mild-portrait (72), with the only “Query,—Fun or

iiischief ?” abont it for a title,—query, “ What’s
;ie Difference at her Age ?” excepted. Mr.

/. Q. Orchardson is another whose manipula-
mn is extraordinary in its dexterity. His

tobleman in fiCteenth-centnry costume and an
rmourer’s dusky workshop, Choosing a
’Weapon” (30),—will prove this. He has a

>-08t enviable ability : why does he not apply it

b better purpose ? Mr. J. Pettie, A.R.A., has

sissed an opportunity of contrasting his grim
’jgro with something more sympathetic than
e un-lovely lady who has come to pay “ A

sisit to the Necromancer” (64) ;
but bow deftly

D)ne it is !
“ The Acrobat’s Rehearsal ” (65)

oight be by Mr. Pettie, tooj but it is not, but
.r. H. Roberts intimates in this that manner,
«e some other physical affections, is to be
:iken. This is also very cleverly done, bot the

•rertions of the poor little girl on stilts having
»i8t her too mary sobs and tears—look at her
I d eyes—makes the pictnre an unpleasant com-
Binion for long : the little tumblers, who appear
n)ne the worse for their tumbling, are very life-

ese in their resting attitudes.
“ “Proud Margaret” (86). Mr. F. Sandys has
riven very little room for brains, and separated

rjr head from her heart by a very long neck

;

rjrbaps purposely. (39) “ The S'ck Rose,” by
rJr. G. R. Leslie, is very pretty; but from con-

aant repetition of the same idea, this designa-

iton gives some hope of “ the last rose of sum-
;ier” being Mr. Leslie’s next subject. His
Julies are all delightfully elegant, and be is as

oroHtic as profilio. “ Polly Peachum ” (61),ano-

ner sick rose, is too pretty to pass by, and with
oie rest, and many more, may be classed under
ichat may be called the perfume of the spirit of

ft. Mr. Lidderdale’s “Happiness” (47) be-

j'Dgs to quite another order of things
;

its capi-

1 .1 execution is as solid as the felicity it relates.

I In “The Morning Lesson” (52), by M.
ifustave do Jonghe, is some beautiful drawing :

•ir instance, the arm and hand of the child,

liiiis is a much more agreeable work than “ The
Diother’s Whisper” (38), by M. R. Beyschlaz,
jtherein what has been done from the life is enri-

isisly disjointed from what has been much better

ome from the lay-figure. Mr. Erskino Nicol,

I.R.A., sends a clever study—somewhat slighter

nhd flatter than usual with him—of “An Old
iiand tying Flies ” (60) ; and Mr. A. H. Tourrier
Cl capitally painted interior, the figores in which,
TThe Rivals” (108), and the object of their

rivalry, are spoilt by the ugly heads.

J Mr. M. W. Ridley aids in the conclusion that
'c?cnliarities are the easiest of all things to copy.
llHope deferred maketh the Heart sick” (104)
r very luminous, broad, and honest in its execu-

oion, though the lady herself is very etherial-

okikiug and engaging : has she been “ whistled
lO the wind by a Whistler ?”

I Both power and care are evinced by Mr.
. . Long in his Italian episode of the (139)
C Christmas Speeches at the Church of the
nracocli, Rome.” A mite of a eontadina, perched
J 1 the table, is reciting verses or making a
loeech to a large audience of the parents and
:biher relatives of the monk’s pupils. The ex-

reression of the little oratress—as much as is

visible—is very suggestive of her being less im-

pressed by the value of the words she is spout-

ing than perfect in her pat recollection of them.

However, they have great effect with one open

mouthed listener, at least, whose delight and

astonishment betoken him to be the father of the

prodigy. The right-band half of the picture is

the better.

(133) “The young Smokers,” by M. Duverger,

have all the characteristics their orign promises

for them
;
and altbongh there are several that

follow in the wake of M. M. Ed. Frere and

Duverger, they remain nnapproachable. Mr.

Vicat Cole’s “ View on the Holmbury Common :

Storm approaching” (83) has enough pro-

bability attached to it to make one in a hurry to

change quarters.

The managers of the Dudley Gallery, iu their

desire to utilize the premises during the inter-

regnum of “The General Exhibitions,” have done

a wise thing to institute an independent exhi-

bition of oil pictures. The first year’s collection

could scarcely have been expected to attain such

a character as a more thorough understanding of

the arrangement, and the consequent confidence

of artists will secure for it presently, though it

contains many noteworthy contributions.

Mr. E. Armitage, A.R.A., fills the place of

honour very deservedly with a Babylonian in-

terior that looks less apocryphal than the source

from whence he derives his instigation. In the

story of Bel and the Dragon, the idol Bel is sup-

posed to have a very large appetite, consuming

every day twelve great measures of fine flour,

six vessels of wine, and, what must appear more
dreadful still in times of dear mutton, forty

sheep
;

but everybody knows the story, and
what a story it is. In the picture (128)

Daniel is pointing out to King Cyrus the

footmarks on the pavement left by the priests in

the Temple, to prove that they were the real

perpetrators of the gastronomic enormity. The

work is very brilliant in colour, and the costume,

with all the other accessories, most conscien-

tiously studied and precisely given. Archaso-

logical interest and precise realization are the

great features in a similar production by Mr.

E. J. Poynter. (65) “ Adoration to Ra,” though

but a single figure of an Egyptian, worshipper,

from no opportunity being overlooked of making
it thoronghly Egyptian, must be regarded as

singularly interesting : even the tiger-skin, and
most elaborate architectural ornamentation, are

finished to a marvel, and nothing is left to be

taken for granted. An exquisite “Daphne”
(226) leaves all doubt out of the question that

Mr. G. F. Watts, A.R.A.
,

is inimitable in de-

priving nude studies of anything that can be

hinted at as objectionable: it is the gem here,

and a very covetabie one. The portrait of the

poet “Algernon Swinburne” (206) might be

mistaken for a Rubens if it were not for the

collar and the coat.

“Dorothy Vernon’s Doorway, Haddon Hall”

(187), is an instance in which painter-partner-

ship has been carried on with mutual advantages
;

and the result in this venture wherein Mr. A.

Elmore, R.A., and Mr.T. Creswick,R.A., had each

but limited liability brings comparatively a very

rich return.

In (77) “A Summer IJorenoon,” apparently

by the seaside, Mr. J. E. Hodgson deals with

more matter-of-fact materials than is customary

with him. Two Indies, one busy at a sewing-

machine, the other idling over the Cornhill

Magazine, are seated in a parlour with the win-

dow open. It is evidently very warm weather,

and the effect is cleverly conveyed.
“ Wafted Away ” (24), by Mr. F. B. Barwell,

is a novel treatment of an old subject. Two
women are leaving home, paesengers in a barge

;

the younger is standing signalling her farewell,

waving her handkerchief, but the elder is weep-

ing piteously, her face buried in her hand, whilst

the barge is being steered into the enrrent, and,

helped by the wind, will soon cany them out of

sight of old, and within sight of new, scenes.

(21) “A Pastoral,” is a clever landscape by
Mr. George Mawley; (34) “Valley of the West
Ockment, Dartmoor,” which resembles a bit of

background by Velasquez, is another, by Mr.

Henry Moore. “The Tinker” (51), plodding

through the snow, by Mr. H. S. Marks

;

“Robespierre” (72), watching the guillotine

and the carts going to it, from the window whilst

he dined, by way of a zest, by Mr. Eyre Crowe;
“ The Thames, near Henley ” (113), by Mr. Field

Talfourd; “Pompeii, A.D. 67” (117), by Mr. F.

W. Topbam, jnn.
;
and “Haymaking” (160), by

Mr. F. Roll, we are obliged to be content with
mentioning.

THE STORAGE OF RAINWATER: TOWN
DRAINAGE.

The sewage “difficulty” has become oppro-

brious. It is not so difficult to dispose of the

sewage of towns as some people who raise the

cry of difficulty would have it believed. Never-

theleas there are some real difficulties to be
overcome, and one of them is the excessive

quantity of rain-water that is admitted into the

sewers. To obviate this as far as we can the

rainfall on all buildings ought to be arrested

before it reaches the ground, and used for house-

hold purposes, and then sent into the sewers as

sewage. If this were done, the quantity of

water retjuired to be supplied by the water-

works wonid be sensibly diminished. In all towns

supplied with water by pumps, the saving of

even small quantities of exerted power would be
considerable.

But the chief thing accomplished would bo
the lessening of the quantity of rainfall to be
dealt with at the sewerage outfalls. Where the

sewage is pumped at the outfall, there is again

a saving of power to be made by reducing the

quantity of sewage in wet weather, aud, perhaps,

what is of equal moment with the absolute re-

duction, a regulation of the quantity coming
down to the pumps. This thing will never bo
carried out without a compulsory action of the

Legislature. But legislative action is often

taken upon questions of not more import-

ance than this ; and now that we have
Rivera Non-pollution Acts actually in force in

respect of the Thames, and prospectively of all

other rivers in England, it becomes a question of

serious importance whether action should not be

taken at once to compel the storage of all rain-

w'ater that it is possible to store and use
;
and

it is certainly both possible and easy to store all

(or with very rare exceptions all) the water that

falls on the roofs of buildings. Tho area of ground
covered with buildings in a town is very great.

It is as much as half the area of some parts of

a town. It is in many parts of a town a third

of the area, and if we go to the average it will

still be considerable.

The capacity of the tanks required to catch

all this rainwater may be estimated, in the

absence of more directly applicable data, upon
the basis of what is found in practice to be the

proper capacity for storage reservoirs
;
that is,

allowing for variations of atmospheric peculiari-

ties in various parts of the country, from 20,000

to 30,000 cubic feet per acre of gathering

ground.

Reducing this to the dimensions of a house,

we will take an average house to cover 400
square feet

;
and if we do so, we find the capacity

of the tank to be 200 cubic feet, if we take

21,780 cubic feet per acre to be an average

capacity. This quantity is contained in a tank

little more than 8 ft. square and 3 ft. deep.

Upon almost any outhouse this can be planted

without much inconvenience or expense. But if

the expense or inconvenience shonld constitute a

valid objection to the proposition, let a water-

tight tank be made in the ground, and the water
be pumped thence for domestic use. It simpli-

fies tho matter to state the capacity of the

tank as half a cubic foot per square foot of roof

area.

It may be asserted that such a tank would not

cost more than every house-owner ought to bo
called upon to contribute to the general prospe-

rity of the town in which be holds property and
receives so much substantial benefit as owners
of houses usually do from the mixed population of

towns ;
for house building is, in general, in Eng-

land, the safest and most remunerative specula-

tion for any one who has money to invest.

We have heard of property having its duties

as well as its rights : let one of its duties be to

store and ose the rainfall upon all buildings.

Incidentally this storage of rain-water from
buildings will have a third good effect. It is

too often the practice to connect the down pipes

from the roofs of houses directly with the drains,

whereby the effluvia of the drains aro carried up
to a too close proximity to bedroom windows,

causing bad smells in the honses.

The management of house draining in towns

is not yet in a state of perfection by a long way
;

and the practice is too often to entrust the

drainage of houses to ignorant men,—men of no
scientific knowledge whatever, and who seem

to think they have hit upon a most happy idea

by turning the rain-water into the drains

;

for, say they, see how it flushes the drains

every time a shower of rain comes. But
the bad effects of this system of connecting the
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down-pipes of honses with the drains are
safficientlj obvious. The drains and sewers
must be ventilated, of course; but it is nob by
the rain-water pipes that they ought to be
ventilated.

It has been shown in the BuiJilcr that
house - drains onght to bo ventilated by
special arrangements, and not by the accidental
proximity of rain-water pipes. We do not here
touch upon the subject of the diversion of rain-

water sewers; but in respect of that subject it

may be mentioned that a good deal may be done
in many towns to lessen the quantity of rain-
water, to be dealt with by making nse of the old

surface drains to carry off the rainfall upon the
streets, connecting, for that purpose, the street
gullies with them. This is not of so universal
application as is the storing of rain-water from
the roofs of buildings

;
but is still of importance,

and demands the attention of local authorities.

THE CASTLE OF BOVES.

The castle and village of Buves stand upon
the left bank of tho valley of the Noye, in the
old province of Picardy, above and about a quar-
ter of a mile distant from the stream. The
Noye rises near to Crevectcnr-Ie-Grand, beyond
Bretuil, and flows across a district of chalk.
Both a little above and immediately below
Boves, it inosculutes with the Avre, which rises
near to Cievecceur-le-Petit, aud the combined
stream, flowing past Longean, joins the Somme
immediately above Amiens, which city is about
five miles distant from Bcives. Both the Noye
and the Avre exhibit the features which are still

more strongly marked in the Somme. They
flow sluggishly across broad flat tracts of peat
and gravel, contained within steep and high
banks of chalk. The peat has been extensively
excavated for fuel, and the cavities are filled

with dark peaty water. The supply of coal by
railway and canal seems somewhat to have
checked the demand upon these turbaries, and

j

the uncut surfaces are highly cultivated as nur- •

sery gardens, which appear in patches amidst
the pools, and are chiefly reached by boats. The
poplar is the prevailing tree of these damp,
gloomy districts, and it there attains a very con-
siderable size. Below the peat, and at the base
and up the sidc.s of tho chalk hills, the rock is

|

more or less thickly covered up with beds of,
gravel and light loam, in which are found the
flint implements which have been the subject
of so much speculation.

The village of Buves contains under 2,000
persons, whose chief employment is bleaching in
the open fields tho cotton cloths manufactured
in the neighbonrhood. The church, the only
public building, is a heavy Doric temple, of
modem date. Tho village is bnilt at the foot of
the chalk hilltipon which stands the castle, and
which has been quarried for building purposes
into a clift' of 50 ft. to 80 fc. high.
The castle, now a mere ruin of no great extent,

is chiefly remarkable for its earthworks. It
stands upon a chalk ridge, perhaps 150 ft. above
the valley, aud lias been isolated towards the
south by a curved ditch, about 50 ft. deep by
60 ft. or 70 fc. broad, and about a furlong in
length. This ditch works otit upon the face of the
cliff towards tho village, and upon the natural
slope in the opposite direction. The ground
without, or upon its counterscarp, has not been
disturbed. Tho contents have been thrown
inward, and cause the scarp to be crowned by an
elevated ridge.

On the highest part of the ground, just within
the ditch and near its centre, is a mound or motto,
with very steep sides about 50 ft. high, and a
circular flat top about 100 ft. in diameter. This
motte has a basis of chalk rock, which has been
scarped, aud the material added to the summit.
The ridge proceeds from the mound along the
edge of the ditch, and probably was connected
with or covered the entrance into the work upon
the motte. To the east and north of the motte
the gronud is tolerably level as far as tho edge
of the clifi, and of a deep hollow way ascending
from the village. This apace is now partially
ocenpied by a public cemetery and some farm
buildings. IVest of the motte is a sort of
Innated platform, beyond which the slope is

again scarp‘-d by art. Probably tho principal
buildings of the castle and its offices occupied
these platforms under the motte.
The only masonry remaining stands upon the

motte, and consists of the ruins of a tower and
a fragment of wall. The tower stands at the
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junction of the scarp ridge with the motte, npon
the edge of the ditch. Its remains are quadran-
gular, with thick walls, of which only the north
and south remain. It was of three floors, a
basement, vaulted in round-headed barrel

;
a

first floor, with timber ceiling
;
and a second

floor, higher, and evidently a room of state. In
the basement walls remain three rectangular
loopholes, or small window openings, high up.
The upper room may have been vaulted. Its

walls show a round-headed gable, but this may
have belonged to a coved plaster ceiling. Out-
side, against one wall, is a plain buttress, 3 ft.

by 3 ft. The material is chalk rubble, without
flints, and faced, within and without, with chalk
ashlar, the stones being coursed, and about 9 in.

long by 6 iu. high, with rather open joints. This
towor may have contained a small portal. From
it extends a fragment of curtain, along the
edge of the motte. This has one broken open-
ing, perhaps a window, with a round head. It

is difficult to form an opinion upon the ago of
this masonry. It may possibly be Late Norman.
There are marks of the foundations of a shell

of wall all round the edge of the motte, and of
a central rectangular court. At present the
snmmit is planted with trees, and the slopes
covered with brushwood.
Tho history of Buves is probably that of

Amiens. It is supposed to have been thrown
up in the ninth century, for defence against the
aggressive Northmen, and the character of the
earthwork favours this view. Some of the
Sieurs de Coucy were lords also of Bdves

;
and

Henry IV., whose wars brought him to Amiens,
is said to have occasionally visited Boves with
Gabrielle d’Eatrees. The lordship, however,
was, during that reign, the property of Philip
de Mornay, son of that Du Plessis Mornay whoso
name is so intimately associated with the career
of Henry. At this time there is libMe in the
castle to repay the trouble of a visit. The
earthworks are seen to great advantage from the
Buves station, the second upon the Amiens
Railway towards Paris. C.

18C7.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT FOR
ST. PAUL’S.

A ELCEXT paragraph in a morning paper,
stating that “ a monument of the late Duke of
Wellington, which is now in the crypt of St.

Paul’s C«.thedral, the work of Mr. A. Stevens, is

neatly finished, and will shortly be ready for

public exhibition and which then proceeded to
give a circumstantial account of it, must b.ave
surprised those who knew anything about the
matter, while it raised the hopes of a large num-
ber of persons who had begun to think there was
to bo no monument at all. Several have travelled
to the cathedral in consequence, and we may as
well save others tho journey, by stating that
there is not the slightest ground for the an-
nouncement. So far from tho monument being in
the crypt, the preparatory model is not finished,
and what part of it is done is locked up and
hidden away in the sculptor’s studio. The affair

is a scandal. Rumour says that a hard bargain
with the sculptor, which keeps him out of
money, prevents the completion of the work.
Anyhow the exact position of the affair ought to

be understood, and the blame laid on the right
shoulders. We hope that immediately on the
re-assembling of Parliament, some member will

call for full particulars, and not be satisfied with
the reply that the model has been seen by tbe
Chief Commissioner, and is being proceeded with.
A full history of the past proceedings in con-
nexion with it ought to be called for, and an
explanation from the sculptor himself.

A REMNANT OF OLD WHITEFRIARS.

It is as well to be reminded now and then of
the vestiges of our old London, a city with a long
story, that lurk about us and bear witness to the
truth of history. The site between Whitefriars-
street (formerly Water-lane) and the Temple,
Fleet-street and the Thames, was occupied, as
every student of the city’s history knows, by a
Convent of Carmelites or White Friars, founded
in 1241. The church here was rebuilt in the
middle of the fourteenth century, tbe spire being
added at the commencement of the fifteenth.
The convent was surrendered at the Dissolution,
and in the reign of Edward VI. (sixteenth

,

century), the church was destroyed, and various

houses were built on the site. The hall or
refectory of the convent was appropriated as a
theatre, — Whitefriara Theatre,— one of the
earliest we had in London. Every novel-reader,
as well as tbe aforesaid student, knows that this
Whitefriars, too, became a place of sanctuary, a
place where arrest was not permitted, and figures

as "Alsatia” in the plays of an after-time.

Well, between Whitefriars-street and the Temple
mn three or four courts, and our attention was
accidentally directed the other day to the last

house on the south ‘side of one of these, called
Briton’s-court. Here, partly below the base-
ment of the house, and used as a coal-cellar, is a
portion of the Medijoval building, a small apse
with stone groios radiating from a boss in the
centre of the diameter. Some doorways, too, we
were told, are to be seen when it is empty, which
was not the case on the occasion of our visit.

The groins are nearly black, and the vaulting is

of a white stone, possibly chalk, but we bad no
means of trying. So few memorials remain of
the ancient state of historical Whitefriars, that
it would seem desirable to make some arrange-
ment by which this interesting remnant might
bo preserved from rough usage well calculated
to destroy it.

THE HOMES OF OUR ANCESTORS.*

The character of a dwelling, even in our
advanced state of civilization, is influenced by
the materials at the command of the builder

;

and if we look back to a period of barbarism, we
shall find that the facilities of transport being at
a minimum, the materials were limited to those
in the immediate vicinity of the scene of opera-
tions. In distr.cts where stone was not to be
found, and wood abounded, it was used to the
exclusion of other matter, saving mud or tnrf;

and where stone was at command, the houses (if

they are deserving of that name) were composed
of the more durable material.

The most primitive style of honso, however, is

the cave or burrow
;
the latter excavated in tbe

ground, and protected from tbe inclemency of
tbe weather by boughs of trees, rushes, or turf

;

the former being either the work of natni’e,

assisted by tho handwork of man, or of entirely

artificial 'formation. Burrows were usually in

groups, and were circular or oblong in form,
seldom exceeding 7 ft. or 8 ft. in diameter. In
Barry’s History of Orkney, a Piet’s house is

described as scooped out of the ground, built of

large stones converging to within a foot of the
top, and externally bounded by a wall 2 ft. high,

the stones laid with considerable regularity, and
jointed with clay, over which was a layer of turf

or peat. The incovering mound is about l‘K) ft.

in circumference, and 40 ft. greatest diameter

;

internally it measured 5 ft. 9 in. by 4 ft. 8 in.,

and 6 ft. high. Some of these subterranean
dwellings had several apartments communicating
by narrow galleries. The entrance was small
and low, and was formed by two stones con-
verging to a point ; the interior was generally
dark, the door being the only jiperture through
which light was admitted, although occasionallv

a small opening was found opposite it for the
exit of smoke.
At a later period p. more fragile mode of build-

ing was adopted, scooped out of the side of a
hill and roofed with timber. Dr. Daniel Wilson
describes one at Inchtothill, luvernesp, as con-
taining seven circnlar chambers cut in a steep

bank, separated by partitions 12 ft. thick, the

floors snnk 20 ft., and each chamber 15 ft. dia-

meter
; a long passage, 4 ft. wide, forming the

ingress : and he says that similar abodes are

occupied as summer shielings in the Hebrides
to the present day.

Julius Ccesar describes the dwellings of the

Britons as similar to those of the Gauls; con-

stimoted of wood, circular iu form, having high-

pitched roofs of straw ; they did not exceed 7 ft.

or 8 ft. in diameter and 5 ft. or 6 ft. in height;

the doorway was formed of matting or skins,

and no other provision was made for light.

The Saxon hall consisted of one oblong apart-

ment, around which were disposed the barn,

cowhouse, piggery, and beer-cellar, the whole
being surrounded by a ditch or palisade. The
material employed in these structures was wood,

sometimes plastered over with clay, and covered
with thatch or ebingles. The door was either of

wood or platted osiers, and the windows, which
were very small, were closed in a similar man-

* By Mr, W. G. Shiells : read at a meeting of the Edin-
burgh Architectural AsBociation,
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ner, or by canvas frames, which admitted a

feeble light. The hall was sometimes of con-

siderable size, and served the purpose of kitchen,

dining-room, and bedroom, which the heads of

the family shared with their dependants, and the

occasional guest. In the centre of the floor,

which was composed of trodden clay, was placed

the fire of logs, the smoke finding its way
through a hole in the roof or gable. Sanitary

arrangements there were nonej an open gutter

•ran down the floor and debouched in a small

opening in the wall. The furniture consisted of

a rude table and benches, and the floor was the

common bed,—gentle and simple reducing them-
flelves to a state of nudity, wrapping themselves
•in sheep-skins or furs, and seeking repose as

best they might. In the dwellings of the supe-

•rior class the upper part of the hall was screened

ofi'by a curtain, and in rare instances an addi-

•tional apartment was added; but even in such

cases shared by the lord and lady of the house,

•their family, and such guests, male or female, to

whom they desired to show respect. The palace

of the king differed little from this type, saving

that to it were added a room or two, a chapel,

and kitchen. Let any one of you picture him-
self the occupant of such an abode, courting

repose after a day of toil, a dozen or two stal-

wart men snoring in consort, dogs barking at

every symptom of disturbance from without,

children crying, and add to the picture a fever-

•strickeii fellow-mortal dying in n corner, and be
thankful for the comforts with which he is sur-

rounded. Such is not an overdrawn picture of

an age of romance, the study of the history

•of our art corrects many false notions gathered

from the works of those to whom “ distance has
lent ench.antment to the view.”

Sir Walter Scott gives an interesting descrip-

tion of one of the earliest kinds of fortifications

•upon the island of Mousa, near to the mainland
of Zetland :

—

“ It is 0 single round tower, the wall curving in slightly,

and then turning outward ugaiii in the fi'rm of a dice-bos,
80 that the defenders on the top might the better protect
tho btvse. It is formed of rough stones, selected with
care, ond laid in courses or circles, with much compact-
ness, but without cement of any kind. The tower has
never, to sppearance, had roofing of any sort; a fire was
made in the centre of the space which it incloses, and
originuDy the building was probably little more than a
wall, drawn as a sort of screen around the great council
•fire of the tribe. But, although the means or ingenuity
of the builders did not extend so far as to provioe a
roof, they supplied the want by constructing apartments
in the interior of tho walls themselves. The circumvalla-
tion formed a double inclosure, the inner side of which
was in fact 2 ft. or 3 ft. distant from the other, and con-
nected by a concentric range of long flat stones, thus
forming a series of concentric rings or stories of various
heights, rising to the top of the tower. Each of these
stories or galleries has four windows, facing directly to
the points of the compass, aud rising, of course regularly,
above each other. These four perpendicular ranges
of windows admitted air, and, the fire being kindled, heat,

-or smoke at least, to each of the galleries. The access
from gallery to gallery is equally primitive. A path, on
the principle of an inclined plane, turns round and round
tho builciDg like a screw, aud gives access to the different

stories, intersecting each of them in its turn, and thus
gradually rising to the top of the wall of the tower. On
the outside there are no windows

;
and, I may add, that

an inclosure of a square, or sometimes a round form, gave
the inhabitants of the burgh an opportunity to secure any
sheep or cattle they might possess, lu Zetland there are
several scores of these burghs, occupying, in every case,

capes, headlands, islets, aud similar places of advantage
singularly well chosen.”

In Gough’s edition of Camden’s “Britannia”
the Saxon castle or keep of Coningsburgh is

thus described :

—

” At the corner of the area, which is of an irregular
form, stands the great tower or keep, placed on a small
hill of its own dimensions, on which lie six vast projecting
buttresses, ascendipg in a steep direction, to prop and
support the budding, and continued upwards up the side us
-turrets. The tower withinforms a complete circle, 21 ft. in

diameter, the walls 14 ft. thick. The ascent into tho
tower is by an exceedingly deep flight of steep steps,
44 ft. wide, on the south side leading to a door-
way, over which is a circular arch crossed by n great
triiusom stone. Within this door is the staircase, which
ascends straight through the thickness of the wall, not
communicating with ihe room on the first floor, in whose
centre is the opening to the dungeon. Neither of these
lower rooms is lighted except from a hole in the floor of
the third story; the room in which, as well as in that
.above it, is finished with compact smooth stonework,
both having chimney-pieces, with an arch resting on
triple-cliisiered pillars. In the third story, or guard
chamber, is a small recess with a loop-hole, probably a
bedchamber, aud in that floor above a niche for a saint or
iioly-water pot.”

The Norman keep or donjon was a square
tower of about 20 ft. or 30 ft. diameter, the walls

•being 8 ft. or 10 ft. thick. It was three or four
stories in height. The basement contained a
vaulted cellar or dungeon, having neither door
nor window, the only access to which was from
an opening in its roof. Access to the story above
was obtained from without by means of a narrow
stair or wooden ladder, and this story, consisting

of one room, was lighted by a small loop-hole,

and constituted the guard-room. A narrow stair

in an angle led to the room above, which served

the pnrpose of the hall, and was jighted by one

or two windows of small dimensions. In it was
a fireplace, having a smoke-flue. The upper-

most was probably the bed-room, was usually

lighted by one window, and sometimes had a
fireplace. A small recess is occafionally found,

which served as an oratory. The roof was flat, and
formed of slabs of stone, and protected by battle-

ments. The keep stood at the angle of a court-

yard, surrounded by high and massive battle-

mented walls, sometimes so thick as to admit of

a narrow passage along the tcp. At the end of

the court-yard, opposite to the keep, was the

gate-house, with an archway through it, pro-

tected by a massive door, the whole being sur-

rounded by a fosse or ditch. Within thecircum-
vallation were erected the born, stable, and
cow-house, all of wood and in case of attack

the inhabitants of the neighbouring village,

—

which was invariably a group of miserable

wooden huts,—found shelter. The White Tower
of London, the royal fortress of England, pre-

sents the same distinctive features on an ex-

tended scale, the oratory being developed into a

chapel, having below it two chambers. The
walls do not appear to have been plastered in

those early keeps, but their great thickness must
Lave excluded damp. It was not till a later

period that tapestry came to be iised, so that the

interiors must have presented a rude and unin-

viting aspect.

Of the Scottish keep of a later period, Udny
Castle, Aberdeenshire, is a picturesque example.

An illustration of it will be found in
“ Billing’s

Baronial and Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scot-

land.” The peel towers scattered over the

Border Counties were similar to the keep.

Smailholm Tower, which I visited last summer,
is entered from the tiround-floor, its situation on

a steep rock being probably considered sufficient

security. It is three stories in height, the first

being entirely dark, the second lighted by loop-

holes, and the third having two windows. The
roof is not flat, but gabled. It has the usual

surrounding wall, gate-house, and fosse.

In the Middle Ages the clergy were the origi-

nators of almost every improvement in science

or art; and the first departure from the stereo-

typed plan of the keep seems to have been caused

by the call of the family priest for a separate

chamber. It is obvious that there could be

little opportunity for study and pious meditatiou

in a room common to a whole family, and hence

tho demand for separate accommodation. In

order to satisfy this demand, another building

sprang up alongside tho tower, having a cellar

in the basement, and a priest's chamber and
chnpel above.

Tho superior intelligence of the clergy, and
their more refined and peaceful habits, led them
to study comfort and convenience in their dwell-

ings. Accordingly we find that the monastery
presents a marked superiority to tho castle. In

order, therefore, to understand the development
of the houses of the nobles we must take a
glance at those of the ecclesiastics.

Attached to the cathedral or church we find

an enclosed piece of ground, surrounded by a

covered walk, forming the cloisters, and around
this were grouped a nnmber of chambers. A
large refectory, or dining-room, with a kitchen,

pantiy, and larder attached, ocenpied one side

of the square, the ttory above being used as tho

library and scriptorium. A hall for the novices,

with a dormitory over, a hall for strangers,

alraonary for beggars, and a suite of chambers for

the superior clergy, occupied the remaining sides

of the square. The taste displayed, and the in-

genuity and skill shown in the erection of these

buildings, are familiar to every student of archi-

tecture.

The improved castle of tho twelfth centnry

consisted of a condensation, as it were, of the

features of the monastery. The basement, as

formerly, consisted of cellars, a narrow, winding

stair in a turret, affording means of access

to the stories above. Ou the first floor was the

hall, which now began to assume an imposing

aspect, beiug of considerable size, and often

occupying two stories in height. On the floor

level of the hall were the chapel, kitchen, pantry,

and larder
;
and the third story contained two

or three bedrooms. Whilst the baronial hall was
thus increasing in importance, another class of

buildings were making their appearance on the
lands of the smaller proprietors, and the vassals

of the nobles, the distinctive features of which
were that they possessed less of the fortified

character, and were not so massively built.

They were generally of wood, two stories in

height, and the dwelling-house occupied one
side of a square, and the offices the other three

sides, much in the same manner as we see ex-

emplified in some farm steadings at the present

day. Of course you will understand that I am
compelled to restrict my remarks to the general

features of the houses of the various periods

;

the arrangements varied, more or less, in differ-

ent localities, and according to the requirements
of the possessors, but a description of the most
marked and general cbaracteriatics must suffice.

The castle and manor-house of the thirteenth

century differed little in arrangement from those

of the preceding one, except in the increase of

the number of rooms aud their greater spacious-

ness. Parker describes a manor-house in the

time of Henry III. as having, in addition to the

rooms already referred to, a battery with wine
and beer cellars attached, a pantry, chandlery,

and wardrobe. The latter chamber served the

purpose of a place of custody for the richer

habiliments of the possessor, and also as a store

for the family plate, preserves, and spices. It

was occasionally nsed, too, as a workroom for

dressmakers and tailors. Still, the plans even
of Royal manors were very defective : one room
served as a passage to another ;

and Henry III.

complained that, in one of his manors, the only

means of communication between his chamber
and the chapel was by means of a trap-door.

Withal, there was a considerable advance in

refinement, as we find that royalty indulged in a
bath, although it only consisted of a tub placed
in a small closet, and the first attempt at under-

ground drainage was made. Knivesandforks had
not as yet appeared ;

the practice at the dinner-

table being for the servitor to carry round the

piece of roasted or sodden meat from which the

male guests cut off a portion with their daggers,
which they shared with the lady at their side.

Linen sheets and blankets were a rare luxury,

and nightgowns were not thought of, royalty

itself seeking repose in pun's naturalibus.

In the fourteenth century a marked advance
was made in the elegance and refinement of the
superior dwellings. Some of the balls then
erected are still looked upon as models for imita-

tion, and are in use to this day. To this period

belong Westminster Hall and Crosby Hall, than
which nothing finer has been produced by the

modern Gothic revival. Part of Linlithgow
Palace, which yon visited last summer, belongs

to this century, as also Falkland, Craigmillar, &c.

In the last-named castle yon have, within easy
access, an excellent example,—take note of the
south front as to the sanitary arrangements.
There is no mistaking the use to which the cor-

belled-oub closet in the third story was to be
applied, and there is not the slightest trace of
pipes having been attached to it. Large win-

dows filled with glass now became a distinctive

feature of better class architecture. The lady’s

bower, or boudoir, now appears for the first

time, as also a small private dining-room, to be
used in place of the hall, now reserved for state

pnrposes. Bedrooms were multiplied
;
but even,

yet they were made to serve tho purpose of day-
rooms as well, and the bed was frequently used
as a table. The hall still continued in use as a
bedroom for tho domestics.

We must now take a rapid glance at the state

of domestic architecture in towns. In the
thirteenth century the residence of the mer-
chant was constructed of wood and covered with
thatch. Ou the ground-fioor was an open booth
for the display of merchandise, with a room be-

hind it, and an upper story which usually pro-

iected over the under one. In the fourteenth

centnry the same arrangement was in vogne,
with the addition of a third story. Specimens
of this style of house are still extant in this city,

one at the angle of the West Bow and Lawn
Market, and others in the Cowgate. In these
specimens the upper floor is reached by a turn-

pike stair, lighted by small windows, which were
originally devoid of glass, but were provided
with a strong sliding shutter. The lower part
of the windows of the house were not glazed,

but could be closed in with wood shutters, the

upper part only being filled with glass. In some
of the later specimens an outside stair was pre-

ferred. Drainage was almost unknown up till

the end of last century, and many amusing
anecdotes are told of the dangers of the streets

at certain hours
;
dung-heaps stood in many

parts of the streets ;
and it is not many years

ago that they were still to be seen in some of the

more obscure alleys aod closes.

During the reign of Queen Elizabeth domestic

architecture flourished with remarkable vigour.
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The confiscation of the chnrch property bv
Henry Till,, and its distribntioa amongst the
nobles afforded them the means, and a period
of peace gave them the opportunity of meeting
the increased demands of social advancement.
Mansions were then erected which are still used
with bat slight alterations

; comfort and conve-
nience were now studied, and architecture
became a subject of more general study and
interest than heretofore. We now find, for the
first time, works pnblished on the subject, and
that architecture became a distinct profession in

place of a closed guild, and that the professors
visited the Continent to improve their knowledge
and to import the styles of other countries into
their own. The increase in the number of apart-
ments was marvellous, in some instances exceed-
ing one hundred, and the mode of communication
was rendered more convenient by the intro-

duction of corridors and broad staircases of easy
ascent.

The style of architecture then practised is

familiar to you all. Thenceforward originality
disappears, and comfort and convenience were
sacrificed to a pompous imitation of foreign
works quite unsuited for our climate and
the habits of the people. The plan was
now made to suit the elevation, not the
elevation to suit the plan. In some examples,
such as Blenheim, in Oxfordshire, and Stoke
Park, Northamptonshire, the only means of
communication from one part of the house to
another was by an open piazza

j
an arrange-

ment that may be suitable for a climate such as
that of Italy, but certainly not for ours. The
arrangements otherwise are equally devoid of
comfort and convenience. In llarlboron^b
House, the town residence of the heir apparent,
the kitchen is in one wing, and the dining-room
in another, and both are on the ground level.
The poor lacqueys had to descend one flight of
stairs to a dimly-lighted corridor, and to traverse
the whole breadth of the building, and then to
ascend another staircase to the dining-room
level.

We certainly arrange things better in onr
day, and if the Gothic revival bad effected no
other change than a return to common sense
planning, it deserves commendation.

THE VIEWS OF MANCHESTER
ARCHITECTS.

president’s address, MANCHESTER SOCIETY OF
ARCHITECTS.

At the commencement of the third session of
our society let us very briefly refer to what we
have done in the past, and what we have to do
in the immediate future. Our profession de-
mands in us a threefold character : we are more
or less, as may be, artists, men of science, and
men of business

;
but when we formed ourselves

into a society we did so mainly in the last-named
capacity. We combined, not specially for the
study of art, nor the advancement of science, bnt
to elevate the status of the profession, and pro-
mote the interests of its members

; to consider
and determine onr position towards our em-
ployers or clients, towards thos" employed under
our direction as contractors, and towards one
another as professional brethren. The result
has proved the wisdom of this course, for, instead
of discussing the question of the invisible lines
of the Parthenon, or debating on the so-called
‘ point of departure ” for modern Medievalism,
we were immediately brought face to face with
questions of the present day, and affecting our
every-day relations with the outer world.

Besides minor matters, four important subjects
have occupied our attention. The first of these
was the adoption and publication of a scale of
charges for professional services; and the value
of this step has been abundantly borne witness
to by various members of our society. It has
proved to be of use to ourselves and others in
two ways. We are enabled to see more clearly
what onr charges ought to bo in cases that are
exceptional, and the public are informed upon
them, and enabled to satisfy themselves that
what we charge is in accordance with esta-
blished rules.

The second subject taken up was that of the
arrangements connected with competitions. The
“ Suggestions ” wo issued have borne fruit to
some extent

;
but notwitbstandiug all that has

been done by this and other societies to enlighten
committees and awaken them to a sense of the
extreme injustice of many of their proposals, and
the grievous waste of time and labour and actual

outlay which these entail on the profession,
advertisements which ever and anon appear
show that the task is a hard and difficult one.
Still, the arrangements connected with the Law
Courts competition in London, and with that for
the Town-ball here, have been so much in
advance of former occasions that we may hope
for an improvement in the futnre, as compared
with the past. It would be much more so,

would members of onr profession steadfastly
keep themselves aloof from every competition
which does not offer terms that are at least honest,
if not liberal. For my own part, I consider
competitions ia architecture to be the bane of
art, and their action upon the profession to be
cruel, as well as hurtful

; and I regret also, that
we did not add to onr “ Suggestions” a protest
against the motto system, as being a delusion
and a snare, as I believe this would have secured
the unanimous consent of our society.
We had, thirdly, to grapple with a vastly more

important subject, and onr attention to it was
compelled by the action of the master builders,
who, having drawn up a form of contract and a
code of rules for taking quantities, invited our
approval of them. We found many things in
these to be, in onr judgment, eo objectionable
that we conid not accept them as they stood, bot
we were led to give consideration to both
divisions of the subject, and to draw up and
issoe-^first, suggestions as to what a contract
should contain

;
and, secondly, a mode of

measurement of works in preparation for a con-
tract. In the first we conceded to the builders
such points as we considered did not imperil our
own standing as architects, or the interests of
our clients. We take, I may say, this position,
that BO soon as a contract has been entered into
the architect becomes, by necessity, an arbitrator
between the bnilder and the employer, and has
to see not only that the latter gets what ho has
contracted for, but also that he does not require
from the builder more than the latter has con-
tracted to give; and upon any point arising
under the contract, and covered by it, we claim
to be sole umpire and judge. Aud we cannot see
how our duties could be carried on, if at at every
torn our decision could be called in question, and
a referee appealed to. The builders admit that
with many architects they have no difficnlty, and
no occasion to require a referee

;
and we consider

that if there be architects whom they cannot
trust,—men who ignore their own orders fur
extra work, keep back certificates when due,
increase the detail of the work as it proceeds,
and in other ways do injustice to the builder, the
latter has his own remedy in hand, by declining
to give in tenders to such men

;
and I think I am

justified in saying, that those arcliitects who deal,
to the best of their knowledge, fairly between
man and man, will be only too glad if, by such a
step, a more honourable practice can be forced
upon the former, or failing that, their practice
fail them. In the second matter, we found that
all discussion npon items of measurement showed
the desire to set aside, in every case, trade
customs of “ allowances and, by preference, to
roeaanre net work, and schedule all e^tra labour
in distinct items

; thus making a set of quantities
fit to be understood in any locality, irrespective
of local customs.
The last important subject was that of the

corporation by-laws; but upon this question I
will only remark that, having succeeded in
purging from them much objectionable matter,
while improving their efficiency, we may hope
that we have benefited other localities as well
as onr own, it being very much the custom for
officials of one town or district to obtain copies
of the by-laws in use elsewhere, and to adopt
them verhatim et literatim, so that the very
typographical blunders are even repeated.

Passing ever the subjects which come before
us this day, I will mention two others which I
think ought to claim our attention at an early
date. Uppermost in my mind comes the question
of the right of light as affecting adjoining
properties. No law is in a more unsatisfactory
condition than that which bears upon, but does
twt regulate or settle this question. Perhaps no
law bears more fruits of injustice, and I do not
think our energies could be better applied than
in considering bow this may be remedied, and
what ought to be the provisions of the law as
amended.
We have banded together for the purpose of

raising the status of the profession. One im-
portant means of this is to see that our places
are supplied, when vacant, by men highly
educated and well equipped with professional
lore. At present onr pupils are educated with-

^
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ont system, and they are without a definite
object in pursuing their studies,—such of them
as do study, perhaps in truthfulness, I should
add. Ought we not to have certain courses of
reading prescribed, and certain examinations to
pass, the honour and Mat of whiob would
inspirit the youths, and the order of which would
most beneficially guide their eSbrts ? Taking a
step beyond this, it might even be desirable, if

it were possible, to organize a school of archi-
tecture, similar in constitution to the schools of
medicine which are established here and in
several important towns, each of a number of
practitioners taking one branch of study, and
giving to the class a course of lectures which
would form the basis of the subsequent exami-
nation for a certificate. That we have members
who could undertake to illustrate the several
branches of study, I doubt not ; but the exigen-
cies of professional life bear already so heavily
upon many, if not all, of ns, that here I appro-
bend might lie the chief difficulty.

More I should have liked to say upon some of
these subjects, and upon others, such as the
banefnl effect of many of the workmen’s regula-
tions, not only npon our freedom of design, but
upon their own handicraft-proficiency, and their
own enjoyment in the work of their hands,—

a

gift from God which they are doing their Ijest
to put away from them and their children

;
but

I forbear, knowing that we meet for business,
and being desirous that I should not seem to
abuse the privilege of the chair. I must, how-
ever, beg leave to refer to the loss we have
suffered since onr last meeting. The first breach
by the band of death has been made in our
society, and the suddenness of the stroke, with
the comparative youth of the member, adds to
our sorrow. Tour election of Philip Nunn to
the council of the society in two suoceesiv©
years marked your appreciation of his character,
and a business rapidly increasing testified to the
satisfaction with which his work was regarded
by his clients. W. R. Corson.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

The Cambridge School .—The annual meeting
and distribution of prizes to the students of this
School, took place at the Guildhall, in the pre-
sence of a large number of ladies and gentle-
men. The Rev. the Vice-Chancellor presided,
and there were also present the Musters of
Christ’s and St. Peter’s Colleges, Mr. A. J. B.
Beresford Hope, M.P., Professor Selwyn, Mr. C.
T. Newton, of the British Museum, &o. Mr.
Newton delivered a lecture upon “ The Parthe-
non and the Art of Phidias.” The report con-
gratulated the school on the return of its master,
whose health was restored. It stated that the
influence of the school was extending. Of the
success which the school has had the number of
prizes obtained from Government was some
criterion. The committee announced that tw&ntij
stude^its had obtained certificates for passing in
the Government examination ht-ld in March last,

of whom two had obtained full certificates "for
having passed in all the various stages ; and one
obtained a prize. Besides these, six had obtained
Government prizes for works executed in the
school during the year. Six works were selected
for the national competition at South Kensing-
ton, five of them done by young ladies.

The Covetitry School.—The third annual meet-
ing of this school has been held in the large room
of the school, round the walls of which were
ranged statues, architectural mouldings, and
other casts for the students to copy. The room waa
crowded with ladies and gentlemen and pupils.
Lord Leigh, the president, occupied the chair.
The report stated that the work of the school
continued to show progress. The number of
students had slightly increased, and the attend-
ance in the advanced classes had been more re-
gular. The number of pupils who bad attended
the afternoon and evening male classes during
the year was 138 ;

last year it was 136. The
evening ladies’ class was 17, against 15 last

year; and the ladies’ class 48, against 49 last

year. The Department of Science and Art had
this year awarded five book prizes for drawings
in the elementary stages, and one received honour-
able mention. Sixteen works were selected for
national competition, and of these one received
a medal and three book prizes. The examina-
tions in free hand, model, geometrical, perspec-
tive, and mechanical drawing were held in March
last, and were conducted under the superintend-
ence of the local committee. The number of
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pupils who passed was 27, against 13 last year
;

the number of successful papers, 36, against

17 last year. The report said :

—

“ A few presents have been received from the Depart-
ment, but, for the most part, they are simply worthless.
The circulation of such works as the ‘ Photographs from
the South Kensington Portrait Gallery' cannot be sop-
posed to tend to the advancement of art

;
whilst, if the

provincial schools were allowed the money cost of such
productions, to be applied to the purchase of examples,
it would alford them very materim assistance, which is

greatly needed.”

The Macclesfield School.—The annual meeting
of the Macclesfield Society for acquiring Useful

Knowledge was held in the Sunday School, Koe-
street, Mr. Samuel Greg taking the chair. Pro-

ductions of the pupils of the School of Art were
exhibited in front of the platform, and along the

fronts of the galleries. The attendance of mem-
bers and friends of the institution was more
numerous than could have been accommodated
in the usual place of meeting in the Town-hall.

The School of Art report for 1867 gave a favour-

able account of progress made and difficulties

conquered as in previous years. The work of

art-education had been steadily increasing, both
as to numbers under instruction and proficiency

of the pupils. Comparison with previous years

showed that in elementary art-education the
March examination stood highest in successful

members since the formation of the school. The
number of students who received instruction in

the school during the year which terminated
September 30, 1867, was as follows :—Ladies’

morning classes, 27 ;
general evening classes,

80 ;
total, 107. In addition, 103 pupils were

instructed in private schools, making the number
who received instruction 270. At the annual
local examination in March last, 36 pupils were
successful in fifty exercises in the second or

highest grade subjects
;
as freehand drawings,

geometry, perspective and model drawing, 17
being maiked excellent, 15 gaining guinea boxes
of colours, boxes of instruments, &c., and the
remaining certificate cards. Comparison of re-

sults :—1866, 16 successful
; 1867, 50 successful.

At the same time as the above local examination
the year’s works of 27 School of Art students
were sent to the Department of Science and
Art. The head master is Mr. James Ford.

CHURCH RESTORATIONS IN EAST
ANGLIA.

ALTnouoH the amount of church restoration

going on during 1867 in the eastern counties has
not equalled thatofone or two former years, yet it

has been considerable, and the following amongst
others have either been completed or are in a
forward state.

Cockley Cley (Norfolk).—This is a very inte-

resting church, with a round tower, Decorated
nave, and south aisle, and Early English chancel,

and has been completely restored, and a new
north aisle added, corresponding in character to

the south, which opens with three arches into

the nave. A high and ugly brick clearstory,

built about eighty years ago, has been removed,
and a new open roof of the original pitch substi-

tuted, the weather moulding of the old roof

being still on the tower. The chancel has on
each side five single-light Early English win-
dows, connected internally by a hood moulding.
The east window is of three lights, with shafted
mullions, and is in detail not unlike the well-

known one at Polebrooke. Three of the side

windows had two-light Perpendicular insertions,

and one had been out down and formed into a

modern doorway. These have all been restored

to their original form. Three ambries were dis-

covered in the chancel, and two piscinas in the
south aisle, all in fair preservation, and are left

open. A new trussed rafter roof of the original

pitch, with curved braces, has been put on the
chancel in the place of the modem low-pitched
one with a plaster ceiling. A new south porch,
of flint and stone, has been built, and the tower,
which is 16 ft. in diameter and 48 ft. high,

restored, and the belfry windows filled with
slate louvres. There is no tower arch, but only

a small door,—a not unfrequent arrangement in

the Norfolk round towers. The font, a curious

and rather rude piece of transition from Early
English to Decorated, with a shafted pedestal
and octagon top, has been refixed

; the church
benched throughout with oak benches

;
the pas-

sages in the nave and aisles laid with Peake’s
and the chancel with Minton’s tiles. A new oak
pulpit, prayer-desk, and lectern have also been
fixed. The church is warmed with Gidney’s

underground stove. The works have been exe-

cuted by Mr. Burrell, of Norwich, and the entire

expense has been borne by the squire of the

parish, the outlay being about 1,5001.

Thorndon (Svffolk),—Thorndon Church con-
sists of a wide nave, with chancel of the same
width—no chancel arch, but the walls and roof

run through at an equal height. Thei© was
nothing, in fact, to mark the nave from the

chancel, except a step and the screen, the lower
panels of which still remain. There are several

churches of this type in the eastern counties

;

and they are, as in this ease, generally of the
flowing Decorated period

;
but at Thorndon some

of the side windows have been filled in with
tracery of a later date

;
and the large east

window—the shafted jambs and moulded arch
of which remain— was some forty years ago
partly stopped up and a three-light window of

Perpendicular design, all in cast-iron, inserted.

About the same time, the Decorated trussedrafter

roof was taken off, with the exception of the two
western bays, and a rough, low-pitched common
tie-beam king -post roof put up in its stead.

This has now given place to a new roof, the
detail of which is a copy of the old part which
remained, the only difference being that the
architect has introduced, as he has also done
at Burgate and some other churches with no
chancel arch, a moulded arched timber rib,

carried on carved stone corbels, to mark in-

ternally the chancel from the nave, the roof

running through level, and having an orna-

mental cresting on the chancel roof-ridge only.

A new four-light east window, fitting the

original opening, has been put in, and below it a
rather elaborate reredos of oak, the centre com-
partment being filled with the Last Supper in

alto relievo, very beautifully carved by M.
Abelooa, of Louvaine. The apostles are all

represented kneeling, and the Saviour standing.

The other chancel windows, together with the

door, buttresses, and outside flint facing, &c.,

have all been made good where defective, but

there has been no scraping of the old sound
work. This part of the church has been seated

with oak benching, and the passages and altar

space paved with Minton’s tiles. Several of the

old poppy-head benches still remain in the nave
;

these will be preserved, and the rest of the nave
benched to match them. There is also a very

good Early Jacobean pulpit and lectern, the

latter being rather a rare thing to meet with,

both of which will be refixed. A modern west
gallery is to be removed, and tracery and mul-
lions inserted in the west window, which is at

present mutilated and partly bricked up. Below
the west window is a very good doorway. On
the south side is a fine tower of Decorated date,

which forms a porch to the church, and, with

the exception of the battlements and belfry-

windows, is in good preservation. The cost of

the works up to the present time has amounted
to about 9001., and about 4001. more are required

to complete them. They have been executed by
Mr. Gtimwood, of Weybread.

Acle (Norfolk).—This is another of the round
tower churches with a wide nave (having a
thatched roof), and chancel : the latter was re-

stored some years ago nuderMr. Christian. The
nave has now been benched, and the church
heated with hot water, the windows restored,

and the walls replastered. There is a good Per-

pendicular screen, which still retains some of its

old painting, and a very fine font in the church :

both have been carefully preserved. The round

tower is 53 ft. 6 in. high, and 16 ft. 6 in. in

diameter. The north porch is a good specimen

of flint and stone work, and has a parvise or

priest’s chamber over it.

Mendham (Svffollc) is an Early Perpendicular

church, the nave having originally a high-pitched

roof and no clearstory
;
but shortly before the

Reformation this roof was removed, and a high

and disproportioned clearstory, with nearly a

flat roof, the eastern bay of which retains its

original colour, was put up. There are two
aisles, a west tower, a good fliut panelled south

porch, and a very dilapidated chancel, which the

lay impropriator seems very unwilling to restore.

The rest of the church, however, is being put in

thorough order at a cost of about 1.300L, the

work being let to Mr. Grimwood, of Weybread.
The roofs have all been restored and releaded,

—

the aisle roofs being so rotten that they had to

be entirely new
5

the windows and stone work
inside and out, where defective, made good, but

not scraped; the walls replastered; and the

church benched throughout with carved oak
benches. The passages are to be laid with Min-

ton’s tiles, and the church warmed with Gidney’s

underground stove : the windows are glazed
throughout with tinted cathedral glass. The
prayer-desk and pulpit are of oak. Stone corbels

are introduced to carry the braces of the old nave
roof, which were left cut square off. Their
design is a series of angels holding the various
emblems of the Passion, &c. ;

and they are

carved with great spirit. A squint from the
south aisle to the chancel has been found with
its original sliding door, and two very nearly
perfect piscinas have been opened in the south
aisle.

Dickleburgh (Norfolk).—A Perpendicular church
throughout, with nave, north, and south aisles,

west tower, chancel, and south porch. This
church has suffered in times past more by the
hand of the restorer (?) than by that of time.

It has poor modern chancel and nave roofs and
battlements, all unfortunately in too good repair

to iuduce those interested to replace them with
some better work. The church has, however,
this year been benched with some rather elaborate

oak benching
;

the ends being square-headed,

and filled in with many different tracery patterns.

The chancel benches have poppy-heads
;
the old

ones being reinstated. A new oak prayer-desk

has been provided, and the old Jacobean pulpit

refixed. The side windows of the chancel and
the “priests’ door” are restored: the former
were so dilapidated that they had to be almost
entirely new. Some huge brick buttresses have
been taken down and rebuilt in stone and flint to

match those in the other parts of the chancel.

The outlay has beeh about 5001. ; and the work
has been executed by Mr. Bishop, of Diss, and
Mr. Wells, of Dickleburgh.

Uggeshull (Suffolk)

.

—The chancel of this church
is being restored, and a new organ chamber
thrown out on the north side of it, at the expense

of the rector. The chancel is of Early Decorated
date, and the removal of the outer coats of white-

wash has revealed several consecration crosses

both on the walls and the jambs of the windows.
The heads of two figures are also traceable ; bub
the painting is so far gone that it is impossible to

make out the subject. There are also some good
running ornaments in red and brown. The new
roof to the chancel is a careful copy of the old

one, which was of trussed rafter construction.

There is no chancel arch, and an oak moulded
arched rib has been introduced as a division

between the two roofs. The nave has a very

good Perpendicular hammer-beam roof, which
has been restored and re-thatched. The chancel

is to be benched with oak benches, and the floor

laid with encaustic tiles.

Ormesby (Norfolk).—Ormesby is one of the few
village parishes on the eastern coast that have
increased in population, and the enlargement of

tho church has become absolutely necessary.

This has been accomplished by the addition of a
north aisle opening into the nave, with four large

arches. The nave and chancel are of the flow-

ing Decorated period, and the new aisle has been
built in the same style. The church is being

benched throughout in oak, and the passages are

to be paved with red, black, and buif tiles. The
windows are glazed with rough-plate tinted

cathedral glass, worked in patterns, with a white

margin. The chancel has also been restored,

and a vestry built at the expense of Sir E.
Lacon, M.P., who lives in tho parish. There are

two very good recessed canopied Decorated

tombs on the north side of the church, both

alike in design, to the Clero family, the builders

of the church,—one in the nave, and the other

in tho chancel. The latter has been preserved

intact, but the new aisle necessitated the re-

moval of the former, and it has been carefully

rebuilt under the east window of the new aisle.

The cost of the entire works amounts to about

1,6001., and they are being executed by Mr.

Comisb, of North Walsham.
Fressingfield (Svffolk).—The very elaborately

carved benching and nave roof of this church

are well known, aud are, perhaps, of their

kind unequalled, but both are beginning to

suffer for want of attention, several of the

carved bosses and crestings in the roof having

dropped down and become lost. Plans have been

prepared for the complete restoration of the

church, and the tower at the west end, which

stood in the most urgent need of repair, has

already been restored. Subscriptions are being

collected for the rest of the work, the architect

estimating the total cost at nearly 2,0001.

H’icA-lm-ood (Norfolk) .—JLiis a lofty nave and

chancel, with a south tower, which serves as a

porch, ail of Early Perpendicular work. The
roof of the nave is being restored, bay by bay,

tho decayed timbers taken out, and others of
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eqnal size and similarly carved and moulded,
put in their stead. The west gable, which was
very unsound, is being rebuilt, and all the stone-

work of windows, buttresses, and doors restored,

but not scraped. The external face of the walls

throughout is rather unusual, being alternately

a course of flint and thin bricks, which, now the

whole has become grey, gives a very pleasing

effect. There are two chambers in the tower,

below tbe belfry, both of which contain fireplaces.

the new throne, the dean and precentor’s stalls,

the steps, screens, &c.

The original scheme for the re-arrange-
ment of the choir has been completed in most
of its essentials, thongh the reredos, organ-
case, &c., are yet to be erected. It was pro-
posed at first to retain the returned stalls j but
this proposal was abandoned, and the dean and
precentor’s stalls now face respectively north
and south.

tects, as well as the religious public, can be
allowed to fall throngh.

Tbe shafts alluded to by Mr. Grove (one is

85 ft. deep) are mostly actually without boarding
or protection to tbe daring excavators from sheer
want of funds

;
and they were thankful lately to

fill up one that had some boarding in order to

make nse of it for more pressing need. This is

like filling np the necessary trenches on the way
to the attack of a city which is about to fall into

and the lower one has also an oven. These are

clearly coeval with the tower, tbe fines being
carried up in the solid walls, and turned out

just below tbe level of the string-conrse running
under the belfry windows. There are low,

side, narrow slit windows in both rooms, near
the fireplace. A new north porch and vestryis

being built, and the chancel will have a new
east window. The church is to be benched in

oak and paved with tiles. The outlay will

amount to about 7001.
;
Mr. Cornish, of North

Walsham, being the contractor.

The whole of the above churches have been or

are being restored from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. Pbipson, F.S..A.

CHURCH OF ALL SAINTS, LITTLE
MUNDEN, HERTFORDSHIRE.

The following appeal has been circulated :

—

“Tbe time bas come when an effort must be made to
repair thoroughly the pariah church of Little Munden,
asd to restore it m some degree to its original condition,
thus repaving to posterity what we owe to our fore-
fathers.
The manor of Little Munden, it will be remembered, is

very ancient. Domesday Book mentions the name of a
vassal of Earl Harold, to whom it belonged in Saion
times, and how "William tbe Conqueror afterwards disposed
of it. 1 he present church is for the most part due to the
oomroenceinent of the fifteenth century, and is an inte-
resting specimen of a parish church of that period, con-
taining also some remarkable canopied monuments with
Bonlplured effigies, The whole of the fabric bas fallen into
abad state

j
tbe walls externally require refaciiig, the stone-

work generally needs repair or restoration : the woodwork
of the roofs bas been di^iiguredby alterations, and is much
decayed

;
drainage and paving must be attended to

;
there

should be new seating throughout, and means must be
provided to warm the church, at present so damp and cold
as to he scarcely endurable in winter.
With the view of ascertaining what is really necessary

to be done, Messrs. Godwin, architects, nnder whose
direction various churches in the county have been restored
(W'are, StandoD, Great Munden), have been applied to,
and these gentlemen report that the works required to be
done will coat about l,3li0L, exclusive ofarchitects' charges,
and the wages of clerk of the works. Before commencing,
however, precise tenders would he obtained from builders,
and a contract made, so that tbe exact sum to be spent
would be determined. The patron of the living is willing
to assist liberally, and an appeal is now made for aid in
this good and necessary work to all who, whether resident
in the county or not, desire to see our churches properly
maintained."

By the exertions of the rector, the Rev. F, A.
L. Foster, and the liberality of Lieut.-Colonel
Loyd, great part of the required sum has been
raised, and tenders for the performance of the
necessary works will be invited forthwith.

THE EE-OPENING OF CHICHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

. An interesting service has been held in

Chichester Cathedral, where a crowded congre-
gation assembled last Sunday to celebrate the
restoration of the structure from tbe ruinous
condition to which it was reduced by tbe fall of
the tower and spire in 1861. Into the history of
that catastrophe we need not now enter : it

was folly described by us at the time. Im-
mediate steps were at once taken to rebuild
the fallen tower. Mr. G. G. Scott, R.A., was re-

quested to make a report, and, after tbe removal
of the diibris, the work of reconstruction was at
once commenced, and under his and Mr. Slater’s

superintendence the lower and spire have been
completed in all respects, an exact reprodnction,
it is asserted, of what was lost. I'he builders
were Messrs. Beanhind

; the clerk of the works
was Mr. Marshall

; and the foreman, Mr.
Norrice. The tower being finished, and the
scaffolding removed, the suspended works in

the choir,—which were going on under Mr.
Slater’s superintendence, it will be recollected, at
the time of the fall of the tower,—were resumed
under the direction of Mr. Slater. The whole ol

the stalls, with the exception of those for the
dean and precentor, had been completed from Mr.
Slater’s designs, as were also tbe marble pave-
ment and the altar. During the rebuilding they
were temporarily deposited in the lady chapel.
They are now fixed in their places, together with

The ancient canopied stalls of Bishop Langton
have been re-erected in their original position

under the tower : they are thirty-six in number,
eighteen on either side. They have been re-

stored, as have also the chancellor’s and trea-

surer’s stalls, at the eastern end of each block.

The reredos bas been designed, and is now
being executed, by Mr. Forsyth. The principal
feature in it is the sculpture of the Ascension.
The structure is of various rich marbles: the
figures of very large size.

The organ-case has yet to be designed, but the
organ itself has been altered and re-erected over
tbe stalls in the north arch of the tower, Messrs.
Hill & Son being employed for this work.
The whole of the stall work and throne have

been executed Mr. J. Forsyth, and the pavement
was done by Messrs. Poole & Son. The stall-

floors, marble plinths to stalls, grilles, screens,

&c., have been done by Mr. Marshall.
Although the fabric has been restored sub-

stantially, there remains still much to be done
to render the interior complete.

THE EXCAVATIONS AT JERUSALEM.
' These fioavations, at the instance of tbe
Palestine Exploration Society, have now arrived

!

at a point of singular interest. Shafts of great
: depth have been sunk, and walls and pas-

!
sages discovered which require further excava-
tion and farther means to explore them. The
depth or height and extent of the Haram wall
are scarcely less than astounding. In a letter

which Mr. George Grove, of tbe Crystal Palace,

I

the secretary of tbe Fund Society, has sent ns,

i

he says,

—

“ The funds of tbe society sro all but exhausted at the
moment that Mr. "Warren’s stronnous and able labonrs

,

arc beginning really to tell.

Brielly to sum up Lis discoveries, the details of which
^ will be found in his reports, Mr. Warren has established
• by actual demonslration that tbe south wall of the sacred

[

enclosure, which contained the Temple, is buried lor more
I

than half its depth beneath an accumulation of rubbish— jprobably the ruins of the successive bnildings which once ^

crowned it; and that, if bared to its foundation, the wall
jwould present an nnbroken face of solid masonry of

I

nearly 1,000 ft. long, and for a large portion of that
j

' distance more than 160 ft. in height; in other words, !

nearly the length of the Crystal Palace, and the height of !

the transept. The wall, as it stands, with less than half:
that height emerging from tbe ground, bas always been '

' regarded ss a marvel. What must it have been when
entirely exposed to view ! No wonder that Prophets and

I
Psalmists should have rejoiced in the ‘walls' and ‘bul-

iwarks’ of tbe Temple, and that Tacitus should have
I
described it as nodo arcii contlrtielum.

I The question immediately occurs. What does the lower

I

part of the structure formed by this enormous wall eon-

;

tain, our present knowledge being confined to tbe existing

j

level of the ground ? Of this I can at present say nothing,

I

though tbe passage discovered by Mr. Warren, 30 tt.

I below the single gateway,' and described by him under

j

October 22, promises to lead to important discoveries.
I sum up by recording the importunt fact that the disco-

I

veries have completely changed the conditions of research
in Jerusalem. They are nearly equivalent to the disco-

I

very of a new city. Hitherto we have explored the sur-

j

face, or at most the vaults and cisterus immediately below
[
it. We must now go far deeper, and penetrate those

I mysteries which the kind earth bas entombed and pre-

I

served for centuries for the advantage of our generation.
Exploration in Jerusalem is at present in the condition

of a puzzle or joining-map, of which only half a dozen
pieces are found out of sixty or seventy. Find the others,
and the whole can be put together, and will then be intel-

ligible enough. Extend to the other parts of tbe city the
researches here begun, and the sites of tbe Temple,
Calvary, the Holy Sepulchre, the Pool of Bethesda, will
be problems no longer. I may, therefore, with good
reason, beseech ail who are intergsted in Biblical studies
to give their aid to the Palestine Fund for this work.
This society is no private enterprise. Tbe Queen is our
patron. The Archbishop of York is our president. The
committee contsios some of the most eminent names in
science, literature, eoncation, and religion.

In this work 3,2J2L have been expended— a snm which
no one conversant with the subject will think extravagant.
I entreat the public of England not to let it drop. Mr.
"Warren estimates his expenses at 2''0l. u month for six or
eight months. ! What is this to raise in England
from the very large number of persons who take an
interest in researches bearing so directly on the iilustra-
tration of the Bible? If Mr. Warren is obliged to relin-
quish his operations, not only will his shafts fall in and
his trenches fill up, but the Arabs, whom he has trained to
work so well, will go back to their old habits of indolence,
and the whole process will Lave to bo gone over again, il,

indeed, it is ever again attempted."

But it will not be relinquished. We cannot
believe that an iindertaking which has so ruanj
points of attraction to archaiologists and archi-

the hands of the entrenchers. We cannot for an
instant imagine that a few thousand pounds will

fail to be immediately forthcoming on such an
occasion as this.

SCULPTURE.

Mr. Lough, one of onr very few sculptors who
aim at tbe ideal and find a public to encourage
them in the high endeavour, has four statues and
groups in different stages of completion. Two
of these represent hunters of heroic size and
type, and are in course of translation to marble.

One has just killed a buck, which lies at his feet,

and keeps back a dog with his right hand. Tbe
other hunter is about to despatch a boar,

already speared, and which he bestrides—

a

dead dog telling of the previous struggle. In
both these groups, the first of which we
prefer, Mr. Lough’s skill in the presentation of

animal form is strikingly shown. There is no
occasion to ask the name of the third statue, a
nearly nude Bacchic figure trampling on grapes t

with his right hand bo holds aloft a laden

branch of the vine, and with the other supports

on his advanced left leg a vessel of classic form.

Tbe figure is full of spirit and movement, tbe

pose and modelling alike demanding praise.

Of tho same character of art, and calling for

equal commendation, is “ The Lost Pleiad,’^

already in marble, a fresh female form, half

reclining on a sphere just struck down into the

water. The hours personified around tbe
sphere suggest her descent to the finite. It

was satisfactory to hear that this charming
work was commissioned for marble (by Mr.
Henry) before it was finished in clay.

PUBLIC ROUTES AND GARDENS.

The march of improvement in horticulture is

nowhere more evident than in the parks, squares,

and open spaces of London. Some twelve years

back. Sir Benjamin Hall (the late Lord Llanover)!

began the border decorations of the parks, at a
period when tbe wild borders of the Kensington
long walk was the sole floral resource of oppidans.

Since then Regent’s Park has been laid out in

gardens; Park-lane and Rotten-row have been
adorned with an exquisitely beautiful arrange-

ment of shrubs and potted plants
;
the squares

have generally been more carefully tended j

Paddington, Camberwell, and Islington greens

have been railed in, laid out in flowering beds,

and also, being provided with seats, have be-

come, instead of repulsive wastes, pleasing and
refreshing places of resort for residents or way-
farers.

Even the churchyards, formerly bristling with
tombs, have been levelled, sown with grass, and
planted, and now wear a verdant and pleasing

aspect, since interments having been discon-

tinued, no disturbance of the soil interferes with
perennial vegetation ;

and those once baneful

and melancholy domains of the dead contribute

their share to tbe solace of tho living.

Observations frequently made in the Builder

may, perhaps, have had their effect in stimu-

lating these improvements, which promote much
the health and gratification of citizens generally;

references having been often made to tbe ornate
condition of Pere la Chaise in Paris, to prove
that tbe earthly abode of the dead need be
neither unhealthful nor revolting.

Any one who walks the park borders and
observes the groups of all ages occupying the

frequent seats, and enjoying the exquisitely

varied and planted flower-borders, must feel

gratified at the expenditure of so much money,
care, and skill, when he considers the solace

such works of taste afford to the multitude, and
tbe healthful recreation they bring within reach
of London residents, who could have no idea
of floral nature without them. Moreover, these

displays have created a taste for floriculture that

bedecks every window and forecourt, and fills

even sunken areas with beauty.
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There is yet, however, a square in the very

centre, close to Charing -cross fountains and

the gallery of national taste, which is suffered

to smoulder in waste, the rails broken, the weeds

in luxuriance, the central equestrian statue

mutilated and whitewashed in derision. Is

there no resident proprietary in Leicester-

square ; or is it given up to devastation and to

wilderness since the Great Globe itself has

vanished, and Wyld made havoc of his dome?
A theatre or panorama can certainly feel no

interest in external garden decoration,—but oh !

Shade 'of the Sablonni&re,— be! esprit de Stagg

& Mantle,—how can ye contemplate such dese-

cration through your windows of British plate P

The fine causeways of Birdcage-walk and of

Park-lane have been widened, giving more appa-

'

rent scope, not only to the roads, but to the

adjacent parks. It is to be hoped that the

improvements assured by such skilful manage-

ment may be extended to the great sonthern

route, along Hyde Park, by Kensington-road,

and that this, the grandest bonlevsrd of the

west, may be made worthy of the royal suburb

and the city that London is to become, so soon

as the river embankment shall be finished.

Already it is bordered by open park on the left

hand, or on the right, from Devonshire House,Pic-

cadilly, to Knightsbridgej thence begins a range

of squalid shop-honses to the cavalry barracks,

which stint the road, and defile the finest site of

the cironiiQacent West-end. Surely these defaults

ought to be abated, and at least some of the

tottering fabrics removed; then the Kensington

and Piccadilly approach to London wonld be

the most central, as well as the grandest, tho-

ronghfareof the whole metropolis, andastimnlus

might thus be given thereby to tho recently-

projected traverse road, leading in continnation

from Cromwell-road to Buckingham Palace.

Quondam.

MALICIOUS DAMAGE TO MASONRY AT
PADDINGTON.

On the night of the 11th instant some persons

entered the mason’s shop at the new Church of

Sb. Mary Magdalene, Paddington, now in course

of erection by Mr. J. D. Cowland, of Notting-hill,

builder, and broke and defaced the moulded

caps of two columns that were nearly completed.

Tho marks were evidently those of a mallet and

chisel, and the damage was done just where it

could not be repaired. There were employed by

Mr. Cowland five society and three non-sooiety

men, and the former had strock against the

latter being employed. Mr. Cowland, deter-

mining not to discharge those who remained

faithful to their duty, the union men were paid

their wages and left accordingly, and next morn-

ing the outrage detailed was discovered. A re-

ward of 201. has been offered by the builder for

the discovery of the malicious “ rattener.”

SANITARY MATTERS.

Guildford. — A fatal typhoid fever having

broken out of a sudden in the highest and
healthiest part of Guildford, and spread till

there were 261 cases, nob of a fatal type, how-

ever, a sanitary investigation was gone into,

which has resulted in the discovery that the

fever probably originated in the fact that the

limited district of 330 houses in which this

gastric fever broke out was precisely that part of

the town which had npon a single occasion been
supplied with water containing sewage, from a

new reservoir, while the machinery oidinarily

in use was under repair. Yet, although the fever

broke out in more than one-half of the 330

houses almost simiiltaneously, a period of incu-

bation for eleven days had transpired, during

which the poison in the blood must have been at

work before it issued in the recognizable fever.

In course of the investigatiou it was made quite

clear that the town drainage had got into a well

from which the new reservoir had been supplied

on the occasion referred to.

Epping .—A large number of infiaeutial rate-

payers met recently in the Bench-room at Epping
Police-station to meet Mr. Arnold Taylor, the

< lovernment inspector, who had been sent down
bo inquire into the advisability of acceding to

the prayer of a petition from Mr. Clegg, surgeon,

and about fifty other ratepayers of Epping and
adjoining parishes, asking that an Epping Town
District might be formed for sanitary purposes,

to include portions of Theydon Bois, Theydon

Gamon, and Cooperaale. At the close of the

inquiry the inspector said he believed they

wanted sanitary improvement in the town of

Epping, and they would not get it until they had

formed a anfficient district; but they must re-

member that even after the district was formed

it would remain for them to consider to what
extent they wonld go as r^arded water supply

and drainage.

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

Woh'erhampton.—The New Town Hall Com-
mittee have reported in reference to the plans of

Mr. Bates, the selected architect. The plans

include a sessions-house, magistrates’ court,

police-barracks and offices, and prisoners’ cells,

together with the requisite offices for the Corpo-

ration. These buildings will occupy the site of

the present Town Hall and of other premises.

A street, 36 ft. in width, will also be made, lead-

ing from North-street to Red Lion-street. The
principal entrance to the proposed buildings will

be in North-street, and will lead into a vestibule

and public hall. The public hall is centrally

placed in the building, and at right angles to

three of its sides are placed the scssions-honae,

magistrate^ court, and council-chamber, respec-

tively, which, together with the principal offices

connected with the sesaions-houae, magistrates’

court, and corporation offices, are placed on the

ground-floor. The committee-room, mayor’s

parlour, recorder’s room, and retiring-rooms are

placed on the first-floor overlooking North-street.

The prisoners’ cells, fire-engine house, stable, and

.

some of tho inferior offices are placed in the base-

ment. Thepolice-officeaand barracks are placed

between the Town Hall buildings and Red Lion-

street, and abutting on the proposed new street

on the northern side, leaving a court-yard or

parade-ground between them and the sonthern

side of the site and Red Lion-street, containing

about 900 square yards. The estimate, fittings

inclusive, is 17,OOOZ.

Dorchester ,—The new Corn Exchange is nearly

completed. The building, which has been

erected immediately in rear of the Town Hall, is

of brick, with Batb-stono dressings, each of the

side walls being supported by four buttresses

supporting the principals of the roof. The walls

terminate abruptly with a kind of parapet, and
altogether the exterior of the building is stunted,

and of unprepossessing appearance. The ex-

change-room is 80 ft. in length and 40 ft. wide,

while from the floor to the summit of the arched

roof is 40 ft. The roof is supported by five ribs

of iron encased in wood, resting on corbels of

Cosham stone. The cornice is of stained deal,

pierced with ornamental scroll-work. Tho
pillars supporting the iron girders at the sonth

end of tho roof consist of iron tubes with carved

capitals of Cosbam stone and bases of the same
material. The carving was done by Mr. Ben-
jamin Graeshy, stone-carver, Dorchester. The
architect is Mr. Hall.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

Afteu long endeavonrs a building is being
provided for the London University, at the
public expense. It occupies the northern
portion of the ground in which stands Bur-
lington House, and fronts in Burlington-

gardens. Of this elevation we give a view,

together with a plan of the ground-floor. 'The

claims which the University put forth in the

endeavour to obtain a building, will serve to

show the position the establishment holds. The
University of London—of which the essential

function is the conferring of Academical degrees

upon qualified candidates from all classes and
denominations of her Majesty’s subjects, without

any distinction whatever—is in every sense a
national institution, and as such it is entitled to

claim that whatever is necessary for the most
efficient discharge of the functions confided to it

should be provided out of the national funds. It

originated in an address from the House of Com-
mons

;
it was created and is governed by char-

ters of the crown
;

it is supported by annual
grants of Parliament

;
and it is fast rising to a

position of even greater importance, as the head
of all the higher education of tho empire not
embraced by the older universities, than was
oontemplatedonitsfij^establishmeDt. Itebistory

during the twenty-five years which have elapsed

since it came into active operation is one of con-

tinued progress, notwithstanding the embarrass-

ments which it has experienced from the want
of an edifice suitable for the performance of its

functions
;
and the rapid increase in the number

of candidates for its examinations which has

taken place since its functions were enlarged by
the charter of 1858, is sufficient to show the

hold it has acquired on the educational sym-
pathies of the country.

The advantage of a National Institution so

constituted as to bo entirely free to carry out tbe

enlightened object for which it was established,

has been made evident not merely by the inde-

pendence with which the University of London
has been able to adapt its curriculum of study to

the general requirements of the times, but also

in especial by tbe advanced position which it

has from the first been enabled to take in tbe

improvement of medical education, and by its

recent establishment of degrees in science. Its

medical degrees have now confessedly attained

the highest rank in public estimation ;
and it may

confidently be anticipated that the same value

will be attached to its degrees in science, the

examinations for which are conducted by men of

the greatest eminence in their respective depart-

ments.

In addition to the accommodation needed for

tho conduct of its examinations and for the

transaction of its ordinary business, the Uni-

versity also requires for its public assemblages

for the meetings of its convocation a hall of

which it can claim exclusive possession
;
and it

cannot be considered complete without a library

and other apartments which may be employed

as a centre of union among its members.
That these requirements should be combined

in a distinct and appropriate bu/ilding has been

from the first the strong conviction of the

Senate; who have repeatedly urged upon suc-

cessive Governments that only by this step can

tbe University obtain that universal recognition

which it is entitled to claim in virtue of the

comprehensiveness of its constitution and the

importance of its duties. When, after repeated

displacements the University was put in posses-

sion of the apartments it now occupies in Bur-

lington House, that accommodation was accepted

by the Senate “on the distinct understanding of

its temporary character;’’ and they took the

opportunity afforded them in the spring of 1859,

by an inquiry made by Lord John Manners, then

Chief Commissioner of the Board of Works, to

renew the representation of their claims, and
this representation they kept up until their

object was, recently, effected.

The design at first selected was objected to

after the works had been oarried on to a certain

extent, and a fresh design, that now illustrated

and which is being proceeded with, was made.

The plan shows tho arrangement of tho building

and the principal apartments. The accommoda-
tion provided will be as follows :

—

Upon the Ground-floor.
ft. 11.

Entranca hall or corridor
Public ataircaae 33 by 33
Hall for conferrine degrees, &c. ... 72 ,, 5{1

Hall for public exaiumaUou 72 ,, S3
Smaller ball ditto 61 ,, 32

Waitiog-room for candidates lU „ 32

Two eiamioers' rooms each 32 ,, 16
0«ieral waiting-room 26 ,, 18

CleAs’ room 18 „ 14
Room for STCcimens and apparatus 36 ,, 18
Messenger^ room 18 ,, 14

Upon the First-floor.

ft. ft.

Senate-room Wby27
Committee-room 26 ,, 18
Registrar's official room 26 ,, 18
Registrar’s private room 17 ,, 13
Room for clerk of convocation 21 ,, 13
Library 31 ,, .33

Laboratory of chemical room 61 ,, 33
Anatomical room 61 ,, -33

Two professors' rooms each 16 „ 12

Upon the second-floor will bo apartments for

the housekeeper, &c., &c.
;
and on the basement-

floor rooms for the lithographer, for muniments,
for stores, for the housekeeper, and so on.

The principal front of the building is, as we
have said, towards Burlington-gardens, and will

be faced with Portland stone and red Mansfield

stone intermixed, tbe enriched string-courses

being of Hopton Wood stone.

The work is being executed by Me.ssrs. Jack-

son & Shaw, of Earl-street, Westminster, from
the designs and nnder the superintendence of

Mr. James Pennethome. Mr. Warburton is

clerk of the works.

The estimate submitted to Parliament for tbe
building was 65,0001., exclusive of fittings

; and
this amount, it was stated in the House of Com-
mons, will be considerably increased by the
change of style.

a
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'THE QUEEN AND A PUBLIC PARK POE
PORTSMOUTH.

Up to the present time the inhabitants ofPorts-
cnonth, Portsea, and Landport, a popnlation nnm-
hering over 100,000, have been in much want of an
open space suitable for exercise and recreation.
With tho exception of Soathsea Common, which
is in almost daily use for military purposes, they
nave had no place of the kind within a shorter
distance than two or three miles from the most
•densely populated part of the district. Some
cime ago tho civic authorities of Portsmouth re*

presented those facts to the Government, and
applied to the War Department for the appro-
•priation, as a public park of a portion of the
glacis before the old lines of fortification.

In consequence of a letter from Mr. Francis
Fuller to General Grey, her Majesty the Queen
was graciously pleased to interest herself in the
matter, and the result has been the cession of
the land for the desired purpose,—a result for
ivhich tho people of Portsmouth will doubtless
c'eel duly grateful.

LONDON ORPHAN ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

' The Board of Managers have awarded the
cremiums for the several designs submitted for
die new asylum at Watford in the following order,
ziz- :— First, Mr. Dawson

; second, Mr. Robins
;

ihird, Mr. Watson. The committee have grate-
Iblly acknowledged to each competitor the great
lalent and labour bestowed by the competing
crchitects in their endeavours to meet tho
qsquirements of the charity.*

RTDE CHURCH COMPETITION.

1 The exhibition of designs for this work having
esen kept open long enough for every one
sesirouB to see and examine them, the committee,
1 Tuesday, the 12th inst., selected a design by
rlr. Peachey, of Darlington, as the first in
uerit. The amount prescribed is 8,0001. The
Mcond in order bore the device “Trefoil;” the
inird, “Simplex;” the fourth, “Faith;” and
ne fifth, “ Proportion.” The new church will
b 60 ft. wide and 115 ft. long, and GO ft. high
p point of roof, to the plate 37 ft. The tower and
ioire rise to the height of 177 ft. The church
Hill accommodate 914 adults and 200 children,
olowing 20 in. for each sitting, and with benches
>ft. apart. The chancel will be 20 ft. wide and
lift, from the transepts.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

The first meeting of the session, held
ravember 12th, Mr. John Fowler, president, in

0 e chair, was occupied by the reading of a
pipplcment to and the discussion upon the paper,
ifixperiments on the Removal of Organic and
oiorganic Substances in Water,” by Mr. Edward
rjirne, which was read at the close of last
sssion. Tho author now gave an account of
peperiments he had since made on the well-
oiown filtering materials, magnetic carbide, and
ideated carbon

;
and, after recording the resnlts

a a tabular form, he proceeded to make a com-
ririson between those substances and animal
iiarcoal.

HHis experiments were to the effect, that the
:ittion of the magnetic carbide was exceedingly
liable as regarded the removal of organic and
lOTganio impurities, and that it did not possess
P6 property of softening the water except to a
rjry small extent ; whereas, this property was
saesessed in a high degree by the two other
eieriug materials. Silicated carbon, however,
ieickly lost this power, and, after a short time,
rerendered the water positively harder than it

iis before filtration. Animal charcoal, in its

'iftening property, was not only more powerful
imn the silicated carbon, but more permanent in
a action

;
and so far as the experiments went,

»3ontinued to remove inorganic matter. After
liihort time, however, it commenced to give back
loiortion of the organic impurity which it had

iA review of the deBJcns will be found p. 775. ante. The
fece Belected competitors are the authors of the designs
vlwhich we indicated a preference.

previously removed. The silicated carbon, too,

was found in an equally short time, to give back
not only the organic, but also the inorganic,
matter which it had previously taken up.

The author expressed the opinion, that while
filtration must ever be considered most valuable
for the removal of matter in mechanical suspen-
sion, it was practically useless ns a means of
removing substances in solution. He argued
that the deductions to be drawn from these
experiments, though made on a small scale,

would, by reason of the systematic manner in

which they were conducted, be safely applicable
to cases of far greater magnitude. He concluded
by expressing a hope, that the result of these
investigations would serve the purpose of point-

ing out the danger of depending too much on the
system generally of filtration, as well as of
exposing the inconsistency of bringing home foul

water, to undergo a delusive method of porifica-

tion; instead of adopting the proper and only
satisfactory plan of procuring water which was
itself naturally pure.

NEW HOSPITAL IN SUFFOLK.

The foundation-stone of St. Leonard’s Hos-
pital was laid on Friday, November 15, by Major
Parker, M.P.
The building is being erected on an eminence

at the entrance to the borough of Sudbury, and
will command a fine view down the valley of the
Stour. It will afi'ord accommodation for twenty
patients.

The necessity of such a building bas long been
felt, as Sudbury is sixteen miles distant from
any general hospital. The building is faced
with red bricks, and the whole expenditure, in-

'

eluding land, is not expected to exceed 1,100?.,'
three-fourths of which have already been pro-
mised.

Mr. E. Salter is the architect. The hospital
is named after a local charity from which an
annual income of between 40i. and 50?. will be
obtained,

FROM SCOTLAND.

A??oa.—The projected new Episcopal Church
of St. John the Evangelist, alluded to in our
impression of the 9t.h of November as having been
designed by Mr. R. Anderson, of Edinburgh,
architect, is to be built on a prominent site in
the Broad-street, several houses having been
pulled down to clear the site. The church con-
sists of a nave, chancel, vestry on the north side
of the chance], and a tower and spire on the
south side of the nave, the ground-floor of the
tower forming a porch. Provision is also made
for building at a future time a north aisle. Tho
dimensions of the nave are 58 ft. long and 22 ft.

6 in. broad
; the chancel 28 ft. long and 17 ft.

broad. The tower and spire measnre 108 ft. to
the top of the stone-work. The style of arehi-
tectnre adopted is that of the Early Geometric
Pointed. The nave is divided into four bays, each
having a tliree-ligbt traceried window and but-
tresses. The west gable has a large three-light
window and a doorway. The cliancel is sepa-
rated from the nave by a moulded stone arch,
and is lighted by side windows of two lights and
an east window of five lights, with tracery in the
head. The church will accommodate in the
nave 165, exclusive of space for chairs

;
and the

choir 30, exclusive of the clergy. The entire
cost of the building is being defrayed by the
Earl of Kellie. The contractors selected are,

—

Messrs. Smith & Honeyman, masons; Mr. Keir,
carpenter, Tillicoultry; Mr. Ferguson, slater,

Alloa; Messrs. Melvin & Co., plumbers, Alloa

;

Mr. Lennie, plasterer, Kincardine. The con-
tract amount is 2,60u?., exclusive of boundary
walls, the cost of the site, and incidental ex-

penses. It is expected that the walls, the ceil-

ings, and floors will be decorated with paintings
and inlays, and the windows with the best class
of stained glass.

Jedbtirgh.—The heritors of the parish of Jed-
burgh have at present nuder consideration the
propriety of building a new church. The pre-
sent church occupies the west end of the nave
of the abbey, and it is the wish, says the Scots-

man, of the Marquis of Lothian, the proprietor,

to have all the modern bnildings removed so as
to show the venerable ruin to the best advan-
tage. Should this take place, Jedburgh Abbey
will be among the finest ruins in Scotland. The
whole nave, with its three rows of pillars, is

entire. The marquis has intimated through his
factor that, should the heritors of the parish
assess themselves for the sum of 3,000?. or 4,000?.
towards the erection of a new church, he will
find the like sum, besides bearing his proportion
of the assessment. The subject has been re-

mittad to a committee, who have to report to a
future meeting of heritors.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.

The 10,678 friendly societies of England
which have made returns of their accounts for
1866—societies with more than 1,672,166 mem-
bers, and with funds amounting to 6,668,386?.

—

are very unequally distributed among the
various English counties. The Lancashire re-

turns show in that county no fewer than 985,914
members of friendly societies; the Yorkshire,

11,824; the Cheshire, 60,419. Thus these three
counties, with only a fourth of the population of
England, have more than half the total number
of the members of the friendly societies making
public returns. But if Lancashire is remarkable
for the number of its friendly societies, it can
make little boast of their wealth; the amount of
theirfunds is returned at673,153?.,—fewerpounds
sterling than members. The Cheshire societies

are able to report funds amounting to 171,697?.,
nearly 3Z. per member

;
and the Yorkshire,

525,617?., a higher proportion per member. But
i in amount of funds the Middlesex is far above
' any other part of the kingdom; its returns re-

present friendly societies with no more indeed
than 99,832 members, but with funds amount-
ing to no less than 1,399,200?. l-16th of the
members of friendly societies have thus more
than one-fifth of the funds. The metropolis is

the home of the greatest of these associations.

The London Friendly Institution, in Farringdon-
street, has 24,539?. for its fund ; the United Law
Clerks, 35,720?.; the Hearts-of-Oak Benefit
Society, in Greek-street, 44,386?. ; the Royal
Standard Benefit Society, in Great Ormoud-
street, 71,544?.

;
the medical department of the

Army Friendly Society, 78,578?., and with only
194 members. These figures are unmatched
elsewhere. There are more than 500 friendly

societies in England (including Odd Fellows,
Foresters, Order of Shepherds, &c.), acknow-
ledging that the amount of their funds is less

than 20?.

THE STAGE.

Theatre Royal, Covent Garden.—With an ex-

cellent orchestra, a large chorus and corps de
ballet, and admirable scenic appliances, Mr. J.

Russell has produced Ofi’enbach’s Operatic
Extravaganza {very extravaganza), “ The Grand
Duchess of Gerolstein,” the book being Englished
and adapted by Mr. Charles Lamb Kenney, a
practised hand at such work. The extraordinary
popularity enjoyed by this opera in Paris owed
something to the exceptional fitness of Madame
Schnieder for the chief part; but there is so

much fun in the piece, and the music is so lively

and striking, that it will have a certain duration
of life wherever it is produced. The part of the
Grand Duchess is filled by a lady new to Eng-
land, Miss Julia Mathews, who, although it would
be absurd to say that she will fully satisfy those

who heard the piece in Paris, both acts and sings

tho part with great vivacity and effect. Several
of the principal pieces committed to her were
encored. Mr. William Harrison as Fritz has a
part that suits him particularly well, and Mr.
Aynsley Cook, Mr. Stoyle, Mr. Frank Matthews,
Mr. Fred Payne, and Miss Augusta Thomson
contributed to what on the first night was gene-
rally felt to be a complete success.

The Lyceum.—This theatre has been opened,
under the management of Mr. Ryder, partly, as
it would seem, to introduce to the English
public a German lady, Madlle. Vestvali, who is

said to possess the remarkable capability of
acting in the language of three countries
besides her own,—French, Italian, and English.

We must confess to having had almost enough
of Shakspeare in broken English; but there is

BO much real earnestness and power shown by
this lady in her presentation of the part of

Romeo, in which she has just now appeared,

especially in the latter and more dilficult part of

the play, that we are contented to overlook the

occasiunal accent, and to invite playgoers to

witnesswbnt is reallya remarkable performance.
Miss Miliy Palmer has made a step in her pro-
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fession by her representation of Juliet. It is

mnch more than an ordinary performance. Mr.

Eyder gives great importance to the part of the

Friar, and with Mr. Walter Lacy for Mercutio,

and Mrs. Marston for the Furse, it will be seen

that the new Romeo is not without good support.

HOUSES ros THE WOEKING CLASSES.

Sir,—The article in the Builder on the manu-
facture of “ Roughs,” stating ” the coat of crime

to be enormous, in fact it cannot be counted,”

with the engravings illustrating some of your

former notices on the state of the homes of the

people, the latter showing the cause and the

former the effect, ought to be printed in large

type, and exposed to view in every public build-

ing, market-place, town-hall, and parish vestry

in the kingdom.
We should then have a general inquiry, and a

remedy would soon be recognised and adopted ;

for, in addition to the four millions the machi-

nery for the punishment of crime costs, there

are upwards of one million poor persons receiv-

ing parochial relief
;
and it cannot be denied, as

so often repeated by you, that the overcrowding

of human beings, without regard to age or sex,

is the cause of a fearful number of the deaths,

and the principal cause of the demoralisation

and debasement of the population, the heavy
taxation and increase of parochial iiurdens, the

separation, general dissatisfaction, and distrust

of all classes.

One of the chief causes of the greatness of our
country is the fact that we all feel interested in

our national honour : we can send at the cost of

millions sterling an Abyssinian expedition to re-

lease a few : we can issue special commissions
to punish the murderers of our policemen, and
every true man, whether English, Scotch, or

Irish, feels personally interested in justice

being executed ; but if we read the Registrar-

General’s report for 186i we shall see that

our industrial armies are cut down by diseases

which are generated by inadequate house accom-
modation, and the want of sanitary arrangement.
And, again, in the same report for 1866, that

between 8,000 and 9,000 deaths are registered

arising from prevenUhle diseases in the eastern

districts of London only. I am at a loss to

distinguish the difference to the victims between
malicious deaths and preventible deaths : in one
case it may be a hanging matter, but in the

other it would seem a matter of no concern,

either to the State, the Government, or any
large section, except the poorest of the people,

whose chiefcrime is they cannot help themselves;

hence they chiefly form the number of the dead
registered under the heading jjrevenh'hle, and
are the chief cause of the four millions sterling

it costs for punishing crime and “ the cost of

crime itself, which cannot be counted.”
The Premier and the Secretary of State have

both informed me there are no funds at their

disposal to assist the object I have in view to

improve the homes of the wage-classes j
and I

only applied for a public inquiry into the remedy
I propose, but, by your kindness, I may obtain

the same, by your insertion of this letter, as it

cannot be denied that the architectural profes-

sion, and the nearly-defnnct building trade, are

very much interested in finding out and pro-

moting plans by which such a great blessing can

be obtained as profitable employment both for

capital and labour in reconstructing and build-

ing proper and sufficient house accommodation
for the people.

In the first place, the guiding star in this

national movement must be individual self-

interest. The Government cannot advance,
and it would not be proper to accept funds to

benefit a class : to supply one want : all their

other wants would, of course, have to be sup-
plied from the same source, if the principle be
once admitted.

The Board of Works have been so much engaged
in public London that private London seems to

have escaped their notice, only when it is wanted
to supply funds.

The municipal and parochial institutions can-

not move, if they were united, without dipping
further into the tax-payer’s pocket

;
and the

parochial brokers are now the only tradesmen
that are driving a successful trade, with the

exception of a few butchers and bakers.

Philanthropy and the model dwellings, as at

present proposed, are not at all applicable ; for

in the Paris International Exhibition, as referred

to in Mr. Chadwick’s Report, Class 93, although

the best plans and models were exhibited, they
“ were all passed by for further improvements j”

besides which the building trade have not in a

single instance followed any of the models either

for investment or speculation.

The plins I propose, and of which I have sent

you photographs, are for separate dwellings of

one, two, three, or four rooms, or more, built

and finished as first, second, and third-class,

each having a separate front door, approached
by public single or double staircases and bridges

at the corners of the streets, or as often as may
be required, and a public balcony or foot pavings
alternately fixed to both fronts raised to the

level of each floor to be under the same regula-

tions, and used for all purposes as the foot-

paving in the streets.

Each dwelling to have a scullery and separate

sanitary appliances. No gas, dust, water, sewer,

or other pipes of any description to be allowed
inside the dwellings.

On the ground-floor or basement, and in

between the basement or shops, are workshops,
with or without steam power; baths and wash-
houses, &c., Ac., covered over with a flat con-

crete roof, and tarred paving for public

promenades
;
or the same space can be used

either for drying or play grounds, or shrubberies

and gardens, the same as West-end squares.

The separation is complete, the poorest tenant
can, by leasehold, capitalise his or her rent, as

on the Mulhouae estate on the Upper Rhine.
The weekly wage is not paid more regularly

than the weekly rent. Capital is not required

to give credit, and the beet security is obtained

by their production, and the two great sources

next to unproductive expenditure will be di-

verted, viz., the drunkenness of the people and
the national savings banks, to make small pur-

chases of real property, which labour as a class

is entirely prohibited from under present ar-

rangements.
As this letter may tend to ventilate the sub-

ject, I shall bo happy to reply or give any further

information required.

James Mortimer, Builder.

THE TOWN OP LUTON, BEDFORDSHIRE,

Sib,—

I

regretfully endorse the statement of yonr cor-
respondent of Saturday last, signed “Cambridge Man,’’
tbat the staple trade of this town and neighbourhood is

suffering great depression through the change of fashion
in bonnets, and should gladly welcome a return to the
straw head-covering of early days ; but in his zeal for our
cause he has erred in his statement of the call for rates,
which I think calculated to do an injury to owners of pro-
perty, and shall feel obliged if yon will correct the error in
yonr next Journal.
As a member of the Local Board of Health and ei-

chairnian of the Board of Guardians, I can guarantee the
enclosed schedule as a correct statement of the whole of
the calls made upon property here, exclusive of the land,
property, and assessed taxes collected by the Government.

E. O. WlLLIAJIS.

The schedule shows for Luton parish au average of
2s. 2id. per year, for five years, as assessed to the poor-
rate for relief of the poor, county and town police, lunacy,
valuations, and all other charges customary thereon.
For Luton township it shows an average of28. 8d. in the

li. per annum, for five years, for purposes of the Local
Government and Board of Health Acts, inclusive of in-

terest and repayment of borrowed money for lighting the
town, and for highways, pavements, and sewerage.

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION.

Sir,—In the opening address at the conver-

sazione of the Architectnral Aesociation, obser-

vations were rightly made as to the course that

ought to be adopted in this country in regard
to the study of architecture, in order that it

might be enabled to compete with such countries

as Germany and France.
There can be but little doubt that the system

of education in this country (or, rather no system
whatever) has been, and still is, very defective

for those who are brought up as architects.

The very commencement of the study of the
art for young students is quite erroneous. The
youth, in the first place, enters an architect’s

office too often without the slightest knowledge
of drawing, or what is at all required. The
principal is either too mnch engaged in his own
pursuits, or unable to lay down a system for the
study of his pupils. This at once shows the

necessity of some course being taken for the ad-
vancement of the art. For this purpose, it ap-
pears very desirable that schools should be
established for its study, that no youth should
enter an architect’s office before he is well

grounded in the rudiments of the profession,

either in drawing or surveying, and studying the
best architectnral works, either from taste, theory,

or practical knowledge, of which, at the present

day, there is no lack, when one reflects on the

sad work about forty or fifty years since in this

respect, when Ware’s or Chambers’s works were
the only ones in use.

A student, when he has studied in schools

and made himself rather proficient, should then
undergo a certain examination to qualify him-
self for the architect’s office : be would then be
enabled to judge of what he might require in

following bis profession. It would prove of

great advantage to any student if he were to

take up a particular design, either in Grecian,

Roman, or Gothic architecture, and carry it

regularly through, commencing with the founda-

tions, the whole general construction, the finish-

ings, decorations, &c. After this to form a
correct specification of the works ;

and after this

an estimate of the whole, with the working
drawings, &c. By adopting this course he would
at once obtain a knowledge of w'bat is required

in the profession; and this system might be
adopted before be enters an architect’s office for

say not a longer period than three years, as be
would ere this have obtained mucb theoretical

knowledge of his art. A Subscriber.

NEW LEW COURTS’ COMPETITION.

Sib,—

T

his affair seems to be at sea, aud in imminent
danger of foundering. And whj ? Sorely not because
there are certain craft about it insisting upon its going

down, even although “The Thunderer ” and “The ' heavy,

pounding’ Quarterly " should be numbered amongst these.

This is not the first competition in which the unsuccessful

competitors and their friends have been dissatisfied, nor

is it the first time that we have heard would-be competi-

tors and unsuccessful ones demonstrate, each to his own en-

tire satisfaction and that of his friends, that “ an infinitely

better design would have been obtained” had his been

chosen. In this particular instance we have had, in fact,

little more than the usual discontent. All that has been
written, from that astonishing attempt to transform
the matter into a political question to the ell'orts

of would-be competitors to attract a little notoriety

to themselves, may be properly consigned to the waste-

paper-basket ;
and it certainly will arrive at that dis-

tination, and remain there, if the judges of the designs

will give expression to their opinion in a firm and
decided manner, as men who have honourably discharged

the trust imposed upon them and who have made up their

minds. There is a report, which I, for one, believe to be

unfounded, that they have not mode up their minds, and
this is the real cause of the supposition ,tbat the affair is

al sea and in danger of foundering. It is this which gives

courage to the malcontents. They hope for everything

from indecision in the powers tbat be, which infers fear of

responsibility,—that bele noir of English officialdom. Let

the judges resist the devil, aud he will flee irom them,
Melst.

CHARGES OF ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS.

Will you allow me space in your valuable paper to

touch upon a subject connected with the architectural and
engineering profeseions, which I, with many others, con-

sider requires discussion, viz., (he scale of charges which
seems so generally adopted in these professions.

As this is a subject that concerns the public as well as

those who gain a livelihood by these occupations, I think

it right to start it in a public paper.
One of our most eminent architects has said that “we

are a much enduring race." I have always accepted this

as an axiom since my entrSe to the study of architecture.

I think it will ke granted tbat the professions in question

require long study and stem application to become
proficient in; in fact, our work is never done; we
scarcely know what recreation means, except as connected

with study; and yet what is our reward? While the

builder, and others connected with building, are alloweda

minimum of 16 per cent, profit on the outlay expended,

the architect gets a miserable pittance of 6 per cent, as a

maximum for the conception and sopervision of the whole

of the works. 1 ask, is this equitable ?

Very few knowing anything ot these professions will

follow them as a pursuit owing to this proverbial bad pay.

It is almost impossible for any but a few of the more for-

tunate to keep up a proper position in society, and it is

well known that the clerks, the majority of whom are gen-

tlemen with good edocations, and who have served their

articles to leam these professions at great expense, are

paid less than artizans' wages. In fact, the remuneration

IS quite inadequate to the times ;
for while the value set

upon labour in every other profession and trade has been

auementing, in these profeseions it has been stationary,

aud at the same time all the necessaries of life have

increased in value.

A great deal has been said of late of the state of art of

the nineteenth century. I think it impossible that, at

present, architects and engineers can be expected to do

lull justice to their clients, as, to live, they must take upou

tbemeelves moie work than they have time to devote

pereonally to ihe execution thereof, or can afford tn em-

ploy fully competent persons to assist them in carrying

out. I am sure nothing but a deep devotion to their pro-

fessions would induce architects and engineers to pay the

attention they unquestionably do, to the utmost of thw
power, for the furtherance of art

;
and 1 have no doubt,

if they had more means at their disposal, it would add to

the public saiisfactioo, and, for the reasons stated, con-

duce to the improvement of our national architecture.^

I trust the Institute of Architects will give this subject

their consideration, and that others will express their

opinions in the matter. Zaia.
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lOTION to HEOOTEE AHOniTEOT’S
DBAWINGS.

IIUERAY V. GILES.—LANGHAM HOTEL,

HIS was an action in the Qaeen’s Bench>
re Mr. Justice Shee, brought by the plaintiff,

Murray, of Portman-street, against Mr.
8, of Craven-street, Strand, for the detention
srtain plans, fifty-three in number, designed
the construction of the Laugham Hotel,
Jand-place.

I appeared in evidence that Mr. Giles was
snccessful candidate in a competition for the
ointment of architect to the Langham Hotel
ipany, and was appointed accordingly in
)ber, 1862

;
but the designs of Mr. Murray

ihe interior of the proposed building being
ill liked, at a subsequent meeting of the
ctors, they arranged for the two to act as
t architects. The agreement appears to
3 been that Mr. Giles should receive com-
jion on the first 75,0001. expended on the
ling, and Mr. Murray on the second 75,0002.,
the commission on anything over 150,0001.
to be divided into equal shares. The bnild-
in all cost 200,0002. After the completion
IB building, all the plans, with but few ex-
ions, were returned to Mr. Giles, and Mr.
ray at once claimed those which he bad drawn
is own office, or those which had been done at
iirection or bis expense, out of his office, by
ons in bis employ. This request Mr. Giles
ined to accede to, but offered Mr. Murray
es, or to deliver up the whole of the plans to
Company, or to refer the case to arbitration,
le offers were refused, and the action was
ght to recover these plana,
r. Hannay and Mr. Conolly (?Mr. Williams)
) counsel for the plaintifl', and Mr. George
vne for the defendant.
le judge throughout the case suggested that
IS a matter for arbitration by some member
he architectural profession, but this the
itiff declined

j
his lordship at the same

remarking, that he was quite willing to
eed with the hearing, as it was " a very
resting case,” and it appeared to be “ a dis-
abont nothing,” both plaintiff and defend-
aaving confessed that the plans “ were not
h 52.”

r. Murray, Mr. Johns, a director of the
jham Hotel Company, the clerk of the
:s, and the foreman of Messrs. Lucas, the
ractors, were called as witnesses for the
itiff, to prove that the plans were those of
plaintifl, and that they were carried out
r his direction. The examination of these
Bsses took the whole of one day. Mr. George
me made a speech on behalfof the defendant,
le case, and the profession of architecture
rally.

1 the following day Mr. Giles and a director
le Langham Hotel Company were called as
esses for the defendant to prove that there
a partnership between plaintift' and de-
int, and that the plans were the property of
lartners till that partnership had been dis-
,d, and some arrangement had been come to

een them as to the division. Counsel in-

id to produce as witnesses two architects to
b the custom in the ease (?). As, however,
i/hole case turned on whether there was a
lersbip between plaintiff and defendant,
( services were not required,

e counsel for the plaintiff endeavoured to
) that Mr. Giles and Mr. Jilurray were
ly joint architects; whilst the counsel for
defendant said they were not only joint
tects, but partners in the work,
ler the several speeches of counsel, and
Humming up of the judge, the jury, having
docked up some time, gave a verdict lor
Itiff, so far only as regards twelve drawings
if the fifty-two claimed, and no damages,
lum of 502. was asked for.

‘seems desirable that on appointment ofjoint
;tect8 an agreement should be made, speci-
' to wbLm the drawings are to belong at the
Enation of the work.

E LATE Mr. Chas. Fo'vler’s Design for
-London Bridge.

—

It is regretted that no
d of this design, which was premiated, can
cscovered amongst the architect’s papers,
itfleas the design itself is amongst the records
0 committee by whom the competition was
(ged. The City architect, Mr. H. Jones, if

tsted, would probably be able to discover its

klabouts.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.
East Bergholt.— For some years past the parish

church of East Bergholt has been undergoing
gradual restoration and improvement. The last

of the series (consisting chiefly of substituting
open benches in the nave and aisles for high
pews) having jnst been finished, the edifice has
been re-opened for divine service, by the Bishop
of Norwich. The church, which is dedicated to
St. Mary, was built in the sixteenth centnry,
and the style is Perpendicular. The cost
of the restorations has been defrayed by sub-
scriptions amongst the parishioners, and the
east window, which has five lights, has been
filled with stained glass, the upper part by the
late Mr. Charles Douglas Halford, in memory of
his wife, who died in the year 1860, and the
lower by the son of that gentleman, in memory
of his father. The five lights of the window are
devoted to the depicting of five of the principal
events in the history of our Lord, his birth,

baptism, crucifixion, Mary Magdalen at the
sepulchre, and Jesus showing his hands and bis
side to Thomas. The new benches are of pine,
and will be stained and varnished, so as to con-
form with those already finished. The columns
of the nave have been cleaned of the paint, with
which they were formerly disfigured, and the
interior of the church altogether improved.
Scarborough.—The corner-stone of a new church

has been laid at Falagrave, dedicated to All
Saints. Of G,0002. required for the work, above
4,0002. have been promised. The building was
jommenced a few weeks ago.

West Bromwich.—Christ Church, Oldbury, has
been re-open-d after undergoing renovation and
improvement, at a cost of about 1,0002. The
organ has been removed to the east end of the
church, by means of which a hundred more free
sittings have been added in the west gallery.
The chancel has been lengthened, stalls provided
therein for the choristers, and a new pulpit has
replaced the old one. New and ornamental gas-
fittings and a warming apparatus have been fur-
nished, and the whole interior has been re-
painted and the ceilings and walls simply
decorated. The whole of the work has been
carried out under the supervision of Mr. G.
Holmes, architect, by the following contractors,
viz. ; Mr. Bonser, of Oldbury, for the builders’
work

5 Mr. A. Gee, of Stafford, for the painting
and decorating; Mr. Averill, of Oldbury, and
Messrs. C. Smith & Son, of Birmingham, for the
gas standards and ornamental ironwork

; and
Messrs. Haden & Son, Trowbridge, for the
warming.

East Moulsey.—The chief stone of the new
tower to the parish church has been laid. Mr.
Talbot Bury is the architect. The men employed
in the erection of the tower were provided on
the occasion with a dinner at the Bell Inn.

Polesu'orth.—The foundation-stone of a new
church, to be erected at Dordon, has been laid.

The erection is undertaken by Messrs. Clnrson,
of Tamwortb.froma design by Mr. G. E. Street,
and will be capable of holding 1-1‘J people. It
is dedicated to St. Leonard.

Shotiisham.—The parish church has been re-
opened. In addition to repairing and restoring
the old fabric, a new and snpplemeutary north
aisle has been built, the old pews have been re-

placed by benches, the old chancel-roof restored,
and a new open roof added to the nave. The
whole has been repaved,—the chance! with
Staffordshire tiles, red and black, and the altar-

space with Minton’s tiles, in three colours. The
alterations have been carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. Hakewill, architect, the
contractor being Mr. H. Luff, Ipswich, and the
mason Mr. Frewer, of the same town.

Hereford.— During the past month Messrs.
Bennett & Brown have been engaged in placing
stoves in the cathedral, fur the purpose of
warming it. The stoves employed are those
invented by Sir Goldsworthy Gurney, on the
radiating principle, and are similar to those em-
ployed for warming the Houses of Parliament,
Sc. Paul’s Cathedral, York Minster, and other
large public buildings.

Brecon.—Cantref Church, which is situated
about three miles from this town, has been re-

opened for public worship. The church and
tower were in a very dilapidated state. The
plans and specifications of the restorations were
prepared by Mr. C. Buckeridge, of Oxford, and
the contractors were Messrs. Williams & Sons, of
this town. There are restored five two-light
windows in the nave, four single windows in the
chancel, one three-light large window, aur-
•mounted by tracery, at the east end of the

chancel
;
plinth introduced around the nave and

chance), and an entirely new porch with plinth
aronnd. The coatings of whitewash on the out-
side of the nave and chancel have been removed,
and the joints of the masonry raked out and
pointed in nncolonred mortar. Coping is fixed
upon the gables of chancel and porch with
borders of apex stones, each surmounted with a
cross, and a new buttress has been erected on
each side of the church. The joints of the
masonry of the west end of the tower have
been raked out and pointed in Portland cement,
and so many of the tower windows as were pre-
viously blocked up have been opened, and the
Btone-dressingB renewed where defective. The
oak work of the roof of the tower has also been
restored, and the whole of the roofs covered with
native stone-tile, with an ornamental ridge-crest
of two patterns of red clay, supplied by Mr.
Cooper, of Maidenhead. The roof of the chancel
and nave is new. The timber in the roof is ex-
posed to view, and is not stained or varnished.
The rafters in the chancel are all curved or
ribbed. The interior walls have been stuccoed,
and the inner sills and arches of the windows
chamfered. The floors of the chancel, the aisle,

and the porch are laid with Godwin’s encaustic
black and red 4i-in. tiles, those in the chancel
being figured, glazed, and nnglazed. The floor
of the tower is laid with ancient memorial stones
and slabs. The seats in the nave are of deal,
stained and varnished.

Hayton.—The new church of St. James, in the
village of Hayton, near Aspatria, has been conse-
crated by the Bishop of Carlisle. The total cost
of the erection has been 1,3002. The church
accommodates between 200 and 300 persons. It
stands at tbo upper end of the village, and is

bnilb of red freestone, from the design of Mr.
Travers, of Manchester, architect. The exterior
view is at present somewhat spoiled by a low
unsightly - looking schoolroom, which stands
directly in front of the church. The interior of
the church consists simply of a chancel and a
nave. The pews are open.

Scraptnft (Leicestershire).—The parish church
has been re-opened after restoration. The edifice
consists of a chancel and nave, with aisles, and
a tower at the west end. The restoration has
inclnded the whole of the roofs, with new chancel
window, and two new west windows, north door-
way, and north aisle windows, dry area round
the outside where the soil had accumulated, and
a general cleaning and pointing of the stone-
work. The old square high pews have been re-
moved, and new open sittings substituted, in
which the old oak has been re-worked with new
framing, and a new floor of Whetstone’s en-
caustic tiles has been laid. The two west
windows are filled with stained glass, memorials
of the late Mr. Sheldon Cradook, of Leicester,
his wife, and son. These windows are by Mr.
F. Preedy, of London. The chancel has been
restored solely at the cost of Mr. E. B. Hartopp,
who was also a large contributor to the general
fonds. Mr. W. Jackson, of Leicester, was the
architect, and Mr. John Firn and Messrs. Sharp
& Son, the contractors employed.
Amlwch. — It is proposed to refit and re-

arrange the interior of the church here, which is

a modern building of no architectural preten-
sions, and is in a state requiring considerable
repairs. The principal features of the re-
arrangement are, dividing the ground-plan by a
series of arches and columns in Bath stone
(which at present is under one roof) into three
compartments

j the central compartment com-
prising the nave, the chancel, and entrance
under tower

; the northern comprising aisles to
the nave and chancel, extended weatwardly by
throwing in a portion now occupied as a lumber-
room below and a gallery above. The southern
compartment is similarly treated. Messrs.
Kennedy & O'Donoghne, of London and Ban-
gor, are the architects employed.

R2ios-co2a/n.—It is proposed entirely to restore
the parish charch, increasing the accommoda-
tion by adding a chancel. Messrs. Kennedy &
O’Donoghne have prepared the plans.

Llechgijnfanvy.— The present church here
haviug become very dilapidated, the rector has
determined to rebuild it, with the exception of
portions of the south and west walls, which are
still sound. Increased accommodation will be
secured by extending the area of the church
northwardly and eastwardly. The contract has
been taken up from plana prepared by Messrs.
Kennedy & O’Donoghue.

Bode^uijdd.—The small and interesting parish
church requiring extensive repair and re-

arrangement, the incumbent has determined to
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raise fande for the purpose; v/hicli, from the

circamstaDces of the parish, will prove a diffiouh

task. The plans have been furnished bj Hlessrs.

Kennedy & O'Donogbne.
Boss .—It is intended to restore the parish

church at Linton, near this town, which has

become sadly dilapidated. Plans are being pre-

pared by Mr. Street, and upwards ofl,000l. have

been promised towards the object.

Kirby Lonsdale.— Lord Kenlis, son of the

Earl of Bective, has undertaken to defray the

entire cost of restoring the parish church. It is

estimated that the work will cost more than

€,000Z. The gentry of Westmoreland intend

placing a memorial window on the south-east

side of the church in acknowledgment of Lord

Kenlis’s gift.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Chelmsford. — The memorial stone of the

Chelmsford Independent Sunday Schools, in

course of erection at the corner opposite the

Cloisters, New London-road, has been laid. The
new building will be from designs by Mr. C.

Pertwee, architect, Chelmsford, the builder being

Mr. Gozzett, of Woodbam Walter, whose tender

of 1,9101. lOs. was the lowest sent in. The
buildings will comprise a schoolroom, 70 ft. by

30 ft., capable of accommodating 400 children

on the ground-floor, and 100 in the gallery at

the end. Opening out of this room are five class-

rooms for boys, each affording space for twelve

to fifteen scholars ; also a senior class-room for

about twenty persons. At the end of the school-

room are two class-rooms for girls, and an

infant schoolroom, 22 ft. by 14 ft., for 100

children
;
also a kitchen or heating-apparatus

room, and other conveniences. A stone stair-

case at the end of the schoolroom near the girls’

entrance, will lead to four girls’ class-rooms up-

stairs, accommodating from twelve to fifteen in

each room
;

all these rooms open direct into the

gallery. The large room will be 21 ft. high to

plate, and about 28 ft. in centre, and will have

a semi-open roof, with arched tiusses, the

timbers being stained and varnished. All the

rooms will be lined round 4 ft. in height with

dado boarding, and will be fitted up with seats,

benches, and hat rails. Light and ventilation

are provided throughout, and the whole will be

heated with warm air by Mr. Allaway, of Man-
chester, engineer. The class-rooms will bo

lighted with starlight burners, and the large

schoolroom by three corona gas-lights. The
bnildings will be of white brick, relieved with

yellow bands and arches, the window and door

openings having circular heads, the general

character of the architecture being lloraanesque.

The works are being executed by Mr. Henry
Gozzett, builder, Woodbam Walter. The cost,

including site and other expenses, is estimated

at 2,300Z.

Cambridge.—The new building of the Jesns-

lane Sunday School has been opened. The cost

of the building, which is situated in Paradise-

street, has been about 2,300Z. It includes one

large school-room and a number of smaller class-

rooms. The design was by Mr. W. M. Fawcett.

Burslem.—The new National Schools at Sneyd
have been opened. The plan of the schools is in

the form of the letter \_ reversed. That for the

boys is 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, and for the

girls 50 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. There are class-

rooms attached to each.- The schools will

accommodate -100 children, and are divided by
large sliding doors, which, when opened, make
one large room for lectures or other purposes.

The building is of a plain Gothic character, and

is constructed of brick,—red pressed ones—bice

brick for bands, &c., being used for the exterior,

and white pressed ones for the interior walls.

The roofs are covered with blue and red tiles

laid ornamentally, and surmounted with a bell

turret and spire. The roof limbers and other

woodwork are all wrought and stained and
varnished. The yards and play-grounds are

enclosed by walla, and the front of the schools

facing Nile-street by iron palisading. The total

cost of the building, including fittings, &c., will

be about 1,5001. Tho builders are Messrs.

Bennett & Brindley, of Burslem; and Mr. Lain,

•of Borslem, was the architect.

Dedham.—The new grammar schoolroom here

has been opened by the Bishop of Eocbesler. It

has been erected by the present head-master, the

Bev. G. T. Lermit. The room is 60 ft. long by

30 ft. wide. The walls are 18 ft. high
;
and the

roof, which is open and lined with deals stained

and varnished, is 14 ft. high, giving a height

internally of 32 ft. in all. It is lighted by font

windows on the north side, a triple window at

tho east end and two single ones at the west,

besides two large skylights in the roof facing

sonth, one fitted with ribbed plate • glass

calculated to admit the light, but not the glare

and heat of the summer’s sun. The wails are

18 in. thick, of red brick and concrete, the splay

course, piers, coins, and arches of windows, and
the cornice being of white bricks. The roof,

which, for its breadth, might have been pitched

higher, is light and simple in its construc-

tion, covered with slates, but having between
them and the deal lining a layer of Croggon’s

roofing felt, for tempering the cold of winter and
the extreme heat of summer. The bell tower at

one end contains a bell by Messrs. Warner, of

London. There are two small class - rooms
attached to the building, and the whole has been
built from designs made by the head-master,

aided by the practical experience of Mr. Downes,
of Stonilands, Dedham, a friend of the school.

The cost of the new building is nearly l,000i.,

and it will afford accommodation for 100 scholars.

liivgstcad.—A new school has been opened, at

Ringseead, by the bishop of the diocese. The
school is a Gothic building, in keeping with the

church, from which it is separated only by the

churchyard. Ibeonsistsof a large school-room, and
a class-room adjoining, the other portion of the

building forming a residence for the master and
mistress. The material is the local stone, rough
dressed, with freestone coins. The building is

tiled, the roof being of timber, stained and
varnished. The internal walls are composed of

concrete, covered with plaster. Tho architects

were Messrs. Sadmore & Baker, of Great St.

Helen’s
;
Messrs. Cosford & Co., of Northampton,

being the builders.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Leu-es.—The opening service in connexion with

the new Wesleyan Chapel, now rapidly approach-

ing completion in Station-street, Lewes, has

been celebrated. The total cost of the chapel,

lighting, and fence, has been about 1,400Z. The
architects are Messrs. Pocock, Corfe, & Parker,

of London; and Messrs. Ranger & Wagborne, of

Lewes, are the bnilders. The chapel stands

back a few feet from the level of tho line of

houses, aud before it is a fence of brickwork with

stone caps, iron palisades, and oaken gates. The
i

edifice is about 37 ft. wide, and upwards of 40 ft.

!

high. The masonry is of red brick, with black
j

banding courses, and dressings of Bath stone. 1

The principal feature is a window of stonework,
j

20 ft. high and 12 ft. wide, divided into four

compartments, with a head of ornamental plate .

tracery, and carved corbels, representing birds,

flowers, and frnits. On each side of the window
j

are light columns, the shafts of which consist of

,

red Mansfield stone, and the capitals of carved
'

Bath stone. Beneath the chief window are four

small windows of single light to lighten the space

under the gallery. The north and south sides

are divided into six bays, supported by massive

buttresses, and this part of the interior is illu-

minated by eight windows of two lights each.

The interior dimensions are 63 ft. by 34 ft., the

height of the walls, 18 ft., and to the top of the

roof, about 20 ft. more. The ground floor of the

chapel will accommodate about 400, and the

gallery at the west end about 125 : the whole of

the seats are open, aud of stained and varnished

timber. It is intended, as soon as funds permit,

to rebuild a portion of the old chapel, which

adjoins the new building, and to fit it up as

schools.

Kastivood.—The foundation-stone of a new
Congregational Chapel has been laid at East-

wood. The edifice is constructed to hold GUO

persons, inelnsive of the galleries. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Bidluke & Taib; and Messrs. I.

& H. Herbert are the contractors, for tho sum of

1,823Z.

1 Iford (Essex).—The memorial stone of a chapel

and schools for the congregation of the United

Methodist Free Church has been laid by Mr.

George Axton, of Shepherd’s Bush. The build-

ing is a brick structure, containing chapel on

ground-floor, with seating for nearly 800 adults,

and schools in basement. The works are being

executed from the designs of Mr. M. A. Manning,

architect, by Messrs. Hill & Keddell, of White-

cbfl pel-road.

Chard.—The foundation-stone of a new Con-

gregational Chapel has been laid here. The
edifice will be in the Early English stjle, and
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built of native stone and flint, with Bradford
stone dressings. The roofs will be covered with
slates, the timbers inside being open, stained,

and varnished, and supported with light iron

shafts resting on gallery columns. There will

be a tower at the north-west angle of the build-

ing, with stone spire, supported by eight circular

columns, with carved caps and molded bands
and bases. The entrances to the galleries will be

on each side, and tho principal entrance to the

ground-floor iu the centre of the west elevation,

,

through a porch and vestibule. The organ*
j

chamber will be at the back over the vestry,

with arches opening into the chapel. All the

seats will be open and of deal, stained and
varnished. Mr. W. J. Stent, of Warminster, is

the architect, and Mr. Hawker, of Chard, the

contractor.

STAINED GLASS.

Rliosymedre Church, near Ruabon.—A large

five-light window, in the Early English style, is

about to be placed in Rhosymedre Church. The
snbject is the Ascension. It runs through the

whole of the five openings, the figures being

,

nearly life-size. In the lower part of the window
,

are the Disciples looking upward to our Saviour,

who is ascending to heaven, surrounded with

angels. Above and below the subject is mosaip’l

work, forming canopies and bases. The tracery
,

of the window is filled with shields. The in*

scription states that “ This window was erected,

by subscription, in memory of the late Sir W. W.
Wynn, bart., Wynnstay, who built and endowed
this church.” The glass is the work of Messrs.

Done & Davies, of Carlisle,

The Collegiate Clnirch, Wolverhampton.—

A

stained-glasa window has lately been placed in

the chancel of this church, in memory of the

late Mr. Nesbitt. The motive or idea of the

window bears reference to the calling of a

physician. The design illustrates, in six groups,

the sentence from the Gospel of St. Matthew,

chap. ii. verse 28,
—

“ Come unto me, all je that

labour and are heavy laden, aud I will give you

rest.” The three upper groups, as subject, are

intended to suggest ‘‘ The Physician of Souls.”

In the centre is our Lord (our Hope), seated,

with, at his feet, angels in adoration, who bear

a scroll with the words “ Come, ye blessed of my
Father.” On the right and left sides respectively

the chief figures are St. Paul (Faith), and St.

Stephen (Love), and with these are grouped

figures representing sufferers, us the fatherless,

the widow, the prisoner, &c. The three lower

groups represent ” Tho Physician of the Body.”

The centre subject is our Lord healing the lame

man at the Pool of Bethesda,—on one side His

healing Peter’s wife’s mother, nnd on (he other

His healing of a paralytic. All the subjects are

enshrined within canopies of a pearly tone of

colour, and in the tracery-openings, which are

numerous, the emblems of Faith, Hope, and

Charity,—the cross, anchor, and burning heart,

—

form the principal portion of the design. The
groundwork is entirely of rubies, with varied

tones of colour. Messrs. A. & W. H. O’Connor,

of London, were the artists.

St. Peter’s, Kexvcastle-on-Tijne.—A memorial

wiodow has been placed in this church. The

window, which is on the north side of the nave,

is of three lights with tracery, and is design^

with special reference to the doctrine of the

” Incarnation.” In the first compartment is the

Annunciation to the Virgin; in the centre is

the Nativity of our Lord, and the subject is

carried into the tracery by angels in the act of

adoration and praise
;
the third compartment is

filled by the representation of the Adoration

of the Magi. The design has been divided by a

text, and the lower portion of the window por-

trays acts of affection, viz.— St. John leading

the Virgin to his own home from Calvary ;
onr

Lord as the Good Shepherd
;
and Ruth refasing

to leave Naomi. The window is the work of Mr.

Baguley, of Newcastle. Tho church now con-

tains thirteen or fourteen stained-glass windows.

St. John’s, Percy Main.—A stained-glass win-

dow has been erected in this church, as a thank-

offering, by the father of the incumbent. The

principal subject is onr Lord giving Sight to

the Blind. The other part is filled with angels

and Early English foliage. The window has

been executed by Mr. Baguley, of Newcastle.

Vlverstone Church.—A window has been put np

in the parish church, Ulverstone, at the cost of the

I

inhabitants of the town, as a mark of respect to

j

the ancient family of the Braddylls, of Conisheod

I
Priory. The window is Perpendicular in style,
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and composed of seven lights divided by a tran-

som. These divisions are filled with different

illustrations of the life of onr Saviour, and are

enclosed within canopies. The tracery is filled

with sacred emblems and foliated ornament, and
at the base of the window a space is filled with
the Braddyll achievement, a shield of numerous
quarterings. An illuminated brass at the foot of

the window is inscribed with a record of the
purpose for which it has been erected. This
work is from the establishment of Messrs. K. B.
Edmundson & Son, of Manchester.

Tintxcisle Chv/rch.—The west gable of this

church contains four windows and a quatrefoil,

which have been filled with stained glass in

memory of the wife of the Rev. Mr. Page, the
minister of the church. The style is Early
English, and the subjects contained in the four

windows respectively aro the Transfiguration,

the Ascension, Christ teaching Humility, and
Christ Blessing little Children. The subjects are
framed by canopies and borders, and the quatre-
foil contains the descending Dove. A memorial
inscription is placed across the base of the four
windows. Messrs. R. B. Edmundson & Son, of
Manchester, were the artists.

Stoke Prior Church.—A new stained glass
window has been erected in this church by
Messrs. Clayton & Bell. The subjects are,

the Raising of Lazarus and the Healing of

Jairus’s Daughter. The window is given iu

memory of the late Mr. Watling, a medical man,
and of other members of his family. It makes
the fifth stained-glass window lately erected in

this village church.

the joint or joints before described, such rod or
shaft being made to turn as an axis, and ex-

tended, if required, so as to open and close a

number of movable rectangular frames simul
taneously by handle, lever, or other arrangement
for turning such rod or shaft.

PATENTS CONNECTED WITH BUILDING.

Means of CoNVEyiNo Sound from Preachers
OR Lecturers to the Congreg.vtion or Audi-
ENCE.

—

F. C. Rein. Dated 22nd January, 1867.
The patentee makes a pulpit or tribune with an
inner and outer casing, thus obtaining ati

I terroediate space forming a conduit, through
' which the voice travels down to the pillar of the

I

pulpit, &c., and may be led through fixed or
I flexible tubes to various parts of the churches,
1 Ac. Branch tubes with ear-cups may bo pru-
’ Tided for persons whose hearing is not good.

Glazed Structures for Horticultural and
• other Purposes.— ir. Richardson. Dated 2nd
I February, 1867.—The patentee constructs such
buildings or structures of glazed or other frames,

I or equivalent members, so placed and fitted

together that an open space or open spaces shall

be left between such frames or members, in
; order that, by means of such opeu space or
spaces, ventilators for the interior of such build-

ings can or may be obtained by providing such
i space or spaces with ono or more glazed or other
movable frames or members capable of being

• raised or lowered, as may be desirable, for

, the purpose of creating ventilation openings
, that can be closed or partly closed, as may
; be requisite, such movable frames when closed
• resting upon, against, or near the frames
) or sides of the open space or spaces, and, when
3 open, being raised above these sides at the dis-

; tance of a few fnehes, or other convenient extent,
! which distance may be regulated so as to be
n more or less, according to tho amount of ventila-

1 tion from time to time required, an open space
) being thus left for the admission or escape of air

), on every side of such movable frame or member,
1 and at tho same time a protection is formed
1 against rain, wind, or a direct or downward
3 current of air into the building or structure.

IThe upper ends of two or more arms of iron or
) other material (such arms being of corresponding
(length ono with tho other) are fixed at a dis-

I tance apart at or near ono outer edge, and
Ithe same number of such arms at or near the
itother edge of the movable frame or frames,
j member or members, the lower ends of such
rarms being fixed to the sides of tho first-named
)]Open space, at a suitable distance below the level

j of their upper ends, all such arms being parallel
Kwith each other, and the fixingof their upper
iiand lower ends being in all cases with a movable
ojoint. The position of these arms is in an
jloblique direction with the movable fnarae or
Dmember when closed, their shape being straight
)ior otherwise, as desired, the said frame being
ifopened for the purpose of ventilation by turning
btbe arms in an upward direction upon the ioints
)ror axes at their lower ends, this being effected
ijby one or more of the arras being extended below
ithe joint at the lower end as a lever and handle,
)ror by being fixed upon a rod or shaft in place of

Messrs. Eoutledge appear to have taken
under their special care the Boys of Great
Britain, and a very important part of the popu-
lation they are,—the future governors, teachers,
inventors, amusers, bread-winners of the State.

A new edition of “Every Boy’s Book;” “Archie
Blake,” by Mrs. Eiloart

;
“ The Boys of Beech-

wood,” by the same author, an amusing story,

inculcating the old saying, “honesty is tho best
policy” (both stories illustrated with wood en-

gravings)
;
and “ The Boys’ own Pocket-book

for the Year 1868,” are amongst the works most
recently published by them. The pocket-book is

just the thing for a school-boy, and includes
some notes on the games that boys most love.

As to “ Every Boy’s Book,” it is a perfect cyclo-

pedia, containing 768 pages and some hundreds
of illustrations. A dozen years have passed
since the first edition was issued, and things
have so ranch changed since then that Mr.
Edmund Eoutledge, who has edited the present
edition, found it necessary to remodel the
whole, calling in a number of well-known
writers to aid in tho work. It may be
viewed as almost a new book. We may safely

say it will be found by boys a never-failing

source of amusement and instruction. “The
Purgatory of Peter the Cruel,” by James Green-

.tieheme, and near Bedfuut for the upper, with
pumping stations for each. The estimated cost
of tho scheme between Chertsey and Richmond
is put at nearly 13O,000Z.

;
and the other nearly

80,0001 “ The British Workman,” 1867, and
“ The Band of Hope Review,” 1867 (9, Pater-
noster-row), still remain distinguished by the
admirable wood engravings they contain, as well
as by the good advice they offer. The numbers
of the year, put together in a cover, give, in one
case for ISd. and in the other for Is., anillastrated
volume of souud and amusing teaching of much
greater intrinsic value. Not long ago the
coloured cover of the British Workman, “The
Protest of the Birds,” drawn by Harrison Weir,
would have cost the whole money. “The Chil-

dren’s Friend,” vol. vii., and “ The Infant’s

Magazine,” vol. ii., from the same publishing
office, explain their purpose by their titles, and
are equally recommendable.

House Painters’ and Decor^vtors’ Improve-
ment Association.—A lecture was delivered be-

fore this society, ou the 19th inst., by Mr. J. G.
Grace, “ On Colour as applied to Decoration.”
We will return to it.

The Colosseum, Recent’s Park.—Something
is said about converting this building into a dab
for young men engaged in professional and com-
mercial pursuits, and a large gymnasium. The
scheme is at present, however, only in embryo.

Proposed New Church in Windsor, Ln'ER-
pooL.—A committee has been organized to

-
.

-
.

_
. collect subscriptions in behalf of a fund now

wood, illustrated by Ernest Griset,^ and issued by
|

being raised for the erection of a new church, to
the same publishers, has for its object “ to check

j

Be called St. Nathaniel’s, in Windsor and Edge-
thoughtless cruelty towards creatures that are i hin district. A site of 1,512 square yards has
dumb and helpless.’ Pet(jr tumbles from the

i been purchased in Oliver-street. The total cost,
mast-head when endeavouring to maim a cock-

j
including the endowment, has been estimated at

roach, and while insensible undergoes the life ofi 5^c001. Of this sum, 7291. have already been
a beetle, a blue-bottle, a snail, an ant, and a newt, pubscribed, and one gentleman has promised a
and brings home to the young mind the several

j

donation of 2501., on condition of three others
capabilities of these creatures f(jr suffering. It is

|

joining him iu giving sums of the same amount,
amusingly writtou, and the illustrations by Ernest

i

Griset, thirty-six iu number, are humorous aud
I

Napoleons Willow at Kew.— Our readers

spirited. “ Our Four - Footed Friends,” by
' historical tree baa

Mary Howitt (Partridge i Co.), is a very charming
j

Forty years ago it was taken

book indeed; nicely written, capitally printed,
]

sniTOunding Napoleon’s grave

and profusely illustrated by Mr. Harrison Weir, :

Helena and planted in Kew Gardens. At
who has the whole animal creation at liis fingers’

i

time, and before the gardens became
end. In a dedication to B.R.H. tho Princess of property, so great was the curiosity to

Wales, Mrs. Howitt says,-

*' Ladp, a nation loves tiij little ones
;

And in that love would »sk of tiiee a boon
That shall he Mess’d to them—

Teach them to love
All ihivgg 1/iat God hat made.”

And this is the object the author has had in view
tbronghonthorbook. Mr.Warne has published
another series of cheap illuminated texts ou card-
board, most of them very well executed.-
A Key to one of tho main Difficulties of English

Orthography.” By Heury Beadnell, Corrector
of the Press. London : Sold by tho Author at
'5, Great Queen-street, Lincoln’s-inn-Pields.

Mr. Beadnell is the author of an excellent
standard “Guide to Typography, literary and
practical,” which has been already noticed in

the Builder. The present lirtle sixpenny pob-
lication is an alphabetical compilation of nearly
3,000 words resembling each other in sound but
differing iu seu.se, spelTing, or accentuation. Iu
copiousness, lucidity of arrangement, and conse-
quent facility of reference, it is superior to any-
thing of tho kind heretof<jre published, and
cannot but greatly aid the student of English
orthography, in relieving him from perplexity
and annoyance as to the correct spelling iff

’milar sounding but yet different wurds. To
foreigners learning the language it must be in-

valuable. “ Thames Valley Outfall and Inter-

ception of the Kingston District Drainage.”
Plan proposed by J. W. Grover, C.E., and E.

Wragge, C.E. London: Longmans & Co. The
authors of this pamphlet propose schemes for

preserving twenty-thieo miles in length of the
Thames Irom pollution on both sides by means
of intercepting sewers, with river - crossing

syphons, pumping stations, Ac., between Chiswick
and Chertsey, including all such places betweeu
the two as Barnes, Mortlake, Kew, Brentford,
Isleworth, Richmond, Kingston, Hampton, Ac.
There are two plans, ono extending from Chert-
sey to Richmond, and the other from Richmond
to Chiswick. Sewage irrigation farms are pro-

posed near Perivale for the lower portion of the

see it that one Sunday a crowd of people (on
being refused admittance) broke open the gates
merely to look on the tree. More recently it has
been no uncommon thing to see French visitors

bare their beads, or even fail upon their knees,
before it.

Builders’ Contracts in 1726.—A document,
I
dated 20th March, 1726, and titled “Articles of
Agreement between Col. Hanmer and Robt.
Phillips for building his House aud Offices, Ac.,

in GroBveuor-streot,” has been obligingly sent to
US for inspection. It is a stamped agreement,
neatly and clearly written out, and has numerous
endorsements on the back on account of partial

payments made as the work went on
;
but there

is nothing peculiar or special in it requiring
notice. Mr. Phillips was a builder in “ Great
Queeu-street, in tho parish of St. Giles’s,” and
various of the endorsements are signed for him
by one Edward Cock. The details as to quantity
and quality of work are pretty full, and alto-

gether the doenment more closely resembles one
of the present day iu all essentials than might
bo expected. It is specification and contract in

one.

A Man and his Wife suffocated.—A man
and his wife, named Caques, have met with a
most untimely end, at Gainsborough. Their
cottage had been recently built, and the wife,
fancying the sleeping-room was rather damp,
bought a small shop-stove, and had it put in
this apartment. Although no pipe had been
fixed, or other ontlet provided, a fire was lighted
iu this stove just before retiring to rest. The
consequeni e was that both persons were suffo-

cated whilo they slept. Two dogs and a cat
cero in tlie room. The cat, when the room
vas opened, seems to have been not much the
forso, but the dogs were nearly dead. Stoves
without flues are most dangerous

;
and yet there

aro tradesmen who actually recommend and sell

such stoves as “ self-consuming.” We have often

had occasion to show the deadly nature of such
stoves.
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Wrexham Chvrch.—The heating apparatus

in this church was fitted up by Messrs. Kosser

& Russell, London.

New Law Courts.—The competing designs

have been removed from New Square to the

offices of the Commission, and the Exhibition

building, in New Square, is now being pulled

down.

Artiz.vns’ Dwellings.—In the House of Com-

mons Mr. W. M. Torrens has brought in a Bill

to make better provision for the dwellings of

artizans and labourers in large towns, which has

been read a first time.

Society of Arts.—The 114th session of this

society has been opened under the presidency of

Mr. W. Hawes, chairman of the council, who
delivered the opening address, and distributed

the prizes awarded by the society.

“ Curiosities of London.”—We are glad to

hear that a new edition of Mr. Timbs’s “ Curiosi-

ties of London,” corrected and enlarged, in a

library volume of 880 pages, with a new portrait,

will be published early next month.

Liverpool School of Science.— The intro-

ductorv meeting of the seventh session of this

school was held on Monday evening in the

lecture-room of the Free Library, William

Brown-street. There was a crowded attendance.

An Ink tor Glass.—^M. Kessler, of France,

has, by means of hydro-fiuorate of ammonia, and
hydro-chloric acid, properly thickened, made an

ink by which, with any pen, inefi’able characters

can be traced on glass. This ink will be of

service to the chemist and apothecary in label-

ling bottles, and marking gradations on glass.

The late Fall of Houses at Battersea.

—

At the meeting of the Metropolitan Board of

Works on Friday, the 15th instant, the Building

Act Committee presented a report, stating that

they had considered the subject of the fall of

two houses in Tork-road, opposite Price’s candle

factory, Battersea, the particulars of which

appeared in the Bidlder

;

and that it did not

appear that any blame attached to the district

surveyor.

Fall of a Roof at Great Yarmouth.—

A

fatal accident has occurred by the fall forward

of the roof of a large fish-office, in St. Peter’s

paved row, Yarmouth, through the roof of a

cottage which it overlapped, killing a girl who
was asleep on the attic, end breaking through

the attic floor. Rot in the timbers of the fish-

office roof was considered by the town surveyor,

Mr. n. H. Baker, to have been the cause of the

accident. The coroner’s jury found a verdict of

accidental death.

Technical Education.—The Council of the

Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce
have nnanimously resolved to hold a conference

in the third or fourth week of January next, at

the Society’s house, to consider and prepare an
outline of measures requisite to be adopted for

the promotion of industrial and scientific in-

Btmction among the various classes of the com-

munity. To that conference the Chambers of

Commerce and Agriculture and other public

bodies will be invited to send representatives.

The two points on which anxiety may be felt are

these :—Firstly, that extended and improved
primary instruction be emphatically laid down
as the necessary basis of secondary or technical

instruction
;
and, secondly, that the latter should

be declared necessary for all classes, and not

merely for artisans and workmen.

Nine Hours Movement among the Masons.—

A

meeting of the operative masons was lately held

at theTemperance Hotel, Broadway, Westminster,
for the purpose of hearing the delegates’ report-

respecting the adoption of nine hours working
time dnring the winter season. Mr. Gray was in

the chair. The delegates gave in their reports from
several shops and jobs, and on the number being

summed up it was found that there were 814
masons working nine honrs. After some dis-

cussion, Mr. Connoly moved the following reso-

lution :
—“That it is the opinion of this meeting

that a reduction in the hours of labour from ten

to nine hours dnring the winter months would be

a great advantage to the trade, and we here

express onr satisfaction that 814 masons are now
working the nine hours, and that we hereby
recommend to all who are working ten honrs to

use their endeavours to get the nine.” After

several opinions had been expressed the resolu-

tion was carried, and the meeting adjourned fur 1

a fortnight.

Hungebford Railway Station destroyed

DY Fire.

—

The station at the quiet town of

Hungerford, on the Great Western Railway, has

been completely destroyed by fire. It is sup-

posed that the fire originated in the flue of the

booking-office.

Goldicuit’s Drawing of St. Peter’s at
Rome.—The late Mr. J. Goldicntt, architect,

made, while at Rome, a beautiful drawing of the

section of St. Peter’s, elaborately colcured, and

with the enrichments picked out in gold as in

the building itself. It procured him great credit

and a gold medal from the Pope. An oppor-

tunity presenting itself for the Institute of

Architects to become possessed of this memento
of one who rendered essential services in its

foundation, a subscription was set on foot, and
the amount, some 801. or 90Z., having been raised

in a fortnight, the drawing has beenj
presented

to the Institute by the subscribers.

Telegraphic.—Official intimation has been
given of the introduction of a Bill into Parlia-

ment this session, from which it appears that

the Government has decided on entering into

arrangements with the principal telegraphic

companies of the United Kingdom with the

view of placing the various lines under the

management of the Post-office department.

This scheme, when carried into effect, will, of

course, involve a thorough revision of the pre-

sent tariff and system of management hitherto

used by the private companies. The details of

Metropolitan Foreign Cattle Market. —
Notice has been given of an intention to apply

to Parliament for powers to the Corporation of

London, the Metropolitan Board of Works, or

Commissioners, to construct a complete market
establishment for foreign cattle. No particular

site is named.

Statue of L.ady Godiva foe Coventry.— A
letter having been read in the local council from

Mr. C. M. Marshall, R.A., offering the statue of

Lady Godiva, sent by him to thelate Exhibition,

the letter was entered upon the minutes, the

statne accepted, and the best thanks of the

corporation conveyed to Mr. Marshall for the

gift.

Leicester-square.— The Court of Queen’s

Bench have decided in favour of Mr. Tulk, and

against the Metropolitan Board of Works, who
had intended to take possession of the open

space, under the Public Gardens Protection Act

of 1863. The judges say that the Act was never

intended to divest owners of any of their rights,

and that the open space in Leicester-square was
only devoted by the owner to the use of the in-

habitants of the square under their leases, and

not to the use of the public at all.

Evening Resorts for Instruction and Re-
cee.ation.—APublic Museums and Free Libraries

Association has been formed, for opening the

national collections on week-day evenings, and

for promoting the adoption of the Free Libraries
the plan will be under the superintendence of i Museums Acts. Among the vice-presidents

Mr. F. J. Scudamore, the assistant-secretary of

the Post-office. An American paper remarks
that some of the editors are beginning to call

a despatch by the ocean telegraph a cahlegravi.

This is really too bad.

Alleged Fatal Submersion of an Island.

are the Earl of Lichfield and Lord Ebury, Jlr.

Ewart, M.P., and other influential gentlemen.

The secretary is Mr. J. T. Dexter
;
and the office

of the association is at the Working Men’s Club

and Institute Union, 150, Strand, A prospectus

t u i-AiAi, ut j.iun.'.xj ,

hus beeu isBued asking the support and inviting

Tht ra”rtelegrephic“MwrrCTOs^ the Atlantro'to ^ the co-operation of all who desire the intelleotaal

the effect that the British island of Tortola, in

the West Indies, had been submerged, and

10,000 lives lost, is not being authenticated by
subsequent intelligence. The island did not con-

tain more than 3,000 inhabitants, and ithnssince

been reported to have been “ submerged ” for eight

hours only. It could not have sunk and risen

again, that is clear. It is a mountainous and
volcanic island, six or eight miles long, and three

or four broad, and its highest ground rises to the

height of 1,650 ft. above sea-level
;
so that it must

be understood to have suffdred (if by water at

all) by some extraordinary local rise of the sea; but

how all the inhabitants,—“every living thing,”

as is sensationally alleged,—could have been
drowned so long as there was high ground behind

them, one cannot conceive. In all probability

the hurricane which visited St, Thomas’s, an-

other island not far off, may have done damage
by a rise of the sea to the toim of Tortola, and
have destroyed tho town and drowned some
people. The same thing occurred in October,

1819. It -is now reported, however, that the

town was destroyed by fire. What with island

submersion abroad and mine explosions at home,
not to speak of political disturbances, this is an
eventful time.

Glasgow Architectural Society. — At the

last meeting of the Glasgow Architectural

Society, Mr. John Honeyman, jau., president, in

the chair, after the transaction of some routine

business and the admission of members, Mr.

Bromhead laid before the meeting a letter he

had received from a firm in town who supply

upholstery, &c., for houses, in which the following

paragraph occurs :
—“ Well aware how frequently

a recommendation from yourself has decided who
should supply carpets and general upholstery, we
ask the favour of your allowing us to send

samples and estimates for any house furnishing

in which you may interest yourself. We make
an allowance in your favour of 5 per cent, on the

gross amount of all accounts with which you may
iutruBt us,” Several of the members present

said that they had sometimes received similar

applications, which they had always treated with

contempt. On the motion of Mr. Bromhead,
seconded by Mr. Alex. Thomson, the meeting
unanimously agreed in expressing their un-

qualified condemnation of the proposals con-

tained in tho letter. A discussion afterwards

took place on the first part of the president’s

opening address, which treated of the present

position and prospects of architectural art ; the

second part, which dwelt with the present posi-

tion of sanitary matters, being left over till a

future meeting. Among those who took part in

the discussion were, Mr. Bromhead, Mr. Steveu-

Json, Mr, Leiper, and Mr, A. Thomson.

improvement and social elevation of the people.

The association has our most cordial approval.

The national collections are almost worthless to

the majority of the working classes until they be

opened in the evenings. As to free libraries,

the position of the metropolis in that respect at

present, by comparison with that of various

provincial towns, is simply disgraceful.

English Hospital at Suez.—With a'view of

obviating the expense and lengthened sea voyage

incident to the conveyance of invalid troops

from India to England, her Majesty’s Govern-

ment have decided to build a hospital at Suez

in the vicinity of a similar hospital already

erected there by the French Government. The
materials are being conveyed from England in

three steamers, in the same way as the barracks

at Barbadoes were built. The windows, fire-

places, and woodwork are got ready in England,

and transported as portable packages, so as to

be fitted together on arriving at Suez with the

least possible delay. Captain Willoughby, R.E.,

is superintending the work on behalf of the

Indian Board. The Blonde, a steamer of 1,300

tons. Captain Catmur, left the Royal Arsenal

yesterday with the requisite War-office stores,

having a further cargo of 95,000 bricks, timber,

stone, iron pillars, &c., on board, belonging to

the contractors. The new hospital is being

built from designs by Colonel Collyer, R.E.

The Stall-keepers and Costermongers.—

A

petition to Parliament is being signed by “ the

stall-keepers and costermongers of Whitechapel

and its neighbourhood, and ministers of religion,

tradesmen, and others interested on their

behalf,” laying before the Honse “ the terrible

amount of want and suffering which they

anticipate will be caused to not fewer than

50,000 of the poor of London, if the sixth clause

of the new Metropolitan Street Act be carried

into full execution.” The cessation of their

business, the petition also urges, would cause

great inconvenience and loss to a large body of

poor purchasers. The petitioners pray in their

own behalf and in behalf of all their fellow

tradesmen in London, that clause No. 6 of the

new Metropolitan Street Actmaybe enforced only

where the necessities of the traffic absolutely

require it. It is to be hoped Parliament will

prevent the utter ruin of these poor people by

some modification of the objectionable clause in

the Traffic Act complained of, and not leave

the matter to the tender mercies of the police,

who seem not seldom to prefer occupying their

time in driving honest though humble tradesmen

to thieving as a profession, rather than endea-

vouring to bring thieves under the influence

of law and honesty.
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IiivEapooL Finance.—We have some astonish-
ing figures illusti-ating the magnitude of Liver-
pool hnance. The Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board now owes somewhere about 13,000,000j.

5

and in the year ending June 24, 1867, the income
of the Board was 851,811Z., while the expendi-
ture was 848,3111., showing a balance of 3,5001.
to be carried to the sinking-fund account. The
Liverpool town council has borrowed on its

water account 2,009,0941.; on its sanitary
account, 623,7551. ; on various improvement
accounts, 591,2431.

; and on the pnblic parka
account, 388,5501. : making a total of 3,613,5431.
Against this, however, there is a set-off of
286,4341. invested in Consols and other secnrities
on the sinking-fund account. The council has
still unexercised borrowing powers to the extent
of 1,000,0001. A valuation of all the corporate
real estate is to be made. It will be seen that
the aggregate liabilities of the two great Liver-
pool public bodies amount to about 17,000,0001.

XHETyoRD ARCH.EOLOGY.—An ancient fortified
Roman camp bas been discovered at Thetford.
Banow Hill, an ancient Roman fortified camp,
is situated on the south-west side of the town,
between the two old Roman highways, dis-
covered here in the last century by Salmon. It
is surrounded by a trench and ramparts, and
from the south-east side of this hill runs an
embankment for about 1,000 yards iu the direc-
tion of the London turnpike. About midway
down this embankment a deep walled ditch
(mistaken by Blomefield and Thornes Martin

I for the foundation of a hermit’s chapel) cuts off
1 the communication between the road and the
1 hill, and on the other side the embankment
1 branches off in a south-westerly direction for
I nearly a mile and a half, parallel with the road
\ where it ends in a mound now thickly covered
\ with brushwood at the south-western extremity
{ of the borough boundary. At distances varying
‘ from 200 to 700 yards along this bank, other
ramparts and trenches of a more complicated

1 kind support it in various directions, and it must
1 have completely defended the southern approach
t to the town.

The Romsey Palmebston Meiioiuae. — Mr.
Noble, by whom the statue of Lord Palmerston
is to be executed, hopes to have it ready for

0 erection by next Easter. It will be 8 ft. in
h height, and will stand on a granite pedestal
7 7 ft. high. Its site will be the market-place of
E Romsey. The chnrch memorial has been under-
l; taken by Messrs. Clayton & Bell, who say that
t. they mean to use their utmost exertions to
D make it their greatest work. The cost, however,
« will require an additional 400L to be collected.
1 It is the west window, a triplet, that is to be
fi filled. The central division will have a repre-
8-eentatioa of Our Lord in Majesty, with saints,
1 at the top, the Sermon on the Mount below
tlthat, and next the Judgment of Solomon, with a
trepresentation of Liberty in the lowest division.
TThe dexter side of the triplet will have repre-
ksentations successively downwards, of angels
uand apostles, Tribute-money, Daniel as Ruler,
iiand War; while in the sinister there will be
uangela and apostles. Feeding 5,000, Joseph dis-
titributing Corn, and Peace. The arms and in-
kscription will run across the window below the
?:variou8 subjects represented.

"Whittick.
Thackrat
Fossett
Messrs. Williams....!!...”
Wigmore
Thirst & Co !!!.„!!

Sawyer
Scott
Lacy & Flexman
Dickinson & Oliver
Wainwright
Goodair
Faulkener 4. Cowley
Brewer 4 Co. (accepted)

For alterations, to 17, Cork-street, W.
Truefitt, architect :

—

Lougmire 4 Burge £683 0
Bywaters (accepted) 695 0

For alterations, &c., at 132. Leadenhall-street, fcr the
London Clerka’ Club (Limited). Mr. T. C. Clarke, archi-
tect:

—

Kelley, Brothers £1,070 0 0
King 4 Sons 915 0 0
Bcrivener & White 838 0 0

For building the carcass and other portions of villa
residence, at Paignton, for Mr. W. Bidout. Mr. G. S
Bridgman, architect ;

—

Phillips 4 March (accepted) £275

For the construction of sea wall, promenade, &c
Paignton Beach. Mr. G. 8. Bridgman, architect

Bragg 4 Dyer (accepted) £1,080 0 0

For alterations, 4c., at
'iCampbel], architect;

—

Ashby 4 Horner ....

King 4 Sons
Mann
Piper 4 Wheeler....

TENDERS
), Fenchurch-street. Mr. D.

310 0 0
314 0 0

1 For the erection of timber stage, &o., for Mr. E. S
'?Loader. Mr. H. J. Hammon, architect

llenshaw £390 0 0
King 4 Sons 338 0 0

1 For erecting a house, at Sutton, for Mr.
[Mr. George Truefitt, architect :

—

Warne (accepted) £1,805

J. Spencer,

0 0

f For four new cottages, at Wantage, Berks. Mr. J
p^pencer, architect :

—

Kent £560 0 0
Wheeler <160 10 0
Haines 444 10 0
Punndge 382 10 0

For alterations, to 71, Milton-street, Cripplegate, for
Mr. J. H. Maclin. Mr. E. Parris, architect." Quantities
supplied by Mr. Shrubsole;—

Kyle
Lamprell
Nutc4 Co
Sharruan
Miller

!

Wilcox
Crabb 4 Vaughan
King

BreU
T. W. Pearse
Cnbitt
T. Pearse
HaU
Vincent"

Schofield !,

Capron
Greensward
Mortice
Waters
West (accepted)
Taylor 4 Son
Aldis

For building BIX cottages, at Sonthborongh, near Ton-
bridge, Kent. Mr. T. K. Green, architect. Quantities
supplied :

—

Brett* £2,553 0 0
Keys 2,453 0 0

2,333 0 0
2,020 0 0

Strange 4 Sons 1,994 10 0
Nightingale 1,955 0 0
Wright 1^936 0 0
Simms 4 Martin i ggg 0 0
Capron 1,743 0 0
Upchurch 4 Hanks ],73o 0 0
May 1,637 18 0

* Applied too late for quantities.

For the erection of a villa residence, at Paignton,
Devon, for the Rev, T. G. Hail. Mr, G. S. Bridgmao,
architect :

—

Call 4 Pethick £1,941 0 0
Bragg 4 Dyer 1,8.53 13 0
Goss 1,800 0 0
Evans, Brothers (accepted) 1,690 0 0

For public-house, at Lewisham, Kent, for Messrs.
Courage. Mr. Loe, architect. Quantities sunnlied bv
Mr. Thos. Nixon :

—

Extra for
plate-glass.

Brett £3,200 0 0 £45 0 0
Wright 2,506 0 0 16 0 0
Bales 4 Lncas 2,500 0 0 46 0 0
Gamraan 2,483 0 0 43 0 0
Winder 2.439 0 0 75 0 0
Walker 2,437 0 0 68 0 0
Kent 2,387 0 0 30 0 0
vSawyer 2,353 0 0 64 0 0
Charlton 2,345 0 0 48 0 0
Shurmur a.296 0 0 33 0 0
Stoner 2,280 0 0 38 0 0
Nightingale 2,279 0 0 47 0 0
Perry 2,240 0 0 38 0 0
Wills 2,239 0 0 64 0 0
Knight 2,197 0 0 48 0 0
Hendson 2,130 0 0 25 0 0
Bland 2,120 0 0 39 0 0
Eustace 2,093 0 0 40 0 0
Steddy 2,070 0 0 37 0 0
Crabb 4 Vaughan 2,060 0 0 45 0 0
Harris 1,999 0 0 50 0 0

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

P. C.—B. 8.— .J. * F. H.— J, P.—J. E.—G. A. R —J. Q. C— M. 0. T.—
O. O.-E. C. R.-W. 8.- J. B.-J. T.-O. A B.-a P.-J. F -J. O,—

-A. Q. E. H.-a i & Bon.-F. F.—
u—R. B. O.-H. Q.— W.—8. W.—W. 8.-E V.—M«aara. H.—
V.—B. B. (ftlioitly),

—

W. D. 8. (Dot usuftUy as *'land-
" UDder 12 ft. super. An extra Id. per foot (over paviog) cliarged

between 10 rt. and 12 ft, luper.).—H, H. V. (send plans and
eeclLoDs).— Foreman U<»tgiug from tbe sUteineor. B. baa not to pK-
vide the wall-plate, aouieiblag would depend on tbe drawing, if one
provided}.—A Builder’s Clerk (tbe builder ia bound to act out tbe
work. Tbe power of a clerk to dlauhaige a workman depends on the
power given him by his employer).—P. F. (next week).—P. B. O.
(ditto).—J. J. (ditto).

tVe are compelled to decline pointing out books and giving

All ataCements of facts, lists of tenders, Ac,, must be accompanied by
he name and address of the sender, not necessarily for publication.
NoTB.—The respouaibllUy of signed articles, and papers read a

pnbUo meetings, rests, of coarse, with the authors.

0 0!

For new workhouse. Hertford. Mr. Peck, architect •—
Chappel £10,690 0 0
Glasscock 8.600 0 0
Moxon & Mutton 8,400 0 0
Ekins 4 Son 8,373 0 0
PattiDson 8,200 0 0
South 8,155 0 0
Messrs. Savage 7 868 0 0

7’S47 0 0
Perry, 7,777 q 0
Huddleston 7 714 p g
Bland 7’,685 0 0

7,320 0 0Hcnsham ..

For building new casual wards, for the City of London
Union. Messrs. Tress, Purehas, 4 WiUis, architects

Wood .

Eanisey
Holmes
Garrud
8tsugle
Martin
Egg
Lacey
White
Crabb & Vaughan
Langley
Turner

Had
Wilt 4 Sons ..

Mote
Perkins

Bland
Wyatt & Son..
Henshaw

..£3,860
. 3,840 0 0
, 3,651 0 0

3,500 0 0
3,336 0 0
3,207 0 0
3,140 0 0
3,110 0 0
3,066 0 0
3,010 0 0
2,997 0 0
3,990 0 0
2,989 0 0
2,980 0 0
2,921 0 0
2,913 0 0
2.894 0 0
2,890 0 0
2,889 0 0
2,849 0 0
2,768 0 0

F For villa residence, for Mr. Thos. Worthington, Have-
ccck-plaoe, Hauley. Messrs. Scrivener 4 Son, archi-
iBcts :

—

Matthews £1,177 0 0
Collis 4 Hudson 1,100 0 0
Bowden 1,090 0 0
Woolridge 1,053 0 0
Bayley (accepted) l,i'48 0 0
Barlow lj(}4(3 g g

For making new road, at New Malden, for Mr. John
Gover, Eagle Cottage, New Kent-road. Mr. J, K. Gov
surveyor

Tasaell £.i60 0 0
Coles 4 Co 45g g g
Green 447 g g
Bentholl 370 g g
Butty 383 13 9
Porter, James 279 0 0
Harding 260 0 0
Dean 255 0 0
Carter 231 0 0
Porter, Peter auo 0 0
Strickson 135 fo g
Click 4 Davies 165 lo g
Coker leo o
Goodaire (accepted) 450

[Ahteetisements.]
CHURCH, TURRET, and STABLE CLOCKS.

J. W. Benson, having erected steam-power
and improved maobinery for clock-making, at
the manufactory, Ludgate-hill, will be glad to
furnish to clergymen, architects, and committees.
Estimates and Specifications of every descrip-
tion of Horologioal Machine, especially cathedral
and public clocks, obiming tunes on any number
of bells. A descriptive pamphlet on Church
Clocks post free for one stamp. Watch and
Clock Maker by Warrant of Appointment to
H.R.H. the Priace of Wales, and maker of the
great clock for the Exhibition, 1862. 25, Old
Bond-street, and 33 & 34, Ludgate-hill, B.O.
Established 1749.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TEE NEWEST
DESIGNS

FOR

LAMP POSTS,
Dwaep Gab Pillabs,

Brackets, Lamps,
Garden and Drinking

Fountuioa,
Gates, Bailings,

Balcony Panels, Stable
Fittings, Columns,
Verandahs, 4c. 4o.

will, uponreceipt ofpar-
tienlart, be Ibrwarded

on application to

TURNER & ALLEN,
Ironfonndera, Engi-

neers, 4c. 201, Upper
Tbamea-atreet, B.C.

i f:

i .ii

,
'h|
'0
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To be published immediately by ASHER & CO. 13, Bedford-street, Coveut Garden.

THE LIFE OF PRINCE HENRY THE NAVIGATOR
AND ITS RESULTS.

By RICHABD HENKY MAJOR. F.S.A. F.R.S.L. &c.

Keeper of the Department of ilapa and Chaita in the British Museam. and Honorary Secretary of the

Royal Geographical Society.

rAHLlAMK>r. 1
lonuj. Ill

rendy, with Pnrtruit »iid lunry IUu*lfi*tioD», Medhim 8vo. 2^', i "B .1 AKY
MEMOIR of the LIFE and WOUKiS

]

piiAuncAL mech/
of theLaleSIR CHARI.P^ BARRY, R.A. Amhitecf.

Dj bi> Sjd, the Rev. ALFRED BARRV, U.D. Prli

Chelimh^io C'.llege.

JOHN MURRAY, Albeuj»rle-«lrSBt.

D wellings for working
PEOPLE.

The Society for Iropro»iny the ‘ nndlHnn of the L»bonriDg fniwspg

bi» ju«t pohliehed, et their Offl e, Jl. Rxeter-hBll, Htrend. » K*-vl«-ii

aijd«Te»tly EoUnied Kdltioa (Sixth Thou«AUl) ..rTHE IjWEiLINOi
of the LABOURING CLABSES: Their ARHANGK >IENr end CON-
STRUCTION ;

to which U uow eddrid, the K-<SENTIALA of h

HEALTHY DWELLING, end an Hl"t..ric*l tkefYh of the

made lor exUndlng its heii>-Ots to Uie working poiatUtlnn, pvrtiyn-

larly In the Meiropoli-, and likrwisB on iQo Ciot'neui. tfitli

nntnetoDs llIustralivB PiAuatif exleliiig Model Home*, those of the

late Ptlnce Consort and the Roj.al Windsor Society, wwo;! as Dealgua

adapted to towns and to Rorai Distrie's,

By HENRY RORKRTP. Esq. F.S.A.

HOMB^ ReToRM
Classes may do to lutprore tb

People. Price 3'i.

THE PHYSICAL
LABOURING CLASSES. Rseultli

inss, and the Beneficial Ltfeots of:

England. Price 2d.

Working Drawiiiga, o
Design, complete ou on
hills of quauUlie’, 1>. Ik

New a>.d Reriscd Editions of

or, What the Labcurin"
r Dwellings. An Address to Woikiug

CONDITION of the
he Slate of their Dwrll-
mprovemeuta odop'ed in

This Day is Puhliih-d.

The BRITISH ALMANAC for 18(58.

Sewed ID a Wrapper, pric" la.

THE COMPANION TO THE ALMANAC.
Sewed in a Wrapper, price 2t 6d.

hoveml«r, and other Epoch*.
Uluatrati'.np.

By Arihut Loiker.

Jarae* Thorne,
li.h lr..u Trade.

Assoculiui

On the Periodic*! Meteots o' hoveratier, and other Epoch*. By
E. W. Br.yley, F.R.S. With:

Royal Commlrsion ou Railways.

The Ecoiioinlcat Reeult i f Tra-'ei

to the Paris Exhilii tioil of ISSi

on the Contlueut. By John f

The Exhibition of National Ton
The prsseut Position and FfO‘pe.:ls of tne llrlUsh J

John Jones Secretary of the CUveUi.d IrtuiiiKeten

Natlee Textile Induftry of India. Ky Georee Docd.
Local Changes conseinieutnpou the lUforin Act.

Archiieciuie and Public liup oveinenia, 1867. By James Thoi

With the other usual Anlclrs nn the LegisUiiou, butisti
of 1867.

THE BRITISH ALMANAC AND COMPANION.
together, in Cloth Board*, lelt*red. price 4s.

The Volume for 18«8 will l>e the furty fltsl of the Series, which,

Doin the coinuieuceiueu', iise t>eeu oondurted by Mr. Charles Kiught.
London : RMG U I’ & CO. 90. Fleet-sireet

;

And Bo'd by all BookseUe's lu the United Klogdi

NOW READY,
Companion Vulnme to " The Uratnmar of Ornament,"

by OWKN JONES.

Examples of Chinese ornament,
S-'ecteJ from Object* cf

rORCELAIN, KNAilEL, AND WOVEN FABRICS,

SOUTH KEN&IKGTON MUSEUM AND OTHER COLLECTIONS.
By OWEN JONES.

Comprising On* Hnndredkluburaie Plates. Brilliantly llltitnlnated

ill Gold and Coluuis wi<h Deicnpilve Letterpress a^d a Nut
Chinese Oinaann’. foriuitiB «ltog«lber au eutlrtly new and
Text-book of Uecomlive Drsigu. fium types hitherto little k
and a TaluableAid lutearihi the Success aud Devolopmcul of

meutal Art.
Small folio, handsomely bound crimson cloth, gilt edgca

Piiee4/. 4*.

From the b//*rri'«r. October 37lh,

" Those people who have bccu aucustsiuied to look at the ordinary

Chinese patterns that may be secu copied upon soiuo of c

ware will be perftcily M'onlshed at the appearikuce of s

aa 'hla Many of us m«y have fancied tbat those ttire

walking amldit their blue wdl'>ws aud blue br.dges. presetiloo

fair specimen of tbe lasie and imluti>e art ibioughuiit the count

We may have supposed, iu our pride of civtllzatio", tbat we cot

at least equal a half barbarous uatiou like the Chinese Iu uri

mental design; but Mr. Owen Juues has Cone quite enough
take down our nailouai p lde. . . . Wo have here no ftwer than

one bundled Isrge'Sized plates, executed In admirsole siylc. taken
from yaaes, dishes, pla'es. bottles, aud other articles, exhibiting

) L'hiuei

NEW EDITION OF TWIHOEN’S MRCHANICS.
.wii flvu. price 10.. fri.

INTRODUCTION 1

MECHAVrCi, illua-’uted by numerous K
Third Edition of Elementary Examples

roVti al Mechanic.,”
By the Hev. JOHN F, TWISDEN, M A. Professor of Mathematics

in tbeRtsff 'killeae.

London; LONGMANS. ORSKN. A CO. Patern«ter-row.

0 Plates and
TO nniLDBRS AND ARCHITKCTS.

Published, lu 4to. clotli, Illustrated with nearly
2Sn Wuodcuts, price SOs.

A RCHITECTURE : includiog tbe Aits of
CoustruotioD, Building. Rcofs, Arch, Sioue Masonry, Joinery,

Carp-u
Edl'ei

il*. Ac.

‘ORACTIOAL geometry, on an entirely
i New Plan, uuder which the study will becom* easy aud lule-

Blliig ; aud Operations iu Civil aud MUiUry Snrveyiug. aud
inuiuiement Of Areas, DlsUuces, and Builds

;
aud of Angles, within

•* th.iu five secouda of a degree ;
simple, rapid, aud aocur.ate : with-

ot the aid .ifliislrnineute.

By HOLLA ROUSE, Major 2ad Ratn. 2SQd B.V. Author of

the Practical May.”
With 176 Figure*, and 10 Tnhle*. mauy original. Price 6s.

London : published hy W. MAXWELL A SON, 20, Fleet-street

;

and sold by all Booksellers.

SELECT SPECIMENS OF BRICK ARCHITECTURE.
Now rvady, with 43 Cbroiuo-Lllhograpbic lllus'ratiuus. printed

in Colours, uua Woodaiut Secliona, Mouldings, Ac. One vuluiue,

rpHE' TERRACOTTA ARCHITECTURE
JL of NORTH HALT, Portrayed os Examples for luiiUUon.

Fromcare'ul Drawing* and Restoralioas, eugraved aud pruitod ui

(Joluurn. with Desoilptive Text.

hy V. DTTtlLINI and F. luOSE.

Edited by LEWld UBUNEK, Author of “ Froscoe Decorations
I'aly," Ac.

From the " SATURDAY REVIEW."
•The thanks of toe public are duo to Mr. Lewis Qmner for hla

ai.ds 'Qie fuliD ut examples of the bilck architecture of Nor'h Italy

I'm the twelfth tu tbe fiftteoih teulury. Too lltl e attention b.ts

ceu paid either by aichitects or by wiiiet* upon ait to n dei>artjueut

rtbeuiBiury uf the art of cousiiuciiou wbich should, it might be

uiiuglit. b*ve had a special iiiter<Bt for tbe people of this country.

Mr-Giunei’s *e'ectiou* of specimeiis, however, have the merit of

tuluesa aud tlulsU lu deUH which must reuder it a treasure to tha

ui'Utufui;. Tha careful drawings and restoraiious uf M F Lose

'e eiihaucrd by ibslr beiug pilutsd iu their .appropriate colours,

bile Uie ciUtcal aud historical iiot'ces of MM. Lose aud Ottollni

now much lutpresUug light upun what la oimust a new chapter in

tbej

.1 aim tbat

thoughtful and earui

why the si

re understsnJ Mr. Grnner to ha-

euB, We sUouid wish to see the

1 cultiration of the brunch of a

methods and process should not
Aud Mr. Oruner will have d.

-

IS wurk has the effect of lurulng the luiuda of

*o fertllalu ouporluuii lea.”

JOHN MURRAY, Aibemarle-street.

0ROUGH ENGINEER and SUR-
VKYOR to LOCAL BOARD of HEALTH WANTED,—

Wanted, by the Town Council of tba Borough of Warilngtoo. au
experienced SURVEYOR and ENGINEER. He will be required tu
devote tbe whole of hU time to tbe duties of bts office. Including
taking of levels aud drawing plans, sections, specifications, and esti*

ates fnr sewerage works, aud tbe laying out and repair of streets,

and with sufficient kuowjedge of building to advise on aud carry out
'he buildiog regulations of the Warrington Improvement Act, and
the bye law* of the L*cal Board of Health, aud generally to superlu-
teud the paving, macadamizing, sewering, and scavenging of the
bo ougb. Salary, 2001. per annum : beyoud wbich no fees or com-
misshm of any aind will be allowed to be received from auy person
or persons whoiuiover. Three months'j notice to| be given before
terminating tbe engagement.—Applications, with tesClmoniala. to be
sent on or before the 7th day of DhCEUuBR next, endorsed "The
Chairman of the General Purposes Committee. Town-ball, Warring-
tou.”—By order, IMOMAB GEDDE8,

Town Clerk and Clerk to the Local Board of Health.
Warrington, November II, 1807.

H ornsey local board.—
WANTED, a BURVETOR. who would be also required to act

asluspect' r of Nuisances. Salary 2002, per annum —Appllcatlou to
be made to tbe undersigued on or before MONDAY, DECS MBRKBtb,
1867.-By order. W. POTTER, Clerk.
Hornsey Local Board Office, Higb-street, Hlgbgate, N.

TITANTED, a First-class ARCHITEO-
T V TURALDRAUGHTSMANandCOLOUBIST.—Addrese, A. D.

"OrANTED, an experienced BUILDER’S or
V V ACCOUNTANT’S CLERK to Take Stock and Make Up a

it West, Loudon Bridge.

WANTED, in aBuilder’sOffice, athoroughly
competent <"LRRK, to take charge uf the books.—Auply by

letter, staliug age, qualiflcatlon, and salary required, to Z. care of
Mr, Ruxboroogb, 9, Aldgate,

ANTED, in a London Builder’s Office,
»V an fxpetlenced Eslimatlng and Mra*urlog CLBitK.—irtog I

ana 'iiii

103. Ne>

ANTED, a thoroughly practical and
VV energetic FOREMAN, Julner by trade, to manage a large

jnb iu tbe Ciiuntry. A knowlpilge of all branches of tbe bulldli.g

will he require!—Add**^,' sUtlug^terms' 'to*^JAMES 'bUOVVN,
Builder, Braiulree, hsaex.

'X^T’ANTED, by a steady, active, and practical
V V Man. JMner by trade, a RK-ENOAGEMENT as GENERAL

ai| branches in bntldtiigs.

class buildings fur fifieeu yes
1 111 the Ci-y. Wages not a i

" The Builder."

a Ihurnugb li

u an employed ou
SI just carried out a
ject.—Address, 664,

WANTED, EMPLOYMENT as CLERK
Tv In a Bqilder's or Builder and Decorator'* Office, or occasional

se.—Address, No. 57J, Office uf " The

TO BUILDERS AND CONTRACfTORS.

'\^7’ANTED, by a thoroughly practical
tV BRirSLAVER. A FOREMAN'S PLACR, or Brickwork hy

the Piece.-Address, Y. B. 10, Upper Juhn-street, High-street. Uuxtou.

Partner wanted in an old-estabUshed
BUILDING and rONTUAUTlNO CONCBRN.lu L ncashlre,

dulng a goiMi businvfcf, A man with a small capital, who would take

aii active pnr', would be trcMled with on advauugeoiu te'iui. One
ai'b A kijowledg* uf luaaouiy aui^ brickwork preferred.—Addies*.

WILLIAM NICHOLSON, Esq, Architect, Fimcs.8 • street, Mau-

TO ARCHITECTS.

The Advertiser, aged 34, of great experience,
1< desirous of obi*iDiu< aJUNlOii PaHTNERoHiP, with a

geutleiuau woeie sis stance iu the liusiuess is required mure than
uai i'al

;
ur a Bliu.>liuu as Seubir Assittaut in tbe above proiessiou.—

Adursts, T M. N. care of Mr. Wauou, No. 6, King-iueel, Cbeapside.

TO IRONMONGERS AND BUILDERS.WANTED, a SITUATION (Job or
Vioeewotkl, by a GAS aud HOTWATER ENGINEER, BELL-

HaNOBR. &c. C*u do brass fiulsbiiig, plumbing, aud plain zinc
work, Knows the general roullue of a jobbing shop.— Address,
A. B. 27, Park-crwceiit, Fark-iuad, ulapham, S.

TO ARCHITECTS.

ASSISTANT, to tako
VV the 6IAKAOLMENT of a small Ol’FiUB, where he could

M
the I

Toiume is got u
the E-

— ' -
etyU,

e have
s in nil respects c

it with. ItiiUoK
e.butU issplendid book to lay upuu the di

must of necessity impruve tbe
branches.”
Allhuugb copied front chlni

designs 'are well oiiapleu to nnuirrou* uvuei aiocee, *uvu •*< .au-g
dresses, paperhaugli.g-. chintzes, woul-woik, embroidery, Ac. Ii*

feet, we may aiuidpale wting, in a very short ej'oce of lim-, every

species of Chinese oiuamenialiou copied frum ibis oook of Mr. Owen
Joue-, wLo will duubilesB feel pride lu bavitig, by hla taleut aud
en*.erpriie. Introduced an entirely new aud " celestial ” order uf

design iuu, this eoun'ry.
Published by a « T. GILBERT, 4. C^pthnll-bulldlngs (bock of tbe

Bauk of England), Loudon, B.C.

rt of design in this country in ol

and porcelain ornaments, tbre

K. HENRY GORE,
CIVIL ENGINEER,

*1 inform hU frlsude tbat, having completed hie engsgementa
no and M'Uth America, be uuw oflers bis s-rvlooa os UuN-
.G sNGI.NEER m mailers lel.tiiig to GAS or WATER
J, and TOWN JMPRUVEMENIS. Prom bis long and eiieu-

0 tics In couuectijn with gasworks, he is fully prepared to

niioicipal Of other public bodies ou all qu“atmua uf supply of

street lighting.—Address, 20, AlDed-place, Bedford-aquare,

TO ARceiTEcre, builders, decorators, &c.

\/TACINT08H & COMPANY (tatablished

Wiih Five Maps, Prii-* 64. : per postTd.

ORDNANCE {SURVEY—STANFORD’S
Catalogue of the Maps, PUns, and other Publlcallou-i of

the Ordnance Survey of Or at Billalu and Ireland
;
lucludiiig also

the P.ons, Di-gram*, aud Pbotugraphs of the Ordnance Survey uf

Jerusal-m, and tbe Topugtsphicsi and Btaiutical Department of the
War office.

The whole under ilie Superintendence of Colonel Sir HENRY
JAMES, K li. F.B.s ; a. rl S dd by

EDWARD STANFORD, 6. Charing-croas, London, 8. W.
Agent by AppuinimrUl.

I Early in December will appear. In 1 vol. 8vo, pries 2U,

DKIcSrilES of LONDON : exhibiting
_ are »iiil Benmikable Oljccis of I-.tere.t iu

'

Metropolis ;
with nearly MX'y t ears' Perroiial lU-oolleolious.

B.V JollN TIUBH. F.e.A.

A new ediiu.ii, corrected and euhirged.

London; LONGMANS. GREEN, * LO. PaieriiosUr-row.

r^vt
KJ ih.

Now ready, in tnck, gilt edges, price 3s. 6d. ;
by poet 3s- 8J.

(
'I'UTCH’8 LITERARY unci SCIENTIFIC
T HEGISTER, ALMANACK, and DIARY for 1868.

^
extent of tbeir leoTuiug or Ihetensd'yof their memory, who migh'
nut Bud It fur tbeir advantage to have tneb a prompter always at

hand."—Xoilp TtlearajiA.

W. tTEVENS, 421, Strand.

MR. J. H. LEONARD,
A RCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMAN,

TO BUILDEllS, DKCOHA10H8. 4c.

Gilders, thoroughly experienced in House
Work, may ba OBtAlN oD at the Uou*a or Call, Mirlborough

luu, Oleuheim-slape, Oxford-street.—Address to the Secretary.

TO BLTLUERa’ CLERKS.

A t Christmas next, a London Builder will

have a VACANCY, for an efficlKOt Bstlmatiug, Measuring

aud Qu<uiliy (JLEKK. Must be a good buokkoeper, and compotel

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, by a Gentleman, EMPLOY-
MEINT ill an Arohiteot’s Office and to siiDvrintend tbe ercclloir

>f buihlluge, with a view to a Partuecshlp. Is HCqUaliited wuu the
iBUuL office woik.—Ad.'rau, 669, Office of " The Builder.”

TO BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS, AND OTHERS,Wanted, a situation as time-
EEbPKR, STORE-KEttPER, 4o. Well up In squaring out

Dsions. Would be gfal to use the trowel to fill up time, or any-
; where he coubi make himself useful. O.in have any number of

lUiUlaU rei|Ulrrd. — Address, D. KING, 4, Friuce’s-terrsce,

leli-stceet, Fulham-road.

WANTED, by a Young Mao, of temperance
principles, a StTOATIoN. 1* a first-class prnollcal Pliiinbsr,

aud could do gufiltiug U required. Town piefered. ExusUeut
refer ences -Address, PLUMBER, 47, Deiimark-rood, Uauietbury-
rood, Et.butn, N. iV.

TO ARCUITECra AND BUILDuRS.

WANTED, FLAiiTEREli’6 WORK, in
towu or country, either materials or labour only. Prices

strictly mnderale. Highest refereucei given. — Address, JAB.
PURTER, 33, WoJpole-stree', New-cross, S.B.

TO MASTER PLDMBERH, BDILUEKS, AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, Constant
EMPLOYMENT, at PLUMBER, or Three-oraOch Hand. Can

Deumork-terrocti, Boat Horn, Esoex.

I OINER WANTED who has been used to

J o ' OciieralJoitier • and other
t no can manege a tmoli engine and .

.1 J. GKoVEii, Builder, Packmgtuu-

pOlTERY' Foreman wanted, in a
i Stoneware and Drain-pipe Manufactory. Ho mus^.^o a prac-

Apply to Taudl.VS oMlTH 4 CO. Gaual Puttetlss. Canal Brioge, Old

TO MASONS.

ATASONS will MEET with EMPLOY-
i.'X Ml- NT on Biiplicatloa at the New University Buildings, OU-

TO TIMBER MEECIiANia AND OTHERS.

WANTED, by a Young Man, a SITUA-
TION os travkllke, SALEsatAN, or any Place uf respon-

ioutbamptuU.
trade. Good referetices.—

w
TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

ANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE-
ENGAGSMENT' os GB.aERAL FGKEM.tN. aged 35, car-

and jollier by ir.de. Just Cvmpleted a largo job in 'ho city,

or Coontiy. No olyectmu to go abroad. Uood reference*.—

», No. 647, Office of -'Tae Buildor.”

TO ARCHITECTS.

WANTED, by the Advertiser, aged 19,

an ENGAOK.UiifiT os JUNIOR ASSISTANT. Is a good

di-aughtemau. well up in coi.sltucliou, aud iborooguly coinpeUat to

prepare w-rklug and detail drawing*, also perspetiives. Fivey^
good lefereude. Townor CouuMT.-AddreiJ, H. ll. C. 4, Pletrcpoiat.
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Life and Works of Sir Charles Barry.

UITB rightly the relatives of

the architect of the Palace

at Westminster thought it

desirable to place before the

public some account of his

life and works, and this has

been done by his son, the

Eev. Dr. Barry, in a hand-

some volume of 407pages.**

He has been assisted in it,

to some extent, by his

brothers, Mr. Chas. Barry

and Mr. Edward M. Barry,

but more so by the notes of

Mr. J. L. Wolfe, the life-long

friend of his father. One of

the most enviable features of

Sir Charles Barry’s life, by the

way, was the possession of such

a friend as Mr. Wolfe. Prom
the time that he first made his

acquaintance in Romo, whence
he wrote, February 20th, 1820,

—

A Mr. Wolfe, an architect, and

pupil of Mr. Gwilt, has just

6 ' arrived, and I have made his acqnainb-
** ance with great pleasure. He is an
enthusiastic admirer of art

;

”—to the last hour
)f his life, Mr. Wolfe appears to have been
ilways at his side in any difficulty ready and
ible to aid, encourage, or sympathise. In the

isb of subscribers to the statue which was raised

0 Barry after his death, Mr. Wolfe’s name is

seen down for 200h, or, as we remember to have
•leard at the time, for any amount that might be
lecessary to carry out the proposition satisfac-

torily, and nob many weeks ago he came forward

f^ady to protect with his evidence the fame that

uad been assailed. Thrice happy the man who
ands such a friend! Immediately after first

meeting Mr. Wolfe in 1820, Barry wrote,—“ I

3aw immediately that he was a man with whom
1 could coalesce and become intimate ; and the

result is that I now reckon him among the few

sincere friends that one can hope to obtain in

i;he world.” Never were anticipations more
completely realized

j
never were first impressions

more fully borne out.

It is unnecessary now to give readers of the

Builder an outline of the life of Barry. This

has already been done at considerable length.f

llllustrations of his principal works, too,—Bridge-

water House, the Board of Trade, Cliefden

House, Halifax Town Hall, his design for the

National Gallery and the Royal Academy of

Art8,+ the Westminster Palace, including the

ilnterior of the Houses, the Victoria Tower, the

IDlock Tower, and many other works,—will be

seen in our pages
;
and throughout his con-

eiexion with the Houses of Parliament it was
asatisfactory to us to find ourselves usually able, in

bhe various discussions that grew out of the works
khere, to side with him in his views and defend

ihis proceedings. What we have now chiefly to

alo is to give some idea of the volume before us.

lit contains thirty-nine illustrations in the shape

fof views and plans of his works and projects.

' * “ The Lii'« and Works of Sir Charles Barry, R.A.,
\F.R.S., 4c., &o." By the Rev. Alfred Barry, D.D.,
'rPrincipal of Cheltenham College. London ; Jolm Murray,
H867.

• t See especially ourvolume for 1860 (xviii.), pp. 305, 321,

1342.

: J Vol. xviii., p. 417.

and a portrait, which is only moderately like.

'

We are enabled to reproduce three of the

engravings as examples. We have chosen

Shrubland Park, Suffolk, as showing some of his

best garden arrangements, made in 1848.* The
old House had been improved by Mr. Gandy Deer-

ing in 1830, and on this Barry had to work. The
chief glory of Shrubland lay in its gardens, and
it was in that direction he made the gr’eatest im-

provements. The upper garden near the house

was re-arranged and enclosed with balustrades.

A handsome flight of steps led from the upper to

the lower garden. At the foot of the steps an

open loggia was placed, and the adjoining ground

was laid out with architecturally formed beds.

These gardens at the present moment, we may
mention, are being talked of, and the greatest

praise has been given to the use made there of

stonework and vases for gardenesque effect.

“ Some of them are urn-shaped, having no place

for plants; others, such as the fine handsome

ones in the balcony-garden, are flat, open-topped

stone baskets, nob furnished
;
and many more of

tho more common patterns are scattered about,

planted and unplanted. These, with the beauty

of the diflerent walls, tho richness of the balus-

trading, and the massiveness of the copings,

give a sculpturesque character to the scene

which adds dignity, grandeur, and the idea of

value and costliness to the whole, such as is

rarely met with. Seldom or never has dead

stone done more, or better, to exhibit the beauty

of living flowers than at Shrubland.”

The Birmingham Grammar School, the upper-

most of our examples, was designed in 1833, and

completed in 1836, and it was in connexion with

this, Dr. Barry states, that Sir Charles first made
the acquaintance of Mr. A. W. Pugin, “ whose

assistance he secured iu making out some of the

drawings for details.” Here, too, he lighted on

Mr. John Thomas, afterwards so intimately con.

nected with him at the Houses of Parliament,

and who was then working as an ordinary,

stone-carver. A remarkable man was John

Thomas,—too early cnt off! The Birmingham

school may be viewed as Barry’s preparatory step

towards the great work that was to follow soon.

The third illustration we give shows his design

for the enclosure of Palace-yard, and the con-

nexion of the two great features of his building,

tho Clock tower and Victoria tower. His pro-

posal was to erect a line of building, occupying

the site of the Law Courts and the western and

northern sides of New Palace Yard, giving ample

accommodation for all public needs. New Palace

Yard was to be entered on its west side by a

grand gate-tower, or triple archway flanked by

towers, leading by a gentle slope to the present

entrances. On the south side, Westminster

Hall would form a grand centre with a range of

buildings on each side of it ; and on the north

side, if a high range of bnildings were thought

objectionable, a cloister with one story above it,

or an open arcade, might (he thought) mask tho

building from the high ground of Bridge-street.

The great entrance gate-tower he had proposed

to call the Albert Tower, in a kind of correspond-

ence with the Victoria Tower, which is the

royal entrance, serving like it to mark the date

of the building, and to commemorate the lively

interest which the late Prince Consort took in

all that concerned its artistic decoration.

Such was the scheme formed by him, and

again laid before Lord Palmerston’s Goveniment

by his son, Mr. Edward Barry, in 1864. The

annexed woodcut will show its general character.

It has now some special interest, because the

removal of the Law Courts must soon give the

question a practical importance. All that is at

present being done is to complete the Clock

Tower on its western side, to enclose New Palace

Yard by a handsome iron railing, and to con-

struct an arcade or cloister along its eastern

side, with a subway at the northern end passing

under Bridge-street to the Thames Embank-
ment.

The volume furnishes at the commencement
some interesting notes of Barry’s early travels,

and we are tempted to make a few extracts. The
palatial fronts at Vicenza and Venice did not take

the same hold upon him as those at Rome and

Florence. “ The Library of St. Mark at Venice,

the greater Porto Palace, by Palladio, at Vicenza,

and others of the same kind, bad not only the

cardinal vice of superimposed orders, but were

offensive by the multiplicity and prominence of

their details. ... To engaged columns,

—

' colonnades walled up ’—ho had a great dislike

;

and when, as at the Board of Trade, he had to

employ them, he always relieved them from the

wall by grounds or margins. Even then they

never thoroughly satisfied him. The disposition

of the windows (grouped in the centre) in some

of the smaller Gothic and other places at Venice

was noted by him with approval, and was not

forgotten when he was designing the garden-

front of tho Travellers’ Club. Of palace fronts,

in which an order was employed, he was most

struck with those of the public prisons at Venice,

and Palladio’s Thiene Pakace at Vicenza.”

Tho Ducal Palace, magnificent as he felt it to

be, did not satisfy him. Of the beauty of the

arcaded stories he was fully sensible, nor did he

object to arcaded exteriors in general. “But no

consideration could reconcile him to arcades or

colonnades supporting, as hero, a heavy mass of

building. Whatever might be the character of

the superstrnctnre, he required that the lower

part of the building should be comparatively

solid and plain : the reverse appeared unnatural.

In the finest portico ho was nob satisfied unless

the basement (or tho steps) was equal in mass

Eveu in the river-front

' See p. 072.

j

to the pediment above.

1 of hia new Palace at Westminster he rejected

the idea (once entertained) of introducing a

cloister; and was so jealous of the solidity and

plainness of his basement, that he grudged every

window and would hardly enrich a gateway.”

In tho study of details of arrangement he was

somewhat discouraged by considerations of the

great difi'erences between Italy and England as

to climate and life. “ The open cortile, sur-

rounded with arches or colonnades, was a feature

which delighted him, and which he often longed

to introduce. There was one in his first design

for tho Reform Club. But in England he felt

that a central hall had the advantage both in

convenience and in effect. He suggested in after

years the covering in of the area of the Royal

Exchange, and of the still more apaciona area of

the British Museum, This delight in a great

central hall became a passion.”

The great staircases might have served more

immediately as models
;
but he had peculiar

ideas on this subject, which interfered with his

admiration of those usually deemed moat

excellent. “ Where scenic effect was given by

various flights of steps, arcades, and columns, he

seemed to think that space was sacrificed and a

grand hall spoilt. He did nob like to see ‘ steps

hanging in the air’ or supported by cumbrous

walls ;
and sndden changes in the direction of

the flights annoyed him. His ideal staircase

was a grand straight flight, the whole space, how-

ever great, being occupied by the steps ; but if

this were impossible, he required that all that

could be seen at one view should be straight, and

preferred the staircase, so common in Italy, where

each separate flight is enclosed in solid walls.”

In Italy he first acquired that liking for visible

roofs, which he afterwards showed, both in his

Italian and Gothic works. He approved of

them, because, being essential features, they

ought nob to be concealed ; because, in fact, their

visible appearance was tho proof that the bnild-

ing was covered and was not a mere shell.

In study and criticism he passed the last few

months of his sojourn abroad. They were
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months of great enjoyment
;
for his spirits were

buoyant, his disposition frank and genial. But
they were also months of thought and study.
“ It was evident ” (says his friend) “ that the

leading principles of compositionwhich influenced

him throughout his career were aii'eady rooted

in his mind.”
First came a love of truth. ‘'The false in

architecture he abhorred
;

and all external

features, which did not at least indicate the

internal design, he condemned ruthlessly. Even
a blank window offended him. The showy but

screen-like fa9ade8, so often applied in Italy to

comparatively mean buildings, were to him
impostni'es, worthy of contempt.”

Next came a love of unity and regularity.
“ That he had an artist’s eye for the picturesque

was certain, from the happy choice he was sure

to make of the best points of view for sketching.

But actually to plan irregularity because it was
picturesque, he thought unworthy of the dignity

of art.” Every feature, especially every orna-
mental feature, he would subordinate to the
preservation of the main outline, and the main
principle of the design, sometimes even at the
cost of boldness and variety. Unity rather
than multiplicity of efl’ect, he thought the object

of human art, — a lower beauty, indeed, than
that which results from the unstudied harmony
of nature, but the only one which seemed to hint

really attainable. This vietv he continued to
maintain, and, though ho saw much beauty in

works designed on the opposite principle, yet
the observation of their general eflect tended
to conflrm him in his theory.

Connected with this was his great love of the
eflect of spaoiousnoes. Probably the next point
most evident in his criticism was the love of

perfection and completeness in detail. Nothing
disturbed him so much as incongruity or want of
keeping in the vorions parts of a design ; the
mingling of grandeur with pettiness, and of rich
decoration with bare and unadorned features,

seemed an offence against harmony 5 and be
held that the hand of a master of his art was
almost as much shown in the study and adapta-
tion of every detail, as in the conception of a
great general design. With this was connected
his keen sense of symmetry and proportion.
“The least offence against either,—a single

feature out of scale, an opening too narrow, gr
even a moulding too heavy,—jarred upon him
like a discord.”

Early in his course he had an alarm. His
churches at llancbester may be looked on as his

first entranoe upon a successful career. Soon
after the opening of his church at Prestwich
there came an express from Manchester, stating
that one of the galleries had shown signs of falling
during service, that the congreu:ation had rushed
out iu panic, and that many were seriously hurt.
By the time the long jonrney to Manchester was
over, the report had grown into “ Stand Church
fallen, 300 killed and wounded.” It turned out
that a small hair crack had appeared in the
plaster in consequence of too rapid drying. A
man under the gallery perceived it, and fancied
that it widened rapidly, whereupon he shouted
out, “ The church is falling !

” The consequence
of this proceeding was a sudden rush to the
doors, at one of which the steps had not yet been
fixed. Down went the temporary steps, and the
congregation over them. Happily but few were
hurt, and those not seriously

;
so the architect’s

reputation escaped.
Bather more than a fourth of the book is

devoted to the Houses of Parliameub, giving
some particulars with regard to,

—

I. The history of the competition, of Barry’s
success, and of the opposition with which that
success was greeted.

II. The order and dates of the erection of the
various parts of the building

; the alterations

made during the progress of design, and the
notice taken of them by Parliament

; the now
elements introduced into the work by tho ap-
pointment of Dr. Beid, to superintend the warm-
ing and ventilation of the building, of the Fine-
Art Commission to direct its embellishment, and
of Mr. Denison and Mr. Dent, to construct the
great clock

;
and the assistance received during

the progress of the work from other artists.

in. The controversy carried on with her
Majesty’s Government on the subject of the pro-

fessional remuneration of the architect.

IV. The growth of the design, and the reasons
which dictated its general scheme and details;

and,

—

V. The general drscription of tho plan and
design, so far as such description is needed as a

'

key to the observation of the buildiag ileeif.

While offering praise to the author of the bio-

gi aphy for the manner in which he has executed
his doubtless agreeable task, we are forced to

remark that we miss in the book much that we
looked to find. The biographer says, and we
have no doubt correctly, that Barry’s mind was
“singularly fertile in all kinds of mechanical
contrivance;” but for an account of any such
contrivance we look in vain. In fact, in those
respects in which the volume would have been
most valuable to the professional I'eader it is

defective
;
and it is impossible to shut our eyes

to the fact that the life would have been better

written by a literary architect than by the most
eloquent of divines.

A full account is given of some of the contro-

versies in which Sir Charles Barry became
involved. Difficulties, not wholly constructional,

followed one upon the other; the heating, the
lighting, the clock, the bells, the drainage,brought
each its share and harassed him very greatly.

On many occasions he felt these bitterly, and
expressed himself equally so. Thus when ob-
jections were raised to the drainage he wrote us
some stringent remarks on the course that had
been taken by the late Mr. Austin in making his

report:

—

“ As I have just reason to complain, not only of the
matter of Mr. Austin's report, bat of the manner, in
which it has been made, I would remark upon the un-
fair and nneonrteous conduct of Mr. Austin in making
his first examination aud report relative to the system
adopted and the state and coudition of the works which
were obviously incomplete, without giving me anj" notice
of his doinc so, or affording me any opportunity of ex-
planation, before his report was printed and published.
Some notice should also, I think, be taken of the exag-
gerated and highly-wrought clap-trap descriptions and

;

ridiculous vignettes contained 3d his report, which are
calculated only to appeal to the feelings rather than to
the judgment and good sense of the country."

Intentions wrongly attributed to him also

annoyed him. When it was said that he was
about to take off the roof of Westminster Hall,

he wrote to us thus :

—

“ There is not one word of truth in the report that
the Westminster llatl roof is to be raised, nor have I
made any arplication for authority for that purpose,
although I think it would be a good job if it were raised,

and the floor also, so that the latter might be well above
high-water mark, which is not the case at present. What
would the conservative writer in the G/iardia7i say in justi-

fication of the ffreui liberties that were taken with West-
minster Hall in tho time of Richard II. ? or of the dis-
regard of Medifpval architects in altering old buildings, of
all that had been done by their predeuessors P

'

Chxeles BABHr."

Dr. Barry seems occasionally to be seeking ex-

cuses for the length of time the Houses of Par-
liament occupied, whereas he might have said

justly, they were built not merely quite fast

enough, but too fast. We combated, again and
again, to the extent of our ability, the charges
of “unnecessary delay,” that were constantly
raised by persons ignorant of art, though influ-

ential, and had the sati&faction of hearing on
one occasion, from Sir Charles himself, that our
observations read to a committee of the Lords
bad been productive of a better feeling, and
much advantage.*

The only allusion in the book to the claims
recently made in behalf of the late Mr. A. W.
Pugin, is contained in the following “Addendum”
to the Preface :

—

“Since this work was printed, the risk allnded to in

page 195, aA likely to arise from the employment of the
late Mr. A. W. Pugin on the New Palace at Westminster,
has been unexpectedly realised flfceeu years after his

death by some extraordinary claims put forward by bis

son. These claima, referring as they do to a question
raised and settled iu the life-time of those ooucerned, have
not appeared to me to require any notice in these pages.

I have therefore left the whole passage in pp. 194-193 pre-
cisely as it was originally written, without the alteration

of a single word. It contains the exact account of the
connexion which existed between Mr, A. W. Pugiu aud
my father, and which, I repeat, so far as Sir Charles
Barry’s knowledge and feeling were concerned, was never
broken by any dispute or estrangement from the day
when Mr. Pugin (then a younc man of 23) was first em-
ploved on the drawings of the New Palace, nntilihe day
of his death in 1S52."

The account here referred to we quote,

—

“As soon as he ^Barry] was appointed arebiteetto the new
palace, he immeaiatelj thought of his friend, aud resolved
to invite him to hi* aid. Convinced that Mr. Pogin was
St that time unrivalled in bis knowledge of Gothic detail,

admii'ing bis extraordinary powers as a draughtsman,
carried away by sympathy with his burning artistic en-
thusiasm, ho could wish for no other coadjutor. The in«

vitation was accepted, and a connexion was established
equally honourable to both artists. No man was more
original than Mr. Pugin. He held strongly certain prin-
ciples, on the evolution ofwliich he greatly disagreed with

• May we he pardoned for printing a few lines he wrote
us on ilie subject :

—

“ Westminster, 21 Feb., 1S43.
My dear Sir,—Accept my best thanks for your able

and disinterested defence of my position as the architect
of the New Pabieeat Westminster. It is only worthy of
yourself aud of the character of the journal which has the
mlvanlage of yo.ur editorial control.—yours, very truly
and gratefuliyj Chaki.e> Babi:y."

his friend : ho was one whose name aud genius could at all

times command an independent authority. Yet for the
furtherance of his art he was willing to accept a distinctly)

subordinate position, and to work uuder the auperinten-
deoce and control of another. His soceptanee of the post, 1

and the spirit in which he discharged his duties, showed ;

the generosity and unselfishness which were his wcll-knowni
characteristics. Nor, on the other hand, could Mr. Barry
be unaware of the danger of calling in a too powerful co-

adjutor. He knew the almost inevitable risk which he in-

curred of being supposed to wear other men’s laurels, of
having aD that was good or spirited in the details attri-

buted to Mr. Pugin, and of finding it difficult or impos-
^

sible to control an enthusiasm, which might work in what
seemed to him nndesirable methods. But these things he
resolutely put aside for the sake of an aid which he
thought likely to improve his great building, and which he
knew to be genial and inspiriting to himself. TJiat Mr.
Pugin was the last man in the world to encroach on
another man’s authority or credit he knew, and that this

confidence iu his friend's character was uot misplaced is

shown by the strong disclaimer which he pnt out, when aa
attempt was made to attribute to him more than he felt

to be his due. The misapprehensions of others he could
oiTord to disregard.
The first aid which he received from Mr. Pu^ w as

under the pressure of shortness of time in making the

original design. Working under Mr. Barry's own eye
j

and direction, Mr. Pugiu sketched for him in pencil a

complete set of details, iu a style perhaps bolder, less

carefully proportioned, and less purely English, than
^

would have been adopted by himself. In the design they
,

differed <0(0 eealo. Mr. Pugin would have recomtuended
|

irregular and picturesque grouping of parts, utterly at

variance with the regularity and symmetry actually

adopted. Except in details, he neither had, nor could

have had, any influence whatever, and those who compare
the details of his own buildings with those of the New
Palace will readily see that even here his influenoe, how-
ever valuable, was chiefly indirect.

After Mr. Barry's appointment as architect, ho still re-

ceived the tamo aid iu preparing detailed drawings for i

the estimate, most of which, however, by changes in de-

sign, were arterwards set aside. Finally, .at his recom-)

mendatioD, Mr. Pugin was formally appointed superin-

tendent of the wood carving, and in that capacity he

directed, first the formation of a valuable collection of

plaster oasts of tho most famous examples at homo and
abroad, and next tho execution of the wood-work, orna- '

mental metal-work, stained gloss, and encaustic tiles

throughout the whole building. But in all eases it was
thoroughly understood between them that the architect’s

supremacy was to be unimpaired. Every drawing passed

uuder hie eye in all cases for supervision, in very many for

alteration. Mr. Pugin's originality and enthnaiastM never

interfered with this nndei-standing : he would carry out

vigorously and heartily what he himself could not alto-

gether approve. His suggestions and criticisms, freely

given and freely received, were invaluable; and his en-

thusiasm, even in its eccentricities, was inspiring and

irresistible. For more than five-and-twenty years the in-

I tereo'urse between the two frienels and coadjutors con-

tinued, unhrokeD by any differences except in taste, sod,

when Mr. Pngin was struck down by his fatal illness, Mr.
Barry felt that his loss was irreparable.”

To the question that has been discussed we
shall not here return. As every one now knows,

Mr. Pugin personally requested us on all occa-

sions to make it understood that he did no-

thing on his own responsibility,—simply assisted

in carrying out practically Barry’s own designs

and views. We printed Lis letter to that eflect

in 1815, and repeated his statement in 18-18

when commenting on a critical article iu the

West7yiiniter Berieir, which contained the expres-

siou of a belief that the interior of the building'

had been committed to Mr. Pugin.*

Sir Chas. Barry was not a great letter-writer,

and as no examples of his style are given iu the

I

biography, we print a letter written by him

j

immediately after the burial of the lace Mr.

Pugin,

—

“ Westminster, September 25, 1852.

“ Hear Godwin,—I am much obliged to you for tlie

ji/tf mention you have made in your memoir of poor

Pugin, of the part he has taken in the decorations of the

New Palace at Westminster. It relieves mo of all neces-

sity of contradicting the false reports that have been put

in circulation on the subject. I would almost ratiier let

it be supposed that the whole of any credit that may be

due to the work should be attrihulcd to him, than that

I should be obliged to put farth any statement of facts

at the present time that might to an ill-natured world

appear to be i^ngeuerous and calculated to dim iu some

degree the lustre of bis great fame.
I wish I could evoke your thunder in blowing up the

design for the Crystal Palace rediviviDi, which, if carried

out as proposed, will be a disgrace to the country aod the

arts of the age in which wo live. I should much like to

show you the suggestions I have made in vain for its im-

provement, which I have been induced to volunteer liom

a strong national feeling and a conviction that a rcaliy

palatial edifice of glass on the glorious site it is to occupy,

with a good outline relieved by domes aud towers re-

flecting the dazzling lustre of a bright sun, would have

such a striking and fairy-like effect as has never yet been

witnessed in any mortal production hitherto created.—

Yours, very sincerely, Cuaeles Babex. '

An engraving of his proposed design for im-

proving tho Crystal Palace is given in the

Biography. We may not, however, devote more

space to the subject, thongh two very interesting

BQbjects are treated of in tho volnmo to which

we have not alluded, namely, a curriculum of

architectural study proposed by Sir Charles

Barry to the Eoyal Academy, and his plans for

the improvement of Westminster. Suffice it

that the book contains much to interest, and

rightly holds np for admiration the character of

onr great artist-architect.

• Guilder, vol. vi., p. 337.
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rHE CONTEESION OP THE “EOUGH”
MATEHIAL.

“The Momirafftnre of Roughs” ia a phrase
j^ell worth hokHug to till the repetition of it has
lone most of the good work it ia capable of, and
ihen it may cheerfully render up its place to
mother that, under such circumstances, cannot
mt be more encouraging. It is something to
iiavo been brought on our own way even thus
.'ar. The phrase of “the dangerous classes”
las had its currency from mouth to mouth, but
ipokeu too often in defiance, and at best
orompted by repugnance, appealing to and
aggravating alarm. It is well that we should be
rougbt to bethink ourselves of a responsibility
a the case, and confront an admitted evil with
11 its inconveniences and dangers under some
unse that doings and misdoings and omissions
f our own rise up in this ibrm of threat and
mnoy.'ince. The gods are just, says the old
ikitish. Edgar,

—

“ ^ he Gods are just, and of our pleosant vices
Make instruments to scourge us;"

tnfc some of the severest knots in the thong are
fue to the earelessceases that- have little enough
leasantnesB to recommend them, and to others
iiat are almost as disagreeable in themselves as
By punishment they bring on afterwards,
/hat is the Rough at bis best and his worst,

—

•itus et in cute,—outside and in ? We have had
icent opportunities of seeing him as gregarious

;

hd specimens of the habitually solitary meet ns
B every turn of our best streets,—at every sten
more degraded districts. Rough is but a

loderate word as applied to the external man;
,iat the clothing, even when sufficient, is re-
Sltingly foul if only from imrenewed use, and
lat it is too often abundantly iusnfRcieut even
r the better seasons of an uncertain climate,

—

iis is but part of the account to be reckoned in
l.fch cumulative irritation that comes upon the
ilclean and the unkempt. All this, however, is

len less distressing to remark than the under-
lied air of the physical man that carries about
Ich unsavoury surroundings. There is no
.'igletype;—it is now the hulking frame that
jggests ho-w Rough may be but equivalent for
iffian, and now the small, light -weedy growth
tit denotes the confraternity of Filch, in
3 “Beggars’ Opera” rather than one of the
drdier or more enterprising followers of
ucheath. “ Will it please you,—hear his
bd now,” at least as regards his growth,
nmparing the roughest congregations of the
I'Ugh with recollections of certain large Con-
iiental cities, wo are bound to admit,—we had
imost said assert,—for our own, a freedom from
line prevalent marks of physical degradation
ut have obtruded themselves elsewhere. In-
hd, it is at once a depressing and a hopeful
siervation in how- many of the class merely
ifarded as what the Greeks would call
Kodies,” aujiaTa ,—we discern still nob merely
n remains but even the materials of a recover-
! e man. The gait is shambling, the whole
nrae lacks not only tone but tension, the joints
i) infirm, the tendons nnelastic, and yet it is

.

h instrument out of tune and out of repair
;.t we have before us, and not, in the majority
wases, the visible heir of a constitution ruined
its core by tho most pestilential miseries vice
ir entailed. We have seen different things in

I strata several degrees higher than the
igighs among populations under happier skies.
vij are still at any rate “ not less than,” wo
I not say archangels, but “ Englishmen
med;” which, if not saying quite so much, ia,

r) think, saying a good deal. And whence,
i.D; comes the ruin ? What is the process of
iinnfacturo that has turned out as Ronghs the
; 1 who were capable of utility and of enjoy,
itat, certainly,—time enough to think about
mement. The roughness of the Roughs is
ijindaut in that les.s vile but ever objectionable
:n of all coarseness and boorielmess and want
sympathy -with anything but the most animal
eietites and excitements; and this, after all,

aint the milder outgrowth of idleness and want
hihealthy amusements, and privation alter-
tjng with intempcranco. There is but one
f) from tho sublime to the ridiculous

; and a
!?le step it ia again that divides the condition
d described from one of reckless violence and
:ibality, and all crime in all worse forma,
itut, again, wo would say for the mental as
hhave said of the corporeal qualifications of
EEnglish Roughs, that, speaking of the mass,
d deduction made for the necessary subsidence
rais level of all that is worst from all grades

of society, wo miss tho signs of essentially and
irreclaimably vicious breed. They are to a large
extent good things in bad places, and comporting
themselves as good things under such inveterate
disadvantages will.

And so the question comes round again.

—

Whence the rais-manufacture that has spoilt

good stuff? How does it come that what should
be a supply of hardy labour, graduating from
the coarsest upward to tho skilled, and the auffi-

cient capacities and fair dispositions that should
find hearty exorcise in the relaxations and in the
domestic relations that are -within reach of the
humblest, should he a dangerous deposit of com-
bustiblo materials at the very base of society

;

that the wasted energy should be ready at any
opportunity and invitation to declare itself in
enmity to society, to side with brutal assailants
of policemen fulfilling duties in which all should
aid them

; that they should only have the use of
language, like Caliban, as if to “know {;ow to
curse;” and that family ties should be unknown
to them, or known only to be abused by unfeel-
ing cruelty?

There is one deep black lino that runs across
society and cuts off an unhappy section inexor.
ably as the “ deep gnlf.” The line ia drawn by
criminal conviction. The brand, and even more,
the conscionsness of the prison, clings to the un-
happy, and the inscription over its gates miirht
add a horror even to the fearful line of Dante,

—

for he who passes out of this gate again, oven
more surely than he who passes in, has forfeited
hope for ever. Can hope be restored to any of
these ? As regards adults the question would
open here too large a digression

; as regards the
younger, those pages have already pressed ur-
gently the considerations that are ino.st to the
pui^ose. Already the success of the reforma-
tories has been a reward to those who, like Lord
Henghton when in the House of Commons,
braved ridictile in demanding the experiment.
It is a enriouB peculiarity of the youthful mind
that it is forgetful of the most agitating events
in the very years that it is most receptive of

,

lively impress’ons.
The skilful reprove grave faults of the young

severely with mingled expostulation, and.’when
the heart is touched, immediately pass from the
subject, and seem as though they entirely forgot
it, as the culprit will as happily forget, even
while by no means unprofited. The wound of
conscience at this ago fortunately heals under
good treatment, and not even a cicatrice re-

mains, or none at least can challenge it.

Education can do much to keep tho poor from
requiring even the saving liclp of the refonnatory,
but it must be eelneation truly to the purpose,

—

to the purpose of starting the young with good
chances of healthy minds in healthy bodies.
The cheap gymnastic exercises should bo as
absolute requirements in a school for pauper
children ns copies of tho alphabet or a black
board

; this sentence is somewhat dogmatical,
let still one more go with it—in every school
that is under public control, if music ia taught
in no other form, it should, at least, tako that
of choral singing. Our theme is how not to
manufactiire Ronghs, and tho answer has been
from all time—by the dutiful instilment of the
generous arts.

And then, what ia to be said of instruction in
the technical arts by which honest industry
achieves a generous livelihood ? Here the
material that we manufacture into Roughs is

in the presence of the possessor of industry’s
own field—tho skilled artizan and trades-unionist,
who claims it as his freehold, and hedges about
the admission to it with restrictions morejealous
than a lodge of Freemasons or a conclave of the
Inquisition. And yet is the periclitant Rough a
man and a brother. Ho is not excluded distinctly
from consideration, either by the Bill of Rights
or Magna Charta. It is the glory of England,
and has been a main source of happiness, that
the vai'ious classes of her society blend gr.adually
into each other; no invidions limitations of race
and descent and alliances exclude all classes but
one from court; sons of peers sit down at a
market table, and the debates of peers have been
presided over from the woolsack by the son of a
man who shaved for a penny. Is the breach of
continuity to come at the line between the
hungry labourer and the highly-waged artizan P

Is it—WQ will not say fair—but is it tolerable,
and shall it be tolerated, that those who are
willing to give knowledge to those who most of
all require it shall be hindered ? that any class
of society whatever shall enforce the law, “ none
that are tower than ourselves shall be as high as
we are, and none that are as low as ourselves

: shall get higher?” There could be but one
enhancement of the principle here involved,

—

“ those who are higher than wo are shall be
brought down to our level, and those below ns
shall be kept down if not got down further.” The
country does not stand alone in the world

;
it

will have to hold its own against others that are
becoming relatively stronger daily, and such a
repudiation of balanced organization would no
more carry us through a crisis, of which assuredly
we shall have move thau one, than redneing all
officers to the ranks and refusing recruits, would
have carried our flag from Lisbon to Toulouse.
But if the artizans are to be called on to give

free chance to those who at present are mann-
factur-ed into Roughs, to become competitors in
skilled labour, are they alone to make a sacrifice ?

Whether a sacrifice would be involved may be a
question

;
but, waiving this, we are not disposed

to pass by other cla-sses of society without
making demands upon them, and not in the way
of charity, but as a right.

TJie con/Ution of our cities is disgraceful in
respect of nncleanliness, and of uncleanliness in
positions that properly fall to public responsi-
bility. Wo have not to go far for illustration.
Those whose route leads them from regions
Mesopotamian to York-street, in quest of their
Builder, will find illustration for themselves in
the damp rough paving of Sfc. Giles, and the
revelations of undergi’ound conditions given by
the tub of disinfectant powder awaiting the black
contents of some evil sewer. From a public
poiut of view we assert the right of such streets
to be as well paved and sewered and lighted as
any. Streets pertain to the general public, not
to the houses adjacent

; and for their mainten-
ance and cleanliness the community must be
responsiblp—must pay. The demand upon the
public purse, if the public recognizes its duties
very .scrupulously, is likely to be heavy. A cry
comes fjoni the children for some other space to
play in besides the intervals between the tread
of foot-pa-ssengers and the tracks of cabs,—some
acre with a monnd, if possible, for running np
and down. So much for health,—and for choer-
fnlness something more : no street of any length
should be without green leaves visible in season.
Trees flourish in. Cheapsicle, and plane-trees, at
least, -would grow in Sfc, Giles’s, Spitalfields, and
tho brick encampments of the East-end ;—time
enough when these localities are provided, to
restore them to Trafalgar-square. Here we
might enlarge also on the provision of work-
men’s halls and such cheerful amnsement therein
as would enable them to give up their present
resorts to the undesirable classes with whom
they at present have to share them so incon-
gruonely.

In conclusion,—for the body politic to be
purified, strengthened, refined, we must use to
some better purpose the material we now mis-
manufactore into Roughs; howbeit, all classes
of society have to concede what, after all, they
have no right to,—i( skilled labour have to give
up its aim at monopoly, .and capital to perform
the duties justly chargeable upon it, and be con-

'

tent with the balance only for profit.

AN EDUCATIONAL VIEW OF THE
PARIS EXHIBITION.

TiiEKE are many reasons why more than a
cursory consideration should be given to the
late Paris Exhibition, not the least important of
which is tho probability that, as far as France
and England are concerned, it will be a very
long time before -we shall havo the opportunity
of criticising a similar display. The example
set by our own country in 1851, by the Inter-
natiorral Exhibition in the first Crystal Palace,
was followed in 1855 on a larger scale at the
French Exhibition iu Paris, and this in its turn
was surpassed by the secondEnglish Exhibition in
1862, whilst the Paris Exhibition of the present
year, 18G7, exceeds all its predecessors either in
France or England, both in tho comprehensive-
ness of its contents and their excellence as
objects of fine and industrial art. Other exhi-
bitions of a somewhat similar nature have been
held at intervals between the above dates, in
different parts of Europe, though leas of an
international than of a national character. The
frequent recurrence of displays on so large a
scale, and involving such costly preparation and
expenditure, has had tho effect of making
mamrfacturera and exhibitors serntinise very
closely the actual advantages to be derived from
a participation in them. Whore brilliant reward
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have been received, or dietinetion won by exhi-

bitors, it may be considered that a return has

been made for the great outlay expended npon

individual displays; but when only moderate

success has been achieved, or even no recognition

of excellence obtained, then it is only natural

that an adverse opinion should be formed of

such costly competitions. It is in the nature of

the^e peaceful contests that the few only meet
with any reward, and, as a consequence, for a

diminutive minority of successful exhibitors who
are made contented and happy by their distinc-

tion, a la'ge majority of disappointed ones must
feel that their money hns been nearly thrown

away, or, what is still worse, expended upon
making manifest to the world their own inferio-

rity. Add to this a sense of the anxiety which

has been felt by every extensive exhibitor, and

the soreness arising from any instances of

apparent injustice in the distribution of awards,

and we have causes of dissatisfaction sufficient

to account for the feeling that the present Paris

Exhibition may be the last of its kind. Whether
it will really be so it is impossible to say,

though, judging from the present condition of

the public mind, the probability is strongly

against another international exhibition for a

very lengthened period. This, as before said,

confers an additional interest upon it, and the

extraordinary excollcnco of much of its contents,

serves to increase the importance of the lessons

which may bo received from their careful exami-

nation and through an impartial judgment upon
them.

Tendency of InicmLiiional Exhibitions.

That periodical exhibitions of fine and indus-

trial art have an educational value cannot be
denied ; and that their influence, both personal,

and national, hns tended towards a general and
individual elevation of taste, is easily demon-
strable. The progress in refinement of public

taste, and the singular excellence of the produc-
tions of individual manufacturers orfirms are tobe
traced almost directly to the periodical applica-

tiou of high standards of excellenco in these

international contests for superiority. There
is, however, a dangerous as well as a beneficial

tendency in competition so keen and thorough
in the industrial branches of manufacturing art,

whicli can never befal the more extended field of

fine art. This danger is, that when unlimited
pecuniary resources are available to the manufac-
turer. and a demand has been created for the

costliest objects, excellence and fitness of design
give place to mere extravagance of ornamenta-
tion, and the simplicity and refinement of true
art are supplanted by a meretricious plastering

of expensive details. When this stage of art

manufacture is reached, the original use of an
object becomes lost sight of, a pampered luxury

takes the place of chaste design, costly materials

become substituted for grace of conception, and
instead of the cabinet or the vase being exam-
ples of the matured skill of the human mind in

art applied to the necessities of the human
being, they degenerate into mere indications of
wealth or proofs of luxuriousnees. Beauty of

materials enriched and enshrined by the conse-

crating influence of true art-workmanship, and
made harmonious by purity of style, will always
have its place in tho highest developments of

industry
;
but, it should ever bo remembered,

that the mere money-value of the materials

used may be made an apology for barbarous or

frivolous art.

Another danger which may be engendered by
monster exhibitions, where so much reputation

may be won or lost, is the creation of an arti-

ficial and fictitious standard of manufacture, re-

presenting not so much tho actual condition of
various branches of industrial art, as the energy
and resources of manufacturers, when pitted

against one another. This produces a feverish

condition, in which consistency and good work-
manship are sometimes sacrificed to mere novelty
and love of display. It is impossible to fix a
limit at which sound workmanship or thoughtful
and beautiful design shall stop; but there are
well understood boundaries in the ornamentation
of every object beyond which, having regard to

the fulfilment of its actual use, elaboration be-

comes impertinence, and the application of art a
frivolous waste of money.
The magnificence ofthe collective displayof any

nation is not necessarily therefore an accurate

gauge of its general character as an art-producer,

nor a true indication of the actual condition of in-

dustrial art among its people. InFrance,a country
in which art appears a necessity, and its cultiva-

tion and enjoyment, through all changes ofgovern-

ment, have been steadfastly followed for many
centuries, the Exposition at the French Depart-

ment of the Exhibition is not regarded as being
ranch, if at all, above the level of the ordinary

condition of industrial production. But in many
other countries, as well as our own, the works of

the best known and most successful exhibitors

are considered to be examples only of exhibition

work, too costly for the possession of any but the
affluent or tho luxurious, and far above the
standard of taste of the majority of even the

middle classes
;
whilst, if we turn from these

' show-works to the objects which surrouiid us
every day in England, we are conscious of the

great gulf which lies between our apparent taste

in Paris and our actual taste at home.

Their Good Ejfects.

The good effects resulting from these great
International Exhibitions would seem, however,
to overbalance the evil ones. Each country
may possibly, in the interchange of ideas, lose

one or more of its cherished monopolies, but it

gains also the advantage of remedying some of

its known deficiencies. Thus in the Exhibition

of 1851, France was far behind England in me-
chanical engineering ; but in 1S67 there is not
much difference between the two countries

;
and

the great lead which was taken by France in

industrial art and design was not felt so strongly

in 1862 by England as it had been eleven years

before. This year, again, we feel that in many
branches of art and art-manufacture we have
fallen into the rear, and shall require to make
some important changes in our means of art-

education before we can regain the ground
already lost. Some of our manufacturers have
complained that the only result of their exhibiting

the best of their works at au international dis-

play has been that foreigners have copied their

designs or works, and, having better skilled

labour than we have in England, been able to

reproduce them at a cheaper rate, and thus

taken away their foreign trade in those articles.

This is, undoubtedly, an individual hardship,

though it is easy to see that society may be a
gainer even by such a result

;
for it is only by

similar means that nations become educated, and
civilization progresses.

Educational Character of the Exhibition.

In the Fine Arts, Painting, Architecture, and
Sculpture, the works displayed by the various

countries of Europe were sufficiently national to

be full of valuable information to the education-

alist, and to others they could not help being
educational in the highest sense of the word.
Even the History of Labour collections were so
thoroughly characteristic of the several nations

and people who exhibited them, thatau analysis

of the objects displayed, without a knowledge of

the countries represented, would have enabled an
educated man todeterniiue the raainfeatures.with
much of the details, of the history and character

of the various races whose antiquities were there

exhibited. The same may also be said of the

different groups and classes into which the whole
modern collection was divided, that, where the
industry of any country was fairly well repre-

sented, it displayed to the educationalist almost
all that was worth knowing of the condi-

tion and history of the nations themselves. An
examination of the objects which give an oppor-
tunity for the application of design and orna-

ment, either in form or colour, would have enabled
us to ascertain with almost precise accuracy the

state of art-education in the country whose
works were being considered, even if there were
no other means of arriving at a conclusion con-

cerning it. Perhaps it is almost a fairer test of

the condition and success of art-education iu a
country to judge of it by its results as seen in

the application of art to industry, than to form
an opinion from the exercises of the students in

art schools, or from illustrations of complete
systems of instruction. Happily, however, both
sources of information were open to us in the

Paris Exhibition, for not only could we see the

results of art-education in the products of many
nations, but the means by which instruction was
given and the systems pursued in the Schools of
Art and Design were also submitted to our inspec-

tion and criticism. Having regard to our own
position in England in the matter of art-educa-

tion, a consideration of the question broadly may
be of some interest just now; and I propose,
therefore, to submit the conclusions come to by
myself after a long and careful examination of

the Exhibition, and to make some suggestions as
to the future development of art-education in

England.

[Noy, 30, 1867.

Enylish Works.

With the experience derived from former Ex-

hibitions it might have been expected that iu

some of the most essential features of fine art,

the English School would be deficient, and that

in many branches of industrial art our manu-
facturers would be surpassed by Continental

rivals. This has proved to be the case
;
and

though England may well be proud of several

masterpieces of industrial art exhibited in the

British department, we cannot, on a comparison

of the entire English display with those of some
foreign nations, congratulate ourselves upon the

result. It is not that we cannot, under pressure,

produce works of great excellence. The cabinet

of Messrs. Wright & Mansfield, the pottery of

Minton, Wedgwood, and Copeland, the locomo-

'

tives and machinery of Kitson, Stephenson, and
Whitworth ;

the paperhangings of Woollatns,

the silver plate of Hunt & Roskell, and Elking-

ton— all these prove that there is the power to

do good things in us. What was most strongly

impressed upon us in a general survey of the

Exhibition was the conviction that from the con-

trast which existed between the best and the
J

worst of tho English works, the best were the re-

sult of extraordinary and exceptional efforts,

under very great difficulties, and that the greatest

of these difficulties was the absence ofart power,

executive ability, and technical education, iu

the great mass of English workmen, who wei'ej

the producers of tho works. Whatever other]

great qualities may be possessed by Englishmen,

the most patent feature in the Paris Exhibition

was that, as a nation, in comparison with some]

othernations, wecoiildnot draw; and not being]

able to draw, we translated art-workmanship, as

it were, into our productions, as though it were]

a foreign language, which we speak with but an

imperfoctpronunciation and an evident ignorance]

of its grammatical construction. This was obser-

vable in almost every branch of industry or fine

art, in the practice of which the knowledge'

of form is necessary. If we compared the]

English architectural designs with those of the

French especially, the former, with but two or

j

three exceptions, appeared before us utterly)

i
marred by the feeble, poor manner in which they

I were drawn, and in which also the absence of the

* power ofdrawing was visible in their originalcom-

position. If, again, we examined the pictures of

the great European schools, tho sweet harmo-j

nious colouring, the human element and the

truthful history of the English school, with its

pleasing subjects and perfection of finish must]

have been acknowledged by all ;
but for powerful

and majestic drawing we must go to the French
j

and German schools. In architectural drawing the

French works were pre-eminent, the same power|

and masterly handling being evident in them as

I in the paintings of the French school. In their

j
tapestries and damasks, carpets, and paper-

hangings, furniture, pottery, metal work, the

French, and some German nations, betray per-

fect facility in drawing, the freedom, and bold-

ness with which form is represented, almost in

some cases, and altogether in others, running

into licentiousness. Indeed, the taste and priu-

ciples of design displayed in many of the foreign

works are vastly inferior to some English pro-

ductions. This springs more from the exube-

rance of power in drawing than from any otbOT

cause, as though the designers, conscious of

their own strength, refused to be bound by nice

degrees of subordination, or correct axioms of

taste, and this is the most prominent failing in

French design. The error is traceable to a de-

ficient education in the elementary principles of

ornamental art, which, though it gives a wrong

direction to the taste of the ornamentist or

designer, does not control his power of execution.

The opposite fault is, as a rule, characteristic of

English works,—the design of form, proportion,

and enrichment being on the whole sound in

principle, but the execution in many cases weak

and feeble, as though the workmen aimed at the

imitation of a design in a mechanical manner,

withont knowledge of art or ability to draw, and

thus the original ideas, which may have been

excellent, having to pass through an interpreting

medium of weakness and ignorance become

marred and powerless.

Influence of InsWuction in Dravxiivj.

This difference of feeling which is observable

in both fine and industrial art, between the

English and Continental works, is not difficult to

acconnt for
;
the explanation of it is to be found

in the very different degree to which drawing is

taught generally in England, and in France and
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j-erniany, bat principallj is it owing to the

nperior system upon which the subject is

tudied, in France, at least, to what it is in

England. Having examined somewhat minutely

ho exhibitions of the French schools of art and

[rawing classes at the Palais de I’lndnstrie in

•SG 1
,
and seen some of the principal Parisian

chools in operation both then and since, both of

vhich sources of information convinced me that

n ordinary schools for the middle and working
lasses, as well as in the special schools of design

;nd sculpture, drawing is more generally and
horougbly studied in France than it is in Eng-
and

;
the general superiority in art of the

french, whether in industrial or fine art subjects,

n the International Exhibition, occasioned me
10 surprise, but appeared rather the only possible

ind inevitable result of awidedifiusionof educa-

ion in the direction which developes taste and
nakea art-power possible. If a whole nation is

lystematically trained to a knowledge of the

leautiful, the higher and more refined will

aecome either creators or appreciators of art,

ind will raise or maintain a high standard of

;a8te by their works or their demands ;
whilst

;he naturally vulgar and tasteless have their

joarseness modified and their eyes opened to the

dement of beauty. Besides the general public,

Jiere aro the thousands of professional men
ind working men to whopi a knowledge of

Irawing, and a perception of good forms,

nake the difference between the artist and the

nachine
;
and in France the architect does not

•ely from choice or necessity upon the carver to

Jesign bis sculptured details, or the decorator to

supply his surface ornament
;
nor among work-

men are there arbitrary lines between tbe art-

?porkman and rough worker, but each is in a

irausition state from the latter to the former, or

Vom the former to higher ground still, according

;o their length of experience or diligence in

jtudy—all recognising the prime necessity of

aaviug truthful eyes and skilful hands, and
inowing that the enjoyment of their work and
ts money value also depend npon their ability

;o incorporate their lessons in the schools of

irt with the work they have to perform, day

jy day, each in their separate calling. I

was quite prepared, therefore, by this know-
ledge, for the display in the French Department
this year, of such excellent workmanship, grace-

fulness, and fitness of form, and for the one
prevailing strength running through all their

works, viz., good drawing. The systems of study

iu the German states are not so different to that

we are familiar with in England as to make
them subjects of great interest

j
nor is their

display so superior to ours as to make us curious

about their art education. The French method
is, however, so opposite, and the results of the

instruction, as seen in painting, architecture,

sculpture, and industrial art, so far beyond all

that we have done recently in England, that it

would bo well for us if, upon the basis of onr

English school of art method, we could engraft

that element in the French (if we can only

discover it) which gives such extraordinary

mastery over drawing possessed by both their

artists and workmen.

Art Schools Exhibitions.

Having a desire to profit by the opportnnities

given of an examination into the several

European methods of art education, with a view

of seeing to what extent our own might be im-

proved, 1 spent many days in comparing the

students’ works in various educational courts,

and afterwards pursued the inquiry in some of

the Paris schools. From the collections in the

Exhibition, alone an accurate comparison conld

not well be made, for whilst that exhibited by the

Science and Art Department was an “illustration

of the course of drawing, painting, and model-

ling, and studies for the improvement of manu-
factures, pursued in English art schools,” the

French and German studies (with the exception

of those of Wurtemburg) only professed to be

disconnected examples of students’ works. The
collection of studies produced by the students

nnd exhibited by the master of the Lambeth
.School of Art, might have been fairly compared

, with the foreign examples of studies, because, in

it no effort bad been made to illustrate a system,

few works having been shown, and those only of

. the most advanced kind.

United Kingdom.

The collection of drawings from Kensington

i illustrated completely every one of the twenty-

I three stages of art study, with their subdivisions

: and sections, into which the English school of

art course is arranged. It included fifty distinct

branches of study, commencing with that of

plane geometrical drawing, and ending with

examples of designs for manufactures, architec-

tural, surface, and plastic designs. For compre-

hensiveness of subject the collection was not

equalled in the Exhibition
;
nor conld it have been

if all the other European nations had contributed

a selection from all their exhibited works to form

one collection. In point of excellence ofindividual

works, it was perhaps only surpassed by a few
French crayon drawings from the cast, and
by drawings of similar subjects from ilnrem-

burg. It is to be regretted that the whole

of the drawings from England were not, as they

might have been, from one school of art,

—

such as Kensington,—and that they were not the

productions of hon'l _/ide students of art-schools,

but principally those of students training to be-

come art-masters. This would have enabled us

to compare thorn fairly with other studies of

the foreign schools by artisan students. As it

was, they illustrated only the stages of study in

which art-instruction is given, and this they did

admirably. Quite as good illustrations might,

however, have been obtained from the produc-

tions of the regular students in the art-schools,

whether in London or the provinces, and then we
should not have laid ourselves open to the charge

that whilst other nations have exhibited their

students’ works, wo have exhibited our masters’

works. Should another opportunity ever occur

for a similar exhibition, perhaps it (vould be ad-

visable to bear this in mind
5

for, from an

examination of the national coropetitional works

for this year exhibited at Kensington, I believe

even better drawings were available from

amongst them than were displayed as repre-

sentative works in Paris.

Wurtemherg.

The only other collection which appeared to

illustrate tbe system of instruction given in

schools of art was that before referred to, viz., tbe

Wurtemherg collection. This included freehand

outline drawing, geometrical, perspective, me-
chanical, and architectural drawing, crayon,

pencil, and charcoal shading from the cast and

copies, and models in plaster. The system illus-

trated was very similar to, but far less compre-

hensive than the English
3
and the only works

deserving of remark were the crayon and char-

coal drawings, which were excellent. There
' are, however, indications of sound and sensible

methods of study iu these schools, as regards

system. What is, perhaps, more interesting

to us in England, just now, whilst we are

on the look-out for some plan upon which art-

education, in common with other branches of

technical education, may be more generally ex-

tended to the masses, is the wide diffusion of the

means of art-insiruction in the very little king-

dom of Wurtemherg. I bad the privilege of

meeting, whilst examining this collection,' with

one of the royal commissioners of the kingdom,

a Dr. Steinberg, who informed me that in a

population of about two millions of people, they

had in active and successful operation sixty-four

schools of art
3
that the Government appointed

and paid the teachers, the municipalities in each

town or village providing the place for study.

The payment for instruction from the pupils

varies 3 in some it is wholly, iu others nearly

gratuitous
5
but in one instance, that of Stuttgart,

tbe students pay a fee of eight shillings a year.

The works of forty-five of these sixty-four schools

were exhibited, or portions from the works of

each 5 and, considering the scanty population of

the country, and circumstances of the people,

the display was a very creditable one. In com-

mon with the English, the Wurtemherg system

commences with a bold outline practice of a

geometric description, advancing to curves of a

more elaborate design, and, though never pur-

suing the practice of outline drawing through

all the subjects and sections of study which we
do in England, yet it seems to make clearness of

line, balance of form, and cleanliness of work-

manship in the use of the medium, a required

accomplishment in all pupils before advancing

to more difficult studies. Much importance is

attached to drawing from the cast both in out-

line and in light and shade, and a complete set

of the casts used in the schools was exhibited.

Some of these were ordinary reproductions of

well-known subjects, used for purposes of study

in all countries, but many casts were from con-

ventional forms cot apparently in wood, designed

especially as subjects to draw from, showing in

their treatment the hard outline strongly re-

lieved, almost detached from the background,

against which in England sculptors have so

earnestly and so rightly protested.

Hesse, Baden, Nuremberg.

The collections from Hesse and Baden, and
the Nuremberg drawings, served only to show
us that art education is being very systema-

tically pursued in those places, and that in

the curriculum of their studies scientific draw-
ing bolds an. important place. Much attention

is evidently bestowed upon projection, solid geo-

metry being a favourite subject, orthographic

and perspective projection in the form of draw-

ings and models, making a large proportion of

the works displayed. In the German collections

of works, as in the French, the absence almost

entirely of coloured subjects, was, perhaps, to

English art masters, the most striking feature.

If exercises on colour, either from copies or

natural objects, form any part of the study pur-

sued in German or French schools of art, their

importance would appear to be placed much
lower in the scale thau either scientific drawing,

or studies in light and shade.

Darmstadt.

Educationally, the display of the Bolytechnio

Institute of Darmstadt, the models of geometric

solids, details of machinery, and illustrations of

the science of projection, was one of tbe most

valuable collections in the Exhibition. Eftbrts

have been made at different times in England to

produce similar works for our own Schools of Art

and Science, without very great success, and it

would be most useful to us if this collection

could be secured for the English schools.

France.

The most interesting study to an English art-

master was the educational display in the French

court. Here, if at all, could be detected the secret

of that power of drawing before referrei^ to

which is the chief characteristic of applied art «i

French manufactures, as well as in the fine-art

works in architecture, painting, and sculpture,

i After the elaborate expose of the English art-

I

school system, with its numerous stages of in-

I
struction and many sections and subdivisions,

each differing from the other and all well repre-

sented, the German schools of design and art

appeared to offer only a limited range of educa-

tion. The contrast in this respect of the English

with the German was however not so great as the
' German with the French, for the prevailing im-

pression after examining the works of the latter

is, that in Franco there are no stages, and no
subdivisions, and no delicacies of system

3
one

object is alone prominent,—drawing is the com-

mencement of the course, imperfect and feeble

enough sometimes, drawing is the middle, and

drawing the end
3 as the accomplished draughts-

man and possible artist ends, so the faltering,

ignorant student begins, with the same medium,
chalk or charcoal, on the same subjects as to

kind, and with the one prevailing principle

always in view, the absolute imitation, in masses

and contrasts of light and shadow, of forms pre-

sented to the eye. There are degrees of diffi-

culty in tbe subjects used for study, and infinite

degrees of success in the accomplishment of the

object' sought—precise imitation 3
but if the

utter absence of stages of study and nice distinc-

tions between the several mediums used to obtain

expression, if the ignoring of systematising and
subdividing art study constitute in itselfa system,

then we may say French art-education recog-

nises as the basis of its system, drawing alone.

The schools exhibiting in the French Court were

by no means so numerous as those which were so

excellentlyrepresented in thePalais de I’lndustrie

in 1864
,
nor were the works of the schools,

which exhibited both then and in 18G7
,
so

many or so excellent. The insufficiency of wall

surface and space generally in this year’s Exhi-

bition, was sufficient to account for the compara-

tively imperfect manner in which the French

schools were represented. Thongh the number of

works was limited, there were sufficient to display

what are tbe aims of the schools, and to allow of

a fair judgment concerning the success which

meets their efforts. Tbe aim is very humble,

the success distinguished. It is refreshing after

seeing the handsome drawings, nicely mounted,

of the English and some German courts, to see

here the rough and roughly presented studies of

French students. Occasionally a moderately

elaborate light and shade drawing from tbe

antique, was elevated to a place of honour on the

walls of the French court, but tbe great majority

were in portfolios iu the wooden bins, one of

which was allotted to each school. Here upon
common paper were numerous studies, some from
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the most execrable flat examples of orBamental
design ; others from casts of the antique of orna-
ment and figure

;
and others from the living

model
;

all wrought in charcoal and crayon,
rubbed and stumped in their general working,
and many finished by spirited touches with the
chalk point, and enrichment of the deep shadows
by the seme means, Tbe method of progression
appeared to be from shaded flat copies to tbe
cast, and from the cast to tbe living model. The
first exercises were large details of ornament and
animal foims, coarsely but efiectively shaded in
chalk, so that from the very beginning the student
is taught that the end of his work is to
get an effect of perfect realization in light and
shade. This course of study I saw in operation
in several of the municipal schools in Paris, both
male and female, and can speak of it with the
greatest admiration. Little boys, who with us
wt'uld be languishing over outline drawing of
difficult pieces of ornament, which they have to
do for many weary months, in the French schools
are working away deeply interested over their
drawings in charcoal and chalk, studying the
effect of rouudnees in their copy, and struggling
bard to get it in their own drawings. Then I
observed, that though a student in England
might work for weeks over an outline which is

only a bad imitation of another outline, done as
it were by brute force, the French pupil either
makes or mars his study in three or four even-
ings, and it is more or loss an effort of his own
feeling, his own spirit and knowledge. If he is

in a low stage of perception of form or effect, he
does his best honestly in that stage, and goes
on quickly from it to something higher, without
stopping to affect in his work a refinement be
does not feel, or waste his time in the mere
mimicry of finish he cannot understand.
An excellent feature of the French plan is

that within a few weeks, or months at Ihel
farthest from commencement, a student leaves

'

flat examples and goes at once to drawing from

chalk or chaicoal as a medium, was entirely
econted in English Schools of Artu The exami-
nation and reports upon tbe French Art Schools’
E-xhibition by inspectors and masters of the
English schools in 1864 drew attention to the
excellence of the method, and its adoption was
very strongly advocated by at least one master.
Since then, both in London and the provinces,
several masters have partially adopted the
system, and it was well represented in this
year’s national competition in London.
Anxious that we might have a fair opportunity
of judging the style of work, I strongly urged
upon the Science and Art Department the ad-
visability of obtaining examples of French char-
coal drawings, in my report on the French
Schools in 1S64-. This does not appear to have
been done

j but in order that there might be
specimens of such works in England, I ordered
two specimens when in Paris, from, perhaps,
the best school in Paris, a commission cheerfully
undertaken by the master, and since carried
out by two of his beet students. These works
aro deposited, for the use of the students, in the
Leeds School of Art

; and I may add that I
shall be happy to show them to any person in-
terested in art education who may desire to ex-
amine them.
With your permission, I will conclude this

" Educational view of the Paris Exhibition

colour and broad treatment. Mr. F. W. Topham
has but one contribution, a large sketch of “ A
Spanith Letter-writer” (175), very forcible,
and cleverly done. ilr. F. Tayler’s studies for
bunting and hawking subjects have all the old
vivacity and dexterity of performance common
to many hundreds of cognate specimens:

—

“ Two Sketches of Hawking in one frame

:

l.^A Gallop; 2. A Flight over the Sand-hills”
(170) ; and three others,—two “ Hunting” and
one “ Hawking” (179) ; the last, a fair heroine
on horseback, with a falcon on ber wrist, is
especially agreeable. More so than Mr. F.
Bnrton’s chalk “Study from Life” (199); for,
though masterly in drawing, it will disappoint
those who expect to find in it one of those
beautifully idealized female heads so often ex-
hibited by him : cream-coloured high lights on a
blue ground may have helped to give little

charm to an ordinary set of features, of which a
short nose and a long upper lip are the most
striking. Mr. W. Goodall’s Pyrenean peasant
girls have the recommendation of being repre-
sented in a manner creditable both to them and
to him, betokening improvement on hia part and
little need of it on theirs : whether at
“Prayer” (107), very like Mr. F. Goodall’e
picture at the French Gallery— “At the
Hoadside Cross” (212); similarly engaged,
'or just after being so employed (10), they

With some suggestions concerning the develop-
;

are substantial and well - depicted figures,
ment of our English system of art education,

|

Mr. E. Lundgren’s smaller studies of heads,
founded on observations upon the French and

j

such as those in (176), the two ilrawings
German methods, as seen in the Exhibition and

!

occupying one frame, 1. “An Arab Woman,”m the schools, m a future number of the UuiZtZer.: 2 .
“ Norwegian Children,” have better claim to

TT J nr i

W.U.T/.II Smith, l attention, because tbev are more natural and
Head Master of the Leeds School of Art. nuforoed than (-14) the larger, “ Study of an

Egyptian Wonian,” which is black and very
anitioial- looking. Mr. F. F. Shields is of the-
few who do more than copy their models

;
hie-

actors are usually informed with some expression
proper to their situation, and even when it

seems least likely to be imparted
; the child

clinging to her sister’s arm almost speaks the
tfitle rre TX. 1+U TT/M". jjj the com*

SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER.
___ COLOLRS.

dMafeltiirrrS’ p^'T i

This is the sWh nnaeal ertibition of sketches oliogirg to her sister’s arm
*

rt?s saWeet thr ^orts
provided by tbe members of the title (2d4), Let me go with yea. m oom-

from the rouchUt effort to the mnsf rpfi
^

i

Painters in Water-colours, and differs plete and well-stxidied little picture, which is the

the porlfoltaffrot >>'“ of ‘i- fo” contribatiLs. Bat vhere are

M Leqnien and others there were* |

than usually corrobo- Mr.Birbet Foster’s nicely washed and combed and

from the ;i;,rg model
™ ' the aegratifjing fact that figore-pamtiag ' oloanly - pinafored village children, who alwavB

of drawing and thoroughly ardstio treatment i “f
bring such comforting assurance that bread-and.

Having gono through both nf the., T I

."to .follow it show batter are no delicacies, and that soap is a

am bound to sny tbe^drawinga esiibited in the '

O' Itfol'Pcea of imagination. There widely-spread blessing
; that fresh air is food.

Champ de Mars^ were rathef under
oonsolntion, however, that there is no and dew the only cosmetic to he relied on?

what the students usuallv nrnflnf’fl tLarv . Vto |

decline on the part of others whose
j

“ Let mo go with you,” would be the loud ciy of

It appears to me that Hiia Frpnrh in T ^

f I

Nature includes everything that
;

many a metropolitan boy and girl, if they saw

teacwiirdrawinTis fhf on , 1 ''T“'v
'ttcttpli-e tvliat snch inviting p^males. But where are [hey =

be learnt by an aft.edncationnlist from the Paris ' rTt.'”’ a
^ human who deal with the Have Loudon Directors and Social Improvements

Exhibition We see in all the Freer I H j

I’gltls and shadows of. e xistence in their positive
,

Commissioners bonght them ali up to hide such

tionsof artsndinduBtrv^iithont McenJon^^
° disheartening Samples, or

tense power and pet^lTfa'oimy of dre'^in^^^^ wo m'
prose-muoh less the poetry-of a living

,

does Manchester still absorb as many of these

aJl other methods displajk in the Exhibition, m
that we know to exist. I do not attribute tbe
brilliant artistic powers of Frenchmen wholly to
the way in which they learn to draw; but. I do
say there is a definite connexion between the
two things, the unique method of iusti notion and
the attainment of unique and perfect drawing
power in- art. Fora curriculum of professional
study to produce professional artisis the French
municipal schools are not intended, and are,
therefore, not adapted. Their aim is to get the
greatest amount of tbe common element of all
art into artisans in the short time they are
under insti-nction. For this they are adapted,
and in it they are more successful than the
schools of any other nation, tested by every
standard, whether it be facility in drawing,
design for manufactures, or applied art, or to
form tbe basis for further professional art-study.
Compared with the English School of Art

system, the French is deficient in breadth and
comprehensiveness.and yet it gets more valuable
results than the English does. The latter is as
well suited to proftsaionr.l artists as to artisans

;but in trying to secure both objects it decreases
its own usefulness to manufacturing industry.
"What we want in England is to engraft upon
our system this French plan as to drawing, and
then we should have absorbed, as it were, the
soul of French art education. It is, I am pre-
pared to allow, a very rough and ready method;
all the more suitable, therefore, for students who
begin their studies with taste and power at zero;
out it has, on the other hand, capacity ofdevelop-
ment to suit the education of the most perfect
taste and the maturest power. Some years ago
the practice of working light and shade drawings
with leather and stump as instruments, using

evidence between sketch and finished drawing
|

it is better to retni-n to subje'ets that have had
than has been the case when tbe white spandrel more light shed upon them : these heads are
was or was not the only frame of excuse why very brilliant, that of the sixteenth century
either designation .should or should not apply to cavalier particulai-ly. A “ Sketch of a Girl an
the work

; but even hero e.xception3 may be an Organ,” by tbe same, is very gray and grace-

w appearance, and far better than that of
i? . Walker, whose truthfulness has made it diffi-

‘ “ A Girl at a Birdcage ” (365), wherein, with re-

study to produce Drofeesionai flrti^sVlm'Frr^rnta* I

^ “8“® for picture
; so he has gard to fritter and finish, Mr. Johnson has been

^ < the French
I given it none. 336 m the catalogue is number his owu critic, and cut up his handiwork most
one m real precedence, and belongs to such unmercifully. Several studies of beads by Mr.
effects as are not so easily described as appre- F. Sroallfield, amongst some eight or nine emana-
r-infcH _.i. ,• . .......elated. Two rustic gardeners—woman and boy— are tending rows of a violet plantation;
they are apparently searching for the slugs and
snails likely to lessen their blossom-harvest

:

with such unpromising assistance as a late
autumnal approach of twilight; young tree-stems
nearly stripped of their foliage and webbed
by the spiders

; fallow-fields for a background,
and a cold yellowish sky, Mr. Walker has suc-
ceeded,—by rare power of imitating and a certain
gift be has to make such things seem worth
the imitation,—in commanding au extraordinary
amount of interest and admiration for them. Mr.
John Gilbert’s forte is not that of iniitativeness,
and he himself is inimitable

; whatever suspicion
there is in hia styleof Rubens’s influence has long
been recognised to be as much his own—innate—
as bis great prototype’s. His “ Battle of the
Standard ” (26) is as full of action and as indica-
tive of bis well-known characteristics as any pre-
vious work; the sketch is resonant with the din
of contest, and very suggestive of mortality to all
engaged in it but the painter. A study for
‘ Cardinal Wolsey ” (193) discussing with him-
self the inexpediency of Ring Henry’s impending
marriage with Anno Bullen, is also bv Mr.
GBLonf. Q,./t ;i_ .-J . .. ,

tioDS, show delicate finish and careful observation,
notably “An Old Man’s Head” (394). But the
most careful attention, the closest observation,
as well as tbe most indomitable industry, more
frequently belong to those who, obedient to
their call, pay deference with the nodding
trees to nature out of doors, and listen to the
sighs of the south or west breezes that whisper
her loveliness under clear skies, or to the louder
voice of the north proclaiming her cold and
fickle, but still as alluring as most things cate-
gorized under tbe feminine Gender aro .always
allowed to be : they follow their instincts and
their mistress all the more closely because her
changes are as puzzling as charming.

Years ago (it behoves long memories some-
times not to be very precise as to dates) the
late Mr. P. Danby, A.R.A., painted a splendid
picture, and named it “ The Painter’s Holiday,”
wherein an idler in supine enjoyment of such a
snn-bath for a landscape as he might only safely

leave to his moro industrious friend to paint,
gave a pleasant intimation that there were
intervals of rest available for the painter; but
this was long before the institution of exhibitions
of sketches and studies

;
and there aro few now" , ;* ,

•- .u.. . v» duu BLuuieB
;
uuu mere aro lew uuw

Gilbert, and as easily identified by its brilliant ^who would doze in fine weather, and in sight
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f sucli a fair prospect, for with the artistic

iculty there seems to co-exist a moral obligation

0 be always exercising it.

ilr. Carl Haag, who used to elaborate figure

ubjects once, and to show good academic train-

Dg in all he did, seems now to devote himself

intirely to landscape, unless “ The Halt at the

pyramids ” (6), with its camels and attendants,

nay be asserted in contradiction: “TheAkro-
)olia of Athens” (101), and “ The- Sphinx of

leeza” (203), are the themes on which he loves

10 glowingly to dissertate. Mr. J. J. Jenkins,

;oo, has forsaken his Brittany first aftections,

ind forgotten Watteau reminiscences in favour

)f homelier matters ; and his transoripls, made
‘At Eashing, Surrey” (14), with that of
‘ Goring Church, on the Thames” (22), are so

•ich in colour, and ofi'er so strong an argument
in support of his views, that the change is not

;o bo regretted. “The Thames at Wargrave ”

^31), with green banks, a cloudysky, and a
barge trailing along the smooth water, aftbrds

mfficienb means for Hr. E. Duncan to provide a
choice example from. Mr. G. A. Eripp proves
himself an enthusiastic student as well as a

pei'fect master ; how carefully drawn are the

‘Oaks in Early Summer” (56), and how
admirably conveyed is the idea of light,

air, and space in Hayfield or Cornfield (180).

Mr. Davidson's numerous items make him
an instance in proof that painters can have
very few holidays; (195) “Misty Moonlight,
North Wales,” is the more noticeable, because,

unlike anything elec easily remembered of his,

it is also very exquisitely done. Mr. George
Dodgson, in his four choice little bits in one
framo (56), looks to have added more finish to

his method of production. “ 1. Village Gossip
;

2. The Village Smith; 3. Interior; and 4.

Evening in the Woods,” are all remarkable for

light and shadow effects and fine colour. Mr.
Paul J. Naftel’s “ Junction of the Greta and the

Tees, Yorkshire” (62), is an important study,

but the use of body-colour is carried to excess in

it, giving even in the foreground stones a wooden
appearance : this objection is still more cogent
in a sunset efl^ect, “Near Wickham, Surrey”
(74), with the sky made solidly opaque. Most
of Mr. Naftel’s drawings are forcible and attrac-

tive, but his manner is very confirmed. All the
dozen contributions of Mr. A. W. Hunt have
some peculiar charm to distinguish them ; biat

the charms of all are culminated in (349)
“ Carrying Hay on the Thames,” which is

exquisite in its purity aud variety of colour, and
as nearly perfection as those who doubt the
possibility of perfection will allow anything to

be. “The Weir at Pangbourne: Windy Day”
(340), will show, to some extent, that it is not
only with such aids as dappled sky, pellucid

water that clearly reflects surrounding ob-
jects in its depths, or tho richness of hue
proper to trees, and their shadows under
calm evening influences, that Mr. Hunt
succeeds

;
and that he is versatile in his extra-

ordinary apprehension of natural facts. Mr. J.

Holland and Mr. E. A. Goodall are still doing
“ Venice,” and the latter has done a picturesque
bit of “London, from tho Thames” (277), well
enough to compare with his Venetian scenes,

which are known to be admirable. Mr. S. P.
Jackson’s “ Scraps on the Thames ; 1. At
'Streatley; 2. Old Bi’idge at Goring; 3. White-
church Lock ; 4. Streatley Mill and a larger

study of “ Twilight ” (298), bear witness to his

icareful consideration and great ability as a
draughtsman, though even stronger evidence
might be educed from the seventeen opportunities
laflbrded. Mr. H. Gaatineau vigorously upholds
his fame as a sketcher some twenty times in the
course of the gallery ; so does Mr. Collingwood
Smith, if less often, not less well : and Mr. W.
Gallow, whether in landscape or marine, shows
an equal facility in rendering either. Mr. H. B.
Willis, whose art is sometimes in the Highlands,

(284), devotes aa much attention and apt
Klextority to the portrait of “ A Heifer’s Head ”

(25), and again to a " Study of a Sheep’s Head ”

(205), as if they had been commissioned by their

respective family. (237) “A Sketch of Farm
Horses,” by the same, is very excellent, and
these form but a small portion of what Mr.
Willis exhibits. Mr. S. Read has a capital study
of the “Tomb of Rubens, in St. Jacques, Ant-
werp” (227), and Mr. J. Nash several interior.
Besides a bold impressive drawing of a “Moun.
tain Pass, Loch Katrine ” (3), Mr. T. M. Richard-
son has.amongstotber forcibly-executedsketches,

“Two Studies in Charcoal : 1. Inverloohy Castle,

LArgyieshire
;
2. A Highland Glon ” (236), which

iaro very masterly, and show what satisfactory

results may be ’expected from those who know
how to use whatever moat readily comes to hand.

Mr. Branwhite is not to be deterred from follow-

ing his profession under the most chilling cir-

cumstances
;
if “Winter Evening” (272) were

studied out of doors, he must be one of Nature’s

most ardent admirers indeed; whilst Mr. B.

Burne Jones’s manual expressions lead to the

inference that he does nob know that lady, and

does not want, since his designs are for

Gothic decoration. Mr. T. R. Lament e.xhibits

several figure compositions of various degrees in

merit; Mr. F. Powell some clever but mannered
landscapes

;
and Messrs. A. Glennie, Whittaker,

Collingwood, D. Cox, G. P. Boyce, J. Callow,

and S. T. G. Evans, aro ably represented.

(346) “ Near Soli, in the Tyrol,” is Mr. T.

Danby’s most attractive contribution,—a very

pleasing, brilliant little drawing.

THE DANGERS OF THE VIRGIN
ISLANDS.

Ouu readers will observe in the public papers

the account of the dreadful calamity that has

befallen some of the Vitp;in Islands, amongst

them that picturesque and charming little

island, Sb. Thomas, “ tho gem of the Tropics.”

Tho fearful destruction of human life, amount*

iog, it is said, to upwards of 500 persons, and

•property, both the houses at “Charlotte Amalie,”

and shipping of the harbour and neighbourhood,

is perhaps unparalleled in the histoiy of hurri-

canes.

The writer of this has had the advantage of

being in two hurricanes, one on land and one on

water, and he can speak feelingly as to the de-

predation and panics those dread convulsions

of nature produce : tho accounts that have

usually been published (and probably the one in

the present instance) fall very short of the

actnal reality : they must be seen and felt to be

duly appreciated.

Those who have not experienced such stirring

scenes, and live at home at ease, can scarcely

form an idea of the horrible upheavings,

oscillations, and vibrations of earthquakes, or

the still equally dreaded hurricanes, when the

blasts from heaven appear all concentrated in

one fell roar and swoop, as if intended to sweep

all living things from the surface of the earth

and sea, aud reduce all creation and created

things to one inexti icable and common ruin.

It is sincerely to bo hoped that this melan-

choly catastrophe, coupled with the devastation

that has taken place amongst the crews and

passengers of the steam-ships belonging to the

Royal Mail Steam-packet Company for some

time past, from yellow fever, produced by that

hob-bed of disease, the harbour of St. Thomas,

will induce that company to seek some other

station as the rendezvous for tho Atlantic and
intercolonial steamers.

The picturesque beauty of this fair isle, the

exquisite and perfect character of the harbour,

being securely land-locked, with the entrance

opened to the south, the excellence of its geo-

graphical and commercial position, ought not to

be taken for one moment into consideration

against the weighty arguments that it is unfit

for their station, in consequence of being

more exposed to hurricanes than other places

;

and its uuhealthiness is so notorious, that few

like to land there, and the sailors of the steam-

ships dread lying there, as many as thirty men
having been lost of the crew of one ship in one

fortnight, while the outward-bound steamer is

waiting for the return or intercolonial mails.

Of late years St. Thomas seems to have been

frequently visited by hurricanes ; from 1827 to

1837 there were four hurricanes there,while there

were only two at Antigua in the same period

;

they appear to take their rise near the Leeward

Islands, and sweep towards the north-west, and

therefore do not produce so much danger there

as in those places situated in their course, when
they have attained their concentrated force,

fury, and impetus.

The distance from Antigua to St. Thomas is

about 240 miles, and tho former does not appear

to have been affected by this hurricane.

In 1863, when the contract for tho convey-

ance of the mails \ms about being renewed
between the Royal Mail Steam-packet Company
and the Government, the writer suggested, that

the station should be removed to a more conve-

nient and healthy place, and for that purpose he

made a survey and report of Falmouth and
English harbours in the Island of Autigita (an

English colony), for the Governor-in-Chief of the

Leeward Islands, which survey and report were

sent home to tho Lords of the Admiralty, and
were highly approved of by the late Admiral

Washington, at that time hydrographer of the

Admiralty.

The soundings of these harbours were found

in the Admiralty charts to be incorrect, and ac-

cordingly Commander Parson, R.N., was sent out

by the Admiralty to resurvey and sound the

harbour, and prepare a corrected chart, with

proper soundings, aud other data shown thereon,

and the harbour of Falmouth was found admi-

rably adapted for the purpose of tbe packet

station, requiring only slight alterations and
improvements, and it is quite large enough to

accommodate the whole fleet of the Royal Mail

Company, with their attendant colliery ships.

It was suggested to dredge and deepen the

entrance to Falmouth Harbour; throw out a

breakwater to protect the shipping while lying

there from the effect of hurricanes, to which it

is not often exposed; and to connect the two
harbours, English and Falmouth, together by
cutting a ship canal through a narrow neck of

land that separates them, and thus to make
English Harbour as well as Falmouth available

for the service of the Company.
English Harbour is now a naval station of the

Admiralty, and part of our West Indian fleet

occasionally shelter there during the hurricane

months (from July to November), the first-class

frigates of which draw from 22 ft. to 23 ft. of

water,—quite as much aa the largest West India

steamer when fully laden.

It is to be hoped that this awful catastrophe

will produce a good effect and open the eyes of

the Government aud the Royal Mail Steam
Packet Company to the desirableness of carrying

into effect the suggestions thrown out
;
as, apart

from tbe terrible hurricane calamity, our Govern-

ment ought not to be a party to a contract with

a Company who, by a perverted and short-

sighted policy in pertinaciously adhering to this

station (St. Thomas), thereby inflict such a

deadly injury upon a valuable and indispensable

body of men like our true British tars, who can

be ill spared at the present moment.

PAEKFIELD. PERSHORE ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

Tuts bouse has been built by Mr. Cranston,

of Birmingham, architect, for his own occupation,

and is constructed entirely of bricks, the great

bulk of tho work being in red bricks, relieved

with blue bricks for tho sills, and Maw’s tiles,

in bands, under the eaves and round the en-

trance doorway.
The house stands upon a terrace, and is raised

up several feet above the general level of the

site, which measures an acre in extent.

The labels over the windows, and the caps to

the piers between the windows, aro all formed

in red bricks, cut by hand, this being found less

expensive than having moulds made and bricks

burnt to the required shapes, as well as pro-

ducing much greater sharpness of outline. The
drawing, dining, aud breakfast rooms, with the

entrance-hall and staircase, have ornamental

wood cornices and ceilings, each being different

in detail, but of uniform character throughout.

This woodwork is cut, pierced, and slightly

treated with colour, and in the two principal

rooms the ceilings are broken up, each into

three divisions, by beams and cornices running

across, carried by cut corbels, springing from

brick pilasters in the side walls. The bricks in

these pilasters are decorated in colour, and mid-

way up in each is a marble bracket, placed to

carry the gaslights, made for these positions,

and arranged with a bell-shaped consumer over

each movable arm of the lights, so that tbe ceil-

ings are protected from the effects of the gas.

The conservatory, of construction as patented

by Mr. Cranston, is placed between the drawing

and dining rooms, and is common to both by
plate-glass windows iu the rooms, as well as

being a very agreeable feature in the hall, from

which it is screened by a glazed partition and

doors.

The fireplaces in the living-roonre are large

and open, with oliimney-corner seats, and are

constructed with bricks, iron, marble, and Maw’s
tiles. Grates of the ordinary kinds are not

used, but octangular solid fire-clay lumps, IS in.

in diameter and 6 in. thick, with iron spikes

round them to keep up the coals, are placed

upon the hearth-stones. The fires upon these
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solid day Hocks answer well, we are told, every

particle of coal being consumed and the heat

radiating effectively into the rooms.

The drainage of the house is purposely made

independent of the public sewers, the plan

adopted for the water-closet being to convey

the soil by iron pipes into a dry-bnck tank in

the garden. This tank is 6 ft. in diameter and

ft. deep, and in the centre of it is a second

tank, 3 ft. in diameter and of the same depth,

this inner tank being closed in at the top, and

having holes all round it a few inches below the

lid. Into this smaller tank the water-closet soil

flows
;
and, as it fills, the liquids percolate through

the holes into the outer tank, and ai-e taken up

by loos© turfy soil and peat placed there to re-

ceive them. The whole is covered over with 18 m.

of garden-mould ;
and, when the tanks are fully

charged, the gardener removes this soil, and

takes out the contents of the tanks to apply

them to bis crops.

In addition to the conservatory attached to

the residence, there are vineries, greenhouse,

mushroom and cucumber houses at tho top of

the garden, built upon Mr, Cranston’s patented

principle of construction.

REFERENCES

1. Porch.
3. Hall.

3. Staircase.

4. Breakfaat-room.
6, Drawing-room.
6. Dining-room.
7. Conservatory.

1

8. Back Stairs.

9. China Pantry.

10. Kitchen.
11. ICitchen Pantry.

12. Back Kitchen.

13. Terrace.

OX coLoni.*

For.ii and colour are the great elements of

beauty : colour gives spirit and life to form, which

it developes by contrast. Like the harmony of

sweet sounds, one of the greatest enjoyments

nature offers to the mind is colour
5
colour, as

nature gives it, with all her beautiful varieties of

hoes 5
in flowers and foliage, in the plumage of

birds, in the varieties of butterflies, in the glow-

ing sunset
;
and, above all, in tho radiant arc

which spans the heavens when the sun is re-

flected on falling rain. When the direct rays of

light are intercepted, as by a prism, they give

out a series of brilliant colours, known as the

Solar Spectrum. These colours are presented

in the following order :—Violet, indigo, blue,

green, yellow, orange, red. To obtain this re-

sult, it will not be difficult to make the following

experiment, the one originated by Sir Isaac

Newton : make a narrow slit in a shutter of a

darkened room, facing the sun
;
let the rays of

sunlight strike through the prism, held at a pro-

per angle, and the spectrum of vivid colours will

be thrown on a screen suitablyplaeed. To carry

this experiment out more perfectly, the following

plan has been contrived ;—In a box about 16 in.

square, adopt a lens through which the rays of

light must be thrown tbrosgh a narrow slit,

about G in. from the lens. Then place another

lens about 12 in. beyond the small opening and

the prism about 6 in. beyond this second lens

;

the rays of light passing through these lenses

and prism will throw the coloured spectrum

vividly on a screen, placed at a suitable distant

to receive it. If used by sunlight, a mirror will

throw the rays through the lenses on the prism,

but if at night the electric light shonld be treed.

The effect of light on various colours is curiously

exhibited in photography, where blue objects are

taken as if they were white, and those which ,

are yellow or red, as if they were black.

Thus a lady in a blue dress, with yellow

ribbons, would be represented in the photo-

graph as in a white dress with black ribbons.

Modem philosophers deny that there are seven

distinct colours in the spectrum ; they declare

that there are only three so-called primary

colours,—namely, blue, yellow, and red ;
and

that the other four are produced by the blending

of the primaries. If you look at a sheet of white

paper through the prism, you will find that the

warm rays verging from orange to red are on

one edge, and the cool rays green shading to

blue are on the other. There is no lino of

separation between yellow and red ;
it is impos-

sible to say where the one ends and the other

begins. If the sky is clear the sun appears

bright yellow ;
when obscured by fog it becomes

deep red. It may be that in light there are only

two fundamental colours,—orange representing

* From Mr. J. G. Grace's lecture to the House Painters'

Association. Although neeesssrily rlomentarr, a section

of our readers may be glad to have the advantage of read-

ing it.

essentially light and heat, and blue coolness aud

shade. These phenomena of light are specially

interesting ; they are, in fact, the foundation of

the whole theory of the harmony of colour, and a

knowledge of them will simplify the study of

those principles to which I will now direct your

attention. Perfectly pure light may be repre-

sented by white; the total absence of it by

black ;
between these range the tones of grey,

which are combinations of colour. There are

three primary colours, so called because they

cannot be compounded of other colours. These

primary colours are yellow, red, and blue. In

shades of white light the three primary colours

exist in tbe following ratio :— Yellow, 3 ;
red, 5 ;

blue, 8 ;
and, if mingled in these proportions with

white, they produce grey exactly the same in

tone as by the admixture of black and white.

The Secondaries.—By mingling any two of the

primary colours together, the secondary colours

are produced. Blue combined with yellow pro-

duces green, yellow with red produces orange,

and red with blue produces violet. Thus green,

orange, and violet are the “ secondaries.”

The Teriiaries.—If tbe secondaries are com-

bined any two together tbe tertinries are pro-

duced. Green and orange produce citrine, orange

and violet produce russet, and violet and green

produce olive. Thus citrine, msset, aud olive

are the tertiaries.

On C'o7itrai>t .—Every primary colour has a

complementary composed of tbe two remaining

primaries ;
and every secondary has a comple-

mentary formed by the remaining primary.

Thus every arrangement of colour demands in

some shape or other the presence of the three

primaries; the eye expects them, and without

them remains unsatisfied. For example, take

three circular pieces of coloured paper
;
place

them separately on three larger pieces of very

light grey paper. Look fixedly on each for a

. time in a rather subdued light, and you will

notice that the red is bordered by a halo of soft

green, the yellow by one of violet, and the blue

by one of orange. The secondaries again, violet,

green, and orange, if placed in tbe same way,

will be found margined by tbeir relative

primaries; thus proving that these colours are

in fact complementary to each other. They are

also essentially contrasting colours, being those

which most strongly oppose certain qualities in

each other. Thus, red is hot and glaring
;
green

is a quiet, cool colour; yellow is bright and

advancing
;
violet retiring

;
blue is a cold, orange

a fiery colour. This in a few word.s briefly

explains the basis of the whole theory of tho

I

laws of contrast in colouring. Nor must I, while

i speaking of contrasts of colour, omit white and

! black, the most powerful and most concentrated

of all. Wliite reflects light, black absorbs it

;

and from this cause a white object will appear

I larger than a black on© of the saroe swe.

' On Simulta'neous Contrast.—"When two con-

trasting colours are brought into contact, they

' are each affected by tbe complementary of the

other : this is called “ Simultaneous Contrast.”

Allied to this is “ Successive Contrast.” When
' the eye has looked fixedly for some time on a

1 coloured spot, such as a large red wafer on a

!
greyish-white ground in a shaded light, if that

' object is suddenly removed tho space lately occu-

1 pied by it will be tinted with the complementary

I

of it, which in that case would be green,

j

And, again, there is Mixed Contrast,” where

;

the eye, having looked at a particular colour for

' some time, suddenly transfers its sight
_

to

another object of a different colour, carrying

with it the complementary of the first colour, to

the injury or advantage of the second, as the

case may be. Several men of high attainments

have written upon this subject, more particularly

Goethe, who published his interesting work on

“ The Doctrine of Colours” in 1810, and it has

since been translated by Sir Charles Eastlake,

who added to it notes of great interest and

usefulness. It is also treated of by our own
countryman Field, who published most practical

and valuable works on colour in 1816. And,

lastly. Monsieur Cbevreuil, who, in his work

published in 1838, illustrated the question of

simultaneous contrast by a series of experiments

of the utmost importance. This subject of con-

trast and the complementaries deserves very

I

careful consideration ; for they affect materially

I the relative value of colours juxtaposed. Those

I

who have not considered the subject can scarcely

j

estimate how strongly the complementaries occa-

sionally influence colour. Some years ago I was

on a hazy raoraing walking with a friend over

i Waterloo Bridge, when my attention was

.

.
directed to the two towers carrying the Hanger-

1

ford Suspension Bridge. These were stone

colour, with projectingroofs, coveredwith red tiles.

The comice, in shadow under the roofs, appeared

as if painted the most vivid green. When I re-

turned an hour afterwards, the day had cleared,

tho mist had passed away, and with it the

bright green comice I bad so lately seen. In

one of the rooms of a club recently decorated by

me, where the woodwork is painted warm vellum

colour, and the windows are covered with red

blinds, tbe mouldings of the door opposite these

blinds, especially where they are most in shadow,

show a bright emerald green, there being no

green in fact. I was lately in a church where a

stained-glass window threw strongly-coloured

lights upon the floor. I placed my umbrella on

each colour, one after the other, to try what

effect the shadows would have upon them ;
and

was delighted to find that in each case, the

shadow intermpted the reflected colour and gave

the complementary, so that when placed on

yellow it became violet, on red it became green,

and on bine it became orange. Goethe gives an

example of “ Successive Contrast.” He says,

” I had entered an inn before evening and as a

well-favoured girl, with a brilliantly-fair com-

plexion, black hair, and a scarlet bodice, came

into the room, I looked attentively at her, as she

stood before me at some distance, in half-

shadow. As she presently afterwards turned

away, I saw on the white wall which was now

before me a black face surroanded by a bright

light, while the dress appeared of a beautiful

sea-green.” Here I may as well mention that

by tones I mean variations of depth of any one

colour
;
and by hues I mean varieties of colours.

I will now call your attention to a series of

examples showing the effect of simultaneous con-

trast on various combinations of colours. Our

first illustration shmvs tbac when a dark

colour is placed near a light, one of the same

hue, at the point of contact the light will

appear lighter, and the dark darker. The suc-

cession of shades, though perfectly flat, has the

appearance of flutings through this cause, it

you look carefully at the illustrations, you will

remark in the contrasts of green and red, or

orange and blue, or yellow and violet, how

powerfully these colours are acted upon by con-

tact, how they intensify and brighten each

other ;
bow orange, by its complementary blue,

makes each colour next to it of a bluer tone

;

how tbe red renders them more green, the yellow

more violet, and vice versa. Others give ex-

amples of primary and secondary colours juxta-

posed with white, which will be found to heighten

the tone of these colours, and is also in turn

affected by tbeir complementaries ;
that grey

and white and black and white are each inten-

sified by contact; that grey in contact with

other colours adds to their brilliancy, and is

itself affected by their complementaries. These

illustrations of simultaneous contrast follow upon

the theory explained by M. Cbevreuil with

great precision and ability in his work on

colour. Though I highly appreciate and admire

his theories, I do not always agree with him

when he regulates decorative efiects of colour.

There is another subject of contrast which,

although similar to the preceding as to the

laws which regulate it, is different in its appli-

cation. It relates to the effect produced upon

one colour when applied upon the ground of

another colour. The changes thus caused are

most startling to those who have not experi-

mented upon them. You will find that what

looks bine on one ground is green on another ;

what is yellow in one case becomes orange or

green in others. In fact, there are no colours of

any positive tone
;
they are only what they are

made to appear.

On, Harwony.—I have endeavoured to explain

,how the various colours act upon each other

when contrasted. I have now to consider how

they may bo brought into harmonious combina-

tion. Beware of confusing the laws of contrast

with those of harmonv, of using in equal pro-

portions contrasts of bright red and bright green,

bright blue and bright orange, without such

mtSification as will neutralise one or the othei\

I speak the more earnestly of this because I

believe it to be a popular delusion that contrast

is harmony. To arrange satisfactorily various

modulations of colour, so that they may mingle

together and form an agreeable whole, demands

careful studv, practice, and taste, and is often a

work of grea't difficulty. Nothing is so charming

and refreshing to tbe eye as a harmonious ar-

rangement of colours. They are “like a sweet

chord of music to the sense.” I have often been

delighted and surprised to find how wonderfully
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the laws of harmony in colonrs are expressed in
flowers. The hand of nature never errs, whether
it brings together in rich full harmony the tones
of blue coutrasted by yellow and orange in the
Garden Iris, or the blue passion flower with its
fibrous coronet of deep maroon, and its greenish
yellow stamens, the lancifolium lily of pearly
white dashed with spots of intense carmine, or in
defianoo of all rule brings the crimson bloom on
the glowing scarlet cactus, or the scarlet petals
round the violet centre in the fuschia : the most
delicate and difilcult combinations in each flower
are perfect and beautiful, and even its leaves are
of the tone of green most suitable for its colour-
ing. Who that has travelled over the Yorkshire
moors in August, but must have gloried in the
magnificent prospect before him—a bold undo-
latiug expanse, thickly covered with rich red
purple heather, broken at intervals by patches
of feathery ferns, their green intensely bright by
contrast with the surrounding heather. I can-
not too strongly urge any man who seeks to im-
prove himself in decorative art to study carefully
from natural flowers : both for gracefulness of
form and freshness, richness, and harmony of
colour, they are the very best school for the
artist in decoration.*

STEA3I POWEE AND ELECTEICITY IN
AGEICULTUliE.

OuE prediction, of a good many years’ stand-
ing, that the time woiild come when steam-power
in agriculture would vie with that of those other
branches of manufacture whose expansion had
done so much for this country, is on the fair
way to accomplishment. Already steam is
largely employed in farming operations, and
every day its use is on the iucrease, and im-
provements and new uses are being discovered
and applied. One of the most recent novelties
is the application of steam-power to the drying
of crops in wet seasons by hot-air blast
patented by Hr. Gibbs, of Gillwell Park, Essex.
The plan is simple. It consists in attaching a
gigantic iron fan, oi’ blast, to the ordinary agri-
cultural steam-engines, such as are already used
on many farms, and still more extensively hired
out for thrashing grain and other purposes. This
fan is so arranged as to draw the waste heat
from the furnace after it has passed through the
tubes of the boiler and generated the needful
power for the engine, and to apply and utilise this

•_ .T •

back into its work without the slightest stop-
page

j and it continued to do so throughout the
remainder of the day. This novel feature was
produced by a peculiar self-acting windlass.
Mr. Hayes is the patentee. The peculiarities
and advantages of this windlass are thus summed
up;—

Ist. By its use there is no stoppnee at the headlands iu
onltivatioD. 2nd. No cheeking the speed of the cultivator
at the headlands. 3rd. One oiaa superintends both
engine and wmdlass with ease. Ith. ifo wheels are put
in and out ol gear. 6th. The anchor man at each head-
land can stop the implement at the headland or any other
part of the field without stopping the engine, fith. Thework can proceed in fogs or by moonlight, as we were toldhad been done. 7th. An ordinary ten-horse power port-
able engine, with one cylinder, is all that is required; asit
runs continuously, and the steam is never shut off.

Messrs. Howard write to us iu reference to
the article, “Engineering and Agriculture,” in
the Builder of the 9th, saying, “ Your corre-
spondent, ‘W. H. W.,’ gives no description of
the latest mode of working tillage implements
by steam-power, and evidently supposes that our
productions in this branch are confined to the
stationary or ‘ roundabout ’ system, whereas we
manufacture four different kinds of machinery
for steam cultivation.” Of these they give
detailed descriptions, but it is unnecessary for
us to occupy our space with these details,

about the introduction of new trades. He
thought that, with the great improvemeuts
which were now being made in manufactures and
the throwing trade, the silk trade would yet
again flourish in Macclesfield. The mills of
Messrs. Brocklehurst were going when other
people’s mills were standing. He believed that,
if they were to thoroughly educate their youth,
they would not have the turnings-out as at pre-
sent, and that the operatives would not be ruled
by low demagogues, as they were now.

Mr. Alderman Jesper said that the resolution
seemed a little foreign to the business of the
Council, but it was a moat important one.
The ex-mnyor, Mr. Wright, at the recent meeting
of the Useful Knowledge Society, pointed out the
necessity for such an education as that referred
to, and showed that on the Continent, where they
had labour of a much more scientific character
than ours, there were many advantages which
we did not possess. He also showed that care
was taken to educate even the poorest. That
could only be done by a proper system of govern-
ment support and inspection.
The Macclesfield Couner, in allusion to the

designs exhibited at tlie late meeting of the local
School of Art, says,

—

M&ny of the designs, we understand, are weiladauted
beinff wrought in hUV Tt- j ; I.i-

assigns, we understand, are weilada-pted
Ihis new power in tillape,” they add, » is destined to

j

wrought in silk. It is verv desirable that thework great and important ohangeB. Bteamhas supplanted French plan should be adopted, of proViding in the schoolevery other power with which it has been brought into ' ^ means of drawing patterns, but all that iscompetition, no matter whether in the mine, the factory, .

"ccesaary for showing how they may actually be adaptedon the road, or in the stackyard
;
and we believe that it is ^or this purpose it would be necessaiw to

r
PO";erful agent we must look for increased

i

with the school a reeding machine, a carding
JertiJity m our helda, and the means ofproducing food for

' “acbine, and a loom, and thus to localise art by com-an ever-increasing population.” plet^y adapting it to the requirements of the town, instead

M. Blondean has sent iu a paper to the centralumginstrucPonYn bL^vT^thing eUehrench Koyal Academy explaining the action of country.”

eleotrioity on tho muBonllr and nervous system I We hope the school will soon be enabled, byplants. The soiontiao world has long been
,
better support than it has bad, to do all that isacqnanited with some ofthe facts communicated, requisite

i and that for the fotnre the inhabitantsbut others are curious, aud perhaps new of Macclesfield will set a higher valna than they“ It seems from these experiments of M. Blondeeu,” '

^^ve heretofore done upon their School of Art
proper technical edneation of its silk

theorgansofplantswhentheyftreflabbyandtheirSsues “^j^^^acturiDg artisans will require to be car-
fi Jed w^th hqiud matter : on solid tissues it produces but ' On.
Jittle efieet. Nevertheless, by increasing the intensity of

;

--

the cimrent and applying it for a considerable length of J

plants may be disorganized
;

matu? tv
SCHOOLS OF AET.maturity. Electrifaed seeds germinate much quicker than

leaves being greener aud stronger.
'otuera, the stalks and leaves being greener aud stronger. ^ The York School.—The annual meeting of the

that“thTroots^trrk uraffer^tfet^lkct^^^^^
aobscribers to this school has been Lid, inL

branched into the air !’• ’ large room of the institution. Minster-yard. The
If proved hot to be uuwhcleaome, remarks our

,

S';:- 0™on Hey occupied the chair,

authority, we shall soon see our farmers plouRh-
^

creat volume of liof raising crops by electricity and '
year there has not been much to dis-great volume ot Rot dry air m the various ways the faculty recomraendino nlonf of . i

tmgmsh the working of the school from that of formermost suitable to the different crops to be dried, in eases of rliPnniBtlfl,r.
» ^ vears. It has been with pleasure that the committee have

Of course coke or maltihe coal is used in the
s ot rReumatism. n'‘d to refer to the steady advancement of the pupils, and

fnrnnnB ro tbit t.o
m CHe the superior excelleneeof the works produced byWm ialurnace, so that no smoke is produced, and a each succeeding year. The number of pupils in attend-guara or maitmg-wire la interposed at the inlet

• - — -
-

' ^ aoee on the various classes during the year hai
'

nf t.ll^^ fon rn T_ _ _

£5 ——o ....V. iu au ulo iniBu
of the fan to intercept spaiks. In some recent
experiments wet hay wa? carted to the engine
aud pitched eff the cart, in quantities of about
2 cwt., on the ground before the mouth of the
blower, and each lot was thoroughly dried in
about seven minutes. In this way a two-horse
load was dried in rather less than one hour, so
that 13 acres of land might thus be cleared of
hay in 24 hours. Wheat was also completely
dried, but in a somewhat different way. Each
sheaf was spiked upon a hollow conical tube in
a small portable shed, and dried by the hot air
rushing through the tube. In 15 minutes 32

: sheaves were effectually dried. Farmers ex-
: amined it, and declared it to be in perfect
1 condition for threshing ont on the spot. Some
; amusing experiments in sending hay and wheat
through a shaft by the fan-blast to the top of

! stacks followed. Sixteen sheaves of wheat per
I minute were thus stacked, or at the rate of 20
acres in 12 hours.
Some new maohinery for steam cultivation

I has been successfully tried on the estate of the
1 Duke of Buckingham. The principal feature was
: the non-stoppage of the cultivator at the head-
I lauds, which is spoken of as one of the greatest
I novelties in steam cultivation. The machinery
1
(a set of Haye’s of Stony Stratford), was set to

r work, ploughing with a Beard’s plough, which,
• notwithstanding heaviness of soil from previous
rains, did its work well, ploughing from 6 in. to

< 8 in. in depth, and at a rate of from three to
I four miles an hour. One of Smith’s ordinary
• cultivators was attached, in the place of the
1 plough, on which a man sat in the same manner
; as a driver on a Hansom cab.“ The implement,
at a rapid pace, made its way to the headland
:and without the slightest check in speed ran
^within a yard of the turntable, and turned round

cavu ouuk-e.'ujiig year, rue riuuDer oi pup.._ ...

aoe© on the various classes during the year has been "liAy-
oue. Some of the works of the students have been ei-
hibited lu the Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial Exhibi-

,

tion, and a medal baa been awarded to the school for
several artistic designs by the pupils. The committee

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
> — L.avii onvoautru bu <UB BCUOOl lOr

Tup n -1 r.T .

several artistic designs by the pupils. The committeeI HE Committee of Council on Education have acknowledge with thanks th© gift ofa carved Ionic
under consideration a scheme for the formation 'yoBtenholme. of this city. Mr, J. p.
of museums of patterns used in trndpa v

“Iso hasgiven to the school avaluable collection

^aaiifactureMleargacd to
-chit-ciii^ a.,.,.,

knowledge of workmen and employers. '

master of the school, ad-
Mr. Doulton recently gave notice in the Com-

meeting. He said that,—....... gave AJuncB IU Liie uom- —

’

mens, that, on the 29th instant (this day) on , 7®“*’ PfORteas inade by the pupils

those principally to artisans, a

we snoum can Kensingtou had not been s_attention to the report on technical education by ' bying now awarded, and those prmeipsd^To ar'tisanr—

a

the bchools Inquiry Commission, and should ask a certain extent incapacitated from taking any
whether the Government intended to carrv out

'

the recommendationa of the Commissioneia by
'

the Lnl. o?”offlc“.'; ceXd Te de“S S
instituting a special inquiry into the stntfl of :

p!®®®p*‘® 5 “"5^- o® tendency has lately been in the

• 77ie coiiclut

lub reuummenaacions oi tRo Uommissioners by the hands of ofliciais, coi

instituting a special inquiry into the state of 5 t® ^ —- .

education abroad. I

of decrease, it was not much a matter of sur-

The Committee of the Macoleafleld Mill i Si ' h.Uber,h.‘“dd;“or^^
Knowledge bociefcy, with which is connected

I

railway, and the loan of machinery from the com-
the local School of Art, draw our attention to 1

®I Technical instruction was exceedingly

tlift faot tVinr rliA anRlaAt- p * v i i
valuable to the vanoua trades and callings. It enabled atRe JacC tRat the subject of technical eduea-

!
master or foreman to lay down ideas on paper with oretion 18 now engaging most of the minds of I

workman, with his cultivated intelligence
the silk manufacturers of Macclesfield Tim the same. It spoke much for schools of art
• . ~ VIBUWU. Xiio that they could be so practical in their work. Among the

various branches of art, a knowledge of which is capable
of imparting the key to sculpture and carving, is the
plastic art. One of our best modellers, George Milbum i"
one of the foremen to Mr. linddock, of London—a native
of York, and one of the best, if not the best, decorative
carvers in stone at the present day. He remembered
another student labouring away at a bas-relief of the
Hesurreetion, somethiug like the one over the gateway of
St. Giles-in-the-Fields. TRat student afterwards received
the gold medal of the Eoyal Academy

; and John Adams
is DOW keeping up our country's credit as a clever and
successful sculptor in Borne. This teaching must have a
practietd value, for Walter Craister, another ol' their stu-
dents, is disseminating tho bonellt of art-education at
Chester, as master of its School of Art, and at Crewe
where there is a branch school.

’

.uittUUieBUtUU. lilO
local Chamber of Commerce Las taken up the
subject, and formed a separate committee on
it, and the question ia about to be investigated.
The Useful Knowledge Society itself, and its
able Art Schoolmaster, we need hardly add are
also promotiug this very important movement.
The Macclesfield Council have uuanimouBly
resolved,

—

“ That this council is deeply impressed with the neces-
sity which now exists for a nsiional system of educaiion
in this country, particularly with regard to technical edu-
cation in the manufacturing districts, and that a renreseu-
tation to this effect be made to the members for tho
borough aud county.”

The mover of the resolution, Mr. Alderman
Bullock, said he was inclined to think, with Mr.
Brocklehurst, that thietechuioal education would

At present this school is in debt, and an appeal
is made to the local public on its behalf.

The Oxford School.—A public meeting was
held in the town-hall, on Thursday in last week.r,nrnni4 -r,, T ^ouici Reid in the town-hall, on Thursday in last weekact onl> improve tha country generally, bat for the distribution of the prices Vined by the

,

MacclesneM in particular. Mr. Hnrybad spoken
|

pupils in this school. The attendl^ce was^e^
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numerous, and for a considerable time before

the hour announced for commencing, eeveral

persons, including members of the University

and citizens, were present to inspect the prize-

drawings and other drawings by pupUs ot the

school, which were exhibited, together with pic-

tures lent for the occasion by the Department

at South Kensington, and by Mr. Combe, the

Kev R. St. John Tyrwbitt, Alderman Spiers.

Mr. James Wyatt, Mr. Eyman, Mr. Macdonald,

and Dr. Acland. The chair was taken by Sir.

T. D. Acland, M.P., supported on either side by

the dean of Christ Church, the rector of Lincoln,

the Rev. C. L. Wingfield (hon. sec.), the “ayor

Alderman Spiers, Ac. In the body of the hall

there were several prominent members ot the

University, and members of the city corporation

and others, who take a deep interest in the pro-

ffress and success of the school. Amongst those

who addressed the meeting was Mr. Macdonald,

the head master of the school, who stated that

this year they had forty-nine passes, eight cer-

tificates, and fourteen prizes of the second

grade to be distributed. In tbe third grade the

result of the elementary works was, that four

prizes were given, and two were bonoimably

mentioned. Four were selected for national

competition, and one silver medal and a prize ol

books were awarded. At first sight, in cony

paring the present with the previous year, it

might seem that they were going backward, but

if they compared the drawings on the walls, that

would be explained
;
and the conclusion he came

to was, that the department had exercised the

right they claimed of raising the standard of

competition. Considering that this was only

the second year of the existence of the Oxford

School, and that some of the works against

which they had to compete were sent from

schools of twenty years’ standing, be considered

they had done well.

WOEKMEK’S REPORTS OK THE FRENCH
EXHIBITION.

In the course of the presidential address at

tbe'Society of Arts, on the 20th inst., Mr. Hawes,

referring to the steps that had been taken to

send a number of English workmen to Paris, to

study the French Exhibition, on the condition

that each workman should write a report, to be

seut to the Society, on the special industry to

which he belonged, said,

—

The sum subscribed amounted to 1,0301. which

enabled your council to assist about eighty

skilled workmen, representing the principal

indnstries of the country, to visit and examine

tbe quality and cost of the work executed in

their respective trades by the best workmen of

foreign countries. So eager were the workmen

of London and of other seats of industry
_

to

avail themselves of this assistance that selection

sometimes became difficult ;
and I believe I may

state that not one man was so assisted (for the

committee did not pretend to pay their entire

expenses) who did not bring a recommendation

from his employers, or from a number of his

fellow workmen, and in some instances from

both, assuring tbe committee of his fitness to

undertake the task assigned to him. The en-

deavour of the committee was to select men

whose intelligence and knowledge of their par-

ticular trades, and whose position among their

fellow workmen, were such that their reports on

their respective branches of industry would not

only be good in tbemselyes, but would command

the attention of their fellow-workmen.

TBADES COUNCILS

The London Council.—This council has recently

brought to see the necessity of co-operating in

the work begun by this Society, by applying a

portion of their funds, as we have done, in

assisting their members to obtain a knowledge

of foreign industry, its capabilities and its cost,

instead of applying them to tbe maintenance of

trade regulations, tbe tendency of which is

often to cramp the energies and intellect of their

members, and to foster ideas of native superio-

rity quite inconsistent with the efforts which

must now be made if we are successfully to

compete with our intelligent and industrious

foreign rivals.

The Council have every reason to believe that

the reports, when published, will be interesting

not only to the writers’ fellow-workmen, but to

all interested in the progress of industry ;
they

will be found to contain a singular unanimity of

opinion upon the deficiency of artistic education

in this country,—upon the want of the oppor-

tunities enjoyed by foreign workmen to cultivate

their taste, and upon the superior position work-

men hold in Paris to that held by the same

classes in England ;
and, considering that they

are written by men most of whom have never

before attempted to write a report on any sub-

ject, and all of whom are actually engaged in

industrial occupations, they will be found, I

venture to think, in most cases, creditable to

their authors, and will, I feel satisfied, be re-

ceived with the consideration they deserve.

They will show the public that working men do

not fear fair criticism, and that they are not

unwilling to admit superiority when and where

it appears to exist
;
and they will be specially

,e attention of their fellow-workmen. it appears lo .... -r

The reports, nearly all of which have been
,

acceptable and usefu^l

“^^odv
received, nre now in the press, and, with a few

|

emanating from members of

trffling literal and grammatical corrections, will
,
selected only with reference to their fitness foi

be printed exactly as they have been delivered the work they undertook,

to the Society. They wUl be ready for publica-

Xlie X/OTlUt»»H. ^.. .—
.1

I

held its monthly meeting. The following trade

societies were represented:—Iron - founders,

carvers and gilders, zinc-workers, boot-closers,

plasterers, men’s and women’s boot and shoe

makers, basket makers, &c. Mr. Wood, iron-

founder, was called to tbe chair, and read a letter

from Mr. Alfred Walton, of Brecon, in which the

following proposition is made to the trade

societies :

—

to mb Ducjufcj. Aii’.'j j — c-

tion before Christmas, and the council believe

they will form an interesting volume, and that

tbe result of the inquiries made by these artisans

will convey a great deal of useful information

to their fellow-workmen in this country.

The men were received in the most friendly

.manner by the French workmen.

MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

“ I expect to be io London shortly, and purpose em-

nlOTiDB my time in something like tbe following manner.

As the building trades appear to me to be about the best

suited to form a building company, I to devote
- — —•-“•pal”

- * - "•suited to torm a Duiiuing comuau/, ^

five nights to the lire principal branches of the building

trades, beginning, aay, with the carpenters the

the bricklayers tbe second, the masons the th\rd, the

plumbers and glaziers the lourth, the plasterers tbe fifth,

and submit resolutions in favour of co-operative produc-

tion.'

The secretary was instructed to inform Mr.

Walton that the trade societies took great

interest in the question of co-operative produc-

tion, and would call the attention of the trades

to the subject, as proposed by him. Tbe presi-

dent then read the Bill which had been prepared

for presentation to the House of Commons, for

tbe purpose of placing trade - nnions on the

same footing in the eye of the law as other

associations. This Bill, after some deliberation,

was unanimously approved of.

The Wolverhampton Council.— Seeing^ that

capital and labour are not on quite such friendly

terms as they ought to be, and also that there

are distinct associations representing each, but

no association representing both, the Wolver-

hampton Trades Council wrote a letter to the

Chamber of Commerce, suggesting some kind of

union between that body and the trades council,

for the mutual benefit of masters and men.

The council of the Chamber received the com-

munication in the spirit in which it was written.

They appointed a deputation of their body to

meet an equal number of members of the trades

council to settle preliminaries. Mr. Bopert

Kettle, who has already done much towards tbe

settlement of labour disputes in Wolverhampton,

is one of tbe gentlemen appointed to represent

the Chamber of Commerce. The local Chronicle

suggests that perhaps something like the Not-

tingham plan may be hit upon—a standing

council of masters and men, in equal numbers.

The plan has been in existence six years, and

during the whole of that time there has been,

not only no strike, but no serious labour dispute

of any kind,

manner uy luo ^

access to many workshops, and, by means ot

tbe very intelligent body of guides and inter-

preters provided for them, and with the assist-

ance of several of their own body who spoke

French, they were able to obtain a very good

insight into the quality of French work and the

habits of French workmen. I regret I cannot

illustrate these remarks by extracts from the

reports, but any attempt to do so would occupy

too much time.

It is gratifying to find that the conduct of the

men whilst iu Paris, and the intelligence they

displayed in their inquiries, were so appreciated

by the French authorities at the Exhibition,

that they have applied for permission to trans-

late the reports for circulation among French

workmen.
The committee received valuable co-operation

from the members of the Chamber of Commerce

at Birmingham, who subscribed liberally to the

fund, and selected twenty-five workmen and

foremen to represent tbe various branches of

trade carried on in that district. Tbe Chambers

of Commerce of Bradford and Nottingham, and

the mayor of Sheffield, also afforded considerable

assistance.
.

The success of this attempt to improve the

acquaintance of our artisans with tbe work of

those engaged in the same branch of industry

abroad has been so marked, and the aid afforded

has been so gratefully received by tbe workmen

themselves, that the Council hope, ere long, to

submit tbe report of another committee, just

appointed, to consider tbe best mode of con-

tinuing this inquiry by working men into the

state of the industries of their competitors ir

foreign countries generally
;
the intention being,

if funds are forthcoming for the purpose, to send

annually a small number of artisans, carefully

selected, to one or more of the capitals of Europe,

to study the productions of their respective

trades, and report upon them. The plan is not

yet matured, but is one which I have every

reason to hope will tend to continue to English

industry the benefits which an intelligent study

of the Fiench Exhibition by our workmen of

the present day must certainly have conferred

npon it

The Council hope that the reports of the

artisans sent to Paris to study tbe French Exhi-

bition will induce their fellow-workmen tc

appreciate the importance of tbe cultivation of

that pure taste which chai'acterises most foreign

work, and that trade societies will thereby be

The Italian Government have published their

it tnemiiy usual mouthly statement of the progress made

Thev bad ’ in the Mont Couis tunnel. According to this an
^ .. _r 1 on .QK Vioo Lpian made during

111 lue UJ.U111/ o --

advance of 131-85 metres has been made during

the month of October, of which a length of

71-20 m. was excavated *on the Italian side at

Bardonneche, and 60-65 m. on the French, at

Modane. At the Italian end the tunnelling pro-

ceeds more rapidly than at the other. Up to the

Slst October the length of tunnel excavated -was

4,6-10-10 m. atBardonnfcche, and 3,024 m., making

a' total length of tunnel executed of 7,66410 m.

;

deducting this from 12,220 m., the total distance

from Modane to Bardonneche, there remain

4,555-90 m. of tunnelling to be done. From the

satisfactory manner in which this important

work proceeds, there seems to be little doubt that

it will be completed in 1870, if nob earlier.

During the present year 1,329-56 m. of tun-

nelling have been done, whilst during the whole

of last year the progress made was only

1,024-99 m.

ST. MART-LE-BOW CHURCH,
CHEAPSIDE.

The re-arrangements of this church, which

are now completed, have been carried out by

Messrs. Browue & Robinson, the contractors,

from tbe designs and under the superintendence

of Mr. James L. Pedley, architect. The altera-

tions consist of the removal of tbe north and

south galleries, organ loft, and organ, pulpit,

desk, high square and irregular pews, and strong-

closet. The large oak screen at the north-west

entrance has been taken away, and tamed round

to face the south. The large monuments which

formerly blocked up one of the west-end windows

have been taken down, cleaned, and refixed at

the end of the north and south aisles, and all the

ironwork which formerly guarded these works of

art (one by Banks) has been removed. The

pulpit is lowered, and stands npon a moulded

Caen stone base at the north side of the nave.

The prayer desk, which is made of the old

wainscot and carving, is placed on the south

side, and there is a lectern provided. The pews

are all open, and reduced to a uniform height

and width of 3 ft., with sloping backs, and are

made of the old wainscot as far as practicable,

and to accommodate 400 adnlts.

The organ (which has been reconstructed,

considerably enlarged, and improved by Mr. G.

M. Holdicb) is placed on the floor of the church

at the east end of tbe north aisle. The additions

made to tbe case have been ornamented with
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perforated panels ; tlie aisle flooring has been
taken np and relaid,—the centre aisle and space
in front of the altar-rails with tile pavement
in black, red, bnff, and white quarries in a

pattern, by the “ Architectural Pottery Com-
pany.” The ceiling has been cleaned and
slightly tinted. The lighting of the church is

by five stars of twelve lights each, and suspended
by brass rods from the key-stones of the arches ;

and two gaseliers, each G ft. diameter, having
eight branches, each containing three burners,

making a total of twenty-four burners in each
gaselier, and a total of 108 lights. This depart-

ment has been carried out by Mr. Geo. Benkert,

Pinsbuiy. Kearly 2,000Z. have been spent. The
windows require a little stained glass, and the

walls some colour.

THE PROPOSED NEW METROPOLITAN
CATTLE MARKET.

The intention of the Government to apply to

Parliament for power to establish a cattle-

market for foreign cattle is meeting with oppo-
sition. The Corporation of London have sent a
deputation to the Privy Council-office, objecting

to it on the ground that the market in Copen-
hagen-Qelda is already a losing concern, which
the new project would utterly ruin, and that the
corporation had intended to have devoted a por-

tion of that establishment to the reception and
slaughtering of foreign cattle. The president of

the Privy Council promised to consider the
matter. The butchers have passed condemnatory
resolutions on the proposal, on the ground that
it will compel them to slaughter all foreign

cattle imported into London in the aiattoirs

adjoining the market. Correspondents of the
Ilarh-lane Evjpress urge the slaughtering of
foreign cattle at the port of debarkation, and
also object to the building of additional slaughter,

houses at the present cattle -markets. The
object is said to be to secure a constant and
certain supply of dead meat at the uew Smith-
field Market; but it is considered that by
slaughtering foreign cattle in London, our
English herds will never be safe from devas-
tation.

difliculties in their way is the occupying tenant, who is

frequently averse to improvement because it inereaaea his

annual charge, notwithstanding that ho is really, for the

time being, by far the greatest gainer.
I fully agree with “ W. H. W.” as to the mistakes com-

mitted and the money that has been squandered by works
more particularly those of drainage, being designed and
eseeuted without the aid of the skill and experience of the

engineer, and, above all, the limited and half-measure
views which so frequently prevail in designing these
works.
“ W. H. W.” seems so fully to have discussed aUthe

questions relative to agricultural engineering which are
the basis of all the minor operations, for the purpose of

extending the productions of our island, that I need not
occupy more of your space, but proceed to point out,

which is the reason for my troubling you with this letter,

the means by which arterial drainage and outfalls, and
reclamations of land from the sea and rivers, can be car-

ried out.
The diiRculties that have hitherto stood in the way of

those who may have been willing to eilect these objects,

have arisen from the want of unanimity and mutual co-

operation of sU the parties concerned
j
for tho owner of

ten acres of land could, till lately, prevent the improve-
ment of 6,000, and this obstruction could only bo over-

come by the tedious, uncertain, and expensive process of

procuring a special Act of Parliament. In 1861 was
passed an Act called “ Tho Land Drainage Act, 1861,”

21 & 25 Viet., cap. 133. I was engaged by the late Sir G-.

Cornewall Lewis, then at tho Home Otlice, to assist in

drawing it up. This Act gives powers under two forms
to enable landowners to combine to carry out the works
of widening, deepening, straightening, and otherwise ir

f

iroviiig all rivers, and reclaiming lands by embankme
rom the sea and rivers, and to tax the areas in proportion
to the benefit conferred.
' Engineers and others will see in this Act that there are
ready and simple means of effecting these objects. As
inspector under that Act, I have held about twenty meet-
ings, and have settled as many cases, some of which have
been carried out to the great advantage of the promoters,
some are in progress, and others are in abeyance.

I shall be glad at any time to explain the working of
the Act, or to give any information to those who may re-

quire, it. I make this ofler as I am fully assured of the
good that would result from the extended application of
the Act, and from my position I can promote its opera-
tion, but can hardly raysellj except under certain circum-
stances, undertake works.

Eicuakd B. Grantham.

CITY RAILWAY IMPROVEMENTS.
Sir,— May I venture to appeal, through the medium

of your columns, to that board of directors whose recent
railway improvements have cast such a lengthened shadow
over the street that is called “ Sun,” believing that the
partial eclipse of business caused thereby will shortly pass
over, if the following public improvements be carried out.
It is simply that the long waste piece of ground at the side
of the Broad-street Station, extending from Liverpool-
street to Sun-street, be thrown open, thus relieving the
trallic of Liverpool-street (which, by the bye, itself looks
very forlorn, in anticipation of further railway improve-
ments), opening up a “ short cut ” for those who have to
return along Bishopsgate-street. relieving the present ap-
proach to the station of a considerable number of people,
restoring, as a matter of justice the trallle of Sun-street
to something like its normal condition, aud completing
the arrangements of this very handsome and commodioos
atalion. I'he appearance of the waste ground alluded to
is at present in striking contrast with the elegant ter-
minus, and would require little or no outlay to render it

useful iu the manner described. I trust that the above
suggestion will be favourably received. ATatob.

STOP-COCKS IN EOT-WATER PIPES.

Sir,—

W

ill you allow me space in your columns to warn
the trade, especially hot-water men, of the danger caused
by placing stop-cocks in the flow and return pipes of hot-
water apparatus by which the boiler can be, as it were,

^ hermetically sealed. Out of several instances I will men-

i

tion one that came under iny notice on Monday, the Jth
instant. The job (new boiler and pipes) bad only been
linished on the Saturday previous by a ilrst-class London
llrm, in which a stop-cock, with spanner screwed on, was
fixed in both flow and return pipes leading from kitchen
boiler next the hot-water cistern upstairs for supplying
baths, &c. I was told they were placed there for shutting
the water oft', should tho boiler or pipes leak at any time :

very little advantage that for the risk incurred.
It appears the gentleman had misunderstood the use of

them, for on Sunday night, fiading hut little ^sate^ in the
cisterns for supplying tho above, he turned oil' both cocks,
thiuking to avoid an accident through an inauflicient

supply of water. After the fire was lighted on Monday
morning, an unusual hissing noise in the boiler and pipes,

and some of the joints commencing to leak, so frightened
the butler that he bad the lire raked out immediately,
otherwise there would have been an explosion, and mo
likely loss of life. I hope this will be ihe means of coi

damning so dangerous and at tho same time useless i

addition to hot-water ax’paratus. F. ITsiier.

ENGINEERING AND AGRICULTURE.

THE AMERICAN SYSTEM OF SINKING
PIPES FOR WATER.

Sir,—

C

an any of your correspondents inform me in the
above system of sinking pipes for water (which is to be
tried for the Abyssinian expedition), whether it is neces-
sary to take any steps to prevent the pipes from being
stopped up at the bottom in the act of boring. It is sup-
posed that five or sir small pipes might prove suUicieut
where there is a probability of coming to water. AV.

THE LAND DKAINAGE ACT.

The article signed “ A\'. H. AV." in yonr number of
the 9th instant, and under this title, has attracted my
attention. It relates to a subject in which I have taken a
special interest, and I fully concur in all your corre-
spondent alllrms as to its very great importance, and its

being one in which engineers may be profitably engaged,
whilst at the same time they may confer great benefit upon
the country.
There can be no doubt that arterial drainage, irrigation

on an extended scale, reclaiming land from the sea or
rivers, as enumerated by “ AV. U. AV.,” and I will add,
wet and dry warping, are amongst the best works that the
profession can be engaged in, not alone as national, bnt
as safe and profitable commercial nudcrtaldngs.
There is iUready an enormous amount of talent and in-

dustry at work in producing mechanical appliances, which
are used for every possible purpose iu the dilJ'erent opera-
tions of the agriculturalist; but the civil engineer has
not hitherto been enlisted in the cause, or he has not con-
sidered it worth his attention to practise in tho branches
connected with the subject, although there is a very wide
field open to him.

I cannot agree with ‘‘AA’. II. AV.” that there is that
want of spirit in the lauded proprietors iu not under-
taking improvements on an expensive scale which he
attributes to them

;
and we should consider the difficulties

that many of them labour uuder, either in the want of
spare funds, or their having only a life interest in their
properties, or their lands being subject to leases or agree-
ments which prevent their dealing with them, and many
other impediments; but I know that they are generally
Hilly alive to the value of such improvements. One of the

VENTILATION OF SEWERS.

Sin,—Under the above heading I have read Mr. G. A.
Rowell's letter in the Builder. Before the principle which
he suggests could be applied extensive structural altcrn-

tions would require to be made in sewers and their

attachments.
At present, both brick and pipe sewers are ventilated

by means of air shafts, built at intervals along their course,

tfie tops of these necks or of tho dibrit pits connected
with them, being covered witli iron gratings.

Before an exhausting engine could be set to work it

would be necessary to close these openings elTectually,

and to provide for tho more secure trapping of street

gullies, water-closet pipes, and kitchen sinks, otherwise
the power of the engine would be spent in pumping
atmospheric air through these and other openings, whilst
tho lignter and more deleterious gases would still lodge
unmoved in the summit or highest parts of the sewers. I
am doubtful of the success of any such plan of ventilating
sewers to a nseful extent ;

but, if practicable, furnaces iu

connexion with openings to the sewers and tall chimneys
would perform the requisite work as efficiently and modi
more economically than steam power. Any contemplated
damage from explosions could be combated by making
the parts exposed to this danger strong enough to resist.

That “ the gases to be pumped out would hardly give any
resistance" is not a question of much moment. The
engines at the blast furnaces in Yorkshire and Stafford-
shire mn up to very high powers, as much as 600-horse

nominal, the expense of which I leave you to judge. The
real difficulty to be grappled with would be the length of
the main sewers and their numerous ramifications not air

or water light on their first construction, to which must
bo added tho numerous openings and connexions, and the
imperfectly trapped gully -shoots connected with the
street gullies, these latter occurring on both sides of tho
road, at intervals never or seldom more than 200 ft. apart.
As I have stated, the power of the engine would be

spent in pumping atmospheric air through these openings,
whilst the radical danger of accumalating gases in the
summits of the sewers would remain unchanged.

I have faith in the method of ventilation often suggested
of carrying up pipes by the sides of chimneys above the
level of the roofs, in connexion with the method in present
use. I regard the common bell-trap to kitchen sinks as a
source of greater danger than properly -placed and
properly-constructed water-closets. In this opinion I
think I am justified by facta, as well as in the danger ex-
isting at the summits of sewers. This latter could be
diminished, if not effectnally prevented, by the pipes
carried above the level of the roofs.

It appears to me that any plan of ventilation, to be
efticient, must be simple, constant, and self-acting, and
not violent in operation. This constancy and simplicity,
without taking the cost into account, could not he main-
tained by engine-power. I could oQ'er a suggestion to im-
prove traps generally; and should like to ofTer a few re-
marks on the ventilation of chemical works and factories,

but must leave these for a more convenient opportunity.

A THIRTEENTH CENTURY FOUNDATION.

At the village of Bonghton, in Nottingham-
shire, a now church is being built, and part of

the stone is obtained from the old church, which
is only distant a few yards. When the founda-

tion of the old building was reached in the pro-
gress of demolition, a number of large nnsqnared
stones were found thrown together pCle-m6le,

one over the other, in a very nnusual man-
ner. On these stones being taken out for squaring
and use in the new church, singular concreted
masses were found beneath them, presenting at

first sight most pnzzling characters. On care-

ful examination, however, I have fonnd these

masses to consist of tho large stems of the great
bull-rush of our ponds, mingled with the stems
and leaves of the yellow water-flag, the whole
enveloped and concreted together with the thir-

teenth century cement, now nearly as hard as

stone.

The district (which I know well), is eminently
boggy, and it seems probable that the old church
was built on a site where marsh and bog plants

grew. To get a sure foundation it would appeal’

that large stones were thrown in, and cement
thrown over them. The cement naturally trick-

ling through the interstices bound the bull-

rushes and flags together in one stony mass,
and has thus preserved them in a state fit for

recognition for eight hundred years.

W. G. S.

A SUGGESTION FOR THE CRYSTAL
PALACE.

Now that the Paris E.xhibition is closed, and
the buildings in the surrounding Parc are, I

presume, to be taken down, according to agree-
ment, will you allow me to suggest through your
columns to our Crystal Palace Company, that
several of those buildings are well worth trans-

porting to Sydenham for re-erection; and would,
in some measure, compensate to England—
and, indeed, to the world, for the collection

was unique—lor the painful losses occasioned
by that most disastrous fire, which can never
cease to be a subject of sorrow to all lovers of
tho beautiful.

The Champ de Mars’ Turkish Mosque may
not be comparable to Owen Jones’s exquisite

Alhambra, but it is a very lovely thing
;
and the

Egyptian Temple, with its avenue of couchant
lions aud haudsome flight of steps—to say
nothing of its iuteresting interior, — would
worthily fill a space, if not in our despoiled
Crystal Palace, at any rate in the grounds.
There were, too, a Turkish Kiosk, very beauti-

ful, in which the blending of colours was most
charming

;
the Palace of the Bey of Tunis ; and

a handsome Egyptian building, with a fine bold
gateway at the end of an avenue of ten large

concrete sphinxes painted to representred granite,
and which was used for a museum. This and its

contents—arranged in glass cases raised on large

square plinths of exquisitely made woodwork,
inlaid in bands of a darker colour—would be a
most desirable addition to the Sydenham
collection.

Ask Mr. Grove, if he be not too much absorbed
by his interesting and arduous task of assisting

in the Palestine exploration proceedings, to nrge
this matter upon his directors before the objects

are cleared away and lost sight of. Want of
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funds will, I suppose, be the groat difficulty ; but

somet'hing iinli have to be done to restore the

Crystal Palace to a nearer approach to its

pristine beauty than it now exhibits; and the

objects I have named, being so unavailable to

the general public, and, therefore, unsaleable,

mic'ht doubtless be secured for infinitely smaller

sums than would be required to recreate them.
E. F. H.

STRENGTH OF CONCRETE WALLS.

I LIVED many years in the county of Suffolk,

where, from the scarcity of strong clay, this kind

of wall was common, and most of the old walls

are formed (though not with so strong a flux) in

this manner, occasionally faced with split flints.

One of the finest church towers of the kind, St.

Peter’s, Ipswich, has been erected nearly 400

years, of concrete, faced with split flint and stone

dressings. The tower has an area of 140 square

yards, and a height of 100 ft., as perfect and sub-

stantial now as when first built. This affords

the strongest proof that can be required of the

simplicity of those who talk about the instability

of concrete erections, and the necessity of bond-

ing them throughout. Clay in Suffolk being so

scarce, tho early builders, even so far back as

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, turned

their attention to this compound substance : the

idea was roughly worked out, I admit, bat true

in principle, and in pulling down such buildings,

the men have far more difficulty, and it takes an
infinitely longer time with pickaxes than a dozen

brick ones would. I have seen the bricks which
have been embedded in the concrete of these old

buildings smashed to pieces before tho concrete

would give way. Some of the walls of the old

Grammar School, Ipswich, 300 years old, I saw
pulled down myself. The men could not pick

them down, but were obliged to mine with gun-

powder before they could level them.

Putting aside the known great porosity of

bricks, and therefore their great susceptibility to

disintegration, and the necessity of some profit

to the builder, which the high price of laud

almost prevents, I trust that I have given proof

of the advantage of such concrete erections.

Thos. C. Edgley.

MURRAY r. GILES.

8ib,—

A

s attorneys for the plaintilT, we trust you will

allow os to correct a slight inaccuracy in tho report of the
above case in your last week’s paper. In the last para-
graph hot one it is stated that “The jury, having been
locked up some time, gave a verdict for plaintUT, #o far
only as regards twelve drawings out of flfly-two claimed,
ana no damages.” The jury simply gave a verdict for the
plaintill'. In the course of the trial it came out in evidence
that many of the drawings claimed bad been sent to the
contractor's office, or to a Mr. Mcesom, and that the de-

fendant had only fifteen drawings in his possession. By
consent, a nominal value of 5Z. was set upon those draw-
ings, and the judge, upon the verdict of the jnry, ordered
those fifteen (not twelve) drawings to be given up to the
plaintiff, and certified that he was entitled to costs.

Bowker, Pexke, & Bird.

REMOVAL OP HISTORICAL MONUMENTS
A coEREsroNDENT Writes,—“ I want to enter an

indignant protest against the sale of the in-

scribed stone from the Roman wall to the
American consul at Newcastle {vide p. 844).
Why should “ a Portland cement cast ” be taken
‘for the Old Castle, Newcastle,’ while he carries

off the original ? When he has moved it ‘ to the
United States,’ it becomes merely an object of
antiquarian interest

; bnt while it remained in
situ, ‘ about eight miles from Glasgow,’ in the
wall of Antoninus Pius, recording tho erection of
the 3,000 paces, it was an invaluable portion of
irrefragable history that the surrounding inhabi-

tants onght to have felt too proud of having hod
bequeathed to them, to have ever allowed it to

pass out of their hands. Inquiry onght to be
made as to by whose permission this inscribed

stone was taken from the wall and delivered

over to Professor M'Chesney. It would be wiser
even to take some Roman monument out of one
of our museums, and give that to the Professor.

The suggestion, doubtless, seems a barbarous
one ; bnt it is not really half so barbarous as
parting with this link from the chain of our
national history. I am quite furious about it.”

We fully agree with our enraged correspondent,
and must express our surprise that the New-
castle Society of Antiquaries received the state-

ment so coolly. Some endeavour should be
made to buy it back from Professor M'Chesney,

that it might be deposited, at any rate, in the

neighbourhood of the wall it labelled. We refer

this suggestion to Dr. Bruce to see it carried

out.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Oldbunj.—The church here has been re-opened

for divine worship, by the Bishop of Worcester.

The edifice, which originally consisted of nave,

with north and south aisles, and galleries, had a

shallow chancel formed by one bay, which has

now been materially lengthened. The front

portion of the western gallery has been removed,

and benches, which previously occupied that

part of the ground-floor under the west gallery,

have been replaced by modem open, seats with

bench ends. An organ-chamber has been, pro-

vided on the north side of the chancel, with

choristers’ vestry in the rear. The chancel has

been lengthened inwardly. The church has been

thoroughly cleaned, painted, and decorated. Tho
ceilings and walla have been simply decorated.

The whole of the work has been carried out

under the supervision, of Mr. G. Holme, archi-

tect, the entire coat being under 1,0001., and by
the following contractors, viz. : — Mr. Bonser, of

Oldbury, for tho builder’s work; Mr. A. Gee, of

Stafford, for the painting and decorating; Mr.
Averill, of Oldbnry, and Messrs. C. Smith & Son,

of Birmingham, for the gas standards and orna-

mental ironwork
;
and Messrs. Haden & Son,

Trowbridge, for the warming.
Wcrrcestcr. — Tlie interior of Sc. George’s

Church is now undergoing a partial renovation

and repewing, under the direction of Mr.
Hopkins, architect

;
contractors, Messrs. Cox, of

tho Butts. The ground-floor has been entirely

reseated, the seats being of varnished deal, with

leaning backs, and no doors. Godwin’s encaustic

tiles have been laid down in the chancel and
aisles. Now windows, with frosted glass, and
stone mullions and transoms, have replaced tho

old ones in the lower side walls. The walls and
ceiling have been coloured. When the east

window is removed, and the galleries made to

harmonise with the arrangements on the ground-

floor,—improvements which can only be effected

by the accession of more funds,—something will

have been done to render this poor and unsightly

church less objectionable and more convenient

in the interior.

Madrefjield {near Malvern).—By the liberality

of the lord of the manor, Earl Beauchamp,
another church has just been completed and
opened for the use of the inhabitants. The new
edifice is situated near the Court, and is in the
Decorated style. It contains a chancel, nave,

tower, and spire. The building is of grey stone,

with bands of red, and facings of freestone.

North of tho chancel are vestry and organ-
chamber. The roofs are steeply pitched, aud of

open-timbered work. In the east window are

three lights, as there are also in the window at

the west end: the other windows are chiefly

two-light. Tho tower opens into the nave by a

lofty arch
;

and the church is approached
through a stone porch, and through a wooden
lych-gate. There are six bells and a set of

chimes. Tho interior is decorated. At the east

and west ends there are some coloured windows.
Tho architect was Mr. Preedy, of London.

Liverjiool.—The erection of the mortuary
chapel, “owing to circumstances of a painful

character,” says the Albion, is now suspended.
It has reached an advanced stage, and in places

is almost ready to receive the roof. It would be
a boon to the inhabitants of the poor and
crowded districts off Scotland-road, where it is

being erected
;
and it must prove a matter for

sincere regret if, owing to the commercial dis-

aster of a gentleman who purposed being its

sole donor, it should not now bo completed, and
its uses put fully and fairly to the test. The
corporation should take the building in hand
and finish it at the public cost ; or, failing that,

a public subscription should at once be organized
to carry out this desirable object, by completing
the building without delay.

Hoylandsivaine.—The chief atone of a new
church now in progress of erection at Hoylaud-
swaine, about two miles from Penistone, has
been laid by the Bishop of Bipon. A site has
been given by Mr. F. W. T. V. Wentworth, and
the parsonage which is nearly completed, has
been erected at the solo cost of tho Stanhope
family. The church, which is being erected from
designs famished by Mr. W. H. Crosalaud, of.

Leeds, architect, is estimated to cost 3,0001., and
will seat 308 persons. The plan comprises nave,

with north aisle and chancel, with chancel aisle,

to be used as a vestry and organ chamber. At
the west end will be a tower, rising to tbe height

of 70 ft. The height of tbe nave is to be 30tl.

;

length of the church, 87 ft. ; width 38 ft. 6 in.

The style is Decorated. The roofs are open, and
are, together with the sittings, stained in oak.

There are 308 fixed sittings, including 80 seats

for children, and all the sittings are to be free.

Blachheath.—All Saints’ Church has recently

been improved by tbe completion of the upper

portion of tho tower, and by a broach spire. As
tbe church stands on the Heath, these additions

are conspicuous for some distance around. The
tower is 14 ft. 6 in. square internally, and the

spire is about 133 ft. 6 in. to tbe apex stone.

The materials are similar to those used in the

body of the church, namely, Kentish rag for the

main walling, and Bath stone for the quoins,

dressings, &e. Tbe cost has been about 1,2001.

Mr. Ferrey was the architect employed, and

Messrs. Dove, Brothers, carried out the work.

The tower stands at the south-west angle of the

church.
Saxlingham Nctliergate {Norfolk).—The church

here is about to undergo restoration, and also to

be considerably enlarged. The present church

consists of nave, chancel, south porch, and west

tower. These are to be restored (the porch to

be rebuilt), a new aisle, equal in size to the

present nave, is to be erected on the north side,

and a new vestry on the north of the chancel.

Tho works have commenced, tbe builders being

ilr. Rust for bricklayers’ and stonemasons’

work, Mr. Burrell for carpenter and joiner’s

work, and Mr. Devereux for plumber, painter,

and glazier’s work. The whole church is to be
seated in oak, with bench-ends and carved

poppy-heads ;
there will also be a carved oak

rood-screen, decorated and gilded. The present

contracts amonnt to 1,3281., exclusive of restoring

and rehanging the bells, of which there are six,

of beautiful tone. The architect is Mr. James S.

Benest, of Norwich.
Halvergate {Norfolk).—The parish church here,

the nave and tower of which underwent entire

restoration some years back, is now to be com-

pleted, by the erection of a new porch. The
chancel, which is a very primitive structure of

red brick, will also shortly be restored. The
architect is Mr. James S. Benest, of Norwich.

DISSENTING CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Sheffield.—A memorial-stone has been laid by
Sir Francis Lycett, ex-Sheriff of London and
Middlesex, at the Methodist Chapel, in course of

erection on Ellesmere-road. The chapel,—tbe

architects of which are Messrs. Wilson & Cros-

land,—will be in the Early English style, and
will almost join the Methodist schools which

were erected some little time ago. It will be
capable of accommodating 1,000 persons, and the

cost of the erection will be about 3,5001.

2Ialmesbury.—A new Congregational chapel

has been opened here. The building stands in

the Westport of the borough, near the place

where the celebrated Hobbes once lived. The
means to build the chapel have to the extent of

1,0001. been promised. Mr. Stent, the architect,

supplied plans, which were adopted. The struc-

ture is hid from view by a mass of small tene-

ments and farms. The style of architecture is

Anglo-Lombardic. There are two entrances from

Church-street, which forms the frontage of the

church, leading to the body aud gallery, which
latter runs along two sides of tho building. Tho
front contains a centre circular window, filled in

with stained glass of simple design. One of the

entrances spoken of is under a turret which
rises on the south-west side, and to the top of

the spire which snrmonnts it, measures about

70 ft. The church contains sitting accommoda-
tion for about 260 on the ground-floor, and about

200 in the galleries. The roof is partly open-

timbered, being a semi-wagon-head roof. The
pews are all open, and all the joiners’ work is of

deal, varnished. The chapel is lighted by a

large centre corona light, and brackets under the

galleries ;
and it is heated by apparatus supplied

by Messrs. Haden & Son, of Trowbridge. At
the rear there are an assembly-room, vostoy, and
other rooms, over which there is a school-Jx>oni

with separate approach. The chapel was erected

by Messrs. Light & Smith, of Chippenham.
^t^n^rtd;7e Wells.—Tho new Connress of Hunt-

ingdon’s chapel has been dedicated. Tho edifice
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is in the Early English style, and capable of
seating about 700 persons. The architect was
Mr. John Wimble, of London. Standing as it

does on one of the highest eminences in the
town, its tall white spire may be seen for many
miles. The roof is arched, and supported by
groins and light iron columns. A gallery is erected
at the eastern end, capable of seating some 200
or 300.

Victoria Park, Lon-lon.—Mr. Samuel Morley
has recently laid the foundation-stone of the
new Victoria Park Congregational Church, situ-

ated in Appi-oach-road, Victoria Park, imme-
diately adjoining Bonner’s-road, in the presence
of an immense concourse of spectators. The new
building has been designed by Mr. Poultou,
architect, of Beading, for the accommodatiou
of some 3,000 ersons, at an estimated cost of

about 8,0001., and will be a plain, bnt commo-
dious, structure.

York.—The chief stone of a new Wesleyan
school-chapel has been laid on a site between
the south end of Pilgrim-street and Charlea-
street. Clarence-street. The total cost of the
ground and the buildings to be erected upon it

has beeu estimated at upwards of 2,0002., and
towards this sum between 9001. and 1,0001. have
been subscribed. The buildings will cost about
1,2001. The school-chapel will consist of one
principal room, 61 ft. G in. long by 40 ft. wide,
and 30 ft. high. It will be divided into bays by
the roof, and principals partially exposed to

view. The room will be lighted by six large
windows on each side and five at the end. The
entrance will be by a porch in the side transept.
The inside of the building will be lined with
white brick, relieved by rod and black brickwork
in arches, strings, &c. The outside of the build-
ing will be faced with red stock brickwork, re-

lieved by arches and strings of white and black
brick. The transept gable will be finished by
an ornamental bell-tnrret. Mr. Edward Taylor,
of York, is the architect

;
and the contractors

are Mr. Josepli Walker for the brickwork; Mr.
E. Slater for the joiner’s work ; Mr. II. Brumby
for the mason’s work; Mr. H. Young for the
plasterer’s work; Mr. W. K. Hartley for the
plumber’s and glazier’s work ; Mr. H. Sanderson
for the slater’s work; and Mr. J. Thomas for the
painter’s work.

Bollington,—A new Congregational chapel has
been opened here. The site is on the north side
of the main thoroughfare, Great High-street, at
the corner of Beeston Brow. Space has been re-

served on which to erect a minister’s house.
Externally the building presents the appearance
of a nave and transepts, the former being the
chapel and tue latter tlie school building, the
whole being so planned that without any dis-

turbance of the external walls, the transept may
be added to the chapel whenever circumstances
require its enlargement. The axis, or centre
line of the building, forms a considerable angle
to the line of street

;
but owing to a bend in the

latter, the south or front gable directly faces the
spectator as ho ascends Great High-street, whilst
on approaching the village under the canal
aqueduct a view is obtained of the west side,

including the school gable and the tower and
spire at the south-west angle. All the external
walls are faced with Kerridge parpoints, set in

regular courses, tlie masonry of the quoins,
jambs, buttresses, and other dresrings being in

Bollington stoue. The front gable is terminated
by a wrought-iron fiuial, and the spire has a
weather-vane. The roof, which has .a steep
pitch, is covered with slating, formed to a
geometrical pattern, in three varieties of tint.

The chapel is internally 65 ft. 6 in. by 36 ft.

wide, and including the small gallery at the end,
opposite the pulpit, will seat 460 persons. It is

lighted on each side by five double lancet-headed
windows, glazed with cathedral tinted glass,

having a coloured border. There is also a large
geometrical window at the back of the gallery.

Perhaps the main feature internally is the inner
roof or ceiling, which is in the form of a pointed
arch springing from the side walla, groined over
the window heads, and intersected by bold ribs,

moulded iu plaster. The seats are low, with slant-
ing backs, and are without doors. The floor has
a slight lougitudinal rise from the communion.
The school building is of two stories, and
comprises on the ground-floor an infants’ room,
three or four class-rooms, and a minister’s vestry,
the upper story being in one largo room, 57 ft.

long, 25 ft. wide, and 25 ft. high, with an open-
timbered roof. It is lighted on three sides, and
will accommodate upwards of 400 scholars. The
whole premises are heated by steam. The style
is Early Decorated, according to the designs and

superintendence of Mr. "Williamson, architect,

Manchester. The contracts have been under-
taken by local tradesmen iu separate portions,

—

viz., masonry, Mr. Thomas Allman; wood-work,
,Mr. S. Handford; plumbing, &c., Mr. W. Hallo-
well

;
plastering, Mr. John Mellor. The total

cost, exclusive of land, will he about 2,8001.

PBOVINCIAL KEWS.

IVorcester.—New premises have been opened
by Messrs. Badger, ironmongers, at the corner
of the Foregate and St. Nicholas streets. The
building was constructed from the designs of
Mr. Johnson, of this city, architect

; but owing
to legal difficulties the original plans were not
adopted, and instead of its being four stories it

is reduced to three. The building consists of a
shop, show-rooms, store-rooms, and all necessary
offices required in the trade. Tlie shop-front
contains the largest panes of plate-glass in the
city, each containing 100 superficial feet. The
exterior of the building has been ornamented, the
spandrels to the arched windows being filled with
wood carvings. The interior is lighted at night
by sun-lights on a new principle. The wood-
work was executed by Messrs. Hemming, the
brickwork by Mr. Beard, the stonework by Mr.
Hiron, the plumbing and glazing by Mr. Tomlin-
son, and the carving by Mr. Forsyth. The
Messrs. Badger gave a supper to the workmen
who had been engaged in the erection of the
premises, as well as to their own workpeople
and a number of friends, to commemorate the
completion of the house and to inaugurate the
opening of the new shop. About 100 sat down
to supper at the Holly Bush Inn.

UtisrcIlnHca.

Tue Costekmoxgers.—Mr. Gathorne Hardy
has brought in his Bill to modify the operation
of the Streets Act so far as the costermongers
are concerned, and it has been read a secoud
time.

A Peoi-ie’s Park for Luton. — At a large
public meeting of the inhabitants, the offer

made by Mr. J. S. Crawley to the Moor Com-
mittee, of forty -three acres of land on the old
Bedford-road portion of the moor, containing
about eleven acres, and a sum of 2,4-002., has
beeu accepted. He will also give tip the titho

on the land, amounting to more than 92. per
annum, and present the committee with 502. to
help them to fence the park, on condition of its

being laid out by some competent person.

Mrs. Gladstone’s Convalescent Ho.me.—An
influential meeting has been held in the London
Tavern, to promote the object in view in the
establishment of a convalescent home at Snares-
brook. Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone were present on
the platform, as also the Bishops of Chester and
Eochester, Lords Cranbourne and Hay, Mr.
Hepworth Dixon, and many others. Appropriate
resolutions were unanimously passed, the enlarge-
ment of the Home being the chief object in view.
Committees are to be formed, and sobscriptiou
lists opened for the purpose. The object is an
excellent one, such as wo have long advocated,
and we hope that abundant means will shortly

be forthcoming to ensure the desired enlarge-

ment.

Our Science and Art Collections.—In the
House of Commons, Mr. Layard asked the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer whether it is his iuten-

tion to propose any measure for the better ad-
ministratiou of the British Museum and other
institutions in the United Kingdom connected
with science and art. In reply, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer said he was not prepared to

bring forward so extensive a measure as that
suggested, but ho was engaged with a more
limited measure, which, if accepted, will effect

such a separation of collections as he promised
to give his attention to last session. Mr. Layard
also asked whether the sum of 15,0002. voted by
Parliament for purchases of objects in the Paris
Exhibition, in consequence of a report of the
select committee appointed last session, has beeu
expended? and if not, why not? In reply to
whioli Lord E. Montagu said, that it was the
opinion of the House that we should only expend
for this purpose the sum saved out of the fund

;

and as that did not exceed 4,7752., no more
I

could be expended.

All S.atnts Church, York-stbeet, Lambeth.
This church has been re-opened. From being
one of the gloomiest churches of all London, it is

now one of the brightest. Colouring has been
used, and the seats have been thrown open.

Walking on Water.—At Holyhead nearly
the entire population turned out the other day
to wituoss a gentleman walking on the water in

the harbour in large shoes, like snow shoes. He
did not at any time sink below the knees and
went along at his ease, smoking a pipe. Be-
tween forty and fifty' years ago, a person tra-

versed the harbour of Leith iu a somewhat
similar way, ouly in that case the “shoes”
were air-tight tins, throe of which were affixed

to the three feet of a tripod, on which the water-
traverser rode. He had paddles attached to his

feet, by which he rapidly propelled himself.

Desecration of a Churchyard.—At the
Arches Courtjudgment has been given in the case
Adlam v. Coulthurst. The promoter is one of
the magistrates of Somerset, and the defendant
churchwarden of Chew Magna, who had caused
soil and human bones to be removed to improve
a pathway to the church, and had placed them
in a field. Mr. Adlam instituted proceedings
before Dr. Lushington, and the defendant was
ordered to replace the soil and bones and to pay
1002. costs. He alleged that he could do neither

—that he was a bankrupt, and that the field was
in the possession of trustees under a marriage
settlement of his daughter. The present appli-

cation was a commitment for contempt. Sir

Robert Phillimore gave judgment, and dwelt on
the sanctity of a churchyard. A serious oflence

had been committed, aud he pronounced the
defendant in contempt. He would withhold the
proceedings for six days, in the hope that the
bones would be restored, otherwise the order
would go to the Court of Chancery for contempt.

The Initials F.S.A.—The secretary of the
Society of Antiquaries, Mr. C. Knight "Watson,
wrote thus to Mr. Le Neve Foster, the secretary
of the Society of Arts :

—“ Would you have the
kindness to call the attention of your governing
body to the following resolution, passed at the
last meeting of our council, Earl Stanhope, pre-
sident, in the chair :

—
‘ It having been repre-

sented to the council that several members of
the Society for the Encouragemenc of Arts and
Manufactures, &c., have appended to their names
the initials F.S.A., and thus led to a confusion
between the “ members ” of that society and the
“ follows ” of this, the secretary was instructed to

call upon Mr. Le Neve Foster, secretary to the
aforesaid society, aud invite his attention to the
inconvenience of this practice.’ Hoping some
measures may be taken by your council to deter
your members from adopting initials to which
they have no title, I am, «to.” Mr. Foster has
accordiugly informed members of the Society
of Arts that, “neither by the charter, by the
bye-laws, nor by custom, is there any authority
for their placing the letters ‘F.S.A.’ after their

names.”

CooKHAM Bridge.—A new iron bridge over
the Thames has been recently opened for traffic,

at reduced tolls. The tender accepted for the
work was that of Messrs. Pease, Hutchinson, &
Co., of Darlington, and London, whose estimate
was 2,5201. ;

aud premiums were awarded for the
two next best designs, those of Messrs. Peto &
Co., and Mr. John Pinchbeck, of London. The
length of the new bridge over ail is 335 ft., and
its length between abutments, 300 ft. The clear

width of the roadway is 20 ft., and the height of
the bridge at the centre, from the bed of the
river to the top of the handrail, is 30 ft. The
superstructure consists of a wrought-iron con-
tiuaous girder supported at intervals of 40 ft.

upon piers formed of iron piles. Ornamental
cast-iron brackets are introduced at the angles
formed by the piers and girders. The platform
is of Meinel planking, 3 in. thick, and is covered
with a thick coating of aspbalte before the metal-
ling was put on. The abutments are of red
brick, with ashlar caps and string courses. The
contractors are largo iron manufacturers as well
as bridge builders. ' The solidity and strength, of
the new bridge was lately tested when immense
vans containing Mander’s menagerie passed over
it. There were three of them upon it at one
time, the first of which weighed about 14 tons,

exclusive of its nine draught horses. The work
was carried out under the superintendence of
Mr. W. G. Fosswick. The bridge was erected
under the inspectorship of Mr. William Atkinson,
of Westminster, C.E., who acted as the repren-
tative of the Cookham-bridge Company.
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Cambkidge Architectural Society. — On

Tlinrsday evening last, Mr. Williatn M. Fawcett

gave some account of a tour in Belgium, which

he illustrated with several photographs.

Passengers and Guards.—It is said that

Government is about to impose an order upon

the railway companies for the adoption of a uni-

form system of intercommunication between

railway passengers and guards, and between

guards and drivers. The Duke of Richmond,

President of the Board of Trade, has met the

engineers (telegraphic and general), and the

managers of the principal railway companies,

for a conference on the subject.

Xew N.ational Schools at Bulmeil.—These

schools have been inaugurated. The building,

together with the master’s house, is of Buiwell

stone. Mr. R. C. Sutton, of Nottingham, was

the architect ;
and Messrs. Dennett, of Not-

tiDgham,were the builders. The cost was about

2,0C0?. There is a boys’ school, UO ft. by 2L ft.,

and girls’ school, 70 ft. by 20 ft., separated by a

movable partition. The building is surmounted

by a bell turret. There are separate play-

grounds, on a large scale, for the boys and girls,

adjoining the schools.

South London "Working Men’s College.

—

This college is intended to offer to working men
in South London an education of a high character,

by means of classes in languages, mathematics,

and physical science, together with lectures on

history, politics, moral and social science, &c.

There will be also, in connexion with the college,

a night school (for men only), a day school for

boys and girls, and afternoon classes for women.

The college is to consist of six classes of mem-
bers. The college is expected to open imme-
diately after Christmas. Particulars of the

classes, school, &c., may be had from the Hon.

Secretary, Mr. William Rossiter, Tottenham, N.

New Theatre in Langhaii-pl.vce.—It appears

that we are likely to have a comic opera in

London, Mr. German Reed having taken St.

George’s Hall, Langham-place, for the purpose.

The project could not be in better hands. The
hall is undergoing the necessary alterations, in

the construction of private boxes, and the en-

largement of the stage for the production of

opera and extravaganza. An undertaking like

this interests all classes 3 and it has been inti-

mated to us that the prices of admission will be

within the range of the poorest amateur. A
new operatic extravaganza will be immediately

announced, from the pen of Mr. F. C. Bnmand,
and Mr. A. S. Sullivan, a rising composer. The
Gallery of Illustration will be unaffected by Mr.

German Reed’s connexion with the St. George’s

Opera House.

Improvement in the Sanitary Condition of

Liverpool.—At a meeting of the Liverpool

Health Committee, the chairman stated that

the mortality during the past year, as compared

with the two previous years, showed a satisfac-

tory decrease ; and in comparing the years

1866-7 with 1865-6, there was a saving of be-

tween 4,000 and 5,000 lives, the death-rate

having decreased from 36 in the 1,000 to 29 4 in

the 1,000. During the year the corporation bad

expended lO.OOOZ. in connecting the drainage of

poor property with the main drains, 1,8001. in

opening courts, and upwards of 45,0001. in the

improvement of poor dilapidated property. In

reference to the sub-letting of honses, the medical

officer of health said that there were 1,867 honses

registered under the Act of Parliament, which

he considered was one of the most salutary that

could be formed.

Bursting of a Reservoir .at Preston. — A
very alarming accident has happened on the

premises of Messrs. M'Guffog, cotton manufac-
turers, Preston. The establishment of the firm

named has at the rear of it two lodges or reser-

voirs for warm water. One of the lodges is a

new one, and about six weeks ago, when it was
being filled, it burst through the breaking of an
iron pipe. Since then the contractor has re-

paired the breach, and steeps were again taken

for filling it. The lodge is about 57 ft. long,

37 ft. broad, and 7 ft. deep. When the water

had got about a foot from the top, the northern

wall of the lodge, which is about 14 ft. high, 5 ft.

6 in. broad at the foundation, and 3 ft. at the

top, gave way in the centre; an aperture about

18 ft. wide, andreachieg from the bottom to the

top of the wall, was made, and through it all

the water rushed with great impetuosity, de-

luging houses and streets in the vicinity. There
were no buttresses to the wall which gave way.

Supper to a Foreman.—On the evening of

the 20th inst. a complimentary snpper was

given by the farmers and tradesmen of the

village of Stratton Audley, at the Plough Inn,

to Mr. Copping, foreman to Mr. Simpson, who

has recently completed Cotmore House for Mr.

W. W. M. Deevar, as a mark of the good opinion

he has won in connexion with the building of

this mansion.

Library for Edinburgh.—A meeting for the

establishment of a free public library in this city

has been held in the New Assembly Hall, the Lord

President in the chair, supported by Lords Neaves

and Ardmillan, and other gentlemen on the

platform. Various resolutions in favour of the

object were passed by acclamation, and a sub-

scription list is to be opened at the banks and

public places, the proceeds to be devoted to

the purchase of a free public library building to
'

be handed over to the town council. Bailie

Skicner was appointed to act as honorary

secretary.

Pollution of Rivers. — The Pollution of

Rivers Commissioners, Mr. Robert Rawlinson,

C.B., Mr. John Thornhill Harrison, C.E., and

Professor J. T. Way, with their secretary, Mr. S.

J. Smith, have paid a visit to Bolton, for the

purpose of inspecting the Croal and its tribu-

taries, comprising the river Tong, the Bradshaw

Brook, and the Middle Brook, and their tribu-

taries (which are numerous), and the water-shed

to which streams embraces an area of about 50

square miles. Mr. Rawlinson explained to the

mayor and other local authorities, that his col-

leagues and himself had come to make proper

preparations for the official inquiry to be here-

after held. The commissioners were entertained

to luncheon by the mayor.

New Concert Hall at Brighton.—A new
hall for concerts, &c., is about to be opened at

Brighton. It has been built by Mr. William

Childs. The concert-hall will be approached by

four entrances,—two in West-street and two in

Middle-street,—8 ft. each in width. At the

former will be a stone staircase leading to a

gallery, 35 ft. in width, capable of seating 300

persons. The front of the building is intended

for dining-rooms and other purposes. In Middie-

street rooms will be set apart for cloak-rooms,

&c. The ball itself is 200 ft. in length, 46 ft.

6 in. wide, and 51 ft. 9 in. in height. The
design of Mr. Childs, and the builders under his

direction, has been to make the building fire-

proof. There are also many means of con-

venient egress. The architect is a townsman,

Mr. Horatio N. Gonlty. The floor is com-

posed of rolled iron joists, filled in with 6 in.

of concrete, the flooring being laid upon the top

thereon, and able to support 3 cwt. of every

square foot of surface. The construction has

been supervised by the Town Council authorities,

and the requirements of the Local Act are

adhered to.

Sanitary State of Nottingham.—The annual

report of the local sanitary committee is more

satisfactory than usual, and the tables are more
comprehensive. The death-rate now is 19 per

1,000, and has been gradually reduced in conse-

quence of the formation of new and wide streets

in the old and densely populated part of the

town; the new sewerage system, which has been

very extensive and not yet complete ;
the

extermination as far as possible of cesspools;

the regular disinfection and removal of all

refuse and decomposable matter ; the ventilation

of the sewers; and, above all, the regular,

systematic, and complete washing and scouring

of the courts and alleys from the water mains,

aided lately by a steam fire-engine. During the

past eight years the expenditure of the corpora-

tion on new streets, sewerage, subways, opening

out courts and alleys, sanitary work generally,

paving with granite, and flagging with Yorkshire

flags, and in new buildings, houses, and other

works of construction appertaining to sanitary

and municipal welfare, has been about a quarter

of a million ; while the total borrowed money is

only about 1-10,0001. The rates for the works

referred to, i.e., those imposed under the Public

Health and Sanitary Acts, are after all no more
than Is. 6d. in the pound. The rateable value

of the town proper is about 170,000L 3 the

population of the town proper, 85,0001.; and
the population of the true urban area, which is,

in fact, Nottingham, is about 130,000. The
report contains meteorological and rainfall tables

by the able surveyor to the corporation, Mr.

Tarbotton, C.E. Mr. Richard Townley is the

sanitary inspector of the borough.

Working Men’s College.— We understand

that it is determined to proceed at once with the

meeting - hall, museum, and studios at the

Working Men’s College. The committee have

l,200i. subscribed, and are endeavouring to raise

another thousand. A design for the new build-

ings has been famished by Mr. Webb.

Labourers’ Dwellings in Liverpool.—The

seventy designs submitted in response to adver-

tisements offering premiums of 1001. and 2001.

for the best plans of labourers’ dwellings, are to

he exhibited publicly from the 28th inst. to

December 12, in the Exhibition-rooms, Post-

Office-place, between the hours of three o’clock

and nine p.m.

The Lake in Regent’s Park.—Mr. T.

Chambers asked the First Commissioner of

Works the nature of the alteration proposed to

be made in the ornamental water in the Regent’s

Park. Lord J. Manners said it was proposed to

drain ofl' the water, and level the bottom of the

lake to a uniform depth, so as to avert any such

calamity as occurred last winter.

Town-hall for East Grinstead.—At a meet-

ing in the Public Room, at East Grinstead, it

has been resolved to erect a town-hall. There

was a good attendance. The sum required baa

been estimated at 1,5001., and it is proposed to

raise the money by shares of 11. or 21. each.

There is a difference of opinion, however, as to

whether one floor be enough, and two floors it is

calculated would cost 2,0C0Z. The chairman of

the meeting, Mr. C. Cheval Tooke, spoke in

favour of two floors. It would be unwise to

build less.

The Lincoln Art Treasures Exhibition.

—

The number of visitors to this interesting collec-

tion of pictures, objects of art, geological and

other specimens, has been very considerable

' since it was opened, but not to the extent that

could have been desired. The committee have

been working during the last twelve months to

bring together this collection, their object being

that skilled artizans and tradesmen’s assistants

should have an opportunity of enjoying for a

time such an exhibition the equal ol which could

only be seen by a visit to London. Each even-

ing instrumental music has been provided.

Co.OPER.\TING and COMMINGLING.— The OJl-

ploytis, on opening the extensive retail grocery

department of the Bacup Co-operative stores

one morning lately, found the place piled up
with broken ironmongery, earthenware, bacon,

broken timber, a large quantity of bags of flour

in all directions, parcels of groceries mingled in

confusion with heavy wringing-machines and

such like articles. It appears that during the

night the store-room, which is above the grocery

and general shop, had fallen in, in consequence

of the great quantity of goods stored in it. The
building was erected in 1862. The damage will

be considerable.

Industrial Educ.ation of Foreign and-

English Workmen.—An excellent speech on this

subject by Mr. Samuel Smiles has been printed.

It was delivered at the Huddersfield Mechanics’

Institute in October last. Mr. Smiles thinks,

with others, “it is every year becoming more
clear that it is not only in the school of practice,

hut also in the school of science, that the ad-

vanced workmen must be trained.” He dwells

upon the sad inferiority of our workmen in gene-

ral and technical education by contrast with

foreign workmen. “ While the working class

organizations of this country,” he remarks, “ are

exacting regulations for the limitation of skill,

—

BO that the standard of work shall be not that of

the best but of the most ordinary workman,-—

the foreigners are stimnlating the skill of their

workmen, rewarding those who excel in it, and

in all ways actively promoting the industrial

education of their people.” These are, indeed,

serious facts, which can no longer be ignored.

TENDERS
For the erection of aix honses at Lower Norwood, for

Mr. George Nightingale. Mr. Albert Bridgman, archi-

tect
Cnmnung (accepted) £1,-100 0 0

For the erection of a house at Notting-hill, for Messrs.

Lawrence & Venning. Mr. Albert Bridgman, archi-

MUlard £330 0 0

Camming (accepted) 325 0 0

For house at Sydenham-hiU. Mr. George Truefitt,

architect :— „
Stimpson (accepted) £i,C00 0 0
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The Ninth Crusade.—Mecove-nj of the Site

of the Temph.

MONG the wonders
of the nineteenth

century the future

historian will re-

mark the re-ap-

pearance on the

scene of active

life of names long

since consigned to

silence, if not to

oblivion. A mili-

tary emperor,—not

a long . descended

sovereign bearing

that august name,
but a soldier who
arrived at supreme
command from the

rankof asnbaltern,

—has again over-

awed the Govern-

ment of Rome by
legions raised in

Gaul. A second of

the name, if not of

the blood, of the

Corsican Impera-

tor has restored in

Western Europe
the personal mode of rule of the Ctesars, and has
claimed the inviolability attributed to the
perpetual Dictators of the Augustan series, on
the ground that they were Tribunes of the
People. Eleven centuries after the death of|
Desiderio, the last Lombard king, the title

which the Gothic and the Lombard chieftains
bore has been assumed by a Savoyard prince,
who (if we disregard mere titular sovereigns who

i

played a brief part during the decadence of the
' Carlovingian monarchy), is the thirty-third king
( of Italy. In the presence of a Gaulish emperor,
£ and of a northern-bred king of Italy, it seems
1 not incongruous to speak of the origin of a ninth
< crusade.

Whatever changes the past eight centuries may
1 have witnessed in European society, it is clear
t that one of the most remarkable phenomena of
a social life, namely, the liability to sudden and
V violent gregarious impulse, in the form of a panic
0 or a mania, has been of repeated occurrence
Sdnring the whole of that lengthened period.
1 The currents of human thought have changed
1. their direction no less than the aspect of the
g great centres of Enropean life has altered, since
li the date of the consecration of Westminster

; hut
1 no modern instance of violent contagions impulse
lhas enceedea, if any has equalled, the force of
Ithat which, during the last years of the eleventh
lioontnry, and on several sncooeding occasions,
k hurled the chivalry and the piety of Europe
gagainst the walls of Jerusalem. Fantastic as
urnay appear, to our colder reflection, the confldence
Ithat all crimes were secure of pardon at the price
)fof so much infidel bloodshed, there can be no
iquestion of the deep and fervid religious feeling
Ithat prompted and fed those crusading expedi-
i(tioDs the indirect results of which have had so
nmuch influence on the national life of the Europe
ibf the Middle Ages.

To speak of a crusade in the nineteenth cen-

tnry may, at first, provoke the smile which greets
an anachronism. But it is a positive fact, how-
ever incredible it may appear to many, that
during the time of trepidation and of change that
marked the last few months of the reign at
Naples of Francis II., when the regulations
fettering the press were relaxed, and when the
revolution was making headway in Sicily, fly-
sheets were issued and sold at the price of a
Neapolitan farthing, calling on the youth of
Naples to rally for an actual crusade for the
recovery of the Holy City from the Turks. It is

more than probable that this ill-timed exhorta-
tion was intended as a forlorn hope to divert
into a channel harmless to church and state the
hot blood that was beginning to seeth in
Southern Italy. The defence of one holy city
from revolution, by occupying in another direc-
tion the ideas of those who were disposed to
rise, or, at least, to shout, for some cause or for
some cry, was probably much more present to the
minds of the authors of those crude and absurd
appeals, than was the rescue of another and a
more ancient city, begirt with a far loftier sane-
tity, from the disciples of Islam. However that
may be, so it was that in Southern Italy, in the
full blaze of the nineteenth century, an attempt
was made, simply and literally, to revive the
teaching of Peter the Hermit, and the cry of
Diev. le veut. Certainly there is a school to
which Time fails to impart wisdom.
While such warlike outbursts as the South of

Europe witnessed in 1860, and again in 1867,
have been directed to the secularising of Rome
instead of the Christianising of Jerusalem, there
has been in our own land, and among a class of
persons not ordinarily swayed by ignorant im-
pulses, quietly organised, and not only organised,
but commenced, an actual crusade. Nay more^
the success of the crusaders of 1866 has hitherto
been as marked as their enterprise has, in its

commencement, been nupretendiug. If we can
hardly say with propriety that our late guest,
the Caliph, has struck his flag to them, his
Highness has, at all events, ceased to oppose
their progress. By sap and mine they have
attacked the very walls of Jerusalem, and the
siege is so well and skilfully ordered that, if the
column of attack be only duly supported, there
is mUitary reason to count upon complete
victory. Over the hosts that have hitherto kept
snch invaders at a distance a signal advantage
has been recently maintained. The howling
dervishes, who were wont to excite the fury of
the mob if a Frank dared to profane the Sacred
Precincts, have been silenced. The natives ap-
pear to have lost their hostility to the strangers
who came to dig for the buried treasures which
alone would instigate, it was thought, their
activity. The very Governor of the beleaguered
spot, the Pasha of Jerusalem himself, has been
awed or persuaded into non-resistance. Her
Britannic Majesty’s Government has contributed
an auxiliary force of the ablest and most distin-
guished corps in the Queen’s service, and an
officer of the Royal Engineers is in command of
the attack. And from time to time the public is

made aware, through the press, of the proceed-
ings of the sap of Jerusalem.
The results already obtained are of no light

importance. The final result of this most liberal
and enlightened crusade can hardly fail to be the
rolling back of that dense cloud of oblivion and
of ignorance that yet shrouds the storied locali-

ties of the most famous spot on earth. Besides
that general interest which appeals to many
educated men, — to most children who have
attended to the instruction of a Sunday school,
to all women who ever listen to a verse of the
Gospel,—a special and peculiar interest exists
for several distinct classes of thoughtful readers
and leisurely investigators of history. The
arcbmologist has a field of unrivalled fertility
opened to his research by a labour that lays bare
the long.buried remaius of so many massive re-

constructions. of the structures and defences of
the Holy City. The architect has vexed ques-
tions to solve of the traces left by his predeces-
sors m the times of Constantine and of Hadrian

;

by the magnificent builder king, Herod
^ by his

more renowned, if not more marvellous, prede-
cessor, the first builder on the spot yet held
sacred under the name of the Haram. Further
back than the reign of King Solomon, more than
4,000 years before the date at which we write,
we have the earliest historic mention of the
“ City of Peace,” and indications may be traced
here and there that the enormous bulb of the
stones prepared by Solomon, and yet to be found
in situ and in quarry, was the consequence of the
resolution of the wise king that his structure
should not be dwarfed by comparison with the
fresh remains of the earlier builders, the giants,
whose name yet lingered in his times in the valley
of Rephaim.

To the engineer many questions of extreme
interest are presented by the system of water
supply of ancient Jerusalem

5 the tanks, wells,
and conduits

; the course of the brooks
j and the

aid rendered to, or the constraint enforced upon
nature, in that series of pools, culverts, and
subterranean arching of which so much remains
in high preservation. We will not speak of the
ecclesiastic; but the primate of the English
Church encourages by his authority and ex-
ample not only his own clergy, but those of
other communions and denominations, to aid by
voice and hand, not forgetting the obolus, in the
illumination of the cradle of Christianity. Nor
18 it possible to foresee with accuracy the great
advance, in the true comprehension of both the
Greek and the Hebrew Scriptures, to which the
removal of the topography of Jerusalem, from
the dominion of doubt and dispute to that of
accurate survey, may give rise.

We have seen the recovery of two cities of
Campania from beneath the accumulated lava
and ashes of Vesuvius, which not only over-
threw, but to a wonderful extent preserved
them; and we have thus acquired a familiar
acquaintance with much of the Latin life of the
Imperial times which we could never have de-
rived from literary sources alone, copious as they
are. We have heard, some years since, of a
proposal to divert the course of the Tiber, in
order to search its bed, paved as it is with frac-
tured marble, for relics of art which must have
been so freely committed to its tide during the
successive assaults on Rome, and its capture by
Goths, by Vandals, and by Christians. But it is

only very recently that we have become aware
how much there is of ancient Jerusalem in
buried, but actual, existence, needing only the
quiet maintenance of works that are now really
being carried on, to bring it to light. The survey
and disinterment of Jerusalem will do as much
for the student of the Old or of the New Testa-
ment as the excavation of Pompeii and of Her-
culaneum has done for the classical scholar.
Very much has already been placed within

the reach of the English student by the re-
searches of the Palestine Exploration Fund.
Much of Palestine has been accurately mapped
and levelled. A plan of Jerusalem itself, on a
large scale, has not only been completed, but
contour lines are drawn upon the map. The
numerous and excellent photographs that are
published with the two above-named maps are
calculated to answer many a curious and im-
portant question, and to transport the imagina-
tion to the sacred scene. The men of the pre-
sent time look like dwarf scales by which to
measure the thickness of the enormous courses
of the ancient wall. So much has been already
done that no lover of the subject can rest con-
tent until the buried city gives up her yet
hidden stores of information. The researches
actually in progress show that the rude demoli-
tion of Titus has to some extent, like the lava
and pumice of Vesuvius when poured over the
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doomed cities at its base, presecvcd in a vio -

1

lently-TTiade grave very mach of the pchitec-

tnre of the past that would otherwise have

fn-aduallv, but certainly, mouldered beneath the

touch of Time. We have nob space at this

moment to enter minutely into the subject ol

the course and aim of the e.vcavationg, but we

will refer to a single instance of the manner in

which the enterprise of the present explorers

bids fair to throw light on the history ot the

most famous spot on earth.
, , ,

There exists in Jerusalem a spot held sacred

both by Jew and by iloslem, and venerable to

both Latin and Greek. An oblong area, of some

1 800 ft. by 900 ft., surrounded by a massive

wall and within the nearly bare plane which

surmounts it, ia adorned by famous mosques, and

covered with earth, which the piety of a former

caliph purided from infidel defilement by the

expenditure, it is said, of seventy-five camel-

loads of rose-water. Here stands the mosque ot

Omar one of the most famous sanctuaries on

earth’ here stood the yet more venerable sanc-

tuaries raised bv Herod, by Zorobabel, and by

Solomon. Vast galleries and lofty piers beneath

the present surface show how, in accordance

with the description of Josephus, the level of the

bit^hest part of the mountain was earned on

towards the south and east by colossal masonry,

the original work and design of Solomon having

been augmented by later additions, most espe-

cially by those of the magnificent Herod, shortly

before the Christian era. The southern wall

of this terraced mountain reached a sheer height

of 150 ft.

Now it is upon this sacred spot Mr. Fergusson

supposes that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

was built by the Emperor Constantine. Tradi-

tion, on the other hand, in which there seems no

room or opportunity for any break to have

occurred, sends the Latin and Greek pilgrims to

pav their devotions in a building situated in an

entirely different part of tbe city, and long

known by that name. The subject has been

previously discussed in our pages. Tbe thorough

investigation of the whole structure of the

Haram will, when complete, enable a competent

judge to distinguish with certitude the masonry

of Moslem, of Crusader, and of Roman, from

thatof Asraoneon times, and to trace beneath all

the mighty relics of the work of Solomon. It

will then be no lunger matter of doubt whether

it was possible for the scene of the entombment

to have been so near the site of the Holy of

Holies ;
nor can wo fail to expect that the posi-

tion of that sancliinry itself, of the Tower of

Antonia, of the subterranean passage connecting .

the latter with the Temple, and of tho four gates

leading from the Temple inclosure to Zion, and ^

to the lower city, will all be distinctly recovered
;

and determined by excavation. For the Cruci-

.

fixiontohave taken place within the
_

limits of

;

Eerodian masonry, is of course impossible.

There is one point connected with the explora-

tion of Palestine to which, so far as we are aware,

attention has not as yet been directed. Tbe chief

records which we are now slowly learning to

decipher in Egypt are sepulchral. Temples and

palaces exist in that unchanging climate, as they

have done in the Mesopotamian cities, rich in

sculptured records of their builders, engraved in

pictorial representations and in long inscriptions

on marble slabs that lined the stately apart-

ments. Rut our chief knowledge^ of Egyptian

history and manners has been derived from tbe

tombs’, from the sepulchral rites, from the Book

of the Dead, and from the papyri enclosed in tbe

mummy cases. In. Palestine this source of

information, if it exist, is as yet untouched. We
are, indeed, aware of numerous tombs. We
know of tbe existence of a remarkable series of

sepulchres, called the tombs of the kings, which

can in no way he plausibly counocted either with

the Asamonean dynasty of Princes of Jerusalem

or with that of the House of David, and

which, therefore, if the title be appropriate,

must have belonged to the ancestors of the

Jebusite Araunah, who “ did as a king give unto

the king ” whose sword bad won the city of

Zion, the site of the opposite hill Moriah, or to

tbe kindred of that earlier “King of Peace”

whom Jewish tradition identifies with the

patriarch Shem. We have no record of any

violation or spoliation of royal sepulchres either

by Nebuchadnezzar or by Titus. In tbe latter

case, from the full account which we_ possess of

the siege, we are justified in assuming that no

such ev'ent occurred. In the former instance it

is no less unlikely, as the entrance of Herod into

tbe outer part of the sepulchre of David and

Solomon is mentioned by Josephus (Ant. xvi.

7 1) There is, then, a fair probability of the

existence, not under the Haram hutinZmn.of

the undisturbed sepulchral vaults of David and

of many of his successors, in which copies of the

Sacred Books and other contemporary records oi

the utmost interest may yet await the search ot

those who may be undeterred by the awe that

fell on Herod himself, or by the mysterious buffet

that ia said even now to greet any who venture

to enter the last dwelling-place of David s pro-

genitor, the patriarch Isaac.

We have spoken of the claims which the

supporters of the Palestine Exploration Fund

have upon special groups of scientific or of pro-

fessional men. These claims are not alone lor

admiration and for praise, but for that free

contribution of money without which the task

of the actual labourers in Palestine is indeed

ungrateful. A good and generous example has

been set by the President of the Royal Institu-

tion of British Architects, who has not only

written to give the weight of his personal and

official support to the enterprise, but has aaeJed

to his letter the no less practical doenment of a

cheque for a hundred pounds. _To_ the tens ot

thousands of persona able to aid in the work,

and who will not be unwilling to do so when

addressed on the score, if not of religions

principle, at least of religious sentiment, it

is not our special function to appeal. There

is another, and a very extensive class, each

of whom will so well understand our mean-

ing that it ia unnecessary to be more explicit

in their description, which we may well and un-

hesitatingly address. Bound together by the

common tie of a brotherhood in works of charity

and of mercy, they can turn no deaf ear to a call

for aid in a work of illumination. The recoveiy,

in the quarried interior of Mount Moriah, ot the

yet unobliterated masons’ marks of Solomon and

of Hiram ;
the determination of the exact dimen-

sion of tbe sacred cubit
;
of the measurement, in

English feet and inches, of the porch and the

altar, and tbe symbolic brazen columns; the

illustration of a site and of a structure second

one knows who has taken a single step in search

of it, has to be sought in tomes pf

and weight, and. more frequently still, in public

documents only to be viewed by journeys to the

place where they are kept; and as often m local

museums, private collections, or by lue^s o

examination of buildings and objects in different

parts of the country. In the handbook before

us we have the pith of many volumes, the re-

sults of many jonrncyings, the proceeds of mucli

observation. Besides a chronological account ot

our antiquities, the author gives us a number ot

lists and tables that will save even the accom-

plished archieologisb much more tiresome re-

ferences, such as a list of the Roman emperors

and consuls, of the Roman governors in Britain,

of the British princes subsequent to Roman

domination in England, of the kings prior to tho

Heptarchy, of the kings of the Heptarchy, and

a table of the establishments of bishoprics in

that age. Coming down the stream of time, he

gives chronological tables and alphabetical jists

of most of the events and objects which it

is necessary for the archaeologist to have witbm

immediate reference, if not indelibly engraved

on his own memory, such as the geographical

divisions of the country under the Romans,

Saxons, and Normans successively ;
Danish an-

tiquities ;
tables of tbo births, marriages, and

burials of tho sovereigns of England m the

Norman and Mediaeval period, their budges and

supporters, the architectural works executed in

their reign, and so on. Then, again, ho gives a

list of mitred abbeys, of monasteries, and ot

religious orders ;
an alphabetical list and history

of English castles, of royal licences to creneilate ;

a chronological table of armour and ^rms from

tho eleventh to tbe seventeenth century ; a list

of the places appointed for holding tournaments;

and a quantity of miscellaneous information as

to brasses, bells, ecclesiastical symbols, repre-

sentation of saints and their emblems, tombs,

seals, and other objects of antiquarian interest.

As we have said before, this is a very useful

collection, condensation, and classification ot

mnstVation of a aite “^
0^= sorered' over a large area, in

only in its venerable antiquity to that ot
i

,
. and often in inaccessible places,

earlier wooden symbol ot a
' wLoT thought as difficnit

these are objects which can never be abandoned
^ clergyman who was not satis-

for want of pcoumary support, if they are clear y ,

t P ^oaut seat in

sot before the attention of those who would
, ,. ,30 crowded church, we must regret

thinkanysacrificesmallifitledtotherecoTery , , ^ sustained iu the absence

a oiostwcrd” hidden beneath the secular fouuda.
, to make tho information

tions of the Temple.
,

m f”'™? to
' freci,rThrt“ irLpossible to convey without

men in calling all within reach of ouiappe
diugtration As in old time pictures were tho

..a , 4 Ivor,,! onflimrap. mihe crusade illustration, iia lu u.u v
,

men in caiimg nu _
— . -.-t

aid, by voice, and hand, and purse, m the crusade

of the nineteenth century.

THE AKOHrEOLOGIST'S HAKDBOOK.

The popular notion makes an antiquary a

' grey-headed old gentleman, “ with spectacles on

,
nose and pouch on side,” like Mr. Oldbuck of

' Monkbarns, one who has generally mounted

many more than half the rounds of the ladder

'

of life. Perhaps tbe reason ia that the in-

‘ formation, the possession of which constitutes

: the antiquary or archmologist, is spread over so

vast an area, and is therefore so difficult of

‘ attainment, that it is not usually attributed to

' any till years have given them leisure and in-

' clination for its pursuit. A very useful volume

' has been compiled by Mr. Henry Godwin (of

'Newbury), for tbo purpose of placing a large

i quantity of this information, in a condensed

* form, in the hands of the students of arcbm-

! oloi>-y.* No one need wait, now, till he can attack

‘ the^Record Office and the Brtish Museum, or pou-

derous county histories, or visit our exhumed

cities, to commence thefascinatingstudyofarchfo-

ology. Beginning with pre-bistoric times, this

I

new guide steps through the centuries claimed

' by tbe Ancient Britons, Romans, Saxons, Nor-

mans, and English of the Middle Ages, placing

upon his page as he goes strings of the most

prominent facts appertaining to each.
_

These

facts are for the most part such as it is indis-

pensable to be familiar with, generally, before
^

selecting any particular branch which choice, or

' facilities, may render an inquirer anxious to

pursue farther. “ Tbe experience of some years

of irksome and humiliating though unavoidable

ignorance,” as a silent but not unobservant

j

Fellow of tbe Society of Antiquaries, has guided

1

him, be modestly says, in the selection of tbe

I

information that is most requisite. This, as any

preci.se tnai. it i»

illustration. As iu old time pictures were tho

books of the simple, so they will ever be the

assistants of the learner. No language is graphic

enough always to give precise realizations ot

minute and important distinctions in objects to

soma minds, while a few strokes of the pencil

bring in a fresh faculty to aid the task and

secure the performance of its aim. Iu descrip-

tions of the differences in architectural

in^s and other ornamentation which mark tho

transitions and perfections of various periods ot

art. what can compensate for the absence ot the

representation of specimens? It ®eetns to us

that it would be as easy to describe the differences

in archaic numerals, letters, and abbreviations,

without examples, as to convey to stndeuts a

swift, just, aud discriminating appreciation ot

architectural distinctions without outlines ot

A little more fulness in other respects would

have improved the work without taking trom its

handbook character. The author suggests that

it should also form a companion to the EiigUsii

tourist. If so, the tourist must confine biraselt

to a line of wanderings almost exclusively south

of the Humber. Except in some of the lists and

tables, the great store of northern antiquities is

untouched. The Arcbmologia iEliaua of the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle, and the

carefully.kept proceedings of the Surtees Soc^^y,

would afford many additions ;
so that to

a great extent the archeology of the north is

not represented. To begin with the heginnmg,

wo observe that our author deems it inexpedient

to give more than “ a passing notice ct pre-

historic relics and epochs. This is a matter of

regret, because any one consulting the hand-

book would be sure to expect mention of the

leading terms aud

period of antiquity. Thus Sir John Lubbock a

Lssificatiou of the Paleolithic, Neolithic periods

and ages of bronze and iron is quoted without

reference to the views of some of

Scandinavian antiquaries of the day, who divide

the stone age into two long-endunng periods.

In tbe matter of Celtic earthworks, there is no
^ _ _ . . ..Arv,.iin<3 nt

• “The EngliBhArcWogi^fs Handbook." By Hcn^ In tbe matter of Celtic earthworks, there is no

Godwin. F.S.A. Oxford and Loudon : James Furker S
the existence of extensive remains Ot

Co. 1S67.
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ancient British towns upon the Northumbrian
hills, nor of the wonderful lines of mounds and
ditches upon the Yorkshire wolds, one of which
runs along the edge of the chalk escarpment for

some twenty miles, and, with a similar line

running along a corresponding ridge of oolite on
the north of the Derwent, doubtless served as
boundary-line between the possessions of tribes;

and again, in the alight reference to the bearing of
ethnology upon the identification of the races of
this remoteperiodjthereisa somewhatvague state-
ment that the skulls found in very early barrows
are generally of the Dolicho-cephalic type, un-
accompanied by the information as to what kind
of skull is found in the exceptional cases. Now,
Mr. Greenwell’s recent and long-continued ex-

plorations in the wolds have placed a great many
facts at onr command relating to the ethnology
as well as customs of these early peoples with
which every student of the subject should be
acquainted. From these we may conclude that
the long-headed people were the makers of the
long barrows, and tho round-headed people were
•the builders of the round barrows

;
that the

'long-headed people were the earlier of the two;
and that it was the round-headed people who
brought with them a knowledge of bronze.
More than this, it appears likely that the
long-headed people were cannibals. Barrows
have been opened in which as many as eighteen
•remains of bodies have been counted, with all

their bones broken and separated, as if for the
purpose of eating the flesh upon them more con-
veniently. One of the skulls examined by Mr.
•Greenwell, found in such a collection, was broken
into six or eight pieces with two blows, the
marks of which were distinctly visible. This
violent death, taken in connexion with the
•dismemberment of the bodies, leads ns up
pretty closely to the inference that cannibalism
was a feature in pre-historic feasts. It is worthy
of note, too, that in the heap of chalk and flints

.piled upon these bodies aro found quantities of
pieces of pottery and chippings of flint, as
though they had been thrown in in accordance
with the custom indicated in the Welsh saying.
Karn nr dy bm, equivalent to onr “ 111 betide
thee,” but literally “ A heap be upon thee.”

lu the Roman section of the work there is a
•quantity of valuable information. Among other
lists that must have taken considerable research
to compile, is a list of the Roman altars found in

different parts of tho country. It so happens !

that the explorations at Rochester, Bremenium,
I

executed at the cost of the late Duke of North-
umberland, led to the discovery in a vault there
of a fine altar, inscribed with the following
dedication :

“ To the genius of our Emperor and
of the standards of the first cohort of the
Yarduli, and of tho detachment of pioneers
of Bremenium, Cornelius Equatius Lucilianus,
•the imperial Legate, Propraetor, under the super-
intendence of Cassius Sabinianns, the Tribune,
erected this altar,” an example which should be
included in this list in any subsequent edition.

And a short time ago the Binlder, in a notice of
Dr. Bruce’s work on the Roman Wall, gave an
illustration of a flue altar to the unknown god
Antenociticus, which may be added. In this

flame list, which is alphabetically arranged,
we come to Riechester, Northumberland; and
subsequently, after the intervention of mention
of nine altars found at Risingham, we come to
Rochester in Northumberland (Bremenium), as
though it was a different place, but in reality
Riechester is merely the name given to Rochester
by some of the old antiquaries. The superb
silver lanx, nearly as large as a modem teatray
.(1 ft. 7 in. by 1 ft. 3 in.), found in one of the sup-
porting stations south of the wall, deserves a
word for its impressive suggeativeness of Roman
magnificence. In the Saxon section we do not
find any reference to the Saxon crosses that form
so considerable a part of the scanty archi-
tectural remains of that period; on the other
band, upwards of 120 churches are mentioned
4hat contain remnants of Saxon work. Mr. H.
Godwin gives the localities of 100 Saxon ceme-
teries. The old Anglo-Saxon poem “ Beowulf,”
likened by Longfellow to a piece of ancient
armour, “ rusty aud battered, and yet strong,” is

quoted by our author to show the Saxon skill in
goldsmiths’ work. We have but to peruse more
of the adventures of that Yikiug in his success-
ful fight with the giant Grendel, and ultimate
discomfiture of the monster’s mother, ending in

the release of her soul from its “bone-house,”
to pick up sufficient mention of Saxon folksteads,

ale-revels, beer-carouses, wine halls, bracelets,

bright ornaments borne on the naked breasts of
ohieftains, shields, axes, swords, and other war

gear, to stock a mental museum ; and it has
always seemed an oversight to ns that archeo-
logists have not made more use of the fragments
we possess of Anglo-Saxon literature. We com-
mend our author’s taste in this respect. Here-
after notice may be given of the existence of the
Bassle houses, which were a later kind of fortified

dwelling in the oft-disturbed North; of Early
English bridges, of which there are several

beautiful examples in this country
;
and wayside

chapels. Among the houses of the Knights
Hospitallers, we miss Chibburn, in Northumber-
land. This building stands about half a milo
from tho sea, facing Druridge Bay, surrounded
by a moat. The ground plan foruis a parallelo-

gram, having a courtyard in the centre. It is

mentioned in the return made of the goods of

the Hospitallers in the year 1313, preserved in

the register of Bishop Kellaw, at Durham, as
well as in the volume accidentally discovered on
the removal of some plaster-work in the house
of the Knights of St. John, at Malta, which con-
tained a survey of the possessious of the Hos-

,

pitallers prepared by themselves, and which
record has been printed by the Camden Society.

Our author goes systematically through the I

reign of every monarch from William the Con-
queror, mentioning a large number of the eccle-

siastical buildings executed in each of them. Of
tho seventy examples of Norman architecture,

fifteen belong to tho reign of tho first William,

beginning with Bury St. Edmund’s Abbey;;
eight to William II., out of which five are the
cathedrals of Lincoln (west front), Gloucester

(crypt), Carlisle (north transept and pier arches),

Durham (choir), and Norwich, Lindisfarne,

Hurley Priory, Berks, and Christchurch Priory,

Hants, making up the number
;
twenty-two to

Henry I., amongst which are further portions of

cathedrals, such as the choir of Canterbury, and
the superb priories of Rievaulx, Fountains,
Buildwas, and Furness; fourteen classed as

Later Norman to Stephen; and eleven as Transi-
tion Norman to Henry II.,—a goodly aiTay. The
successive styles are still more numerously
illustrated by mention of churches, colleges, and
a few hospitals, houses, and halls. Our cathe-

drals are also treated alphabetically, the name
of the builder or designer of its various parts

being given with the date of the works. 'Thus,

in the Cathedral of Canterbury, the works of
“ Laufranc, Prior Emulph, William of Sens,

English William, Prior Henry de Estria, Prior

Chillenden, Prior Goldstone, and Thomas Gold-
stone” are pointed out in tbe order in which
they are said to have been executed.

Of course, in so long a list, there are little

points which examination will enable him to

rectify. Mr. Scott, for example, is not yet
“Sir G.,” but this will be all right in time.

The author says of Arabic numerals that they
were introduced into England about 1253, and
the plate at the end of the volume gives one
date in such figures as 1154 ! There must be
some little mistake about this. We know of no
date in Arabic figures in England earlier than
the fifteenth century.

The author gives in a note the table of the
dimensions of our cathedrals and principal

churches which appeared in the columns of the
Builder. As he regrets that he is unable to

make the nsnal acknowledgments to the writer

who took tho pains to gather these together,

having mislaid his reference, we may note for

him that the table in question was compiled by
Mr. Denison.
The number of alphabetical lists give the

work somewhat of tbe character of a dictionary.

An old lexicographer called his labours a world
of words, and in the same figurative way we
may call this gathering of antiquities a dictionary

of archmological objects. We have heard it

made a matter of complaint sometimes that

everybody who can read an archmological work
sets about writing one. Such butterfly writers

will rejoice over this dictionary, where so much
matter is cut and dried ready for use. They have
but to fix upon tbeir period, for our author has

done everything else for them. Suppose they

select that of the great war-smith, Edward I.

In this book, easily held on the palm of

one of their hands, they may see when the
monarch was born; when he married Eleanor

of Caotile; when, whilst some of the crosses

erected on tbe places where her bier rested could

have been scarcely more than completed, he
married Mary of France

;
where he was buried

;

the sort and shape of the armour he and his

knights wore ; the kind of helmet; the pattern

of spnr
;
the chain-mail caparisons of their

horses ; their poitrails, chanfrons, and fan-crests

;

the heraldic devices on their high-pomelled
saddles

; the arms they bore, the form of falchion,
anelacQ, stabbing-sword (^p(?e d I’estoc), and
dagger (mis^ricorde) ; the varieties of their pole-
axes

;
their triangular pennons charged with

heraldic devices fluttering on tbe points of their

lances. Then they have but to turn over a few
pages to see what castellated work was executed
in his reign

;
a few more, to see how onr cathe-

drals progressed under his auspices, and what
churches were built

;
a few more, to see whom

he favoured with licences toembattlej and others,

to be reminded of the kind of tombs in which he,

and his nobles too, found their long rest. The
descriptions of the varieties of armour may be
useful to the architect in assisting in arriving at

conclusions as to dates of effigies. A summary
of the changes in armour groups all that is
“ rustred, ringed, trellised, tegulated, mascled,”
and edge-ringed, as belonging to the twelfth cen-
tury

;
complete mail, with the exception of pieces

of plate for the knees, to the thirteenth
; mixed

mail and plate, with a preponderance of the
former, to the fourteenth

;
that which is all plate

but the gorget and gussets, and sometimes that
which is all plate, to the fifteenth; fluted armour
to the sixteenth

; and half-armour to the seven-
teenth century. For all the wearers of these
varieties of armour there were but five places in

which tournaments could be held for the display
of their prowess, viz., between Sarum and Wil-
ton, Warwick and Kenilworth, Stamford and
Wallingford, Brakeley and Mixberg, Blie and
Tickhill. A knight of the reign of Henry TI.
was not fully equipped without fifteen pieces of
war-gear, beginning with his sabatines, or steel

clogs with long rowelled spurs, counting the
greaves, cuisses, breeches of mail, tuilettes,

breast-plate, back-plate, vambraces, rerebraces,

tabard, and bassinet, that gradually covered his

legs, body, arms, and head, and including his

naked sword hanging on his left side, and his

dagger on his right, and the pennoncelle put into

his gauutleted hand as a fluisbing-atroke. In
one example given by our author, this last was
“ pointed with Seyut George or our ladye to
blisse him with.” But have we not said enough
to show the attractiveness, as well as usefulness,

of this collection of Meditevai word-pictures ?

LABOURERS’ DWELLINGS COMPETITION,
LIVERPOOL.

In response to the offer of 200Z. premium by
the Liverpool Corporation, seventy-four sets of
plana have been sent in. These plans are now
being exhibited to the public in the oldAcademy’s
rooms, Post Office-place, aud on the whole are

exceedingly well hung, both as regards light and
level. This may seem, at first sight, but a
trivial advantage

;
but those competitors who, in

other competitions, have had their plans piled

up in heaps behind doors, while others more
favoured were hung in the line, will fully appre-
ciate the advantage.
The whole of the plans were placed in the

hands of the borough engineer for him and the
town clerk and medical officers of health to re-

port upon with respect to their accordance with
the Local Building Act and Sanitary Bye-laws.
We do not hear that the latter-named officers

have had anything to do with the report, which
has not been published

;
and we do not see in

what way they could be expected to interpret

bye-laws that are practically enforced only by
the borough engineer, who is also the building
surveyor. As far as we can remember, the
plans must have been in the engineer’s
hands for about three mouths

;
and as we

understand he has gone through them care-

fully one by one, they ought to have been pretty
well turned over by this time. The Building
Act seems to have been the great difficulty with
most of the competitors—the rock upon which
they have split

;
nor is this to be wondered at,

for though a few of the later bye-laws with
respect to width of streets and courts, distances

between backs of houses, &c., were printed and
supplied to the competitors, the Building Act,
of which it is impossible to obtain a copy now,
it being out of print, was a sealed book, a Liver-

pool Talmud, to most of tbe competitors. We
are informed by the local papers that many of
the best plans have been thrown oat through
their want of conformity to the Building Act.

It really would seem to be a right ques-

tion whether the mere deficiency of thick-

ness in a wall, or depth, or distance apart of

joists, a clerical error that could be remedied.
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should be visited so heavily upon those who
have given time, trouble, and expense to the

solution of an interesting problem, without even

the solitary satisfaction of knowing in what

they are defective. The Liverpool Building Act

may be termed pre-Adamite, and its inconsis-

tencies and anomalies can, we are sure, be only

fully appreciated by those professional gentle-

men who practise in Liverpool, and have con-

stantly to conform to it, and so in many cases

weaken their constructions by adopting the

antediluvian notions of the half-educated inven-

tors of the code. But, enough of this at present

;

we may have to return to it.

In consequence of the special stndy and know-
ledge this said Building Act requires, it is not

surprising that most of the plans selected as

being in conformity with it, are by local archi-

tects well known to have gained sad expe-

rience from the snbmissal of plans for cottage

property. In fact, taking the terms of the

competition not as given in the instructions,

bot as exhibited by the interpretation pnt upon
them by the authorities, the restrictions and
the limitations enforced, and generally the

putting every difficulty in the way of obtain-

ing a good plan, it would almost seem that the

friends of the jerry builders who are in the

council, have had the ordering of everything.

Indeed, this must be true; for the engineer’s

own plans were overthrown in consequence of

their not being able to withstand this crucial

test—this trial by fire.

Three plans, we are informed, have been
selected by the sub-committee for the investiga-

tion of the council, and the final selection of the

favoured one for premiation. They are as fol-

lows :—No. 52, marked with three triangles

;

No. 38 b, ‘'Pro Bono Piihlico and No. 59, by
W. & R. Duckworth. We shall confine oorselves

this week to an aoconnt of these three only.

Before entering into a description of any of

the plans, it will be necessary for their elucida-

tion to give our readers an idea of the site and
the conditions of the competition.

The site selected by the council as the most
favourable for the experiment they are about to

try is situated in one of the lowest districts of

the town between two streets named respec-

tively Ashfield and Sylvester street. The former
is 10 yards wide, and the latter 20 yards wide.
Ashfield-street being only 10 yards wide, but
constructed before the bye-law regulating the

height of the buildings by the width of the street

came into operation, the competitors were in-

formed that the bye-law did not apply to this

case, and the buildings facing that street might
be carried up the full height allowed by the
Building Act, viz. G5 ft. to the eaves or cornice.

Now herein lurks the fallacy that runs through
the whole of the proceedings, the letter of the
bye-laws seeming to possess some cabalistic

charm to the official mind. Either the bye-law
referred to is of nse, or it is n'>t. If it is not of
use, the sooner the reatrictici is repealed the

better; if it is of nse, the council should have
insisted npon the spirit of i‘ being observed
when the opportunity was in 1 heir own hands;
for, if there was no legal obl gation, surely a
moral one existed.

The frontages to Aahfield-strcctand Sylvester-

street are respectively 2-18 ft., the sides of the
parallelogram being formed by adjoining pro-
perties east and west, and being each 119 ft.

The land inclines to the west and to the north

—

a fact that is taken little notice of in most of the
sections.

The competitors are told that the preminm
will be given to the design that provides the
largest number of convenient healthy dwellings
at the smallest cost, and that if the tender for

the selected design exceeds the estimate by 5 per
cent., the council has the power of withholding
the premium. We hope this latter part will be
carried out, for there are some flagrant violations
of truth in the statements of the probable cost.

The usual demoralising effect of the competitive
system in this particular is painfully apparent.

No. 52, marked with three triangles, con-
sists of six blocks of dwellings, arranged in

three rows, with a central transverse street,

10 yards wide, intersecting them, and running
from Ashfield to Sylvester street. Two longi-

tudinal courts are thus formed, 25 ft. wide, and
the central row of buildings is only four stories

high, while the two outer blocks facing Ashfield
and Sylvester streets are live stories high. The
dwellings are arranged one on each side of the
staircases, which are eighteen in number, three
to each block. The water-closets are on the
landings. The lowest story is in the base-

ment, the floor being sunk 6 ft. below the level

of the streets and courts. The total number of

dwellings is 146. The smallest dwelling, con-

taining living-room, bedroom, and scullery
;
and

the largest, living-room, scullery, and three bed-

rooms. The largest bedroom, we notice,—and

there are but few of them,—is 12 ft. G in. by
9 ft.

;
but the great majority of them are but

9 ft. by 8 ft. 6 in. The dwellings in the base-

ment range from 23. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per week, and
ground-floors from fls. 3d. to 6s. 6d., and the

others above in proportion.

The estimated cost is 15,2001-, and the annual
return to be expected is stated at 7 per cent.

A great deal of space appears to be lost in the

roofs of the two outer rows.

The cubical capacity is about 800,000 ft.

No. 59, by W. R. Duckworth, local architect,

are arranged upon what is known as the balcony

system. There are only two blocks of buildings,

five stories high, facing respectively Ashford
and Sylvester streets, each containing a central

staircase only. The space between is reserved

for a playground. All the dwellings contain not

lees than two or three bedrooms, in addition to

living-room, scullery, watercloseta, closets, &c.

A bath-room is placed on each landing of the

main staircases. The lowest rentals are 3a. 6d.

per week, and highest, 6s., the majority being

48. 6d. The estimated cost is 10,4621., and the

yield per annum stated at 9i per cent. The
watercloseta are all iniemal.

The cubical contents are about 700,000 ft.

The total number of dwellings is 110.

No. 38 b, Pro Bono Publico,’* consists of three

parallel longitudinal blocks, the centre block

being the full length of the land, excepting 4 ft.

passages at each end, and the outer blocks

shorter by 50 ft., leaving accesses 25 ft. wide to

the two internal courts from both ends.

The total number of dwellings is ninety-four.

The staircases are arranged similarly to

No. 52. The lowest rental is 48. per week ; the

highest 5s. The estimated cost, 9,5001.

In all cases we have stated the estimated cost,

exclusive of land.

The cubical contents are about 600,000 ft.

The principle of the arrangement of No. 52 and
No. 59 is almost identical, the greatest difl’erence

being that the openings to the inner courts are

in one case at the ends of the blocks, in the

other case in the centre.

As regards ventilation of the dwellings, No. 59

is capable of being made the best, but to effect

this some openings must be broken through from
the street into the inner enclosure : as shown it is

a mere basin. Nos. 52 and 33u we consider far

too crowded. Courts only 25 ft. wide, with five-

story buildings on one side and four-story on the

other, and not directly open at both ends, are

extremely unadvisable in a sanitary point of

view ; and the cellar dwellings common to all

ought not for a moment to be countenanced.

But, while No. 59 is best in the respect named,
it does not meet the requirements of the case at

all. The lowest rentals, even in the basement,

are 3s. 6d. per week. Now, if the dwellings are

to meet the wants of the lower class of labourers,

the rents are far too high. The accommodation
provided is far beyond their means. The esti-

mate is ridiculously low. The cost of the

buildings, at 6d. per cubic foot, which is a fair

price, including everything in the shape of

fittings and architect’s commission, would be
17,5001. ; and the two others would cost nob less

than 20,0001. and 15,0001. respectively. No. 52

provides dwellings as low as 28. 6d. per week, but

the bedrooms are far too small, containing only

from 600 to 700 cubic feet, and the land too

crowded with buildings for efficient ventilation.

Moreover, the number of staircases will make
them difficult of supervision, for which the

balcony system is the more fitted. The internal

water-closets of No. 59 are questionable as

bringing the sewers into direct connexion with
the dwellings.

On the whole we are afraid none of these

plans will be found paying or satisfactory specu-

lations when the tenders come in ; and we can-

not see even how Nos. 52 and 38 B are even
in accordance with the letter or spirit of the

bye-laws
;

the backs of the five-story build-

ings not having the prescribed 150 superficial

feet exclxisivehj belonging io each dwelling sub-
stantially front, that is, the extern,al wall faces

the inner courts. Now, the bye-laws say that
no house in a court must bo above 30 ft. high

;

and if we stretch a point, and call them streets,

we find that the houses most not be erected
of greater height than the width of the street

;

so that in either case they are out of court.

It would be a mere quibble to say the outer

block does nob jrouf the courts, because the

entrances are at the other sides.

We should not have dwelt so much on these

points had they not been made such a stumbling-

block to most of the competitors. We shall

return to the subject.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

We cannot conceal from ourselves when we-

read the latest account of the progress towards a

decision respecting the new Courts of Law,

—

that we stand on the brink of a great architec-

tural misfortune. Various delicacies towards

varioQS susceptibilities are involved in speaking

out a very strong opinion ; we fear that punctilios

must be left somewhat aside. A work that is to

be before our own eyes as long as they last, and
then to be either a credit to ua or an opprobrium

with our posterity,— to be to them, as it had been

to us before, a constant delight or an Euinoyanoe

that is nob to be escaped from, is a matter of

something more serious than even what is or-

dinarily meant by business. We have many of

ns been reading lately how a time came in the

career of Napoleon when none ventured to tell

him the exact truth even about the movements
of an enemy, without qualification to make it

suit in some degree with his predeterminations ;

but no architect at present claims, as none ever

ought to claim, to be allowed indulgence so de-

structive to his own fame and the just expecta-

tions of those from whom he at least accepts

employment. Moreover, the very fact of a com-
petition implies au admission that no one who-

joins in it asserts exclusive and irresponsible

consideration. Where out of six only one can be

successful five must be disappointed, and each

of these is certainly entitled to persist in his

preference for his own design and vindicate hie

complacency as he may
;
and if be succeeds in

making a convert, there is no reason why the

friend should be in any degree more reticent.

Criticism, therefore, will come up sooner or

later, and the sooner it comes, if it be worth any-

thing, the better ;—nay, if come it must, let it

come at once, though it be indifferent
;
and so

let us get it over, and be all the more satisfied

from the conviction that pros and cons have

been fairly argued, or might have been, had two-

opinions really existed.

It must not be concealed that we do not live

just now our architectural lives through fair

weather times. We have escaped, and are thank-

ful to have done so, from stagnation,—and it is

well. We are out of the zone of calms ;
but the

probabilities of the trade-winds are conjoined

with those of a hurricane, and the well-found

vessel mast be prepared for either. Wherefore

this preamble ? It is far, indeed, from being in-

tended as an apology preliminary
;
it is intended

as an assertion of right on the part of whomsoever

has a strong opinion on a public question, and
believes he can justify it, to take what chance

may be allowed him of bringing others to his

point of view for the general benefit.

Of the strength of the opinion in the present

case the writer would be sorry to leave an

uncertainty, or of its scope and purport. His-

justification of it is open to individual appre-

ciation.

The opinion in question regards the official

approval that has been notified of the exterior

designs of Mr. Street for the new Courts of

Justice. Upon the evidence before us in the

architect’s own engravings, we can only antici-

pate that a building erected according to them or

to the principles and predilections that they

involve, and that indeed are stated, will be a

deformity and an eyesore for all time.

So much for the purport of the opinion and

the strength of it
;
they are both derived from

the case in its greatest simplicity,—the published

designs,—and, it may be added, are not affected

in any degree by regard to any of the designs,

or designer, that stood, and may even yet stand,

in the relation of competitor.

The justification is the matter next to hand.

It is the great misfortune of Somerset House
that its facade is on the wrong side of the

Strand in every respect
;
it is in all bot constant

shadow, and the daily flow of population passes

close to its walls, and spares but few to pass and

repass along the opposite side of the way,

whence alone it can be seen at all, not to say

seen to advantage. The fumade of the Courts of

Justice will have the better position ; bat

whether this will be to them the good fortune
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it Btould be, depends on tbe worthiness of the
aspect they present. As the matter stands we
suspend our congratulations.

The front extends from at least the entrance
to Holywell-street westward, as far as Bell-yard
to the east, beyond Temple Bar,—a noble, an
enormous, or a preposterons extent, accordingly
as it may be treated. The question will arise to
the economist,—what necessity was there for
such costly consumption of frontage in the main
line of a great thoroughfare,—frontage of
secondary value hitherto, but not to be so under
the conditions of the reconstructed neighbour,
hood and its approaches. On the other side, it

is to be said, that frontage, as valuable, means
trade, which will not fail to find its place. To
supersede one station only transfers it to enhance
the valne of another. It is from the main
thoroughfare that the busy occupants of the
interior of the building have to be drawn, and
on wbat are called higher grounds, and not
without reason,—the concentrated Courts of
Justice, the palace in which law is to become
the instrument of obtaining justice, and justice
is to be occupied with holding its own against
the obscurities, the indefiniteness, and techni-
calities of law, is in itself a symbol of such a
leading and dignified interest of society, that it

claims a public presentation only second to that
of temples of religion.

But in the very interest of this dignity we
demur to the excessive proximity of the basement
line ot the facade to the footway. The architect
may reply that ho is himself even more discon-
tented,—straitened and pinched as he has been
in every adjustment, by tbe restricted area rela-
tively to requirements obliging him to cover
every square foot available in any way. We
acquit the artist, but do not acquiesce in the
design. Our magnificence that intends so exten-
sive a display is so stinted then at last of neces-
sary space as to be unable to withdraw itself

to some moderate degree from contact with all

that is crowded, common-place, and noisy.
What, then, becomes of the solemnity of the
subject,—nay, of its tranquillity ? Practically,
these are well cared for; for the courts are
withdrawn into the heart of tbe building, and
the rooms that face the Strand are, for the most
part sale-rooms, spare rooms, «fec.; bnt then, in
fact, it is the side or the back of the grand
structure that turns itself towards ns in the
Strand, and we must go elsewhere to find a
true fa9ade. At best we have before us only a
screen, utilized it may be, but for very secondary
purposes relatively to the grand purpose of all.

That a side of the building, which is not tbe
front, should press thus unceremoniously on tbe
footway, is fair enough

; bub then it would be
well that it should not be the most elaborated
aide facing the most important approach.
The advance conceded to a central portion,

and to the returning westward end, only makes
matters worse.
The qualified preference that has been given to

Mr. Street’s designs does not inclnde his interior
^iistributiona, and in case of joint operation with
another architect the Strand front might be
differently occupied and some of these objec-
tions vanish. Nay, even some yards of vacant
space between the wall and the walking public
might be allowed. But a more serious objection
touches the very principle of the distribution of
the facade, and chanicteristics which it is clear
that Mr. Street has far too dearly at heart to
sacrifice under any transformation,— charac-
teristics that make us mistrust the connoisseur-
ship of judges, be they who they may, who
could overlook them, or only recognise them to
bo indifferent or to admire.
Be it said plainly that the irregularity and

asymmetry of this front evince notions as to
architectural composition that arc something
more, and much more unpleasant, than extra-
ordinai-y; that may sit comfortably with a theory
adapted to suit them

; but that to the architec-
tural sense of nine-tenths of the world will be
intolerably vexatious, and to the other tenth,
also, as soon as it has outgrown the domineering
influence of fashion—and awakes in torment.
The line of the front is broken on plan by an

advance of a central division, and by the double-
gabled ends of the returned sides of the grand
quadrangular building

;
but the western of these

advances is cut off from view by a heavy pro-
longation of a Gotbicized Temple Bar that bolts
into the main facade just at tbe angle,—with the
inevitable effect of obliterating entirely one
flanking projection, while itself as inevitably ap-
pears an afterthought, built up against a build-
ing with which it vainly attempts to assume an

air of articulating. On this eastern side a
barrier is carried along at about the line of the
projection, and seems to terminate with a return
uncomfortably enough against the centre. Ilad
it been continued along the entire front, there
would have been less to say against it ; as it is,

it houses a oab-stand, and enhances the over-
crowded pressure upon this unfortunate angle
by an enclosnre in a comer.
When we look to the “ General Conclusion,”

at page 32 of Mr. Street’s letter-press, we find
certain enunciations that convict these and
various other eccentricities as committed of
theory prepense. “ I have taken occasion, as
far as was reasonable, to make all my facades
tolerably regular in their arrangement

; so I
have made distinct centres to the north and
south front, and have also made the other main
fronts equally uniform in their general character.
With all this uniformity, there are, however,
very often of necessity features where unifor-
mity was unnecessary, and irregularity a virtue,
and I have gladly availed myself of them in all

cases. So that I hope my design has sufficient

pictnresqueness not to be tamely uniform and
yet enough uniformity to prevent the building
looking trivial or frittered away.”
“ I am glad to observe,” said the military

squire to his curate, “that you kept your dis-
course to the twenty minutes.” “ I think it best
with a mixed congregation to avoid being
tedious,—I do it on principle,” “Ah, yes—yes,”
said the squire, half reflectively,—“ but you
were tedious.”

Tediousneas is not excluded by cutting off tbe
odd ten minutes, and uniformity—“ So vast a
bnilding,” says Mr. Street (p. 31), “is neces-
sarily, to a certain extent, the victim of unifor-
mity”— uniformity may be given up without
anything that approaches to genuine pictu-
resqueness being acquired in exchange.
Anything more irregular and, indeed, less

picturesque than most of the distributions of the
faijade, it would not—as it seems to us—be easy
to conceive. Syncopation is doubtless an
elegance elegantly applied; bat persistent neg-
lect of the recurrent places of accentuation can
only generate disorder and clumsiness. The
centre is treated with a certain moderation

;

but even here the wall-curtain on either side the
gable is divided disproportionately by what
seems to be a huge polygonal buttress oppres-
sing adjacent windows on either side, answering
no visible purpose, and suggesting only such
tubular applications as had better not be ex-
pressed so prominently. They enhance the weak
appearance of certain flat strips of buttresses
between them that for themselves suggest
nothing bat the infancy of the art of keeping
walls perpendicular.

In the centre, however, and in the west gabled
end, there is an admission of allegiance to
symmetry such as it is

;
and, such as it is, it

renders more glaringly inconsistent the studied
neglect of it in the intermediate wall curtains.
Neither of these has a symmetry within itself or
an agreement with its fellow. Anarchy reigns,

—

section after section seems to do wbat seems
good in its own eyes. Architect and clerk of the
works most have been spirited away to Dream-
land

;
and the masons, tired of waiting for them,

have evidently got the working drawings into
confusion and finished the undertaking some-
how—anyhow. Do we look, we ask, at a new
building made up by matching old fragments not
very cleverly, or at an old building that has been
altered and adapted, broken into tenements, and
then recombined with as little disturbance as
may be to the several tenants improvements of
their own portions. Some pinnacles are allowed,
but sparsely, and even they do not subserve their
ordinary function of defining the commensurable.
There are two on one side emergent from the
parapet that is as long as the church opposite

;

on the other, not corresponding side, there are
three; all marking divisions that are all at odds
with each other.

As regards windows, we have on the ground-
floor of the western half of the front, eight
Decorated Gothic windows of magnificent size,

and indicating apartments of the joint height of
the ground-floor and floor above in tbe rest of the
front. They are the windows of the sale-rooms,
ominous surely in their conspicuousness and
emphasis. But this is a moral consideration,

—

architecturally, they reduce to the insignificance
ot pigeon-holes the smaller windows above and
aronnd them; and by the lightness natural to
such large openings they give an odd impression
that tbe building is wrong-side upwards. Then
the difference of spacing is caprice "not

pictnresqneness,—and perversity were an apter
word than either ;—wo have two of the set
divided by an interval equal to the window
opening; between three the intervals are con-
tracted to abont a third of this ; and between
three others there is no blank interval whatever,
the intermediate mulHons being confluent. Then
there are small pairs of windows nestling
together here and there like love-birds, and
door openings ranging in elevation with nothing
at all.

As to the distribution of openings, and the
ordination of divisions in the eastern wall
curtain, suffice it to say that it does not match
the western in any sense whatever, and has even
less self-consistency. To attempt to give parti-
culars of these differences and discordances
would be like essaying to describe accurately a
comminuted fracture of the shin bone. The
best success would only try patience and jeopardy
temper.
Enough, and more than enough, and let ns be

thankful that we have not to observe further on
the ventilating towers growing up out of the
enclosure,—even these not regularly,—than to
quote three lines that after what has been said
will tell the story :

—“ So vast a building

—

necessarily to a certain degree the victim of
uniformity—requires some decided vertical lines
to break its monotony, and I am not sorry to
have to vary it, therefore, by the erection of the
Ventilation and Record Towers, &c.” (p. 31).
We have not here to discuss the questions that

may be opened between trabeated and arcuated
architecture, or as between round and pointed
arcustion ; the value of symmetry is a matter
that sublies the theory of architecture on a grand
scale, of all styles whatever. It is strange to hear
repeated and parroted,—and stranger to hear by
whom,—the averment that a leading advantage
of Gothic over Greek or Italian architecture lies

in its admitting,—favouring,—the freest depar-
ture from symmetry. It is quite intelligible that
idlers or sentimentalists in search of impressions,
and with no particular knowledge whatever,
should bringaway such anotion from Peterborough
or Gloucester or Ely, or almost any English
cathedral

;
but what shall we say of those who

should know, and must know, if they bethink
themselves, that a Gothic architect’s design for

the cathedral as he hoped and intended to finish

it, was ever symmetry embodied. The elements
of his composition may have been far more varied
than those involved in the design of a Greek
temple,—that is a different consideration,—but
his elements, mnltifarious as they were, were
ever marshalled with as strict regard to bilateral
symmetry; and the strictness was the more con-
spicuous from the very fact of the mnltifarious-
ness it was applied to. From Westminster
Abbey, and earlier, to Cologne Cathedral, a sym-
metry obtains in the master works of Gothic art
that emulates not merely the Greek, bat the
very works of nature,'—the two halves and two

j

sides of the chapel repeated each other as mani-

I

festly as the two halves of the buck that was
I destined for the abbot’s table.

Invention may find itself hampered by such
requirements, but it will be such invention as if

turned towards musical instead of architectural
composition, would be sorely shackled by the exi-

gencies of counterpoint. Buildings have special
purposes, which according to their dignity re-

quire, and in unsophisticated ages seem naturally
to generate, expression of like grade of dignity.

A purpose so defined has its own coherency; it

is itself a combination of primary and subsidiary
purposes; and a balance and unity are thus its

very essence. It is on this account that a struc-
ture that is apt to accommodate such a complex
but still congruous purpose, will itself bear the
visible impress of eougruouaness and subordina-
tion. In this our day at last the confused dis-
order of English law is being reduced to the
happy regularity of a Digest,—shall we chooso
this very day to bouse it in a structure only
fitted to symbolize the very wilderness of obsolete
craze out of which at Inst is proceeding our
hopeful exodus ? W. Watkiss Lloyd.

Douglas Hauuour, Isle of Man.—At the
Manx Tynwald Court the following resolutions

have been adopted :—1, That breakwater accom-
modation is requisite in Douglas Bay

; 2, That a
sum of notless than I75,000i. shall be expended
in providing that accommodation; and 3, That
should another engineer of equal eminenoe
approve of Mr. Coode’s plans, the court will

agree to their adoption.
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AN ITALIAN BATTLE-FIELD.

The impressive solitude of the Roman Cam-

pagna often recals to us, through certain vague

analogies not easily explained, the lines in which

Wordsworth asks the subject of the Highland

girl’s song in the fields,

—

“ Of old, ntibappy* far-olF things.

And battles long ago ?
''

But an interest quite novel for this region is

a battle among the things of yesterday ;
and

this one more association of historic tragedy

with the characteristic scenery around Rome

will henceforth give attractiveness to a site

little frequented by residents, scarcely known to

tourists at this capital. Leaving the city by the

Porta Pia, and pursuing the Nomentan Way,

after crossing the Anio by the picturesque

towered bridge, Ponte Nomentano, which was

destroyed by Totila in the Gothic War, rebuilt

by Narses, and castellated, as we see it, by

Nicholas V., we first pass under the “Mont
Sacer “ of historic renown

;
further on reach

the ruins of the disinterred basilica of S. Alex-

ander
;
and thence continue for several miles

through one of the most desolate among the

almost desert tracts of uncultured land in these

parts ; a few large farm-houses—grey, dismal,

and dilapidated— the sole human habitations

in sight, except those villages high perched

on the mountains, which, eastward and south-

ward, form majestic boundaries to the wide

landscape. Some ruinous square tower, lofty

and grim, reminds us also where man dwelt

and combated in medicevdl periods
;

one of

these, strikingly conspicuous, and built of brick

and stone in different colours, called “ Torre

Lupara,” being supposed to mark the site of

Piculnea, one of the cities founded by the

aborigines after they had driven out the Siculi,

—

the Civitas Figlina mentioned in “ Acts of

Martyrdom.” Several mansolea in highly pic-

turesque ruin,—one popularly called “ sediaccia,”

from a fancied resemblance to a great throne,

—

rise near this road
;
and at intervals we pass

over remains of massive antique pavement,

reminding that we are still in the track of

the Via Nomentana. Near the eleventh mile

stands a column marking the limits between

the “ Agro Romano” and the territory now
called “ De Lamentana,” from the name of

the ancient town, now modernized as Mentana,

whence this road also takes its designation. A
change comes over the wild solitary scene as we
descend, after a long gradual ascent south-east-

ward, into lower and cultured regions spread to

view in fair varieties of hill and dale, gracefully

undulating or abruptly sinking, so as to present

distance beyond distance ; the slopes being either

cultivated with grain, clothed with vineyards, or

overgrown by woods of oak and ilex—a romantic

and pleasing contrast to the waste Campagna.

In the midst of that prospect appears, first

descried from the high ground where the road

winds through the skirts of a forest, the village

of Mentana, and about two miles farther on the

same perspective line westward, Monte Rotonda,

crowning an isolated and peculiarly rounded

knoll, whence its name—both insignificant places

as to size, but with external array of towers and

walls, and the prominent feature in each of a

ponderous baronial mansion rising high above

the humbler dwellings
j
so that in those instances

(as usually the case with Italian town and

village, especially in these mountain districts)

the distant gives a notion of dignity and import-

ance far from corresponded to by the nearer

view. Mentana is but an impoverished village,

of about 540 inhabitants, whose sole street stands

on the high road, extending from the stately,

though now decayed, mansion founded in the

thirteenth century, by the Orsini, once feudal

lords of this place, but now belonging to the

Borghese family. The primitive Nomentum was
one of the most ancient colonies founded by the

Alban kings in the Sabine territory, and from

still earlier date peopled by aborigines, afterwards

subjected to Rome by Tarquinius Priscus, and
engaged in the Latin league that waged war on

behalf of Tarquinins Superbns
5

its site probably

on the bill side that dominates over the modern
villages at the east, and, admitting the modern
to be the representative of the antique, we may
regard the actual Nomentum, under its Italian

name, as the only one among those seats of the

“Prisci Latini” still inhabited. At medimval

periods the place had some importance
;
Ughelli

{Italia Sacra) gives the series of its bishops from

A.D. -ilfi to 964, after which its rank in the

Catholic episcopacy was lost, how, or at what

precise date, is unknown ;
and at the opening ot

the ninth century it must have been not insigni-

ficant among Rome’s dependencies to have the

honour of receiving Charlemagne and Pope

Leo III., as rendezvous where the Pontifi" met

and dined with the Emperor elect before the

state entrance of both into the capital, in the

November preceding that Christmas, 800, when

Leo so astonished the world by crowning the

Frankish king as Emperor of the West at St.

Peter’s. In the next century Nomentum meets

us again in the historic page as birth-place of

CrescentiuB, the dauntless consol, who long de-

fied both Papal and Imperial power from the

Castle of St. Angelo. In classic times this town,

BO pleasantly situated near the Sabine hills, was
noted for its fertile and salubrious neighbour-

hood, frequented by Roman patricians for sum-

mer residence
;

and it is certain that Ovid,

Martial, and Seneca bad villas here,—the latter

inhabiting such a home or territory mentioned

by Columella with reference to the amazing

quantity of mne produced from its vineyards,

often at the rate of eight cullei for every acre.

Nomentum wines, commended by the same

writer and by Martial, still maintain their reputa-

tion among the many from the hills and villages

around Rome. Sundry marble fragments have

been found here, but no distinct traces of remote

antiquity
;
a bigh-relief figure, life-size, now seen

on the piazza (if such dignified term can bo given

to any part), is called by the inhabitants San
Giorgio. Beside the gate ofthe Borghese mansion

we see a togaed statue, obviously antique Roman ;

and under the tower of the church, several epi-

taphs on marble from some vanished tomb,

with the names of the gens Erennia and Brutia.

The more prominent Monte Rotondo (Bfteen

Italian miles from Rome, and peopled by about

2,400 souls) is supposed by Gell and other writers

to occnpy the site of the ancient Crustumerium,

where an Alban colony settled long before the

fonndingofRome; this population proving a faith-

ful ally to that dominant city in after ages, but

exposed to frequent assault from the Sabines, who
besieged the town in the year 260, and devastated

its territory, which seems to have extended as far

as the Nomentum bridge,* 297 U.O. (Dionys.

1. ii., 53). Its fertile soil is noticed by Ling as

inducing many Roman families to establish them-

selves here ;
and we are told that its neighbour-

hood was known for the abundant growth of

pear-trees '(the Crustuminia pyra mentioned by

Servius)
5
as to this day (see what Gell observes

in support of his theory) the Monte Rotondo dis-

trict is overrun by such trees, bearing a wild

fruit, small but well flavoured, that form testi-

mony in favour of its claim to represent the

Latin Crustumerium.
No antiquities are found here; and perhaps

the erection of the cincture of walls and round

towers that fortify the place, led to the demolish-

ing or concealing of the remains previously

visible. Once a duchy that gave a title to the

Barbarini, after being first held as a fief by the

Orsini family, the feudal residence of the former

passed successively into the possession of the

Del Grille and Piombino families, the last its

present owners ; and the finest object in the

town is that castellated mansion, now in pictu-

resque decay, and almost unfurnished, with a

lofty tower commanding a magnificent view,

itself conspicuous from great distances around,

No fitter locale for an Italian ghost-story could

well be chosen than that vast and melancholy,

and long all but deserted, tenement of Monte
Rotondo. Compared with Mentana, the aspect

of this town, though streets be dismal and

tortuous, houses out of repair and comfortless-

looking, has something aristocratic
5
and at the

present day, while a strong French garrison

occupies it, the place receives life and movement
from such stranger population.

It is not our purpose to give statistic report

of the battle that crashed the attempt against

Rome and the Papal Government, leaving asso-

ciations of such tragic interest to these hitherto

quiet scenes ;
an encounter kept np, with great

slaughter, daring about four hours on the

afternoon of Sunday, the 3rd of November

;

the immense clouds of smoke from cannon

and musketry during which hours we had dis-

tinctly seen from the tower of the S. Lorenzo

Basilica that eventful evening. Suffice it here

to state that the forces on the Pontifical side

were (according to official report) 2,913 ;
on

the French about 2,000 5
of the army of volun-

* Inferable, from the fact that the celebrated retire-

ment of the Blebs to Mont Sacer is called the “ Crustu-

merine Secession,’’

teers under Garibaldi, opposed by these allied

troops, about 6,000 (though as to this amount it

is difficult to decide among various statements) ;

that, in the result of that momentous action,

the loss on the French and Roman side was 32

killed, and 139 wounded (General Ranzler’s re-

port); on that of the Italian volunteers, above

600 killed, wounded in proportion, and 1,600 pri-

soners (General de Failly’s report)
;
though

popular rumour, full of discrepancies as usual

after such stirring events, has raised the mor-

tality among the Papal Zouaves alone to 300 or

400 ; and it seems certain that the number of

prisoners brought into Rome is at least 1,760.

On the second day after this decisive battle

was a concourse of visitors to the field, in public

or private vehicles ;
and there were witnessed

sights of ghastliest description, though the work

of interment had been to a degree accomplished.

We had not opportunity of going till the third

day, yet even then was enough to leave

painful and lasting impressions. Oa the high

ground, where is first seen the view of the

lower valleys, with the two towns so pictu-

resquely standing amidst cultured uplands, lay

beside the road, in the shade of oak trees,

several corpses, evidently of volunteers in the

humbler class, for the scanty garments they

wore had no resemblance to regular uniforms ;

their faces up to the sky, with red gashes on

their naked breasts, there they remained, as if

forgotten, in the midst of a scene beautiful

under the sunshine of the glorious autumn day.

Long before reaching that field of death we had

observed the countless cartouches aud heaps of

blue paper smelling strong of gunpowder along

the wayside; also, along the outskirts of the

roads, half-burnt trees and hollow old trunks

blackened by fire, showing what the soldier’s

work had been in the now quiet haunts of the

bird and the forest-creature. In a villa, on

some ground above this road, with the name
“Vigna Santucei” over a gateway, we per-

ceived other like traces, and heard from peasants

the details of combat long kept up at that

point. Along the roads lay others dead, at

distances from Mentana; and soldiers were still

at work digging trenches for their burial. On-

the tilled ground, and amidst the underwood

on slopes descending below the road, we saw
fragments of almost all kinds of military accou-

trement, torn epaulets and belts, bloody clothes,

broken weapons ;
a pack of soiled cards strewn

under a hedge
;

a mutilated photograph, the

portrait of a lady, that told the affecting
_

stoi^

of the lover or husband, who had worn it in his

breast till he was struck down. Proceeding to

a deserted convent-church among the trees-

we observed the many dark stains where pools

of blood had saturated the soil
;
and in the

sacred building (long left to decay) saw tho

tombs just closed over numerous dead ;
here

being accosted by some peasants who offered

bent bayonets and shattered muskets for any

price they could get. But sadder still was the

scene at Mentana, in the condition of a deserted

village, left to awful solitude by man’s violence.

The first house we reached had its interior all in

blackened ruin, and the woodwork entirely burnt

out; the small church, in which two wounded

men had died that morning, showed traces of tho

bivouac and the military hospital. The confes-

sional was broken, but the high altar seemed

still serviceable for rites; and a strange con-

trast, amid this gloomy desolation, was tho

dressed-up and life-size wooden image of somo

saint in a niche above,—emblem of that super-

stition the terrible reaction against which was

read in clear tokens around. The poor inha-

bitants were just beginning to return Irom somo

caves in the rocks along a hill-side which we
bad passed, where they had taken refuge during

the battle ; but their squalid homes in the long

straggling streets were mostly shut up ;
not a

sign indicated the usual engagements of life, of

trade, or industry ; and there was something

like grim irony in the attempt at mirth on the

part of two or three poor men who were drink-

ing wine out of coarse earthenware vessels at a

table before a wretched little shop half open.

In some respects still more painful were the

sights at Monte Rotondo, though there wo
found ourselves again surrounded by civilized

man and his activities. Before seeing the things

done and traceable in that town we had never

realized the intensity of hatred against the

Church and priesthood that has animated the

invaders of the Papal States, and we believe still

animates, in more or less violence, the youth of

Italy, save nuder exceptional influences. The

principal church of Monte Rotondo, dedicated to
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S. Mary Magdalene, is a large, and in tlie interior

much-decorated building, collegiate, and served

by canons, andcontainingsome pictures of value,

especially one of the local patrons, SS. Philip,

and James, by Carlo Maratta, and a“Purga-
torio” of the school of Dominichino. We here

beheld a scene of wreck and desecration such

as no Christian, from whatever theological

standing-point, could contemplate without pain.

We next visited the Piombino Palace, and

roamed through long suites of unfurnished

halls,—one of those Italian interiors “where
comfort dies in vastnesa,” and where, not-

withstanding the occupation of a part by
French

I
soldiers, silence and gloom now pre-

vailed. Some municipal offices are located here,

and in a subordinate cortile we saw the pave-

ment entirely covered with the torn registers

and documents of local importance thus wan-

tonly destroyed. In the principal court, where
many soldiers were idling away their spare

time, we found heaps of broken muskets and
bayonets, reported as 2,000, here left by the

volunteers on the surrender of the town the

morning after the battle, when about 800

were taken prisoners, to bo brought to Rome
that day. By the principal street we reached

the gateway at which the assault had been

made, on the taking of this town, by the in-

vaders, the 25th of October. On this spot

were many traces of the terrific contest that

closed about two hours after midnight before the

morning of the 26th
j

the values of the gate,

burnt with turpentine when the entrance was
forced, hung in charred fragments to the iron

frame, and the attic above was in ruin
;

all the

honaes near, both within and without the walls,

were riddled with shot. Leaving by this gate-

way, we visited a Franciscan convent, on level

ground, about a quarter of a mile distant ; one of

those specimens of the larger dilapidated Italian

cloister, neglected and dingy, inhabited by a few

friars, though spacious enough for the quarters

of half a regiment. The three Franciscans, who
formed its whole community, had saved them-

selves by hiding in private houses within the

town; and the father guardian, when at last

discovered, and dragged before Garibaldi, had
been allowed by that leader to go his way in

safety. The church had been, and was still (for

French bad succeeded to former occupants),

the soldiers’ dormitory, with mattresses lining

the nave
;
in one of the confessionals Garibaldi

himself had spent two nights—a not enviable

conch ! and the choir now served as a military

provision store.

To be just to those responsible, at least

officially so, for the immense injury inflicted not

only at Monte Rotonda but other towns also of

these States by the invasion, we should add that,

as we learnt on the spot, outrages against person

and property were punished with death, by
Garibaldi’s order, at the former place. Nothing
in the antecedents of that extraordinary man
exposes him to the charges of cruelty or lawless

vindictiveness ;
and having followed the steps

of his volunteers, since the late alarming events,

at other towns in the Roman neighbourhood, at

Tivoli and Palestrina, wo have there learnt

nothing discreditable in details of their conduct

towards citizens—save, indeed, the proceeding

to be expected from such visitants under all like

circumstances, the seizure of public money.
Returning that evening about sunset, the

^

romantic landscape, before we reached the wilder

Campagna region, seemed to us in sadly beauti-

ful contrast to the realities caused by man. We
hear with satisfaction of the sympathy excited

at Rome for the sufferers at Montana and Monte
Rotondo

;
that a subscription has been opened,

received at the offices of jouroals
;
and the Pope

at once sent 2,000 francs for the benefit of the

principal church, whose woful conditions we this

day witnessed.

Restoration of the ancient Church of
Monkwearxiouth.—A meeting of gentlemen was
recently held iu the National School, Monkwear-
mouth, Sunderland, when steps were taken for

raising 10,000?. for the restoration of the ancient

church of that parish, and the erection of a new
district church. A list of subscriptions already
forwarded was read,—namely, Sir H. Williamson,

2,000?.; Mr.W. Stobart, 500?.; Alderman Tyzack,
Mr. M. Robson, and the Incumbent, 100?. each

;

and several smaller sums, making over 3,000?.

The gentlemen present resolved to form them-
selves into a committee, and Messrs. Lambton
Co. were appointed treasurers.

THE LATE OUTBREAK OP FEVER
IN GUILDFORD.

We briefly alluded last week to the recent

epidemic of fever in Guildford. The official

report of Dr. Buchanan upon this outbreak is so

full of interest that it may be useful to consider

it in some detail, bearing as it does on one or

two of the most important matters connected
with the sanitary welfare of our large towns.

Guildford, estimated to contain at the present

time a population of about 9,000 persons, inha-

biting 1,675 houses, is situated on the side of a

chalk hill, above the valley of the Wey. The
chalk forms a complete natural drainage to the

town
;

but there is no artificial system of

sewerage, cesspools cat in the chalk being almost
universal. It is said that these cesspools cut in

the chalk “keep themselves diy, and are com-
monly BO inoffensive that they are not emptied
for many years together.” Shallow drains or

sewers, if they may be so called, receive the

surface-water from the streets and the slops

from the houses
;
and it is well known that of

late, without the consent of the authorities, more
or less night-soil, chiefly its liquid portions,

have been also discharged into these sewers,

which were never constructed for such a pur-

pose. These naturally empty themselves into

the river Wey. So much for the drainage of

Guildford.

The water-supply of Guildford is derived

“ partly from the public waterworks, which are

fed by two wells, sunk some 20 ft. into the

chalk, at the lowest part of the town
;
secondly,

from an old well, from which water is raised by
the power of an adjacent water-mill

;
and thirdly,

from a new well, from which, for a short time in

the middle of the present year, water was distri-

buted to the higher parts of the town by engine

power.” It is worthy of notice, however, that

of the 1,675 houses in Guildford, only 928 are

supplied by the waterworks, 7-17 obtaining their

water “ from private wells, and some few from
the river.”

Guildford may generally be considered a
healthy town, and the average rate of mortality

in recent years has been low. Its situation is

no doubt salubrious
;
and although the lodger

evil in small tenements exists to some extent,

we are told that there is very little serious over-

crowding in the town. Typhoid and low fevers,

however, have not unfreqoently prevailed in

Guildford and the neighbouring villages
;
but

local inquiry appears to have convinced Dr.

Buchanan that a larger proportion of the fatal

fever cases returned in the registration district

of Guildford in recent years, have occurred out-

side, than within the town itself. During the

present summer, cases of typhoid fever had
occurred in neighbouring villages, and a few
in the town before the outbreak which gave rise

to the official inquiry. Ten cases of fever oc-

curred in the town during the first four weeks
of August, of which six occurred within the

practice of one medical man. The report

states that "in the last three days of August
cases of typhoid fever came under treatment

in Spital-street and Pannell’s-terrace, high lying

and usually very healthy parts of the town.
In the first two days of September a few others

came under observation, and on September 3rd

and 4th a surprisingly large number of people

sent for medical assistance, and were found to be
suffering from the same fever. In the first ten

days of the month a total of some 150 cases had
come under treatment, and this number had in-

creased to 26-i' by the end of September.” The
outbreak culminated in intensity about the

middle of September', and soon after declined

pretty rapidly.

A circumstance connected with this outbreak
very soon attracted attention. Whenever on
previous visitations of fever in Guildford, the

poorer and low-lying parts of the town bad been
principally affected, this sudden outburst “ was
restricted, with almost absolute precision, to the

high levels; well-to-do people had suffered as

well as the poor ; the best houses were invaded

as much as dirty ones. Except the coincidence

with high level, there was nothing approaching
uniformity in the distribution of the epidemic.”

As the prevalence of the disease began to

decline the proportion of cases occurring in

other parts of the town was larger. This result,

however, may be naturally traced to the almost
unavoidable dissemination of the fever by con-

tagion. Inquiry into all the circumstances
which might by any possibility have given rise

to this extraordinary outbreak of fever led to

]
the disposal,.one after another, of more than one

apparently reasonable theory. It was evident

that drainage could have had very little direct

bearing upon it, inasmuch as the town does not

boast of auy system of sewerage, and the natural

drainage was best in that part of the town most
affected. Finally, Dr.Buchanausays,—“ Only one
condition conld be discovered generally coinci-

dent in distribution with the ontbreak, and that

was the high-service of the town water supply.”

Further inquiry based upon this conclusion led

to the elucidation of the fact that all the houses
attacked at the beginning of September were
supplied with water from the high service.

Many of the cases which appeared at first sight

to be exceptions to this general rule, turned out

to be those of “ children and others, who, living

in houses not supplied by the high-service water,

spent the hours of the day in houses so supplied.

Towards the end of September the new attacks

were less exclusively distributed to such houses.”

Excluding the few sporadic cases occurring be-

fore the 28th of August, and those which occurred

after the middle of September, and making a
deduction for school children and others above
mentioned, less than a dozen of the 150 persons

attacked in that fortnight lived in houses which
were not supplied by the high-service water.

Convinced that in some way the fever outbreak
was due to the high-service water supply. Dr.

Buchanan pursued bis investigation into all the

details of the operations of the Water-works
during August. The engine which pumped the

water from the new well to the high-service

reservoir having broken down on let August, his

1 theory appeared somewhat upset by the intel-

ligence that from that date “ no water had been
pumped from the neiu well, but the high-service

mains had been charged by the water-wheel in

connexion with the low-service.” In fact, that

both high and low service had used the same
water, that of the old well. Farther inquiry,

however, elicited the important admission that

on or before the Ist of August, when Ihe pump-
ing-engine of the new well broke down, a bulk

of water from that source had been stored in the

new high-service reservoir, and that “ on August
17th,—the water-wheel of the old well being on
that day under repair,—this stored water was
distributed to the high-service houses of the

' town ; it was distributed on no other day, and
to no other bouses. These 330 bouses, there-

fore, on which the fever almost exclusively fell,

had received a different water from the other

houses of the town,—namely, water from the

new well, stored up from August 1st, and de-

livered on August I7fch.”

Subsequent analysis of the different waters

making up the water supply of Guildford proved,

beyond doubt, the presence of organic and
putrescible matter in the water of the new well,

but not to that extent which might be supposed
sufficient to account for the fever outbreak

;
bat

it must be remembered that the analysis was not

made until September 25tb, when the special

circumstances which may have so remarkably
affected the water at the time the supply was
pumped for storage in the new reservoir, and
at the time of distribution, had probably been
dissipated. Investigation proved that the new
well was supplied by a different spring from
that which feeds the old well

;
and, moreover,

that the new well obtained its water not only

by percolation, bnt from a “ notable fissure

iu the chalk,” into which, and the chalk round
the well, it will appear that it was “ certainly

easy for excrementitious impurities to have
entered.”

A sewer or drain runs within 10 ft. of the

well, through which the iron delivery-pipe of the

high-service passes. It is stated that the cause
of the engine breaking down was an intense

vibration, which was found to have loosened the
bricks of this sewer sufficiently to cause the

escape of its contents, though only to a small

degree. These sewer drains, as we have seen
above, often contain not only the surface drain-

age for which they were intended, but the over-

flow of many privies, cesspools, and water-

closets.

Dr. Buchanan appears to have been fully

justified by the train of facts elicited in. the

conrse of his investigation in concluding that

the late outbreak of fever arose from no other

cause than the contamination of the water in

the new well from this sewer, prodaced by a

leakage caused by the very vibration which
broke down the engine, almost the last work of

which was to fill this reservoir, from which
these 300 houses were supplied on the 17th of

August. No one, indeed, who carefully reads

the report, can reasonably feel auy doubt that

a
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snch and no other was the true cause of tho
ontbreak. Apart, however, from this acci-
dental contamination, grave doubts are raised
by a perusal of the report as to the source of
the water supply of this new well. An acknow-
ledged sympathy between the height of the
water in the river Wey and the new well
(which, by tho way, does not exist in the old
well), suggests the probability of a far larger
amonnt of the water coming from the river
than from the chalk-springs.

With regard to the system of the cesspools
cut in the chalk, which absorb the liquid por-
tions so completely as to “ keep themselves
dry,” when considered in conjunction with the
fact that the wells for the water-supply are cut
in the seme chalk, and fed principally by perco-
lation, nothing can be said except to express
astonishment that Guildford has so long re-

mained healthy. In conclusion, however, we
would say one word upon a fact brought to light
during this inquiry. It is admitted that a com-
munication exists between the river and the
pipes of the water-works. It is said to be rarely
used, and only for the purpose of getting a first

sucking power to the pumps. It is also stated
not to have been used at all this summer

j
but

an analysis of water taken direct from the high-
service mains at Charlotteville, seemed to throw
considerable doubt upon this assertion. The
state of the water may, however, be accounted
for by the above theory, that in point of fact the
new well draws its principal supply almost
direct from the river. However this may be,
such communication between the supply-pipes of
a water company and the unfiltered water of a
foul river, should be immediately interdicted by
Act of Parliament. Only last year the terrible
cholera epidemic in London was traced to a
similar use of unfiltered water by the East
London Water-works, through such a communi-
cation. Surely it is high time, now that the
vital importance of the quality and quantity of
water-supply is beginning to be understood,
that some effectual system of inspection and
surveillance of the source of supply of all water
companies should be established, which should
above all assure the water-consaming public
that no communication between the pipes of the
different water-works and unfiltered water any
longer exists.

cipal colourings of the room being thus decided,
the decorator will have to consider how best to

ON COLOUR.*

Jy considering the question of harmony of
colour the tertiaries become essentially valuable.
They liave the same relation to the secondary
colours as to shade that the primary colours
have to light. Citrine is to dark violet as yellow
is to light violet ; russet is to dark green as red
is to light green

;
olive is to dark orange as blue

is to bright orange. Thus each of the seconda-
nes is neutralized by that tertiary in which the
remaining primary predominates. By a propor-
tionate adjustment of tho primaries with the
secondaries or tertiaries, harmony of colour is
produced. In decoration it may be laid down as a
prmciple that one colour should dominate

; that
this dominant should be a primary or second-
ary } and that the other colours must be subsi-
diary to it. In the majority of cases, the most
perfect and beantifnl harmony is produced by
employing neutralized hues of colour for the
larger masses, and then giving freshness, cheer-
fulness, and beauty to the whole by the intro-
duction of the primary or secondary colours that
may form the proper equivalents to the prevail-
ing colour. It should be always remembered
that the eye is never satisfied with any arrange-
ment of colour unless all the primaries are pre-
sent in some shape or other.

In carrying ont decorations, it will be found
that all colours have two kinds of harmony

;

that of analogy or sympathy, and that of con’
trast. For instance, we will suppose the walls
ofa room to be of a soft green colour, and that
curtains are required : two colours are open to
us 5 on the one hand, a rich yellow brown, which
is the softer or more sympathetic harmony

; on
the other hand, a warm maroon, which is’the
harmony of contrast. And again there is the
important matter of carpet still to be decided
on. Now, if yon have to combine with the
yellow brown curtains, a maroon-ground car-
pet will be the best ; but if with the
maroon curtains, the carpet must be bright-
ened with green ornament, leaves, or even
flowers, if for a drawing-room. All these prin-

• By Mr. J . Gregory Grace. See p. S74, ante.
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relieve with colour his comice and frieze, the
ceiling, and the woodwork. The cornice is a
very important feature in a room; it acts as a
kind of frame to the walls between these and the
ceiling; but it should always be borne in mind,
that except in peculiar cases, it should be made
to belong to the walls, and with that view par-
ticular care must be taken in the colouring of it,

either by a recall of the wall colour, or by a
colour referring to the curtains or other har-
monising hue. Thus there are three masses of
colour to be considered in living-rooms,—the
walls, the certains, and the carpets ; but it is by
no means necessary that these shonld be all of
difierent colours

;
two of them may accord, either

the walla and curtains, or the curtains and
carpet. If the walls of a room are highly orna-
mented in colour, either by arabesque painting
or otherwise, it is desirable that the curtains be
quiet in tone, and not of contrasted colours, and
that the carpet preserve a subdued effect that
does not

.
interfere with the decoration of the

walls. On the other hand, if the walls of a room
are of a quiet tone, or are white and ornamented
with gilding, various colours in ornament or
flowers may be introduced with propriety in the
carpet. As regards the colouring of carpets I
should generally recommend the ground to be of
a deep rich retiring colonr, such as maroon or
green, and the patterns, whether in ornament or
flowers, to be as flat as possible, and entirely
without cast shadows. The Indian carpets im-
ported from Masulipatam are at all times quiet,
retiring, and harmonious in their colouring, and
worthy of particular study for the well-designed
distribution of their ornament. It is surprising
when we consider the poverty and general igno-
rance of the men who work at these carpets, that
the result shonld show such refinement and
delicacy in the modulations of the colours. I
will not be led away from my more immediate
subject by a further consideration of the colours
in manufactured textile or other fabrics, but
return to the painting and decoration of rooms.
When rooms are papered or painted in tints of

colonr, the combination necessary to carry ont a
pleasing effect is sufficiently simple and easy;
but eveh in these great care should be taken to
have those tints of a soft, agreeable tone. There
are greens and greens, and buffs and buffs, and
greys and greys; in the one case as ugly, raw,

,

discordant, offensive, and displeasing as in the
^ other they may be soft, harmonious, agreeable,
and refreshing to the sight. What can be more
incompatible than a ernde emerald green ?

!
Soften it, however, with a little sienna or other

' moderating colour, and make it suitable in depth
of tone to the size of the room, and your skill
and taste will make it as agreeable as it would
be otherwise repulsive.

I

In the woodwork of our rooms it seems to be
!
too generally considered that it must be either a
tinted white or grained in imitation of some

;

wood. Now, I do not proscribe graining : on
the contrary, I like it occasionally

; but I think
it is used far too frequently. Why not employ a
g<^d brown, or maroon, or black, well relieved
with light-coloured lines, taking care to face up
the work to a very smooth surface, and to
varnish it ? Above all, however, I like the real
wood, even if it be plain deal or pitch pine; for
this, if well finished by the joiner and kept clean,
will, when varnished, have a very handsome
effect, and can be readily ornamented to any
degree, by painting dark lines and ornament as
if inlaid upon it. The wear of this kind of work
is far beyond any painting. Again, on walls of
staircases or entrance vestibules, or dados of
rooms, imitations of marbles are often painted,
and very beautifully painted, too

; for many of
our English artists excel in this kind of work

;

but these imitations are adopted not always
because they are appropriate to the place or
particularly required, but because, being var-
nished, they wear well, and nothing else is
suggested. I think, however, that in a mode-
rately-sized house, where quiet taste is appre-
ciated, stencilling in geometric patterns in
two shades of one colour is preferable to
marbling, which, if done in an inferior manner,
is a most unsightly sham. In determining the
colours for rooms regard should be had to their
aspect, giving cool and refreshing shades to the
south, and warm comfortable colours to the
north. The use of a room should also, of course,
influence the colonr. Then, also, pictures require
particular consideration

; if there are many in
the room, and they are truly works of art, the
colour of the walla must be subservient to them.

,

If the pictures are not very large, and the
colouring of them not dark or heavy, sage green
is a good tone : in this case the windows and doors
might be cinnamon colour, if not real wood

;
the

cornice of the room might be vellum colour,
relieved with the cinnamon and the green in
suitable parts of it ; the ceiling might be pale
grey, or if it is panelled it may be cream colour,
relieved with the other tones of the room. If,
however, the room be large and the pictures
boldly painted, red is an excellent colour for the
walls

;
it gives freshness and vigour to the paint-

ings, and, if the room is lighted from above, it
renders it bright and cheerful,—not undesirable
qualities where there is no external prospect.
The woodwork, if already painted, may be black,
or vellum colour, properly relieved on the mould’
inga. The cornice and ceiling of the room should
be carefully toned, so that nothing be too
obtrusive

; but no special colours can be pro-
posed as they would depend on the design of the
architecture.

Considerable discussion has occurred in late
years as to the proper background for statues,
whether it should be a quiet neutral tone of
grey or a more decided colour such as maroon
red. I am strongly in favour of the decided
colour. There may be special circumstances
making the light neutral tone desirable for one
or two statues

; but, taken as a rule for a gal-
lery, or for oven a single statue, I prefer the deep
colour. This must be modified of course, ac-
cording to the condition of the marble; if the
statues are old and stained, the colouring must
be lowered in tone accordingly. The hue for
walls where prints or photographs are to be hung
should be a rich yellow brown or a leather
colour. This gives lustre to the back of the
print or the tone of the photograph. Occasionally
there may be some special object in a room
requiring a corresponding modulation of the
colouring, snch as an allegorical painting in a
ceiling, much darkened and obscured by ago

:

such cases have often occurred to me, and have
caused difficulty; for you most manage to make
the painting look well, and the ceiling not too
gloomy. I will give an example. In an old
castellated house, there was a room in which
were to be arranged a series of family portraits.
As the room faced the south, it was desired that
the walls might not be red

; so it was decided to
have a bold damask pattern green flock upon a
brewn leather and gold ground. The ceiling was
divided by projecting beams into fifteen com-
partments, in each of which was a large oval

.

painting of a cardinal virtue, in cliiaro oscuro
on a dark olive ground

; these ovals were sur-
rounded by low relief framing, and outside that
by very high foliage ornament. We made the

I

framing deep vellum colour, relieved with
gilding, and in tho margin put a tone
of maroon red, the light ornament vellum,
aud the ground of the surrounding panel

;

was painted blue sufficiently modulated. The
beams which were enriched we painted a
brown oak colour, and the ornameuta on them
were picked out the colour of light wood, and
relieved with maroon red and gilding. The
curtains of the room were red, and the carpet
also, but relieved in subdued colours. The ceil-
ing of this room was of the nature of a discord,
as it would be called in music; and yet to my
eye it was satisfactory and harmonious. You
cannot lay down precise laws as to what colours
shall be brought together : a careful modulation
will enable an experienced artist to bring any
colonrs together. Discords can always be made
to modulate if you but know how to do it. I
once heard a learned man observe that ” science
is a collection of laws, but knowledge is a col-
lection of facts;” and there are facts which
experience teaches us, which it would be diffi-
cult to explain by reference to the laws of har-
mony

; though these laws are just, sound, and
indisputable.

Hitherto we have been considering the princi-
ples of contrast and harmony, or its application
to simple forms, under ordinary circumstances

;

but in churches, large halls, or public buildings
of importance, it is necessary to consider very
carefully the peculiar circumstances of each of
them before designing the decoration. I am not
surprised at architects dreading the indiscrimi-
nate use of colonr in a building on which they
have bestowed much careful study and labour.
JodiciouB and well-designed arrangements of
colour should add to the architectural effect

; the
principal constructive features of a building
should be emphasized or clearly expressed

; and
the whole, avoiding confusion, should present a
glorious combination of symmetry of form and
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barmony of colour. As for me, I abominate white-

wash
;
I see not the beauty of raw stone walls

unrelieved
;

nor do I see the impropriety of

covering those raw stone walls with glowing
colour.

I will now briefly alludo to colour as applied

by the ancients at various periods. Those who
have had the opportunity of visiting the interior

of Egyptian temples express their warmest
admiration at the harmony and richness of the

colouring, preserved through so many centuries.

The walls are mostly covered with sculpture in

low relief, made distinct and intelligible by
colour. Judging by what is seen at the British

Jluseum, one cannot but wonder at such good
effect obtained by simple means, for their

colours appear to have been very limited. Their
ornamentation is simple, but beautiful. The
Greeks, I have no donbt, carried the art of

coloured decoration to the same degree of per-

fection as the other arts in which they so ex-

celled. All the interiors of their public buildings

were coloured, and not only the interior, but in

many of them the exterior also. According to

the French architect, U. Hittorf, the colooring

in the Parthenon was as follows :
—“ The main

architectural features, such as the columns and
entablatures, were coloured yellow

;
tho surfaces

of the walls of the portico, and the cells and all

the parts behind, were painted red
;
the tryglyphs

and the mutnles were painted blue, the gntta? of

the latter with red spots? the mouldings, fillets,

and grand cyma, were ornamented in different

colours, the mouths of the lions’ heads were
red and the eyes blue ; the ceilings were deco-

rated by blue grounds with gilt stars.” The
traces of Greek coloured decoration are few

;
bnt

we know that it was successfully practised, and
the works of their descendants in a provincial

Homan city, show even at the present day how
beautiful it must have been

;
for the Romans

were soldiers,—their art-workmen, their sculp-

tors, painters, gold-workers, bronze-workers, and
potters, were Etruscans or Greeks. Yes, it is

in Pompeii we must now look for evidences
of Greek art in harmonious colouring. The
city of Pompeii, submerged by a continuous
flow of mud and ashes alternately, from Vesu-
vius, lying dead, forgotten, for nearly eighteen
centuries

;
now brought to light again, shows

us all the details of Roman life as it existed at

that distant period. The walls of the various
palaces and honses,—roofless, indeed,bnt glowing
with colour, in its utmost beauty of combina-
tion,—the various marble and bronze statnes,

jewelry, domestic and trade utensils, mosaic
floors, and grottoes, all are exposed as the exca-
vations are made, nearly as freah-looking as
when they were submerged

; even the paved
streets on which the visitor now walks are in-

dented with the marks of the ancient chariot
wheels. Here is, indeed, a mine of wealth to

the student in polychromy, here he will find

wonderful combinations of colour always harmo-
nious and beantifnl. There are paintings, too,

some evidently copies of celebrated works by
eminent Greek artists, and what elegance, fancy,
and beauty in the various playful arabesques
everywhere abounding ! A visit to Pompeii is,

indeed, an event in a man’s life, especially if he
has a soul to feel the influence of art. In con-
sidering tho specimens of decoration from Pom-
peii, it must bo remembered that owing to tbe
manners of the time the chambers were small,
and that the heat of the climate, and the bright
sunlight, made deep colours sometimes prefer-

able. The discovery of the decorations of the
I Roman baths, about the time of Raffaelle, caused
: tho introduction of what is 7!ow called arabesque
ornament; though it was then named grotesque,

1 from tbe grotto-like look of the baths. The
; arabesques in the loggie of the Vatican are said
I to be inspired by these, and are well represented
• in the work by Volpato; there is one part of
I them I always much admire, namely, tbe groups
t of fruits and flowers suspended by red cords on
: a rich blue ground, painted on the wall surface
1 round each window. All over Italy are to be
! seen interesting specimens of coloured decora-
1 tion of the fifteenth and sixteenth conriiries at

. Florence, Mantua, Sienna, Perugia, the Certosa
1 near Pavia, Assisi, and a host of other places.
. My son studied in these places, and made a

I

great number of coloured sketches, which show
I bow very iutefesting these works are to the
! student in decoration, and what value may be
;

given to surfaces otherwise unadorned, by a bold
; application of harmonious colouring, and refine-

1 ment and delicacy in the ornament. In another
I series of drawings, made by myself some years
: ago from decorations done at Munich in recent

times, you will see what great use tbe Germans
have made of early Italian art in applying the
result of their studies to modem work. I think
the very simple but beautiful, rich, and glowing
colouring of the arch soffits of the Allerheilizen

Capellen is a model of successful decoration. It

will [be recollected that modern Munich is the
creation of the late King Louis, late kingthongh
still living, of a man strongly inspired with a
love for art, and who devoted himself to the
adornment of his small capital by the erection

of a series of art monuments such as picturo-

galleries, statue-galleries, museums, libraries,

palaces, churches, all combining in their con-
struction and adornment the talents of archi-

tects, sculptors, artistic and decorative painters,

&c., and thus forming a city which has acquired
high renown in art, as compared to which our
big, dull, ugly, smoky London, sinks into insig-

nificance.

What I have attempted to explain are merely
the rudimentary principles of an art which
requires study and constant practice to make
it available. One must learn the gi*ammar
of a language before it can be correctly under-
stood

;
and it requires much knowledge and deep

reflection before one can write an essay or a
poem. But how many a self-made man has
raised himself by his own careful training. I say
to every boose-painter, Learn to draw; keep a
sketch-book in your pocket, and when you see
anything yon admire, attempt to draw it

;
you

will find you will soon get on. There are schools
of design in various parts of London where
you can acquire a knowledge of ornament.
It is an amusing occupation— it is likely

to be a profitable one ; at any rate, do your
best, and if yon do not command sneoess, it is a
last satisfaction to feel that you deserve it.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Tho Bristol School .—The distribution of prizes

and certificates awarded at the last examination
to the successful students, took place at the Fine
Arts Academy, Queen’s-road. Mr. P. W. S.

Miles presided over a large attendance. From a
statement supplied by the master, and read by
the chairman, it appeared that the result of the
second-grade examination in March last was,
that 90 exercises were executed by G2 students, >

to the satisfaction of the examiner. Of these,

17 passed, and five bad certificates awarded. In
the third grade, 17 students’ works were con-
sidered very satisfactory

;
twelve gained prizes,

and five honourable mention. Fifteen students’
works were selected for national competition,

and two received national prize medals. The
chairman distributed the prizes.

Gloucester and Sbroud Schools.—Tbe annual
exhibition of the works of the students of these
schools, took place in the Cornhall, Stroud. Tbe
w'orks were of a meritorious character, and
showed marked progress on the part of the
pupils. Several local prizes were offered, and a
public meeting was held at the Cornhall for the
distribution of these and of those gained by the
pupils of tho science classes. Mr. S. S. Dickin-
son presided, and several interesting speeches
wero delivered. Among those who spoke were
Mr. Sibreo, Mr. Winterbotham, the Rev. Dr.
Badcock, and Mr. Kemp (master of the schools
of art). Mr. Pullen, the master of the Science
Class, who is leaving to take an important ap-
pointment at Brighton, was presented by the
chairman with a money testimonial subscribed
by Mr. Pullen’s pupils. Mr. Dickinson remarked
that Mr. Pullen had been most successful in his

teaching, and had been the means of securing
for one in his class the great honour of the single

gold medal offered by tbe Department in Geology.
The committee, in theirreport, said that inmany
respects there had been a great improvement in

tbe Science Class during the year. The annual
exhibition of the works of the students .of the
schools was to take place at the Gloucester
school, in Longsmith-street; and the distribu-

tion of prizes by Mr. Gambier Parry, president
of the school, at a public meeting in the Tolsey.

The Carlisle School .—The annual meeting of
this school was held in the Academy of Arts,
Pinkie-street. The mayor presided. Tlie re-
ceipts for the year ending 30th Juno were stated
to have amounted altogether to 74L l-is. lid., of
which tbe principal items were :—Annual sub-
scriptions, 261 . ; fees of school, 521. (of which
half is deducted for tho master)

;
and balance

due by treasurer at last account, 211. The ex-
penditure amounted to 611., and 13Z. remain in

the hands of the treasurer. C.aptain Ferguson,
in moving the adoption of the report, said it was
very satisfactory to find that the school was now
out of debt. There were few schools conducted
in such a satisfactory manner as this, and that
circumstance was due in no small degree to the
ability and attention of the master, Mr. Herbert
Lees. The master regretted that so few opera-
tives took advantage of the facilities the school
afforded, and that those who did remained such
a short time; and mentioned that there were
only two operative painters in Carlisle who at-

tended the school of art, although the instruc-

tion they could receive there was likely to benefit

them so much.
A Lewes School .—After Christmas, an effort

will be made to establish a branch school of
art, in connexion with the Lewes Mechanics’
Institution, under tbe auspices of Mr. John
White, head-master of the Brighton school.

THE HAVRE INTERNATIONAL MARITIME
EXHIBITION.

The programme has been issued for a Mari-
time International Exhibition at Havre in 1868,
including forty-three classes, in the five follow-

ing groups : Navigation, Goods, Fishing, Aqui-
culture, complemental Classes.

A Maritime and International Congress will

take place during the time of the Exhibition.

There are to be an aquarium and the sea-water
ponds worthy of notice with regard to their

inhabitants and aquatic plants. The Exhibition
will be held in closed galleries which were begun
in tho month of July, 1867, on the grounds
situated by the sea-shore, opposite tbe roadstead
on the Boulevard Imperial and the Boulevard
Franejois I. These grounds are granted by
Government.
The first 500 exhibitors will have free admis-

sion to the club belonging to tbe Exhibition
serving as a place where exhibitors may meet
and treat of their affairs-

The rewards adjudged to exhibitors, on the
decision of tho International Jury, will consist of
pecuniary gifts and objects of art, gold and
silver medals and honourable mentions : there
will be several great prizes amongst the rewards.

Exhibitors pay for space, bnt pictures and
purely art productions will be admitted free of
charge.

The Exhibition will open on the 1st of June
1868.

CARVED STALL-ENDS. CHICHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

We have engraved views of half a dozen of
the oak seats for tbe choir which have been set
up in Chichester Cathedral. All the plants and
trees mentioned in the Bible are introduced on
the stall-fronts and ends. On the Dean’s and
Precentor’s stalls English plants and flowers
have been used. These stalls, like all the other
internal fittings, were designed by Messrs. Slater
Si Carpenter, architects. Mr. Forsyth was the
carver.

NEW AUCTION MART, TOKENHOUSE-
YARD.

In consequence of the old Auction Mart at the
corner of Barcholomew-lano having been sold by
its proprietors to the Alliance Bank in the year
1864', a number of the members of the leading
auctioneering firms in London formed themselve-s
into a limited liability company, and having pur-
chased a site in Tokenhoiise-yard, Lothbury, the
present convenient structure for the use of the
profession and public generally has been erected
from the designs of Mr. G. Somers Clai-ke, archi-
tect to the company.
The site formerly was covered by a row of old

brick bouses, let out as offices, no higher than
40 ft., whilst the additional height of 14 ft. re-

quired iu the new building to give the number
of auction-rooms essential to make the invest-
ment at all remunerative to the company, caused
an amount of litigation on the vexed question of
damage done to light and air of the adjoining
properties hardly paralleled in tbe historv of
that fertile subject. For nearly one year the
lower floors were occupied by the company with
a temporary roof on the building. During that
period the whole matter was fought out in Court
before Vice-Chancellor Page Wood, when the
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verdicts were generally against the company.
Eventually, the beat solotion in cases of this
sort, viz., a compromise and a money compensa-
tion to the aggrieved parties, terminated the
dispute, and the building was allowed to be
finished in its integrity.

The front next Tokenhouse-yard measures
97 ft. in length, and is 54 ft. high to the top of
the cornice from the pavement level, by an
average depth of 36 ft. It is constructed
generally of Portland stone, but portions snch
as the base and aur-base of the entire building,

the principal door, the centre shafts of the two-
light windows, and the panels between them of
the second-floor, are executed in red Mansfield
stone from the Lindley quarries.

The foundations were carried down to a depth
of 22 ft. below the level of the street, as the site
consisted of made ground, probably the filling in
of the old Walbrook stream. The excavations were

obliged to be done by mining in short lengths, as
the adjoining buildings, upwards of 200 years old
and very lofty, required to be underpinned and
shored up most carefully before the trenches for
the new building could be concreted. The great
depth of this excavation necessitated the forma-
tion of a vaulted sub-basement 11 ft. high, let to
Mr. Reuben Hibbard (the lessee of the Auction
Mart Restaurant on the floor above) as wine-
vanlts. These vaults, built in Portland cement,
with white brick facings, and paved with blue
Staffordshire paviors, being below the level of
the City sewers, were drained into a sumpt-well,
from whence a force-pnmp discharges the con-
tents into the sewer above in Tokenhouse-yard.
In these cellars are deposited upwards of 20,000Z.
worth of wine, ranged in a symmetrical form in
wronght-iron bins the whole length of the build-
ing, and they are lighted thronghont with gas. A
staircase enclosed by a wronght-iron grille leads

to the floor above, or basement proper, appro-
priated as a luncheon-bar and restaurant, with
kitchen, scullery, larder, and so on. Access to
the restaurant is obtained direct from the street,

and also by the principal stairs on the ground-
floor of the Mart itself.

The whole of the ground, first, and second
floors, with the exception of one room occupied
by the Estate Exchange Company, are in the
hands of the company, and let as auction rooms.
They vary in size from 33 fo. by 27 fc. 6 in. to
24 ft. by 18 ft. There are also consultation-rooms,
retiring rooms, W.C.s, and housekeeper’s rooms-
Messrs. Lucas, Bros., were the builders

j
and Mr.

John Athey the clerk of the works. Mr. Earp
executed the carvin".

Some critical remarks on the exterior of the
building will be found in our last year's volume.*

• Vol. ixiv., p. 793.
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In England there are no elements of com-

parison between the Royal Academy and Schools

of Art, and in France the sort of edncation

attempted in the Mnnicipal Drawing Schools and

the ficole des Beaux Arts are -vitally different.

In the Royal Academy we have an institution

similar in its aims for educating professional

artists as in the Ecole dea Beaux Arts in Paris ;

whilst the Municipal Schools of Paris and the

French provincial towns are in their aim and

intention the same as our English Schools of

Art. In the one case the Academy and the

Ecole Imperials seek to give technical instruc-

tion of a high order to professional students in

fine art; in the other, the Art and Municipal

Schools endeavour to impart a knowledge of

the elements of art such as would be practi-

cally useful in the trade to artisans. It may
very much concern the refinement in art and

the status of English artists to discover the

similarity or difference between the nature or

degree of education given in the professional

schools of the two countries and in the German

schools ;
but as this does not materially influ-

ence the art-element in industrial production,

it is not my intention to institute any com-

parison, or search for information concerning

them. What I propose to do is to see whether

we cannot combine with our English art-educa-

tion those good features by which the French

and German educationalists try to develop art-

feeling among the actual producers of the works,

in which the artisan either displays knowledge

of good form and a taste for the beautiful, or

betrays an ignorance of both.

Schools of Design and Schools of Art.

The experiment of national art education in

England is one of thirty years’ duration, the first

School of Design having been organized at

Somerset House in 1836. During the subsequent

fifteen years several of the leading provincial

towns also established schools of design, which,

together with the head school in London, were

supported principally by direct Parliamentary

grants to the several localities. The first object

of the schools was to supply nn education to

designers and art-workmen. Examples for study

were supplied to the schools by the Board of

Trade, which had the control over them and

determined the amount of annual grant to each

locality, according to its importance as a manu-

facturing centre, it being recognised that the

work of encouraging improvement in design

could best be achieved in the towns in which

manufactures were carried on. No difference

in this respect was made between London and

Manchester, and nothing which the Board of

Trade gave to the Central School at Somerset

House was withheld from provincial schools.

Excellent examples for study were furnished to

all, and the schools thus supported efl'ected a

great deal of good at comparatively little cost to

the country. The subjects of study were few,

and the drawings produced in the schools were

annually forwarded to London fur examination

by the heads of the Central School, who reported

on them to the Board of Trade. There was no

examination, as at present, of the students by

means of papers on elementary subjects. In

1852, the system by which it was sought to

develop an art-feeling throughout the country

was entirely changed. Design became one of a

multitude of subjects of instruction
;
the educa-

tion in elementary art of the public generally

became the aim of the Schools of Design, there-

after called Schools of Art ;
and the task of

supporting the schools was shifted from the

Board of Trade to the localities in which the

schools existed, with the exception of the London

School, to which this did not apply
;
whilst the

management of the schools was transferred to a

new Government Department, called the Depart-

ment of Practical Art, which subsequently be-

came the Science and Art Department of the

Committee of Council on Education. Many and

very various have been the changes made in the

conduct and direction of Schools of Art, which

it would be both unprofitable and digressive to

consider at present. It will be, perhaps, sufficient

to remark that design especially is no longer the

work of the schools, though it is one of the

twenty-three stages of study in the schools’

course. At present the art edncation of the

country is carried on by the certificated teachers

of the Art Department in, 1st. Primary schools
;

2nd. Night classes in mechanics and other

institutes
;
3rd. Schools of art for both day and

night classes
;
4th. Private schools and colleges.

The course of instruction is divided into three

grades, let. Elementary drawing in primary

schools ;
2nd. Elementary drawing in schools of

art; 3rd. Advanced drawing in schools of art.

Teachers of drawing are qualified after exami-

nation by certificates in two grades, the second,

which bears testimony to teach elementary

drawing in primary schools for first grade, and

in night classes in the subjects of second grade,

in which the certificate is held. (This second

grade certificate is that usually held by National

schoolmasters.) The third grade of qualification

is that held by art-masters, the teachers of

schools of art, the whole of the subjects of study

being divided into six groups, and a separate

certificate granted for each. The State supports

art education when given by certificated teachers,

not on the School of Design system of a fixed

sum to each manufacturing centre, but upon the

results of examination of the pupils of the

schools, in the second and third grade of instruc-

tion, in schools of art or night classes, and in

the first grade in pi-imary schools.

The encouragement offered to students in

schools has varied much also. For a time free-

studentships, medals, and book prizes were

given, but at present only ten gold medals,

twenty silver, and fifty bronze medals are

awarded to the whole of the United Kingdom,

and these are for success in either (1) painting

from nature in colours, (2) drawing in light and

shade from the antique, and (3) design. Other

rewards in the form of books are given for

success in third-grade elementary subjects, and

of books or drawing materials for success at the

second grade time examinations, under the local

committees of the schools. Upon the success of

these examinations grants in aid are made to the

schools, from which it will be seen that unless

certain subjects of study are pursued in the

schools, little or no aid is given by the State

;

and even then, if the students are absent from

the examinations, or have not attended suffi-

ciently regularly to produce a fair year’s -work

previously to the examinations, no assistance is

extended to the schools cn their behalf.

From this statement it will, however, be

apparent that the object of schools of art is to

cause a diffusion of knowledge of drawing

principally amongst the artisan classes ;
and,

assuming that working men cannot afford to

pay the full value of such instruction, to

encourage and assist them by rewards, and to

share the cost of extending this edncation with

the localities by grants in aid to the teachers.

Concerning the value of the system upon

which the schools are thus managed there are

various opinions. In it are several features as

good as they can be, and others which cannot be

so described. Some very successful regula-

tions, -^s’hich worked well and were the cause

of so wide a diffusion of instruction as at present

exists, have been discontinued, and other

much less satisfactory arrangements substi-

tuted. Others, which are improvements upon

anything preceding them, have been adopted,

and thus our art- schools, which from various

causes have been in a condition of perpetual

change since 1852, may fairly be supposed

to bo still in an embryotic state, requiring

care and increased experience to develop them,

if ever they are to become what they should

be, or even what they profess to be. The greatest

difficulty in the way of the extension of the ad-

vantages of schools of art at present, is the

very limited amount of assistance obtained from

the public by way of annual subscriptions, or in

the shape of annual grants in aid, given to pro-

vincial towns, by the central department, in the

first place, and secondly, the impossibility of ob-

taining suitable examples for art-instruction in

the schools from the limited funds at their dis-

posal. A reconsideration of these questions,

and the adoption of means to obviate these dif-

ficulties, for a definite period, would probably

enable a large number of localities to resuscitate

their schools of art where at present they

languish, or to establish new schools where they

do not exist. A liberal aid to meet local efforts

for a period of say ten years, and the furnishing

of all schools willing to provide satisfactory ac-

commodation for them with the best examples

for study, would, I feel sure, give the subject of

technical education in art so fair a beginning

that it would take root, and at the end of such a

period be able to draw its own nutriment largely

from its own soil. In the long run, the course

proposed would be the cheapest and the best;

for eventually the cost of these schools must fall

equally on the State and on localities, though it

will always be a profitable investment of public

money that in London and some of the more
populous of the provincial towns, schools and

museums of a high class should be supported

in a condition of the greatest efficiency, by the

State.

Ele^yientary Examinations.

The present system in English schools of art

of attaching so great an importance to elemen-

tary knowledge on the subjects of second-grade

examination is peculiar to them, and not alto-

gether satisfactory, judging by the results, which

are obtained by them in facility of drawing, and

the still greater facility and mastery of drawing

obtained by French and German students without

these tests. In such subjects as freehand and

model drawing, and perhaps geometrical drawing,

the imposition of a time test is satisfactory, and

produces readiness and ease of work quite con-

sistent with a fair understanding of the subjects.

In perspective and orthographic projection, little

good is done by examinations as at present, for

only a superficial knowledge of either can be

conveyed to students so badly educated as our

artisans, as a rule, are; and the knowledge

which it is possible to get into them, when suffi-

cient to pass the test, requires a vast outlay of

labour, and rapidly disappears afterwards, as I

have found from a long and disagreeable ex-

perience.

Advanced Time Examinations suggested.

On the other hand, in English schools of art

we have no time examination whatever in sub-

jects such as light-and-shade drawing from the^

cast, or examples, which is found to be so excel-

lent a practice in the French schools. I have

been present at these examinations in Paris

;

and, whilst they convinced me that the French

method of teaching drawing in light and shade

from the first, is the best possible system for

artisans, they made me regret that our own
system of examinations does not include the

testing of the more advanced students in our

schools by similar time drawings. This seems

to be worthy of consideration, whether it would

not be advisable to add to our elementary ex-

aminations the farther time examination of ad-

vanced students in— 1. Light and shade from

examples of ornament, figure, and foliage in

chalk; 2. Ditto, from the cast; 3. Ditto, from the

living model and from natural foliage
;
4. Colour-

ing; 5. Drawing in various mediums from me-

mory ;
6. Drawing from architectural models,

and models of machinery ;
7. Original design,

as n time exercise.

If, for instance, a student, who bad already

passed the elementary tests, were required to

offer himself for examination in all the subjects

of study he had pursued since the last examina-

tion, or in those represented in the set of works

which he had produced during the year, both in

time and memory drawing, the good features of

such tests would be continued for the benefit of

the student’s education, after the elements had

been passed, and more ffifficult work was being

encountered.

Modijication of Elementary Teaching.

Another suggestion I would make is the dis-

continuance in our schools of such severe tests

of accuracy in outline drawing. I confess to

having, at one time believed thoroughly in the

virtues of this hard outline drawing; and, as

long as the present value, theoretical and pecu-

niary, is attached to it in the school of art

system, it must be insisted on by art-masters.

Yet, after all I have seen, both of French works

and some German drawings, I believe we are

the only people who lay this heavy burden,

grievous to be borne, upon the shoulders of our

beginners in art-study. The French pupil begins

his study with thick, coarse lines and rough

effects of light and shade, which do attempt to

be a representation of what the eye sees, in the

manner in which it is most easy of expression.

We in England require our students to begin

their efforts to represent form in a manner it is

never seen by the eye,—a conventional, expres-

sionless way, requiring precision and accuracy

precisely at the time when it is folly to expect it.

Experienced artists, even, never resort to so

severe a test as embodying their ideas in a wiry

line, which does not exist in nature. Their

roughest sketches which pretend to the imita-

tion of forms, include a little sketchy shading

and variety of thickness in lines, in imitation of

emphasis as the eye sees, and are not mere geo-

metric, colourless, shadowless, front elevations

of forms. What Mr. Ruskin recommends the

pupil to do with pen and ink as a means of

studying form (in his "Elements of Drawing”),

the French do with chalk and charcoal, using
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INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

Like the senior society, the Institute of
Painters in Water Colours is best represented
by those of its members practising landscape-
drawing; or, at all events, in this present ex-
hibition of “minor” works,—since the proper
denomination of sketch, study, and picture re-
mains a moot point,—the figure-draughtsmen
have lent too little assistance calculated to sup-
port a different opinion.

It must be rather amusing, and sometimes
vexatious, to those who have made the study of
nature their life-long business, to be corrected in
regard to what may be accepted as a presenfa-
Uo7i, in fact, of their study, to be told that what
indicates the greatest hurry ought to bo endorsed
with the strongest acknowledgment of its truth,
whilst obviously earnest w'atchfulness and honest
care, that make the fruit of it apparent, should
be accounted as discount in the value received.
Sun-gleams, clouds, light and its reflexions, are
aspects as transient as a lady’s frown, and
observation and recollection are the only means
by which they may be recorded.
Did one day’s consideration suffice foriMr. W.

Bennett’s study of “ A Mountain Torrent ” (76),
or for Mr. James G. Philp’s of “ The Beat of the
Atlantic” (62), with its clever realization of
seething spray and mysterious variety of shadow,
tints on the beach it washes; or was the snn
slow enough about setting in gloomy splendonr
“ On the Adur, Littlehamptou” (38), to enable
Mr. H. G. nine to paint his portrait before, sul-
lenly sinking into his sea-bed, he quite hid his
face in the sheets of flat cloud, after having lent
Mr.^ Bennett a patient gleam inland (106) for
his immediate and particular pictorial purpose,
and being similarly kind to others ?

Winter or summer, an exhibition by the Insti-
tute of Painters in Water Colours would be
strangely imperfect without numbering amongst
its leading features one of those Eastern desert
subjects for which Mr. Henry Warren has become
BO famous; and (11) “The Race of the Two
Rentes—who will be first for Water and Fuel,”
though a small one, is a very admirable speci-
men. The goal is a well in the desert : to reach
it two parties are strenuously racing their camels,
whilst pedestrians are running a spirt, with the
probability of little reward for the winners, since
“it not unfrequeutly happens that, on arriving
at a well, but a scant supply of water is
found.” This is, in all probability, a study for a
larger picture; the finish of the workmanship

completeness of the composition dignifying
it above the slighter pretensions of a sketch—

a

designation moj’e properly belonging to an
illustration of “The Finding of Moses” (289),
and other works of less importance. Among
the rest of Mr. Warren’s contributions is the
fignre of a maiden, who, in a low-necked dress
of early eighteenth-centnry cut, and defiance of
bronchial alieotions and all propriety, is walking
out when it snows, dissolving the flakes into
tears of envious admiration and grief that her
complexion should be so clear (308) : the idea is

more euphuiatic than the artist’s treatment of it,

and to connect its value with the worth of an
“old song” (whence the inspiration) wonld be
to underrate it considerably.

Mr. John Absalon’s idealities help to vary a
little the collection, though none of them otier
an opportunity for adding anything like new
comment on the agreeable qualities his sketches
usually possess, even when as slight as the
“Milkmaid and Angler” (391), or (418) “The
Whisper.” Mr. E. H. Wehnert, in numerons in-
stances, shows a partiality for depth of colour,
including illustrations of Shakspeare’s “ Taming
of the Shrew ” (33 and 50), and sketches of some
of his well known larger drawings. He recalls
one of his early successes in (122) “ Sebastian
Gomez, the Mulatto Slave of Murillo, surprised
while painting a Virgin and Child:” breadth of
light and shadow, and snbdned richness of
oolonr, as well as for the interest that must
always be attached to it as the germ of a mas-
terpiece, make this one of the most notable
things in the room. Mr. Louis Haghe is not at
all conspicuously represented by his “ Sketch
for a Drawing made by command of her Majesty
the Queen, of the Investiture with the Order of
the Garter of his late Majesty Louis Philippe,
King of the French, at Windsor, October, 1841’’
(80) : except ip be for the associative recollec-
tions that are awakened by its presence, it

can only be regarded as a cleverly painted
interior

; but, taken as a starting point, what a

be devoted to the interim between its date and
now. Two studies of Italian costume (300 and
316), are also by Mr. Haghe, though some wonld
not think it. “Joy and Sorrow” (10), by Mr.
Guido Bach, shows great facility in dealing
honestly with water-colour

; the work has much
of the luminous quality of fresco, though the
subject of it is not quite so clear : is it slavery
envying freedom, or is the dark lady an nn-
mothered mother contemplatingthe felicity ofthe
fairer one, who bears the weight of the chubby
lump of happiness on her lap amid surrounding
antecedents of the dative case ? However, the
drawing is admirably, though loosely, done

; and
betokens power enough to do still better. There
is no mistake to be made about (142) “ A Gitana

:

a Study,” by the same
; a very pleasant though

dangerous study if the artist should happen to
be as good-looking as the model, whose brothere
and cousins may possibly think long knives short
remedies for heart complaints. Making allow-
ance for preternatnrally large and liquid eyes,
this head is very beautiful, though somewhat of a
conventional type ; but then, how far preferable to
such unconventional type that, to speak as gently
as possible of it, is not pretty—is not refined,
and braves it as “ The latest Thing in Hair and
Hats.” Mr. A. Bonvier’s physically frail ladies
rise above the golden cloud of ideality into the
haze of impossibility : she who is gazing on “ The
Cameo” (87) is of soch stnff as dreams are made
of ; and so is the dark nltra-refined, but neverthe-
less ably drawn and stippled, “ Sibilla” (213).
How mndh more real-looking is Mr. James D.
Linton’s “ Study of a Head” (205) ; and this is

finished to a fault, bat without that total

Mr. Carl Werner’s sketches bear the impress
of authenticity, in that ready facility—not care-
lessness with which he transmits facts to paper.
“Entrance of Mosque at Cairo” (82), “Jem-
Salem from the North,” introducing the cnpolas
of the Holy Sepulchre” (197), “Street of
Dampens ” (210), “ Entrance of an old Palace
at Cairo ” (239), “ Old Balcony at Cairo ” (324),
and a' very unprepossessing portrait of a dnsky
“Girl of Antinoe, Upper Egypt” (264), with
others, stand in need of no verbal intimation
that they were painted on the spot. Mr. C.
Vacher’s drawings look more like stndio-work]
and are not stated to be otherwise. “ Remains
of the Nnmidean City, Zambessa, North Africa ”

(31), bathed in a rose-coloured atmosphere, is a
good specimen. There are admirable instances
of contrast to the more pains-taking and patient
of students, inMr.D. H. McKewan’s “Borrow-
dale, Cumberland ” (75), and his capital interior,
“Lady Betty Germain’s Bed-chamber, Knole”
(296) ; Mr. W. L. Leitch’s “ Study from Nature
on the Waters of the Awe, Argyleshire” (304),
“Evening” (181), and others, by the same.
But where so much is to be noted, it is
difficult to make selection. So in following
the order of the catalogue it may be observed
that Mr. J. L. Wood’s bits of Haddon Hall (4
and 356) ;

“A Lugger riding out a Gale,” by
Mr. E. Hayes (15) ;

“ Sunset at Earlswood, near
Reigate ” (21), encouragingfresh belief in Mr. T.
L. Rowbotham s pretty Italian adaptations,
“On the Lake of Lngarno” (42), &c.; Mr. w!
W, Deane’s “ Palazzo Doria, Genoa” (53), and
“Sta. Maria de Salute, Venice ” (94), with the
enrions effect of water bluer than the sky ; Mr.P xv
cnrions effect of water bluer than the sky ; Mrdeatrnction of vitality that so often attends

1 J. H. Mole’s pleasant platitudes “PegwellBay
elaboration. _Mr. G. G. Kilbnrne’s “Country Isle of Thanet” (74) ; “AtLantrley® Sussex”

natural
; though, (120) ; and some others still pr^tier. Mi*. Jwith a tithe of the labour bestowed on this, I Mogford’s “ Sundown, West Coast of Scotland”Miss Emily Farmer B “ ViUage Child” (414), i (127) ;

Mr. H. C. Pidgeon’s “ Study at Burnhamwith Sorrow and Mirth (400), are more
^

Beeches” (189) ; Mr. Skinner Front’s “ Caude-vivacious, and far more agreeable company, bee, on the Seine” (199); “A Silvery Mom-
ch^-portraitnre is reaching

! ing” (201), very positively rendered by Mr. J.
Lnaon Thomas has G. Philp, and welcome after stormy weather

; asome pleasant little drawings; if the themes ' very careful drawing of the “East Cliff Hast-he selects for exhibiting his taste for colour ; ings ” (282) by Mr H G Hine* Mr J
.le®?

I

H. p’Egville’B Venetian scenery, particular!;

'

' ' — o .Tutiu aiiai;L;uuuu lur uuue
number of pages of a yet unwritten history will 1 seasonable weather,

time-worn, he would secure a more decided
recognition than his “ French Fish-girl” (237),
presented singly or engaged as one of "The
Gossips” (337), or idling with a younger sister
on the beach in “Sunshine” (429), even now
entitle him to claim; this, (349) “The Round-
head’s Daughter,” with a bright day-light effect
to illnminate her as she cogitates over her needle-
work, will help to prove. Mr. C. Green, with
great precision of touch, makes much of such
trivial matters as the most ordinary acquaintance
withLondoncommon life would furnish ad libitum

;

a coster’s barrow on “Saturday Night” (403) is

surrounded by the most probable of customers,
who, sharing amongst them some appropriate
character, are made quite worthy of depiction.
With snch aid as the light of the paper lanthorn
and foens of colour provided by the fruit and
other vendible commodities, they form an effec-
tive group, soon to be scattered by the inevitable
and inexorable policeman seen approaching in
the distance to a.saert the majesty of the law.
“An Acrobat” (367) and a companion study of
one of those sylphs who dance hornpipes on a
deal board, with a drum accompaniment, are
also by Mr. Green, who is seen to best advan-
tage in miniature works of this kind that are
uanally so well done as to disguise their common-
place origin.

Mr. Charles Cattermole is likewise great in
miniature; but his illustrations are of the past,
not the present; the traditions of feudal times
furnish him with motives

: (283) “ A Council of
War;” (386) “After the Battle;” and “The
Baron’s Chapel” (399) are of his best examples,
showing as much appreciation of Mr. John Gil-
bert as Mr. Gilbert has previously shown of the
Cattermole recognised long ago as one of the
most original of artists, and of the least likely to
follow anybody.

This brief summaiy will exemplify the figure
and face department

j
but it would take a longer

description to do as much justice to the land-
scapes, coasts, and sea-pieces, with architecture
exterior and interior. The greater number of
these possess such qualities as declare imme-
diate reference to nature, but with little evidence
of haste or uncertainty in execution, or, in most
cases, of incompleteness. Stones are unalterable
things (unlike stocks), except by time and such
temporary changes as the hand on the dial will
account for under reasonable conditions of

“Chioggia” (305), and a very literal view of
“Hillsborough, taken from the Harbour at
Ilfracombe, North Devon,” by Mr. Aaron Penley
(343), are marked for more notice. Mr. Bea-
vis’s horses’ heads (348), and small drawing of
“ Harvesting in Sussex ” (325) ; Mr. Harrison
Weir’s “Foragers” (54) ; Mrs. W. Dnffield’s
Studies of Roses, and Mr. J. Sherrin’s “ Bough
of Apples” (422), are all excellent in their way.

Mr. Bennett’s drawings throughout are delight-
fully fresh in lint; and thongh he generalizes and
only suggests natural appearances rather than
copies them, his method convoys a very truthful
notion of them : the same may bo said of ilr. J.
W. Whymper, whose sketch of a “ Homestead at
the Foot of Hindhead ” (301), and, again, a “ Bit
on Blackdown” (312), will show how much
affinity there is between their styles.

AN EDUCATIONAL VIEW OF THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.*

Bekoee it is possible to loam what features
of Continental art-edneation are worthy of incor-
poration with our English system, it is requisite
that we should inquire into the objects sought
after in supplying instruction in art both in
England and on the Continent; because, unless
our aims are nearly the same, the means for
accomplishing those aims will be necessarily dis-
similar. Nothing, for instance, could be gained
by a comparison of the art-edueation of artisans
in one country with the professional instrnctiou
of artists, architects, sculptors, or painters in
another. The education of all classes in every
subject may bo identical in kind up to a certain
point, but beyond that point it will vary for dif-
ferent classes, not only in degree, bat in kind;
and thongh thoroughness in education is de-
sirable for all, it is of no use to fail in securing
sound knowledge of the possible in attempting
to cover a wide field of knowledge, desirable in
itself, but beyond the reach of the many. In
other words, the education of the artisan and the
artist may be the same in elementary work, but
the success of the former will depend upon readi-
ness and skill in a limited field; whilst for true
greatness in the latter all kinds of knowledge in
the highest degree are absolutely necessary.

• See p. 867, ante.
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ffash-leatlier and stamp as instruments; and I

feel quite convinced that, if ever we are to make
ready and powerful draughtsmen of the students

in our art schools, it will be by the modification I

of our system of teaching drawing, beginning

with the vehicle and method of work which the
‘

French and some of the German schools have
^

adopted.

Re-arrangement of Advanced Instruction (

desirable. •

In comparing the South Kensington collection
’

of drawings with those of other nations repre-
'

sented in the Exhibition, the most striking
j

feature was the variety in modes and subjects of
^

study, and the high finish in many of the works.

This, though apparently a good feature, is not so
,

in reality, remembering the object of schools of

art. If they were professional schools, nothing .

could be said against either the wide field of art

culture displayed nor the high artistic qualities
^

of the specimens illustrating the course of study.

But they are not professional schools, and as long .

as they are partially supported by the State, they ;

ought not to aim so evidently at the development
!

of such purely artistic practice. They are esta-
'

blished and supported for the benefit of trade
'

through the improvement in the handiwork of
|

artisans
;
and considering the amount of time

usually given by young workmen to study, the

effort at the high finish and beautiful manipula-
^

tion seen in these works, is, for them, simple

waste of time.

One excellent feature of the recent regula-

tions concerning the examination of students’

works in schools of art is, that the whole

set of drawings produced during a yeai’s study

in the school by any one student, is for-

warded to the central department, and upon
the progress of the pupil and the fair amount of

work done by him, an award is made, both to the

student and his school. This is an equitable

rule, and its effects will be toward increasing the

thoroughness of the course of study pursued by
the students, and in decreasing the time wasted

by them in seeking after an artistic finish and

beauty of manipulation, which in the mass of

artisan students is mere affectation. Another
arrangement, by which the highest rewards in

the national competitions are given to such purely

artistic work as painting in colour from nature,

and drawingfrom the antique,—subjects as arule

beyond the power, as they are beyond the use, of

the majority of artisans,—is as nnsat’sfactory. It

is true that this exclusiveness is tempered by the

admission of design into the trinity of subjects for

which the highest rewards are given ; but taking

all three subjects together, they are not those

for which, as it appears to me, the country

should offer its highest prizes alone, being

rather professional study than study for working

men.
Nine-tenths of the trades represented by the

students in schools of art would never require

instruction iu either of these subjects
;
and when

students pursue them it is more for amusement
than use, with the exception of design, in which

only an insignificant fraction of all the pupils of

art-schools in England ever study. If some of

the highest prizes were offered for progress in

improvement in any branch of study useful to

the individual student, judging from the works
produced by him, dated from the beginning to

the end of his year’s work, then artisans studying

the more humble and useful branches of art

education would have equal encouragement with

that now given solely to the student of fine art

and design.

In mechanical drawing, a subject of very

great importance inEngland, though theNational
rewards are now withheld most unfairly from it,

we are losing ground rather than gaining it,

and, as I noticed in 1864, next to freehand

sketch shading from the cast, it is the one study

which the French and Germans are thoroughly

pursuing, keenly alive to the near relationship

between the scientific education of artisans and
the general excellenoe of workmanship in

mechanical trades. That is to say, in France

and Germany, where freedom and power of

drawing is of the greatest value, it is imparted

by an effective method of freehand drawing

;

where accurate and scientific knowledge is

required, it is taught through a complete course

of orthographic projection, illustrating not only

the theory of mechanics, but their application in

machines and tools; the principles of the various

branches of trades brought into use in building

operations being also taught by courses of

lessons on the details of workmanship in each
branch.

Examples for Instruction required.

We have no examples to use in giving this

practical instruction to artisans in England, and

it is to say the least singular that our schools of

art have existed so long without an effort being

made to produce the means of education iu

mechanical and constructional drawing.

I cannot help feeling that in England, where

our public galleries and museums of construction

are so few aud so far between, great good would

result from an effort to supply both schools of

art and the public with thoroughly good exam-

ples for study in all the branches of art-educa-

tion required for disseminating knowledge and
taste. It is impossible for others than those

who are practically engaged in giving art-

instruction to realise how the want of suitable

examples and copies with which to convey this

instruction meets them at every turn, and
cripples their best efibrta. If it were possible

that every artist in charge of a school of art

could be a universal genius; and, whilst taking

his round of instruction, illustrate bis remarks

by masterly sketches or carefully finished studies

iu some fifty branches of art, then we might

do without many examples we urgently require

now. Even then the student, when left to him-

self, would be lost. All teachers need speci-

mens of good work to place before their pupils,

and at present iu England we cannot^ obtain

them.
Branch National Jliiseums.

Very much of the artistic tone of French
|

works in industrial art springs undoubtedly from

the atmosphere of taste in which the workmen
are always placed. From the time 'when it is

possible to receive impressions, examples of good
art surround the artisan, and have their influ-

ence in developing incipient taste. The art cul-

ture of the French public also is such as to neces-

sitate the infusion of the art element into the

design and execution of all objects, and thus

there is a demand for skilled workmanship which

acts as an incentive to the workman Ui possess

himself of art power, and which offers him
also the certainty of brilliant rewards for

its exercise iu his calling. In England the

leverage of an art atmosphei'e may be said

nob to exist publicly, and the demand for

objects of highly-skilled workmanship is not

so general as to create the necessity of art-power

in all workmen. Yet as labour, controlled by
scientific knowledge, or influenced by skilled

hands and good taste, is so much more valuable,

both nationally and to individuals, than mere
labour unaflected by these influences, it would
seem to be a profitable coarse to supply this de-

ficiency of public taste as much as possible by
museums and galleries of industrial masterpieces

and works of fine art. If we cannot make our

outward influences in the streets and buildings

what they are abroad, we could at least in mu-
seums aud galleries insure the existence of a

correct standard of taste for those to study from
who have either the desire or the necessity. We
want in all the most important seats of manu-

' facture local museums, branches of the South
’ Kensington Museum upon the same system of

arrangement, supported principally from the

same source aud uuder the control of the same
authorities, so that the national expenditure on

museums of art and industry for the improve-

ment of industrial manufactures and the eleva-

tion of public taste may become in its influence

general, instead of, as at present, existing in

Loudon alone, and being therefore only local.

There can be no reason of a public nature why
the good resulting from the Kensington collec-

tions should not be extended to the provincial

towns
;
nor is there any plea for the existence of

that collection in the metropolis which does nob

apply with equal force to such towns as Birming-
ham, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Sheffield, and
Nottingham. The national treasures locked up
in one place are like a well-stocked granary full

of seed, whilst the fields that should reproduce

its value a hundred fold, are left barren and un-

cultivated, a prey to profitless weeds aud the

contempt of passers fay.

I would not have the central museum spoli-

ated, nor decreased in artistic value in the
smallest degree; but the distribution of dupli-

cates of objects, or examples very similar of

certain styles and periods of manufacture or

craftsmanship, would nob do this. If the
national grant for the provision of specimens of

industrial masterpieces is nobsulficienb to enable

the authorities of the central museum to distri-

bute examples to the more important towns, a

fair representation of this to Parliament would

probably lead'to a provision being made for this

purpose specially.

It might be made conditional that any

locality desirous to obtain the advantagos’of one of

the Branch National Museums should, at its own
cost, provide suitable rent-free premises, having-

every provision for perfect security, and under-

take also its current expenses of lighting,

cleaning, warming, insurance, and of the officers

and attendants upon it, with the exception, per-

haps, of one occasional inspecting officer from

the central department, who would represent the

nation in the meetings and deliberations of an

influential local committee of public men, ap-

pointed to manage the details in the conduct of

the museum. Such a committee of management
might consist of the lord-lieutenant of the

county and the mayor of the town in which the

branch national museum is located, other mem-
bers being nominated from the county and

borough magistrates, from the town councils,

and some elected by the subscribers to the

museum.
Branch museums so constituted, and in con-

nexion with the schools of art of the district,

should be empowered to receive .objects and

works of art on loan or as donations or bequests,

to supplement the national collections lent to

,

the locality. It ought, however, to be under-

;

stood that, once the prope^-ty of the nation,

always the property of the nation, should hold

good of the objects in these museums. No
locality should possess the works of art lent to

I

it absolutely; but at definite intervals they

might be exchanged for others of additional or

varying interest from other branch museums in

difl'erent localities.

The establishment of these branch museums
will be the most direct means of influencing-

public taste, and it is what ultimately we must
adopt. Again, however, I would reiterate that

I would have no sacrilegeous hand laid upon the

South Kensington Museum with a view to ita

utter dispersion, or even injury, as a collection.

1 feel nowhere so proud of being an Eugliah-

man as when I am in the permanent portion of

the South Kensington Museum. I know the

good the Museum has done and is doing in Lon-

don
;
and it is this knowledge which leads me,

together with my practical experience of the

grievous want ofsuch examples of art in the pro-

vinces, to plead so hardly for similar museums, on

a smaller scale, in all the great centres of manu-
facture. I see, also, the very important influ-

ence of works of art and galleries and museums
upon the Continent, in the education of the

public and in the training, indirectly, of the

workman
;
and now that we have a system of

instruction in existence, in oar schools of art,

capable of improvement no doubt, but still active

and efficient, the only great want which remains

is that of public galleries of fine and industrial

art, to supplement the action of schools of art,

and to remedy some of their present deficiencies.

We want to have the public insensed (as York-

shiremen say) with a feeling for the beauty and
the value of good art over bad art and barba-

rism ; and picture-galleries and museums are

the readiest, and pleasantest, and most eflecbual

means of conveying this inspiration.

Local Trainhig Schools.

The establishment of these museums would

facilitate the utilizing of a good deal of educa-

tional power which is now made but little use

of, and also give the means to advanced students

in the more important provincial schools of art

to which museums may become attached, of

prosecuting their studies to a higher pitch before

leaving the local schools of art, and to earn what
allowance the State extends to them during their

period of training whilst iu the receipt of it.

The way in which these good points could be
secured, and which I would take the opportu-

nity of suggesting for adoption, is by letting-

each provincial school of art having the oppor-

tunity and the desire, be a training school for

two or three art-masters, where, during the

period of training aud whilst in receipt of the

allowances now given solely in London, they

might be of great help to the masters and com-

mittees of schools of art by assisting in teach-

ing. The greatest blow ever inflicted on the

arc-education of this country was the withdrawal

of the assistance in teaching to provincial

schools of art, when the salaries of the art-

pupil-teachers were reduced to a nominal sum,

viz., from 251. per annum to 101. per annum,

and even the number at this salary limited.

This step, against which I and a few others

strongly and urgently argued, has made a dif-
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ferenoe in the nnmbera tanght from my own
school alone of 5,000 pnpils decrease, and I

doubt not that similar evil effects have propor-
tionally followed its application elsewhere.
What I wonld propose would help to remedy
the mischief already done, and open up new
fields for art-instruction. Instead of admitting
students to the training school in London as
soon as they possess the first certificate, and
giving them a maintenance allowance of 501. a
year or more during the period of their study at
Kensington, I wonld make this grant to the
student after taking the first art-certificate,

whilst remaining at the local school of art
in which he studied, on condition that he
prepared for another art-certificate, and car-
ried out the wishes of the committee in

the work of teaching,—only admitting him
to the training school when in the possession
of two art-certificates instead of one, as at pre-
sent. This would be giving very valuable
assistance to the schools, precisely in the way
it is most required, and in remedying the most
fatal of all recent regrulations concerning pro-
vincial art-schools. The teaching of drawing in
night classes of mechanics’ and other institu-
tions by persons possessing only the certifi-

cate of second grade, is both limited in amount
and not satisfactory in kind, and its inefficiency
will make it a short-lived experiment

j
whilst

the withholding of all National prizes from stu-
dents so taught would appear to indicate that its

temporary character is acknowledged, or the
punishment of the students by making them in-

eligible to take national prizes through the want
of qualifications of their teachers, would not be
seriously persevered in.

If what I suggest were done, then in a large
number of schools of art there might be one or
two assistant teachers holding the first art-cer-
tificate carrying on efficient art-teaching in the
numerous night-classes which would undoubtedly
spring up, when it would be possible to teach
artisan-students in them well, at a working-
man’s fee. At present little or nothing is done
by many of the art-masters in training, whilst
in London, in the matter of teaching, except in
assisting the district London schools of art,

so that the State gets very little during that
time for the assistance it gives. On the plan I
propose, there would be no additional cost to the
State, the same allowance being given to the
same student in the provinces instead of in
London, and the student himself would feel that
he was fairly earning the assistance given. And
I think no one should be admitted as at present
to the advantages of further and higher art-study
in London, nnless he had done this fair share of
work in local schools, and proved his capacity as
a teacher

5 thus giving a qv/id pro quo for his own
education.

This suggestion, though one which could be
more efficiently adopted when branch museums
have been established, could be applied with
great advantage now, and no arrangement, cost-
ing nothing, as this wonld, could be of such
assistance to the larger schools of art, or insure
so much good to the cause of art-education, and
its dissemination among the working classes.

Importance of Technical Education.

The deficiency of technical edncation in Eng-
land, so manifest in a general scrutiny of the
Paris Exhibition, has been represented by some
of the most distinguished English jurors, to the
Schools Inquiry Commission. Probably in some
future session Parliament will be called upon to
institute an inquiry into this subject specially,
and to provide the means, when the method has
been decided upon, to offer the advantages of
technical education in art and science to all

classes of onr countrymen. To obtain informa-
tion of what bas been done in this direction upon
the Continent, inquii y will have to be made in
the schools and institutions of France and
Germany, and when this inquiry is undertaken
it seems to me that special attention should be
directed to the schools of art in France, Wnrtem-
bnrg, and Nurembnrgj and that the subjects of
inquiry should also include,— (1 ) the means
whereby examples for instruction are obtained
so readily and efficiently for the nse of schools,
both of art and science in those countries

; (2)
the organization, management, and support of
public galleries and museums of art and science,
in metropolitan and provincial towns in all the
great conntries of Europe

; (3) the system upon
which private or local efforts to promote art
instruction are supplemented by the governments

several conntries
; (4) to what extent the

|

direction of the schools and classes are under

'

local management; and in what manner, if any,
the Government authorities test the nature and
efficiency of the instruction given in the schools.

Already some of the specialities of England’s
manufactures are being developed on the Conti-
nent, and when the material and physical
advantages we have hitherto almost exclusively
possessed shall be shared equally by nations,
whoso energy is as great, whose education is

more widespread, and whose taste is infinitely
greater than our own, it is not difficult to foresee
what must be the fate of those branches of our
manufactures in which good design, and the
most educated and cultivated skill, are elements
of pecuniary value. If, with equal powers of
production, Continental manufacturers infuse
into their works that life-giving art feeling
which is the common possession of themselves
and their workmen, onr manufactures hitherto
required by the world will become distasteful,
barbarous, and antiquated by comparison with
foreign works, and our trade in them will dis-
appear. The pogress in scientific invention
tends to equalise the material powers of all
nations, by multiplying and facilitating their
means of distribution, so that eventually a
nation s wealth and safety will depend upon its
education more than upon its natural products
or the accident of its position, or even its histo-
rical antecedents and associations. We have
seen very recently how the adoption of one
simple scientific invention has, in the ordeal of
war, given triumphant superiority to one of the
contending parties, and changed the map of
Europe. The adoption or neglect of the means
of improvement and advancement in the arts of
peace may lead to somewhat sinjilar triumphs
and commercial disasters, and it seems to me
that the Paris Exhibition is a warning to this
country to take up in earnest the subject of
education, both general and technical. We can
afford to spend a few extra thousands a year on
edncation better than to lose the trades of Man-
chester, Birmingham, Leeds, and Newcastle

;
and

if our exported manufactures will only be
accepted by semi-barbarous people, England
may soon expect to become again a poor agricul-
tural country.

Institutions of Science and A'd.

The general want of trade skill in our display
at the Paris Exhibition, referred to by Dr. Play-
fair and others, would indicate that the time
has arrived when, together with these mnseums,
a development of schools of art, in the form of
institutions of science and art, might be use-
fully established, offering education of a second-
ary character to all classes of society in both
art and science, at a cost within the reach of all
who can in any way profit by such instruction.
The most economic manner of conducting

such an association of educational agencies, and
ensuring their efficiency and support in any town
or district, would be by placing them all toge-
ther in one bnilding, and under the same
management, so that the schools might make
use of the works of art and technical collections
during class hours, and apply in the class-rooms
the lessons learned from the master-pieces of
art, or illustrations of the sciences, or processes
of manufacture

;
and that the public could, at

stated times, have free access to the collections

;

or free at some times, and by a small entrance-
fee at others, as at South Kensington.

I would most earnestly caution those who
may take action in this matter, not to contem-
plate the disconnexion of the mnseums from the
schools of art and science; for this would both
increase the cost of maintaining each, and limit
very decidedly the efficiency of all. Museums or
collections without active education in class
going on in connexion may be interesting as
shows, but educationally they are simply worth
nothing. If you disconnect the illustrations of
art and science from instrnction in these sub-
jects, you sever the body and the soul of ednca-
tion, and have two agencies which, united, are
living; disunited, are dead.

Schools of art and schools of science, now in
no way connected with each other, may be
iniproved by a relationship, and the connecting
link should be mnseums and collections in which
all have a common interest.

for national interests, we can stake the succe
of our manufacturing industry any longer upt
the precarious support derived from local syr
patby, or rely upon local agency for initiatii
schemes of edncation suitable to the demai
which exists, or to direct them when establibhe
Nothing but a comprehensive national schem
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deriving its motive power from the State, and
adapting itself both to general wants and to local
necessities, will effectually operate on the need
which is both general and local.

I am very conscious that schools of art are
not what they might be, if properly organized
by the Government and supported by both it and
the localities

;
and considering that for fifteen

years no serious and practical adaptation to the
progress of events has been made in their con-
duct and management, it is not surprising. All
changes that have been made during that time
have been in the direction of withdrawing both
the direction and support of the State, and this
is opposed to development. But if schools of
art and science are inefficient or wrongly organ-
ized, let the nation take up the whole qnestion
of technical education, with a determination after
the fullest inquiry of reorganizing tho schools,
and making them what they should be, part of
independent institutions offering the advantages
of technical education to all classes of the com-
mnnity, according to their several needs.
Above all rocks of destruction, in the conduct

and management of these public institutions,
museums of art and science and technical
collections, the subordinating them to any de-
nominational or class institutions should be
avoided. It is impossible that any merely local
institution, or body of men attsiched to it, com-
peting with similar institutions in the same
town or locality, and having a multitude of
objects to accomplish, with only limited means,
whether of members or money, to do its work,
can succeed in giving that prominent importance
to the work of technical education which our
commercial interests as a nation demand should
be accorded to it. That all such agencies should
be utilized, and receive great and direct advan-
tages by affiliation to central schools and mu-
seums of art and science in all the large towns,
is obvious

;
and this wonld be the beet result of

their previous work, with reference to the insti-
tutions themselves and the public good. In this
way, feeders to our central schools are made to
our hands, and their usefulness may be thus de-
veloped, by assistance not hitherto received by
them.
The great lesson to be leamt by England from

the Paris Exhibition is, that notwithstanding all
her annual grants for education in science and
art, we are nob yet so successful in it as would be
desirable and profitable. That the subject is of
too great an importance nationally to allow of
our present experiments in their present form
being continued a day longer than is required
for the organization of a more matured scheme.
That now for the first time our Paris experience
has brought the public mind into favour of a
judicious expenditure of public money in further-
ance of well-considered plans for national
education of a technical character

; and that
voluntaryism in subjects of imperial importance
has proved itself incapable of competing with the
national will of countries where voluntaryism is
recognised, but not exclusively relied on.

In conclusion, I would epitomise tho sugges-
tions made by me as those most useful towards
remedying our national deficien^^ies :

—

1. A royal commission of inquiry into the
subject of technical education in art and science,
both upon the Continent and in England, with a
view to the organization of institutions for
education in science and art, to include Fine Art
and Industrial Museums.

2. The establishment of such Branch National
Museums in all the great centres of trade and
manufactures, on the plan of the South Ken-
sington Museum, having, in addition, technical
collections, giving especial prominence to the
trades and mannfactures of the locality in which
each museum may be placed.

3. A re-organization of the system of national
aid and instrnction in schools of art, and exami-
nations in shading, colouring, and drawing from
examples, casts, nature, and from memory.

4. The provision of suitable examples for
study in tho various branches of art-education
for schools of art and the public generally, by
the Science and Art Department.

Walter Smith,
Head Master of the Leeds School of Art.

Wood stamping Iron.—A New York street-
railway was taken up lately, and it is said that
the wooden sleepers were found to have printed
their exact representation on the iron. The
grain, knots, and curvatures were easily detected,
both by the eye and by the touch.
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THE AHCHITEOTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held at

tbe House in Conduit-street, on Friday evening
(the 22nd ult.), Mr.^B. Phene Spiers, President,

in the chair.*

At the instance of Mr. J. D. Mathews (hono-
rary secretary) the meeting was then invited to

discnss the desirability of admitting gentlemen
as honorary members of the Association, under
certain limitations, which he explained. He
observed that he had spoken to several senior

members of the profession, and he believed
many of them would be disposed to join the
Association, not as student members, but as
honorary members. If he thought that the in-

troduction of this class would lead to anything
like patronizing he would be the last person to

propose it
5
but he contended that it would not

have that effect. If the Association had exhi-

bited any desire to be patronized, he believed it

would have ceased to exist long ago ;
but there

was a difference between admitting gentlemen
to qualified membership who manifestly could
not come in as students, and admitting a class

of patrons to whom undue deference was to be
paid. An accession of honorary members would,
he thought, bring not only dignity and perma-
nence to the Association, but also bring funds
which might be employed to extend its advan-
tages, especially in the augmentation of the
library, which was daily growing more useful.

In conclusion, he moved the following resolu-

tion :

—

“That it is desirable that a elsss ofmemberB to be called
‘honora^ members’ be established, who shsll have the
same privileges of ordinary members, with the exception
of votiDR and standing for office, and a vested interest in
the property of the Associatiun

;
such members’ names to

be passed by tbe committee before being proposed to the
. Association for election,"

The motion was seconded by Mr, J. S, Qnilter,
and supported by Mr. T. Roger Smith.
The following amendment was moved and

: seconded :

—

“ That, in the opinion of this meeting, the introdnction
• of a new class of members in the Association is an unne-
I cessary alteration in its constitution, and one by no means

likely to be advantageous to the prosperity of our Associa-
' tion.”

Ultimately the original motion was carried.
The report of the committee, showing the

< operations of the society for the year lb66-67
- was then read. It stated that 105 new mem-
bers had joined the Association, and that the
total number of members was 438, minus those
who had resigned, or whoso names had been

I strnck off.

SANITARY MATTERS.

Zlanchester Ladies’ Sanitary Reform Associa-
tion.—The annual meeting of this association
has been held at the Town-hall, The Mayor
presided. In course of his address the chair-
man said the town council could take steps for

getting the streets swept, the cesspools emptied,
and everything appertaining to draining, but it

was impossible for them to enter into the house-
holds of the poor or attempt to improve the
habits of tbe people. That duty devolved upon
the ladies; and he was glad to see that the
Ladies’ Sanitary Association were interesting
themselves about it. He believed the Ladies’
Sanitary Association had rendered great assist-
ance to the town conncil in the important
work which they had in hand. The Rev. R. A.
Tindall contended that it was essential that the
female portion of the working classes should be
better educated before they could hope for good
results in the sanitary and social condition of the
people. He believed the overcrowding amongst
cottagers was very often due to intemperance
and extravagance, and he attributed the intem-
perance of the working men to the discomforts
which they met with in their own houses through

* The followiDg gentlemen were elected members of the
Association:—Mr. VV. Harrison, King’s-road, Brighton;
Mr. Alan Bailey, Trinity-place, Cbaring-cross

;
Mr. H. G.

Furner, Gower-street
;
Mr. C. R. Burton, Craven-street,

; Strand; Mr. G. T. Bressey, Wanstead, Essex; Mr. Chas.
Booth, Albany-street; Mr. Jas. Roeers, Engineer’s Office,

! Euston-squaro Station; Mr. J. Walts, Cannon-street;
i Mr. F. Haslam, St. George’s-terrace, Ryde; Mr. J. D.
! Simmon, Oakley-square

;
Mr. R. O, Came, India Office;

! Mr. J. B. Mitchell Withers, Sheffield; Mr. W. Logan,
1 Edward-square, Kensington

;
Mr. B. F. Deal, Fnrnivai's.

I inn; Mr. Thomas Hellyer, Byde; Mr. James Crombie,
' Whitehall; Mr. W. Day, Tachbrook-street, Pimlico

;
Mr.

1 F. E. Windsor, Camden-town
;
Mr. W. P. Hammond,

1 De Beauvoir Town; Mr. W. L. Harrison, St. Marl-
1 borough-street; Mr. J. M. Kemp, Arlington-street

; Mr.
J E. Robson, Parliament-street; and Mr. 8. S. StaDwood,
I Folkestone,

the neglect of home comforts by their wives.

The reformation of this state of things was only

to be brought about by the assistance of tbe
ladies. The report was unanimously adopted, and
it was also resolved, “ That the members of this

association, feeling the importance of the work
before them, desire to extend its nsefalnesB by
the employment of a sanitary woman in con-
nexion with this society, and appeal to their

friends to assist them in the formation of a
special fund for that purpose.”

The Seivage Question at Taunton.—This impor-
tant question has received the anxious considera-
tion of the committee, with a view to the pre-

vention of the pollution of the river Tone, into

which the whole of the sewage of the town at

present flows. The best plau they could recom-
mend to the Board, it is thought, would be that
adopted at St. Thomas’s, Exeter, Croydon, and
Leamington, whereby the sewage was deodo-
rized by the carbonate of lime process, and
the construction of filtering tanks, whereby it

was rendered free from smell. The surveyor
has written to the surveyor at Leamington,
and has received a reply to the effect that the
works there give the greatest satisfaction, and
pay 4D0J. a-year, over the working expenses,

by the sale of the manure. With regard to tbe
general question of the pollution of the river

Tone, the surveyor has reminded the Local Board
that no less than thirty-nine towns and villages

drain into it. Mr. Taylor and the surveyor
have been requested by the Board (who have
passed a vote of thanks to the surveyor for

his valuable assistance and information) to go
to Leamington and inspect the works.

THE BIRMINGHAM CONCERT HALL.

This hall, in Coleahill-street, Birmingham, has
just been re-decorated. The proscenium is sur-

mounted with the royal arms between Arabesque
designs, which contain the heads of Shakspeare
and Milton. On each side are pilasters adorned
with arabesque. The caps and cornices are

painted dead white, picked out with gold
; and

amongst the foliage are medallions, wherein
music is represented by theportraitsofBeethoven
and Mozart. Tbe cove of the ceiling is

panelled. The colours used are chiefly buff and
light-blue raised with vermilion. The facia
below, pierced with its circular windows, has,

between each of them, well-executed figures,

emblematic of the quarters of the globe, painted
in cold grey tints on crimson grounds, which give

extreme richuess to this part of the hall. The
gallery fronts are panelled with arabesque
designs, centred with medallions, and enriched
with gilding. The whole of the remaining
portions of the building, the ante-rooms, stair-

cases, and approaches, present a light, clean, and
cheerful aspect. The decorations have been
carried out by Mr. W. Holland, of Warwick.

THE PROPOSED METROPOLITAN
MARKET.

A SPECIAL meeting of tbe members of the
Metropolitan Board of Works has been held,

for the purpose of receiving a eommnnicatiou
from Lord Robert Montagu in reference to the

Foreign Cattle Market Bill, and passing such
resolutions thereon as might be necessary. Sir

John Thwaites presided.

The Chairman said that the Government were
very anxious that energetic steps should be taken
for the prevention of the cattle disease by the

erection of a market exclusively for the sale of

foreign cattle arriving in this country, and
wished to know if the Board would be willing to

undertake the erection and direction of such a
market in the metropolis. The Board, no doubt,

would have absolute authority
;
but at present

be could say nothing as to the borrowing powers
which the Board would have.

Mr. Shaw asked if the metropolis would have
to bear the expense, or whether such expense
would be spread over the whole country, as the

establishment of such a market would benefit all

parts of the kingdom.
Tbe Chairman said the metropolitan district

would, he thought, have to do the same as very
many of the largest towns in England were
doing. A toll was levied to cover the expense of
preventing the spread of the cattle disease, and
the Board would have to fix such reasonable toll

as would cover the expense of the market with-

out making any profit. Of course there would be
some increased expense at the outset.

The meeting was addressed by Mr. Taylor
against the proposition, and by other members-
in favour of it ; and Colonel Hogg, M.P., moved
the following resolution :

—

“ That the chairman be requested to inform the Presi-
dent of the Privy Council that the Board is willing t>
undertake the duty of erecting and maintaining a market
for the elanghter and sale of foreign cattle, should Parlia-
ment cast that duty upon them, reserving to tbemselvea
the right to make such objections as may seem expedient
when the bill is laid before them.’’

The motion was carried by a majority of nine,^

the numbers being 14 to 5,

THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF THE
WORKING CLASSES.

A DEPUTATION of members of the Associated
Chamber of Commerce waited on Lord Robert
Montagu, at the Privy Council Office, Dowuiog-
sbreet, last week, for the purpose of urging upon
Government the necessity of providing and fos-

tering technical education in this country. The
deputation was accompanied by Mr. Baines,

M.P., Mr. W. E. Forster, M.P., Mr. Dixon, M.P.,
and other members of the House of Commons.
The president of the Association was introduced
by the bon. member for Leeds, who stated that
there were thirty-nine chambers in the Associa-
tion, that this conference, was the most impor-
tant meeting they had ever held, and that the
vote npon the subject in question was unani-
mous.

Mr. Mundella, of Nottingham, brought under
tbe notice of his lordship the educational facilities

afforded to those connected with science, art,

and manufacture in France and Germany, and
contrasted them with the requirements of this

country in that respect. His experience as joror

at the Paris Exhibition, and his extensive know-
ledge of foreign manufactures, caused him to
feel utter humiliation and shame at the educa-
tion of our working men, as compared with that
of the working men of Germany.

After some remarks from Mr. Sampson Lloyd,
Lord Robert Montagu assured the deputation

that no pains or trouble had been spared by the
Government or himself in giving this question,

its due share of consideration. The Government
had asked for reports on tbe subject from their

secretaries of Legation, and that a pr4cis of those
documents would be given when they were ready
to be submitted to the public. Mr. Samuelson,
who had volunteered to go abroad and judge for

himself, had sent in a very voluminous letter

containing his observations and views, and Pro-
fessor Leone Levi, whose services had been
engaged by the Government in the matter, had
I'urnished a report, which was now in tpye. He
heartily wished that before long they should see

a satisfactory scheme carried out. In the Depart-
ment of Science and Art at South Kensington,
we had the basis upon which to work, if we
could only make up our minds to carry out some
system.

PREHISTORIC REMAINS IN CORNWALL.
On the Cornish hill-sides and moors there are

many remains of buildings of extreme antiquity,

nud some of them of unknown or uuascertain^
purpose, to which the general attention may be
said to have not yet been called. “ From the
Land’s End to John O'Groat’s House” there
seems to have been a singular similarity be-
tween some of these buildings, the general
names of which, handed down by tradition,

would appear to indicate that they were the
elements of prehistoric towns. Thus the ana-
logy between the northern broch or brongh and
borough or burgh is obvious, as also is that be-

tween the southern cyttian and city. The
ancient terms, however, apply to individual
buildings, and there are cyttian in Cornwall
which might bo generally described by the
words we used lately in giving an account of a
broch recently uncovered in Caithness. Thus,
in an interesting paper by Mr, J. T. Blight,

F.S.A., which is printed in the Cornish Telegraph,

it is said that,

—

" lu West Cornwall the prevailing tjpe consists of a
maasive cncircline wall, in its breadth containing several

small cliambers, whilst in the centre is a large open area :

the ChjsoQster huts are constructed on this plan. In
East Cornwall I have not yet found an instance of these
wall cells : each hut [or cell] is generally unattached,
fiirming a separate building of itself, though occasionally
having two circular compartments, leading one into th&
other.’’
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la Wales, the cyttian, in fortifications, were

constructed partly by excavations, and partly
by stones sec round the edge of the excavation.
Some of the Welsh cell-dwellings, however, are
like those of West Cornwall. On the Northum-
berland moors are fortified enclosures strongly
resembling those of West Cornwall. It is

notable that Cornwall, Wales, Northumber-
land, and the Scottish highlands, are all high-
level districts.

Circular and rectangular buildings are some-
times associated in Cornwall and Anglesea.
Mr. Blight gives an interesting account of a
mde sort of rectangular walling, designed,
as he thinks, to enclose habitations, at
Smallacombe, near the celebrated Cheesewring,
in the parish of Liukiuhorne, Cornwall. This
walling stands on a hill-side, and is 12 fc. to
15 ft. thick

;
bnt Mr. Blight is of opinion, that

from its position and peculiarities— sloping
OQtside and perpendicular within, for example

—

it could not have had any military purpose.
Could it have been a reservoir for water ? or
was it designed to resist some other natural
force, such as that of snow ? There have
evidently been less ancient buildings erected
on the older and more massive foundations.
Here also are examples of those beehive-
shaped or dome - formed structures which are
also found elsewhere, as in Ireland and Scot-
land. Sir Gardner Wilkinson is disposed to
think structures of this form to be less ancient
than the hut circles

;
and Mr. Blight says he has

seen beehive structures of stone built not a
hundred years ago. It is hard to say, however,
into what extreme antiquity we may have to
penetrate in order to get at the origin of such
structures, some of which are certainly of very
great age.

A THEATRE BY CO-OPERATION.

The Prince of Wales’s Theatre, Rochdale,
opened a few nights ago, has been built by
means of li. shares mostly taken by working
men. A few earnest working men have thus
accomplished what the upper classes of Roch-
dale have long said was a desideratum, but one
which they could not see their way to realise.

The Company was formed in April, 1865.
•Shortly afterwards operations were commenced
which resulted in the securing of an eligible

site, and the construction of the foundations, and
then for some time the scheme received a check.
A fow months ago the matter was taken up
with renewed energy, and designs previously
obtained from Mr. Salomons, Manchester, have
been carried out.

It was the original intention of the promoters
to erect a building combining a larger internal
area, with more outward embellishment, but
further consideration decided them to operate
within more moderate bounds, and instead of a
building to cost 8,U001., they decided to raise
cae to cost 6,000L
The exterior is plain. It is 20 yards in breadth,

and 40 yards in length, and is calculated to seat
comfortably 2,200 persons. The shape is de-
scribed as a “graceful horseshoe,” though
why that form should be continued we do not
know. The pit is a good one, and will hold
1,100 persons. The ceiling is plain, and has a
powerful sun-light in the centre. The dressing-
rooms and the property-room are in the cellars
under the pit (a very improper place, by the
way), and are reached by steps proceeding from
each side of the fore part of the stage behind the
wings. Messrs. Warburton were the builders.
Mr. Grieve painted the drop-scene.

RAILWAYS.
The dfoscoto Gazette publishes the follow-

ing :
—“ M. Bogdanywitch, who is making a

journey of exploration in Siberia to study the
possibility of constructing a railway in that
immense province, has sent the following tele-
gram from Omin :

—
‘ The object of our expedition

into Western Siberia has been attained
; the in-

formation we have gathered shows by facts the
brilliant future reserved for the Siberian rail-

way. The co-operation afforded us by the
Governor-general has produced an excellent
effect in the country. At the commencement ol
the spring the line from Sarapoul to Tioumen
will be constructed at the expense of the Sibe-
rians. This route will be called the Russia-
China-Tascbkent Railway.’” M. Bshm, a

Prus.sian author, has contributed to Peterman’s
^littheiluiXQem. a statistical account of the means
of transport and locomotion existing in the
world at the present time. The railways of the
world are 8U,G00 miles long. Over one-third
the total length is found in the United States,
or .about 30,000 miles; England has 13,072;
Germany (Austria included), 13,000 miles;
France, 8,-100; India, 3,200; Italy, 3,080;
Spain, 2,920; Russia, 2,600; Canada, 1,810;
Belgium, 1,500 ; Sweden, 950 ; Switzerland,
730

;
Holland, 650. It appears that the rail-

ways of Prussia have co.st just about half as much
per mile as those in England. The number of
private bills for which application will be made
in the session IS67-68 will be much smaller than
in past years. Saturday evening, at eight o’clock,
closed the time at which the plan and section,
book of reference, published map, and copy of
Gazette notice had to be deposited at the
Private Bill-office. In 1866 there were 450
sets of plana and other papers deposited

:

last year there were 181 ; and for next
session there have been 123 seta of plans
and other documents lodged. The, number of
bills of which notice had been given is about
250, against 280 last year, 633 in 1866, 594 in
I860, 504 in 1864, and 381 in 1863. The plans
deposited relate to fifty-nine railway and canal
bills, and to sixty-four gas, drainage, and miscel-
laneous bills. The schemes relating to London
include a railway from Islington to Finsbury,
which will be above ground all the way, and
about IJ- mile in length. Market bills will be
applied for for Paddington, Lambeth, and
Kennington; and a bill for a sub-way under the
Thames on the upper side of the Tower. Notice
has again been given of a boulevard, to extend
from New Palace-yard to Eaton-square. Plans
have again been deposited for the widening of
Park-lane. An underground railway, pursuing
the course of the highway, will be proposed, to
extend from Bow to the City.

THE BUILDERS’ BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

A GJXEaAT. meeting of the snbscnbera to the Builders’
Benevolent Inaiitutiou was held at Willis’s ICoome, King-
street, St. James's, on Thursday, the ult., for the
purpose of electing two pensioners on the funds,—one
male and one female. The chair was taken by Mr. W. K.
Kogers, president of the Institution.
The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said they

had met for the purpose of electing two pensioners on the
funds of the Builders' Benevolent Institution. There
were eight candidates, and be was sorry to say that only
two out of that number could be elected, owing to the
want of funds. There would, however, be another elec-
tion in May nest, when those who were unsuccessful on
that occasion would Lave a further opportunity of obtain-
ing the desired resnlt.

The poll was then declared open, and at its conclusion
Mr. T. Stirling, who acted as scrutineer, read over the
respective numbers allotted to each candidate. The foUow-
ing were then announced as having been elected
George Newman Lambert, plumber, painter, 4e., of

4, Hereford-street, Lissoa-grove, aged 71. Debility, rheu-
matism, and an injured arm prevented him from earning
more than a few shiillings per week.
Hannah Lawrence, aged 70, 2fi, Desborough-terrace,

Harrow-road. Eeeble aud necessitous, and supported by
her daughter, who is in service.

THE ARCHITECT OF THE LANGHAM
HOTEL.

Sin,—Tonr report of my action with Mr. Murray rela-
tive to drawings of the Langham Hotel fails in some
respects to put the case correctly.
The real point was the authorship of the principal plans,

i.e. the arrangement of the building. Mr. Murray never
had any pretensions, nor did he claim the design nor any
part of the architectural detail of exterior or interior; but
he did claim the plans; and I insisted that, as I alone
planned the building, so far as basement, ground and flrst
door were concerned, leaAicg only the mere drawing out of
these correctly to my own ngured dimensions, and the
upper floors and sections for Mr. Murray or his clerks to
draw, I had a right to retain them.
The result of the action is, that I proved my authorship

of these plains, and I retain them ; but inasmuch as I did
not make the upper floors and sections, I lose these—and
the costa; my claim that they were thought out by me,
and surely followed the walls of my plans below, not being
equal to the fact that they were made on Mr. Murray’s
paper, and at his cost.
The iron construction I left to Mr. Murray, -who em-

ployed Mr. Meeson, an engineer, to moke the drawings.
Again : Mr. Murray was never appointed joint architect

with me by the directors.
I was successful, and received the appointment of archi-

tect uncondiiionally from the directors. Mr. Murray's
friends then interested themselves on bis behalf (he being
an unsnccesslul competitor), end I msdo an arrangement
with bim aome days before I saw any one of the directors.
I made it a condition that the credit or disgrace of the
design (whichever it might be) should be solely roy owe,
and I defended this action because my right to this was
disputed. John Giles.

[Dec. 7, 1867.

TENDERS FOR THE DRAINAGE AND
WATER SUPPLY FOR FLUSHING

GIBRALTAR.

Sia,—On the 2Sth of October last, tenders
were opened in Gibraltar for “ Drainage and

' water supply for flushing the city of Gibraltar,”
quantities supplied by Mr. Edward Roberts,
engineer for the commissioners of that city. As
I have not seen any notice of the same in your
publication, and as in one instance there
was a great discrepancy in amount, I send
particnlara. I have gone carefully through the
quantities, and, carrying them out at very low
English prices, the cost should be at least
30,0001. Can you explain how it is to be done
in Gibraltar for 28,620J., where materials and
labour are very much in excess of English
prices ? A. B. C.

H. J. Saunders, Southampton £41,100 0 0
Waring, Brothers, Victoria Chambers 4'',090 0 0
Johu Plewa, London 37,080 0 0
G. E. Peters, London 36,687 0 0
Peter Amigo, Gibraltar 3-1,100 0 )
Fredk. Furniss, Portsmouth 33,995 0 0
Henry d’Almonte, Gibraltar 33,9(30 rt 0
A. Kyan A Co., Battersea (accepted).., 28,620 0 0

DEAWING AND DESIGN AT OUR
SCHOOLS OF ART.

I HAVE read with much pleasure Mr. W.
Smith’s admirable report upon Art Education in
the French and English Schools in last week's
number of the Buxlder,

I trust that some re.al benefits may result from
the inquiries now being made with respect to
the working of schools of art throughout the
United Kingdom, not only with respect to the
system of instruction, but also with regard to
the position and standing of each school. Mr.
Smith has not estimated too highly the import-
ance of “ drawing correctly,” as exemplified in
the French system, which, I fear, with ns, is

sometimes lost sight of in an elaboration of de-
tail; and the spirit of the drawing is often sacri-

ficed to the extreme high finish of the work.
This is owing, I think, in a great measure to a
very erroneous opinion which appears to be very
general in the minds of our students in schools
of art, namely, that a work, to stand any chance
in the national compotiticvi, must bo an evidence
of great labour and extreme finish. Again, a
master in a provincial school of art is naturally
desirous that his students’ works should be
represented in the annual national art compe-
tition in London. The students themselves take
a great pride in the snccees of such works, and
will scacrifice any amonnt of time and labour to
such end ; consequently, when a student pos-
sesses a moderate amonnt of ability, he is set
down to produce some competition drawing,
perhaps the outline of the “ Madeleine scroll,” or
the shading of the “column from the flat”
(both works looked forward to by students with
apprehension, and when finished looked back
upon with rejoicing)

;
whereas his time might

have been more profitably employed in executing
a series of works, with a view to obtaining power
in the study of light, and shade, and form ; bnt
the latter works are only looked upon as studies,
while the former are eligible for national com-
petition.

I think this evil might be obviated were the
Department of Science and Art to offer as high
a prize for a series of studies, showing the
student’s progress in the power of drawing in
light and shade, as they do at present to the
very highly finished and elaborate drawings sub-
mitted for competition.
One would naturally suppose that a school of

art situated in this locality would be very well
attended by those who intend becoming de-
signers

;
yet upon being appointed to this school

a.0 master, last Midsummer, I was surprised to
find not more than six or eight students attend-
ing the school for the pnrpose of studying
design. That number, I am happy to say, has
since increased; bnt, surely it would be to the
interest of the manufacturers to insist upon
their apprentices going through a systematic
course of study. Were they to do so, I am
convinced that in a short time they would not
have to resort to the Continent fas they are at
present obliged) for their first-class designers.
The proper element is not wanting in our young
designers, but it requires to be properly
developed.

In too many cases a young designer joining a
school of art has as much to unlearn as he has
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to learn, owing to his never having had any

proper training or direction iir his course^ of

study. I may here remark, that npon being

appointed to this school I immediately started a

special class or club, for the stndy of design,

which I have fonnd to work remarkably well,

and with great success. This club is attended

by designers and others, who have formed a

committee among themselves, and bold a meet-

ing every fortnight, when the subject for the

future design is chosen, and the sketches or

drawings, as the case may be, of the previous

subject (which have been entirely worked out

at home) are submitted for inspection and

criticism.

I would strongly recommend the formation

of similar classes in schools where the study of

design is a leading feature ;
it helps the younger

students by giving them greater confidence, and

develops an individuality of design. I would

suggest the careful study of natural foliage,

plants, fruit, &c., from nature, with a view to

their growth and development, treated conven-

tionally as a material for design; and finally,

how to arrange the above according to geome-

trical laws and principles. I would make the

study of practical geometry a feature in con-

nexion with the class, as an important element

in the construction of ornamental design.

WiLLIASI H. Stoi’ford,

Head Master, School of Art, Halifax,

Yorkshire.

TUBE WELLS.

gin,— In reply to your correepoodent "W.” I maj

stiito that it is not necessary to take any steps to prevetn

the pipes or tubes becoToing filled at the bottom, lester-

dav I drove one of the patent wells through a quick-sand,

an'd the bottom got so firmly packed with fine sand that on

pouring water down, it was found to be almost impervious,

vet we got it clear in less than a quarter of an hour.

Again, on the 25th ultimo, I drove a well 35 ft. deep,

through hard concrete, opposite the Surrey Arms, Ci^rry

Orchard-roBd. East Croydon. The well was found to have

several feet of grit and sand
;
this was got out in a snort

time, and IH h- of water wfre ascertained to be in tue

well; or, in other words, we bad sunk the well ll, ft. into

the water stratum, which no amount of pumping would

effect to any perceptible degree, as the cistern is iu ^stent

only bounded by the water-bolding stratum into which it

is driven. This well can be seen by any parties desirous

of ascertaining for themselves the true merits of the in-

vention. ... . . e-xr
Besides, I may state that by the kind permission ot .Mr.

Williams, at Shepherd’s Bush (the station next to

Notting Hill), the tube wells maybe seen any day la his

brick-yard, just beyond the church, where they are driven

Tuesdays and Fridays. C. J . Basteb,

crust of ice on the upper surface of the reservoir, beneath

which there will be plenty of water fluid, and ready to

come into the house; and there will be no danger ot

the water freezing in the pipes as long as it is in ree-

ouent use and constantly running down in fresh supplies,

ro be drawn off at the taps. When there is no longer anv

need of water for household use, and again at night, it

the frost lasts, reclose the stopcock and drain the pipes as

This' is all simple enough,—so simple that probably

many persons are already in the habit of using some

such preventive ;
but its simplicity will be considered no

drawback; and that many,-very many indeed,—have

adopted no such check against bursting pipes is proved

by every thaw, which, exposing the mischief done in the

frost, brings floods of injury to so many houses, and

dismay and heavy expense to so many householdert.
' Amicus Domi.

LONDON IMPROVEMENTS.

Sir,—

T

ho improvementsnow making in Holbura render

it more palpable that th** removal of the three houses at

the northwest corner of Chancery-lane will become au

absolute necessity. .v i

On looking at the situation, it will be easily seen that

such removal need not be a total loss; a frontage might

still remain, that would bo applicable to several businesses

that do not require any depth of shop, such as places for

the sale of newspapers, umbrellas, and sticks, sc., aic.

There is also the uglv bend at the top of King-street,

Holborn, connecting Hart-street with Theobald’s-road: an

alteration here would be also inexpensive, though so

much required, and would also not involve »n entire loss

FLIES AND ANTS.

During tlie late aatnmn many bouaea in Eol-

born were infested witb amall flies. Latterly

they increased with sach rapidity and swarmed

in such immense numbers as to become a posi-

tive plague. The creatures have beep recog-

nised as a common species of fly, which in its

grub state feeds on sawdust and vegetable

refuse. . _

It has been estimated that the depredations ot

the white ant in India cost the Indian Govern-

ment lOO.OOOL a year, expended in repairing the

woodwork of houses, barracks, bridges,

THE ORIGIN OF NAMES.

As you were pleased in your issue of Nov. 9th,

to insert my communication, relating to names

of registrars in England, I have ventured to

send you another batch, which I hope will find

the like favour at your hands.
James Johns, Registrar.

HBOISTRARS’ NOMBXCLATOBE.

OccuraL'oni.—Archer, Baker, Barber, Carpenter, Car.

ter Clothier, Cook, Cooper, Cutler, Diver, Dyer, Driver,

Farmer Fowler, Gardener, Groom, Glover, Glazier, Mer-

•chant, Mercer, Merriman, Miller, Packer, Page, Plummer,

Plowman, Oailer, Brazier. Tanner, Tailor, Toller, Stainer,

Shepherd, Turner, Weaver, Skinner, Chandler, Stone-

beaver, and Usher.
T., . T> .1 Til

Jfame» of Poet*.—Addison, Byron, Blnir, Butler, Bloom-

field. Campbell, Cowper, Collina, Dryden, Falconer,

Mason, Milton, Moore, Otway, Prior, Pope, Scott, Shel-

ley, Shakspeare, Spenser, Young, Watts, Waller, and

Wordsworth.
. t. •

Ifamet of AnHquUi/.—AA&m, Abraham, Amos, Benja-

min, Daniel, Gabriel, Jacob, Jude, Levi, Solomon, Samp-

son, Joseph, Saul, Jesse, and Nathan.

Fcuif and Present Governmenta.—Hussell, Grey, Wood,

Cardwell Gibson, Lowe, Graham, Hutt, Cowper, Forte-

scoe, Collier, Palmer, Wodehonse, Foster, Stansheld,

Horsman, Hardy, and Cave.
.

Kimea of Jfurtyr*.—Cranmer, Eidley, Latimer, and

Hooper, with a Bonner for a persecutor.

JVames diitingiiisked in Zitera/ure a7id Science.—Area-

bold, Barry, Bunyan, Bowring, Clark, Dalton, Davy,

Locke, Steele, Stophenaon. Benlham, Swift. Mill, Hughes,

Dugdale Price, Arnold, Pugh, Millner, Miller, Bucklmid,

Paxton, Latham, Farr, Walton, Sterne, Stywart, Drew,

Jenner, Sheridan, Ferguson, Fothergill, and Babbage.

neru desirable Tbinc/a.— Flood, Thorn, Kagged,

Coward, Crimps, and, to registrars more particularly,

in Namefor Office.—

A

Baby, Tootle, Tipple,

Drinkall, aud a Dedman. n j -u
Rather detirable.-CAsh, Riches, Fortune, Goodwil

.

Mercy, Smiles, Profit, Neighbour, Friend, Counscll,

TaUents, and Nurse.

of frontage. W. H. Bcttebfield.

PAYMENT OF ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS.

Sir,—

I

cannot bat think the remarks of your corre-

enondent “Zeta” are likely to give the general public a

woug idea as to the relative positions of architect and

contractor. If architects and civil engineers enforced

their legitimate claim of5 per cent, upon all euros paid to

the contractor, I do not think they would have “uch

reason to find tault with their remuneration. “ Zeta will

call to mind that most of the hard treatment which has

lately been accorded to one of the most honourable of the

profeseiore has been the result of the indiscriminate under-

cutting on tho part of many of its own professors ;
and

when men of superior education will undertake to execute

elaborate works for I or 2 per cent, upon the outlay of

capital it behoves all respectable architects and engineers

to unite and maintain the dignity of their prolesaions.

“ Zeta " remarks, while the builder or others connected

with building receive a minimum of 15 per cent, profit on

the outlay, the architect gets but 5 per cent.
;
but he does

not take into consideration that upon the architect s side

is no risk of losses, and that his commission remains the

same, irrespective ol the work proving to the builder

remunera'ive or the reverse. Besides this, in all large

works it is utterly impossible for the contractor to make

sure that the margin, as left by him for profits, shall prove,

as at the date of his tender he believed it would, sufficient.

I think if these things be considered, together with the

interest of contractor's capital, they will show that the

latter's position at 15 percent, is not more desiryblo than

the archuecl’s or engineer's at 5 per cent.

SAFETY OP WATER-PIPES IN FROSTY
WEATHER.

To those of your readers who have ever suffered from

the effects of frost and thaw on the hydraulic mechanism

of their houses, in the form of a downpuunng of their

whole water-supply through their ceilings and into their

walls the following hints regarding a method of avoiding

such misfortunes in future may prove acceptable ut the

^^rdoVoTpropose to call in an architect to dismantle the

house or to alter the form or direction of the water-

uinoa’ (though these have been built, accordiug to an

ancient usage of folly, in the coldest corners and most

exposed outer walls of our bouses) ;
but I propose onW

to send for the plumber once more, to give him a hah-

hour's iob, pay him a few shillings, and then dismiss him,

never more, we hope, to see his face again, as we have

been in the habit of seeing it after every severe W.
Every one probably knows that the bursting of the soft

leaden pipes,-the mischief which I propose to obviate,—

is caused by the water freezing within them, and that the

danger is probably increased by the Buperiucnmbeiit

weiAit of the npper column of water presamg down on the

lower water confined in the pipes, and preventing its

natural expansiou under the process of turning itselt into

ice in which latter form, though lighter in weight,
_
it be-

comes larger in bulk than the quantity o( water ol which

it is composed ;
but every one does not know a certain law

of hydraulics, in obedience to which water in our pipes,

like all other water, contracts as it passes from waimth to

cold, until it reaches 32 deg. Fabr when m assuming us

crystallized form of ice, it expands m bulk to such extent

and with Buch force as to burst, as has been practically

nroved a strong iron shell, filled with water and closed for

tho experiment. YVhat leaden pipe, then, may resist such

^“'obvi''oufiyA'Ln, the safest plan would be to keep the

nines empty in our houses during severe frost; but at the

same time we cannot afford to deprive ourselves of our

home supply of water, which is the inconvenient alterna-

tive adopted by some. My method of securing tho salety

without the inconvenience is to insert a common stopcock

in the pipe which brings the water down to nur rooms and

kitchens, at its nearest possible point to Us outrun from

tho bottom of the water- reservoir above. This point will

be commonly found at tho top of the wall ol an upper

water-closet, over which the reservoir is commonly placed;

but the water-closet supplies of water come down other

separate and distinct pipes of their own, which, being only

momentarUy flushed as required, do not remain perma-

nently charged with water, aud, therefore, do not requue

any looking after. i-i
In the topmost main stem, then, of this pipe,—which,

like an inverted tree, shooting downwards trom Us root in

thereservoirabove, enters Ihe house, and, in lU descent

to the kitchens, sends out its branches to taps in various

rooms (in some of which the mischief always occurs).-a
stopcock can be inserted with little trouble, and its future

use is an equally simple matter, causing no trouhle at all

worth counting against the mischief which it will assuredly

^'^DuHn’g fen months of the year, probably, this stopcock

need never be touched ;
but when frost sets in, and espe-

cially at night-time (when the damage is generally caused

by the water being motionless and the frost

ono turn of the stopcock will divide the \ya

aervoir above from the water in the network of pipes

beneaih; then, the taps below having been opened, the

water from below the stopcock must bo allowed to riiu

,f the pipes. Two or three pints ot water w"

gunKs giaibcir.

The Life of Thomas Telford, C.E. By Samuel

Smiles, A new eilition. London : MniTay.

This is a revised and, in some respects, an en-

larged edition, of the Life of Telford,
_

originally

published in tho “Lives of the Engineers, to

which is prefixed an account of the early roads

and modes of travelling in Britain.

_

While the construction of the Highland roads

was in progress the late Robert Southey, poet

laureate, visited the Highlands in company with

his friend Telford, and left on record an inte-

resting account of his visit in a manuscript

now in the possession of Mr. Robert Rawlinson,

C.E., and of this MS. the present volume con-

tains extracts.
,

The extent to which some of Mr. Smiles s

works have been sold is e.xCraordinary._ The

S. T. B.

ne wasted, but 'JS'e pipes wili tiien be’ safe, having been

drained of water from the bottom up to the stopcoek,

while the reservoir above wili remain lull of water readv

to replenish the pipes, when allowed to run down agiim by

the re-opening of the stopcock. One turn ot the wriet,

and you are safe !
Surely this is heller than to leave ill

alone, and run the risk of a deluge.
, . . ,.

Next morning there wili be a call forwater for doroeetic

nse which is at once obtained by re-turning the stopcock ;

for the severest night of frost will have merely created a

popular edition of “ Self Help” has reached ite

seventy-fifth thousand, and the “ Lives of the

Stephensons” its thirtieth thousand.

The Art of Wood-Carvino. By George A.

Rogers, Artist in Wood to the Queen. Lon-

don : 33, Maddox-street.

This volume is intended chiefly for the use of

amateur carvers. It gives a short history of the

art, as well as practical hints and engraved

patterns. The work is dedicated to those nu-

merous ladies and gentlemen whom Mr. Rogers

has instructed in ins art. Wood sculpture or

carving is one of the most useful and enter-

taining recreations that has for some years

been admitted into fashionable circles; and

when members of such circles who have learnt

it as an amusement involuntarily descend to

lower spheres of life, they will find such occupa-

tion not only arousing, but profitable. Mr.

Rogers, the son of the well-known carver of

that name, and a professor at the Crystal Palace

Schools of Art, is a very competent teacher of

tho art.

On. Slate Medicine in Great Britain and Ireland.

By Henry W. Rumsey, M.D., &c. London

:

Ridgwoy.

Tins address, which is of importance in our

province, as regards its sanitary aspect in parti-

cular, was read last August at the Congress of

the British Medical Association held in Dablin.

The objects comprehended in and constituting

the main elements of the organization which is

called “ State Medicine” are, according to tho

author,

—

“Not only for the public registration of all sickness at-

feiicled ut tho public expense and in public institutions

(wh'ch is the object of Mr. Ransomo's Committee), but

also ami mainly, to secure a more accurate and trust-

ivorthv determination of tho causes of death, a more

satisfactory performance of medico-legal investigations, a

supply of more reliable medical evidence in coroners m-

quests and courts oflaw, and to provide generally for

Bcieiitilio advice and aid to local authorities in matters ot

public health.

"

The author’s present purpose is to call atten-

tion to some of the more remarkable defects
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and anomalies of our public arrangements and
then to show how, under existing circumstances
the primary objects of preventive and leual
medicme might be best attained.

VARIORUM.
Chbistilas Annuals, Christmas numbers of

senals, and Almanacs come flushing in upon us
in all directions. One of the best of the cheap
annuals is Warne’s “ Gold, Silver, and Lead,”
edited by Mrs. Valentine and contributed to
by a whole host of writers and artists. It is
certainly a marvel of cheapness. “ The Guest
Meal” is the title given to the Christmas num-
her of Once a Week, but really belongs onlv to a
short but well-told tale, by Mr. Mark Lemon,mth which the book commences, the remainder
^,the contributions, by Mr. Shirley Brooks Mr
M. Kingsley, and others, all standing alone.
Cassells Magazine has an extra quantity of
amusing matter in the Christmas number. The
writer of a paper in it on Fires says,—

m” I)rLch«‘ W?' extensire works,

teche and bet™ m!Urasche and his workpeople are almost ankuown What
orT.n»*,V

° •>' '“"e* i. tie briS mSi, See
•uancheeter Trades Union Commissioners ' In Belgiumt^he works of John Cockerill A Companv at Serainn ^ear

SSd’oro/ hriv"“
““ *“•

which Btronple inll
‘ ^^Shshman, and one motive

h ’? “t»l>ii>hinf the Seraing

Xmi'vo r^rh. ""“"a, and the com.
c" on at

district. The works of

[Dec. 7, 1867.

There is but one abaolntely fireproof buildine in
England,—and that is the ^newBwrd Office in Fetter-lane. Stone and iron are hereemployed, bat the structure is cellular, no room withint^he building being more than 17 ft. by 25 ft and 17 fthigh; consequenlly, if erery fireproof room were to be

simultaneously, so small would be the body of

A»
have no effect upon the solid fabril

T^ef/r^ln

foT 10 nnn
— w. jjukhsu acres, ana

OounS rf
‘ *“ “*.0 100,000,000

SS ?
?“» "-‘B-'itwt'h firSnStToS

0.

6 •tal-li.hcd in 1841

p°Sn.,'Sd"“SrTpWS’'Z S'
pr.- s^:s. 'ir'slae^rrn.i;.-' .“‘t

development of amicable rola^

1,

nd mSn r'n®“
eapual and labour. At Mulhouse mJters

no nSt of hA
attached to each other, and in

clas^se? bLlpr
America, are the’artisJnClasses better or more comfortably lodged than in thed^ellmgs which the Mulhouse ope?aeivefhavr with he

SovS. e'ierSr.*’
<>' ‘S ««-

’.I,
® themselves. Saltaire, in Yorkshireaffords the nearest possible approach, in this conntrv to

East Lojibon llnsEuii Site Biel.—This Bill
has passed through committee, and been read a
third time and passed in the House of Commons
It 13 going rapidly through the other House.
The Hew State House at Saceajiehto

Caeieoehia.—This ediBce will be a very im.
posing structure. It copers nearly 60,000 ft. of
ground, and wiU be 226 ft. in height. The hand-
somest avenue in the city leads from its front
to the river.

tkftivA.^ wv L
“ “fe ol the papers entrust

allowed to remain in
I^ecincts of Doctors’ Commons whenabsolute safety is th#s procurable ?"

—From the new number of the Quiver we
tuke a useful exhortation,

“ Never mind a pinch, boy
Never mind a pinch;

’

Set the wedge the closer-
Heroes never flinch '

’

Miod It fits the cleft, boy,
Firm, and tight, and strong-

Ne er to worthy labour
Did indolence belong.

turbed the tranquillity onhiVMtakf3rment7®T^eretre
sick and other ’h.oei, „,„h,, .„pp„,ed by t”

TVliat if frequent effort
Frequent failure seems ?

From narrowest mountaia springlet
The mountain torrent streams.

Then lift the mallet high, bov
Strike it like a man

;

*

Never mind vour marbles
Labour wluJe yon can.

’

See. the rift grows wide, boy.
Deeper sinks the wed.»e -

There’s your sturdy block,' boy.
Split from edge to edge I

Then never mind a pinch, 'boy.
Labour while yon can;

Fit your wedge ihe closer,
And strike it like a man."

Messra 1

supported by the

t^A
’ medical assistance gfatui-tou.l, to the wives and children of those emplofed hrthem. Piece-work, that bugbear of the Entrlish IpaHa^

SteTliAA^^A^
^‘'“r'lcterized by the possession of slilf

drifnlf^S
’ ‘astes, and habits of sobriety •

mid« extirpated from theirmidst. At Creuzot, too, similar results are obseryahleHere nearly 10 000 workmen are employed by tKm of

Eg population of the town

The Chromolithograph is a journal of art,
literature, decoration, and the accomplishments
and intends to give for 6d. three coloured platesm each number,—a sufficiently remarkable fea-
ture if the promise be well kept, as there seems
reason to believe it will be. Under the head ofFrozen Musical Notes,” it is proposed to give
notices of notable buildings, criticisms, and
papers on the decorative arts. The heading is

,

not qnit^ the thing. Eyeiy one knows arlhi.
I

tecture has been called Frozen Mnaic. ” Notes
;Of Frozen Mnsic” (if the figure be desirable)
would convoy correctly what the writer wishes
to say ; Frozen Musical Notes” means a very

: contains a

-A writer in the new number of the Eroml. Architectural CoIonring'Tn ^r'Seh 0hni^M°’
Shors"'‘lt"is''to\"\“'' “"[“"^“^“‘•““t.Inghont a ^Lr Sehnrct
Ur^-f A

' hoped he speaks from pamtmg he has been repeatedly struck hviKo
-T Christmas number absence of principle. He thinks wTSvc^ ^ot^ ^uch to learn from France in this art -

rSitot (See ev rco ;

i'riendhj
,

Jbe December part of the Art-Juumai closes the

n.^1 old 1 intended for the aged
' twenty-ninth volnmer of that excellent publica.

for lRR '7
^be volume "^be catalogue of the Paris Exhibition

“'t-tak.annmberof be continued through the greater pLt of
j-ot, pauiiBueu, contains a number ol

Almanacs,
the Rntish Almanac and Companion for 1868
still remains supreme. The Companion includes

W ”*1 Periodical Meteors of Novem-

BaU 1
" Kojal Commission onR^ways, by Arthur Locker,- ‘‘The Econo,imeal Resolt of Trades Unions, considered in

their relation to the Paris Exhibition of 1867 ”

Poi^^ ‘‘v™“
Exhibition of National

Portraits, 1867, by James Thorne
;
" Architec-

ture and Public Improvements, 1867," by thesame writer. We give a qno’tatien’from the

nf om 1

°“ ^‘'“‘’*0 touching the positionof employers and employed on the Continent

tridJi^muLt'’?. fh *"i'B«liona made susisst
A

that in this country at least thev Ii-ita

of .Us disiurbing .„d iJvristri' I'Sj

Zr. Af »; K-.
“ *“ architectural section e

SfhniAd ^
^ and buildiug bricks

MtabS,rSAn?^i.
^rasche, of Vienna. The brick-making

S wSn^rhAr^ at Inzerdorfou

^AAAfl ®“Ploy8 about 4,000 persons, and pro-
^

n
“““'ber of 300,o0.',0W bricks annually.

‘i'®
of trades’ unions,captal and labour find their interests identical. The rateof wages IS comnarat ve v hi..h f.tw ,v.^ x.. .

-- oA..uugu tiiw greater part of
the ensuing year. The steel engravings in the
present number after O’Neil and Hook are very
good. “ The Young Nile Voyagera.” ByAnne Bowman. Rontledge. In this a rather
romantic expedition of two boys to Egypt for
the discovery of a friend of their deceased fatherwho had desired them to go to this friend for
help at his death, is very well told, so as to bring
in every now and then some useful information
It IS illustrated by J. B. Zweeker, and will be
read with great zest by the young, and especially

differem Ways” (Eeutledge), is a seasonable
Hoiiaehold Manual,” which is likely to be more

useful than bow to do some other things in ahundred different ways that we have heard of.

IJlisrcilaitta.

A School eoe W..TEEroEn.—Lady Esmonde
haa beqneathed the snm of 30,0001. to the Board
of Trinity College as trustees, for the purpose ofbuilding ai^ endowing a classical school in thecounty of Waterford.

The Sahitaky Ihstector of NoTriHoHAji.—
.‘o “ '‘Bsrit paragraph on the

- 1" ^” '’““i-gham, we wish to

cootS’ f" "‘"b-i™., hot low as
correetion that Mr. William Eiebards is

Smlker. .iS'? Vet the Aastrisn
*6 sanitary inspector of the town, and that the

P?re.r„"nrCSr,tt';hr,;^Si;';e7t^‘diro;o^^ -''“““Ebam proper

t

The Royal Society,—The annual meeting for
the election of officers and to hear the president’s
address was held on St. Andrew’s Day. The
total number of fellows, inoinding five royal and
torty.eight foreign members, is 617. The receipts
for the year were 4,9321.; the espenditnre in-
cluding purchase of 6001. Consols, 4,4361.

Royal School of Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineeeinq, South Kensington.—

A

scholarship of 501. a year for three years (being
the first yet awarded) haa been gained upon
eEammation.by Mr. J. F. Cearns, of Chatham.
Ihe sohod now numbers forty-one students,
lonrtoen of whom are sent by the Lords of the
Admiralty.

A Painter’s Giftto Canterbury.—We under-
stand that a bouse in St. Peter’s-street has been
purchased by Mr. Sidney Cooper, R.A., to be
devoted as a school of art for the study of the
youths of Canterbury, at a nominal figure

; and
that if the usefulness of the school is appreciated,
Mr. Cooper contemplates handing it over to the
corporation as trustees by a deed of gift.

CuaDREaVs Playgrounds and Day Nurseries.
A sub-committee has been appointed by the
^uncil of the Working Men’s Club and Institute
Union, 150, Strand, to consider the question of
providing playgrounds and day nurseries for the
children of the London poor. The hon. secre-
taries invite correspondence on the subject from
persons who may have information to commu-
nicate or practical suggestions to offer.

Damages for Depreciation of Property by
Public Works.—A law-suit has just terminated
at Wicklow, in, which the plaintiff, Mr. Tighe
obtained a verdict from a special jury for
12,U51Z. The object of the suit was to determine
the amount of the depreciation of Mr. Tithe’s
mansion and estate of Rossana, in the conn°y of
Wicklow, by reason of the constrnction above it
of the great reservoir at Roundwood, on the
river Yartry, for the future supply of water to
Dublin.

Draining a L.ake.—The lake of Neusiel, in
Hungary, on the confines of Austria, is now
completely drained and dried, and the land so
obtained is about to be placed under cultivation.
It contains eight square miles of virgin soil, and
the belief is that it will prove extremely fertile.
The land is given to the neighbouring proprie-
tors, and Prince Esterhazy and the convent of
Heihgenkreuz will receive the largest share of it.
This extensive tract of soil gained from nature
lies close by the lines of railway from Vienna to
Raab.

The Yorkshire Architectural Society
A general meeting of this society has been heldm the Museum, York

;
the Rev. Canon Hay in

the chair. The Rev. G. Rowe, one of the secre-
taries, announced the desire of an Architectural
and Arcbmological Society, which is about to be
formed at Sheffield, to be received into union
with the Yorkshire Architectural Society, which
was agreed to. A paper, by the Rev. C. Kerry
“On the History and Antiquities of All Saints’
Church, North-street,” was then read by the
Rev. G. W. Guest; after which the Rev. Canon
Raine read a notice of some early monuments
at Conisbro’, and the Rev. G. Rowe, a paper “ On
the Contents of the Associated Societies’ Annual
Volume.”

The Boatmen’s Institute, Sale-street, Pad-
diogton, haa been re-opened, last week, having
been entirely reconstructed. It consists of a
school-room on the ground-floor, 31 ft. by 23 ft
with class-room, 16 ft. by 11 ft., and a chapel on
the first-floor, 48 ft. by 23 ft. In the basement
IS also provided a kitchen, coal-cellar, &o. The
chapel has a light open roof, with trusses partly
of wood and partly of iron, and is lighted by two
large lanterns. The seats are open, fixed to
Macfarlane’s cast-iron brackets. The building
IS warmed throughout with Haden’s apparatus.
The works have been carried out, at a cost of
about 1,0001., by Messrs. Scrivener & White,
under the direction of Mr. T. Hejgate Vernon,
architect.
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Position of Ecclesiastical Architecture in

Germany.

E concluded a recent

notice of eccleeiaati-

cal works now in pro^

gress in Germany,*

with some observa-

tions upon the works

of Vincent Stadtz;

and we shall now pro-

ceed to notice several

of the churches de-

signed by Professor

Schmidt, of Vienna.

One of the illustra-

tions in our present

number, represents

the new Lazarist or

Vincentian Church, at

Vienna.t This church

was completedinl864,

and is one of the best

modem churches in

the Austrian domini-

ons. It is a large

building (about 240 ft.

long), and consists of

a nave, with lateral

chapels, transepts,

with chapels to the

east, and a large chancel or choir, with an apse.

Over the “ crossing” is an octagon lantern, sur-

mounted by a tall slate spire. The style is

Early Decorated. Internally, the church is

vaulted. The whole design is conspicuous for

simplicity and absence of pretension ;
it is at

the same time free from baldness or poverty.

The material is brick, with windows and dress-

ings of white stone, and stone columns within.

The interior is polychromed.

The next illustration we give is of a church

which is being built by the same architect at

Fiinfhaus, near Vienna. It presents a thorough

contrast to the Lazarist Church, but is in its

way equally good. The plan is very original

:

it consists of a lai’ge octagon, with transepts or

square projections on six sides : the first and

eighth sides are occupied by the nave and choir

;

the octagon is surmounted with a dome, which is

a very successful attempt to combine this feature

with a Gothic building. Most of the designed

Gothic domes look as if they had no connexion

whatever with the building upon which they are

placed ; but here the dome seems so natural

and seems to suit the position so well, that we

could imagine no kind of roof or covering so

suitable in the position. It is 60 ft. in diameter,

and very nearly 120 ft. high. Flanking the

west end of the nave, which is only two bays

long, are two towers, placed with their angles to

the cardinal points of the church. Half-way up

they are chamfered into octagon lanterns,

crowned with low spires. These spires seem to

us the weakest part of the design ; in fact, we

would sooner see them away altogether, as they

appear to us to disturb somewhat the general

harmony of the design and detract from the

dignity of the dome. The choir ends in an apse,

surrounded by octagonal buildings, which, we

suppose, will be used as sacristies. The interior

is very plain in respect of the architecture, but

a rich system of decorative painting is to be

adopted.

Another very fine church is being built by the

same architect on the Weiszgraben at Vienna.

It is a larger and more elaborate building than

either of the former churches. It consists of a

nave and aisles, with a very singular western

tower, transepts, and an apsidal choir. We do

not, however, think it equal in merit to the two

former churches, though it is undoubtedly a fine

building.

We must not leave Mr. Schmidt without

praising his excellent restoration of the Cathedral

Church of St. Stephen at Vienna. We should

like to see that restoration completed by the re-

moval of the Rococo altars, and substitution of

others more in harmony with the style of the

building.

A large new Romanesque church, dedicated to

SS. Cyrill and Methodius, has been erected at

Prague. It is a fine large church, and would be

good were it not for the introduction of tracery

into the windows, and the very modem look of

the spires.

The Votive Church at Vienna, designed by

Mr. Ferstel, is progressing rapidly. Aview of this

church, and particulars of other buildings by the

same able architect, have been published in the

Builder. The Votive Church is a noble building,

but to some extent a copy of Cologne Cathedral.

It is striking from its great size and pleasing

proportions.

The new Protestant church, opened a few

years ago, in Cologne, is a somewhat bald and

uninteresting building, in the Early Romanesque

style. The Protestant church at Deutz has a

pretty tower, copied from the eastern spires at

Wurzburg Cathedral, and which looks well at a

distance. The rest of the church is like a music-

hall, and thoroughly unecclesiastical in appear-

The new Lutheran churches at Donauwerth,

Ascbffenberg, Bingen, and St. Goarhansen, are

remarkable only for their badness. The two

former are of no style of architecture, and the

two latter are jumbles of every style. The same

may be said of the new Roman Catholic church

at Neustadt, in the Pfaltz,

brick, and plaster which is usually painted pink

;

and this abominable jumble the Munich archi-

tects coolly tell us is the “ Gothic for the future.”

Taste forbid

!

It is sad that Munich, which was the first place

where the revival of German ecclesiastical archi-

tecture flourished, should have fallen into such

child’s play. The now Protestant church at

Freising is one of the least oflensive examples of

this stylo we know of. The Franciscan church

at Passau is a restoration in which many of the

absurdities of this stylo have been perpetrated,

though it is nothing like so vf ild as most of the

specimens we have seen. Nearly every thing in

the building is iron or plaster, and the spire and

pinnacles are worthy of Batty Langley. We will

not, however, dwell any longer upon this dis-

agreeable theme, but will make a few observa-

tions upon some of the works of restoration now

in progress in Germany.

One of the finest restorations we know of is

that of the St. Godehard’s Church at Hilde-

sheim, by the architect Haas, of Hanover. This

noble Basilican church has been thoroughly re-

stored, internally as well as externally. The

fittings, which were in the Rococo style, have

been replaced with others more in keeping with

the building. A new high altar, entirely of

bronze and marble, and of very good design,

has been erected in the eastern choir. A

pulpit of stone, the panels of which are

inlaid with old Byzantine enamels, has been

set up |.in the nave. The choir has been

finely decorated by Wetter, of Cologne. A
splendid corona of very similar design to the

celebrated one in the cathedral has been made

from a drawing by the same artist. The very

elaborate mosaic pavement which forms the floor

of the choir and sanctuary, and the stained glass,

are also from his hand. We notice particularly

in this church that the decoration, instead of

forming a series of isolated pictures, having

nothing to do with each other, is arranged in one

scheme, and each separate figure or subject bears

a relation to the whole. Moat of the decoration

is on a gold ground, and the style of the building,

which is Early Romanesque, has been most

strictly adhered to. The restoration of the cathe-

dral at Speyer, which has now been completed

Two new’ churches of large dimeusionB have several years, is also a noble work : its chief

just been built at Ludwigshafen. One is Roman

Catholic and the other Lutheran. The Catholic

church consists of a nave and aisles under one

roof, and a deep chancel ; two towers, which are

intended eventually to bear spires, flank the

chancel, which terminates in an apse. The

building is of brick : the style is Second Pointed,

simple, unpretending, and very plain, but honest,

and good both in design and construction 5
it is

built by an architect of the name of Heobseb.

The Lutheran church is exactly the opposite to

this : it is very large, and externally is built in

a kind of bad Romanesque style, with moat

horrible detail, more resembling Saracenic than

any architecture we know of. Internally,

columns, roof, arches, and galleries are all of

Every portion of the church, externally

‘ See p. 793, ante. t See p. 9

and internally, is covered with poorly designed

ornament, borrowed from every style that ever

existed ;
in fact, it is one of the most pretentious

and detestable buildings we have ever seen. As

this church is built in what the Germans call the

Zukunfts Gothic,” or “ Gothic for the future,”

we must say a few words upon this style. We
fear Munich was the cradle of this new archi-

tecture, and certainly some of its wildest

vagaries are to be found in that city. Amongst

these must be mentioned the Maximillian Straase

and the Maximillianum. This style is founded

chiefly upon Florentine Romanesque and late

German Gothic. In order to make this jumble

more wonderful, Saracenic, Indian, and Chinese

ornaments aa-e stuck about the buildings in every

conceivable position. The material in which this

style delights is a bright glazed carrot-coloured

glory, however, is the magnificence of the deco-

ration. It is impossible for us in England to

imagine the effect of a cathedral nearly 400 ft.

long entirely covered with decoration, and its

walls ornamented with frescoes, every one of

which is a picture of the high merit, grand

in conception, noble in composition, and good

in execution. When shall we in England see

our public buildings decorated in such a manner?

When shall we see anything to equal the fres-

coes by Illenbach in the church of St. Appolinaris-

burg; by Steinlie,inthe churchof St. Giles, atMun-

sterj by Hess, in St. Boniface, at Munich; or those

in the cathedral at Mainz ? Or, to speakof secular

works, the frescoes by Steinlie in the ” Romer”

at Frankfort, and the mnseum at Cologne; and

by Rethel in the town-hall at Aix-la-Chapelle ?

Why cannot we do these thiugs in England ?

Our ideas of decoration seem to be confined to

painting stars or conventional roses on a blue

ground, or writing up inscriptions in Old Eng-

lish letters
;
and, if a figure ever is attempted,

it bears more resemblance to a “ Gny Fawkes ”

than a human being. The Church of St. Catul-

lus, at Moorburg, bus been restored and deco-

rated, and the fittings which were old have been

repaired, and those which were not in character

with the building removed. The noble fifteenth-

century high altar, for which this church is

chiefly celebrated, has been restored. The deco-

ration is rather too “cinque-cento” in character

;

but the general effect is rich and harmonious.

We have already spoken of the restoration of

Ratisbon Cathedral, and have given illustrations

(of the church, showing the new spires and
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lantera, being erected from the designs of
ilr. Detizinger.*

The cathedral at Augeborg has also been
jestored, and all the fittings that were not
Gothic taken away and replared by others in
harmony with the building. The new stained
glass is far from satisfactory,
The cathedrals at Halberstadt, Paderbom,

Minden, and Ulm, are also at present in course
of rwtoration, bat onr space does not pennit us
to gire a description of them. We regret also
that we cannot give an account of the works of
restoration now iDeing carried on in the following
churches Cathedral at Aix la Cbapelle, St.
Patroclus 8 Church at Soestj St. blicholas's
Church at Soest

;
the Weiss Church at Scest ; the

Cathedral. St. Geoi^e’s Church, and Holy Cross
Chapel, at iVaene

; St. Mar y’s Church atWtii zbnrg

;

St. Ludpei i at Munster
; the church of S. Maria in

Capitolio, St. Martin’s, St. Gereon’s the Minorite,
and Protestant churches at Cologne. The Lieb-
franen Church at Treves

;
the churches .at Ecter-

nach, near Treves; Main Bishofsbeirn, Stedt
Prozelten

; Scotch Benedictine Church at Eatis-
boD

; the Liebfrauen Church at Worms ; St.
Margaret s at Salzburg

;
St. Martin’s and the

Cemetery Church at Landshut.
Kor w-ill our space admit of more than

fied; ‘but we feel it is due to the competitors to
make this observation.

Since onr last number the committee has
selected ten plans, on which the encineer, the
medical officer of health, and the towm clerk are
to report separately with regard to both financial
and sanitaiy considerations, and the probable
cost of each plan as a test of the estimates sub'
mitted. The three plana mentioned in our last
ai'e included in the ten selected, but the others
are not marked, so wo cannot point them out.
No. G4a, by John Birch, appears to puseess

many of the pecnliarities of the dwellings of
Alderman Waterlow. The buildings are in two
blocks, facing the present streets^ with baths
and washhouses between. They are six stories
high. The rooms are too low, being but 8 ft.

from story to story. This architect supplies two
separate arrangements, one marked A, the other
B. The former is estimated at 24,0001., the
latter at 21,0C01. The plans are well drawn,
and exhibit talent; but we think they are too
expensive, cumbrous, and complicated for the
site and purpose.

No. 1, by C. H. Howell, is quadrangular on

No. 42, by John Glover, is another of the plans
mentioned as being in accordance with the Act,
but Trmcb more ambitious in its pretensions than
No. 47. The dwtllings are divided into blocks
by the staircases. ITjere is a good deal of pains-
taking merit about the- plans. The estimate,
again, is too low.

In No. 38 are contained so many plans,
schemes, and devices, that at first we were quite
bewildered* There are no less than five systems
exhibited, marked A, B, C, D, and E. We are
not desirous of going through our alphabet again,
so we must content ourselves with observing that
the internal merit they possess does not appear
to warrant the dilution the ideas of the author
seem to have undergone in attempting to do too
much.
No. 57, by Samuel Sharp, contains two trans-

verse streets. The arrangement is not an eco-
nomical one.

No. GO, by Adams & Longson, is crowded with
courts and cottages. They are peculiar in having
yards to all the houses.

In his explanation of No. 20, Mr. Bollet says
he has brought forward his plana with con-

pl»n. The lowest olasa of dwellrage contaiDii
j

sitlerablo diffldehee. Wo caonoi help ohaeiwin-
OB.y one room and nse of n general scullery: thnt a diasgreeable person might inv that the

mentioning the followini. new ehnr,.w " p"“
J j

fo” '“o™". sc'illtry, plans hardly jnstiSed him in that frame nf mind,

tesmn? chorcL-s at HsnoJIr^rd S T T I

'C' P ““ forth 1-y their
j

as they are it the mildest type. Forty-eight

Jesuit Church Pt Aix la phanlll^
^ Stutgard

; authors. Generally the dwellings <are grouped dwellings are all that are prodded for, and the

M^haben and Lechhan™
at

[

one on each side of the staircase. The wings entremo%implicity of the elevation Is almost

at Sachsenhansen, at Harbnrg at BerKn®'’ N?w ' ar‘’o’tOCr''Th57'n?^
arranged. Cost stated

[

Ind,crons. They appear to be arranged in four

cathedrals at Gran in Hnnf»n^’Tr oT,ri *- »\r
builcbngs are very high.

, tranverge blocks, divided into two flats.

Moravia- church ’at Eedwirz’ in i r?
u- in Parvo,” contains fifty-four No. 48 adopts the strange device of a postage

ohurch at Bostnberg* church ’
at Wiesbndpn ’!

ings, arranged on the ordinary cottage
;
stomp. Is the object to show that he ?tuct to ft

-. 1-
St ” itsbnden

,
I plan ; the site, with the fxcentinTi nf t.hrpfi frfiTiH. wLota of TTm.-i- o .-c ii

at Lan^erfeld nnd I '.i
’ site, with the f.vception of three trans- when at work ? Some merit is exhibited iu the

church at Doerini
Mnlheim

; and a convent vorse couvts, being quite covered with the pro-
I elevations, which are of n Gothic charaolsr.

It will be Been '^rnm fRe Yinrr V>o f v v
arranged in flats. i The plan forms a quadrangle surrounded with

wo mention ttat ecclesmetiolr or[i T I

^ Liltlcr’s dwellings are de- ' streets. The estimate is between S.COl'I. and

Tt at rstandstm [n rer.^nv
nrch.tectnre is e.dedly peculiar in being divided into no less ' O.OOOI., which is absord.

so manv newohnrohes ™ ”*
i

by Mer, is very badly drawn,

as in EMiand '
h7t fh r

G'™™?
I
Another pecnliarity seems to be the branching

I
Nos. 72 and 69, the former by Mr. G. Grnvson,

are much larier thn'nLnl'^’^hS
frem large central ones, ' and the latter marked "Light and Air," (Mr.

in this count?v In addffo^ I

the object of which arrangement we do not ap-
,

Moy) are very similar in arrangement. They
churches that were deseemteTat ih 'p

’
'U''.''”

Prt'bend. The plan wants unity and conueiion, are each estimated to coat 2S,000i., which seems

havrbeen re-oPcTed as for
'

“^-"‘e estima.e is ahsnrdl, low.
|

honcat. Both are in flats approached by gallo-

Ban” church at Wnr^hnrfT. ii v ® attention of the members
.
riog on the sides facing Gie quadrangle. The

church at Passan • f'firTneBtA’ 1 v.

Somely of Freemasons, by a Masonic position of the blocks on the site are similar toS VrotesS !
it to them.

, Ncs. 52 and 40. “ Eight and Air” possesses six

AbdintrhoQ' at Paderbom tProtl t
' Isaac Farrell, Dublin, is arranged

:

staircuses, and No. 72 only two. They wonld

Marv’e Hotbenburc^ nnd ntl a
quadrangles. The plan is decidedly origi- have been much better if they had been opened

wh/we do nr?t fSLT possessing a small yaJd, and through to the quadrangle.^ No. 72 is stated
.r

the same number water-closet in the upper fliHs constructed on '

to bo divided into 179 dwellings, about the
'The plan is to he commended from largest number contained in any of tbe plans.

ca , ...
Bhown on
better able

Tbe arrange-
ment of tbe sculleries and water-closets is good ;

of churches building in Germany that we do in lialconies.
England, is that the population of Germ;
not increased so much as that of
must also bo rtmembered that ot
tion and Revoliinon, as a rule, tbe monastic flats are inside The quadrangles- ....

case® han^ccfnvpr fnr
most

|

No. 49, by Eeade & Gcodi8on,is in the arrange-
,

the scullery forming a sort of passage to tbe other
pnrpoMs: and, ment of the blocts similar to No. 59, iIcBcribetl in; rooms. The imn|.rooms are largo, 16 ft. by

narishes hemn?!
fgo, many small

,

our last. 1 here are, however,four main staircases,
,

13 ft.
;
the bed-roums 10 ft-, by 10 ft. There

^ich were far '^larimk ^

through into the_ inner quad-
,
iwpear to be no fonr-roumed dwelliuge iu No. 69.were fur larger than required at that

time, and for mauy years after.

Before concluding this article, we must point
out what seems to ns the great clanger which
threatens Ecclesiastical architecture in Germany,
and that is the “ new style,” or what the Germans
call Znkunfts Gothic.” We have referred to
this style before and described its peculiarities,
and we feel sure that nothing can come of it
but the destruction of anything like good
taste and artrstic propriety. It is impossible to
invent a style for the fxtture; our duty is to design
for the present, and the future will take care of
itselfand invent its own architecture if necessary.
In conclusion, we congratulate tbe Germans upon
the great progrcFis they have made in Ecclesi-
astical architecture, especially during the last
ten years.

igle, and cental cartways in addition. Ono
,

The two rooms are put dowu at -i.?. per week,
of the peculiarities of the plans is the absence of

,

and tbe three rooms at 5s. The rents are too
sculleries, and^ the substitution of a sink, like : high. The probable return, is stated at a little
that of a butler s pantry, with waste-pipe, mecha- , over 5 per cent. It is a pity that so good a plan,
nicslly ventilated in the living-room, which can should err in a financial point,—that is, as
be closed np and made a dresser when not in I regards the high rentals; but, we think, if most
use. The bedrooms are commodious, and tbe

[

of the other competitors had been ns honest as
smallest dweHing contains a living and bed

|

“ Light and Air,” the returns they show from

LABOUEEES’ DWELLINGS COMPETITION,
LIVERPOOL.

We do not propose to lay before onr readers
a critical analybis of each set of plans. This
would be an unprofitable task. As in all com-
petitions there are certain gronps of plans which
may be classified, we must choose the simpler
method, and mention one or more of a group.
We feel keenly that we shall be unable to do full
justice to the competitors from the system of
espionage which the authorities have thought
proper to adopt, and their prohibition of any-
thing in the shape of written memoranda.
Where one has to trust to memory, it will not be
surprising if inaccnracies creep in. So long as
they aro not of a Ecrious kind we mnst be salis-

’ See pp. 691 and 609, ante.

room. A tender from a local builder is attached,
stating that be is prepared^to erect and complete
the bnildings for 17,0003. odd. The rents seem
to be extremely moderate, ranging from fls. 3d.
to 4a. 6d. The floors are fire-proof, and the
plan is characterised by simplicity. Tbe debate-
able point is the massing of tbe water-closets at
the ends.

No. 23, “ A Stroke for the Poor,” is decidedly
a bold stroke. We think, cubically speaking,
that the buildings are the largest shown in the
rooms, and the estimate is 28,0003. The play-
grounds are on the roof flats. Most of tbe
dwellings have three bedrooms.

^
No. 32, by Habershon & Pite, are incomplete.

No analysis of tbe plans appears to be appended,
and they seem costly.

No. 33, by Watford & Donkin, contain 108
tenements, of the Alderman Waterlow type.
The plans are well got up.
In No. 65, by Thos. Mercer, tbe dwellings are

grouped around tbe staircases, and face both
inwards and outwards, and consequently are
back to back; having, however, side doors to
the staircases, there would be through currents
of air. The estimate is too low.
No. 47, by John Reeves, is one of those plans

that were stated to be in accordance with the
Building Act and bye-laws. It only shows how
indifferent plans may be, notwithstanding such

J conditions being fulfilled.

the stated rentals would be very much less than
they wish us to believe.

No. 81, by John Brown, is covered with
buildings, and the openings to the courts are
very narrow.

No. 73, “ Verie,” possesses considerable merit.
The arrangement of the dwellings in principle is

somewhat like No. 65, by Thos, Mercer. The
sinks and closets are built out from the stair-

landings.

No. IG, mailed “Economist,” hardly bears
out its title, being apparently costly and compli-
cated.

The author of No. 38 appears to imsgine,
from the green bank shown between the blocks,
that the site is a rural one.

No. 3, marked, “ sans Pour,” is original
in having the blocks set a good distanoe back
from the streets, and the central area enclosed
with a glass roof. The plana display consider-
able ability; but we differ from the author with
regard to the sanitary effect of this arrarge-
ment. All such schemes must end in making
the dwellings one huge house with man}* rooms,
whereas the aim should be isolation end sepava-
‘•'in.

Having now touched upon the salient points
of the exhibition, though in far from nn exhaus-
tive manner, we may remark that there seems
something unsatisfactoiy in the way the com-
petitors are being treated. Of course, vrhere so
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laaBy interests are affectecl,—where one party

in the town wish the lionses built, and another

equally strong try to strangle the Bchemo with

the Building Act,—where the cottage-owners

oppose, and lukewarm friends smother with faint

praise—we may espect that everything will not

go quite smoothly or straight; but we were not

prepared to find a system of repression put in

force, or so much appearance of back-stair work

as hitherto has characterized the proceedings.

Again, an officer who has already prepared several

plans which have been rejected, should not have

been called in to sit in judgment upon the com-

petitors ;
for the moat honest mind is in danger

of a bias, more especially if he feels aggrieved at

the treatment he himself has received.

It seems doubtful whether the dwellings will

ever get further than the plans.

DESTEUCTION OF HER MAJESTY’S
THEATRE.

At ten minntes before eleven on the night of

Friday, the 6th inst., the inhabitants of the sub-

urbs saw the sky reddened by a mighty fire : at

ten minntes to twelve all was dark again ;
and

within that time her Majesty’s Theatre, in the

Haymarkat, with its fittings and pictures, its

grand organ and chandeliers, its scenery, ward-

robe, musical library, and irreuewable scores,

was utterly destroyed, nothing remaining but the

enclosing walls. The well-known facade in the

Haymarket, with its bas-relief of artificial stone,

and its colonnade, remains, with comparatively

few marks of disturbance, but behind it there is

desolation. A visit to the spot on the retnrn of

daylight showed the whole area open, cambered

only with a wet, smoking mass of remnants,

—

charred wood, half-burnt beams, a reeking heap

of silks and velvets.

The first opera-house in England was built on

this site by Sir John Vanbrugh, and was opened

in 1705. Some of the newspapers have said the

honse was always called the King’sTheatre tillour

present Queen’s acceasiou. But this is wrong, for

Anne was reigning when it was built, and it was
opened as The Queen’s Theatre. Amongst the

architects by whom it was altered from time

to time were Robert Adam, and M. Novo-

sielski
;
and when in 1789 it died the natural

death of theatres, Isovosielaki obtained an in-

creased area, and i-ebuilt tbo house very much as

we now see it, so far as the interior is concerned.

As the late Mr. I. B. Papworth observes, in an

account of the theatre, with Illustrations, given

in Britton & Pugin’s “ Public Buildings of

London,” the horseshoe form which Novosielski

then adopted was at that time a novelty in

British theatres, but was used by the Italians in

their edifices. The exterior, as we seo it, is

due to Messrs. Na^h & G. Repton, and was part

of the improvemeuts made under tho New
Street Commissioners in 1820. When this

alteration took place the lessee was Mr. Hollo-

way, and by him and his executors the sum
spent was about 50,0001., which apparently in-

cluded forming the Arcade on tlie west side of

the theatre on what was then known as Market-

laue. The columns of the colounade are of cast-

iron ;
the entablature is of Bath stone. Tho body

of tbe building is of brick, covered with Roman
cement,— at a time when Roman cement was
not rubbish. The bas-relief, which represents

the progress of music, Apollo and tho Muses
forming tbe centre, was executed by Mr. Bubb.

As left by Novosielski, the area of the auditorium

of Her Majesty’s Theatre was la/rgcr than that of

La Scala in Milan, notwithstanding what is

constantly said to the contrary. The length

from the curtain to tbo back of the boxes in La
Scala is 9-1 ft. ; tlio width from the back of the

boxes 78 ft., giving au area of 7,332 ft. lu Her
Majesty’s tbese dimensions wero 102 ft. and

75 ft., giving an area of 7,650 ft. : its height,

however, from floor to ceiling, the highest part

over the pit, was less. La Scala being 70 ft. aud

Her ILijesty’s 56 ft. The painting-room of Her
Majestj 's was in the roof, over tbe pit, and here,

at the vcutilator in years gone by, we have ac

times listened to Grisi and Lablache, hearing

everything distinctly in the intervals of a chat

with the then chief of the scenic department.

Not long agoau alteratiouwasmadewhichsome-
whatlessenedthearea.by bringing theproscenium

nearer to tho house, to tho extent, ifwe remember
rightly, of two boxes on each side. This was
done under the professional direction cf Mr.

Lee, and had its advantages both before and be-

hind tho curtaiu. If the comparison with the

Milan Opera-house wero continued in the latter

direction, the advantages would be found greatly

in favour of the Italian house. The stage of

our opera-house was moat inconveniently small,

and the accommodation generally was exceed-

ingly bad. The wardrobe, for example, was

up innumerable flights of stairs at the top

of the buildiug. It was an excellent house

for hearing and presented a noble expanse,

but in other respects was sufficiently abomi-

nable. Tho crush-room was insignificant, the

approaches were poor. The staircases were of

wood. Only the night before the fire it had

occurred to us when passing up one of them to

remark to friends as to what would probably be

the fate of the occupants of the upper part of tho

house in tho event of a fire occurring during a

performance. Faith in stone for staircases has

been recently lessened, and stone has been pro-

nounced against as a fire-resiating material-

By the new Building BUI before Parliament

stairs of public buildings are required to be of

“ fire-resisting materials,” and it would surprise

some to find on looking to the list of fire-

resisting materials that stone is not included.

It appears certain that stone stairs are not to be

relied on under fire: irregular expausion by

heat is fatal to them. Still it must be remem-

bered that they will not burn, and will afford safe

to warehouses (was tried at Drnry Lane Theatre

years ago), and, if we mistake not, some such

system is patented ; at any rate, it was sub-

mitted to us for our opinion four or five years

ago preparatory to such a step. We did not

advise the spending of any money upon it.

Water so discharged, if discharged, would be

sure to fall in the wrong place and be useless, oi-

on some hasty alarm would be made to do more

mischief than the cause of the alarm. As a

rule, however, tho affair would be out of order, or

the cistern empty, or the lever unapproachable,

or the whole system forgotten at tbe moment of

need. When Drury Lane Theatre was burnt

down in 1809, there were in the upper part

of it two immense reservoirs, sufficient to

inundate the house : whether they were empty

when the fire occurred, were forgotten, or

could not be reached, they failed in their pur-

pose. It seems, too, that a large iron curtain,

which bad been set up with the wise view of

dividing the auditorium from the stage, in the

event of fire, had been removed a few months

pvreviously, as it was found to be so rusty that it

could not be worked. The enormous tank over

the Opera-house is said by the architect to

the theatre to have been full of water, and

to have been used by the firemen in their

ineffectual and invsterious endeavour to put out

means of egress to an overtaken crowd that
I

tho fire before they sought for extraneous assist-

with a woodL staircase would probably perish. I
ar.ee. It is difficult to understand however, how

What would have been tbe position of the
!

with the control of such a body o. water as that

occupants of the upper part of tho house, had reservoir would hold they could have faded to

the fire at the Opera-house occurred during a per-

formance ? Escape would have been impossible

the loss of life would probably have been awful.

The recent fire, like others, has provoked an

immense amount of warning aud suggestion.

quench the fire if it were attacked at the outbreak.

The best means of protection appear to us to

consist in wiee planning, with a view to the

effectual division of the building into a.s many
'eparate compartments as practicable, the use

some wise and some otherwise. In a fortnight
|

of tbo greatest possible proportion of iinm-

itwill be forgotten, and if a new theatre were :

flammablematenalemtheconstrucuon.wateraud

then built, not the slightest consideration would appliances always athand and in order fur imme-

1 -• 1 . — no?.! «-.-rtar>Hnrr on f.ir diato usp. and contiuuous watchiiig by intelligent
be given to what has been said, excepting so far

as circumstances conveniently permitted. Look

at the two new theatres in Holborn, wedged in

amongst houses, as we have said belore, in the

most improper and unsuitable manner, one with

a stage not large enough to swing a cat on. At

tho Queen’s Theatre, Long-acre, tho accommo-

dation for those engaged, if we are not wrongly

informed, is of the most unsatisfactory kind. 'Two

members of the company, Mr. Clayton, comedian,

and the loader of the orchestra, have already in-

jured themselves by collision with a beam.

Look into tho property-rooms and odd corners

of most of our theatres : see what dust-heaps

and rubbish-shops they are. It is scarcely pos-

sible to get at anything or to know what they

contain. Why should the wardrobe be kept in

the theatre ? There should be a separate place

close by, or, at all events, in a compartment

enclosed with walls of its own, tbe connexion

being shut off with iron doors. We must not be

led, however, into observatious on the construc-

tion and planning of theatres. These points we
have before now treated of, on more occasions

than one, and shall return to them. Certain it

is, that the mode at present pursued is not a

good oue. Mr. Boucicault writes to suggest

what he terms a very simple process by which

theatres may be secured against destruction by

fire. He says,

—

“ Above the stage, and co-extensive w-ith it, there is a

gridirou floor, from which hap^a the pendent scenery.

Let the timbers of this floor, which is open-work, be laid

on their under face, with lines of siuall iron pipe, forming

a gridiron, pricked at every inch with holes: let this

sj'stein be in communication with tbe water-uisin constant

service. Let one lever which turns on the water be against

the wall of the stage on tho inside, another corresponding

lever contiguous but on the outside, so that the watermay

be turned on by a person either outside or inside of the

building. The effect of this operation would be to let fall

u continuous aud even deluge, more ellectual in chsoking

a fire than the jet from a hose, because it not only ad-

dresses itself to the seat of s ilre, but to adjacent iiiuterial.

A similar gridiron process should be introduced under-

neath the stage; another on the rafters over ihe audi-

torium; and a f.mrili in all available planes around the

ceiling, so placed that the rain from such would fuller

bo projected on the woodwork of the boxes aud stalls.

Each of these svstems should have a separate main, so

that each could be brought into operation separately
;
yet

the whole might be under tbe operation of one inas.er

main, by turniug on which the whole theatre, from the

bsclt’ of tbe gallery to the rear of tho stage, could be

deluged in a moment. It is of great importance that

such a process should be os readily worked from the out-

side as from the inside of ahailding. I believe that the

water companies supply what they term sealed mains;

that is, the constant service of the street main is con-

ducted into ths building, and the lever is there sealed up :

to break this seal is to confess the use of tho supply. Such

facilities exist, ss I am informed : nnd if they do not, and

the companies offer any impediment to their iotroduciion,

an Act of Parliament might be obtained to render such

assistance obligatory.”

The siig^stipn is not a new one. It has been

made on mure than oue occasiou with reference

diato use, and continuous watching by i

men. We want, as we sai-I at some length a

short time ago, a class of men, as watchers, of

a superior character to those now usually

employed.
The cause of the fire at Her M^jesly’3 Theatre

remains still unknown ; a defective flue and

spontaneous combustion have both been sug-

gested
;
the latter a by no means improbable

cause, notwithstanding'tbo fact known to every

one that oil is not used in sceue-painting. An
oily rag and some lamp-black, in a heap of

shavings or in other rags
;
the accidental conjanc-

tion of some other materials in heap of rubbish

such as we have before now eevn in theatres

;

or even a pile of rags or tow alone, would,

under certain circumstances, produce flame. In

the present case, however, wq have no grounds

to reason upon. The cansu is at present wrapt

in darkness, aud will, perhaps, remain so. We
venture, however, to throw out a suggestion

that occurs to us.

Tho last incident that took place on tbe stage

was the descent of Don Giovanni uniidst fire and

smoke to regions below. Can it be that a spark

was then lodged where it smouldered and spreaxl

until heat sufficient was generated to produce

flame, and the resultant destruction ? It .seems

very desirable that a more strict investigation

than we have yet. heard of shtiuld take place,

and that the watchmen should be made to give

a much more precise account than ia yet before

the public of what they werv d«>iag during the

whole of the evening, and of ihcir proceedings

when the fire was discovered. The coroner

might do good service by opening an inquiry

into the matter, and ought at oucc to interfere.

THE CONDITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
SCULPTURE.

I UELIEVE every thoughtful man asroes with

you that tbe result of England's visit to Paris

this year is the belief that in nearly every

branch of domestic and decorative art we are

sadly deficknt aud stupid, when oompared with

tbo art-workmen of i'raucc s-.a'i sotue of the

minor states of Europe. Indeed, so wide seems

tbe difi’erenco between us that the only thing

left for ns ia to look earnestly towards making

a better future. To this end I wish to make a

few remarks through your inQuentUl columns ;

aud, confining myself to my own particular

branch of art-work, will endeavour to point out

tbo defects in our system of working which have

mainly tended to leave us in the rear of other

nations.

, It has been said that we arc a cold and iuar-
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t Stic people. That, I think, many are prepared to
deny. Indeed, I think the man who first made
that assertion would not refose to deny the
existence of gold in quartz. The trae metal, I
believe, is here among ns; but we bungle in
refining it_. The old masters of the Middle Ages
found it in our race pure enough, and glorious
works they wrought with it. There were quick
brains and bright eyes in those days, and cunning
forms were invented, beautiful and new. No
tiring, no flagging, no self-satisfied laziness

:

8 style was worked up to its perfection
;

all was
done with it that mortal hands could do. They
worked with such love and healthy vigour that
four hundred years afterwards we go creeping
round their mighty structures with our eyes and
mouths extended in astonishment! And who
were these men ? No one can deny that they
were of our race and country. Then, is it

to be supposed that the faculties they were
capable of cultivating to such an artistic pitch
are now dead among us ? Such a day, I believe,
would forbode evil for England. We may have
become a hard-headed people ;—giants in me-
chanism, children in art. This is merely the
national result of a strictly mechanical age

j

and let us try to discover how this comes
about.

I think we shall find that the canker may
very easily be traced to our present system of
competition,—I am, of course, writing upon
architectural sculpture exclusively,—a compe-
tition which places one of our most interesting,
and the most public of arts, on a par with brick-
work and paving. There may be a few men who
would take exception to this remark; but I con-
tend that the exceptions are very few, and the
practice very general. Is it not a general prac-
tice, in large provincial towns especially, to lump

“ Yes, my dear
;
but look what a lot for the

money !
” She is not the only simple innocent

wandering about this world mistaking quantity
for quality. It is, I believe, generally thought
that the difficulties we have to surmount are
easy to overcome, and the heaviest of our studies
but light. With part of this I quite agree. Our
studies certainly are very light indeed, and I
have just been trying to explain that we are
only trained for the labour of the arm, and not
for the working of the head. Bnt the difficulties

to be surmounted are quite another thing. Let
us, for example, take a supposititious case. To-
morrow, perhaps, a man may receive orders
to carve a church recently restored—style,
thirteenth century. The next day one of the
fifteenth

;
or he may be instmoted to execute

carvings for a Classical or a Byzantine building.
A gentleman may write for him to attend to his
villa, which is either Italian, Elizabethan, or that
indescribable stylewhich takes its rise—and often
its fall—in suburban districts. Now, will any
one think for a moment how much study is re-

quired to thoroughly master even three of these
styles ? Say, Early English, Perpendicular,
and Renaissance

; the easy grace and lovable
forms of the first, the severity of drawing and
modelling in the second, and the wide range
afforded to fancy in the last. To work in these
with a master-hand a man’s remuneration should
be sufficient to procure him the means for
travelling to inspect the best examples of each

;

or allow him, at least, the means to purchase the
best models to be obtained of them. But such a
consideration seems never to be dreamed of, and
all that is required from ns is that the work
should be done somehow for the money allowed
for it in the builder’s contract.
What can come of it but barrenness of thenght

sculpture toother with all the meohanioal
|

anti poverty of feelinc; ? Starvation prices natu-
trades required in building, and give it straight

' rally bring forth unhealthy ideas stunted in their
into the hands of the builder? And what is the

:
growth. I have often heard it stated that if

consequence? The builder, of course, sends it carvings were not put in with the builder’s gene-
round to half a dozen men until he obtains the ral contract, in many cases the building com-
cheapest. Now there are architectural sculptors

|

mittee would look upon money so expended aswho _wor.c for eightpence per hour, and there are
,

so much capital running to waste. That may be
architectural sculptors who could not be ob-,true; for it is generally, though quietly, whis-
tamed for four times that amount : then how

!

pered that building committees are generous
otteu, may we suppose, have the latter the means enough not to monopolise all the wisdom in the
ot showing their skill under such a system ? world. But how is it that the system works so
There is, perhaps, nothing so convincing as per-

{

well in Scotland, and many parts of northern
soual experience; and from that let me then take

:
England, where every trade engaged sends in a

one little instance. Some time ago I applied to separate tender ? And why not here ? We find
a gentleman lor the carving in a church of his , that carvings are executed there; and well ton
designing : he referred me to the builder, to —for example, the British Linen Company’swhom I gave an estimate, which he said was in

! Bank in Edinburgh. Where have we. in Lon-
every way satisfactory. Time went on, and I don or the provinces, a modern elevation to
wondered, in my innocence, why I had not been
instructed to proceed with the work : I wrote for
an explanation, and in return was informed that
a person had undertaken to do the thing thirty
per cent, under my price; and, thinking it would
be useless to apply to me for such a reduction,
they had signed with him to commence at once !

In this thought they were wrong. The virtues of a
Phociou would never suit this era. Indeed, I

venture to say that if the self-denying old Greek
had lived in our time he would have been voted
an imbecile, incapable of taking care of himself,
and in all probability given over to the mad
doctors. Being a strong believer in Darwin’s
theory of existence, I should have undertaken
that work at the reduced price, or even lower
than that, and employed inferior men to do it

the profit accruing to me would have been rela-
tively the same, the difference being in the
price paid for skilled and unskilled labour.
Perhaps this little confession may seem rather
iudiscreet, but it is best that the truth should be
held up plainly to those who are too mentally
blind to find it for themselves. This is not an
accidental occurrence, a difficulty to be stumbled
over once in a life-time

; the same thing comes
up to cramp the hands ofa hundred others every
day. Work done under this system might be
tolerated if it could be confined within its own
limits, but its consequences cannot be restrained

;

it is the one stone dropped into the lake, and
its influence circles out and spreads over the
whole surface of the art. Its natural sequence
is a beggarly, wretched, pitiful scale of remunera-
tion even at the best, a remuneration which
works the muscle of the arm but fails to engage
the action of the mind.

I have read somewhere of a brainles.s wench,
who, on the eve of her marriage, goes to buy
some necessary utensils for the new home

;
she

comes back laden with a lot of unnecessary pots
and pans, not one of which is capable of holding
water. But when her future lord points out the
paltry nature of her purchase, she answers.

excel that in its sculptured details? I have not
the pleasure of knowing the sculptor’s name,
but his work proves that he has not been
“economised” as we are.

Need we ask what has become of the spirit of
symbolism, which was made to tell such won-
derful tales in the old work that a carver could
make the forms he produced read like a story,
book. It has been cast aside, we know; but has
anything better or more instructive stepped into
its place ? Again : let us examine some of the
best carved of our modern Renaissance facades,
and we shall find them, nearly without excep-
tion, empty and meaningless. There, to be sure,
is that everlasting, undying acanthus - leaf,

twisted and tortured into cruel and unnatural
shapes enough to make one listen for its shriek,
ing. But where must we look for the graceful
human and animal forms, or the fanciful gro-
tesques, which alone give life and vigour to the
style ? Down with the other good tilings, sacri-
ficed at the feet of the modern god economy and
his unholy trinity 1. s. d. It is all very well, and
I have no doubt quite proper, that certain
voluble gentlemen should let off high-stepping
speeches every now and then about oitr want of
enthusiasm

; but let me ask, who made the con-
ditions we all complain of? Who brought our
art down to its present degradation ? Slaves
can seldom emancipate themselves when their
masters are many; but I venture to say if the
architects of this country—our masters— in-

stead of hunting after the “ cheapest,” would
only apply for the lest models, or sketches, for
the sculpture in their works, and let the best
take it at something like a fair remuneration,
they would soon find that English carvers would
produce something good enough to win the
admiration of those who now look upon them
with contempt.

I fear I am trespassing too much upon your
limited space already; but I cannot conclude,
without thanking you sincerely for the earnest
efforts you have before made, and are now

making, to lift the minor arts of this country
into a higher and nobler sphere. I do not despair
that the end will be obtained

; for I am buoyed,
like many others, with the recollection that your
valuable journal has taught men to recognise
some of the greatest social tmths, and success-
fully exposed some of the vilest social errors of
modem times. With your powerful advocacy,
men cannot be long blind to the fact that the
finest and purest feelings of humanity can be
as readily touched through the eye as the ear

;

and that everything endowed with beauty and
purity of form must leave an unconscious though
evident impress on every human heart. The
more general such forms become, and the oftener
they can be made to arrest the eye of the unre-
fined and vulgar, so often will society gain by
the influence of their silent teaching.
My pen is far too feeble to hold up the full

importance of this subject, or I would endeavour
to use my strength in exhorting those who are
near akin to us—the metal workers, gem en-
gravers, embossers of silver and gold, the
painters of domestic ware, and every man who
by his art enriches the value of the raw material,

—to take up this vital question as a common
cause. I would urge them to mark out the
errors, in their various ways of working, which
cramp them down and hold the inventive talent
of each in useless bondage. It has been wisely
said that there is too much of thinking in crov:ds

among us : wherever such is the case, individual
thought and action are too often smothered by the
dominant voice of a mediocre majority

;
for

originality can never spring up without self-

reliance and an untrammelled singleness of
thought. Let us then look well among ourselves,
seeking and casting out all that tends to weaken
and impoverish art, even in common objects

among us
; and where the evils are too great for

our unaided strength to subdue, let us drum
them into men’s ears until we compel them to

stand and listen. When this is attained, and a
proper liberal acknowledgment of skill is estab-
lished among us, it requires no spirit of prophecy
to foretell that the art-workman of this country
will not be long ere he shoulders the best men
now marching in the van of other nations.

John Roddis, Carver.

THE VALUE OF CAREFUL BAROMETRICAL
OBSERVATIONS AT SEA.

The sad calamity at St. Thomas’s, West Indies,

now so fresh in the minds of all, which lias

brought such sorrow through the length and
breadth of the land, and which now appeals
through the channels ofthe press and the private
influence of the charitable, gives evidence in the
interests of science and those entrusted with the
lives and riches of others, that their knowledge
and conduct on such occasions should be rightly

estimated, especially when derived from expe-
rience and the truthful indications afforded by
that valuable instrument the barometer, whether
aneroid or mercurial.

a listener in the private circle to the
description given by the commander of the
Royal Mail steam-ship Solent, I venture, even at
the risk of being tedious, to offer a few details

which, doubtless, will be fully aporeciated by
those who know little of the dangers at sea,

and whom ouch details may enable to more
fully comprehend the graphic pictures that have
appeared in the daily press, of those harrowing
scenes now the substance of the past.

On the morning of the 29th ult. the Solent left

St. Thomas’s for Peter Island at about 6 a.m.,

to transfer to the Rhone her passengers, mails,

about a million dollars’ worth of specie, and a
valuable cargo; tlie weather squally, aneroid at

the usual height for that hour in the morning,

—

29'95. As the ship approached Peter Island,

steering an easterly course, the barometer was
observed to fall slightly, the wind freshening
in squalls from the northward with much rain,

though as yet giving no unusnal indications of
anything serious at hand. After reaching
Drake’s Channel, the Sole7\t hove to under the
stern of the Rho7ie, anchored off Great Harbour,
Peter Island, about 9 a.m. Now friendly com-
munications passed between the two command-
ers in reference to the weather; both looked
forward to the coming of a strong breeze, and
thoQght it advisable not to come alongside for

the discharge of cargo, &c. The glass had now
fallen to 29'S4, and the late Captain Woolley, of
the Rhone, at once thought of shifting his

anchorage, supposing it would only be what
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tlie barometers now rising as rapidly as they had

previously fallen, the wind still steadily blowing

from the same point, S.S.E. i E. Towards even-

ing, as the weather cleared up, the Conxoay was
observed on shore near the town at Tortola, dis-

masted, and her funnel gone. Nothing of the

havoc that had befallen the vessels in the har-

bour and the town of St. Thomas was known
until the Solent wended her way into that port,

the particulars of which are so painful and sad

that we forbear to retouch on them here. To
render this hurried sketch of the condition of a

single vessel more correct and intelligible, we
append a diagram of the progress and passage of

the storm over the Solent, and for the correct-

ness of which the writer is indebted to the com-

mander, who has been invalided home in conse-

quence of the injuries received.

Although the storm passed over the ship, the

diagram represents it as if the ship had passed

through the storm, the rate of its travelling

being considered equal to twenty miles an hour.

is commonly called a “ norther,” or a steady

gale blowing from the northward. The com-

mander of the Solent steamed his ship to

windward, and hove to for a little time to con-

sult his chart, watch the aneroid, and consider

what course to adopt. Finding this valuable

and trustworthy instrument, of which there

were two for guidance, still falling, and the

wind inclined to veer to the westward, from his

previous experience under similar circumstances

two years ago that month, in the Havannah,
where the centre of a hurricane passed over his

ship, he determined on anchoring about a mile

to the northward of Peter Island, so as to have

the shelter of that island for the second or

worst part of the storm, which he knew would

be from the southward. About ten o’clock the

aneroid stood at nearly 29'80, after which the

hands could be almost seen to move, as the hands

ofa watch, rapidly falling. The starboard anchor

had already been let go, according to the law of

storms, the wind veering westerly. The port

anchor was bow let go, veering to the clinch

on the starboard one, and to 75 fathoms on

the port. All hands were employed securing

boats, furling awnings, sending masts and yards

down, lashing everything about the decks, and

preparing for a very heavy gale. There was not.

necessity. The sheet-anchor was got ready for

letting go, in case of a cable parting, and the

engineers were set to the engines to work them
with full pressure of steam if necessary.

An awful period of suspense was this dread

lull. At 12'40 p.m. it became almost dark, and

of a sudden a most fearful and terrific rush of

wind succeeded from the S.S.E. i E., and

struck the ship upon the port broadside, heeling

her over nearly on her beam-ends, blowing her

fore and mizen masts and main-top mast out of

her; this, though housed, went into three pieces,

the port cable parting, although running out,

when the sheet-anchor was let go, the engines

being set going gently ahead, with the helm hard

down, to bring the ship’s bead to wind. The
vessel was now a scene of devastation; boats,

seats, hen-coops, portions of the masts and

rigging, broken skylights, &c., were carried

overboard, endangering the lives of those who
were at the post of duty during the fury of the

elements. IJnfortunately, the first and second

officers were already disabled. The crew, con-

sisting of blacks, were paralyzed with fear, and

ran off deck below for security. The whole duty

of now managing this vessel in her sad distress

devolved on the captain and third officer, Mr.

Duncan, who nobly stood by him, and together

however, sufficient time to get down more than they managed to get the helm amidships by

the fore-yard and house the main-topmast, before
j

means of the relieving tackles, which judiciously

all were called from aloft to secure themselves
,

had been hooked on ready, the ship now coming

from danger. The Conivay had steamed away
!
gradually head to wind, it being impossible to

for anchorage about Eeef Island ; but the thick ,
stand at the wheel from the force of the gale,

haze prevented seeing whether she reached that
[

Already the captain had suffered some severe

point. The Rftouehad been seen making all due I
blows and falls, having been blown down the

preparations to meet the emergency. On board
j

fore-hatchway, and struck severely m the back

the Solent steam was kept ready. At eleven i by a nine-gallon breaker, which, out of nautical

o’clock the Rhone was seen rolling heavily at • terms, is an iron-bound cask that had been fitted

anchor. The storm increased, and at noon was for an anchor-buoy, which was blown from where

blowing a fearful hurricane, wind steady at it was lashed, and came at him like a cricket-

ball, throwing him many yards along the deck.

After 1 p.m. the barometer began to rise, and

about 1‘30 p.m. the weather improved a little,

but still blew furiously. The engines were kept

gently going, easing the cables
;
and at 2 p.m.

the barometer was rising rapidly, the wind still

steady at S.S.E. i E.

The Admiralty naval agent, Mr. H. "W. Bur-

nett. kindly gave his assistance at such a critical

juncture, by watching and noting the changes of

the aneroids and weather, to which it was impos-

sible the captain’s personal attention could be

directed at such an hour. The judicious an-

chorage chosen by the commander, Captain J. M.

Gillies, sheltered the vessel from the effects of

I the heavy sea. The weather gradually improved,

N.N.W. iW. The aneroid had fallen to 27‘95,

indicative of 2 iu. in the mercurial column in

six hours; at 1215 p.m. it fell a dead calm,

with a considerable sea. The aneroid re-

mained steady at 27‘95 for the short period of

twenty-five minutes {vide diagram), whilst the

centre of calm was passing over the ship, when
two light flashes of lightning, with indistinct

thunder, were seen and heard. These, with the

condition of the aneroid and the treacherous

calm, warned the captain of the speedy approach

of the most-to-be-dreaded part of the storm,

thongh those less acquainted with these terrible

visitations might have supposed all danger bad

subsided; yet he felt it was close at band, and

made further and due preparation to meet the

THE TRADES UNION MOVEMENT.

Ix respect to the malicious damage to two

stone caps at the Church of St. Mary Magdalen,

Paddington, the Operative Masona' Society

held a special meeting to disclaim the act as a

unionist one. Mr. Dyer, the secretary of the

committee, said that, as far as the society was
concerned, they had only to fall back on their

old character. Their association had existed

for thirty-three or thirty-four years, it num-
bered thousands of members, and the employers

knew well that during its existence it had never

been guilty of rattening, or any similar crime.

A long discussion then ensued, in the course of

which every member who spoke condemned in

the strongest terms the outrage which had been

committed at Paddington. One of the speakers

pointed out that their rules not only forbade

rattening or any similar crime, but even enacted

very severe penalties against any person who
used abusive language towards an employer. It

was unanimously resolved,

—

That we deplore the outrage at Paddingtoo, bat deny

most emphatically any complicity or knowledge of the

affair; and we trust that public opinion, .iudring'us by

the past, will not assume that such a despicable outrage

could at the present moment hare been perpetrated by
members of the Society of Masons; hut should such

prore to be the case, we shall be glad to hear of each un-

worthy members receiving such a severe punishment.”

Two abominable outrages have been com-

mitted at Belper. For some time the workmen

of Mr. John Watson, the largest nail manufac-

turer in Belper, have i-efused to work, owing to

improved machinery being introduced that

would assist the workman in his daily work.

The Union stated that no horsenail - maker

should work for Mr. Watson so long as he should

continue using the machinery, he having com-

menced operations on a small scale at Wirks-

worth. Amongst the men who worked in

opposition to the dictates of the Union, was an

old man residing at Gorsey Hundred, Belper, of

thenameof Nightingale. Howasleaving hiswork-

shop at Belper one evening lately, having in his

hand the nails that he had made during the day.

After he had locked the door he was felled to the

ground by a life-preserver from behind by some

dastardly ruffian, and while on the ground his

assailant dealt him other fearful blows. Night-

ingale had shouted “Murder,” which attracted

the attention of a woman, who came to his assist-

ance, when the murderous villain took to his

heels ;
but not before the witness had a full oppor>

tunity of seeing his face, having a lighted candle

in her hand, which, it is to be hoped, will yet

shed a retributive light upon this diabolical

deed of darkness. In the same town two nail

shops have been broken into through tho roofs,

and several pairs of bellows destroyed, because

the two men to whom they belonged were some

trifle in arrear of the compulsory black-mail,

called “ contributions,” to the Belper Nail-

makers’ Union. The police have used every

exertion to find out tho guilty persons ;
but such

is the terror evinced, that some are afraid to

state facts that have come to their knowledge.

The measures necessary for putting an end to

the abuses of trades’ unions formed the subject

of a paper read by Mr. Frederic Hill, of the

General Post-office, late Inspector of Prisons, at

a meeting of the Jurisprudence Department of

the National Association for the Promotion of

Social Science, held at 1. Adam-street, Adelphi ;

Mr. William Overend, Q.C., chairman of the

,
Trades’ Unions Commission, in the chair.
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ilr. Hill cummenced his observations by re-

marking that, until the appointment of the
present commission, the conutry had no concep-
tion of the amount of tyranny and crime which
trades’ unions produced; of the thraldom in
which a large portion of tlie best of our artisans
are kept

; of ^the harassing and mischievous in-
terference to which employers are subjected

;

and of the injury to the public generally caused
by the crippling of production. Ho did not.
however, intend that this condcmuation should
apply to all trades’ unions, nor to all the pro-
ceedings of some of the worst of them. But
ivhen trades’ unions, not Imiiting their actions
to legitimate ends, applied their power in
coercion,

_

whether of fellow -workmen or em-
ployers, in very many cases to terrorism, and in
some to even maiming and murder, such unions
became gangs of criminals leagued together for
the cstablislimeut of a despotism wholly sub.
verpivo of Jaw and justice, utterly opposed to the
spirit of English institutions, and absolntely in-
tolerable. Under these circumstances it behoved
every member of the community to do all in bis
power to abate this monstrous evil, and to unite
in au energerio effort to procure the adoption of
tho.se remedies which afforded the best prospect
of success.

By three measures—the lieu on trades’ union
funds, so US to make them responsible at law for
damage to property or person, the appointment
ot a public prosecutor, and the adoption of
effective means fur diffusing a knowledge of
political economy, he thought the monstrous
evil with which they had to deal would soon be
greatly abated and brought within dimensions
no longer formidable enough to cause national
alarm. Amongst the further measures which
JiO would recommend was the appointment of
looil judgi^.s to try all matters not considered of
sufficient importance to reserve for the superior
courts; (ffject which might be obtained by
^viijg criu'.iiial jurisdiction to county.court
judges. His next proposal was to give to the
Government such a general control of tho police
of the country as would secure, where necessary,
especially in case of riots, swift and combined
aeciori.

^

He would also earnestly repeat a recom-
mendation, which he formerly made, as an in-
spector of prisons, for the establishment of a re-
serve police, to be called out whenever the
ordinary police was insufficient. And the last
measure he would venture to suggest was the
appointment of Government auditors, who, on
the application of .any trades’ union, should
undertake, on proper payment, to examine the
aeconiits and assets of tho concern so as to give
un opinion’ upon their solvency. Were those
measures carried out, ho thought they would go
far to remove the evils which spring from tho
existence of trades’ unions.
A discussion followed the reading of the paper,

after which the chairman said ho had derived a
good deal of experience of the v urking of trades’
unions from tho Sheffield inqui y. He had seen
a great many of their abuses, . it he was never-
theless not blind to the advanla.Lros which might
exist in connexion with tho sw- a-m. A working
man was entirely in the power of his maste^
who could discharge him or reduce his wages at
his discretion; and if, by joining' with one, two,
three, or more of bis fellow v, urkmen, he was
enabled to protect himself against injustice, no
one Could blame him for doing so. It was a
perfectly legal and legitimate at:, and it was the
only way in which, in many cast s, men could get
an increase of wages, which the masters were
too often inclined to depress. Every man or

^ right to say to an employer,
“ We will leave your employment if you do not
give us a certain rate of wages but uufor-
wnately traces’ unions did not stop at that,
'^ey sought not only to obtain liightT wages fur
themselves, but they tried to prevent masters
from employing others. They did more than
that : they tried to prevent non-unionists from
working for tl.o-e masters wlio did not accede to
their terms. Uis c%vn opinion was tliat trade
imioiis as nt prest'nt constituted had a tendency
to make thi-ir members resort to terrorism and
OTime for the purpose of enforcing their laws.
That, of course, was a state of things which could
not be tolerated in a civilised comuumity.

MAXCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

The opening meeting and conversazione of the
members of this Association were held on the
19th ult., at the Cathedral Hotel; Mr. L. Booth,
the president, in the chair. The Hon. Secretary
(Mr. A. Darbyshire) read the seventh annual
report, which stated that- continued success
attended the operations of the Association, and
during the year twenty-five names had been
added to_ the list of associate members. The
introduction of the archmological and student
elements had tended to increase the interest and
usefulness of the Association. Papers had been
read and discussions had taken place during the
session, the principal of which was upon the
amendmefat of the present unsatisfactory form of
builders’ contracts. The classes for students had
been successful aud were highly appreciated,
and the Association were nnder great obligations
to Mr. Dalmard for his gratuitous assistance in
the department of anatomical and figure draw-

^ interesting paper had been read by
M. Ludwig Oppenheiraer, of Vienna. Delegates
had attended the meeting of the Architectural
Alliance, in London, last September, and the
Association had visited the Association in Liver-
pool, and inspected some of the more important
buildings in course of erection there. The
annual excursion was to Hoghton Hall. The
Chairman delivered the annual address and
review of tho past session. With regard to the
competition for the new Town Hall, he said he
saw no reason to complain of the manner in
which that competition had been conducted. On
the contrary, it might well be considered to
mark the commencement of a new and improved
practice. It was the most sensible and fairly
conducted important public competition he had
known.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of members was held
on Friday evening, the Gth instant, at the House
in Conduit-street; Mr. R. Phene Spiers, presi-
dent, in tho chaii’.

At the pMTTODa meeting (held on the 22iid ult.) aroso-
laiion wae proposed and, after some debate and opposi-
tion, eventually carried, to the effect that it would be
flcsiratl# to establish a class of honorary members who
should have the samo privileges as ordinary members,
with the exception of voting and standing for office, and
a vested interest in the property of the Association. lu
order to give effect to this resolution, it became necessary
to alter nprtftin tiP ^Ka AniAa a 1 _ _ i. .

.

materials to be found in the neighbourhood of
the buildings to be erected. In mixing the con-
Crete it would be necessary to add more water
in summer than in winter, and not to weaken
the cement by putting in either too much sand
or too much water. For his own part, he used
as little sand as possible, but the best and
purest cement he could find in the proportion of
one of cement to seven of gi-avel. A great ad-
vantage in the use of concrete was that it did
not require the use of skilled labour, with the
exception of a single carpenter to superintend
the whole of the building. The latter could tell
where to put the chimneys and frames for
windows and doors, fire-places, &c., as also tho
blocks for fixing the staircases. With regard to
ornamentation, the necessary mouldings for
doors and windows could be cai-ried out in a
thin coat of cement by aid of a wooden fiiame,
which could be worked with ease and mathe-
matical accuracy. He contended at some length
that a concrete house was stronger and warmer
than one of brick or stone, and that it did not
absorb the moisture which buildings composed
of those materials always did.

In reply to queations, Mr. Tall stated that the
cost of concrete dwellings, as compared with
that of brick and stone, depended upon the de-
scription of materials necessary for the manufac-
ture of the concrete in the locality where the
buildings were to be raised. In some cases the
cost would not exceed one-third that of brick,
bat the average might be taken at one-half.
There would also bo a saving in the matter of
rain-pipes, &c.

The discussion was adjourned until a fatore
day.

Tho Chairman announced that on the next
evening of meeting a paper would be read by
Mr. W. White on “ Systematic Proportion in
Architecture.”

ST. MARTIN’S SCHOOL OP ART.

The prizes awarded to the students attached
to this school, as tho result of the annual com-
petition, were presented last night in the school-
room in Castle-street, Endell-street.

Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., occupied the chair,,
aud gave the prizes. There were also present
Mr. C. Landseer, R.A., Mr. H. O’Neil, R.A.,,
Rev. Mr. Humphrey, vicar of St. Martin’s, Mr.
T. S. Watson, and others.

The Rev. R. G. Maul (the hon. secretary)'
made a brief preliminary statement, and ob-

IV- Bl.f VUCCl, lu llll» r .V ..-vVAiUC
to alter oertsin ('f the roles. A motion having now been

“ ovtiteuieui-, liuu un-
made to this effect, Mr. R. W. Edia opposed any ohange I

Served that he hod never met the students withm the constitution of the Association, contending in the
! more pleasure, for never had the srhnol eejnefirst instance that snffleient notice bad not been L^n of nut on ..o nt, *! U •

80 material an alierafion
;
next, that the opinion of the I

as on that occasion,
last meeting (composed of less than fifty members) could

(

Bowler, the inspector from South Ken-
not be ooasidered as a aap'sfactory representation of the

I

Sington, addressed the meeting poiutiutr outlecling of a society consisting ofupwards of 400 members -
' ehof p /-

pumu out
and that it would be undesirable to admit to the Associ^ i

the object of Government m establishing
tion gentlemen who, declining to come in on equal terms

i

throughout the country was to
with the other members, iTouId, in fact, become patrons,

I

produce a staff of designers for manufacturing

, he' P'“=P ”
Association had now among its members not only a Pro- I

markets 01 the world; but that the pre-
tesBor ofarchitecture, but several Fellows of the Inaiitute, ;

liniinary steps iu the necessary course of
instruction differod in no respect from such as

^

Till- iritTnoponiTAX SimitT B tes.—A deputa.
tmii from the Metropoliian Board of Works hare senbed the manner in wliioli Ve nrccared lh(

rte
At concrete, and the proportion, of cSn™re

tj w
oiuer jearnett societies; and that it

would be paying them a bad compliment to elect honorary
members who would not come in upon equal terms with
them. In conclusion, he moved ae an amendment, “ That
no alteration as proposed be made in the rules.”
Some diBcnssion ensned, in which Mr. Plumb Mr

Biomfield, Mr. Blashili, and others, took part’; ’and
eventually an amendment to the proposed amendment
was moved, to refer the consideration of the subject back
to the committee for reconsideration; the president ob-
serving that this would be the more respectful course aud
that m all probability the question would be ” bheired ”
if this suggestion were adopted.
On a division, however, the latter aniendment was neca-

tived. The am-ndment of Mr. Edis was then put, and
earned by a majority of eighteen in a very crowded
meeting.
The lollowing gentlemen were elected memberi of the

Association Mr. Spencer, Folkestone
;
3Ir. F Edwards

Beckenham; Mr. E. Street, laliugtou; Mr. P Fowler’
juu., Bnxton

;
Mr. H. Gimlet, Champion-hill • Mr LDay Peckham; Mr. Reynolds, New Cavendi-h-street •

Mr. J. Stem. New Cavendish-street
;
Mr. A Young South

Lambeth
; Mr. A. W. Burton, Purfleet

;
Mr. JamesWeir

Great Mariborough-street
; Mr. B. Eielyn, Cumbridge’

Blrect, Pimlico; Mr. Middlemist, Sunderland; Mr H
; Nr. Hurst Knight, Dalston

; and
Mr. W . Mills, Norwood.
A vote of thsnks was passed to Mr. Heywood, the

.^chitect of the JHolborn Valley improvements- snd to
Mr. Blsebill, for his kindness in conducting the members
over the works.

Mr. Tall then read a paper on “Concrete
Dwellings,” and exhibited hie apparatus for the
construction of walls, &c., iu that material.
IlaTing explained the various experiments which
he had made to perfect his apparatus, he de-
scribed the manner in which be prepared the

would be taken with a view to acquiring pro-
ficiency in pure art.

Mr. B. Hope then addressed the students,
taming his observations principally to the case
of those who bad not carried off prizes. They
tnnst not suppose that art-scbouls were merely
places in which gold, aud silver, and bronae
medals were to be won. Let them not degrade
their noble study so much ae to look at it merely
in the light of a horse-race or a boat-race, where
the honours were carried off by one competitor,
and there was nothing in the shape of recom-
pense left to those who were second in the race.
The commercial use of these schools had been
cleverly and clearly pointed out by the preceding
speaker, but it was not the whole case. Why
was that room so crowded on that occasion ?
They were not all designers, nor had they all the
idea of turning their art-knowledge to pecuniary
purposes. Their object, he hop-d and was per-
suaded, was higher than this; and he was so
warm an advocate of these schools because, in
this grinding, steaming, puffing, express train
travelling age—in this age ofsmoky towns, nar-
row streets, and much distress, and of hard poli-
tical debatcp, they wanted to have some thoughta
and ideas above those low material interests.
True edticatiou implied training as well us know-
ledge, and could never be considered as having
successfully accomplished its purpose unless it
left the mind clearer and sharper than it found
it. The art-education ofl’ered in these schoolsnlr^.rT AO, 1 / i

cmp. 1C. one art-education ofiered in these schoolspings, sand, ic., used up according to the I supplied, to a great extent, the place of the lite-
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rary and njathematical traiuing that was given

in the higher places of education, and which was

beyond the reach of the persons for whose benefit

these schools were opened
;
and they also served

to spread a healthy diil’usion of sound art-

principles throngh the land. The speaker con-

cluded an animated address by congratulating

Mr. Casey (the head-master) upon the successes

of his students.

Mr. Hope then handed the prizes to their re-

spective winners, accompanying each with afew

genial expressions of congratulation and encou-

ragement; the last presentation being the Na-

tional Gold Medal to Mr. Herbert Johnson, who,

on the previous night, received a silver medal at

tho Royal Academy, for a study from the

antique.

An address was then read by Mr. H. O’Neil,

R.A., on the “ Object and Method of Art Educa-

tion.” Amongst other points be gave the

students a strong caution against the too great

tendency to realism of the present day, observing

that although it was essential to copy with the

greatest accuracy all the details of an object

—

its defects as well as its beauties—they were not

to look on this as the end of art; that the real

artist would nob confine himself to what could be

seen in any one object, but bring his imagination

to aid in combining and harmoniously arranging

all elements of beauty. He observed that this

ronning after tho real was not confined to

pictorial art, but pervaded literature and the

drama
;
that many people would rather go to see

real water run from a real pump on the stage

than listen to the words of Shakspeare from the

month of a fine actor.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of

thanks to Mr. Maul, the honorary secretary, and

to Mr. Hope for kindly taking the chair.

PRESERVATION OF ANCIENT
BUILDINGS.

rt tlianmoBt Medieval work." . . . “ T consider that, aa

0 call ouraelvea an Architectural Association, we thoiUfl

v.o whot we can rather to improve the taste of our archi-

tects, and show what is cood to the public, than to merely

publish a sort of architectural crib for daily use. H
are ever to have any architectural art, Gothic must ol

necessity be but a transition : our method of construction

is entirely difterentj our habits, thoughts, D.nd tastes are

diametrically opposed to those that prevailed in the Jliodle

Ages; and the present fashion is no more likely 1°

than the French enthusiasm about eating horse-Jlesh,

when we can get good beef and mutton. The public are

very slightly tinctured with any feeling for beauty, but the

enthusiasm and energy with which the Middle Ago

has been pushed, has given them a sort ol interest in odd

shapes, intricate patterns, and mechanical invention dis-

played in this revived work, just such an interest as a child

takes iu one of the carved ivory Chinese baUs ;
but as the

people get educated they will naturally ask for works ot

art, and that art must be suitable to tho construction

practised, and to the refinement of taste which exists in

our genera] life,—composition, elegance, and simplicity

rather than complexity, huddling, want of taste and pro-

portion in Medimval work
;
end ifthe architects are solely

instructed by that style, their minds will get a sort ot ply

which will make them admire oddness and distortion, and

prevent them from appreciating anything that is really

elegant, beautiful, or artistic. So I suggest as a compro-

mise that we give the Medimval men the best examples we

cun meet with to improve them in their own style, as

as that can go, but not to deprive them of the opportunity

of seeing things- that in point of art are as superior as a

statue of Phidias is to an image of a Cannibal Islander ;
and

1 suggest that we give them next year some of the

sance tombs from Venice, Florence, and Awisi, and that

we also give good examples from the best Eastern wort

from which all the good in Mediaval art came ;
and my

own impression of German Gothic is, that it is the vctv

bathos of everything bad ;
worse even than English

Gothic, which is saying a good deal. I do not expeot you

to agree to all 1 have said, but I am qnite certain about its

truth and have no more doubt that it will be admitted

hereafter than I have that three angles of a triangle are

equal to two right angles
;
and I am also sure that it a

race of architects do not spring up who can not onlv leel

this, but are able to apply «, arcfaiteetiire will sink not

only lower than it is now, hut will be like here dry or

astrologv, put ssido by the mass of the people, and be ouly

used to' gratify some crotchet for a burlesque ot some

former style of art, whether Gothic or Greek.

The resnlb of the journey, the difficulties of

which Mr. Seddou described the other night in a

paper at the Institute of Architects, is a series of

twenty-two mounted photographs, from which

subscribers of one guinea are entitled to select

ten, while subscribers of two guineas are entitled

to the whole in a neat portfolio
;
and certainly the

investment is not a bad one. The subjects are

Schloss Elz ;
Heisterbach Abbey ;

Andernach
In the House of Commons, Mr. Layard asked

the Secretary of State for India, whether any _
recent steps had been taken towards preserving ’

chnrch ^sVdetaiie of doorways'and gallery of

the numerous ancient architectural remains of
apge. LimburgCaihedral, west Irontand interior

j

public buildings and other monuments in India
; Lj^^ch Abbey, and western entrance ;

Porta
and whether he would lay on the table of the

, Treves; the doorways from tlie church of
House copies of any documents lately issued by

j^o^^e Damo there, and various views and details

himself or the Governor- General of India re*
i of ^he cathedral

;

’Fountain at Sayn
;
Munster-

lating to this subject.
Maii'eld Church ;

’and old bouses at Rhenso and
Sir S. Northcote said some despatches bad

, g jigtbeChnrch atthelatterplace.*
been received from the Government of India on observed that the Romanesque and
this interesting subject, and there had also been

|

ipransition works of the Rhenish provinces have
acorrespondence with theDepartmentof Science

chiefly selected,—some of them more
and Art at South Kensington. The papers were picaresque than useful, but still as a whole an
hardly in a lit state to lay before the House

; collection. The iilnatrations of the
but when tho correspondence was completed

,

external galleries round, so
they could be produced.

1 general in buildings of this period, are numerous ;

Mr. Beresford Hope has given notice that on Heisterback Abbey, once a famous
an early day after the recess he will call atten

tion to the state of the buildings of archajolo-

-gical and architectural interest in possesBion of

the Crown.

ROMANESQUE BUILDINGS OF THE
RHINE PROVINCES.

AiicniTECTUn.ti, remains on the Moselle, the

Lahn, and the Rhino have been lately illus-

trated in two shapes
;
one as a scries of photo-

graphs for the Architectural Photographic
Association, and the other as a handsomely-bound
and fully illustrated volume entitled “ Rambles
in the Rhine Provinces.”* Mr. Seddon having
occasion during the spring of this year to visit

the borders of the Rhine, and finding that he
should have to repeat his visit, it occurred to

him that he could, without any great sacrifice of

time, if that district should be selected for the

operations of the year, pioneer the ground, and
point out such objects as would, in his opinion,

bo suitable ones. This proposition was sub-

mitted to tho photographers, and by them to

the committee, and ultimately was accepted,

although not without misgivings, os the follow-

ing extracts from a racy K-tter on the subject

from the Honorary Secretary of the Society will

serve to show ;—a letter too good to be lost. Mr.
Aitchisou wrote :

—

“The proposal of giving a lot of German photoffraphs
filled me with dismay. The little I have seen of German
work gave me tlie idea of mouse-traps or hird-eagea done
in atone, wonderful in point of construction aa most
Medieval buildings are, but even further removed from

building ; at Notre Dame, Treves ;
at the cathe-

dral of the same deeply intoresting city; and,

abcjve all, that ai Andcm.-ich. The west end of

Lunch Abbey s-nd the recessed tombs at Treves

are also valuable examples. These, as well as

some of the carved capitals given, should be

examined with a glass ;
they then cense to be

photographs, and seem positively worn stone,

in two or three of the views when so examined

the Masons’ Marks are discoverable on some

of the stones. Laach Abbey, we may say,

is situated in a most romantic and retired

position on the borders of the volcanic lake in

the Eif'el district, called Laacher See, at the

distance of about three leagues from the right

bank of tho Rhine, below Audernacb. The plan

of the church is a characteristic example of the

German Romanesque style, with transept and

circular apse, and groups of towers at either

end. The enclosed cloister court at the entrance

is also a feature once almost universal among

the large Rhenish churches, such ns those so

frequent in the city of Cologne
;
few, however,

of these have been suffered to remain to the

present day, so that this example at Laach is of

peculiar interest, A view of the central western

archway to this cloister is given among this

series of photographs, and very beautiful it is.-

Mr. Seddon thinks it was seriously injured by fire .

a few years since, but it has been well restored.

The picturesque dwellings constructed of

timber, which are characteristic of the villages

on the banks of tho rivers of Germany, have

nearly run out tho lease of their existence. The

inevitable decay, which sooner or later overtakes

all the works of man, is Laeteued in their case

by the perishable nature of the materials of

which they aro constructed. There are many

stone-built bouses of Romanesque work of the

twelfth century which will long outlast these,

few of which date further back than the six-

teenth or seventeenth century. Uf the two excel-

lent e.xamples given of timber houses at Boppard

and at Rhense, a village a little below that

town, tho former of them is noticeable^ for its

richly-carved angle-posts and the quaint and

varied fillings-in of tho lower panels of the two

upper stories. “ These are formed of interlacing

timbers, all the points of junction of which are

emphasized by small circles or lozenges cut out

of the pieces of wood, and filled like the spaces

between the timbers with light-colourecl plastei-

ing. The curved gable above has already

succumbed to the slater, as the rest doubtless

soon will have to do. In the example at Rhense

are several interesting features, sucli as the pro-

jection of the circular staircase above the

entrance doorway; the door itself divided into

halves, each with four projeoiing panels, the

peated roof of the dormer and the turret over the

angle, which has some good old glazing in the

windows, and the curious galleiy beneath from

which it is bracketed.”

In Mr. Seddon’s etegant volume, to which we

must now turn, reduced examples of some of the

photographs already alluded to are used as illus-

trations, but these term but a small portion, there

being, in all, twenty page iliustrutions, and

seventy smaller ones, mostly woodcuts, and in-

cluding a number of plans. We are enabled to

give as examples of the wood engi’uvings a view

of the church at Andernach, and a view of the

font in Limburg Cathedral.

Swartz Rheindorf is in two stories, one above

the other, each forming a complete church by

itself. A large octagonal opening in the upper

floor, at the cm*, throws the two together to a

certain extent ; so that congregations in the two

churches, at tbi’ same time, might join in the

service performed in either. This building was

dedicated in the year 1151, and is entirely in

the -Romanesque ronnd-arched style. Remains

of ancient wall paintings have lately been dis-

covered on the walls of the lower church, and

are being restored with care. The most eflec-

tive feature of this church externally is the

gallery which surrounds the upper story. The

openings in this are arranged in groups of four

arches, between the several piers; and again are

Bubdiridod into pairs by coupled columns m the

Centre, the other shafts being single, and this

arrangement is slightly varied rouud the npse.

On the north side only tho gallery is discon-

tinued along the two extreme western bays, but

from the south side it is returued along tho west

front which faces the Rhine. The capitals ex-

hibit great variety of design
;
and the view ob-

tained from this gallery of the country around,

inolnding the Rhine as far as Cologne, is charm-

ing beyond description. A lofty tower, sur-

mountoJ by a spire like those to the twin eastern

tniTOts of Bonn Cathedral, makes a fine pyra-

midal composition of the whole.

“ The createst care is happily taken of this architectural

Bcm by the present worthy rector, who appears to have a

pride m exhibiting it to strangers. Let ns hope, there-

fore, that the love of such works of art is not quite so

dead as is assumed in tho remark in somo of tho goide-

hooks, to the eflecl that this church can interest only

architects and antiquaries. The works of restoration,

which aro slowly progressing, appear to be under judi-

cious direction, and to be bringing to light tnuoh ancient

decoratixe art of great ralno. the existence ol which until

latfly had not been contemplated. As one of the few

places the condition of which showed a rnarked improve-

ment since the date of my former yint, I feel it due lo the

guardians of Swartz Rheindorf to record the Isct.

* “ Rsmbles in the Rhine Proyinces." By John P.

Seddon. lllnstrated with chromo-lithographs, photographs,

and wood engravings. London’ John Murray, liitid.

* Application is to be made to Messrs. Cuudsil & Fleming,

agents for the Association, New Bond-street. Subscribers,

should purchase, too, for a few pence, the Part of the In-

stitute's Transactions containing the descriptive paper lo

which we have alluded.

The original church at Audernach is said to

liave been built about the year 9U8, aud greatly

destroyed in the war between Otbo and Philip,

in 1189; considerable portions of it, however,

are pure Romanesque, aud probably formed part

of the older church.

“The general composition [says Mr. Seddon] D, it

must be confessed, an uufottuuate one, alibough u is the

same which was very frequently adopted in the Gert.iuu

churches. Four equal towers always need some central or

douiinant mass to group them together. Placed m pairs

at opposite ends of the building, they ina»e it look, as

Mr. Kuskin has pointed out. like the legs uf a table turned

upside down. Much worse, ibeu, is it. when two of he

Ws are shorter than llio rest, giving the idea that f the

table were turned over again it could not- stand level. In

the Church of Andernach, seen from the eastern pointit

view,* the smaller towers being the m

E
erspective so nearly the

ave been merely by

of the others, that it seems to

error that they are not quite so.”

• The perspective illustration:

s from this point of view.

j King's “Study Book"
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It 18 to be regretted, as it seems to ns, that
our author has quoted this very weak simile of
Hr. Ruskin s. That eloquent writer affords
plenty of good things for quotation, but this is
surely not of them. There is no likeness what-
ever between the things compared.
The western towers of Andernacb, seen iu the

view, .are noble structures, and there are other
parts of the building that will repay careful study.
The eastern apse is a capital example. The
principal stage has a recessed arcade of seven
arches, decorated with a roll moulding, resting
on columns, which are much after the Corinthian
type in proportion and treatment of capital.
The open gallery above has, over each of these,

i

a group of four detached columns, set round a
jsquare pier placed diagonally, and between ^

these are two semicircular arched openings on a
;

jpajr of shafts coupled in the direction of the

j

axis of the apse. Below is the ordinary tablet

^

band, but unusually plain
; and above, a cornice,

which, for boldness of projection and richness
of detail, exceeds any example, even those at

I

Cologne.

I

The Font in Limburg Cathedral, our second
illustration, is a remarkably elaborate work, at

I

present covered with drab wash. The church,
: a fine one, is said to date from 1213 to 1242.
Limburg, which is on the Lahu, deserves longer
time than our author was able, the weather
being very bad when the visit was made, to
give it.

Two of the most interesting chapters in the
book are those devoted to Snhloss EIz and Schloss

jEhrenburg
; but we may not give more space to

the subject. Many years have passed since,
,

j

trudging the banks of these rivers, sketch-book
in hand, we arrived at the opinion now expressed

I

by onr author that ” the simplicity and good pro-

!

portions of German Romanesque work, and its ,

effectiveness compared with the cost, as also its /

(

evident capacity for a higher development, J
which it was only prevented from achieving ^
through its being interrupted by the rise of the
Gothic style, are points which necessarily impress
themselves upon those who examine it.” We
go, however, further than this.* Let us add,
in conclusion, that Rambles in the Rhine Pro-
vinces ” can scarcely fail to advance Mr.
Seddon’s reputation.

• In studying the works of this period, “ An Eistoricel
Essay on Architecture,” by the late Thomas Hope, should
not be disregarded.

ANDERNACH CHURCH.

FONT, LIMBURG CATHEDRAL.
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THE CHEAP FOOD MOVEMENT.
The first of several large markets for tlie sale

of provisions which it is contemplated to esta-

blish in the varioos districts of the metropolis

has been thrown open to the public. It is

situated in the East-end. At a coat of 2,5001.

Messrs. M‘Call, of Houndsditch, have erected an
extensive building at 272, Whitechapol-road, for

the purpose of supplying meat and other pro-

visions to the public at as low retail prices as

the wholesale prices will admit of. Good-looking

mutton was sold there on Saturday from 4id.
to S^d. per lb., and beef from 5id. to 6^d. per lb.

Ostend rabbits were exhibited for 6d. per lb.,

butter from lOd. to Is. 2d., hams 7id., fowls from
Is. 6d. to 2b. 6d., tea 2a. and 2s. 4d. per lb., and
sugar 4d. to 6d. Boots and shoes were shown
equally low in. price. The new establishment

was extensively patronised.

The Holloway and Highgate Co-operative

Society, got up chiefly by Mr. Heine, the chair-

man, has induced a salesman of Newgate Market
to open premises in Upper Holloway, at his

own expense and risk, for the sale of butchers’

meat at prices somewhat similar to those just

quoted.

How is it that a special and co-operative

movement baa been necessary to correct the
competitive “ haggling ” principle ? Tradesmen
are themselves deserting the old principles and
co-operating to keep up market prices

;
and the

co-operative principle, wherever it has been gone
into in earnest by consumers, has forthwith been
followed by a speedy tumbling down of these

market prices. Some one capable of doing so
should make the present and prospective mutual
relationship of the competitive and the co-opera-

tive principles their special study, and give the
public the benefit of their reflections on this in-

teresting subject. Co-operation seems likely to

supersede competition altogether. Trades unions
of all sorts are co-operative.

ACCIDENTS.

Destncclion of a Church ly Fire.—A fire has
totally destroyed the parish church of Little

Ellingham, Norfolk. The edifice had but lately

undergone very extensive repairs to the roof, and
a new apparatus was fixed for warming the
edifice with hot air, and Sunday before last was
the first time of its being publicly used. In the
evening the roof was found to bo on fu’o, and in

a very short time the whole building was in a
blaze, and the roof soon after fell in. A new
stained-glass window was slightly scorched, and
everything in the interior of the building was
totally destroyed.

A House Blown Down.—During a recent gale

of wind, a house in Ipswich, near “ Spider’s

Hall,” at the end of the path branching from the

Woodbridge-road to Sidegate-laue, was partially

blown down. The house had been built about

five or six years.

Fall of a Viaduct.—A wooden viaduct has

fallen, it is said, under the weight of a mineral
train on the Vale of Neath railway. The alleged

occurrence suggests the importance of atten-

tion to the state of these wooden bridges and
viaducts, which are numerous in the West of

England as well as in South TVales. Striding

across the valleys and glena of Devon and Corn-
wall, looking like colossal centipedes on stilts,

they give an idea of peril to the moat experienced
traveller. An engineer once remarked that,

although compelled himself frequently to cross

them, he would on no account allow his wife

and family to do so.

Fall of a Buildiny at Bradford. — Coppy
Quarry, at the back of Brunswick-place, Brad-
ford, is nearly filled up, but a chasm, upwards of

twenty-four yards deep, is still open at the back
of the buildings used as stables and coachhouse.
The outer wall of a coachhouse on the brink of

the gulf has fallen outwards into the quarry,

bringing the roof down with it. There are

other low buildings on the brink of this hole,

which do not appear to have a very secure foun-

dation.

Fall of a Ba/rbour Shed at'lGreenock.— The
entire framework of the roof and iron pillars,

and part of the outside brickwall of the new
shed being erected at the west side of Albert

Harbour, Greenock, baa fallen in. One man
was killed, another seriously injured, and athird
slightly wounded. A great portion of the wall

will require to be rebuilt, and the whole of the

frames replaced.

Fall of the Top Stone of a Spire with a Man on
it.—A fatal accident, arising out of an act of

foolhardiness, has just taken place at I’Inzunet

(Cites du Nord). A seaman appeared suddenly
outside the clock tower of the church, just as

the people were leaving after vespers, and seizing

hold of the lightning conductor, climbed up to

tbe cross on the summit of the spire. He then

commenced to gesticulate in bravado, when tbe

stone to which the cross was fixed got loosened

and fell to the ground, dragging with it the nn-

fortunate man, who was dashed to pieces, having
fallen from a height of 150 feet.

SANITAEY SHOETCOMINGS IN BATH.

A SERIES of letters which have appeared in

the Bath Chronicle seem to indicate that there

are very good reasons why the city death-returns
have not diminished like those of other towns
where sanitary improvements have been wisely

planned and energetically carried out. Since

1851, as remarked in the Lancet, in an article on
this subject, there does nob appear to have been
any improvement in the health of the inhabit-

ants, and the recurrence of epidemic disease has

been distinctly shown to have resulted from
structural defects of drainage, which, in addition

to the practice of sinking cesspools into the

porous oolite, have largely contributed to tbe

pollution of the water supply.

The sufierance of slaughter-houses and pig-

styes in the crowded parts of the town, and the

slow progress in substituting iron and stone-ware
pipes for the old defective drains, are serious

evils, which weaken the defences of the city

against the attack of an epidemic. A map,
shaded according to the death-rate, shows how
remarkably constant is the relation between the

greatest mortality and the localities where the
slanghter-houses abound.

It was found in 1867 that one-tbird of Bath
was dependent on surface-wells,—a fact which,

taken in connexion with the nature of the soil,

the imperfect drains, and the frequency of cess-

pools, becomes of the utmost importance, and
helps to an understanding why the death-rate

for some years past has averaged 22 per 1,000.

The writer of the letters in the Bath Chronicle

(Mr. Sneade Brown) complains of the obstacles

interposed in the way of reform by the delega-

tion of all power of the Town Council in sanitary-

matters to a committee which is wanting in a

sufficient infasion of the medical element to

insure proper thought and knowledge concerning

the hygienic requirements of the city. We are

glad, however, to observe that among those who
objected to the appointment of a medical officer

(at 125Z. a year, or just 25Z. more than the

inspector of nuisances, who besides receives a
uniform suit of clothing) a more enlightened

opinion now prevails. One of the committee
last week, at their meeting, said that, although

he was one of those who did nob feel the neces-

sity of a medical officer at the time of bis

appointment, he now most cordially rejoiced that

they had such an officer and such an office.

PEOVINCIAL NEWS.

Hemel Hempstead.—At a public meeting it

has been resolved to pull down the remaining

portion of the old Market-house, and erect a new
one on the site; and tbe bailiff has been em-
powered to raise 2,0002. by loan for that pur-

pose. A committee, consisting of ten of the

inhabitants bas been appointed to act with the

bailiff.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.—The foundation stone

of the Abbot Memorial Building for Girls con-

nected with the Northern Counties Orphan
Institution has been laid by Mrs. Abbot, widow
of the late Mr. John G- Abbot, of this town,

on a site a shore distance north of Brand-

ling-place, Newcastle. The building is intended

by Mrs. Abbot, who gave 5,0002. for its erection,

as a memorial of her late hnsband. This, it

may be noted, is a different building from the

Abbot Memorial Schools lately noticed in the

Builder. Messrs. Austin & Johnson are the

architects who have been selected by the com-

mittee to prepare the plans of the new building,

which is intended to accommodate sixty chil-

dren. There are to be large and lofty dining-

rooms, school, and class rooms, with teachers’

rooms, and the usnal domestic offices on the

ground floor. On the first floor there will be the

dormitories, with teachers’ rooms adjacent, and

the committee-room and apartments in con«

nexion with it; and above ,will bo rooms for

play and other purposes. Hot and cold baths,
lavatories, and all the usual appliances will be
placed in convenient situations. Externally, the
building will present the appearance of a man-
sion, in the style prevailing in the earlier years
of the reign of James I. The principal front will-

have a gable at either end, having a bay window
extending to the height of two stories

; and the-

connecting curtain wall will be pierced by muU
lioned and transomed windows, a range of dor-
mers giving light to the attic story. There will

be a leaded belfry, with a bell and vane, over
the centre of the building

; and an ornamental
iron balcony -will stretch across the whole front

at the level of the first floor. In the rear of the
building there will be a covered shed for the
children to play under in bad weather. The
buildings will be of red pressed bricks, with
stone dressings. The grounds aronnd, contain-

ing abont two acres, will be laid ont orna-
mentally, there being a light iron palisading as a
boundary towards the Town Moor, with walls oa
the other three sides of the site. The contract
for executing the work has been let to Mr,
Walter Scott.

CONYEETING A RAILWAY AECH.

Mr. Sheppard, provision merchant, having for

some time occupied an arch in the southabutment
supporting the large girder bridge spanning the

main entrance to the London Bridge Terminus,

has until lately been pub to great inconvenience

owing to the limited amount of frontage and
height in which to display his goods in com-
parison with the internal size; and the constant

overflow of the water draining from the bridge

above running down the coloured cement work
of the front imparting to it a dingy streaky

appearance, and toning down the whole, so that

it was a difficult matter to distinguish the shop
front from the surrounding mass of dead wall.

To remedy these defects, and to extend the

frontage (so as to include two show-cases pre-

viously made within its limits), a facade of wood
has been erected, giving a much bolder appear-

ance. To overcome the effect of the large extent

of dead space surrounding the limited and stunted

appearance of the old front, the whole has been
treated in rather an exceptional manner. Tbe
line of arch in the old front forms the centre of

the composition, and is supported on each side

by circular-headed bays, with facias, cornices,

&c., to enclose cases : the arches of bays are

supported by carved panels,—the springings

,
being on a level with the transom of the shop

front, and the tympani filled in with plate-glass.

The arches are enriched with cable mouldings, and
springfrom engaged columns with carved capitals

and polished mahogany shafts. An arcading,

with shafts as before, and with a background of

decorated glass, is placed above the bays ranging
with the crown of the main arch, and the whole
surmounted by the main facia and cornice. In.

the decoration Pompeian green and buff are used-

for the main ground work, and relieved and
picked out with positive colours. Mr. Ennor is

the contractor : the decorations were done by
Messrs. Cowtan ; and the carving is by Mr.
Forsyth. Mr. C. N. McIntyre North was thO'

architect.

DURHAM CATHEDRAL.

The western window of this cathedral has

been filled with stained glass by Messrs. Clayton

& Bell, at the coat of Dr. Waddington, the

Dean of Durham. In the window, which is

of seven lights, with foliated tracery in the head,,

both the ancestors and foretellers of our Lori
are represented ;

the figures in the lights being

twenty-one in number, or three in each light.

Jesse occupies the lowest place in the centra

light, and from his Iwdy spring branches of

foliage, which, entwining themselves throughout

all parts of the window, form, as it were, a
framework in which the figures are placed, that

immediately above Jesse, and those in the two
lights next the centre, being kingly ancestors of

our Lord, and those in the four outer lights

being prophets who foretold Him; while in the

top of tbe centre light He is represented sitting

in His Mother’s arms. Above, in the topmost

portion of the tracery, id the ‘‘ Agnus Dei,”

with adoring angels on either side, while be-

low on the left is the “ Annunciation,” with-

figures of the Virgin Mary aud St. Gabriel, with
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tie Dove descendiog upon her, and on the right

the “ Adoration of the llagi,” with figures of the

three kings presenting their offerings to the

Infant Jesns, the “ Star in the East” being
figured in the opening above. Below these
groups, and immediately above the twenty-one
figures before mentioned, are four angels censing.

The ground-work of the lights is alternately a
rich blue and ruby, while the foliage and great
part of the figures are either white or of very
light csolours, thus taking away any tendency to

heaviness of tone. The work has been carried

out under the superintendence of Mr. C. Hodgson
Fowler, architect.

THE LATE HURRICANES.

These has been a singular succession of hur-
ricanes, cyclones, or typhoons of late throughout
the world, accompanied with earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions. By the terrible cyclone
which recently occurred in Bengal, 1,000 lives

have been lost at Calcutta alone, 30,000 native
huts destroyed in the suburbs alone of that city,

and 600 native boats and numerous ships de-
stroyed in its vicinity. The crops of rice, jute. &c.,

in Bengal, too, have been sadly injured. Since
the hurricane took place at St. Thomas’s two
earthquakes have occurred there, and it is

believed that there was an earthquake during
the hurricane. There have, within a short time,
been more than one volcanic eruption in the
ocean, and Vesuvius is in a highly active state.

The recent severe gale in England is said to
have been really a cyclone quite similar in its

nature to that which has just passed over India.
Professor Braude describes these destructive
storms as follows :

—

“Eotatory atoms or whirlwinds, occur in the tropical
seas of China, the West Indies, and round Mauritius, but
never on the equator. Their diameter is generally about
200 or 300 miles, but sometimes exceeds even 500. The
centre of the vortex (which is always calm) travels at a
rate varying from two to thirty miles an hour. These
storms are preceded by a singular stillneBB of atmosphere
and a rapid fall of the barometer. They are, perhaps, the
most destructive of all storms."

The question is an interesting and an impor-
tant one, whether there be any essential
connexion between hurricanes and earthquakes.
It is not the first time their occurrence has been
simultaneous, or nearly so.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

Ox December 3rd, the first paper read was

—

*' Description of the Victoria Bridge, on the Line
of the Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway,”
toy Mr. W. "Wilson.

It was stated that this bridge crossed the
River Thames about 150 yards to the eastward
of the Chelsea Suspension Bridge, at a point
where the width of the water-way between the
embankment walls was 7-10 ft. It consisted of
four segmental wronght-iron arches, each having
a span of 175 ft. at the springing, with a rise of
17 ft. 6 in., and a clear headway of 22 ft. above
Trinity high-water level. At the northern end
there was a land opening of 70 ft. span crossing
the Grosvenor-road, and on the sonthern shore
there was a corresponding opening of 65 ft. span,
crossing the wharfs of the Brighton Railway
Company.

In the first place, the gravel was dredged out
of the bed of the river, down to the clay sub-
stratum, for a breadth of 100 ft., and extending
across the entire width of the water. Coffer-
dams, constructed of two rows of whole timbers,
waled and strutted in the usnal manner, were
then, driven 4 ft. below the level of the intended
foundation. When the inclosed area was cleared
of water, the clay was excavated to a depth of
40 ft. below Trinity high-water level. The space
to be occupied by the foundations was next sur-
rounded by permanent sheet piles, driven to a
depth of 8 ft. below the lowest foundation level.

Within this sheeting a bed of cement concrete,
4 ft. in thickness, was formed, and on that the
masonry of the piers was commenced, the con-
crete being afterwards carried np to the top of
the sheet piles round the entire circumference
of the piers. From the footings up to the level
of 4 ft. below low water, the piers were built

entirely of brickwork in lias mortar. Thence to

high-water level they were faced with rock-faced
Portland roach stone, with one through course
half-way up. The core, or backing, was com-

posed of pavior bricks, set in lias mortar, and
the cutwaters, caps, springers, and other masonry
above high water, were of tool-dressed Bramley
Fall stone. The width of the piers at the spring-

ing line was 12 ft. 4 in.; and from the extrados
of the arch to the level of the cornice, the width
was 10 ft.

The superstructure of each of the four prin-

cipal openings consisted ofsixwrought-iron arched
girders, springing from cast-iron bed-plates fixed

to the masonry. Horizontal girders, resting on
the piers and on the abutments, and riveted to
the arch near the crown, formed the longitudinal

bearers for the roadway. The spandrels, or in-

termediate spaces between the arched ribs and
the horizontal girders, were filled in with a
wrought-iron framework radiating from the
arch ; and between the horizontal bearers cross

girders, for carrying the roadway, were fixed at

distances averaging about 3 ft. apart.

The total cost of the bridge, including the
land arches and abutments, was about 84,0001.

The superficial area of the roadway, between the
parapets, being 31,690 fc., the cost per square
foot was 21. 138. ;

while the total length being
930 ft., the cost per lineal foot was 45Z. 3s. Only
twelve months were occupied in the erection of
this important structure,

The works were designed by Mr. Fowler
(President Inst. C.E.), and were carried out
under bis supervision by the author. Mr. John
Kelk, M.P., was the contractor, and the iron-

work was sub-let to Messrs. Bray & Wadding-
ton

;
the wrought iron-work was supplied by the

Monkbridge Iron Company, and the cross-girders

and angle-irons by the Butterley Company.
The second paper read was, “On New Rail-

ways at Battersea, with the Widening of the
Victoria Bridge, and Approaches to the Victoria

Station,” by Mr. C. D. Fox. These works, which
were three years in progress, comprised a length

equal to nine miles of double line, of which five

miles were on a viaduct, and had cost for works
only, including the bridge over the Thames, the

sum of 910,OOOZ. The high-level line of the

Brighton Company, which was entirely on
viaduct, had cost, including permanent way,
stations, and signals, and the numerous heavy
bridges, 452. per lineal yard of double line. The
whole of the works had been executed from the

designs and under the superintendence of Sir

Charles Fox and the author; Mr. Edmund
Wragge being the resident engineer. The con-

tractors were Messrs. Peto, Betts, & Cramp-
ton, Messrs. Lucas Brothers, and Messrs. W.
& J. Pickering ; Mr. J. Heywood, jun., executing

the ironwork for the Brighton Company.

FROM SCOTLAND.

Edinhurgli.— St. John’s Episcopal Church is a
structure erected in 1819, from the design of Mr.
Burn, in the Perpendicular style of Gothic. For
some years past ithasbeenin contemplation to add
to the accommodation and embellish the interior,

and several leading architects have been applied

to on the subject ; but from the position of the

building it has been found impossible to extend it

except at an enormous cost. Some slight altera-

tions have now been eflected upon the exterior,

and the interior has undergone a complete over-

hauling. The interior was fitted up with very

high pews, covered with green baize, two small

galleries flanked the altar, and a large gallery

occupies the west end. The galleries at the

altar have been entirely dispensed with, the

high pews have been replaced by open benches
of oak with carved poppy-head terminals, and
the front of the west gallery has been consider-

ably lowered. A reading-desk, of the old

fashioned cumbrous sort, has been swept away,
and three stalls and reading-desks have been
placed within the altar-rails, the space enclosed

by which has been greatly enlarged. A new
,

pulpit of oak, in keeping with the other

features, has replaced one with an open canopy,

not of the most elegant design. A reredos,

it is expected, will also be provided. The
walls have been lined with oak panelling to

a height of 5 ft., and the space above and the

ceilings decorated in colour. The wall decoration

is far from satisfactory : upon a groundwork of

stone colour an oblong pattern has been drawn
in double lifies of red, suggestive of brickwork.

The ceiling of the nave, which is of mock fan-

groininc with pendents,—as in Henry VII.’s

Chapel at "Westminster,—has been treated with

a deep blue background, the mouldings and
pendents being brongbt out with gilding; the

shafts which run up the clearstory walls have
red lines run up alongside them, and their caps
are gilt. The aisles are treated in a similar

manner, and the foliated capitals of the pillars

are solidly gilded. Messrs. Peddie & Kinnear
were the architects employed, and the decora-
tions were done by Messrs. C. & J. Moxon.

A CISTERN FOR ROOF.

I All delighted, as one of the public and a
constant reader of yours, with the article at

page 847, “ On the Storage of Rainwater.” Non-
professional and ignorant as I am of the art of
building, I have for many years entertained and
pressed upon the attention of practical men the
notion of formi-ng the roofs of houses and build-

ings, generally, of cisterns for the collection and
storage, and the simplest mode of distribution,

for domestic and other service, of rain-water.

In these days of iron so easily and cheaply
worked into any form, why not substitute for

slateortile roof a cistern—say, from 12 in. to24in.
deep,—with partitions, and having a roof of
thin zinc, with a small incline from the ridge
curled up at the edge or eave into a half circle,

and perforated so as to lead the water into the
cistern ? Empty, a sufficiently stout cistern

would be much less in weight, and wonid surely

cost much less than an ordinary roof; and, when
full, even the weight, I presume, would not be
more than the walls of a well-built house would
or ought to support. I will not bore yon with any
attempt at farther details; but I must add, how
pleasant it would be to have an abundant supply
of soft rain-water in every room in the house by
merely the turning of a tap. "With a cistern for

a roof a house would be cooler in summer and
warmer in winter; and in winter might be kept
from freezing by a small steam-pipe from the top

of the kitchen-boiler. A. Z.

THE GREAT BELL OF ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

In searching for materials with a view to

compile an accurate account of remarkable bells,

I have discovered many palpable errors in our

topographical and other works, and am led to

conclude that but very few books contain any
trustworthy information on the subject.

Here is an extraordinary mistake, which ought

at once to be corrected. It has been stated,

over and over again, by numerone writers, from
about the middle of the last century down to the

present day, that the diameter of the great bell

of St. Paul’s is 10 ft. ; whereas it is only 6 ft.

9i in, "We are further told that the bell was
cast in 1716, and that its weight is 11,474 lb.

The fact is, it was made in 1709, its weight
being 11,648 lb,, or 5 tons 4 cwt. ;

and it bears

the following inscription :
“ Richard Phelps

made me, 1709.”

I may take this opportunity to mention that

it has also been oftep asserted that the present

great bell at St. Paul’s was brought from "West-

minster, and that on a certain occasion the

Cathedral clock struck thirteen upon it instead

of twelve, at midnight. Now, this is altogether

false. The bell came not from Westminster, but

from the Whitechapel foundry. Nor did St.

Paul’s clock, which was made by Langley Brad-

ley in 1708, ever strike thirteen times in succes-

sion, so far as is known.
Again, some persons say the present bell was

cast “ out of the metal of ‘ Great Tom ’ of West-
minster.” But this is likewise a fiction, as I will

endeavour to show. It is true that a bell, which,

from the reign of Edward I., hung in the clock-

tower then standing opposite Westminster Hall,

and which was at first known as “ Edward,”
and afterwards as “ Great Tom,” was taken
down and removed to St. Paul’s about the end
of the seventeenth century. That bell, however,

was subsequently cracked, and then rc-cast by
Philip Wightraan

; but it proved so faulty that

Richard Phelps was employed to make one of

new metal
;
and this bell, on which the clock now

strikes the hour, was delivered at the Cathedral

before Wightman’s bell was removed from that

edifice. (See Sir Christopher Wren’s “ .Answer

to a Pamphlet entitled ‘ Frauds and Abuses at

St. Paul’s.’ ” 1712. See also “ Fact against

Scandal.” London, 1713.)

With reference to the popular tradition, that

a soldier whilst on guard at Windsor Castle,

during the reign of William III., solemnly de-
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dared that he heard the clock of St.Pad’s strike

thirteen instead of twelve, at midnight, and thus

saved his life, when he was accused of sleeping

upon his post, I will only say that the sentinel

must have spoken of “ Great Tom, at Westmin-
ster,” for St. Paul’s Cathedral had not then any

public clock or large bell.

Thoiias Waleshy.

MOULDY SUBSTANCES IN KOOMS.

It has long been known that the presence of

moulds in rooms is highly injurious to human
health

;
under certain conditions of dampness and

bad ventilation it is no uncommon thing to see

mildew run all over a large expanse of white-

washed wall or ceiling. If this mould occur

in a living room, and it be not destroyed, it fre-

quently brings on a complication of painful

symptoms in the human patient, or, in other

words, the membranes and tissues of the body

are known to offer a fitting habitat for the plant,

and it is transferred from the original objects to

the human frame. A weak solution of hypo-

chlorite of lime has recently been recommended
as a destroyer of moulds in rooms, and as their

growth is both common and rapid in this country

in damp and ill-ventilated situations the remedy
is worth a trial. S.

AN ADVERTISED COMPETITION:
A WARNING.

Sir,—

T

wo or three weeks ago an advertisement ap-

peared, inviting architects to compete for a warehouse
an Leeds, and stating that a plan of the site would be for-

warded upon receiving a fee of lOs.

In consequence ofwhat I heard, I requested a friend in

Leeds to make inquiries; and he informs toe that he can
find no such firm as Messrs. Baxter & Co. (whose name
appeared at the foot of the advertisement) at the address

fiiven. G. E. G.

GIBRALTAR WATER SUPPLY AND
FLUSHING.

Sir,—I t is a mistake to suppose that labour and mate-
Tials are much, if at all, in excess* of English prices.

In a place in which there are kept upwards of 5,000
soldiers in comparative idleness, there are several hun-
dreds of skilled labourers, of numerous callings, who
can be employed, as in laying down the gas-pipes, at 8d.

or Is. per day. Materials are chie lly on the spot, and can
be obtained in the usual “ Gibraltar way.’’ A large profit

will remain to The Costuaciob.

COAL-PLATES AND GLASS FLOORS.

All I desired to say was, that glass, without being
properly supported by an iron /romc, was unsafe. Quite
admitting the force of your note, that light is often very
desirable, another question arises as to the position of

ooal-plates; are these necessarily to be in the ceitire of a
footway

j
or could not proper shafts be easily constructed

cn tide of footway, or clear of the same altogether ? After

the deplorable accidentat the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, from plate-glass flooring without adequate sup-
ports, Jet me caution and advise great care in the use ofit

for floorings in interiors : as a roofing it is all that can be
desired. “Catekho Tvils.”

NOVEL MODE OF SELECTING AN
ARCHITECT.

Sib,—

A

t a meeting of the Board of Guardians of the
Ileadinglon Union, held on the 28th ult,, the following

novel method of seleetiiig an architect was adopted:

—

The names of three gentlemen practising in Oxford were
written on separate pieces of paper, folded, and placed in

a hat, and the one chosen whose name came out first.

I think, sir, this is a fact which should be known to the
rofession,—not because shabby treatment of architects

y public boards is uncommon, but because nothing but
public exposure will convince such people that gentlemen
practising in a profession deserve to be treated as gentle-

men, end that such a use of their names is unjustifiable.

Tecion.

WATER-PIPES IN FROSTY WEATHER,
A CLIENT has suggested to roe the following plan for

averting the miseries of bursting water-pipes He would
insert in each service-pipe a small India-rubber tube

;
the

idea being of course that the expansion of the water iu

freezing would be accommodateii by the collapse of the

internal tube instead of by the bursting of the enclosing

pipe.
It is obvious that there is a limit to its application, for

with certain lengths of pipe, and consequent pressure, the

tube would be permanently compressed ; but I should be
glad if some of your scientific contributors would give

Hieir consideration to this suggestion ibr doing the public

an appreciable service. E. Ingbess Bell.
*,* Another correspondent suggests, that under special

circumstances, a very small pipe, containing warm water
and returning to a boiler, might pass through the larger

pipes and into cisterns.

TEE LANGHAM HOTEL.

Sib,—

I

regret to trouble either you or yonr readers

with any further notice of my action against Mr. Giles
;

but that gentleman, in his letter to you last week, states

as he alone planned the building, so far as the basement,
ground, and first floor were concerned, be retains these

plans. This, I am pained to say, is simply untrue. The
above-named plans are the original working drawings fur-

nished by myself for the erection of the building, and are

amongst the number ordered by the judge to be delivered

over to me. Mr. Giles alleges I used influence with the

directors. I neither knew nor had ever spoken to one of

them
;
but I certainly felt I had a claim to be employed,

after so eminent an authority as Mr. Sydney Smirke (who
had been called in to advise the directors) recommending
my designs to be adopted. James Mdebat.
%* We have also a letter from the defendant’s solicitor,

contradicting the plaintiff’s solicitors, but must decline to

insert anymore communications on the subject. A strange

confusion of ideas seems to prevail.

RAILWAY MATTERS.

Some damaging statements as to tbe Metro-

politan Railway have appeared in the Money
Market Revieto. The following figures are given

as showing for the last seven half-years what
the proportion of the net revenue has been to

) dividends and interest paid :

—

Dividends and
“ Half yrars. Net revenoe. interest paid.

December, 1864; £-13,360 £68,850
June, 1865 ... 45,336 83,200

December 62.290 96,820
June, 1866 .. 68,104 117,240
December, ,, ... 68,123 135,060

June, 1867 .. 78,263 145,4^X1

Estimated for Dec.,,1867 76,000 160,000

Thus nearly half the dividends ano interest on an
amount of capital hitherto comparatively small has been
paid out of capital in some form; and our readers will

form their own judgment what proportion the traflio of

the suburban Western Extension will bear to the necessity

which will arise, when it is opened, for paying all dinidenJt

out of revenue, and that, too, on a larger amount of

capital than has hitherto come in for dividend, whether
from revenue or capital.

Estimating, however, the net surplus for the current
half-year as above, at 75,OOOL, the charges will stand as

follows The interest on loans, including the paid-up

proportion of the 600,0001. new loan, amounts to 37,5001.,

and the preferences to 7,600L, in all -16,0001. This would
leave a balance of 30,0001. to pay dividend on 3,70O,0OOL

of ordinary stock.”

If incorrect, this should be set right. If

correct, it is time for the shareholders to look

about them.

In reply to a question put by Lord Stanley of

Alderley, the Duke of Richmond has stated that

experiments had been made on different lines of

railway, with a view to the establishment of a
system of communication between guards and

drivers. Those experiments would be continued

during the winter, and tho results would be laid

before the Board of Trade, who would endeavour,

if possible, to carry out the object they had in

view.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

^Vitr^<!y .—The pariahchurch has been re-oponed

after its restoration. Last year the restored

chancel was thrown open, and during the interval

the restorations have been carried oh throughout

the whole of the church. By this means it now
fairly indicates its original thirteenth-century

features, in details which have long been hidden

through bad taste and neglect. Among these

details, an ancient crypt, supposed to have con-

tained the remains of the founders of the edifice,

is prominent. It was, until these restorations

were fully carried out, hidden by pews. The
latter have been removed, so as to disclose a

portion of the windows which lighted the crypt

from the outside, as well as the interior arches,

sixteen of which were originally built. Contrary

to usual custom, the crypt was above the level

of the floor. Over the arches now disclosed are

two monumental figures, supposed to represent

the founders of the church, whoso remains are

supposed to have been disturbed in the places

beneath, for the sake of the lead of which the

coffins were made. The crypt is in the north

transept. The floor here is covered with seats,

placed on a level with the remainder of the

building. To show the remainder of the old

arches and windows would entail an expenditure

of about 200L, but would much increase the

interest of this very interesting portion of the

church. In the south transept the restorations

have been carried out in a similar way, and

exhibit some fine old window tracery, before

concealed behind a thick coat of stucco. An
interesting specimen of wall painting was by the

same means kept in the dark till the present

restorations displayed it. The large west window
of the nave is no longer blocked out of view from

the inside by the sloping organ-gallery which,

latterly disfigured and completely hid this

window from sight within. In making this

restoration cart-loads of dust, the accumulation

of centuries, were removed by the contractor

(Mr. Groves). The re-pewing of the church now
gives accommodation to 1,000 persons ;

formerly,

only 860 could be located. The building is

properly warmed by Haden’s apparatus, com-

bining the warm-water pipe system with that of

hot air in flues. The cost of the chancel, heat-

ing apparatus, and other necessary additions,

together with the commission of the architect,

Mr. G. E. Street, is about 1,000?. Mr. Groves’s

estimate for the other restorations was 4,0001.

Haverhill .—The church here, after restoration,

has been re-opened for divine service. The
edifice was in a lamentable condition, and the

old pews and square family boxes were not at

all economic of space—a much greater number
of far more comfortable sittings being now con-

tained in the same area. All the woodwork of

the church, including the roof and the framing

in the tower for the bells, was destroyed by fire

about 1655, when the greater part of the town,

with the adjoining parsonage-house, was also

reduced to ashes. This disastrous fire cracked

and rent the walls in many directions, and funds

are much needed to restore the tower, which is

still in a very unsafe condition. Lord Allington

gave timber enough to repair the church, which

was then patched up, and so remained until very

lately, when the inhabitants determined to re-

store it as nearly as possible to its former con-

dition, and employed Messrs. Elmslie & Franey,

I

of Westminster (the architects of the cemetery

chapels recently erected at Haverhill), under

1

whom the work has been carried out by Messrs.

Mason & Green, of Haverhill, builders. A gal-

lery at the west end of the nave has been re-

moved, and the organ refixed in the chancel
' aisle. The new panelled ceiling of the nave and

chancel roof has been decorated and painted by

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. The entire

cost of the restoration has been about 2,500?.

Louth.—Mr. Charles Clark’s tender for taking

1 down the old porch and building a new one

to the parish church, according to the plans

made by Mr. R. J. Withers, architect, has been
I accepted. The following tenders were sent in :

—

Mr. Ryall, 515?.; Mr. Maxey, 482?. 5b. Gd.j and

Mr. Clerk, 443Z. The sums are exclusive of

carved stone-work, painted windows, iron gates,

&c. The whole cost will be borne by Mr. C.

Parker.
Husband’s Bosivorih (Leicestershire). — The

parish church of Husband’s Bosworth, Leicester-

shire, which hasjust undergone a restoration, has

been re-opened for divine service. The works

which have been executed under the present con-

tracts are as follow :—The elliptic arches of the

arcade have been removed, and a series of Gothic

arches, with clustered columns, now occupy

their place : these arches are for the most part

executed in Bath stone, the arches having alcer-

' nating portions of Kenilworth red stone; the

: caps of the pillars are carved, each pillar vary-
' ing, but all having natural foliage, with slightly

I conventional stems. One of the easternmost

caps is the passion flower in clusters, the other

the rose. The other sir caps are, respectively,

the ivy, the oak, the geranium, the hawthorn and
convolvolus, the artichoke, and the hop. These

arcades and pillars have been introduced without

disturbing the roofs or the clearstory walla. The
aisle roofs have been improved by the intro-

duction of additional timbers and corbels, and

the nave roof, which was very sound, but of the

meanest character, has been cased. Spandrel

piers and corbels have been introduced against

the wall under the tie beams, and the ceiling

decorated with stencilling, by Lee, of Lutter-

worth. New stone windows of Decorated

character have been introduced throughout the

church, the tracery of each varying in design.

Four of these have been filled with stained glass

as memorial windows. The body of the church

has been reseated with low open seats, executed

in pitch pine, all facing the east. The boundary

wall of the churchyard has been rebuilt, and new
gates have been placed at the south entrance.

The promoters of the work and the architect

were desirous of carrying the works further, by
the reconstruction of the present modem porches,

the restoration of the tower and spire, and the

general restoration of minor portions of the stone-

work. These, together with other works neces-

sary to be done before the whole structure can be

said to be completely restored, are unavoidably

postponed. The cost of the restorations, including

those executed in 1861, and the chancel, will be
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abont 2,500Z. The works have been carried out

from designs and under the superintendence of

Messrs. E. F. Law & Sons, architects, Northamp-
ton ; and have been executed by Messrs. Law &
Sons, builders, Lutterworth.

Gnttleton.—The north aisle of this church has
been re-opened for divine service. Two years
ago, Sir John Neeld, hart., M.P., restored the

tower and nave and rebuilt the chancel
;
and

this year he has completed the work, and rebuilt

the north aisle. The designs were by Mr. A.
Blomfield, and the work was executed by masons
and carpenters in the locality. There have been
five Early English windows inserted, three in

the north wall, and one in the east and west
respectively. A high-pitched roof has been
divided into bays by ribs, the bays being boarded
in the inside of the rafters, and the ribs spring-
ing from corbels upon the walls. The old seats
have been cut down, and the panelling reworked
into low open seats. The oi’gan, which pre-

viously stood in front of the west window, has
been considerably lessened, and is now placed
against the north, admitting a great increase of

light. The walls are faced inside with hammer-
dressed freestone, pointed, and left without
plaster.

EOMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH-BUILDING
NEWS.

Chester. — The ceremony of consecrating a
new Roman Catholic chapel in Chester has been
performed, with the usual ceremonial- The new
edifice is attached to the Dee House Convent of
tho “ Sisterhood of the Faithful Companions of
Jesus,” and is intended for the use of the inmates
of the convent, and the members of the Roman
Catholic persuasion resident in the immediate
vicinity. The building is from the design of|
Mr. F. Kirby, formerly of Chester, but now of
Liverpool.

—The foundation-stone of the new
Church of St. Charles (of Milan) has been laid
at Attercliffe. The church is intended to super-
sede tho present mission chapel, and stands on a
plot of land near Heppenstall-Jane, the gift of
Mr. Wake. The Duke of Norfolk has contributed
COOL towards the work, and Mrs. Wake and
family give a like amount. The church is esti-

mated to afford accommodation for 400 persons.
The site lies to the left of tho turnpike road
near to Heppenstall-road, on a piece of land
which is being laid out for streets. The church
will be built entirely of stone, in the Gothic
style, the west front presenting a lofty gable,
with two two-light tracery windows, between
which a dec-p buttress is formed into a canopied
niche, containing a figure of St. Charles, and is

continued upwards to support a bell-lurret over
the centre of the gable. There are two side
porches, baptistery, transepts, chancel, two
sacristies, &c. All the floors are laid with en-
caustic tiles, except where boarded for seats. All
the woodwork inside is varnished, and the roof
decorated. A house for the resident clergy is

included in the contract, and schools are to be
built immediately after the completion of the
church. The buildings will together form a
large group. Mr. John Milner is the contractor,
and the estimated coat is 4,TOOL The architects
are Messrs. Innocent & Brown, of Prior-court.

STAINED GLASS.

Kwgfon Church.—The window at the west end
of the nave of this church has been filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Clayton &, Bell. This
window, at the restoration of the church, was
filled with fluted white glass, but the light was
obstructed from entering by the organ and gal-

lery being placed directly in front of it. Upon
the removal of the organ this window was thrown
open to the church. The window is a four-light

one, of the Early English style. The window
contains representations of the four great pro-
phets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel

;

also of the four evangelists, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John. In the two centre parts above
there are representations of two angels, bearing
scrolls containing the word “ Sanctuary,” re-

peated three times. The groundwork of the
window is of a cream colour, tilled up with white
tracery work. Tho window is given by Mr.
Arthur H. Wal], of Burghill House, near Here-
ford, in memory of his father, the Rev. J. Wall,
late vicar of this pailsh.

Barlestone Church, Leicestershire,—An east

window for this church has just been completed.
In the tracery and upper compartments of the
window are the emblems of divine power and
dominion. Emblems of Divine Providence are
introduced in the crockets and in various parts
of the tracery, ic. The subject of the left-

hand opening is Mary Magdalene in the house of
Simon, at the feet of our Saviour. The centre
opening represents the descent of the Holy Ghost
in rays of fire, and in the likeness of tongues.
These proceed from the Cross (which is sur-

mounted by a rainbow of three colours). The
subject of the right-hand opening is our Saviour’s
charge to Peter, after His Restirrcction| Above
these subjects are canopies with crockets, in

harmony with the general design of the window.
The window on the south side of the chancel has
also been filled with stained glass. The subject
of the right-hand opening of this window is the
example of Jesus Christ in His works of mercy.
The left-hand opening represents the Go^
Samaritan. These subjects are surmounted by
floriated canopies

; and in the upper compart-
ments an Angel of Mercy, with tracery. The
glass in both windows was designed and executed
by Mr. William Holland, of Warwick.

Thomthwaite Church, near Harrogate. — A
two-light stained-glass memorial window has
been erected in this church. The subjects, which
are represented in panels, under canopies of the
Early English period, are “The Good Samari-
tan," and "The Alms Deeds of Dorcas." The
artist employed for this work was Mr. J. W.
Knowles, of York.

Training College Chapel, York.—A stained-
glass window, executed by Mr. J. W. Knowles, of
this city, has been recently erected in this

chapel, as a memorial. The subjects are “ Christ
blessing little Children,” and “ Christ teaching
Humility.” These subjects are depicted in panels,

[

above which are canopies of the Decorated
period. The tracery is filled in with ornamental
work of the same period.

Durham Cathedral.—It has been decided that
the Te Deum window in this cathedral shall be
filled with stained glass, in memory of the late

Archdeacon Thorp. The work will be done by a
London firm, the estimated cost being GOOl.

St. John’s, Tumcroft, Over Danven.—Several
stained-glass memorial windows have just been
erected in this chnrch. The windows erected
are three in number, having two lights each, in

the apsidal chancel, and the south transept
window containing four lights, and several
tracery openings. Besides these, tho north
transept window, also having four lights, but
larger than those in the south transept, and two
small windows of two lights each, in the north-
east chapel, have been filled with stained glass

by the Rev. F. Graham, at his sole expense, the
whole forming a memorial of his late wife. The
windows have been made by Messrs. Lavers &
Barraud, of London and Manebester. The work
is treated more in a modern than in tho old con-
ventional style. The three windows in the apse
contain subjects illustrative of the life of our
Lord, in the following order, arranged in two
tiers, so that each window contains four sub-

jects ;—Tho Annunciation, the Nativity, the
Offerings of the Wise Men, the Presentation in

the Temple, Our Lord among the Doctors, the
Baptism in the Jordan, the Sermon on the
Mount, the Transfiguration, the Agony in the
Garden, the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, Our
Lord’s Appearance after His Resurrection to the
Two Disciples at Emmaus. These subjects arc
placed in canopies on a ground of mosaic, and
in the tracery above the centre window is the
Lamb, and above each of the side windows an
angel. The north transept window has figures

of four holy women in the Old Testament, viz.,

Sarah, Hannah, Ruth, and Queen Esther, under
canopies. In tho large tracery opening is a
representation of Our Lord bearing His cross,

attended by the holy women, to Calvary. The
south transept window has figures of four holy
women of the New Testament, viz., St. Mary the
Virgin, St. Mary Magdalen, Dorcas, and Eunice,
also under canopies, with an angel in the tracery,

bearing a scroll with the word Alleluia. The
subjects in the two windows in the north-east
chapel represent instances of faith and devotion
in women, .nud are as follow :—Our Lord in the
house of Martha and Mary at Bethany, Mary
sitting at His feet and hc-ariug His Words

;
Our

Lord teachiug the Woman of Samaria at Jacob’s
Well; the Syro-Phusnician woman entreating
Our Lord to heal her daughter; the woman with
the issue of blood touching our Lord’s garment.

Holy Innocents’, Liverpool. — A memorial
window has recently been erected in the Church

of the Holy Innocents, Myrtle-street. The de-
sign is intended to illustrate the verse in the
90th Psalm, “ In the morning it flourishetb and
groweth up ; in the evening it is cut down and
withereth.” It consists of two landscapes. In

;

the background is a range of mountains. One i

compartment represents a palm-tree in full
j

vigour, and a parterre of flowers in luxuriant
growth and beauty, where the lily stands con-
spicuous. On the other half is a leafless tree, and !

the same flowers cut down and withered. In a
small lozenge-shaped compartment, which forms
the apex of the arch, is a copy of Titian’s
“ Ascension of Our Saviour.” The whole was
designed and executed by a Liverpool firm.

Hereford Cathedral.—Eight windows have just
j

been tilled with stained glass in tho Ladye
I

Chapel of this cathedral, in memory of various
j

members of the family of the late Canon
,

Morgan. The artist has designed these windows i

in accordance with existing examples of the i

thirteenth century, for at that period this

chapel was built. The new windows are of the
mosaic class, composed of a multitude of -small

pieces of every possible colour. They are treated ^

with the utmost variety of patterns and shapes
of medallions consistent with the style of tho

'

architecture. Each window consists of three
|

medallions, divided by a rich pattern or boss ;
;

the whole is surrounded by a border, and an in-

scription in Old English forms the base of each
light. The whole of the eight windows have
been fixed with iron rods and cement, and pro-

tected externally with galvanized iron guards.

Two of the windows are made to open without
interfering with the patterns or subjects. The i

artist was Mr. Gibbs.

SCHOOL-BUILDING NEWS.

Kingstead.—The architects of the school re-

cently opened here were Messrs. Wadmore &
i

Baker, of Great St. Helen’s. In these schools

earth-closets have been fitted up : we shall be
glad to hear how they answer, after they have

|

been some time in operation.

BootZe.—New National Schools, in connexion
with St. John’s Church, have been opened with
a bazaar, in aid of church repairs. The building '

just completed contains accommodation for 600
scholars. The infants’ school is a room with
open timber roof, 58 ft. by 25 ft., and 30 ft. high
to the ridge. The boys’ and girls’ school-rooms

are each respectively 59 ft. 6 in. by 20 ft., placed
side by side, and 16 ft. 6 iu. high. The whole
are so arranged that they can be thrown into

one for public meetings, with a clear and nn-
interrupted view from every part. There are
five large class-rooms, two lavatories, and all the
other necessaiy accommodation, -with separate
entrances for each section. There are two good-
sized play-grounds, containing 326 superficial

clear yards each. The contract for the schools

was 1,900Z., and carried out by Messrs. James
Burroughs & Sons, under the superintendence of
Mr. James N. Croft, of this town, architect. We
may here mention that a new parsonage-house
has also lately been completed iu Balliol-road,

in connexion -with St. John’s Church, and in
which the same architect and contractor were
employed.

Taunton.—St.Mary’sCentral National Schools,

Taunton, have recently been completed. They
are situated in the street to the south side of
St. Mary’s Church. Some old school-buildings

existed on the same site before. The now
schools comprise, on the ground-floor, a boys’

school, 40 ft. by 32 ft. 6 in.; infants’ school,.

36 ft. 6 in. by 19 ft. ; and class-room for the
latter, 21 ft. by 17 ft. 6 iu., with separate play-

grounds for the boys, girls, aud infants, with
covered corridors, hat aud cloak rooms, &o. On
the floor over the infants’ school aud class-room
are respectively placed those for the girls. There
are no rooms over the boys’ school, which has a
stained fir roof, open to the rafters. The front

to the road is the only side of the building
brought into prominence, as houses adjoin tho
schools at the two ends. The boys’ school has
a gable towai-ds the road, with a large five-light

window, having transome and plate-tracery

head. Its roof is surmounted by a bell-turret

set diamond-wise, and covered with cleft oak
shingle. The girls’ school Las two dormer win-

dows, of somewhat similar character to that for

the boys’. The general material of the walls

was local stone, with Ham-hill for the window
and door dressings, &c. The total outlay
amounted to about l,oOOL The works have-
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been carried out by Mr. Henry Davis, of Taunton,
builder, under the superintendence of ilr. Ferrey,

of London, architect.

Westminster.—An important addition has just

been made to tho Wesleyan Training College,

Horseferry-road, in the shapo of a new wing,
comprising thirty bedrooms

;
lecture-hall, 60 ft.

long by 27 ft. wide
;
gentlemen’s day-room, same

size as lecture-ball
;
two spacious class-rooms

;

and book-rooni, on basement, for the supply of

books to this and kindred institutions. Tho
building is of picked stocks, with plain Gothic

Bath stone windows, and oocupiee a frontage of

93 ft. in New Peter-street, Boreeferry-road. The
entrance is, however, only obtained throngh the

College
; a new York-stone staircase, giving

access to both old and new buildings. The
desks throughout are arranged for two students

only at each, and tJie masters can readily gain

access to every student without the usual objec-

tionable mode of passing behind the seats. The
building throughout is warmed with hot water,

and lighted with gas. Ornamental star-lights

are used in the lecture-hall, day and class rooms,

with very good effect. The cost of the whole is

about 7,0001. Messrs. Wilson & Willcoi, of

London and Bath, were the architects; Mr.
Hobson, of the Adelphi, was the builder.

Neujjiort (Salop).—New schools have been
opened at Salter’s Hall, Newport. Mr. J. F.

Cobb was the builder
;
and Mr. Edmund Kirby,

of Liverpool, the architect.

Wonderful Inventions. By JoHX Tiiir.s.

London : Routledge.

This work is of a different class from some of
Mr. Timbs’s numerons and useful volumes,—con-
taining fewer of the words of others. It gives

an interesting and complete reswatl of the history

and nature of many celebrated inventions,—from
the compass to the cable, as Mr. Timbs remarks

;

and is well adapted for purchase as a Christmas
gift to young people, and for reading, by old as

well as young. The book is illustrated with
numerous engravings.

VAPJOBUM.
“ Schnick Sohnack : Trifles for the Little

Ones,” is a book full of little coloured sketches,
some of them remarkably good of their kind :

—

notice, for example, the quaint little rogue on
the title-page reading a boob, with spectacles
and a red cap on, or the group illustrating
” Brother is Sulky.” We do not find any artist’s

name. If we remember rightly, they are by
Oscar Pletsch, and have appeared in a German
edition. The publishers of the last-named
book (Rontledge & Co.) have also issued a
larger volume of coloured sketches, under the
title, “ Eoutledge’s Coloured Scrap-book,” some
of which are very funny ; as, for example,
” Jack and Gill,” by Mr. H. S. Marks. Mr.
Harrison Weir contributes several of the draw-
ings, and they are accompanied with stories and
anecdotes, forming a book that will be taken up
again and again in “ the children’s hour.”
” Little Boy Blue,” and “ Cinderella left at
Home,” are exceedingly good plates of their
kind. “ The Little Oxley’s Sayings and
Doings,” is one of “ Sister Ellen’s Nursery
Stories” (Eoutledge), and is intended for very
little children. ” The Story of Papa’s Wise
Dogs,” is another of Routledge’s books for
children

;
the merit claimed for which con-

sists in the circumstance that all the anec-
dotes it contains are true. Sterne’s “Sen-
timental Journey,” for 6d., would seem to
be cheap enough; but Messrs. Eoutledge add
ftjr that sum a large collection of the wit’s
letters. “ The Treasures of the Earth,” By
William Jones, F.S.A. (P. Warne & Co.), is

a nice little book, giving in a plea.oant style an
account of mines, minerals, and metals, to'

which are added some anecdotes of well-known
men connected with mining. The year's
volume of tho " Children’s Friend ” is a very
good one, full of cuts ;

and the same may he
said of “ The lufants’ Magazine,!’ and the “ Ser-
vants’ Magazine,” all published by Partridge A
Co. “ Blackwood’s Shilling Scribbling Diary”
is this year interleaved with blotting-paper,which
increases its value. A postal district map of
London on the inside of the cover is a usefnl

adjunct. Hanover Square (Ashdown A Parry)

is to give for a shilling a month two composi-

tions for the piano, and two for the voice. It is

edited by Mr. Lindsay Sloper, and has begun
very well. “ Young England’s Almanack and
Naturalists’ Calendarforl868” (Tweedie). “First

follow nature” is an excellent rale in many
things, and in none more so than in the fine

arts, whether painting, sculpture, or architec-

ture. We know that Titian, Poussin, and our

own Stotbard, in his rambles in the fields,

observed carefully every flower, and often

brought many homo for present or future use.

SmeatOD, from contemplation of the bole of an
oak-tree, devised the first Eddystone Lighthouse
of any duration, and which has now braved the

storms for above a hundred years. Ifc is not
likely that any one beyond middle age will take
up the study of natural objects; but all the

young may be induced to enter on that agree-

able pursuit. When Mr. Lowe’s advice is

followed, we may substitoto the study of things

for that of words, and so gain practical know-
ledge while the faculties are evolved, or educated

in the true sense of the word. Valuable aid

towards this end may be found in the very
useful almanack now tefore us. “The Laws
and Principles of Whist,” by “ Cavendish,” is a
book known to those who study that game, and
all we have to do is to mention the publication of

a new edition, the eighth, with numerous addi-

tions. Like all the works that come from Messrs.

Do la Rue & Co., it is handsomely produced.

llUsftllnnca.

Tnr; Monument at Dkumclog.—The monu-
ment erected some years ago, in commemoration
of the memorable Battle of Dromclog, tn the
west of Scotland, having for a considerable
period been in a very dilapidated condition, a
movement was lately originated in the Hamilton
district, for the construction of an entirely new
one of more durable material; and workmen
have been engaged in the necessary preliminary
operations. It having been arranged that the
new monument should be of granite, designs
and estimates wore procured from the leading

granite companies. A number of designs were
received by the committee; and the one sent in

by Messrs. Macdonald, Field, & Co., of Aberdeen,
was unanimously selected. The execution of

the work was undertaken by Messrs. Cruikshauk
& Son, of Glasgow. The monument is an obelisk,

supported on a pedestal, consisting of a base,

dodo, and cornice, resting on a projecting base
and Burbase. The details are treated in the

Grecian style. The obelisk measures 15 ft. 6 in.

in height. Tho whole height of the monument,
from tho base to the apex of the obelisk, is

23 ft.

Central Cottage Improvement Society.

—

The annual meeting of this Society has been hold
at the Whittington Club-honse, Arundel-street,

Strand, Mr. R. Dimsdale, M.P., in the chair.

The report stated that one of the first duties

devolving upon the council after the last meeting
was to take measures for procuring a first-rate

single cottage with three bed-rooms, to bo
erected at a cost not exceeding 100 guineas.
The result was a most interesting exhibition of

plans. No less than 150 architects competed,
and many admirable designs wore sent in. The
first plan selected was found to be the work of

Mr. William Habershon, a pupil and nephew of

the honorary architect ; but as the advertise-

ment had stated that the honorary architect

would not himself compete, that gentleman
offered a third prize at his own cost, %vhich was
then awarded to this particular plan. The next

two in tho scale of excellence according to the

judgment of the council were those of Mr. Smith
and Mr. Gregory Gill, and to them were awarded
the first and second prizes, subject to the condi-

tion that they could be erected under ordinary

circumstances for the sum specified, viz. 100
guineas. Tho council, however, had not been
able to bring this matter to such a conclusion as

would enable them to issue the plans of Messrs.

Smitb and Gill afi plans approved of by the
Society, and issned with its imprimatur, fur the

simple reason that so far as at present ascer-

tained they could not be built for the sum speci-

fied. The council, considering the great demand
there is for a single cottage-plan, proposes to

issuo one as soon as possible, with a well-

arranged interior and a neat elevation, which
can be erected in any ordinary locality for 100
guineas. The report was adopted.

Markets for London.—The Food Committee
of tho Society of Arts have this subject under
their consideration. At their last meeting it

was determined to collect information on this

head, with a view to promote the establishment

of additional facilities for the supply of food to

the metropolis.

Masezzo Marble.—We have seen some speci-

mens of artificial marble, termed by the in-

ventor, Mr. Guelton, “ marezzo.” It is manu-
factured in the form of slabs, monldings, table-

tops, &c., and imitates every variety of marble.

The colours and veining are traced on large sur-

faces of plate-glass, and the cement, or material

composing the artificial marble is run over it

:

when set the slabs are removed from the glass.

The surfaces are then polished by friction, in the

same way as those of marble. The material is

suitable for internal decoration. It is fixed to

walls by the methods usually employed for facing

walls with marble. It appears to Lave advan-
tages over scagliola.

Road Steamers.—A new locomotive for com-
mon roads has been patented by Mr. R. W.
Thomson, and successfully tried in Edinburgh.
It has an upright boiler, and weighs 5 tons ; but
its chief feature is that the tires of the wheels
are covered with indiarubber, which is said to

have a singular effect in increasing the grip of
the wheel on the road without doing damage
either to the road or to the indiarubber, while it

enables the locomotive to run either upon rough
macadamized roads on tho one hand, or on soil;

turf, or even plouej\ed land, on tho other, without
making much impression on the surface. On
turf the traces of the wheels, it is said, were
scarcely visible, and on soft soil a walking-stick

was readily thrust into the rut. If this be the

case, tho impoi'tance of indiarubber tires to

,

steam ploughs must be very great, and must
tend to promote immensely the use of steam-
power in agriculture.

Liability tor Injury by Diminution of
Light.—In the case of Engle u. The Charing
Cross Railway Company, the company had, by
the execution of their works, occasioned a
diminution of light to tho plaintiff’s premises,

which were consequently rendered less con-

venient and suitable for the requirements of the

plaintiff’s business of a wool warehouse keeper
(carried on therein) than they otherwise would
have been. The Court of Common Pleas held

that this was “ an injury to an interest in land,”

within the meaning of the Lauds Clauses Con-
solidation Act, and that the plaintiffwas entitled

to compensation. An initiry to the light of a
house was an injury to the house itself, and,

although on a sale for some purposes its value

might not be diminished, yet the plaintiff had a
right to keep the premises, if so minded, for the

carrying on of his accustomed business, and for

that purpose the premises were deteriorated by
deficiency of light.

The Manchester Free Public Libraries.

—

The report for 186G-G7 of the Manchester Public

Free Libraries Committee, prepared by Dr,

Crestadoro, the chief librarian, has been issued

in a printed form. It states, that during the
year ending September 6th, 1867, a new Branch
Lending Library, with news - room attached,

,

WHS opened in Rusbolme-road for the districts

of Chorlton and Ardwick ;
and a newcapacioaa

building for Ancoats has been completed in

Every-street, where the Lending Library and
News-room of that district are now removed.
Since the last report the aggregate annual

’ issues have advanced from 432,498 to 673,432.

Out of this total number of issues, 193,349
volumes were given out to readers and students

in the Reference department; 59,563 volumes
were issued in the reading-rooms attached to
the branch libraries ; and the remaining 420,520
volumes were borrowed in 388,755 times.

Numerically, this amounts to the whole of the
shelves of five lending libraries being emptied,

and their contents taken home, read, and re-

turned more than nine times by as many armies
of readers in the course of one year ! The
borrowei’3, as represented by their cards, bave^
during theyear,numbered 21,899. In the libraries

and news-rooms there have been about 1,882,000

visitors, inclusive of borrowers, as compared
with 1,387,530 during the preceding year, being

an increase of more than 35 per cent. The num-
ber of volumes and pamphlets added to the

libraries during the year was 6,225, of which
2,213 volumes and sixty pamphlets were ac-

quired by purchase, and 3,200 volumes an^ 753
pamphlets by donation.
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Mansion House, London.—The sum of 2,850Z.

ia to be expended in decorating the Egyptian
Hall and the saloon at the Mansion House.

A Testimonial.—A meeting was held on 4th
inst., at Belvidere-road, of the members of the
Sick and Accidental Fund, among the workmen
in the employment of Messrs. Lucas, Brothers,
on the occasion of the resignation of Mr. J.

Williams, their secretary, who has accepted a
situation on the works of the New St. Thomas’s
Hospital. The committee presented him, on
behalf of themselves and the members, with a
timepiece, as an expression of their regard to

himself, and appreciation of the great perseve-
rance and tact he had displayed in the formation
and management of a fund which, during the
six years it has been established, has conferred
great benefits on its members.

The Amended New Streets Act.—The new
Act to amend the Metropolitan Streets Act,

which received the Royal Assent on Saturday,
has been issued. The 6th section, as to coster-
mongers, is now amended in respect to the
deposit of goods in the streets. It ia not to

apply to costermongers, street hawkers, or itine-

rant traders, so long as they carry on their busi-

ness in accordance with the regulations from
time to time made by the Commissioners of

Police, and so much of the 6th section in the
recited Act as refers to the surface of any space
that intervenes in any street between the foot-

way and the carriage-way is now repealed. The
cab C[uestion is disposed of by a clause stating
that no regulation is to be made in respect of

the carriage of lamps by hackney carriages in

respect of the 17th section, except with the
approval of the Secretary of State. The only
Other provision is that the statutes are to be
construed together.

Silt in the Thames,— The correspondence
has just been presented to Parliament which took
place between the Thames Conservancy Board
and the Metropolitan Board of Works, relative

to the formation of certain deposits of mud near
the outfall of the Main Drainage sewers. Mr.
Bazalgette, in a report dated the 21st October
last, says :

—

*'lt is a well-known fact that the point on the north
side of the river half a mile above Barking Creek was
always subject to accumulations of mud prior to the
opeoing of the Main Drainage works : and on both sides of
the river the mud-banka, known as the ‘ Saltings,’ are
rapidly washing into the stream by the action of the tide
and steamboat tralEc

;
and from Woolwich downwards

the authorities of the Royal Dockyard have recently, by
means of a newly-invented mud-distributor, been washing
the deposit which has accumulated in their docks into the
river. These circumstances lead to the inference that the
accumulations shown upon the conservators' sections can-
not be fairly attributed entirely to the Main Drainage
outfalls.”

lu testing this point the Board’s surveyors
came to the conclusion “ that alterations have
taken place in the bed of the river, but that

there has been only a very small increase in the

total quantity of deposit.” Mr. Bazalgette re-

commended that a conference should take place

between the Board and the Thames conservators,

in order to discuss the subject together.

Proposed Memorial op Henri’ Kirke
White.—An effort is being made, according

to the Nottinghamshire Guardian, to raise a
memorial to the excellent and gifted Kirke
White. Is it not a reproach to his fellow-towns-

men of Nottingham, and to his admirers, that

he should have been allowed to lie so long in his

grave without there being even so much as a
stone set up to his memory? In his ‘lines on
Wilford Churchyard, he says ;

—

•' This is the spot
Which I have long mark’d out to lay my bones in.”

Kh-ke White was not buried in Wilford Church-
yard ; nevertheless, the fact of his having
marked out the spot for himself, and that spot
being well known, renders it the most suitable

place in the county, more especially as be also

wrote,

—

“ Grant, Heaven, that here my pilgrimage may close.

Yet, if this be denied, where’er my bones
May lie Yet still my spirit

Shall wing its way to these my nam e regions.
And hover o’er this spot.

What the mover in this case, the Rev. E. Davies,

proposes to do is to place a small but handsome
stained-glass window in the church, and beside

it a neat tablet, with a suitable inscription, sur-

mounted by a medallion bearing his profile.

He has already received considerable encourage-

ment, and hopes the needed amount (about 1001.)

will soon be forthcoming. Subscriptions are

received at Smith’s Bank, Nottingham, or by
himself at Wilford Rectory.

Seaford, Sussex. — A committee has been
formed under the Sanitary Act, 1866, for the
purpose of carrying out a new and complete
sytem of drainage, channelling, and other im-
provements in this town ; and Messrs. Gotto &
Beesley have been engaged to prepare the
necessary plans and estimates for the works.

Lancashire Bridge, Stockport. — For a
length of time the stability of this erection has
been a debateable question

5 so much so, indeed,

that the attention of the Local Board has been
drawn gravely to it

;
and, after a professional

examination, it has been declared insecure, and
will require to be taken down at an early date.

Leicester Clock Tower and Memorial
Structure Competition.—One hundred and six

designs from local and other architects have been
received by the committee, and are now open
to public inspection in the picture-gallery of
Messrs. Vice & Moon, Market-place. Some few
are very good, but the majority are otherwise.

The Female School of Art.—The distri-

bution of prizes is fixed to take place at
Burlington House, this Saturday, the 1-lth inst.

Sir F. Grant, P.R.A., will preside. At the
Royal Academy, a young lady, Miss Louisa Stair,

has carried off the Gold Medal (!) and Scholarship

of COL from her male competitors! a remarkable
sign of the times.

Extraordinary Eruption op Coal at West
Hartlepool Beach.— It will be remembered
that last winter, immediately following a north-

east gale, the poor of Hartlepool were presented

by the waves with an immense amount of trea-

sure trovo, in shape of Spanish dollars, which
had been buried for forty years. This winter,

not less than 1,000 tons of coal have been cast

up on these same sands, and nearly every cart

in the town has been called into requisition to

carry away the treasure. The poorer inhabitants

turned out en masse with barrows, baskets, sacks,

&c., and every description of receptacle was im-

provised for the occasion.

From L.vmbeth.—The dilapidated houses at

the comer of Stamford-street are at last " To
let.” Twenty years of squabbling, forcible

entry, and violent ejection have passed since the

last tenants left dust and decay to work alone in

their ruin. It is proposed to make a new street

from the New Kent-road, across the Dover-road,

Kent-street, through St. George’s New-town,
into Tooley-street. This will break np a colony

of the most desperate thieves and other birds of

prey at a cost of nearly 20,0001., to be borne by
the parishes of Sfc. George-the-Martyr, St. Mary
Bermondsey, and St. Mary Newington. The
clock of Old Lambeth Church, after 200 years’

.

service, is about to be replaced by a modern suc-

cessor
;
and the window commemorating the ex-

istence of “the pedlar and his dog” to be

enriched by the addition of coloured glass. The
cost is to be defrayed from a grant of 2501. out

of the proceeds of the Pedlar’s Acre estate.

—

South London Press.

New Thames Tunnel.—An engineering pro-

ject, for which the necessary Parliamentary

sanction has nob yet been obtained, is in con-

templation, namely, a tunnel or subway intended

to be driven under the Thames between London
Bridge and the Tower. The present project has

the sanction of the Tower authorities, and
arrangements for the Surrey side approach have
been already made. The old tunnel ia about

1,250 ft. between the shafts. The
,

proposed

subway will bo about 1,320 ft. The one cost

above 450,0001. j
the other is estimated to coat

the comparative trifle of 16,0001. Mr. Peter

Barlow, F.R.S., who is the engineer of this pro-

ject, proposes that the descent and ascent to the

tunnel shall be by hydraulic lifts, similar to

those in use in the large new hotels, and that

the passengers shall be conveyed from one shaft

to the other in light steel omnibuses of perfect

workmanship, and driven by manual power upon
a system of accumulating force. The friction

will, it is expected, be so much reduced by the

exactitude of the fittings and the excellence of

the materials and workmanship employed, as to

make the power of one man amply snfficient for

working an omnibus. The bottoms of the shafts

will be on the same level, and the subway will

dip in the centre, to give speed and to accumu-
late force for the last half of the journey. Mr.
Barlow recommends his scheme as applicable to

the relief of the crowded streets. He gives fnll

particulars of it in a pamphlet privately circu-

lated, “ On the Relief of London Street Traffic.”

Technical Education.—The Council of the l

Society of Arts are arranging for a Conference,
j

which is to be held on Tbnrsday and Friday, the
23rd and 24th of January next, to consider and
suggest what measures may be taken to promote
the industrial and scientific education of the
various classes of the community.

Self-acting Train Signals. — A scheme of
self-acting train signals, invented by Mr. R. F.
D. Campbell, surveyor, was noticed in the
Builder in the autumn of 1865. Our opinion was
that it was rather too delicate in its details for

practical use, an opinion with which the inventor
now says he entirely concurs, and he has since

simplified and improved the scheme. His signals

can be either worked through pneumatical,
electric, or mechanical power. Without diagrams
we cannot briefly or clearly explain the system.
It gives notice of various contingencies, such as

the breaking of a coupling, a carriage off the
line, fire in a carriage. There is also an arrange-
ment for use by passengers if assanlted, &c.

Gas and Air Pubifieb.—A paper, containing

a description of a revolving washer for removing
certain impurities from gas in the process of its

manufacture, and applicable to the purification

of air, and for other sanitary purposes, was read

before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, by
Mr. John Reid, the manager of the Edinburgh
and Leich Gas Company, and has been issued in

a printed form. The leading idea of Mr. Reid’s

improved washer is to employ a horizontal in-

stead of a vertical passage for the gas while

being submitted to the action of the shower of
water, whereby it should undergo a thorough
shower-bath from a copious stream of water jets,

falling some 20 inches, in an elongated horizontal

chamber, instead of 30 ft. in height
;
and that

this should be effected without in any way pre-

senting obstruction to its free passage, or throw-
ing any back pressure on the retorts. He also

proposes, by aid of his apparatus, to purify air

for sanitary purposes, oy means of Condy’s fiuid>

otherwise known as “ ozonized water.”

Roman Remains at Appleton-le-Street.

—

About the commencement of November, a mere
accident—the ploughing up of the upper stone

of a Roman mill—induced examination of a field

situated on the glebe farm in the township of
Amotherby and pariah of Appleton-le-Street.

The Rev. James Robertson, of Appleton, is the

explorer, and this gentleman has laid bare a
series of large paved floors, varying from 6 in.

to 2 ft. 6 in. below the surface of the land. The
place is very near the supposed junction of two
great lines of Roman road—one from Derventio

to lauriom, the other from Eboracum to I’rcB-

torium. The field in question has been tried in

various places, and pavements have been found
over a wide area. So far no trace of walls or
foundations have been found : they are simply
pavements. These are irregular in outline, and
varying in size, one being 150 ft. across it.

Some are detached, while others have paved
pathways as connexions. Of implements none
have been found of metal, but a remarkably fine

red-flint long “scraper,” a flint “drill,” and
|

some other ffints, have been picked up, with a
]

“spindle whorl” of Samian pottery, and another '

similarly formed (unpierced) of stone.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Town Surveyor’s Re* <

PORT.—The report of Mr. Thomas Bryson for '

1867 has been printed. Under the head of :

public health the reporter says :
—" It is a matter

of serious concern that, notwithstanding the

strenuous efforts made by the committee to im-

prove the sanitary condition of the borough, a 1

high rate of mortality still prevails. In con-

nexion with those questions, underlying that of
public health, which come within the range of

my department, I may remark that, although a
great deal has been done in the way of sewerage
and house drainage, still much remains to be
done in the ventilation of sewers, and in the
paving and surface drainage of the extended
parts of the town, especially in the neighbour- .

hood of Scotswood-road and other places. While,
however, these improvements are all good as far

as they go, still it is my conviction, that until

better accommodation be provided for the work-
ing classes, the death-rate will not be very ma-
terially reduced. If some of those schemes of
street improvement through Pandon and the

lower parts of the town were carried out, they

would be of immense service in this direction,

and in addition to opening out sites for such a
purpose, would afford great relief to the com-
merce of the Quay.”
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The Eeho

of the Clerkenivell

Explosion.

UE readers and all Eng-

land have heard that on

Friday, the 13th, a barrel

ofgunpowder, nitro-glyce-

rine, or some other explo-

sive material, was fired

near the outer wall of

the House of Detention

in Clerkenwell, knocked

down some 60 ft. or 70 ft.

of that wall, as well as

several houses in Corpora-

tion-row, and killed and

wounded frightfully a

multitude of unoffending,

unconcerned persons, with

the object of possibly

furthering the escape of

two persons under arrest

as members of the Fenian

conspiracy. Knowing this,

however, and having read

the full accounts that have appeared in the

newspapers, they will still be unable to realise,

without a visit to people and place, the havoc

done by that one explosion : they must walk

through street after street, they must enter

the wards of hospital after hospital.

The English have been happily characterized

as a law-abiding people. In one respect they

are eminently distinguished from most, if not

from all, other nations, namely, in their reve-

irence for human life. The wider are the limits

of our foreign travel, the more cause do we see

to be content with this portion of the national

character. From the statesman who devotes more

. anxious hours to the consideration of the pro-

I priety of mitigating a capital sentence,’than some

. Continental rulers would be disposed to give to

ensure the preservation of a whole district from

I military execution, to the humblest peasant, the

. same feeling is found predominant. And those

i soldiers and those generals who are the readiest

, to encounter the imminent peril of battle at the

: call of duty, are, even more than their civil

: brethren, taught by the code under which they

; are organized, the criminality of needless expo-

• sure to danger, or of needless waste of blood.

For a barrel containing a quantity of gun-

[
powder, sufficient' to breach a wall for 60 ft. or

I more, and to shake to their foundations an

; entire street of bouses, to be exploded in the

I midst of London, without a word of warning to

[
protect even the casual passengers, is therefore

! a crime likely to be regarded amongst us with a

1 feeling of startled and half-incredulous indigna-

I tion that requires no prompting from the press.

' It is no breach of the rule which closes our

t columns to the discussion of any other political

: subjects than those which are free from the bias

I of party feeling, to point out the lesson which

1 has been thus loudly given to every householder

: in our metropolis and large towns. Since

I swords were disused as part of the necessary

I equipment of a gentleman, we have laid aside

much of that vigilance which characterises the

Latin rather than in the English sense of the

word. War itself has become to some extent

civilised: due warning to non-combatants

for the most part become a feature of its assaults,

and we have almost taken it for granted that a

man can come into peril of life or limb only by

his own fault or folly.

It has, however, become but too apparent that

there exist amongst us miscreants who, for no

adequate result, perhaps for no result but the

mischief itself, do not hesitate to confound old

men, women, infants,—-those indifferent persons

whom war to a certain extent protects,—in the

very worst peril of war. A mine is precisely

that which the bravest soldier most dreads,—we

do not say fears,—but looks at as a somewhat

diabolical and unfair mode of attack. The

spirit which, in the creation of our volunteer

force, has, in the opinion of many competent to

jirdge, alone saved our shores from insult,

will, we doubt not, give no uncertain reply

to the echoes of the Clerkenwell explosion.

But our word of caution is to the house-

holders. It becomes their duty to exercise

an amount of vigilance not hitherto requisite

within the memory of Englishmen. Every

cellar, every outbuilding, every obscure and

sheltered portion of the domestic p-emises,

should receive the attention of the master’s

eye, — no questionable fact should fail to be

promply investigated. A barrel in a truck left

in a street without explanation has, in a

fearful manner, explained itself. To-day it may
bo powder

;
to-morrow it may be fire ; the next

day it may be sudden personal assault. What-

ever the Legislature may hereafter do, whatever

municipal authorities may more speedily effects

whatever may be the increased vigilance of the

very respectable force pledged to maintain order

and protect life and property, it is the duty of

each head of a family to do, what no one can so

well do for him, to look to the safety of his

own premises with a wary eye; to see that no

neglected access, or tempting pile of combus-

tibles, or concealed space where mischief may be

directed on himself or on his neighbours, is left

unvisited to afford a shelter to the enemies of

society. No man so humble exists among us

but that be may, by a tacit but constant vigilance,

and the exercise of good sense, aid the popu-

lation of our cities to protect themselves from

wanton, malignant, unscrupulous attack,

Yet another warning may be gained from the

catastrophe of the 6th, followed by that of the

13tb, of December. Let the managers of our

public buildings be on their guard. It would not

be a more fruitless or a more difficult matter to

fire the British Museum or the National Gallery

than to blow down the walls of Clerkenwell gaol.

The question cui lono is no longer one on the

triumphant posing of which respectability can

now afford to go to sleep. Accident has often

found us unprepared ; fire-proof buildings have

been turned into furnaces, as in the cases of the

Crystal Palace and of the two iron churches at

Bayswater last winter. Let not crime meet with

similar supineness. With men among us ready

to emulate the crime of Erostratus without even

the excuse of his insane and miserable vanity,

it behoves those responsible for the protection of

all public buildings to be on the alert.

It is much to be desired that a commission

or committee should be organised, containing

men accustomed to the duties of the fire brigade,

of the police, and of the detective force, to draw

up a code of instructions for the safe guard of

public and of private property. Hints to house-

keepers, and to the guardians of public buildings,

from those whose experience has taught them

how to detect the ordinary signs of premeditated

outrage, would be of great value. In the absence

of any such official aid each man must depend

on common sense, and must regard as an indica-ruder states of society. We have been content

that the law should watch for us. Unarmed, tion of possible danger any unusual and inex-

we have become also unalarmed,—secure in the I plicable movement.

It has been often stated that the life of any

man is at the disposal of any other man who is

prepared to throw away his own for the sake of

taking that of the former. The history of

attempted regicides, to which the remark was

intended to refer, happily does not altogether

bear out its truth. However determined, and

even however fanatical a murderer may be,

there is a something, whether it be conscience

or not, that usually unnerves his hand at the

critical moment. The want of practice in the

use of firearms, the usual implements of the

modern assassin, has been urged as an explana-

tion of that failure, which is happily rather the

rule than the exception. But in cases where

steel has been resorted to the same tremor has

been evident. The chasseur who charged King

Ferdinand of Naples with his bayonet, was not

much more successful than the assailant of the

E mperor Alexander in Paris, although he actually

penetrated the skin, and a foot further advance,

or a pound weight added to the blow, would

have pierced the king through the body. It is

not for us at all times to detect the subtle mode

in which Divine Providence prevents the un-

commissioned agent from executing the work of

death before a summons had been issued from

an irreversible tribunal.

But the dastard whose only risk consists in

lighting a squib at a moment when no one looks

on, and running round the corner while it bums,

is less amenable to the emotions of fear than

the more open assassin. On such a criminal

the law may, if it can arrest him, indeed inflict

retribution
;
but such retribution is no restitu-

tion of the wrong inflicted by the crime on the

helpless and on the innocent. If the whole

Clerkenwell conspiracy be brought to light, and

the conspirators adequately punished, small will

be the satisfaction thus afforded to the numerous

suflerers, in life or person, or to the alarmed and

injured inhabitants of Corporation-row. Law

may avenge where it has failed to awe, but it

cannot restore. It remains, then, for every one

of us to look to his own safety, and to prevent,

by vigilant care, irreparable evil.

Modern society has, by tacit assent, assigned

to the law the care of personal safety. Against

those who put themselves out of the pale of

such assent, society must protect itself. We are

not recommending an appeal to Lynch law. We
should consider such a social change amongst

ourselves as a surer and a darker sign of the

decadence of Great Britain than any discovered

or invented by the unfriendly ingenuity of

Ledru-Rollin. Nor are we advocating the adop-

tion of arms for personal defence. If we are

driven to such a step, it will be by the

acts of men who play with the tools of the

soldier, while ignorant of his honour and

his courage. But it is the duty of all honest

and prudent men to aid and to maintain the

execution of the laws which wo are unwilling to

change. Individuals must watch over any

menace of individual safety. Citizens must

watch their habitations. First, by due vigi-

lance, must they disconcert the projects of the

enemies of society. Secondly, by full informa-

tion must they aid the officers of the law.

Thirdly, in the interest of the very existence of

society, are all good men bound to keep a

pointed and sleepless watch on the words and

actions of those who have of late, under what

pretext soever, whether of quibbling special

pleading, or of sentimental sympathy with the

perpetrators rather than with the victims of

crime, done their best to baffle and discredit the

course of the tribunals of the country, and to

muffle that sword with which alone, and that

perhaps somewhat too tardily and gingerly, the

present race of Englishmen has been wont to

meet the criminal and the assassin.

Attention, moreover, cannot be too loudly

called to the extreme impropriety of such a con-

struction and arrangement of our prisons as
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shall allow tiieir yards to bo commanded, and
their inmates seen and signalled to, from the
“ top stories ” of adjoining booses. Soch a neg.
leet of the most obvions precaution seems at
any time inexplicable : its continoance would be
altogether inexcusable.
We have never been alarmists in the ordinary

sense of the word; but caution is the only sure
preventive of panic. Alarm, in its primary
sense of d I’arme,—to arms,—is the cry, not of
cowards, but of brave men at the first symptom
of danger. The wholesome application of the
“ cat ” pnt a stop at once to the recreation of
garrotting, which had become far more ordinary
than agreeable. The same promptitude of
action will, no doubt, have a similar efiect on
those who amuse themselves with the murderous
employment of gunpowder. In the mean time,
no man can afford to neglect such a warning as
has been echoed from the shattered wall of
Clerkeuwell prison; and we all shall do well to
bear in mind the proverb,—Forewarned, fore*
armed.
Our daily contemporaries are londly calling on

the Government. It is not so clear to us what
they ask the Government to do. The law is, or
ought to be, able to vindicate itself; and all
that Justice requires is, that those who, by
recent sympathy with the perpetrators of the
Manchester murder, have encouraged the perpe-
tration of that at Clerkenwell, should cease to
cumber her path. Our own appeal to each house-
holder to look to his own premises is, at all events,
susceptible of a much more speedy response
than any application to the Horae Office can
receive. But there is one point which we are
anxious to bring to the attention of the Govern-
ment, and of those independent members of
Parliament who can devote leisure and capacity
to the preparation of well-considered remedies
for proved abuses. An explosion like that at
Clerkenwell would hardly have been possible in
any capital bub our own. In Paris, in Ploronoe,
in Vienna, in St. Petersburg, men would have
been unable either to wheel a beer-barrel full of
powder about the streets, or to purchase, with-
out leaving good marks of the transaction, such
a quantity of that dangerous material. Free
trade in the implements of death is hardly a
necessary part of social freedom. Slowly enough
we have come to accept that truth as regards
poison. Perhaps we shall now learn that the
supervision of competent authority is necessary
for the pnblic safety in all cases where it is
sought to obtain speedy and certain means of
death or destruction. It is no part of the
function of an organized state to allow of
the preparation, within its bosom, of the
warlike implements and munitions of treason.
Powder lies close. A gallon measure will contain
more than 150 lb. of such powder as is used for
military demolition. A thirty-six gallon beer-
barrel, if full, would therefore contain the means
of even greater damage than that done on
Friday afternoon. With a means of destruction
of such fearful capability, it is clear that some
check should be imposed on its ready purchase
and sale

;
and that the responsibility which we

admit to attach to the vendors and purchasers
of poison should d /oriioti, be made to apply to
all those who handle, or seek to handle, any of
those yet more terrible engines of human de-
struction, the unscrupulous use of which may in
a few seconds render a populous oity a heap of
ruins, and convert a whole population into
victims and mourners.

HOMBOURG.

The town of nombourg-es-Monts may be said
to consist principally of one main thoroughfare
about a mile along. This is full of houses,
shops, and hotels, in the rather meagre Italian
style affected by Germans in their modern street
architecture. Ac the extreme eastern end—for
it is built due east and west—is the railway, and
at the western extremity is the Schloss. It is as
though the old town had once nestled under the
protection aflbrded by the neighbourhood of the
castle, but becoming celebrated and thronged
with visitors, had extended itself westwards.
Several short streets depart right and left of
this main artery, and emerge upon two newer
lines of thoroughfare running parallel with it,

!

on either side. One of these—the Ober prome-
nade—is lined on one side with villas, nearly all

let out in furnished apartments
;
the other only

passes in the rear of houses; but, doubtless,
at no distant date, will add to the rivalries of

the active touters of the villas in the first-men-

1

tioned. Lying due east and west, one side of
the main street is, for a great part of the day,
in deep reposing shadow, while the other is in
iDright snushine, and the line of hotels and shops,
in it flaunting with awnings and gay with bal-
oonies, with their decorations of flowers and
creeping plants. The building material in most
fVequent use is brick covered with compo, tinted
of a light colour. The ease and comparatively
small cost of renewing the coat of colour annu-
ally aids in preserving a pleasant, refreshing air
of cleanliness. The chief feature of all the
houses, which are plain enough mother respects,
is^ their balconies. These are generally very
wide stone slabs, moulded on the edge, sup-
ported by massive stone brackets, and famished
with very light ornamental iron grilles, which,
like the houses, are painted a light colour, such
as salmon colour, cream colour, &c. The grace-
ful Gothic patterns of these, and their pale tints,
produce a very different cjffect to those we may
csall our Baker or Barley Street patterns, or
the sombro-ooloured heavy articles Thames-street
furnishes for our modern villas. What with the
striped awnings drawn over them, and the num-
bers of creeping plants trained about them, and
displays of flowers here and there, they form
very pleasing features. Some of them* are on
two stages, rising from the ground on light iron
columns, and pass before the two principal floors,
the same awning serving for both. In some
cases a single window has a strong stone balcony
with an iron grille to itself. In others the balco-
nies assume a verandah foim, supported on cor-
belled brackets, and are gracefully twined with
creepers. Loggie, too, are not wanting. Here
and there are bouses having one or more of their
upper stories set back, so as to form a loggia.
The footways are very narrow, and the roadway
paved with stone. These loading characteristics
strike the eye on first entering the town.
The avowed attraction to Horabourg consists

in the sanitary properties of its waters. The
gouty and the rheumatic fly thither in hope of rid-
ding themselves for a time of an enemy to whom
they know they must eventually succumb. They
hie thither now just in the same fashion as the
lieges of George III. flocked to Tunbridge Wells
and Bath

;
those of George lY. to Brighton; and

those of William lY. to Cheltenham and Lea.-
mington. There are, however, other attractions,
which cause the newly-fashionable spa to be
regarded with favour by the hale and idle, young
and fair. These are the well-known facilities
for gambling afforded at the Kursaal; and the
constant round of entertainments given thereby
the tempting directors

; and the ever-changing
and evor-briiliant throngs of company.
About three-quarters of a mile down the main

street, from the railway, facing a line of shops,
stands the far-famed Kursaal. Like its less im-
posing neighbours, this German-Italian edifloe is

built of brick, with a coating of compo
; but it

exceeds the generality of them in the possession
of an introduction of the bright red sandstone of
the district in the quoins, pilasters, cornice, and
windows. In size, of course, it overtops them
all. The block form of this structure might bo
roughly compared to the letter E, as in Eliza-
bethan mansions, if it possessed the central pro-
jection, which is here absent. It will be thus
seen that the body of the edifice is recessed, and
that it has two advancing wings. The fronts of
these are in a line with the huusos on either
side. They are occupied by the theatre and the
administration respectively. The space between
the wings is laid out as a fore-garden. A very
handsome corridor, 240 ft. long and 30 ft. wide,
lighted by windows which face the forecourt,
forms the approach to the entrances of the vari-
ous parts of the structure. The principal apart-
ments consist of a restaurant 130 ft. long by 50 ft.

;

a ball-room 96 ft. by 50 ft. with cloak-rooms, two
reading-rooms, opening one from the other, and
the three spacious gaming salles, with their
lobby and a row of cabinets. All these are
blocked together in this manner:—The restau-
rant occupies the whole depth of the building,
where it adjoins the eastern wing, the windows oi

one end looking into the front corridor, and
those at the other into another corridor in the
rear. The access to this is from a central cor-
ridor, in which the visitor finds himself, on
emerging from either of the wide and long
entrance ways. On either hand of the eastern-
most entrance is a cloak-room, and immediately
before it is the ample doorway of the ball-room.
This ball-room has a second entrance from the
corridor in the rear of the house, and when not
in occupation as a ball-room is used as a way

through the building from the street to the i

grounds behind. When required for a ball, its

separate entrance and cloak rooms admit of its

being completely shnt off from the other apart-
ments. The westernmost doorway opens from
the corridor into a similar wide way into the
same central corridor, where, in the opposite
direction to the ball-room, a large lobby or vesti-
bule gives access to the reading-rooms on the one
hand, and the gambling saloons on the two
others. The largest saZZe, 130 ft. in length by
42 ft. in width, corresponds, at this end of the
structure, with the restaurant at the other

;
and

en suite with it, extending westwards, is the
gorgeous Gold-saal, or salon dorJ. This is 57 ft.

long by 40 ft., and has two semicircular bays,
one on either side of its length, exactly opposite
to one another.

The Gold-saal takes its name from the profu-
sion of gilding employed in the decorations, not
from the purpose to which it is dedicated. On
setting foot in it the eye is met by a blaze of
gilding and mirrors, to which, at night, the
chandeliers, with their hundreds of sparkling
pendants, add more glitter. The immense mir-
rors reflect the lights over and over again, and,
of course, add very materially to the dignity and
lustrous effect of the salle. The sides are regu-
larly divided by pilasters into lai'ge panels of
the same size, some of which are the window
openings and others the mirror spaces, each space
being enriched by additional pilasters on either
side, which are carried up to the level of the
frieze above. The pilasters, the ornaments over
each panel, the frieze, the cornice that divides
this height of the chamber from that which rises

above it, with a similar treatment, and termi-
nates in a coved ceiling, are all painted of a
very light-brown tint, and richly floriated with
gilded ornamentation. A handsome gilded
French timepiece stands on a mantel-piece near
the entrance-door. The windows have crimson
draperies and white curtains. In the centre of

j

the apartment is a large oblong card-table, 1

covered with the conventional green cloth.

About twenty chairs, with red cushions, are
ranged about it, aud all round the room are
covered benches, or settees, placed against the
wall in every available space. The floor is of
parquet. Such are the oonstriiotioual and orna-
mental features of the Gold-saal. The com-
pany who sweep to and fro in it, or stand idly

looking on, and the wondrous varieties of gam-
blers who crowd round the table, are not for us

I

to describe.

The largest hall, where there are two tables,
]

is created in a more Raffaellesque manner, the
,

decorations being in the natural colours of the
|

flowers and foliage represented. Hers we may
|

read of the paternal soHcitnde of the Adminis-
i

tration for the pockets of the frequenter. This
I

notice is framed upon the wall :

—

" Lo maximum i

des mises par une chance au trente et quarante
\

est jlxd d quatre mille Jiorins, et le minimum d
deitx fiorins" The maximum stake was, how-

j

ever, fixed in 1860, at 5,600 florins, at which
sum it still remains. Below the above notice i

there follows :

—

“ Mise en hanq^ie au trente-un,
;

1,500 /rancs; d la roulette, 60,000 /ra7ics,-”— j

signed, UAdministration.” In the reading-
!

room there are more instructions for the public : !

“ Auis. On est pnd de ne pas porter les

hors du cabinet de lecture, et de nepas y faire la I

conversation.—L’AdminisU'ation.”

The panels of the reading-room have a
mauve ground of flock paper, with wide stripes

of a deeper mauve and powdering of alternate

large and small gold bouquets of,roses, embossed,
cut out, and laid on. The stiles of the panels
are buff; and there are gilt and buff raised

mouldings bordering the panels. The curtains

to the windows are in rich Oriental patterns,

made of a woollen material, with deep hori-

zontal stripes of chocolate and mauve, and gold
hues, alternately with a stripe of the ground
colour of pinkish drab. The floor is parquetted
with a very largo pattern. Before leaving the
interior of the building, we may note another
precaution to maintain order and prevent com-
plaints. A table is stock up containing a
schednle of the current relative value of all

foreign coins.

Behind this palace of pleasure is the Kur-
garten, which is a garden taken off the public
grounds in which the wells are situated. It is

prim and pleasant, with neatly clipped hedges
and straight tuft-tipped trees growing in large
tubs full of sunshine and company, with gay
groups of little children playing about in a
central walk in a full-dress manner, if we
may say so, to express a certain formality.
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Looking at the rear elevotioB of the Earsaal

from this point of view, it prenenta the aspect of

a large oblong building, having two wings, one

higher than the other on either side of it. The
most important feature of the fumade is a long

light, iron and glass verandah, running from one

end of the building to the other, on a terrace

raised above the garden. The facade of the

body of the Knrsaul, as seen above the veran-

dah, is divided by two pilasters into a centre,

with four large semi-circular-beaded windows
in it, and two ends, each having one pedi-

meuted window. It is covered with slate,

and ornamented with many pinnacles. Flights of

steps, at the centre, and at the ends of the ter-

race, permit of easy descent to the grounds

below. A good band plays here every after-

noon, in an orchestra, that deserves a word.

It is in the form of an alcove, and is large

enough to seat forty performers. The front is

ornamented with a semi-circular open-work

barge-board cresting, of a light and tasteful

Gothic design, painted salmon colour. The,

parapet railing below consists of a row of quatre-

ibils, finished off with a series of cusps. A num-
ber of green plants climb up the ironwork, and
convert the orchestra into a bower. It is an
isolated building, well shaded by neighbouring

trees, but additional shelter is contrived with

the aid of an awning stretched above it, from

trees to trees.

The five celebrated wells are known as Louts-

enbrnnneu, Kaiserbrunnen, Stahlbrunnen, Elisa-

bethenbrnnnen, and Ludwigsbrnnnen. The pro-

sperity of the place depending upon these to

some extent, they are all carefully maintained.

We may see that the original wooden fencing

with which each was at first surrounded, is being

superseded by more costly and substantial para-

pets, made of the bright red sandstone of the

district. They are all in the same locality, a sort

of public park, laid out as ornamental grounds,

though far enough apart, with the aid of trees,

to be out of sight of one another. The company
stand round the ornameutal boundaries of the

wells, whilst the attendants hand up the water
in glasses from below. The vicinity is made as

enjoyable as possible by broad walks, avenues of

trees, shady seats, and occasionally by the exhi-

bition, at small, tasty stalls, of small objects,

suitable for souvenirs of the place. A Swiss
stall is particularly tempting among them.
Partly hidden' among the trees in the immediate
neighbourhood of each well, is an isolated build-

ing, containing several privies, cleanly kept.

Over the Louisenbrunnen, which is a small cir-

cular opening into the earth, surrounded by an
ornamental iron railing at sufficient distance

from it to admit of the movements of the attend-

ant, there is a pavilion-like canopy, supported

on light iron columns. These are placed at the

edge of a broad circular walk around the rail-

ings : so the visitors waiting for the healing
•waters to be handed to them in their turns, are

under the shelter the canopy affords. The sun is

the object against which shelter is sought, not the

rain. All the avenues, the seats, the verandahs,

the disposition of moat people’s time, in fact, are

dictated here by the sun. The Elisabethenbrun-

nen, is now in course of transition from the primi-

tive railedspacetoahandsomely walledin well. As
there is a constant dripping and spilling of water

going on as glass after glass is passed to and fro

from the well over the parapet to the throng of

visitors standing around it, it has been found
expedient to make the top rail of the parapet

hollowed. Here, within a few paces of the

waters, there is a long light open colonnade

leading np to a large greenhouse, up and down
which the company parade out of the glare of

the sun. From seven a.m. to eight a.m. a band
of thirty performers on stringed mstrnments
discourse music to the promenaders, who are of

both sexes, all ages, and all nations. The
Stahlbrunnen is approached by a broad circular

walk, from which depart paths loading to the
magic waters. This well is enclosed with orna-

mental ironwork supported by heavy red stone
pillars at the internal and external angles of its

form, which is that of an elongated cross with
canted angles. A descent of several steps has
to be made to the water source. The Kaiser-

bruunen is handsomely built of red sandstone.

It is of a circular form, with a square-headed
recess in it, and, like all the rest, is sunk below
the level of the surrounding grounds. A flight

of steps leads down to a stage where there is a
smaller enclosm’e snrrounding the actual source

of the water. Wide avenues of trees, low chest-

nuts and limes with their lowest branches lopped

off, radiate from it. The Ludwigsbrnnnen is

surrounded by a broad umbrageous circular

walk, from which descends a stoep sloping bank

on the side nearest the well. A flight of stone

steps built into the bank gives access to the

space below, whore there is another ringed walk

around the octagonal railing that surrounds a

deeper descent in which the water is found.

There is a summer-house of an ornamental

character to be seen in the avenues close by.

It is built of wood in a Swiss chalet style. The
rafters overhang, and are moulded fantastically

on the edge. The front principal rafter projects

boldly forward on brackets, and all the timbers

are stop chamfered and have ornameotal turned

ends. The central king-post terminates with

a floriated finial, and a rich barge-board cresting

leads up to it. The sides and back are formed

with stop chamfered stiles and rails, and are

close-boarded between.
The building material chiefly used in Hombourg

is, as vre said before, brick. We observed a

different mode of raising the bricks than the

carriage by hod-load as practised by tis. When
a building is in progress and a load of bricks is

brought to the site, the whole process of building

is stopped, and every bricklayer, as well as

labourer, places himself in a convenient line so

as to permit of the handing of the bricks from

one man to another, from the ground to the

height where they are required, till there are

enough placed ready for use on the scaffold.

The scaffolding, too, differs in some instances

from ours. Put-logs are thrown out when
scaffolding is required and planks laid along

them, by which means the ground is kept quite

clear.

The slates in use are very light and thin, and

scalloped at the edges. The valleys are formed

of the same slates as are used for the roofs, by

carving them, which their thinness makes an

easy task. The Hombourg housewives have the

smoky-chimney nuisance to contend against, ns

well as other folks. We note a contrivance used

to cure this evil. Over the orifice of a chimney-

flue an iron plate is placed upon four little iron

columns, about 6 iu. high, one at each angle of

the chimney, and the plate is weighted by a

conical cap of mortar put upon it. The spaces

between the columns admit of the smoke passing

freely in either direction, while the plate held

over the flue would have the effect of preventing

much of the down-draught.

The SchlosB, or castle, is, as we have said, at

the end of the town moat removed from the

railway. It has lately changed hands, owing to

the accessions of territory made by Prussia

;

and a sale, at which the King of Prussia was a

large purchaser, has recently dispersed the

museums and some of the choice works of art

deposited there. It possessed portraits of several

members of the royal family of England, and is,

moreover, associated with English sympathies,

as having been the residence of the daughter of

James I., the Princess Elizabeth. Her apart-

ments are stated to have remained undisturbed

since her decease.

The effect of the aspect of their dwelling-

houses upon invalids is fully acknowledged by

the Hombourg physicians. A northern aspect is

that which is deemed most pernicions by them,

The owners of the handsome villas facing this

aspect, on the Ober Promenade, endeavour to

make the best of their sites by throwing out

balconies and forming loggie wherever it is

possible to catch the sunebino.

We shall be of some service to the frequenters

or future visitors to Hombourg, in drawing atten-

tion to misdirected letters and to irregularities in

the post-office. There are no less than four dif-

ferent Ilomburgs in Europe, and one Hamburg,
and for want of proper direction letters go astray ;

in the height of the season, ton, the post-office

is so inefficient end deficient, that hundreds of

letters are distributed among the various hotel-

keepers, to find owners as best they may. Letters

should be distinctly directed to “ Hombourg,
Rhine, North Germany.”

The Paltmekston Statue in PAE-tcE-YARn.

—

A commission for the statue of Lord Palmerston,

to be erected near the Houses of Parliament, has

been entrusted by the committee of subscribers

to Mr. Thomas Woolner. The site which has

been fixed upon is at the comer of the new
inclosure in Palace-yard, immediately opposite

the Peel monument. The work is to consist of

a single colossal figure, 8 fr. in height, and is to

. be commenced immediately.

WORKMEN’S DWELLINGS AND THE
LATE CHOLERA EPIDEMIC.

We recently bad reason to point out a few of

those groups of town distriots which especially

contributed to the general excess of mortality

in our urban population. One of the most con-

spicuous of these groups was that part of South

Wales having for centres Swansea, Cardiff, and i

Merthyr Tydfil, and in which the vast majority

of the population are engaged in the production

of coal and iron. We have before ns a pamphlet,

recently published, entitled, “A Sketch of the

Cholera Epidemic at Ystalyfera, in the Autumn
of 1866,” by James Rogers, sui^eon. Now, we
must confess that we never before had heard of

this place, described as a village, and our search

for it in various maps, and even for a mention of

it in the census volume, has been alike unsuc-

cessful
;
but the outbreak of cholera in its

direct bearing upon the manner in whiSh its

inhabitants were honsed, is important as farther

evidence of the ease with which nearly every

local visitation of cholera can be traced to the

almost wilfal neglect of the most ordinary

sanitary precautions.

The precise locality of Ystalyfera matters

little. It appears to be a village in the Neath
union, not very far from Swansea, and to take

its name from, or give its name to, some large

works (either coal or iron works), at which
nearly all the inhabitants earn their living. It

seems probable that the aggregation of the

inhabitants through the establishment of these

works has been very rapid, or the village would

have found a place in the census of 1861. On
these points, however, the pamphlet, intended,

no doubt, principally for local circulation, gives

us no information, and we will proceed to notice

a few of the points which possess a general

interest, more particularly iu those neighbour-

hoods where the establishment of any large

works or factories causes the temporary or per-

manent aggregation of anew population.

The village in question is stated to be “ built

upon an abrupt hill side, as the fancy of each

proprietor indicated, without any drainage, with

very few privies, nearly all being on cesspools,

many of them on higher ground than the

neighbouring houses, and becoming loathsome

nuisances, percolating their contents into the

soil below them.” Many of the houses had two

stories below the level of the road, and two

above. The back walls of the lower tenements

were inevitably damp and slimy from contact

with the earth, especially in wet wfsather, from

percolation of roof-water, there being a practical

absence of eave-tronghs. Even where tbehonses

were of a better kind, the back rooms were neces-

sarily dark from the height of the earth above

them, and “there being no area or retaiuing-wall

to the bank, the earth had dribbled down and

obstructed the course of the rain-water from the

roof.” To add to these unfavourable cirenm-

stances, a considerable number of the houses

appear to have been built close to a canal, the

percolation from which, Mr. Rogers says, “ made
the back walls damp, and when the houses were

closed for the night, the miasma from this cause

affected the air of the whole house, and, in spite

of the other conveniences, the general cleanliness

and thrift of the people who lived in them, their

sober, steady habits, with an abundant supply of

very good water, nearly every household was
more or less affected.” The very first case of

cholera daring the late epidemic occurred in a

house where the pavement of the back premises

had become “squashy ” from a combination of

damp caused by the natural drainage from the

high ground close to the house, contaminated by
the percolation of the overflow of the cesspools of

other bouses situated higher up the slope. Such
were the drainage and sewerage arrangements

of Ystalyfera at the time of the cholera epidemic

in the autumn of last year.

The inhabitants of this village were but little

better off in the matter of water supply. Al-

though many of the houses are described as

being supplied with abundance of excellent

water, it is evident that a very large propor-

tton of the tenements were not so well off.

“ The water supply was very scanty in quantity,

and uncertain in quality, being little better

than surface water, percolating through shale

tips, and the drainage of coal and mine seams,

and colliery workings : so scai'cc was the water

in the works that it was a common practice with

the men to drink largely of tho canal water,

which was conveyed in pipes through the

various departments for tho purposes of the

works. This water received the surface drainage
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of nearly all the honses in the village.” And
from further evidence in the pamphlet, it is cleai

that with the surface drainage, the canal also
received a considerable contribution of sewage
in the shape of the overflow of cesspools, especi-
ally after heavy rains. It need not be a matter
for surprise that many of the cholera cases were
directly traced to drinking this water, and that
a very large number of those who suflered were
first attacked with premonitory symptoms while
performing their daily task at the works. One
particular case is mentioned, which bears both
upon the source of the water supply and upon the
benighted ignorance which appears to have pre-
vailed in sanitary matters among even the better
class of the inbabitants of this village. The
landlady of an inn, who is described as “one of
the most cleanly women in her house,” fell an
early victim to the disease. At the back of the
house there was a yard less than 30 ft. square,
in ^hich were two pigstyes, two privies on cess-
pools, fowl-houses, and a well; the yard being
wholly undrained. An open gutter, running
from this yard into an adjoining field, and along
a hedge, in front of a row of houses, gave off a
most noisome stench

;
aud several virulent cases

occurred in these bouses.
As if to render these terrible sanitary short-

comings of the village of Yscalyfera, as to drain-
age and water-supply,—aggravated by the igno-
rance and apathy of both the owners and
occupiers of the houses in such matters,

—

“ window-sashes unhung, and the top sash fixed,

no provision for any sort of ventilation, were
characteristics of more than halfof the cottages.”
Thus these Welsh villagers lived in a coutinual
miasma arising from theabove defects of drainage,
the exhalations of cesspools, exaggerated bv a
chronic and thrifty predilection for pigstyes and
wasbtnbs within the shortest possible distance
of their doors.

We have no means of ascertaining the precise
extent of this village either as to houses or in-

habitants, but the author of this pamphlet gives
us some clues to the ravages of the disease. He
states that during the epidemic, at its worst, forty I

new cases occurred in one day, 27th August
;
and

'

further, that in his own practice, there were
“in round numbers, 1,000 cases of choleraic
disease.” That not more than ninety-five of
these proved fatal seems to show either that the
form of disease was not invariably of a virulent
type, or that this practitioner was most fortu-
nate with his mode of treatment. A portion of
this treatise is devoted to the medical aspect of
the question, which, although foreign to our pre-
sent purpose, renders it a valuable contribution
to the now somewhat voluminous literature
relating to the elucidation of the mystery of
cholera and its medical treatment.

It is more than probable that, but for the
awakening of a kind of sanitary activity in this

village previously to the outbreak, the conse-
quences would have been still more disastions.

Mr. Rogers, in concluding bis sketch of this

local epidemic, states respecting the deaths
which came under bis immediate notice, “of these
ninety.five it is not too much to say nearly all

died of local circumstances, — the effect of
avarice, or ignorance, or neglect of sanitary pre-

caution
;
in short, given a case of cholera, in a

foul dwelling

—

death; in a healthy dwelling

—

recovery.” A medical friend of the author
having demurred to this sentence as “ too
strong," be was asked to point out a fatal case
where the house or the surrounding circum-
stances did not completely bear out the state-

ment. The medical friend, who knew the neigh-
bourhood, parried this question with another,

—

“ Where in Ystalyfera will you find a really

healthy workman’s dwelling ?”

We fear there are many other “ large works ”

districts, the sanitary condition of which is even
now little better than was that of Ystalyfera, in

the autumn of 1866. How long will it be before
all these out-lying districts shall have been
brought within a comprehensive system ofsani-
tary supervision ? We certainly do not yet pos-

sess a machinery equal to the task, and it

appears that the proprietors of “ large works ”

caunot always be trusted to see that their

labourers are housed in such a manner as not to

be liable to decimation from a cholera epidemic.
The labourers themselves are too ignorant and
too careless in these vital matters to be left to

themselves. There is, therefore, almost but one
consideration which leads to hope for the speedy
cleansing away of such blots upon the sanitary

intelligence of the present day as the condition

of Ystalyfera. This is that when Boards of

Guardians begin to understand how intimate a

sympathy exists between a high rate of mor-
tality from epidemics, and heavy poor-rates,
caused by the large proportion of heads of

families and bread-winners, who invariably fell

victims to these diseases
; then may we expect

them to come to the conclusion, that an effective
sanitary supervision, and the judicious expendi-
ture of a little capita), in drainage, sewerage,
and water supply, are cheaper in the long run
than an epidemic, rarthermore, as proprietors
of “ large works ” are among the largest contri-
butors to poor-rates, the same conclusion may
not be entirely lost npon them.

THE DANGERS OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS :

THE PACKET STATION,

Our article on the dangers of the Virgin
Islands has attracted notice, and is likely to pro-
duce good fruit. We understand that on the
assembling of Parliament, the matter will be
brought on, fully ventilated and discussed, and
possibly may lead to a safer and more con-
venient station being established, that will
prove advantageous to the Royal Mail Company,
and to the great numbers of onr fellow conntry-
men who travel, or whose business or pleasure
leads them that route.

We are gratified to see that the late severe
calamity that occurred at St. Thomas’s and the
other islands, has evoked a considerable amount
of public sympathy, and handsome contributions
are rolling in to swell the noble tide of bene-
volence that is set in to relieve the misery
and distress occasioned by this happily rare
and unprecedented catastrophe; but we learn
with regret that no professional person is to
be employed to superintend the repair and
restoration of the churches, public buildings,
&c., injured or destroyed by the hurricanes,
but it is to be left to “ native talent,” both white
and black, to expend and distribute the money
80 liberally aud generously contributed.
A barrister has been sent out to distribute the

funds, and to direct the tide of benevolence
into proper channels

; but it appears to ns that
this duty could have been quite as well or
better carried out by an architect or engineer,
who could at the same time have aided them
with his professional ability and skill in the
restoration or reconstruction of the many struc-
tures destroyed. We would advocate the em-
ployment of properly qualified professional men
in the expenditure of public money, so that
the full advantage may be derived from the
outlay.

We will now point ont a few of the prominent
advantages attending the removal of the Cen-
tral Packet Station in the West Indies, from
St. Thomas’s to Falmouth, Autigua; and, in the
first place it is nearer Great Britain by three
degrees than St. Thomas’s, and the mails and
passengers could be delivered to the leeward
and windward islands from thirty to forty hours
earlier than if the present central station were
retained; and the appoaches to the Antigua
harbours are unattended with those risks and
dangers that closely beset St. Thomas’s, as the
latter island is surrounded with several small
islands and reefs. A few years ago the com-
pany lost a most costly and superb vessel, the
Farametta, on tho Anagada reefs, and now the
unfortunate and ill-fated Rhone has gone to
pieces; and upwards of eighty other vessels
have shared the same fate (many of which were
attracted by the Packet Company’s business
there), on the several islands and reefs in the
proximity of St, Thomas’s, on the late occasion
(October 28), and several previously.

The harbours of Antigua are like St. Thomas’s,
perfectly Jand-locked, and are well sheltered by
high lands from heavy gales of winds or hurri-
canes; but the lands are not so high as St.

Thomas’Sjand thecreeks in the mountains permit
the cool refreshing trade winds to circulate over
the harbour, while at St. Thomas’s the high
lands exclude the breezes and render that harbour
insufferably close and hot at certain seasons
much hotter than we have experienced at Fal-‘
mouth. The extreme range of the thermometer
at the latter harbour was from 70® to 90®

;
the

average from about 76" to 86®.

From a careful survey of Falmouth Harbour
there has been found a large area of deep water
for deeply-laden steamers, and equal to the draft
of her Majesty’s men-of-war, and this capacity
is larger than the whole of either the Liverpool or
the London Docks. The deep water of this har-
bour could be easily extended by a judicious

system of dredging; and if we look at the verj
large and magnificent fleets of ships that now
throng the docks alluded to, surely a harbour ol

larger dimensions could aflbrd suitable accom-
modation for the comparatively small fleet of the
Royal Mail Steam Packet Company. To facili-

tate the entrance to these harbours it was pro-

posed to remove all impediments, such as rocks
and shoals, that rather endangered the passage cl

vessels
;
to throw ont a breakwater that would

protect the shipping lying there during heavy
gales of wind; and to form a pier at a point
where it was deep water, close alongside where
the largest steamers could lie to load and dis-

charge; and this is a very urgent and necessary
convenience, as it is a general complaint
throughout the West India islands that they
have no proper piers at which to embark and
disembark passengers, and frequently lives are
lost, or placed in jeopardy by this very serious
default.

The other harbour (English) has an area equal
to more than half the size of the Liverpool
Docks, and this is where H.M. ships of war take
shelter during the hurricane season

;
and this

harbour could be readily connected with Fal-
mouth Harbour by means of a ship canal, that
would add materially to the convenience and
advantage of both of them, and the trade that
would frequent them

; and the former harbour
could be used for the colliers, and for depdts of
coals, the very excellent and substantially

constructed wharfs that exist there being very
well adapted for it.

There are many good houses a little above the
level of the harbour and the surrounding heights,

suitable for the residences of every grade of
officers and men employed by the company, from
the superintendent downwards. Many of the
honses were used as officers’ quarters when
English troops were stationed there

;
but now

they are generally unoccupied, and fast going
to decay.

There are, also, many other large buildings,

—

barracks, stores of large size, block-bouses,

capstan sheds, &c., &c., in fact, every building
and convenience necessary for a dock-yard, be-

sides smiths’ and engineers’ shops and many
artizans’ cottages.

There is too a fine hospital on Shirley Heights
overlooking the harbour.

This station has also the advantages of being
well supplied with water, which could be easily

conveyed by means of pipes to the harbour
;
be-

sides at the north side of Falmouth Harbour
there is a fresh-water spring capable of yielding

50,000 gallons of good water daily, which could
be stored up and rendered available for ships’ use.

There are other springs to the east of Eng-
lish Harbour, that could be dammed up in
the ravines that descend the mountain sides,

where reservoirs could be made of auy capacity
to hold water to supply tho shipping : so there
cannot be a doubt that an unlimited supply of
water could be collected in the neighbourhood of
these harbours for the shipping

;
and this is a

very important consideration in any country,
much more so in a tropical one, though perhaps
it might not be considered a strong or vital

question by steam ships’ companies, as they can.

condense the sea water for their own purposes,
and really the water is not bad when cooled with
a pure and crystal-like lump of ice, rendering it

agreeable and refreshing. In a former article

we strongly recommended the connexion of the
central depit of the packet station in the West
Indies with the other West India islands by
means of submarine telegraph, and we again
draw attention to the subject, as we believe it to

be one fraught with great advantage to trade
and commerce, the general aud internal govern-
meat of the is] ands, and the telegraph might also

be nsefully employed in conveying meteorological

and other information most useful to shipping,

and which system has proved so advantageous in
this country as developed and carried oat under
the late Admiral Fitzroy.

We have now fairly launched this momentous
subject on the sea of public opinion, and shall

feel ourselves disappointed if it do not return
to us freighted with a large amount of benefit to

the country; and as this question has been now
in agitation and under consideration for many
years, we trust it has arrived at that position that
will lead to a complete and permanent settlement
of it, bearing forcibly in mind that by the adop-
tion of the plan recommended we should benefit

an old, deserving, but not over-prosperous colony
of our own, and, at the same time, secure our
central depot for the mails in the West Indies

on our own territory.
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A LONDON WEST-END STREET WITHOUT
A TURNING.

In tlie second and last edition of my ” Iland-
book for London ” (published in April, 1850,
and now wholly out of print), is the following
account of a London West-end street, without a
turning on either side. Sackville-street, Picca-
dilly, is a long and wide street, and a fashionable
and useful, though not a much-frequented, tho-
roughfare :

—

“ Sackvitle-iirept, Ficcadilly, the loDgcBt street in Lon-
<lon of any ooneequenoe without a turning on either side.
Buiit circ.

1679,*

* but why bo called, I am not aware. Sir
William Petty, the earliest writer on political economy
in this country, lived in the reigns of Charles II. anil
James II., in the corner house on the east side, opposite
8t. James’s Church. Dr. Joseph Warton had loaeiDs:s
here in 17‘d2.”t

To this account I propose to make a “ Chapter
of Additions,” premising that the peerages of
Shelburne and Lansdowne are held by the de-
scendants of this Sir William Petty, the circum-
stance of whose residence at the corner of
-Sackville-street I derived from the valuable IIS.
rate-books of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, in which
parish Sackville-street was, when first built,—
not, as now, in the parish of St. James, West-
minster.

Sackville-street, 'Piccadilly, consists of forty-
four houses, well-built of brick, and derives its

name, I see reason to believe, from the Sack-
villes, Dukes of Dorset, or the Sackville-Wests,
Earls De-la-Warr.

Sackville-street, in Dublin,—the finest street
in Ireland,—was so called after Lionel Sackville,
seventh earl and first duke of Dorset (died 1705,
over a century since), twice Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland. He was born in the reign of King
-James II., and was the holder of high offices of
state under Queen Anne, King George I., King
•George II., and King George III., a tenure of
political power without parallel (I believe) in
English history. Though no more than seventy-
eight years of age at bis death, it was the
Duke’s lot to live in more reigns than any other
person lived that I can call to mind, " Old Parr,”
who never knew the pills which bear his name,
being excepted, as a matter of course.^
The first “ Boyle’s Fashionable Court and

Oountry Guide and Town Visiting Directory” I

possess is that for the year 1802. It contains,
its title-page tells ns, “ An Alphabetical Arrange-
ment of the Names and Places of Abode (in

Town and Country) of all the Ladies and Gentle-
men of Fashion and its boast on its title-page
is that it contains, “ for the use of porters in the
•hall, servants, &c., a separate register of all the
fashionable streets, set down in a numerical
mauner, that the reader may see at one view
and become acquainted in an instant with the
names of the various persons of fashion, according
to the numbers in each street.”

Lolling, porter-like in imagination, in a large
leather-covered, brass-nailed, sentry-box of a
chair, in No. — (where the best wine-cellar
doubtless was, and a French cook must have
been kept), we fancy (Jeames of Buckley-
-square-like) that we are a footman at the best (in

plush), or at least a well caponed and vintaged
porter in the hall of No. —, Sackville-street,

Piccadilly, revolving “the sad vicissitude” of
houses and names in “our street,” as it has
passed from 1802, the forty-second year of King
George HI., to A.D. 1867, the thirty-first year of
•the reign of King George’s granddaughter, her
most gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, “ whom
God long preserve.”

In the year of our Lord 1802, pleasantly
placed, Sackville-street, Piccadilly, London, was
thus inhabited :

—

Nos. 1, 2, and 3 are passed over by courteous
Mr. and Mrs. Boyle.

No. 4, Colonel Whetham.
No. 5, was in 1819 the residence of Charles

Kemble, the celebrated actor.

No. 9, Dr. Wright
;
afterwards, 1843, S. Cart-

wright, juu., surgeon-dentist.

No. 10, Lieut.-Col. Sharpe. This house un-
heeded by Mrs. Boyle in 1843.

No. 19, A. Frere, and of “ Stamford Brook,
Hammersmith,” we are told in the body of the
Gruide. Was he any relation of Whistlecraft
Hookham Frere ?

No. 22, I find inhabited by Benjamin Charles

* Rate-books of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields.

•t Nichols's Lit. Anec., ix. 473.

j Dr. Young, the poet of " Night Thoughts,” lived in
’the same reigns as the Duke of Dorset lived in, and died
in the same year the Duke died in. Doctor Young
^Doctor Old?) was, ut his death, four years older than
the Dukeu
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Brodie, the famous surgeon, afterwards Sir Ben-
jamin Brodie, bart.

No. 24, James Mitchell. A Scotsman had got
into the street. Was he any relation of the Sir

Andrew Mitchell who had so much to do in

Prussia, when Frederick the Great was king ?

No. 27, William Leake. In 1843 Mrs. Boyle
records a No. 27a.

No. 28, Dowager Duchess of Rutland, and
(we are told in the body of the book) of “ Croxted
Park, near Belvoir Castle.” In 1843. “ Henry
Donaldson, John Robinson, and Stephen Escudier”
lived here.

No. 29, Lord Hawkesbury, M.P.
5

and, the
same authority adds, of “ Roehampton, in

Surrey.” This house was afterwards inhabited
by the Earl of Barrymore.
No. 30, Everard Home, afterwards SirEverard

Home, the famous surgeon.
No. 31, Hon. Mrs. Bland

;
and of “ Isleworth,

Middlesex.”
No. 32, Arthur Young, of “ Bradfield Hall,

near St. Edmondsbury, Suffolk,”—I presume
the Arthur Young of English agriculture.

No. 33, Dr. Blane.

No. 34, J. Weyland.
No. 35, Whitshed Keene, and “Richmond,

Snrrey.”

No. 37, Mrs. Lanchester.
No. 38, Charles Hawkins. From 1810 to

1814 the house of Dowager Lady Poulet.

No. 39, Edmund Wigley, “ esq., M.P. ; and
Chexenist, Worcestershire.” In 1809 the house
of Sir Herbert Jenner, the Sir Herbert Jeuuer

j

Fust of the Prerogative Will Office, Doctors’
Commons.
No. 40, John Spottiswood. In 18-10 the house

of Dr. Prout, the famous physician.

No. 43, Joseph Ashby Partridge, and " Breck-
spea, near Airfield [Harefield ?], Middlesex.”

In our time, men and women who remember
the deaths of King George IV. and King Wil-

liam IV., and the accession of the beloved
Queen who now reigns “ over us,”—this Sack-
ville-street, Piccadilly, was famous for its

dentists. On more than five occasions we have
dropped in willingly, and reluctantly too, to see

either Mr. Clark or Mr. Rogers at No. 5, Mr.
Cartwright at No. 9, Mr. Nasmyth at No. 18, or
Mr. Parkinson at No. 36. Our teeth ache as we
write at the recollection of what we suffered,

and our heart leaps light when we think of the
pains we were freed from by the skill of more
than one snrgeon-dentist in Sackville-street,

Piccadilly.

The following letter will be read with interest.

There can be no need of telling the readers of

the Builder who Lionel Duke of Dorset was ;

—

“ Lio7iel Sackville, Duke of Dortet, lo HenrieitaSobari,
Countete ofSuffolk.

Dublin Castle, Nov. 9, 1731.
M.VDiif,—What shall I say for not returuiog you my

hearty thanks sooner for ycur kind remembrance of a
poor Irish friend? I think it is best not to trouble you
with excuses, for I can make none that are good. I will

not add to my impertinence by making you the messenger
of my compliments to Mr. tope : when I see him I will

make them myself, in the best manner I am able, and at
the same time I hope he will grant me a/Vee con/errnce
upon the subject-matter of the epitaph. [Pope’s on the
Earl of Dorset?] Your newspapers talk of nothing but
the great guest you have in England [the Dube of Lor-
raine]. I cannot but say I wish he had seen a little of oar
finery upon the Birthday [of the king]. I believe more
rich clothes were never seen together, except at St.

James’s, and some of them so well chosen that one would
have sworn a certain countess of my acquaintance had
given her assistance upon this occasion. 1 should not do
justice to Captain Pearce’s genius ifI did not give you some
account of the ball-room that he fitted up for the night’s
entertainment. The usual place was thought too little,

and therefore it was resolved to make use of the old ball,

which had been long disused and very much out of repair

;

however he so contrived it that I think I never saw a more
beautiful scene. I am sure yon won’t think that an im-
proper expression, when I tell you the walls were all

covered with canvas, painted in perspective; the apace
was a large one, but it was so contrived as to make it look
as big again : there were your arcAe.v, your your
oheliske, and pillars of all orders and denominations;— in

short, there were all those things that your line folks talk

on now-a-days; and the lights were so perfectly well

disposed, thst, upon my word, it had a most surprising

fine elTect. Some jokers were of opinion that our room
might be better than our compavy ; but they were perfectly

couvinced to the contrary, when they saw how it was
filled. Newspapers, you know, arc not always to be de-
pended upon, and therefore I dare say you will believe

me, when I tell you that it was infinite pleasure to me to

find by your letter the king was so much better : ray con-

cern upon that head I believe you think goes somewhat
further than merely the duty of a loyal snhject towards
his Master. I take it for granted this letter will find their

Majesties settled at St. Jacoes’s for the winter, and Ihope
both of them in perfect liealih. Her Grace desires her
best compliments may be made to you ;

and that you may
get rid of your head-aches, face-aches, and all other your
troublesome companions, is the hearty wish of

Tours, &c. Doesbt.”

I have no more to add to this account of plea-

sant Sackville-street, Piccadilly, London.
Peter Cunningham.

LABOURERS’ DWELLINGS, LIVERPOOL.

The Health Committee have recommended for
the approval of the Council the plana No. 47,
prepared by Mr. John Reevea, of Liverpool.
We have examined the design, which consists of
two blocks of terrace houses in flats, divided by
a court, 30 ft. wide, and facing two transverse
streets, from Sylvester-atreet to Ashfleld-street,

also 30 ft. wide. The other portions of the site

east and west of the proposed streets are covered
with two-atory cottages, twelve of which con-
tain, each, cellars, parlour, kitchen, and three
bed-rooms

;
and the remaining eight contain

living-room, kitchen, and two bed-rooms. They
are of a type very common in Liverpool. The
two blocks of terrace-houses contain in all forty-

eight dwellings, having each a kitchen, scullery,

W.C., and two bed-rooms : the end houses have
each a small additional bed-room. The estimate
is 6,6001., without the land. Only eight of the
dwellings are proposed to be let at 3s. per week,
4s. and Ss. being the general run of the rents.

The return on the investment is stated at 7 per
cent.

It is quite a mystery why this plan should
have beeu selected. The engineer’s estimate of
the cost far exceeds that by Mr. Reeves. There
is no use mincing the matter : it is impossible for

it to be carried ont for the sum stated, and the
award would be unfair on that ground alone. Wo
reckon that, at the rents stated, the corporation
would receive about 4 per cent, on the outlay. It

becomes more likely every day that none of the
plans will be adopted. The next thing we expect
to hear, if the houses are to be built at all,

is, that the “ engineer be ordered to make new
plans.”

We cannot conclude without remarking, that
should the selected plans be adopted, labourers’

dwellings will still remain to be built
;
and also,

that the plans are not within the bye-laws, the
terrace houses being 33 ft. high at one end, in-

stead of 30 ft. throughout : so much for the
statement in the local papers, that “ the com-
mittee soon found out, when they began the
task of selection, that the question they would
really have to consider was, not which was the
best plan, but which was most in accordance
with the conditions of the competition.”*

BIRMINGHAM AT THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.f

The sub-committee of council of the Birming-
ham Chamber of Commerce requested an able

and competent townsman, Mr. W. C. Aitken, the
author of various publications connected with
the art and industry of Birmingham, to accom-
pany the local artisans selected, to visit, examine,
and report on the works exhibited in the French
International Exhibition ; also to furnish a general
report on those special industries which referred

more particularly to Birmingham. Tho resultant

reports by Mr. Aitken and the local artisans,

however, are due to the scheme originated by
the Society of Arts in London, to facilitate the
visit of “ foremen and skilled artisans to Paris,”

and to inspect and report on the contents of the
Exhibition. Mr. Aitken is himself a member of
the Society of Arts’ committee.
The Exhibition, says Mr. Aitken, in bis general

report, demonstrates not the decadence of English
inventive skill, industry, or perseverence, but
that other nations, availing themselves of the
experience gained in previous international

exhibitions, have entered the industrial arena in

those fields of industry in which we have
hitherto reigned supreme. It bears evidence
also, he remarks, that up to the present time
the element of art is more generally known,
understood, and intelligently introduced into

manufactures on the Continent than in England.
It also shows that the chief and direct advan-
tages of an international exhibition are more
particularly received by the country in which it

is held
5

that practically the examination of
objects by, and the decisions of, juries as to the
merits of the objects exhibited are not to be
depended upon ; and that henceforth the farce

* Mr. Birch wishes it said, with reference to our notice
of his design, that bis plans and estimate provide for a
height in the rooms of 8 ft., from floor to ceiling,

• ‘‘ Report presented to the Council of the Binnineham
Chamber of Commerce, on Manufactures of a similar

kind to those of Birmingham, as represented in the Inter-
national Exhibition held at Paris, lSt57

;
with Remarks on

the Necessity for increased Facilities for Art Edneation,
Science • teaching, and Technic Instruction, &c.” By
W. C. Aitken. Birmingham : Billing & Co., Printers,
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of juries and their awards may be considered at

an end.

Eii{2land, he continues, is placed at a dis-

advantage as regards the exhibition of heavy
Tnaohinery, tools, and raw or partially manu-
factured materials, more particularly railway
appliances ; and jadgment is given against her in

consequence. Of the lost it is stated that 300
contributions are the number exhibited : 152 of
these are sent by Franco

;
while our country,

•which has done so much, and was the eoi'liest to

introdnoe and perfect the railway system, sends
only t-wenty-one examples, the remaining con-

tributions being made up by other exhibiting

conntries ; but even the limited contributions of
England are said to contain by far the noblest
example of a locomotive. He points out that the
distance, and consequent expense in transit, no
doubt materially operated in limiting the English
display. It may, however, be questioned whether
the fact of sixty locomotives having been ordered
for English railways from foreign engineering
establishments, as also others for our railways

in the East Indies, should not have induced a
greater number of locomotives to be exhibited

by our great engineering firms.

In raw produce also, as, for example, in iron,

the cost of carriage no doubt equally operated,
and our immense supplies of that metal, indi-

cated only by a few English exhibitors, is by no
means a fair representation of our gigantic
indnstry therein

;
some idea of the magnitude of

•which, as contrueted with that of other countries,
may be gathered from the consideration that we
produce annually 4,500,000 tons, against not
more than, nt most, 400,000 tons, which it

requires till the collective power and energy of

every European nation united together to smelt
and produce, from the purest and rarest known
ores and charcoal ; and which, after being made,
cannot be sold at much under double the price of

our most esteemed brands. The general excel-

lence of English iron is admitted by every
country, and its low cost is proved by the extent
of our exports in that metal

;
but while there

are abundant examples to show wliat the French
can do in the production of iron in its manufac-
tured state, as sheets, bars, girders, &c.,we have
no idea as to at what cost the examples shown
•were produced. The French, in getting np
works for exhibition purposes, are notoriously
regardless of cost; and there is every reason to

suppose, that on the present occasion they have
been equally so.

That labour may be cheaper and aid the Con-
tinental ironmaster, is true

;
but so long as we

have onr immense supplies of coal and iron, the
iron industry of this country will, and must,
survive and flourish. In coming time the wages
of the foreign artisan will bo approximated
more nearly to those of this country at the
present time, and this must react in favonr of
the English ironmaster. Jloreover, it must not
be forgotten that the means which have con-

dneed to the development of the manufacture
of iron in other countries, and created that
mighty industry, are all car own.

Iron is especially a metal of the Birmingham
district, and the merits of the exhibits in that

metal, with the opinions expressed as to it, have
indneed Mr. Aitken to place before his con-
stitnents the implied opinion as to the compe-
tition in that metal they are likely to have in

other countries. He does so because the
elements introdneed into the discussion as to
the true state of that important iudnstry in

England are essentially those which affect other
branches, which ore more particularly examined
in this report. That other countries must and
will advance in the manipulation of iron, is to be
expected ; and that they will take, and are taking,
advantace of every appliance and discovery
made in England to aid them in making these
advances is natural. Progress is the law of
creation. Continental nations are jealous of
this country : in the majority of those countries
and states they arc arming for the contest

:

they are ednenting their youths in trade schools.

One moment's consideration will, however, show
that by a greater attention to technic and gene-
ral education among the workmen, coupled with
onr immense supplies of iron and coal, and a
somewhat less infusion of mere speculation, the
iron trade of England will practically again
place itself in a healthy and comparatively im-
pregnable position.

The space asked for by intending Birmingham
exhibitors was 8,000 ft. It was cut down to

4,000 ft. This led to the withdrawing of at
least ono-tliird of the applicants. The total

number of exhibitors from this town, including

those from Dudley, Bromegrove, Stourbridge,
and Bedditch, was only eighty-five, as opposed
to 120, the number from Birmingham who ex-

hibited at Paris in 1855. On the present
occasion one of the chief firms in the brass trade

bad their exhibits so crowded together as to

render the inspection of their most complete
display impossible.

Despite the want of space at command, ac-
cording to Mr. Aitken, there is, on the part of
manufacturers, a growing dislike to these exbi-

hibitions, arising oat of their too frequent re-

currence, the expense, and the hinderance to

business caused by the preparations for exhibit-

ing. These considerations, conpled with the
want of space, in the case of Birmingham, re-

sulted in several important trades being totally

unrepresented
;
and in those tmdes that were

represented, the number of exhibitors was so

few as to afford no idea whatever of the import-
ance or magnitude of the trade bo imperfectly
illustrated.

The general conclnsion to which the reporter
has arrived is that English manufactures have
suffered from lack of sufficient representation;
that in the useful and substantial England holds
her place

;
but in ornamental art, as applied to

manufactures, she is behind. Still even in the
“ substantial ” he sees the necessity for in-

creased exertion, for other nations are making
rapid strides in this direction : the whole face
of French industry is changed, has advanced,
and is rapidly advancing. At every succeeding
exhibition he has marked the progress of France

;

and other nations, as Prussia, Belgium, Austria,

and even the small states of the Zollverein show
signs of increased industrial activity.

Scientific and technic instrnction, Mr.
Aitken remarks, is absolutely necessary. If it

is admitted “that a greater number of new aud
successful combinations have been made by
foreigners during the last ten years, than by the
people of this country,” and if “ our trade
Buffers from want of art-education, as is gene-
rally thought by those who understand the
matter,” it is time that we bestir ourselves,

cast from around us the mantle of egotism in

which we have hitherto been enveloped, tear

from our eyes the delusive spectacles which
exalted everything English, and diminished
everything which was or is not. Industry
formerly, unaffected by foreign rivalry, con-

tended only with small producers of its own
nation, and then the competition was small.

Bat free trade has thrown down the barriers
;

and the world is now one mighty nniversal

market. To be successful in this competition,
onr nation must therefore pnt forward all its

energies to educate, in technic, and other
schools, the present and coming generations.

If wo fail in taking advantage of the lesson

taught us by the exhibition, viz., that great pro-

gress has been, and is being, made by other
countries, through artistic and industrial train-

ing; and if we neglect sotoedneate and train,

it may truly be said of us, “ Miserable is that
nation which, after this exhibition, comprehends
not the necessity for progress.”

OBLIQUE ARCHES.*

Ak “oblique” or “skew” bridge is one in

which the roads passing over and under the
arch cross each other obliquely. The angle
which a perpendicular to the axis of the road-
way passing under the bridge makes with that

of the roadway over it, is called the “angle
of obliquity.”

Before the introduction of railroads it was
usual for the engineer in laying out a road across

a country, when he came obliquely on a stream,

to turn bis road on each side of it, so as to

enable him to cross by a bridge thrown over at

right angles to the direction of the stream. But
this plan could not l)e adopted in forming a rail-

road, in which sudden turns must be carefully

avoided, and the greatest possible straightness

obtained. Hence, in making lines of railway, it

frequently becomes necessary to build very
oblique bridges of considerable span, and the
voussoirs of the arch must be so conatrncted as

to seenre the greatest stability.

An oblique arch is a portion of two concentric
semicircular cylinders, cut obliquely by two
planes, which form the face of the arch, the
intradosal and extradosal lines of the two faces

• “ A Treatise on the Art of Con-sfructiDg Oblique
Arches with Spiral Courses,” By W. Donaldson, M.A.,
Assoc. Inst. C.E. Spou, London. 1B67.

[Dec. 21, 1867.

being generally ollipses. The solid contained
between these two cylinders is cat by a number
of similar screw-surffices described about their

common axis; and these are intersected at right
angles by another series of similar sorew-
snrfaces. The whole arch is thus divided into a
number of equal and similar solids, which form
the vonssoirs of the oblique bridge. The dimen-
sions and angles of the voussnirs can only be
found accurately by trigonometrical calculation.

As all the joints and beds are in spiral lines, it

follows that the two faces of the arch should
also be spiral

;
but when the span aud angle of

obliquity are great, this is scarcely feasible ; for

the wall and parapet over the arch being straight,

the faces must be worked off to the same plane,

so that the arch must have the appearance of
being elliptical. Bridges may be safely bnilh

with as great an obliquity as 65°; but in arobes
of wide span and a high angle of obliquity, the
direct section should be a flat segment of a circle

in preference to a semicircle.

The earliest writer who appears to have dis-

cussed the question of spiral courses is Mr.
Chapman, the engineer of the Kildare canal

(Ireland), who is the author of the article on
Oblique Aj-ches in “Rees’s Cyclopmdia” (pub-

lished 1819) ;
but he seems to have considered

that it would be very difficult to get a mason to

work the courses in stone, and advises the soffit

to be built of brick, and only the faces of the

arch to be of stone.

Mr. Nicholson, in his treatise on “ Stone-

cutting,” published in 1828, also pointed out

the true method of building oblique arches with
spiral courses ; but he did not enter much into

the details of the art.

In 1836, Mr. Hart, a mason, working on rail-

ways under Mr. Stephenson, published a practi-

cal mode of finding templates for the spiral

courses by a mechanical process, which gave
tolerably accurate results. But this method, be-

sides being laborious, is not sufficiently exact to
satisfy the scientific engineer; and in 1839, a

very complete treatise on the subject was pro-

duced by Mr. Buck, an engineer largely engaged
on railway work, who found algebraical formnlee

by which the dimensions and angles of the tem-
plates can be calculated. This work was re-

edited in 1857, by Mr. W. H. Barlow, who added
to it a method of making the requisite calcula-

tions without the use of trigonometrical for-

mulae, BO that an intelligent foreman could direct

the masons employed in building the bridge how
to work the stones.

Mr. Donaldson has brought his high mathema-
tical attainments to bear on the subject, and by
means of the elegant modern methods of ana-

lysis, for which the University of Cambridge
is justly celebrated, has obtained formulae of

great accuracy. He has also described a more
exact mode of constructing the templates than
those usually adopted ;

but we question whether
the practical engineer will prefer this very ela-

borate process to the simpler though perhaps
less accurate methods given by preceding writers

on the oblique arch.

HEALTH AND WAGES.

Dr. J. H. Stallaed, at the Society of Arts, on

the 4th jnst., read a paper on the relation between
health and wages, from which we may quote a
few passages.

What, be asked, are the conditions essential to

successful labour? They may be divided into

three categories. Firstly, the power or physical

ability to work. Secondly, the mental and
moral qualifications, viz., the will to work and
indnstry to work honestly, these being united

with more or less of intelligence and skill. And
lastly, the opportunity of working, which depends

locally on the demand for labour and the profit

which it yields. Taking the world at large, this

opportunity is given to all who have will, intelli-

gence, honesty, and strength, a combination of

which will inevitably lead the possessors to seek

the best market for theii- labour, and to rest

satisfied with none which does not enable them
to gratify the reasonable wants of an independent

life.

Now, althongh the immediate object of this

naper is to point out the intimate relation be-

tween health and wages, it must not be forgotten

that the essential conditions of labour are most
closely mixed up together, and react one upon
the other with the most complicated results.

Thus in a depressed state of trade, want of

,
employment and privation lead inevitably tt>
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oshanated liealth, and to the many conaequences
of exhausted health to be noticed presently.
Moreover, it drives the labourer to tramp the
country in search of work

j it unsettles hia
ordinary mode of life, and brings him into
collision with a class of wanderers whose habits
be gradually acquires. One of the saddest
features in the present state of society ia the
extraordinary increase of vagrancy which is now
observed throughout the entire country. A week
of such a life breaks the health and destroys the
energy of the best intentioned labourer; and
although he may be glad to escape the first or
even the aecond time, the final result will be that
he gradually loses health and energy for work—
that he will adopt the shifts of the class with
which he is thrown, and cease altogether to be
a productive member of the community. So,
again, whilst skill can in many cases supply the
want of strength,—and we shall see that it has
a constant tendency to do so,—yet it may be
taken as a rule that both are associated together,
a feeble community being ignorant, not because
they are deficient in natural intelligence, but
because they have neither the means, nor the
time, nor the energy, to acquire knowledge. In
the agricultural labourer wo have the best
example of strength without intelligence. In
the population of the East of London we have
intelligence without strength or knowledge to
supply its place.

Lastly, it is clearly possible to have knowledge
and strength without honesty or the will to
work—the want of which equally prevents the
employment of the labourer and leads eventually
to the destruction of his health.

We arrive, then, at the conclusion that power
or physical ability forms the basis of all binds of
labour. No man can work who is physically in-

competent, and, coiteris parih^is, the degree of
strength determines the quantity of labour which
a man can perform and the wages he can earn.
The first effect of physical degradation is an

augmentation of productive power. The poor
have more children than the rich. The more
perfect the individual, the more refined his
habits, the greater the difiiculty in propagating
the species. Nature makes up in numbers what
she lacks in pqwer

;
and so with inferior resources

the poor have more months to feed. Physically
these children are less healthy than their parents,
from whom they inherit the seeds of debility and
disease. The poor have thus a burden which the
rich are not called upon to bear; the former have
to bring forth, tend, and bury a mass of infantile
humanity, and the expense of doing so must be
a serious tar upon their scanty resources, and
materially interfere with the rearing of the
surviving children.

I have the written opinion of the most distin-
guished members of the medical profession, an
opinion which must bo endorsed by all practical
philanthropists, that a very large proportion of
the debility, deformity, disease, and premature
death amongst the children of the London poor,
as well as the want of stamina observed in after-

life, is owing to insufficient, irregular, and un-
wholesome feeding during the period of growth.
A fertile source of degi-aded physical health

amongst the labouring class is the waste of adult
male life incidental to the occupation, and more
prevalent in large towns, where the children are
even more dependent on the father than they are
in the country districts.

The struggle of bare existence is harder for

the physically feeble than it is for others, and
with an empty stomach and exhausted frame, the
poor crossing-sweeper plies his occupation with
an activity and perseverance prompted as much
by babic as despair. Look at that ragged urchin
turning somersaults

; he works hard enough, God
knows, for the scanty pittance thrown him by
the passers-by. Watch the pertinacity of the
news-boys and the sellers of fusees. Turn to
the coster, and ask him how many miles he has
to walk to realise a shilling. The move feeble
be is, and the leas his stock, the further he has
to go.

The public ought to provide industrial institu-
tions that the entire labouring class might be
participators in the advantages of skilled labour
according to their intelligenco and strength, lu
this advantage capital will derive a double
benefit, first by diminishing the monopoly of the
artisan, and then by diminishing the expense of
the pauper class. It is proposed to form public
schools for the technical education of the artisan
class ; much more is it necessary to have
industrial schools for the indigent class

;
and to

feed them whilst they learn. Any excessive
power of production will right itself, since an

intelligent labourer will certainly emigrate to
other lands if he fail to supply bis reasonable
wants here.

Having shown that physical health is the basis
of individual labour, it remains only to observe
that what is true of individuals is also true of
communities and nations.

' In conclusion, I will add a few remarks on the
.
remedies for the state of things I have de-

scribed :

—

i

1st. A review of the Poor-Law system, with the object
of replacing the present repressive measures by an active
system of judicious help to those whom sictiness and
misfortune drag down to the class below them, and
eventually to pauperism.
2ud. A more perfect organization of charities, whereby

the destitute and deserving poor may be supplied with
what is necessary, without having recourse to the system
of begging, inseparable from the present multiplication of
charitable insCitutions.

3rd. The necessity of supplying relief to the children
of the indigent class in the shape of wholesome food.

4th, That industrial training should be a condition of
all relief to the children of the poor, and that such traiu-
ing should occupy the first place in the education of a
class which depends on labour for independence

; moral
and religious iustruetion being from the neoessity ot the
case secondary thereto.

5th. By a system of seven years’ apprenticeship, with
food and clothing atthe public cost, that a certain number
of children may he raised from the indigent to the artisan
class, with the view of breaking down the monopoly now
enjoyed by the latter, and filling up the Aiutas which
sickness and misfortune constantly make in the ranks of
the artisan.

6th. By taking measures to transfer as many children,
orphans, and others, to the country districts where, as in
Bootland and France, they may be cheaply and healthily
brought up in the class to which they naturally belong.
By this means the physical degeneration mseparable
from town life would bo combated, and the tendency to
scarcity of labour in the country, now becoming general
on account of the facilities of transit and the attractions
of large towns, would be greatly diminished.

7th. That it is the duty of Government to provide a re-

gister of labour through the instrumentality of the Poor-
law, and reform the tramp wards, that a stop may be put
to vagrancy, and the destitute labourer may travel with
safety, and with a reasonable expectation that he may
obtain work.

Lastly. These objects can only be secured by a reform
in the present system of doing charily by proxy, and the
eft’orts of philanthropic persons require to bo orijanised
and superintended by a staff of omdals, which might be
properly provided at the public cost, with the certain result
that charitable persons would give more liberally, because
they would have confidence in the executive. The rates
would then be only used to supplement benevolence when
the latter fails, and the rich would thus relieve the lower
order of ratepayers from the undue pressure to which
they are now subject. In fact. State charity, to be effi-

cient, must be kept as much as possible out of sight.

France in matters of art, and no master im-
pressed the fact more strongly upon his pupils,
or strove more to do what he could to remedy
the defect. " We are a very long way behind
the French in this matter," he said. “ We have
to make a beginning; they do not seem ever to
have had to make a beginning. What are ten
or fifteen years in comparison with the centuries
of experience the French have bad

; and what
also the extent of our little island as compared
with France, with its treasured works of art
scattered all over it ? The odds are fearfully
against us

; but I trust that our British nation
will soon make them equal. One of onr diver-
gencies to the right or left, whichever it may be,
is the exclusive striving after accuracy. Now,
a merely accurate man is one of -the most dis-

agreeable people in the world
;
and if accuracy

is beauty, the best thing wo can do is to cover’
onr walls with photographs and fill our libraries
with Blue-books. We want not only accuracy,
but poetry and spirit, and liveliness, and a spark
of originality amongst our pupils.”

In subsequent remarks, Mr. Parry drew the
mayor’s attention to the effects of the inadequacy
and inconvenience of the present building used
as the school, and implored him, as forwarding
a really good moral purpose, to aid them in re*

medying the defect. The real scheme to answer
would be to have one building inclosing the
School of Art, the museum, a public library,

baths and washhouses, and so forth, with at the
back a space for the Gymnastic Society : the
washerwomen and the athletes would form very
nice studies for the art pupils. Bub, appealing
to the utilitarian Englishman, he was perfectly
confident that it would pay. He hoped the
mayor would signalise his year of office by for-

warding this scheme.

GLOUCESTER SCHOOL OF ART.

The annual distribution of prizes to the pupils
of this school has taken place at the Tolsey.

The admission tickets were a shilling each, and I

the room was crowded by the pupils and their

friends. The mayor (Mr. C. F. Innel) presided.

The report said :

—

The number of students who attended the Gloucester
School of Art during the year happens to be exactly the
same as that of lost year, 146. That the returns of the
year do not show an increase ia, wo believe, chiefly
ascribable to the nature and position of the building
occupied as our School of Art. In the annual exami-
nation of last March 48 persons eat for examination,
against 45 the previous year. Of these 23 were successful,
against 21 last year. The students whose works were sent
to the Department competition this year were 64; last
year they were 48. The numbers successful were— this
year 24

;
last year 32. This year, in tne Elementary Sec-

tion, 12 students were successful; last year, 25: in the
Advanced Section, this year 12 again were successful,
against 7 last year. Of these 12 students, the works of
6 were chosen for National Competition, against those
of the 7 last year, which were all chosen. In theNational
Competition we have no successes to show this year;
last year we obtained a bronze medal. Reviewing this
statement, we find an increase of successes iu the Advanced
Section, adecreiise in the Elementary one. This ie simply
owing to a shifting of the standard of success by the
South Kensington authorities, and not to any falling off in
the quality of our work.

Mr. Gambler Parry addressed the meeting,
and in course of hia speech he referred to the
subject of beauty and use in art. This school,

be said, is for the benefit of the operative, work-
ing, artisan class—using that expression in a

very wide sense—to enable them to utilise their

fingers for the benefit of their lives. Therefore,
the great thing to demonstrate is, that beauty is of

use. I believe that of late we have to a certain

degree come to acknowledge this in our designs
for manofactnred articles of cotton and furniture,

and things of that sorb. But still, in our highest
manufactures in which art appears the French
have outdone us completely. I was sorry to

find that iu one art we cannot approach them at

all—that beautiful and most refined art of chisel-

ling metal work, which requires the finest eye
and the steadiest hand

;
and in figure drawing

also they have certainly gone far ahead of us.

Mr. Kemp, the master, said no one was better

aware than he of the inferiority of England to

GREY-TOWERS, NUNTHORPE.

Tins mansion, for Mr. W. R. J. Hopkins, which
has been in progress about two years and a half,

is now approaching completion.^ It is situated
about seven miles from Middlesbro’-on-Tees, and
amidst some of the finest scenery in Cleveland.
The building is faced with blue flint stone, from
quarries in the neighbourhood, and the dressings
are of a warm yellow local sandstone. The
principal staircase is of oak, and the chief

rooms on the ground-floor have panelled wood
ceilings; that to the main staircase being en-
riched with carved and moulded ribs, shields,

&c., and surmounted by a lantern-light glazed
with richly-cut glass. The whole of the build-

ing has been carried out in a handsome and sub-
stantial manner, and the arrangements for water
snpply, heating, and ventilation are very com-
plete. There are in all about thirty bed-rooms,
including dressing-rooms. VVe give a view of
the south and east fronts, and the ground plan.
The mansion has been erected by Messrs. Oliver
& Johniron, contractors, Middlesbro’. The clerk

of the works is Mr. W. Freeman. The architect

is Mr. John Ross, of Darlington.

REFERENCES.
Ft. In. Ft. In.

.. Carrioge-porch 15 Obylo 0
I. Inner porch 15 0 ,, 6 0
'. Entrance-hall 27 0 ,, 18 0
I. Breakfaat-room 24 6 ,, 13 0

Library 24 0 ,, 16 0
'. Drawing-room 30 6 „ 23 0
r. Conservatory 30 0 ,, 13 0
t. Ante-room 19 0 ,, 16 0
[. Dining-room 27 0 „ 19 8
i. Principal atuifcase 26 0 „ 18 6
1 . Smoke-room 16 6 ,, 13 0
r. Billard-rooin 26 6 ,, 24 0
r. Gun closet.
I. Lavatory ami W. C.
’. Side entrance-hall 14 0 ,, 5 0
;. Kitchen 25 0 ,, 21 0

Scullery 12 6 „ 10 0
. Kitchen closet 10 0 ,, 7 0
'. Bed closet (plate safe under) 12 0 „ 7 0
\ Open court 12 0 „ 7 0
'. Butler’s pantry 20 7 ,, 14 0

Garden eatriince-hall.

;. Corridors.
r. Back Staircase (ditto to cellars under).
:. w. cs.
1 . Huusekeeper’a room 19 0 ,, 13 0
'i. Store-closet.

I. Servants’ hall 20 0 ,, 17 0
r. Laundry 24 0 „ 16 6
Washhouse 13 0 ,, 16 6

'. "Verandah.
Shoe-house.
Game larder.

Coal-house.

. Sticks.

. Ashes.
(. Court-yard.
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THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT.

A TiiEETiNG of farmers and otliers interested

in agricnltnre has been held at Islington, con-

vened by the Agricultural and Horticultural

Association (Limited). The council of this

society includes the Right Hon. W. Cooper,

M.P., and Mr. T. Hughes, M.P. Mr. Greening,

the managing director, stated that the opera-

tions of the association, so far as they had done,

had been crowned with complete success. The
members were supplied with the best desoription

of implements, manures, cattle-food, seeds, &c.,

at trade prices, without the intervention of

agents’ profits
;
but, in addition to their secnring

good and nnadulterated articles, the whole of

the profits, minus the small charge for working

expenses, which did not average more than 4

per cent., would find their way into the pockets

of the members. They would receive a dividend

of 7i per cent, on the capital and the profits

upon their purchases, minus the working ex-

penses, the amount returned in the average of

existing co-operative associations being 6-7th8

of the profits. At present the manufacturers

allowed a commission of something like 20 per

cent, to the agents who sold the goods, and in

the event of the farmers availing themselves of

the advantages of agricultural co-operation, that

commission wonfd be saved, and would of itself

form a large source of profit. Extensive adul-

terations in cattle-food would thus also be

checked.
In addressing a meeting of the Peckham

Industrial and Provident Society, Hr. Hughes,

M.P., observed that the co-operative principle

had extended itself in many ways. He instanced

the case of the Messrs. Briggs, the great coal-

owners of Wakefield, who had resolved to put an

end to the strike and look-out system by giving

their men a share in the profits. Previously their

collieries never paid more than 7 per cent.,

whereas under the new system not only was
there 10 per cent, paid for capital to the Messrs.

Briggs, bat a sum of l,800i. in hard cash was
divided among the working people. In the

second year the 10 per cent, was also paid, a

dividend of 3 per cent, was declared, and 2,0001.

divided among the workmen. The principle thus

carried out made these men partners, and of

course more careful ;
and hence it was that a

vast amount of expenditure was saved, and an
enormous success attained. The movement was
only just beginning, bnt he was strongly of

opinion it would eventnally succeed and put an
end to those terrible struggles between labour

and capital which brought so much misery and
ruin on hundreds and thousands offamilies among
the working classes of this country. He exhorted

them earnestly and sincerely to persevere in

their good work, and not be discouraged by any
opposition which might be thrown in their way.

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

The Refege tor Homeless Children now
includes a house, No. 8, Great Queen-street,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields, for 100 boys ;
the Training

Ship, Chichester, with another 100 boys; and
two Homes for girls, one at 19, Broad-street,

Bloomsbury, and the other temporarily located

at Kilburn. These refuges afford home and
training for the inmates, who are received into

them all the year round.

The Report for 1867 describes the good result

of the supper that was given to 200 boys from

the Casual Wards in 1866, and the establish-

ment of the training ship.

The industrial element still continues to be au
important branch of the training in this Refuge :

—without it no permanent good could he accom-
plished among the boys. The trades taught are

carpentering, firewood chopping, shoemaking, and

tailoring ;
occupations which are all useful to

the lads whether they emigrate to the colonies,

go to sea, or obtain situations at home.
The result of the industrial work for the past

year is as follows, viz. :

—

Work done for costomers and sfoods sold £607 5 0

Value of work done for the Boys' and Girls’

Refuges 646 1 5 2

360 pairs of new boots in stock, value 109 6 6

Errand boys’ work 141 0 11

Raruod by boys at hay-making 36 0 4

£1,439 15 11

Being more than was earned last year by 5002.

We learn that 2,031 pairs of new boots and shoes

were made; 2,224 repaired. 1,170 new articles

of clothing were made in the tailors’ class
; 2,727

articles repaired. 29,752 bundles of firewood

were ent, made up, and sold
;
2,420 for the use

of the Institution. 43 mattresses were made; 20
repaired.

The payments for supporting the inmates of

the three refuges, maintaining the five day and
evening ragged-schools, and for completing and
fitting the ship, clothing for the first fifty boys,

&c., were 8,7272. 3s. Id.
;
invested in Reduced

Arinnities, 5112. Os. 6d. ; on deposit, 8002.
;
total

10,0382. 12a. 7d.; the payments left in hand,

6402. 12a. 4d.

What is wanted is, that the Government will

forego the claim of 2,0002., for the masts, sails,

boats, and other materials, drawn from the

dockyard, to complete and fit up the ship
;
so

that the funds required for paying that debt

could be devoted to tbe support of more boys

on the ship and in the refuge. Should tbe

Goverument still require payment for the

materials tbe committee will, of course, be
bound to pay, and that being the case, the work
would be retarded. The committee, however,

hope that when the Government see that the

ship is now in working order, and that there are

100 boys on board, being trained for a seafaring

life, they will at once discharge the committee
from all liability in. respect of the materials

referred to. We hope so too: the work is a good

one, and must be looked upon as of a national

character; for whether it is viewed as a means
for rescuing the waifs and strays of this great

metropolis, or as a means of supplying the

dimiuntion of seamen so generally felt in every

port, the work which is thus established must
prove beneficial to the country at large.

THE FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART.

audience on the 14th inst., to hear the Report

and see Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., present the

prizes to snccessful competitors. He was sup-

ported by Professor Donaldson, who read the

Report; Professor Westmacott; Mr. O’Neill,

R.A. ;
Mr. Landseer, R.A.; Mr. Lewis Pocock

;

Mr. Bowler; Mr. Redgrave, R.A.
;
and many

other friends of the school. It appears that

there are now 107 students on tbe books, being

34 more than at the same date last year. At the

close of the summer session the number was

130, and the committee have Ijttle doubt that, as

the advantages offered by the school become

more extensively known, a very short period will

suffice to raise the number from 150 to 200

students, which it can easily accommodate. At
tbe annual second-grade examination in March,

18G7, 36 students presented themselves for exa-

mination, 25 passed in one or more of the papers,

and 13 prizes were taken. At the annual

national and local examination of the drawings

at South Kensington last April, one national

silver medal was awarded to Alice Elfrida Manly,

and one national bronze to Margaretta Clarke.

Ten local prizes No. 1, and four prizes No. 2,

were awarded
;

and three students obtained

honourable mention. Two prizes for design

offered by Mies Bell, ofAlton, have been awarded,

the first prize to Sarah M'Gregor, the second

prize to Emily Austin. The first gold medal

given by her Majesty, to be competed for

annnally by tbe students of this school, has been

awarded to Alice Elfrida Manly for three groups

of flowers in tempera from nature. The Report

dwelt upon other circumstances connected with

the working of the school, and concluded with a

congratulatory reference to the circumstance

that the gold medal of the Royal Academy and

a scholarship of 602. had this year been won, as

we menlioned last week, by Miss Louisa Starr.*

The President read an excellent address, and

in tbe course of it said :—One day last week he

had had the pleasure of going over the school,

accompanied by its excellent superintendent.

Miss Gann, and was highly gratified. He found

there numerooe students receiving a sound and

valuable education, and saw many young ladies

. displaying great ability in drawing from the

,
antique, from the life, from the flat, or from

model. He was especially struck with one

beautiful painting in monochrome, from the

antique, and upon inquiring by whom it had

been executed he was infinitely surprised to find

it was tbe work of Mias Manly. It was very

extraordinary to see such varied excellence in

* We understand there were six male and three female

competitoTB.

snch different departments of art ; and having
already admired her remarkable drawings of

flowers, he could not but prognosticate a
brilliant future from so successful a beginning.
Referring to the progress made by ladies, he
said,—We men may well tremble in onr shoes

when we see this great “storm wave” of female

talent and enterprise rolling rapidly forward
and threatening to overwhelm na

;
but while I

shall ever be the a’dvocate of an open field, fair

play, and no favour, I trust the result will be
better art, and a friendly, peaceable, and even
affectionate rivalry.

Professor Westmacott afterwards briefly ad-

dressed the meeting, and Mr. Redgrave moved a

vote of thanks to bin Francis Grant, which, being

seconded by Mr. O’Neill, was passed by acclama-

tion, and the meeting was dissolved.

We would direct the attention of those who
are interested in the progress of industrial art

to Mr. Walter Smith’s “ Educational View of

the Paris Exhibition,” which we printed re«

cently.* With the greater part of his suggestions

we fully agree.

ACCIDENTS.

The parish church of Letwell, near Worksop,

Notts, has been totally destroyed by fire. The
cause of the fire has not been ascertained, but it

is supposed to have originated, as usual, from

the overheating of the apparatus for warming
the church on Sunday morning. The building

was restored and fitted with open, benches in

1864.

A shocking accident has occurred at the parish

church, King’s Norton. A new peal of bells,

subscribed for by the parishioners, has just been

cast by Messrs. Slews & Son, of Birmingham,

and the largest bell was bein fixed, when, from

some cause at present unexplained, it fell,

cutting in two the organ, and fatally crushing

the head of Mr. Arthur Longmore, a young
gentleman who has shown much interest in the

work.
An' extensive fall of earth has cccurred in a

deep excavation near Bolton, on the now rail-

way line between Horwich and Bindley, com-

pletely burying four or fire of the men. One of

them has since died.

The jury who sat on the body of William Watt
who was killed in Sunderland Docks by the faU-

ing of a bridge, have returned the following

verdict :
—“ That the deceased was accidentally

killed by the fall of a certain archway leading

to No. 13 drop at Sunderland Dock, and that

the fall of the said archway arose from tbe want
of a proper repair of the abutment or east wall

of tbe archway, which wall, in the opinion of the

jurors, from its defective state, ought previously

to have been repaired ;
and they strongly cen-

Buro the Commissioners for not having acted

upon the report of Mr. Meik.”

In a caj"^, Rue Galande, Paris, the beams and

joists which sustained the first floor gave way
and fell, killing three masons, and more or less

injuring three or four other individuals in the

shop below.

THE SEWAGE QUESTION, GLASGOW.

A 3IEETING of the Association for the Considera-

tion of the Sewage Question, and others interested

in that question, was held on the 16th instant.

Mr. Hugh H. Maclure, C.E., read a paper on the

sewage question, more especially as concerning

Glasgow. He explained that his proposal was
simply to deal with sewage in the state in which
it was found in the common sewers, and to apply

a practical combination of tbe outfall works in

the Thames with the simple and effective irriga-

tion works adopted, and in daily use at Edin-

burgh, Croydon, Worthing, Carlisle, and else-

where. The main covered intercepting sewers

he proposed should he carried to stations some
little distance beyond the present buildings and
suburbs of Glasgow; thence through the agri-

cultural districts on both sides of the Clyde, by
open sewage canals, these canals terminating

on each side of the river, in large receiving

tanks, situated on the margin of the river at

points about three-qnarters of a mile below Dal-

muir. The tanks would be capable of containing

the sewage of the city for aperiod of twelve hours.

He could not disguise tbe difficulties and ex-

penses connected with the large quantity of

low-level sewage. The difficulty could only be

• See pp. 867 and 893.
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mot by collecting, by means of a tunnel nnder
the Clyde, the contents of those sewers into a
well on the south side at Govan, and pamping
them up into a receiving tank situated at the
north side of the Glasgow and Paisley Railway,
near Craigton. Hr. ilaclure went on to meet
objections which might be made to open canals

and other parts of his scheme. The cost of it,

including works, land, and contingencies, would
be 332,0311., to which mast be added 4,130i. per
annum for pumping, independent of manage-
ment and maintenance of works. He mentioned
that the land available for irrigation on the
north and sonth sides of the Clyde below Partick
was, in all, 6,5-10 acres. The sewage of Glasgow
would irrigate 4,740 acres.

THE SOLWAY VIADUCT.

Mk. R. S. North, C.E., had, it appears, charge
of the erection of this viaduct, subject to the
control and direction of the agent of the con-
tractors; and the conditions on which he under-
took this charge were something like the follow-

ing : — That the cost of erection was to be
8,0001. ; that the time for completing the viaduct
was to be eighteen months

; that Mr. North’s
salary was to be l.OOOZ. per annum, or l,5l0Z.

for eighteen months, and if the work was finished

in less time he was still to receive 1,5001. ; that
if the viaduct occnpied a longer period than
eighteen months, Mr. North was to forfeit 1001.

for every month beyond eighteen it took to

complete it
;
and that, if the viaduct should

be erected for less than 8,000Z., the saving
was to be divided between Mr. North and
the contractors. The erection of the viaduct
was commenced in the summer of 1855

;

and Mr. North conducted the operations until

October, 1866, when ho was dismissed. Mr.
North has since raised an action in the
Scottish Court of Session, claiming 526Z.

68. 3d., for salary dne, with interest thereon

;

884Z. 18s. 7d., for salary due for the period
of hia unexpired services, with interest

;
and

bjOOOZ. for “ loss of profits and injury to his

character, credit, and feelings.” The contractors,
on the other hand, have brought a counter-
action, claiming 3,000Z. damages for breach of
.agreement, in improper construction and delay;
and l.OOOZ. damages for allowing the plant and
.materials to be injured and destroyed.

MEDALS FOR HOUSE IMPROVEMENT. '

We have pleasure in recording the award of
a gold medal to the Society for Improving the
Condition of the Labouring Classes, by the
International Jury of the Paris Universal Exhi-
bition. This society has been engaged in its

important work, under the presidency of tho
Earl of Shaftesbury, for nearly a quarter of a
century. And whilst we could wish for so useful

a society still greater support, it will be gratify-

ing to the many friends of the movement to

know, that in respect of plans and designs for

working men’s homes, the English are found to

occupy a foremost place.

We understand that a similar medal has been
awarded to the Metropolitan Association for
Improving the Dwellings of the Industrious
Classes.

THE SANITARY FIGHT.

I HAVE perused with interest the article in
your number for the 23rd ulb. on the preserva-
tion of rain-water in towns. The subject de-
serves attention, as every day’s experience shows
that the question of water supply to towns and
cities is becoming of more and more pressing
urgency. There are, however, one or two points
to which I will, with your permission, briefly

advert.

In every building, from acottage toamansion,
provision could no doubt be made, and space
found, for a cistern in such a situation in the
attic or roof, as in no way to interfere with the
beneficial occupation. Pain-water so stored
sbonld, however, be filtered before nse

;
and at

no time should it be used except when perfectly
fresh, saving only for inferior purposes, such as
the supply of w.-c. For this and other like pur-
poses it might he found very convenient, and
would save, at least in part, the great drain
there is upon onr waterworks systems for these

and similar conveniences
; besides, the cistern

would on many occasions afford a supply when
other sources are frozen up or temporarily cut
off. So, by the storage of rain-water, no doubt
some good might be done ; but, as a rale, all

tubs, tanks, cisterns, and other receptacles for

the retention (and possible stagnation and pu-
tridity) of water for domestic purposes are
objectionable. As to the rain-water being ol

service in flushing systems of sewers, there if-

no doubt of its great value
;
and the beneficial

effects of the periodical cleansing of town sur-
faces and sewers' by rainfall, must, I think, be
admitted by all. It would, indeed, be a calamity
rather than an advantage to cut off from the
sewers all the rainfall.

As to dilution of town sewage by rain, and
consequent increase of bulk to be dealt with,
that need not be a source of trouble where there
is a well-devised system of storm outlets for the
discharge of the rainfall into the natural water-
courses

;
and as to increased volnme at the ont-

fills, this diflicnlty is easily disposed of, for

when the sewage is much diluted with rain-

water it may, in moet cases, be safely turned
direct into the adjacent stream, and so be carried
off in the increased and dilute volume. This
works well also in another way

;
for where the

sewage is used for irrigation at times of heavy
rainfall, when the diluted water is discharged
direct to the stream, the land is charged with
tho rainfall, and least able to receive and pass
off the extra quantity of moisture which the
addition of the sewage dilute with the rainfall

would give.

Sewers properly devised are not intended for

the conveyance of stormfalls of rain
;
the natural

streams are open to receive these, and into them
they should go. Besides the convenience of
this process, and the consequent diminution of
expense in constructing sewers adjusted for

sewage only, there is another very important
consideration

;
that is, that in the manufacturing

districts, especially, every drop of fresh water is

required for trade purposes; and there is no
need why sanitary improvements should not, so

far as they can properly do so, preserve trade
privileges and rights unimpaired. Sanitary
works may, in isolated cases, affect prejudicially

trade interests, but for one such instance there
will be a thousand preponderating tendencies to

good.

At the present time a great onslaught is being
made upon the hitherto impassable barriers, and
we are beset with the besiegers so closely that
there is no escape. Let us take a look over the
ramparts and see the assailants who are besieging
our smoke-begrimed and murky, muddy-rivered
city. We hail them and demand their terms
upon which we may surrender. “ You ought
not to cast any dirt, or dye, or refuse, or sewage,
or any other like grievous thing into your river:”

so say the rivers’ pollntion preventionists. “ You
must utilize your sewage, and count every pound
or pint of refuse as worth so much so say the
sewage utilizers. You must burn your smoke
so say the urban air purifiers. “ You must build
decent habitable dwellings for your workers, and
let them out of the dark dreary alleys, close

courts, and cellars of your city so say the
improved dwellings philosophers. “You must
educate, educate so say those who see that it

is dangerous to put the weapons of power into

the hands of untrained men. And then, there is

a general cry for new hospitals where disease

can be treated, and where grim death can be
battled with ; new workhouses, where the poor
can live in luxury approaching that of model
prisons; new asylums, where imbecility can be
won back to reason, or, if not, can be coaxed into

harmlessnesa with mnsic and kind words
;
new

parks, baths, and playgrounds. In short, a new
and improved lease of life for the toiling millions

in this workshop of the world. It is -a strong
barrier which interposes betwixt ns and all this

good, but it must come down. To restore so far

as can be the purity of our streams will be to the

advantage of every body, whether he be trader or
dweller by the once clear brook where the
“speckled trout” abounded, but where now,
alas! no living thing can exist. To burn the
smoke from the thousands of chimney -shafts

will be to give ua air fit to breathe, and to save
annually ibousands of tons of coal. To improve
the dwellings of the industrial classes will be
to elevate them mentally, to improve them
physically, to make them better workers, sounder
thinkers. To fertilize the earth with the waste
products of our cities and towns will be to turn
a present curse into a blessing

;
for whatever that

is offensive to us we cast into the lap of mother
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earth, all-bounteous Nature will return us out of
her great laboratory tenfold in food for man aud.
beast. So every other upward struggle to what
is right and good will bring a sure reward if we
laint not. As yet, the public mind is but veiy
partially willing to accept these truths in their
full force. We look over the old, old barrier and
treat the innovators as foes, and refuse to
surrender the citadel of our time - honoured
prejudices. The day is dawning, how’ever, and
the barrier shows signs of giving way,—friendly
glances are exchanged with the foes (?) outside,
and, if not we, at least the next generation will,

we trust, witness marvels of conquest of progress
over prejudice, and see wonders iu the conversion
of waste and want into profit and plenty.

J. B.

ARCHITECTURE IN GERMANY.
Having seen a good deal of German archi-

tecture a few years ago, I read your able leader
of last week with much interest. You are very
right when you fear that Munich was the cradle
of that soi-disant “ Gothic of the Future ” which
is running riot in some parts of Germany,
especially in the south. It is known as the
“Maximilian Style” in all their schools; and the
style, to which this name is given is very weak
Romanesque, with Classic, Gothic, and all sorts
of other details. Munich was the cradle, and the
Architectural Colleges of Stutgard, Carlsruhe,
and Hanover were, and still are, the nurseries.
At Berlin, however, and throughout the North of
Germany, this style has had no chance, thanks to
the memory of Schinkel, and the teachings of
Stuhler and Strack

; and, as the study of
Ecclesiastical architecture is more and more
revived, we may soon hope to see the last of
this nineteenth century Rococo. To the list of
buildings enriched with frescoes you might have
added, the Museum at Berlin (Kanlbacb), and
the Palace at Stutgard (Schnorr)

; also the
Pompeiiauum at Aeehaffenburg, and the Trink-
halle at Baden. I ask with you, sir, “ Why can-
not we do these things in England ?”

Alfred Strong.

Steile’s “ Emperors ” in the Romer, at Frank-
fort, are, I believe, executed in oils on canvass,
and affixed to wood panels.

THE POSITION OF THE BRITISH
WORKMAN.

I HAVE just read in the current number of the
Buildei" the letter headed “ The Condition of
Architectural Sculpture,” and signed “ John
Roddis, Carver.”

It is admirable, so far as it goes; but Mr.
Roddis has altogether overlooked the most
material bar to excellence in workmanship in
England, which is trade-unionism, aZios trade-
terrorism. Did the proprietors of houses being
built, did building committees, did architects
ordain that one scale of wages should be paid in
building trades to skilled and unskilled work-
men alike? •, buttheworkrnendid. Suppose an
architect or his clerk of the works engaged a
few first-rate hands, and paid them whatever
remuneration they chose to ask, what would
ensue ? Rattening

!

In this land of boasted liberty, a workman
may not use the skill and energy with which
God has endowed him, and by means of which
he would often gladly earn a little extra money
wherewith to purchase some comfort, it may be
for a sick wife or a dying child, because, forsooth,
some lazy fellow-member of his “union” has
neither the will nor the skill to keep pace with
him

;
and therefore has framed these wicked

“ rules ” to drag every one else down to his own
low level. This is the great bar to progress in
England.
And while on the subject of trades unions,

their necessary consequences, “strikes,” natu-
rally rise to mind; and d propos of them, I
wish to say to their originators and abettors,
“ Behold in the unparalleled distress already pre-
vailing among the poorer classes, though winter
has scarcely commenced its terrors as yet, the
worthy fruit of the seed sown by you ! When,
there was work in plenty to be done, and at fair

wages too, you drove oat shipwrights, brick-
layers, tailors, workmen of all trades and grades,
and much of the present destitution and misery
lies at your door, and you will have to account
for it hereafter, if not here.

I confess, though I am not hardhearted nor
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uncharitable, that the appeals Tor “ help for the

starving” never seemed to me to come with so

bad a grace as now. Workmen have ruined

themselves and ruined their employers by re-

fusing to work; and the very class to which
those employers belong must further impoverish
itself by feeding and clothing the hungry and
naked wives and children of those men who
have so deeply injured its members.* Well, so

mote it be. At this particular season of the

year we will not forget Who said, “ Do good to

them that despitefully use you.” K. F. H.

THE LAMPS IN HYDE PARK.

Sir,—I have another grievance, those complete
failures—the new lamps in Hyde Park ! That
stupid circle of corrugated glass or metal,put mid-
way in the otherwise good-looking lamp-globe,

divides it into a steamy half-lighted semicircle,

and an obscure fog-red second semicircle over.

What is that corrugated plate for? It does
not reflect the light, nor allow it to pass
through, but simply absorbs it.

The burners, again, are not good, and the result

is a dim, dingy, yellow light, just like a badly
trimmed oil-lamp, as may be proved any evening
all along Hyde Park. Why were not two or

three of the lamps put up and experi-

mentalized upon, before we were committed to

these failures, at, of course, some considerable

expense? Once up, there is very little hope of
getting rid of them, unless the Builder raises its

breath, and blows a blast strong enough to drive

them away. The lamp-posts, too, are too far

apart : there should be at least half as many, if

not quite as many, again. While “ lighting the
park,” why not have lighted it ? Now the lamps
simply serve to make the surrounding darkness
more visible.—I am, your

Enraged Correspondent.

MARKET AT HOUNDSDITCH.
Sir,—You some time ago threw out some valu-

able suggestions as to building markets. I have
just Anisbed a market for Mr. M'Call, of Hounds-
ditch, the well-known preserved-provision manu-
facturer. It is close to Whitechapel Church,
and has cost about 3,000L I saw it opened, and,
judging from the prices asked for meat, and the
great nnmber of buyers, I should say it will be a
great boon to the poor, and also to all who can
avail themselves of its advantages, as I saw
excellent shonlders of mutton sold for 5d., and
legs at 5^d. per lb. It is intended, also, to sell

soup and all kinds of cooked meats
;
also butter,

cheese, groceries,— in fact, if possible, to enable
a poor man to go thither on Saturday, and buy all

the provisions of any kind he may require, and
that at the lowest possible price, and in a warm
and well-lighted place, instead of wandering
about from shop to shop, sometimes in the snow
and wet. J. P. Wateuson.

WAGES IN NEW ZEALAND.

Sir,—In yonr number, June 13, 1867, you
state,—“Bricklayers in New Zealand earn Is.

per hour
;
plasterers have as good wages, &o.”

The figures you give are, no doubt, very high,
especially when compared with the majority of
the wages for similar tradesmen in Britain, but
yet they are very far below what is actually paid
here.

In Dunedin (the chief town of the province of
Otago, and also the most flourishing town in
New Zealand), the following have been the
wages paid for some years : before that, and
during the first rushes to the gold-fields, they
were much higher:

—

Masons and bricklayers, 12a. to ISs. per day.
Bricklayers’ labourers, lOa. per day.
Carpenters and joiners, plumbera, painters,

and, in fact, all other tradesmen, 12s. to 15s. per
day.

In the towns on the gold-fields of this pro-
vince, in Hokitika, Greymoutb, and other towns
on the west coast, the wages are always much

* Perbaps this sentence needs some explanation. I am
•of opinion that feeding our destitute poor should be
matter for public legislation, and shouM not be left to
private benevolence, which, iu other words, means that
the generous members of the community shall overtax
tbemeelvefl to relieve distress, while the parsimonious give
nothing.

higher than they are here. The eight -hours

system is the rule all over New Zealand and
Australia. In the monthly summaries of the

Otago Daily Titnes, you will always see lists of

wages prevailing here ; so that you need never be
led astray, as these lists are to be depended ou.

I have been iu active practice here for the

last six years, and as I am therefore in a position

to know what tradesmen’s wages, &c., are, I have
taken the liberty of sending this statement.

Dunedin. D.vvid Ross, Architect.

LANGHAM HOTEL PLANS.

Sib,—

I

must really trespass upon tho courtesy of your-
self and readers to be lulowea to say ngain that Mr.
Mun'ay never saw the plans of the principal floors of the
hotel until I had completely designed every arrangement
in them. My clerks and my own diary can establish this

fact sufficiently.

I never alleged that Mr. Murray used influence with the
directors

;
I knew that his friends did so.

As regards the conclusion of his letter, lean onlyquote
the report of the directors, as follows :

—“ The directors,
having taken the best professional advice, selected the
design of Mr. Giles.”
The plans I mentioned ore in my poetetnion. The Judge

struck them out of the list when I proved them to be
mine, and they remain with me. Jonx Giles.

*,* We depart unwillingly from onr determination to
admit no other letter on this subject : under the circum-
stances we could not refuse insertion to the above.

“AN ADVERTISED COMPETITION.”

Sib,—

I

n answer to a paragraph headed ” A Warning,”
the address given in the Bnitder of tho 16th is the office of
the agent, and temporary office of Mr. Baxter, where all

reasonable information can be obtained. The gentleman
in question is now abroad forming a company to build
large manufacturing premises in this locality, or abroad
according to cost ; the warehouse is intended for the sale
of their own goods.
As Mr. Baxter does not wish to have any misunder-

standing, any competing architect wishful to withdraw
from the same can have the fee returned.

J. Bbown, Architect, Queen-street, Leeds.

*,* Tho fact that we have received five other letters to
the effect of that from “ Q. E. G.,” shows that, at any
rate, tho affair has not been well managed.

RADIATION FROM IRON PIPES.

Sib,—I have just heated my office with steam, hut I find

the (cast) iron pipes do not part freely with their heat, but
carry a good per-centoge of it out into the waste drain,

where it is useless except for the purpose of driving the
rata away. Can any of your readers tell me how I could
promote the radiating properties of the pipe ? K.

HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE.

Sin,—I believe there is no cause from which so many
fires originate as from warm air-stoves. The fact is, w ork-
people are allowed to cut a building about in aU direc-
tions, without proper superintendence fiom the architect
or otherwise. The consequence is, they either cut away
timbers, or p'^ce tho stoves in conjunction with them or
boarding. The result is, the stove is too often over-
heated, The timbers and boarding become in so dried and
heated a state as to cause spontaneous comhustiou. At
Her Mnjesty’s Theatre the fireman ou duty siuelt lire,

which smell mutt have continued, although he named to
his companion all was sale, when, in fact, the mischief
was increasing, instead of representing it to proper autho-
rities

;
and this was probably from an over-heated ap-

paratus. A Sl'bscbibeb.

INDIGNATION MEETING OP WORKMEN.
Ox Wednesday evening a meeting of the whole of the

men at present employed by Mr. Freake, of Onolow-
gardens, was held at his works, to express the views of his

employes, nearly 400 in number, on tbe recent attempt to
burn down by means of Greek fire hia property, IS o. -I,

Grosvenor-square. The general clerk of works, Mr.
Terry, was elected chairman, and in opening the meeting
said they were met to give expression to their opinion as
to tho dastardly deeds perpetrated by the so-called
Fenians, especially in reference to Mr. Freake’s house at
Grosvenor-square. He considered that those who could
so wantonly endanger the property and lives of those who
had never done them any harm, murdering poor women
and little children, and causing misery in so many house-
holds, were not worthy the uame of men : they were row-
dies, utterly reckless of the property of the rich or tbe
homes and lives of the poor.
Tho following resolution was proposed and carried

nnanimonsly :
—“That this meeting cf men in the em-

ploy oi Mr. Freake, having been convened by themselves
to enable them to express their opinion on tbe late

diabolical outrage at Clerkenwell which has caused such
destruction of life and loss of property, and also on the
dastardly attempt to destroy No. 4, Grosvenor-square,
tbe property of our employer, do hereby declare that they
can have no sympathy with such inhuman wretches, who
disgrace the name of man by such devilirh actions, and
who have now by their attacks on private property
brought the matter home to our own firesides, and we
can no longer remain passive spectators to tbe action of

such diabolical agencies, byineans of which our wives and
little oues are threatened with destruction.”
A mason said their employer's interest was their inte-

rest,—that if his buildings were destroyed they themselves
would suffer by being thrown out of work. He wished all

to know that the working man's interest was bound up in
tho inlerest of his employers, and he thought that they
ought to bind themselves into a committee to watch their
masters' interest.

A resolution was then proposed and carried with accla-

mation that the working men should form themselves into

a voluotecr watch corps to protect the property of their
employers, and in doing so protect their own tools.

A vo'e of respectful sympathy with their employer was
passed, and the chairman was requested to convey the
same to Mr. Freake.
The spirit of the meeting, the views expressed, and the

ability shown were in the highest degree gratilying.

CONSPIRACY AGAINST ARCHITECTS.

lx the case (Manchester, before Mr. Justice Shee) of
James M'Master, joiner and builder, Adam Hanning, and
Thomas Slater, operative joiners, who were charged with
conspiring to defraud Messrs. Pennington & Brigden,
architects, Essex.street, Manchester, of the sum of 1001.,*

the jury returned a verdict finding the defendants guilty

of conspiracy, but recommending them to mercy on
account of their previous excellent character.
Mr. Justice Shee, in passing sentence, said the jury had

come to a very right conclusion. There could be no doubt
that the prisoners did conspire to make the prosecutors
pay more money than they admitted to be due. The pri-

soners took a course which seemed to have been well

calculated to coerce tbe prosecutors into doing what they
did not think they were bound in justice and fairness to

do. They brought to bear upon them the probable
hostility of a trades union; but it appeared that that

combination bad not the remotest connexion with their

schemes. He would mitigate the sentence, in consequence
of the recommendation to mercy; but he could not do
less, in such a community, than sentence each of tho
prisoners to nine months' imprisonment.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

WINDOWS IN PARTY WALLS.

At the Marylebone Police Court on Friday, 13th, the

district surveyor for St. Pancras preferred a complaint
against Mr. George Ashley, builder, Maida-vale, for not
complying with the Metropolitan Building Act, through
neglecting to erect a certain party wall to the Lichfield Ale
Stores, Frederick-street, Hampsteud-road, for Mr. B,
Taylor.
Mr. W. F. Potter, architect, stated in answer to the

summons that a party wall already existed, against which
it was proposed to construct a lean-to roof; but inasmuch
as there were certain windows in the said party wall, an
application had been made to the Metropolitan Board of
Works to allow the erection of an iron roof, so as not to

obstruct the existing windows, which could not be dona
away with, and which application had been granted.

The district surveyor aemnrred to this arrangement as

that did not get over tho difficulty of the party wall.

Mr. D’Eyncourt, the magistrate, said the question was
whether the Metropolitan Board of Works had the power
to grant the application.

Mr. Potter contended, under the 56th section of the

Building Act, the Board had tbe power to grant applica-

tions of this nature in exceptional cases, and this was an
exceptional case.

Mr, D’Kynconrt ultimately, after a lengthened con-

troversy, dismissed the summons.

THE EFFECTS OF OVERCROWDING
IN PADDINGTON.

FnoM tinse to time some of tho members of the Pad-
dington vestry have called attention to the rapid increase

of overcrowding in tho parish, particularly iu Clarendon-
street, Woodeliester-street, and Cirencester-street, the pro-

perty, it was alleged, of one or two vestrymen. Nothing
was done by the vestry

;
but the matter has been painfully

revived before the guardians of the poor of the pariah.

Dr. Markham, Poor-law Inspector, who was present,

asked for an explanation of the great and rapid increase

in the number of medical orders given to the poor iu one
portion of the pariah as compared with the other. Mr.
Goslett, jiin., said there was no difficulty in answering iho

question. In the one district there were Clarendon,
Woodchester, and Cirencester streets, which were so over-
crowded that diseases of every type rapidly germinated
and spread amongst the inmates. This was the reason
why in that district 1,220 medical orders had been issued
last year; whilst only 212 had been granted in the other
division of tho parish. Mr. Goslett, sen., corroborated
bis sou's remarks, sod added, that last month the over-
crowded division supplied 115 parish patients, whilst the

other district only supplied 27. Mr. Hartree, the relieving

officer, was questioned. He said the three streets named
were in a mpst dreadful condition. The bouses were lot

to poor people, who had to crowd every room in them
with separate families, in order to pay their rents. The
Board wonld be astounded at the number of persons
living in one house, which in some cases exceedea thirty.

Only one water-closet was found to each house. From
bis own knowledge of the district he was not at all sur-

prised at the number of medical orders required. Mr.
Ellis, churchwarden, said tbe houses on the north-west
side of Clarendon-street were built close to the canal,

and the latter was actually 16 ft. higher than the base-
ments, where human beings had to exist. He strongly

suggested that the matter be referred to the sanitary

committee, which was agreed to. Dr, Markham, at the

close of the conversation, said he was quite satisfied with
tlio reasons given for the great preponderance of sickness

in uno part of the parish as compared with the other.

• For particulars, sec p. 841, ante.
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BATHS AND WASHHOUSES.
MARTLEBONE AND WESTMINSTER.

At the last meetiog of the Marylebone Teetry, an ap-

plication was resd from the commisaiouers of the parish

baths and waahhouaea, asking permission to excavate

under the Marylcbobe-road, for the purpose of adding to

the convenience of the throngs of frequenters to the

Bwimming-balhs. Mr. Carr, one of the commissioners,

said it was highly gratifying to find the ostablisbmenta so

excellently patronized as they were. The commissioners
were so pleased that their efforts were appreciated by the

public, that they were about taking steps to reduce the

prices still lower. Alter some congratulatoty remarks on
the excellent manner in which the baths and washhouses
were conducted, and the handsome revenue which they

yielded to the pariah, the request was unanimously
granted.
At 8t. James’s vestry meeting on the same day, the

baths and washhouses of that parish were referred to,

but in a different strain. The Hon. Frederick Byng com-
plained in strong language that the usefulness of the

estabiiebments was almost stopped by the irregular water
supply of the Grand Junction Company. On the previous
Thursday the supply suddenly, and apparently for no
earthly reason, stopped, and the place bad to be closed.

The next day the supply was resumed, and again stopped.
Next day, Saturday, was the busiest day in the week, but
BO water could be tad. All that was done that day was a

little mangling and ironing. Tbe vestry had gone to great
expense to make the place worthy of public patronage,
expending last year no less than SiHJl. in steam apparatus

;

but all WHS of comparatively little cse, owing to tbe
negligence or the incompetenoy of the wa'er company.
Several gentlemen endorsed tbe last speaker's remarks,

and the vesiry clerk was directed to remonstrate with the

directors of tbe Grand Junction Company, and report the

result to the vestgy.

ACTION FOR NON-FULFILMENT OF
CONTRACT.

TEARD AND ANOTHER r. BAVGII.

This was an action in the Queen's Bench for a breach
of contract, to which tbe defendant had pleaded about
twenty-four ploas.

Mr. Ai.stey was counsel for the plaintiff; Mr. O'Malley,
Q.C., and Mr. Pearce represented the defendant.
The plaintiffs are metal workers, in London, and the

defendant is an enamel iron plate manufseturer, carrying
on business in Birmingham. The original contractor for

the completion of tbe ornamental drinking-fountain at
Westminster having failed to complete by a given time,

his contract had to be rescinded, and a fresh one was
entered into with the plaint. ffs. Before they completed
it they applied to the defendant, who has a patent for

enamelling iron tiles, to know by what time he could
furnish the required number for the fountain, and upon
his representation plaintiffs undertook to finish fho

work. Defendant failed to supply them within tbe speci-

fied time, and consequently the plaintill's wero unable to
complete the work within the time contracted by them,
and hence this action. The case principally depended
upon a voluminous correspondence, and occupied the
court until its rising.

marble, with bases and annnlets of stone. The
east window is new. It is in the Decorated

style, and has three lights, with geometrical

tracery under moulded internal and external

arches, resting on carved capitals, supported on

detached shafts, those inside being of red Cork
marble. There are two other windows in the

chancel, one in the north and the other in the

south wall
5
each has two lights and tracery,

and is set in a deeply-moulded reveal. Daring
the progress of tho work the ancient piscina and
sediiiawere discovered. The vestry, which stood

on the north side has been pulled down, and not

at present rebuilt, but a stone doorway has been
made iu antifipafcion of a vestry. The floor is

paved with Minton’s encanstic and plain tiles,

arranged in various patterns. Externally, the

walls have been refaoed with blaok flints,

chopped to a face and set in cement. The but-

tresses and string courses have been rebuilt with

Ancaster stone, and tho gable is surmounted by
stone cross. The priest’s door has been re-

stored. The stonework has been executed by
Mr. J. Frewer, of Tpswioh

;
and tbe carving by

Mr. Forsyth. The cost of the restoration is

about 600Z.

Llanengradd.—The church here, which has

been in ruins for a considerable time, has now
through the exertions of the incumbent, again

been made snitable for divine worship. It is an
interesting structure, and is delineated in the
“ Archasologia Cambriensis.” The approach is

over tho fields, which occasionally causes con-

siderable inconvenience. The church comprises

Baker, of Chelmsford. The main features of tho

alterations are the removal of a gallery which
blocked up the tower arch and also a window at

the west end in the tower
;
the substitution of

open benches, all of pitch pine, with carved

heads, in place of the old pews. There is also a

stone pulpit, famished by Mr. Wray, of Chelms-
ford

;
and an oak lectern, reading-desk, and

stalls in the chancel; also a fine ancient oak
screen, with tracery work tolerably perfect, which
has come out well, tho paint, &c., having been
rubbed off. The space within the communion
rails is paved with encaustic tiles, and the other

parts of the church with blue and red Stafibrd-

sbire tiles laid in cement on a 6-in. bed of con-

crete, with which the floor of the church is

covered throughout. The carved heads of the

benches, each of a different design, have been

executed by Mr. Polley, of Coegeshall.

Trent (Somerset).—The Seymour Chapel, which

forms the ancient chantry chapel of this parish,

but now connected with the church, has been

restored, at the cost of Mr. H. D. Seymour,

M.P., as a memorial of bis late father. The
ancient work is of a beautiful Early Decorated

typo, but there are remains of tbe original Early

Pointed work. The north wall has been rebuilt,

and has a series of coupled windows, under

richly moulded internal arches. Under these

windows are two moulded recessed tombs, one of

which has a magnificently sculptured figure of a

knight in full armour, of Edward I.’s time. The
other is a figure of a civilian of about the same
date. The roof is of oak, and of a pointed form,

a nave, chancel, and north transept. Messrs, i with moulded ribs dividing it into panels, with

Kennedy & U’Donoghue, were the architects em-
j

carved and sculptured brackets under. The

ployed in the restoration. floor is laid with Poole tiles. The architects

Aberrjraw.—The church of Aberffraw, North
\
were Mr. W. Slater and Mr. R. Herbert Carpen-
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Wales, was partially repaired some thirty or

forty years ago. Bub ns tbe arrangement of the

interior was then left unfinished, and repairs of

nn extensive nature being required, the present

incumbent has instrncted Messrs. Kennedy &
O’Donoghue to prepare plans, and has entered

into a contract exceeding 1,U00L, tbe whole of

which he purposes defraying at his own expense.

The church consists of a nave and north aisle of

equal lengths. The chancel, formed at the end
of the nave portion, is divided by a scries of

ter; and the contractor, Mr. Clarke, of Brnton

;

the clerk of works being Mr. J. Farrall.

Harwell.—The church here has been restored

and re-opened. The estimated expenses of the

restoration are calculated to be l,3u0i. The
main features of the work consist in the removal

of the old-fashioned pews, and tbe substitution

of low-backed stained deal seats ; new oaken

pulpit, lectern, and reading-desk ;
the removal

of the organ from the gallery, and tbe placing of

seats for the choir in the chancel. The removal

arches and columns, the bases of which bad been
|

of the organ-gallery displays the Norman arch

BUILDING CONTRACTS.

In the case Blake v. Izai'd and Others,
touching building contract, construction of,

interest of owner of laud in material brought
upon the premises to be used in the construc-

tion of the houses, and bill of sale, it appeared
that by a bnilding contract it was agreed that

all materials brought on the land by the intended
lessee should become the property of the in-

tended lessors. The intended lessee entered and
commenced building, but obtained no lease.

It was held that the materials brought on the
land by him vested in the intended lessors, and
were not liable to be taken in execution by a
creditor of the intended lessee, and that the

agreement was not a bill of sale.

The case is stated in vol. xvi. Weekly Reporter,

p. 108.

CHURCH-BUILDING NEWS.

Harkstead.—For some time past the chancel

of the church here has been closed, it having
been restored as a memorial of the late Rev.
Ralph Berners, formerly rector of the parish,

and it has been re-opened for divine service.

"When it was determined to restore this part of

the church, the rector, the Rev. Hugh Berners,

placed the matter in the hands of Messrs. W.
Slater & R. H. Carpenter, of London, by whom
plans were prepared, and the work was undei--

taken by Mr. W. G. Cunnold, of Ipswich, who
has carried it out. The old roof has been taken
off, and a new one of the same height as that

of the nave (from wliich it is distinguished exter-

nally by an ornamental ridge) substituted. The
roof is a hammer-beam roof, the principals and
purlins being of oak, and the remainder of deal.

The obancel roof is divided into three bays, and
there being no chancel arch, the westernmost
trust has been made to form a quasi arcb. The
wooden braces spring from carved stone capitals,

below which are small columns of Irish green

buried. By lowering the church floor as intended,

these will be brought to their proper proportions.

There is at the west end a richly ornamented
Norman arch, in excellent preservation ; this

arch is supposed to have been the access to a
tower, formerly attached to the church. A new
robing-roora and porch are to be added.

Llanarmon.—The state of the church here

having for some time been such as to require re-

paration, the incumbent has had plans and spe-

cifications from Messrs. Kennedy i O’Donoghue,
and is actively employed in raising funds for the

work.
Brynywran.—The church of Bryngwran has

undertone a repair, and partial re-arrangement,

and has been provided with a new pulpit and
reading-desk. Messrs. Kennedy & O’Donoghue
were the architects consulted.

Havfaglan.—The present parish church, which
is placed at an inconvenient distance from the

bulk of the population, is to be kept up as a

place of burial, and plans for an entirely new
building have been prepared by Messrs. Kennedy
& O’Donoghue. The edifice is to be placed so as

to afford the requisite facility for attendance

to church-goers in this parish, as well as in a

neighbouring populous district, v/hich forms

part of the parish of Llanleblig.

Redgrave.—The old church of St. Botolph, at

Redgrave, has recently undergone a renovation.

A new open timbered roof of Merael fir, supported

on principals, with carved collars and braces,

resting on carved stone corbels, representing

arions angelic figures, has been erected. The
interior boarding of the roof is stained and
varnished, and the exterior is covered with slate.

A brick parapet on the south side has been

entirely removed, the new roof being carried over

the walls, and terminated with moulded gutter-,

iugs. The south wall, which presented a very

motley appearance, being patched with plaster

and mortar, has been restored and re-pointed.

Tbe stonework of tbe windows has also under-

gone a renovation, and the chancel floor has been

re-paved with Minton’s tiles. The work has been

executed by Mr. C. Bishop, of Diss.

Runwell.—The church of this parish has been
re-opened for divine service. The whole of the

interior, excepting the roof, has been renewed, by

of the ancient belfry. The interior and exterior

of the edifice have been renovated throughout,

and further improvements were contemplated in

the chancel.

Rousham.—The chancel in Rousham Church

has been re-built. The east and side windows

were the work of Mr. C. Blackmore, of London

;

and the chancel is floored with Minton’s encaus-

tic tiles. The double piscina has been replaced,

and a credence-table, copied from it, placed on

the opposite side.

Tlujrne and Hatfield.—The foundation stone of

a new church has been laid at Sykohouse. The
ancient chapel of tho place had become so

ruinous that it was a matter of necessity to take

it down, with the exception of a brick tower,

which bad been added to the chapel about lOO

years ago, and which will be made to harmonise

with the new structure by the introduction of

windows of a batter character, the addition of a

spire, and some other details. The plans of the

new church have been furnished by Mr. C. H.

Fowler, architect to the Dean and Chapter of

Durham.
Kendal.—Tho reredos at the parish church, a

contribution by Mr. F. A. Argles and Mrs.

Argles, has just been completed. It is of Caen
stone. The centre part, from the floor to, tho

bottom of the east window, consists of nine

Pointed Gothic arches, surmounted with a cor-

nice and crest. The arches are supported on

pillars, the shafts of which are of polished Ken-

dal Fell max'ble, of dark brown colour, with the

exception of tbe two arches immediately behind

tbe altar, which terminate iu bosses. On each

side of the window rising to a considerable

height is a pillared niche surraounteil with a

carved canopy. A fretwork of foliage, fruit, and
other imagery interlaces tbe various parts of the

screen. The colour of the stone differs little

from that of the walls of the church, alongside of

which the erection runs. The architect was
Mr. J. S. Crowther, of Manchester; and the

work was exeonted by Messrs. Ellison & Hinch-

cliffe, of Manchester. The cost is supposed to

be about 300Z.

Fniu-ood.—A new pulpit, of Early Decorated

character, has jnst been presented to Fulwood
Church by Mr. Henry Isaac Dixon, one of the

designs of Mr. F. Chancellor
;
and the work has churchwardens. Its plan is polygonal, and it is

been carried out by the contractor, Mr. James J
constructed of oak, with banded shafts of black
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oak at the augles, the caps embellished with
conventional carving, and the cornice enriched
with carvings of low relief. It stands upon a
moulded base of Eyam-moor stone, and has been
executed by Mr. Arthur Hayball, from a design
by Mr. J. B. Mitchell-Withers. The church is

now lighted by artistically-wrought gas stand-
ards, manufactured by Mr. Thomas Brawn, of
Birmingham, and other improvements are in
contemplation.

Saffron WaZdcTu.—The parish church has just
been embellished by the decoration of the east
wall of the chancel, and by the addition of a
carved reredos, executed in Caen stone by Mr.
J. Forsyth, of London. This reredos extends
the whole length of the chancel

; but the centre
portion has five canopied spaces, in which are
introduced sitting figures painted on a back-
ground. In the centre panel our Saviour is

represented with the right hand in the act of
benediction, and the left holding the orb. The
figures of St. Matthew, St. Luke (the good
physician), St. John (the beloved disciple), and
St. Mark, occupy the panels on either side. The
figures and the wall decorations are the work of
Messrs. Ward & Hughes, of London, by whom
also the stained glass in the east window was
recently executed. The designer of the reredos
and also of the decoration was Mr. William
Smith, of London

; and the whole has been
carried out under his direction. The whole is a
memorial of a lady named Mrs. Taylor, deceased.

room for each day’s entry, and is otherwise
recommendable. Gntch’s “ Register and
Almanac” has now reached its twenty-seventh
year. “ The Railway Almanac for 1SH8,” on
a sheet, presents especially a Directory of Rail-
way Officials. " The Publisher’s Circular,”
for December 10 (No. 725; Low & Co.), con-
tains specimens of a large number of the new
illustrated books of the season, and forms a
remarkable pamphlet, buyable for a shilling. It
shows, one is forced to say, the dead level of
mediocrity to which woodcut illustrations have
fallen, and the knowledge thus enforced may not
be the least of the advantages resulting from
the publication of “The Circular.” Recent
Marine, Hydraulic, and Sanitary Engineering in
Scotland ; an Address to the Royal Scottish
Society of Arts, November, 1867. By George
Robertson, C.E., F.R.S.E., President of the
Royal Scottish Society of Arts. Edinburgh,
printed by Neill & Co. In this address the pro-
gress of various engineering and sanitary works
of late years in Scotland is reviewed, such as the
Loch Katrine water supply of Glasgow

;
the

Granton and Leith Docks, near Edinburgh
;
the

Dundee Dock improvements, &c., and sanitary
improvements in various towns

; to most of which
engineering and sanitary works we have already
from time to time adverted in the Builder.

GLASGOW AHCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

TUB ItOMAN IXSCBIPTION.

The annual general meeting of this society
was held on the 16th inst. Mr. Shei'iff Strathern
occupied the chair. On the tables around the
room were a selection of interesting objects
from the valuable collection of Mr. Adam Sim,
including the key of the Glasgow Tolbooth, the
tongue of the old bell at Biggar, the cap and
handkerchief of King Charles I., .fcc.

The Chairman, in the course of a few intro-
ductory remarks, said it was wonderful, in this
great community, how few really.took an interest
in the science of archaeology.

Mr. John Buchanan afterwards read a paper
on “ Inscriptions upon Stones found in the Old
Roman Wall between the Clyde and Forth,” par-
ticularly on a slab recently discovered near the
Castlehill Station, a few miles north of Glasgow,
of which be exhibited a east. Mr, Buchanan
said that there was some risk that the slab
might not be allowed to remain in Scotland, its

proper home, but sent to America. Its discovery
was quite unknown to the Glasgow public till

within the last few weeks [probably through our
pages], so no active steps were taken towards
having it deposited for preservation in some
public instiriition here.

We trust the society will now take steps to
prevent the removal of the slab.

New Bridge across the Tvne.—Contracts
have been advertised for the erection of a new
bridge across the Tyne, at Redheugh. It will

more closely connect the west of Newcastle
with the west end of Gateshead.

Chester Cathedral.

—

The nave of this cathe-
dral has, for the first time within memory, been
made available for divine service. The cathe-
dral had been closed for some weeks in order
that the preparations for the service, which has
now taken place in the nave, and some neces-
sary internal refittings, might be accomplished.
The Dean announced in his sermon that the
Chapter had expended in fitting up the nave for

these services the whole of the funds which had
been saved in past years for the much-needed
restoration of the cathedral.

Re-building of Holt Trinity Church, Dor-
chester.—The designs have been exhibited at
the Town-hall, where they have been inspected
by a large number of persons interested in the
scheme. There are in all twenty-five sets of
drawings now before the committee. The com-
mittee met in the Council Chamber, when half
a dozen of the most likely desigus were selected
and examined. There seems, however, to be a
difference of opinion existing in the committee as
to the style of building which it is most de-
sirable to provide. The final selection was to
take place at a subsequent meeting.

A Lift at the High Level Bridge, New-

Arditration in Trade Disputes.

—

The mem-
bers of the Amalgamated Carpenters’ and
Joiners’ Society at Manchester, have passed a
resolution in favour of the adoption of arbitra-
tion in the settlement of trade disputes, and of

,

castlb-upon-Tvne,

—

A meeting has been held

appointing delegates to the proposed court of|*“ Newcastle for the purpose of carrying into

arbitration. I
effect a proposed “lift” to the High Level

_ _
-.r Tt I

Bridge from the Close., The “lift” is intended
IBE Liverpool Master Builders’ Dinner.— ! not only fur passengers,. but also for horses and

ihe members of the Liverpool Master Builders’
|

carts (loaded and unloaded), and cattle of every
Associarion

^

held their first annual dinner on description. At present the heavy hills leading
Wedneadayinlastweek.mtheLiverpool Limited to the upper part of Newcastle make severe
Restaurant, New Exchange-bmldings, under the work for horses. The tolls will be one penny per
presidency of Mr. Thomas Haigh. About 100

j

persou, 3d. for each carriage or vehicle, 4d. each
gentlemen sa^ down,^^and among the number for oxen or other large animals, Id. each for pigs,

lUoIiS lUrcitTir.

The last edition of the old original “ Boy’s
Own Book” is published by Lockwood & Co.
It has been revised and considerably added to,

so as to bring it up to the level of the present
day. For nearly a quarter of a century it has
held its own, and seems likely to do so for years
to come. “ What’s his Name” is the title of
Cassell’s Annual for Christmas, 1867] in other
words, an extra part of “ Cassell’s Magazine.” It
contains stories by a dozen writers, with cuts, and
all for sixpence. “ Dietrichsen’s Royal Al-
manac,” in its Sl'st year, continues to present its

very large amount of official and other iniorma-
tiou. Its lists of governing bodies of colonies, of
fairs, the British consular service, &c., &c., give it

value. “The City Diary” (Collingridge), in
addition to the matter ordinarily given in a
diary for the desk, contains a considerable
amount of official information with regard to
the City, carefully compiled and well arranged.
It is a complete guide to the various business
offices of the Corporation and City generally.
The space for daily entries might usefully be a
Iktle lai'ger. The Messrs. Letts, who received
a silver medal at the late Paris Exhibition for
their Diaries and Account Books, send us two
or three of their publications, part of a very
considerable series. The “No. 12 Enlarged
Diary,” though a small book, gives plenty of

were Messrs. Samuel Holme, jun., aud A. Parker
(vice-chairman), Messrs. Landale, W. Jones,
jun., Urmson, Radcliffe, Pickup, Goodall, Brom-
ley, A. Holme, W. Witter, Tomkinaon, Tanner,
Roberts, Hughes, and Lyon.

The Chester New Water Supply.— The
Chairman of the Water Works Company, the
Mayor, two directors, and Mr. Dugdale (resident
engineer of the company), have inspected the
reservoir for the new supply, and the building
recently erected opposite Huntington Brook,
beneath which the river water enters into the
new pipes, which are carried to the old works at
Barrel-well. The water, in the first place, enters
into the well beneath the building, at the higher
source, through gratings of copper, and is con-
ducted by large pipes, as we have before stated,
to the Barrel-well works, from whence it is

afterwards pumped for the use of the city. The
Mayor turned on the supply.

PoRTSLADB CiiURCH.—A movement was re-
cently made to restore the pariah church of
Portelade, or to make certain alterations

; and
the vicar, the Rev. F. G. Holbrooke, obtained
subscriptions, amounting to 402i. Estimates
were submitted

; and a vestry meeting was
called to determine what should be done, when
the whole scheme was resisted

. by Mr. William
Hall, of Shoreham, who is owner, as trustee, of
the Rectory and Manor of Portslade. An
amendment against the alterations was proposed
by Mr. Hall, and the result was : for the amend-
ment, 97 ; against, 66; majority for the amend-
ment, 31. The restorations are, therefore,
abandoned for the present.

Incombustible Wood. — According to M.
Schattenman’s experiments, says Galignani,
there is an easy and cheap way of rendering
wood incombustible : it consists in coating it

with chloride of lime [chloride of calcium seems
to be meant, which is a different thing 'from
chloride of lime]. It is true, he continues; this
will only protect the surface, but it will prevent
the flames from spreading. The operation [with
solutiou of the chloride] should be repeated
twice with a common white-washing brush. The
cost is at the rate of about 5f. per 100 square
metres, the liquid costing If., and the rest being
the man’s wages. Where chloride of lime can-

;

not he had, it might be made by treating chalk
with hydro-chloric acid.

sheep, lambs, or other small animals, 4d. per cwt,
for goods, and so on in proportion. The com-
pany, it is expected, will receive extensive
patronage.

The Canterbury Drainage Works. — The
contractors for the new system of drainage
in this city (Messrs. Dickenson & Oliver, London),
are making efforts to complete the work by next
spring. Operations commenced in the marshes
alongside the Broad Oak-road, where filtering

works have been erected. The building is 168 ft.

long, 60 ft. wide, and 7 ft. deep, and into it will

be conveyed the whole of the sewage of the city.

The liquid manure will escape by an outfall

drain into the river below Fordwich, aud the
residue, utilised with approved apparatus, will

form a source of revenue. The outfall sower has
been carried across the marshes into the Stnrry-
road, and is to be continued to the outfall point
on the river beyond Fordwich. Working back
to the city, a brick cemented sewer has been laid
in St. Stepben’s-road, and workmen are engaged
in draining St. Peter’s-lane, &o.

Utiliz.ation of the West Hayi Sewage.—

A

scheme has been proposed fay Captain William
Rues, and approved of by Messrs. Lucas &
Wilkinson, of Westminster, engineers, for the
utilization of the sewage of the West Ham dis-

trict, which is at present discharged into the
Lea at Blaokwali, causing a considerable
nuisance. It is intended to carry the sewage to
Hainault Forest, where land has already been
secured for the discharge and utilization of the
whole of the sewage; and as the promoters
would only be bound to give a certain quantity,
market-gardeners, who abound on the route,
could also be supplied with the surplns when
they require it. As the matter stands, a farmer
at Hainault has agreed to give 21. per acre for

300 acres the first year, and for 600 acres there-
after for twenty years, and to take any residue
that may be given. The estimated cost of the
proposed works is as follows :

—

About seven miles of forcing msin, inclading
compensation and laying, at 4,500i. per mile... £31,600

Additional engine-power, &c., say 8,600
Legal engineering, and coulingeneies 6,000

Total £45,C00

On this outlay 9 per cent, per annum is cal-

culated on, in addition to the saving of the
entire cost of the present pumping into the Lea.
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Kidd’s Safety Apparatus for Pipes. — The
object of this arrangement is to prevent the

bursting of water-pipes by pressure or frost
;
the

pipes are emptied automatically. A description

and blocks have been forwarded to us, but we
cannot afford space for them.

Direct Keyenue of Paris.—The annual re-

port issued by Baron Haussmann, Prefect of the

Seine, shows that the total direct revenue of the

city of Paris amounted during the year ending-

30th September last, to 39,238,752 fr., divided

as follows :—Land-tax, 10,995,702 fr.
;
furniture-

tax, 6,424,989 fr. ;
doors and windows, 17,298,587

fr.
;
and licences to trade, 17,298,587 fr.

Utilisation of Coke Oven Gases. — An
attempt to utilise the gases given off in the

process of coking has been made at the works

of Messrs. Carver & Co., of St. Etienne. The
gases are collected and drawn off through pipes,

and cooled, when the tar, ammoniaoal liquids,

&c., are condensed. From these condensed

liquids benzine, naphthaline, sulphate of ammo-
nia, artificial manures, and a number of dye-

stuffs are made. The gas remaining after con-

densation of the liquids, and which is, of course,

ordinary illuminating gas, can be used in the

usual manner.

Pollution of Water.—When a well is sup-

plied with water which percolates through the

earth, and does not flow through any defined

channel, although the owner of the well is not

entitled to the water until it actually enters his

well, the occupier of adjoining property will be

restrained from using a cesspool therein in such a

manner as to pollute the water coming through

his property and supplying the well. This was
the holding of the Master of the Rolls, in the

case of Womersley v. Church, which was a suit

Transatlantic Items.—In St. Paul, Minn.,

410 buildings have been erected during the past

year, at a cost of 712,860 dollars. Nearly

500 buildings have been erected at Davenport,

Iowa, during the last twelve months. The total

expenditure in buildings and improvements is

estimated at 1,207,950 dollars. A Yankee
speculator has bought an island in the Ohio

river and stocked it with black cats, to raise the

animals for the sake of their furs. What will he

do with the carcasses ? Sell them as American

rabbits?

Society of Engineers.— At the ordinary

meeting of this society, held on Monday, the

16ch inst.—Mr. W. H. Le Fenvre, president, in

the chair,—a paper was read by Mr. James

Gresham, “ On the most Recent Improvements

in the Injector j” after which a discussion on the

paper took place. The president announced the

names of the president, vice-president, and

council for the ensuing year. The names of four

candidates for election as members were an-

nounced. Council, 1868 :—President, Mr. B.

Latham
j

vice-president, Mr. F. W. Bryant.

Members of council—Messrs. J. H. Adams, W.
Adams, D. K. Clark, J. Hendry, C. J. Light,

W. Macgeorge, W. Naylor, V. Pendred, F. C.

Reynolds, and W. Wilson. Mr. A. Williams,

hon. sec. and treasurer. Mr. P. F. Nuraey,

auditor. Mr. G. W. Harris, secretary.

Artf-sian Wells.—Mr. G. A. Shufeldt, jnn.,

by whom the Chicago Artesian Wells were bored,

states, in the Scientific American, that the wells

are now 711ft. in depth j they commenced fill-

ing with water at a distance of 10 ft. from the

surface, and continued full all the way down

;

whence he asks—Why did not the centrifugal

force throw this water out ? and why was no

water discharged until the drill had penetrated
for an injnnotion to restrain the use of a cesspool

j
^ subterranean stream ? Before this

upon the defendant s premises (near liorwich) m
! reached there was plenty of water in

„ „„„„„ .. nnllnte .. well belnnmne to abundantsuch a manner as to pollute a well belonging to

the plaintiff.

Tue pEorosED Equalization of Metropoli-
tan Rates.—A deputation on this subject from

the Metropolitan Asylum District Board, has

had an interview with the Poor-Law Board.

After listening to the remarks of the deputation,

recommendatory of a more equable mode of

rating throughout the metropolis, and as to an-

other and temporary question relating to the

Asylum Board, the Earl of Devon said the im-

portance of the question of rating could not be

exaggerated, and it was receiving the closest

attention of the Poor-Law Board ; but he would

not express any views hastily, and could only

assure them that the question would continue to

receive the utmost attention of the Board.

East London Museum of Science and Art
Site Bill.—We have received a letter from

M. Antonio Brady, one of the promoters of this

Bill, in which he explains that there was no such

difficulty as that supposed which led to the

throwing out of the Bill, inasmuch as by Royal

Charter of 27 Tict., the Department of Science

and Art have authority to accept any trust for

the furtherance of science and art j and that all

that the Bill was intended to do was to enable

the three gentlemen named in it to make over

the site in question to that department for the

purposes named. The promoters and the Go-

vernment, in pressing the Bill forward, had

hoped to provide labour during winter for many
working people now idle. On the re-assembling

of Parliament the subject will be again brought

forward.

Advanced Education for Girls in Paris.

—

An association has been formed to afford an op-

portunity to the female children of Paris to

obtain secondary education, the members being

professors of the universities or of public or

private schools, including M. Milne Edwards,

and other members of the institute, to whom are

added M. Viollet-le-Doc, the architect and in-

spector-general of historic monuments, and one

lady, Madame Pape-Charpentier, directress ofthe

normal classes of the Salles d’Asile. The
courses, which occupy three years, will include

literature, history, geography, domestic economy,

the elements of jurisprudence, natural sciences,

physics, and some branches of mathematics.

There are to be two terms per annum between

the Ist of December and theendofMuy. In

the three years the pupils will have gone through

nearly the whole course of instruction given at

the Lycees, and may obtain on examination the

same diploma as is given to the young men who
have finished their education at a lycee in a

satisfactory manner,

supply 5
and this is true of hundreds of other

artesian wells scattered throughout the country :

they do not discharge the water above the sur-

face, bat plenty of it can be obtained by pump-
ing. He adheres to the opinion that water, in

flowing wells, comes from a higher source, and

is not thrown out by the earth’s centrifugal

force.

Removal of House Fixtures by Builders

ON Leasehold Land.—Neal Saunders, builder,

South Norwood
5
Joseph Neal, bookkeeper, Mile-

end ; and Benjamin Cooper, builder, Addiscombe,

have been committed for trial, charged with nn-

fully and maliciously removingeertain fixtures

belonging to houses on land in Birebanger-road,

Croydon, of which Mr. John Jones, of Enmore
Park, South Norwood, is the freeholder. One
portion of the land had been let on lease to

Saunders, who had erected, or was erecting,

twelve houses ou it, and on this property money
had been advanced by Mr. Jones and another

gentleman : from these houses a considerable

portion of the fixtures had been removed. Neal

had six houses in course of erection, and money
had been advanced on them : these had been

levelled to the ground. Cooper bad also some

houses on the land, and these had been tom
down and parts removed. Mr. Jones claimed an

interest in all the houses not as freeholder only.

A false report, it was said,_had got abroad that

Mr. Jones was bankrupt.

Photography on Porcelain or Glass.—The

following cnrious.method of transporting photo

graphs on to ceramic surfaces has just been

patented by M. Grune. The usual negative on

glass is coated with a fusible glass by the beat

of a common cupelling furnace, and the image

is thus protected and positives are got from the

negative by collodionising the image side of the

negative in a dark room with iodised collodion;

and after it is developed it appears in reduced

silver. Before the collodionised surface is quite

dry, a sharp point of a needle is run all along

the borders, and the plate is then immersed in

water containing 5 per cent, of glycerine. The

film of collodion soon floats on the liquid. The

film is taken out when wanted, and its silver

surface changed to gold by chloride of gold, or

to the appearance of steel by chloride of pla-

tinum, &c., after which it is dipped into a solu-

tion of metallic salts, which, by the action of

fire, will yield certain colonrs according to the

operator’s wish. The film is now carefully laid

on the porcelain or glass to be adorned ;
and it

sticks by means of diluted glycerine and a soft

brush, 'it is then coated with a vitreous flus,

' and becomes permanently fixed in the furnace.

Worthing Surveyorship.—There were sixty-

seven candidates for this office. Ultimately

the Board elected Mr. John Ellis, late town

surveyor for Harrogate, Y’orkshire.

Destruction of St. Paul’s Church, Clifton,

RY Fire.—At midnight on Sunday last, St. Paul’s

Church, in the very centre of Clifton, Bristol, was
totally destroyed by fire, the only things saved

being the registry book, the communion plate, and

the vestry furniture. The incumbent estimates

the damage at upwards of 5,0001. The fire origi-

nated from the chamber of the heating appa-

ratus being overheated.

Partial Destruction of a Church.— The
coast at Hunstanton, St. Edmunds, has been

visited by a very severe gale from the north.

The whole of the gable of St. Edmund’s Church

has been blown down, leaving about 6 ft. of

wall standing. The church, which has been

built about two years, consisted only of the

chancel, and was intended, as soon as funds

would allow, to be completed.

Disastrous Explosion of Fire-damp.—An
explosion of fire-damp has occurred in a coal-

mine at Blangy (Sa6ne-et.Loire). Two galleries,

in which some men were at work, behind the

spot where the disaster occurred, were obstructed

by the dtibris. Eighty dead bodies had already

been got out. The Emperor, on hearing of the

disaster, forwarded 10,000 fr. to be distributed

amongst the families of the victims.

The Thames Embankment.—At the last

meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works

tenders were opened for making and erecting

wrought-irou trussed girder bridges for the

Thames Embankment and steam-boat piers.

Fourteen tenders were opened, out of which the

oSer of the London Engineeriog and Iron Ship-

building Company to do the work for a sum of

2,3591. 2s. 4d., was accepted, subject to the

usual inquiry.

Mosaic Pavements.—The widow of the late

Dr. Woollaston has presented to the Art Libra,ry

of South Kensington Museum a valuable series

of drawings of Greek and Roman mosaics to be

found in Spain, France, Pompeii, Prussia, Hali-

carnassus, Switzerland, Rome and Italy gene-

rally, Constantine, Carth^e, and also in various

counties of England, which bad been executed

for Dr. Woollaston. We are glad to have been

personally instrumental in leading to their depo-

sition at South Kensington.

Lucifer Matches.— The following particu-

lars concerning matches are gleaned from a paper

lately read to the Societe des Ingcnieurs Civile,

by M. Peligot. It has been calculated that the

number of matches consumed in France is about

six per head per day ;
it is eight in England, and

nine in Belgium. Taking the French average as

a basis, the number of matches consumed all

over Europe inaday is about 2,000 millions, repre-

senting upwards of 6001b. of wood. The kinds of

wood chiefly employed in manufacturing them,

viz.j aspen and poplar, are sold by the cubic

metre (35 cubic feet). Allowing for waste, this

quantity does not weigh more than SOOlb.^; so

that in Europe alone the number of cubic metres

of wood thus burnt amounts to 400,000, being

equivalent to 14 millions of cubic feet English

measure. To this quantity should be added that

of the Btearine matches commonly called vestas,

the consumption of which has ot late increased

very considerably.

TENDERS
For house and oiBceB, Elephant-buildinga, Newington,

for Mr. B. F- Habbita. Mr. Witherden Young, architect.

Quantities by Mr. NichoUs :

—

Colls & Sod £2,370 0 0

Tarrant 2,276 0 0

Hices 2,273 0 0

Eiaer & Son 2,260 0 0

Thompson 2,260 0 0

Bird.;. 2,248 0 0

For Female Training College, Cheltenham. Mr. J. T.

Darby, arehitect :

—

Broom & Son (accepted) £4,474 0 0

For Ventnor Main Sewerage.—Contracts No. 6 and
No. 6.— Mr. John G. Liresay, C.E., engineer. Quantitiea

supplied by Mr. Augustus F. Liveaay

Contract No. 6. Contract No. 6.

Phillips £538 9 0 ...£318 6 0

Wainwright 610 0 0 ... 890 0 0
Moses & WaUder 500 0 0 ... 370 0 0

Moion 485 0 0 ... 205 0 0

Frayne (accepted) 478 9 0 ... 294 10 9

BeaTis & Son 470 0 0 ... 36') 0 0

Pharoah 450 0 0 ... 300 0 0
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Something of what

has been done

in 1867.

^ LTOGETHER, the

year that has bat a

few more days to

ran has been a busy

one. It would

almost seem that

as the world gets

older it is beginning

to make better use

of its time. There

appears to be a

wider-spread, more serious,

more hearty determination

to improve the condition of

things generally. Acceleration of pace in all

things is the tendency of the day. The great

human family is getting so large, requires

so much food, so much clothing, so much hous-

ing, that the time for taking things quietly has

gone by, and incessant activity, or co-operation

in some form, is required on all sides. Instead

of a thousand years being as a day, a day must

be as a thousand years with ns. Let us look back

upon some of the year’s work. Altogether, as we
have said, it has been a busy year. Satisfactory,

fruitful, initiatory work has been done in it. We
sent out representatives to the Great Exposition,

Paris
5
to the Congress at Antwerp

5
to the Sani-

tary Conference at Weimar
;
we had great

gatherings of our own at Belfast and Dundee,

for the consideration of social and scientific

matters; we received the Belgian volunteers,

the Sultan, and the Pacha of Egypt
;

the

old-accustomed Eisteddfod was held at Carmar-

then
;

divers architectural and archceological

societies moved hither and thither, in prosecution

of their studies ; various minute investigations

into causes that affect the public health have

been made by Government officers
5
we have had

some trial of the working of the new Sanitary

Act
;
several towns that have hitherto held out

against the adoption of constructional sanitary

works have complied with this great necessity

we have had a second essay of a Natural Portrait

Exhibition ;
and several important public build-

ings have been designed, while progress has been

made with those in hand.

It has been a year of especial attention to

workhouses and their infirmaries, not bestowed,

as we have often urged, before it was cryingly

needed. The Clerkenwell guardians of the poor

determined to erect a supplementary establish-

ment at Holloway; those of St. Martin’ s-in-the-

Fielda commenced to carry ont their intention

to build a similar retreat for 400 old men and

women at Wimbledon, at a cost of 25,0003.
;
and

those of Marylebone have built new casual

wards. St. Pancras, too, has taken steps towards

building an infirmary at Highgate. The Bangor

and Beaumaris Union resolved on a new hos-

pital } handsome prizes were offered for designs

for a new workhouse at Penkridgej Hertford set

about accomplishing a new workhouse and in-

firmary; Burnley Union resolves upon a new
workhouse; men have been employed the live-

long year over a new workhouse at Morpeth

;

Durham has stirred itself to enlarge and improve

its workhouse accommodation; Newport Union

has bethought itself of an infirmary ; Darlington

has issued an offer of prizes for designs for a

new workhouse, having previously offered a

small sum for designs for the extension of pre-

sent premises
;
among other cases, the guardians

of Gravesend and Milton are also putting their

poorhouse in order. Lewes Union is far advanced

in a project for a new workhouse
;
the Bristol

guardians are busy over a new hospital for their

union-house ; Brentford is busy building addi-

tional casual wards, as is the City of London

Union ; Birkenhead intends new schools for

High Tranmere workhouse ;
Whitechapel Union

has building works on hand.

It has been a year, too, of some private muni-

ficence for public objects. The Mayer Museum,

rich in Mediaeval works in gold and silver, gems,

Anglo-Saxon antiquities, and illustrations of

Wedgwood, has been presented to Liverpool.

The Marquis of Westminster has presented a

park to Chester
;

and Preston in also in-

debted to a liberal giver,—the late Alderman

Miller,—for one of its three new public parks.

At Stockwell, Mrs. Hillyard laid the foundation-

stones of three homes for fatherless boys, to-

wards the cost of which she contributed the sum

of 20,0003. A museum has been given to Salis-

bury, by Mr. William Blackmore. Admiral Kelly

bequeathed 80,0001. for the establishment of a

college in Devonshire. Baron Ferdinand de

Rothschild has taken the preliminary step of

purchase of a site for a new hospital in South-

wark Bridge-road. The Earl of Dudley has

given a fountain to Dudley. Mr. M. T. Bass

presented a recreation-ground to Derby. Mr.

Alfred Harris gave 3,8001. for the foundation of

a fever hospital at Bradford
;
and many open

hands have given round sums of 1,0001. each for

various building purposes of a charitable basis.

The borough of Liverpool wisely laid out 200Z.

in stimulating the thoughts of trained minds

towards the production of good dwellings for the

labouring classes
;
though how it may result is

not yet certain. On the other hand, at Wigan,

fifty cottages were put up for competition

—

plans and tenders indiscriminately—without any

attempt to make good use of an opportunity

seldom occurring. Labourers’ dwellings, we
perceive, are now incorporated, very properly, as

one of the features of flower-shows. What could

be a prettier object in a nobleman’s garden than

a model cottage for his head gardener, or a dozen

model cottages for bis dozen labourers ? We
suggest, here, by the way, that designs for

lodges, drinking-fountains, garden-seats, and

so on, should occasionally vary the list of

objects. The project of growing fruit upon

glass walls might be tested by offers of pre-

miums, and sums might be apportioned for the

trial of experiments likely to result in any in-

crease in the production of fruit or vegetables,

such as the cordon system. These institutions

might be mside more useful than they are.

There have been several important competi-

tions in the course of the year. The public

interest in the competition designs for the Na-

tional Gallery extended into the early part of

the spring ; the competition for the New Law
Courts, in London, belongs exclusively to it.

We have also had competitions for the London

Orphan Asylum
;

for Manchester Town-hall

;

for the Middle - class School, Bedfordshire

and there have been others for the laying

out of several estates, — Sefton Park among

them. The protection of the headland at Har-

tlepool has been thrown open to the profession
;

the ferry landing-stages and steps of the Walla-

sey and Liverpool ferries have also been sub-

mitted to competition ;
and suggestions and

plans for the disposal and removal of snow have

been sought by the offer ofpremiums. Among the

miscellaneous works for whichcompetitivedesigns

were invited were the parish church of Ryde

;

the Corn Exchange, Luton ;
the Plait-hall, Luton -

the Town-hall, Grantham; Dorchester Church

;

new offices for the Board of Works, Poplar; offices

and vestry, West Ham ;
the clock tower, Leices-

ter
;
the Orphan Asylum, Worcester

;
the ceme-

tery chapels and lodge, Biggleswade ; the

Memorial of the Countess of Ellesmere; the new

chapel for the County Asylum, Derby
;

and

some other churches and chapels. Besides

these a very large number of new works have

been executed from designs that were not

Selected from public competition. Thus, we

note Coventry is to have two more cburchesj

albeit, it has already '* three tall spires ; Taunton

is to have a college school; Armley, Leeds, is

compassing a new church, as are Cassop-cum-

Quarrington and Coxhoe, near Durham; Mars-

den, near Huddersfield; Worksop, near Notting.

ham ; New England, near Peterborough
;
and

Ramsden, near Basingstoke, among other places.

Rochester is to have a cattle market. Schools,

too, have been building in quiet little villages

and busy manufacturing towns,—at Barfreston,

in Kent, famous for its delightful little Norman
church, and bustling Birmingham, to wit.

Doncaster, Woaldham in Kent, can also boast

progress in new schools. And the work of

restoration of ancient churches has by no means

been standing still. With regard to the charac-

ter, management, and results of some of the

competitions of the passing year, there has been

the usual amount of dissatisfaction. Those that

are thrown open to the profession with the pro-

mise that professional advice will bo sought to

assist in the selection of the prize designs; those

which are limited to a certain number of archi-

tects, with the understanding that the author of

the selected design shall carry it out
;
those in

which equal sums are offered to a limited num-

ber of competitors from whoso designs one will

be selected for execution,—all give a certain

amount of vexation
;
but those thrown open to

the architectural public with no promise or

intention of taking any professional advice in the

selection of the premiated designs give still more.

With the first-mentioned class there is, however,

but little real cause of complaint. Provided

that it is a national work, perhaps there is

not a better plan than to permit any one to

enter the lists who chooses to do so. It is open

to all to measure their own strength, and refrain

from competing, if it be not of an order that

jostifies the so doing. The certainty of fairness

and acumen in the selection divests competitors

of any grievance. Those who do not win may

be assured that those who have done so have

either complied more strictly with the instruc-

tions or are more skilful in their art. The

second class is nob so satisfactory as the third.

An invitation to a limited competition is a

special call upon an architect to leave his ninety-

and-nine sheep to look after this one. It f p-

pears therefore only reasonable that a fired sum

should be ottered to such competitor as some re-

compense for the trouble that must be the cause

of neglect to other work. These classes have

only the disadvantage that an outsider, he he

ever so talented or acquainted with the descrip-

tion of building with which the competition

deals, has no chance of affording what might be

a really better design than the chosen com-

petitors could furnish. It is, however, on the

score of the third class that we continue to

receive note after note, chorus after chorus,

of dissatisfaction. The tenor of most of the

communications addressed to ns on this score

runs in this way :
— Nothing can be too bad

to say of it. To comply with its terms is to

be deluded and disappointed. When there is no

professional advice sought, there is no accurate

knowledge of the question present at the

councils that are to judge it, and it becorpes

little more than a mere matter of personal favour

who is to have the premiums. This is, of course,

most strikingly the case in the matter of country

competitions. Is it a Tappington Butts com-

petition ? Then a Tappington Butts man will

get the prize. If there be more than one archi-

tect in Tappington Butts, then he who has the
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largest nitnber of friends in the body offering

the premium will get it. Are there more prizef

than one? Then the “local man,” as he it

familiarly called, will get the best of them. And
so on through every phase ofthe question. Some-
times, moreover, jnstly; the local man knowing
beat what is wanted.

There has been Irnt little said of late about
baths and washhouses, but that little hss been
eminently satisfactory. St. Pancras has laid

out some 10,0001. on a new building, with every

appliance of the most modem description. This
establishment will be opened in a week or two,

and promises great advantages to that extensive

parish. The llarylebone baths and washhouses
have not only paid their own expenses, but
yield an income of a thousand pounds per annum
to the parish. Here is a profitable field for

philanthropic speculators, not to say for those
who have an eye for profit solely.

The places that have set themselves to the
task of re-nrrargcment upon a sauitaiy basis, as
far as constructional works ere concerned, are
Winchester, Kidderminster, Little Hampton,
Chatham, Much Wooten, Leytonstone, and Bed-
ford. Waterworks Lave also been executed in
several places. The startling facts ascertained in

the course of the Governmental inqniiy into the
eflects upon the public health of efficient sewer-
age and water supplies, will, doubtless, cause a
great acceleration to these movements for the
next few years. Now, that it is shown that
cholera, consumption, diarrlcca, measles, small-
pox, and typhus fever, are disarmed by these
measures, and rendered much less dangerens
invJWcrs of our homes, we may expect a general
moven»t in their favour. Few bodies of men
will to incur the responsibility of rc-fosal to
take steps so intportant for the well being of the
cornmniiities they represent.

In the metropolis the progress that Las been
made consists more in the continDaiioii and
accrmplishmcnt of works conimcnctd in former
years thnn in new ui.dertakng8. The new
qiiarticr rising on the site of d 'nf<y Pimlico

;
the

increased Iteight of the pjtamdal webwerk of
scaflbldirg encrusting the natimial men orial of
Albert the Good

;
the open lengths of the Thames

Embaulmcnt on the north side of the river, and
the irruption of tnin, Lerscs, carts, machinery,
and all sorts of building materials and con-
trivances cu the south side; the coutiijuation of
underground and above-ground metropolitan
railwa}B; iho suburban «-xttnBion of the great
Babylon cast and west, north and eonib,
are all instances in point. We reeni to
have taken no leaps either in the dark or
otherwise, but to l ave pressed stoutly, steadily,
confidently forward, Arncng items that are
howevir, new, are'brte that carry us back to
very old times, ti.d set us thinking of a land
flowing with milk ami honey, of forests of cedars
and almng-trccs, and camel-trains laden with
gold and precious etoncs, Ibese are new
snyagogues. One has been built in i he Walwoi th-
read

;
another for 7C0 German Jews in Kew

Brond-street, City
;
and a competition fora third

at the corner of Tapper Berkeley-street, Edgware-
road, has been decided, and srnje preliminary
steps taken towards its accomplishment. It is

to be regretted that this last will yield nothing
towards tl e berutifyirg of onr street archi-
tectnre. It will be quite cut of sight behind the
line of he uses, vibtre no Queen of Sheba could
possibly observe it.

This is but a faint outline of some of the work
done in me particular department in 1867.
Everybody has a little world ofhis own full of de-
tails, from which ho can fill up the picture for
himself. One nian's path leads to the right and
another to the ielY, and each sees diflerent objects

;

they are, however, but part of the whole. The
general view is fairly satisfactory; and gives
us fresh courage with which to greet the new
year. Contluental prrgrtssis so swift, and com-
petition fo kten, it behoves every one to put
his best foot flu wards. An enormous work is

before us, and of this we will talk in good time.

New Mvsevu in Prvssia.—The museum at

Sigmaringen, founded by Prince Charlea-Antoine,
has been inaugurated in presence of the King
and Queen of Prussia. It includes pictures -In-

German masters of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, and objects of art of all kinds. Thr
Revuo AiUstiqiie ssys it is an imitation of the
Mnsee de Cluny, and is a j roof that the trnvth
of fortigii princes in France are not altogether
useless ju the prcgiets of civilization.
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PHYSICAL ENGINEEEII7G, FEOM CHEOPS
TO SAID PACHA.

The Novum Organum commences with a refer-

ence to the position of man as “the minister
and interpreter of Nature.” That ministry has
had a wonderful expansion since, and in no slight

degree in consequence of, the labours of Bacon ;

but amid all the advance of the past century
there are two occupations which may claim, in a
special manner, to be those of the assistant of

nature. They are those of the physician and of

the engineer.

In the ease of the physician, it is best known
to those who have Lad the most frequent need to

consult the most eminent members of the pro-

fession how much, how almost entirely, they
depend on the vis 'inedicatriv ncctura;. Certain
known specifics are afforded by the phorma-
copceia

;
certain disorders have tbe-ir crises and

their courses, which experience, aided by tie
knowledge of the individual constitution, may
with much accuracy predict. Beyond this, it is

chiefly the youngest and most sanguine members
of the profession who are most confident in the
efficacy of prescriptions, while the number of
irgieclients which still at times go to make up a
single medicament is in itselfa proof how far the
man of ait is feeling in the dark after, if not the
nalnre of the diseate, at least the mode of cure.

Side by side with those regular practitioners,

-who, while thry more or less tacitly confess the

empirical and conjectnral state of the art, in

frpite of the constant illumination sought from
dissection, and the inatiuctive whispers of the
stethcscope, is a smaller, more confident frater-

nity, who believe that they Lave laid at least the
foundations of a real science of theiapcntics.

Accused of treating symptims only, th«y reply
that each symptom is the mute appeal of nature
for a specific remedy, and that the law of heal-

ing is similia s‘>mililvs curantur. A rigid regi-

men, and a belief, founded they say on expe-

rience, in the effective power of infinitesimal

doses of pure, carefully-piepared, medicaments,
form the chief featnies of this new heresy,

which, at the pretent moment, seems often tobe
held to by those, when in tolerable heolib, who
in graver casts fly to the establishtd mode of
treatment.

But however marked may be the advance of
tie knowledge of the veins and arteries, the
nerves, musoles, and sinews, and the whole vital

niechiinism of the human frame, between the
time when Htmer gave such accurate descrip-

tiens of wounds and the date of the practice of

Nelaton and of Paget; or that of the acquaint-

ance pcESf-sstd With ihe secrets of erganio che-

mi&tiy, if we cc mpaie the knowledge of Bichat
with that of “Pjeou, physician of the gods,” the
bumbler student of mechanics has distanced bis

elder brother. Eriiiiel is more a-head of Drcda-
Ids than Jtnner is in advance of Eeculapios.

Nature seems to lave yielded not only her
secrets but her powers to the modern mechanic,
and tlie trajcct of a train weighing a huudreel

TODS, propelled v^ith the steacliness of a mule,
but at the speed of a swallow, would have
appeared to the builders of the Pyramids tohold
to the luperralnial. The chief energy of the
inventive mechanic has been turned, for the last

five or ten years, chiefly to the impiovenient of

mnchineiy for the desttuction of human life;

Int at the saino time hew much has been done
in the improvement of machine tools, that de-

partment of practical mechanics which endows
engines that consume coal and vomit steam
almost with the vitality of reproductive species.

While mechanical engineerirg, notwithstand-
ing iho present excellence of mneh that it pro-

duces, may be considered as enly at the cem-
m«nt“etDent of its brilliant triumph over brnte
and menial labour, that other branch of the
science of the engineer which more directly

consists in the imitation of nature, and in the
control and adaptation to human service of her
great wasted forces, may be thought to have
erected nobler monuments in the past than in

the present era. The field of the labour of the
engineer has, indeed, been widely extended by
the demands of modern civilization. The masonry
and earthworks which during the last tbiriy-

tbree years Lave, in onr own conntiy alone, been
cc'nstrncted for railway substructure, would, it

they could be brought within the compass of a
hii fj's-eye-vit w', appear of formidable magnitude.
If we look at the railways of the Continent a
similar remark is applical.le. Nor are railways

the only work of the past eontury,—catals,

roads, hai hours, docks, all attest the care and the

skill of the engineer, although any siugie work

or system of works of our time sinks into in-

significance when compared with the mighty
labonrs effected at the bidding of some of the
ancient kings of Egypt. Egypt is the home of
engineering. There the forces of nature, dis-

played in a mode which, so far as our geo-

graphical knowledge extends, is uniqne, prodneo
effects of portentous and unrivalled magnitude.
There, in past times, have been executed the
most stnpendons works ever designed by man ;

and there, at this present moment, is being car-

ried out an engineering work which may justly

rank among the wonders of the world.

Since we called tho attention of onr readers to

the line of route to India, and to that great and
little-understood undertaking which was de-

signed as the counterpart to the piercing of tho
Alps, further information has reached this coun-

try as to the state of the Suez Canal, and as to

the work yet remaining to be executed in order

to the completion of that singular enterprise.

Not only does this information confirm, in every
particular, the truth of the views wo ventured
to express, but the mind of the reporter seems
to have been impressed with a conviction very
similar to that under w-hich wo wrote. The
works in progress, we are told, are stupendous,

but the enterprise is not one which would have
been entered on by men of business. A brief

summary of wbat is actually going on cannot
fail to interest cur readers-

Entfrlng from the Mediterranean under tho

protection of a long sea-wall or jetty, which
threatens to be a source of no slight trouble

from the constant displacement and accumu-
lation of sand, the Suez Canal, after passing

through the narrow strip of land on which Port

Said is situated, runs for some twenty miles

tbrongh the large shallow lagoon or salt-water

lake, named Lako Menzaleh, into which the sea
enters freely by several inlets, and the depth of

which varies from 1 ft. to 10 ft. Eleven miles of

solid cutting succeed, through gromod from 15 ft.

to 30 ft. above the sea level. A second email lake,

—Lake Ballah,—is then crossed, and a further

distance of eleven miles intervening between this

point and the third lake,—Timtab,—coutaius

I

cuttings of from 30 ft. to 85 ft. in depth. A
disiance of three miles across Lako Timsah
brings us to a third heavy cutting of eight

miles in length, varying from 30 ft. to G2 ft. in

depth. Tho canal then p.T8ses through the Bitter

Lakes, where only from 0 ft. to 9 ft. dredging

is estimated as necessary; and the last cutting,

which leads to Euez, is for a distance of

12 i miles, of from 30 ft. to 66 ft. in depth. Thus,
: out cf a total length of 90 miles, 42 L miles are

through cuttings of from 41 ft. to 85 ft., the

section of the canal itself being 26 ft. in

depth, while the width at tho surface-

level, rendered necessary by the loose character

of the soil, and by tlio abandonment of the

original design of pitching or walling the sides,

is of tho enormous dimension of 112 yards. In
ibrming even the roughest estimate of the pro-

digious bulk of excavation i-cqnisite for the com-
pletion of this scheme, it is necessary to bear in

mind the great difference in the labour necessary

for merely shovelling away loose sand and in

that for executing earthwork such as occurs in

our own experience. But in the heaviest cut-

tings this advantage vanishes. In the eleven-

mile excavation between lakes Ballah and
Timsah occur both clayey and agglomerated
sands. The general slope of the cutting is one
and a half to one, giving a width at ttip in some
places of 539 ft., the deepest point being 87 ft.,

near which, for a quarter of a milo in length,

the sand is cut perpendicularly for 30 ft. in

height. It is evident, therefore, that in the

heaviest portions of the woik excavation means
excavation. About a third of this prodigious

quantity of eanl.woik is now executed.

Any English engineer would consider a line of

railway, the construction of which involved a

constant or an average excavation of the depth
of 26 ft., to be unusually heavy in point of

earthwork. The water section of tho Suez
Canal has, as before stated, this vertical dimen-
sion, and, as the width at the water-level is

336 ft., evety mile of canal cut thiough a flat

level country ujicur d'eau, may be estimated as

equalling in its cubical contents of excavation

ten miles cf railway. If to this di»-p)acement

of earthwork necessary for the formation of the
canal itself over the terrestrial portion of its

route, we add the contents of the 40^ miles of

cutting at from 15 ft. to 85 ft. above the surface-

level of tho water-line, we shall bo far within
the mark if w(3 double the above quantity, so

that the excavation for that portion of the Suez
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Canal which has not to be dredged bo mnch
below the bottom of the lagoons, is equal to that

requisite for 1,200 miles of railway. To this

have to be added 50 miles of dredging, the long

sea-walls or jetties at Port Said, and that im-

portant and valuable work, the fresh-water

conduit. It is clear that tho aggregate estimate

can be no trifle.

There is one point in the conduct of this

gigantic undertaking which reflects the highest

credit on the skilful French engineers who direct

the works, and on the indomitable courage and

energy ofW. de Lesseps. Onr readers may
remember that, soon after the actual commence-
ment of the works was announced in this part of

Europe, it became matter of suspicion, or indeed

of evidence, that the Egyptian Viceroy was
imitating hie great predecessor Necos not only

in the object, and in the magnitude, of his

attempt, bat also in the mode of its execution.

In other words, the canal was being executed by

forced, if not by altogether unpaid, labonr.

Diplomatic representations were made on the

subject at Constantinople, and the result was
that the compulsory labour was prohibited. With
that prohibition, many of us thought, the doom
of the undertaking was pronounced. Not so

thought M. de Lesseps. His able staff seized on

the occasion to replace the naked human strength

of the Arab by the untiring toil of the steam
engine. Jtaehinea altogether new to science

were designed, were constrncted in the factories

of France, sent out piecemeal to Egypt, and set

to do navigators’ work in the deserts of water and
of sand intervening between the ^Mediterranean

and the Eed Sea. Powerful dredging-machines
were constructed for deepening the harbour.

Steam barges were built for carrying out to sea

the silt and sand raised by the dredging machines,
and for disohargiug it through trap-doors. A
contrivance called a couZotr, being an iron trough
of large area some 70 yards long, is applied

to catch the contents, which the buckets of the
dredging-machines raise to a height of 40 ft.

above the water level, and to conduct them into

the discharging barges by sea, or over the banka
of the canal by land

;
the flow of the wet sand

down the couloir being aided by a stream of

water pumped up by the engine, and discharged
on the buckets as they empty into the iron trough.
The framework supporting the couloirs rests

on an iron turntable, fixed on an iron barge,

so that the direction of the great discharging
troughs can be as readily changed in azimuth,
as their vertical angle can be altered by ap-

propriate tackle. "Where the bank of the canal
exceeds the height of 20 ft. above the water
level, a second invention comes into play, a
sort of troMslation iuio steam of the horse-run

familiar to tho English “ navvy,” for vanning
the contents of deep cuttings into “spoil.” A
railway is laid by the side of the canal, on which
is propelled a strong iron frame, supporting an
incline reaching from near the water edge to

some 50 ft. in elevation above it. The barges
used in this portion of the work contain movable
compartments, into which the sand is run, and
these compartments, suspended by chains from
gear on the incline, like the cages of a mine,
are wound up to the top by the engine, and
then tipped over the bank. The whole of this

machinery is so arranged as to require tho least

possible amount of manual labour. Each ele-

vator and each dredging-machine is estimated
to raise 1,500 cubic metres daily,—a duty which,

if performed by human labour, would take the

efforts of above 500 men. How many Arabs
would go to one “navvy” is a sum in reduc-

tion depending on many contingencies.

As the work advances from the borders of the

Jakes, and the cuttings become deeper, the use

of the “elevators” is discontinued, and the

contents of tbo excavation are either conveyed
in barges to the nearest lake, or run out to spoil

by temporary railways, as in a civilized cutting.

Locomotives are employed to draw the trains of

sand, but the use of manual labour to fill the

wagons has not been superseded
;
and here the

Arab learns tho meaning of the term “piece-
work,” and the use of the shovel and the barrow.
The absence of any unnecessary clothing, and
the firm hold which the naked feet take of the
planks, are great advantages to the wild tribes,

whom the vigorous will of M. De Lesseps is thus
actively “ civilizing.”

The engineer must look with pride at this

noblo effort of bis art in a country where the
ancient v-’orks of man were of a magnitude else-

where nnknown, and where the mighty opera-

tions of nature yet distance his utmost efforts.

The dimensions which Herodotas gives of Lake

Moeris, a vast reservoir, which the kings of the

twelfth dynasty of Egypt, 4,400 years ago, con-

strncted, in order to economise the precious

supply which the Ethiopian rivers discharge, on

the arrival of the snmraer solstice, to swell the

perennial stream which the great equatorial lakes

pnnr into the Nile, approach the fabitlous. The
Great Pyramid, built by tbo second king of the

fourth dynasty,who reigned, according to the most
reliable chronology, that of Brugseh, a thousand
years earlier than Ameses II., the constructor of

Lake Mceris, contains nearly three and a half

million cubic yards of masonry. Such are the

results of human labour in this marvellous

country. But Nature asserts her pre-eminence.

The whole of Lower Egypt has been formed by
the Nile. The delta, formed of mad brought

from the mountains of Abyssinia, is still annu-

ally driving back the Mediterranean. The
untiring, undannted resolution of our honoured
countryman, Sir Samuel Baker, has cleared up
that which was the greatest mystery in the

engineering of Nature. He has, of his own
knowledge, confirmed the statements of Claudios

Ptolemy, that the Nile issued from two great

inland seas, and the researches of Bruce as to

the rush of the water brought by the heavy
tropical rains to the mountains drained by the

Atbara, along a deep channel, which is dry in

snmmer, bnt filled with a torrent 30 ft. in depth
in a single night. But he has done more than
confirm and explain ancient tradition and later

discovery : he has unlocked the whole secret of

tho system of tho Kile, and has shown how a
constant stream of sufficient volume to reach

the sea, in spite of the immense loss which it

sustains in its course from evaporation, is snp-

pliod by the feeders of the Albert and the

'\’'ictoria Lakes, and how the sudden but yet
regular afflux of the Atbara, following and over-

flowing the channel of the Nile, brings the

annual blessing of the inundation to Egypt.

The movement of our troops, wisely accom-
panied by men charged with the duties of scien-

tific observation, to this interesting region,

promises to give us yet fuller details of its

wonders. Already is it proposed to “ tap " the

inundation at its source, to divert part of the

great torrent of the Atbara, to fertilise further

districts of the desert, and to win new Egypts
from the barren sands. The simple plan of ob-

taining water by driving an iron pipe into the

earth is to be tried whenever onr troops need a
supply. "With water, in the tropical climates,

comes instant vegetation j and, with the growth
of trees, comes change of climate. It is quite

within the limits of possibility that, between the

artesian wells of Algeria, and the irrigation pos-

sible, and in a measure even commenced, in the

neighbourhood of the Nile system of perennial

and of solstitial flow, the face of nature in

Northern Africa may be more changed within the
experience of a single generation than has been
the case since tho dawn of history. However that

maybe, the name of M. de Lesspi^s must ever be
connected with one of the grandest efforts of mo-
dern engineeringj an eft'ort remarkable in design,

and still more wonderful in the progress which
it has made towards execution, even in the country
which contains the most stupendous works of

antiquity. Nor, convinced as we remain of the

non-commercial character of the undertaking,

would we hear without regret and vexation of

the abandonment of the noble works of the

Suez Canal.

"We have omitted to mention ono of tho most
novel and striking features in the engineering of

the Desert. The demons who were non-plussed by
the Scotch wizard, when he ordered them to

make ropes of sand, appear to have obeyed on
the shore of the Mediterranean a mightier en-

chanter, who has nob only bidden them to give

cohesion to sand, but shown them the way to

execute his commands. By means of gigantic

png-mills, or machines similar to those used for

mixing mortar, the sand of the desert is mixed
with a proper quantity of lime, and then cast

into great blocks of concrete. Thus the engi-

neer not only emulates nature in the formation

of water-courses, but rivals geological action in

the creation of rocks.

Abchitectural Union’ Cojifany.— At the

annual general meeting, recently held, a dividend

at the rate of 5 per cent., free of income-tax,

was declared, leaving (in addition to 321. belong-

ing to the anxiliaiy donation fund) a balance in

hand of 25Z. ISa. Tho payments included a

donation to the Architectural Museum of 25Z.

AKCHyEOLOGIC ITEMS FROM ROME.

The diggings in Trastevere, undertaken by
private speculators last winter, that led to the

discovery of ruins identified as a quarter of the
“ Vigiles,” have been already reported of in onr

pages; and we are glad to find they have been
continued, after some interruption during the
political troubles, with farther results of interest.

It is known that, in the time of Republican
Rome, a special magistracy and civic triumvi-

rate existed, charged to protect the city against

fire, and send assistants, who were stationed at

tho gates, whenever a conflagration broke out,

for the fireman’s task. But this police gave
place to a better organized one under Augustus,
who instituted the so-called “ Vigiles ” as a fire

brigade, divided into seven cohorts, each 700
strong, originally formed of liherti, perhaps
emancipated expressly for this service, and sub-

sequently recruited from a higher class, as in

the time of Antoninus Caracaila free citizens

nsed to bo enrolled among their ranks, under
tho command of tribune.?, centurions, and a
Profectus Vigilum, whose office was important.

Their ordinary duty was the patrolling of streets

tkroughont the night
;

and their chiefs had
jurisdiction over cases of simple thefc

;
of the

offence of receiving stolen goods
;

over house-

porters and fugitive slaves, which latter they
wero bound to bring back, if possible, to the

legal masters. Under the Greek empire this

organization was still maintained, but instead of

the ancient designation, matricnWi was the name
given to the same corps. The Regionaries men-
tion their barrack-quartei's,—one for each cohort

;

and within modern date have been discovered

remains of several : one under the SavorelH

Palaca, near the Corso ;
one on the Cce'.ian, near

tho Villa Mattel
;
another on the Aventine Hill

—

the CcoHan ruins the most remarkable, for there,

as reported by Ennio Visconti, were found four

towers at the angles of a fortified area, with

walla 4 ft. thick, and a temple with octagonal

cella and circular portico with porphyry peri-

style—all now vanished from that site !

The spot chosen for the Trasteverine works is

near a pile of Medimval brick building, probably

belonging to some baronial castle. Soon were
reached walls in a good style of antique brick-

work, inclosing a quadrangular area, that seems
to have been a central open court

;
and, at the

depth of about 20 ft., more or less, a pavement,

in black and white mosaic, representing large

figures of tritons and marine monsters floating

on the sea, whose waves are rudely indicated.

At one side, far from the centre, the portal of a

pentagonal well, in the concrete known as opus

signinum (from the town of Signia, now Segni),

no water, but heaps of marble and terra-cotta

ddhris being found in its cavity. The walls

around this quadrangle have a dado IJ

metre in height, of stucco, painted red, in

many parts covered with rudely-scratched proper

names and other improvised records with which
soldiers amused their leisure, the most curious

and frequently-repeated being in reference to

tallow-candle illuminations, here called “ seha-

ciaria
”

(a new word to enrich our knowledge of

the Latin of Imperial Rome), got up in honour
of the decennial and bicenuial rofa for reigning

emperors or the creation of new Cmsars. Moat
interesting amongst these graffiti is one record-

ing such a spectacle, where tho name of Antoni-

nus (or Heliogabalus) has been erased, at least

intended to be so, in order to comply with

the senatorial decree for tho effacing of all

memorials of that infamous prince after his

murder, the occasion for the military fite here

noticed being the appointment of the Empe-
ror’s cousin, Alexander, to the rank of

Cmsar, A.D. 221. Other dates indicated in

these graffiti correspond to years from A.D. 227
to 239. During the last spring was discovered

a portal, opening off outside of the open court,

with arched doorway, two Corinthian pilasters,

and triangular pediment, the cornice and mould-
ings, as well as all other details, in terra cotta,

altogether a most interesting and graceful speci-

men of architecture in such material. This

doorway leads into a chamber, or (as oonjeolnred)

a lacarium, the interior of which is still filled

with soil and ddhris j but tho inner walls and
arch of that ingress, now fully brought to light,

display paintings in Pompeian style, and not

without beauty, figures of men, birds, dragons,

enclosed within red borders
;
the most spirited,

two naked warriors, bolding spears
;
the most

graceful, a Genius, with large wings, on, the

keystone. The latest discovery, within the last

few weeks, is another set of wall-paintings, in
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Bimilar style, in a chamber reached by another
doorway, opening iVora the same court,—this

being without architectural details,—where we
cannot yet explore far, nor examine the decora-
tion from a proper point of view, owing to the
soil that still obstructs progress

;
but the float-

ing figures, with the several red borderiugs, now
visible on these walls, give the idea of a
pleasing treatment, alike Pompeian as are the
others. At another side of the court we enter a
narrow chamber between parallel walls, roofless,

that seems the bonndary of the buildings at the
sonth-west. Masons’ stamps, stpjia of the usual
antique character, found among these ruins,

indicate dates of the reign of Hadrian; and the
singular elegance of decorative details suggests
periods under the Antonino emperors. Since
last May the excavations have been taken from
the hands of the private proprietors and carried
on by Government, a notification of which intent
appeared in the official paper (28th May, 1867),
•announcing also the purchase of the ground and
the decreed demolition of several paltry bouses
that stood above the area, and some of which,
•we see, have been thrown dowu since we last
visited this spot. The most noticeable features
distinguishing the antiquities here found is the
richness of taste manifest in the adornment of
buildings destined for nothing nobler than a
barrack of firemen, leading us to conclude
favourably for the predominance of artistic
feeling in Home at the period to which they are
referrible.

MALTA,*

Five questions are now agitated at Malta, and
have been the subject of discussion in the pnblic
press of the island,—namely, educational re-

form; a civil instead of a military governor
; a

legislative assembly freely elected by the people
;

municipal institutions
;
and improved dwellings

and sanitary measures.
Having for many years devoted a considerable

amount of attention to these subjects, Dr. Caso-
lani publishes the results of his reflections, with
the view of drawing public attention in this

country to the subject of promoting the welfare
and prosperity of the island.

Of the fifth and last of the proposed mea-
sures we may give some idea, as these come
more especially within our province.

The present sanitary establishment in the
island consists of a board of health, a quaran-
tine physician, and police. These Dr. Caaolani
proposes shall cease, and the dnties of the esta-

blishraent be performed by—Ist, a standing sani-

tary committee, to consist of a medic.-il man, a
•civil engineer, and a lawyer; 2ud, of a deputy
?’anitary commissioner for each of the seven dis-

tricts of the island, who shall be directly re-

sponsible to the sanitary committee
;
3rd, of a

board of health, consisting of the committee,
assisted by a military medical officer, a naval
medical officer, and two lay gentlemen con-

versant with sanitary matters [the preliminary
work of the board of health shall be that of de-

vising a plan for a Sanitary and Building Legis-
lative Act, by which authority will be vested in

the committee for the performance of their

various duties]
;
4th, of inspectors of nuisances,

an inspector of police in each district, under the
order's of the deputy sanitary commissioner, to

assist him and render all necessary aid in the
inspection of nuisances and iu the enforcement
of all sanitary measures.

The public %York department, as a branch of

the collector of land revenue department, shall

cease, aud a separate department be created,

with a civil engineer at its head, to be called the

superintendent of public works, who will also

act gratuitously as one of the managing mem-
bers in the sanitary committee.
The works that will be required for some time

at Malta for sanitary and other objects will be
such as only an English engineer could execute,

as the natives as yet have had no experience in

designing works of sewerage, water supply, laying

out of new towns, and improved buildings, or

providing graving-docks and warehouses with
mechanical appliances, (tc.; and the convenience,

comfort, and health of the people demand that

such works should be no longer postponed.

The extension of the great harbour
;

the
annexation of the French creek to her Majesty’s

dockyard
;

the prospective extension of the

• Soggestion.^ with resarcl to the Genera! Adrainistra
•tion andlDterual AtTairs of Malta. IJy Ciiarlus Caaolaui,

M.D. Loedou : Lane, htran iSn7. I
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naval establishments, which will necessitate the
appropriation by the Admiralty of buildings and
dwellings now occupied by the civil population;
the overcrowding of the fortified towns

;
the

enforcement of Building and Sanitary Acts, with
a view to improve the condition of buildings
according to modern requirements, especially
the dwellings of the working classes aud poor ;

—

all these considerations, taken in a military,

naval, and civil point of view, would require the
action of Government, it is suggested, to provide
or encourage the formation of a new town, well
removed from the fortifications, and built under
the most stringent regulations as to sanitary
arrangements.
The fortified towns, Valetfca and Floriana,

with the three Cottonera cities, when originally
planned were not intended to contain the very
dense population they now hold. The houses,
particularly in Valetta,' during the existence of
the Order of St. John were spacious, with ample
quadrangles, consisted in many cases of one
groundfloor, did not generally exceed the height
of one story, and were thus wealthily inhabited.
They are now so changed and pauperised that
often they are left without any court-yard at all,

and are divided and laid out in ten or more un-
healthy and separate tenements, each having an
independent entrance. Often each house is

turned into a so-called “carreja” (lodging), or
tenement house, in which twenty or more rooms
are separately let to as many families, with but
one privy in the cellar for the common use. The
cellars, too, are converted into human habita-
tions, sometimes into filthy stables.

The fatal influeneea and evils arising from this

overcrowding, which must necessarily increase
every year on account of the towns being
enclosed within fortified walls, thus rendering
impossible any extension of building area, are
sufficient to neutralise whatever in other re-

spects may be attempted for the impro^'cment of
health.

What Dr. Casolani proposes is to obtain a tract
of land well removed from the fortifications and
naval establishments, and there to build a town,
having easy access by an American tramway to

all parts of the mercantile establishments along
the harbour and to Valetta. The most desirable
site for this purpose, he thinks, is the land ex-
tending from near the new extension of the Great
Ilarbonr to the gentle slopes surrounding the
beautiful plain of the Marsa. Such a town, ho
remarks, should be ultimately complete in itself,

having its own model drainage (without con-
taminating the sea) and utilizing the sewage in
the surrounding country, water-works (supply-
ing water at high service), gas-works, and places
for worship. Poblic baths, wash-houses, race-

courses, playing-grounds, and such like gymnas-
tic institution.?, might also be provided. The
plain he would convert into a park.
A Building, and Sanitary Act should he pre-

viously passed by the Government Council,
which should be so enforced that the buildings
might be erected upon the most approved
modern system, with stringent specifications to

ensure proper sanitary arrangements and a25pli-

ances.

The only means, in Dr. Casolaui’s opinion, to
improve in a sanitary point of view the present
dwellings iu Valetta, where building space is so
valuable, is by altering the plans now existing,

and building large blocks in ” flats,” not only
for the working classes, but also for those in a
superior position of society. Two such dwelling-

houses have been lately built in Valetta upon
his plans and under his direction,—one in Strada
Mezzodi, consisting of four flats, with a house
adjoining (built iu the style of the Belgravian
houses)

; aud the other in Strada Mercanti,
called ” Camcrata,” a large block of building,*
consisting of 103 separate and independent
apartments (with tw'elve more apartments not
yet completed), and twenty-one store-rooms.
They are both arranged with attention to sani-

tary principles, and have already, it seems, given
most satisfactory sanitary results.

The formation of a commercial dock is one of
the suggested improvements.

MuniI'ICENT Gii'T or Earl Somers.— The
castle grounds, so beautiful in themselves, so fall

of historic interest, and so desirable from their

position, are, by the liberality of Earl Somers,
to become the property of the town of Eeigate.

* This building, which is constructed of solid stone, ia

1
the Jir.at instance in which the stone has been hewn, and

I
the moiildicgs turned entirely by njachinery, ia Malta.
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THE COURTS OF LAW COMPETITION.

Ous readers have been kept fully informed on
this subject. They knew before Mr. Hunt re-

plied to Mr. Beresford Hope’s questions in the
House of Commons, as to the appointment of an
architect, that the Treasury received a com-
munication from the judges, stating that they
had been unable to arrive at a decision that any
one design was the best

5
and had recommended

the appointment of two gentlemen for the joint

preparation of a final plan. The reply of the
Treasury was, that that recommendation was
not such an award as they had expected that

the judges would have made, and they referred

the matter back to them, in the hope that

they might he able to agree in selecting some
one architect to recommend to the Treasury.
On the 28th of November, Mr. Hunt went on to

say, a further report was received from the
committee, stating that they adhered to their

original conclusion, and that under these cir-

cumstances the Treasury proposed to do what
the law prescribed, namely, to seek the advice of
the commissioners.

On the 10th of December the Treasury did
accordingly forward the report from the judges
to the commissioners, who met to consider it on
the 13th inst., and directed the following reply

to be returned by their secretary :

—

“ I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of yoar letter

of the 10th instant, transmitting to me the copy of a com-
mnnication from the chairman of the Comiuitteeof Judge:’
of Designs, in which the judges state their regret that
they could not agree to make such an sward as was con-
templated in the Treasury minute and the instmetiona to
the architects.

You do not acquaint the Coromission with what object
(except that they may be informed of what has occurred
in the matter), this communication is made to them

;
but

their attention has been called to the reply given on the
29th November last, by their lordships' financial secre-
tary, to a question iu the House of Commons, iu which Mr.
Hunt stated that in this matter ‘ the Treasury propose to
do what the Act of Parliament laid down, and to seek the
advice of the Commission.’ The Commission accordingly
conclude that the letter from the Judges of Designs ia sent
to them in order that they may advise the Treasury
upon it.

The Commission desire me to observe that in strietiies?

the Courts of Justice (Building) Act, 1B65, section 4, onlv
requires the advice of the Commission as to ‘ the plan upon
which the buildings shall be erected, and the necessary
arrangements for the proper or convenient accommoda-
tion nf all the courts end offices to beprovided for therein
and for proper aeceasca thereto.' The selection of the
architect rests with her Majesty’s Government. And the
arrangements under which the concurrence of the Com-
mission with the Treasury, in this and other preliminary
steps for preparing the plan, was ensured, are based on
the Treasury minute of tie 23rd December, 1365, adopted
by the Commission on the 15th January, 1366.

In advising, therefore, the Treasury, at the present
juncture, the Commission are not acting under their
statutory powers.

I am, however, to state that it appears to them mos"
desirable that the selection of the arcnitect should be mad.*
in accordance with the terms of the memorandum which
forms sec. 66 of the instructions to the competing archi-
tects, signed by Lord Cranworth on the 17th April, 1866,
and that the opinion of the Attorney-General, by whom
all questions which may arise on the interpretation of th»f

memorandum are to be determined, should be takeu
whether the decision of the seven judges should be
recognized as naming Messrs. Barry A Street the two
equally successful competitors, so that they may bejoiotl''

employed according'y, if prepared to accept such employ-
ment, and to share the architects’ commission on the cou-
ditioDs already settled.”

Here the matter now resta. The Inatructiona

to Competing Architects, referred to, commence
thus :

—

A payment of 8O0f. to be made to each competitor,
except the successful one, who is to be employed as the
architect of the building.

The architect employed shall receive 6 per cent, com-
mission on the amount of the contract or contracts, and ru
any extras the amount of which ahull have beeu distinctly

and previously authorised by the Treasury.”

These instrnctions evidently contemplate the
selection of one of the competitors as the archi-

tect to be employed ; but, as it seems to us, they
say nothing which should prevent the selected

competitor from associating with himself by
arrangement anotherof the competitors, and there
would probably be no real difficulty in making,'

the recommendation of the Judges of Design.-

perfectly in accordance with the memorandum.
Under the circumstances, this is the arrange-

ment we hope will be carried out. Candidly, we
shall not be contented with Mr. Street’s eleva-

tions, nor will the pnblic be. Wo should prefer

to that Mr. Barry’s design carried out in its in-

tegrity. But the actual design, inconsequence cf

the conjunction, must necessarily be a new one,

and if the abilities ofthe two gentlemen named be
brought to bear upon it, with all the light thuc

time aud discussion have given, we shall have
little fear as to the result. A second competition,

is out of the question : such a step would destroy

confidence in all future Government compe-
titions.

It may be worth mentioning^hat Mr. W, J.
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Gardinef, the surveyor appointed- the Trea-

sury to test the estimates of the OTveral com-
peting architects, has added to each of them
from 200

,
0001. to 600,000i., with the exception

of Mr. Waterhouse’s, to which he has made but

a slight addition, 1,421,430Z. instead of 1,419,84.21.

Mr. Barry’s, sent in at 1,277,5711., he puts at

1,610,9661., including subways : Mr. Street’s,

called 1,330,5101., at 1,523,2731., subways not
included} and Mr. Scott’s, sent in at 1,277,3261.,

he brings to 1,726,4941., including subways, but

not the glass roof over Bell-yard, or statues.

The insufficient evidence on which the com-
missioners fixed the probable cost of the neces-

sary buildings is strikingly shown by the fact

that in the case of half the designs the cost is

estimated at nearly a million of money more
than the sum named, 750,0001.

THE PLAT-SCENE IN “ HAMLET.”

This is the engraving produced by the Council

of the Art-Union of London, for the subscribers

•of the current year; and the latter may be con-

.gratulated on the opportunity of becoming pos-

sessed, by the outlay of a guinea, of a work
which no publisher could sell for less than
double that amount. Yirtnally, in fact, they
get the print for half that sum, the balance
being handed to them to lay onfc in pictures and
other prizes.

The original picture by Daniel Maclise, R.A.,
is always a great point of attraction at South
Kensington

; and, for dramatic conception and
powerful treatment, it is amongst the finest

works of the British school. The picture is one
that will repay long and close study, as, besides
the broad and prominent features which at once
catch the eye,—the intense earnestness with
which Hamlet watches the effect of the play on
his uncle, the convulsive clutching of the
fingers of the latter, and the angry and sus-

picious glances of the soldiery, amongst whom
there has doubtless been much speculation on
4he sudden death of the old king,—there are
many minor points which come one by degrees,
and show how carefully the artist has aimed at
making all the canvas conducive to an illustra-

tion of the main purpose. Note the figures of

Justice and Mercy on either side of the prosce-
nium, while the tapestry is seen to represent on
one side the Offerings of Cain and Abel, and the
Death of Abel

j
and on the other, the Tempta-

tion, and the Expulsion from Paradise.
The picture has been powerfully translated into

'black and white by the burin of Mr. Sharpe, with a
fine bold sweeping line worthy of the old English
masters in this manner, combined with graceful
and delicate finish. It may be worth observing
how very little people in general know about the
iime required to produce such a work as this.

The mixed style, or chalk method, as it is techni-

•cally called, requires a much shorter period for

the production of a plate, and, with mezzotint, is

now almost exclusively adopted by the pub-
lishers of engravings.

The plate now in question was liegun in Sep-
tember, 1860, and finished in December, 1865.
The printing has been proceeding ever since the
latter date, for a great part of the time by night
as well as day, the work being constantly car-

ried on by relays of workmen at the press—only
about Uventy-six impressions being produced in

twenty-fo^ir hours. It is stated that the issue of
copies to the subscribers will begin in February
next.

The compact little almanac of the Art-Union
contains information on the several art-institu-

tions of the metropolis, and meetings of scientific

and literary associations—not to be found in a
combined form in any other work—in addition to

other artistic memoranda and the usual matter
given in almanacs.

The analytical methods by which the thrust

of an arch is calculated, and the necessary

strength to be given to the supporting pier,

involve a considerable amount of algebraical

formula;, by which those who are able to apply

them have the power of calculating the thrust of

any given arch to the greatest nicety. To the

practical builder, however, these very accurate

calculations are not essential, and he is quite

satisfied with some easy rule-of-thumb by which
he can obtain something approaching the true

result.

The following is an approximate method of

measuring by scale the thrust of any given arch,

and of finding the necessary thickness of pier to

enable the structure to stand without rupture.

The section of the half arch must be drawn (as

in the figure) with the thickness proposed to be

B.ith Abhei- REST0K.A.T1OX.—A public meeting
has been held ia the council-chamber at Goild-
hall, Bath, for the purpose of receiving a report

from the committee who are superintending the
restoration of the abbey. The attendance was
not large, but the meeting was a satisfactory

one. The report urged the desirability of further

subscriptions for the completion of the coiling

decoration, which would require 2
,
2001 . more to

finish it as it ought to be. Resolutions in

.accordanoe with the tenor of the report, and
pledging the meeting to renewed exertions, were
passed, and the committee re-appoiuted.

given to the pier or abutment, and the height of

the surcharge. I here suppose that the arch,

pier, and surcharge are built of the same mate-
rial, and have the same specific gravity. The
tendency of the arch, when the pier is too weak
and the surcharge too heavy, is to fracture by
the crown sinking and the joint opening at C, so

that the pressure of the opposite half aots at D :

this causes the reins to spread out, and the

.

joint EF to open at F
; so that the whole arch :

breaks up into four pieces
}

the other joints

being kept from opening by the adhesion of the
mortar. In the semicircular arch, which I take
as the simplest example, the joint EF, one-third

of the distance from B to C (so that EO makes
an angle of 30° with OB) is found to be the
weakest, or that at which the thrust from the
other half-arch has the greatest effect.

When the arch is about to break, the thrust

of the other half-arch acts horizontally at D,
and its moment about E is equal to the moment
of the mass HFECI (acting at its centre

of gravity, G) about the same point, E. If we
call N the thrust at D, En (y) is its vertical

distance from E }
then N . y is its moment

about E. Also, if P is the weight of HFECI
acting at G, E?n (.r) is the horizontal distance

from E of a vertical from G } and the moment
of P about E is P . X. Then, just before frac-

ture,

—

N . y= P . a:, or N= P-
y

Hence we can calculate the value of N
}
and,

by the principles of mechanics, we may now
suppose N and P to act at E, in directions

parallel to their original ones. The weight of

HFECI can be very nearly measured by taking

CK=J CD, and drawing FK} then the weight

of the trapezium HFKI is sufficiently near that

of the figure HFECI for all practical purposes.

To find its centre of gravity, draw HK, dividing

it into two triangles, HFK and KHI : bisect

HF in L, and take Lp=a LK; then p is the

centre of gravity of HFK. Similarly q is the

centre of gravity of KHI. Join pq, and divide

pq so that pG ; 5G : : KI ; FH (by Euc., bk. 6 ,

prop. 10). Then G is the centre of gravity of

the trapezium HFKI. The weight (P) of the

Now.considerPand N,having the above values,

as acting at E parallel to their original direc-

tions. The force tending to overthrow the pier

is N X Eu). In the figure Ew= I5 ft.} so that,

the force to be resisted is 27 x 15, or 405. To
find the resisting forces, first let TS be the

thickness of the pier (3 ft. 6 in.) }
then the forces

are P at E multiplied by Su’, and the weight of

SH multiplied by i ST }
that ia

58.4 X 4.10 24 X 3.6 x 1.9= 429.

This being slightly in excess of the moment of

N, the structure will be just in a condition of

equilibrium, and any alight additional weight

laid on the arch would cause it to thrust out the

pier.

Hence it appears that in a permanent

structure where stability is required, tbe pier

must be much more than 3 ft. 6 in. Now, take

RT = 6 ft. as the thickness of the pier}

Rtf= 7 ft. 4 in. Tbe moment of N remains the

same, as the height of the pier is unaltered.

The sumof the moments aboutRofthe resisting

1 forces is

I
58.4x7.4-1-24x6x3 = 860.

This is rather more than donble the overturning

force, and therefore the pier would bo amply

thick enough to insure permanent stability to

the structure. By this method the stability of

any pier supporting an arch can be calculated

without tbe use of algebraical formula;.

The problem of finding the exact thickness

that must be given to the pier, whose height ia

known, can bo easily solved by means of a

quadratic equation.

Taking the dimensions in the figure, and call-

ing t the thickness of the pier, Su-'= t + 1-4, if ST
is the thickness of pier when tbe stnreture is

just in equilibrium
}
then the equation for equili-

brium is

—

^.4
(

i-l-1.4) -r24f i = -1‘t05

or, 36f’-f 175t-996 = 0
whence, t=3'36 ft., very nearly 3^ ft.

To insure permanent stability, we must mul-
tiply 405 by 2 the coefficient of stability, and
then the equation is

—

36f=-tI75f-221I= 0
whence, t= 5'82 ft., or nearly 6 ft.

The same methods can be applied to Gothic

arches, only the joint FE will vary according to

the pitch of the arch, as shown in my paper on
that subject in the Builder, March 31, 1866 } in

tj}e equilateral arch the angle EOB being 16°.

Also in Gothic arches it will be necessary to

take the point K considerably belotc C.

E. Wykuhaji Tarn.

THE DEATH OF TEE TOWN SURVEYOR
OF NEWCASTLE.

Mr. Bryson, the town surveyor of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, has expired from tbe effects of the

injuries sustained in the attempt, of which every

one has heard, to get rid of a quantity of blast-

ing powder, or nitro-glycerine, which had been
improperly stored in the town.

This has been a sadly mismanaged business

altogether. The mere exposure of such a sub-

stance even on an open moor was by no means
a safe way of getting rid of it, as any unfortunate

who might have happened to walk across the

moor would have found to his cost. Sinking it

out at sea with weights attached would have
been better

}
but surely chemists could have

pointed out some way of safely destroying it.
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Very different opinions appear to be enter*
tained as to the manag 'ableneas of nitro-

glycerine. Tile Cheinical J.'^eus says that methy-
lated spirit renders it quire inexplosive till

required for use, wlien water sepa'ates it as good
as ever, and that wood naphtha also renders it

harmle.sB in a similar way; but in frosty weather
there is danger of it ciystailizing even then,
when ic hHCoiiies explosive as before. Mr. J. L.
Bell, a chemical manufacturer, was a witness on
the inquest, and said that nitro-glycerine, parti-

cularly if impure, is liable to spontaneous decom-
position at ordinary temperatures. The gtisss

giv ‘u off, if confined to the vessel containing the
nitr )-glycerine, exercise pressure on the remain-
ing liquid, which is then liable to explosion
nnd^r the least shock nr slightest movement.
Aga.u, if this substance is brought from a
cool place and exposed to a temperature
of fro n f)8 degrees to 75 degrees Fahren-
heit — all these being very common tempera-
tores — decomposition takes place, pressure
ensues, and explosion may be the consequence.
The flirty canisters stored in the town, he

said, if 'hey contained two gallons each, would
hold 9601b. Hud this been pure glycerine it

would have been equal to 4^ tons of gunpowder!
and it was stored where piercuseiou, motion, or a
moderate temperature miglit have caused explo-
siou. Comparing the eif;-ct of such a quantity
of pure nitro-glycerine with the efl'ects stated to
he obtained in the juimphlet issued by the Nobel
Company, of Hamburg, by whom the compound
in question appears to have been manufactured,
it would h-ive been sufficient to have blown
down. 115.CG0 tons of solid rock. Mr. Webb, the
chief agent of this company, alleges that nitro-

glycerine is nob 80 dangerous as gunpowder,
which seems to bo rather a stretch of trade
tactics. He says he carried 101b. weight of it

on one occasion to France in his pocket. This
must have been a pretty large pocket-parcel.
Accidents in his qnnrrii’s, he said, had dimi-
nished in number since he began to use nitro-
glycerine, and it was constantly used now
iu slate quarries. Ic was the way in which it

was handled, Mr. Webb says, that led to all the
mischief in Newcastle. In all, seven persons
have been killed in this affair; the sheriff him-
self, who had the management of it, amongst
the number. It is said he was acquainted with
chemistry.

The jury returned the following verdict :

—

“ Thiit dcatli has hoen canaed hy tha explosion of iiitro-
pljcerine accidentally; and tho jury are unanimously of
opinion that the law in relercnee to tiie slorinp of nitro-
glycerine has been grossly violated in this case,"

The jury would not allow any of the nitro-
glycerine canisters to be brought into the room,
and a clergyman who had a piece of slag with
him was ordered to take it out, as it was sup-
posed to be nitro-glycerine.

ON ART, ESPECIALLY SCULPTURE.

Under this title Professor Westmacott is de-
livering an interesting course of lectures, under
the Cantor bequest, at the Society of Arts. In the
course ofthe secoud lecture he gave a rapid review
of the different schools of sculpture from the most
ancient period. Tho monuments of Egypt pro-
bably mounted up to not less than 2,000 years
before the Christian era. The sculptures brou<vht
from Nineveh and its neighbourhood, exhibited
a comparative perfection of workmanship that
showed long practice

;
yet we knew that the

wonderful city from whoso ruins thev were
exhumed, was utterly destroyed above 600 years
before Christ. This comprehended a period of
nearly 2,500 years, and many of the sculptures
must have been executed long before this event.
At about 450 years before Christ, sculpture,
hitherto treated without reference to any art-
excellence, began to be practised on a new basis.
It was then not only used to illustrate the
religious myths and heroic deeds of the Greeks,
in the rudo style of the earlier time, but the
principle was introduced that those noble sub-
jects should have their expression in the most
perfect forms. Then began an entirely new
phase of art, most important in its history,
which made Beauty a condition of its practice!
The school which ranked highest in this noble
achievement was that under Phidias and his
contemporaries, when the most sublime subjects
were represented under the most majestic and
dignified lorm.^. To this succeeded the school of
Praxiteles, who, depart,iiig Irom the more severe
and pure irtatmcnt of the previous artists, made 1

beauty itself the object and end of art. This,
though the subjects were still religious, intro-
duced a sensuous style, in works of exquisite and
attractive execution. It was a downward step
in art, because it made its appeal to the eye and
sense alone, and not to the purer and more noble
sentiments. After this came the school of
Lysippus, which still farther deteriorated from
the high standard of the greatest masters. He
was the favourite sculptor of Alexander the
Great, and it was under that ambitions, self-

glorifying monarch that portrait-sculpture was
first introduced. Here individual character and
details were studied, instead of the larger gene-
ral type of form seen in the most perfect works
of nature; and, although productions of great
merit were supplied by the sculptors of the
period, and for some short time after the death
of Alexander, the most perfect style of art
ceased to be the object of study. The time
during which sculpture, in its finest form,
flourished, was comprehended in tho compara-
tively short period of 200 or 250 years. The
lecturer then traced what he called its down-
ward coarse to later times—to its existence
among the Romans, where, owing to the peculiar
character of the nation, what was termed fine

art, as it had been practised in Greece, excited
little or no sympathy.
The third lecture (December 20th) included a

review of the Mediroval and more modem schools
to the close of the eighteenth century.

THE ROYAL HIBERNIAN ACADEMY
AND STATE AID.

A JtEETiNG of this society has been held (Sir
Thos. Deane in the chair) to consider its position
and the best means of promoting its interests.

On the motion of Mr. Mulvany, a resolution was
passed complaining of the retention of their
report from Parliament by the Department of
Science and Art, and stating further “ that in
assuming to bo the ‘official superiors’ of the
Academy, the Department is not sustained by
any known or implied relations between it and
the Academy, nor by any bye-law.”
A second resolution was passed to the effect

that in the interest of art the Royal Hibernian
Academy is as fully entitled to State aid as the
royal academies of England and Scotland.

Mr. J. H. Foley, B. A., in speaking to this resolu-
tion, said,—I do so in the fall conviction that tho
aid hitherto granted by the Government to the
Royal Hibernian Academy, namely, 300Z. a year,
is wholly insufficient for the successfnl working
of the institntion, and I cannot but contrast the
support it 'thus receives with the support ac-
corded to the Royal Academy of London, of
which I have the honour of being also a member.
The latter-mentioned institution has been desig-
nated a self-supporting institution, but I beg
leave to differ f.“om those who deem it such.
From its infancy tha Royal Academy has been
provided by the Throne or the Government with a
liome, and I cannot but consider the value of that
home at some thousands a year. The gift of Bur-
lington House and portion of adjoining land may
be fairly estimated as a gift of 80,0001., which
sum, if funded, wouM produce an annual income
of 2,-1001. ; and I am strongly of opinion, con-
sidering the circumstances of this country, that
the support given by the Government to the
Royal llibeimian Academy should be even greater
in proportion than that given to the Royal
Academy of London.
A deputation was appointed to seo the Chief

Secretary for Ireland on the subject.

FROM MELBOURNE.

A DErtT.iTioN from the provisional committee
of the proposed Museum of Industry and Art,
waited recently upon the hon. the treasurer for
the purpose of being put iu funds for initiating
the project. It was explained by the deputation
that a very large and valuable collection of
specimens of raw material was already stored
within the Exhibition buildings, and it was most
desirable in order to keep faith with those who
had presented them, that steps should at once be
taken to make the collections accessible for
inspection. To do this, money would be required
to provide suitable cases, as also the necessary
attendanrs, before the Museum could be open to
the public . Mr. Yerdon expressed himself
fiivjurable, but could not at present do more

than keep the scheme afloat. He hoped, how-
ever, that in the next session of Parliament a
Bill would be introduced which would embrace
the objects contemplated.
The Gipps Land Hospital, at Sale, was opened

on 20th August last. It originated with a small
society for the relief of casual cases of sickness
or accidental injury among indigent strangers,
who were then frequently coming into Gipps
Land in search of employment on public works
or at the mines. Funds were collected, plans
invited, and eventually that of Mr. Anderson, a
local architect, was adopted. The site is a
reserve of five acres upon the plains, on the limit
of the township of Sale, and immediately adjoin-
ing a reserve, of similar extent, for a benevolent
asylum, and another laid out as a botanic garden,
whichlast the borough council are now improving.
The external appearance of the building (which
is of brick) is picturesque, as shown in a very
fair engraving in the Aiwstralian Neics. The
front door leads to an octagonal hall, having on
the right a consulting-room, aud on the left the
dispensary. The hall will be used as a waiting-
room for out-patients. Passing through folding
doors into tho passage beyond, on either hand
are long wards, for male and female patients
respectively

; and behind these are closets and
bath-rooms. Up-stairs is the operatiug-room,
well lighted from above, several small wards, and
the apartments of the matron and steward. The
nurses’ rooms all open into the several wards to
which they are attached. The same provision
is made on this floor as on the lower one for baths,
&c. The plan is one that admits of additions
being made to the building from time to time
should they be required.

MURAL DECORATIONS.
TAIXTINGS AT WALDINGTON, NORTHUJinEKL.VND.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Institute of
Architects, Mr. W. B. Scott laid btffore the mom-
bers examples of the paintings with which ho has
recently decorated the mansion of Sir Charles
Trevelyan, at Wallington, as before now de-
scribed in our pages, and read a paper descrip-

tive of the undertaking. We avail ourselves of
a portion, of it, and of a few of the illustra-

tions accompanying it.

The house was built about 130 years ago, at a
time when a fashion prevailed of dispensing with
lobby, hall, or ante-room, the principal entrance
opening directly from the lawn or drive into the
central and principal room of the Iioubp, At
Wallington the central room of the front is th«
drawing-room, and tho principal entrance still

remains there, now only used occasionally. The
plan of the house, which is very large, was a
quadrangular mass of building tho inner wall
(to the quadrangle) being pierced with win-
dows lighting a corridor on the ground-floor

all round three sides, a similar corridor above
also all round three sides, the fourth side

giving light to the great staircase. The en-
trance being as already described, the great
staircase was altogether apart from it,—could,
indeed, only bo reached through the principal

rooms of the house. Besides, the quadrangle
enclosed by the high blank walls, was a damp
inaccessible court. To change the plan and con-

vert this court into a saloon was intrusted loftie

lato Mr. John Dobson, of Newcastle, who at-

tained his object by taking the entire inner wall
on three sides down, and iu its place making
two arcades, the lower one of solid atone piers

and arches, the npper supporting a ceiling of
the form called, by an Italian phrase, o schf/b.

Besides being coved on four sides at the wall

line, it is divided by tho beams into square cof-

fered panels, in the centre of each of which are
large hemispherical glass lights, specially cast

in one piece by Messrs. Swinburne. These being
very thick and heavy have obviated the constant
trouble, in a wet and windy climate, caused by

I

top glazing of any description involving sashes
and putty. They are globular, like watch-glasses,

slightly obscured in the making, and insure all

the year round an equable ehadowlesa light as
long as day lasts, showing the decorations and
pictures in an unexceptionable manner. Here
ibr once, Mr. W. B. Scott thinks, the difficult

problem of lighting picture galleries has been
solved,—whether applicable at alowerheightand
other circumstances he cannot presume to say.

The fourth wall, that protecting and partly sup-
porting the great staircase (the south side) Mr.
Dobson treated in a vray to pi cs^ve the unity of
the apartment. The lower parrnecessarily re-
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raainiug intact, be faced it with solid stone pilas-

ters and arches, and built up the arcade on the

side opposite (the north side) to correspond.

Thus the saloon had, on the ground floor, two

sides, each showing four panels or recesses, in-

closed by stone pilasters and arches, admirably

adapted for painting, and out of this grew the

scheme of decoration now being referred to—
namely, eighteen illustrations from the old ballad

of “ Chevy Chase,” fitted for the angles and

spandrels of the upper series of arches. The
section shows their position.

The house being a Border mansion, the deco-

ration was treated with reference to Border

history. The eight panels were fitted with a

series of pictures, the subjects of which began

with the Roman Wall, which ancient fortified

barrier passes not far off”, and ends with the

Industry of the Tyne—four ancient and four

modern incidents in history :

—

1. The Building of the Roman Wall.

2. King Egfrid olfering the Bishopric of Hex-

ham to Cuthbert, Hermit on Fame Island.

3. A Descent of the Danes on the Coast.

4. Death of the Venerable Bede.

And on tho opposite side, the later subjects,

—

5. Tho Spur in the Dish,—the Sign to the

ilosstrooper that the Larder was empty.

6. Bernard Gilpin taking down the Gage of

Battle in Rothbury Church.

7. Grace Darling and her Father saving the

Shipwrecked Crew.
8. “Ironaiid Coal,”—the Industry of theTyne.

Tho stone pilasters dividing these pictures,

and the solid piers corresponding to them on the

two arcaded sides, are partially decorated. The

atone is of a very light-coloured close texture,

very agreeable in tune, and the experiment of

painting foliage in ordinary oil paint without

any preparation or “ grounding” whatever has

been completely successful. Such grounding

would, of course, hide and lose the surface of

the stone, which it is so desirable to retain in its

natural state ;
and there is no difficulty in doing

so. There is, indeed, a little difficulty in getting

the paint, laid on with an artist’s small sable

brush, to overcome the grit and show a uniform

surface ;
but the difficulty is only one involving

a little more time, and it may be safely affirmed

such painting is unchangeable, and, as to its

duration, will assist in preserving tho stone

itself. lu the spandrels above surmounting

these pedestals, the surface being plaster and

the decoration to be done by degrees by various

hands, the painting was executed on prepared

linen cloth, which was cut exactly to fit the

shape of the spandrel, and applied by a mixture

of glue and paste, the plaster being previously

well saturated with oil and paint.

The subject, as we have said, is the old Border

ballad of Chevy Chase, and is divided into four

parts, each part to occupy a side of the apart-

ment. It is the history of a day and a night,

from sunrise to sunrise, the angle at which the

last picture joins the first happily coinciding

with the period of the morning and the aspect

of the sky in both. The period of twenty-four

hours aflbrds all varieties of aspect,—morning,

noon, evening, moonlight, and dawn.

In No. 1 we have the Departure, seen from

the Battlements ; in No. 2, Earl Percy parting

from his Wife
;
No. 3, the Retainers trotting

away ;
and so forth. Then comes the Hunting,

one of the illustrations of which, the Battue,

wo give. In N<^ 10, tidings are brought of the

approach of the Scots, and the battle begins.

The two compartments showing the advance of

the English Bowmen and the Scottish Spearmen

closing in we reproduce (Nos. 11 and 12). After

other incidents of the battle come those of the

next morning, ending with Percy’s Body found

by his Wife, and the Return with the Dead to

Alnwick.
At the close of the paper,

—

Mr. Seddonsaid,—Tho decoration of architec-

ture by painters of eminence, such as Mr.W. Scott,

was unfortunately a rare occurrence in these

days. Members would therefore gratefully hail

this series, in which the subject was most poeti-

cally conceived, and the difficulty of adapting

the designs to the forms of the spandrels was

very happily overcome.

Professor Donaldson.— All must be aware

that the Border regions are particularly rich in

the minstrelsy of those parts which describe the

forays and attacks both of Scottish and Eoglish

passing each other’s borders, and the meetings

of largo bands of brave warriors nourishing the

deepest hatred to each other, and the desire to

avenge previous unsuccessful incursions. There-

fore the mixing up of suchiiluetratiens of history

is peculiarly interesting in buildings in that part

of the country. I recollect that, when I had the

honour of visiting Alnwick Castle with the Duke
of Northumberland, in company with the

Cavaliere Caniua, Mr. Salvin, and the late Pro-

fessor Cockerell, we were debating together on

this subject of pictorial decoration, and his grace

subsequently directed a series of paintings to be

executed for the decoration of the walls of the

castle; and the resnlb has been a pictorial illus-

tration of a succession of very remarkable his-

torical incidents. It occurs to me that the

mural paintings as we find them in Italy are

particularly well suited to this style of decora-

tion, and copies of some of those great pictures

have been produced in a very admirable manner

in Staflbrd House. It shows how painting allies

itself to architecture, and gives a deep interest

to all the styles described. It is the more

happy when it records the history of the country

in which such buildings are situated. There is

one question which arises in my mind as to the

mode in which this work has been carried out.

At Mr. Hope’s honse in Piccadilly, which I built,

we had canvas glued on to the plaster of tho

wall, of a very rough texture indeed,—so rough,

in fact, that you could see the grain through the

ornamentation. This ornamentation was painted

on a ground of gold, of light diaper pattern, fihe

effect of the texture of the canvas and the_ gold

is an extremely rich surface. It was mentioned

in the paper that the texture of rough canvas

would not look well, but in this case it does;

and the same thing is carried out very much in

France, and in other places in England it has

been adopted. There is much practical experi-

ence yet to be learnt in the mural decoration of

buildings : first, in the mode in which it is to be

carried out, and next in tho selection of historical

and interesting incidents for illustration, as has

been done on the walls of Sir Walter Trevelyan s

bouse.

Sir Charles Trevelyan, in the course of an

address, stated that the three sister arts of archi-

tecture, sculpture, and painting, all contributed

to the decoration of the room ;
and, although

on a small scale and in a humble way, they stood

there in the relation in which they ought to stand

to each other. In tho centre was a group by

Woolner, representing a Christian mother teach-

ing her child to pray, as the highest type of

modern civilization. The pictures by Scott

commenced with the building of the Roman wall,

and ended with the High Level Bridge at New-

castle. The wild flowers of Northumberhmd had

been painted on the pilasters by many an affec-

tionate and friendly band, and the whole were

connected by the stirring and affecting in-

cidents of the hunting of Chevy Chaso round the

spandrels of the arches.

Mr. G. E. Street said, the architect owes an

immense debt of gratitude to tho painter who

will undertake to paint anything to decorate

a wall. If there is one difficulty more than

' another which stares us in the face it is that of

persuading a painter to look upon such work as

this as anything but a pictoro to be hung on a

wall, and not to assist in effect the architecture

of the place which is best seen when adorned in

this way. We therefore owe immense thanks to

Mr. Scott for what he has done. If this experi-

ment answers, and if the effect of the light is

such as enables you to see these oil paintings

without glare and as satisfactorily as distemper

on the face of the wall, it will solve one of the

great difficulties which one has now to encounter

in getting an artist like Mr. Scott to do work in

out-of-the-way places. Very few painters like

to leave London to do their work. If Mr. Scott

can execute this work here ; if it is not damaged

by damp
;
if it is to be well seen, and the efiect

of the colour is fiat enough to be seen, it will be

an enormous advantage to have the chance of

seeing some of these buildings decorated in a

way which, without such assistance as Mr. Scott

has given, we are hopeless of seeing.

Mr. Burges.—I agree in tho opinion that it is

of importance to get painters of eminence to

decorate walls, but I must say I think these are

treated too much like oil pictures. I think they

would have been better done in distemper or

fresco, and in much brighter colours. It also

appears to me that a more uniform tone is re-

iquired. If we are to have the assistance of

artists like Mr. Scott decorating the walls of

houses or churches, I would express a hope that

W0 shall have less of the Venetian school and

more of the Tuscan than we have had hitherto.

Mr. M. Digby Wyatt.—One word on the point

just alluded to with respect to uniformity ol

.colour in any series of pictorial subjects, com-

bined with the different architectonic parts of

any apartment decorated throughout in poly-

chromy. I think the last speaker should have

made the following distinction,—the necessity,

or the contrary; for any such uniformity is, I

believe, dependent on the relative importance

and extent of the surfaces decorated respec-

tively pictorially, or in conventional colour only

;

provided in any apartment you cause the lead-

ing portion of all the surfaces to be decorated in

strong colours, repeating tbomselveswithsimplo
regularity, the eye will he satisfied whether

such dominant portions assume the form of pic-

tures or of architectural parts only. If you have

obtained, any how, your symmetry in the major,

you may dispense with it in the minor. Hence
it is obvious that in cases where the main poly-

chromatic effect is dependent upon the colouring

of a series of paintings (as, for instance, in tho

“ Stanze ” of the Vatican, or tlie Scuola di San
Rocoo, at Venice). There, I agree, you must
have uniformity in tho scalo of convention of

any such smues ; but in cases where the pictures

aro secondary, and the architecture primary (as,

for instance, in the Galerie d’Apollon, of the

Louvre, or in the Loggie of the Vatican), the

painter may be left to vary his style of chiaro-

scuro colour and handling at his own good plea-

sure. Thus it becomes the duty of the decora-

tive artist to study all the conditions of the

building he has to decorate. Where ho sees its

leading architectural parts are thoroughly goo<.l

he should keep his work down, where they

appear unsatisfactory ho must put out all his

strength to win the eye for hia own department.

If the architectural parts aro good, but monoto-

nous, he must ruu into and brejxk them up
;

if,

on tho other hand, they are but ” disjecta inein-

hra” ho must tie them together aud harmonize

them with his decoration. I believe these to be

the correct pilnciples on which decorators should

act in such matters : it is thac which was

adopted byRaffaelle, Giotto, Luiui, andPiuturic-

chio, who were perhaps the most liarinonions

mural painters whose works remain to us. With

regard to applying canvas to wall and ceiling

surfaces, I would warn artists who have it to do

not to employ glue or paste. Tho best ujode of

attachment is to paint tho surface to wltich von

have to make the canvas adhere well with white-

lead and oil, getting a good body ondt, and while

still tolerably green put on a thick coat of white-

lead with a little gold size, which makes it set

very hard; then paint tho back of the canvas

with white-lead with a little gold size, and rub it

well down, so as to cause it to adhere evenly :

the fibrous texture of tho canvas causes the

fresh white-lead to adhere well to the canvas,

and the green white-lead adheres well to the

white-lead applied to tho wall or ceiling surface

shortly before pressing the canvas up in its

place. The sticking medium being mixed with

oil, damp has little effect upon it. It glue or paste

be used the canvas will expand and contract

according to the condition of tho atmosphere,

the paste or glue being affected hygrometrically

as well as the fibre of the canvas, and in time nyUI

detach itself. When Mr. Alfred Stephens was

BO good as to paint for me a reproduction of

Raffaelle’s ceiling of the Camera di Segnatura, for

the Italian Court of the Crystal Palace, aud

Mr. Smallfield one of Perugino’s ceiling of tho

Saladi Cambio, at Perugia, both wore done upon

separate pieces of canvas, aud put up in the

way I have described. At the present time

neither has become detached in the slightest

de<yree. This being a practical matter, I take

the present opportunity of mentioning it. I

would also call the attention of architects and

artists who desire to use oil paint in this way,

to a very excellent material prepared by M.

Binant, of the Rue de Clery, at Paris. He makes

canvasses larger than 20 ft. by 20 ft. in a single

piece, on which the whole ot a ceiling can be

painted in the studio for subsequent application

elsewhere. He sells it ready prepared for the

painter's use, grounded in any graduated tints

which may be required. It is a very handy mate-

rial, and is light and of a nice surface. One

word as to the peculiarity of tho Mixture of

canvas used for decorative purposes. The reason,

ouly rough canvas has so good an efleCt for

mural painting in oil, is because it is in fact the

only means by which the usual glitter ol oil

painting can be overcome, excepting, of course,

by such an alteration of tho vehicle by the ad-

mixture of turpentine, wax, or gum damma, as

scarcely leaves the picture what is^ usually called

an oil painting. If canvass, fine in texture,

evenly grounded with a non-observant ground,

smoothly pumiced down, be painted with colours
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ground in oil, and with nut or linseed oil as a
medium, the surface of the picture will be so
flat, that when it reflects light it will reflect it

as from a luminous sheet. With canvas in large
granulation painted even with the same vehicle,

light will be reflected from every minute eleva-

tiiiii of the canvas in tiny scintilhe or pencils,

but the corresponding depressions will be all in

deep colour

—

i.e., colour either in shade or in

shadow. That is why oil paint applied upon a
coarse canvas produces a better effect for mural
iecoratioD than it does when applied to a per-
fectly flat surface of fine canvas. The old

Venetian paintings were usnally executed upon
canvas, the textnre of which is quite obliterated

by the heavy grounding, and much varnish has
been used in the finishing; the consequence is

that they glitter most disagreeably. The pre-
paration used habitually by French and German
historical painters, produces a dead or “ mat ”

effect, partly by the nature of the preparation,
usually a bastard-encaustic, and partly by the
coarse grannlalion of the canvas upon which it

is applied.

3Ir. W. B. Scott said, I fancy we shall never
take to fresco again in this country, unless it be
on very carefully prepared interior walls, and
after an anprenticeship on the part of the painter
it might be tried with snccess. But I look upon
it that the silica process has superseded it, and,

apart from that, the introduction of oil pictures

;

canvas pictures, planted on walls, are almost thc
only chance of getting interior decorations well
carried out. The danger and diflficulty of getting
the walls painted without having the works
done in the studio, and applied to the walls, are
so great that we are rather chary of it. The
only difficulty, as it appears to me, in usiuu'’

canvas pictures, is in the matter of lighting. If

they have no shine, the whole advantage of the

canvas picture and oil painting is obtained. Oil

painting stand.? the climate of England better
than any other kind of painting

; and if it has
no shine it appears to me the beat adapted tu

this description of decoration.
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THE NATIONAL STANDARD THEATRE,
SHOREDITCH.

The National Standard Theatre was burnt
down in October of last year, and for some time
the site remained unoccupied. In July, 1867,
however, the first stone of a new theatre was
laid; and last week the building was opened to

the public. It is large and lofty, and we now
give a view of the interior, produced under some
difBcolties. The ground upon which the old

Standard stood has been ccmsiderably enlarged
for the new theatre by the purchase of adjoining
property. The site was originally that of the
old Curtain Theatre, one of the most ancient
playhouses in the metropolis. This theati'e is

mentioned ns early as 1578, in a sermon at St.

Paul’s Cross. Ben Jonson exhibited his abilities

here both as an actor and an author. Upon this

ground Mr. Douglass has erected his new theatre.

The main building is 167 ft. in length and SO ft.

wide. The height of the interior, from the pitifloor

to the top of the dome, is 84 ft. Within this space
four tiers of boxes and a gallery are constructed,
each one receding from the other, the lowest
circle being 54 ft. in width, the highest one 60 ft.

There *re no columns visibkj in the front of the
house. The first tier is a balcony of cushioned
arm-chairs, covered with crimson velvet.

Behind is a circle of comfortable little private
boxes, fitted and lighted in a convenient manner.
The shape of the interior of the building is a
horse-shoe. The theatre is to be lighted by a
massive crystal sunlight, by Messrs. Defries &
Sons. All the staircases are of stone. The
gallery staircase and the two at the side of the
proscenium are carried the whole height of the
building. Prom the main entrance in Shore-
ditch a double flight of stozte steps conducts to

a spacious lobby, where they break ofF to ooni-

suggested that the medical officers should have
alife appointment, andsbouldbemore adequately
remnuerated, and that their dismissal should be
subject to the approval of the Poor-law Board.
There ought also always to be trained nurses,

and he should like to see it laid down that

visitors, under proper regulations, should not be
liable to exclusion. A provision should be made
for the opening of these houses, under proper
regulations and at proper times, to visitors.

The two great changes in the Poor-law Board
and its Stas' which he would enforce were first

the appointment of a limited staff of technically

educated inspectors
;
and, secondly, the estab-

lishment of a hospital or medical department at

the Poor-law Board.
An interesting discussion ensued, in which

the chairman, Mr. Hugh Williams, Dr. Stallard,

and oLhera, took part.

On the motion of Mr. Godwin, seconded by
Mr. B. Baker, it was resolved, that in the
opinion of the department the scheme was such
as would in its broad features tend to improve
the management of the country workhouse
infirmaries, and that it be referred to the council

to lay it before the Poor-law Board, and request
their best consideration for the same.

TEE O’CONNELL NATIONAL MONUMENT.
The sketch-model for this work, by Mr. Poley,

11.A., has just been exhibited in Dublin, where
its unique beauty at once secured for it the
unanimous approval of the committee and the
public. Tbo design comprises a base, supporting

|

four winged victories of Patriotism, Eidelity,

Courage, and Eloquence, as typical of the
qualities of mind exhibited in the labours of

The main objects of local museums are defined
to be :—1. The improvement of manufactures ;

and, 2. The preservation of modem art. An
official memorandum states that, “in order to

prevent natives from thinking that Bncopcan
designs were desirable as copies for ornamenta-
tion, it would be necessary to procure many
inodes of illustration from different paits of
India and the East generally,” and that it. is nob
in the modem art manufacture of India that the
means con be found to give new life to the native
designer. It is in the architecture of the coun-
try that purer and more original ideas can be
found.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

municabe in separate fiigbes with the several
i

^ ^ pedettal, enriched by groups of

tiers. This lobby is surmounted by a dome, I

of all classes, assembled to hear Erin’s

rising 40 ft. The box saloon is large. An iron proclamation of their newly-acquired liberties

;

bridge spans this room, forming the main en- 1

^ sfat«e of 0 Connell surmounting the

trance to the third tier of boxes, Above the
| ^

fimsbed work, which
, Reading and the branch BCihool at

saloon, and running nearly the whole length of and granite, and
Henley, was 838 ;

bub during that year a new
the front building, is a spacious room, which above 40 It. in height, is anticipated to exceed

will make a concert or billiard room. There are

The Reading School.—The distribution of prizes

has tftken place in the town-hall. The«adience
was small. The report said :

—

“The committee of the Beading GoTernmant-flohool of
.Art, in presentingtheir seventh annual report, have much
pleasure in being able to record the prosperity of the
school, vrhich, from its foundation till now, has continued
steadily to increase. The examination this year was held
on the 12th, 13th, aud l^fh of March, wfien 73 pupils
attended. Of these 37 were successful—10 takdng prizes,

the remainder cards of merit. Fifty-eight vroris were
sent to South Kensington for uational cpmpetition, six of
which were selected. One national medallion was^awarded,
and 10 third-grade prizes. The total number of pupils who
have attended has been 107, showing au incteaso of 11

over the previous year.”

Mr. Havell said that there were only 80 medal-
lions circulated throughout the countrj', and
therefore they had a fair share in reoeiviog one

;

and the local prizes were supplemental to the

prizes given by Government, and were pur-

chased by the committee from the pnze fund.

He had always considered that the instruction in

elementary schools was of great importance.

Previous to 1865, the management of the grants

given by Government was entrusted to the art-

master, who received a slight pecuniary advan-

tage. In 1865, the number of pupils under in-

ninety private boxes in the theatre. The deco-
rations are mostly of papier mdche, coloured
and gilt. The stage at the-yrosconium is 44 ft.

wide, and from the footlights to the back wall
it is 70 ft., and to the front ofthe first horse-shoe
66 ft. To the barrel-loft the height is 94 ft.

;

hence the greater part of the stage working will

be in the flies, the scenery ‘oonsisting chiefly of
cloths. The act-drop has been painted by Mr.
William Telbin. It is partlyahown in the view.
The curtain is composed of icrimson silk velvet,

arranged in folds and embdiished with goWen
fringi

THE LIVERPOOL FREE PUBLIC
LIBRARIES.

Henley, was 838 ;
bub during that year i

minute was issued, and the management was
taken out of the hands of the art-master and
placed in the hands of managers of schools. He
questioned at the time whether the conrso was
a wiao one, and the result bad shown that it was
not. One manager objected becansea subscriber

did not approve of the new-fangled notion, and
another oould not afl'ord it. To meet this latter

The loth report, for 186G-7, of the committee
on the Liverpool Public Free Library, Museum, tt ii\ r

a«l Gallery of Arts, has been presented to the
ho (Mr Harell) gave instractaon for

- , . , — .. . * TtrvfV^inn. oitri fhnn tnovr cftAfl f.hflf. t.hATT fVYIlIn lint*.

town couiioil and printed.

number of books issued in the reference libraries

for the past year, has been 578,774; and in the
lending libraries. 420,282; in all 999,056, or in

!
round numbers, a million of volumes of healtliy

'
It shows that the

i

aothing, and then they said that they oonld not

We may take another opportonity to speak oil l«ve been distributed amongst the

the merits or demerits of this new plaoe „f hoA'iS ““d middle classes of Lwerpool dnnng

public resort when we (have seen it Elled with ^

! We behove tins .ssne is nnpre.

oersons i

cedtmed in any library in any country, and it

I must hold an important position in relation to

the question of general education now so much
talked of. Bo with the Manchester libraries,

which, however, only issued 600,000 vommes
during the same period. The Liverpool report

states that the erection of the Gallery of Arts is

now in a fair wayof being proceededwith; that the
property required for the site has been scheduled

under an Act passed during the last session
; and

that the borough architect is preparing plans for

the intended building. The main feature of the

year, besides the astounding issue of books, hail

been the aetjuiBitiou of the magnificent collection

of historical art treasures given to the town by
Mr. Joseph Mayer, F.S.A.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF ‘WOEREOUSE
INFIRMARIES.

At a meeting of the Health Committee of the
Social Science Association on the 18th, an ad-
dress was delivered by Mr. Ernest Hart, ‘‘ On a
national Scheme for the better Organization and
Management of Workhonse Infirmaries.” Mr.
Edwin Chadwick, C.B., presided. The speaker
said the number of workhouses throughout the '

country, excluding those in the metropolis, was
about 600, and within these there were about
40,000 acutely sick people ; and these wei-e not
confined to a few houses, but were scattered
over the whole number. Now at present there
was no medical authority at the Poor-law Board
to technically deal with these persons. There
was a medical officer at the Poor-law Board so
called, really a district inspector with a double
title ; but the real work was done by certain
district inspectors, who, in fact, possessed no
technical knowledge upon the sulgect upon
which they were called to report. Each in-

spector had about fifty workbouses on an
average, and his duty consisted in inspecting
the houses about twice a year. Giving
summary of the heads of his general scheme,
he would say that it should first include the
adoption of a series of general principles in

reference to the infirmary portion of the work
house ; that the space for sick should bo regu-

lated at 850 cubic feet
;
and that these ward:

should be kept entirely distinct from those de^

voted to the able-bodied paupers. He further 1 been ordered to be sent from England.

LOCAL MUSEUMS IN INDIA.

The demand for local museums of industry
and fine arts which is now so active throughout
Europe has extended to India. The Governor-
General, as we said some time ago, has appointed
a commission to report on the conservation of
the ancient architecture of India, and the best
means of obtaining easts of the finest examples.
The Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West

Provinces has also organized a committee of
action for his district, and has laid down the
principle that a museum should be established at

the head-quarters of each revenue division, and
that the chief museum for the North-Western
Provinces should be at the seat of Government.
Collections of diagrams and drawings illustrat-

frescoes and works on decorative art have

purohase the materials, and he supplied the

materials for nothing,—and then they accepted.

The number of pupils now was 152, against S38

in 1865. Mr. Lefevre distributed the prizes.

The Scnithampton School .— In pursuance of

resirintiona adopted by the borough council, in

which they accepted an ofier made by the com-
mittee of the School of Art, to transfer that

school to the council, that it might be carried on
as a branch of the Hartley Institution, tho

Hartley council have had under their oensider^j-

tion certain regulations for the management of

the school, and for the specification of the duties

of the master, which they recommend the

borough council to adopt. The Hartley 'council

have received from Mr. W. J. Baker, the present

master of the school, a statement of his con-

currence in these rules, and of his willingness

to hold the office of master in conformity with

them.
The Stovrhridge School .—Tho annual meeting

of this institution has been held in the school-

hall. There was a tolerably good attendance.

The Hon. C. G. Lyttelton presided. The report

stated that there was again an increase in the

number of those attending the sobool, and for

the last ten years an increase bad been steadily

maintained. In the study of colour there was
a marked improvement, and, as the effect of

colour was gradually being more considered iu

works in glass, it was hoped the result would be
that to the supei’ioiity of manufaccure for which
English glassmakers had always been famed
would be added a reputation for colour, in which,

hitherto, Continental glassmakers bad surpassed

them. Of the students examined, twenty-six

bad passed satisfactorily in the second or higher

grade
;
six passed, and their papers were marked

“excellent;” six received prizes; and two
received full certificates of having passed in

every sul^ecb in the second grade. Fifteen

out of the thirty works submitted for aational

competition were passed as satisfactorily exe-

cuted, and awarded prizes. The income of

the school had been sufficient to meet the
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expenditnre. It was hoped the Government
would give assistance in regard to securing the

building in perpetuity for the use of the school,

provided a sum of 400Z. could be subscribed.

A report was also read from the master of the

school (Mr. Bowen) touching the progress of the

students during the year, and other matters

connected with the interests of the school.

The Bradford (Softool.—The annual public meet-

ing and distribution of prizes in connexion with

this school took place in the High School, Hall-

field-road. The admission was by ticket, and the

number of persons present was rather larger

than the room could comfortably accommodate.
The walls were hung with the art-productimis

of the pupils. Alderman Godwin, the chair-

man of the Committee of the School of Art,

presided. The chairman said, that in all

respects, the school seemed to be in a healthy

condition, and bad in it some principle of vitality

which seemed to ensure success. One passage

in the report made reference to technical educa-

tion. The annual report stated that during the

past year the progress of the school, though not

very rapid, has been satisfactory. There are

now 89 students on the books—75 evening class

and 14 ladies’ class—agaiusb 78 in 1866, G1

evening class and 17 ladies’ class. Mr. Forster,

M.P., addressed the meeting, chiefly on tho sub-

ject of technical education.

The Lincoln School .—The distribution of prizes

to students in connexion with the Art Treasures

Exhibition which has been open during the past

month in Lincoln, took place in the School of

Art, in which tho exhibition had been held.

There was a numerous attendance. The mayor
occupied the chair. The report of tho school

committee announced the steady success of the

school. The position it attained in the first

year of its existence was such as to astonish all

connected with such institutions, hut this success

bad been improved upon every year, the last

competition being very satisfactory.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INSTITUTION
OF CIVIL ENGINEEKS.

In the report read at the meeting held on the

17th of December, Mr. Fowler in the chair, it

was stated that many circumstances beyond the

control of the council had prevented a satisfac-

tory conclusion being arrived at as to the plans

that ought to be adopted for providing additional

accommodation for carrying on the business of

the Institution.

The establishment of n class of students, to

be attached to the Institution, but nob to form
part of the corporation, in lieu of the old class

of graduates, was touched upon; and the mode
of admission to and tho privileges to be enjoyed

by this new class, as set forth in the by-laws

adopted at a general meeting of members in

June last, were detailed. Although not speci-

fically mentioned in the rules, it was contem-

plated to organize supplemental meetings for

the reading and diecusaion of papers by tho

students, and possibly, also, for the delivery to

them of lectures upon, special 'subjects.

During the past session 48 members and 79
associates had been elected, while the deceases,

resignations, and erasures, together amounted to

36; leaving an effective increase of 94, or at the

rate of 7'02 per cent, on the present number of

members of all classes. There w'ert' on the

books on the 30th of November last, 18 hon-

orary members, 589 members, and 826 asso-

ciates, making a total of 1,433, exclusive of

students.

“ With respect to (he sonroes of income, and the way
that income hns been disUnrewl. a brief smninairy of the
atftteincnt of reocipla and expeuditurc for tno year ending
the tlUth 2<ovember, 1887, sbovtcd (bat the bubscriptioiis

and fees (exclusive of tbo Uuiiding Fund fees) had
amounted to 4,&1DL Gs. 6d., the interest on investments
on tho geueral account to 5s. &d., aud the miscel-

laneous receipts to 548i. 7s. -id., making together
6,646i. 10s. 6d. ; while the Building Fund fees and divi-

dends had realised 84U. Is. 7d., and the Trust Funds
3711. 168. 5d., bringing up tho gros-s receipts to

6,76U. IGs. 6d. In the same period the disbursements,
including tho payuicnls on account of the arrears of tho
minutes of proceedings, liad been -Ji,860/. 8e. 8d., aud for

premiums under trust IG'il. 10a. 3d. : 'while there had been
invested on dill'erent accounts a sum of 1,038^. Is. 3d. in

the purchase of Keduced Three per Cent. Anouities. The
cash balances exceeded by IGs. Id. the sums in band
at the same date last yeac, making up the difference
between the two sides of the account, as presented in the
foregoing aDalysis.’’

The following gentlemen were elected to fill

the several ofiices on the council for the ensuing

year: — Charles Hutton Gregory, president;

Joseph Cubitt, Thomas Elliot Harrison, Thomas

Hawksley, and Charles Vignoles, vice-presidents
;

'

James Abernethy, William Henry Barlow, John

Frederic Bateman, Joseph William Bazalgettc,

Nathaniel Beardmore, Frederick Joseph Bram-
well, James Bmnlees, George Willoughby

Uemans, John Murray, and George Robert

Stephenson, members
;
and John Horatio Lloyd

and Captain Henry Whatley Tyler, associates.

THE EXPLORATIONS AT JERUSALEM.

CAJtlSRJDGE ARCHITECTUllAL SOCtETY.

At the third meeting of the Cambridge Archi-

tectural Society for the Michaelmas term, the

chairman called on the Rev. T. G. Bouney for

his communication on “ The recent excavations

made by the Palestine Exploration Society at

Jerusalem.”
Mr. Bonney, after a few words of introduction,

said the authors who had written upon the posf-

tion of the ancient Temple enclosure at Jerusa-

lem might be divided into two classes;—those

who considered it to occupy a square of about

606 ft. in the south-west angle of the present

Haram : and those who supposed it, with the

fortress Antonia, to extend over the whole of the

Haram. One of tho most prominent defenders of

the former theory was Mr. Fergusson, who, in

addition, had started tho notion that the Dome
of the Rock was the church which Constantine

was by him imagined to have built over the

Holy Sepulchre. For this there was not a tittle

of evidence. The excavations made at tho south-

east angle had proved that undisturbed masonry

of the age of Herod the Great could be traced

down to the rock, about 55 ft. below the present

level of the ground. They had also traced the

wall of Ophel from its junction with the Haram
wall, to a distance of about 300 ft. south-south-

west, and had found a passage running for about

the same distance under the Haram area. They
had also traced the same masonry down to the

rock at the south-west angle to a depth of 95 ft.,

and had discovered that a deep ravine, some
-10 ft. wide, skirted the Haram wall on tho west.

This was formerly spanned by the arch known as

Robinson’s Bridge
;
and further excavations in

the Tyropoeon valley had discovered traces of a

colonnade which had apparently formed part of

an approach to it. The question, therefore, of

the extent of the temple area was now settled

in favour of those who had supported the second

theory.

Mr. Williams said, as to the discoveries made
by Lieutenant Warren about the Temple area, he

confessed that he did not attach so much import-

ance to them as others had done, because he never

could feel the force of the arguments by which it

had been attempted to place the Temple area in

the south-west angle of tho present Haram
enclosure. From tho fact that Mr. Fergusson,

Mr. Thrnpp, and Mr. Lowin had all adopted this

theory, he saw that there must be strong argu-

ments in favour of it; but ho had never been

able to accept them, because it seomed so clear

to him that such a situation was directly opposed

to the testimony of Josephus, who certainly repre-

sented tho Temple as occupying the summit of

the hill; whereas this modern theory would hang
it on tbo hill side, which would be an impossible

position for a fortress—such as we know the

Temple was—commanded as it would have been

by the raised platform on which the Dome of the

Rock now stood. It had, indeed, been proposed

by some authors to place the fortress Antonia on

that raised platform
;
but that again was directly

opposed to the testimony of Josephus, who placed

the Antonia .at the north-west, not the north-east,

angle of the Temple area. The chief satisfaction

which ho derived from these discoveries was this,

that they served to vindicate Josephus from the

charge of exaggeration, so often unjustly brought

against him. His description of the view from

the top of the walls at the extremity of Herod’s

cloister, along the south of the Temple area, had

been ridictiled as absurd, bub was now found by

these recent excavations to be nothing more than

sober truth. Mr. Williams acknowledged that he

hadbeen obliged toniodify his viewsoftbesouthern

limit of the Temple area. All that met the eye

in tho substructures along the south wall, in the

vaults at the south-west angle, in the double and

triple gateways, belonged clearly to a late Roman
period, and ho had accordingly assigned to them

the date of Justinian, who had built a church of

St. Mary on the present site of the Mosket-Aksa,

find in connexion with it a large hospital for the

sick and a hospice for pilgrims. He was now con-

vinced that the Haramenclosurewas identical with

that of Herod’s Temple ;
unless indeed the recent

discovery of a fosse ent in the rock a little to the

norbhoftheraised platform,notyet fully described,

should require us to modify our views still further.

Mr. Williams, in speaking of the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre, adduced some farther proofs of

the identity of its site with that on which Con-

stantino had erected the Martyry of the Resnr-

rection, which was a question altogether distinct

from the authenticity of the site itself. He
then described the discovery of the northern and
southern apses of the rotunda of the church,

which he believed to be such exedree as are de-

scribed by Eusebius, in the cloister that sur-

rounded the open court to the west of the

Basilica, in the centre of which court the Sepul-

chre itself stood. These two apsidal recesses

had been strangely omitted in Captain Warren’s

plan of the church, published by the Ordnance
Office, although they had been inserted in earlier

plans, as c.(7. in that of Mr. Scoles, published by
Professor Willis, in the second edition of Mr.
Williams’s “ Holy City.” These two apses he
had again identified last year, and had made a

discovery in the southern one which he con-

sidered to be of great interest and importance,

as identifying the actual site with the ancient

one. He exhibited a drawing of an ancient tes-

selated pavement, which he had found on the

floor of this apse, and which, he believed to be-

long to the original court of Constantine’s

Church, as he could assign no later date to its

execution. He had submitted it to a friend of

bis in tho South Kensington Museum, who had
obtained the oiiinion of men learned in such

matters there and at the British Museum, and
the result of these inquiries was, that it might
very well be a pavement of the Constantinian

era, executed by local workmen. In conclusion,

ho thought that, as tho theory of the cave under

the Dome of the Rock being the true Holy Sepul-

chre bad been entirely exploded by recent dis-

coveries, and the identityofthe Saracenic Mosque
with Constantine’s Church of the Holy Sepulchre

had been disproved, all would bo glad to ac-

quiesce in the old conclusion that tho present

Church of the Sepulchre stands in the same
position in which Constantine originally placed it.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OP WORKS.

The report of this Board for 1866-7 has been

issited. Tho subjects of which it treats have

already beeu mostly noticed in our columns as

they came before the Board at their various

meetings. The main drainage of the metropolis

of course occupies a considerable share of the

report. There are also reports of the Thames Em-
bankment and other metropolitan improvements,

utilization of the sewage, the gas question, re-

moval of Middle-row, Holborn
;
open spaces,

parks, &c.

The results of the sewage-utilization experi-

ments by the company to whom the concession

of the northern sewage was granted are con-

sidered to bo most satisfactory. The crops

raised from land manured with the sewage have
exceeded the most sanguine expectations. The
principal crop grown, as our readers know, is

Italian rye grass
;
and it is stated that, on one

place which was so'^'n in August, 1866, and
which has received about 4,000 tons of sewage

per acre, the crops were as follow :—Eight tons

per acre early in April, ten tons in the middle of

May, aud about twelve tons in the week ending

the 22nd of June. On other pieces the crops

were even heavier. It also appears that great

success has attended the growth of mangolds,

potatoes, flax, lucerne, cabbage, celery, and
strawberries. The most promising experiment,

however, was the wheat crop, on which the

sewage was poured four times during the early

growth of the crops.

The removal of Middle-row, Holborn, was
estimated to cost 61,1521., bub it baa been

eflected below that amount. Tho claims up to

31sb March last 'were 52,006h, whilst the settle-

ments amounted to 43,398?-.

The widening of Park-lane will be done by
setting back the Park boundary fence, at a cost

of between 3,000?. and 4,0001.

As to the gas supply, the report adverts at

great length to the exertions in Parliament to

obtain for tho public a cheap and pure supply of

gas
;
but they had not been snccessful.

The total receipts of the Board in 1866-67

were 3,148,112?. 73. 3d., and tho total payments

3,090,045?. Is.

After mentioning other topics of minor im-
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portance, the report concludes :
—" Foremost

amongst the improvements efi'ected by the Board
must ever be considered the main-drainage
system, the beneficial resnlts of which are evi-

denced by the imptovement in the general
health of the metropolis, and especially in that
of the low-lying districts.” It calls attention to

the improved condition of the Thames, the
formation of new broad thoronghfares, the em-
bankment of the river, and the formation of
parks for the people

;
and mentions that means

are urgently required for making other improve-
ments which are greatly needed, and suggests
that these means should be raised by a tax levied

on the owners of property.
,

A PROPOSED CANAL.

An Act is to be applied for in the ensuing
session of Parliament, by some of the land-

owners and others interested, for powers to

construct a canal from the River Thames at

Wandsworth along the valley of the River Wan-
dle to Wimbledon. The embankment of the
Thames has so reduced the wharfage space
along the river above Blackfriars Bridge that
extra accommodation is said to be eagerly
sought after.

The Wandle valley is teeming with paper
mills and other manufactories, which at present >

are without the facility of either railway or
canal accommodation. The probable cost of the
proposed undertaking, as estimated by the engi-
neer, Mr. Hamilton Fulton, amounts to the sum
of 120,0001. The proposed undertaking com-
prises also a roadway, tramway, and sewer. The
tramway would give, at small cost, a connexion
between the Brighton and South-Western Rail-
way systems and the proposed canal. The
Wimbledon and Merton drainage is greatly de-

fective as regards the outfall, and it is believed
the construction of the proposed sewer would
afford efficiently the desired facility to these
low-lying districts, and also to the houses and
factories bordering on the River Wandle. It is

intended to purchase a certain depth of land
along the site of the proposed road, and after
the road is constructed to sell off the land at an
enhanced price in building plots.

CIVIL ENGINEERS IN INDIA.

Sir,—I inclose an extract from a recent
Oovemment of India Gazette, which makes
public property of matter that was circulated
by itself throughout the Public Works Depart-
ment a short time ago.

That yon may see at a glance what is the
actual difference in the scale of pay, I append to
the extract a list of those grades in which a
difference subsists.

In the Covenanted Civil Service of India,
entered by competition and open to all, no at-

tempt is made to arrange salaries, or, rather, to
lower them down to the level of native candi-
dates. If a native can enter, he gets the same
pay as his European confrires. It is not at all

surprising that the difficulty felt by Government
•did not “ occur ” to the commissioners. They
would never guess that civil engineers sent out
from England were underpaid because native
candidates were usually wanting in strength of
character. The commissioners are men of
practical Indian experience, and know what a
farce it is inviting native yonng men on
the present system to join the upper engineer
service.

If you will consult the classified list of the
Public Works Department, you will see there
are only two or three native engineers in the
whole of it, though they have had the higher
branch of service open to them for the past ten
years or more.

In Madras, not very long ago, the authorities
•declared they had no institution capable of
affording the advanced education necessary to
enable natives to enter the Public Works De-
partment as assistant engineers. They might
have added, with truth, that there were no
youths of sufficient social standing likely to

come forward. The natives of Madras are not
nearly so wealthy, nor, in many respects, so civi-

lized, as those of Bengal.
In Bombay there is only one native executive

engineer
; and, as there all the cleverest natives

can make large fortunes in trade, ranrlidales are

not likely to come forward verv fieelv.

The natives who come to Indian colleges are
not, as a rule, of the best families. These at

heart despise British institutions ; but poor
Brahmins, sons of clerks, and inferior employes-

in Government offices, and those who feel that,

to get a living, they must conform to European
modes, repair to them. Farther, the educational
institutions are not widely spread, and draw
their students from the large Presidency and
other towns. If they knew they were to be
employed as engineers in their own neighbour-
hoods, perhaps good men would be eager* to go
into the service

5
bnt none but those induced to

do so by sheer stress of circumstances, will care
to be liable to be moved from Burmah to Hy-
derabad or Central India, or even to distant

places in their native province.

Further, there are physical peculiarities in

natives of India which cannot be ignored.

Generally speaking, those highly intelligent

young men the Government allude to as able to

pass the highest theoretical tests are of exceed-
ingly delicate make. It is not so much strength

of character as strength of body that they want.
;

On the other hand, the natives of swarthy build,

and of whose warlike prowess we so often bear,

have little or no headpiece at all. For some
reason or other sedentary occupations, particu-

larly those which call for great and sustained

intellectual labour, are in India very weakening
to the European constitution, especially to a
robust constitution. And so it will be found that

those classes of natives who have set themselves
aside for sedentary pursuits are not strong

enough to do much out-of-door engineering work,
or the effort is such a tax upon them as to prevent
success.

This evil of weakness is not so apparent in

the natives who are employed as subordinates.

They are tolerably active, and decently intelli-

gent as well; but their qualities are not of the
highest order, and their social standing is

similar to that of snch parties in England.
Natives of good family, who combine ordinary

talent with personal energy, and who would
turn out promising engineers, are very rare. If

such go into the public service, they choose the
revenue or judicial branches, which are much
thought of, well paid, and which, it must be
said, present numerous opportunities of illicit

aggrandizement, which cannot be said of the

Public Works Department, with its numerous
checks.

If at the beginning of this century the Com-
pany’s civil servants took bribes and presents

freely till their pay was raised, and no less an
authority than Sir Thomas Munro gave it as his

deliberate opinion that they would always do so

if their salaries were below a fair rate (see

Gleig’s “ Life of Munro”), it is improbable that

native Government agents would now be found
proof against the temptations which are enor-

mous in the courts and cutcherries.

Natives, in addition to obaerviug no opportu-

nities of augmenting their salaries by left-handed

means, see the repute in which the Public Works
Department is held. Most people make a laugh-

ing-stock of it. Even the engineers in it occasion-

ally join, so absurd is the mass of routine they

have to maintain. Besides, they notice that, as

the Government say, the pay is just the same as

other staff employ which calls for nothing like

the same theoretical knowledge. It is also a
department all through paid one-half as well as

the civil service, and only entered by staff corps

officers who have insufficient influence to secure

a more dignified and comfortable situation.

The fabric has hitherto, in fact, only been kept

together by the East India Company’s military

engineers, who took great pride in Indian public

works, and lost sight of material advantage in

the engrossing details of their duty. It even
escaped them to notice how easily officers from
the infantry were put into many of their good
appointments. But as a body they were poorly

paid and slowly promoted. The Indian engi-

neers are now left to gradual extinction,

—

vacancies are not tilled up, aud Royal Engineers

who care to come out can claim withdrawal at

the end of seven years. As at the end of seven

years an officer can hardly expect to be more
than executive engineer (fourth grade), he will

be only 101 . a month the richer in salary than
when he first came out ; and, having had a
disagreeable time of it in a rough, uncivilized

country, will be glad to be quit of it and of the

Public Works Department for the remainder of

his period of service.

Nothing can render India popular but high

pay and liberal furlough rules. The maxim
hiilierto has been the lowest possible pay and to

allow no one to leave the country unless he is

sick.

During the last few years the price of pro-
visions has advanced from 50 to 150 per cent.
This is probably due to the heavy cash expendi-
ture upon railways and cotton, and corresponding
neglect of irrigation and agriculture. Salaries
keep to their old level notwithstanding the
depreciated currency.
A visit to Europe is, on the score of health

alone, desirable after five or at most seven years’
residence. The Government do all they can to
hinder leave being taken even after ten years.
They know their service is underpaid, and, per-
haps, fear lest many should quit in disgust upon
revisiting their native country too early.

Higher pay could be readily afforded if

Government were to employ fewer engineers
and give them larger powers. As it is, a highly
scientific officer cannot bny a set of tools or
plant, coating say one-third of his own pay,
without referring to some superior, and pointing
out minutely the necessity for the article. If
whitewashing a room costs Sa., when it baa been
estimated at 3s. 6d., he has to afford lengthy
explanations—that the walls were smoked aud
had to be sized, or that he used glue instead of
rice water, or the like—in a letter that takes an
hour to write may be. And, after all, he is

informed that this wasteful expenditure cannot
be allowed in future.

Again, nothing is commoner than for a super-
intending engineer to order an executive engi-
neer, 4th grade, to prepare plans and estimates
for difficult and costly works really beyond his

powers and experience. He wastes a deal of
time and thought over them, sends in the beat
sort of project he can, after reminder and re-

minder from the superintendent engineer that
be is waiting for what, under a proper system,
he, as a well-paid experienced officer, should have
drawn up himself. The project is found, of
course, deficient in many points, scored over
with pencil-marks, and returned, with caustic
reflections on the young executive’s want of
skill.

The waste of engineering ability in India,
through the distrust there is of everybody as to
fitness, and we might almost say integrity, is

only second to the money wasted in badly-per-
formed work and the keeping up of a compli-
cated system of accounts suitable only to barrack
construction and to a highly civilized country.
Yon will do the profession great service by

bringing forward such considerations as those I

have lightlytouched upon, but I am afraid nothing
short of a Parliamentary inquiry will put things
on a decidedly better footing. At present it is

almost a mockery on the part of the authorities
styling an engineer a “professional man,” since
he is not trusted or treated as such.

A FORMER Correspondent.

In the sopplement to the olFicial Oazeiie of India, dated
October 12, ISB/, appear the foUowinR remarks on the
recommendations oi the Commissioners on the I'amine of
1866, in Bengal and Orissa:—

III. Irrigation generally.

A reconsideration of the system under [which civil
engineers are got out from England for service in India,
ia recommended in paragraph 69, page 169. The commis-
sion was evidently not aware of the very full consideration
this subject has already received from the Government of
India, nor of the difficulties with which it is beset.
The_ commission notice that, even after the changes

made in 1865, there ia still a difference between the sala-
ries of civil and military engineers in the lower grades,
and recommend a higher standard of eiaminatiou and
higher rates of pay for the successful candidates for em-
ployment as civil engineers.

It does not seem to have occurred to the committee
that the ditEeulty of arranging the matter of salaries
arises out ol the uifference between European candidates
for employment in the department, and those who are
natives of India, and to whom this line of employment is

equally open. The latter will often pass easily the highest
test in theoretical eiamioations, and yet prove useless as
engineers from want of practical energy and strength of
character. With the former, these last are so seldom
found entirely wanting, that the examination testa alone
are almost sufficient to ensure the requUite qualifications.
It has always been considered impossible to make a dis-
tinction between Europeans and natives in the tests to be
laid down for admission into the service as civil engineers.
This being so, the scale of qualilicationa and pay cannot
be fixed, as ifall the candidates were sure to be Europeans.
There are no means ofteslicg practical energy and strength
of character, except by putting the person to actual work
or business. Thus, iu order to eliminate a number of
unquaiided native young men, without driving away such
as are qualified, it is necessary to admit civil engineers,
who enter on theoretical examinations only, at a low
scale of pay, and to let them advance by promotion as
soon as they are found to possess the other necessary-
qualifications. The only alternative is to insist on some
length of approved prolessional experience as civil engi-
neers, and to admit tbe candaates so qualified in higher

'
grades of assistant engineer, ^This is done to some ex-

With Royal Engineer and Staff Corps officers there are
no such difficulties. I'heir college aud military service,

before they euter the Public Worhs Do,)artmeui, sulfice to
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make known to acme degree their capacitj’ for business

and their character, so that they can be admitted at once

at a rate of [pay that could not be offered to a native

candidate of untested powers in these respects ; while,
_

at

the same time, other departments of the staff and civil

employ, which do not require such severe theoretical tests,

are open to Staff’ Corps ofScers at pay as good as that of

the Public Works Department. These are the reasons

why the pay of militarj’ engineers caunot be lower, nor
that of civil engineers higher, in the lower grades of the

service. The discrepancy is, however, greater apparently

than actually, because the number in the lowest grade

where the difference is greatest, is small.

ENGlNrEBS.

Maximum
Monthly Salary.

Differ-

Military

Officers.

Civil

Officers.

Chief, 3rd class

Rupees.
1,850

Rupees.
1,750

Rupees.
100

Superintendine. Ist erade 1,801) 1,600

1,400

200

„ 2nd grade 1,050

,, 2nd class, 1st

erade 1,550 1,200 350

Superintending, 2nd class, 2nc
350grade

Executive, Ist grade 1,250 900

,, 2Bd grade 900 750 150

,, 3rd grade 750 600 150

,, 4th grade (300 600 100

Assistant, 1st grade 500 400 100

„ 2nd grade 450 300

,, 3rd grade 450 200 250

SOUND IN HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE.

I VENTVRE to ask Space for a few lines rela-

tive to a subject to which the appropriation of

the building lately destroyed by fire to musical

performances of the highest class lends an ex-

ceptionally great importance, but which has

escaped notice in the correspondence published

relative to the building, so far as I have seen it.

In almost all the “ obituaries,” as one may call

them, of Her Majesty’s Theatre, which have

recently appeared, some sneh statement as this

occurs,—“ The acoustic qualities of this building

were unequalled in Europe.” This, no doubt,

was strictly true. Music, both orchestral and
instrumental, sounded more brilliant in tone and
was more uniformly well heard in that bouse
than elsewhere

;
and artists are understood to

have used their voices and instruments there,

notwithstanding its vast size, with greater ease

and comfort than elsewhere. But to this state-

ment has been added, in more than one quarter,

that these qualities were the result of accident

rather than design
j
so that it is to be feared

the building, when rebuilt, may not possess

them. This representation I venture to call in

question.

The mere fact of a building designed for

musical performances proving suited to them,
goes far towards proving that the success was
due to design; and I venture to address you in

the hope that, whenever this Opera House comes
to be rebuilt, perfect suitability to musical per-

formances may not be overlooked as one of the

essential requirements of the structure
;
for I

maintain that, by using the same means which
Novosieleki used seventy years ago, the suhie

resv.lts 'nay he again attained.

The acoustic qualities of Her Majesty’s

Theatre were due partly to the forms and pro-

portions adopted, partly, perhaps, to the exist-

ence of certain cavities, and very largely to the

material employed.
Without going into any analysis here of the

mode in which the shape of the building was
sidajited for the successful transmission of sound

(some such analysis will be found in the volume

on Acoustics in Weale’s elementary series), it

may be sufficient to say, that as the forms and
dimensions are capable of being reproduced in a

new house exactly, whatever was due to them
may, of course, be in that way recovered. I

am, however, of opinion that considerable

variation, ii desired, might be introduced in

parts of the bouse, without at all lessening its

perfection as an auditorium.

But ic is the fact that all the interior faces of

the liuilding—those against which the vibiating

mass of air impinged—were of resonant material,

e. of dry wood in as long lengths as possible

and fixed at as few points as possible, that the

very remarkable aconstio qualities of the old

house were mainly due. Nor is there, so far as

T am aware, any possibility of securing this ad-

vantage with incombustible materials.

If io were at all feasible so to construct a
theatre that nothing in it could by any possibility

burn, it might be a question whether the attempt
ought not to be made, regardless of the risk of

having a ” dummy ” quality of sound as one re-

sult but things being as they are, I trust that.

precautions against those fires which can never

be wholly guarded against will not be carried so

far in the recoustructed house as to rob it of

this, which was perhaps the most remarkable

and, to a lover of music, delightful property of

the old one. Let the surrounding corridors, the

backs, and even the floors and ceilings, of the

boxes, and the very floor of the pit, be as fire-

proof in their construction as we know how to

make them. Above all, let very numerous,

snacious, and thoroughly safe fire-proof stair-

cases be provided
;
but let the inner shell of the

auditorium, i. e. the ceiling and the box fronts,

be constructed as they were before, or the loss

by the fire will be, to the musical public, virtu-

ally irreparable, however splendid or however

convenient the house may ultimately prove to be

when rebuilt. T. R- S.

NOTE FROM YORK.

A CORRESPONDENT Writes,—The old George

Inn, Coney-street, is now being pulled down.

This inn was formerly the place in which was

held a Guild of St. George (about the year 1,500)

,

which was, I believe, for commercial purposes.

It was afterwards the town house of the Duke of

Buckingham, of the time of King Charles II. A
very beautiful room in this old inn, called the

Apollo,” and in which Francis Drake, the

antiquary, who wrote the History and Anti-

quities of York,” nsed sometimes to take his

sojourn, had the arras of King Charles II. and

the Duke of Buckingham, in painted glass of

the period. This room is engraved in the

Abbotsford edition of the “ Waverley Novels,” in

which the Duke of Buckingham is mentioned.

The Duke of Buckingham had a house in Skel-

dergate, in the city of York, where he practised

chemistry
;
on the site of this house is now a

street, called after him, Buckingham-street. His

estate at Helmesley, to which Pope alludes, was
sold :

—

“ And than, proud Helmesley, Buckiucham’s delight,

Sold to a scrivener and a city knight."

This scrivener was Duncombe, banker to King
James II., who, when James applied for liis

money to him from St. Germain’s, replied, he

might come and get it. The beautiful Gothic

doorway of this old building, with the ” Pelican

in her Piety,” and other carvings, engraved by

Halfpenny in his “Remains of Old York,” is

bongbt by Mr. Gutch, a gentleman living in the

neighbourhood of the city.

THE CONDITION OF ARCHITECTURAL
SCULPTURE.

I riND in the Builder of December 21at a

communication, signed “ R. F. H.,” referring to

a letter of mine published in your number dated

December 14tb.

I beg to quote one paragraph from it : with

the tenets promulgated in the latter part of that

letter, it will be seen, in the position I have

taken up, I have nothing whatever to do. I will

quote the writer verbatim :

—

“ I have just read in the current number of the BiiUder

the letter headed ‘ Ihe Condition of Architectural Sculp-

ture,' and aigned ‘ John Roddia, carver.’ It is admirable

80 far as it goes; hut Mr. Koddis has altogether over-

looked the moat material bar to excellency in workman-
ship in England, which ia trade-uuionism, aUas trade-

terrorism. Did the proprietors of houses being built, did

building committees, did architects ordain that one scale

of wages should be paid in building trades to skilled and

nnakilled workmen alike ? No; hut the wen did. Suppose

an architect or his clerk of the works engaged a few tirst-

rate hands and paid them whatever remuneration they

chose to ask ; what would ensue ? Ralteniug."

These italics are not mine. In answer to this,

I beg to state that such a thing as an equalised

scale of remuneration has never been recognised

among ns; and further, I may add, that no

society has ever been formed by architectural

sculptors to attain so undesirable an end, for the

simple reason that we do not allow that nature

has organised a certain standard of talent which

cannot and must not be exceeded. In the letter

referred to by “ R. F. H.,” I stated that there

were “ architectural sculptors to be obtaioed for

yd. per hour, and others who could not be

obtained for three times that amount.” This in

itself should have been sufficient to show that

they rate theirvalue simply by ability, and not by

number; and I think I may venture to say the

same of evpry other branch of art-workmen.

“ R. F. H.” asks, “ Suppose an architect or his

clerk of works engaged a few first-rate hands,

and paid them whatever remuneruiion they

chose to ask, what would ensue ? Rattening!”

That I deny. He should have blotted out that

word, and written excellence, while writing

upon architectural sculpture. That is the very

thing we crave,-—time for study. A remu-

neration that will pay, not for physical labour

alone, but for a little thinking also. Your
correspondent has mixed itp the mechanical

trades with those eaaentially artistic. How far

those trades benefit themselves by banding toge-

ther like so many vast human machines,

striking down all the talent nature may have

distributed among them into one mediocre

level, is a problem time is fast solving for

them. I feel what I consider to be the errors

of such a system as keenly as “R. F. H.,” and

I am under the impression that I have endea-

voured to show that what we mainly complain

of is this system of lei'elling having been im-

posed upon us by the architects : rating all

men alike, giving art-work a quoted price in

the market, like so many yards of concrete, or

so many tons of pig-iron. I reiterate here

what I have said before, that English art-

workmanship has been tried in Paris and found

wanting, and I hold that this system is mainly

to blame for it. The Builder of last week, re-

ports Mr. Gambler Parry to have said at the

Gloucester School of Art, “ In all our highest

manufactures, in which art appears, the French

have outdone ns completely.” These are the

words of a gentleman not only of very high

standing in art matters, bat of one personally

engaged upon the English commission in Paris;

and therefore carryv a weight of truth with

them which should engage the most serious

consideration of every English art-producer. I

will not trespass further upon your space, but in

conclusion beg to thank “R. F. H.” for affording

me an opportunity to clear away an error re-

specting the union system and architectural

sculpture. John Roddis.

STRIKES V. TRADES UNIONS.

Sin,—I read witb much interest the reports and letter,

which appeared in the last three issues of the Builder, on

the above importsntquestion. As most of_ the writers on

il are either opponents or eulogists of unions, who press

every point in tfieir favour, and try to make them beauti-

fully white, whilst the others state that everything con-

nected with them is of the darkest hue
;

and as the

Builder ia an impartial medium of communication be-

tween employers and employed, I hope you will grant a

small space for a workman’s view of this at present

national and important matter. I may state that I

entirely dissent from some of the leading doctrines of the

unionists, such as the limitation of apprentices, and I

have up to the present held aloof from unionism, believing

that a neutral force of workmen should exist sufficiently

strong to curb the irrational acts of unionists and em-

ployers. It seems to me that anti-union writers are

alwavs trying to make the world believe that employers

are the most honest and just people in existence. And
taking their stand-point from that premi-^a, they claim

that the masters alone shall regulate and fix the remune-
ration ol labour; and that the workmen, not noderatand-

iiig the question, shall take any price which tlie employer

in^his wisdom may think fit to offer. I differ entirely

from the conclmions arrived at by these writers, and

from a lengthened observation and a practical experience

in various parts of England, 1 have found that the

masters’ love of honour and justice is not of that character

which would warrant the workmen in submissively trust-

ing to it.

The writers in the Quarterlies, “British Almanac and
Companion," and other publications of that description,

are aware that, us a rule, the working men but rarely ace

or read, their articles. It, then, must be evident that

they write for a class altogether different from that

most interested in the approval or disprovsl of the senti-

ments they promulgate; aud they thus have a total

'mmunity from the criticism of the working classea. For
instance, Mr. Plummer states, “there is not that

antagonism between masters and men on the Continent

which exists ia this country.” And there is an entire

immunity from strikes and their consequences to the

capitalist
;
but, if I recollect aright, atrikes do sometimes

take place in these Elysiuma of the capitalist. And Mr.
Plummer ought to have known that the public journals

of this country have given fearful accounts of strikes which

have taken place during this year in Belgium and France.

And even in Berlin there is now an agitation for various

objects, one of which is to reduce the hours of labour.

It ia well known from the history of trades unions in this

country that they have gone through many phases to

arrive at their present state
;
and that an incipient com-

bination, such as now exists on the Coutinent, is the prelude

to a thorough organisation, which indne time will embrace
the greater portion ol working men in these countries.

Having dealt with the last question first, I will proceed

with that of antagonism aud kindly feeling, and snow the

reason for the difference in this and other countries.

At a period not very far back in the history of our

country, masters and men were more nearly related in

social position. The master was not above being seen

ehattitigwilh u group of his workmen. His business was
to a large extent known to them, and his interett formed

a part of their duties to him. It is related by our elders

that the employer was once not above smoking a pipe or

taking a social glass with his men. The ambition and
love of affluence and position which characterise the

present age had not that hold upon the mind which they

have now attained.

But, now, a twopenny bulder, or any other like em-
ploy cr, iim-t stand upon his dignity, and’in the estimation
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of hia class Be wonld lower himself by now and then meeting
hie men in socialrennioD. If the employernowcondeBcencla
to apeak to a workman, itia aometbiog between a grunt and
a growl, to know how long it ia before the piece of work
he is engaged upon will be done. And ia the largo firms
everything ia done through the foreman orinunager. Tho
master, to all intents and purposes, is a stranger to his

workmen. He knows but little, and cares less, about
them. As soon as they hare done his bidding, or a slack
time comes, they are tamed away at an hour's notice and
without a moment's consideration of their acrvices; and
the belief is general that they are lees cared for by the
eimiloyer than are his horses and machinery.

(Jne thing is certain, that the employing class of this

coontry are striving for position; that is, if they now
occupy a semi-detached villa, and drive a brougham, they
are discontented because they cannot remove to a mansion
and set up a carriage and pair, I am not one of those
who condemn that ambitiou when kept within proper and
legitimate bounds; but 1 do say, that when the end alone
is considered, and the means to fairly and honestly attain

.

it thrown aside, it is not to be expected that those through :

whom thej' expect to attain it will have much respect or
kindly feeling towards them

;
and there is but little doubt

that it is the selfishness of this class, and the treatment
which the workmen bare reoeired from them, that have
been one of the principal causes of the formation and
success of trades unions. 1 intended to touch uiion
several other points in this question; but 1 find I bare
already trespassed too far, and must leave piecework and
the present dulneas of trade in every department till

another opportunity. Writers who take up this question,
to have any inlluence with the working classes, must treat
it in a broad and impartial manner, or tho workmen will
turn with contempt from their statements, and the breach
which now exists between tho two will be still further
widened. Jace Plajik.

DISriGUEEHIENT OF THE TRAVELLERS’
CLUB HOUSE, PALL MALL.

'I SBAXt feel obliged if yon will allow me to call

the attention of members of the Travellers’ Club, many
of whom claim the character of men of ta«te, to the
recent disfigurement of their club-house. Ibis has just
been elfected by the removal of the ornamental stone
balustrades from the balconies of the garden front
towards Carlton-terrace, and their replacement by
common bulging iron railings, of a design which 1 can
oolv describe as Baker-street vernacular,

I'he effect of this unfortunate change is that tho iron
balconies not only attract attention to their own incon-
gruity, but most seriously and injuriously affect the
architectural character of the whole building.
The stone balustrades were designed in conformity with

the rest of the front, of which they formed an essential
portion. By their removal tho elevation ia not only
mutilated of an important member, but the iron-work,
by allowing more of tho principal windows to be seen
from below than the architect intended, materially injures
their proportion. Moreover, the balconies themaeives,
being deeigned to support a stone balustrade, appear
altogether inconsistent now that they have only to carry a
nondeaeript erection of light iron bars.
The only advantage that can have been obtained by this

ill-advised alteration is the gain in a rarely-used balcony
of a few inches of space, being the difference ia thickness
between, the old stone balustrade and the new iron railiug.
The price paid for this doubtful gain is the destruction of
the charms of symmetry, finish, and beauty of proportion,
which have always caused the garden front of the Travel-
lers’ to be considered one of the best works of Sir Charles
Barry.
On hearing a rumour of what was intended, I tried by

communication with the secretary, belbre the iron railing
was put up, to avert the threatened mischief. Having
been unsuccessful, it only remains for me to appeal
through you to the members of the club and the public.
Fortunately, the remedy is simple : it will be very easy to
remove the iron railing and refii the original balustrade.
In order that no objections of expense may arise, I can
only say that, if tho club will allow this to be done, I
shaiU be happy to make them a present of the cost of the
restoration, rather than see their beautiful front perman-
ently defaced. Euwabd M. Babex.

PIPES EXPOSED TO FROST.

Sib,—

I

noticed a letter snggesting the insertion of a
tube of India-rubber in water-pipes to keep them from
bursting, but 1 think by the constant presture of the
water the India-rubber would get too hard to expand.
Now, it has occurred to roe since reading the letter, that if

in some positions the lead-pipe were covered with an India-
rubber tubing, it would assist to keep (he pipe warm, and
at the same time supposing the pipe did burst, it would
prevent the water from Hooding the house. J. ii.

BELLS AHD BELL RINGING.

Tire music produced bv the ringing of a good peal of
hells, at proper times, and in moderation, is truly pleasing
to the ear. And at this particular season many persons
will be reminded of the words of Charles Lamb, who says,
“Of all sound of all bells—(bells, tho music nighest
bordering upon heaven)—most solemn and touching is the
peal which rings out the old year. I never hearit without
a gathering up of my mind to a concentration of all the
images that hare been diffused over the past twelvemonth

;

all I have done or suflered, performed or neglected, in

that regretted time.”
Now, the following arrangement, which has been

adopted for many years at some of our churches, will

show how to,

—

“ Eing out the old year, and ring in the new,”

in an appropriate manner ;

—

On New Year's Eve a muffled peal is rung from 11.30
till 11.65, to murk the departure of the old year. At 12
o'clock its knell is sounded by twelve strokes on the tenor
bell. After which, the muffles having been removed from
the clappers of the bells, the new yoir is ushered in by a

merry open peal. ’ Tnoius Waleklx.

ELEVATION OF TOWNS ABOVE THE
LEVEL OF THE SEA.

Prniiir mo through tho medium of your columns to
suggest that a chart, showing tho heights of our chief
towns above tho sea-level, would be a desirable publication,
not merely to satisfy curiosity, but valuable aa arefeience
upon many occasions, especially in connection with
sanitary questions.

Popular opinions upon this subject ore often very
erroneous, of which none is a more remarkable example
than the belief, all but universal, that the city of Salisbury
is built in a very low situation compared with other cities.
Having ventured to question the ground for thivt belief,

I have obtained an auawer inducing me to sdvance an
opinion directly contrary, namely, that the site of Salisbury
is really higher than the sites of the majority of cities and
larger towns in England.

I found this opinion upon the authorityof the Ordnance
Survey, wherein it ia shown that the Close, itself slightly

lower then the city, is 150 feet above the level of the sea.
The knowledge of actual levellings enables me to claim

this elevation as being very much, even 110 ft. higher than
London and Westminster, and the general metropolitan
level

; 60 ft. above Islicgtou
;
and 70 ft. above Paddington.

Without actual levellings, general observations justify me
in pretty confidently stating that this height of 150 ft. ex-
ceeds that of all the twenty-six cathedral cities, with two
or three exceptions; also, that the whole of Salisbury is

higher than the whole or greater portion of all towns of
more than 9,000 people, in the South of England, with,
perhaps, two or three exceptions; and that it is higher
than any, much higher than most, of the larger towns in

the eastern counties.
Of course, in forming the chart, only actual levellings,

or most accurate barouietrio oboervations, could be relied
on

;
and as tho surface in many towns varies much, I would

suggest that the mean of several heights be given; or if

one height ooiy, that should be of the market-place,
rather than of the churchyard, because churches are often
built in the highest parts. A. B. Miduletok.

THE SENTINEL AND THE CLOCK.

Sib,— Jlr. Waxbsby alludes to the anecdote of the
seiitiuel at Windsor Castle, and the recasting of St. Paul’s
bell. I therefore venture to refer him to ” Memorials of
Westmiustor,” 1S19, p. 199, where be will find some addi-

tional particulars, which I gleaned from (be parish-books,
and I remember even now Irom a newspaper after a weary
search. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

“ STRAW PLAIT DISTRESS.”

Bib.—

H

aving'made a humble effort on the above subject"

by the kind permiaeion of the JJuil-der, on the 9th Nov.
ultimo, I was not surprised to sea my atateroenta con-
firmed. The 3for>ii»g Advertiser says-.—“The poor
people of Leighton Buzzard, Luton, Newport Pagnall,
Tring, and other towns and viUages, espeoiaily tho

'

females, have already begun to experience much distress

;

and the applications to the local “boards of guardians for
|

relief have materially increased within tho last fortnight,

and are sure in a ehort time to bo so numerous as to
severely test the capacity of the several workhouses, and i

the existing funds of the difierentunions in tho district.” I
,

have heard, in the interim, from very worthy neighliouring
]

authority, that ‘‘many of the women are gone to Man-

|

Chester, and other largo towns, to learn the weaving
,

business, ia order to save themselves from starviition.”

Even that, however, does not seem to have remedied tho '

distress above spoken olj and humbly appears to mo I

even doubly regrettable, aa the other might bo quite I

8 ifflcieatly stocked” a’ ready
;
and their own wai as ^

little encroaching on others as could well be imagined.
[

How thankful they mvst prove to their countrywomen
|

from the humblest " middle class ” to the “court.” if

they would take up their cause, in unmerited decline,
j

Oh, that I had “ means to order 1,000 straw bonnets,"— |

if coarse ones, and to be “ given away in charily,” as a
|

hint of relief and hope at their distressed “ Christmas of
1867.” A Cambhidgb Man,

Native of tho Quarter.

ST. JAMES’S TOWER., TAUNTON.
The vestry have had a meeting to receive and accept

tenders, eke., for the taking down and rebuilding of the
tower, in accordance with the order of vestry given on
the L'th of December last. Three tenders were received :

one from Mr. Davis, Langport, 3,566L ; Mr. Daris, Taun-
ton, 3,610L ;

and Mr. Woolfrey, Taunton, 2,396L Mr.
G. Webber proposed, acd the Eev. W.T.Redfern seconded,
that Mr. Wooifrey’s lender be accepted. Upon this a
lengthy discussion took place, on a proposition of Mr.
Small’s, that Mr. Bpilier's former tender of 2,860L be
received. This was objected to by the churchwardens, on
the ground that he had nut tendered on the present occa-
sion, consequently it would be unfair to those who had.
Mr. Coker then proposed that the subject be deferred
until after Easter, to enable tho parish to put in church-
wardens in whom they had confidence. The chairman
objected, on the ground that the expense ordered by
veatry must be paid during the current year; when Mr.
Coker constituted himseif the chairman, and put bis
resolution, which was carried iu opposition to Mr. Redfern,
who quoted an Act of Parliament to show that the pro-
ceeding was quite out of order. After anoisy and lengthy
discussion upon the point, Mr. Pollard introduced the
subject of hie account for making original plans, ic., and
wished to know w hy it hod not been paid, of which he
complained. Mr. G. Webber (churchwarden) explained
the reason why they had not recommended its settlement,
and produced and read various letters and certificates from
practical men, showing that his drawings were incorrect.
The question fell to the ground in consequence of no pro-
position being made that the account should be disbursed.
Mr. Small then proposed as an atnendment to Mr. Web-
ber's motion that Mr. H. Davis’s tender be accepted,
which was seconded and lost, and the chairman declared
the resolution that Mr. Woolfrey's tender be accepted
carried. Upon a motion that a three-penny rate be made,

[Dec. 28, 1867.

extending over a period of twelve years, to defray ex-
penses already ioouired, and the rebuilding the tower, a
stormy discussion ensued, hut the motion was eventually
declared carried. A proposition was then made, to tbe-
effoct that the tower should be taken down and entirely
rebuilt from the ground, at an extra expense of 1631., which
was agreed to.

THE BUILDING LINE IN THE EUSTON-
ROAD.

For several years past there has been a contest carried
on between the parochial authorities of St. Pancras and
Mr. Bauman and othei builders as to the lino of frontage
and elevation of houses erected on the forecourts of the
houses in the Euston-road, between Ilampstead-road and
Osnaburgh-street; and the matter, having at length been
referred to tho determination of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, that Board has decided to adopt the plan of
Mr. Viilliamy, superintending architect, showing an im-
proved line of frontage, by which any buildings to be
erected on tbenorthem side, between the points indicated,
are to be kept to an extreme general line of from 10 ft. to
11 ft. back from the outer edge of the curb to the foot
pavement, and on the southern side of the road the foot
pavement is to be in like manner kept to a uniform width
of 11 fc. As in other cases where extended lines of
frontage have been settled with a view to future operations,
a formal application will still be required to be made to
the Metropolitan Board of Works for each building, in

order to seenre a uniform arrangement and to obtain an
opportunity for reconciling the interests of the various
owners.

THREE MEN KILLED BY FOUL AIR IN
A WELL.

The local press throaghont the countrj''

ought really to din into the ears of the ignorant

everywhere the simple means whereby wells

may be cleared of foul air, as well aa tho great-

ness of the danger of descending into any well

till simple testa be applied in order to show
whether the air be foul or not. Wherever a

candle will not freely continne to burn, human
life cauuot continue to subsist. If a candle go
out, therefore, either immediately or after a

while, when lowered into a well, something
ought to be done to get rid of the foul air before

any one descends. The most efFectual ns well as

simple way of clearing the well of foul air is to

throw down the draught tubing of a garden or

other hand-pump, lengthened, if need be, for the

occasion, till its open end nearly touch tho water
without dipping into it. By the working of the

pump the foul air can then be pumped out just

as if it were water ; and it will flow away as

water would do ;
for foul air, or carbonic acid gas,

ia so heavy, as a gas, that although it ia invisible,

it may even be poured into a vessel, and our. of

that vessel into another, just as water can. The
man who recklessly plunges into tho foul air of

a well, therefore, may be said to bo going into a
fluid over head and ears which will drown him,
though ho can neither feel nor see it. One of

the innumerable cases of drowning by foul air

which are ever and anon taking place, has just

occurred in Fareley-street, Birmingham, whore,

as usual, one poor ignorant fellow Ibllowel

another to hia fate with the kind intention of
saving life, till three of them were all doubly
drowned in foul air and in water together. In

this case, even the precaution of a rope tied

round the body was not used except in one of

the instances, and it is believed the one who was
so tied removed the rope to put it round one of

the dead bodies, but became a dead body himself

before he could do it. The first man had actually

descended while no one was at hand to help

at all.

AMUSE3IENTS.

JTaymarlcet Theatre.—There are two excellent

scenes in the new burlesque here, “ A Per-version

of the Brigand one a pass in the mountains
with the sun tipping their tops and gradually

desc!’nding,—the other an Italian ball-room with

double flight of steps in the centre at the back
leading to the upper floor. These do considerable

credit to Mr. O’Connorthepainterof them. The
piece, wanting in plot (as most burlesques are

now-a-days), is smartly written by Mr. Gil-

bert A’Beckett. Mr. Compton, Mr. Kendal, and
Miss lone Burke have the principal parts. A
new drama, “A Wife well Won,” will be played

here cn Monday.
St. Qeorye's Opera House, Langliam Place .

—

The new comic opera, by Mr. A. Sullivan and
Mr. Burnand, The Contrabandista, includes some
very agreeable music, is lively in plot, and alto-

gether amusing ; a neat corps de ballet, and suffi-

cient chorus, completing the ensemble. Puss in,

Petticoats, and Ofi’enbach’s Ching-Chviv-Hi, fill

up the evening very agreeably. Nevertheless,
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and we now speak with only one desire, the suc-

cess of the undertaking, if Mr. Reed would have

it take the position it should, and we have every

reason to believe it would take, he must obtain

assistants who can act and sing. At present the

company has too amateurish an aspect to com-

mand a great success. There is another hint

we would give him. The draught from the

Regent-street entrance must be prevented. At

present, even in the stalls, it iJ intolerable. ^At

many of our theatres this nuisance is unbearaole,

and keeps many persons away.

TJie Polytechnic histitution.—The new lecture

which Professor Pepper has prepared for the

holiday season,“ Faraday’s Discoveries and their

Results,” includes matter more erudite than is

usually administered here—matter, too, of very

great interest. There are few people who, when

they have heard there was a fault in the subma-

rine cable, and it was about so many miles from

shore, have not asked how it was possible to

determine this latter point. The description in

this lecture of ” Wheatstone Bridge,” as it is

called, answers the question. Some amnsing

optical deceptions in the moving of tables and

raising of Tobin are also shown ;
but to sot these

forth as any answer to the so-called Spiritual

llanifestations of the day is a great mistake.

They do not touch the matter at all, and would

simply give the ” Spintualists” an easy victory.

Electricity is receiving considerable attentionjuat

now at the Polytechnic, and the directors con-

template setting up a machine that will give

a shock capable of killing ofi’ a man.

CnURCH-BDILDIXG NEWS.

Selby.—The church of St. James, at Selbjj

has been consecrated by the Archbishop of York.

The building is being finished by the executors

of the lute Mr. James Audus, in whose lifetime

it had been commenced, and who had agreed to

be at the sole expense connected with the work.

The tower is still in process of construction, and

some external ornamentation to be carried out.

months, Mr. Henry Jarvis, a local architect, and

Messrs. Myers, the contractors, having been en-

gaged in its erection. Mr. Robert Stephen

Faulconer, of Walworth, and Mr. Whitehead

have given largo sums, the former about 5,0001.

and the latter 1
,
0001 . towards the cost.

Norwich. — St. Andrew’s Church has been

undergoing some further restorations. The

present work has been to sci-ape and clean the

stone-work
;
to restore the mutilated columns,

the bases of which require to be nearly rebuilt

;

to banish the old square pews, and to substitute

open benches. The scrapings of the columns

brought out the warm colour of the stone which

had been hidden beneath coats of whitewashing,

and the walls have been tinted with a con-e-

sponding colour. The side passages are so

arranged as to show freely and in full promi-

nence the bases of the columns, without inter-

fering with the arrangement of the benches.

The material of which the old pews consisted

has been employed in the new benches, the

ends of which, towards the centre aisle, consist

of deeply-recessed panels, made of the old oak,

sm'mounted v/ith traceiy. The architect was

Mr. William Smith, of London ;
and the con-

tractor, Mr. Burrell; of this city.

Bury tit. Edmunds.— St. Mary’s Church has

had the pews replaced by open benches, and the

organ enlarged and rebuilt, and placed in the

north aisle of the chancel. During these and

other alterations, the edifice has never been

entirely closed.

West Brc/inwich.—The new school church,

which has just been erected in the Wodnesbmy-
road, in All Saints’ district, West Bromwich, has

been formally opened. The foundation-stone of

St. Andrew’s Church was laid iu June last, by

iirs. T. Jesson. The building is iu the Domestic

Gothic style. Mr. Somers Clarke was the archi-

tect. At the east end are the altar and super-

altar. The church is built to hold 400 people,

and when not in nso as a church will be uppor

tioned off into schools.

g00!is IlcaifeiiJ.

Abyssinia and its People ; or, Life in the Land of

Prester John. Edited by John Caiiden

Hoiten, Fellow of the Ethnological Society,

&G. ;
with a new Map and eight coloured

Iliustrations, by MM. Vignaud & Baiucat.

London : Hotten, Piccadilly. 1868.

Tub most useful knowledge wo can have at this

moment in regard to Abyssinia is not so much
what the most recent traveller through the

country has to say, bnt what all Abyssinian

travellers have said of it, including the most

recent j
and this is precisely what Mr. Hotten

gives in a considerable 'portion of his very in-

terestiog volume. Considering the stereotyped

and almost unchanging habits and character of

Eastern peoples, much of what old travellers

have told ua of this people holds good to the

present day
;
and indeed not a little of what

was said in former times, but doubted by some

readers, more modern visitors to the country

have only coufirraed. A book giving us the pith

of all that has been said of our semi-savage foe

—if wo c!in call the Abyssinian people oar foe

—

is therefore the most acceptable gift that_ could

be presented to the public on this subject in this

gift season.

The volume is divided into five parts on the

country as seen by early and recent travellers

;

Consul Plowden’s excellent description of the

people and their • country
;
the story of the

British captives 5
suegestioua for an expedition,

with routes ;
and a bibliography of all the known

works relating to Abyssinia.

TARIORHM.

Address to the members of the Historic

Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. By Joseph

Mayer, F.S.A., &c. Liverpool: printed by

The” paAh’ihnroh of West Firlo has
|

Thomiia Brakoll, Cook-street. Any remarks by

been re-opened after estensivo restoration and Mr. Joseph Mayer on arolimologioal

... .. . -1 1 - -1 T--!- I .aiioT-In-n eilhjootq TTIO
repairs. T little longe; delay, and the whole

[

quarian subjects rth^tst
The building has been constructed from designs

I

church would have lallon down With the
this paper is the kitchen-

by Messrs. Newateadfi Low, ofYorkaud London, approbation of tr e landownei of the jec
Theerawben

were obtained,—Ml’ Gordon M. Hills ;
.lud under this race of men esisted appears to bo to a

bis direction the works were undertaken; Mr. certain extent ident.hed by the roma ns of the

Dayey, aided by Messrs. Parsons, of Lewes, being 'caperomlso. a bird which loeds on pmo buds.

the o^Jntracters% and Mr, H. Weller, of Idrle, I

The pine era of Denmark preceded its

acted as clerk of the works. The west walls of ' and that its beech era. If there was » P'”® o™

the two aisles were rebuilt, the roofs of the two
,

in this island at the same time hero « ®

aisles replaced on walls raised to the original mate axtnre of the ™
height, the main roof of the nave strengthened, kitchen-midden people

f
™ ™

and the plaster coiling replaced with a wooden a veiy aue.ent one perhaps
- Uai. dt _:-j ..Ury s nfip- Or Bviiu uiuch morc, aud whcu tfio climatc

byMeasrB.Newateaa&ix)W,oi lorKauai^onaoD, uppiuuttviyu 01 u. « x.as. v.*
1

...

and consists of a nave, v;ith aisles, chaucel, with 1
well as of the vcsiry, the services of an architect

; _ .

organ-chamber on the south side and vestry on wero"^* '* 4f-iio.

north, and tower with spire at the west end.

The total length of the church is 122 ft., the

width 50 ft., aud the tower and spire will rise to

a height of 165 ft. The lower part of the tower

is for use as a baptistery. The stylo is of the

Early Geometr’ical period. It is built upon

a plinth of Sheffield bliio stone, and the ex-

ternal walls are fenced with Bradford seta

with Ancaster stone dressings. Tho aisles are

divided from the nave by five bays, the arches

of which rest on single polished red Isle of Mull

granite columns, each shaft beiug one piece, and

having carved capitals in Ancaster stouo. A
variety of stones is used in the buildii g inter-

nally, as well as externally. The chancel arch

is carried on clustered banded shafts of red

Devonshire marble, with carvtd capitals aud

stone buses. An eastern and two rose windows

light up the ciiancel. The east window is filled

with stained glass, which has been executed by

Meatrs. Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, of London,

and contains the following subjects in the five

lights:—The Call of St. James, the Raising

of Jairus’s Daughter, the Transfiguration (centre

light;, the Agony in the Garden, and the Martyr-

dom of St. James. The east wall, on either side

of the reredos, is ornamented with a moulded and

cusped arcade, supported on Italian Bardilla and

Spanish Nareta raarblo columns. A sedilia has

been introduced. The roofs are open and of

stained timber, and the beams rest on carved

corbels. Maw’s encaustic tiles, in many different

patterns, have been used to pave the church.

The rerecloe is constructed mainly of polished

Derbyshire alabaster, enriched with carving. It

is divided into three panels, by coupled and single

polished green serpentine shafts, with moulded

arches, and surmounted with a moulded and

carved oorriice, with a cresting inlaid with bosses

of polished Derbyshire spar of various colours.

The lectern takes the conventional eagle form,

but has been modelled for the architects from

studies made by them at the Zoological Gardens.

The organ has been built by Messrs. W. Hill &
Son, London. The sittings are entirely free.

Neioington.—The Bishop of London has con-

secrated the new church of St. Matthew, in the

New Kent-road, near Newington -butts. The
edifice, which, exteriorly and interiorly, is of a

light character, has been built within seven

lining. Tho modern windows in the clearstory

were taken out, and six windows of tho ancient

form inserted, and a window in the east wall of

the nave, which has been blocked up, re-opened.

The arcade on the south side of the nave was

underpinned and placed on a sonnd foundation.

The gallery, which blocked up three arches, was
removed, accommodation for the school children

and inmates of Firle union house, who used to

occupy it, being found iu the body of the church.

Outside,new buttresses have been built to support

the fabric. In addition to these repairs, which

were undertaken solely at the expense of the

landowner, Viscount Gage, aided by a rate ; tho

vicar, assisted by his friends, undertook the

renewal of that part of the building especially

set apart for the due and orderly celebration of

the services of the church. The cliaucel and

sacrarium have been paved, and a reredos erected,

of tiles furnished by Messrs. Maw, from c’eiigusby

their agents Messrs. Tompson & Sons, ofLondon.

Dilwyn (Herefordshire).—The parish church

has been restored and re-opened. Mr. G. C.

Haddon, of Hereford, was the architect em-

ployed, and Messrs. Lewis & Day, also of Here,

lord, were the contractors. Tho cost of the

restorations is about 1,300Z., including the

Powell Memorial east window, by Messrs.

Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. The xei'cdos is the

work of Mr. Forsyth, of Worcester, and is in

marble, Caen, and Painswick stone. The east

window consists of three lights. The centre

contains the “ Crucifixion,” with the sun and

moon darkened over the cross, and St. John and

the two Marys grouped around its foot. The

north light has the ” Nativity.” On either side

are the shepherds aud tho Magi, the whole sur-

rounded by the star of Bethlehem. In the

south light the “Ascension” is represented.

The bead of the window is filled with the sacra-

mental emblems—wheat and grapes—and the

paten and chalice.

since, or even much more, and v

was much colder than it now is, but by no means

BO ancient as the era of the glacial drift, in which

traces of still more ancient man have been found.

Many of tho kitchen middens accordingly occur

aloDg the present coasts, bnt not all oi them :

some arc miles inland. Mr. Mayer considers

tho question of migration ; as to which all we

shall say is that we have never seen any allusion,

made to the facilities afforded toextremely ancient

migrations, atan eraeven subsequent to the glacial,

but when the climate was colder, by the freezing

of the ocean surface farther south than now.

Thus, fur example, there certainly was a time,

after tho glacial era had waned, when Britain

and the Continent were united every winter

by a frozen sea. The wandering Esquimaux,

and the Lapps, are probably remnants ol ancient

races whose fields ot migration have only been

narrowed by the mildeniug of climates in the

juxta - arctic region, which region, iu and

after tho glacial era, had not retreated so

far to tho north as now. Thus, amongst

the Esquimaux and the Lapps, we probably

have the likest state of mankind to that of the

aborigines of this island—the earliest Britons

and Piets, bnt especially to the glacial drift

races. An account of the Lapps and Esquimaux,

written by the light of these views, and of the

glacial drift, flinC implement, aud kitchen mid-

den phenomena, might shed a i-eflex light of great

interest on the probable state, habits, and

customs of our extreme ancestors. Mr. Mayer

next treats of the time of Hadrian’s wall across

the island, which he is of opinion was built to re-

sist—^notthe comparatively few northern savages

alone, but an alliance of these with the far more

dangerous pirates of the North Sea. But irre-

spective of the fact that the plague of these

rovers, as Mr. Mayer admits, was not beard of

for nearly a century later, would not the alli-

' ance of the pirates with the savages have only
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rendered the buildinf^ of a wall aovosa the island
less probable, and of less avail than if it were
intended to exclude the savages exclusively ?
“ The lost letters of the English tongue” forms
the last subject treated of by Mr. Mayer. It is

rather a startling one, but perfectly correct as he
shows. Thus there are thirteen distinct vowel
sounds in the English language, and to denote
these, we have only the five vowel letters of the
Latin alphabet, which our ignorant forefathers
were persuaded to adopt from the Homans. On
this account we have in a manner lost eight of
thesevowels as recognised alphabetical characters.—” Rain : How, When, Where, and Why it is

Measured.” By G. J. Symon, F.M.S. Stanford,
Charing-crosB. Of late years the subject of rain
has increased in interest. For some years a fear
seemed to prevail that the rainfall was perma-
nently dirulnishirig

; bat these fears were suc-
ceeded by a new series in which it has been on
the increase. The solution of the question whe-
ther the rainfall in this country was increasing,
decreasing, or stationary, was the primary object
of the researches of Mr. Symon, a very compe-
tent investigator. He has collected nearly 12,000
records of rainfall, which he[has arranged, tabu-
lated, corrected, corresponded about, travelled
and searched for, besides organizing a system
throughout the British Isles for observations
on its distribution, entailing a vast amount of
labour and no little expense. To a small extent,
as to expense, his labours have been recognized
and aided by the British Association. The records
collected extend from the year 1677 to 1867

;

and one of the chief results appears in a tabular
and diagrammatic form, which shows that about
the middle of last century, for a series of years
there was far less rainfall than there has ever
since been; and that the greatest amount of'
rainfall during all these years was in the middle
of the present century. The diminution between
1820 and 1850 was by no means so great as that
of nearly the whole of the previous century. The '

wettest year of the whole series was in 1852, i

and the falling off after 1854p has ceased. The
general result, as Mr. Symon remarks, “ appears
to indicate great steadiness in the supply if any
considerable number ofyears are taken together,
the principal exception being in the middle of
tbe^ eighteenth century, when the observations
indicate a remarkable and prolonged drought.”—— C^sell’a “Illustrated Catalogue for 1868,”
folio size, contains illustrations from thirty. five
works, the chief of them by Gustave Dorc. It
makes a book worth preservation.

Manchester Certified Industrial Schools-
The annual meeting of this institution has been
held at Ardwick-green. The report stated that
the committee had been placed in a position of
difficulty from want of dormitory accommoda-

;

tion, and they had thereby been induced to
appeal to the public for a sum of money to
build additional dormitories and workshops.
The appeal was liberally responded to. The
spare ground at the back of the schools was
examined, and plana for additional buildings to
give the necessary accommodation prepared.
The building had been commenced. It was
thought desirable to purchase an additional
piece of ground to enlarge the playground, and
this, with the cost of heating apparatus and
fittings, would involve an expenditure of 3001.
or 4001., which had yet to be raised. A dona-
tion of 3001. had been given by the Manchester
Corporation towards the building fund.

Purification of the Thames. — The con
servators of the Thames are able to report that
they have given the requisite thirteen months’
notice for the removal of all sewers above Staines
which emptied themselves into the river, or into
any tributary stream within three miles of the
river

5 and at a later period in the current year
they gave like notices with regard to drains
below that town. They have also served notice
upon the proprietors of paper-mills requiring the
discontinuance of the fiow of sewage or other
offensive matter from theirmills. Forthe purpose
of further preserving from impurity the waters
of the Thames above the point of the water
supply, the conservators employ a steam-tug to
pass up and down the river, with a view to the
removal of all dead animals and other polluting
substances, and nil the lock-keepers hare in-
structions to remove all such nuisances.

Fatal Fall of a Church.—An accident has
occurred at St. Paul’s, Astley Bridge, near
Bolton, by which one man has been killed and
two others severely injured. The edifice was
being widened, and, for the purpose of carrying
out the extension, the workmen had sprung
some arches, and it was noticed that one of these
was fast giving way. The breach became so
great that one of the needles or uprights sup-
porting the key-stone of the arch slipped from
under, and a tremendous crash followed. The
roof of the church and the greater part of the
building fell in. Three of the men were caught
by the falling walls, and several others narrowly
escaped.

A Cork Gasometer.—The Cork Gas Con-
snmers’ Company have completed their new
gasometer, which is said to be the largest in
Ireland. It is a plate-iron cylinder, 154 ft. in
diameter, by 25 ft. deep, and has involved many
thousand cubic yards of excavation, and an
amount of masonry and other work, which for
the past nine months has kept about 120 trades-
men and labourers of the city at daily work.
Mr. Anderson, the engineer of the company,
furnished the plans for the work, and it was car-
ried out under the personal direction of the
manager, Mr. Still. The entire staff of the
works, about 200 in number, dined in it the
other day.

Geeat Fire at Newcastle. — The dreadful
explosion of blasting powder has been followed
by another misfortune in the loss of property
worth from 4O,O00Z. to GO,000Z. by fire from an
unknown cause. There is no evidence, however,
that Fenianism has had anything to do with
eithercalamity. The buildings in which the fire

occurred form a block of the most valuable and
finest stone buildings in the town. Of recent
years nearly the entire range of buildings along
the Quayside, at Newcastle, has been rebuilt, the
old rickety erections, chiefly of brick, being
supplanted by massive ones of stone. The
improvements extended to Queen-street, King,
street, and Akenside-hill, all in the immediate
rear of that part of the Quayside next to the
Guildhall. The fire broke out in a ship store, and
destroyed a large portion of the block of build-

ings in which it took place. Unfortunately, the
water supply was deficient in force.

French Hospital.—A dinner was given on
Saturday evening in aid of a London hospital
open to all foreigners speaking the French lan-

guage, when the chair was taken by M. Devaux.
A French dispensary, established in 1861, has
rendered gratuitous medical aid to more than
7,000 sick and indigent persons ; and last year it

was determined to found a hospital, in order to
complete the work commenced in the dispen-
sary, and to offer to those speaking the French
tongue the succour which the Germans have for

many years provided for persons of that nation.

The French Government promised an annual
grant, and the appeal to the French in London
was so generously responded to that the com-
mittee felt justified in beginning operations at

once, by hiring a commodious house at the cor-

ner of Lisle-street and Leicester-place, in the
centre of the French quarter, where patients are
attended by two French physicians. It appeared
from the statement of M. Himmel, the hon. secre-

tary, that the hospital and dispensary are under
the same roof.

The Proposed Nf.w Town-hall for Wol*
verhampton.—The approval of the resolution of
the local public works committee, sanctioning
the plans of Mr. Bates for a sessions-house,
town-hall, magistrates’ court, and public offices,

and directing him to complete the working
drawings, and deciding that the committee
should advertise for tenders, have been formally
voted in the town council. The estimate of Mr.
Bates that his plans could be carried out for

17,0001., was, it is said, guaranteed by Messrs.
Warburton, builders and contractorr, at Man-
chester, and was accompanied by tenders from
tradesmen in their respective branches of the
trade—the latter amounting in the aggregate to
several hundreds of pounds less than the esti-

mate of Messrs. Warmington
; and since the

plans had been amended, on the suggestions of
various officers of the corporation, Mr. Bates bad
written, assuring the committee that they could
be carried out for the amount stated. It had
been stated that the council were going to spend
30,0001. on the buildings. A l^d- rate will pro-
duce sufficient to pay off the outlay aud interest
in thirty years.

[Dec. 28, 1867.

Substitution of Arbitration for Strikes.

—

A lecture has been delivered in St. James’s
Hall, by Mr. A. J. Mundella, president of the
Nottingham Chamber of Commerce, and chair-
man of the Council of Conciliation, on the sub.
stitution of arbitration for strikes in cases
where differences arise between employers and
their workmen. The meeting forthe delivery of
the lecture was convened under the auspices of
the Eefonii League, and the chair was occupied
by Mr. Samuel Morley. Mr. Mundella, we
believe, has risen from a humble position to be
the managing partner of a firm employing from
3,000 to 5,000 workmen.

Educ.ational Conference.—A conference of
the friends of national education (supported by
local rates under local administration), to discuss
the principles and provisions of the Education
Bill introduced into the House of Commons last

' session, will be held in the town-hall Manchester,
on Wednesday and Thursday, the loch and 16th
of January next. The time has arrived for a
settlement of the question on such a basis as
shall as little as possible disturb the existing
machinery, but yet shall give scope for exten-
sion and development where needed, and shall

provide instruction for the whole of the children
of the poorer classes of the population.

“ The Seven Churches of Asia.*”—An ex-
ceedingly interesting series of photographs,
showing the remains of the seven churches of
Asia, of the Revelation of St. John (Smyrna
Ephesus, Laodicea, Philadelphia, Sardis, Tbya-
tira, Pergamos), and the adjacent sites of
interest

; Monument of Sesostris, Niobe of
Mount Sypilus, Magnesia of the Meander, Apbro-
disias, Hierapolis, are now on viewin the rooms of
the Arundel Society, 24, Old Bond-street. They
are the first photographs of these places produced,
and were made by A. Svoboda, artist of the E.A.
of Venice. Amongst the moat interesting are
those of Laodicea, including views of the Great
Theatre, the Stadium, with the pyramidal petri-

fied aqueduct, by the effects of the waters of the
Lycos

;
the incrnsting waterfalls, Hierapolis j and

the Plutonium. At the foot of this temple is the
water exhaling the deadly vapour mentioned by
Strabo. Apart from the great interest of the
sites, the photographs are very charming speci-

mens of the art.

TENDERS
For alteratione and additiona at No. 69, St. John's-

street, Smithfield, for Mr. E. Tumbafi. Mr. L. 11. Isaacs,
architect -

Axford £575 0 0
Walker 478 0 0
Devereui & Son 404 0 0
Prince 402 0 0

For the drainage of the town of Hayerill, Suffolk. Mr,
B. Fitch, engineer :

—

Tinsley & Turner £1,065 9 0
Harria 957 0 0
Moxon 950 0 0
Dewitt 930 0 0
Mason &. Sou 914 0 0
Faukner & Cowley 849 0 0
Blootufield 840 0 0
Garwood 795 0 0
Potter 780 0 0
Hall 769 0 0
Fell (accepted) 733 9 0

. For rebuilding back premises of 24, St. Mary Axe. Mr.
H. H. Collins, architect :

—

Sanders £454 0 0
Newman & Mann 416 0 0
Cohen 375 0 0
Sale 330 0 0

For two houses and shops at Harrow-on-the-Hill, for
Mr. Wm. Winkley. Mr. W. H. Woodman, architect.
Quantities supplied by Mr. T. T. Green:

—

Avery £2,293 0 0
Woodbridge 1,920 0 0
Upchurch A Hanks 1,912 0 0
Taylor 1,910 0 0
Lander 1,900 0 0
King & Sons 1,880 0 0
Baker 1,852 0 0
Gibson, Bros 1,847 0 0
Shurmor 1,793 0 0
Salter 1,644 0 0

For fioiahing the roads at Plough Lane Estate, for Con-
servative Land Society. Mr. James Wylson, surveyor ;

—

Bentball £1,390 0 0
Reddin 849 0 0
Hancock 782 9 6
Goodair 759 0 0
Hamertou 730 0 ()

Rough 685 10 6Rough
Hubbard
Hiscox A Williams .

Bloomfield
Neal
Brewer A Steggles .

Burgess
Pizzey
Porter (accepted) .,

640 0










